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now

here's

a

strange

thing,

WOR

is like

but

. .

25

CENTS

.

a puppy-

because its upkeep — compared with other media —
is a pittance. To do a Httle close figuring:
One-twelfth of 1 -cent per impact per week is all one
sponsor paid for talking to people in 422,755 homes.

WOR

is like

a shower-

because its powerful saturation of the majority of the
homes in 430 counties in 1 8 states, brings you
the greatest single station buy in the United States.

WOR

is like

a sharpshooter-

because it rarely misses on producing point-blank results.
For instance, in a very brief time, one WOR

show

moved a sponsor's product from 8th to 3rd place in the candy
bar field; pulled 82,896 contest entries from 47 states!

coming!
TWO

—heard by the most people
GREAT

TELEVISION

WOR-TV, NEW

STATIONS

YORK.. .CHANNEL

WOR
9

.WOIC, WASHINGTON,

where the most people are
D. C.
mutual

^^^BHEN the giant dirigible Hindenburg crashed and burned in
1937, WLS was there, recorded a vivid eye-witness account of the disaster. Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Koenning of Des Plaines, Illinois, are among thousands of regular
WLS

listeners who remember this broadcast as the greatest in WLS' first 25 years.
They first started listening to WLS when they moved to suburban Chicago 18
years ago— still listen regularly, rarely tune in any other station. They seldom miss
a National Barn Dahce broadcast; Mrs. Koenning listens daily to "Feature Foods."
From morning to night they listen to WLS, but of all the programs, they say the
crash of the Hindenburg was "the most outstanding
Even at the time, this broadcast w£.s recognized
its ban on recordings to air it on the network. It is
cast included in the Columbia record album. "I Can

broadcast we've ever heard:"
for its greatness. NBC broke
the only local station broadHear It Now."

It is not only for this classic on-the-spot news broadcast that listeners remember the iirst 25 years of WLS.
They recall other great events and regular services: how
they made extra money on crops and livestock as a result
of WLS market broadcasts; how they brought youngtsers
home from school early, because of WLS weather warnings.
They remember visits to the WLS National Barn Dance.
They remember and regard WLS as a friend in whom
they have confidence and belief — a confidence that insures
advertising results.
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It's true! Within
of producing

Houston's trade area thousands

oil and gas wells supply /o«r/^^;/

of the nation's greatest petroleum refineries!
The city itself houses more oil companies and
industries allied with petroleum
community

than any other

in the world!

Yes! And

KPRC

wealthy market.

is FIRST

FIRST

in this fabulously

in Hooper!

FIRST

in

BMB! FIRST in the South's FIRST Market!
Blanket this tremendous oil market FIRST
and deliver the big shipping ports of Beaumont,
Port Arthur, Galveston
Pick KPRC now!
availabilities.

KILOCYCLES

National Representatives: Edward Petry & Company

•
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REPORT of National Security Resources
Board for civil mobilization, which may see
light of day soon, is expected to call for full
mobilization of our civil economy, not on basis
of war next month or next year but war tomorrow. In its present form (and it may undergo
sharp revision) understood to recommend total
censorship and to approach commandeering of
radio under stand-by powers which would be
vested in President for use in event of national
emergency.
PLAN

for reorganization of FCC into virtually autonomous panels covering (1) broadcasting; (2) common carrier; (3) safety services, moribund for more than year, is being actively considered again. Presumably FCC
wants integrated plan on paper to present to
Congress in event it's called upon to do so.
GENERAL FOODS, New York, through Benton & Bowles, New York, currently negotiating
with Lambs Club for presentation of the
Lambs Gambols starting sometime in March to
replace Meet the Press Sundays on NBC-TV.
Marty Goodma/n is agent for Lambs Gambols.

ALL'S NOT serene in intramural relations of
NAB and BMB. Financial and technical operations of research bureau are bringing frowns
at association headquarters.
STATE of BMB treasury may require dispatch of flying squadron to enroll new members
and persuade those already signed to meet
their commitments. There's talk that A. D.
(Jess) Willard, executive vice president, and
Dr. Kenneth Baker, director of research, may
be drafted by NAB for trouble-shooting
mission.
CHEVROLET
DEALERS
of New York,
through its agency, Campbell-Ewald Co., New
York, expected to sign contract early next week
for sponsorship of Winner- Take All on
CBS-TV.
BEFORE Commissioner George E. Sterling
returns to Mexico City Jan. 9 to resume alternate chairmanship of U. S. delegation to
International High Frequency Conference, FCC
may settle its position with respect to status
of 540 kc channel for allocation purposes.
Indications are it will propose use of frequency
for low-powered stations so that multiplicity
of them could be licensed throughout country
and thus perhaps relieve congestion on present
six local channels.
BACK of rump movement to wipe out present
FM Assn. board is group desiring to put Bill
Bailey back as executive director.
NEWEST name heard for Assistant Secretary
of State for transportation and communications, now occupied by Garrison Norton, is former FCC Comr. Ray C. Wakefield, now chairman of Provincial Frequency Board, headquartered in Geneva. Career diplomat R. Henry
(Continued on page 7^)
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Jan. 6: ABC
Northeastern District Affiliates
meeting, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jan. 6-7: NAB Sales Managers Executive Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 10: FCC Hearing on Station Representation resumes, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
(Other Upcomings page 36)

Bulletins
"TELEVISION will be the ultimate development in the entertainment world," Spyros
Skouras, president, 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., said Thursday at a luncheon meeting of
Radio Executives Club of New York. "Television will give motion pictures their greatest
impetus
since the
advent oftosound,"
he added.
Asked about
negotiations
purchase
ABC,
he declared, "They're out."
FAVORABLE U. S. tax ruling on Jack BennyCBS capital gains deal, despite reports Revenue Bureau may rule otherwise (see page 25).,
expected by Loyd Wright, Los Angeles, attornew for Benny's Amusement Enterprises Inc.
He said CBS has acquired firm in toto; that
firm did $1,500,000 business last year; that
Benny has not been sold but is contract employe of American Tobacco Co. which owns
Broadway and radio shows.
IN SPECIAL Hooper survey taken Christmas
Day, 4-6 p.m. (EST) NBC's Two Hours of
Stars received a 10.0 rating or 39.6% of listening audience. CBS carrying Christmas
show in same time received rating of 6.8 or
26.9% of listening audience.

Business

Briefly

FASHION TV SERIES • Best & Co., New
York department store, Jan. 5 sponsors first of
WABD (TV) New York fashion series, Ethel
Thorsen's Fashion Page, Wed., 3:30-3:45 p.m.
Weekly program to be sponsored in turn by
leading New York stores.
KRUEGER BREW NAMES • G. Krueger
Brewing Co., Newark, to Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, switching from Benton & Bowles, New
York. Radio has been used.
ASCAP CONTRACTS
AUTOMATICALLY
RENEWED
ASCAP contract with broadcasters automatically renewed for nine years beginning Jan. 1,
1950, Theodore C. Streibert, WOR New York,
chairman of NAB Music Advisory Committee,
announced when ASCAP failed to give notice
of desire to negotiate for increased payments
by Dec. 31, 1948.
Contracts expired year from that date were
automatically renewed on same terms — 2%%
royalty for blanket license, 8% on programs
using ASCAP
on per
basis. Only^f*
change
in new music
contracts
will use
be broadcasters
no longer can change back and forth from one
type of payment to other.
REPRESENT TBA ON NAB UNIT
ROBERT P. MYERS, NBC assistant general
counsel, and Edward McCrossin of DuMont
legal staff named representatives of Television
Broadcasters Assn. on television subcommittee
of NAB Music Advisory Committee to negotiate terms for use of ASCAP music on video.
Mr. Myers also is chairman of subcommittee
as NAB appointee.

FMA
Committee
Lashes
'Rump'
Move
LID BLEW OFF FM Assn. internal feud
KSWI Council Bluffs, la.: E. Z. Jones, FMA
Thursday when FMA Executive Committee isvice president, WBBB, WBBB-FM Burlington,
sued policy statement drafted at meeting
N. C; C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey; Ben
called on 12 hours notice.
Strouse, WWDC and WWDC-FM WashingsCommittee declared:
|
ton; Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington; M. S. Novik, consultant. New York;
Executive Director J. N. (Bill) Bailey was "fired"
as executive director, "effective immediately."
Frank
A.
Gunther, Radio Engineering Labs.
Committee charged him with "breach of faith" with
Rump
meeting
of FMA station group will
board,ting which
had
"granted
the
courtesy"
of
permithim to resign. Board action was taken at Dec.
10 FMA meeting in Chicago.
be held Jan. 16-18 at offices of Ray-Tel Inc.,
New executive director named by committee but
Chicago, according to Graeme Zimmer, WCSI
ship.
his name awaits approval of entire board memberColumbus, Ind. Mr. Zimmer said group deExpanded program and budget for 1949 reviewed,
sires to force out present FMA board. Among
with
"grass
roots
man-to-man"
effort
to
aid
FM
group of seven expected to attend, he said,
stations.
FMA
will
expand
cooperation
with
equipment manufacturers, agencies and other radio facets.
were Thomas F. McNulty, WMCP Baltimore,
Committee is embarrassed by rumors of NABMr. Bailey and Bill Barlow, former public reFMA merger, explaining absolutely lack foundalations director of FMA.
tion. NAB was praised for its role as "chief and primary trade association
for broadcasting
Mr. Zimmer said new FMA regime had cut
No logical
conflict exists
between FM industry."
and teleand alltrade
broadcasts
will one day be harmopromotion and office funds and was benizedvision,
in one
association.
ing run by AM interests. He said drastic by"Petty indulgence in personalities and private
laws changes will be proposed.
axe-grinding" deplored.
Attending meeting called Wednesday by
Mr. Bailey told Broadcasting Thursday he*
had not been invited to attend Chicago meeting,
FMA President William E. Ware, KFMXBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Babson's

''Magic Circle"

Pn<Mte^

Our

KCMO's
Mid-America
"Richest in time of peace, safest in time of war," says economist
Roger Babson about the "Magic Circle" area! And, Walter Bowers,
Secretary, "Magic Circle" Development Conference, adds, "The
annual income of the 'Magic Circle' has increased in ten years
from six to sixteen billion dollars. Bonk deposits have gone up in
some parts of the 'Magic Circle' as much as five hundred per
cent. Land values have doubled and tripled. The 'dust bowls' of
the 20's and 30's have become the 'boom bowls' of the forties!"

50,000 WATTS

DAYTIME- Non-D.Vecf/ona/

10,000 WATTS

NIGHT-af sjo fee.

Claim...

is 70U(e
of Marlcet!
KCMO's Mid-America, located completely within the "Magic Circle,"
has always been a big market — and it's getting bigger and bigger!
For radio coverage in the "Magic Circle," you need KCMO's onestation blanketing of Mid-America. 213 counties inside KCMO's
50,000 watt measured Vi millivolt area — listened to in 466
counties in 6 "Magic Circle" states (gray counties on map). Center
your selling on KCMO, Kansas City's most powerful station for
Mid-America, in the "Magic Circle."

KCMO
. . . and KCFM-94.9 Megacycles
KANSAS
CITY, MISSOURI
Basic ABC Station for Mid-America

Nafional Representaiives
JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY

BROADCASTING
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ONE

station

ONE

rate

• ONE
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of
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the dial
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I
A

Name

I

Worth

I
I
Remembering

I

*
I

I

In 1949, it will pay timebuyers to remember
these call letters-W H H M

I

.

I
They're worth remembering— for the experience
of time buyers and advertisers has shown that

I

WHHM

delivers

I

I

I
MORE

I

LISTENERS

I
I

PER DOLLAR
I
IN

I

MEMPHIS

I
I
I

Watch

cash registers ring those happy sales

tunes, note how
I

a WHHM

an alert audience responds to

I

message.
I

I

Remember
results!

WHHM

in '49 for Memphis

sales
I

I

FEATURE CALENDAR
First issue of the month: Comparative Network
Program Sponsors Schedule
Second issue: Network Boxscore; Public Interest
Third issue: Trends Survey
Last issue: Telecasting Showsheet
At Washington Headquarters
SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ART KING, Managing Editor
J. Frank Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate EdiFred Fitzgerald,
News Editor;
Editor; Robert
Paul Ful-B.
comer.tors;Asst.
to the News
Luce, Research Editor; Mary Zurhorst, Copy
Editor. STAFF: Lawrence Christopher, Phyllis
Engelman, Jo Hailey, Ed Keys, Tyler Nourse,
John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:
Yvonne Caldwell, Nancy Diehl, Grace Hargrove, Secretary
Mary McCauley;
Eleanor J. Brumbaugh,
toBUSINESS
the Publisher.
MAURY LONG, Business Manager
George L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager;
Harry Stevens, Eleanor Schadi, Virginia Dooley.
AUDITING:
Eunice Weston.B. T. Taishoff, Irving C. Miller,
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
BERNARD PLATT, Director
Estelle Markowitz.

I

.WHHM
Independent— but not aloof
I
Memphis^

Tennessee
I

Patt McDonald, manager

FORJOE & CO., representatives.
member

of

I

Association
of Independent
Metropolitan
Stations

I

I

* Fairbanks-Morse furnishes this one.
I
I
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CIRCULATION
READERS'
SERVICE
WINFIELDANDR. LEVI,
Manager
John Cosgrove, Warren Sheets, ChaiJalier
Oliver. Jeanette Wiley, Elaine Suser, Lillian
Hodgson,
NEW YORK BUREAU
250 Park Ave.,
PLaza New
5-8355York
EDITORIAL:
EdwinZoneH. 17,James,
Editor; Herman Brandschain, Asst. to the New
York Editor; Florence Small, Stella Volpi,
Betty R. Stone.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor,
ADVERTISING:
rector; Tom Stack.S. J. Paul, Advertising DiCHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1. CEntral 6-4115
William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood and Vine, Zone 28.
David Glickman,HEmpstead
West Coast8181Manager; Ralph
G. Tuchman, Hollywood News Editor; Ann
August.
TORONTO
417 Harbour Commission Bldg. ELgin 0775
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title: Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of
the
Fifth in
Estate.
Advertising
• wasin
acquired
1932 Broadcast
and Broadcast
Reporter
1933.
• Reg. U. S. Pat. Office
Copyright 1949 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25e Per Copy
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OA

BR

NG

TI

S
CA oi
f Radio

....

Hi'

always

advertismg

the

leader

Because

BROADCASTING

enjoys the highest

degree of reader interest of any trade publication . . .

Because time buyers have repeatedly made it their
first choice for station advertising . . .

Because its carefully-edited, painstakingly-prepared
columns inspire confidence in the news it brings and the
advertising it displays ...

Because

in its 17 momentous years of publication, it

has relentlessly espoused the cause of free, competitive radio
in the best interests of the art and industry and the free
people it serves ...

Broadcasting

BROADCASTING

has consistently

• Telecasting

been

the most

ejfective,

result-producing

medium

in

the

entire field.
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^ P O T
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WFAA
WGAR

MENNEN
SHAVING

^

WJR
WONS
KARM
KPRC

M'are hearing the
CREA
• All over the country
men
Mennen message from the friendly, known voice
of top local personalities.
For Mennen
each

of many

uses the right local program
markets — a friendly known

selling Mennen to America's
wherever they may be.
You

too can adapt this most

men,

in

voice

their way,

flexible form of

powerful radio to your special requirements.
These
chances

stations

will add

materially

to your

for spectacular success.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

WSM
KSTP
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
WMTW
WEAN
KGW
WRNL
VV Iw-'MI
KQW
KOMO
KTBS

\
J
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA

•

• BOSTON

Telecasting

NBC
MBS
NBC
MBS
NBC

Boston
Bridgeport
1Buffalo
Cleveland
Dallas
Ft. Worth )t

NBC
ABC
CBS

Detroit
Fresno
Hartford
Kansas City
Houston

MBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell-Lawrence
Milwaukee

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC

Mpis.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans

NBC
NBC

Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Me.
- Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
^ /-I n Anf/^nio
OUII rAMIUIIIVi/
San Francisco

ABC
MBS
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
CBS
NRC
NBC

Seattle
Shreveport

WMAS
KGA
WAGE
KVOO
WSAU
WWVA

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling
Wausau, Wise.

KFH
WAAB

Wichita
Worcester

THE

LIST

Atlanta
Baltimore

YANKEE

QUALITY

11

BROADCASTING

WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ

RADIO

AND

ABC
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC

MBS
CBS

TEXAS

NETWORKS

■TV
■ TV

TELEVISION
ATLANTA _
BALTIMORE
WSB-TV
BOSTON
_WBAL-TV
BUFFALO
.WN
AC-TV
_WBEN
LOS ANGELES.
KFI
MILWAUKEE —
.WTMJ
M'P'L'S-ST. PAUL_KTSP-TV
TV
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Remember
story

f0r

the

profitable
set ling -

about ...

I NVE

the horseless buggy

that grew into . . •

car?

That's just like the growth
of WWDC in the rich Washington market. It started
out small . . . and grew . . .
and grew into a fast-acting
streamlined force for profitable sales. If you want
power and drive behind
your radio advertising in
Washington, your best buy
is WWDC and WWDC-FM.
Get the full story from your
Forjoe man today.

AM-FM— The D. C. Independent
Kepresenled Nofionally by
FORJOE
& COMPANY
Page 10
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Announcer-producer Hurd (I) and news editor Ireland (r) with Garfield
high school discussion group.
* * *
is now reaching out beyond Seattle
"THE UNDIRECTED expression
and western Washington high
of free speech by anyone . . . who
wishes to express an opinion." A schools into nearby Canada, denoble objective of our democratic
pends on how thoroughly the parsociety, this, and the standard of
ticipating students are not preYouth Views the News, a half -hour
weekly ad-lib discussion of curThe principal of the school
pared.
rent affairs heard Sunday mornwhere the program is to be reings at 10 via tape-recorder on
corded is warned in advance by
KOMO Seattle.
(Continued
on page 6U)
Effectiveness of the show, which

On

the streamlined

ST

-flu

THE COMMERCIALS on a few
coast-to-coast sponsored programs aweek might be enough for
the average agency man to handle,
but not Innes Harris, commercial
supervisor in the Hollywood office
of Young & Rubicam.
No less than a dozen broadcasts
per week bear the imprint of his
three-man department.
And this
makes him just about the busiest
agency man on the West Coast.
His responsibilities include the
NBC Bob Hope
show
Bros.Swan (Lever
soap) ; CBS
Carson
show
Jack
(General FoodsSanka) ; NBC Duffy's Tavern (Bristol - Myers products) ;tures
NBC
Adven-&
of Ozzie

-flccounts
type, the long distance telephone
gets a play.
Born in Rich Hill, Mo., Nov. 18,
1904, Innes was educated entirely
in schools of his native state. He
attended Drury College, Springfield, for a year. Then in 1926 he
became sports editor of the Springfield (Mo.) Republican for a year,
then joined the Phoenix (Ariz.)
Republic.
Innes entered radio in 1929 as

announcer-newscaster and publicity man for WTAM
Cleveland. But after a good 12 months
or so he moved to
Westinghouse Electric Corp. in East
Pittsburgh, h a n dling publicity for
that firm for the
next few years.
Beginning in 1930
Harriet (Internawith radio publicity
tional Silver) ; ABC
and running
Meredith
Will son
show (General
through commercial
writing, program
Foods - Jello) ; five
weekly
ABC
Generproduction and a vaal Electric House
riety of other
assignments, young
Party (electrical
Mr. Harris was on
"°""MEEKE
R
appliances) ; tranthe New York staff
scribed Skippy Holof
Erwin,
Wasey
&
lywood Theatre
Represented by
INNES
Co. for the next
(Rosefield Packing
four years.
Co.-peanut butter) on 46 stations;
He produced the CBS Bobby
CBS My Favorite Husband (GenASSOCIATES
eral Foods-Jello) .
New York • Chicogo
Benson show, then the top kid's
program
of
the
day.
Assignments
San
Francisco • Los Angeles
He's the most teletype conscious
man in town, constantly in commualso
included
Arthur
Godfrey's
first network shows on CBS. In
nication with the agency's New
addition he handled a variety of
York office checking on informaSTEINMAN STATIONS
tion for commercials of these
(Continued
on
page
GU)
shows. And when it's not the teleBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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lotanta

BALOWSTAR, new super-fast video lens used
by ABC to telecast' midnight Mass on Christmas Eve from St. Patrick's Cathedral, is
viewed by Frank Marx (I), ABC engineering
v.p., and Jack Pegler, Television Zoomor Corp.
INSPECTING wreckage of the KRLD Dallas towers, located near
following their collapse Dec. 21 (see story this issue) are (I to
Rembert, manager of KRLD; Don Houseman, insurance executive;
Gooch, president of T/ie Times-Herald, station owner, and John W.
KRLD president.
Station resumed in about eight hours.

NILES TRAMMELL (I), president
party which marked switch Jan.
from 10:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday.
Pat Gorman, adv. director, Philip

Gorland,
r) Clyde
Tom C
Runyon,

of NBC, covers a point during a cocktail
2 on NBC of the Horace Heidt program
With Mr. Trammell are (I to r) Mr. Heidt;
Morris Co., and 0. P. McComas, PM v.p.

REPRESENTATIVES of sponsor, agency and network discuss promotion plans
for GE's House Party (five-a-week on ABC) during "closed circuit" broadcast.
Present are (I to r) James Webb, Young & Rubicam v.p.; Robert Kintner,
ABC executive v.p.; A. M. Sweeney and George Parks, GE. Pro"^^^
gram starts today (Jan. 3), 3:30 p.m., EST.

MEL BEKINS (I), pres., Bekins Van
& Storage Co., accepts plaque for
his company's
cials saluting public
Omaha service
area commerindustry
from Thomas Ashton, Omaha C of C
pres., and Paul Fry, KBON Omaha
manager.

PLANNING hockey broadcasts on
WSRS Cleveland are (seated, I to r)
Danny Landau, WSRS sportscaster,
and P. A. Snyder, pres.. East End
Nash Co., sponsor, with (standing)
Samuel Sague, WSRS pres..

FIRST Dallas telecast for
WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, opening
of Greater Dallas Motors, Ford
agency, show rooms, brings
congratulations for Harold
Hough (r) WBAP-TV director,
from Howard Smith, Rogers
"^^r'
agency. Dallas
& Smith,

For TYselectivitf. . . check channel
11 first! . . . With the widest range of television
programs . . . best coverage of news, special
events, sports . . . drama, beauty, homemaking
. . . children's shows, religion for all creeds,
public service . . . WPIX offers enough video
variety to attract the attention of any viewer
— or advertiser! . . . can make more sales, create
more conversation among customers, build
better business in a new major market, well
' worth the effort now . . . and from now on!
For full details, cost and rates on WPIX
programs currently available for sponsorship
or syndication . . . write or phone . . . today! . . .
WPIX

. THE NEWS

Television Station

220 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C. . . .MUrray Hill 2-1234
Represented outside New York City by
Free & Peters, 444 Madison Ave.,New York 22

BROADCASTING
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ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN

770 FEET
ABOVE SEA
LEVEL
RA. PORTER, formerly in charge of New York office of Roche, Williams
, & Clearly, and prior to that with Stack-Goble, Chicago, joins DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York, as vice president and member of plans
board at end of January.
FRENCH L. EASON, vice president of L. W. Ramsey Co., Chicago, became
Chicago manager of Fletcher D. Richards Agency on Jan. 2. SHELDON M.
FISHER, who opened the Richards office there three months ago, returns
to New York.

596 FEET
ABOVE SEA
LEVEL

JAMES R. LUNKE and CRAIG MAUDSLEY, Pacific Coast advertising executives, announced formation of Lunke-Maudsley & Assoc., with offices in
Joseph Vance Bldg., Seattle. Both men
formerly operated their own advertising
agencies.
RAYMOND C. KEMPER, formerly staff
producer with Don Lee Broadcasting
city.
System, Hollywood, joins radio production staff of McCann-Erickson, same

Mr. Lunke
MIKE
Blvd. NEWMAN

Wathington Momtment

Light In Washington

. . .

• • • Towering high above everything in Washington, WMAL-TV's ultramodern six-bay super-turnstile antenna is the highest point in the entire Nation's
Capital! This "plus" in height is a contributing factor in the beautiful signal
radiated into the homes of this vast market.
Power

. . .
Programs
. . . Prestige

• • • WMAl-TV is Washington's most pov/erful television station— a guarantee
of a clear, steady signal far beyond the metropolitan area. Another reason for
the popularity of WMAL-TV v/ith the viewing audience, is that it was the first
television station in the country to advertise and maintain a seven-night-a-week
program schedule. Wherever things of top interest are taking place— whether
Redskin football games, boxing, wrestling . . . top news events . . . WMAL-TV
studio productidns ... or top attractions from New York— the best in television
entertainment in Washington will be found on WMAL-TV. It's a happy combination of tops in signal, tops in programs, and tops in acceptance— for the
Evening Star's 96 years of predominance in Washington makes The Evening
Star Television Station the most ACCEPTED in Washington homes.

WM

A L

WMAL-TV
THE SYENING STAR STATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Mr. Maudsley

& Assoc., Hollywood, moves to larger quarters at 5371 Sunset

RUTLAND, GILCHRIST & CLEM, Toronto, opened an office at 37 Queen
St. South, Kitchener, Ont. DONALD G. DICKSON is manager of new office.
JOHN GREEN and JOSEPH LAMNECK transferred to television staff of
Newell-Emmett, New York. Mr. Green will work on production and Mr.
Lamneck becomes staff art director.

WMAL-TV Tower

The Highest

THOMAS W. DEALEY joins W. Earl
Bothwell Inc., Hollywood. He was forwith D'Arcy
St. Louis,
before merlythat
withAgency,
Hillman
Shane and&
Breyer, Los Angeles.

W M A L- F M

JAMES P. DWYER, Gray & Rogers Adv., Philadelphia, elected president of
Junior Adv. Club of Philadelphia. EDWARD A. SEIFKEN, also of Gray &
Rogers, elected vice president.
BRISACHER, Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, elected to membership in
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
EARL C. NOYES Adv., Rutland, Vt., announces opening of a conference office
of its Washington branch in the Washington Bldg.
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD & SHENFIELD, New York, announces these appointments: LESLIE A. HART, formerly with Eastern Cooperatives, New York, to
copy staff; PAUL G. ENDORF, previously with J. M. Mathes, New York, to radio
copy, and ALBERT SKOLNIK, formerly with Pedlar & Ryan, New York,
to media.
McKIM Adv., Toronto, moves offices to McKim Bldg., 47 Eraser Ave., Toronto.
Telephone: MElrose 4642.
JAMES D. BISHOP appointed art director of Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia.
LINCOLN W. ALLAN joins O'Brien & Dorrance, New York, as production
manager.
MEL MATHEWSON and ROY POWERS joined Thomas C. Wilson Adv., Reno,
Nev., as art director and account executive respectively. Mr. Mathewson was
formerly a freelance artist, and before that with Bacon & Lawrence, San
Francisco agency; Mr. Powers was formerly with John D. Roche Inc., Los
Angeles.
ROBERT BRAGARNICK, formerly with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,
joins Blow Co., New York, as an account executive.
WILL PEARCE, art director of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco, elected a vice president of the firm. CATHERINE BIDELSPACHER,
formerly with Compton Adv., New York, joins the agency's media department.
WILLIAM P. SCHRAMM, advertising director of Armstrong, Requa & Assoc.,
San Diego, made partner in firm replacing HAROLD F. REQUA JR., resigned.
Agency name changed to Armstrong-Schramm Co. Mr. Requa left to become
advertising and public relations director for Sun Harbor Packing Co.
ROBERT B. SELBY, manager of Smith, Bull & McCreery, San Francisco,
elected a vice president of the company.
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ilne World S
Treasury Band

The Hawthorne
Starring
Kay Slarr
Famous Jury
Trials
S
Chesebrough
Mfgr.,
HermanLitUe
(141)
Amazing

SATURDAY
Bsb Warren
CBS
MR.<;News
NRr
Simmary
News
S
S
Bauuit Sports Parade
Memo
Saturday
Newt inS
From UN
Religion
NEC Symphony
Merey
Bands For
Bonds
Sports SReview
News S
Larry
Lesnrnr
Amsterdam
Hawaii Calls
S
S..
Show S
Pet MilkNight
R. i. Reynolds
Scronadc(m)
Saturday
Vaughn
Monroe
News
Wrigley
TBA
Gene
(161)Autry
R
Anacin
Renson Metal
a' 30
Theat(a-4127)
Hollywaod
Star
20
Questions
— m — — m —

Etching?
Musical

TBA
General Foods
Gang Busters
(75) R

Am. Tobacco Co.
Your Hit Parade
— m

TBA

R.F.D.
tmuia

TBA

7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00

DAimii: nyU3)
olive-Peot
Coigate-Palm-

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30

9:45
19:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

;reen Ho

Orchestras
of the Nation

Poole's
Parade
Sports
Wings Over
Jordon

7:00

JATORY NOTE5
LISTINGS IN FOLLOWING ORDER:
SPONSOR. NAME OF PROGRAM,
NUMBER OF STATIONS, AND IN
SOME INSTA\fFS, STARTING
DATE: S INI
SUSTAINING:
Rrr,^<lRK-BRO
ON WEST
TBA I .j 111. ANNOUNC
ED.
ARC
iiior and

Dance Orch.

Paradise

Col.-Palm.-Peet
—Judy(mCanova
—

Grand
Ole Opry
R. J. Reynolds
— m —

i<».n nm s
nayion noe-

NRr

6:30
6:45

8:15
PSG
ioiutncot (141)
Truth or Cen-

Life Begins

Liggett
Myers Kaiser-Frazer
Tales oi8 Fatima
Mpet the Rn^^
(20)
Theatre
Sing Its Again Chicago
of thes Air

Mr. Malone

6:80 PM
6:15

i:>t,t
on
STAFFORD
Thursdays, MEET THE STARS,
bored by Beauty Factors Inc. over
inMBS

TBA
-sponsors Johnny DesiMi ra Sho\'
10:00-10:30 AM Fi .xi W

Charlie Slocum

■w sponsnied

First Charch
Christ. Stioatist
U. S.(116)
Tebaiio
Take A Nanber

Following
Oribeib'a
Opera

Moke Way
Far Yoath
S

(480)
Sbotwall M\iTrai or False
(482)

J. Morrell
Lassie(18J)Show
Or.Mars,(41)
f.Q.Inc.Jr.
rite Wc«lily^^>l«wfniagailn« of Radio
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PACKARD BELL Co., Los Angeles (manufacturer of radios and television
sets), Jan. 2 started weekly quarter-hour sponsorship of Chet Huntley
newscasts on 17 CBS western stations Sundays (5:30-5:45 p.m. PST).
Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency: Abbott Kimball Inc. of California, in Los
Angeles.
SOUTHGATE FOODS, Norfolk, Va. (Red Mill peanut butter), Jan. 11 starts
co-operative sponsorship of Breakfast in Hollywood on eight North Carolina and
Virginia ABC stations, Tuesdays and Thursdays (1-1:30 p.m.). Contract is for
26 weeks. Agency: W. Wallace Orr Inc., Philadelphia.
PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia, was to sponsor special New Year's Eve telecast
from Times Square, New York, on ABC's eastern television network featuring
street celebrations and the unveiling of a new spectacular electric sign. The
program, booked through Hutchins Adv., Philadelphia, was to be emceed by
Walter Kiernan from 11:45 p.m. Dec. 31, 1948 to 12:15 a.m. Jan. 1, 1949.
ROGERS STERLING DIVISION of International Silver Co., New York, appoints Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York, to handle advertising. Local radio
campaign may be used.
BENEFICIAL SAVING Fund of Philadelphia, through Richard A. Foley Agency,
same city, signs a year's contract for 10:15 Sunday evening period on WCAUTV Philadelphia.
REXON Inc., New York, distributor of Swiss-made Thorens pocket and table
lighters, and manufacturer of Spin-a-way ash trays, appoints Peck Adv., New
York, to handle its advertising. Radio and television will be used.
MICKELBERRY FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (Old Farm Sausage products), appoint Schwimmer & Scott, same city, to handle advertising, effective
Jan. 1. Radio will be used.
THE WILLIAMS POTATO CHIP Co., San Francisco, appointed Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, same city, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
THE HIGHWAY 50 Assn. appoints James S. Nutter & Assoc. San Francisco,
to handle advertising. Radio will be used.

A/aturotk -^ccounti •
CHESEBROUGH Mfg. Co., New York (Vaseline products), Jan. 1 started halfhour weekly dramatic-mystery show Little Herman on approximately 250 ABC
stations, Saturdays (9-9:30 p.m. EST). Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, New York.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City, N. J., increases number of
stations carrying its sports newsreel with Bill Stern on NBC Fridays, 10:3010:45 p.m., from 72 to 137 effective Jan. 7. Agency: Sherman & Marquette,
New York.
RADIO BIBLE Class Organization, Los Angeles, Dec. 26 renewed Radio Bible
Class on 32 Don Lee stations, Sundays, 8:00-8:30 a.m. Contract for 52 weeks.
Agency: Stanley G. Boynton, Los Angeles.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, Jan. 2 started transcribed repeat of ABC
Louella Parsons Show on full Don Lee network Sundays (8:45-9:00 p.m. PST).
Contract is for 52 weeks. Agency: Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York.
LEVER BROS., Toronto, renews Laura Limited (Lux Flakes) Jan. 3, 1949 for
52 weeks on 26 Trans-Canada Network stations, Mon.-Fri., 11:45 a.m. to 12
noon; renews Bob Hope (Rayve) Jan. 4, Tues. 9-9:30 p.m., for same time and
stations. Agency for both accounts. Young & Rubicam, Toronto. Company also
renewed Big Town (Lifebuoy) Dec. 28, for 52 weeks on 32 Dominion Network
stations, Tues., 10-10:30 p.m. Agency: RuthraufT & Ryan, New York.

D. C. BERRY, former assistant advertising manager of McKesson & Robbins,
New York, appointed advertising manager of firm. Mr. Berry succeeds the late
L. M. VAN RIPER, who died last month.

MARY E. KIRSCH, formerly in art department of Bass-Luckoff of Hollywood,
joins Robbin Products, Los Angeles sales promotion firm.
BROADCASTING
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When KLEE-TV in Houston, Texas opened
two days ago, it was the first station in the
history of television to begin operations in the
black! Our New Year's resolution, as station
representatives, is to help this proud new
station stay in the black — in 1949 and all the
years that follow!

22 EAST 40lh STREET
•
NEW YORK, N. Y.
RADIO & TELEVISION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
January 3, 1949
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Station Aid to Representatives
(Report 40)

By EUGENE KATZ
The Katz Agency, New York
JUST a few weeks ago I was asked
by a veteran television man, Bill
Eddy, if station representatives
were doing anything positive about
selling television, or were they
just signing up stations and raking
in commissions on business that
came in.
Unfortunately, to earn any commissions in television the national
representative has to v/orlc for
them. He has to work harder in
television than in AM, and his
job is a more difficult and complicated one. Despite the great strides
which television engineering has
recently made, it has not yet produced a foolproof gravy train.
Difference in Selling
The national representative organizations which have taken television seriously — and several have
— have not only added men to their
sales staffs as television specialists
EUGENE KATZ of The Katz Agency, New York, was a pioneer among
station representative organizations in the setting up of a separate and complete television department. Accordingly, he is very
much aware of what data the station should offer its- representatives to effect a better selling job.
He was given a chance last month
in New York at the TBA Clinic to
offer "brass tack" suggestions
which are summarized here.
and trained their AM salesmen in
television know-how, but they have
learned that television .selling is
very different from selling radio.
At least nine national represtative firms are now actively engaged in selling television time
and programs.
How can television station managers help them to do their job ?
Power, wave length and network
affiliation have been important elements in the sale of AM time.
Neither power nor channel assignment is an important variable in
television selling today.
Network affiliations are, and will
continue for some time to be, so
scrambled that the mere fact of
affiliation with any network does
not, of itself, prove much about the
size of a station's audience.
With power and frequency subordinated, what are the things
that count in selling television to
national advertisers ?
First, of course, is the market
and the number of receiving sets.
It will be a long time before television markets arrange themselves
in a rank order of importance parPage 16
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alleling either population or retail
market.
Philadelphia, for example, is
twice as important a television
market as Chicago for the present
because it has twice as many receiving sets. Washington is more
important for the moment than
Detroit br Cleveland.
Since set ownership is a primary
consideration in estimating the importance of a television market,
stations must provide frequent reliable counts of the constantly increasing set distribution.
Television will not be helped
either by gross exaggeration of set
ownership nor by evasion of this
critical statistic.
Programs and Facilities
Next in point of importance to
the advertiser are the programs
and facilities of the station. In
television these loom much larger
than in AM because they determine
what an advertiser can do to sell
his product with a given appropriation.
Because so few national accounts
have already prepared television
programs or commercials, the
availability of suitable local programs or program building facilities may determine whether an advertiser buys television in a given
market or passes it up entirely.
To do a proper job of bringing
new accounts to television, and this
is the most impoi^tant kind of
television selling, the national representative ought to have:
1. A summary description of the
entire program schedule which tells
briefly what the programs are, how
they work, who sponsors them.
2. An exact operating schedule,

as exact, that is, as it is possible to
provide.
3. Detailed description of studios
and studio equipment and as much
information as possible regarding
the flexibility of this equipment.
Network Tie-in
4. Information about the station's tie-in with the network or
networks with which it is affiliated,
the number of programs per week
fed
by coax, microwave or Teletranscription.
5. Detailed description of remote facilities and charges for
their use.
6. Rate cards standardized to
avoid confusion in the mind of the
timebuyer or sponsor about what
he is buying. In case anybody
wants a copy of the rate card
recommendations we make to our
stations, I have a supply here for
those who want them.
7. Detailed description of camera equipment, both studio and
mobile.
8. Description of film projection
equipment by make and size.
9. Information about the station's slide equipment and the station's ability to produce slides for
sponsors.
10. Description of the film production facilities of the station and
the cost for their use for various
types of program production.
11. Finally, the national salesman ought to have an inclusive description, and that means inclusive
of mechanical details, program
format and cost, for each locally
originated program which is offered to the national advertiser for
sponsorship. This is in addition
to the overall program description

Mr. KATZ
which was ' mentioned before.
With this information, with a
knowledge of the station's operation gained from on-the-scene
visits, and by keeping closely in
touch with its changing pattern
of operation, the national salesman
is reasonably well equipped to go
out and create new television advertisers.
Where should he go to find these
new buyers ? Obviously, ' he
shouldn't neglect the big, established national advertisers, those
who are using television in other
cities; nor should he neglect the
accounts which are using radio —
either national spot or network.
But the most important selling
a representative can do is to employ
television's four dimensional effectivenes ofsight, sound, motion
and immediacy to put non-radio
advertisers on the air, to create
new television accounts from magazine and newspaper advertisers
and from companies which have not
used
dium. any national advertising meKTLA

TV

Service

CARL D. MAURER, supervisor of
development engineering for Paramount Pictures television division,
is installing a video transcription
system in KTLA, Paramount TV
station in Los Angeles. A- duplicate
CUSTOM-BUILT TV mobile unit is received by WKY-TV Oklahoma City, of the equipment used at the New
York Paramount Theatre, the setOklahoma Times station, which begins telecasts next spring. Measuring
up will enable KTLA to supply its
advertisers with 16mm or 35mm
32 feet long by 10 feet wide, unit includes a 16-inch TV tube, extension
deck, complete radiophone installation for communication with studio and
sight-and-sound recordings of their
programs for use on other stations
an inside stairway. Viewing screen built into side enables people at scene
or to provide film reports of teleof telecast to watch program on receiver. After equipment is instolled
vised special events to theatres for
and checked, unit will be used for training WKY-TV personnel. Shown atop large-screen reproduction. New
vehicle are Aaron Britton, engineer, and Bob Hayward, television studio
service is expected to be ready for
supervisor, at the camera.
use about Jan. 15.
•
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Test

Paffern-WHIOA SIGN

TO YOUR

CUSTOMERS
*

AND

ENTERTAINMENT

DAYTON,
PROSPECTS
THAT'S

tests and program
WATCH

FOR

demonstrations
OUR

MIAMI

VALLEY

OF FINE TELEVISION

COMING

Residents of Dayton, Ohio and the Miami
their television sets to this WHIO-TV

0., AND

SOON!

Valley will soon be adjusting

test pattern. Final equipment
are scheduled

OPENING

for February.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

Represented Nationally
by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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\ Ibuquerque
1 3aumont
1 aise
1 )ston-Springfield
1 affalo
» liarleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Corpus Christi
Davenport
Des Moines
Denver
Fargo
Duluth
Ft. Wayne
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Honolulu-Hilo
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
Norfolk
Omaha
Peori a-Tuscola
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore.
Raleigh
Roanoke
San Diego
St. Louis
Seattle
Syracuse
Terre
Haute

NBC
ABC

KOB
KFDM
KDSH
WBZ-WBZA
WGR
WCSC
WIS
KRIS
woe
WHO
KVOD
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WRAP
KGMB-KHBC
KXYZ
WISH
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WMAW
WTCN
WMCA

NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC-NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
IND
ABC

WGH
KFAB
WMBD-WDZ
KYW

CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC

KDKA
KEX
KCBQ
WPTF
WDBJ

CBS
CBS
NBC

KSD
KIRO
WFBL

CBS
CBS
ABC

WTHI

Television
Baltimore
Fort Worth-Dallas
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
St. Louis

WAAM
WBAP-TV
WAVE-TV
WTCN-TV
WPIX
KSD-TV

OGICA

RADIO

.NALYZE your sales volume or your
A,
sales potential, county by county for any reasonably large part of the U. S., and you'll immediately see why "national spot" radio is
logical radio.

the distribution, the price equality or advantage, the dealer-cooperation, etc., etc. that are
required to make any advertising expenditure
profitable.
If you or your agency will give us a few

And that's the kind of radio you want for
the intensely competitive selling situation

necessary facts and figures, we'd be happy to
show you exactly why spot radio is logical for

that's now upon us. For national spot is the
kind of radio that goes only where you have

you. How
of course.

REE

&

about it? There is no obligation,

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since May, 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

*

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

Helpful in Radio Use
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have found Broadcasting very
helpful in our spot and program
radio advertising.
James R. L. Fitzgerald
Business Manager
Diamond T Truck Sales &
Service
Richmond, Va.

en
(Letters are welcomed.

The editors reserve the right to use only the
most pertinent portions.)

'Shot
the Arm'
EDITOR, inBroadcasting:
Muchas gracias for the nice editorial [Sterling (Mex.)] whicli appeared in the Dec. 13 issue of
Broadcasting. It certainly makes
a chap feel happy to know that his
as well as his Delegation's service
is so much appreciated. Your editorial was a shot in the arm to all
of us.
Geo. Sterling, Alt. Chairman
U. S. Delegation
High Frequency Broadcasting Conference (ITU)
Mexico

Likes 'Marketbook' '
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Let me once again express our
appreciation for your fine work,
the 1948 Marketbook; we hope
that we may look forward to receiving asimilar reference volume
in 1949. It's a real service to the
industry.
Dean Schaefer
Unusual Features Syndicate
Chicago

Mik

Non-Commie

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Enjoyed the editorial in your
issue of Dec. 20 [Red Riding
Hoax]. Am sending for the noncommie affidavits used by NLRB
which I understand are such that
no American citizen should refuse
to sign or be reluctant to so do.
I am contemplating putting them
into effect here for all new employes and our present ones and
thereby do our bit at screening our
personnel.
I certainly agree with you that

0
^
MIDCONTINENT
BROAD^'^STI
NG
CO.,
SIOUX
FALLS,
SP^UTH
DAKOTA

^

^

e

MiUioH
em

II 233
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ready cash which they will

— meaning
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Mr. Gray

Mr. Gray

WSJS
WIP

Broadcasting Covers
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Sending the enclosed photo to
you for a very special reason.
Guess you can call it a kinda novel
Christmas gift; and too it proves I
read Broadcasting as well as brag
about it.
SOUTH DAKOTA"
There's a humorous angle to the
photo that doesn't show. . . .
When I arrived at the Los Anrepresentative
geles airport I heard the airlines
national
CO.
E. PEARSON
JOHN
paging me. The captain of the
ship came over and informed me
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
products
"NBC forvia KELO.

•

Editor's WIP
note: Philadelphia
Below are the two
' is Gordon Gray's. The
one at the right
vice
president
of
WIP.
The
one
at
left
is Assistant Secretary of the theArmy,
owner
of
WSJTS
Winston-Salem,
and
other radio interests.

spend on the staples and
luxuries they want to buy.

bonus sales for the wise advertiser who SELLS his

Page 20

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Seems you caught an editorial
fingerof inthea file
door andsketches
"mauled"in
one
thumbnail
the "Station Outlook" story in the
last issue of Broadcasting.
The gentleman you pictured as
speaking for WIP Philadelphia is,
I am sure, rather busily occupied
with some other large scale operation in his capacity as Assistant
Secretary of the Army.
I must admit, however, that the ^
man you quote, who is vice-president of WIP, and also chairman of
the NAB All Radio Presentation
committee, has been pictorially confused in the same manner, both by
other publications
. . . and in personal life.
But these Gordons are not alike
in the Gray.

excess of $233 million in

in KELOLAND

ATTC
lil
WAIIS

Gray

have in

This has been a bumper year

AU
mCAA
dUU

Blue Over

Sam Elber
Press Department

MILLION

Folks in KELOLAND

So have we, Jimmy —
KELO leads tfie field in national selective and
local acceptance because KELO is the best salesman
in this rich morket.

Affidavits

it is radio's responsibility, and by
radio I mean the networks and the
stations. I can't see why the networks shouldn't require all performers and anyone connected with
network shows to sign non-commie
affidavits,
what
would
be and
wrongI can't
with see
all radio
stations doing likewise.
Radio is so potent a force and
so vital to our national security
that we cannot afford infiltration
by those who seek to destroy our
government or its form. I know
you agree, and your magazine can
be a powerful force in keeping
radio clean.
r
. Leslie C. Johnson
General Manager
WHBF Rock Island, III

Junior Joske Plan
EDITOR, Broadcasting:

Magazine and friends.
that photographers were waiting
to take my picture! I told him he
must be mistaken. "No," was the
reply, "Aren't you a celebrity —
think the man said you were a famous television expert!"
All this sounded much like a first
class practical joke and I thought
I'd play along by pretending I was a
celeb. So I stepped out of the plane
onto the stairway as tho ready to
take a bow before my admiring
audience. I almost went rolling
down the stairs on my face when
I saw that photographers were
really standing by to take my picture.
They posed me with Mr. Stephen
Bosustow, president of United Productions of America (the film company I had engaged for the
production of my commercials). Because of being posed with the Prezz,
I assumed the pictures were his
idea and were to be used to promote
the film company. But were the
photogs his ? ? You don't have to
tune in next week — I'll tell you now
—NO! They were sent by a couple
of Hollywood TV publications and it
wasn't until after the photos were
developed that they discovered that
I was holding two issues of Broadcasting and one issue of another
rival publication!
Fran Harris
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Chicago

' Polls and Surveys
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Much has been made of the distinction between political polls
which predict the future and audience surveys which measure the
present. I can't see the difference.
Someone must predict the future
from the audience survey before
it becomes a useful tool. If the pollster doesn't consider that his job,
he has merely reduced his professional position, and has increased
the burden on the executive who
buys his service.
Mistakes have been made in surveys, but what profession doesn't
make mistakes ? The need isn't for
abolishing this profession which attempts to find evidence instead of
hunch as a basis for prediction.
The need is to improve the procuring and using of evidence.
Perhaps the biggest mistake was
failure to realize the inherent limitation in any form of prediction.
Dr. Victor J. Andrew
Andrew Corp.
Chicago
BROADCASTING

In [Dec. 20] issue of BROADCASTING on page 24 you have quite an
interesting article entitled "Junior
Joske Plan" . . . [which] really
proves that the Joske Plan will
work, in practice as well as theory.
. . . Keepgotupa the
work. You've
really
goodgoodmagazine.
A. C. Newburgh
Commercial Dept.
KDTH KDTH-FM Dubuque

"SOME of the top-salaried radio
stars have found a loophole in the
federal income tax laws that is
calculated to save them large sums
of money . . . The loophole enables [them] ... to sell their
services as a business and thus pay
a capital gains tax of only 25% on
their income. Otherwise their tax
on the same amount of personal income would be 77% ... Stars who
already have used the loophole,
and others who may be contemplating a similar step, should realize
they are courting disaster . . . Public favor is not a constant thing.
It is fickle ... If and when the
public wakes up to the fact it is
being made a sucker in the deal,
the popularity of the tax-saving
stars is apt to start declining."
From an editorial in
Port Worth Star-Telegram
[Editor's
"Star-Telegram"
owns
WBAPNote:
ForthTheWorth.]
"A YEAR ago Mr. Petrillo announced that recorded music would
be banned forever. . . . But ... he
celebrated the lifting of that ban
by directing a recorded rendition
of "I'm Just Wild About Harry"
for presentation to President Truman. . . . He hasn't bothered to
deny charges of inconsistency, contenting himself with the modest
observation that 'All great Americans (and he mentioned President
Lincoln as an example) change
their minds.'
". . . Mr. Petrillo's actions indicate that he has not changed his
mind. . . . For the ban on recordings was obviously a tactical move
designed to force restoration of the
welfare fund. . . . Under the TaftHartley Act, payments of this kind
. . . are illegal. Hence Mr. Petrillo
probably resorted to the ban as a
means of bringing pressure on
Congress to revise the act or to
induce the industry to get around
it by some sort of compromise
agreement acceptable to his union.
". . . Mr. Petrillo is doubtless
fairly well satisfied with the outcome of his strategic campaign.
. . . However, for members of the
musicians' union ... as well as
manufacturers and distributors of
records . . . the Petrillo ban has
been a costly method of arriving
at the present compromise settleFrom an editorial in
ment." The Washington Post
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I ALl OF YOUR FUTURE (Or Part of Your Past)
The Caboosers — Astor 503
Martin—
Harmonica Gentlemen — Castle 1455
Foster — LeDuxe
Reoent 1381182

AM
Ted
Alan

BEHAVIN' MYSELF FOR YOU
Maxine Sullivan— MGM 10343
BOUQUET OF ROSES (Hill & Range)
Rex Turner — Varsity 8001
Eddy
Arnold—— Vic.
Jackie Brown Quartet— MGM (0336
Dick Haymes
Dec. 20-2806
24506

SYMP
BELT Cap.
Jacl( Smith—
15280HONY Meum, Fred Grap — Apollo 1132
CORN
Jack
LathropVic.
Cyril
Staplcton MGM
— Lon. 10257
282
Nev. Simons—
Bob Stewart — Mero 20-3119
7469
Jack Emerson — ^Metrotone 3014
-r*
CUANTOSistersLE— GUST
Andrews
Carmen AMiranda— Dec. 24479
Smith— Cap. 15280
382397 Jack
Cugat—Vic.Col.20-307
XavierYoung
Barbara Brown — Varsity I IB
—
Eve
DAINTY BRENDA LEE
Eddy Smith—
Howard Cap.
— Mer.15328
5208
Peter
Hayes—
Jack
EastmanLindTrio—
TriloniDec.188 24519
Jack Lathrop— Vic. 20-3119
Don Churchill— Trilon 208
Jerry Wayne — Col.*
I LOVE YOU SO MUCH IT HURTS (Melody Lane)
Floyd Tillman— Col. 20430
Reggie
Goff — —Lon.
Frontiersmen
Vic. 312
20-3188
Jimmy Wakely—
Shorty Long — Dec. 46139
Tommy
Clayton — Cap.
Varsity15243
8010
Mills Brothers — Dec*
I WISH SOMEBODY CARED ENOUGH TO CRY (London)
Frank
Gallagher
~ ly Dorey
— Gold— Dana
Medal*2033
Eddy Howard — Mer.*
-1.,.
MonroeVic.
DRE—AMS
INlughn
la MY
Fitzgerald
Dec. 20-3133
24529

Reggie GofT — Lon. 368

IT'S A BIG WIDE WONDERFUL WORLD
Buddy Clark— Col. 38370
>mmyESO
KayeME— Vic.R ' 20-3025
'
LON
ONE HAS MY NAME <
Bob Eberly
Dec.— 24492
Texas
Jim —Lewis
Plim Duncan—
Col. Excel.
20491 45
Red Perkins — DeLuxe 5047

Jimmy Wakely— Cap. 15162
Eddie Dean — Crystal 132
Tommy Clayton— Varsity 8009

OUS WITH A ROSE -e,
RENDEZV
Bob Eberly — Dec. 24491
Buddy Clark — Col. 39314
Pepper
Nealy
Bullet152161056
Dick
Wong—
D & D 45-1903
Pied Pipers — —Cap.
Fred
Gray —— Apollo
Westonians
Sig. 1042(131
Don Rodney— MGM 10272
Snooky
Mer. 5188
Bobby
Worth—— Me-Ro
Castle 1258
Bob Stewart
7469
Walter Lanson
Scheff—— Spiro
3002
SUNDAY IN OLD SANTA FE
Andy Russell— Cap. 15158
Jose Morand
Xavier
Cugat—— Vic.
Col. 20-3101
38327
Plue Barron
— MGM 10185FOOLIN'
WERE
YOU
Kay Starr
— Cap.ONLY
15226
Varsity Orchestra — Varsity 122

(Barron & Shapiro-Bernstein)
Ink Spots
— Dec.Col.24507
Eric
Whitley—
38323

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE (ramphell)
Ames Brothers — Coral 60015
Johnny
Eager — Quartet—
Grand 25010
Jackie Brown
MGM 10336
Varsity Orchestra — Varsity 120
' Soon to be released.
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Pictured here, new homes for more than
500 new Miami families. This is one of the

WQAM, too, has acquired a brand new home — has
added modern new equipment and greater facilities to
better serve Greater Miami's $500,000,000 year-round
market. Now, more than ever before, the way to reach
the most customers at the lowest cost in this growing

largest privately owned building developments
in the South, and one of a number of such
projects which have made Greater Miami first
in the nation in new construction per capita.
Current records indicate total construction
valued at $150,000,000 in 1948.

7Hu!UtU

'4, 'Pout

market is WQAM, Miami's First Station, whose clear,
strong signal blankets all Miami, and gives dependable
coverage of the 15 additional counties in its trading area.
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CARPET

By J. FRANK BEATTY
SECOND trouble-ghooting of the whole BMB operation within little
more than a month is scheduled Jan. 11 when the BMB Executive Committee meets in New York.
With the 1949 nationwide study under BMB auspices only two
months away, demand has arisen
in the industry for a quick over- revealed if the bureau would open
hauling of the broadcaster-financed
its books to show the list of paying
coverage project.
subscribers, they contend, adding
The demand mounted to a peak that pressures have been applied
last week just as BMB was an- to encourage stations to join.
nouncing that it had signed a total
In any case, the Jan. 11 Execuof 802 subscribers, with 1,000 as
tive Committee looms at this writa goal (see story page 24).
ing as a hair-letting-down session.
Unless the research bureau is
revamped quickly it will face a NAB's representatives comprise
financial crisis even before the vast only a third of the committee votpower, as is the case with the
study gets under way, in the view BMB ingboard.
of a number of broadcasters who
Discontent Grows
favor an industry-wide coverage
Dissatisfaction with BMB
service but feel the present BMB
marked the mid-November NAB
setup isn't the answer.
And unless the second project is board meeting [Broadcasting,
Nov. 22]. At that time the board
good — much better than the first —
BMB will fall apart, all broadcast wrote a stiff denunciation of BMB,
advertising will get a black eye, calling names, but relented at the
and NAB's very life will be threat- last minute by substituting a velvet paddle.
ened, they fear.
This dissatisfaction was voiced
A weak spot in BMB would be

COAXIAL

Further

$7.00 A YEAR— 2.5c A COPY

Overhaul

Demanded

by a substantial board majority.
In the end, some wanted a fast
showdown and others preferred to
let two board members present the
case orally to BMB's board. The
latter prevailed, and two directors
were assigned
to following
attend BMB's
board
meeting the
week.
They were Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
Denver, also a BMB board member, and G. Richard Shafto, WIS
Columbia, S. C, who was elected
to the BMB board effective Jan. 1.
BMB's board heard the NAB
complaints, realigning its upper
executive bracket and instigating
a number of changes in its plans
for the second nationwide study
getting under way in March
[Broadcasting, Nov. 29, Dec. 6].
But these steps have not satisfied
some of those who criticize the
measurement bureau. They want
NAB's board to take more drastic
action when it meets Feb. 14-15 in
New Orleans. Unless that is done,
the entire future of BMB and
NAB are in danger, they say. In
support they contend there have

Networks

TIME

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
NETWORK television, which has been reasonably well organized on an
East Coast operation, was thrown into almost total confusion last
Wednesday when AT&T notified the video networks of the allocations
of time on the single coaxial cable connection which, starting on Jan. 11,
will connect the eastern and the ^
newer midwestern network facili(Dec. 29) that after six weeks of
ties.
joint sessions with the television
The announcement to the press network companies a distribution
was direct, discreet and lacking in of available time on the single
channel between New York and
details: "The Long Lines Department of AT&T announced today
Chicago has been arrived at. The
spokesman said while it is recognized that all the needs of broadAT&T'S plan of New York-Chicago
casters are not satisfactorily met,
coaxial, divided into daytime, 10
the conditions requiring temporary
a.m. -5 p.m.; 5-8 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, 8-11 p.m. Monsharing will be materially imday through Saturday, and Sunday,
proved when additional channels
is as follows:
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Sunday Mon-Fri
Time
5- 5:15
WPIX
Sat
5:15-5:30
WPIX
10- 11 a.m.
DuMont
Open DuMont
11- 12
5:30-5:45
NBC
Open
Open DuMont Open
5:45-6
NBC
121 p.m.
Open DuMont Open
1- 1:30
66:15
DuMont
Open CBS
Open 6:15-6:30
1:30-2
DuMont
Open
2- 2:30
CBS
Open 6:30-6:45
Open CBS
CBS
2:30-3
Open 6:45-7
Open DuMont
NBC
3- 3:30
DuMont
77:15
ABC
Open
NBC
NBC
3:30-4
7:15-7:30
WPIX
Open
NBC
NBC
4- 4:30
7:30-7:45
CBS
Open
ABC
NBC
Open
4:30-5
7:45-8
NBC
Open
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Get

been a number of resignations in
recent weeks of important stations. These are ascribed to NAB's
handling of the BMB problem and
BMB's selling and research techniques.
NAB's answer to the resignations is that many stations resign
at year-end when they are reclassified for NAB dues purposes,
but usually are back in the fold
in a few weeks. NAB also contends
that the acquisition of new members in recent weeks far outweighs
the number of resignations.
Here are some of the questions
BMB should answer, in the opinion of its critics:
• How much money has been
received to date?
• What has been done with
the money, including expense accounts, travel, entertainment, personnel salaries?
• What stations were paying
members as of Dec. 31, 1948?
• What is the status of the
(Continued on page 2U)

East-West

along the route are completed next
June" [Broadcasting, Dec. 20].
The statement did not mention
the consistent refusal of any network to relinquish any sponsored
or likely-to-be sponsored time to
its rivals which in the end made
it necessary for AT&T itself to
parcel out the precious minutes of
network time. Nor did it make
public the allocations details, holding that this information properly

by Critics

Allocations

belonged to its clients, who could
release it is they saw fit. They did
(see tables below).
Complete information on what
programs and what sponsors would
go into what periods after the
east and midwestern networks are
connected was lacking as the network salesmen hastily contacted
their clients to see what could be
worked out. What details were
(Continued on page 71)

8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Frl.
Thurs.
Wed.
Tues.
Sat.
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS
DuMont
NBC
CBS
DuMont
9-9:30
ABC
NBC
DuMont
DuMont
DuMont
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
CBS
8:30-9
NBC
9:30-9:45
CBS
ABC
DuMont
NBC
ABC
NBC
10-10:30
9:45-10
CBS
WPIX
CBS
NBC
WPIX
DuMont
NBC
CBS
ABC
WPIX
Sunday
10:30-11
hour bloclcs to those networks which
are off the cable between 8 and 10
ABC take
has 10-10:30
8-9 and and
CBS NBC
9-10
5-5:30 p.m.— WPIX; 5:30-6— NBC; 6- p.m.
DuMontIf will
6:30— Open; 6:30-7— ABC.
10:30-11. The next Sunday DuMont
7- 7:30 p.m.— CBS
will have 8-9, NBC 9-10, ABC 107:30-8 Mont.
p.m. DuMont
— alternately
10:30 and CBS 10:30-11. The following
starts Jan.ABC16. and DuSunday 10-10:30
ABC will
8-9, CBS
9-10,
8- 9 p.m.Mont.— alternately
NBC
andhave
DuMont
10:30-11.
ABC starts Jan.ABC16. and DuThe
fourth
Sunday,
DuMont
will
have
9- 10 starts
p.m.— Jan.
alternately
CBS and NBC.
CBS
16.
8-9, NBC 9-10, CBS 10-10:30 and ABC
10:30-11. Then it all starts over again.
10-11 p.m. — Will be rotated in halfJanuary 3, 1949 * Page ,?
8-8:30
Time

Men.
WPIX
WPIX
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BMB on Carpet
(Continued from page 23)
BMB tax case, in which non-profit
classification is sought? What attorneys have been hired? How
much have they been p^id?
• Is BMB actually diverting
millions of national advertising
dollars to other media?
Unless these and other questions are answered the BMB lid
will blow off at the NAB board
meeting, according to letters and
telegrams being exchanged among
a number of NAB members.
Some Resent NAB's Views
The official NAB attitude on
the whole subject is resented in
some station quarters. The charge
is made that over two-thirds of
NAB member stations are not
BMB members and that they resent the BMB board's implication
that all association members should
subscribe.
The original resolution adopted
by the NAB board in November
is understood to have cracked hard
at the BMB top echelon, especially
Hugh Feltis, president, and John
Churchill, director of research.
BMB responded with a revamping
of its administrative lineup, giving
Mr. Feltis general management,
sales and policy powers and naming Cort Langley to the new post
of assistant to the president in
charge of operations.
Since that action the BMB matter
has been out of the industry spotlight but the behind-scenes discussions have been getting more intense week by week.

|
IN
A YEAREND
report
to Q
BMB
|y
D
board members, Hugh Feltis, president, called 1948 a year of preparation for the research organization's second nation-wide survey of
station and network audiences to
be conducted this March.
He said in March 600,000 ballots
will be mailed — 100,000 more than
were used in Study No. 1 — and followups will be sent as needed to
obtain the minimum required response. Six weeks later tabulation
of ballots will begin. By September, subscribers are to get their re-

iews
/s Rev
Fe/fviewing
and on television
habits.
He said with the present list of
subscribers, which reached 802 at
year's end, an expanded and refined
Study No. 2 can be conducted with
caution and economy.
With 1,000 subscribers, however,
he said, BMB could "service our
subscribers as they should be
serviced and perform the other research jobs which our fast-growing
industry requires, while at the
same time reducing the cost to each

Looking ahead to 1949, he also
ports.
posed a question to the board as to
what should be the scope of BMB
activities in the coming year. He
reviewed the fact that last May
BMB announced a 5% fee scale
reduction, based on the assumption
that in 1949 activities would encompass little besides Study No. 2
and by the expectancy of more subscribers.
"Both these assumptions have
changed," said Mr. Feltis. "The
rapid growth of radio and television have placed upon BMB demands for improvements and refinements in its measurement . . .

He urged support for the campaign to enlist 1,000 subscribers
to BMB.
Of the new subscribers, 28 signed
in the past two weeks, according to
BMB, and of the 802 stations, 648
are AM and 13'3 are FM. Thirteen
TV stations, four nationwide networks and four regional networks
comprise the balance.
Subscribers not previously announced
are: KLRA Little Rock, Ark.; KOCS
and KOCS-FM Ontario, Calif.; KVOE
and KVOE-FM Santa Ana, Calif.;
KLMR
Lamar,
-Colo.;
WAMS W^ilmington, Del.;
WCFM
Washington,
D. C;
WTAL and WTAL-FM Tallahassee, Fla.;
WCON
Atlanta;
WVJS
and
WVJS-FM
Owensboro, Ky.; WATZ Alpena, Mich.;
WATT
Cadillac,
Petoskey, Mich.;
WHAKMich.;
RogersWMBN
City, Mich.;
WTCM Traverse City, Mich.; WREX
Duluth, Minn.; WFEA Manchester,
N. H.; WXKW and WRWR Albany,
N. Y.; WKOP Binghamton, N. Y.;
WRFD
WRTA Pa.;
Altoona. Worthington,
Pa.; WHUM Ohio;
Reading,
WNOK Columbia, S. C. and WPLH
Huntington, W. Va.
In reviewing the year, Mr. Feltis

All require money."
Other Projects
Among new projects urged on
BMB, he said, have been the jobs
of determining and keeping up to
date figures on television families

subscriber."Seeks Support

In March the interim study was
conducted for 69 stations in 300
tising."
counties and cities. In May the fee
scale was reduced 5%.
Later in the year. Radio Families in U. S. A. — 19j^8 was published, bringing the 1948 edition
of the same work up to date. He
conceded that issuance of estimates
in that work occasioned complaints
from some stations that BMB had
underestimated the number of families in their markets. As the Census Bureau, from which information was drawn, began to correct
some of its own data, and as
BMB's own studies indicated inaccuracies, BMB decided it was
necessary to revise its data and
this is currently being done, Mr.
Feltis reported.
Still later in the year, he recalled. Who Own Radios? was
issued, providing data on multiple
set families, portable set families
and
set families,
as well
as
radio auto
ownership
by economic
status
and extent of listening.
During the year, BMB developed
the method to be used in 1949 to
measure and report station's average daily audiences, and additional feature in the 1949 survey.
Average daily as well as total
weekly audiences will be reported
separately for daytime and nighttime in each county and measured
city in which 10% or more of the
radio families listen to the station
at least once a week.

,
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New Service
Among other activities, a subscriber service department was
created in 1948; an engineering advisory committee was created to

Asks Corrections
NAB's board heard a November
report of a special committee
headed by Henry P. Johnston,
WSGN Birmingham, which made
a study of the BMB developments.
This report touched off the board's
debate, the discussion consuming
about half of the three-day meeting.
As made public by BMB the
NAB committee's report called for
correction of errors in city radio
families; asked review of method
of showing night coverage; sought
recognition of engineering data
on service areas; asked unit meas'irement areas smaller than counties in special cases; urged a promotional campaign to bring 1,000
subscribing stations into the fold;
opposed divulging of data on nonPage 24 • January 3, 1949

'48, Tells '49 Plans
recalled that in May BMB won the <
annual advertising awards for its I
Study No. 1 which was cited as "a
research project conspicuous in advancing the knowledge of adver-

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Grandpa don't aim to miss any calls on them giveaway programs."
subscribing stations; sought use
of BMB seal or insignia.
The feeling behind much of the
criticism of BMB is based on the
belief that the prospect is unhealthy and therefore should be
overhauled before it is beyond
salvation. The trouble is described
as both personal and mechanical.

BMB is charged with persistent
refusal to heed individual complaints by stations. One of the
most publicized cases of this type
has been called the "Birmingham
brushoff." In this instance BMB
for some time ignored complaints
that its Birmingham station report
(Continued on page 4-3)

help sharpen
measurement;
a beginning
was made
in evaluation
of 'i
all available research techniques,
including electronic meters; a tele- ;
vision committee was created; decision also was made to divulge
the 1949 BMB audience figures of
non-subscribers to subscribers for
their restricted use; details were
being worked out on a state quota
will '
fees persubscription
whereby according
planreduced
be
to the
cent of subscribers in a state.
Three new directors joined the
board of BMB as of Jan. 1. They
are G. Richard Shafto WIS Columbia, S. C, replacing Robert T.
Mason WMRN Marion, Ohio, at
the close of 1948; Herbert D. Bissell, general advertising manager
of Electric Auto-Lite Co., Toledo,
appointed along with Alden James, ,
advertising director of P. Lorillard :
Co., New York, by the Assn. of i
National Advertisers to replace R. >
E. Davis, Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., and Donovan Stetler, Standard
|^
Brands.
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Benny
CAPITAL
GAINS
In the Benny case, the Bureau
By RUFUS CRATER
was reported to be inclined to the
THE BUREAU of Internal Revenue
the comedian's Amusewas reported late last week to be view that
ment Enterprises Inc., which he
ready to rule that Jack Benny's
sold to the network, actually is Mr.
$2.5 million "capital gains" sale of Benny himself and that therefore
his show to CBS is a personal-income transaction, not capital gains. the case involves the sale of personal services. Benny-CBS interThe Bureau was understood to be
ests contended, however, that purpreparing a policy statement outchase of the company carries rights
lining its views on such transacto the use of characters, scripts,
tions, one of which — the Amos 'n' etc. as in the Amos 'n' Andy case
Andy sale to CBS for $2 million —
and therefore is clearly a capitalit has already approved as a cap- gain transaction.
ital-gain deal and therefore subject
An adverse ruling by the Reveto a lower tax rate. Whatever the
nue Bureau would not necessarily
policy statement holds, it presumbe final, but could be appealed by
ably will not affect the Amos 'n'
Benny to the U. S. Tax Court.
Andy approval. The Bureau, ob- Mr.NBC,
from which CBS lured both
servers pointed out, does not issue
Amos 'n' Andy and the Jack Benny
retroactive rulings.
The policy statement will not dis- Show with the capital-gains offers,
has said flatly it will not make comcuss specific cases by name because
parable offers to other performers
such procedure would be unlawful.
until the Revenue Bureau position
Pending its issuance. Bureau offi- is
clear.
cials refused to discuss the probable
nature of its contents. In most
In support of the capital-gains
theory, it had been argued that in
quarters it was felt the statement
would not be revealed until Mr. no event would Uncle Sam stand to
Benny's attorneys have been ap- get less in taxes from the perprised of the ruling in his case.
formers than they have paid in recent years.
As a long-term capital gain, the
The reason is that, according to
performer's profit on such sales is
subject to a maximum 25% tax. industry sources, both Amos 'n'
But if the transaction is held to Andy and Mr. Benny have signed
involve the sale of personal services
with CBS for salaries comparable
it is subject to the surtax rate for to those they received from NBC,
ordinary income, ranging up to apart from the so-called capitalabout 78%.
gains transactions. These salaries,

May

for personal services, will be taxable at the customary income-tax
rate. Thus the 25% capital-gains
tax would represent an increase in
the
"take" from
these Government's
stars.
On the other hand, it was pointed
out, the Government would be taka "loss"
as classifying
compared with
whatingitquitecould
get by
the
sale price as personal income.
Bureau's Reply
The question has been raised
pointedly with the Internal Revenue Bureau by several Congressmen [Broadcasting, Dec. 6], and
the Bureau in reply has indicated
that "the broader implications of
the*entire subject matter have been
and are under reconsideration."
Although Bureau officials decline
to discuss the cases with newsmen,
this was revealed last week in a
letter fi-om Acting Commissioner
Fred S. Martin to Rep. J. Percy
Priest (D-Tenn.), who had inquired
about "reports that the Bureau of
Internal Revenue is now permitting
professional entertainers to sell
their services as a 'business,' " taxable on the capital-gain rather
than personal-income basis.
Comr. Martin did not mention
any particular transaction by name
but apparently was referring to the
Amos
'n' Andy deal when he wrote
in
reply:

Lose

First Round

These reports have doubtless had
their origin in a recent occasion on
which the producers of a well-known
radio program, who are themselves
regular performers on their program,
applied to the Bureau for advice as
to the tax consequences ... of the
execution and performance of certain
comtemplated
contracts
tional broadcasting
chain. with a naOn the basis of representations made
by
tax payers,
the property
Bureau advised
thatthecertain
alleged
rights
in
such
program
constituted
asset in the hands of the taxa capital
payers
within the meaning of Sec. 117 of the
[Internal Revenue] Code; that any
gain realized
them alleged
upon the
projected transfer byof such
property
rights would constitute a long-term
capital gain
under117,theandapplicable
visions of Sec.
that no propart
of such amount would be treated as
compensation
paid
them
for
services
rendered.
Mr. Martin also wrote that the
Bureau
already
had and
received
"several other
inquiries
comments
with respect to this general type
of situation," and that the "broader
implications" of the entire question
consequently
are being reconsidered.
Although the tax must be paid
by the performers rather than the
network, it was considered unlikely
that they would have been willing
to enter into
a "capital
gains"
transaction
without
some assurance
from CBS that they would be protected in event the Revenue Bureau
ruled it is personal income rather
than
Martin's
letter capital
to Rep.gains.
Priest Comr.
indicated
that,,
in the case he cited, the request for
a ruling came in advance of the
contract-signing.
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Sunday Network Battle Starts
HEIDT
VS.
BENNY
changes from the 1948 schedules.
LAST NIGHT, as millions
ing for Andrew Jergens Co.) , 9 :159:30, Louella Parsons (Andrew
6:30-7 p.m. ABC— Greatest Story
listened, the 1949 network
Ever Told (Goodyear Tire & Jergens Co.) ; CBS — Helen Hayes
battle for the Sunday evening
I
Rubber Co.) ; CBS— Spike Jones*
(Electric Cos.) ; MBS— Lender Araudience got under way. CBS
(Coca Cola Co.) ; MBS— Nick Car- Round rest;(Sterling
NBC — Manhattan
Merry-GoDrug).
Horace Heidt
'I
put a new team in the field,
ter (Cudahy Packing Co.) ; NBC— Ozzie
&
Harriet
(International
Silis
moving
up
to
I
9:30-10
p.m.
ABC
—
Theatre
led by veteran Jack Benny
ver Co.).
Guild on the Air (U. S. Steel
I
who CBS believed could dupli7- 7:30 p.m. ABC— Go for the Corp.); CBS — Our Miss Brooks
cate in the 7-7 :30 period on House - CBS — Jack Benny (Amer(Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co.) ;
its facilities the rating records
MBS to 9:45— Jimmy Fidler (Carican Tobacco Co.); MBS — Advenhe had achieved in that time
tures of the Falcon; NBC — Horace
ter Products), 9:45-10 — Twin View
Heidt (Philip Morris & Co.).
on NBC. Opposing him on its new
of News; NBC — American Album
7:30-8 p.m. ABC— Carnegie Hall of Familiar Music (Sterling Drug) .
Sunday team, NBC installed a mu10-10:30 p.m. ABC — Theatre
(American Oil Co.) ; CBS — Amos
sic show, Horace Heidt's OpporGuild on the Air (U. S. Steel
'n' Andy (Lever Bros. Co.) ; MBS
tunity for Youth, which the NBC
authorities were sure could beat to 7:55 — Mayor of the Town (MuCorp) ;eral
CBSMotors
— Lum
'n' Abner
(Gentual Benefit Health & Accident
Corp.,
Frigidaire
all competition from the vantage
Div.) ; MBS — Secret Missions;
Assn.); 7:55-8 p.m. — Johnny Despoint of "America's number one
mond (Ronson Art Metal Works) ; sharp).
NBC— ra/ce It or Leave It (Everspot."
NBC — Phil Harris-Alice Faye
ABC stood pat, depending on
(Rexall Drug Co.).
No Bergen
Walter Winchell and Stop the Mu8- 8:30 p.m. ABC— Stop the Music
sic to stop any audience raids atMost conspicously absent from
tempted by CBS and NBC. Mutual
(Smith Bros., Eversharp) ; CBSNBC's line-up is Edgar Bergen
Sam Spade (Wildroot Co.) ; MBS
also kept its old line-up with one
who, with his side-kick Charlie
exception: Adventures of 'the Fal- — Alexander's Mediation Board
McCarthy, has withdrawn from the
con went in at 7 in place of Sher(Co-op)
;
NBC—
Fred
Allen*
(Ford
air "temporarily," he told his auI OPM
SUNDAY
t
lock Holmes, whose sponsor, Tri- Motor Co.).
dience on his farewell broadcast
8:30-9 p.m. ABC— S^op the Mumount Clothing Co., discreetly vaDec.
26,
adding
his
expectation
to
I
on
WXXX
1
ic (Speidel Co., P. Lorillard Co.);
cated this period for the 8:30-9
be
back
in
the
fall.
When
he
reL
J
time on Monday evening.
CBS— Life With Luigi* ; MBS—
turns it will probably be to CBS
Memos for Music*; NBC — Voices which admitted last week that neOne of the many ads prepared by
How It Lines Up
and Events, 194.8*-.
NBC
to promote the move of
gotiations
were
in
progress
but
deBarring last minute substitutions
9- 9:30 p.m. ABC to 9:15— WalHorce
Heidt
into the 7 p.m., Sunnied
a
story
stating
that
a
contract
ter Winchell (Kaiser-Frazer Sale had already been signed. The news
not contemplated on Friday, here's
day, spot.
how the teams lined up for the SunCorp., a new sponsor for Mr. Win(Continued on page U8)
day struggle: Asterisks indicate
chell after 16 years of broadcastBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
January 3, 1949 • Page 25

ers, commentators and technicians
for its TV and AM coverage of the
political conventions, campaigns
and final balloting.

Listed
Network's '48 Highlights
REPORT
In the sports field, among its outC
Coast
television
center.
In New
AB
AT YEAR'S end, ABC claimed that istrative side, these were the develstanding events was the Joe LouisYork, supplementing its facilities,
through expansion into 17 new
opments :
Creation of six vice presidents:
it also leased the Playhouse the- Joe Walcott world's heavyweight
markets in 1948, it now had coverchampionship fight, heard over ABC
atre on W. 48th St.
age of 198 of the 200 leading re- Murray B. Grabhorn, owned and
by an estimated 56 million. It drew
tail sales markets of the nation via operated stations; Ivor Kenway, adOn the program side, the net- a 59.3 Hooperating and 92.4 share
its 272 affiliates.
vertising, promotion and research;
woi'k cited the widening popularity
of the listening audience. On par
in 1948 of its radio personalities
It also reported a new peak in Fi-ank Marx, engineering; Robert
with
this, it placed the telecast
Saudek, public aifairs; Thomas
such as Bing Crosby, Walter Winof the Metropolitan Opera opening
gross time sales in 1948— $44,301,- Velotta,
chell,
Groucho
Marx,
Drew
Pearson,
news
and
special
events,
754 as compared with $43,548,057
Nov. 29, 1948, in which infra-red
Elmer Davis, Milton Berle, Abbott
for 1947 [Broadcasting, Dec. 27, and Paul Whiteman, music.
lighting was used for the first time
Expanding board of directors: In and Costello and Jo Stafford. It also in
1948].
a telecast and air blowers
July, Owen D. Young, one of the reported a steady growth in the weresuchremoved
from the cameras to
Other ABC 1948 highlights:
continued appeal of its oustanding
pioneers of radio, joined the board.
assure
quiet.
Dry
ice was used for
1. Development of an East ^.nd
Other changes: Charles C. Barry,
programs such as: The Theatre
an improvised cooling system.
Midwest television network based
Guild on the Air, The Greatest
previously vice president in charge
on owned-and-operated stations in of radio and television programStory Ever Told, This Is Your
has it
earned
a "well out
done"
New York, Chicago and Detroit.
forRadio
the way
has carried
its
ming in Ned York, was placed in FBI, Child's World, The BreakTwenty stations were affiliated with
obligations
to
carry
to
the
world
fast
Club
and
many
others.
charge of the network's western
its TV network.
the thinking of the United States
Documentaries
division and Harold L. Morgan was
during the past year, according to
2. Power increase of 247,750 w appointed assistant secretary of
Among its outstanding docuEdward J. Noble, chairman of the
ABC. From the West Coast, where
mentaries was Communism, U. S. Board.
gained by major facilities improvements of 30 of its affiliated stations.
he had been director of programs
Brand, an exploration of the methObserving that 1948 failed to
ods used in recruiting Communists
3. Many programming firsts, in- and production, J. Donald Wilson
see anything but an uneasy peace
cluding the initial telecasting of the was transferred to New York as na- in this country and suggesting
in the world, he nevertheless saw
tional director of radio and tele- countermethods. Another documenMetropolitan Opera.
vision programming.
good in vigorous action of the
tary for which it won praise was
4. Big Hooper gains by many
A building expansion also was
country's leaders in pushing aid
ABC shows and stars.
V. D., on the menace of social dis- to
war-shattered nations and in
eases. It presently is at work on
part of the network's 1948 opera5. Inauguration of the fabulous
the demonstration of citizenship
a
television
documentary,
a
word
tions.
In
New
York,
ABC
estabStop the Music program which
exemplified in the recent elections.
lished its eastern television center
and picture story of the Marshall
swept the country and made the at 7 W. 66th St. The buildings, now
He praised radio and ABC for
Plan
in
action,
which
will
be
retitle of the program a part of the in process of reconstruction, will
its work in reporting these developleased in 1949.
current American vocabulary.
ments. He said :
house what ABC claims will beIts highpoint in news coverage
was listed as the national elections.
During 1948, ABC placed in op"Through our system of free hroadcome
America's
largest
television
casting, we have held up to our own
eration its own TV stations in New
studio. ABC also purchased from
to othercommentary,
nations a sounding-hoard
Calling the elections the year's big- and
of
news,
opinion and
York (WJZ-TV), Chicago (WENRWarner Bros, the 20-acre Vitagraph
gest story, ABC said it used almost
TV) and Detroit (WXYZ-TV).
(Continued
on page 50)
property in Hollywood for its West
500
newsmen,
cameramen,
reportEarly in 1949, it plans to place in
operation TV stations in Hollywood
(KECA-TV) and San Francisco
(KGO-TV).
ABC also developed an eastern
television network linking Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
y
Hist
CBS, in reviewing its activities Tournament of Champions Inc.
tM16mminfilm,
with
andorimEven
and Washington, and a Midwest
'48 'Mostcordings
P
p
r
o
v
e
m
e
n
t
s
i
n
telecine
projections
U
D
N
during
1948,
called
the
12-month
U
RO
network linking Chicago, St. Louis,
(7) Initiation of technical de- and cold studio lighting.
CBS
velopments and plant expansion on
Milwaukee, Toledo, Cleveland and period just ended "perhaps the
Staflf Changes
Detroit.
most
tory. eventful" in its 21 year his- East and West coasts, particularly
the
million-dollar
television
studio
Both Edward J. Noble, chairman
On the administrative side, these
It listed its gains in AM and in and technical installations in the
of the board, and Mark Woods,
staff changes were made:
television
and
especially
stressed
Grand
Central
Terminal
Bldg.,
New
president, in statements released
York.
Two CBS vice presidents, Hoadvances in programming. Simulwith the yearend roundup of ABC
ward S. Meighan and Lawrence
t
a
n
e
o
u
s
l
y
,
a
yearend
statement
by
Position Solidified
activities, stressed the development
W. Lowman, also became general
its president, Frank Stanton,
executives.
of the network's television faciliclaimed CBS had the "largest cre- claimed
ties as among 1948 highlights while
In network
expansion'
J. L. Van Volkenburg became a
it solidified
its positionCBSas
ative program operation in the enyet expanding its entire programCBS
vice president and director of
the
nation's
most
powerful
network
tire broadcasting industry." (See
ming operations. (Their statements,
television operations.
when on Dec. 21 it signed KFRE
page 50.)
this page and page 50.)
In resume, the high points of the Fresno as its 24th 50,000 w affiliate.
J. Kelly Smith became vice presLists New Clients
ident and director of station adThat gave CBS a total power of
CBS year featured:
ministration.
(1) Acquisition of top stars such 1,641,200 w daytime, and 1,556,450
Claiming 87 million radio listenArthur Hull Hayes, general
ers, the network listed many new
as Jack Benny and Amos 'n' Andy. w nighttime.
manager of WCBS, was named
large advertisers which used the
In plant construction, work was
(2) Expansion of CBS television
CBS vice president in San Frannetwork in 1948, among them: Gen- network from one station to 24 and started in February on what is said cisco.
the addition of seven stations to the will be among the largest television
eral Motors, Association of AmeriJames M. Seward became vice
studio plants in the world in Grand
can Railroads, P. Lorillard Co., AM network for a total of 179.
president in charge of operations.
Central Terminal Bldg.
Sealtest, Pillsbury Mills, Kelvina(3) Projection of a transcontiS. R. Dean became CBS treasnental television network to serve
tor and the Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
In July, WCBS-TV purchased a
urer and comptroller.
ABC stressed its value as an more than 80 cities within the next new 5 kw transmitter and specially
William B. Lodge was named
three
years.
designed antenna to produce the
advertising medium, citing not only
president in charge of general
maximum signal permissible under vice
its 78.1% increase in gross time
engineering.
(4)
Increase
in
the
network's
sales over the past five years, but total wattage output, making it the FCC regulations for installation in
Howard Hausman became vice
most powerful network on the air. Manhattan.
also its 56% gain in average evenpresident in charge of personnel
ing Hooperatings since 1944, usAmong other technical develop(5) Continued successful develrelations.
ing the first eleven months of each
opment of CBS's own TV and AM
ments were production of "The
Frank White relinquished his ofyear as a basis.
"package" programs.
Bubble," its plastic-domed, mobile
fice as CBS vice president and
Also outlined in the yearend re(6) Acquisition of exclusive
unit, put into action for the Presi- treasurer to become president of
dential nominating conventions ; Columbia Records.
rights to a number of outstanding
port was the need to reorganize
unveiling of the records developed
ABC administration during the year events including the Rose Bowl
During the year, too, the network
football classic and to other major with Columbia Records; setting up
to take care of expansion of duties
(Continued on page 50)
sports through part ownership in a plant for making television reand responsibilities. On the adminBROADCASTING
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GROSS
MBS
MUTUAL Broadcasting System's
yearend review indicated that gross
billings for 1948 from the sale of
network radio time would show a
gain of 5% over 1947.
Mutual's greatest claims, however, were in the direction of programming and listenership. High
points -of its yearend review were:
1. In line with Mutual's selfdescription as "world's largest network," it passed the 500 mark in
number of affiliated stations.
2. It boosted the idea of cooperative programs and at year's end
claimed 1,800 local sponsors for
them, which, MBS said, topped all
other networks combined.
3. It strengthened its weekly daytime programming.
4. It signed Gabriel Heatter to
an exclusive broadcasting and television contract.
5. It completed new operating
facilities.
6. It won numerous awards.
In keeping with its expansion
policy, Mutual-Don Lee placed in
operation a new $3 million studio
building in Hollywood, the first
studios specifically constructed for
joint radio-television-FM broadcasting. The master control panel
there is so engineered as to permit
simultaneous "feeds" of these three
types of radio programs for airing
locally, regionally or feeding on a
coast-to-coast basis.
Active in TV
In television, with no MBS TV
transmitters yet in operation, Mutual advertising and research executives nevertheless became active
participants in industry meetings
dealing with TV problems. Meanwhile, Mutual affiliates in Chicago,
Boston and Hollywood were tied
in with other networks during the
interim, and in 1949 Mutual ex-

KFRE Fresno, Calif., will become
24th 50 kw outlet of CBS in June
[BRdADCASTING, Dec. 27]. Completing arrangements for the affiliation are Paul R. Bartlett (I), KFRE
general manager, and Edwin Buckaiew, western division manager of CBS
Station Relations.
BROADCASTING

5%
UP
pects to see a continuation of such
interim affiliations.
Mutual will proceed with its TV
plans, leading to eventual establishment of video stations in 11 of the
country's
leading
markets,
in addition to some
40 MBS
affiliates
that

have CPs or applications pending.
Mutual insured television coverage of the 1948 World Series, one of
its perennial exclusives, by making
the baseball classic available to all
video stations in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Richmond, Schenectady,
New Haven, Cleveland, Buffalo,
Toledo, St. Louis, Chicago and Milwaukee.
The network also claimed a new
all-time listening mark for its AM
broadcasts of the series — 25 million radio homes tuned in.
Sales Picture
In sales, 1948 was a year which
saw wide acceptance of MBS adaptability to multi-program campaigns
by
some
vertisers. of the nation's largest adNew advertisers in 1948 included
Universal Carloading and Distributing Co., Volupte Inc., National

1948

Rise Indicated

Council of Protestant Episcopal
Churches, Doubleday & Co., Continental Pharmaceutical Corp., U.S.
Tobacco Co., National Biscuit Co.,
and the Johns Manville Corp.
In programming, the network
concentrated on building its daytime weekly schedule and claimed
it was strengthened by such series
as Kate Smith Sings, John Nesbitt's Passing Parade, Gabriel
Heatter's Mail Bag, and The Golden
Hope Chest.
News-wise, it produced 4,432
regularly scheduled and special
news shows. It claimed credit for
development of the "newsreel"
program technique, radio reporting via news-voice recordings.
During the political conventions
in Philadelphia, Mutual built a network within a network in the
Quaker City. For the election
itself, it claimed further credit
for a network innovation by
correlating local results within
the overall national picture for
the benefit of regional and local
listeners.
In sports, it presented many exclusives, including the World
Series, the play-off game for the
American League baseball cham-

pionship, the All-Star baseball and
football games, the Indianapolis
Speedway classic, the Army-Navy
grid clash, the annual East-West
Shrine game, the Cotton Bowl and
the Blue-Gray contests, the ZaleGraziano, Zale-Cerdan and Williams-Jack championship boxing
bouts.
It was a year of many awards
for MBS and its people. Fourteen programs and their personalities were cited during 1948. The
network itself received four individual awards for its documentary shows and its public service
broadcasting and one for its overall
promotional activities in behalf
of MBS shows.
Among its honors were : National
citation from National Conference
of Christians and Jews for Exploring the Unknown program;
blue ribbon ^rom Ohio State U.
Institute for Education by Radio
for the Family Theater series;
One World Award to William L.
Shirer for "interpreting world
news"; Twenty Questions program
received two awards, blue ribbon
from state of New Jersey and the
Kilroy Award of Armed Forces
Radio Network; National Headliners Club citation to Albert L.
Warner, of Mutual's Washington
staff, "for outstanding domestic
coverage in his reporting of Congressional hearings in Washing-

Top Advances in TV
CORD
8 was RE
FOR
NBC,
1948
'4
C the year
NB
6. NBC Spot Sales Division re- in June as the "most elaborate and
marked by many important
ported an all-time record in sales thorough
ton." reporting job ever devolume.
voted to a single event by a single
achievements, the most spectacular
of which were in television.
7. The total of AM affiliates rose
organization."
It devoted
54 hoursof
of television time
and 36 hours
Its TV network grew from four from 167 to 170.
8. Advances in programming,
radio programming to the GOP sesat the year's opening to 25 at the
sions alone at a cost of $300,000 in
first in news coverage, and the
year's end and its revenue from
video network time sales was
winning of numerous awards.
rebates to sponsors for cancelled
The network reported that its time and talent, plus the huge cost
1000% greater in 1948 than in
1947.
6% radio sales increase was partly of engineeiing installations and
due to some additional business and
In sound radio, gross revenues
other expenses involved in the 200from time sales in 1948 were 6%
man operation.
partly to the expansion of the number of stations contracted for by
greater than in 1947, which had set
The shorter Democratic Convensome advertisers. New business
an all-time record.
tion in July was covered by 24
came
from
such
advertisers
as
These were among other high
hours and 14 minutes of radio time
points in the NBC year:
Campbell Soup, International Sil- and 41 hours and 24 minutes of TV
ver, John Morrell & Co., Pillsbury
1. Adoption in September of a
time — at a comparable cost to the
Flour Mills, Coca Cola, Chevrolet
new and improved code of standnetwork, it was said. The threeElgin Watches and Pet
ards. The code also was made ap- Dealers,
Milk.
day tionProgressive
Party'snineConvenplicable to TV, the first such code
in July was given
hours
in the visual medium.
and 35 minutes of radio time and
7,648 Hours Programmed
22 hours and 45 minute of televiThe claim
by year's
end
the2. network
had that
almost
four times
sion time.
During the year, NBC broadcast
the number of TV network adverIts coverage of the elections
approximately 7,648 hours of netthemselves, NBC claimed, topped
work programming, 51% of which
tisers as all other networks combined.
all networks in listener and viewer
was sponsored by national adver3. Its policy of drawing new ad- tisers.
NBC's rating for the survertisers into television and thus
The NBC summary, however, ex- ratings.
vey made from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon
on
Nov.
3 was 13.9 with a 37.8
pressed greatest pride in its telestrengthening radio's economic
vision accomplishments. It claimed
foundation was regarded as a sucshare of audience, against the secTV leadership as exemplified by the
cess. Twelve of its TV sponsors
7.5 rating and 20.5
historic telecast from the U. S. S. shareondofnetwork's
on its East Coast network were
audience. It claimed that
not already radio timebuyers.
from
8:00
to
11:00
p.m. Nov. 2, it
Leyte 30 miles at sea; the building of an eastern TV network
4. Average daytime commercial
rated 15.8 and 28.9 share of audinetwork in 1947 was 119 stations, linking Boston to Richmond and a
ence against the second network's
against an average of 121 for 1948. Midwest network linking Buffalo,
14.1 rating and 25.8 share of audiCleveland,
Toledo,
Detroit,
Chicago,
ence.
In the evening it was 141 in 1948
Milwaukee
and
St.
Louis.
against 134 in 1947.
In a television survey, WNBT
It cited its coverage by radio and
5. Eighty-six
percent
of NBC's
clients
renewed their
contracts
for television of the Republican Nashowed a rating of 32.3 and a 43.6
(Continued on page 51 )
1948.
tional Convention in Philadelphia
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the newspaper's staff, had been
named radio editor, with a daily
section started the week of Dec. 20.
With the Los Angeles Times coowner with CBS of KTTV, supposition is that the newspaper will
carry a TV news column, eventually expanding to cover AM and
FM news and also expand log service. No commitment has been made
to date.
Not to be forgotten are the suburban daily newspapers which

Z

ACCORD

By DAVE GLICKMAN
EADIO's space drought in Los
Angeles metropolitan newspapers
broke after a decade of resistance
with recent publication of the new
daily Los Angeles Mirror.
This drought started back in
1938 when the publishers in downtown Los Angeles banded together
in agreement to throw out their
radio sections, maintaining logs on
a limited basis only.
Logic of this anti-radio news
campaign was never really clear
in its intent. By its snub of radio
and its abundant care for the
movies, the only apparent inference to be gleaned lay in the
ratio of news to advertising. With
major box-office results their target, theatre owners and chains
quite naturally had a basis on
which to predicate advertising
schedules.
Radio, on the other hand, has
had and is likely to continue to
have meager budgets for paid space
in newspapers calling attention to
programs. Furthermore, radio is
an advertising medium of itself
whereas the movies are product
and must use proper space to merchandise that product.
Now Out From Under
But whatever the relative roles
of radio and movies in the minds
of the publishers, radio is now out
from under the wraps.
With advent of the Mirror, Lou
Larkin was brought in as radio
editor. In addition to his daily
column and radio logs, the double
truck section of the tabloid also
includes spot AM, FM and TV
news stories. Prior to initial publication on Oct. 11, the new tabloid,
in an all out promotion campaign,
plastered Los Angeles area with
billboards announcing its "complete
coverage of radio news."
At first, the Los Angeles Publishers Assn. tried to play footsie
with radio. At a Hollywood Adver-tising Club meeting Floyd Maxwell, head of the publisher's body,
tried to explain away the Mirror's
treatment of radio by saying that
it was not a member of the association. This was just so much
Page 28
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A double spread in the Mirror
double-talk, for the Mirror is
owned by the Times-Mirror Co.,
publisher of the Los Angeles
Times, itself a member of the publishers' group.
Another exception had really
taken place about 18 months ago
when the Los Angeles Daily News
started to run the syndicated John
Crosby column. At that point, the
publishers tried to explain it away
by deciding that it was syndicated
material and not local; consequently it did not constitute a violation
of the agreement.
Yet the material in the Crosby
column was localized whenever
possible through parenthetical insertion of the local network station carrying the program being
discussed as well as its broadcast
time.
But with the Mirror making
radio one of its news staples, the
several other newspapers were
forced to re-examine their positions.
'News' Follows
The Los Angeles Daily News,
also a tabloid, was swift to follow
the Mirror's lead. It discarded
Crosby's column in favor of a daily
local column under by-line of Walter Taliaferro, which made its bow
on Thanksgiving Day. Protest on
the
dropping
Crosby's
resulted
in its of
return
on Dec.column
7 as
an added feature. Radio section
has also been dressed up with additional AM, FM and TV news.
Next in line was the HeraldExpress, Hearst afternoon newspaper, which pulled a sneak preview on Dec. 2. Without fanfare
or any prior announcement, its enlarged radio and television log page
appeared with John M. Cooper's
syndicated column and a TV feature. The newspaper reportedly
will hire its own radio editor as
well as maintain the syndicated
feature.
Nick Kenny, radio editor of the
New York Mirror, Hearst owned
and operated tabloid, arrived in
Los Angeles on Dec. 3 to lay plans
for a Los Angeles Examiner radio
section. Pat Hogan, chosen from

News

maintained their radio sections
throughout the entire Los Angeles
Publishers Assn. ban.
Hollywood Citizen-News has carried a radio section for more than
20 years. Besides AM, FM and TV
logs, the page carries by-lined two
columns and sometimes three of
Zuma Palmer, radio editor. In addition, there is now also a boxed
column of Radio-TV Briefs. The
newspaper on occasion also uses
spot radio news in its regular news
sections, and often on the front
page. In a recently conducted reader's poll, radio section came second
with front page news taking first
Valley Times, serving the rich
place.
San Fernando Valley, for several
years has maintained a radio page
with Allen Rich as editor and columnist. Pasadena Independent is
another to carry radio's torch and

has Bill Bird as radio editor and
columnist. The tabloid also goes
in heavily for art on its two-page
daily insert., Charles Perlee is the
Pasadena Star-News radio editor.
He conducts a daily column along
with station logs and an occasional
special feature.
The are also some 35 neighborhood weekly and bi-weekly newspapers giving their support to
radio. Besides the logs they go in
for local area radio news, carrying

Back

After

a Decade

syndicated by-line columns.
Publishers today are interested
in ways and means of utilizing
radio to their advantage, and are
willing to accept the medium as
partners. This is apparent in the
zeal in which newspapers have
made tie-ups with local TV stations.
It all started when the Los Angeles Times procured a TV channel
and then sold 49% stock in KTTV
to CBS. Then the Los Angeles
Exa/miner made a reciprocal agreement with Don Lee Broadcasting
System, thus linking KTSL (TV)
and KHJ with the newspaper.
Daily News followed the lead when
a similar deal was worked out with
Paramount's KTLA (TV). A tenyear mutual cooperative agreement
was also worked out between the
Herald - Express and ABC for
KECA and KECA-TV.

'Realignment'
NAB

Expected

Meeting

This Month

NAB BOARD committee handling the so-called "realignment" project
is expected to meet this month, setting in motion what may develop into
a complete reorganization prior to the industry convention in Chicago
April
11-12.
Preliminary
report is likely to
be made by the committee at the
NAB board's Feb. 14-15 meeting
in New Orleans.
Purpose of the whole project is
to bring the NAB operation in line
with industry progress, including
television and FM. This idea envisions afunctional type of organization. When the job is done NAB
may emerge ministrative
in dress.
a brand new adCommittee Members
Members of the committee are
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa., chairman; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford; John F.
Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn.;
Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM)
Washington; Henry W. Slavick,
WMC Memphis.
The membership is representative of small stations (Messrs.
McCollough, Dillard, and
Meagher) ; medium stations (Mr.
Slavick) ; large stations (Mr. Morency) ;FM (Mr. Dillard) ; television (Mr. Slavick). All sections
of the country but the Far West
are represented.

Last NAB reorganization study
was conducted in 1944, leading to
election of Justin Miller as president and A. D. Willard Jr. as excutive vice president. Prior to
that a major study had been conducted in 1938, culminating in election of Neville Miller as president.
POSNER PLANS
To Expand New Show on ABC
DR. POSNER Children's Shoes,
New York, through its agency
Hirshon-Garfield, New York, starting Jan. 15 will sponsor a half hour
children's show called The Big and
Little Club, Saturdays, 10:30-11
a.m. on a three-station ABC networlc
in New York, Boston and
Philadelphia.
The sponsor plans to increase the
network until it is coast to coast.
In fact, before the starting date,
it is understood that a few more
stations may be added on the eastern network.
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IN
ENGINEERING
impact upon the industry is not difficult
PREDICTIONS that television will
predict. The salient fact is that FM
he terms FM as a "fine new spring to
can
provide more stations with better
take great strides forward during
YEAREND roundup in the ad- on the old buggy while television
day
and night coverage than can AM.
the new year are undisputed among
vertiser, agency, station, netTherefore,
unless television is to comis
the
automobile."
sound appears
broadcasting
work,
transcription,
representaWashington radio consulting enC. M. Jansky Jr. of Jansky & — which pletely
at replace
the all
moment
to be
ive, labor, trade organization,
gineers surveyed by Broadcasting,
Bailey claims there is a swing
an
impossibility
because
of
television's
inherent
technical
and
economic
limitransit FM, store FM, FCC
from AM to FM
but there is dissent on FM's prostations— FM will replace AM in the
and legislative fields appeared in listening. He
sound broadcasting field. Here the big
pective progress.
Broadcasting Dec. 27, 19i8
question is — not how great will be the
It is generally agreed that AM
impact but how soon will it develop
force.
warns causethat
"beis here to stay for some time and
of preoccuHere also, but for a different reason,
that it will continue to pay the
pation with the
the engineer cannot prognosticate. This
Ring & Co. stated that according
way for the two newer arts for an
not insignificant
is because he has no basis for predictto his prediction of some years
ing how long it will take the broadindefinite period. Many feel FM
growing
advertising agency
and to
advertelevisionpains
thisof
tisercaster,
to recognize
and react
the
will eventually supplant AM as the
the public has rerevolution
in
great
change
in
listening
habits
now
principal aural medium. None insponded enthusitaking place. I refer to the steady and
dicated abelief that TV will ever
astically to telebroadcast listenrapid who
increase entirely
in the number
listenupon service
FM of stations
vision
since
its
ing
is
t
a
ki
n
g
Mr. Jansky
completely supplant an aural sysfor ers
their rely
sound broadcast
and
tem.
emergence from
the
corresponding
decrease
in the
place
practically
unnoticed
by
amount
of
listening
to
AM.
the
laboratory.
Esterly C. Page, of E. C. Page
Unfortunately, because of preoccuthose who should be most conConsulting Radio Engineers, be- He termed it unpation with the not insignificant growfortunate that
ing pains of television
revolution
lieves that even
in broadcast
listening isthistaking
place
the supply o f
with the lifting of
practically
unnoticed
by
those
who
Mr.
Jansky,
president
of
the
should
be
most
concerned.
When
the
TV channels is
Assn.
the freeze and socerned."of Federal Communications
facts
are
recognized
and
their
implica"far below the
tions
fully
understood
major
changes
lution of the alloConsulting Engineers, paints the
Mr. Ring
and program framecations problems,
demand" and the
following
picture for radio in in thework ofeconomic
the entire broadcasting indus1949:
tests
in
the
UHF
try are bound to occur.
television will beband "do not show much promise
slow getting unDuring the coming year the radio
John J. Keel believes that tele. . ." Thus the "natural limitation
industry will be devoting major atder way as revision will make important strides,
to the problems forced upon
on the propagation in the tele- it by thetentionadvent
gards new operof two technological
despite a delay resulting from the
vision band destines this service to developments — television
ating stations. He
and frequenfreeze order. He thinks FM broadcy mentmodulation.
managelimited areas," he said.
explains the botis seeking toEverywhere
determine not
only
casting will grow at a small but
tleneck will be
how
great
will
be
the
impact
of
teleMr. Page
Mr. Ring said the "optimum
vision and FM upon the industry but
steady pace. The
allocation plan should contemplate
equipment. M r .
how soon will the full force of this
Commission, Mr.
impact be felt and what trends will rePage predicts the demand for new
giving the maximum number of sult.
Keel predicts, will
facilities will be so great that
cities service and choice of proTelevision's
public toappeal
already
relax its AM enmanufacturers will be unable to
been
demonstrated
the has
satisfaction
grams even if most rural service
of
many.
However,
the
opportunity
to
satisfy customers until late 1950.
must be sacrificed." He stated the satisfy the demand for the service
ards duringgineering
the
standThis is on the basis of allocations
engenders is cirnew tropospheric data "do not dis- which this cumsappeal
coming
year
in
cribed by television's apparent inclose any need for major changes
being out of the way by early fall
herent
engineering
and
allocation
limiorder to provide
tations.
Therefore,
during
the
coming
in station separation" but "stations
■
1949. Page
of Mr.
year while the broadcaster is wrestling
facilitiescalitiesfor
cannot be spaced at as low mileage
believes AM has
having lono
with gram
television's
and proproblems the economic
radio engineer
will
reached the peak of its curve as far as the trend indicated before these
be striving to break down the technistation or d a y as number of new stations is condata were available."
cal barriers which at the moment aptime only and in
Mr. Keel
pear to bar the way to the delivery of
cerned and from here on activity
Little further expansion in the
service throughout the naareas such
whereaction.
pubwill be in the field of improving
AM band is seen by Mr. Ring in television
tion on a truly competitive, American
lic interest warrants
facilities and transfers. FM seems
basis. Since
the engi-of
view of virtual saturation day and free enterprise
neer
is
no
magician,
the
degree
"The prospective increase in
to have realized a revival, he says,
night. He believes FM solves many
success he will ultimately attain is
unpredictable.
due to the TV freeze, but the trend
channels," Mr. Keel says, "will
of the technical problems inherent
FM's
problems
are
different.
FM
is
in 1949 should pattern the past
in AM operation excepting to im- a new and greatly improved system of greatly stimulate activity in the
(Continued on page 71 )
sound broadcasting. Its ultimate future
prove wide rural service. However,
year.
Raymond M. Wilmotte, Raymond
M. Wilmotte Inc., said he "would
be surprised if
the UHF band
See TV as '49's Worst Headache
were not opened
LAWYERS
up commercially
during the comyear of television activity, in which
THE CONSENSUS among the men
see "new vistas of sports broading year and I be- who all but live at the FCC— the the allocation picture will crystalcasts, especially baseball, open up
lieve that Polyif
the
Dept. of Justice is successcasting will be radio attorneys of Washington — is
lize with the adoption able
of "a
workand long
that television will produce the
ful
in
breaking
upnow
the held
'veto'bypower
local
the way." Poly- most agonizing headaches for the
casting was
range plan compassingen-ultra
Commission in 1949.
ball clubs baseover
professional
brought to the attention of the
The majority sampled by BroadMr. Wilmotte
broadcasts
of
outWelch also
casting feel the 1949 thaw of the
Commission r e highMr.frequencies."
television
freeze
will
unleash
a
of-town contests."
believes the Comcently by Mr. Wilmotte [Broadmission "is faced
Harry P. Warflood of new problems for the Comcasting, Dec. 6]. Mr. Wilmotte
ner, Segal, Smith
& Hennessey,
mission to cope with. One attorney
with the necesexpressed the hope the video VHF
sees
the
possibility
of
an
AM
freeze
band "will not be spoiled by over ex- in 1949.
sityering
of reconsidthinks "the primany of its
uberance. ... A few months' delay
mary problem
technical
and
proconfronting
the
will not appear important 5 or 10
High hopes are held for solution
cedural rules and
Mr. Welch
Commission in
Mr. Fletcher
of such lingering problems as stayears from now."
tion editorializing, the Port Huron
policies which
Seeing an important trend in the
1949 is the forhave become outmoded by the
purchase of FM receivers, he ob- decision confusion, clear channel,
mulation of administrative policies
rapid
expansion
of
the
broadcast
served, "Possibly 1949 will see the giveaway, Bluebook, AVCO transbeginning of a commercial switch
fer rule, multiple ownership and art . . . Time is essential for for television."
other matters.
He believes the "courts will unsuch a program and a freeze on
from the present AM to the very
much better national service now
doubtedly clarify the administraThe crystal ball of Vincent B. AM applications to achieve this
tive practice and procedure as
available on FM."
Welch, Welch, Mott & Morgan,
goal
is a very
distinct possibility."
(Continued on page 7S)
Frank
U. Fletcher
expects to
b Andrew D. Ring of Andrew D. reveals 1949 as the "mushroom"
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MBS

FORT

PROMOTIONS
Schmid, Johnson Named

ROBERT A. SCHMID, vice president in charge of station relations
for MBS since April, 1947, has
been appointed to the newly-created post of vice-president in
charge of program sales, Edgar
Kobak, network president, announced 'today.
Mr. Kobak
announcedSimultaneously,
that Earl M.
Johnson, MBS director of engineering, has also been named director
of station relations. Both appointments were effective Jan. 1.
Mr. Schmid, who before his station relations activities was vice
president in
charge of advertising promotion
and research,
joined Mutual in
1936. Prior to
that, he was with
Young & Rubicam and CBS,
both in New
York. For the
Mr. Schmid
past 13 years Mr.
Schmid has been
engaged in building the network's
advertising and station activities.
Under his guidance, during 1948,
the power of Mutual affiliates and
its national coverage increased to
an all-time high, the network said.
The new appointment, while not
directly connected with the recent
resignation of Robert A. Swezey,
[Broadcasting, Nov. 8] is said to
in some measure encompass some
of the duties originally designated
for Linus Travers, executive president and general manager of the
Yankee Network, major MBS
stockholder.
Mr. Johnson joined Mutual in
1945 as chief plans and allocations
engineer, being
named director of
engineering the
following year.
He has been

bley, the re
nesptwonorsiklargel
said, fort the developmen of its
"listenability," a
new engineering
Mr. Johnson
coverage measign-ed
urement des
to guide network expansion toward "complete and economical
coverage for the advertiser."
Prior to joining MBS, Mr. Johnson served in an engineeiing capacity with WLW Cincinnati, before which he was assistant chief
of the standard broadcast division
of FCC. He will continue his duS

Travis Promoted
WILLIAM TRAVIS, former director of radio for Leland K. Howe
Assoc. Inc., New York, has been
appointed vice president in charge
of radio and television. Mr. Travis,
prior to his association with the
Howe agency, was manager of
WMLO Milwaukee.
Page 30
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INDUSTRY
Subsidiaries Dissolved

AN INTERNAL reorganization involving dissolution of operating
subsidiaries has been announced by
the Fort Industry Co. The change,
effective Jan. 1,
was motivated by
a desire to simplify
company'sthecorporate
structure, according to George B.

JOE M. DAWSON (second from i), retiring as chairman of Geyer, Newell
& Ganger executive committee, shows three agency partners a miniature
television set representing one sent to his home by members of company.
Mr. Dawson also holds a leather-bound tribute signed by his GN&G associates. Occasion was firm's annual Christmas party at St. Moritz Hotel,
New York. L to r: H. W. Newell, GN&G executive vice president; Mr. Dawson; B. B. Geyer, president, and R. M. Ganger, vice president and director.
ties as director of engineering in
addition to assuming those previously handled by Mr. Schmid.

WITMER QUITS
Leaves NBC After Illness
ROY C. WITMER, NBC staff vice
president and before that vice president in charge of sales for almost
15 years, has resigned. Mr. Witmer announced
the resignation,
effective Dec. 31,
last Wednesday
following a period of illness. His
future plans will
be announced
later, he said.
Mr. Witmer
Mr. Witmer
joined NBC in
1927 as an advertising salesman,
became assistant sales manager in
1929 and sales manager in 1930.
Appointed vice president in charge
of sales a year later, he became
staff vice president in February
1946. In this post he reported to
Niles Trammell, network president.
Prior to joining NBC Mr. Witmer
spent 17 years managing manufacturing plants in New England, following earlier activities in ths
banking and utilities fields in
southern California. He attended
Leland Stanford U. in California.
Scott Marriage
R. J. (Bob) SCOTT, president and
treasurer of Schwimmer and Scott
Agency, Chicago, and his bride,
the former Lucy Oilman, return
to Chicago this week after a twoweek wedding trip to Miami. They
were married in Chicago Dec. 18
at a private and unannounced ceremony. Miss Oilman is a Chicago
actress, and has appeared on numerous radio shows. This is the
second marriage for both.

NABISCO
3 Executive Appointments
THREE executive appointments at
National Biscuit Co., New York,
effective Jan. 1, were announced by
George Oliva, firm's director of
advertising, last week.
Harry F. Schroeter has been
named director of media. Mr.
Schroeter, who joined the company
in 1945, has been assistant advertising manager for biscuit, bread
and specialty products since 1946.
Previously he was with the advertising department of Procter &
Gamble, Cincinnati.
R. Stewart Boyd, former assistant advertising manager, has been
appointed advertising manager for
cereals and dog food products. Previous to joining Nabisco he was
with Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
Edward A. Gumpert, on joining
the company, has been named advertising manager for biscuit,
bread and specialty products. He
was formerly assistant advertising manager for Rheem Mfg. Co.,
New York, and account executive
with Duane Jones, New York.
M&P

Elects Peterson

CURT A. PETERSON, radio director who has been associated with
Marschalk and
Pratt, New York,
since 1935, has
been elected to
partnership in
the agency
tive Jan. 1.effecMr.
Peterson was
with NBC as assistant program
manager prior to
his association
Mr. Peterson
with the agency.
Since he has been with the agency
he helped develop the first extensive use of the five minute news
program, Esso Reporter, which
celebrates its 500,000th broadcast
on Jan. 5.

Storer, Fort Industry president.
Operating policies and personneltion
at each
affectedstaby

Mr. Storer

the change will remain as at present, Mr. Storer said. The reorganization affects West Virginia Broadcasting Corp., operating WWVA
Wheeling; Monongahela Valley
Broadcasting Co., operating
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; Liberty Broadcasting Corp., operating
WAGA Atlanta, and Detroit Broadcasting Co., operating WJBK Detroit.
These companies, all whollyowned subsidiaries of Fort Industry, are being dissolved and the
stations they operate henceforth
will be operated directly by the
parent firm, together with WSPD
Toledo, WLOK Lima, Ohio, and
WGBS Miami, Fla. Applications
for transfer of the subsidiary companies to Fort Industry already
have received FCC approval.
Fort Industry also owns three
television stations, WSPD-TV Toledo and WJBK-TV Detroit, both
on the air, and WAGA-TV Atlanta,
which is expected to start soon.
The company also owns and operates FM stations in each of the
seven cities where it has AM outlets except Fairmont.
Fort Industry also is an applicant under Avco procedure for the
acquisition of WHAS Louisville
[Broadcasting, Dec. 13]. J. Harold Ryan is senior vice president
and treasurer, and Lee B. Wailes is
tions.
vice president in charge of opera-

PETERSON QUITS
Leaves ABC Central Div.
EDWIN R. PETERSON, ABC
Central Division salesman credited
with selling $20 million worth of
network time over a seven-year
period, has resigned effective Jan.
1, he revealed last week. Mr.
Peterson handled such accounts as
General Mills, Libby-McNeill and
Libby,
ToniCo.Inc., and Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Before joining the ABC sales
staff in 1941, Mr. Peterson was
associated with the Chicago Better
Business Bureau. He has denied
reports that he would join TaylorBoroff and Co., station representative firm, in which Edwin R. Borroff, former ABC vice president, is

a partner.
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Chevrolet

Assn.

Humanizes

Service

stake races, televised the New York
to pound on deaf ears. Now in TV,
By FLORENCE SMALL
technique will also buttress their
Yankee home football games and
85%
of
the
impulse
can
be
chanpublic
relations
objective,
since
BY YEAR END local Chevroneled through the eye. You can
then joined with the associations
knowledge
will replace misappreing.
let Dealers Assn. in the seven
afford to move at a more leisurely
in Boston, Schenectady, Philadelhensions
with
friendly
understandcities linked by the NBC East
pace. In fact, if you go too fast
phia, Baltimore, Washington and
Coast video network had spent a and heavy, you sacrifice effectiveRichmond to present the weekly
With Chevrolet Central Office
$500,000 plus budget on television,
covering magazine, newspaper and
Chevrolet Tele-Theatre dramatic
making it one of the largest of
billboard advertising, the dealers
show on NBC-TV.
High Points
the video spenders.
ness."
feel
that television
is "their baby."
Effective Jan. 4, Tele-Theatre
In the commercials, the agency
Through
their commercials
and
Acknovi^ledging the firm's comwill
be sponsored by Chevrolet
has
purposely
avoided
dependence
plete satisfaction with the proprogramming, they will plug the
Central OfRce, General Motors, Dethe single unexpected climax.
gram's sales impact, principals of on
owner-dealer
relationship
to
mainTo mold its film commercials for
the Campbell-Ewald Co., agency
troit. The shift from the dealers'
tain and expand current good will.
groups to the central office is exfor Chevrolet, attributed the rec- multiple showings, the agency has
When production of new cars
pected to bring greater emphasis
integrated two or three high points
ord in great part to its carefully
demand, they will have
on the car itself, the agency says.
into each one. These nuances will meets
patterned philosophy of commercial
strengthened
the
ties
between
be included in future commercials
presentation.
themselves and Chevrolet owners
with
modifications shown by audiand the habit of buying service
When the agency's video section,
ence reactions whenever possible.
headed by vice president Winslow
where the car was bought.
Both the films and audio mesH. Case and producer Leo LangThe dealers have shown a willlois, blocked out the first dealers'
sages have stressed "preventive
ingness to pay top money for talcommercials, they found that actuent and production. The show
service." Two projects scheduled
ally the story they were interested
for early '49 are emphasis on in- moved into the Hooper top ten a
telligent car maintenance and fa- month after its premiere, and was
in getting across was a public relamiliarization ofthe public with the among the top three on The Pulse
tions message: The best place to
men and method hitherto obscured
go for Chewie service is the Chevsurvey two weeks later.
rolet dealer in your community.
A recent check of Chevrolet
under the term of "service."
The dealers will emphasize that
After deciding on general apdealers in the metropolitan areas
A scene from a Chevrolet TV film,
every day a car spends in the shop
proach, Mr. Case and Mr. Langlois
shows a definite up-swing in car
and copy writer Ray Mauer sought
vjith the salesman closing the door
adds a day of cost and inconvenowners returning to their local
ience. Their remedy: When the Chevrolet dealers for service.
to the accompaniment of a good,
the formula for humanizing the
solid sound which emphasizes the
grease-and-oil service routine in Chevrolet goes into the shop, have
During '48 the New York Chevthe mechanic give it a thorough
the Chevrolet Tele-Theatre. The
sturdy construction.
rolet dealers sponsored a series of
checkup to catch any points of
answer is the career of Bebe, The
Dog. High in entertainment value, possible trouble, and eliminate
them while they are still minor.
Bebe carries the service message
Rose Bowl Events
This preventive care vvill be linked
to her Chevrolet-owning, serviceMark Debut
with economy in dollars, cents and
spurning master in a minute-long
KTTV
OPENS
time.
film. She will return in two more
SEVEN program sponsors and five spot buyers helped to launch the
commercials currently in producFirst operation to undergo hution.
commercial television debut of KTTV Los Angeles on New Years Day.
manizing via the entertainment
The station, which is ovraed and operated by the Los Angeles Times
route will be the motor tune-up.
Mirth With Message
and
kicked off with telecast of the Rose Bowl parade sponsored by
Shown
the
process
from
bumper
to
Other commercials have hewn as fan belt, car owners will be able to the CBS,
Bekins Van & Storage Co. .
closely to the narrative, humorous
evaluate and buy service intelli- Following the parade Gough InOn its heels came the television
line as Bebe. They are expertly
dustries (Philco distributor) and
debut of MacMillan Petroleum
conceived and carried through in modities.gently, just as they do other comconjunction with major studios.
the
May Co. co-sponsored
Collier's with presentation of Football
All-American
film.
Both these phases of dealer sales
Highlights film. Standard Federal
Filmed weather spots sponsored
& Savings Loan came next with
by the dealers have integrated the
Television stories on other pages in this issue:
action shots of players on both
car into the report, using the top
California and Northwestern
of a Chevrolet convertible to indinUCASTING •*— M Telestatus: Katz on Aid to Representatives
16 teams. Packard-Bell paid for
cate changes in the weather. Good
=INDEX^^^«P Advances
in TV Mark
Networks'
Recordes 26 & 27 Sports Roundup following the
iNEwsiFEATURfS^
Sharp Advances
in Nev/
York TV1948
Audienc
32
weather sends the top down; storm
More
TV
Stations
Seen
as
Result
of
NBS
Atomic Clock .... 32
game, with Bill Henry, Los Angewarning sends it up.
CBS Television Clinic Plans
32
les Times columnist and commenNow readied are a series of More TV Stotions Seen as Result of NBS Atomic Clock
32
tator, plus Paul Zimmerman,
CBS Television Clinic Plans
32
pantomime weather spots. Tying
sports
editor
of the Times.
in with warmer, rain, snow and
Philly to Start Collecting 5% Tax on TV Taprooms
34
The game itself, which was comsleet, a facile-faced comedian runs
Push-Button Device Enlarges TV Set Image
34
Penfield Named Detroit TV Forum Head
34
mercially sponsored via AM and
through "Hellzapoppin" antics
TV Fund Plan Suggested for Set Firms
34 television for the first time in its
while
Ban on TV Sets in Detroit Low-Income Housing Projects
34 history, was paid for by Gillette.
climate.forecasting the next day's
CBS' Sutton Comments on KSD-TV, WTMJ-TV Rates
34 Spot buyers on opening day were
This swing away from what one
AGVA Denies $25 Minimum Fee Report
36 Bulova, Barker Bros., Coast FederCampbell - Ewald executive called
Compton Agency Names Morgan to TV Post
36
al Savings & Loan, General Electric
Muzak
Sees
No
Video
Threat
36
"radio's Insistent clamor" has
rolet.
Bowl
Game
Films
Shown
on
CBS
TV
Net
37
Supply
Corp. and Central Chevmarked all ventures.
of the agency's telecommercial
KSL-TV Salt Lake City to CBS
47
Harry R. Lubcke (KTSL) Heads Academy of TV Arts & Sciences
62
That evening the station also
"The television commercial can
1948 Sales May Double 1947's, Stockholders Told
62 showcased two hours of sustaining
be less strident, more enjoyable be- DuMont
FCC Invites Views on WNBT-WNBW Synchronized Operation
68 programs to give listeners an idea
cause of the addition of eye to ear,"
East-Midwest Coaxial Allocations on page 23
of programs which were to come.
Mr. Case maintains. "Radio had
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r- RetailingSale of
Radio Sets

RECEIVER
a record;
SALES

TV Sets

CBS

Manufacturers' Labor
and Factory Costs
Manuf acturers'Sales Costs
Jobbers

Records
^1.333,000.000—'

40.000.000
Homes with
Radio a TV Sets
Local Clients
National Clients

Replocement Tubes
Parts a Accessories

4

> ——
r- ElectricityTO OPER/STE
^j^^TfT"
jlLISTENERS SETS
255.000.000
- Broadcasting

Labor

Electric Light Companies
Battery Manufacturers
Wire Lines
Time
Talent

Networks

Operating Costs
425.000.000

Station Owners

•

r Transmitters
^

160.000.000
Monufacturers

Uncle Sam

■ Re Ar moment
300.000.000
♦2.745.000000

THE RADIO-TV pie with its dollar total and how it was
sliced in 1948 is given in January 1949 Annual Statistical Issue of Tele-Tech, in the left column boxes are
shown the factors and agencies that contributed to the

MORE

TV

STATIONS

(middle boxes) dollar volume of each category. Right
boxes indicate how this money was eventually split. Size
of boxes is proportionate to volume.

Seen as Result
Of NBS Clock

HOPE that the radio spectrum may be made to accommodate more radio
and television stations was held out by the National Bureau of Standards
last week.
Disclosing development of an atomic clock of "unprecedented" potential accuracy as a standard of frequency and time, NBS said that
permitting synchronization withwhen used as a frequency control
out the use of wire lines.
it "will permit more radio and
According to RCA-NBC's estitelevision stations in the now overmates, synchronization would make
crowded radio spectrum."
possible
the operation of approxiPending release of the details at
mately the same number of telethe first demonstration, scheduled
vision stations FCC originally anfor Thursday (Jan. 6), industry
ticipated before interference quesobservers reserved comment except
tions arose to prompt the current
to speculate that one of the most
likely radio uses would seem to be licensing freeze and re-examination of engineering standards and
as an aid in achieving synchronization of the type now being tested allocations. But RCA-NBC engineers emphasize that, even with
by RCA-NBC with NBC's WNBW
synchronization, the original 150(TV) Washington and WNBT
mile separation standard for co(TV) New York [Broadcasting,
channel stations should not be vioDec. 6, 20; also see story this is- lated.
sue].
Bureau officials withheld discusPossibilities Cited
sion of the "clock" until its formal
If it permits the high degree of demonstration, but hinted that its
frequency control hinted by NBS,
use as a frequency control to perand if the cost is not too great, ramit more stations may be "at the
dio engineers said, then the clock higher frequencies." They also indicated interest in the possibility
could be "a tremendous boon" by
Page 32 • January 3, 1949

Storer to Tell
DEPARTMENTAL
shortcuts developed
decreasing initial TV

Experiences

costs, video
and paths to
losses will be

outlined by George B. Storer, president of The Fort Industry Co.,
Detroit, in his opening morning
address to the three-day CBS
Television Clinic scheduled for New
York on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 21-23.
"Television
— Where Does the

Retail Dealers

Owners of
89.000.000
Rodio aiV Sets

TV CLINIC

that it may be used to achieve the
benefits of synchronization.
The NBS release, announcing
the demonstration, said the clock
"is an atomic standard of frequency and time whose potential accuracy is unprecedented. It is better than the present standard, the
rotating earth, in several signifitinued.cant ways," the announcement con"It is important both in science,
as a tool and method, and in practical application," NBS said. The
reference to more radio and television stations was made as an example of the clock's commercial
value which was described as "very
While declining to give details
on the principle of the clock, a
Bureau- spokesman explained the
term "atomic" refers to "vibrations
high."
of the atoms in a molecule" of a
material used in the clock. It does
not mean the clock is operated by
the type of atomic energy released
when uraninum atoms are split, he
asserted.
NANCY GREY, who conducts What's
New on WTMJ Milwaukee, has been
named an honorary member of Delta
Kappa society.
Gamma, national education
honor

Station Operator Get Off?" is Mr.
Storer's topic. In an effort to help
fellow broadcasters bypass some of
the pitfalls encountered by The
Fort Industry Co., he proposes to
give the more than 250 CBS radio
and television executives expected
at the clinic a complete breakdown
of his company's experiences in the
relatively small Toledo market,
where
it owns and operates WSPDTV.
Other Fort Industry o&o stations are WJBK-TV Detroit,
WAGA-TV Atlanta, WWVA
Wheeling, WAGA Atlanta, WGBS
Miami and WMMN Fairmont, W.
Va., all CBS TV or AM affiliates.
Theme of the three-day conclave,
to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, is "Television Is a Going
Business
as 1949
Begins."
Talks and
panels
at the clinic,
to be participated in by leading
video officials, are expected to be
frank and concrete, according to
J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS vice
president and director of television
operations.
NY

AUDIENCES

Hooper Shows TV Advance
SHARP ADVANCES in New
York's television audiences were
reflected in the advance daytime
Hooperatings, released to New
York City stations last week by
C. E. Hooper Inc. Reports are
based on random sample including
both radio and television homes.
WABD New York ranks seventh
for the afternoon period among the
13 combined AM and TV stations
reported on, and hits a high in the
North Jersey sample of over 5%
of the
entire
afternoon' listening
and
looking
audience.
Individual hours show even higher percentages for TV. WNBT
New York hit a 7.4 share for the
5-6 p.m. period, during which it
ranks sixth in share of audience
among all 13 reported stations.
This share is achieved in the overall Hooper sample despite a video
set ownership currently in 400,000
homes as compared with four million total homes in the area within
a 50 mile radius of Grand Central
Terminal.
Set ownership estimates on TV
are based on Hooper surveys; the
home estimate is computed from
BMB ily"
county-by-county
"total famestimates.
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Nobody

seems

to know

just why

newspapers

call pictures of pretty girls "cheese cake."' But
everybody knows why they print them so
frequently.
ready-made

Such pictures
audience.

It's for this same
radio

time

buyers

have

a

reason that more
are using

sure-fire,

and more

W-I-T-H

they get this BIG

audience

Baltimore

trading area.

Get in on these low-cost
Headley-Reed
story today.

man

sales. Call in your

and learn the full W-I-T-H

in

Baltimore, the nation's sixth largest market.
They get a BIG audience from this BIG
independent radio station.
Moreover,

spent than any other station in town. W-I-T-H
covers 92.3% of all the radio homes in the

at

very LOW
cost. Yes, it's a fact that station
W-I-T-H delivers more listeners -per -dollar
BROADCASTING
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WITiH
Baltimore
AM
Maryland
FM
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented by Headley-Reed
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WARM

ITV FUND PLAN
Suggested for Set Firms
:i
J PLAN for a proposed "Television
i Guild," designed for manufacturers
I who would operate on a cooperative
f basis with a pooled advertising
fund and an identifying trademark,
i has been offered to the Television
, Broadcasters Assn. with a view to; ward providing "more and better
i programs."
The plan was suggested by L. 0. Fitzgibbons, commercial manager, WOC Davenport,
■ Iowa, in a letter Dec. 23 to J. R.
: Poppele, TEA president,
i' Under Mr. Fitzgibbons' plan,
\ guild members would agree to al] lot 3% of their retail sales to the
: pool for purchase of TV time and
; programs.
Next,
they would
; charge the set buyer another 3%.
! Mr. Fitzgibbons said that, with a
projected 2 million sets slated for
manufactui'e this year at an average retail price of $400, the fund
would accrue a total of $48 million,
or $480,000 for each video station
expected to be on the air by midyear.
Mr. Fitzgibbons contended that
this assured income would prompt
stations to step up their programming, both in quantity and quality,
and that secondly, it would stimulate sale of receivers. A third advantage, he believes, would be that
many programs would be scheduled
in daytime hours, thus giving set
dealers more demonstration opportunities. Buyers of guild-stamped
sets would receive their 3% worth
"many times over" in guild-proclaimed programs, Mr. Fitzgibbons
feels.
No reaction was forthcoming
from TEA.
PENFIELD NAMED
Detroit TV Forum Head
PAUL L. PENFIELD, Detroit Edison advertising manager, has been
named president of the Detroit
-Television Round Table for 1949.
The organization is an open forum
of more than 150
people interested
in furthering the
development of
television. Mr.
Penfield succeeds
Henry J. Houston, J. Walter
Thompson, who
will serve on the
board during the
next year.
Mr. Penfield
.
Other officers
elected are: Lee Wailes, Fort Industry (WJBK Detroit), vice president; -James Millar, Hearst Advertising Service, secretary, and William Nagy, Philco Distributors
Inc., treasurer. Directors for the
. new term are: Harry Gushing, D.
P. Brothers Go.; Tom Diggles,
General Electric Supply; Walker
Graham, Grant Adv.; William
Hendricks, WXYZ - ABG Detroit;
)■Vvi'illiam Saunders, Detroit Edison,
and W. E. Walbridge, WWJ-TV
Detroit.
Page 34
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WESTERN welcome is extended ai Tucson airport to key executive personnel enroute to CBS 9th
District affiliates meeting in Hollywood Dec. 13 and 14.
(Top photo): Lee Little, KTUC general man^ager, takes coats. Facing
camera (1 to r) are John J. Karoi,
sales manager; H. V. Akerberg, vice
president in charge of station relations; Glenn Snyder, Prairie Farmer
radio properties (WLS, KTUC, latter a
CBS affiliate); Joseph H. Ream, CBS
executive vice president. Facing Mr.
Little is William Lodge, vice president in charge of general engineering.
Middle photo: Mr. Akerberg is
greeted by Tucson's Mayor Houston
(r) as he tries on chef's hat for size.
Bottom photo: Off to El Conquistador Hotel by means of Arizona Helicopter Service, Mr. Ream bids Mr.
Little laughing adieu.

Push-Button Enlarges TV
TELE-ZOOM'
A PUSH-BUTTON device which
permits enlarging of the image on
a home television set one and onehalf times was unveiled last Monday (Dec. 27) at a special showing
Gorp.
in
New York by Garod Electronics

VIDEO LAW
'Fortune' Article Covers
"IS THE air open range, or can
telecasters control pickups of their
programs?" This subject is covered by David M. Solinger, an attorney specializing in the law of
advertising, radio and television,
in the January issue of Fortune.
"If the industry can substantiate
the claim that it has a property
right in a television broadcast, the
courts will grant injunctions
against an unauthorized use." Establishment of this property right
is possible through the use of copyright material, Mr. Solinger points
out, and also "if a television broadcaster can establish that his program contains original literary
material, he will have the same
property rights of the owner of a
statutory copyright."
DETROIT DAN
Video in Housing Hit
BAN on television sets in Detroit's low-income public housing
projects was disclosed last Tuesday
(Dec. 28) by James
the city's
Commission.
H. HousingInglis,
Housing Gommission director, said
all requests for permission to install television sets in the project
houses had been refused.
In answer to an inquiry from the
the New Orleans Housing Authority astroit
to Detroit's
policy,
the DeGommission said
it felt
the
tenants could better "save their
money toward down payments on
their own homes."

Set dealers as well as writers attended the first showing, held at
the Gocoanut Grove, Park Gentral
Hotel.
Leonard Ashbach, president of
Garod, called the new development
"Tele-Zoom" and described it as
an achievement of Barnet Trott,
the Company's chief engineer. A
patented electronic circuit development permits, by push-button control, blowing up of the conventional
rectangular image to an enlarged
circular picture the size of the entire image area provided by the
cathode ray tube.
The change can be made at will
by the set owner himself with the
aid of a remote control switch,
which is attached to a cord 15 feet
long. Change back can also be
made by pressing the button.
To permit this instantaneous
change, new Garod sets are being
manufactured without the conventional rectangular mask found in
other sets. Prices of the 1949
Garod sets, which will have the
new device will remain unchanged
from 1948, ranging from $385 to
$1,195. Deliveries are expected to
start Jan. 15, according to Louis
Silver, Garod general manager.

CDS TV
Three More Become Affiliates
TOTAL number of CBS television
affiliates rose to 24 last Monday
with the signing of three more stations to the network's string, according to an announcement by
Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS vice
president
in charge of station relations.
Newly signed on were: WBNT
Columbus, Ohio, as a full primary
television affiliate; WAVE-TV
Louisvilk and KSD-TV St. Louis.

PHILA.

TAX

5% Gross on TV-Taprooms
PHILADELPHIA Receiver of
Taxes W. Frank Marshall said the
city would start collecting a 5%
gross receipts tax from 2,000 television equipped taprooms in the new
year. The levy is expected to yield
about $1 million.
The city moved into position to
exact this tax when the State
Liquor Control Board cleared the
way recently with a decision requiring bars to have amusement
permits for featuring television
broadcasts.
"Apparently Mr. Marshall's hand
was
by the
state'sexecutive
action,"
said forced
Emmett
McGinn,
secretary of the Philadelphia ReLiquor Dealers
"We had
beentailpromised
an Assn.
opportunity
to
plead our case to City Council bethe tax would
effect."
Mr.fore McGinn
said go
his into
association
will ask the Council to exempt the
taprooms from the tax when it
meets Jan. 15. This exemption will
be asked by the association in an
amendment to the amusement tax
ordinance it is preparing for presentation to the Council's finance
committee.

KSD-TV, WTMJ-TV RATES
Actually Reduced — Sutton
RATE increases of WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee and KSD-TV St. Louis
from $250 to $300 per nighttime
hour, effective Jan. 1, actually represent reduced circulation costs
when compared with last spring
when the former rates became effective, Daniel V. Sutton, sales
manager of CBS-TV, wrote advertisers and agencies last week.
"In Milwaukee," he wrote, "this
20% rate increase compares with
a 549% increase in set ownership
since the $250 rate was established
in April 1948. From 2,050 sets
then, the figure will have jumped
to 13,300 by Jan. 1, according to
current estimates. It represents a
circulation rate reduction of 82%
—from $125 to $23.08 per thousand.
"And in St. Louis, television
families have grown from 6,200 in
May 1948, when the previous rate
was set, to an estimated 18,000 by
Jan. 1, 1949 — an increase of 190%.
Resultant drop in circulation rate:
60%, from $41.67 to $16.67 per
thousand
families."
CBS advertisers,
Mr. Sutton
said, using either of these stations
as of Jan. 1, will be protected at
the old rate for programs continued without interruption until
July 1.
NBC has asked the Philadelphia Board
of Education to assist in planning a
series of edijcationa,! television programs for network presentation early
in 1949. Programs will cover a wide
range of subjects, including geography, history, government, finance,
literature and music.
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THE TALKING

PEOPLE
Willson Brain Children Are Successful

By ANN AUGUST
"HEH HEH, ha ha, ho ho, uh
huh!" — No, not a strengthening
exercise for the vocal cords. Just
part of the regular repertoire of a
unique group of radio commercial
Tenderers, The Talking People.
Brain children of Meredith Willson, composer and orchestra leader,
this group of five who talk as one
are currently doing commercials
with him on three General Foods
Corp. programs for Jello. They
appear in the flesh on ABC Meredith Willson Show; are piped into
NBC Aldrich Family and record
their commercial for CBS "mr.
ace & JANE."
Idea for such a group came to
Mr. Willson when he was with
Armed Forces Radio Service as
musical director during the war.
Since no commercials could be
broadcast overseas, he was faced
with the problem of filling in
empty spots left by commercials in
the programs.
This gave him the idea of a commercial that would not only give a
message but be entertaining as
well. And in seeking something
"different" in radio commercials,
he hit on the thought of a group
chanting the same words in unison.
Same Five

from flve to six hours when they
first started on the three programs
in October of this year, to approximately an hour and a half weekly
now. In this time they rehearse
their two and one-half minute appearance on Meredith Willson
Show; their one minute and ten
seconds each on the other two
shows.
Fan Mail
And, in these days, when the
radio-listening public merely tolerates listening to the products that
beset it, this happy group of commercial choristers receive fan mail.
Approximately 50 to 60 letters find
their way to them every week.
Some of the writers have accused
Mr. Willson of using a Sonovox,

TED

It wasn't until four years later,
in 1946, however, that the Talking
People became a reality, with their
debut on CBS Canada Dry-sponsored Sparkle Time with their
creator. And the original five people, John Rarig, Betty Allan, Bob
Hanlon, Norma Zimmer and Maxwell Smith, are still talking.
All of the group are singers, a
prerequisite for their current
chore.
The quintet is conducted by Mr.
Willson in the same manner as an
orchestra. (Only it's harder, says
he). All the lines, including those
for his own speaking, are written
and rehearsed by him. Dialogue
consists of quick humorous repartee between him and his Talking
People involving the sponsor's
product, Jello. (Agency: Young
& Rubicam.)
In their early lisping days he
wrote musical accompaniment for
their words, but as they grew to
know the rhythm and timing, he
had only to write the words in
script form. By now they laugh,
cry, splutter and gasp as one.
Rehearsal time has decreased
Forever Lost
LOST — three minutes and
forty-five seconds of "Class
A" time. Why? A gentleman under the influence of
"John Barleycorn" broke into the basement of WRVA
Richmond's transmitter and
pulled the main power switch
according to the station.
BROADCASTING

Talking People are (I to r) Betty Allan, Norma Zimmer, Maxwell Smith,
Bob Hanlon and John Rarig. Meredith Willson (r) directs.
not believing there were really five
voices.
They'll soon be able to prove
their multiple existence, however.

when they face the public across a
television
screen, and that, accordstep.
ing to Mr. Willson, is their next

KELLY
C/i/ef r/me Buyer, Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.
Another ex-sergeant joins the
H.O.P. Ted, who buys time for
such nationally known accounts
OS Ronson Lighters, El Praco
Cigars; Philip Morris, Block
Drug Co., etc., was today presented bythe William G. Rambeau rep with a certificate of
membership in the Honorary
Order of Patroons and the deed
to a tract of land in the heart
of Patroon country.
*PATROON — Arisfocratic Landholder of ihe Hudson Valley

You'll be able to figure it out for
yourself when you look at the 10KW
power, the coverage and the rates.
You reach more people, more often
and at less cost per person
with WPTR.

WPTR

10,000 Watts
PATROON
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GM

VIDEO

Spot Campaign Planned
TO PROMOTE the new 1949 Chevrolet car and the automobile show
at which it will be presented in
New York, both the Chevrolet
dealers of New York, and General
Motors are supporting a spot announcement television campaign.
Effective Jan. 10-17, the dealers
will sponsor the spots and from the
17th to the 20th the central office
of Chevrolet will underwrite the
spots, promoting the new car.
On Jan. 17 to 26 the spots will
plug the automobile show for General Motors. The entire campaign
will be carried on the following
New York video stations: WCBSTV WNBT WABD-DuMont WPIX
WJZ-TV.
The Chevrolet dealers of New
York will also sponsor starting Feb.
7 the Golden Gloves Boxing tournament, semi-finals and finals on
WPIX.
COMPTON AGENCY
Names Morgan to TV Post
ORGANIZATION of a television
division of Compton Advertising,
New York, has
been announced.
Brewster Morgan
has been named
manager of the
video division of
the radio and television program
department, headed by Lewis Titterton. Mr. Morgan has been with
Mr. Morgan.
the agency since
1945.
Television commercials will be
prepared by the radio and television copy department, directed by
Muriel Haynes.
Compton is now producing the
video show I'd Like to See, for
Procter and Gamble, Cincinnati.
NBC farm quiz show, RFD America,
returned to the air Jan. 1 (12:30
p.m. CST, once-a-week) with Ed
Bottcher as commentator. "The Farm
Champion
Year" will be chosen
on
the Jan.of 22thebroadcast.

I mU

AGE

Woman
Jan. 10: ABC
Southeastern Southcentral
Districts Affiliatesandmeeting,
International House, New Orleans.
Jan. 10: Chicago Advertising Execucago. tives Club dinner, Electric Club, ChiJan. 10-11: NAB Engineering Executive
Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 11: Opening
vision Networlt.of East-Midwest TeleJan. 11: BMB Executive Committee
meeting, BMB Hdqrs., New York.
Jan. 15: All-Radio Presentation Committee, New York.
Jan. 17: Multiple
Ownership,
oral argument, FCC Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Jan. 21-23: CBS Television Clinic,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jan. 24: Wander Co. Hearing before
FTC continued, Washington.
Jan. 25: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences annual award banquet
and seminar, Athletic Club, Hollywood.
Jan. 27: ABC Southwestern, Middle and
Central States Districts Affiliates
meeting.
Chicago. Ambassador East Hotel,
CANADIAN
TV
Set Makers in Production
WHILE no Canadian TV stations
are expected to be in operation
before 1950, radio manufacturers
in Canada are going ahead with
mass production of TV receivers
to enable viewers in southern Ontario at least to see TV broadcasts
from American border stations
such as Buffalo, Cleveland, and Detroit.
Canadian General Electric was
first on the mai'ket with a console
receiver which sells for about $750.
RCA Victor, Canadian Marconi,
Canadian Westinghouse and Admiral will have sets available eai-ly
in the new year.
Brand & Millen, Toronto, working closely with the Garod Co. in
the U. S., will bring out a combination AM, FM and TV set early in
t'le to,
year.
Rogers
Majestic,
Toronowned by
the North
American
Phillips interests, is to have a set
out in the summer, and as company represents Hallicrafter and
other American companies this
may be a Canadian version of an
American set also. Philco does not plan to go into
big production until CBC decision
on Canadian TV is made, but will
have some sets available in Ontario. Stromberg-Carlson and Addison Industries expect sets in
some quantities by mid-1949.

■ PORTLAND,
OREGON
W-FM
G
K
'
RW>"
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K

COMPLETE
SCHEDULE
SIMULTANEOUS
SERVICE
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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BEAUTY
Sees Her Art on TV

WHEN 88-year old Grandma Moses
was unable to witness in' person a
display of her best paintings at
St. Etienne galleries in New York,
the "mountain" literally came to
Mrs. Moses in her Eagle Bridge
upstate home 175 miles away by
means of television. And a broadcast line, connecting her home with
NBC's New York studios, made
possible her instantaneous replies
to critics as she sat by her own
fireside among relatives and neighbors.
The unusual telecast, which was
carried over NBC's eastern leg Dec.
18, was arranged by General Electric in cooperation with the TV
network. Because microwave relay
between the company's station,
WRGB Schenectady, with New
York operates in only one direction,
an actual telecast from her home
was impossible. So motion pictures were taken previously and
shipped to NBC studios to be integrated in the program there.
General Electric installed a receiver when it learned the nationally-known creator of some 1,300
paintings would be unable to attend. She saw and heard the program on WRGB.
Those participating on the New
York end of the telecast included
magazine and publishing company
executives and newspaper art critics.

MUZAK
Sees No Video Threat
TELEVISION is no longer a competitive factor in selling wired
music to restaurants, bars and
taprooms, according to C. H. Pfenniger, vice president in charge of
national
sales
of Muzak Corp.'s
wired music
division.
Mr. Pfenniger so told a two-day
sales clinic of Muzak franchisers
and their sales staffs held at its
New York office, Tuesday and
Wednesday. He indicated that restaurants and bars have begun to
realize that sales decreased in their
places of business as the result of
television, whereas wired music
properly programmed stimulated
rather than interfered with sales.
The meeting was attended by
franchisers from Albany, Baltimore, Boston, Bridgeport, Buffalo,
Hartford, Norfolk, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Rochester, Syracuse,
Washington, D. C, Montreal and
Toronto. A magnetic wire recording was made of the proceedings
for presentation at later date before
other regional groups across the
country.

Grandma Moses and Vernon Cook,
(seated) WRGB
and WGY announcer, await NBC telecast with
friends and neighbors.
AGVA VIDEO FEE
Union Denies Rumor of $25
REPORTS that AGVA was setting
a $25 minimum fee for its members' television appearances were
denied Wednesday by Dewey Barton, national director of the union.
He said that AGVA, in order to
aid "an infant industry," had not
as yet set up any rigid rules on
minimums and that, in fact, many
AGVA actors had even appeared on
television without pay. Where pay
was to be forthcoming, he said, the
union usually considered a week's
pay to be proper compensation for
a TV appearance.
"Our viewpoint is," he said, "that
if a performer were worth only
$25 worth
for an appearing
appearance onhe television
wouldn't
be

CLASSICS
SERIES
at all."
Lucky Strike to Sponsor
HALF -HOUR series of great classics dramatizations, Your Show
Time, sponsored by American Tobacco Co., New York (Lucky Strike
cigarettes), is to premiere Friday,
Jan. 21, 9:30-10 p.m. on the NBC
television network.
Debut program, featuring DeMaupassant's tale of deprivation
and frustration,
Necklace,"
will
be viewed at"The
a film
forum
meeting of the American Television Society, New York, with
Emerson Yorke presiding. Don McClure, television director for N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York, agency for
LuckyfilmStrikes,
video
feature. will present the
Your Show Time is produced
and
by Marshall
GrantRealmpackaged
Productions,
Hollywood.

WMCA New York program, Report
From Israel, Monday-Friday 7:05-7:15
p.m., with commentary from the new
JACK CARSON'S program (CBS, Fri- State of Isreal by Arthur D. Holzman,
days, 7to 7:30 p.m. CST) will be aired is to be sponsored by the Zionist Orfrom Chicago's Eighth St. Theatre Jan.
ganization of America effective today,
7 and 14 while the comedian appears
Jan.
3.
Program
is carried by shortin person at a local motion picture
wave from the new state, and was
theatre.
placed direct.
'
BROADCASTING
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BOWL

8Q2'Losers
s ELEC
Plan TION
Court Plea
THE DEFEATED faction in the
recent elections in the New York
Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians plans to take its
election protests to the courts, according to Lee Grant, campaign
manager for the losing side.
He made that statement after it
became known that the Honest
Ballot Assn., which conducted the
election, decided against his group,
the Unity-Coalition Party, after a
hearing last Monday. The Unity
group protested the election on
the ground that the Blue Ticket,
made up of incumbents, won the
election through the use of "demonstrably defective" voting machines.
After the hearing. Honest Ballot
Assn. ruled that "the mechanical
failures which existed could not
reasonably have affected the results of the election" and that voiding the ballots on the defective
machines would not change the
outcome of the vote.
Basis for a court test, said Mr.
Grant, would be the argument that
802 rules require that elections be
held according to its laws or be
declared null and void. The protested election, it will be argued,
was not held in accordance with
the Local's laws because ballots
were counted for executive board
members where less than nine
members of the board were voted
for, which, the Unity Party contends, makes those votes and the
election null and void.

(Monday) on CBS television stations in Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo, Milwaukee, St. Louis,
Atlanta, Houston and Richmond.

FILMS
Are Shown on CBS TV

FILMED highlights of the New
Year's Day classic football games
were to be shown in a special halfhour film on the CBS television
network, Sunday, Jan. 2, 10:1510:45 p.m. (EST). Through special
arrangements with the Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Boston, sponsors
of the CBS coverage of the Orange
and Rose Bowl games and of the
West Coast telecast of the Rose
Bowl contest, the films were to be
shown over CBS TV stations on the
East Coast.
Since the Rose Bowl game was
to end at approximately 7:30 p.m.
(EST), a helicopter was to transport the film from the bowl to the
Bui-bank, Calif., airport for transport to New York in tims for yesterday's showing.
The filmed highlights of the
games will also be shown today

KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis staffers
dressed appropriately for station's
coverage of New Year's Day bowl
gomes at opposite ends of North
America. Bill Ingram (I), announcer,
and Walt Raschick (center), news
editor, were in Fairbanks, Alaska, to
broadcast Ice Bowl game featuring
U. of Alaska and Air Force base
teams. Jack Horner (r), station's
sports director, was in Tampa, Fla.,
to give play-by-play on Cigar Bowl
game (St. Thomas vs. Missouri Valley). A feature of the broadcasts
was a two-way conversation between
Mr. Horner and Mr. Ingram. Films
were made of Alaska game for presentation on KSTP-TV.
We

are giving

Orange

Bowl TV

MIAMI'S Bayfront auditorium,
seating 2,000, was expected to be
sold out for the first telecast of a
New Year's Day Orange Bowl
game last Saturday. WGBS Miami
sponsored the telecast, which was
handled by a special RCA crew.
A microwave link was used in the
transmission, which ordinary TV
receivers were unable to pick up
because of the ultra high frequency.
Supplemental equipment, including
a remote control truck, was taken
to Miami from WAGA-TV Atlanta.
The Bayfront auditorium audience
saw the game, featuring the U. of
Texas and the U. of Georgia, on a
movie-size screen.

our listeners a

AFRA SAYS NO
To Recorded Repeats
AFRA, after a poll of radio actors,
including top stars, has refused to
permit CBS and NBC to use recorded repeats of top programs
during the summer and at other
times on the basis of a reduced
payment plan to talent for rebroadcast rights.
George Heller, AFRA executive
secretary, said that actors queried
on the plan felt the broadcasting
of repeat programs "would be of
dubious value both to the industry
and the performers."
It is well known, however, that
the main stumbling block to AFRA
acceptance was the fact payments
to actors for rebroadcasts would be
but a fraction of their original
fees. A further stickler for the
union was the fear that airing of
such programs as summer replacements would create a big unemployment problem.
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PENDING the move to a new building
located at 12 East 53d St., which it
purchased, Maxon Inc., New York, will
move from its present quarters at
570 Lexington to temporary quarters
at 25 Broad St. The move to permanent
quarters in their own building will be
made several months hence.
BROADCASTING
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Man
for the Job
REPORTS are current that Garrison Norton
will resign as assistant secretary of State for
Transportation and Communication. Mr. Norton's background is in the transportation field,
rather than in communications.
We hope the President sees fit to appoint a
man experienced in telecommunications, as
well as in diplomacy, to this post, should the
vacancy occur. It is the top policy slot in the
diplomatic sphere pertaining to international
communications. The last war underlined
their importance to the world.
The administration would not have to undertake a very wide search to find a well qualified
man. Now on the temporarily retired list is
R. Henry Norweb, former ambassador-at-large,
and an astute man at international conclaves.
Mr. Norweb headed several delegations to
international and inter-American conferences
on radio and communications. He was named
chairman of the American delegation to the
International High Frequency Conference now
under way in Mexico City, but was forced to
return to his native Cleveland to undergo
surgery because of a back ailment.
Mr. Norweb has all of the qualifications.
If his health can stand it, we're confident
that his appointment would win the approbation of all those in government, aviation and
shipping circles who have worked with him, as
well as that of the private users in communications. Moreover, it would be the promotion of
a career diplomat with more than 30 years of
experience.

Silence
Golden
MANY TIMESIsn't
duringAlways
the last year
you have
read and heard that little catch-phrase : "Radio
has been strangely silent." It was the concoction of Vic Ratner, the inspired CBS vice president, who used it as a means of awakening
broadcasters out of their promotional lethargy,
while the competitive media were making and
tossing anti-radio bricks.
Now — and none too soon — the catch-phrase
has evolved into a shooting script for a promotional film for radio. The All-Radio Presentation Committee, headed by Gordon Gray,
vice president of WIP Philadelphia, hopes to
have the film completed in time for the NAB
convention in Chicago next April.
The film is not to be regarded as radio's
one-shot rebuttal to the implemented projects
of newspapers and magazines which were years
in the making, and which represent several
millions in promotional budget. It is, rather,
a logical and essential first step. It is the visual story of radio itself to be exhibited by stations everywhere before advertisers, agencies,
conventions, local business clubs, schools,
churches and other gatherings.
The larger project, proposed by Murray Carpenter of WPOR Portland, contemplates a
continuing effort on all fronts. It isn't a plan
that can be developed and executed in a few
weeks or months. It should receive the consideration ofthe next NAB convention.
It's a matter of taking first things first.
Every broadcaster owes it to himself and to
his future economic security to get behind the
All-Industry Presentation. The Gray-Ratner
committee needs more than dollars. It needs
the rousing support of radio, and the local
follow-through, once the production is done.
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$how Busine$$
TURN OF the year saw the most significant
moving day in iliany a radio moon.
In the trade, the disposition is to regard
these changes as simple shifts in the program
scenery, with the capital gains tax approach
as the enticement. A more apt appraisal, in
our view, is that it's the beginning of a radio
revolution, with television in the foreground.
The shift in some top-rated programs may
be only the beginning. There are signs of negotiations for switches in network affiliations.
But these will develop after there's an opportunity to appraise the ratings of these old programs on different networks.
Whether there will be an "affiliation war"
reminiscent of radio's earlier days isn't yet
apparent. But the portents are there. And,
it's evident, the accent will be on those stations
which have TV or hold TV construction permits. Network affiliation contracts run for
two years. Negotiations cannot be undertaken for renewal or for new affiliation more
than six months in advance of expiration.
These activities fall within the sphere of
free, competitive enterprise. Whether these
capital gains deals are prudent, business-wise,
or even allowable tax-wise, we don't know.
In all these weeks of raging controversy
about these show shifts, there's one point we
haven't yet heard raised. To whom does the
radio artist owe his loyalty? He owes his
place in the radio firmament to the opportunity
offered by the networks and its affiliates who
exhibit his talents to the people. Popularity —
as measured by his rating — pegs his value to
the sponsor who foots the overall bill. Programming is show business. Show business
prides itself on a tradition of deep sentiment
(i.e., the show's the thing). Then, to whom
does the radio artist owe this loyalty? The
network (and affiliates) which gave him the
opportunity? The people who listened and
thus produced the ratings? Or the sponsor
who paid the bill?
Well, we guess, as almost always, it's the
"take home pay" that counts.
Profiting From Losses
FCC HAS NOW undertaken an encroachment
which, for an encroachment, is no less than
just. We refer to the Commission's proposal
to ask broadcasters to report expenses as well
as revenues in their annual "preliminary" estimates [Broadcasting, Dec. 27].
We have not yet heard any persuasive support for the theory that FCC has a right to
intrude on business affairs at all. Our dubious
nod of approval to this new tack should not
be taken as a retreat from this position. So
long as the Commission demands revenue information, expenses should be shown, too.
Despite its occasional declarations to the
contrary, FCC too often and for too long has
spread the notion that station ownership is
synonymous with operation of a mint. Expenses figures are secured, of course, through
the annual reports. But if we must also have
"preliminary" reports, then they should not
be based on revenues alone. Cost figures are
necessary to complete the picture.
Broadcasters have until Jan. 17 to file comments on the expense proposal.
To our mind, it would not be sufficient to
protest this phase without protesting the whole
theory that the Commission has a right to
call for any information of this sort.
Unless and until that can be done, it seems
desirable for broadcasters to supply their expense estimates as suggested, but to do so with
a clear reservation of their right to challenge
FCC's authority to meddle in their business.

STUART

LAWRENCE

BAILEY

dominated
conventions
IFtheOLD-LINE
Bailey family,
Stuart had
Bailey
might
have docilely followed his father into the
building business. Indeed, that was his first
perceptible leaning. But instead he took the
engineering road of field-intensity measurements, allocation problems, radar, and radio
aids via the U. of Minnesota.
Last November Stuart Bailey was chosen to
head the Institute of Radio Engineers' 22,000member organization for 1949. He assumed
his new responsibilities Jan. 1.
Mr. Bailey was born in Minneapolis, Oct. 7,
1905.
He received his B.S. in electrical engineering
from the U. of Minnesota in 1927. A Master
of Science degree followed from the same institution the next year.
Even during his undergradtiate days, Mr.
Bailey was active in engineering. He was a
staff member
of W9XI,
university's
mental station.
While the
taking
graduate experiwork,
he served as chief engineer of WLB, owned
and operated by the U. of Minnesota.
A thesis there on radio field intensity
measurements garnered for him a Master of
Science degree — and portended years of accomplishment and industry service. It was
also the beginning of a relationship with his
eventual co-partner, C. M. Jansky Jr., of the
Washington consulting radio engineering firm,
Jansky & Bailey. And his professor of radio
at the U. of Minnesota was none other than
Mr. Jansky.
Sharing in the IRE honor is Mr. Jansky,
himself a former IRE president and one of
Mr. Bailey's most ardent supporters. Their
respective IRE tenures come exactly 15 years
apart— and they constitute a unique distinction
for a radio consulting firm.
In the summer of 1928 he accepted a position
as assistant radio engineer with the airways
division of the U. S. Dept. of Commerce. That
experience with Commerce proved enriching.
Working on radio aids to marine and air navigation, Mr. Bailey initiated and supervised the
early work of the Lighthouse Service in this
field. In addition, he participated in the development of the visual radio range for use
on airways of the United States.
Mr. Bailey went to Panama the following
summer (1929) and while there installed two
automatic marine radio beacons, one at the
entrance to Cristobal Harbor, the other at
Cape Mala, 120 miles south of Balboa.
In September 1930, Mr. Jansky contacted
(Continued on page A2)
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WTTHWOV

WOV CAN TELL YOU THE DIFFERENCE IN PEOPLE, TOO.
Not from a crystal ball, but from sound, basic facts ... known,
proven, tested facts— Specific Market Information on each of 5
Audited Audiences.
Now you can know where listeners live and shop ; what they earn,
spend and buy; what they like and dislike. All this and other pertinent data on specific listening groups available on WOV'S
ited Audiences.

5 Aud-

★
★
★
★
★

WAKE UP NEW YORK with Max Cole
1280 CLUB with Fred Rabbins
BAND PARADE with Bill Williams
PRAIRIE STARS with Rosalie Allen
ITALIAN MARKET OF 2,100,000 Italianspeaking Americans. More than the combined population of Baltimore and Washington.

We want you to have the knowledge of 5 Audited Audiences, each
a different group of purchasers ; each the result of a penetrating,
accurate and continuing listener survey. Ask for the facts that will
help you to "take the guess out of buying!'
WOV's Pantry Survey... new, accurate, informative... shows you
where you and your competitors stand in the Dfew York Market.
Ralph N. Weil, General Manager — The Boiling CO., National Representatives
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Respects
(Continued from jmge iO)
his former pupil, and together they
formed Jansky & Bailey.
In the consulting field Mr. Bailey's activities have embraced both
general allocation problems and
specific engineering guidance for
broadcasting stations and commercial operating companies. He supervise all laboratory functions
of the firm, including the development of field-intensity measuring
equipment and other devices used
in evaluating radio station effectiveness.
Mr. Bailey has been actively responsible for the station coverage
system on physical field strength
which was to win approval of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and eventual use in FCC's
standards of Good Engineering
Practice. Mr. Bailey feels that the
growing stress on attempts to evaluate station listenability is inevitable, notwithstanding an equally heavy emphasis on popularity of
programs.
The new IRE president's earlier
experiences and development work
on radio aids to navigation were
to afford an excellent background
for the firm's operational studies
and report to the Lake Carriers'
Assn. on radar's application to
Great Lakes navigation.
This project was a cooperative
one by steamship operators and
radar manufacturers resulting in
minimum specifications for radar
for use on the Great Lakes.
War Activities

1
\
I
'
■■j
')
,1
,i
;i
,

'.

During the war, when Jansky &
Bailey received government contracts, Mr. Bailey aided in the determination ofvulnerability of certain United States and enemy captured equipment to jamming and he
helped to develop methods of reducing vulnerability.
In June 1947 Mr. Bailey received
a citation from the Secretaries of
War and Navy for his contribution
to the Office of Scientific Research
and Development.
Mr. Bailey was also active in the
development
and construction
experimental FM station, W3X0,
which the consulting firm maintained until 1945 when it sold out
to WINX Broadcasting Co.
The 1949 president has been connected with the IRE since 1928
when he became an associate member. He was made a member in
1936, senior member in 1943 and
promoted to the grade of fellow
the same year. Long active within IRE circles, Stuart Bailey contributed most of his efforts and
engineering know-how along wave
propagation
11 years
from
1937 to lines.
1948 — For
he was
a mem-—
ber of the IRE wave propagation
committee. From 1943 to 1944 he
was a member also of the admissions committee.
In 1943 and '44 Mr. Bailey was
a member of the Institute's board
of directors, and was elected to
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TRANSFER

BIDS

Seven AM, Two FM Asked
TRANSFER and assignment applications involving seven AM and
two FM stations were filed with
FCC last week for approval.
Sales prices total approximately

MEMBERS of the Washington Chapter of the Assn. of Women Broadcasters
who visited the Blue Plains Home for the Aged with Christmas gift boxes
from the Association include (I to r): Harriet Sabine, Can Mfgrs. Institute;
Ruth Crane, WMAL-ABC; Maryan McClain, WCFM; Pat Griffith, NAB; Nancy
Osgood, WRC-NBC; and Hazel Markel, WTOP-CBS. Gifts included books,
articles of clothing, and several reconditioned radios, rebuilt by studio
engineers at D. C. stations.
the board for a three-year term
beginning in 1945. In 1945 and
1946 he served on the executive
committee, and last year held the
treasurer's post.
Mr. Bailey is married to the former Carol Sue Linkenhelt. They
were married in Washington in
1935. His hobbies are photography
(taking, not developing pictures)
and he also dabbles with sound reproduction, in which he doubtless
has
more
than
an amateur's interest.

BAILEY
Leaves FMA for Own Practice
J. N. (BILL) BAILEY, who retires Jan. 31 as executive director
of PM Assn., announced last week
he plans to enter the radio consulting business, specializing in
FM, television and facsimile. Mr.
Bailey's two-year FMA contract
ends Jan. 31. He will take a vacation in January, his first since assuming the post, and will open the
new business after Feb. 1.
Mr. Bailey had informed the FMA
board some weeks ago he would
not be available after the contract
expired. In a letter to board members last week he confirmed the
verbal resignation and announced
that Mrs. Joan Piatt Richardson,
director of publicity, and Reba Orr,
secretary, also were resigning.
Mr. Bailey is a former associate
editor of Broadcasting and prior
to that had been in newspaper,
radio and public relations work.
During the war he was chief of
the radio news section. Radio
Branch, War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations. In announcing his
resignation Mr. Bailey said FM's
chief aim in the next five years
should be new-type programming.
He said FM and TV will go handin-hand, with TV providing the
visual programs and FM the aural.
He also predicted that facsimile
will come into its own as the third
new radio service.

LOW-BAND

FM

Dropped by 11 Stations
EIGHT commercial FM outlets,
one experimental station and two
noncommercial educational FM
stations were slated to cease operations Dec. 31 on the old "low"
FM band, according to FCC. Authority for dual operation on both
the present "high" FM band
(88-108 mc) and old "low" band
(44-50 mc) expired on that date.
After reallocating FM several
years ago the Commission allowed
continued use of the low band
channels for the limited period to
provide sufficient time for listeners
to convert receivers or get use out
of old low-band only sets. During
the past year efforts were made by
FM Assn. and others to secure
continued use of 44-50 mc channels
for
purpose of FM networking
1948].
[Broadcasting, May 10, June 19,
The commercial FM stations
which dropped low-band transmission included: WTIC-FM and
WDRC-FM Hartford, Conn. ;
WGTR Boston; WWJ-FM Detroit;
WQXR-FM and WABF New
York; WELD Columbus, Ohio, and
WEFM Chicago. All continue on
the high band. W2XMN, experimental outlet of FM's inventor. Dr.
Edwin H. Armstrong, located at
Alpine, N. J., ceased functioning
and has become W2XEA on the
high band. Educational stations
ceasing low band transmissions
were WBEZ Chicago and WBOE
Cleveland.

Indiana

FM

$185,000.
The applications:
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.— Transfer
250 shares (16%%) common stock each
by Georgeto Crome
R. F. Harlow,
coowners,
SheldonandAnderson,
general
manager, and his father, Hermand
Anderson, vice president. Each of four
becomes 25% owner. KAFY is assigned
250 w fuUtime on 1490 kc.
KOKO La Junta and KSFT Trinidad, Col.censee
— Transfer
control
of licorporations.ofThe
Southwest
Broadcasting
Co.
and
Trinidad
Broadcasting Corp., respectively, from large
group Mr.
of stockholders
P. Lup-in
ton.
Liupton holds to25%Ellisinterest
KSFT and also has gold and lead
mining interests. He acquires 63%
interest in KOKO and an additional
32.4% interest
in KSFT
total equal
consideration of $55,750,
less for
amount
to indebtedness of both outlets. KOKO
reported deficit on Aug. 31, 1948,
of almost $17,000 and KSFT on July
31, 1948, of $30,300. Stockholders selling
holdingclude
in following:
either station,
or both,
S. W. Azar,
A. inG.
Mason, E. O. Schoembs, B. C. Bulson,
P. O. Mickelson, D. R. Kennedy, B.
H. Shattuck, Ernest Myers, John Myers,
James Couey, H. W. Hinkel, J. G.
Wheeler, A. V. Berg, Gertrude N. Van
Sickle, R.Lloyd
Wilson, L.Donald
B. McCaig,
F. Jones,
R. Sanders,
Joseph
Castor
and
Paul
E.
Whiteside.
KOKO
1400 kc isandassicned
KSFT 250
1 kww fulltime
day, 500 onw
night on 1280 kc.
WCMW WCMW-FM Canton, OhioTransfer of control of Stark Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WCMW and
permittee
of WCMW-FM,
from 5andof
10 stockholders
to S. L. Huffman
K.
B.
Cope
for
$33,600.
Mr.
with his wife owns Huffman Huffman
& Co.,
local advertising agency, and Mr. Cope
is local attorney. Sellers are E. A.
Mahoney, James L. Amerman and M.
R.
Schneider,
Gebhart,
11.8%, 20.2%
and each;
Royal Arnold
G. Lister,
8.4%. WCMW is assigned 1 kw day
on 1060 kc.
WMMT Ownership
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn. — Acquisition of control of McMinnville Broadcasting Co. Inc., licensee, by Sam J.
Albritton, 20% owner, who purchases
20% holding of Oliver M. Albritton
for $6,000 and 20% holding of Claude
W. Haston for $10,000. WMMT is
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc.
WLBG Laurens, S. C— Transfer of
I, 450 of 2,950 shares held in WLBG
Inc., licensee, by J. C. Todd to his
brother, John Wells Todd. J. W. Todd
wishes to join station and devote
full time to operation. Stock is $10
par. WLBG is assigned 250 w day
on 860 kc.
KODI
Cody, Wyo.Broadcasting
— Transfer of
trol of Absaroka
Co.,conlicensee, William J. and Dorothy R.
Garlow, now 50% owners. Elizabeth
L. Moran, 5% owner, and Breck Moran,
45% owner, sell 94 of their 95 shares
to
Garlows hisfor interest
$15,000.from
Mr. 45Gar-to
lowtheincreases
50% and Mrs. Garlow from 5% to
49.47%.
KODIkc.is assigned 250 w fulltime
on 1400
KBUK
(FM) from
Dallas,
Tex.— Orphans
Assignment of permit
Buckner
Home to parent organization. Baptist
General Convention of Texas. Transfer
is a gift. Buckner Orphans Home is
headed by Hal F. Buckner. Baptist
group is promoting groun of eight
FM outlets with Hardin-Baylor College's KMHB (FM) already on the air.
Group
of low powered
FM outlets
are planned
[Broadcasting,
Dec. also
13,
1948].

Grant

NEW CLASS A FM station was
granted by FCC last week to
Northern Indiana Broadcasters
Inc., Michigan City, Ind., and licensee of AM station WIMS there.
Facilities authorized under the FM
construction permit were Channel
228 (93.5 mc), ERP of 1 kw.

SEVEN staffers at WHBF Rock Island,
111., received wrist watches at Christmas for their membership in the 10to-20 year service club. Les Johnson,
station manager, honored Robert J.
Sinnett, Jerry Keefe and Jim Booth,
engineers; Maurice Corken, sales manager; Forest
Ted Arnold,
local sales
manager;
Cooke, program
director,
and Fran Kennedy, news editor.
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available to us your BMB figures on are not agreed on how the job
posted on the sales power of the
station listening and coverage.
BMB on Carpet
Since BMB has the approval of the should be done. Some favor a broadcast medium.
NAB and is administered with NAB
wide-open attack on the ground
(Continued from page 24-)
representatives on the board, including
Members of the BMB Executive
the president, and since most of the that NAB's seven-vote block in the Committee scheduled to meet Jan.
NAB members are subscribers to BMB,
failed to conform to engineering
21-vote BMB board can be over11 are J. Harold Ryan, WSPD
I find it a little difficult to understand
checks of coverage but revamped
ruled by the seven agency and
why your station is one of those that
Toledo, chairman; Roger W. Clipp,
is
preventing
BMB
from
having
an
the figures after sufficient presseven advertiser members.
industry-wide
for advertising
WFIL Philadelphia; Justin Milsure was brought to force a careful
and
advertisingvalue
agencies.
Other NAB directors feel that
ler, NAB president; Frederic R.
re-check.
We are important buyers of radio while the results of the November
time and as such feel that we are enThe 1946 BMB data were poor
titled to reliable, accepted figures on action were not all that they de- Gamble, AAAA; Leonard T. Bush,
in the first place and are useless
your station's listenership and coversire, the full benefit will not be Compton Adv. Agency; Paul West,
age.
Won't
you
please
let
me
know
now, it is charged, with few agenANA; Mr.A.llen.
if we can expect BMB figures on your
apparent for some time. Still others
station in the future?
cies giving them serious recognitake the stand that vast sums have
tion. Use of once-a-week listening
been spent to supply agencies and
Want Detailed Accounting
as a criterion is said to have
advertisers with coverage data
NABET Independent
enabled stations to claim audiences
Desire for a complete BMB audit,
and that any agitation at this
in vast areas where they actually
as voiced by industry critics of time
might destroy the investment.
NABET (National Assn. of Indehave few or no regular listeners.
BMB, includes such matters as
Through
Official Channels
pendent Broadcast Engineers &
This in turn is credited vdth inducspecific entertainment items, exing agencies and advertisers to
pense accounts for travel and simiTechnicians) is strictly an indeThey argue that BMB's board
buy fewer stations than they need
lar items, and general management
pendent union and is not affiliated
heeded most of NAB's desires in
to reach desired audiences, lead- efficiency. Several comments have
November and that the necessary
with American Federation of Labor
been
heard
about
a
recent
BMB
ing to a diversion of millions of
overhauling can be done through
dollars into other media.
as stated in the Dec. 27 Broadcastbrochure on the ground that it is official channels. The point also
ing. NABET has contracts with
One of the weak spots in the a costly promotion piece rather
is
made
that
the
joint
BMB
opwhole BMB structure is declared
than a reference document.
eration is in itself an effective
NBC, ABC, WOR New York,
to be its inability to exercise more
WMAL Washington and a long list
Among NAB board members
weapon in keeping agencies and
control over the way its reports
there still exists a desire for a advertisers on friendly terms vdth
of other stations and operates indeare used by stations. The reports
thorough BMB revamping. They
broadcasters and keeping them
pendent of any union federation.
are manipulated to give greatly
exaggerated pictures of station
coverage, it is charged, with BMB
apparently powerless or reluctant
to police utilization of the figures.
BMB Formula Assailed
Heated charges are made against
BMB's use of the once-a-week listening formula in the 1946 coverage data. BMB's 1949 ballot, as
now planned, asks listeners if they
listen once or twice weekly, three
to five times, and six or seven times
iiie
Nosliv
a week. Moreover, 650,000 ballots
s
r
e
v
NO WASTED COVERAGE ^»
co
will be mailed as against 500,000
SIX
W
in the first survey.
BMB critics are still seething
Signal strength, mail pull and
over the battery of agency exBMB audience maps all show
ecutives thrown at them by Hugh
Feltis, BMB president, during the
almost exactly the same covsummer-fall NAB district meetings. They charge that other and
erage. They prove that WSIX
more subtle pressures are applied,
with BMB using NAB membergives you Nashville's 51ship as a weapon to induce subcounty retail trading area. In
scribing.
Complaint was heard in several
WSIX's 60 BMB counties
sources last week about a letter
sent stations by Joseph M. Allen,
1,321,400* people spend
vice president in charge of adverLtising, Bristol-Myers Co., New
$654,888,000 yearly in reYork, urging them to sign now.
tail stores alone. No v/onder
Mr. Allen is a member of the BMB
board and executive committee,
sponsors get results year after
serving as one of the seven advertising representatives named by
Assn. of National Advertisers.
year v/ith WSIX. It's a better
Mr. Allen told Broadcasting
buy for you, too.
that while he had not yet re! ceived any response to the letters,
*Projected from Sales Management May '48
' which were mailed last Monday,
he hoped they succeeded in "starting a fire under some of these
holdouts."
He said letters went to some
50 stations in two slightly different
versions, one for stations that subscribed to the first BMB nation'Wide study in 1946 but still not
National Representative: The Kati Agency, Inc.
• enrolled for the 1949 project, and
!the other for stations which have
Hnot subscribed to BMB at all. The
5000 WATTS • 980 KC*ABC
latter letter read as follows:
andWSIX-FM
• 71,000 W
• 97.5 MC
We are finding it increasingly difficult
to include your station in our radio
plans because you have failed to make
January 3, 1949
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Further
1949

(Also see page 29)
ADDITIONAL views on the 1949
radio and allied industry outlook
— most of them dealing with the
regional market picture — exude the
traditional optimism of industry
leaders with certain reservations.
Opinions of a number of industry
executives arrived too late to be
included in the yearend roundup
[Broadcasting, Dec. 27].
Capsuled comments by station
executives brought out these highlights :
# "General prospects in KFYR
area . . . very bright. . . . (But) a
slightly decreased volume of business for 1949 . . . though . . . should
still be one of the top years." — F.
E. Fitzsimonds, manager, Meyer
Broadcasting Co. (KFYR), Bismai-ck, N. D.

Mr. Fitzsimonds

Mr. Campbell

• "Regional advertisers who
have shown a tendency to switch
... to announcements in postwar
period again are inquiring about
programs. . . . Business in Southwest generally . . . sound." — Martin Campbell, Texas Quality Network, and general manager,
WFAA Dallas.
• "Intermountain Network
shows a 51% increase in billings
over 1947 . . . (regionally) an increase of 80% . . . (nationally) an
increase of 33%. . . . We firmly believe the buyers' market is here.
. . ." — Lynn L. Meyer, vice president, Intermountain Network.
• "... Inasmuch as AM radio
can move more merchandising per
dollar than any other medium, we
are looking forward to a 10% increase in 1949." — Art Mosby, president, KGVO Missoula, Mont.
• "AM radio will suffer temporarily in markets where television goes on the air. AM radio
can increase its revenue, at least
locally, . . . from new sources combined with imaginative selling." —
H. R. Krelstein, vice president and
general manager, WMPS Memphis.
• "... Should be a productive,
prosperous year for Kansas City
radio (since it) is located in the
middle of the Magic Circle of midAmerica." — E. K. Hartenbower,
general manager, KCMO Kansas
City.
• ". . . Midwestern prosperity
. . . and business must basically
be predicated on agricultural prosperity. .. . We believe radio will
get its just portion of the adverPage 44
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tising monies spent to develop sales
in that market." — Glenn Snyder,
general manager, WLS Chicago.
• "... One of AM radio's best
years. ... I am one of those who
believe television will eventually
replace AM radio as we know it;
however, that day is far enough
away so that concern . . . need not
be considered in estimating AM's
'49 revenue." — Mort Watters, vice
president and general manager,
WCPO Cincinnati.
© ". . . Our entire business is
TV. . . . Expect '49 to be a banner
year for it will introduce network
coverage. . . . This opens up tremendous possibilities. . . ." — E. B.
Loveman, vice president and general manager, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
O "We operate only TV and
FM. . . . We look for an increase
generally in all
fi«lds due to tremendous impact
of TV. . . . With
increased set
sales and possibility of Transit
Radio, we look for
an increase in FM
business." — E. K.
Jett, WMAR-TV
W M A R -F M
Mr. Jett
(Sunpapers
stations) Baltimore.
• "Southern California stations
will undergo their most difficult
period in more than a decade. . . .
There is already increasingly
sharp competition . . . (including
that) from other media. . . . Could
be bleak year for some stations.
. . ." — W. B. Ryan, general manager, Earle C. Anthony Inc. (KFI
KFI-TV KFI-FM).
• "Future of radio and/or TV
in the Portland area ... is dependent upon growth of industry.
. . ." — H. Quenton Cox, general
manager, KGW Portland.

• "Outlook for the Augusta
and WGAC area . . . very favorable
due to reactivation of Camp Gordon . . . and construction of housing units. . . . Prospects for continued high farm income." — J. B.
Fuqua, vice president and general
manager, WGAC Augusta.
• "... I believe it will be an
important year . . . whether radio shall continue successfully as
a separate medium, or if TV will
eventually dissipate radio's earnings and influence. . . ." — Don Fedderson, general manager, KLACTV Hollywood.
• "; . . Both regional (AM)
and TV business will be up on Don
Lee." — Ward Ingram, director of
advertising, and Bob Hoag, TV
sales manager, KHJ KTSL (TV)
Los Angeles.
• "Radio's biggest challenge is
to prove
that,(it)with the influx of
new
stations,
remains ... a
better medium
than newspapers.
. . . The big networks are thinking so much about
television they
are not furnishing the affiliates
as good service
as they could or
Brown
should. . . . The
individual station manager must
step in . . . lest sound broadcasting
deteriorate from network neglect,
dilution of audience and the impact of television." — Walter
Brown, president and general manager, WORD Spartanburg, S. C.
Agency Comment
Typical late agency comments
from Chicago, reflecting optimism
for 1949, were these:
"Some accounts that never were
in radio before are planning campaigns for 1949, but few are planning very far into the new year.
. . . Selling FM may be a 1949
development. . . . Regarding television, few of our clients have the

SPOT
Mr. Cox

Mr. Rosenman

• "We expect . . . better programming on all levels, with the
trend toward block programming
(and) listening to reach new highs.
. . . " — Alex Rosenman, commercial
manager, WCAU Philadelphia.
# "Retail sales (here) will conbe high,
sellers'a
markettinue towill
be onalthough
wane ...
competitive situation ... to the
benefit of advertising media. . . ."
— Robert Tincher, general manager, WNAX Yankton, S. D,

PROBE

experimental budgets to enter this
new medium. , . ." — Harlow P.
Roberts, vice president and general manager, Goodkind, Joice &
Morgan.
"We anticipate a slight increase
in use of radio . . . vrith spot definitely up about
15%. However,
radio will not
take anything
away from printJames H. West,
ed media.
. . ."—H.
radio
director,
W. Kastor &
Sons.
". . . No drastic
West

cutbacks of radio

budgets are expected duringvice
the president
year." — James
G. Cominos,
and
general manager, LeVally Inc.
Among advertisers. Standard Oil
Co. (N. J.) said it had "no further
plans for radio activities" to supits New York Philharmonicplement
broadcast.
Harry Bullis, chairman of the
boai-d. General Mills, asserted that
while "we are committed to substantial additional experimental
activity in television during the
coming year . . . until a medium is
able to reach a majority of homes,
it cannot be a basic medium in our
advertising plans." He added, however, the firm would be in a position to utilize TV "progressively as
its All
coverage
develops."
top radio
shows sponsored by
Lever Bros, will be continued in
1949, with television being "studied constantly and with interest,"
a spokesman of Lever Bros, told
Broadcasting.
Termination of the AFM record
ban and introduction of long
playing microgroove records by
Columbia Records point to 1949 as
one of the canned music industry's
biggest years, according to Frank
K. White, president of the firm.
Over 300 stations are equipped
with LP players, he said, and 15
major manufacturers are now producing or considering production of
LP discs.
"Television moves ahead even
faster in 1949," Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont
Week's Continuance
Ordered by FCC

A WEEK'S DELAY of the opening of the final session of FCC's hearing
on networks' right to serve as spot advertising representatives of their
affiliates, slated to start today, was ordered by the Commission last week.
Under the revised schedule the hearing resumes next Monday (Jan.
10). Authorities expect two to the presentation of its principal
three days will be needed to complete the hearing, to which the case at the opening session. So did
Commission devoted five days in CBS, except for the testimony of
Carl J. Burkland, general sales
the opening session a month ago
manager of CBS Radio Sales, who
[Broadcasting, Dec. 6].
became ill while testifying. A
Among the principal presentanumber of CBS affiliates, for which
tions yet to be made are those of
acts as spot advertisNBC and ABC. National Assn. of Radioing Sales
representative, also testified on
Radio Station Representatives,
behalf of the network during the
whose complaint against network
opening session.
FCC assigned no reason for postrepresentation of affiliates origiponing the resumption date.
nated the investigation, completed
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Labs, declared in his yearend
statement. Aside from TV's potential growth Dr. DuMont called for
"the lifting of the freeze and early
exploitation of ultra high frequencies" in 1949 to service smaller
■cities and towns. He said that
would be 1949's "outstanding development."
Meanwhile, continued expansion
of TV set manufacture facilities
and the beginning of initial profits
by television stations were foreseen by Raymond C. Cosgrove, executive vice president, AVCO Mfg.
Corp. He predicted an "excellent
market" for TV receivers and a
rapid growth in the number of advertisers using the medium. General business this year should be
almost equal to that of 1948, he
added.

PRE-AITC MEET
Websfer Heads U.S. Group
FCC COMR. E. M. Webster is slat,ed to head the U. S. delegation to
an international conference starting about mid-January in Geneva
ae forpre
fto maktions
theparAdministrative International Telegraph Conference
to be held in
Paris in May.
The preparatory
conference is expected to last
about three
weeks.
Mr. Webster
T. H. E. Nesbitt, associate chief of the international radio frequencies staff of the
State Dept.'s International Broadcasting Division, will be vice chairman of this country's delegation.
He and other members expect to
sail on Jan. 8, while Comr. Webster
plans to leave by plane about Jan.
17, starting date of the conference.
FCC staff executives who will
attend are William J. Norfleet,
chief accountant; Marion H. Woodward, assistant chief engineer in
charge of the Common Carrier
Division, and Jack Werner, assistant chief of the Law Bureau's
Common Carrier Division.
FCC meanwhile has invited submission of proposals for changes
to be made in the International
Telegraph Regulations in preparation for the Paris conference. Proposals must be made by Jan. 10.
i Ritter on ABC
\ p. J. RITTER Co., through the
; Clements Co. Inc., Philadelphia,
i has contracted for 52 weeks for
' Betty Clark Sings, over an Eastem ABC network, effective Jan. 16.
il The program, 15 minutes in length,
features 12 year old Betty Clark,
blind singer, whose entire script
■I will be in verse, with musical background provided by a Novachord
harp and electric guitar. Commercials will deal with the company's
• chili sauce, relish, catsup and other
food products.
? BROADCASTING

WALTER WINCHELL
K-F Is His New Sponsor
EFFECTIVE Jan. 2, Walter Winchell, Sundays, 9-9:15 p.m. on ABC,
will be heard with a new sponsor,
Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp., and a
new announcer, Cy Harrice. In adWinchell's
broadcastdition,
willMr.be
carried repeat
on both
the
ABC West Coast stations and the
Don Lee network simultaneously
Sundays, 8:30-8:45 p.m. (PST).
Mr. Harrice will succeed Ben
Grauer who has been announcing
the Winchell show for the past 16
years, while it was sponsored by
Jergens Lotion.
The William H. Weintraub Co.,
New York, is the agency for
Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp.
Meanwhile Louella Parsons, Sundays, 9:15-9:30 on ABC, sponsored
by Jergens Lotion, effective Jan. 2,
will also be carried repeat on the
Don Lee network following Mr.
Winchell in the 8:45-9 p.m. period

(PST). Robert Orr Assoc., New
York, handles the show for Jergens.
TV and

Husbands

JOHN J. ANTHONY, WMGM New
York human relations counsellor
and director of the Marital Relations Institute for 20 years, claims
that television keeps hubby home,
but sends wifey back to mama.
Pointing out that although television, home-centered entertainment, might tend to unify family
interest, wives get fed up with
feeding hubby's sports fan cronies
night after night as they digest
endless diets of video sports and
intermission snacks.
CARLTON FREDERICKS, WMGM
New York health and nutrition expert, was cited last week by the
American Veterans Committee for
"outstanding services to the public in
advancing the science of nutrition."

TOY

SOUND

KIT

NBC Staffers' Idea
WILLIAM BRINKMEYER, staff
sound man for NBC, has had a
profitable brainstorm in his radio
sound kit, which is providing the
current toy market with an imaginative and educational item.
Designed to give youngsters the
necessary basic sounds used in
radio production, the kit supplies
manual and recorded effects. With
printed instructions for their use,
the package also contains recorded
dramatic sketches featuring Ezra
Stone, Ty Perry and Ed Jerome.
Sound effects are omitted from
the recordings, and are to be inserted by the youngster, who
works from professional scripts..
Currently being demonstrated at
the Toy ofShow
in and
NewIndustry,
York's
Museum
Science
the set is assembled and packaged
by the Assoc. for the Blind.

Mu+ual In
SanAn+onio
T
S
N

M
B
S
KMAC-KISS
John E. Pearson Co., National
Howard W. Davis, owner
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Networks
NAB

Reaffirm

Support

CODE

ALL FOUR networks last week reaffirmed their decision to abide by the
NAB code which officially goes into effect Jan. 1.
An NBC official said "NBC is already in line with the NAB code and
sincerely hopes all other radio stations will follow suit. We have already
notified
sponsors
of giveaway
shows that all mentions of com- *
mercial names of products given
to be allotted to advertising messages on programs carried by
away will be charged against time
ABC.
for their commercial announceCommercials Allowed
ment."
Edgar Kobak, president of MuBetween the hours of 6 p.m. and
tual Broadcasting System, ex11
p.m., Mr. Woods said, "The
plained that MBS had a "departmaximum time to be used for adment of continuity acceptance
vertising, allowable to any single
which is charged with the duty of
sponsor, regardless of type of proseeing to it that everything which
gram, and the manner in which
goes on our air conforms with the
best broadcasting practices, as the advertising message is distributed through the program should
adopted by the industry — for inbe for a five-minute program, one
stance, the length of commercials
minute; 10-minute programs, 2
on sponsored programs; the quesminutes; 15-minute programs, 2
tions of good taste and modera30 seconds; 25-minute
tion in children's programs and on minutes,
programs, 2 minutes, 50 seconds;
subjects which may be controver30-minute programs, 3 minutes;
sial; the handling of crime in mystery shows; and many other points 45-minute programs, 4 minutes, 30
seconds, and 60-minute programs,
covered in the code."
MBS Standards
Mr. Kobak also said that he
didn't want to give the impression
Top for Spots
that "we think the code is perfect
— ^with no faults and weaknesses.
REFLECTING a record-breaking
fourth quarter, the Spot Sales DeIn fact, on several points Mutual's
partment of ABC concluded its best
own program standards are stricter than the code. But our approach
year in history with volume topping
is a simple one. We will speak up
1947, the previous peak year, by
and try to get the weaknesses
5%, according to Murray Grabstrengthened and the errors cor- horn, vice president in charge of
rected, if we possibly can. But as owned and operated stations. Majlong as a provision is in the code,
or contributor to the new peak was
we will live up to it — until it is the 25% increase in program time
sales of the operation. TV spot
changed by due and orderly procsales also figured largely in 1948
ess."
ABC has notified its advertisers
totals.
and agencies of certain changes
in network policies. The policy
changes, Mark Woods, president
of ABC, said in a letter, are chiefly
concerned with the maximum time
RADIO'S VALUE
British Author Criticizes
CRITICISM of radio was sounded
by a yearend radio forum, Apr
praisal of American Culture, on a
"Voice of America" broadcast Dec.
26 by Sir Osbert Sitwell, British
author.
In an informal discussion v>rith
Carleton Smith, director of the National Arts Foundation, New York,
Sir Osbert said :
"The radio disseminates much
more bad stuff than they do good.
The other day when I arrived at a
hotel, the bell-hop at once turned
on the radio in my room. And I
said, 'Please turn that off.' He
said, 'then you don't like music'
I said I did, 'that's why I'm asking
you to turn it off.' "
Mr. Smith praised radio for
spreading love of fine music to
every part of the country and
added: "What radio has done for
music, television will do for the
visual arts."
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ALL-RADIO
DETAILED PLANS for distributing and showing the All-Radio
Presentation film were discussed
and decided upon Tuesday in New
York by the steering subcommittee
of the Overall Industry Presentation Committee.
Gordon Gray of WIP Philadelphia, chairman of the committee,
also
disclosed
these other developments:
Decision to make the April NAB
Convention the target date and
occasion for preview of the film.
Decision to submit a completed
shooting script of the film to a
meeting of the full committee Jan.
14 in the BMB board room in New
York.
At the Tuesday meeting, held
also in the BMB board room, Lewis
Avery of Avery-Knodel, submitted
a detailed, ten-page plan for distributing and presenting the film.
His recommendations were approved.
According to his plan, first showings of the film would be conducted
simultaneously or almost simulta-

6 minutes.
Mr. Woods also designated the
commercial allowances that will be
observed in daytime commercial
broadcasts.
"All copy pertaining to contests
on radio programs, concerning the
exploitation or sale of a sponsor's
product or services, will be counted
as commercial time," Mr. Woods
asserted. "This also will cover any
references during the course of a
broadcast made' to prizes or gifts
offered to participants in radio
Mr. Woods pointed out that such
contests."
types of programs as Stop the
Music do no fall in the category
of a radio contest, and are more

properly classified as audience participation of"giveaway" programs,
ABC has decided that in announcing the prizes on such "giveaway" programs it will count as
advertising any unduly detailed descriptive material used in connection with the award as well as the
trade name of those furnishing the
CBS 'Glad' ,
prizes.
A CBS spokesman said that CBS
was "glad to see the NAB code go
into effect and hopes it has wide
industry support. We have advised
all advertising agencies on the way
the code affects them, and we are
receiving fine cooperation."

ATTENDING testimonial dinner in Kansas City last Monday for President
Truman's former haberdashery partner, Eddie Jacobson (r), were the President and Tom L. Evans (I), president, KCMO Kansas City. Mr. Evans is one
of Mr. Truman's oldest friends. Dinner was the occasion of the President's
off-the-cuff remarks charging Russia with reneging on agreements and
blocking peace progress.

Plans

for Showing

FILM
neously in eight of the country's
biggest markets — New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles,
Detroit, Boston, San Francisco and
Atlanta.
These initial big showings would
be arranged and supervised by the
committee itself, which would have
a trained team available for this
purpose. Thirty-five mm prints
would be used and special dinners
would be held in New York, Chicago and Detroit as part of the
build-up. In the other five key
cities, showings would be in conjunction with a luncheon.
Local Showings
In all other city showings, local
or area subscribers will run the
presentation, using 16mm prints.
It is recommended that the services of professional projection
companies be used for the showings. It is recommended that initial planning for the showing in
any city ofbe the
by "top
management"
film.
because
importance
of the

Announced

if a cocktail party be selected as
the occasion for the showing that
not a single drink be served before
the "All-Radio Presentation." At
a luncheon or dinner showing, it
is recommended that the showing
be immediately after completion of
service.
If more than one showing is
planned for a community, it is
recommended that the first presenIt wastation further
recommended that
be for "VIP's."
for each local showing an m.c. be
selected who is well known in the
area as a radio authority and who
can speak well and with conviction
about radio.
The other recommendations,
which probably will become the
basis for a pamphlet to guide local
committees planning presentations,
goes into such details as the form
of invitations to attend, technical
requirements for showing, such as
electricity needed, room dimensions, stage platforms, acoustical
properties
and screen requirements.

It is further recommended that
BROADCASTING
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DuMONT

CONTEST
Phofo Competition

PHOTO

fans will have an opportunity to shoot a Broadway play
in action, and simultaneously compete for prizes dear to their hearts
thanks to a new photo contest on
DuMont's Photo Horizons, Wednesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the Peerless Camera Stores, New York, and the
Theatre Guild, the contest is open
to anyone who can focus a lens. It
was announced by Lawrence Langner, head of the Guild and Paul
Crabtree, director of "The Silver
Whistle," Broadway play. Special

'GIMCRACK'
Giveaway Items Lose Value
"ARE giveaway radio programs
making crackerjack prizes out of
reliable products?" That question
has been posed by E. F. Stafford,
radio director of Daniel F. Sullivan Co. Adv., Boston.
As evidence of this danger, Mr.
Sullivan, in a letter to Broadcasting, reported a recent incident observed by an electric appliances
merchant in a small community
near Boston.
The merchant was showing a refrigerator to a woman customer,
explaining the various advantages
of the nationally advertised product.
"Hov^ about that one over
there?" she asked, pointing to another refrigerator. "They give this
make away on the radio. They
can't be too good."
The customer bought the lesserknown make, Mr. Sullivan reported, because in her mind she associated the refrigerator that was
the giveaway with the "gimcrack"
— a showy article of little worth.
If this feeling is at all widespread, Mr. Sullivan believes maniifacturers must soon give the matter some thought. "When refrigerators and crackerjack prizes fall
into the same category," he said,
"the music will be stopped without
further discussion."

WPIK
announces
that as of Dec. 31, 1948 it
will no longer be represented by the Friedenberg
Agency.
Announcement r e ff ar din g
neiu representative will be
forthcoming at a future date.

BROADCASTING
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performance by the cast, to be held
Jan. 19 between 6 and 7 p.m. at
New York's Biltmore Theatre, will
be given admission free for contestants obtaining tickets at Peerless Camera Stores. Photos of anything within the theatre, oh stage
or in the audience, will be eligible
for awards of $5,000 worth of camera equipment ranging from sound
movie projectors to flash bulbs.

YOU

STILL

to Enroll

HAVE

Your

in the

Music

next

THE ORGANIZATION
NRDGA CONTEST
Mitchell To Name

Winners

A TOTAL of 86 retail programs
from 48 stores have been entered
in the 1948 retail radio contest of
the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. This is more than double
the number of entries received last
year, an NRDGA spokesman said.
Winning programs will be announced by Maurice Mitchell, NAB
director of broadcast advertising,
during the Wednesday afternoon
(Jan. 12) session of the NRDGA
convention, to be held Jan. 10-14 at
New York's Hotel Statler.
Programs will be judged Jan. 4
by a committee comprising Ruth W.
Ayres, managing director of the
National Consumer-Retailer Council Inc.; Thomas D. Connolly, manager of program sales, CBS; Carl
Haverlin, president. Broadcast Music Inc., and president, Radio Executives Club; Oscar Katz, director
of research, CBS; Linnea Nelson,
chief timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson; Bruce Robertson, senior associate editor. Broadcasting, and
Arthur A. Stelzer, president, James
McCreery & Co.
KSL-TV TO CBS
To Take Place of KDYL-TV
KSL-TV Salt Lake City becomes
a full primary CBS affiliate in the
spring of 1949, William A. Schudt
Jr., network's director of station relations, announced. New affiliation
is to replace KDYL-TV, with which
CBS now has an interim secondary
affiliation agreement.
KSL-TV is the sister station of
KSL, a 50 kw CBS outlet, and is
owned and operated by Radio Service Corp., Utah, with Ivor Sharp,
executive vice president, and C.
Richard Evans, general manager.
The video station has been assigned Channel 5.
Bowl Repeats
THE CBS network's exclusive
coverage of the Orange and Rose
Bowl New Year's Day football
classics were scheduled for relay
around the world via Armed
Forces Radio Service. Orange Bowl
game, between Texas and Georgia,
was to be relayed siinultaneously
from Miami by AFRS, while the
Rose Bowl contest between California and Northwestern was to be
recorded for rebroadcast on Jan. 2.
Gillette Safety Razor Company
was
stingCBS sponsor for both games.

TIME

Librarian

course

on

and MAINTENANCE

OF A
RADIO STATION LIBRARY
presented

MONDAY,

by

JANUARY

10

and
TUESDAY,

JANUARY

11

Every phase in the practical operation of a station
library is thoroughly covered . . . from proper
cataloguing to copyright research and program building in AM, FM and TV.
Designed as an added BMI Service to broadcasters,
the Library Course has proved its value to those
who attended the three previous sessions.
BMI
's pleased to acknowledge the many "thank
you" letters from broadcasters such as these:
ROGER
M. COELOS, Dumont
Television Station
WTTG, Washington, D. C—
"I think this is a wonderful thing (BMI Librarian's Clinic) that BMI
is doing and it certainly was worth while for me."
a
-t^ a
BILL WARREN, Program
Manager,
WITH, Baltimore,
•k a
"Many thanks for the truly wonderful and informative Library Course
that Miss Suter and I attended."
MORRIS

d.—
C. AUSTIN, MLibrarian,
CFCF, Montreal,

"You people have done a Canada
magnificent— job in planning and executing
this course, and we would like
to express our sincere appreciation to
you all for providing us with a detailed and concise picture of Library
organization and management."
■A- lir -iir
CY KING, Station Director, WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y.—
"Miss Mary Brady and Mrs. Rita Leopold, who attended the BMI
Library School, were most enthusiastic about the course and I believe
that it was a good investment."
WIRE
ROY

or PHONE

your registration to
HARLOW, Director of Station Relations

BROADCAST
580 Fifth Avenue

MUSIC,

INC.

New York 19, N. Y,
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Benny vs. Heidt
(Continued from page 25)
services credited the confirmation
to an NBC executive whom that
network was unable to locate or
identify.
Fred Allen has been moved up
into the 8-8:30 spot on NBC formerly occupied by Mr. Bergen, leaving that half-hour of ABC's Stop
the Music opposed by sustainers on
the other three networks.
Promotion and publicity, as indispensable to internetwork warfare as military bands were to the
Army of yesteryear, have been
called into full play by CBS and
NBC.
The CBS goal is to inform
every American listener — that is,
every American old enough to leave
his cradle — that on Jan. 2 and each
Sunday thereafter, Jack Benny can
Tae heard at his old time but now on
a new network. NBC's job is to
"keep listeners tuned in to its
stations on Sunday, with the biggest part of that task keeping them
tuned to Horace Heidt with Mr.
Benny beckoning across the dial.
CBS, which is spending well over
§100,000 on the job, opened its
space advertising with a doublepage spread in the curent issue of
Life, which hit the nation's doorsteps and newsstands Friday. In
cooperation with about 150 of its
affiliates, on a 50-50 basis, CBS
took 450-line ads in 600 to 700
newspapers yesterday morning and
will repeat this on Jan. 16.
Radiowise, CBS has blanketed its
• •
•••
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network schedule, programs and
breaks alike, with the announcement that "This is CBS, the network where you will hear Jack
Benny beginning
2." AnnouncementsJan.
recorded by
Mr.
Benny and his company were sent
to all affiliates as part of an overall
promotion kit which also included
newspaper mats, advertising layouts and copy, posters, on-the-air
announcements, etc. Stations also
received advertising material covering the full CBS Sunday evening
line-up of programs, for their own
use locally.
Benny Tie-In
High spot of the continuing promotion, however, is an exclusive tieup of Jack Benny with the infantile paralysis fund, whose 1949
campaign will be based on the covered wagon '49er theme, with the
slogan, "Ten pennies from Benny." A covered wagon was
launched Dec. 27 in Hollywood
with the notoriously tight-fisted
comedian's donation of ten pennies
to start it on a nationwide tour
which will wind up in Washington
on Jan. 31, visiting some 30 cities
enroute. In other cities CBS affiliates will utilize duplicate vehicles on behalf of the fund-raising
drive and of network publicity.
Jack Benny, meeting the wagon at
the capital, will conclude its campaign with a second donation of a
half-million pennies.
NBC, as James Nelson, director
of advertising and promotion, told
affiliates Dec. 21 in a closed circuit
talk, decided "that the best strategy
is to behave in a wholly unorthodox
fashion — in ways quite different
from straight audience promotion
as it has been practiced up to now.
By using attention-getting tactics
of a new sort, we can hope to draw
to Heidt the audience he should
have. . . and can capture, as indicated by the 19.2 rating which he
pulled two Sundays ago at 10:30
Heidt Program Plugs
First step in this campaign was
an p.m."
on-the-air teaser sequence, in
which the single sentence, "Horace
Heidt moves up to the number one
spot in America," was repeated at
every available opportunity in
chain breaks, on sustaining programs, etc.
On Dec. 27 a series of nine 50line single column newspaper ads
bearing that same cryptic line illustrated with comic sketches began to appear in all the daily papers in cities with NBC o & o stations, plus Los Angeles, under
network sponsorship. Mats of
these ads were also furnished to
all affiliates for their own use.
At the same time the radio copy
was expanded to include another
sentence, following the teaser with :
"Yes — Horace Heidt has been selected over all other programs to
be heard on this station at 7 p.m.
starting next Sunday night, Jan.
2." This explanatory copy was
also bracketed around the Jack

NCCJ AWARDS
Nominations Requested
NOMINATIONS for annual radio
awards for the promotion of better
human relations in 1948 are being requested by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews Inc., New
York. Awards will be announced
in February 1949, in connection
with the observance of Brotherhood Week, Feb. 20-27. They will
be made in the following cate-

FRED WEBER (I), v.p. and general
manager of WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
Orleans, gets together on agreement
with Humboldt J. Greig, sales manager of DuMont Television Network,
as WDSU-TV becomes another DuMont affiliate.
Benny and Horace Heidt broadcasts of Dec. 19 and 26. Ozzie and
Harriet and Fred Allen also mentioned the replacement of Mr. Benny by Mr. Heidt on their broadcasts
on those dates.
In addition, NBC recorded a
series of dramatized announcements in which a fortunate character such as a new father, man given a raise, woman winner of a quiz
show grand prize, etc. is described
as being in a nice spot. "But," the
anouncer added, "Horace Heidt is
in the number one spot — 7 o'clock
Sunday
on NBC."
Yesterday
(Jan. 2) the space
was increased to five newspaper
ads, each 2 columns by 75 lines,
scattered throughout all papers in
the NBC o & o station cities and
Los Angeles, plus whatever use
was made of them by individual
affiliates. In several markets, NBC
took full page ads, covering not
only Mr. Heidt but the full new
NBC Sunday evening lineup. The
full schedule of papers also carried
radio page ads on the Fred Allen
and the Ozzie and Harriet shows.
All the NBC newspaper ads
were designed and the art work
executed hy Richard Blake, network copy director, and written by
Pat Steel, NBC copywriter. Network plans to continue the promo-

1. Network series.
gories:
2. Network single programs.
3. Local stations which have
made consistent contributions.
4. Radio personalities who have
made significant contributions.
5. A special award for significant
contributions not included in the
foregoing categories.
Nominations should be sent to
Mr. Edward J. Heffron, director,
Department of Media Relations,
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, 381 Fourth Ave., New
York 16, before Jan. 15, 1949.

tion with hard-hitting follow-up i
copy, the nature of which it would 1
not reveal at this time. Overall
NBC
Sunday promotion budget
is approximately $100,000.
Steady Publicity

Accompanying the NBC promotion campaign is a continuous publicity drive, which started early
in December with a promotional <
party for Horace Heidt.
Since i
then each day's publicity -package i
for the network has contained at ! j
least one story on the Heidt proa practice
that For
will the
be past
con- |
tinued gram,into
January.
week each NBC release regardless ]
of subject, has carried a bottom- ]
of -page
boxedHeidt
line:at 7"It's
j
for
Horace
p.m.,H-hour
EST,
Sunday Jan. 2."
Publicity has
also been stepped up on the full j
Sunday evening schedule. Kits of ,
feature stories, mats, glossy prints j
and
Mr. went
Heidt'sto
and other
other material
programs onalso
the radio editors of some 1,200
newspapers in addition to a mailing to the publicity directors of all
NBC affiliated stations.
FIRST ON
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Best Dressed in '48
MRS. WILLIAM S. PALEY,
wife of the chairman of the
board of CBS, has been
named the best dressed woman of 1948. The results of a
nation-wide poll conducted by
150 fashion designers and
society editors were announced Dec. 26 by the New
York Dress Institute. Mrs.
Paley, formerly a fashion
editor, ranked second in the
1947 listings to the Duchess
of Windsor.
RADIO TRAINING
Hudson Finds Schools Lax
AMERICAN institutions of learning have been lax in training people for specific radio work, Robert
B. Hudson, CBS director of education and opinion broadcasts, declared last Tuesday. He addressed
the Speech Assn. of America at
Washington's Hotel Statler.
Mr. Hudson pointed out that
most impetus for college and university radio training programs
has come "from student pressure
rather than in response to cries for
help from the radio industry."
Radio has been slow, on the other
hand, in analyzing its own jobs
and in setting up systematic standards for determining what combinations ofskills each job requires,
he added.
With the picture brightening,
Mr. Hudson observed, a dozen or
more universities and colleges are
now meeting standards for radio
training courses, and many others
should follow.
Unveil RCA

TV

Set

RCA's new television set with the
16-inch metal tube will be unveiled
today (Jan. 3) at the Chicago Furniture Show. The set, including
AM and FM as well as TV reception, will be priced at less than
$500, causing some industry trepidation that the introduction of
these sets to the public will force a
general video set price reduction if
older models are to be sold.

mi
JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Know About the
5000 WATT TRANSMITTER
Now in Use at
G

H

N

SCHWERIN

CORP.

Ups Newell and Krolik
TWO NEW appointments to executive posts of Schwerin Research
Corp., New York, were announced
last week by Horace Schwerin,
president.
Henry H. Newell, chief of the
firm's analysis division since the
organization's inception in 1946,
was elected to vice presidency by
the firm's board of directors. Prior
to Mr. Newell's Army service,
which preceded his joining Schwerin, he was with the National Assn.
of Manufacturers in public relations work, and did sales promotion for Fawcett Publications.
Richard Krolik, former general
manager of Television Reporter
Productions, Hollywood, was appointed public relations director.
Mr. Krolik previously was television consultant to Argosy Pictures
Corp., Jack Rourke Productions
and Mercury - International Pictures, all Hollywood. Prior to war
time service, he was assistant publicity director of MBS.
RADIO

snugly together. Instantly available for reference and research. Binders are 9V2" wide;
13" high. Sturdy blue leathercloth, stamped in silver with
the BROADCASTING - Telecasting signature. Kivor lining,
canvas joints, constructed to
last for years.

BOUND
... to keep you from scampering about for lost issues; to
keep magazines from being
torn or frayed. Magazines ore
held intact ready to snap open
for a long reading or a quick
glance. Efficient looking for
your reception room; smart
looking for your library or
desk.

Being Built at WMPS
A COMPLETE kitchen studio is
now under construction in the new
$250,000 studios and offices being
built by WMPS Memphis. Designed to bring mid-south housewives the latest in kitchen tips, the
special studio will be operated with
the most modern equipment being
manufactured by General Electric.
Harold R. Krelstein, vice president and general manager of the
station, said a nationally known
home economist will be engaged to
conduct daily cooking classes over
the air and for special live audience groups.
The station will move into its
new quarters soon after Jan. 1,
according to Mr. Krelstein.
KGO-TV

BOUND
... to keep all those BROADCASTING special features at
your fingertips . . . the continuing studies of radio markets,
"Telestatus" reports. Telecasting
sections, AM and TV showsheets
and all those other unduplicoted and exclusive BROADCASTING features. Number is
limited. Tear out the coupon
and mail today, please.
HOLDS

Antenna

THE six-bay "bat wing" antenna
for KGO-TV San Francisco was put
in place Dec. 21, completing construction ofthe 508 foot tower for
KGO-TV and KGO-FM. With the
30 foot FM pylon and 50 foot TV
antenna, KGO-TV has a transmitting elevation of 1,362 feet above
sea level. The station's GE transmitter is now being installed and
when coaxial cable is installed to
the antenna — probably about the
middle of this month— KGO-TV will
begin transmitting a test pattern.

S

NOVA SCOTIA
The Maritimes

... to keepof a BROADCASTING
full six months'
issues

KITCHEN

NBC's Orchestras of the Nation series,
Saturdays, 3 p.m., will feature the
American premiere performance of
Bela Bartok's one-act opera "Duke
Bluebeard's Castle" on Jan. 8. ProBUSIEST
gram, aired to the network by WFAA
Commercial Station
Dallas, will feature the city's symphony orchestra under the baton of
Antal Dorati, its regular conductor.
BROADCASTING
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ABC Report
(Continued from page 26)
analysis unparalleled throughout the
globe. We have done this without
distortion,
no viewother
to special
interest, at with
no behest
than the
public good.
"Thepany hasAmerican
Broadcasting
Com-in
been particularly
vigorous
the development of our medium toward its fullest potential. It has expanded its coverage of the listening
field, increased its circulation, and
taken
important
strides forward
the field of television.
As of thisin
writing, the American Broadcasting
Company
a commanding
position in theholds
television
field with three
of its own stations on the air; two
more about to go on the air; and with
regular program service being carried
to an eastern
vision network.and a midwestern tele"The name American, designating
our company, gained added significance
during the year, for the American
people now have a substantial interest
in its ownership.
Through
public some
subscription to a block
of shares
months ago, there are now more than
three thousand stockholders in this
typically American enterprise.
"To all those who have played a
part in the progress of our network —
employees,
sponsors,
our public
affiliated stationsartists,
and the
listening
— we extend our appreciation. And
to them we extend a pledge that the
effort that has been expended in bringing the American Broadcasting Company to its present high position will
continue unremitting and untiring, to
the end that we shall have even
broader scope for greater service to
the public."
Mark Woods, president of ABC,
in a year-end statement said that
the enormous strides taken by the
netvv^ork in television during 1948
were not taken at the expense of
its AM broadcasting efforts, which
also advanced in programming and
sales.
He said:
"In 1948 we extended and amplified
our theory of- 'planned programming'
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— the presentation in prime listening
time of broadcasts calculated to obtain
and hold large, continuing audiences
— thus
the advertiser
benefit of agiving
cumulative
audiencetheinterest
and response.
"Prime examples of this type of
program planning are our schedules
on Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights. The
firstofrepresents
a wellbalanced
variety
news, music
and
serious drama; the second, an outstanding array of public service pro'must'
third is
the comedy
while for
listening grams;
night
and avariety.
"We
have
strengthened
substantially
our Monday and Thursday evening
programs while in the daytime we have
augmented our already outstanding
schedule by such programs as Eleanor
and Anna Roosevelt, Maggi McNeills
and Herb Sheldon, Galen Drake and
the Kay Kyser program.
"During the
year ABCin achieved
substantial
improvement
facilities
available to its advertisers, concentrated in the nation's top two hundred
markets.
At the 272,
year's
close our
affiliates totalled
carefully
seto give coverage.
the advertiserOwned
the greatestlectedlistener
and
operated stations, as well as many of
our affiliates, also made their debut
into the FM field during the year with
a strong program structure based on
our AM broadcast schedules.
"The year saw a substantial number
of new advertisers utilizing ABC facilities,ofincluding
General Railroads,
Motors, the
Association
American
P.
Lorillard Co., Sealtest, Pillsbury Mills,
Kelvinator factuand
ring Co. the Chesebrough Manu"I feel confident that the progress we
have in
achieved
in 1948
tiued
the coming
yearwill
and bethatcon-in
both the
television
and
the
AM broadcast fields ABC will continue
to be
a pace-setter."
CBS Roundup
(Continued from page 26)
won numerous awards in many
fields, among them: George Foster
Peabody Award for Documentaries; citation as "The Outstanding
Network
of the
Year"Circle
by the
Radio-Television
Critics
of
New York for "Relationship to the
community, public service, responsibility, information and entertainment," and six first-place program
awards by Institute for Education
by Radio. Edward R. Murrow,
CBS nightly newscaster, was honored with Alfred I. DuPont award
and accolades from National Headliner's Club and Overseas Press
Club.
As the year drew to its close,
CBS repeatedly made headlines
with developments in programming.
Biggest of its advances in this
direction were the acquisition on
Oct. 10 of Amos 'n' Andy and on
Nov. 26 of the signing of the entire
Jack Benny program effective Jan.
2, 1949.
These spectacular acquisitions
tended to overshadow other CBS
program developments, which were
important in their own right. The
network created such new programs as My Favorite Husband,
Life with Luigi, Mr. Ace & Jane,
The Morey Amsterdam Show, Our
Miss Brooks, The Adventures of
Philip Marlowe, Cabin B-13 and
Tell It Again.
CBS enlarged its roster of drama
offerings by five additional programs: Ford Theatre, Electric
Theatre with Helen Hayes, Hallmark Playhouse, Philip Morris
Playhouse and The Family Hour
of Stars. Comedy attractions were
expanded by the return of the Jack
Carson Show and by the new Herb

FRANK

STANTON

Says CBS Audience Largest
CBS has the largest individual audiences and the largest average
audiences in radio, according to a
yearend statement by Frank Stanpresident.
Histon,statement
was issued as a
CBS yearend roundup was made
public describing 1948 as the most
eventful year in the 21 year history
of the network (see page 26).
Stressing the program side of
CBS activities, Mr. Stanton said:
"CBS today has the largest creative program operation in the entire broadcasting industry. The success of Columbia-built programs —
CBS's own "package" shows — has
been outstanding with many in the
"top-rating" lists. During the past
year, CBS program ratings have
increased 14% on the whole, and
today Columbia has the largest individual audiences and the largest
average audiences in all radio."
He spoke of some of the acquisitions of new talent by CBS which
made radio history in the past year,
such asandthe the
purchase
of Amosshow,
'n'
Andy
Jack Benny
and then said significantly:
"At the year's end, negotiations
were being carried forth to add
other prominent artists and programs to the schedule."
Shriner Time.
The network also introduced several audience participation programs which became popular,
among them. Sing It Again and
Hit The Jackpot.
Several old shows were expanded
or embellished by top talent additions. show
Arthur Godfrey's
halfhour daytime
was expanded
to a full hour, Mondays through
Fridays. The New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra began
its 19th consecutive season on CBS
with a new intermission feature
Weekend With Music. Jane Froman became soloist on The Pause
That Refreshes and James Melton
returned to CBS as star of Harvest of Stars.
In TV, the network created numerous programs, began simulcasts
of We, the People, started video
counterparts of such AM shows as

Ford Theatre, The Morey Amsterdam Show and People's Platform.
On March 20, the first telecast of
a symphony
concert network
was transmitted over CBS-TV
as
Eugene Ormandy conducted the
Philadelphia Orchestra. The network also acquired exclusive video
rights to 52 major British films
and signed a contract for production of 14 mystery films titled, The
Cases of Eddie Drake.
Conventions High Spots
In news, sports and special
events, CBS radio and television
new high spots were, the Presidential nominating conventions; election campaigns and their dram_atic
finale;tractthree-year
for Rose Bowlexclusive
football conand
Tournament of Roses events;
broadcasts of summer and winter
Olympics.
IRE

SESSIONS

27 Slated for March Meet
THE 1949 convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers, to be held
March 7-10 at New York's Hotel
Commodore and Grand Central
Palace, will feature a technical
program of 171 papers grouped
into 27 sessions which will cover
practically
the entire
radio-electronic art, plus
six symposia
on
nuclear science, network theory,
electronic computers, radio aids to
navigation, semiconductors and — a
marketing.
distinct departure for the IRE —
B. E. Shackelford, past president
of the IRE, will serve as toastmaster
at the8 President's
eon on March
to introduce LunchStuart
L. Bailey, incoming president.
Raymond F. Guy, manager of
NBC's radio and allocation engineering
be toastmaster at
thedepartment,
annualwillbanquet
on
March 10.
At theaward,
banquet,
the Institute's
highest
its Medal
of Honor,
will be presented to Ralph Bown,
director of research at Bell Telephone Labs. C. E. Shannon will
receive the Morris Liebmann memorial prize and R. V. Pourn the
Browder J. Thompson award.

WMGW
Meadville, Penna.
NOT ONLY BROADCASTS YOUR SHOWS ... WE PROMOTE THEM . . . OUR LISTENING AUDIENCE IS A BUYING
AUDIENCE. DIRECT SALES GAINS ARE THE RESULTS OF
YOUR WMGW SPENT ADVERTISING $$$.
For further information contact Vic Diehm
do WMGW
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NBC '48 Record
(Continued from page 27)
share of audieri6e, as compared with
the
15.0 rating and
20.2 second
share station's
of audience.
- Although at year's end, NBC had
lost important programs to CBS, it
was on a campaign to sign up new
radio and television talent. With
the promise that the coming year
would see many new programs in
the NBC schedule, it could point to
the following programming developments in the past year:
Signing of Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis, comedy team; inauguration in November of Dress Rehearsal, consisting of pickups of
Boston Symphony, Serge Koussevitsky conducting and Olin Downes,
commentating; continuation
through the summer of NBC summer programs — Radio City Playhouse, the Jane Pickens show, and
Who Said That?; The NBC University Theatre, produced in Hollywood with screen stars.
Sets Special Unit
In the documentary field, it inaugurated Living — 19i8 in February and later set up a special
unit headed by Wade Arnold and
James Harvey to build and proi duce shows requiring documentary
techniques and skills.
NBC also boasted many firsts on
' the news front, among them: Its
eye-witness account of the assassination of Mohandas K. Ghandi;
Merrill Mueller, London manager,
obtaining 'an uncensored account of
the Communist coup in Czechoslovakia; broadcast from San Moritz
of Winter Olympics; exclusive interview by NBC's W. W. Chaplin
with Ed Crump who in March predicted bolt of southern states if
Truman were renominated; first
broadcasts out of Shanghai as the
Communists threatened Nanking.
' Among awards won for news coverage were: Overseas Press Club
' Award to Merrill Mueller for best
I reporting on foreign affairs from
' abroad by radio; Headliners Award
to Morgan Beatty for "outstanding
reporting" during the Texas City
disaster in 1947; a special citation
■ from Syracuse U. for "outstanding
work in radio journalism," to William F. Brooks, vice president in
charge of news and international
relations.
In Education Field
In the field of education, NBC
launched the "College by Radio"
plan, providing for cooperation
through local stations with universities to utilize programs for home
study courses. In December the
first big television network enterprise in daily education for children
was announced with NBC an important participator.
During 1948, the network's Department of Information handled
I about 160,000 letters and phone
I calls. This figure does not include
the thousands of communications
BROADCASTING

addressed specifically to NBC artists, programs, sponsors or departments. Less than 2% of the total
were complaints or criticism.
NBC Thesaurus, the music library service, reached an all-time
high of more than 5,000 selections
while 67 new stations joined the
subscriber list. More than 8,000
hours of syndicated programming
were booked over U. S. and Canadian stations.
Staff Changes
With this expansion, NBC made
the following administrative
changes during the year: On July
2, Charles R. Denny was appointed
executive vice president, becoming
the managerial director of the network; in December, David C.
Adams former vice president and
general attorney of RCA Communications Inc., became assistant to
Mr. Denny; on May 3, Sidney N.
Strotz was appointed administra-

tive vice president in charge of
both television and the Western
Division; Carleton D. Smith, formerly manager of the NBC stations in Washington, was made director of television operations, and
Norman Blackburn was named program director.

'Howdy'

Telerating

NBC's video puppet show, Howdy
Doody, received a December Hooper New York Telerating of 30.3 for
its Friday telecast, making it the
sixth most popular program with
New York viewers. Show, sponsored on Friday, 5:45-6 p.m., by
Unique Art Mfg. Co., was erroneously omitted from the list of
top ten
Dec.
27].TV shows [Broadcasting,

HOOVER REPORT
Extension Date Requested
THE HOOVER Commission voted
last week to ask Congress for 60
additional days in which to file its
report on reorganization of the
Executive Branch of the Government, which includes its study of
the FCC [Broadcasting, June 21,
Oct. 18, Nov. 1].
The report was supposed to be
filed with Congress by Jan. 13 but
the Commission will be unable to
complete its work by that time.
Spokesmen said the Commission
proposes to submit a brief overall
report sometime after Jan. 13 and
then deliver some 14 or 15 topical
sections of the report at the rate of
about one a week.
FAHEY FLYNN, WBBM Chicago announcer, is pictured in the February
issue of Coronet.
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SIEGEL
Seeks Dropped FM Facilities
SEYMOUR N. SIEGEL, New York
City's director of radio communication and general manager of
WNYC, municipally - owned AM
station, last week filed application
at FCC for recently deleted facilities of WFMO (FM) Jersey City,
N. J., dropped by Fidelity Media
Broadcasting Corp. [BroabcastING, Nov. 9, 1948].
Mr. Siegel's application requested channel 276 (103.1 mc) with effective radiated power of 1 kw and
antenna height above average terrain of 250 ft. He indicated he
proposed to buy, and use as is, the
physical facilities of WFMO. He
gave purchase price of $15,000.
WFMO was dropped by Fidelity
Media Broadcasting in late October
because of time-sale difficulties to
support the operation. It was indicated at that time that the station represented an initial investment of $150,000. WFMO had begun broadcasting in September
1947. Firm was headed by Frank
C. Wood Jr., president.
Mr. Siege! gave limited technical
information in his application. References were made to files of
WFMO since he proposed to use
the same facilities.
THE CBS sustainer, Robert Q. Lewis
Show is now heard five weekly instead of once a week, Mondays through
Fridays, 4:30-5 p.m. EST.

Adjustable
phase sampling loops
Isolation filters
Sampling lines
FM and AM concentric lines
Fixed capacitors
Variable capacitors
Phase sampling transformers
FM iso-couplers
Standing wave indicators
Tower lighting filters
Supports
lines for open wire transmission
Pressurized capacitors
Neutralizing capacitors
Fixed inductors
Variable inductors
JVrile for specific information directly or through your consulting
engineei'.
. F. JOHNSON CO.
WASECA, MINNESOTA
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TRANSFERS

FCC Approvals Total
Near $1 Million

Broadcasting Co. Inc., licensee of
WPAD Paducah, Ky. and 78.67% owner,
sell their holdings to Hopkinsville
Broadcasting for $52,508. Stock is
retired as treasury stock and F. E.
Lackey becomes sole owner. Paducah
Broadcasting is controlled by Pierce
Lackey.on WHOP
• wE. fulltime
1230 kc.is assigned 250
KSVP Artesia, N. M.— Granted assignment of license from Intermountain casting
Broadcasting
Co. to Artesiain BroadCo., new corporation
which
majority of stock is held by local people.
Consideration is $50,000. Artesia Broadinclude:
Yates III,casting
oil principals
producer,
presidentMartin
and
owner of 100 shares; T. E. Brown,
owner of plumbing supply house, 60
shares; and S. P. Yates, oil well drilling
contractor, 100 shares. Martin Yates
Jr. holds 102 shares and remaining 217
sharesmen and
arefirms.
held by
businessKSVP23 local
is assigned
250
w fulltime on 1450 kc. Intermountain
is permittee of KYLE Alamogordo,
N. M., and has sold KVER Albuquerque
(see above).
KWOC KWOC-FM Poplar Bluff, Mo.
— Granted assignment of license for
KWOC and permit for KWOC-FM from
Radioship ofStation
KWOC
new partnersame name
and to
composed
of two
of former
three
partners.
A. L.
thy and J. H. Wolpers buy,
andMcCarshare
equally, for
one-third
O. A.
Tedrick
$25,000. interest
KWOC isofassigned
250 w fuUtime on 1340 kc.
WMIQ transfer
Iron of
Mountain,
Granted
control Mich.
of Iron—
Mountain-Kingsford Broadcasting Co.,
licensee, from Frank J. Russell Jr.,
William F. Russell and Leo G. Brott to
Iron Mountain Pub Co. for cost, $25,000.
Sellers each transfer 25% interest.
Iron Mountain Pub. Co. publishes daily
Newsfamily.
there, and
is controlled
sel
WMIQkc.
is assignedby 250Rus-w
fulltime on 1450

IN A YEAREND BURST unmatched in many months, FCC last Wednesday approved 18 station transfer and assignment applications representing almost $1 million in sales prices.
For tax purposes many of the transactions needed Commission ap*
proval before Dec. 31.
Brodysellsto his
Leo brother
Brody. AbraThe transfers included the sale Abraham
ham Brody
51 of
his 54 shares for $5,100. Leo Brody,
already holding a single share, thus
of the late C. Merwyn Dobyns'
becomes 49.1% owner. Leo Brody is
KGER Long Beach and KOMB
25% owner WGNI Wilmington and
(FM) Los Angeles to John Brown
10% owner WKNS Kinston, N. C,
Schools of California for $300,000;
and 20% owner WNOR Norfolk, Va.
WLPM
WILM and WILM-FM Wilming1450 kc. is assigned 250 w fuUtime on
ton, Del., by Alfred G. Hill and
WJJW transfer
( F M ) ofWyandotte,
Granted
control of Mich.—
Wyanassociates to Ewing B. Hawkins
dotte News Co., licensee, from C. Lee
and members of his family for Edwards to Strauss Gantz for $92,220.
Mr. Edwards, 74.1% owner, sells 66.04%
$205,000; and 49% of WIL and interest
to Mr. Gantz, who for past
10 years has been vice president and
WIL-FM St. Louis by C. W. Bengeneral
manager
of the News Comson to L. A. Benson for $137,200.
pany. Mr. Gantz has held minor
WJJW
is
Details of the transactions given interest.
Channel 276 (103.1 mc).assigned Class A
FCC approval are as follows:
WDAR transfer
WDAR-FMof negative
Savannah, control
Ga.—
Granted
KGER Long Beach, Calif., KOMB
over WDAR Inc., licensee of WDAR
(FM)
Los
Angeles
—
Granted
assignment
of license for KGER and CP for KOMB
and permittee of WDAR-FM from A.
from Dana Latham, executor under will C. Neff to Nephew K. Clark. Mr.
of C. Merwyn Dobyns, deceased, to Clark buys 40% interest for $12,000.
John Brown Schools of California Inc. Each becomes 50% owner. WDAR is
for $300,000. John Brown Schools is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1400 kc.
headed by Dr. John E. Brown Sr.,
KFSA Fort
Smith, Ark.
who owns and operates private schools
signment of license
from— Granted
Donald asW.
sole owner and licensee, to
in Long Beach, San Diego and Glen- Reynolds,
Southwestern Pub. Co., owned by
dora, Calif., plus two others in Arkansas. KGER
consideration
intime on 1390
kc. is assigned 5 kw full- Mr. Reynolds.
volved. KFSA isNoassigned
1 kw day,
500 w night on 950 kc.
WILM WILM-FM Wilmington, Del.—
Granted transfer of control of DeleKOLE Port
Arthur,fromTex.—
ware Broadcasting Co.. licensee, from assignment
of license
Port Granted
Arthur
Alfred G. Hill and six other stock- Broadcasting Co. to new partnership of AT&T'S WILSON
holders to Hawkins Broadcasting Co. same name and including two of four
Inc., new firm, for $205,000. Sellers present partners. Grady R. Harrower
are Mr. Hill, Francis H. Brinkley, Mary
and Branch C. Todd sell their reFrancis Holton (nee Mary Francis
Reports on '48 Activities
spective 25% interests for $12,000 each,
to
continuing partners, Socs N. Vratis, LEROY A. WILSON, president of
Hill),
JuUa
G.
Hill,
E.
A.
O'Connor,
Jack B. Thompson and Chester (Pa.) general
manager, and Mary A. Petru,
Times. Mr. Hill, editor-publisher and program director. KOLE is assigned American Telephone and Telegraph
lessor of the Times, together with 250
w fulltime on 1340 kc.
Co., said in a yearend statement
his wife and the Times held twoWRQNment of Vidalia,
Ga. — Granted
thirds interest in WILM. Hawkins
that nearly a billion and a half
license from
Vidalia assignBroadBroadcasting is owned by Ewing B.
to new partnership of same
Hawkins, assistant general manager of name andcasting Co.including
two of former four dollars was spent by Bell last year
WNBF Binghamton. N. Y.. president
co-partners.
M.
F.
Brice and R. E. on new construction, including
and 40% owner; William W. Hawkins
pay $5,871 for 25% interests coaxial cable and radio relay faJr., drama critic for New York World Ledford
Sockwell
Telegram, vice president and secre- relinquished
estate of late byW. R.O. W.
Davis.
WRQN andis
cilities. He also reported telephone
tary-treasurer, 40%. Remaining 20%
assigned
250
w
fulltime
on
1450 kc. rates must be increased so earnings
is held in trust by Ewine: Hawkins
WTUX-FM Wilmington, Del. will be sufficient to attract new
for his four children. WILM is as- — WTUX
GrantedPort
acquisition
of negative consigned 250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
Frere Broadcasting
Co.,
WIL WIL-FM St. Louis— Granted ac- WTUXtrol of licensee
and
WTUX-FM per- capital for expansion.
quisition of control of Missouri Broadby Gordon Macintosh
and Edcasting Corp., licensee of WIL and
Among accomplishments cited in
ward R.mittee,Robinson.
Messrs. Macintosh
conditional
grantee
each had held 45% in- the past year was the Bell LaboraL.
A. Benson
from ofC. WIL-FM,
W. Benson.by and Robinson
terest
and
in
1946
acquired
additional
C. W. Benson sells his 49% interest for 5% each from retiring J. M. Frere.
tories' development of the tran$137,200. L. A. Benson becomes 98.04%
sistor, tiny metal cylinder capable
Present action,
application
covers
that
transowner.
WIL
operates
with
250
w
fullinadvertently overlooked, FCC
time on 1230 kc but has grant for reported. WTUX
performing nearly all functions
is assigned 500 w of
5 kw on 1430 kc.
of a vacuum tube, yet having no
day
on
1290
kc.
KVER
Albuquerque,
N.
M.
—
Granted
W K N K Muskegon, Mich. — Granted
assignment of license and CP from assignment
N-K Broadcasting Co., glass, vacuum or filament. AnothIntermountain Broadcasting Co. to licensee, fromof Nicholas
er development applied to mobile
William Kuris
Westernair
Inc.
for
$50,000.
Intermounand Steven Claude Garcia to Mr. Kuris radio-telephone, was the technique
tain has also been licensee of KSVP
individually.
had WKNK
no mone-is of spacing radio frequencies closer
Artesia, mitteeN.of KYLE
M. (seeAlamogordo,
below) and isN.pertary interest Mr.
in Garcia
station.
M.
Westernair is owned by: William T. assigned 1 kw day on 1600 kc.
together without mutual interferWHOP Hopkinsville,
Granted
Kemp, one-third owner KVOU Uvalde,
acquisition
of control of Ky.—
Hopkinsville
ence, thus permitting greater econTex., president-general manager and Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.,
licensee,
by
F.
omy in the use of certain frequency
50% owner;
Robert Hinn,
vice Equippresi- E. Lackey. Pierce E. and Montana L.
dentmentof Consolidated
Gas
and
bands.
Lackey, each 4% owner, and Paducah
Co. of Texas, vice president,
12.5%; Marian Hinn Riggs, vice presidentvatorof Harvest
QueenTex.,
Mill flour
and mill,
EleCo., Plainview,
vice president, 12.5%; Vincent Tudor,
Plainview attorney, secretary, 12.5%:
Harold Hinn, chairman of board of
FOR RESULTS
Harvest
Queen12.5%.
Mill, KVER
treasurer-chairman of board,
is assigned
2.';0
w fulltime
1490kc.kc and holds
CP for
switch toon 1340
KBKR Baker, KLBM LaGrande and
—Over a million people in 79 counties of GeorKSRV Ontario, Ore. — Granted transfer
gia, South Carolina and Florida.
of 50% interest in Inland Radio Inc., licensee,
from
Olive
B.
Cornett,
execu— SVz times more people than any other station
trix under estate of Marshall E. Corin this market.
nett, deceased, to Olive B. Cornett
individually. No consideration involved.
KBKR
is
assiened
250
w
fulltime on 1490 kc and KSRV and KLBM
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.
have 250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
W
S
F
L
F
M
Springfield,
Mass.—
Granted assignment of permit from
Springfield
ship, to new Broadcasting
corporation ofCo.,
samepartnername.
Three
original
co-partners,
Gerson
AsI 5,000 wmtt9
kinas. Earl G. Hewinson and
Christos
M. Manitas, hold 25% respectively in
new
Louis buys
Lake,25%brother-in-law
I rullThn*
of Mr.firm.
Manitas,
interest for
$25,000.
WLPM transfer
WLPM-FM
Suffolk,
Va. —
Granted
of control
of Suffolk
It's630 i^^^in SavannahWSAV
fttpraienlid by Hollingbary
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WLPM
and permittee of WLPM-FM, from
BROADCASTING
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FIVE AM
WHJB

GRANTS
CP Reinstated

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS for
five new AM stations — three fulltime and two daytime only — have
been granted by FCC.
Big Sandy Broadcasting Co.,
Paintsville, Ky., headed by ex-Rep.
W. Howes Meade (R-Ky.), local
attorney, received construction permit for 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Logansport Broadcasting Corp.,
Logansport, Ind., including group
of Washington radio lawyers, received CP for 250 w fulltime on
1230 kc. Holding 20% interest
each are William A. Porter, Robert
M. Booth and Herbert M. Bingham
of Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler, Washington. Logansport had
been in hearing with Kosciusko
Broadcasting Corp. on possible interference. Kosciusko was granted
250 w daytime on 1220 kc at Warsaw, Ind.
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House,
licensee of WJAS Pittsburgh, last
week was granted reinstatement of
its CP for WHJB Greensburg, Pa.
WHJB is assigned 500 w night, 1
kw day on 620 kc, directional. The
permit had expired.
Meanwhile, the Commission last
week also granted in part a petition of James Madison Broadcasting Corp., applicant for 250 w
fulltime on 1340 kc at Orange, Va.
Commission approved request to
modify an issue of its consolidated
hearing with Harrisonburg Broadcasting Co!, which seeks same facilities at Harrisonburg, Va. However FCC at same time removed
Harrisonburg Broadcasting from
I the case with respect to all issues
therein and consolidated it with
County Broadcasting Service,
Mount Jackson, Va., also seeking
1340 kc.
Issue modified concerns whether
or not James Madison Broadcasting application was filed to block
"establishment of a competitive"
station to WSVA Harrisonburg.
^ The Mount Jackson applicant is
.owned by Frank U. Fletcher,
' Washington radio lawyer and part
owner of WARL Arlington, Va.
The new station grants and respective ownership details follow:
Alamosa, Col. — San Luis Valley Broadcasting Co., 1490 kc, 250 w, daytime;
estimated
cost $29,000.
Principals:
mond F. Fletcher,
publisher
and Ray29%
owner of daily Alamosa Courier, president and 13% ; Dorothy Mae Fletcher,
20% owner of Courier, secretary 13%;
Margaret Alice Fletcher, teacher, treas|)Sales Meeting
j[FOLLOWING ABC broadcast of
!| My True Story today from 10! 10:25 a.m., Libby, McNeill &
11 Libby, sponsor of the five times
11 weekly show, will hold its first sales
! meeting of 1949 in the ABC
' Radio City studios. More than 100
I - salesmen will hear A. Rogers,
advertising manager, and P. J.
Asendorf, sales manager, outline
Ithe company's 1949 advertising
Iplans.
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urer 25%; Ray F. and Mary E. Barnes,
owners Elwood, Ind., Call Leader and
51% owner of Courier, respectively vice
president 25% and assistant secretary
24%.
Brownfield, Tex. — Terry County
Broadcasting Co., 1050 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated cost $15,300. Partnership: Sterling Jake Parrish, insurance agent, 45%; Mike Allen Barrett,
owner-publisher weekly Brownfield
News, 45%, and Esther Constance
Parmelee, office manager of Dallas law
firm
of Gormley,
& Prescott,
10%. Bohannon, Ragsdale
Paintsville,
Ky. kc,
— Big
Broadcasting Co., 1490
250 Sandy
w, unlimited;
estimated cost $14,150. Partnership: exRep.
Howes Dr.
Meade
fiveeighthsW. owner;
James(R-Ky.),
W. Archer,
physician, one-quarter owner, and
Herbert J. Morgan, employed by National Supply Co., one-eighth owner.
Logansport,
Ind. —kc,Logansport
Broadcasting Corp., 1230
250 w, unlimited.
Principals (each 20%): John C. Cotner,
secretary-treasurer Tec Engineering
Corp., consulting engineering firm,
president; Glenn C. Miller, local atPorter, torney,
Robertsecretary-treasurer;
M. Booth andWilliam
HerbertA.
M. Bingham, of Washington law firm
of Bingham, Collins, Porter and Kistler.
Warsaw, Ind. — Kosciusko Broadcasting Corp., 1220 kc, 250 w, daytime. PrinJosiah ofM. Manistee
Autenrleth
generalcipals:
manager
RadioJr.,Corp.,
AM applicant at Manistee, Mich., president and 45% owner; Virgil A. McCleary, optometrist, vice president
6.7%; Howard J. Beck, chief engineer
of WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., secretary-treasurer 45%, assistant
and Portersecretary
P. Williamson, attorney,
3.3%.

NEW

YORK

FM

Bid by Church Withdrawn
CONSENT has been granted by
FCC to formal petition of Radio
Corp. of Board of Missions and
Extension of the Methodist Church
requesting withdrawal from the
competition for remaining four
Class B FM channels in the New
York area. Four applicants remain.
The church group earlier had
indicated its intention of withdrawing from the proceeding and
did not participate in the hearing
held by the Commission in New
York Dec. 13-14. Non-technical evidence was received. James D. Cunningham, FCC hearing examiner
presiding in the case, indicated last
week that the hearing would be
completed and the case closed as
quickly as possible. Engineering
testimony is to be received in
Washington Jan. 25.
The four applicants remaining
in the proceeding, involving the
four Class B channels reserved for

later assignment at the reallocation of FM several years ago, include: Debs Memorial Radio Fund
Inc. (WEVD), Atlantic Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WHOM), Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. (WINS), all
New York, and Ebbits-McKeever
Exhibition Co. (Brooklyn Dodgers), Brooklyn.
The Methodist Church had participated inthe original New York
FM proceeding and at one time
held a grant for one of the five
channels then assigned. This decision was subsequently set aside and
revised [Broadcasting, April 12,
1948]. WEVD also had taken part.
Wasser to Produce
PRODUCTION of the opening
show for WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh,
which begins operation Jan. 11
[Broadcasting, Dec. 27], will be
handled by Pete Wasser of the Pete
Wasser Co. Mr. Wasser has been
appointed to handle the production
and
of the inaugural
show promotion
only.
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, . . but
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to WSBTI

You want listeners, not merely signal strength,
for yoiu: radio dollars. Listeners are what
you get on WSBT. This station is the overwhelming choice of listeners in the South
Bend market. No other station — Chicago,
local, or elsewhere — even comes close in
Share of Audience. Want proof? See Hooper.
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Book

Analyzes

Second

Study

NORC
SECOND declaration by American listeners in favor of privately operated broadcasting was formally unveiled last week when distribution was
started of a book Radio Listening in America. The book analyzes in
detail the findings of the second nationwide study conducted by National
Opinion Research Center, U. of
ir
—
Chicago, at request of the NAB.
tific sample of the population. It
The study was construed as a showed that 70% of the people
believe radio is doing an excellent
"stay out" order to the government, based on the exhaustive
or good job in their communities.
analysis of audience opinion (de- This compares with 59% saying
tails carried in Broadcasting,
that schools are doing excellent or
March 8, 1948). The details are
good jobs, 63% approving the work
provided in the book, written by of newspapers, 42% rating local
Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Patricia
government excellent or good, and
L. Kendall.
76% believing churches are doing
Radio occupies the same place excellent or good work.
it had in American hearts in 1945,5!
Oppose Regulation
according to the survey. The 1945,.
Seventy-six percent oppose fedstudy had shown that the public
eral regulation of radio advertislikes its radio, doesn't like government regulation and only a minorr
ing, 65% oppose control of controversial issue programming, 67%
ity dislikes the advertising that
makes U. S. radio possible.
are against control of over-all educational programming, 59% oppose
In the second study, conducted
control of accuracy of
in 1947, this viewpoint was reit- government
radio news and 52% oppose control
erated with two changes. First,
of station profits.
there is a slight decline in enthusiThe survey revealed that 76%
asm for the job radio is doing,
prefer radio programs as they now
ascribed to the fact that the naare (sponsored by advertisers) to
tion was conscious of radio's warpaying a $5 annual program litime service during the 1945 study,
cense fee to get the same poand secondly there is evidence that
the public depends less on radio
for its news now that the war is
SMALL TOWN
TV
over.
Store Owner Boosts Sales
Lazarsfeld's
position
in are
the
newDr.book
is that radio
critics
very much in the minority but this IN THE SMALL town of Reno
minority is a highly educated
Beach, Ohio, there is an even
group whose views should receive
smaller general store whose owner,
correspondingly greater recogniMike Kepler, has big-city promotion.
tion ideas.
At NAB it was explained that
Recognizing
television's popularthe NORC studies are the only,
ity, Mr. Kepler increased his holivoluntary, impartial and frank
day business considerably by utianalyses of public opinion conductlizing WSPD-TV Toledo's Santa
ed on behalf of any of the leading
Show — but not by the conventional
media.
method of buying time. He merely
installed a new TV set in his store
As analyzed by Dr. Lazarsfeld
the new survey probes public atti- and invited the neighbors to "come
tudes toward advertising, singing
on down and watch the show."
commercials, market for serious
Mr. Kepler reports his store is
and educational programs, and jammed every Tuesday and Thursgovernment regulation along with
day night. And WSPD-TV is
other topics.
happy, too, for Reno Beach has
become TV-conscious.
The study was based on a scienStill at

grams, were that possible.
A tiny minority, only 9%, is opposed to advertising on the radio,
Dr. Lazarsfeld noting that the
whole set of facts regarding the
listeners' attitude toward commercials duplicates almost completely
the findings of the first survey.
Prentiss-Hall Book
The book is published by Prentiss-Hall, New York ($2.50) and
will be on sale through normal
book-selling outlets. Many copies
are being mailed individuals and
institutions.
The authors have written chapters on The Communications Behavior of the Average American,
Programs and Their Listeners,
The People Look at Radio (overall appraisal, . annoyances and dissatisfactions, fairness). Some Observations on Advertising, Toward
an Even Better Radio.
SNOW

TROUBLE
KBIO Helps Out

WHEN one of the worst snow
storms ever experienced in Cassia
and Minidoka counties, Idaho,
struck last month, KBIO Burley
stepped in to help school children
return home safely.
As the storm struck in midmorning, calls began to come in
from worried parents. To help
answer the many questions, schools
were contacted and their schedule
of busses broadcast during the
noon news period.
When the students started home,
the station carried such announcements as this: "School Bus number 7 has just gone by Brady's
place, dren.
letting
Brady
The bus offwilltheturn
southchilto
Earl Frymiller's place. . . ."
"Parents are requested to meet
the
ment.busses," ran another announceAll the children were returned
home safely and the following day
Burnell Wrigley, assistant superintendent of schools, commended
the station in a statement in the
local paper.

600
On Your Dial
CBS

for the

El Paso Southwest

KROD
EL PASO, TEXAS
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick Val Lawrence
President Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Taylor-Borroff & Co., Inc. — Nat'l Reps
I
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Key Station
Southwest Network

Sponsorless Xmas
WITH the cooperation of all
sponsors, WDOV Dover, Del.,
presented its Christmas day
schedule with no commercial
mentions. The entire day's
programming was in the
Christmas tradition, according to Courtney Evans, station
with no commercialowner,
announcements
at any
time. Christmas programs,
music and operas were offered, including a two hour
presentation of "The Messiah," by Handel.

LEAFING through WNEW New York's
"kit" dealing with station's "Little
Songs About UN" is Peter Aylen,
director vision.
of United
radioread
diShortly afterNations'
Mr. Aylen
the book in council chambers of
UN headquarters at Lake Success,
songs were premiered
during a special broadcast.

SPICED

STUDY

Sports Part of TV Course
THE CURRICULUM for students
at the Twin City Television Labs.,
Minneapolis,
is aschool
sports
fan's
dream
since the
launched
the first of a series of full scale
remote closed circuit telecasts covduction.ering all phases of program proThe television lab's mobile unit,
with a DuMont two-camera chain,
was taken to the Hamline-North
Dakota State conference basketball game. Cameras, monitor equipment and special receivers were set
up to offer 48 students an opportunity to do an actual remote with
the camera in the course of their
training.
Ernest S. Colling, former NBC
senior TV program director, now
serving as director of training at
the lab, indicated that remotes
will constitute a vital part of the
training for program directors,
announcers, cameramen and . writers. The next closed circuit television pickup is planned for one of
the hockey games in the St. Paul
Auditorium.
Penalty for TV
WIDESPREAD talk about television sets for everything from cars
to airplanes has brought reaction
from Conn. State Rep. Louis A.
Lemaire Jr. According to a New
York Herald Tribune story of Dec.
14 Rep. Lemaire has written a bill
providing a $1,000 fine for anyone
putting a television set in an automobile or train. The bill will
be introduced at the coming session
of the Connecticut Legislature.

BROADCASTING
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KY.

BASKETBALL
Oil Firm Sponsors Games
Mana^^mQnt

WLAP Lexington will be key station for broadcasting of U. of Kentucky basketball games this season
by a 17-station Kentucky sports
network. A similar network carried all 1948 U. of Kentucky football games.
Ashland Oil & Refining Co., Ashland, Ky., has signed to sponsor
the basketball series. Arrangements were completed recently by
Willis Munro, advertising manager
of the oil firm; J. E. Willis, general manager of WLAP, and
Bernie Shively, U. of Kentucky
athletic director.
J. B. Faulconer, WLAP sports
director, will handle the play-byplay on the games. The following
stations will carry the series:
WLAP, WFKY Frankfort, WINN
Louisville, WCMI Ashland, WFTM
Maysville, WHIR Danville, WSFC
Somerset, WCCT Corbin, WKIC
Hazard, WHLN Harlan, WOMI
Owensboro, WHOP Hopkinsville,
WLBJ Bowling Green, WPAD
Padueah, WSON Henderson,
WNBS Murray and WKAY Glasgow.
Mrs. Ola Jolliffe
MRS. OLA JOLLIFFE, wife of Dr.
Charles B. Jolliffe, executive vice
president in charge of the laboratories division of Radio Corp. of
America, died Christmas day in a
Princeton, N. J., hospital. Mrs.
Jolliffe, a native of West Virginia,
lived in Washington, D. C, from
1926 to 1935, when her husband was
chief engineer of the Federal Radio
Commission and its successor, FCC.
Besides her husband, she is survived by twin daughters, Mrs. Arthur T. Clements of Princeton, and
Mrs. Logan Bostian, Mendham,
N. J. Funeral services were held
at the First Presbyterian Church
in Princeton last Monday (Dec.
27). Burial also was at Princeton.

Completing arrangements for sponsorship ofgames are (I to r) : Mr.
Shiveley, Mr. Munro, Mr. Faulconer
(rear) and Mr. Willis.

WESTINGHOUSE
Outlets to Free & Peters
WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations
Inc. has announced the appointment
of Free & Peters Inc. as national
sales representative for its six radio properties. The stations are
KDKA Pittsburgh, WBZ Boston,
WBZA Springfield, Mass., KYW
Philadelphia, WOWO Fort Wayne,
Ind., and KEX Portland, Ore.
The sales representative firm
maintains offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Fort Worth, Hollywood, New York and San Francisco.
Home offices of Westinghouse, a
subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corp., are located in Philadelphia.
AFA

Booklet

THE ADVERTISING Federation
of America has just released a
folder. Some Questions and Answers About Advertisiyig. Covering
radio and other media, the booklet
answers such questions as: "How
much is spent for advertising in
the United States?"; "Doesn't advertising add to the cost of the
goods advertised?"; "What about
the claim sometimes made, 'We
save by doing no advertising and
pass the savings along to you'?";
"Does advertising have anything to
do with our high standard of
living?" and "What would happen
if advertising were discontinued?"
Available through the AFA at 330
West 42 Street, New York City,
prices start at ten copies for 50?!.

been
FRANKLrINof has
IAM edC. manage
WILLappoint
WMMW
and WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.
He was formerly manager of WNAF
Providence, R. I.
HUGH B. TERRY, manager of KLZ
Denver, has been appointed one of
seven board members of Denver's
permanent board of health and charities.
JOSE FERRERAS has accepted post
of manager of WITA San Juan, P. R.
He was formerly with Publicidad
Astra, Porto Riean advertising
agency.
JOHN A. KENNEDY, president of
WCHS Charleston and WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., and editor and publisher of the San Diego (Calif.) Daily
Journal, has been in contact with
President Truman concerning the establishment of an over-all agency
looking toward a solution of the acute
water shortage in the West and Southwest. A plan program was suggested
to President Truman in a letter from
Mr. Kennedy on Dec. 17, 1948. The
21st of last month marked the 20th
anniversary of signing of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act by President
Coolidge.
JOSEPH M. TROESCH, assistant
manager of WSTV and WSTV-FM
Steubenville, Ohio, received the American Legion public service citation on
the station's behalf, for its airing of
the American Legion's Decision Now
program for past two years. Citation
was presented by Argonne Post 33 of
Steubenville.
JOHN BALLANTYNE, chairman of
the board of Philco Corp., Philadelphia, is serving as chairman of the
program committee for the return of
the Freedom Train to Philadelphia,
early in January.
ROBERT R. NELSON, former prog-ram director of WARD and WARDFM Johnstown, Pa., has been promoted to station manager.
S. CARL MARK, executive vice president and general manager of WTTM
Trenton, N. J., is the father of a boy.

Outstanding
One of America's
Marl(ets, tlie
Spokane

Area

Excels in All 7
Points Surveyed

By Sales
Management.
• From Data Copyrighted
1948 by Sales Management. Further Reproduction NotAuthorized.

KGA*s50.000

Extends and Increases theMarket
• Any Petry Man
Has the Facts

Robinson-Whiting
FULL-SCALE CBS wedding was
held Wednesday, Dec. 29, at Las
Vegas, Nev., when Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS vice president and director of programs, married Margaret Whiting, singing star of the
network's Cluh 15. Harry Ackerman, Columbia's Hollywood director of network programs, was best
man, while Barbara Whiting, the
WEVO
117-119 W. 46 it. bride's sister, and star of Junior
Miss, CBS Lever Bros, series, was
HINRY GRaNFIIlO, Mgr. Director N.V.*9
maid of honor.
BROADCASTING
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AT RADIO Executivas CItib Christmas
party in New York, Carl Haverlin (I),
president of BMI, calls o it a prize
winner. With him is William S.
Hedges, NBC vice president, who assisted as a ticket drawer.

ABC
AFFILIATE
Owned and Operated by Louis Wasmer
Radio Central BIdg.
Spokane 8, Wash.
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size of family, income of family,
etc.,"necessity
Mr. Hooper
stated, "to tapes
date
the
of collecting

SERVICE
HOOPER
W
NE
C.
E. HOOPER'S
sixth and "ulti- non-listening homes to individual
mate" service was announced last network programs.
This new service will be accomTuesday by C. E. Hooper, president. The latest service is a complished, Mr. Hooper explained, "by
turning our listener-diary crossparison of radio advertising effec- section sample of U. S. radio homes
tiveness, reported in the form of a into a consumer panel upon comcomparative index to the use of adpletion of the listening measurement.
vertised products in listening and
"The first such study of effectiveness will proceed immediately
after receipt of the January-February 1949 filled-in listener-diaries
from over 3,000 homes representing a cross-section of U. S. radio
families. Using our Consumer
Service Bureau letterheads, we will
inquire which brands, in each of a
dozen product classifications, are
in use in those diary homes.
Va., has anWPIK Alexa
that as ,of Jan. 1, it will
nouncedndria
"Upon receipt of responses the
act as its own representative.
matching of listener and non-listener homes to individual programs
ROBERT HOAG, TV sales coordiraagainst products used involves a
tor at KTSL (TV) Hollywood, has
simple IBM card-sorting operabeen appointed sales manager.
HENRY FLYNN, CBS Hollywood
Announced at Party
radio sales representative, is the
Announcement
was made at the
father of a boy, Stephen Patrick.
tion."
annual
Hooper
pre-Christmas
HENRY UNTERMEYER, account ex- luncheon for the radio,
advertising
ecutive at WCBS New York, and
and amusement industry press,
Adele Ellen Wells have announced
their engagement.
breaking the no-news tradition of
those luncheons. Mr. Hooper also
MARTIN L. NIERMAN, Alaska Raannounced at that time that NBC
dio Sales Manager for Pan American
Broadcasting Co., and Maxine Stark
1 as subscribed to U. S. Hooperatwere married on Christmas Day.
ings following months of detailed

YOUR

AT

OWN

NO

COST

TAILORED]

TO

YOU

Take advantage of the know-how gained by
pur personnel in almost 10 years of preparing
and puljlishing radio picture album's utilized profitably
by nearly 200 stations . . . coast to coast!
New plan distributes albums throughout your
broadcast area , . . at no cost to you . . . at no
cost to your listeners, \yill produce new
accounts .... increase station revenue.

for exclusive
representation in
your city . . . write or
phone 4-3262
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investigation of the methods by
which they are obtained and examination of the resultant findings.
Other advance subscribers to these
projectable ratings include General
Mills, Gulf Oil Corp., Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Gardner Advertising Co., Newell-Emmett Co., he
said.
"But more impressive than the
identity of subscribers is the process by which some organizations
have arrived at their decisions not
to subscribe," Mr. Hooper stated.
The absence of "truly national network audience
plus
the BMB
1948measurements"
network audience
figures "which
minimized
the
differences
in audience
size between
networks," have, he said, led to a
conclusion that all network proerage. grams are truly national in covContrast between BMB and
Hooper network audience measurements is shown in the following
tables :
BMB Nighttime (1946)
Network
Radio Families
NBC
31,128,000
CBS
27,681,000
ABC
22,057,000
MBS
19,162,000
Maximum once-a-week evening
program audience for each network during January-February
1948, according to the first U. S.
Hooperating report was :
Network
Program
Listening Homes
NBC McGee & Molly 9,349,000
CBS Radio Theatre 8,612,000
ABC WaUer Winchell 5,832,000
MBS Nick Carter 3,499,000
Average evening audiences listening to once-a-week evening network programs, according to the
same U. S. Hooperating report
were :
Listening
u. s.
Network
Hooperating
NBC
Homes
14.7
10.50
5,557,000
CBS
ABC
3,950,000
4.30
7.14
MBS
2,686,000
1,618,000
Declaring that U. S. Hooperatings provide the base for cost-perlistener computation which BMB
did not furnish, Mr. Hooper added:
"In addition to greater efficiency in
use of networks on present programs, analysis of U. S. Hooperatings report by advertisers is revealing new possibilities for the
placement of additional programs.
Involved is the matching of 'city'appeal programs against opposing
networks' 'rural' appeal proAudimeter Criticism
Next turning his attention to
V?e Nielsen Audimeter measuregrams."ments, Mr. Hooper declared that
"the Audimeter cannot but fail to
comprehend" the differences in station service due to engineering fac"The ability
of aanlistener
hear ators.station
bears
absoluteto
relation to the distance and in some
cases . . . the direction of his home
from the transmitter.
"Though the Audimeter sample
might qualify as conforming to
controls such as size of community,

and otherwise servicing the Audimeters has precluded its sample being distributed with true representation ofthe distance and direction
of
the
listeners' homes from
the transmitters.
"It, therefore, has failed to sampleble.network
major became
variaProof ofradio's
this failure
apparent when U. S. Hooperatings
were compared with Audimeter
ratings sionedlast
spring.announcement
This occathe Nielsen
of a proposed reshuffle of his Audimeter sample and announcement of
the adoption in the future of a tape
'mailing device.'
"But the mailing device is not
going to solve the problem. For
the receipt of mail is days slower
from remote places than from big
cities. To meet his announced
schedule of publication dates it appears self-evident that Nielsen
must either (A) publish without
evidence of listening in remote sections or (B) await such arrivals
and as a result furnish a slow
rather than a fast service.
"To make either concession
would result in the Audimeter
service failing to live up to the
promises in its prospectus."
Criticizing the
Audimeter
as "a
measurement
of tuning,
not listening," Mr. Hooper charged that "the
Audimeter produces a different proportion of tuning and listening in
the rating published for each
period of the day and for each network. The result is complete lack
of comparability of Audimeter results between different daytime
periods, between day and evening
periods, between different evening
periods and between evenings."
Mr. Hooper's own proposed use
of an electronic device is for telenot radio, hebetween
said, as
"we
observe vision,
coincidence
tuning
and looking which does not exist
between tuning and listening."
STAATS COTSWORTH, mystery-solving newspaper photographer in CBS
Crime Photographer- series for past
five years, will emcee Eastern Press
previews oftion-wide
Popular
Photography's
na$60,000 contest
which opens
Feb. 9 for three weeks at Museum of
Science and Industry, New York.

1000 WATTS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rep.. WEED & CO.. New York
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1948 TOP NEWS
NBC Dramatizes Best Ten
THE TEN best news stories of
1948, as selected by NBC's news
and special events editors, were to
be dramatized Sunday, Jan. 2,
(2:30-3:30 p.m.) with Robert Trout
as narrator.
Stories chosen were: (1) Truman
Victory, (2) Cold War, (3) Birth
of Israel, (4) Inflation in America,
(5) Deterioration of Chinese Situation, (6) U. S. Spy Investigations,
(7) Assassination of Gandhi, (8)
Death of Babe Ruth, (9) Bogota
Revolution, (10) The Year in
Sports.
Recorded voices of President
Truman, Henry Wallace, Glenn
Taylor, Thomas Dewey, Robert
Simpson giving an eye-witness
account of the Gandhi slaying, and
the key figures in the spy investigations were to be heard on the
show, which was to replace, for
yesterday only, the NBC University Theatre.
ABC RENEWALS
Three Are Re-Signed
GOODYEAR Tire & Rubber Co.,
Norwich Pharmacal Co. and Whitehall Pharmacal Co. each have
signed 52-week renewal contracts
with ABC, it was announced last
week.
Goodyear, through K i* d n e r
Agency, New York, has renewed its
award-winning Sunday series. The
Greatest Story Ever Told. It will
sponsor the program at its 6:30
p.m. time over 22 ABC stations.
Renewal became effective Jan. 2.
Norwich, also renewing on a
coast-to-coast basis over 210 stations, will again sponsor The Fat
Man Fridays at 8 p.m. The contract, effective Feb. 3, was placed
through the Lawrence C. Gumbiner Advertising Agency, New
York.
On the Pacific Coast ABC network of 17 stations, Whitehall has
renewed its sponsorship of the
Monday - through - Friday broadcasts of Zeke Manners at 10:45
a.m. The agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Hollywood.

5000
WATTS
Day and Night
930 K.C
Mississippi's
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WEED & COMPANY
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JACK BENNY (second from left) and his wife Mary Livingston (r) pay a visitto CBS headquarters in Hollywood which became their new radio home when
the Benny show moved to CBS Jan. 2. In the welcoming party are (I to r):
Milliard Marks, producer of the Benny program; A. E. Joscelyn, director of
operations for KNX Hollywood and the Columbia Pacific Network; Les Bowman, manager of technical operations, CBS Western Division, and George
McCaughna, manager of building operations.
RADIO NEWS
Covered in New Book
NEWS BY RADIO. By Mitchell V.
Charnley. 403 pp. New York: The
MacmlUan Co. $4.00.
MITCHELL CHARNLEY of the U.
of Minnesota has just released,
through Macmillan, News by Radio.
The book covers the subject from
all angles, giving a good working
knowledge of the field to practitioner and layman alike.
News by Radio describes special
practices, principles and characteristicsItdeveloped
in radio
short life.
evaluates
them innews'
the
light of their effectiveness or failure. And it suggests methods of
achieving and expanding the effectivenes of radio news and of
avoiding failures.
A few of the subjects covered
include the operation of a radio
newsroom; getting the news together from various sources and

TRUMAN
WJZ-ABC

New

Film Process

WESTERN Electric Co. on Jan. 6
will demonstrate to newsmen a new
film recording process developed by
the company which believes it to be
"of special significance in the recording of films
television."
Demonstration
will for
be held
at WE
headquarters
in New York, 195
Broadway.

SOUTHWEST

and author
of several books,
has
joined
WRVA
Richmond, Va., as
news commentator.
BOB KELLY, news
director at WDEL
Wilmington, Del.,
has resigned to acceptutive
post secretary
of exec-to
Dr. Ziemer
Sen. J. Allen Frear
Jr. (D-Del.). Mr. Kelly joins Sen.
Frear in Washington today (Jan. 3).
SHELDON H. GROSS, local news and
special events director at WFPG Atlantic City, N. J., is the father of a
boy, Byron Jay.
BEN DUFFY, president of BBDO,
New York, will be featured speaker
at a dinner, celebrating 40th anniversary of Pittsburgh Adv. club to be
held in Roosevelt Hotel on Jan. 25.
RADIO STATION

VIRGINIA'S

TOPS
News Story List

THE TRUMAN upset has been
labelled by WJZ New York and
ABC news editors in six bureaus
in this country as the top news
story of 1948, John Madigan, WJZABC's national news editor, has
revealed.
Following is the list of the ten
top news stories of the year selected by WJZ-ABC:
ElectionCrisis
of President Trxunan
2.1. Berlin
3. Chinese War
4. Communist Failure in Italy
5. Communist
Triumph in Czechoslovakia
6. Approval of the Marshall Plan
7. Kosenkina Case and Its Aftermath
8. War in Palestine; Assassination of
Count Bernadotte
9. Death of Babe Ruth
10. SpyChambers
Investigations; Bentley; HissThe 10 leading news events covered by television this year were:
1. Election of President Truman
2. Philadelphia Political Conventions
3. Metropolitan Opera Openings
4. Hiss-Chambers Hearings
5. World Series
6. President
ington Truman's Return to Wash7. Special Session of Congress
8. Louis-Walcott Bout
9. Kosenkina Case
10. UN Flushing
Coverage; Lake Success and

• Telecasting

writing it; local new coverage;
special events and coverage of
specialnews.
fields, and laws coveringradio

er, has joined
WQUA
announc
MBS Chicago
RAFFERTY,
DAN
news
night
as
111.,,
Molina,
editor.
DR. GREGOR ZIEMER, former educational director of Town Hall, New
York, and
commentator for WLW
Cincinnati,
Ohio,

For over

24

years, WDBJ
has maintained
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in

place
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PALITZ, formerly a
IMER
MORTmusica
l director at Columbia
Records Inc., is rejoining company in Hollywood as associate director of artists and repertoire.
ARTHUR E. GOLDMAN has been appointed vice president in charge of
television and radio sales of Prockter Productions,
New York. He was
formerly
an for
account executive
Blow Co., New
York.
GEORGE F. MAEDEL has been
elected vice president and general
superintendent of
Mr. Goldman
RCA Institutes
Inc., New York.
Mr. Maedel has been with organization since 1933.
V. C. HAVENS has been appointed
assistant general sales manager of
Crosley Division,
AVCO Mfg. Corp.,
Cincinnati.
FRANK GOODMAN has resigned
as district sales
manager for Andrea Radio Corp.,
Long Island City,
N. Y.
L. M. SALISBURY
has resigned as
■ Mr. Havens
administrative
manager of Broadcast Receiver and Television Division
of Bendix Radio, Towson, Md. Mr.
Salisbury had been with Bendix since
April 1945. He has announced no
future plans.
DST Ends in Calif.
A GENERAL re-adjustment of program schedules occurred in California Jan. 1 when that state
brought to a close its Daylight
Saving Time and returned to Standard Time. California went on Daylight Saving Time early last
summer when insufficient rainfall
during the previous winter season
caused power shortages.

DELETIONS
Five Turn in CPs

DELETION of construction permits for five FM stations was
granted by FCC last week, all upon
request of station owners. Two of
the FM outlets were reported
dropped for economic reasons.
Lewiston-Auburn Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of AM station
WLAM Lewiston, Me., turned in its
FM permit for WLFM because it
did not feel FM "could be placed on
a sound basis for years to come and
desires to devote profits to improvement of its AM programming
rather than to unprofitable FM
operation," FCC said.
The Corinth Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of AM station WCMA
Corinth, Miss., relinquished its
authorization for WCMA-FM. FCC
said "applicant believes it is economically unsound at present time
to continue with FM" and will devote time and facilities to improving its AM operation.
Greenville Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WGTC Greenville, N. C,
turned in its permit for WGTC-FM
"as the company is now engaged in
the preparation of an application
for assignment of license to Carolina Broadcasting
SystemCarolina
Inc.,"'
Commission
reported.
Broadcasting was not identified.
Two other FM permits deleted
were for WWNR-FM Beckley, W.
Va., and WLON Front Royal, Va.
No reasons were given. WWNRFM permit was held by Rahall
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WWNR Beckley, and WLON authorization was held by Hoyle
Barton Long, AM applicant at
Front Royal.

WEEI REALIGNS
Sales Staff Changes Made
A REALIGNMENT of the sales
force of WEEI Boston has been
announced by Wilbur Edwards, assistant general manager. Guy
Cunningham, director of sales promotion, moves to sales department,
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W. T. Grant Makes Big Time Purchase

SMASHING precedent, WPOR
Portland, Me. landed the largest
time purchase ever made by the W.
T. Grant chain of stores, Murray
Carpenter, station president, revealed.
The deal, involving a 52-week
contract for a weekly total of 430
minutes of sponsored program
time, plus several evening Class A
spot announcements per week, was
consummated Dec. 2, Mr. Carpenter said. The time, placed direct,
was based
the card.
ABC outlet's regular retailonrate
"This is the first time in the history of the W. T. Grant chain that

a Grant store has ever made a radio
purchase of this magnitude," Maurice McNaboe, the chain's Portland
manager, declared.
Programs
purchased
by the
Grant store are:
Breakfast
Timetable,
a recorded
music
and news
show featuring
Ray
Saturday.
Mercier, 7-7:25 a.m. Monday through
Bing Sings, a program of Blng Crosby's most requested
songs, 8:15-8:30
a.m. Monday
through Saturday.
Dime Derby, an audience participation show originating
12:30-12:45
p.m. Mondayin Grant's
through store,
Fri- ^
Band
by
Demand,
featuring
a
differ'
day.
band through
each evening,
6:45 ent
p.m.popular
Monday
Friday. 6:30As You Like It, a telephone request
record
featuring
9-10 a.m. show
Saturday
only. dedications,

Negotiations are sealed by Mr. McNoboe (seated) and (I to r) Mrs. Ruth
Tanner, Grant's Portlond advertising manager; Mr. Carpenter; Roger Perry,
Grant's Portland operations manager,
and Leon P. Gorman Jr., WPOR sales
manager.
where he will handle national sales.
He will be the contact for WEEI
of Radio Sales Inc. and all national
firms with branch offices and representatives inBoston. With the
transfer of Mr. Cunningham, Donn
Byrne will be promoted to account
executive on the Boston sales staff.

HARRY PEARSON
Is Head of Seattle Club
HARRY S. PEARSON, partner in
Pearson & Morgan advertising
agency, has been elected president
of the Advertising and Sales Club
of Seattle. A former first vice
president
of the
club,withhe the
will first
assume his new
office

Mr. Cunningham has been director of sales promotion for the sta- meeting of 1949.
tion since December 1942, and prior
Other newly elected officers are
to that time had been a newspaper
first vice-president, Mrs. Lorna S.
editor and reporter in New Jersey
Honig-Cooper Co.; secfor eight years. Mr. Byrne joined Moitoret,
ond vice-president, Roger Rice,
WEEI in June 1948.
KING Seattle; Secretary, Mrs.
In connection with its sales staff Lila A. Casady, Mail Advertising
Bureau; treasurer, Ron Renny,
changes WEEI announced that on Craftsman Press.
Friday, Dec. 17, 1948 a record busiNew members of the board of
ness for one day of approximately
directors are Ray Baker, commercial manager of KOMO Seattle;
175,000 was signed. With this activity the station reports that it Tom Sheehan, Seattle Transit Syshad sold close to a half million doltem advertising department; A. L.
lars in radio time before the end Brock, Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
of the year 1948, according to a and E. R. Tracy, Western Printing Co.
December analysis of business.
BROADCASTING
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TIME

PROPOSALS

A DECISION flatly upholding
FCC's right to examine the J)ercentages of commercial and sustaining time proposed by applicants
was handed down fortnight ago by
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia.
The court affirmed the Commission's denial of an application of
the Bay State Beacon Inc., of
Brockton, Mass., which proposed
to make up to 95% of its time
available for sale. The case involved three applicants for 1450
kc with 250 w at Brockton: FCC
granted that of Cur-Nan Co.
(WBKA) and denied those of
Bay State Beacon and Plymouth
County Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting, Jan. 19].
A request for Supreme Court
review of the lower court's ruling
was being considered, but spokesmen for Bay State said late last
week that no decision had been
reached.
The Court that
rejected
State's
contentions
FCC Bay
based
its
decision primarily on a "quantitative analysis" of the amount of
commercial time proposed by the
applicants. Even so, the Court
continued :
'In Excess of Authority'
"To argue that the Commission
may not in the performance of its
plain duty inquire into the amount
of sustaining time a prospective
licensee purports to reserve if
, granted a license, and to further
. argue that if it does, such inquiry
is in excess of its authority, contravenes the First Amendment and
constitutes censorship prohibited
by Sec. 326 of the [Communications] Act, is to suggest that Congress intended to create the Commission and then by the very act
of its creation, stultify and immobilize it in the performance of the
specific functions that called it
into being."
The decision was written by
District Court Judge Matthew F.
McGuire, who participated in the
case by designation, on behalf
of himself and Justices E. Barrett
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Prettyman and James M. Proctor.
The Court found "no merit" in
Bay State's argument that FCC
predicated its decision on commercial-time comparisons and that
"such a test is beyond the authority of the Commission, violative of
the Communications Act, and unconstitutional."
The decision said:
First of all, the Commission predicates its decision on the application of
no such test. It is true that the factor
of the proportionate amount of time
devoted to commercial programs was
considered, but it was in no sense controlling, although it undoubtedly played
an important
part in leading the Comreached. mission to the conclusion it finally
The test applied
was that
of " 'public
convenience,
necessity'
..
the
touchstoneinterest
for theor exercise
of .the
Commission's
authority"
[quotation
from 1940 court decision].
In applying this yardstick it not only
was concerned with the matter of the
time devoted to commercial programs,
but it found also in addition that . . .
Cur-Nan by virtue of its greater inegration of ownership
and management, tcould
more effectually
realize
its overall proposed operation plans.
It found also that Cur-Nan had made
In the latter respect a more realistic
approach to the needs of the community to be served, by intelligent planning, in an effort to properly evaluate
the
wouldtype
bestand
servekindit .of. . program that
The decision held that "the test
laid down [by Congress] for the
guidance of the Commission is as
practical as any that could be
devised for a body functioning as
it does in the field of delegated
authority."
As FCC
to Bay violated
State's the
contention
that
First
Amendment, the Court maintained
that "certainly if a denial of a
license would be violative of the
First Amendment, then every unsuccessful applicant would have
the right of free speech throttled
and abridged . . . — a palpably
absurd conclusion."
Not Supported
To the company's claim that
FCC's findings with respect to
local ownership were not supported by the record, the Court
replied: "The point ... is utterly
devoid of significance."
The Court quoted Chief Justice
Fred M. Vinson of the Supreme
Court as holding, in a decision written while he was on the Court of
Appeals,
thatmust
FCC's
findings "un-if
der the law
be maintained
they are not arbitrary or capricious
or erroneous in law, and are based
upon substantial evidence."
The purpose of the Commission,
Chief Justice Vinson said, is "to
determine under statutory direction
the rights of the people of the
U.S. to have the best possible radio
service. The interest, convenience,
and necessity of the public is an
essential test for the privilege of
operating a radio station. [FCC]
is the only proper agency to decide
these public questions."
During oral argument on the
appeal [Broadcasting, Oct. 25],
Richard A. Solomon, chief of FCC's
Litigation Section, stressed that

• Telecasting

to Examine

Upheld

FCC had not found Bay State's
program proposals to be "bad" but
had merely held that Cur-Nan's
were
"better."
Joseph
L. Rauh Jr., attorney for
Cur-Nan, joined him in support
of FCC's decision, while Philip J.
Hennessey Ji"., of the Washington
firm of Segal, Smith & Hennessey,
argued for Bay State.
Cur-Nan Co. is controlled by
Matthew J. Noonan and Charles F.
Curran. Bay State Beacon is
headed by Clarence A. McLaughlin
Jr., attorney, who owns 21%.
RCA

HONORS
Folsom Addresses Group

"WE ARE on the threshold of a
great new industry," Frank M. Folsom, newly elected president of the
Radio Corp. of America, told 726
25-year employes of the RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J., and
the RCA Service Co., at a celebration in their honor in Philadelphia.
"Fifty years ago, the great impact on the public came from the
Victrola phonograph. Twenty-five
years ago i^ came from the first
radio tubes. Today it is coming
from
The television."
Service Award program was
inaugurated during the second
week of December with 861 employes of the RCA Victor Division
across the nation being honored
for 25 or more years of service.
Three "deans among management"
were among those honored : L. W.
Teegarden, vice president in charge
of the RCA tube department;
D. F. Schmit, vice president and
director of engineering, and Arnold
K. Weber, Camden plant manager
of personnel.
James W. Murray, vice president in charge of RCA Victor
Record Activities, rewarded seven
employes of the Hollywood plant
on Dec. 8 at Bel Air, Md. John G.
Wilson, executive vice president of
the company, presented awards to
116 Harrison plant employes Dec.
14 in Newark. The next night, Mr.
Wilson rewarded seven employes
of the Lancaster (Pa.) plant.
W. M. Norton, president of the
RCA Victor Distributing Corp.,
made the awards to three members
of his organization Dec. 15 at the
Electric Club, in Chicago. W. T.
Warrender, chief engineer of the
RCA Victor Record Department,
rewarded three recording engineers at RCA Victor's Chicago recording studio, and, at the same
location, H. J. Mayer, Chicago district manager of the RCA Service
Co., honored one employe of his organization.
The week of ceremonies ended
Dec. 16 at the Naval Officers Club,
Indianapolis, where J. B. Elliott,
vice president in charge of the
home instrument department, presented 25-year awards.

WSRS Cleveland Heights, Ohio, observed its first birthday Dec. 7 with
special features and a two-hour allrequest disc show. Grouped around
the birthday cake are: Seated —
Joseph Beres (1), station manager,
and Samuel Sague, president; standing (I to r) — Jeanne Boals, Ruth
Majors and Joyce Johnson, all staff
members.

KCUL FT. WORTH
Construction Is Started
CONSTRUCTION has begun on the
transmitter for KCUL Fort Worth,
scheduled to go on the air in the
spring. Licensed to East-West
Broadcasting Co., station will operate as an independent on 1540 kc
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night.
KCUL will be on the air daily
from 6 a.m. to midnight, according
to Bruce Chambers, president and
general manager. Mr. Chambers
formerly was program director of
KWBU Corpus Christi, Tex.

WDSU
WDSU broadcasts 5000 watt*
from the. French Quarter to
the Gulf and South Louisiana listeners.
From
association
with time-honored
Nfif daily
Orleans
institutions
WDSU hat
developed a high quality of integrity.
WDSU devotes program time regularly
and exclusively to the St. Louis Cathedral,
the International House, Moisant Inter*
national Airport, Tulane University,
Union honies
Station, and
the Municipal
Operas. Auditorium,
WDSU's dominate Hooperating
provesinstitutions
that hoa>
loyalty.
oriog
createslocal
high listener

NEW

ABC
Affiliate
5000
WaHs

ORLEANS
WDSU
1280 kc
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SCRIPPS-HOWARD Radio has petitioned FCC to reconsider its order
requiring the company to make a
choice between its WCPO Cincinnati application for 630 kc and its
application to buy WVLK Versailles, Ky., and move it to Cincinnati.
Scripps-Howard has shown consistently, spokesmen said, that it
intends to prosecute the 630-kc application, one of three involved in
a competitive hearing which FCC
reopenedcisionafter
"final" defavoringissuing
WLAP a Lexington,
Ky. [Broadcasting, Oct. 25].
The application for consent to
buy WVLK did not develop until
about three weeks before the 630
kc case was reopened, ScrippsHoward pointed out, noting that
this was some six months after
FCC issued its decision "granting"
WLAP's application and "denying"
WCPO's and Queen City Broadcasting Co.'s The applications are
for 5 kw day and 1 kw night.
Since the WVLK application has
not been formally "accepted" by
the Commission, and since it was
filed when it appeared that the 630
kc decision had become final,
Scripps-Howard could S3e no reason why it should now be required
to make a choice between the two.
Transfer Said Necessary
Further, the petition said, the
WVLK transfer application is necessary to meet FCC's requirements
that agreements affecting the control of stations must be reported to
the Commission.
The WVLK application covers
an agreement by which ScrippsHoward would acquire WVLK
(590 kc, 1 kw) from Baseball Commissioner A. B. (Happy) Chandler and associates for $225,000 and
move it to Cincinnati [Broadcasting, Sept. 20]. Upon approval,
Scripps-Howard would dispose of
WCPO, which operates on 1230 kc
with 250 w, but would retain the

Kc

CALL
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Asks FCC to Reconsider
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Farmers See Pope
MAL HANSEN, WOW
Omaha, and his 26 visiting
Midwest farmers report the
highlight of their trip thus
far was a special audience
with Pope Pius XII in Rome
Dec. 10. After Mr. Hansen
explained the purpose of the
WOW Farmers' trip to Europe, the Pontiff placed a
special blessing on the project and spoke individually to
each visitor. When he learned
that one member of the
group farmed near Boys
Town, Pope Pius asked him
to carry his special blessing
to the City of Little Men.
While in Rome the party
spoke on an NBC broadcast,
voicing their feelings on
Marshall Plan needs of different countries.

call letters of the Cincinnati station.
Scripps-Howard's petition, filed
in reply to an FCC order holding
that either the 630 kc or the WVLK
application must be dropped
[Broadcasting, Dec. 13], was submitted by Philip J. Hennessey Jr.
of the Washington law firm of
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, counsel
for Scripps-Howard.
CBS CHANGES
Several Sustainers Move
THE FOLLOWNG changes for
CBS sustaining programs were announced last week by the network:
Life With Luigl, now on Wednesdays,
9:30-10 p.m., switched to Sundays, 8:309 p.m.,
2.
PhilipJan.Marlows,
now on Sundays,
8:30-9 p m., changes to Saturdays, 8:309 p.m., Jan. 8.
Morey Amsterdam Show, now Tuesdays, 10:30-11 p.m., will be heard one
hour
startingearlier
Jan. on4. Tuesdays, 9.30-10 p.m.,
Winner Take All, now Saturdays, 99.30 p.m., changes to Saturdays, 7-7:30
p.m.,
Jan. A-Wastin'
8.
Time's
will beWednesday,
known as
Beat
the Clock starting
Jan.
5,
10-10:30
p.m.
Mr. Ace and Jane returns to the air
in the 10:30-11 p.m. spot on Tuesdays,
starting Feb. 1.
ENGINEERfNG
Firms Reserve Show Space
TEN weeks befors the opening of
the 1949 radio engineering show
at New York's Grand Central
Palace, March 7-10, 1949, 12-1/2%
more exhibitors have booked space
than in 1948. Last year 185 organizations exhibited, while 192 firms
have
reserved
space for this year's
exhibition.
Exhibits ranging from raw materials used in radio and electronic
manufacture to complete transmittors and studio equipment will
be shown, with over 12,000 engineers expected to attsnd.
Fourteen half-day technical sessions will be held in Grand Central
Palace lecture halls, with additional
programs
at the include
Commo-a
dore Hotel.scheduled
New features
nuclear center for exhibiting the
test, control and laboratory equipment of nucleonics, in which 14
firms are participating, and special
sound theatres, in which six audio
equipment firms are demonstrating.

WSID SALE
United Bcstg. Co. Buyer
WSID Essex, Md., suburb of Baltimore, was purchased last week by
United Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WOOK Silver Spring, Md., subject to FCC approval. The price
was $80,000 for the 1 kw daytime
station, operating on 1570 kc. Silver Spring is a suburb of Washington. Blackburn-Hamilton Co. handled the transaction.
Richard Eaton, president of
United, said that under his proposed operation increased emphasis
would be placed on WOOK and
WSID public service features. He
plans to build additional educational and service pi'ograms for
both outlets.
Present owner of WSID is Sidney
H. Tinley Jr., Baltimore real estate
firm. Mr. Tinley said he was unable to devote sufficient time to the
station's operation. Washington
attorneys participating in the
transaction are Andrew Bennett for
WSID and Stephen Tuhy Jr., for
United. Howard S. Frazier, of
Frazier & Peter, has been directing
WSID for some months under a
management contract.
Phiico Sales Meets
JAMES H. CARMINE, vice president of distribution, Phiico Corp.,
Philadelphia, has announced that
the company will "unveil exciting
new developments
in television"
during
sales conventions
this
month. Over 1,500 representatives
of the company's
distributors will meet wholesale
in Palm Beach,
Fla., Jan. 5-9, and Santa Barbara,
Calif., Jan. 13 and 14. The international division of Phiico will hold a
seperate sales convention in Palm
Beach, Jan. 8, with more than 50
key distributors of the company's
products
attendance.throughout the world in
BLANCHE HUNTER, specialist in
television make-up for CBS, is the
subject of a picture-story in February
issue of Ebony. The Negro cosmetician
is credited with developing many new
up.
techniques
in video performers' make-

MEMPHIS

10,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CONTINENTAL

to

ng broadcasts origiEARLY morni
nating from office of director of
c
traffi at Detroit police headquarters are being offered by WWJ,
Detroit, to give listeners information
on weather, . street conditions and traffic hazards Entitled Listen and Live,
program also includes music and comments by Bob Maxwell. Police Dept.'s
portion of program is compiled from
official reports submitted by city agencies directly concerned with public
safety and traffic. Greater Detroit
Plymouth Dealers Assn. sponsors the
ram. Agency is Powell-Grant
prog
Adv., Detroit.
Inaugural. Ceremonies on TV
TO commemorate the first postwar
elections in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, WNAC-TV Boston will
telecast the complete inaugural ceremonies on Jan. 6. Program will cover
the filing in of the elected Representatives, Senators and state officers, the
swearing in of Gov. Paul A. Dever by
the president of the Senate, and his
first speech as Governor. WNAC-TV
will remain on the air from 11:45 a.m.
to conclusion.
Let's Listen in Spanish
WHAT Philadelphia launched its first
Spanish program a few weeks ago, and
it proved popular enough to warrant
a change from a half-hour to a onehour broadcast from 10-11 p.m., Monday, Tuesday and Saturday. Quartets,
night club entertainers and visiting
South American celebrities are featured on the show. Santos Montalvo
and Raymond Gutierrez emcee.
'The Singing Lady' Returns
ONE of the most popular children's
radio programs. The Singing Lady, is
returning to new generation of children by way of television. Under
sponsorship of The Kellogg Co., Battle
Creek, Mich., Irene Wicker as "The
Singing Lady" will be seen and heard
on ABC-TV network beginning early
this year. N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, is the agency. In this new
series Miss Wicker will use puppets to
enact the stories she tells.
Opportunity Knocks
DESIGNED to give Dixie talent a
chance to try their luck on television.
Television Tryouts made its debut on
^WSB-TV Atlanta. Program is a va-

FM

Expands to Midwest Net
MIDVV^EST FM NETWORK will
carry programs of Continental FM
Network in the Indiana area, according to a joint announcement by
, Graeme Zimmer, WCSI Columbus,
Ind., and Everett L., Dillard, Continental president.
Midwest will obtain service via
riety exhibition featuring local talent.
Performers will compete against each pickup from WEAW Evanston,
other, and the winner each Thursday
111., which is a key station in Continental's nation-wide tape-recorded
will
appear
on
the
following
week's
service. Seven Midwest outlets
show.
will carry the programs in Indiana.
The World of Art'
The program service is recorded
ART and radio have combined in a new
show heard each Friday at 7:15 p.m. off Continental's wire-air re^ay.
on KTRC Santa
WOPT Oswego, N. Y., FM outFe, N. M. Program
let owned by the Oswego Pallacovers painting,
dium-Times, has joined the main
literature, music,
Continental eastern hookup, acdance, and
the
thecording to E. M. Waterbury,
atre. Format is
general manager. Program
built around re- WOPT
service will be received via the
views of local, naRural Radio Network leg of Contional and international art news, in- tinental.
terviews, and ends
Applications to obtain service
with a discussion have
been received by Continental
of
some
issue
or
Mr. Morang
educational phase from stations in nine other midof the arts. Alfred western states. Tests will be conducted to determine if they can be
Morang, painter and art critic, is
fed by radio relay from WEAW.
writer-producer and m.c. of show.
New Variety Show
WCAU-TV Philadelphia is presenting
Spotlight Time variety show every «rn nnKITTOT
Tuesday, 7:15-7:30 p.m., under sponl|[J|^|t5|
sorship of the Philadelphia Automobile Co., Kaiser-Frazer dealer. Joyce
Script Entries Invited
Ayres sings leading numbers and in- RULES for the second annual Natroduces professional and amateur
tional Radio Script Contest of the
guest artists. Joseph Lowenthal Adv.,
Philadelphia, handles the account and Assn. for Education by Radio have
sets the package.
been sent to all colleges and univercasting.sities which offer courses in broadEversharp Order
FEDERAL Trade Commission has
acknowledged receipt from Eversharp Inc., Chicago, of a stipulation-agre ment to cease further
misrepresentation on behalf of
products, Eversharp Schick Injector razor and blades. Agreement
provides firm will "cease and desist" that they prevent nicks or cuts
while shaving or that they shave
without skin irritation.

To date, awards totaling over
$1,000 are being offered. Additional prizes are expected before
the contest closes on March 30.
The contest is open to any student
enrolled in any recognized college
or university in the U. S. Copies
of the rules may be obtained by
writing to Sherman P. Lawton,
AER Script Contest, U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

TV PACKAGE, Floor Show, owned
and produced by World Video, New
York, moved from WPIX New York
to the full NBC-TV East Coast network. Sat., Jan. 1, 8:30-9 p.m.

Cut!
"THE FACES on the Cutting
Room Floor" may be billed
as the follow-up for the NBC
promotion film "Behind Your
Radio Dial." Made some
time ago, the film had a private preview just after Amos
'n' Andy left NBC for CBS.
Scratch one comedy team, cut
one sequence, was the only
answer. Since then, week by
week, with the exodus of Jack
Benny, then Phil Harris, and
Edgar Bergen in turn, the
film has grown shorter and
shorter as it keeps returning
to the studios for cutting.
Now the comedians' faces
grin grotesquely up from the
cutting room floor as network
executives pace back and
forth over all that's left of
their comedy Hall of Fame.

Shows with a Hollywood Vferitoge ★ Member N-A-BBRO/iiDC ASTING
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RCA VICTOR

...special "DJ" couplings
for your platter shows*
PERR\

(The Pussycat Song
Roses of PIcardy
DJ-619

r

THE

The Gal Who's Got
I'm Gonna Get Lost
My Heart
Fromo
You
w
DJ-620
DUKE

Caravan
In a Sentimental Mood

DJ-621

LENA

Where or When
from
M-G-MMusic"
film
"Wordsthe and
The Man I Love
DJ-622
*"DJ" disks couple Ihe cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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HARRY LUBCKE
TV Arts & Sciences Head
HARRY R. LUBCKE, head of
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, was
elected president of Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences, Hollywood, at meeting Dec. 21.
Other officers elected were: First
vice president, Don McNamara,
director of television, Telefilm Inc. ;
second vice president, Russell
Furse, television distribution manager, Cascade Pictures of Calif.;
treasurer, Lenore Kingston, writer
and TV actress; corresponding
secretary, Robert Packham, producer of NBC Chesterfield Supper
Club; secretary, James Vandiveer,
KECA-TV Hollywood, director of
remote programming; recording
secretary, Betty Mears, radio
dramatist; secretary to treasurer,
Catherine Sibley, USC teacher of
communications English.
Three directors-at-large elected
include Ed Nassour, president of
Nassour Studios, Hollywood; Ray
Montfort, chief engineer, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles; Jack Strauss,
Kinescope sales manaver. Television Relay Inc.
ELEVEN sponsors of video programs,
17 sponsors of announcements and 43
advertisers participating in the sponsorship of Your New York, 80-minute
Saturday night news program, are included in the latest current sponsor
list of WPIX (TV) New York, dated
Dec. 20, 1948.

#
You can't argue with Success
and STAR STORIES have proved
successful with users throughout the
land! Two dramatic narrations per
show. 15 minutes with three
minutes for commercials. . . beginning, middle and close. Seventyeight of these 15 minute
shows are available at a rate
ridiculously low. Plus. . . . FREE
COPY ANALYSIS SERVICE. . . To
further insure success to users of
STAR STORIES.
Write for all these money making,
dramatic details and low rates for
your station Remember tested
ideas that have made money for
others . . . Can't miss for you!

AILS
DETCES
^Wl PRI
CC AND
rnCC
rK
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, INC
NATIONAL 10,RESEARCH
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS.BUILDING Dept 13
Without cost or obligation send me full
delails about STAR STORIES and FREE
Copy Analysis Sirvlce,
Name
_
Address
City
State
Station.,.I.
★
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GLOSSARY
Additional Terms From 'Television Talk'

EDITOR'S NOTE: THROUGH a printer's error, NBC's television glossary, begun
last week on page 16, was not continued over to page 45. Herewith is the remainder of the glossary, beginning with expressions under the letter "H":
vised on the light-sensitive plate of
Head room — The leeway between
the actor's head and the actual the camera tube.
P. L. — Private line (telephone).
top of any setting. Refers to the
Pan — To follow action to the
amount of upward camera movement possible without overshooting
right
and left or up and down with
a set.
the camera ; to move camera across
High hat — A camera mount for
use on table top or other such a scene — e.g., "pan left" or "pan
waist-high object.
Pipe — Telephone.
Hot light — A concentrated light
Roll it— A cue to start the film
used in the studio for emphasizing
features and bringing out contours.
right."
projector.
Save totheswitch
lightsoff(or
Inky — An incaildescent lamp.
Order
the"douse
lights. it") —
Key
light
—
Over-all
general
illuSnap
—
Relates
to
contrast
and
mination.
sharpness of a picture.
Kill — To order the elimination
Stretch — Stall for time.
of anything in the studio, e.g.,
Switch — To switch from one
"kill the chair," or "kill that light." camera to another. A change of
Lose the light — Term used in camera angles.
directing cameras, i.e., "Move to
Take it away — "You're on the
your next position when you lose
Talk back— Phone circuit from
theMasking
light." piece (or wall) — A wall director to announcer on nemo
section arbitrarily included in a broadcasts.
setting to provide a backing for
Televiewer — A member of the
television audience.
acute changes in camera angles.
Miniature — A small scaled setTop
— Light from the region
air."light
ceiling.
ting or display usually used to of the
establish a locale; a maquett.
Vox pop — Any spontaneous interview.
Model (verb) — To order to move
Womp — A sudden flare-up of
expressively before the camera —
brightness in the picture.
e.g., as in fashion shows.
Woof — Telephone slang used by
Narrow angle lens — Lens with
narrow angle of projection; i.e., television engineers to signify
picks up small portion of set at a "okay and goodbye."
given distance.
Nemo — Broadcast originating in
some location other than the tele- Test on WCAU-TV
vision studios.
THE NEW weekly audience parNoodle — To play a few bars of ticpation show, Stop the Clock, on
background music or improvisation,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Monday, 9usually behind titles — knows as 9:30 p.m., is being used by N. Snel"noodling."
lenburg & Co. department store, and
Optical lens — The lens focusing Elliot Lewis Corp., distributor of
the image of the scene to be tele- International Harvester refrigerators, to test the selling power of
Philadelphia television. To this
end, both companies are giving
'Tecfinical
little play for the present to other
media. Joseph Lowenthal Advertising is the agency.

DuMONT sales
1948
shoulds
e 1947'
Doubl
May in
double those of 1947, with net
profit after taxes nearly four times
that of 1947, Allen B. DuMont,
president, Allen B. DuMont Labs,
wrote stockholders Dec. 21.
Letter, accompanying the first
dividend checks on the company's
common stock, 25^ a share, notes
that since "starting operations in
1931, it has been a long, up-hill
battle to reach this point. Earnings today are in excess of this
dividend but it is necessary to plow
back the greater part.
"We must provide additional
working capital and fixed assets so
your company can retain its present position in the television and
allied industries and take advantage of the enormous growth
in the next five years."
Pointing to the recent purchase
of two plants, adding more than
600,000 square feet of manufacturing space or double that which
DuMont had a short time ago. Dr.
DuMont said, "While it takes time
to equip and man such additional
facilities, we look forward to 1949
with confidence that sales will
greatly exceed 1948, assuming no
very substantial change in the national economy."
The company's TV operation is
"still operating at a loss," he reported, "but television receiver
sales are constantly increasing and
as the number of viewers grows the
broadcasting end of the business
should become one of the more
profitable divisions of your com-

TULLIS-VICTOR
Joined in New Agency
A. J. VICTOR has purchased 50%
stock
holdings of Howard Tullis
pany."
Co., Hollywood, joining the firm as
chairman of the board. Agency
name changed to Tullis- Victor Co.
Howard
Tullis
continues as president of the
agency.
Mr. Victor for the past four years
was account executive with KXLA
Pasadena.

WPILhas, joined
RHEAelphia
ant
as assist
TV Philad
HENRY
He has been
chief engineer.
in radio and television for past 13
years, with RCA and as a consulting
engineer.
CHARLES W. GRIM Jr., formerly
with KREO Indio, Calif., has joined
KFI-FM Los Angeles engineering
staff.
EDWIN J. HARTE, formerly with
WFMZ Allentown, Pa., has joined
WCAU Philadelphia's AM studio
group. Additional new WCAU personnel include: SHAHAN H. ALEXANIAN, as chauff eur-dollv-light man
on WCAU-TV cr^w; RAYMOND
STAHL, as supervisor of audio maintenance, and FRANK CATANZARO,
supervisor of television maintenance.
WILLIAM J. LOYD, WSB Atlanta
engineer, and June Coley have announced their marriage.
BROADCASTING
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, December 23 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Model City Bcstg. Co. Inc., Anniston,
Ala.
— Upon
removed
from
hearing
docketpetition,
and granted
application
for new station 1390 kc 1 kw DA tml.;
engineering cond.
KPDR Alexandria, La. — Granted
mod. CP to increase N power from 500
w to 1 kw and make changes in DA;
engineering cond.
WBBN Warren, Ohio — Granted mod.
CP to specify increased radiator
heights in DA; engineering cond.
WEEU Beading, Pa.— Granted mod.
CP to make changes in DA to decrease
height of several elements of array
from 256 ft. to 195 ft.; vacated and set
aside order of June 2, 1948, which designated application for hearing on sole
issue of whether ant. site and construction
proposed
constitute removed
an undue hazard
to would
air navigation;
matter from hearing docket.
Afro American Bcstg. System Inc.,
Hopkins Park, and WKAN Kankakee,
111. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications of Afro American
Bcstg. System Inc. for new station 610
kc 1 kw DA-1 unl. and WKAN to
change facilities from 1320 kc 1 kw D
to 610 kc 1 kwWHKC
DA-2 unl.;
made WTMJ
IVEUwaukee,
Columbus,
Ohio,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and WDAF
Kansas
City, Mo., parties to proceeding.
Lemoyne College, Memphis, and Ripley Bcstg. Co., Ripley, Tenn. — Designatedforfor new
cosolidated
tions
stationshearing
1400 kcapplica250 w
unl.; made KSIM Sikeston, Mo., and
WTJS
Jackson,
Tenn.,
parties
to
proceeding.
Wachusett Bcstg. Co. and Radio
Fitchburg Inc., Fitchburg, Mass. — ^Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new stations 1280 kc 500
w D.
WCAV Norfolk; Beach view Bcstg.
Corp., Norfolk, and WSAP Portsmouth,
Va. — IJesignated for consolidated hearing applications of WCAV to change
operation from 860 kc 1 kw D to 1350
kc 1 kw DA-1 unl. and Beachview
Bcstg. Corp. for new station 1350 kc
1 kw DA-N from
unl. 1490
and WSAP
operation
kc 250to wchange
unl.;
made
WORK
York,
Pa.,
party to proceeding.
KSFE Needles, CaUf.— Granted request for waiver of Sec. 3.71 to permit
operation from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. instead of unl. time, pending action on
application for mod. license specifying
hours.
KBMW Breckenridge, Minn. — Granted request for waiver of rules to permit identification as KBMW Breckenridge, Minn., and Wahpeton, N. D.
WPBP Mayaguez, P. R. — Issued order
revoking CP effective 15 days from receipt of order; pursuant to provisions
of Sec. 312(a) of Act, written application may be made to Commission within 15 days from receipt of order for
hearing upon order of revocation, and
upon filing of such written application
order of revocation shall stand stispended until conclusion of said hearing.
WTNJ Trenton, WCAM Camden, and
WCAP Asbury Park, N. J.— Ordered
that WTNJ be directed within 20 days
to file with Commission information as
to trans, to be used for operation in
accordance with terms of decision in
proceeding in Doc. 5893 et al; further
ordered that 30 days from date of release of order of Jan. 22 stations
WTNJ, WCAM and WCAP shall cease
operation on 1310 kc 500 w sharing
time;
that on and
after
Jan. 22ftu'ther
WCAMordered
is authorized
to commence operation on 1310 kc 250 w unl.
and WCAP to commence operation on
1310 kc 250 w unl.; and WTNJ to operate on 1300 kc 250 w D, provided that
prior to that date Commission shall
have
equipment proposed to
.be usedapproved
by WTNJ.
WILK Wilkes-Barre, and WHWL
Nanticoke,
Pa.— Upon
petition of

BROADCASTING

Modification of CP
WPKM Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP new
AM station
tion date. for extension of compleKTBS Shreveport, La. — Mod. CP
change
frequency,
increase power
for extension
of completion
date. etc.
WRRN Warren, Ohio — Same.
WHDH Boston — Mod. CP increase
date.
power etc. for extension of completion

Actions
of the FCC
DECEMBER 23 to DECEMBER 30
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-elfective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synclironous amplifier vis-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
WILK, designated for consolidated
hearing apphcation of WILK to change
operation from 1450 kc 250 w iml. to
980 kc 1 kw-N 5 kw-LS DA-2 with
WHWL to change from 730 kc 1 kw D
to 980 kc 500 w-N 1 kw-D unl.
December 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1360 kc
WKOP
Binghamton, N. Y. — CP
change from 750 kc 1 kw D to 1360
kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N ofunl.
DA-N.
Assignment
License
WLPO LaSalle, 111.— Assignment of
license from F. F. McNaughton and
Louis F. Leurig d/b as The LaSalle
County Corp.
Bcstg. Co. to LaSalle County
Bcstg.
License for CP
WJMW
Ala. — License to cover CP newAthens,
AM station.
KIWW San Antonio, Tex. — Same.
WJAX Jacksonville, Fla. — License to
cover CP increase power etc.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KEXO
Grand Junction, Col.; KSIX Corpus
Christi, Tex.; WKVM Arecibo, P. R.
Modification of CP
WBGE-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP
new AM station to change ERP from
20 kw to 14.025 kw, ant. height above
average terrain from 330 ft. to 409 ft.,
change trans, site.
KTRN-FM Wichite FaUs, Tex.— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP
from 28 kw to 29.8 kw, ant. height
above average terrain from 500 ft. to
497 ft. and make changes in ant. system.
WLOW-FM Norfolk, Va.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change from 105.3
mc to 98.9 mc.
Applications for mod. CP for extension of completion dates were filed by
following
stations;
San
Francisco; FM
WLRD
Miami KGO-FM
Beach, Fla.;
WDAK-FM Columbus, Ga.; KCBC-FM
Des Moines; WRXW Louis viUe, Ky.;
WXHR Boston; WNAC-FM Boston;
WSAR-FM Fall River, Mass.; WKBZFM Muskegon, Mich.; WJJL-FM Niagara Falls,WCAC
N. Y.; WISL-FM
in. Pa.;
Anderson, ShamokS. C;
WDOD-FM Chattanooga, Tenn.; WCFC
Beckley, W. Va.
T ic6iis6 for OP
Asheville,
N. C— License
to WLOS-FM
cover CP new
FM station.
Modification of CP
Applications
for mod.dates
CP were
for extension of completion
filed
by following commercial TV stations:
KTTV Los Angeles; WNBQ Chicago;
WENR-TV Chicago; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa;Baltimore.
KMA-TV Omaha, Neb.;
WBAL-TV
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KWLC Decorah, Iowa — Mod. license
to change
hoursKDEC.
from specified to sharing time with
KDEC Decorah, Iowa — ^Mod. license
to change
hoursKWLC.
from specified to sharing time with
Transfer of Control
KATE Albert Lea, Minn. — Transfer
80 shares from EMgar L. and Lillian H.
Hayek
ert Wolf.to J. George and William RobKODI
Cody,Breck
Wyo.—andTransfer
of L.
94
shares from
Elizabeth
Moran
to
William
J.
and
Dorothy
B.
Gar low.

December 27 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Webster)
Ohio-Michigan Bcstg. Corp., Toledo,
Ohio — Granted
petition to dismiss
without
prejudice application for new
AM station.
Mark Perkins, San Antonio, Tex. —
Same.
Independent Bcstg. Service, Oak
Park, 111. — Same.
KCBA Sacramento, Calif. — Granted
petition for leave to intervene in hear• Telecastini

ing upon apphcation
of John A. Bohn,
Martinez,
Calif.
Metropolitan Bcstg. Co., Alamo
Heights,
Tex. — Granted
for
leave to amend
applicationpetition
to specify
new trans, site; accepted amendment.
Radio Corp. of Board of Missions and
Church Extension of Methodist Church,
New York — Granted petition to dismiss
without prejudice application for FM
CP.
Surety petition
Bcstg. Co.,
C—
Granted
for Charlotte,
leave to N.amend
apphcation to show operating cond. of
proposal with new limitations resulting
from now known operation of WJAX;
accepted amendment.
George F. Haddican, Delano, and
Madera Bcstg. Co., Madera, Calif. —
Upon Commission's
own motion,
ordered that, in connection
with proceedings re Haddican and Madera,
deposition of Dr. Merlin M. Taggert,
Delano, be taken in Delano Jan. 7 before official authorized to take depositions, in re dismissal of application of
N. Pratt Smith, et al, Delano.
December 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1250 kc
Lake City Bcstg. Corp., Marion, N. C.
—CP
new AMre stockholders.
station 1250 kc 1 kw D
AMENDED
Modification of License
WDSU New Orleans — Mod. Ucense to
change name of licensee from Stephens
Bcstg.ices Inc.Co. Inc. to WDSU Bcstg. Serv-

When

you

License for CP
KMED
Medford,
Ore. —etc.License to
cover CP increase power
Assignment of License
KFXD from
Nampa,
license
FrankIda. E.— Assignment
Hurt & Son,of
partnership, to corporation of same
name.
— Assigrunent
of WKAP
license AUentown,
from N. Joe Pa.Rahall,
Sam G.
Rahall, Faris E. Rahall and Deem F.
Rahall d/b as AUentown Bcstg. Co. to
WKAP Inc.
Transfer of Control
WHOP
Hopkinsville,
Ky. — ^Acquisition of control
by F. E. Lackey
through
retirement of 65 shares common stock
to
treasury
by
Pierce
E.
Lackey
and
Paducah Bcstg. Co. Inc.
WSNY Schenectady, N. Y.— Acquisition of controlB. byWalcott,
WinslowFrederick
P. Leighton, Florence
G.
Lippert and Barbara W. Leighton
through
purchase
of
22
additional
shares stock. SSA— 770 kc
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Extension
of SSA 770 kc
25 kw-N 50 kw-D unl.
for
3 a.m.period
(EST).beginning March 1, 1949,
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KCMC
Texarkana, Tex.; KDZA Pueblo, Col.;
Ala.
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.; WESX Salem,
Mass.; WLOG Logan, W. Va.; WSKB
McComb, Miss.; WTBC Tuscaloosa,
Modification of CP
WDSU-TV New Orleans— Mod. CP
new TV station to change name of
permittee from Stephens Bcstg. Co.
Inc. to WDSU Bcstg. Services Inc.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WKIN Kittanning, Pa. — Assignment
of CP from Julian Louis Liebman to
WKIN Inc.
(Continued on page 72)
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(Continued from page 10)
musical and script programs for
the agency's London office. This
included Carson Robinson, Morton
Downey, and the Four Ink Spots.
Along with it he wrote copy for
such agency accounts as Barbasol,
H-0 Oats, Rheingold Beer, Gunther's Beer and Texaco.
With resignation from that
agency, more than a year of freelancing followed, and in 1940 Innes
found himself a commercial writer
in the New York office of Young &
Rubicam, working on various
shows emanating from that city.
Within four years he was made a
supervisor. Upon transfer to the
West Coast in July 1946 he became
commercial supervisor assigned to
both Hollywood and San Francisco
offices.
Innes always wanted a home
with a swimming pool. Now he
has one. Married to Nancy
Davison of Richmond, Va., in 1934,
the Harrises with their six-yearold daughter Jane, reside in a hillside home — complete with swimming pool — in suburban La Canada.

Reno Promotes

FM

A 16-PAGE special section devoted
entirely to promotion of FM and
KWRN-FM Reno, 10 kw station
which began operation last month
on Channel 238 (95.5 mc), supplemented the Nevada State Journal
of Reno Dec. 7. Supplement featured stories on KWRN-FM personnel and programs, many of
which are duplicated from KWRN,
ABC AM affiliate. Advertisements
for local dealers and distributors
extended congratulations to
KWRN-FM as "Nevada's Most
Powerful Radio Station." Outlet is
licensed to Reno Newspapers Inc.

SERVICE

(Continued from page 10)

TAKING FRONT seats in screening contestants for new Your Lucky Strike
talent-search show on CBS are (I to r) Bernard L. Schubert, program packager;
Don Ameche, m.c. of program; Ed Helwick, writer; Monte Haekett and Walter
Tibbells, executives of BBDO, Lucky Strike agency.
TOWERS

TOPPLE

KRLD Off the Air 5 Hours
KRLD Dallas resumed normal
broadcasting just before noon Dec.
21 following the collapse of its
two 478-foot towers about 3:30 that
morning while the station was off
the air. The 50 kw station returned to the air at 10:51 a.m. with
combined elTorts of the local power
company and the KRLD staff.
KRLD-FM will remain off the air
for about five weeks, however, before its antenna can be replaced.
Other stations in the area offered
aid but the emergency work was
handled so quickly KRLD did not
require help, it reported. Other
stations carried announcements,
however, informing listeners of the
mishap. The towers were located
near Garland, 15 miles east of
Dallas. KRLD power was reduced
from 50 kw to 10 kw after the collapse.
Investigation indicated that a
broken insulator on- a one-inch guy

DIRECTORY

wire, supporting the north tower,
caused it to topple, dragging the
south tower down with it.
Two permanent towers have been
ordered as replacements.
NBC RECORDING
Announces Future Releases
UPON signing of the agreement
between APM and transcription
companies [Broadcasting, Dec.
27], NBC Radio Recording Division
sent all subscribers to NBC's recorded Thesaurus a wire informnatory.
ing them that NBC was a pact sigNBC Radio Recording also made
it known that it is at work preparing acombined January-February release to include ,11 new
records by 17 organizations and
artists in 120 musical selections, including advance releases from
forthcoming Broadway musicals
and new motion pictures. As soon
as the first volume of recordings is
completed, according to Robert W.
Friedheim, director of the division,
plans will be put into effect for several important program innovations, new artists and refringment
of the weekly continuity service.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

HAL
TATE
RADIO PRODUCTIONS,

REPRODUCER REPAIRING
SERVICE
ALL MAKES— SPECIALISTS 9A & 9B
NOW-48
HOUR SERVICE
BROADCAST SERVICE CO.
-334 ARCADE BLDG. ST. LOUIS 1, MO.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — trmsmhsion
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcrest Terrace,
Creve Coeur, III.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.

DEMANDS
UNIVERSAL
For the BEST in
Transcriptions

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS
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of the Week

* VACANCY
YOUR
FIRM'S
in this "vacancy"
v/lll
seenNAME
by
readersstationbeowners
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers
and
technicians—
applicants
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities. Write or wire . . .
BROADCASTING

Chicago, Show,
Producer of the
"WHO'S TALKING"

KOMO news editor Millard Ireland
and announcer - producer Bob
Hurd, that
"a discussionthe
programprogram
based onis current
headlines — and the reputation of
the program rests on the fact that
the students' views are genuinely
subjective, uninstructed, undirected and extemporaneous."
To insure
that they are, Messrs.
Ireland and Hurd send the topics
to the school just a few days before the assembly, and reserve the
actual headlines until broadcast
time.
Students — four speakers and
two alternates — are chosen by the
school, with the understanding
that they should include persons
of contrasting political views,
chosen for their ability to think,
rather than because they have
"good
radio voices."
"It won't
work!" That was the
emphatic opinion of most of the
school principals when the idea
was originally broached in 1946.
Finally two hardy principals
agreed to cooperate in the experiment. The first shows were so
successful that the program has
been on continuously, during the
school year ever since. In the
over 80 broadcasts aired in that
time, everything has gone on as
recorded by the students, except
for
two remarks — deleted as
libelous.
Educators, both local and national, unanimously agree that
most of the discussions have revealed intelligent and penetrating
thought on profound subjects.
But the final test, of course, is
listener reaction. From its first
season, Youth Views the News has
held a Hooperating over 5.0, the
highest for that time of day in
Seattle.

WGVM

ON

AIR

Segal's Station in Miss.

"WGVM Greenville, Miss., owned
by David M. Segal, who also operates KTFS Texarkana, Tex., has
begun operation with 1 kw power
on 1260 kc. Programs are being
fed to the station by the Cotton
Belt Regional Network.
WGVM personnel includes Myrl
Stein, formerly at WMHT Marshall, Tex., as station manager;
Lou Kurtz, program manager, and
Welton Jetton, chief engineer. The
latter two previously were with
KTFS. Station is serviced by
Lang-Worth and United Press.
WGVM went on the air Dec. 19.

iversal

20 N. WACKER DR.
CHICAGO

STAMFORD, ' CONN.
"The Gateway
New England"
A B'C toAHiliot*
Representativ*: J. P. McKINNf Y SON
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414

Commercial Radio
Everett L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY,

Equip Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 1319
D. C.
LO. 8821
MO.

McNARY

RADIO

& WRATHALL

RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C. Santo Cruz, Cal.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

ENGINEERS

40 years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.
J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Linle Falls 4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, **. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6. D .C.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4816 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200

HERBERT L. WILSON
1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
NA. 7161

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 361 1

C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, Lo.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100W. ABRAMST
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
ADams 7299

Of. H. hitler
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

REAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GILLE
1108 Lillian Way

BROS.
GLadstone 6178

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN

WILLIAMS

Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd. Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
101 1 Now Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
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LYNNE

C. SMEBY

820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.
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FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N. W.-Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D.C.

George P. Adair
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851
1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangIa 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS

& GARRISON

1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

SAXON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
P. O. Box 1866 4331
Longvievi^

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.-Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
January 3, 1949

•
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Regional network station In large metropolitan city in central states needs
combination station manager - sales
manager,
minimum age 30. Box 543,
BROADCASTING.
Medium politan
sized
large metrocity instation
centralin states
needs
general manager, minimum age 30. Box
544, BROADCASTING.
I am AMinterested
managerstation
for 250
watt
network inaffiliated
in
southern market of 40,000. Affiliated
with newspaper and also has FM operexperience,
giveinreferencesation.and State
income
expected
first
letter. Box 609, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Sales manager for midwestern regional
ABC station in steady conservative
market. Salary and commissions should
total $6,000 to $12,000 per year depending ontion,individual.
Write references
stating educasales experience,
and
photo. Box 629, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager and salesmen, FM station experience. Going on the air 4
weeks:. WDET, 12300 Radio Place, Detroit 28, Mich.
Excellent opportunity for salesman of
real ability
and highest
offered by network
station character
in important
Texas
market.
Box
571,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman for rich
Pacific Coast market. 15% commission
on all sales. Single preferred. Box
603, BROADCASTING.
Good proposition for someone wanting
to enter broadcast sales. No selling
experience necessary. Salary plus fifteen
commission.
Mutual affiliate.percent
Wm. Kemp,
KVER, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Local salesman for first station in city
of 125,000. Network affiliate, fulltime,
well established. Salary and commission. Opportunity for advancement to
administrative position. Owner has
multiple radio interests in Great Lakes
area. ence,
In answering
sales experireferences and give
education.
Box
628, BROADCASTING.
Texas kilowatt
needs Photograph
competent and
experienced salesman.
past
sales
records.
Box
668,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer
— Morningcallsmanfor tosingle
wake man.
'em
up.
Acute housing
Must be experienced in doing record
shows, news and participations. 1 kw
midwest. Job opens after January 15.
Write Box 661, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with superior voice and
thorough
experience
needed
by network station
in beautiful
southwestern
city. Box 573, BROADCASTING.
If you can build an audience and have
a record of proven performance, a good
job is available on the announcing staff
of station in large Texas city. Box 577,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately. Top morning
disc jockey. No beginners. Must have
established mail and rating record.
In first letter give all details, references, background, salary expected.
We are a regional network station in
a midwest
of over
100.000 copulation. Boxcity663,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer — to do general
annoimcing in local network station.
Disc and photo required. $45.00 for
42 hours, six day week. Manager,
WFTR Front Royal, Virginia.
Announcer-engineer combination —
Opening for two good announcer-engineersstation.
with progressive
southern
network
Good working
conditions,
opportunity for advancement. Want
reliable men, send disc and photo to
Box 674, BROADCASTING. All letters
answered.
Technical
Wanted operator for 250 watt AM and
10 kw FM transmitters. Please give
complete details first letter. WKPT,
Klngsport, Tennessee.
Chief engineer — West coast regional directional. Send full details, photo, salary requirement. Box 650, BROADCASTING.
Recording engineer — We are looking
for a thoroughly experienced recording
engineer. He must be completely familiar with commercial recording engiwell selected
versed inwill
installationneering
work.and beMan
head
engineering department of a new division of an already successful radio
enterprise. Give detailed description
of background, salary requirements
and availability. RepUes held in strictest confidence. Our employees know
of this ad. Write Box 640, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer. Engineering experience unimportant.
Small southern town. Cost of living
low. Send disc and salary required
first letter. Box 501, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
engineer
with bestlocal
refer-in
ences wanted
by network
pleasant southwestern resort city. Box
570, BROADCASTING.
Texas 250
transmitter
operator ofwatter
stable wants
character.
Box 572,
BROADCASTING .
Three combination
class engineerannouncers.
One first
to serve
as chief
engineer. Contact Monroe Looney,
Radio Station WNAG, Grenada, Mississippi.
Chief engineer of proven qualifications
and ability
developby loyal
harmonious stafftowanted
Texasandstation.
Box 576, BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer wanted in
CASTING^
southwestern local. Box 574, BROADWanted operator for 250 watt AM and
10 kw FM transmitters. Please give
complete details first letter. WKPT,
Kingsport, Tennessee.
Production-Programming, others
Copywriter — Who can produce selling
copy in
quantitySample
for California
network affiliate.
scripts, speed,
full details desired first letter. Box
652, BROADCASTING.
MBS
program
director
Mana
wanted affiliate
is probably
working
now — for
fairly successful regional MBS station
in a city of 100,000 population or more
preferably in the northeast. Write stating age, salary desired, references,
reason for wanting to leave present
job, experience. The man we want
took his present job with his present
station when it was mighty low down.
He has built it up primarily from the
inside by good writing, good music,
good personnel and bright ideas. Tell
us how you did it when you apply.
Box 641, BROADCASTING.
Combination man— Equally capable engineer and announcer, California station. Send disc, engineering qualifications. Box 651, BROADCASTING.
Continuity and script writer who can
write copy with selling punch needed
by network station in Texas resort city.
Box 575, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Independent 1000 watt AM-FM near
Chicago has two openings. News
writer-reporter experienced on beats,
and
continuity writer. Box 669, BROADCASTING.
Program and news writer-announcer
wanted. Opportunity to become program director. This growing, expanding newspaper owned station managed
by radio men from behind the mike
and typewriters of stations in Chicago
and Ohio. Gets cold up here but 35,000
neighbors have a comfortable hfe.
Salary and talent fee system that is
more than a promise. Married man
with versatile ability desired. Housing
no problem.
Send disc, tofullKILO,
lengthGrand
picture and qualifications
Forks, North Dakota, CBS affiliate,
C/O Personnel Director.
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Ex sportscaster and announcer in Virginia desires position in east or New
England. Available after January 15.
Play-by-play aU sports. Well versed
in all phases of radio. Disc and photo
upon request.
rience. Write or Several
wire Stanyears
Kotel,expe416
Fort Washington Ave., New York, N. Y.

Managerial
Experienced manager can give your
station a solid, businesslike administration and direct program policy that
will increase audience. Proven ability.
Won't return sensational results, but
will give you real dollars instead of
phoney book profits. Box 645, BROADCASTING.

Young woman annoimcer. Graduate,
School Radio Technique. College education. Women's news, commercial
writing, midwest,
disc and will
children's
programs.
Prefer
travel.
Grace
Bejcek, Ingleside, Illinois.
Basketball play-by-play. Nine years
experience
CASTING. all sports. Box 638, BROAD-

General manager available, sober, family man. Fifteen
years experience
construction and operation.
Top record,
references.
South
only.
Box
72,
BROADCASTING.

Single, willing to travel. Graduate of
leading radio school. Radio City, New
York. Disc and photo upon request.
Box 593, BROADCASTING.

Successful manager desires change in
January. Civic minded, local programoutstanding mingsalesa speciality,
and profit announces,
record. Radio
since
1935. College graduate. 28. Sports and
hillbilly station preferred. Box 346,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Successful fifteen year network affiliate record. Thoroughly experienced alCandepartments.
references.
be available Best
on short
notice. Box 577a, BROADCASTING.
Manager available. Ten years in commercial radio.
in all de-to
partments.Ebcperienced
Five years assistant
manager.
College
man.
Box 683,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director, with nine years playby-play
major program
sports, commercial
news, andin wide
production
backgound desirous of combination
program-sports managership. Family.
Available
CASTING. January 15. Box 676, BROADYoung, enthusiastic, college graduate,
experienced commercial manager. Time
salesman, copy writer wants position
with
advancing
station.firstOwns'
car and
loves to
sell. Available
of February.
All good offers considered. Box 677,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
manager
available. Came successful
up through
the ranks.
Know all phases. 32, married, reference
presentDonemployer.
son taking
over
here.
Granham,Onlv
WCRA,
Effingham,
Illinois.
Wanted — Position as PD in medium
size station, or as manager in smaller
operation. Twelve years experience.
Age 38. Verv acceptable news delivery.
West only. Box 665, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman and contact man
with knowledge
of basic
television
duction techniques
desires
positionpro-in
either sales, production or both with
television department of advertising
agency,
station
or network
on either
east or west
coast.
Yoimg, aggressive,
business cellent
administration
degree. film
Excontacts with television
sources. Box 639, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, 28, graduate leading radio
school.
Radio City. Single, will travel.
CASTING^
Disc on request. Box 556, BROADExperienced sports announcer — playby-play,
Also employed
topflight
deejay andsportscasting.
producer. Now
at 5000 watt midwest network affiliate
as deejay and assistant sports editor.
Box 647, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — ambitious? Got it. Experience? Want it.
Job?
I'll takeradio
it.
Married veteran,
recent
graduate
school. Will travel. Disc and photo.
Box 658, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly-emcee, deejay, singer and
producer. Excellent newscaster. Resonant
Other qualifications. selling
Now on voice.
5 kw midwest
network
affiliate. Box 648, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, with five years experience
aU
phasesBoxof 653,
Chicago
radio. Desires
change.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — deejay, board,
versatile
CASTING.adlib man. Box 654, BROADYoung girl, graduate School of Radio
Technique, wants permanent position
as
narrator,
disc manager.
jockey, children's
narrator
or traffic
Box 655,
BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer — Young, single, veteran. Attended college and top flight
New York radio school. New England
preferred. Short on experience, long
on ambition. Box 660, BROADCAST
ING.
Good newscaster— Available on fort
night's notice.
32, single,
sober, seeks
presentable, experienced
newsman
New England job. Disc, photograph
and good unsolicited references gladly
furnished. Box 599, BROADCAS'HNG
Network show experienced announcer
and prominent disc jockey now program director desires good steady announcing position. Minimum salary
ING.
$75.00 week. Box 622, BROADCAST
Experienced announcer looking for
good permanent position. News, all
record shows,
Excellent
references. Single. sports.
WiU travel.
Available
ING.
immediately. Box 684, BROADCAST
Announcer, ambitious, versatile. Re
liable,
well-trained. Box 685, BROADCASTING.
A background of many years of athletic
participation, coaching, and administra
tion plus several years of sports broad
casting, warrants your thorough in
vestigation. Middlewest preferred but
not necessary. Discs and references at
your
service. Write Box 666, BROAD
CASTING.
Stability plus ability equal performance of annoimcer, thoroughly experienced in news,
special
events
salable platter
shows,
sportscasts
Languages, music, education, programming, plus
know
production.
Available
now.
Callhow
or write
Herb
Gottschalk, 5034 Woodlawn Ave., Chi
cago 15, Atlantic 5-0516.
Versatile perience
announcer
— Two years
exwants opportunity
with one
or five kilowatt station. Presently employed,Adrian,
married. Bill
Foster, 410 N,
Clinton St.,
Michigan.
Chief announcer regional station. 6
years. Programming. Wants announcer
or program director job. Box 679,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 25, capable, experienced,
strong on news, commercials. Contact
Victor Petrolis, 2906 Emerald Avenue,
Chicago 16, Illinois.
Presently employed as staff announcer
and script writer. Want opportunity to
do news and special events and assist
in programming
progressivestation.
midwest, Florida orforCalifornia
Single, 23, have college degree and
plenty of fresh ideas for your programs. Box 667, BROADCASTING.

is

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
I know you are wondering which man
from these announcer ads will really
draw uctslisteners
and sell
sponsors
prodlike hotcakes.
I have
that record
and can prove it. Excellent sponsor
and management references. Have
personality delivery on commercials,
that sell. Can furnish proof of
jockey casts.results.
Authoritative
Top production.
Unmarried,news23.
Will travelportunitanywhere
there's
goodState
opy in progressive market.
salary. All replies promptly answered.
Wire or write. Box 686, BROADCASTING.
Top notch morning personality looking
to settle with big city station that
could use morning booster. Box 662,
BROADCASTING.
Attention West Coast. Play-by-play
sports announcer desires affiliation
near home in California. Experienced
in all phases
announcing,
control
operation. Presently
employed,
available
for ing
personal
audition,
interview,
leave of absence in February. durBox
664, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Disc tells
all. Emphasis on commercial copy.
Minimum sixty dollars plus talent. Box
672, BROADCASTING.
Year's
announcing
experience
proves
versatilitv
of young,
well trained,
lege graduate.
Good voice.
Eastern colUS.
Norman Wain, 1009 Foster Ave., Brooklyn 30, N. Y.
Technical
Engineer
Firstcommercial
class phone,experience.
veteran,
single. —No
Desires dry climate of southwest. Abstainer. Box 621, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer, highly qualified all
phases AM and FM desires connection
with progressive established station.
Excellent references. Box 601, BROADCASTING.
: Engineer, first class license, single, veteran. Will travel. Box 656, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, inexperienced. First class
ticket, will travel. Reliable, hard
worker. Box 657, BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires transmitter operating
job, no bad habits. Experienced, reliable. Box 457, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class, experienced foiar
years all phases except video, three
years 5 kw, desires job opportunity.
: Box
Single,649,without
car, customary notice.
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 15 years experience
AM, FM and directionals. Prefer southeast, available February 1st. Box 643,
BROADCASTING.
Combination — First phone, versatile
announcer experienced all phases
broadcast, active amateur, good technician. Presently employed CBS affiliate. Box 644, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, experience, desires middlewest as transmitter operator. S. Ronning, 102 North Blacwell
Ave., Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
Operator, first, license, four years with
broadcast transmitters. Want transmitter job. Location not important.
Age 30. Single. Available two weeks
notice.
Lewis
view, Texas. Sherlock, Box 1161. PlainExperienced radio engineer desires
position with educational station. Can
assume full responsibility, also interested in teaching and learning. Excellent references. Write Box 673.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, nine months
broadcast
auto. Preferexperience.
southeasternSingle,
states. have
Box
670, BROADCASTING.

Production^Programming , others
Florida stations attention.
dynamo experienced promotionFemale
mc,
commentator. Will project station, into
community. Box 681. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced stage and radio director
seeks position as TV studio director or
floor
manager. Write Box 659, BROADCASTING.
Jill of all trades wants chance to become master of same at station with a
future. College graduate who can
turn out sales grabbing copy, write,
direct, act own shows. Sixteen months
experience at copy, dramatic shows,
women's programs, emceeing and
story telling
children's
grams. Giveonme special
a chance
to use prothat
ability. Minimum $65. Available two
weeks
notice.
Reply
Box
642,
BROADCASTING.
If your station is an independent in a
major market
tiredandof prolow
Hoopers,
I knowandhowyou're
to build
mote programs that will send your
Hooper up. A radio veteran of ten
years. Definitely available as program
director. Box 646, BROADCASTING.
Sports director-commentator, 8 years
experience sports, announcing, writing
and officiating. Good experience and
background with college education.
Play-by-play professional college and
high school football, basketball and
baseball. Also experienced in boxing,
tennis, golf and special events. Presently employed large clear channel
network affiliate. Desire larger sports
setup, station or agency, AM or/and
television. Produce and announce own
programs,
a realandsportsman.
Will furnish character
business references.
Require good salary and talent. If you
need a capable man to head your
sports department and do your playby-play contact me. Married veteran.
Box 605, BROADCASTING.
Program director of 1,000 watt station
with announcing, disc jockey, news
and network show origination experience imum
desiressalary
similar
position with
minexpectations
of $80.00
week. Box 623, BROADCASTING.
New TV stations — director, technician,
production. Special services director,
stage technician. Armed Forces radio
network staff, photographic chief,
Washington. Handle motion picture
photographic
and projection
sound consoles.
Producedequipment,
newsreel
films for Board of Education and
Army. Can construct settings, script,
edit and announce. Director NY Studio
Players, community theater director.
Trained NBC, Columbia University,
others. College, veteran. Adaptable,
versatile, resourceful. Franklyn Elliott,
2056 East 16 St. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Program director-producer available.
Highly
experienced.
5 years
ent station.
Past 4 years
3 to independ5 weekly
network comm. variety shows. Radio,
TV stations and adv. agencies please
write Box 687, BROADCASTING.
Producer-program director, announcer,
writer. Ideas and ability. Six years of
well rounded experience. Energetic,
resourceful. 29 years old. $75 per week.
Box 680, BROADCASTING.
Production man, music, six years radio.
Choral director, arranger, program
planning. Box 671, BROADCASTING.
Employment Service
If you're good — at engineering, writing,
announcing, managing, programming —
today, register — RRR-Radio-TV Employment Bureau (Industry's oldest),
Box 413, Philadelphia.
For Sale
Equipment
Sound Mirror model BK403 portable
tape recorder and RCA cartridge type
portable wire recorder. Best offer takes
either or both. KBOW, Butte, Montana^
1000 watt transmitter, RCA type IK.
In excellent condition and perfect in
appearance. Includes two sets of tubes,
an assortment of spare parts and a
separate cabinet rack for monitors.
Price reasonable. Will arrange for cratand shipping.
WriteTexas.
or jrfione Talbott,ingKROD,
El Paso,
Complete
250 watt
mitterFM
installation,
can bemobile
used astranstest
unit or permanent installation. REL
equipment,
250
watt
549-DL
transmitter, 642 turnstile antenna with 40
foot telescoping dural pole, 648 six
volt receivers, 643 R pre-emphasis unit.
Also 3kw gasoline power plant, spare
tubes, etc. Equipment now installed
in 1947 Ford truck, large aluminum van
body. All like new. Truck run less
than 2000 miles. Box 675, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Two Presto 6N floor cabinet recorders
with IDscopes,cutting
heads, 125A
microtwo 88A recording
amplifiers,
line amplifier, 3 preamplifiers, all
equipment
in rackmeters
and cabinets with mounted
patch panels,
and
all associated
apparatus.
May
chased as complete installationbe orpur-as
individual
Two preamplifiers,
Gates turntablesunits.
complete with
power supplies and mounted on floor
cabinets. One DuMont type 274 cathode oscillograph, one supreme best
frequency audio oscillator frequency
range 30 to 15,000 cycles with power
output remote
125 milliwatts.
Gates dynamode
portable One
amplifier,
three
channel, complete with power supply
and carrying case. All same as new.
Will sell any or all at very reasonable
price. Wm. T. Kemp, Mgr., KVER.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
New latest model FM transmitter 10
kw complete
with plus
frequency
modulation monitor
6 bay and
antenna.
500 ft. of 3V8 coaxial line with fitting.
One Truscon 380 ft. tower. Write Chief
Engineer, waukee,
WMAW,
Wisconsin. 723 N. 3rd St,, Mil250 watt Temco transmitter, model 250
GSC, modified by Kluge Radio Co.
Two years old, in excellent operating
condition, $1200. Write Radio Station
KAMD, Camden, Arkansas.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted tomobilebuy
FM receivei's
autouse. —Ted
Williams, forWRSW,
Warsaw, Indiana.
Equipment wanted: RCA 250 K 250
watt transmitter or similar equipment.
Must ably
be in
goodContact
condition
reasonpriced.
BobandMcRaney,
Radio
Station
WNAG,
Grenada,
Mississippi.
Miscellaneous
Chief announcer. Regional. Programming. 6years. Invest $1000 CP or going
operation. Active participation. Highly
ING.
recommended. Box 678, BROADCAST-

Employment Services (Cont'd)

WELL

Looking for
TRAINED MEN?

Tell us your needs! Our graduates
have thorough . . . full time technical
training in one of the nation's
RadioElectronic-Television
training finest
laboratories.
These Licenses
men areand high
grade...
F.C.C.
are well
qualifiedhaveto
operate
and
maintain
Radio-Broadcast
Television equipment. Write, phone andor
wire :
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE,
IIDeFOREST'S
2533 N. Ashland Ave.training,
Chicago 14,Inc.
III.
Phone Lincoln 9-7260
Situations Wanted
Production^Programming, others
WANTED
Jobs for graduates of "California's
Finest men
School
Young
and of
womenBroadcasting."
thoroughly
grounded in ALL phases of radio
broadcasting
Hollywood's
outstanding by
professionals
!
HAL STYLES SCHOOL
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
8800 Wilshire Blvd.
Appvd. for veterans
Bradshaw 21490
Hills, California^
NOTE; Beverly
Station
Managers
and Proeram
Directors from coast
to coast
aw latlsfled
with personnel we fumlah.
Schools

7<^e SCHOOL^

Help Wanted
Salesmen

RADIO
$8,000 REWARD
For The Right Man
If you are between 30 and 45. own
an auto and are willing to travel
Virginia, North and South Carolina
there's a position opening about
January IS with leading transPrefer
man with cription
radio program
time producer.
sales experience.
Exclusive representation required.
Expenses advanced against liberal
commission. Executive will train you
in territory.
experience andSend
photo references,
to BOX 682.
BROADCASTING.

SALESMAN
for topnotch station, large
southern market, unlimited
opportunity, good guarantee
until established. Must have
excellent business and character references. Send full
particulars with description
of previous sales records to
BOX 637,
BROADCASTING
Employment Services
A CAREER : RESUME
THE
to how to isgetthe •• ADVANCEMENT
HIGHERRIGHTPAY JOB |
Vastly superior to letters of
Learn
a CAREER
REapplication
SUMEhowcon!help
you to sell
your
services
for
the
TOP
DOLLAR.
tails Send for FREE deDEPT. IB

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively/ to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive
and Eve-of
Courses inDay
all taught
phases
Radio ningBroadcasting
by
Network
erate rates.Professionals. ModSend for free Booklet B.
Approved for G.I. Training
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. BIdg.
CHICAGO 4, III,: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOLIYWOOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
Lilt With Ut
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5031 Sunset Blvd., Norntandy 7848
Loi Angeles 27, California
$ HERE IT IS ! $
Opportunity of a Life-Time!
Own a soft drink business!
Amazingtising.profits,
liberal adverChoice territories
being
franchised. Act quickly — or tell
a friend ! Stations get new
business wherever we open.
Burma Cola, "21" Grapop,
complete line. Write or wire
BURMA
COLA & BANTAM
BEVERAGES
CO.
Munsey Bldg., Washmgton, D.C.
Roy E. Riddle, Anderson, S. C, So. Sales Rep.

WSPR

ALL-OUT cooperation of the
Springfield, Mass., police department has been secured by WSPR
Springfield for its promotion of
ABC's This Is Your FBI. The
station reports that all of the police
boxes, located in busy intersections
throughout the city, carry two
signs plugging the show and local
outlet.
Originated by Howard S. Keefe,
promotion manager of WSPR, the
project also had the cooperation of
Police Chief Raymond P. Gallagher. Although Chief Gallagher has
opposed use of the boxes for commercial or semi-commercial purposes, he did lend his support to
this project.
In endorsing This Is Your FBI
as an educational feature. Chief
Gallagher referred to it as being
one of the only two network broadcasts which can claim complete authenticity in the law-enforcement
field. As added proof of the department's support, the WSPR
promotion signs also bear the signature of the Springfield police department.
WTOC

FCC

PLAN
Police Help Promotion

Transmitter

WTOC Savannah, Ga., began using
new 5 kw RCA transmitter Jan. 1
following renovation of its transmitter plant nearly four miles west
of the city. WTOC, a CBS affiliate,
currently has pending before FCC
an application for 10 kw power.
The old transmitter, a prewar composite model, will be overhauled
and kept as standby equipment,
the station said. WTOC, observing
its 20th anniversary year, is licensed to the Savannah Broadcasting Co. on 1490 kc.
UNITED STATES Television Mfg.
Corp., New York, has announced that
sales lor November 1948, totaled
$242,53.5. UST, devoted exclusively
to manufacture of TV sets, in April
of last year added a line of home
receivers to large commercial models
for public places on which it had
previously concentrated.

Network

TV

Mr. Keefe chats with Patrolman
Daniel Martin in one of the traffic
boxes bearing the WSPR promotion piece.

WBKB

EXCHANGE

'Sun-Times' Cooperates
SERVICES OF WBKB (TV) Chicago, Balaban & Katz station, and
the Chicago Sun-Times, Marshall
Field newspaper, are being exchanged to benefit televiewers and
readers mutually. The agreement,
signed last week by John Balaban,
station director, and Richard Finnegan, Sun-Times publisher, provides that the operations will work
hand-in-hand in news reporting,
promotions and special events.
The paper will supply WBKB
with late news and features daily,
with the station supplying the
Sun-Times complete video facilities. Contract provides also for
appointment of Ulmer Turner as
WBKB news editor. In this capacity, he will work as liaison man
between the paper and station and
will organize an expanded news
operation. Mr. Turner, former
radio editor of the Chicago Herald
and Examiner, Herald- American
and Sun, has worked as broadcast
commentator for the Hearst papers
in Chicago and as an INS writer.

Station

With TV Opportunity
A very profitable, well established station covering one of the
midwest's important and substantial markets. Has attractive television possibilities.
Earnings are excellent and make possible an unusually low ratio
of net to sales price. Approximately 150,000 in quick assets included
in total price of $225,000.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Washington Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
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DILEMMA

Invites Observation

Of Synchronization

HOPEFUL that at least a partial solution of its television dilemma
may be near, FCC last week "invited" observations of the results of
NBC's synchronized operations between WNBT (TV) New York and
WNBW (TV) Washington [Broadcasting, Dec. 6, 20].
The synchronization system is *
aration for those on adjacent chandesigned to minimize co-channel innels, but in a number of instances
terference and thus permit closer
spacing of television stations than these distances have not been rewould be possible otherwise.
RCA engineers have emphasized
spected.
When it was announced, RCANBC engineers said it would permit that they did not regard it as desirable to space co-channel stations
co-channel operations by stations
150 miles apart — the keystone of less than 150 miles apart even if
is employed to reFCC's original allocation plan be- synchronization
duce interference.
fore the question of tropospheric
interference arose and prompted
fears that much greater separations might be necessary.
KSDJ FOUNDER
"The Commission desires to obMcKinnon House Member
tain information as to the areas in
ONE OF the new members of the
or near New York City and Washington, D. C, which are deriving
House of Representatives during
the 81st Congress will be Clinton
benefit from the synchronization,"
FCC said in a public notice issued
D. McKinnon, founder of KSDJ
Monday. "It will therefore be San Diego, who relinquished con-i
pleased to receive reports of ob- trol of the 5,000 w CBS outlet iii
servations which indicate an elim1947 when he decided to run for
ination or a discernible reduction in the office.
Mr. McKinnon, 42, captured the,
interference from this program."
To permit comparisons, the synHouse
California's
23rd
District seat
in aforcampaign
marking
chronization program is interrupted
for one minute at the start of each
his first venture into politics. His
quarter-hour period: From 0:00 to opponent was Rep. Charles K.
0:01; 0:15 to 0:16; 0:30 to 0:31, and
Fletcher (R-Calif.).
0:45 to 0:46.
After working on several California newspapers, Mr. McKinnon,
Fringe Areas
The interference occurs mostly in a native of Dallas, Tex., purchased
the San Diego Progress-Journal,
fringe areas of television coverage
a free circulation paper, published
and shows up on television screens
three times weekly, and in 1944
as moving horizontal black bars, converted
it into the San Diego
which are described as a "Venetian
Daily
Journal.
He sold both the
blind" effect.
newspaper
and
KSDJ, before
As the difference in carrier fre- launching his campaign.
quencies of two co-channel stations
is reduced the number of interference bars diminishes. When there
is no difference in frequencies—
Unwitting Prophet
when they are synchronized — there
are no bars.
KDYL Salt Lake City learned
The equipment, which engineers
a good lesson when it presented the dramatized show,
say may be produced for no more
than $5,000, consists of two units:
Children's Friend of the Air.
One at WNBT and one at RCA
Prepared during balmy
Labs in Princeton.
weather, the drama revolved
about a little girl walking in
When the system is in operation,
snow. It called for announcer
signals from WNBT and WNBW—
Burt Frank to inject crisp
both on Channel 4 — are compared
electronically at the output of the
warnings that "because of the
storm, all roads are blocked,
two radio receivers located at
no busses are running and
Princeton. Information regarding
those people leaving for
frequency differences is carried as
work must walk. Do not leave
frequency modulation of a 1,000your homes unless necessity
cycle tone by telephone line to New
York.
compels."
Just asswept
the down
show
started
a blizzard
The frequency shift of this tone
on Salt Lake City. Thouis used to change the frequency of .
sands preparing to leave for
the WNBT transmitter to keep it
work thought the announceon exactly the same frequency as
ment was the real thing and
the WNBW transmitter. The syslaid seige to the KDYL
tem is automatic.
switchboard. Transit officials
The question of tropospheric inurged
to advise
listenterference isone of the major probers KDYL
busses were
still running
lems which led FCC to impose the
and it was safe for residents
current freeze on VHF TV applicato leave their homes. KDYL
tions.
announcements were used
throughout the morning in an
FCC's goal has been to provide
effort to clear the confusion.
for 150 miles separation for cochannel stations and 75 miles sepBROADCASTING
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J^toductlon
NETWORK vice presidents do have
blood, in spite of rumors spread by
certain comics, as proved by the
above pictures. At top, Victor M.
Ratner, CBS vice president in charge
of advertising and sales promotion,
donates his blood to the CBS blood
bank established by the network in
cooperation with the Red Cross for
use by company personnel and their
families [Broadcasting, Dec. 20]. At
bottom, Howard S. Meighan, CBS
vice president and general executive,
has his blood pressure taken before
giving his blood.

WPTF-NABET Vote
RADIO engineers and technicians,
excluding turntable operators, at
WPTF Raleigh, N. C, will vote for
or against the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians as collective bargaining
agent. National Labor Relations
Board directed that the election be
held on or before Jan. 14. NLRB
also has announced certification of
the Miami local of the American
Federation of Radio Artists (AFL)
as bargaining representative for
announcers, continuity writers and
the music librarian at WGBS
Miami.

proRY,r, radio
GEORGE ducerZACHA
and directo
has joined
program staff of CBS as television director. Mr. Zachary entered
radio in 1936 as a script writer for
CBS and remained with the network
for six years. Since then he has
been with OWI, a radio officer in the
Navy, and in 1946, following his discharge as a lieutenant, he worked
freelance on the Ford Festival of
American Music and the Vaughn Monroe Show.
JOHN ZANE, traffic manager and
sports announcer at WMMW Meriden,
Conn., has been appointed station's
program director.
ART ELMONN has joined announcing staff of WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.,
as "Rise and Shiner."
ETHEL GREY, formerly with WFRP
Savannah, Ga., as director of women's
programs, and WBNX New York, as
literary critic, has joined WQUA Moline, 111., in same capacity. "PEG"
MOUSLEY
has joined station's traffic department.
GEORGE PERRY, formerly producerdirector at WARM Scranton, Pa., and
director of radio at Marywood College, has resigned these posts to do
graduate work in speech and drama
at Catholic U. of America, Washington. He is continuing as radio adviser to the Roman Catholic Diocese
of Scranton.
FRANK DODGE, for eight years associate director for CBS operations
staff, has joined Arthur Godfrey's
production staff as assistant to Margaret Richardson.
JOHN B. CRON, former film representative, has been appointed supervisor of film procurement for NBCTV.
•
ARTHUR GODFREY, CBS star, has
received a trophy from the Maryland
Flying Club for "his contribution in
the promotion of aviation."
KEYES PERRIN has joined production staff of WGN Chicago. He was
formerly producer of Al Schacht
Sports Show on WOR New York.
TONY FARRAR has joined WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, as staff producer.

'eoardless of type — Radio Towers, FM ot TV
; Antennas — no matter where — atop a skyscraper or mountain; our skilled construction crews have
successfully solved some of the most complicated problerns
in tower, antenna, and coaxial cable construction. Proven
experience
America! in over 500 satisfactory installations all over
A phone call, wire, or letter brings you our Consultation
Service without any obligation.
TOWER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
PHONE 5-6 761
402 COMMERCE BLDG
TOWER EREqiON • MAINTEN4NCE and PAINTING • GROUND SYSTEMS • fM-TV 4NTENHA • COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES
BROADCASTING
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WALTER H. MITCHELL has joined
continuity staff of WRBL Columbus,
Ga.
LAWRENCE J. GERAGHTY, announcer-producer at KWRN and
KWRN-FM Reno, Nev., has been apstations. pointed program director of the two
ROBERT HAYTON has re-joined announcing staff of KGVO Missoula,
Mont. He was with KGVO in 1942-43,
while attending Montana State U.
BOB DINGMAN, formerly with
WTRY Troy, N. Y., has joined announcing staff of WCSS Amsterdam,
N. Y.
ROBERT BANNER Jr. has joined
program
department
NBC's
Central Division,
Chicago,of as
assistant
production director. Other personnel
additions include: CHARLES HOBIN,
assistant production director; MARSHALL HEAD, film librarian ; MIRTH
DURBAHN, script girl, and FRANCIS
SCOTT, assistant operations manager.
BERNE ENTERLENE (Rex Dale)
has joined WCKY Cincinnati, where
he will emcee early morning disc
shows. He was formerly with WMMJ
Peoria, 111., where he handled programming and record shows. Mr.
Enterline was listed as joining
WMMJ in Broadcasting, Nov. 29.

ABC STATIONS
Affiliates to Hold Meetings
A SERIES of meetings with representatives of its 272 affiliated stations has been scheduled for January and February by ABC. The
meetings, announced by Otto
Brandt, director of station relations, are held each year to better
acquaint the network with the problems of its affiliates in eight ABC
districts.
The sessions also provide opportunity for the stations to become
more fully acquainted with network
plans and developments and to promote closer cooperation in sales,
programming and general station
relations.
First of the meetings will be held
on Thursday, Jan. 6, at New York's
Waldorf-Astoria, when representatives of stations in the northeastern
district meet with network officials
headed by Edward J. Noble, ABC
board chairman; Mark Woods,
president, and Robert E. Kintner,
executive vice president.
Southcentral and southeastern
district stations will meet at New
Orleans' International House on
Monday, Jan. 10. Southwestern,
middle and central states districts
will convene Thursday, Jan. 27, in
Chicago's Ambassador East Hotel.
Mountain and Pacific areas will
meet Thursday, Feb. 3, in the St.
Francis Hotel, San Francisco.

nm
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3^10,000 WATTS IN KANS^^
I
DON DAVIS.

JOHN BLAIR & CO._

JOHN T. SCHItUNG, <
MUTUAL NHWORK • 710 KIIOCYCICS ■ '5,000 WATTS NICHT

in '49 it's 50
for (enlral California

KFRE
FRESNO'S FIFTY
lore than a million people, over a billion
dollars In retail sales. That's the big, lucrative
Central
KFRE comeCalifornia
Februory, market
1949. you'll cover on
More
millionAvery-Knodel,
— over a billion.
It's a
sweet than
story.a Ask
Inc., representatives.

50.000v940
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Mr. Len Thornton
Swaney, Drake & Bement
Chicago, III.
Dear Len:

FRISCO
)^ to motion

Guess jest 'bout everbody in an 'round
Charleston, West Virginia,f wuzW listenin'
C H S
t'other night
when W C H S
broadcast,
W C H S th'Charleston
Gazette Salvation Army show
. . . Collected
$11,200 — more
than $1,000 over
th'
goal.what
Yessir,
shows
an
Audience
W C HS really
has with them
6000 watts at
680. You kin bet
ever oneo'
SOOO
watts them
wuz
performin' fer
this big •public
service program
.man. . yonesuccessful
o' the'
services WCHS
is famovs fer
in Charleston,
West Virginia.
Yrs.
Algy.

WCHS
Charleston,

For

Heyfs

of

SUBSCRIBE

W.

Va

All Radio

NOW!

■a ^

N

en ~
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play
and ships
GSTE
YOUN
scholar
musicsing
wayRSto will
their
on Musical Horizons, series of 35
Sunday afternoon programs for Rhode
Island musical talent, being aired by
WPJB-PM Providence, R. I. Program
will continue until spring when elimination contests will be held to choose
the best of the winter's winners. The
three most promising youngsters will
receive musical scholarships provided
by WPJB.
'Favorite Program' Contest
TO test listenership and promote its
programs, WHB Kansas ^ City, Mo.,
conducted a series of "Favorite Program" contests. Listeners submitted
names of WHB programs they liked
best and why, and each received a
prize for entry.
Just a Gag?
"HERE'S hoping that you had a most
enjoyable time ... at the annual
WMT [Cedar Rapids, Iowa] Christmas Party. . . ," states that station's post-Christmas Party promotion release. And for those who had
too much "party" they thoughtfully
enclosed a small, one-dose package of
Alka-Seltzer.
Married On Air
THE 950 Club heard on WPEN
Philadelphia, played "airplane
cupid," for two of its fans. Jack
Jones, of Hollingshead Corp.,
and Jean Carpenter became engaged while flying over Philadelphia in Hollingshead plane
and listening to the 950 Club.
And on Dec. 18 they were married— in the same plane, 5,000
feet above Philadelphia. The
950 Club, of course, provided
the wedding march.
Hot Spot
WALL calendars for 1949, attached to
a dial type thermometer, and carrying the message "Hottest Spot On
The Dial-WJHP-1320," have been
distributed by WJHP Jacksonville,
Fla. Calendars have been sent to
program sponsors, and each succeeding year refills will be distributed.

MEET

To Air Radio Forum Role
PUBLIC affair programs will be
emphasized during the Western
Radio Conference Feb. 24-25 when
broadcasters, teachers, audio-visual
directors and listener groups gather for their second annual meeting
at the Marine Memorial Club in
San Francisco.
Six plenary sessions will be devoted to the techniques of good
programming
in children's
grams, documentaries,
talks proand
discussions, and community projects. Specific examples will be explored in each session. The children's field will be divided into
classroom listening and leisurehour programs. Plans were outlined by John C. Crabbe, director
of radio for College of the Pacific.
Herald Maulsby, CBS assistant
director of public affairs, New
York, is scheduled to sit in as a
panel member
in a period
radio's
forum
programs.
Luke onRoberts,
educational director, KOIN Portland, will direct.
In sessions on documentary
broadcasts, stress will be laid on
small stations and school-operated
outlets. Radio's role in fund drives
and educational campaigns will be
discussed.
Mr. Crabbe said there was a possibility of a TV demonstration.
Principal speaker at the conference
is to be announced later, with the
major address to be delivered at
the final session. There vnll also
be individual meetings of certain
allied groups, among them the
Assn. for Education by Radio.

Adier

Appoints

•ABLER SONS Shoe Corp., New
York, appointed the Frederick
Clinton Co. to handle its advertising, effective Jan. 1. Harold S.
Rieff is account executive. Radio
vnll be used, with sale copy scheduled for local spot use in New York
area during January. No further
plans have been decided.

Z O
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JOSEPH ROTHENBERGER, former
television correspondent in NBC's information department, has joined
WNBC
sistant. New York, as promotion as-

Thus,
WBNX,
New fits
York's
four-star
station,
the
needs of all listeners . . .
reaches all the people you
want to sell in this multilanguage area.
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CARES

Food Appeal Nefs 1 1 Tons
ELEVEN tons of CARE packages
were sent to Europe in time for
the holidays as the result of an allday appeal by WNBC New York,
according to Paul Comly French,
executive director of CARE.
The appeal started at 5:30
Thanksgiving
morning
continued all day, with
every and
program
devoted to the drive. Contributions
were directed to a special post
office box. Names such as Douglas
Fairbanks Jr., and Edna Ferber
appeared
the appeal.on the station to further
It is estimated that the food resulting provided more than 380,000
meals.
In a letter from Mr. French to
Thomas B. McFadden, manager of
WNBC, the station was commended
for its service. In 1947, WNBC
made a similar appeal which resulted in the shipment of eight tons
of CARE packages.
KOSA Odessa, Tex., played host to
5,000 children and parents at its
Christmas party in the Extor County
Auditorium. Station provided entertainment and a Santa Claus who gave,
each youngster a gift stocking.

H. ELLIS SAXTON, promotion director of WISN Milwaukee, has resigned
to go into business for himself as
promotion consultant.

It takes four — the four
audiences guaranteed by
WBNX— English, Yiddish,
German,
ALL
New Italian
York. — to cover

Ul Q

WNBC

PERSONNEL

MITCHELL de GROOT, ABC advertising and promotion copy chief, has
been appointed assistant advertising
and promotion director. Mr. de Groot
joined ABC as copy writer in April
1945, having previously been advertising and promotion manager of
WCAE Pittsburgh.

>«•
en

NEW KSDJ San Diego owner, Charles
E. Salik, is shown with Hildegarde
during a cocktail party given Dec. 10
by Mr. Salik. During the party Mr.
Salik announced change in call letters to KCBQ, effective Jan. 1. Station used double call to acquaint
listeners with change.
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Engineering
(Continued from page 29 )

the Conference

has

been con-

Glenn D. Gileluded."
lett of Glenn D.
Gillett & Assoc.,
does not expect
any material
change in the
present VHF TV
allocation as the
result of the
freeze.
"The effect of
Gillett
increased tropospheric interference," he contends, "will be largely
counterbalanced by synchronization, simple directive receiving
antennas, directive transmitting antennas and other similar develop-

though ultimately it will be largely
supplanted by FM and/or TV services, according to Mr. Gillett.
Since he accepts super-power
for Mexico as already a "fait accompli," he insists that the U. S.
must not only authorize but also
compel the use of super-power
AM stations on the clear channels.
He considers it the only way
economically feasible to reach the
remote areas which could not of
themselves support local facilities.
A saturated AM spectrum has
made 1949 the year of opportunity
for FM, in the opinion of Frank
G. Kear of Kear & Kennedy.
Sees Growth
Mr. Kear forecasts a year of
growth comparable to the year just
concluding for television, which he
characterizes as being "in the
'teen-age' period, somewhat awkward and ungainly, but clearly
demonstrating its potentialities."
He predicts that a sound engineering basis for allocation should
be forthcoming in a few months.
"Technical advances providing
higher transmitter powers, and
more selective receivers with bigger kinescopes should serve to
maintain the present healthy rate

television field, providing service
to smaller communities and other
areas on a worthwhile competitive
system. The extension of the
coaxial cable will not only result
in greater stimulation to the
growth of television but will provide bigger and better programs,
increase the viewing audience and
thereby reduce the cost per viewer,
which is so important to the advertiser."
With an assertion that television
is now "the loudest question," John
Creutz joins the chorus of those
> calling for more video channels.
Mr. Creutz doesn't think it likely
Mr. Gillett maintains UHF is not
that other services in the 40-300
ments."
m c range will yet
out of the laboratory and
make way for vi- there is not enough data now
deo and that the available on it to permit an accu500-800 mc band
rate prediction of coverage.
"good, bad or inHe sees a continuing developdifferent," must
ment of FM with most rapid
be used.
acceptance in areas of poor conOn the subject
ductivity where there are high
of tropospheric
static levels much of the year.
interference, Mr. AM will continue to be the basic
Cruetz holds
means of broadcasting for many
these views:
Mr. Cruetz
years to come in many areas al"Such scanty data
as is available indicates that with
Co-Axial Time
such uncertain and varying propagation conditions, our ideas of
(Continued from page 23)
service areas and interference
available follow:
been fully determined.
standards as we have used them
ABC, also attempting to work
must be left behind in the broadNBC will carry the Camel Newsreel Monday through Friday at its out its network schedule, said that
cast band. T. I. D. [FCC's Technical Information Division] report
regular 7:50-8 p.m. time on its full The Singing Lady, sponsored by
East-Midwest
network and also the W. K. Kellogg Co. in the East,
^ 2.4.5. concludes with an estimated
Howdy Doody program across the Sun. 6:30-7 p.m., would be extendaccuracy of 10 d.b. In making
ed to the full network. Program
interference calculations this is board at 5:30-6 p.m. Once-a-week
NBC commercial TV programs to will run sustaining in the Midwest
the equivalent of not knowing
whether the radiated power is go on the enlarged network will in- until Feb. 13, when Kellogg will
sponsor it there as well as in the
clude: Texaco Star Theatre, Tues20 kw or 200 kw."
East.
day,
8-9
p.m.;
Kraft
Television
FM was described by Mr. Cruetz
CBS had no details to announce
Theatre, Wednesday, 9-10 p.m. ;
As a marvelous and, in most ways,
immediately.
Neither did WPIX
an improved service. But he be- Bigelow-Sanford Show, Thursday,
New York for the periods in which
lieves the public will not rush to 9:30-10 p.m.; Gillette's Friday
it will utilize the cable to feed
night fights, 10 p.m. to conclusion.
replace a system it has been enWhat
will
go
into
the
Tuesday,
programs to WGN-TV Chicago.
joying for a generation.
With the major bottle-neck prob10:30-11 p.m., and the Saturday,
lem of the East-to-West cable time
"The 700 FM stations in op- 9:30-11 p.m. periods allotted to
eration, and the more to come,"
division out of the way, network
NBC was not immediately known.
Everett L. Dillard maintains, "will
and telephone company representaThe Philco Television Playhouse
demonstrate FM's excellent pri- will hit the full network every
tives met last Thursday afternoon
mary coverage, particularly at
to begin cleaning up the remaining
other
Sunday,
9-10
p.m.,
in
place
of
night and will establish the ecodetails: Division of time on the
its present weekly schedule.
nomic security of FM broadcasting
West-to-East circuit of the ChiDuMont planned to network
in 1949.
cago-New York cable, how the
some
of
the
daytime
schedule
be"TV's problem is its limited
gun Nov. 1 on the DuMont key extra channels of the New Yorknumber of channels in the VHF
Washington circuit should be used,
station, WABD (TV) New York,
band which must be adequately enand the Chicago-St. Louis circuit.
to
the
Midwest:
Television
Shopgineered and properly allocated.
AT&T's regular mileage rates
per, 10-10:30 a.m.; Friendship CirUHF television must be solved if
cle, 10:30-11 a.m.; Stan Shaw, 11 would be charged, the company
1 a freely competitive TV allocation
said, but with the provision that
a.m.-12 noon; Camera Headlines,
since the networks are forced to
is to be achieved."
12 noon-12:15 p.m.; Man in the
share the facilities the total reveMr. Dillard, former president of Street, 12:15-12:30 p.m.; Ted
nue will not exceed the sum which
FM Assn., believes the fate of Steele, 12:30-1 p.m.; Okay Mother,
AM rests with the 1949 conference
any
one company would pay for
1-1:30 p.m. Network also planned
on the North American Regional
to use the 2:30-3:30 p.m. period exclusive use.
Broadcasting Agreement. He in- but had not determined what proOther problems still to be settled concern advertisers who have
sists that America can not meet
grams would be put into that time.
increased foreign demands withsponsored programs on eastern
It is presumed that General
out degrading our own national
Mills, sponsor of Ted Steele on networks and would like to extend
service and further congesting our
WABD, and Sterling Drugs, spon- their coverage to the Midwest but
own domestic AM broadcasting
are not in periods when their netsor of Okay Mother, will extend
frequencies.
works have the cable. Since AT&T
their sponsorship of these programs
has
promised
more facilities before
to
the
full
network.
How
the
other
"The new NARBA," he admonprograms, largely sponsored by July 1 [Broadcasting, Dec. 20,
ishes, "is more important than
1948], this problem is not as acute
most broadcasters appreciate and
local New York companies, would
its effect will only be known after
be handled on the network, had not as previously feared.
BROADCASTING
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of According
growth," hetopoints
J. C. out.
McNary, of
McNary & Wrathall, "planning
operations for the
year (1949) will
naturally be directed almost entirely to TV, with
initial attempts
being made to
estimate the outcome of the current
allocationFCCproceedings
Mr. McNary
for the present
TV frequency
band, the UHF band, and color in
the UHF band. The substantial
time required for FCC decisions in
these important policy matters is
expected to delay further TV expansion until late in the year."
Consulting Engineer Herbert L.
Wilson cautions broadcasters that
they "should not
place their money
in FM,stead place
butit inin
"It is believed
that
as long as we
television."
are to have two
forms of casting;
broadnamely
aural and video,
that FM would
Mr. Wilson
be a duplication
in part of the aural broadcasting
system in that FM does not have
the coverage of AM, and at least
the AM service can be heard in
some form throughout the United
States.
"One of the things that must be
done at an early stage of the television game is to get television
facilities out of the hands of the
blue-chip boys. This can be done
only by forming corporations and
where possible placing the stock of
these corporations in the open marDixie B. McKey is convinced
1949 will be a banner year for
radio, offering
great
ity foropportunprogress
in "Wh
all ile
phases of
the radio art.it is
true,"
Mr. McKey
ket."
said, "that we are
faced with
the y
solution of man
intricate prob- Mr. McKey
lems such as allocation of frequencies in the UHF and VHF
bands; the adaptation of standards
for a nationwide television service,
and the ever present problem of
high power in the standard bands
with its intercontinental complications, cooperation and effort of the
entire industry can and will overcome these obstacles."

WITH MOVE of GE House Party
from CBS to ABC, effective today
( Jan. 3) program will originate from
Breneman's Restaurant, Hollywood.
Program broadcasts 12:30-1:00 p.m.
PST for East and Midwest, with transcribed repeat on West Coast from
2:30-3:00 p.m. PST.
January 3, 1949
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 63)
Applications Cont'd:
Transfer of Control
WEXT Milwaukee— Transfer control
to Lee K. D. Beznor, David Beznor,
Gerald Bartell, Rosa B. Evans and
Loraine A. Cromey.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WTRR
Sanford, Fla. — RETURNED
Dec. 17 application for assignment of
license from James S. Rivers tr/as
Southeastern
Bcstg. System to Myron
A. Reck.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Knoxville Pub. Co., Knoxville, Tenn.
—DISMISSED
Dec. 22
for
CP new AM station
1490application
kc 250 w unl.
WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn. — DISMISSED Dec. 22 application for CP
change from 1490 kc to 1450 kc.
December 28 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
W
H
O
- F M for
Hopkinsville,
Ky. —
Granted Plicense
new FM station;
Ch. 254 (98.7 mc) ERP 22 kw, ant. height
above average terrain 210 ft.
245WPAD-FM
(96.9 mc) Padueah,
17 kw; 335Ky.—
ft. Same; Ch.
WBET-FM,
Brockton,
Mass.—
Ch. 249 (97.7 mc), 800 w; 275
ft. Same;
WMGW-FM Meadvllle, Pa.— Same;
Ch. 262, (100.3 mc), 10 kw, 585 ft.
Ch.WSAP-FM
259, (99.7 Portsmouth,
mc), 100 kw, Va.
350 —ft.Same;
WTRC-FM Elkhart, Ind.— Same; Ch.
264, (100.7 mc), 22 kw, 420 ft.
WFAM Lafayette, Ind.— Same; Ch.
236 (95.1 mc), 12 kw, 360 ft.
Ga.—ft. Same; Ch.
248WATL-FM
(97.5 mc), Atlanta,
44 kw, 305
WQAM-FM
Miami,
Fla.235 (94.9 mc), 60 kw, 350 ft. Same; Ch.
WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. Y.— Same; Ch.
247 (97.3 mc), 40 kw, 730 ft.
WMGM-FM New York — Granted
license covering changes in FM station:
Ch. 262 (100.3 mc), 18 kw, 530 ft.
WKAP WKAP-FM AUentown, Pa.—
Granted assignment of license of AM
station and CP for FM station from
partnership doing business AUentown
Bcstg. Co. to WKAP Inc.
KTAEment ofTaylor,
license Tex.
from— Granted
Graham assignGillis
Conoley, Dr. Raymond Garrett and K.
L. McConchie d/b as Williamson
County Bcstg. Co. to KTAE Inc.
WHAL Shelbyville, Tenn.— Granted
assignment of license from J. O. Fly
Sr., George F. Fly and Harvard P.
Smith d/b as Shelbyville Bcstg. Co. to
Shelbyville Bcstg. Co. Inc.
WEMB WEMB-FM San Juan, P. R.—
Granted assign, of CP for FM station
and license for AM from El Mundo
Bcstg. Corp. to Angel Ramos d/b as
El Mundo Bcstg. Co.
KBKO Portland,
Granted
assignment of CP fromOre.—
Harold
Krieger
and
Gordon
E.
Bambrick,
co-partners
d/b as Mercury Bcstg. Co. to Mercury
Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Allen B. DuMont Lab. Inc., Area
Pittsburgh.— Granted CP new Exp. TV
relay W3XCS.
WJBB"^
Granted
mod.
CP forHales^yille,
approval ofAla.
ant., — trans,
and
studio locations,- and change type trans.
KFTM Ft. Morgan, Col.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and
trans,
tion. location and specify studio locaFollowing were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: KTLA Los Angeles, to 3-1-49;
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M., to 4-149; W2XBH Area Nutley, N. J., to 3-2649; W6XYZ Pasadena, Calif., to 3-1-49.
WTFM Tiffin, Ohio.— Granted license
for
new 120FMft. station; Ch. 252 (98.3 mc),
450 w,
Ch.WMUS-FM
263 (100.5 Muskegon,
mc), 3.2 kw,Mich.
280 —ft. Same;
WFIN-FM
Findlay,
Ohio.—
263 (100.5 mc). 8.2 kw, 245 ft. Same; Ch.
223KRLD-FM
(92.5 mc). Dallas,
46 kw, Tex.—
490 ft.Same; Ch.
WIP-FM Philadelphia — Granted license covering changes in FM station:
Ch. 227 (93.3 mc). 20 kw, 430 ft.
WEBC-FM
222 (92. 3 mc).Duluth,
62 kw. Minn.—
750 ft. Same; Ch.
KGBS-FM Harbenito, Tex.— Granted
license new FM station; Ch. 234 (94.7
mc). 7.4 kw, 410 ft.
Sarasota, off'ia ant.,
— Granted
CPWKXY
for approval
trans, mod.
and
studio locations.
W L F M Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg.
Corp.,
Lewiston,
Granted
request
to
cancel
CP for Me.
new — FM
station.
The following were granted mod.
CPs for extension of completion dates
as shown: KFMV Hollywood. Calif., to
KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D., to
2-1-15-49;
6-49; WLPM-FM
Suffolk. Va., to
3- 28-49 KPOR Riverside, Calif., to
7-19-49 WENY-FM Elmira, N. Y., to
4- 17-49; WLAV-FM
Grand Rapids,
Mich., to 7-12-49; WRGA-FM Rome,
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FCC BOX SCORE
Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
SUMMARY
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* 14 on the air.

TO

DECEMBER

On Air Licensed CPs
1,911
1,857 272
698
208 712
51
7
116

AM APPLICATIONS
Beverly Hills, Calif. — John R. Martin
and D. V. O'Brien d/b as Beverly
Hills Broadcasters, 84Q kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost $23,392. Mr. Martin, five-sixths owner, is salesman at
K W I K Burbank, Calif., and Mr.
O'Brien,
one-sixth
is in
construction
business.owner,Filed
Dec.home
23.
Cairo, castingGa.Co., —1300
Grady-Mitchell
Broadkc, 1 kw, daytime;
estimaed cost $27,845. Principals: Ed
Stevens, president
owner
WDWD
Dawson, and
Ga., one-third
and chairman
of the board and 20.66% owner of
Steven^ Industries Inc., Dawson, peanutident
products
processing
presand 48%andowner;
M. E.firm,
Williams,
president and 10.43% owner of Stevens
Industries, vice president 16%%; Geise
Dozier, executive vice president and
4.42% owner Stevens Industries, vice
president 3%%; Ed Young, executive
vice president and S.98% owner Stevens
Industries, secretary -treasurer 1%%;
W. C. Woodall, secretary-treasurer,
general-manager and one-third owner
WDWD,
executive
Filed Dec.
22. vice president 33i-^%.
El Paso, Tex.— Claude H. Craig, 860
kc, 500 w, daytime; estimated cost
$24,276. Applicant has request for
TV
dealer.pending
Filedthere.
Dec. 29.He is local auto
— J. Bruce
Taylor
Sr.Long
d/b Beach,
as LongCalif.
Beach
Broadcasters,
820 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost
$14,392.
Applicant
apartment
house
owner and
sheriffis of
Los Angeles
County. Filed Dec. 23.
Riverside. Calif. — Vernon D. Smith
d/b as Public Service Broadcasters, 880
kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost $18,Ga., to 3-10-49; WAUX-FM Waukesha,
Wis., to 6-15-49; WMGY-FM Montgomery, Ala., to 2-4-49; WKHN New
Brunswick, N. J., to 7-13-49; KFABFM Lincoln. Neb., to 6-1-49; KMFM
Monroe, La., to 4-1-49; WBSM New
Bedford, Mass., to 2-15-49; WISE-FM
Asheville, N. C, to 4-1-49; WGAU-FM
Athens, Ga., to 2-15-49; WGTM-FM
Wilson, N. C, to 5-15-49; WIBG-FM
Philadelphia, to 6-1-49; W3XOT Washington, D. C, to 1-31-49; KLAC-TV
Los Angeles, to 8-1-49; WMBD Peoria,
111., to 3-28-49.
WTNB WTNB-FM Birmingham, Ala.
—Granted
of CPCP and
cense of AMassignment
station and
of FMlistation from Radio Station WTNB
to Pilot Bcstg. Corp.
WEAB Greer, S. C. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location, and change studio location
and type trans.
McMinnville Bcstg. Co., McMinnville,
Ore. — Granted mod. CP for approval
of ant., trans, and studio locations
and change type trans.
Land O'Corn Bcstg. Co., Webster
City, Iowa.
— Granted
mod. location.
CP for approval of ant.
and trans,
WLIN
MerriU,
Wis.—
Granted
CP to make changes in vertical mod.
ant.
KNUZalternate
Houston,
CP
install
mainTex.—
trans,Granted
at present
site
of
main
trans,
to
be
operated
on
1230 kc 250 w unl.
KBRS
Springdale,
Ark.—
Granted
mod. CP to change type trans, and for
approval of ant., trans, and studio
locations.
— Granted
CPKSPT
for Sandpoint,
approval ofIda.ant.,
trans, mod.
and
studio locations and change type
trans.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WXEL Parma, Ohio, to 5-3049; WSFA-FM Montgomery, Ala., to
3-31-49; WHIS-FM Bluefield, W. Va., to
3-1-49; WKAL-FM Rome, N. Y., to
3-2-49 (on condition that construction
be completed
interimKPOJ
operation
provided bv thator date);
Portland,
Ore., to 2-7-49; WHIS Bluefield, W. Va.,
to 2-1-49; WKVM Arecibo, P. R., to
3-15-49; WICA Ashtabula, Ohio, to
5-28-49; WDEV
Waterbury, Vt., to
3- 19-49; WHAY New Britain, Conn., to
4- 15-49; WAUX Waukesha, Wis., to 615-49: KVNJ Fargo, N. D., to 2-6-49;
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., to 6-18-49;
KTSA San Antonio, Tex., to 6-1-49;
KINE Kingsville, Tex., to 1-12-49;
WGBS Miami, Fla., to 1-20-49.

29
Grants

Pending
520
cations

Cond'l

90
Appli312

Hearing
In
181
287
31

050. Applicant is San Bernardino
branch manager of Dean Witter & Co.,
member
Filed Dec.New
23. York stock exchange.
45*
FM APPLICATIONS
Hattiesburg,
Miss.
casting Co., Channel— Forrest
250 (97.9Broadmc),
ERP 1 kw, antenna 312 ft.; estimated
cost station
$2,450. WFOR
Applicant
is licensee
AM
there.
Filed Dec.of
22.
Jersey City,
J. — Seymour
Channel
276 N.(103.1
mc), ERPN. 1Siegel,
kw,
antenna 250 ft.; estimated cost $15,000.
Applicant is general manager of WNYC,
New
municipal
station.
Siegel York's
proposes
to purchase
plant Mr.of
WFMO Jersey City, FM station dropped
in October
Fidelity Media Nov.
Broad-9,
casting by
Corp. [Broadcasting,
1948]. Filed Dec. 27.
Little Rock, Ark. — Southwestern
Broadcasting Co., Channel 231 (94.1
mc), ERP 9-1 kw; estimated cost
$16,840.AMApplicant
is licensee
of KVLC
there,
outlet. Filed
Dec. 20.
Mattoon, 111. — Mattoon Broadcasting
Co., Channel 245 (96.9 mc), ERP 22.9
kw, antenna 185 ft.; estimated cost
$16,500.
tion Applicant
WLBH there. is licensee AM staNew Orleans — P. G. Beauregard
School, Channel 201 (88.1 mc), 10 w
power; estimated cost $2,150. School
covers elementary grades. Filed Dec.
Lake,
Iowa — Corn
29.Storm casting
Co., Channel
259 Belt
(99.7Broadmc),
ERP 3.6 kw, antenna 390 ft.: estimated
cost $13,460. Applicant is licensee of
KAYL, AM outlet there. Filed Dec.
20.
WTAX install
Springfield,
111. — ant.
Granted
license
new vertical
and
mount FM ant. on AM tower and
change trans, and studio locations.
WNEX Macon,
— Grantedant.license
installation
new Ga.vertical
and
mount FM ant. on AM tower.
WTAM Cleveland — Granted license
install FM ant. on top vertical ant.
WMSAcense Massena,
Y.— Granted
liinstall new N.vertical
ant. and
mount FM ant. on top AM tower.
WHAScense mount
Louisville,
highway Ky.—
radioGranted
telephoneliant. on top AM tower.
WAGA - AM - FM - TV Atlanta. Ga.
— Granted assignment from Liberty
Bcstg. Corp. to The Fort Industry Co.
WWVA WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.
— Same; from West Virginia Bcstg.
Corp. to The Fort Industry Co.
WMMN Fairmont,Valley
W. Va. — Same
from
to The Monongahela
Fort Industry Co. Bcstg. Co.
WJBK WJBK-FM Detroit — Same
from Detroit
Industry
Co. Bcstg. Co. to The Fort
WCMA-FM The Cornith Bcstg. Co.,
Cornith,CP Miss.
Granted
cancel
new —FM
station. request to
WWNR-FM Rahall Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Beckley,
cancel CP W.newVa.—
FM Granted
station. request to
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WOI-FM Ames, Iowa, to 3-2849; WEAM-FM Providence, R. I., to
3- 15-49; WJDX-FM Jackson, Miss., to
4- 15-49: WWNI Wabash, Ind., to 3-2849; WMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn., to 3-3049; KONO-FM San Antonio, Tex., to
6-28-49; KTRB-FM Modesto, Calif., to
6-15-49; WCBM Baltimore, to 7-5-49.
Granted
forWRMS
new Ware,
standardMass.—
station
1250 license
kc 500
w D.
December 29 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Transfer Authorizations
Consent was granted to stock transfers and assignment of authorizations
for 27 AM and FM stations (See story
page 52). Hearing Designated
Harrisonburg Bcstg. Co., Harrisonburg, and County Bcstg. Service, Mount
Jackson, Va.— Designated for consolidated hearing application of Harrisonburg and County Bcstg. Service, each
requesting new station 1230 kc 250 w
unl.

Petition Granted
James Madison Bcstg. Corp., Orange,
Va. — Granted petition insofar as it requests modification
8 in
Commission
order of
of Issue
Aug. No.
4, 1948,
which designated
for
hearing
in
consolidated hearing applications of James
Madison Bcstg. Corp. and Harrisonburg
Bcstg. Co.; denied petition in all other
respects;
ordered
that Commission's
order of Aug.
4 be amended
to change
Issue No. 8 to No. 9 and to include
as Issue No. 8 an issue to determine
whether application of James Madison Bcstg. Corp. was filed in good faith
for purpose of delaying or preventing
establishment
competitive
broadcast service ofofWSVA
Harrisonburg,
etc., and further ordered removal of
application of Harrisonburg Bcstg. Co.
from
hearing with respect to all
issues said
therein.
CP Reinstated
W H J B Pittsburgh Radio Supply
House, Greensburg,
Grantedwhich
reinstatement of CP Pa.
as — mod.,
authorized new station 620 kc 500
w-N 1 kw-D DA.
Hearing Designated
St. Mary's U. Bcstg. Corp., San
Antonio, Tex. — Designated for hearing
application for new station 1240 kc
250 w unl. in consolidated proceeding
with application of Metropolitan Bcstg.
Co., Alamo Heights,
FM— 93.5 Tex.
mc
Northern Indiana Bcstrs. Inc., MichiInd. — Channel
Granted 228
CP new
A FMgan City,
station,
(93.5 Class
mc),
1 kw, 180 urement
ft.,of power
subject ofto indirect
measWIMS during
construction of FM ant. and submission
of new ant. resistance measurements
for WIMStion.upon
completion
of construcEstimated
cost: $12,115.
December 29 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KEIO Pocatello, Ida.— Mod. CP which
date.
authorized change frequency, increase
power etc. for extension of completion
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KIYI
Shelby, Mont.; KRAI Near Craig, Col.;
KXO El Centro, Calif.; WBLJ Dalton,
Ga.; WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla.
License renewal applications were
filed by tions:
following
commercial
staWBKB Chicago;
WNBTTV New
York; WNBW Washington; WRGB
Schenectady, N. Y.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of CP
KBUK ment of c;P
(FM) fromDallas,
Tex— Orphans
AssignBuckner
Home to Baptist General Convention
of Texas.
Stock Transfer
WLBG Laurens, S. C. — Transfer of
1,450 shares from J. C. Todd to
J. W. Todd. AM— -1330 kc
WASA from
Havre 1600de kcGrace,
change
500 wMd.—
D CPto
1330 kc 1 kw AM—
D. 1480 kc
KBRC Mount Vernon, Wash.— CP
change from 1430 kc to 1480 kc, D
to unl., install DA-N, operating with
500 w.
TV Staffers Become Dads
ABC 'GROWTH'
ABC television staffers are doing
what they can to secure new talent
in the bean-sprouting offspring of
radio broadcasting. Actually,

they're "growing their own."
Three new feminine ingenues —
baby girls — were born to wives of
ABC's video personnel. A recent
arrival, Carol Holden, was born to
Mrs. Charles Holden, wife of ABCTV's production manager, at New
York's Woman's Hospital.
Marshall Diskin, ABC-TV staff
director, became the father of a
seven pound, two-ounce baby girl,
Shelley, at St. Claire's Hospital,
also New York, while in Washington, D. C, Mrs. Charles Bishop
give birth to an eight pound, sixounce girl to be called Elizabeth.
Daddy is program assistant at
ABC-TV, New York.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Lawyers
(Continued from page 29 )
exemplified by the WJR and related cases and will pass upon
such administrative policies as
local ownership, equitable distribution of broadcast facilities, integration of ownership with management, etc."
Mr. Warner predicts significant
developments in the fields of copyright law, defamation, right of privacy, property rights in television
broadcasts, program standards and
other problems confronting the
broadcaster in his
day-to-day operaV tion.
The two principal unanswered
questions facing
FCC in the new
year are what decision to reach in
the clear channel
proceeding and
Mr. Wilkinson
how best to allocate VHF television channels, in the opinion of
Vernon L. Wilkinson, Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson.
Mr. Wilkinson contends television "can provide the spur to
prosperity that the automobile industry provided in the decade
following World War I," and urges
prompt
removal of telecasting
the freeze "that
now immobilizes
and
improvements
in clear channel
broadcasting."
J Neville Miller, Miller & Schroed•~ er, thinks television
be "the
most will
active
and
exciting field in
radio" during the
coming year providing FCC is
able to adopt new
standards.
Mr. Miller also
expects such
questions as the
AVCO rule, multiple ownership,
Mr. Miller
the Commission's
power over program content and
the power to revoke licenses to be
reviewed and litigated.
Interesting Developments
"Transit radio and storecasting,"
Mr. Miller said, "should provide interesting developments in the FM
field and, of course, with a new
Congress in session there is always
the possibility of
another attempt
to rewrite the Act
with the provisions concerning
programming and
clear channels being bitterly con-

the question of giveaways and international and domestic allocations.
"More than any recent year,"
Mr. Pierson contends, "1949 can be
a year of vital decision or a year
of disastrous indecision. The
growth of the adolescent television
can be stunted or nurtured."
Jeremiah Courtney, Courtney,
Ki'ieger & Jorgensen, i s convinced "the backlog of orders in
the mobile field
. . . makes it
abundantly clear
that 1949 will
witness the
greatest expansion of mobile radio use ever
Mr. Courtney
Mr. Courtney does not expect
further
seen." demands by mobile services
for the low band TV frequencies.
He maintains "the impact of the
mobile radio services needs may be
expected to fall, rather, on the government assignments, with increasing pressure generated against
IRAC to yield or share some of its
unused frequency bands."
With repeal of the television
freeze and solution of clear
channel and related problems,
Ben S. Fisher,
Fisher, Wayland,
Duvall & Southmayd, believes
the
lookindustry
for one"can
of
the most active
Mr. Fisher
periods in all of
the history of
broadcasting."
"The Commission itself is doing
a tremendous job in trying to solve
these problems," Mr. Fisher said,
"and is working with a sincere effort and determination to arrive at
a successful solution of these problems on behalf of the entire radio
industry."
Commission approval of TV use
of the UHF band
and adoption of
standards for the
high band are
forecast by Leonard H. Marks,
Cohn & Marks.
Mr. Marks believes 1,000 FM
stations will be
in operation durMr. Marks
ing the forthcoming
year-.
"1949
will prove that there is nothing
wrong with FM that a little advertising won't cure," he said.
"We can anticipate," Mr. Marks
said, "that AM daytime only stations will be given an opportunity
to institute fulltime service as a
result of a breakdown of clear
channels and a revision of NARBA

tested."
According to
W. Theodore Pierson, Pierson &
Mr. Pierson
Ball, the most
disastrous error
the Commission could make during 1949 would be not to make any
decisions at all on such matters as
clear channels, licensees' editorial
gag, the radio-defamation dilemma.
on the Mexican 1-A's."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Thad H. Brown Jr., Roberts &
Mclnnis, thinks
1949 might be
properly termed
the "Year of Dec i s i o n s ." the
He
maintains
Commission has
never tackled a
matter of greater
significance than
stable television
providing
"a
Mr. Brown
industry and a
sufficiency of television broadcast
"Aside from FCC matters," Mr.
service." stated, "many additional
Brown
legal questions of general import to
the television industry may be met
and decided in 1949. To name several, we refer for instance to the
attempted assumption by state
movie censorship boards of jurisdiction over films broadcast on television, state amusement taxes relating to ' television reception in
public places. . . ." Other problems
he believes will arise are an industry television code, absolute property rights, unfair competition,
equitable servitudes and unauthorized telecasts.
Porter Opinion
Paul A. Porter, Arnold, Fortas
& Porter, former
FCC chairman,
visualizes 1949 as
adecision
year "of
for real
the
FCC, the
castingbroadindustry
i^**
f

i M91^

and all whowith
are
concerned
the development

of public commu"The dynamism
nications."
of this business," Mr. Porter asserted, "should bring to decision
next year an accumulation of issues
on television, clear channel allocation and many other technical and
Mr. Porter

Regulatory
problems in video will
problems."
policy
become more acute due to the presently limited number of available
channels, as well as the more extensive capital requirements, according to Arthur W. Scharfeld.
"The long range economic and
competitive effects of the great
increase i n new
standard broadc a s t station authorizationss i sued during the
early post war
period should begin to make their
appearance in
1949,"feldMr.
warns. Schar"A substantial
Mr. Scharfeld
number of such
recently established stations are
now operating on a marginal, if
now unprofitable, basis and constitute the nucleus of a definite
pattern in the ownership of stations," he said. Purchasers will
probably continue to be those with
other station interests, Mr. Scharfeld believes, and indicated "the
apparent trend is for acquisitions

to fall into area groupings of five
to seven stations . . ." The figure
is apparently influenced by FCC's
proposed multiple ownership rule,
he said.
"The total number of individual
ownership interests ... is thus
being continually whittled down
and replaced by units of interrelated stations under integrated
management located in a single
state ... or geographic area,"
Mr. Scharfeld stated. As a result
he foresees increased administrative problems for FCC.
Tremendous strides in the art
of FM and its acceptance by the
public,
ly in particularthe South
where static i s
high, with
consequenta reduction
in AM listeners,
is the forecast of
Andrew
W. Bennett.
"Television."
Mr. Bennett preMr. Bennett
dicts, "will make
inroads on aural
broadcasting in metropolitan areas
serving major markets but I do
not believe this will be true during
the entire
broadcast
day."
He
feels
video would
also take
a larger
chunk of the advertising dollar,
particularly in the 8 to 10 p.m.
period
sons. and during the sports seaWilliam A. Porter of Bingham,
Collins,
Porterany& Kistler, does not
anticipate
definitive answer
on giveaway programs until the
courts have
had
an opportunity t(
pass upon the
Commission's interp eta ion fo
the"Don't
lotterybelaw.surPorter
prised," Mr. Porter advises, "if initiates an indithe Commission
rect attack by designating renewal
applications for hearing on grounds
that such programming is not in
the public interest, whether violative of law or not."
STRIKE AVERTED
UP Wire Men Stay on Job
STRIKE of United Press teletype
operators and maintenance men,
called for midnight Thursday, was
averted Wednesday on the evening
before the walkout was to be made
effective.
An agreement between the news
service and the wire men was announced by J. R. Mandelbaum, assistant regional director of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service. Mr. Mandelbaum said he
would remain with both sides until the pact could be crystallized
into a contract. Details of the
settlement have not been made
Had a strike been called, said UP
officials, 1,060 radio station clients
public.
of UP would have continued to get
service.
January 3, 1949
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INDUSTRY 1948 TIME SALES
ESTIMATED AT $398,560,000
ESTIMATES of broadcasting industry's 1948
revenue revised upward by NAB Friday to
show 6.5% increase over 1947 instead of unofficial September estimate of 7.4% rise
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 13, 1948]. Dr. Kenneth
Baker, NAB research department director, explained all NAB estimates are in terms of
gross revenue — after frequency or volume discounts but before agency commission deductions.
Based on original study and revisions, following conclusions for 1948 appeared justified,
according to Dr. Baker: Overall gross industry revenue, to increase 6.5% — from $374,086,686 to $898,560,000; operating expenses, to
rise 10%— from $212,200,000 to $232,200,000;
national spot revenue, to increase 10% —
from $91,581,241 to $100,739,000; local revenue, to increase 6%— from $147,778,814 to
$156,646,000; network revenue, to rise 4.5% —
from $127,713,942 to $133,461,000.
Station revenue from national spot was
largest in dollar volume and percentage —
first time in several years. With spot attaining considerable volume in industry income,
the 10% increase "is even more significant,"
NAB's report said. Greatest boosts were estimated for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin.
Local business increases were highest in
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas
and the Dakotas. Added local revenue will go
mainly to stations starting operation since
Jan. 1, 1948, it was pointed out.
Operating expenses showed largest gains in
New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
Inasmuch as expense increases exceed revenue,
profits before federal taxes will be less than
20%, "for the first time since 1939." Rising
operating expenses were attributed to increased wage rates, and to fact TV and FM
are supported largely by AM earnings, the
study indicated.
JACK BENNY TOPS FIRST 15
EVENING HOOPERATINGS
TOP EVENING network program based on
Dec. 30 Hooper report was Jack Benny, with a
rating of 25.6. Biggest boost over position
year ago shown by Hoi-ace Heidt show, which
jumped from 36th to 10th in December ratings.
Top 15 programs and ratings:
Jack Benny*
Radio Theatre,
Winchell,
23.6; 25.6;
Mr. District
Attorney,24.0;
19.4;Walter
Phil
Harris-Alice Faye, 19.4; My Friend Irma, 19.2 Fibber McGee & Molly, 17.8; Bob Hope, 17.7; Charlie
McCarthy, 17.6; Horace Heidt, 17.3; Arthur Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts 16.8;
Bing Crosby,
16.2; Duffy's
Tavern,
16.2; Louella
Par.sons,
16.1; Crime
Photographer,
15.8. ('includes second broadcast).
FCC NAMES PLOTKIN
FCC Assistant General Counsel Harry M.
Plotkin named chief of Broadcast Division of
Law Bureau last Thursday and Max Goldman
appointed assistant general counsel in charge
of Litigation & Administration Division. They
have been acting in those capacities. Previously, Mr. Plotkin had been in charge of Litigation & Administration and Mr. Goldman
had been assistant chief. Mrs. Annie E.
Hunttington promoted to chief of Domestic
Wire Branch of Common Carrier Division, Law
Bureau, as successor to Bernard Strassburg,
who becomes chief of Rate Branch in that
division.
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NEW EXECUTIVE STAFF
AT WPAT ANNOUNCED
ANNOUNCEMENT of new executive staff of
WPAT Paterson, under ownership of Passaic
Daily News, was made Thursday by new owners. James V. Cosman, former half owner,
who retained 10% interest, is executive vice
president and general manager. Dow H. Drukker, chairman of board of newspaper, holds
similar status with radio operations. Dow H.
Jr., publisher of newspapers, is president of
radio operations, and Richard Drukker, his
brother, and treasurer of newspaper organization, is vice president and promotion manager
for radio.
Named assistant vice president and assistant
general manager is Arthur Mundorff , now manager of Drukker FM station, WWDX. Earl
Lucas was appointed assistant vice president
and chief engineer, and Harry Adsit, business
manager of newspaper, was named treasurer.
Dave Golden continues as director of publicity
and special events.
New FM affiliate of WPAT, which will have call
WNNJ will be dedicated Feb. 1, to operate on 103.5
mc (channel 278), class B.
WPAT was acquired by Drukker family for
stripped price of $464,400, 50% from Donald Flamm
and 40% from Mr. Cosman.
Station is an independent and operates daytime
on 930 kc with 1 kw, serving northern New Jersey
area.
familyalsopublishes
nearby Drukker
Passaic and
operates Herald-News
WWDX (FM),in
community outlet which will be discontinued when
WNNJ takes air. Paterson and Passaic are contiguous markets.
FORRESTAL ON CENSORSHIP
CENSORSHIP in any form is not workable
or desirable in peacetime. Secretary of Defense James Forrestal said Thursday. He indicated he agrees with news advisory group
appointed early last year and composed of
radio and press executives. Defense Secretary's first annual report also envisioned super
type Stratovision for TV and radio as one
non-military use of man-made earth satellites
now under study. Defense group considering
possibility of creating little moon-like outposts at edge of earth's gravitational pull,
some 200,000 miles up. Radio waves would be
beamed to satellites and retransmitted to wide
areas of earth.
COAXIAL OPENING SPEAKERS
WAYNE COY, FCC chairman, will head
speakers at Jan. 11 ceremonies opening AT&T
East-Midwest coaxial cable for television.
Among others, Leroy A. Wilson, president,
AT&T; Frank Stanton, president, CBS; Niles
Trammell, president, NBC; Allen B. DuMont,
president, WABD and DuMont Labs; Mark
Woods, president, ABC; F. M. Flynn, president, WPIX. Mayor William O'Dwyer of New
York and Mayor Martin Kennelly of Chicago
also will participate.
TRUMAN
LAUDS TV
PRESIDENT TRUMAN said Thursday
that television played a very important
role in fall campaigning. He made statement when Bryson Rash, ABC Presidential announcer, asked at news conference
what part he thought television had taken
in
campaign.
Unfortunately
cover
enough territory
when it TV
was didn't
used.
President added.

NAB URGES SALARY BOOST
FOR MEMBERS OF FCC
ELEVATION of salaries for FCC Commissioners to $22,500 in proposed legislation
urged Thursday by A. D. Willard Jr., NAB
executive vice president, in letter to Sen. Ralph
E. Flanders (R-Vt.), chairman of subcommittee of Post Offices and Civil Service CommitSen. Flanders to introduce bill carrying out te . ';
plans of government reorganization unit for :
salary boosts. Bill presently provides only
$17,500 for FCC members. Mr. Willard contends multi-billion dollar industry and public
dependent on type of leadership FCC provides.
Many other similar agencies to get $22,500
salaries under bill, slated for fast action after
Congress opens this week.

'VOICE' OPENS NEW STUDIOS
NEW "Voice of America" Washington studios
in Interior Dept. to open direct worldwide ;
shortwave broadcasts today, George V. Allen,
Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, announced Friday. First major broadcasts will
be opening of Congress, President Truman's
State of Union address, and inauguration ceremonies Jan. 20. Main programming operation
to remain in New York. Top-floor studios
were reactivated last month under arrangement with Interior Secretary Krug [Broad+
CASTING,
Dec. 13].
I
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page i )
Norweb is being supported for post if his
health can stand it (see editorial, page 40).
It's known that FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
had been proffered position, which isn't yet^,
vacant, but to date has evinced little interest.
HIGHLIGHTS of final report of House Select
Committee to Investigate FCC, due for weekend consideration by Committee, expected to
include strong criticism of FCC's Blue Booki
and of FCC legal department; review of so-l
called "Lamb case" centering on issuance of
multiple station grants to Attorney-Publisher
Edward Lamb, and recommendation for legislationmercial
to prevent
recurrence
of FCC'sstation
comgrant for Insular
Government
in Puerto Rico, as well as proposal for continued Congressional study of FCC.
FULTON LEWIS Jr. and WOIC (TV), upcoming Washington outlet, negotiating exclusive deal whereby Mutual commentator would
make nightly TV appearance on new Bamberger telestation. Five-a-week programs would
be aired as simulcasts — combined TV, AM,
FM — looking toward long-range co-op arrangement pending reality of MBS TV Network.
(WOR
TV New York and WOIC already set ^
as
nucleus.)
NEW AGREEMENT between Los Angeles
Mirror and KNBH Hollywood, NBC television < j
station, in process late last week. In addition
to local news cooperation NBC will obtain
rights to any special events paper develops.
L. A. Times, sister newspaper owned by the i
Times Mirror Co., has agreement with CBS
via KTTV.
j
ALTHOUGH NO NAMES mentioned, ABC \
officials last week admitted likelihood that
Charles (Bud) Barry would not take over as
Western Division vice president, despite earlier
announcement following resignation of Don '
Searle. Change reportedly because of network's extensive television plans, and Mr.
Barry's key responsibilities in programming.
BROADCASTING
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easy for a radio station
to say, "Advertising will solve
your problems. Just buy some time on the air."

matter of checks upon distribution and competitive position, dealer and consumer attitudes, the
design and distribution of display material, etc.

It's easy to say, but it isn't always true. For
advertising can be really effective only when

The result.-^ Sales have increased steadily in the
WLW 4-State area— have now reached a total

product and package are right— distribution
healthy— selling appeal sound.

more than thirty times greater than when the
advertiser began his WLW campaign in 1943.
And he has used no other media in this area.

This fact is acknowledged at WLW, and
service is geared to meet the issue squarely. There
are facilities— not found at any other radio station—to aid a manufacturer all along the line.
There is a "know how" peculiar to the area, and
man power adequate to help you reach a position
where advertising can really do a solid job.
HERE'S AN

EXAMPLE:*

In 1943, the manufacturer of a proprietary doing
only a negligible business in the WLW area,
approached the station in regard to a radio campaign. Upon our advice, he first signed with
WLWs

Yes, The Nation's Station can help you solve
your selling problem in many, many ways. And
when you have solved it for WLW-land, you
pretty well know the answers for the nation. For
WLWs Merchandise-Able Area is a true cross
section of America. A vast territory where almost
fourteen million people live— an area which is
covered by one station as a network covers the
nation. An ideal proving ground for products
and ideas. A proving ground for success.
^Name on request

Specialty Sales division to obtain distribution. He then began his WLW
campaign,

sponsoring three early-morning quarter-hours per
week, using WLWs staff rural entertainers.
During the last five years, this advertiser has
been a steady, year-around advertiser on WLWs
early-morning schedule— is now sponsoring seven
quarter-hours per week— and has engaged the
services of Specialty Sales eight different times.
WLWs Drug Merchandising Department has
also given full support to this client, in the

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION

PART

OF

COLORADO

TH

SCENE

OIL IS BIG NEWS
^1

in the KLZ

mar-

ket! Colorado's famous peaks have a

rival in the thousands of towering oil derricks now
pumping oil into the coffers of this rich western country. On the heels of the great Rangely field comes the
discovery of another huge oil strike in southwestern
Colorado, a discovery so large it "may well make Colorado a major oil producing state." The flood of black
gold in this area is but one more solid example of the
diversification and economic

stability of the KLZ

market.

AND

WHERE

THERE'S

NEWS

you'll find KLZ's

alert news staff on the job. Long known

for its radio

news leadership, KLZ's news staff is one of the largest
and most experienced in all of the West. KLZ newsmen
were first to bring to Denver radio the use of wirerecordings and telephone-recorded interviews in the
news. With a true "nose for news" and the "know-how"
Affiliated in Management with WKY, Oklahoma City
and The Oklahoma Publishing Company
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

CBS

in

^(

of radio news writing, KLZ
er's favorite.

continues to be the listen-
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I.OWA home radio sets are used in almost every
room. In other words, Iowa radio listening is a
positive part of family life — is far more than just
an incidental attraction for leisure hours!

The 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* reveals
the following about the location of Iowa radio sets:
In the 98.0% of Iowa's radio-equipped homes, 70.2%
of the families have a radio in the living room, 30.4%
have one in the kitchen, 18.1% list "bedroom or
bedrooms," 16.3% have one in the dining room, and
18.2% have sets that "move about."
The 1948 Edition of the famed Iowa Radio Audience Survey is full of such background information
in addition to statistics about station and program
preferences, etc. Write for your complimentary
copy of this Eleventh Edition today. Or ask Free
& Peters.

MOVir

"must" forin
Survey
Audience man
1948 Iowa
jJC The
who isisa interested
or marketing
sales,Radio
advertising,
every
the Iowa sales-potential.
The 1948 Edition is the eleventh annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan
on personal interof Wichita University and his staff, is based selected
from the
views of 9,224 Iowa families, scientifically
city, town, village and farm audience.
As a service to the sales, advertising, and research professions,
WHO will gladly send a copy of the 1948 Survey to anyone
interested in the subjects covered.

WHO
+

far

IOWA

PLUS

DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.,
National Representatives

+
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A.

The

Geargiii

The

C.B.S.

Trio

Affiliates in
Georgia's First 3 Markets

THE

TRIO

OFFERS

Concentrated

ADVERTISERS
coverage

•

AT

Merchandising

Listener loyalty built by local programming
—

IN GEORGIA'S

OHE

FIRST THREE

LOW

COST:

assistance

• Dealer loyalties

MARKETS

The GBorgin Trio

Represented, individually

and as a group, by

THE
K ATZ
AGENCY,
4NC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Atlanta • Kansas City • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Dallas

Tell

them

from

A

a

home-town

and

sell

Home-town

appearance

them
Platform

draws a bigger

crowd — Inspires a more friendly reception for
your sales message.
That's the way it is when you talk to New England people through a Yankee home-town station.
You are sure of a larger audience because hometown "acoustics" are favorable and because
these people get complete radio entertainment

The

center. They enable you to command

and hold

dealer interest and achieve maximum
sale results.

point-of-

campaign, with equal local emphasis everywhere.
There is no better way to sell this six-state area.

ci- The Yankee

Yankee

stations are used by the home-town merchants.
They penetrate every neighborhood shopping

Yankee's 24 home-town stations provide the
regional media for an integrated New England

— national, regional and local programs —
through their Yankee home-town stations. They
listen habitually.

^ccc^tteiKCC

Yankee home-town stations provide the means
for fast and steady local impact. These Yankee

N

NETWORK'S

'pOUKcCdtcOH

ETWORK,

Inc.

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON

15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
' Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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CHALK ONE up for radio stamina in San
Antonio. After having withdrawn radio log
listings for seven months during which various
propositions for paid listings were made, but
resisted, three San Antonio dailies again are
printing complete program listings, gratis.
NOTICE has been given C. E. Hooper Inc. by
MBS that it will cancel service upon expiration of present contract. MBS also subscribes
to Nielsen Radio Index. MBS in past has
protested use by Hooper of 1946 BMB figures
when network had about 200 stations less than
present total of 519.
AT SUGGESTION of Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman, RCA has created Washington coordinating committee under chairmanship of RCA vice president. Glen McDaniel, and
with F. M. (Scoop) Russell, NBC vice president, as coordinator in Washington. All subsidiaries have representatives on committee
which meets once monthly.
LEVER BROTHERS Pepsodent Div., handled
by J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, understood making queries into Eleanor and Anna
Roosevelt show, three times weekly on ABC,
for possible sponsorship.
ALTHOUGH NARBA discussion at Mexico
City international broadcasting conference was
supposed to be taboo, word has seeped out
that Cuba is prepared to make demands again.
Among them: No power in excess of 50 kw
in U. S.; no further grants on standard broadcast channel; deletion of existing standard
(AM) construction permits where construction
has not been completed.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS CORP. (Lysol),
New York, through Lennen & Mitchell, New
Yoi'k, will stai't intensive video spot announcement campaign in New York in February.
Plans also include further TV coverage later on.
CHICAGO alive late Friday with unconfirmed
rumors CBS has bought 40% -plus interest in
WGN-TV. WGN denied, CBS mum.
WHILE no announcement was forthcoming following visit of Brig. Gen. Sarnoff, RCA and
NBC chairman, with President Truman last
Thursday, understood he discussed potentials
of Ultrafax, high-speed TV and other upcoming electronic services. It is presumed Gen.
Sarnoff discussed both possible industry and
military potentials of these developments.
ACQUISITION by Gov. James M. Cox interests of Dayton Journal and Dayton Herald
from Lewis B. Rock interests may have bearing
(Continued on page 86)
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Business

Briefly

Circuit

January 10, 1949

Jan. 10: FCC Hearing on Station Representation
resumes, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 10-11: NAB Engineering Executive Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 1 1 : BMB Executive Committee meeting,
BMB Hdqrs., New York.
Jan. 15: All-Radio Presentation Committee, BMB
Hdqrs., New York.
(Other Upcomings on page 35)

Bulletins
CHARLES R. DENNY, NBC executive vice
president,
network's
board
at monthly elected
meetingmember
Friday. ofMr.
Denny joined
NBC Nov. 15, 1947, as vice president and general counsel, following resignation as FCC
chairman. He was elected executive vice president July 2, 1948.
BENRUS Watch Co., New York, will add
$500,000 to 1949 radio-television budget, bringing year's appropriation to $1,600,000, Jack
Tarcher, president, J. D. Tarcher Co. (Benrus
agency) said Friday. Firm to add 30 cities to
present coverage (103 stations) for its radio
time signals.
FCC ADOPTS RULE ON STATION
TIME AS DEAL IN PURCHASE
RULES proposed by FCC 11 months ago to
prohibit reservation of station time as part of
purchase price of station [Broadcasting, Feb.
9] were adopted by Commission Friday, effective Feb. 15. Such contracts already in existence and known to Commission — described as
"only a handful" — won't be invalidated if modified to conform to standards laid down by FCC.
These standards are substantially as proposed originally, except that provision entitling
licensee to "buy up" such contract at any time
is changed to say he can do so "for substantial
cause, including, but not limited to, the assignment of license or the transfer of control of a
corporate licensee, consistent disagreement over
programs between the parties, or the acquisition of acontract
network shall
affiliation
the licensee."
No such
extend bybeyond
Feb. 15,
1964. Rules apply to AM, FM, TV.

QUIZ SHOW ON TV • Bristol-Myers Co.,
New York (Ipana, Sal Hepatica, Vitalis), Jan.
14 starts Break the Bank on ABC's TV network simultaneously with its ABC (AM)
broadcast, Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. Video show will
be carried by 11 eastern and midwestern ABC
TV affiliates. Agency, Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, New York.
SIGNS FOR TV • Mason Candy Bar effective
Jan. 12 has signed for quarter-hour Wednesday sponsorship of Howdy Doody on 14 station NBC-TV network. Signing follows fourweek successful TV test. Agency, Moore &
Hamm, New York.
RU-TEL PLANS • Ru-Tel Co., St. Paul, planning programs up to 15 minutes each on 12
stations in major markets through Louis A.
Smith Agency, Chicago.
EXPANDED SALES SERVICES
URGED BY NAB COMMITTEE
CALL for complete sales sei-vice by NAB
Broadcast Advertising Dept. with funds expanded to 50% of entire NAB budget sounded
Friday at closing day of Washington meeting
held by mittee
NAB
(early Sales
story, Managers
page 27). Executive ComLack of funds to maintain adequate service
prevents radio from competing on equal basis
with newspapers, committee held, pointing out
that newspapers have been using "roughtough" tactics and it's time "to stop kidding
around." Committee demanded addition of FM
and TV functions after discussing NAB reorganization project.
Named to subcommittee directed to get evidence on need for greater recognition of NAB's
broadcast advertising operation were Odin S.
Ramsland, KDAL Duluth; Ray Baker, KOMO
Seattle; George W. Brett, The Katz Agency.
Committee adopted resolutions condemning
abuse by door-to-door salesmen who make it
difficult for legitimate researchers to gain access to homes; recommended that TV stations
and TV networks avoid discrepancies in rate
structures as harmful to new visual medium.
2 NEW

YORK

AGENCIES

MERGE

SJ65UQ
'TklA
5 page
(Departmental
Index,
6;
-Hl^kll^kt
Television Index, page 30)

H. W. FAIRFAX Adv., Agency, New York,
and Jasper, Lynch and Fishel, New York, have
merged under name of H. W. Fairfax Agency.
Officers are at 551 Fifth Ave. Natt S. Ensler,
formerly Fairfax president, becomes chairman.
Stanley I. Fishel will be president and treasurer
and James W. Fishel executive vice president
and secretary.

FCC Revamping
BMB Shakeup, Survey Delay Possible
Skyborne TV Daytime Test Results
FCC Annual Report
Radio Costs Are 79% of Revenue — NAB. .
Truman Message, Bills Involving Radio. ...
Capital
Gains Coaxial
'Loss'
East-Midwest
Opening

2,500,000 TV SETS FORECAST
PRODUCTION of 2,500,000 TV sets looms in
1949, Royal V. Howard, NAB engineering director, told Northern California Section of Institute of Radio Engineers.

21
21
22
23
23
24
26
30
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. . . and Deep River is up to its ears in
1058 other Iowa communities*, WMT
ing up impressive BMB ratings. The
audience listens when WMT speaks,

WMT. As in
keeps on rollEastern Iowa
or sings, or

plays.
Stupendous bumper crops, humming industries, and
peak prices are putting more money than ever before
into the pockets of WMT's prosperous audience.
Come on in to Deep River and the rest of WMTland
. . . the water's fine for WMT advertisers. Ask
the Katz man for details about Eastern Iowa's
exclusive CBS outlet.
*within WMT's

2.5 mv line
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TWO CAMERAS covered the action from atop the sun-drenched
Orange Bowl stadium, got excellent, clear close-ui) shots.
Micro-wave relay link was used.

PART OF THE THRONG that filled auditorium to capacity. One young couple even brought blanket,
used it as though they were at stadium.
WGBS

SOLVES

ORANGE

BOWL

TICKET

CRISIS

Miami AM Station Steps Into Breach With Unique

THIRD CAMERA, located at end of field, was manned by George B.
Storer Jr., in charge of TV for Fort Industry Co. in Atlanta.

Public Service Use of Large -Screen Television
It was obvious a year ago that the
patientsdren'sofCardiacMiami's
Home. National Chil60,000
Orangeto Bowl
The Viewers
showing ate
wentpeanuts,
off without
all
who seat
wanted
see thecouldn't
Januaryhold1, hitch.
popcorn,a
1949 football classic. And when, a few
sandwiches, consumed soft drinks,
weeks before the Georgia-Texas game,
cheered madly when underdog Texas
a crisis
tickmade a first down, applauded injured
ets aroseinvolving
to plaguedistribution
the Orangeof Bowl
players, yelled themselves hoarse at
committee. Station WGBS saw a long
passes and touchdown plays, at
ready-made public service opportunity.
times drowned out the excellent narration ofopening
WAGA-TV's
Bill Terry.
whistle
the way
crowdto
The television
station engaged
RCA's largescreen
techwasFrom
enthralled,
stayed
that
nicians, obtained equipment
necessary and
approval,
closing gun. Consensus: a terrific
reserved toriumMiami's
Bayfront
Park audi-in show.
for the first
TV showing
Station WGBS, which only ten days GEORGE B. STORER,
before
put
watt transhistory
of
the
famed
New
Tear's
Day
Fort In-of
classic.
dustrj- Co.,of owner
mitter on its
the new
air, 50,000
had started
the president
service.
New Tear with a new high in public WGBS,riumtold
"Within
a
few
hours
of
the
first
air
crowd he
was
auditoannouncement, all 2,300 free tickets
"grateful for this
were gone. A section was reserved for
public service oppor-

tunity."

outside auditorium.
ALTHOUGH EVERY ticket holder was entitled to seat, crowd formed early
Most had never seen TV of any kind, later expressed amazement at large-screen viewmg.
BROADCASTING
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PROJECTION EQUIPMENT was mounted on truck in center aisle.
Dick Hooper, who produced show, operated controls from
■WAGA-TV mobile tmit parked under stands at Orange Bowl.
January 10, 1949
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A

As Used with the RCA TK-20A Film Camera -film camera converts motion pictures into ^itleo
signals. When onh one projector is used, pictures are projected directly through the aperture
of the film camera onto the camera pickup tube.
The video signals produced are fed via control
ecjuipment to the transmitter.
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and'sound

programs

for many

of the nation's

Auxiliary
control rack
panels, and
multiplexer
diagram for

The film-drive mechanism and other mechanical features are precision-built in the RCA Brenkert plant . . .
home of the famous projectors used by leading theatres
around the world. The sound-head is the well-known
RCA high-quality unit used in these projectors— modified to include a special, salient -pole synchronous
motor.

( RCA iHnm TEIEVISION
OR RCA
I RROJECTOI
Unm PROJECTOR

stations

equipment for the projector includes a
with its pulsed light power supply, remote
10-inch picture monitor. A film camera
is available as accessory equipment (see
operation).
•
•
•

To get the most from your newsreels, shorts, and feature films, overlook none of the advantages of this new
35-mm projector. Let your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer give you the technical details and prices. Or write
Dept. 19 AB.

Here is the film projector that produces higher light
output with negligible heating of the film gate or the
film . . . enables you to project single frames as stills.

kCArROJECTOR
iimm TfLiVISIOl
OR RCA
iSmm PROJECTOR

TV

Here is a film projector with great mechanical simplification—and with fewer moving parts for quieter, easier
operation. It's easy to operate. It's simple to maintain
. . . even oils itself!

A PERFECT FILM PROGRAM every time . . . high-definition, super-steady pictures . . . continuous, on-theair dependability— with this new sound-film projector
that's
designedstations.
specifically to meet the exacting needs
of television

ftIM CAMERA

leading

How It works — Line A shows the pulldown timing of a standard 35-mm film
projector (no lighting during 90° pulldown). Line B shows pull-down timing
of the RCA 35-mm television projector
— and the duration and repetition rate
of the short intervals during which light
passes through the film.
Line C shows the projector lighting
interval of the RCA 35-mm television
projector. The "light-on" intervals are
produced by a pulse-controlled camera

lamp that produces an 800-microsecond
flash every l/60th second. The picture
images are projected onto the film
camera pick-up tube during the retrace
(blanking) interval of its scanning beam.
The "storage" property of the tube permits scanning during the unlighted interval between flashes.
Scanning releases the picture chargeconverts it into a video signal. A synchronizing generator keeps the projector
and film camera in phase.

360° (1/24 SECOND) ■
RCA Multiplexer — for uninterrupted projection of multireel films
where two projectors are needed.
This ingenious RCA device eliminates the need for an additional
film camera. It consists of a Vshaped mirror for reflecting images
from either projector to film camera and a slide film projector for
inserting station breaks, commercials, and special effects.

reLBVtStOM

288» (1/30 SECOND) H
INTERVAL
H- 1/60 SECOND
^
5%
IIGHTING
TELEVISION,,
TELEVISION
TELEVISION
FIELD
TELEVISION
FIELD
FIELD
FIELD
UNLIGHTED INTERVAL
*H
TELEVISION FRAME »i
(FILM CAMERASCAN)

BROADCAST

FIELD
TELEVISION

TELEVISION
FIELD

EQUtRMEMT

RAD
to
CORPORATtOM
EMGiMeERIMO PROOUCTS DKRARTMKMT,

of AMERiCA
CAMDEM,M,J,

In Canada; RCA VICTOR Company LImlfed, Montreal
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miami

goes

for
for

spoms

pro fi table
selling-

INVESTIGATE

MIAMI
listens to
1140 kc.
UJmi€
(YOUR SPORTS STATION IN MIAMI)

Around luncheon table in the client room are (clocJcwise) : Karl Plain,
KSTP account executive; Mr. Hampe; Mr. Hubbard; Mr. Hobbs; Miller
C. Robertson, KSTP-TV vice president in charge of sales, and Joe Cook,
KSTP sales promotion manager.
KSTP

ujmi€
EXCLUSIVE!
University of Miami basketball games.
Also all basketball games of five
major high schools. Florida's largest
program production budget insures
first-class programming for Florida's
most powerful independent station.

Minneapolis-St. Paul inaugurated its luxurious new client
room at year's end in its Radio
City quarters on the dividing line
between the two cities.
The room, plush with heavy car-

On

ujmi€
EXCLUSIVE!
Blow-by-blow descriptions of University
of Miami boxing matches as well as
top flight professional bouts. WMIE's
5,000 watts at night packs a real punch.

ujmi€
EXCLUSIVE!
All University of Miami polo games.
WMIE's
wattsFlorida
daytimeMarket.
power
blankets 10,000
the South
mifliC
SJ Y I N , . .

1140

kc.

niinmi

BOB VENN, Mgr.
THE SIJ^COAST SROADC; 3TING CORP.
MIAMI

»

FLORIDA

REPRESENTED 3Y FOHJOE & CO.
10,000 WATTS DAY . . . 5,000 NIGHT
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peting, thick leather chairs and
smart wood paneling, measures 14
by 25 feet. Adjoining it is a modernly equipped kitchen 6 by 25 feet.
Kitchen is completely stocked
(Continued on page 83)
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got the necessary cash to keep him
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sets
back in in college.
1924, Walter K. Neill, account
Walt put his baritone voice to
executive of RuthraufF & Ryan,
good use too, when in the summer
Hollywood, has had his hands in of 1928 he made his professional
singing debut on KMIC Inglewood,
radio one way or another.
Calif, (now KRKD Los Angeles).
Besides building and selling reHarry Von Zell was then a station
ceivers, he has been singer-actor,
staff announcer.
writer-producer, commentator-narrator and teacher of radio. He has
With college completed and diploma in hand, Walt went job
also given lectures on the medium
at Eton College, England.
hunting, and joined a direct mail
agency for about a year. When he
Today he works on such radiominded accounts as
shifted to Llewellynthe Dodge Division
Seymour Co., then a
of Chrysler Corp. ;
well-known Los AnSouthern Calif.
geles agency, he got
Dodge Dealers
his first real indoctrination in the use
Assn., and Reddiwip Co. (canned
of radio as an advertising media. He
whipped cream).
Other chores include
worked on various
conducting sales
agency
meetings, planning
With accounts.
the end of
sales promotion camprohibition in Nopaigns, merchandisvember 1933,Distillery
Continental
ing various accounts
of the agency or flyCorp. commissioned
the agency to do a
ing around the country developing new
special exploitation
business.
and publicity stunt.
Los Angeles is his
It was to focus attention on the first
birthplace. The date
WALT
was Dec. 30, 1908.
consignment of hard
And Los Angeles is
liquor (whiskey and
also where he received his early
gin) to arrive on the West Coast
schooling. Graduated from Oregon
under government sanction. Young
State College in June 1930, with a Neill was called upon to handle
B.A., Walt majored in advertising
the assignment. So he arranged a
and merchandising.
one-hour remote broadcast cerePutting theory to practice, he
mony of the liquor's landing from
worked for various Los Angeles
the liner Dorothy Luckenbach at
Los Angeles Harbor. It received
advertising agencies during sum(Continued on page 71)
mer vacations, and thereby also

Represented by
Chicago
MEEKER
A T E S
ASSOC
New York. < Los Angeles
San Francisco <
STEINMAN
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.LTHOUGH we must admit that sardines are a
mite more numerous than ABC fans in Monterey, BMB
shows that ABC's net hauls in a prize catch of 83% of
the radio famihes there. In two-thirds of the 69 Coast
towns studied by BMB, at least 50% of the radio famihes
tune regularly to ABC.
J

AKERSFIELD is chock-full of oil wells and ABC
listeners. 81% of the radio families in this California
petroleum center are regular ABC fans. Up and down
the Coast, ABC reaches 95% of all radio families at the
50% BMB penetration level. It's your top combination
of coverage, low cost, and high ratings.

On the coast you cant get away from

ABC
FULL COVERAGE . . . ABC's improved facilities have
boosted its coverage to 95.4% of all Pacific Coast radio
families (representing 95% of coast retail sales) in counties where BMB penetration is 50% or better.
IMPROVED FACILITIES. . .ABC, the Coast's Most Powerful Network, now delivers 227,750 watts of power—
54,250 more than the next most powerful network. This
includes FOUR 50,000 watters, twice as many as any
other coast network. ..a 31% increase in facilities during
the past year.
GREATER FLEXIBILITY. . .You can focus your sales
impact better on ABC Pacific. Buy as few as 5 stations,
or as many as 21— all strategically located.
LOWER COST . . . ABC brings you all this at a cost per
thousand radio families as low as or lower than any other
Hico, where a $4,000,000 almond crop keeps
cash registers busy, is nuts about us, too. According to
BMB, 64% of Chico's radio families tune to ABC regularly. ABC's big-time shows, boomed by promotion showmanship, dominate audiences outside the big urban
areas as well as inside.

ABC

BROADCASTING
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wonderto webe, say—
aPacific
Coast Network.
network orNo intend
talk whether
to ABC. you're on
THE TREND TO ABC... The Richfield Reporter, oldest
newscast on the Pacific Coast, moves to ABC after 17
years on another network, and so does Greyhound's
Sunday Coast show— after 13 years on another network.

PACIFIC
NETWORK
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza • Circle 7-5700— Detroit: 1700 Stroh Bldg. - CHerry 8321— Chicago: 20 N. Wacker Dr.
DElaware 1900— Los Amceles: 6363 Sunset Blvd. • HUdson 2-3141— San Francisco : 155 Montgomery St • EXbrook 2-6544
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OUGLAS POWELL, vice president of Carvel Nelson Adv., Portland, Ore.,
D becomes member of firm, with agency name being changed to Carvel
Nelson & Povi^ell.
STEPHEN P. LEWIS, radio director of Deutsch & Shea, New York, appointed
head of agency's new television department.
,E. SYKES SCHERMAN, formerly assistant account executive with Compton
Adv., New York, joins American Assn. of Advertising Agencies executive
staff in New York. He will assist KENNETH GODFREY in media operations,
research and radio-TV production.

YOU

DO

NNA

A
V^f

O. LEE CLARK, former sales promotion manager at Spiegel Inc., Chicago
(retail furniture chain), joins Harry J. Lazarus & Co., Chicago, as account
executive. He recently was president of his own advertising agency.
H. W. CHUBBUCK and JOHN MORTON POOLE have joined Ellington & Co.,
New York, and will be in the agency's new Philadelphia office opened in the
Girard Trust Co. Bldg. last week. Mr. Chubbuck, formerly with J. Faulkner
Arndt, will be in charge of the Philadelphia office. Mr. Poole, who was with
the J. C. Winston Co., and with the Arndt Agency, will have charge of creative
work in Philadelphia.

NCE

UE
NFL

I

HELEN FUERSTEIN joins Associated Adv., Los Angeles.

CE

JEH

IA
ONF

CONSOLIDATED Adv., Los Angeles, moves to new offices at 1250 Wilshire Blvd.

C

FRED CHERRY, formerly copy chief with Garfield & Guild Adv., San Francisco, opens advertising service offices. Writing Inc., at 420 Market Street,
same city.
ROBERT B. CHADDOCK appointed space buyer at MacFarland-Aveyard,
Chicago. He was formerly with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

ple
e good peo
• fluence th

HARRY SCHREIER, former account executive with L. E. McGivena & Co.,
New York, appointed vice president and account executive at Peter Hilton
Inc., also New York.
BUD STAPLETON joins radio and television department of Barlow Adv.,
Syracuse, N. Y. Mr. Stapleton will supervise production of radio and TV
advertising for Barlow clients. He had been with several New York stations
before joining agency.
ROBERT J. ENDERS Adv., Washington, moves its Philadelpnia branch to
1420 Walnut St.
MAL EWING, formerly with Warner Bros., Los Angeles, joins Ralph Yambert
Organization, same city, as production manager.
J. A. ROBINSON, resigns as account executive with Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
to join Automatic Transportation Co., same city, as sales manager in Transporter Division.
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GEORGE PATTON, formerly with Makelim & Assoc., Hollywood, joins RocheEckhoff & Assoc., same city, as account executive.

BMB Map e„.brace, ^ ^
Indiana wi* - '"f^^'

CHARLES L. EASTMAN joins creative staff of Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles. He was formerly copy chief at Ralph Yambert Organization, and
before that on creative staff of Davis & Co., both Los Angeles.

TK„.'. real -'l-^Xence'.

Buying Ineo.ne

KEITH BABCOCK returns to San Francisco office of the Blow Co., as head
of creative and plans department.
LAURIE E. ROSS, head of Ross Adv., Portland, Ore., elected president of
Oregon Advertising Club.
WILLIAM WILGUS, J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, radio producer, is
the father of a girl.
RAYMOND R. MORGAN Co., Hollywood, elected to membership in Advertising
Federation of America.

audience

W

^

.n Con

^

a

.„„„ «HTS

FRANCIS B. COLE, former account executive with Russell T. Gray Inc., Chicago, joins C. B. Juneau Inc., Los Angeles, in same capacity.
WILLIAM A. RAGENT, formerly operator of his own agency, William Ragent
& Assoc., in Stockton, Calif., joins Gerth-Pacific Adv., Hollywood and San
Francisco.
BROADCASTING
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The picture at upper left shows a portion of
KGW's spacious record library, with two
built in turntables, one each for standard
records and transcriptions, between the record
racks. Music Librarian Violet Schultz stands at
the turntable, and Dick Nelson, assistant music
librarian, is at the steel cabinets containing
transcribed commercials.
More than 50,000 classical and popular orchestrations, "ocal and instrumental arrangements and miscellaneous sheet music ore on
file
shownin atthethearea
left. of KGW's live music library

KGW's large studios provide ample space for live program presentation. Soundproofed studios and the finest
technical equipment combine to create flawless transmission of KGW's programs. At the right are staff
musicians (from left) Sammy Piazza, Paul Entler, Bob
Smith, Robert Sonderskov, Marion Fouse, Abe Bercovitz
(Director) and Glenn Shelley. In the fontrol booth ore
Program Director Homer Welch and Engineer Stan
Crawford. At center right members of KGW's acting
staff rehearse in Studio B. Bob Amsberry operates the
sound truck. Standing (left to right) are Dal McKennon,
Mark Daniels, Announcer Phil Irwin and Bob Johnson
Glenn Shelley awaits a musical cue at the organ In
the control booth ore Producer John. Groves (arm
raised) and Engineer Verne Sahnow.
The faded scene at the for right shows KGW's music
and production facilities of more than two decades ago,
when the station was located in The Oregonion building's tower. A far cry from KGW's early days are
the modern music library and air-c9nditioned, soundproofed, neor technically-perfect studios of today.
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KGW's siudios are workshops ...
ians, armed with every necessary piece
to make the radio programs produced
most-llstened-to performances released
Since 1927 KGW has had its own
musical director and staff musicians.
At that time about the only orchestrations and sheet music in the studios
were brought in by the musicians
themselves. Today KGWs music library isa complicated, amazingly complete file of all types of music — one
of the largest, most efficiently devised
music libraries on the Pacific Coast. The
"live" library holds more than 50,000
classical and popular orchestrations,
plus several thousand vocal and instrumental songs in album and sheet
music form. More than 6,000 ten-

KGWand

BROADCASTING

skilled writers and technicof equipment, work together
by KGW and KGW-FM the
In Portland.

and twelve-inch standard records and
World, Lang-Worth and Thesaurus
transcriptions are also on hand. Special files of sound and historical recordings and transcribed commercials
are maintained.
->r *
-»t
KGW's production staff and artists
each week produce an average of
twelve shows which originate from
KGW's studios. In addition the station's special events department, in
cooperation with the production staff,
prepares, edits and airs a large number of programs each mpnth.

KGW-FM

• Telecasting
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ZIONIST ORGANIZATION of America sponsoring Report From, Israel on
WMCA New York, Mon.-Fri. Program is broadcast direct from Tel Aviv.
Plans are under way for airing of program by major stations throughout
this country. Agency: Prudential Adv., New York.
PACKARD DEALERS of Greater Detroit launched, Jan. 6, weekly half-hour
television variety show. Program is heard Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m. on WWJ-TV
Detroit. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Detroit.
CULVER OF CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles (men's clothing manufacturer),
appoints Consolidated Adv., same city, to handle advertising. Radio will be
used in Los Angeles area.
CHEVROLET DEALERS of New York, effective Jan. 12, start sponsorship of
Winner Take All, Wednesday, 9-9:30 p.m. on WCBS-TV New York [Broadcasting, Jan. 3, 1949]. The program has been on station sustaining for past six
months. Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.
STA-NEET Corp., Los Angeles (home barber comb), appoints BBDO, same
city, to handle advertising, effective Feb. 18.
GIBSON REFRIGERATOR Co., Chicago, appoints W. W. Garrison Agency,
Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio will be used as part of company's
million dollar 1949 campaign to promote sale of ranges, home freezers and
refrigerators.
SEGAL SAFETY RAZOR Corp., New York, division of Segal Lock & Hardware
Co., appoints Cayton Inc., New York, to handle its national advertising campaign. Extensive mail order radio advertising will be conducted in some 500
cities across the country, with markets in over 60 cities in Florida, Georgia
and California already being covered. Television will be added at a later date.

GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., renews sponsorship of radio and television series. We, The People, Tuesday, 9:00-9:30 p.m. on CBS and CBS-TV,
effective Feb. 1, for 52 weeks. Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co.^ New York, renews Philip Morris Playhouse on CBS
for 52 weeks, effective Jan. 28. Show is heard, Fridays, 10-10:30 p.m. Agency:
The Blow Co., New York.

HANS ERLANGER named general sales manager. Hunt Foods, Los Angeles.
Mr. Erlanger has been with company for past three years.

Resolution
for

the

New

Year

Swing to WHB in Kansas City for increased sales in
1949. WHB merchandises and advertises. WHB promotes its programs, its sponsors and their products.
Resolve now to reach — and sell — the Golden Kansas
City Marketland dominated by WHB !

10,000

WATTS

IN KANS4
DONPKESIOCNT
DAVIS ^

JOHN T. SCHILLING 1^
GENERAL MAN/kGER,

MUTUAS.
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WITH the advent of Transit Radio service on KXOK-FM St. Louis, the first
long-term user will be Big F«ur Chevrolet, represented by its president,
W. J. Rasmussen (center). Looking over th« agreement with Mr. Rasmussen
are Robert A. Seat (I), whose agency handles the account, and Robert F.
Hyland, in charge of KXOK-FM.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ANNOUNCEMENT

National

Board

of

Gold

Medal

Awards

. HE Annual Gold Medal Awards of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters again will be presented to
the nation's radio and press for outstanding public service in fire prevention during 1948.
A gold medal or $500.00 in cash will be awarded to the
radio station whose campaign on fire prevention, in the
opinion of impartial judges, has contributed most to the
welfare of its community.
In addition to the gold medal, honorable mention
citations also will be awarded.
Identical awards will be made in the newspaper field.
Every year, through their excellent public service campaigns, radio stations and newspapers in hundreds of
towns all over the. United States help their communities
WINNERS

FOR

Fire

Underwriters

for

1948

gain a greater safety from the constant menace of fire.
These campaigns strengthen fire departments, building codes, safety ordinances, and stimulate increased activity on the part of civic organizations working to prevent fires and save lives. It is in recognition of such profoundly worthwhile services that the awards have been
made annually since 1941.
You are invited to nominate your station for the 1948
awards. All radio stations and all daily and weekly newspapers are eligible. Mention or lack of mention of the
National Board will not be a factor in the judging. For
entry forms and for suggestions regarding the materials
and make-up of the entries, see your local fire chief or
write the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

1^4^/ -Aiuarded May 11, ict^S —

GOLD MEDALIST
Station WLS

Chicago, 111.

HONORABLE MENTION CITATIONS
Station KNBC
Station WSB

San Francisco, Calif.
Station KFH
Atlanta. Ga.
Station KEX
Station KELO
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FIRE

85 John Street, New

BROADCASTING

•
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Wichita. Kans.
Portland, Ore.

UNDERWRITERS

York 7, N. Y.
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'FactualBroadcasting:
and Timely'
EDITOR,
Broadcasting has long been on
my "must" list. Even though I may
leap-frog through other trade publications, Ifind the newsy type of
material which Bro.^casting carries to be very factual and very
timely.
Incidentally, should you ever
need any reassurance that Broadcasting has a wide circulation, I
can verify the fact that after your
"Respects" article, I received letters from many old friends whom I
had not seen or talked to in several
years.
George A. Bolas
Tatham-Laird
Chicago
^ ^ ^
'One of the Best'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your last issue, the annual "round up." It

national association as well. And
I urgently ask that NAB issue a
statement indicating the extent, if
any, of its connection with this recent unfortunate "drive for sub-

en
r
(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
was a dandy, both content and
make up, and altogether one of the
best ever.
Bond Geddes
Executive V. P.
Radio Mfrs. Assn.
Washington 4-, D. C.
BMB Pressure
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I'm so very
that Broadcasting has grateful
at last thrown
the
spotlight of our press on what ap-

pears to be premeditated pressure
practices of BMB.
I'm very sorry, after 18 years in
radio, to see that certain segments
of our industry are apparently
going backward.
Whether I am right or wrong,
whether BMB is a good or a bad
yardstick of coverage, and especially if the latter, pressure through
agencies charged with the prudent
investment of advertising monies
should be strongly decried, not only
by all radio stations but by our

Radio's reputation is still good in
scriptions."
spite of occasional stunts like this.
I say let's preserve it and not give
any of the other media a chance to
sharpshoot at us because of something for which radio stations, per
se, are not responsible but for
which the industry may be accused.
Edward C. Obrist
General Manager
WPEN Philadelphia
* * *
Standing

TV

List

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Wouldn't it be a good idea to
keep a standing list of TV stations
in your television section each
week, adding new ones as they
come on the air?
Eli Cohan
Joseph Advertising Agency
Cincinnati
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Our Yearbook
provides basic station lists wbich are
augmented by additional listings in
various issues throughout the year one
of which is the Telestatus for this issue, page 36. A standing list each issue,
we feel, would be duplication and
would impose a bit of a space problem.]
* * *
Babson Answered

MARY

KING
Time Buyer, KUDNER

AGENCY,

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
On Sunday, Dec. 12, Roger Babson in his weekly discussions column took what I considered to be
an unwarranted and unfounded jab
below the belt at the broadcasting
industry.

INC.

Miss King, in charge of buying
all radio time for the Kudner

I'll quote his statement. "Automobile owners enjoy reading illustrated newspaper advertisements
of their own and other cars. These
printed advertisements are instructive and interesting but the public
is tired of listening to the automobile ballyhoo that comes over the
radio. Owners are at last beginning
to realize that they are paying for
these expensive radio programs
which expense is added to the price
of the cars. It is too bad that the
automobile dealers must suffer
from these extravagant and mistaken policies of the motor car

Agency's New York accounts,
is welcomed into the mystic
order of the Patroons. Today,
Miss King was presented by the
William G. Rambeou rep with
a certificate of membership in
the Honorary Order of Patroons
and the deed to a tract of land
in the heart of the Patroon
country.

PATROON — Arisfocraiic Landholder of fhe Hudson Valley
In the great Albany-Schenectady-Troy
market, only the WPTR-WBCA
combination can give you these
bonuses at local rates;
WPTR-AM,
10,000 watts of power night and day;
WBCA-FM
serving an area
in which there are
over 38,000
FM receivers !
wpirR
10,000 Watts
PATROON
Page 18
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CO., ALBANY,

N. Y.

of POWER

Night and Day

Represented

manufacturers."
the life of owner
me I can't
see why
an Forautomobile
would
wax
ecstatic over a newspaper ad perhaps showing the ring gear and
pinion of a car while a symphonic
orchestra or one of the great plays
presented by the same automobile
manufacturer on the radio would
be anathema to the car owner.
In Mr. Babson's reference to the
automobile owner paying for these
"expensive
radiocompletely
programs,"forgotten
I wonder if he has
that it also takes money to do
newspaper advertising and that
the same owners help to defray
THAT Malcolm
expense? Greep
...

General Manager
WVJS Owensboro, Ky.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

by RAMBEAU

A

NEW

SOUND

EFFECTS

CATALOG

A

TOTAL

OF

885
T^e-toSBfe

Standard Radio does it again! Here is a major triumph in creative recording and value-giving— 197 new,
amazingly realistic effects, making a total of 885
Super-Sound Effects — and a new low price of only
$2.00 a disc, less quantity discounts!
Now

Everyone

Complete

Sound

can Afford a
Effects Library!

At a price per disc that ranges down to $1.60, you
can now afford a Sound Effects Library that is truly
complete, one that will meet every possible need!
Use the convenient order card to complete your SuperSound Effects Library— and expert a new thrill when
you hear the remarkable results of our new taperecording methods!

BROADCASTING
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"GRASSHOPPER

Advertisers don't jump
around from station-to-station
in Cleveland! They KNOW
where they get sales results ... by
reaching the largest audience
at the lowest (network station) rates!
A typical example: The Forman
Furniture Company

Page 20
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has been on the

ADVERTISERS

"?

NO

SIR!

WASHINGTON,

Vol. 36, No. 2

FCC

D. C, JANUARY

REVAMPING

By RUFUS CRATER
DIVISION of FCC into three
semi-autonomous panels which
will have primary authority
over their respective fields
was tentatively approved by
the Commission last week,
with Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
slated to head the panel handling all broadcast affairs.
The plan, effective immediately upon adoption, expected this
week, would establish three threemember panels: Broadcasting,
Common Carrier, and Safety &
Special Services.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy would
serve on no panel except as an
alternate in the absence of others,
but would concentrate on administrative functions in the role of
executive officer of the Commission.
Slated to serve with Mr. Hyde
on the Broadcast Panel are Comrs.
George E. Sterling and Frieda B.
Hennock. By non-political coincidence, even though it's a Democratic year, the panel thus would be
headed by a Republican and controlled by Republicans (Hyde and
Sterling).
Illness last Thursday and Friday
of Gen. Counsel Benedict P. Cottone, blocked final approval. Comr.
Sterling was to return to the Mexico City Radio Conference Friday
night, and was to vote by remote
control on the final draft order, to
be prepared by the General Counsel.
The Broadcast Panel would have
sole initial authority over all purely
broadcast matters, which include
telecast. The other panels have
similar authority in their fields.
General rule-making, overall allocations, personnel matters, and
other affairs affecting all braryihes
of the Comimssion would continue
the responsibility of the whole
Commission, not of any single
panel. Presumably the whole Commission will also settle any jurisdictional questions that arise between panels.
The Common Carrier and Special & Safety Services Panels would
have the same members but different chairmen. Both panels are
slated to include FCC's Vice Chairman Paul A. Walker and Comrs. E.
M. Webster and Robert F. Jones.
Mr. Walker, the Commission's
Opening of Coaxial Cable
BROADCASTING

Hyde

10, 1949

to Head

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Separate

TENTATIVE membership of FCC's Broadcast Panel (I to r): Comrs. Rosel H.
Hyde, George E. Sterling, Frieda B. Hennock. Comr. Hyde, senior of group,
is slated for election to chairmanship.
senior member and expert on common carriers affairs, would be
chairman of the group when it sits
as the Common Carrier Panel.
Comr. Webster, whose primary
interests are in safety and special
services, would be chairman when
the panel acts on those matters.
The new system provides — and
this was one of the principal points
of dispute in setting up the plan
— that the action of any panel

may be appealed directly to the
whole Commission. This would
be accomplished by the filing of
exceptions by the applicant, who
thus would automatically be given
the right of oral argument before the full Commission.
The panel plan's purpose is to
speed action on FCC's workload
in all fields. At least two Commissioners felt that the appeals
provision would in effect nullify

Shakeup,

Delay

By J. FRANK BEATTY
DRASTIC shakeup of BMB and delay of the second coverage survey
from next March to early 1950 will come before BMB's executive committee Tuesday in New York.
Broadcasting, agency and adveitising circles were ablaze last week
Vv'ith BMB discussions as the whole
tion of statements that the method
coverage problem was thrown into
the open [Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
of presenting BMB's financial reports does. not readily indicate the
Conferences involving all interdetails of its treasury.
ests were held in Washington and
New York as officials of NAB,
Hugh Feltis, BMB president, issued a categorical reply to stateBMB, Assn. of National Advertisment of BMB critics, as presented
ers, and American Assn. of Adver60).
tising Agencies laid the whole sit- in Jan. 3 Broadcasting (see page
uation on the table.
NAB directors learned WednesWhat they saw wasn't at all reday that the situation was serious,
assuring, judging by informal reaction, but many agreed that pub- if not desperate, when they relication of views of BMB critics
ceived atelegram from NAB President Justin Miller asking them to
may lead to steps that will save
BMB as well as the NAB itself and
approve change in date of NAB
all nation-wide radio coverage re- board meeting to Jan. 31-Feb. 1, 2.
Last November the board had decided to meet Feb. 14-15 in New
The talks went into all phases
p. 30 ports.
Orleans. Judge Miller wired that
of the BMB operation, with reiteraTelecasting

Broadcast

Panel

other advantages by keeping the
full Commission tied up with exceptions directed against panel
actions. They felt each panel
should have more complete autonomy, with appeals going straight
from the panel to the courts.
Reinstitution of the panel system comes 11 years after Chairman Frank R. McNinch, as one of
his first acts when he took office
Oct. 1, 1937, abolished the division setup which was then in effect.
At that time the divisions were
Broadcast, Telephone and Telegraph; each was composed of two
members and the chairman sitting
ex officio. Such a plan, Mr. McNinch said, had a "divisive effect"
tending away from mutual understanding and cooperation.
The original White Bill (S-1333)
of May 1947 provided for the establishment of two three-man divisions, one to handle broadcast
matters and one for common-carrier affairs. The chairman would
have
been officer
the Commission's
chief
executive
but would serve
on neither division.
In hearings on the White Bill,
Charles R. Denny, then FCC chair(Continued on page 65)

of Survey

Possible

new and unexpected developments
made a change imperative. He
termed the developments "vital to
A majority of the directors voted
in favor of the changed date and
place but Judge Miller told Broadcasting adecision on the meetingwill not be reached until the BMB
NAB." committee has gone over
executive
the whole problem.
Judge Miller went to New York
Thursday and remained Friday for
a two-day series of conferences
with network, BMB, agency and
advertiser executives. Accompanying him were A. D. Willard Jr.,
NAB executive vice president, and
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, director of
research.
Meetings were held with network
officials. Judge Miller said, to bring
them up to date on developments.
He said there had been "some talk"
(Continued on page 60 )
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Mixed
jl^j^
Qpre^was
^^
^JEjStratovis
ion
DAYTIM
discolored plastic nose of the B-29
sented to Mid-Atlantic television
Stratovision plane provided program material part of the time.
viewers Thursday by Westinghouse
Electric Corp. with results that The shots were taken at a 45-degree
angle from a height of four to five
t" to "lousy."
ranged from "excellen
The airborne transmitter pro- miles. The day was clear, aside
normal winter haze. Condivided a picture comparable to re- from tions
for aerial photography were
liable local TV service in many
areas where local stations did not poor, but from an engineer's viewpoint the results were satisfactory.
interfere, judging by reports to
Westinghouse and the FCC.
Maj. Carl 0. Wyman, of the MaOn the other hand reception in
rine Corps Electronic Warfare Prodowntown Washington was marred
gram, viewed the Stratovision telecasts in Baltimore. He termed the
by persistent interference, especially at the FCC where Commission
pictures
"very pictures
good" andtaken
"comparable to motion
under
officers viewed the test. According
to FCC and Westinghouse engi- similar conditions."
neers this interference was caused
Maj. Wyman. said that from its
by Washington television signals. five-mile height the plane's TV
camera transmitted images of sufThe Stratovision plane telecast
ficient clarity to permit identificaon Channel 6. A Commission ention of planes, trucks and other
gineer explained that since this
channel is not used in D. C, re- objects on the ground. He sees
ceiving sets are not adjusted to "great possibilities" in Stratovision.
Prior to the test Walter Evans,
trap interference from Channel 5
to which WTTG Washington is as- Westinghouse vice president, resigned.
porting for Westinghouse and codeveloper Glenn, L. Martin Co.,
At the FCC's Laurel monitoring
declared major technical problems
station midway between Washingof Stratovision had been solved and
ton and Baltimore the signal "was
comparable much of the time to the system is ready for commercial
reliable local service," according to development.
FCC laboratory engineers. Stills
Three years of testing show it is
and test patterns were "very good," a practical and useful method of
they said, but it was necessary to expanding TV service and provides
use an antenna close to the ground
a variety of relay and other highto avoid interference from stations
frequency functions, he said.
on adjacent channels. The plane's
Commercial development awaits
signal was good at Laurel when it
was transmitting as far away as public demand for the expanded
services offered by airborne broadLynchburg, Va., about 175 airline
casting, Mr. Evans said, along with
miles from Laurel.
application of the idea by the radio
A camera shooting through the industry
and provision for spectrum
facilities.
Final flight tests are about over,
according to Mr. Evans, but develAGENCY BILLINGS
opment of relay and broadcast
equipment will continue, based on
D-F-S Says It's Tops lessons learned in the tests. PropaDANCER-FITZGERALD- SAMPLE announced last week that
according to figures released by
the four leading networks, the
agency was tops on a list of the
20 leading advertising agencies
for gross radio time billing during
1948.
This marks the 15th consecutive year that D-F-S has lead in
this field.
The 20 agencies in order of network gross time billed are : DancerFitzgerald - Sample $20,985,510
J. Walter Thompson $10,399,023
Foote, Cone & Belding $9, 474, 328
BBDO $9,245,141; Young & Rubicam $8,814,207; Benton & Bowles
$8,750,818; Compton $7,774,349;
Wade Adv. $6,242,239; McCannErickson $5,279,824; Newell-Emniett $5,185,747; Duane Jones
$5,075,884; Ward Wheelock $4,762,320; Bicw Co. $4,347,299; Ruthrauff & Ryan, $4,240,810; William
Esty & Co. $4,209,235; Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles $4,045,096; Kenyon & Eckhardt $3,094,580; Kudner Adv. $2,773,602;
Knox Reeves $2,701,709; Ted Bates
" 'Bride and Groom' ends with the
Inc. $2,505,142.
on from there!"
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Results in Day Test
gation studies for commercial use
will be compiled and developmental
engineering for standardized equipment will be started.
Mr. Evans' preliminary report
said there are no technical restrictions preventing these uses of
Stratovision:
1. A coast-to-coast network for regular television and frequency modulation programs.
2. Expanded television coverage for
the millions of rural listeners who will
be unable to receive television programs for television
years, broadcasting
if ever, with methods.
conventional
3. A military communications system
independent
of ground
conditions.
4. A network
for communications
systems utilizing high frequencies.
5. A network system for transmitting
television
audiences programs
assembledsimultaneously
in theatres orto
country.
other public places throughout the
6. A television network to meet military reconnaissance
transmission
needs. observation and
Flight tests for the past year
have been conducted with a converted B-29. Three public demonstrations were held. Tests were
started early in 1945 by C. E.
Nobles, 30-year-old inventor of the
system.
BPS Signs 13
THIRTEEN more stations have
signed as subscribers to Broadcasters Program Syndicate, according
to Bruce Eells, head of Bruce Eells
& Assoc., director of the co-operative syndicate plan. Stations are
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.; KSIG
Crowley, La.; KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.; KWDM Des Moines,
Iowa; KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.;
WMRA Myrtle Beach, S. C; WHBL
Sheboygan, Wis.; CKOC Hamilton,
Ontario; KDON Monterey, Calif.;
WHBU Anderson, Ind.; WINN
Louisville, Ky.; CJGX Yorkton,
Neb.
Saskatchewan; KOLT Scott's Bluff,

Dxawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
ceremony. . . . Our program carries

ONENoNATIVE
'Mo/ of IndependSay
ence, Mo., shoved another off
the air Wednesday when
President Truman broadcast
his "State of the Union"
message from Capitol Hill.
Arthur C. Page, director of
WLS Chicago's Dinner Bell
hour, oldest farm program in
America, gave way to the
man who had been his classmate at the old Columbian
grammar school in Independence in the '90's. Reminiscing
after listening to the President's speech, Mr. Page noted
that he and "Harry" used to
take turns pumping the bellows at a blacksmith shop
operatedOnebyof Mr.
Page's
father.
the best
patrons of the shop was John
Truman,
father,
who atthethePresident's
time was
a horse and mule buyer.
KEESELY

IS VP

Gets New Post With L&M
NICHOLAS KEESELY, who has
been with Lennen & Mitchell, New
York, since June 1948, has been
named vice president in charge of
radio and television, Ray Vir
Den,
president,
announced.
Mr. K e e s e 1 y
joined the agency
originally as
^^BBS**^..? manager of the
j^^^^BpCL
^Hk^HK
Mr. Keesely

department.
radio
to that
Prior with
was
M.B heS
for two years as

manager, with CBSprogram
for three sales
years
in the same capacity, and previous
to that was with N. W. Ayer for
15 years as timebuyer, talent head,
producer and radio account executive.

Sales Up 12%
MBS CO-OP
MBS co-op program sales showed
12% gain in 1948 over sales of the
previous year.
More than 1,900 local sponsors
set the new all-high record, totalling more than all of the other
networks combined, Bert Hauser,
director of co-op programs announced.
At year's end there were 1,316
program sales which were represented by the 1,900 sponsors. The
Fulton Lewis program leads with
326 Mutual stations with more
than 400 local sponsors. The addition of Mutual Newsreel, on Jan.
10, makes a total of 19 programs
available for local sponsorship.
Mr. Hauser predicts that approximately 100 stations will have a
local advertiser for the program by
Feb. 1.
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Transfers
FCC

ANNUAL

Show

Big

Increase

REPORT

A 230% INCREASE in station and microwave relay facilities, FM
AM (including three licensed and
A total of 7,700 broadcast apand TV networks were developing.
plications were filed, an increase of
two other operating stations) ; 74
transfer and assignment applica- Broadcast receivers of all types were
nearing
the
75-million
mark.
tions was registered during fiscal
FM (including two on the air), 2,364 over the previous year. The
Noncommercial educational broadcast
1948, FCC declared Sunday in its stations increased from 38 to 46 and and two TV grants. By Oct. 31, year closed with 2,555 applications
international broadcast stations re- outstanding grants were as fol- on hand as against 2,209 on June
mained at 37. Television experimental
14th annual report to Congress. '
stations
jumped from 81 to 124. Relows: 2,103 AM, 996 FM, and 30, 1947.
"It is expected that this trend
mote
developmental sta- 124 TV.
will continue because of the lack
tions pick-up
decreasedandslightly.
As of last January, the report
of additional frequencies for new
The broadcast year was marked by
The Commission made a slight showed, newspaper ownership or
authorization of a new broadcast serv- dent
in its workload of broadcast affiliation was indicated in 444 out
installations," the Commission deice — facsimile — which was scheduled
clared. The assignment and trans- tor commercial operation over FM sta- hearing cases during the fiscal of 1,887 AM authorizations; in
tions beginning July 15, 1948. Facfer applications totaled 425.
basis. simile had been on an experimental
year, dropping the total from 759 331 out of 1,010 FM, and in 24 out
Meanwhile, the year brought a
of 73 TV authorizations. At the
Carrying its report beyond the to 718. During the same period same time, 133 communities had
14% gain in AM, FM, and TV
623
new
cases
were
designated
authorizations, as compared with end of the fiscal year, FCC noted
four or more AM stations.
a 60% increase recorded during that between Jan. 1 and Aug. 31 for hearing, 292 were disposed of
The Interdepartment Radio Adlast year there were 112 deletions following hearing, and 372 were
the previous fiscal year [Broadvisory Committee, which handles
of broadcast authorizations — 36 disposed of without hearing.
casting, Jan. 5, 1948].
assignments to government agenConstruction Costs
cies, "authorized a record number
Average current construction
of frequency assignments to Govcosts, as indicated by applications
ernment radio stations," the report declared. Altogether, IRAC
on file, were reported as follows:
Number of Station Authorizations at Year End
processed 11,471 requests.
For AM and FM stations, approximately $50,000 each, including land
Much of the Commission's work
and buildings; for television staduring the year related to interAM
national conferences — F C C furtions, about $200,000 each, exclunished delegates or advisers to 15
sive of land and buildings.
2,034
such sessions and at the end of
In a brief summary of developthe year was preparing for some
ments in the broadcasting field
20 others.
in fiscal 1948, FCC said:
Broadcast authorizations increased
In all fields, FCC had more than
FM
400
previous
year, bringing
635,000 authorizations on its books :
1,020
the over
total the
number
of stations
in 10
categories to nearly 4,000. Of this
Almost 131,000 radio stations of
figure, 3,163 were major broadcast outall types (excluding associated
lets—2,034 AM; 1,020 FM, and 109 TV.
They
gain of 239 AM,
mobile stations), and approxi102 FM,represented
and 43 TV a stations.
The last half of the year vritnessed
mately 505,000 radio-operator au109
[Unshaded
portions1948andadditions]
figures therein
a sudden surge in TV applications and TV
thorizations. The total represented
represent
a leveling off of FM requests. Applicaan increase of 85,000 during the
tions for new TV stations for the year
almost equaled the number for new
year and was more than three
AM facilities; FM seekers were less
than half the TV number. Texas and
times the prewar number.
California led all states in total outstanding broadcast authorizations in
these three categories.
AM broadcast income in 1947 (the
most recent year for which statistics
were available) was less than the year
previous,
showed a though
gain. the major networks
79%
of Revenue— NAB
Slightly more than 1,100 AM stations RADIO
COSTS
day.
were affiliated with the four nationwide networks, and there were more
than a score of regional AM networks.
U.S. BROADCASTERS' operating federal taxes declined from 26.5 and announced by NAB last TuesUnder the impetus of rebroadcast op- expenses rose to 79 cents out of cents to 21 cents, according to the
portunities and expanding coaxial cable every dollar of total revenue in annual study made
by Dr. Kenneth
Based on FCC figures to be published later, the study showed a
1947, and broadcast income before H. Baker, NAB research director,
WORUs
LASKER
continuing trend upward in costs
BROADCAST EXPENSES EXPRESSED
category.
of materials and services in every
AS PERCENTS OF STATION NET REVENUE
Joins Friendly Group
Non
9.0%
10.2%
GEORGE LASKER, manager of
1946
Affiliated
Industry*
Affiliated
9.8%
While total 1947 expenses in11.9%
Network*
8.8%
1947
1946
1946
10.4%
953Total1306
WORL Boston, has resigned to be362
162 1947
creased 5.5% over the 1946 ratio
1947
come general sales manager of the Number of Stations
791
944
of
73.5%
of the total revenue,
Technical Expenses
1.5
Friendly Group
1.4
1.2
1.8
broadcast income before federal
Salaries & Wages
1.8
1.8
stations effective
Repairs of Tech. Equipment.
1.5
taxes declined from 26.5 cents to
1.2
1.5
14.0
13.1
11.8
2.2
Jan. 10, according
1.9
1.9
21 cents.
15.3
12.1
11.9
to announcement
11.3
13.5
Program Expenses
7.0
Industry salaries and wages, in7.5
12.0
3.0
Salaries & Wages.
2.8
14.2
3.0
10.1
by John J. Laux,
cluding talent fees, rose to 46.1
10.4
1.6
6.7
7.5
6.9
1.1
1.2
managing direc3.1
1.5
1.1
cents of every dollar of broadcast
2.9
2.9
Transcriptions
&
Recordings!
3.8
1.4
2.4
revenue in 1947 (or 58% of the
1.2
8.6
tor of the group.
1.6
3.5
1.0
1.5
1.1
29.9
In the post,
31.5
3.5
3.4
3.5
industry's total operating expens26.6
28.2
26.2
5.7
which is newly
es). The 1946 total was 43.2 cents.
27.4
4.4
Selling Expenses
4.5
4.6
3.6
Salaries, Wages & Comms. .
created, Mr. Las6.2
9.9
The
NAB study is made from the
6.3
11.0
13.9
Other Selling Expense
5.1
4.7
4.5
15.0
10.7
ker will coordi10.3
49.7
FCC
summary
of the annual fi11.3
.5
.7
nate national and
6.8
nancial report (Form 324) required
51.2
Mr. Lasker
60.7
9.7
48.3
1.3
58.9
1.7
10.0
12.5
11.5
Gen.
&
Adm.
Expenses
10.0
1.2
53.0
local sales. He
of all licensees. Copies of the
10.3
1.1
1.8
1.2
study are being mailed to NAB
will make his headquarters at
3.2
4.0
Insurance
3.0.5
.5
members.
3.0.6
.6
•
1.9
5
1.8
WBMS, the Friendly Group station
9.
.3
.4
.4
.5
Exper.
&
Develop.
Expense.
.
.
,
.3
1.7
1.5
in Boston.
Depreciation & Amortization. . 2.4.2
1.5
2.4
Typical breakdowns of the total
100%
1.9
2.2
2.3
study show technical expenses up
5.8
The group comprises WPIT
6.8
1.5
1.7
1.7
1.5
100%
.3
.4
.9
Losses on notes, accounts, etc. .
.4
to 13.5% of total broadcast revePittsburgh, WSTV Steubenville,
26.0
23.8.3
100%
6.2
100%
5.6
Other Gen. & Adm. Expense.. 5.8
6.3.5
nue from 12.1% in 1946, program
100%
87.0
Ohio, WKNY Kingston, N. Y., all
28.1
Total Gen. & Adm. Expense. 23.2
90.8
100% 25.1
30.1
79.0
expenses up to 28.2% from 26.6%,
71.5
Total Broadcast Expense
73.5
76.3
represented by Joseph Hershey Mc13.0
Broadcast Income (before
26.5
selling expenses up to 11.3% from
Gillvra; WBMS Boston, repre28.5
9.2
23.7
11% and total direct expenses consented by Lorenzen & Thompson,
21.0
nected with broadcasting and sale
♦Does not include the operations of 11 key stations of nation-wide networks
WFPG Atlantic City, represented
since
the
reports
filed
by
them
with
the
Commission
do
not
show
adequate
segreof
programs
up to 53% from 49.7%.
by Burke Kuipers & Mahoney.
gations of expenses between station and network operation.
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Truman

Message,

Bills Involye

Radio

CONGRES
By ED KEYS
AMONG the hundred'; of bills
dropped in the Cong/ersional hopper during the fii'si; week of the
81st Congress were a number concerning the radio industi-y- Matters affecting the industry also received attention from President
Truman in his "State of the Union"
message, delivered to Congress
Jan. 4.
Rep. William Lemke (R-N.D.)
again called attention of Congress
to the demands of FM factions with
the introduction of H. J. Res. 65.
The bill, similar to the one he introduced in the 80th Congress,
called for the assignment of a section of the 50 mc band to FM. The
measure was referred to the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee.
Time Squabble
Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (RMinn.) touched off the perennial
"Battle of the Clocks" Jan. 4 with
introduction of a bill to outlaw
"fast time" nationally. He advocated the establishment of standard
time as the official time measure for
the entire nation.
A 1918 statute, permitting daylight saving time during the summer months, would be amended under provisions of his bill.
But, the following day a "fast
time" advocate^ Sen. J. Howard
McGrath, chairman of the Democratic National Committee, introduced S-135 to authorize daylight
saving time in the District of
Columbia.
Sen. Scott Lucas (D-Ill.), who
will be majority leader of the Senate, introduced for himself and
Sens. Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.),
Ralph E. Flanders (R-Vt.), and
Raymond E. Baldwin (R-Conn.), a
bill to increase the pay of the PresiNominee

for Commerce

Chairmanship

SEN. EDWIN
Pagp 24
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dent. Vice President, Speaker of
the House and heads and assistant
heads of executive departments and
independent agencies. The bill provides for raises of FCC commissioners to $17,500 a year. They now
getEarlier
$10,000.a Senate Civil Service
Subcommittee [Broadcasting, Dec.
27, 1948] had proposed a rate of
$16,500 but later made an upward
revision.
The subcommittee, composed of
Sens. O'Conor, Flanders and Baldwin, agreed the measure should be
enacted into law before Jan. 20.
Unless passed by that time— the
date of President Truman's inaugural— the $25,000 a year pay raise
provided for the President in the
measure could not under law become effective during his new term.
President Truman, who had
previously advocated the raises for
some 222 top federal executives,
last Thursday again urged Congress to take prompt action to prevent the government from losing
more capable workers.
Inadequate Salaries
In a letter to Congress, President
Truman said that "inadequate salaries have long made it difficult to
obtain and hold able men for positions of greatest responsibility in
the government serMjce. For most

of those positions there have been
no pay increases in many years.
In the meantime other salaries in
both government and private industry have risen sharply and opportunities for larger compensation in private industry have greatly expanded.
"In recent years the difficulties
of obtaining and holding the best
qualified citizens for official positions has definitely impaired the
government service. This condition
has now progressed to the point
vs^here it constitutes a serious threat
to the efficiency of the government."
In his "State of the Union" message Jan. 4, President Truman told
Congress
that the by
nation's
prosperity isthreatened
inflationary
pressures at a number of critical
points in the economy.
He recommended, in part, that
Congress enact legislation to (1)
continue the power to control consumer credit and enlarge the power
to control bank credit; (2) authorize priorities and allocations for
key materials in short supply; (3)
provide standby authority to impose price ceilings for scarce commodities basically affecting essential industrial production or the
cost of living ; (4) authorize the use
of government funds to build up
such industries as steel if private
firms do not expand rapidly enough.

In recommending tax legislation
to bring an additional $4 billion of
government revenue, he expressed
the view that this should come
principally from additional corporate taxes, a portion from revised
estate and gift taxes. He felt that
consideration should be given to
raising personal income tax rates
in the middle and upper brackets.
Congressional income tax experts
interpreted the middle bracket to
be the $5,000 plus group.
President Truman called for repeal of the Taft-Hartley act and
re-enactment of the Wagner Act,
with amendments to prohibit jurisdictional strikes
and "unjustifiable" secondary
boycotts.
Rep. Robert Grosser (D-Ohio),
slated for appointment as chairman
of the House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee, Jan.
3 introduced a bill, H. R. 35, to
amend the Communications Act so
as to permit the use of Coast Guard
stations for the reception and transmission of commercial messages. It
was referred to the Housg Commerce Committee.
The same day Rep. W. R. Posage
(D-Tex.) introduced a measure, H.
R. 13, to require that published or
broadcast political statements concerning candidates for public office
contain information relating to
sponsorship and cost.
Two bills were introduced during
the first few days of the new Congress to repeal federal taxes on
(Continued on page 61 )

Majority Party Shuffles
COMMIHEES
E. Capehart (Ind.).
ments, which scrutinizes the FCC
THE MAJORITY party of the new,
The
names
of
15
Democrats
and
budget, are Sens. John L. McClelreshuffled Congress last Wednes10 Republicans were approved by lan (Ark.), chairman; James 0.
day named its choices for Senate
Eastland (Miss.), Clyde R. Hoey
committee posts.
the House last Wednesday to con(N.C.), Glen H. Taylor (Idaho),
stitute
the
Ways
and
Means
ComSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.)
mittee. Democratic members of Herbert R. O'Conor (Md.), Russel
was recommended for chairman of
this committee will act as their B. Long (La.), and Hubert H.
the Interstate and Foreign ComHumphrey (Minn.). Both Sen.
merce Committee, which considers party's Committee on Committees
to recommend House committee ap- O'Conor and Long are new to the
legislation
relating
to
communications.
committee.
pointments. A special Committee
on Committees performs this job
Nominated by the Democratic
Democratic members recommended for reappointment to the for the Republicans.
Steering Committee for seats on
Commerce Committee were Sens.
the Labor and Public Welfare ComThe list of Democratic recomErnest W. McFarland (Ariz.),
mittee and to the Senate were Sens.
mendations was scheduled to be
Warren G. Magnuson (Wash.),
Elbert D. Thomas (Utah), chairpresented to the Senate for conman; James E. Murray (Mont.),
firmation last Friday.
Francis J. Myers (Pa.), Brien McMahon (Conn.).
Action on recommendations of Claude Pepper (Fla.), Lister Hill
Recommended as new Democratic
(Ala.), Matthew M. Neely
the two parties in the House was
committee members were Sens. not expected for another week.
(W. Va.), Paul H. Douglas (111.),
and Humphrey. The latter three
Herbert R. O'Conor (Md.), Lyndon
Democrats recommended for
B. Johnson (Tex.), Estes Kefauver
Senators are new to both the comseats on the Senate Committee on
mittee and to the Senate.
(Tenn.).
Expenditures in Executive DepartThe addition of the three Democratic members will create an 8 to
Members Designate of Commerce Committee
party
ratio",used
as during
comparedthe toRe-a
75 to
6 ratio
publican controlled 80th Congress.
One Republican vacancy on the
committee will be filled. Sen. John
W. Bricker (R-Ohio), according to
informed sources, appeared late
last week to hold the edge among
contenders for this seat.
Past GOP committee members
who will probably reclaim their
seats are Sens. Charles W. Tobey
(N.H.), Clyde M. Reed (Kans.),
Sen. Kefauver
Sen. Bricker
Owen Brewster (Me.), and Homer
Tele c a s ting
Sen. L. B. Johnson
Sen. O'Conor
BROADCASTING

INAUGURAL

PLANNING

TOP CBS nctvsineH (I to r), Ted Koop, Edward R. Marrow and Wells
Church, check Inaugural plans in front of the White House. Unfinished
stands are in the background.
POSITIVE PROOF that the living
rooms of American radio and television fans are the best possible
vantage point to watch and hear
history in the making is expected
as the result of comprehensive industry plans for coverage of the
Presidential Inaugural Jan. 20.
Kenneth D. Fry, Inaugural radio
director, estimates that at least 550
radio and television men — commentators, announcers, cameramen, rewrite men, engineers, reporters, directors, electricians — will be bringing a word and visual picture into
millions of homes throughout the
nation.
Audiences in the midwest will
get their first major on-the-spot
news telecast from the nation's
capital as- President Harry S. Truman begins his second White House
term — the first to which he has
been elected.
A pooled telecast of the proceedings [Broadcasting, Dec. 20] will
be received by the stations of the
four eastern and midwestern video
networks, linked Jan. 11 by coaxial
cable. (See page 31.)
Plans have been made by NBC
FIRE

AWARDS
NBFU Receiving Entries
THE NATIONAL Board of Fire
Underwriters is receiving nominations for the annual Gold Medal
Awards to radio stations for outstanding public service in fire prevention.
Nominations may be made by any
citizen or public official, community
group, fire chief, local insurance
boards, safety councils or by station managers. Explanatory brochures are now being mailed to stations and other interested groups.
Entries should include scripts, recordings, letters of commendation
and other evidences of public service. Closing date is Feb. 28, 1949
and entries should contain material
covering Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1948.
WLS Chicago won the award last
year for the third time with its intensive fire safety campaign aimed
at midwestern farms. Because such
programming is an integral part of
its public service activities, WLS
has announced it will not be a
candidate for the 1949 award.
BROADCASTING

to provide radio coverage fi'om a
blimp searing over the parade
route. That network reportedly is
also considering telecasts from airplanes. CBS plans to originate
broadcasts from a helicopter.
In the words of Mr. Frey: "There
is only one place I know of that
has been overlooked. No one thus
far has planned coverage from a
manhole." He explained that this
"low level coverage" had been attempted during the 1936 Inaugural
by A. A. Schechter, now Mutual
vice president of news and special
events.
The television pool is in charge
of Adolph Schneider, NBC-TV news
and special events director. He will
be assisted by Michael Roshkind,
ABC manager of special events;
James Caddigan, DuMont director
of programming, and Robert Bendick, CBS assistant news and special events director.
A committee to coordinate the
engineering operations of the pool
has been established under Mr.
Schneider with Rodney Chipp, DuMont engineering director, as chairman.
A comprehensive committee on
public relations, comprising representatives of radio, television and
other media, will play an important
role in the Inauguration.
Melvin D. Hildreth, general
chairman of the Inaugural com-

mittee, has announced that Mr. Fry
is radio director of the 94-man public relations group.
Mr. Hildreth also announced
that the American Federation of
Musicians, with permission of President James C. Petrillo, would provide the services of three famous
bands as labor's contribution to
Mr. Truman's Inauguration. (Mr.
Petrillo is chairman of the National Music Committee of the Inaugural Committee.) With AFM's
consent the orchestras of Guy Lombardo and Benny Goodman will
play for the Inaugural Ball. A
third band, as yet unnamed, will
also be on hand. Mr. Petrillo has
also given the green light to Lionel
Hampton for a band appearance at
the Inaugural Gala, according to
Carter Barron, special events committee chairman for the Inauguration.
Production and talent committee
within the latter committee includes George Heller, AFRA; Lawrence Tibbett, AFMA; Henry
Jaffe, AFRA, and Dewey Barto,
AGVA, among others. Mr. Barron
said that stars slated to appear at
the Gala include Geoi-ge Jessel,
Gene Kelly, Jane Powell and Kay
Starr.
Among radio personnel serving on
the public relations committee are:
H. R. Baukhage, Morgan Beatty, Kenneth H. Berkeley, Walter Compton,
George E. Connery, Ruth Crane, Kenneth Crawford, George Creamer Arthur F. Feldman, Kenneth D. Fry, Earl
H. Gammon, Earl Godwin, Joseph C.
Harsch, John S. Hayes, Raymond Z.
Henle, William Hillman, Robert H.
Hinckley, Eugene Juster, Theodore
Koop, Anthony
William R.Drew
McAndrew,
Robert Muto,
M. Menaugh,
Pearson, Bryson B. Rash, Norman
Reed, Prank M. Russell, Edward E.
Scovill, Hollis M. Seavey, Eric Sevareid, Frederic Shawn, Robert Sherrod,
Ben Strouse, Albert Warner, George Y.
Wheeler.
NBC Promotes Watson
CARL M. WATSON, who rose in
10 years from page to coordinator
of publicity and promotion for
NBC affiliated stations, has been
promoted to assistant manager of
continuity acceptance. Mr. Watson
will supervise radio program material, in order that Stockton Helffrich, continuity acceptance manager, may devote more attention to
the applications of NBC's program
policies in Video programs.

HT

TELEGENIC

Sarnoff Compliments Truman
PRESIDENT TRUMAN is a fine
subject for television, RCA and
NBC board chairman David Sarnoff said Thursday following a call
at the White House, because he
"doesn't try to act or play HollyGen. Sarnoff said he had viewed
the President on TV as he delivered
his Wednesday noon message to
Congress. He congratulated Mr.
Truman
on his television demeanor.
wood."
Gen. Sarnoff recalled that he had
suggested to the late President
Roosevelt early in his administration that he should act before the
microphone as though he were addressing three or four people.
"Just be yourself," he had advised.
Though Gen. Sarnoff leaves this
week on the Queen Mary for a business trip to Europe, he said the
trip had no connection with his
White House visit which he described as a courtesy call on the
President.
While in Europe he will testify
before a House of Commons committee on nationalization of British
communications. He had been invited to testify on technical aspects
by both the government and communication interests. The nationalization plan has already been
adopted, he said. He added that
he would visit other countries if
time permitted.
MILLER NAMED
NBC Nighf Video Manager
WILLIAM BURKE MILLER,NBC
television program director, has
been appointed
night television
manager, it was
announced Wednesday by Carlton D. Smith, director of televiIn his sion
newoperations.
post,
Mr. Miller will
report to Warren
Wade, national
Mr. Miller
production manMr. Miller joined NBC television
staff May 20, 1947, after 20 years
ager.
with the network.

I^^Cs N. y Accounts
ARCnDDC
C
DP
'V'O
IlDO
nDOU
To Be Taken Feb. 1
EFFECTIVE Feb. 1, the New York office accounts and personnel of
aft niirniiT
Roche^Williams & Cleary will be absorbed by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
| V SET UUTrUT
Announced by GE
R. A. Porter, vice president and general manager at RW&C, has al
ready transferred
TELEVISION set production at
to D-F-S as vice and NR Tablets), which last week
the GE Electronics Park plant has
president. On announced its appointment of reached a rate of 200,000 a year,
Feb. 1, Harold F. D-F-S effective Jan. 31. Show Proaccording to a yearend statement
of Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice presiductions,
D-F-S
radio
department,
Kemp, rector
radio
diand Ray
dent of the company. More than
will handle the new Alan Young
Cabrerra, vice
Show sponsored by Tunis, starting
3,000 of the plant's 7,100 emon NBC on Jan. 11.
ployes are working on video represident, will alceivers or television station equipOther accounts to be taken over
so join D-F-S,
ment. Dr. Baker said.
along with most by D-F-S are the G. N. Coughlan
With a prediction for the new
of the dozen or so Co. (Chimney Sweep), West
year. Dr. Baker estimated that
office personnel.
Mr. Porter
Orange, N. J.; Lee Pharmacal Co., "Television receiver billings at the
ac- California; and Pearson Pharmacal
retail level will exceed |650 million
counts D-F-S will Among
absorb the
is the
Co.,
New
York.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (Turns
January 10, 1949
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nounced it will lO
pay Mr. SS
Benny '
asurythe say
THE MANY radio artists dreammay appeal his case to
S
IN
GA
L
TA
ter must be resolved by Mr. Benny
CA
ing ofPI
tax relief under a capital $1,356,000. According to network
the U. S. Tax Court in Washingand the Internal Revenue Bureau.
ton, D. C.
gains scheme had a rude awaken- officials, CBS is paying $2,260,000
for the total stock and assets of
It was in a capital gains deal
If he includes the sale as a capiing last Monday. The Treasury- Amusement Enterprises Inc., but
tal gain in his 1948 tax returns,
ruled that proposals of radio artists
that CBS last fall acquired the
and others to sell their personal that Mr. Benny "personally owned
Amos 'n' Andy show. The theory the -matter will probably not reach
services as property would not be not all but only 60% of the stock." behind the sale had been that the the U. S. Tax Court for six months
treated as capital gain to permit Some quarters credit Mary Living- network had purchased a trade to a year. If it is part of his 1949
name which could be continued
lower taxes.
returns, it will be an estimated one
stone, Mr. Benny's wife, with owning a sizeable portion of the re- even if its originators drop out. to one and a half years before it
Charles Correll and Freeman
maining 40% of the stock.
The fact that the Benny show re- reaches the court.
Gosden, the Amos 'n' Andy team,
quires the presence of Mr. Benny
Federal
and
State
Taxes
Other top-flight NBC stars reappeared to be the only performers
was believed to be the chief reason
portedly approached with similar
safely under the wire.
Mr. Benny under such an ar- his bid was rejected.
capital
gains
deals include Bing
Informed sources had previously
rangement would, according to a
NBC
has
announced
flatly
it
will
Crosby,
Edgar
Bergen, Fibber Mcindicated [BROADCASTING, Dec. 6] rough estimate, pay about $700,000
Gee and Molly, and Phil Harris
not
make
comparable
offers
to
perin
federal
taxes
on
the
$1,356,000.
and
Alice
Faye.
that the Amos 'n' Andy team,
formers until the Revenue Bureau
which led the crusade to the In- He would be nicked, in addition,
Not only radio artists have
position
has
been made clear.
for
California
state
taxes.
ternal Revenue office might be the
sought relief under the capital
Two-Year Run
Some quarters have felt that the
only ones left on safe ground after
gains method. By using it. Gen.
the flood of relief appeals had performers being wooed to CBS
Although it was anticipated that Dwight D. Eisenhower was able to
would not have been willing to en- the Internal Revenue ruling would
passed.
keep half of the $1 million he
ter into capital gains transacsubdue the tax-saving craze, the earned on his recent book Crusade
Amos 'n' Andy Safe
tions without some assurance from controversy
over current cases was
in Europe, published by Doubleday.
CBS that they would be protected expected to run, less spectacularly,
Regardless of what action may
in
event
the
Revenue
Bureau
ruled
follow in other cases, it is felt
for about two more years.
Uptontowas Dec.
CBS' making
Frank Stanintent30, upon
furhighly improbable that the Internal their deals involved personal inThe Benny faction has contended
ther talent raids on competing netRevenue Bureau would reverse its
come rather than capital gains
works.
that the CBS purchase of Amuselong standing policy of refusing to [Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
ment Enterprises Inc., carries
"At year's end," Mr. Stanton
act retroactively.
Frank Stanton, CBS president,
rights to the use of characters,
emphatically
denied
such
an
arsaid, "negotiations were being carJack Benny had switched his "inried forth to add_ other prominent
rangement had been agreed to and scripts, etc., as in the Amos 'n'
corporated" show from NBC to
Andy case and therefore is clearly artists and programs to the
CBS [Broadcasting, Nov. 29] and identified such reports as "utterly a capital-gain transaction.
stood to realize hundreds of thou- fantastic."
Mr. Benny may still believe his
Mr. Stanton indicated that CBS
Mr. Stanton maintained there
sands of dollars in tax savings, if
is a capital gains case when he files also
intended to continue creating
schedule."
the bureau accepted it as a capital was nothing in the contract to that his
tax return. If his return is its own new programs and developeffect and that "no side or verbal
gains deal.
ing new stars.
The disappointment for Mr. agreements" had been made. He disputed by the Internal Revenue
Benny was contained in a statement issued by George J. Schoeneman, Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, indicating that the artists
would not be allowed the flat 25%
a Running Account
capital gains tax on deals involvSTARS
OF
LE
IT
ing personal services.
BA
QUICK GLANCES at the files of kick McCarthy) on basis similar
Edgar Bergen. Others reported
If the facts show the sale is one
Broadcasting provide a running
to recent $2 million purchase of seeking capital gains deals or inviting offers from CBS, ABC or
' of "personal services" rather than account of the classic NBC-CBS
Amos 'n' Andy reportedly in progress.
property, they will be taxed at the "Battle of the Stars." It runs
MBS include Bob Hope, Fibber
like this :
! regular income tax scale of 77%
McGee and Molly, Ed Gardner,
• Broadcasting, Oct. 11 — Some
on sums exceeding $1 million.
Red Skelton and Gildersleeve. Niles
• Broadcasting, Sept. 6 — Tri- of the biggest names in network
partite negotiations among CBS, talent have besieged U. S. Dept. Trammell, NBC president, reportThe Revenue Act prohibits dissemination of information on Lever Bros., and the Music Corp. of Internal Revenue for opinions
edly on West Coast protecting
specific cases, but there was little of America looking toward sale as to whether they can legally talent lineup.
doubt that the Benny negotiations
to CBS of services of Amos 'n'
• Broadcasting, Nov. 22 — Deby will
Amosmeet
'n'
Andy. pattern
Doubtful setmany
had prompted the official clarifica- Andy and subsequent leasing of follow
campment from NBC of Jack
tion.
stars as technical advisors to giant requirements as Amos 'n' Andy
Benny, Edgar Bergen and Phil
convinced bureau they were prop- Harris- Alice Faye team — t h r e e
soap and drug firm nears comInternal Revenue Statement
erty of an exclusive nature and fourths of heretofore dominant
pletion. Sale reportedly in neighComr. Schoeneman issued the
borhood of $2 million.
thus gained approval. Fine legal Sunday night program power of
following statement:
technicalities exist as to capital network — ^for CBS seemed likely
• Broadcasting, Sept. 13 —
First
deal
of
its
kind
in
big-time
gains. This point makes it doubt- last week. Unofficially learned CBS
"The tax effect of any business
transaction is determined by its radio and another precedent esful that many stars or lesser per- has virtually succeeded in luring
realities.
tablished byteam of Freeman GosMr. Benny to its fold by means of
sonalities could meet Uncle Sam's
den and Charles Correll announced
a capital gains purchase.
; "Accordingly, proposals of radio last week by Lever Bros, with requirements.
• Broadcasting, Nov. 15 — Exi artists and others to obtain com• Broadcasting, Nov. 29 —
planation ofmethods used by radio Jack
, pensation for personal services
"sweeping shift" in its radio proBenny program will move to
gram schedule, including shift of and movie talent to reduce income
full CBS network Jan. 2 in Sun,' under the guise of sales of property
Amos 'n' Andy from NBC to CBS.
taxes through sales of their serv, cannot be regarded as coming
day 7-7:30 p.m. period it had
General reshaping of radio setup
ices as a "business" demanded of occupied on NBC, CBS announced
i v/itkin the capital gains provisions
included Bob Hope Show, Big Internal Revenue Commissioner by Friday. Everybody but principals
' of the Internal Revenue Code.
Town and My Friend Irma.
Sen. Styles Bridges (R-N. H.). willing to concede Phil Harris and
"Such compensation is taxable
• Closed Circuit, Sept. 13 — • Network battle-royal for top-flight Edgar Bergen shows would move
ordinary income tax rates."
talent went into weekend with to CBS early next year. NBC
Interna! Revenue officials said CBS acquisition of Amos 'n' Andy,
NBC apparently victor in the CBS
largest package deal in radio anPresident Niles Trammell anthe explanation was in response to
nals, is regarded as forerunner of foray for Jack Benny but still
nounces NBC will continue to reother acquisitions by networks of faced with a series of fights to
• "numerous vaqvA'Aez."
fuse
to
purchase
stock in so-called
,
Refuting E.ccounts that it would
top-rated shows.
protect other performers. CBS
give the radio comedian $4 million
conceded loss of the Benny battle production companies until U. S.
• Closed Circuit, Oct. 4 — CBS
Treasury says such transactions
to switch to its network, CBS, in a negotiations looking toward acqui- late in the week but unofficially
(Continued on page 85 )
statement issued Dec. 31, ansition of Edgar Bergen (and side- claimed to be in the running for
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SUNDA
By ED JAMES
IN THE STATISTICAL judgment
of Hooperatings, NBC last week
was groggy from the new CBS
Sunday punch.
CBS, with its reorganized Sunday evening schedule built around
captured NBC stars, also captured
sizeable portions of the radio audience. On Jan. 2 — the night of the
most drastic network program
switch in recent history — NBC led
CBS in only one show — Fred Allen
over the CBS mystery, Sam Spade
— and that by a narrow margin.
The Hooper story for the 6:308:30 p.m. critical hours of Sunday
was as follows:
6:30-7 p.m.: CBS— Spike Jones
for Coca-Cola, 10.4 rating; NBC—
Ozzie & Harriet for International
Silver Co., 8.2.
7- 7:30 p.m.: CBS— Jack Benny
for American Tobacco Co., 27.8;
NBC— Horace Heidt for Philip
Morris & Co., 11.7.
7:30-8 p.m.: CBS — Amos V
Andy for Lever Bros., 19.3; NBC —
Phil Harris-Alice Faye for Rexall
Drug Co., 14.5.
8- 8:30 p.m.: NBC— Fred Allen
for Ford Dealers of America, 12.3;
CBS— Sam Spade for Wildroot Co.,
11.2.
NBC Hooper Down
Against the new opposition of
the Spike Jones Show, moved last
Sunday 6:30 time
2 to. the
an
iJfro
m .
its former place at Friday
10:30-11 p.m., NBC's Ozzie & Harriet lost 4.3 rating points below its
position of two weeks before, the
latest previous Hooperating period.
Mr. Jones and company gained 2.6
points over his previous rating
in the Friday spot.
Mr. Benny's Hooperating was
improved by his transfer of networks. His 27.8 on Jan. 2 was 2.2
higher than that for his Dec. 19
broadcast on NBC. Mr. Heidt,
moved into the difficult position opposite Mr. Benny, suffered a decline of 5.6 points below his Dec.
19 rating in his former post, Sundays 10:30-11 p.m.
Amos 'n' Andy, preceded by the

HOOPERS
NIGHT
powerful Benny audience pull, got
The first half of Stop the Music
a rating 5.7 points higher than that outscored its opposition of Fred
Allen
rating. and Sam Spade with a 15.2
for its Dec. 19 broadcast. NBC's
Harris-Faye Show fell 4.9 points
below Dec. 19. Of all the Sunday
With the first engagement
evening schedule, these were the fought, and the dismal Hooper
two CBS-NBC shows which on communique digested, NBC settled
Jan. 2 remained in the same time down for a long Sabbath-shattering battle. bit of worrisome news
spots.
Another
NBC's Fred Allen, in a time half
an hour earlier than formerly, was that Sterling Drug was condropped 2.2 points below his Dec.
templating cancellation of Manhattan Merry -Go -Round, Sundays
19 rating in his accustomed 8:30-9
p.m. spot. CBS Sam Spade, who
9-9:30 p.m. on NBC, a program it
used to confront Edgar Bergen be- has sponsored for 16 years.
If Sterling quits, NBC would be
fore the ventriloquist's "retirement," picked up 1.2 points against left with the entire 8:30-9:30 p.m.
his new opponent, Mr. Allen.
period on its hands. It was known
The one sustainer which NBC, at that several advertisers were regarded as firmly prospective buyers
virtually the last moment, substiof either the whole hour or part of
tuted in its 8:30-9 p.m. time, which
was vacated by the move of Mr. it. Until the Sterling decision to
Allen to Mr. Bergen's former 8- stay or quit was made, NBC scheduled a new dramatic program for
8:30 time, got a 6.3 Hooperating,
against an 8.7 scored by the CBS
the 8:30-9 p.m. period and stood by
Life with Luigi, also new to the the Merry-Go-Round at 9-9:30.
time.
The new show, the NBC Theatre,
will
be produced in cooperation
Advertising Campaigns
with the Screen Directors Guild
Both CBS and NBC indulged in and will consist of half-hour adapone of the most expensive protations of successful movies. The
gram advertising campaigns in re- first, "Stage Coach," starring John
cent history to promote the changes
Wayne, was to be heard last night
in their Sunday schedule, a factor
(Jan. 9). Each week the director
which failed to explain a collateral
of the film will appear on the radio
phenomena last Jan. 2. Without
show. The Screen Directors Guild
special build-up, ABC's lavish give- will make the selections of films
away. Stop the Music, scored the for adaptation and will be paid an
second highest Hooperating of any unknown price by NBC.
Sunday evening show.
Crimp in CBS Plans?
In the second half hour of its 8-9
Meanwhile, speculation was rife,
broadcast, Stop the Music got a
following the Internal Revenue deHooperating of 20.2, against NBC's
one-shot Voices and Events of 19^8
cision on Mr. Benny's capital gains
purchase by CBS (see story, page
and CBS's Life With Luigi.

CES
Ichairman
REVAMPING
of broadcast
salesCT
mittee
Eugene S. Thomas,
PRA
SALES
WOIC Washington, presided.
practices to stop stations from
Going into the whole problem of
competing with themselves was advocated Thursday by the NAB sales sales and rate practices, the committee was told that agencies and
managers executive committee,
representatives handling national
opening a two-day meeting at NAB
time are protesting rate practices
Washington headquarters. Com-

FIVE-MAN NAB board committee will meet early in WMC Memphis; John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
February to draw up first phase of NAB reorganization Minn.; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa.,
plan [BROADCASTING, Jan. 3]. All facets of the in- chairman; Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; Everett
dustry are represented. Left to right: Henry W. Slaviek,
L. Dillard, WASH Washington.
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26), as to whether a crimp had been
put in Columbia's plans for acquiring other performers.
It was known that until a fortnight ago, when the government
turned
its nose
Mr. pursuing
Benny's
request,upCBS
had atbeen
other NBC luminaries with offers
of With
purchases
to Mr. Benny's.
such similar
deals precluded
by the
new Internal Revenue ruling, it
was believed that at least some of
the CBS negotiations had stalled.
Observers acknowledged, however,
that other inducements such as desirable time periods might be
offered by CBS in place of the now
impossible capital gains deal and
that it was not unlikely that some
NBC stars would be tempted to
leave.
Reported Price
Reports that Mr. Benny's purchase price had been $4 million
were vehemently denied by CBS.
In an official statement, the network explained that the assets and
stock of the comedian's Amusement
Enterprises Inc. had been bought
for only $2,260,000.
CBS pointed out that Mr. Benny
owned only 60% of Amusement
Enterprises Inc. and therefore his
share of the purchase price was
$1,356,000. Taxed as income rather
than as a capital gain, that figure
will probably produce about $1 million revenue for the government
and about $350,000 for Mr. Benny.
The network also denied rumors
that it had given Mr. Benny stock
in CBS as a hedge against an adverse Internal Revenue ruling.

^'"^-^ '•'"^
that purportedly drive business to
other media.
Stations maintaining two rates —
general and retail, or national and
local — were said in some cases to
be defeating the purpose of the
dual rate structure by permitting
national advertisers to use tactics
that permit them to buy time at
the lower or local rate.
Devices Pointed Out
This was attributed in some cases
to local salesmen who advise national advertisers to place business
through them. Such devices as
routing through a local distributor
are employed, the committee was
told. Thus national time is diverted
from agencies and representatives,
with the agencies often deciding to
move
radio. into other media and drop
An educational campaign was
proposed to inform stations of the
effect of such methods.
Preparation of a manual on sales
practices, to be published as soon |l|
as possible, was proposed on rec- |l
(Continued on page 57)
I
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ABC

CHAN!

ELECTION of two ABC vice pres-,
idents and the reassignment of
Charles C. Barry as vice president
in charge of television were announced last week by the network.
Mr. Barry had been scheduled to
take command of western operations.
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr. was
elected vice president in charge of
the stations department for both
radio and television, and J. Donald
Wilson was elected vice president
in charge of programs.
Mr. Barry, whose appointment
as sviccessor to Don Searle, retired
vice president in charge of the
Western Division of ABC, was announced amonth ago, will remain
in New York to direct the network's television activities, and
will report to Robert E. Kintner,
executive vice president.
Paul Mowrey continues as
national director of television for
the network.
As a result of the change in
Mr. Barry's assignments, Frank
Samuels, ABC West Coast sales
manager, will be acting head of
West Coast operations. John Edwards will serve as acting head of
programs on the West Coast, the
former job of Mr. Wilson, who will
make his headquarters in New
York as program chief.
Expanded Video Plans
The decision to retain Mr. Barry
in the East and place him in overall supervision of television was
made in view of expanded plans for
ABC video, according to Mr. Kintner.
Mr. Barry was vice president in
charge of programs before his now
abrogated appointment as West
Coast chief. He has been chief of
television as well as radio programming for the network since
July 1, 1946.
Mr. Jahncke, who has been with
ABC since his release from duty
with the Navy, in which he was a

TURKEY DAY SHOW
On CBS Tops in Audience
THE CBS Thanksgiving Festival
received the highest audience ratings, according to A. C. Nielsen Co.,
New York Marketing Research Organization.
CBS, the network that established the tradition of specially-created, star-studded holiday shows,
received a total audience rating of
22.7% as against 20.8% for the
samo type of show on NBC for the
same period, Thursday, Nov. 25, 4-6
p.m.
The CBS show was sponsored by
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago,
through Arthur Meyerhoff, also
Chicago. NBC's Thanksgiving frolic
was sponsored by Elgin National
Watch Co., Elgin, 111., through J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Pa^e 28
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Given Promotion by MBS
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Jahncke,

Wilson

VP's, Barry Shifts

ARTHUR FELDMAN, director of
news operations for the MBS
Washington office, has been named
Mutual director of special events,
A. A. Schechter, the network's
news and special events vice president, announced last week.
Mr. Feldman succeeds Jack
Paige, recently promoted to manager of program operations. He
joined MBS in January 1948 as
a member of the network's news
staff.
Simultaneously, Hollis Seavey
special events office,
director
Mutual's
Washington
wasof appointed
news nator
and
in the special
capital events
city. coordi-

Mr. Wilson

Mr. Barry

commander, became manager of
television station relations several
months ago following the transfer
of John Norton, who had been vice
president in charge of the stations
department, to the vice presidency
of the midwestern division.
At that time Otto Brandt was
named manager of station relations. With the elevation of Mr.
Jahncke to a vice presidency in
overall charge of the stations department, Mr. Brandt becomes national director of station relations
for both television and radio.
A graduate of the U. S. Naval
Academy, Mr. Jahncke was in the
traffic department of NBC from
1937 to 1941 when he went on active duty with the Navy.
Mr. Wilson, formerly a freelance director and producer in
Hollywood, has been with ABC for
a year and was appointed head of
programming a month ago at the
time of the decision to move Mr.
Barry to the West Coast.

Mr. Jahncke
FMA

POST

and William R. White, of the legal
staff, were made assistant secretaries of the company; Charles
Harrell, former eastern program
manager, was made an executive
producer of television, and Anne
Kelly, in the program department
of WJZ, was named assistant program manager of the station.

EDWARD L. SELLERS, Washington newspaperman, last week was
named executive director of the
FM Assn. succeeding Bill Bailey.
Mr. Bailey wound up his FMA
Jan.
tenure3]. Dec. 31 [Broadcasting,

B&B NAMED
To Handle Crosley

With emphasis
planned on sales
aspects
of FM
broadcasting

Manufacturing Corp., Cincinnati, has appointed Benton &
Bowles, New York, to handle advertising for its Crosley Division,
W. A. Blees, AVCO vice president
and general sales manager of Crosley, announced last week.
Benton & Bowles will promote
and advertise Crosley products under two major groups — electronics
and household appliances. Mr.
Blees said that Crosley, in 1949,
will more than double its 1948 expenditure.

Sellers Executive Director

AVCO

acceptance,
along sumer
with
conFMA's executive
committee o u t lined ationalpromoprogram

for the year
ineluding
a sales
clinic during the
spring in New York. Already plans
are under way for the annual FMA
convention to be held next September at the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Mr. Sellers has been an AssoOther Appointments
ciated Press radio editor and sales
Several other executive appointrepresentative for the AP Washments at the network were also Two Elected
ington City News Report. He has
announced. Morgan Ryan, former
ELECTION of Ralph W. Nelsen
been in public relations work more
member of the program sales de- and William M. Engelmann as than a decade, including the Virpartment, was named eastern pro- members of the board of Abbott
ginia Railway Assn. and Norfolk &
gram manager and program manKimball Co., New York, was an- Western
Railway. During the war
ager of WJZ New York; Harold
nounced last week by Abbott Kimflyer and was reMorgan Jr., former budget officer,
ball, president and chairman of he wastired asa aNavy
lieutenant. After the
the board. Both men have been
was appointed business manager
war he was with Capital Airlines
with the company for 10 years.
for television; Geraldine Zorbaugh
as publicity and promotions manager, becoming sales manager of
the airline's news bureaus. He is a
graduate of Roanoke College and
Daytime Billings Go Washington & Lee U., where he
To Murray
did graduate work in journalism.
WHITEHALL
FMA has retained Faught Co. as
relations and promotion
APPROXIMATELY $2 million worth of daytime radio billing effective public
counsel to assist Mr. Sellers and the
immediately will be transferred by the Whitehall Pharmacal Co., New
board in its expanded 1949 proYork, to the John F. Murray Co. advertising agency. New York, from
gram. The board will meet in the
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, which has handled that billing near future
to work out details and
'■
★
e.
the past
forAmong
make
budgetary
provisions.
the decad
shows that John F.
merly handled by D-F-S. The Mr.
Thomas F. McNulty, president of
Keen show on CBS will be retained
Murrary will handle are Helen
WMCP (FM) Baltimore, last week
Trent and Our Gal Sunday both
John F. Murray agency has resigned as a board member and
five times weekly on CBS; Just by The
D-F-S.
treasurer of FMA. He gave no
Plain Bill and Front Page Farrell
handled only the magazine ad- reason for the action. FMA has
both five times weekly on NBC,
vertising for Whitehall Pharmacal
and Zeke Manners on West Coast
Co., until
the current increase of not yet taken steps to name a sucradio
billing.
cessor.
network. All five shows were forMr. Sellers
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case Goes to Court in February
FCC
VS.
ARMSTRONG
DISPUTE oyer the reallocation of continued in operation. It uses
der short-term special temporary
operation "which were arbitrary
40 kw on 44.1 mc. Termed the authorization.
FM — long waged between FCC and
and capricious and contrary to law
On Dec. 22, the notice of appeal and embodied and were based upon
FM's inventor, Prof. Edwin H. first regular FM outlet and in continuous operation since 1 9 3 9, said, "the Commission advised ap- gross misconceptions of scientific
Armstrong — in effect has finally
reached the courts.
W2XMN was one of 11 low-band
pellant's attorneys that the Com- fact." The orders referred to were
Pending further court hearing,
stations required to cease broadmission had, on that date, con- issued in September and May in reProf. Armstrong has won a stay
casting under the Dec. 31 deadline
sidered his application for renewal
ply to requests that the Commission modify or reconsider its deciorder against FCC's deletion of [Broadcasting, Jan. 3]. It is the and had denied same but without
having
fixed
and
given
appellant
only
outlet
which
had
a
formal
sion not to allocate part of the
his experimental low-band FM station, W2XMN Alpine, N. J.
protest pending at the time the notice of a time and place for hear- 44-50 mc band to FM and to retermination order went into effect.
In an eleventh-hour move Dec.
ing on said application and withquire cessation of all low-band
31, Prof. Armstrong filed an appeal
out having afforded appellant an transmission on Dec. 31 [BroadThe Armstrong appeal was supwith the U. S. Court of Appeals
ported by an affidavit from Paul
casting, May 10, Sept. 20, 1948].
opportunity
heard."
for the District of Columbia from
A. deMars, Washington consulting
A petition toforbe reconsideration
of
Said
to Be Violation
FCC's denial of his request for radio engineer, who designed and the denial was filed on Dec. 29, the
continued operation of W2XMN.
The
failure
to give hearing on
constructed Yankee Network's pio- appeal related, and on Dec. 30 a
neer FM stations at Paxton, Mass., supplement to that petition was
Midnight of Dec. 31 was FCC
the
renewal
application
and petideadline for cessation of all low- and Mt. Washington, N. H.
tion for reconsideration was termed
filed "expressly requesting an opProf. Armstrong also included in
band FM broadcasting. The stay
portunity to be heard and to pre- in violation of Sec. 309(a) of the
order against the Commission ac- his appeal a letter from Dr. Harsent oral argument" on the appli- Communications Act as well as of
cation and petition.
tion was issued the same day and
lan T. Stetson, director of the Costhe Fifth Amendment to the Conmic Terrestrial Research Lab. of
On Dec. 30 also there was filed a
stitution. Itwas pointed out that
the case was ordered on the court's
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- request for extension on temporary
February docket for immediate
the
FCC
action
"summarily termiconsideration.
basis the "license" for W2XMN
nology, saying it would be "unfornates"
the
W2XMN
operation
"at
and
that
the
renewal
denial
be
a time when there is
no present
tunate" to stop W2XMN at this
Data 'Ignored'
time. Dr. Stetson has been making
stayed pending final determination
possibility of making an allocation
Implications were contained in hourly measurements of the sta- of the petition for reconsideration.
of and utilizing the frequency in
The
notice
of
appeal
indicated
the court appeal that FCC not only
tion, 167 miles distant, since Febfor any other purpose."
ruary 1945.
"the Commission has not taken any question
"ignored" vital FM propagation
FCC proposes to allocate the
In his notice of appeal. Prof. action" upon the pending requests 44-50
data offered in the past from
mc band among various pubW2XMN, but that the Commission
Armstrong stated that on Dec. 10 and thereupon cited several realic safety and special services and
sons
to
support
the
appeal.
he
made
written
application
to
the
in its present proposed television
one Commission spokesman last
The appeal said that the Dec. 22 week indicated the assignments
reallocation "may be acting on Commission for renewal of the
data that is erroneous" if it stops W2XMN authorization. The sta- letter of denial was based upon two may be made final as early as Febtion has been conducting its ex- previous orders of the Commission
the Alpine low-band experimental
ruary. He pointed out also that
program. Prof. Armstrong inperimental program since 1941 un- relating to termination of low-band
these services usually do not need
dicated to the court that had it
more than a few weeks to get into
not been for the W2XMN experioperation after approval. FCC had
ments he "could not have ascersaid it intended to expedite this
allocation in its September order
tained" 'certain propagation data
Ramifications Are Seen
on the FM request.
errors at the FCC's television engineering conference Nov. 30-Dec.
In Proposal
The appeal further argued that
SECURITY
3 [Broadcasting, Dec. 6].
the FCC order "without reason or
The prompt court action stemmed
SUSPICIONS have been aroused in news circles and on Capitol Hill necessity summarily terminates
from the claim by Prof. Armstrong
that a proposed measure to tighten security safeguards might prove important experimental activity in
that both he and FM would suffer
connection with the propagation
a checkrein on newsmen and result in unwarranted prosecutions.
"irreparable
injury"
if
W2XMN
The
proposed
measure
was
sent
to
Speaker
of
the
House
Sam
Raycharacteristic
of radio waves." Also
were forced to cease transmissions.
burn by Defense Secretary James
Upon the filing of the notice of Forrestal with a covering letter centered on the fact that stations, mentioned was the fact that "more
than eight regularly operated comappeal and petition for stay order
from W. John Kenney, Under Sec- newspapers and other publications
mercial FMdeprived
broadcasting
stations"
the court held an informal hearing
retary of the Navy.
of programs
might be prosecuted under its terms would be
that afternoon before Justices D.
if they published any information
Designed to give added protecbroadcast by W2XMN. Such acLawrence Groner, Bennett Champ
which previously had been sent via
tion to the nation's secret codes
tion "materially hampers the servClark and E. Barrett Prettyman.
and intelligence activities, the bill a coded message.
ice
rendered by those stations," it
In late afternoon the court called
would set fines up to $10,000 and
Speaker Rayburn was advised was said.
for representatives of FCC and
imprisonment up to 10 years or that the new measure was drafted
In his petition for the stay order.
Commission General Counsel Beneboth, for violations.
by the Navy and represented the Prof. Armstrong pointed out that
dict P. Cottone, Assistant General
combined views of the State Dept., expenditures of great amounts of
Not only would the proposal outCentral Intelligence Agency, Army
Counsel Harry Plotkin and atlaw publication, communication or
and Air Force.
time and money would be "substantorneys Richard Solomon and Paul
use of restricted materials and
tially lost to him." In an accomDobin attended.
Congressman
Cellar
indicated
codes, but it would also ban dispanying affidavit he urged operaPrincipal issue is whether or
that the bill "will have to be
tion of his station be permitted,
closure of any information connot Prof. Armstrong was entiJbled
cerning preparation of codes, or
therefore, "at least as long as it
scrutinized carefully."
to FCC hearing on, or received
the construction, repair and main"The joker," said Rep. Cellar, "is does not conflict with the operation
due consideration of, his request
tenance of transmitting machines.
in that 'classified information'
of The
mobile
services."
clause.
Rep. Emmanuel Cellar (D-N.Y.)
for renewal of the "W2XMN auaffidavit
pointed out that in
thorization beyond Dec. 31. The
let it be known last Wednesday
"Some magazine writer might two letters to FCC during DecemFM inventor charged he was de- that treatment of the bill might
innocently turn out a good techber Prof. Armstrong stated that
nical article on a scientific subject, "certain
nied renewal without hearing.
not be too kind. Congressman Celerrors in propagation
The old battle between Prof.
and
find
himself
in
trouble
because
lar is slated to take the helm- of
data"
had
been introduced at the
Armstrong and the Commission
the House Judiciary Committee, to somebody's office assistant thought
30-Dec. 3 television engineerover the reallocation of FM from
it contained some good stuff that Nov. ing
which the measure has been reconference. He warned that
ferred.
44-50 mc to its present 88-108 mc
should
be
stamped
'classified.'
"
from
these
errors
"sweeping
According
to
Secretary
Kenney
band is expected to be drawn into
The proposal is identical to one
clusions have
been drawn
that conare
unanimously approved in the 80th
the proceeding as detailed backthe
proposed
legislation
"does
not
incorrect."
Both
were
submitted
for
ground information. Heretofore,
Congress by the Senate Armed
in any way control the free dis- the court's attention.
semination of information which
it is believed, there has been no
Services Committee. But that comThe first letter, dated Dec. 20,
private interest involved in the
might be transmitted by code or
mittee had made changes in the
said
that at the engineering concipher unless the information has
allocation dispute upon which lit- bill to overcome objections against
ference he and Mr. deMars had
an earlier Navy proposal.
igation might be based.
been obtained by clandestine inter(Continued on page 56)
Criticism of the Navy proposal
ception and cryptanalysis."
Meanwhile, ■W2XMN
may be
January 10, 1949 • Page 2^
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East, Midwest

Tuesday

OPENING

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
NETWORK television will take
its longest forward step tomorrow
night (Jan. 11) when AT&T links
together its coaxial cable between
Pittsburgh and Cleveland to connect the present East Coast and
midwestern video network facilities.
Event, to be celebrated with
a 90-minute ceremonial program,
marks the beginning of regular TV
network programming from the
Atlantic to the Mississippi. Moreover, it is tangible evidence that
coast-to-coast video networking is
no dream to be achieved at some
far-distant date, but a rapidly approaching reality.
AT&T pointed out that the new
video network service, which becomes available for regular use on
Wednesday, will put TV programs
within reach of a quarter of the nation's population. The combined
network, AT&T reported, will extend for 2,100 miles— 1,740 rout
miles of coaxial cable and 370 route
miles of radio relay.
The new network facilities provide one circuit each way between
New York and Chicago for network
TV programs, which the Bell System promises will be expanded by
the end of June to provide three
westbound and one eastbound circuits. Until these added channels
are available, however, the four
TV networks are dividing the facilities on an elaborate time-sharing
schedule worked out after weeks of
argument which concluded in many
cases with the telephone people
making the allocations themselves
because the video broadcasters
could not reach an agreement.
Allocations for the East-to-West
circuit first to be announced
[Broadcasting, Jan. 3], were somewhat altered last week when WPIX
(TV) New York decided not to
join in the cable-sharing group at
this time. Changes in the EastWest schedule are:
Monday-to-Saturday, 5-8 p.m. :
5-5:1.5 to NBC; 6-6:30 remains DuMont Monday through Friday but
is open ^n Saturday; 6:45-7 to
DuMont Monday through Friday,
CBS on Saturday; 7:15-7:30 to
ABC Monday through Thursday
and Saturday; CBS on Friday.
The Monday 3-9 hour allocated
to WPIX is now divided: 8-8:15
to CBS; 8:15-8:30 to DuMont;
8:30-9 to NBC. Tuesday, the 1010:30 spot formerly given to WPIX
Page 30

to Link

MONDAY-FRIDAY
SUNDAY
other Sunday, 9-10 p.m. On the
9-10 a.m.
ABC
3- 4 p.m.
ABC
Sundays that it does not get the
12-12:30 p.m.
ABC
4- 4:30
NBC
1-1:30
CBS
cable, this program will be broad3-3:30
ABC
4:30-6
ABC
4:30-5
:.
NBC
6-7:30
NBC
cast on NBC's East Coast TV netSaturday, all daytime to 5 p.m. is open.
work as it has been.
MONDAY-SATURDAY
(6:30-7:30 to Philadelphia only)
In
the Midwest, the program
5- 5:30 p.m.
NBC
7:30-8
ABC
5:30-6
ABC
used in the East two weeks earlier
8- 9
NBC
6- 6:30
NBC
will go on at the same time through
9- 10
ABC
6:30-7
ABC
Friday
10- 10:30
ABC
77:30
NBC
kinescopic recordings sent to the
Monday
Tuesday NBC
Saturday
Thursday
10:30-11
7:30-8
ABC
NBC
Wednesday
NBC
NBC
individual NBC affiliates in the
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
Midwest.
ABC
8:8:30
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
9- 9:30
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
8:30-9
The Swift show, on NBC-TV
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
9:30-10
NBC
ABC
ABC
Thursday,
8:30-9 p.m., will be
NBC
10- 10:30
ABC
ABC
broadcast from Chicago over the
10:30-11
full hookup on Jan. 13 only. HenceGolden Gloves finals east from Chiis now split 10-10:15 to CBS, 10:15forth, it will go on live on the
cago the week of Feb. 21 a number
eastern network as in the past, and
10:30 to NBC. Saturday, the 8:309 period switches from DuMont to of evening periods generally allo- will be repeated by kinescopic reABC, 9-9:30 from ABC to NBC ABC • cated to other networks will be
cording broadcast on the midwest
made available to CBS for that network from Chicago two weeks
and 10-11 from WPIX to ABC.
week only. CBS will also get the later at the same time.
Sunday the 5-5:30 period goes
West-to-East cable on March 4
from WPIX to NBC, 6-6:30 which
This same procedure will be folwas open is now divided 6-6:10 to from 10-11 p.m. for a special sports
lowed for the Cluett-Peabody Arrow show, Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m.;
CBS and 6:10-6:30 to ABC, 10-11
goes from rotation to NBC each program.
NBC's schedule for the full The Bates Girl About Town,
week.
eastern and midwestern networks
Wednesday, 8-8:20 p.m., the ColThose changes are in the East- via the new cable includes two gate-Palmolive-Peet program, MonMonday through Friday programs,
to-West circuit. The West-to-East
day, 9-9:30 p.m.
circuit allocations finally decided on Howdy Doody, 5:30-6 p.m., and
American Tobacco Co.'s new program, Show Time, Friday, 9:30-10
last Wednesday, include no alloca- Camel Newsreel, 7:50-8 p.m.
half -hour filmed dramas based
tions to DuMont. Division of time
Once-a-week programs to go on p.m.,
on famous short stories, will start
among the other three TV net- the full Atlantic - to - Mississippi
works is shovm in the above tables.
Jan.
21 on NBC's East Coast hookNBC hookup as of Jan. 12 are:
with prints of the film sent to
NBC Time
Texaco Star Theatre, Tuesday, 8-9 all up,
other NBC TV affiliates for
simultaneous broadcast.
On Monday, 10-11 p.m., the p.m.; Kraft Television Theatre,
West-to-East circuit allocated to Wednesday, 9-10 p.m.; BigelowChicago Originates
Sanford show, Thursday, 9:30-10
NBC stops at Philadelphia as DuRCA's new Kukla Fran and
p.m.,
and
the
Friday
night
fights
Mont has the Washington-to-New
Ollie, Monday through Friday,
York circuit at that time. This is sponsored by Gillette Safety Razor
7:30-8 p.m., will be broadcast from
Corp.
[Broadcasting,
Jan.
3].
also true Friday, 9:30-10 p.m.,
to the full midwest netIn addition, NBC reported that Chicagowork and
when ABC has the Washington-tofed via cable to New
New York circuit.
the Philco Playhouse will be broad- York and Richmond, with other
cast over the full hookup every eastern markets possibly to be
When
CBS
is bringing the
added. Admiral Radio Corp. on
Television stories on other pages in this issue:
Jan. 2^ starts Friday Night Frolics
Skyborne TV Daytime Test Results Mixed
22 on a combined NBC-DuMont video
Boxing Spars With Television
34 hookup in East and Midwest, 8-9
Texaco, Godfrey Shows Top N. Y., Philly TV, Says Pulse 35
Chevrolet Div. of General MoNational TV Conference in Chicago March 7-9
35
tors will add kinescopic recordings
KTLA and Cooley Sign 7- Year Video Contract
35 on KNBH Hollywood to its live
Four New CBS Television Affiliates
35 East Coast NBC hookup, Monday,
Auto TV Ban Bill to Be Introduced in New York
35 8-8:30
p.m., after that station
p.m.
Admiral to Sponsor TV Musical Review
38 takes to the air Jan. 16, but has
Torney Leaves KGO, ABC to Form TV Firm
38 made no other plans to extend the
WHIO-TV Dayton Starting Tests Jan. 17
43
Talent Lined up for WDJV (TV) Pittsburgh Opening
54 program's present TV coverage.
Fitzgerald, McKinnie Join CBS-TV Sales Staff
54 Procter & Gamble will continue I'd
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., Issues First Rate Card
58 Like to See, Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m.,
TBA Board to Scrutinize Fitzgibbons Tax Plan
61 in the East only until the time
when more cable circuits are availKFI-TV to Use Inserts in Feature-Length Films
61 able.
WABD (TV) Changes Titles, Functions of Passman, Rayel
62
Motorola Radio Co. is planning
Jamieson Made DuMont Network Traffic Manager
62
Rescind V/TVJ (TV) Revocation Order, Comr. Walker Rules
63 to drop its Nature of Things series,
TV Negotiations With ASCAP Expected to Start This Week
63
8:30-8:45 p.m., and to reJett to Speak at CBS TV Clinic Opening
66 Mondayplace itwith
a new half -hour show
Demand for TV Unstoppable, Says Wilmotte
67
(Continued on page 62)
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A

Wise

Old

Nobody quite knows why the owl is supposed to be so wise. But ever since the ancient
Greeks

made

Wisdom,

the

him

sacred

owl

has

to their Goddess
been

of

supposedly

a

wise old bird.
There

are some

wise old birds among

buyers too. It's easy to spot them.
ones buy W^'I^'T^'H, the
with the BIG audience.

, They

know

BIG

that W^'I^'T^'H

The

time-

trading area.
Are

you

among

these

wise

call in your Headley-Reed

man

the full W^PT/H

ones?

If not,

today and get

story.

independent

is the big bar-

that W^'I^'T^H regularly delivers
more listeners-per-dollar than any other station
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
know

in town. They know that W^l^T^H covers
92.3% of all the radio homes in the Baltimore

wise

gain buy in the nation's sixth largest market.
They

Bird

WITH
Baltimore
Maryland
FM
AM
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented by Headley-Reed
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1
n

Leave

us

Before we wipe the old slate clean
Let's sing a song, let's pen a paean

To everything in '48
^
Which we would like to celebrate:

now

join

Hasn't it been a dandy year
For all the theaters on our air!
The "16th straight" for champion Lux,
Ford looking like a million bucks,
Electric's show where Little Helen

To Radio, first, a cup of cheer
For winding up its biggest year,
Knowing full well, while we're about it,
That none of us could live without it.

Is standing 'em in the aisles, all yelhn',
While Armstrong, Hallmark and Prudential
Just keep on being existential.

Hail to a year of glad relations
Between this network and its stations

Three cheers, we say, and three more cheers
For all those doughty engineers

From West Palm Beach to Puget Sound,

Who worked the night-long and the day-long
To make those records that can play long;

And, boy, bring on another round
For the nine-and-ninety million folks
Who listen weekly to our jokes.

All of which just goes to prove
We're always in that micro-groove.

Our songs and stories, news and dramas —
Here's to them all, their pops and mamas.
Their sisters, uncles, aunts and others
Including in the Lever Brothers.
To Pepsodent's Irma, Palmolive's Brooks
To Phil and all the other Cooks,
To Chesterfields and that old peachy
Godfrey guy, and Don Ameche
(The "Lucky" boy) — to Vaughn Monroe
And Hawk from whom all Camels flow.
To Johnny and to Philip Morris —
You're all okay in ovir thesaurus.

Remember

the day when General "Ike"

Stood up before Columbia's mike
To raise a cool three hundred grand
For Europe's hungry kids? We stand
Hats off to "Ike" and his Crusade
And guys like him who make the grade:
A pair of Sulka's best pajamas
To grace the gams of Lowell Thomas.

And now let's pay our proper dues
To Edward Murrow and his News

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell, Bayles,
We know that you will never fail us,
hands

And may the light of yon great Star
Shine gently on you, Y&R.

Than which there is no super-duper,
And let's salute our Average Hooper,
And all our shows — and there are plentyThat broke into the tough "top twenty."
Hooray for Sunday's Peerless Tonic
Which millions call the Philharmonic.
(In this connection, shout hooray
For Standard Oil— that is, [N.J.].)
We would be derelict in our mission
Did we not honor Television.

In Thompson's name we shout our skoals
And we're all yours in Benton & Bowles.
On, Procter! On, Gamble! On, Gallup and Roper
Let bygones be bygones for each horoscoper.
Let's pin a sprig of holly on
The famous Crosbys, Bing and John,
And with another wreath adorn
The brows of Gould and Miss Van Horne.
For Variety's "mugs" and Radio Daily
A long locomotive and a willow-waley.
Well . . .'48 was mighty fine,

Man's glassy essence, thee we toast,
Now on your way from coast to coast
Toward new horizons. Hail TV!

Now looking out toward '49
We wish from electronic science

There's more in you than we can see.
Rochester, Jack and Mrs. Benny

To everyone in Radio
A hug beneath the mistletoe.

The best to all our friends and clients,

Of happy returns we wish you many.
And here's a cane all made of candy
For Lum'n'Abner'n'Amos 'n'Andy.
Shoot Roman candles to the sky
In praise of dear old NRI,
And while we're on the alphabet
A pox on us lest we forget
IBEW...RDG...
abracadAFRA and NAB,
Four fanfares and a furbelow
For Messrs. BBD&O.

We're only sorry we can't list 'em. . .
This is. . . The Columbia Broadcasting System.

NBA Poning Members
TV
WITH
SPARS
BOXING
TELEVISION networks should sit down now with boxing authorities
it's like buying a quarter for a about to operate, the problem can
only be intensified.
and work out the economics of ring telecasts for the good of both in- buck.
The effect of television on small
"But it isn't the effect of video
dustries, according to Abe J. Greene, national commissioner of the
clubs, he said, will have a deleterion any one given television show
National Boxing Assn.
ous effect on all boxing because the
Mr. Greene told Broadcasting
*
■
that's so devastating. Mere drop in
fight game needs the local rings as
that his own organization is now
the gate at Madison Square Garwith college football telecasts —
incubators for the top talent.
that televising of one big game
den alone is only a momentary de- the"Televisi
making a national poll of the memon men who are talking
flection which Uncle Mike Jacobs
bers on television, seeking to find could destroy the gate of smaller
about staging major fights in small
out what effect TV has had on colleges and thereby ruin the finan- and the Garden probably can
clubs before exclusive audiences are
boxing in their areas and seeking
cial foundation on which all college hurdle.
five
years ahead of themselves and
"It
is
what
such
television
shows
suggestions for meeting problems
sports rests [Broadcasting, Dec.
therefor
e talking through their
do
to
the
hinterlands
that
counts.
created by television.
20, 1948].
hats. A good club has the fight
Results of the NBA poll are exMr. Greene discounted the arguFor instance, if a good fight is tele- bugs. Put two Donnybro
okers in a
vised from Washington, the fight
ment that television might make
pected to be compiled in time for
its next executive committee meetmany new fight fans as did radio. club in Newark, or Richmond Hills, plush-lined hangout without accoming at a date yet to be set in The media are not comparable,' he or Pawtucket is badly dented.
panying bedlam and they'll emulate
a pair of sweethearts.
February.
said, because a telecast, unlike a
"There isn't a fight club in New
"Addition
ally, a mere sponsored
The NBA is composed of the radio report, is so close an approxJersey, for instance, which can
show between two world-famous
official boxing commissioners, who
imation to eyewitnessing.
compete with Garden television on boxers
in a private club for the
are generally government officials,
"Television gives the homeside
Friday
night.
When
Beau'
Jack
sponsor's
friends takes the fight out
and
Ike
Williams
boxed
for
the
from all states, except Massachuspectator a ringside seat which he
of the realm of sports and makes it
setts (which is about to join) and
title
in
Philadelphia,
the
club
in
can't get unless he's among the 400
a purely commercial proposition.
New York. Mexico, Cuba, Cangarden millionaires," said Mr. Newark, 100 miles away, might just Of what value will it be then, to
ada and several U. S. territories are
as well have folded for the night. newspape
Greene.
rs and sport pages, which
also members. Commissioners are
"The expedient of cutting main
make sports as big as they are?
completely later."
charged with the duties of fostering
event fighters into a small slice of It did foldEconomy
Upset
"Without sports page steam-up
as well as regulating the sport.
the promoters television payoff just
a fight, the television sponsorfor
(In New York, meanwhile, the won't do," he continued. "New
Mr. Greene emphasized that boxBoxing Managers Guild took the York main-eventers get a $272
ship won't be worth the tube it's
ing economy has been upset already
initiative for boxers, letting it be melon. That isn't the answer be- with "meager television" and with flashed on, and the vicious cycle is
known it will seek to bargain for
the coaxial cable to the Midwest
cause with gates badly slumping,
He urged the TV networks and
contracts for fighters with televiTV manufacturers, the latter of
sion networks.)
complete.
" enjoyed set sales spurts
which
have
Statement Devoted to TV
due to big fights, to "heed the handwriting on the wall" and sit down
Mr. Greene's revelation that the CHICAGO SHOW
with boxing commissions and the
poll was being conducted followed
Furniture Exhibition Features Television Receivers
NBA "lest they wake up some day
the issuance of his yearend stateand find a universal decree against
ment, which, unprecedentedly, was
devoted completely to the effect of
televising
boxing bouts."
Charles ofJohnston,
president of
television on boxing. Mr. Greene,
screen, and (3) that the receiver
the Boxing Managers Guild in New
former NBA president, is the first RADIO and television manufacturers, educated since the first cabinet be as attractive and well- York, acknowledged that his organman to hold the job of national comization would try to bargain for
missioner. He also is the state
fiush of receiver production to the arranged as the normal focal point,
"talent" in the ring business with
athletic commissioner of New Jer- fashion whims of the buying pub- such as a grand piano.
"In the planning of homes, there TV networks. This would be the
sey.
lic, are making radical improvements in cabinet styling.
is already a trend toward a reguHis main thesis was that teleguild's first effort in that direction.
Evidence of modern design is
The guild already has had one
lar television room," one TV
casting big ring contests could upset the economy of boxing clubs being seen in Chicago at the an- spokesman said. "The set is no meeting with DuMont network exnual Winter Furniture Market in longer a gadget pushed into a
ecutives, notifying them that after
throughout the country. He indithe American Furniture Mart, corner, interfering with the room
cated that in self defense boxing
May 31, when DuMont contracts
where more than a dozen AM and
with the arenas are terminated,
clubs might have to ban telecasts.
Set producers also predict that that the guild expects to be the
arrangement."
TV manufacturers are demonA somewhat similar argument
video will aid in counterbalancing
strating their products to buyers
negotiator instead of fight clubs, as
recently was raised in connection
drift from home and family heretofore.
from all parts of the country. Re- the
entertainment.
ceiver cabinets are developed elaborately in a variety of sizes, shapes
Several private brand manufacturers are exhibiting radio and
and woods, although mechanical
television sets produced to correlate
elements and prices remain much
with complete furniture lines, with
the same as last year. Major
variance in this year's prices is cabinets complementing other
pieces in a room by color, material
that the scope has been broadened
to include more inexpensive as and size. Ensembles on display
feature a receiver as an integral
well as more costly models.
Because manufacturers have
part of the furnishings.
Major-brand manufacturers pardropped older lines and introduced
ticipating inthe Mart showing are
new ones, attempts to give greater
values are centered on original de- RCA, Philco, Admiral and Zenith.
Arvin, an Indiana firm, introduced
sign and styling. Selling, sparked
by fashion consciousness, has be- its table model TV set for the
first time last Monday. RCA is
come highly competitive.
THIS is the lowest priced of the
TV set makers predict their re- showing four 16-inch picture tube THE EMERSON entry in the low
first three RCA Victor TV receiver
ceivers will become the focal point models, with push-button tuning
priced television set field is this
mod<;is festijring the t6-ineh metalfor both close-up and normal viewin a room, replacing the tradi- ing.
Model
611, introduced last week at
coned pietnTe tube. Suggested Easttional fireplace or couch. Requirements for televiewing rooms, they
ern refaii ptics ir, $495 in walnut or
Products made by General Elec- the Waldorf-Astoria, New York City.
tric are in dealer showrooms at With a 52 inch screen and 10 inch
mahogany finish, $520 in blond. Set say, are: (1) That furniture be
the home furnishings market; in picture tube, the set will list for
features an extra large electrolow-slug, light and easily movdynamic speaker, automatic gain conthe Merchandise Mart. The two- $269.50, 10% lower than the former
able; (2) that chairs or couches
enable viewers to shift, rock back week Winter Market will be control, well-shielded chassis and variprice for this type of set.
able tone control.
cluded at each site Jan. 15.
or rest without losing view of the
BROADCASTING
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comim
Jan. 10 : Chicago Advertising Executives
Club dinner, Electric Club, Chicago.
Jan. 10: Hollywood Advertising Club
panelveltonHotel,"Television
Hollywood. in 1949," RooseJan. 11: Opening
vision Network.of East-Midwest TeleJan. 17: Multiple
Ownership,
oral argument, FCC Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Jan. 18-19: RMA Industrial Relations
Committee conference for industrial
relations and personnel directors,
Hotel Statler, New York.
Jan.
treal.20-22: CBC board meeting, MonJan. 21-23: CBS Television Clinic, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jan. 24: Wander Co. Hearing before
FTC continued, Washington.
Jan. 25: American Marketing Assn.
panel on "Television Information,
Please,"
Hotel Commodore, New
York.
Jan. 25: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences annual award banquet
and seminar. Athletic Club, Hollywood.
Jan. 27: ABC Southwestern, Middle and
Central States Districts Affiliates
meeting. Ambassador East Hotel,
Chicago.
Feb. 3: ABC Mountain and Pacific Area
District Affiliates meeting, St. Francis
Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 5: Radio Correspondents Assn. anton. nual dinner. Hotel Statler, WashingFeb. 8: Hearing before FTC on Motions
of American Tobacco Co., Washington.
Feb. 14-16: NAB Board of Directors
meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans.
Feb. 21: FCC Hearing on G. A. Richards' news policies. Federal Bldg.,
Los Angeles.
Feb. 24-25: Western Radio Conference,
Marine
cisco. Memorial Club, San FranMarch 4-6: Annual Radio Conference
on Station Problems, U. of Oklahoma,
Norman, Okla.
March 7-10: IRE national convention.
Hotel Commodore and Grand Central
Palace, New York.

TV'SAdded
Affiliates
CBS
NEW Four
AFFILIATION of four television
stations with CBS, bringing the
network's total to 28, was announced last week.
The stations and the effective
dates of their affiliations are:
W H I 0 - T V Dayton, Feb. 15,
owned by the Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp., operating on Channel 13, Robert Moody, general
manager.
WHEN (TV) Syracuse, Jan. 1,
owned by the Meredith-Syracuse
Television Corp., operating on
Channel 8, Paul Adanti, general
manager.
WICU Erie, Jan. 1, owned by
the Erie Dispatch, Inc., operating
an Channel 12, Edward Lamb,
president.
KOB-TV Albuquerque, Dec. 31,
owned by Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., operating on Channel 4,
R. R. Seal, general manager.

'Texaco
TV

PULSE

Theatre/ Godfrey

Tops in N.Y., Phil a.

TEXACO Star Theatre and Godfrey's Talent Scouts held the number 1
and 2 spots in the TV Top Ten list in both Philadelphia and New York
during December, according to The Pulse Inc. Wrestling was the top
attraction in Chicago during the same month. Sets in use in both Philadelphia and New York showed slight increases.
Dec.
Tues.
WNBT
70.0
Mon.
38.7
WCBS-TV
Sun.
WCBS-TV
37.3
WABO
32.7
Sun.
WABD
Mon.-Fri.
29.7
Tues.
WCBS-TV
29.3
Wed.
29.3
WNBT
26.7
Mon.
Wed.
WCBS-TV
26.7
24.1
WCBS-TV
Mon.-Fri.
WNBT
Only
AVERAGE 1/4 HR. SETS-IN-USE
Entire Week, 12 Noon-12 Midnight
TELEVISION HOMES
6 p.m.-12 Midnight Sets-in-Use Entire
Combined
TV
Radio
TV
Radio & TV Only
Only
37.0
Dec. 1948
1948
24.2 10.7
Dec. 1948 33.1
Nov. 1948 34.2
34.1 11.5
Nov.
Oct. 1948 33.5
24.1 10.8
39.2
New York

Texaco Star Theatre
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Toast of the Town
Original Amateur Hour
Small Fry Club
We, The People
Kraft TV Theatre
Basketball
Winner Take All
Howdy Doody

Nov.
59.3
36.0
32.7
28.0
27.4
31.3
26.0
Only
Week
Radio
10.9
9.7

Philadelphia
Five of the ten leading shows in
Philadelphia were comedy-variety
offerings. Four of these programs
have appeared among the Top Ten
lists since October; the fifth, Godto TV. frey's Talent Scouts, is a newcomer
Texaco Star Theatre
Godfrey's
Break the Talent
Bank Scouts
Toast of the Town
We, The People
Basketball
Original Amateur Hour
Film-Four Feathers
Stop the Clock
Kraft TV Theatre

the entire week climbed slightly for
both TV and aural radio in December, with the TV listening remaining slightly less than double that
for radio.
Dec.
62.0
Tues.
55.0
Nov.
WPTZ
61.0
Mon.
50.0
Fri.
41.0
WCAU-TV
49.0
39.0
Sun.
WFIL-TV
Tues.
WCAU-TV
49.0
44.0
Mon.
44.0
41.0
WCAU-TV
Sun.
39.0
WCAU-TV
WFIl-TV
40.0
Mon.
WFIl-TV
Fri.
40.0
WCAU-TV
Wed.
35.0
39.0
WPTZ

AVERAGE i/i HR. SETS-IN-USE
Entire Week, 12 Noon to 12 Midnight
TELEVISION HOMES
Combined
Radio & TV Radio
TV Sets-in-Use
Only Only
Nov. 1948 37 4
Dec. 1948 37.6 25.5 14.4
Oct. 1948 32^0
Chicago
Four visual sports offerings and
three feature films made the Top
Ten lists among Chicago TV offerings for December. Twenty-one
shows achieved ratings of 25+.
These shows included 6 sportscasts,
6 feature films, 4 comedy-variety
shows, 1 kid show, 1 drama, 1 quiz
Wrestling
Hockey Varieties
Vaudeo
Film-Boys' Reformatory
Boxing
Film-Black Magic
Wcestling
Phiico Playhouse
Super
Stars ofCircus
Tomorrow
Film-Of Mice and Men

7-YEAR TV PACT

Signed by Cooley and KTLA
'Goldbergs' on TV
A SEVEN-YEAR television conONE of radio's oldest families,
tract has been signed between
and certainly one of its longest- KTLA Hollywood and Spade
running programs, turns to radio's
Cooley, western recording star, acmost precocious child when The
cording to Klaus Landsberg, West
Goldbergs invade television, ThursCoast
director
of Paramount teleday, Jan. 13, the series debuts on vision.
CBS-TV, 8-8:30 p.m., with its
Mr. Landsberg who termed the
author, Gertrude Berg, in the lead
role of Mollie Goldberg, which she pact "unique" pointed out that
created.
Spade Cooley's Western Varieties,
BROADCASTING
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25.1
22.0

CTS CONFERENCE
Sef for Chicago March 7
TELEVISION industry leaders
from all parts of the country will
take part in the Chicago Television
Council's national TV conference,
March 7, 8 and 9,
in the Palmer
House, Chicago.
Speakers, representing all elements within
the
industry, will appear alone panels,
and on
discussion
according to
James Stirton,
Mr. Stirton
council president
and ABC Central
Division general manager.
"It is our intention to measure
the developments of television to
date and to estimate the future in
an exciting, interesting manner,"
Mr. Stirton said. "We will avoid
generalizations and tedious excursions and seek, instead, to get down
The conclave, which will be
to
cases." as well as informative,"
"practical
is the first of its kind to take place
in Chicago. Speakers will be chosen
for their activity in the industry
and the phases with which they
are most familiar, Mr. Stirton explained. The session will be open
to all industry members and interested persons, and attendance vdll
include station personnel, agency
representatives, talent and technicians.
A registration fee, still unannounced, will include cost of three
luncheons and. a dinner at which a
national TV expert will be guest of
honor.

14.2
11.1

show, 1 candid interview program
and 1 special event telecast. They
were divided over the week as follows: Monday 5; Tuesday 2;
Wednesday 1; Thursday 2; Friday
4 ; Saturday 1 ; Sunday 5 ; and Monday-Friday 1.
Fri.
38.0
Thurs. WGN-TV ,
46.0
WENR-TV
34.0
WBKB
WBKB
Sun.
35.0
Thurs.
32.0
Fri.
WBKB
32.0
WGN-TV
30.0
Mon.
Fri.
WNBQ
WBKB
32.0
Sun.
29.0
Sun.
30.0
WENR-TV
29.0
Sun.
Mon.
WENR-TV
WGN-TV
AVERAGE lA HR. SETS-IN-USE ,
Entire Week, 12 Noon-12 Midnight
TELEVISION HOMES
Combined Radio & TV Radio
TV Sets-in-Use
Only Only
Dec. 1948 31.9 19.5 14.3
a weekly Saturday hour, has been
on the station for the past five
months. Currently unsponsored,
Mr. Landsberg said that sponsorship would be announced shortly.
Contract also covers rights for
video transcriptions on film for network distribution.

CAR TV BAN BILL
To Be Introduced in N. Y.
A BILL banning television in New
York state cars will be introduced
in the state legislature, which convened last Wednesday, State Sen.
Thomas C. Desmond, the bill's
sponsor, announced. Exceptions
would be Army, Navy, police, fire
and television company cars.
The senator commented that
"rolling theatres" operated by the
public "will produce more smashups and kill and maim more people
than bad brakes, drunken driving
and icy roads."
Video Impetus
"THE PUBLIC serves as the real
effective impetus as far as TV
progress is concerned and the TV
engineer will have to keep pace
with consumer demands," Leonard
Ashbach, president Garod Electronics Corp., said in a statement
just released. He cited his own
company, which today is marketing 14 models
TV sets —developall' including the new oftele-zoom
ment with remote control operation [Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
January 10, 1949
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Grants, Applications as of Jan. 1
(Report 41)

Call
Chann
City and
THE TELEVISION PICTURE as Status
No.
Letters
it existed on Jan. 1, from a stations
Applicant
Los Angeles
and applications standpoint, • was
(KECA-TV)
shown in a state-by-state list pre- CP American
Bcstg. Co.
Earle
C. Anthony
(KFI-TV) 9
pared by FCC and released last O
Inc.
Tuesday.
O KMTR Radio Corp. (KLAC-TV) 13
The list shows 50 stations in A-H Don Lee Bcstg. (KTSL) 2
System
(using experimental W6XAO)
operation — 19 more than were on
Nat'l
Bcstg. Co. (KNBH) 4
the air in mid- August, when the CPO
Paramount
ProductionsTele. (KTLA) 5
last such list was issued [BroadO
KTTV Inc.
(KTTV) 11
casting, Aug. 16]. It also shows
A
Los Angeles Bcstg. Co.
13
73 stations under construction — 15 Oakland (see also San Francisco)
less than in August — and 311 pend- A-H KROW Inc.
11
ing applications, 10 more than in CPRiverside
Bcstg. Corp. of America 1
(KARO)
August. Of the pending applications 186 are involved in hearings,
Sacramento
3
primarily because of channel short- A-H HARMCO Inc.
A-H McClatchy Bcstg. Co.
10
ages.
A-H Sacramento Bcstrs.
6
The relatively slight change in Son Diego
A-H
Airfan
Radio
Corp.
10
any category on the list except A-H Balboa Bcstg. Co.
3
CP Jack Gross Bcstg. Co.
8
operating stations is due, primarily,
(KFMB-TV)
to the freeze on television licens- A-H Television Bcstg. Co
10
Video Bcsfg. Co.
3
ing which has been in effect since AA-H Charles
E. Salik
6
early September. The freeze does
San
Francisco
(see
also
Oakland)
not affect construction. Nor does it
CP American Bcstg. Co. (KGO-TV) 7
preclude new applications, though O
Associated Bcstrs.
(KPIX) 5
Chronicle Pub Co. (KRON-TV) 4
it has obviously slowed activity in CP
A-H
Columbia
Bcstg.
System
9
this respect.
A-H Don Lee Bcstg. System
2
A-H
Paramount
Tele.
Productions
9
There has been no new indication
A-H Tele. California
11
of when the freeze may be lifted. A-H 20th Century-Fox 11
But most observers appear to feel Son Jose
that it will be hard to complete the A-H FM Radio & Tele. Corp. 13
13
engineering and allocations review, A-H Radio Diablo
San Luis Obispo
for which the freeze was called, be- A Valley Electric Co.
3
fore late spring or early summer in Santa Barbara
any event.
A M. R. Schacker
6
Radio KIST Inc.
6
Following is FCC's television list, A
Stockton
prepared as of Jan. 1. "L" denotes
8
a licensed station; "CP" indicates a CP E. F. PefFer (KGDM-TV)
Visalia
construction permit; "0" means the
Sierra Bcstg. Co.
10
station is operating under special A
COLORADO
temporary authority, and "A" indicates an application. "A-H" sig- Denver
Tele. Inc.
9
nifies an application which has been A-H Alladin
Co.
A-H Daniels & Fisher Stores Co.
4
Co.
set for hearing. "See also" indi- A-H KLZ Bcstg. Co.
7
Co.
A-H KMYR Bcstg. Co.
4
cates more than one city in a metroCo.
A-H
London Tele.
52
politan district.
Lasker Bcstg. Co.
A
Edward
Lasker
Phillips
A
GifFord
Phillips
9
Channel A-H Denver Tele. Co.
Call
Co.
City and
2
letters
Status
No.
Applicant
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
ALABAMA
A Yankee Network Inc.
10
Birmingham
CP Birmingham
Bcstg.
(WBRC-TV)
Hardford
Co.
A-H Conn. Bcstg. Co.
10
139
A
Birmingham News Co.
A-H Hartford Times Inc.
10
CP Voice
of
(WAFM-TV)
A-H
Travelers
Bcstg.
Service
Corp.
10
Alo'bamc
New Haven
ElmCorp.
City Bcstg. (WNHC-TV)
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
12
Woterbury
10
A
Mid-South
8
A
SouthwesternTele.Pub.Bcstg.
Co. Co.
A-H Nutmeg State Bcstg. Co.
12
A-H Conn. Radio Foundation
ARIZONA
DELAWARE
Phoenix
Wilmington
A
KTAR Bcstg. Co.
4
CP WDEL Inc.
Phoenix
Tele.
Co.
(KTIX)
5
(WDEL-TV)
T. M. & J. M. Gibbons
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
Tucson
A
Leiand Holzer
CP Bamberger
Service Bcstg. (WOlC) 9
O
Allen
B. DuMont Labs. (WTTG) 5
CALIFORNIA
O
Evening
Star
(WMAL-TV) 7
Bakertfield
Bcstg.
Co.
108
A
Paul R. Bartlett
L
Nat'l
Bcstg.'Co.
(WNBW) 4
A
Mrs. Pearl Lemert
FLORIDA
Fresno
Jocktonville
A-H Calif. Inland Bcstg. Co.
J
CP City of Jacksonville (WJAX-TV) 2
A-H Donroy Bcstg. Co.
4
CP Fla. Bcstg. Co.
(WMBR-TV) 4
Corp.
A-H KARM, The George Harm Station 7
CP Jacksonville
Bcstg. (WPDQ-TV) 6
A-H Edward Losker
7
A-H McClcfchy Bctsg Co.
7
CP Metropolis
Bcstg.
(WJHP-TV) 8
Co.
A-H Tele. Fresno Co.
2
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Channel
City and
Letters
Call
No.
Status
Applicant
Miami
A-H Fort Industry Co.
7
A-H Isle of Dreams Bcstg. Corp. 5
A-H Miami Bcstg. Co.
5
A-H Miami-Hollywood Tele. Corp. 7
CP Southern Radio & Tele. (WTVP) 4
Eqpt. Co.
Miami
Beach
A-H Frank
Katzentine 7
A
WKAT Inc.
7
Orlando
A Orlando Daily Newspapers Inc. 3
A
Sunshine Tele. Corp.
10
St. Petersburg (see also Tampa)
A
Pinellas Bcstg Co.
5
CP Sunshine Tele. Corp.
(WSEE) 7
(seeTheatres
also St. Inc.
Petersburg)
ATampa Gulf
2
A
Tampa Times Co.
4
A
Tribune Co.
9
GEORGIA
Atlanta
O
Atlanta Journal Co. (WSB-TV) 8
A-H
Board of Regents,
System of Ga. 112
CP Constitution
Pub. Co.
(WCON-TV)
OA-H E.FortD.
Industry
Co. (WAGA-TV) 85
Rivers Jr.
A-H General Bcstg. Co.
11
Macon
A
Southeastern Bcstg. Co.
7
IDAHO
Boise
A
Leiand Holzer
6
Chicago
ILLINOIS
0 American
Bcstg.
(WENR-TV) 7
Co.
1 Balaban & Katz Corp. (WBKB) 4
O Nat'l Bcstg. Co. (WNBQ) 5
O
WGN Bcstg.
Inc.
(WGN-TV) 119
A-H Col.
System
A-H Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corp. 2
A-H Sun & Times Co.
13
A-H Warner Bros. Pictures 13
A-H Zenith Radio Corp.
2
Peoria
CP Peoria Bcstg. Co. (WMBT-TV) 6
CP
QuincyWestCo.Central Bcstg. (WEEK-TV) 12
A Lee Bcstg. Inc.
11
12
ARockfordRockford Bcstrs.
Iowa) Island (see also Moline, III., Davenport,
Rock
CP RockCo. Island Bcstg. (WHBF-TV) 4
ASpringfield
Trans- American Tele. Corp 10
INDIANA
Bloomington
CP Sarkes & Mary Tarzian (WTTV) 10
Evansville
11
A
Trans-American Tele. Corp.
Fort Wayne
A
Northwestern Ind. Bcstg. Co.
A
Farnsworth Tele. & Radio Corp.
Indianapolis
CP Wm. H. Block Co. (WUTV) 123
A-H Crosley
Bcstg.Corp.
Co.
A-H
Ind. Bcstg.
12
A-H Indianapolis Bcstg. Inc.
1388
A-H Universal Bcstg. Co.
6
CP WFBM Inc. (WFBM-TV)
South Bend
A
South Bend Tribune
Ames
IOWA
CP Iowa State College (WOl-TV) 4
of Agr. & Mech. Arts
Cedar Rapids
A
Gazette Co.
7
Davenport (see also Moline-Rock Island, III.)
CPA
Central
Co. Co.
(WOC-TV) 25
DavenportBcstg.
Bcstg.
Des Moines
12
A-H Central Bcstg. Co.
9
A-H Cowles Bcstg. Co.
5
A-H Independent Bcstg. Co.
2
A-H Murphy Bcstg. Co.
2
A-H
Meredith Bcstg. Co.
Iowa Tri-States
City
1i
A
State U. of Iowa

Channel
Call
City and
No.
Letters
KANSAS
Applicant
Topeka
A Midland Bcstg. Co.
7
A
Topeka Bcstg. Assn.
11
Wichita
A
Okkan Tele. Chain
KENTUCKY
Louisville
O
WAVE Inc. (WAVE-TV) 5
CP WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV) 9
A
Mid- American Bcstg. Corp. 13
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
A Baton Rouge Bcstg. Co.
9
New Orleans
CP Maison Blanche Co. (WRTV) 4
A-H Loyola U.
10
A-H New Orleans Tele. Co.
2
O
WDSU Inc. (WDSU-TV) 6
CP Times-Picayune
(WTPS-TV) 7
Pub. Co.
Shreveport
6
AA
Mid-South
Bcstg.
InternationalTele.
Bcstg.
Co. Co.
8
8
AA
Shreveport
Tele.
Co.
Fairfield Manor Tele. Co.
A
Radio Station KTBS
4
MAINE
Portland
A-H Congress
SquareCorp.
Hotel Co.
1111
A-H
Oliver Bcstg.
8
MARYLAND
Baltimore
O A. S. Abell Co. (WMAR-TV) 2
O
Hearst Radio (WBAL-TV) 11
O
Radio-Tele, of Balto. (WAAM) 13
Cumberland
A Tower Realty Co.
2
A
Cumberland Bcstg. Co.
2
Frederick
A Monocacy Bcstg. Co.
3
AHagerstown
Hagerstown Bcstg. Co.
6
Status

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
A-H Boston Metro. Tele. Co.
9
A-H Col. Bcstg. System
9
A-H Mass. Bcstg. Corp.
9
A-H Mafheson Radio Co.
13
A-H New England Tele Co.
13
A-H New England Theatres 13
CP-H Raytheon Mfg. Co.
(WRTB) 2
A-H 20th (Waltham)
Century-Fox 13
O
Westinghouse Radio (WBZ-TV) 4
StationsNetwork (WNAC-TV) 7
O Yankee
Fall River (see also New Bedford)
A-H Fall River Herald News Pub. Co. 8
A-H New England Tele. Co. Inc. 8
Holyoke (see also Springfield)
A
Hampden-Hampshire Corp. 3
Lawrence (see also Lowell, Haverhill)
A-H Hildreth & Rogers Co.
6
Lowell (see also Lawrence, Haverhill)
A-H Lowell Sun Pub. Co.
6
New Bedford (see also Fall River)
A-H E. Anthony & Sons
1
Springfield (see also Holyoke)
A-H Yankee
New England
A-H
NetworkTele. Co. Inc.
Worcester
A-H
New England
A-H WTAG
Inc. Tele. Co.
MICHIGAN
Detroit
O
Eve. News Assn.
(WWJ-TV) 4
O
Fort Industry Co.
(WJBK-TV) 112
OA-H WXYZ
Inc.
(WXYZ-TV)
United Detroit Theatres 75
A-H WJR, Goodwill Station 5
Flint Advertisers Press
A-H
A-H Booth Radio Stations
11
Grand Rapids
Grandwood
Bcstg. Co.
* 9
CPA
Leonard
Versluis
(Continued
on (WLAV-TV)
page US) 7
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KNBH

makes
Year

it

in

the

West's

Television

A year ago this month, NBC
the opening of Network

announced

Television with a

report to the nation, published in newspapers from coast to coast.
Today, NBC

announces

the most significant development

since

then in its television expansion — the opening of its key West
Coast station , . . KNBH,
KNBH
NBC

Hollywood.

will be the exclusive outlet in Southern

California for

programs. The resources of the entire Network,

talent of all Hollywood,

the creative

will be at the disposal of its experienced

production and technical staff.
At the beginning, KNBH
in America's

will serve the swiftly-growing audience

third-largest television area, its third-largest market

area. It will also originate programs for viewers elsewhere — first
through Kinescope recording facilities, later (as connecting links
are completed) for a Western Regional Network,
for a Transcontinental Network.

V

In announcing the opening of the NBC

and ultimately

Television Network

a year

ago, we invited advertisers and agencies to join with us in the
development of the world's greatest means of mass communication —and the most effective sales medium yet devised.
Today, in announcing

the opening of KNBH,

we repeat

that invitation to all who recognize the importance
Southern

CHANNEL
Studios :

California as a production

of

center — and
as a market.

4

Hollywood's Radio City, Sunset and Vine
Transmitter :
Ml. Wilson, Altitude 5,780 feet
The National Broadcasting Company
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
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TV

MUSICAL

Admiral to Sponsor
On DuhAont, NBC

ADMIRAL CORP. will sponsor television's first full-scale Broadwaytype musical revue, Friday Night Frolic, which will have its premiere
8-9 p.m., Friday, Jan. 28 over the combined East and Midwest networks of both DuMont and NBC.
The show, to be telecast over 24 *—
stations in 16 cities, will star Sid Pa., where he developed such personalities as Danny Kaye and
Caesar, with Mary McCarty, Imogen Coca and the dance team of Imogene Coca, will be producerdirector and will also join Mel
Gower and Champion. It is being
Tolkin and Lucille Kallen in writdeveloped by Kudner Agency, under supervision of Myron P. Kirk,
ing lyrics and sketches. He has
director of radio and television,
had the Broadway hit "Straw Hat
with the assistance of the William
Revue" and is a writing contribuMorris Agency.
tor to the current Broadway sucMany television "firsts" will be
achieved by the show, among them
the fact that in cities with both
DuMont and NBC stations it will
be shown over both simultaneously. Within one week, the show
will be kinescoped to 14 additional
cities, thereby bringing it to every
city in the United States with television facilities.
Friday Night Frolic will be the
first continuing television show
organized as a permanent stock
company, complete with its own
technical and administrative staffs,
including: Writing, music, scenery,
costumes, lighting and choreography. It also will have a permanent ballet group and occasional
guest stars.
Each Friday evening it will present a new show centering around
a definite theme, such as Radio
City, night life, cross country and
the like, with sketches, songs and
dances highlighting each title.
No Expense Spared

Right Out of the Horse's

Mouth

... and It Ain't Hay
While there are those who might claim that it's strictly
off the cob, the fact remains that he's got 'em eating
out of his hand, whether down on the farm or every
week-day evening on the air.
Country gentleman or man-about-Washington, feeding
livestock or ferreting out news, Fulton Lewis, Jr. goes
about his chores with workmanlike capacity. The best
measure of his success is his loyal audience.
Currently sponsored on more than 300 stations, the
Fulton Lewis, Jr. program is the original news "co-op."
It affords local advertisers network prestige at local time
cost, with pro-rated talent t.
Since there are more than 5 ' IBS stations, there may
be an opening in your city. cu want a ready-made
audience for a client (or yoi v-M), investigate now.
Check your local Mutual outl; — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Ei oadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (orTrih|^. .e Tower, Chicago 11)
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In signing the dual network
contract, Ross Siragusa, president
of Admiral, said no expense would
be spared to make the program
outstanding.
He added:
"People buy television sets for
one reason — to be entertained.
We're going to bring to their living
rooms the best Broadway has to
Details, of the two-network arrangements were evolved by Mr.
Kirk, Commdr. Mortimer W. Loewi,
offer."
executive
assistant to the president of the Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
and Charles R. Denny Jr., executive vice president of NBC.
The joint pick-up will be made
each Friday from NBC's newlyacquired International Theatre at
Columbus Circle, New York.
It will be viewed over WNBT and
WABD New York, WFIL-TV and WPTZ
Philadelphia, WAAM and WBAL-TV
Baltimore,ington,
WNBW
and WBZ
WTTG Boston,
WashWNAC and
WEWS and WNBK Cleveland, WNBQ
and WGN-TV Chicago, WWJ-TV and
WJBK-TV Detroit, WRGB Schenectady, WBEN-TV Buffalo, KSD-TV St.
Louis,
WTMJ-TV
TV Toledo,
WNHC Milwaukee,
New Haven, WSPDWDTV
Pittsburgh, WTVR Richmond.
It will be kinescoped to KOB-TV
Albuquerque, KDYL-TV Salt Lake
City, KBSC-TV Seattle, KPIX San
Francisco, KNBH Los Aneeles, WLWTV Cincinnati, WSB-TV Atlanta,
WHEN
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Syracuse,
Paul, WMC-TV
Memphis,
WAVE-TV Louisville, WDSU-TV New
Orleans,
WBAP-TV
Fort
Worth,
KLEF
Houston.

cess, "Make Mine Manhattan."
Charles Sanford will be musical
director. He currently holds the
same post in "Make Mine Manhattan" and served similarly with
"Oklahoma," "Sadie Thompson,"
"Hellzapoppin" and "Sons of Fun,"
and was assistant musical director
for "Porgy and Bess."
Frederick Fox will do the scenery. He created settings for "Light
Up the Sky" and "Make Mine
Manhattan" as well as for "Dear
Ruth," "John Loves Mary" and
"Anna Lucasta." Paul Du Mont
will be in charge of costumes and
James Starbuck will direct choreography.

ABC'S

TORNEY

Leaving to Form TV Firm
KIRK TORNEY, sales manager for
KGO and the ABC Spot Sales Office, will
San Francisco,
resign
Jan. 15 to enter
private business
in the television
sales field.
Together
Robert
Bush, with
San
Francisco businessman, Mr. Torney will incorpoMr. Torney
rate his new enterprise under the
name TorneyBush Television Co. of San Carlos,
Calif. The company will sell and
install leading brands of television
receiving sets within the San Franrange. cisco Bay area television signal
Mr. Torney, a native of San
Francisco, first joined the KGO
sales staff in May 1944 following
wartime service in the Navy. He
was appointed
account executive ABC
for Sannetwork
Francisco
in November 1944, and was pro1946. moted to sales manager early in
In addition to his AM duties at
KGO, Mr. Torney in recent months
has handled initial KGO-TV sales
operations. The station plans to
begin telecasting early this year.
Gayle V. Grubb, KGO general
manager,
Mr.been
Torney's
cessor has said
not yet
chosen, sucbut
will be named within the next week
or two.

Max Liebman, who conducted
the summer theatre at Tamiment,
BROADCASTING
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Graybar

recommends...

GRAYBAR BRINGS YOU
BROADCASTING'S BEST:
Amplifiers (1) (See key to numbers at right)
Antenna (5)
Equipment (1)
Cabinets
Consoles (1)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,3)
Microphones,
Monitors
(1, 4)Stands, and Accessories (1,3,6, 7, 8)

Above you see cut-away sections of radio-frequency transmission
lines that not only perform as you like but have features that cut
time and cost of installation. These "Seal-O-Flange" lines (used
in AM, FM, and TV transmitters) are made by Communication
Products Co., Inc., and distributed by Graybar. They install without soldering and without anchor joints, expansion sections, or
troublesome couplings! Each 20-foot section of line is a selfanchored unit and contains an ingenious spiral connector which
provides for differential expansion. Flanges are brazed, forged
brass. Neoprene ring seals pressurized lines. Trouble-free!
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for
your entire station and grounds. To get the most suitable items
the easiest, quickest way — for a small maintenance job or a complete new station — call yovir nearest Gcaybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive
offices: Graybar Building, New York 1 7, N. Y.
4859-1

Recorders and Accessories (9)
Speech Input Equipment (1)
Test Equipment (4, 10)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (11)
Tower Lighting Equipment (2, 12)
Transmission Line and Accessories (13)
Transmitters,
Tubes
(1, 2) AM and FM (1)

MANUFACTURED BY:
(1)
(2)
(4)
(6)
(8)
(11)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Western Electric;
General Electric; (3) Whitney Blake;
General Radio; (5) Karp Metal;
Hugh Lyon; (7) Meletron;
Hubbell; (9) Presto; (10) Weston;
Biaw-Knox; (12) Cpouse-Hinds;
Communication Products;
General Cable;
National Electric Products;
Triangle; (17) Bryant

Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (1
Wiring Supplies and Devices (3, 8, 14, 15,

Distributor of fVeStem ElectliC Broadcast Equipment
u

o

There are Graybar officers in over 100 principal cities.
These are the Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in key cities
ATLANTA
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
J. R. Thompson, Main 0600
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
CLEVELAND
JACKSONVILLE
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1360 W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 5-7180
CHICAGO
DALLAS
KANSAS CITY, MO.
C. C. Ross, Central 6454
E. H. Taylor, Conal 4104
R. B. Uhrig, Grand 0324
BROADCASTING
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LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Trinity 3321
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Wotkins 4-3000

PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Court 4000
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 2-2833

SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Main 4635
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstand 4700
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J. p. WHITEHEAD, Miami Margarine Co. advertising director, starts the
company's
sponsorship
segment
of Mutual's
Queen
Day Co.
on 245
southern stations.
Withofhim
are Katherine
Hardig,
RalphforH. a Jones
and
(standing, I to r) Mac Ward and Ben Lochridge, MBS, and Stanley Miller,
Ralph H. Jones Co., v.p.
DISCUSSING cooperation of KNBH (TV) Los Angeles with Los Angeles
Mirror are (I to r) Robert Brown, KNBH program manager; Virgil Pinkley,
editor and publisher of the Mirror, and Harold J. Bock, NBC Western Division
television manager. Station and paper will collaborate in joint coverage of
spot news and feature events. The Los Angeles NBC video outlet is scheduled
to start operations about the middle of this month.

ROBERT HOAG (r), new sales manager for KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, receives congratulation on his promo{.Jq^ from Ward D. Ingrim, Don Lee
director of advertising. Mr. Hoag w
was station TV sales co-ordinator.
^
BRIGHT future for video was voiced
by Benjamin Abrams (I), Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp. president,
when interviewed by Bill Leonard on
JL
M

WCBS New
New York's
York. This Is

BACKING UP Art Baker (seated) when he moved his Notebook to KECA
Hollywood are his associates of ten years ago when program started (I to r)
Amos Baron, KECA sales manager; Clyde Scott, general manager; John
Edwards, ABC production manager, and Rollo Hunter, KECA proiiiS-'. ""^^r
gram manager.

VISITING TepoztecatI Pyramids during lull in Mexico City High Frequency Conference are (I to r) Royal
Howard, NAB; Mrs. Howard; Forney
Rcnkin, NAB; Mrs. Raymond Guy,
and Mr. Guy, NBC.

NEWELL-EMMETT staff artist Eric Gurney took his job in his hands when
he prepared these "portraits" of the agency's partners. In real life they
are (I to r) John Cunningham, George Fowler, Richard Strobridge, Fred
Walsh, C. D. Newell and Tom Moloney. The drawings are part of an
exhibit at Newell-Emmett offices of Mr. Gurney's caricatures
^^^^
of 40 agency people.

STARTING
from Benny"
campaign for "Pennies
Infantile Paralysis
Fund
are (I to r) Anncr. Don Wilson;
D. W. Thornburgh, CBS v.p.; A. E.
Joselyn, KNX Los Angeles;
^^^^
Jack Benny.

2

COMMERCIAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

+
RESULTS

which Hirsch Clothing Company
Hirsch announced

WON

=

RESULTS

of Chicago, a neighborhood

a sale of ladies' dresses on WGN

at 6:15 pm, Monday,

29, 1948, on John Nesbitt's 15 minute program, "The
This was the only broadcast

(2 commercial

tion or advertising

was

9:35 am

about.

November

Passing Parade."

announcements)

— no other

promo-

used!

BUT — here's what happened
By 9:30 am

store, knows

the next day, Tuesday:

. . opening time — dozens of women
front door . . .

crowded around the

. . third floor dress shop filled with milling customers
asking about the "Radio Dress" . . .

9:40 am

9:45 am

2:00 pm

6:00 pm

. , first and second floors pressed into service as waiting
rooms ...
. . signs posted on street doors reading "Sorry. Half-hour
Wait." Store employees used as auxiliary police to line
up buyers waiting outside store . . .
. . entire stock of sale dresses SOLD
was to have lasted one week) . . .

OUT

(a sale which

. . closing time — hundreds and hundreds of women had
responded — an additional 250 dresses not included in
the group for sale had been sold — in total, A WEEK'S
SUPPLY OF DRESSES SOLD OUT IN ONE DAYI
YES
knows

A

Clear Channel

Station . . .

Serving the Middle
MBS

BROADCASTING
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. . . Hirsch Clothing Company
about

RESULTS

with WGN!

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000720Watts

West

On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Monteomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshirc Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldtt.. 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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Our

Star

Jim Ameche
• • • •

liversal
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The Honey Dreamers
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 36)
City and Call Channel
Status Applicant Letters No.
Kalamazoo
CP Fetzer Bcstg. Co.
(WKZO-TV) 3
Lansing
CP WJIM Inc.
(WJIM) 6
Saginaw (see also Bay City)
A
Saginaw Bcstg. Co.
13
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis (see also St. Paul)
A
Beck Studios
7
A
Independent Merchants Bcstg. Co. 7
CPCP Minn.
Bcstg.
Corp
(WTCN-TV)
Northwest Bcstg. Co. (KTRV) 49
St. Paul (see also Minneapolis)
O
KSTP Inc.
(KSTP-TV) 5
A-H WMIN Bcstg. Co.
2
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
A
Mid-South Tele. Bcstg. -Co. 7
MISSOURI
Clayton (see also St. Louis)
A-H Evan. Lutheran Synod
2
Kansas City (see also Kansas City, Kan.)
CP Kansas
Co. City Star (WDAF-TV) 4
A-H KCKN Bcstg. Co.
2
A-H KCMO Bcstg. Co.
5
A-H New England Tele. Co.
5
A-H 20th Century Fox
9
A-H WHB Bcstg. Co.
5
A-H Midland Bcstg. Co.
9
St. Joseph
A-H KFEQ Inc.
13
A-H Midland Bcstg. Co.
13
St. Louis
A-H Globe Democrat Pub. Co. 13
A-H New England Tele. Co.
4
A-H Thos. Patrick Inc.
9
O Pulitzer Pub. Co.
(KSD-TV) 5
A-H St. Louis U.
7
A-H Star-Times Pub. Co.
4
A 20th Century Fox
9
NEBRASKA
Omaha
A-H Central States Bcstg. Co.
7
A-H KFAB Bcstg. Co.
7
CP May Bcstg. Co. (KMA-TV) 3
CP Radio Station WOW (WOW-TV) 6
' NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
A
Grandview Inc.
12
Portsmouth
A
WHEB Inc.
5
NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City
A-H
Atlantic
Tele. Bcstg. Co. ' 88
A-H
Neptune City
Bcstg.
A-H Press-Union
Pub.Corp.
Co.
8
Newark (see also New York, N. Y.)
O
Bremer Bcstg. Corp.
(WATV) 13
Trenton
A
Trenton Bcstg. Corp.
8
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
O
Albuquerque
Bcstg. (KOB-TV) 4
Co.
A Leiand Holzer
5
A
William J. Baker
5
NEW YORK
Albany (see also Schenectady-Troy)
A-H Hudson Valley Bcstg. Co.
7
A-H Meredith Champlain Tele. Corp. 11
A-H Patroon Bcstg. Co.
9
A-H Van Curler Bcstg. Co.
9
Binghamton
t:P Clark Associates
(WNBF-TV) 12
Buffalo (see also Niagara Falls)
A-H WKBW Inc.
9
A-H Buffalo Courier Express 7
A-H New England Tele. Co.
9
O
WBEN Inc
(WBEN-TV) 4
A-H WGR Bcstg. Corp.
9
Corning
A
Corning Leader
9
Elmira
A
Elmira Star Gazette
9
Ithaca
A
Cornell U.
4
New York
O
American Bcstg. Co. (WJZ-TV) 7
L Columbia Bcstg.
(WCBS-TV) 2
System
L DuMont Labs
(WABD) 5
CP Bamberger
(WOR-TV) 9
Service Bcstg.
Co. (WNBT)
OL Not'l
WPIX Bcstg.
Inc.
(WPIX) 114
Niagara Falls (see also Buffalo)
A-H Niagara Falls Gazette Pub. Co. 9
BROADCASTING
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City and Call Channel
Status Applicant Letters No.
Rochester
A-H Meredith Pub. Co.
11
CP Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHTM) 6
A-H WARC Inc
11
A-H WHEC Inc.
2
Schenectady (see also Albany-Troy)
L General Electric Co. (WRGB) 4
Syracuse
O
Meredith
Syracuse
(WHEN) 8
Tele. Corp.
CP Radio Projects Inc. (WSRY-TV) 5
CP WAGE Inc. (WAGE-TV) 10
Troy (see also Albany-Schenectady)
A-H Troy Bcstg. Co. Inc.
9
Utica (see also Rome)
Corp. City Bcstg. (WKAL-TV) 13
CP Copper
CP

Utica Observer- (WVTL) 3
Dispatch
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
A-H Inter-City Adv. Co.
11
CP Jefferson
(WBT-TV) 3
Bcstg. Standard
Co.
A-H Radio Station WSOC
9
A-H Surety Bcstg. Co.
9
Greensboro
CP Greensboro News Co. (WTLE) 2
A Inter-City Adv. Co.
10
High Point
A
Radio Station WMFR Inc. 12
Raleigh
A
WPTF Radio Co.
5
OHIO
Akron
A-H Allen T. Simmons
11
A-H Summitt Radio Corp.
11
Bellaire (see also Wheeling, W. Va.)
A-H Tri-City Bcstg. Co.
12
Canton
A
Brush-Moore Newspapers
7 or 9
Cincinnati
CP Radio Cincinnati (WKRC-TV) 11
O Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWT) 4
A-H DuMont Labs
2
CP Scripps-Howard
(WCPO-TV) 7
Radio
Cleveland
A-H Cleveland Bcstg. Co.
2
A-H DuMont Labs
2
CP Empire Coil Co. (WXEL) 9
Nat'l Bcstg. Co. (WEWS)
(WNBK) 45
OO
Scripps-Howard
Radio
A-H United Bcstg. Co.
7
A-H WGAR Bcstg. Co.
7
A-H WJW Inc.
2
Columbus
CP Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWC) 3
CP Picture Waves Inc. (WTVN) 6
CP TV Inc.
(WBNT) 10
Dayton
CP Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWD) 5
CP MiamiBcstg.Valley
(WHIO-TV) 13
Corp.
Toledo
O Fort Industry Co. (WSPD-TV) 13
A-H Maumee Volley Bcstg. Co. 11
A-H Toledo Blade Co.
10
Youngstown
A-H Mansfield Radio Co.
13
A-H Vindicator Printing Co.
13
A-H WKBN Bcstg. Corp.
13
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
A
KOMA Inc.
5
A
Mid-South Tele. Bcstg. Co. 5
A
Okla. City Tele. Co.
9
A ' Southwestern
Pub. Co.
9
CP WKYCo. Radiophone
(WKY-TV) 4
Tulsa
CP Geo. E. Cameron Jr.
6
A-H Public Radio Corp.
10
A-H Tulsa Bcstg. Co.
8
A-H Tulsa Tele Co.
10
A-H Southwestern Pub. Co.
8
A-H Southwestern Sales Corp. 8
OREGON
Portland
A-H KOIN Inc.
8
A-H KPOJ Inc.
12
A-H Edward lasker
10
A-H Oregonian Pub. Co.
6
CP Video Bcstg. Co. (KTVU) 3
A-H Westinghouse Radio Stations 10
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown (see also Bethlehem-Easton)
A-H Lehigh Valley Bcstg. Co.
8
A-H Penn-Allen Bcstg. Co.
8
Altoona
A Central Pa. Corp.
9
A
Gable Bcstg. Co.
9
Bethlehem (see also Allentown-Easton)
A-H Phiico Tele. Bcstg. Corp. 8
s tin g

City and Call Channel
Status
Applicant Letters No.
Easton (see also Allentown-Bethlehem)
A-H Easton Pub. Co.
8
CPErie Dispatch Inc. (WICU) 12
AHarrisburg
Presque Isle Bcstg. Co.
3
A-H Harold O. Bishop
A-H WHP Inc
Hazleton
A
Hazleton Bcstg. Co.
Johnstown
CP WJAC Inc. (WJ AC-TV)
Lancaster
CP WGAL Inc (WGAL-TV)
Meadville
A
Meadville Bcstg. Service
Philadelphia
A-H Daily News Tele. Co.
A-H Pa. Bcstg. Co.
OL Phiico
Phila. Tele.
Inquirer
Bcstg. Corp.(WFIL-TV)
(WPTZ)
OPittsburgh
WCAU Inc. (WCAU-TV)

8
8

12
12
36
10

A-H Allegheny Bcstg. Corp.
CP DuMont Labs
(WDTV)
A-H Motto Bcstg. Co.
A-H Pittsburgh Radio Supply House
A-H United Bcstg. Corp.
A-H WCAE Inc.
A-H Westinghouse Radio Stations
A-H
ReadingWWSW Inc.

8
3 ~
10
10
10
10
6
10

A-H Eastern Radio Corp.
A-H Hawley Bcstg. Co.
Scranton (see also Wilkes-Barre)
A
Appalachian Co.
Wilkes-Barre (see also Scranton)
A-H Louis G. Baltimore
A-H Wyo. Valley Bcstg. Co.
Williamsport
A Central Pa. Corp.
AYork WRAK Inc
A-H Helm Coal Co.
A-H Susquehanna Bcstg. Co.
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
A-H Cherry & Webb Bcstg. Co.
CP Outlet Co.
(WJAR-TV)
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
A
Greenville News Piedmont Co.
TENNESSEE
Memphis
A Bluff City Bcstg. Co.
O Memphis Pub. Co. (WMCT)
A
Tele. Bcstg. Co.
A Mid-South
WMPS Inc.
A WREC Bcstg. Service
A
Harding College
Nashville
A
Capitol Bcstg. Co.
A
WLAC Bcstg. Service
A
WSIX Bcstg. Station
CP WSM Inc.
(WSM-TV)
TEXAS
Amarillo
A
Amarillo Tele. Co.
Austin
A Austin Tele. Co.
A
Texas Telenet System
Beaumont
A
Lufkin Amusement Co.
Brownsville
A
Brownsville Tele. Co.

5
5

2
13
4
13

7
11
11
13
13
8
8
13
11
10
3
4
99
7
2
9
7
5
4
5
8
10
10
7

WHIO-TV
Starting Tests Jan. 17
A REGULAR schedule of test patterns will be started Jan. 17 by
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio, according
to R. H. Moody, WHIO manager.
Beginning Jan. 31 WHIO-TV
will televise the Dayton Golden
Gloves Tournament, sponsored by
RCA Victor and its local dealers.
The station will operate on Channel 13 (210-216 mc) with 24 kw
visual, 25.2 kw aural.

City and
Call Channel
Status
Applicant
Letters No.
Corpus Christi
A
Corpus Christi Tele. Co.
6
A
Texas Telenet System
3
Dallas
A-H A. H. Belo Corp.
12
A-H Texas Television 10
A-H City of Dallas
10
CP KRLD Radio Corp. (KRLD-TV) 4
CP Lacy-Potter Tele. Bcstg. (KBTV) 8
Co.
A-H Variety Bcstg. Co.
2
Fort Worth
OA
CarterEnterprises
Pub. Inc.
(WBAP-TV) 105
Tele.
A
Texas State Network 2
El Paso
A
Claude H. Craig
5
AHarlingen
El Paso Tele. Co.
7
A
Harlingen TV Co.
Houston
A-H Harris Bcstg. Co.
A-H Texas Tele. Co.
A-H Houston Post Co.
A-H KTRH Bcstg. Co.
CPA-H W.
Albert Bcstg.
Lee Co.
(KLEE-TV)
Shamrock
San Antonio
A
Express Pub. Co.
A
Texas Telenet System
CP San Antonio Tele. Co. (KEYL)
A
Texas State Network
CP Southland Indus- (WOAI-TV)
A
Walmac
Co.
tries Bcstg.
A
Mission
Co.

9
5
7
4
5
72
7
2
5
2
4
9
12

AWaco Tyler Bcstg. Co.
9
Tyler
A
Waco
6
Wichita
Falls Tele. Co.
A
Wichita Falls Tele. Co.
8
A
Leiand Holzer
10
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Bcstg. Corp.
O
Intermountain
(KDYL-TV) 4
A
Edward Lasker
7
CP Radio
Service Corp. (KSL-TV) 5
of Utah
A
Salt Lake City Bcstg. Co.
7
A
Utah Bcstg. Co.
2
A
Granite Dist. Radio Bcstg. Co. 9
VIRGINIA
Newport News (see also Norfolk-Portsmouth)
A
Hampton Roads Bcstg. Corp 7
Portsmouth)
Norfolk (see
also Newport NewsA
Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp. 13
A
Beachview Bcstg. Corp. 11
CP WTAR Radio Corp.
A
A
Larus & Bro. Co.
13
Richmond
O
Havens & Martin Inc. (WTVR) 6
A-H Larus & Bro. Co.
10
A-H Lee Bcstg. Co.
10
A-H Richmond Radio Corp.
3
A-H Southern Bcstrs.
8
WASHINGTON
Seattle
A-H
A-H
A-H
A-H
O
A-H
A-H

Fishers'
Blend Co.
Station
KING Bcstg.
Edward Lasker
Queen City Bcstg. Co.
Radio Sales Corp. (KRSC-TV)
20th
Fox
TotemCentury
Bcstrs

72
7
11
5
117'

ASpokaneHorry L. (Bing) Crosby Jr. 7
Tacoma
A
Tele. Tacoma
4
A
Horry L. (Bing) Crosby Jr. 9
Yakima
A
Harry L. (Bing) Crosby Jr. 6
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
A
Charleston Tele. Inc.
7
A
Charleston Bcstg. Co.
13
Huntington (see also Ashland, Ky.)
CP WSAZ Inc.
(WSAZ-TV) 5
Wheeling (see also Bellaire, Ohio)
A-H W. Va. Bcstg. Corp.
12
WISCONSIN
Madison
A-H Badger Bcstg. Co.
9
A
Monona Bcstg. Co.
9
A-H Radio Wis. Inc.
9
Milwaukee
A-H Hearst Radio
10
O
Journal Co.
(WTMJ-TV) 3
A-H Milwaukee Bcstg. Co.
6
A-H Wis. Bcstg. System
8
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two

are

always

On the surface there may

better

not seem

than

to be much

one

similarity

between over-water locomotion and broadcast advertising... But
in the city of Baltimore, Maryland, there lies an exact parallel.
For Baltimore, with a fair array of broadcasting stations for a
city of its extensive size and buying power, has only one broadcaster . . . WBAL . . . that offers advertisers a powerful combination of both AM and Television under the same aegis''.
The advantages of this ? Very simple . . . and very interesting.
With WBAL

and WBAL-TV

used in combination

. . .you can promote your shows both ways
. . . you can publicize your talent both ways
. . .you can merchandise

your product (or service) both ways

*nnder the same roof for that matter. Both WBAL and WBAL-TV are luxuriously housed
at 2610 North Charles Street, Baltimore 18, Md. * •

Your advertising in one medium

reinforces and strengthens

your effort in the other... with the net resuk that each sales
message you broadcast, on either AM

or TV, has a commercial

power that will strike envy into the heart of your strongest

iJBM
1090 KC 50 KW
NBC Affiliate

competitor.
In fact, the WBAL

combination

has proved so strong that

many advertisers— who have as yet used only one of the two
media— have derived large indirect sales benefits from the fact
that both exist on WBAL.
So ... if you have an eye (and an ear) for the rich Baltimore
market, come and see us. WBAL

will help keep your advertis-

CJB/IITV
Channelll
NBC

36.2 KW

Affiliate

Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Co.

ing effort, your sales curve and the figures in your ledger all
headed
f in the right direction . . .because
in Baltimore,

WBAL

— and

only

tl/BM
WBAL —-offers both

and

UBM'TV

BMB's Survival?
FOR THE 'NTH time in its tumultuous
career, Broadcast Measurement Bureau is in
turmoil. But this time it is the life-or-death
McCoy. There are charges that its formula
and its research are wrong; that it is mismanaged; that it coerces stations through advertiser-agency pressures; that it tries to be all
things to all people, and, finally, that it is in
unnecessarily dire straits.
These allegations are answered categorically
in this issue by BMB. The blanket contention
is that those who criticize are malcontents,
goaded by nefarious motives and who do not
know the facts.
The very topic of basic coverage measurement is controversial. But everybody agrees
that radio should have a counterpart of the
Audit Bureau of Circulations.
There are those who argue that BMB should
show only those who can hear a station and
where he can hear it, not whether he listens,
how often, and to what he listens. ABC, they
point out, doesn't purport to show who reads
a publication, but simply whether he gets it.
That there's something wrong in the Denmark that's BMB is beyond question. That
BMB, or some other such cooperative measurement is desirable, likewise is established.
The BMB executive committee meets tomorrow. It sits, not as a committee, but as a
: board of inquiry. Should there be a change in
j basic research methods?
Should the agencies
I and advertisers pay their tithings to the sup' port of a revitalized BMB, as they do to ABC?
! The desirability of cooperative control, rather
than pi'ivate, is obvious. And a change in
BMB management is inevitable.
It would be tragic to let BMB die. Top level
i consultation is needed — top advertisers, top
i agencies and top broadcasters. If there's more
of the interne-level fiddle-faddling through
committees and subcommittees unauthorized to
act with finality, BMB could be a gone goose
before the Ides of March.
No

Jan.

1 Jeanie

HARDLY
a station in the nation played
! "Jeanie With the Light Brown Hair" last New
Day. circumstance.
If any did, it was by sheerest
, Year's
programming
Eight years ago that day, "Jeanie," resurrected from the limbo of public domain, was
No. 1 on the Hit Parade — an ASCAP-less
parade.
Today there's healthy competition in music,
with both ASCAP and Broadcast Music Inc.,
radio-owned music source of supply. The
ASCAP-radio contracts were automatically renewed Jan. 1, with no increase in rates.
If there was a murmur of controversy or
any semblance of rancor in the renewal negotiations of radio with ASCAP, it wasn't discernible in the public prints or in NAB counI cils. There's a reason — about 200 pounds of
!, it— in the person of Theodore C. Streibert,
! president of WOR and chairman of the NAB
Music Advisory Committee.
For the past
:upie of years, Mr. Streibert has functioned
quietly and effectively in his dealings with
ASCAP.
He commands the respect of broadcasters and of /.SCAP leaders alike.
For the next rJne years, then, there will be
no "Jeanies" on the airwaves unless the program-makers want them there, or unless the
j boys want to play an encore in tribute to Ted
1 Streibert's prowess.
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TV's Golden Spike
IN RAILROAD history, the red letter event
was the driving of the Golden Spike on May 10,
1869, at Ogden, Utah. It marked the junction
of the first transcontinental railway.
Tomorrow (Jan. 11) television's counterpart
of the Golden Spike becomes a fait accompli.
The East and the Midwest will be interconnected for TV. Later, and probably faster than
the present AT&T timetable, the lines will extend coast-ward.
Logically bracketed with the East-Midwest
TV junction is the observation of FCC Chairman Coy that "Television is rapidly becoming
America's pasttime."
Panelled

Bureaucracy

AFTER

A lapse of 11 years, the FCC is returning to a "panel" or "division" organization, designed to expedite its work principally
by seeking to break the broadcasting bottleneck.

Unlike previous Commissions, this is one
wherein all the members do not want to get in
on the broadcasting (and now the telecasting)
act. Comr. E. M. Webster, who lives and
breathes safety and special services, becomes
chairman of the panel of that name. And he's
been the prime mover for swift reorganization
lest the FCC find itself hopelessly snafued.
Serving with him are Vice Chairman (of the
FCC) Paul A. Walker, a common carrier
rather than a broadcasting expert, and Comr.
Robert F. Jones, who has demonstrated that he
can fit into any regulatory niche and do a
man-sized job of it. The same three make up
the Common Carrier Panel, but with Mr.
Walker appropriately as chairman.
The brunt falls on the Broadcast Panel.
Rosel H. Hyde, who came up the hard way
through the FCC ranks, heads it. He's a Republican, and so is Comr. George E. Sterling,
former chief engineer and another career success story, who will sit with him. Miss Frieda
Hennock, who joined the FCC last year leaving
a top law practice in New York with an exemplary record, is the third Broadcast Panel
member and the only Democrat. The fact that
this important panel is so organized is adequate proof that the reorientation was not dictated along partisan lines, but rather on the
basis of qualification, and seniority.
The chairman, Wayne Coy, will not sit on
any division, but will be an alternate member
of each. His function is largely administration and policy. High policy matters involving
rule-making procedures and general allocations automatically are the function of the
full Commission. And appeals from each panel
automatically go to the full FCC.
On paper, this looks like a long stride in the
right direction.
But any such project is as good (or as bad)
as the men (and women) who administer it.
We think Chairman Coy is wise in shedding
the burden of meeting and hearing detail.
The present duties of the chairman entail the
ubiquity of a Whirling Dervish.
Upon the degree of autonomy given each
panel will, in our view, depend the success of
the new system. If many broadcast cases are
appealed to the full FCC, it won't lighten the
work-load but do the exact opposite, by introducing a new and cumbersome step.
We hope the panel plan works. This Commission is the best manned since creation of
the FCC in 1934, to undertake such a "segregation" plan.

HAROLD

BARKLEY

STOKES

networks start piping
their televi
programs
sion into
EASTERN
THE
N
WHEthe
Midwest this week, they can thank
Harold Barkley Stokes, radio and television
program director of ABC's Central Division,
for having made thousands of midwesterners
TV-network conscious.
Since the Midwest coaxials and relays were
opened for business last fall, Mr. Stokes has
been supplying 16 hours of network programming weeklyChicago.
out of his 22-hour schedule at
WENR-TV
Hundreds of letters from televiewers, dealers, and TV station officials in Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo, and Milwaukee have
commended ABC for breathing life into
AT&T's western facilities. But few writers
have realized that ABC's broad-shouldered,
florid-faced Chicago program chief has been
responsible — more than any other one man —
for sustaining TV interest in these cities.
With becoming modesty, Mr. Stokes reckons
his efforts have helped Midwest video dealers
sell "a few hundred" sets, but network researchers estimate the figure runs "well into
It
was
last
the thousands."Sept. 1 that Paul Mowrey, ABC
television director, flew into Chicago with the
$64 question:
Assuming
that WENR-TV's
engineers would be
ready, could
Mr. Stokes stage
a premiere by Sept. 17, and three days later
be prepared to start regular programming on
the Midwest network? If so, ABC could blaze
a Midwest video trail and perhaps win friends
for its combined eastern-western network of
the future.
This meant that Mr. Stokes, in addition to
working himself "into a lather" for the next
16 days and nights, henceforth would handle
TV as well as AM programming for the Central Division. He calmly answered Mr. Mowrey
with a question of his own:
"How many program-hours a week did you
When
the TV
boss suggested 16, Harold
have
in mind,
Paul?"
Stokes only smiled. This was a challenge, but
hardly equal to the one NBC tossed him in the
early '30's. He was asked to whip up 11 pro-'
grams for WMAQ Chicago in one day. Of
course, that was AM — ^this was TV. But was
there much difference? Apparently not too
much.
Of 15 WENR-TV originals, seven have come
out of the Stokes noggin. Critics call his Super
Circus one of the finest 60-minute video properties on the air. Four bidders currently are
racing for sponsorship. His Music in Velvet
(Continued on page i8)
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Mark well, ye sellers, this market-wise
mot : "There is music wherever there is
harmony, order or proportion. " It was
Sir Thomas Browne's way of saying,
some centuries ago, that music lovers are
a well balanced, lot . . . steady, reliable,
and generally on the ball. Qualities that
make a good customer! And because
WQXR

broadcasts the most good music

in New York, it is welcomed into 550,000
homes by just such could-be customers
of yours. Many of them would be, too,
if you asked them. Why not go after this
most profitable portion of the world's
largest and most profitable market ?
Today, call Circle 5-5566.

Respects
(Continued from page ^6)
is everything the name implies.
What Do You Think, the Ship Farrell Show, Cartoon Contrasts, the
Set
'Em Varieties
Up Bowling
and
Vaudeo
show Show,
the wide

]

i
j
j

range of his thinking.
Mr. Stokes is most careful to
select progi-ams that , can be enjoyed by the entire family. He
won't overload with programs for
youngsters or with culinary exhibitions for the ladies. He insists on
a well-balanced variety of tele-fare
beamed toward every member of
the household.
His present schedule:
Musical variety 25%, Sports
20%, Children's Shows 20%, Forum
and Discussion 15%, Drama 10%,
Audience Participation 10%.
Harold Stokes got his start in
the entertainment world in Nokomis, 111., an agricultural and mining
town 65 miles northeast of St.
Louis. He is one of three "famous
sons of Nokomis," whose names
once adorned a billboard welcoming
motorists to the town. The others
are former baseball greats Jim
Bottomley of the St. Louis Cardinals and Charley (Red) Ruffing of
the New York ifankees.
At the age of five Harold played
Fishes in the Brook in a piano recital. The rendition so pleased him,
he recalls, that he applauded himself.
Keyboard Artistry
When he was 11, the family
moved to St. Louis so his father
could be closer to his grain brokerage business. They lived in the
Laclede Hotel, whose manager was
so impressed by Master Harold's
artistry at the keyboard that he
invited him to play nightly on the
mezzanine. In the Soldan High
School orchestra, his versatility as
a musician first came to the fore
when the director tried him out
on a clarinet. Soon, he was doubling on all the woodwinds. But
when he organized his first dance
orchestra, at the age of 15, he was
at the piano. Another chap named
"Pee Wee" Russell "could play
clarinet better."
Toward the end of his high
school days, Mr. Stokes took up
the accordion. He had two reasons:
(1) During intermissions on river
boat engagements "you could take
an accordion up on the moonlight
deck to entertain the girls"; (2) at
the U. of Missouri, college of his
choice, Eddie Freivogel's Quadrangle Orchestra already had a
good pianist — Eddie himself.
His choice of accordion was a
happy one, for after making the
Quadrangle band he caught the
eye of Paul Whiteman's Collegians,
"ho were touring the western col. i^e circuit. They invited him to
'oin them for an engagement at
:':.3 Chase Hotel in St. Louis and
later accompany them to Chicago
for the opening of the Congress
Hotel's Pompeian Room.
He liked the "big town" so much
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*
RESIGNS
PENNY
Raymer Closes in Atlanta
ROYAL E.- PENNY, formerly
manager of the Atlanta office of
Paul H. Raymer

ana

Co., station representative, reeffective
with the signed
closing
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N, entformer
RUNYO
ORDive R.vice
MEFF
and
presid
execut
director of Columbia Records,
New York, who leftan to direct field ac-,
Cancer Society
tivities of Americ
has been elected executive vice president of the society. Mr. Runyon is a
former vice president and director of
CBS.

BOB MORAN, general manager of
WRON Vidalia, Ga., will resign effective Feb. 5. His
future plans will
be centered around
play-by-play sports
announcing and

BERTON SONIS, former program director of WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
has been appointed manager of WTIP
same city.
DAN TANNEHILL, with KRJF Miles
City, Mont., as manager and commercial time salesman since its inception
in 1941, has resigned to join KWYO
Sheridon, Wyo., as part owner. W. F.
FLINN, general manager of Star
Printing Co., owner and operator of
KRJF, is now manager of station.
NORM ENGSTROM becomes commercial time salesman.
ROY F. THOMPSON, owner and general manager of WRTA Altoona, Pa.,
has been appointed campaign director
of local March of Dimes for 1949. He
has also been appointed general chairman of committee for celebration of
Altoona's 100th anniversary in 1949.
CLAUDE S. MIDDAGH has been appointed manager of WKNY Kingston,
N. Y. He has been with station since
January 1944.
RALPH HENRY, program director at
KVER Albuquerque, N. M., has been
appointed assistant manager of station.
FRED WOOD, former conductor of
WIP Philadelphia Dawn Patrol program, has been appointed general
manager of WWBZ Vineland, N. J.

TROY McDANIEL,
manager of KGBS
and KGBS -Tex.,
FM
Harlingen,
has been elected
president lingen
of Kiwanis
HarMr. Moran
Club. DAVE BENNETT, assistant
manager, is new president of San
Benito (Tex.) Kiwanis Club.
BOB BELL, program director of
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., has
been appointed director of station relations and assistant to JAMES L.
HOWE, general manager and president of Chanticleer Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of station. NAT SHOEHALTER succeeds Mr. Bell as program director.
WILLIAM B. DOLPH, executive vice
president of WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, and head of William B. Dolph
Enterprises, Washington, is at Emergency Hospital, Washington, recuperating from minor surgery performed
last Wednesday.
DONALD E. BOUDREAU is now
manager, commercial manager and
program director of WKID Urbana,
111. G. MAX KIMBREL serves as comanager and chief engineer of station. Other personnel changes include: MYRON WALDEN, sports director, and JOAN RICHARDS, women's director.

that he joined Del Lampe's Trianon
Ballroom orchestra rather than hit
the road again with the Collegians.
While at the Trianon, his roommate was a sax player named
Wayne King.
A year later, an opportunity to
"lead a band" presented itself for
the first time since his high school
days. Detroit's famous jazz impresario Gene Goldkette wanted a
conductor-arranger. Mr. Stokes,
who now had become attached to
Chicago, went to the Motor City
only because the Goldkette band
featured such musicians as the immortal Bix Beiderbecke, Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey, Frankie Trumbauer, and Joe Venudi. The Stokes
arrangements of "Limehouse
Blues" and "That's a Plenty," as
played by these performers, enjoy
wide popularity today.
The following year, Harold
Stokes was lured back to the Windy
City by the stage-band craze. For
18 months he led featured orchestras at the Senate, Harding, and
Belmont thieatres, then joined
pianist Roy Bargy for the opening
of the Stevens Hotel, largest in
the world.
An engagement with Mr. Bargy

at the Edgewater Beach Hotel was
followed by a brief sojourn in
Kansas City directing the Goldkette band at the opening of Plamor Ballroom. Hoagy Carmichael
was at the piano, "Pee Wee" Hunt
on trombone,
and outfit
"Red"wasEngle
on
sax.
When this
routed
back to Chicago for alternate engagements atthe Trianon and Aragon "wonder ballrooms," Mr.
Stokes got his first chance to participate in a regular schedule of
broadcasting. WGN, the Chicago
Tribune station, engaged the Goldkette band as studio orchestra, with
Mr. Stokes conducting.
On Studebaker Show
He wielded the baton for the first
coast-to-coast broadcast from Chicago— the Studebaker Champions
show and has remained in radio,
for the most part, ever since, leaving town only for "grand openings"
in other cities or to handle business sidelines.
For example, he went to Omaha
to start the Hotel Paxton's Pow
Wow over WOW, and in recent
years spent considerable time on
his 120-acre farm in Hillsboro, III.,
raising broilers for the El Gaucho
Restaurant on Skokie Highway,

lanta office Dec.
of Raymer's
AtBefore joining
31.
Raymer Mr.
Penny was sales
Mr. Penny
manager of WBT
Charlotte and
southern manager of CBS Radio
Sales. Prior to that he was sales
manager of WPTP Raleigh, N. C.
Mr. Penny's future plans are undetermined, but he plans to reside in
Atlanta for an indefinite period.

WOlC

Luncheon

ADVERTISING

Club of Wash-

"WOIC Hotel
Day"
luncheonington will
athold
thea Statler
Jan. 11 to introduce officially staff
personnel
the city's
video
station,of WOIC
(TV), tofourth
club
members. Eugene S. Thomas,
WOIC general manager, is scheduled to make the introductions and
outline briefly station's plans for
servicing the Washington area.
WOIC, affiliated with both CBS and
MBS television networks, begins
operation Jan. 16. Ed Sullivan,
star of CBS-TV's Toast of the
Town and columnist, will serve as
m.c, assisted by Al Kelly, comedian.

north of Chicago. He formerly
was partner in El Gaucho with
Lawrence Salerno, WGN baritone
of a decade ago.
Mr. Stokes' career as an upperlevel musical director and programmer began in 1930 when he took
over production of the Carnation
Hour and the Armour program at
NBC Chicago.
Four years later, WGN hired him
back as musical director and he remained at Tribune Tower eight
years. After three years of shuttling between his Hillsboro farm.
El Gaucho, and the Wilding Picture Corp., where he wrgte musical
scores for commercial movies, he
joined ABC in 1945.
His wife, Mary, is one of the
darlings of Chicago radio. Possessor of long blonde tresses, she
led the overture for WENR-TV's
grand opening last fall and regularly leads the band on ABC's
Junior Junction and WENR-TV's
Super Circus, now on the Midwest
TV network. Her radio name is
Mary Hartline.
The Stokes apartment is in
Evanston, where soft strains from
the Steinway often are heard during the wee hours after WENR has
signed off.
BROADCASTING
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for

KFAM,
(AM-250
• Familiar
St. Cloud is
Steel Radio
FM Pylon.
toward the

St. Cloud,

watts... FM-50

Minn.

kilowatts)

landmark on Military Highway west of
KFAM's 440-foot Truscon Self -Supporting
Tower, which mounts an RCA 4-section
Overall, the antenna reaches 494 feet
clouds.

The Times Publishing Company of St. Cloud is one
more in the long list of station operators turning to
Truscon for solution of radio tower problems. Experienced Truscon engineers analyze specific locations,
weather, winds, geography and other factors— and

develop the right tower design to assure continuous,
uninterrupted service.
Whenever you require new or additional antennas, call
on Truscon Radio Tower Engineers. With their worldwide experience, plus extensive Truscon manufacturing
facilities, they can furnish any type of radio tower you
need— tall or small, guyed or self-supporting, uniform
or tapered in cross-section, for AM, FM, or TV. A phone
call or letter to our home office in Youngstown, Ohio,
or to any nearby Truscon District office, brings prompt
action— with no obligation.
TRUSCON
STEEL
COMPANY
YO U N G STOW N 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

TRUSCON

I

SELF-SUPPORTING
i
CROSS SECTION GUYED l%0WWtl%J
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ARE

YOU

THE

MARK

PACIFIC

MISSING
ON

THE

COAST?
L
.F you're aiming to pin down a sales message on the
whole big, wealthy Pacific Coast market, buy Don Lee and hit the mark. Only
the Don Lee network, with 45 stations, can release your message from within
every important buying market on the Pacific Coast.
Pacific Coast people listen to their own local network station rather than to
out-of-town or distant stations, because mountains up to 15,000 feet high make
reliable long-range reception impossible. It takes a lot of local network stations for
all the people to hear your radio message, and only Don Lee has enough of them.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, President willet h. brown, Exec. Vice-Pres. ■ ward d. ingrim, Director of Advertising
1313 NORTH VINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 28, CAUFORNiA - Represented Nationally l>y JOHN blair & company

25
Of the 45 Major Pacific Coast Cities
ONLY 10
3
7
have Don Lee
have Don Lee
have stations
have Don Lee
and NO other
of all 4
and 2 other
and 1 other
network station
network station
networks
network stations
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Don Lee has a station in every city where the other three Pacific Coast networks
have one. To cover the rest of the Pacific Coast (115 "outside" market counties),
Network A has 11 stations, Network B has 3 stations, and Network C has 2 stations—
but Don Lee has 32 stations, twice as many as the other three networks combined.
Only Don Lee, with 45 stations, has f aciHties to cover both "inside" and "outside"
Pacific Coast markets, where over 13/2 miUion people enjoy a buying income of 22
billion dollars a year. Don't buy your Pacific Coast radio blindfolded. Buy Don
Lee and reach the whole rich Pacific Coast.

The

Nation^s

BROADCASTING

Greatest
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Regional

Network
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P. MURRAY, formerly
ERTWAVZ
ROBof
New Haven, has
d
joine sales staff of Adam J.
Young Jr. Inc., New York station representative
TED ARNOLD, local sales manag-er
at WHBF and WHBF-FM Rock Island, 111., has been appointed director
of Rock Island Chamber of Commerce
for a three-year term.
PAUL H. RAYMER Co., Los Angeles,
radio representative, has moved to
new offices at 1680 N. Vine St. Phone
is Hudson 2-2376. JACK GALE heads
office.
DON MEIER, former WBKB (TV)
Chicago sales manager, has joined
NBC Central Division's video department as sales-program coordinator.
W. IRVING ROSE has joined sales
staff of WKNY Kingston, N. Y.
PAUL A. KEHLE, formerly with
WTBP Troy, Ala., has joined KVER
Albuquerque, N. M., as sales manager.
MARTIN S. POLLENS and JOSEPH
X. O'HARA have been appointed account executives with WNJR Newark,
N. J.
NED MOWBRAY has been appointed
local sales representative of WFBR
Baltimore.
KUTA Salt Lake City has announced
appointment of GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Co., Chicago, as its representative.
WILLIAM B. HARTIGAN has joined
WABY Albany, N. Y., as sales representative. He previously had been
active with representative firms in
New York and Atlanta.
PHILIP FUHRMANN has been appointed account executive for WPTR
Albany, N. Y. He was formerly sales
manager of WABD (TV) New York.
ROBERT J. CONWAY, for 13 years
with sales department of Flint &
Kent, Buffalo, N. Y., department store,
has joined sales staff of WBEN
Buffalo.
CBS RENEWALS
Five Sponsors Re-Sign
CBS has announced the renewal of
five network programs by their respective sponsors. They are:
David Harum, Mon.-Fri., 3-3:15 p.m.,
B. T. Babbitt Inc., New York, through
Duane-Jones Inc., New York.
Eric Sevareid and the News, MonFn., 6-6:15 p.m., Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New
York, York.
through Young
& Rubicam,
also New
We, the People, Gulf Oil Corp., PittsTuesdays, 9-9:30
p.m., through
Young &burgh,
Rubicam,
New York.
Philip Morris Playhouse, Philip Morris & Co., New York, Fridays, 10-10:30
p.m., through the Biow Co., New York.
Gene Autry Show, Wm. Wrigley Jr.
Co., Chicago, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.,
through Arthur Meyerhofl & Co., Chicago.
Fbrida

Citrus Drive

-ORIDA Citrus Commission,
Lakeland; Pla., on Jan. 24, starts
a spot announcement campaign,
five times a week on six stations
in the southern market. Benton &
Bowles, New York, its agency,
placed the six-weeks contracts on
the stations.
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24.0
5.7
My True Story
6.8
22.9
TOP 10 EVENING &Rating
DAYTIME
7.1
Harry
Clark,
News
Highest 1/4 Hr. Nov.
Highest Vi Hr.
Our Gal Sunday
Evening
Ma Perkins (1:15)
Daytime— 5 a week
5.5
Sept.
Jack
Sterling
Sept.
5.5
Nov.
6.7
Dec.
Dec.
10.3
19.0
6.2
Arthur Godfrey
Oct.
Oct.
10.4
10.1
SAT.
&
SUN.
DAYTIME
Breakfast
Club(1:15)
Lux Theatre
23.9
10.7
Ma
Perkins
10.2
9.6
Jack Benny
Dec.
10.0
20.4
23.7
Nov.
10.2
9.3
7.7
The
Shadow
Fibber McGee-Molly
Counterspy
19.8
15.3
Big
Sister
7.3
7.0
WalterHope
Winchell
Young Dr.Light
Malone
Children's Hour
9.8
9.8
Guiding
Bob
10.7
6.3
8.0
19.8
6.0
For Women Only
6.3
5.3
C. F. McCarthy, News
19.4
7.3
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
5.0
8.6
5.7
18.7
Our
Gal Sunday
Make Believe Ballroom
13.7
9.7
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Rosemary
16.0
6.0
Helen Trent
(Sat., Time
11:00 a.m.)
12.3
9.2
My
Solitair
Fred Friend
Allen Irma
9.3
15.9
12.6
5.3
8.2
Rating
5.3
Strike
It
Rich
inner Sanctum
15.0
Hr.
5.3
8.4
Highest Va
SAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
Bing Crosby Records
8.3
6.0
(Sat., 11:30 a.m.)
5.0
WIBG)
Nov.
Junior
Miss
8.4
Nov.
Daytime— 5 a-week
Dec.
Oct.
Sept.
14.8
Sept.
So. Calif.-Notre Dame
Dec.
13.3
Oct.
Football
(Sunday,
2:30,
Children's
Hour
(Sat., 5:45)
Arthur Godfrey
9.1
8.6
WCAU)
7.6
8.3
7.6
7.9
Football (Saturday, 3:00,
— Chicago —
Rosemary
8.0
Grand Slam*
13.5
7.8
Big Sister
7.8
8.3
Listening increased in Chicago The Shadow
AAa
Perkins
7.8
7.7
12.5
7.8
Mastering Music
Breakfast Club
7.8
for
all
periods
of
the
day
during
7.6
7.5
News,
New
Voices
Helen Trent
7.7
7.7
7.3
November-December. Sportscasts True Detective
Our Gal
9.5
Aunt
JennySunday
7.0
One Man's Family
7.1
disappeared
from
the
Top
Ten.
The
6.8
7.9
Guiding Light
7.1
Let's Kids
Pretend
Quiz
7.1
6.8
figures :
SAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
Sept.
Oct.
— Boston —
Nov.
1/4 HR. SETS-IN-USE
Dec.
5.4
6 AVERAGE
a.m.-12 Midnight,
Entire Week
The Shadow
8.3
6.9
November-December
1948
26.4
Morning
and
evening sets in use
Junior Miss
7.1
8.9
September-October
1948
24.4
Let's Pretend
6.1
5.2
increased
in
Boston
during NovemNovember-December
1947
23.1
Quick as a Flash
6.9
6.4
Counterspy
Entire Year 1948
24.8
ber-December, but afternoon listen6.6
Rating
Grand Central Station
6.2
ing was consistently lower, due to
6.0
True Detective
TOPMETROPOLITAN
10 EVENING &CHICAGO
DAYTIME6.0
the end of baseball sportscasts.
Theatre of Today
6.4
Evening
5.4
Highest V4 Hr.
Archie Andrews
5.4
5.3
The final total for the two months'
House of Mystery
Nov.
— New
Sept.
* Four-City Average
period was off one-tenth — 23.2 as
Dec.
Jack Benny
Oct.
27.3
against 23.3 during September23.0
Fibber McGee-Molly
October. Evening leaders were
Bob
Hope
Phil
Harris-Alice
Faye
Lux
Theatre and Jack Benny. The
Decline in listenership
York— in New
22.5
18.3
18.8
York was ascribed to falling off of Lux Theatre
21.5
figures :
17.3
13.0
17.0
interest in political news, preholi- 5.7* Godfrey's
17.0
People are Talent
Funny Scouts
Va HR. SETS-IN-USE
Mr. District Attorney
12.5
14.3
6 AVERAGE
a.m.-12 Midnight,
Entire Week
16.3
Duffy's
Tavern
November-December
1948
23.2
Rating
16.3
Walter Winchell
September-October
23.3
November-December 1948
1947
22.1
Highest V4 Hr.
Entire Year 1948
23.2
Rating
Entire Year 1947
23.0
Daytime— 5 a week
Nov.
Dec.
Sept.
Oct.
Arthur Godfrey
TOP
10
EVENING
&
DAYTIMEBOSTON
11.8
Evening METROPOLITAN
10.0
Grand Slam
11.1
11.5
Highest 14 Hr. Nov.
Helen
Trent
Our
Gal Sunday
10.5
10.7
10.4
Rosemary
10.9
Sept.
10.4
Dec.
10.0
26.0
Oct.
10.0
9.4
Lux
Theatre
Wendy
Warren
22.5
Jack
Benny
Breakfast Club (WLS, WCFL) 9.7
9.0
9.6
27.5
Big Perkins
Sister
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
24.3
Ma
9.0
Aunt
Jenny (12:15)
9.7
18.5
9.4
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
19.3
Charlie
McCarthy
Bob Hope
MARQUEE adds modernistic touch to J. Bentley, News (12:30)
9.6
20.5
18.8
SAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
exterior of WMBD Peoria's new stuFibber McGee-Molly
18.5
9.4
8.7
dios and offices. At its new location
Sept.
Dec.
Nov.
Fred
Allen
17.3
Oct.
Inner Sanctum
11.8
WMBD has three studios on the se- Junior Miss
16.8
11.8
9.8
10.0
The Fat Man
cond floor, a news studio on the Grand
Central Station
16.3
Let's
Pretend
18.5
(WCOP,
WlAW)
main floor and a theatre studio Theatre of Today
10.0
11.3
10.0
11.5
(Continued on page 83)
Nick Carter
seating 300 persons.
9.8
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These

All-Star

Shows

Dennis Day Show

the

1949

MARCH

—
PolkaMarch
Bank 1949
Piggy
official

Discs for Dimes —
short plugs by recording artists
Benny Goodmafl

for

and his new orchestra

'Skitch' Henderson

OF

of Dimes

DIMES

song

A Report to You —
an infantile paralysis documentary
Alec Templeton with Allen Roth and
his orchestra, plus
1 -minute live and transcribed announcements

Guy Lombardo

and his Royal Canadians

{Gregory Peck — Bcisil O'Connor

JOIN

THE

THE NATIONAL
HOWARD
BROADCASTING

MARCH
FOUNDATION

J. LONDON,

OF

DIMES

Foreign language programs in Spanish,
German, Italian, Yiddish and Polish

• FIGHT

INFANTILE

FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS, INC., 120 BROADWAY,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Founder
Radio Director

• Telecasting

NEW

PARALYSIS
YORK

5, NEW

YORK
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RMA
SALES
$7 7 7 Million in 9 Months
SALES of radio and television
equipment by Radio Mfrs. Assn.
member companies totalled $34,021,278 in the third quarter of 1948,
RMA reported Jan. 5. Sales for
three quarters of 1948 amounted to
$111,228,411.
Combined sales of AM, FM and
TV broadcast transmitting equipment to civilian firms amounted to
$8,702,728 in the third quarter,
RMA said,
bringing the .nine
months'
total
to $23,527,843.
Government
purchases for the third quarter
totalled 64% of RMA member com-

UNESCO
Pledge Is Suggested
A PLEDGE by signatory states
represented at the International
High Frequency Broadcasting Conference that they will never use
their assigned frequencies "for purposes contrary to mutual comprehension and tolerance," has been
suggested by UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization) for inclusion in the text of the Mexico City
Agreement.
The resolution pointed out that
high frequency broadcasting has
"too often been used for unfriendly
propaganda," and called attention
to the "International Convention
Concerning the Use of Broadcasting in the Interest of Peace," signed
by 22 countries at Geneva in 1936.
Memorandum documents submitted to the Mexico Conference
by Arno Huth, UNESCO representative, cited IHFBC's purpose as of
"direct
concern
UNESCO,"
the latter
deals towith
all meanssince
of
mass communication.
Major points cited by UNESCO
are:
• It is necessary to reach an international agreement on high frequency
allocations. Only a universally accepted
plan . . . can guarantee reception of
broadcasts.
is being The
usedabsence
"more
and more for Radio
propaganda.
of international regulations . . . allows
such practices to develop unhampered
• The 2,150 kilocycles allocated to
high frequency are inadequate.
• An appreciable increase of effective broadcasting time . . . would contribute to fullest
of thefromspectrum's
resources.
Also ause
switch
high to
low frequencies by stations in tropical
regions is advised.
• On priorities, highest frequencies
should be assigned to international
broadcasting.
needs canby beincreasing
met by
use• ofRadio's
other local
frequencies;
number
of
local
stations;
by
establishing relay networks or line connections.
Better equipped countries should give
material and technical aid to those
asked to relinquish high frequencies.
• Principles justifying priorities impose a duty on the content of foreign
broadcasts. A protocol, to complement
the new plan, is suggested which would
pledge signatory states to prudent use
of frequencies.
• UNESCO recommends that support
be extended a UN application for a
high frequency allocation, covering
UNESCO in particular. Station or stations,facilities
when set for
up, should
provide common
UN, UNESCO
and
other agencies.
Wilkey Promoted
GENE WILKEY has been promoted
to assistant general manager of
WCCO Minneapolis, Merle S.
Jones, general
manager of the
station, announced last
Thursday.
V i o u s 1 y with
PreW D 0 D Chattanooga, Mr. Wilkey joined WCCO
in January 1944
Mr. Wilkey
as assistant projiram director. He was named
program director J'uly 1, 1945. Mr.
Wilkey began his radio career with
WDOD when he "?ras 19 years old,
and advanced to program director.
Page 54
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STATE DEPT. officials on hand to take part in the official opening of "Voice
of America's" new penthouse studios atop the Interior Dept. are (seated, I to
r): George V. Allen, Assistant Secretary of State for public affairs, and Lloyd
Lehrbas, director. Office of International Information; (standing, I to r):
William C. Johnstone, director. Office of Educational Exchange; Dr. Victor
hlunt, acting associate- chief. International Broadcasting Division; and
Howland H. Sargeant, deputy assistant to Secretary Allen.

Elaborate

'VOICE'

STUDIOS

Opened

Penthouse
in D. C.

panies' sales. equipment, including
Television
studio, antenna and associated apparatus, represented sales of $5,256,465 out of the total civilian
broadcast transmitting sales in the
third quarter and brought the total
sales of this type of TV apparatus
to $10,216,387 for the three quarters of 1948. FM transmitting
equipment sales amounted to $833,897 in the third quarter and AM
equipment sales totalled $681,912
for the same period. AM and FM
antenna equipment totalled $255,236 and studio apparatus amounted
to $923,800 in the third quarter.
Miscellaneous broadcast transmitting equipment sales of $255,444
were reported and export sales of
broadcast apparatus amounted to

THE OPENING of International Broadcasting Division's new "Voice of $495,974.
America" studios in a plush penthouse atop the Interior Dept. building
took place last Monday. Top Congressional committee members and
WDTV
OPENING
State Dept. officials participated in three-hour ceremonies coincident with
Talent Lined Up for Event
the opening of the 81st Congress. ★
TALENT for the , opening night
George V. Allen, Assistant Sec- "Voice's" Washington debut was
retary for Public Affairs, delivered
scheduled to be shown last week on
'ceremonies of WDTV (TV), Duthe dedicatory remarks on the in- Camel's nightly NBC-TV newsreel
Mont's Pittsburgh television staprogram, and in newsreel shorts on
itial Washington "Voice" broadtion which begins operations Jan.
cast. He expressed hope that the theatre screens throughout the
11 [Broadcasting, Dec. 27, 1948],
new facilities will enable the country. One point of photographic
was announced last week by Don"Voice" to give foreign listeners a interest in the Interior Dept. reald Stewart, general manager.
"clearer, on-the-scene picture of
ception room is a folding screen,
Participating in the formal openAmerica's democracy in action"
covered like a tourist's suitcase
ing events will be Mayor David L.
and "make a worthwhile contribuwith envelopes received from
Lawrence and Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
tion to a better understanding
"Voice" listeners abroad.
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
among people." Karl Mundt (RImmediately following the opening
Excerpts of the remarks made
S. D.) and Tom Connally (Dwill be a series of acts that will
Texas) also spoke briefly.
by Secretary Allen on the "Voice's"
include local and nationally known
first
cast: Washington-originated broadThe broadcast, lasting less than
radio
said. and stage stars, Mr. Stewart
half an hour, was recorded at 4
From the new Washington studios,
p.m. for shipment to New York,
the "Voice of America" hopes to give
WDTV will operate on Channel
from whence it was piped to over- its listeners around the world a clearer,
3 (60-66 mc).
seas listeners the following day, on-the-scene
picture of America's democracy in action.
Tuesday, in 19 languages.
It hopes to give the peoples of other
a better, understanding of the
On Wednesday President Tru- lands
executive,
and judicial
funcCBS-TV SALES
tions of thelegislative
United States
Government.
man's "State of the Union" adAnd it hopes to give the rest of the
dress was picked up off network
accurate story of the AmerFifzgerald, McKinnie Join
feeds, transmitted to New York world icananpeople:
how they live and work
solve their problems; and what TWO NEW members have been apand piped to English, German and and
they believe.
Russian speaking peoples. Transpointed to the CBS-TV sales staff,
The objectives of the international
David V. Sutton, sales manager,
lations had been prepared from ad- information and educational exchange
program, a asbetter
defined
by law, are:of "To
vance texts of the speech. Tran- promote
understanding
the announced last week. They are
United States in other countries, and John D. Fitzgerald and Ralph E.
scriptions inother languages were
to increase mutual understanding of
aired later that day and on Thurs- the United States among the people of McKinnie. Mr. Fitzgerald has been
day.
with Compton Advertising Agency,
other
I havecountries."
just recently returned from a New York, and was CBS special
meeting of the United Nations EducaOthers
attending
the
"Voice"
tional,
Cultural Organiopening included Sen. H. A. Smith
zation.Scientific
In the andinternational
field, events and sports director from
1935 to 1940, from which post he
(R-N.J.), William Warne, Assist- UNESCO is seeking to accomplish
somewhat
the
same
ends
as
is
the
ant Secretary of Interior, and scope.
"Voice
of
America"
within
its
own
joined
National
Assn. of Manufacturers as radio director.
Lloyd Lehrbas, director of Office of
The Constitution of UNESCO says:
International Information, under
Mr. McKinnie was most recently
"Since wars are made in the minds of
which IBD functions. Robert A. men,
it is in the minds of men that account executive at DuMont Television Network. Previously, he
Lovett, Undersecretary of State, the defenses of peace must be conwas unable to attend.
was national sales manager for
To
that
end
—
^the
building
of
the
deAlso on hand were numerous
fenses of peace in the minds of men —
WCKY Cincinnati, and was with
"Voice of America" is unalterably
structed."^
newsreel photographers. The the
Paul H. Raymer & Co., New York.
pledged.
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ANTENNA
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GREATEST

GAIN

. . . Only $250°°

m

PER

DOLLAR!

side-mounted;

M35°°

Here

i

top-mounted

is why the new

ANDREW

Multi-V is your best FM antenna buy.
Power Gain of 1 .6
^
^

1 0 KW

Power Capacity

Top or side mounting with equal ease.

if Weighs only 70 pounds side mounted;
450 pounds top mounted
^

Low initial cost — low maintenance
Omnidirectional pattern

if Factory tuned to required frequencyno further adjustments required
if line
Single feed point — single transmission
if Built to withstand winds of over 100
MPH
if Antenna can be completely assembled
on ground
if Insulation resistance of feed line can
be tested without climbing tower
WANT

THE MOST

COST FM ANTENNA

EFFICIENT LOWFOR YOUR

TION? BUY THE ANDREW

*—
W ; CCORPORATION
^
O R P O R A T I O N
353 EAST 7Sth STREET -. CHICAGO 19
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MULTI-V/

TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM-FM-TV • ANTENNAS • DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
ANTENNA TUNING UNITS • TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICE
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Armstrong

WOlCiTV) STAFF
Debut to Be Jan. 76
29)
page
from
(Continued
cited the basic errors in question JAMES BLAIR, former producer
in an FCC Technical Information
at WBAL-TV Baltimore, has been
Division report on measurements
appointed production facilities
of tropospheric and sporadic E field manager of WOIC (TV) Washingintensities. These had been made
ton, James S. McMurry, program
by FCC in conjunction with RCA
manager, announced last Wednesday. The Bamberger outlet takes
at the latter's Princeton, N. J., laboratory. Prof. Armstrong said the the air on Channel 9, Jan. 16.
measurements had been made by
Mr. Blair started his own daily
Wendell Carlson of RCA Labs, and
song
program
overat WBAL-TV
were presented at the conference
in March
1948 and
the same
by Dr. George Brown of RCA Labs.
time started in television proThe letter continued that the erduction. Within seven months he
ror itself was not serious but the
was the station's chief producer.
"really
was made
that Previously Mr. Blair was winner of
TID
had serious
another thing"
set of data
the third annual Arthur Godfrey
earlier
Mr. Carlson
"under
Talent Scout program, from which
similar by
conditions
which showed
he rose to numerous network singdiametrically opposite results and
ing assignments before entering TV
conclusions from those used" in the production. In addition to writing,
report.
producing and singing 15 minutes
Allen Contention
weekly on ABC, he has recorded
When the charges arose at the for
bia. RCA Victor, Decca and Columconference, Chairman Edward W.
WOIC also announced two other
Allen, TID chief, pointed out that
all of the information at hand had
appointments. Norman . Bailey,
former technician with WMAL-TV
been carefully considered, propWashington, has joined the WOIC
erly adjusted and weighed before
conclusions were drawn from the engineering staff and Laurence E.
material.
Richardson Jr. has been named
In his second letter, dated Dec. 27 auditor. Previously Mr. Bailey was
transmitter and studio engineer at
and in reply to the Commission's
WROV Roanoke, Va. Mr. Richarddenial of Dec. 22, Prof. Armstrong
reiterated the facts of his first letson formerly was treasurer of Sky
ter.
Supply Inc., Alexandria, Va.

Parker in Radio Post;
To Stress Medium

vs. FCC

PROTESTANTS

IN A MOVE to revitalize religious radio broadcasts, and "to make a
place for religion" in television, the Rev. Everett C. Parker, director
since 1944 of the Joint Religious Radio Committee, was appointed director
of program and production of the Protestant Radio Commission.
Announcement ★—
Parker told Broadcasting that in
of
Parker's
new Mr.
post
was
general
disapproved of either
made last week radio or he
television programs originating from church. Such time,
by Dr. Truman
B. Douglass, vice he said, and th^ energy involved
president of the could better be put to use in less
new commission
static, more dramatic presentawhich began op- tions.
erations last
Monday. It ennominations.compasses 16 deMr. Parker, with years of experience in professional radio behind
him, pointed out in accepting the
appointment how television and
radio could work for religion.
Only some mass medium of communications can reach the more
than 50% of the American people
who do not attend church, he said.
Local radio stations are the critical
field for religious broadcasting, he
added, and the new commission expects to aid city church councils
and other local religious groups to
improve the dramatic appeal and
quality of religious presentations.
Television, he said, offers religion a chance to start from scratch
in a new field, in which "we must
divorce ourselves from all preconceived ideas of conventional methods of presentation of a religious
message and experiment with new
Rev. Parker

In a formats."
special interview, Mr.
program

NRDGA AWARDS
To be Offered Wednesday
NATIONAL Retail Dry Goods
Assn. awards for outstanding use
of radio as a consistent advertising
medium will be presented Wednesday to more than 20 stores.
Maurice B. Mitchell, NAB director of broadcast advertising, will
present the awards at the opening
of the Wednesday afternoon sales
promotion session of the NRDGA
convention, being held Monday
through
Friday
York'sin
Hotel Statler.
For atthe New
first time
several years the convention will
not include a radio meeting, an
oversight which the organization
promises to make good at its midyear conclave this summer.
DENNIS JAMES has been appointed
television chairman of Sports Division
of March of Dimes Campaign for second successive year.

Appointments, Promotions
Are Announced

^ >5Pise titne Du> c^^^'wo gays
re
Tct listeners, at L^p^^c. BMB
Hoopef

FIRST
-

n&ri»s'.
_^i\a for

fjss^ r^:.
SOOTH'S U"'*
IH

950 Kilocycles HOUSTON
5,000 Watts
National Rapratsntotivai: Edward Patry & Company
Affiliotod with NBC and TQN • Jack HarrX*. Managor
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CBS-TV
STAFF
SIX new appointments and two promotions in the CBS-TV program staff
were announced last week by the network. They included appointments
of Walter Hart as producer-director; Richard Linkroum as a director,
and Roderick Mitchell, Robert L. Simpson, Herbert Hirschman and Ben
Magnes as associate directors. John *
Peyser and Kenneth Redford were
films and radio. He was identified
promoted from associates to full in various capacities with many
directors.
Broadway plays, was story editor
Walter Hart has been under con- for Marathon Pictures, in the story
tract to MGM for five years as pro- department of RKO Radio Picducer-director. He was previously
tures, a script reader for Parawith Paramount Pictures in the
mount, and has produced several
same capacity and was scenario radio programs.
editor of Columbia Pictures.
Mr. Magnes as executive director for West Coast educational
Mr. Linkroum joined CBS in
1937, was transferred to network
project has employed all media of
operations a year later, and mass communication. In radio, he
switched to WTOP Washington as was with the National Youth Administration radio workshop, CBS
program manager in 1941.
Mr. Mitchell was formerly pro- Listening Post, Office of War Information and State Dept.
gram manager of WLAN LancasOn the CBS-TV staff since May
ter, Pa., before which he was with
the CBS shortwave department as 1948, Mr. Peyser currently directs
a director for seven years.
two of the network's leading programs, and the film sequences on
Director of radio and motion pictures in Canada for Young & Rubi- three others, including We, the Peocam for the past three and a half
Mr. Redford, who has been an
years, Mr. Simpson was executive
producer and managing director in associate director for CBS since
March 1948, has supervised N. W.
Canada of RAI Purdy Productions
from 1940 to 1945. Previously he Ayer & Sons, Philadelphia, sports
was with CBS New York.
broadcasts, and produced a series
Herbert Hirschman has had a of filmed commercials for the Maple. jor Bowes television show.
varied background in the theatre.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Sales Practices
(Continued from page 27)
ommendation of the sales practices
subcommittee.
A resolution was adopted urging
NAB to take steps to encourage
collection of sales material and result stories in television. The committee would encourage collection
of data on circulation in television
along with the setting up of uniform rate cards and contracts.
The NAB reorganization program was discussed at the Thursday session but action was put over
to Friday.
J. Robert Gulick, WGAL Lancaster, Pa., committee member, and
Lee Hart, NAB retail coordinator,
discussed retail advertising and the
NRDGA radio competition. Results
of the contest will be announced
this week at the NRDGA convention in New York.
Gordon Gray, WIP Philadelphia,
committee member and chairman of

Delaware's

1,000

the All-Radio Presentation commitDallas and Harry R. Spence, KXRO
tee, reviewed progress of the pro- Aberdeen, Wash. — were unable to
motion project, now operating as a attend. Representing the board
separate organization. The sales . were Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
group pledged support to the pro- Norfolk, Va., and Howard Lane,
motion committee's campaign to en- WJJD Chicago.
list industrywide financial support.
Mr. Gray reported the subscription list had passed the 400-station
mark. He said the promotion committee expects to review the shoot- CONGRESS PR
ing script at a meeting to be held
Dickson Gets Post
Friday at BMB headquarters.
Attending the meeting, besides
Messrs. Thomas, Gulick and Gray, CECIL B. DICKSON, veteran
were Ray Baker, KOMO Seattle; Washington newspaperman, who is
John W. Kennedy, WHAM Roches- well known in radio circles, Jan. 4
ter; Joseph B. Matthews, WIRK
was appointed coordinator of legislative information for Congress.
West Palm Beach, Fla.; Odin S.
Ramsland, KDAL Duluth; Frank E. The post, which pays $12,000 a
Pellegrin, Transit Radio Inc., Chi- year, was created by the 80th Concago. Associate members present
were George W. Brett, Katz AgenMr. Dickson, 50, was born in
gress.
cy; Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.; Paris, Tex. He has worked on
H. E. Ringgold, Edward Retry & Oklahoma, Texas and Washington,
INS.C. newspapers and UP, AP and
D.
Co. The two board liaison members—Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD

Home

Owned

- MUTUAL

WAnS

&

Delaware

35th LARGEST WHOLESAU

MARKET IN THE U.S.A.

and

1380

PROPOSAL to revise the editorial
and typographical content of the
NAB Reports, weekly report to the
membership, was adopted Thursday at a meeting of a special committee named by the board at its
November session. The committee
will report at the next board meeting, currently scheduled Feb. 14-15
in New Orleans.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, Va., committee chairman, presided. Other members present were
Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago, and
Willard Egolf, WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md. Sitting with the committee were C. E. Arney Jr., NAB
secretary-treasurer ; Robert K.
Richards, director. Public Relations
& Publications Dept., and James
Dawson, director of information.

Station

NETWORK

Wilmington,

DAY

Operated

'NAB
REPORTS' to Be Revised
Publications

NIGHT

KC

THAT

IS

WASTED

WAMS
George L. Sutherland, Vice Pres. and General Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
WEED
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WRITERS GUILD
Negotiations in Hollywood
DRAFTING of provisions relating
to authors' screen rights in the
agreement between Radio Writers
Guild for freelance radio scripters
and advertising agencies, package
producers and sponsors, shifted last
week to Hollywood.
After movie rights clauses are
reduced to writing, the drafting
work will be continued in New
York City. The two sides reached
oral agreement in December
[Broadcasting Dec. 20]. After formal drafts are completed by drafting committees, copies will be submitted to members on each side
for ratification.

PACIFIC

Conference Mulls Video Use in '49
WHILE the Pacific Coast Conference was trying to decide its position on television in the fall of '49
last week, the Los Angeles stations
were almost unanimous that no
price near the $75,000 paid USCUCLA for 13 games was likely.
Since USC and UCLA were the
only schools in a city where television stations were operative at the
start of the '48 session, the Pacific
Coast Conference granted them
special authority to deal for themselves. In 1949 television will be
possible in San Francisco and
Seattle. This will mean at least
three more colleges whose home
games may be telecast.
Hence, television was a logical
subject at the winter meeting of
the Pacific Coast Conference at
Palm Springs, Calif., Jan. 3-4-5.
Still wary of the medium the
western moguls postponed any consideration of '49 television rights
until after the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. meeting in San
Francisco, Jan. 6-7-8.
Although the western teams did
experience a slight dip in attendance this past fall, Los Angeles
station executives point out that
the drop was occasioned by poor
teams in the West's largest city.

Burnside Resigns
C. J. BURNSIDE, for the past 24
years with Westinghouse radio
and electronic ac-

ing service in

FOOTBALL

«^ -

nouncing the res- Hj^ •>--•• JH
ignation, West- ^■^^^ipH
inghouse stated ^^MySSSr
that Mr. Burnside
would be retained Burnside
by the firm as a
consultant in this field.
« IS EARaifi,

|S EAR*
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that the $75,000 paid to USCUCLA by KLAC-TV was very
much out of line. So much so that
they point out that the station had
to take a substantial loss calculated at $35,000-$50,000 when time
and facilities are added.
However, it was not possible to
ascertain whether KLAC-TV was
willing to bid as high again this,
year. Sentiment at Palm Springs
had it that the schools in cities
with video would probably be allowed to negotiate for themselves.
Radio was also on the minds of
KPIX

(TV)

Starts Using NBC Program
KPIX (TV) San Francisco last
week activated its interim affiliation with NBC, presenting Philco
Television Playhouse show, "Parlor Story."
The
program, kinescope-recorded, is the first network video show
to be released in the San Francisco
Bay area. It is scheduled as a
regular Sunday night feature over
KPIX, which has been on the air
on Channel 5 (76-82 mc) since
Dec. 23.
KPIX carried the East-West
football classic in San Francisco
New Year's Day under sponsorship
of Tidewater Associated Oil Co.
In order that accurate data may
be obtained regarding the number
of television sets in use in San
Francisco and vicinity, dealers
there are recording names and addresses of all purchasers of TV
receivers.
The Northern California Electrical Bureau and the Pacific Gas
& Electric Co. are acting as clearing houses for the information,
which will be made available to all
TV station operators in the region.
Blizzard Aid

Affiliate in Central New York

lEADElt*^''

They argue that the East which
has more television of football and
more population to draw upon, experienced an increase in attendance.
On the practical subject of rights
in '49,sionthe
majority
the televistations
in Los ofAngeles
felt

KFBC, 250 w ABC affiliate in
Cheyenne, reported that it
devoted all its air time to
emergency messages and assistance in locating missing
persons when two-day blizzard last week left the
Wyoming capital snowbound.
Rail and bus transportation
in Cheyenne and southwestern Wyoming was at a standstill, KFBC said, with drifts
ten feet deep in the city. Station handled scores of requests for food and fuel, according to William C. Grove,
KFBC manager.

the western athletic leaders and
here it was considered likely that
Tidewater Associated Oil Co. would
make a strong bid for renewal of
its football aural radio rights.
This pastferenceyear,
however,hadtheplaced
convery definitely
the sponsor on trial as result of
dissatisfaction with the quality of
play-by-play
in '47.wereWhether
the
conference leaders
impressed
with the '48 job was not mentioned.

WICU

(TV)

Issues First Rate Card
RATE CARD No. 1, effective Feb.
1, has been issued by WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa. The station is owned
and operated by the Dispatch Inc.
with Edward Lamb as president
and Layman W. Cameron, general
manager.
One time rate in the Class A
period,
p.m. Sunday,
' weekdays
12 noon to6-11
11 p.m.
hourlyandis
as $150. Frequency discount for
260 times or more cuts the price
to $105 for a Class A hour. Class
B time is $90 an hour and decreases to $63 per hour with the
frequency discount.
For one minute or less in Class
A time the one time rate is $22.50,
decreasing to $15.75 for 260 or
more. Class B time for one minute
or less runs from $15 down to
Rehearsal time of twice the
length of the broadcast is avail$9.75. able without charge, the card
states. Additional time is listed
as $25 per hour or fraction thereof.
The station will operate on
Channel 12, 204-210 mc, with 3.4
kw video and 1.75 kw aural. NaReed Co.tional representative is Headley-

16MM

FILM

TV

Improved by New WE Method
IMPROVED fidelity in sound in
the telecasts of 16mm films is possible with a new method of soundon-film recording announced by the
Electrical Research Products Division of Western Electric Co.
Demonstration of the new sound
recording was held Thursday at
Western Electric's office in New
York.
Results obtained are comparable
to those achieved by 35mm theatre
sound, company officials claimed.
They are attained by using variable density recording and omitting
the customary negative step in
processing.
directis current bias for The
noiseusual
reduction
not
applied, but instead a high frequency alternating current bias of
the order of 24 kc is superimposed
on the light valve.
The only equipment required, in
addition to recent Western Electric recording machinery, is a simple oscillator to provide the alternating current bias. No change is
required in sound projectors on
which the film is used.
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NETWORK
BOXSCORE
of commercials on the four nationwide networks Nov. 30.
of network commercials starting during December
of network commercials ending during December
of commercials on the four nationwide networks, Dec. 31 .
December Additions
PROGRAM NETWORK TIME
SPONSOR
The Texas Co.
2 p.m. to
Metropolitan Opera ABC Sat.,
conclusion
General Motors
Mon.,
8:45-9 p.m.
Henry J. Taylor ABC
Corp.
Meet the Stars ABC Thurs., 8:55-9 p.m.
Beauty Factors
American Tobacco
Your Lucky Strike CBS Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5
Longine CBS Sun. 2-2:30 p.m.
Longine-Wittnauer
Symphonette
p.m.
Procter & Gamble
What
Makes CBS Mon.-Fri.
2:45-3
You Tick?
p.m.
December Deletions
Whiz Quiz
Paul F. Beich Co.
10-10.30 p.m.
ABC Sat.
Clear Weave Stores The Story Teller
Thurs., 8:55-9 p.m.
ABC
David
Harding,
Sun.
5:30-6
p.m.
Schutter Candy, Div.
ABC
Counterspy
Universal Match
Co.
ABC Sat. 9-9:30 p.m.
Procter & Gamble
Gang Busters
ABC Mon.-Fri., 11:45-12
What Makes
Procter & Gamble
You Tick?
noon
ABC
Mantle Lamp Corp. Smilin'
Fri., 4:15-4:30 p.m.
Ed
McConnell
ABC Sun. 9-9:15 p.m.
Andrew Jergens Co. Walter Winchell
ABC Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45
Bob Elson on
Consolidated Royal
Chemical Co.
the Century
(Pacific Coast)
General Electric Co. G. Party
E. House
3:30-3:55
CBS Mon.-Fri.
p.m.
How to Get
Wm. H. Wise Pub.
CBS Mon.
2:45-3
p.m.
More
Life Out of
p.m.
MBS Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.
Leave It To
Continental Pharmaceutical
The Girls
General Motors
MBS Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45
Henry J. Taylor
Teen Timers
Teen Timers
MBS Sat. 11:30-12 noon
Club
p.m. 8:30-8:55
The Better
MBS Thurs.
Volupte
Half
Jack Benny
American Tobacco
Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.
NBC Mon.
NBC
S. C. Johnson Co.
Fred Waring
Wed. 10p.m.
Show
10:30& a.m.
Standard Brands
Charlie McCarthy NBC Sun. 8-8:30 p.m.
December One-Timers
NBC Dec. 25, 4-6 p.m.
Holiday
Star
Elgin
Nat'l
Watch
Time
Co.
Christmas
CBS Dec. 25, 4-6 p.m.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
Festival
MBS Dec. 26, 2 p.m. to
Gillette Safety Razor Blue-Gray
conclusion
Football Game
Stanley Home
Boys Town Choir ABC Dec. 12, 4-4:30
Products
Number
Number
Number
Number

RUNYON SERIES
Mayfair Sells to Three
THREE additional stations have
purchased Mayfair Transcription
Co. (Hollywood) half -hour comedy
series The Damon Runyon Theatre. Stations include KFI Los
Angeles; KGO San Francisco;
KGA Spokane, Wash. Sponsors are
Chemicals Inc., San Francisco
(Vano liquid starch) on KFI; Leo
J. Meyberg Co., same city (Norge

291176
280
AGENCY
Buchanan & Co.
Kudner Agency
BBDO Assoc.
Wesley

Seven

new

• ••at

a

planes

completed

cost

$4.30!

of

Victor Bennet
Compton Adv.
Olian Adv.
Doherty Adv.
Schwimmer & Scott
Benton & Bowles
Compton Adv.
William Hart Adier
Robert
Assoc. W. Orr
Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co.
Young & Rubicam
Twing Altman Co.
Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co. Agency
Kudner
Buchanan & Co.
Hershon-Garfield
BBDO
Needham,
& Brorby Louis
J. W. Thompson

New planes can't fly without control cable, and this manufacturer needed
some — fast. He got it the same way he regularly gets many supplies and
parts — by Air Express. The cable was ordered in a.m., delivered to
plant same day. 500 miles, 28 lbs.-. Air Express charge only $4.30. And
plane production continued without a break.

J. W. Thompson
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Maxon inc.
Direct

p.m.
appliance distributor) on KGO;
Old National Bank of Spokane, that
city, on KGA.
Previous purchasers of the series
include KSL Salt Lake City; KOY
Phoenix; KIDO Boise, Idaho;
KGGM Albuquerque; K E R O
Bakersfield, KCRA Sacramento,
KWG Stockton, all Calif.; KORE
Eugene, KEX Portland, Oregon;
KFBB Great Falls, Mont.; KLAS
Las Vegas, Nev.; KCSJ Pueblo,
Col.; KBYR Anchorage, Alaska.

$4.30 included pick-up and delivery at no extra charge — and receipt
for shipment. All this, plus the
world's fastest shipping service.
That's Air Express — used with
profit by every business.

Shipments go on all flights of
Scheduled Airlines. Speeds up to 5
miles a minute — no waiting around.
Around-the-clock service. Direct
service to over 1,000 airport cities,
air-raU for 22,000 off-airline ofl&ces.

Facts on low Air Express rates:
22 lbs. of new fashions goes 700 miles for $4.73.
6-lb. carton of new jewelry line goes 1,000 miles for $2.24.
Same day delivery in both cases if you ship early.
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special
pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier
responsibility. Assured protection, too — valuation coverage up to $50
without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight.
For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in oil principal towns and cities

Alft EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY fXPRESS AGENCY AND THE
SCHEDULED

AIRLINES

OF

THE

U.S.

OUSE

WESTINGH
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BMB
(Continued from page 21 )
about BMB. Among those said to
have discussed the crisis were Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA president,
and Paul West, ANA president.
The NAB officials are understood
to have conferred with Mr. Feltis,
who has been a target for BMB
critics along with John Churchill,
director of research.
Three Courses
Three courses were suggested
during last week's discussion:
• Scrap the whole thing now.
• Go ahead with the March survey (for which much of the planning is complete) and then wind up
BMB.
• Put off the survey until 1950
and do a careful and complete reorganization job.
Judging by some of the comments, the third course has a good
chance of favorable action at Tuesday's meeting. The executive commit e , itis understood, would not
take any final action but would review the whole crisis and report to
the BMB board, with the separate
NAB, ANA and AAAA boards possibly taking final action.
The idea of moving NAB's board
meeting to New York would give
the directors a chance to confer
with all parties involved in the tripartite project. Claim has been
made by critics of BMB that the
NAB board in November whipped
up a violent set of suggestions for
BMB's guidance but that the ideas
were softened on reconsideration
and two emissaries sent to later
BMB committee and board meetings with instructions to lay the
facts on the table.
BMB officials have argued that
the NAB delegates presented a
series of technical suggestions and
that all of them were accepted and
steps undertaken to put them into
operation.
Feltis Answers Article
Statements in the article "BMB
on Carpet," in the Jan. 3 Broadcasting contain a number of errors of fact, according to Hugh
Feltis, BMB president. The article
summarized views of broadcasters
who are critical of BMB. Excerpts
from Mr. Feltis' reply to specific
points follow:
1. A weak spot in BMB would
be revealed if the bureau would
open its books to show the list of
paying subscribers.
"BMB's list of paying subscribers
is not only open, it is publicized.
The summer issue of the BMB
Quarterly, distributed to all U.S.
stations, listed every subscriber as
of June 30, 1948, the end of the
fiscal year. On Dec. 14 and 29 we
issued press releases listing the
additional subscribers since July 1."
2. . . . Pressures have been applied to encourage stations to join
(BMB).
"All selling may be regarded as
a form of pressure and we have
tried to sell subscriptions. Our
efforts have been directed and approved by the board of directors
and BMB committees, on which

broadcasters are represented. At
its November meeting the NAB
board itself recommended that
NAB undertake a sales and promotional campaign to enlist 1,000
3. How much money has been
subscribers."
received to date?
"BMB's receipts are no secret.
In September 1947 every subscriber received a financial report. Each
month a detailed financial statereceiptsto and
tures ment
is showing
submitted
the expend^'finance
and executive committees, which
include four broadcaster representatives. Judge Miller, president
of NAB, is a member of our execucommittee."
^. tive
What
has been done with the
money, including expense accounts,
travel, entertainment, personnel
salaries?
"All these and many other expenditures are enumerated in the
monthly financial statements submitted to the finance and executive
5. What stations were paying
committees."
members as of Dec. 31, 19^8?
"The published lists . . . were
paying subscribers with the exception of 36 stations, which have
6. What is the status of the
resigned."
BMB tax case? What attorneys
have been hired? How much have
they been paid?
"The employment of Root, Ballantine, Harlan, Bushby & Palmer
as tax counsel was publicized and
sent direct to every U. S. radio
station, the NAB board and NAB
officials; also to AAAA and ANA.
Previously
the bureau's
ters had been
handled tax
firstmatby
NAB's own tax counsel, Alvord &
Alvord and then by BMB's general counsel, John Griffin. The
status of the tax case and payments to tax counsel are matters
of record, known to our finance
and executive committees."
7. 7s BMB actually diverting millions ofnational advertising dollars
to other media?
"All our evidence is to the effect
that BMB has increased the use
of radio. Many instances can be
8. . . . (NAB members) resent
the BMB board's implication that
cited."

all association members should
subscribe.
"BMB believes that all broadcasters, NAB members as well as
others, should subscribe to BMB,
not because they are NAB members, but for the value of BMB
to .them
broadcasters."
9. . .asPersistent
refusal to heed
individual complaints by stations.
"BMB admits it has not always
given as prompt attention to complaints as might have been desired, but all have been handled
sooner or later. Our actions must
be in accordance with policies established by our committees and
10. (BMB) revamped figures afthe ter
board."
sufficient pressure was brought
to "BMB
force adidcareful
re-check.
not change
any of its
figures for any station. Our figures
represent what listeners told us. We
do recognize that the figures call
for interpretation in the light of
signal availability and have created
an engineering advisory committee
to 11.
study
problem." (minimum)
. . .the
Once-a-week
listening (requirement) enabled
stations to claim audiences in vast
areas where they actually have
few or no regular listeners.
"It was the stations (not the advertisers or agencies^ who insisted
on a once-a-week minimum. Many
feared that their claimed audience
areas would be reduced if a greater
frequency
minimum audience
were used."
12. Exaggerated
area
claims made possible by the oncea - week - minimum standards are
credited with inducing agencies
and advertisers to buy fewer stations than they need to reach desired audiences, leading to the
diversion of millions of dollars to
other media.
"Advertisers and agencies recognized the thinness of once-a
week from the start. That is why
many of them use cut-off points of
50% or 25 % penetration in considering stations. Average daily
audience in study No. 2 will provide data on more frequent listening. BMB makes possible the
more effective and efficient use of
13. BMB critics are still seeth
ing over the battery of agency ex
ecutives thrown at them by Hugh
radio."

WHB
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INSERTS
KFI-TV Plans Use

PRACTICE of inserting commercials in feature length pictures telecast by KFI-TV Los Angeles was
announced last week by William B.
Ryan, general manager.
Films are stopped or cut at
breaks, Mr. Ryan explained, thereby permitting smooth insertion of
the commercial. First buyer of this
idea is Victory Packing Co., Los
Angeles pet food manufacturer,
through J. C. Stevens Co., Hollywood advertising agency.
Feltis at NAB district meetings.
"Advertiser and agency executives of the calibre that appeared
at these meetings do not permit
themselves to be thrown, at people.
Nor do the NAB district directors.
BMB was invited to participate
at each dis^trict meeting."
14-- More subtle pressures are
applied, with BMB using NAB
membership as a weapon to induce
subscribing.
"BMB haswant
no their
weapons.
subscribers
fellow Some
NAB
members to subscribe in order to
reduce the cost to themselves and
to make the BMB reports more
complete, thus more useful to timebuyers, thus more valuable to subscribers.
"The letter from Joseph Allen of
Bristol-Myers, is presented as
though it had been inspired by
BMB. Had the critics queried
Mr. Allen they would have found
that this is not the case. He is
not the kind of a man who would
permit himself to be used as a
tool by BMB or any other organization. BMB did not inspire or
Suggest the letter.
• "Mr. Allen has informed me that
Jl Bristol-Myers, as an advertiser,
feels justified in asking any medium for information which it feels
it needs."
15. Desire for a complete BMB
• audit.
"BMB's books are audited annually by Ernst & Ernst. Copies
of the complete audit are sent to

all members of the finance and
executive committees. A condensed
report of examination, prepared by
Ernst & Ernst, is sent to and is
reviewed by the board."
16. A recent BMB brochure is
a costly promotion piece rather
than a reference document.
"We have received scores of
requests for additional copies and
many comments on the booklet.
Only one broadcaster has commented adversely. Many commented favorably. The manner of
presentation was unanimously approved by the Users Service Com"Above and beyond the individmittee."
ual points,"
Mr. inFeltis
should
be borne
mind said,
that "it
as
a cooperative association BMB acts
only by instruction from or with
the advice of its board and committees. And the BMB board
members are elected by the three
member associations, NAB, AAAA
and ANA."

FITZGIBBONS PLAN
Under TBA Scrutiny
PROPOSAL of an industry-wide
tax on video receiver manufacturers will be a major topic of discussion by the board of Television
Broadcasters Assn. at its next
meeting, to be held Jan. 18 in New
York. Proceeds from the tax, proposed by L. 0. Fitzgibbons, commercial manager of WOC Davenport, Iowa, would be spent for set
advertising via television programs
[Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
TBA has circulated the proposal
to its manufacturer members asking for their opinions of the plan
to aid the board in its considerations. Meeting will also discuss the
Detroit ban on video ownership for
residents of low-cost public housing
projects [Broadcasting, Jan. 3]
and whether or not it is a proper
matter for TBA action.

Congress
(Continued from page 24)
communications. Both were referred to the House Ways and
Means Committee.
H.R. 207 to repeal the tax on
certain telegraph, telephone radio
and cable facilities was sired by
Rep. Gordon L. McDonough (RCalif.) on Jan. 3.
Rep. James H. Morrison CDLa.) on Jan. 5 introduced the
measure he had indicated [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1948] he would
propose. His bill, H.R. 879 would
repeal the 25% tax on telephone
and telegraph tolls, a large portion of which is passed on to the
radio industry through higher
rates.
TOM HARMON, KFI Los Angeles
sports director, has been signed for
role as sports announcer in forthcoming Universal - International movie,
"Baby Makes Three."

^^^^^
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Coaxial Opening
(Contimxed from page 30)

'GO

Gala

LDE

Plans

to be aired on NBC-TV, Thursday,
10-10:30 p.m.
A PARADE of network stars and
CBS did not have the list of pro- industry officials will be brought to
grams which were going to be put more television homes than ever
on the cable for simultaneous
before in history in one telecast at
broadcasting in the East and Midthe pooled "Golden Spike" broadcast
west completed by the week end, ceremonies
signalling the opening
but had tentatively scheduled:
of
the
Bell
System's
East and MidToast of the Town (Emerson
west coaxial cable tomorrow.
Eadio Corp.), Sunday, 9-10 p.m.,
The program will be telecast to
14 cities over 32 stations and will
on alternate weeks (when NBC's
Philco Playhouse is not utilizing
be on the air from 9:30 to 11 p.m.
the cable) ; Arthur Godfrey and
It will be presented with splitHis Friends (Liggett & Myers To- second timing, with the first 30
bacco Co.), Wednesday, 8-9 p.m.;
minutes formal ceremonies and the
The Goldbergs, Friday, 8-8:30 p.m., next 60 minutes top network stars.
and two Monday through Friday
It will open with a roll-call of
programs. Lucky Pup, 6:30-6:45
cities partitcipating. A montage
p.m., and News With Doug Ed- film of the cities joined will be
wards, 7:30-7:45 p.m.
shown. They are: New York, PhilDuMont network programs to be
adelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
fed over the cable covering East Richmond, Boston, Pittsburgh, Chiand DuMont Midwest networks
cago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Toledo,
will include: Original Amateur
Detroit, Cleveland, and Buffalo.
Hour, Sunday, 7-8 p.m. (P. LorilTom Shirley, Bell System anlard Co.) ; Small Fry, Monday
through Friday, 6-6:30 p.m. (coop) ;Russ Hodges, 6:45-7 p.m.; Du- all factors.
Mont Show, Tuesday, Thursday, 9"The time which was made available to WPIX falls far short of
9:30 p.m. (Allen B. DuMont Labs) ;
Friday Night Frolic, Friday, 8-9 that which would be necessary to
p.m. (Admiral Radio Co.).
develop a rounded service to other
stations. The time made available
ABC line-up of video programs
to be fed to the Midwest via the conflicts in several instances with
cable includes: Singing Lady, Sun- WPIX local sports coverage which
day, 6:30-7 p.m. (Kellogg Co.); we wish to carry for our New York
Hollywood Screen Test, Sunday, 8- audience.
"The AT&T Co. have been most
8:30 p.m., and Actors' Studio, Sunconsiderate of our requests but the
day, 8:30-9 p.m., on alternate
weeks; Gay Nineties Revue, Tues- small amount of usable time made
day, 9:30-10 p.m.; Club Seven, available calls for a minimum line
Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m.; Quizzing
charge far in excess of the value
of the actual usable time.
the News, Thursdays, 10:30-11
p.m.; Earl Wrightson Show, ^Fri"WPIX, as we have frequently
day, 9:30-9:45 p.m.; Critics at stated, is primarily a local station.
Large, Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m.
We are determined to concentrate
Statement by F. M. Flynn, pres- on serving a New York audience,
and until coaxial cable time is
ident of WPIX New York: "WPIX,
the New York News television sta- available which will fit into our
tion, has advised the AT&T Co.
plans, we will forego servthat it is withdrawing all requests program
ice to other stations. It is our befor time on the western coaxial
lief that the restricted amount of
cable for the first quarter of 1949. time now available is not worth the
"Our decision to abandon, at time and money necessary to depresent, any plan to feed programs
velop programs for other stations.
to WGN-TV and other stations on At a later date we are confident
the western coaxial cable was made that there will be ample time availonly after careful consideration of
able for the needs of all stations."

nouncer, will speak briefly on the
new cable and then the program
will swing to Washington, D. C,
where Wayne Coy, FCC chairman,
will speak for two minutes from
the Wardman Park Hotel. He will
be followed by'a ten-minute film
KE
from I
New
York, "The Story of
P
S
Network
Television," a production
of AT&'T's Long Lines Division,
especially made for the event.
Leroy A. Wilson, president of
AT&T, in a one-minute talk will
then officially turn over the coaxial
facilities to the networks, and the
presidents of the four participating
networks will respond, each taking
one and a half minutes in this order : Allen B. DuMont, WABD and
DuMont Labs; Niles Trammell,
NBC; Frank Stanton, CBS, and
Mark Woods, ABC. They will be
followed by one and a half minute greetings by Mayor William
O'Dwyer of New York and Martin
Kennelly of Chicago, speaking from
the respective terminals of the
cable.
At 10 o'clock the entertainment
segment of the inaugural will
start, CBS leading off with Arthur
Godfrey, who will be supported by
singers Janette Davis and Bill
Lawrence and the Archie Bleyer
Orchestra. Puppetteers and Douglas Edwards, newscaster, will
round out the 15-minute CBS segment.
DuMont's quarter-hour period
will follow, with Ted Steele, vocalist-pianist, leading his 16-piece orchestra.
NBC will take the third quarterhour period, presenting Milton
Berle, who has received the highest
ratings in television or radio. He
will be assisted by other members
of the Texaco Star Theatre troupe.
ABC will swing to Chicago for
its entertainment presentation
bringing to audiences the mystery
drama. Stand by for Crime. Before the dramatization, Marc ConABC's
Studio, nolly,
willnarrator
speakoffrom
New Actors'
York,
introducing the Chicago show to
eastern viewers.
Chicago Plans
No special parties of Chicago
televiewers have been planned for
Tuesday night, but preparations
are under way by the Chicago
Radio Management Club for a
turnout of 400 at a special luncheon
Wednesday noon in the Red Lacquer Room of the Palmer House
when NBC-TV will salute the club
from New York and Washington.
Special
guests
be NBC's
Charles R.
Denny,will
executive
vice
president, and Carleton Smith,
television director.
The program, 1:30-2 p.m. CST,
will feature outdoor camera views
of Rockefeller Center, St. Patrick's
Cathedral, and other famous New
York buildings as well as man-onthe-street interviews by announcer
Ben Grauer.
From Washington,
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views of the Capitol and interviews with Illinois Congressmen
will be presented.
Without fanfare, WNBQ, key
Midwest outlet for NBC television,
will convert from its experimental
operations of the past three months
to a fulltime commercial basis
Wednesday. In addition to WNBQ
and WENR-TV (ABC), the only
other Chicago station whose viewers will benefit from the joined
cables is WGN-TV, the Chicago
Tribune station.

WABD

(TV) PROMOTES

Passman, Rayel Named
CHANGES in title and function
of two staff members of WABD
(TV) New York were announced
last week by Leonard Hole, general manager of the DuMont television key station.
Roy Passman becomes WABD
operations manager and Jack Rayel
becomes daytime program manager.
Mr. Passman, formerly of CBS
and the Washington office of the
Cowles Broadcasting Co., is responsible for the organization and
distribution of program and operations schedules and will assist
Mr. Hole in the administration of
all station operations.
Mr. Rayel is directly responsible
for the presentation of all programs aired from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri., reporting to Tony Kraber, WABD's program manager.
He joined DuMont in May 1948,
and in July became assistant to
James Caddigan, director of prothe DuMont netgramming forreleased
work, who has
Mr. Rayel
for his new assignment.
JAMIESON
Promoted at DuMont
ROBERT JAMIESON, operations
manager of WABD New York,
DuMont television network's key
outlet, has been promoted to network traffic manager. The appoint- <i
ment, announced last week by
Lawrence Phillips, director of the
network, is effective immediately.
Mr. Jamieson will be in charge
of ordering all network facilities,
routing traffic to DuMont's affiliated, and owned-and-operated stations, and will keep network stations advised of future traffic
commitments.

WINZ
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SUBSCRIBE
Rescind
mm
COMR. PAUL A. WALKER ruled
last week that FCC should "revoke" its order revoking the permit for WTVJ (TV) Miami and
should approve the proposed transfer of the station to Wolf son-Meyer
Theatre Enterprises [Broadcasting, Aug. 2].
His ruling came in an initial decision which is subject to approval
of the Commission. Comr. Walker
presided in the hearing on both the
revocation and transfer questions
in late October [Broadcasting,
Nov. 1].
The Commission's original revocation order, held up pending a
hearing and final decision, was
based on alleged concealment and
misrepresentation of ownership
and financial affairs. At that time
FCC charged that Robert J. Venn,
an 11-year veteran of broadcasting
who was listed as president and
66% owner of the company, had
relinquished control to WolfsonMeyer Theatre Enterprises (Wometco).
On the basis of the hearing,
Comr. Walker
concluded that
~
AP to Start
TV C
Negotiating
S
A
NEGOTIATIONS with ASCAP
for video licenses are expected to
start this week, according to Robert
P. Myers, NBC assistant general
attorney and head of the television
subcommittee of the NAB Music
Advisory Committee.
ASCAP has secured video licensing rights from the required
80% of both writers and publishers
(figured on a royalty basis) and
so is now in a position to begin
negotiations with the teleeasters.
Definitions of terms used in the
rights given ASCAP by its members— costumes, scenery and the
like — is the first order of business,
Mr. Myers said.
The extension of the ASCAP
contracts with sound broadcasters
through 1959 [Broadcasting, Jan.
3] does not cover television, which
is to be separately licensed.

"neither Wometco nor Venn acted
prudently in this matter," but that
he didn't regard the evidence as
requiring affirmation of the revocation order. Further, he said, Wometco is qualified to become operator of WTVJ. The station had
been slated to go on the air within
a short time when the revocation
order was issued.
The WTVJ permittee, Southern
Radio & Television Equipment Co.,
originally was owned 66% by Mr.
Venn; 32% by Edward N. Claughton, and 2% by Edward J. Nelson,
attorney. Later Mr. Claughton decided to withdraw. Comr. Walker
found three basic questions to be
answered:
1. Did it become misrepresentation
when Southern Radio failed to open a
bank account and deposit Mr. Claughton's checks as represented in the
application?
2. When Mr. Claughton indicated his
desire to withdraw from the company,
was this actually a corporate and financial change which should have been
reported to the Commission?
3. Did Southern Radio actually relinquish control to Wometco at any time?
The first question was answered
"no" by Comr. Walker. He said
the Southern Radio application was
filed in good faith and that "the
fact that later events brought about
changes in fiscal plans does not
render deceitful or intentionally
misleading those plans first contemplated."
To the second question, the Commissioner replied that the "changed
circumstance" should have been reported. But he found no evidence
of deliberate concealment and said
he did not consider Southern Radio
to be "so remiss" as to warrant
revocation.
Close Relationship
As to the third question Mr.
Walker said "the relationship of
Southern and Wometco . . . was
closer than that which ordinarily
exists between lender and borrower or a proposed transferor and
tansferee." But he found no reason
to believe that there was any actual
transfer of control to Wometco.
The application for transfer to
Wometco was filed last April. The

Another BMI "Pin Up" HitPublished by Melody Lane
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transfer is to be accomplished by
simple stock subscription. Wometco subscribes to all 1,000 shares of
Class A $9.50 par common stock
while the 333 shares of Class B $1
par common stock are to be held
by Mr. Venn; Mitchell Wolf son,
president of Wometco, and Mrs.
Wolf son; and Sidney Meyer, Wometco vice president, and Mrs.
Meyer. Class A stockholders (Wometco) must lend $200 per share to
the corporation, repayable after 20
years with no interest payable during the first three years.
Wometco owns and operates a
number of motion picture theatres
and affiliated enterprises in the
greater Miami area and also owns
20% of WMIE Miami, of which
Mr. Venn has been general manager.
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EXECS
N-E Names 8 to Ownership
NEWELL -EMMETT Co., New
York, promoted eight executives
into ownership of the company
Jan. 1 in recognition of "long and
effective" service.
They are: James F. Kiley, controller, who has been with the
agency since 1919; Edward F.
Molyneux, art department manager, who also joined the agency
in 1919; G. Everett-Hoyt, executive, associated since 1923; Gerald
W. Tasker, research director, with
the company since 1925; Russell
K. Jones, executive since 1929;
Robert R. Newell, copy department
manager, who joined in 1933; Earl
H. Ellis, executive, with the firm
since 1938, and Newman F. McEvoy, media department manager,
with the agency since 1928.
Mr. McEvoy has handled timebuying for a variety of active advertisers since 1930. Accounts included Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield) and Pepsi Cola, for which
he was chief timebuyer. He is
credited with putting that company's famous 15-second jingle on
a number of U.S. stations. In January 1947 he was named president
of Media Men's Assn., New York.
The advertising agency has been
broadening the base of its ownership from within the organization
since its establishment in 1919.
SAR

Talks

TV

Rights

MEMBERS of the Society of Authors Representatives, composed of
literary and dramatist agents, met
last Wednesday afternoon to discuss and swap information on the
various aspects of television rights
for the properties they represent.
The meeting resolved to take the
matter up with the Dramatists
Guild the latter part of next week.
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Skouras, Smithy Jett, Hubbell Speak
R
INA
SEM
REC
dicted. He warned, however, that using NBC's sound broadcasting in the next 18 months to two years.
"TELEVISION, with the aid of
motion pictures and radio, will if "some gadget should come along facilities. The remaining 40% of . . . But television cannot be considered solely as a challenge to the
reach the heights of success and which would permit a toll for en- the commercial schedule has been status quo.
t
e
r
t
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
i
n
homes,
that
might
purchased by current NBC adverprosperity and service to mantisers, but with new money, not
"Within the next decade televichange the whole form of this enkind," Spyros Skouras, president,
sion will not only create a number
from their NBC sound appropria20th Century-Fox Film Corp., told tertainment."
of new millionaires but will also bethe Dec. 30 meeting of the Radio
Carleton D. Smith, NBC director tions.
"For the first time since before
Executives Club of New York
of television operations, cited
come a prime mover of the economy. Television will pave the way
[Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
video's "overwhelming acceptance
the war," he continued, "we are enfor
the
development and marketing
tering
a
period
of
intense
competi"We are dealing with no midget by viewers and advertisers alike" —
of
new
consumer goods, electronic
tion
for
the
consumer's
dollar
and
marvel of the moment," Mr. the best indication of it's "coming
and otherwise, which may run to as
Skouras declared. "We have on
much
as an additional $2 billion
annually.
our hands a 'mighty giant and until it is fully grown and developed
Discussing the present freeze on
it will plague us and upset us and
applications for TV stations and
give us many headaches." But
the problems confronting attempts
when the developmental period is
to add UHF channels to the presover, he predicted that "the zenith
ent VHF frequencies for TV operin entertainment will be reached."
ation, Mr. Hubbell said:
Impact Will Be Felt
"FCC policy respecting opening
Pointing out that "there is no
of the UHF channels for m^ore telequestion that the motion picture invision stations should be resolved
dustry and radio will feel the imbefore next summer, but only prepact of this growth of television
and that there will have to be an
liminary steps can be taken by industry to get going on them. A few
adjustment period," Mr. Skouras
more experimental transmitters
continued: "I see no basis whatsomay go on the air, but the number
ever for those who cry panic and
At the REC seminar (I to r) are Messrs. Hubbell, Jett, Pryor and Skouras.
of UHF receivers next year will
darkly predict that it will mean the
be infinitesimal.
eventual destruction of the motion
the backlog of consumer demand is
Favored Positions
of age during 1948."
picture industry and radio.
TV programs,
he said,
"have
gar- beginning to evaporate.
"The
simple
fact is the occupants
nered fantastically
high
ratings
"On the contrary, in my opinion,
"The television manufacturing
television will give to the motion
and the advertising impact is ter- industry itself, will do much to of the 12 VHF channels (numbers
picture industry its greatest im13) are in favored posirific," such as the Texaco Star The- create new demand and will un- 2 through
tions. These channels are to telepetus since the advent of sound."
atre's regular ratings of 80 and
doubtedly
give
employment
to
hunvision what the clear channels and
dreds of thousands.
He foresaw "a whole new tech- sponsor identification in the 90's.
nique, a whole new world of
the better placed regional channels
"More
important,
perhaps,
may
Many New to TV
are to AM radio.
achievement, an entirely changed
television's contribution to the
Pointing to NBC's current 30 TV be
setting and a vastly larger audi- network
"Late comers using UHF chaneconomy of the nation, for its very
advertisers as compared
ence. When between 15 and 20
nels in areas already served by
will stimulate the movemillion television sets will be in use to the 9 it had a year ago, Mr. existence
Channel 2 through 13 stations will
ment
of
billions
of
dollars
worth
of
in homes and television theatres
have the same commercial obstacles
Smith said: "At NBC, we have
been particularly pleased with the merchandise and services.
to overcome that local and daytime
will be in common use, then the mo"Television will create new ad- AM stations, and nearly all FM
fact -that many of the advertisers,
tion pictures, radio and television
vertising money by speeding up the
now buying the network, are new to
will be one."
television.
stations, have had to meet."
movement of goods from the manuMr. Skouras envisaged chains of
E. K. Jett, vice president and difacturer to the consumer and will
"Of
the
hours
per
week
sold
on
rector of radio for the Baltimore
3,000 or more theatres receiving
be an invaluable aid in improving
the NBC television network, more
Sunpapers
(WMAR-TV) , predicted
simultaneously "the finest in mohas been bought by ad- the efficiency of the distribution
"there will be at least 85,000 TV,
tion pictures, operas, plays, sports than 60%. vertisers
machinery
of
the
nation.
who
are
not
currently
along with current events of great
than 100,000 FM re"Television in 1949, and in the and more
ceivers in the Baltimore area by
import" and reproducing them by
years to come, will offer an un- the end of 1949. This means that
large-screen television for millions
Lesavoy, Barnes Wed
equalled opportunity for large and there will be about one receiver in
of theatre patrons across the land.
small advertisers, alike. It is a every three or four families. What
These wire transmitted video pro- HOWARD G. BARNES, radio and
grams, two or three hours long un- television director of Dorland Inc., new opportunity
in a new medium."
will this do to AM broadcasting?"
A Challenge
In answering this question, the
New Yoi-k, is to be married to Joan
like
radio's
half-hour
units,
will
be
shown for a week on the same
Lesavoy, on Sunday, Jan. 9, at the
Richard W. Hubbell, head of former FCC commissioner quoted
St. Regis hotel in New York.
a statement by FCC Chairman
hookup, three times a day, he preRichard W. Hubbell & Assoc., teleWayne Coy in which Mr. Coy stated
vision management consultants, de- that "a broadcaster who buries his
clared that with the influx of new
head in the sand and who doesn't
money into television "the domi- think that television is going to
nance of the standard radio broad- take a large portion of his audience
caster in television is being chal- and a large portion of the adverlenged.
tising dollars is just deluding him"Some of the most impressive
Citing the tremendous growth of
new television projects," he said,
"have been organized by men who the television industry, Mr. Jett referred to a recent Dept. of Comhave made their millions in the oil
over ^^^.^
merce report that "the greatest
business, in the cattle business, in
growth in a year of any American
the
hotel
business,
in
motion
pic0
\
\
ture distribution, in show business,
self."
in publishing and in diversified
manufacturing enterprises.
"The influx of new money typiSTAMFORD,' CONN.
fied by these people," Mr. Hubbell
"The
Gateway
New England"
predicted, "will bring about an
ABC toAHiliote
ownership and management revoluRepretentative. J. P McKINNEY & SON
tion in the broadcasting industry
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industry was chalked up by the
■manufacturers of television receivers.

FCC Revamping
(Continued from page 21 )

"At the very bottom of the
graph," Mr. Jett continued, "was a
bar for radio production. One of
the reports . . . maintained that the
demand for video sets was 1,000%
greater than for the AM receivers."
A lot of people want to know why
the Sunpapers dropped its construction permit to build a new AM
station, Mr. Jett stated. "Let me
say at the outset that we do not
think AM is a dead duck . . ."
however, ". . . this is not a good
time to create a ninth AM facility
in the Baltimore area.

man, objected to the use of only
two divisions, and to the limitations on the activities of the chairman, who he felt would become a
"ceremonial figurehead" under the
bill.
At that time Mr. Denny said the
Commission was considering a
three-division system with four
members on each division and the
chairman sitting on all three as
"a connecting link" [Broadcasting,
June 23, 1947].
A draft order which would have
accomplished the general objectives outlined by Mr. Denny was
subsequently presented by the Commission to Sen. Wallace- H. White
Jr. (R-Me.), then chairman of
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee and author
of the White Bill [Broadcasting,
July 21].
The FCC never put this order
into elfect, however, and after
Mr. Denny's departure from the
Commission at the end of October 1947 the plan was put
aside temporarily.
A revised version of the White
Bill late in 1947 provided for enlargement of the Commission to
nine members and separation into
three three-man divisions. But
within a short time this was
changed again to provide for continuation of a seven-man Commission and to provide for only
two panels: One for broadcast
matters and one for common carriers and safety and special services. The White Bill, although
ultimately reported out of Committee, died with the expiration
of the 80th Congress.

". . . While we were looking for
a new AM transmitting site," Mr.
Jett said, ". . . the FCC released
one of its useful economics reports.
. . . Maryland and Delaware were
combined in one table which showed
that in 1946 the total AM revenue
of all stations was $4,249,535 and
total broadcast expenses were $2,764,609. Average broadcast income from the 11 stations then on
the air was $134,993. This caused
us to wonder what the average income might be if the 53 stations
now authorized, including three
television stations, were placed in
operation in these two states . . ."
"We gave back our AM construction permit," Mr. Jett concluded,
"because centrate
. . on.TV
we and
preferred
to conFM and
not
establish a third facility at this
particular time."
NAB ELECTIONS

Board Ballots Mailed Today
BALLOTS for nominations to fill
16 vacancies on the NAB board
will be mailed today (Jan. 10) to
member stations by Ernst & Ernst, p n rnrMPU
New York accountants. The eight Ij. 0. rKtNun
directors-at-large are to be nomiJoins Transit Radio
nated along with directors for eight
of the nine odd-numbered districts.
NAB districts elect directors in CARLIN S. FRENCH resigned his
as general manager of
odd and even-numbered years for position
radio for Lorenzen and Thompson,
two-year terms.
31 to accept an
District 9 (111., Wis. in part) last Chicago, on Dec.
appointment
t
o
August reelected Charles C. Caley,
the national adWMBD Peoria, 111., at the district
vertising sales
meeting after mail nominations.
staff of Transit
Radio, Richard C.
Crisler, TR's executive vice presiHOME
OF
dent, announced.
Mr. French,
CAMEL
who joined the
CIGARETTES
representativ e
firm in 1947, will
Mr. French
WAIR is located just a few blocks
enter Transit Rafrom the great R. J. Reynolds
dio's Chicago office at 35 E. Wacker
Tobacco Company . . . one of sevDrive today (Jan. 10) to assist
eral major industries contributing
Frank E. Pellegrin, national adverto Winston - Salem's perpetual
prosperity. WAIR is the favorite
tising sales manager. As national
station of this easily-sold mass
advertising representative, Mr.
market.
French will also serve as consultant

WAIR
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representatives: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
BROADCASTING

to FM stations conducting negotiations with his fii-m.
For ten years he was owner-operator of WTMV East St. Louis, 111.,
and is presently a partner in WATO
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and a stockholder in KXEO Mexico, Miss.
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FCC

Asks SCOTUS
For Reversal

'WJR that
DECISION'
DECLARING
administrative agencies otherwise will be saddled with
"a serious burden," FCC last week asked the Supreme Court to review
the now-famed "WJR decision" of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia [Broadcasting, Oct. 11].
THE WJR decision held that
the Commission must accord a Counsel Benedict P. Cottone,
hearing to any station . which
argued
:
The effect
of the decision ... is to
claims it would be harmed by the
create a rigorous and universally applicable
requirement
that the FCC and
grant of a pending application —
other administrative agencies afford
even if the alleged "harm" is inter- each and every petitioner before them
argument on questions of law
ference outside the s' ation's nor- oral
raised by their petitions, even though
mally protected contour.
the pleadings neither state facts nor
The decision upheld WJR De- raise any substantial questions of law
which, even when viewed in the most
troit's appeal from a grant issued favorable
light, would make favorable
for a new daytime station at Tar- action on the petitions appropriate.
... To afford administrative agencies
boro,
N. C, on-WJR's 760 kc clear and courts no leeway or discretion
channel.
whatever to make summary disposition
pleadings that are insubstantial or
FCC filed its request for Su- of
frivolous
wouJd
impose a serious
burden on the
administration
of judicial
preme Court review through So- and quasi-iudicial
agencies. The large
licitor General Philip B. Perlman.
of business
the trirequires thatprocessed
certain bypleadings
The Court may grant or deny the volume bunals
be handled wlthovt the formality of
petition, as it wishes. But in gov- oral argument . . .
ernment circles it was believed
The lower court was split 3-to-2
that a review may be granted.
on the question of whether a hearFCC contends the efi'ect of the
ing is required every time. Jusruling would extend also to the
tices Harold M. Stephens, Bennett
courts.
Champ
Wilbur ofK. some
MilIt would, the petition asserted,
ler heldClark,
that and
a hearing
"substantially limit the manner in sort is necessary whenever there is
which administrative agencies and a claim of damage, while Justices
courts may carry on their func- E. Barrett Prettyman and Henry
tions without conflict with the Due J. Edgerton dissented on grounds
Process Clause of the Fifth Amendthat the Commission should be allowed to decide for itself whether
The petition, signed by Solicitor allegations
rant hearing.are sufficient to warGeneral Perlman and FCC General
ment."
An Excerpt
from a
letter to
Chief
Station
Cleveland's

BILL O'NEIL, President

IWJW
850 KC
BASIC
CLEVELAND
ABC Network
5000 Watts
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
January IQ, 1949
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Blackburn-Hamilton Inc., radio and
newspaper brokers.
Details of the applications filed
with FCC:
N. C.M.
— ^Assignment
ofWEGO
license Concord,
from Wayne
Nelson to
The Concord Tribune Inc. for $50,000.
Mr. Nelson is licensee of WAYN Rockingham, N. C, and 75% owner WWNF
Fayetteville, N. C. Purchaser is publisher of daily "Tribune" there and is
owned as follows: A. W. Huckle, president-treasurer 60.71%;6.43%;
John C.
hardt, vice president
his Barnwife,
Helen M. Barnhardt, 10.3%; Zack L.
Roberts, vice president 9.77%; E. Ray
King, vice
treasurer
4.37%,
and president-assistant
Ray Hull, editor of
paper,
director 0.14%. There are four other
stockholders.
WGTC Greenville, N. C. — Assignment
of license
J. J. White
tr/as Carolina
Greenvillefrom
Broadcasting
Co. to
Broadcasting System Inc. for $60,000.
Mr. White wishes to retire from radio
because of failing health, he told FCC.
Carolina Broadcasting is permittee of
new AM station there assigned 1270 kc,
1 kw, day, and would drop that permit
if transfer is approved. Firm would
seek to improve assignment of WGTC.
Carolina Broadcasting is headed by Earl
Westbrook, president and 29.95% owner.
WGTC
time. is assigned 1490 kc, 250 w, full-

NBS
CLOCK
In 'Higher' Bands
THE CHIEF BENEFITS which television and radio will receive from
the National Bureau of Standards' new super-accurate atomic clock
[Broadcasting, Jan. 3] probably will be in the "higher" frequencies,
above 1,000 mc, NBS authorities indicated last week.
It can be used as a frequency conbillion "or even 10 billion," NBS
trol at upper ranges where quartz officials
declared.
crystals begin to lose their effecThey
said
its potentialities for
tiveness. Thus, by the exactness
frequency
control
were such that
of its control, it will permit narit would "make possible the perrower guard bands and consequentmanent establishment of radio
ly more efficient use of the spectrum
channels on such an exact basis
than would be possible otherwise.
that tuning could be made as autoFrequencies in this range, NBS
matic as the dialing of a telephone
noted, are used by television relays,
radar, and microwave equipment in
number."
general.
Observers, after the first demonstration last Thursday, were inclined to doubt that the clock would STATION SALES
fulfill all the hopes engendered by
Three Ask FCC Approval
the Bureau's early announcement
SALES
of WVOS Liberty, N. Y., JETT TO SPEAK
that the
"will stations
permit
more
radiodevelopment
and television
WGTC Greenville, N. C. and
At CBS TV Clinic Opening
in the now over-crowded radio spec- WEGO Concord, N. C. for prices
, totaling approximately $190^000
FACILITIES and programming
were reported last Week.
Has Limitations
for a well-rounded televitrum."
Formal applications covering the necessary
NBS spokesmen doubted that the
sion service in a metropolitan area
acquisition
of
WEGO
by
the
Conclock would be of particular value
cord Tribune for |5 0,000 and of will be outlined by E. K. Jett, vice
to broadcasters in the spectrum
president and radio director of
WGTC by Carolina Broadcasting
range where quartz crystals effec- System for |60,000 were filed with Baltimore Sunpapers (WMAR-TV)
and former FCC commissioner, at
tively control frequencies.
FCC for approval.
opening session of the three-day
However, there was growing beNegotiations for the sale of the
CBS television clinic Jan. 21, 22, 23
lief that, by providing more exact WVOS
Arthur C. Kyle Jr. to in New York.
control than do the quartz crystals, Harry G.byBorwick
and Seymour D.
J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS vice
the clock could permit synchronizaLubin for approximately $80,000
president and director of television
tion of co-channel television sta- were understood to have been comoperations, said the purpose of the
tions without use of wire-lines
pleted. The application for Comclinic is to afford executives of the
[Broadcasting, Jan. 3], thus remission approval will be prepared
250 stations represented a chance
ducing interference at perhaps less and filed shortly.
get acquainted with every facet
cost. Standards Bureau officials esMr. Borwick, former chief of the to
timated the atomic clock could be
of video planning, construction and
Washington bureau of the N. Y.
built commercially for "a few Journal of Commerce and news
operation.
Every available hotel room with
analyst on WINX Washington, and television
thousand dollars."
accommodations in New
The clock was hailed as a standMr. Lubin, a New York attorney,
York
has
been
reserved for the visard of frequency and time which
also acquired from Mr. Kyle twoiting
executives.
On-the-scene obthirds
interest
in
the
Evening
"promises to surpass by one or two
actual operations in
orders of magnitude the accuracy
News of Sullivan County and the the new CBSservation oftelevision
studios also
of the present primary standard,
Sunday News-Republican, both of is on the schedule, as is the study
Monticello,
N.
Y.,
for
a
price
rethe rotating earth." It has a potential accuracy of one part in a
ported at 1150,000. Mr. Kyle re- of remote telecasts of WCBS-TV,
tains one-third interest in the WPIX (TV) New York, WCAU-TV
papers. He will continue to be as- Philadelphia and WMAR-TV.
sociated with the station (1240 kc,
Following the three-day session,
RESUMES
50 kw
250 w) although full ownership is key CBS-TV executives will hold
KRLD Using Temporary Unit acquired by Messrs. Borwick and additional days open for consultation with station officials on their
Lubin. Negotiations for sale of the
KRLD, 50 kw CBS outlet for Dallas
properties were handled through individual plans.
and Fort Worth which has been
operating with 10 kw since its
transmitter towers collapsed last
month, was due to be back to the
full power daytime about Jan. 13,
using a temporary 300-foot replacement unit. Damage was estimated
FRIENDS
at about §70,000.
First sections of the temporary
"To make a friend, you must be one."
tower from Blaw-Knox, Pittsburgh,
arrived in Dallas Jan. 3. Two 475Twenty years of service to farmers in
foot permanent replacements are
Kansas and adjoining states have
being built by the same company
made us their friend.
for KRLD, with delivery expected
about mid-March.
In the meantime, KRLD will
use 10 kw nighttime, while KRLDFM (essentially duplication of AM
programs) will be off the air. Since
ThEVDicE/z/Kansas
the accident, an emergency antenna
has been strung between two 50WIBW
//7 TOREK
A
foot telephone poles.
BROADCASTING
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UNSTOPPABLE
Wilmotte Cites TV Demand
TELEVISION "has taken hold of
the public" and nothing is going
to stop the demand for it. Investors represent the initial force
to satisfy that demand — and where
there is demand and investors
there are profits.
These were among the opinions
expressed by Raymond M. Wilmotte, president of Raymond M.
Wilmotte Inc., consulting engineers
in radio and electronics, Washington, D. C, in a talk before the New
York Society of Security Analysts
Jan. 5 in New York.
After reviewing current engineering and technical problems in
television, Mr. Wilmotte pointed
out that there is "little hope" of
providing nation-wide video service
comparable to AM service with TV
limited to its present 12 channels.
Continuance of this limitation
is not likely, he said. "In fact,"
he added, "there are very good
prospects that good service will
become possible in the still unopened ultra-high frequency band
where over 60 channels are waiting to be used."
"Only officially proposed system
to open up this band that seems
economical," said Mr. Wilmotte,
"is Polycasting — a method of using
a lot of low-powered stations instead of a single large one." Commenting that the system still has
to be proven in an actual installation, he said it has an important
advantage with respect to amount
of capital' required. The service
signal provided can be designed
to fit the shape of the area to be
served, and increased service area
is obtained by adding stations in
the new areas to be opened.

MERGER

AGVA Resisting Efforts
Of Talent Groups

CONSIDERABLE resistance against the proposed merger of talent
unions has been forming in the American Guild of Variety Artists, it was
learned last week.
AGVA was invited to become a party to the blending of Actors Equity,
Chorus Equity, American Guild of
Musical Artists and of the Ameriwould be uniform and would recan Federation of Radio Artists
quire no further dues than are
last month [Broadcasting, Dec.
presently
by members to the
20, 1948]. All are members of the respective paid
or branches to
parent Associated Actors and which they guilds
belong.
Artistes of America.
Leadership in the proposed merThe invitation to AGVA, alger has been taken by AFRA. It
though made known in the press has reached the stage where the
somewhere in midmonth, actually national governing boards of the
was not received at the AGVA
four unions involved must approve
office in New York until the end of
plans made by a joint merger comthe month, it was said.
mittee.
AGVA's national board will have
The Screen Actors Guild, anto decide what to do about the inviother 4A member, has agreed to
tation. Since there is no meeting become a partner of the organiza-l
of the board scheduled, the whole tion formed by merger for the pur-j
matter of accepting or rejecting pose of dividing television jurisdicthe invitation appears to be left
tion [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1948].
in the air.
There is some sentiment in the
union that if the merger is effected
SUIT
it may be challenged by AGVA on MOTOROLA
constitutional grounds — that the
merger is not legal under the basic
Termspresident
It 'Spite'
ROSS Siragusa
SIRAGUSA,
of
law of the 4A's.
the Admiral Corp., charged
Thinking along this line in
AGVA takes the course that the Wednesday that Motorola's recent
merger is only a partial blending, suit against Admiral is a "spite
suit" occasioned by his company's
since many units of the 4A's are successful entrance into the low
not participating and that there- price television field. He branded
fore the partial merging, in effect,
in the suit as completely
constitutes action against those allegations
unfounded.
not included.
Motorola, in its complaint,
charged Admiral with infringeFearful of 'Scheme'
ment of its television patents.
The unit forces in AGVA look
upon the proposed merger as primarily ascheme to divide up tele- GODFREY SHOWS
vision jurisdiction and they are
fearful it my exclude many actors
Adds New CBS-TV Program
in the 4A unions not included in the
A
NEW hour-long weekly Arthur
merger.
Godfrey variety show will begin
Case Re-elected
They would prefer to see either
NELSON CASE, who ran unopa complete blending of all the 4A Wednesday on CBS television network, 8-9 p. m., titled Arthur Godposed for re-election as president of unions, or, if television jurisdicfrey and his Friends. Sponsor will
tion is at present the real problem, be Liggett
AFRA's New York local, received
& Myers Tobacco Co.
532 votes, highest of all candidates.
that the video question not be ap- for Chesterfields.
Also elected and their tallies: Vice
portioned among the various comWith the addition of the new
presidents — Karl Swenson 437, Ben
ponent
of the 4A's but be
Grauer 434, Virginia Payne 257, instead heldunions
by the 4A office itself. show, the Godfrey schedule now
Kenneth Banghart 312, and Chuck
This would^ mean, it is said, that lines up as follows: CBS — The Arthur Godfrey Show 10:30-11:30
Goldstein 299; Treasurer — Dan
the 4A's would issue a television
Seymour 381; Recording Secretary
card and, it is the hope of the a. m. Mondays through Fridays;
—Ted Osbom 366.
AGVA members, that this card CBS and CBS-TY— Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts, 8:30-9 p. m.
Mondays; CBS-TY— Arthur Godfrey and his Friends 8-9 p. m.
Wednesdays.
The new program will be proby Margaret
"Mug"
MEMPHIS
son.ducedJack
Carney and
Paul RichardNickell
will direct.

i0,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Inglis to NAB
DR. RUTH A. INGLIS, on leave
from U. of Washington until October, joined the NAB headquarters staff last week as editorial assistant to President Justin Miller
[Broadcasting, Dec. 13]. Miss
Inglis is associate professor of sociology at the university and is
author of Freedom of the Movies,
part of the Hutchins Commission
on Freedom of the Press.
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FCC
should
abandon
its controverRE
sion and that legislation be enof Itthis
sial Blue Book and abide by law
acted to rectify the errors it had
was country
concludedshall
by hear'."
the committee that the act represented the
books [Closed Circuit, Jan. 3], detected and to meet the changing
needs of the industry.
"misuse of powers far beyond those
Congress has been advised.
the Commission by ConThat suggestion accompanied a
Congressional attention was di- given to
gress and inconsistent with the
recommendation of a House Select
rected to the conception of the Blue
constitutional
limitations under
Committee Jan. 1 to the new 81st Book and "the training and philsoCongress that legislation be enacted
which Congress acted."
phies of some of its progenitors."
"Because the FCC power to liguaranteeing that radio remain as
Conception
of
Blue
Book
cense and periodically renew lifree as the press.
censes is literally the power of life
"The Commission," the report
The report's free radio theme
said, "hired Charles Arthur Siep- and death, the broadcasters must
brought sharply back in focus for mann,
be sensitive to even the slightest
who was born in England
the industry platforms adopted on
and educated there, was for 12 implication on the part of the Comthat subject at the 1940 and 1948
mission. Former FCC Chairman
years employed by the governDemocratic National Conventions.
ment owned and controlled British
Fly, who was chairman when the
In radio circles, after the new ConBroadcasting Corp. and was, for. a Blue Book was conceived, once
gress convened last Monday, inter- time, its director of program plan- amusingly spoke of this situation
est was centered on what action the
ning. . . .
as The
'regulation
by raised
legislative body would take to fulCommission
was eyebrow'."
described
". . . the employment of a man
fill its convention pledges.
experienced
in
controlling
proas
an
example
of
the
"usurpation
The unanimous report, sharply
of the judicial power in that poligrams from a government ownercritical of the FCC's operations
cies of the Commission which acship viewpoint, in the preparation
and policies, reflected bipartisan
tually regulate broadcasters are
thinking. It was signed by Rep. of the 'Blue Book' supports the not appealable
in the courts, and
premise that such employment was
Forest A. Hai-ness (R-Ind.), comthe Commission, by the simple exmittee chairman defeated in the a deliberate step toward governpedient of deciding cases upon
ment control of radio. It further
recent elections, and Reps. Leonard
grounds
other than those which
supports
the
charges
that
the
report
W. Hall (R-N.Y.), Charles H. Elfrom every angle, re- would permit appeal, can prevent
ston (R-Ohio), J. Percy Priest (D- 'considered
veals alack of faith in the Ameritheir policies from ever being reTenn.), and Oren Harris (D-Ark.).
can system of free radio and a
The committee recommended that
Congress was urged to "give furan appropriate committee be ap- desire to impose artificial and arbiviewed."
trary controls over what the people
ther and minute study" to the quespointed to investigate the Commistion of regulation by the FCC.
Legislation, if needed, should be
spelled outof sothethat
it "will
leave no
. . . and
can
she
cook!
question
intent
of Congress
that radio must remain free as the
press and the violation of the acts
See What HOOPER Says
of Congress and the First Amendment of the Constitution in this reYes sir, WSGN is that certain
party for you if your Northern
gard will no longer
be tolerated,"
the committee
reported.
Alabama sales need perking or
stitching! Does she have charm? j
Used as Excuse?
The May-September Hooper
It was the opinion of the comsays WSGN has 18 out of the ,
mittee that FCC was without
30 top-rated shows; ten times \
as good as Station A with 3
S
power and authority to promulout of 30 and five times as
gate and issue the Blue Book and
good as Station B with 6 out
that it is being used as the basis
and excuse for regulation by the
of 30. WSGN's top-rated periods were: Morn., 8, Aft., 4,
Commission, directly and indiEve., 6.
rectly, of radio program content at
stations.
The FCC's accounting department, with its 125 employes, was
described by the committee as the
weakest department in the Commis ion. Itwas weak, the committee said, in the sense of ability to
perform its functions correctly.
In the cases and documents examined by Frank T. Bow, general
counsel, and his staff of investigators, there was "widespread ambiguity and misleading information making it impossible to reconcile any of the
financial
statements,
the applicant's
report stated.
The probe committee termed the
economic branch and division as
"the crowning blight" of the accounting department. They pointed
out that this branch was headed by
Dallas Smythe, who resigned from
FCC on June 30 just as the Select
Committee was beginning its investigation.
No one at FCC, committee members said, had been able to give a
strong reason for the existence of
this branch of the accounting de-
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partment, which makes studies of
"economic trends and economic impact of radio and related industries upon the public." All the data
needed by FCC can be obtained
without cost, the report stated.
The law department was labelled
by the committee as the "Goliath
among the departments exercising
power and influence far above and
beyond
ability the
and report
merits." con"We its
found,"
tinued, ".. . that the legal division
of the FCC almost invariably
writes an opinion for the Commission without previous consultation
with the various Commissioners."
In structure, functions and personnel the committee found little to
criticize in the engineering department.
Grants to Edward Lamb for
WTVN(TV) Columbus, Ohio,
WTRT(FM) Toledo, Ohio, WEEL
(FM) Erie, Pa., WICU(TV) Erie,
Pa., and WTOD Toledo, Ohio, were
cited
by ...
the Committee
as "an
example
of the failure
of
proper investigation by the Comor disregard
of evidence."
It was mission
felt
by th^ committee
that
FCC had also failed to sufficiently
investigate before granting facilities to The Cooperative Broadcasting Assn., now operating WCFM
(FM) in Washington, D. C.
Their report included data taken
from the Committee on Un-American Activities on organizations
claiming as members Herbert S.
Wood and Mrs. Charles Putnam,
one-time officers of the licensee.
A comprehensive file of material
on its investigation of communications in Puerto Rico was presented
by the committee. The committee believes that the entry of the
government station into the competitive field does pose a serious
question in relation to the private
interests.
It was the recommendation of
the committee that Congress enact laws to protect private broadcasters from competition by government stations of agencies or
subdivisions of government.
IN

LOS

ANGELES

Direct to the 1,130,000 "SPECIALIZED
GROUP" within the Los Angeles Market.

6 RESPONSIVE AUDIENCES
IN ADDITION TO 3 MILLION
ENGLISH SPEAKING LISTENERS
5000
WATTS
KOWL
Owned and OptratadCLEAR
by
CHANNEL
ART CROGHAN & GENE AUTRY
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post-war

Designed
to excel

in.. .

• performance

• reliability

• efficiency

• economy

• accessibility

convenience

The Collins 20T gives its owners every advantage of

complete and independent

the latest developments and refinements in high fidel-

plug-in oscillators. One oscillator can be unplugged

ity one kilowatt AM

transmitter design. Thorough

engineering and fine components

assure a long life

of dependable operation.
Vertical chassis construction and careful arrangement provide quick accessibility to all parts and wiring. All tubes are easily reached from the front.
Adjustments

are made, and the meters read, from

control panel. A switch gives selection of either of two

FOR

RADIO

COMPANY,

Cedar

1 1 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
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controlled

for servicing while the other carries on.

The 20T requires only 4.75 kw of power at 100%
modulation at 85% power factor. The entire transmitter uses only nine different tube types, including
rectifiers and voltage regulators ; thus a minimum

of

spares need be stocked.

one convenient position before the exciter cabinet

COLLINS

and removed

temperature

Today's competition on the airwaves can't be met
with obsolete or obsolescent equipment. Ask us for
more information about the modern 20T.

HIGH

PERFORMANCE, IT'S.,

Rapids,

Iowa
458 S. Spring St., Los Angeles 13, Calif
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BOUND
... to keepof a BROADCASTING
full six months'
issues
snugly together, instantly available for reference and research. Binders are 9V2" wide;
13" high. Sturdy blue leathercloth, stamped in silver with
the BROADCASTING - Telecasting signature. Kivar lining,
canvas joints, constructed to
last for years.

BOUND
... to keep you from scampering about for lost issues; to
keep magazines from being
torn or frayed. Magazines are
held intact ready to snap open
for a long reading or a quick
glance. Efficient looking for
your reception room; smart
looking for your library or
desk.

^^^^

neereastern distri,ct field
engisouth
for
form, er
JIM
ralHONElec
tric
GeneLAW
has joined
n, Ga., as technicalTON
WMAZ viser.
Maco
He succeeds
FRED DEN adwho now operates WIVY Jacksonville,
Fla.
JOHN BATTISON, ABC allocations
engineer, has been elected senior
member of Institute of Radio Engineers. Mr. Battison has been member
since 1946.
JAMES D. MARTYN, formerly of
KRHO Honlulu, State Dept. international broadcast station, has joined
WFIL-FM Philadelphia.
ADDITION of two engineers and
transfer of three persons to television
engineeringnounced department
have Division,
been anat NBC Central

Chicago: JOHN H. CASHMAN. maintenance, and GEORGE C. WILSON,
studio, join AM staff, replacing WILFRED PRATHER and HUEL POWELL, TV engineer transfers; RICHARD FISCHER is working as student
on WNBQ transmitter staff.
KYW Philadelphia has completed construction of two new 465-foot towers
in suburban Whitemarsh. New antenna system will be put in operation
after completion of tests. Station has
recently put in operation a 245-foot
tower atop Mid-City Architect's Bldg.,
576 feet above street, for its KYWFM.
LEROY BREMMER, formerly with
KHUM Eureka, Calif., has joined engineering staff of KRSC-TV Seattle,
Wash.

BOUND
... to keep all those BROADCASTING special features at
your fingertips . . . the continuing studies of radio markets,
"Telestafus" reports. Telecasting
sections, AM and TV showsheets
and all those other unduplicated and exclusive BROADCASTING features. Number is
limited. Tear out the coupon
and mail today, please.
HOLDS

6

ISSUES!
MONTHS'

$5 ea.

NATIONAL

PRESS BUILDING

SEND FOR

Broadcasting Magazine
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Gent/emen:
Enclosed please find □ cfceck
□ money order □ bill me for
□to: binders to be sent direct
NAME
FIRM

YOURS
TODAY!
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ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

WFMF INCREASE
Field's FM Sfafion to 33 kw
MARSHALL FIELD'S Chicago
FM station, WFMF, on Jan. 1
began broadcasting with 33,000 w,
almost double its previous power.
Studios and transmitting site are
located on the 38th floor of the
Carbide and Carbon Bldg., where
offices of its AM affiliate, WJJD,
are also housed. Programming is
not duplicated.
Exclusive FM programs include
two hours of educational broadcasts daily by the Chicago Board
of Education for use in schoolrooms, Felix Borowsky's Concert
Hour, a daily United Nations report from its headquarters, and
Chicago White Sox night baseball
games. Station operates on sevenday schedule, 1-10:30 p.m. CST, on
100.3 mc.
WEAV Ups Power
WEAV, ABC affiliate at Plattsburg,
N. Y., began operating from its new
transmitter and with increased
power Dec. 29. The station, formerly on 1340 kc with 250 w, is
now on 960 kc with 1 kw. It is
licensed for f ulltime operation to
Plattsburg Broadcasting Corp.
George F. Bissell is president and
general manager. Collins equipment is used in the new transmitter, located on Lake Shore Road
south of Plattsburg.

SCRANTON
FM
Two Open Christmas
TWO new FM stations in Scranton,
Pa., started operation at noon on
Christmas Day. They are WQANFM, owned by The Scranton Times,
and WGBI-FM, owned by Scranton
Broadcasters Inc. Transmitters of
the stations are located on Bald
Mount, only 370 feet apart.
WQAN-FM is on Channel 222
(92.3 mc) with 1.8 kw. John P.
McGoldrick is manager and chief
engineer; Robert R. Flanagan, program director; James Pettinato,
supervisor of operations; William
Houston and Robert Barritt, engineers; Anthony Martell, Eugene
Feeney, Hugh Connor and William
Badger, announcers. The station
is using temporary studio and office
quarters in the Times building,
pendingtional floor
construction
of an addion the building.
Madge A. Megargee, vice president of Scranton Broadcasters, and
her brother Frank E. Megargee offlciated at the WGBI-FM opening.
The station is on Channel 267
(101.3 mc) with 1.8 kw. Kenneth
R. Cooke is chief engineer.
Both stations have AM operations.

'TutntakU

Assalesr for
of staLOWN, anddirecto
C. relations
BERT tion
sociated Program Service, division of Muzak
Corp., New York,
has been elected a
Vice president of
parent organithe
zation.
FREDERIC W. ZIV
Co., Cincinnati,
has announced that
WHOS Decatur,
Ala., and WKUL
Cullman, Ala., have
purchased
Mr. Lown
its shows five
each.of
Also announced
was KBYR Anchorage, Alaska's, purchase of six programs; sale of five additional packages to KLTI Longview,
Tex., and six shows to WREX Duluth,
Minn.

What's the
LATEST WORD
in MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDERS for the
BROADCAST STATION?
An amazing new instrumanf that doubles
yourcosts
playing
time, Write
cuts recording
in half!
today
for technical literature.

Amplifier Corp. or America
398-33 Broadway. New York 13, N. Y.
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On

All Accounts

(Continued from page 10)
front page notice in local newspapers and Walt admits that he
was the fair-haired boy of the
agency for some time after.
Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Assn., Glendale, Calif., offered
Walt the post of director of public
relations in 1936 and he continued
in that capacity for the next four
years. During that time he arranged many a special events
broadcast from the famed memorial park. Included was the annual Easter Community Sunrise
Service broadcast.
Walt set up his own Los Angeles advertising agency in 1940. But
shortly thereafter World War II
showed its ugly face and he closed
shop to join government service.
On June 15, 1942, he was made
administrative officer of the recruiting and manning organization
of the War Shipping Adm. Setting
up shipping facilities as the Army
moved along, assignments took him
to all battlefields of the war.
When shortage of radio operators occurred during the war, Mr.
Neill also established a training
school in Glasgow for American
youths living in the British Isles.
And during that time he also lectured on radio advertising at Eton
College.
With war's end, back to Los
Angeles he went, and for the next
12 months took a much needed
rest. He re-joined Forest Lawn
Memorial Park Assn. as vice president and director of public relations in November 1946. Walt
shifted to his present position with
Ruthrauff and Ryan, in March
1948.
The Neills — she is the former
Lois Wendell of Long Beach, Calif,
^have been married since Aug. 7,
1946, and make their home in Outpost Estates section of Hollywood.
He is a member of the Hollywood
■Advertising Club and Jonathan
Club.
If plans work out Walt hopes
sometime to join Count Byron de
Prorok, noted archeologist, in an
expedition across the Sahara Desert to the Nile in search of a lost
City of Gold. Walt wants to tape
record the expedition for broadcast
NBC AFFILIATE

in this country. And for a sponsor
too.
If horseback riding and sailing
are hobbies, Walt says, then those
are his.

WKDN

Now in Operation
WKDN

Camden, N. J., is now operating on 800 kc with 1 kw daytime. South Jersey Broadcasting
Co. is the permittee for the station
which took the air Oct. 31.
President and general manager
of the new outlet is Ranulf Compton with F. J. Compton vice president. WKDN's program director

The new WKDN Camden studio
and tra/nsmitter building.
* * *
is Edwin W. Tucker and the commercial manager is Phillip Adams.
Roger S. Whitlock is chief engineer.
Studios and transmitter are at
Fairview in Camden. Designated
Radio Park, the property also contains a 260 foot transmission
tower.
President and treasurer of South
Jersey Broadcasting Co. is Mr.
Compton who holds 77% interest.
His wife, Florence J. Compton, is
vice president and holds 20%
while Mortimer Hendrickson is
secretary and 3% owner.

Duffy-Motl" Campaign
LARGEST prune juice advertising campaign ever conducted will
get under way in January, H. E.
Meinhold, vice president of DuffyMott (Sunsweet prune juice) announced. Mr. Meinhold said that
radio, large class magazines, general weeklies and trade papers will
be employed. Young & Rubicam,
New York, is the agency handling
the account. Radio plans will most
likely include a spot announcement
campaign.
CBC

ORLANDO
FLORIDA
1000 WATTS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nrt. Rap.. WEED i CO.. N.w Y.ric
JROADCASTING

CAMDEN

to Meet

THE JANUARY meeting of the
board of governors of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is to be held at
Montreal, Jan. 20-22. No agenda
has been announced as yet, but it
is expected that some discussion on
television may develop in connection with conversations now going
on towards joint operation of TV
stations by CBC and private interests at Montreal and Toronto.
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KARV Arizona Radio and Television
Inc., Mesa, Ariz. — Granted request for
cancellation of standard station license
and deletion of call letters KARV.
E. D. Rivers, Area of Valdosta, Ga. —
Granted license
WRTM.
^
ipickup
.areinstatement of CP which
for newauthorized
remote

of the FCC
Actions
DECEMBER 31 to JANUARY 6
cond.-conditional
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
CP-construction permit
DA-directional antenna
irr' • ^u*
mod.-modification
JN -night
ERP-effective radiated power
trans.-transmitter
al
aur-aur
link
tter
ransmi
udio-t
STL-st
unl.-unlimited hours
er vis-visual t
amplifi
'
<-.<-i 1 ynclir
;„ionous
f.ni'Trioo
oiifhnri7:sit.inn
amp.-s
svnch.
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization

Granted liWCOS Columbia, S. C—
January 3 Applications . . .
cense covering changes in groundtem. ^ , sysACCEPTED FOR FILING
liry, Vt.— Granted
Waterbu
WDEVcense covering
AM— 1330 kc
install.
change in hours,
t
applican
of
name
change
and
DA-DN
Havre de Grace, Md.— CP to Lloyd E. Squier.
WASA
kc, in1600w kcto to1 1330
from 500
change crease
OrNew
Inc.,
Services
WDSUleans, Bcstg.
kw, operatfrom
license and CP for
La.— Granted
ing D.
new exp. TV relay W5XAI.
License for CP
KDYL KDYL-FM Salt Lake CityWEAV Plattsburgh, N. Y.— License Granted mod. license and CP to change
to cover CP change frequency, increase name to Intermountain Bcstg. and
power etc.
Television Corp. Same for KDYL-TV
KINE KingsviUe, Xex. — License to W7XXG W6XIS KALO.
cover CP new AM station and specify
WCVA Culpeper, Va.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, and
studio site as 295 E. King St.
studio
locations, and change type trans.
Modification of CP
WOXF Oxford, N. C— Granted mod.
CP
for
approval of ant. and trans,
KMAC San Antonio, Tex.— Mod. CP
location, and specify studio location.
change
frequency,
increase power
for
extension
of completion
date. etc.
WWPA Williamsport, Pa. — Granted
KVOL-FM Lafayette, Ind.— Mod. CP mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans,
new FM station for extension of com- location.
pletion date.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
KROC-FM Rochester, Minn. — Same.
WVKO Columbus, Ohio— Same.
shown: WRRN Warren, Ohio, to 6-30new* 49; WNBQ Chicago, to 7-20-49; KLEETex. — Mod.
KUHF Houston,
l FM CPstation
cial educationa
noncommer
TV Houston, Tex., to 4-1-49; KTTV
for extension of completion date.
Angeles, to 6-30-49; WBAL-TV
KPIX San Francisco— Mod. CP new Los
to 3-21-49;
KPIX Chicago,
San Fran-to
commercial TV station for extension of Baltimore,
cisco, to 3-31-49;
WENR-TV
7-31-49.
completion date.
KLEE-TV Houston, Tex. — Same.
WHAM install
Rochester,
N. Y.—
Granted
license
old main
trans,
for
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.— Same.
aux.
License Renewal
KSLM instateSalem,
Ore.—
Granted
CP
reCP to make changes in vertical
Applications for renewal of license
were filed by following FM stations: ant. and to change trans, and studio
location.
WDRC-FM Hartford, Conn.; WMLL
Evansville, Ind.; WMOT Pittsburgh;
Philco Television Bcstg. Corp., PhilaWNDB-FM Daytona Beach, Fla.;
delphia and New York— Granted CP to
WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.
change
Sherron MetalUc Corp., Brooklyn, stations frequency
to 1360-1380 ofandportable-mobile
1400-1420 mc;
N. Y.— Application filed for renewal of change trans, location, and change
emission to A3, A5 and special for FM
experimental license for W2XDK.
for W3XPD W3XPE W3XPK W3XPH
TENDERED FOR FILING
WIOXPA.
AM— 1270 kc
KLCN Blytheville, Ark.— Granted CP
trans, location.
WMBH Joplin, Mo.— CP change from change
KNEXCP McPherson,
— Granted
1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1270 kc 1 kw-D
mod.
to mount FMKan.ant.
on AM
500 w-N DA-N.
tower
and change
trans.mod.
' CPs
CP to Reinstate
Following
were type
granted
extension of completion dates as
KYLE Intermountain Bcstg. Co., Ala- for
shown: KEIO Pocatello, Ida., to 1-31mogordo,
N. M.—1230CP kcto250reinstate
new AM station
w unl. CP 49; KTBS Shreveport, La., to 4-28-49;
WAGE Syracuse, N. Y., to 3-6-49;
Assignment of License
WSUA
Bloomington,
Ind., toand6-15-49.
KRST-FM
Rose Capital
Bcstg.
WEGO Concord, N. C. — Assignment
of license from Wayne M. Nelson to Co., Tyler, Tex. — Granted request to
The Concord Tribune.
tion.
relinquish cond. grant for new FM staModification of CP
KXL-FM KXL Bcstrs., Portland, Ore.
WHKC Columbus, Ohio— Mod. CP to — Granted request to cancel CP for
new FM station.
make changes in DA-N.
WDOD Bcstg. Corp., Chattanooga,
Tenn.— Granted CP new STL WQHU.
January 4 Decisions . . .
Following were granted mod. CPs
BY THE SECRETARY
for extension of completion dates as
WMTR
Morristown,
N.
J.—
Granted
shown:
KGO-FM San Francisco, to 3license for new standard station 1250 31-49; WLRD
Miami Beach, to 2-28-49;
kc 500 w D.
WCBC-FM Des Moines, to 12-1-49.

or

a

better-than-ever BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

,000 w AM
50,000
w
105.1
1390 KC
105 ^ MC
WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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FM

liGranted 1600
g, Pa.— station
WKIM forKittannin
new standard
kc 1 kwcense D.
Mass. — Granted
Lawrence,
WLAWchanges
in DA and to mount FM
license
ant. on No. 2 tower.
KFSBstandard
Joplin,station
Mo. — Granted
license
new
and to change
5 kwkw-N
1
kc
1310
location;
studio
LS DA unl.
KSD St. Louis — Granted license increase power, install, new trans, etc.
WGTC-FM Greenville Broadcasting
Co.,
Greenville,
C— Granted for
request
to cancel CP andN.modifications
new
FM station.
KGBC Galveston— Granted CP install
aux. trans, at present location of main
trans.
WCLO new
Janesville,
CP
install
vertical Wis.—
ant. Granted
and mount
new FM ant. on AM tower.
WDBO Orlando — Granted mod. CP to
make changes in ant.
Murray,
CPKMUR
to change
type Utah—
trans. Granted mod.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension, of completion dates as
shown: KNOB Long Beach, Calif., to
4-22-49; WFLN-FM Philadelphia, to
3-10-49; KOH Reno, Nev., to 6-30-49.
WHOM install
Jerseyold City,
J.— for
Granted
license
main N.trans,
aux.
KELK
Elko,
Nev.
—
Granted
new standard station 1340 kc 250 license
w unl.
KIBHcense newSeward,
listandardAlaska
station— Granted
and change
studio location.
Merrill,
Wis.—730Granted
newWLON
standard
station
kc 1 kwlicense
D.
KCLO
Leavenworth,
Kan.
—
Granted
license new standard station and
change studio location; 1410 kc 500 w D.
WIBX Utica, N. Y.— Granted license
change frequency, increase power, etc.
WGST Atlanta, Ga. — Granted mod.
license to change name to Board of
Regents,
of Georgia,
For and University
On BehalfSystem
of The
Georgia
Institute of Technology.
WFLB Fayetteville, N. C— Granted
request for cancellation of CP to make
changes
in vertical
ant.
on AM
tower. ant. and mount FM
WCLT Newark, Ohio — Granted mod.
CP change type trans.
Following were granted mod CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown:
Philadelphia,
10-49 onWJMJ-FM
cond. that
constructionto be7completed or an interim operation provided by that date; KSDO-FM San
Diego, Calif., to 4-13-49; KXYZ-FM
Houston, Tex., to 6-15-49; WSLB-FM
Ogdensburg, N. Y., to 1-19-49; WCOLFM Columbus, Ohio, to 4-22-49; WEOLFM Elyria, Ohio, to 3-16-49; WCBT
Roanoke Rapids, N. C, to 3-20-49.
WGBR-FM
N. C— Granted license forGoldsboro,
new FM station;
Chan.
227 (93.3 mc), ERP 35 kw, antenna
height above average terrain 360 ft.
WESC-FM
Greenville,
S. C.360
— Same
Chan.
223 (92.5
mc), 12 kw,
ft. —
WCED-FM
DuBois,
Pa.
—
Same
—
Chan.
271 (102.1 mc), 9.5 kw, 660 ft.
WIST
Charlotte,
N.
C—
Same—
Chan.
284 (104.7 mc), 50 kw, 390 ft.
WCTC-FM
New
Brunswick,
N.
—
Same— Chan. 252 (98.3 mc), 1 kw, 110J.ft.
KCRC-FM
Enid,
Okla.—
Same—
Chan.
274 (102.7 mc), 5.2 kw, 230 ft.
WKST-FM
Newmc),
Castle,
Chan.
266 (101.1
3 kw,Pa.—
340 Sameft.
WHBC-FM
Canton,
Ohio
—
Chan. 231 (94.1 mc), 25 kw, 390 Same
ft. —
WSON-FM Henderson, Ky.— SameChan. 258 (99.5 mc), 20 kw, 400 ft.
WROL-FM
Tenn.535
— Same
Chan.
247 (97.3Knoxville,
mc), 76 kw,
ft. —
WDRC-FM
Hartford,
Conn.
—
Same
—
Chan. 229 (93.7 mc), 7 kw, 750 ft.
KSKY-FM Dallas, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 3-23-49.
3-28-49.
WGAZ
Charleston, W. Va.— Same to
WGL-FM Farnsworth Television &
Radio Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.— Grantedtionrequest
CP and modificafor newto FMcancel
station.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
to 7-6-49;
shown: WXHR Boston,
Mass., toMo.,4-18-to
River,
WSAR-FM
49- KFVS-FMFallCape
Girardeau,
3- 25-49; WNAC-FM Boston, to 4-1-49;
to 3-20-49;
WCFC Beckley, W. Va.,
Mich., N.to Y.,3-15-to
WKBZ-FM
49; WJJL-FMMuskegon,
Niagara Falls,
4- 27-49;WDOD-FM
WCAC Anderson,
S. C, Tenn.,
to 331-49;
Chattanooga,
3-1-49.
to 2-15-49; WPOE Elizabeth, N. J., to
(Continued on page 85)

MUNDT

ADVISES
Increase 'Voice' Outlay
"A MINIMUM" appropriation of
$50 million for each of the next six
America"
shortwave
broadcasts
other
"Voice ofand
covering
years,
State Dept. informational activities, was urged by Sen.-Elect
Karl E. Mundt (R-S.D.) as a
means of averting war, "or worse,
the loss of freedom without war."
Addressing the Speech Assn. of
America convention Dec. 29 in
Washington's Statler Hotel, Sen.
ac"Voice" and
that while essential
Mundt said
tivities are absolutely
are being done effectively with certain qualifications, the present pro^ '
gram is "tremendously inadequate." He recommended the $50
million annual appropriation be
the "Voice"
laetween
equally
splitother
and
overseas
activities.
Present budget is in the neighborhood
of $12 million.
Dr. Victor M. Hunt, acting associate chief, International Broadcasting Division, shared the speaker's
platform with Sen. Mundt. He outlined "Voice" aims and objectives
abroad, and added that mail response in November alone was testimony to the "Voice's" effectiveness.

'VOA'

IMPACT

Other Means Denied U. S.
"VOICE

OF AMERICA" programming remains practically the
only remaining method for U. S.
distribution of news behind the
Iron Curtain, George V. Allen, Assistant Secretary of State for public affairs, asserted upon his recent
return to the U. S. from Europe.
The State Dept. official spent six
weeks at the UNESCO Conference
in Beirut, Lebanon.
According to Secretary Allen,
the use of local radio stations and
newspapers, as well as of documentary films, is denied U. S. officers
in Russian satellite countries. "But
I have encouraging evidence from
these officers of the impact of the
'Voice' and its influence on the people," he said. "We are more and
more dependent on one source of
information, the 'Voice of AmerMeanwhile U. S. Government
monitoring services disclosed that
Soviet transmitters on Dec. 29 devoted three language broadcasts —
Polish, German and Hungarian —
to attacks on the "Voice" for its
alleged slander of Soviet unions,
the Hungarian employment situation and the "Voice" interpretation
ica'."
of American living standards.
RCAJNSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
The oldest and reoognlzed as one of
the
leading
Radio Schools InRadio
America
offers
Us spedally
and
Television
technicianstrained
to the Broadcast
Industry.
(Our
graduates
have
1st
Class
Telephone License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
Address: Placement Manager
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 West 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
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DENTAL VIDEO
More

KSTP Covers Operation
TELEVISION entered the field of
dentistry last month when delegates to the Minneapolis District
Dental Society witnessed operating
room procedures via the medium.
A closed circuit channel was set up
between Fairview Hospital and the
Nicollet Hotel by technicians from
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
The image was viewed on receivers inthe ballroom of the hotel.
RCA- Victor cooperated in the venture by providing some of the
I equipment.
SIGN 56
For Polish Programs
POLISH Program Service, Passaic, N. J., has signed with 56 stations for programs, according to
John Nowak, director.
The firm transcribes programs
in Polish from English scripts submitted by the contracting stations.
Shows run from 15 to 60 minutes
! and are sold outright to the station.
WHLI

to atam±
RCA

control
KES,
HQUA
EARTand
the
are among
supply smog
water
problems being brought into a
weekly Seminar for Citizens on KFMV
(FM) Los Angeles. Each week a city
or county official takes up a different
civic problem, telling what the city is
ing it and what
doing- about
it.
can do about
in turncorrect
citizens
Christmas, 1948
AS A special Christmas broadcast
WPAM Pottsville, Pa., aired The Last
Great Hope of Earth, a part of its
regular Tone Portraits series. The
program was based on the return of
the star of Bethlehem and the second

CRUSADE
Phone Increase Fought

WHLI Hempstead (N. Y.) has
claimed another victory in its
battle with public utilities on Long
Island.
Its new triumph, the station
said, came when J. Russel Sprague,
Nassau County executive, announced his administration would
oppose increase in rates sought by
the New York Telephone Co. Mr.
Sprague's statement, said the station, followed a survey made by
Jerry Carr, WHLI's director of
news, of the phone rate proposals
and the broadcasts of his findings.
The broadcasts claimed that phone
users would be faced with increases
ranging from 13 to 81% instead of
a predicted 15%.
Earlier in the year, WHLI at:tacked the Long Island Railroad
with a documentary series, Operation Snafu. A second series of
documentaries. The Light That
Fails, dealt with the Long Island
Lighting Co.

Regional

ELAINE CARRINGTON, author of
Pepper
Family, When
a Girl
Marries Young's
and Rosemary,
radio series,
transcribed special Christmas greetings to be aired over CBS from WFTL
and WGOR-FM Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Mrs. Carrington makes her winter
home in that city. On Dec. 24 from
New York she broadcast a "live"
greeting on her Rosemary program to
CBS with special wishes to Ft. Lauderdale. Following this message WFTL
aired the transcribed greetings which
she had made,, to the CBS network.
With Mrs. Carrington is Bob Standart (I), general manager of WFTL
and WGOR-FM, and Congressman
Dwight L. Rogers.

J. McCOlLISTER
R e p r e 5 e n t o tiv e s
04705
ANGELES

Shows with a Hollywood iferitoge
SROADCASTING

brand-new
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-k Member N-A-B-

"post-ban"
Victor records!

coming of the Wise Men, this time
in the person of foreign ministers of
the U. S., Great Britain, and Russia —
each bringing gifts of uranium, plutonium and the formula for atomic
fission, rather than gold, frankincense, and myrrh. These 20th Century Wise Men sought to return these
gifts since mankind could not learn
how to live with them. WPAM reports that many listeners who tuned
into the broadcast late believed that
the Wise Men had truly returned,
SAMMY
and swamped the Pottsville telephone
company with calls.
Hello, From Everywhere
UTILIZING the telephone "beep," KAYE
WAPI Birmingham, Ala., has initiated a new program series. Titled Hello, Powder Your Face
With Sunsliine
America, program
features
"live" interviews with famous
personalities.
Careless Hands
Listeners are thus able to hear "personal" messages from all over the
U. S. Program is heard every Sunday.
RCA VICTOR 20-3321
Junior Talent Showcase
SHOWCASE for talented North Jersey
young people is object of WNJR
Newark's new program. Let's Be Happy. Each Sunday at 1:30 p.m. talented
youngsters from 5 to 14 will have
the opportunity to display their capabilities. Youngsters to appear on the
show are chosen from auditions held
by WNJR.
Musical America
TWICE a week on his 10:15 to midnight show, Al Rockwell, KRNT Des
Moines, airs transcribed telephone recordings with famous stars of the
music world. Mr. Rockwell sets up the
call dates in advance, and then makes
ROSE
the recordings to be played on his
show.theObject
is to put
"life"
into
late-evening
disc some
show which
the station recently added.
MURPHY
(The Chee-Chee Girl)
Inauguration Time
ON Jan. 5, WNLK Norwalk, Conn.,
A Little Bird Told Me
carried the inauguration ceremonies
Baby, Baby
of Gov. Chester Bowles in Hartford.
Station carried the entire program
RCA VICTOR 20-3320
from swearing in to the Governor's
and
first speech. And in addition the station made tape recordings of the InTONY
auguralthe
Ball that
eveningday.
and broadcast them
following
TODAY (Jan. 10), WWXL Peoria, 111.,
broadcast the inauguration ceremonies
MARTIN
in which Adlai Stevenson officially
Tenement Symphony
takes the gubernatorial chair. Tonight
(Jan. 10) the station will present a
half-hour broadcast direct from the
Parts 1 & 2
Inaugural Ball.
from ffie film
'Plan-A-Room'
HOMEMAKERS show, Plan-A-Room,
"Big VICTOR
Sfore"
RCA
began on WGN-TV Chicago, Jan. 4,
20-3274
with Paul R. MacAlister showing televiewers how correct planning of furniture and decoration makes homes attractive and liveable. Mr. MacAlister,
design consultant and a member of the
American Institute of Decorators, will
discuss home-planning problems each
Tuesday from 8:30 to 8:45 p.m. CST.
SALE of TV sets in Baltimore, accelerated by Christmas buying, rose
to high of 5,589 sets in December 1948.
Previous record in city was set in
October and November of last year
when 4,000 sets per month were sold.
January 10, 1949
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BAPTISTS

Investigating Giveaways'
'Moral Implications'

1^

TWO GROUPS within the Northern Baptist Convention, which has
1,600,000 members in 33 states, are beginning a joint investigation into
lllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllll
the "moral implications" of giveaway shows.
That was made known by Dr. Stanley I. Stuber, chairman of the radio
edinews
committee
of the Northern Bap- ★
former
,
BRUNER
BOB tor at WSOY Decatur, 111., and
tists, whose organization, with ties was going on in the industry,
more recently with WISH In- that of Council of Social Progress,
creating internal conflict which
dianapolis, has joined WXLW AM and headed by Donald B. Cloward, will
justified opening the Sabbath evePM Indianapolis, as news director.
ning shows for reappraisal.
undertake the inquiry. The Convention has offices in New York
JOHN GONELLA has joined WPTR
It
urged
the industry to "try to
Albany, N. Y., as news director.
City at 152 Madison Ave.
ease its apparent frenzy over dollars, soap and cigarettes, sponsors
STEVE McCORMICK, MBS presidenStressing that the radio comtial announcer, has been appointed
and advertising agencies and give
mittee
was
acting
in
the
role
of
a
news editor of
America a little peace and quiet
WOL, MBS affili- friendly critic "anxious to be as in attractive packages on Sunday
helpful as possible" to the radio
ate in Washington.
and television broadcasting busi- night, such as concert hours slanted in the direction of those milHARVEY DINKness. Dr. Stuber declared:
lions of families which will turn
INS, farm service
"These
giveaway
programs
are
director of WSJS
on their radio sets again if they
not
good
radio.
They
are
fast
lowWinston-Salem, N.
ering the standards of radio and can be assured that the investment
C, has been ap- forcing off the air programs of of time will pay good dividends."
pointed a member
On giveaway shows, committee
of North Carolina
excellent quality."
declarations were that they tended
"What are the giveaway shows
advisory committee of Farmers
"to create personal antagonisms,
doing to our people mentally, morMr. McCormick
Home Administradiscord, mental disturbances
and spiritually?" he asked. family
tion, agency of "This allyinvestigation
intends to find and are an encouragement to the
United States Department of Agri- out, and our findings will be for- practice of gambling and of exculture.
warded to radio's higher officials."
pecting something for nothing."
JIM GRANER, sportscaster, has
Dr. Stuber said that the joint
joined WJW Cleveland. He handles
Probe Planned
investigation
would include polls of
across - the - board show, Duquesne
Baptists'
viewpoints
radio. The
Announcement that an investi- polls would be made onthrough
Sports Parade, 10:30-10:45 p.m. each
the
evening.
gation would be begun followed a
church's The Layman's Newsletter,
meeting of the radio committee
JOHN THOMPSON, manager of news
Youth Newsletter and Women's
and public affairs at KNBC San FranDec. 20, at which the entire prob- News
Digest, which have a comcisco, is the father of a boy.
lem of Sunday evening programs
bined circulation of 40,000, and by
was discussed. Two resolutions
DICK SEECH has been appointed
direct letters to 7,000 pastors.
were then drafted:
farm director of WKRC and WCTS
Cincinnati, Ohio. He will be heard
1. That the radio industry give
Mon.-Sat. from 6 to 9 p.m. on his more attention on Sunday nights
own program of news and reports to
N. C. SOLONS
to "good music, creative educational
farmers.
feaures, variety programs which
Albright to Cover for FM
KENT STODDARD, formerly with
will help develop the basic institutions of American life, including
American Samoan government's radio
department, has returned to his duties
R. MAYNE ALBRIGHT, a guberas news editor of WMRN Marion,
candidate in the 1948 North
that
2. of
Thatreligion."
the moral implications of Carolina natorial
Ohio.
Democratic
primaries, has
giveaway shows be investigated.
been
signed
by
the
Dixie
FM NetLEONARD O'CONNOR, conductor of
On revamping the Sunday night
work of 15 stations to broadcast a
News on the Spot on WMAQ-NBC
schedule,
the
radio
committee
noted
Chicago, is the father of a girl, Mary
nightly report on activities of the
Margaret.
that a shift of top name personaliNorth Carolina legislature.
His broadcasts are expected to
be heard by AM as well as FM
listeners, since most of the Dixie
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
FM group members have AM affiliates and are planning to carry the
program.
Broadcasts will originate
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
from the network's affiliate in
Radio Towers
Custom-Built Equipment
Raleigh, WRAL-FM.
Erection, lighting, painting &
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
NARFD Data
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Portland 11, Oregon
STerlinc 3626
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
A COMPILATION of historical
data and records of the growth of
the National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors is under consideration by
REPRODUCER REPAIRING
Electrical Tower Service Corp
SERVICE
AM-FM-TV
the organization's historian. Herb
Plambeck, WHO Des Moines, a
Bases — Ground systems — iTonsmission
ALL MAKES-SPECIALISTS 9A & 9B
lines,
painting,
erection,
dismantling
former
NARFD president. Under
NOW-48
HOUR SERVICE
524 Hillcrest Terrace,
the
present
plan the work would
BROADCAST SERVICE CO.
Creve Coeur, III.
be divided into two volumes. One
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, 111.
334 ARCADE BLDG. ST. LOUIS \, MO.
would contain organizational history, including minutes on membership rolls, meeting dates, etc.
The other volume will have a comPhilip Merryman & Associates
Archer S. Taylor
plete record of RFD newsletters,
• HeatherdeU Koad
Consulting Radio Engineer
USDA records, Broadcasting clip• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
BOX 1479
pings, pictures, and other material.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
MISSOULA, MONTANA
Wallace Kadderly, new NARFD
RADIO CONSULTANTS
PHONE 8562
president, appointed Mr. Plambeck
to engineer the project.
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CONNECTICUT winner in "Voice of
Democracy" contest, Elaine Neagle
(I), Waterbury Catholic High School,
receives plaque from Patrick J. Goode
(r), president of Elm City Broadcasting Corp. (WNHC AM-FM-TV), New
Haven.
was Connecticut
part of a"
special Presentation
broadcast over
State Network. Participating in presentation is J. B. Fitzpatrick, vice
president of U.S. Junior Chamber of
Commerce, a co-sponsor of contest.
Connecticut stations cooperating in
contest were WNAB Bridgeport,
WATR and WBRY Waterbury, WTHT
Hartford, WTOR Torrington and
WNHC.
LOBBYING
Four Industry Men Register
FOUR MEN affiliated with the
radio industry have registered
with the 81st Congress under provisions of the Lobbying Act.
Filing reports with the Clerk of
the House were Earl H. Gammons,
CBS Washington vice president;
Don Petty, NAB general counsel:,
Francis M. (Scoop) Russell, NBC
Washington vice president, and
A. D. Willard Jr., NAB executive
vice president.
Other registrations of interest to
the radio industry and their affiliations include: Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners of America; Jack
Bryson, Motion Picture Assn. of
America; Orrin A. Burrows, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL) ; Russ Nixon,
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America ; Frank
Quigley, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., and Geraldine Shandros, American Communications
Assn.
The Air Wave Twins
J"<3
-^m

WVJS'FM

What Station
Is Known
As "The m
Tri-Statcs'
Leading
Independent?"
GERTRUDE SCANLAN,!
Radio Acct. Exec, of BBD and 0 g
knows that WVJS in OWENSBORO.g
KY., HAS THIS REPUTATION. S
Because she knows this,
THE
RAMBEAU MAN WILLI
llw Rep.
PRESENT HER WITH A FINEl
Rmbean'i

Ky. CHESTERFIELD HAM I |

Malcolm Greep, Gen'l Met. • John T. Rutledge. Com'l Mgr. f
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414

Commercial Radio
Everett L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BIDG.
KANSAS CITY,

Equip Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 1319
D. C.
LO. 8821
MO.

RAl DIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C. Santa Cruz, Cal.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D .C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703KST.. N.W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GILLE
1108 Lillian Way

BROS.
GLadstone 6178

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN

WILLIAMS

Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd. Ph. Blackhav/lc 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

BROADCASTING

iO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montelair, N.
J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Little Falls 4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, J.
Thar* is no sobstiluto for exporionc*
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

FRANK H. MclNTOSH

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STarling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

RUSSELL

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.

710 14lh St., N. W.-Metropolifan 4477
WASHINGTON, D.C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200

HERBERT L WILSON
1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
NA. 7161

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverside 361 1

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BIDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanavirha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Talevition
Allocation, Station DMign
Management Training Associates
3308 14th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
ADams 7299

(5f. 3iiier
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

ENGINEERS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

George P. Adair
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851
1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

REpublic 3984

& GARRISON

1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAMST
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.-Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
January 10, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
I am interested in manager for 250
watt AM network affiliated station in
southern market of 40,000. Affiliated
with newspaper and also has FM operation.andState
experience,
giveinreferences
income
expected
first
letter. Box 609, BROADCASTING.
Medium politan
sized
in large
city instation
central
states metroneeds
general manager, minimum age 30. Box
544, BROADCASTING.
Regional network
large needs
metropolitan city in station
central instates
combination
station
manager
manager, minimum age 30. Box sales
543,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Exceptionalperienced
sales
opportunities
exradio time
salesmen. for10,000
watt station, soon to increase power to
SO
kw, offers
selling fine
(not future
highpressure)
timehard
salesmen
with aggressive, progressive organization. Salary
commission.
appointmentand
for interview,
write For
or wire
Joseph R. Fife. Commercial Manager,
WPTR, Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany, N. Y.
Sales manager for midwestern regional
ABC station in steady conservative
market. Salary and commissions should
total $6,000 to $12,000 per year depending ontion,individual.
Write references
stating educasales experience,
and
photo. Box 629, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Opportunity to write two to
four thousand monthly at 15%. $400
draw guaranteed
60 days to age
experienced mature manfor minimum
30,
preferably with automobile, in large
Michigan
market.
Box
695,
BROADCASTING.
Local salesman for first station in city
of 125,000. Network affiliate, fulltime,
well established.
and commis-to
sion. Opportunity Salary
for advancement
administrative position. Owner has
multiple radio interests in Great Lakes
area. ence,
In answering
sales experireferences and give
education.
Box
628, BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman for rich
Pacific Coast market. 15% commission
on all sales. Single preferred. Box
603, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for salesman of
real ability and highest character offered by network station in important
Texas market. Box 571, BROADCASTING.
Mutual station major midwest market
needs experienced salesman who can
start with considerable business and
build income of $700 to $900 dollars.
Established station. Send full details,
transportation
for interview. Box 745,
BROADCASTING.
Need Muzak salesman for northwest
virgin territory. City of half million.
High remuneration for experienced
producer. Box 727, BROADCASTING.
Annov.ncers
Announcer
— Morningcallsmanfor tosingle
wake man.
'em
up. Acute housing
Must bs experienced in doing record
shows,
ne-vsJobandooens
participations.
rr.idwest.
after January1 kw
15.
-ite Box S61, BROADCASTING.
■uiouncer-s-.gineer combination —
•ening for two good announcer-engi-•;rs
with progressive
southern
net.opportunity
ork station.
Good advancement.
v/orking
conditions,
for
Want
reliable
send di=c and Allphoto
Box
674, meri.
BROADCASTING.
lettersto
answered.
Announcer v.ith superior voice and
thorough experience needed by network station in beautiful southwestern
city. Box 573, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-salesman by southwestern
CBS affiliate with emphasis on selling.
Salary $200 month plus liberal commisand bonus.
wire.sionTell
all in Car
letterallowance.
and send Don't
disc.
Harold Welsh, KSIL, Silver City, New
Mexico.
If you can build an audience and have
a record of proven performance, a good
job is available on the announcing staff
of station in large Texas city. Box 577,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer of proven qualifications
and ability
developby loyal
harmonious staffto wanted
Texasandstation.
Box 576, BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer wanted in
southwestern local. Box 574, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer, first
class license.
ContactWKWF,
John M.
wood.
Radio Station
Key SpottsWest,
Florida.
Send
photo,
disc
and
references.
Combination man with experience to
act as chief engineer. Must maintain
new 250 watt Collins equipment and
announce relief. Single man preferred.
$60.00 start.
SendLaramie,
photo, disc
and reference. KOWB,
Wyoming.
Texas 250
transmitter
operator ofwatter
stable wants
character.
Box 572,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
engineer
with bestlocal
refer-in
ences wanted
by network
pleasant southwestern resort city. Box
570, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with studio experience in operation and construction. WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
Production-Programming, others
Program and news writer-announcer
wanted. Opportunity to become program director. This growing, expanding newspaper owned station managed
by radio men from behind the mike
and typewriters of stations in Chicago
and Ohio. Gets cold up here but 35,000
neighbors have a comfortable life.
Salary and talent fee system that is
more than a promise. Married man
with versatile ability desired. Housing
no problem. Send disc, full length picture and qualifications to KILO, Grand
Forks. North Dakota, CBS affiliate,
C/O Personnel Director.
Independent 1000 watt AM-FM near
Chicago has two openings. News
writer-reporter experienced on beats,
and
continuity writer. Box 669, BROADCASTING.
MBS
program
director — for
^Mana
wanted affiliate
is probably
now working
fairly successful regional MBS station
in a city of 100,000 population or more
preferably in the northeast. Write statingson age,
salary desired,
references,
for wanting
to leave
present reajob,
experience. The man we want took his
present job with his present station
when it was mighty low down. He has
built it up primarily from the inside
by good sonnelwriting,
music,Tellgood
and brightgood
ideas.
us perhow
you
did
it
when
you
apply.
Box
641,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity and script writer who can
write copy with selling punch needed
by network station in Texas resort city.
Box 575, BROADCASTING.
News director: Take complete charge
of livewire newsroom, placing heavy
emphasis on local news. Must be topfiight newscaster with pleasing air
personality, thoroughly experienced in
compiling and editing local wire news.
5,000 watt midwestern network affiliate.
Give full particulars about yourself,
attachoussmall
photo,
include
previexperience
and andsalary
expected.
Confidential. Box 736, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Male writer — Capable of good solid
commercials,
musicNeeded
shows, immediately
some dramatic knowhow.
by midwest clear channel. Good starting salary right man. Send samples,
vital statistics, photo, references first
letter. Box 705, BROADCASTING.
Buffaloturalagency
agriculcopywriterhaswithopening
farm for
radio,
farm
magazine or county agent background
preferred. Send complete experience,
references, salary expected and your
photograph to Box 724, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Sports director, with nine years playby-play
major program
sports, commercial
news, andin wide
production
backgound desirous of combination
program-sports managership. Family.
Available
CASTING. January 15. Box 676, BROADWanted — Position as PD in medium
size station, or as manager in smaller
operation. Twelve years experience.
Age 38. Verv acceptable news delivery.
West only. Box 665, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager can give your
station a soUd, businesslike administration and direct program policy that
will increase audience. Proven ability.
Won't
return
will give
you sensational
real dollars results,
instead butof
phoney
book
profits.
Box
645,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Successful fifteen year network affiliate record. Thoroughly experienced alCandepartments.
references.
be available Best
on short
notice. Box 577a, BROADCASTING.
General manager available, sober, family man. Fifteen
years experience
construction and operation.
Top record,
references.
South
only.
Box
72,
BROADCASTING.
Successful manager desires change in
January. Civic minded, local programoutstanding mingsalesa speciality,
and profit announces,
record. Radio
since
1935. College graduate. 28. Sports and
hillbillv
station
preferred.
Box
346,
BROADCASTING.
Manager: 15 years experience in all
phases of radio. Now general manager
and sales manager of money making
midwestern station. Audience building
programscialty.and
a speChange station
desired promotion
strictly personal.
Excellent references. Available on sufING. ficient notice. Box 739, BROADCASTManager, 16 years experience, available
soon to build and open new station.
Have opened two since the war. Both
made money in competitive markets.
Know independent and net operation
also FM. Will consider going station
in
good market. Box 699, BROADCASTING.
Combinationdependentmanager
PD for Box
inor network and
operation.
702, BROADCASTING.
General manager, 30 days notice.
Available for medium size independent,
preferably in the red. Old enough to
know promotion, and young enough to
be
able to work at it. Box 744, BROADCASTING.
Sales ingmanager.
yearsexperience,
outstandstation andEight
agency
both independent and network affiliates.markets.
Unequalled records
country's
toughest
250 to in50,000
watt
stations. No pressure artist, just a
worker.
familyNotman,interested
no drink-in
ing. BestDevoted
references.
impossible dream-child, but if your
operation
sound, ever
I'll had.
show Box
vou 742,
the
best
recordis vou've
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
capable station
promotion
ager on 5 kilowatt
wantsman-to
make change for improvement. Prefer
radio sales. Employer will furnish conCASTING.fidential references. Box 715, BROADCombination manager - sales manager
available February 15. Fourteen years
experience, 5 as manager-sales manager, 3 as program director, 6 as anstraight, play-by-play
baseball andnouncer,
football
and commentary.
Prefer small or medium station m
south. Gulf Coast or California. Minimumtioned
$6000abilities.
on any
combination
menExcellent
trade references. Box 721, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman. Experienced radio man now
in management position will accept
sales iob with AM or FM station holding TV CP. Box 700, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Capable announcer, experienced aU
phases. John Dalton, 4953 Whipple St.,
Chicago, Illinois. Phone Irving 8-7763.
Announcer— 3 years experience. Married. Age, 25. Will travel. Can do all
types
announcing. Pleasing voice.
Box 694,of BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young, married veteran.
Thoroughly
casting, disc trained
shows. corhmercials,
Good voice.newsWill
travel.
Disc
on
request.
Box 690,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Young man, unmarried,
graduate leading announcing school,
some experience. Disc available, audition personally in New England. Box
688, BROADCASTING.
Announcer desires permanent position.
Two Sacramento,
years' experience.
4838
ChicagoBob
25, Stanley,
Illinois.
Phone Juniper 8-5744.
Announcer, 22, single, veteran. One
year experience 1000 watt midwestern
station, college,
operate
console. References. Prefer west
or midwest.
Box
689, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, married, wants
position in progressive station. Box
696, BROADCASTING.
StaflF announcer. Veteran, single, university educated. Thoroughly trained
at leading radio school Radio City,
N. Y. Will travel. Disc available. Box
692, BROADCAS'TING.
Announcer, veteran, college graduate,
also graduate leading radio school,
Radio City. Single, will travel. Disc
on request. Box 693, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Disc tells
all. Emphasis on commercial copy.
Minimum sixty dollars plus talent. Box
672, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
Young, andsingle,
veteran. Attended —college
top flight
New York radio school. New England
preferred. Short on experience, long
on
ING.ambition. Box 660, BROADCASTAnnouncer — ambitious? Got it. Experience? Want it.
Job?graduate
I'll takeradio
it.
Married veteran,
recent
school. Will travel. Disc and photo.
Box 658, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, with five years experience
all phases of Chicago radio. Desires
change. Box 653, BROADCASTING.
Attention West Coast. Play-by-play
sports announcer desires affiliation
near home in California. Experienced
in all phases
announcing,
control
operation. Presently
employed,
available
for ing
personal
audition,
interview,
leave of absence in February. durBox
664, BROADCASTING.
Stability plus ability equal performance of announcer,
experienced in news, thoroughly
special events,
salable platter shows, sportscasts.
Languages, music, education, programming, plus
know
production.
Available
now.
Callhow
or write
Herb
Gottschalk, 5034 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago 15, Atlantic 5-0516.
Announcer, 28, graduate leading radio
school. Radio City. Single, will travel.
Disc on request. Box 556, BROADCASTING.
Good newscaster — Available on fortnight'ssentable,
notice. experienced
32, single,
sober, seeks
prenewsman
New England job. Disc, photograph
and good unsolicited references eladly
furnished. Box 599, BROADCASTING.
Young girl, graduate School of Radio
Technique, wants permanent position
as narrator,
disc manager.
jockey, children's
narrator
or traffic
Box 655,
BROADCAS'nNG.
Sportscaster. Fully experienced all
play-by-play,
baseball,large
football,
basketball, etc. Employed
metropolitan
center with top following. Produce,
direct sports shows. Available for 1949
baseball season. Base pay, talent discussed. High personal, professional references.Box
.
719, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-enginer, accent
on announcing. First class phone, BEE
Degree. Experience,
three years' Speannouncing, six months'
cialties,
sports, disc operating.
jockey work.
Young,
single.
Will
travel,
but
prefer
midwest. Disc, photo on request. Box
743, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
anty. Versatile
I want announcer,opportuni
popular and
expert newsman, backgroun
d,
theatrical
music,
classical
rolleee graduate. Veteran. Disc on
request. Box 725, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — Wants station handlmg
play-by-play.on Smprofessional baseball
noAvailable
file. College degree. Box
712. BROADSpring.
in
or
tice
CASTING.
editor, fully experiAnnouncer, news solid,
intelligent reenced. Versatile,
. Hank Wilpermanency
SeekingEastwood
write.
Ave., Chicago,
liams, 3128
Irving 8-1681.
Announcer - salesman - producer desires
Experienced,
parking space anywhere. married.
Age
veteran, college graduate,
27. Barney Fields, 5855 Irvine Ave.,
North Hollywood, California.
veteran. Exyoung, single
Announcer, perienced.
midwest, but will
travel. Photo Prefer
and disc. Box 747,
BROADCASTING.
^
Experienced announcer. Young, single,
vet Dee-jay, board work, news and
sports. Some play-by-play. Midwest
preferred. Box 746, BROADCASTING.
Experiencedprogressive
announcer network
would like
postation.
sition in
one
Twenty - Box
preferably.
Northwest
years old. Excellent references.
706, BROADCASTING^
Desire staff announcing position with
progressive station. Thoroughly trained.
Newscasting, commercials, disc shows.
Will travel for opportunity. Disc on
request. Box 733, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Ambitious, versatile, reliable. Veteran. Experienced in reading
commercials, newscasting, disc shows.
Will travel. Disc on request. Box 732,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer.
Nine years Box
play-byplay. Topflight sportscast.
729,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, single, good
worker,tion. Boxwants
position southern sta707, BROADCASTING.
Reliable and experienced announcer
with emphasis on play-by-play. College
graduate and not a wanderer. Box 701,
BROADCASTING^
Popular disc jockey seeking morning
spot with big city station that wants to
cash in on early, slow moving time.
Box 713, BROADCASTING.
Expeuienced announcer wants position
in small progressive station. Single.
Box 703, BROADCASTING.
Two announcers anxious to prove ability with small station. Professionally
trained.
AFRS butexperience.
Same work
station desired,
not required,
well as writer-announcer team. Box
704, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 25, single, experienced,
capable all-round, man. Good news
voice. Available immediately. Box 709,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
28, communications
married, college officer.
graduate. Former
3 years experience as program director,
chief announcer. Accept announcing
position with progressive station in
midwest or midsouth. Box 708, BROADCASTING^
Announcer — Experienced, capable
newscaster,
jockey,
operates
sole. Will disc
audition
within
200 conmile
radius. But will consider all other
offers. William Hunt, 2715 W. Division
St., Chicago, Illinois.
Technical
Operator, first, license, four years with
broadcast transmitters. Want transmitter job. Location not important.
Age 30. Single. Available two weeks
notice.
Lewis
view, Texas. Sherlock, Box 1161, PlainExperienced radio engineer desires
position with educational station. Can
assume full responsibility, also interested cellent
in teaching
andWrite
learning.
references.
Box Ex673,
BROADCASTING.
First phone,
year with sm*all
station. Variety one
of experience.
Good reference.ifications.
Desire Boxposition
to pursue qual691, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class, experienced four
years all phases except video, three
years 5 kw, desires job opportunity.
Single, without car, customary notice.
Box 649, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer — First phone, graduate college and diately.
radio Married.
school.
R. L.Available
VanSickle,imme4529
Zenith Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Technician, first phone. No broadcast
experience but 10 years ham radio and
radio service. Prefer warm climate.
Lloyd Conway, 2887 W. 15 St., Los
Angeles, California.
Combination — First phone, versatile
announcer experienced all phases
broadcast, active amateur, good techPresently
employed CBS affiliate. Boxnician.644,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires transmitter operating
job, noBox
bad 457,
habits.
Experienced, reliable.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. First phone, second telegraph.schools,
Active ham,
top technical
threegraduate
years shipboard
experience, six months television servicing. casting.
Car, desires
Minimum position
$50.00. inBoxbroad734,
BROADCASTING.
Radio engineer available immediately.
BEE Degree,
experienced FCC
in broadcasting, WHF technique,
practice.
Qualified to construct and maintain
facilities, including DA adjustments
and nut
proof.
E. Patterson,
720 ChestAvenue,R.Falls
Church, Virginia.
Engineer, 1st phone, 3 years at 1000
watt transmitter.
Experienced
in maintenance and repair
of all equipment.
Married, have car, prefer south. D. M.
Hughes, Jorgensen Courts, Weslaco,
Texas.
Engineer,
phone, course,
29, 2V2 nearly
years college, CREI first
broadcast
two
years AM-FM development engineering
wither, broadcast
equipment
manufacturten in radio, three months station
experience.
area preferred. BoxTexas-Chicago
711, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
If your station is an independent in a
major
market
you'rebuild
tiredandof prolow
Hoopers,mote
I programs
knowandhow
that towill
send your
Hooper up. A radio veteran of ten
years. Definitely available as program
director. Box 646, BROADCASTING.
Experienced stage and radio director
seeks
position as'
TV Box
studio659,director
floor
manager.
Write
BROAD-or
CASTING.
Production man, music, six years radio.
Choral director, arranger, program
planning. Box 671, BROADCASTING.
Program director-producer available.
Highly
experienced-.
5 years
ent station.
Past 4 years
3 to independ5 weekly
network comm. variety shows. Radio,
TV stations and adv. agencies please
write Box 687, BROADCASTING.
Program director, now employed program director
kw. metropolitan.
Experienced programming rural1 and
Am
a driver for Class A production. Have
built
two
new
stations.
Box
BROADCASTING. 718,
After twenty odd years in the radiomotion picture, producing and TV
business, wooed and won away from
work by an eastern advertising agency.
The agency
pace isroutine.
too slow,Want
can'tto get
the
get into
out
of the plush lined office of a VP in
charge of television and radio and get
to work. Bull sessions, two hours for
lunch, three afternoons of golf weekly
are out. If your price is right, can
and will
top grade
how
and deliver
work tothe make
your ofTV,knowAM
and FM operations pay off. Married
with family. College graduate, present
emphasis on TV. Doing two shows
weekly, produced and directed four
motion films in 1948. Details and interview at your convenience. Box 726,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter and announcer with experience. Of excellent business background. Box 735, BROADCASTING.
Woman copywriter now employed
seeks position in or near Washington,
D. C. Home economist, music and announcing training, handles traffic.
Some air work desired. Disc on request. Box 728, BROADCASTING.
Newsman wants to locate southwest.
Associated Press radio experience.
Missouri University graduate. Box 730,
BROADCASTING,
Assistant program director-announcer,
seeks change to permanent position.
Three years experience. References,
disc, interview. Box 731, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Farm director: 15 years in radio, now
employed. Experienced in dealing with
farm audiences. Have made specialty
of farm programming and promotion.
Familiar with markets, general farm
information, know how to promote
station with rural audience. Experiin one Available
of midwest's
greatestence
farmgained
stations.
on proper
notice. Box 738, BROADCASTING.
News editor,
commentator,
public
relations. Distinctive
voice. High
Hooper
rating. Newspaper background. 7
years radio, 250 to 50,000 watts. Will
prove asset to any station appreciating
proper tion.news
and presentaBox 714,coverage
BROADCASTING.
Program director. Now program director AM, FM, TV independent in 25
station market. AM Hooper beats one
network outlet and exceeds all other
independents
together,
administrativeadded
experience.
Married,
near
thirty,ketjournalism
graduate.
Any
considered. Would invest. marBox
716, BROADCASTING.
Radio personality that has attracted
large foUowings in the midwest and
east. This
personality
endorsed by famous
nameshasin been
network
radio. Full data and disc will be sent
upon request. 3 years experience. Box
710, BROADCAS'TING.
Program director available February 1.
14 years in radio, seven as PD, net
and independent, capable directing and
doubling announcing, traffic, continuity, promotion. , 6 years play-by-play
and wire baseball, football, commentary. Speciality,
low
cost shows.
Knowcreating
how tosaleable
work with
and get results program staff. $100
weekly. Minimum plus talent. Box
722, BROADCASTING.
Idea
woman shows,
for women's,
children's,
educational
will consider
combo
with continuity. Student of radio
school and advertising. 15 years teaching and personnel experience. 6 months
women's editor. Outline job, state
salary
first letter. Lena Wing, Marienthal, Kansas.
For Sale
Equipment
New latest model FM transmitter 10
kw complete
with plus
frequency
modulation monitor
6 bay and
antenna.
500
ft.
of
31,8
coaxial
line
with
fitting.
One Truscon 380 ft. tower. Write Chief
Engineer, waukee,
WMAW,
Wisconsin. 723 N. 3rd St,, Mil-

For Sale (Cont'd)
FM antenna, 6-ring Collins type 37M.
Factory assembled, complete with deicing heaters and clamps to mount of
Lingo pole. $1500, FOB, Peoria, Illinois.
WIRL.
Sola 2 KVA, 115V voltage regulator.
First
buys. S.Wm.
WFBC, $130.00
Greenville,
C. E. Garrison,
New radio music corporation transcription console. Complaint excluding
speaker. Details on request. Contact
Q.
Cumeralto,
Chief Engineer, WRZE,
York. Pennsylvania.
Two Western Electric type 109B reproducer groups complete, spare 9A
reproducer included. Excellent condition, $350.00. Rocky Mountain Radio
Council, 21 East 18th Avenue, Denver
2, Colorado.
For sale. One used Gates dynamote
remote amplifier complete with AC
power
supply
battery
case.$125.00.
Good
condition,
neverandgiven
trouble.
L.
A. Lawson,
Chief
Engineer,
KATE,
Albert
Lea, Minnesota.
Presto recorder, 16X, excellent condition. Make offer. Amperite mike,
stand, included. Mr. Blegen, 4756 W
Washington Blvd., Chicago.
FM transmitter 250W RCA type BT250A. In excellent condition and perfect in appearance
. Used only seven
months.
WPIX, Alexandria,
Virginia.
4 Gates cellent
CBIO
transcription
tables,
excondition, $450 each. 1
tru -sonic speaker (new) P52FRStephens
&
cabmet 52U, $80; 1 Magnecord SOIC wire
recorder, 40 spools hi-fidelity wire and
high speed
rewind amp
$1000;(flat,
1 SOW
Universal recording
medium
and NAB characteristics) $150; 1 SOW
Langevin recording amp model lOlA
in 24" rack (flat and NAB characteristics) $150; 1 6 ft. enclosed rack containing 4 Langevin line amps, model
102A, 2 power supplies, 2 jack fields,
2entire
5" Weston
VU meters wired
model $500.
862,
rack completely
Universal Recording Corp., 20 N.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, IlUnois.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to
FM receivers
automobilebuy
use. —Ted
WiUiams, forWRSW,
Warsaw, Indiana.
Wanted: A complete RCA recording
attachment,
72-DX complete with type
heater72-Dandor compensator,
mounting kit, filter and filter equalizer,
amplifier and meter or a complete
single Presto recording unit. George
F. Meyer, WIGM, Medford, Wisconsin.
Wanted — 250 watt network station in
the east. Box 737, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

250 watt Temco transmitter, model 250
GSC, modified by Kluge Radio Co.
Two years old, in excellent operating
condition, $1200. Write Radio Station
KAMD, Camden, Arkansas.

$8,000 REWARD
For The Right Man

Complete
250 watt
mitter FM
installation,
can bemobile
us:ed astranstest
unit or permanent installation. REL
equipment,
250 wattantenna
549-DL with
trans-40
mitter, 642 turnstile
foot telescoping dural pole, 648 six
volt receivers,
643 R power
pre-emphasis
unit.
Also
3kw gasoline
plant, spare
tubes, etc. Equipment now installed
in 1947 Ford truck, large aluminum van
body. All like new. Truck run less
than 2000 miles. Box 675. BROADCASTING.

If you are between 30 and 4S, own
an auto and are willing to travel
Virginia, North and South Carolina
there's a position opening about
January 15 with leading transcription program producer. Prefer
man with radio time sales experience.
Exclusive representation required.
Expenses advanced against liberal
commission. Executive will train you
in territory.
experience andSend
photo references,
to BOX 682,
BROADCASTING.

WesternmitterElectric,
443-A-l,
transnow available.
Good1 kw
condition.
Spare power
transformer.
DirectPhoeinquiries to Albert
Johnson, KOY,
nix, Arizona.
For sale: One General Radio 731B
broadcast modulation monitor perfect
condition $150. One General Radio
608A, audio oscillator $150. WHEC,
Rochester, N. Y.
1000 watt transmitter, RCA type IK.
In excellent condition and perfect in
appearance. Includes two sets of tubes,
an assortment of spare parts and a
separate cabinet rack for monitors.
Price reasonable. Will arrange for crating and shipping. Write or phone Talbott, KROD, El Paso, Texas.
New Presto 6N recorder in IB case
with slightly used 87B amplifier. Both
for $650. 713 Cascade Bldg., Portland,
Oregon.

WANTED
Independent free lance transcription salesman now personally covering Canadian stations, advertisers and agencies, who is in a
position to actively represent two
of the fastest selling syndicated
features in the industry. Will be
given protected territiorial arsion basis. rangement on a straight commisBox 697, BROADCASTING
(Continued on next page)
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Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , others
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
~
WANTED!
O
Continuity writer — woman. Mike
Must have commerOO experience.
O cial approach in writing and
o voice.letter.
All particulars
— references qO
Photo.
o first
o
O
Reply
o
o
o
o
o Robert W. Dumm, Mgr.
c
o
o
o
o
o
o
KNOE-NBC
o
o
Monroe, La.
o
o
o
o
5000 watts in 1H9
o
o
o
o
oooooooooooooooooooooooo
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
STUDIO-EXPERIENCED
TV PRODUCTION
PERSONNEL
As instructors
in the school
nation's(TWIN
foremost TV production
CITY TELEVISION LAB. a division
of Beck Studios, Inc., Minneapolis,
applicant also for a commercial TV
stationJoseph
in Minneapolis-St.
PaulDir.
area)of
Mr.
H. Beck, Exec.
Beck Studios, will be available for
interviews at the COMMODORE
HOTEL in New York from Jan. 10
thru Jan. 14.
Excellent Opportunity for
Qualified Applicants
Situation Wanted
Managerial
X Experienced station executive
S A with highly successful record is
X interested in acquiring ownerS S ship or ownership-interest with
Js established network affiliated
X station. Willing to consider
X X managennent with contingent
^ X provision for acquisition of in^ terest based on . performance
S X record.
^ i Box 740, BROADCASTING
Announcers

TEAM
y Anny type announcing,
writing production. Married vets, 23 and 25. Desire permanent location in
progressive station. Start
the New Year right with
N^this sure fire combination.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
T echnical
Qualified Engineer
wants
Chief Engineer's Job
Station inonSouthwest
Box 717, Broadcasting ^
Schools

STATION

MANAGERS!

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338-1 6th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name
Address
City:.

State. .

Employment Service
O-P-E N-I-N-G-S N O W !
(3 leading Markets!)
Managers (to ?17,500) ; sales managers!
Engineers, technicians (broadcast-TV).
Anncr-deejays-copy chiefs.
Don't delay! CONTACT — TODAY!
R.R.R.— RADIO-TV EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
Box 413, Philadelphia 5, Pa.

BOX 741, BROADCASTING

Wanted to Buy

Production-Progra,mming, others

WANTED TO BUY AND SELL
RADIO STATIONS
Prompt service. Information held
in strictest confidence. We are experienced in every detail. Apply
BOX 720, BROADCASTING

WANTED
Jobs for graduates of "California's
Finest
School
Broadcasting."
Young men
and of
women
thoroughly
grounded in ALL phases of radio
broadcasting
Hollywood's
outstanding by
professionals
!
HAL STYLES SCHOOL
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
8800 Wilshire Blvd.
Appvd. for veterans
Beverly Hills, California
Bradshaw 21490
NOTE: Station Muugers and Program Blare latlsflad
rectora from coast to ooast
with persotinel we funUflh.

Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
Lilt With Us
Prompt Confldentlol Servie*
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
3031 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7I4B
Los Angeles 27, California

For Sale
802 VOTE
Petrillo Intervention Asked
THE DEFEATED faction in the
recent elections in New York Local
802 of the American Federation of
Musicians last week asked AFM
President James C. Petrillo to rule
the results null and void, permitting a new election.
Al Manuti, leader of the UnityCoalition. Party of 802, who failed
of election by 89 votes to incumbent president Richard McCann,
said the appeal was decided upon
instead of an immediate resort to
court action [Broadcasting, Jan.
3] because union rules required all
union remedies be exhausted before
start of any suits.
In the appeal, Unity-Coalition
asked that if either Mr. Petrillo or
the AFM national board does not
nullify the election that the losers
be permitted to start a court test
of the validity of the balloting.
The presidential appeal was the
second big step taken by the defeated faction to overthrow the
close victory of the administration
blue ticket.
The first step was a hearing before the Honest Ballot Assn.,
which conducted the election. Unity
claimed that many of the Honest
Ballot Assn's 82 voting machines
used by the 10,700 balloters were
not adjusted to perform in accordance with union rules.
Union rules, it was argued, require that there be no partial voting for the nine executive board
members and that such partial
votes be nullified. Although it was
conceded some machines did not
reject partial votes, the Honest
Ballot Association rejected the
Unity tionappeal,
the elecresult wasruling
not that
substantially
affected.

N.Y. PHILHARMONIC
Mit-ropoulos, Stokowski Slated
PODIUM of the New York Philharmonic Symphony for the 1949
season will be shared by Dmitri
Mitropoulos and Leopold Stokowski, CBS announced last week.
The initial broadcast of the season on Sunday, Oct. 16, three days
after the orchestra's opening subscription concert, will mark the
20th consecutive year the Carnegie
Hall concerts will be carried on
CBS. The 3-4:30 p.m. time period
remains the same.

William

C. Beach

WILLIAM C. BEACH, 55, an engineer at New York's Bell Telephone Labs, died suddenly on
Thursday, Dec. 30, shortly after
boarding a train for his Bloomfield,
New Jersey, home. Surviving are
his wife, Mrs. Margaret T. Beach;
two sons, Glen L. of Bloomfield
and Robert C. Beach of Chicago; a
daughter, Mrs. Frank Catogni of
Bloomfield, and two grandchildren.

RADIO

SURPLUS

SALE
1 Philco 271 C crystal duplicator
frequencyand audio
meter, range
0-500, 0-5000 and 0-50,000 $40.00
1 RCA 154 audio oscillator
with rack mounting
panel
$100.00
1 BC-1016 tape recorder
(new)
$35.00
1 TGIOJ Keyer (new)
$25.00
1 RAK 7 Navy long wave
receiver with power
supply and spare parts
kit (new)
$60.00
1 Radio Lab limiter speech
amplifier and telephone
mixer system
$30.00
1 Radio Lab dual channel
speech scrambler
$75.00
1 Temco 250GSC 500 watt
R. F. band switching
amplifier 2-18 M.C
$75.00
1 Ditto speech amplifier
and 200 watt modulator. $50.00
1 Ditto 1500 volt, 500 M.A.
power supply
$175.00
1 Collins ART-13 trans- mitter $75.00
1 Collins SCR522 VHF
transceiver (as is)
$15.00
3 72" par metal cabinets
each $25.00
1 SP220 super pro receiver; 1Jensen concert
master cynamic speaker
& cabinet
$100.00
1 Millen VHF829 amplifier
(new)
$25.00
4 WE ers
AR4-233A
VHF transceiv: each $20.00
1 RCA AVT-112A aircraft
2500-6500 KC. New with
tubes and manual
$20.00
1 Model 12222 RCA ampli- fier $25.00
1 Super
-pro Ham.
B. C.
1004 receiver
with power
supply, rack panel $150.00
mounting
1 Collins A. R. T. #13
transmitter with built-in
amplifier for crystal mi- crophone $80.00
1 RCA microphone
amplifier model M.pre-I. $10.00
218A
1 Westonlyzer 20,000
model
772 ohms
ana& 1,000
.
per volt
$25.00
1 radio receiver B.C. 453 . $7.50
2 Kenyon model KALL
line to line transformers each $5.00
2 I.R.C. ladder
type
tenuators, type A 21 atL,
250 ohms
each $5.00
1 K.W. transmitter &
power supply (incom- plete) $200.00
1 transmitter
power supply for 813 $50.00
1 Delta 9" drill with motor $50.00
1 Jensen
51 speak- $50.00
er and C.R.J.
cabinet
1 Dumont electronic switch
(new)
$50.00
1 Dumont 5" scope
$75.00
1 162-C RCA chanalyst . . $100.00
1 Sprague
condenser
sistor
checker re- $25.00
1 BC-1075 150-210 mc frequency meter, power
supply and multi-vibra- tors $25.00
1 RCA driver transformer
845's to 891's
$25.00
4000
ohm
plate
to
3500
1 UTC
IV2 KW class "B" $100.00
ohm R.F
1 General Radio 601-A
standard signal genera- tor $200.00
1 plates
RCA class
"B" ohm
8800 ohm
to 3500
R.F.
(400 watt)
$50.00
200 lbs. #6 hard drawn
bare copper @ . per lb. $ .40
1 Lapp
gas condenser
35,000 volt
375 to 1500
mmfd.
$100.00
1 composite 1000 watt FM
transmitter complete.
Will meet FCC broadcast
requirements. Freq.
range 30 to 150 M.C $2500.00
BOX 698, BROADCASTING

TV Inroads Seen
COMPETITION
By Phiico Head
JOHN BALLANTYNE, chairman of the board of directors of Phiico
Corp., said last week that aural radio output in 1949 would be "subtelevision. stantially under the 16 million-set level of 1948" due to the inroads of
"In the entire history of communications, there is nothing to of this country is not even within
compare with the rapid growth and reach of television broadcasting.
Many millions of people in smaller
spread of television in the past two
towns or rural areas will be out of
years," Mr. Ballantyne pointed out.
"And 1949 points to further rap- television range for several years.
id growth. The sale of television
Furthermore, building and operating a television station takes a
receivers, investments in television
broadcasting stations, expenditures
large investment.
for television relaying and the cost
"In radio broadcasting, there is
a noticeable trend toward FM beof programs will add up to nearly
a billion dollars.
cause itrepresents noise-free reception of high quality. There are
"Television receiver output in
1948 amounted to more than 800,- now more than 700 FM broadcasters on the air, and additional
000 sets with a retail value apFM stations are starting operation
proaching $300 million. During
1949 we expect that the industry
will produce and sell between 1.5 each week."
million and 2 million sets, the exact
PHILCO CORP.
number depending on the availability of cathode ray picture tubes.
Balderston Gives Reporf
"There are now about 1 million
television receivers in use in 34
BALDERSTON, presistates — over 85,000 sets in the WILLIAM
dent of Phiico Corp., Philadelphia,
Philadelphia area, which ranks secexpects that many new production,
ond among America's television
cities. About 90% of all these re- sales and employment records will
be established by the televisionceivers are installed in homes.
radio industry this year.
"The television audience quadMr. Balderston, presidential sucrupled in 1948 and will be more
cessor to John Ballantyne (now
than doubled again in 1949 largely
chairman), forecast: "With
because of improvements in the board
all phases of television growing
quality and variety of television
rapidly in size and scope . . . we
programs, and the spread of tele- are planning ... a substantial provision broadcasting. Now there
gram of plant expansion, amountare about ^0 stations on the air in
ing to about $5 million for the year.
30 cities. It seems likely that the
"The major part . . . will be
number of stations will be doubled
aimed at increasing our output of
in 1949, with service extended to television receivers more than
some 60 major market areas of the threefold, from under 200,000 sets
United States.
in 1948 to a total of about 600,000
in 1949.
"Radio broadcasting will continue to be an important source of
"One cludes
phase
of thistoexpansion
inentertainment and information for
an addition
our cathode
1 many years to come. To enjoy tele- ray and receiving tube manufacvision programs, the viewer must
turing plant which supplies part of
devote his entire attention to the our television tube requirements.
set. Thus audiences are limited to We are also planning to enlarge
i those who concentrate on the video
our plants at Watsontown, Pa.,
screen.
where we produce cabinets for television and radio receivers. . . .
"Television will present its most
serious competition to radio, the
"Another important step we are
movies, l-eading and other forms of taking is to provide facilities for
entertainment during leisure hours
manufacturing television sets at
in the evening.
Sandusky, Ohio, where we already
"More than half of the population
have an auto radio plant. . . ."

Profitable
Eastern

Radio Station

Well operated, well established — this property has earnings that
justify the sales price of $125,000.00. The station also has one of
the best potentials in eastern radio. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Bldg.
Washington Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
5ROADCASTING
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WALKER,
CE ofC.construct
CLAREN
ion general
manager
materials department,
General
Elecdy,
tric Co., Schenecta
N. Y., appointed
a vice president of firm. Also assuming this title is RALPH M. DARREN,
former general manager of apparatus
department's central stations division,
who becomes a commercial vice president. He will supervise customerrelations work in New England.
EDWARD P. ATCHERLEY has been
named Northwest division manager
of renewal tube
sales for Sylvania
Electric Products
Inc., New York. Mr.
Atcherley will head
sales of renewal
radio and video
tubes, test equipment and electronic products
to Sylvania distributors
in Montana, Idaho,
Oregon and WashMr. Atcherley
ington. He will
headquarter at 941
White Henry Stuart Bldg., Seattle.
A. J. FISCHER has been appointed
manager of Dayton, Ohio, branch of
Graybar Electric Co., Cincinnati. He
has been with company for 21 years.
HAROLD F. SMIDDY has been elected a vice president of General Electric Co., Bloomfield, N. J. He continues as general
manager of company's air condiand chemicaltioningdepartments.
Company also
announced appointment of GEORGE
F. LEVINE as assistant to manager
of
sales
of SpeMr. Smiddy
cialty Division of
GE's Electronics
Dept. at Syracuse, N. Y.
FRANK A. D. ANDREA, president of
Andrea Radio Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y., has been chosen by Lyle K.
Engel Publications to receive the
"1948 Award of Achievement" for his
contribution to radio and television.
SAM INSULL Jr. has been appointed
to head new Stewart-Warner Electric
Division of Stewart-Warner Corp.,
Chicago. New division will handle radio and television set production and
distribution. EDWARD L. TAYLOR
has been appointed general sales manager of Stewart-Warner Electric.
E. HAMMER, special representative of Assn. of American
Railroads, Washington, has been appointed manager of Press and Radio
Service of the organization.
JOHN S. GARCEAU has been appointed to executive staff of York Corp.,
York, Pa. He will handle new post as
director of advertising and sales promotion.

HOOVER COMMISSION
60-Day Extension Given
THE LIFE of the Hoover Commission was extended Dec. 31 for 60
days as one of the final acts of the
80th Congress.
This Commission, which carries
the full title of Commission on Organization ofthe Executive Branch
of the Government, is conducting a
survey of FCC operations as part
of its program.
Named

C&P

Counsel

JOHN T. QUISENBERRY, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
attorney, who has represented the
company in most of its recent appearances before FCC on television, FM and other matters, has
been named general counsel of the
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
Companies. He succeeds Ralph
A. Van Orsdel, C&P vice president and general counsel, who is
retiring. The appointment was
effective Jan. 1. The C&P companies are located in Virginia,
Maryland,
West Virginia, and District of Columbia.
LEVER Bros., Cambridge, Mass.,
through Ruthrauif & Ryan, New York,
is sponsoring $50,000 letter-writing
contest to promote large or bath size
Lever products. All five network programs sponsored by company to promote contest, first prize for which is
$10,000 all-expense, 101 day trip
around the world.

^ll/2
BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET

spread over two stafes
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it with the
latest Sales Management
"buying, power" figures, and
you'll see that KWFT reaches
a billion and a half dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

HARRY

CONNIE MACK, "the grand old man
of baseball," celebrated his 86th
birthday on Dec. 23, and made a
guest appearance that night on the
Sports Scrapbook show on WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia.

KWFT
THE
TEXAS OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita Fall<>5,000 Wattt-620 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co.,
and KWFT,
Tower
Petroleum
Bldg.,801Dallas
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Denver and Ranch-Way Feeds, sponsors of KOA Mile High Farmer pro- '
gram (Mon.-Sat., 6-6:30 a. m. MST),
will present several trophies to junior
winners in the show. A giant goldtone 27 inch "Mile High Farmer
by RanchTrophy" will be presented
Way and KOA to the Champion Junior
Beef Showman. Three gold-tone
winners in the
plaques will go toof the
America livestock
Future Farmers
contest. Presentations will be
judging
broadcast direct from the Main Arena
in the Stock Yards Stadium, 2:453 p. m., Jan. 15.
PERSONNEL
EMILY ASHE BANKS, formerly with
New York's Institute of Public Relations, has been appointed publicity
director of Town Hall Inc., New York.
WINSTON JOLLY, member of public
relations staff of WGN Chicago, has
been appointed assistant director of
the department.
WILLIAM CLEAR, WRTA Altoona,
Pa., promotion and sales manager,
has been elected to the board of
Society. of the Blair County Cancer
directors

/^to/notion

VRnKTon- SIOUX citv
OUR 26 YEARS
DEVOTED TO
WINNING LOYAL
LISTENERS

nun

be the theme
LY might
HEAVEN
of WBBM
Chicago's latest promotion piece, "The Halo That
Fit Too Tight." The little booklet introduces its vice president-in-chargePLUS
of-public-service, a smug little man
wearing five shiny halos — for winning
five awards in the public service field.
CONSTANT ATTENCopy goes on to tell about the howl
TION TO THE RADIO
set up by "Mr. Programs, Mr. ProducPREFERENCES AND
tion, Mr. Talent and Mr. Sales," who
feel that without their help Mr. Public Service would never have had his
BUYING HABITS
21 carat halos. Finally Mr. ManageOF OUR BIG
ment comes in to say that everyone
helped to win the awards, it was their
MARKET MAKES
cooperative showmanship that count
ed. And when Mr. Public Interest,
YOUR ADVERTISING
whose halos were getting tight, realPAY ON WNAX
ized that it's all for one and one for
all in show business, his halos settled
down to their proper and deserving
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
fit.
570 KC
78 Christmas Presents
CHRISTMAS
presents— 78 Philco AM
5000 (IlpS^t_^^
radios — were presented to Portland,
*S •
WAHS
Me.'s 39 elementary and grammar
schools by WCSH Portland. The radios
AFFILIATED
were given for use in connection with
the city's and
program
visual-audio
ABC
education,
will be ofused
to bring
newscast, classical music and presidential speeches into the classrooms.
WDUZ Newspaper
GREEN BAY, Wis., is served by an
evening newspaper, and therefore many
people who like something with their
morning coffee besides doughnuts
feel sadly neglected. 1*0 make these
people happy, WDUZ Green Bay is
printing its "Bulletins from the Morning News," a little sheet that carries
the big doings of the nation, the state,
city and sports world, together with
the weather forecast. WDUZ distriIn
butes the paper to restaurants and
drug stores.
HOUSTON,
Little Songs About Big Things
WNEW
New York, has just issued a
the ears
special press information book dealing
with
"Little feature
Songs stories
About about
UN."
of TEXANS
The kititscontains
the UN "jingles," background material, news stories, and by-line pieces
are upon
by(composer
Gilbert Selde's,
Ted Cott,andLouHy Singer
of the songs)
Zaret
(who wrote the lyrics), as well as a
recording of the songs. Book is being
distributed to radio editors and trade
KTRH
papers in the WNEW area and to a
group of public figures.
... nationally
Farm Reporters
A
STAFF
of 30 by"Farm
represented for
has been organized
CharleyReporters"
Stookey,
farm editor for KXOK St. Louis. Mr.
Stookey, who conducts an early morning farm service program, Town and
Country (6-7:30 a.m., Mon.-Sat.), has
named correspondents in 30 counties^
15 in Missouri and 15 in Illinois, all
within a 50 mile radius of St. Louis.
The "Reporters" have been furnished
with identification cards and selfaddressed postcards on which they
furnish the news of their particular
county. All correspondents have been
invited to submit news at least once
a week or as often as they wish, for
airing
on Mr.
Stookey's
program.
Ortrolt
•
York
Offlws in Cfilcajio • Hew
Christmas
Party
i St Louis ♦ Los Angetes ♦ San Francisco
Page 80
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SATURDAY, Dec. 18, 1948, was a big
day for the Salvation Army in Nor-

EDDIE REYNOLDS, former publicity
man on Ladies Be Seated and Hint
Hunt, joins Chicago staff of Storecast
Corp. of America as sales promotion
Storecast operates on WEHSdirector.
FM
Chicago.

FRAZIER THOMAS, WLW Cineinnoti m.c, admits he's in a good spot,
but concedes, from his expression,
that Horace Heidt's new 7 p.m. Sunday time on NBC is the number one
spot. Picture was circulated throughout WLW's listening area to weekly
and daily press as part of station's
Heidt's Sunday
promotion for
switch.
timeMr.
folk, Va. Joe Brown, general manager
of WCAV Norfolk, arranged the
party, which nearly 4,000 children
atterfded. Each child received a new
toy and a bag of Christmas sweets,
and they were entertained with music
and magicians plus the staff of WCAV.
One hour of the three-hour party was
broadcast over WCAV. This marked
the second time the station has arranged a party for the Salvation
Array. In addition to playing Santa
Claus, WCAV on Dec. 19 celebrated
its first birthday.
Wonderful Bonus
TO
encourage junior exhibitors of
the National Western Livestock Show
to be held in Denver Jan. 14-22, KOA

DANIEL BISHOP, Star-Times (St.
Louis) cartoonist, is the winner of
the first prize in the Eddie Cantor
Cartoon Contest in connection with
Fifth Annual Gifts to Yanks Who
Gave Campaign. Second place went to
BRUCE SHANKS, Buffalo (N. Y.)
Evening News, and third to BRUCE
RUSSELL, Los Angeles Times. Winners
on a special coastwere
Day. announced
broadcast from Birmingham.
to-coast
Ala., Veterans Hospital, on Christmas

WADSWORTH LIKELY has been ap
director of
press relations
pointed and
WWDC-FM Washington
WWDC
of Wash
manager
formerly
He was
ington office of Radio Reports Inc.
ROBERT L. SEITNER Jr. has been
manager
promoti
appointedJacksonvi
lle, on
Fla.
WJHP
MARY PAULINE PERRY has been
appointed publicity director M
and WMAL-F
WMAL, WMAL-TV
Washington. Miss Perry had her own
publicity bureau before jo in in
WMAL.
C. P. BODNER, promotion directoi
and sales representative at WPAT(
Portsmouth, Ohio, is the father of

girl, Mary Kristin.
MEMO TO:
GENEVIEVE SCHUBERT, TED BATES:
Christmas is over, but WCKY's Christmas promotion
will long stand out in Cincinnati. With announcements
only-no newspaper-WCKY pulled over 10,000 people
to the airport to see Santa arrive by plane. Real
proof of WCKY's audience by any measurement.

50,000 OFUJflTTS
SELUnG

on THE

POIUER

AIR EUERVIUHERE

WCKY
CINCINNATI
24 HOURS
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MUSIC FEES
Hearing Set in Ottawa
CANADIAN BROADCASTERS
appeared before the Canadian
Copyright Appeal Board at Ottawa on Jan. 5 in connection with
the 1949 performing rights fees
charged by Composers, Authors,
Publishers Assn. of Canada
(CAPAC) and BMI Canada Ltd.
Schedules had been filed by the two
organizations and had to be approved by the Canadian Copyright
Appeal Board before assessments
could be levied.
In 1949 CAPAC is asking from
private broadcasters collectively
$136,081, as compared to $126,547
in 1948, increase being based on
increased number of radio licenses
issued during government fiscal
year April 1, 1947, to March 31,
1948. CAPAC is asking the same
amount from Canadian Broadcasting Corp. BMI Canada Ltd. is
asking private broadcasters $38,888
in 1949 as compared to $36,156 in
1948, based on increased number of
licensed receivers, and has a set
: fee of $17,500 with CBC.
Formula on which copyright fees
are charged was set at 7 cents per
licensed receiver for CAPAC from
private broadcasters and the same
: amount from CBC. BMI Canada
I rate for private broadcasters is
■ about 2c per licensed receiver, one
annual $2.50 license covering all
radios in a home. Canadian Assn.
; of Broadcasters works out assessments for all privately-owned sta1 tions on approved formula.
5 Total fees for copyright music
performance to be paid by broadcasters in 1949 will amount to
$328,550 if Canadian Copyright
Appeal Board allows schedules requested by CAPAC and BMI Canada Ltd.

FIRST

15 PROGRAM

HOOPERATINGS

—2.6
Dec. 30, 1948 Report
ating
EVENING
AGO
ating
No. cf
YEAR —0.7
-1-1.7 Pos.
tions
Sponsor & Agency
28.2
Program
Hooper24.0
25.6 HooperTobacco
(BBDO)
163 American
2
21
.9t
-1-0.2
—7.3
Lever
Bros.
(JWT)
149
Radio Benny*
Theatre
24.0
0.0
5
Jack
—4.7
23.6
Sta219 Jergens (Orr)
Walter WInchell
—10.5
19.4
Bristol-Myers
-1-3.1 109
20.1
Mr. District Attorney 160 Rexall
(BBDO) (DC&S)
19.4
—1.1 11
19.2
Phil Harris-Alice Faye 152
163 Pepsodent
Div., Lever
My Friend Irma
Bros. (FC&B)
17.8
19.2
16.1
17
—0.9
-f4.2
C. Johnson
Co. (NL&B)
28.3
1
FibberHope
McGee & Molly 151
165 S.Lever
17.7
Bros. (Y&R)
Bob
22.4
8
17.6
151 Standard Brands (JWT)
24.9
4
Charlie McCarthy
162 Philip Morris (Biow)
17.3
13.1
+or—
Horace Heidt
16.8
149 T. Bros.
J. Lipton
Div., Lever
(Y&R)
Arthur
17.9
13
TalentGodfrey's
Scouts
17.1
160 Phiico (Hutchins)
16.2
14.6
26
Bing Crosby
Bristol-Myers (Y&R)
15
237
36
Duffy's
16.1
248 Jergens (Orr)
13.1
37
16.2
Louella Tavern
Parsons
13.2
Crime Photograph er 161 Toni Co. Div., Gillette (FC&B) 15.8
* Includes second broadcast
+ 1.6
t Includes second broadcast — year ago Hooper for Robert W. Orr & Assoc.
+3.0 35
+2.6
Parttime
NEW

NETWORK

Begun

Operation
by Union

a*

SECOND program of the Union Broadcasting System, embracing 27
stations in New York, Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
and Massachusetts, was scheduled to be fed to the new network Jan. 9
(yesterday) by its key originating outlet, WOKO Albany.
•
*
The network, owned and operated
by Dongan Broadcasting Corp., WICY Malone, WEAV Plattsburg,
WNBZ Saranac Lake (New York);
Albany, licensee of WOKO, expects
WBEC Pittsfield, WAGE Springto add stations in New Jersey,
field, WAIE Fall River, WVOM
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois, as
Boston (Massachusetts); WSYB
it develops to fuUtime operation.
Rutland, WJOY Burlington (VerAlbany programs will be augmont) WWCO
;
Waterbury, WTOR
mented by shows fed from WOV
Torrington (Connecticut); WFAU
and WMGM New York, and occasionally from Buffalo and Boston, Augusta, WJOR Bangor (Maine);
and WKNE Keene, N. H.
according to Jim Healey, news
commentator and general manager
of WOKO and Union Broadcasting
STORADIO
CO.
System.
Network's opening program Jan.
New Representative Firm
2 featured a 15-minute Review of
the Week with Mr. Healey, and
FORMATION of Storadio Adverwas sponsored by Wm. W. Lee
tising Co. has been announced by
Co. through George R. Nelson Inc.,
Cy Newman, general manager of
Super Market Advertising Co. of
Schenectady.
Yesterday's
"program
was
to have included
an extra
halfDes Moines. The new firm will act
hour sustaining program.
as national representative for
Network affiliates now include:
firms engaged in point-of-sale radio
;Special RMA Meet
WXRA Buffalo, WOKO Albany,
advertising in super markets.
(CONFERENCE for industrial re- WCSS Amsterdam, WWSC Glens
Offices will be opened in New
lations and personnel directors of Falls, WENT Gloversville, WHUC
York and Chicago about the middle
! radio manufacturing industry will Hudson, WKNY Kingston, WKIP
of February, according to Mr.
be held Jan. 18-19 at Hotel Statler, Poughkeepsie, WDOS Oneonta,
Newman. Resident managers have
New York, under auspices of RMA
WKOP Binghamton, WEIM Elmira,
not been announced yet.
Industrial Relations Committee.
WGAT
Utica, WNDR Syracuse,
Mr. Newman stated: "Ever
since we started our operation in
Thriftway Super Markets in Iowa
Down in Carolina
through KSO-FM [Des Moines],
our one big problem has been to get
effective national sales representation." The new firm will represent
all firms in the field and Mr. Newman explained: "By having a
specialized sales force to represent
a group of operations other than
our own alone, we can keep sales
expense down and offer an advertiser complete information about
point-of-sale advertising in super
markets in any cities that he has
90

North

<fi^ Observer
^.
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Coroiifto

Station

^.SSOKC^

distribution."
THE NATIONAL Safety Council has
presented its Award of Merit to
WNBC New York, "for exceptional
service to safety in 1948."

IT'S

A

GREAT

DAY

and
M
vim
JU L

WLAV

leads ALL stations

in daytime share of audience
in Michigan's second market.
(1947-1948 winter-spring Hooper)
WLAV
— 28.1 %
Station B — 22.6%
Station C — 22.2%
Contact the John E. Pearson Co.

ABC

Grand Rgp;^.

•»»r Plus Per
lULflY
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BETTY ANNE WOOD has joined
WSB-TV Atlanta as assistant to film
director.
EDW. P. RODEN has been appointed
program director of WHEN Syracuse.
He
was formerly with WBKB (TV)
Chicago.

oduction
JOSEPH L. TINNEY Jr. has been
promoted to producer-director-i
writer at WCAU-TV Philadelphia, succeeding PAUL RITTS, who
transferred to CBS Hollywood. Mr.
Tinney has been with station since
it went on air last February.
JOHN WADDELL has been appointed
program director of KIMO Independence, Mo. He had
been with various
other stations before assuming his
new position.
WALTER CARL
has been appointed
tor ofprogram
KTTV direc(TV)
Los Angeles. He
will handle telecasts of Mon.,
Tues., Fri., Sat.,
Mr. Waddell
7:30 - 7:45 p.m.
newscasts.
PAT KELLY, acting program director
of KFI Los Angeles for past three
months, has been appointed manager
of program department. GEORGE
DVORAK, station announcer - producer, has been appointed chief announcer.

^
^jL

JAY ARLAN, former announcer at
KGFJ Hollywood, has joined KFVD
Los Angeles in same capacity.
JAMES TAYLOR, managing director
of the Chicago School of Expression
and Dramatic Art for past two and
one-half years, has joined WBKB
(TV) Chicago as assistant director.
LARRY FROMMER, production manager and assistant program director
of WOL Washington, has been appointed to American Brotherhood
Week radio committee.
MORT COHN, assistant program director at WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
for past two years, has been appointed program director.
CLAIRE BANISTER, director of
women's programs for Rural Radio
Network, Ithaca, N. Y., and LYMAN
JONES, staff announcer and writer,
have announced plans to be married
on Jan. 23.
CATHERINE FULLERTON, formerly
with KGYW Vallejo, Calif., has joined
traffic department of KGO San Francisco.
"LLNDY" MILLER, WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield announcer, and Madeleine Hillman have anounced their
marriage.

NANCY GREY, whose What's New?
program has been on WTMJ Milwaukee for more than 17 years, has
been electe^ an honorary member of
Delta Kappa Gamma Society, national
honor society in education.
MONROE (Bill) BENTON, director
of news at WMMW Meriden, Conn.,
has been appointed program director
of WMMW-FM.
JACK NARZ, KIEV Grendale, Calif.,
disc m.c, is the father of a girl.
Capital TV Sets
SIX THOUSAND television receivers were sold in the Washington,
D. C, metropolitan area during the
Christmas period, the Washington
Television Circulation Committee
announced last week. This was a
record-breaking total and brought
the number of TV sets installed
and operating in the Nation's Capital to 30,500, the committee said.
The committee, including representatives of Washington's three
operating TV stations, WTTG
WMAL-TV and WNBW, and of
WOIC, soon to go on the air, arrives at its estimate principally
from set sale figures furnished by
the Washington Electric Institute.

AMA

PANEL
To Discuss Television

A DISCUSSION panel on "Television Information, Pleasej" with
leading radio and television authorities as participants, has been
scheduled by the American Marketing Assn. for the Hotel Commodore, New York, Jan. 25.
The meeting, to be held at luncheon, will feature the following
panel
Paul members:
Raibourn, vice president in
charge tures;
of Joseph
television
of Paramount
PicMoran,
vice radio
president
and associate A.director
of
and
television, Young & Rubicam; Hugh
M. Seville, Jr., director of research of
NBC; C. E. Hooper, president of C. E.
Hooper Inc.;
Leo Handel,
audience
research
of MGMdirector
studios;of
Ted Cott, vice president and program
director of WNEW New York; Allen
M. Whitlock, advertising manager of
Jell-O division of General Foods; A. E.
Sindlinger, president of Radox, and
Fred
Coe, producer-director
of NBC
television.
Jostyn, radio actor,
will
be
master ofJayceremonies.
Single Rate
CANADIAN stations are now considering a move to drop local and
national advertising rates for a
single rate, applicable to all adverThe Standard
Structuretising.
Committee
of theRate
Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters has had the
subject under discussion at GAB
regional
and agencies.
with advertisers andmeetings
advertising
At
the June annual CAB meeting the
change is expected to be thoroughly
aired and recommended for adoption. "
State Dept.

more
MEXICO

news
of all
radio
AM

• FM

Television

BROADCASTING
Telecasting
THAN

ALL

OTHER

PUBLICATIONS
COMBINED!
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
HA 19A
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
PleaseYEARBOOK.
enter my subscription to BROADCASTING and the
1949
1 YEAR □ $7
2 YEARS □ $12
Add $1 a year for Canadian or foreign postage
□ BILL ME
NAME.
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY .
ZONE
_STATE

540

KC

Protests

MEXICO has put its controversial 540 kc station into operation with
5 kw and has again drawn protests from the U. S. State Dept., authorities disclosed last week.
The station, assigned for 150 kw operation, is located at San Luis
Potosi, 350 miles south of the U.S.
border.
ances that this country would
Mexico met U. S. protests short- renew its protests.
ly after its plans for use of the
The Commission, which itself is
new broadcasting channel were
seeking
to formulate a domestic
made known. As a result the Mexican government indicated at one policy with respect to 540 kc, con
tends that "hundreds of governpoint that it would delay operation
until the issues raised by the U.S.
ment and non-government stations"
operating just below 540 kc would
had
been settled [Broadcasting,
Oct. 25].
be affected by the Mexican station.
The U.S. contends that 540 kc,
added to the broadcast band by
LIBEL
and
the Atlantic City agreement in
1947, may not be put into use
SLANDER
except ested
by nations.
agreement
It was among
on this interbasis
Invasion of Privacy
that the channel was added at
Plagrlarism-Copyright-Piracy
Atlanticdition hasCity
INSURANCE
not and
been asmet.yet this conFor the wise Broadcaster
The U.S. feels that the use of
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate protection.
540 kc is a proper subject for conSurprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
s
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
t
next
September's
Canada conference on revision of the
For detailswrite
& quotations
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
Employers
Indications that Mexico had
Reimisiiraiice
abandoned its plan to hold up acCorporation
tivity on 540 kc were reported
Insurance Exchange BIdg.,
early last month [Broadcasting,
Kansas City, Missouri
Dec. 13]. At that time FCC and
State Dept. spokesmen gave assurBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

52)
The Pulse
(Continued from
page
Highest Vn Hr. Rating
Daytime— 5 a week
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
8.0
8.6
Arthur Godfrey
Big Sister
8.3
8.9
Breal<(ast Club
(WCOP, WLAW)
8.1
8.3
Ma Perlcins (1:15)
8.1
8.9
7.8
8.0
Our Gal Sunday
7.6
Helen Trent
78.1O
/ .O
Young Dr. Malone
7.9
Guiding Light
7.5
7.5
7.8
Aunt Jenny
7.4
Rosemary
7.4
8.1
Wendy Warren
SAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
Nov.
Sept.
Dec.
_ Oct.
11.3
Football (Sun., WHOH)
6.0
The Shadow
9.8
7.0
Junior Miss
8.5
Carnival of Music
7.0
(Sat. 11:15)
8.3
7.3
8.0
Let's Pretend
6.5
Music
in the Air (Sun. 11:30) 8.0
7.8
True Detective
7.5
Quick as a Flash
7.5
Football (Sat. WBZ)
Counterspy (WCOP, WLAW) 6.8
— Cincinnati —
Sets in use in Cincinnati increased during November-December over the previous two months,
but was slightly lower than the November-December figure for 1947.
Lux Theatre and Fibber McGee &
Molly led the evening Top Ten. The
Monday-Friday Top Ten list was
made up preponderantly of daytime
serials. The figures:
AVERAGE 1/4 HR. SETS-IN-USE
6 a.m.-12 Midnight, Entire Week
28.4
I November-December 1948
26.4
' September-October
November-December 1948
1947
30.3
TOP 10 EVENING & DAYTIMEMETROPOLITAN CINCINNATI
Highest Va Hr. Rating
Evening
Nov.
Sept.
Dec.
Oct.
25.0
Lux Theatre
18.8
24.5
Fibber
McGee-Molly
Walter Winchell
17.0
24.0
(WSAI, WLW)
23.5
Bob Hope
22.8
Jack Benny
21.0
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
20.8
Charlie
McCarthy
20.3
Fred Allen
18.3
Date With Judy
Burns & Allen
17.8
Rating
Highest 1/4 Hr.
Daytime— 5 a week
Nov.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.
9.6
< Right
to
Happiness
Life Can Be Beautiful
8.6
9.5
9.5
' Ma Perkins
8.6
9.4
8.3
Pepper
9.4
Light of Young's
the WorldFamily
9.3
8.6
' Backstage
Portia FacesWifeLife
9.0
8.9
8.9
Today's Children
8.9
' Just
When Plain
A GirlBill Marries
8.5
8.7

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
Mr. H. E.Company
Threlkeld
Blanton
St. Loins, Mo.
Dear H. E.:
MiU±ione±
jiiiiiiiriiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
► On Jan. 5 The Esso Reporter,
five-minute news summary aired
four times daily on more than
40 radio stations from Maine to
Louisiana, celebrated its half-millionth broadcast. It was originated
aboard the Freedom Train in Boston and highlighted the fact that
the most popular voice on the radio
in this country is the voice of
a free press. The Esso Reporter,
sponsored by Esso Standard Oil
Co., through Marschalk & Pratt,
New York, has been on the air 14

► December 28, 1948, marked
4,000th consecutive broadcast by
KREQ St. Joseph, Mo., for the
United Department Store of that
city. At broadcast each guest interviewed received four gifts, including an anniversary cake.
► The Jewish Philosopher has
been renewed by Carnation Co.,
Los Angeles, for the 12th consecutive year on WEVD New York.
► New Year's Eve, 1948, marked
WAVE Inc.'s (Louisville, Ky.)
15 anniversary.

years.
► ABC's The American Farmer
program observed its third anniversary on Jan. 1.
► WITA San Juan, P. R., celebrates its first year on the air
tomorrow (Jan. 11).

► Sterling V. Couch, traffic manager at WDRC Hartford, Conn.,
celebrates his 20th year with the
station this month. He is in charge
of WDRC's religious and educational programs.

SAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
Nov.
Dec.
10.5
Quiz Kids
Nick Carter
10.3
10.0
The Shadow
9.8
RCA Victor Show
8.5
Quick As A Flash
8.3
Grand Central Station
8.0
True Detective
House of Mystery
8.0
One Man's Family
8.0
Meet the Meeks

Zoomar Purchases
SIXTEEN television stations have
purchased Zoomar television lenses,
and six others await filling of their
orders for the lenses, according to
Jerry Fairbanks, president of Zoomar Corp., Los Angeles. Purchasers are KTLA KFI-TV KTSL
KTTV all Los Angeles; WMAL
Washington; WBKB WGN-TV
Chicago; WCBS-TV WJZ-TV
WPIX WNBT New York; WMAR
Baltimore; WFIL-TV WPTZ Philadelphia ; W L W T Cincinnati ;
WBAP-TV Wort Worth.

9.8
6.5

Tube Sales Up
SALES of radio receiving tubes in
November totaled 21,118,874 compared to 19,521,368 in October, according to Radio Mfrs. Assn. Output in November 1947 was 17,137,891. Of the November 1948
output, 14,586,065 tubes were for
new sets and 5,554,303 for replacements. The remaining were exported and sold to government
agencies. Tube sales for 11 months
of 1948 were 185,450,214 compared
to 183,022,419 in 11 months of 1947.

WMGW
Meadville, Penna.
NOT ONLY BROADCASTS YOUR SHOWS ... WE PROMOTE THEM . . . OUR LISTENING AUDIENCE IS A BUYING
AUDIENCE. DIRECT SALES GAINS ARE THE RESULTS OF
YOUR WMGW SPENT ADVERTISING $$$.
For further information contact Vic Diehm
do WMGW

BROADCASTING

Sept.
Oct.
9.3
9.3
13.0
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'Cordin t'my cousin " 'figern Algy," 1949
is here. If'n his figers 'xactly
are correckit,
at 12in
1949 came
o'clock m i d 'An he's right,
ber 31, 1948.
night, DecemI checked him
dar th'calenday
with the
afterit said
Dec.Jan.31
an
1. which is
proof enough
fer me. Figern
Algy, who does
our
fambly,
thinkin'
fer
also
no
most sez,
o' th'
matter how
stations in
you
figer radio
Charleston,
West Virginia,
IVCHS with
5000 watts at
580 plusoutCBSon
comes
top . . an 1
right.
reckon Algy.
he's
Yrs.

W

Charleston,

W.

Va.

Only station
saturating rich
Western

Feature
(Continued from page 10)

Washington

market!

with Home Brand food products.
Managing the culinary aspects is a
fulltime chef recently employed by
KSTP to serve cocktails and lunch
to prospective advertisers and
other guests.
First guest was Edward C.
Hampe, vice president and general
sales manager of Griggs Cooper &
Co., makers of Home Brand products. In attendance also was Ralph
Hobbs, partner in Melamed-Hobbs
Inc., which directs advertising activities for Home Brand.
They were special guests of
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP president.
Mr. Hubbard, commenting on the
new client room, said he believes
sales presentations can be more
conveniently and more satisfactorily handled in an atmosphere of
hominess.
KSTP announced that it plans to
hold a series of luncheon parties
for prospective television advertisers for its TV affiliate, KSTPTV.

C H S
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POPULATION
Up 3 Million During '48
POPULATION of the U. S. increased by approximately 3 million
during- 1948, reaching a yearend
total of 148 million, according to
the Bureau of the Census. This
was about 12.5% greater than the
131,669,275 recorded in the 1940
census.
The census of manufacturers
showed about 285,000 industrial establishments.
The nation's civilian labor force
reached an all-time high of 63,842,000 in July, the bureau said.
Workers in non-agricultural industry in November increased to approximately 51,932,000. This was
more than 5.6 million above the
wartime peak reached in December
1946.
Figures on employed women indicated that married women workers
far outnumber single women
workers, 8.3 million to 5.9 million.
Number of married couples approached 35 million.
On the housing side, the bureau
found that more than 3 million of
the nation's families were living
"doubled up" with other families.
WLCR

Torrington, Conn., has announced sale of 1:45-3:30 p.m. Sunday transcribed time block to four
sponsors. Contracts are for 26
weeks.

THAT HAVE
MADE MONEY
I
FOR OTHERS . ..
Will Make Money forYOU

HERE'S A SERVICE THAT BRINGS YOU.
More than 650 Commercials covering 50
Business Classifications EVERY MONTH
Seasonal copy suggestions EVERY MONTH
Tested Program Ideas, case histories and
Planning Guide Material EVERY MONTH
Ideas for Sales, Program and Continuity
department . . . EVERY MONTH
Issued 30 days in advance, this service is
used by more radio stations than all other
Continuity services combined! But — you'll
never know/ how much NRB's value packed service
to youyou'tilla complete
you actually try itcan Somean
we offer
and full months service — FREE! No cost
— no obligations You can't lose so 5end
coupon now
SEND COVPO/y NOW
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU. INC.
NATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING, Dept. II
CHICAGO 10 ILLINOIS.
Please send
your orfullobligation.
30 days
service
withoutme cost
Name Address..
City
..State..
Station....
Page 84
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Nielsen

Radio

Index Top

OKLA, U, MEET
Radio Men on Committee

Programs

(COAST-TO-COAST, INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM, AND URBAN HOMES
-and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REPORT WEEK NOV. 19-25, 1948
TOTAL AUDIENCE
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Cur. Points—0.4
Cor. Prev.
Cur. Points Cur. Prev.
Rating Change
-f2.9
Rank Rank Program
Rank Rank Program
Rating Change
MIN.
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
EVENING,
1 1 Lux ONCE-A-WEEK,
Radio Theater. 15-60
.. .26, 1 -1-1.8
Lux Radio Theater 34.5 +2.3
2 -6 Godfrey's
Talent
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
21
Scouts
29.1.. 4-3.8
Bob
26.3 -f-1.4
3A 32 Jergen's
Journal
21
FibberHope
McGee &
Fibber McGee
&
2120 71 +0.3
Molly
25.6 —0.4
+0.5
5 4 BobMolly
Hope
JergensBenny
Journal 24.1
+ 1.6
Jack
23.4 -1-1.7
+2.7
6
5
My
Friend
Irma
19
7 22 Mr. District Attorney .. 18,
My Friend Irma 23.1 —0.6
8 10 Jack Benny
18
Duffy's Tavern 23.0 -H.4
Mystery
Theater
22.8
-j-0.5
9
15
DufFy's
Tavern
18
10
34
10
7
Mystery
Theater
District Attorney. .22.7 -1-3.4 11 14 People Are Funny.. ..1818
11 19 Mr.
Inner
Sanctum
22.5
-|-3.5
12 37
17 +2.7
'n' Andy 22.0 -i-4.4 12 8 Big Town
13
14 AmosTown.
21.9 -f3.3 13
38
Amos
'n'
Andy
17,
+2.2
14 16 Big
14
29
Mr.
and
Mrs.
North...
16 +2.3
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
+0.8
Show
21.6 -f2.0 15 17 Stop the Music
+2.4
.2
15 22 People Are Funny 21.3 -i-2.5
(4thHarris-Alice
qtr.) Faye 16 +2.6
16 21 Mr. and Mrs. North... 20.7 -+-1.6 16 19 PhilShow
15 +2.6
17 20 Charlie
McCarthy 20.7 +^.S
+4.1
17 24 Day in the Life of
18 25 Day in the Life of
Dennis Day
15 +0.6
18
20
Inner
Sanctum
15
Dennis
Day
20.1
-|-1.3
19 13 Judy Canova 19.9 -1-1.2 19 27 Fred Allen Show 15
20 11 Date With Judy 19.5 —0.3 20 18 Judy Canovo
15 + 1.4
1.8
EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN. -0.6 EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.+++ 1.6
1.3
12.8 +1.5
-0.4 1 2 Beulah
1 1 Lone Ranger 15.5 —0.9
—0
2 3 Beulah
15.1 -f1.6.6 2 1 Lone Ranger
12.1 —0.7
3 2 Edward R. Murrow ...14.3 -|-1.1
—0.4 3 4 Club '15 Bob Crosby. .11.4 +1.2
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN. —0.6 DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN. + 1.1
-0.4 1 2 Backstage Wife 10.5 —0.3
1 2 Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. 11.5
— 1.3
2 1 When a Girl Marries.. 9.9 —0.3
& Myers)
Backstage Wife 11.4 —0.8 34 97 Stella
Arthur Dallas
Godfrey (Ligg. 9.5 —0.4
When a Girl Marries.. 11.3
Stella Dallas 10.6
& Myers)
9.1 —0.5
5 3 Young
Young WIdder Brown . . 10.3
Brown. . 9.1 —0.4
10.4
6 5 Right toWidder
Right to Happiness. . . .
Happiness
—0.8
7
Portia Faces Life 10.2 —-1-0.4
Portia Faces Life 9.1
9.0 —1.2
—0.3
—01.1.2 108 108 Ma
8 14
Perkins
(CBS)
8.8
—0.6
9
Family
Pepper
Young's
— 1.6
13 Pepper
Young's
Family
8.7 —1.0
9 18 Arthur Godfrey
10.1
9.9 -0.4 12 18 Arthur Godfrey
-0-0.2.5
(Nabisco)
8.7 +0.4
13
Perkins (CBS) 9.8
10 8 Ma(Nabisco)
9.4
11 12 Big Sister
9.4
11 11 Big Sister
8.2 —0.9
15 15 Guiding Light
12 15 Lorenzo Jones
8.1 —0.5
13 5 Wendy Warren
9.3
8.0 —1.7
14 224 Our
Front Gal,
PageSunday
Farrell 7.8
+0.1
14 23
Front Page Farrell . . . . 9.2
15
16 Guiding
9.1
Light
20 Perry Mason
7.8 —0.1-0.2
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
1 2 Grand Central
13 Armstrong
Theater. ... 14.3 +0.1
-|-1.5
Station
10.7
David Harding
2
1 Armstrong Theater. ... 10.4
Counterspy
13.6
-1-1.3
3
6
David
Harding
2 Grand Central
Counterspy
10.1
Station
13.2 -1-0.3
4 4 True Detective
46 County
Fair
12.7 -1-0.3
True Detective
Mysteries
9.9
5 3 County Fair
9.7
Mysteries
11.9 —0.6
Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
+2.2
NBC's news-quiz program Who Said
That switched to Sundays, 10:30-11
p.m., effective Sun., Jan. 2. Robert
Trout is moderator of the program,
and John Cameron Swayze is regular
panel member. The program is not
heard on the West Coast.
NAB PR SHIFT
Involves Dawson, Bafson
JAMES DAWSON has been appointed assistant director of the
NAB Public Relations and Publications Dept., succeeding Charles
A. Batson. Mr. Batson is editor
of NAB's continuing television
study, titled "Television." The TV
assignment was started last March
and Mr. Batson's continuance as
editor was authorized at the NAB
board's last meeting.
Mr. Dawson has been acting for
Mr. Batson since start of the TV
assignment and now moves into the
position permanently. Name of
the Public Relations Dept., headed
by Robert K. Richards, was
changed by the board to Public Relations &Publications Dept.

author's copies of Democracy vs.
+0.1first
Feudalism in Post-War Japan,
English-language book published in
Japan since the war, and written by
William Costello, chief of CBS Far
Eastern news bureau, have been received in the U. S.

AFFILIATE

Record

Firm

Moving

ENGINEERING and repertoire
departments of Capitol Records will be the first to move into firm's
new Hollywood quarters, the
former Don Lee Broadcasting Sys^
tem studios. Move is scheduled
for Jan. 15, according to Glenn E.
Wallichs, Capitol Records president. The firm has signed a fiveyear lease on the new quarters.
The building contains four studios,
one of which will be rented out for
radio and television broadcasting.
BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICES has moved its Washington office
to 1910 K St., N. W. Telephone:
Executive 8525.

in the Triple Cities

Binghamton

* Johnson

It s Always
To

COMMERCIAL radio is heavily
represented on the national committee for the Annual Radio Conference on Station Problems to be
held at the U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla., March 4-6.
Among those on the committee
are: George C. Biggar, KCRG
Cedar Rapids, low^a; Ben Ludy,
WIBW Topeka, Kan.; Robert Saudek, ABC, New York; P. A. Sugg,
WKY Oklahoma City; Earl Williams, KFAB Lincoln, Neb., and
Robert K. Richards, NAB public
relations director.
Other committee members: Herbert True, Carter Advertising Co.,
Kansas City; Rowland Broiles,
Rowland Broiles Advertising Co.,
Fort Worth; Monty Mann, TracyLocke Co., Dallas; Jack N. Pitluk,
Pitluk Advertising Co., San Antonio; Harlow P. Roberts, Goodkind, Joice and Morgan, Chicago;
Harold Kent, Kamehameha Schools,
Honolulu, and I. Keith Tyler, Ohio
State U., Columbus.
Topics for the conference sessions have been suggested to radio
men by questionnaire. Television
and station operations will be emphasized, according to Sherman P.
Lawton, conference director.

Put
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page '72)
January 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1490 kc
Easley
Broadcast
Easley,
CP new AM stationCo.,1070
kc 1 S.kwC. —D
AMENDED to request 1490 kc 250 w
unl.
Modification of CP
: KRBC
Abilene, Tex. — Mod. CP
1 change frequency, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
Modification of License
KDEC Decorah, Iowa — Mod. license
to change hours from specified hours
to share time with KWLC.
KWLC Decorah, Iowa — Mod. license
to change hours from specified hours
to share time with KDEC.
Modification of CP
WDET-FM Detroit— Mod. CP new FM
/Station
for
extension of completion
date.
WHEC-FM Rochester, N. Y.— Same.
KTVU Portland,
Ore.— Mod.
CP new
commercial
TV station
for extension
of completion date.
License Renewal
KHASnewal AMHastings,
station. Neb. — License reJanuary 5 Applications ...
ACCEPTED FOR FrLING
License for CP
KFBK Sacramento. Calif. — License to
cover CP increase power etc.
WGVMCP Greenville,
Miss.— License to
cover
new AM station.
Modification of CP
Ark.- Mod.of
CPKFSA-FM
new FM Fort
stationSmith,
for extension
completion date.
KWFM San Diego, Calif.— Same.
WNAV-FM Annapolis. Md.— Same.
WMBO-FM Auburn, N. Y.— Same.
WJHL - FM Johnson City, Tenn. —
Same.
CP to Reinstate
KFDX-FM Wichita Falls, Tex.— CP to
reinstate CP new FM station which expired Nov. 12, 1948.
License for CP
KOMO-FM Seattle— License to cover
- rP new FM station.
WJLS-FM Beckley, W. Va.— Same.
Modification of CP
Jacksonville,
Fla.— Modfor
CPWMBR-TV
new commercial
TV station
extension of completion date.
WVTL Utica, N. Y.— Same.
WTLE Greensboro, N. C— Same.
WMCT Memphis, Tenn.— Same.
Edwin H. Armstron?, Alpine. N. J. —
Mod. CP new exp. TV station W2XGW
for extension of competion date.
'
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
,of WGTC
N. C— tr/as
Assignment
license Greenville,
from J. J. WhHe
Greenville
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Carolina
Bcstg.
System Inc.
January 6 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTION
Commission on January 5 directed
Presiding Commissioner Paul A. Walker
to prepare and issue initial decision in
matter of revocation of CP of television
station WTVJ Miami. Fla., and applicarion for consent to transfer of control of
Southern Radio and Television Equip,ment Co., permittee of WTVJ. Initial
decision, released today, looks toward
revoking order of revocation issued
Southern Radio and Television Co. on
July 29, 1948, of its CP for WTVJ and
to grant application for consent to
transfer control of Southern Rad^o and
Television Equipment Co. from Robert
G. Venn, Edward N. Claughton and
J. Nelson Inc.
to Wolfson-Meyer Theater
Enterprises
January 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WROY
Carmi,
111. — License to cover
CP new AM station.
Assignment of License
KIOX Bay City, Tex.— Assignment of
license from Bay City Bcstg. Co., partnership of John George Long, T. C.
3odd and Harry L. Reading Jr., to John
George Long d/b as Bay City Bcstg. Co.
Transfer of Control
KATE Albert Lea, Minn.— Relinquishment of control of licensee, Albert LeaAustin Bcstg. Co. Inc., from Edgar L.
Hayek and Lillian H. Hayek to J.
George Wolf and William Robert Wolf.
WHOL
Allentown,
Pa. — Relinquishiment
of control
of licensee,
Allentown
^BROADCASTING

FCC

FCC BOX SCORE
Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
SUMMARY
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV* 14Stations
on the air.

TO JANUARY

On Air Licensed CPs
1,914
1,865 262
700
225 694
51
7
116

AM APPLICATIONS
Greer, S. C. — William C. Drace, 1490
kc, 250 w, unlimited. Apulicant is local
theatre manager. Mr. Drace had been
in comparative hearing with Pisgah
Broadcasting Co. which sought 1240 kc,
2=^0 w, fulltime, at Bre->'ard, N. C.
Pisgah was favored by FCC [BROADCASTING, Aug. 30, Nov. 29, 1948] and
Mr. Drace filed amendment to seek facilities he now requests. Commission
denied petition to amend without prejudice to his filing new anplication for
same assignment. Filed Jan. 4.
Sanford, Me. — Alban J. Bastarache,
1230 kc. 2.50 w, unlimited; estimated
co't $18,422. Applicant until Dec. 1,
1948, coln
wasPress.threp-Quarters
Filed Jan. 3. owner of LinToledo, Ohio — Radio Corp. of Toledo,
1470 kc, 1 kw, unlimited, directional
(DA-2^; estimated cost $50,200. Applicant has bought assets of Continental
Broadcastine Co., partnership seeking
same facilities there, for $4,102.88
(cost). Continental application to be
dropped.
RadioviceCorp.
principals:
Arthur Reichert,
president
and 36%
owner, Beeson-Faller-R-ichert Inc., advertising, president and 7.35% owner;

6
Grants
Cond'l

Pending
cations
523
Appli312

Hearing
In
181
285
31

92
Donald S. Parker, trustee Toledo Blue
Cross, hospital insurance, vice president 3.67%; Wendland V. Cruey, attorney, secretary
1.47%;treasurer
Wellington
Roemer,
insurance,
7.35%;F.
John E. Evans 45*
Sr., attorney, partner
in Continental, 11.02%; James C. McNett, head of own manufacturer's
agent
firm, 7.35%;partner
Kenneth
Rennekamp. Continental
and licensee
WKRZ Oil City, Pa., 22.05%; John W.
Richards, partner Bellman, Gillett &
Richards, architectural and engineering firm, 7.35%; B. Adna Snyder, physician, 3.67%: Georire L. Young, general
manager WPGH Pittsburgh, 4.4%; John
E. Evans Jr., attorney. Continental
partner, 11.02%: Harold E. Hertzfeld,
auto dealer, 5.88%; Samuel W. Mason,
vice president. The Ottawa Hills Co.,
subdivision development and sales firm.
2.94%; Grace E. Smith, president of
own restaurant firm, 4.4%. Filed Jan. 4.
FM APPLICATION
Douglas,239Ga.—
Channel
(95.7WDMG
mc), Inc..
ERP Class
5.4 kw,B,
antenna heieht above averaflre terrain
264 ft.;
estimatedof co<:t
Aonlicant
is licensee
AM $l8.P8fi.
station WDMG
there. Filed Jan. 3.

Battle of Stars
(Continued from page 26)
are lawful. Reps. J. Percy Priest
(D-Tenn.) and Carl T. Curtis (RNeb.) seek explanation of deals
from Internal Revenue Bureau.
A Broadcasti>jg. Dec. 6 — CBS
raids against NBC's entrenched
t^Jent, which have so far resulted
in capture of Amos 'n' Andy and
Jack Benny, promised last week
tT develop into full-scale campaign.
Bslieve only Amos 'n' Andy will
receive government blessing.
9 Closed Circuit, Dec. 13 —
Latest Fred Allen threat to retire
from radio believed based on desire for rest period prior to development oftelevision show. Plans
reported about complete Dec. 10
Bcstg.
by Lewis
muller Corp.,
through
issuanceand ofCora
150 Windsh to
George D. Gartland.
KAFY from
Bakersfield,
Calif.—andTransfer
control
George Crome
R. F.
Harlow to George Crome, R. F. Harlow,
Sheldon
Anderson
and
Herman
Anderson.
WCMW
Ohio — Transfer
trol from Canton,
E. A. Mahoney,
Jamescon-L.
Amerman, Arhold Gebhart, Royal G.
Lister and Merlin R. Schneider to S. L.
Huffman and K. B. Cope.
Modification of CP
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y. — Mod. CP
new commercial TV station to designate crease
studioERPlocation
as 10115 Court
St., infrom vis.
kw, aur.
7.5
kw to vis. 26.7 kw, aur. 13.4 kw
AMENDED
to
name fromSyracuse
Meredith Pub. Corp.
Co.change
to Meredith
Television

License Renewal
KDLK Del Rio, Tex.— License renewal.
KISD Sioux Falls, S. D. — Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WSID censeEssex,
Md. — H.
Assignment
of lifrom Sidney
Tinley Jr.
to
United Bcstg. Co. Inc.
AM— 1150 kc
WORAcrease 1 kw
Mayaguez,
R.— CP DA-IN,
to into 5 kw,P. install
change trans, and change trans, site.
• Telecasting

for shift of Phil Harris program
from NBC to CBS. NBC understood to have refused to release
last eight weeks of Phil Harris
series Sundays, so CBS planning
to transcribe program off line for
this period and repeat at 8 p.m.
starting Jan. 2. This would mark
first regular transcribed series in
CBS history. In Hollywood, Mr.
Bergen announced that after his
Dec. 26 broadcast he was quitting
radio, at least temporarily. Announcement followed collapse of
capital gains acquisition of the
ventriloquist by Coca-Cola.
• Broadcasting. Dec. 20 — CBS
solicitation of Phil Harris-Alice
Faye show, now on NBC stymied
Friday. Rexall Drug Co., show's
sponsor, assertedly unwilling to
move to new time on new network.
• Broadcasting, Dec. 27 — Reports that CBS was still hopeful
of obtaining Edgar Bergen despite
his recently announced intentions
to retire from radio, revived last
week when ventriloquist admitted
he was negotiating with CBS.
• Broadcasting, Jan. 3 — Bureau of Internal Revenue was reported late last week to be ready
to rule Jack Benny's $2.5 million
capital gains sale of his show to
CBS is personal-income transaction, not capital gain. Rule would
be construed to be government
policy.
DON McNAMARA, television director
of Telefilm Inc., Los Angeles, will conduct 15-week television survey and
workshop course for U. of California
Extension, that city, starting Feb. 8.

DELETES

One AM, Three FM Stations
DELETION of one standard station
and three FM stations was approved last week by FCC upon request of the applicants. The AM
outlet and two of the FM outlets
cited economic reasons for their
actions.
KARV Mesa, Ariz., owned by
Arizona Radio and Television Inc.,
ceased operation last month and in
requesting
zation dismissal
indicated Mesaof its
wasauthorinot a
large enough community to support two stations, FCC reported.
KARV began operations on 1400
kc with 250 w fulltime in 1947.
Other station there, KTYL, assigned 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc,
also began operation that year.
WG-L-FM Fort Wayne, Ind., was
deleted by the Commission at the
request of Famsworth Television &
Radio Corp., permittee. Firm said
the dismissal was due to the pro"the
WGL and
assignment of
changedposedeconomic
situation
on Fort
Wayne with respect to AM and
FM," according to FCC. WGL has
been sold for $150,000 to the Fort
Wayneing. Nov.
News-Sentinel
29, 1948]. [BroadcastKXL-FM Portland, Ore., was deleted at the request of KXL Broadbecausefrominsufficientcasters,
income permittee,
was realized
the
FM operation to warrant its continuance, the Commission stated.
KRST-FM Tyler, Tex., was deleted at the request of the conditional grantee, Rose Capital Broadcasting Co. No reason was given.
COMPETlTiON
TV vs. School Games
SEVERAL COMPLAINTS that
television is cutting attendance at
high school football games were
conven-of
the annual
registered
tion of the at
National
Federation
High School Assns. Dec. 30 in Chicago's Stevens Hotel. Forty-three
states were represented.
C. E. Forsythe of the Michigan
state group reported a drop of
the gate at Detroit's an10,000nual in
city vs. parochial school championship game, and Rhea Williams,
delegate from Texas, cited a 20%
decline in attendance when four
Fort Worth schools sold TV rights
to some 40 games in their district.
Mr. Williams allowed, however,
that "weather and other factors
figured
in this
sharp decrease."
Illinois
delegates
followed the
discussion closely as an application
is on file at the U. of Illinois to
televise the annual state basketball
tourney at Champaign next spring.
The federation took no formal action regarding televising high
school events as each state association is expected to make its own
rules, it was said.
MASS production of its new large
picture tube has been started at Chicago plant of the Rauland Corp.,
Zenith Radio. Corp. has announced.
Rauland is a Zenith subsidiary.
January 10, 1949
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RCA TO SHOW
CBS, MERCURY
At

Deadline

FCC WARNS TV PERMITTEES
TO PURSUE CONSTRUCTION
FCC ADMONISHED television permittees
Friday that they must proceed with construction and /or take consequences.
Uncertainty over outcome of current TV
freeze and attendant engineering and allocations problems, FCC said, will not be accepted
"as an excuse for failure to diligently proceed
with construction."
FCC issued statement in response to query
from WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., which had
noted that consequences of construction might
be "grave" if standards and allocations are
changed, while failure to construct might lead
to loss of permit [Broadcasting, Nov. 15].
Commission recognized that "certain permittees" may feel it unwise to proceed with construction till final action is taken on TV rules,
standards and allocations. Decision on that
point, FCC said, is up to each permittee.
"Nevertheless," statement said, "the Commission is of the opinion that the public interest
requires that TV permittees be required to
comply diligently with the terms of their construction permits or to surrender them."
Requests for additional construction time,
FCC said, will be granted "only upon a satisfactory showing that the failure of the permittee to complete construction was due to
causes not under its control, or upon a showing
of other matters sufficient to justify the extension," as required by rules.
FCC meanwhile granted Chronicle Pub. Co.
extension to July 18 to complete construction
of KRON-TV San Francisco.
COMMISSION APPROVES TWO
NEW AM DAYTIME STATIONS
TWO NEW AM stations approved by FCC
Friday. Both daytime only assignments, they
are:
Tex. — Victoria
Co.,Partners:
1410 kc,
500Victoria,
w daytime;
estimatedBroadcasting
cost $20,800.
Louis Thurmond Culp Krueger, 60% owner KULP
El Campo,
46"%; Ross
KULP
and Tex.,
20% owner
KHBR Bohannon,
Hillsboro 15%
and owner
KSTA
Coleman, Tex., 5%; Rubin Frels, southern Texas
theatre owner, 10% ; R. E. Norton, KULP manager,
12%; Truman L. Bercher, owner Victoria city bus
line, 27%.
— Crest Broadcasting
Co.,land
1580 and
kc,
250Pascagoula,
w, daytime;Miss.
estimated
cost $12,072 plus
buildings. Principals: W. R. Guest Jr., industrial
engineer. Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., president and
26.25%; E. H. Craven, electrical engineer with same
firm, secretary-treasurer, 26.25%; H. Hugh O. Jones,
manager
WGCMby number
Gulfoort, ofMiss.,
26.25%. Remaining
interest held
individuals,
WBBZ, WKBC SALES OKAYED;
HEARINGS IN 2 OTHER CASES
APPROVAL granted Friday by FCC to sales
of WBBZ Ponca City, Okla., by Adelaide Lillian
Carrell for 8115,000 to Ponca City News, and
WKBC North Wilkesboro, N. C, to new firm
of same owners plus new partner.
Hearing was ordered by Commission on
transfer applications of WRRN-AM-FM Wai^ren, Ohio, and KPMO Pomona, Calif., to determine whether owmership was switched without
approval.
WFDR

CALL

APPROVED

USE of late President Roosevelt's initials for
New York FM station call of International
Ladies Garment Workers Union approved by
FCC, which earlier had refused their use. Station, formerly WVKO, becomes WFDR. Roosevelt family had assented.
Page 86
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FCC ISSUES FOUR FM CPs;
THREE GO TO AM OPERATORS
FOUR FM construction permits — three Class
A, one Class B — issued by FCC Friday. Three
of four went to existing AM operators. Three
conditional grantees won CPs and seven outlets
won new technical facilities. New CP holders :
Anderson, Ind. — Civic Broadcasting Corp., Class A,
Channel 292 (106.3 mc), effective radiated power
320 w, antenna height above average terrain 200 ft,;
estimated cost $6,985 plus land and buildings.
Grantee is licensee AM station WCBC Anderson.
Madisonville,
Ky. — Messenger
Co.
Inc.,
Class A, Channel
276 (103.1 Broadcasting
mc), ERP 1 kw,
130 ft. antenna; estimated cost $18,385. Ownership:
Madisonville Pub. Co., publisher Daily Messenger,
48.8%;
Edgarof F.paper,
Arnoldpresident
Sr., president-editor
and
47% owner
and 12.2% owner;
Elmer L. Kelly Jr., Messenger advertising manager,
vice president 12.2%; H. W. Wells, owner Wells
Radio Music Co., secretary-treasurer 12.2%; Edgar
F. Arnold Jr., wire news editor of paper, director
6.1%; Kenneth L. Arnold, Western Kentucky Coal
Co. chemist, 6,1%; Ernest L. Claytor, city editor of
paper,ovv^ner
director
50%
paper.2.4%. Mrs. Woodson Browning is
Farmington,
Mo. mc),
— Cecil
Channel 261 (100.1
ERP W.170 Roberts,
w, 215 ft, Class
antenna;A,
estimated
cost
$8,200
plus
land
and
buildings.
Grantee is licensee KREI there.
Worthington, Ohio — Peoples Broadcasting Corp.,
Class B, Channel 250 (97.9 mc), ERP 340 kw. 640
ft.
antenna. Grantee is licensee AM station WRFD
there.
Following were granted CPs in lieu of CGs: KPSTFM Preston, Ida.— Class B, Channel 223 (92.5 mc),
ERP 3.7 kw, 140 ft. antenna; WSAL Saginaw, Mich.
—Class B, Channel 251 (98,1 mc), ERP 15 kw, 340 ft.
antenna;
WLWBERP Dayton,
Ohio—
248
(97.5 mc),
18 kw, 490
ft. Class
antenna.B, Channel
Following were granted CPs in lieu of previous
conditions: WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga., change from
102.9 to 106.1 mc; WFJL Chicago, to change from
34 to 29 kw, antenna from 535 to 570 ft.; WNAC-FM
Boston, to change from 19.5 to 20 kw, antenna from
510 to 460 ft.; WBSM New Bedford, Mass., to change
antenna; KFMP Red Wing, Minn., to change frnm
380 to 310 w, antenna from 390 to 380 ft.; KPOJ-FM
Portland,
Ore., to R.change
to 44 kw.;
FM
Providence,
I., to from
change220 from
20 to WEAN13 kw.
FCC FM CRACKDOWN
SEEN;
TIME WAIVER PLEAS DENIED
STRICTER enforcement of rule requiring FM
stations to operate at least 6 hours daily was
indicated by FCC Friday. "It is felt," FCC
said, "that in cases where the expenses of
operation of an FM station are being kept at
a minimum by duplicating the programs of an
affiliated AM station 100%, and where the
operations of the AM affiliate are not unprofitable, sufficient grounds do not exist to warrant
a waiver of the [minimum-hours] rules."
Statement was issued in denying waiver
requests of WENY-FM Elmira, N. Y.; WHDLFM Allegany, N. Y., and KWK-FM St. Louis.
FCC noted that in past it has granted waivers
to "deserving cases" where compliance with
rule was difficult for financial reasons. But,
FCC said, "the Commission is of the opinion
that FM broadcasting has reached a stage
where it is desirable" for stations to meet
at least minimum requirements "wherever
RMA
possible."TV TUBE SALES
SALES of cathode ray tubes to TV set manufacturers, reflecting peak receiver production,
spurted sharply in 1948 third quarter, Radio
Mfrs. Assn. reported Friday. Sales totalling
306,502 and valued at $7,529,531 compared
with 267,763 at $6,021,878 for second quarter.
Total electron tube sales, reported by RMA
members and National Electrical Mfrs. Assn.
jointly, put at S14, 759,430 for third quarter,
$38,811,460 for first nine months.
AGENCY SIGNS WITH NIELSEN
McCANN-ERICKSON has signed three-year
agreement for new national Nielsen Radio Index class "A" service.

NEW DISCS;
INNOVATIONS

BATTLE of the RPMs got upder way in earnest Friday as RCA announced new 45-rpm
seven-inch phonograph records and changer
would be shown to trade today (Jan. 10) in
New York. At saine time CBS announced
new seven-inch plastic microgroove record for
33%-rpm turntables.
RCA will include 45-rpm on new models.
Improved tone and quick changing claimed.
Stromberg-Carlson will offer it optional on
some models, it is understood, with plans of
other set makers not yet known.
New CBS records to be sold at 90 and 60
cents (plus tax), depending on type of selection, a saving from cost of 78-rpm records
which it will continue to release.
Irving Green, Mercury Record Corp. president, said company has developed its own LP
microgroove record for 33% turntables.
NORTHEASTERN

AFFILIATES

OF ABC MEET IN NEW YORK I
REPRESENTATIVES of 46 ABC northeastern
affiliates, meeting Thursday at Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York, heard network executives
outline year's plans in radio and video. Resolution passed stating network-affiliate relations
are at "an all-time high."
Meeting was first of district affiliate sessions
ABC plans for 1949. South-central and southeastern districts meet today (Jan. 10) at New
Orleans' International House.
TURNBULL

JOINS

BlOW

CO.

HENRY TURNBULL, vice president o^
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, joinfe^
Blow Co., New York, today (Jan. 10) in simi^
lar capacity.

■

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page i)
on Dayton radio-TV structure. Crosley Broadcasting Corp. with TV CP in Dayton, had been
negotiating with Rock for sale of minority
interest which would compete with Cox's
WHIO-TV. Because of duopoly rule, that
transaction necessarily is cancelled.
NAB MUSIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S
subcommittee on co-op programs to meet with
ASCAP group Wednesday to continue search
for method of payment for this type program
under ASCAP licenses. Joseph A. McDonald,
ABC vice president and chairman of subcomproblem can be solved without '
recourse mittee,
to hopeful
courts.
ALTHOUGHFCC House
Select 80th
Committee
to In-"^
vestigate
died with
Congress,
its
general counsel is still a familiar figure oil
Capitol Hill. Frank T. Bow of Canton, Ohio*,
is now headquartering on the Senate side with
Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.).
UPCOMING convention of National Retail
Hardware Assn. will see floor criticism of officers by dealers who are irked by failure to include any mention of radio in advertising
manual. NAB acted when slight was dis- \
covered and manual will be modernized in next i
edition.
INDICATIONS are follow-up meeting of Nov.
30-Dec. 3 television-FM engineering conference
won't be called [Broadcasting, Dec. 6]. Con-'
ference's ad hoc committee moving slowly.
Belief is FCC vnW start rule-making.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Listeners
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The first Area Radio Study of The Kansas City Primary
Trade Area shows The KMBC-KFRM Team far in the lead
of all broadcasters heard in the area. Made in the fall of
1948 by Conlan & Associates, this study is believed to be
the largest coincidental survey of its kind ever conducted.
Factual data from this survey of more than 100,000 calls
is published in three books — The KMBC-KFRM Team
Area Study (Kansas City Primary Trade Area), the KMBC
Area Study, and the KFRM Area Study.
These Area studies which cover 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
throughout one week, (KFRM is a daytime station) ending
in early October, exclude the larger cities: both Kansas
City's (Missouri and Kansas) St. Joseph, Topeka, Saiina,

FRM

Trade

Area

Imm

Hutchinson and Wichita, surveys for all of which have
been made by Conlan.
The KMBC Area Study proves KMBC is the
most listened to station (daytime) within an aversasageCity!
radius of slightly over 100 miles from KanThe KFRM Area Study proves KFRM is the
most listened to (daytime) station in Kansas within
KFRM's
half-millivolt contour! (KFRM is a daytime station.)

KMBC

Area Survey

17.1
KFRM

Area Survey

KMBC-KFRM
Area SurveyTeam
I Kansas City Primary
Trade Area)
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These graphs illustrate the percentage of total audience of KMBC and KFRM, as determined bythe Conlan survey, in comparison to the other leading stations of the area.
There were 73 Kansas, 5 Oklahoma and 4 Nebraska
counties included in the KFRM Area Survey, (Wichita,
Saiina, Hutchinson excluded) with a population of 1,011,750; all within KFRM's half-millivolt contour.
In the KMBC Area Survey there were 61 counties, (Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City, Kansas, St. Joseph, Topeka excluded)all
; within KMBC's half-millivolt daytime contour.
In the KMBC-KFRM Area Survey for the Kansas City
Primary Trade area, as defined by Dr. W. D. Bryant, now

K
F

E
D E

research director for the 10th Federal Reserve District,
there were 135 counties, with a total population of 2,099,531; all counties being within the half-millivolt daytime
contours of KMBC-KFRM. (Metropolitan areas named
were excluded.)
Only The KMBC-KFRM Team delivers complete coverage of the great Kansas City Trade area! The KMBCKFRM Team provides the most economical circulation an
advertiser can buy to cover this huge, important trade area.
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Naturally
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.
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This is January— traditional time to do what Janus could do simultaneously— that is: review our 1 948 progress and look forward to our 1 949 plans for making our network an
even better advertising medium. With a word about radio's responsibility to the listener.

by Edgar Kobak
President, Mutual Broadcasting System
REVIEWING our network development
^during the past year, we find we've
made good headway in facilities; and
today, advertisers find Mutual an allround, network— strong not only in "onestation" markets (where the only station
is Mutual's) but also strong in the
Metropolitan areas which account for over
20,700,000 radio homes. [Kadio Families,
U.S.A., 1948)

Here are some pertinent statistics:
1. Mutual now delivers 136 of the 137
Metropolitan districts. More significantly, we cover 119 (day) and 113
(night) from within — i.e. with a
station located in the heart of the
market.
2. Mutual has enough power in these
markets to do a real job for the advertiser: we cover 73 of them both day
and night, and 8 additional markets
daytime only— with 1000 watts and
over.
3. In the Metropolitan districts alone,
21 Mutual stations completed power
increases or have CP's for more
power. In 8 other markets, Mutual
increased power through switches in
affiliates.
4. Outside of the Metropolitan districts.
Mutual added 60 stations during
1948; of these, 41 are in markets
having no other station or network
station.

5. Power increases in cities outside the
Metropolitan districts were comand CP's granted for 32
l stations.
additionapleted

Mutual

6. Today, Mutual has more stations of
1000-watts and over than any other
network. The significance is that
total power is less important than
distribution of power— that Mutual
wastes no power in overlap but
applies it all in markets where power
is vital.
In 1949, we plan even greater effort on
Programming. For weeks now, our Program and Sales people have been working
on fundamental changes in our programming philosophy and its practical application. "The goal is— better programs, more
listenable sequences, more listeners for
our stations and better value for our
advertisers.
Most noteworthy change is the planned
move of the Gabriel Heatter show from its
9 o'clock evening Monday-Friday strip
(long a Mutual tradition) into the 7:30
spot. We believe this earlier hour is better
suited to Mr. Heatter's commentary, and
should bring him a larger audience. Moreover, itmakes it possible for Mutual to
program from 8:00 p.m. on in sequences.

Here's an example: the Monday evening line-up will start out strong with:
''Straight Arrow" the new show sponsored
by National Biscuit Company; the celebrated "Sherlock Holmes" sponsored by
Clipper Craft Clothes and formedy heard
on Sunday; and"The Casebook of Gregory
Hood." We hope through sequence programming tobe able to duplicate in the
evenings the leadership in listening which
Mutual has long enjoyed on Sunday afternoon and early Sunday evening with such

Broadcasting

WORLD'S

LARGEST

constant top-raters as Juvenile Jury (General Foods), House of Mystery (General
Foods), True Detective Mysteries (Oh
Henry Candy Bars), The Shadow (Blue
Coal ), Quick As a Flash (Helbros Watch ),
Carter
(Cudahy).
(Quaker Oats) and Nick
Roy Rogers
XX

But more on this as the picture unfolds.
And now a word about our industry's
responsibility to our boss— the listener.
We read for
in the
sentiment
the trade
NAB press
Codethat
may"lack
causeof
its abandonment." Our own attitude
toward the Code has, I think, been unmistakable since the beginning. We are for it
— just as strongly as we are for the principles which dictated its adoption.
Whether or not our industry adopts the
Code as presently written is not, to our
way of thinking, too important; what we
do think is fundamental is that broadcasters should be fully alive to their
responsibilities and to the principles
which underlie the Code. If they are
guided by these principles and really live
up to them— the details can still be worked
out to the satisfaction of everybody, not
forgetting the listener.
There is no doubt in our mind that this,
of all years, is a poor time for radio to
continue the kind of programming which
leaves it open to criticism from the
listener. Because we believe that 1949 will
see further rapid expansion in television,
and radio will have to be on its best
behavior, will have to deliver its best in
programming, if it is to hold its own and
make further progress.
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. Tough luck, Junior . . . just shows how impor^ tant both size and coverage can be. But down
Texas way two frequencies permit you to select the
market which best fits your budget ... 570 for local
penetration ... 820 for broader area coverage. Both
are coupled with top talent in programming and the
most modern engineering and transcription facilities
on WFAA.
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Business

Closed

Circuit

McCANN-ERICKSON scheduled to move its
entire Chicago television department, headed
by Bill Vance, to New York. Radio Director
Ken Craig remains in Chicago to handle television aspects.
SIGNS of belt-tightening becoming more evident among networks. In addition to ABC accent on economy premised upon television cost,
MBS is functioning on basis of minimum personnel replacements, with remaining staff to
absorb additional load. In recent weeks two
station relations field men have left, without
replacements.
BARE BONES operation of BMB (see story
page 23, editorial page 40) expected to mean
stripping of staff down to that which actually
will conduct second survey in March. Presumed also that substantial portion of headquarters suite in New York will be relinquished.
FIREMAN in new BMB crisis was NAB President Justin Miller, whose plan to save tripartite research project was ratified. Barebones operation, he felt, would guard present
investment of stations in second survey and
BMB hopes new setup will bring back into
fold many subscribers.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Co. will
move Harvest of Stars, now heard on CBS
Wednesdays 9:30-10 p.m., to NBC in Sunday
afternoon time unspecified. Contract to be
signed this week.
WHETHER by happenstance or good timing,
there's significance in practically simultaneous
actions involving clear channels. Last week
Chairman-designate Edwin C. Johnson of Senate Interstate Commerce Committee reintroduced bill (S-491) putting 50 kw lid on clear
channels with provision which would not preclude duplication. Word also went out last
week for Jan. 20 meeting of non-clear channel
broadcasters to be held in Chicago at call of
Ed Craney, Montana station owner who has led
fight against clears (see page 46).
PEPSODENT DIVISION of Lever Brothers
Co. (Rayve Home Permanent Kit), through its
agency, J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, currently looking for daytime network program
to introduce kit (see story, page 22).
WHOLE QUESTION of AFM relationship to
television expected to get full attention looking
toward settling most issues as soon as President Petrillo is free of Presidential Inaugural
ceremony planning and can again concentrate
on other matters.
RATHER widespread reports last week that
sale of ABC to Twentieth Century-Fox had
been revived were promptly dismissed at ABC
headquarters with comment that Edward J.
Noble, board chairman and principal stock(Continued on page 78)
Page 4
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Jan. 17: Multiple Ownership, oral argument, FCC
Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 18-19: RMA Industrial Relations Committee
conference. Hotel Statler, New York.
Jan. 20-22: CBC board meeting, Montreal.
Jan. 21-23: CBS Television Clinic, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
(Other Upcomings on page 36)

Bulletins
CHICAGO CUBS will levy $5,000 service
charge against Chicago TV stations carrying
1949 home games. This doesn't mean owner
P. K. Wrigley's enthusiasm for television has
been dampened, it was stated. Understanding
reached with officials of all TV stations that
cost of erecting camera platforms etc. and
loss of seats behind structures worth $5,000
to ball club.
WNBT (TV) New York moving daily sign-on
time from 5:30 p.m. to 3 p.m., starting Feb. 1.
New afternoon programs to include half-hour
daily physical culture program, woman's
club participation show and story-teller for
children.
CBS TO NAME HAUSMAN
LOUIS HAUSMAN, CBS associate director
of advertising and sales promotion, slated to
be promoted to director soon.
CBS BUYING BENNY FIRM
ON INSTALMENT BASIS
CBS acquired Jack Benny's Amusement Enterprises Inc. on instalment payment plan, network reported to Securities & Exchange Commission. Summary of transaction showed
CBS bought 3,500 shares of Benny corporation,
and Columbia Records Inc., wholly owned CBS
subsidiary, bought remainder — 1,500 shares.
Payments are in cash, approximately 22.12%
Dec. 30, 1948, Vz of balance Jan. 3, 1949, remainder in two equal installments, Jan. 2,
1950 and Jan. 2, 1951. CBS reported to have
all voting power of Amusement Enterprises
by owning 70% and by having 100% voting
power of stock of Columbia Records.

(Departmental Index page 6; TV Index page
ABC Stock Sole
AM or FM Video?
BMB Solution
Clear Channel Breakdown
NRDGA Makes Awards
ABC, MBS Billings for 1948
Representation Probe Continues
East-Midwest Coaxial Cable Opened

30)
21
21
23
23
25
26
28
32

Briefly

BREWERY TV • Edelbrew Brewery, Brooklyn, to sponsor 10:30-10:45 p.m. portion of
ABC's Bowling Headliners on four stations of j
eastern TV network Sunday nights. Sponsorship to be on WJZ-TV New York, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, WMAL-TV Washington, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, on 52-week contract. Show
carried on full eastern network 10-11 p.m. sustaining until Edelbrew signed. Agency, Gordon & Mattern, New York.
BAKERY CAMPAIGN • Langendorf United
Bakeries, San Francisco, appoints Blow Co.,
that city, to handle annual $800,000 advertising campaign.
Les will
Hannah,
agency's
Francisco
manager,
supervise.
Use San
of
radio undetermined at present.
RATNER WILL TAKE LEAVE
TO WRITE INDUSTRY SCRIPT
VICTOR RATNER, CBS vice president, will
take leave of absence to v^rite script for AllRadio Promotion movie, he told industry committee meeting in New York Friday. Inability
of five writers who have worked on project so
far to produce acceptable script prompted Mr.
Ratner to undertake job personally.
Maurice Mitchell, NAB director of broadcast
advertising, pointed out need for organized
accounting system to handle funds contributed
to All-Radio promotion and said he would set
up such system. Gordon Gray, WIP Philadelphia, chairman of committee; Lewis H. Avery
of Avery-Knodel, and Mr. Ratner will appear
before February meeting of NAB board to
plump
campaign.for industry support of promotion
NBC reported it had completed research on
original contents analysis, which will be turned
over to Mr. Ratner for incorporation in script.
Committee also laid plans for aggressive campaign within next four weeks to increase present total of 400 subscribers.
Members present included besides Mr. Ratner, and Mr. Gray, WIP Philadelphia (chairman), W. B. McGill, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.; Will Baltin, TBA; Ivor Kenway,
ABC; Roy Porteous, NBC; William Ensign,
Transit Radio; Ralph Weil, WOV New York;
Mr. Mitchell; Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel.

\

NAM
FORYork,
NS New
B&B AUDITIO
BENTON
& BOWLES,
preparing '
and auditioning musical program featuring
Andre Kostelanetz today (Jan. 17) for possible sponsorship by National Assn. of Manufacturers. Program will be submitted to board
of NAM. Decision expected by Feb. 1.
JOINS COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
JOHN R. OILMAN will join Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. as vice president Feb. 15. He
resigned recently as Lever Bros, vice presidentdirector. Appointment announced by E. H.
Little, C-P-P president.
BROADCASTING
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BULL'S
• • for
the sales deparfment
EYB

You want programs that make sales? Fine! Thafs
just what we have for you at WOWO.
Take the ABE

ANDREWS

SHOW.

At 1:15

Sundays, Abe talks about sports, hunting, fishing, the
outdoors in general. Since 1945, this show has been
making sales aplenty for the Schlatter Hardware
Company. Moreover, it has won an Ohio State Award
for educational programs, and a Billboard Award for

I

\

local programming. Healthy sales-increase prompted
the sponsor to write, in part: "We all like the
way Abe sells our merchandise with his friendly,
human manner."
Just one testimonial, Mr. Advertiser, but there are
plenty more where this came from. Shoot at your
product-sales target in WOWO's 59-county BMB
area by checking Free 85 Peters for availabilities.

FORT
WAYNE
ABC
AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ TV, NBC Spot Sales
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You

IS

accident

buy a lot more

broadcast time, when
WFDF!

Your

WFDF

not

radio

than

you buy

dollars also get

thousands of impacts for your clients' trade names
which

are plugged via this pioneer station's year

'round merchandising

and promotion

activities.

Here's the line up and don't forget, it PAYS
follow the leader!
WFDF

Does the Most Comprehensive,

to

Intensive

Merchandising and Promotion Job of Any
Station in the Flint Area:
• Display newspaper ads

• Juke box inserts

• Movie trailers

• Courtesy announcements

• Taxi posters

• Publicity stories

© Bus cards inside of all busses

• Letters to the trade

• Posters on outside of Valley
Coach Line busses

• Personal calls on
the trade

910

Kilocycles
FLINT
MICH.

^— '
AMERICAN
REPRESENTED
l^Associated with: WOOD
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BROADCASTING COMPANY ^^^^
BY
T HE
KATZ
AGENCY

Grand Rapids— WFBM
•3- ■■

Indianapolis— WE OA Evansville<

Agencies
8
Allied Arts
75
Commercial
67
Editorial
40
FCC Actions
61
FCC Box Score
77
Feature of the Week
16
Management .
42
New Business
10
Network Accounts
10
News
66
On All Accounts
16
Open Mike
12
Our Respects to
40
Production ,
71
Programs
65
Promotion
76
Radiorama
38
Technical
70
Telestatus
18
FEATURE CALENDAR
First issue of the month: Comparative Network
Program Sponsors Schedule
Second issue: Network Boxscore; Public Interest
Third issue: Trends Survey
Last issue: Telecasting Showsheet
At Washington Headquarters
SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ART KING, Managing Editor
J. Frank Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate EdiFred Fitzgerald,
News Editor;
Editor; Robert
Paul Fulcomer,tors;Asst.
to the News
B.
Luce Research Editor; Mary Ziwhorst, Copy
Editor. STAFF : Lawrence Christopher, Phyllis
Engelman, Jo Hailey, Ed Keys, Tyler Nourse,
John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:
Yvonne Caldwell, Nancy Diehl, Grace Hargrove, Mary Madden; Eleanor J. Brumbaugh,
Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS
MAURY LONG, Business Manager
Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager;
L.
Dant, Adv.
Production
Manager;George
Harry
Stevens,
Classified
Advertising
Manager;
Eleanor
Schadi,
Virginia
Dooley.
AUDITING: B. T. Taishoff, Irving C. Miller,
Eunice Weston.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
BERNARD PLATT, Director
Estelle Markowitz.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE
JOHN P. COSGROVE, Manager
Warren Sheets, ChapaUer Hodgson, Jeanette
Wiley, Elaine Haskell, Lillian Oliver.
NEW YORK BUREAU
250 Park Ave., Zone 17, PLaza 5-8355
EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New York
Editor;
Herman Florence
Brandschain,
Asst.Stella
to theVolpi,
New
York Editor;
Small,
Betty R. Stone.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. Paul, Advertising Director; Tom Stack.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1, CEntral 6-41X5
William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood and Vine, Zone 28..
David Glickman,HEmpstead
West Coast8181Manager; Ralph
G. Tuchman, Hollywood News Editor; Ann
TORONTO
August.
417 Harbour Commission Bldg. ELgin 0775
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting
* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title : Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of
the
Fifth in
Estate.
Advertising
* wasin
acquired
1932 Broadcast
and Broadcast
Reporter
1933.
* Reg. U. S. Pat. Oflflce
Copyright 1949 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25e Per Copy
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■ With pardonable pride we point
to the fine Television job WMCT
is doing for its clients. One good
reason: A staff of sixty working
with the finest equipment available. WMCT is completely
staffed, completely equipped for
any assignment. For instance, our
new RCA Mobile Unit complete with Micro-wave relay . . .
■ Or take our studio and transmitting equipment — all RCA —
the finest money can buy! Movie
equipment is Bell & Howell, Eastman, and Auricon for sound with
movies; Houston rapid film processor, and Bell & Howell printer,
with a complete staff of production specialists to get the job done.
■ In addition to one studio 28
by 34 feet, WMCT has a spacious
auditorium seating 1,050 people
with dressing rooms, scenery storage— the works! Our program
library is replete with up-to-theminute program material, and we
are completely equippied to handle coverage of local events.

■ What about sets? Are people
buying them? You bet they are!
The question is: How long will
suppliers be able to meet the demand? We tell you all this, because it may be that you are one
of the aggressive advertisers who
capitalize on the terrific impact
of a new medium in the $2,000,000,000 Memphis market.

ROBERT EAGAN appointed director of merchandising in Chicago office
w . of Poote, Cone & Belding, and BUCKINGHAM W. GUNN, former program director at WGN Chicago, joins radio and television production
department
there.
Mr. Eagan
general district manager of The Kroger Co.'s;
Chicago branch before
joiningwasagency.
PHILIP KLEIN, president of Philip Klein Adv., Philadelphia, announced that
direction of agency has been assumed by MORTON KOSHLAND and HERBERT
RINGGOLD, his associates for past 13 years. Messrs. Koshland and Ringgold
will be principal stockholders in new Philip Klein Agency Ino. Mr. Klein
continues his active interest as chairman of the board. EDWARD FELBIN of
radio department will assume duties of radio director. Office will remain at
1910 Rittenhouse Square.
JEROME B. HARRISON, vice president and radio-television director of French
& Preston, New York, resigned to join executive staff of Charles Dallas
Reach Co., same city. Mr. Harrison will be in charge of
new business
agency's activities.
New York office and will supervise radio and fortelevision
TED R. MEREDITH, formerly with Norman Malone &
Assoc., Akron, Ohio, joins Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland, as assistant director of media and research.
RUSSELL
MANNEY,
executive^
for
BBDO
New F.York,
where heformerly
served onaccount
the General
Electric,
TWA, B. F. Goodrich and other accounts, joins Geyer, New- i
ell & Ganger, as account executive in the Detroit office.
KENNETH A. WESTERVELT, agency account executive,
Mr. Harrison
assigned new duties involving the Kelvinator account cooperative advertising campaign.
FRED H. FIDLER, Pacific Coast manager of Walter Thompson Co., San
Francisco, appointed a vice president of agency.
|
JAMES EMMETT, formerly manager of now-dissolved Hollywood office of
Morris F. Swaney Inc., returns to Butler-Emmett Adv., Portland, Ore., as active
member of firm.
j
GLADYS YORK, with the William H. Weintraub agency. New York, since
October 1947, appointed business manager of agency's radio department. Miss
York, prior to her association with the agency, was with ABC as sales service
manager. Before that she was with network sales at CBS.
H. A. STADTHAGEN, former research operations manager at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample in Chicago and New York, joins media department of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. He is working in market and media research.
SCOTT LEONARD, former vice president at Tracy-Locke agency, Dallas, joins
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, as account executive. He also worked as account
executive at J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
JOHN J. READY appointed executive in charge of midwest operations at
George F. Florey Inc., Chicago.
J
DAVID BIBERMAN, formerly with promotion departments of the Herald
Tribune and Fawcett Publications, both New York, appointed head of new
television department of Douglas D. Simon Adv., New York.
<
JOSEPH WALLACE; formerly with Kenyon & Eckhardt, joins art directors staff '
at Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York.

'jMmJ

Owned

and

operated

CHANNEL
AFFILIATED

DAVID ROSE, formerly with Milton Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles, joins art
department of Erwin, Wasey & Co., that city.

National Representatives

^^^P^^WH^^^BH

by

4
WITH

the

Commercial Appeal

•
NBC

MEMPHIS
CBS

DUMONT

LEONARD R. WOODRUFF joins Shutran Mahlin Adv., Detroit, as merchandising director and account executive.

I

BESS HARRISON, formerly with Kudner Agency, Los Angeles and Hollywood,
joins McCann-Erickson, Hollywood, as business manager.
GEORGE LEWIS, former publicity director of WHN New York and exploitation director of MBS, appointed radio director of F. Darius Benham & Assoc.,
New York.
(Continued on page 68)
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Jamison

feels

And

why

like

a

new

not?, , . we just hired

man

. . .

him.

Mr. Jamison could be almost any Weed and Company
representative. He came into our life well recommended.
And he looks to us like the sort of alert, hard' working
expert who will fit right into our organization, where
we're doing more business for all of our clients than
ever before in our successful radio history.
Like all the other Jamisons here at Weed and Company,
he has an instinctive and highly professional grasp of
any broadcasting problem that comes his way, whether it's
...an advertiser^ s problem ...a broadcaster's
problem .. .a radio problem or... a television problem.
Above all— Jamison realizes that the basic commodity
he has to sell is service in an intricate and highly
specialized field of advertising. He
provides it honestly and expertly
and the results are already beginning
to show in good black figures.
Like all successfiil men, Mr. Jamison
feels good about his business . . . and
Weed and Company feels good about
Mr. Jamison. For . . . you see . . .
Mr. Jamison could be any one of us.

radio

Weed
ana

BROADCASTING
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PEOPLE

1st

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE DIVISION of General Foods Corp., New York,
signed a five year contract with 13-week renewals for sponsorship of
Lambs Gambols on WNBT and six other East Coast NBC TV stations,
Sundays, 8:30-9 p.m., effective Feb. 27. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.
OLNEY & CARPENTER, New York (O & C brand potato sticks, cheese coated
sticks and French fried potatoes), sponsoring live and spot radio campaign
in Hartford, Conn., Rochester, Syracuse and New York City, plus the Marjorie
Mills program on flve-station New England Regional network. Agency: Fuller
& Smith & Ross, New York.

in

SOUTH

BUFFALO
COURIER
EXPRESS
STATION

THE CELOMAT Corp., New York (Vue Scope TV enlarging lenses and teleroto
turntables), sponsoring television spot announcement campaign on WCBS-TV,
WPIX and WARD, all New York. Agency: Tracy, Kent & Co., New York.

CAROLINA

NUFFIELD Organization, Cowley, England (low-cost automobiles), appoints
Borland Inc., New York, to handle United States advertising for its Morris
Cars. Television will be used.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES, San Francisco, appoints The Blow Co.,
same city, to handle advertising for Langendorf bread and cake. Langendorf
uses radio.
BOSTON EDISON Co., Boston, appoints John C. Dowd Inc., same city, to
handle advertising. Radio will be used.
TREE SWEET Products Co., Santa Ana, Calif., (Tree Sweet canned juices)
appoints BBDO, Los Angeles, to handle advertising, effective Feb. 1.
T n n n n n— n— n— n— r~rr
Greenville's rich Piedmont market' is first in
S. C. in employment,
income and sales.

Ti— Tir
WFBC is Greenville's
ONLY AM station
operating on 5 0 0 0
wottsil 1L_d

THE SULFUR-8 CHEMICAL Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., (Sulfur-8 hair and scalp
preparations), appoints W. B. Doner & Co., New York, to handle advertising.
Radio will be used.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., New York (Anacin, Bisodol, etc.), renews for
52 weeks, five weekly Zeke Manners on 17 West Coast stations. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York.
LENNOX FURNACE Co., Marshalltown, Iowa, is completing media schedules
with representatives from its agency, Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago. Spot
radio probably will be used nationally in special campaigns.

S
WATT
000
5BLANKETS
0KC
BUFFALO
AT97and the
NIAGARA

FRONTIER

AD FRIED Adv., Oakland, Calif., appointed for three new accounts: Model Airplane Motors Co., Berkeley, launching national campaign; Television Distributors, Oakland, and Television Enterprises, Oakland, both planning use of
radio in area.
A/atu^otk -flc counts • • •
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, N. Y., (Wildroot cream oil) Jan. 12 renewed
What's the Name of That Song on full Don Lee network. Aloha Network plus
CKWX Vancouver, B. C, Canada, Wednesdays (8-8:30 p.m. PST). Contract is
for 52 weeks. Agency: BBDO, New York.

NEW

WHELAN DRUG STORES, New York, effective Jan. 20, to sponsor Hotel
Broadway, comedy series on DuMont TV network, Thursdays, 8:30-9 p.m.
Agency: Stanton B. Fisher Inc., New York.
NBC

THREE

ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs, Receiver Sales Division, to sponsor Gus Edwards
Schooldays, Tues., 9-9:30 p.m., starting Jan. 18, and Your Magic Window, variety
show, Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m., starting Jan. 18, on DuMont TV network. Agency:
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y., was scheduled to sponsor Riddle
Me This on CBS TV network, starting Jan. 16 from 8:30-9 p.m. Film quiz was
premiered last Nov. 14 on WCBS-TV New York.
A. STEIN & Co., Chicago (Paris garters, suspenders, belts), to sponsor Identify,
sports quiz on WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago, starting Feb. 14. Show also will be
telecast live over 11 network stations, and by video recording on another. Agency:
Louis A. Smith, Chicago.
e • • •

REPRESENTED BY AV£RY-KNODEL, INC.
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LEE H. BRISTOL, executive vice president of Bristol-Myers Co., New York,
elected president of firm succeeding his brother, HENRY P. BRISTOL, who
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
becomes chairman of the board. DR. DELMAS K. KITCHEN, director of
WEED
& CO. Representatives
medical division, appointed a vice president, and FRANKLIN H. BIVINS and
In Canada: STOVIN
HORACE CO.
N.
GUSTAVE A. JAEGER elected assistant vice presidents of the company.
E. S. McKAY appointed advertising and sales promotion manager of General
Electric Co.'s Air Conditioning Dept., Bloomfield, N. J.
BROADCASTING
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MIGHT

YOU

BAG

BEAR

GRIZZLY

A

916-POUND

--

BUT...

YOU

HIT

IN

WONT

ANYTHING

WESTERN

WITHOUT

MICHIGAN

WKZO

- WJEF

!

Yes, it is impossible to reach Western
Michigan consistently via stations outside of Western Michigan.
It may

look easy on the map,

but

there's a catch. Maps don't show that
Western Michigan is literally hemmed in
by a wall of fading. This wall really prevents effective reception of even the
most powerful "outside" stations.
So to get anything big in this area,
you've
WKZO,

got to use "inside" stations.
Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand

Rapids, offer you the perfect answer because: (1) BMB audience figures will

convince

you of our outstanding rural

coverage; (2) You can project our ratings in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids to
the number of radio homes in these two
cities and

discover that WKZO- WJEF

have nearly 23% more listeners in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids than the nextbest two-station combination. Whafs
more, our combination

rate is 30%

less!

Talk it over with us, or with AveryKnodel, Inc. !

^Arthur Young killed a 916-pound grizzly bear in Yellowstone National Park.

WJIEP
IN GRAND

IN KALAMAZOO
and GREATER

WESTERN

MICHIGAN'

AND

JRAPIDS

-

KENT
(CBS)COUNTY

BOTH
FETZER
AVERY-

KNODEL,

OWNED
AND
OPERATED
BY
'
)
(CBS
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Veteran

Reader

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have been a reader of Broadcasting for a great many years
and have always found it to be not
only an accurate and reliable
source of news, but also an extremely well-written and interesting publication.
William H. Kearns
Ted Bates & Co.
New York

Talking People
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I read the story title "The Talking People" on page 35 of your
(Jan. 1) issue crediting Meredith
Willson with this gimmick.
I would like to go on record and
say that Bill Spire, currently with
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, and myself, when I was

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
radio director for Consolidated
Radio Artists in 1938, used this device successfully in producing 26
spot announcements for the Vick
Chemical Co. However, we used
15 voices speaking and singing in
unison . . .
William von Zehle
William von Zehle & Co.
New York
* * *
For the Farm Public
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . For two years now we have
been broadcasting daily programs

for twelve Oklahoma stations and
one Texas station, all of them farm
and home features in the interest
of the farm public of the Southwest. These stations pay their own
line charges to the campus of Oklahoma A & M College and we do the
rest. To us it is a matter of utilizing the millions of dollars worth of
radio equipment and air time gladly offered to us by the stations in
helping us provide a needed service
for our mutual interests.
The radio stations are WKY
Oklahoma City, KOMA Oklahoma

City, KVOO Tulsa, KCRC Enid,
KTOK Oklahoma City, KSWO
Lawton, KVSO Ardmore, KGFP
Shawnee, KADA Ada, KTMC McAlester, KBIX Muskogee, KSPI
Stillwater, and KWFT Wichita
Falls, Tex. . . .
Burnis Arnold
Extension Radio Specialist
Cooperative Extension Work
in
Agriculture and Home
Economics
Stillwater, Okla.
Gordon

Gray Again

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In reading letter captioned "Blue
Over Gray," Jan. 3 Open Mike, I
"Gordon
wonder that you trouble
don't have
more
Gray
with
the
The mentwopictured
gentleas
"Gordon Grays"
are only two of
the
several in
problem."
radio by the same
name.cuse theI two
can't men
acin question of
adopting the
name for "air purposes," since they
are neither one in the performance
end of radio, but the abundance of
Gordon Grays is rather suspicious.
I might add that the name appears
on my birth certificate.
Do you suppose we might start
an organization known as "The
Gordon Gordon
Grays Gray
of Radio"?
KECK Odessa, Tex.
P.S. — This Gordon Gray is on
the news staff at KECK.
Mr. Gray

The supplying of frozen poultry to hungry metropolitan
markets is BIG BUSINESS among
WIBW listeners.
We're calling this to your
attention because it's just one
of the many new and diversified
sources of revenue that add a
big PLUS to the spendable income of our farm and small
town radio audience . . . your
guarantee of year-round buying
Remember this picture the
power. time yoil're carving a
next
chicken or turkey. Let it remind you that the greatest personalized selling force in Kansas
and adjoining states is . . .
WIBW.

B

W

SERVING AND SELLING

"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW . TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Rep:
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS,
Page 12 • January 17, 1949

INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. - WIBW

Radio vs. Television
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As a high school student about
to begin a career in broadcasting,
I would like to express my views
on the current radio vs. television
Today, TV is at best only a
problem.
supplement to the established radio features, although the miracle
of video and heavy financial set
investment tends to make the owner
forget radio in the evening hours.
I feel that, after the novelty of
TV wears off, the listener-viewer
will seek good entertainment whether on radio or TV. In order to
hold its audience, television will
have to improve its present program schedule,
entertainmentbringing
standard up its
to the
present level maintained by radio.
Eventually, radio comedy, audience-participation, interview, and
sports programs will become standard TV fare, because it is obvious
that
ium. they are suited for that medNow, what is left for radio?
The discriminating future lis-,
tener will be equipped with AM,
FM, and TV, and will most likely
(Continued on page H)

• KCKN • KCKN-FM
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GROWING

MARKETS

Growing

markets

are attractive places in which

advertising dollars, especially now
dollar must

when

to spend

every advertising

do its capacity job. That's

one reason

why

discriminating advertisers are concentrating

on Southwestern

markets.

States can show,

month
new

No

after month,

records

Check

other section of the United

in Tulsa

the Federal

your own

the increases which

are regularly setting

and in other Southwestern

Reserve,

Department

sales figures for the Southwest

markets.

of Commerce,

or

and you'll see why

this area continues to be the best place for 1949 advertising
concentration!

In 1949 take full advantage
Oklahoma's
and

long established,

combination

BROADCASTING
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Greatest

of booming

Station, KVOO,

whose

faithful audience

to get maximum

markets

by using

50,000

watts

is an unbeatable

sales results in the Southwest.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
prefer FM to AM. In the years
to come AM and FM must specialize in quality features for the
discriminating listener (opera,

symphony, semi-classic, show, and
popular music, news, comment,
discussion, etc.), much as FM is
now doing in contrast to radio.
A keen spirit of competition will
exist, creating a healthy situation for broadcasting.
William H. Traphagen Jr.
Jf5 Rugby Road
Cedar Grove, N. J.

FIRST

Touche, Monsieur
EDITOR: Broadcasting:
. . . Mr. Zimmer, the man who
never attended an FM convention,
as far as Mr. Ware knew, had
breakfast with the president of
FMA, at the last FMA convention
in Chicago on the very morning
that he was made president. ...
Graeme Zimmer
Radio Director
WCSI Columbus, Ind.
Editor's Note: Mr. Zimmer is referallegationsFMAmaderumpus
duringringtheto alleged
recent internal
[BROADCASTING, Jan. 3].

Offers Suggesf-ions
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I would like to suggest that
you include in your so-called "FCC
Box Score" each week the names of
the TV statoins taking the air in
that week, thus enabling your read-

FACT

date.ers to keep basic station lists up-toYou could do the same thing for
AM and FM stations, thereby explaining all the changes in figures
which appear in the "FCC Box
Score." There is no reason, either,
why network afBliations could not
be handled in the same manner —
or at least I see none.
I believe this procedure, since it
would necessitate only a very
small additional amount of space,
would solve the problem. You often use much more space in separate stories for these items.
William D. Laudeman
357 W. Jp6th St.
New York City
P. S. Publication of the "FCC
Monthly Report" also is very helpful to anyone wishing to keep station lists up-to-date. Let's hope
you continue this feature, too. And
while I'm at it, let me also congratulate .... for the many help-

FOR

1949

coverage. 1,321,400 people spent $654,888,000
last year in retail stores. . . . Let WSIX help make
counties

— the Nashville retail market area plus! No wonder so many sponsors count on WSIX

Portable

Recorders

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Since your magazine printed the
request of Mr. Warren Ashton regarding portable recording equipment, Ithought your readers would
like to know of
our experience.
We have a specially constructed
tape
which is recorder
accept- able to our standards for broadcasting, and it
has proven exsuccessful. It is tremely
packed
in a suitcase. . . .
In thefivepast
weeks, choral
we have
re-j
corded
different
groups
consisting of approximately 150
persons in each group. The results
of each were very gratifying. We
also record five Good Store Quii.
programs each week and numerou^
interviews, etc.
*
Our experience
wire . recorders has not beenwith
the best.
. .
Elmer G. Muschany
Production Manager
KXOK St. Louis.

Help in Planning
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have received my newsubscriptions to Broadcasting, and
can see that you too have made
big plans for the year 1949. I am
especially interested in the feature
stories on the 1948 highlights of
the networks and the 1949 outlook.
For a youngster starting in the
management field, these little gems
of wisdom and fine pieces of reporting certainly help a lot in future planning. . . .
Robert J. Williamson Jr. ^
Manager
WMIK Middlesboro, Ky.

. . . and it's a market worth your intense sales

your sales effort a success in its 60 BMB

ful changes in format which have
helped to make Broadcasting more
and more valuable [and] ... so
improve a magazine which already
was the leader in its field.

year after

year for results!

ABC AFFILIATE • 5000 W • 980 KC
and WSIX-FM
• 71,000 W • 97.5 MC
National Representative: THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSIX
Page 14
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gives you all three: MARKET,
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COVERAGE,

ECONOMY

WCNX
Signs Four
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
WCNX went on the air Dec. 12,;
1948, and my brother Bill and myself are managing directors. Of
course that means that since Aug.
4 when we received our CP from
the FCC we've actually been ditch
diggers on radials, carpenters,
plumbers and janitors.
We're proud of one thing, however, in this city of Middletown
there are five banks and we have
signed four of them to 52-week contracts. Four out of five — and we
expect the fifth next week.
Richard J. O'Brien
Managing Director
WCNX Middletown, Conn.
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Wintertime

ir\ WWVA's

Is

Listeninq

Prosperous

There are 1,919,351 people on the 446,639 farm homes
coverage area; an area that includes basically Eastern
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia — that spreads
Maine, Maryland, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee

Time

Farm

in the WWVA
Ohio, Western
into Kentucky,
and Vermont.

These WWVA farms produce nearly a Billion Dollars worth of
farm products annually.

Market

WRITE

NOW

YOUR

FREE

In these Winter months— in the hiatus between the FaU harvesting
and the Spring planting — these WWVA farm people have more time

FARM

for listening . . . and for buying. WWVA's locally produced programs are designed to attract and hold them as WWVA listeners.
Mail surveys prove that they do listen to WWVA and buy WWVAadvertised products.

FOR
COPY

AUDIENCE
REPORT

9 Ask an Edward Retry man how you can reach this
WWVA farm audience effectively and economically

wwm

NATIONALLY

50,000 WATTS
•• CBS
WHEELING,
REPRESENTED
BY EDWARD
PETRY

W. VA.
& CO.

National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New York City
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Profits

more

...

THE SWING at WHB Kansas City,
Mo., is ever toward pulchritude.
The problem is to keep the station's
symbolic rope pendulum filled with
beauty to attract the advertising
eye. But in the WHB Swing Girl
Sorority the swing is constantly
to marital bliss.
Eye - catching WHB "Swing
Girls" appear on the traditional
rope swing in a breezy costume in
all the station's trade paper advertisements, and are also being utilized in direct mail promotion.
There have been four "Swing Girls"
since 1945, when WHB adopted its
new slogan, "The Swing Is to WHB
in With
Kansasthe City."
dawn of 1949, the score
to date is three "Swing Girls," well
married, and two of them mothers.
The mothers are Mrs. Charles Phillips and Mrs. William Gilbert Jr.,
the first two members of the exclusive sorority. The 1948 "Swing
Girl," Mary Gibbs, after one starring movie for an independent producer, returned to Kansas City and
claimed a husband.
Now WHB is trying to devise a

Await

Advertisers
in

these
5
Markets

MISS RALSTON, the 1H9 Swing
Girl, is WHB's latest find.
plan to keep Vera Ralston of
Wichita, Kan., model for the 1949
series, out of Cupid's clutches. She
(Continued on page 68)

when you^2^more

O^n

WFLA
gives you a bigger audience in the
heart of Florida's richest trade
area — the growing Tampa-St.
Petersburg market. And the
steady, substantial payrolls of
diversified industry, agriculture
and commerce make it a
responsive audience — right around
the calendar \ You %eU more
people because you tell more
people when you use the
double-barreled impact of
WFLA-AM and WFLA-FM.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
JACKSONVILU. FLORIDA
Page 16
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-fill

-ficcounti

project. In the spring of 1947,
is
Walt sounded out 550 station manown
's
ting
tive
ucer
dcas
the
prod
of
the
effec
broa
of
E
ON
agers, within a reasonable distance
public relations recruiting
transcriptions which have been of the Command's 21 air stations,
made available to stations since as to their interest in an NARTC
show. A total of 285 said they
early 1947 by the Naval Air Re- would
carry such a program. The
serve Training Command.
Lieut. Commdr. Walter H. Kim- heavy response helped the commander convince his superiors that
mell, director of radio at NARTC
headquarters in Glenview, 111., is the radio was the answer to their recruiting problems.
same "Walt" Kimmell who served
They
authorized a transcribed
with distinction as announcer-profeaturing a thenducer -program director - promo - spot campaign unknown
mixed
tional manager of
several southwest
quintet singing a
stations before the
jingle
about could
how the
air reserve
be
war. Know-how
a "Hobby With a
gained on K 0 M A
Oklahoma City,
Future." Three hunKGKO Fort Worth,
dred and twenty staKFDM Beaumont,
tions took the spots.
KFDA Amarillo,
Commdr. Kimmell
wrote the ditty,
and KWFT Wichita
Falls, Tex., his home
which helped make
town, enabled him
the quintet famous.
to produce last year
Today, they are the
(1948) a series of
"Honey Dreamers,"
heal-d
and seen on
26 weekly quarterABC's radio and
hour open-end shows
which was used by
television stations.
543 stations in the
Next production
United States, as
was six five-minute
well as outlets in
shows ingagain
featurHonolulu, Alaska,
WALT
the Honey
and Panama.
Dreamers with the
Now another 26-week package is Mel Henke instrumental trio added.
in the works and with a $35,000
Tommy
Bartlett,
of ABC's
budget from the Navy, compared
Travelers,
was m.c.
of theWelcome
series,
with $22,000 last year, Commdr.
aired on 380 stations.
Kimmell expects the series to be
"Reason we made only six shows
aired by 1,000 stations.
was because there was just enough
Selling the Navy on building its
available to do one doubleair reserve membership through money
faced disc," the commander recalls.
radio was an exclusive Kimmell
(Continued on page 64^)

WKBO
HARRISBURG^PA
/922

eSTABLISHeO

L

WGA

ROBERT
^J>^"|^ Represented by
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO
STEINMAN
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GENE EMERALD
AN AFTERNOON FAVORITE
Music (Live3:15-4:45
and Wax)P.M.and Visitin"

DON BELL
MUSIC & FUN DISC EMCEE
6:00-8:00 A.M & 12:45-1:30 P.M.

krnt!
BILL RILEY
AUD QUIZ-WHIZ
PART EMCEE

The

Station

The

. With

AL "Ironman" COUPPEE
RADIO'S MISTER SPORTS
TWICE DAILY

Fai9uious

PERSONALITIES
and

Astronomical
HOOPERS!

BETTY WELLS

AL ROCKWELL
LATE-EVENING PRINCE
OF PLATTERS

"First
In Iowa Radio"
11:30 Lady
A.M. COMMENTATOR

Coasatent/y
Nation s
Rated

Among
TOP

the

20

Stations

RIES TUTTLE
OUTDOORS EXPERT
FOR KRNT & TRIBUNE

CHARLES McCUEN
NEWS ACE
7:15 & 8:00 A.M. - 12:15 P.M.

CORDON CAMMACK
6:00 P.M. NEWS-MASTER
(TRIBUNE COLUMNIST)

RUSS VAN DYKE
NIGHT NEWS KING
10:00 & 11:00 P.M.

this Terrific Team of Air Salesmen
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Will Sell for You in a Market

Rith/ Ripe, Readyl
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No.
No.
No.

of Markets
of Stations
ofNetworic
Advertisers
Selective
Local-Retail
TOTAL ADVERTISERS

Table
July I
Growth in Number of TV Advertisers
June-Dec. 1948Aug.
Sept.
19
June
Oct.
Report Report
33
11
16 Report Report
19 Report
21
26
32
14
14
18
21
153
20
181
113
119
32
37
144
197
236
122
23476
280
337
376
495
Table II
281

Nov.
Report
21
37
37
216
373
626

Advertisers by Market Area
(Dec. 5-11)
20
5-11
*Network Selective LocalRetail Dec.Total
Accounts Accounts Accounts Accounts
3
9
8
Atlanta WSB-TV
40
104
Baltimore WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV, WAAM
32
11
18
61
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
5
8
2419
Buffalo WBEN-TV
333
39
58
Chicago
WBKB,
WGN-TV,
WENR-TV
Cincinnati WIWT
6
19
2
59
Cleveland WEWS
3
4
12
11
5
2316
49
Detroit WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV, WJBK-TV
4
15
Ft. Worth-Dallas WBAP-TV
6
315
2
26
31
27
Los Angeles KFI-TV KTIA, KTSl
Louisville WAVE-TV
3
5
7
15
218
5
29
42
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
3
4
7
14
Minneapolis-St. Paul KSTP-TV
2
6
New Haven WNHC-TV
22
179
New York WABD, WATV, WCBS-TV,
37
82
60
WJZ-TV, WNBT, WPIX
34
46
125
PhiladelphiaWTVR
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
148
Richmond
26
7
41
5
27
7
St. Louis KSD-TV
3
4
17
10
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV
457
5
39
Schenectady WRGB-TV
1
7
18
26
Seattle KRSC-TV
IS6
4
19
29
Toledo WSPD-TV
27
26
96
Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTTG
Table
35 III
35
Newly Active Accounts
By Markets
Network
Selective
2
3
6
5
3
2
12
6
6
1
3
2152

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
New Haven
New
York
Philadelphia
Richmond
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
Schenectady
Seattle
Toledo
Washington

local-Retail
1
8
3
3
5
8
1
9
7
5
3
6
18
6
2
4
2
2
18
1
2

10
1
2
2
7
Table IV
TV Advertisers by Product Groups
(Dec. 5-11)
Network

Agriculture
Apparel
Automotive
Aviation
Beer & Wine
Building Materials
Confectionery
Consumer Services
Drugs
& Remedies
Entertainment
Food & Food Prod.
Gasoline
Horticulture
Household Equipment and Supplies
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry
OfFice Equipment & Stationery
Publishing
Radios
Retail
Smoking Materials
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Sporting Goods and Toys
Toiletries
Transportation,
Miscellaneous Travel and Resorts
Total

Local
Spot
28
8
27
7
9
2
4
34
7
9
1216
2
3

10

TOTAL NUMBER of television advertisers increased to 680 in all of
the 23 major TV markets, according
to the Dec. 5-11 Rorabough Report
on Television Advertising. This
covers a total of 41 commercial
stations. Total number of advertisers is 54 above the November
report.
The increase is principally in the
local advertising field, with 40 of
the total increase in this category.
Network advertisers remained the
same — 37. Spot advertising showed
a gain of 14 sponsors over the preceding month. (See Table I)
These reports are based on a oneweek survey in each month. It is
felt that one complete week represents an adequate sample of the
entire month. In the six-month period since the reports were established, the number of television
markets has doubled, as has the
number of stations. The number
of advertisers using television in
all categories has nearly tripled.
New York Leads
Of these major markets, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington and Boston have the
largest number of advertisers. New
York leads the field with 179, on
six stations, while Boston has 61
accounts on two stations. (See
Table II)
The four leading television markets, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington lead in the
local-retail advertising field, as well
as in the total number of advertisers in the market.
The spot advertising leaders are
New York with 82 accounts; Philadelphia, 45; Chicago, 39; and Baltimore, 31. Chicago was not linked
by the Midwest cable when this survey of advertising was taken, and
consequently shows a high spot
figure for December.
The general rise in the number
of television accounts was shared
by nearly all markets.
The following markets gained
the most accounts: New York
showed a net gain of 18; Detroit
added 8; and Chicago added 7.
Louisville and Seattle were added
to the report with this issue, and
-1 lowed 15 and 26 accounts respec'vely in December.
There were 232 new television
ivertisers in December. Of these
'-v/ly active accounts 94 were spot
■ivertisers, and 114 were local-taii advertisers. New York led
he markets in the number of newly
ctire accounts with a total of 43
dvc-rtisers. Other markets that
sho'";d exeaptional increases in
new :cccunt5 were Philadelphia
with 20; Chicago and Baltimore
with 17 each. (See table III)
Of the 27 major product-groups
advertising on TV, radio and tele-

3
8
7
2
3
37
211

50
67
2
4
1
28
2
4
22
4
3
31
20
1
4
81
4518
1
5
1
4
18
416

Dec.
Report
23
41
37
230
413
680

or Gain
(Loss)
1
1
(2)7
1
2
8

Analysis, Dec. 5-11
(Report 42)

vision advertisers were in the top
spot. There were 99 advertisers in
this category, 81 of which were
local-retail.
The balance were netIV)
work and spot advertisers.
Eighty-one television advertisers
were in the apparel groups, 50 of
them were local advertisers, 28
spot, and 3 network. (See table
Automotive advertising was next
in order — -with 78 accounts, 67 of
which were local dealers advertising in their home markets.
The top three in the previous
month were apparel, radio and teleder.
vision and automotive, in that orFood and food products occupied
the fourth place spot in both
months, with 63 accounts in December and 43 in November.

15

1 864,000 TVs
J
NBC Releases Set Data
2
26 A TOTAL of 864,000 TV sets were
(12) installed (and presumably in use)
in this country as of Dec. 1, according to data released last week by
NBC's research department. Cityby-city breakdown follows :
Total CITY
TV SETS INSTALLED
3
New York
370,000
17
Balti
more
30,000
11 Boston
32,900
s
Philadelphia
95,000
17 Richmond
4,600
o
Schenectady
11,800
—
Washi
ngton
24,500
•4 Buffalo
8,000
2
Chicago
48,000
Cleveland
18,500
'3 Detroit
22,000
'
Milwaukee
11,300
3
St. Louis
14,000
6
Toledo
4,500
™
Albuquerque
200
20
Atla
nta
4,200
2
Cincinnati
10,000
5
Ft. Worth
2,000
J
Dallas
2,500
,2
Louisville
2,300
Memphis
1,100
'
Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . 8,300
'
Salt
Lake City
1,200
Seattle
1,500
Los Angeles
60,700
New Haven
11,000
Syracuse
loo
Dayton
1,100
Total
Houston
200
. .
Erie
—
Indianapolis
200
81 New Orleans
1,S00
78 Pittsburgh
2,500
Providence
3,500
29 San
Diego
200
—
San Francisco
1.500
10 Others
52,900
30
14 SET FIGURES, reported to
30
week
:
11
50
Broadcasting
during the past
"2
Milwaukee — 14,187 as of Jan. 1,
2|7
reported
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee.
Chicagoby (within
50-miles
radius)
11
—57,335
as
of
Nov.
30,
1948,
re12 ported by Electric Assn. of Chicago.
,f Buffalo— 10,774 as of Dec. 31,
11 1948, reported by Buffalo Niagara
664
2f
Electric Co.
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MORE

THAN

SENSATIONAL!!

ONLY

Jhsi

ijJoodij,

AN

(jJJdbw

OFFER

by 780 LETTERS
WILLOW
program

FAN
for ANY

SLIGHTLY

OF

THIS

BUTTON

IN ONE
CLUB"

Show

DAY.

OVER

IN TWO

We've

ADVERTISING
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MEMBERS

WEEKS,

RE-ORDERED
KIDS

and terrific response— climaxed

make

OF

THE

"WOODY

it a powerful

children's

buttons to meet the urgent testi-

LOVE

WOODY

WILLOW.

IT'S A

BET.

SEE

BROADCASTING

COLOSSAL—

hoik^

2500 EAGER

monial tothis unique puppet personality. THE
SWELL

THAN

met with an immediate

RECRUITJED

ADVERTISER.

h£Uk

LESS

YOUR

PETRY

PEACHTREE

MAN

NOW!
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Ills
IF

EASY.
YOU

KNOW

how!

In some parts of the nation, a radio station can do almost
anything — can broadcast in Chinese or Italian — and still be
"right'* for a lot of people.
It's different in the South.

Accurate Know-How

is

especially important in KWKH's four-state area. Our listeners
have definite and fairly uniform preferences. They want
their programs to recognize their preferences. KWKH gives
them this sort of programming, learned from 23 years of
continuous study. Our audience responds by listening to
KWKH, and by buying the products we advertise.
We'd be happy to tell you all about KWKH's
rating, and how you can use our Know-How.
The Branham Company!

outstanding
Ask us — or

KWKH

SHREVEPORT
The Branham
50,000

Watts

CBS

f

LOUISIANA

Company

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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STOCK

traded on the Exchange and the being bought as a long-term inthe three ABC executives was not
By EDWIN H. JAMES
general circulation of news convestment, unless by parties desirconnected
with
any
negotiations
reAN ANALYSIS last week of New
ous of obtaining it in quantity to
cerning the Fox-ABC negotiations.
garding achange in ownership of
York Stock Exchange trading in the company, according to an ABC
The heavy volume of 54,800
assure a voice in company affairs.
ABC common stock in the past two
shares occurred in the week that
official, but was caused by purely
The speculative nature of the
and a half months disclosed a prenegotiations were known to be in stock — from an ordinary investor's
personal motives.
Those selling stock in December
progress, and trading slackened to point of view — was stressed by
vailing buyer's market and recurthese sources.
rent inconsistencies in the week-bywere Mark Woods, president, who
30,800 shares in the next week, durweek volume of shares changing
sold 30,500 shares and retains only
ing which the deal was called off.
ABC has paid no dividend since
hands.
the latest public issuance of the
6,500; Robert E. Kintner, execuBut negotiations had been abanAt the same time it was learned
doned for four weeks when the
tive vice president, who sold 17,300
stock last May. Its immediate
shares and now has 16,000 (9,500
that three top executives of ABC
future, as an investment, is, by
most active six-day volume ochad sold large portions of their more than Mr. Woods), and C.
curred— that of 87,100 shares in conservative estimates, not rewardthe last week of December.
stock holdings in the company. In Nicholas Priaulx, vice president
ing. ABC, which unlike RCA and
December the executives liquidated
and treasurer, who sold 4,000
Columbia, depends entirely upon
Sale
Report
Unconfirmed
51,800 shares. But the ABC stock
revenue from broadcasting, stands
shares, leaving him 1,000. All
It was presumed, although im- to make lean earnings in the next
prices remained firm despite the three are directors of the company.
possible to confirm, that some of year because of the cost of teleA table showing weekly trading
trio's selling. There are 1,689,017
vision.
the 51,800 shares sold by Messrs.
in ABC stock, including the high
shares of ABC common stock outstanding.
and low prices each week, follows : Woods, Kintner and Priaulx were
An indication that the company
traded in this week.
In the last two months of 1948
Week
Total
itself
anticipated a period of high
The
persistently
heavy
trading
71A
6%
Ending
:
Shares
High
Low
the weekly volume of shares traded
Nov. 5
6,900
costs of television unaccompanied
throughout the two-month period,
on the Exchange soared from 6,900 Nov. 12
22,800
8V2 6%
by commensurate gains in AM
19
9,300
however, could not have resulted,
in the first week of November to Nov.
8V4 .71/2
Nov. 26
54,800
broadcasting revenues was seen in
it
was
believed,
from
scattered
and
9Vz
8
1/4
8%
7%
Dec.
3
30,800
87,100 in 'the last week of the year,
its
recent reduction of personnel
unorganized
buying
prompted
by
Dec. 10
22,000
8%
7%
with weekly totals between those
81/4 7%
Dec. 17
15,000
at its New York headquarters and
91/8 7%
extremes fluctuating widely.
news of the Fox-ABC negotiations
Dec. 24
20,800
31
87,100
its diversion of budget funds to
Yet in the same period the price Dec.
nor, obviously, could it be explained
101/4
101/2 91/8
9%
Jan. 7
38,800
of stock rose slightly but steadily,
Total
television.
by
the
liquidation
by
the
three
executives.
for Period 308,300
a phenomenon usually associated
Although top executives strenwith carefully engineered buying.
Similarly, the volume could not
Both volume and prices were off
uously denied that personnel firings
slightly
in
the
second
week
of
Janbe
ascribed
to
year-end
"tax
loss"
had
been
general or that substanBuyers Not Known
uary, according to the pace of daily selling which characterized the
tial money had been withdrawn
The identity of buyers of the trading in the first f oub days of the market at this season. The price of from AM operations and diverted
stock could not be learned. Stock
six-day Stock Exchange week. In ABC stock rose in the period to its to television, it was understood that
Exchange and Securities and Exmore than a dozen employes were
the Jan. 8-12 inclusive period a highest mark so that investors,
change Commission rules prohibit
released and that budget requests
total of 13,600 shares was traded
seeking
to
take
losses
for
tax
purdisclosure of such information save
with
a high of 9% and a low of
by some department heads, based
poses,
could
not
achieve
that
pur91/8.
in the case of company officers, and
on 1948 spending, had been slashed
pose by unloading ABC stock.
ABC officials shed no light on the
as much as 25%. The money thus
Wall Street observers said it was
There seemed to be some correlasubject. But the state of the market
tion between the volume of stock
withdrawn would be spent on video.
unlikely that the ABC stock was
suggested one or more individuals
were engaged in the delicate maneuver of acquiring a sizeable block
of ABC stock.
The existence of a continuing
FCC
Urges Industry Tests
buyer's market in ABC stock AM
OR
FM
VIDEO?
prompted speculation — wholly unconfirmed— that Spyros Skouras,
THE BATTLE of FM vs. AM will to be that Laurel findings, while results justifying further experipresident of Twentieth Centurybe fought all over again in the showing promise for FM picture imous. ments. This opinion was not unanFox Film Co., may have undertakvisual portion of the upper (UHF)
service, can't possibly be good
The results were discussed at
en acquisition of a voice in ABC by television band.
enough to justify upsetting of the
means of stock purchases, followlength last week by the NAB Enpresent VHF television band.
Already some experimental work
ing the unsuccessful conclusion of
gineering Executive Committee.
on feasibility of using FM for the
Upset
Manufacturing
his negotiations to buy the comvideo
signal
has
been
done
in
the
Appearing
at
committee's
pany [Broadcasting, Dec. 6, 1948].
Any thought of such a radical
ing (see story thepage
30) were meetJohn
Mr. Skouras has intimated that FCC's laboratory at Laurel, Md., change in present TV standards
R. Willoughby, FCC acting chief
his interest in ABC survived the employing a signal of approximatewould rock foundations of the en- engineer, and Hart Cowperthwait,
ly 75 mc.
collapse of his negotiations with
tire manufacturing, station and re- acting chief of the FCC Television
Now the FCC, convinced that furEdward J. Noble, ABC chairman
lated TV industries involving bil- Broadcasting Section.
ther
experiments
are
justified,
has
of the board and majority stock
lions of dollars in investment, to
According to NAB, Mr. Wilholder. At the time of the original proposed that the industry start say nothing of the effect on the
loughby said the experiments reannouncement of the failure of the intensive testing of FM picture sig- million set owners, it was pointed
veal promise and indicate more
nals
in
the
upper
band
to
determine
deal, a spokesman for Mr. Skouras
freedom from interference if FM is
out in industry circles.
was careful to report that the if FM might be superior to AM for
Engineers familiar with the used instead of the present AM
visual service.
parties were still "on friendly
signal. He declared it imLaurel experiments recognize, how- video (Continued
Consensus of informal engineeron page 53)
terms."
ever, that the FCC has produced
The sale of stock in December by .ing views around the FCC seemed
January 17, 1949 « Page 21
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Affiliation Report
At yearend network affiliations were
Network
AM TV
ABC
272 15
CBS
179 20
18
DuMont
Mutual
519
3 (Interim
op.)
NBC
170 39

GM's AUTO SHOW
CBS-TV Net Time Bought

GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit, will sponsor a one-time telecast on the full CBS-TV network
from New York to Chicago, Jan.
24, 9-9:30 p.m., showing highlights
of the company's auto show to be
at New York's
20-27, Hotel.
Jan. toria
held
Waldorf-As
Program, named after the show,
Transportation Unlimited, will be
filmed by Universal International
at the press preview Jan. 19 and
during the opening days of the
show and rush-processed for televising in mid-show week. To expedite production, the musical score
will be recorded on film in advance
and the picture footage matched
with the music. Each car will have
its own theme: "In My Merrie
Oldsmobile," "See the USA in Your
Chevrolet," etc., with an unnamed
"rich, luxurious theme" for Cadillac. Campbell -Ewald Co., New
York, is handling the program.
The Pontiac Motors Division of
General Motors Corp. will also
sponsor a one-time program on a
five-station CBS-TV eastern network, Jan. 21, 8-8:30 p.m. starring
Dorothy Shay and Dick Haymes
and also showing the Pontiac display at the GM auto show. MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit, is
the agency for -this program, to be
produced jointly by CBS and Mildred Fenton.
Ostby Resigns
NORMAN OSTBY, assistant to
vice president of ABC Western Division, has announced his resignation effective Jan. 15, after 11 years
with the network and NBC before
that. Mr. Ostby first joined NBC
New York as network salesman in
1938. Later he was instrumental
in setting up the sales service department for the Blue when it was
separated. He moved into the station relations department in 1942
and in January 1946 went to Hollywood as assistant to the vice president in addition to the duties of
public service director and public
relations director.
WJAS to Hollingbery
APPOINTMENT of George P.
Hollingbery Co. as exclusive national representative for WJAS
Pittsburgh, effective Jan. 13, was
announced last week by H. K. Brennen, president and general manager
of the basic CBS outlet. The station, established in 1921, operates
with 5 kw on 1320 kc fulltime.
Page 22
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Named
ROBERT

SWE2EY

Executive

Of WDSU

V.P.

Stations

ROBERT D. SWEZEY, who resigned as vice president and general manager of Mutual two months ago [Broadcasting, Nov. 8, 1948], last week
became executive vice president of WDSU Broadcasting Services Inc.,
operator of WDSU, WDSU-FM and WDSU-TV New Orleans.
Mr. Swezey was also elected to ^
the board of directors. He will
pointment as executive vice presitake his new post Feb. 1.
dent of the New Orleans properties,
Fred Weber, former general
Edgar B. Stern Jr., president of
manager of Mutual, has resigned
WDSU Broadcasting Services Inc.,
as general manager of the WDSU
said : ". . . We feel that we are operating the outstanding radio, FM
and television properties in the
South, and
Mr. and
Swezey's
background training
experience
with the leading networks of the
country place us in a position to
provide greater entertainment and
public service to our listeners in
both radio and television through
the benefit of Mr. Swezey's ability
and experience in those fields."
Mr. Swezey, who is married and
Mr.Swezey
Mr. Weber
the father of three young children,
will move his family to New
operations to return to station
Orleans.
management in the East. Mr.
Weber was part owner of the station prior to its acquisition by the
Stern family a few months ago.
THIRD SERIES
A graduate attorney, Mr. Swezey
served as vice president and genReadied by Eells' Syndicate
eral manager of MBS for four
LAST WEEK Adventures of
years. He was previously associated, successively, with NBC as at- Frank Race was signed as third
torney, with Blue Network as genprogram in Broadcasters Program
eral counsel and secretary.
Syndicate, cooperative program
Resignation from Mutual
syndication group, directed by
Bruce Eells & Assoc., Hollywood.
His resignation from Mutual was
unexpected and marked the end of Transcriptions of the program, a
a long-time business association
weekly half-hour mystery-advenbetween him and Edgar Kobak,
ture series, will be available for deMutual president. Mr. Kobak was
livery to syndicate member staexecutive vice president of Blue at
tions Feb. 20.
the time of Mr. Swezey's service
The other two shows are fivewith that network.
weekly Inside
quarter-hour
Pat and
O'Brien
—
Mr. Swezey quit Mutual in a dis- From
Hollywood
weekly
pute over an executive reorganihalf
hour
Frontier
Town.
Distrization which he believed diminished
bution of the former started Dec.
the stature of his No. 2 job at the
15. Frontier Town is scheduled for
network.
distribution late this month.
In anouncing Mr. Swezey's ap-

HAYMES

SIGNED

In Big World Contract
SIGNING of Dick Haymes to an
exclusive three-year transcription
contract as part of the biggest
talent budget in its history was
announced last week by World
Broadcasting System.
John Sinn, president of World,
said that Mr. Haynes will be presented in a special package program in the World library. He
will be accompanied by Carmen
Dragon and his orchestra, with
guest spots by songstress Helen
Forrest. All the recordings will be
done on the West Coast, starting
this week. Financial details were
not divulged.
Also announced were new exclusive transcription contracts with
David Rose, Eddie Howard, Ray
Bloch and Lynn Murray.
Other World changes: A. P.
Sambrook, formerly head of station relations, has become commercial manager of its new commercial department, George Fields is
taking over midwestem sales territory and the World office in Chicago is now consolidated with the
Ziv Co. office at 360 N. Michigan.
PEPSODENT
In Home Permanent Field
PEPSODENT Division of Lever
Bros, enters the home permanent
wave field in mid-January with the
nation-wide introduction of its
Rayve Home Permanent kit using
spot announcements, a network
show, newspapers and magazines.
Effective Jan. 31, a blanketing
campaign of spot radio announcements will be launched on 90 stations with a combined listening
audience of more than 40 million.
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, is
handling the radio campaign.
The agency is also currently
viewing several shows for sponsorship of a daytime AM network
show.

Zimmer

Meet

Dropped

PROPOSAL by Graeme Zimmer,
radio director of WCSI-WWNI Columbus, Ind., FM outlets, to hold a
"rump" meeting of FM Assn. members in Chicago this week [Broadcasting, Jan. 3], has been dropped,
Mr. Zimmer stated last week. The
meeting was to have been attended
by FMA members who do not approve of present association management and policies. Mr. Zimmer
indicated opposition to present policies of the FMA board could be
more effectively developed at the
next board meeting, likely to be
held in a few weeks.
ASCAP

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

Conclave

THE FIRST postwar convention
of ASCAP's field force will be held
the week of Jan. 31 in New York,
President Fred E. Ahlert announced
last week. No similar conclave has
been held since 1942.

"The networks have hit on an equitable method of deciding who gets
the choice time on the coaxial cable."
BROADCASTING
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Funds

BMB

Sought;

Baker

Directs

Study

SOLUTION

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of
BMB last week responded to criticism of BMB operation and demands for a method more responsive to wishes of the broadcasters
who provide its financial support.
Following a two-day meeting in
New York the committee announced resignation of John
Churchill as research director and
NAB's loan of its director of research, Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, to
BMB to supervise the second
nation-wide study of station and
network audiences.
This study "will proceed on
schedule this March," the committee stated, with reports of results
to be published in September. Some
600,000 ballots will be mailed in
March to radio families comprising
a representative cross-section in
every county in the country, plus
every city of 25,000 population or
more in metropolitan areas and of
10,000 or more elsewhere.
All broadcasting station cities
down to 5,000 population will be individually surveyed and all subscriber station cities regardless of
size.
Ample Financing
The committee announced it had
taken "steps to assure ample
financing not only for operating
the bureau and servicing its subscribers, but also for such activities
as may be authorized on recommendation of the Engineering Advisory Committee, Television Re-^
search Committee and experimental work on research techniques."
The chief "step" was to authorize
and instruct BMB President Hugh
Feltis to launch an intensive sales
campaign designed to bring the
total of subscribers up to at least
the 1,000 mark set as a goal by the
NAB board last fall. BMB presently has 802 subscribers, made up
of 648 AM stations, 133 FM, 13
TV, plus national and regional networks.
Justin Miller, NAB president
and member of the BMB Executive
Committee, supplemented the committee statement by explaining
that "broadcasters who already
have paid two-thirds of their subscriber fees into BMB's treasury
for the 1949 study assure the practical completion of that study provided that they continue their
financial support and presuming
careful control of bureau expenses,
supplemented by a concentrated
selling campaign."
It is understood the overall cost
of conducting the nation-wide survey will come to about $600,000 and
that if all present subscribers continue their payments, the BMB
treasury at the completion of the
study will have some $500,000 on
hand. This means that to avoid a
deficit to be paid out of future collections BMB should sign up
enough stations to assure an additional $100,000 revenue. About 100
BROADCASTING

stations on the average, with somewhat fewer if they are high-income
stations and somewhat more if they
are in the lower income class.
Future of BMB beyond the completion of the upcoming study is
somewhat less than clear. The Executive Committee reported that a
check with leading advertisers,
agencies
and broadcasters
closed arenewed
conviction of"disthe
value of and need for preserving
the tripartite principle and continuing an operation of this
Each to Study Own Needs
nature."
The committee further explained
that to meet this "expressed need"
each of BMB's three-member associations— ANA, AAAA and NAB —
will study its own radio research
needs that can best be served by a
tripartite organization.
When this is done, the BMB
board will review the recommendations of each group and then determine "whether to reorganize the
bureau or establish a new structure that more clearly recognizes
the changing needs of the indusThis was interpreted to mean
that each association will ask its
try."
members:
"What do you want in
radio research that can best be provided by a tripartite organization
like BMB rather than by an independent commercial research company or otherwise?"
The BMB

Mr. BAKER
board will appraise the expressed
desires of the advertisers, agencies
and broadcasters in the light of
changing conditions in the field
of broadcasting, such as the rapid
development of television, and will
then determine how it can best
function in the interests of all
three groups. No deadline has been
set, but presumably the reorganization will occur before the end of
1949.
The obvious advantage of tri-

partite control of audience research is in establishing the methods and results that are mutually
satisfactory to the sellers of radio
time (the broadcasters) and the
buyers (the advertisers and agencies), itwas stated.
An equally obvious disadvantage is that the buyers and sellers
may not alwa^ys agree on what
techniques are best. In cases like
BMB, where the sellers supply all
of the organization's financial support, this may be further complicated by a natural desire on the
part of those who are paying the
bill to have the final say on what
they are buying.
Officially, there is no word of
any break on BMB policies between the advertisers and agencies
on the one hand and the broadcasters on the other. Yet in acthe "resignation"
Mr.
Churchillceptingand
in filling hisofplace
with the research head of NAB,
who remains an employe of NAB,
BMB apparently is bowing to
broadcaster complaints of the previous conduct of bureau affairs.
After long underground rumblings, these broadcaster complaints broke out into the open at
the NAB board meeting last November.
The following week, in accordance with the NAB requests, BMB
announced a realignment of top
personnel and the creation of an
(Continued on page 55)

Johr)son
CLEAR

A MEASURE to restrict AM stations to 50 kw and open the clear
channels for duplication, was among the hundreds of bills thrown into
the hopper of the 81st Congress last week.
Sen. Edwin Johnson (D-Colo.), arch foe of power beyond the present
50 kw limit, was author of the ★
measure, which bears a very close cleared, provisions of the Johnson bill were incorporated in the
resemblance to a bill he introWhite Bill (S-1333), which cleared
duced during the 80th- Congress.
a major hurdle — approval by the
The proposal (S-491), introduced
Interstate and Foreign
last Thursday, would amend Sec- Senate
Commerce Committee. But the
tion 303 of the Communications
committee approval was considered
Act.
of a gesture to Sen. Wallace
The amendment provides that more
H. White Jr., retiring committee
no station operating in the AM
chairman, and did not receive atbroadcast band from 540 to 1600
tention on the Senate floor or in
kc should be granted a license the House.
to operate with power in excess
Introduction of the clear chanof 50 kw. It also stipulates that
nel-cracking measure in the DemoFCC will adopt no rule, regulacratic-control ed 81st Congress is
tion or condition "which provides
expected to cause much more anxthat not more than one station
in the clears' camp than it
shall be assigned to a Class I-A did aiety year
ago. This time, the
Colorado solon is chairman of the
channel."
Senate Commerce Committee, to
During the Republican-controlled
which the bill was referred.
80th Congress, a Congressional
committee for the first time in 21
Clear Decision Still Awaited
years of radio regulation conducted
FCCsion onhas
render acase
deci-it
hearings on the controversial clearthe yet
clearto channel
channel question.
has been studying. Its examination
Hearings were held on the Johnof evidence was interrupted last
son Bill (S-2231) to break down
March when, on the prodding of
clear channels and keep the power
Senator Johnson, acting chairman
ceiling at 50 kw. When the smoke

• Telecasting

Renews

Fight

BREAKDOWN
of the Senate Commerce Committee, Sen. Charles W. Tobey (RN. H.), instructed the Commission
to take no action on the clear channel proceedings pending the Congressional hearings. The order
was later withdrawn.
At that time Sen. Johnson told
the Senate if the FCC were permitted to settle the question such
action would be tantamount to the
tail wagging the dog. He suggested that the Senate be given
the opportunity of studying the
matter.
Sen. Johnson, asked Friday
whether he had asked or intended
to ask FCC to defer action on a
clear channel decision pending a
Congressional study, replied he had
"no plans at present."
Hearings on the issue will be
held, if they are found to be necessary, the Colorado legislator said.
He told Broadcasting no hearings had been scheduled and that
he had no immediate plans for
them.
The clear channel
of power above 50
successfully nipped
(Continued on

stations' hopes
kw had been
once before in
page 46)
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INAUGURATION

AS THE INDUSTRY made its final plans last week for all-out coverage
of one of the year's biggest events, blanket clearance on all ASCAP and
BMI music and the blessings of James C. Petrillo were given for festivities ushering
in President
Truman's second term.
Clearance
on all
ASCAP music
for radio and television networks
ceive
ings. a pooled telecast of proceedwhich will carry to vast audiences,
all or parts of the Inaugural gala
Hardly a vantage point in Washon Jan. 19, oath ceremonies, the
ington will be lacking the familiar
parade and Inaugural Ball Jan. 20, microphones and cameras. Coverwas offered in a telegram to Melage is planned from various buildvin D. Hildreth, general chairman
ings, stands, mobile units, airof the Inaugural Qtemmittee. The
planes, ablimp and a helicopter.
message was initiated by ASCAP
The gala from 8:30 to 11 :30 p.m.
President Fred E. Ahlert.
Jan. 19 and the ball from 10 p.m.
Identical courtesies were ex- Jan. 20 to 2 a.m. Jan. 21 will be
tended for BMI by its vice presi- covered by the 4 AM networks,
Continental FM network and the
dent, Robert J. Burton.
television networks, through a
Petrillo Sends Message
pooled arrangement.
Permission for participation of
Heavy coverage will be given by
American Federation of Musicians
television newsreel companies planmembers was contained in a mesning to fly their films immediately
sage from AFM President James
to video stations off the coaxial
C. Petrillo.
Kenneth D. Fry, Inaugural radio
The Inaugural gala will feature
path.
director, estimated that 550 radio the
largest musical organization
and television men — commentators,
ever assembled in Washington.
announcers, cameramen, directors,
Composed of 525 musicians and a
rewrite men, engineers, reporters
185-voice chorus, it will be heard
and electricians — will lend their as the grand finale to the variety
show.
efforts to bring a word and visual
picture into millions of homes
Comprising the orchestra will be
throughout the nation.
members of the National SymMidwest audiences will get their
phony, the Army, Navy, Air Force,
first major on-the-spot news tele- and Marine Corps bands, and an
ensemble of 32 specially selected
cast from
Capital.
Stations
of the
the Nation's
four eastern
and musicians.
midwestern video networks, linked
Jan. 11 by coaxial cable, will reNBC IS SUED
Million in Damages Asked
DAMAGES of S1.2 million are
sought from NBC and three other
defendants in a suit filed in U. S.
District Court at Fort Worth Jan.
12 in behalf of William E. Ballard,
of Palo Pinto County, Texas. Mr.
Ballard alleges that NBC used a
copyrighted idea of his on its People Are Funny program last September and October without his
consent.
Defendants, besides NBC, are:
Russel M. Seeds agency, Chicago;
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., and Raleigh Cigarettes.
Mr. Ballard asserts that he is
the author and sole owner of copyrighted matter known as "The
Lucky Interview Introducing Secrets of the Little Black Pox." Date
of the copyright was Feb. 12, 1948,
according to the petition. It was
this copyrighted material, the petition declares, that NBC used.
Petition asserts further that Mr.
Ballard was closing a deal with a
Texas businessman to sell exclusive
rights to his copyrighted material
in Texas for a fee of $25,000 and
that the deal was not consummated
after the material had been included in the People Are Funny
broadcast. Plaintiff contends he
suffered loss of §25,000 in each of
the 48 states as a result of alleged
infringement and piracy of copyrighted material.
Page 24
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Coverage Plans Final;
Music Cleared

Participating Bands
Taking part in the two and onehalf hour show, but not participating in the finale, will be the bands
of Lionel Hampton and Phil
Spitalny.
The orchestras of Guy Lombardo
and Phil Spitalny will play for the
Inaugural Ball.
Stars entertaining for the gala
will include Edgar Bergen, with

CONTINENTAL
Network Plans for Inaugural

\^nnr7
LINE OF MARCH for the Inauguration Parade will start at the Capitol,
lower left, following the black line
up Constitution Ave. to Pennsylvania
Ave. where it will go diagonally to
15th St., N. W. There, at the Treasury Dept., the parade turns right for
three blocks until it again hits Pennsylvania Ave. The parade then turns
left past the White House, upper
right, and disbands at 17th St.
* * *
Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer
Snerd; Phil Harris and Alice Faye,
Margaret O^Brien, Lena Horne,
Jane Froman, Dick Haymes, Joan
Davis, Gene Autry, George Jessel,
Gene Kelly, Jane Powell and Kay
Starr.

CONTINENTAL FM Network will
add western Pennsylvania and New
England this week, feeding its Inauguration coverage to groups of
stations in those areas.
Hudson Eldridge, WASH (FM)
Washington, network manager,
said an 8,000-cycle wire link from
New York to Boston will provide
Continental stations to the New
England Group, which consists initially of four stations with others
in the negotiation stage. Continental now has a 15,000-cycle line
to Alpine, N. J.
The fulltime line to Boston will
feed WXHR (FM) Boston, operated by Harvey Radio Labs in
conjunction with WTAO, AM outlet. Others on the link will be
WPJB-FM, Providence Journal
station; WACE-FM Springfield,
Mass., with the AM outlet using
some of the service on a delayed
basis; WHAV-FM Haverhill, Mass.
Negotiations are under way in
Portsmouth and Berlin, N. H.;
Augusta, Me.; North Adams,
Mass. ; Hartford - New Britain Meriden area, and others.
A special events line of 5,000
cycles will feed Universal Network
in the tri-state area around Pittsburgh. The hookup may be expanded to cover a score of FM
outlets. Key station is WKJF
(FM) Pittsburgh. Others are
WNIQ (FM) Uniontown, Pa.;
WFAH (FM) Alliance, O.;
WAJR-FM Morgantown, W. Va.;
WISR-FM Butler, Pa.; WMEWFM Meadville, Pa.; WAVL and
WAVL-FM Apollo, Pa. ; WPIC-FM
Sharon, Pa.
Universal also will take the
Continental high-fidelity tape service, which is being fed to an eightstate midwestern area and a hookup
on the West Coast and in Florida.

Temporarily
FCC

Delayed

REORGANIZATION

REORGANIZATION of the FCC
into semi-autonomous panels, although approved in principal
[Broadcasting, Jan. 10], was delayed temporarily last week pending final agreement on details.
One of the principal points of
disagreement was the degree of
autonomy to be given the three
panels. Comr. Frieda B. Hennock in particular was understood
to feel that the plan as drawn up
did not give the panels enough
authority, especially in its provision for automatic appeal from a
panel to the full Commission.
She also felt there should be
more definite plans for personal
assistants for each Commissioner,
it was reported.
Vice Chairman Paul A. Walker
also was understood to favor
greater autonomy for the various
divisions.
Under the Communications Act,
which gives the Commission author-

ity to divide itself into panels, the
members of each division elect
their own chairman. The panel assignments and probable chairmen,
as disclosed originally, are:
Broadcast Panel — Rosel H.
Hyde, chairman; George E. Stirling and Frieda B. Hennock.
Common Carrier Panel — Paul A.
Walker, chairman; E. M. Webster
and Robert F. Jones.
Safety & Special Services Panel
•— E. M. Webster, chairman; Paul
A. Walker and Robert F. Jones.
Chairman Wayne Coy would concentrate on administrative duties
and sit on no panel except in the
absence of a regular member, according to the proposal. The full
Commission would handle all matters not specifically assigned to a
panel, including general rulemaking, overall allocations and
similar affairs which affect all
panels.

With Comr. Sterling at the high
frequency conferences at Mexico
City, and Comr. Webster slated to
attend a meeting of the Dominion
Marine Assn. at Montreal this
week, it appeared unlikely that action on the plan would be taken
before next week.
Chairman Coy reportedly is sup
porting the plan as a means of re
taining the services of Comr. Webster, who has indicated he will not
accept reappointment when his
term expires June 30 unless there
is a reorganization of the Commission into divisions.
The plan which the Commission
has agreed upon in principle was
advocated almost a year ago by
Comr. Jones, in the course of comments which the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
had solicited in connection with the
then-pending White Bill to amend
the Communications Act.
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NRDGA

AWARDS

A RETAILERS' landslide into radio
is an immediate prospect if the annual radio competition sponsored
by the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. is any indication, Maurice
Mitchell,
director ofNAB's
broadcast advertising,
said last Wednesday.
Mr. Mitchell,
speaking at the
sales promotion session of
Mr. Mitchell
NRDGA's annual
convention at
New York's Statler Hotel, announced awards in the association's
annual national radio contest.
This year's event, Mr. Mitchell
said, was significant in that the
number of entries broke all records,
and judges agreed that the calibre
of programs submitted was of "the
ever."
highest
Sales results directly traceable to
radio promotion were reported far
in excess of previous years, he disclosed, with the winning stores
achieving a standard of excellence
unequalled in any other retail advertising medium.
The number of entries in the
contest — 50% greater than last
year, 300% higher than in 1946,
confirms the imminence of a mass
retailer .entry into radio, Mr.
Mitchell pointed out. Whereas
only a few years ago retail advertising was far behind network and
national spot in radio's overall picture, in 1947 it forged ahead to
become radio's chief source of income. In 1948 retailers again led
all others in use of radio, he said.
Once again, Mr. Mitchell declared, the entries in this contest
have emphasized the points that
NAB and NRDGA have jointly
plugged for several years. They
are:
1. The importance of understanding your objective.
SUNDAY NIGHT
Hooper Fight Goes On

ZCM/,

2. The value of the beamed program technique.
3. The economy and effectiveness
of complete co-ordination of all
media.

Retail advertising departments
without a skilled radio advertising
staff, Mr. Mitchell said, "are months
and years behind the field." The
superb quality of the programs en-

City
NRDGA— Awards to Retailers— 1948
GENERAL FAMILY PROGRAMS
Program
Store
and over in volume)
Washington
Chicago
Hecht Co.
Community Reporter
Melody
Lane
Rochester
Dawn Patrol
Chicago
Wieboldt's
Sibley,
Lindsay
&
Curr
The Fair
News
on
the Spot
Seattle
Piano Melodies
Bon Marche
San Antonio Good Morning Show
Joske's
2. Class Waterloo
"B" ($5 million
to1540
$15 million)
RFD
James
Black
Dry
Goods
Co.
Little
Symphony
Rochester
McCurdy & Co.
Seattle
Rhodes Dept. Store
Seven
Salt Lake City Top
Utah Symphony Hour
Zion's Co-op Mercantile Inst.'
3. Class "A" (Up to $5 million)
Pottsville Tone Portraits
Pomeroy's Dept. Store
Jamestown
Dunigan Family
Bigelow's
Sam
Shainberg
Dry
Goods
Co.
Memphis
High Noon
Roundup
Springtield, III. Upon
Reflection
John Bressmer Co.

Station

Award

WGAY
WHAM
WBBM
WMAQ
KOMO
KTSA

Grand
Grand
First
Second
Third
Second

KXEL
KJR
WHAM
KSL

First
Second
Second
Third

WPAM
WJTN
WMPS
WCVS

First
Grand
Third
Second

* Special by
[NAB]
commendation
award for best over-all job of radio programming and
advertising
a retail
store.
WOMEN'S PROGRAMS
Ed Schuster & Co.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr
Polsky's
Joske's
Kaufman-Strauss
Pomeroy's
B & M
George Wyman & Co.
Zion
Co-op. Mercantile Inst.
Lit Bros.
Emporium
John Shillito Co.
Zion
Co-op Mercantile Inst.
Polsky's
C. M. Guggenheimer
James Black Dry Goods Co.
Joske's
James Black Dry Goods Co.
Polsky's

PALEY

Milwaukee
The "Carlo"
Program
Rochester
"C" Clock Time
Akron 1. Class Tower
Lynn
Lawrence
San Anionio For the Ladies
Coffee Call
Louisville
Reading
Priscilla Pomeroy
2. Class "B"

WTMJ
WHAM
WAKR
KTSA, KONO
WHAS
WHUM

Peoria Serenade !n Style WMBD
South Bend
"A"
TheTime,
Tune The Place, WSBT
3. Class The
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
Salt Lake City The Story Princess
Philadelphia Magic Lady Supper Club
St. Paul Once Upon a Story Time
TEEN-AGE PROGRAMS
Cincinnati
Junior Town Meeting
Akron Teen-Age Hi Jinx
Salt Lake City Campus Varieties
FARM PROGRAMS
Lynchburg
Farm Reporter
Waterloo Neighbors News
San Antonio
Farm and Ranch News
MEN'S PROGRAMS
Waterloo Grant Price and
The News
Akron Evening News

KSL
WFIL
WMIN
WSAI
WHKK
KUTA
WLVA
KXEL
KTSA
KXEL
WHKK

CBS

Grand
First
Second
Third
First
Second
First
Second
Grand
First
First
Grand
First
First
Second
Third
First
Second

Talent

PACED by its newly acquired Jack
THE "MISSION TO HOLLYWOOD" by CBS Board Chairman William
Paley last week has given rise to speculation that his round of West
Benny program, CBS Sunday evening programming led the Hooper
Coast
reality
the network's
the conferences
ABC talent inchest
and represented
additional raids
on NBC. initial invasion
parade for the second week Jan. 9. of
Fred Allen, only NBC show to
If Mr. Paley's Hollywood schedlead CBS opposition in the critical
ule was merely window-dressing,
Freeman Gosden, the Amos 'n'
Benny.
Sunday hours a week before, fell which observers seriously doubt, he, and
Andy team, and comedian Jack
behind his opposition Jan. 9.
at least, held a decided winning
The lineup :
edge for a war of nerves.
Part of Mr. Paley's activities
6.30-7 p.m., CBS, Spike Jones for
What actually transpired during
during the week included conferCoca-Cola,
10.5
rating;
NBC,
Ozzie
&
ences with major motion picture
Harriet for International Silver Co., his many impressive conferences
10.4.
studio officials. This included a
7- 7:30 p.m., CBS, Jack Benny for remained a matter only of Mr.
American Tobacco Co., 27.3; NBC, Horsession with MGM's Dore Schary
Paley's and his conferees' personal
11.4. ace Heidt for Philip Morris & Co., knowledge. But, in the light of and Harry M. Warner, reportedly
on the topic of television film pro7.30-8 p.m., CBS, Amos 'n' Andy for recent developments in the "Battle
Lever
Bros.,for 19.1;
duction possibilities.
Alice Faye
RexallNBC,
DrugPhil
Co.,Harris13.3.
of the Stars," his conference held
Jules Stein, head of MCA, and
8- 8:30 p.m., CBS, Sam Spade for deep significance to seasoned obWildroot Co., 11.2; NBC, Fred Allen for servers.
Lew Wasserman, another MCA exFord Dealers of America, 10.7.
ecutive, also spent considerable
8:30-9 p.m., CBS, Life With Luigi,
Raids
on
the
NBC
corral
had
alsustainer,
time with the CBS official. Their
ready netted CBS Charles Correll
tainer,
8.2. 8.6; NBC, NBC Theatre, susBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Polsky's

Joske's,

Win

tered in this year's contest, and the
advertising techniques embodied in
the entries signify the importance
of radio and the necessity for
"bright, modern, hard-hitting selling specialists who know how to use
radio as it should be used — as a
basic
he said. that once
Mr. medium,"
Mitchell announced
again NAB will make available
studies of the entries in a soon-tobe released booklet.
Three Groups
Winners in the 1948 NRDGA
competition were classified into
three groups, according to dollar
volume. Programs also were
judged in various categories, which
were "General Family," "Women's," "Teen-Age," "Children's,"
"Farm" and "Men's."
Stores winning prizes in more
than
one category
included
Zion's
Co-operative
Mercantile
Institution,
Salt Lake City, whose concentrated
radio efforts and related sales promotion were rewarded with three
prizes. Also, NAB made a special
commendation to ZCMI for "the
best over-all job of radio programming and advertising by a retail
The store's winning programs.
The Utah Symphony Hour, beamed
to the general family. Campus Varieties for college and junior colstore."
lege listeners, and The Story Princess for moppets in the 4 to 10
group. Won third, first and grand
NRDGA prizes respectively.
ZCMI is a Class "B" store in the
NRDGA scale, i.e., $5 million to $15
million yearly volume.
In Class "C," $15 million or over,
Joske's of San Antonio, and
Polsky's of Akron, were multiple
winners (see full list of awards on
this page), with the former receiving third prizes in "General Family," "Women's" and "Farm" categories; and the latter, two second
prizes, for programs beamed to
women and farmers.

Efforts

Concentrated

conversation
other radio
NBC — with
from Fibber

purpoi-tedly
personalities
the gamut
McGee and

involved
still on
running
Molly to

Duffy's
Tavern.
The CBS
board chairman and
other principals didn't have anything to say about their conferences. But the actions spoke loudly for themselves. Some facts did
become known. Mr. Paley did
meet with Edgar Bergen. It was
not known whether the ventriloquist signed or not, but according
to prevailing talk, he was strongly
considering a ticket to CBS.
Bing Crosby also got into a huddle with Mr. Paley, who was believed to have been eager to meet
(Continued on page ^9)
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Tops $44
GROSS TIME SALES
1947 and 1948

Million

in '48

Gardner Adv
278,338
Cecil & Presbrey
262,269
MacManus,
John
&
Adams
252,619
Weinstein & Co
238,025
Buchanan & Co
226,362
Honig-Cooper
171,576
William
Von
Zehle
&
Co
162,883
Biow
147,839
Chas. Dallas Reach Co
146,656
Henri,
Hurst
&
McDonald
133,798
Zimmer-Keller
125,497
Morris F. Swaney Inc
82,000
Hixson & Jorgensen
81,168
Olian Adv
79,617
John C. Dowd Inc
71,448
St. Georges & Keyes
69,366
Roy S. Durstine Inc
66,618
Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff
53,192
William Hart Adier Inc
40,273
Swaney, Drake & Bement
33,016
Lockwood-Shackelford
32,688
Pacific National
29,305
No Agency
23,842
Ewell & Thurber Assoc
22,380
Arthur MeyerhofF & Co
20,677
Glasser-Gailey
17,684
Wiltman
& Callahan
11,176
Russell, Harris & Wood
7,512
Wesley Assoc
7,248
Huber Hoge & Sons
7,084
Fitz-Carlson-Cash
6,288
J. D. Tarcher & Co
6,026
Beaumont & Hohman
3,856
Doherty Advertising Co
1,920
Lester L. WolfF Inc
384
Total
$44,303,376
CLASSIFICATIONS
1948
Foods and Food Products $15,981,823
Drugs and Toilet Goods
8,323,749
Radios, Refrigerators, Phonographs
& Electrical AppI
5,022,057
Laundry Soaps and Cleansers 2,692,843
Lubricants, Petroleum Products and
Fuel
1,549,082
Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco... 1,373,818
Publications
1,351,642
Household Furnishings and Acces.. 1,123,142
Insurance
1,096,053
Automobiles, Trucks and Acces... 1,095,464
Steel
1,052,090
Jewelry and Acces
787,867
Transportation and Travel
589,570
Confectioneries
501,468
Clothing
and
Dry
Goods
424,183
News Programs Sponsored by
Labor Unions
400,908
Politicals
365,673
Miscellaneous
297,446
Wines
171,576
Paints
69,366
Sporting Goods
22,380
Controversial Issues Programs... v 11,176
Total
$44,303,376

ABC C'
GROSS S
networkGR
time OS
sales
AB
for 1948 amounted to §44,303,376, S
Monthly
1948 Gain or Loss over 1947
according to figures released last
1948
Cumulative
Month
week. This total compares to Jan
$-1-411,993
1947
Feb
$3,577,008
-(-507,312
$3,989,001
3,241,101
1947's billings of ?43,548,057, rep- March
3,792,256
$ +963,148
+411,993
3,568,895
4,076,207
resenting an increase of 1.7%, or
+551,155
3,453,150
—677,010
April
3,997,640
+1,470,460
+544,490
3,628,602
$755,319.
May
.
.
.
4,045,384
+2,014,950
—588,678
June . . .
3,377,565
+2,431,732
+416,782
3,488,474
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
3,470,190
July . . . .
2,793,180
—491,155
+ 110,909
+2,542,641
Aug.
.
.
.
3,376,483
2,787,805
York, was ABC's highest spender
+ 1,865,631
3,656,012
Oct. . .. ..
in 1948, purchasing network time Sept.
3,164,857
—110,904
+ 1,276,953
4,203,034
4,279,369
Nov. . .
to the amount of §5,361,292, some
+ 785,798
3,908,034
3,903,944
Dec. . . .
4,092,073
+ 862,133
+ 76,335
3,981,169
11,470,000 more than J. Walter
+ 866,223
+ 4,090
$44,303,376
$43,548,057
Thompson Co., which placed second.
+ 755,319
General Mills, Minneapolis, was
AGENCIES
125,497
the leading ABC advertiser for the Fruehauf Trailer
Aluminum Products
125,422 Dancer-Fizgerald-Sample
$5,361,292
year, billing a total of $4,666,348 Club
Boseo
94,851 J. Walter Thompson Co
3,891,292
Swerl
Products
Div.
of
Allied
McCann-Erickson
3,139,435
worth of the network's time,
Chemical & Dye
85,629 BBDO
2,392,145
11,787,000 more than Procter & Kaiser-Frazer
82,000 Compton Adv
2,225,036
Oil
81,168 Hutchins Adv
2,128,069
Gamble, Cincinnati, who spent Richfield
Paul
F.
Beich
Co
79,617
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
1,717,630
$2,879,348 on ABC for second
Reichhold Chemicals
73,050 Foote, Cone & Belding
1,714,040
First National Stores
71,448 Benton & Bowles
place.
1,549,931
Benjamin Moore 8i Co
69,366 Kudner Agency
1,504,820
Food and food products, with Whitehall
Pharmacol
69,183
J. LaRoche & Co
1,138,289
Tucker
66,618 C.
Warwick
&
Legler
1,090,109
$15,981,823 in ABC billings, led Revere Camera
54,507 William H. Weintraub & Co
1,034,720
over the second-high drugs and Mantle Lamp
40,273 Knox Reeves Adv
1,005,740
Medical Assn
32,688 Maxon Inc
980,298
toilet goods classification by Calif.
Fisher Flouring Mills
29,305 Sherman & Marquette
834,916
$7,658,074.
Stanley Home Products
23,842 SSC&B
814,372
General Motors
23,096 Robert W. Orr & Assoc
804,832
1948 ADVERTISERS
Wilson Sporting Goods
22,380 Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield 770,003
General Mills
$4,666,348 "42" Products
21,980 Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv
726,525
Procter & Gamble
2,879,348 Consolidated Royal Chemical
20,677 Lennen & Mitchell
700,500
Phiico
2,128,069 Butler Packing
19,616 Geyer, Newell & Ganger
689,199
Swift
2,112,742 Mode O'Day
William
Esty
Co
673,318
17,684
Sterling Drug
2,025,268 Clary Multiplier
11,596
Needham,
Louis
&
Brorby
613,100
Quaker Oats
1,973,205 United Steel Workers of America. 11,176 Schwimmer & Scott.
421,851
tibby, McNeill & Libby
1,778,550 McKesson & Robbins
8,118 Young & Rubicam
426,125
Toni, Div. of Gillette
1,714,040 Sixth Army Command
7,512 Tatham-Laird
393,767
Westinghouse (Lamp Div.)
1,318,029 Beauty Factors
7,248 Weiss & Geller
378,942
U. S. Steel Corp. of Dela
1,052,090 William H. Wise & Co
7,084 Politicals
365,673
Kellogg
1,048,640 Shontex
6,288 Leo Burnett Co
352,096
Texas Co
1,029,210 Fisher Body Div., Gen. Motors. . . . 4,134 Roche,
Williams & Cleary
347,214
GilleHe Safety Razor Co
894,669 Pacific Greyhound Lines
3,856 H. B. Humphrey Co
309,938
Equitable Life Assurance
876,747 Clear Weave Stores
2,304 The Joseph Katz Co
305,462
Andrew Jergens Co
804,832
Andrew Gahagan Assoc
294,913
Bristol-Myers
770,003
J.
M.
Mathes
Inc
287,154
Total
$44,303,376
Norwich Pharmacol
726,525
P.
Lorillord '
700,500
Nash-Kelvinator
689,199
General Electric (Lamp Dept.).... 673,398
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
673,318
National Biscuit
668,882
Curtis Pub
666,657
Seeman Bros
636,551
Pacific Coast Borax
615,225
Derby Foods
613,100
Southern Cotton Oil
595,940
Near $23 Million in '48
Nestle's
588,941
INGS
LLlast
Goodyear
541,500 MBS
BILLINGS BI
on MBS
which spent $1,407,855 with the
MUTUAL 1948 EXPENDITURES
Piilsbury Mills
515,520 TOTAL
BY INDUSTRY
Universal Match
421,851
network. Ralston has bought over
year
reached
$22,769,464,
an
inFrank H. Lee Co
404,195
Drugs & Toilet Goods $6,019,944
crease of $396,753 over the $22,- $1 million worth of MBS time every
Elgin-American Div. III. Watch
Foods & Food Beverages- 3,626,312
Cose Co
378,942 372,711 figure Mutual billed in year since 1945.
Politics
365,673
Cigars,
Cigarettes &
Carter Products
358,284 1947, according to figures released
Tobacco
3,217,909
The drug and toilet goods indusNoxzemo
328,002 by the network last week.
Automobiles
& Accessories 1,938,913
Christian Science Pub
309,938
try
leads
the
list
of
advertisers
inCecil
and
Presbrey,
New
York,
Religious
1,652,998
American Oil
305,462
Confectionery & Soft
American Railroads
298,560 purchased more time on Mutual
dustry-wise, with billings totalling
Drinks
1,265,047
America's
Future
294,913
Jewelry
&& Insurance
Silverware 1,178,481
Standard Labs
292,707 than any other agency. The firm, $6,019,944, or almost double that
Finance
728,706
American Express
287,154
three years ago placed less of the foods and food beverages inLaundry
&
Household
Air Force Recruiting............. 278,338 which
dustry which placed with $3,626,Speidel Co
262,269 than half million dollars, bought
Supplies
626,880
Champion Spark Plug
252,619
Clothing & Dry Goods — 593,413
Dracketf Co
248,573 $2,049,850 worth of Mutual time. 312.
Building
Materials
425,780
Miscellaneous
410,507
United Electrical, Radio & Machine
Shows placed by the agency are
MUTUAL 1948 GROSS BILLINGS
Lubricant, Petroleum &
Workers of America
238,025
Twenty Questions for R o n s o n,
Fuel
289,595
Famsworth
213,362
Month
Monthly Cumulative
Mutual Life Insurance
186,618 Heart's Desire for Philip Morris,
Paints & Hardware
287,671
General Foods
177,552 now off the air, and Queen for a Jan.
$2,072,002 $2,072,002
Sporting Goods
247,233
Wine Growers Guild
171,576
Feb.
2,073,260 4,145,262
Radio & Phonographs
116,038
Railroad Trainmen
162,883 Day for Philip Morris and Miles
March
2,089,090 6,234,352
Stationary & Publishers— 87,739
Eversharp
147,839 Labs.
April
1,907,971
8,142,323
Wines,
Beer
&
Liquor
56,298
I. E. Waterman Co
146,656
May
1,850,634 9,992,957
John Morrell & Co
133,798
June
1,639,517 11,632,474
Leading
Mutual
sponsor
was
the
Total
$22,769,464
Arabian-American Oil Co
133,242
1,512,664 13,145,138
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, July
Smith Bros
128,086
Aug.
1,630,683 14,775,821
MUTUAL 1948 ADVERTISER
Sept.
1,755,932 16,511,753
Oct.
2,260,063 18,771,816
EXPENDITURES
Nov.
2,030,250 20,802,066
1. Ralston Purina
$1,407,855
Dec.
1,947,398 22,769,464
2. Philip Morris
1,401,402
(Continued on page i8)
Total
$22,769,464
CBS, agency and Borden Co. officials got together at first broadcast of Bordensponsored County Fair in its new time period, Wednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. (EST)
on CBS. L to r: Leonard Carlton, director of program; Win Elliot, m.c; Red
Reynolds, CBS sales department; Stuart Peabody, Borden's director of advertising; Newell Davis, CBS production staff; Bill Gernannt, producer of County
Fair; Leonard Erikson, vice president and radio director of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
which handles Borden account, and George Chatfield, K & E vice president and
Borden account executive.
BROADCASTING
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BUDGET

FCC
By ED KEYS

Is Cut

Under

He pointed out that technological
developments in television have created major problems in frequency
assignments and application processing which will absorb considerable Commission time and effort to
resolve successfully.
Increased attention to the large
backlog, which on Nov. 30, 1948,
numbered 793 applications, will be
permitted by declines in applications for new standard stations and
changes in facilities, according to
President Truman.
Expansion to Continue
He also expects expansion in the
use and vai'iety of nonbroadcast
services to continue through 1950.
"To meet demands for these services," he asserted, "revision will be
required of present frequency assignments for the several services.
"Common carrier regulations,"
he continued, "present extraordinary tasks for the Comission.
"These were posed, according to
the message, "by technological developments on rates, routes, service
and other elements of the Commission's regulatory functions."
FCC's new proposed budget,
would provide for a maximum of
1,382 permanent employes with
salaries totaling $5,614,582. A total
1950
1948
1949
Estimate
Estimate
Actual
? 301,208
2,350,339
$2,334,106
318,125
$2,246,982
367,359
629,205
703,213
661,235
1,082,058
1,122,926
1,118,474
834,999
797,671
839,705
914,370
992,548
964,943
40,000
39,065
40,000
442,431
438,436
$6,234,128
$6,714,770
$6,630,500

President's

Message

of 902 employes, having an aggregate income of $3,666,237, would
be in Washington and 480, whose
salaries total $1,948,345, would be
in the field.
The appropriation under which
FCC is currently operating allows
for a maximum of 1,407 employes,
drawing a total of $5,659,732 in
salaries. Of this number 918 are
Washington employes with a payroll of $3,670,931 and 487 field
workers earning an aggregate of

A NEW FCC BUDGET higher than the current year's initial appropriation, but somewhat less than this year's actual expenditures will be, was
recommended last week by President Truman.
The proposal, outlined in the President's budget message to the 81st
Congress last Monday, would give bases.
*
the Commission $6,634,000 for the
In an explanatory statement acyear starting July 1, 1949. This
companying the message, President
compares with a $6,351,000 appropriation for the current year. But Truman said that FCC's broadcast
the current appropriation is yet to activities through 1950 "will center
on television and the backlog in
be supplemented by some $367,000
standard broadcast station applicato take care of salary increases
voted during the last session of
FCC's 1947-48 budget request for
$1,988,801.
Congress.
"Spectrum reallocation," he told
approximately $7.3 million was
tions."
Even though the new recomCongress, "will continue through
trimmed more than $1 million in
1950 to be at the forefront among
mended appropriation would thus
the final appropriation. The agenCommission problems.
fall $84,000 short of this year's
cy's bid for $6,540,000 budget
"Frequency assignments of many
expected expenditures, observers
for 1948-49 was $300,000 more than
United
States
stations
will
be
felt FCC had achieved a minor triits previous record peacetime grant
umph. For the figure proposed in changed to implement agreements
of $6,240,000 under which it operreached at the 1947 Atlantic City
the budget message was somewhat
ated in 1947-48.
higher than the one reportedly set Telecommunications Conference esAdjacent
is a table which
furtablishing international master freby the Budget Bureau in its original
nishes the breakdown
of current
quency allocation tables.
recommendation [Broadcasting,
and ties
proposed
for activi"Considerable effort will be reNov. 29, 1948].
within theallocations
FCC.
quired, too, for the determination
The Commission was understood
Allowance for Vehicles
definitive locations for specific
to have asked for $7,900,000 orig- of
A sum of $15,750 was allowed for
inally, and Chairman Wayne Coy services within the broad channel
trading in 15 FCC vehicles on new
categories established at Atlantic
and other FCC officials are known
models. The agency will continue
to have been active in seeking to City, through hearings, and conto use 132 older vehicles. One autotinuous participation in internapersuade the Budget Bureau that
mobile is for the use of the comits initial recommendation would be
tional, regional, and industry conmissioners, the remainder for ininsufficient for FCC's workload.
spectors,
engineers and similar field
ferences."
The State Dept.'s "Voice of OBLIGATIONS BY ACTIVITIES
personnel concerned with investiAmerica" appeared destined for an
gating unlawful radio activities,
appropriation comparable to this 1. Frequency allocation and technical
monitoring, conducting examinaresearch
year's.
tions and performing other duties.
2. Field engineering and monitoring
Estimates for the State Dept. are
3. Safety and Special services
An
increase of $54,368,000 for
Broadcast Activities
placed at $281,700,000, which is 4.
the coming fiscal year was asked
5. Common carrier activities
$66,200,000 less than the last ap- 6. General administration
for the Bureau of the Census. The
7. Printing and binding
propriation.
new appropriation was $76,725,000
8.
Pay
increase.
Pub.
Law
900
It was recommended that $36,(Continued on page 51)
Total ObUgations
000,000 be granted for the international information and educational
exchange program. Incorporated
in this would be $15,500,000 for
N. y. Bill Grants Rights
overseas activities. Approximately
$14,900,000 would be allocated for NEWS
PROTECTION
domestic media facilities and servNews Committee.
in New York are expected to supices. Of the $14,900,000, the In- LEGISLATION to grant newsmen
Eleven states thus far have
the
right
to
withhold
sources
of
port
the
bill
jointly.
The
legislaternational Broadcasting Division's
passed laws enabling newspaper
tion was introduced by Sen. Thomas
information was introduced last
share for operation of the "Voice of week in the New York Legislature,
C. Desmond, widely known as a reporters to refuse to divulge news
America," would be only $8,603,sources, thus protecting news
legislative authority, and by Rep.
with
radio
for
the
first
time
grant104, as compared to its current
sources from reprisals. First such
Lee B. Nailler, House Majority
ed
equal
protection
with
the
press.
$11,600,349 expenditures.
Leader.
law was enacted in 1896 by MaryIdentical
bills
were
introduced
Actually, this is not the drastic
Introduction of the bills followed
land, prior to the broadcasting era.
in Senate and House, carrying enslash it would appear to be, accordSince that time 10 other states
hearings held last Jun 29 by the
dorsement of the Law Revision
ing to State Dept. officials.
have passed such laws, according
Committee as to inclusion of radio
Law Revision Committee. Appearto NAB, all following the MaryThe "Voice's" budget actually reing on behalf of broadcasters were
newsmen. The committee serves as
land statute. The other states are
mains at a comparable level when
Michael R. Hanna, NAB District
an advisory body to the Legislaroughly $3,000,000 allowed for raAlabama, Arkansas, Arizona, Cali1 director, and E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
ture.
dio relay construction costs in the
vice president of WSYR Syracuse
fornia, Indiana,onKentucky,
The New York measure is simi(Continued
page 77) Monand chairman of the NAB Radio
current year are considered. These
lar to a model law proposed by the
are non-recurring items, present
NAB and submitted to all state
only in the current budget.
broadcast associations with sugAnother $1,600,000 would be algestion that it be presented to their
lowed for broadcasting facilities
legislatures.
Radio and newspaper interests
and the operation of overseas relay
OFFICIALS of P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold cigarettes), Lennen & Mitchell, its
agency, and WJZ New York gather around Frank Hopewell (seated center),
Lorillard vice president, as arrangements are completed in New York for firm's
52-week sponsorship of five-weekly O/d Gold Party Time over WJZ, effective
today (Jan. 17). Seated — Lewis Gruber (I), Lorillard sales manager; Mr.
Hopewell, and Robert E. Kintner, ABC executive vice president; standing
(I to r)— Ralph Dennis, WJZ sales manager; George Perkins, WJZ sales staff;
Nick Keeseley, L & M vice president; Tom Doughten, L & M vice president;
Morgan Ryan, ABC eastern program manager, and Alden James, Lorillard
advertising director.
BROADCASTING
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video contracts Mulled
PROBE
REPRESENTATION
THE HEARING that may determine whether networks remain in
the station representation business,
or whether they must get out, was
closed by FCC last Tuesday after
a two-day session in which television came more than ever to the
fore.
The principal adversaries — the
National Assn. of Radio Station
Representatives on one hand and
the networks on the other — were
given until March 1 to file summary
treasurer of NARSR; Emerson Markham, stations manbriefs and argument, with March 11 ON HAND for the final sessions of FCC's hearing on
national
spot
representation
activities
were,
among
othset as deadline for replies. Oral
ager of General Electric's WGY, WRGB (TV) and WGFM
ers: (I to r) Thomas F. Flanagan, managing director of
argument may then be called.
(FM) Schenectady; C. T. Lucy, general manager of WRVA
the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, and
Richmond, and President R. 0. Dunning of KHQ Spokane.
Speculation on the outcome in- Lewis H. Avery, president of Avery-Knodel Inc. and
cluded apossibility that the Comment of the network company, that
ster, Robert F. Jones and Frieda B.
mitted statistics to show an inmission, if it accepts jurisdiction,
Hennock.
crease in local live programming
it is independent of the network
may decline to set up hard-and-fast
sales division, that affiliates have
on stations represented by Radio
Participating attorneys included:
rules to keep networks out of the
General Counsel Benedict P. CotSales. In 10 major markets the profited by national spot reprerepresentation field but may, in- tone
and Thomas H. Donahue for CBS stations during a given period
sentation by Spot Sales, and that
stead, elect to consider and pass
the network does not have control
had
more
local
live
talent
programs
the
Commission;
Joseph
A.
McDon' upon cases individually.
ald for ABC; William R. Perdue of and devoted more time to them, over station rates or station time by
Network Domination
than did the stations of all three reason of its representation of afCahill, Gordon, Zaehry & Reindel,
filiates.
It is NARSR's contention that NBC counsel, and Thomas E. Ervin,
other networks combined, he renetworks which represent affiliates NBC assistant general attorney;
NBC Represents
in the sale of national spot adverThad H. Brown Jr., for DuMont
G. Bennett Larson, vice presitising are in a position to dominate
Television Network; Paul D. P. ported.dent and director of television of
NBC Spot Sales, he said, reprethe affiliates, their rate structures,
sents one affiliate in the U. S.
Spearman, for Edward Petry & Co.; WCAU Philadelphia, which is repand their program time.
W. Theodore Pierson, for WCAU
resented
by
Radio
Sales,
said
he
had
(WGY Schenectady) and three in
The networks deny the charges,
Philadelphia; Percy H. Russell Jr., never experienced coercion from
the Philippines "as a matter of accontending they are well qualified for Mutual.
commodation" (KZRH and KZMB
the network "in any respect" and
to serve affiliates as national spot
Manila and KZRC Cebu), aside
Highlight of the session included : that the representation contract
representatives and that this servwould be dropped if Radio Sales from the six NBC-owned stations.
ice is in the public interest.
Monday
In television, Spot Sales represents
didn't produce the results WCAU
A carry-over from the five-day
five NBC-owned stations and four
thought it should.
opening session more than a month
Prefacing the NBC presentation,
affiliates. The department repreago [Broadcasting, Dec. 6], last
Carl J. Burkland, general sales
Mr. Perdue told the Commission
sented five Westinghouse stations
week's hearings put even more emmanager of CBS Radio Sales, sub- that NBC Spot Sales is a depart- until last Dec. 31, when representaphasis on television, with NARSR
tion was moved to Free & Peters.
spokesmen charging that the netJames V. McConnell, general
works' television affiliation conmanager of NBC Spot Sales, retracts in some instances are actu1883
iHaior ebnep JRibge
1949
ported that in 1946 the national
ally representation contracts.
spot sales revenue of the one afNARSR attorney James Lawfiliate now represented by NBC was
MAJOR
EDNEY
RIDGE,
65, gall bladder operation,
rence Fly, former FCC chairman,
president and general manager of ^ native of Greensboro, he en- "about 7/lOths of 1% of the total
won his fight to have the networks
the North Carolina Broadcasting n^te^ in the Army at the age of 22 1946 national spot revenue of $82,submit copies of their television
917,000." This station, the five
affiliation forms — but in so doing- Co., owner of WBIG Greensboro, and worked his way up to the rank
other affiliates then represented,
and U. S. marshal since 1944, of major. In 1916 he participated
he agreed not to press the questions
and NBC's owned stations acdied
early
Thursday
morning.
He
in
the
Mexican
expedition,
he had raised about their propriety.
counted for about 7.8% of the total
He wanted FCC to see them, he entered Wesley Long Hospital, Following his military service,
j^^^j^g entered newspaper and
said, because he thought they Greensboro, a fortnight ago for a
spot revenue.
Mr. McConnell undertook to anwould help convince the Commisadvertising work on the Greensswer, point by point, the major
sion that "a simple rule" is needed
boro Daily News. In 1924 he beto keep the networks out of the
charges which had been leveled by
came publisher of the Greensboro
representation field.
He concluded:
Record, selling his interest in the NARSR.
Submit Forms
We
are
in
the station representation
paper in 1927.
Counsel for CBS, NBC, ABC and
He then helped organize the business by virtue of the sale of naspot time for the NBC -owned
North Carolina Broadcasting Co. stations,tionalwhich
DuMont agreed to prepare and subrepresents an important
and became operating head of source of revenue to NBC. We have
mit copies of affiliation forms as
and
intend
to
an adequate
WBIG, a position he held until his and well-trained maintain
staff for that purpose.
requested, on the basis of Mr. Fly's
death. Under his direction WBIG
commitment. Judge Samuel I.
We are fully equipped and qualified
developed into one of the leading
Rosenman, attorney for CBS, won
to
represent
the NBC-owned
stations
and more
we arethanconvinced
that we
the assurance of Acting Chairman
stations in the South and a leader
in
civic
affairs
and
program
can render a valuable service to indePaul A. Walker that FCC would
ethics.
pendent stations of similar character.
not take adverse action in connecWe therefore desire to be free to action with the affiliation agreements
When the Southeastern Broadcept representation for some of these
stations who may also desire us as their
without giving all parties a chance
casting Co. bought WBT Charrepresentative. I say some because we
lotte
from
CBS
in
1945,
Maj.
Ridge
to be heard. "You won't be taken
do not want to dissipate our efforts and
made the arrangements and was
lower the quality of service by taking
advantage of," Mr. Walker pledged.
on
stations of all types or too large a
named secretary-treasurer of the
Meanwhile, representation confirm. He subsequently relin- number. . . .
tract forms employed by various
In answer to Comr. Walker, Mr.
quished that post.
NARSR members were put into
McConnell
declined to put a ceiling
the record by CBS as secured from
In a region where the radioon NBC's potential station reprepress war raged, Maj. Ridge conNARSR by subpena.
sentation. He said he preferred
The hearing was before Comrs.
tinually held that "radio is com(Continued on page 56)
Maj. RIDGE
(Continued on page 57)
Walker, Rosel H. Hyde, E. M. WebBROADCASTING
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More

Plan

Service

TRANSITCASTING

THE NATION'S CAPITAL this
week will become the eighth metropolitan area to radioize its bus
and trolley system, according to
authoritative sources.
This and other developments
promise to furnish American strapholders, in the near future, with
almost 97 million musically-soothed
rides each month in approximately
4,300 public vehicles equipped with
special transit FM receivers.
Additional bus service with music
is also in store for Washington
workers residing in southeast D.C.
and adjacent Maryland suburbs, as
the result of permanent installations being made in busses of a
suburban bus line.
The progress of transitcasting
is no longer limited to the continental United States, it was
learned last week. Plans are currently under way for inauguration
of the radio service on a bus line
in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Cities in which contracts have
been signed between stations,
transportation companies and
Transit Radio Inc. of Cincinnati
include St. Louis, Cincinnati, Covington, Ky. ; Houston, WilkesBarre, Huntington, W. Va. ;
Worcester, Mass., and Washington,
D. C. Independent operations have
been launched in Duluth, Minn.,
and Bradbury Heights, Md.
Announcements are expected
soon that other major cities have
joined the rapidly growing ranks
of those providing radio entertainment on a regular basis for their
transit customers.
Announces Plans
Ben Strouse, general manager of
WWDC and WWDC-FM Washington, has called a news conference
for today (Jan. 17), at which a
contract between WWDC-FM, Capital Transit Co., and Transit Radio
Inc. reportedly will be announced.
As in other cities, WWDC-FM,
operating on Channel 266 (101.1
mc) with a power of 20 kw, is
expected to offer daily programs of
music, newscasts, weather reports,
time signals and short commercials, tailored especially to the desires of the bus and trolley riders.
Plans of the Capital station, according to reliable sources, call
for the start of installations, at
the rate of 3 or 4 a day, Feb. 1.
Twenty sets will be used initially
and shortly thereafter 200 will be
in operation. Later sets will be
placed on all of Capital Transit's
1,023 busses and 729 trolleys, it
was reported.
Records indicate that 780,000
rides are taken daily and 40 million monthly on the Washington
system.
Surveys taken last March in
Washington indicate that as high
as 96% of the transit riders taking
test rides favored the "home-tostore" entertainment.
The station will offer advertisers
an additional bonus in the form of
BROADCASTING

home listeners. There are an estimated 70,000 FM receivers in the
Washington area. A substantial
number of advertisers reportedly
have already requested time for the
bus broadcasts.
Advertisers and prospective advertisers ofthe southeastern Washington and adjacent suburban area
became acquainted with transit
FM last Wednesday during a demonstration by the Washington,
Maryland & Annapolis bus lines.
Arrangements were under the
direction of Leslie L. Altmann,
president and general manager of
WM&A and vice president and
treasurer of Chesapeake Broadcasting Co., licensee of WBUZ-FM
Bradbury Heights.
WBUZ-FM Service
Regular broadcast service from
WBUZ-FM on Channel 244 (96.7
mc) will begin today to the one
equipped bus, according to W. B.
Kegel, assistant to the general
manager.
Mr. Kegel disclosed that an
order for General Electric FM receivers has been placed and the
first shipments are expected within
the next week.
Pei'manent installations will be
made at a rate of about five busses
a week until the fleet of 62 is fully
equipped.
The line, which operates to a
point about 40 miles from Washington, daily carries about 25,000
of the 260,000 residents in its service area. The station claims 25,000

listeners
in the suburban communities.
WSJN San Juan, for which an
FM construction permit has been
issued to the Radio Americas Corp.
of Mayaguez, has entered into a
contract with a San Juan transportation company to install FM
receivers in 400 busses.
In St. Louis installation of receivers in 1,300 of the transit company's 1,800
vehicles
is under
way.
This line
records
about
45,300,000
rides monthly. Participating station is KXOK-FM operating on
Channel 229 (93.7 mc).
A total of 7,500,000 rides are
taken monthly on the 150 vehicles
of the Wilkes-Barre Transit Corp.,
which last April began equipping
100 of its vehicles for reception of
program fare from WIZZ (FM)
Wilkes-Barre,
on Channel 277 (103.3 operating
mc).
Sales messages and radio fare of
KPRC-FM Houston will be furnished customers of the Houston
Transit Co. who take more than
11,926,000 rides a month on the
firm's 600 vehicles. Installation of
sets on 200 vehicles has been completed and 400 more were scheduled
to be equipped early this year.
KPRC-FM is assigned Channel 275
(102.9 mc).
WCTS (FM) Cincinnati, on
Channel 270 (101.9 mc), originates
broadcasts to 300 of the 940 vehicles of the Cincinnati Street Railway Co., and 120 of the 150 vehicles
of the Cincinnati, Newport & CovBack

ington Railv/ay Co., serving Northern Kentucky. The remaining vehicles of the latter firm will be
equipped
later.passengers
The latteron firm's
vehicles carry
more
than 3,570,000 rides monthly. Records show that passengers of the
Cincinnati line take more than 17,930,000 rides each month.
Huntington Serviced
WPLH (FM) Huntington, W.
Va., on Channel 273 (102.5 mc),
recently began installation of transitcasting equipment in 65 of the
approximately 100 city busses,
which carry passengers on approximately 2,400,000 rides monthly.
Broadcasts will be beamed by
WGTR (FM) Worcester, Mass.,
to passengers of the Worcester
Street Railway. Installation of FM
receivers on 250 of the system's
vehicles is expected to be completed in about 60 days. The
Yankee Network station operates
on Channel 256 (99.1 mc).
Regular transit broadcasts were
started by WEBC-FM Duluth,
Minn., last year on Channel 222
(92.3 mc).
To supply FM stations with suitable background music for Transit
Radio, Muzak Wired Music Division, New York, announced last
week formation of a new library
for the purpose.
Selections have been taken from
the
master
Muzak
library,executive
accord-^
ing to
Charles
C. Cowley,
vice president of - Muzak Corp., to
provide non-irritating, noise-free
music for FM stations broadcasting to public vehicles. The special
library encompasses some 2,700
selections, sufficient for 15 hours
of planned programming.

in San

PROGRAM
LISTS
SAN ANTONIO newspapers once
rate for publishing of logs. Stations contended this would have
more are carrying -detailed program listings of local stations fol- cost each station over $17,000 a
year for readable listings.
lowing aseven-month ban in which
the publishers tried to force paid
The San Antonio stations decidlistings [Closed Circuit, Jan. 10].
ed to resist. Logs were discontinued May 1, the papers explaining
Lifting of the ban followed refusal of San Antonio broadcasters
they had been giving radio a free
ride and now wanted them to pay
to submit
to to
the exact
newspapers'
confor log listings.
certed effort
over $17,000
Reaction of readers was quick
from each station for publication
and extensive. The stations advised
of the program listings, widely
them to refer complaints to the
recognized
as having high readership.
which were still renewspapers,
ceiving the logs from stations.
First word of the joint newsWOAI
Announcements
paper action was received by San
Antonio stations last April 9 when
WOAI, for example, ran anthey received letters from the
nouncements that the vast majorExpress and Evening News, locally
ity of large city newspapers carry
owned morning and afternoon pa-, logs as a service to readers. WOAI
ran thrice-daily program resumes.
from the Light, Hearstpers, and
A local weekly, Tel-Type, sprang
owned
afternoon paper. The letters
explained that as of May 1 publi- up with program logs and quickly
cation of radio logs would be dis- developed a circulation of about
continued.
18,000.
er a San AnIn early Septemb
They Meant It
tonio advertising agency invited
A luncheon was held by the radio and newspapers to a meeting
on of the problem. The
which sta- for discussi
little later
paperstiona executives
were toinvited. At newspapers offered their original
at the lower retail
ion, but
proposit
that time the newspapers an- rate
of the general. They
instead
nounced they meant what they
that stations buy listings
the sta- insisted
said, and proposed thatadvertis
in all three papers.
ing
tions pay the general
• Telecasting

Antonio

Papers

The stations rejected the offer.
In November the newspapers offered to print logs free if each
station would buy a one-inch, twocolumn ad in each paper, inserted
in a strip in the log, at a cost of
about $6,100 a year each. This too
was turned down by all stations.
Finally in mid-December the
newspapers offered to print the
logs free if the stations would contract in all three papers for about
$6,100 of display space. It was
reported th'at all but one of the
stations initially turned down the
idea. Three more entered into similar contracts but three others held
out.
Less than a fortnight ago one
station operator visited the Light
and offered to contract for display
advertising if the paper printed the
complete station logs and provided
the advertising appeared on the
same or adjacent page. This deal
would not include the Express or
Evening News.
No decision was reached at the
conference but a few days later all
three newspapers advised broadcasters that the logs would be reinstated without cost and without
strings, and they would welcome
any advertising from stations.
January 17, 1949
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In Baltimore Gag Suit

WSID Essex, Md., Baltimore suburb, must stand trial before the
horCriminal
ized Court of Baltimore for
its broadcasts covering a murder
defendant. The trial is scheduled
Jan. 26, with four other stations —
WFBR WBAL WCBM WITH—
cited for contempt of court in connection with the newscasts covering
the case [BROADCASTING, July 26,
1948, et seq].
Judge John B. Gray, Jr., who
will hear the Jan. 26 contempt
citations, rules that WSID came
ir)
within jurisdiction of the Baltimore
city, despite its location outside
city limits, because its radio waves
passed over the city line and were
available for reception within Baltimore City.
WSID was given five days to
answer the citations against it.
The original contempt citations
were handed down by the Baltimore court when the stations
broadcast confessions of a defendant prior to his actual trial. The
courts in Maryland follow the antiquated English common law contempt rule rather than that recognized by the U. S. Supreme Court.
This rule forbids most types of
statements that might influence in
any way the outcome of a trial.

FOUR DIRECTORS
Join Journalism Council
FOUR directors were named last
week by the Council on Radio Journalism, Washington, to serve threeyear terms. The ten-man board
consists of five members named by
NAB and five by the Assn. of Accredited Schools and Depts. of
Journalism.
New directors are Baskett Mosse,
chairman, radio division. Northwestern U. School of Journalism;
Eugene Carr, Brush-Moore Newspapers; Kenneth G. Bai-tlett, director, Radio Workshop, Syracuse U.;
William Brooks, NBC vice president
in charge of news, special events
and international relations.
Prof. Bartlett and Mr. Brooks
are serving second terms. Other
board members are Prof. Mitchell
V. Charnley, council chairman, U.
of Minnesota; E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
council vice chairman, WSYR Syracuse; Arthur C. Stringer, secretarytreasurer. NAB staff director;
- Floyd K. Baskette, Emory U.; Karl
Koerper, KMBC Kansas City; Paul
H. Wagner, Ohio State U.
New WCAE Studios
NEW STUDIOS and control room
of WCAE Pittsburgh in the William Penn Hotel were put into operation Jan. 10. The studios previously were located on the 21st
floor of the hotel, but with the
addition of FM two new studfos and
a control room were added on the
22nd floor. WCAE is a 5 kw fulltime ABC affiliate on 1250 kc.
Page 30
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PROGRAM
IDEAS
Win Awards for 23

REPORT

FCC MONTHLY report for December shows that as of Dec. 31
the status of broadcast station authorizations and applications was
as follows:
AM
FM
TV

TWENTY-THREE stations received checks last week from the
National Research Bureau, Burlington, Iowa, for winning entries in the
firm's second bi-monthly radio ideas
contest.

TTooConstruction
permits
262
699
116
tal on
Conditional
grants
45
Total applications pending
1,300 481
378
Requests for new stations
472
134
311
Requests to change existing facilities
9
23
2, 304
Deletion of licensed stations in November
1
1,91127
9
6
6
Deletion of construction permits
18
25 7
00*1 124
Deletion of conditional grants
50
* Includes 14 conditional grants and 464 construction permits.
Lice
nsed (All on
Following
television stations during December were authorized to
commence operations on dates named: Dec.
18, 5KPIX San Fran1,86
222Los Ancisco and WDSU-TV New Orleans; Jan. 1, 1949,
KTTV
7
geles and KLEE-TV Houston, Tex.

Winners in the November-December contest, with the amount of
their awards, are: Harry B. Shaw,
WSJS Winston-Salem, $50, "Your
Laundry
Programs";
Robert
B.
Morgan, WMBO
Auburn,
N. Y.,
$40, "Beat
Wife";
Schindler,
KOOS theKoos
Bay,Carl
Ore.,
$30,

NAB

ENGINEERING

Conference Plans
Discussed

"Maritime News" ; Richard C. Mosena, KBUR Burlington, Iowa, $20,
"Infantile Show"; Mrs. Lucille
Meyer, WJPA Washington, Pa.,
$10, "Breakfast With You." Roy E.
Morgan, WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
was awarded three of the $5 honorable mentions.
other honorable mentions — Joseph S.
Simon, KICM Mason City, Iowa; Carl
Fox, KGBX Springfield, Mo.; Owens F.
Alexander, WOOF Dothan, Ala.; James
A. Hartley, WGGA Gainesville, Ga.;
Connie Dorland, WTIK Durham, N. C;
Bob Cummings, WIRK West Palm
Beach; Mrs. Jackie T. Cies, WHOW
Clinton, 111.; Cliflord S. Campbell Jr.,
WAML Laurel, Miss.; Wally Engelhardt,
WVFD Ft. Dodge, Iowa; Mary Lucille
Carter, WMBM Miami Beach; J. Marion
Harman Sr., WTRR Sanford, Fla.;
David Kent, KTBS Shreveport, La.;
A. T. Shields, KRUL Corvallis, Ore.;
Robert Wasdon, WLOW Norfolk, Va.;
Edward P. Tibbits, WGAC Augusta,
Ga.; Joseph Lentini, WESB Bradford,
Pa., and R. W. Stach, KIEM Eureka,
Calif.

PLANS for the third annual NAB Engineering Conference, to be held
April 6-9 during NAB convention week in Chicago, were tentatively approved last week by the NAB engineering executive committee. Results
of FCC research in use of FM for video instead of the present AM
picture were discussed (see story *
the afternoon, probably a television
page 21).
Attendance of 800 is expected,
operation.
compared to some 450 at Los AngeMeeting Monday and Tuesday of
les last May. The midwestern lo- last week, the committee voiced
cation is expected to bring the in- alarm at recent NARBA developcreased attendance.
ments. Developments along this
line, as well as progress of the Louisville; Oscar C. Hirsch, KFVS
Already plans are well under
way for the annual equipment ex- Mexico City high-frequency conCape Girardeau, Mo. ; Jack R. Popference and other engineering
pele, WOR New York; K. W. Pyle,
hibit. Space in the Stevens Hotel
has been tentatively allocated by topics, were ,reviewed by Royal V. KFBI Wichita; Everett L. Dillard,
WASH Washington, board liaison.
Arthur C. Stringer, NAB staff di- Howard, NAB Engineering Dept.
rector in charge of the project. All director; Neal McNaughten, assistAttending for networks were William B. Lodge, CBS; Frank Marx,
ant director, and Forney Rankin,
available space has been reserved.
special assistant to the president.
ABC; nate Raymond
Guy, NBC,
alterLight equipment including tranfor 0. B. Hanson.
Consultant
Attending the sessions were A.
scription and program services and
advisers were George Adair, Dixie
similar exhibits will be shown on James Ebel, WMBD Peoria, chairman; Orrin W. Towner, WHAS
McKey and T. A. M. Craven.
the fourth and fifth floors of the
hotel.
Wartime Broadcasters
Some of the speakers for the
Engineering Conference already
To Be Prosecuted
TREASON
TRIALS
have been scheduled. The committee reviewed results of an indusPROSECUTION of American citizens for broadcasting activities over
try-wide questionnaire showing
Nazi shortwave radio during the war is moving ahead, with two treason
preferences in types of papers de- trials and one grand jury proceeding scheduled to begin this month, the
sired by delegates.
Justice Dept. announced last week.
Latest to face prosecution is
Magnetic Recording
The trial of Mildred E. Sisk, alias
Herbert
J. Burgman, former State
Most interest was shown in magDept.
employe,
whose
arrest
the
Gillars,
"Axis Sally"
netic recording, followed by such
of Radio identified
Berlin, is as
scheduled
to betopics as TV coverage, 16mm film, Justice Dept. announced last
gin in U. S. District Court for D. C.
Wednesday.
Mr.
Burgman,
who
microwave and coaxial relays, an- has been attached to the American
next Monday (Jan. 24). Martin J.
tenna icing and lighting, as well embassy in Germany for 20 years,
Monti, also charged with having
as related subjects.
broadcast over the German radio,
was arrested on charges of treason,
will be brought to trial in Brooklyn
Again featuring the conference
specifically with making shortwave
will be an FCC-industry round- propaganda broadcasts for the today. A two week delay in protable, with high FCC officials and Nazis between 1941 and 1945. Now
ceedings is expected pending arrival of witnesses from Germany.
broadcast executives giving their in Army custody in Frankfurt, he
views on engineering, allocation will be returned to the U. S. later Hans von Richter, a high official of
the German radio, who was brought
and regulatory problems.
this month.
The Engineering Conference will
The Justice Dept. said that the to the U. S. to testify in the cases
open Wednesday, April 6, with a cases of several other Americans,
of Douglas Chandler and Robert
H. Best, both convicted of treason
tour of a large Chicago plant, fol- allegedly engaged in similar broadlowed by an evening reception.
for Nazi broadcasts, will also tescasting activities, have been under
Papers and demonstrations will investigation, and that during the
tify in the Gillars and Monti cases.
First of the treason cases
feature Thursday and Friday proyear, it expected "several
grams, with TV emphasized at coming
indictment" will be sought. It against broadcasters over the Japanese radio involved Iva Toguiri
Thursday morning and Friday aft- mentioned no names. Mr. Burgman
ernoon sessions.
D'Aquino, who was indicted in San
was the first American civilian govFrancisco last October. Her trial
The FCC-industry roundtable is
ernment employe, however, to face
treason charges resulting from is expected to commence in the
scheduled Saturday morning. Annear future.
other plant tour is scheduled in World War II activities.
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On hand for
the "goldenceremonies
Tuesday
(I to r); spike"
NBC
President Trammell, AT&T Presi^ dent Wilson and CBS Presi^
dent Stanton.
ABC President Mark Woods he- ^
fore the camera Tuesday night, y

FORMAL dedication of AT&T's
Atlantic-to-Mississippi telecasting
network facilities last Tuesdaymarked a triumph for the engineers who conceived, developed and
put into operation the coaxial
cables and radio relays circuits. By
means of these cables and relays,
television programs can now be
broadcast simultaneously in 15
cities across the northeastern part
of the country.
But the 90-minute ceremonial
pooled program, broadcast simultaneously bymore than 30 TV stations from Boston to St. Louis, won
no laurels for television's program
planners and producers.
Instead of combining forces to
put on a single program that would
live up to the midwestern TV setovmer's dreams of the video fare
that New York can offer him now
that connections have been completed, each network individually
programmed it.5 own time segment,
apparently with no consideration
of what the others were doing.
The result was a melange of
good, bad and indifferent video entertainment which in total was less
pleasing and impressive than an
average
evening's viewing in New
York.
Early Part Best
Best part of the dedicatory telecast, by far, was the opening halfhour, which encompassed brief
messages from FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy, the presidents of
AT&T and of the four networks,
and the Mayor of Chicago and the
acting Mayor of New York, as well
as a ten-minute Bell System film
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explaining the way in which a program produced on a stage in New
York is transmitted to viewers as
far away as Waukesha, Wis., and
points between.
Likening the new "electronic

WDTV

STARTS

television highway" to such earlier
"waves of progress" as the overland trails and roads, canals, the
railroads, the telegraph, the telephone, the airplane, and the radio
networks, Chairman Coy declared:
"Tonight's linking of the East with
the Midwest instantly opens up a
vast new area of program resources for the television setowners in each section — programs
in the field of education, the arts
and sciences, news and entertainment— programs that can deepen
our understanding of democracy."
Leroy A. Wilson, AT&T president, congratulated "the people of
the Bell System and those in the
television industry whose enterprising know-how has advanced
this new art to this significant
stage. It is a fine example of effecDuMont Outlet Debuts
In Pittsburgh

OVER 5,000 persons jammed Pittsburgh's Syria Mosque last Tuesday
night for the inaugural of the DuMont station WDTV, Pittsburgh's first
TV station. The station operates on Channel 3.
It also marked the inaugural of DuMont's new $75,000 mobile studio
on wheels, TV's modern counter★
B. DuMont, president, . who anship. part of the Buck Rogers space
nounced that the station would
operate from 6 a.m. to 10 in the
The inaugural program featured
a variety show produced by James
evening and would carry the DuMont network sponsored shows.
L. Caddigan, DuMont's director of
network programming, with brief
Dr. DuMont presented "Pa Pitt"
introductory remarks by Dr. Allen
with a cathode ray tube as "Pitts-

Dr.tiveAllen
B. DuMont, president
team-work."
of the DuMont TV Network, after
congratulating AT&T for its
achievement and the other TV networks for their contributions to
(Continued on page 51 )
burgh's window to the world."
After the local presentation, the
station tied in with the joint network coaxial cable opening program (see story this page).
Lawrence Phillips, director of
the DuMont network, announced
that the station opened with "more
than enough business to cover operating expenses." Approximately
six hours of local time have been
sold.

The largest sponsor is Kaufman's department store, sponsoring the INS Telenews Newsreel a
quarter-hour a day five days a
week. The Joseph Horne department store is also sponsoring a
quarter-hour newsreel three days a
week. Other local accounts include Iron City Beer, Fort Pitt
Brewery, Duquesne beer and the
Fulton Theatre. Bulova watch has
placed time signals.
Mr. Phillips also revealed that
the station will operate four hours
a day with daytime programming
telecast off the cable from WABD,
originating at WABD New York.
This will be continued for a tenday period on a trial run.
The station is managed by Donald A. Stewart, formerly of the
DuMont transmitter sales staff in
New York. Larry Israel has been
AT OPENING OF WDTV, DuMont TV Network's Pittsburgh outlet, were
added as publicity director and
(I to r): Lawrence Phillips, director of network; Dr. Allen B. DuMont, DuMont
president; Donald A. Stewart, WDTV's general manager; Col. William A. Ray Rogers as chief engineer. Both
Roberts, network counsel, and James Caddigan, programming and production
were formerly with WFIL Philadirector for DuMont.
delphia.
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L&M

BASEBALL

By JOHN OSBON
BASEBALL'S Washington Senators may not be the greatest drawing card in the American League,
but it appeared certain last week
that vast sums of money would be
expended so that radio listeners
and televiewers might hear and see
their efforts in 1949. For owner
Clark Griffith the direct package
purchase of AM and TV rights by
Liggett & Myers (for Chesterfields)
looms as pie in the sky.
Negotiations on the estimated
$200,000 purchase, in progress for
almost two months and stalemated
over the holidays, are again being
resumed. Contracts for AM station
time, covering WWDC Washington
and WPIK Alexandria, Va., over
which the games will be aired, have
already been signed. Signing of
talent contracts pends ironing out
of a few minor details, it was
learned.
Newell-Emmett Co. (Chesterfield
agency) and the DuMont TV Network have submitted a contract to
WTTG, DuMont Washington outlet
which will carry the telecasts.
Again, talent details must be
worked out. Probability is that
overall deal will be consummated
with the next two weeks.
Stadium Ad Rights
AM , and TV rights to Senator
games reportedly cost the cigarette
firm in the neighborhood of $60,000
or $70,000— payable direct to Mr.
Griffith. In addition, exclusive advertising rights within the Stadium
are estimated to have added another $30,000 to Chesterfield's outlay. That combined figure, together
with talent and other expenses, is
expected to bring the overall total
to about $200,000, with half of that
from "in-the-park" expenses alone.
As part of the package purchase
Chesterfield is engaging the services of three D.C. sports announcers
who will operate as a crew on both
AM and TV presentations. They
are: Arch McDonald, Bob Wolff,
and Howard Williams. All are understood to have agreed on terms
but had signed no contracts at
week's end.
Technical aspects — whether the
crew will handle the games as si-

mulcasts or rotate their chores
among TV and AM — constitute another point of discussion among
talent, agency and stations.
Without precedent in Washington circles, L&M went directly to
Senator owner Clark Griffith, instead of Washington stations, and
bought overall AM and TV rights
as a package, eventually consisting
of talent as well. Last December it
reached a verbal agreement, now
on contract, for all broadcasting
rights.
The telecast privileges give
Chesterfield exclusive "in-the-park"
advertising rights similar to those
it enjoyed on New York Giants
games at the Polo Grounds last
year [Closed Circuit, Dec. 6,
1948]. To effect the deal, L&M
had to "buy out" all other advertisers, save one, whose wares
adorned the fence in Griffith Stadium, it is understood. This coming

WOIC

OPENS

season, the wall will sport a coat
of green paint — and Gruen Watch
Co., which has a long-term contract, will be the only exception to
the Chesterfield-Washington Senator rule of contract.
Talent-wise the cigarette firm
early last year evolved a rotating
plan whereby it would use the same
sports announcers for both telecasts
and aural broadcasts of New York
Giants games (home) on WNBT
(TV) and WMCA. That prospective format, to include one method
or the other, was scrapped however, and Chesterfield signed Frank
Frisch and Maury Farrell for AM
and Steve Ellis for TV commentaries.
On the other hand, New York
Yankee games were covered in such
a fashion, with Mel Allen and Russ
Hodges doing both the audio and
video broadcasts for WINS and
WABD
(TV).
A brewery firm
Capital Figures Take Part
In TV Ceremonies

NEW television station in the Nation's Capital, WOIC on Channel 9,
was inaugurated last (Sunday) night by Bamberger Broadcasting Service, also licensee of WOR New York and the upcoming WOR-TV.
Washington political and civic figures took part in the opening ceremonies. The sta- .
tion's first pick- the initial program. Sen Edwin C.
up had been TV
coverage of the Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Christmas Tree
Committee, will salute the forum
lighting cere- and WOIC. The forum will feamony at the
ture Rep. Cellar in a debate with
White House
Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) on the
Christmas Eve.
topics, "Should the Un-American
First program
feature was the Activities Committee B e Abolished ?"
Eugene S. Thomas, former sales
coaxial cable ceremony Tuesday manager of WOR New York, is
Mr. Thomas
WOIC general manager, with
night.
WOIC is a Washington outlet of Theodore C. Streibert president of
Bamberger. William D. Murdock
CBS television network. When
WOR-TV takes the air in the is WOIC commercial manager.
spring, WOIC will be an MBS TV
WOIC's transmitter building is
affiliate.
located in the upper Wisconsin Ave.
Television debut of Theodore
business district on the highest
Granik's American Forum of the ridge in the city. The site was approved by local officials after a long
Air will take place Jan. 18 (lOseries of hearings.
10:30 p.m.), the 21st anniversary
Mr. Thomas announced last week
of the program heard regularly
over MBS. Appearing on the pro- that Bill Brundige, WOL Washington sports director, had been signed
gram will be Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N. Y.), who was moderator on for a daily quarter-hour program.

TV Westward-Ho
.
TV MILESTONES continue to topple like tenpins.
Forging of the coaxial-UHF link from the
Atlantic to the Mississippi last Tuesday
brought a quarter of the nation's population
within the video network orbit. TV now extends half way across the continent, with
coast-to-coast transmission in the offing. To
predict just when this will be achieved is to
tamper with a time-table that has been consistently wrong — on the conservative side.
In the three postwar years TV already represents an investment of about two and one-half
billion in plant, equipment, receivers and turnover. It is one of the most amazing success
BROADCASTING
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stories of all-time; certainly the most spectacular of the postwar era.
This week another TV record goes by the
boards. The most colorful event in the American repertoire — -the Inauguration of a President— will be telecast from Washington, and,
of about 40 million people within eye-shot
certainly one-fourth will view it. This will
exceed the number of Americans who saw the
swearing in of the 31 presidents since the inauguration of George Washington 160 years
ago.There will be perhaps a hundred million
Americans — school children in their class rooms
as well as adult America — ^who will follow the

(Ballantine's)
sponsored
casts and shared
the tabtheon telethe
aural with a cigar firm (General for
White Owls).
Last year WTTG (TV), DuMont
outlet, carried the video version of
home games under joint sponsorship of Chesterfield and Ford
Motor Co. Aurally WWDC carried
Sunday, and all night contests,
while WPIK Alexandria, Va., covered all weekday (Monday through
Saturday) daytime play-by-plays.
Mr. McDonald, assisted by Ray
Morgan, handled the announcing
chores for both stations. Mr. Wolff
did thepickups.
aural chores for WTTG's
video
L & M's continued penetration into the AM-TV baseball broadcasting fields — and particularly in New
York — was assured last November
when it signed once again to sponsor the video presentations of 1949
Giants home games on WPIX
(TV). At the beginning of last
season, NBC's WNBT (TV) carried
the games. Because of network
policy, however, WPIX agreed to
take over the night games along
about midseason.
Chesterfield also has renewed the
Giants schedule on WMCA, replacing Frankie Frisch, now returned
to coaching, with Russ Hodges
[Broadcasting, Nov. 29, 1948].
It also sponsors other AM and
TV major league baseball coverage throughout the country.
WOlC FETED
Ad Club Holds Luncheon
(See Radiorama, page 38)
TELEVISION has no room for
"arty" photography, Ed Sullivan,
m.c. of Toast of the Town, told
the Washington Ad Club Tuesday
at a luncheon honoring WOIC, new
capital TV station operated by
Bamberger Broadcasting Service.
WOIC made its debut Tuesday
night, carrying the coaxial network guration
program,
with (Sunday).
formal inaulast night
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC general manager, introduced Mr. Sullivan, who devoted the major portion of his address to excerpts
from a television speech delivered
to the Chicago Radio Management
Club a few weeks ago by Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of.
Broadcasting.

. . . .
EDITORIAL
procession down Pennsylvania Ave. via word
picture aural broadcasting. Most of them will
hear the sound broadcasts four years and eight
years
Therehence.
were few people — even the most ardent
TV zealots — who a scant four years ago would
have predicted that this inauguration would be
telecast as far west as St. Louis. But there
are few who doubt that when the next Inauguration occurs four years hence it will be eyewitnessed coast-to-coast.
Public demand instills in science and industry
the inspiration to do the impossible. There
can be no doubt that the public demands television, whatever the economic and social effects
may be.
January 17, 1949
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though some PCC teams had their
games telecast last season and already have sold TV rights for the
1949 season.
Only one important school repre^^^^^ protective Policy
^^^^
N'
sented at the ACPRA convention's
EYMA
'BOG
VOIGHT
TV By GEORGE
known, three major restrictions on working agreement can and must
TV discussion — West Point — ^has
telecasting
of
sports
events:
be reached with TV as soon as pos- completely accepted the new meNATIONAL Collegiate Athletic
dium.
1 — TV contracts should be made
sible.
Assn., in a convention which closed
Representatives of two leading
on a one-year basis only.
Lieut. Col. W. G. Proctor, the
Jan. 9 at San Francisco's Hotel St.
— Radio and TV rights should universities — Fritz Crisler of the Academy's delegate, said West
Francis, took a cautious and ap- be 2 sold
separately.
U. of Michigan, and Father John
Point has, from the first, been inprehensive look at what some mem3 — Filming of games for either Murphy of Notre Dame — said
terested in getting all its sports
bers regard as its latest and most
their
home
games
were
telecast
newsreel
or
telecasting
should
be
activities telecast.
fearful bogeyman: Telecasting.
limited to three minutes of action. last season with no loss of attend"Our attitude in large part is
The "bogeyman" was described
ance at the games.
A minority opinion was perhaps
in a report presented by Jamison
Further, Mr. Crisler said, even if due to our special position," he
Swarts, athletic director of the U. summed up by Tom Harmon, for- Michigan
said. "We feel the people want
wanted to discontinue
Ail-American from Michigan
of Pennsylvania; and most dele- now mer
our games telecast and therefore
sports director of KFI and the telecasts after the 1949 season,
gates found the description suffi- KFI-TV Los Angeles.
"I am afraid we would find it ex- we are obligated to do so. As a reciently frightening to agree that
sult, price always has been our
tremely difficult because of public secondary
This
opinion
—
identical,
inciunless some unified protective
interest in selling TV
d
e
n
t
a
l
y
,
t
o
that
voiced
by
Hal
Deal
policy toward TV was adopted
at the ACPRA convention — held
Public Pressure for TV
He said he did not know what
they were "threatened with disas- in brief :
effect TV has had on attendance at
ter."
TV
would
not
prove
a
complete
Other
delegates
likewise
conprotest."
At the same time, and only a substitute for presence at a game
games but did not believe the gate
ceded public pressure might force
block away at the San Francisco
suffered seriously.
itself
even
though
many
fans
might
rights."
their games de- had
Press Club, a convention of the at first stay home because of the collegesspitetotheirtelecast
On
the other hand, the U. of
own
antipathy
to
the
American Colleges Public Relations
of telecasting; that while idea.
Utah's delegate to the convention
Assn. (ACPRA) was being told novelty
With few exceptions, regional
some fans undoubtedly will develop
said, "In view of the high prices
that, because of public demand and
conferences around the country
into
permanent
TV
fans,
many
for TV rights being quoted all over
. similar pressures, college sports
are going to be telecast whether the others, introduced by TV to sports have been awaiting the NCAA re- the country, we felt we should get
the first time, will beport for direction.
I colleges like it or not and they events comefor
dollarsold
for our
games."
This is true, for example, of the every
active, participating fans at
The last
school
rights
to the
might as well face that fact.
Pacific
Coast
Conference,
even
the games; and that a satisfactory
local TV station for $500 per game
Authority for the statement was
for both football and basketball
! Hal Deal, advertising executive
of Tidewater-Associated Oil Co.,
games during the coming season —
Television stories on other pages in this issue:
23 games in all, he said.
^ which for 23 years has sponsored
. ^ Telestatus
18
He said when the contract was
radio broadcasts of virtually every
bM^^^M 864,000 TV Sets in Use Dec. 1, NBC Survey Shows
18 signed the station said there were
important football game in the
= N£ws& FEATURES
GM to SpoHsor New York Auto Show Telecast on CBS-TV .. 22 no more than 200 TV sets in the
' West.
East-Midwest Coaxial Opening
32
WDTV (TV), Pittsburgh DuMont Outlet, Starts
32 area. There now are about 1,000
'To Your Own Interest'
V/OIC (TV) Washington Opens
33 in the area, he said, but the station
still has found no sponsor for the
"It is to your own interest," Mr.
LA! &EE M Schedules
Buys Washington
Senators'
AM, TV Rights
33
Session
on
Television
42
Deal advised the college represengames
— which, he said, was no conConsent Decree Against 3 Firms Controlling TV Patents
52
cern of the University.
tatives, "to get everything you can
KLAC-TV Gets L. A. Angels TV Rights
52
on television, every minor sport as
'Backward,' Says Deal
TV Creates New Advertisers, Smith Tells Chicago Club
57
well as major sport, every school
Television
Costs
Analyzed
in
NAB
Study
58
activity the TV stations will take
In his talk to the delegates, Hal
Installation Work Starts at New WBKB Site
59
even if you have to turn the rights
FCC Issues TV, FM Call Letter Edict
59 Deal called such an attitude "backover free."
ward," and said such prices were
WBEN-TV Becomes Affiliate of CBS-TV
59
The report on TV presented to
"ridiculous."
Farley,
Eagan
Say
TV
Doesn't
Hurt
Boxing
60
NCAA delegates by Jamison
TV Inaugural Films Ready in 24 Hours
60
He said that advertisers would
Swarts was based on a survey conGovernment Handicaps in British Video Cited
60 not pay such large sums to contact
ducted last season in the New
TV Hoopers to Cover Ten Cities
60 such limited audiences.
Church Opens Television Center for Youth
70
York - Philadelphia - Boston area,
He said that the U. of Southern
71
where the highest percentage of FREC School Guide Lists Radio-TV Courses
California
and U. of California at
TV sets in the nation are located.
Los Angeles jointly sold TV rights
Mr. Swarts said the survey
to KLAC-TV in Los Angeles for
. proves that football attendance defiNew NBC Outlet Is Sixth
$75,000 for 13 home games.
nitely suffers as a result of televiTV Station in L A.
KLAC, he said, admitted it paid
sion, particularly attendance at KNBH
(TV)
smaller school games within TV
the
price for
"prestige"
KNBH, Hollywood television outlet of NBC, made its debut last night and resold
the rights
to the reasons
Philco
range of big school games.
(January
16).
This
marks
the
city's
sixth
operating
station
with
only
TV "might well prove fatal" to KECA-TV to come.
Corp. at a "very sizeable" loss.
these smaller schools, he said.
He said Tidewater-Associated,
It was found, he said, that 80%
because of its long association with
Two of the programs were nationally sponsored, namely Disney Hats
of all TV set ov;nsrs were football
western football teams, was given
underwriting the NBC Review of
fans and that 50% of them pre- the News and the kinescoped Philco
first chance to buy TV rights from
Charles
R.
Denny,
network
exferred to watch a game on their
the two schools.
Television Playhouse. Four other
ecutive vice president, and Mayor
TV sets rather than attend the ac- advertisers bought spots including
Fletcher Bowron followed with
"But we weren't even talking in
tual game.
BVD, Chevrolet Dealers, Bulova
dedications. Following was an all- the same money bracket," he said.
•, The findings of the survey dis- and Eastern-Columbia (departstar lineup of performers with Bill "There were only 67,500 TV sets in
ment store).
the LA area at that time and we
1 prove two major contentions of TV
Goodwin as m.c, plus Art LinkletKNBH went on the air with two ter,
network officials, he said, that TV
Hal Peary, Abe Burrows and wouldn't consider paying such a
would increase, not decrease, foot- hours of test pattern and music
Eddie Bracken among the perball attendance and that current
and launched its programming at
price
to reach that
audience."to
formers. After this hour of stars
In defending
TV size
in relation
prices for TV rights are too high. 7 p.m. with a film called Review of came Philco Television Playhouse
its
box-office
effect
on
college
As a matter of fact, he said, 19^8. This was followed by the version of "Ramshackle Inn." Signsports,
Mr.
Deal
said
that
TV
Pickard Family in a quarter hour
present rates are not high enough
off came at 10:40 with Review of stimulate interest in sports, will
and
the News.
to compensate for loss of attend- of folk songs. Program is expected
ance at games and the resulting to be syndicated via kinescope in
KNBH operates on Channel 4 thereby increase attendance, "more
than anything in past sports hisloss of cash at the box office.
other cities. Next came a film ver(66-72 mc). Equipment tests were
The report concluded with a recbegun last September and program
sion of One Man's Family produced
He said the objections now conommendation that schools adopt, as by Carlton Morse who also handles tests got under way in November.
fronting TV are exactly the same
an interim protective measure un- production on the radio program of The station will operate on a Sun(Continued on page 53)
til more facts on the subject are the same name.
day through Thursday schedule.
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llpcontin^
day
ry Sessions Start Fri
Jan. 24: Wander Co. Hearing before
IC
N
I
L
FTC continued, Washington.
C
S
CB
TELEVISION
clinic to be held by lining new techniques in producTV Toast of the Town telecast.
Jan. 25-26: CBS Television Clinic for
agencies
and advertisers.
Additional days have been held
CBS for agencies and advertisers
tion, scenery and lighting, illusAstoria Hotel,
New York. Waldorfwill be on Jan. 25 and 26 at New
trated with actual effects. Dave
25: American Marketing Assn.
open, following the clinic's close, Jan.
panel on "Television Information,
Sutton, CBS-TV sales manager,
for discussion between key CBS-TV
York's Waldorf-Astoria. It will
Please," Hotel Commodore, New
York.
and George Moskovics, manager of executives and station officials on
follow the network's second clinic
Jan.
25: Academy of Television Arts
for its station executives, Jan 21, television development, will follow their individual plans. They also
and Sciences annual award banquet
have
been
invited
to
observe
operaand
seminar. Athletic Club, Hollywith talks on "Selling Television
22, 23. Tuesday's session devoted
wood.27: ABC Southwestern, Middle
to agencies is to be repeated for ad- for CBS," after which William C. day. tions at WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
Jan.
and Central States Districts Affiliates
Gittinger, vice president in charge
vertisers on Wednesday.
and WMAR-TV Baltimore, on Monmeeting,
Chicago. Ambassador East Hotel,
of
sales,
will
discuss
"The
AM
The some
network's
station
clinic, to
Jan. 31:tion,ASCAP
Agency Adv. Agenda
which
250 radio
and television
New York. Field Force convenSales Outlook."
The agency-advertisers clinic on Jan. 31-Feb. 4: American Institute of
executives are expected, will also
After the luncheon, Saturday's
Electrical Engineers annual winter
afternoon session will open with a Tuesday and Wednesday, respecbe held at the Waldorf. FCC Chairgeneral
York. meeting, Hotel Statler, New
panel
discussion
in
which
Messrs.
tively,
will
consist
of
the
following
man Wayne Coy, industry leaders
Storer,
Larson,
Jett,
Lodge,
Van
agenda, repeated in full for each
and top CBS executives will parVolkenberg, Underbill, Sutton,
session:
ticipate in the Friday-Saturdayon Those
"Television
Today."
who will
attend the clinic
Sunday sessions, theme of which is Moskovics and Henry Grossman,
Production Fair — CBS craftsdirector
of
CBS
broadcasting
opmen revealing some new techniques
include :
"Television Is a Going Business
erations, will participate.
Harold E. Fellows, Wilbur Edwards,
. . . Now."
in scenery, lighting make-up and
A closed circuit television showWEEI Boston; Earl Gammons, CBS
titling,
to be illustrated with actual
Examining minutely every facet
effects.
Washington; G. Richard Swift, WCBS
ing of postwar developments in air,
of the planning, construction and
New York; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS
auto and rail transportation as asSan Francisco; Merle Jones, WCCO
J. L. Van Volkenburg speaking
operation of a video station visitMinneapolis-St. Paul; Harry Witt, KNX
sembled by General Motors' forth- on "The Structure of Television."
KTTV Los Angeles; Frank Falkner,
ing executives will hear "the hard
coming "Transportation Unlimited"
William B. Lodge, discussing WBBM Chicago; Eugene Thomas,
facts of the future of television,"
WOIC-TVWEWS-TV
Washington;
James C.W.Han-A.
will
close
Saturday's
afternoon
according to J. L. Van VolkenbUrg,
Cleveland;
"AT&T Inter-City Circuits, Tele- rahan,
CBS vice president and director of session.
Lee, KLEE-TV Houston; Palmer K.
vision
Recording,
TV
Station
CovLeberman,
KRSC-TV
James
Sunday afternoon will be devoted
television operations.
All talks,
T. Milne, WNHC
New Seattle;
Haven; Vernon
erage, Frequency Allocations, CBS
to a tour of the new CBS-TV
panels and demonstrations, he says,
Brooks, WGN-TV Chicago; T. A.
Grand Central Station studios,
Brooks,
WTMJ-TV
EdVideo
•jwill be frank and concrete.
ward Lamb,
WICU-TV Milwaukee;
Erie, Pa.; Hugh
OscarStations."
Katz, director of research,
where the visitors will study actual
! With Adrian Murphy, CBS vice
Terry, KLZ Denver.
video operations. They also will see speaking on "Late Audience ReG. Bennett Larson, WCAU-TV Phil. president and general executive
adelphia; E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltiin operation the WCBS-TV trans: presiding at all sessions, President
more; Hulbert Taft, WKRC-TV CincinWilliam
C.
Gittinger
discussing
mitter atop the Chrysler Bldg. Too,
nati;
Harry WHIO
Wismer,Dayton,
WJR Detroit;
Rob[ Frank Stanton will open the clinic
ert
Moody,
Ohio; George
"The
AM Picture Today."
WPIX New York, the Daily News
B. Storer, Fort Industry Co.; William
Friday morning by outlining the
search."
station, has invited the visitors to
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Charles Underbill on "Programconclave's objectives.
Gunnar Wiig, WHEC Rochester; Phil
ming for Television" with film ex- Lalonde,
check that station's operations on
CKAC Montreal; Lawrence
A brief talk by Mr. Van VolkenLeonard, WFMD Frederick, Md.; J.
cerpts from CBS-TV recordings.
Sunday afternoon. In the evening,
berg will follow, on the structure
P.
Wilkins,
KFBB Great Falls, Mont.;
George Moskovics in a discussion
of television and what makes it clinic members will attend the CBSC. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond, Va.;
J.
C.
Kellam,
KTBC Austin, Tex.;
practical, after which William B.
C. E. Gatchell, WGAN Portland, Me.;
Lodge, vice president in charge of
William castingT.Co.; Samuel
Knight, Woodworth,
Savannah BroadFirst Round of Court
WFBL
general engineering, will discuss
lumbus.
Syracuse;
Richard
Wolfe
WBNS CoAT&T inter-city circuits, video reFight to TV Show
Edward Craney, K X L Y Spokane,
cordings, TV station coverage, freWash.; Thad Holt, WAPI BirmingFIRST ROUND in the TEST'
$500,000 court fight between the 1944 radio proquency allocations and CBS TV
'SCREEN
ham, Ala.;
Bingstudios.
gram. Screen Test, and the television show, Hollywood Screen Test, was
hamton,
N. Cecil
Y.; Mastin,
George WNBF
D. Coleman,
WGBI Scranton, Pa.; Ben Ludy and
won last Monday by the video program. New York Supreme Court Jus- K. G. Marquardt, WIBW Topeka, Kan.;
Storer to Speak
Lee P. Loomis, KGLO Mason City,
tice Aron Steuer refused to prohibit Hollywood Screen Test from continuIowa;
Lackey,Saiff
WHOPJr.,HopkinsSpeaking from his television exing on the ABC network pending *
ville, F.
Ky.;E. Louis
WWNY
periences in Toledo, a relatively
trial of the action. The trial will program Screen Test was heard by Watertown;
John Kennedy and Howard
Chernoff, WCHS Charleston, W.
millions, that the title became so L.
small market, George Storer, presistart today (Jan. 17).
Va.; G. W. Covington Jr., Montgomery,
dent of Fort Industry Co., Detroit,
Significance of the action to well known as to amount to a Ala.; L. W. Milbourne, WCAO BalMd.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
will follow with "Television —
"practical trademark," that the de- Decatur, timore,
radio and television is in part due
Allen L. Haid, WMMN
fendant by its program, which is Fairmont, 111.;
Where Does the Operator Get Off?"
W. Va.; John Fetzer, WKZO
to the fact that the suit is believed
Mich.; Joe Bryan and C.
similar in format and title, is de- Kalamazoo,
Friday morning's schedule will conto be the first in which a television
Crutchfield, WBT Charlotte, N. C;
ceiving and defrauding the public G.
clude with talks by G. Bennett LarPearson Ward, KTTS Springfield,
show is accused of invading the
Mo.
and
is
damaging
the
plaintiffs.
, son, director of television, WCAUrights of a radio show.
J.
C. Burwell, WMBS Uniontown,
TV Philadelphia, on the Quaker
They said that their negotiations
The suit was brought by Robert
Pa.;
Henry
B. Clay,
KWKH Shrevewith
MBS
to
revive
their
program
port.
La.; Earl
W. Winger,
WOOD
City's video programming, and E. Monroe and Latham Owens, ownChattanooga, Tenn.; Harry M. Bitner,
on the network have been turned
K. Jett, vice president and general
WFBM
Indianapolis,
Ind.;
R.
B.
Wesers of Screen Test Inc., who in dovm because of the existence of tergaard, WNOX Knoxville, Tenn.;
. manager of W MAR-TV Baltimore,
1944 broadcast the radio show.
Harry Burke, KFAB Omaha, Neb.;
Screen Test pro- W. P. Wilhamson Jr., WKBN Youngson "Facilities, Programs and PoliScreen Test, 130 times over an the Hollywood
cies of WMAR-TV."
gram— MBS stating it is its policy town, Ohio; Robert G. Magee, WHUM
MBS
87-station
network,
under
Pa.; Ike Lounsberry, WGR
to have the first television rights Reading,
Mr. Coy will speak informally at
Buffalo, N. Y.; William E. Rine, WWVA
sponsorship
of
Metro
Goldwyn
Wheeling,
W. Va.; A. R. Hebenstreit,
on
a
program.
These
rights
are
Friday's luncheon. His subject will
Mayer.
Albuquerque,
N. M.;
Bernow questionable, in the case of KGGM nard,
be "The Present State of TeleKOMA Oklahoma
City,Joe Okla.;
They contend that Hollywood
WUton E. Hall, WAIM Anderson,
vision."
Screen Test, in view of the existScreen Test, an ABC sustainer,
ence of Hollywood Screen Test.
S. C;shallHarry
and Ore.;
MarFriday afternoon's program will
Field Jr., Buckendahl
KOIN Portland,
Sundays 8-8:30 p.m., is a copy of
open with Charles Underbill, CBSDefendants countered that in L. S. Mitchell and David E. Smiley,
WDAE Tampa, Fla.; Frank King,
their show and is preventing them
1 TV director of programs, speaking
January 1948, they conceived the WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.; John M.
from selling their own program.
on programming for the new mediRivers, WCSC Charleston, S. C; Leo
idea of Hollywood Screen Test and
WGR Buffalo, N. Y.; Ray
um. His talk will be illustrated with
They ask: (1) A permanent in- didn't know of the existence of Fitzpatrick,
P. Jordan, WDBJ Roanoke, Va.; Ralph
junction, (2) that profits derived
Screen Test. It had reputedly been
CBS-TV recordings. Herbert V.
R. Brunton,
KQW Chicago.
San Francisco;
Howard
Lane, WJJD
from the TV show be paid to them,
off the air since 1944.
Akerberg, vice president in charge
Among
CBS
officials
who will Adrian
attend
and (3) for the half -million dollars
of station relations, will follow with
are: Frank Stanton, president;
Paul Mowrey, director of televi- Murphy,
a discussion on the development of in damages.
vice
president
and
general
sion for ABC, submitted an affi- executive; Lawrence Lowman, vice
the CBS video network.
The defendants are: Lester H.
davit on behalf of the defendants
president and general executive; J.
Van Volkenburg, vice president and
Friday evening will be devoted to Lewis, the show producer, who
that ABC, before first airing the L.
directorliam C.ofGittinger,
televisionvice
operations;
a dinner and talent show, headed
trades as Lester Lewis Assoc. ; Neil
presidentWil-in
show April 15, 1948, had conducted
charge
of
sales;
William
Lodge, vice
Hamilton,
director
and
Hollywood
a
search
on
the
title
and
format
of
by
president and director of general enSertMorey
Room.Amsterdam, at the hotel's
actor, and American Broadcasting
the Hollywood Screen Test to make
gineering; of
Victor sales
Ratner,
vice presiCo. ABC is a nominal defendant.
dent in charge
promotion
and
Saturday morning's session will
advertising, and Charles Underhill,
sure there was "no prior or conPlaintiffs
contended
that
their
director of television programs.
open with Mr. Van V olkenberg outflicting use."
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Doing BIG things in a BIG way is old stuff
to Bill Macdonald, Farm Service Director of
the BIG station KFAB. This month Bill Mac
starts his 23rd year in radio farm service
doing more BIG things for all the folks in
the BIG Middle West.
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IN APPRECIATION of. "pleasant hospitality" during
the 1948 NAB Convention in Los Angeles, Justin Miller
(I), NAB president, presents an honorary certificate to
Bill Ryan, general manager of KFi Los Angeles, who
accepts it in behalf of Earl C. Anthony, station owner.

4
1

ATTENDING WOlC
were (I to r) W. K.
publicity, all WOlC;
Ben Strouse, WWDC

Day held by Washington Ad Club as TV station opened
Trenor, research. Art Brown, m.c, and Jack Hardesty,
Al Kelly, comedian; Ed Sullivan of Toast of the Town;
Washington, club pres.; Gene Thomas, WOlC gen. mgr.

GUESTS at seminar on "TV and
Its Progress" sponsored by Moser &
Cotins, Utica agency, are (I to r)
James Brown, Lyie Reigler and Laura
Mang, Moser & Cotins; George Wallace, NBC; William Alford Jr. andAI
jL
Gillen, WSYR Syracuse, and
Frank Chizzini, NBC.
^
DISCUSSING set production during
radio and TV conference at International Homefurnishings Market in
Chicago are I. E. Showerman (I), NBC
v.p., and Max Balcom, RMA
president.

WASHINGTON Music
Guild president, Hirsh de
La Viez (I), presents
Cash Box Oscar for best
band of year to VaugVin
Monroe (center) with
Eddie Gallaher, WTOP
Washington disc m.c,
representing "plat- ^
ter spinners."
JACK JACKSON (r) of
RCA field men inspecting model TV
studio at sales meet of Engineering
Products Dept. in Camden are (I to r)
C. M. Lewis, E. Frost, F. D. Meadows,
Dana Pratt, Merrill Trainer, J. H.
Keachie, A. Josephsen and A. R.
Hopkins.

ALL CURLS when Beauty Factors Inc.
initiated sponsorship of Meet t/ie
%tat% on ABC for Insta-Curl are (I to
r) Frank Samuels, ABC; George Gale,
producer; Edgar Smith, Beauty Factors pres., and
ABC. Bill Larimer,

KCMO Review
KansasgetsCity's
HiNoon
tog 2ther with the sponsor,
Lewis Selders (I), pres.
of Spear Mills, and (I to
r) Edgar Shooks, Ralph
Walden and J. B. Pipes,
Spear's repre-^^—^
sentative. ""^^P^

Program

notes

(for TV prospectors!)
With twenty-four regularly scheduled shows
... a wide range of remote pickups and studio
productions that includes entertainment for
children, sports events, practical help for the
homemaker . . . complete and comprehensive
coverage of the news, on-spot reporting of
special events . . . movies, drama, comedy . . .
WPIX offers a variety of new vehicles for alert

>vho'<l Uke^
m for parents

advertisers interested in TV — a new major
market . . . big enough for attention now and
growing so fast in New York, it rates room on
any advertising schedule designed to create
more conversation among customers, promote
prestige, build business, better sales!
For full facts, production costs, and time
rates on WPIX programs currently available
for sponsorship or syndication — franchises of
growing value in a growing market . . . just
write, wire or phone . . .
. THE NEWS

Television Station

220 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C. . . . MUrray Hill 2-1234
Represented outside New York City by
Free&Peters, 444 Madison Ave., NewYork22
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Bare

Bows

and

Boos

TELEVISION engineers merit the highest
praise for their achievements which last
Wednesday linked 14 cities from the Atlantic
to the Mississippi into a unified video netvifork.
It is regrettable that television showrmen cannot be given equal praise for their pooled program commemorating this spectacular event.
Working together, the program heads of the
four TV networks should have put on a video
show surpassing anything previously presented
to home viewers. It could have been a full-scale
drama with an all-star cast, a variety bill with
every act a headliner, a first-flight documentary. On many occasions the individual networks and stations have presented outstanding
programs of all types. What a job they could
have done in concert.
Instead, each network took its own quarter: hour for its own show, not even troubling to
: check with the other networks to produce a
pleasing ensemble. One network did not even
give its viewers the courtesy of rehearsing its
program in advance, but let them watch while
the actors hunted for the chalk marks on the
floor which showed them where to stand to
come into camera range.
The "Golden Spike" ceremonies were expected to have the largest audience ever to
watch a video program. In failing to deliver
a program worthy of the occasion, TV showmen missed a golden opportunity.
SINCE the days of the founding fathers,
America has been the land of standardization. The narrow-gauge railroad went
the way of the dodo; screws, nails, nuts,
bolts, were all standardized. So were
coins, pick-handles, bottle caps and lefthand drive cars. We have a National Bureau of Standards, which determines
standards on everything from time (by the
clock) to tensile strength of steel. Then
why, an upheaval in the phonograph
record standards? We now have in addition to the standard 78 rpm for home recordings, the SSVs long-playing development of CBS, and the newly announced ^5
rpm of RCA Victor. Well, after all, we
guess it's the free competition that counts.
If the midgets produce better fidelity than
the biggies the public will buy them. Anything the prablic accepts becomes standard.

i
j
\
i
;

Professional Immunity
REPORTERS are protected in only 11 states
against legal and other reprisals if they refuse
to reveal confidential news sources. Not one
of the 11 laws, however, recognizes radio newsmen, because the original law was enacted by
Maryland in 1896 and the other 10 states have
copied it.
The need for inclusion of radio in these
statutes is obvious. Still more obvious is the
need of privilege laws in the other 37 states —
laws with specific recognition that reporters
are reporters, whether the means of publication is in print or on the air or on a TV or
facsimile receiver.
A suggested model law has been sent by
NAB to all state broadcasters associations, and
to broadcasters in non-association states. This
being a state legislative year, broadcasters
should contact their legislators and submit the
model law for prompt consideration.
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BMB

SOME SEMBLANCE of order may now emerge
from the chaos surrounding Broadcast Measurement Bureau. Acting with heartening
alacrity, the BMB executive committee, made
up of top men representing the Assn. of National Advertisers, the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, and the NAB, has devised plans for the 1949 coverage measurement, and has placed the production authority
in the competent hands of Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, NAB research director.
The survey will proceed as scheduled in
March, and under the research methods agreed
to by the BMB technical committee. There will
be no cutting of corners on the measurement
itself, despite the tight financial condition of
BMB. Results will be forthcoming in the fall.
They may not be produced on slick paper, buckram-bound, but the grist will be there. Hugh
Feltis, BMB president, hits the road to enroll
enough new subscribers to pay the freight — a
task he is well equipped to perform.
What happens to BMB after the 1949 study
is problematical. Reorganization plans are under consideration. The task at hand is to
meet current commitments in good faith. By
acting promptly and summarily, the BMB executive committee has kept BMB alive. Now
that all concerned are aware of the unvarnished
facts, we think BMB will survive.
Broadcasters should remember that, in the
publications field, the Audit Bureau of Circulation almost died, because of intramural controversy. After its false start, it enjoyed
healthy growth. The same can, and probably
will, happen with BMB, or its measurement
successor.

"I'll Huff and Puff . . ."
STRAW indicating the direction of the radio
log wind appeared last week as the lead Closed
Circuit in this journal.
Gist of the item was that all three San Antonio newspapers have capitulated to popular
demand and restored program logs to their
columns after stations had refused to pay for
the space.
Although Editor and Publisher, newspaper
trade journal, carried the full story of all the
huffing and puffing of San Antonio papers when
they were attempting to force stations to pay
for the logs, the fact of their final capitulation
barely made the magazine last week. There's
a one-paragraph account tucked away on
page
The 54.San Antonio story is significant when
reviewed in detail (see story, page 29) as an
indication of the course which will eventually
be followed in other cities where publishers
have charged for logs in a search for easy advertising revenue.
In every city where the plan has been attempted, asin San Antonio, there has been public demand that the logs be restored. In some
cities, station management has been forced to
capitulate to the newspapers. But the fact remains that in the vast majority of metropolitan centers large enough to support a daily
paper, station logs still appear without charge
as a part of the news content which readers
have a right to expect.
Newspaper management is to be congratulated on this wise course. Newspapers have
their responsibilities to their readers just as
radio stations have to their listeners.
The siren song of possible easy revenue will
never compensate for public loss of confidence
v^hich inevitably results when a paper or a station forgets its responsibility to its readers or
its listeners.

radio.
wayNeilintoReagan,
push their
But J.
use pull.
Otherspeople
SOME
newly appointed manager in charge of all
operations for the McCann-Erickson Hollywood
office, was literally pushed into radio.
It happened back in 1933 when he was visiting his brother Ronald, now a Warner Bros,
picture star, but then announcer-sportscaster
of WHO Des Moines.
"Moon" Reagan, as he is known to friends in
and out of the industry, was then a cost accountant with plans to be a lawyer. The station program manager, seeing the young chap
waiting around, assumed he was there for an
audition. So without consulting him and over
his protest, he was handed a script and shoved
into the audition booth.
Believing it a gag instigated by brother
Ronald, he went through with the audition.
The legal profession lost a possible Clarence
Darrow when "Moon" Reagan won the audition. And at $17.50 per week which to him
was even more amazing.
But since those days Mr. Reagan has had a
varied career. Besides announcer-sportscaster,
he has been radio, stage and screen actor. His
credits also include those of writer-producer,
director and general trouble-shooter.
With the administrative responsibilities that
go with being Hollywood manager in charge of
all operations for McCann-Erickson in that
city, Mr. Reagan has no time these days personally to engage in histrionics. But he does
direct the weekly CBS Dr. Christian program
(Chesebrough Mfg. Co. — ^vaseline hair tonic) ;
and supervises production of Pillsbury Flour
quarter hour segment of the five weekly ABC
Kay Kyser's Kollege of Fun & Knowledge when
that program originates from the West Coast.
Neil Reagan has similar duties on the weekly
Straight Arrow show sponsored by National
Biscuit Co. on Don Lee Pacific stations. When
that series goes Mutual starting Feb. 7 it will
be increased to thrice weekly and so will his
supervising duties. He also writes West Coast
originating commercials for the five weekly
CBS Godfrey Show for National Biscuit.
Tampico, 111., was his birthplace and the date
Sept. 16, 1908. His given names are John Neil.
The Reagan family did some moving around
in those days. As result he received his early
schooling in such Illinois cities as Chicago,
(Continued on page ^5)
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Returns are in from a brand new Hooper
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Survey of

fannily listening habits in 65 Texas counties, where
50-100%
WOAI.

of the Radio

Families listen regularly to

both Day and Night (BMB Study No. I).

These are the 65 counties surveyed by Hooper (Total
Radio Families, 320,940 — BMB 1948 estimate).
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The Hooper Listening Area Index is based on a record of
habitual family listening data obtained from mail ballots received from a cross-section of homes in the surveyed area.
This question was employed on the mail ballot: "To what stations do you and your family listen MOST FREQUENTLY, OR
MOST OF THE TIME?"

NBC •50,000

W* CLEAR

CHANNEL

•TQN

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC. - New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston
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ALL B. HANKS, wife
MRS.of MARSH
late MARSHALL BERNARD
HANKS, president of KRBC
Abilene, Tex., succeeds her husband
as station's president. ANDREW B.
SHELTON, national advertising manager of Abilene Reporter-News, has
been appointed executive vice president. And GEORGE S. ANDERSON,
business as-sociate of Mr. Hanks, was
elected chairman of the board and
secretary of the publishing company
which operates KRBC.
JOHN H. MITCHELL, WBKB (TV)
Chicago business manager, has been
appointed general manager of station.
Mr. Mitchell was formerly with Balaban & Katz (licensee of WBKB) theatre operations.
CLIFFORD FOX has been appointed
manager of KVSM San Francisco. He
was formerly with station's Palo Alto,
Calif., studio. FRANK M. CAMPBELL has been appointed program
manager.
FRED G. GODDARD, manager of
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash., has been
elected president of Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce.
NORMAN LUKER, head of British
Broadcasting Corp.'s Talks Dept.,
London, has been appointed North
American representative of BBC, succeeding WILLIAM H. REID. Mr.
Eeid is returning to England after
six and a half years in America.
PAUL H. MARTIN, formerly commercial manager of WISR Butler, Pa.,
has been appointed general manager of WSKI Montpelier and Barre,
Vt.
J. LEONARD TAYLOR,formerly general manager of
WCMW Canton,
Ohio, has been appointed manager
of WBUT Butler,
Pa.
Mr. Martin
STANLEY JASINSKL. general manager of WWOL Lackawanna, N. Y., is
the father of a girl, Marie Grace.
BOB McGALL, assistant manager of
CJBC Toronto, has been promoted to
assistant to manager of Dominion
Network, in charge of CJBC . Mr.
McGall replaces BOB KESTEN, for-

Norfleet-Church
WILLIAM JAMES NORFLEET,
chief accountant of FCC, and Mrs.
Norfleet have announced the engagement of their daughter, Caroline Mason, to John Church, Washington. Mr. Church is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Durant Church and
is a graduate of George Washington U., that city. Miss Norfleet is
a graduate of Cornell U.
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mer acting manager of CJBC, now
freelancing in Toronto. BUD WALKER
is manager of Dominion Network for
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Mr. McGall has been with CBC for two years.
WALTER ALBERT BUCK has been
elected operating
vice president of
RCA Victor Division, Radio Corp.
of America, Camden, N. J. He has
served as president
of Radiomarine
Corp. of America,
a service of RCA,
since March 1948.
He had previously
been with the U. S.
Mr. Buck
Navy, retiring as
a rear admiral.
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL has been
electeddent invice
presi-of
charge
finance of Radio
Corp. of America,
New York. Mr. McConnell joined
legal
of RCA department
Mfg. Co.,
now RCA Victor
Division, in 1941.
He has been a vice
president in charge
of law and finance
of RCA Victor
Mr. McConnell
since April 1947.
SEYMOUR N. SIEGEL, general manager of WNYC New York, has been
appointed radio chairman for New
York for the "Gratitude Train," arriving from France on Feb. 2, as
that country's "thank you" for the
"Friendship Train."
DICK JOY, general manager, KCMJ
Palm Springs, Calif., is currently on
leave of absence from station to take
up freelance announcing in Hollywood. ROLAND VAILE replaces him
as acting manager.
DAVID SARNOFF
In England for Hearings
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
chairman of the board of RCA,
sailed last Tuesday aboard the
Queen Mary to appear before the
British Arbitration Tribunal's
hearings in the case of the Cable
& Wireless Co.
The hearings, to be held in London, are to decide the price to be
paid for the C & W properties
which are being taken over by the
British Government under the Nationalization Bill. Gen Sarnoff is
to testify as an impartial expert.
Neither he nor any RCA official or
RCA itself, it was said, has any
financial interest in the British
company.
Gen. Sarnoff will later visit other
countries in Europe on RCA business. He expects to return to
United States early in March,

for Radio

Public Events Time
CHEVROLET
CHEVROLET will be on the lookout in 1949 for big public events radio
time buys such as its purchase of NBC election newscasts last year,
according to Thomas H. Keating, general sales manager. Chevrolet, he
said, will spend more for advertising in the coming year than any other
auto company in all history.
said that Chevrolet spent more
"We'll be in the market for any
money for advertising in the past
broadcast that will draw listeners
12 months than any other auto
company.
by the millions," he told Broadcasting at the press showing Tues"In 1949," he said, "the expendiday of the 1949 Chevrolet in the
ture will be greater by far — and
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Earlier, he told radio, newspaper
you
can
far' — ^morein
than
anyunderscore
other auto'by company
all history.
and advertising executives from
"We'll really open all the stops ,
Chevrolet's Atlantic Seaboard region that his company was happy
this year. We do so because we
about the 14-hour election night
are three years closer to the comradio purchase.
petitive market than we were when
He admitted that there was some
we opened production after the
"grousing" at the repetitive nature
He also revealed that the more
of the "Chevrolet is first" message
that evening but added that he
conservative Chevrolet executives
ascribed most of the complaints to believe that at least a 10% production increase will be achieved in
"Republicans and competitors."
The majority of critics, he said,
1949. If that goal is reached, it
will make the year the biggest in
believed it a "clever use of radio
Chevrolet history. In 1948, he said,
Outlining the success of Chevroproduction
reached 1,055,000 cars
war."
and trucks, third largest in its
let in 1948, when, he claimed, it history.
outsold all other automobiles, he
time."
In his talk, Mr. Keating praised
Campbell-Ewald Co., Chevrolet's
advertising agency, for its work in
CALIFORNIA LIBEL
aiding the company achieve sales
supremacy. "It is the only agency
Group Seeks Exemption Law
we have ever had and we are proud
of that," he said.
IN AN attempt to clarify radio's
libel responsibilities on the state
level, a group of California radio
men on Jan. 8 conferred with Gov. WCPO REALIGNS
Earl Warren in Sacramento. Harry
Executives in New Posts
Butcher, KIST Santa Barbara owner and president of California
Broadcasters Assn., lead the group
seeking support of a measure to
exempt radio stations from libel
responsibilities in political addi-esses and other spontaneous comment beyond control of stations.
Others who conferred with Gov.
Warren were Calvin J. Smith,
KFAC Los Angeles general manager and NAB district director;
William Beaton, general manager
Mr. Miller
Mr. Smith
of KWKW Pasadena and Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. president, and Donn Tatum, counsel for
CBA and SCBA.

AIEE

Includes

TV

AMERICAN Institute of Electrical
Engineers has included a session on
television in the program of its annual winter general meeting, to be
held Jan. 31-Feb. 4 at New York's
Hotel Statler. Set for 10:30 a.m.,
Jan. 31, the TV session will include
P. C. Goldmark, CBS, speaking on
"Brightness and Contrast in Television"; H. P. Steier, RCA, on "Development of Large Screen Metal
Kinescope"; T. T. Goldsmith, Allen
B. DuMont Labs, "Progress Report
on Ultra High Frequency Television"; S. C. Spielman, Philco Corp.,
"Input Power Requirements of
Television Receivers"; R. V. Little
Jr., RCA, "Large Screen Projection
Television."

PERSONNEL realignment involving three executive positions at
WCPO Cincinnati became effective
this month, M. C. Watters, vice
president of Scripps-Howard Radio
and general manager of WCPO,
announced.
John Patrick Smith, formerly
WCPO station director, has moved
up to assistant general manager,
and Glenn Clark Miller, who had
been program director, is now station director. Earl Corbett ha-s
moved into the program director
Mr. Smith has been with ScrippsHoward for 21 years. Mr. Miller,
who joined the organization five
years
ago, isInc.,
president
of Theatre
post.
Productions
Fort Thomas,
Ky.
Head of Scripps-Howard Radio is
Jack R. Howard, who is also general editorial manager of the
Scripps-Howard newspapers. One
of these papers is The Cincinnati
Post,
ated. with which WCPO is affili-
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INSTALL THE GATES BFE-10 TRANSMITTER TD
START YOUR EDUCATIDNAL BRDADGAST SYSTEM

OW
N

e
Get tVv

1.

any educational institution can have a fine

broadcasting system at low cost, — easy to install
and operate.

Gates BFE-10 Frequency Modulated ten watt transmitter
is the ideal basic unit for such an installation. It, and a
small amount of associated equipment, will assure you of

cost
1 tjov^e*

giving a broadcast service to your community of unequalled quality; a service to bring your organization
into the everyday life of all, to integrate the high intelthinking. lectual standards of education with your public's

4.

Send for information on this new way to further your

Radio
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Company

school's advantages. A complete quotation on a system
to fit your needs will be sent on request.
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Respects
(Continued from page UO)
I Galesburg and Monmouth.
With football his extra-curricular
activity, he graduated from high
school in Dixon, 111., in the spring
of 1926. At that time he earned
the nickname of "Moon." He had
his hair shaved off and the effect
was "moon like," others decided.
Following high school, the next
couple of years were spent as cost
accountant for a few business
firms. With monies saved to supplement a scholarship, in fall of
1929 he enrolled at Eureka (111.)
College, majoring in economics and
sociology.
Hashing for board in the girl's
dormitory, Neil Reagan also managed the college print shop and
took in much "outside work." And
he also lettered in football as an
end.
Taking an active part in college
politics, he was president of the
Booster's Club which ran the annual homecoming dance and other
money-making campus events. During his senior year he was also
chapter president of Tau Kappa
Epsilon. Along with it he managed to teach freshmen classes in
economics.
He was graduated with an A.B.
in 1933 and a few weeks later he
visited brother Ronald.
KFWB Next Stop
Remaining with WHO for balance of the year, "Moon" Reagan
in early 1934 was transferred to
I woe Davenport. He continued
with that station seven years and
was program director upon resignation in favor of the West Coast
and the movies.
KFWB Hollywood was his next
stop as a sports announcer. Later
I he was made newscaster and editor
and production manager in fall of
1943. In the meanwhile he was also
putting his acting ability to use,
freelancing in several Warner
i Bros, and Columbia Pictures productions. Nor was radio acting
overlooked.
He left KFWB in July 1944 to
join CBS Hollywood as a senior
director. With advertising agencies
taking many of their key men from
the networks, McCann-Erickson
some six months later invited him
to join its Hollywood production
staff as a director.
First assignment was on the
( NBC
Westinghouse
Show with
i John Charles Thomas.
Since then
i his duties have multiplied and Mr.
Reagan has dropped his acting
chores.
Heads Production
He sort of slid into handling all
; radio activity at the agency's
1 Hollywood office, assuming the title
j of Hollywood radio production
j manager. Along with those duties
he was made the agency's Holly' wood manager in mid-November
1948, succeeding the late August J.
Bruhn.
Whirlwind was his romance with
I Elizabeth Hoffman of Des Moines.
On a blind date, they met in late
BROADCASTING
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MEET

Set for March 29-30

WTAG's transmitter building.
July 1935 and were married Aug.
31, that year. The Reagans but recently moved into their new home
in suburban Bel Air district.
Gardening Hobby
A philatelist, Mr. Reagan also
lists gardening as a hobby. Other
spare time is spent in his workshop. Denying that he is a joiner,
admitted is a membership in Hollywood Ad Club.
Five feet 11% inches with brown
hair and hazel gray eyes, and 170
lbs., John Neil ("Moon") Reagan
is always in a state of calm. "Take
it easy, don't get excited and you
can accomplish more," he says. And
young Mr. Reagan maintains that
philosophy in his daily life.

FIGHTING FUND
Radio Guild Gives Pledge
THE RADIO GUILD, United Office
and Professional Workers of America, CIO, has pledged $2,000 to the
$100,000 Fighting Fund the union
decided upon at a UOPWA National Conference held Jan. 8-9 in
New York City. The money will
be used for a new organizing drive.
On the floor of the conference,
the Radio Guild was commended
for its new contract with CBS, covering 650 white collar workers and
providing for average increases of
$4 weekly [Broadcasting, Nov. 22].
The guild also pledged to repay
$1,200 it owed the national office
for aid in the CBS negotiations and
then immediately raised $900 of
this amount.
KTLA (TV) Hollywood children's
show, Judy Splinters, has been awarded the 1948 Television Award of the
Tenth District of the California Congress of Parents and Teachers.
FIFTEEN

POWER

Boost to 20 kvf Effected
WITH tests completed on its new
transmitter at Paxton, Mass.,
WTAG-FM Worcester, Mass., is
operating with increased power of
20 kw, the station announced last
week. All WTAG programs are
being duplicated, 7:45 a.m.-ll:15
p.m. daily.
WTAG-FM has been on the air
since 1940 with limited power, operating at
from Holden,
a unit Mass.
in WTAG's
transmitter
With
its increased power the FM station
will continue to operate on Channel
241 (96.1 mc).
The new transmitter and adjoining 200-ft. tower include the latest
innovations in transmitter construction, WTAG-FM reports.
Because of the exposed and isolated location and 1,300-ft. elevation of the FM transmitter, provisions are kept on hand to last a
stormbound operator for many
days. Emergency power would be
provided by a 50 kw gas generator,
which would switch on automatically within five seconds should normal
source of power be cut off.

Telespots Opens Office
TELESPOTS Inc., New York, producers and distributors of open end
and package film television commercials, last week announced the
opening of a Washington, D. C.
sales office at 420 Victor Bldg, Al
Sherman, president of the Sherman
Plan Inc., Washington, distributors
of industrial motion pictures, will
head of the Washington office. He
was formerly director of short subjects publicity and advertising for
Columbia Pictures, New York.

HOOPERATINGS
—3.4
—3.2
—6.8
December 1948 — Evening Year Ago
No. of
Hooper Hooper —1.1
—2.2 1
Program
Cities Sponsor & Agency
34.9
6 American Tobacco (BBDO)
+or
— Pos.5
24.9
28.1
6 Standard Brands (JWT)
CharlieBenny*
McCarthy
Jack
37.1
4
—6.5
28.2
24.8
Fibber McGee & Molly 6 S. C. Johnson & Son (NL&B)
14.1
—4.1
33
Horace
66 Philip
(Biow)
Bob HopeHeidt
3
22.9
Lever Morris
Bros. (Y&R)
23.1
10
22.7
21.2
Bing Crosby
6 Phiico Corp. (Hutchins)
29.7
9
21.
T
22.2
6
Rexall
Drug
Co.
(BBDO)
Phil
Faye
DennisHarris-Alice
Day
—0.7 42
6 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
20.3
12.7 —15.2
6
26.5
Fred Allen
6 Ford(Bates)
Dealers of America (JWT) 20.0
14.4
6 B. & W. Tobacco Corp. (Seeds) 18.8
19.6
People Are Funny
+9.0
+ 1.5 82
Truth or Consequences 6 Procter & Gamble (Compton 18.0
17.8
33.2
Walter Winchell (2 mos) 6 Andrew Jergens Co. (Orr)
22.9
46
12.0
The Whistler
6 Signal Oil Co. (Stebbins)
18.3
17.6
14
6 Lever Bros. (JWT)
Radio Theatre
32
17.0
22
6 Eversharp (Biow)
Take It or Leave It
16.2
Includes first and second broadcasts
+7.6
+5.2
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FIRST

WTAG-FM

PACIFIC

+5.8
+0.8

EXPANDED opportunities in radio and television will be the theme
of the fifth annual City College of
New York Radio-Television and
Business Conference March 29 and
30 in New York's Hotel Roosevelt.
On March 30, the annual CCNY
radio and television awards will
be announced. Deadline for filing
award entries is Jan. 31.
The advisory committee planning
the conference includes : Dr. Harry
N. Wright, president of the City
College of New York; Elon G.
Borton, president and general manager. Advertising Federation of
America; Earl Bunting, president,
O'Sullivan Rubber Co. and managing director, the National Assn. of
Manufacturers; Wayne Coy, FCC
chairman; Augustin Frigon, general manager, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; Carl Haverlin, president, Broadcast Music Inc., and
president. Radio Executives Club
of New York; William S. Hedges,
NBC vice president; Ira A. Hirschman, president, Metropolitan Television Inc.; Bernice Judis, vice
president and general manager,
WNEW New York; Al Paul Lefton, president, Al Paul Lefton Co.;
H. L. McClinton, vice president,
N. W. Ayer & Son; Howard S.
Meighan, CBS vice president;
Thomas L. Norton, dean. City College School of Business; Vergil D.
Reed, associate director of research, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
Robert Saudek, ABC vice president
in charge of public affairs; Theodore C. Streibert, member, MBS
board of directors, and president
WOR New York; Robert D. Swezey, and A. D. Willard Jr., NAB
executive vice president.
MERGER
International, Universal Join
MERGING of International Recording Studios with Universal
Recorders has been announced
by Will H. Voeller, executive vice
president of latter firm. Corporation will be known as Universal
Recorders Inc.
All studio and recording activities of both companies are now concentrated at the studios of Universal Recorders, 6757 Hollywood
Blvd. Those now occupied by International Recording Studios at
6700 Sunset Blvd. are closed for all
recording activities. Dixon McCoy
has joined Universal as vice president.
New FM Transmitter
A NEW 10 w FM transmitter said
by its manufacturers to be the
smallest, lightest, and least expensive of its kind and designed for
use in educational radio, has been
announced by Radio Engineering
Labs, Long Island City, N. Y. The
transmitter sells for $1,595. Its
maximum coverage is five miles.
January 17, 1949
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JOHNSTON,

URIDGE
Elected by SPAC

ABC's Stations Planning and Advisory Committee has elected Henry
P. Johnston, executive vice president of WSGN
Birmingham, a s
representative for
District 4, southcentral states,
Mark Woods,
ABC president
announced last
week. Harold
Krelstein, general
Mr. Johnston
manager of
WMPS Memphis, is his alternate.
ABC executives and officials from
the network's stations in the Southwest, Middle Atlantic and Central
states, will meet on Jan. 27, in Chicago's Ambassador East Hotel.
Owen Urrdge, manager of
WQAM Miami, Fla., was elected to
represent District 8 of ABC's Stations Planning and Advisory Committee. Mr. Uridge was named at
last week's meeting between southeastern station representatives and
network officials in New Orleans.
Elected as alternate representative was Walter H. Goan, manager
of ABC affiliate WAYS Charlotte,
N. C.
Clear Breakdown
(Continued from page 23 )
a 1938 resolution by Sen. Burton
K. Wheeler (D-Mont.).
Meanwhile, on the House side
of Capitol Hill, Rep. William
Lemke (R-N. D.), resurrected
another 80th Congress proposal.
Congressman Lemke proposed that
the Communications Act be
amended to make decisions of the
FCC appealable to the courts if
it can be shown they were based on
scientific or technical error.
The measure (H.R. 856) was
almost identical with one introduced unsuccessfully in the preceding Congress.
Hopes of the FCC commissioners
for earlier action on proposals
to raise their pay to $17,500 were
dashed last Thursday when amendments were made to the bill in
which the pay raises were contained.
To expedite passage of the measure, which also included pay raises
for the President, Vice President
and Speaker of the House, the
portion pertaining to agency heads
was deleted. This was necessary
in order to insure passage of the
bill, approved last Wednesday by
the Senate Civil Service Committee, by Jan. 20. President Truman
would receive no benefits from the
legislation during his new term unless the measure were passed before
that date.
The Senate approved the
amended bill last Thursday.
Sen. Johnson introduced two
other bills last Thursday concerning radio.
Page 4&
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Nielsen Radio Index Top Programs
(COAST-TO-COAST, INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM, AND URBAN HOMES
-and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REPORT WEEK DEC. 5-11, 1948
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
TOTAL AUDIENCE
Cur. Points
Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points Cur. Prev.
Rank Rank Program Rating Change
Rank Rank Program
Rating Change
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
1 1 Lux Radio Theater 24.6 —1.4
1 1 Lux Radio Theater 32.2 —1.9
2 4 McGee & Molly 20.8 +0.5
2 2 Talent Scoots
27.2 —1.0
3
Jergens
Journal
34 34 McGee
& Molly 25.0
26.6 -|-2.2
4 36 My
Friend
Irma 20.4
19.6 —1.2
+0.3
Bob Hope
0.0
5
2
Talent
Scouts
19.5 —1.2
5 7 My Friend Irma 24.7 -1-1.5
67 58 Jack
Bob Hope
19.5
Benny
24.3
Benny
18.9 —0.1
+0.5
76 146 Jack
Harris-Faye
23.4 -{-0.8
+1.4
8 22 This is Your FBI 18.3 +2.4
89 485 Jergens
Journal
23.0
—
1.3
9 7 Mr. D. A
18.2 +0.2
Suspense
22.5 +6.6
10 16 Harris-Faye
17.7 +1.0
10
Duffy'sIs Your
Tavern
21.9 —1.0
11 248 This
FBI 21.8
+2.1
11 279 Mr.
Duffy'sKeen
Tavern
17.6 —0.4
12
17.5
+4.5
12 10 Mr. D. A
21.6 —0.7
17 Dennis Day
17.3 +2.8
13 15 People Are Funny 21.3 +1.4 13
14
11
People
Are
Funny
17.1
+0.1
14 18 Dennis Day
21.1 +2.9
15 39 Suspense
16.9 +4.2
15 37 Mr. Keen
20.7 +4.9
16
15
Stop
the
Music
16 31 FBI, Peace, War 20.5 +3.9
qtr.)
16.2 —0.3
—0.4
17 13 Big Town
20.4 —0.2
17 29
12 Crime
Big(4thTown
16.0
18 33 Truth or Conseq 20.2 +2.5 18
Photographer ..16.0
+3.0
19
32
FBI,
Peace,
War
15.9
19 17 Charlie McCarthy 20.2 —0.5 20 25 Truth or Conseq 15.7 +3.4
+1.3
20 11 Inner Sanctum
20.2 —2.3
EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
1 2 Lone Ranger
12.9 0.0
1 1 Lone Ranger 16.6 +0.1
2 1 Beulah
11.8 +0.2
2 2 Beulah
13.7 —0.1
3 5 Jack Smith
10.1 +0.1
3 3 Edward R. Murrow. . . 12.9 —0.4
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
1 1 Backstage Wife 11.0 +0.6
1 2 Backstage Wife
12.2 +0.8
2 2 When a Girl Marries. . 10.9 +0.5
2 3 When a Girl Marries. . 12.2 +0.5
3
6 Right to Happiness. ... 10.6 4-1.6
34 56 Young
Right toWidder
Happiness.
..
1
1
.9
-{-1.8
Brown. 11.9 +1.1
45 53 Young
Widder Brown. .10.5
5 1 Godfrey (Ligg. &
Stella Dallas
10.2 4-1-2
+0.7
6 21 Romance of Helen Trent 9.7 +2.3
Myers)
11.7 +0.4
6 4 Stella Dallas
11.3 +0.7
Pepper Young's
87 49 Godfrey
(Ligg. &Family 9.7 -t-1.4
7 22 Helen Trent
11.0 +2.4
8 17 Our Gal, Sunday 11.0 +2.0
Myers)
9.6 +0.7
9 7 Portia Faces Life 10.7 +0.2
PortiaGal,
FacesSunday
Life 9.5
9.6 4-0.4
109 137 Our
+1.5
10
8
Pepper
Young
10.6
4-0.9
11 12 Lorenzo Jones
10.6 +1.0 11 8 Ma Perkins (CBS) 9.5 +1.1
12 13 Wendy Warren
10.6 +1.9
12
17
Lorenzo
Jones
9.2
4-1-1
9.0 +0.9
13 10 Ma Perkins (CBS) 10.2 +0.8 13 11 Big Sister
8.7. +1.5
14 11 Big Sister
10.2 +1.0 14 18 Wendy Warren
15
12
Guiding
Light
8.5 +0.8
15 24 Aunt Jenny
9.5 +2.0
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
1 4 Detective Mysteries ..12.1 +1.6
1 5 Detective Mysteries ...15.0 +2.3
2 6 Quick as a Flash 14.0 +1.4
2 1 Grand Central 10.4 4-0.8
34 59 The
CountyShadow
Fair
10.3
34 41 Armstrong
County Fair
13.7 +0.5
4-1.8
10.2 4-1.5
+1.1
Theater ...13.3
5 3 Grand Central
13.1 +1.4
5 3 Harding Counterspy ..10.0 4-0.3
C. Nielsen Co.
Copyright 1949,
Another Johnson measure (S443) would give legislative approval of one of the proposals in
President Truman's budget message (see story page 27). It
would authorize the construction
and outfitting of a radio laboratory building for the National
Bureau of Standards at a cost of
$4,475,000. This will receive the
attention of the Senate Commerce
Committee.
The Senate last week approved
assignments to its committees
[Broadcasting, Jan. 10].
Committee Members
Composition of the Senate Committees which may deal with legislation directly or indirectly affecting the radio industry, during
the 81st Congress are:
SENATE INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE
Sens. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colc),
chairman; Ernest W. McFarland CDAriz. ), Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.), Brien McMahon (D-Conn.), Herbert R. O'Conor
(D-Md.), Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.),
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Charles
W. Tobey (R-N. H.), ranking minority
member; Clyde M. Reed (R-Kans.),
Owen Brewster (R-Me.), Homer E.
Capehart (R-Ind.), and John W. Bricker (R-Ohlo).
EXPENDITURES IN
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS
Sens. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.),
chairman; James O. Eastland CDMiss.), Clyde R. Hoey (D-N. C), Glen
H. Taylor (D-Idaho), Herbert R.
O'Conor (D-Md.), Russell B. Long
(D-La.), Hubert H. Humphrey CD-

AIMS MEET
Craney Gathering Same Day
FIRST meeting of the Assn. of
Independent Metropolitan Stations
will be held Jan. 28-29 at the
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, according
to a joint announcement by Patt
McDonald, WHHM Memphis; Steve
Cisler, WKYW Louisville, and
Dave Baylor, WJMO Cleveland.
The AIMS meeting has no connection with a meeting Ed Craney,
Northwest broadcaster, has called
for Jan. 28 at the Palmer House,
Chicago [Broadcasting, Dec. 27].
The Craney meeting was called to
set up an organization of stations
to fight against clear channels. In
vitations were sent to some 2,000
independent and non-clear channel
broadcasters by Mr. Craney.
AIMS group will consider station
operating- practices, new applicants
for membership, possible group
purchasing of program m.aterials,
potential group selling and promotion of independent metropolitan
stations and plans for a national
meeting in conjunction with the
NAB convention in April.
AIMS is composed of 21 independents in large metropolitan
markets, and there are 24 new
membership applicants, according
to the announcement, which added :
"AIMS has been in existence
since August 1948. It operates informally without any oflSicers, constitution or dues, and serves as an
exchange of operating ideas, programs, sales tips and other practical problems. It does not concern
itself with any legislative matters."

GAB MEETING
Two-Day Session at Rome
PANEL DISCUSSION on selling
and talks on FM and on radio's
prospects for 1949 will feature the
winter meeting of the Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters, Jan. 28-29
at Rome, Ga.
Meeting will open with a luncheon Jan. 28. Maury Long, business
manager of Broadcasting, then
will discuss "Radio's Outlook for
1949," and Thad Holt, general
manager of WAPI Birmingham
and its FM affiliate, WAFM, will
speak on "All Phases of FM
The afternoon session will close
Broadcasting."
with the discussion on selling.
Panel members will be Mrs. C. C.
Fuller, Tucker Wayne Agency, AtGates Booklet
lanta, speaking from the timeGATES RADIO Co., Quincy, 111., buyer's viewpoint; James Ayers,
Taylor-BorrofF, Atlanta, speaking
has just released through its engi- for radio representatives; Frank
neering department a booklet en- Gaither, WSB Atlanta, presenting
titled Standing Wave Ratios in the viewpoint of the large stations,
FM Broadcast Band. The booklet
and Robert Rounsaville, WQXI
has been prepared by B. E. Parker,
Buckhead, Ga., small stations.
The Saturday morning program,
head of the FM section of Gates,
and deals with the subject of according to an announcement
mailed to GAB members by John
standing wave ratios and their
Fulton, WGST Atlanta general
particular effect in the transmismanager and GAB president, will
sion of high frequencies, such as be
devoted to a business meeting
FM and TV. The booklet is being
at
which
the association "will dismailed to all station engineers.
cuss the progress made on the
Gates will supply copies without
libel law and your interest in Fifth
charge to those interested.
District directorship of NAB."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
Minn.), Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.),
ranking minority member; Irving M.
Ives (R-N. Y.), Karl E. Mundt (RS. D.), Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.),
Andrew F. Schoeppel (R-Kans.), and
Arthur H. Vandenberg (R-Mich.).
LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE
Sens. Elbert D. Thomas (D-Utah),
chairman; James E. Murray (D-Mont.),
Claude Pepper (D-Fla.) Lister Hill
(D-Ala.), Matthew M. Neely (D-W.
Va.), Paul H. Douglas (D-IU.), Hubert
H. Humphrey (D-Minn.), Robert A.
Taft (R-Ohio), ranking minority member; George
D. Aiken
Alexander
Smith
(R-N. (R-Vt.),
J.), WayneH.
Morse
(R-Ore.),
and
Forrest
C. Donnell (R-Mo.).
Although both the Democratic
and Republican Committee on Committees have selected nominees for
committee posts in the lower body,
appointments had not been announced late last Thursday.

FM

Here's

the

BROADCASTERS:

answer

to YOUR

audience-building

A

problem

Really

FM-AM
with

Good

RECEIVER
Genuine

ARMSTRONG

PRICED

IT!

«

Hear your own station, as you want your audience to
hear it . . . crystal-clear and static-free, with genuine
Zenith-Armstrong FM. The powerful Zenith built
Alnico "5" speaker reproduces your programs in full,
natural tone quality. See it, hear it, compare the value
. . . and you'll agree that the low-priced Triumph is the
answer to your audience building problem.
USE THIS NEW

VOLUME

FM

BUSINESS

Slightly Higher
tt^fs/ Coa%t
^^^^
HERE'S HOW TO GET MORE OF THESE
RADIOS INTO YOUR TERRITORY

Ask Your ZENITH Distributor or Dealer
to DEMONSTRATE

FOR

. . .

Talk to your local Zenith dealer or distributor
today. He's anxious to help you plan a program to make listeners as completely FMconscious as possible! He has up-to-the-minute
information, suggestions and sales promotion
plans, designed to get more Zenith* Triumphs
into your territory. Yes, your Zenith dealer or
distributor is ready to help you develop an
effective campaign — to sell Zenith Triumph
radios, and to increase YOUR listening audience. Call him today!

ZENITH YOURSELF!

Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

You will want these radios throughout your offices for
monitoring purposes. Your time salesmen will want them,

Keep

An

Eye

On

too, for the "Triumph" is so small and compact. It's easy
to carry about and to demonstrate— in the prospect's own
office— the static-free, true-fidelity quality of FM. Zenith's
patented Light-Line Antenna eliminates the need for a
dipole in areas of primary signal strength — and connection
is provided for outside antenna where terrain or distance
reduces signal strength. Thus, the Zenith "Triumph" insures perfect reception almost anywhere.
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
ZEKITH
BROADCASTING

RADIO
CORPORATIOW
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• 6001

DICKENS

AVENUE

' CHICAGO 39, ILL.
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A Market Well
Adapted to Test
Campaigns Because
It Excels in
All Points
Surveyed By
Sales Management.

• From Data Copyrighted
1948 by Sales Management. Further Reproduction NotAuthorized.
KGAs50.000

Extends

and

In-

creases theMarket
• Any Petry Man
Has the Facts

ABC
AFFILIATE
Owned and Operated by Louis Wasmer
Radio Central BIdg.
Spokane 8, Wash.
Page 48
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MBS Billings
(Continued from page 26)
Advertisers (Cont'd):
3. Bayuk Cigars
1,346,461
4. MUes Labs
1,301,106
5. Carter Products
1,195,913
6. Serutan
1,165,487
7. General Motors
1,021,330
8. R. B. Semler
921,173
9. Kaiser-Frazer
889,996
10. Pharmaco
755,466
11. Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident Assn. of Omaha 728,706
12. Quaker Oats
'SS'li?
13. General Foods
704,871
14.
Metal Works— 648,448
15. Ronson
Cudahy Art
Packing
5?5'?52
16.
Williamson
Candy
^^S'?*"
17. Wander
18. Helbros Watch
19. Johns-Manville
^25,780
389,084
20. Shotwell Mfg.
21. Lutheran Laymen's
387,874
League
22. Noxzema Chemical
^^^'nZ'*
319,083
23. Trimount Clothing — — — 289,401
24. Radio
25.
GiUetteBible
SafetyClass
Razor
^§I'S7i
26. Voice of Prophecy
Slo'rio
27. U. S. Tobacco
i.Mlo
247,583
a
Col
28. Coca
29. Nat'l Coimcil of Protestant
231,278
Churches
EpiscopalReformed
30. Christian
Church
208,451
31.
2"Z',f„
32. Piedmont
AppalachianShirt
Coals
?2o'?^?
33. Revere Camera
Jsf'isS
34. Mail Pouch Tobacco
Hi'^oS
35. Musterole
J??'???
131,111
36. Barbasol
37. Young
Church
of the Peoples
Air
38.
MiUing
117,956
39. International
Philco
M'Ul
l''2.292
Recruiting —
Army
S.
U.
40.
41. Armour
99,330
42. Democratic National
Comm.
98,765
43. Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Coal
86,246
44. Fuller Foundations
69,002
45. Teen Timers
67,005
46. Peter Paul
64,217
47. Continental Pharmaceutical 60,802
59,089
Sporting Goods___ 56,298
Wilson
48. P.
49.
Ballantine
50. United Electrical Radio
Machine Workers of
America
51. Hormel
5?'?92
52.
52,095
53. Volupte
First Church of Christ
Scientist
52,008
54. Curtis Publishing
^hlli
55. H. C. Cole MiUing
46,821
56. Republican National
Comm.
45,147
57.
E. J. Brach
37,917
58. Doubleday
5S'2s,
59.
Party
32,767
60. Progressive
Universal Carloading
&
Distributing
31,200
61. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco— 29,686
62. Conti Products
24,710
63. American Bird Products__ 24,057
64. Perfect Circle
^''25^
65.
12,944
66. Mississippi
InternationalTabernacle^—
Ladies
Garment Workers
11,397
67. U. S. Rubber
10,252
68. PUot Radio
9.291
69. Shipstad & Johnson
5,215
70. Penn. Comm. for Stassen_ 2,295
71. CIO PAC
88'
72. Grand Lodge of Free &
Accepted Masons
656
73. Pepsodent
Div. -Lever
Bros.
80
Total
$22,769,464
MUTUAL 1948 AGENCY
EXPENDITURES
1. Cecil & Presbrey
$2,049,850
2. Ruthrauff & Ryan
1,921,219
3. SSC&B
1,523,587
4. Wade Adv.
1,518,538
5. Gardner Adv.
1,381,800
6. Wm. H. Weintraub & Co. 1,362,531
7. Neal D. Ivey Co
1,348,756
8. Kudner Agency
1,279,862
9. Erwin, Wasey & Co
1,267,042
10. Roy S. Durstine Inc
1,165,487
11. Benton & Bowles
704,871
12. Grant Adv.
626,880
13. Swaney, Drake & Bement 531,811
14. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace 526,246
15. Hill Blackett Inc.
489,159
16. J. Walter Thompson Co.- 482,078
17. Gotham Advertising
387,874
18. Sherman & Marquette ___ 355,614
19. Stanley G. Boynton Adv. 289,401
20. Maxon Inc.
287,671
21. H. B. Humphrey
283,286
22. Western Adv.
278,917
23. D'Arcy Adv.
247,583
24. Evans Assoc.
208,451
25. Haehnle Adv.
203,349
26. Roche, Williams & Clary. 188,144
27. Walker & Downing
181,828

28. Brown & Bowers
175,168
29. C. Wendel Muench & Co._ 171,652
30. BBDO
150,769
31. Crook Adv.
117,956
32. Hutchins Adv.
106,747
33. Foote, Cone & Belding —
99,410
34. Warwick & Legler
98,765
35. R. H. Alber Co
69,002
36. Buchanan Co.
67,005
37. Platt-Forbes
64,217
38. Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.. 60,802
39. Ewell & Thurber Assoc.- 59,089
40. Moss & Arnold Co
55,829
41. Hirshon-Garfield
52,095
42.
Alpha
Adv.
44,787
43. Geo. H. Hartman Co
37,917
44. Huber, Hoge & Sons
36,022
45. Fredrick Clinton Co.
32,767
46. Raymond Spector Inc
31,200
47. Wm. Esty & Co
29,686
48. Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce
24,710
49. Weston-Burnett
24,057
50. Henri, Hurst & McDonald 17,335
51. Marks & Neese
12,944
52. Furman, Feiner & Co
11,397
53. Campbell-Ewald
10,252
54. Grey Adv.
9,291
55. Smith, Bull & McCreery- 5,215
56. Kliuger Adv.
887
57. Direct
656
Total

$22,769,464

AFTER 1,095 consecutive full-hour
broadcast's on KCKN Kansas City,
Lillard Guthrie (I), secretary-treasurer
of Pla-Mor Inc., initiates another
year's contract with Ben Ludy, general manager of the station. Pla-Mor,
a dancing, skating and recreation
center, has been sponsoring the Monday through Sunday strip for three

Asks FCC years.
to Separate,
Grant Renewals
DON LEE PLEA
FCC last week was pondering a petition filed by Don Lee Broadcasting
System asking for separation of its long-pending renewal and related
applications from what, in Don Lee's view, must be the forerunner of a
general investigation of network practices.
The petition pointed out that *
pletes ageneral network investigaDon Lee's renewal applications —
five of them — have been tied up tion.
"Petitioner recognizes that the
since Feb. 15, 1946, when the Commission called a hearing to deter- complexity of the problems of netmine whether the network had viowork regulation may preclude an
lated FCC's network option-time
early
report or decision with rerules. The hearing was held in
spect to such matters, but submits
January 1947. Meanwhile, the peti- that the Commission cannot, consistently with its present policies
tion noted, at least 11 other Don
Lee applications have become tied and practices, longer defer action
up, either directly or indirectly,
on [these] applications because of
pending a decision on the hearing. the pendency of an inquiry into net"The long delay," the petition
Weiss AflSdavit
work practices."
said, apparently
"primarily
the
result
of the fact isthat
the record,
Don Lee President Lewis Allen
although it may raise broad ques- Weiss said in an accompanying
tions of regulation [and of] approaflSdavit that he would "personally
priatenes of revision or modificainsure" that the company will comtion of the Commission's network
ply with all FCC rules, particularly
regulations, does not present any the network regulations. He said
simple issues of violation of these
compliance
willbutbewith
"notthe merely
regulations.
with
the letter,
spirit
Extensive Information
of such regulations as they are now
"These questions are of such written and as they may be interscope and character as to require
preted by the Commission in the
extensive information concerning
not merely the operation of petiApplications
renewal bids for involved
KGB Sanare
Diego,
tioner's network but other regional
networks and national networks
KDB Santa Barbara, KFRC San
future."
and, particularly, the competitive
Francisco, and KHJ and KHJ-FM
Los Angeles, and three CP applicaaspects of network operation."
The petition also contends that
tions: KGB San Diego and KFRCFM and KFRC-TV San Francisco.
FCC's present policy, in handling
In addition, action on eight other
complaints or other information re- applications reportedly is being
lating to possible violations, is to
institute formal or informal inves- held up till the renewals are acted
upon. Two transfer applications
tigations to determine whether
there is any basis for renewal or also are pending: One filed last
revocation proceedings. If this June for approval of the transfer
policy had been in effect in 1946, of stock from the estate of Donald
M. Lee to Thomas S. Lee; and one
the petition asserted, Don Lee's re- filed in November for consent to
newal applications would not be in- transfer of control from Thomas S.
volved in the pending proceeding.
Lee to Mr. Weiss and Willet H.
The network asked FCC to sepaas guardians of the estate
rate the applications and grant Brown
of Mr. Lee.
them, the grants to be made withThe petition was filed by Dempout prejudice to "any appropriate
action the Commission may . . . de- sey sel& forKoplovitz,
Don Lee. Washington counsire to take" if and when it comBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RAESE GRANT
Made Final for Cumberland
BY A 4-3 vote, FCC last week made
final its proposed grant to Richard
Aubrey Raese for a new 250 w fulltime station on 1230 kc at Cumberland, Md. [Broadcasting, July 26,
1948]. The application of TriState Broadcasting Co., seeking the
same facilities, was denied.
The Commission majority preferred the Raese application over
that of Tri-State on grounds of
local ownership and integration of
ownership and management. FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comr.
Robert F. Jones, who dissented
from the proposed decision, were
joined by Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
in voting for Tri-State in the final
order. Miss Hennock had not participated in the proposed decision.
Mr. Raese, former basketball
coach at the U. of West Virginia
and now vice president of Greer
Steel Co. at Morgantown, W. Va.,
is the son-in-law of Mrs. A. J. R.
Greer, owner of WAJR and WAJRFM Morgantown, WDNE Elkins,
W. Va., and WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh, Pa. He has been active in
the affairs of these stations, having
supervised construction of the
Elkins and Pittsburgh outlets and
participated in WAJR operations.
He is to be manager of his Cumberland station and plans a Mutual affiliation. George J. Kapel, WAJR
program director, is to hold the
same position with the Cumberland
station.
Tri-State Principals
Tri-State, the unsuccessful applicant, is owned by 47 stockholders.
Charles A. Piper, Cumberland bank
president, heads the company. Approximately 42% of the stock is
owned by 27 persons who have
73.4% of WBOC Salisbury, including WBOC President John W.
Downing; 13 of these have 25% of
Capital Broadcasting, new-station
grantee for Annapolis, while another group has a minority interest in WCAO Baltimore.
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market
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Management's

/
Broadcasting magazine secured. special permission to reproduce, in its October 1948 Marketbook, the copyrighted 1947 estimates on retail sales by
counties from sales management's May 10, 1948 survey of buying power.
Why?? Because Broadcasting (along with the National Association of Broadcasters, the F.C.C., the leading networks and hundreds of local radio stations) recognizes SM's annual survey as the basic source of local market
data used by national advertisers and agencies throughout the nation.
Now in the works is sales management's 1949 survey of buying power
— the product of 20 years' usage and refinement by national advertisers and
agencies plus the combined thinking of 17 leading marketing experts on a
special Board of Advisory Editors. Below are reduced sample tables (with
dummy figures) showing what the 1949 survey, to be published May 10th,
will tell sales and advertising executives about your market. This 20thily annual
survey of buying power will give the following new and exclusive data on
U. S. counties, on more than 1,000 cities and on the 138 metropolitan county
areas:
SAMPLE

STATE
POPULATION
ESTIMATES
1/1/49
COUNTIES
CITIES
Families
Total
sands) % sanfls)
U.S.A.
thouAdams 17 29.5 of (thou-9.6
Ashland 92 (in .0176
8.5
Arthur 17 25.0 3.8372
.0153 1,583.7
(in
Fort Blair 5,530.5 2.9443
1.221.1,
41
Waynesboro 4,305.6
.0861
Bleecker 19 U6.2
17.1
38.3 .0222 12.2
Evanstown . . .
5
.0101

RETAIL SALES— 1948
ESTIIVIATES
Dollars
sands)
U.S.A.
32.642
(thou(in .0202
29,818
of
.0184
6,327,881 4.3323
3.7142
5,552,001
47,619 .0919
.0241
20,038
.0112
118,203^

SALE
Drug
WHOLEFOUR STORE GROUPS
(in thousands of dollars)
General
Radio
697
Mdse.
Food
Furn.House4,117
8,148
1,097
3,892
7,002
7.926
1,507,219 1,117,002 368,400 798,717
5,919 279, 111 602,516
1,336,400 1,000,948
27,812 17,001
13, 802
10,004
542
117
8,666 4,2,889
5,999
5,617
3,811

The sive
"SM"
original, excluestimatessymbols
by SALESmarkMANAGEIVIENT.
SALES
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOIVIE-1948
ADVERTISING
CONTROLS
ESTIMATES
Per
ket
Net
Dollars
ity of
sands)
tial
Per
U.S.A.
149,
of
ita
Index
U.S.A.
151
113
.0257
4,517
119
.0261
72,811
47,601
.0200
1,841,700
thou- 4.6113
136
.0201 1,453
4.3121
1,611 4.911
Potenof Mar3.8172 Cap- Fam5,817
1,827
3.6192 12991
,653,412
61,004 .0237 1,807
.0813 89
(in
5,517
1,911 3,917
1,200
29,816 ,0863
.0132 1,113 6,002
.0212
.0109
(Tables reduced from 7" Qualwidth)
3,796

The opportunity for Radio and TV Stations

Paley

sales management's
ceptional opportunity
on your market. Your
than 17,000 advertiser

(Continued from page 25)
all
terms. Heon was
saidoftothe
havesinger's
even retreated
the
transcription question. The crooner owns a recording company in
competition
with CBS's Columbia
Records.
James Carmine, vice president in
charge of advertising for Philco,
sponsor of the Crosby show, arrived
late in the week. He and Mr. Paley
exchanged notes relative to a shift
from ABC to CBS.
It was also considered significant
that Edgar Bergen left Hollywood
last Wednesday bound for New
York where it has been indicated
he will examine CBS video pro, gramming operations. He further
intends to study the medium in all
its facets while in the East.
BROADCASTING

does

1949 survey presents your local station with an exfor effective tie-in advertising close to the above data
survey ad will not only keep your story before more
and agency executives throughout the year, but it will

give you authority to quote the survey's copyrighted
in all your own
3, 72' figures
printed media promotion. Closing date for reservations
in the city-county
section is February 18th and positions will be assigned on a first-come, firstserved basis.
For complete details about sales management's 1949 survey of buying
power write for our "Brief on the 1949 Survey."

386 Fourth Avenuer New York 16, K. Y. • 333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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Coaxial

all pioneering, television is expen-

(Continued from page 32)

He continued: "In the true
American tradition, television, like
sive."
radio, must be self supporting. The
radio industry and American business must make it self supporting.
Ours is not the way of special taxation or government subsidy. I am
confident that television — the greatest medium for the display of
products — will in a few short years
be paying its own way. Already,
many of our industries and businesses are sponsoring some of our
finest
programs."
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, pointed out that the true importance of the cable will lie in the
kinds of programs it will carry
"into the 14 great metropolitan
aireas which it serves and the 40
million people which they contain.
Program Need Emphasized
"I wish in no way to minimize
the tremendous importance of the
technical marvel of communication
we are celebrating today. But I do
wish to say that this great cable
can only be as good as the pictures
it carries. There is no substitute
for good programming. And it is
to that end now that I can promise
you we will direct our best talents

television, stated : "I want to extend
my appreciation to the performers
on television programs who are
providing such fine entertainment;
to the research engineers who are
continually endeavoring to improve
the medium ; to the men and women
who actually run the stations and
do such a magnificent job. To all
these I want to say: 'You are the
pioneers in this great field and you
deserve credit for its sensational
progress.' "
Dr. DuMont appeared by "Teletranscription" on the round-up, enabling him to be in Pittsburgh
where the new DuMont TV station
WDTV was making its air debut
concurrently with the opening of
the new coaxial cable link.
Recalling that "a great flow of
programming came out of the Midwest to set the pace for radio,"
NBC's president, Niles Trammell,
said that "we here in the East look
for the same fine contributions to
develop in television."
He hailed the opening of the
cable as "another tremendous
stride towards better understanding among Americans, better communication and a better way of
life."
Lauding the video progress signalized by the linking of the East
and Midwest, Mark Woods, ABC
president, pointed out that, "like

andThe
energies."
CBS quarter-hour which
opened the TV network program
showcase fell far short of Dr. Stanton's promise.
In essence, one of Arthur God-

"

i

f

f
«°^
sales, P;.^^/caUPetry

950 Kilocycles HOUSTON
5,000 Watts
National Rapresentativei: Edward Petry & Company
Affiliated with NBC and TQN • Jack Harrif, Manager
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Mutual

Admiration

IN AN EXCHANGE of congratulatory telegrams, J. R.
Poppele, president of the
Television Broadcasters
Assn., saluted AT&T's presiA. Wilson,industry
on behalfdent,
of theLeroytelevision
for AT&T achievements in
linking the East and Midwest by the coaxial cable,
which was opened for use
last Tuesday evening
frey's morning AM network programs with cameras added, the
program opened with a puff of
cigarette smoke and during its
course, Mr. Godfrey got in plugs
not only for Chesterfields and for
his new TV program for them, but
also for Nabiscos and Glass Wax,
advertised with Chesterfields on his
AM program.
Guest appearances were made by
the cast of the CBS puppet program. Lucky Pup, and by Douglas
Edwards, CBS video newscaster.
Lacking sponsors, they kept plugging their programs to potential
new viewers in the Midwest, Mr.
Edwards managing to mention the
time of his program three times
during the minute or so he had on
the showcase program.
The informality of a Godfrey
program is a fine thing in the right
place, but in the opinion of a number of viewers, the dedicatory program was distinctly not the right
Ted Steele and his orchestra did
place.
a quarter-hour vaudeville routine
which was pleasant if not pretentious as the showcase number for
the DuMont network, where Mr.
Steele is a daytime star.
Berle Appearance
NBC offered Milton Berle who
lived up to his introduction as
"America's No. 1 television entertainer" both in his own routine and
working with his guest, Harry
Richman. This 15-minute segment
was a thoroughly professional production and to any Berle fan, which
rating records indicate is almost
any member of the video audience,
thoroughly enjoyable.
Final part of the pooled telecast
was Standby for Crime, quarterhour mystery program, presented
by ABC from that network's Chicago TV station, WENR-TV,
demonstrating that the cable works
equally well in either direction.
Program was typical of its kind,
distinguished by some unusually
effective camera work.
Technically, the program reception was excellent, with no observable difference in picture quality
for pickups from New York, Washington or Chicago. Only reported
trouble was a failure of the loop
feeding CBS during the last quarter-hour, when that network got
the
video.audio signal only, without any
Cities and stations carrying the
inaugural show were: New York
— WABD WCBS-TV WJZ-TV
WNBT; Boston— WBZ-TV WNAC-

TV; Philadelphia— WPTZ WFILTV WCAU-TV; Baltimore —
WBAL-TV WMAR-TV WAAM;
Washingto n— WNBW WTTG
WOIC WMAL-TV; Richmond—
WTVR; Pittsburgh— WDTV; Buffalo — WBEN-TV; Cleveland —
WEWS WNBK; Toledo— WSPDTV; Detroit— WW J-TV WXYZ-TV
WJBK-TV; Chicago — WNBQ
WENR-TV;
—WBKB
KSD-TV.WGN-TV
Milwaukee—
WTM J-TV; St. Louis
Chicago hailed the joining of
the East and Midwest coaxial cables Tuesday nightteleviewers.
as a "new era"
for Chicagoland
"It constantly amazes me that
the image carried all those miles
on the cable could be so good," said
Frank P. Schreiber, general manager of WGN-TV, the Chicago
Tribune station, associated with
both CBS and DuMont networks.
"I was thrilled to be a witness
to this great step forward in television," declared John Balaban,
director of WBKB, operated by the
Balaban & Katz theatre concern.
Jules Herbuveaux, television difor WNBQpraised
and NBC's
CentralrectorDivision,
the quality
of productions emanating from the
East but observed, "There is plenty
of good talent in Chicago, Detroit,
St. Louis and Milwaukee, too." He
noted that sports and news "obviously aren't confined to one loJohn H. Norton Jr., vice president in charge of ABC's Central
Divison, whose WENR-TV fed the
cality."
only West-to-East program on
Tuesday's premiere, added:
"We will strive to provide programs which demonstrate that Chicago once again can stand with
New York and Hollywood as a
great
center."News estiThe production
Chicago Daily
mated that 500,000 persons viewed
the special program. A News survey disclosed that pictures on home
sets were "clear and strong." The
Chicago Tribune said the event
marked a "new era for Chicago
area
televiewers."
Only
Chicago contributions to
the program were remarks by
Mayor Kennelly, telecast from
WENR-TV's penthouse studios
atop the Civic Opera Bldg., and
the same station's presentation of
Stand By for Crime which wound
up the evening.
This week, Chicago stations will
send more than 15 shows eastward,
with WENR-TV contributing ten.
Shortly, additional programs will
originate at WGN-TV and WNBQ,
increasing the Chicago output by
one half. WBKB, however, will
continue to operate as an independent station.
BelTs Prediction
FRANCIS J. CHESTERMAN, president of the Bell
Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania, predicted that the 6,000
miles of coaxial cables that
made the TV linking of East
and Westto possible
"will12,000
have
grown
more than

miles by 1950."
BROADCASTING
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the rapid technical developments in
An additional $250,000, requiring
radio."
legislative
sanction, was included
for the Bureau for preparation of
ing.
plans for a radio propagation buildAn increase of $92,965— or 3%—
was asked for the Federal Trade
Commission in a budget recommendation of $3,739,000. That
agency's revenue during the last
fiscal year was 83,646,035.
A drop in sales of radio receiving
sets, phonographs,
and fiscal
musical instruments inrecords
the next

CONGRATULATING A. J. "Tony"
La Frano (r), Don Lee network chief
. production supervisor, on his promotion to director of operations for
network's AM, FM and TV, is Willett
' H. Brown, vice president and general
manager of Don Lee.

year
was Inforecast
in the fiscal
President's
budget.
the current
year,
the government expects to receive
$68 million
in manufacturers'
cise taxes from
this source. But ex-it
anticipates receipts of only $58
million in the fiscal year starting
July 1, 1950.
The miscellaneous tax section of
the budget portends increases in

Budget
(Continued from page 27)
as compared with its expenditures
of $22,357,000 last year.
The 1950 estimate includes $70,000,000 for the 17th decennial census. President Truman proposed
$15,000,000 be included for the Census Bureau to provide for a housing
census, providing the necessary
legislation is enacted.
If the census question on radio
set ownership is to be asked in 1950,
it will be included in the housing
half of the project. The Budget
Bureau proposed $11,000,000 additional for the business census, now
under way.
An increase of $403,000 was requested for the Bureau of Standards over its preceding year's expenditures of $8,763,000. A 7%
boost for the Bureau's Central
Radio Propagation Laboratory was
provided for in the bureau's 1950
estimate of $9,160,000.
"One of the most urgent pro, grams of the Bureau," President
Truman reported, "is its Central
Radio Propagation Laboratory,
which serves as a central agency
for research and standards in the
radio field. The 1950 estimates
provide for a 7% increase in funds
for this laboratory in keeping with
'FM SESSION
Asked at NAB Meet
SPECIAL time for FM at the
NAB Management Conference in
Chicago April 11-12 was asked by
the FM Subcommittee of the NAB
Sales Managers Executive Committee. The subcommittee was
named during the sales group's recent meeting [Broadcasting, Jan.
I 10].
The subcommittee asked recogni:tion of FM as a segment of the
broadcasting industry with special
' problems and urged that FM sta! tions be given special programj ming service along with research
[ and sales. Board authority was
asked for special services to FM
by NAB departments.

BROADCASTING

JACK

W.

revenue from telephone, telegraph,
radio, leased wire and cable facilities, for which the radio industry
is a heavy contributor. Current
income from this source is $295
million, anticipated 1950 revenue is
$300 million.
Rorabaugh Reports
N. C. RORABAUGH Co., New
York, is now estimating dollar expenditures for television time and
will make that material available
on special order but will not publish
them as part of the monthly Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising. Beginning with January
1949, the company will compute
from the one-week data provided by
TV stations the monthly gross expenditures for TV time of local,
spot and network advertisers by a
statistical formula which will be
adjusted quarterly to provide for
earned discounts, etc.

WEWS
Coax Report
A COINCIDENTAL telephone survey showed that 86% of TV receivers in the WEWS (TV) Cleveland
viewing area were turned on for
the East-Midwest coaxial cable inaugural and that 58% of them
were tuned to WEWS, the station
reports. The survey was made by
the Bureau of Business Research,
Cleveland College, Western Reserve
U. Viewer response topped even
the election night audience, when,
according to WEWS, 78.7% of TV
sets (estimated at 25,000) in the
Cleveland area were in use and
63.8% of them were tuned to
WEWS.
WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio, will hold
its third annual Sportsmen's Banquet
on Feb. 3. Dinner is held in connection with Youngstown District's
"Outstanding
SportswasPersonality"
test. This event
originated conby
Lee Leonard, WFMJ director of sports
in 1947.

PURVES

Time Buyer, N. W. AVER & SON, INC.
As buyer of all time for the Atlantic
Refining account. Jack has the tough
job of setting up baseball on 60
stations, and 110 stations for foot«ball. Fellow Patroons— Jack received
his membership scroll in the Honorary Order of Patroons and the deed
to a tract of land in the heart of
the Patroon country from the Wiliam G. Rambeau rep today— can
really appreciate Jack's headaches.

*PATROON - Arlsfocrafic Landholder of fhe Hudson Valley
In the great Albany-Schenectady-Troy
market, regionoj advertisers are selling
more goods by using WPTR. Among
the regional advertisers aired exclusively on WPTR are Sears Roebuck,
Hershey Beverages, Empire Super markets. Original Super Markets.

WPTR
10,000 Watts

PATROON
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Consent
TV

Decree

Entered

PATENTS

Against Three Firms
A CONSENT JUDGMENT against three firms controlling television
patents — Paramount Television Productions Inc., General Precision
Equipment Corp., and Scophony Corp. of America — was entered in New
York Federal District Court last Wednesday, according to the Justice
Dept.
The judgment was greeted by Corp. of America, the Justice Dept.
Arthur Levey, Scophony president, said, was formed by the three other
as "a great victory for free enter- defendants to hold and license the
prise." He said it will mean re- U. S. and other Western Hemislease to industry of the Scophony
phere rights under Scophony patadvances including patents and
ents and processes.
processes on the "supersonic" and
The complaint also charged that
"skiatron" systems of television
General Precision Equipment and
transmission and reception.
Paramount Television Productions
The supersonic cell, he said, refused to exploit these patents and
"will make available — both in processes themselves, and that they
homes and in theatres — large- kept Scophony Corp. of America
screen video reception in varying
sizes vastly superior in quality and from exploiting them. The consent
requires General
Preci-to
substantially lower in cost than judgment
sion and Paramount
Television
that now offered by the cathodedivest themselves of all stock inray tube method."
terests in Scophony Corp. of AmerParamount Television Producica, and terminates the exclusive
tions is a wholly-owned subsidiary licenses involved.
of Paramount Pictures, one of the
Herbert A. Bergson, assistant
most active motion picture pro- attorney general in charge of the
ducers in the TV ownership field.
Paramount owns KTLA Los An- Justice Dept.'s Anti-trust Division,
geles and WBKB Chicago and is said "the system of television reception embodied in the Scophony
associated with several pending ap- patents is said to permit the use of
plications. In addition, FCC has
issued a proposed finding that large-size viewing screens suitable
Paramount by virtue of a 29% in- for homes, schools and motion picture theatres. Successful exploitaterest controls Allen B. DuMont
tion of these patents would thereLabs, which has three TV grants
fore open up new possibilities in
[Broadcasting, Dec. 20].
the entertainment and educational
FCC Notation
The supersonic and skiatron teleWhen it issued the grant for
world."vision projection systems are methKTLA, FCC took notice of the exods differing from cathode ray picistence of the anti-trust suit but
ture tube methods. It is claimed
concluded that "the nature of the
charge against applicant does not that the supersonic TV system is
appear to be such as to require a cheaper, easier to produce, has
longer life, can be operated at low
denial of a grant on that ground"
[Broadcasting, Dec. 23, 1946]. If voltages, does away with distortions found in curved cathode ray
further proceedings in the suit
tubes. SCA also holds basic patshould develop justifying grounds,
ents to a video subscription device
FCC said at that time, then conwhich operates over the air withsideration could be given in passout intervening telephone hook-ups.
ing on license-renewal applications.
In the complaint, filed in DecemThe consent judgment was delayed until the defendants were
ber 1945, the three defendants were
charged with conspiring with Sco- able to work out cross-claims among
themselves. SCA President Levey
phony Ltd., a British firm, to monopolize the manufacture and sale had asked treble damages aggregating $270,000 and SCA treble
of television equipment embodying
patents and processes developed by damages amounting to $1,500,000.
Conferences held after the order
the British corporation. Scophony
"VfC" DIEHM SAYS:

Don't

Forget!

Have a ''Look'
. . at WAZL's half -page '49 Yearbook ad when planning your '49
advertising budget.
It will tell
_ you in facts and figures just why your WAZL
spent advertising dollars will re:AFF(LIAT€D
WITH- NBC - MBS

of judgment, it is understood, resulted in General Precision turning
over to Mr. Levey 660 B shares
of Scophony Corp. and Paramount
Television another 340 shares.
Still to be decided is the disposition of shares of SCA held by the
British corporation. It obtained
them in consideration for the patents granted to SCA use. It is expected that the Anti-Trust Division
of the Justice Department in New
York soon will proceed to take
judgment against the British company, which has failed to file an
answer in U. S. action against it.

FCBA ELECTION
Jameson Named President
GUILFORD JAMESON, Washington radio attorney, was elected
president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. at its annual
election last Friday. He succeeds
Carl I. Wheat of
the Washington
law firm
of
Wheat,
May,
Shannon & St.
Clair.
Other officers
electedvillewere
MillerNeof
Miller & Schroeder, former president of NAB, first vice president;
William A. Porter, of Bingham,
Collins, Porter & Kistler, second
vice president; Corwin R. (Lockwood Jr., of Hogan & Hartson, secretary, and Joseph F. Zias, of
Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky,
treasurer. New members of the
executive committee: Vernon L.
Wilkinson of Haley, McKenna &
Wilkinson, former FCC assistant
general counsel, and Omar L.
Crook, of Wheat, May, Shannon &
St. Clair.
Mr. Jameson

The election preceded the FCBA's
annual banquet, which was to feature an address by NAB President
Justin Miller on "Functions of the
FCBA." Members of the FCC, department heads and hearing examiners were guests of the bar association, along with notables from
other local bar associations.
Mr. Jameson, the new president,
was graduated from Georgetown
U. Law School in Washington,
D. C, in 1920 and has practiced
law since that time except for the
period from 1930 to 1933 when he
served as commissioner of the U. S.
Court of Claims. He was also clerk
of the House Committee on the
Judiciary from 1921-30, during
which time he was also associated
with special investigating committees of the House.
He is the author of several legal
papers including "The Judiciary
Committee of the House of Representatives, Its Origin, Jurisdiction
andMembers
Procedure."
of the FCBA nominating committee were Frank W.
Wozencraft, chairman, and Herbert M. Bingham, Eliot C. Lovett,
Duke M. Patrick, Paul A. Porter,
and Philip G. Loucks.
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MEREDITH
Vies With CBS for WRTB
MEREDITH ENGINEERING Co.
has offered
to match(TV)
CBS' Waltham,
$242,122
bid
for WRTB
Mass., owned by Raytheon Mfg. Co.
The broadcast subsidiary of Meredith Pub. Co., Denver, filed its application with FCC last Tuesday,
AVCO deadline in the transfer.
The CBS application for purchase
of the Channel 2 (54-60 mc) outlet
was filed in November [Broadcasting, Nov. 1 and 15, 1948].
Meredith Engineering is 100%
owner of Meredith Syracuse Television Corp., owner of WHEN (TV)
Syracuse, which is now on the air
under interim operation authority.
Meredith Engineering also owns
Meredith Champlain Television
Corp., TV applicant at Albany, and
has minor non-voting interest in
Champlain Valley Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WXKW-AM-FM Albany.
Champlain Valley in turn has minor
non-voting interest in Meredith
Engineering.
Parent firm, Meredith Pub. Co.,
publisherdensofandBetter
Homes and
GarSuccessful
Farming
magazines, itself is television applicant at Rochester, N. Y. Meredith
Pub. Co. is 95.97% owner of Meredith Engineering and has guaranteed all obligations of the subsidiary firm.
Reason for Purchase
Meredith Engineering in its application stated it wished to purchase WRTB because, in view of
the TV freeze, the only way to
"expand television operations is by
the acquisition of outstanding licenses and permits." Application
continued that "Boston (with its
access to network programs) affords an ideal economic and 'geographical tie-in' with Meredith's
present television operation in
Syracuse" and with applications
pending in Rochester and Albany.
It was stated that the installation and construction of the station
would be under the supervision of
Television Assoc. Inc.

KLAC-TV EXCLUSIVE
Angels, Stars Game Rights
SPORTS is the apparent program
personality that KLAC-TV Hollywood is seeking to establish. Last
week Don Fedderson, vice president and general manager, announced signing exclusive rights
to the Los Angeles Angels professional baseball games.
In addition Mr. Fedderson expressed hope of obtaining telecasting rights to the Hollywood Stars
baseball team. Station has also
signed Kelvinator to sponsor 12
basketball games of USC and
UCLA. Reported price is under

$15,000.
BROADCASTING
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AM

or FM Video?

(Continued from page 21)
portant if these results can be obtained within a 6 mc channel, using
1 mc FM swing. He added that an
FM picture signal may help solve
some of the problems of generating
enough power in the ultra-high
bands.
FCC has not yet conducted experiments on multipath transmissions, the committee was told, but
used a 200-foot cable to create delaying effects.
The artificially delayed signals
produced a halo effect similar to
that encountered in optics, Mr.
Cowperthwait is understood to have
told the committee. He added that
with co-channel signal ratios of
10-1, picture transmission was perfect in the tests, according to NAB.
This is equivalent to 300-1 ratios
for AM. Closer location of ultrahigh stations might be possible, he
said.
NAB quoted Mr. Willoughby as
inviting the industry to proceed
with ultra-high field tests of FM
picture transmission, taking them
out of the laboratory phase.
Opinions Divided
While many engineers in the industry indicated Thursday that FM
might ease the UHF power problem, many refused to accept FM as
a complete solution. They agreed
that the ability of tubes to generate
adequate power is critical in highband TV but disagreed as to the
extent FM visual signals would
help. They said FM would need
from a fourth to a half as much
power as AM.
In VHF, it was pointed out, the
tube problem is not so serious
I though it becomes a factor in the
I upper half of the VHF band. One
suggestion was that FM in the present TV visual signal might bring
improvement in synchronizing
! pulses, besides taking advantage of
FM's ability to reject unwanted
signals if the ratio is more than
2-1.
Few engineers could recall specific experiments on the use of FM
for the television picture. Some
reminded that FM experience has
shown adjacent interference can be
as bad as co-channel cross talk.
Some FCC engineers thought FM
might experience less adjacent
channel interference. They said
co-channel interference is the worst
VHF problem in this field.
Among engineers there was considerable agreement that the FM
picture tests will take at least a
year, perhaps several years, of experimenting before they are ready
for field tests. There was disagreement on suitability of the UHF
band for television, regardless of
whether the picture is AM or FM.
The tube problem in UHF experiments conducted at WNBW Washington by NBC was serious, finally
forcing a shutdown of the transmitter when the tube supply was exBROADCASTING

hausted. In reply, several engineers scoffed at the problem, terming it athatmere
matter
can "state-of-the-art"
be worked out.
They felt the value of the UHF
band should not be judged by the
experience in using one type of
tube.
One aspect of the FM battle that
furrowed brows was the chance of
adapting present TV receivers to
the UHF band should the UHF picture be FM. In the case of UHF
tests in Washington, the results at
the receiver were good in many
eases. One engineering consultant
said his UHF pictures were better
than those on VHF, using the converter supplied by RCA.
These converters merely shift the
signals from VHF to UHF. .Should
the UHF picture standard be FM,
the conversion problem would be a
tough one. One high-placed industry executive said all that could be
used in present TV receivers would
be the picture tube and knobs.
Another said it might be possible
to tune converters off to the side.
Thus the set would become an FM
receiver because the signal would
be detuned and the response would
be on a slope. In any case the solution would be makeshift. Furthermore, automatic volume control
would interfere, and many current
TV sets have this feature. One solution might be to design a converter changing the FM picture
signal to AM before entering the
present circuit, it was proposed.

75 InchesT
NEW!

Foirchiid
PROFESSIONAL
TAPE

YES-THE NEW FAIRCHILD PROFESSIONAL TAPE RECORDER is the only top quality
equipment designed from the start to deliver the ultimate in performance at
approximately half the tape speed of the German Magnetophone. It is not just
another copy of the German machine. New and advanced theory and design have
resulted in performance which exceeds the requirements set by the latest proposed
NAB specifications and formerly thought possible only at 30 inches per second.
No compromise has been made with the maximum requirements for signal-to-noise,
frequency response or minimum distortion limits. This means double the continuous recording time, half the cost of tape and nicer controls of starting, stopping,
spotting, editing, etc. 7I/2 01 30 inches per second operation may, of course, be
included for special applications.

WGN-TV
CBS television network will feed
Cross Question weekly dramatic
jury trial program on WGN-TV
Chicago to the East Coast starting
Tuesday in competition witl\ the
Milton Berle Show on NBC 7-8
p.m. CST.
TV Bogeyman
(Continued from page 3Jf)
as those raised against radio in the
early days.
When Tidewater-Associated first
began broadcasting football games
in 1925 over a single station in Los
Angeles and one in San Francisco,
the company was forced to pay big
fees for the radio rights, he said,
because schools feared attendance
would drop off.
A few years later, when NBC
had organized a six-station network on the Coast and began airing
the T-A sponsored games, rates
had dropped in comparison to the
radio audience reached. College
officials had grown enthusiastic
about mounting gate receipts.
Today, he said, Tidewater-Associated uses 143 stations to air its
sponsored games. No one seriously
questions the healthy effect radio
has had on the boxofRce.
Schools, if they were forward
looking, would recognize that television can prove an equally valuable boost, Mr. Deal added.
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STUDIO

QUALITY

IN KEEPING with standards of the Fairchild line of sound equipment nothing has
been left undone to make this the finest professional tape recorder. Qualified
listeners fail to detect a difference in instantaneous switching between the monitoring of a live program and the same from the Fairchild Tape Recorder. However,
despite its performance which we believe exceeds that of any other equipment
regardless of price, it is being sold at the lowest figure our anticipated production
will permit. Currently, orders are being scheduled for delivery in approximately
30 days at its present low price of $2,750. Details are available for prospective
users.

• • •
REC&MING
MiCRO'GROOVe
Are you aware that Fairchild Synchronous Disk Recorders and
Transcription Arms are handling the rigid requirements of recording
and reproducing Micro-Grooves for the most critical users? Write
for detailed information.

RECORDING
154th

STREET

AND

7th

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
AVENUE,

WHITESTONE,
January 17, 1949
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RCA

Introduces

'MADAME
RCA
last Monday revealed itsX'
preme: The RCA 45 rpm records,
"Madame X" 45 rpm 6%" record the Columbia 33 Vs discs, or the
present 78 rpm records used by 16
and changer in a high-powered
showing in New York at which
million owners of record-playing
machines.
Frank M. Folsom, RCA president,
The RCA development was dedenied that there "is any warfare
scribed to newsmen who came in
or feud between CBS and ourtwo shifts (white carnations first,
selves" over the two companies'
new microgroove records.
red carnations next — carnations
He admitted, however, that what
courtesy RCA) as an entirely new
system for reproduction of recorded
would ensue was "a normal, commercial, competitive job that peo- music — not just as a new record.
Mr. Folsom said it was the best
ple do every day in business."
Wallerstein Statement
system RCA knew about. He declared RCA had participated in
Almost as if to take immediate
meetings with Columbia before the
issue with Mr. Folsom, was a state- latter introduced its 33% records.
ment released the same day by Ed- RCA decided not to go along, he
ward Wallerstein, chairman of the said, because in past years RCA
board of Columbia Records Inc., tried
such a record and had dewho said of the new RCA development:
cided that the "Madame X" development was superior.
"We are unable to fathom the
Stressed at the conference was
purpose of the records revolving at
45 revolutions per minute which we the "revolutionary" character of
the automatic changer mechanism.
understand are to be released some
It has a 1%-inch red plastic-capped
time
Within the
the spring."
differences between the center spindle which houses a
two record giants thus expressed,
"trigger-fast" drop mechanism. It
the issue was ready for the public. holds up to eight records.
Both companies were now out
Like the Columbia record, introduced a day earlier, the RCA disc
with small-size, microgroove records and Columbia additionally
is unbreakable. It also is lightweight and paper thin. Raised
was marketing long-playing discs.
Buyers would decide in the market
areas on the non-playing surfaces
prevent the playing surfaces from
place which record would be su-

Buys

the

Professional

finest

FM

Receiver

in the World!

REL

MODEL

646

Increased demand and production have at last permitted us to announce this long-awaited price reduction. Universally used by broadcasters for FM
network relaying and high quality aural monitoring.
For details write Dept. 110

LABS • INC
G
ENGIN
RADIO
35-54 - 36th
STREET,EERIN
LONG ISLAND
CITY 1, N. Y.
r
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45

rpm

Record

touching. It can play up to 5 minutes and 15 seconds per side. The
new changer, loaded with eight
records, plays 42 minutes.
Joseph B. Elliott, vice president
in charge of the RCA Victor home
instrument department, said the
new system would be ready for distribution byApril. He added that
12 other set manufacturers were
already in the same field — with
plans, specifications and models
made available by RCA on a free
basis. Prices of records and sets,
he said, have not yet been established but would be "competitive."
In his statement criticizing the
45 rpm development, Mr. Wallerstein stressed the fact that Columbia was producing not only the 7"
microgroove record but also the
long-playing disc which delivers up
to 22 minutes' playing time per
side, both at 33% rpm.
He also emphasized that 33%
rpm has been standard in the professional recording industry, is
used by broadcasting stations and
that scores of radio stations al-

KXLW

TROUBLE

RCA Victor's new ^5 rpm phonograph and record.
ready have installed equipment to
play the microgroove record.
"In other words," said Mr. Wallerstein, "the Columbia Microgroove system, because of its universal qualities, contains maximum
flexibility for both classical and
popular recordings. We do not see
what additional advantages a 45
rpm record can offer to compensate for the unfortunate conflict it
appears to be creating in the minds
of both the public and the indus-

Ordinance,
Harass 'Saboteurs'
Stations

KXLW Clayton (St. Louis), Mo., already involved in litigation with the
village of Olivette, Mo., where its antenna is located, had troubles of a
different kind Sunday, Jan. 9. Station was
try." knocked off the air for six
and a half hours by "saboteurs" who short-circuited the antenna, according to Guy Runyon, KXLW general
.
.__
manager.
pickets
had
been
assigned
to the
The short circuiting was accomplished, Mr. Runyon said, by a per- area of the Olivette tower but only
to the site of KXLW's proposed
son or persons who "apparently
new tower in Brentwood and to the
scaled a six-foot-high barbed wire
studios in Clayton.
span at the base of the tower" and
then wound together two wires of a
The short circuiting incident followed by four days the arrest of
lightning arrestor device.
Mr. Runyon and two of his station
KXLW's transmitter was damaged as a result of the short cir- engineers, William Grant and Roy
cuit, and the station was forced off Roberson, by the marshal of Olivette on charges that they violated
the air at 7:30 a.m., an hour after
it had signed on. It was back on a village zoning ordinance by erecting the tower in a residential area.
again at 12:34 p.m., Mr. Runyon
reported. After another off-the-air
KXLW reportedly had agreed in
interruption from 1:40 p.m. to 3:08 circuit court to remove the transmitter and tower by Jan. 1, but
p.m.,
KXLW
the day's
schedule
withoutcompleted
interruption.
was unable to comply because work
on a new transmitter in BrentMr. Runyon said "someone thorwood had been halted by pickets.
oughly familiar with radio broadcast equipment and most likely the Mr. Runyon appeared before Circuit Judge Amandus Brackman in
KXLW
installation in particular"
cuiting.
was
responsible for the short cir- Clayton last Monday to report on
KXLW's attempts to comply with
In addition to its latest troubles a court injunction of June 28, 1947,
to remove its installation from
and the legal scrap with the village Olivette.
of Olivette, KXLW lost a day and
Mr. Runyon has charged officials
a half on the air when International Brotherhood of Electrical of the village with an attempt "to
Workers engineers struck — with- harass the station and interfere
out notice, according to Mr. Runwith its operation." Claryon— on Dec. 6. The IBEW engi- unjustly
ence W. Miller, head of the vilneers were still on strike when the
lage's board of trustees, countered
latest incident occurred.
with a statement that the transThe St. Louis Globe-Democrat
mitter had been erected without a
last Monday quoted the president building permit and that resulting
of the St. Louis local of IBEW,
Robert W. Stetson, as saying that litigation the past two years had
"our men" had not been at the cost Olivette $3,000. The station
KXLW transmitter-antenna site reportedly replied that the zoning
since the strike began. He said no law lacked enforcement power.
BROADCASTING
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BMB

Solution

(Continued from page 23)
Engineering Advisory Committee
to aid the Research Committee in
evaluating nighttime listening.
These measures failed to satisfy
the broadcaster critics who pursued their demands for more decisive changes.
Mr. Churchill's "resignation" is
BMB's latest answer.
Whether that will quiet the complaint remains to be seen. The degree of success of BMB's drive for
additional station subscribers will
probably provide the best test for
the present. Station reception of
the findings of the second study
next fall may provide a more positive long-term answer.
Unknown Quantity
Meanwhile, the reactions of ad' vertisers and agencies to NAB's
j apparent seizure of the BMB
: reins is another unknown quantity.
Neither Paul West, ANA president, nor Frederic Gamble, AAAA
president, would comment on the
current BMB situation beyond the
statement released by the Executive Committee, of which they are
both members.
At BMB, Dr. Baker will be in
full charge of the 1949 study, from
the printing and mailing of the
ballots, through the checking, following up and analyzing the returns from each county and measured city, to the publication of the
reports. Mr. Churchill will remain
I at BMB as long as necessary to acquaint Dr. Baker with the details
! of the operation. He has not announced his future plans.
It may be remembered that when
BMB was first organized in 1945,
Mr. Churchill joined the organization— which already had appointed
. a research director who subseI quently resigned — only after a
: great deal of persuasion had over< come his reluctance to sever a longtime connection with CBS, where
he was then research director.
The feeling of the BMB board at
that time was that as originator of
the technique to be used by BMB,
which he had already applied to
CBS audience studies, Mr. Churchill was the man best qualified to
direct BMB's research operations.
Essentially this same technique
will be used for BMB's second
study this year.
The BMB Executive Committee
comprises J. Harold Ryan, Fort
Industry Stations, chairman; Mr.
Gamble; Mr. West; Mr. Miller;
Mr. Feltis; Joseph Allen, BristolMyers Co.; Leonard Bush, Compton Adv.; Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia. All atte.nded last week's
meeting except Mr. Allen.

the others. The continued success of
the operation depends, largely, upon
these factors:
ment;
A sound scientific plan of measureoutSufficient
the job; subscriber funds to carry
E\ill cooperation and understanding
upon the part of the sponsoring groups.
Last Tuesday,
Executive
Committee of BMB the
reviewed
carefully
BMB's
present
situation.
It
found
that
the broadcasters who already have paid
two-thirds of their subscription fees
into BMB's
treasury
assurestudy,
the practical
of that
provided thatcompletion
they continue
their financial
support and presuming careful control
of bureau expenses, supplemented by
a concentrated selling campaign.
BMB must have additional subscribers if it is to grow and prosper. In
order to obtain those subscribers, the
Committee has asked Hugh Feltis, the
bureau president, to concentrate his
efforts, presently, on a selling campaign among
potential tobroadcaster
scribers, in addition
executing subhis
managerial functions. It was Mr.
Feltis who originally sold the service
to the broadcasters in 1945.
The Executive Committee accepted
the resignation of John Churchill, who
had pioneered the BMB research plan.
As a step toward insuring completion
of the 1949 Study, in this instance. Dr.
Kenneth Baker, NAB director of research, will be loaned to BMB to complete the current measurement.
Those who have already subscribed

Text :of Judge Miller's statement
follows
Every enterprise as large in scope
and technical in nature as the BMB
must survive occasional critical tests.
Measurement devices employed by other media are replete with historical
instances confirming this fact.
BMB, now four years old and presently engaged in preparing its second
nationwide study, is no different from
BROADCASTING
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to the service should be assured that
BMB still has sufficient vitality to do
the job in 1949, and do it according
to specifications, despite some unfounded reports to the contrary. Doing it deupon careful
management
in thepends
bureau,
intelligent
selling,withand
full understanding among the bureau
sponsors.
possible Committee
step is being and
takenBMBby
theEvery
Executive
management to accomplish these goals.
The 1949 study will be even more satisfactory and useful than the last, accordingdatato present
plans. Non-subscriber
to subscribers. will
There willbe beavailable
full reports
on
average daily audience, as well as the
total weekly audience.
The BMB Executive Committee is
so convinced of the importance to the
entire form
industry
of that
an accepted
unimeasurement
it is exerting
every effort
toward
completion of a valid
1949 successful
study.
Miller at CRMC
JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, NAB
president, will speak at the regular bi-weekly luncheon meeting of
the Chicago Radio Management
Club in the Tavern Club Wednesday, Jan. 26.

l^now ('<""%'''''//
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CONTINO

Denies Heidt Issues

ACCORDIONIST Dick Contino
last week contested the issues of
breach of contract raised by suit of
Horace Heidt, conductor of the
weekly youth talent program on
NBC, Sunday 7-7:30 p.m., for
Philip Morris Co. Ltd.
Mr. Contino said, "Mr. Heidt
tried to tie me up to a seven year
contract with him, under which he
would take 60% of my earnings
over and above the regular salary
which he was required to pay me.
This salary is nothing like the
amount stated in Mr. Heidt's suit."
The youth also said that under
the contract Mr. Heidt had turned
down movie, radio and television
offers without consulting him.
"Horace Heidt hasn't in any way
kept the promises he made to me
before I won the 1948 grand finals
on
radio program
last Dec. 12,"
the his
accordionist
declared.

Monroe-

.LL classes are represented in Monroe! KMLB serves a 223
million dollar market encompassing 97,410 radio homes — all
within KMLB's one
milevolt contour.
includes 3
17.parishes in
Northeastern Louisiana and 3 counties in Arkansas. — And when
it comes to radio listening,

This

area

the important thing to know is
that KMLB is the
TUNED-IN

station in these parts.

MONROE. LOUISIANA
•k TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO.. Inc.
Maliotial Represenlalives
■k AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
5000 Wotfs Day • 1000 Wa»% Night

HAS MORE LISTENERS IN NORTHEASTERN LOUISIANA THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED
January 17, 1949
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Representation Probe
(Continued from page 28)

The only really complete
POCKET SIZE reference book on
Radio and Television kept up to
date for you by periodic looseleaf inserts.
PARTIAL CONTENTS:
Sponsored Network Programs
Agencies &Their Network Programs
Television: Networks, Stations,
Sponsors, Agencies, etc. (Plus
special
supplementary News
Bulletin coverage).
Major,worksRegional, Secondary NetPrincipal Radio Stations
Population Figures
Estimated Audience Figures
Transcription Services
And much more.'

The Executives' Radio Service
concise News Bulletin issued biweekly at no extra cost to
FACTuary purchasers.
^ ^ ^
The fact that we accept no advertising inthe FACTuary enables
us to give you all the pertinent
material in regard to radio and
television in a handy POCKETSIZE form. No irrelevant material, but page after page of
information you really need.
In the same way that the FACTuary aids the busy executive by
condensing the important facts
and figures,
so doesacttheas biweekly News Bulletin
an
important time saver. Its clear,
concise style will keep you up to
date on major developments in a
form that enables you to absorb
the news at a quick glance.
Send in the convenient order
blank today. And remember the
three
order month's
blank. refund notice on the
EXECUTIVES' RADIO SERVICE
Research and Publication Office
1889 Palmer Ave. larchmont. New York

to say only that NBC would never
expand beyond its ability to serve
effectively.
Upon completion of Mr. McConnell's testimony a controversy developed over NARSR counsel's request that the networks bring in
"typical" TV affiliation contracts.
Mr. Ply contended that affiliation
contracts with unconnected stations
— where "network" service must be
provided by film — are actually contracts for national spot representation. Mr. Fly argued the networks
thus control unconnected affiliates'
time via affiliation agreements.
Mr. Spearman said unconnected
stations obviously must have films,
but that networks should not be
allowed to become film brokers or to
tie up the sources of film supply so
that independent stations would
have to "beg" the networks for
films. If that is being done, he
said, it should be prohibited.
Network counsel protested the
request for TV affiliation forms.
Judge Rosenman contending that
the request raised a wholly new issue which could be handled only in
a new hearing. Comr. Walker
ruled, however, that the networks
should bring in the contracts so
FCC could have a look.
Mr. Brown, counsel for DuMont,
presented a statement by DuMont
TV Network Director Lawrence
Phillips declaring that DuMont
neither has a national spot sales
representation division nor plans to
establish one.
Murray B. Grabhorn, ABC vice
president, said the spot sales revenues of WMAL Washington — only
affiliate represented by ABC Spot
Sales — increased 170% from 1942,
when ABC Spot Sales representation was started, to 1948.
To show that ABC didn't "play
favorites" with its own stations, he
noted that the network's three
owned outlets in that same period
experienced a somewhat less gain
in spot time sales: 108%. Further,
he
said, WMAL's
increased
155%. network revenues
Tuesday
R. 0. Dunning, president of KHQ
Spokane, testified at FCC request
as result of NARSR witnesses'
charges, at the December session,
that KHQ accepted three quarterhours of sponsorship arranged by
NBC in place of eight quarter-hours
of national spot which would have
meant substantially more money
for the station.
NARSR had cited this as an example of "pressure" that networks
may apply on affiliates and also had
called attention to a telegram sent
by Sidney N. Strotz, NBC vice president, expressing surprise at the
"horse trading" and suggesting
that NBC would like to know about
it
wasn't satisfied with its
NBCif KHQ
affiliation.
Mr. Dunning said the episode
originated with disclosure that the
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Richfield Reporter, very popular
with KHQ listeners, was to be
moved from NBC to ABC. He said
KHQ asked the Katz Agency to see
if the program could be continued
on a spot basis on KHQ, KOMO
Seattle, and KGW Portland in addition to being on ABC.
Mr. Strotz' telegram, he said,
came the same day he was advised
that Richfield Oil Co., sponsor of
the program, did not consider his
plan practicable. He said the station "ignored" the Strotz wire.
Had Replacement
He said NBC worked up a replacement for the Reporter at
KHQ's request. The network offered a news show six days a week,
sponsored three days by Mennen
and available the rest of the time
for cooperative sponsorship. Mr.
Dunning said he accepted this offer
four days before the Reporter was
to leave the network. On that
day, he said, the Katz Agency had
asked him to give first refusal to
Phillips Petroleum, but made no
firm offer.
The Phillips account, Mr. Dunning said, would have meant
$15,600. In comparison he said
KHQ would receive $3,000 a year
for the Mennen portion of the program, and nouncements
thatwere sold
chainbreak
anwhich would
mean $7,000 more. In addition he
said he had hoped to sell the co-op
portions for $9,000, which would
run the station's total to $19,000.
(Ultimately, Mennen cancelled,
KHQ refused another network offer, and Phillips has occupied the
time period since Jan. 3.)
Under questioning by Mr. Perdue,
the KHQ executive said he had no
fear that the station would lose its
NBC affiliation for exercising the
right of decision.
Mr. Russell, counsel for Mutual,
offered a statement that MBS does
not engage in any of the practices
involved in NARSR's charges. Mr.
Fly, on behalf of NARSR, agreed.
Emerson Markham, stations
manager of General Electric's
WGY, WGFM (FM), and WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, appeared on behalf of NBC. "We have not found
that our interests were in any way

MEMO to:
ED JOHNSTONE,

jeopardized by association with the
NBC network on the one hand and
NBC station representation on the
other," he declared.
Ben B. Baylor, assistant general
manager and director of sales of
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington,
said his stations were "extremely
pleased" with ABC representation.
Mr. McConnell, under cross-examination, told Comr. Hennock
that NBC had not "tried harder" to
secure the representation of additional affiliates because "We don't
believe in long lists," and because,
in AM, he had recommended
against expansion until after the
spot hearing has been decided.
He was questioned at length by
Mr. Cottone on the decision to hold
off expansion in AM but not in TV.
He contended the AM and TV situations are "very different," that
television is in its formative period
and that video stations have great
need for help in securing all the
revenues they can get.
Mr. Grabhorn, under cross-examination, said ABC had no thought of
soliciting additional TV stations for
representation. He conceded that
President Mark Woods previously
had indicated plans for expansion.
But, he said, television is moving
so fast that policies can change
overnight, with the result that the
present plan is against expansion.
That too might change, he added.
He denied the hearing had anything
to do with the change of plans.
As the hearing wound up, Mr.
Fly said he still thought it desirable
for
FCC tocontracts.
see the networks'
TV
affiliation
But because
of TV stations' need for any revenues they can get, he said, NARSR
will not now push the questions it
had raised about these contracts.
Judge Rosenman told FCC^that
if it intended to take the contracts
and perhaps rule that they are contrary to public interest, then CBS
would insist on adjournment of the
hearing to permit the network to
call "many" witnesses to show that
the contracts are neither improper
nor illegal. Comr. Walker assured
all participants they would be given
a chance to be heard if the Commission should decide on any adverse action.

Redfield- Johnstone :

WCKY's 1948 mail on its famous JAMBOREE

program

was 34% greater than 1947's. The Jamboree audience, a BUYING audience, is constantly grovt^ing.
Can we give you more facts and figures?

UJflTTS
OF
SELLinC POUJER
50,000

on THE niR lUERVUiHERE

WCKY
CINCINNATI
24 HOURS R DRY
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NEW

SPONSORS

Created by TV, Smith
Tells Chicago Club

MORE THAN 60% of the time sold on NBC's television network has
gone to advertisers who are not currently using the network's sound
broadcasting facilities, Carleton D. Smith, NBC director of television
operations, told 500 Chicagoans Wednesday at a Radio Management
Club luncheon.
.
Mr. Smith delivered an address
He predicted that the television
preceding a half- manufactux'ing industry itself will
hour NBC televido much to create new demand and
sion "salute" to give employment to "hundreds of
the club from
New York and thousands."
"Even more important may be
Washington via
television's contribution to the econthe newly opened
omy of the nation by stimulating
East- Midwest co- the movement
of billions of dollars
axial cable. The
gathering, in Chi- worth of merchandise and services,"
"Only by mass discago's Palmer he a_sserted.
tribution do we get mass producHouse, was the
Mr. Smith
tion. The economic base of televilargest in the
sion is its already proven ability
history of the radio management
to increase and speed up distribugroup.
"Forty percent of our commercial
TV schedule has been purchased by
Not only are the nation's largest
tion."
current NBC advertisers, but with
new money — not from their NBC
sound appropriations," Mr. Smith
HOOVER
reported, observing that this points
up the fact television is a new adApproves State Streamlining
vertising medium — not simply a replacement of radio or any of the THE HOOVER Commission last
older forms of advertising.
week gave its approval to "task
force" suggestions which would
Creating New Ad Dollars
streamline the State Dept. but
"TV is creating new advertising
simultaneously turned thumbs
dollars, just as radio did. And in down on the proposal to divest it
our country's entire economic his- of "Voice of America" operations.
tory, no good advertising medium
The task force previously had
has ever been put out of business
recommended that the State Dept.
when another good advertising meconfine itself solely to policy matdium came along."
ters and relinquish actual "Voice"
Mr. Smith noted that for the
as well as other overfirst time since before the war, a operations,
seas information activities [Broadcasting, Dec. 6, 1948].
period of intense competition for
the consumer's dollar is approachA spokesman for the commission,
ing and the "backlog of consumer
headed closedbylast Wednesday
Herbert Hoover,*
disthat it was
demand is beginning to evaporate."
the feeling of the commission that
the State Dept. should retain control of "Voice" broadcasts shortMaj. Ridge
waved to Europe, especially the
(Continued from page 28)
U.S.S.R., as a matter of policy
rather than operation.
plementary to the newspaper and
The commission was also said to
there is no fight between the two."
have
frowned on the idea of a corHowever, after years of differences
poration, which would absorb
with the local papers over policy,
"Voice" operations, as out of line
in 1947 Maj. Ridge and the North
Carolina Broadcasting Co. bought with its overall purpose to curtail
Government expense through more
16%% interest in the Greensboro
efficiency and economy.
News Co., publisher of the GreensThe commission reportedly
boro Daily News and the afternoon
Greensboro Record.
agreed on the following proposals
Active in public and political which, if enacted, would herald
administrative changes in the
life, Maj. Ridge served one four- wide
State Dept. :
year term as U. S. marshal for the
middle North Carolina district and
(1) Two deputy Undersecrewas confirmed by the 80th Congress
taries, one each for administrative
for a second term. In 1938 he ran
and policy, would aid the Secretary
of State and Undersecretary.
for Congress on a "100% New
Deal" platform, but was defeated.
(2) foreign
The Department's
domestic
During the recent national elec- and
service personnel
tions he was one of the few people
should be unified at the top levels,
who early in the campaigns picked thus providing safeguards for
President Truman to win and stuck
career personnel that should, acby his prediction until it came true.
cording to commission feeling, be
divorced from Civil Service.
In 1916 Maj. Ridge married Lorraine Procter of Durham, N. C,
(3) The Department should conwho survives him.
fine itself primarily with policy or
Funeral services were held Friadvisory matters, relinquishing acday afternoon. Burial was in
tual foreign aid program operaGreensboro.
tions wherever feasible.
! BROADCASTING
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advertisers "naturally turning to.,
television as a new arm of distribution, but the not-so-big advertisers are finding that network TV
is paying off for them," he added.
The New York portion of the
East-to-West show featured Tex
and Jinx McCrary in sidewalk interviews outside Radio City with ice
skaters on nearby Plaza rink forming the background. An aii-line
pilot, a professional skater and a
well known illustrator were among
those intei-viewed.
In Washington announcer MorBeatty interviewed
Illinois'
new gan
Senator
Paul Douglas,
and
other Congressional leaders in the
shadow of the Capitol dome amidst
construction work on President
Truman's Inaugural rostrum. Climax of the half -hour show was the
first Chicago demonstration of the
split-screen technique in television,
with Mr. Beatty in Washington
shown conversing with announcer
Ben Grauer in New York.
In addition to Mr. Smith, out-of-

.town guests at the luncheon were
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive
vice president, and Walter Damm,
general manager of the Milwaukee
Journal stations. Heads of Chicago
TV stations, leading advertisingagencies and station representative
firms, as well as officials of the
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. also
were introduced.
HallicrafterTVCut
ANOTHER drastic cut in television set prices was reported
Wednesday when William J. Halligan, president of Hallicrafters Co.,
Chicago, announced that the company's seven-inch receiver would be
cut S50 to S139.50. Commenting on
a slowdown in demand for such
sets, Mr. Halligan predicted all
prices would be down from the 1948
level.
ALLIED RADIO Corp., Chicago, has
announced release of low-priced wire
recorder-phonograph combination.

CHET LONG is more than a WBNS
news commentator. He is a public
spirited citizen of a thriving community who is always an indefatigable worker for all civic improvements, charities Recently
and worthwhile organizations.
he
was awarded the first and only
male membership in the Columbus
Chapter, National
Association, because Secretary's
of outstanding
service to the profession.

what
that'sWBNS
S TOP
NATION'have
THElisteners
"ONE
hearing" over
beenTWENTY,
Central OFOhio
for the past two months. Hooper Listening Index for
August-September 1948 place WBNS 10th in the morning, 7th in the afternoon and 5th in the evening. A top
twenty rating based on the city zone share of audience
for all stations, network and non-network cities.
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE (ON WBNS) has been
itably proven by the Furniture ^ ^ _
Columbus'
one ofstores.
bet
They betHouse,
ter furniture
their entire advertising budget
on WBNS and to their great
satisfaction business instantly
showed a phenomenal increase
and has steadily gained for
Yes, if you
profmonth after month.
want results use
WBNS.
COVERS
rr

POWER

5000 0*1000 'N CBS

ASK

JOHN

BLAIR
January 17, 1949
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TV

Operations

COSTS

FLEXIBLE formula for calculation of annual operating costs of
television stations is provided in
Chapter 3 of the NAB's continuing
study of TV. Titled "Basic Economics, Operating Costs," the
chapter is part of a project titled
"Television: A Report on the Visual Broadcasting Art" [Broadcasting, Nov. 1, 1948].
Charles A. Batson is in charge
of the study, authorized by the
NAB board. His first chapters
were completed last summer and
were reviewed at the series of NAB
district meetings [Broadcasting,
July 26, 1948].
Cost components for two types
of transmitters and four program
sources are detailed by Mr. Batson
in Chapter 3, which carries forward the first two chapters on construction costs.
Minimum Cost
Average minimum operating
costs are calculated for a mythical
TV station. The costs total $356,000 a year for metropolitan stations using film, network, studio
and remote program sources 31%
hours a week plus test pattern
transmissions, a total of 50 hours.
A "two-by-four" formula, similar to formulas for construction
costs, can be used to show annual
operating costs slightly over $100,-

000 but this is a highly restricted
operation with a community class
transmitter and no program source
other than network. Maximum operating costs are calculated in detail as high as the individual
broadcaster may wish.
One major formula and a supplemental labor cost chart are provided by Mr. Batson for calculation of operating costs. The major
formula, which can be extended by
adding the time factor not present
in construction tables, provides a
detailed method of figuring in advance what any type of television
will cost without reference to income.
General, administrative and
sales costs are prorated among departments and program sources.
The specimen calculation of $356,000 a year is based on these items
(average annual minima) :
Transmitter (50 hours per week) $55,000
Studio-Transmitter Link
3,000
Program Nucleus
13,000
Network (14 hours per week)— 80,000
Film (7 hours per week)
65,000
Remote (7 hours per week)
60,000
Studio {3Vz hours per week)
80,000
Annual Total

Chapter 3 of the study consists
of 22 pages of text. It points out
that TV operating costs as high as
$1,000 a day are not uncommon,

WIOD led the
field in coverage of
the fabulous war time
market... and, now it
holds its leadership
by literally saturating
this, the greatest of
all "normal" markets!

National Representatives
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
Southeast Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
JAMES M. leGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS . 610 KC
All WIOD-AM programs
WIOD-FM
without
extra
Page 58
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$356,000

are
cost

duplicated on
to advertisers

Analyzed

in Study

with some twice that amount and
even higher.
Future chapters of the study will
cover building stations, operating
stations and programming, among
other topics.
This operation is a metropolitan
class station employing all four
program sources as indicated by
this table, the 50-hour schedule
comprising 31 hours programming
and the rest test patterns.
Specimen operating costs are
listed herewith for the transmitting plant and the programming
plant :
OPERATING COSTS
A Specimen of Annual Expenses
TRANSMITTING PLANT
COMMUNITY (500 W)
Depreciation
$12,500
Maintenance Supplies
3,500
Personnel
6,500
Power and Water
1,500
Miscellaneous
1,000
Total
$25,000
50 Hours Per Week
METROPOLITAN (5 KW)
Depreciation -i
$29,000
Maintenance Supplies
13,000
Personnel
8,000
Power and Water
3,000
Miscellaneous
2,000
Total
$55,000
50 Hours Per Week
STUDIO-TRANSMITTER LINK
Depreciation
$2,200
Maintenance
800
Total
$3,000
PROGRAMMING PLANT
And Prorated Expenses for
General, Administrative and
Sales Purposes
NETWORK
14 Hours Per Week Woven into
28 Hour Schedule
Connection
Charge *
$42,500
Sustaining Features
22,500
Program Total
$65,000
PRORATED SHARE OF
OVERHEAD t
$15,000
Total
$80,000
FILM
14 Hours Per Week Woven into
28 Hour Schedule
Depreciation
$6,000
Maintenance Supplies
1,500
Personnel
15,000
Film Rentals and Purchases 73,000
Rent and Power
^ 2,500
Miscellaneous
2,000
Program Total
$100,000
PRORATED SHARE OF
OVERHEAD t
$15,000
Total
$115,000
7 Hours Per Week $65,000
NUCLEUS
Depreciation
$2,000
Maintenance
500
Personnel
10,000
Miscellaneous
500
Total
$13,000
STUDIO
7 Hours Per Week
Depreciation
$14,000
Maintenance Supplies
10,000
Personnel
40,000
Production (other than staff) — 55,000
Rent, Power & Miscellaneous— 6,000
Program Total
$125,000
* Under the NBC Contract, on which
these network computations are based,
this is not a cash expense. The network is mercial
given
thirty
free inhours
of comtime per
month
Ueu thereof.
However, essarily
sincefollowed
this bypractice
is not nec-a
all networks,
sample figure, based upon an hourly
rate tive
of $300,
purposes.is shown here for illustra-

PRORATED SHARE OF
OVERHEAD t
$15,000
Total
$140,000
354 Hours REMOTE
Per Week $80,000
14 Hours Per Week
Depreciation
$12,000
Maintenance Supplies
10,000
Personnel
33,000
Telecasting Rights
36,000
Vehicle Operation, Maintenance
& Storage
2,000
Program Total
$93,000
PRORATED SHARE OF
OVERHEAD t
$15,000
Total
$108,000
7 Hours Per Week $60,000
t Assumes
operation with an existing auraljoint
station.

WARREN

SALE

Approved by FCC
ACQUISITION of WREN and
WRRN-FM Warren, Ohio, by the
Tribune Co., publisher of the Warren daily Tribune-Chronicle, at a
purchase price of $300,000, was approved by FCC last Thursday.
The stations were established and
have been operated by Nied & Stevens Inc., owned in equal shares by
Perry H. and Lucy S. Stevens, and
Frank T. and Evelyn A. Nied.
FCC was told that Mr. Nied,
manager of the station, is ill and
unable to continue the operation
and that the other stockholders are
not available to take over direct
management.
WRRN, founded in 1941, is on
1400 kc with 250 w but has a construction permit for 1440 kc with
5 kw fulltime. It is affiliated with
Mutual. WRRN-FM is slated to
take the air in June.
The Commission had designated
the transfer application for hearing to determine whether control
had already been transferred without FCC approval [Broadcasting,
Jan. 10]. On its own motion last
Thursday, however, the Commission
reconsidered
and approved the
transfer.
WHEN Paul Dixon, WCPO Cincinnati
disc m.c, became ill just before a
broadcast of his 1230 Club Sammy
Kaye, volunteered
who was toto be
Mr. program.
Dixon's
guest,
do the
Mr. Kaye
went
on
the
air
and
ceeded in true disc jockey style. pro-

e cording?
r

Hi

in Chicago
TRANSCRIfTION MASTIRS • REFERENCE RECORDINS
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TV Suffix Edict
CALL

LEHERS

COMMONLY-owned AM, FM, and TV stations using common base call
letters but located in different communities were given until July 1 to
change the FM or TV calls, under a policy statement issued by FCC last
Thursday.
The Commission said common
Johnston Broadcasting Co. —
call letters may be used (with FM
WJLD Bessemer and WJLD-FM
or TV suffixes) only if the stations
are in the same community and are Birmingham, Ala.
Radio Anthracite Inc.— WHWL
commonly owned or controlled.
They may not be used even if the Nanticoke, Pa., and WHWL-FM
stations are in different cities of Scranton.
San Bernardino Valley Broadthe same metropolitan district.
casters— KCSB San Bernardino
FCC said "the vast majority" of and KCSB-FM Colton, Calif.
commonly owned AM, FM and TV
stations already comply with this
May Broadcasting Co. — KMA
policy. A preliminary search of Shenandoah, Iowa, and KMA-TV
FCC records revealed only five in- Omaha, Neb.
As an example of its policy, FCC
stances which do not, although FCC
said :
authorities said there may be other
standard broadcast station using
cases. The five cases, with the theA call
letter WXXX, located in City
common owner in each case, were:
X, will be permitted to use the call
letters
WXXX-FM
or WXXX-TV for
Associated Broadcasters, Inc. —
its FM or TV stations only if the FM
and TV stations are also located in
WEST Easton and WEST-FM
City X. Similarly, an FM station
Bethlehem, Pa.
(where eratethe
licenseestation)
does notlocated
also op-in
a standard
City Z using the call letters WZZZ
of WZZZ-FM will be permitted to use
the caU letters WZZZ-TV for its TV
station only if the TV station is located
WSON TRANSFER
in City Z.
The policy, FCC said, should help
Hecht Lackey Would Control
avoid "some of the confusion which
APPLICATION was filed with has arisen in the past with regard
FCC last week for consent to trans- to assignment and use of call letfer of control of WSON-AM-FM
Henderson, Ky., to Hecht S.
Lackey, general manager and part
ters."
LEA
owner of the station. Stock held by CLARENCE
Pierce E. and Montana L. Lackey
Joins Transportation Assn.
and WPAD Paducah, Ky., is re- CLARENCE F. LEA, a former
tired by WSON for $57,800.
chairman of the House Interstate
The 4% 'interests held each by and Foreign Commerce Committee,
Pierce E. Lackey and Montana L. will assume duties in Washington
Lackey are retired as treasury
March 1 as director of governstock by Henderson Broadcasting
mental relations for the TransporCo., WSON licensee, for $3,480
tation Assn. of America, the
each. The 58%% holding of WPAD
is acquired for |51,040. WPAD is group's nounced
board
of directors ^anlast Wednesday.
owned chiefly by Pierce E. Lackey.
Mr. Lea, a Congressman from
Hecht S. Lackey becomes sole ownCalifornia for 32 years, retired
er of WSON following transaction.
from the House of Representatives
WSON is assigned 500 w daytime
at the close of the 80th Congress.
pn 860 kc.
He was author of the Lea Act,
Pierce E. and Montana L. Lackey
which imposed certain curbs on the
and WPAD recently withdrew
from WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., AFM and other unions.
Donald D. Conn, executive vice
leaving F. E. Lackey as sole owner [Broadcasting, Jan. 31. Pierce president of the association, announced that in the new job, Mr.
Lackey also is president of WCIF
Madisonville, Ky.
Lea will "seek to harmonize opinions among the many trade groups
so that a common understanding
can be resolved regarding these
fundamental transportation policies
m
which are necessary for the nation's
economy and national defense."
WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
WBEN-TV TO CBS
Makes 29 for Network
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
THE
ACQUISITION
last week of
AND NOW—
WBEN-TV Buffalo as an affiliate
5000 WATT OUTPUT !
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Can Tell You More About
C

H

N

HALIFAX
BROADCASTING

S
NOVA SCOTIA

NEW WBKB SITE
installation Work Starts
WORK on the new transmitter site
of WBKB (TV) Chicago atop the
American National Bank Bldg., 33
N. LaSalle St., was begun fortnight
ago. First step was the hoisting
of 20 tons of steel to reinforce the
top of the building for installation
of a 5 kw TV and FM transmitter.
Estimated cost of the project,
including remodeling of studio and
office space, is $250,000. Transmission equipment weighing 85 tons is
to be installed at the new location,
four blocks from WBKB's present
studios and offices in the StateLake Bldg. A 68-ft., five-section
antenna will be erected atop a 135ft. tower.
Work is expected to be completed
sometime in April, according to
WBKB executives. The move to
the new location also will involve
WBIK (FM). New quarters for
the stations, both owned by Balaban & Katz, will be on the 39th
floor of the bank building. WBKB
is on Channel 4 (66-72 mc) and
WBIK is on Channel 242 (96.3 mc).

Issued by FCC

of CBS-TV brings that network's
video outlets to a total of 29, Herbert V. Akerberg, vice president in
charge of station relations announced. Outlet is also affiliated
with NBC-TV.
WBEN-TV, assigned Channel 4,
is owned and operated by WBEN
Inc. General manager is C. Robert
Thompson.
WGR Buffalo continues as the
CBS AM outlet in that city.

• Telecasting
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p ■'

Artist's conception of new skyscraper transmitter site for WBKB
(TV) and WBIK (FM) now being
erected atop the American National
Bank Bldg. in Chicago.

WTTG
Morning TV
WTTG (TV) Washington, DuMont
outlet, starts morning telecasts
today (Jan. 17) with most of the
additional programs originating
from WABD New York, another
DuMont affiliate. The new schedule, which calls for program telecasts from 10 a.m. through 3:30
p.m., is in effect Monday through
Friday, according to Walter Compton, WTTG
general manager.

FIRST

DAVENPORT,

IN

THE

ROCK47 Kw.ISLAND, MOtiNE, EAST MOLINE
CP. 22.9 Kw. visual
103.7 Mc
TV and QvraU Channel 5

Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. 1 Network
woe advertisers reach the biggest
and richest industrial center between
Chicago and Omaha, Minneapolis
and St. Louis . . . get extra coverage
of the prosperous lowa-IIlinois farming area on WOC-FM without additional cost. With complete duplication both stations deliver the entire
NBC Network schedule and local
programs to this rich farming area.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernie Sanders, Manager
DAVENPORT,

IOWA

FREE & PETERS, IKC,

National

Representatives
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Farley, Eagan

BOXING

Declare

TV Doesn't Hurt
TELEVISION will not be detrimental to boxing according to both James
A. Farley, ex-Postmaster General and former chairman of the New
York State Athletic Commission, and Col. Edward P. P. Eagan, present
commission chairman.

evening
Wednesday
spoke Writers
at They
the Boxing
Assn. annual
dinner in New York. Their opinions
were diametrically opposed to that
of Abe J. Greene, national commissioner of the National Boxing
Assn., who the week before stated
television was a threat to the ring
industry [Broadcasting, Jan. 10].
Said Mr. Farley:
"Ultimately it will be found that
television is not detrimental."
Col. Eagan suggested that television might actually be "the morning star" that points the way to future prosperity for the ring sport.
He explained that the widespread
advertising job television is capable
of performing might bring boxing
to many who never saw a contest
and make them enthusiasts who
would come to the arenas.

TV

INAUGURAL
Films Ready in 24 Hours

A FILM recording of the first
telecast of a Presidential Inauguration will be available within 24
hours after the ceremonies Thursday to stations in every television
city, it was announced last Thursday by representatives of four
networks.
The networks will record two
negatives of the telecast, one a
master from which prints will be
made, and the other a projection
copy. The master will be rapidprocessed, edited, printed and positives will be offered at cost to all
affiliated network stations.

Those who concluded the arrangements were: Larry Ruddell,
ABC television director of recording; Robert Wood, manager of CBS
television network operations; Edward Carroll, manager of DuMont
Teletranscription department, and
N. Ray Kelly, assistant director of
NBC television's film division.

Wincharger towers in directional arrays •
even six element arrays! Higher quality,
wider versatility, lower cost have made
Wincharger antenna towers America's first
choice,
■
>->
r lUinCHHRCER/'^^,^
Sioux City 6, Iowa. U.S.A.
For Technical Data and Prices
Phone,
WriteDivision
or Wire- Wincharger
Corporation's
Antenna Tower
Makers of Preferred
T<iw^s„
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Toy Council Sponsors
NEW VIDEO program for children and parents, Hurray for Play,
will debut on March 6 over 20
network's,
the networks
on ern
stations
ABC-TV and
midwest
eastern
as well as stations now beyond
cable or relay range. The first
program on ABC's video recording
to stations not served by cable will
be televised on March 13. Featurchildren'als
and
ing songs,
g function
stressin
and games
parties,
toys. Hurray for Play is scheduled
for Sundays, 6-6:30 p.m., EST and
PST, and 5-5:30 p.m., CST. It is
sponsored on a 52-week basis by
the Toy Guidance Council, New
York, through Reiss Advertising,
New York.

*

Col. Eagan traced the constantly
increasing flow of revenue to the
commission from radio and television. Radio in 1947, through a 5%
tax on boxing and wrestling promoters' grosses, gave the commission $9,685, whereas in 1948 the
amount rose to $14,132.50.
Television's increase was, considering the newness of the medium,
even more spectacular. In 1944 it
gave the commission $1,275; in
1945, $4,725; in 1946, $5,000; in
1947, $8,492, and in 1948, $13,265.

TV HOOPERS
To Coyer Ten Cities
HOOPER TV audience measurements will jump from one to ten
cities as of Feb. 10. On that date
information on evening TV viewing will be available for Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
St. Louis and Washington, in addition to New York, on which Hooper
TV reports have been available
since February 1948.
Reports will be based on the
regular random coincidental telephone sample in each city. They
will provide
station
audience indexes and station
Hooperatings
by
80-minute and 60-minute periods
for all evenings of the week, and
will be published as section 11 of
the regular city Hooperatings re-

ports.
Goverriment
BRITISH

VIDEO

Handicaps

Cited by Fisk

TELEVISION growth in the United States is leaving British TV service
far behind, according to Sir Ernest Fisk, deputy chairman and managing
director. Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. He attributes this lag to
the handicaps imposed by Britain's government-operated system as
against the U. S. system of free United
*
States providing 30 stations
competitive enterprise in radio.
in two years.
Addressing EMI's 17th annual
"Even more startling is a foremeeting, he reminded that BBC
cast recently made by the FCC
established the "first public tele- chairman [Wayne Coy] that there
vision in the world at London in will be 400 TV stations in the U. S.
by 1950 (that is about the time we
1936,"
using
EMI's during
system.the"That
service was closed
war
shall have completed our second
and reopened in 1946," he said. station in England) and that with"We expect the second station in
in seven or eight years, there will
England to be opened in Birming- be 1,000 TV stations in operation
ham some time in 1949.
in the United States.
"In the United States there was
"The same amazing difference
no public television service, in the shows in the manufacture and sale,
proper sense of that term, before of TV receivers. After six years
1946 but when this kind of thing operation in England, 100,000 TV
starts in America under their sys- sets have been manufactured and
tem of competitive enterprise, it
installed in English homes." He
goes ahead with such vigor that cor- compared this with the million sets
responding developments in Eng- installed in the United States, and
land are quickly left behind.
the prediction of 17 million set in
"There are already more than 30 use by 1955.
He contended the English TV
TV stations operating in the
image of 405 lines is providing betUnited States [as of early December]. Ignoring the war period,
ter pictures than the higher 525England will have provided two line U. S. standard because of sustations in seven years against the
perior use of facilities.
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The

3

minutes

You can put on a symphony or a slug fest You
can have millions sit back and have a good time.
But those three minutes of commercial in that half
hour must pay for it all.

that

must

pay

Your Hooper can be way up— and your sales
way down.

for

It all

This agency keeps its eye on the ball -results!
On this basis it has an excellent record in radio
and television.
Won't you invite us in to tell you more?

The
Joseph
Katz
Advertising
BALTIMORE

Company
NEW YORK

Member American Association of Adveriising Agencies

Elementary,

my

dear
So

if you're

It wouldn't take the great Sherlock Holmes
long to solve the problem of buying radio time

produces

in Baltimore — the nation's sixth largest market.

big-bargain-buy,

After a few minutes'

audience

study, he would

say:

Watson!
looking

low-cost

for the station that

sales, the station that is the
the station that has the big

at low cost, put W-I-T-H

yours. Call in the Headley-Reed
"Elementary, my dear Watson. The best buy
is the BIG independent with the BIG audience,

the whole

on that list of
man,

exciting story about W-I-T-H

and get
today.

Station W-I-T-H."
Yes, sir! In this big, rich market, it's W-I-T-H
that delivers more

listeners-per-dollar

other station in town. W-I-T-H
all radio homes
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covers 92.3%

in the Baltimore
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than any
of

WITH
Baltimore
Maryland
AM
FM
TomTinsley, President • Represented by Headley-Reed

trading area.
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By J. FRANK

BEATTY

BALTIMORE is a geographer's
nightmare
and a businessman's
dream.
Located on the deepwater Patapsco estuary near the northern
tip of Chesapeake Bay, it is the
]South's
port andof city.
As thenorthernmost
southern terminus
the
£Chesapeake & Delaware toll-free
"canal, it is the North's southern^most port and city.
' And just to keep the compass
ispinning, it is the westernmost
seaport of the industrial East and
thus the closest ocean connection
'for the Midwest.
The pre-radio plantation owners
■who chose this bay -head site as an
outlet for their products flaunted
the finest maritime traditions of
the early 18th century. None lived
to see the fruition of his daring
and wisdom in picking the farthest
inland port location in the East.
All the marvels of the mechanized era have fit into Baltimore's
geographical blessings. Steamboat,
railroad, airplane, telephone, elec■tricity, motor transport and electronic communication — each has
added to the city's commercial and
BROADCASTING
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industrial well-being and each has
helped clinch its high place in the
nation's economy and its sixth
place in population.
This metropolitan area of 1,300,000 citizens enjoyed a 25% population boom as it added human tools
to keep its wartime factories and
shipping facilities operating. Most
of the families stayed on, attracted
by job availability and low-cost
living, and a $150,000,000 program
of residential building in IVi years
has eased their housing problem.
Like their fellow home dwellers
— for Baltimoreans are extremely
home-minded — they are settled citizens who go back to the fireside
after work is done, and stay there.
Careful Buyers
Are Brand Conscious
Such families provide a seller's
paradise. They buy carefully and
are highly brand-conscious. As
home-loving citizens they naturally
spend much of their time listening
to the radio, and 97% of families
have at least one set around the
place.
At the moment this rather staid
and steady city is going slightly
Telecasting

television crazy. Its row upon row
of row houses are studded with
dipoles.
A sparrow's
scan-of
ning of an
unweighted quick
sample
the vast residential expanse would
reveal one TV antenna to every 10
chimneys.
Though the bite of the television
bug generally causes some degree
of hysteria for the moment, Baltimore's broadcasters aren't especially alarmed. Their AM stations
did a $4,000,000 business last year
and the first scattered returns indicate the 1949 figure will be even
higher.
True to the city's character,
Baltimore's AM growth has been
steady. Up to about a year ago it
had only five AM outlets— WBAL,
WCAO, WFBR, WCBM and WITH.
Two AM daytimers — WBMD and
WSID — are barely a year old and
one already is over the hump. One
straight FM station, WMCP, claims
it is just shy of the break-even
point. Another FM outlet, WMAR,
has the powerful Sunpapers behind
it. They have been showing more
than casual interest in transit FM
and their exciting WMAR-TV is in
the black. Several other FM sta-

tions duplicate programs of their
AM parents.
Of the three TV stations in
Baltimore,
one —in WBAL-TV
—
has
an AM only
outlet
the family.
WAAM is TV only, but has an AM
grant and an FM application.
WAAM has been too busy launching TV to do much about its AM
permit. WMAR-TV had an AM
grant but television was about all
it could handle except for a parttime FM schedule, so the newspaper
firm turned in its AM permit last
November.
Would Like
More TV Channels
Should the FCC happen to find
two or three extra video channels
lying under an allocation engineer's
blotter, eager Baltimore AM stations will bump heads at the Commission's front door. Meanwhile,
slighted Baltimoreans' are wondering why their more fortunate
Washington neighbors latched on
to four TV channels.
Channels 2, 11 and 13 are assigned to Baltimore, leaving the
whole center of the TV dial wide
open. The city's television appetite
(Continued on Baltimore U )
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had been whetted by signals from
Washington, over 30 airline miles
away and even before any local
stations were on the air there were
3,000 video receivers around the
city.
Luckily for Baltimore viewers
the TV programming is excellent
as the three stations vie for attention. One station, WBAL-TV is
on the air a minimum of 60 hours a
week. All three are highly creative
and the keen competition is bringing the public plenty of studio and
remote programming.
For years agencies have spoken
of Baltimore as a good radio town.
After a year of telecasting, Baltimore looms as one of the nation's
better TV cities. With two separately programmed FM outlets
along with the FM affiliates of AM
stations, the city's dialers have a
full ration of electronic entertainment.
Baltimoreans
Proud of Radio
Baltimoreans are proud of their
diversified radio service and have
granted it a place in the municipal
heart right alongside such institutions as Johns Hopkins, Maryland
Rye, Pimlico, Chesapeake oysters,
Peabody conservatory, the B&O,
white marble steps, Joe Katz, the
Sunpapers, its 600 churches and
Henry Mencken.
Those who do business in Baltimore need not be reminded that it
is the sixth largest city in the
United States. And those who know
the city's history know how it
reached that population point and
why it is smug about the future.
From a business viewpoint nothing is more important to Baltimore
than its central position on the
Atlantic coast. With an inland
location close to the tip of Chesapeake Bay, Baltimore is nearer the
large interior producing areas and
cities than any of the other Atlantic ports.
Chicago, for example, is 767
rail miles away from Baltimore
compared to 814 from Philadelphia
and 890 from New York. This provides critically important freight
rate advantages on both foreign
and domestic traffic, stimulating
the business and industrial growth
of the city.
Blessed with a fine natural harbor, the city is focal point of international trade. The harbor, with
40 miles of water frontage, is the
city's top business asset, with manufacturing industries operating extensively atwaterside sites.
Harbor First
In Export Trade
That's why Baltimore is the No. 1
U. S. port in export trade and No. 2
in total commerce.
Baltimore became a factor in
world trade at the turn of the 18th
century when settlers started sending grain and tobacco to British
ports. Soon "Baltimore Clippers"
became world-renowned, plying the
seven seas, and the city became
Maryland's first metropolis.
Shortly after the Revolutionary
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War groups of Baltimoreans started financing the construction of
fast clippers that sailed empty into
the Atlantic and returned a few
months later with fine cargoes provided by reluctant British skippers.
This profitable profession aroused
the aggrieved Britishers but the
two nations worked out a satisfactory solution in the War of 1812
and the clippers were put into more
conventional types of commerce.

POPULATION

a-half.
ily
laden freighter every hour-andEvery Freighter
Means More Commerce
The city is blessed with culture
and traditions galore, but it is
more interested in the drab
freighter whose arrival means
$15,000 to $25,000 vdll be spent for
provisions alone. The freighter unloads valuable cargoes for local and

Baltimore

metropolitan

area

1,300,000

1,050,000

1940

During that war Francis Scott
Key, Georgetown lawyer, penned
his immortal "Star Spangled Banner" as the British prepared to
launch an unsuccessful attack on
Baltimore.
Met Challenge
In Transportation
Within a decade the city faced a
new crisis as the Erie Canal was
constructed across New York State.
Products from the West started to
move into New York harbor. Baltimore accepted the challenge, coming up in 1827 with the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad, and its commerce
has thrived uninterrupted.
Darkest days in Baltimore's history followed a fire in 1904 that
razed the downtown area. For a
decade the city reeled, but plodded
steadily at the reconstruction task.
The rebuilding was well done,
with brick and masonry structures
predominating. Quarries and clay
abound in the region, and no eastern city is more substantially constructed. Business and residential
structures were built to stay, for
Baltimore does not think in temporary terms.
Came the war — World War I—
and Baltimore got the shot-in-thearm that started a new era of
commercial and industrial growth.
The pace has never slackened,
though casual historians occasionally drape the city with gustatorial
and social mantles while ignoring
the arrival or departure of a heav-
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inland industries and commerce,
and departs with goods and raw
materials from these same areas.
That ship is the symbol of Baltimore's prosperity and its steady
expansion during the last three
decades.
Baltimoreans are port-minded.
They point out that the port is
closer to South America's eastern
ports than New Orleans. They
know that the sea-level Chesapeake
& Delaware canal provides a northern outlet to the sea, and that one
of every five ships entering the
port uses this convenient and tollfree ditch.
Major Industries
Locate on Waterfront
Nearly 100 major industrial
plants are located along the 40mile waterfront. Among the list
are Bethlehem Steel Co., American
Sugar Refining Co., McCormick &
Co., Western Electric Co., Glenn L.
Martin Co., Procter & Gamble,
American Smelting & Refining Co.,
National Gypsum Co., Locke Inc.
and Esso Standard Oil, to name a
few. They employ 180,000 workers,
and their anual output is nearly
$2 Entirely
billion. aside from employment
at these plants, the port's shipping
and related maritime activities provide work for over 30,000. Port
facilities include four railroad marine terminals, 270 piers, wharves
and docks; three grain elevators;

eight ore cranes; 30 public general
merchandise warehouses; four coal
piers; 14 ship repair yards.
The port facilities involve a capital investment of over $200,000,000,
including ship channels. A $40,000,000 port development fund has
been raised to modernize and ex
pand the facilities at this all
weather ice-free harbor.
Leads Nation
In Export Tonnage
As leading U. S. city in export
tonnage, and second-place port in
total foreign-trade volume, Balti'
more moves over 45,000,000 tons of
cargo, including nearly 25,000,000
in overseas commerce.
Bethlehem's Sparrow's Point
plant, largest tidewater steel mill
in the world, employs 22,000 work
ers and is the country's second
largest plant. The adjoining Beth
lehem shipyard has seven ship
ways. During the war the yard
topped all others in ship construe
tion, including 383 Liberty and 93
Victory ships. Besides it built large
numbers of other craft and handled
a heavy conversion and repair
Western Electric produces nearprogram.
ly all of its rubber-covered wire
and coaxial cables at the Baltimore plant, where it employs 5,500.
Crown Cork & Seal, dominating
the bottle-cap field, employs 5,000.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. has
two plants operating under direc
tion of Walter Evans, vice presi
dent and also president of West
inghouse Radio Stations Inc. The
Industrial Electronics Division and
X-Ray Division employ over 2,000
persons. During the war they
turned out products valued at over
$400,000,000, including the radar
set that gave the unheeded warning
of the Japs' approach to Pearl
Harbor.
Bendix Produces
TV in Baltimore
Bendix Aviation Corp. has a
Baltimore plant employing 3,000.
Last autumn it added a TV line to
its receiver output. The TV unit
is said to have 350 persons working
on the production line.
Koppers Co. hires 3,000 workers
for its insulator plant. Davison
Inc. has at least a third that many
for its insulator plant and Davison
Chemical employs about 1,500.
Two railroads — Baltimore & Ohio
and Western Maryland — headquarter in the city. The B&O has been
a Baltimore institution for 122
years. Nearly every citizen bought
stock when the line was conceived
as a means of meeting the Erie
Canal menace. The original Mt.
Clare station is still in use.
Other railroads serving the city
include the Pennsylvania and two
short lines. Some 65 scheduled
shipping services used the port in
the month of June, 1948, and 4,389
deep-sea vessels arrived in the 12
months of 1947.
Aviation in Baltimore will enter^
a new era this year with completion
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of Friendship International Airport eight miles southeast of the
City Hall. Largest municipal project in the nation, it involves a cost
of $18,000,000.
The 3200-acre site is a mile from
Route 1, main East Coast highway
' from North to South. It is 22
miles from Washington's district
■ line and a new highway will provide swift service to the nation's
capital.
Friendship is expected to ease
the international and domestic air
load at National Airport in Washington. Located 125 feet above sea
« level, it has good air drainage with
fewer than 10 foggy days a year
i compared to New York's 30 to 40.
" Three trans-Atlantic airlines and
nine domestic lines will use the
1 port. The present municipal airI port will be used mainly as a sea. plane base.
Elaborate Facilities
To Be Included
To be completed next Dec. 31,
Friendship will have a railroad
siding; hotel roomettes in the terminal runway; runways up to
10,000 feet in length; access to the
new Chesapeake bridge to the Eastern Shore, vrith the bridge just
seven miles away; provide the best
airport in the East for blind landings. Runways are about complete,
work having been started in spring
of 1947.
Baltimore is air-minded. On the
outskirts the big Martin plant provides employment for thousands in
turning out military and civilian
aircraft, and the area isn't even
ruffled at -the weird screech of
something supersonic that the engineers are testing.
; Though 60% of Baltimore's in^ come is port-derived, it is a city
,iof diversified interests. This di, versity carried it through the deI pression
with minimum
discomfortof the
and '30s
accounts
for the
confidence with which businessmen
contemplate the future.
With its fine land and water
transportation, the city is one of
( the nation's leading wholesaling
.1 and jobbing markets. This activity
i! traces back to the early Colonial
■ days when the city first became a
5 commercial center. The primary
wholesale influence is felt all over
^ Maryland, District of Columbia
^ and parts of Virginia and West
„ Virginia, an area of 20,000 square
J,miles. The secondary wholesaling
area extends from Maine to Florida
and as far away as Tennessee,
Kentucky and Ohio.
Baltimore's wholesale business
f, exceeds $2 billion a year, with emj ployment provided some 25,000 perI sons. The 15,000 retail stores do a
business of more than $1 billion
and give work to 75,000.
Business Financing
Important Enterprise
' Financing of business enterprises
has long been a Baltimore activity
of major importance, tracing back
iKi to the day when its bankers personally knew the credit possibilities
of Colonial planters. First major
project was the B&O in 1827 and
the city's financial houses have proBROADCASTING
•

vided service for all types of enterprises. Baltimore is the largest
banking center south of Philadelphia and east of the Mississippi.
Commercial Credit
Located in Baltimore
Commercial Credit Co. headquarters in the city. It is one of the
largest sales finance companies in
the world and is high in the bonding and casualty insurance fields.
Four of the leading companies
writing casualty insurance and
surety bonds have home offices in
the city.
All this hard-bitten business and
industrial activity provides the lifeblood that keeps Baltimoreans
happy with their lot and permits
indulgence in the art of pleasant
living.
Baltimore is a city of culture.
Its famed Johns Hopkins Hospital
and Medical School and similar
U. of Maryland institutions are
among the best known in the nation. The U. of Maryland dental
school is the first in the world,
Johns Hopkins U. has undergraduate and graduate departments and
Maryland U. has law, pharmacy
and other schools in the city.
Museums and libraries abound.
The city supports a municipal symphony orchestra. Peabody Conservatory is nationally known in the
musical world.
Home of 600 churches, Baltimore
has been a leader in religion since
its founding by the Lords Baltimore 300 years ago after a grant
by the English king to the Calvert
family. U. S. Methodism was organized in the city in 1784. The

$2,000 or $3,000 six-room home
complete with white marble stoop.
Having bought the place, the
homeowner generally had the
choice of buying the land after
five years or continuing to pay the
rent and taxes. Development companies sold the houses at cost or
thereabouts in order to collect
ground rents.
Though an airplane view of the
city reveals miles of block-long
piano-box
Baltimore's
dents areedifices,
well housed.
They resiare
famed as housekeepers and the
basic morning occupation of housewives is a careful manicuring of
the marble stoop.
Being well housed, Baltimoreans
are stay-at-homers. They do most
of their entertaining at home.
While downtown Baltimore has
several renowned dining places, the
city is known for its eating at
home. Few night clubs are able to
exist. The city's night life, however, supports several burlesque
theatres.
Set Ownership
And Tune-In High
The stay-at-home citizens buy
more than their share of food and
other merchandise, guided by the
sponsored messages of radio and
television stations as well as newspaper advertising. The local radio
tune-in and set ownership are high
and the newspapers are perhaps
read more carefully than those of
most large cities.
Visitors quickly catch the hometown feeling of the metropolis. The
mass media are naturally alert to
the phenomenon, and a local-flavor

Philadelp^o/
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nation's first Cathedral was built
by the Catholic Church in 1806. A
third of the city's residents are
Catholic.
Baltimoreans claim their percentage of home ownership is highest in the nation, even above that
of Philadelphia. The city is slumless, though it has poorer sections.
Availability of brick and marble
along with a peculiar local system
of ground rents were important in
the home-owning trend. Under these
ground rents, most Baltimore
homes were sold without the land
beneath them. The developments
were of the row-house variety and
$50 down would buy a comfortable
Telecasting

broadcast is sure to pull a heavy
audience. Feeling runs high at
sports events and a riot was barely
averted a few weeks ago when the
pro football Colts were nosed out
of the eastern championship. The
Naval Academy plays its home
games in Baltimore's big stadium.
Sports provide a major business
in the city. The mid-May Preakness at the old Pimlico track is the
second ranking racing event of the
year. The tracks draw a heavy
amount of transient business to
the city. Within motor distance
are Bowie, Laurel, Bel Air, Havre
de Grace and Timonium. The rolling Maryland hills support a horseJanuary

breeding industry.
These hills also support a lush
agricultural industry just as the
Chesapeake
provides extensive seafood enterprises.
Marylanders Loyal
To Home Products
Marylanders are loyal to their
Chesapeake oysters, and to their
Maryland Rye whose subtle charms
are ascribed to choice grains, deep
limestone wells and skilled processing. Baltimore consumers contribute substantially to the support of
the rye and beer industries, though
much
home. of the consuming is done at
Taking a powerful role in Baltimore's steady commercial growth
have been its advertising agencies,
many of them decades old. Unlike
many other cities, the agency business is calm and steady, lacking
the wild scramble for clients so
familiar to advertisers. The city's
advertising counsellors work carefully and skilfully, and their client
lists vary slightly from year to
year other than to reflect healthy
Generally rated as the largest
growth.
agency is Joseph Katz Co., with
headquarters in the city and a large
working organization in New York.
Sparked by Mr. Katz, the agency
has guided the expansion of many
radio-using companies such as the
American Oil, Maryland Pharmaceutical, Ex-Lax, Arrow beer, Gaby
sun tan lotion and stations WITH
and W M A R Baltimore, WWDC
Washington and WLEE Richmond.
And encouraged by Mr. Katz,
the agency has gone into television
seriously. American Oil Co. sponsors the Washington Redskins football games on WMAL-TV Washington. Arrow beer sponsors telecasts of fights on WMAL-TV and
WMAR-TV.
Obviously Mr. Katz believes in
television. He feels, however, that
AM and FM are being sold short
in thesion hasTVthe excitement.
best story in"If
coststeleviand
sales, it will beat out the other
media," he says. !'But my guess is
that they'll all be here, competing
for the ears and eyes of the lisJoseph Katz Co.
Effective with Spots
tener."
The story of Rem and that of
Ex-Lax are classic examples of the
effective spot technique used by the
agency.
Among
media Robert
executives are the
JohnKatz
McHugh,
Swann, Evans Rodgers and Beth
Black (New York).
Another active radio agency is
Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., with
Daniel Loden as director of radio
and television. Sherwood Bros. Inc.,
regional gas station chain operating in Maryland, is a heavy broadcast user and Mr. Loden says radio
has carried a substantial share of
the Sherwood advertising burden.
The company uses newscasts in
(Continued on Baltimore 6)
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leading cities, U. of Maryland
football, Baltimore symphony concerts, special Christmas music and
other programs.
Rice's Bakery places through
Van Sant, Dugdale in Baltimore
and Wilmington, using a good deal
of spot radio.
Large Baltimore meat packer,
William Schluderberg-T. J. Kurdle
Co. (Esskay), markets regionally.
It has used a lot of radio in the
past but is weak at the moment.
Return to the medium is expected
this year. When Esskay celebrated
the fifth anniversary of It's Fun to
Cook, heard on WFBR, it hired a
theatre but ran out of tickets before it announced requests would
be received.
Variety of Business
Handled by Van Sant
Glenn L. Martin Co. buys radio
to announce entrance of new planes
into service. A national radio user
is York Wall Paper Co., via dealer
co-ops. Fram Corp., maker of oil
filters, is buying the MBS Sports
Thrill of the Week. Montco coffee,
marketed in the Philadelphia area,
will probably use radio this year.
Mr. Loden subscribes to the theory of many other timebuyers that
radio is not doing a good merchandising and promotion job. Radio
salesmen often fail to give the basic
facts, he says, making it difficult
for radio buyers to sell account executives on use of the medium.
Van Sant, Dugdale has used little
TV but the new medium will appear in three or four budgets this
year. The agency is studying video
and has some campaigns in the
planning stage. It's a bit concerned
at the moment over the cost-perthousand. A new network show
starting in late January is in the
final planning stage.
In supervisory charge of radio
at Theodore A. Newhoff Adv.
Agency is Marx S. Kaufman, vice
president. A former Washingtonian, he now is a confirmed Baltimore resident and points out that
the city is a leader in the field of
new and space-annihilating industries such as aviation, electronics
and plastics. He sees business
benefits in the nation's defense
program.
Among Newhoff radio accounts
is Food Fair Stores Inc. The Baltimore segment of the chain has
sponsored Dialing for Dollars nine
years. It is one of the early telephone programs. The agency handles local radio for the chain but
does all of the national advertising
in other media. Another Newhoff
radio account is Better Ice Cream.
Samuel S. Strouse is Newhoff radio
director. WCBM is a Newhoff account.
Head of the Ruthrauff & Ryan
branch office in Baltimore is T.
Hamlin Reese. Principal account
is Gunther's beer, marketed in
Maryland and District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, PennPage 6 Baltimore
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sylvania and California.
The California angle, a sort of
merchandising freak, stems back to
Baltimore's shipping activity. A
demand
for Gunther's
originated
San Francisco
and Oakland
marinein
circles and the beer is shipped by
boat.
Gunther's sponsors Baltimore
Bullets and Washington Capitols
basketball on AM and television.
The football Colts ai-e sponsored
in Washington on WINX and in
Baltimore on WITH. Arch McDonald does a regular recordsports series on WTOP Washington. Special events and elections
are telecast on WMAR-TV Baltimore and WTTG Washington. Racing was telecast on WNBW Washington and WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Amateur fights and other sports
are carried. A two-hour sports
series has been carried nearly eight
years on WITH Baltimore. The
Washington Capitols basketball is
sponsored on WWDC and WWDCFM and WTTG (TV) Washington.
The Bullets basketball is carried
on WITH and WMAR-TV in Baltimore.
In its 11th year is the famed
Gunther's Quiz of Two Cities, with
Washington and Baltimore contestants connected by land line and
appearing on the program simultaneously. The program is heard
on WFBR Baltimore and WMAL
Washington.
Baltimore has developed into a
fine television city, according to
Mr. Reese. He believes TV will
have a terrific advertising impact,
perhaps cutting into the AM audience but not replacing AM.
Frank L. Blumberg Adv. Agency
is interested in television but Mr.
Blumberg believes AM radio will
remain strong. Television is opening up and will find its place alongside other media, he feels. "Television presents an active market
to the advertiser," he says. "The
TV business we have placed has
notThereplaced
other
agency any
broke
intomedium."
TV when
WMAR-TV opened over a year
ago, telecasting a football game for
the local Crosley distributor. A
five-minute package show is sponsored by a local Chevrolet dealer.
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The Blumberg agency has the
Klein Chocolate Co. account and
used spots successfully to promote
Nick-L-Nut candy bar. Horace J.
Elias is radio director. The agency
places WFBR advertising.
Cahn-Miller Inc. handles a number of regional accounts, with
George Gettman as secretary and
media buyer. Louis F. Cahn, president, directs some of the accounts
personally. The agency places spots
for Central National Bank of Richmond. For Diamond State Brewery
it places a sports show and playby-play baseball in Wilmington,
Del.
Fidelity Trust Co. of Baltimore,
old-line financial house, uses FM
only, catering to the Charles St.
families. Jarman Motors uses spots
and a 15-minute news series.
Cahn - Miller is agency for
WCAO.
The agency has used some special events television and right now
is working on a TV series for a
client.
Another agency head who sees a
bright future for both television
and sound broadcasting is I. Harold
Kuff, head of Kuff & Feldstein.
Hecht Bros., a leading department
store, sponsors televised news on
WMAR-TV twice daily along with
institutional AM broadcasts.
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80,000

sets

35,000 sets

( Metropolitan Area )

The agency buys TV spots for
American beer, in cooperation with
Elmer Free, radio specialist.
Amongsity Motors,
other R.accounts
are UniverC. Heller,
bedding
manufacturer, and WBAL and
WBAL-TV.
Mr. Kuff sees TV most effective
at night and AM in the daytime.
Women must stop work to watch
television, he reminds, but they
can do housework and listen at the
same time. Many women plan their
day around one or two AM dramatic programs, says Mr. Kuff.
He is place
satisfied
television
won't re-is
AM. Baltimore,
he claims,
one of the best radio cities in the
country.
Among national and regional
agenciestimorehaving
branches& inKeyes,
Balare St. Georges
New York; McManus, John &
Adams, Detroit, servicing the
Bendix account, and Courtland D.
Ferguson Inc., Washington. Some
of the other leading agencies are
A W & L Adv. Agency, Azrael Adv.
Agency, S. J. Lichtman Co., S. A.
Levyne Co., Frank D. Webb Adv.
Co. and Justin Funkhouser Adv.
Department Stores
■
Watching Television
Baltimore has its share of important department stores. They
are not overly radio-minded but
are watching television closely.
Hutzler's is described as the most
consistent' radio user, with Hochschild-Kohn showing interest in the
medium. Hamburger's men's clothing store, buys spots and programs.
The Hub likes announcements.
The city's heavy industries are
not radio-minded, as a rule, nor do
the garment or liquor makers embrace the medium. In the field of
consumer goods, however, the story
is different. Emerson Drug Co. consistently sponsors nationwide radio
for its Bromo-Seltzer, as does
Maryland Pharmaceutical for Rel
and Rem. Some of the manufacdrug houses
aren't those
radio
minded, turing
however,
especially
not promoting brand names.
This haven of freedom, where the
national anthem's lyrics were
spawned, hangs its municipal head
in shame at mention of the "BaltiThe moregag
Gag." is a juridical freak
traced tobears. the
city'sitEnglish
foreIn essence
is a warped
contempt-of-court rule laudably
designed to protect indicted persons
but maliciously ineffective in that <
it operates
as a cancer on the vitals
of
democracy.
Several Baltimore stations face
early trial for contempt because
they carried press association reports
suspect
fessed tothat
thea sex
murderhadof contwo
little girls, along with statements
made by high police officials. The
city's newspapers have quaked in
fear of reprisals from the bench,
but broadcasters are standing on
their constitutional rights. If they
lose in the local court, the fight will
be carried to the U. S. Suprenie
Court which long ago branded the
antiqueandcommon-law
rule as out- ■
moded
unconstitutional.
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This

is a

picture

Throughout Maryland and the rich Chesapeake
Bay area, televiewers rely on good reception from
Channel Two. They know that only on WMARTV, The Sunpapers television station in Baltimore,
can they enjoy the programs with that special
Maryland flavor.
Only WMAR-TV gives its loyal audience a
daily motion picture newsreel of
^ I^
** '^
the news events of Baltimore and
Maryland.
Only WMAR-TV

of WMARyland
gave the Maryland audience the Baltimore Orioles
baseball games; the Baltimore Bullets basketball
games; the Baltimore Colts professional football
games; and the daily feature races from historic
Pimlico and Laurel race tracks.
Add to these distinctive "local" programs on
WMAR-TV the outstanding entertainment presented by the Columbia Broadcasting System's television
network, and there's little wonder that television
aerials in Maryland are turned to Channel Two.
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK • DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
•
ATLANTA
•
DALLAS
• LOS ANGELES

TELEVISION
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two

are

always

On the surface there may

better

not seem

than

to be much

one

similarity

between over-water locomotion and broadcast advertising . . .But
in the city of Baltimore, Maryland, there lies an exact parallel.
For Baltimore, with a fair array of broadcasting stations for a
city of its extensive size and buying power, has only one broadcaster. . . WBAL . . . that offers advertisers a powerful combination of both AM

and Television under the same aegis \

The advantages of this ? Very simple . . . and very interesting.
With WBAL

and WBAL-TV

used in combination

. . .you can promote your shows both ways
. . .you can publicize your talent both ways
. . .you can merchandise

your product (or service) both ways

*under the same roof for that matter. Both WBAL and WBAL-TV are luxuriously housed
at 2610 North Charles Street, Baltimore 18, Md.

Your advertising in one medium

reinforces and strengthens

your effort in the other... with the net resuk that each sales
message you broadcast, on either AM

or TV, has a commercial

power that will strike envy into the heart of your strongest

1090 KC

competitor.

NBC

In fact, the WBAL
many

li/B/IL

combination

Affiliate

has proved so strong that

advertisers— who have as yet used only one of the two

media— have derived large indirect sales benefits from the fact
that both exist on WBAL.
So ... if you have an eye (and an ear) for the rich Baltimore
market, come and see us. WBAL

50 KW

will help keep your advertis-

(t/BMTV
Channel 11 36.2 KW
NBC

Affiliate

Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Co.

ing effort, your sales curve and the figures in your ledger all
headed
in the right direction . . .because
r
in Baltimore^

WBAL

— and

only

6JBM
WBAL

— offers both

and

CJB/IL

TV

Background,
STATION

WAAM (TV)
3725 Maiden Ave.
Mohawk 7600
26,100 w (TV) 13,800 w (audio)
Channel 13
WHEN WAAM took to the air last
Nov. 1 it was completely sold out
for the day. The next day it was
on 23 hours without a mishap in
covering election returns.
The station claims another first
in a simultaneous telecast of the
Hochschild, Kohn & Co. Quiz Teen
Tivie with WFBR. Both outlets
carried the program commercially.
Officers include Ben Cohen, president; Fred Allman, executive vice
president; Norman C. Kal, general
manager, and Armand Grant, commercial manager. Mr. Kal is president of Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick,
Washington agency.
WAAM has everything under
one roof, with no department more
than 75 feet from any other department, including executive, commercial, program and engineering.
The station is located away from
the heart of the city.
Just six weeks after taking the
air the station moved into daytime
programming with a 4 p.m. five-aweek film program sponsored by
Joseph M. Zamoiski Co., local
Philco distributor.
WAAM is a television affiliate of
ABC and DuMont.
It is repre-

Mr. ALLMAN
sented nationally by Free & Peters.
Basic hourly rate is $300. RadioTelevision of Baltimore Inc. holds a
CP for AM station (WTLS) with
1 kw daytime on 1010 kc but has
not started construction. The company has a Class B FM application pending at
* the
* *FCC.
WBAL; WBAL-TV
2610 N. Charles St.
Hopkins 3000
50,000 w 1090 kc
32,600 w (TV) 17,200 w (aural)
Channel 11
ESTABLISHED
in November,
Page 10 Baltimore

•
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Baltimore

Outlets

HISTORIES

Mr. BURKE
1929, by Consolidated Gas, Electric
Light & Power Co., WBAL was
purchased by Hearst Radio Inc. in
January, 1935. It was on NBC Blue
network until Sept. 30, 1941, moving to the Red (now NBC). Power
was increased that year to 50,000 w
and frequency was shifted from
1060 to 1090 kc.
"New World of Tomorrow" studios and offices were occupied in
1947 at 2610 N. Charles St., just
north of the business center. The
station has spent a million dollars
on its new AM and TV facilities.
It has no FM outlet but is an
applicant.
Operating hours of the TV station exceed those of any operation
outside of New York, according to
Harold C. Burke, Hearst Radio
vice president in charge of WBAL
and WBAL-TV, with a minimum
of 60 hours on the air since last
Oct. 18. The TV station was opened
March 11, 1948. Daytime programs
begin at noon Monday through
Friday. Harold P. See is TV director and acting chief engineer of
both stations. Kenneth Carter is
sales manager.
As of last December the TV
station had 28 network and 50 local
advertisers. Studio facilities are
elaborate, with the main large
studio equipped for a large variety
of programs and filmed productions.
Basic WBAL AM rate is $500 an
hour. TV rate is $350. Edward
Petry & Co. represents both stations. Station slogan is, "WBAL
and WBAL-TV mean business in
Baltimore."

^ :)< ^ V,
WBMD
2 W. Eager St.
Mulberry 7095
1000 w D 750 kc
THOUGH WBMD just celebrated
its first anniversary last Dec. 7, it
has been out of the red for some
time, according to the owners.
Twelve stockholders, mostly Baltimoreans, founded Key Broadcast-

January 17, 1949

Mr. EARP
ing Corp., operating the station.
President is George Hull, in the automotive business.
H. Shelton Earp Jr., formerly of
WTOP Washington, took over management last February. He built
the programming around several
personalities. Ralph Powers was
hired from another station for a
7-10 a.m. morning program. He is
said to command a wide following.
From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., proceedings
are in charge of Barry Kay. In
the afternoon Happy Johnny presides from 1 to 5.
A daily noon participation program is said to be popular with listeners who fill the station's auditorium studio. WBMD's director
of women's activities, Polly Dorsey,
has a 10-10:15 a.m. program.
WBMD carries the Washington
Redskins games under sponsorship
of American Oil Co. and U. of
Maryland games for Sherwood
Bros., regional gasoline concern.
The station's basic hourly rate is
$100. National representative is
Joseph Hershey TMcGillvra Inc.
Merrill Carroll is sales manager
of thenor as station,
Thomas O'Conprogram with
director.
^ i|; ^
WCAO; WCAO-FM
1102 N. Charles St.
Mulberry 0600
5000 w 600 kc
10,000 w 102.7 mc
EVER since it took the air May
8, 1922 WCAO has had the same
600 kc assignment. Originally it
was licensed to Sanders & Stayman, Baltimore music store, later
being acquired by Brager-Eisenberg, department store, from which
it was purchased in July 1926 by
Monumental Radio Inc. Officers of
Monumental were R. V. 0. Swartout, George Eckhardt and William
Atkinson.
WCAO joined CBS Sept. 18,
1927 as one of the original 16
basic affiliates. The ownership was
transferred April 15, 1931 to the
present Monumental
Radio Co.

Original officers were Lewis M.
Milbourne, president; J. Thomas
Lyons, executive vice president;
Clarence W. Miles, secretary; L.
Waters Milbourne, assistant treasurer. Mr. Lyons died in December
1938, L. Waters Milbourne becoming general manager in early 1939.
Power has increased from the
original 250 w to 500 w and 5001000 w, with the present 5,000 w
fulltime granted Nov. 28, 1942.
WCAO-FM was started experimentally Jan. 23, 1948, with 3 kw power
on 102.7 mc, going fulltime with
10 kw the following Feb. 1. It
duplicates the complete AM program schedule.
WCAO is an applicant for a television CP should Baltimore receive
additional TV channels. It originally applied for TV last March 8.
The station has occupied its own
modernized building in the center
of the city since Aug. 4, 1947.
Transmitter is located on Park
Heights Ave. extended. National
representative is Paul H. Raymer
Co. Station slogans are "Maryland's Oldest Radio Station" and
"The Voice of Baltimore." WCAO

Mr. MILBOURNE
claims to have originated the
morning musical clock and likes to
recall that A. D. (Jess) Willard
Jr., NAB executive vice president,
was an announcer on its staff.
Station's basic hourly rate is
* * *
WCBM; WCBM-FM
Harford & North Aves. '
Belmont 8400
250 w 1400 kc
(CP 10,000 w D 5,000 w N 680 kc)
15,000 w 93.1 mc
ORIGINAL WCBM license was issued in May, 1924 in the name of
Charles Swartz, with 250 w day and
100 w night on 1370 kc. Baltimore
Broadcasting Corp. was formed in
(Continued on Baltimore 12)
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(Continued from Baltimore 10)
1929 and the present management
began operations the same year.
The station went to 250 w fulltime in 1939, moving to 1400 kc in
1941. The FCC has granted a CP
for a regional facility in the drawnout 680 kc litigation and the station is preparing to move into the
new assignment as soon as possible.
President of WCBM is John Elmer, well-known industry figure
and president of NAB in 1937. He
is still active in NAB affairs and
has been on the board of Broadcast
Music Inc. since its formation.
George H. Roeder is general manager and program director of the
station.

Mr. ELMER
WCBM is the Baltimore outlet
for MBS network. Weed & Co.
is national representative. Basic
hourly rate is $200.
The station emphasizes the city's
port-derived aspects, and is identified on every station break as
"WCBM, the Port of Baltimore."
Musically it reaches the non-extremist listener, "pleasing the
middle-minded person while not
sloughing off either long-hair or
cat."
News policy stresses local events.
Newsroom effort is geared to processing of national and international events for Baltimore listening, based on this theme: "The

news of the world as it applies to
ourSeveral
town." teams operate in news
broadcasting. Outstanding is the
Ian & I 10:30-11 p.m. broadcast by
Ian Ross MacFarlane and Charles
A. Roeder, brother of George. The
half-hour is completely ad-libbed,
being tape-recorded to handle a
heavy volume of post-broadcast
queries. The two newsmen talk
over their respective news experiences of the day and kick around
controversial and political topics
too hot for formal programs. Both
men travel widely and fly in wire
spools from remote points.
^ ^ ^
WFBR; WFBR-FM
10 E. North Ave.
Mulberry 1300
5000 w 1300 kc
20,000 w 101.9 mc
PIONEER Baltimore station,
WFBR took the air June 9, 1922,
as WEAR. Call was changed to
WFBR in 1924 when officers of the
National Guard took over operation. Studios were moved to the
Fifth Regiment Armory. In 1927
studios were moved to 711 St. Paul
St. Facilities were purchased in
1931 by the present owners, Baltimore Radio Show Inc., the station
opening its present studios in 1939.
Among milestones was the June
14, 1922 speech by President Harding at Fort McHenry, claimed to
be the first Presidential broadcast.
In recent years WFBR has featured studio-audience programs
with both eye and ear appeal, with
100,000 persons visiting the studios
every year. Special events are featured. The station has had exclusive rights to the Maryland State
Fair, Baltimore Food Show, Maryland Pharmaceutical Assn. events
and Chesapeake Bay Fishing Fair
Assn. annual fair.
WFBR is the ABC outlet in Baltimore. Basic hourly rate is $375.
John Blair & Co. is national representative.
The present staff numbers 66,
with R. S. Maslin as president and
chairman of the board. Other officers are J. H. L. Trautfelter, vice
president and treasurer, and acting
manager since the death of Hope
H. Barroll Jr.; L. 0. Groves, secretary; Robert S. Maslin Jr., assistant secretary and treasurer.

WBMP
BALTIMORE
750

KC. • NON-DIRECTIONAL
For Complete

AMERICA'S

SIXTH

• 1000

Coverage
LARGEST

WATTS

of
MARKET

plus most of Maryland — plus parts of Delf
aware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey & Vlrginid
BUY:— RALPH POWERS,

BARRY KAYE, HAPPY JOHNNY

Represented Nationally by Jos. Hershey McGillivra
Page 12 Baltimore
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Mr. MASLIN

Mr. TINSLEY

Engineering facilities are under
direction of William Q. Ranft. AM
transmitter is located at Waterview Ave., Westport, and FM
transmitter at Edmonson Ave. extended. The FM transmitter went
into operation last Nov. 28.
* * *

an FM grant. WITH has applied
for television.
^ ^ ^
WMAR-FM; WMAR-TV
Sunpapers Bldg.
Lexington 7700
20,000 w 97.9 mc
17,100 w Channel 2
ALL the facilities of the Sunpapers
available
to newspaper's
FM andare TV
outlets,
directed by
Ewell K Jett, radio vice president
of A. S. Abell Co. A former FCC

WITH-FMSt.
7WITH;
E. Lexington
Lexington 7808
250 w 1230 kc
20,000 w 104.3 mc
WITH'S policy since it went on
the air March 1, 1941 has been
music, news and sports, with no
straight talking programs or stories. News is broadcast every hour
on the hour 24 hours a day. Principal executives of the station, operated by Maryland Broadcasting
Co., are Thomas G. Tinsley Jr.,
president, and Robert C. Embry,
vice president.
WITH takes its sports seriously.
Mr. Embry is president of the
Colts, pro football team, and Bullets, pro basketball team. Their
games are broadcast play-by-play
as well as the Orioles baseball
games. Ted Husing handles football, aided by Bill Dyer, and Mr.
Dyer does basketball and baseball.
The station opened with a musical bang in 1941, ASCAP sending
down a songwriter show. NAB was
feuding with ASCAP at the time.
The debut was extensively promoted by Joseph Katz Co. WITH has
handled Miss Maryland contests
and in 1942 staged the event at
Camp Meade for the benefit of the
soldiers.
All types of music are carried,
from swing to classical, along with
outstanding public events.
An experimental FM operation
was started late in the war with
call letters W3XMB. First Maryland FM license was granted the
station in September 1946. The
FM station, now WITH-FM, duplicates the AM program. Power
was increased last September to
20,000 w.
National representative is Headley-Reed. Basic hourly rate is $195.
Under the same ownership is
WLEE Richmond, Va., which has

Mr. JETT
Commissioner, Mr. Jett long was a
Baltimore resident. He has brought
to the office long experience in the
engineering side of broadcasting.
WMAR-TV celebrated its first
anniversary last Oct. 27. Its newsreel operation uses seven cameramen, three director-writers, two
film editors, two laboratory technicians and is an around-the-clock
operation. Film documentaries carried on WMAR-TV have been taken
by the CBS eastern TV network.
A daily man-in-the-street program
is telecast with the aid of the station's elaborate remote equipment.
Ba^ic TV rate is $350 an hour.
The station has over 50 TV sponsors. It carries the CBS network
television services. Regular mail is
said to come from points as far
distant as Harrisburg, Pa., with
(Continued on Baltimore H)
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(Continued from Baltimore 12)
occasional mail from the New York
put up the money and named Mr.
area.
McNulty president. He had conceived the project while serving as
President of A. S. Abell Co. is
Paul Patterson. Assisting Mr. Jett director of the Maryland War
Emergency Radio Service, pattern
are Ernest A. Lang, sales manager; Philip Heisler, chief of film for similar services he helped set
department; R. B. Cochrane, pro- up in other states.
An ex-ham and ex-legislator, Mr.
duction director, and Carlton G.
McNulty abandoned the insurance
Nopper, chief engineer.
The FM station is on the air 42 business to get the station under
hours a week. It features good way. Good music is featured by
WMCP, with no sports at all. News
music and some popular numbers,
is kept to a minimum on the theory
with religion dominating the Sunthat
listeners also read newspapers.
day schedule. Basic hourly rate is
Out to build prestige, Mr. Mc$50. The Katz Agency Inc. repreNulty handles only quality acsents the stations nationally.
counts, he points out. Only proOfficers and studios are in the
grams are sold — no spots. The staSunpapers building. Across the
tion feeds programs via air relay
street atop the O'Sullivan Bldg., to WINC (FM) Winchester and
highest south of Philadelphia, is a WCHA (FM) Chambersburg.
two-pylon FM tower supporting a
At first WMCP was on the air
three-batwing TV antenna. It is 12 hours a day, but increased the
591 feet above the sidewalk.
time to 13 hours — 10 a.m. to 11:15
^ p.m. — and now broadcasts 18-hour
service.
WMCP (FM)
Dinner music is sponsored 6-8
5718 Reisterstown Rd.
p.m. by Arrow beer. Commercials
Mohawk 4400
are kept non-irritating on all station programs, according to Mr.
20,000 w 94.7 mc
McNulty. Only two of its 30 sponsors have been lost since the station
OPENED shortly after the war by
opened. Located six miles from the
Thomas
F.
McNulty,
"WMCP
has
fought the good FM fight and is center of town, it has an auxiliary
studio setup downtown in Stieff
understood to be near the breakeven point despite the fact that it Hall. The transmitter is on the
had no AM, TV or newspaper affili- highest ground in the region.
ation. Seventeen local businessmen
Mr. McNulty's main aide is Mar-

Baltimore's
Proves

Newest

Its

TV

Station

Performance

WAAM
.CHA1\NEL
14 COMMERCIAL

13-

SHOWS

WEEKLY

In just two short months WAAM has estabUshed a
record of acceptance with important advertisers: Basketball (Arrow Beer) — Fashion Show (Isaac Hamburger) —
Wrestling (Ford Dealers) — Quiz-teen Time (Hoschild Kohn
Co.) — Movie Matinee (Philco Dealers) — Film Musical
(Parker Co.) — Entertainmentime (Reuben Enterprises).
* Bulova

Watch

Time

Signals

* Chesterfield Cigarettes
* Host of Local Spot Advertisers
ABC
AFFILIATE

DUMONT
NETWORK SHOWS

FREE & PETERS - NATIONAL
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of Other

MAJOR
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Markets

Mr. McNULTY
Are

Underway

tin J. Porter, ex-managing editor
of Amei'ican Weekly. The station
has no disc jockeys and claims a
heavy following among Baltimore's
erudite population. Advance program schedules are said to be in
heavy demand. Sponsors include
Cadillac, Oldsmobile dealers, Fidelity Trust and others of the type.
The basic hourly rate is $50.
WSID
136 Eastern Ave.
Peabody 8150
1000 w D 1570 kc
ONLY suburban outlet in the Baltimore area, WSID is located in the
rapidly growing
residential
and east
industrial community
of Essex,
of the city, but claims coverage of
the entire metropolitan area.
The station was founded by Sidney H. Tinley Jr., Baltimore, head
of a real estate and insurance
business. Just a few weeks ago
Mr. Tinley sold the station to
United Broadcasting Co., Washington, operating WOOK Silver
Spring, Md., Washington suburb.
Price was $80,000. At this writing
the transfer awaits FCC approval.
Richard Eaton, president of
United, has indicated that public
service features of both stations
will be given increased emphasis.
WSID has stressed community
flavor in its programming. Its basic
hourly rate is $90. Representative
is Forjoe & Co.
Last year Mr. Tinley placed
operation of the station under
Howard S. Frazier via a management contract. Mr. Frazier is associated with Paul Peter in the
radio management consultant firm
of Frazier & Peter, Washington.
The station took the air Thanksgiving Day, 1947.
The Essex Spotlight program
features merchants along the Philadelphia, road. Another local feature is the teen-age talent show for
Bond Bread. A sports parade starts
at 1 p.m., lasting to signoff. It includes race results and scores of
games. Five-minute newscast is
carried just prior to the hour.

Watch

For

San Francisco
Buffalo

Seattle
Detroit

And Others

Publication
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*October-November Hooper Ratings.

This business of leading the pack is getting to be a habit at WFBR.
And we're leading not only on the Hoopers, either. We're way out in front in
audience interest — audience loyalty, too!
Witness: recently one of our M.C.'s mentioned that he had some studio tickets
available. He mentioned it just once— and Uncle Sam's harassed mailmen
brought requests for 113,952 tickets.
Add it up: all our firsts — audience loyalty — constant newspaper and car card
advertising — a house organ, modern, handsome studios — and 100,000 people
that see a broadcast in those studios every year — and your total has to be:
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enjoys the highest

degree of reader interest of any trade publication . . .

RADIO
Because time buyers have repeatedly made it their
first choice for station advertising . . .

ANNUALLY

ALL

the

leader

admtislHg

Broadcasting

s

OTHER
Because its carefully-edited, painstakingly-prepared
columns inspire confidence in the news it brings and the
advertising it displays ...

PUBLICATIONS

Because

in its 17 momentous years of publication, it

has relentlessly espoused the cause of free, competitive radio
in the best interests of the art and industry and the free
people it serves ...
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January 7 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
FM Authorizations
Authorized CPs for three Class A and
one Class B FM stations; CPs issued for
three Class B stations also to holders
ot conditional grants and CPs in lieu
of
previously'
facilities
were
issued
for seven assigned
FM outlets
(For details
;ee story page 86, BROADCASTING,
Ian. 10).
Waiver Denied
WENY-FM Elmira, N. Y.; WHDL-FM
Allegany, N. Y., and KWK-FM St. Louis
— Denied requests for waiver of Sec.
3.261 governing
of op-to
eration of FM minimum
stations. hours
In letter
stations Commission
stated:
"The
mission is of the opinion thatComFM
broadcasting has reached a stage where
it is desirable that FM stations should
maintain operations at least during
the hours specified in Sec. 3.261 wherever possible. In the past, where for
financial reasons FM stations have
found it difficult to operate during the
required hours, the Commission has
granted
waivers
of theit rule
in deserving cases.
However,
is felt
that in
cases where the expenses of operation
of an FM station are being kept at a
minimum by duplicating the program
of an affiliated AM station 100%, and
where the operations of the AM affiliate
are not unprofitable, sufficient grounds
do not exist to warrant a waiver of the
requirements
of the Commission's
rules
regarding minimum
hours of operation
by FM broadcast stations."
TV Construction
In reply to request of WSAZ Inc.,
Huntington, W. Va., for declaratory
ruling tional
whether
an application
additime to construct
its TVforstation
will be granted in event that permittee
undertakes no further construction during the course of present television
freeze, Commission issued policy statement that TV permittees must pursue
construction with diligence (see story
page 86, BROADCASTING, Jan. 10).
Modification of CP
May Bcstg. Co., Omaha, Neb. —
Granted application in part for mod.
CP new ant. site and height to 590 ft.
and reduce power to 11.7 kw vis., 8 kw
aur.
KRON-TV San Francisco— Granted
extension of time to July 18 in which
to complete construction. Also granted
application
"fordecrease
mod. CP
trans, location,
ERP toto change
vis. 16
kw,
aur.
8
kw
and
make
changes in
ant.
Assignment of License
WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.— Granted
^assignment
license andLillian
CP (forCarrell
new
trans.) fromof Adelaide
to The Ponca City Pub. Co., for $115,000.
WKBC No. Wilkesboro, N. C—
Granted
voluntary
license from
John T. assignment
Cashion and ofDoris
B. Brown d/b as Wilkes Bcstg. Co. to
Wilkes Bcstg. Co., new corporation,
composed of two present partners and
new partner, Roland B. Potter.
Hearing Designated
KPMO Pomona, Calif.— Designated
for consolidated hearing appUcation for
renewal of license and application for
assignment of license to Dean H. Wickstrom and Warner H. J. Sorenson d/b
as Valley Bcstg. Co.
WRRN WRRN-FM Warren, OhioDesignated for hearing application for
consent to transfer of control of license
by sale of 100% of outstanding stock
by Nied & Stevens to Tribune Co.

station in Cumberland, Md., 1230 kc 250
w iml. subject to cond. that applicant
within 60 days from date of grant file
application for modification of CP
specifying trans, site and ant. system
meeting
requirements
standards.
Applicationof Commission's
of Tri-State
Bcstg. Co. for same facilities was denied.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
AM— 900 kc
Rollins Bcstg. Inc., Georgetown, Del.
— Granted CP new AM station 900 kc
1 kw D DA; estimated cost $43,127.
AM— 1080 kc
KSCO
Santa Cruz,
Calif.—
Uponliearing
petition Commission
removed
from
docket and granted mod. of CP to
change power and hours of operation
from 1 engineering
kw D to 500cond.
w-N 1 kw-D unl.
DA-N;
AM— 950 kc
WXGI Richmond, Va.— Granted CP
change frequency from 740 to 950 kc;
cond. upon applicant accepting any
interference which might occur from
granting of applications of WGBG
Greensboro,
chester, Va. N. C. and WINC WinHearing Designated
WELI New Haven, Conn. — Designated
for hearing application for increase in
D power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install
new trans., and made WAAT Newark,
N. J.,ties toand
WBOC Salisbury, Md., parproceeding.
AM— 1320 kc
KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb.— Granted CP
increase D power from 1 kw to 5 kw
employing
(DA-2)cond.
and install
new
trans.; DA-DN
engineering
Modification of CP
KCOK Tulare, Calif.— Granted mod.
CP to change type trans., change trans,
location, make changes in DA and for
extension of commencement and completion dates; engineering cond.
Waiver Granted
WMUL MuUins, S. C. — Granted waiver of Sec.
3.30(a) of
allowstudio
permittee of WMUL
to rules
locate tomain
at trans, site outside of city limits of
Mullins.
(Continued on page 62)

Actions
of the FCC
JANUARY 7 to JANUARY 13
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter linlc aur-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
AM— 1580 kc
control of Indianapolis News Pub. Co.
Inc. (parent firm) by Adelaide F.
Crest
Bcstg.
Co.,
Pascagoula,
Miss.
—
Causey,
individually and as trustee for
Granted CP new AM station 1580 kc Robert Fairbanks,
through retirement
250 w siveD;of land
estimated
cost:
$12,072,
excluof
664
sh
common stock to treasury.
and buildings.
AM— 1410 kc
Assignment of License
KSCB Liberal, Kan. — Assignment of
VictoriaCPBcstg.
Co., station
Victoria,1410Texas
— license
from Alf M. Landon, V/illiam
Granted
new AM
kc 500
Larrabee, Wilbur Vernon Griffith
w D; engineering cond.; estimated cost: Lee
and Ralph Edward Colvin d/b as
$20,800, excluding land.
Seward County Bcstg. Co. to The
BY THE COMMISSION
Seward County Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Renewal of License
License for CP
KPFMnewal ofPortland,
reWCLT
Newark,
Ohio — ^License to covlicense forOre.FM— Granted
station for
er CP new AM station.
period ending March 1, 1950.
AM— 1480 kc
License Extension
KBRC
Mount Vernon, Wash.— CP
WMLN-FM
Clemens,
Granted
temp, Mt.
extension
of FM Mich.—
license change from 1430 kc to 500 w D to
1480
kc
500
w unl. DA-N.
to March 1 pending receipt and processLicense
for CP
ing of renewal application.
Hearing Changes
WENR-FM Chicago — License to cover
CP
new
FM
station.
Ordered plicatiothat
hearing American
on renewalBcstg.
apWXYZ-FM Detroit— Same.
n of Portorican
Modification of CP
Co. Inc.tinued(WPAB
Ponce,
P.
R.),
be
confrom Jan. 10 to Feb. 21 at Ponce;
Uniontown, Pa. — Mod. CP new
scheduled Feb. 24 as hearing date for FMWNIQ
station for extention of completion
hearing on order revoking license of
date.
Jose E. del Valle (WIBS Santurce,
Assignment of CP
P. R.), at Santurce; assigned Comr.
Columbus,
Ohio
Assignment
Paul A. Walker to preside at these hear- of WBNT
CP
new
TV —station
from
ings and to prepare and issue initial TV Inc. to commercial
The Dispatch Printing Co.
decisions.
January 10 Decisions . . .
ACTION
ON MOTIONS
(By
Commissioner
Jones) '
DOCKET CASE ACTION
Scenic City Bcstg. Co. Inc., MiddleAM— 1230 kc
town,
and WRIB
R. I. —
Commission
on ownProvidence,
motion continued
Announced decision granting applicato Jan. 31 at Washington consolidated
tion of Richard Aubrey Raese for new
hearing presently scheduled Jan. 26 on
these applications.
Co., Ensley,TheandEnsley-Fairfield
Bessemer Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co., Bessemer,
Ala. — Granted petition of Ensley-Fairfield Bcstg. Co. for dismissal without
prejudicemissionofon own
its appUcation,
and Commotion removed
from
think
hearing docket application of Bessemer
men
Bcstg. Co.
WIRE Indianapolis — Granted petition
for withdrawal of appearance in proceeding re application of Glenn West,
Portland, Ind.
REPLACEMENTS
WTMV
St. Louis,
lU.—toGranted
petition forEast
extension
of time
Feb. 2
in which
to
file
exceptions
in
proceeding in re Doc. 7844 8652 8704.
Continental Bcstg. Co., Toledo, Ohio
— Granted petition to dismiss without
prejudice application.
James Madison Bcstg. Corp., Orange,
Va. — Commission on own motion cantinued hearing scheduled Jan. 10 at
Orange to Feb. 14 at that place.
Harrisonburg Bcstg. Co., Harrisonburg, and County Bcstg. Service, Mount
Jackson, Va. — Commission on own motion continued indefinitely consolidated
hearing scheduled Jan. 12-13 at Harrisonburg and Mount Jackson in re application.
Fairfield County Bcstg. Co., Norwalk,
and The Greenwich Bcstg. Corp.,
Greenwich, Conn. — Commission on own
motion
continued consolidated hearing
NBC AFFILIATE
presently
Jan. Conn.,
10-11 to
at
Greenwich scheduled
and Norwalk,
Feb. 10 at Greenwich and Feb. 11 at
Norwalk.
WRC titionWashington,
D. C—
Granted pefor continuance
of consolidated
hearing catscheduled
for
Jan.
appli-17
ions of WHWL, and WILK 5 toon Jan.
at Washington.
Troy Bcstg.
N. Y.—
TUBE
m'M...
Granted
petitionCo.forInc.,
leaveTroy,
to intervene
in consolidated hearing in re applications of WILK Wilkes -Barre and
WHWL Nanticoke, Pa.
AMPEREX
Yankee Network Inc., and Radio Enterprises Inc. — Granted petition of
ALL TYPES — TRANSMITTING
Yankee Network Inc. and Radio Enterprises Inc. to amend their application
for assignment of licenses of WAAB
AND
RECTIFYING TUBES
Worcester, Mass. and WMTW Portland,
Me.
to
add
additional
information
reORLANDO
garding financial qualifications of Radio
Enterprises.
FLORIDA
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.
1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
January 7 Applications . . .
75 WASHtNGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. #\
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
In Conodo
ond Rood,
Newfoundlond:
— ■ ■—
Transfer of Control
n-19
Brenklifle
Icoside, Rogers
Toionio,Mojeslic
Onlsiio,Limited
Conoda
Naf. Rep.. WEED & CO.. New York
WIBC
Indianapolis — Acquistion of
g ?BRO ADCASTING
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 61)
Applications Cont.:
Hearing Designated
Palmetto Bcstg. Co., Kingstree, S. C.
— Designated for hearing application
foi- newWOLS
station
1220 kcS. 1C,kw party
D andto
made
Florence,
proceeding.
SSA Denied
KXRN Renton, Wash.— Denied request for SSA to operate unl. with 250
w (or 100 w as alternate proposal), for
duration of regular license period endingolates
May Sec.1,3.22(b),
1951, because
vi3.25(d) ofrequest
rules and
terms of NARBA with respect to both
Canada and Mexico.
Petition Granted
All Oklahoma Bcstg. Co., Tulsa, Okla.
— Granted petition to reopen record in
consolidated proceeding in re its application and that of KUOA Inc. and acstipulationit submitted
with petitioncepted
and made
part of record
and
closed record.
Argument Set
Ordered that oral argument on exceptions filed in proceeding involving
Booth Radio Stations Inc., Federated
Publications Inc. and Saginaw Bcstg.
Co. (WSAM),
be enscheduled
Feb. 4 that
before Commission
banc; further
petitions filed in this proceeding by
WSAM be scheduled for oral argument
on same dates, together with excepfiled in proceeding,
and tothat
partiestionsbe afforded
opportunity
address
themselves
not
only
to
proposed
decision and exceptions filed, but to issues
raised in foregoing petitions.
Scheduled oral arguments for Feb. 4
on following proposed decisions: Sioux
Falls Bcstg.
InterCity
Bcstg. Assn.
Co., Inc.
and (KSOO);
Rhode Island
Bcstg. Co.; and United Bcstg. Corp.
Pittsburgh. Scheduled oral argument
for Jan. 28 in re proposed decisions in
following cases: KONO San Antonio
and Texas Star Bcstg. Co.; Desert
Bcstg. Co., KPHO and KRUX Phoenix;
Northeast Georgia Bcstg. Co., Gainesville, Ga.; and Batesville Bcstg. Co. Inc.
and White River Valley Bcstrs Inc.,
Batesville, Ark.

rur

innrii

FOR

ii

Albums imlividually
planned for your station have
tremendous listener appeal . .
cement listener support.
No Co.st to you ... no cost to
your listeners. The American
plan guarantees free, postpaid
distributiori of thousands of
albums throujihout your broadcasting area.
'Exclusive rights — American
albums are available to only
one station in each city.
Prot'cn effective — Our personnel has had almost 10 years

t today — write, ivire
/j/ione for complete deiails, No obligation.
Phone 4-3262
•

iiPTriirn iiiTrnroT
LISTENER INTEREST

11 RE ALBUMS
Y O U 1I STATION
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January 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1270 kc
WMBH
Joplin,
from 1450 kc 250 wMo.—
unl.CPto to1270change
kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-N.
AM— 1150 kc
WORA creaseMayaguez,
inpower from 1P. kwR. —to CP5 kw,
install. DA-DN.
CP to Reinstate
KYLE Intermountain Bcstg. Co., Alamogordo,
N. M. —1230CP kcto250reinstate
new AM station
w unl. CP
Transfer of Control
WABZ from
Albemarle,
N. C— Transfer
control
G. H. Hendrix,
Ira Leigh,of
Carl C. Aley and R. H. Whitlow to
W. E. Smith, T. E. Wolfe and M. M.
Palmer.
Acquisition of Control
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn. — Acquisition of control
Oliver M.
Albrit-J.
ton and
Claude from
W. Hasten
to Sam
Albritton.
Modification of CP
KGIB Bremerton, Wash.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: WDEC
AmericuS, Ga.; WIRB Enterprise, Ala.
Modification of CP
WJIZ
Hammond,
Ind. — Mod.
CP new
FM station for extension
of completion
date.
KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa — Same.
WHIO-FM Dayton, Ohio— Same.
KTRH-FM Houston, Tex.— Same.
License for CP
WOC-FM
to cover CP Davenport,
new station. Iowa — ^License
Modification of CP
WRGB Schenectady, N. Y.— Mod. CP
for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1330 kc
WFBC Greenville, S. C— CP change
from DA-N to DA-DN, install new
trans, and change site.

January 17, 1949

experience in the design, production, sales and distribution
of Radio Picture Albums utilized by nearly 200 stations
from coast to coast. These
albums
attract new station
. accounts, increase station reve? • nue.
Finest available — American
albums are individually designed, oand
beautifully exit^atfinest
ion to^available.
ecuted — blthe
^^^ ^
^^^^
Write, it;ire or phone — ^^Full
information uladly sent without

January 11 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WAAT-FM Newark, N. J.— Granted
license for new FM station Channel 234,
13.5 kw, 540 ft.
Paramount Television Productions
Inc. license
Area Los
— Granted
CP
and
for Angeles
new exp.
TV relay
W6XLC.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 7-1-49.were granted mod. CPs for
Following
extension of completion dates as indicated: WKNY Kingston, N. Y., to 3-2949; WJPF-FM Herrin, 111., to 3-31-49;
WPRO-FM Providence, to 4-12-49;
WGCM-FM Gulf port. Miss., to 3-1-49;'
WLOX-FM Biloxi, Miss., to 3-28-49;
KBOA-FM Kennett, Mo., to 2-18-49;
WBYS-FM Canton, 111., to 3-28-49;
KGW-FM Portland, Ore., to 2-1-49;
WJAX-FM Jacksonville, Fla., to 4-2549; KISS San Antonio, to 8-1-49; WOAITV San Antonio, to 6-25-49; WSEE St.
Petersburg, Fla., to 6-26-49; WOC-TV
Davennort, Iowa, to 8-2-49; W8XRF Detroit, to 7-1-49; W8XRG Detroit, to 7-149; KMA-TV Omaha, to 6-1-49.
WCNX
license forMiddlestown,
new station,Conn.—
1150 kcGranted
500 w
D., and to specify studio location.
KFAM-FM
St. Cloud,
Minn.— Channel
Granted
license
for new
FM station,
284, 50 kw, 425 ft.
WGBG-FM
C—
Granted
licenseGreensboro,
for new FM N.station,
Channel 262, 37 kw, 395 ft.
KUGN Eugene,
— Granted making
CP to
reinstate
CP whichOre.authorized
changes in vertical ant.
WIFM Radio New Rochelle Inc., New
Rochelle,
Y. — Granted
request to
cancel CP N.
for new
FM station.
WCYB-FM Appalachian Bcstg. Corp.,
Bristol,
Va. — FM
Granted
CP for new
station.request to cancel
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as
shown: KCRA-FM Sacramento, to 3-3049; WHKC-FM
Columbus, Ohio, to
3- 28-49; KOMB Los Angeles, to 4-1-49;
WQDI-FMLouisville,
Quincy, to111.,
to WMCF
4-6-49;
WRXW
5-1-49;
Memphis,
Tenn.,
to
2-1-49;
WAPO-FM
Chattanooga,
to 7-21-49;
KWGD
St.
Louis,
to 6-30-49;
WSOU So.
Orange,
N.
J.,
to
3-1-49;
WBEZ
Chiacgo,
2-1-49; KWKH-FM Shreveport, La., to
to
6-15-49; WDLB-FM Marshfield, Wis., to
4- 1-49; KWK St. Louis, to 1-15-49;
WHDH Boston, to 3-14-49; WEAM-TV
Birmingham, Ala., to 6-30-49.

In High Gear
THE FIRST Walter Winchell
broadcast under the banner
of his new sponsor, KaiserFrazer, through William H.
Weintraub & Co., netted the
commentator a 29.7 Hooper
rating Sunday, Jan. 2, whereas his rating the week before
under Jergen sponsorship
was 23.6. Sponsor identification for the first KaiserFrazer show rated a 64.3
while the last show for Jergens after 16 years rates a
67.8.
filed by following AM stations: WBHP
Huntsville, Ala.; WIRB Enterprise, Ala.
Assigimient of CP
WNAB-FM
Assignment of CPBridgeport,
from HaroldConn.—
Thomas
to WNAB Inc.
Transfer of Control
WCMW-FM
Ohio— Transfer
of control from Canton,
E. A. Mahoney,
James
L. Amerman, Arnold Gebhart, Royal G.
Lister and Merlin R. Schneider to S. L.
Huffman and K. B. Cope.
WIBC-FM Indianapolis — ^Acquisition
of control of Indianapolis News Pub.
Co. Inc., parent firm, by Adelaide F.
Causey, individually and as trustee for
Robert Fairbanks through retirement
to treasury of 664 sh common stock.
Modification of CP
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WWOL-FM West Seneca, N. Y.—
Same.
WSLB-FM Ogdensburg, N. Y.— Same.
WSAN-FM AUentown, Pa.— Same.
WSVA-FM Harrisonburg, Va. — Same.
WGNB Chicago— Mod. CP changes in
FM
date. station for extension of completion
License for CP
WOMI-FM
Ky. — License
to cover CP Owensboro,
which reinstated
CP for
new FM station.
WCAE-FM
Pittsburgh—
cover
CP new FM
station. License to
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following FM stations: WMLN
cuse, N. Y. Mich.; WNDR-FM SyraMt. Clemens,

January 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1490 kc
The Greenwich Bcstg. Corp., Greenwich, Conn. — CP new AM station 1490
kc 250 w unl. AMENDED re stockholders.
AM— 1320 kc
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 920
Moseley
Bros.,
Picayune,
Miss.
—
CP
new AM station 1320 kc 250 w D
WTNT
Ga.— toCP920tokcswitch
AMENDED to request 1 kw D.
from
1230 Augusta,
kc 250 w unl.
1 kw
AM— 1470 kc
unl. DA-DN. AM— 790 kc
The Midwestern Bcstg. Co., Toledo,
Ohio — CP new AM station 1470 kc 1 kw
KNEW Spokane, Wash.— CP change
unl. tors
DA and AMENDED
stockholders. re officers, direc- from 1430 kc to 790 kc, change DA-DN
to DA-N.
SSA— 1540 kc
AM— 1280 kc
WJMJ
Philadelphia—
for 1540 kc
Charlottesville,
Va. —D 1 kw D for period not SSA
to exceed 6 mo.
CPXYZnewBcstg.
AM Co.,
station
1280 kc 1 kw
Assignment
of
CP
AMENDED
to change
name ofJr.applicant from Frank
T. Parker
and
Tex. — Assignment
Marion M. Parker d/b as XYZ Bctsg. CPKEYE
from Perryton,
North Plains
Bcstg. Co. of
to
Co. to Charlottesville Bcstg. Corp.
Great Plains Bcstg. Co.
AM— 990 kc
Tenn.
— Assigmnent
of WMFI
CP forMemphis,
FM station
from
Fanny B.
KFDXcrease Wichita
in- Wilson
to WMFI Bcstg. Co.
from 1 kw-N FaUs,
5 kw-DTex.—
to 1CPkw-N
(Continued
on
page
77)
10-kw D, make changes in DA-DN
AMENDED
to change
name ofCannan
applicant from Darrold
Alexander
tr/as
Bcstg. Co.Co. to Wichtex
Radio Wichtex
and Television
Modification of CP
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Mod. license
to remove limitations imposed by Commission on license AMENDED to rechange
DA-D trans,
and make
changesquestinCP to
trans,
and change
site.
KXOA Sacramento, Calif.— Mod. CP
change frequency, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
KING Seattle, Wash.— Mod. CP increase
pletion power
date. etc. for extension of comLicense for CP
KSUM
Fairmont,
Minn. — and
License
cover CP new AM station
specifyto
studio site as 306 N. Park St.
KFDMCP Beaumont,
Tex. etc.
— License to
cover
increase power
Xlcense Renewal
License renewal applications were
BROADCASTING
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fM DELETIONS
Five Withdrawals Approved
ions
)ELETION of five FM stat
i:
vas authorized last week by FCC
in request of the respective appli;ants. Three outlets indicated their
(withdrawals were for economic
easons and one cited television
lians as basis for dropping PM.
deletion of nine FM stations has
)een authorized to date this year.
WJIM-FM Lansing, Mich., owned
iy WJIM Inc. which is licensee of
^M outlet WJIM there, turned in
ts construction permit because of
ITV. According to FCC, applicant
Isaid it has "concluded that it can
Ibest serve this area by concentrat[ ing upon the installation of its television station in Lansing." WJIMTV holds CP for Channel 6 (82-88
mc). .
Fayette Broadcasting Co., licensee of WKLX and permittee of
WKLX-FM Lexington, Ky., turned
in the CP for WKLX-FM. Firm
indicated it was not in a financial
position at this time to complete
construction of an FM station, FCC
reported.
WIFM (FM) New Rochelle,
I N. Y., was dropped by Radio New
Rochelle Inc., permittee, for economic reasons. Commission reported firm said its move was "due to
re-evaluation of FM development
with particular regard to the local
situation, which now indicates a
prolonged period of unprofitable
operation, and also minimum overhead would not be achieved."
Riverside Broadcasters, Riverside, Calif., turned in its CP for
KRCN (FM) there. Firm explained
the "partnership has become inoperative by reason of inaction" and
therefore is "unable to secure needed support to pursue these matters," FCC said.
WRVA Richmond, Va., presented its
first annual Sports Award to Tommy
Thompson, of William & Mary, voted
by
Virginia's lineman
"Big Six"ofplayers
loutstanding
1948 inas the
the
Old Dominion. Cadet Bobby Tomason
of VMI received the award as outstanding back of the year.

AD CLUB CLINIC

ACCEPTING certificate of appreciation for NBC's cooperation during recent Forest Fire Prevention Campaign
is Sidney N. Strotz (r), vice president
in charge of NBC Western Division.
Wallace I. Hutchinson, chief of information, U. S. Forest Service, San
Francisco, makes award. Network
was lauded particularly for special
fire prevention programs. Forests
Aflame, broadcast during campaign
as well asof for
"continued
Forest
Service. support"
TELEGRAPH MEET
Webster Heads U. S. Group
EDWARD M. WEBSTER, FCC
commissioner, has been named
chairman of the U. S. Delegation
to a preparatory meeting to discuss international telegraph regulations, scheduled to open today
(Jan. 17) at Geneva, the State
Dept. announced last Monday.
T. H. E. Nesbitt, assistant chief.
Telecommunications Division, Dept.
of State, was appointed vice chairman of the delegation.
Others appointed to serve as
members are: Marion H. Woodward, assistant, chief engineer,
FCC; Jack Werner, assistant chief.
Common Carrier Division, FCC Bureau of Law; and William J. Norfleet, chief accountant, FCC. Ronald M. Ayer, Division of International Conferences, Dept. of State,
is secretary of the group.

In Grand Rapids Jan. 21
ADVERTISING Club of Grand
Rapids (Mich.) will have as principal speaker at banquet session of
its Forum for '49 Edgar Kobak,
president of MBS. The forum, a
one-day clinic on new trends in advertising and merchandising, will
be held Jan. 21 in the Pantlind
Hotel, Grand Rapids.
Attending will be advertising
and sales executives from Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin. Advance registrations ($15
fee includes breakfast, luncheon,
banquet) are to be mailed to A.
William Honecker, secretary. Advertising Club of Grand Rapids,
145 Franklin St., S.W. General
chairman of the forum is Wesley
Aves, vice president of the club.
Mr. Kobak will speak on "A Year
of Challenge to Advertising."
Other clinic session topics and
speakers are:
"The Big Job Ahead for AdvertisWilliam N.of Connolly,
board chairmaning,"
of Assn.
National Advertisers;
"New
Trends
in
Advertising,"
G. E.
Simons, advertising manager. Major
Appliances Div., General Electric Co.;
"New Patterns in Sales Promotion,"
H. Ford Ferine, merchandising director, Life;bilities,"
"Advertising's
ResponsiThomas d'Arcy New
Brophy,
board
chairman, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
"New Dodge,
Problemsvicein
Marketing,"
Sherwood
presidentsearch,
in Foote,
charge
of
media
and and
reCone & Belding,
"A Consumer's Viewpoint," Dr. Colston
E.
president.
Consumer's
Union
of Warne,
theing U.S.
Eltonof G.America
Borton, president,
AdvertisFederation
will be toastmaster.

WD5U
WDSU broadcasts 5000 watts
from the, French Quarter tO
the Gulf and South Louisiana listeners.
From
association
with time-honored
Neif daily
Orleans
institutions
WDSU ha»
developed a high quality of integrity.
WDSU devotes program time regularly
'New Cathedral,
and exclusively to the St. Louis
the International House, Moisant Inter.
Oatioaal Airport, Tulane University,
Union Station, the Municipal Auditoriuuv
Symphonies andWDSU's
Operas.dominate Hoop>
crating
provesinstitutioos
that hoa*
loyalty.
oring
createslocal
high listeaec

Orleans f~^k '•■

ABC
Affiliate
5000
Watts

NEW
ORLEANS
WDSU
1280 kc

WGH UPS POWER
Now 5 kw and on 1310 kc
WGH Newport News, Va., was
scheduled to increase power from
250 w to 5 kw fulltime and to move
from 1340 to 1310 kc last Saturday
at 7 p.m. On the same day the
public was invited to inspect the
WGH studios in the Warwick Hotel
and station's new transmitter
plant and three-tower antenna array on Route 258 in Elizabeth City
County.
Slated to give the opening remarks as WGH switched frequency
and boosted its power were Gov.
William M. Tuck of Virginia, Lieut.
Commdr. Raymond B. Bottom,
president of Hampton Roads
WEVD
Broadcasting Corp., the WGH li117-119 W. 46 tt.
censee, and Edward E. Bishop,
WGH vice president and general
mNRY CRUNriElO, Mgr. Olrador N.V.19
manager.
BROADCASTING
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times a day direct from our studio
in the City Room of The Newark News.
WNJR is the on/y New Jersey station offering
comp/efe national and local news coverage.
Another

exclusive availability on . . .

the radio station of the
Newark Evening News

WNJR

91 Holsey Street
Newark 1, N. J.
MArket 3-2700
January 17, 1949
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To

One

Million

People

CBS

leans

DURHAM
North Carolina
ATTS
5,000 W

620

Kc

PAUL H. RAYMER,
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 16)
"This seemed the best way to get
the most out of two sides."
After transcribing a special
NAR birthday show, using the
same talent but with the added
fillip of birthday greetings to reservists from Rear Admr. Edward
C. Ewen, then chief of the command, Commdr. Kimmell went to
bat for a radio budget.
By November 1947 he had the
$22,000 grant, and work on the
first 26-week series was started.
Progress was slow due to limited
studio availability preceding the
record ban, but early last year
(1948) activity picked up when
AFM Czar Petrillo cleared the
project. The 15-minute show presented Jim Ameche as m.c, the
Honey Dreamers, the George
Barnes instrumental octet — plus a
guest spot featuring name stars
who chanced to be in Chicago, 18
miles from the Glenview base.
"The show was built first for the
broadcaster and listener and second for the Navy," Commdr. Kimmell says. "This paid dividends as
later reports indicated the show
not only captured but held attention. Our one plug per show, with
an occasional boost from the guest
artist as to the importance of a
strong air reserve, was designed to
be attractive to the listener."
The first 26-week series was followed by a spot announcement project featuring movie actors who had
served in the Navy and Marines
(Robert Montgomery, Robert Taylor, Tyrone Power, Buddy Rogers,
Gene Kelly, Wayne Morris). Also
participating were actress Janis
Paige, who had been "Miss Naval
Air Reserve" when the command
was activated in 1946, and baseball
stars Johnny Mize, Walker Cooper,
and Mel Ott. Five hundred stations now are using the spots.
Casting for Series
Basic casting for the new 1949
series is the same as last year but
"certain weak spots have been
beefed up," the commander reveals.
The Barnes octet has become a 16piece orchestra, and these guests
stars already have been signed:
Skitch Henderson, Skip Farrell,
Frankie Masters and Phyllis
Myles, the King's Jesters, Georgie
Goebel, Andy Roberts and Nancy
Reed, Julie Wilson, Jerry Colonna,
Jack Carson, and Marion Hutton.
Walt Kimmell, who is 36 years
old, entered radio following his
graduation from Wichita Falls
Junior College in 1933. His first
job was on KGKO, then located in
his native city. By 1938, he had
added flying to his talents, and this
landed him in the Navy in 1942 as
a primary flight instructor at
Dallas and Memphis Naval Air
Stations. After V-J Day he became a Navy public information
officer and has been attached to the
NARTC staff at headquarters ever
since, with the exception of several
months in the Hollywood area.
In addition to his radio work, he
travels extensively for and with
his boss, Rear Admr. R. F. Whitehead, present commander of

NARTC, acting as advance representative for annual inspections of
reserve activities. During last
years' tour, 70 live broadcasts were
producedj^ each featuring the admiral but pointed toward the local
NAR operation. On such trips, he
instructs local PIOs in the use of
radio.
Son of a Texas oil operator,
Commdr. Kimmell is married to
the former Ruth Brannon of Amarillo, whom he met while at KFDA.

COMEDY

RATING

New High in Decency — RAP
COLLEGE students of all creeds
rated radio comedy as hitting a
new high in decency in the Oct. 17Nov. 13 period. The students, comprising the Radio Acceptance Poll,
represented 63 colleges and universities.
Scoring programs on the basis of
"good taste and all-around family
acceptability," they rated the Life
of Riley and Jack Benny shows at
the top of the list as "highly acceptable." Eddie Cantor and Fred
Allen programs tied for third with
high "acceptable" ratings.
Close behind the top four, according to the college pollsters,
were: Red Skelton, Burns and
Allen, Charlie McCarthy, Bob
Hope, Phil Harris and Duffy's
Tavern. All were adjudged "acceptable." Duffy's Tavern, which
placed tenth in the ten-program
list, was rated well above the halfway mark between "barely acceptable" and "highly acceptable."
The Radio Acceptance Poll is
conducted by the National Federation of Catholic College Students
through its press commission, with
headquarters at St. Joseph's College, Collegeville, Ind.
In 30 weeks of balloting last year
Fibber McGee and Molly was the
only comedy program to win a
"highly acceptable" rating for the
entire season. The college pollsters
said that Fibber and Molly have
been "graduated" from RAP this
year and vdll not be monitored.
Ratings for the Oct 17-Nov. 13
period, with figures indicating

Hot- Interview
A HOT time was experienced
by the staff of WRNL Richmond, Va., Jan. 6 when a twoalarm fire threatened the second floor studios. The blaze,
which was brought under control after a two-hour battle,
forced operation from the .
transmitter when smoke be- j
came too thick for the station's announcing staff. When
studio operation was resumed, announcer Al Reynolds
Fire Chiefinterviewed
FinnaganRichmond's
who took
time out from his fire fightair. ing duties to appear on the
composite scores for the four weeks,

were
(1) : "Life
of Eddie
Riley,"Cantor,
78; (2)68;Jack
Benny,
75; (3)
(3)
Fred Allen, 68; (5) Red Skelton, 65;
(6) Burns and
(7) "Charlie
McCarthy,"
61; Allen,
(8) Bob63;Hope,
60; (9)
Phil
Harris,
59;
(10)
"Duffy's
Tavern," i
56.

RADIO AS MEDIA
Seattle Ad Club to Study
RADIO'S place among the major;
media of Seattle advertising was
described last Thursday in Seattle
Advertising and Sales Club's wincourse, "Media
Advertising."
The terclasses
started ofJan.
10.
An outline of the media to be
studied was given by L. J. Johnson
account executive with Ruthrauff
& Ryan and associate coordinator
of the course. Tom Jones Parry of aid
Western Agency gave a discussion
of general magazines. Ray Baker,
commercial manager of KOMO
Seattle,
conducting the radio session thisisweek.

The present course is part of a
series, with "The Production of Advertising" scheduled for the spring
semester and "General Advertising" planned for fall. Harry Pearson, partner in Pearson and Mor- opi
gan Adv. Agency, is chairman of
the course planning committer,
which
is guided
by
educational
advisory
0. Stone, secretary
tional Adv. Agency,

50.000 WATTS. 890 KC, ABC AFFILIATE

the
Club'i^
board,Ad with
H.
of Pacific Naas chairman.

CHICAGO 7

FARMER
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Represented by JOHN BLAIR & CO
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AT WDRC Hartford, Conn., dreams
^% are becoming realities. Each
Saturday at 1:15 p.m. station
ersonnel and invited guests will put
n their "dream shows" — 15 minutes
lof anything they want to put on the
lair. Guests will include newspaper
jcolumnists and prominent personages
fwho will be given a chance to put on
their idea of a "dream" radio show.
Salute to Citizens
A SALUTE to prominent pioneer citizens of Warren, Ohio, is object of
WRRN
Warren's newest program,
: Warren's Appreciation Hour. The life
• and history of these prominent citi'■, them
zens is told
by someonetheirwho has
knownof
throughout
years
achievement.
'Vocational Guidance'
WKBG North Wilkesboro, N. C., is cooperating with local Kiwanis Club in
' presenting its new program, Vocational
Guidance. During 30-minute program
a group of high school students and a
local professional man meet for roundtable discussion on careers. The speak' er brings out the "how" and "why"
of his chosen career, and the cost and
time involved in preparing for it, plus
advantages which it offers. Following
this 10-minute presentation students
■ Program
take over isandaired
a question
period follows.
in classrooms
of local
high schools, 'so that those not participating for the week may take advantage of each career discussion.
Disc Show on Tv
NEW YEAR brought a new disc show
to WSB-TV Atlanta. Reel Roundup,
uses typical disc jockey format with
short musical film subjects, and WSB
disc m.c, „Bob Watson injects bits of
information concerning the recording
artists. Quarter-hour show is telecast
each Saturday night.
Sex Education Series
'WGAR Cleveland, in conjunction with
Cleveland Welfare Federation, has
launched new six week series on sex
^education. Titled Sex Guidance for
Youth, series has been prepared by
health educators and social workers.
Programs present well known Cleve■landers in discussions of following
|opics: "Giving Your

Baby

Start; The First Six Years; Questions
Children Ask and Don't Ask; Those
Teen Age Years; Dating Do's and
Don'ts, and What is Love?"
On the Feminine Side
DORIS LOCKERMAN, associate editor
of the Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution, and
author of a daily
column in that panow air.
columnistper,of isthe
She
is heard Mon.-Fri.
on WCON Atlanta
on her own proLet's Hear
Now. gram,
Show
features comments and
news items from a
woman's - viewpoint
on news of interest
Mrs. Lockerman
to women. WCON
is owned and operated by the Constitution.
'Bring Home the Bacon'
RESIDENTS of Newark, N. J. and
surrounding communities are invited to
Bring Home the Bacon. New quiz
show on WNJR Newark is aired direct
from the Tantleff Beef Co., in Newark,
sponsor of program. Contestants vie
for prizes with "meat in it" — hams,
steaks, a leg of lamb, bacon, chickens
and sausages, plus eggs and butter.
If they fail to answer a question correctly they still win — each contestant
gets a pound of bacon. WNJR airs the
show each Tuesday at 12:05 p.m.
Synagogue Services
REGULAR Friday night broadcasts of
Jewish Sabbath Eve services direcu
from Herzl Congregation in Seattle
have been launched by KING Seattle.
Services are aired by transcription at
10 p.m. and include sermon of Rabbi
Samuelbroadcasts,
Penner, who
statedto that
these
we seek
lift "In
the
veil of secrecy which too frequently
surrounds the Synagogue and to spread
knowledge about Judaism — its religion,
literature, ethics and folklore."
TV in Buffalo
DURING theOperation—
seminar held
for 6,200 urologists WBEN-TV Buffalo televised operations for their benefit. Operations were performed at

a Good

Millard Filmore hospital 2% miles
from the hotel and carried over shortwave radio link to WBEN-TV and via
coaxial cable from station's control
room to the hotel. Seven operations
were telecast during the seminar.
What Do They Know?
NEWEST program on KOMO Seattle,
is Quizdown — a straight-out contest of
knowledge. Two students from the
fourth, fifth and sixth grades, with one
alternate from each grade, compete
against youngsters of same level from
another local school. Questions have
been prepared which "require thought
by the student while at the microphone,
and not a simple recitation of isolated
facts." Half-hour quiz is conducted
each Saturday at 11 a.m., in the auditorium of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, sponsor of the show, and is
transcribed for broadcast on KOMO at
4:30 p.m. the same day. Special feaof the ishalf-way
"intermission"
on
each tureshow
introduction
of a special
studio guest. Prizes are awarded to
schools and students submitting questions, and program participants receive
medals.
'Mid-America Sings'
NEWEST program on KCMO Kansas
City, Mo., is Mid-America Sings. Each
Sunday half-hour program is broadcast direct from colleges and universities in "Mid-America," and features
choral groups from one of these
schools.
Appeal for All
SLANTED toward youngsters, teenagers, and news-loving adults is new
show on WMTR Morristown, N. J.
Program is divided into three segments— a half-hour "Kiddiedisc" show,
featuring records and chatter for moppets— a five minute newscast — and a
teen-age disc show. Program is sponsored by Morristown branch of Oppenheim-Collins, New York department
store. During last portion of program,
a junior miss disc jockey, selected
from a high school in the area by
votes of students who must ballot in
the Oppenheim-Collins store, presides.

Top Comedians
MILTON BERLE, star of NBC
television and ABC radio programs, and Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis, NBC's new comedy team,
have been honored by a readers'
poll conducted by Comedy World
magazine. Poll results, announced
by National Laugh Foundation,
rate Mr. Berle "Comedian of the
Year" and the Martin-Lewis team
"New
Comedy
the Texaco
Year."
Mr. Berle
emceesStars
the ofvideo
Stur Theatre, Tuesdays, 8-9 p.m.,
NBC-TV and the ABC radio show
of the same name. Both shows are
sponsored by The Texas Co., New
York, through Kudney Agency,
New York.
KWK

Power

THE

m

OF

wmimi
on special "DJ" platters*
FREDDY
MARTIN
With Amy
Once in Love
and You Was
DJ-626
* * * * *

Brush Those Tears
From Your Eyes
The Man
and on
the Carrousel
DJ-627
* * * * *

ERSKINE
HAWKINS
Bewildered
and
DJ-628
Corn
Bread
* * ★ * *

Lavender Blue
and
FREDDY MARTIN
So Dear To My Heart
(Both from Disney's "So DearDJ-629
to My Heart")
*****
*"0d" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!

Boost

KWK

J. McCOLLISTER
Regignol Representatives
2^660 BEUAGIO^ lOS ANGEIES
. BR 0470i
Shows with a Hollywood Vferitage
)5RO ADC ASTING
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★ Member N-A-B-

St. Louis increased its nighttime operating power from 1 kw to
5 kw Jan. 6, making use of two
new directional antennae at transmitter. To promote new signal
strength, station has adopted slogan "KWK, Your Signal for Good
Listening," according to Robert T.
Convey, president and general manager.
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FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY
If you are a BROADCASTING subscriber on February 28,
you will receive as part of your
subscription the new 550-page
Yearbook free. It's your constant
reference for all radio — AM, FM,
TV— all year round.
Qet. ,^
52

1%

1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
. . . complete analysis of 1948
radio advertising; AM, FM, TV directories, program trends; ratings
of
year's
most
popular shows;
new
audience measurement
methods,
plus 1000 radio references.
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
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appointhas been
BOB PROVEN
r of
directo
ed public CEservice
WKNA Charleston, W. Va. He
rejoins station after serving for a
year as public relations director of
Elk Refining Co.
JOEL CHASEMAN, WAAM(TV) Baltimore sports announcer, has been
signed by Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, to handle Loyola basketball
games for Arrow Beer, same city, on
WAAM(TV).
WALTER CRONKITE, former United
Press foreign correspondent, has
been signed by
nine midwest and
southwest stations
as permanent
Washington correspondent. He will
do a short daily
news spot and two
quarter -hour programs weekly for
WOW Omaha;
KSO Des Moines;
KSCJ Sioux City;
Mr. Cronkite
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KMBC
and KPRM Kansas City, Mo.; KTUL
Tulsa; KOMA Oklahoma City, and
KWK St. Louis.
KEITH ROBERTS, formerly of the
Wisconsin State Journal, has joined
the news staff of WKOW Madison,
Wis.
JACK MORAN has joined WMON
Montgomery, W. Va., as sportscaster.
He was formerly with WNOP Newport, R. I.
CARL UHLARIK, news writer and
publicity man, has joined news staif
of KFAB Omaha, Neb.
BILL NOONAN has joined news department of KXOK St. Louis.
JULIAN PIBRCEFIELD has joined
sports department of WCSI Columbus, Ind.
ERNIE KOVACS, special events director of WTTM Trenton, N. J., is
the father of a girl.
JOHN K. CHAPEL, news chief at
KROW Oakland-San Francisco, has
been presented by the Shriners with
a life membership certificate in
Shrine Hospital for Crippled Children. Award was for his radio service
to the hospital.
DON DAHL, KDAL Duluth, Minn.,
sports director, is the father of a
girl, Pamela.
WNYC

BOOKS contribui'ed to United Hospital Fund by listeners to Phil Cook (r>
on WCBS New York are presented to the fund's president, Roy E. Lar~
sen (I), president of Time, by G. Richard Swift (holding notebook), assistant
general manager of WCBS. Mr. Cook's Thanksgiying-to-Christmas "Send
a Book to Cook" campaign had netted a total of c87,721 books by Jan.
4. Watching the presentation is Catherine Heinz, librarian for fund.
N.

Y. CAB

BAN

Taxis Must Remove Radios
ALL New York taxicabs were ordered to remove radios from their
vehicles last week by the city Hack
Bureau in an effort to reduce accidents.
Harold de Wolfe, managing director of the League of Mutual Taxi
Owners, which represents the bulk
of individual cab owners, denied
that radio playing by taxis was responsible for accidents.
"If it were true that radio playing distracts a driver or causes
accidents," he asserted, "then every
radio in every automobile throughout the nation should be removed."
Six months ago the Hack Bureau
reported fewer than 200 radios remained in New York's 11,500 cabs.
Before
the
war, 95%
York's
taxis had radios,
said ofMr.Newde Wolfe.
New York's police have campaigned
in recent years to have all radios
removed from cabs, citing a 1934
regulation
requiring sets to be
only.
operated
from the passenger seat
The law also makes it illegal for
a cab operator to go into the back
of the cab to turn it off.

OU RADIO MEET
National Commiftee Named
PLANS for the Annual Radio
Conference of the U. of Oklahoma,
to be held March 3-5, moved ahead
last week as the new national com-i
mittee was partially named. Function of the committee is to advise
on policy and to assist in the selections of topics and speakers, according to Sherman P. Lawton, 0. U.
director of the meeting.
Members of the committee to
date include: George Biggars, WLS
Chicago; Para Lee Brock, WNOX
Knoxville; Rowland Broiles, Row
land Broiles Advertising, Fort
Worth, Tex.; Robert Enoch, KTOK
Oklahoma City; Ray K. Glenn,
Glenn Advertising, Los Angeles:
Leslie S. Hauger, Watts-Payne Advertising, Tulsa; George Jennings,
Board
Education,
; ' J.
Soulard ofJohnson,
WBBMChicago
Chicago;
Harold W. Kent, Kamehameha
Schools, Honolulu; Ben Ludy,
WIBW Topeka; Monty Mann,
Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas; Robert
Richards,
ert
Saudek,NAB,
ABC, Washington;
New York; PRo'
Sugg, WKY Oklahoma City; John
W. Tinnea, KWK St. Louis, aijd
Herbert City.
True, Carter Advertisin:
Kansas

Vacancies

TO FILL vacancies at WNYC,
New York City's municipally
owned station, the city's Civil Service Commission, at 299 Broadway,
is accepting applications for two
continuity writers, one radio dramatic assistant and one traffic assistant. Jobs pay $2,710 a year to
start. A bachelor's degree and six
months actual experience, or a
high school diploma and two years
actual experience, or the equivalent, is required. Applications may
be made in person or by mail.
Qualified applicants will be given
examinations in about a month.

COMPLETE
SIMULTANEOUS

SCHEDULE
SERVICE

o
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
^ BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Dept. of Commerce Total
Over $20 Billion
U.S. PAYROLL
IN MARCH of 1947, 34,494,168 people were employed in the United
States. Their taxable income during the January-March 1947 period
was $20,607,734,000.
These figures have just been released by the Dept. of Commerce in a
report headed "Business Establish- ★
nents. Employment and Taxable
$7.00. Separate state bulletins are
Pay Rolls, Under Old-Age and Sur- available and range in price from
vivors Insurance Program."
5c to 30c. They may be purchased
The report, made up of four from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing
tables, presents statistics on reOffice, Washington, or any Dept. of
porting units for March 1947 employment and January-March 1947 Commerce field office.
taxable wages covered under the
The report points out that only
the first quarter of 1947 is covered
Old Age and Survivors Insurance
and the figures listed include only
Program.
those covered by old-age and surClassifications are broken down
vivors insurance.
into 168 separate industries under
On a state-by-state basis the fignine major headings. Major
ures for mid-March 1947 employbreak downs are: Agriculture,
ment and total payroll for the JanForesty and Fishing; Mining; Conuary-March 1947 period are as foltract -Construction ; Manufacturlows:
ing; Public Utilities; Wholesale
Taxable
Trade; Retail Trade; Finance, InEmployment
Pay -March
Rolls
surance & Real Estate, and ServMid-March Jan.
ice Industries.
State
1947
1947
Unit Breakdowns
Alabama
($000)
225,902
484,261
15,716
The number of reporting units AJaska
11,204
Arizona
112,380
63,556
are shown with breakdowns cover- Arkansas
199,420
83,461
California
2,340,333
1,623,396
ing seven different sized establish- Colorado
239,233
128,456
Connecticut
ments ranging from 0-3 employes
434,737
682,628
Delaware
to 500 or more employes.
87,767
58,673
214,
463
127,200
D. C.
Data on the county level also is Florida
507,843
256,740
Georgia
590,397
available with Table 3 covering 415 Hawaii
269,709
. _
54,343
84,399
selected large counties and Table Idaho
42,841
80,324
4 giving information on smaller Illinois
1,690,291
2,624,340
Indiana
counties.
587,564
991,101
Iowa
210,189
420,213
. Price for Part 1 is 40c and it in- Kansas
289,136
146,246
cludes state summaries. Part 2 Kentucky
420,287
214,156
204,411
407,889
which consists of 50 separate bound Louisiana
204,754
bulletins, one for each state and Maine
104,639
535,176
303,226
one for Alaska and Hawaii, is Maryland
848,537
Massachusetts- 1,425,192
Michigan
1,186,302
Minnesota 1,769,739
571,749
315,717
Mississippi l 220,909
86,720
TRANSIT
RATES
901,012
Missouri
487,253
Montana
46,057
86,723
Nebraska
97,363
200,548
Issued by KXOK-FM
Nevada _
23,624
36,805
141,401
N.
Hampshire72,971
RATE CARDS for transitcasting New Jersey 1,362,348
891,319
New
Mexico
have begun to make their appear40,014
79,506
York 4,590,015
ance on the American advertising New
3,109,156
North
Carolina
681,047
313,540
scene. Card No. 1 issued Jan. 1 North Dakota24,818
55,066
by KXOK-FM St. Louis offers Ohio
1,393,531
2,218,359
168,687
318,780
Class A time from $18 for one Oklahoma
314,015
Oregon
202,736
time to $13 on a frequency discount Pennsylvania
1,732,974
for 260 times.
146,680
Rhode Island 2,903,465
257,323
149,131
South
Carolina
336,331
Class A announcements, aired on
South Dakota67,606
30,060
the radio-equipped vehicles, are Tennessee
274,450
561,633
limited to 50 words or 25 seconds. Texas
1,347,276
685,228
113,334
Class A time is 6:30-8:30 a.m. and Utah
63,744
Vermont
75,974
38,380
4-6:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. Virginia
271,484
554,251
Class B rates begin at $9.50 for Washington
485,040
306,563
251,787
one time to $7 for 260 times. This West Virginia- 416,620
791,486
456,013
time period is from 6 to 6:30 a.m. Wisconsin
Wyoming
44,363
25,472
and 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 6 a.m. to 6:30
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Stockton Ad Club
The Class C time, from 6:30 p.m.
HERB
FERGUSON, manager of
to 6 a.m. Sunday through Saturday,
costs $7 one time and $5.50 for 260 KXOB Stockton, Calif., has been
times. Other rates are:
elected president of the Stockton
Two-minute
and sports
summaries, with a news
maximum
of 50 words
Advertising Club. Other radio men
of commercial copy plus sponsor iden- named to offices were Jimmy Fox,
■:ification
introductions,
in the $17.50,
Class
A bracketin cost
$23.50 one time,
260 times; in Class B, $12.50 and $9.50, KWG Stockton salesman, treasurer,
and Class C, $9 and $6.75.
and Keith Pinion, KXOB account
A maximum of 50 words of commerexecutive, member of the board.
cial copy is also allowed with service
features such as time, temperature,
The new officers will be installed
weather, scores and other features.
For one time the rates are: Class A, ing.
Jan.
29 during a dinner dance meet$19.75;
{7.75. Class B, $10.50, and Class C,
aBROADCASTING
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ommetcia
lillliil

has been
r
general sales
manageapAN M.pointedPARIS
HERM
of WWDC
Washington, and
HELEN K. MOBBERLY becomes commercial manager of WWDC-FM.
WMGM New York has appointed
Radio Representatives Inc., New York,
to handle national sales.
JOSEPH GOODFELLOW, former resident manager and vice president of
KSJB Jamestown,
N. D., appointed
account executive
at WHLI and
WHLI-PM Hempstead, L. I. Mr.
Goodfellow has
also been with
KIOA Des Moines
as
tive.account execuGEORGE FOLTS,
formerly of WSRS
Mr. Goodfellow Cleveland, Ohio,
has joined sales
staff of WRRN Warren, Ohio.
KSJO and KSJO-FM San Jose, Calif.,
has appointed the Friedenberg Agency, New York, as its eastern representative.

FTC VS. HERB
Radio Advertiser Charged
A COMPLAINT alleging false
and misleading advertising of Vim
Herb, medicinal preparation, has
been issued against Herb Products
Co., Anderson, S. C, by the Federal Trade Commission.
The representations, according
to the complaint, are contained in
written and broadcast advertisements disseminated by A. P. Durham, trading under the above firm
name. Stations over which advertisements were aired include
WORD Spartanburg, WAIM Anderson, WFBC Greenville (all
S. C), and WRLC Toccoa, WRDW
Augusta, Ga.

GEORGE E. INGHRAM, former vicepresident and general manager of
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis., has been
appointed sales manager of WISN,
AM and FM Milwaukee.
PETER ROBECK, merchandising
manager for KNX Hollywood and
Columbia Pacific NetworJc for three
years, has been appointed KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles sales manager.
VERN PHILIPS has joined WCSI
Columbus, Ind., as salesman.
BUD FREIERT has been appointed
sales representative at WAAM Baltimore. He held same position at WFBR
Baltimore for seven and a half years,
before assuming his new post.
FRED L. VANCE and TOM FRANDSEN have joined KMPC Hollywood
as account executives. Mr. Vance
was commercial traffic manager with
WEEK Peoria, 111., for two years;
Mr. Prandsen until recently was with
Tower Productions, Los Angeles radio
and television packagers.
WEXL and WEXL-FM Royal Oak,
Mich., has announced appointment of
Friedenberg Agency, New York, as its
representative. WIDE Biddeford, Me.,
has also appointed Friedenberg as its
national representative.
TED COOPER has joined KHAS
Hastings, Neb., advertising sales department as time salesman. He has
been in radio since 1938.
IRVING HACKMEYER and WALTER
KINGSLEY, WCOP Boston sales staff,
are the fathers of boys, Michael Alan
and Samuel John, respectively.

WOL

Honored

MBS' WOL Washington has been
cited by the Commissioners' Traffic
Advisory Board, District of Columbia, as a primary factor in helping
the Nation's Capital achieve the
lowest traffic fatality toll in its history. The board voted a special
resolution, during its Jan. 3 session,
commending WOL.

soon
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)

Agencies
(Continued from page 8)
DAVID D. BROWN, former account executive with Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, heads new Chicago office of Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
New York, at 333 N. Michigan Ave. RUTH ANDERSON, formerly of DancerFitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, is his assistant.

represented the Sunflower state in
the Miss America Pageant at Atlantic City last September and finished fifth in national competition.
WHB sponsored her appearance
which resulted in her selection as
"Miss Bathing Suit of 1948."
Her first appearance on the famous WHB swing was made this
month [Broadcasting, Jan. 10] in
advertisements.
Just in case anyone is interested
— and what red-blooded man isn't?
— the vital statistics are: 18 years

RILEY JACKSON joins Mogge-Privett, Los Angeles, as radio and television
director. Mr. Jackson was at one time producer of Quiz Kids for Wade Adv.,
Chicago, and television director of WARD New York.
JOHN H. BERLING will retire March 31, as media director of Russel M.
Seeds agency, Chicago, after 32 years with the firm. Mr. Berling plans to
open his own agency, Berling Adv., in Indianapolis, late in the summer.
MARCIA HACKERT of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, radio commercial department announced her engagement to Byron Griffith.
E. C. SCHMIDT joins Caples Co., Los Angeles, as advertising and public relations counsel. He was formerly executive assistant with Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha.
WALTER C. HUGHES Jr., formerly copy chief for Madison Adv., Beverly
Hills, Calif., joins Jordan Co., Los Angeles, in same capacity.
STUART BART INC. New York advertising firm, is to be known as Stuart
Bart & Getschall, according to an announcement made by Mr. Bart of the
inclusion of the name of his associate, BUDD GETSCHALL, in the agency's
title. Company celebrates its tenth anniversary this year.
MILT ROSEN joins Dean Simmons Adv., Los Angeles, as account executive.
JEREMIAH B. LIGHTER, formerly with G. M. Basford Co., New York, joins
Federal Adv., New York.
FLOYD VANDWART, formerly with Newell-Emmett Co., New York, joins copy
staff of Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
OEORGE KIRBY CULVER, formerly with Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New
York, joins McCann-Erickson, New York, as assistant account executive on
the Puerto Rican Rum account.
DOROTHY KENNEDY, formerly with Kudner agency, joins New York copy
staff of Maxon Inc., to work on agency's food accounts.
IRA SHERMAN joins public relations department of William H. Weintraub
Adv., New York.
ROLLO HORWITZ Adv., St. Louis, announces change in name to McMahanHorwitz Co. Agency's address, staff and services remain the same.

MR.

FETZER
dedicates new
WKZO Radio City studios.

WKZO STUDIOS
Dedicated by John Fetzer
OPENING of WKZO Kalamazoo's
new studios took place Jan. 1 when
John E. Fetzer, president and general manager of Fetzer Broadcasting Co., dedicated the newly completed Radio City on an hour broadcast. Officials and stars of CBS,
with which the station is affiliated,
participated.
Program traced the growth of
Kalamazoo and WKZO from the
latter's start 18 years ago to the
present. CBS greetings came from
President Frank Stanton, Donald
W. Thornburgh, CBS vice president and KNX Los Angeles general
manager, and such personalities as
Edward R. Murrow, Lowell ThomAmos Benny.
'n' Andy, Marie Wilson
and as,
Jack

LEIE TURCHIM, timebuyer for Dean Simmons Adv., Los Angeles, is the
mother of a boy.
LEONARD M. SIVE & Assoc., Cincinnati, announces change in name to Sive
& Rosenfield. Change occurred in order to give public recognition to fact
that Mr. Rosenfield is full partner in agency.

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
mi Vermont Ave., Wath. 5, D. C.
STerling 3«26

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCER REPAIRING
SERVICE
ALL MAKES-SPECIALISTS 9A & 9B
NOW-48
HOUR SERVICE
BROADCAST SERVICE CO.
334 ARCADE BLDG. ST. LOUIS 1, MO.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — Iraasmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcreit Terrace,
Crcve Coeur, 111.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, 111.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS
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* VACANCY
YOUR
FIRM'S
in this "vacancy"
will
seenNAME
by
readersstationbeowners
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers
and
technicians—
applicants
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities. Write or wire . . ,
BROADCASTING

SALES HIGH
WTMJ-TV

Sets New Record

PERIOD between Christmas and
New Year's was the biggest spot
week for WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
since station began commeircial
operations in December 1947.
Plankinton Packing Co. signed a
contract for spots for 39 weeks
through Cramer-Krasselt Agency,
Milwaukee. Contracts for 26 weeks
were signed by Trubilt Trailer Co.
and the Milwaukee Co., investment
securities concern, through MacDonald Cook agency. South Bend,
and Cramer-Krasselt, respectively.
Thirteen-week contracts have
been started for: John P. Hanser
Soap Co.; Waukesha Roxo, soft
drinks; W. P. Hammond & Son,

old; weight, 117 pounds; 5' 5" tall;
bust, ZIV2"; waist, 231/2" hips,
351/2"; thigh, 19"; ankle, 8".
S. CASSN,
Station Executives Meet
TALKS by two NAB executives and
two visiting station executives featured the South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.'s first annual membership meeting last Thursday and
Friday at Hotel Wade Hampton,
Columbia.
Speakers included: J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of the
Cox stations (WSB Atlanta, WIOD
Miami and WHIO Dayton) ; Irving
Abeloff, manager of WLEE Richmond; A. D. Willard, NAB executive vice president, and Miss Lee
Hart, retail coordinator of the NAB
Dept. of Broadcast Advertising.
WIS WCOS WKIX and WNOK,
all in Columbia, were hosts at the
meeting. Presiding at the sessions
was G. Richard Shafto, WIS general manager. Election of officers
for 1949 was scheduled for the Friday session.
ADVERTISING
Most Important PR Tool
"ADVERTISING is tiie most important tool in the public relations
kit-bag," C. C. Carr, director of
advertising and public relation for
Aluminum Co. of America, said
Jan. 4 in Seattle. Speaking to the
Advertising and Sales Club therej,
he urged the need for acceptance
of public relations thinking at the
top levels of American business|
management.
Mr. Carr, who is currently touring the Pacific Northwest and
demonstrating films on the value
of advertising to regional representatives of Alcoa, emphasized
that ad men have a two-fold challenge: To secure acceptance of
their own professional services,
and to sell free enterprise.

pest
Foodsexterminators;
Inc.; HowardMrs.B.Drenk's
Stark
Candy Co., Snirkle Bars, and
Mammy's Foods Inc., restaurant
(all Stone-O'Halloran agency) ;
John Graf Co., soft drinks, and
Pate Oil Co. (Al Herr agency) ;
Independent Milwaukee Brewery
(Allen Reiselbach agency) ; and
United Coal & Dock Co., Wisconsin Telephone Co., and York- Wagner, ice cube makers (no agencies
involved).
i
BROADCASTING

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio
Everett L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLD6.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY,

Equip Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 1319
D. C.
LO. 8B31
MO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13lh & E Sti., N. W.
NAtional 6513

McNARY

RADIO

& WRATHALL

RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C. Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experlanee in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

ENGINEERS

40 years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.
J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Little Falls 4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. j.

S01-514 Munsey BIdg.-STcrling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*
FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N. W.-Mctropoliton 4477
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*
ANDREW

CORPORATION

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6. D .C.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200

HERBERT L. WILSON
1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
NA. 7161

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpubllc 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St. Riverside 361 1

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VIUAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Fots, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanavyha St., N. W.
ORdwoy 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAMST
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14lh St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
ADoms 7299

Of.RADIOJ^iUer
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703KST.,N.W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GILLE
1108 Lillian Way

BROS.
GLodstone 6178

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN

WILLIAMS

Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd. Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkesh, Wise.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6446
Washington, D. C.
3BRO ADCASTING

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telccastine

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St.
TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS

& GARRISON

1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

George P. Adair
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851
1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

SAXON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-27S6
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.-Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
January 17, 1949
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ELIIOTT-HAYNES
'Radio Theatre' Is Firs*
THERE is little change in the national rating reports in Canada for
December, from those of the previous month. The Elliott-Haynes
national program ratings for December listed in first place Radio
Theatre with 35.2 rating, followed
by Fred Allen 35, Charlie McCarthy 33.5, Fibber McGee & Molly
32.8, Bob Hope 25.8, Amos V Andy
25.6, Ozzie & Harriett 24.5, Album
of Familiar Music 24.1, My Friend
Irma 21.6, and N.H.L. Hockey 21.3
(Canadian program).
Leading daytime programs in
December were Ma Perkins 17.7,
Big Sister 17, Pepper Young's
Family 17, Happy Gang 16.9 (Canadian program), and Right to
Happiness 16.6.
French language evening programs were led by XJn Homme et
Son Peche 40.5, Radio Carabin 32.7,
Metropole 32.5, Ralliement du Rire
32.4, Enchantment de la Vivoir 31.3.
French language daytime programs were led by Jeunesse Doree
28.7, Rue Principale 27.6, Les Joyeux Troubadours 21.3, Tante Lucie
21.1, and Grande Soeur 20.5.
WOV New York, has distributed the
English and Italian scripts of an interview granted in Paris by H. E.
Pietro Quaroni, Italian Ambassador
to France, to M. Paolo Ulpia of the
Italian Division of the French Radio.
WOV aired the interview on Jan. 1.

. . .//at local
station

cost

See your station
representative or write
UMORTH
feature programs, inc.
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WAR

STRIKE

Announcers, Engineers
Of AFL Go Out

Church

TV

Center

A TELEVISION center is
being opened by the First
Presbyterian Church, New
York City, in the hope of
keeping youngsters out of
Greenwich Village bars and
grills. With approval of the
church's pastor. Rev. ClarBoyer, the school
parents'bought
class
of theence church
the TV receiver. At the formal opening of the center
Jan. 19, door charges will be
assessed to help pay for the
television set. A spokesman
for the church said: "We
hope it will inspire a pattern
for many communities."

THREE-YEAR battle between WATL Atlanta, Ga., and the American
Federation of Radio Artists (AFL) has flared into a strike of union
announcers and engineers, with opposing camps buying newspaper display space to state their cases.
A central figure in the prolonged
scale and terms of employment was
scrap is Lawrence J. Mellert, employed by the station as an an- arbitrarily rejected by union. The
nouncer in January 1944 and dis- station has bargained in good faith
with the union and the strike occharged April 26, 1946, to make
curred without notice. WATL is
way for the return of the man who
operating fulltime and will conhad held Mr. Mellert's job before
entering military service.
tinue to do so in the public inUpholding the earlier findings of
one of its trial examiners, the
National Labor Relations Board
NEW
terest." AM STATION
last September [Broadcasting,
Sept. 27] ordered the Atlanta
Impfovements Granted 3
Broadcasting Co., WATL licensee,
NEW
DAYTIME standard station wife, Katharine E. Rollins, treasto reinstate Mr. Mellert and pay
urer 4%; Orville Wayne Rollins,
for Georgetown, Del., was granted
him back wages.
general
manager of Rollins Bros.
last
Monday
by
FCC
to
Rollins
An AFRA advertisement on the
Summer Resort, Tunnel Hill, Ga.,
Broadcasting Inc. and improved
radio page of The Atlanta Journal
facilities were awarded by the vice president 33%%; Jack C.
Gardner, Salisbury, Md., secretary
Jan. 7 declared all of WATL's
Commission to three existing AM
union announcers and engineers
outlets.
% % ; Rollins Motors Inc., Princess
were on strike and that "strikeRollins Broadcasting, locally Anne, Md., 33^/3%.
breakers are keeping the station on owned, was given a construction
the air." It made an appeal to permit for 1 kw daytime on 900
"help the WATL employes earn a kc, directional. Estimated cost of PHILCO PROMOTES
decent living . . . protest low pay
was cited.
Seven in Engineering
and worse working conditions." It $43,127
KSCO Santa Cruz, Calif., lideclared: "We have filed charges
censed
to
Radio
Santa
Cruz,
rewith the NLRB, FCC and health
M. CRAIG has been apceived CP to switch from 1 kw day PALMER pointed
director of engineering,
on
1080
kc
to
500
w
night,
1
kw
authorities."
electronics
division
of the engineerWATL, in an ad on the same
day, fulltime on that frequency.
ing department of Philco Corp.,
page and same issue of the Jour- Directional antenna at night was
Philadelphia. With Philco for 15
nal, said "requested wage increases
years, Mr. Craig was named chief
specified.
have been in effect for weeks" and
WXGI Richmond, Va., licensed
"there is no dispute involving to Radio Virginia Inc., was grantengineervision inof
the company's radio di1943.
ed switch in frequency from 740 kc
wages." It added: "Written conDavid B. Smith, vice president in
tract setting out agreed-on wage
to 950 kc on condition it accepted
charge of research and engineering,
any interference which might occur
from granting facility changes to also announced the appointment of
six chief engineers responsible for
WGBG Greensboro, N. C, and
product development in this
WINC Winchester, Va. WXGI is major
division. They are:
authorized to operate daytime with
Sterling C. Spielman, television
1 kw.
receiver
development; Luke E.
KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb., operatClosson, home radio development;
ed by Hillard Co., was granted in- Arthur V. Nichol, auto radio develcrease in daytime power from 1
been pro-t
AVERY or hasof broadcas
ARTHUR motedA.to supervis
opment; Dr. James F. Koehler, dekw to 5 kw, using directional array
sign of specialized government and
technicians at WGN-TV Chicago.
both day and night. KOLT would
Other promotions: ELMER F. CAWcontinue with 1 kw night on its industrial electronics equipment;
THON, assistant supervisor in charge
Bertram P. Haines, mechanical enof master control; WOODROW R. assigned frequency, 1320 kc.
gineering development for the
CRANE, assistant supervisor in
Ownership of Rollins Broadcastelectronics division; W. Linton
ing includes the following: John
charge of the transmitter, and
Getz, development of television and;
CHARLES J. ROTHERS, assistant
W. Rollins, Lewes, Del., auto deal- radio
cabinets.
j
supervisor in charge of mobile unit.
er, president and 29 Ve % owner ; his
KENDRICK H. LIPPITT has resigned
from firm of George C. Davis, Washington consulting engineers, to join
Technical Appliance Corp., Sherburne,
N. Y., as chief engineer.
R. W. WASSENBERG, formerly with
sales staff of KSFO San Francisco,
UPS lin IBWEJl WJI^^rupQ
ift^
has been transferred to station's TV
affiliate, KPIX, as operations manager.
EVERITT BEAVERS has been transferred to engineering staff of KYW,
• GROUND SYSTEMS
Over 500 satisfactory installations from CoastPhiladelphia Westinghouse station,
• TOWER ERECTION
from WSBA York, Pa.
to-Coast. What we have done so well for others
ROBERT LAY .Jr. has joined WCSI
MIS ION LINES
• COAXIAL TRANSshould suggest that you consult America's foreColumbus, Ind., as technician.
• MAINTENANCE
and PAINTING
most tower specialist on your next tower or
J. R. DUNCAN, chief engineer of
antenna job.
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, Ohio, has
• FMANTENNA
and TV
resigned. He has announced no future plans;
CAMERON PIERCE, ABC Hollywood
TOWER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
television operations supervisor, has
402 COMMERCE BLDG.
been elected president of the Society
PHONE S-6761
of Television Engineers of Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SCHOOL
GUIDE
Lists Radio-TV Courses
A DIRECTORY of College Courses
in Radio and Television for 1948-49
hSLS been published by the Federal
adio Education Committee in coperation with the Federal Securty Agency's Office of Education. It
ill soon be ready for distribution.
The information is intended for
se as a guide to students in loating institutions which are most
ikely to meet their needs.
While no attempt is made to accredit or approve the work of any
institution, an effort is made to
' give a fair picture of the extent of
radio and television training in
each one, the introduction points
out. Directory shows a range of
courses in proportion to the size of
each teaching staff and the amount
of equipment available for labora. tory purposes.
The directory, prepared by Gertrude G. Broderick, the Office's executive secretary and radio education specialist, is based on data
submitted by college and universities which appear on the list of
accredited institutions in the
annual Educational Directory —
Higher Education, issued by the
Office of Education.
SPORTS AWARDS
Network Directors Name
AWARDS to outstanding athletes
and the naming of the "Athlete of
the Year" will be the feature of a
special MBS broadcast Jan. 19,
10-10:30 p.m. Bill Slater, Mutual
commentator, will be m.c. Sport
magazine is making the awards.
Board of selectors, making final
choices, is headed by Grantland
Rice, Boston Herald columnist and
MBS commentator. Others included
on the board are the network
sports directors, Harry Wismer
(ABC), Walter (Red) Barber
(CBS), Paul Jones (MBS), and
Bill Stern (NBC).
The "Athlete of the Year" award
will go to Lou Boudreau, playermanager of the 1948 World Series
hampion Cleveland Indians.

J^toductlon

J. (Tony) LA FRANO, chief
production supervisor of Don
A. Lee Network, in Hollywood,
has been appointed director of operations for the
network'sMr.AM,La FMFranc,
and
television
stations.
who joined Don Lee in 1937 with
KDB Santa Barbara, Calif., had been
production supervisor since 1939.
ED STUDNEY has been appointed
chief announcer at WOL Washington,
succeeding STEVE
Mccormick, who
has been appointed news editor
[ B R OADCASTING,
Jan. 10]. He has
been with station
since 1943. RAY L.
HUTCHINSON,
formerly of WARL
Arlington, Va., has
joined WOL's
nouncing staff. anDAVE CROCKETT,
Mr. Studney
former partner in
the Seattle radio production agency,
MacPherson & Crockett, has been appointed program director of KING
Seattle.
ROY NEAL, video producer and m.c,
has signed an exclusive contract as
producer with WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
JOSEPH
LOWE, radio writer-producer, has been appointed production
coordinator at KLAC-TV Hollywood.
ARTHUR CHURVIS, former announcer at WKMO Kalamazoo, Mich., has
been appointed an assistant production director of NBC Central Division
television department. KENNETH
GUGE and ROBERT HALEY have
been added
neering staff.to the department's engiWES GRIFFIN and BOB MITCHELL
join CBS G. E. House Party as pianist
and organist respectively.
JOSEF BONIME has been signed as
orchestrashow.
director for ABC's. Little
Herman
WED HOWARD, formerly of WFAA
Dallas, Tex., has joined announcing
staff of KMOX St. Louis.

WMPf
MEMPHIS

10,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.
.
480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
JROADCASTING
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KITTY LEWIS has joined continuity
department of WIS Columbia, S. C.
She was formerly with WGAC Augusta, Ga.
OWENS F. ALEXANDER, formerly
general manager of WOOF Dothan,
Ala., has been appointed program director of WSAV Savannah, Ga.
EDWARD WESTON, news editor of
WCCC Hartford, Conn., has been appointed program director. BARBARA
HINES, formerly with WONS Hartford, has joined WCCC to handle
traffic.
JACK BRAY, formerly with WADC
Akron, Ohio, has joined announcing
staff of WRRN Warren, Ohio. Other
new WRRN announcers include:
DICK LINGLE, formerly of WATG
Ashland, Ohio, and BOB RAFFERTY,
formerly with WROK Rockford, 111.
ALLEN McCABE has joined traffic
department of KXOK St. Louis.
JOHN GRAY, "RED" GOLD, MARTY
WAYNE and BOB WHITE have
joined WGAT Utica, N. Y., as disc
emcees.
ED GILBERT, NBC Chicago musician,
and MARY BOLINGER, formerly with
ABC
Chicago's
library, have
announced
their music
marriage.
JIM McCANN, KYW Philadelphia
boy.
staff announcer, is the father of a
JEAN HOLLOWAY, freelance writer,
has joined writing staff of ABC's
I^ailroad Hour.
G. THOMAS MARSHALL, continuity
manager at WNJR Newark, N. J.,
has been appointed director of public
relations for New Jersey Amputation
Chapter of the Disabled American
Veterans. An Army veteran of World
War II, Mr. Marshall was wounded in
action in France.
DAVE SCHWARTZ, ARTIE STANDEER, JOE YOUNG have been signed
as writers for new NBC Alan Young
Show.
CAROL REED, of WPTZ(TV) Philadelphia's Handy Man program, is now
conducting her own participation show
on the station.
HENRY HICKMAN, m.c. of Club 1300
on WFBR Baltimore, has been appointed chairman of the March of
Dimes Card Committee during 1949
campaign.
HAL SHORE, formerly music director
of WLEA Hornell, N. Y., has joined
WMDN Midland, Mich., as announcersalesman.
DAVE BIGLEY, program director of
WJOI Florence, Ala., is recuperating
from an emergency appendectomy.
WAYNE THORNTON Jr., program director at KSUE Susanville, Calif., has
been elected a member of board of
directors of Susanville 20-30 Club.
OMAR WILLIAMS, WBOW Terre
Haute, Ind., announcer, and Janice
Jones have anounced their marriage.
JACK GROGAN, production manager
and senior director of WNEW New
York, andnounced their
Blythe
Miller have anmarriage.
WILLIAM DANCH, radio and television writer, is the father of a boy.

nm
s
10,000 WATTS IN KANS^^
DON DAVIS. -fi^ JOHN BLAIR & CO.
JOHN T. SCHILLING,
MUTUAL NETWORK • 710 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS NIGH1

in '49 it's 50
for (enf ral California

FRESNO'S FIFTY
■ ore than a million people, over a billion
dollars in retail soles. That's the big, lucrative
CentralcomeCalifornia
KFRE
February, market
1949, you'll cover on
More
million
— over a billion.
It's a
sweet than
story.a Ask
Avery-Knodel,
Inc., representatives.

50.000»!I40
January 17. 1949 •
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding .issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Assistant manager for local network
station, medium sized town in California coastal area. Prefer experienced
all-round radio man, accent on sales.
Annoioncing and MC ability a help.
Excellent opportunity to man who can
deliver.
Reply Box 781, BROADCASTING.
Medium politan
sized
in large
city instation
central
states metroneeds
general manager, minimum age 30. Box
544, BROADCASTING.
Regional network station in large metropolitan city in central states needs
combination station manager - sales
manager,
minimum age 30. Box 543,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Manager with proven sales
and programming ability for 250 LouING isiana station. Box 829, BROADCASTSales manager-salesman, FM experience preferred, large southern city. A
challenge and an opportunity for the
right man. Box 820, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Commercial
managerOnly
for one
independent upstate NY station.
in market. Family man preferred. A
real opportunity for the right man.
Address Box 810, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesmen by
— Twodaytime
young, independent
alert salesmenin
wanted
Virginia. $70 weekly draw against 15%
commission. One will be promoted to
sales manager of station. Write or wire
Box 789, BROADCASTING.
Permanent sales position open for time
salesman. Independent operation in
midwestern market of 25,000. Must be
experienced. Commission with starting draw guaranteed. Give aU detaUs
in first letter, references and photo.
Box 793, BROADCASTING.
Progressive radio station in good southem market desires salesman. Salary
plus commission. Write Box 771,
BROADCASTING.
Need Muzak salesman for northwest
virgin territory. City of half million.
High remuneration for experienced
producer. Box 727, BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman for rich
Pacific Coast market. 15% commission
on all sales. Single preferred. Box
603, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Opportunity to write two to
four thousand monthly at 15%. $400
draw guaranteed for 60 days to experienced mature man minimum age 30,
preferably with automobile, in large
Michigan
CASTING. market. Box 695, BROADRadio salesman who can be our sales
manager. Experienced radio salesman
with good record to sell and service accounts. A good station in a good but
competitive market. Vacation, life insuranceditions.
plan, harmonious
conPopulation 50,000working
to 100,000,
excellent market in progressive North
Carolina city. Good climate, schools,
colleges, churches. If you like to sell
radio and service accounts, answer today. Many men are looking for the
opportunity we offer. Tell all about
yourself,ences.education,
referSend photo if experience,
available., Salary
commensurate with ability. Our emabout thisconfidence.
opening so Box
answerployees
with know
complete
833, BROADCASTING.
Exceptional sales opportunities for experienced radio time salesmen. 10,000
watt station, soon to increase power to
30
kw, offers
selling fine
(not future
highpressure)
timehard
salesmen
with aggressive, progressive organization. Salary
commission.
appointmentand
for interview
write For
or wire
Joseph R. Fife. Commercial Manager,
WPTR, Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany, N. Y.
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Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer with first class ticket for
midwest metropolitan daytimer. Must
be good versatile,
announcer. $60.00 for experienced
40 hours start.
Send disc and announcing backgroimd.
Box 783, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineers,
voices,
first
class
license. Call orgoodwrite
WPOE,
EUzabeth, N. J.
Announcer wanted. ABC station in
progressive
announcer whosouthern
can adlib,city
readdesires
news well
and make commercial sparkle. Write
Box 770, BROADCASTING.
To meet with its expansion program a
solid 5000 watt fulltime Mutual outlet
needs two experienced men. One should
have announcing and news experience,
the other should have announcing and
copywriting experience. Send audition
disc, references, photograph and full
letter of application with statement of
experience, salary desired, marital and
family status. We want two permanent
men content to settle down in a midwest community of 12,500. No floaters,
bottlechasers or boy wonders should apply. Real opportunity for right man. We
prefertry,men
this section
of counbut willfromconsider
any ambitious
young tionsmen.
Pleasant
working
with young congenial staff. condiWrite
Grover Cobb, KVGB, Great Bend,
Kansas.
Announcer-salesman by southwestern
CBS affiliate with emphasis on selling.
Salary $200 month plus liberal commisand bonus.
wire.sionTell
all in Car
letterallowance.
and send Don't
disc.
Harold
Welsh,
KSIL,
Silver
City, New
Mexico.
5,000 watt CBS regional station needs
reliable, steady announcer. Emphasis
on news, straight commercials, no disc
jockeys. Send complete information,
including experience, salary expected,
references, photo and disc to Mort
Cohn, WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
Immediate opening for combination announcer-engineer. Salary open. Send
disc
and North
qualifications
etteville,
Carolina.to WFLB, FayExperineced
announcer
with firstWTYS,
class
license.
Write
Fred Wamble,
Marianna,
Florida.
Full
details
first
letter.
Technical
Engineer — Give full information in first
reply. WLEX, Lexington, Kentucky.
Wanted, riencedfirst
phone engineer,
or otherwise,
willing to expetrain
for station breaks in afternoon and
supplementary
announcing.
Good
ration, good city, $42.50 base, opeplus
overtime, and regular raises. WWGS,
Tifton, Georgia.
Wanted — man
radio and
engineer
is also
business
would who
like to
installa
and obtain management on percentage
of profit basis of FM CP in important
market with transit company radio
franchise. Interested parties please
write to Box 779, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with studio experience in operation
construction. WPIK, Alexandria,andVirginia.
Mutual station in small but progressive
Georgia nouncer
market
desires engineer-anwith experience
in handling
morning shows, also opportunity for
selling and enjoying good income.
Write Box 772, BROADCASTING.
Combination man — ^Needed at once.
Good announcer, qualified technician
with first
class ticket.
work affiliate.
Send Progressive
details, discnet-to
Manager, Box 1932, Butte, Montana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination engineer-announcer, first
class license.
ContactWKWF,
John M.
wood,
Radio Station
Key SpottsWest,
ences.
Florida.
Send photo, disc and referWanted: Engineer for WFNC, Fayetteville. North
tion. Wire ifCarolina.
interested. AM-FM operaSales engineers. Leading manufacturer
of mobile communications equipment
needs licensed men for sales and technical field
Officer veterans
preferred.work.
Good appearance
and technical
experience with communications equipment is essential. Unlimited opportunitypenses.
with salary,
commission
exSend complete
resume and
to Box
794, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
Combination man with initiative, talent,
to settle in southern town. Local network station with future. Apartment.
Good pay. Box 778, BROADCASTING.
Girl with exceptional voice, also able
to handle office routine. Call or write
WPOE, Elizabeth, N. J.
Need immediately experienced newsman capable editing for local slant and
has personality. Send disc, photograph.
Berney
Burleson, WETB, Johnson City,
Tennessee.
News director: Take complete charge
of livewire newsroom, placing heavy
emphasis
on local news.
be topfiight newscaster
with Must
pleasing
air
personality, thoroughly experienced in
compiling and editing local wire news.
5,000 watt midwestern network affiliate.
Give full particulars about yourself,
attachoussmall
photo,
include
previexperience
and andsalary
expected.
Confidential.
Box
736,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Livewire program director.
Position now open on progressive NBC
affiliate in the Intermountain region.
Must have full knowledge of good programming and be a source of new
shows. Send full particulars in first
letter and include photograph. Box
821, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Six years experience in all phases including managerial and sales. Interestedsuratein position
and salary
commenwith experience.
Married.
Box
762, BROADCASTING.
Experienced successful manager available. Came up through the ranks. Know
all phases. 32, married, good references,
present employer and others. New
president
corporation
takingWCRA,
over
here
soon.of Don
Grantham,
Effingham, 111.
First class station manager, now employed, with fourteen years experience
in management, sales and programming, desires connection with a good
station. Sober and reliable. Box 759,
BROADCASTING.
Combination manager - sales manager
available February 15. Fourteen years
experience, 5 as manager-sales manager, 3 as program director, 6 as anstraight, play-by-play
baseball andnouncer,
football
and commentary.
Prefer small or medium station in
south. Gulf Coast or California. Minimum $6000 on any combination mentioned
Excellent trade references. abilities.
Box 721, BROADCASTING.
Combination manager and PD for independent or network operation. Box
702, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch stations: 26 year old manager
and special events man in 250 watt
wants play-by-play sports post or be
assistant to TV sports director. Available March 1. Box 757, BROADCASTING.
Currently employed assistant station
manager, 250 watter, desires change to
north, near city, emphasis annoimcing,
writing, programming. Well grounded
in all phases of station operations. Commercial manager. Have held positions
of chief announcer, program director.
Transcription, sample copy, photo
available. State offered salary first
letter. Box 749, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sports director, with nine years playby-play
major program
sports, commercial
news, andin wide
production
backgound desirous of combination
program-sports managership. Family.
Available
CASTING. January 15. Box 676, BROADManager — Successful fifteen year network affiliate record. Thoroughly experienced alCandepartments.
references.
be available Best
on short
notice. Box 577a, BROADCASTING.
General manager available, sober, family man. Fifteen
years experience
construction and operation.
Top record,
references.
CASTING. South only. Box 72, BROADSuccessful manager desires change in
January. Civic minded, local programoutstanding mingsalesa speciality,
and profit announces,
record. Radio
since
1935. College graduate. 28. Sports and
hillbilly
station
preferred.
Box
346,
BROADCASTING.
Attention
Rockymanager
Mountainwith
station
owners. General
thorough
experience gineeringinand administration
programming, issales,
enlooking
for permanent place to settle with family. Prefer an established metropolitan. However, will give equal considothers.confidentially.
All correspondence willerationbeto alltreated
Box
812, BROADCASTING.
Attention: Owners, agencies, networks;
metropolitan
In eight years
I've climbed indie's.
from announcer,
disc
jockey, program director, production
manager,cessful assistant
manager,executive
also suc-of
free lance account
agency. In twelve months programmed
a new station in competitive market to
40% Hooper. Know thoroughly sales,
program,agerial
production,
promotion,
manproblems. Highest
references.
Want move to future unlimited. Beginning salary $8000.00 or comparable. Box
798, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Sales executive — Radio and television,
last 15 years NBC national network
salesman with headquarters New York
City. For further information please
write Box 756, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, skilled salesman, able toanddeliver
thru commercial'
announcing
newscasts.
More than
2 years varied experience, from AFRS
to 5 kw affiliate, programming, producing, acting,
disc can
showrecord
you shows.
sample ofAudition
work,
flexible enough to change to required
conditions. Box 753, BROADCASTING.
Built two stations, got them licked. Ag
gressive,
college
educated
chiefquality
engi
neer
knows
he can
se)l any
product
related
broadcasting. What's
yours? Box
823,toBROADCASTING.
Announcers

Topnotch announcer — Eight years radip,
4 years in Georgia wishes position with
a small station. 28 years, married, ex
cellent adlib, pop and hillbilly plus
news. Experienced on any console, ajll
libraries. Disc and photo availabl!.
Box 777, BROADCASTING.
Young New Yorker, 2 years experience
DJ and staff announcer, seeks job wilh
progressive
eastern
area. Trainedstation
at NBC,
NY. seaboard
Produe
tion experierice WOR, NY. Familiiir
program direction. jRobert Murphy, 216
W. 56th St., New York 19, NY.
Announcer, experienced play-by-play C4i
baseball and football. Also news, conmercials, man-on-the-street and audience participation. Reply Box 780
BROADCASTING.
Kelton & Waskow versatile combination
announcing-writing team. Announcing:
commercials, news, music, sports, dra-,
matics, interviews, adlib, dies jockey.
Writing: commercials, continuity, dra
matic, comedy. Veterans: ambitious,'
dependable
withWaskow,
ideas. Need
experi-J|»ii*,
ence. Contact
930 Emerson
St., N.W., Washington 11, D. C. Georgia
9146.
Versatile announcer, 23. Sportscasting
newscasting, commercial message, acting while in training at top radioK?
school,
City. Box
College
Disc
onRadio
request.
784, graduate*"'
BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster,
play-by-play live
all sports,wire|eit
IC
years
experience.
recreation
baseball.Both
Veteran,andcollege,
capable
jockey,Prefer
news, specialize
commercial,injo,
MC
anddiscadlib.
sports but wUl go anywhere, do anything if offer is right. With present em21/2 years,talent.
desirous Kim
advancement
Salaryployer plus
Shelton
WMOX, Meridian, Miss.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Veteran employed sportscaster desires
change.
Oregon,
Washington. Poll California,
winner. High
Hooper.
Proof
Df exceptional ability all sports deicription. Also announcing, news, speoial
character
referjnces.events.
Must beCredit,
permanent.
Not floater.
Legitimate reasons for change. Availc-ble for interview. Box 775, BROADCASTING^.
Mail pull and hillbilly group MC available.ences.
Ten years
experience. Wabash
Best referPhone Indianapolis,
9113
or write Box 773, BROADCASTING.
Baseball announcer. Wire and live.
Veteran, 24,perience.
single,
college.
exConsider all
offers. Some
Box 769,
BROADCASTING.
Top calibre hillbilly disc jockey and
all-round top announcer. Mail and
audience puller can make money for
you. Family
30, sober,Box
dependable, plentyman,
experience.
758,
BROADCASTING.
Two announcers anxious to prove ability with small station. Professionally
' trained.
AFRS butexperience.
Same work
station desired,
not required,
well as writer-announcer team. Box
704, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, single, good
worker,tion. Boxwants
position southern sta707, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — Wants station handling
professional baseball play-by-play. Single. College degree. Available on notice or in Spring. Box 712, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Fully experienced all
play-by-play, baseball, football, basketball, etc. Employed large metropolitan
center with top following. Produce,
direct sports shows. Available for 1949
baseball season. Base pay, talent discussed.erences.High Boxpersonal,
professional ref719, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, accent on announcing. First class phone,
: BEE Degree. Experience, three years'
announcing,cialties,
sixsports,
months'
Spedisc operating.
jockey work.
Young, single. Will travel, but prefer
midwest. I5isc, photo on request. Box
743. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, news, disc
jockey. Sell-, write. Plenty of ideas.
• Box 1011, Twin Falls, Idaho.
[1
2 years
in all
f■ Announcer:
phases of staff
work. experience
Operate board.
Veteran, married. East preferred. Box
; 788, BROADCASTING.
!" position
Experienced
- announcer
with news
progressive
station wants
near
Chicago. Presently employed. Good
I knowledge, correlation and delivery of
popular andscientious. classical
music.
ConCan operate own
controls.
I For disc or personal interview write
! Matt Alben, 236 N. Fifth Street,
ji Steubenville, Ohio.
Sportscaster — Build a large sports following with a proven sportscaster. AcI curate, exciting, play-by-play the yearround.view Make
your nightly
sports Call
rean attractive
radio must.
t B. E. 2-5994 NYC, or write Box 761,
I BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced. Presently
employed NY network affiliate. Console,
news, commercials, disc jockey. Single.
Northeastern stations only. Disc on
request. Box 764, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, perienced.
young,Prefer single
veteran.
Exmidwest,
but will
travel. Photo and disc. Box 747,
BROADCAS-nNG.
j Newsman-announcer, fully experienced,
mature, sober, versatile. Seven years
news background. Intelligent rewrite.
; Seeking permanency and good working
conditions. Ross Edwards, Hotel Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Announcer, sports, all phases, 1 year
experience play-by-play all sports.
Personal interview New York, Chicago
vicinity. Disc all others. Ed Silver, 4342
'\ Drexel Blvd., Chicago 15, 111.
!3xperlenced woman announcer, ope:-ator,
writer Hawaii,
would like
radio
opportunity.
Europeforeign
and points
oast
or
west.
Box
768,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, married, wants
position in progressive station. Box
696, BROADCASTING.
Experienced young announcer, presently employed, wishes opportunity
with progressive station. References.
Will
ING. travel. Box 831, BROADCASTAnnouncer, 25, one year experience,
1000 watt station looking for permanent position. Will travel. Box 830,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
employed,
four years'of
experience,— Now
graduate
University
North Carolina, married, pre-war
English instructor, permanent position
with future. South only. Box 828,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Radio announcer, six months experience.lumbia
250 w College
SE ofindie.
CoRadio,Graduate
24, single,
references. Don Devitte, 1911 E. 74,
Chicago. Fairfax 4-1628.
Announcer, young, hard working. Nine
months exjaerience. Can make up for
shortcomings in experience by willingness to attempt anything that comes
my way.
play-by-play
ence and canHave
handle
baseball andexperifootball broadcasting if necessary. Prefer
sports, but will take staff job. Bill
Gardner, 5506 Kenwood, Chicago.
Do I hear a bid for an all-round good
man? Deep, resonant voice. Experienced small station, desires larger market. Can write copy. Will travel. Joe
Greco, 2643 S. Trumbull, Chicago.
Bishop 7-8247.
Announcer
3 years experience
and small — stations.
Married. college
Seeks
position larger station. Play-by-play
sports,
control
op.
Box
841,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Young, ambitious. Musical
and radio experience. Willing to travel
anywhere for right position. Have
disc. Don Keating, 2419 St. Paul Blvd.,
Rochester 5, New York.
staff announcer experienced sports
I'm employed in the south, but would
play-by-play
prefer east, midwest. Box
835, BROADCASTING.
prefer change
to cold,
north. Experience in all
typs cold
of announcing.
Newscaster. Ability to double as pro- Young and versatile. Disc and particugram director or assistant manager.
lars on request. Box 840, BROADCASTING.
Seven years experience. Midwest only.
Box 825, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, 24, two years
commercial radio, college graduate.
Announcer, news editor, fully experiemployed as special events
enced. Versatile, solid, intelligent re- Presently
and
news director. Experienced all
write. Seeking permanency. Hank
phases of staff work. Heavy on news,
Williams, 3128 Eastwood Ave., Chicago.
disc work and special events. Box 839,
Irving 8-1681.
BROADCASTING.
Capable announcer, experienced all
phases. John Dalton, 4953 Whipple St., Announcer — Experienced in all phases
of radio. Specialty, sports. Desires
Chicago, Illinois. Phone Irving 8-7763. position
in east or New England, with
Announcer desires permanent position.
opportunity.
and Stan
photo Kotel,
upon request. Write Disc
or wire
416
Two years experience. Bob Stanley,
4838 Sacramento, Chicago 25, Illinois. Fort Washington Ave., New York, N. Y.
Phone Juniper 8-5744.
Technical
Newscaster-announcer. Single, 23, recent graduate state university, radio
First phone — Engineer, veteran, 28,
degree. Announce, news, dee-jay, run
married. Some experience. Midwest
panel. Prefer Ohio or Western Pennpreferred, available immediately. Earl
sylvania opening. Short experience.
tucky.
Davis, 1004 Mill St., Henderson, KenWill work first month free for experience, if living wage guaranteed thereafter. Box 500, Strongsville, Ohio.
1st phone,perience
transmitter
and age
console
exfourteen months,
28, have
Sports announcer. . Outstanding Hooper
car. Sober, conscientious, will travel.
sportscast,
play-by-play,
nine
years.
Box 765, BROADCASTING.
Box 819, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer, first phone, 12
Announcer — Want a staff announcer?
Young, radio school graduate, good years experience construction operavoice. Go anywhere, salary no object.
tion, console, copy. Interested 'Texas
Good news man, adlib, special events. ' or
ING.southwest. Box 786, BROADCASTPhoto,
disc
on
request.
Box
818,
BROADCASTING .
*
BS Television
Engineering. First class
ticket. Three years experience on high
Girl newscaster,
vibrant
clear
voice,
experienced dramatic shows wants stafu power tiontransmitters.
and maintenanceTrained
of RCAin operaimage
position.
Prefer Texas. Box 817,
BROADCASTING.
orthicon, crowave
Dumont
equipment
and mitechnique. Age 28. Married.
Desires position
broadcast or work.
teleAll night disc jockey deSires deejaystation orin development
emcee-interview or programming posi- Paul M.vision Jenkins,
629 Ferry Street,
tion. Four years experience including
London, Tennessee.
announcing, news and acting. Available now. Box 816, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer BS EE. Assume full reStaff announcer currently employed one sponsibihty
for Require
engineering
department. Married.
housing.
Box
kw, central New York regional station,
782, BROADCASTING.
desires change. Minimum fifty dollars.
Box 815, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer,
IRE man, and
extensive
experience in supervision
operation
Announcer, 25, capable all-round staff of all phases
of
broadcast
and
comman, experienced,
middlewest
premunications engineering. Can organize
ferred. Box 814, BROADCASTING.
and install new station, any size or
type.
Prefer
5 to 50 kw operation or
Hillbilly disc jockey, knows business,
stations, but any class welmusical background, selling style, 2 chain ofcomed
provided it is a progressive,
years experience. Desires job in large,
well-equipped
station. now,
Best references.
progressive
Presently emI. Q. 153. Available
but could
ployed. Boxstation.
813, BROADCASTING.
wait for CP, etc., if necessary. Please,
all detail^ in first letter including rough
estimate of present and/or contemWhoa! Right
I'm news,
your comman.
Absolutely
tops here!
in sports,
platedsalary.
equipment
proposed
All valuation,
inquiries also
answered
mercials and special shows. Am presently employed with network affiliate.
and
held
confidential.
Box
760,
BROADBelieve me sir, I got it. Box 811, CASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, married veteran,
26. Four years radio and electronics
Newsman, University of Wisconsin
20 inmonths
broadcasting.
journalism graduate, 24, married. Re- experience,
Desires location
southwest.
Box 748,
BROADCASTING.
CASTING.porting experience. Box 808, BROADEight nent
yearshowdisc
seeking
permawithjockey
station
in big
city
which wants a saleable rating. Box
804, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23, would like to work with
a young, up and coming station. Two
years college,
experience. Prefer some
east orannouncing
south. Box
803,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, vet, 23. college
background in journalism. Some announcing experience, lively news deCASTING.livery. East only. Box 799, BSOAD-

Good newscaster— Available on fortnight'ssentable,
notice. experienced
32, single,
sober, seeks
prenewsman
New
England
job. Disc,
photograph
and gooa
unsolicited
references
gladly
furnished. Box 599, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Chief engineer, presently employed, dechange Twenty
to progressive
metropolitansires
station.
years engineering
experience includes all phases AM, FM
and directional antenna installation,
operation,
and maintenance. Box 792,
BROADCASTHSTG.
Engineer, first phone, experienced comannouncer-operator.
sider bination
any reasonable
offer. Will
Box con751,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer desires transmitter operating
job, no able.badBox 457,
habits.
Experienced, reliBROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Broadcast engineer, married, veteran.
Experienced all phases. Chief engineer
major network
stations.
AM-FM
directional experience.
Desire
position
in east. swered.
All Box offers
considered
and
an796, BROADCASTING.
Constructing? Chief engineer with ten
years background. Been through it
twice, know
all your
problems. References. Box 824,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer position west, by first phone
vet, married. No experience broadcasting, but graduate good technical
school and willing to learn. Box 827,
BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer-announcer would
like job with network affiliate. Experienced. Married. Available immediately. Good
Cleon LeMont,
3737
16threferences.
Ave. S., Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Engineer, 1st class, experienced, studio
and remote work preferred, midwest
only. Skippy, 3326 Lincoln, Chicago,
Illinois.
Thoroughly experienced engineer availableating
sooninfor
either station.
chief's job Box
or opera large
809,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran
first inphone
desirousstation.
position withwith
future
broadcast
Have xmtr. experience, can also do
part-time announcing. Two years inCASTING. structing experience. Box 802, BROADEngineer, age 22, single. Transmitter,
studio and remote experience with 250
watt station. Desire position with no
announcing in midwest station. Have
car. Box 800, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others
If a fella needs a gal who can write,
conduct nounceall
types board,
of programs,
and operate
here she anis.
Experienced, enthusiastic, available.
Box 767, BROADCASTING.
Young man, 23. Former prop coordinator and stage manager for radiotelevision vaudeville audience participation show.or Seeks
production
position in radio
television.
Will travel.
Box 755, BROADCASTING.
Radio personality that has attracted
large followings in the midwest and
east. This
personality
endorsed by famous
nameshasin been
network
radio. Full data and disc will be sent
upon request. 3 years experience. Box
710, BROADCASTING.
Six years experience
all phases,
inn position as in
and newsterested iannouncer
inprogram
small director
market.
Married. $75.00 a week minimum. Box
763, BROADCASTING.
Program director — Experience, highly
successful record, reputedly pleasing
personality, ability to handle personnel,
looking forfessional
a real
opportunity
for proand financial
advancement.
Can
program
for
sales,
build
listening
audience. Top quality anouncing voice,
news, remotes, record shows, own
singing show. Minimum salary requirementsences,
$400 disc
peronmonth.
Details,
request.
Box refer787,
BROADCASTING.
Sports, news, farm or what have you.
2 years experience. Ambitious, enerhard work
me. 16
monthsgetic, on
1000hasn't
watt killed
independent.
Desire net affiliate in 200 mile radius
of Chicago.
interview
ferred.Personal
Available now.
Box pre776,
BROADCASTING.
News editor,
commentator,
public
relations. Distinctive
voice. High
Hooper
rating. Newspaper background. 7
year? radio, 250 to 50,000 watts. Will
prove asset to any station appreciating
proper tion.news
and presentaBox 714,coverage
BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman's program director,
copywriter, music director, announceroperator, disc jockey desires opportunity in New York -Jersey area. Box 766,
BROADCASTING.
Women's activities director, commentary and continuity. 5 kw radio, magazine,mum. newspaper
$60 miniBox 826, background.
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer. Single, reliable,
hardworking. Modest requirements.
Have
321/2 synonyms
"gorgeous." Go
anywhere.
Box 797, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Woman's director
— continuity
Experienced.
Creator
of showseditor.
and
copy that have built following for leading independent in area. Young. Excellent voice and air personality. Videogenic. Wants larger opportunity. Prefer vicinity of Washington, D. C. Salary
$65.00. Box 834, BROADCASTING.
Staffer and DJ presently employed at
top 50 kw located in major eastern
market sion.desires
opportunity
televiYoung, single,
college ingraduate
stage experience, dependable. Proven
ability and results backed up with the
finest
references. Box 801, BROADCASTING.
Will invest $5,000 CP or progressive going operation. Active participation.
Program
6 years
experience.director-announcer,
Well recommended.
Box
806. BROADCASTING.
Musical director, 1st class ticket, good
announcer. Experience: network, remajor symphony,
writing. cording,
Accomplished
violinist.dance,
Available
May 1. Want position utilizing any or
all talents, minimum $100.00 week. Age
32, W9HUN, 2505 Greenwood, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Two top commercial and news men
heading west. Interested in Denver or
Los Angeles and vicinity. State salary.
Box 822, BROADCASTING.
Program director available February 1.
14 years in radio, seven as PD, net
and independent, capable directing and
doubling announcing, traffic, continuity, promotion. 6 years play-by-play
and wire baseball, football, commentary. Speciality,
low
cost shows.
Knowcreating
how tosaleable
work with
and get results program staff. $100
weekly. Minimum plus talent. Box
722, BROADCASTING.
After twenty
odd producing
years in theandradiomotion
picture
TV
business, wooed and won away from
work by an eastern advertising agency.
The agency
pace isroutine.
too slow,Want
can'tto get
the
get into
out
of the plush lined office of a VP in
charge of television and radio and get
to work. Bull sessions, two hours for
lunch, three afternoons of golf weekly
are out. If your price is right, can
and will
top grade
how
and deliver
work tothe make
your ofTV,knowAM
and FM operations pay off. Married
with family. College graduate, present
emphasis on TV. Doing two shows
weekly, produced and directed four
motion films in 1948. Details and interview at your convenience. Box 726,
BROADCASTING .
Newsman wants to locate southwest.
Associated Press radio experience.
Missouri University graduate. Box 730,
BROADCASTING.
If you're play-by-playing beaucoup organized baseball,
employed,
experienced
sportshere's
editor,an copywriter,
annoimcer. Detailed writing, casting
knowledge
CASTING. aU sports. Box 754, BROADNews man,
director,
newspaper
versatile 28,
writer,
sound journeyand am
well informed. Leaving station for
legitimate reasons. Prefer New York
area. Box 750, Broadcasting.
School
Hal Styles may solve your problem with
a young, ambitious, capable man, veteran or non-veteran, who has been
thoroughly grounded for eight or more
months by radio professionals in announcing, newscasting, control operation and continuity writing. Write or
wire Hal Styles. Hal Styles School of
Radio, 8800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills, California.
Employment Service
station managers — We can furnish
trained personnel for all types of radio
work. Prompt
service from
convenient central location.
Tell our
us your
needs. Wilson Employment Service,
Union Commerce Building, Cleveland,
Ohio.
For Sale
Station
Radio station regional daytime exclusively serving New England community of 60,000 profitable, $35,000
cash. Box 791, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)

Help Wanted
Managerial

Equipment
New latest model FM transmitter 10
kw complete
with plus
frequency
modulation monitor
6 bay and
antenna.
500 ft. of 3Vb coaxial line with fitting.
One Truscon 380 ft. tower. Write Chief
Engineer, Wisconsin.
WMAW, 723 N. 3rd St„ MUwaukee,
New Presto 6N recorder in IB case
with slightly used 87B amplifier. Both
for $650. 713 Cascade Bldg., Portland,
Oregon.
FM antenna, 6-ring Collins type 37M.
Factory
assembled,
complete
with de-of
icing heaters
and clamps
to mount
Lingo pole. $1500, FOB, Peoria, Illinois.
WIRL.

WANTED
Manager to operate a radio station
and to invest $13,000.00, which will buy
33 1/3%6% dividends
of issued cumulative.
preferred stock earnwin ingreceive
40% of the profits. Manager
Construction practically completed.
Daytime
watts Instation
the
middle ofassignment.
the dial. 1000
No other
covering
Absentee
ownershiD complete
of remaindermarket.
of stock.
Tllis
affords
an excellent opportunity for your
own business.
Write full particulars and refences in
first letter. Matter will be kept conBOXfidential.
837,

FM transmitter 250W RCA type BT250A. fect In
excellent condition
and seven
perin appearance.
Used only
months, WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
1000 watt transmitter, RCA type IK.
In excellent condition and perfect in
appearance. Includes two sets of tubes,
an assortment of spare parts and a
separate cabinet rack for monitors.
Price reasonable. Will arrange for cratand shipping.
WriteTexas.
or phone Talbott,ingKROD,
El Paso,
250 watt Temco transmitter, model 250
GSC, modified by Kluge Radio Co.
Two years old, in excellent operating
condition, $1200. Write Radio Station
KAMD, Camden, Arkansas.
Magnecorder wire recorder, model
SD-1, 50
frequency
2 DB
from
to 10,000response
cycles.within
32 minute
playback time. Now being used to
record and playback network programs.
600 ohms balanced input and output.
Twelve full and several short spools of
wire, spare belt and instruction book
included. WTAG, Worcester 1, Mass.
2 latest design RMC arms, equalizers
and 3 lateral, 1 Universal RMC heads.
Make offer. Box 774, BROADCASTING.
WesternmitterElectric,
443-A-l,
transnow available.
Good1 kw
condition.
Spare power transformer. Direct inuiries to Albert Johnson, KOY. Phoenix, qArizona.
Complete A3 tower lighting equipment
including Crouse Hinds flasher beacon
and
fiasher, $375.00. WGCM, Gulfport,
Mississippi.
Completecellent
Presto
Y3 Only
disc recorder.
Excondition.
slightly used
with six sapphire stylus, $525 delivered.
Box 807, BROADCASTING.
Sacrifice studio
completeincluding
equipment
of transscription
recorders
and
vacuum systems, recording and monitor
amplifiers,
mixing
console,
transcription turntables, microphones, booms,
speakers, tape recorder, and all supplies
—list
selland
separately
or as a lot. Write
for
full information.
Box 832,
BROADCASTING.
Practically new portable 540 type Fairchild recording amplifier complete with
equalizer.
539 pick
type uprecorder
with One
improved 542 PL
cartridges.
high fidelity dynamic Fairchild cutter
head, complete with two carrying cases
— one for amplifier and one for recorder, 30% off list price. Box 854,
BROADCASTING.
Available for immediate delivery 3
each Blaw-Knox towers, type SGN.
Height 400
Brandinsulators
new. Galvanized,feet.
complete with
and
lighting equipment.
Properly
housed. Intended for AM serieswarefed,
but may be used to support FM or TV
antennae if proportionately shortened.
Reasonably
CASTING. priced. Box 855, BROADWanted to Buy
Wanted tomobilebuy
FM receivers
autouse. —Ted
WiUiams, forWRSW,
Warsaw, Indiana.
Wanted to buy: Electronics engineer
managerial experience interested In
buying controlling or complete interest
Ikw or smaller station. Box 752,
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
For personnel — for jobs. National RaEmployment
Agency,California.
6636 HollyivooddioBlvd.,
Hollywood,

BROADCASTING

—

Salesmen
OPENING FOR
RADIO TIME SALESMAN
IN MAJOR SOUTHERN MARKET
Sales duceability
andsales
initiative
to proradio times
in competitive
market. Must have at least three
years
successful
experience
m radio
advertising.
Excellent
opportunity
and future for the person who can
qualify.
history,records
present andSend
past personal
employment,
and other
qualifications.
Confidential. Prompt reply. Box 790,
BROADCASTING.
WANTED
A Station Relations
Representative
To outtravel
extensively
the United
States forthroughleading
New York transcription firm.
This
gentleman
who
owns
his
own car must be sales, radio and
music conscious.
Your salary is regular and is
not based on commission and
while you are on the road your
expense teed.
account
guaranThere is will
an beimmediate
opening for the right gentleman
and
we'd like
submit a
complete
letterhimof toapplication
with salaryBOX
desired.838,
BROADCASTING
School
74e SCHOOL
RADIO

V

Chapter IX, "When You Speak
on the Air," was written by Mr.
Dixon's son, John J. Dixon, commercial manager of WROK Rockford, 111. This chapter is divided
into
"Be sections:
Yourself,""Modern
"Watch Methods,"'
the Details," "Voice Appeal" and "Writing Your Script." In conclusion the
younger
Mr. Dixon
six "Things
to Remember
WhenlistsSpeaking
on
the Air" and four "Things to Remember When Writing Your Radio

ROBERT J. McANDREWS, promotion
manager, Hollywood office, Young &
Rubicam,
has been appointed HollySpeech."
wood contact for Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce "Business Outlook for
1949" conference at Ambassador Hotel,
that city, Jan. 20.
For Sale
Station

LOCAL NETWORK STATION
FOR SALE- town. No
Small north-midwest
competition.
area dominance.Complete
Excellent technical
position.munity.
Well established
comComplete newin large
plant. Price for 100% of stock,
its. Principals
only.price to prof$175,000.
Low ratio
Write Box 853,
BROADCASTING

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals. Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for fres Booklet B.
Apv^oved for G.I. Training
NEW YORK 20, N. Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bldg.
CHICAGO 4, III.: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOllYWOOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
Miscellaneous
RADIO

WROK's DIXON
Contributes to Speech Book
HOW
TO By
SPEAK—
Here, There,
On
the Air.
John Dixon.
256 pp.and. New
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. $2.75.
"A PRACTICAL manual for all
public speakers" is the description
given by the publisher of Mr.
Dixon's new book, released Jan. 10.
A veteran in the teaching of public
speaking and administration in the
educational field, the author shows
step byherentstep
how bevague
incoideas can
sharplyanddefined
and fitted into their proper sequence and discusses other factors
that contribute to an effective public address.

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
Liil With U*
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
3051 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California

Equipment
FOR

SALE

Construction Permit, low frequency, 1000 watts, daytime, located in
east. All construction about 90%
complete. All equipment on hand.
Ultra modern studios and transmitter located in one building on country
estate, beautifully landscaped. Ultra
modern sales offices in city. Purchase
bilities.
price equity only. Excellent possiBOX 836, BROADCASTING
Gates
limiter, type
28-CO-factory
reconditioned,
$175.00.
Two WB
109-A reproducer groups, new
filters, one extra 109-B head,
$325.00. Two Presto 10-A turntables $225.00. One Presto turntable cabinet, new, 109-A armrest
$100.00. One uniform cross section guyedinsulators,
tower 175butft. less
with lights
g-uys
and guy
and base
Radioinsulator,
Station best
WRHI,offer.
Rock Hill, S. C.

,

LATE LISTENING
The Pulse Reports on N. Y.

A

I RADIO listening increases at mid!I night over the previous hour and
listening at home accounts for
89.5% of all post-midnight tunersin,
according
a special
conducted
for toWNEW
New surveyYork
by The Pulse Inc., in November
1948, in ten counties in Metropolitan New York.
Pulse studies showed that 39.3%
of homes listen to the radio after
midnight once a week. The Milk)man's Matinee with Art Ford on
WNEW drew top preference. In a
[• single week, 21.6% of all homes
and 55% of once-a-week listeners
heard the show at least one time
weekly.
Sets-in-use at midnight were 16.3
for the period, The Pulse reported.
For the hour before, the average
was 12.0, falling to 7.4 at 11:45
p.m. and then bouncing back after
the midnight hour. Sets-in-use figures for other post-midnight hours :
12 a.m., 5.7; 2-3 a.m., 1-9; 3-4 a.m.,
0.8; 4-5 a.m., 0.7, and 5-6 a.m., 0.5.
The post-midnight audience, the
survey showed, averaged 176 listeners in 100 average listening homes.
Most such listeners are young,
65.6% being under 40. The largest
age group is between 30-39, comprising 36.5% of the listeners. The
20-29 year group comprises 22.8%
of the audience while the 40-49
category makes up 26%. In contrast with the usual predominance
of women in radio audiences, more
than half— 55.7%— of the postpiidnight listeners are men.
The survey was made by home
interviews of 2,000 radio families
at the dinner hour.

KBUR-FM Ups Power
KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa, on the
air since last July on Channel 225
(92.9 mc), was scheduled to begin
operating with increased power, 53
kw, last Saturday. The station and
its AM affiliate, KBUR, 250 w ABC
outlet on 1490 kc, are owned and
operated by the Burlington Broadcasting Co. Gerard B. McDermott
is general manager.

PROPOSITION

llilil
GEORGE
E. BLECHTA,
Nielsen
Radio Index,
New York, account
executive, has been elected a
vice president. He has been with
Nielsen Co. since 1936, and has been
identified with the index operation in
New York for six years. WILLIAM
S. AHRBECK of the NRI eastern
sales division has also been elected
a vice president.
TERRY P. CUNNINGHAM has been
appointed director of advertising and
sales promotion for
Sylvania Electric
Products, New
York. He will direct advertising
and sales
promotion for Lighting
Fixture, Lamp, Radio Tube and Electronics Division
and Wabash Corp.,
Sylvania subsidiary. Mr. CunningMr. Cunningham ham niajoined
in 1942. SylvaW. C. JOHNSON has been appointed
to fill new post of vice president in
charge of sales at Admiral Corp., Chicago. He has served as general sales
manager, Midwest regional sales manager and director of field activities
since joining Admiral in 1944.
JOHN FULTON, formerly of KTLA
(TV) Hollywood programming department, joins radio-television section of
William Morris Agency, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
ROBERT E. MOE has been appointed
division engineer for electronic receiving tube product line of General
Electric
cuse, N. Y.Co.'s Tube Division, SyraWARREN C. WRIGHT, former U. S.
Navy publicist, has joined James J.
McGuinn & Assoc., Chicago public
relations firm, as account executive.
ROBERT BURTON, resident counsel
and vice president in charge of publisher relations of Broadcast Music
Inc., will be instructor of new course
in copyright practices in spring term
of New York City College School of
Business.

Controlling Interest
In Midwest

Regional

Fulltime regional facility located in an excellent
growing
midwest market. Will sell controlling interest to qualifiedandindividual
or group capable of assuming management.
This is an outstanding opportunity to acquire a majority ownership
at an unusually low price. Down payment as low as $25,000 to right
party. Quick action necessary.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
MEDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Bldg.
Washington Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Sterling 4341-2
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672

IBROADCASTING

PAYING

• Telecasting

MURRAY FEIL, associated with William Morris Agency, Beverly Hills,
Calif , for past 18 years, resigned Jan.
15 to open his offices in personal management in same area.
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS Co.,
New York, has distributed a booklet
describing the history and activities
of its work in manufacturing electronic equipment.
JOSEPH P. WIEGERS and WARREN
GERZ, publicists, have opened public
relations office at 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York.
BROADWAY - EDISON TECHNICAL
SCHOOL, Seattle, a unit of Seattle
public school system, has inaugurated
classes in radio and television speaking in cooperation with local radio
stations.
WELK & POLZINE, personnel counselling service, has been formed by
GENE WELK and POLLY POLZINE
at 509 5th Ave., New York. Miss
Polzine -was formerly with Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, and Mr.
Welk was assistant to publisher of
Tide magazine.
Equipment
RADIO Corp. of America, Tube Dept.,
Harrison, N. J., has announced distribution of a "miniature test-point
adapter,"
which tube
permits
men to make
base radio
tests serviceon the
tube side of radio chassis, without
removal of chassis.
♦
Television
HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE Jr., formerly chief remote director of CBS
television, has formed his own television producing firm, with headquarters at 745 5th Ave., New York.
DUDLEY D. EARLE has been elected
vice president in charge of sales for
Television Features Inc., New York.
PAUL MARQUEZ has been appointed
vice president in charge of production for the company.
ARNOLD MARQUIS, head of Arnold
Marquis Productions, named dean of
Maren Elwood School of Radio &
Television, Hollywood.
DAVID SIEVERS, radio producer, has
joined live television department of
Larry Finley Productions, Hollywood,
as head of a production unit.
LEE GREEN, owner of Hollywood
commercial photography studio, and
publicity photographer for ABC Hollywood, has formed Caravan Productions Inc., to make commercial films
for television. Offices will be at his
present studio at 1103 El Centro
Ave. Associated with him are DICK
CUNHA, JAMES TERRY and WILLIAM TILLISCH.
D^^J
ixeea L<napmari
r>Ty A r^^r A
■o-c^^-r. CMArMAN,
KJiJliU
50, newscaster
died at VanVancouver,
CKWX
of
couver
on Jan.
4,
~ . ng
j-j. sufferi
A after
T
for a long time
from arthritis. He
had been in radio since 1933, prior
Holl
oo
to which he yw
had had
a d.
career in
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MAKE
MONEY

FOR

YOU*

Sponsor
or prospect
,.^
here
is a dynamic
show .that
will work.
It's proved its
punch on a gamut of products %
from A to Z. A Terrific
... 5 times
Sports
Program
... 5 minutes
O
a wee
k.
^
Famed Jack McLean, "The
Man About Sports" at his
dynamic best.
The "Greatest of the Great"
is a proved money makei for
others, will pay out for you.
Send for Audition disc and

^
%
%
^

low rates for your station. *
.i THE
NATIONAL
RESEARCH
BUREAU,Dept.INC.
national
research
building,
n?
10. ILLINOIS.
■| CHICAGO
Please send
me without obligation Free
I A""'''"" P'a"er and low rates. On the
|
"Greatest of the Great."
■ AdSess

■J
|'
I
|!
I
J city
state
~ I
1^
'station.............^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ■
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WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., has slated its
third annual "Operation Polio"
promotion for the March of
Dimes, to begin on Jan. 28. On that
day ambulant patients and a few
alumni of the Ithaca Reconstruction
Home take over WHCU and WHCUPM for a fullts day's broadcasting.
Some 30 patien at the home will
take over the station from 7:30 a.m.
to 6:15 p.m., and serve as its staff.
These "staffers" will make no appeals
for money on the air; they will perform just like professional radio people, demonstrating, by their efforts
what those "marching dimes" can do
toward reconstructing bodies twisted
by polio.
Are You Hungry?
RESTAURANT booklet is newest promotion piece of WCBS New York.
Compiled from local restaurants recommended by Bill Leonard on his
Restaurant of the Week feature on
WCBS, the booklet classifies a selected
list of 100 places to eat according to
menu type, such as: American, French,
Italian, Chinese, etc. Listings also include price information.
'The Berlin Story'
BRIGHTLY-COLORED maps of Germany, with the four sectors heavily
outlined, were mailed nationally by
ABC as a prelude to its broadcast of

Mr. H. H. Kynett
Aitken Kynett Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear H. H.
People
Charleston,
Virginiaround
sure 'n'
wuz bout
sur-prized
when West
they
turned
on th'
580 CLUB
Monday mornin'. same
name
— BUT ole'a
dnewi f eMISS
r n t 580
an'
— a new theme
song, new
format, a new
everything . . .
Th' new MISS
580 is Jane
Ruoss. Sam
Poland is still
th' 'nouncer.
You kin bet
more
more
o' theman' people
is a • gain'
listen'
to thematt'
5000 watts
580 once-t they
th' new
git
word 580o'
CLUB,
'an
with
JVCHS
promotion
in'
what it_ beis.
don't see how
they kin' help
it. gitYrs,
but
word o'
Algy.

W

C H S

Charleston,
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The Berlin Story documentary Jan. 10.
The 8-9 p.m. CST show stressed the role
Germany has played in Russian-American relations, first as the common
enemy in World War II, and also as
the subject of a "Cold War." Robert
Saudek, vice president, in sending the
maps, requested recipients to refer to
them as they listened to the program.

children, but to date WJW itself has
no such special caretakers.
Imaginary at That
THREE $1 investments pulled over
111,000 letters from five Pacific Northwest states, three Canadian provinces
and Alaska — and they were mythical
dollars, according to KIRO Seattle.
Mail pull was result of three contests
on station's Pass the Buck program.
Jack Douglas, m.c, hid an imaginary
dollar bill, and then gave one clue each
night as to where it could be found.
After ten clues listeners were asked to
send in guesses. Result was 29,000
letters before first winner was found;
the second hiding place, U. of Glasgow,
Scotland, evoked 49,000 and the third
about 33,000. All for an imaginary
?1 bill.

JUST for publicity, Don Bell of KRNT
Des Moines, had to lie on the floor,
covered with mail and receive a
"gooey" kiss from a small puppy.
Mail was the 7,200 entries in Mr.
Bell's "Name-the-Puppy" contest.
Winner got a $300 electric range, a
copy of this photo — and the puppy.
'Uncle Bruce's Nursery'
HAPPY are Cleveland mothers who
want to shop on Saturday morning,
and don't have to have the children
tag along. Fifty-two youngsters, all
WJW Cleveland can handle, have their
own private "picnic" at the studio's
"Uncle Bruce's Nursery." From 9 a.m.
until 12 noon they play, get fed and
raise Cain with station procedure. Between 9 and 10 a.m. they "scramble"
through a radio show. A registered
nurse and Girl Scouts safeguard the

Television Courses
TWIN CITY Television Lab, Minneapolis, has distributed an informative
folder on the courses which it offers
in television training. Folder contains
information courses offered in every
phase of TV, list of teachers and staff,
type of curriculum and requirements,
and pictures illustrating the work
which is done.
PERSONNEL
CHARLES SPENCE, promotion manager of Oakland, Calif. Post-Inquirer,
has been appointed KTTV (TV) Hollywood sales and program promotion
manager.
TOM STEWART, formerly of station
production staff, has been appointed
publicitymotionand
directorprofor
WSM Nashville,
Tenn. Prior to
joining WSM he
was with advertising agency and
previously did
newspaper work,
and served with
other radio stations. Mr. Stewart
WALTER V. BENNETT Jr., former
reporter for the White Plains, N. Y.,
Reporter Dispatch, has joined publicity
staff of WOR New York.
VIRGINIA NOWELL has been appointed to publicity post at WCOP
and WCOP-FM Boston. She replaces
CAROLINE HARRISON, who resigned
to become special assistant to Bradford Washburn, director of Boston
Museum of Science.

HANLON'S
Duck Promotes PET
WGN

Shows

WHEN tionsJim
reladirectorHanlon,
of WGNpublic
Chicago,
won a white duck at a church
picnic last summer, little did he
think that the pet might become
a "personality" like Disney's
Donald. Yet that is what Chicagoans were saying Dec. 29 after
viewing "Sir Francis Drake" on the
Little Bordy show on WGN-TV.
Sir Francis was pressed into
service when Mr. Hanlon got the
idea he might help promote the
Harold Teen disc jockey program
Swinging at the Sugar Bowl. In
the show, a take-off of the Harold
Teen comic strip, a sound effects
man does the quacking for Sir
Francis.
Gloria Workmaster, WGN pubp
licity assistant, designed a complete outfit for Sir Francis, so Mr.
Hanlon decided to send his duck
around the country publicizing
Swinging at the Sugar Bowl.
Within a few days he was on a
plane for Miami, where he was
feted for several days. While
there he found time to visit the
beach in a striped jersey bathing
suit. His appearance on the Little
Bordy
Chicago.show heralded his return to

LORAN
Cross Conference Chairman
PRESIDENT TRUMAN has approved the appointment of John S.
Cross, assistant chief. Telecommunications Division, Dept. of
State, as chairman of the U. S.
delegation
the Special
trativetoConference
on LongAdminisRange
Radio Navigation Aids (Loran).
Marvin A. Price, radio engineer.
Federal Communications Commission, is also a member of the deleThe conference,
opens
Geneva
today (Jan. which
17) , will
try in'
to
gation.
mininaize interference from Loran
transmissions to other services
operating in same or adjacent frequency bands. International
communications Union calledTelethe
meeting at the request of countries
interested in radio navigation suitable for the Northeast Atlantic

Eric Aylen
ERIC AYLEN, 43, manager of
CJAT Trail, B. C, died on Dec. 27
from a heart attack. He started
with CJAT in 1932, as an engineer.
He is survived by his wife and one
son.

It takes four — the four
audiences guaranteed by
WBNX— EngUsh, Yiddish,
German, Italian — to cover
ALL New York.
Thus,
WBNX,
New fits
York's
four-star
station,
the
needs of all listeners . . .
reaches all the people you
want
to sell
language
area.in this multi-

DIRECT! Wm ova WEW YOtK

STAMFORD,

CONN.

"The Gateway
New England "
ABC toAHitiot*
Reprvsentative'J. P. McKINNEY «i SON
BROADCASTING
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FCC
I

duced in
follow
: the New York Legislature

Actions

(Continued from page 62)

FCC BOX SCORE
Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership

The enactment of the following new
Section Privilege
354-A of the Civil Practice Act354-A.
of reporters of news
January 12 Applications . . .
organizations. 1. For the purposes of
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
this section "Reporter" shall mean the
individual proprietor of a news organization, or any partner, officer or em[
Transfer of Control
SUMMARY
TO
JANUARY
12
ploye of a news organization conducted
WMEX Boston— Transfer of control
by era association,
partnership,
a corporation
othirom John E. Reilly, Charles A. Coughcations In
CPs
or by
an individualor prolin, George Kaplan, Fred Randazzo to
Grants Pending Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed 694
prietor,
or
any
person
regularly
enAlfred J. Pote, William S. Pote and
520 280
gaged in the business of collecting or
Antoinette lovanna AMENDED re AM Stations
1,918 1,865
265
116
writing news for publication through
90
31
stockholders.
FM Stations
704 225
AppliCond'l
313 181
TV* 14Stations
56
7
a news organization.
term
"reWLBG
Laurens,
Relinquishon the air.
allThesuch
persons,
ment of control
from S.J. C.C—Todd
to John
whether porter"
or shallnotinclude
personally
engaged
in
, Wells Todd.
the
collection,
editing
or
dissemination
Assignment of License
of
news.
Kittanning,
Pa. — Assignment
"News organization" shall include (A)
TV APPLICATION
Cullman, Ala.— The Voice of Cullman,
of WKIN
license from
Julian Louis
Llebman to
WKIN Inc.
l, partnership, corpora910 kc, 500 w, daytime; estimated cost any individua
Springfield, 111.— Sangamon Valley $12,220.
tion or other association regularly
Applicant
is
co-partnership
of
Television
Corp.,
Channel
8
(180-186
engaged in the business of (I) publishDufTey, owner Duffey Electric
\
Assignment of CP
ERP 25.1 kw vis., 12.55 kw aur., L. E.
or otherandperiodical
ing anyatnewspape
and one-third
owner
Pruett-Duffey
KTXN Austin, Tex. — Assignment of mc),
296 ft. antenna; estimated cost $145,000, Co.
having
regular r intervals
Electric
Co.,
retail
sales
and
service
I CP from Thomas G. Harris, individually
first year operating cost $50,000, reve- firms, and B. C. Eddins, former general aissued
circulatio
general
paid
n, or (II) proand as trustee for Coleman Gay, James
nue $30,000. Firm is owned 35% by Jan.
manager
motion-pi
or other
newsreels
c11. of WKUL Cullman. Filed
Inc., operator of WTAX-AMP. Alexander,
E. G.J.Kingsbery,
or (III)
showing,
public
ture viding
news for
i■ Kitchens,
Spencer
Scott and Rex
HardyD. WTAX
41*
FM Springfield, and 35% by Commobroadcasting news to the public by
, C. Harvey to
Radio
KTXN
Inc.
Delano,
Calif.
—
Charles
Herman
dore
Broadcasting
Inc.,
operator
of
License Renewal
Johnes, 1010 kc, 1 kw, daytime; esti- wire, radio, television or facsimile; and
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, HI. Commomated cost $7,808. Applicant is CBS
(B) any ofpress
association,
or other
1 TVWPTZ
Philadelphia — License renewal
dore is owned by Decatur Newspapers
station.
association
individuals,
corporations,
Inc., publisher of Decatur Herald and engineer at Delano, Calif., and 50%
or
associations
described
in
(I),
(II), or
owner
of
Radio-Sound,
Sales
and
ServReview.
Ownership
of
WTAX
is
headed
TENDERED FOR FILING
(III) hereof, engaged in gathering news
ice, McFarland, Calif. He has part of and
by Oliver J. Keller, former presidentdisseminating
it
to
its
members
equipment
on
hand.
Filed
Jan.
11.
Assignment of License
general manager of Pittsburgh Postfor publication.
Gazette Pub. Co. and vice president of
Hamtramck, Mich. — Atlas BroadcastWSON-AM-FM Henderson, Ky.— As- WWSW
2. No reporter shall be compelled to
Pittsburgh, controlled by Posting
Co.,
1540
kc,
1
kw,
daytime;
esti■ signment of license from Henderson
disclose, in any action or proceeding,
Gazette. ofHe WTAX.
now is president-general
mated cost $40,000. Principals: Stephen civil
1 Bcstg. Co. Inc. to H. S. Lackey d/b as manager
or criminal, in any court of this
S. Skrzycki, mayor of Hamtrammck
Henderson Bcstg. Co.
state, whether of record or not of recsince 1942 and physician, president;
OflScers, stockholders and others havord,ficial
or before
any before
refereeanyor other
Casimer Zbicrski, social work superin"? indirect interest in Sangamon Valthereof; or
grand ofor
' January 13 Decisions . . .
ley Television include following: Mr.
visor, Wayne County Dept. of Social
Keller,
president;
F.
M.
Lindsay
Jr.,
Welfare,
secretary
-treasurer,
and
Stanpetit
.iury,
or
at
any
coroner's
inquest,
BY THE COMMISSION
or
before
any
other
.judicial
or
quasi1'
ley A. Formaniak, analytical chemist
vice president-treasurer WSOY, vice
tribunal or any officer thereof;
Transfer of Control
and pharmacist and ovmer of drug .iudicial
president; H. B. Bartholf, president,
before the state senate or assembly
store in Detroit, vice president. Each or
Illinois National Casualty Co., treasWRRN WRRN-FM
Warren, Ohio—
or any committee, member, officer or
urer
2.5%;
Oliver
J.
Keller
Jr.,
WTAX
holds
one-third
interest.
Filed
Jan.
13.
employe thereby,
thereof, oror before
any commission
On edCommission's
motion,ofrescindmanager, secretary; Gladys
and set aside own
its action
Jan. 7 commercialassistant
created
any state,
FM APPLICATION
secretary-treasurer:
designating for hearing application for McGrew,
county,ficer,municipal
or
other
body
or ofC. H. Lanphier, vice president and
consent to transfer of control; granted
the source of any information
Pittsburgh
— Dusquesne
noncom-on
of Sangamon Electric Co..
, without hearing said application for stockholder
mercial
educational FM U.,station
procured or obtained by him, while he
electrical instrument manufacturer,
transfer of control of Nied & Stevens
Channel 201 (88.1 mc) with power of 10 was a reporter, from another person.
2.5%; his brother, R. C. Lanphier Jr., w;
Inc., licensees of WRRN and permitestimated cost $12,550. Filed Jan. 7.
also vice president and stockholder of
3. Thevisionprivilege
by subditee
of
WRRN-FM,
by
sale
of
100%
of
two of thisconferred
section shall
also
electrical
firm,
2.5%;
L.
F.
Gillespie,
outstanding stock by Nied & Stevens
attorney and part owner WTAX, 1.25%;
apply
to
any
person
who
was
formerly
to Tribune Co. for $300,000.
a
reporter
as
to
information
procured
George W. Bunn Jr., banker, 2.5%;
News Protection
Stanley C. Myers, general manager
or obtained by him while he was a reMyers Bros, department store, 2.5%;
January 13 Applications . . .
(Continued
from page 27)
T. J. Dirksen, general manager-partner
4. In any case where a reporter claims
A. Dirkson & Sons, retail home furporter.
the
privilege conferred by this section,
I
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
nishings. 2.5%: A. C. Schlipf, attorney,
AM— 910 kc
tana, New Jersey, Ohio and Pennthe body,
officer, person
party toseeking the information
may orapply
the
1.25%;
H.
L-.
Robinson,
general
manAiken-Augusta Bcstg. Co., Aiken, S.
Faultless Milling Co., sylvania.
Supreme
Court
for
an
order
divesting
C— CP new AM station 850 kc 1 kw D 2.5%; Isabel W. ager-partner
Robinson, 1.25%; C. W.
the
reporter
of
the
privilege.
Such
apto kc,
change
re- Campbell, insurance, 1.25%; J. H.
An important part of NAB's
shall be made in the .iudicial
.■ AMENDED
quested to 910
and frequency
make changes
Davis, president Abraham Lincoln • model
statute, as introduced in district inplication
which the reporter resides.
■ in officers, directors and stockholders.
In
case
the
reporter does not reside
Hotel,
2..";%;
TFrank
W.
Youns.
attorNew York, is a provision by which
Assignment of License
ney, 1.25%: Hueh J. Dobbs, attorney,
within the state, the application shall
WEGO
Concord, N.C.— Assignment
a
defendant
may
prove
mitigating
1.25%:
D.
S.
Funk,
president
of
Sangabe
made
in
the
judicial district where
of license from Wayne M. Nelson to
mon Electric, 2.5%: Noah M. Dixon,
the Concord Tribune Inc.
circumstances, including sources of he has an office or other place of empart
owner
WTAX;
Frederick
W,
If he has neither residence
WGTC Greenville, N.C.— Assignment
information and grounds for his nor place ofployment.employment
Schaub, president of WSOY. Filed Jan.
in the state,
of license from J. J. White tr/as
10.
belief, where libel or slander suits the application shall be made in the
Greenville Bcstg. Co. to Carolina
AM
APPLICATIONS
are
brought.
Iudicial
district
where
the
hearing, acBcstg. System Inc.
Modification of License
tion or proceeding
inpending.
which the inforBowling
Green,
Ohio
—
Bowling
Green
m
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
sought
is
The newspaper protection bill
KLTI Longview, Tex. — Mod. license
State U., noncommercial educational
Application for such an order shall be
■ to change main studio site from Mobhas been introduced several times
AM station, 730 kc. 2S0 w, daytime;
made by verified petition, setting forth
berly Highway Extension on Highway
estimated
cost
$15,874.
Sidney
Stone
Is
reasons
why the disclosure is essential
149 to 2120 Mobberly St.
in
New
York,
but
without
the
director
Jan. 10. of radio for university. Filed radio clause. It has never hurdled
to the protection of the public interest
I
Modification of CP
KNAK
Salt Lake City— Mod. CP
and on due
notice toof the
including the service
all reporter,
papers upon
barriers
imposed by special inter- which the
■[for
change
frequency,
increase power
etc.
ests.
application
is
made.
The
extension
of
completion
date.
License Renewal
order shall be granted only when the
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
court, after hearing the parties, shall
Soon in One State
License renewal applications were
. filed by AM stations KTRF Thief Rivfind
that disclosure is essential to the
Pled bv following FM stations: WEDCprotection of the public interest. Any
■'Ala.er Falls, Minn., and WHTB Talladega,
FM Superior, Wis.: WFBL-FM SvraLegislation providing protection
order shall be appealable under
cuse, N.Y.: WIP-FM Philadelphia:
of the type proposed by NAB is such provisions
WLET-FM Tacoma, Ga.
■
Retired to Files
of article forty-one of
being introduced shortly in at least the
License renewal applications of folModification of CP
the Civil Practice Act and shall be sub. lowing AM stations were retired by
one
other
state.
Early
action
in
,iect
to
stay
as
wherein
provided.
Wilmington,
,FCC to files: KAKE Wichita, Kan.;
CPWDEL-TV
new commercial
TV Del.—
stationMod.to all parts of the nation is expected
5. When any reporter shall have
KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex.; KHBC Hialo,
make ant. changes AMENDED to make
claimed the privilege conferred by this
Hawaii, and WIBX Utica, N.Y.
ant. changes and change ERP from 1 by state associations. In states
section and the reporter shall not have
Modification of CP
kw vis., 0.5 kw aur. to 476 w vis., 341 where there is no association the been
divested of such privilege by
w aur.
WDUN-FM
Gainesville,
Ga.—
Mod.
order
of the Supreme Court, neither he
NAB
model
bill
has
been
submitCP new FM station for extension of
WNBK Cleveland— Mod. CP new
nor the news organization by which he
ted to NAB board members.
completion date.
commercial TV station to change ERP
is employed, or of which he is an
from 18.8 kw vis., 9.6 kw aur. to 39.22
WMUR-FM Manchester, N.H.— Same.
In
taking
up
the
rights
of
radio
officer, associate, partner or proprietor,
kw
WCMW-FM Canton, Ohio — Same.
ant. vis., 20.26 kw aur., and changes in
shall
thereafter be permitted to plead
! WKAR-FM
East Lansing, Mich.—
reporters, the Law Revision Comor prove the sources of information so
■Mod. CP new noncommercial educaKDTV Dallas, Tex.— Mod. CP new
mittee
said
"the
same
considerational FM station for extension of comcommercial TV station to change site
unless the informant conipletion date.
tions would justify a similar privi- withheld,
pnd decrease ERP from 35 kw vis.,
sents in writing, as circum^^tances in
KWGS Tulsa, Okla.— Same.
18.5 kw aur. to 19.5 kw vis., 13.8 kw
lege
to
other
organizations
and
mitigation
of damages in an action for
KTOY Tacoma, Wash.— Same,
aur. AMENDED to specify studio and
libel or
slander
basedasontothewhich
publicai WBML-FM
Macon, Ga.— Mod. CP
trans, site as M & W Tower Bldg. and
individuals
engaged
in
the
distion
of
the
matter
the
new FM station to change ERP from
change
ERP
to
20.5
kw
vis.,
14.7
kw
s
e
m
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
news.
If
a
privilege
aur.
50
kw
to
15.3
kw,
ant.
height
from
260
sources
of
information
were
so
withft. to 350 ft.
be granted, it should extend to held.
TENDERED FOR FILING
WWJ-FM Detroit— Mod. CP new FM
The following amendment of Civil
newspapers, periodicals, newsreels,
iitation to change ERP from 8.7 kw to
Competitive Bid
Practice Act, Section 338:
249.1
kw,
ant.
height
from
685
ft.
to
broadcasters
by
wire,
radio,
tele365 ft.
Mass.—
338. Proof in action for libel or slanbidWRTB
filed Waltham,
for purchase
of Competitive
commercial
vision or facsimile, and to press
Assignment of CP
der. Sub.iect to the provisions of
TV stationneering WRTB
by
Meredith
EngiKHCO
Houston,
Tex.—
Assignment
of
Section
354-A,the (in)
an actionmayfor prove
libel
associations, and to newsmen reguCo. Permittee is Raytheon
CP for FM station from Earl C.
or
slander,
defendant
Mfg. Co. Original
bid filed
larly engaged in the business of mitigating circumstances,
Hankamer Union.
to The Houston Baptist
AM— 1450
kc by CBS.
including the
Missionary
of his information and the
KIND Independence, Kan. — CP to collecting or writing news for pub- sources
License for CP
grounds for his belief, notwithstanding
change from 1010 kc 250 w D to 1450
lication through such agencies."
that he has pleaded or attempted to
kc 250 w unl. (Contingent on WMBH
WDWS-FM
Champaign,
111.—
License
to cover CP new FM station.
Text of the identical bills introchange in facilities).
prove a .iustification.
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FREEZE EXEMPTS BOSTON
CBS TV APPLICATION
EXISTENCE of current TV licensing freeze
exempts CBS' Boston TV application and its
bid for WRTB (TV) Waltham from requirements of FCC rule banning multiple applications, FCC said Friday.
Boston Metropolitan Television Co., another
Boston TV seeker, had asked FCC to dismiss
network's Boston bid after application for
WRTB was filed. FCC conceded it had required Scripps-Howard Radio to choose between its WCPO Cincinnati application and
its bid for purchase of nearby WVLK Versailles, Ky. [Broadcasting, Dec. 13]. But in
current case, FCC said, Boston TV applications
aren't available for consideration because of
current freeze. FCC denied Metropolitan Television's request, but said: "Should the Commission resume processing television applications prior to action on the [CBS-WRTB] application, Columbia would then be required to
elect which of these applications it would
prosecute."
Comr. Jones dissented and Comr. Hyde said
he didn't want to express view now on what
FCC's course should be when licensing resumes.
Meanwhile Meredith Engineering Co. filed competing bid for acquisition of WRTB (see story
page 52).
FCC LISTS APPEARANCES
FOR OWNERSHIP HEARING
ORDER of appearances for today's (Jan. 17)
FCC hearing on proposed new rules governing
multiple ownership of broadcasting stations
[Broadcasting, Aug. 23] was announced Friday. Rules would set common ownership limit
in AM at 7 stations, in FM at 6, in TV at 5.
They would also impose ceilings on minority
interests according to number of controlling
interests held. FCC said oral arguments "will
be presented in following order:
Balaban Sc Katz, Gulf Theatres, New England
Theatres.
Paramount
Paramount
Television Productions
and Pictures,
United Detroit
Theatres
(all
Paramount interests), represented by Washington
law firm of Hogan & Hartson; CBS: Fort Industry
Co.. by Dow, Lohnes & Albertson; WIND Chicago,
by Pierson & Ball: KMMJ Grand Island, Neb., KALL
Salt
Trans-American
Television
Corp.,&
and Lake
WISH City,
Indianapolis,
by Haley,
McKenna
Wilkinson: NBC, by Gu=tav B. Margraf; Pacific
Northwest
Broadcasters
W.
Scharfeld,
attorney. {"XL" stations); and Arthur
REVISED TELEVISION TARIFFS
ARE FILED BY AT&T
AT&T on Friday filed with FCC new television
tariffs, to become effective March 1. Chief
changes relate to provision for connection of
Bell System intercity TV networks with intercity facilities of other companies where telephone company does not have facilities; allocation of intercity channels on quarterly instead
of monthly basis, where there are not enough
to go around; general expansion of local channel rate areas by including channels where
exchanges serving TV customers are not more
than 25 miles apart.
REAM DENIES WGN-TV DEAL
REPORTS THAT CBS would acquire financial interest in WGN-TV Chicago unqualifiedly
denied last week by Joseph H. Ream, vice president and secretary of network. Reports were
"nonsense," said Mr. Ream.
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4 AM, 2 FM OUTLETS
AUTHORIZED BY FCC
FOUR NEW AM stations, fulltime facilitiesfor KRDU Dinuba, Calif., and two new Class
BFriday.
FM stations authorized in FCC actions
Three new AM stations authorized in non-hearing
grants: PRESTONBURG,
Mountain
Broadcasting
Co., 960 kc, 1KY.—
kw, Kentucky
daytime, estimated
cost
$17,500;
NEW
BRAUNSFELS,
TEX.—
Comal
Broadcasting Co., 1420 kc, 1 kw, daytime, estimated
cost
$28,873;
COLD
WATER,
MICH.—
Twin
Valley
Broadcasters Inc., 1590 kc, 1 kw, daytime, directional,
estimated cost $26,750. WAFB Baton Rouge, La.,
granted switch from 1 kw day on 1460 kc to 1 kw
lulltime on that frequency, directional night.
FCC also made final its earlier proposals to (1)
grant application of KRDU Dinuba for switch from
daytime on 1130 kc with 250 w to fulltime on 1240
kc with 250 w (when KCOK Tulare moves from
1240 to 1270 kc), and deny rival application of San
Joaquin Broadcasters, Fresno; (2) grant Jorama-Fer
Radio
for 1240
kc with
250 from
w at
Caguas,Corp.'s
P. R. application
(when WKVM
Arecibo
moves
1230
to
1070)
and
deny
Caguas
Radio
Broadcasting's
request for 1230 kc [Broadcasting, Nov. 29].
In another
FCC entered
denial ofdoing
application of F.case
L. Thornhill
and default
D. R. Johnson,
business as Western Washington Broadcasting Co.,
for 630 kc with 250 w day at Puyallup, Wash. FCC
held they failed to prosecute application or to follow
up on indicated plan to amend.
Construction permits for two new Class B FM
stations
granted:
GEORGETOWN,
Rollins
Broadcasting
Co. (New
AM grantee.) DEL.—
Channel
268
(101.5 mc), ERP 19 kw. antenna 500 ft.; BLOOMSBURG, PA.— Bloom Radio Inc. (WLTR), Channel
293 (106.5 mc). ERP 20 kw, antenna 230 ft. Class B
CPs in lieu of conditional grants awarded following:
WTBC-FM Tuscaloosa, Ala.— Channel 239 (95.7 mc),
ERP
14 kw,277antenna
330 ft.;ERP
KNOE-FM
Channel
(103.3 mc),
1.8 kw, Monroe,
antennaLa.—
340
ft.; WNOE-FM New Orleans— Channel 222 (92.3 mc),
ERP 310 kw, antenna 420 ft.; WDEF-FM Chattanooga, Tenn.— Channel 275 (102.9 mc), ERP 17 kw,
antenna 970 ft.; WOAY-FM Oak Hill, Va.— Channel
231 (94.1 mc), ERP 19 kw, antenna 340 ft.
CPs in lieu previous conditions granted following
FM
WJLD-FM
Ala.—
ERP stations:
40 to 23 kw,
antenna Birmingham,
from 750 to 590
ft.;Change
WBIK
Chicago — Change ERP from 17 to 19 kw, antenna
from
665
to
650
ft.;
KSCJ-FM
Sioux
City,
IowaChange ERP from 280 to 360 kw, antenna from 515
to 450 ft.; WAZL-FM Hazleton, Pa.— Change ERP
from 8.7 to 7.6 kw, antenna from 680 ft. to 670 ft.;
WCAC Anderson, S. C— Change ERP from 33 to 41
kw, antenna 395 to 375 ft.; KECK-FM Odessa, Tex.—
Change ERP from 1.7 to 8.6 kw; KTRN-FM Wichita
Falls, Tex.— Change ERP from 28 to 30 kw. Radio
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Memphis. Tenn., was denied
request
for reconsideration
of FCC Secretary's
tion of Nov.
1, 1948, which dismissed
application acfor
extension of time to complete construction of new
Class B FM .station there. FCC said it is not intent
of law
to allow applicants
"passively
hold their
FM
construction
permits against
futureto determinations in other branches of the radio field."
FCC alsoVideo
upheldBroadcasting
motions commissioner's
action
permitting
Co. to amend its
TV
application for San Diego, after hearing was held,
to show revised construction and operation estimates. Television Broadcasting, competing applicant, had asked motions commissioner's action be
rescinded.
'PUBLIC
LAUDED

INTEREST' RADIO
BY WILLARD

RADIO commercials constitute a "great public service" and stations should feel "fiercely
proud" of part they have played in development of new products, A. D. Willard Jr., NAB
executive vice president, told South Carolina
broadcasters at Columbia Friday. Radio's public interest programs and campaigns, such as
those for war bond sales and recruitment of
student nurses, were also praised by Mr. Willard.
Disputing belief that advertising is merely
a "money-maker," Mr. Willard added: "Advertising has made millions of capitalists in
America, and when a man is a capitalist, he
isn't going to be a Communist."
COSSE LEAVING McGILLVRA
CLAYTON J. COSSE, vice president of
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc., station representative, resigned effective Feb. 15.

SEPARATION

WOULD

HURT SERVICE, SAYS AT&T
TELEPHONE users would suffer rather than
gain if government's demand that AT&T sell
manufacturing subsidiary. Western Electric
Co., is pushed through. This was reaction of
Leroy A. Wilson, AT&T president, to antitrust suit filed by Justice Dept. Friday in Federal Court at Newark, N. J. •
Government contends AT&T's control 6f
Western Electric constitutes a monopoly in
this respect: WE manufactures equipment for
AT&T. AT&T, in turn, controls all Bell telephone companies, which buy WE equipment.
Therefore, Justice Dept. suit asserts, AT&T
also controls Bell companies' onjy source of
supply. Absence of competition in manufacture and sale of telephone equipment results
in
higher
telephone rates, government contends.
Mr. Wilson countered with statement that
"telephone calls go t'^'rough faster, people hear
each other better and service is more dependable" because of quality of Western Electric
equipment. He added : "It is, of course, ia
the interest of everyone that telephone equipment continue to be the best obtainable and
that it be bought at the lowest possible prices.
The Western Electric relationship makes these
Suit askedpossible
the courts
objectives
. . ."to compel Bell System
operating companies to buy equipment under
competitive bidding from three firms which
would be created out of Western Electric.
This would reduce prices for telephone equipment, cut operating costs for Bell and provide
basis for lower prices, according to Assistant
Attorney General Herbert A. Bergson, Justice
Dept. Anti-Trust Division head.
Mr. Bergen's superior. Attorney General
Tom C. Clark, said suit does not seek to interfere with AT&T except to divorce it from
Western Electric. Efficiency of telephone service would not be reduced, he a=;s'?rted.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from -page U)
holder, was at Sea Island, Georgia, for ten-day
outing. And, it was added, nothing of that
magnitude would be done without Mr. Noble's
presence. [It was learned authoritatively that
party.]
Spyros Skouras was not member of Sea Island j
FORMAL papers for transfer of WINX Washington to ownership of Billy Banks, operatoi
of WHAT Phila., slated for filing with FCC
today (Jan. 17) after two months of preparation. AM independent transfers for $130,000
while FM adjunct is sold to newly-formed
WTOP Inc. for $160,000. WTOP Inc. is owned
55% by Washhigto7i Post and 45% by CBS.
Action paves way for final transfer of WTOP'?
control from CBS to Post and for CBS acquisition of full ownership of KQW San Jose-San
Francisco in which it heretofore has owned
45% [Broadcasting, July 12].
RCA LABS, Princeton, developing new ultra^
high frequency video transmitter embracing
circuit which it hopes will be effective in reducing tube failures occasioned during UHF
experiments with its Washington TV transmitduring past several months [Broadcasting,
Dec. ter20].
DECISION on who gets Federal government
recording contract expected Wednesday frontt
Bureau of Federal Supply, Treasury Dept.
Unofficial report is dozen bids are tight and
counle of firms still appear neck and necki
Bids opened Jan. 10 but with some 100 price
categories, four recording cities and dozen
firms participating, choice is delayed. . j
BROADCASTING
• TelecastinL

No crystal ball can answer the
manufacturer's question, "Is
my product what the people want?" No isolated,
one-shot trial in an isolated city can really prove
the strength of a selling appeal. But there is a
way to learn the answers to these and many other
questions:

reaches millions of

people every day; but it reaches more of them in
some cities than others— just as a network does.
It gives vast coverage but not complete coverage
' — no medium or combination of media can do
that for the country.
The advertiser who uses WLW

It's a test in WLW-land
an

covers the nation. WLW

^'Operation:

. . .

Knowledge"

In WLWs merchandise-able area, you'll find a
mirror of America. Here is not just one city; but

alone is in the

same position in WLW-land as the advertiser
who embarks on a nation-wide program is in the
country as a whole. What works on WLW is
pretty sure to be sound throughout the land.

many cities of many sizes. Here live not just
farming folks and not just workers in the mines
or mills; but people from every walk of life —
with every type of income.
Here are nearly fourteen million persons, in
parts of seven states— states of the north, the
south, the east and middle west. Here is a true
cross section of our mighty land.
And in this vast area is a radio station unique
—a station which covers the area as a network

THE NATION S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION

* Attention Time Buyers and Advertising Managers:
Talk about POWER AND RESULTS-one program pulled
760

17,129 letters at one o'clock in the morning.
We would
be glad to give you the particulars. Write to us.

by
Rtpresented
PETRY

G. A. RICHARDS
.lh« Board

ATION,
I
FRANK E. MULLEN
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TING

MILLION

/ery year for the past 19 years
WLS listeners have dropped more than a
million letters into mail boxes . . . addressed to their old friend— WLS. In 1948 these
loyal listeners sent 1,053,341 pieces of mail
to their family station!
Twenty million letters in 19 years addressed to one station! Here's tangible evidence that WLS moves people to act . . .
generates response — in short, that WLS
Gets Results!

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.

FOUND!
The

Missing

Link

KMED>NBC
WH

Y

KM

ED

?

IkMED is located in Medford, Oregon, the
central city of the famous Rogue River Valley, hub of business activity for southern
Oregon and three Northern California counties— vacation land and sportsman's paradise.
KMED has an effective coverage area with a
population of 350,000 people, with an effective
buying income of $271,000,000 derived from
lumbering, dairying, beef ranching, fruits and
nuts.
2 Bank deposits in Medford banks on December
15, 1948, totaled $35,209,000, attesting to the
economic security of the wage earners and
farmers. Eighty-five per cent of the farms in
this area are operated by the owners. Jackson County payrolls for the second quarter .
of 1948 totaled $7,024,802.64, a gain of $1,037,795.90 over the same period in 1947.
3 OPPORTUNITIES are legion for the time
buyer on KMED — the only 5,000-watt regional station in Oregon outside of Portland
4 — the only NBC station between Sacramento .
and Portland — -the pioneer station with more
than 22 years of service to southern Oregon
and northern California.

KMED

links

THE

WEST

COAST

with
5,000

WATTS

DAY

THE

PACIFIC

1,000

WATTS

NORTHWEST
NIGHT

KMED
Lifts the NBC

Parade of Stars over the

mountain ranges between San Francisco and
Portland
KMED
Pushes these network shows, together with
outstanding local and regional programs, into
dozens of thriving, bustling communities surrounding the famous Rogue River Valley, in
southern Oregon and northern California

5,000 WATTS,

NOW

KMED
With the outstanding NBC shows as company,
will enable your message to reach a large,
consistent listening audience, when carried
by its new high-powered signal.

How

to

buy

MASS

MASS

AUDIENCE

SELLING

in

for

New

England

Direct approach through Yankee home-town

more easily consolidate your gains with Yankee.

stations — the stations local merchants use regu-

With 24 Yankee home-town stations you can

larly and successfully —

carry your campaign to all New England at one

is the way to obtain

time — reaching more people everywhere.

complete, more intensive coverage of this great
mass market.

For more thoroughly co-ordinated selling and
merchandising, more

The greater effectiveness of this direct, smash-

every city zone and suburban shopping center,

ing local impact over hit-or-miss coverage from
a distance is not debatable. You are bound to
make more

The

choose New England's mass medium
Yankee Network.

progress and faster progress and

^CCefot^SUtCC U

THE YANKEE

Yankee

penetrating coverage in

NETWORK'S

—

The

'PouHcUUcOK

Network,

Inc.

Member of fhe Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON

15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

RETRY & CO., INC.

Published every Monday, 53rdEntered
issue (Year
Book class
Number)
February
Broadcasting
Publications,
as second
matterpublished
March 14,in 1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870act National
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.
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"TELEVISION has ended the era of the
stuffed shirt." That quote, under Washington's
unwritten journalistic code, cannot be attributed to its author. But if his identity were
revealed, it would have reverberations up and
down historic Pennsylvania Avenue.
FIBBER McGEE & Molly (Jim and Marion
Jordan) have been approached by CBS. Their
attorney, Loyd Wright, refuses to confirm or
deny they are considering switch from NBC.
Mr. Wright is also Jack Benny's counsel.
SUCCESSFUL use of radio by AFL unions in
last national elections will be reflected in
increased tempo of labor's use of radio in ensuing months. High level pow-wow of union
heads with newly-elected pro-labor Senators
held in Washington last week was counseled
by Morris Novik, who headed AFL radio and
appears slated for radio directorship, if he
wants it. Novik "local cut-in technique" was
credited in no small measure for election upset
in getting out local pro-Truman labor vote.
FCC HAS DECIDED to call hearing starting
Feb. 28 on three-way rivalry for $1,925,000
acquisition of Louisville Courier-Journal and
Times' WHAS Louisville and associated AM
and FM properties. Crosley Broadcasting
bought stations, subject to FCC approval;
Fort Industry Co. and Bob Hope each matched
Crosley's bid under AVCO Rule. Because
hearing may take several days and Commissioners' workload is heavy, tentative plans are
to designate examiner to hold hearing.
NBC NEGOTIATING with U. S. Steel in attempt to entice the advertiser's Theatre Guild
of the Air from ABC, where it is heard Sundays, 9:30-10:30 p.m. BBDO, New York,
agency for U. S. Steel, asserts no decision made.
FEB. 20 is moving day in Fresno, Calif.
KARM, old-line CBS affiliate, moves to ABC
as KFRE,
from
ABC nation's
to CBS. newest 50,000-watter, shifts
SUMMER HIATUS will be taken by Philco
Playhouse sponsored by Philco Corp. through
Hutchins Adv., New York, on NBC-TV Sundays 9-10 p.m., beginning perhaps as early as
March. Decision whether show will return in
fall to be made in June, when company annually sets radio and television schedules.
PORTENTS of greater turn-over in larger
station properties seen in calls from investment houses seeking appraisals of stations in
larger markets, based on network affiliations,
gross receipts, net income and other factors
unfamiliar to ordinary banking circles.
TOP-LEVEL talks between lATSE and IBEW
to settle television jurisdiction now current.
lATSE President Dick Walsh and IBEW President B. W. Tracy in consultation, with report
(Continued on page 82)
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Upcoming
Jan. 25: American Marketing Assn. panel on
"Television informat-ion. Please," Hotel Commodore, New York.
Jan. 25: Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
award banquet and seminar. Athletic Club,
Hollywood.
Jan. 25-26: CBS Television Clinic for agencies
and advertisers, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York.
Jan. 27: ABC Southwestern, Middle and Central
States Districts Affiliates meeting. Ambassador
East Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 23: Anti-Clear Channel Broadcasters meeting. Palmer House, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on page 54)

Bulletins
CBS announced Saturday it obtained 15-year
loan of $5,000,000 at 3%</f interest with Prudential Insurance Co. of America. Network
said closing of the long-termer was subject of
many months negotiation and was sought to
insure continuation of strong cash reserves in
view of possible big expenditures for television
development.
C. F. PARSONS appointed general manager of
Zenith Radio Distributing Corp., wholly-owned
sales subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corp. He has
been sales manager of subsidiary organization
since 1945 and replaces William W. Boyne,
who recently became general manager of
Zenith Radio Corp. of New York.
CHEVROLET Division, General Motors Corp.,
will include Midwest in hookup for NBC TV
series Chevrolet on Broadway when coaxial
cable is available. Time changed from Monday
8-8:30 p.m. to 8:30-9 p.m. Agency, CampbellEwald Co., New York.

Briefly
Business
TWO SIGN FOR SPOTS • Block Drug Co.,
Jersey City, has signed with WGN Chicago
for 6:45-7 p.m. (CST) news spot Tuesdays f*
and Thursdays for 13 weeks from Feb. 1.
New York Mail Order House renewed Ben
Sweetland Saturdays, 9:15-9:30 a.m. (CST),
same station for 13 weeks from Jan. 22;
Agency, Huber Hoge & Sons, New York.
York.
Block Drug's agency, Redfield Johnstone, New
DOG SHOW ON TV • National Biscuit Co.,
New York (dog biscuits) will sponsor telecasts
of dog show from Madison Square Garden,
New York, evenings of Feb. 14 and 15 on CBS I
eastern TV hookup. Agency, McCann-Erickson. New York.
'NORA DRAKE' OFF NBC • Toni Co.,
Chicago, announced Friday that This Is Nora
Drake, formerly on both CBS and NBC, will
be heard exclusively on CBS at 2:30 p.m.
(EST). Strip was carried on both networks
experimentally during past eight months.
OH HENRY RENEWS • Williamson Candy
Co., Chicago (Oh Henry candy bar), renews
Triie Detective Mysteries on 485 MBS stations.
Sun. 4:30-5 p.m. (EST) Agency, Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
WILM NAMES BOLLING • WILM Wilmington, Del., names Boiling Co., New York, as
national representatives effective immediately.
MARCH

OF

DIMES

OPENING

OPENING of March of Dimes collection week
will start with special broadcast tonight (Monday), 9:30-10 p.m. on ABC, featuring Don
Ameche. Jimmy Durante, Nelson Eddy, Dinah
Shore, Robert Armbrustsr orchestra and others. Show to be produced by Phil Cohan and
written by Glen Wheaton.

Coy
Foresees
TV Thaw
by April or May
FCC hopes to unfreeze processing of TV by
termed growth of TV audience in numbers and
April or early May, Wayne Coy, FCC Chairin discrimination "the greatest challenge
man, told CBS Television Clinic in New York
broadcasting has ever faced."
Friday afternoon. He said Commission hopes
it can provide for utilization of ultra-high band
before end of year, with many applicants
shifting from present band to UHF.
Chairman said UHF band offers hope many
(Departmental Index page 6; TV Index page 37)
applicants can start construction this year, especially in cities where no provision has been
Radio's Net $402 Million in 1948
21
made for stations in the present band. He
Bing Crosby to CBS
21
indicated manufacturers can build sets capable
IRE Sees CBS 'lAMS' Measurement Device. 23
Coy Defends FCC Against Censor Charge. . . 23
of giving good reception on both bands.
Radio, TV at Inaugural
24
Frank Stanton, CBS president, told opening
Radio Silencer Gadget Tops P.I. Deals
26
day's session of three-day clinic that only war
Networks' Post-Election Billings Decline... 26
or major economic crisis can halt phenomenal
ZCMI, Salt Lake Store, Finds Rodio Pays. . . 27
rate of TV's growth. He warned against preBaltimore Gag Case in Court Wednesday. . . 28
occupation with technical expansion in TV at
Voice of Democracy Sectional Winners
28
possible expense of program content. He
Anti-Clear Group Chicago Meeting
32
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Brookings
part

of

So

County
SOUTH

is
DAKOTA

is
BIG

AGGIE

BILL HENDRICKS and his family got $1,000 in
merchandise and the thrill of their lives on
October 14 when 6,000 persons jammed Brookings'
Pioneer Park to honor them as South Dakota winners in the WNAX 5-state Farmstead Improvement
Program.
WNAX preseijted the award — Governor Mickelson spoke — 4-H boys scrambled for prize calves
— The State College Military

Governor George T. Mickel'
son, left, congratulates Hendricks, winner of WNAX's
$1000 award.
A 4-H lad risks his neck and
that of the baby beef he's
winning in the exciting calf
scramble.

Band played — A free barbecue
was served — and the WNAX
Barn Dance Gang staged a 90minute show to wind up the
day's festivities.
Yes, Big Aggie is part of South Dakota just as
she is part of Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and North
Dakota where 1,043 families from 203 counties are
participating in WNAX's 3-year campaign to encourage improved farm living conditions. Here's
another example of how WNAX continues — serving the Midwest Farmer!

Food, too! More than 1300
pounds of beef were barbebrants. cued for the hungry celeRepresented

by

the Katz Agency.

SIOUX CITY - ^MIKIOH
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
DEPARTMENTS:
Agencies
Allied Arts
Commercial
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Box Score
Feature of the Week
Management
New Business
Network Accounts
News
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Production
Programs
Promotion
Radiorama
Technical
Telestatus
CAST

THEIR

SHADOWS

BEFORE

In the Spring, events of the future will start coming
to WFBM'S

big area by television!

• Already the antenna has a standing reservation
for an altitude penthouse atop the Merchants

Bank

Building, the tallest building in Indianapolis. Equipment has been delivered — the needed steel is on
the way.
No wonder WFBM,

Indiana's oldest radio station,

is blushing with pioneering pride. We're naturally
proud to be first again — first in Indiana with
Television!
So— if you're after eyes, as well as ears, to keep
those sales coming — look to WFBM-TV for another
famous first. And, as always, WFBM will continue
to be first in promotion, first in merchandising and
first in performance.

N

INDIANA

ANY

WAY

YOU

JUDGE!

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Associated with: WFDF
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FEATURE CALENDAR
First issue of the month: Comparative Network
Program Sponsors Schedule
Second issue: Network Boxscore; Public Interest
Third issue: Trends Survey
Last issue: Telecasting Showsheet
At Washington Headquarters
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TOPS

KFH

is TOPS in the Wichita market. This fact is verified

by every study of radio listening habits conducted in this
area. There are definite reasons for this listener preference and advertisers with a radio message for the Wichita
market will do well to consider the KFH
TOPS

audience — it's

by every standard.

5000
Watts
- ALL
the
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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ROBERT JACOBY promoted to vice president of John W. Shaw agency, Chicago. Formerly with Fiduciary Trust Co., New York. Mr. Jacoby assumes added responsibility for personnel administration, and will continue as agency treasurer.
DALE ARMSTRONG, formerly vice president in charge of public relations
for Trans World Airline, joins Foote, Cone & Belding International as European public relations director. He will headquarter in agency's London office. if^
DONALD F. THERKELSEN appointed radio director of Minneapolis office of
Erwin, Wasey & Co.
HOWARD K. EATON, formerly head of his own public
relations& Simmonds
company inas Chicago,
Chicago
of Simmonds
account joins
executive.
ROYoffice
SHANNON,
formerly head of Roy Shannon Adv., St. Louis, joins St.
Louis office of Simmonds as account executive.

\
i

THOMAS W. JARVIS, art director; VINCENT J. GALBO
and ARTHUR F. SACHTLEBEN, account executives, appointed vice presidents of Kelly, Nason Inc., New York.
JACK SKOLNICK, art director, and DONALD R. SHAW,
account supervisor, elected vice presidents of Pedlar &
Ryan, New York.
FREDERIC F. FLANAGAN, HELEN BROWN BECKETT
and CURRIE DAVIS join copy department of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.
HERE'S w"'
users select

j^cause

^t^tion "h''*

teffl

, 1, „ooa to

5

periods

m4

to 50,000 ^at.

coverage.
primaty
^"ket.
Oklahoma

t M«V
o« neares
contact ,
delof&ce.

Kno

iNi> STATION RECRESENTIITIVE

ard
J J. Bern
^Aanager
General

Mr. Therkelsen

BRICE DISQUE Jr., formerly manager of radio department of Compton Adv.,
New York, joins Marschalk & Pratt, also New York, in a contact and writing
capacity.
|
MILTON N. PIERSON and HENRY A. SANDERSON, formerly with Behel &
Waldis & Briggs agency, Chicago, have organized a creative service for advertisers and agencies, Pierson & Sanderson Inc., Chicago. Mr. Pierson is secretary-treasurer, and Mr. Sanderson is president. Office is at 642 N. Dearborn St.y
FORMATION of Jasper, Lynch & Field, New York, formerly Jasper, Lynch &
Fishel, announced. HERBERT P. FIELD elected executive vice president and
head of firm's
business
department.
STANLEY
JAMES
FISHEL
formernewvice
presidents
of Jasper,
Lynch L &FISHEL
Fishel, and
joined
H. W.
W.
Fairfax Adv., New York, as president-treasurer and executive vice presidentsecretary respectively [Broadcasting, Jan. 10]. Move did not constitute a
merger of agencies.
MARTIN FRITZ, formerly with J. Walter Thomson Co., Chicago, joins Buchen
Co., same city, as director of media.
\
LEONARD BLAYER, formerly with Wm. H. Weintraub Co.,
New York, appointed head of production department of
Alfred Paul Berger Co., also New York.
LEE RANDON, formerly television producer in Buffalo,
N. Y., joined Euthrauff & Ryan 'Inc., Chicago, as commercial
writer.
JEROME L. ISAACS, New York attorney, appointed vice
president and member of plans board of Robert W. Orr &
Assoc. HARVEY CUSHMAN, formerly with Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, joins agency as art director, and JOSEPH
DIVINE, formerly with Pedlar & Ryan, joins research department. All are New York agencies.
BOB STRUBLE joins Jordan Co., Los Angeles, as radio
director.

Mr. Fritz

BEN WILKINSON, who formerly operated his own agency, Ben Wilkinson
Ltd., elected managing director of McCann-Erickson Adv. Ltd., London, effective Feb. 1. Mr. Wilkinson's principal accounts from his own agency will be
handled effective Feb. 1 by McCann-Erickson, and about 20 members of his
present staff will join McCann-Erickson on that date.
EARL EKXUND joins Frank Wright National Co., Los Angeles, as account|
executive. Mr. Eklund was formerly with Los Angeles Community Chest
PAUL SMITH Adv., New York, announces change in agency's name to Smith.
Smalley & Tester Inc. No change in management or capital structure involvedj

■ li
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JIM RESOR, radio timebuyer at McCann-Erickson, New York, is the father of
a girl, Robin Perry.
j
WILLIAM D. WALSH joins production staff of John C. Dowd Inc., Boston,
EUGENIA
joinsstaff,
agency's
copy todepartment,
and ISABEL CABOLAN,
member of SMOOT
production
promoted
traffic manager.
BROADCASTING
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It

s
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DURNS0

my

MARKET

TO

CROP

/

"

he next best thing to growing dollar bills themselves isto have lots of wonderful cash crops !
Our

Red

River Valley farmers

have plenty of

them — corn, wheat, barley, hogs and poultry. The
result? Well, according to a recent Department of
Commerce report, North Dakota had the highest
per capita income

of any agricultural state in the

country; was topped only by Nevada and New York
among all 48 states !
We're proud of the fact that now, as for the past
26 years, our Valley farmers rate WDAY their
favorite station by about 5-to-l. Ask us or Free &
Peters for more information.

FARGO,

N. D.

FREE & PETERS, INC. Exclusive National Repiesentaliies • NBC • S70 KILOCYCLES

• 5000 WATTS

Is your advertising reaching as many people as
your retailers? Does your advertising penetrate
every county as "effectively as your retail dealer
organization? Have most of your retailers' customers heard your advertising message before they

NEWSPAPER

Washington's largest

Total circulation in area — 245,246 (Audit Bureau of circulations)

MAGAZINE

Nation's largest

Total circulation in area

156,421

(Source available on request)

B
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does

your

advertising

?

enter the stores? . . . Here are three maps of the
Washington area. Which map shows the intensity
of coverage which most closely matches that of
your own

retail organization? Which

medium

supports all of your retailers in the area best?

RADIO

Washington's leading station— WRC

WRC

is just one example of the complete

market penetration of stations represented by
NBC

Spot Sales, For a similar analysis of any

of the markets listed below, call your nearest
NBC Spot Sales Office. You'll be amazed at
how thoroughly these stations blanket the areas
served by your retailers.
New York

WNBC

Chicago
.
Cleveland

WMAQ
WTAM

Washington . . . . .
San Francisco
Denver

.......

Schenectady

. WRC
KNBC
KOA
WGY

LEGEND
B 50 to 100% of total families reached
H 25 to 49% of total families reached
Total audience in area (daytime) — 316,580 (Broadcast Measurement Bureau March 1946)

SPOT

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

B 10 to 24% of total families reached

SALES

• HOLLYWOOD

• CLEVELAND • WASHINGTON

• Telecasting

• BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • DENVER
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Untostcr,

A SETTLEMENT of timebuyers is
being created by WPTR Albany in
a promotion stunt which is beginning to assume the proportions of
a five-ring circus — with just everybody wanting to get in on the act.
Strictly as a promotion stunt,
WPTR began giving away grants
of land to timebuyers. Accompanying each grant went a certificate
making the timebuyer a "Patroon
of the Week."
According to Len Asch, vice president and general manager of
WPTR, the idea has caught on and
many important industry figures
have been seeking membership and
hunks of land. A number of "Honorary Patroons," figures not members of the timebuyers' magic circle, will be created, he said. Meanwhile, bona fide "Patroons of the
Week" will be chartered each week
for a year and for perhaps a longer
time.
The land, deeded in fractional
acre parcels, is situated in patroon
country, 12 miles southwest of Albany in the Helderberg Mountains.
Timebuyers who have not yet
sought out their parcel will be com-

the

IVeek

TTTTTT

People

In

HOUSTON
Jes^

Love

k-nuz's

Bill Wilson (I) of Rambeau Co.,
WPTR representative, presents a
certificate to Charles M. Wilds,
timebuyer of N.- W. Ayer & Son,
making Mr. Wilds a "Patroon of
the Week."
forted to know that their land goes
back to the Devonian period, considerably more than 2,500,000 years
before radio.
It may be further comfort, too,
that the land is honeycombed with
(Continued on page 76)

O'n

MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
New York • Chicago
San Francisco 'Lot Angelei
STEINMAN
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-flll -Recounts
Morgan Show and Glamour Manor.
desire to revolutionIT WAS
ize the the
motion picture industry
Born in 1898 in Pittsburgh, Al's
that first led Albert E. Kaye to formal education didn't indicate a
later
leap into radio, either, having
California.
won
degrees
in pharmacy and elecAnd, although he "revolutiontrical engineering. The former deized" that industry only to the
gree, which now keeps him away
extent of carrying cables at Samuel
Goldwyn Studios for $28 a week,
from medicines of all kinds 'cause
the trip was well worth it. For he he "knows what's in them," was
awarded him from Pittsburgh Colfound his way into another induslege of Pharmacy in 1920; the
try called radio and now answers
to the title of vice president in latter from Carnegie Tech in 1924.
During his electrical engineering
charge of West Coast radio for
Benton & Bowles,
school days he diwith headquarters in
rected several musicals, supervising the
Hollywood.
lighting for them. In
Now, producer of
this time, through
NBC's Burns and
Allen Show and supurchases quisitionsand*
acoflighting
pervisor of producequipment for the
tion ofroad
ABC's
RailHour, CBS
performances, cumulated
he acabout
Family Hour of
120,000
in
equipment.
Stars and NBC's
Following his
Life of Riley, the
amiable Mr. Kaye
graduation
from
feels that his job is
the best to be had in
directed
Carnegie ainshow
1924 for
he'
its field.
the Pittsburgh electric
company
in
the
Entrance into radio came in 1937
Aldine "Theatre uswhen he assisted L.
ing all his lighting
K. Sidney, now vice
equipment. Shortly
AL
president at Metroafter ance the
performhe departed
for
Goldwyn- Mayer, on
Rochester, N.
Y., before settling
production of Maxwell House Cof- down to an
18 a week job with
fee Good News show.
Westinghouse there, leaving all his
When the package was taken
over by Benton & Bowles in 1940, equipment in the theatre.
About this time L. K. Sidney
Al went along with it as producer,
went to Pittsburgh to take over the
and has remained with the agency
Aldine Theatre for Loew's, noticed
ever since. In the following years
all the fancy lighting Al had left,
he produced several shows includgrew curious about the operator of
(Continued on page 76)
ing the Fannie Brice Show, Frank

HOOPER
PROOF
H ERE'S
Evenings Sun. thru Sat.
6:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.
April-May
5.6
May-June
6.1
June-July
9.1
July-Aug
1 1.3
Aug.-Sept
13.1
Sept.-Oct
12.3

NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.
Dave Morris, Gen. Mgr.

"Your Good JSews Station"
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON 2, TEXAS
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SHARE

OF AUDIENCE
WFBL offers you the biggest ond best share of audience.
Here's the record —
C. E. HOOPER— TOP 20 STATIONS IN THE U.S.A.
May-June June-July July-August August-Sept. Sept.-Oct.
Mornings ITth
9fh
7th
8th 11th
Afternoons
13th
11th
8th
5th

AND IN SYRACUSEMay through October — 1st Mornings and Afternoons
SUPERIOR

PROGRAMMING
With 26 years of broadcasting experience, we at WFBL know
the likes and dislikes of Central New York listeners . . .
design our programs to attract loyal, faithful listeners. A
full staff orchestra, soloists, veteran newsmen, a Farm Service
Director and many other WFBL personalities contribute to the
daily listening pleasure of the WFBL audience. WFBL personalities have traveled 4,000 miles to appear before audiences
totaling more than 40,000 throughout Central New York
during the past two years.

MERCHANDISING

AND

PROMOTION

Designed to help you sell your merchandise, WFBL's Promotion
Department uses every means to promote your program and
your product. Newspaper ads, car cards, displays, direct
mail. Drug and Grocery merchandising papers ... all are
used effectively to sell merchandise for WFBL advertisers.
TOP

FACILITIES
WFBL is proud of its new modern studios. Centra! New York's
finest, most modern radio facilities. Available to ail community civic and fraternal groups, these modern studios are
used daily by one or more groups. Area sales managers
find the studios ideal for their sales meetings.
Ask FREE & PETERS about Current availabilities on

vWFBL-FN
WFBL
BASIC CBS
IN SYRACUSE .... THE NO.
1 STATION
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RICHARD E. THIBAUT Inc., New York (wallpaper manufacturer), appoints
Jackson & Co., New York, to handle extensive radio and television campaign. Placed to date are three participations per week on The Fitzgeralds
on WJZ New York, five per week on the Louise Morgan program on WNAC
Boston, and series of one minute film announcements on WBEN-TV Buffalo
and WBZ-TV Boston. This is company's first venture in television.
GEORGE WIEDEMANN BREWING Co., Cincinnati, to sponsor telecast of
WKRC Cincinnati's 1949 Golden Gloves contest on WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
Agency: Strauchen & McKim, Cincinnati.
LEO J. MEYBERG Co., San Francisco (distributor, RCA Victor TV receivers),
appoints Honig-Cooper Co., same city, to handle introductory campaign in
Bay area. Heaviest share of budget slated for KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
ALUMAROLL of Detroit Inc. appoints Shutran Mahlin Adv., Detroit, to handle
advertising and merchandising for Alumaroll home and commercial awnings,
and Weathershield canopies. Radio and television will be used.
NAT PATERSON MOTORS Inc., Ozone Park, L. I., N. Y. (DeSoto and Plymouth dealers), appoints Moss Assoc., New York, to handle advertising. Radio
and television will be used.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York (Lucky Strike), Jan. 27 starts half-hour
weekly television film series Your Show Time on KNBH (TV) Los Angeles.
Firm started telecasting of 26-week series on 32 eastern stations Jan. 21. Films
made by Marshall Grant-Real Television Corp. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York.
MOUNTAIN VIEW NURSERIES, McMinnville, Tenn., studying response to its
Mountain Time, aired Jan. 8 and 15 from 5:45 to 6 p.m. CST on WENR (ABC)
Chicago. Additional radio will be used if initial venture warrants. Agency:
Louis A. Smith Co., Chicago.
ZIPLOC Co., of New Jersey, Jersey City (manufacturer of strap watches), is
inaugurating special television promotion campaign. Campaign will also use
direct mail selling in key television cities. Tests in New York, already proved
successful, will be extended shortly to other market areas. Agency: Moss
Assoc., New York.
A. E. STALEY Mfg. Co., Decaur, 111. (starch products), appoints Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago, to handle advertising for its Cameo starch. Radio is being
contemplated and media schedules are expected to be completed within two
weeks.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., New York (Chesterfield), Jan. 21 started
kinescoped Arthur Godfrey & His Friends on KTTV (TV) Hollywood, 8-9 p.m.
(PST). Agency: Newell-Emmett, New York.
GOODALL FABRICS, New York, will offer cooperative television advertising
campaign to all its retail accounts.
A/atwoik -^ccountA • • •
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury, Conn., renews sponsorship of the Drew Pearson
broadcasts (ABC, Sundays, 6-6:15 p.m. EST) for another 52 weeks. Contract,
covering 259 ABC stations, placed through William H. Weintraub & Co. Inc.,
New York. Lee Hats has sponsored Mr. Pearson's predictions and news for
three years.
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago (Oh Henry candy bars), renews sponsorship for fourth year of True Detective Mysteries, Sundays, 4-4:30 p.m. EST
on MBS. Agency: Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
WILCO Co., Los Angeles (Clearex cleanser), Feb. 28 starts 26 week sponsorship
of three quarter-hours weekly of Ladies First on full Don Lee Network, Mon.
Wed., Fri. (Full program time daily 11:00-11:30 a.m. PST; last quarter hour
sustaining). Agency: Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles. GROVE LABORATORIES, St. Louis (cold tablets), sponsors first quarter-hour of program Tues. and Thurs.

WILLIAM V. SHAFTNER appointed advertising and public relations director
of Wine Growers Guild, Lodi, Calif. He formerly held similar post with
Pacific American Steamship Assn., San Francisco. Guild uses radio and
television.
RALSTON H. COFFIN, for past year with the Nabisco Group of National
Biscuit Co., New York, in merchandising capacity at McCann-Erickson, appointed account manager for crackers, cookies and dog food.
JOHN WHITEHEAD appointed advertising manager of Shirriff's Ltd.,
Toronto. For past year he has been advertising assistant to H. T. FLEMING,
vice president in charge of advertising.
BROADCASTING
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High-powered

WCAU-TV

(equivalent of

50,000 watts) puts your higli-powered product
demonstrator right into the same room with
thousands of prospective customers
in this television-minded city with the
2nd largest TV market*.
CBS affiliate.

TV

*1 00,000 sets.

AM
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with

lO-kilowcitt

BTA-5F. The one 5-KW AM Transmitter that insures easy increase to 10
KW at any time! Power changeover is
simple . . . inexpensive . . . quick. Because
it was planned that way.
When you install the BTA-5F Transmitter for 5-KW operation there is just
one tube in the power amplifier stage
(left-hand cubicle in view below). But
note the additional tube socket already
mounted in place. To increase power to
10 KW, you need only buy the simple
modification kit (described in box at
right). With the parts contained in this
kit. ..and the few simple circuit changes
required, changeover can be made "overIt's easy...
it's inexpensive. You
need losenight." no
air time.
Naturally, you can also buy this transmitter originally for 10-KW operation
(specified as Type BTA- 1 OF) . Both models—the BTA-5F for 5-KW operation,
and the BTA- 1 OF for 10-KW operation
—have the same sleek, well-finished,
business-like appearance shown by
KOQL's installation on the opposite
page. Both models have the true unified
front ... an exclusive feature of RCA
high-power AM transmitters. This front
is an integral piece separate from the compartment enclosures. It greatly facilitates
flush-mounting... and improves appear-

insurance

ance of the installation by several times.
And careful planning like this goes
right on through. For instance, this transmitter isequipped with one of the most
complete centralized control systems
ever designed for any transmitter . . . with
all the necessary controls, circuit breakers and relays needed for fully automatic
operation or step-by-step manual operation. It has push-button motor-tuning
for its high-power stages... and instantaneous power control reduction. It can
be furnished with matching cabinet endextensions for housing antenna phasing,
monitoring, test and audio equipment.
These extensions have front sections
that become an integral part of the overall «nified front — another exclusive RCA
feature of great importance in station
appearance. And note this too: the 5-KW
BTA-5F uses only 24 tubes (6 different
tube types); the 10-KW BTA-IOF uses
only 27 tubes (6 different types).
•
• •
Here, we believe, is the finest streamlined station installation ever engineered
for standard-band broadcasting . . . with
all basic circuits proved in more than
12 5 transmitters of this series now operating throughout the world. Get the
details from your RCA Broadcast Sales
Engineer, or write Department 19 AD

This simple kit (MI-7267-A)
takes the BTA-5F to 10 KW...
inexpensively and without one
change in station layout.
9 One blower
® Two filament transformers
• One 10-KW modulation
transformer
9 One reactor
o All necessary hardware

The Transmitter Control
Console — standard equipmen*t'
with every BTA-5F and BTA-IOF.

from cover to cover) ... I would
also like to congratulate you on the
past two or three issues. I have
found your book one of the most
informative pieces of literature
that has crossed my desk in a long,
long while. Please keep it up.
Stanley M. Abrams
Sales Promotion Manager
Emerson graph
Radio &Corp.
Phono- I
New York

. . Don't Dare Miss'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
to wish
you awith
goodone1949
andHere's
continued
success
of
the trade magazines we don't dare
miss reading.
Linnea Nelson
J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York
Promote Our Own
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations to the broadcasting industry in finally getting
wise to producing an all-radio promotion to compete with the promotions of the printed media. ■
Within the last week, I have
heard on various stations no less
than six mystery and crime programs glorifying the press in general and reporters in particular.
I have noticed the only space devoted in newspapers to the radio

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
industry and radio programs is
news concerning disappointments
in quiz programs, the present capital gains question, errors in radio
news reporting, etc. In other words,
only information uncomplimentary
to our industry.
If the industry plans an all-radio
promotion let's quit the free allnewspaper promotion on our mystery and crime programs glorifying newspaper reporters in particular and newspapers in general.
We, as salesmen, are selling advertisers time by day and the in-

dustry is selling newspapers by
night. Please give us poor time
peddlers a break.
Lloyd D. Loers
Commercial Manager
KGLO,KGLO-FM,
Mason City, Iowa
'Most Informative'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Our company has been receiving Broadcasting for quite a
while and it always passes my desk
(incidentally, I read every issue

Want

Balto. Recognition

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The writer read with a great
deal of interest your story on the
Baltimore Radio Market in the
Jan. 17th issue. It was an informative as well as a complimentary story to many radio stations
and agencies. But why all the
free publicity for a few agencies
and then a mere listing for a
number at the end and a complete
omission of even a listing of some
agencies such as ours? Of course,
we are not in the Joe Katz class
but we are and have been placing
radio advertising for a half dozen
companies, not only in Baltimore
but in a six-state area, for quite a
few years.
In the television field, we had
the first live show on WMAR for
twelve weeks, now ended. On
Jan. 23 we began a three-sponsor
participation live show on
WMAR built around a Ziv Productionsponsors
show Yesterday's
Newsreel. The
are Mangels
Herold Co. (King syrup), Hauswald's Bakery (bread), Will's
Dairy. It is contracted for 26
weeks. The agency principal in
charge of production is Marc E.
Smith.
We always enjoy reading your
publication. We are not mad or
even hurt that we should be left
out of such a wonderful story as
the Baltimore one. But we would
like to be included when next your
way.
publicity beam is directed this
H. W. Buddemeier
H. W. Buddemeier Co.
Baltimore, Md.
Ununified

Unity

AN ALL but bloody battle
must have ensued over a letter of thanks directed to
Dwight
chairman-m.c.
of CBS Cooke,
separately
produced
5000 watts night and day on radio's most
favorable wave length... 550 kc... gives advertisers the best reception in Western New York's
rich market.
Check the spectacular two-year rise of
WGR's Hooper ratings under the station's new
ownership* and... with Columbia's new galaxy
of headliners ...watch what happens in 1949.
*LeoJ. ("Pitz") Fitzpatrick and I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
Buffalo's Columbia Network Station
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
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radio and television People's
Platform programs. Mr.
Cooke, who cooperated with
four important national oron Columbia's
Cross-Section, ganizations
U. S.
A., which
resumed Jan. 8, received a
hearty letter of thanks from
the highly diversified groups.
Letter arrived on plain white
paper. TheAssn.
organizations?
—
National
of Manufacturers, United States Chamber of Commerce, American
Federation of Labor and Contions. gress of Industrial Organiza-
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Vou

can't

without

cover

9
California's

on-the-spot

Bonanxa

BeelSne

radio

Skating on water is a cinch compared to trying to cover this
market with outside radio. Because the Bonanza Beeline —
California's rich central valleys plus western Nevada — is
an independent market . . . well inland and remote from
coastal influence. And Beeliners just naturally prefer
their own local stations.
So to radio-sell this 314 Billion Dollar market — where
annual retail sales exceed those of Indianaf — you need
on-the-spot-radio. You need the five BEELINE stations.
Each of these stations is located right in a major Beeline
city. And each is a strong local favorite. For example, a
recent Hooper showed KFBK Sacramento leading all
competition, with an audience share of 23.7 for total rated
time periods. And now that it's 50,000 watts, KFBK
delivers solid coverage of the whole 21-county Sacramento
Trading Area !
fSales Management's 194S Copyrighted Survey

MCCUTCHY
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
60,000 watts 1530 kc.

8ROAOCASTING
COMPANY
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.. National Representative

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
KOH
Reno (NBC)
1000 watts 630 kc.

KERN
Bakersfield (CBS)
1000 watts 1410 kc.

KWG
Stockton (ABC)
250 watts
1230 kc.

Fresno
(NBC)
KMJ
5000 watts 580 kc.

RALEIGH,
50,000

WATTS 680

NBC
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AFFILIATE

N. C.

Kc
FREE & PETERS, INC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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1948
By IO'
ROBERT S
LUCE
RAD
NET:
$402
MILLION
BROADCAST
ADVERTISING 1935-48
RADIO'S NET REVENUES
passed the $400 million mark in
MILLIONS
1948, according to estimates pubOF175 DOLLARS
lished in the 15th Annual Broadcasting Yearbook, now in the
mails to subscribers. Representing
M
Local
150
an annual dollar gain of more than
CKB> Network
$25 million, the index shows a
125
7.7% increase over 1947, reaching
am>
— '— Spot
Regional
an estimated total of $402,826,000.
Total net time sales were divided
as follows :
100
40.5% local time sales
33.1% network time sales
24.7% spot sales
75
1.7% regional network sales
Local time sales, which exceeded
50
network time sales for the first
time in 1947, continued to do so in
25
1948 gaining 10.5% in volume during the year. Spot sales showed an
1945 1 1 1
8.6% gain from 1947, increasing
0
1948
1940
1935
the dollar total by about $8 mil— i— i— r-rlion. Network sales, which gained
only .8% in 1947, increased by
about $6 million to show a gain
of 4.6%. (See chart.)
These are the principal conclu- as network revenues from time
doubled since 1941 in dollar volsions of the 15th Annual Business
sales — eight years later, local sales
ume, and has increased by oneIndex, which is based upon an ex- exceed network sales by about $30 third since the end of the war.
Network time sales have gained,
tensive sampling of all types of million dollars (see Table I, page
radio stations throughout the 58).
but less rapidly, since 1945. The
United States.
gain in 1947 was .8%. The gain of
Spot business has also continued
The 1948 gain of 7.7% is not as its steady growth in 1948. It has 4.6% is the greatest of the postimpressive as the 1947 gain of
12% — but measures up favorably
to the 1945 and 1946 increases. In
1947, net time sales increased an
even $40 million.
Near Million
Since 1941, radio's net revenues
BING
TO
CBS
have doubled, and the radio industry has taken on a tremendous
BING CROSBY, around whom ABC built its powerful Wednesday evephysical growth. The outstanding
ning lineup, last week joined the parade to CBS.
characteristic of the postwar radio
In an announcement issued in Hollywood, where its board chairman,
revenue picture is the tremendous
increase in local time sales. In William S. Paley, had gone to conduct final negotiations with Mr. Crosby,
★
CBS said it had acquired the of
1941, local sales were half as large
the quarter interest in Crosby
crooner's services for both radio
Enterprises
entailed less than $1
and television.
million. Widespread reports that
In addition to an employment
THIS is a report- on Broadcasting's
contract with Mr. Crosby, which
CBS had paid in excess of $2 mil15th Annual Business Index, which
lion for this interest and that Paraseventhe
for
presumably will run
appears in the 1949 Yearbook, now
mount had or would acquire the reyear
maximum
period
permitted
in the mails. The estimates of net under the California statutes, CBS
maining three-fourths in Crosby
time sales are derived from informaEnterprises for $6 million could
also is understood to have acquired
tion supplied by several hundred AM,
25% of the stock in not be confirmed, and were reFM & TV stations throughout the approximately
garded as pure Hollywood & Vine
Crosby Enterprises Inc., which
United States. Broadcasting's for- holds the star's personal service
speculation.
mula has produced figures accurate
The present Crosby package on
contracts for motion pictures, radio
to within .3% in past surveys. The
and other services, as well as other ABC under Philco sponsorship runs
method of compiling net time sales entertainment package operations.
in the neighborhood of $30,000
estimates was developed for BroadWhile there was no disclosure as weekly. The CBS contract, like
that entered with the Jack Benny
casting by Dr. Herman S. Hettinger,
to the amount of CBS' outlay to
noted radio economist.
company,
contains a minimum
consummate the Crosby ti-ansacguarantee for Mr. Crosby — probtion, it is believed the acquisition
BROADCASTING
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$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Up

7.7%

Over

1947

war years for the networks, though
it does not approach the record
wartime gains of 21.6% and 22.5%
in 1943 and 1944.
Regional networks showed another decline in 1948 — following a
pattern established in 1946 — when
the
declineis estimated
was 3.1%.to be
This$400,000.
year's
decrease
The total decline in revenues in
this category is nearly $2 million
since 1945.
State of the Industry
These figures show a continued
healthiness in the overall radio
revenue picture. To be sure, no
sensational revenue gains were
made in any category — but in each
case, the gains are sufficient to
cause satisfaction with radio's 1948
sales performance.
Despite some signs of approaching downturn in business generally,
the time has not yet come when
radio's major sources of revenue
have declined — or given indication
of doing so. There is some indication of a slower growth than the
average for the past decade. Unless there is an actual decrease in
spot, network or local business,
however, such a moderation in the
rate of increase is nothing to cause
alarm.
The opinion of those in the radio
(Continued on page 58)

for 25%

of Crosby

ably in the area of $7,500 a week —
for his personal services. Such
factors as program rating and
commercial sponsorship, it is believed, will have a bearing on the
Crosby tract's
compensation
for the conduration.
While it is logically presumed
that Philco will continue sponsorship of the Crosby show over CBS,
these negotiations were not completed last week. A number of
other prospective sponsors, according to reports, have also talked
with CBS. Likewise it is not certain that the switch to CBS will
have to await expiration of the
present Philco contract. If Philco
continues sponsorship, it was
thought possible that the program
might shift prior to next fall.
Whether the Crosby program
(Continued on page 54.)
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P&G

SUBSIDIARY

FRANCIS

To Handle Radio, Video
PROCTER & GAMBLE, New
York, announced last week the formation of a wholly owned subsidiary to take over radio, television
and motion picture activities for
the company.
P&G has filed articles of incorporation with the Secretary of
State of Ohio for the subsidiary
which will have a capitalization of
$1,000,000 and be known as Procter & Gamble Pi^oductions Inc.
The subsidiary will take over
radio-TV-movie activities prev'ously handled by employes in P &
G's advertising department.
The new company will not cause
any change in relationship with
P & G's advertising agencies, an
official of P & G told Broadcasting.
Video Activity
"The growth and complexity of
our radio activities and plans for
television make the formation of
this subsidiary advisable," a P & G
announcement said. "It is believed
that the radio, television and motion picture needs of the Procter
& Gamble Co. will be served more
effectively by the new company
operating as a separate entity.
The new company will continue to
work directly with the advertising
agencies and independent producers in conducting the business
of buying and producing radio
and television programs and moadded.tion pictures," the announcement
Officers and directors of the
subsidiary have not yet been designated.
Butcher

Promoted

JESSE BUTCHER, recently
named program director of KMPC
Los Angeles, has been appointed
assistant manager in charge of
broadcasting operations, Frank E.
Mullen, president of the G. A.
Richards stations (WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland, KMPC), announced last week. Under Mr.
Butcher's supervision will be the
activities of the program department, including news and special
events, sports, continuity acceptance, traffic and production; announcing staff; music library; orchestra and talent, and promotion
and publicity department.
Bonafide

on TV

BONAFIDE MILLS, New York
(■linoleum, roofing), will sponsor
he video comedy program Stop
Me If You've Heard This One on
NBC's TV network, Friday, 9-9:30
p.m., starting .Jan. 28. Leon Janney
will act as moderator with Mae
Questal, Cal Tinney and Benny
Rubin as joke tellers. R. Leon Co.,
New York, is the agency.
Page 22
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NAMED

KGO-ABC

Sales Head

VINCENT A. FRANCIS, ABC network sales representative in San
Francisco, has been named sales
manager
of ABC,
TV that city.
He KGO and KGOsucceeds Kirk
Torney, who rehis own signed
TV to form
sales
company in San
Carlos, Calif.
[Broadcasting,
Jan.
10].
Mr. Francis
joined
local the
and KGO
ABC

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'/ wonder if that's that high-hand television I've been hearing about
on the radio?"
Transcription Company
Formed in Buffalo
mm
FIRM
FORMATION of the Richard H. Ullman Inc., new transcription firm to
succeed Robert P. Mendelson Productions, Buffalo, N. Y., was announced
last week. The Ullman firm will take over and continue to handle Barbershop Harmonies and Joe McCarthy Speaks, transcribed program series
developed by
manager of Outdoor Life magazine,
Mendelson. Singand Eugene R. Kirshenstein.
ing commercial
General offices and studios of the
activities of the
new firm are at 277 Delaware Ave.
Mendelson firm
also will be continued and exBMB BALLOTS
panded.
To Be Mailed on March 7
Richard H. Ullman, who has
"ON TUESDAY, March 1, the first
been with WGR
BMB ballots will' go in the mail —
Buffalo and
Mr. Ullman
and you can
depend
that," Dr.
WKBW Buffalo
Kenneth
Baker,
NAB on director
of
for over 18 years,
research who is currently on loan
day.
is president of the new company,
and Robert P. Mendelson is a vice to BMB, told Broadcasting Thurspresident. Marvin A. Kempner,
The 650,000 ballots have already
formerly with Louis G. Cowan Inc., been printed. Dr. Baker said. More
has joined Ullman as a vice presi- than 100,000 of the labels have
dent. Additional officers and direc- been addressed and that work is
tors are; D. Bernard Simon, owner
proceeding
schedule.
The colof a chain of music stores; Edward
lection of on
names
of families
. to
H. Kavinoky, Buffalo attorney;
whom the ballots will go was begun
Fred L. Lounsberry; John A. in November and is now in its final
Bacon, former general manager of stages.
WKBW
and now eastern sales
The premiums are ordered and
delivery will commence this week.
Penny to Walker
This year's premium is a letter
ROYAL E. PENNY, former At- opener with a magnifying glass
lanta office head of Raymer Co., at the end. Some coasters, preNew York station representative,
miums for the first BMB nationwill head the Atlanta branch office
wide survey in 1946, will also be
of the Walker
used this time.
Co., New York
Generally, preparations for the
representative, as March mailing are going ahead in
of Feb. 1. Mr. good shape, Dr. Baker reported,
Penny, who has and barring a major catastrophe
also been closely such as a railroad strike which
allied with CBS
might disrapt an orderly delivery
station relations
of the ballots across the country,
in the south and the second nationwide study of
southwest, having station and network audiences will
at one time been
as planned.
sales manager of proceed
Mr. Penny
Asked about the subscription
W B T Charlotte,
situation. Dr. Baker said that there
N. C, will replace Earl Harper.
has been "no flood of cancellations"
Mr. Harper has resigned to manin recent days, but "the normal
age WNOR Norfolk, Va., a new
ebb and flow of additions, cancellafuUtime independent station.
tions and reinstatements."

Mr. Francis

spot sales
depart- 1947. He was
ment in February
named network sales representative the following September.
Prior to World War II, Mr.
Francis was with Music Corp. of
America, San Francisco. Following war service
production
staff hein joined
1944. KGO's
Later
he worked as a salesman for KPO
(now KNBC), then became manager of Radio Central. He left
Radio Central to join the KGOABC sales staff.
His promotion to sales manager
was announced by Gayle V. Grubb,
KGO general manager, at a goingparty the station gave for
awayTorney.
Mr.

Ripley for Motorola
MOTOROLA INC., Chicago, will
in a beRipley
sponsor Robertvideo
lieve-it-or-not
show to originate at NBC New York and to be
telecast on both East and Midwest
TV circuits. First show will be
telecast in the East Feb. 15, 9:30and a teletranscrin(EST),
10 p.m.will
tion
be transmitted
to th^
Midwest hookup at a later date.
Fifty-two week contract was placed
by Gourfain-Cobb Agency, Chicago.

Radio Too Potent
STORY of a sponsor who
cancelled his contract, not because of dissatisfaction but
because it boosted hi^^ sales
too much, comes from WRMS
Ware, Mass. Mil+on J. Gula,
owner of Gula's Market. Palmer, Mass., which had been
sponsoring a 15-minute show
once we?kly on WRMS, wrote
the station management ". . .
Since we have been advertising on WRMS our business
has grown to such proportions it is impossible to handle it with the size of our
physical
plant.
it is
not
feasible
for us Since
to enlarge
at the present time, it is necessary that we discontinue
our broadcasting for the time

BROADCASTING
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Device Shown IRE
Measurement
REVEALED
^lAAAS^
CBS
stations sets are tuned. InformaCBS LAST week took the wraps
plan set forth on a clock divided
into the 60 information segments.
tion should be received, sorted, taboff the techniques of "lAMS," its
ulated and totalized automatically
hitherto hush-hush radar-princiTwenty servedplaces
for AM, on20 the
for clock
FM are
and re20
and instantaneously and these repled Instantaneous Audience Measfor
TV
sets.
urement System.
sults should be printed instantanePeter C. Goldmark, director of
ously in a form which would immeFinal Count
diately describe the size of the
the network's engineering research
As
the
segment
on the clock is
and development department,
audience listening to a pre-selected
reached
which
indicates
the numheaded a group of CBS engineers
ber of all AM sets tuned in, motors
of stations."
in explaining the system to the group Requires
in the transceivers reach the same
No Personnel
New York section, Institute of
brief, the system CBS devised
point and are activated if the acRadio Engineers. The show they to Inanswer
these requirements is a
companying sets are tuned in. As
the hand on the clock moves to the
put
on,
called
a
"Progress
Report,"
device
for
monitoring sets in prewas the first public demonstration
next segment, say station WCBS,
selected homes and then collating
of the system.
and printing the information thus
the transceivers' motors also reach
>> They limited their performance
collected instantaneously. It is
the same point and the transto the strictly engineering aspect fully
ceivers are activated by sets turned
automatic and requires no
of "lAMS." CBS hopes in the near
on that time, thus giving the count
personnel to operate after being
future to hold a more general turned
for sets tuned to WCBS. Similar
on.
demonstration for all segments of
Its
operation
is
as
follows:
results are given for other segthe radio industry.
ment around the clock, which are
At the WCBS transmitter on CoCBS officials at the engineering
lumbia Island, Long Island Sound,
designated by either other stations,
meeting, in answer to direct quesgeographic areas or economic levels.
tions as to CBS intentions, said a central pulser, called an "InterThe "de luxe" system permits the
rogator," sends out an impulse.
that despite its developmental
recording of information for 1,000
work the network did not expect or This impulse is mixed in with proradio homes categorized into three
Dr. GOLDMARK
gram material but the home liswant to get into the audience meastener is never aware of it. Dr.
income groups and three geourement field.
said that in three-quargraphic groups. The more simple
headquarters on Madison Ave.,
Richard Hess, supervisor of Goldmark
system demonstrated permitted
ters of a year of operation, no lis- New York. At CBS headquarters,
ratings services division of CBS,
tener had ever complained of it.
the coded information is then categorization into only two groups.
said that the network merely
The impulse thus broadcast goes
translated into a value and reVoting Device
sought to develop for the industry
installed in precorded on a Leeds and Northrup
a better system than any existing to transceivers
A subsidiary device, made a part
selected homes. The transceivers
coder, using a paper tape similar
audience measurement services —
of the system, is a push-button
are another CBS-tailored producto that of a teletype machine. The
but hoped that existing audience
affair to permit the listener to vote
tion,
about
the
size
of
a
cigar
humirecord
thus
produced
shows
the
"yes" or "no" at a given time. This
measurement companies or BMB
dor, and are connected with home
would ultimately be the actual op- receivers and plugged into an ordi- percentage of sets in use and tuned
vote, too, is recorded at a given
to a particular station at a given
erators.
time around the clock. A light
nary electric circuit.
time in the form of a graph.
flashes
on in the little push-button
If a given home set is on, the
Not 'Proper Principle'
'De Luxe' System Planned
box in the listener's home when he
transceiver
then
broadcasts
an
imis asked to vote. The value of this
■ He indicated that the netwoi-k
pulse in turn, which is carried via
The system illustrated Wednesdid not feel it was the proper prinmethod of indicating preference,
UHF to an antenna atop the Chrysday night is capable of recording
ciple to operate a system which
however, is discounted by many
ler Building. Another impulse is 60,000 separate bits of information
' would in effect be grading the lis- later broadcast to indicate to what
CBS officials, but in view of the
,every 2% minutes. Dr. Goldmark
tener pulling power of its own comdifference of opinion on it, it was
station
the
set
is
tuned.
said a so-called "de luxe" system is built into the system so that it
t petitors.
also in the laboratory, capable of
Impulses from all the transHe also indicated that although
ceivers are received and electronirecording 180,000 different bits of could be used if thought valuable.
CBS thinks highly of "lAMS," it
Dr. Goldmark was aided in decally counted at the Chrysler Build- information every minute.
does not regard it as in its most
veloping the system by John W.
ing by a binary counter, also
Actually, the system demonperfected form and that CBS will
Christensen, Andrew Bark, John
strated was so set up as to record
CBS-built.
The
counter
is
capable
always be on the watch for imT. Wilner, and Al Goldberg, all
of counting 250,000 units per sec- 60 different bits of information for members
1 provements in it or better measureof his department. All
ond.
The
information
counted
is
1,000
different
radio
homes.
ment systems or combinations of then coded and transmitted by
were
present
at the demonstration
The impulse, continuing for 2i/^ and Messrs. Christensen
systems.
and Bark
phone line to any point desired.
minutes
duration,
"triggers"
the
Dr. Goldmark opened his discusAt present, the phone line goes transceiver. The transceiver is aided in explaining and demonstrating the system.
sion by explaining how his depart- from the Chrysler Building to CBS
synchronized with an information
ment got in to exploring the audience measurement field. He said
that a few years ago, CBS decided
that the basic problem of how to
find how many sets were tuned to a
given station at a specific time was
not being satisfactorily solved by COY
ip Charges
» existing measurement services. All
C Against Censorsh
FC
^
^Q
^j
pj
systems in use had bad points, in IN A STAUNCHQ^
DEFENSE
of FCC imposes censorship on licen, the opinion of CBS executives.
of Incensorship."
sees, Mr. Coy declared:
its criticism of FCC's soFCC against charges of censor"If freedom of radio means that called "Scott decision" on atheists' j
ship. Chairman Wayne Coy last
CBS executives then projected
week-end
reiterated
his
belief
in
a
licensee
is
entitled
to
do
as
he
rights to air-time, the House
the kind of measurement system it
wanted and threw the engineering
"reasonableness and overall fair- pleases without regard to the in- Select Committee to Investigate
problems of achieving it to Dr.
terests of the general public, then the FCC "never did come to grips
ness" as the test of a station's
with the fundamental question of
operation in the public interest.
it may reasonably be contended
Goldmark's department.
what is the nature of the freedom
that restraints on that freedom
FCC
has
handed
dowTi
decisions
"What was desired," said Dr.
to be preserved in radio and who
constitute
acts
of
censorship.
If,
Goldmark, "was a system which which "do indeed restrict the
would get the information fast, ac- licensee's freedom," he declared in however, the freedom of radio is to enjoy that freedom," Mr.
curately and inexpensively. It must
prepared for delivery means that radio should be avail- CoyHe asserted.
noted that the Select Comrequire as few people to operate as a speech
able as a medium of freedom of
Saturday night at a Yale Law
mittee found fault with the Compossible and should be automatic.
expression
for
the
general
public,
mission's ruling that a broadcaster
It should be adaptable virtually to Journal banquet at New Haven,
then it is obvious enough that re- may not bar an atheist solely beConn. "They restrict his freedom
I any home picked by research
cause he thinks such a broadcast
straints on the licensee which are
sampling people. It should report to be unfair," he added.
would
not be in the public interest.
I when AM, FM and TV sets in
Making a major public reply to designed to insure the preserva(Continued on page 55)
homes are turned on and to what
tion
of
that
freedom
are
not
acts
critics' long-standing charges that
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Radio,
APITAL

Video

Coverage

Unprecedented

CEREMONIES

By JOHN OSBON
WITH THE added impetus of television's eyes and ears supplementing aural radio, the 41st Presidential Inauguration last Thursday
was carried first-hand to more
viewers and listeners than on any
previous occasion in the nation's
history.
To assist TV, AM, FM, assorted
devices were utilized. NBC used
a plane for aural commentary;
CBS had a helicopter, and also employed walkie-talkies. Serving as
an adjunct to television were syndicated newsreel cameramen, on
the shooting line to record events
for client video stations across the
country. And shortwave broadcasts
were beamed overseas by State
Dept.'s "Voice of America," the
British Broadcasting Corp. and
French Broadcasting System. Independent stations also took an active part.
Sets Record
On the Presidential Stand alone,
30 separate feeds from microphone
equipment set an alltime record for
pickups, according to Keith Williams, NBC field supervisor. And
personnel-wise NBC estimated it
used more staff members (250 in
all) for the Inaugural than for any
previous Washington event. More
than half were from New York.
Inaugural pool telecasts did not
identify any network by name,
only commentators, merely informing televiewers the spectacle was
carried "through the combined facilities of the television industry."
Notwithstanding its initial Inaugural effort, televiewers and industry observers felt TV had handled

and Bill Gold (DuMont), Charles
Edwards and Gordon Fraser, (Esso
Bldg) and Jackson Weaver and
Jack Beall, (White House). For
ABC-TV's two camera centers,
Bryson Rash, WMAL-ABC Washington special events director,
doubled between locations.
Wednesday's Gala, with its interviews and comments on entertainment acts, was handled by CBS'
Mr. Edwards starting at 9 p.m. and
running through midnight. Mr.
Edwards interviewed guests including FCC Commissioner Frieda
Hennock, Talent array consisted of
radio stars Lum 'n' Abner, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy,
Jane
Froman,
orchestra,
and aLionel
host Hampton's
of others.
Program emanated from Washington's National Guard Armory.
Uses Gala Film
New York's Paramount Theater
used video transcriptions of Wednesday night's
fes'tivities,
and showed
themGala
on its
screen
from 10:20 to 10:45. Recordings were made up until 10
p.m., with intervening time spent
in editing the Paramount video
transcriptions. Thursday's Inaugural from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m.
was shown in the theatre as it occurred, without editing. Same held
true for Thursday night's Inaugural
Ball. Paramount films were to be
flown to KTLA Los Angeles and
WBKB Chicago for use a day after
each of the films was made.
The television pool, under Mr.
Schneider's direction, also had the
assistance of Michael Rishkind

NERVE CENTER of the pooled Inaugural TV coverage is a maze of equipment'
and people. Seated is Bill Garden, NBC's expert on remotes; Ben Grauer is
standing in foreground; at controls Robert Galvin, engineer; standing, (I to r.)
Adolph Schneider, NBC special events man; F. A. Wankel, NBC TV engineer,
John Irvine and Charles College. Location is Washington's telephone company building.
itself commendably (see separate
Schneider, NBC-TV's news and
story page 63).
special events director, who coordinated the efforts of the industry
Even the veterans leaned on television's broad shoulders. H. V. through network feeds from various locations. . Mr. Schneider
Kaltenborn, NBC, used a video
watched five main video receivers
monitor to coordinate his own AM
in quarters at the Chesapeake &
broadcasts. Scanning the screen,
he would call for NBC aural pick- Potomac Telephone Co. and focused
the attention of an estimated 10
ups at selected points. Mr. Kaltenmillion televiewers. William Garborn
spoke
from
WRC-NBC
studios.
den, also of NBC, assisted him in
actual TV field direction, while
Schneider Supervises
Charles Christensen directed Hill
Pooled telecast operations, with action.
a budget of $25,000 on the side were
Five camera positions were lounder the supervision of Adolph
cated at the Capitol (NBC), Treasury Dept. (DuMont), Post Office
Bldg. (CBS), and the Esso Bldg.
(WMAL-TV-ABC) and the White
House off Lafayette Park (ABCNew York). Each had previously
drawn straws for positions. Three
main cameras for each vantage
point comprised TV coverage.
NBC used one camera on the Presidential platform, at Mr. Truman's
back looking out over the multitude, and two facing the platform.
The former caught the oath-swearing ceremony, peering down at an
angle at the bible under the President's hand. Control booths were
beneath the Capitol steps.
Grauer Doubles
TWO KEY members of special CBS
Ben Grauer, NBC's ace TV comTV team take time out to relax after
mentator, divided his chores betalking over their plans for coverage
tween Capitol commentary and
later a running account (from the of Inaugural events: Doug Edwards
master control center) of Ihe pa(I), CBS commentator, and Ken
rade
for
which
he
supplied
audio
Evans,
WOlC (TV) Washington news
DUMONT TV Network crew goes over plans for its contribution to the pooled for TV pickups at different centers.
'decast coverage of Inauguration events, which included the parade and the At the Capitol he was aided by director. Mr. Edwards came down
Ic and Inaugural Balls. Gathered for a conference in the office of Walter
from New York to attend the openCameron Swayze and Robert
on, assistant general manager of WTTG Washington, DuMont outlet, John
McCormick.
ing of the new Bamberger television
station Jan. 16, and appeared on
Iyer's; Ss^ated (I to r)— Mr. Compton and Roger Coelos, WTTG program operaOther TV announcing duties
ceremonial program during which he
tions manager; standing (I to r)— Clarke Thornton, announcer; Leslie Arries
were handled by Douglas Edwards
ir^, DuMont special events director, and Bob Wolff, announcer.. Mr. Thornton
and Mr. Evans discussed CBS-TV
and Ken Evans (for WOIC-TVand Mr. Wolff handled DuMont coverage at the Treasury BIdg.
CBS), Bob Wolff, Clarke Thornton
special events.
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(ABC), James Caddigan (DuMont),
and Robert Bendick (CBS). Rodney Chipp, DuMont engineering director, served as chairman of the
committee which coordinated engineering operations.
As with the other events, both
the Gala and Inaugural Balls were
telecast on a pooled basis, carried
on all networks. WOIC (TV) had
to cut away from the Gala in the
middle because of a previous commitment, but picked it up again
later. The Presidential Ball festivities were aired starting at 10
p.m. The pre-Inaugural TrumanBarkley dinner at the Mayflower
Hotel last Tuesday was telecast in
part by DuMont's Washington outlet, WTTG, and fed to WAAM
(TV) Baltimore.
Cameramen, producers and superTV's
role inAmong
also played their
initial visors
Inauguration
success.
those reportedly
assigned
by
their
respective organizations :
(ABC-TV)
—
William
Deganhardt,
William Morris, Joe Lee, and Bob Doyle
(producer).
(WMAL-TV)— William Fowler, Gil
Ennes, Laurel Egbert, George Semyan,
Van DeVries (producer).
(CBS-TV)— Robert Sammons (assistant supervisor, TV field Dept.), Fred
Rickey (producer ) .
(WOIC-TV) — Lawrence Wilkenson
Rebates for Inauguration
REBATES for time and talent, resulting from cancellations of regular programs
due to radio and television
Inaugural coverage, cost the
major networks upwards of
$75,000, it was learned last
week.
Figures reported by the
networks:
NBC - AM — $13,000 in
time, $5,000 in talent;
NBC-TV no cancellations.
CBS-AM — $14,500 time,
$3,500 talent; CBS-TV no
cancellations.
ABC-AM— $12,735 time;
ABC-TV none listed.
DuMont-TV— From $10,000 to $15,000 in time.
MBS - AM — $6,000 in
time.

FOLLOWING a meeting called for purpose of ironing out kinks in Inaugural radio and TV coverage plans, ABCWMAL Washington news analysts and commentators gather in WMAL newsroom for informal group shot. (L to r):
Jack Henry, WMAL; H. R. Baukhage, ABC; Charles Edwards, WMAL; John Edwards, ABC; Gordon Eraser, ABC;
William Neel, WMAL; Taylor Grant, ABC; Bryson Rash, WMAL-ABC Washington special events director; Jack
Beall, ABC; Earl Godwin, ABC-WMAL; Harold Stepler, WMAL; Lee Dayton, WMAL; Ted Malone, ABC; Martin
Agronsky, ABC; Tris Coffin, ABC, and Elmer Davis, dean of ABC commentators.
(field mansupervisor).
Waldron, Nordescription from the air. Bob
Bailey, Harry Jack
Remmers.
Trout did commentaries from the
(WTTG -DuMont) — David Milligan,
Neal Edwards, Harry Randel (remotes
Capitol steps and Inauguration
supervisor) .
Stand. Others on the Hill were
(WNBW-NBC-TV) — Warren Deem,
Dodd Boyd, Vernon Swiger.
John Batchelder, A. Gillis, W. W.
CBS-AM imported 15 engineers
Chaplin, Dick Harkness and Don
from New York to supplement its Cooper. Morgan Beatty, Ken BangWTOP Washington crew. Overall
hart, K. Ludlow, Mary Margaret
McBride, Hollis Wright, Ned
it utilized about 125 people. Network's aural operations were su- Brooks, Ray Henle, Frank Bourgpervised by Davidson Taylor, CBS
holtzer, David Brinkley, Ralph Bervice president in charge of public
gen and H. V. Kaltenborn rounded
affairs, and Wells Church, its news
out NBC's aural battery. The network maintained two mobile units.
director, who was producer. From
5 to 5:30 p.m. Thursday, CBS preBryson Rash, who also appeared
sented atape resume of Inaugural
on video,dential
wasannouncer,
ABC'sassisted
aural at
Presiproceedings.
the
CBS headliners at the Capitol
Capitol by John Edwards, Tris
were Eric Sevareid, Charles Col- Coffin, Lee Dayton, and Ted Malone, who roved the crowd. At
lingwood, Edward R. Murrow, Ted
other points were H. R. Baukhage,
Koop, Joseph C. Harsch, Claude
Pauline Frederick, Taylor Grant,
Mahoney; (Treasury) Richard
Martin Agronsky, Harold Stepler
Hottelet, Griffing Bancroft, Hazel
Markel; (Apex building) Bill and Earl Godwin. Network's station wagon was manned by George
Shadel, Elinor Lee, Bob Lewis
Hicks. ABC, like NBC, also had
(with walkie-talkie); (Old Post
Office) Don Hollenbeck, (CBS mo-' microphones atop the Washington
bile unit) Robert Nichols; (heli- Monument and Capitol Dome, and
copter) Gunnar Back; (White 'at some 12 other locations.
Thursday night Mr. Rash and
House) John Daly.
Miss Frederick collaborated on a
NBC units
special show from 11:35 to 12 midnight. Network also carried part
NBC put three mobile and 12
permanent vantage points to good
of the Presidential Ball, and feaadvantage, using in addition a special car, station wagon and a P-54
Army plane. Jack Roney handled

NBC "alerted" its production staff of radio announcers and commentators
for a pre-Inaugural briefing session at WRC-NBC Washington studios. Outlining network staff assignments and engineering details are (I to r): William
McAndrew, assistant to the vice president, WRC-NBC Washington; Francis
McCall, operations manager, NBC news and special events department, and
Tom Phelan, chief engineer.
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tured live pickups by John Edwards
on his 11-11:15 p. m. news program.
ABC radio personnel numbered
nearly 35. A dozen engineers from
its New York headquarters were
assigned to Inauguration events, as
were some 15 producers and announcers, and other staff members.
Network activities were headed by
Thomas Velotta, vice president in
charge of news and special events.
Mutual assigned more than 40
personalities, with Abe Schechter,
network vice president of news and
special events, in charge of coordinating MBS coverage. Sitting at
WOL-MBS' master control board,
he maintained contact with all staff
members involved. Hollis Seavey
and Art Feldman, of the Washington bureau, assisted in direction of
overall Inaugural coverage.
Featured were such Mutual commentators as Al Warner, Fulton
Lewis jr.. Bill Henry, Bill Slater,
Joe McCaffrey, Doug Mitchell,
Cedric Foster, Bob Hurleigh, Henry
LaCossitt, William Hillman, and
Fred Fiske — stationed at 12 vantage points along the parade route
stretching from the Capitol to the
White House. Steve McCormick,
MBS'(Continued
Presidentialon announcerpage 63) spe-

BRIEFING members of Mutual's coverage crew is Abe Schecter, the network's
vice .president in charge of news and special events. Receiving the plans are
(front row, seated, I to r) Mel Ward, engineer; Albert L. Warner, commentator;
Jimmy Dowd, engineer and Fred Fisk, commentator. Second row, seated (I to
r) Don Herman, engineer; Sam Sheckels, engineer; Henry LaCossit, commentator, and Bill Hillman, commentator. Third row, seated (I to r) Sam Houston,
engineer; Lee Higbie, commentator; Marilyn Folk, administrative assistant, and
Robert Hurleigh, commentator. Back row (I to r) bending forward are Russ
Turner, representing Commentator Fulton Lewis, jr., and Doug Mitchell, commentator. Back row, standing (I to r) Hollis Seavey, Washington director of
special events; Joe McCaffrey, commentator; Porter Houston, engineer; Arthur
Feldman, Washington news director; Cedric Foster, commentator; Earl Neely,
engineer, and Steve McCormick, commentator.
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Silencer

Among

Offers

Babe-Eez which "is being enthusiastically received by doctors, nurses, and mothers in Massachusetts,
and a large number of hospitals
are recommending it. There is nothiny
like it
the carries
market."a
The else
Babe-Eez
Co. onletter

PER INQUIRY deal to end all per inquiry deals, and gently snuff the matter, and I trust this will be the beof a profitable mutual assistlife out of the broadcasting business at the same time, features a new
ance ginning
agreement.
and bumper crop of P. I. propositions.
A number of stations have writParents' magazine seal of commendation. The deal is based on an
ten NAB and Broadcasting proThe deal includes "RADI-OFF, The Automatic Radio Silencer."
testing against an offer received
This pi-oposal for stations to
offer
of
sample
tins of Babe-Eez
peddle a gadget that would help the requisite amount of orders from Pat Patrjck Co., Glendale,
for 10 cents. If the station prosign their own death warrants is
1,500 dimes, a total of $150,
for." reciprocity might be a Calif. The firm's proposal was re- it gets duces
A little
built around a series of scripts called
$75.
ceived, they said, in envelopes
titled The Magic Arm Program.
good idea in P. I., judging by cor- carrying insufficient postage.
Leecraft Offers
between Octa-Gane,
The shock sales approach is
It is the first project within rec- 2425 E. 57th respondence
Leecraft,
405 Lexington Ave.,
St., Los Angeles 11, used in the letter signed by L. E.
ol ection of NAB officials that asks
New
York,
is offering Banclok,
stations to use the sales power of and WCNH Quincy, Fla. Octa- Patrick on behalf of the Pat Pat- "The World's Greatest Bank." It
their facilities to promote a device Gane enclosed a packet of unrick Co., the letter opening with
stamped post cards promoting its
will pay $1 "clear profit to you for
that would prevent listening.
sentence, "Would you consider
every coin bank sold by your staGane Air Flow Needles for car- this
selling
us
all
of
your
available
The epochal proposition is oftion." Attached to the firm's letter
suggesting,
"These
cards
fered broadcasters by Robert F. are for a buretors,
few car owners in your time starting tomorrow?"
is
a
coupon,
says, "Please
This unusual offer apparently is Ship — ^Banclokwhich
Kilb Productions Inc., "The Good organization. Will you please exDate- and -Amount
forgotten
as
the
company
explains
Banks at $25.20 per dozen, less 2%
Will Program," 210 Fifth Avenue,
tend us the courtesy of handing
Suite 1102, New York, N. Y.
that it is giving away $8.95 twin10 days, net 30, f.o.b. N.Y., packed
these
cards
to
them?"
four dozen to carton in assorted
RADI-OFF "will be unconditionThe cards disclosed that Gane lens cameras to each listener who
ally guaranteed." This reassuring
needles are advertised in the Sat- buys 12 rolls of film at 40 cents a colors .... include mats."
The station gets 75 cents per
promise is made in a letter mailed
An advertisement in the New York
urday Evening. Post but do not roll.
inquiry.
Times is depicted, showing the
over Mr. Kilb's signature from
specify
whether
the
Post
adverWellington Hotel, 136 State St.,
Smith, Bull & McCreery, 6642
tising is on a P. I. basis.
bank
advertised at $3.49 by Macy's.
James S. Beattie, 1909 Eye St.
Albany, N. Y. Like other "timeThe reply of A. B. Letson, gen- Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, informs
saving and work-saving gadgets"
eral manager of WCNH, to Alex- stations that it is now handling the NW, Washington, D. C, submits
Colgate Co. account for its product
offered by the Kilb firm, RADIan offer for a client, Worthington
ander Hursh, of Octa-Gane, says:
Trim-Z, reducing tablets. The new
OFF is "nationally advertised" and Dear Mr. Hursh:
Products
Co.,Mr.
maker
of a reminds
drivers'
I have received your packet of postal allowance is $1 per $3 bottle comsold through the company as dis- cards
safety kit.
Beattie
describing your Gano Air Flow
tributors.
Needles, and have distributed them as missionable to the agency at the stations, "Radio time costs you
perYour
your thoughtfulness
request.
15%, leaving a net of 85 nothing, and all you need to do is
According to Mr. Kilb, RADIin offering to usual
cents for the station. The agency
this favor is appreciated,
OFF and other gadgets vidll be pro- reciprocate
to have this script read occasionand I am happy to accept the offer. I
moted through The Magic Arm
ally between programs. Nothing
enclosing
the
rate will provide tailor-made transcripcard therefore
together with
a supply
of contract
Program. This program, he states, am
tions, according to C. B. Ganz, for you to do except run the spot
forms. Will you please contact some
announcement, help your listeners,
"can save you the time, trouble, ex- of the national advertisers in the Los account executive.
Angeles area and try to line up a few
pense and personnel necessary to accounts
Babe-Eez Co., 11 Beacon St., and make some real money for
for
this
station?
viTite from 75 to 90 minutes of
(Continued on page 54)
Many thanks for your help in this Boston, has a 10-cent project for
script. Your audience will enjoy
the program, and you will profit
by it . . . . you keep 33^/&%
of collections and send the balance
to us." Other gadgets include
Post-Election Drop for Nets
Safety Cooking Spoons; non-run
nylons guaranteed for 90 days BILLINGS
against runs and snags, and The
Lingerie Dryer.
CONCLUSION of the fall politi- $17,393,875. In October the gross ranked second. Soaps, drugs and
Surprise Entry
tobaccos ranked third, fourth and
cal campaign, which included only had been $18,325,006. Figures
Surprise entry in the P. I. field. two days of November, dropped
by Publishers Infor- fifth, in that order. For the 11
Parents Institute Inc., drew a net work political billings from an were compiled
mation Bureau and released last months of 1948 the same five prodreply from NAB asking if its October peak of $829,978 to $140,- week to Broadcasting.
uct groups were also the leaders,
and in the same sequence except
000 in November. Total gross billParerit's magazine sells advertising
As in previous months, food ad- that
the cumulative totals place
on a per inquiry basis. NAB
ing of the four nationwide netvertising headed the list of network
works for the month fell nearly business categories by a wide marsuggested that if the magazine
drugs third and soaps fourth.
would examine the calibre of $1 million below the October total.
A comparison of the November
gin, roughly $1 million and some
merchandise advertised on a P. I.
totals with those for October
November network gross was
60% ahead of toiletries, which
[Broadcasting,
Dec. 27] will show
basis it would hastily withdraw its
NETWORK GROSS
BY PRODUCT
GROUP
some
other
noteworthy
differences,
Jan.
-Nov.
1948
offer
from offers
such seven
company.
P. I. deal
issuesParents'
of the
although none of the magnitude
Class
Nov.
Jan.-Nov.
of the fall-off in political billings.
magazine for $1, with the station
Gross Value
Gross Value
1. Agriculture & farming
$128,539 $1,384,170 Automotive advertising for Novemkeeping half, according to Edward
2. Apparel, footwear & accessories
132,246 1,314,728
ber rose to $1,036,459, a gain of
A. Sand, circulation director.
3. Automotive, automotive accessories & equipment— 1,036,459 6,924,347
$377,198 and nearly 60% above
4.
Aviation,
aviation
accessories
&
equipment
Ra-Ad Associates, Box 1013
5. Beer, wine & liquor
70,068 1,029,922
October figures for this type
Redwood City, Calif., quotes
6. Building materials, equipment & fixtures
101,430 882,874 the
7. Confectionery & soft drinks
667,845 7,025,800 of network advertising.
Broadcasting figures on number
8. Consumer Services
274,449 2,383,822
Toiletries Drop
of stations and CPs in a letter
9. Drugs & remedies
1,829,668 20,675,976
10.
Entertainment
&
amusements
5,215
offering a series of P. I. items. R. 11. Food & food products
Toiletries advertising, on the
4,004,984 42,889,782
12. Gasoline, lubricants & other fuels
510,994 5,356,142
E. Barringer, who signs the Ra-Ad
13. Horticulture
98,946 other hand, in November dropped
letter, warns that "rates for 14. Household equiEment & supplies
734,029 7,901,041
about a quarter of a million dolstraight time have doubled and in 15. Household furnishings
109,654 1,222,052
lars from its October total network
16.
Industrial
materials
195,975 1,567,710
some cases tripled as against the 17. Insurance
322,075 3,886,207 billings, and advertising for ciga174,431 1,007,807
fact that the listening audience po- 18. Jewelry, optical goods & cameras
rettes, cigars, pipes and lighters
19. Office equipment, stationery & writing supplies
131,250 2,169,421
tential has been divided by three 20.
PoUtical
140,000 1,213,282 was down some $50,000. On the
21. Publishing & media
.
99,594 1,419,850
since 1940 — Hooper and Conlan
22. Radios, phonographs, musical instruments & accestravel and resort adversories 124,611 1,395,453 plus side,
ratings, notwithstanding."
tising
jumped fromin$98,528
in Oc-a
Retail stores & shops
■
Ra-Ad offers to pay 30 cents to 23.
tober
to
$128,976
November,
24. Smoking materials
1,684,138 18,356,831
the station for each dollar of busi- 25. Soaps, cleansers & polishers
1,935,681 18,813,131
gain of about 30%.
Sporting goods and toys
59,089
ness. Furthermore, the money will 26.
Glass-by-class report of the
27. Toiletries
2,586,232 29,275,985
be paid in advance by a check
28. Transportation, travel & resorts
128,976 227,504 gross dollar volume of network ad29.
Miscellaneous
270,547
2,558,023
which "is absolutely not to be
vertising appears in the accomcashed until the station receives
TOTAL
$17,393,875 $181,045,110
panying table.
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ZCMI

CAMPAIGN

WHEN Brigham Young kissed his
wives goodbye on the morning of
March 1, 1869, and set out to open
in Salt Lake City America's first
department store, radio was only
dreamed of by a few "mad" scientists. Marconi had not been born.
Little then did Mr. Young envision Zion's Co-operative Mercantile Institution of today. The store,
largest mercantile establishment in
the Intermountain West, conducts
one of the most extensive retail
radio sales campaigns in the country. At the annual convention of
the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. in New York last week,
ZCMI was awarded three prizes
for retail radio programming, and
an NAB "special commendation for
the best overall job of radio programming by a retail store."
Making its appeal to three listener groups, ZCMI's two-year-old
programming has been consistently successful. Sell-outs directly
traceable to radio are anything but
a novelty to the store, which ties
in store-wide campaigns and newspaper ads with its highly specialized broadcasts.
Most formal of the ZCMI programs, the Utah Symphony Orchestra, is beamed to the general
family. Program is planned on the
theory that Utah listeners are musically mature. It does not, however, offer fare too esoteric for the
average music lover.
Conducted by Maurice Abravanel
on Thursdays, 8-9 p.m., MST, over
KSL Salt Lake City, the symphony
programs have used strictly insti-

tutional advertising in the past.
This year, however, ZCMI is using
the program for merchandise promotion, on such nationally known
products as Magnavox (radiophonographs), Coro (jewelry) and
Drexel furniture. Commercials are
handled in a dignified fashion.
While exact figures are not available, sales results are said to be
excellent. The

Salt

Lake

City

Store

affiliate, because its directional signal is strongest along the campus
belt. It reaches such points as
Ogden and Provo and into Idaho.
The program is heard Mon.-Fri.,
10:05-10:30 p.m.
Most successful and most extensively promoted of the ZCMI programs is that which is beamed to
moppets.
The Story Princess,
''^''^
heard
5-5:15 Mon.-Fri.,
p.m., on

an
8.7 HooperKSL, is the core
has ■^•'■^■•■^
symphony
ating, often
of intense storereaching as high Snlesuccess
wide promotion.
Much ringing of
as 14, said to be
a Series)
the highest
(One of
cash registers
Hooper any
m^.m.*.-..^
■«.■«.•
throughout the
store is directly
symphony has
hit in the West.
traceable to the princess' magic
wand.
The symphony prograins, produced and announced by KSL stafConceived and produced by Alene
fers, cost |4,000 monthly. Tying in Dalton (Mrs. Ross Dalton in priwith the program, the civic-minded
vate life), who has a degree in
store sells low-cost tickets for the child psychology and abhors bloodbroadcasts to help support the and-thunder fare for small fry, the
symphony.
series features such childhood favorites as Little Red Hen and
The campus crowd in the Salt
Lake City vicinity, is devoted to Snow White. Wooing children
Campus Variety, a breezy, mostly of ages 4 to 10, the princess,
"bebop" program featuring inter- who is Miss Dalton herself,
views with college and junior col- stickles her fingers with many related pies outside of the broadcast
lege students, and records. Produced by Edward E. Kash of the itself.
David Evans Advertising Co., Salt
One highly successful offspring
Lake City, program sells pajamas,
of the program is the TKT-DKD
slacks, coke jackets and such merClub (translation . . . think kind
chandise in a pleasantly confidenthoughts — do kind deeds), open to
tial "Tell ya what I'm gonna do" youngsters writing letter descripmanner.
tions of private altruistic deeds.
Campus Varieties, at a cost of Some 7,000 diplomas, impressively
only $800 monthly, was scheduled
signed and sealed, have been ison KUTA Salt Lake City, an ABC
sued. About 8,000 more were re-

AFTER SESSIONS of Associated Press directors' centennial meeting held in Corpus Christi, Tex., Jan. 4-6, leading
newspaper publishers with radio station affiliations were guests of Ted Dealey, president of Dallas Morning News
(WFAA). Mr. Dealey, first vice president of AP, picked up a group of the executives by plane in Corpus Christi and
flew them to Dallas. Standing on steps of nearly completed $6 million News building: (L to r) Col. Robert R. McCormick, Chicago Tribune (WGN); Mr. Dealey; George F. Booth, Worcester, Mass. Telegram-Gazette (WTAG); Arthur
Hays Sulzberger, New York Times (WQXR); Josh L. Home, Rocky Mount, N. C. Telegram (WCEC); Edward H. Butler,
Buffalo News (WBEN); Leonard K. Nicholson, New Orleans Times-Picayune fWTPS); E. Palmer Hoyt, Denver Post;
Paul Bellamy, Cleveland Plain Dealer fWHK); Roy A. Roberts, Kansas City Sfor (WDAF), and Buell Hudson, Woonsocket, R. i. Call. Also a guest, but not shown, was J. R. Knowland, Oakland, Calif., Tribune (KLX).
GATHERED in the trophy room of Ted
Dealey's Dallas ranch house were
radio, newspaper and city personalities and their wives. (L to r): Mayor
James Temple of Dallas (which operates municipal station WRR); Martin B. Campbell, WFAA general manager; Jess Sweeton, Henderson County
sheriff; Mrs. Campbell; George F.
Booth, Worcester, Mass. TelegramGazette (WTAG), and Mrs. Joseph
Lubben, wife of the Dallas News assistant business manager.
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Finds

Radio

Pays

quested by youngsters forgetting
to indicate their address.
The club's mailing lists are used
for many promotional purposes.
Each month the Story Princess
gives a birthday party for club
members observing birthdays within the month. An hour's program
in the store, with cake, candles,
balloons and entertainment, insures
that 600 pairs of little ears will
be glued to 600 radios for another
Parties Pay Ofif
The little ears are connected
with clammering tongues, no
year.
doubt, for the parties pay off.
Using a new doll, or other toy as
bait, the store sends parents follow-up letters announcing that
their offspring has requested such
item while at the party. One thousand Story Princess dolls, one such
special item, sold out in less than
four weeks, and more than 500
others could have been sold as a
direct result of such special plugging, the store believes.
Sparkle Plenty dolls, carried exclusively byZCMI in the area, sold
out in two hours after description
by the Story
Princess story
on herspinner,
broadcast. The magic
authoress of several books for
children,
appeared
at ayoungsters
Mother's
Day gift shop,
assisting
in buying for mama, and sold over
$2,000 worth of gifts in one afternoon.
Not limited to the Salt Lake
City area, the youngsters come
from miles around to Story Princess parties. Nine states — California, Arizona, Montana, Colorado,
Nebraska, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming
and Nevada, have been represented
by the small fry in one afternoon.
Miss Dalton also runs a Story
Princess party service, whereby
she plans parties and shops for
games, favors, refreshments for
parents. Such services, to which
she personally attends, are free on
condition that props be purchased
at the store.
The show's popularity, not to
mention its sales pull, is reflected
in its 8.8 Hooperating, said to the
highest for any Salt Lake City area
program for the Monday-to-Friday
schedules between 1 and 6 p.m.
The program costs some $14,000 to
produce. Only one commercial announcement is used on each program, and that is aimed directly
at the youngsters. Clothing, as
well as toys and books, is spotlighted with such approaches as
"Why not tell your mother to get
this yummy coat for big sister?"
The program's success, from the
store's standpoint as well as from
an audience viewpoint, is reflected
in reports that CBS has expressed
interest in putting it on the network, while the store is reluctant
to lose it.
Back of this intensified radio
promotion
is the on
store's
(Continued
pagevice
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Case
BALTIMORE
FIVE Baltimore stations face Baltimore Criminal Court Wednesday
morning on contempt of court citations growing out of the city's Rule
904, known as the "Baltimore
Gag." Presiding will be Judge John
B. Gray Jr., of the Seventh Maryland Judicial Circuit.
According to opinion in legal
circles, four of the stations likely
will be heard by the court Wednesday. They are WFBR WITH WSID
and WCBM. WBAL, the fifth station cited, has raised a number of
procedural issues which may bring
postponement of the station's hearing.
Prosecutors for the States Attorney's office will be Anselm Sadario and Harold Grady, assistants.
Brief as amicus curiae was filed
last week by the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. NAB announced itwould file a brief at the
time of the hearing.
Expected to Appeal
Should an unfavorable ruling be
handed down by Judge Gray, at
least one of the stations, WCBM,
is expected to appeal to the Maryland Court of Appeals, and then to
the U. S. Supreme Court, if necessary.
ANPA contends in its brief that
the court's Rule 904 is probably the
most "stringent rule of censorship
of the press and control of the dissemination of important information
concerning
down in the Unitedcrime"
States.ever laid
The ANPA declares the rule in
effect "subjects every newspaper
and every broadcaster within the
jurisdiction of the court to punishment unless in advance of publication approval of the matter published is obtained from the court.
It not only restrains publication of
matters actually before the court
but publication of matters that
have not even reached the court."
Eloquently arguing the rights of
broadcasters, ANPA told the court
Records Thesis
JAMES A. LEBENTHAL, a
Princeton U. senior from New
York, departed from precedent by recording his thesis
so that it can be heard instead of read. Mr. Lebenthal
spent nine months gathering
material for the thesis which
is based on Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey's strategy in winning
the Republican Presidential
nomination and includes recordings from the Republican
Convention floor, transcriptions of the Dewey stampede
on the third ballot and the
New York governor's acceptance speech. Professional
radio announcers helped the
20-year-old Princetonian record the 33,000-word tract on
five miles of wire taking five
hours to play.
Page 28
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in Court

Wed.

GAG
that its contempt rule, known as
the "reasonable tendency test," was
rejected "once and for all" by the
U. S. Supreme Court in favor of
the "clear and present danger" test.
The Supreme Court's decision was
issued in 1941 and the antiquated
Rule 904, based on old English
common law, was found to violate
the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution.
Contempt Abuses Reviewed
After reviewing the history of
contempt abuses by courts in this
country, the ANPA brief said the
Baltimore court "has continued to
enforce its Rule 904 which is based
upon a misconception of the power
of a court to punish for contempt
by publication and which has had
the effect of placing editors and
news broadcasters under court censorship."
Continuing, ANPA said application of the rule "herein turns the
pages of history back to those days
in the mother country when publishers, writers and editors were
placed under good conduct bonds
and forced to submit their copy to

censors for official approval before
This is "repugnant to our Constipublication."
tutional guarantees," said ANPA,
notwithstanding the fact that the
Supreme Court has laid down the
rule to govern all courts, including
itself, in determining what constitutes contempt
publication.
Supreme
Courtby has
held that"The
no
publication of news or editorial
comment may be punished as a
contempt unless the publication
amounts to 'a clear and present
danger to a fair administration of
justice'," ANPA argued.
Involves Murder Case
The Baltimore stations and a
radio newsman were cited for
broadcasting news about a man arrested for two murders, and in advance of the trial. They carried
facts officially made public by police officials who had obtained a
confession from the prisoner, later
found guilty. Recently the court
held it had jurisdiction over WSID,
located in suburban Essex outside
the city limits, because its signal
crossed the city lines [Broadcasting, Jan. 17].

SPONSORSHIP of three nighttime and
two daytime network programs played
a big part in boosting the Philip
Morris Co.'s sales to record levels in
1948, Seymour
Ellis, firm's
assistantof
advertising
manager
in charge
radio and television, told annual
sales meeting in New York this
month. Philip Morris cigarettes are
promoted over more stations weekly
than any other single brand product,
he said.

Four Student Essays Chosen
WINNFff^
VOD
FOUR boys, whose spoken essays were chosen from 250,000 high school
tional Educational Assn.; James
Stewart, actor.
entries, will be awarded college scholarships and a week in Washington
as sectional winners in the second annual Voice of Democracy contest.
Richards Coordinates
The boys succeed four girls who were chosen winners in the first contest a year ago.
The student competitors wrote
essays after hearing a series of
Selections were announced over
inal broadcasts by local stations.
background scripts voiced by Mr.
the weekend by the committee of
In
congratulating winners of the
Stewart; Justin Miller, NAB presjudges selected by NAB, Radio
ident; Maj. Gen. Luther Miller,
Mfrs. Assn. and the U. S. Junior
second contest and their sponsorArmy
Chief
of Chaplains; Paul
Chamber of Commerce. Awards
ing stations, Judge Miller said,
Bagwell, Junior Chamber presiwill be presented by Attorney Gen"These four young men have been
dent; Dr. John W. Studebaker,
eral Tom C. Clark at a luncheon
chosen as winners of the Voice of
former
U. S. Commissioner of Edto be held Feb. 23 in Washington.
Democracy contest after the keenucation.
The winners:
est possible competition, among a
Coordinating the contest was
Richard Caves, Bath High
quarter - of - a - million high school
Robert K. Richards, NAB director
students.
School, Everett, Ohio; Charles
Kuralt, Central High School, Charof public relations and publica"I congratulate them and their
tions, chairman of the joint VOD
lotte, N. C; George Morgan Jr.,
enterprising station sponsors. In- committee. Other committee memHutchinson High School, Hutchinbers are James Dawson and Ben
deed, we must remember that thouson, Kan.; Kerron Johnson, Wilson
Miller, NAB; Robert H. Richards,
sands of other youngsters also
High School, St. Paul.
Junior Chamber; James D. Sespoke eloquently and intelligently
NAB member stations participatDr. Kerry Smith, Ofing in the contest, a feature of last about democracy. That they did, crest,fice ofRMA;
Education.
National Radio Week, in the home
and that they were heard by milThe week in Washington will
communities of the national winlions on American broadcasting staners were WAKR and WHKK
include
a visit with President Trutions, is testimony to the vitality
Akron; WAYS, WBT, WGIV and
man, visits to Congress, sight-seeWSOC Charlotte; KWBW Hutchof our way of life."
ing, network broadcasts and teleSitting on the board of judges
inson; WMIN and KSTP Minnecasts, and other major events. The
that heard the state winners were
apolis-St. Paul.
awards luncheon will be held at the
Margaret Culkin Banning, author;
The competing students wrote
Statler Hotel, Washington.
and voiced broadcast scripts on the Attorney General Clark; Dr. Harry
Winners of state contests, as
Emerson Fosdick, pastor emeritus
well as community winners, will be
topic, "I Speak for Democracy."
The U. S. Office of Education,
of Riverside Church, New York;
given certificates and in many
Federal Security Agency, again
cases have received radio sets. The
Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, vice presiendorsed the competition. Elimident of the Houston Post, operating
Junior Chamber handled details
nations were held in individual
KPRC;
Eric Johnston, president of of local and state competitions.
schools last November, moving into Motion Picture
Assn. of America;
Some 20,000 students entered the
community competitions. Junior
Frances
Perkins,
Civil Service
1947 VOD contest. The four girls
Chamber officials named local panCommissioner; Glenn E. Snow,
who won sectional eliminations
els of judges. State winners were
were given scholarships and trips
named by judges on the basis of Dixie Junior College, St. George,
to Washington a year ago.
transcriptions made from the orig- Utah, retiring president of NaBROADCASTING
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Fogerty Bill Asks Housing Census
N
LEGISLATIO
contain jokers which might result
LEGISLATION looking toward
land (D-Miss.), Joseph R. Mcto the Senate Armed Services Committee.
inclusion of a housing census in the
Carthy (R-Wis.), Clyde R. Hoey
in unjust penalties against news1950 decennial census was set in
men.
The companion measures were
(D-N.C),
and
Herbert
R.
O'Conor
motion last v/eek with introduction
The military has explained that
(D-Md.). It was referred to the recommended by Defense Secretary
Senate Executive Expenditures
James Forrestal in a letter to the legislation it proposed does not
of a bill (HR-1215) by Rep. John
in any way control the free disCommittee, of which Sen. McClelE. Fogarty (D-R. I.).
Speaker of the House Sam Raysemination of information.
lan is chairman.
burn. This recommendation aroused
The population count in 1950
A pay raise of |650 annually for suspicions that security safeguards
already has been authorized but
the Taft bill passed at the last all federal employes was recommight prove to be a checkrein on
ATLASS
session, authorizing a check of
mended in a bill (S-559) intronewsmen and result in unwarrantduced Jan. 18 by Sens. Olin D. Jan. ed10].prosecutions [Broadcasting,
housing and facilities, died in the
Seeks KLAC Los Angeles
House.
Johnston (D-S.C.) , William Langer
Rep. Emmanuel Cellar (D-N.Y.),
(R-N.D.), Herbert R. O'Conor
In the 1940 census, the radio reRALPH L. ATLASS, president and
who heads the House Judiciary
(D-Md.), and Raymond E. Baldceiving set question was included
Committee, indicated that the bill general manager of WIND Chiwin
(R-Conn.).
The
measure
was
^ in the housing census. Only chance
cago, and Benjamin F. Lindheimer,
to the Senate Post Office would bear close scrutiny. He infor a radio question in 1950 lies in referred
wealthy Chicagoan who formerly
and Civil Service Committee.
dicated such measures sometimes
headed the Illinois Commerce ComI passage of the Fogarty bill or a
Sec. of Commerce Charles Sawsimilar measure. Should legislation
mission, are "negotiating" for the
yer, in a letter transmitted to Conpurchase of KLAC Los Angeles,
NEW MODELS
j be enacted to authorize the housing
gress Jan. 17, proposed a bill to
count the Census Bureau would deMr. Atlass disclosed Thursday.
provide for the dissemination of
cide whether radio is to be included.
Shown by Phiico in N. Y.
He said reports from the West
President Truman proposed a technological, scientific, and engiCoast that he was interested in
neering
information
to
American
INTRODUCING its new line of buying the 5 kw station for in
$15,000,000 grant in the 1950 fiscal business and industry.
"wide screen" television models at
year for a housing count but pasexcess of $400,000 are "substanA measure (S-453) was intro- a New York luncheon last Wednessage of legislation is necessary beduced by Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
day, Phiico Corp., Philadelphia,
fore the money can be appropri"I like
in California and hope
tially it
correct."
ated.
(D-Col.), to authorize the estab- disclosed them to be last year's
to live there some day," he said in
lishment
of
ten
positions
in
the
Text of the Fogarty bill follows:
in this year's dress.
whether he inprofessional and scientific service models
Utilizing tubes the same sizes as reply to tendeda to question
Be it enacted . . . That the Director
transfer all of his inin
the
Department
of
Commerce.
of the Census is authorized and directed
those used last year in the same
terests
to
the
West
Coast.
to take a census of housing in each
Salaries of $10,000 to $15,000
models, Phiico has masked the
Mr. Atlass is chief owner of
state, the District of Columbia, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and would be provided for the positions
tubes so as to display their maxiMinneapolis and has a heavy
Alaska, in the year 1950 and decennially
mum face limits. Picture size has WLOL
interest in WKTY La Crosse, Wis.,
thereafter in conjunction with, at the proposed for research and development functions relating to the na- not increased, although there is an as well as WIND. He revealed
same tion
time,
as a decennial
part of thecensus
popula-in
inquiryandof the
tional defense. The Senate Comillusion of larger pictures. The
order to provide information concernmerce Committee, headed by Sen. screen sizes have increased from 52 Thursday that negotiations are uning the number, characteristics (includderway for the La Crosse Tribune
ing utilities
and equipment),
and units
geo- Johnson, has been assigned the bill. to 61 square inches on Model 1150,
granhical
distribuition
of dwelling
to
purchase
WKTY. William Burin the United States.
which sells for $349.50, and from
Walter Bill
gess, publisher of the Tribune, told
J The Director of the Census is au72
to
90
square
inches
on
Model
Broadcasting that conversations
thorized to collect such supplementary
Rep. Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.)
1450, at a $439.50 list. These are
statistics (feither in advance of or after
relative to purchase of the station
the taking
of
such
census)
as
are
necintroduced
a
bill
to
provide
legisessary to the completion thereof. . . .
lation to prevent disclosures of in- eye-level
12" tubes, consolettes,
respectively.with 10" and were held as recently as last week.
Mr. Atlass said the Los Angeles
Also on the Capitol Hill scene
formation concerning the cryptoThe new table model, number
last week Congress gave the Presigraphic systems and the communi- '702, offering a 7" tube, sells at deal is being discussed with Warner
cation activities of the United
dent, Vice President and Speaker
Brothers. The motion picture firm's
$189.50 while the "wide screen"
of the House pay raises.
States. His bill (HR-1263) was
purchase of KLAC and KLAC-TV
principle is used on two 5-way comand KYA San Francisco from Mrs.
binations with 10 and 12-inch tubes
The measure approved by the referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Dorothy Thackrey has been held
selling for $599.50 and $699.50.
House and Senate originally conThese feature AM and FM radio, up by the FCC. Warner Brothers
A companion bill on crytography
tained pay raises for agency heads
was introduced in the Senate by dual tone arm phonographs, and of already own KFWB Los Angeles.
and assistant heads, but was
course the 61 and 90 square inch
amended to expedite its passage.
Mr. Atlass, partner in the proSen. Millard E. Tydings (D-Md.).
viewing screens, respectively.
posed Los Angeles venture, is one
This measure (S-277) was referred
The pay raises for high government officials, such as the FCC and
of Chicago's most influential financial, political, and sports figures. A
FTC Commissioners, are now contained in separate bills before the
close friend of Illinois' late Gov.
Henry Horner, Mr. Lindheimer
Congress.
was chairman of the Illinois ComPresident Truman last week
merce Commission for three years.
asked Congress to give him perHe has been an active member of
manent authority to reorganize
the Chicago Board of Trade for 10
any executive agency, subject to
years, is executive director of the
the approval of both the House and
Arlington and Washington Park
Senate. The temporary powers for
race tracks, and chairman of the
I reorganization, granted the Presiexecutive committee of the Alldent under a 1945 statute, expired
America Professional Football
last April 1.
Conference.
Follows Recommendations
He owns the Los Angeles Dons
football team, nearly all of ChiThe
Chief
Executive's
request
was in line with recommendations
cago's Washington Park and is
chief owner of Arlington Park.
of the Hoover Commission currentMr. Atlass said negotiations in
ly preparing plans for streamlining
Los Angeles are with Col. Nathan
the executive branch of the govLevinson, representing Warners.
ernment. No agency would be exempt from provisions of such a
The WIND president is a brothmeasure.
er of H. Leslie Atlass, vice presiSET to be used by NBC's Quiz Kids when show goes on network television from
dent of CBS in charge of the CenShortly after Mr. Truman's mestral Division and general manager
WNBQ Chicago Jan. 25 is studied by (I to r) Paul McCluer, NBC Central Divisage was delivered to Congress,
sion sales manager; John Lewellen, program manager; Jeff Wade of Wade
of WBBM Chicago. The Atlass
Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
introduced a bill to carry out the Advertising, Chicago, agency for Miles Labs., and Ben Wampler, scenic de- brothers developed WBBM, WIND
and WJJD into outstanding Chisigner at the NBC-TV department in Chicago, who created the schoolroom
President's recommendations. Joincago stations, selling WBBM to
ing in sponsorship of the bill set. Blackboards will appear behind the children's desks and Quizmaster
CBS and WJJD to Marshall Field.
(S-526) were Sens. James 0. EastJoe Kelley's seat.
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MULTIPLE
By RUFUS

OWNERSHIP

FCC

CRATER

FCC APPEARED disposed to adopt its proposed new multiple-ownership
rules — but perhaps with modifications — despite virtually unanimous opposition directed against them in oral argument last week.
Industry's objections, heard by the Commission in a three-hour en banc
■
*
session Monday, ranged from suggestions for changes to unqualified
Labs, which FCC has held tentatively to amount to control, Mr.
denial of FCC's right to issue such
rules in any form. Observers felt Patrick said its television applicaFCC might revise sojne of the
tions have "received the quiet
terms of the proposed regulations
treatment"
from the Commission
but would not abandon them.
ever since the Paramount-DuMont
The proposed rules [Broadcastquestion was raised in early 1947.
ing, Aug. 23, 1948] would impose a In that time, he said, FCC has
seven-station ceiling on multiple granted no Paramount television
ownership in AM, continue the application, though grants have
present six and five-station limits been issued meanwhile to other apin FM and TV, respectively, and
plicants in cities where Paramount
also, for each class, establish ceil- is applying.
ings on the number of stations in
Paramount's station ownership
which a stockholder might have
situation may be decidedly changed
minority interests.
as result of developments in the
The Proposal's Formula
The number of allowable controlling interests would be determined, under the proposal, by the
number of minority interests, and
vice versa. In AM, the range would
extend from no minority holdings
if seven stations are controlled to
14 minorities if no station is controlled; in FM, from six controlled
stations with no minority interests
to 12 minorities with no controlled
station; in TV, from five controlled
and no minorities to 10 minorities
and none controlled.
Principals in the attacks on the
proposed rule were Duke M. Patrick, Washington attorney representing the Paramount Pictures'
television interests; Joseph H.
Ream, executive vice president of
CBS; Paul A. O'Bryan, attorney
for the Fort Industry Co. stations;
Thomas N. Dowd, counsel for
WIND Chicago; James A. McKenna Jr., representing four stations and applicants, and Gustav
B. Margraf, vice president and
general counsel for NBC.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
presided. Other Commissioners
present were Paul A. Walker, Rosel
H. Hyde, Robert F. Jones, and
Frieda B. Hennock. Participating
as Commission counsel were Benedict P. Cottone, general counsel;
Harry'eral M.
Plotkin,
assistant
counsel,
and Paul
Dobin, genattorney.
'Lacks Authority'
Opening the arguments, Mr. Patrick told the Commission not only
that it lacked authority to issue
such rules but, aside from that,
their issuance would be of questionable wisdom in television's
present formative state.
"It is difficult at any time to say
that the ownership and operation
of a given number of television stations, or parts of such stations, will
constitute a monopoly irrespective
of questions of coverage and location," he declared. "We submit
that it is impossible at this time."
Referring to Paramount's ownership of 29% of Allen B. DuMont
Page 30
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government's anti-trust suit
against the major motion picture
producers, he reported.
If Paramount disposes of its theatre companies (through which
most of its television stations and
applications are held), he explained, Paramount's television
properties might be vested in a
single company. Paramount Television Productions. This company
now has one station and one application. The theatre companies then
"would stand entirely on their own
feet and would be entitled, even
under the Commission's proposal,
to five stations," Mr. Patrick
pointed out.
Delay to 1953
Under FCC's proposal, eifectiveness of the rules insofar as "existing situations" are concerned would
be delayed to Jan. 1, 1953, "to permit the orderly disposition of interests." Mr. Patrick said this provision should be construed "in such
manner that [the rule] will constitute no bar to the prosecution and
grant of any applications filed by
the Paramount group prior to Jan.
1, 1953." FCC often makes grants
with a condition that the grantee
rid himself of certain other inter-

May

Adopt

Rules

ests within a specific period of time,
he pointed out.
On behalf of CBS, which owns 7
AM stations and 45% of another,
Mr. Ream asked that the AM ceiling be raised from seven to eight,
and that the FM
limit be increased
to the same number. Ownership of
more than eight
might be allowed
under his plan
upon a clear
showing that it
would be in the
public interest.
He urged that no
Mr. Ream
definite limitation
be placed on TV ownership now, in
view of the channel shortage and
general uncertainty as to the number of stations in the future.
Mr. Ream centered his argument
on networks' need for owned stations to help support other broadcasting operations. The financial
stability of any broadcasting organization depends upon the profitability of the owned stations, he
declared, asserting that any rule
restricting station ownership will
threaten the stability of networks.
Because of the high operational expenses, he emphasized, television
stations in particular will depend
largely upon networks for programming, thereby making strong
networks more than ever essential.
CBS Revenues in 1947
Mr. Ream said that the 1947 revenues of all CBS operations (except
recording company) totaled $49,113,515, while profit before federal
taxes amounted to $7,177,179. The
margin of profit, he said, was
29.8% for CBS-owned stations and
7.1% for the network operation.
Under questioning from the
bench, he said he didn't see how
competition would be restrained "if
Mr. X, who happens to own a certain number of stations, comes in
and competes with the stations already in a city." To further quesZitfimerman Heads
New Group

ARK. ASSOCIATION
FORMATION of the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. has been announced
by its new president, G. E. Zimmerman, KARK Little Rock. A certificate of incorporation has been issued to ABA.
Other officers are Sam W. Anderson, KFFA Helena, vice president,
and Al Godwin, KFPW Fort
ing; to encourage practices for the
Smith, secretary-treasurer.
Named as directors are Bob best interests of the industry, and
Choate, KWFC Hot Springs; Leon to act as a regional contact with
Sipes, KELD El Dorado; John J. NAB.
Wolever, KTHS Hot Springs;
Membership is limited to repreDavid Crockett, KAMD Camden;
sentatives of "licensed standard
Harold Sudbury, KLCN Blythe- broadcast stations" in the state
ville, and Ted Rand, KDRS Para- and is subject to approval of the
board of directors.
Formation of the association is
The board is composed of three
gould.
designed to promote cooperation officers and six other persons seamong its members; to promote
lected from the membership. Term
and develop the art of broadcast- of office is one year.

Despite

Objections

tions he said if the multiple-ownership ceiling were going to be fixed
on competitive basis, then allowances should be made for differences in power.
Speaking for the Fort Industry
Co., Mr. O'Bryan attacked the "illogicalness" and "impracticability"
of FCC's proposed rule. The FM
and TV limits, he
contended, should
be the same as
the AM limit.
He noted that
Fort Industry
owns seven AM
stations, for example. WMMN
Fairmont,
W.
Va., is the only
one of the seven
Mr. O'Bryan
without an FM
affiliate. Under FCC's six-station
FM limit, he pointed out, WMMN
is prohibited from offering on PM
the service it has been providing
by AM for some 20 years — and consequently, he predicted, WMMN
ultimately may be forced to discontinue service altogether. If this
happened,trationheof control"
pointed in
out, Fairmont
"concenwould be greater, not less.
Mr. Dowd, representing WIND,
called attention to the "injustice"
suffered at FCC's hands because
H. Leslie Atlass, 19.2% owner, is
also CBS vice president in charge
of WBBM Chicago. Under FCC's
proposal, a person could not be an
officer or stockholder of two stations of the same class in the same
community.
Wants Immediate Actions
Contrary to general Commission
procedure, Mr. Dowd declared, action on wind's television application was held up until others were
filed, necessitating a hearing. He
urged FCC to make grants conditioned on compliance with the rule
by its effective date, and not to
withhold action on applications until compliance had been achieved.
Mr. McKenna told the Commission its proposed rules would be unwise even if it had authority to
issue them — and he felt the authority clearly was
JpljM^k
^^^^

sion
of In
FCC
jua provocative
discuslacking.

1

risdiction
and
power,
he raised
no
FCC'squestion
right of
to

deny an application, after a hearthat ing,aon grounds
grant
Mr. McKenna
would produce
undue concentration of control.
But, he argued, FCC lacks authority to set an arbitrary limit and refuse to consider applications which
would exceed that limit.
Further, he said, the need for
multiple ownership rules is far less
(Continued on page 60)
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IN

IOWA,

WAKE

RADIOS

UP

THE

60.2%) of Iowa women and 57.9% of Iowa
men listen to the radio before 8 a.m. on
weekday mornings!
Source: The 1948 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey

.

Before 7 a.m., an impressive 35.6% of
the women in Iowa, and 37.1% of the men,
tune in their radios. Even before 6:30 a.m.,
16.4% of the women and 18.7% of the men

ROOSTERS!

^ The 1948 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is a
"must" for every advertising, sales, or marketing
man who is interested in the Iowa sales-potential.
The 1948 Edition is the eleventh annual study of
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by
Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff,
is based on personal interviews of 9,224 Iowa families, scientifically selected from the city, town, village
and farm audience.
As a service to. the sales, advertising, and research
professions, WHO will gladly send a copy of the
1948 Survey to anyone interested in the subjects
covered.

are up — and listening!
This Iowa habit of early-rising and earlylistening is only one of many interesting facts
discussed in the Iowa Radio Audience Survey's Eleventh Annual Study. All the facts
confirm the Survey's policy of keeping standard information up-to-date and of **bringing
to light new information not previously
gathered."
Send for your complimentary copy of this
vital Survey today. Ask us or Free & Peters.

+ for Iowa
PLUS
*
Des Moines • • • 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.,
National Representatives

AD

ANALYSIS

"RADIO differs to a considerable
degree from magazines and newspapers in terms of types of goods
and services advertised," Ralph
Cassady Jr., managing editor of
Journal of Marketing, and Robert
M. Williams, both of the U. of
California, state in an article in
the .January issue of Harvard
Business Review.
Titled "Radio as an Advertising
Medium," the article reports on an
analysis of advertising on four Los
Angeles network affiliates and four
independent stations, in four Los
Angeles newspapers and three national weekly magazines.
In addition to radio's differences
from the printed advertising media,
the researchers also found differences between the network and the
non-affiliated stations "which indicate that some degree of specialization prevails within the radio
field itself. No doubt some of the
differences result primarily from
the relatively lower cost of advertising on independent stations in
situations where the market is
local. There is some indication that
individual stations are in a position to specialize in advertising
certain types of products because
of differences in types of listeners
which are related in tum to differences in types of programs."
Concluding that "it is impossible
at this time to present a definitive
explanation of the strong points
and limitations of radio as an advertising medium," the authors do
draw certain hypotheses which
they say "may throw some light
on the problem." These hypotheses
are:
"1. Radio is a medium which
lends itself to emotional appeals.
The quality of seeming to speak

J.
Radio

personally to the listener is very
helpful in this connection, particularly in the sale of certain types
of products such as drugs.
"2. Because of the inability of
listeners to remember a large number of individual prices, radio is
limited in its effective use of price
advertising, which is necessary in
the sale of some goods. Thus, in
such a use radio has only complementary possibilities:
"3. Radio perhaps more than
most other media needs a brand or
a manufacturer's name to tie to,
whereas labels are either lacking
or unimportant in some lines.
"4. Radio is not equipped to publicize effectively goods requiring
the use of appeals to the visual
sense, such as the long sweeping
lines of an automobile.
"5. Because of its complete reliance on momentary sense impressions, radio is not adapted to describing the technical aspects of
products such as the advantage of
a motor car powered by an engine
in the rear. But it may be used in
some instances indirectly, as to

rN«rr
Ditrers

r
rrom

•
Print

awaken interest in visiting showrooms where such a car can be
examined personally.
"6. Women make up the large
bulk of the radio audience. Consequently, those products on which
women exert the largest purchasing influence are most effectively
advertised through this medium —
foods, drugs, cosmetics and so on.
"7. Radio seems to be utilized
by advertisers who do a great deal
of advertising of all sorts. Note,
for example, that the nine industries which ranked highest in advertising expense as a percentage
of net sales in 1940 (according to
FTC) — drugs and medicines
(13.94%), cereal preparations
(13.08%), cigarettes (11.30%),
soaps and cooking fats (10.94%),
distilled liquor's (9.79%), malt beverages (8.97%), tobacco products
(8.20%), cigars (5.40%), and fruit
and vegetable canning (4.49%) —
are largely the same as those
which are the highest in radio advertising. Itis possible that those
companies which follow shotgun
methods do not need to attempt a

of various
evaluation
precise
"^e^^^
"8. Because of descriptive and
other limitations radio is some^
what handicapped when used for
retail advertising. Hence those
firms promoting products like furniture which are publicized largely
if not entirely at the retail level
do not have much opportunity to
use this medium.
"9. Radio advertising lends itself
particularly to publicizing repeatsales merchandise in general demand at a low unit price so that
the consumer can easily be induced
to try out the item. Commodities
not so promoted appear to be at
some disadvantage in the use of
this medium."

PIONEER telephone quiz show,
8
Buy Tello-Test'
Tello-Test
, was sold last week to
CKLW Detroit, KCRG Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, WMPS Memphis,
KUTA Salt Lake City, KWWL
Waterloo, Iowa, WTTH Port
Huron, Mich., WASA Havre de
Grace, Md., and WRRN Warren,
Ohio, according to Radio Features
Inc., Chicago, producers of show.

Chicago

ANTI-CLEAR
DISCLOSURE that in excess of
100 stations have joined in an anticlear channel movement, which appears to assure the minimum budget of $10,000, was made last week
by Ed Craney, managing director
of Pacific Northwest Broadcasters,
in calling an organization meeting
Jan. 28 at the Palmer House in
Chicago [Closed Circuit Jan. 17].
Simultaneously, Mr. Craney revealed that Sen. Edwin C. John-

GROUP

Sen. Johnson

E. B. Craney

Meeting

Jan.

28

lems of both necessary funds for a
revitalized organization and with
active support by members who
will inform their Congressmen
and Senators of exactly what the
'big boys' want to do with American radio.
"We are going to have to maintain an active office in Washington. We need a paid director who
will keep us posted and will get
out and make a fight in our interest. Unless the membership directs otherwise the organization
should work on no other problem
than clear channels in AM and
possibly stratovision in TV. You
and I do not want Government
ownership of radio in the USA.
Our best guarantee is to keep it in
many hands. 20 Super Power Stations means concentration and then
Government ownership."
Fee Is $10

son (D-Col.) new chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign ComCorporation Form Adopted;
merce Committee, will fly to ChiCommittees Named
cago to address the luncheon. Sen.
NARSR
Johnson has reintroduced his bill
NATIONAL Assn. of Radio Station Representatives formally adopted the of last session which would limit
corporation form at a special members meeting in New York Jan. 19, AM station power to a maximum
of 50,000 watts and would not prewhen by-laws previously passed by the directors were approved. Directors
clude duplication of clear channels.
of the new corporation are the four officers, Frank M. Headley, president;
Mr. Craney announced that 112
Adam J. Young Jr., vice president;
replies had been received to his
of the following comF. Edward Spencer, secretary; and pointment
mittees:
letter of last month seeking, supLewis H. Avery, treasurer. In adSpotgene promotion
research — Euport for an organization of indedition, H. Preston Peters, Eugene
Katz, chairman,andRobert
Meeker
pendent broadcasters. The total
The registration fee for the ChiKatz and Edward Petry were also Edward Shurick. Programs—
Paui
Kaymer, chairman, James Lebaron,
made directors.
one-hour rate of these stations is
cago meeting will be $10, including
Otis
Rawold.
Trade
Practices—
in excess of $10,000— the figure luncheon. Mr. Craney advised that
Brett, chairman, Fred Brokaw, George
The NAB code was once more en- Moore.
Louis
New Ventures— Don Donahue,
set by Mr. Craney as the minimum
dorsed by the association. MemChairman,Reuschle.
George Boiling, Paul Senft, for establishment of a Washington
"only those affiliated with stations
Robert
bers also adopted the resolution
not owned by a network or by a
Rates— Hines Hatchett, chairman
office, with a paid director.
Arthur McCoy,
disapproving of giveaway shows
Brokaw, Mort
Invited to the Jan. 28 session, in Class lA station will be admitted"
Bassett. Public Fred
Relations and Pubinvolving free advertising for nonto the closed sessions.
licity—H.
Preston
Peters,
chairman
addition to independent broadcastsponsor donors of prizes.
ers, were members of the former
'
Henry Christal.
Jr., Woodwar
J. Young
Adam
Televisio
Mr. Craney said that Walter J.
n— Russell
d
chairman, Joseph Weed,
Adopt Resolutions
Regional Broadcasters Committee
Codel
Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee, had arSales strategy— Adam Edward
J.
Young
Jr
chairman, Fred F. Hague, William
and anti-high power advocates who
ranged for the meeting rooms at
Resolutions adopted included also Faber.
Associat
ion
participated
in
or
wrote
letters
policies—
chairman, Joseph Dimlin, Joseph
approval of NAB actions, a sales Weed,
Harry favoring the Johnson Bill at the the Palmer House. The session
Friedenburg. Industry
Promotion — F
will begin at 10 a.m. He pointed
Edward
Spencer, chairman, Charles last session of Congress.
-anagers executive committee decn^d to prevent free use of sta- Hammerstrom, Jerry Lyons. Chicago
out also that John Sheppard 3d,
Mr. Craney said there were not
— John Blair, chairman, George
cn f;.cilities for commercial ad- Counsel
former
chairman of the Regional
Hollingbery, John Pearson, Edward
enough stations in the old Regional
Index and Statistics— Lewis
:5,nt3.ge3 and elimination of efforts Voynow.
Committee,
"is 100% out of the
Avery, chairman, Dan Danenholz.
Legal— Edward Petry, chairman, H. Broadcasters Committee to "keep
0 buy ':h-iie on a per inquiry basis. Preston
broadcasting business" and will
Peters,
Eugene
Katz,
Wythe
Mr. Hsadley announced the ap- Walker.
up "We
the fight."
are faced with the prob- not attend the Chicago meeting.
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Always

good

This is a "bread and butter" shot for a professional
photographer. Newspapers and magazines always buy
them

. . . because they're always good for a laugh.

We know another item that's always good for a laugh.
That's the coverage figures some high-wattage stations
get out.

for

a

laugh!

But we do claim this: JV-I-T-H delivers more listenersper-dollar than any other station in town!
It costs you less ... to sell more ... on W-I-T-H !
W-I-T-H is the big independent with the BIG audience!
So if you're looking for low-cost sales in the nation's
6th largest market, get in touch with your HeadleyReed man today.

According to some we've seen, only two-headed
idiots listen to any station but theirs!
What

a joke!

What

an expensive joke for buyers who fall for it!

We don't claim everybody
W-I-T-H all the time.
BROADCASTING

in Baltimore listens to

• Telecasting

WIT
Baltimore
AM
Maryland
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented by Headley-Reed
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HOW

TO

MEASURE

A

NETWORK

As radio has grown, so have the techniques of measuring
network's
And

a

advertising ejfficiency ...

with each refinement

position in radio becomes

of survey technique, NBC's
more

No. 1

impressive:

More \o\a\ audience— 3. weekly total of 3,700,000 more
families in the evening than any other network,

radio

2,900,000

more

in the daytime, bmb -adjusted to date
More overage audience— On a national basis, the average sponsored
evening program

on NBC

than on any other network.
advantage

is 22%.

attracts a 44%

larger audience

In the daytime, NBC's

us hooi-eratings

More popular programs — In spite of numerous
throughout
number

audience

the years, NBC

continues

of the most popular programs

program

shifts

to have the largest
on the air. The

present

score — IF, of the first 2f;. Program Hooperatings — December 115-21
More advertising c/o//ors— Advertisers in 1948 spent over
seven million dollars more
other network.

for facilities on NBC

than on any

Based on PIB

More advertising efficiency— Using both time and talent costs,
NBC

delivers 1 1 % more homes

in the daytime and 10%

more

per dollar than any other network
in the evening, u s hooperatings

Such are the proportions of...

NBC.„AmBrieai

The National

Broadcasting

No

J

Network

Company— a service of Radio Corporation of America

J/

JANUARY
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CBSCIinicOpens
HARD facts of television's future that impressive amounts are being
posed to watch television," he said.
investedBUSINESS
in television on the local
TV,
GOING
"And very little experience to inwere
discussed 'A
Friday at
the opendicate what the daytime audience
ing of the three-day television
level. He said 84 out of TV's 237
clinic held by CBS in New York on advertisers last April were retail would most like to see at what
the theme, "Television Is a Going outlets. As of Jan. 1, there are
183% more — 238 retail outlets
Service appeals, he went on, will
Business as 1949 Begins."
Before the registration lists were
using television locally, he said. Re- be important in daytime television.
tailers are the largest single group
times."where we are asking women
closed, approximately 250 execu"But
tives from stations around the of television advertisers today, he to watch as well as listen we wonconcluded.
country and from Canada, Puerto
der if we shouldn't give them a
Rico, the Philippines, Alaska and
Charles Underbill, CBS-TV di- satisfactory reason for watching
Hawaii were expected to attend.
rector of programs, stressed that and a satisfactory result in terms
The clinic is the second held by the job of television programming
of self -improvement. And yet, at
the network. The first, conducted
is "to raise the sights of video's the same time, to be realistic about
in March 1948, was regarded as so
it, we know that there is no substisuccessful that it was decided to viewers."
He said TV should do this by
tute for the attraction of an aphold the second one and extend it presenting inspirational material,
peal that is primarily entertainment. Therefore we are feeling our
educational subject matter, drama,
over a three-day period.
Concern for the future of televi- comedy, music, news and sports. way in both directions and gauging
sion, said J. L. Volkenburg, vice Programming trends and objec- the response as best we can as a
tives, he said, are becoming clearer
president and director of television
future development."
operations, arises not from any
because of competition among net- guide toWill
Abide by Style
works and stations and responses
alarming or unhealthy crisis, but
from
listeners.
Although CBS is concerned with
because of its tremendous expansion. He said the clinic would
daytime programming, he never"But
they
are
far
from
crystal
demonstrate that television is now
theless emphasized that at present
clear," he added, "and no one yet
a highly practical advertising, sell- can afford to predict in detail the CBS television will stand or fall on
ing and entertainment medium.
the character of its nighttime proshape and end-result of television."
Best means of insuring growth
gramming.
Concerning daytime programof TV, said Mr. Van Volkenberg
ming, Mr. Underbill said that al"It is still only the beginning,"
were programs of high network
though it has been the target of Mr. Underbill concluded. "Ahead
caliber. He also maintained that much discussion, it has developed
of us are so many exciting dethe high cost of TV programming
velopments— bigger stages, better
in an atmosphere of theory and exmeans that network productions
periment with very few indisput- lighting, many more programs, the
best
in
musical
comedy, review,
able facts to guide it.
are the quickest, safest and most
economical way of spreading the
"There is yet little known about ballet, drama, and the best in
talent, talent which eventually will
costs. He cited as examples the listening habits to indicate when
CBS Bob Howard program, requir- the daytime audience is most dis- come to television as the Mecca being a crew of 20 in TV, could be
produced for AM broadcast with
three people, and the Ford Theatre
which requires 40 people in TV
but only 16 in AM broadcasts.
'New Money'
Several national advertisers are
showing willingness to raise "new
money" for television ventures, according to David Sutton, CBS-television sales manager. This money,
he emphasized, would not come out
of any present advertising appropriation.
"In one case," said Mr. Sutton,
"the client has informed its agency
that it will be willing to meet % of
its television billings with such outside funds."
He asserted this gives reassurance that leading advertisers are
•lot thinking of television as a subte for present and satisfactory
bi t ' sing media, but are thinking
'f it as a direct selling medium and
HOLDING the line in recent telephone balloting for contestants on KFI-TV
are charging up its costs to such
Los Angeles Television Talent Test program are (I to r): Kevin Sweeney, KFIother budgets as sales or demonstration.
TV sales manager; William Cies, soles manager of Packard Bell Co., Los
He also pointed out that the rec- Angeles (radio and TV set manufacturer), program sponsor; Robert Raisbeck,
ord of the last ten months indicates
radio director of Abbott-Kimball Co., same city.
Page 36
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Y.

yond even Hollywood where an
artist can achieve pre-eminence
among
millions."of the
E. K. audiences
Jett, vice ofpresident
Baltimore Sun Papers in charge of
radio and TV, speaking on films
for TV, reported that WMAR-TV
Baltimore had processed more than
160 miles of 16mm film for local
programming in little more than a
year. This included ten commer-cial shows weekly and more than
125 commercial spot announcements made for sponsors. WMAR
cameramen are at present shooting
1000 feet a day.
He stated that regular theatre
motion pictures can be made into
good television fare if care and
taste is used in programming. To
make certain rental films meet the
station's standards, however, they
are viewed for story or program
content before purchase. Then they
are viewed over a closed circuit to
test the technical qualities.
Mr. Jett set forth several characteristics of a good rental film.
Sound tracks must be good and
should be previewed over a closed
circuit. Pictures with numerous
long shots or panoramic shots are
not
for television's
screen,good
he reported,
advocatingsmall
the
choice closeups or medium shots.
He asserted a film department is
indispensable in rounding out a
television station's operations. He
also cited its value as a good-will
builder by covering all kinds of
community affairs. He concluded
by
summarizing
WMAR-TV's
time
on the
air, showing
its commercial
programs totaled 26.10% of its
time, or 583 hours and 9 minutes.
Its sustainers totaled 78.90% of its
time, or 1648 hours and 16 minutes.
G. Bennett Larson, television director of WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
advised TV executives to engage
talent experienced in the fields in
which they will appear before the
cameras and then "don't waste too
much time rehearsing them or you
will"Get
kill people
their act."
who know what they
are doing in the beginning," he
counseled. "Show them what to do
in the matter of where to stand,
what camera they are to look at
andActual
you have
a show." in the new
operations
CBS television studios were observed by the visitors. The schedule also included study of remote
telecasts of WCBS-TV, operations
at WPIX New York, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia and WMAR-TV Baltimore.
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Television
MOVIES

By Press

Inroads

Group,

de

Forecast
Rochemont

NEWSPAPERS

"TELEVISION will destroy the motion picture industry as we know it TELEVISION will pull advertising away from newspapers, it was reported at the New York State Publishers Assn. annual convention
today," Louis de Rochemont predicted at the Screen Directors Guild
Fourth Annual Convention banquet Jan. 15 at Longchamps Restaurant,
recently by the organization's modern developments committee. The
New York. Mr. de Rochemont is executive producer of RD-DR {Readers
committee is headed by Ernest L. Owen, editor and publisher of the
Digest-de
Rochemont) Assoc.,
Corp., both
and
The entire report dealt with
==============
Louis de Rochemont
Syracuse
television. Post-Standard.
It summarized the
New York. The former company
owns all film rights to Readers
nucASTiNG
^«
Television stories on other pages in this issue: growth of set circulation, stating
Digest stories, many of which the
IND
EX
that the ownership graph lumped
producer has adapted for screen.
NEWs.^s^
250^S
J^^^^
^^^^
3,
^^^^
^^QQQ y^^^^
Mr. de Rochemont further preSolotone, Videograph Show Juke Box Video in Chicago. ...... . . 38 million today.
dicted that the impetus of TV
Inaugural Gives TV Its Greatest Test
63 On the threat of television to
Phiico Asks for New UHF Experimental TV Station
will make for a mass Hollywopd48 newsnanpr a rlvprti<5ino- fVio T■or^f^l-f
aavertismg, tlie report
48 "^^Wbpaper
■ to-New York migration by movie WRTB
Agency....
Head of toPence
Says Ordered
Valuable,
Rural TV(TV)Audience
Plea Denied;
Hearing
Start
50
Stated:
making firms. "In the place of Terry, Crosley VP, Cites Need for Vigorous TV Salesmanship
',.['. 60
"The one greax
g-reat nrlvnntno-o
that+
aOVantage +Vi?<
61
Commission Directive
Housing
Detroit TV
the Hollywood we have known," he AT&T
TBA Replies
Clarifiesto Intercity
Policy
62
newspaper advertising has enjoyed
said, "it is my opinion that the
^?y""^
""t'Y
"^'i^Z
Conference
62 over
newspaper's
WBKB
Chicago
Television
Robot
un-j- radio
xtO illustrate
-n is ± the
j the
,i
f ^
motion picture industry will be re- ^^11°^°,tIX
Foirbanks(TV)Plans
CartoonIntroduces
Film Series
for TV
6464 aOlilty
advertlSbuilt on a healthier and sounder
Vance to N. Y. to Head McCann-Erickson TV Production
64
ingproduct.
Television
eliminates
Direct Wire TV to Be Used by Fox Film, Hollywood
64 +1, • j
j. -.i .i
basis . . ."
'Chicago
DailyHasNews'
PlanNo Cooperative
Arrangement
65 of
''"^^Color
advantage
With
the will
exception
Urging the screen directors to WENR-TV
KARO
(TV)
Asks
STA;
CP
But
Channel
75
printing
which
nrobturn to educational films for the New Transmitter, Tower Planned by WFIL-TV-FM
76 oW-,, «^v,t-;,, ^ + \
i •
1.1.
Ban
on
TV
Sets
in
3
Wilmington
(Del)
Projects
Lifted
79
^"'^
COntmue
to
be
exclusive
to
the
mass market of television, he told
them that "most of the people in
. some
time.advertising experts agree
"Most
this room will benefit greatly by the
revolution being caused by television. The vast new market that an integrated
. ,'
, series
. off 36
oc educaA
J! the
4.1.
■ year: Jack
T 1 Glenn,
^1
t^^t television will attract considfor
coming
erable national advertising that
is being opened for well-made, low- tional
films
on world geography senior director of March of Ti^^^^^ has been going to both newspapers
budget films will bring many good titled "The Earth
and Its Peoples". president; Willard Van Dyke, Affil- ^nd radio stations
pictures to the public that heretoRD-DR
Corp.
has
scheduled its i^ted Film Producers Inc., first "The famous Chinese proverbfore have had only limited distriVideo
controversial "Lost Boundaries"
vice president; Leslie Roush Leslie 'One picture equals 5000 words'—
bution . . ."
's Po
for
early
spring
production
on
the
wh
Kn +iVf>^PPli^able
relapresident
Lloyd
Durant, RR.K.O.
vainoin gauging
+oiQ-.rioi/^nthe,t^^c,,^
Mr. de Rochemont, co-founder of te„
ntial
ViCoast,
East
ewed using, with three excepthe "March of Time" and producer
^^t^e, recording secretary; Leo
radio advertisfn^ '"
by
of such films as "The House on tions, eastern
personnel exclugeltzer. World Today Inc., correThe report was interprete as a
siv
ely
.
spending
secretary;
Herbert
Kerrefutation of a statement d made
92nd Street", "The Fighting Lady",
an Academy Award winner, and
At the guild's business meeting
kow, Herbert Kerkow Inc., treasbefore the association Aug 30
the following olficers were elected
urer.
1948, by Arthur Hays Sulzberger]
"Boomerang", has just completed
publisher of the New York Times,
who said: "Every new advertising
medium creates additional advertising expenditures. In other words,
tv81 up. soies
NS
it
enlarges
advertising
dollar."
AI
RT
CU
O
uews
CAME
One part the
of the
report, however,
pape window
in the spot was a triple
By FLORENCE SMALL
gave some reassurance to pubrs
curtain averaging $10 a pair.
lishers. This was a dictum that
and
WHILE mythical curtains, iron and silken, were dominating the front
television
will not adversely alfect
m
Idea
of
the
promotion
video
test
a
pages last fall. Cameo Curtains, New York — manufacturers of the real
gaz
ine
thing — quietly made its bid for a line in the financial columns with the sprung from the fact that the Shirs
newspaper
circulation but "will
Back curtain sold very well in probablyfor stimulate
reader interinauguration in Philadelphia of a test television campaign.
est." The point was not elaboLast week the results of that *
small towns, where personal demonrated.
strations were used. It had never
campaign were revealed to Broadporting increased sales attributed
The report noted that television
casting. Cameo Curtains had in- by purchasers to the television been particularly successful in
large cities because its merits could
creased its sales 5,000% !
has passed its "early experimenspots in Philadelphia.
tal stages" and programming is
Significant feature of the project,
To accomplish these results, the not be demonstrated effectively in
conducted by William Lawrence
showing
"remarkable improve(Continued
on
page
hS)
company used a 48-second spot anment." Principal factor now reSloan Adv., New York, Sept. 23nouncement seven times in Novemtarding the medium's growth, it
Dec. 1, was that no other promotion
ber, 13 times in October, and four
was said, was the lack of cable
or advertising of any kind was per- in September on WFIL-TV. The
and relay stations for network
mitted. The results were achieved
time costs for the entire schedule
connections.
exclusively through television.
were approximately $1,000. Spots
It also dealt with the financial
Plans for the campaign were laid were placed at various hours
side
of telecasting and concluded
shortly in advance of the Septemaround movie, news and fashion
on the score that there are "no
ber date. Realizing that accessi- programs — shows believed most
bility is an important consideraprofits
yet inpresent
telecasting."
likely to draw a housewife's intertion in sales, the firm abandoned
"At the
time," the reest.
port stated, "it costs a pretty
its "exclusive franchise" policy
The announcement featured a
and released its product to a select
penny to pioneer in television. In
newly wed couple admiring their
the first place, it costs approxigroup of six major department
nev/
Cameo
Shir-Back
curtains.
stores in Philadelphia.
mately $400,000 to build a telecastThen the camera dollied back to a
ing station. But this is not the
Opening Spots
long shot of the curtain being
real bad news. You can very
shirred by pulling tape, then a
With availability thus assured,
easily lose $50,000 and up per year
the agency exploded a video bar- closeup of the shirring tape and a
on operations. However, in spite
rage of spot announcements. The hand pulling the tape, which disof the certainty of reasonably
results are to be read in the stasolved into the young couple adheavy losses, there is no case on
tistics: Previously the market had
miring the curtains. The anrecord of an owner of a television
nouncer,
meanwhile,
emphasized
registered a $400 yearly wholesale
station offering his plant and lifigure; the post-video total read
that the "Young bride didn't have
to
ask
her
husband
to
help
hang
$50,000, with sales still rising.
for sale."ended with the stateThe censereport
their new Shir-Back curtains. She
Impact of the campaign extended
WILLIAM LAWRENCE SLOAN
ment: "Some time in the future,
President
for a 50-mile radius outside the draped them herself in 20 seconds."
there will be profit in operating a
William Lawrence
New YorkSloan Adv.,
The Shir-Back item demonstrated
city, where other stores were retelevision station."
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SPONSORED VIDEO airtime in
December remained about equal to
November, with a sharp drop in
remote sports broadcasts. Other
forms of sponsored broadcasts increased, but sports fell from 51%
to 43% of all sponsored time.
These figures are from the Rorabaugh Report on Television Advertising for the first week in December 1948.
With the end of the football season, video turned to boxing, wrestling and basketball, but sponsorship of these sports is not yet as
frequent as football sponsorship.
Total number of sponsored remote
sports broadcasts dropped from 203
hours and 35 minutes in November
to 166 hours and 17 minutes in
December.
The report for December covers

a total of 41 TV stations in 23
markets.
Variety shows, ever more popular on television, increased to about
12.3% of all video sponsored time.
A majority of these programs are
network shows. The total hours of
variety programs are estimated at
53. In November, variety programming occupied 28 hours of
broadcast time, or 6.7% of the
total.
All types of commercial announcements increased considerably in the month. Approximately
31% hours of announcements were
sponsored during the week of December 5-11. This is just about
double the amount of announcements sponsored in the first week
in November, and 7.3% of all sponsored time (See Table II).

Dramatic programs increased
slightly in December to reach a
total of about 50 hours. Again,
most of this type of programming
was network-originated.
News broadcasts showed another steady gain — ^from a total of
29 hours and 34 minutes in November to 32 hours and 12 minutes in
December. N«ws broadcasts now
occupy about 7.4% of all sponsored
video time.
For the first time. Broadcasting
has made a further breakdown of
the type of program presentation
used in current television operations. Sports remote programming
is, of course, the most frequent
form of program presentation, as
39.7% of all TV programming is
produced this way (See Table III).
The next most popular form of

TABLE I
' % of
SPONSORED COMMERCIAL. TV TIME, BY PROGRAM TYPE & PRODUCTION METHOD
(In Hours and Minutes)
Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio
Live Live
SUde Film
Studio
Studio
4.6
Live
Total
Live
&
Slide
Film
4.3
Total
& Film
& Film
& Slide Remote
0.3
19:85
Time
1:40
1:15
1:30
1. Audience Participation 16:25
1:15
1:25
1:55
18:35
2.
Children's
14:00
3. Discussion
:15
1:00
:15
5:30
4. Dramatic
19:45
50:15
11.6
25:00
5. Education
1:20
1.3
5:35
4:00
6. Fasliion
7.4
:10
7. Household Hints
10:52
:50
:15
:15
11:02
8. Musical
5:25
2.0
2:30
24:38
11:32
1:58
8:25
9. News
4:46
32:12
:10
:40
2.5
:15
2.6
10. Quiz
8:36
16:17
2:41
6:00
186:48
11. Sports
3:40
10:01
43.0
12:3
12. Special Events
:52
53:25
2:00
13. Variety
46:00
3:25
2:00
6.0
:22
:18
:01
:05
14. Weather
:30
1:46
0.4
:37
:03
:15
3:41
0.9
15. Time Signal
:20
1:35
17:22
3:00
:31
2:41
16. Announcements
3:02
1:10
26:07
3:35
0.8
17. Misc.
1:10
1:15
1:16
6:38
472.02
65:20
433:48
100.00
:37
TOTAL
136:06
51:47
^ lie ^
TABLE II
Sponsored Video Air Time
JUKE BOX TELEVISION
Hrs.-Min. % of ToUl
Programs
402:14 92.7%
Shown in Chicago by Solofone, Videograph
Announcements
31:34 7-3%
433:48 100.0%
The coin box switch enables listenTHREE-WAY juke box, offering
* * *
ers and viewers to have their choice
six minutes of television, AM proof 10 records, four AM shows or
gramming or phonograph music
TABLE in
for a nickel, was introduced last four TV shows. Maximum number
Production Method in Video
Programming
of broadcasting channels provided
week formally at the Coin Machine Institute in Chicago by the is four. Screens are marked with
Type
Hrs.-Min. % of Total
Solotone Corp., Los Angeles. The
the corresponding channel number.
Studio Live
136:06 31.4%
Film
65:20 15.1%
device is manufactured by HalliThe new system "corrects probLive & Film
51:49 11.9%
crafters Co., Chicago.
lems which other TV systems have
Live & Slide
6:38 1.5%
Live, SUde & Film 1:16 0.3%
From the television viewpoint,
created in commercial locations,"
Slide & Fibn
:37 0.1%
the mechanism is designed to profit according to H. F. Dennison, inSports Remotes _. 172:02 39.7%
ventor of the device, vice president
tavern and restaurant owners by
433:48 100.0%
of Solotone and president of Denkeeping patrons seated and therenison Sales Co., national sales repfore not so preoccupied that they
resentative for the firm. InstallaTABLE IV
forget drinking and eating. It also
tion and operation is free to the
Rank of Video Programs (Commercial)
is
said
to
eliminate
"floaters."
Cusby Broadcast Hours
tomers may switch off the AM or businessman, as distribution is conNov. 7-13 Dec. 5-11 TV audio (not the TV picture)
ducted on a percentage basis, Mr.
Audience Particip.
7
6
Dennison explained. Solotone TV
when they dislike certain programs
Children's
5
7
installations have been made in
Discussion
9
12
and use only the records.
irama
2
3
lucation
11
11
Equipment to be installed in- New
Dallas. Orleans, Minneapolis and
.j'ashion
13
149
cludes one or more large television
Household
Hints
10
receivers, with a screen size similar
Second TV innovation at the inMiisical
8
10
News
3
4
stitute was a device developed by
to that now popular in public
Quiz
12
8
places, and small coin boxes along the Videograph Corp., New York,
Sports
1
1
Special Events
14
13
the bar or food counter, at two or and manufactured by Emerson RaVariety
4
2
dio. Seven feet, two inches high.
All Ajincmnts.
6
5
three-seat intervals, and in booths.
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Analysis, Dec. 5-11
(Report 43)

broadcast is the live-studio presentation, which accounts for 31.4% of
all programs.
Film programming and live and
film combination accounts for ananother 27% of programming —
while the use of slides, alone or in
combination with live or film presentation makes up the rest of
video's programming.
Detailed breakdowns of these
figures can be found in Tables I
and III.
Sports, variety, drama and news
programs were the most popular
forms of sponsored programs in
December, in that order. Variety
programming moved from fourth
spot up to second, and dramatic
and news programs dropped one
place as a result.
Announcements were fifth in
total time sponsored, jumping one
place above last month's spot.
Children's programs dropped to
seventh place compared to fifth on
the November report. Quiz increased considerably to take eighth
spot, compared
to lastin month's
position
near the bottom
twelfth
These comparisons are shown in
Table
spot. IV.
TV SET FIGURES reported to
Broadcasting during the past
week:
Cleveland-Akron — 22,310 as of
Jan.
land. 1, reported by WEWS CleveLos Angeles — 79,640 as of Jan.
1, reported by Southern California
Radio and Electrical Appliance
Dealers Assn.
New Orleans — 3,000 as of Jan.
15, lic
reported
by New Orleans PubService Inc.
San Francisco Bay Area — 3,500
as of Jan. 1, reported by KPIX
(TV) San Francisco.
it peddles 30 phonograph records
and TV shows on a 122-square-inch
screen for 5, 10 and 25^. At the
rate of 5^ for three minutes, it
costs patrons $1 per hour for suchentertainment.
Differing from the Solotone, the
Videograph is controlled by the
management rather than patrons
as to selection of records or TV.
The video section, however, can be
put on a free-play basis if the owners choose. Both audio and video
are centered in one machine, as
contrasted with Solotone's two receivers. Equipment may be purchased either outright or rented
from a distributor, according to
Louis N. Forman, Videograph
president. Installations have been
made in all parts of the country,
he reports.
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In Maryland

it's WMAR-TV

for

Public

3, MARYLAND

Service

On Christmas Eve, WMAR-TV telecast the services from historic St. Paul's
Church in Baltimore, Maryland. This impressive program was fed by WMAR-TV
to the Columbia Broadcasting System television network.
The following editorial concerning the telecast was printed in the church pubHcation, Parish Notes, following the program. It is reprinted here with the permission
of the Rev. Harry Lee DoU, rector of the church.

THE

TELECAST

The whole Parish is certainly most
grateful to the staff of WMAR for the
opportunity of televising the Midnite
Service on Christmas Eve. Those who
were present at the service were conscious
only of the cameras as they came in, and
of the light on the Chancel. They could
not know of the painstaking work which
the men on the staff had done in order
that the complicated arrangements for
television should not intrude in the
service. The reports that have come to
us tell of excellent reception of a dignified
and exceedingly reverent service.
The idea of televising the Communion
Service was a little starthng at first
thought. After all, television is a brand
new method of commvmication. We are
most conscious, perhaps, that every
corner barroom and tavern has its television, and there was the immediate

thought of the incongruity of the Communion Service in an irreverent atmosphere. At the same time there comes the
unmediate thought that Christ Himself
if He were here in the flesh would go
everywhere that man congregated, seeking His own. So it is hoped that in many
barrooms and taverns the service at St.
Paxil's was seen and heard.
One Vestryman simimed it up conclusively to my mind when he said,
"What is the use of our spending so much
money on this Friday night broadcast of
'Great Scenes from Great Plays' trying
to reach the unchvirched people of the
land if we are going to pass up this opportunity of showing them what we have?"
We can never know what good this
service did. It is too intangible a thing.
We only know that it was offered to God
for His use.

Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK • DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
•
ATLANTA
•
DALLAS
* LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION
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OF the 18 new Senators these 17 appeared on two programs of the CBSWTOP Washington Capitol Cloakroom program. They are (I to r) Robert
Kerr (D-Okla.), Russell Long (D-La.), Bert Miller (D-ldaho), Margaret Chase
Smith (R-Me.), Melville Broughton (D-N.C), Allen Frear Jr. (D-Del.),
Andrew Schoeppel (R-Kan.), Karl Mundt (R-S. D.), Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.),
Lester Hunt (D-Wyo.), Clinton Anderson (D-N. M.), Virgil Chapman (D-Ky.),
Guy Gillette (D-lowa), Robert Hendrickson (R-N. J.), Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) and Paul Douglas (D-lll.). Sen. Kerr is affiliated
with the ownership of WEEK Peoria, III., and Mrs. Lyndon Johnson owns
KTBC Austin.

WORKING agreement between
Cfifcago
Newsis and
WENR-by
TV (ABC)Daily
Chicago
surveyed
Louis L. Pryor (I), promotion director of paper, and John H. Norton Jr., ABC Central Div. v. p.

JOHN OUTLER JR. (r), WSB-TV
Atlanta gen. mgr., and Lou Wells,
Atlanta branch mgr. of Foremost
Dairies, get a laugh out of Woody
Willow (I), sponsored by dairy on
WSB-TV.

ATTENDING opening of WDTV Pittsburgh are'Dr. Allen B. DuMont (seated
center) and (standing, I to r) David L. Lawrence, mayor of Pittsburgh, and
Donald Stewart, gen. mgr. of station. Seated rear: Mrs. Stewart and Mrs.
DuMont. Seated front: Mrs. Lawrence and Yvonne DuMont.

BILL Bennett, KTHT

JOHNNY Desmond (center), star
of new Mutual show, joins in a
laugh with A. R. Nathan (I), advertising v.p. of Ronson Art Metal
Works, sponsor, and Jack Wyatt,
Cecil & Presbrey radio director.
HUGH A. L. HALFF (I), pres. and
gen. mgr. of WOAI San Antonio,
joins Army brass in welcoming
Bob Hope (center) and Doris Day
(r) when Mr. Hope brought his
company to San Antonio for service show at Lackland
Air Base.

Houston

gen. and comm.
"persuades"
Graham
Boone,mgr.,
head
of new
Houston office of Leche & Leche
adv., to make KTHT first staHon
under Mr. Boone's signature to
get Duncan Coffee Co. contract.

AT salute by NBC to Chicago's Radio Management Club marking start of
East-Midwest TV programming were (I to r) Paul McCluer, NBC Central
Div. sales mgr.; Evelyn Knight, singer; Lanny Ross, star of Swift Show, and
Vernon Beatty, Swift & Co. adv. dir.

DURING annual sales meet held
in New York by Philip Morris &
Co., David Lyon, Cecil & Presbrey account executive, summarizes main copy points stressed
on tobacco firm's — Queen for a
Day and Kate Smith
Sings.

'^^^

Jack's
Like
.
beanstalk

.

.

Tuelevision towers can grow sky-high
overnight, but it takes more than just a tower to
make a television station foremost in its
community. WWJ-TV,

now in its third year

of operation, is a firmly established leader
in the Detroit market It has taken full
advantage of its two-year ''headstarf to stake its
claim on the lion's share of desirable local
television features. And, through its NBC
Television Network facilities, WWJ-TV

has

stretched its "seeing power" beyond the horizons
to bring Detroiters an even greater diversity of
entertainment features. Unquestionably,
WWJ-TV

is the one best television "buy"

TOD A Y, in the multi-billion dollar Detroit market.

FIRST

IN MICHIGAN

Owned and Operated by THE

National fiepresenialives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
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\1liiiijuerque
lit iiiiiont
Boine
Bosioii-Springfield
Buffalo
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Corpus Christi
Davenport
Des Moines
Denver
Duluth
Fargo
Ft. Wayne
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Honolulu-Hilo
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
Norfolk
Omaha
Peoria-Tuscola
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore.
Raleigh
Roanoke
San Diego
St. Louis
Seattle
Syracuse
Terre
Haute

Baltimore
Fort Worth-Dallas
Louisville

KOB
KFDM
KDSH
WBZ-WBZA
WGR
WCSC
WIS
KRIS
woe
WHO
KVOD
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WRAP
KGMB-KHBC
KXYZ
WISH
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WMAW
WTCN
WMCA
WGH
KFAB
WMBD-WDZ
KYW

NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC-NBC
ABC
CBS

KDKA
KCBQ
KEX
WPTF
WDBJ
KSD
KIRO
WFBL
WTHI
Television
Paul
WAAM
Minneapolis-St.
New
York
WBAP-TV
St. Louis
WAVE-TV

ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
IND
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC

WTCN-TV
WPIX
KSD-TV

INFLUENTIAL

RADIO

Jt^VERYONE

wants to win custonjers and

and to whom your sales message is to be broad-

influence people. But we know, and you

cast, and what it is to say in each different
market.

know, that the background for winning new
friends is first to understand them in terms of

Since 1932, we of Free & Peters have special-

their varying local or regional ways of life —
and then to act accordingly in all your contacts.

ized in spot radio, and believe us, we know how
influential it can be when properly used.

Bull's-Eye Radio (National Spot) is the only

We'd welcome the chance to help start this
more influential radio working for you in any

kind of radio that permits you thus to influence people, because it's the only kind of
radio that lets you decide how, when, where

Free

&

of the markets listed at the left. What facts
do you want?

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT, WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

Four

At Home
and Abroad
WITH PRESIDENT Truman now holding the
reins of government in his own right, American
business wonders which way the swing will be.
Repeal of Taft-Hartley, moves toward socialized medicine, limitations on steel all point
toward "nationalization".
To no art, profession or pursuit are these
signs more meaningful than to radio. Radio is
licensed. Steel, for example, is not. Radio is
nationalized in England. So are the railroads.
If the current trend is headed toward any existing pattern it is the British.
Radio provides the perfect comparison.
What has happened under the state-owned
BBC in contrast to our own system?
The most revealing comparison, however,
comes now with television. Sir Ernest Fisk,
managing director of Electric & Music Industries Ltd., Britain's largest manufacturing organization, told the unvarnished story at the
EMI annual meeting last month [Broadcasting, Jan. 17]. He harked back to 1936 when
the world's first public television was established In London. England expects its second
station this year. He added :
"In the United States there was no public
television service, in the proper sense of that
term, before 1946 but when this kind of thing
starts in America under their system of competitive enterprise, it goes ahead with such
vigor that corresponding developments in England are quickly left behind."
Then Sir Ernest cited the prevailing U. S.
statistics, as against the dismal showing in
England, with one station and 100,000 receiving sets since 1936 (war years excluded).
There's not a single TV station in any dominion or possession of Great Britain — in fact only
one other in the world, and that the experimental outlet in France.
Could there be any more eloquent testimonial to the American plan of competitive enterprise, as against the British system?
Just as fundamental, and even more germane, was the comment last week of Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. At
the 21st anniversary of Ted Granik's American
Forum of the Air, which was telecast for the
first time, the new Senate radio leader cited
the program as one of the best examples of
democracy at work that we have. He added:
"In no other country and under no other
system can both sides of vital issues be debated so freely and so fearlessly as here."
So when the "nationalization" forces start
rumbling toward legislative conquest, it behooves them to take a long, hard look at radio
(and television) here and abroad.
LET'S - KEEP - the - record - straight Depart ment: President Truman now holds a lifemembership card, gold no less, in the American Federation of Musicians, James C.
Petrillo, president. President Petrillo also
gave President Truman a silver plaque proclaiming the latter's virtuosity as a champion
of peace as well as of the piano. AFM had a
fl.oat in the inaugural parade, with "James
C. Petrillo, president" emblazoned in studhorse type. James C. Petrillo, president, also
' eaded
music
for the
inaugul Could
this arrangements
be the same James
C. Petrillo,
'^z'derd, who hurled defiance at another
-rodent a scant few years ago; who told
.-.e military establishment it couldn't use its
r^vMcianz in recruiting campaigns, and who
ga/oe labor its blackest eye of the wa/r era?
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Hundred

Million

BEHIND that figure, representing radio's net
time sales for 1948, there's a big question
mark. It's another high water mark — this
$400 million in radio sales. It is 7.7% higher
than the preceding year. But is it high enough
to override the 30% increase in all-station
population, and the skyrocketed operating
costs which all but spilled over the dikes in
1948?
The high station birth-rate resulted, as expected, in more rigorous competition within
the broadcast medium itself. In no few cases
did it mean smaller revenues per station. But
those same forces of competition have taken
their toll, with nearly 200 construction permits
tui?ned back to the FCC — the major portion
in FM, caught as it was in some areas, between the spectacular onrush of TV and the
more intense competition among AM stations.
Intramural competition within the radio
media, however, is not the whole story. Newspapers report a 13% gain in ad lineage, or
double radio's rise. Newspapers set their
sights for the radio dollar and spent hundreds
of thousands in putting it over, with no holds
barred.
Radio's task is, first to keep revenues high in
1949, and at the same time to widen the gap
between expenses and intake. This is the year
to do it. But to do it means shirt-sleeve selling, backed up by formidable promotion.
Radio has sales success written on every
page of its history. Tell it and sell it.
And remember that prophetic little headline:
You Can't Turn Off
74,000,000 Radios

Chesapeake

Gag
THE basic rights of all mass media hang in
the balance this week as five stations face a
Baltimore judge on contempt charges.
The stations stand accused because they
broadcast news repoits about a defendant
while his case was pending in court. An
archaic common law principle which had its
antecedents in the days of Lord Calvert, and
long ago rejected by the Supreme Court, has
been invoked by Maryland judges who would
shackle radio with the same gag that has
silenced Baltimore newspapers.
Now the Criminal Court of Baltimore comes
up with the quaint contention that it can hail
before its bench a station outside the city
limits merely because the station's signals
cross the city lines.
Carrying that doctrine a little farther — 40
miles farther — the court might even cite for
contempt stations in Washington because they,
too, broadcast similar news stories about the
same defendant. The stories were based on
official statements by duly appointed police officials to whom the defendant confessed two
sex murders. And what about the Washington, Philadelphia and New York newspapers
that circulate in Baltimore? They, too, carried the stories as did many other publications.
It is unfortunate that the court's zeal to
protect the right of a prisoner to a fair trial
has led it into juridical fields far beyond its
depth, completely ignoring the progress of
jurisprudence and of society.
The public's right to be informed is a right
guaranteed by the Constitution, and the Supreme Court has recognized that right in discarding the old English contempt doctrine.
We wonder whether the Baltimore jurists
know that veils no longer are worn by Turkish
women or that stocks are not now used by the
Pilgrims.

NEIL HOSLER

McELROY

conline who
a stock
1925,collar
Harvard
BACK at cerned
the young inwhite
worker
went into the boss' office for a raise, only
to be told: "Young man, I'll keep you in mind.
I want you to know there'll always be a future
in our organization for a man of your caliber."
There is no evidence that Neil Hosier McElroy, who attended Harvard, ever bent an ear
to such ego-soothing words. In any event, his
is a success story which began in 1925 when
he received his Harvard degree (A.B.) and
joined Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati. He progressed through sales and advertising positions of increasing responsibility, in this country and abroad.
His career mapped out, Mr. McElroy never
left P & G. Today, at 44, he takes his place as
one of the nation's youngest industrial executives alongside Charles Luckman, of Lever
Bros. As P & G president Mr. McElroy heads a
company which enjoys annual sales of roughly
|700 million. He was elevated to this top-rung
position from vice president and general manager last October.
In this amiable, vigorous soap-and-suds
magnate, radio has a friendly advocate. His
two basic beliefs may be said to illustrate the
company's philosophy radiowise: Good programming and eifective commercials. Mr. McElroy feels P & G commercials have commanded the respect, attention and belief of the
listener.
Mr. McElroy once told a meeting of NBC
officials: "A goods hawker on a public square
may get a large group of listeners, but unless
his manner and what he says evoke belief in
his honesty, he will sell very few of his listeners. Radio programming must be honorable,
straightforward entertainment. Responsible
advertisers have realized this since the beginning of their use of the medium. Despite the
attacks on programming, my belief is that
radio programming in general, and certainly
network programming, has developed with a
great majority of listeners a belief that radio
is a market place where business firms of integrity and honor offer their wares. . . ."
The P & G president honestly feels that,
despite any criticism directed against radio,
its effectiveness as an advertising medium is
important far beyond what the advertiser, P
& G included, may spend to use it. He has been
concer/ied in recent years about this criticism
and the lack of organized industry effort, until
recently, "to initiate a long-range program to
build the public's belief and understanding in
the contribution of radio to the living of AmerCContinued on page i6)
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Respects
(Continued from page UU)

SPEEGLE NAMED
KNBC Program Manager

ican people."
Neil &McEIroy's
at
Procter
Gamble wasbeginning
modest. He
started as a junior clerk in the
company's advertising department,
and four years later (in 1929) became manager of its promotion department, a post he held for 11
years.
In 1940 Mr. McElroy was named
manager of P & G's advertising
and promotion. Elected a vice president in charge of those activities
in 1943, he was simultaneously
made a member of the firm's board
of directors. Prior to becoming
P & G president last year, Mr.
McElroy served for two years as
vice president and general manager, assisting Richard R. Deupree,
then P & G president. Last October
Mr. McElroy replaced Mr. Deupree, who became chairman of the
board.
Other Activities
Like many of his contemporaries
in the upper business strata, Mr.
McElroy manages to keep busy
with extra - curricular activities,
especially those dealing with civic
and cultural life. He is a member
and former president of Cincinnati's Citizens Planning Assn. and
of the city's Summer Opera Assn.
Other affiliations include membership on the board of directors, Cincinnati branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland; board of
directors, Cincinnati Chamber of
Commerce; board of trustees, Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts, and
board of trustees, Musical Festival
Assn. From 1943 to 1946 he was
a member of the board of the Cincinnati American Red Cross chapter. He is also one of the trustees
for Hillsdale School.
His club associations are numerous: Commonwealth, Commercial,
Queen City, University, Bankers',
Cincinnati Country and New York
City's Metropolitan Club.
Mr. McElroy married Mary Ca-

PAUL SPEEGLE, radio columnist
for the San Francisco Chronicle,
has been named program manager
of KNBC and NBC San Francisco.
The appointment was announced
jointly yesterday (Jan. 23) by
John W. Elwood, KNBC general
manager, and Larry Fanning,
managing editor of the Chronicle.
Mr. Speegle replaces Harry Bubeck, who will be transferred to
Hollywood as production manager
of the NBC Western Division. The
appointments
become effective
Feb. 1.

SCBA NAMES WHITMIRE
Hicks Is Vice Prasident
B. T. (BEVO) WHITMIRE, manager of WFBC Greenville, S. C,
Jan. 14 was named president of the
South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
Elections marked
the end of the
two-day SCBA
meeting in Columbia's Hotel
Wade Hampton
and Forest Lake
Country Club
[Broadcasting,
Jan. 17]. Retiring president is
Mr. Whitmire G . Ri c h a r d
Shafto, general
"'■lanager
of
WIS
Others elected Columbia.
were: James
',"k£, WCOS Columbia, as vice
.'■iident; Melvin Purvis, WOLS
.orence, secretary-treasurer (refclected) : John
Rivers, WCSC
Charleston and Mr. Shafto, to serve
as directors for tv/o-year terms.
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ana

aQntQnt

been
ODSON
ROBERT L. pointed
er ap-of
general has
manag
WBYS and WBYS-FM Canton,
111. He was formerly with the Intermountain Broadcasting Co., of New
Mexico, where he held a similar position.
C. B. HELLER has joined WIMA and
WIMA-FM Lima, Ohio, as assistant
_
, general
director managerof sales.
He was formerly
manager of WJPA
Washington, Pa.,
a'-d served with
OWI during World
War II.
MURRAY BROWN
has been appointed manager of
CFPL London,
and CFPLFM
Ont.
He
joined
CFPL
1945 as announcer,in
Mr. Heller and was appointed
commercial
manager that same year,
and assistant
station manager in 1946.
WILLIAM B. CASKEY, formerly assistant to the manager and supervisor of program operations, has
been appointed assistant manager of
WPEN Philadelphia.
DOUGLAS L. MANSHIP has been
elected president of Baton Rouge
Broadcasting Co., licensee of WJBO
and WBRL-FM Baton Rouge, La. He
was elected to succeed his brother,
CHARLES P. MANSHIP Jr., who became secretary-treasurer. J. ROY
DABADIE was re-elected vice president and general manager.
JOHN M. RIVERS, president of South
Carolina Broadcasting System and
manager of WSCS Charleston, S. C,
milla Fry in 1929, the year he received his first promotion. They
have three children — Nancy Sue,
Barbara Allen and Malcolm Neil.
The P & G executive shares the
warm enthusiasm of his fellow
Queen City inhabitants for sports,
a leaning he picked up during university days at Harvard, where he
was a letterman in basketball. A
6-ft. 3-inch, 200-pounder with an
ingratiating smile and a deep resonant voice, Mr. McElroy still plays
tennis regularly.
Quite naturally he places high
value on his Harvard associations.
In 1942 he was elected president of
the Cincinnati Harvard Club, and
in 1946 became regional vice president of Associated Harvard Club.
On Gammons' Staff
PATRICIA JANE ELLSWORTH,
daughter of Rep. Harris Ellsworth
(R-Ore.), has been appointed secretary to Earl Gammons, CBS
Washington vice president. She
assumed her duties Jan. 4. Miss
Ellsworth majored in radio and
advertising while attending the U.
of Oregon. Her father, a member
of the House Commerce Committee, is owner of KRNR Roseburg,
Ore.

has been appointed head of 1949 Red
Cross fund campaign which will take
place in March.
PETE WATTS, for past six months
general manager of
KAGH Pasadena,
and KAGHFM
Calif., has resigned
that post to join
KYJC Medford,
Ore., in similar capacity, effective
Feb. 1. Before becoming affiliated
with KAGH and
KAGH-FM, Mr.
Watts was general
Mr. Watts
manager of KYOB
San Diego.
GALVIN R. KEENE has been named
assistant to resident attorney, NED
MARR, by DONALD W. THORNBURGH, CBS vice president in charge
of Western Division. Mr. Keene has
been in private practice in Saginaw,
Mich., for past three years.
ED STOCK, formerly promotion manager, has been appointed assistant
manager
CHML
Hamilton, ofOnt.
Mr.
Stock has been connected with radio
since 1926.
VERL BRATTON,
formerly a general
manager of WREN
Topeka, Kan., is
the author of booklet ptitled
Micro- e
hone Techniqu
for the Speaker,
which isleasedto
be rethis month.
Mr. Stock
Booklet is designed
for individual use
or as an auxiliary classroom text.
Mr. Bratton has been associated with
radio for more than 20 years, and
resigned his post at WREN in order
to devote time to this booklet and
other personal ventures.
EDWARD LAMB, publisher of the
Erie fPa.) Dispatch, and president of
Dispatch Inc., licensee of WICU
(TV), soon to take air, addressed the
students of Gannon College on "How
Will Television Affect Education?",
and the aid which television will bring
to
tion.religious programming and educaWALTER HAASE, manager of WDRC
Hartford, Conn., has been appointed
chairman of city's Multiple Funds
Committee for 1949. Committee coordinates all fund-raising drives in
Hartford. Mr. Haase serves as committee's first chairman.

Mr. Speegle joined the Chronicle
staff as a dramatic critic in 1938.
Mr. Speegle joined the Air Corps
in 1942 and served over three years.
He began his radio column in 1946.
Throughout his newspaper work
Mr. Speegletertainerhas
as known
an enand is worked
a widely
master of ceremonies in the area.
NBC PROMOTES
Five in N. Y. Stations
PROMOTION of five executives
of NBC's three New York stations,
WNBC, WNBC-FM and WNBT
(TV), was announced last week.
Donald A. Norman, former sales
manager of the three stations,
was named assistant manager;
John C. Warren, former account
executive, became sales manager;
Harvey Gannon, former account
executive, was appointed service
and traffic manager, a newly created post; Murry Harris, former
publicity director, was promoted
to director of advertising and promotion, and Schuyler G. Chapin,
former field promotion supervisor,
became publicity director. Mr.
Harris replaced Charles Vail, who
resigned, as director of advertising and promotion a fortnight
Mr. Norman joined NBC in
ago.
1943. He has been account executive in the network's national
spot sales department, and manager of spot sales for the Western
Division.
The NBC AM, FM and TV statively.tion operations in New York were
recently integrated administraBBC Yearbook
THE British Broadcasting Corp.
Yearbook for 1949 has appeared,
filled with photos of 1948 programs
and personalities. The book (152
pages) contains 18 leading articles
and 16 personality sketches of best
known BBC speakers and artists.
Most chapters deal with production
and programming problems. A full
list of BBC officials, advisory council members, and BBC offices is
given, as well as a financial report
on BBC for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1948. In the reference
section at the back of the book is a
complete listing of all BBC services
and departments, with functions
and aims of each.

Pa. TV Taproom Bill
THE QUESTION of requiring
taproom operators to take out
amusement permits for the operation of TV sets in bars came up in
the Pennsylvania State Senate Jan.
17 when Sen. 0. J. Tallman (R.Lehigh) introduced a bill to exempt television as a form of amusement. Sen. A. H. Letzler (R.Clearfield), however, proposed
strengthening the present law by
removing an exemption for coinoperated amusement devices.
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WHERE

COMPETITION

BLAW-KNOX

TOWERS

IS KEENEST.

DOMINATE

THE

. .

AIRWAYS

That "still, small voice in the wilderness" hasn't a chance around
Pittsburgh. To be heard above the electronic babble it must
come out loud, strong and clear.
Receivers tuned to the stations shown here find clear, sharp
signals broadcast via Blaw-Knox Antenna Towers . . . Radio engineers know you can "hear the difference."
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
203B Farmers Bank BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

ANTENNA
Blaw-
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UHF TELEVISION

Valuable
TV
RURAL
than one site within the city zone
By BILL PENCE
which would afford coverage of at
Pence & Co. Advertising
Johnson City, Tenn.
least 200,000 people within 35
miles. Nearby are other high points
RURAL television as contrasted
which would permit transmitter
with metropolitan service presents
a scattered audience, but an audi- coverage of more than 1,500,000
ence more valuable to the ad- population within an estimated 90vertiser because televiewers are mile radius.
isolated from
This peculiar decentralization of
around - the -corpopulation holds true for many sections of the southeastern states.
ner movies, skatHowever, we both understand
ing rinks, bowling alleys, sports
that only where unusual mountain
arenas, etc.
heights permit extended range of
Rural viewers
television signals to include suffihave a more difcient set owners to justify a rural
ficult recreation- service would such television operation be feasible.
al and entertainAids Needed
than those in the
Wm. Pence
city who can call
Increased power and highly-effective antenna radiation would be a
a taxi to the front door and speed
requisite,
and allowance made for
d
surface
smooth
over
quickly
streets to their destination.
additional capital cost and operation of such facilities from possible
Therefore, I feel television will
remote transmitter location. Mounmake swift progress in rural markets, filling needs as it does.
WILLIAM PATES PENCE has nurRegion Underestimated
tured a keen interest in rural televiEvaluation of the southeastern
sion ever since he entered the advermarket for more than two and onetising field in Johnson City, Tenn.
half years for possible television
Professing regret at the absence of a
activity has led to my conclusion
the region is underestimated as far single rural television service, in view
as advertising and economic poten- of more than 45 stations presently on
tial is concerned.
the air, Mr. Pence has made penetrating studies of video in an attempt
I shudder at the thought that
the broadcast industry could freeze to explore local or regional opportunities in this direction. His articles,
the rural markets, holding them
solid for aural coverage, and pro- already published, include "Tarheel
pose that radio income from these Television," "You Can Bank on Teleexcluded areas finance television
vision," end a privately circulated
expansion in metropolitan markets.
study, "Television for the Southeastern States." His TV library is one of
Such inequality in video developthe largest in the Southeast.
ment would be unforgiveable.
Set selling, servicing, programming content and transmitting
standards for rural areas will require methods peculiar to such
scattered populations.
Although Johnson City, Tenn.,
for instance, has a city population
of less than 32,000, there is more
ALLIED AGAIN
Wins U. S. Contract
ALLIED Record Mfg. Co. has been
announced winner of the Federal
government recording contract bidding. This is the second consecutive year that the firm has been
awarded the contract.
Bureau of Federal Supply,
Treasury Dept., last Wednesday
reported that Allied had submitted
lowest acceptable bids of 12 firms
competing for the recording and
pressing contracts in the four recording centers of New York,
Washington, Chicago and Los Angdes [Closed Circuit, Jan. 17]. A
spokesman for the bureau stated
th'; competition was active with
r' ording divisions of CBS and
'!s'i<Cthirct
running
a very
and
in that
order.close second
Ailisd's price quotations were
said to he lov/er than last year.
Contract vrlli run for year beginning March 1,
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tain-top FM station owners will
confirm this !
However, there are favorable
market factors and potent advertising returns to be considered as
an off-set to such debit. Television
income will accumulate as quickly
in these rural markets as elsewhere.
Comparison of buying power between centers of the nation show
sharp differences between income
ratio and effective purchasing
strength. The southeastern ruralite, in many cases, lives on his own
soil, off his own soil, and in addition may have an industrial parttime job providing extra cash income. With home-grown food in
his pantry and his rent a negligible
item, I contend he has basic advantages over the city dweller worried
with apartment problems, high
rents, and costly groceries.
Therefore, it seems to me many
of our rural markets are just as
valuable as comparable populations
inside city limits.
Rural Sections Ignored
The metropolitan centers are
favored presently by having television service while rural sections
have been ignored apparently because of the supposition that
greater numbers of people make

Audience

Available

more desirable television markets.
Due to concentration of set manufacture, video experimentation, and
program production in the Eastern
centers, this pattern for past procedure had sufficient sensible foundation.
Take a look, however, at the
competitive position of the New
York City outlets even this early
in TV's commercialization. Right
now the NYC stations are beating
their brains out trying to capture
Hoopers in competition with downthe-street television stations. This
mature rivalry distorts the television investment situation, and
scares off capital really needed for
the medium.
It is now time to bring rural
television into quick focus, so that
program distribution via network
devices can begin to balance the investment being made at network
headquarters and other originating
centers, and programming benefits
can then be felt by all of us.

FM PERMITS
Two Non-Commercial Issued
CONSTRUCTION permits were
granted by FCC last week for new
noncommercial Class B FM station
at Northfield, Minn., and for new
noncommercial, educational lowpower FM outlet at New Albany,
Ind. CPs also were issued to
KHWO Brownwood, Tex. (Class
B), and WARL-FM Arlington, Va.
(Class A), in lieu of previously
held conditional grants.
The new Class B CP was
awarded St. Olaf College, licensee
of WCAL Northfield. Facilities are
Channel 239 (95.7 mc) with effective radiated power of 49 kw and
antenna height above average terrain of 340 ft. Estimated cost is

Philco Asks Experimental
APPLICATION for new experimental high band (UHF) television station was filed last week
with FCC by Philco Corp., owner
of commercial TV station WPTZ
Philadelphia.
Philco stated in its request that
it wished to study the general
problems of transmission, propagation and reception on the high
band and asked permission to operate in the band 580-600. Visual
and aural power of 3 kw is reFirm said it wished to use A5
quested.
emission on 589.25 mc with a modulating frequency of 5 mc and A4
emission on 593.75 mc with modulating frequency of 15 mc. TV
transmission would be AM and
aural transmission would be FM,
the application said.
Cameo
(Continued from page 37)
the available mass media. "Television," explained Bernard Rosenburg, vice president of Cameo Curtains, "has solved that problem
In Other Markets
completely."
In fact, the Philadelphia experiment has been so successful that
Cameo is expanding its television
advertising budget and is planning
to place programs in other major
cities. Working on a cooperative
basis with retail stores, the firm is
setting up programs beginning in
February to stimulate spring business.
Macy's in New York is already
working in cooperation with Cameo
Curtains and has advertised on the
Fitzgerald program several times
on WJZ-TV New York. Results,
the company reported, were comparable to those achieved in Philadelphia.
Programs are also planned by
the Sloan Agency for other stores
in Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, sibilities
Baltimore
and St. Louis.
Posfor programs
are being
investigated in Salt Lake City, St.
Paul, Richmond, New Haven,
Akron, Fort Worth, Syracuse and
other key cities as video stations
open up.
* * *

$42,025.
New Albany School System received low power educational facilities of Channel 201 (88.1 mc) with
10 w power. Estimated cost is
$2,513. FCC said this was first
such grant to public school system
although several already have been
made to colleges.
Revisions in its FM allocation
plan were announced by FCC. Commission replaced Channel 239 (95.7
mc) with 286 (105.1 mc) at Minneapolis, replaced 286 with 250 (97.9
mc) at Rochester, Minn., and replaced 251 (98.1 mc) with 239 at
Northfield.
CPs awarded in lieu of conditional grants cover following facilities: KHWO Brownwood, Class B
Channel 290 (105.9 mc), ERP 2.9
kw,' antenna 250 ft.; WARL-FM
Arlington, Va., Class A Channel
288 (105.5
tenna 310 ft.mc), ERP 600 w, anFollowing were granted CPs in
lieu of previous conditions:
WHNC-FM Henderson, N. C. — To
change power
fromto 8.6
antenna
from 510
300 kw
ft. to 9.5 kw; Shot of newly wed couple admiring new Cameo Shir-Back curtains
WLOW-FM Norfolk, Va.— To change
frequency from Channel 287 (105.3 mc)
provided basis for spot announcement.
to Channel 255 (98.9 mc).'
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Public

Begins
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with

Belief

Judgment

We want people to be well informed about the coal
industry— to have an accurate idea about its problems, its policies and achievements, and how they
affect each person in the nation.

of

Program

.

.

.

the

People

And this faith in the people's response to clear, open
statement determines plainly how we should and do
go about it:
We tell our story by advertising it— in important
places. We use full pages in key magazines— and in
striking pictures and easy-to-understand words we
take the people to our mines.

And to help people understand how the coal industry
views its responsibilities, our efforts are openly and
authoritatively sponsored. We do not engage in
anonymous activity— for we have faith and belief in
the critical judgment of the people.
We want people to realize the importance and significance ofa free, productive and progressive coal industry—both tothe nation and to themselves.

We offer our story as one of great interest— to newspaper and magazine editors. By preparing feature
articles for these media, or by assisting their people
to come and see for themselves, we make known the

We also want them to know about the technological

increasingly newsworthy facts about coal.

progress in coal production, preparation and utilization. We want them to know what the coal industry is
doing to give them more heat and more energy per
pound of coal— in their homes and their factories.
But most of all we want them to know about the
modern coal mine and the modern coal miner. How

We "tell" our story in person— through a comprehensive speakers bureau, able to call on the industry's
complete array of managerial and technical talent for
appearances before all types of civic luncheon groups
and clubs.
We supply answers— to any question about coal, its
production, use, and personnel, through our research
and statistical department, which annually publishes
a complete factual data book on coal.

much safer, easier and less demanding on a man's
strength the work of mining has become. What kind
of man the miner is. And how he and his family live.
Much has been written and said about the coal industry and its problems that is true; and much, too,
that is untrue— or only half true. But because we trust
the critical judgment of the people, we know the importance of telling our story vividly, factually, in
complete detail.

We cater to the curiosity of youth— by advertising
regularly to teachers the aids and literature by which
we hope to keep coal a lively, fascinating topic in the
minds of alert young Americans.

BITUMINOUS
COAL
INSTITUTE
A Department of NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
Southern Building, Washington 5, D. C.
BITUMINOUS
OADCASTING
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DENY

WRTB

PLEA

Hearing Ordered to Start
PETITION of Raytheon Mfg. Co.
for reconsideration and grant
without hearing of its application
for additional time to construct
television station WRTB Waltham,
Mass., was denied last week by
FCC and hearing was ordered to
commence Feb. 2 before Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchinson.
At the same time the Commission denied petitions of New England Theatres Inc., Boston television applicant, which asked that
the Raytheon request for extension
of construction deadline be consolidated in the Boston television hearing. (Comr. Robert F. Jones dissented from the Commission majority and voted to consolidate the
request with the new applications
proceeding.)
The hearing on the time extension request of Raytheon was ordered by the Commission about a
year ago.
There are pending two applications for consent to purchase
WRTB. The initial application,
that of CBS, was filed in November
of last year and a competitive bid,
filed under AVCO procedure, has
been made by Meredith Engineering Co., subsidiary of Meredith
Pub. Co., Denver [Broadcasting,
Jan. 17].
An Excerpt
from a
letter to
Cleveland's
Chief
Station

BASIC
ABC HiPffork
REPRESENTED
Page 50
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FCC
WINX

to Okay

Sale

AM, FM

'Post'
FORMAL applications were filed last week To
for Banks,
FCC consent
to sale by
the Washington Post of WINX Washington to William A. Banks, owner
of WHAT-AM-FM Philadelphia, and for sale of WINX-FM to WTOP
Inc., new owner of WTOP Washington [Closed Circuit, Jan. 17].
Price for WINX, acquired by the maining
*
55% for $425,000 plus
Post in 1944 for $500,000, was
given as $130,000 in the applica- from Ralph R., Mott Q. and Dorotion. Price for WINX-FM to
thy M. Brunton. WINX is assigned 250 w on 1340 kc and has
WTOP Inc., owned 55% by the Post
and 45% by CBS, was given as two 250 w boosters in Washington
$160,000. This includes real estate area.
WINX-AM-FM are licensed to
at the Arlington, Va., transmitter
site.
WINX Broadcasting Co., owned by
Filed concurrently with the Eugene Meyer & Co., a partnership
transfer applications was a peti- of Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer.
The family owns the Post.
tion for waiver of the Commission's
The WINX transfer application
AVCO rule requiring a 60-day
stated that Mr. Banks will receive
waiting period so that competitive
bids could be filed to match the a loan of $100,000 at 41/2% from
offers of the proposed purchasers.
the Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co.
In alternative, the petition re- and that he has cash on hand in exquested that the Post be allowed to
cess of $30,000. Mr. Banks reported that his net worth as of
take over operation of WTOP and
that CBS be allowed to take over Dec. 31, 1948, was $147,935.14, including book value stock interest in
operation of KQW San Francisco
as sole owner.
WHAT of $73,978.57.
Mr. Banks stated that his
The transactions were approved
by the Commission last October on WHAT program operation is dicondition that the Post dispose of
rected "particularly to significant
WINX [Broadcasting, Oct. 25, minority groups residing in its
1948]. The Post paid $855,470 cash service are" and that "assignee will
for the 55% holding in WTOP, 50 explore the desirability, from a
kw outlet on 1500 kc. CBS, already public service standpoint, of de45% owner of KQW, bought resigning aspecialized program service" for WINX. The largest minority group in the Capital is
Negro.
Mr. Banks said there is no intention of replacing present personnel
with new people at WINX and only
such changes will be made "as may
be necessary to effectuate certain
economies he
in operation."
Mr. WINX
Banks
estimated
could operate
at a monthly cost of $14,000 and
he expected a monthly revenue of

950 ICC
CLEVELAND
5000 Waffs
NATIONALLr BY HEADLEY'REED COMPANY
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Asked

fected the morale of personnel and
has caused a general deterioration
of As
operating
conditions."
for waiver
of AVCO in the
WINX-FM transfer, the petition
pointed out that the control of the
FM outlet still would be retained
within the Meyer family. Philip
L. Graham, son-in-law of Mr.
Meyer and publisher and 70%
owner of the Post, votes also the
CBS interest in WTOP Inc. under
trust agreement.
If the WINX-FM switch were
approved, WTOP would give up its
conditional grant for new Class B
FM station.

STATION SALES
KVAI KMAE KIWW File
SALE of KVAI Amarilo, Tex.,
for about $88,000 by Lonnie J. and
V. M. Preston and Alice Howenstine to R. G. Hughes is reported
in application tendered for filing
last week for FCC approval. Applications also have been filed for
consent to sale of interests in
KMAE McKinney, Tex., and
KIWW San Antonio.
In the KVAI sale, Mr. Hughes,
owner of 270.625 shares (41.63%),
becomes nearly sole owner (98%
plus) through purchase of holdings
of three of his associates: L. J.
Preston and Alice Howenstine,
167.75 shares each, and V. M. Preston, 30.875 shares. The sellers indicated they wish to devote their
attention to KASA Elk City and
KWOE Clinton, Okla., in which
they are part owners. Mr. Hughes
is owner of KHUZ Borger, Tex.
Consideration in the KVAI deal
is $30,000 cash plus assumption of
obligations not to exceed $58,000.
Clyde K. Bowman retains 13 shares
in KVAI. Station is assigned 1 kw
on 940 kc.
In the KMAE transaction, consent is sought to acquisition of control of McKinney Air Enterprises,
licensee, by George W. Smith Jr.
Now 25% owner and general manager, Mr. Smith proposes to buy
the 25% interest of Clay E. Thompfor $5,770
and the 25%
interestsonof Noll
E. Thompson
for $7,370.
KMAE is assigned 500 w daytime
on 1600 kc.
The KIWW transaction involves
sale by Joe Olivares, 55% owner,
of 15% interest for $4,000 to
Manuel Leal, station general manager and presently 25% owner.
L. R. Richards would retain 20%
holding. KIWW is assigned 250
w fulltime on 1240 kc.

$19,000. Reports Assets
WINX Broadcasting Co. reported
that as of Nov. 30, 1948, it had
total assets of $366,368, including
current assets of $60,939 and total
broadcast investments of $293,426.
Current liabilities and accruals on
this date were reported as $29,024.
Notes and accounts payable to affiliated companies (broadcast) were
totaled as $791,398. Capital stock
issued was given as $31,739 and
"unappropriated earned surplus
(deficit)" of $485,851 was reported.
In the petition for waiver of
AVCO for WINX it was pointed
out that the sale was publicly
known to be required by FCC as
early as four months before the October approval to the WTOP sale.
The petition pointed out that at
that early date and since the
IN HONOR of opening of East-Midwest coaxial cable, the St. Louis Post
WTOP action, public accounts
Dispatch, licensee of KSD-TV, pubhave been carried in local newspalished afull section of television news
pers and in the trade press.
and information.
"Because of the extensive publicity given during this protracted
period of time that Station WINX
was available for sale, it is believed
STAMFORD, CONN,
that the basic purposes of the
AVCO procedure already have been
"The Gateway
New England"
served," the petition said. It conA B fctoAHiliot*
tinued, "The prolonged transitional
Reprewntative: J. P. McKINNEY & SON
period already has adversely af- |
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MICROGROOVE long-playing recordings are here to
stay. This means that every broadcast station and
recording studio must have quality equipment, especially for
microgroove reproduction.
The new Presto type 153 reproducers include two separate
Pickering diamond stylus heads for microgroove or regular
recording, an exceptionally fine. arm, and a 4-position compensating network.
Durability of equipment, fine performance, and economical
first cost make these Presto reproducers ideal for microgroove and also for lateral standard recordings.
Write today for full specifications on the Presto 153M for
microgroove recordings and 153 R for regular recordings. \bur
nearest Presto distributor can show you the equipment.

i

FOR HIGHEST FIDELITY.. . IT'S PRESTO DISCS
Microgroove, even more then regular recording,
demands a perfect disc. The answer i& Presto. For,
sixteen years ago. Presto made the first lacquer-coated
discs ... and today Presto discs are first in quality.

RECORDING CORPORATION
Paramus, New Jersey
V

Mail ing Address: P. O. Box 500, Hackensack, N. J.
in Canada: WALTER P. DOWNS, LTD., Dominion Sq. Bidg., Montreal
WORLD'S

BROADCASTING

LARGEST

MANUFACTURER
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GRANTS
Ownership Details Given
FOLLOWING is ownership of new
standard stations authorized by
FCC fortnight ago and details of
which have not been reported
[Broadcasting, Jan. 17]. All were
granted Jan. 14.
Prestonburg,
Ky. Co.,
— Kentucky
tain Broadcasting
960 kc, Moun1 kw,
daytime; estimated cost $17,500. Grantee
is solely owned by D. C. Stephens,
general manager and owner of Big
Sandy Dental Labs., that city.
New Braunfels,
Tex. —1 Comal
Broadcasting Co., 1420 kc,
kw, daytime;
estimated cost $28,873, Partnership:
Charles
W. Scruggs,
New Braunfels
Herald, owner-publisher
40%; Claude W.
Scruggs, advertising manager of the
Herald, 20%;
Franklin
commercial manager
KBWDT. Wilson,
Brownwood,
Tex., neer20%;
A. W.20%.Stewart, chief engiof KBWD,
Coldwater, Mich, — Twin Valley
Broadcasters Inc., 1590 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost $26,750. Principals:
James Wilson, partner Southwest
Texaco Service, president 10%; E.
Earl Munn Sr., professor at Hillsdale
College, vice president 20%; Elmer
Cain, partner Charlotte Broadcasting
Co., AM applicant at Charlotte, Mich.,
director 8.3%; Thomas E. Hosek, bookkeeper in building division of Pearson
Construction Co., Benton Harbor, secretary 2.5%; Dr. E. D. Gibbons,
physician, director 5.8%; George A.
Hosek, associated in business with Mr.
Wilson, director 5%; A. J. Mellborn,
superintendent of Pearson Construction Co., director 10%; Lawrence W.
Wilson, athletic director of North
Adams, Mich., director 9.2%; E. Harold
Munn, head of science department of
North Adams High School, 20%; Wilson
T. Aiken, treasurer Homer Furnace
and Foundry Co., 2.5%.

OWNER
CHANGES
FCC Grants 4 Transactions
SALE of WELM Elmira, N. Y.,
by James Robert Meachem for
$110,000 to Corning Leader Inc.
was approved last week by FCC.
Ownership transactions involving
KEVT Kerrville, Tex., KITO San
Bernardino, Calif., and WNLK
Norwalk, Conn., also were approved.
WELM, assigned 250 w fulltime
on 1400 kc, has been licensed to
Mr. Meachem as individual owner.
Corning Leader Inc. is publisher of
the daily Leader in Corning, N. Y.,
and is owned by William A. and
Edwin S. Underbill.
The KEVT transaction involved
assignment of license from Leonard
B. Brown, sole owner, for $70,143
to Walter T. McKay and Arthur
Stehling, doing business as Kerr
County Broadcasting Co. Each
holds 50% interest. Mr. McKay is
chief entomologist for the Texas
Dept. of Agriculture and is sole
owner of McKay Appliances, electric goods store. Mr. Stehling is a
local attorney. KEVT is assigned
250 w on 1230 kc fulltime.
KITO Case
The KITO case involved acquisition of control by Carl D. and Carl
E. Haymond, father and son, from
Herbert L. Pettey and William E.
Dolph for $45,000. The Raymonds
together become owners of 58.4%
interest. The elder Haymond, who
previously held part interest, is licensee of KIT Yakima and KMO
Tacoma, Wash. KIT is assigned
1 kw on 1290 kc.
The WNLK transaction covers
issues of new stock in May and
September 1948 in which holdings
of original stockholders were reduced and newcomers acquired part
interests. Dr. Benjamin Ginzburg,
formerly 50% owner, now is 33%
owner. Other original stockholders
are Mary Lipsett, Col. N. Petchers
and Samuel Gaines. Each now
holds 13%. Newcomers and holdings include: Marshall Gans, 1%;
Milton Weisenfeld, 4%; Charles
Hilton, 7%; Ernest Katzman, 7%,
and J. Charles Laue, 3%. WNLK
is assigned 250 w day on 1350 kc.

SCBA

Plans

PLANS for expanded activities of
the Southern California Broadcasters Assn. in
1949 have been
asked of the
board of directors
by William Beaton, president and
general manager
of KWKW Pasadena. Mr. Beaton
announced that
Jennings Pierce,
NBC western staMr. Pierce
tion relations
director, has been
named a director to fill the unexpired term of Lee Wynn, manager of KGER Long Beach, resigned. Arlette Bartley, has been
appointed
acting
secretary of
SCBA, replacing Ethel Bell Mack,
also resigned.

BMI

Another BMI "Pin Up" HitPublished by Campbell-Colonial

YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE
On Records: Johnny Eager — Grand 25010;
Ames Brothers — Coral 60015; Varsity
Varsity 120; Jackie Brown QuarOrk. —tet—MGM
10336.
ions: Waltz Festival Ork. —
On Trans
Thesaurus
NBC cript
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► American Fo7-um of the Air celebrated its 21st anniversary on Jan.
18. The birthday program originated from Washington, and Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), who was
on moderator
Granik's
forum
broadcast,Ted
21 years
ago, first
was
guest speaker. WOIC (TV) Washington televised the event, which
was heard on MBS at 10 p.m.
Subject
of the forum
was "Should
the
Un-American
Activities
Com-

FIRST anniversary celebration of
WMID Atlantic City was marked by
a cake-cutting ceremony on the
boardwalk in front of Convention
Hall. Congratulations were exchanged between David H. Freedman (r), representing the station
owners, and General
Kohn. Manager E. E.

mittee Be F.
Abolished?"
► George
Chatterton, Harry M.
Tax, George F. Finley and Sadie
Lazarus all observed 30 years of
service with Federal Adv., New
York, at a luncheon Jan. 10 in
their honor. Gold watches and engraved scrolls honoring the occasion were presented to each by
Gordon E. Hyde, agency's president.
► Marguerite McEvoy is celebrating her 20th anniversary with
WTAG and WTAG-FM Worcester,
Mass., commercial department.
► William S. Pirie Jr., national
sales director of WPBR Baltimore,
celebrated his 20th anniversary in
radio sales work on Jan. 7. Mr.
Pirie has been with WFBR for 17
of those 20 years.

WCf L (/PS PAy
Announcers to Get $103.10
WCFL, Chicago Federation of
Labor station, has completed
negotiations with the American
Federation of Radio Artists to increase wages of staff announcers
from $91.85 to $103.10 weekly.
AFRA reopened contract talks
with both WCFL and WJJD recently
when kw.
their power was increased to 50

RWG

CONTRACT

First Draff Expected Soon

FIRST DRAFT of a contract for
freelance scripters between Radio
Writers Guild and agencies, package producers and sponsors will be
completed within ten days, according to Austin M. Fisher, management representative.
Minimum base pay for announcMr. Fisher made the statement
ers, retroactive to Nov. 1, will be
increased again May 1 to $114.35. after his return from the West
"Comparable" pay hikes have been Coast, where two series of meetprovided also for actors, singers
ings were held to formulate conand freelance announcers, AFRA
tract language. Both sides orally
agreed to the main substance of a
reports.
contract in December and the inTwo of three arbitrations were
dustry side undertook the responresolved recently through the Chisibility of making the first draft
cago local of AFRA, the first cases
presented to it since 1943. In the [Broadcasting, Dec. 20].
In Hollywood, attorneys and repfirst, Joe Wilson of ABC, who reresentatives ofthe various indussigned to do sports work at WBKB
try segments concerned with the
(TV) Chicago, was awarded two contract
met with Mr. Fisher while
weeks accumulated vacation pay,
the full amount of the claim. The simultaneously joint sessions of
second case, between Ed Prentiss management and the RWG were
and Feature Productions, was
held on provisions relating to movsettled by mutual agreement with
ing picture rights of radio scripts.
Both series of meetings were said
payment of $600 to Mr. Prentiss
as settlement of a sum due him to be completed satisfactorily.
because of an unexpired agreement.
Next step will be the submission
of the first draft to representatives
The American Arbitration Assn. of the Guild and management.
is still considering the final case, Main provisions relate to retention
that of AFRA and Rush Hughes
of script rights by the writers and
to fee minimums.
against Olian Advertising Agency.
BROADCASTING
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Does BROADCASTING reach and impress buyers of
time? I. F. I., agency for KDAL, surveyed 300 national
agencies. When the returns were tallied, one out of
four identified "Otto Mattick," the KDAL imp— and
decorated him with a recognition rating of 25.4%.
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A LAE-WORTH
"MI
KE

HYS

TER

Ih

l"

ftse of tk

SIflveriKg Corpse

The woman lay crumpled in the
snow in an alleyway between tall
buildings. Although it was bitter cold,
she wore no coat, and the only objects near her lifeless body were one
of her shoes, the laces still neatly
tied, and her hat, which looked as
fresh and new as though she had
bought it only moments before.
The young Irish policeman, who
had discovered the body, scratched
his head .'Td say it's a case of hitand-run driving," he said to Homicide Lieutenant Evans, "only there's
no tire tracks. Maybe some hoodlum
black-jacked her and took off with
her coat and purse. What do you
think?"
Lieutenant Evans said, "No, this
is suicide. Three clues prove that
beyond a doubt."
"And what may they be?" asked
the cop.
(Solution below)
"Mike Mystery" is a feature of a 1 S-minute
transcribed music and mystery show available 5times weekly for national, regional
or local sponsorship on 600 Lang-Worth
affiliated stations. For full information,
contact your station or its representative.

LIIG-WIIRTH
feature programs, inc.
113 W57TH ST. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
THE SOLUTION
Kg paqsnjsun >m 'sjouiisijlinj Kind jsij 1411M apjsf
11MopuiM
Act PUKt uiojj
'^UC3USuidujnf
11 p|0) ']t03
J^U 9A0UJ9J
'^OOJ JO
Aq apisins
)iujuJ03||IM01 sdppsp
oi|M ulUiOM t 'AiqeiicAui |souj|c |«MI punej UMq
'spjOMi 9gi 0| 9uipjo»v |3edui> sq) Aq )oo| 3qi uiojj
uioi uMq
p»q 'p9i|
3u) |0 >uo>g|'lui|d
y(q witsp
ui 3se3put sg)p»e|u»jO||i|ssi stoqs
sy siuipimq
iw, u:oi| q!!9p jsq o| psdMi peg ucujom pMp »m
\
J"Mlke
are protetled
Icopyrighl.Mysteries"
Anyone maKinj
use of thisby
feature
In
any
manner
without
permission
of
Lani-Worth
Feature Programs, Inc., Is liable to prosecution.
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Bing to CBS
(Continued from page 21)
will be live or via tape recording
also was believed subject to further
negotiations. Last year CBS for
the first time deviated from its former "no transcription" rule for
network originations, and its current policy would permit a transcribed series in whole or in part.
Sources close to Mr. Crosby said
the show may be telecast simultaneously with the broadcast, indicating it will be live, but conceded
that this isn't necessarily final.
Crosby Enterprises does not hold
the star's racing stables, frozen
foods business, breatholator development or other ventures, as commonly believed. These are separately incorporated.
H. Pierson Mapes, vice president
of Hutchins Adv., agency for
Philco, was knovm to be conferring
with Mr. Crosby over future radio
and television plans In San Francisco last week.
CBS headquarters in New York
were unadvised as to the probable
day and time of Mr. Crosby's radio
program, but informed sources
guessed the network would install
him in a Wednesday evening period.
He is currently heard on ABC
Wednesdays 10-10:30 p.m.
It was understood that the network had tentatively booked the
Crosby show for 9:30-10 p.m.
Wednesdays, a time which is now
occupied by Harvest of the Stars,
sponsored by International Harvester through McCann-Erickson.
Harvest of the Stars, reversing
recent trends, moves to NBC April
3 in a Sunday afternoon spot
[Closed Circuit Jan. 17]. NBC
hoped to place the program in the
5:30-6 p.m. time, now occupied by
RCA's Robert Merrill, which the
network was trying to persuade to
move up half an hour to 5 p.m.
Despite the acquisition of Mr.
Crosby, all was not peaches and
cream at CBS last week. In addition to the decampment of Harvest of the Stars, the network lost
The Pause That Refreshes, sponsored by Coca-Cola, which drops
P. l.-lcide
(Continued from page 26)
yourself out of slack time." The
station keeps 50 cents out of each
$1 order.
Syd Simons, 540 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, make-up artist,
offers to forward information
about a P. I. plan covering its
face creams.
Strang & Prosser Adv. Agency,
Smith Tower, Seattle, has a client
that offers 25 cents per inquiry for
"an unusually attractive gimmick."
The mail follow-up material has
been submitted to both the Post
Office and the Federal Trade Commission, according to Joseph Maguire, agency president.
Wesco Dental Products, Box
8625, Hollywood, invites inquiries
on a "legitimate" P. I. deal for a
product "backed up by a longrange newspaper and magazine
campaign," according to William
Reed, sales manager.

the time and the program Feb. 11.
Coca-Cola was said to be dropping
the show to conserve money for
future television expansion.
Mr. Crosby is the third important property to abandon a rival
network for CBS. Jack Benny and
Amos 'n' Andy were enticed from
NBC by Columbia late in 1948.
In his present assignment, Mr.
Crosby iscards.
one ofHisABC's
biggest
drawing
Hooperating
for Jan. 5 was 16, an appreciable
lead over opposition.
If Mr. Crosby can do for CBS'
Wednesday evening position what
Mr. Benny
'n' AndySunday
have
done
for and
theAmos
network
nights, he will be a valuable addition. Special Hooper survey of
the Sunday, Jan. 16, CBS-NBC
competition showed CBS holding
an impressive lead. The programs
and their ratings were:
Comparative Ratings
6:30-7 p.m.— CBS, Spike Jones for
Coca-Cola, 10.9 rating; NBC, Ozzie and
Harriet for International Silver Co.,
8.6.
7- 7:30 p.m.— CBS, Jack Benny for
American
Co., season);
18.9 (his highest rating Tobacco
so far this
NBC,
Horace Heidt for Philip Morris & Co.,
9.7.
7:30-8 Bros.,
p.m.— 19.8;
CBS, NBC,
Amos Phil
'n' Andy
for
Lever
HarrisAlice Faye
for Rexall
Drug Co.,
16.1.
8- 8:30dealers,
p.m.— 11.1;
NBC, CBS,
Fred Sam
AllenSpade
for
Ford
for Wildroot Co., 10.7.
8:30-9 p.m. — CBS, Li/e With Luigi,
sustainer, 8.8; NBC Theatre, sustainer,
7.2.
Mr. Allen, who trailed his CBS
opposition the week before, nosed
out the Spade show Jan, 16. He
was the only NBC Sunday evening
performer to outrun his opposition.
Meanwhile, noting that its
Horace Heidt program had failed
to improve its rating in what NBC
calls "No. 1 spot," Philip Morris
& Co. reportedly was considering
returning Mr. Heidt to his former
time, 10:30-11 p.m. Sunday, from
which he was moved Jan. 2 to buck
the formidable opposition of Jack
Benny, The decision of Mr. Heidt's
sponsor was expected soon.
As a move to add even more
power to its Sunday evening schedule, CBS announced a time change
for Lum 'n' Abner, sponsored by
Frigidaire, from its present 1010:30 p.m. Sunday spot to the
8:30-9 p.m. Sunday time. The sustainer. Life With Luigi, will switch
times with Lum 'n' Abner.

MEMO

TO

comin 9
Jan. 31: ASCAP Field Force convention, New York.
Jan. 31-Feb.
4: American Institute of
Electrical Engineers annual winter
general meeting, Hotel Statler, New
York.
Feb. 3: ABC Mountain and Pacific
Area District Affiliates meeting, St.
Francis Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 5: Radio Correspondents Assn.
annual
ington. dinner, Hotel Statler, WashFeb. 8: tions
Hearing before FTC on MoWashington.of American Tobacco Co.,
Feb. 14-16: NAB Board of Directors
meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New OrFeb. 21:ards'FCC
Hearing on
G. A. Bldg.,
Richnews policies.
Federal
Los Angeles.
Feb. 24-25: Western Radio Conference,
Marine Memorial Club, San Francisco.
March 3-5: Annual Radio Conference
on Station Problems, U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Marchcil7-9:
TelevisionChicago.
CounnationalChicago
TV conference,
March 7-10: IRE national convention.
HoteltralCommodore
and Grand CenPalace, New York.
March 10-12:
Assn.
of
Women BroadChicago. casters Convention, Drake Hotel,
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City College of New York Radio-Television
and Business
conference, Hotel Roosevelt. New York.
March
31
-April
2: National Conference
on UNESCO, Cleveland.
April
7-15:
NAB
Convention Week,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
May 5-8: Institute for Education by
Radio, Ohio State U., Columbus,
Ohio.29-June 1: Advertising FederaMay
tion of America
vention, Houston, 45th
Tex. Annual ConAMA

Panel on TV

AN ALL-STAR panel will attempt
to answer questions on television
at tomorrow's luncheon meeting of
the American Marketing Assn. at
the Hotel Commodore, New York.
Paul Raibourn, vice president,
Paramount Pictures ; Joseph
Moran, vice president. Young &
Rubicam; C. E. Hooper, president,
C. E. Hooper Inc.; H. M. Beville
Jr., NBC director of research; Leo
Hendel, director of radio research,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; H. E. Sindlinger, president, Sindlinger & Co.;
Allen Whitlock, advertising manager, Jello Div., General Foods
Corp.; Fred Coe, NBC video producer-director, and Ted Cott, vice
president, WNEW New York, comprise the panel. Jay Josten, portrayer of Mr. District Attorney,
will act as moderator and quizmaster.

ETHEL WEIDER,

Biow Company:

WCKY's WALTZ TIME program, Saturday, afternoon
1 to 2, leads all stations with an average rating of
6.8*. Reach a family audience Saturday afternoon
on WCKY!
(*Pulse Nov.-Dec. 1948)

50,000 OFUJflTTS
SELimG

POWER

on THE flIR CUERVUIHERE

WCKY
C.HC.HHAT.

24 HOURS
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Coy Defends
(Continued from page 23)
Yet, he pointed out, the Committee
itself permitted three admitted
atheists to testify during the hearing, presumably in the belief that
fairness required it to do so.
"But despite [the committeemen's] own conduct motivated by
that sense of fairness, they were
unable to perceive that the Commission has said no more than
that the same principle of fairness must be equally applicable to
the radio if the preservation of
radio as a means of free expression is to be achieved," he said.
Cites Scott Case
The FCC chief characterized the
Scott case as "the acid test of our
conviction that free speech over
the radio should be fully maintained." It was a test which the
Commission passed and the Select
Committee failed, he asserted.
He recognized that broadcasters
cannot allot time to all who ask
for it. But they may not exercise
discretion on the sole basis of their
own beliefs, he said, adding :
The fact that all persons may not
have an opportunity to speak over the
radio whenever they desire to do so
does not of itself mean that they are
deprived of freedom of speech. Nor
does the fact that a licensee is not free
to
operateon his
for hisbeliefs
own
interest
the station
basis ofsolely
his own
and prejudices mean that he is deprived
of freedom of speech.
But the maintenance of radio as a
. medium of freedom of speech does
preclude any absolute policy by a
licensee or anyone else barring a subject within the scope of the guaranty
of the freedom of speech on the ground
that it is an unpopular subject.
While the licensee must look to the
interests and desires of the community
he serves,ticularhesubjects
cannot
bar views
on parbecause
the subjects
are unpopular or the particular views
are unpopular. For certainly the prevailing
of the
communityviews
cannotan4be desires
made the
measure
of freedom of speech without destroying that freedom in the very situations
where it has most signiiicance.
Traces History
He traced the history of the
Communications Act, notable court
. cases and Commission decisions in
'-support of his claim that FCC is
■insuring freedom of speech, not
restricting it.
". . . The Commission has consistently held that the licensee is
under a duty to make affirmative
efforts to serve the needs and
interests of his community," Chairman Coy said, citing the "WHKC
Decision" which held that a broadcaster must make reasonable provision for discussion of public
controversial issues.

questions over a medium held in
public trust for the American
people under the law," he said.
He charged that the Select Committee's report "failed to give any
discussion to the basic consideration of the maintenance of free
speech over the radio."
States Pledge
He pledged that he would "take
every opportunity and make every
effort to curtail the freedom of
radio station licensees to be unfair
or to use their licenses solely for
their own private benefit rather
than for the public interest.
"The curtailment of that freedom presents no dangers to the
preservation of the freedom of expression which the Constitution
protects and to the availability of
radio as a medium for that freedom
of expression, for which the Communications Act provides," he declared.

BROADCASTING

JOHN C. TURNER, 50, NBC
singer and pianist, died suddenly
Wednesday morning in his Denver
home after a brain hemorrhage.
He had been a staff member at
KOA since 1944. Bom in Hannibal, Mo., Mr. Turner began his
radio career in 1922. He joined
NBC in 1933. Survivors include
his wife, Marie Anna, two sons,
Robert, 25, and Jackie, 19, and a
daughter, Donna Marie, 17.

Coy in Boston
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy is
scheduled to be in Boston Tuesday where he will address a joint
luncheon session of the Boston
Radio Executives Club and Boston
Advertising Club.

Delayed Reception
SOUND may travel fast, but
sometimes the time between
transmission and reception
may be a matter of days —
and may involve miles of
watery expanse. Such was
the experience of Richard
Rendell, ABC-WMAL Washturnedington
to thenewsman,
U. S.who
from re-a
European junket Jan. 5. Mr.
Rendell left the States Dec. 3
to accompany the Navy as an
accredited ABC correspondent. In Athens he shortwaved a question-and-answer
broadcast to ABC in New
York. On Jan. 9 Mr. Rendell
was
the Capital's
Pressin Club
when heNational
heard
himself on ABC's Foreign
Reporter. The network had
recorded his voice that day.

m

PENELOPE

SIMMONS

Time Buyer, FEDERAL ADVERTISING

AGENCY,

Mrs. Simmons buys ti
such iamous accou
American Safety Razor, Coffee
Advertising Council, Durk.ee
Famous Foods, Dixon Ticonderogo Pencils, Lever Bros.,
John F. Trommer, etc. The
William G. Rambeau rep today
presented Mrs. Simmons yvith a
Patroon membership scroll and
the deed to a tract of land
in the heart of the Patroon
country.
*PA7ROON — Ar/sfocra//c Landholder of fhe Hudson Valley
Only WPTR boasts all these great regional
favorites: Miller & Pope, The Sportsmen;
Marty Ross, bobby soxer's idol; Howard
(Uncle Pete) Maschmeier, whose stories
are carried in school classrooms; Frank

"If we say that radio broadcast
j licensees may refuse the use of
^ their facilities for the expression
of a point of view because they do
not share that point of view, we
are, by that token, denying the
right of the American people to
be informed on all sides of public

WINZ

John C. Turner

D'Armond, sophistication at the Steinway;
Beth Lee, with recipes
as tempting as her
Kentucky drawl; and
many more.

10,000 Watts
PATROON
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Denied FCC WEFM
Authorization
ZENITH'S
ZENITH RADIO Corp. last week
was denied authorization by FCC
for continued operation of its lowband FM outlet, WEFM Chicago.
Firm sought the same "privilege"
accorded FM's inventor, Prof. Edwin H. Armstrong, and his experimental low band outlet, W2XMN
Alpine, N. J.
Despite the FCC order terminating all low band FM broadcasting
effective Dec. 31, 1948, Prof. Armstrong is continuing operation of
W2XMN under a stay order issued
by the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia. The court
order was issued upon Prof. Armstrong's appeal that both he and
FM would be done "irreparable injury" by the Commission ruling
[Broadcasting, Jan. 10].
Explaining it has not authorized
W2XMN or any other station to
operate in contravention of its
ruling, the Commission indicated
the court order suspends the FCC
decision for W2XMN pending settlement of litigation. The FCC letter to Zenith stated :
We have your telegram of Jan. 7,
1949, stating that you understand that
an order of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
has been
the Case of Broadcast
Development issued
FrequencyinModulation
Station W2XMN, Alpine, N. J., perthe station's
continued
operation onmitting
44.1
mc pending
determination of Major Armstrong's appeal from
the
order of Dec.
31,
1948, Commission's
stopping FM broadcasting
on the
band 44 mc to 50 mc. You request that
the same privilege be extended to
frequency modulation Station WEFM,
licensed to Zenith Radio Corp., and
that it be authorized to continue operation on 45.1 mc for the period that
"W2XMN eration,isthe operation
permitted toto take
continue
opaccordance with the terms
of place
the lastin
license issued to WEFM, which runs
to March 1, 1951, except as terminated
byPlease
the Commission,
order."
be advised (sic)
that recent
the Commission has not authorized Station W2XMN, Alpine, N. J., or any other
licensee, to operate in contravention
of its Decision and Order issued May
5, 1948, and reaffirmed in its Memorandum Opinion of Sept. 16, 1948,
terminating
on the
band 44 mc FM
to 50broadcasting
mc after December
31, 1948. This Decision and Order
governs operation on that band exit may
suspendedof by
tionceptofaslaw
or bybe direction
the operaCourt
in actually pending litigation. The
Stay Order Issued by the Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
was issued in connection with the
pending appeal filed by Major Armstrong.

FIRST 15 PROGRAM HOOPERATINGS
Based on Jan. 15, 1949, Report

— 1.2
— 5.4
No. of
YEAR AGO
Sponsor
&
Agency
Program
Pos.
Hooper Hooper 4- -i-1.1
tions
or
-1-0.5
—0.3
7
23.2
waiTer wincneii
Andrew Jergens Co. (Orr)
26.5
3
American
Tobacco
(BBDO)
259
29.7
-1-0.8
2
26.7
Lever
Bros.
(JWT)
149
—4.0
27.6
167
Radio Benny*
Theatre
Jack
25.1
Sta1
4
Fibber Mcuee at Moiiy 1 53 S. C. Johnson Co. (NL&B)
27.2
14
26.3
22.7
My Friend Irma
Pepsodent
Div.— Lever Bros.
10
21.9
(FC&B)
160 Lever Bros. (Y&R)
1
27.9
Bob Hope
+6.5 13
20.0
22.5
151 Bristol-Myers Co. (Y&R)
19j
19.6
Duffy's
Tavern
19.3
Bristol-Myers
Co.
(DC&S)
Mr. District Attorney
20.2
8
23!l
1 60 Lever Bros. (R&R)
Amos 'n' Andy
18.6
149
173
J
16
Godfrey's
Talent
150 Lipton Div.— Lever Bros. (Y&R) 18.8
Scouts
—0.4 24
18.3
164 B. & W. Tobacco (Seeds)
15.8
50
People Are Funny
—2.2
Stop the Music
17.7
Averagesored ofPeriodsSpon+0.2
Smith Bros. (SSC&B)
(8:45-9:00, 21.4)
Eversharp (Biow)
(8:30-8:45, 19.9)
+0.2
Speidel
Co.
(C&P)
(8:15-8:30, 16.7)
P. Lorillord (L&M)
(8:00-8:15, 12.8)
16.1
R.
J.
Reynolds
Tob.
(Esty.)
160
Bob Hawk Show
18.2
16.1
149 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
16.5
Mystery
Theatre
Phiico Corp. (Hutchins)
Bing
Crosby
16.0
12.2
238
77
* Includes second broadcast
TOP

TEN DAYT[ME HOOPERATINGS
Based on Jan. 15, 1949, Report

+3.9

YEAR AGO
No. of
Hooper Hooper
tions Sponsor & Agency
Program
9.1
7.7
80 Procter & Gamble (D-F-S)
Ma Perkins (CBS)
General Foods Sales
When a Girl Marries
6.6
7.3
(B&B
and
Y&R)
Sta89
Foods Sales
Portia Faces Life
77 General
6.4
7.8
(B&B and FC&B)
8.2
7.6
7.4
Our Gal, Sunday
Whitehall
Pharmacol
(D-F-S)
146 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
7.4
Young Widder Brown 146
7.2
7.4
Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
6.0
58
Backstage
Wife
84
7.2
6.7
Lorenzo Jones
(D-F-S)(Compton)
85 Sterling
7.1
5.7
Procter &Drug
Gamble
146
Guiding Light
Whitehall
Pharmacol(B&B)(D-F-S)
Just
Plain Bill
6.9
Rosemary
Procter & Gamble
7.0
6.0
Arthur Godfrey
7.1
166
Gold Seal Co. (Campbell-Mithun) 7.0
10:30-11:00
62 National
Biscuit Co. (McCann-Erickson)
Liggett-Myers
Tob. (Newell-Emmett)
1 1 :00-1 1 :30
Averagesored Periods
of Spon- 165
(10:45-11:00, 7.6)
(11:00-11:30, 7.4)
(10:30-10:45, 5.6)
7.0
Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
Stella Dallas
146
7.2
One
DELETIONS

AM,

Dropped

Seven FM
by Own

17
—0.2 Pos.
2
6
11
++ 1.4
or — 13164
5
9
21
+0.9
+ 1.2
17
++0.2
1.0
—0.2
8
+ 1.4
+0.5
+ 1.1
+ 1.0
+0.1
7

Stations

Requests

SEVEN FM outlets and one AM station were granted cancellation of
their authorizations last week by FCC. All were requested by the applicants.
FM deletions for 1949 to date now total 12 construction permits and
one conditional grant.
The AM *
For all of 1948 there were 130
deletion, for WFAR Quincy, 111.,
owned by Illmo Broadcasting Corp., FM deletions (licenses, CPs and
CGs). In 1947 there were 31. In
was effective Dec. 31, 1948. There
1948 there were 53 AM stations
have been no other AM cancellacancelled (4 licenses, 49 CPs).
tions to date this year.
WFAR deletion was made as a
result of FCC approval to Illmo
Broadcasting's purchase of onethird interest in WGEM Quincy
from Quincy Broadcasting Co.
FARMERS
[Broadcasting, Dec. 13, 1948].

Prefer WIBW because we've served
their interests for 24 years. WIBW is
the farm station for Kansas and adjoining states.

TheVoice/z/KanBas
WIBW
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WKAL-FM Rome, N. Y., owned
by Copper City Broadcasting Corp.,
was dropped after "extensive surveys in area" which showed "little
or no public interest in FM service," FCC reported. Commission
said WKAL indicated it is "convinced it should devote entire interest to television station." WKAL
has not yet applied for TV.
WREC-FM Memphis, Tenn.,
owned by Hoyt B. Wooten under
the firm name of WREC Broadcasting Service, was dropped for
the present time. CP for the station expired Dec. 12. In a letter
to the FCC, Mr. Wooten explained

he had just returned to his office
after illness and an extended tour
of Europe. He asked for extension
of completion date or deletion without prejudice since plans to combine FM and TV operations are defreeze. layed as a result o f the video
KRNA Okmulgee, Okla., owned
by Donald W. Reynolds, was
granted deletion. According to
FCC. Mr. Reynolds "decided not to
construct at this time."
Likewise WIRE-FM Indianapolis
was cancelled as "applicant has
decided not to construct at this
time." WIRE is owned by Indianapolis Broadcasting Inc.
KVRO Brownville, Tex., owned
by Brownville Herald Pub. Co.,
and KVMR McAllen, Tex., owned
by Valley Evening Monitor Inc.,
were dropped "after careful consideration of numerous factors involved in an FM broadcast operation," FCC said. Withdrawal requests were signed by Leo E.
Owens, president of both firms.
WNYS Nashville, Tenn., owned
by Nashville Radio Corp., was
withdrawn as the firm "does not
desire to engage in an FM operation at this time," Commission
said.
Meanwhile, FCC also has
granted deletion of WCYB-FM
Bristol, Va. Action was inadvertently omitted from the report in
Broadcasting, Jan. 17, page 63.
Commission said "applicant is convinced that attempt to operate an
FM station in the community upon
the basis of the same standards
under which its present AM operation is conducted would be impossible." Appalachian Broadcastowner,allbelieves
"it re-is
wisesting Corp.,
to devote
time and
sources to AM."
ABC HOLLYWOOD
Promotes Nelson, Hullinger
NORMAN NELSON, assistant
sales promotion manager of ABC
Hollywood, Feb. 1 becomes director
of broadcast promotion, according to Jack O'Mara, Western Division promotion manager.
Ned Hullinger, now trade news
editor in the Hollywood publicity
operation, will become assistant
sales promotion manager on Feb.
1. Mr. Nelson's duties will be concerned with use of radio to promote radio in the KECA and ABC
Pacific areas.

WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex., has
shifted to new six-day weekly schedTuesday.
ule, off air on Wednesday instead of

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
The oldest and
aa .\merlca
one of
the
Radioreoognized
Schools InRadio
offersleadine
Its specially
and
Television
tenhniclanstrained
to the Broadcast
Industry.
(Our
graduates
hav*
1st
Clas*
Telephone License.)
We solicit your Inquiiy.
Address: Plaoement Uanacer
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 West 4th St., New York 14, N. V.
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1260

KC

Grants to WERC and Civic;
WLEU Denial Proposed

■

MOVING to end the long-standing 1260 kc rivalry between the two
stations, FCC proposed last week to put WERC Erie, Pa., on that
Every
Taste
. . .
regional channel with 5 kw day and 1 kw night (directionalized), and I For
to deny WLEU Erie's application for the same facilities.
At the same time the Commistion for 1260 kc at Cleveland.
sion proposed to grant Civic BroadThe
proposed decision to favor I For
Every
Occasion
casters Inc.'s application for a new
WERC over WLEU was based on
Cleveland station on 1260 kc with
a comparison of the degrees of
5 kw fulltime (directionalized).
integration of ownership and staThe proposed decision also found
tion management as reflected by I
"serious doubts" whether WLEU's
# We like to feel . . . and have reason to
the
two
operations. The Commisstockholders or directors have parsion
said
WLEU
apparently
is
ticipated in station affairs to the
believe . . . that WHHM caters to one of the
"actually operated, and to a great I
degree "required in the station's
extent its policies determined and
broadest audiences in its area.
license."
But FCC said it would not be caried out, by a general manager
[V. Hamilton Weir] who owns no
proper in this proceeding to pass
stock
in the corporate licensee." I
upon "whether willfulness or imFCC continued:
# Young or old, rich or poor— there's someproper motives prompted the filing
recognizes that,
thing that WHHM has that brings them back
of statements containing false in- forThethe Commission
most part, corporations may
function only through their agents;
formation regarding the attention
but in dealing with the corporate li- I to listening, that gives impetus to WHHM-adto the affairs of the station which
censees of radio broadcast facilities,
has been given by the president
it is expected that definite polices
vertising that makes those cash registers sing
will be laid down by the board of
[Leo J. Omelian Sr.] and/or [the]
directors for the guidance of their
board of directors, or whether, in agents who are engaged directly in
a song of sales.
the management and operation of the
a' legal sense, there has been a radio stations involved; that all of I
the members of the board of direlinquishment of the reponsirectors will be informed continuously
bilities placed upon its stockholdof changes in conditions which might
% Alert audience. Healthy Hoopers & Reers in the license granted for the warrant revision in these policies; and
that the real responsibility for the I
management and operation of the
sults—who could ask for anything morel Plus
operation of the WLEU facilities."
stations will not be placed upon a
single individual, particularly one who
the fact that WHHM
Separate Proceeding
of record has no proprietary interest
A separate proceeding would be in the corporate licensee.
In proposing to make final the I
necessary to consider such questions, FCC said.
show-cause order relating to a
move of WERC to 1260 kc, FCC
The case dates back several
DELIVERS
years, hearings having started in said it would do so on condition
I
that WERC use the daytime direcJanuary 1946. WLEU had applied
tional pattern suggested by Civic
for 1260 kc with 5 kw day and 1
Broadcasters and the nighttime
MORE
LISTENERS
kw night in lieu of its present
pattern proposed by WLEU.
1450 kc with 250 w. This raised
Civic Broadcasters is headed and I
questions of possible interference
PER DOLLAR
controlled by Frederick C. Wolf,
with WERC, on 1230 kc with 250 w.
owner of a transcription and reSubsequently FCC granted
cording business in Cleveland, who
I
WLEU's petition for an order di- has 60% interest. Other stockholdrecting WERC to show cause why
IN MEMPHIS
ers: William H. Hlavin, electrical
WERC shouldn't operate on
engineer,
18%;
Walberg
L.
Brown,
WLEU's 1450 assignment. Then
it added another issue, on peti- music director for the Cleveland
I
Division of NBC, and Edward J.
tion of WERC, to determine
Sklenicka,
attorney,
5%
each;
Emil
whether WERC should operate on
1260 kc. Thus it became a fight J. Jelinek, operator of a clothing
store, 10%, and John R. Bennett,
for 1260 kc, with 1450 kc to go
I
Air Forces veteran, 2%.
to the loser. Meanwhile, Civic
WHHM
Broadcasters had come into the
competition through its applicaNAME SEN. HOEY
Independent — but not Aloof
To Head Probe Committee
Memphis^
Tennessee
THE SENATE Subcommittee on
Investigations, which last summer
looked into "Voice of America"
broadcasts, last Wednesday was ofPatt McDonald, manager
FORJOE & CO., representatives
National Advertisers
ficially placed under new management in the reshuffled 81st ConWhen Shopping for BIG RETURNS in
gress.
the Maritimes, your best "MARKET
Members of the Committee on
* Drink Up to Canada Dry for This One
BASKET" is CHNS ... Ask
Expenditures in Executive DepartJOS. WEED & CO.
ments, parent group, named Sen.
350 Madison Ave., New York
Clyde R. Hoey (D-N.C.) chairman
of the subcommittee, replacing
They also know about our new
Member
Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.).
5000-WATT TRANSMITTER
The two holdover members are
Association of
Sens. Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.)
NOVA SCOTIA
HALIFAX
Independent
and James 0. Eastland (D-Miss.).
New members are Sens. Karl E.
Metropolitan Stations
C H N
Mundt (R-S.D.), Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.), Margaret Chase
NOVA SCOTIA
HALIFAX
Smith (R-Me.), and Russell B.
BROADCASTING
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TABLE I

ocal
To

One

Million

People

CBS

Means

WDM

DURHAM
North Carolina
WATTS

5,000
KC

PAUL H. RAYMER,
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Radio's Net
(Continued from page 21)
business is that 1949 will be a more
competitive year than its predecessor [Broadcasting, Dec. 27, 1948,
Year-End ecutives
Roundup'l.
But for
few any
exanticipate or plan
net decline in radio revenues.
Television
The Business Index estimates TV
sales to be about $7.5 million for
1948. There are now 680 advertisers in the television market — 37
being network advertisers. There
are no official figures for 1947 — but
last year, it was estimated that
television business totalled about a
half million dollars. The gain this
year has been exceptional for an
industry that is yet so young.
There are few persons who
would venture to estimate the 1949
television time sale revenues. Certainly TV advertising has caught
the imagination of the advertiser —
though he may have been skeptical
in the past.
Station Breakdowns
(See Table II)
Regional stations captured almost half of the total time sales
revenue in 1948. The remainder of
the time sale revenue was split
about 25% each for locals and clear
channel stations.
This is about the same breakdown as 1947 — with regionals gaining 2.6% in their share of total
revenue — principally at the expense of the clear channel stations,
which dropped about 2.4% in share
of total broadcast revenues.
Regional stations received 48.2%
of the total revenue from spot
sales; clear channels 40.5%. In
this case too, the increasing number of regional outlets gained a
percentage from the clear channel
stations. In 1947 the split was
about 44% of spot business to each
class of station.
Half the income from local
sales was received by regional stations, while the local stations took
37% — the remainder going to the
clear channel stations.
About 85% of the network busiHigh-Paid Page
VISITORS to the studios of
WOW Omaha can expect a
royal reception and expert
"guided tour" service, but
they are hfereby warned not
to underestimate the importance of their
"guides."whoA
rancher and
his family
recently toured WOW studios
were highly pleased with the
service rendered and offered
the "page" a tip to "go get
yourself some good cigars."
The "page" declined, explaining that he was being paid
by the station for his services. Red faces probably
would have resulted if the
rancher had learned he
offered a 50c tip to Johnny
Gillin, president and general
manager of WOW.

RADIO NET TIME SALES 1&47-1948
Class of Business
National Network
Regional & Miscellaneous Networks*
National & Regional Non-Network

1947
$127,713,942^
7,012,689
91,581,241

%
Total
34.1%
1.9%
24.5%

1948
Estimated
$133,545,000
6,600,000
99,431,000

%
Total
33.2%
1.6%
24.7%

TOTAL
$374,086,686 100.0% $402,826,000 100.0%
* Includes miscellaneous networks and stations.
* *14 *
7,77
TABLE n 8,814 39.5%
163,250,00
0 40.5%
PERCENT OF SPOT, LOCAL, NETWORK AND TOTAL REVENUES
BY CLASS OF STATION— 1947 AND 1948 (EST)
National Spot Local
Network Total
Class of Station
1947
1948
1947
1948
1947
1948
1947 1948_
Clear Channel
44.2% 40.5%
15.5% 12.7%
36.6% 38.2%
28.1% 25.7%
Regional
44.4
48.2
46.6
50.1
48.1
46.7
46.3 25.4
48.9
Local
11.4
11.3
37.9
37.2
15.3
15.1
25.6
All columns total 100%
ness went to the clear channel and
regional stations — 38% and 47%
respectively, and remaining 15%
of the $133,545,000 total went to
local stations.
Advertisers by Product
The big four network advertising groups — Drugs and Toilet
Goods, Food and Food Beverages,
Laundry Soaps and Household
Supplies, and Tobacco — accounted
for about 75% of all network advertising in 1948. Their relative
positions were unchanged, as all
four led the network advertising
field in 1947.
The following table shows the
top advertising group, with estimated dollar budget for 1948, and
the per cent of total network advertising represented by that figure:
TOP SIX NETWORK
ADVERTISERS

papers was about 3.3% below last
year's increase. Magazine advertising in 100 national magazines
and 11 farm papers increased about
4%, according to recent estimates.
The 15th Annual Business Index
appears
in the
19^9 Yearbook
ber with
additional
tablesNumand

$ Total Network
Product Group
(Millions)
Total
Drugs
and
Toilet
Goods
$57.0 28.6%
Foods and Food
% Of
Beverages
Laundry
Soaps and 52.1 26.1
Household SuppUes 19.7 9.9
Cigars,
Cigarettes
& Tobacco
Household
Furniture 19.3 9.7
& Furnishings
8.4 4.2
Confections
& Soft
Drinks
7.2 3.6
These figures are Business Index
estimates, from Publishers Information Bureau reports.
Comparison with Other Media
Radio's overall 7.7% gain compares with an estimated 13.0% increase in newspaper advertising,
according to Media Records reports. The 1948 increase for news-

Sen. Johnson's remarks were
given on the occasion of the 21st
anniversary ofbroadcast
Theodoreof Granik's
coast-to-coast
the program from Washington, D. C.
"The American Forum," the
solon said,
"provides
stimulation to the
people aofunique
the nation,
bringing as it does the opinions and
views of men in Government to
every corner of the land. It is one
of the best examples of democracy

graphs showing the course of
radio's revenues since 1945.

Praised by Sen. Johnson
MBS TORUM'
MILLIONS of Americans become
better citizens through listening to
Mutual's American Forum of the
Air, Sen. Edwin C. Johnson CDColo.), chairman of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce
committee, told program listeners
last Tuesday.

at President
work that weTruman,
have . . ."too, had
praised the program, Sen. Johnson
said, and had expressed the view
that "the radio industry can be
proud of this pioneer in the field
of public service programs."
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POWER

FAILURE

Radio Helps Avert It
In Northwest

ZCMI
(Continued from page 27)

half ago. Mr. Circuit, interviewed
by Broadcasting at the NRDGA
convention in New York, wrote and
produced shows at KSL before
joining ZCMI, taught radio and advertising at Northwestern U., and
at one time had his own ad agency
in Chicago, where 60% of his business was in placing radio time.
He believes that too much emphasis cannot be put on the importance of radio, and throws most
of his energy and enthusiasm, of
which he has much, behind that
belief.

STATIONS in the Pacific Northwest played a major role this month in ident and general manager, Harold
H. Bennett. His particular pet,
helping to avert collapse of electric power facilities in the area, a spokesman for the utilities told Broadcasting last week.
however, is the symphony because
While all available media were used to tell the public the urgency of the of the store's policy to give strong
situation, it was the swift action of
support to cultural activity in the
ing dropped to six spots, then four, community.
radio on two successive weekends
and finally two. By Friday, Jan.
that turned the tide.
Mr. Bennett attributes to the
As early as last October, it be- 14, however, it became apparent
store's radio promotion the fact
came evident that the supply of that the problem was no longer one
of peak-period consumption alone. that, although Salt Lake City deelectric power might be reduced
The companies were getting
partment store business in 1948
during the winter. Companies
through only by using storage was behind that of 1947, Fedsharing in the Northwest Power
water, which was dropping dangerPool — which covers Oregon, Washeral Reserve figures showed that
ously low.
ington, Idaho, Montana and British
ZCMI was way ahead.
KFI Los Angeles has received radio
Accordingly, a round-the-clock
Columbia — started meeting as the
Circuit Responsible
power conservation program was
Northwest Utilities Conference
committee of Los Angeles Tenth Disdeveloped, to reduce consumption
trict California Congress of Parents
Committee, a regional organization
Responsible for the round of tie15%, in addition to the earlier emof major public and private power
in parties and letters that have
and Teachers award for "radio station broadcasting greatest number of
phasis on the 4:30-6:30 trouble
companies.
evolved from The Story Princess
spot. Again, Puget Sound Power
As the threatened shortage apprograms is Geoffrey Circuit, ZCMI
programs
by theJump
Congress."
In additionapproved
KFI weekly
Jump
proached, the group launched a and the other companies started to
of Holiday House was selected by
plan in November to educate the rely almost exclusively on radio. sales promotion manager, who
Pour spots a day were placed on stepped into the already going rapublic on the need for conservation
group as "outstanding radio program
each station over the next weekend.
dio campaign about a year and a series of interest to young children."
of power, especially during the
peak hours, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Each
member company developed its own
promotion and education effort, but
radio was used from the start by
most of the participants.
Collapse Threatened
Then, the severe weather and
freeze on Sunday, Jan. 9, cut the
available power markedly, and
threatened total collapse the following day.
Executives of the Puget Sound
Power and Light Co. and its advertising agency, Strang and Prosser,
went svdftly to work producing
copy and buying all available time
that Sunday for spots. Except for
one small newspaper ad and a news
story in Monday's paper, the spots
on 15 stations were the only channel used for indicating the seriousness of the problem.
On Monday morning engineers
'and advertising men alike watched
the power consumption with concern, because the preceding Monday's peak (4:30-6:30) consumption had been the highest in the
history of the Northwest, and the
company had barely squeezed
through without a breakdown. With
less power available in the interYou,
too, will hear
good
news
vening week, a duplication of such
heavy power use would force a
.
.
.
when
WTAR
does
your
selling
job
breakdown.
Load Declines
in the Norfolk Metropolitan Market
But by evening, the concentrated
Look at both sides of your advertising dollar . . .
barrage of radio advertising and
news had its effect. The load
WTAR gives you 3.5 times as many weekday morning listeners as its nearest
dropped to 10,000 less kilowatts
competitor ... 3.2 times as many weekday afternoon listeners, 3.4 times
than the preceding week, or just
as many, evenings ... 2.3 times as many Sunday afternoon and Saturday
enough to give a safe margin. "For
daytime . . .
this, radio was largely responsible,"
a spokesman for the company said
That's
what the Hooper Station Listening Index, October-November '48
i last week.
says for Norfolk — Portsmouth — Newport News, Va.
I Average use of time by the Puget
Check that kind of listenership and the cost per listener, against any
Sound Power and Light Co. was
audience delivery of any other station on your list.
ten spots a day on each of 15 stations. As the crisis eased later in
You'll see why WTAR gets along so well with thrifty folks.
the week,' the volume of advertisLet us telf you more about it.
4,000,000 PEOPLE
K WK

W

NBC Affiliate

5,000 Watts Day and Night

Nationally Represented by Edward Retry & Co.

Pasadena - Los Angeles
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Df PT. STORE

SALES

Up in Early 7949
FRE-CHRISTMAS talk about falling department store sales has
tapered off since Federal Reserve
Board figures have come in for the
first two weeks in January. The
sales index for Jan. 8, 1949 is 274
as compared with a Jan. 10, 1948
figure of 251 (1935-39 = 100).
Post - Christmas bargain sales
have been at prices not seen since
OPA, and the result has been a
good clearing of inventory in many
large cities. Boston showed an
18% increase over a similar week
in 1948, while the average for the
51 reporting cities is a 9% increase.
One of the few major markets
showing a loss was New York City,
with a 2% drop from the year before. Elsewhere, the picture looked
healthy. Christmas buying, helped
by the five-day sales week this year,
was upsales.
32% over 1947's Christmas
week
The month including Christmas
and ending Jan. 8 was 10% above
the corresponding month last year.
No report is issued on smaller retail outlets, which may not have
turned in such a good record for
the holiday business.
CKLW Windsor-Detroit is now completing erection of its four masts for
antenna system for new 50 kw transmitter. CKLW plans to have new
RCA equipment on air in June.

How

VIDEO

SALESMANSHIP
Need Cited by Crosley V.P. at Chicago Meet

TELEVISION needs vigorous
salesmanship ~like that which
brought aural radio through the
depression, Marshall N. Terry,
vice president of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., told the Chicago
Television Council Wednesday.
"In spite of its glamor, TV was
born at an unfortunate time — dura fat period
—
and ingnow
we are
scrambling to
keep on that pla"Will teau,"wehe said.
carry
over into television the luxuries of days
gonereally
by, orgowill
we
to
work like we did
Mr. Terry
when we sold ourselves out of the
depression?" he asked.
Mr. Terry, who directs Crosley's
television activities, recalled that
as a newspaper advertising salesman he met resistance because his
paper
"demonstrate"
product.couldn't
As a broadcast
salesman,a
he often was turned down because
his station couldn't "show" a
product, he related.
"Now, television can do both —

to be ftRSTXn

Md's

No.

I Oil

the

Market!

k

Pic

IN THE

It's true! Within Houston's trade
area thousands of producing oil
and gas wells supply fourteen of
the nation'sThegreatest
petroleum
refineries!
city itself
houses
more oil companies and allied
petroleum industries than any
other community in the world!
Yes! And KPRC is FIRST in
this fabulously wealthy market.
FIRST in Hooper! FIRST in
BMB! Market!
FIRST in the South's
FIRST
Blanket this tremendous oil
market FIRST and deliver the
big shipping ports of Beaumont,
Port Arthur, Texas City and Galveston besides. Pick KPRC now!
Write Petry or call us for availabilities.

but what are we doing about it?"
he inquired.
Most of Mr. Terry's remarks
were in the form of thought-provoking questions. He frankly admitted "Crosley doesn't know the
answers, either." Some samples
cited by Mr. Terry are:
"Is our ambassadorship of television enough at this point?"
"Have we given sufficient study
to the problems of department
"Just what constitutes good TV
stores?"
programming
? " rates reflect the
"Should our
greater impact of television?"
"How are we to test results?"
He predicted that TV stations
may find it necessary to establish
sales service departments to assist
advertisers who have no agencies,
as well as agencies themselves.

HOUSE

GROUPS

Dealing With

Radio Okayed

THE HOUSE of Representatives
last Monday approved majority and
minority appointments to three
committees which examine legislative measures affecting radio.
Rep. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio),
becomes chairman of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee [Broadcasting, Dec. 20,
1948], which writes radio legislation.
At the helm of this committee's
Senate counterpart is Sen. Edvidn
C. Johnson (D-Col.), whose appointment the Senate previously
confirmed.
The addition of one more DemoMultiple Ownership
(Continued from page 30)
today than in 1940, for example,
when the number of stations was
far less.
Mr. McKenna asked and received
permission to submit a supplemental brief on the question of FCC
authority. He was appearing for
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb., KALL
Salt Lake City, Trans-American
Television Corp., an applicant for
TV at Evansville, Ind., and WISH
Indianapolis.
For NBC, Mr. Margraf urged
the Commission to "leave the way
open for consideration of each case
as Heit issaidpresented."
NBC felt there should be
no fixed limits "and that broadcasters should have an opportunity
to show in any given case that ownership of an additional station
would not be contrary to the public
interest." In no event, he said,
should different limits be set for
the three services.
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crat to the House Commerce Committee raises the ratio to 17 Democrats as compared to 11 GOP
members.
New Democratic members of the
committee are Reps. Arthur J. Klein
(N. Y.), Thomas B. Stanley (Va.), John
BhanSullivan
(Mo.), William
K. Grana(Pa.),
Andrew
J. Biemiller
(Wis.),
John
A. McGuire
(Conn.),
George
H.
Wilson
(Okla.),
Neil
J.
Linhan
and Thomas R. Underwood (Ky.). (111.)
Holdover gressman
majority
are Con-L.
Crosser andmembers
Reps. Alfred
Bui winkle (N. C), Lindley Beckworth
(Tex.), J. Percy Priest (Tenn.), Oren
Harris (Ark.), George G. Sadowski
(Mich.), J.Dwight
(Fla.) and
Eugene
Keogh L.
(N. Rogers
Y.).
All GOP
to the They
committee are appointments
previous members.
are, in the order of their seniority,
Reps. Charles A. Wolverton (N. J.),
Carl Hinshaw (Calif.), Leonard W.
Hall
Joseph (Pa.),
P. O'Hara
(Minn.),
Wilson(N. D.Y.),Gillette
Robert
Hale
(Me.), Harris Ellsworth (Ore.), James
I. Dolliver (Iowa), John W. Heselton
(Mass.),
Hugh D. (Mich.).
Scott, Jr. (Pa.) and
John
B. Bennett
Labor legislation is referred to
the -House Education and Labor
Committee. The FCC's budget is
examined by the House Committee
on Expenditures in Executive Departments.
Composition of these committees
during the 81st Congress will be
as follows :
Education and Labor, Democratic
members: Reps. John Lesinski (Mich.),
chairman; Graham A. Barden (N. C),
Augustine B. Kelley (Pa.), Adam C.
Powell, Jr. (N. Y.), John S. Wood
(Ga.), H.JohnLucas
F. Kennedy
(Mass.), Wingate
(Tex.), Cleveland
M.
Bailey (W. Va.), Leonard Irving (Mo.),
Carl ellD.(N. J.),
Perkins
Charles
Hugo(Ky.),
S. Sims,
Jr., R.(S.HowC),
Andrew Jacobs (Ind.), Thomas H.
Burke (Ohio), Tom Steed (Okla.) and
Roy W. Wier (Minn.). Republican
members: Reps. Samuel K. McConnell
Jr. (Pa.), Ralph W. Gwinn (N. Y.),
Walter E. Brehm (Ohio), Carroll D.
Kearns (Pa.), Thurston Ballard Morton
(Ky.), Harold H. Velde (111.), Wint
Smith (Kan.), Richard M. Nixon
(Calif.) and Thomas H. Werdel (Calif.).
Expenditures in Executive DepartDemocratic(111.),
members:
Rep. Chet
William L.ments,
Dawson
chairman;
Holifield (Calif.), Henderson Lanham
(Ga.), Porter Hardy, Jr. (Va.), Frank
M. Karsten (Mo.), John W. McCormack
(Mass.), Herbert C. Bonner (N. C),
George G. Sadowski (Mich.), Walter B.
Huber (Ohio), John A. Blatnik (Minn.).
Harold D. Donohue (Mass.), Earl T.
Wagner (Ohio), Robert L. Coffey Jr.
(Pa.), William P. Bolton (Md.), M. G.
Burnside (W. Va.), Richard Boiling
(Mo.), Anthony F. Tauriello (N. Y.).
Republican members: Reps. Clare E.
Hoffman (Mich.), Robert F. Rich (Pa.),
R. Walter Riehlman (N. Y.), Ralph
Harvey (Ind.), Charles A. Halleck
(Ind.),liam L.Harold
Pfeiffer O.(N.Lovre
Y.). (S. D.), Wil-

ONE

OF

A

KIND
Time buyers learn early that some
stations sell merchandise, while
others do not. WAIR is a selling
station . . . made so by popular
programming.
ume ... at a WAIR
profit, sells "in volWAIR
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representatives: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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NEWS RESEARCH
NARND Probes Wire Reports
CONTINUING study of press association radio reports will be conducted by a committee set up last
week by the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors.
Co-chairmen of the committee
are Sheldon Peterson, KLZ Denver, and Richard Oberlin, WHAS
Louisville. Also named by NARND
President Sig Mickelson, WCCO
Minneapolis, were Ben Holmes,
KOMA Oklahoma City; Ed Wallace, WTAM Cleveland; Wayne
Kearl, KSL Salt Lake City.
One of the committee's first

Mr. Peterson

Mr. Oberlin

projects will be an analysis of a
sample report for a week as provided by major wire services now
serving radio. The NARND board
last November authorized the committee, acting on the theory that
station criticism of press association reports should be supported by
facts.
'Important Project'
Mr. Mickelson told the new committee, "This is a project which is
of the greatest importance to the
entire radio news industry. We
have been hearing a lot of comment
on the work of the press associations— a lot of unfavorable criticism. But no one has ever been
able, or at least no one has ever
pointed out specifically to the press
associations their weaknesses and
methods for increasing their effectiveness."
President Mickelson suggested
"a rather thorough analysis" for
one week of press association material. "Such a preliminary survey should provide some interesting conclusions and some interesting suggestions for further study,"
he said.

MUTUAL'S
MOST POWERFUL
VOICE IN GEORGIA
AND Htm

WATTS

HAPPY OUASteS

GENERAL MANAGES

JAl BROADCASIING SYSia'

ROME,

GEOUGIA

BROADCASTING

Mr. Hawkins (r) presents the Gold
Medal award to Dr. Zworykin. At
left is Dr. Zworykin' s daughter,
Elaine V. Zworykin.

WE

RCA's ZWORYKIN
Gets Poor Richard Award
DR. VLADIMIR KOSMA
ZWORYKIN, vice president and
technical consultant of the RCA
laboratories division, Princeton,
N. J., Jan. 17 received the 17th annual Gold Medal of Achievement
award
of Philadelphia's
Richard Club.
The honor wentPoorto

'T
DON
CH
REA

Dr. Zworykin for "his distinguished
service in the field of electronic research and his outstanding contributions to the development of telePresentation was made by Harry
vision."
L.
Hawkins, club president, at the
44th annual dinner, held in the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel ballroom,
in commemoration of the 243d anniversary of the birth of Benjamin
Franklin, the club's patron saint.
The evening was labeled by the
club as a "Salute to Television."
Among guests in attendance
were Frank M. Folsom, RCA president; Edgar Kobak, MBS president; Mark Woods, ABC president;
Harry C. Kopf, NBC vice president, and Lawrence Lowman, CBS
vice president. Milton Berle was
m.c.
TBA REPLIES
To Detroit TV Housing Plan
THE RIGHT to own a television
set is as basic an American right
as that to own any other personal
property, according to Television
Broadcasters Assn. Commenting on
the refusal of Detroit's Housing
Commission director to allow the
installation of TV sets in the city's
public housing projects [Broadcasting, Jan. 3], TBA has expressed
the view that the director had exceeded any constitutional authority
he might have.
However, TBA added that a landlord can forbid the erection of roof
antennas as part of his property
rights. It is understood that the
Detroit action is based not on any
city opposition to television but is
merely one of a series of moves designed to discourage tenants from
settling permanently in what was
designed as a temporary answer
to the city's wartime housing problem. The city has not forbidden
TV sets in the permanent dwellings,
it was reported.
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VIDEO

MEET

Chicago Council Releases
Event Roster

MORE than 90% of the telecasting leaders asked to speak at the video
conference planned by the Chicago Television Council for March 7-9 have
accepted invitations, James L. Stirton, council president and general
manager of ABC's Central Division, said Wednesday.
Plans for the three-day session, ^
which begins on a Monday, have
Three panel sessions will take
been formulated by an executive
committee headed by Mr. Stirton. place Tuesday afternoon: (1)
As it now stands, he will give the Sales and Management — personnel,
sales program and production enwelcoming address at luncheon
AM, newspaper and
Monday after a two-hour registra- film company gineering;
operations integrated
tion period. All elements of the
in TV operations; (2) Program
industry are expected to send rep- and Agencies — film sources, news
resentatives to the conference,
features, shorts, cartoons, rental
first major TV meeting in the Mid- practices, clearance rights, filming
west.
news and special events (with
At the opening-day luncheon,
setting up of individual departtop executives of each TV network
ments) ;report from film conferwill discuss "Television Today and
ence committee on TV film standTomorrow." That afternoon, a
ards; (3) Engineering — personnel,
session will be conducted on gen- number needed, where to get, traineral management, station sales,
ing; transmission and reception,
creation of client interest, and le- maintenance problems, control
gal problems. The dinner speaker room design and needs, studio orMonday evening will outline "TV
ganization.
The last day of the conference
From the Public Point of View."
Tuesday morning panel discus- will begin with a morning session
sion leaders will explain the on program trends, including daytime shows, research (Hooper,
"Writing, Creating and Directing
of TV Programs," including dra- Nielsen, The Pulse) and a televimatic, audience participation, varision program demonstration. A
ety and musical. Concurrently, other representative from the motion picture industry will give his views on
discussion groups will take up "Developments in Transmission, Re- video at the luncheon meeting.
In the afternoon, speakers will
ception and Networking," with emphasis on AT&T, Stratovision, and
appear on four panels: (1) Sales
Western Union and radio relay ac- and Management (commercial protivities. The Tuesday luncheon
grams)— studio, remote and film
problems, and operation costs
topic will be "Impact of Television
short cuts; (2) Program and Proon Advertising."

INTERCITY TV
AT&T Clarifies Policy

LOOKING OVER program are four
members of recent eight-man television panel at Hollywood Advertising Club. L to r: Richard Goggin,
ABC Western Division TV program
head; Mai Boyd, Hollywood Ad Club
program chairman; Carlton Winckler.
Don Lee video program director;
Harold J. Bock, NBC Western Network TV manager.
duction Personnel (sustaining programs)— studio, remote and detailed lighting problems, personnel
and music; (3) Agencies (studio
problems) — production of commercial studio shows, remote problems,
TV commercials and music; (4)
Engineering — studio, remote, lighting and audio problems.
Among those who have accepted
the council's invitation to speak are
Mark Woods, president of ABC;
James Young, consultant for J.
Walter Thompson agency; Leo
Burnett, head of the Chicago
agency bearing his name, and Lee
Cooley, TV director at McCannErickson, New York.

TAPE RECORDING
ABC Facilities Availabie
TAPE recording facilities of ABC
are to be made available to the
network's clients and advertising
agencies, Lawrence Ruddell, director of recording, announced last
week.
ABC announced that the following charges will include an original
and a protection recording which
may be used for broadcast, dubbing, or for editing and assembling.
The tape remains ABC property.
If a disc is required for listening
-purposes simultaneously with the
recording on tape, it may be
ordered at regular disc commercial
rates.

LOOK

WHATMH.

HOOPSK

LEFT

US!

The Holidays, bless them, are over, but wotta gorgeous
gift that Hooper man left us! Santa looked like a
piker when Mr. H. handed over his October-November
report — a double sampling in Pittsburgh. "The
Shadow," on Sunday afternoon, for instance, came
through with a sock 18.3! "Request Matinee," which
we've been carrying in a Sunday afternoon slot only
since September, rated a 5.1, 5.4 and 7.8. It all added
up to happy holidays at KQV . . . and proved once
more that our shows, both network and local, continue
to pull top ratings month after month!

KQV
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Length of
Ampex
recording time
tape recording
15 minutes
$15
30 minutes
20
1 hour
35
(Rates for periods longer than one
hour shall be in exact proportion to
the one-hour
rate. Tapecopy.)
must be recorded with protection
Supplemental service
Editing and assembly (using one
engineer and one machine) :
First hour or portion thereof $25
Any additional half hour or
portion thereof
$10
(tape to tape, or tape
to Re-recording
disc) :
hour or less $3
Vz
hour
1 hour
75
(Rates for period longer than one
hour
shallrate.)
be in exact proportion to
the hour
Tape
cost
(if tape)
client: wants to keep
his program on
Vi hour
$10
V2 hour
17.50

A CLARIFICATION of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s
controversial policy on intercomconnection of its intercity television
facilities with those of other companies is offered in tariff changes
filed with casting,
FCC
on Jan. 14 [BroadJan. 17].
The present tariff provides that
the company will not interconnect
with other companies except in
areas where no AT&T facilities are
available. The new tariff, to become effective March 1, establishes
two categories as follows:
1. If the customer needs television
network service for less than three
months (for particular events, for
example) , and if AT&T has no
facilities, then the inter-city channels of other companies may be
linked with those of the telephone
company for varying periods up to
three months or until AT&T facilities become available. "This,"
AT&T said, "depends upon the particular
circumstancesneeds
involved."
2. If the
customer
television
network service for more than
three months and if the telephone
company cannot extend its facilities
to the customer's location within 12
months,
then the
inter-citymaychannels of other
companies
be
linked with the telephone company's for at least 36 months and
for longer if AT&T does not have
facilities by that time.
The whole subject
AT&T's interconnection policy isof awaiting
an
FCC decision as part of the Commission's investigation of AT&T
and Western Union TV network
rates.
In both cases, AT&T authorities
reported, "the tariff provisions
stipulate reasonable notice from
and to customers as well as the
periods
of interconnection."
The provision
calling for allocation of intercity channels on a
quarterly
basis — where
theremonthly
aren't
enough channels
for all
service customers — should facilitate broadcasters' sale of network
time to advertisers by assuring use
of the channels for three months
instead of the present 30 days,
authorities said.
The Air Wave Twins

Shammy
,

TJJC >

What
StationLive
Features
the TrI-States'li
Outstanding
Taient?
TED FISHER,
RadioRYAN
Acct. Knows
Exec, That
of PEDLAR
and
WVJS, 11
OWENSBORO, KY., Has Some!
of
the— And
Country's
Finest This,
Live Ii
Talent
for Knowing
THE RAMBEAU MAN WILlI
PRESENT HIM WITH A FINE|
Tin Rtp.
KY. CHESTERFIELD HAM I \
Raibean'i
I Grttp, Gcn'l Mir. • John T. Rutledge, Cdiu'I Met. S
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AMERICAN Federation of Musicians float honoring piano-playing President
Truman caught the eye of music-minded Inauguration Day parade viewers.
Three days before the inaugural ceremonies at the Capitol the President had
received from James C. Petrillo, AFM president, a silver plaque making him
an honorary life member of AFM and praising him as "champion of world
psace." Float depicted a 30 x 11 -ft. piano. Atop it rode a 25-piece band.
German and Spanish, while reports
Capital
of the ceremonies, along with back(Continued from page 25)
ground material, were piped in full
in 16 other languages.
cialist and WOL news editor, handThe "Voice" crew was repreled swearing-in ceremonies at the
sented by David Penn, announcer,
Inaugural stand. Vantage points
commanded by the network: the and Fred H. Turner, engineer, fed
the commentaries. Other personnel
roofs of the Senate Office and FTC
included Sidney Berry, announcer;
buildings, Raleigh Hotel, TreasJack Gaines, producer, and Art
ury Bldg., and the official PresidenKaufman, editorial side. Mobile
tial and White House Reviewing
unit consisted of Joseph Sitrick,
Stands. Technicians from WCBM
special events director; Lou Ross,
Baltimore and WOR New York
engineer, and Sam Felsinger.
augmented the full WOL engineering, staff under the direction of
Simultaneous broadcasts were
Harold Reed, WOL technical superchanneled
through VGA's Washingvisor.
ton Interior studios to New York,
Mutual also afforded radio cover"Voice" headquarters, for relay by
BBC and the American base at
age, through special arrangement
with the Pennsylvania Railroad, to Munich. The Presidential Inaugu: listeners housed in Pullman cars
ration was covered in its entirety.
outside Washington for lack of
Foreign coverage was not limited,
i hotel space.
however, to the "Voice." The
Full inaugural FM coverage was
British Broadcasting Corporation
; afforded by Continental Network
scheduled a direct broadcast of
i through WASH to approximately
ceremonies, its team consisting of
45 stations, including such AM outLeonard Miall, Washington corI lets as WANN Annapolis and
respondent; Henry P. Straker, asWGAY Silver Spring, Md. (Consistant program director, and ArI tinental had offered its service at
thur S. R. Toby, chief engineer.
cost to any AM stations.)
Through
special facilities set up
Its chief announcer was Don
by
MBS-WOL
at the Inaugural
Pryor, assisted by James McManus,
Stand
and
the
Washington
Hotel,
Frank Harms, Al Becker, and Paul
the
French
Broadcasting
System
Green. Larry Carl, Continental
originated special descriptive shortprogram director, supervised maswave broadcasts to Parisian listenter control operations.
(Continued on page 6i)
FM coverage in Washington,
other than duplication offered by
WWDC-FM and WINX-FM, was
given by WCFM.
Station covered
• the Inaugural events in full, going
on the air at 11 a. m., with Syd
Byrnes, program director, and John
Hanly, chief announcer, handling
broadcasts. WCFM also tape-recorded ths Gala and Inaugural
Ball for presentation later.
State Dept's "Voice of America,"
undertaking its largest operation
since acquiring new Washington
studios, shortwaved to foreign
countries 24 hours of broadcasting,
FROM his vantage point at the
.seven-eighths of which consisted of Treasury Dept., Neal Edwards of
the WTTG-DuMont Washington
Inaugural material, an official restaff sights down the length of
j ported.
Pennsylvania Ave. to the Capitol.
' The text was aired in Russian,
BROADCASTING
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INAUGURAL CEREMONIES were beamed to the rest of the world via the
Voice of America and the voice of David Penn, announcer, and Fred H.
Turner, engr. (r.). Behind, WCFM Washington staff is ready to report for FM
listeners; I. to r. Warren McDowell, Syd Byrnes and Carl Taylor.

INAUGURAL

TESTS TV
Coverage Success Despite Technical Problems

TELEVISION met its greatest test
in the Inaugural ceremonies last
week and provided an estimated 20
million viewers with an informative and graphic portrayal of the
historic events.
Starting with the pre-Inaugural
ceremonies in which leading artists
appeared and continuing through
the swearing-in ceremonies, parade
and Inaugural Ball, the pooled
facilities of the TV industry worked
together expertly despite unprecedented technical problems.
Interest centered, of course, on
tfie swearing-in at the Capitol and
the parade, largest Inaugural
pageant of all time. The pickup
started at 11:30 a.m. Thursday,
after individual stations had put on
their own special telecasts, witli
the announcement, "The television
industry proudly presents the inauguration ofour 32nd President."
Camera pickups were located at
the Treasury Bldg. south terrace,
15th and Pennsylvania Ave.; Old
Post Office Bldg., 11th and Pennsylvania Ave.; Standard Oil Bldg.,
Constitution at 2d St.; East Portico
of the Capitol, and Lafayette Park,
opposite the White House Review-

AS PART of the ABC's participation in the video coverage, WJZ-TV
(ABC) New York sent a truck,
remote crew and several cameras
to Washington. Setting up equipment in the stands opposite the
White House are Bill Lawrence (I)
and Bill Degeyihardt, both from
WJZ-TV.

ing Stand.
Good closeups of distinguished
persons were given viewers prior to
the swearing-in ceremony. Cameras
frequently panned the crowd and
gave views around the city. For
about a half-hour the images were
somewhat marred by wiggling on a
set in the National Press Club
lounge.
During the swearing-in and inaugural address the closeups presented events in detail though cameramen were forced to shoot almost
directly into the sun. This tended
to cloud the images. As Phil Regan
sang the "Star Spangled Banner," a
series of montages showed the flag
and crowds. In the swearing-in of
President Truman, Chief Justice
Vinson was scarcely discernible at
the left of the image.
Candid pickups and other material filled the time prior to the start
of the parade. Cameras were able
to show the parade forming, and
bring views from vantage points.
All during the parade good closeups were given. Most of the shots
were excellent, though the camera
at the Old Post Office Bldg. didn't
produce clear, sharp pictures some
of the time.
Minor mixups in cueing occurred
occasionally, and some viewers
complained that descriptions of
floats and parade units were inadequate. These were inevitable, it
was felt, considering the magnitude of the job. Now and then a
flub or bit of inept ad-libbing
brought chuckles to viewers.
Viewers all over the area served
by the work,
newly
netfrom St.opened
Louis coaxial
to Boston,
were given a more complete and intimate view of the parade and
other events than all but a few
high officials. Moreover, they were
able to observe the excitement from
many vantage points. In addition,
telecasters provided running narrations that provided word pictures
to support the visual presentation.
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Capital
(Continued from page 63)
eis there.
Independent Washington stations, undaunted by the vast scope
of network operations, generally
accorded Inaugural events better
than average coverage. WWDC
assigned five announcers to key locations and aired speech and ceremonies, and the parade in full.
Personnel included Jackson Lowe,
Ray Morgan, Willis Conover, Roy
Hansen and Milton Q. Ford, with
Norman Reed directing. In addition, WWDC fed complete Inaugural events to WBMD Baltimore
and WINS New York.
Handling WINX commentaries
were Tom Wade and George Crawford on the Hill, Lou Aikin and
Jack Rowzie at the White House,
and Jerry Strong from a 7th floor
vantage point in the Washington
Post Bldg. Station carried both
Hill activities and full parade.
WQQW confined its coverage to
President Truman's speech and
oath, principally because a pre-Inaugural poll of the independent's
listeners indicated they preferred
the regular musical format, according to M. Robert Rogers, station's
general manager. He added that
WQQW could scarcely hope to compete with the networks.
From other cities, stations and
personnel also took an active part.
Clete Roberts, KFWB Hollywood
newsman, fed his report direct, as
he had done at political conventions.
Gil Kingsbury, of WINS New York
and WLW Cincinnati, presented
a WINS commentary through
WWDC's Washington facilities.
Scripps-Howard's
WEWSof F.
(TV)E.
had
its newsreel team
Wiedman and Nikolai Boris — news
director and cameraman — on the
scene to provide films of the cerer
monies for Ohio viewers. They
were to be shipped by air for processing, editing and telecast by 11
p.m. same night, one day ahead of
other kinescope and movie versions
in that area, WEWS reported.
WCMI Ashland, Ky. carried on
broadcasting activities in Washington in connection with the appearance of the city's high school
band at the Inauguration. Activities included two wire-recorded
programs, live pickups of, and interviews with, the band. Staff included Charles C. Warren, manager, and Dick Martin program director. Broadcasts were arranged
with cooperation and technical assistance of Ed Scovill, CBS Washington, and its WTOP staff.
WOV New York, independent
station specializing in Italian language programs, gave a running
commentary of the Inaugural ceremony in that language through
special arrangement with WNBT
(TV) New York. Viewed from a
television set in WOV's studios,
the activities were described by
George Padovani, Italian news editor and Julian Gerbi, commentator.
Coverage was made possible by arrangement by Arnold Hartley,
WOV program director, and with
the television pool.
Page 64
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TELEVISION

ROBOT
News, Spots, Time, Weather by 'Multiscope'

RECIPIENT of the WBAL Baltimore
Award for Achievement in Agriculture is Philip C. Turner (r), president
of Food Producer's Council Inc. Taking part in the presentation, which
was aired by WBAL and WBAL-TV,
are
Dr. counselor
David E. ofWeglein'(l),
service
the stations,public
and
Harold C. Burke, WBAL and WBALTV manager.

TV

CARTOONS
Fairbanks Plans Series

FIRST large scale production of
cartoon films designed for television has been announced by Jerry
Fairbanks Productions. Plans call
for 130 animated open-end five minute shorts.
Based upon a continuing story
premise, series will be offered to
television stations singly as well as
local, regional and national advertisers. At start series will consist
of daily show for 26 weeks.
Animation for Crusader Rabbit, as the" series will be known, is
to be done by Television Arts Productions, Berkeley, Calif. The firm
was recently organized by J. Troplong Ward, San Francisco radio
producer, and Alexander Anderson,
former animator and story editor
of Terrytoons. Films are to be
completed at the Fairbanks studios
where editing and voice dubbing,
narration and scoring will be
added.
Newly developed Teletoons animation technique, according to Mr.
Fairbanks, eliminates many of the
costly features of theatrical animation while retaining illusion of
movement and life. To accomplish
this, Mr. Fairbanks says that backgrounds are held to a minimum
and closeups featured. This method
cuts cost sharply, he feels.
VANCE TO N.Y.
To Head M-E TV Production
BILL VANCE, television director
for McCann-Erickson, Chicago, will
report to New York headquarters
of the agency today as supervisors
of TV production. He will produce
the Swift Show, starring Lanny
Ross, and handle video spots for
National Biscuit Co., he told
Broadcasting before leaving Chicago.
Production on these accounts formerly was under the supervision of
Lee Cooley, McCann-Erickson TV
director.
Ken Craig, Chicago radio director of the agency, will assume
charge of television development
for M-E in the Midwest.

TICKER-TAPE news and commercials, with up-to-the-minute time
and weather, flashed on the screen
of WBKB Chicago Jan. 24 (Monday) when the Balaban & Katz station began using its new "Multiscope" commercially for the first
time.
Philco Corp. will sponsor the
period between 11 a.m. CST and
1:30 p.m. seven days weekly with
the machine operating on the 42hour schedule during regular test
pattern time, according to John
Balaban, director of the station. A
third sponsor may buy the 9 to 11
a.m. period until baseball games
begin in April, at which time a
move back to the 9 o'clock starting
time is anticipated.
Westinghouse and Magnavox are
possibilities for second sponsorship
spots.
The "Multiscope" is a projectortype mechanism designed to eliminate expensive production aids
and to free other equipment and
HOUSTON
SURVEY
Listening Habits Studied
SURVEY on radio listening habits
in the Houston, Tex., area has been
completed by the U. of Texas Bureau of Research in Education by
Radio for the eight competitive
Houston stations.
The stations — KATL KOCH
KLEE KNUX KPRC KTHT KTRH
KXYZ — made a
grant of $2,242.50 to the university forsearchthe
reto study
ways in which
the stations can
better serve the
community. Dr.
A. L. Chapman,
director of the
Dr. Chapman
bureau and professor of educational administration, made the
survey and report.
Titled "The Listeners Speak in
the Bright Spot of America," the
survey report includes 1,320 interviews and a series of tabulated results.
General results of the survey, as
summarized by Dr. Chapman, include these facts: Most Houston
residents have radios; they listen
a great deal; they are generally
satisfied with programs offered
over the eight stations; nearly half
of the Houston radio homes are
multiple-i'adio homes; about % of
the persons interviewed stated
they have a radio in their car;
about seven out of ten adults say
they listen to the radio every week
day; about % of the adults say
they make an effort to find out
day.
about new progi-ams, and about %
of the adults in Houston read the
newspaper radio log on a week

personnel. Entirely
requires services of
jectionist and moves
from the studio
into

automatic, it
only one pro"all
title work
the projection

booth," Mr. Balaban said. The
"Multiscope" will project on the
viewing screen the time in the upper left hand corner, the temperature and weather prediction in the
upper right, the constant signature
of the sponsor in the center and the
moving ticker-tape news or sponment. sor's commercial in the bottom segSpecially selected background
music is aired simultaneously,
and two announcers — one for each
sponsor
will give commercials and
station —breaks.
Terming the device "the answer
to a television operator's prayer,"
Mr. Balaban said the "Multiscope
can put any station close to a breakeven point. It has brought WBKB
so close to that point that we are
probably closer to the profit side
of the ledger than any station in
The machine was installed Dec.
the for
country."
24
experimentation during test
pattern time. It was developed by
Custom Television Productions,
Chicago, from an idea originated by
John H. Mitchell, WBKB general
manager, and S. C. Quinlan, promotion manager. Custom Television, which holds all patent rights,
was organized by three WBKB
technicians, George Tressel, Elmer
Goodman and Frank Tracey, who
have made TV commercial films.
A subsidiary. Sterling Television
Sales, is expected to distribute the
"Multiscope" to stations throughout
the country. Two have been sold,
Mr. Quinlan said, and another 40
"will probably be sold within a
year." The machine is "very economical, and eliminates necessity
of large
he
added.and expensive show cards,"
Time use of the machine counts
as program time under the FCC
regulations requiring a commercial
station to operate 28 hours weekly,
Mr. Mitchell explained.
DIRECT WIRE TV
To Be Used by Fox Firm
GEORGE FOX Co., Hollywood
television film producer, will reportedly be the first to install Remington-Rand's newly perfected direct wire telecasting communication

Prime value of this system is
system.
that it permits producer-director
and sponsor to see on the television
receiver scenes as they are beingrecorded by the motion picture
camera. In this way, present methods of waiting for film to be developed and viewed as rushes the
next day are eliminated ; also costly
delays made necessary by reshooting are avoided.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TV

Hollywood Ad Club
Holds Roundtable

FORUM

i EXCEPT for a few top budget programs New York has nothing on Los
' Angeles,mountKlaus
Coast director
of television
TelevisionLandsberg,
ProductionsWest
(KTLA),
advised the
Hollywood for
Ad ParaClub
a fortnight ago.
- Furthermore, he said, even with *
coaxial cable, quality of transmis- vision station, network owned, affilision suffers between such points as
ated or independent would actually
Washington and New York.
continue "independent" for a long
Kinescope was his answer and he while to come because of the difference in time zones. By illustration
went on to announce that Paramount's teletranscription unit be- he observed that 8 p.m. in New
York may be effective there but
came operative in Los Angeles Jan.
15. He felt that kinescoped pro- successively less so if a live show
were to go cross country at that
grams were cheapest and without
loss in quality provided 35mm film very time.
is used. He also commented upon
Speaking of the position of
the injudicious backing of pro- KFI-TV as an independent station,
grams to one another in the East he said that the station aims to
which he termed inconsistent with
syndicate its shows via kinescope
as well as receiving same from
the best principles of good showmanship.
other independent stations.
Harry Witt, acting general manRichard Goggin, West Coast teleager of KTTV, underlined the need
vision program head of ABC, spoke
knowledgeable facts in the area
up for the all-demanding space re- for
quirements of television, insisting of market measurement. He said
that television required three to that KTTV had already retained
five times more elbow room than
Facts Consolidated, West Coast research firm, to make such a study.
radio. He pointed significantly to
Carlton Winckler, program head
the 10-acre site acquired by ABC
of KTSL, warned advertisers that
for its Hollywood television operations.
counsel of stations should be sought
to the end of avoiding some of the
Stresses Talent Needs
errors that the stations themselves
Hal Bock, NBC western televi- had earlier committed through
sion head, stressed the need for
ignorance.
new talent in the face of limited
budgets. From a station standpoint he emphasized importance of
an awareness of the advertisers'
problems and the money availability necessary to sound program
operations.
Don Fedderson, vice president of
KLAC-TV, wai-ned advertising
agencies to be alert to television.
For, he pointed out, failing in this,
an advertiser's client could be embarrassed bythe activity of a competitor. Advertisers unknown to
radio are already in television, he
cautioned.
J Haan Tyler, television head of
KFI-TV, pointed out that any teleIN

LOS

Gtt
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Direct to the 1,130,000 "SPECIALIZED
GROUP" within the los Angeles Market.

5000
WATTS
CLEAR
CHANNEL
Owiisd and Opentad by
ART CROGHAN & GENE AUTRY
BROADCASTING

WENR-TV-'NEWS'
Plan Chicago Tie-in
WENR-TV Chicago, ABC's key
Midwest video outlet, and the Chicago Daily News have effected a
"cooperative working arrangement," it has been announced
jointly by John H. Norton Jr., vice
president in charge of the network's Central Division, and Louis
L. Pryor, promotion director of the
newspaper.
The two organizations will collaborate in "joint promotion and
coverage of the various promotional and special events activities
handled
annually by both," said the
announcement.
Among the
projects of the
relays, spelling
ball game and
for youngsters.
USDA

annual promotion
News are its track
bees, a benefit footbaseball activities

Film Tests

SOIL CONSERVATION Service
has been cooperating with KOB-TV
Albuquerque in the testing of U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture films for TV.
The Department's RFD newsletter
quotes A. W. Jarrett, SCS visual
man of Albuquerque, as finding that
"a motion picture print which is
made for projection is ideal for telecasting, but that light prints such
as recommended are obviously
washed
out." said he expected to
Mr. Jarrett
work on farm-type SCS programs,
utilizing short lengths of movies
surmounted with slides and either
tape recorded or live interviews.
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CHARLES pointed
G. O'NEILL
apsales managerhas ofbeen
WNJR
Newark, N. J. For past three
years Mr.sistant to O'Neill
has been staff vice
asL. W. TEEGARDEN,

DON DAVIS,
JOHN T. SCHItUNG, C...
MUTUAL NHWORK

710 KILOCYCLES • S,OO0 WATTS NIGHT

Mr. H. N. Spencer
D'Arcy
Co.
St. Louis,Advertising
Mo.
Dear H. N.;
Wal, January 24th's th' 10th anmversity
o' th' ESSO NEWS REPORTER on
WCHS. ^ Yessir,
that's 4a
broadcasts
day on IVCHS
fer 10 14,468
'hull
years.
News Broadcasts, 72,340
minutes
news
1205o'
hours an 40
minutes
0'
■news
ter. or
than bet50
days 0' tinuous
con-news
broadca^tin'
.
Some people
would figer
that-a-way but
most would
say it meant
th' ESSO Comthem pany
5 0 found
00
watts at 5K0
plus them CBS
programs figeredaudience
out t'be
an
worth keepin'.
I guess
I'd
say
"Happy
Birthday."
Yrs.
Algy.

W

C H S

Charleston,
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president of RCA's tube department.
In addition to directing WNJR's selling organization, Mr. O'Neill will
guide the station's advertising and
promotion programs.
CARL BODNER, former promotion
director and sales representative at
WPAY mouth,
PortsOhio, has
been appointed
commercial manager.
M. ALLEN STONEKING has joined
sales staff of KELO
Sioux Palls, S. D.
M. N. BABCOCK,
sales manager of
WGBS Miami, has
been dio
appointed
rachairman for
the March of Dimes
Mr. Bodner
campaign for Dade
County, Fla.
DORA C. DODSON has been appointed general manager of southern territory of Frojoe & Co., New York.
Mrs. Dodson will headquarter at company's new Atlanta, Ga., office.
ROBERT M. McGREDY, formerly
sales manager of WTOP Washington,
has been appointed commercial manager of WPAT and WNNJ-FM Paterson, N. J.
J. E. VAN NESS has been appointed
sales manager of the Wisconsin Network, composed of nine Wisconsin
stations. Network headquarters are
in Wisconsin Rapids and represents
stations in Racine, Janesville, Beloit,
Madison - Poynette, Sheboygan, Fond
du Lac, Appleton, Green Bay and Wisconsin Rapids. Mr. Van Ness was
formerly
with KMA Shenandoah,
Iowa.
ARTHUR M. MORTENSEN, formerly account executive for Intermountain Network, has been appointed merchandising manager for
KNX
(Columbia Pacific Network)
WMGM

Representation

WMGM New York, 50 kw MetroGoldwyn-Mayer station, will handle New York business through
its home sales office, while Radio
Representatives Inc. will represent
the station throughout the remainder of the eastern seaboard
and the country, the station announced Wednesday. Reports last
week said Radio Representatives
would handle all national sales.
RTDG

Ball

ANNUAL Radio and Television
Directors Guild Ball was held on
Jan. 21, at the Astor Hotel, New
York. Phil Silvers, comedian and
m.c. on the Arrow Shoiv, was the
m.c. for the evening. Among other
entertainers appearing at the ball
were Milton Berle, Henry Morgan
and Morey Amsterdam,

Los Angeles, with headquarters in
Hollywood. He replaces PETER ROBECK, who recently transferred to
KTTV-TV Los Angeles.
MALCOLM O'MARA of Ra-Tel Inc.,
New York, new representative firm,
is the father of a girl, Florence Ellen.
WORZ Orlando, Fla., and WEIM
Fitchburg, Mass., have appointed
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., New York
radio sales promotion firm, for special
services. Company also serves WMFD
Wilmington WAYS Charlotte, WCOG
Greensboro, N. C, WKIX Columbia,
S. C, WHHT Durham, N. C, WMFJ
Daytona Beach, WMRN Marion, Ohio.
JOSEPH T. MATHERS, commercial
manager of WLAD Danbury, Conn.,
has been appointed secretary to the
Danbury Board of Trade.
WHOO Orlando, Fla., has appointed
RA-TEL
REPRESENTATIVES Inc.,
New York,
fective Feb.as1. its representative, efCHARLES GUNN has been appointed
assistant sales manager of CKLW
Detroit- Windsor.
WONE Dayton, Ohio, has appointed
HEADLEY-REED Co., New York, as
its representative.
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA Co., New
York, has announced that it will publish an International Press and Advertising Directory. Directory will list
world's leading newspapers, magazines, trade publications, yearbooks
and newsletters, and will include data
concerning circulation, sizes, columns,
subscription and advertising rates,
etc., plus services rendered by agencies, publishers representatives, public
relations councils, news services, and
radio stations.

Construction Starts Soon
KGLE-FM
CONSTRUCTION on KGLE-FM
Grand Prairie, Tex., was slated to
begin before the end of this month.
Owner is Anson B. Brundage,
publisher of the semi-weekly Grand
Prairie Texan. Studios will be located on the second floor of the
Burleson-Garrett Bldg. in Grand
Prairie, 14 miles west of downtown
Dallas.
KGLE will operate on Channel
276 (103.1 mc) with radiated power
of 380 w.
Posner

Show

NRDGA FIRST
Program Heard on WARC
FIRST AWARD for programs entered in the General Family-Class
Stores division of the National
Retail Dry Goods Assn. radio program contest
was given to a
program on
WARC ter,RochesN. Y.,
NRDGA
announced last week
[Broadcasting,
Jan. 17].
NRDGA previously
had announced that
the Mr. Townsend
first award had
gone to Sibley, Lindsay & Carr
for its Sibley's
DawnThisPatrol
WHAM
Rochester.
was onin
error, according to NRDGA, the
program being broadcast on
WARC,
managed by S. W. Townsend.
NAVY

SHOW

Issuing New Duchin Series
MARKING a harmonious climax
to recent diiferences with AFRA
over talent fees, the Navy is
making available a new 13-program
series of The Eddy Duchin Shoiv.
During the first series, the union
was reportedly seeking to collect a
full scale payment for program
talent in each city where more than
one station carried the progi'ams
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15].
In announcing this new series,
the Navy chief of public relations,
Rear Admiral E. C. Ewen, said the
programs were made possible
through the cooperation and public
spiritedness of such organizations
as AFRA, AFM, ASCAP and BMI.
The programs, produced by the
Navy in the interest of officer procurement and Naval Reserve recruiting, will feature such vocalists
as Jane Froman, Georgia Gibbs,
Kay Armand, Eugenie Baird, Connie Boswell, Maxine Sullivan, Anita
Ellis, Nan Wynn, Jane Pickens,
Bea Wain, Yvette, Nancy Donovan
and Janette Davis. The series vdll
be available to start the first week
in March.
NBC AFFILIATE

Starts

THE Big 'n' Little Club, new variety program for small fry, started
over three ABC stations Saturday, Jan. 15, under sponsorship
of Dr. A. Posner Shoes Inc., New
York. Initial 20-week contract
covers WJZ New York, WFIL Philadelphia and WCOP Boston. Hirshon-Garfield, New York, is the
Posner agency. At least 30 ABC
stations will be added to the produring its first 13
weeks ongram'sthelineupair.

ORLANDO
FLORIDA
1000 WATTS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rep., WEED & CO., New York
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[FTC REPORT
I Mason Recommends Changes
LOWELL B. MASON, acting
chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission, has renewed his previous proposals to Congress calling for an increase in commissioners' compensation and Presidential designation of the FTC
chairman, a power now vested
within the Commission body itself.
His recommendations were included as minority proposals in
FTC's 34th annual report to Congress covering activities for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1948.
Mr. Mason, now serving as temporary acting chairman, is expected to head the Commission during 1949 pending approval by other
members under its own rules of
rotation.
Comr. Mason urged Congress to
specifically forbid the Commission
to issue an order based on findings
of "reasonable possibility" of injury to competition and to limit
FTC proceedings on pricing to
cases involving conspiracy. He also
sought a broadening of the scope
of appellate court review of Commission orders. Another recommendation, previously voiced by
Comr. Mason in the 1947 annual
report, would amend the agency's
organic act to provide for an executive director or administrator responsible to the Commission for
administrative leadership.
Got Scriptit-is?
ARE you affected with scriptitis? Do you shudder when
you see a voluminous script?
If so, take heart. The Federal Trade Commission, in its
annual report filed last
Thursday, told Congress that
during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, it had examined a total of 1,423,515
pages of 643,604 scripts. During the period, FTC reported,
it received copies of 748,284
commercial continuities,
amounting to 1,580,543 typevirritten pages. An average
of 5,582 pages was read each
working day and from this
material 8,819 statements
were laid aside for further
studv.

to

questiont,s
ANSWER
Toabout
television,listener
WOC s Davenpor
ted
Iowa, has inaugura
a new program, Cavalcade of Television. Purpose
is to explain those questions about television which are uppermost in the
minds of listeners, and to point up the
fact that sound radio will be around
for some time. Program brings out such
facts as: TV sets in moderate price
class, that most people will buy, carry
no radio receiving equipment, and that
most people will have a radio and a
TV set. Complaints of radio dealers
that people have delayed purchases of
new radios because they feel they
should wait for television, served as
impetus for program.
TV — With Magazine Format
NEWEST PROGRAM of WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, 19 — the Magazine of Television, debuted on Jan. 19. Rita Hackett is "editor,"
chatting
with personalities in or behind
the news.
A shift
in scenery will take her to a "night
club" for the music and entertainment
portion of the show, plus brief interviews. Show opens with a picture of
"49" — the Magazine of Television, with
a table of contents listing each week's
program.
'Inside Agriculture'
DEVOTED to discussion of farm problems, WRFD
Worthington,
program,
Inside
Ag^Hculture,Ohio's,
bringsnewto
is listeners candid reports on various
phases of agriculture. Each Saturday,
WRFD brings in an expert on some
phase of agriculture of particular interest, and following his talk presents
a discussion period dealing with an
issue or problem facing farmers.
Guests from opposing sides of the
question are invited to take part in
the discussions.
To Further Religious Understanding
NEW RELIGIOUS program. The
Church Visible, began on WMAR-TV
Baltimore, Jan. 16. Every two weeks
station will present Rev. John Sinnott
Martin and guests from the Baltimore
Catholic Diocese, who will discuss the
externals of the Catholic Church.
Talks will be illustrated by use of
charts and examples, and will endeavor to bring about clearer understanding of the Catholic religion.
Before the Legislature
WORKINGS of Utah Legislature are
being brought to listeners by KDYL
Salt Lake City, in a series of weekly
quarter-hour
programs,
Your Legislature. Each week
State Senator
Newell
Knight, moderator, has as his guests

Shows with a Hollywood Vferitage
BROADCASTING
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* Member N-A-B-

two Republicans and two Democrats,
who discuss the issues before the legislature and bills which are being enacted. KDYL has installed special line
to pick
from a committee roomupat broadcasts
the State Capitol.

new

"DJ"

from

coupl
onings

RCA

VICTOR*

Da

/

You, You, You Are The One and
Moonlight
Romance
DJ-630
FREDERICK P. LAFFEY, announcer,
inf-erviews Rev. Sister Emma Menard,
superior of the Protectory of Mary
Immaculate in Lawrence, Mass., durLawrence's
broadcast
from ing
theWLAWhome.
The Protectory,
founded 83 years ago under the Sisters of Charity of Montreal, cares for
165 children and 65 elderly women.
Broadcast
was part ofseries,
WLAW's
This
is
Greater Lawrence
sponsored
by Pacific Mills, and designed to
bring New England listeners a better
understanding of their state.
They're Sold
TELEVIEWERS in Toledo, Ohio,
don't like criticisms of their favorite
shows, and they believe in letting you
know it. When one listener wrote to
WSPD-TV Toledo's The Mail Bag
show and said he wasn't sold on its
Kukla, Fran and Ollie Show, which
originates from Chicago every night,
his fellow televiewers avalanched the
station with letters suggesting that
he "sell his TV set and use the money
for
ticketthe topostmaster
Alaska." telephoned
WSPD-TV
statesa that
the station and asked officials to do
crazy.
something,
the mail was driving him
'Psychologist's Notebook'
SOME of the things that parents do
and do not do for proper rearing of
their children, and other pertinent
psychological problems are being
brought up for discussion on WABY
Albany, N. Y.'s newest program, Psychologist's Notebook. Each week prominent psychologists and citizens are
brought together for the discussions.
Solving Speech Problems
IN ORDER to bring clearer understanding of relationship between
speech and personality, WTTG (TV)
Washington has started new series of
programs devoted to the problems of
speech. Titled, Your Speech is Personal, program features Richard R.
Hutcheson, director of the District
Speech Clinic. During each program
Mr. Hutcheson will use charts, records
and special devices used in speech
correction for stressing his talks. And
will thus enable listeners to recognize
the relationship between speech and
personality and to formulate individual programs for improvement of both.

DENNIS

Tarra Ta-Larra \
Ta-Lar \.
and
Streets of Laredo
(from the Paramount
pic "Streets of Laredo")
DJ-631
JACK
Utkop

with The Drugstore Cowboys, and orchestra
Don't Hang
Around
and One Has My Name
DJ-632

(from
"Wordsthe &M-G-M
Music")pic
and With A Song In My Heart
DJ-633
*"0J" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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January 14 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
Petition Denied
Announced adoption of memorandum
opinion and order denying petition
filed by Boston Metropolitan Television
Co. for cationentry
ordernewdismissing
appli-in
of CBSof for
TV station
Boston.
AM— 1240 kc
Announced decision granting application of Jorama-Fer
station
at Caguas, P.Radio
R., Corp.
1240 kcfor250neww
unl., engineering cond. and also subjecttionto cond.
that shall
operation
of new until
staat Caguas
not begin
WKVM Arecibo, P. R., begins operation in 1070 kc in accordance with Commissions, grant of April 30, 1947, and
has ceased to operate on 1230 kc. and
denying application of Caguas Radio
Bcstg. Inc. for new station at Caguas
1230 kc 250 w unl.
AM— 1240 kc
Announced decision granting application of Radio Dinuba Co. to change
operating assignment of KRDU Dinuba,
Calif., from 1130 kc 250 w D to 1240 kc
250 w cantunl..
subjectprompt
to cond.
that appli-of
will make
adjustment
all reasonable complaints with respect
to any blanketing which may arise
within 250 mv/m contour and subject
to further cond. that KRDU shall not
commence operation on 1240 kc until
KCOK Tulare ceases operation on 1240
kc, and denied application of R. K.
Wittenberg and R. L. Stoddard d/b as
San Joaquin Bcstrs. for new station at
Fresno, Calif., 1230 kc 100 w unl.
Pleadings Denied
Announced memorandum opinion and
order denying pleadings filed by Television Bcstg. Co., San Diego, Calif.,
directed against Motions Commisaction of Oct.
petition sioner's
to amend
filed 8,by 1948,
Videogranting
Bcstg.
Co., San Diego, in proceedings upon
applications for TV CPs in San Diego.
AM— 630 kc
Announced decision and order denying, for default, application of F. L,,
Thornhill and D. R. Johnson, partnership d/b as Western Washington Bcstg.
Co.
for 250
neww station
at Puyallup. Wash.,
630 kc
D.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
FM Authorizations
CPs for two new Class B FM stations
authorized by Commission in addition
to Class B CPs for five FM outlets
which previously held cond. grants; is-

Actions
JANUARY

of

the

FCC

14 to JANUARY

20
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-Iocal sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-eflfective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
sued CPs in lieu of previous cond. to ing.
Wis., parties to proceedseven other FM stations (see story page WBEL Beloit, AM—
960 kc
78, Broadcasting, Jan. 17).
Reinstatement Denied
Kentucky Mountain Bcstg. Co., PresRadio Bcstg. Co. Inc., Memphis,
CP new cost
AM $17,station 960 kcKy.'1 —kwGranted
D; estimated
Tenn. — Denied request to reconsider tonburg,
500; engineering
cond.
Secretary'smissingaction
of
Nov.
1,
1948
disAM— 1420 kc
application for extension of
time to complete construction of new
Comal Bcstg. Co., New Braunfels,
Class B FM station in Memphis. In Tex.
— Granted CP for new AM station
doing so, Commission wrote company:
1420 kc mated1 cost
kw $28,873.
D; engineering cond.; esti"... it would be inconsistent with the
clear intent of the Statute to allow apAM— 1590 kc
plicants passively to hold their FM construction
permits
against
future
deterTwin
Valley
Bcstrs. Inc., Coldwater,
minations in other branches of the
— Granted CP new AM station
radio field. Moreover, the policy of Mich.
1590
kc
1
kw
D,
DA: engineering cond.;
estimated cost $26,750.
this provision (Sec. 319(b) of the Communications Act), is particularly oppoHearing Designated
site where, as here, the applicant, while
requesting extensions of time, has
Radio Station KWBW Hutchinson,
Kan. —tionDesignated
hearing ant.
applicafailed even to respond to the Commisto install newforvertical
with
sion's inquiries as to when it intends to FM ant.
mounted on top, and to change
commence License
construction."
trans, location, and made WSIW WoodRenewal
ward, Okla., party to proceeding.
WCEC-FM Rocky Mount, N. C—
Reinstatement Denied
Granted renewal of license for period
ending Dec. 1, 1951.
WWSW
Inc., Trenton, N. J.— Denied
WJJW-FM Wyandotte, Mich.—
for reinstatement of applicaGranted renewal of license for period petition
tion for a new station to operate on 1260
ending Sept. 1, 1949.
kc, 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS, unl, DA, because
KDYL(and Aux.) Salt Lake Citypetitioner has failed to make a showing
Granted
renewal
of
license
for
period
of due diligence in the prosecution of
ending Nov. 1, 1951.
said application
in face of repetitive reWADC Tallmadge, Ohio— Same.
quests by the Commission.
WFBC Greenville, S. C— Same.
Hearing
Designated
Hearing Designated
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co., Santa
Freeport Journal-Standard Pub. Co., Monica;
Oceanside Bcstg. Co., OceanFreeport, m. — Granted petition of
Centinela Valley Bcstg. Co., IngleWGIL and WRJN to designate for hear- side;
wood, and Bethesda Camp Meeting
ing
application
of
Freeport
JournalStandard Pub. Co. for new station 1400 Grounds Inc., Anaheim, Calif. — Designated for hearing in consohdated prokc 250 w unl., and made WGIL Galesceedings with application of Balboa
burg, 111., and WRJN Racine, Wis., and
Radio Corp. •following applications:
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co. 1460 kc, 1 kw
D; Oceanside Bcstg. Co. 1450 kc 250 w
unl.; Centinela Valley Bcstg. Co. 1450
kc 250 w sunset to 5 hours thereafter,
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
and Bethesda Camp Meeting Grounds
Inc. 1450 kc 100 w unl.; made KVOE
Santa Ana and KPRO Riverside parties
to proceeding, and amended Commission's order of April 29 designating BalTOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
boa
Corp.issues
application
ing, toRadio
include
6 and 8 for
set hearforth
Radio Towers
Custom-Built Equipment
in
order.
Following
hearing
on
Balboa
Erection, lighting, painting &
Radio
Corp.
application
presently
U. S. RECORDING CO.
scheduled to be heard in San Diego on
Ground Systems
January 31, the aforesaid applications
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
will be heard in Oceanside on Feb. 1;
1121 Varmonl Ave., Waih. 5, D. C
Portland 11, Oregon
Santa Monica Feb. 2. Anaheim on Feb.
STarltng 3636
3 and Inglewood on Feb. 4.
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
SSA Denied
WMRO
Aurora, to
111. —use
Denied
applica-of
tion
of
WMRO
facilities
Electrical Tower Service Corp
REPRODUCER REPAIRING
WEBS Oak Park, 111. (1490 kc 250 w
unl.) until WEBS is ready to commence
AM-FM-TV
SERVICE
program tests. WMRO presently operBases — Ground systems — transmission
ates 1280 kc 250 w D. Said the ComALL MAKES-SPECIALISTS 9A & 9B
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
mission in letter to WMRO: "A study
NOW-4B
HOUR SERVICE
of the operation of WMRO, on, the re524 Hillcrett Terrace,
quested
assignment,
indicated that
BROADCAST SERVICE CO.
Creve Coeur, III.
ous objectionable
interference
wouldseribe
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, 111.
334 ARCADE BLDG. ST. LOUIS 1, MO.
LIBEL

Philip Merryman & Associates
• HeatherdeU Road
• ARDSLEY.
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Archer S. Taylor
Consulting Radio Engineer
BOX 1479
MISSOULA, MONTANA
PHONE 8562
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SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write

caused to station WGEZ Beloit, Wis.,
affecting approximately 55% of that
station'sarea.
normally
protecteddetermined
daytime
service
It was further
that 22% of the population presently
receiving service from station WMRO
would be deprived of this service."
Petition Denied
KSRV Ontario, Ore. — Denied petition
requesting
that
application
changeto
facilities from 1450
kc 250 wto unl.
1380
kc
1
kw
unl.
DA-N
be
designated
for hearing in consolidated proceeding
with applications of KIDO Boise, Ida.,
and KOOS
Cooson Bay,
and to continue hearing
these Ore.,
applications.
Modification of CP
WAFB Baton Rouge, La. — Granted
mod. CP to change hours from D to
unl., using 1 kw on 1460 kc, install
DA-N and specify studio location; engineering cond.
FCC Correction
WMUL Mullins, S. C— Item on report
dated Jan. 10, referring to WMUL is
corrected
read:siteGranted
to
specify 'totrans,
and ant.application
system to
comply with cond. in original CP. Also
granted waiver of Sec. 3.30(a) of rules
to allow permittee to locate main studio
at trans, site outside city limits of
Mullins.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Jones)
Paramount Television Productions
Inc., United Detroit Theatres Corp. and
New England Theatres Inc. — Granted
joint petition for extension of time to
file exceptions
Commission's
posed decision on toParamount
issue, proand
time was extended to Feb. 21.
Douglas L. Craddock, LeaksviUe,
N. C. — Granted petition for leave io
amend application to add further engineering
relative to was
D interference statement
cond. Amendment
acproceeding
for purpose ofcepted,
making
saidreopened
amendment
part
thereof, and record thereupon closed
WDBC forEscanaba,
Granted
petition
leave to Mich.
amend— applica
tion to add engineering report contain
ing field intensity measurements.
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Granted
petition for leave to amend application
to change Sec. V-G of application to
show tower.
change in height of its proposed
ant.
William and Lee A. Odessky, Los An
geles — Denied petition to change place
of hearing scheduled March 21 in Wash
ington to Los Angeles instead.
Crosley Bcstg.on Corp.
et al., New
York
— Commission
own motion
continued
consolidated further hearing on FM ap
plications from Jan. 25 to March 1 ii
Washington.
Dunkirk Bcstg. Corp., Dunkirk, N. Y.
— Granted petition requesting additional
time to file opposition to petition for
reconsideration filed by station WBNY
against
of Dunkirk's
application
and
time grant
was extended
to Jan.
25.
Suburban Bcstg, Corp., Upper Darby,
Pa. — Commission on own motion continued indefinitely hearing scheduled
Feb. 2 at Washington in re application.
Wash. — Commission
onKXRO
own Aberdeen,
motion continued
indefinitely
pending
action
on
recon
sideration and grantpetition
withoutforhearing,
hearing
Wash. scheduled Feb. 3 at Hoquiam,
Seminole Bcstg.
Wewoka,
Okla.
— Commission
on ownCo.,motion
continued
indefinitely hearing scheduled Feb. 10
at Washington in re application.
Escanaba,continued
Mich. — Commission
onWDBC
own motion
indefinitely
pending action
on
petition
for reconsideration and grant of application
hearing presently scheduled Feb. 14 at
Washington.
Gila Bcstg.
Co., motion
Winslow, Ariz. — Commissiondefinitely
on own
inpending action oncontinued
petition for
reconsideration
and
grant
of
application hearing presently scheduled Feb.
16 at Washington.
The Heightson Bcstg.
Co., Cleveland
Commission
own motion
continued—
indefinitely hearing presently schedtion. uled Feb. 17 at Washington on applica(Continued on page 70)

Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange BIdg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Officai
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio
ivereit L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDO.
KANSAS CITY,

Equip Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 131f
D. C.
LO. mi
MO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDO., WASHINGTON, D. C.
laih a E Sts., N. W.
NAlional 6513

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Av*.
Washington 4, D.C. Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Yeart' Engineering
Exparimnem In Radio
MUNSEY BLDO.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

ENGINEERS

j^O years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N.
J.
MOntclair
3-3000
Little Falls 4-1000
Lobs:
Great Notch, N. j.
There is no substitute fcr experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
«82 NATL. PRESS BLDO.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STerlIng 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
Dl. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N. W.-Mclrepoliton 4477
WASHINGTON, D.C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D .C.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200

HERBERT L. WILSON
1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
NA. 7161

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 JefFerson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml. 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverside 361 1

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VIUAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
ieke Charles, La.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 1 4th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
ADams 72t?

Of. 1R. 3iiier
CONSULTmG SADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Talephonex— Kingswood 7631, 9541

& KENNEDY

1 703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GILLE
1108 Lillian Way

BROS.
GLadstone 6178

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN

WILLIAMS

Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd. Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
jJRO ADC ASTING

LYNNE C. SMEBY
"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.

REpubflc 3984
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

KEAR

C. DAVIS

ANDREW

CORPORATION

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St.
TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

George P. Adair
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851
1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

JOHN CREUTZ
319 BOND SLDG.
REPUBLIC SISI
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAMST
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.-Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
January 24, 1949
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 68)
Decisions Cont'd:
Rock Creek Bcstg. Corp., Washington, D. C. —indefinitely
Commissionhearing
on ownpresently
motion
continued
scheduled Feb. 21 at Washington on
application.
Radio Bcstg. Corp., La Salle-Peru,
111. — Commission on own motion continued indefinitely consolidated hearing presently scheduled Feb. 28 at
Washington.
January 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
WCBTcense renewal
Boanoke
Rapids, N. C— LiAM station.
Modification of CP
N. Y.— Mod.
CP new
AMWRUN
stationUtica,
for extension
of completion
date.
License for CP
WCFMCP Washington,
D. C— License to
cover
new FM station.
WXNJ Plainfield, N. J.— Same.
WEED-FM Rocky Mount, N. C—
Same.
WLBR-FM Lebanon, Pa. — Same.
Modification of CP
KFMV
Hollywood—
new FM
station lor extensionMod.of CPcompletion
date.
KMJ-FM Fresno, Calif.— Same.
WAVZ-FM New Haven, Conn. — Same.
WGTR Boston— Same.
WTTH-FM Port Huron, Mich.— Same.
WFNS-FM Burlington, N. C— Same.
WCBT-FM Roanoke Rapids, N. C—
Same.
WABX Harrisburg, Pa.— Same.
KRGV-FM Weslaco, Tex.— Same.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following FM stations : KDKAFM Pittsburgh, KYW-FM Philadelphia
and WBZ-FM Boston.
KFMV Hollywood— Mod. CP new FM
station to change name from Union
Bcstg. Corp. of California.
Assignment of CP
WRTB Waltham, Mass.— Competitive
bid to purchase TV station from Raytheon Mfg. Corp. filed by Meredith Engineering Co. Original application for
assignment of CP filed by CBS.

Only station
/
saturating rich
Western Washington
market!

KIRO
SE ATTLf
CBS

TACOMA

THE PIONEER
I
\ 50,000 WATT STATION
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
710 KC

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY FREE & PETERS. INC.
Page 70
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License for CP
WEWS Cleveland — License to cover
CP new commercial TV station.
Modification of CP
WKAL-TV
Utica, N. Y.— Mod. CP
new sioncommercial
station for extenof completionTVdate.
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio— Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WSYR-AM-FM
N. Y.—New
Assignment of licenseSyracuse,
from Central
York Bcstg. Corp. to parent firm,
Radio Projects Inc.
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
January 17 Decisions . . .
AM— 1230 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
toward following: Grant of application
of Herald Bcstg. Co. for new station at
Levelland, Tex., 1230 kc 250 w unl.,
cond.; grant
application
of Southwesternof KOSA
Bcstg. Corp.
for change
frequency
Odessa,
Tex.,in from
1450 kc to 1230 kc; deny applications of
Panhandle Bcstg. Corp. and Voice of
Amarillo for new stations at Amarillo
1230 kctions of250
and Herald
deny applicaThe w Bigunl.;
Spring
Bcstg.
Co. to change frequency of KBST Big
Spring, Tex., from 1490 kc to 1230 kc
and of ating
W. E.assignment
Whitmore
to change Hobbs,
operof KWEW
N. M., from 1490 kc 100 w unl. to 1230
kc 250 w unl.
AM— 1340 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
toward grant of application of Lockport
Union-Sun
and Journal
new station
at Lockport,
N. Y., Inc.
1340 for
kc
250 wingunl.,
cond.,
to
denial
of
conflictapplications of Gordon P. Brown
tr/as Niagara Bcstg. System, Niagara
Falls, N. Y. and Great Lakes System
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
AM— 1490 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
toward andria
grant
of application
of Alex-at
Bcstg. Corp.
for new station
Alexandria, Minn., 1490 kc 250 w unl.,
cond., and to deny application of Alexities. andria Radio Corp. seeking same facilBY THE SECRETARY
Actions Taken Jan. 14
The Evening News Assn., Area Detroit, Mich. — Granted license for new
exp. TV relay W8XRF.
KAAA Red Wing, Minn.— Granted
mod. CP to make changes in vertical
ant.,
type trans, and mount FM
ant. onchange
AM tower.
WIRJ
Humboldt,
mod. CP to change typeTenn.
trans.— Granted
KOTS Deming, N. M. — Granted mod.
of CP for approval of antenna and
transmitter and studio locations and
change
of transmitter.
WEAR type
Illmo
Bcstg. Corp., Quincy,
111. — Granted authority to cancel CP
for new AM station and deleted call
letters WFAR.
KAMDnew Camden,
install
trans. Ark.- Granted CP
WKBH
Lacrosse,
for new STL, WDYF. Wis.— Granted CP
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: KMAC
San Antonio, to 5-4-49; WSVA-FM
Harrisonburg, Va., to 7-29-49; WWOLFM Buffalo, to 4-1-49; WSAN-FM Allentown, Pa., to 3-15-49; WGNB(FM)
Chicago,
6-1-49.
Meredithto Syracuse
TV Corp., Syracuse,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
and license
for new exp. TV
relay CP
W2XXJ.
WFVA
Fredericksburg,
Va.
Granted
mod. license to change studio— location.
KSCB mentLiberal,
Kan.
—
Granted
assignto Seward County
Bcste. Co.of license
Inc.
KMTR Radio Corp., Los Angeles —
Gra'-'tpd CP for new exp. TV relay
WPXMU.
KRN'V Donald W. Reynolds, OkmulGranted request to cancel
CP forgee, Okla.
FM — station.
The sionfollowing
weredates
granted
extenof completion
as shown:
WOR-TV New York, to 5-15-49; WRGB
Schenectady, to 3-13-49: WNBK Cleveland, to 7-15-49: WWOD-FM Lynchburg. Va., to 7-1-49.
WFTW Fort Wayne, Ind.— Granted
license to mount FM ant. on top of AM
tower.
WCAP '^sblIrv Park, N. J.— Granted
mod. CP to change type trans.
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans —
Granted mod. of AM license and CPs
for
"PM andBests.
TV stations
change name
to WDSU
Servicesto Inc.
WRi^D-FM WR'^C Bcstg. Service,
Memphis.
— Granted
authority to
r-t>.\ CP Tenn.
for new
FM station.
WK/iL-FM
Ro"io.
N. Y. — Conner
Same. City Bcstg. Corp.,
Following were granted extension of
comnlefion dates as shown; WMCT
Memphis, to V-'S-^iQ; W?XGW Alpine,
N. J., toto 3-31-49;
R-19-49; i"r)4K-'B'M
Ga..
WHEO-FM Cohimbus,
Rochester,
N. Y., to 8-3-49; WHIO-FM Dayton,

Absent

Profs

UNIQUE TITLE "Professor
in Absentia" has been
awarded five broadcasters by
the Radio Journalism Clinic
held last Aug. 23-27 at the
U. of Denver. Awards were
bestowed for their transcribed lectures prepared for
the Denver Clinic. The
awards are signed by R. Russell Porter, U. of Denver radio coordinator and director
of the clinic,
and "Dean"
Arthur
C. Stringer,
NAB
staff director. Those honored
are Richard D. Crombie,
KBRO Bremerton, Wash.;
Jack Harris, KPRC Houston;
Marjorie Jordan, WFNC Fayetteville, N. C; William B.
Ray, NBC Central Division;
William Warrick, WJOB
Hammond, Ind.
Ohio, to 5-30-49; KTRH-FM Houston,
Tex.,
to 8-12-49. Spartanburg, S. C—
WSPA-AM-FM
Granted
of AMCo. license and
FM
CP toassignment
Surety Bcstg.
WENT Columbus,
Ohio —and
Granted
assignment of TV permit
exp. TV
relay
Co. permit to The Dispatch Printing
KBRZ Bryan, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP for cation
approval
of ant.
and location.
trans, loand to specify
studio
WICU
Erie,
Pa.—
Granted
mod. CP
to make ant. changes.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WJIZ Hammond, Ind., to 7-1649; KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa, to 3-149; WNIQ Uniontown, Pa., to 3-31-49;
WJPA Washington, Pa., 3-31-49; KTVU
Portland,
to 6-29-49.
Allen B.Ore.,
DuMont
Labs. Inc., Pittsburgh— Granted license for new exp.
TVKRCN
relay Riverside
W3XCS. Bcstrs., Los Angeles
Granted request to vacate cond. grant
——forSame.
new FM station.
WJIM-FM WJIM Inc., Lansing, Mich.
WHEB reinstatement
Inc., Portsmouth,
H.—
Granted
of CPN. which
authorized new STL, WEBI.
WKLX-FM Fayette Bcstg. Co., Lexington, Ky. — for
Granted
to vacate
cond. grant
new FMrequest
station.
WHEB
Inc.,
Portsmouth,
H.—
Granted mod. of CP WEBI toN.change
power from 5 to 10 w, and equipment.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown:
Mich., to be61-49 on WFDF-FM
cond. thatFlint,
construction
completed
or
interim
operation
provided by that date; KUHF Houston,
Tex., to 6-28-49; WMBO-FM Auburn.
N. Y., to 3-15-49; WJHL-FM Johnson
City, Tenn., 5-1-49; KROC-FM Rochester, Minn., to 5-1-49; WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md., to 8-3-49; KWFM San
Diego, to 4-30-49; KFSA-FM Ft. Smith,
Ark.,
to 7-1-49; WDET-FM Detroit, to
1-49.
1- 31-49; WVKO
Columbus, Ohio, to
2- 1-49; KVOL-FM Lafayette, La., to 31-49; WTIC-FM Hartford, Conn., to 4Down

January 18 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
AM— 1260 kc, 1450 kc
Announced proposed decision (Comrs.
Webster, Sterling and Hennock not
participating) proposing following: (1)
That order to show cause in original
form directed to Presque Isle Bcstg.
Co., which contemplates operation of
WERC Erie, Pa., on 1450 kc 250 w unl.
in lieu of present assignment 1230 kc
250 w unl., shall be set aside; (2) that
order to show cause, as amended, which
contemplates operation of WERC on
1260 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N unl., shall be
made final, subject to cond. (a) that
site selected for station is found to be
in compliance with standards of good
engineering practice and receives apof CAA, will
(b) be
thatin station's
operatingproval pattern
accordanceD
with that proposed herein by The Civic
Bcstrs. Inc. for simultaneous operation
in Cleveland and Erie, Pa., on 1260 kc,
and (c)
station's
tern willthat
be same
as Nthatoperating
proposedpat-in
instant application of WLEU Erie, Pa.;
(3) that application of The Civic
Bcstrs. Inc. for new station in Cleveland, 1260 kc 5 kw unl. DA-DN, shall be
granted; and (4) that application of
WLEU for CP to change facilities from
1450 kcDA-N,
250 w shall
unl. to
kc 5 kw-D, 1
kw-N
be 1260
denied.
AM— 1450 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
toward grant of application of Blue
Valley Bcstg. Co. for new station at
Beatrice, neering
Neb.,
1450 also
kc 250
w unl.,
engicond. and
subject
to cond.
that operation of proposed station shall
not begin until KVAK Atchison, Kan.,
shall be licensed to operate on 1470 kc
and has ceased to operate on 1450 kc,
and to deny application of Beatrice
Bcstg. Co. seeking same facilities
ticpang).
(Comrs. Webster
and Sterling not parBY COMMISSION EN BANC
FM Authorizations
CPs granted for one new Class B FM
station and for one new noncommercial,
educational low-power FM station; CPs
in lieu of previous cond. grants issued
to two FM outlets, including one Class
A and one Class B permit; issued CPs
in lieu of previous cond. to two other
FM stations; announced order amending FMstancesallocation
plan— ).in three in(see story, page
License Renewal
Following
stations forwereperiod
granted
renewal of licenses
ending
Feb. 1, 1952: WITH Baltimore; WKBO
Harrisburg, Pa.; KPRL Paso Robles,
Calif.; KXO El Centro, Calif.; WCNH
Quincy, Fla.; WAIM Anderson, S. C;
KADA Ada, Okla.; KAST Astoria, Ore.;
KFJB
Marshalltown,
Iowa; KGDE
Fergus Falls, Minn.; KODL The Dalles,
Ore.; KOSF Nocagdoches, Tex.; KRES
St. Joseph, Mo.; KSWM Joplin, Mo.;
WBOW Terre Haute; WCAT Rapid City,
S. D.; WCLO Janes ville, Wis.; WCMA
Corinth, Miss.; WCOL (and aux.) Columbus, Ohio; WCPO Cincinnati; WDSM
Superior, Wis.; WENY Ebnira, N. Y.
WFOM Marietta, Ga.; WFRP Savannah
Ga.; WGLN Glen Falls, N. Y.; WHLN
Harlan, Asheville;
Ky.; WHUCWJOBHudson,
WISE
(and N.aux.Y.
Hammond, Ind.; WJOY Burlington, Vt.
WMPC Lapeer, Mich.; WPUV Pulaski
Va.;
KANA N. Anaconda,
Mont.; Wyo.
KDIX
Dickinson,
D.; KVOC Casper,
KYJC Medford, Ore.; WAJR Morgan
town, W. Va.; WBPZ Lock Haven, Pa.
(Continued on page 81 )
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FINAL facilities
GRANTS
'''i>^^'z::z^;:!;!t'
EEGIONAL
for WHYN Holyoke,
Mass., a new daytime station
for Palo Alto, Calif., and a new local for Lakeland, Fla., were authorized
in final decisions issued by FCC last week. Competing applications were
denied in each case.
The Commission also made final
Administration executive at Gainesits proposal to deny both applicaville, Fla.; Edmund D. Covington Jr.,
WHOO Orlando announcer, and Duane
tions in the Atlantic City 1230 kc F.
McConnell, acting chief engineer of
case.
WRUF Gainesville and part owner of
WLYK Live Oak, Fla. Mr. Taylor will
The decisions all effectuated pro- be
general and commercial manager;
posals handed down by the ComMr. Covington program director, and
Mr. McConnell chief engineer. Mr.
mission several months ago:
Taylor has subscribed for additional
1. Granted
WHYN's
application
to stock to give him 50% interest; Messrs.
move
from 1400
kc with
250 w to
Covington and McConnell will then
'560 kc with 1 kw directionalized; de- have 25% each.
Pynchon frequency
Broadcasting
Corp.'s bid
D. & K. Broadcasting Co., Palo Alto —
for thenied same
at Springfield,
partnership composed of MilMass. [BROADCASTING, July 19, 1948]. Limited
lard Kibbe, general partner, and Donald
2.
Granted
D
&
K
Broadcasting
Co.'s
K.
Deming,
limited
partner. with
Mr. Kibbe,
'application for a new station at Palo
who has been
associated
KTKC
Alto using 1220 kc with 250 w, daytime
Visalia, Calif., will be general manager.
Mr. Deming, his cousin, is in the hard[only; denied Times-Star Publishing
Co.'s request
for the same channel
at active ware
business
Visalia
and plans no
Alameda
[BROADCASTING,
Aug. 30,
part
in at
station
affairs.
1948].
Granted
Broadcasting
Co.'s
bid3. for
1230 kcCoastal
with 250
w at Lakeland
(when WLOF Orlando moves from 1230
to 950 kc); denied
WSIRkc Winter
! application
for 1230
in lieuHaven's
of its
present 1490 kc with 2.50 w [BROAD'
Af N Conference
on UNESCO
TO SPEAK
ALLE
: CASTING, Sept. 6, 1948].
4. Denied the application of At'antic
City Broadcasting Corp. (for eneineerGEORGE V. ALLEN, Assistant
ing
and Strand
Corp.reasons')
(for default),
both Broa<icasting
seekine 1230 Secretary of State for public afkc with 250 w at Atlantic City [BROADfairs, will deliver one of the major
CASTING, Sept. 20, 1948].
at opening of the Second
addresses
In the Massachusetts case FCC
National Conference of UNESCO
gave the grant to the newspaper(United Nations Educational,
identified WHYN
(Transcriptand Cultural OrganizaScientific
Telegram) despite the general
tion), to be held in Cleveland
Commission policy of preferring March 31-April 2. The conference
non-newspaper applicants in com- is under the sponsorship of the
petitive hearings. This departure
U. S. National Commission.
jfrom customary policy, FCC said,
Secretary Allen recently reis justified by WHYN's record.
turned from Europe where he
Without assigning reasons,
headed the American delegation to
Chairman Wayne Coy dissented
from his colleagues and voted for the international UNESCO Conference at Beirut, Lebanon. Jaime
Pynchon Broadcasting, a group of
Torres Bodet, newly-elected direcSpringfield
profestor general of UNESCO, is schedsional men'business
headed byandJames
F.
uled to give the keynote speech.
Egan. Comrs. Paul A. Walker
and George E. Sterling did not Milton Eisenhower, president of
Kansas State College and chairman
participate in the decision.
The Palo Alto grant to D & K of the U. S. Commission, will also
Broadcasting was authorized on a speak. The sessions will draw
3-to-2 vote, Chairman Coy and delegates from more than 800 national organizations. Official obComr. Frieda B. Hennock voting
for Abraham and Sara F. Kofservers from government and international agencies will also atman's Times-Star Publishing Co. tend.
at Alameda. Comrs. Walker, Rosel
H. Hyde and E. M. Webster formed
Panels of experts will review the
the majority. Comrs. Sterling and problems and accomplishments of
Robert F. Jones did not vote.
UN and specialized agencies. DeleOwnership of the new-station
gates in group meetings are exgrantee companies:
pected to discuss how radio and
Coastal Broadcasting Co., Lakeland —
newspapers can be used to further
Dwned in equal shares by President
Robert S. Taylor, dentist and Veterans
UNESCO's objectives.

We

Like

Meadville—

It's a great little community . . . chock-full of prosperous farm
families that count on WMGW for good music . . . farm and market
reports and up to the minute news. When you broadcast your advertising message over WMGW you are assured not only of a listening
audience but a buying audience! WMGW spent advertising dollars
always result in direct sales gains for you. For further information
contact . . .
Vie Diehm c/o WMGW
or
Robt. Meeker Assoc.
521 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C.
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RW.
of KPIX
, staff,
(TV)WASSENBERG,
Sanbeen
Francisco
has
appointed sales
operations manager. BOB HANSEN has
been appointed AM assistant to KSFOKPIX program director KEITH KERBY. GEORGE JANDA and HERBERT
BRETT have been appointed TV production assistants; both were formerly with WBKB (TV) Chicago.
MYRON COY, formerly with Intermountain Broadcasting Co. of New
Mexico, has been appointed program
director of WBYS and WBYS-FM
Canton, 111.
ED. A. CONDIT Jr., formerly with
WCAX Burlington, Vt., has joined announcing staff of WMTR Morristown,
N. J.
DUANE BOGIE has joined TV department at NBC's Central Division,
Chicago, as assistant producer. ANN
LIBBERTON has joined as script

FRANK MONTELEONE, program digirl. rector of WMGY Montgomery, Ala.,
has been appointed program director
of WMGY's FM affiliate, WMGY-PM.
LONELLE HUDSON is FM station's
traffic manager, and DOUGLAS HASSING is chief announcer.
HAZEL KENYON MARKEL, director
of public service, education and public relations at WTOP Washington,
has been sworn in as permanent lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve. Mrs. Markel was director of
wojnen's radio for the U. S. Navy
during- the last war.
BLAINE CORNWELL, formerly of
KMOX, KXOK, KXLW St. Louis, has
joined WIL St. Louis as conductor of
the Blaine Cornwell Show. BILL
ARENS, formerly of KWOS Jefferson
City, and KIMO Independence, Mo.,
has joined station as chief music librarian.
JACK McCORMACK, WGBS Miami
announcer, has returned to his post
following
a leave of absence due to
illness.

HELEN M. KORDAY has been promoted to television personnel supervisor of NBC, and DORIS ANN appointed placement manager of the
network. Miss Korday was formerly
NBC employment manager, and Miss
Ann was assistant employment manager. Television personnel supervisor is newly created post.
MORT NUSBAUM, m.c. on WHAM
Rochester, N. Y., since 1947, has taken
over as morning man on that station. He will handle 6:30-9:45 a.m.
show, with exception of 15 minute
segments at 7, 7:30, and 8 a.m.
JOE ADAMS has joined KFMV (FM)
Hollywood as disc m.c. In addition
to daily one and one-half hour show
on the FM station, Mr. Adams will
continue Mayor of Melody program on
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.
BILL GAVIN, NBC production man,
has been appointed writer-producer
on production staff of KNBC San
Francisco. He fills vacancy left by
FRED HEGELUND, recently transferred to NBC Hollywood. For past
year and a half Mr. Gavin has had
his own one man variety show on
KNBC. He has been in radio for more
than 20 years, his first program aired
in 1929 on KPO San Francisco (now
KNBC). He also is well known in
Bay Area as organizer and director
of male chorus on Standard Hour
Summer Show, and is national vice
president of AFRA.

LAWRENCE N. JONES has been appointed by KRUL Corvallis, Ore., to
serve as coordinator for the sales,
programming, special events and public relations departments of the station. KATHLEEN DeSPAIN has
joined KRUL's music and continuity
staff.
JULES RIND has been appointed program director of WPEN Philadelphia.
BILL FOX has been appointed day
program director at CKNW New
Westminster, B. C. DES McDERMOTT has been assigned night program post, and SHEILA HASSELL,
publicity
director, has been appointed
office manager.
J. D. BOWMAN has joined announcing staff of WLOH Princeton, W. Va.,
replacing DON MOYER, resigned.
BING CROSBY has been appointed
chairman of the National Heart
Week, Feb. 14-21.
SID WILLING, staff announcer at
KWTC Barstow, Calif., has been promoted to assistant program director.
KAY BALFE has resigned as morningannouncer on WPGH Pittsburgh. No
future plans have been announced.
January 24, 1940
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
250 watt AM and 16,000 watt FM station
has position
open for local
salesWilliam
manager. Car necessary.
Contact
Tedrick,
Manager,
KWOC
&
KWOCFM, Poplar Bluff, Missouri.
Regional network
large needs
metropolitan city in station
central instates
combination station manager - sales
manager, minimum age 30. Box 543,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager
wanted.to Must
be experienced and willing
work.
State
qualifications, references, salary expected.
WBET,
Brockton,
Massachusetts.
Medium sized station in large metropolitan city in central states needs
general manager, minimum age 30. Box
544, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Commercial manager for independent upstate NY station. Only one
in market. Family man preferred. A
real opportunity for the right man.
Address Box 810, BROADCASTING.
Sales executive
open station
for expe-in
rienced men in position
progressive
large eastern market. This is a $10,000
a year position
and only
those with
experience in a sales
executive
capacity
need apply. All replies wall be strictly
confidential. Box 859, BROADCASTING.
Texas station has opening for capable
manager with sales ideas. Box 846,
BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman who can be our sales
manager. Experienced radio salesman
with good counts.record
to sell and
acA good station
in aservice
good but
competitive market. Vacation, life insuranceditions.
plan, harmonious
conPopulation 50.000working
to 100,000,
excellent market in progressive North
Carolina city. Good climate, schools,
colleges, churches. If you like to sell
radio and service accounts, answer today. Many men are looking for the
opportunity we offer. Tell all about
yourself,ences.education,
referSend photo if experience,
available. Salary
commensurate with ability. Our emabout thisconfidence.
onening so Box
answerployees
with know
comnlete
S33. BROADCASTING.
Owners of corporation now constructing small station in southwest, need
experiencedWill
associate
handle
the
business.
sell a tohalf
interest.
Box 901, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesmen — Two young, alert salesmen
wanted by daytime independent in
Virginia. $70 weekly draw against 15%
commission. One will be promoted to
sales manager of station. Write or wire
Box 789, BROADCASTING.
Permanent sales position open for time
salesman. Independent operation in
midwestern market of 25,000. Must be
experienced.
Commission
starting draw guaranteed.
Give with
all details
in first letter, references and photo.
Box 793, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
— Opportunity
four
thousand
monthly to atwrite
15%.two$400to
draw guaranteed
for
60
days
experienced mature man minimumto age
30,
nreferably with automobile, in large
Michisan
CASTING. market. Box 695, BROADNeed Muzak salesman for northwest
virgin territory. City of half million.
High remuneration for experienced
producer. Box 727, BROADCASTING.
Dominant station in excellent California
experienced
salesman ofmarket
high wants
character.
For interview
contact KITO, San Bernardino.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Opportunity for salesman with push
and ideas. Texas station. Salary and
commission. Tell all. Box 844, BROADCASTING.
Exceptionalperienced
sales
opportimities
exradio time
salesmen. for10,000
watt station, soon to increase power to
50 kw, offers hard selling (not highpressure) time salesmen fine future
with aggressive, progressive organization. Salary
commission.
appointmentand
for interview,
write For
or wire
Joseph R. Fife, Commercial Manager,
WPTR, Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany, N. Y.
Wanted: Salesman with some experience for independent
station and
in Massachusetts. Good working
living
conditions. Excellent chance for the
right man. Box 894, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
To meet witli its expansion program a
solid 5000 watt fulltime Mutual outlet
needs two experienced men. One should
have announcing and news experience,
the other should have announcing and
copy writing experience. Send audition
disc, references, photograph and full
letter of application with statement of
experience, salary desired, marital and
family status. We want two permanent
men content to settle down in a midwest community of 12,500. No floaters,
bottlechasers or boy wonders should apply. Real opportunity for right man. We
preferbutmenwillfromconsider
this section
of coimtry,
any ambitious
young tionsmen.
Pleasant
working
with young congenial staff. condiWrite
Grover
Kansas. Cobb, KVGB, Great Bend,
Announcer for 1000 watt eastern staor prima donnas.
Write tion.
BoxNo hot-shots
863, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for combination announcer-engineer. Salary open. Send
disc
and North
qualifications
etteville.
Carolina.to WFLB, FayAnnouncer who can also run controls.
Experienced. Reliable. Ambitious.
Working conditions pleasant. Salary
plus some talent opportunities. Central
New York network affiliate. Immediate
opening. Three work-character references required.
prefered but
auditionPersonal
disc andaudition
late photo
will get full attention. Box 857,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately, good, experienced
announcer. Must be capable of doing
all shows, including disc. Apply in
person, WJOC, Jamestown, N. Y.
Wanted — Experienced combination
man. Must be good announcer and
smooth operator. Not afraid of work.
Good pay and conditions. Wonderful
climate. No beginners or students.
Kilowatt pending.
Send discKOOS,
and qualifications to Roger Spaugh,
Coos
Bay. Oregon.
Announcer-engineer, KVRH in the heart
of the Rockies. Need top announcer
with 1st class phone. Good pay and
hunting, fishing, skiing and sports in
most
beautiful
part ofdo
Rockies,
Co
lora
. Salida,
Wanted immediately — General staff announcer and man capable of general
staff announcing with possibility of becoming program director at 1000 watt
Iowa
station. Box 919, BROADCASTING^
Technical
South Texas two hundred fifty watt
network station needs staff engineer.
Box 856, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer for WTAW, college Frank
station.J. Texas.
tact
Sosolik. 1 kilowatt. ConEngineer with studio experience in operation and construction. WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
Chief engineer
experience for newwithAMconstruction
station central
Pennsylvania . Permanent. Chance to
grow with aggressive organization. Box
865, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted, riencedfirst
phone engineer,
or otherwise,
willing to expetrain
for station breaks in afternoon and
supplementary
announcing.
Good
ration, good city, $42.50 base, opeplus
overtime, and regular raises. WWGS,
Tifton, Georgia.
Wanted immediately, good combination
man with first class ticket. WKUL,
Cullman, Alabama.
Wanted — radio engineer who is also a
business man and would like to install
and obtain management on percentage
of profit basis of FM CP in important
market with transit company radio
franchise. Interested parties please
write to Box 779, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with some experience for AM
and FM operation. Send photo and
full details. M. L. Koerner, WSAM
Saginaw, Michigan.
Need two
ences and engineers
experiencedwithin best
studioreferand
transmitter construction. FM and AM
construction now under way. Address
replies to Chief Engineer, WBUT, Box
271, Butler, Pennsylvania.
Production-Programming, others
Writer wanted by major northern California outlet. Desire person with experience in all phases of program vwiting and production. Must have enthusiasm for routine continuity assignments, as show production limited.
Good opportunity
for person
initiative and training.
Personalwithinterview required. State all essential facts
ING.
in first letter. Box 881, BROADCASTCopywriter,
man or woman,
ate
central California.
MustNBC
turnaflRliout
real selling copy and take responsibility. One man copy department. Write
giving full personal and professional
background, also starting salary expected. Write Box 872, BROADCASTING.
Writers — ^Men or women, legal residents New York State, to create public
interest announcements and programs.
Opportunity to develop ideas. Civil
Service minimum requirements: Two
to four
professional
radio backwriting, years'
depending
educational
ground. Startingonsalary
$4242. Apply
to Miles Heberer, Director, New York
State Radio Bureau, Department of
Commerce,
New
York. 112 State Street, Albany,
Copywriter for Texas station. Tell all
with
ING. samples. Box 845, BROADCASTNorthern New York state station needs
experienced girl to handle continuity
and traffic, plus some air work. Send
details plus continuity samples to Box
848, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer — If you can write
good didcommercial
copy,
here is a station
splenopportunity
in
afornetwork
with best
chances
advancement.
Excellent
CASTING. salary. Box 915, BROADSituations Wanted
Managerial
Available as manager or commercial
manager or combination, on short
notice.
Over Experienced
fifteen yearsininallcommercial radio.
phases
of operation. Top references. Box 851,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, young, exceptional sales and
promotion
man gross
for small
ing increased
and station
offering desirbest
opportunity and compensation. Wife
experienced office manager. Box 850,
BROADCASTING.
Combinationdependent manager
PD for Box
inor network and
operation.
702, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — I can sell and I can
inspire andvertisers Isell
leadstay
salesmen
to sell.
Adsold. The
tougher
the competitive forces, the better my
results. Eight years of unequalled radio
and agency sales ' experience proves
this.
Can't weif Idiscuss
problems
to determine
can be your
of assistance?
Box 873, BROADCASTING.
Good right hand, presently employed.
Six years top level executive assistant.
Young, forceful, effective. One month
availability.
Box 908, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Attention Rocky Mountain station own- ;
ers. General manager with thorough \
experience in programming, sales, en- jj
gineering and administration is looking
for permanent place to settle with family. Prefer an established metropolitan. However, will give equal considothers. confidentially.
All correspondence willerationbeto alltreated
Box
812, BROADCASTING.
First class station manager, now employed, with fourteen years experience
in management, sales and programming,
desires connection
with Box
a good
station. Sober
and reliable.
759,
BROADCASTING.
Manager available immediately to take
over construction and operation of new
station. Over
years Best
experience
independent 16
and net.
references
from present employer. Box 917,
BROADCASTING.
Young enough to have ideas. Old
enough to have good sense. Presently
employed station manager with ten
years
hard commercial
under of
his good
belt desires
change to radio
more
amiable progressive circumstances. Box
906, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments.
Successful
16 year gradnetwork affiliate record.
University
uate. Dependable career man. Good
references. Can be available on short
notice. Box 892, BROADCASTING.
General manager—
chief 30engineer
combination available with
days notice.
Well worth
contacting.
Good
promotional and programming ideas, proven
in a large, competitive market. Box
890, BROADCASTING.
Experienced man who has been selling
radio time since 1932 and is now station
manager
a job as sales
man-in
ager withwillwelltakeestablished
station
good market. Good references, sober,
dependable. Box 918, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman with excellent
sales and commercial programming
record. Highest references. Midwest.
Box 878, BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
affiliation Have
with station havingseeking
rural coverage.
car.
East
preferred.
Box
876,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable salesman available for
your sponsors.
Can deliver
commercial announcing
and thru
newscasts.
More than 2 years varied experience,
from AFRS to 5 kw affiliate, programproducing,
record
shows.of
Auditionming,disc
can acting,
show you
sample
work, flexible enough to change to required conditions. Box 847, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Newsman - announcer, fully experienced, mature, sober, versatile. Seven
years news
background.
Intelligent
rewrite. Seeking
permanency
and good
working conditions. Ross Edwards,
Hotel Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Baseball announcer. Wire and live.
Veteran, 24.
single,
college.
experience.
Consider all
offers. Some
Box 769,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced
news experience.
editor - annoimcer."i
Married,
five years
College
education, will travel. Bob Jordan,
2608 Beverly Drive, Birmingham, Alabama. Phone 2-3081.
Announcer, sports, all phases, 1 year
experienceinterview
play-by-play
all Chicago
sports.! ;
PersonalNew York,
vicinity. Disc all others. Ed Silver, 4342
Drexel Blvd., Chicago 15, 111.
[*
Experienced announcer, news, disc f
jockey. Sell, write. Plenty of Ideas.
Box 1011, Twin Falls, Idaho.
~
Sportscaster,
play-by-play
all sports,
10
years
experience.
Both
live
and
wire
recreation baseball. Veteran, college,! ii
capable disc jockey, news, commercial.
MC and adlib. Prefer specialize in Sf
sports but will go anywhere, do any-t iti
thing if offer is right. With present em- su
ployer 2V2 years, desirous advancement, il
Salary plus talent.
Jim Shelton,
WMOX, Meridian, Miss.
k

Situations Wanted (Cont'd) Situations Wanted (Cont'd) Situations Wanted (Cont'd) Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-producer, currently enjoy■ : Announcer — over 3 years radio, record Ambitious newsman desires position on
Here we go again. Tried twice recent; I shows, news. References, background.
news minded station. Will graduate
ing islengthy
present
position.of
ly,
but
no
soap.
So
I'll
be
a
sport
and
There
no stay
rush.in Want
privilege
-■ Midwest. Available now. Box 880, from Iowa U. in February. Two years
make this number 3. One year experience as announcer-operator (no first doubling in agency and television work
■■ BROADCASTING.
experience on 5 kw station newscastclass ticket) with 250 watter. Will during off time. Have handled large
ing, reporting, rewriting. Normand
travel. Know some music and have
audiences for years as quizmaster, va■i :i Experienced
CBS affiliate
announcer,
14 N. Johnson, Iowa City,
Iowa.
scripted various disc shows. Would
riety show emcee. Experience includes
Can do announcing,
remotes,
studio Schrader,
narration for radio and picture sound
shows (Mceeing), disc jockey shows
like to apprentice
in
directing
or
producing
besides
announcing
chores.
tracks, shows.
sportscasting
and
and news. Twenty four years old, vetAvailable immediately if not sooner.
deejay
Will play-by-play
be glad to send
• eran. plan to marry soon. Two years Experienced yoimg announcer, prestailored recording in answer to letter
Peter
Lewicki,
4812 S. Avers Ave.,
i of college and eager to learn. If you
ently
employed,
wishes
opportunity
Chicago
32,
111.
setting forth details of opening. Box
1 can use me, write or wire Fred Reece,
with progressive station. References.
904, BROADCASTING.
i 623 Clara Ave., St. Louis 12, Missouri.
WiU travel. Box 831, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, disc jockey.
Experienced announcer. Good voice
i Good newseditor and newscaster deDependable
steady.
immedquality
plus
consistency.
Seeking
sires
job
in
west
or
northwest.
Expeiately.—Desire
west Available
or midwest.
Bob
Announcer,
25,
one
year
experience,
! rienced 27 year old married vet. Sober,
permanency.
Emphasis
onFidler,
news, 3128
re- Douglas,
dena, California.
1000
watt
station,
looking
for
perma745
East
Foothill
Blvd,
Altamotes,
jockey.
Michael
Jependable, graduate of leading journent
position.
Will
travel.
Box
830,
aalism university. Fine voice, fine ref- BROADCASTING.
Eastwood Ave., Chicago. Irving 8-1681.
Chief announcer with first class phone
erences. Disc and details promptly furnished. Write Box 882, BROADCASTlicense. Six years experience. Changdue to preferred.
housing conditions.
Just a second!
— 2 years
ex}ING.
East ingof jobs,
Mississippi
Box 903,
Available
— 27 years7 old.
Commerce
and
perience, goodAnnouncer
voice, single,
24, can
law
education.
years
announcing
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster. Ability to double as prooperate
console.
Excellent
references,
gram director or assistant manager.
prefer
midwest,
but
will
travel.
Box
and
program
experience.
Now
emSeven years experience. Midwest only.
ployed. Will offer top references and
914. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, excellent voice, wellBox 825, BROADCASTING.
trained all phases. Anxious for start
a clean ance.record
dependable performin radio. Box 898. BROADCASTING.
Box 920,ofBROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, play-by-play all malAnnouncer
employed,
four years'of
Technical
experience,— Now
graduate
University
jor sports. Direct or ticker. Eight
years experience. Will go anywhere
North Carolina, married, pre-war
— Young, ambitious. Musical
English instructor, permanent position Announcer
for
right
deal.
Box
926,
BROADradio experience. Willing to travel
Engineer — 8 years all phases of radio,
CASTING.
with future. South only. Box 828, and
anywhere for right position. Have disc.
married, manent
1stposition
classwith
license.
Wish 1per-or
^ BROADCASTING.
established
Don Keating, 2419 St. Paul Blvd., Roch5 kw network affiliate. Reference. Box
ester
5,
New
York.
Most
interesting
voice
I
know
of.
Sin■ti versity
AnnoTincer,
young, presently
married, state
uni861, BROADCASTING.
gle, entertain, radio acting experience.
graduate,
employed
Outstanding
appearance
andoffer.
personalI midwest CBS affiliate doing newscastThoroughly
experienced engineer availity.
Will
accept
reasonable
Dan
Staff
announcer
exjjerienced
sports
I- ing,
shows,
special
Callahan, 1366 Flatbush Avenue, Brookableating
sooninfor
either station.
chief's job Box
or operevents.discWill
travel.commercials,
Disc on request.
play-by-play,
prefer east, midwest.
a
large
809,
lyn.
N.
Y.
Box
835,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Desires change. Box 869, BROAD; CASTING.
Broadcast engineer, married, veteran.
Announcer
— stations.
3 years experience
college
Announcer, good commercial man. Experienced all phases. Chief engineer
New York disc jockey seeking permaand
small
Married.
Seeks
presently
employed.
Experience
all
stations.
AM-FM
dinent position with big metropolitan position larger station. Play-by-play
rectional experience.
Desire
position
phases. teDramatic
very and
in- major network
station. Box
Now 868,
emploved.
8 years experested in TV bothtraining,
announcing
sports,
- rience.
BROADCASTING.
in
east.
All
offers
considered
and
anCASTER.control op. Box 841, BROADacting. Want to settle permanently
swered. Box 796. BROADCASTING.
midwest. Box 895, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class experience 5 kw.
' Newscaster and announcer currently
Desire Florida climate. Box 877,
Capable, experienced announcer. Four
!'!' affiliate
employedin atmetropolitan
5000 watt market.
eastern CBS
Full years reporter, editor. Staff announcNo floater — Don't want station about BROADCASTING.
to
sink. Experienced.
Previously
ing, disc shows, acting, news and copyJj data
experience,
AM, FM. conannouncer
two stations.
Prefer chief
east. Engineer. Experienced
Age available."
25. Only Four
reasonyearsfor
desiring
College gradustruction, chief one year. Married.
change is inadequate salary. Box 874, writing,ate.newscasting.
Agreeable
personality.
Good
Minimum
$65.00
plus
talent.
Best ref- Available immediately. Box 866,
BROADCASTING.
voice. Will travel. Disc on request
erences. Box 887, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Raymond Moore, 208 West Oak,
Engineer,
yearsGuard.
ship
- Network experienced announcer. Seven Orrville, Ohio.
Sports director. Idea man. Proven
and shore first
radiophone.
station3^2Coast
years. Deep, resonant voice, vibrant
shows.
Play-by-play.
Box
900,
BROADGraduate
communication
school.
AcII nouncer
personality.5 kw At network
present station.
chief Top
an- Annoiincer, news editor, fully experiCASTING.
ham radio.
No broadcast experience. tiveBox
875. BROADCASTING.
enced. Versatile, solid, intelligent redisc jockey .midwestern city of one
i million. Family man. Reliable. Do
write.
permanency.
WilChief engineer, presently employed, deStaff announcer, 26, single, vet. Gradliams, Seeking
3128 Eastwood
Ave.,Hank
Chicago.
not drink. $100 minimum plus talent.
uate leading radio
school. Radio
change Twenty
to progressive
metropolii; Box 867, BROADCASTING.
Irving 8-1681.
tansires
station.
years engineering
Will travel.
Disc available.
Box City.
910,
experience includes all phases AM, FM
BROADCASTING.
and directional antenna installation,
Capable announcer, experienced all
! Experienced, versatile chief an- phases.
operation, and maintenance. Box 792,
John Dalton, 4953 Whipple St., Staff announcer, veteran. Graduate
.. nouncer - program director available
BROADCASTING.
Chicago, Illinois. Phone Irving 8-7763.
' immediately,
west.
Wanna hear mydesires
disc? position
Jerry DeHaan,
leadingtical
radio
school.
City. phases
Pracknowledge
all Radio
broadcast
1st phone,perience
transmitter
and age
console
exAnnouncer
desires piermanent position.
■1 Capitol
3946 CoUis.
Los
Angeles
32,
California.
fourteen months,
28, have
plus
college
background.
Single.
12322.
travel. Disc available. Box Will
911, car. Sober, conscientious, wiU travel.
Two years experience. Bob Stanley,
Box 765, BROADCASTING.
4838 Sacramento, Chicago 25, Illinois.
BROADCASTING.
|- Experienced radio personality in Na- Phone Jupiter 8-5744.
Chief engineer,
IRE man, and
extensive
exi■ tion's
Capital
wants morning
perience in supervision
operation
Experienced newscaster, editor, with
New York
Havejustshow
notalent.
con-in Thoroughly experienced high caliber
of
all
phases
of
broadcast
and
comnections,City
have nostation.
contacts,
fine quality voice, deep, authoritative,
announcer with excellent delivery on
munications engineering. Can orgsinize
Not a Robbins, not a Block. Unique
yet friendly. Solid, well-rounded newsand install new station, any size or
commercials that sell. Excellent spon!- style, slightly insane. Excellent referpaper
experience.
Can
write
and
desor-management references. Personalliver straight news and human interest type. Prefer 5 to 50 kw operation or
ences from present employer who is
stations,
class welfeatures as they should be written and chain ofcomed
ity jockey shows. Authoritative newsaware of this ad. Box 864, BROADprovided itbutis any
a progressive,
caster. Top rating. Excellent producdelivered — with the smooth punch and
r CASTING.
well-equipped
station.
Best
references.
tion,
programming.
Box
862,
BROADproper
emphasisattention.
that creates
CASTING.
and commands
Good interest
diction I. Q. 153. Available now, but could
wait for CP, etc.. if necessarv. Please,
. Newscaster-annoxmccr. Single, 23, reand
pronunciation.
Knows
f cent graduate state university, radio
talking about and sounds itwhat
(nothe'sas all details in first letter including rough
Hillbilly
disc
jockey,
knows
business,
degree. Announce, news, dee-jay, run
run-of-mill
detached
announcer).
Disestimate of present and/or contemmusical background, selling style, 2
panel. Prefer Ohio or western Pennplatedsalary.
equipment
protinctive style and tone. Swapped newsyears experience. Desires job in large,
sylvania opening. Short experience.
posed
All valuation,
inquiries also
answered
paper
reporting
for
newsscript
writing
progressive
station.
Presently
emon
metropolitan
stations.
Then,
to
Will work first month free for experiand
held
confidential.
Box
760,
BROADCASTING.
ployed. Box 813, BROADCASTING.
, ence, if living wage guaranteed theregain mike experience changed to small
after. Box 500, Strongsville, Ohio.
stationadvanced
as news toeditor-newscaster.
Has Engineer — Ten years experience. First
now
present
employment
phone. Institutional radio training
Whoa! Right here! I'm your man.
in
similar
positioncity.onCollege
paper-owned
CREI and RCA. Family man. good
Absolutely tops in sports, news, comSports announcer. Outstanding Hooper
station
in medium
degree,
mercials and special shows. Am presreferences.
Desire connection with prosportscast.
play-by-play,
nine
years.
one
child.
Merchant
Marine,
good
apently
employed
with
network
affiliate.
Box 819, BROADCASTING.
gressiveNevada.
station insouthern
New Mexico.
Aripearance and personality. Responsible,
Believe me sir. I got it. Box 811.
zona,
California.
BROADCASTING.
non-drinker, cooperative disposition.
Highest
references
from
all
employers.
State
salary.
James
A.
Arthm-.
lAnnouncer — Want a staff announcer?
Bard Avenue. St. Albans, W. Va. 2632
Desires to move ahead to large station,
1 Young, radio school graduate, good Newsman, University of Wisconsin
writing
and
delivering
own
news.
No
I voice. Go anywhere, salary no object.
Engineer, first phone, married veteran,
announcing, but will handle own comGood news man, adlib, special events. journalism graduate, 24, married. Re26. Four years radio and electronics
m
e
r
c
i
a
l
s
,
i
f
desired.
Please
state
salporting experience. Box 808, BROADPhoto,
disc
on
request.
Box
818,
experience,
20 inmonths
broadcasting.
CASTING.
ary, talent fees and news schedule.
BROADCASTING .
Desires location
southwest.
Box 748,
Will arrange personal interview and BROADCASTING.
audition if possible, otherwise will send
complete resume and disc. Box 886. Chief engineer. Desire position with
yearshowdisc
seeking
permawithjockey
station
in big
city BROADCASTING.
■ Girl
newscaster,
vibrantshows
clear wants
voice, Eight nent
experienced
dramatic
wants a saleable rating. Box
1000 watt or top 250 watter. WiU make
staff position. Prefer Texas. Box 817, which
another installation. Write or wire
804, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
John
Blackwell. Williston. Tenn.
Thoroughly
announcer wantsexperienced,
staff position.capable
Two years
Young
announcer,
2
years
experience
Chief
engineer, twelve j'ears experience
All night disc jockey desires deejayexperiencetinuity.allDJ. handle
phases: board.
production,
conin operation and installation. Last two
all phases
of
radio.
Presently
emCollege.
emcee-interview
or
programming
poployed,
but
desire
change
to
an
outfit
years
as chief. Age 39. married, no
sition. Four years experience includmg
Will travel. Disc, ohoto. Norman Wain.
children. Excellent references. Box
with an eye for radio rather than
1009 Foster Ave., Brooklyn 30, N. Y.
announcing,
news
and
acting.
Avail896.
BROADCASTING.
intrigue.
Available
for
in-person
interable now. Box 816, BROADCASTING.
view in New York and vicinity. Box
913. BROADCASTING.
Engineer — first phone, no broadcast
Staff announcer currently employed
Newsman, pleasing voice, good delivexperience.
8 yearsgraduate,
ham. 2 years
- one kw, central New York regional
ery. University graduate. 14 months
lege, radio school
flight colop.
experience with midwest station.
station, desires change. Minimum fifty Short but varied announcing experiAAF. desire position in New York.
dollars. Box 815, BROADCASTING.
Would like a position in a progressive
ence. Want better opportunity in east
New
Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
New
Engor Florida. Must include deejaying.
station that appreciates value of news.
land. Box 912, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 25, capable all-round staff College education, excellent reference.
Experienced
in play-by-play
basket(Continued on next imge)
ball.
Can
gather,
edit
and
write
local
man, experienced. Middlewest preWrite
for
details.
Box
927.
BROADCASTING.
news. Box 893. BROADCASTING.
ferred. Box 814, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced kilowatt to 200 kilowatt.
Excellent on all phases of construction.
Presently chief or kilowatt. Seeking
station
with future. Box 891, BROADCASTING.
Chief idaengineer:
Now employed
in Flor-15
desires change
in this area.
years experience, AM, FM, Fax, new
station construction, etc., excellent
combination,
manufacturing
sion. Best references,
proven superviability.
Box 889, BROADCASTING.
Production^Programming, others
Program
Experience,pleasing
highlysuccessfuldirector
record,— reputedly
personality, ability to handle personnel,
looking forand
a real
opportunity
for proiesslonal
financial
advancement.
Can program for sales, build listening
audience. Top quality anouncing voice,
news, remotes, record shows, own
singing show. Minimum salary requirementsences,
$400 disc
peronmonth.
Details,
request.
Box refer787,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer. Single, reliable,
hardworking. Modest requirements.
Have
32Y2 synonyms
"gorgeous." Go
anywhere.
Box 797, BROADCASTING.
"Damn,"
saidoldthecollege
Duchess.
"I want
that
25 year
graduate
with
BS degree in advertising to handle my
public
relations,
and
promotion
noimcing too). Combination of (annew
ideas and experience in both newspaper andBROADCASTING.
radio work can't be beat."
Box 879,
If you're play-by-playing beaucoup organized baseball,
employed,
experienced
sportshere's
editor,an copywriter,
aimouncer. Detailed writing, casting
knowledge all sports. Box 754, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, 25, now employed regional
station, journalism graduate, experience in reporting, newscasting, editing. Desires
radioAvailable
news job.
Hardworking, married.
two weeks
notice. Disc etc. on request. Box 883,
BROADCASTING.
Sports, color and special events twoman team. Plenty experience and education. Four years play-by-play conference athletics.
AU sr>ort=i,
cial event.
Available
March any
15. speBox
842, BROADCASTING.
Hal Styles may solve your problem with
a young, ambitious, capable man, veteran or non-veteran, who has been
thoroughly grounded for eight or more
months by radio professionals in announcing, newscasting, control operation and continuity writing. Write or
wire Hal Styles, Hal Styles- School of
Radio, 8800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
HUls, California.
News, records, continuity, special
events, all phases sports and play-byplay.Married,
Experienced,
capable,
able.
son five.
Any dependlocality.
Box 885, BROADCASTING.
Nothing succeeds like success! Program director
experience,
successfulwith
ruralmanagerial
and metropolitan
station bar-kground (9 years) will be
available February 1st. Excellent references from past employers. Write
Box 888, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio prog, dir., producer,
announcer, studied television directing
with NY director. Desires position as
television director or assistant producer. College graduate. Photo, resume on request. Box 907, BROADCASTING.
1st class copywriter, some experience
announcing, newscasting, disc jockey,
control board, seeks position primarily
writing with some mike work also.
Excellent diction, pleasing voice, college graduate, 27, single. Will travel
150 miles. Jack O'Malley, 90-17 107 St.,
Richmond Hill 18. N. Y.
Writer, 18, wants start. Selling punch.
Low salary. Box 916, BROADCASTING^
Writer: Live sales-getting copy, comedy, drama, musica's.
news,experienced.
prod. asst.
Programming,
directing,
American
Theatre
Wing
graduate.
E"cellent references. Box 899, BROADCASTING^
News editor, sports editor. At present with one kw southwestern ind —
pendent. Would like location in Ohio,
Indiana or Illinois. Audition disc and
other particulars on request. Box 902.
BROADCASTING.
Program
director-producer
availabl".
4 years independent
station experience.
Last 4 arette
yearsprogram.
on NBC's
famous
cigSeeks
progressive
radio
or
tplpvision
station.
Box
897,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Equipment
Magnecorder wire recorder, model
SD-1, frequency response within 2 DB
from 50 to 10,000 cycles. 32 minute
playback time. Now being used to
record and playback network programs.
600 ohms balanced input and output.
Twelve full and several short spools of
wire, spare belt and instruction book
included. WTAG, Worcester 1, Mass.
New latest model FM transmitter 10
kw complete
with plus
frequency
modulation monitor
6 bay and
antenna.
500 ft. of 3V» coaxial line with fitting.
One Truscon 380 ft. tower. Write Chief
Engineer, Wisconsin.
WMAW, 723 N. 3rd St„ MUwaukee,
1000 watt transmitter, RCA type IK.
In excellent condition and perfect in
appearance. Includes two sets of tubes,
an assortment of spare parts and a
separate cabinet rack for monitors.
Price reasonable. Will arrange for cratand shipping.
WriteTexas.
or phone Talbott,ingKROD,
El Paso,
WesternmitterElectric,
443-A-l,
transnow available.
Good1 kw
condition.
Spare power transformer. Direct inquiries to Albert Johnson, KOY, Phoenix, Arizona.
FM transmitter 250W RCA type BT250A. fect In
excellent condition
and seven
perin apnearance.
Used only
months, WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
Available for immediate delivery.
Three each Blaw-Knox towers type
SGN, height
400 feet.
new galvanized complete
with Brand
insulators
and
lighting housed.
equipment.
Properly
Intended for AM series wareFED
but may be used to support FM or TV
antennas if proportionately shortened.
Inquire Box 871 BROADCASTING.
Reasonably priced.
Complete A3 tower lighting equipment
including Crouse Hinds flasher beacon
and
flasher, $375.00. WGCM, Gulfport,
Mississippi.
Practically new portable 540 type Fairchild recording amplifier complete with
equalizer.
539 pick
type uprecorder
with One
improved 542 PL
cartridges.
high fidelity dynamic Fairchild cutter
head, complete with two carrying cases
— one for amplifier and one for recorder. 30% off list price. Box 854,
BROADCASTING.
For sale:tensityRCA
type WX-2A
field$500.
inmeter, perfect
condition
New General Radio type 916A bridge
$400. Two new RCA tvpe 44BX mikes
$80 each. Box 849, BROADCASTING.
Fir Sale: RCA B9-C distortion met°r,
68-B audio oscillator, condition new
$.550 for both. Box 852, BROADCASTING.
4 RCA 9AJX rack cabinets (almost
identical present 9AX selling for $165).
$90 each. WIP, Philadelphia.
Gates
brand
Bliley
offer.

25-A never
frequency
control unit,
new,
used, comnlete
with
oven, 1400 kc crystal. Make
KUGN, Eugene, Oregon.

Raytheon model RAIOOO transmitter,
RLIO limiting
amnMfier,
RMIO monitoring amplifier,
RCII speech
input
console, RRIO remote amplifi<>rs. complete Presto model C2 portable recorder with dual turntables, recording amplifier, playback, etc. Will sell
in part or as a lot. All equipment
u'-ed about
one for
yearprice
and in
excellent
.■'hane.
Write
list.
Gates
Radio Company, Ouincv, Illinois. Telephones:
Ouincy.
Ill'nois,
522Washington, D. C, Metropolitan 0522.
Western Electric 443-A-l, 1 kw
mitter used seven months, crated
to Fhip. Also WE 6-B modified.
offer to Evans, KNEW, Spokane,
ington.
Wanted to Buy

transready
Make
Wash-

Wanted: Good used transcribed Christmas shows, that can be sold for Christmas 1949. Box 843, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
For pprsonnel — for jobs. National
Radio Employment Agency, 6636 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.

Help Wanted
Managerial

School

WANTED
Manager
to
operate
a
radiowillstation
and to invest $15,800.00, which
buy
33 1/3%
of
Issued
preferred
stockManager
earning
6%
dividends
cumulative.
will receive 40% of the profits.
Construction practically completed.
Daytime
watts In
the
middle ofassignment.
the dial. 1000
No other
station
covering
Absentee
ownership complete
of remaindermarket.
of stock.
This
affordsbusiness.
an excellent opportunity for your
own
Write
full particulars and retences In
fidential.
first
letter. Matter will be kept conBOX 837,
STATION
BROADCASTING

MANAGERS!

Need Trained Personnel?

Production-Programming, others

BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?

NEWS DIRECTOR
WANTED

BEGINNERS!

Aggressive news director to take
charge of livewire news operation.
Five years minimum previous experience; newspaper background or
journalism training essential. Must
be topflight newscaster, thoroughly
experienced in reporting. Editing
local and wire news; able to supervise work of others. Salary commensurate with ability; give previous
experience and salaries, salary expected; attach snapshot; forward current audition disc.

Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338-16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Please tend information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name
Address

WAKR
Akron, Ohio
Situations Wanted

City

State.

Managerial
Experienced station executive
with highly successful record is
interested in acquiring ownership or ownership-interest with
established network affiliated
station. Willing to consider
management with contingent
provision for acquisition of interest based on performance
record.
Box 740, BROADCASTING

Station
FOR

Construction Permit, low frequency, 1000 watts, daytime, located in
east. All construction about 90%
complete. All equipment on hand.
Ultra modern studios and transmitter located in one building on country
estate, beautifully landscaped. Ultra
modern sales offices in city. Purchase
price
bilities.equity only. Excellent possi-

Announcer
CAN I HELP YOU?
Widely experienced man seeks position
progressive station major market. ALL
types announcing, sports, some program
and TV rection
MC. TV. Knowledge
Work anyproduction
department,diknow how. Keference former employers.
Married — college. Ability start top or
bottom.
BOX 860, BROADCASTING

BOX 836, BROADCASTING
Equipment
For sale — Two channel recording Installation. Four Presto 6N turntables in floor
cabinets, ID cutting heads. Complete radt
88A amplifiers, automatic equalization. Two
Rek-O-Kut transcription tables. Pickering
pickups. The works — all or part. Good buys,
dynamic
Studios, 37 W. 57th St.,
New YorkBecording
19.

Production-Programming , others
ATTENTION DENVER AREA
TV director of NYC advertising agency
ready tor.
to move
midwest
by order
of docBackground
includes
announcing,
acting,tion.direction-production
and
Availableperinyear.
any Write
phase at narraminimum of 7500

Miscellaneous

BOX 884, BROADCASTING
e 7G year
College grads, aggregatTIN
BO4A
COMscopy,
WRIr. We
N pape
-MA
TOPcy,TWO
, news
I
agen
radio
do
script, news, sports, promotion, announcate ale,
ing.e.ForABBE
right
offer we'll
relocGlend
any, 72-22
I wher
67th St.,
I N. Y.
muiufmuuiiiiiiuiiciniiiimiuntimntimi

SALE

RADIO
|j
|
I
1|
I

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS!
liti WithSELLERS!
U*
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
9031 Sunset Blvd., Normandy rS4t
Los Angeles 27, California
(Continued on next page)

PROPOSED

GRANTS

FCC Announces
Four For AMs

FIRST standard stations for Lockport, N. Y., Levelland, Tex., Alexandria,
Minn., and Beatrice; Nebr., were anticipated by FCC in proposed decisions
handed down last week.
The Commission also proposed to grant the application of KOSA
Odessa, Tex. to move from 1450 kc
*
1450 to 1470 kc); deny that of Beatrice
with 250 w to the 1230 kc, 250 w
Broadcasting Co.
assignment vacated by KCRS Midland when it switched to 550 kc.
In both the Lockpoi't and the
Texas decisions, FCC proposed to
The four decisions proposed:
1. To grant Lockport Union-Sun & award the grant to the community
Journal
applicationdeny
for those
1340 kcof without an existing AM station, on
with 250 Inc.'s
w at Lockport;
Niagara Broadcasting System and the basis of the equitable-distribuGreat Lakes System Inc., seeking same
tion provisions of the Communicafacilities at Niagara Falls and Buffalo,
respectively.
tions Act. In the Texas case the
2.
To
grant
Herald
Broadcasting
Co.'s
Commission
also ruled that KOSA
application for 1230 kc with 250 w at
Levelland
and
KOSA's
bid
for
the
same
could
operate
on 1230 kc simulfrequency at Odessa; deny competing
1230 kc applications of KBST Big
taneously with the proposed station
Spring, Tex., KWEW Hobbs, N.M., and
at Levelland. Having chosen Leveltwo
AmarilloBroadcasting
new-station Corp.
applicants.
Panhandle
and land for reasons of equitable disVoice of Amarillo.
tribution, FCC did not pass upon
3. To grant Alexandria Broadcasting
application Minn.;
for 1490deny
kc with
wCorp.'s
at Alexandria,
that 250of "discrepancies" it found in PanAlexandria Radio Corp.
handle Broadcasting's presentation.
4. To grant the application of Blue
Between the two Minnesota apValley Broadcasting Co. for 1450 kc
with 250 w at Beatrice, Nebr. (when
plicants, FCC preferred Alexandria
KVAK Atchison, Kans., moves from
Broadcasting on grounds that it
TO COMMEMORATE opening- of offers a greater degree of local
ownership and of integration of
Washington's newest TV station, WOIC,
the Washington Post included a sep- ownership and operation; that its
arate section in its Jan. 19 edition destaffing plans are more adequate,
voted to news of television and WOIC.
Station took air Jan. 16.
and that it "gives greater assurance of its ability to carry to execution the program proposals and
Miscellaneous (Cont'd)
representations which it has made."
The Commission held, however,
that the rule banning duopoly
should not stand in the way of a
grant to the other applicant, Alexandria Radio Corp. The question
arose out of a 12%% interest held
by President Roger L. Dell, who
also owns 33 ¥3% of KGDE Fergus
Falls, 50 miles away. FCC held
that no common ownership is apparent and that there would be no
overlap of the nighttime or of the
REGIONAL
2 mv/m daytime service areas of
KGDE and the proposed AlexMANAGERS (2)
andria Radio Corp. station.
Comr. Robert F. Jones dissented
Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
from his colleagues' preference for
campaigns are familiar and
Alexandria Broadcasting and voted
ENDORSED BY MORE
for Alexandria Radio.
THAN 300 STATIONS
In the Beatrice case FCC conCOAST TO COAST, can use
cluded that the grant should go to
successful DISTRICT SALES
Blue Valley for several reasons inMANAGERS.
cluding its lack of connection, "diThorough knowledge of corect or indirect," with local newssponsored sales methods, plus
papers. Other reasons: That the
ability to hire and train salesstation "will have a greater degree
men, ESSENTIAL!
of integration of ownership, manTo qualified producers, after
agement and control, has been dilibrief training period (without
gent in the prosecution of its aploss of revenue), can compare
plication, and has arranged for
earnings of our PRESENT
qualified
personnel.
. . ."
MANAGERS from $7500 to
Ownership of the proposed newstation grantees:
.$10,000 commission yearly !
All replies strictly confidential.
Union-Sun
& Journal
FMLockport
permittee
( WUSJ),
headedInc. by—
Egbert
D.
Corson
and
controlled
by
Box 905, Broadcasting
himself, his wife Katharine, and his
sisterson,Marjorie
C.
Kemble.
Peter
Corhis son, manages WUSJ and would
manage the proposed AM station. Carl
Raymond, perienwho
has stations,
had broadcast
ce at several
would exbe
assistant station manager and program
List with Us lo Buy oi- Sell
director.
Company
publishes
the
a Radio Station
Union Sun and Journal.
Blue Valley
Broadcasting
Co. —F.
I'rompt. conndential service
Headed
and controlled
by John
Thorwald, a pioneer Southwest broadAp|)ly B().\ 720
caster,
has V.60%.
holders:whoWilliam
Davis, Other
Beatricestockreal
HROADCASTlNCi
,
estate man, 12.5%; Samuel W. Englc,
chief engineer of KHBR Hillsboro, Tex.,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

and Frederick W. Carstens, attorney,
2.5% each, and the following local
business and professional men with
3.75% each: Merle G. Jones, Marion I.
Norton, Thomas E. Adams, Marion E.
Dole,rest E.Joseph
Wilke. D. Goldberg, and ForHerald Broadcasting Co. — Owned by
Forrest Weimhold, owner and publisher
of the weekly Hockley County Herald
and Sun News, published in Levelland,
and the weekly Morton (Tex.) Tribune.
Alexandria Broadcasting Corp. —
Owned by seven stockholders, headed
by R.icanCastle
director
of AmerInstitute Brown,
of the Air,
a radio
school
in Mirmeapolis.
Five
veterans
organized the applicant company: Everette
Q. Walters, who has 21.5%; Wayne L.
Moody, 8.6%; Henry T. McNamee, 5.3%;
Kenneth C. Bechtel, 10.8%, and Robert
R.
10.8%.
stockHildreth
interest Jr.,
is held
(21.5% Remaining
each) by
President Brown and Kenneth A.
Tessmcr, U. of Minnesota student.
Ownership of the new-station applicants which were given proposed
denials:
Niagara Broadcasting System is
owned by Gordon P. Brown, licensee
of WSAY
tem Inc. isRochester.
owned in Great
equal Lakes
sharesSysby
Philip rantsAmigone,
operator
of
restau-of
in Buffalo, and six employes
Buffalo stations: John R. Gelzer, John
H. Lascelles, Robert A. Sherry, John
Gillooly, Robert Glacy and Robert B.
Snyder.
Panhandle Broadcasting Corp., Amarillo. is headed by Grady Hazelwood,
attorney, who has 25% interest. Other
stockholders: Bill Southworth, motor
company
manager,
Hazelwood,
attorney,
11%, 44%;
and W.John
H. Dwight,
who has had radio experience and
would be general manager, 20%. Voice
of Amarillo, the other Amarillo applicant, is a partnership of Jim Golding
(60%) and Ben H. Guill (40%), businessmen.
Alexandria Radio Corp. is owned by
eight business and professional men
headed by Roger L. Dell, attorney and
president of KGDE Fergus Falls.
BeatriceT. Broadcasting
Herbert
Weston Jr. Co.
and— President
Jefferson
B. Weston, brothers and businessmen,
own about 42.86% each, and Bernard
H. Rothenbergcr, editor of the Beatrice
Timesabout
(owned
by the Weston's mother),
has
14.28%.
RCA

TV

Clinic

MORE than 75 station engineers
from the U. S. and Canada attended atelevision clinic conducted
by the RCA Engineering Products
Dept. Jan. 17-21 at Camden, N. J.
Purpose of the clinic, sixth in a
series, was to acquaint the engineers with the design, operation
and maintenance of the latest television equipment. In addition to
the courses and demonstrations,
clinic included tours of the RCA
Victor plant in Camden, the RCA
laboratories at Princeton, N. J.,
and three RCA-equipped TV stations, WFIL-TV, WPTZ and
WCAU-TV, all in Philadelphia.

Sale Tale
THE WHIRLING DERVISH
had nothing on Marion, Ohio,
... at least not after the
Shellhorn Music Store turned
to radio to sell drum major
batons. Within 24 hours after
the company's
announcement on WMRNfirstMarion,
the
store had reportedly sold
over 200 of the batons. With
a one-a-day schedule during
the three weeks before
Christmas, Gene Shellhorn,
owner of the store, said he
had trouble keeping them in
stock. Clark Dozer, WMRN
commercial manager, denies
having used one of the batons
to close the announcement
contract, but admits that
"Mr. Shellhorn will be a
regular advertiser in 1949."

KARO(TV) ASKS STA
Has CP But No Channel
KARO (TV) Riverside, Calif., the
station with a construction permit
but no frequency, has requested
special temporary authorization
from FCC to use Channel 6 (82-88
mc) at its auxiliary studio in San
Bernardino, Calif.
Station is owned by Broadcasting Corp. of America, licensee of
KPRO Riverside, KROP Brawley,
KREO Indio and KUCB Blythe,
Calif. KARO (TV) received its
CP in December 1946 for Channel
1 (44-50 mc). The channel since
has been reallocated to fixed and
mobile services. In March 1948 the
station filed for modification of its
CP to request Channel 13 (210-216
mc), assigned to KL AC-TV Los
Angeles. No hearing on the request has been set by the Commission.
KARO (TV) also seeks to move
its main studio site to Los Angeles
and to make Riverside the location
of another auxiliary studio. In its
STA request, station stated it
could begin operations on Channel
6 by 30 days after grant. The request was filed by P. W. Seward,
Washington radio attorney.

Southern

West

Coast

Fulltime profitable network
outlet in ideal one station
market.

Fulltime profitable independent
in a major market.

$100,000.00

$142,500.00

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
BIdg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
PhilipPetroleum
D. JacksonBldg.
James W. Blackburn
Tower
Washington BIdg.
Exhrook 2-5672
Central 1177
Sterling 4341-2
January 24, 1949
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SUBSCRIBE
NOW!
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FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY
If you are a BROADCASTING subscriber on February 28,
you will receive as part of your
subscription the new 550-page
Yearbook free. It's your constant
reference for all radio — AM, FM,
TV— all year round.
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YEARBOOM

1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
. . . complete analysis of 1948
radio advertising; AM, FM, TV directories, program trends; ratings
of
year's
most
popular shows;
new
audience measurement
methods,
plus 1000 radio references.
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
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ABC,Union
NBC Shop
Choose

On All Accounts

(Continued from page 12)
NABET
VOTE
MEMBERS of NABET at both NBC and ABC overwhelmingly voted for it, and conducted a two-week search
a union shop in an NLRB election, an accounting of nationwide balloting through Rochester for him that led
to Al's first paying job, as his
showed last week.
assistant, at $85 a week — a salary
NBC engineers and technicians voted 473 for and 6 against the union
that forced him to sacrifice the
shop. ABC engineers, technicians, *
previous Westinghouse offer.
transmission coordinators and comAfter nine months' assisting Mr.
munications operators voted 202
Sidney at the Aldine, he transMARK WOODS
to 3 for the union shop.
feri-ed with him to New York to
The union will bargain for a
Chairman of Heart PR assist on production of shows at
union shop when it begins renewal
Theatre, where he reABC President Mark Woods has the Capitol
mained for the next five years.
negotiations with the two networks
on contracts expiring May 1.
been named chairman of the pubIn 1930
he to
leftassist
Loew's
for
Warner
Bros,
Spyros
lic relations committee in the forthTo make a union shop enforcecoming American Heart Assn.
Skouras in production of shows at
able under the Taft-Hartley Law,
Drive, Harold E. Stassen, chair- the new Mastbaum Theatre and
an authorizing election is necesman of the 1949 Heart campaign,
Earle Theatre in Philadelphia.
sary. At present NABET has a
After five years with them, he remodified closed shop, which the announced.
turned to New York with Mr.
The $5 million goal campaign
T-H law makes illegal. Should the
will be conducted from Feb. 7 to 28 Skouras who had left the Warner
T-H law be repealed, it is known
Bros, chain to form with his
that the union will again seek a to support the association's proclosed shop.
gram of research, education and brother, Skouras Bros.
community service.
It was at this point in his caActual question voted on was :
The Public Relations Committee to
reer, after three years with the
associated with Mr. Woods includes
"Do you wish to authorize the be
Skouras Bros., that Al got fed up
Dr.
Frank
Stanton,
president,
CBS;
union, which is your present col- Niles Trammell, president, NBC; Edgar
with the snow and ice in New
lective bargaining representative,
Kobak, president, MBS; Thomas D. A. York, got into his car and headed
to enter into an agreement with Brophy, president, Kenyon & Eckhardt;
for California.
Gardnerzine; B.Cowles,
publisher,
Look BBDO;
Magayour employer, which requires
C. Duffy,
president,
Don
Francisco,
vice
president,
J.
Walter
Followingcareer
his sixat months'
cablemembership in the union as a con- Thompson; Sam Fuson, vice president,
carrying
Goldwyn,
he
dition of your continued employ- Kudner Agency; James Linen, pubjoined
the
newly
organized
motion
lisher,Lever
Time; Charles
Luckman,
presi-L. picture production company, Grand
dent.
Brothers;
Sylvester
Voting took place during the Weaver Jr., vice president. Young & National Picture Co., as studio
Rubicam,licist. Alland
Rubicam,
week
ment?"of Jan. 3. NBC members
but Raymond
Lever Bros.,
which pubis in manager. His career there ended
voted in New York, Cleveland,
Cambridge, Mass., are New York firms.
abruptly after 14 months, when the
Denver, Washington, Chicago,
firm — and Al disclaims any influHollywood, and San Francisco.
ence on his part — lunged into
bankruptcy.
ABC members balloted in New
Feature
York, Chicago, Hollywood, and San
His next job was assistant to
Francisco. Nathan Cohen, NLRB
(Continued from page 12)
Mr. Sidney on the Good News
field examiner in New York, sufor atomic bomb propervised the election. At the bal- caves, ideal
In 1946 he married the former
tection. The caves were used by package.
lot opening in New York Jan. 15,
Betty
Turell. And homemaking
Mohawk
Indians
in
their
wars
NBC was represented by C. V. S.
gave him the opportunity to put
along the Mohawk Valley.
Knox, personnel department; ABC
his engineering experience to good
The parcels are on an escarpby Fred Lynch, personnel, and
use. For he, with the help of his
ment
with
a
sheer
cliff,
from
600
NABET by Clarence Westover, exbuilt every piece of wooden
ecutive-secretary, and Harry E. to 800 feet high, overlooking the wife,
furniture in their Westwood home.
valley
and
giving
a
clear
view
on
a
Hiller, secretary-treasurer.
In fact their property boasts an
good day of the Green Mountains
Voting summary: NBC — 593
of Vermont, the White Mountains
adjoining work shed that contains
eligible, 473 yes, 6 no, 83 challathes, drill presses, and every kind
of New Hampshire, the Berkshires
lenged; ABC— 270 eligible, 202 yes,
of tool handy for new projects and
of
Massachusetts
and
the
Adiron3 no, 28 challenged, 2 void.
daeks of New York .
general repairing. This almost fullThis summer, WPTR expects to time hobby precludes any other
hold a convention of Patroons, tak- hobbies, although he does confess
to a weakness for playing the
Wf /L TV, FM
ing them to races at Saratoga.
Next
winter
New
York
State
is
expiano, and he does it well.
New Tower, Transmitter
pected to build two ski tracks and
Organizationally, he is a Mason
a lodge in the vicinity.
— to the 32nd degree.
ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager of The Philadelphia Inquirer
radio and television stations, announces new transmitter and antenna facilities, combining the
latest broadcasting developments,
soon will be constructed by WFILTV and WFIL-FM in the Roxborough section of the city, 7%
miles from the business center.
The tower and antenna, rising
916 feet above sea level, will enable both the video station and the
I m\J|
W ■ PORTLAND,
OREGON
frequency modulation station to
serve a far greater population area
than is reached at the moment by
FM
COMPLETE
SCHEDULE
GWeither station.
"'K
W
G
K
The guyed steel tower will carry
SIMULTANEOUS
SERVICE
a five-section, super-turnstile TVFM antenna. By the increased eleREPRESENTED NATIONALLY
vation, WFIL-TV power will be increased for both its visual and
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
aural output. Not only will the
station's range be increased, but
also the intensity of its signal.
BROADCASTING
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Stock Is Offered
to Public

tistics show also that the profits in
the radio field are unusually high
in
proportion
cost of percentage
plant" and
which
offered asto support
figures of profit and cost of plant.
This data was from FCC for 1944
income in the industry.
Mr. Wilson's other broadcast interests include two-thirds interests
in Cinnco Broadcasting Co., owner
of WOYO (FM) Cincinnati, and
Southern Broadcasters Inc., owner
of WRUM (FM) Richmond, Va.
The latter has television application pending. Mr. Wilson also is
64% owner of Tropical Broadcasting Co., owner of WFYE Miami.
Class B conditional grants for
WOYO and WFYE were issued in
August 1947. No CPs have been issued. Class B conditional grant
for WRUM was issued in February
of that year. WRUM's CP was
granted in November 1947 and expired Aug. 4, 1948. Petition for
reinstatement was filed Aug. 12
but no action has yet been taken
by the Commission.

WMFI'S
PLA
PLAN to solicit extensiveNpublic support of WMFI (FM) Memphis,
Tenn., Class B outlet, is reported in transfer application filed by the
station with FCC.
Fanny B. Wilson, permittee, proposes to assign WMFI's construction
permit to WMFI Broadcasting Co.,
*
.
new firm in which she and members
Class A and 960 shares Class B
of her family will be owners of the stock. Arrah Minerva Wilson, atmajor portion of voting stock. Some
torney in Charlottesville, Va., is
voting stock and substantial porowner of 20 shares Class A and 480
tion of non-voting preferred stock shares Class B stock.
is being offered for public sale.
The stock prospectus stated that
Consideration for the assignment
6,000 shares Class A and 100,000
is cost of investment by Miss Wilshares Class B stock are being ofson to date, $10,400, which is paid
public at $2.67 per
in stock to her and to children of share. feredItto the
said most of this offer
her brother, York L. Wilson. Mr. is being handled by salesmen of the
Wilson, Washington business confirm but some would be available
sultant and holder of other FM in- through dealers. Selling cost is
terests, is president and treasurer
of the new firm but holds no stock. limited to 57 (j; per share.
The prospectus further stated
Miss Wilson, vice president and secthat
"the offering is not underretary, isattorney in the claims diwritten" and because "these secuvision of Justice Dept., Washington.
rities are believed to be exempt
WMFI was granted conditionally from registration, they have not
by FCC in June 1947 and a conbeen registered with the Securities
struction permit was issued in
Exchange cost
Commission."
March 1948 which bore an expira- andEstimated
of construction
tion date of Nov. 24, 1948. Reof the station was given as $42,300
quest for modification of permit,
by the application and the estiseeking extension of completion
mated cost for first year of operadate to June 1, was filed Nov. 2
tion
was cited as $4,500. First
but no action has been taken by the
year's expected revenue was given
Commission. The CP covers Chanas $5,000. WMFI Broadcasting
m Assoc.
Varnu
nel 282 (104.3 mc) with effective
er in,
partn
DRAGER,
Vm of Wayne
MARfirm
Co.'s existing capital was reported
radiated power of 15.3 kw.
ased
inpurch
has
York,
New
as $506.54 with new capital given
terest of WAYNE VARNUM. He will
According to a stock prospectus
ts
ue
e
uncontin to servic n all accoun
Miss Wilson has exdated Dec. 1, 1948, attached to the at $10,000.
der name of Marvi Drager, Public
tended credit to the firm in the
application, the proceeds of the amount of $33,800.
Relations, from same offices at 424
Madison Ave., where he will retain
stock sale will be used "to complete
same staff. Mr. Varnum withdrew
Uses Senate Report
the construction and for equipment
from firm because of illness.
of WMFI, to put the station on the
It was pointed out in the pros- - RALPH M. DARRIN has been elected
air, and for general corporate expectus that "radio broadcasting is a commercial vice president of General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
now big business" and from its in- He will
penses."
handle customer relations in
ception in 1922, radio has grown
WMFI Broadcasting Co. was incompany's
New England territory,
corporated in May 1948, the transto "second place in dollar volume
with headquarters in Boston. Mr.
fer application said. Firm has au- of expenditures by advertisers in Darrin was formerly manager of Apthorized 25,000 shares of Class A recent years." To explain the sysparatus Dept.'s Central Station Division in Schenectady.
common stock, $2 par, and 175,000
tem and method of FM broadcastshares Class B non-voting preferred
ing, the prospectus quoted the KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
has
new the
National
Nielsen
stock, $2 par. Miss Wilson holds
Radiopurchased
Index from
A. C. Nielsen
April 10, 1946, report on "Small
2,700 shares of the Class A stock Business
Opportunities in FM
Co., Chicago, for minimum two-year
(98.77%) and has subscribed to an Broadcasting" of the Special Sen- period.
Service provides firm with
non-network ratings, television readditional 5,300 shares Class A.
ate Committee to Study Problems
ports, NRI special research and conYork L. Wilson Jr. and Alexander
of American Small Businesses
sumer index on ready-to-eat cereals.
Long Wilson, law students at U.
[Broadcasting, April 15, 1946].
Television
of South Carolina, each is director
The prospectus quoted portions
of firm and owner of 40 shares
MURCOTT, freelance radio and
of this report which said that "sta- JOEL
screen writer, will join Bruce Eels &
Assoc., Hollywood, effective Feb. 1, as
vice president in charge of producINED
tion. C. O. LANGLOIS, president of
Lang-Worth Feature Programs, New
York, has been elected to board of
directors of Eels organization.
Marketing
Men
who
JOHN SUTHERLAND Productions,
Los Angeles, movie producers, will
make films
for television
know
Central
New
York
BERT BAYARD
SWOPE Jr.use.
has HERbeen
appointed an officer in firm and New
York manager. Mr. Swope formerly
had his own video producing' firm,
and before that was chief TV program director for CBS.

ACUSE
5 JO kc — 5000 watts
NBC

Headley-Reed, National Representatives
AFFILIATE
IH
CiNTilAI.
NEW 1
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BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET

spread over two states
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it with the
latest Sales Management
"buying power" figures, and
see that
ayou'll
billion
and KWFT
a half reaches
dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

I KWFT
THE
TEXAS-OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita FalU-S.OOO Watts-620 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co.,Petroleum
and KWFT,
Tower
BIdg.,801Dallas
IT'S

A

"'.Lfl|^
GREAT
DAY
and

on

WLAV

leads ALL stations

in daytime share of audience
in Michigan's second market.
{1947-1948 winter-spring Hooper)
W L A V — 28.1 %
Station B — 22.6%
Station C — 22.2%
Contact the John E. Pearson Co.

Equipment
HALLOCK B. HOFFMAN has joined
William V. Stancil Co., Hollywood,
magnetic
recordingandmanufacturer, as vicetapepresident
secretary.
New firm lists WILLIAM V. STANCIL
as president-treasurer, and ROBERT
PARKER Jr., Pasadena, Calif, attorney, as third member of the board.
SCHWERIN RESEARCH Corp., New
York,
has opened offices in Chicago's
Tribune
in
charge.Tower with JACK FARNELL
January 24, 1949 • Page 77
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AP ELECTS 42
Total Radio Membership 977

BILL TERRY, formerly with Fort
Industry Co.'s WAGA Atlanta,
s
Ga.,WGBShasMiami,
joinedas company'
ate,
news editoraffiliand
special events director.
FRANK C. BALMERT Jr., WPAY
Portsmouth, Ohio, newscaster, has
been appointed
news editor. Other
staff promotions
include: JOSEPH
HOLBROOK, announcer, as sports
editor and announcer ROY VASTINE as farm editor.
DEAN MONTGOMERY, news editor
at K E L 0 Sioux
Falls, S. D., is the
father of a girl,
Mr. Balmert
Meridith Anne.
GUY LeBOW,
WPIX (TV) New York sports commentator, has been appointed television sports director of Greater New
York for the National Foundation of
Infantile Paralysis.
KEN GAPEN, assistant director of
radio and television information, U. S.
Dept .of Agriculture, is currently on
three-week tour of southern states.
While in Texas he will visit a number
of radio training schools and take
part in TV discussions. He is also

^fl^

THAT HAVE
MADE MONEY
FOR OTHERS . . .

Will Make Money forYOU

HERE'S A SERVICE THAT BRINGS YOU.
More than 650 Commercials covering 50
Business Classifications EVERY MONTH
Seasonal copy suggestions EVERY MONTH
Tested Program Ideas, case histories and
Planning Guide Material EVERY MONTH
Ideas for Sales, Program and Continuity
department . . . EVERY MONTH
Issued 30 days in advance, this service is
used by more radio stations than all other
Continuity services combined! But— you'll
never know how? much NRB's value packed service can mean to you 'till you actually try it So we offer you a complete
and full months service — FREE! No cost
— no obligations You can't lose so send
coupon now
SEND COUPON NOW
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
NATIONAL 10RESEARCH
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS.BUILDING, Dept. |24
Please send me your full 30 days
service without cost or obligation.
Name
Address..
City
I
I Station..
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visiting radio farm directors along
route. Mr. Gapen expects to return to
Washington Feb. 5.
TED JACKSON, formerly with network and local newsrooms, has joined
Tobacco Network, North Carolina regional, as news editor and m.c. Mr.
Jackson will conduct five daily newscasts for network, and emcee its Zeke
Daniels Show.
JOHN CRAMER, writer on government and civil service affairs, has
begun a series of government news
broadcasts on WOL Washington, each
evening at 6:25.
KENNY WASHINGTON, former professional football star with Los Angeles Rams and UCLA, has joined
KMPC Hollywood as sports commentator.
VAN PATRICK, sportscaster, has
been appointed sports director of
WJR Detroit. He was formerly with
WGAR Cleveland, WJR's sister station. Mr. Patrick handled U. of Michigan football broadcasts for WJR last
fall.
BEN CHATFIELD, WMAZ Macon,
Ga., news director, is the father of a
boy, Ben Francis.
BRITISH UNITED PRESS has announced opening of three new bureaus
at Edmonton, Calgary and Regina, all
Canada. Selected to head Edmonton
bureau was GEORGE DOBIE, formerly associated with news bureau's
Winnipeg staff. RICHARD WELSH,
who has been in Vancouver and
Winnipeg bureaus, will manage Calgary office, while KENNETH LAM,
whose background include.s service
on the Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver staffs, will head Regina operation. Addition of the three new
bureaus brings BUP's Canadian offices
to a total of ten.
QUINCY HOWE, CBS news staffer
since 1942, has been appointed to
cover news, education and opinion
broadcasts for CBS-TV. Mr. Howe
will have his own analysis video program Saturdays, 7:30-7:45 p.m.,
effective Jan. 22. He will serve, too,
as
moderator
People's
U. N..
Casebookon and
other Platform,
education
and opinion telecasts. Prior to his
association with CBS, Mr. Howe was
a regular commentator for WQXR
New York.

FORTY-TWO additional stations
were elected to Associated Press,
bringing the total radio membership to 977, at the recent winter
meeting of the AP board at Corpus
Christi, Tex., it was announced by
Oliver Gramling, AP assistant general manager. Among those elected
are the six McClatchy stations on
the Pacific Coast, KSTP at Minneapolis-St. Paul, WBRC Birmingham and KUSN San Diego.
The list:
Ala.— WBRC Birmingham; Alaska—
KIBH Seward; Calif.— KERN Bakersfield, KMJ Fresno, KBEE Modesto,
KFBK Sacramento, KWG Stockton,
KGER Long Beach, KUSN San Diego,
KTTV-TV Los Angeles; Colo.— KLMR
Lamar; Ind.— WWNI Wabash; Iowa —
KCOG Centerville, KAYL Storm Lake;
Kans.— KGGF Coffeyville, KNEX McPherson; La.— KPLC Lake Charles,
KRMD Shreveport; Md.— WMCP Baltimore; Mass.— WEIM Fitchburg; Mich.—
WDET Detroit, WLDM Oak Park; Miss.
— WSLI Jackson; Mo.— KFRU Columbia, KSIM Sikeston; Minn. — KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul; Neb.— KTTH Alliance; Nev.— KOH Reno; N. H.— WLNH
Laconia;
N. M.— KENE
N. C—
WMIT Charlotte,
WHNCBelen;
Henderson,
WIRC Hickory, WPAQ Mount Airy;
Ohio— WONE Dayton; Ore.- KWRO Coquille; Pa.— WQAN Scranton; S. C—
WGCD Chester; Tex.— KIMP Mt. Pleasant, KEYE Perryton, KTAN Sherman;
W. Va.— WSAZ Huntington.
ABC

Meetings

MORE than 150 representatives of
ABC affiliates in Midwest and
Southwest expected to attend network's annual meeting for Districts
2, 3 and 5 at the Ambassador East
Hotel,
Chicago,
Jan. 27.is ABC's
New York
headquarters
to be
represented by Mark Woods, network president, and Robert E.
Kintner, executive vice president.

Thomas

F. Gannon

THOMAS FRANCIS GANNON,
64, vice president of Philip Morris
& Co., New York, died Jan. 13 in
Providence, R. I., after two-month
illness. Mr. Gannon had been with
American Tobacco Co., Liggett &
Myers and Philip Morris, successively. He was elected vice president of PM in 1933.

ABC NEWS
STAFF
Realigns Two Executive Posts
STREAMLINING operations of
ABC's network news operations,
Thomas Velotta, vice president in
charge of news and special events,
last week announced two executive
realignments.
John T. Madigan, national news
editor since June 1945, has been
appointed
director
of news,
and Paul ABC's
Scheffels,
manager
for
three years of the New York news
room, has been named assistant to
the vice president in charge of
news and special events. Mr.
Seheffels will continue his news
room managership in addition to
his new activities as assistant to
Mr. Velotta.
Previous to his ABC association,
Mr. Madigan was with NBC, the
Baltimore News Post and the
Washington Daily News.
Mr. Seheffels, prior to joining
ABC, was with United Press in
New York for nine years.

EATON
ELECTED
Head of Conn. AP Group
TOM EATON, news director of
WTIC Hartford, Conn., was elected
president of the Connecticut Assn.
of Associated Press Broadcasters
at its organizational meeting Jan.
12 in Hartford.
Michael Goode, WNHC New
Haven, was elected vice president
and Paul V. Cochrane, APs Connecticut chief of bureau, secretary.
Others attending the meeting,
held at the Hartford Club, included: Glover Delaney and Sereno
B. Gammell, WTHT Hartford;
Robert Maguire, WICC Bridgeport; Paul Morency, WTIC; Max
Ryder and Walter Howard, WBRY
Waterbury; Bernie Moore and Elliott P. Miller, WKNB New
Britain; John Deme and Jack Purrington, WNOC Norwich, and
Thomas Cunningham, AP, Boston.
Regrets at inability to attend
were forwarded by William Elliott
of WLIZ Bridgeport, and Sol
Chain, WBIB New Haven.

25 Years for Monti
TWENTY-FIVE years in prison
and a $10,000 fine is the penalty
Martin J. Monti, 27, former Air
Force lieutenant, must pay for deserting to the Germans and making Nazi propaganda broadcasts
during the war. Judge Robert A.
Inch pronounced sentence in Federal Court, Brooklyn, last Monday
after Mr. Monti had confessed to
21 acts of treason. An 11-page
true bill charged that he had deserted his base in India Oct. 13,
1944, and later in Germany, under
the alias of Martin Wiethaupt, had
prepared and recorded commentaries and speeches for broadcasts
in the European theatre.
BROADCASTING
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(TRANSIT

FM

ilTRANSITCASTING this year will become a regular service of transI portation systems in 20 major markets, Richard C. Crisler, executive vice
president of Transit Radio Inc. predicted last Monday.
The official of the Cincinnati firm offered the forecast during a Washngton news conference called to
nnounce the establishment of Mr. Crisler revealed.
No definite plans have been adransit FM service in the Capital
vanced for transit TV, but such a
Broadcasting, Jan. 17].
project
has been discussed, Mr.
Mr. Crisler declined to specify
Crisler said. He explained that
16 additional cities in prospect,
technical problems on reception
e intimated that in three major
would preclude any immediate
arkets only the formality of consteps in television.
signing remained. Many
-t
irac
FM on cross-country busses has
thers, he indicated, were ap- not been eliminated as a possibility.
nd
-ha
ng
e.
-in
chi
stag
the pen
roa
A twin-crystal set has been dePlans of the Capital station, acveloped for use on busses running
between points 100 miles distant,
■ rding to Ben Strouse, WWDCMr. Crisler disclosed. Under this
M general manager and a direcr of Transit Radio Inc., call for system bus sets would receive sigs
[he start of installation Feb. 1
nals from the station at the depar,t the rate of three or four a day.
ture point for about 50 miles and
Ultimately all of Capital Tranthen another crystal would be
used for reception of signals from
sit's 1,203 busses and 729 trolleys
will be equipped.
the station at the destination.
Washington became the eighth
Another device in which Transit
Metropolitan area to radioize its Radio currently has an interest is
pus and trolley system. Regular
a "riderrater", being developed by
broadcast service also began last the Doody surveying firm in St.
week from WBUZ-FM Bradbury
Louis, Mo. to provide an actual
Heights, Md., to the Washington,
count of riders on radio-equipped
Maryland and Annapolis Motor
busses.
Lines.
Although transit FM is, itself,
just a growing child, Transit Radio
LIFT TV BAN
officials have already considered
In Wilmington Projects
the potentialities of transit TV,
A BAN on video sets in three housing developments under the Wilmington (Del.) Housing Authority
was lifted last week. Matthew F.
XFBK TO 50 kw
Judge, chairman of the six-man
Using Special Transmifter
authority, said residents would
now be allowed to have television
KFBK Sacramento, Calif., boosted
its power early this month from 10 sets provided the aerials were "on
kw to 50 kw. The frequency re- the gx'ound and not in contact in
mained the same— 1530 kc. KFBK
anyLastwayDecember
with their
the dwellings."
WHA ordered
is owned by McClatchy Broadcasttwo
tenants
evicted
because they
ing Co. and is affiliated in ownerhad television sets. Although some
ship with The Sacramento Bee.
The new transmitter employs a members of the authority reportedly were opposed to the ban, the
basic type circuit developed by
Henry Chirex of France, the out- agency had instituted the action
for three reasons: (1) Occupants
phasing system of modulation.
Negative feedback, a distortion re- of low-rent housing units presumducing circuit, thoriated filament
ably could not afford expensive video sets; (2) television aerials could
high power tubes and other American developments also have been
damage dwellings, and (3) the
aerials might fall off the roofs and
incorporated. Two 660-foot Franklin towers are being used.
injure passersby.

for
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Cross Country, TV
Service Mulled

FM

TWO HOGANS put their heads together at WCSH Portland, Me., to
discuss a new information feature
which started Jan. 17 under sponsorship of Fairbanks-Morse Co. John F.
Hogan (r), news director, represented
the station and John B. Hogan, promotion representative, the sponsor.
CCNY
AWARDS
Trade Editors Are Judges
DR. JOHN GRAY PEATMAN,
associate dean of City College of
New York, and seven trade press
editors will judge the fifth annual
CCNY radio and television competition, the college announced
last week.
Plaque and Certificate of Merit
winners will be chosen by the committee, with radio entries in eight
categories to be selected. Television awards will be made for the
first time this year. Deadline for
entries is Jan. 31.
The judges' committee, in addition to Dr. Peatman, includes : Victor
Dallaire,H.radio
editor. assistant
Printers'
Ink; John
Caldwell,
managing editor, Sales Management; Joe Koehler, editor, Sponsor;
Lawrence M. Hughes, executive
editor, Advertising Age; Frank
Saunders, associate editor. Tide;
Bruce Robertson, senior associate
editor. Broadcasting; and Val
Adams, associate editor. Radio
Daily.

Video Supplement
TO PREVIEW the added television
fare which became available to
WBEN-TV Buffalo televiewers with
the opening of the East-Midwest
coaxial cable link, the Buffalo
Evening News carried a special
television section on Jan. 6. The
26-page section covered a variety
of subjects, including program
availabilities, selection and placement of a set, production of remote
programs, engineering information,
pictures of the station and a picture spread on the making of a TV
tube. The station and newspaper
are affiliated in ownership.
Video Awards Group
THREE Hollywood television
groups. Television Producers'
Assn.,
Television
Assn. and
AcademyFilmof Producers'
Television
Arts and Sciences have formed
joint executive committee to support Academy's
annual
awards
seminar
Jan. first
25 in
Hollywood.
Committee includes Mai Boyd,
TP A president; Hal Roach, TFPA
head; and Charles Brown, Academy president.

M have
, LORD E. DURHA
GAYand joined
Y
UGHE
RP.KECAMcGA
ood
transHollyw
(TV)
mitter television operations department. Mr. McGaughey transferred
from ABC Hollywood studio and
field engineering operations; MrDurham from network's daylight saving time engineering operations.
CLARENCE WESTOVER, formerly
with engineering departments of NBC
and
has secretary
been appointed
fulltime CBS,
executive
of NABET.
HARRY E. HILLER, who held the
post in addition to his duties as secretary -treasurer, will continue to
serve in the latter position.
SOUND APPARATUS Co., New York,
has announced production of a recording sound analyzer, models FR
and FR-1. Analyzer records frequency
analysis of a complex wave from 25
to 7,500 c. p. s. on a 4 inch wide calibrated scale. A permanent ink record
is made on a frequency-calibrated
longitudinal scale, which is calibrated
linearly
divisions. in equal 20, 40, 60, or 80 db
RCA Engineering Products Dept.,
Camden, N. J., has announced production of new attenuating coupler for
microwave relay receiver adjustments
in same location with television
transmitter. Receiver can be tuned,
aligned and checked for proper sensitivity, and signal-to-noise ratio, with
an ordinary test bench setup.

FIRST...,
WHERE THERE'Sl
MOST
!

WJDX
NBC AFFILIATEl
IN Jackson
M Is s is s I p p r

,he city d"""^ .^'55 „inion
^
The sUv's ,he «m..-.n ^-J
°" """rAr stuf.cs, w.*
,,e
--io"*^. °Uonmarket',
is valuation.
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new bo.Wtngs occ
5000 . DAY
1000- NIGHT
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WJLD,

T^tomotion

distributY., is
WPTR ing Alban
tion pieces
s ofN.promo
a seriey,
and poto advertising agencies
tential clients in conjunction with its
y "Patr
adsarsin
the Week
of ugh
weekl
. Thro
tingoon
the "circul
Broadcas
and the "Fact of the Week" in its ad
WPTR is telling the story of its facilities, and personnel, pubilicity and
promotion. Pieces tell story in pictures,
only copy being reprints of ads and
notices of personnel changes in newspapers and magazines
Learning to Ad Lib
STUDENTS at Northwestern U. are
adin an
lib techniques
ad announcing
learning vanced
class, and
at the
same time providing WEAW (FM)
an "off the record"
Evanston, 111., with make
tape-recorded
program.
interviewsStudents
with persons working at
such Chicago sites as the Palmer
House, Municipal Airport and Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp., and these recordings are used by WEAW for its
The first show
Tour by Tape series.with
pedestrians
featured interviews
crossing the Michigan Ave. Bridge.
Tee Up — And Drive
TO PUBLICIZE its new position on
the dial (from 12.30 to 1320 kc),
CKNW New Westminster, B. C, has
distributed a packet of golf tees to
agencies in the United
sponsors
States andand
Canada.
KIRO's Emissary
THE LUCIA BRIDES, two girls representing Seattle, Wash., and Stockcement Scandiholm, Sweden, helped
navian-American relations last month.
Girls were selected by their respective
communities to participate in the
"Bride of Light" festivals. When Seattle's Lucia Bride and emissary to
Sweden, Asa Gudjohnson, was selected, KIRO Seattle made plans for radio
coverage. Station executives arranged
with Radiojanst (official Swedish
radio ) for transcriptions of Miss
Gudjohnson's
activitiesplus
during
the festival in Stockholm,
a message
from Sweden's Lucia Bride, Marianne
Hylen. Miss Hylen came to Seattle to
return
Miss inGudjohnson's
visit, and
participated
a Swedish program
on
KIRO. A transcription of the program
was sent to Stockholm so that listeners thereinmight
activities
the U.enjoy
S. Miss Hylen's
Brand Names
BRAND
NAMES
Foundation, New
York, has released a brochure devoted

to awards given in the field of adver"brandedonline"
Atten-of
tiontising
is placed
the products.
effectiveness
advertising of this type of merchandise on radio and in newspapers and
magazines. Many of the department
stores and specialty shops which are
mentioned in the booklet are extensive users of radio time. The Foundation has presented "Certificate of
Merit" awards to those stores covered
for their advertising service and
merit.
Coverage Index
FOLDER based on new Hooper Listening Area Index, showing audience
distribution in 65 South Texas counties, has been issued by WOAI San
Antonio. Maps, bar charts and percentage tables show listening preferences for morning, afternoon and evening programs in the area. In addition, two-color, four-page folder carries
list area.
of all stations audible in 65complete
county
Bananas, Bananas and More Bananas
WHEN KLZ Denver, Col., heard that
the General Fruit Co. had an excess
shipment of several hundred pounds of
bananas, it sent Jim Bennett to investigate and see what he could do.
Obvious solution was children. So,
Mr. Bennett loaded a KLZ truck with
bananas and took them to the children
at
Saint children
Clara's and
orphanage,
Denver.
Bananas,
Mr. Bennett
all
enjoyed the venture.
Personnel
BILL tralYONAN
joined as
ABC's
CenDivision inhasChicago
assistant
sales promotion manager. Mr. Yonan
replaces DEAN LINGER, who has
joined WXYZ (ABC) Detroit as manager of promotion and publicity department.
SHERRIL TAYLOR, publicity director of KSL Salt Lake City, is the
father of a boy, Mark.
RICHARD H. GOURLEY, formerly
with WCLE Clearwater, Fla., has
joined WSPD and WSPD-TV Toledo,
Ohio, promotion and publicity department.
LEONARD G. ANDERSON, formerly
audience and sales promotion director
of Arrowhead Network in Wisconsin
and Minnesota, has joined WKBH La
Crosse, Wis., as promotion manager.
PHIL BALDWIN has been named
promotion director for CKNW New
Westminster, B. C.

Appeal Grant's to Competitors
APPEALS from FCC decisions
have been argued before the U. S.
Court of Appeals for District of
Columbia by WJLD Bessemer, Ala.,
and WINN Louisville, Ky. Both
seek rehearings of Commission
rulings which awarded facilities
they sought to competitors.
WJLD appealed from FCC's
grant of 850 kc to WTNB Birmingham, facility which it also
sought [Broadcasting, Oct. 11,
1948, Dec. 15, 1947]. WJLD asked
switch from 250 w on 1400 kc to 1
kw night, 5 kw day on 850 kc.
WTNB was granted that assignment, moving from 250 w on
1490 kc.
WINN protested the Commission's grant of new station on 1080
kc, 1 kw night, 5 kw day, to MidAmerica Broadcasting Co. at Louisville as WKLO. WINN had asked
for switch to that assignment from
250 w on 1240 kc [Broadcasting,
Nov. 17, Oct. 27, 1947].
The arguments were heard before Judges Bennet Champ Clark,
E. Barrett Prettyman and James
M. Proctor on Jan. 12-13. Franklyn K. Lane appeared as counsel
for WJLD and Joseph F. Zias for
WINN. Richard A. Solomon, chief
of FCC's Litigation Branch, argued
for the Commission on the WJLD
case while Max Goldman, FCC assistant general counsel in charge
of Litigation and Administration
Division, handled the WINN case.
Counsel for intervenors, WTNB
and WKLO, respectively were John
Haley.
P.
Southmayd and Andrew G.

WHEN fire broke out in the 250
year-old First Baptist Church ir
the
heartit of
Philadelphia's
radic
district,
received
wide coverage
from local stations. Telecasts were
made by WPTZ and WCAU-TV
while KYW gave aural coverage
for its listeners. The WPTZ cov
erage also was carried by NBC tc
viewers in New York, Boston, Baltimore and Washington.
WCAU-TV broke in on its time
news, weather and music test patCameras
hastily
• lo
cated ontern.the
roofwere
of the
WCAU

WJLD contended FCC acted on
an invalid application when it approved the WTNB request because
the WTNB application had been
sworn to before engineering portions were completed.
WINN charged FCC gave improper consideration to a previous
grant to - Mid- America in 1941
which had been given up and that
FCC also improperly compared the
program proposals of the two applicants.

WLSI PIKEVILLE
Kentucky Station Starts
WLSI Pikeville, Ky., was slated to;
take the air last Thursday, with
formal opening ceremonies set for;
yesterday (Sunday). The station,
a 1 kw daytimer on 900 kc, is owned
by The Cumberland Publishing Co.,
W. J. Ward, president. The firm
publishes
the weekly Pike County
News.

WNNJ-FM
WWDX-FM
Wis
PS
MEMPHIS

10,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC
480 LEXINGTON AVE,, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CHURCH
FIRE
TV, AM Cover in Phila

WINN

Is Off the Air

WWDX-FM Paterson, N. J. went
off the air permanently Sunday,
Jan. 9, to permit construction of a
new and more powerful FM station,
WNNJ-FM Paterson, Dow H. Krukker Jr., president of both stations
announced.
According to Mr. Krukker, who is
also president of WPAT Paterson,
the new FM outlet will be completed and will commence broadmc.
casting later this month on 103.5
WWDX-FM was in operation for
little more than a year, and operated on 107.1 mc. Its outstanding
program features will be incorpoFM. rated into the schedule of WNNJ-

building and at a window in Studic
D. A third camera, located or
Chestnut St., covered fire apparatus, hose installations, crowd scene;
and feeder lines.
A. W. Danenbaum Jr., WPT2
commercial manager, went into
immediate action when he heard
about the fire, although there were
no cameramen, remote crews or engineers on hand. Ray Bowley
chief engineer, became operator of
a rarely-used orthicon camera.
This camera was mounted between
two fire engines, on a parking lot
less than 50 feet from the burning
building.

In addition to its aural coverage Jt
KYW turned on a video set in its
street level window to present the
WPTZ telecasts to throngs of on
lookers who were kept from the fire
by police. KYW also olfered Dr.
Ivan Rose, rector of the church, the
use of its main studio, seating 200
for Sunday services.

Included in program plans are
community service programs, daily
devotional services and Sunday
services on a rotating basis from
Pikeville's churches, news broad
casts every hour on the hour plus,
15-minute broadcasts of UP news icii
at 8 a.m., 12 noon and 6 p.m.,
national and local sports summaries, and musical programs.
t!
WLSI staff includes: Mike Layman, manager; Al Hendershott.
who will direct hillbilly and rural:
programs; Sidney Fraley, chief en
gineer; Gu;^ Ferrell, engineer;
Helen Layman, women's director
and librarian; Nancy Tucker, book-i
keeper; Don Moyer, announcer;
and another announcer
to bei H;
added shortly.

Z-BAR network in Montana held a
presentation broadcast and dinner in
honor of Mrs. Esther Hamel, winner
of $25,000 first prize in ColgatePalmolive-Peet Treasure Chest con-v
test.
BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Conthuted from page 70)
Decisions Cont'd.:
WCED DuBois. Pa.; WGGG Gainesville,
Fla.; WHIR Danville, Ky.; WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.; WIL St. Louis; WJBC
Bloomington, 111.; WJNO (main and
alternate main) West Palm Beach;
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn.; WMOU
Berlin, N. H.; WNNC Newton, N. C;
KFIO Spokane, Wash.; KLAS Las
Vegas; KNUZ Houston; KRAI Craig.
Col.; KRKN Fort Smith, Ark.; KSLO
Opelousas, La.; KSUN Lowell, Ariz,;
KWG Stockton, Calil.; WBBZ Ponca
City, Okla,; WBVP Beaver Falls, Pa.;
WCRO Johnstown, Pa.; WHBY Appleton, Wis.; WIKB Iron Mountain, Mich.;
WMNB North Adams, Mass.; WOUA
Moline, 111.; WTNT Augusta, Ga.;
WTOL Toledo; WWNF Concord, N. C.
KVOA Tucson, Ariz. — Granted renewal of license for regular period.
WWPG-FM Palm Beach, Fla. —
Granted renewal of license for period
ending March 1, 1951.
jSame.
WHFB-FM Benton Harbor, Mich.—
KWIL-FM Albany, Ore.— Granted renewal of license for period ending
Sept. 1, 1951.
KSEO-FM Durant, Okla.— Granted re1, 1950. newal of license for period ending Dec.
KOCS-FM Ontario, Calif.— Granted
renewal
of license for period ending
June
1, 1951.
License Extension
WPIC-FM
Sharon, Pa.— Present license extended on temp, basis to June
tl 1, 1949.
WTSV Claremont, N. H.— Present license extended to June 1, 1949, pending
receipt of renewal application.
WNDR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.— Present
license extended to June 1, 1949. pending processing of renewal application.
January 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 920 kc
WTNT Augusta, Ga.— CP to change
I from 1230 kc 250 w unl. to 920 kc 1 kw
unl. DA-DN.
AM— 1450 kc
KIND
Independence,
Kan. — CP
il change from 1010 kc to 1450 kc, change
'hours from D to unl.
'AM- 790 kc
KNEW Spokane, Wash.— CP change
fro 143 kc to 790 kc, change from
DA-mDN to0 DA-N.
Modification of CP
WPRA Mayaguez. P. R. — Mod. CP increase power etc. for extension of comipletion date.
WSFA-FM Montgomery, Ala.— Mod.
CP new FM 'Station to change ERP from
29,7 kw to 10. R5 kw, ant. height above
average terrain from 760 ft. to 161 ft.
WDLB-FM Marshfie'd, Wi";.— Mod.
CP
to change ERP from
1 kwnewto Fi\T
250 station
w.
WBriE-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP
n°w FM station for extension of compl°tion date.
WRWR Albany, N. Y.— Same.
WCOD Richmond, Va.— Same.
\
License for CP
WPIT-FM
:over CP new Pittsburgh
FM station.— License to
Modification of CP
WHBF-TV Rock Island. 111.— Mod. CP
lew commercial TV station for extendon of completion date.
WCPO-TV Cincinnati— Same.
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.— Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Transfer of Control
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y.— Involunary transfer of licensee corporation,
/Dstate
Bcstg. Fitraatrick,
(^orp.. to Thomas
Durkinof
nri Eueene
executors
-ivill of John F, Grimes, deceased.

cote

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
SUMMARY TO JANUARY 20

CFAC TV MEET
Video's Potential Viewed
EXECUTIVES of three Chicago

. TV stations discussed television's
potential at a video session Wednesday evening- which was part of an
riasv;
^ ». ,Cond'l cations In
evening- instruction series sponsored by the Chicago Federated AdAppli- "Tsf^
vertising Club. Norman Lindquist,
- i-ions
^"efo- "^'Zir
Zl
"^^"^ "'-^T
*
12
on
the
air.
f
Revised
television director at Malcolmby FCC.
?f ISsV . . . . . : . . . .
^5^6^
Ill
8
meeting.
Howard Agency, conducted the
AM APPLICATIONS
Schenectady, N. Y.-Public Service
El Dorado, Ark.— Davis M Seeal tr/as Broadcastmg Corp., 1240 kc, 250 vv.
Jonny Graff, program director
Cotton Belt Broadcasting Co 1400 kc unlimited (Requests facilities of WSNY
at WBKB and former television
250 w, unlimited (Contingent unon Schenectady, see story Broadcasting,
KELD El Dorado being granted change
1^^^> estimated cost $15,- and motion pictuie director for
of facilities); estimated cost $8,750 Mr l*"* „ Prmcipals: George R. Nelson,
Segal owns KTFS Texarkana Tex and ?
George R. Nelson Inc., Scheand Coe, New York, disis general manager of that station nectady advertismg agency, and for- Donahuecussed
programming processes. He
Filed
Jan.
19.
!>caiion.
nierly
vice
president-general manager
^Quanah,,
WSNY,
presidentmanager
and
general
pointed
out
that a good video feaTex.—
Orville
L.
Jenkins,
40%
owner;
William
G.
Avery,
until
1150 kc, 250 w, daytime; estimated cost retirement president of Industrial Bank
tui-e must "project to the audience,
$11,525. Applicant is owner Jenkins of Schenectady and former secretaryRadio and Appliance Co., Chickasha, treasurer of WSNY, secretary-treasurer
and must have real personalities."
Okla. Filed Jan. 14.
2%, and Edward F. Flynn, former
The future of TV and advertising agencies is tied closely together,
Bcstrs.
inc., 1390 N.kc, Y.1 -kw,
Poughkeepsie,
Mid-Hudson
m?iager'2V°'''
daytime; S-Ita?io?f
5ther stocSdfrs
fn Public Service
said
George Garvey, sales manager
estimated
cost
$41,066.50.
Principals
Harold W. Cassill, former general man- Bi^adcasting
Amsterdam V includ^
y ioVChar^^^^^^
bc^^^^^^
of WGN-TV. He urged station men
Newburgh, N. Y., and now publisher auto dealers resnertivplv w anrt 'iv ■ to get advertising- people to buy
Schene^'ctet;
Forest
City N(Iowa) Summit, ^""^
Xhn •Cummrnks^
Te^" and Mauhs
Z^^^ Sharon
presidentN^wburS.''
S^^^^
Coun^v xV video sets, observing that one can
treasurer
and
58.66%
owner;
Nathan
semblymaro
!2%;
Mayoro?erB
L. Reifler, president-treasurer Electra of Schenectady
egte^^
"only get the feeling and scope of
nw- Srhptipptariv
Supply Co., local wholesale electrical County c"ert Srroll A Gard^
products R^ firm,
first Vernon,
hand." coordinator of
Administrator
George
Bennettvice president
president 15%;
Jerry
The ScSctady
John McGithan,Housing'
0.2%T Jofeoh
A. Field, video
Federal Bearing Co.Jr.,
and Schats Mfg. stockholder
in WSNY. 3% ; William
Car^
sales
at
WENR-TV,
listed reasons
Co. steel bearings makers, 9%; David
penter, former WSNY sports director,
R. Clarkson, personnel interviewer. In- proposed
why advertisers and agencies are
program director 2%; and
ternationa! Business Machines Corp., other former
employes
Plant if 2, secretary 6.66%: Harold A. Van Patten, WSNY
Sybil M. NeherRichard
Anne
delayingentrance
into orTV.
haps it came
too fast,
that "Persome
1%. There
are eight ^^^"^
other stockholdV^""
Thp.p""""""';,^*
^'u^'JJ'
P''^"'
SCragin,
Jack
Rourke
and
Alic
Pach.
Each
of
latter
holds
are reluctant to gamble on a new
ers, all Poughkeepsie business and pro- less than 1% excenting Alic Pach who
fessional men. Filed Jan. 18.
holds 3%,. Filed Jan 18
medium," he said. He noted that
factors normally used to evaluate
the possible success of a television
TV station WRTB and STA to operate
licensed to operate on 950 kc, and denying application of Citrus Belt Bcstrs.
500 w trans.; ordered that hearing al- program seldom "tell the whole
Inc. for change in facilities of WSIR
ready scheduled be held in Washington
Winter Haven, Fla., from 1490 kc 250 w
Feb.
2 before
Examiner
HughCommission
B. HutchMr. Lindquist, who organized the
unl. to 1230 kc 250 w unl. (Comrs. Jones
ison. At same
time.
and Sterling not participating).
adopted memorandum opinion and or- class and panel at the request of
AM— 560 kc
der denying various related petitions
the CFAC, explained the types of
filed b.y New England Theatres Inc.
Announced final decision granting ap(Comr. Jones voted to grant petition
story." commercials, ranging from
video
plication of Hampden-Hampshire Corp.
of
New
England
Theatres
that
Raytheon
to change facilities of WHYN Holyoke,
inexpensive studio easel cards to
application
be
consolidated
with
hearMass., from 1400 kc 250 w unl. to 560,
ingstionsonin Boston),
applications for new TV sta- more elaborate sound movies.
kc 1 kw unl. DA, subject to approval
of trans, site and ant. system by CAA
and further sub.iect to any interference
January 19 Applications . . .
KNBC-FM San Francisco — Same.
which may be received from operations
KPRA Portland, Ore.— Same.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
proposed
in
applications
of
Atlantic
RaWMRI
Ind.—
dio Corp.. Boston; Bristol Bcstg. Co.
AM— 1350 kc
FM
stationMarion,
to change
ERPMod.
fromCP4.2 new
kw
Inc. (WNBH), New Bedford, Mass., or
to
33.3
kw,
ant.
height
above
average
The Fairfield Bcstg. Co., Danbury.
John
S.
Booth,
Corning,
N.
Y.—
CP
terrain
from
345
ft.
to
300
ft.
Conn., in event any of said applications
new AM station 1360 kc 1 kw D
License for CP
are subsequently granted; and denied
AMENDED to request 1350 kc.
AM— 1260 kc
application of Pynchon Bcstg. Corp. for
WABX
Harrisburg,
Pa. — License to
new
station
at
Springfield.
Mass.
5'jO
cover CP new FM station.
kc 5 w unl. DA. (Comrs Walker and
Bob Jones U. Inc., Greenville, S. C. —
KAGH-FM Pasadena, Calif. — License
Sterling not participating; Comr. Coy
CP neiv AM station 740 kc 1 kw D
to cover CP for changes in FM station.
dissenting, voting for Pynchon).
AMENDED to request 1260 kc.
WSTC-FM Stamford, Conn.— Same.
AM— 1220 kc
License Renewal
License Renewal
Announced final decision granting apWLOF
Orlando,
Fla.
—
License
renewWHLI-FM
Hempstead,
N. Y.— License
plication of The D & K Bcstg. Co. for kc al250AM w.
station
AMENDED
to
show
1230
renewal
FM
station.
new station at Palo Alto, Calif., 1220 kc
FM — 99.9 mc
250 w D. engineering cond. and denying
Transfer of Control
application
Pub. 1220
Co. for
WFMD-FM
Frederick, Md.— CP to
new station ofat Times-Star
Alameda, Calif..
kc
KODI
Cody,
Wyo. — Acquisition of change
Channel
1 kw D. (Comrs. Coy and" Hennock
control of Absaroka Bcstg. Co.. licensee,
Channel from
260 (99.9
mc). 268 (101.5 mc) to
dissenting; Comrs. .Tones and Sterling
by
William
J.
and
Dorothy
R.
Garlow
not participating).
TENDERED FOR FILING
from Breck and Elizabeth L. Moran.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
KSFT Trinidad, Col.— Acquisition of
Assignment of License
control of T>ie Trinidad Bcstg. Corn.,
Assignment of License
WTRR Sanford, Fla. — Resubmitted
licensee. by Ellis P. Luoton from E. O. application
for assignment of license
KEVT Kerrville,
Granted from
asSchoembs and B. C. Bulson individualfrom James S. Rivers tr/as Southeastsignment of permit Tex.
and — license
ly and as attorneys-in-fact
for transern Bcstg. System to Myron A. Reck.
Leonard B. Brown to Walter T. McKay
feros.,
and Arthur Stehling, partnership d/b
SSA Extension
KWIK Burbank, Calif.— Acquisition
as Kerr County Bcstg. Co. for $70,143.
New York— Extension of SSA
of control of Burbank Bcstrs. Inc., li- to WNYC
WELM siElmira,
N.
Y.—
Granted
asoperate additional time between 6
censee, by James H. and Alice I. Furns.
gnment of license from James Robert
a.m.
(EST) and
at New York
Meachem to Corning Leader Inc. for
— Acquisition
and between
sunsetsunrise
at Minneapolis
and
of WSON
control Henderson,
of Henderson Ky.Bcstg.
Co. Inc.,
$110,000.
10 p.m.
(EST) using
DA designed
therelicensee, by
H.
S.
Lackey
through
reAcquisition of Control
for
for
period
beginning
March
2.
tirement of 50 sh common stock to
KITO
San Bernardino,
Transfer of Control
treasury by Pierce E. and Montana L.
ed acauisition
of control byCalif.
Carl— GrantD. and
Lackey and Paducah Bcstg. Co., Inc.
KVAI from
Amarillo,
Carl E. sulting
Haymond.
father
and
son,
recontrol
Lonnie Tex.—
J. Transfer
and V. M.of
KOKO
La
-Junta.
Col.—
Transfer
of
from purchase of 360 sh. (33% ) control from E. O. Schoembs and B. C. Preston and Alice
Howenstine
to R. G.
of stock
in SanL. Bernardino
Bc~tg. Co.B. Bulson, individually and as attorneysHughes.
from
Herbert
Pettey and William
in-fact
for
transferors
to
Ellis
P.
LupDolph mond
forfamily
$45,000,
will givecontrol.
HayAcquisition
ton.
58.4% which
or ma.iority
of KMAE
control McKinney,
of McKinney Tex.
Air — Enterprises,
Modification of CP
licensee, by George W. Smith, Jr.
WNLK Norwalk,
Conn,
—
Granted
relinquishment of negative control by
KLMS Lincoln, Neb.— Mod. CP new
KIWW San Antonio — Relinquishment
of control of The Good Neighbor
AM station for extension of completion
Ben.iamin Ginzburg in Norwalk Bcstg.
Co, Inc., licensee.
Bcstg.
Co., licensee, by Joe Olivares to
da+e.
WJRV-FM Garisden, A)a.— Mod. CP
Petition Denied
terest.
Manuel Leal through sale of 15% innew
FM
.station
for
extension
of
comWRTB Waltham, Mass.— Adopted orpletion date.
KTRN-AM-FM Wichita Falls, Tex.—
der denying plemented
Raytheon
as supKKCA-FM Los Angeles— Same.
Request consent to appointment of
requesting petition
reconsideration
KFI-FM
Los
Aneeles—
Same.
Evan
Mae Hanks as voting trustee for
and grant
its appliM. B. Hanks, deceased.
KDFC San Francisco — Same.
cation for without
additionalhearing
time toof construct

lanuary 19 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
AM— 1230 kc
Announced final dec'=:ion denying ap"liC9tions of Atlantic City Bcstg. Corp.
nd Strand Bcstg. Corp.. both seeking
ew stations in Atlantic City, N. J., 1230
c 250 w unl.
(Comr. Sterling not paricipating)
.
'
AM— 1230 kc
'Ucation
Announced
final decision
apof Coastal
Pcstg. granting
Co. for new
ation at Lakeland, Fla., 1230 kc 250 w
r]l., engineering cond. and subiect also
■ Ience
cond.operation
that Coastal
shall not
comuntil WLOF
Orlando,
la., ceases to operate on 1230 kc and is
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STRESS VALUE, NOT PRICE
IN COPY, KOBAK URGES
VALUE rather than price should be emphasized in copy, MBS President Edgar Kobak
told Grand Rapids Advertising Club at dinner
Friday. Speaking at conclusion of club's first
annual forum, he stressed that truth and good
taste in advertising are more important than
ever.
Advertising in 1949 must "calm the fears
and uncertainty which people seem to have"
about American way of life, Mr. Kobak said,
continuing that "the advertiser who in the
next year or two takes liberties with truth in
advertising is taking a big chance." He explained that "the advertiser who neglects the
highest professional standards, particularly in
good taste, and is less than 100% honest, is
flirting with failure."
Mr. Kobak recommended three campaigns
for advertisers in 1949: To reassure consumer
about America's economic outlook and way of
life; to stress unity of its people despite factional battling, and to show "fears" and "sacrificing" of people's living standards tend to
retard economic stability.
ADVERTISING CAN SAVE
BUSINESS, SAYS MORTIMER
ADVERTISING has undergone "sudden, bewildering change" in recent years, Charles G.
Mortimer Jr., vice president of General Foods
Corp., declared in address delivered before
Chicago Federated Advertising Club. "Our
beloved youngster is no longer a gangling kid,
but a man. He has acquired responsibility.
He can't turn back," said Mr. Mortimer, who
is chairman of Advertising Council.
Forecasting rough time for business in 1949,
he asserted that "if business is ever to start
swimming for the life raft — now is the time
to dive in." He expressed hope that advertising
industry may save day because "since Pearl
Harbor it has been found capable of performing miracles. Advertising's power in the realm
of ideas has been revealed for all to see."
RETAINS RADIO PROPERTIES
ALTHOUGH Mrs. Dorothy S. Thackrey has
relinquished co-editor and co-publisher posts
at New York Post Home News, she is continuing her activities in connection with her
radio properties, WLIB New York, KLAC Los
Angeles and KYA San Francisco, her husband,
Ted 0. Thackrey told Broadcasting Friday.
Mrs. Thackrey is sole owner of stations. Mr.
Thackrey is now Post's editor and publisher.
LOST

COUGH

WMCA New York's Man With a Cough
lost its cough Friday night after American Federation of Radio Artists ruled
cough is dramatic art and calls for actor
at $6 to $12.50 scale. To point up treatment of tuberculosis subject on "Inside
New York" series, station planned to
have announcer inhale, exhale, then
cough. This would be followed by announcement oftuberculosis program. But
union held announcer could only read
what was before him, that cough couldn't
be written, and that actor would have to
do job. Station eliminated cough, spokesman said, harrumphing.
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DISTRICT 6 NAMES CARMAN
TO ABC COMMITTEE
FRANK C. CARMAN, president of KUTA
Salt Lake City, reelected to represent District
6 on ABC's Station Planning & Advisory Committee and William C. Grove, manager of
KFBC Cheyenne, elected alternate from Mountain District.
ABC executives headed by President Mark
Woods and Executive Vice President Robert
E. Kintner will convene Jan. 27 in Chicago at
Ambassador East hotel with 150 representatives from ABC stations in Districts 2, 3, and 5
of Central, Middle and Southwestern states.
It will be third in series of meetings held by
network with affiliates.
Other ABC executives to attend Chicago
meeting: Joseph A. McDonald, vice president
and general attorney ; Ivor Kenway, vice president in charge of advertising, promotion and
research; Ernest Lee Jahncke, vice president
in charge of stations; Otto Brandt, national
director of station relations; James Connolly
and William Davidson, station relations.
NAB CONVENTION
BANQUET
ANNUAL industry banquet will be held Tuesday, April 12, closing day of two-day NAB
Management Conference to be held April 11-12
at Stevens Hotel, Chicago. Registration scheduled Sunday, April 10. Details of convention
to be arranged Feb. 3 by Convention Sites &
Policy Committee, headed by Howard Lane,
WJJD Chicago. Meeting to be held at NAB
Hdqrs., Washington.
Note date
— NABas
inadvertently
announced(Editor's
convention
April 9-11 in Jan. 24 NAB Reports, due to
typographical error.)
UNIFORM TV FILM CONTRACT
MELVIN L. GOLD, National Television Film
Council president, will present uniform TV
film exhibition contract for consideration by
Television Film Conference being held today
(Jan. 24) at Biltmore Hotel, New York. If
conference approves it, NTFC will send copies
to all TV stations and film companies for
ratification and adoption. One-day conference also will include station directors panel on
films and a film business panel. One of lunchvision.eon speakers will be R. J. Rifkin of Ziv Tele9 NEW BMB SUBSCRIBERS
NINE new subscribers to BMB bring its total,
as of Jan. 20, to 811. Present total comprises
657 AM, 133 FM and 13 TV stations, BMB
announced. Four national networks and four
regional networks make up balance. Newest
subscribers: KSUE Susanville, Calif., KWGB
Goodland, Kan.; WMTC VanCleve, Ky.,
WNOE New Orleans, KFSB Joplin Mo.,
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., WVOT Wilson, N. C,
KRUN Ballinger, Tex., and KOSA Odessa,
Tex.
FITZGIBBONS HEADS WXLW
L. 0. FITZGIBBONS, former commercial
manager of WOC Davenport, la., named general manager of WXLW and WXLW-FM Indianapolis. Edward Lockwood becomes chief
engineer, leaving WKAY Glasgow, Ky. He
formerly was at WLW. Stations to occupy
new studios Feb. 1 in Indianapolis Athletic
Club.

ANA FORMS GROUP
FOR BMB RE-EVALUATION
TO STRENGTHEN advertiser assistance in
projected re-evaluation of Broadcast Measurement Bureau, board of Assn. of National Advertisers authorized formation of Radio Committee at meeting in Chicago. Action stemmed
from BMB request that its three sponsoring
organizations examine their research requirements and determine which could be best met
by tripartite operations.
Imperative need "for reliable and uniform
measurements both for television and AM"
voiced by ANA Board Chairman W. W. Connolly of S. C. Johnson & Sons. Situation in
radio today requires attention of such a new
committee, he indicated, which is different from
present Radio Council of National Advertisers
dealing primarily with talent and labor relations. ^
MEXICO CONFERENCE
MAY LAST INTO MARCH
PROSPECTS for completion of Mexico City
International High-Frequency Broadcasting
Conference by Feb. 1 goal considered slim, according to State Dept. and industry authorities.
Their
estimates
range from mid-February to
mid-March.
In effort to speed completion, conference has
deferred consideration of all periphery subjects
to Feb. 1 except American plan for frequency
allocations among nations, which was presented last week.
ENTER 'GAG' TRIAL
AMERICAN Civil Liberties Union and Civil
Liberties Union of Maryland desire to intervene
in "Baltimore Gag" trial to be held Wednesday in Baltimore Criminal Court (early story
page 28). Two groups object to Baltimore
court rules restricting news about crime.
ANA ELECTS BOUCHER
KENNETH BOUCHER, advertising manager
of Hawaiian Pineapple Co., San Francisco,
elected to Assn. of National Advertisers board
of directors.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
that tentative formula has been reached whereby major types of maintenance and repair work
will belong to IBEW; minor maintenance and
operation of equipment to lATSE. Members
of either union would be interchanged as their
types of work change. Formula follows that
worked out by same unions in movie field.
IF SOME Congressional noses are out of radio
joint, it can be ascribed to apparent disregard,
of protocol at Federal Communications Bar
Assn. annual dinner Jan. 14. Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Edwin C. Johnson
(D-Col.), Ranking Minority Member Chas. W.
Tobey, N. H., Ranking Democrat Ernest W.i
McFarland, Ariz., and Republican Clyde M.
Reed,
Kans., Former
evidentlySen.
hadn't
been K.invited
by
association.
Burton
Wheeler
did honors, as member of association. They^
sat in audience — not at head table.
:
PLAN NOW in works for top-ranking comedian to conduct 24-hour television show to aid'
major fund-raising campaign. Project would
follow pattern of similar radio round-the-clock
charity shows, aiming appeal at differerit
groups during different segments of day and
night.
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No crystal ball can answer the

covers the nation. WLW

manufacturer's question, "Is

people every day; but it reaches more of them in

my product what the people want?" No isolated,
one-shot trial in an isolated city can really prove
the strength of a selling appeal. But there is a

some cities than others— just as a network does.
It gives vast coverage but not complete coverage
—no medium or combination of media can do

way to learn the answers to these and many other

that for the country.

questions:

The advertiser who uses WLW

It's a test in WLW-land
an

reaches millions of

"Operation:

. . .

Knowledge"

In WLWs merchandise-able area, you'll find a
mirror of America. Here is not just one city; but

alone is in the

same position in WLW-land as the advertiser
who embarks on a nation-wide program is in the
country as a whole. What works on WLW is
pretty sure to be sound throughout the land.

many cities of many sizes. Here live not just
farming folks and not just workers in the mines
or mills; but people from every walk of life—
with every type of income.
Here are nearly fourteen million persons, in
parts of seven states— states of the north, the
south, the east and middle west. Here is a true
cross section of our mighty land.
And in this vast area is a radio station unique
—a station which covers the area as a network

THE NATION S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
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The

Newsweelcky;^

to

Radio

and

25 CENTS

Television

quote...

in which WOR repeats some things it
said in 1948 as an underlined assurance of what it will
continue to be in 1949.

". . . what vv'e've said attempts to mirror the warmth and
humanness of WOR's programming from day to day.
It is these qualities, based on a skilled knowledge of whgt
the public wants, that have made WOR one of America's
great stations — and great selling forces — for more than
a quarter of a century."

"... WOR is a powerful force in the lives of the majority of 36,000,000 people in 430 counties in 18 states on the eastern seaboard. From
the windy reaches of Prince Edward Island, in the Dominion of
Canada, to the pine-scented border of Southern Georgia, WOR's
voice is a welcome and forceful one."

". . . WOR's personality has always been a warm one^ a method and
technique of programming based on people, not just shows. But in
evolving this form of radio bi-oadcasting, WOR has not ignored ideas,
nor the need for showmanship and day to day awareness of what
the public wants ..."
It is qualities such as those described above that make
WOR the amazing selling force that it is, and —
mind you — at a price that'll leave you gasping.

heard

by the most

people

where

the most

people

are WOR
mutual

coming! a great television station • IVOR-TV, New York ... Channel 9
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TELECASTING

SHOWSHEET

OUR

25TH

ANNIVERSARY

YEAR

jIXTY-FIVE thousand
people packed their lunch and came to our WLS
picnic. Back in 1939, WLS invited Indiana listeners
to a Sunday picnic at Noblesville — 20 miles north of
Indianapolis— asked them to join WLS folks for a

become a valued and trusted part of their daily
Mr. Dillenbeck has a radio in his barn, listens
WLS farm news and market reports. Recently,
hog market reports enabled him to realize an
.$75 profit on the sale of 17 hogs.

day of entertainment, special ."broadcasts and visiting. Indiana State Police needed help to park 12,000
cars. By early afternoon, they, were turning back
cars 10 miles a\v«y. This family style picnic with
sixty-five, thousand listeners was one of many great
events in the first twenty-five yearj?' of WLS.
The Noblesville picnic was a thrjH, too, for Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Dillenbeck of Pendleton, Indiana.
It was an opportumity to see and visit with all the
WLS folks they listened to. Thousands of others felt
the' sam^ wa>:^, for, as Mr. Dillenbeck fecently remarked, "Seems like everybody went to your NoBlesville picnic."
'
,
For twenty-two years, Mr* and Mrs. Dillenbeck
have ioyally listened to WLS. Daughtejrs Florence,
Dorothy and Audrey do, too. WLS broadcasts have

Special occasions like the Noblesville picnic, corn
husking contests, coverage of the Hindenburg disaster, leave a lasting impression on listeners . . .
help develop loyalty and acceptance. Serving the
religious, social and business needs of our listeners
has built loyalty and acceptance.

890 KILOCYCLES
REPRESENTED

lives.
to all
WLS
extra

This quarter-century of sincere, friendly, un^
sophisticated relationship between WLS andjthousands of folks in the Midwest has led them to
remember and regard WLS as a friend in whom they
have confidence and belief — a confidence that insures advertising results.

- 50.000 WATTS - ABC AFFl LI ATE
BY JOHN
BLAIR AND
CO.

The

INTERMOUNTAIN

FARM

Sells

the

prosperous
Programs

NETWORK

Intermountain

slanted

to

farmer

farmers'

through

local

9

stations.

interests.

^
INTERMOUNTAIN
FARM GROUP
KMON
Great Falls, Mont.
5000W-560kc
KID
Idaho Falls, Ida.
5000W-1360kc
KFXD
Nampa-Boise, Ida.
1000W-580kc
KVNU
Logan, Utah
1000W-610ke
KSVC
Richfield, Utah
1000W-690kc
KOVO
Provo, Utah
1000W-960kc
KPOW
Powell, Wyoming
1000W-1260kc
KWYO
Sheridan, Wyoming
1000W-1410kc
KVMV
Twin Falls, Ida.
250W-1450kc

ALL NINE FARM

MARKETS.

Only the INTERMOUNTAIN
areas in the Intermountain
the farm income in Utah.
100% of all the farms and
farms and 42% of all the
NO WASTE

NETWORK FARM GROUP covers ALL of the important farm
West. This includes: 72% of all the farms and 80% all
B2% of the farms and 84% of the farm income in Idaho.
100% of all the farm income in Montana. 33% of all the
farm income in Northern Wyoming.

COVERAGE.

Metropolitan centers and major urban population counties are excluded from the INTERMOUNTAIN NETWORK FARM GROUP, as are desert wastelands. Every dollar spent on
the Farm Group is for rural coverage, assuring advertisers of^intense penetration of the
nine farm markets.
FARM

STATIONS

FOR THE FARM

AUDIENCE.

Each station in the Farm Group programs for its particular type audience. This includes:
KID, located in the heart of the rich potato producing Snake River Valley. KVNU, nerve
center of the highly developecl dairy industry of the lush Cache Valley. KMON, KPOW
and KWYO, serving the prosperous wheat and cattle farmers of Montana and Northern
Wyoming. Each of these station's program structures are slanted to the interests of the
farming activity in the particular area it serves.
PROSPEROUS

FARM

MARKETS.

Here in the Intermountain West farmers have the money to buy. Cash income per farm in
1 947 shows Wyoming in 4th place nationally, Montana in 7th, Idaho 15th and Utah 24th.
ECONOMICAL

GROUP

RATE.

Two or more stations of the FARM GROUP
and Data.
EASY

earn 10% discount. See Standard Rate

TO BUY.

One scheduling, one contract, one affidavit, one billing.

THE

INTERMOUNTAIN

NETWORK.

Chicago

Ine

, Inc. National Representatives
San Francisco
Los Anqcles

Atlanta
New York
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Published every Monday 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Office
at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post

c ,

BMmsummtJsMiavm
Business
Closed

Circuit

WHILE precise nature of NBC's new Sunday
night program format to offset CBS inroads
isn't yet formulated (see story page 25), new
emphasis on lowering program costs and developing new vehicles could well include recorded
programs (in line with modified policy broached
at Sun Valley NBC affiliates convention in
September), mystery shows and even modified
giveaways, if they finally pass FCC muster.
LOU RUPPEL, former CBS publicity director
and former managing editor of Chicago Times,
on Feb. 1 becomes director of Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service, headquartered in Washington. Post has been vacant since Victor A.
Sholis left nearly two years ago to become
director of WHAS Louisville.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, New York, has submitted television show featuring Olson & Johnson to its client Chrysler Corp., New York.
Show said to be one of most costly in TV.
DESPITE eleventh-hour effort to stamp out
fire at Broadcast Measurement Bureau, reports
are current that financial plight of agency is
far worse than indicated [BROADCASTING, Jan.
3, Jan. 10]. Investigation of BMB budgets
thus far apparently has failed to yield sufficiently clarified statement.
PORTENTS of seriousness of BMB plight indicated with reported resignation of Edgar
Kobak, MBS president, from its councils although network has paid up to April so it
won't rock boat on March survey. It's reported
that substantially more than $100,000 in station payments may be needed for March survey.
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp., which was
alpha of so-called Avco procedure requiring 60
days of public advertisement of station transfers for competitive bids, also may prove to be
omega. Avco procedure originally invoked following Avco Mfg. Corp. purchase of WLW Cincinnati and associated Crosley properties in
1945. Crosley's proposed purchase of WHAS
Louisville for which there are two competitive
bids could well be final important competitive
bidding case. Proposed change in rule, tossing
Avco into regulatory ashcan, now is pending.
TO PROTECT investment in Jack Benny, CBS
is understood to be covering him with 'Hargest"
life insurance policy ever written for man of
his age. Similar insurance precautions understood planned on other new talent.
WHEN NAB board group meets Friday to
take first look at reorganization problem, one
of plans will be three-ply vice presidential
bracket between front office and department
heads. AM, FM and TV station groups would
have own v.p. contacts to look after their
interests.
READING between lines of hard-socking Senate subcommittee report on communications
(Continued on page 70)
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Mitchell Opens War on Newspapers
Johnson Prods Anti-clears
Levys to Leave WCAU
NBC Exodus
Networks' 1948 Gross Near $200 Million. .
Giveaways — Sponsor Suffers, Says M.C. ...
FCC to Probe Movie Licensees
Free Speech Battle
Code Vs. FCC
TV Channels
TV Picture

21
21
22
22
25
25
26
26
27
27
43
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Bulletins
SENATOR JOHNSON (D-Col.), chairman of
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, will introduce bill for "outright prohibition of granting of Stratovision licenses by
FCC," he said Friday in Chicago. He said stratosphere could be used for broadcasts "which
would present a far more serious threat of
domination
existtelevision
today."
He said he by
hadclear
beenchannels
informedthancolor
may be here by end of 1949, and that it would
make present video sets "not worth a nickel."
HORMEL ON ABC
GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co. (meats), Austin,
Minn., will sponsor for 52 weeks Hormel Girls'
Corps, drummers and buglers, 11-11:30 a.m.
(CST) Saturdays on 204 ABC stations starting
March 5 at Knoxville. Corps picks up musician
in each town visited. Agency, BBDO, Minneapolis.
U. S. MIGRATION SHOWN
POST-WAR migration remains big factor in
United States, report issued by Bureau of
Census shows. One of every five persons in
the U. S. was living in different place April 1,
1948 than year previous. Approximately one
in every 16 lives in a different county. Total
of 6.8% of population had crossed county line,
while 3.0% or 4,370 persons crossed state lines.

Baltimore

Stations

THREE Baltimore stations fined Friday by
city court for violating court's "gag" on publication of crime news (Rule 904). James P.
Connolly, WITH commentator, also fined.
(Early story of "gag" trial on page 27.)
Appeals expected by guilty stations. Charles
Roeder, WCBM program director, said, "Naturally we'll appeal."
Fines were — WITH $500 and costs; Mr.
Connolly, $100 and costs; WFBR $300 and
costs; WCBM $300 and costs. WSID in suburban Essex, outside city limits, found not
guilty since court found no proof was offered
that its broadcasts had been heard in city.
Stations have 10 days to appeal. WBAL,
similarly charged with contempt, to have sep-

Briefly

CAMEL SHOW EXPANDS • R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels)
Feb. 16 expands five-a-week evening NBC-TV
video programs from 10 to 15 minutes and
switches from Fox Movietone to live-and-film
NBC show featuring John Cameron Swayze,
shifting from 7:50-8 p.m. to 7:45-8 p.m.
Agency, Wm. Esty Co. New York.
CHEN YU NAMES K & E • Chen Yu Products (nail lacquer, lipstick), recently acquired
by Richard Hudnut Co., New York, has appointed Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, to
handle its advertising.
HOTEL TO USE TV • Hotel New Yorker,
New York, March 1 starts 13-week TV film
spot campaign in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. Agency, Peter Hilton
Inc., New York.
CRANEY ELECTED HEAD
OF ANTI-CLEAR GROUP
ED B. CRANEY, managing director of Pacific
Northwest Broadcasters, unanimously elected
chairman of group of 75 station officials which
met Friday in Chicago's Palmer House to organize offensive against clear channel movement.
Mr. Craney named following to join him
on executive committee: Don Searle, KMMJ
Grand Island, Neb.; Les Biederman, Midwestern Bcstg. Co., Michigan; Steve Cisler, WKYW
Louisville; Clifford Lee, KFXM San Bernardino, Calif.; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville;
Bruce McConnell, WHOT South Bend, Ind.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) told meeting that network stations should form "unions"
and "collectively bargain" with networks (see
story page 22). Sen. Johnson said he plans
to attend third NARBA at Quebec in October.
Group decided dues should be four times
highest hourly rate, for three years. Represented were 139 stations from all over country.
Objective
is to inseeradio.
that monopoly never is allowed to exist

Fined

for

Contempt

arate trial. Court to rule on WBAL procedural
claims Feb. 21, with hearing tentatively set
for Feb. 28.
Judge John B. Gray Jr. held Maryland courts
have power to punish for contempt, with right
not limited by legislation; held Rule 904 is
valid; said rule is not censorship; asserted he
believed in free speech and free trial, but that
press must yield in favor of right to free trial.
Mr. Connolly severely rebuked for broadcast
on ground his material did not originate outside city as in case of other three stations.
Judge Gray said court had no difficulty in
concluding that effect of broadcasts was
"devastating."
BROADCASTING
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out

radio

of

listeners

live in KCMO's

in

the

booming

listening

Magic

Circle

land

area.,:

Talk about a bonus in listenership . . .
you just can't beat KCMO's 50,000 watt
coverage of Mid -America and Roger
Babson's famous Magic Circle land!
Three out of four . . . yes, three out of
every four persons in the Magic Circle
live in KCMO's listening area . . . based
on mail response. That's a population
of over 11,560,000 persons! Almost
half this audience— 5,435,000— is inside
KCMO's measured /^-millivolt area
(213 Mid-America counties). There's
nothing small about that!
To sell the Magic Circle's farm-andfactory-rich millions, center your selling
on KCMO— Kansas City's most
powerful station for Mid -America
in the Magic Circle!
50,000 WATTS

DAYTIME-^N on-Directional

ONE

station

10,000 WATTS

NIGHT^SIO

ONE

set of call

ONE
ONE

spot
rate

kc.

KCMO
and KCFM . . . 94.9 Megacycles
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

National
JOHN

letters

on the
card

dial

Representative:

E. PEARSON

COMPANY

•KCMO Listeoing Area. Shaded area indicates KCMO
mail response :ounties (476 counties ia 6 states).

Basic ABC for Mid-America
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... and a spanking good time is had by all, advertisers as well as listeners. Canoe's population
wouldn't crowd a fair-size yawl — but if you're fishing
for markets there's a whole fleet of prosperous
Canoes in WMTland. 1,121,782 people live within
the WMT

2.5 mv line.

For smooth sailing in the important Eastern Iowa
farm-and-industry market, navigate with WMT,

the

exclusive CBS outlet in the area. The Katz agency
man will welcome you aboard with full details.

wiytT
CEDAR
RAPIDS
5000 Watts 600 K.C. Day & Night
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PITTSBURGH'S
CBS
OUTLET
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S
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UNITED

CBS

STATES

*

Announces

AS

EXCLUSIVE

the

appointment

NATIONAL

SALES

of

the

REPRESENTATIVE

Call a Hollingbery man today for full
Information about Pittsburgh's highest rated
sh'ows and availabilities. Offices in . . .
CHICAGO

W

J

A

PITTSBURGH,

* NEW

YORK

SAN

FRANCISCO

AM

5,000 Watts

FM

20,000 Watts

S
PA.

Operated by Radio Supply House, inc.
H. K. Brennen, President & Gen. Mgr.
John H. Buchheit, Commercial Mgr.

* LOS ANGELES
*

ATLANTA

ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN
encied

RUSSELL PIERCE of Pierce, Threlkeld & Assoc., San Francisco, resigns to
become vice president of Abbot Kimball Co. of California. He also 'will
be an account executive in company's Los Angeles office. Mr. Pierce is
former manager of J. Walter Thompson Co.'s San Francisco office.
FAIRFAX CONE, chairman of board, Foote, Cone & Belding who headquarters in Chicago, elected to board of directors of Community Fund of Chicago.
Mr. Cone, chairman of the Fund's public relations committee for two years,
will organize new year-round campaign committee, which he will head.

AMERICA'S TOWN MEETING OF THE AIR Is now on the Washington Screen!
Above Dr. George V. Denny, Jr., presides at a typical telecast of the distinguished,
informative program as a group of experts prepare to discuss both sides of an
important issue before the American public. WMAL-TV is proud to bring such a
worthy program to televiewers in the Nation's Capital.
h BRYSON
^
Director of RASH,
Special WMAL-TV's
Events and
noted ABC correspondent, interviews
newly elected Senator Hubert H.
Humphrey and his family on "Capital
Close-Up," the television show designed to acquaint the public with
new members of Congress and their
families.

WALTER McCREERY, president of Smith, Bull & McCreery Inc., Hollywood,
announces plans to open Chicago office sometime this year. Agency recently
expanded its San Francisco office, with new headquarters at 522 Powell St.
JOHN W. SHAW Adv., Chicago, announces formation of new television
department headed by ROBERT ZELENS. New department will make marketby-market television tests for clients to help them determine relative positions in TV before launching big budget programs.
PEGGY WOOD joins Zeder-Talbott Inc., Hollywood, as public relations director. Miss Wood was formerly assistant radio publicity director for West
Coast offices of J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, and prior to that was
NBC Western Division assistant promotion manager.
LEONA L. LaPELLE joins Yardis Adv., Philadelphia, as account executive. |
WILLIAM L. O'BRION, formerly with merchandising department of Newellr
Emmett, New York, joined St. Georges & Keyes, New York, in similar capacity^
VIVIENNE BARNES, formerly contest editor with Butler Bros., Chicago, joins
Roy S. Durstine Inc., San Francisco, as production manager.
ROBERT S. HENDRICKSON, formerly account executive with Gerth-Pacific,
city.
San Francisco, joins merchandising department of Young & Rubicam, same
DON PICKENS, formerly manager of California Newspaper Advertising Serv4
ice, joins Blow Co., San Francisco, as assistant media director and office manager. DICK GRANT, formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco,
joins agency as production manager.
;
WILLIAM R. MINER, former managing editor of the St. Louis Star-Times,
joins publicity department of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. Mr. Miner is
former special writer and Washington correspondent for Chicago Sun and
member of editorial staff at Chicago Tribune.
RALPH H. WHITMORE, formerly account executive with Allied Adv., Los
Angeles, joins Smith, Bull & McCreery Adv., that city, in same capacity.

^

EVERYTHING from the most expensive jewels in the world to
full course dinners are seen on
Ruth Crane's "Modern Woman" televisfon show. The "Modern Woman"
show also has the distinction of presenting the first electrocardiogram
demonstration in television, the subject being announcer Jackson Weaver
shown here with Ruth Crane and
guest William Green, President of
the AF of L.

^ JIM GIBBONS, popular Sports
T Director of WMAL-TV, interviews Jimmy Youel, star quarterback
of the Washington Redskins, during
intermission time at the boxing
matches from Washington's Turner's
Arena — another top sports attraction
on WMAL-TVI
W M A L

WMAL-TV
THE EVENING

STAR

WASHINGTON,
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STATIONS
D. C.

WMAL-FM

J. VAN VELSOR SMITH joins William von Zehle & Co., New York, as account
executive.
CHANDLER STEWART WOOLLEY, formerly of BBDO and Roy S. Durstine
Inc., both New York, appointed director of service for Jules Livingston Adv.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
A. C. MacGOWAN joins Cruttenden & Eger, Chicago, as head of firm's new
marketing
researchat department.
manager
marketing'
research division
Firestone TireMr.& MacGowan
Rubber Co.,was
Akron,
for sixof years.
He
also directed research for J. Stirling Getchell Agency, New York.
RICHARD N. GULICK, with Charles Dallas Reach Co., New York, for past li
years, appointed vice president and account executive of A. W. Lewin Co..
Newark, N. J.
!
ELIZABETH FOWLES, formerly with Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, joins
copy department of Smith, Bull & McCreery, same city.
j
LAWRENCE Adv., Chicago, moves to new offices at 203 N. Wabash Ave. from^
59 E. Van Buren St. Telephone: DEarborn 2-2841. LAWRENCE COHEN heada
office.
J
FRAN HARRIS, television director of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, and RALPH?
G. TUCHMAN, Hollywood news editor of Broadcasting, have announced plans
to be married at the end of this summer.
I
(Continued on page 67)
• Telecasting
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some

Pacific Coasters enjoy wading out into low-tide

Saturday pools -to dive under with a crowbar for prying abalones off the rocks.
Succulent seafood, when pounded immediately and thoroughly.

more

people throughout the West stay home Saturdays

and listen to their radios. Look: The family availability on Saturday (Hooper
average) is 74.2—8% more families than are available on weekdays. And sets in use
on Saturdays have increased 32% over four years ago.

Even on NBC, there are still a few Saturday morning and early afternoon availabilities. You'll want to find out about them— and see more of the startling Saturday
listening figures. That day, as advertisers know, is no exception to the rest of the
week which marks NBC

listening's

ROADCASTING

first

as No. 1 Network— in the buying West as in the nation.

on

a western

NBC

WESTERN

HOLLYWOOD

• SAN FRANCISCO

• Telecasting

Saturday

over

NETWORK

M

a service of Radio Corporation of America ^&!^^S
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Franklin's
lightning
experiment

that grew into the

DOUBLE-BARRELED campaign for home improvement has
been launched by WTMA Charleston, S. C. Not only has the idea
brought the station a nice piece of
business — 28 quarter-hours a week
under sponsorship of 14 firms — but
it promises to impel Charleston
area residents to improve and remodel their homes to a greater extent than ever before.
The idea was conceived by
Robert E. Bradham, "WTMA manager, and uses the theme "It's later
than
you think."
in
the effort
with the Participating
station are the
Citizens and Southern National
Bank of South Carolina and building material and construction concerns in the area.
The campaign officially started
with programs of Jan. 3, after extensive pre-broadcast promotion in
local papers and on the air.
Before the initial program a dinner was held for representatives
of the bank and participating concerns. The purpose was to discuss
every aspect of the overall campaign plan.answered questions and
Dealers
explained their part in the remodelling and home improvement
work and, in turn, representatives

tka

U/eek

of the bank explained financing of
the project. Members of the advertising and program departments of WTMA were present at
the dinner so that they might get a
clear view of the type of programs
best suited to the campaign.
During each WTMA home improvement program, in the regular
commercial time, a sponsor plugs
the campaign in general, urging
listeners to remodel and improve
their homes, and at the same time
advertises his own product. The
Citizens and Southern Bank, in its
Music for Dreaming program,
gives the campaign a boost while
explaining how it will lend the
money necessary for home improvement.
Different Titles Chosen
Appropriate titles were chosen
for each program — Pastels in Melody for a paint company. Melody
Manor for a brick company and
Open House, a participating program for several dealers.
The campaign is running 26
weeks with the station confident
that the double pounding from the
bank and the various dealers will
bring a great wave of home improvement to Charleston.

Tor

Profitable

WDEL
Wilmington, Del.

WGAL
Lancaster, Penna.

WKBO
Harrisburg, Penna.

Age of Electricity

Many great achievements
come from small beginnings. Take WWDC in
Washington, for instance.
It started out small . . ^and
then it grew . . . and grew
. . . until today it is a huge
power in the Washington
market. Today your sales
message over WWDC goes
out to a buying audience
that brings you profitable
sales — economically. Get
the whole story from your
Forjoe man today.

WWDC
AM FM — The D. C. Independent
Represented Nationally by
FOR JOE & COMPANY
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N New Year's Day, thereber and his orchestra, serving as
I w were some in this counradio expert for the General Motors Automobile Shows.
try who didn't interrupt
their hangover treatments to sumReturning to New York and the
mon any unusual interest in the Columbia School of Journalism, Mr.
news that Texas was defeating
Georgia in the Orange Bowl at Harris kept a portion of his heart
and his good right hand in radio as
Miami. But to Leslie Talbot Haran announcer at WOR. Deciding
ris, newly appointed radio direcfinally to let his left hand in on
tor at Benton & Bowles, New
York, that intelligence might very
what his right hand was doing Les
Harris left New York and Columlogically have stirred happy recollections, for it was out of that Bowl
bia to take a full-time job as prothat Mr. Harris drew the first
duction director of WQAM in Miami. After a time
small fruits of what
he became program
has turned out to be
tion.
director of the staa particularly blossoming career in
radio.
It was then that
As aid to Ted
he was sought out
Husing at that winby CBS to assist
ter football classic,
Ted Husing at the
Les Harris made his
Orange Bowl. Other
big-time bow into
assignments f o 1 radio.
lowed : Mr. Harris
Born on March
handled the cele21, 1914, in New
brated interview
with the Duke of
York City, Mr. Harris first entered raWindsor when the
dio 14 years later as
ex-monarch first arrived in this country
a part time announcafter his abdication;
er at WDBO Orlando, Fla. Later
he recorded the last
words of Amelia
enrolling at WashLES
Earhart before the
ington & Lee, where
he studied law, he
takeoff on her fatal
spent the summers as a special
flight; hs covered the celebrated
events announcer for WGN at the Cash kidnapping, innumerable hurricanes, served as announcer for
Chicago World's Fair.
Departing Chicago, Les Harris
the late President Roosevelt, cov(Continued on. page 65)
toured the country with Jan Gar-

WORK
York, Penna.

WRAW
Reading, Penna.

WEST
Easton, Penna.

ROBERT MEE
KER
Represented by

ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
Son Froncisco Chicago
STEINMAN

STATIONS

, skiers too have
,n sports-minded Portland
fun on the Kay West program.

OH,

KEX's

Kay broadcosts direct
Hula 'n' everything! Hawa
ii.
from

KAY!

fabulous KAY

WEST

PRO-

GRAM is a prime

favorite

with

Pacific Northwest
powerful

listeners., and a

sales tool for advertisers

who share this scintillating show
1:30 PM,

to help inauguHere's Kay before leaving air
service.
tland
i-Por
rate Hawai

Monday

through

at

Friday.

an
Portland's present to the islands:
e.
eron
chap
the
s
Oregon turkey. Kay'

largest crowd at the.
Kay pulled the nty
(Portland) Fair
Multnomah Cou

Kay is seen and heard everywhere. .
starring at fairs, planning

special

events, serving as toastmistress,
broadcasting
i interviews

from
and

Hawaii.

Timely

audience-participa-

\ Hon stunts keep Kay's program pulling the largest quantity of mail on
KEX.

Listeners., and lucky clients..

1really "love that gal."

Guests win roses in
"The City of Roses"
on Kay West's daily program.

pies. Here are two
Kay finds homes forluckpup
y winners.
of the

P WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS INC
<YW . KDKA . WBZ • WBZA • WOWO . KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV
For WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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helps
At beauty contests, too! Here Kay
select "Miss Portland."

audience that
Part of the large studioy prog
Kay's dail31, 1949ram. • Page 11
featuresJanuary

IF YOU'RE

FROM

MISSOURI,

LET

US

SHOW

YOU...

Listeners want shows! Sponsors want shows!
That's what the Capitol Transcription Library gives
you- shows that we program for you as part
of this unusual service. Want to know
more? Fill out the coupon. Let us show you.

Capitol Transcriptions
Sunset and Vine, Dept. B131
Hollywood 28, California
FREE — Rush new '49 demonstration record
describing Capitol library and how it helps sell
station time.
Name
Station-

-Position.

Street—
City
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EDITOR'S NOTE: With the close of the
national March of Dimes campaign
today (Jan. 31) Broadcasting, in recognition of the outstanding public service
rendered by the industry, this week
utilizes its "In the Public Interest" section to publicize the activities of stations which reported March of Dimes
work. Herewith are a few of the many
activities by stations and networks,
as reported to Broadcasting.

j7/i

tAe

J^uUic

UntQtQ5t

Radio's Role in The March of Dimes
KPKW Pasco put their energy —
accompanied with contributions —
into finding a last line for a limerick. The contest was sponsored
by KPKW with local merchants
donating prizes for the daily winners.
"Remember Mike" was the 1949
theme for KJR Seattle's drive.
Mike is a young polio victim who
was spotlighted by the station in
1947 when the slogan was "For the
Love of Mike" and again in 1948
with "Sure, Mike." This year the
station featured Donna, a six-yearold girl, who cut transcriptions
with most of the station's announcers and personalities for use

throughout the campaign. The
mailing address for contributions
was simply: "Remember Mike —
KIRO and KXA, both in Seattle,
adopted
two of the March of Dimes
Seattle."
tables in the downtown area and
urged their listeners to contribute
to those particular tables. KOMO
Seattle transcribed the kickoff
broadcast which was supplied to
all stations in the area which requested it.
In an effort to help Bibb County,
Georgia, meet its $20,000 quota for
the drive, WMAZ Macon held a
"Dimes and Dollars Derby." Announcers Lloyd Harris and Frank

Hubbs painted lines with their
noses down Macon's main street.
They painted an inch for a dime
or a foot for a dollar. Dressed in
overalls and catchers' masks, to
which paint brushes were attached,
the painters netted $1,200 for the
drive in the first three days of their
stunt. WMAZ broadcast a description of the event each afternoon.
One-minute spot appeals transcribed by polio victims were cut
by KNBC San Francisco for broadcast on Bay Area stations. Pressings were distributed free to all
stations in the area.
In Des Moines, Iowa, KCBC and
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
combined forces to sponsor a benefit basketball game for polio
patients. Theme of the campaign
was "Help These Children." Clair
Grant, station sales promotion
(Continued on page 57)

FROM COAST to coast this month
the radio industry has been on the
march aiding in collecting money
for the March of Dimes campaign.
The drive to aid victims of infantile paralysis opened nationally
Jan. 14 and closes today (Jan.- 31).
CBS presented an hour and a
half Cavalcade of Bands last night
(Sunday) from 11:30 to 1 a.m.,
featuring five of the nation's top
orchestras — Larry Fotine, Garwood Van, Johnny Austin, Joe
Reichman and Tex Beneke. Each
of the orchestra leaders paid
tribute to the work of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
and appealed for contributions.
Jack Benny, known as a gag for
his penny-pinching, led a nationwide appeal, "Ten Pennies From
Benny." Loading his famous vault
on a wagon, Mr. Benny made the
trip from Hollywood to Washington where his contributions were
turned over to the national foundation. CBS affiliates across the
country tied in this drive with their
own local March of Dimes campaigns.
WCSC Booth
KAY KENNELLY
In Charleston, S. C, WCSC set
up a "Ten Pennies From Benny"
Time Buyer, OLIAN ADVERTISING CO.
booth in tlie downtown area manned
by station staff members, each of
whom contributed an hour a day to
Director of olj time buying at Olian,
care for the booth. In addition to
Miss Kennelly is recognized as
the booth, air announcements and
one of the most active and
numerous posters throughout the
most efficient women in the inarea, WCSC cooperated with the
dustry inChicago. The William
U. S. Army Recruiting Office which
G. Rambeau rep today predonated a truck to aid in collecsented Miss K. with a certifitions. The truck carried large poscate of membership in the
Honorary Order of Patroons
ters of Mr. Benny's wagon and its
public address system was handled
and with the deed to a tract of
by soldiers and WCSC announcers.
land in the heart of the Patroon
country.
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, also
plugged the Benny march with a
strongbox in which to deposit contributions. Alarge picture of Mr.
*PATROON — Aristocratic Landholder of the Hue/son Valley
Benny appeared on the side of the
box which was sent by Railway Express to the comedian in WashingOnly fhe WPTR-WBCA combinafion
ton at the close of the drive.
gives
you all this:
Special 15-minute broadcasts
10,000 wotfs of AM power,
were aired every day during the
two-week campaign by WLAW
America's first commercial FM station,
Lawrence, Mass. Arthur Flynn,
regional coverage at local rates,
WLAW commentator and fightunexcelled equipment, top talent.
caster and chairman of the local
nonon, too:
And, hard-hitting promotion, too:
March of Dimes, handled the broadcar cards, newspapers,
casts which originated in a large
outdoor boards, direct
booth installed on the main street
mail, counter displays
of Lawrence. Aiding Mr. Flynn
and courtesy
in his interview-type programs
announcements.
was Jimmy Dowd. Mr. Dowd, a
Marine veteran paralyzed from
war injuries, was the subject of a
10,000 Watts of POWER
Night and Day
recent WLAW drive which raised
$20,000 for his care.
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON BROADCASTING CO., ALBANY, N. Y.
In Washington state, listeners to
January 31, 1949
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HYGRADE FOOD PRODUCTS Corp., New York, sponsoring- Deems Taylor
Concert, transcribed series, on WOR New York, WPEN Philadelphia,
WNAC Boston, CKLW Detroit and WBEN Buffalo. Agency: Maxwell
Dane Inc., New York.
COMFORT BEDDING Co., Los Angeles, sponsoring half-hour weekly Stars
Are Bright program on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Contract is for 13 weeks.
Agency: Milton Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles.
KORVO Co., Chicago (germicidal hair preparation) Feb. 21 starting 13week test spot campaign on two California stations, five-weekly on KYNO
Fresno and four-weekly on KITO San Bernadino. If successful, campaign
will be extended to other California markets. Agency: David S. Hillman
Inc., Los Angeles.
ESQUIRE KITCHENS, Los Angeles (pre-cooked frozen foods), appoints
Allied Adv., that city, to handle advertising. Radio and television will be
used in Los Angeles markets first, expanded into others later.
CALCO Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. (Crayoffs drawing crayon), appoints
Mayers Co., Los Angeles, to handle advertising. Television will be used.
OLD HOMESTEAD BAKING Co., (Butter-Nut Superb and Butter-Nut Dutch
Krunch breads) appoints Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, to
handle advertising. Radio will be used.
BIESER Co., New York (manufacturers of Venida hair nets, Jiffey pins and
Hair Beauty preparations) is sponsoring participations on And Everything
Nice on WABD (TV) New York. Agency: Ralph Harris Adv., New York.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Horticultural Institute Inc., Los Angeles, appoints
William Kester & Co., that city to handle advertising for annual flower show
being
held March 26-April 13. Extensive radio campaign planned in Southern
California.
MACMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., Los Angeles, Feb. 2 starts quarter-hour
weekly The Roving Camera on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles. Contract is for 13
weeks. Agency: Marketers Inc., same city.
• m
Fulton Lewis Jr.

EDWARD A. LeROY, assistant vice president of Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island
City, N. Y., elected a vice president of firm.
\

and His Electric Buzz-Saw
He's a handy man to have around the house — and his
radio voice is around more houses than you can shake a
mike at. Whether he's putting a bureau together or
taking a bureaucrat apart, he hits the sawdust trail with
everything he's got. At home, he works with a complete
workshop. In the office his "tools" include a trained
news-gathering team of reporters and editors whose efforts
contribute precise background data to the nightly Lewis
broadcast.
Currently sponsored on 326 stations, the program is the
original news "co-op." Fulton Lewis, Jr. affords local
advertisers network prestige at local time cost, with prorated talent cost.
Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there may
be an opening in your city. If you want a ready-made
audience for a client (or yourself), investigate now.
Check your local Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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NASH KELVINATOR Sales Corp., represented by zone manager R. W. Walsh
(seated), initiates sponsorship of The News by Television, three times a
week on WWJ-TV Detroit. Other representatives of the participating firms
are (I to r) Russell Manney of Geyer, Newell & Ganger; Willard Walbridge,
sales manager of WWJ-TV; Norman Hawkins, WWJ-TV salesman, and R. M.
Stockwell, advertising, promotion and training manager for Kelvinator.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Want
Cleveland's

a

big

BASIC
Network

REPRESENTED

BROADCASTING

of

Ohio

?

Chief Station with its 675,000 radio families . . . $2,300,000,000

in sales, gives time buyers more

ABC

slice
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for their money

in this great market.

If

CLEVELAND
VLCVELMIXLT
^qqq y^^^^^
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tainly that goes for 75% of the
smaller stations. . . .
Nat L. Royster
Manager

Talking People'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May the ghosts of the Greek
choruses of ancient Hellas haunt
Bill von Zehle and the writer of the
Meredith Willson* article! Did
neither of them ever hear of Aeschylus, Sophocles or Euripides —
hm-m-m?
Bob Keller
Robert S. Keller Inc.
Radio Sales Promotion
New York City

WBUY, Lexington, N. C.
(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

* "The Talking People" by Ann
August [Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
[Editor's
One laurel
wreathHe coming up forNote:
Meredith
Willson.
was
willing to go all the way back to
Euripides'
closing
choruses
to
crib
a
good idea.]
4: ^
Video Views
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Are we starving the goose that
laid the golden egg?
It begins to look like it. Pick up

No

yet? Will they have to fold up and
go out of business? Will they go
to the bughouse trying to figure
out where they stand?
It would seem to me, with my 14
years radio experience, that we
need enlightenment in another direction. How many of the radio
stations in the United States are
doing a really good, bang up job
of
presenting. ."good"
listeners?
. Whenradioyouto their
come
right down to it, half of the 50,000
watters today are not giving "good"
radio, half of the time, and cer-

any trade magazine these days and
all we can read about is "Television", the cost of transmitters,
programs, extra personnel, studio
enlargements, and on through other
figures that keep you awake at
night.
It will, no doubt, be mighty fine
for the larger cities to have television, and no doubt television is
definitely on its way, but what I
would like to know is this; what
will become of the more than 1,500
smaller stations who cannot afford
television for possibly ten years

other

station —

Ch icago or elsewhere

—

COVERS

South

only WSBT

Bend

does

. .

that !

so
5000
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Bill Roche
Promotion Director
^ ^
WFBR Baltimore
[Telegram]
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Making fight here again for
equality with newspapers for full
freedom radio news re sports on
public property. Refusing to pay
fees for monopoly claim. . . . Have
offered substantial amount for exclusive rights against newspapers
and radio with promise to give all
free for simple copyright credit if
I can buy negotiation or auction.
Please run story including request
any station wire me if professional
sports are broadcast without fee to
or with pay from promoters. Need
material for public pressure to accomplish this last vital freedom
without lawsuit if possible. Urgent.
Rogan Jones
President
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.
^ =5^ ❖
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
After looking at some of the
television coverage of the Inauguration on the night of Jan. 19 I
can quite readily understand why
(Continued on page 18)

They have written me and suggesting that you be asked to also
include the call letter and call letter changes that are issued by the
FCC.
They point out that you publish
the actions of the FCC each week
in full and that the inclusion of
calls issued and call changes will
add much information. . . .
Ray B. Edge
Board Chairman
ing^
National
Radio Club

i M

H.

Please send my very best compliments to J. Frank Beatty for a
highly interesting word picture of
radio in Baltimore. Every word of
it was true. I am inclined to be
impatient with this old-burg at
times, but some things go on here
that are important and I think Mr.
clearly.
Beatty put those points across

Call Change List
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Several of our members read
with interest the letter to "Open
Mike" from William D. Laudeman,
357 W. 46th St., New York City,
which
issue. appeared in the Jan. 17

Sure, other stations can be heard in South
Bend — but the audience listens to WSBT!
This station always has been, and- still is, the
overwhelming choice of listeners in the South
Bend market. No other station even comes
close in Share of Audience. Look at any South
Bend Hooper for convincing proof.

FAUl

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I know television is here to stay,
and sometimes when I'm watching
my set I say, "What a pity!" But,
aren't the people of Broadcasting
emphasizing the Telecasting part
of
the news with more vigor than
radio?

U T H
WATTS

B EN 0

• 960

NATIONAL

KC

• CBS

REPRESENTATIVE

Buffalo, N. Y.
(Also signed by 11 other
members of the club who
subscribe to Broadcast-

[Editor's Note:
In thecallfuture
CASTING will print
letter BROADchanges
weekly in the FCC Actions section.]
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All

You

WESTERN

Need

to

to

PENNSYLVANIA

EASTERN

OHIO

• WEST

Cover

• VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA

More than eight million people, spending Four
and One-Half Billion Dollars Annually in retail
sales outlets, make this four-state area one of
the nation's most profitable markets; and it is
completely covered by WWVA.
These are busy states, which means business

the potent tobacco market of Virginia, the powerful chemical, glass, clay and lumber industries
of the four states, and you have the reasons why
this WWVA area provides a market rich in
sales potential.
• • •

for alert advertisers. West Virginia is the nation's
leader in the mining of bituminous coal, and
coal mining dollars are plentiful. In combination with Eastern Ohio and Western Pennsyl-

WWVA's friendly programming has made it
a welcome voice in the homes of these four
states; WWVA can deliver your advertising
message to a ready-made, loyal, responsive
audience economically with one cost, oi3e billing. An EDWARD PETRY Man has the details.

vania, more than half of the nation's steel is
produced in this compact region. Add to this

50,000
NATIONALLY

BROADCASTING

Know

• Telecasting

WATTS

REPRESENTED

••CBSBY

-WHEELING,

EDWARD

PETRY

W.

VA.

&

CO.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
NBC allowed Jack Benny, and is
going to allow some of its other
stai-s, to go ovei- to CBS.
Television is going to pave the
way for the downfall of the old
names in radio, which isn't bad,
since radio itself has been trying
to find a way in which to rejuvenate. Phil Harris and his wife,
George Jessel, Edgar Bergen can
definitely retire with their gold
sacks, so that we can get some
stimulating new faces like Paul
Winchell, girl singers, who have
always sung well, but now add
more charm to listening over television.
The one and only gripe I have
with your magazine, as well as
other trade publications, is that you
put too much stress on TV and you
sort of forget the guy who is out

in the "sticks" and is still on AM
and FM. Maybe I am wrong!
0. R. Davies
Manager
WRAP Allentown, Pa.
[Editor's Note: TV zealots want more
TV news; some AM'ers want little or
none. Whether it's AM, TV or FM,
it's
still broadcasting.
behooves
all
identified
with the mass Itmedia
to keep
abreast of developments in these changing times.coverage;
BROADCASTING
hasn't cut
its aural
it has expanded
all
news coverage to an average of better
than 40 pages per issue.]
* * *
Combating Newspapers
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... It is obvious that the radio
industry is doing a poor selling job.
As always, radio stations are fighting among themselves, while the
newspapers in their markets run
further and further ahead in the
field of local advertising.
Only today I visited a two-station market which is now attempting to support three radio stations.
I talked with the manager of each

of these stations. Each manager
told me with glowing pride how
they are really giving their competitive stations
"hell"!
Yet notis
one of these
station
managers
doing anything material to compete with the one newspaper in
their market. . . . Still that one
newspaper has a greater monthly
revenue from advertising than the
three radio stations combined! . . .
Maybe I'm losing my mind, but
I suggested to these three station
managers a simple plan for combating newspaper competition. This
plan consisted of a joint campaign
of sales promotion letters pointing
out the economy of radio advertising in comparison with newspaper
advertising — AND — combination
rates off'ered by the three stations.
In other words, if an advertiser
bought one station he would pay
straight rates; buy two stations
and get a five per cent discount
from each ; buy all three stations in
the market and receive a ten per
cent discount from each. . . .

J^^X
And WSIX doesn't give you too little or too much.. For Nashville's retail
^^"^
trade area includes 51 counties. WSIX's daytime audience map in||T eludes 60 BMB counties with 25 per cent or more in 48 of these. Mail pull
vOL-'J
and field strength maps add even more convincing proof that WSIX
gives you the Nashville market. Cash in on the $655,888,000*
NO WASTED
spent yearly here in retail stores alone — via WSIX!
E
""Projected from Sales Management May '48
G
A
R
E
COV
BMB STATION AUDIENCE MAP

—

—

BASED ON STUDY NUMBER 1

—

National Repreientatlve: The Katz Agency, Inc.
5000 WATTS* 980 KC* ABC
and WSiX-FM
• 71,000 W
• 97.9 MC

Robert D. Buchanan
Stationi
Sales95Uand Service
P. O. Box
Sanford, N. C.
[Editor's
Note:
radio as
the
most effective
of allSelling
advertising
media
benefits not only the advertiser but all
across.]
phases of radio as well. Cooperation
is essential in putting this message
^
AM-FM

sj: ^

Identification

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Without doubt combination
call-letters ["This is WPRO and
WPRO-FM Providence!"] has
caused difficulty with potential set
buyers and listeners. First, not
many laymen realize the difference
between FM and AM. Secondly,
set owners do not realize that a
station with FM and AM constitutes two separate stations.
Finally, set owners are Satisfied
that they are hearing static-free
programs
hear to
"WPROFM" over when
AM. they
In order
alleviate this existing condition, I would
like to make two suggestions. First,
that stations resort to a technique
used a few years ago by WTIC
Hartford. The station break went
something like: "This is Hartford,
WTIC," and then a button was
pushed cutting the voice from AM.
The announcer would add over FM,
"— FM." On AM, the break sounded
like, "This is Hartford WTIC."
On FM,. . "This
is Hartford WTIC—
FM."
.
Roy M. U.
Schwartz
Boston
School
Public Relations —
Radio ofDivision
Boston

MARCH 1946

SUMMARY DATA— DAYTIME
Fit^ures in counfiei indicate fhe percetrfa<j/e '
Tabulation by the KATZ AGENCY, INC.
of rafji'o J'Qmitiea tho/" compf/'s*: t/ie ^/ot/'on \
1946 BMB Station auc//e/?ce /n tfye coor?ty. X ' "
BMB
Radio
County
Audience
Families
Families
Units
Home City
Nashville 83%
Home County
Davidson 85%
Percentage Levels
80^c and over
70';'o " "
60%, "" ""
50%
40% "" ""
30% " "
25%
2076 "" ""
10%

May I compliment Broadcasting
on its continuing campaign to
awaken the radio industry to the
fight tioagainst
nevi^spaper competin. . . .

FEfJltor's Note: Many stations besides
WTIC tion ofHartford
are using some variathis technique.]
Bible of the Trade
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Incidentally, I think this
"Study" (of major radio markets)
was a wonderful idea and have
found it so interesting that I want
to keep the entire series permanently. As I said once before
when complimenting your magazine :"An announcer or radio man
without Broadcasting is like a
minister without a Bible." Keep up
the good work.
William Stewart
Dir. of Public Service ProWBMS Boston
grams
Financial Report
COPIES of FCC Form 324 for the
annual financial report of stations
to the Commission are to be mailed
to broadcasters during the week of
Feb. 7, FCC announced last week.
The Commission said there are no
substantial changes in this year's
report. The forms are to be returned to FCC by April 1.
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ANNOUNCING

SINGING

FOR

Appliances^
Aufo Accessories, Tires
Auto Repair
Bakeries
Beauty Parlors
Book Stores
Breweries
Camera Shops
Children's
Shops
Coal and Ice
Commercial Banks
Credit Clothing
Dairies ,
Department Stores
Drive-In Theaters
Drug Stores
Dry Cleaning
Farm Equipment
Feed and Grain
Florists
Food Stores
Fuel Oil
Furniture Stores
Furriers
Gas Stations
Hardware Stores
Ice Cream
Jewelers
Laundries
Loan Companies
Luggage Stores
Men's Clothing
Movers and Storage
Movie Theaters
Music Stores
Opticians
Optometrists
Paint and Wallpaper
Real Estate & Ins.
Restaurants
Savings Banks
Savings and Loan
Shoes
Soft Drinks
Sporting Goods
Taxi Companies
Used and New Cars
Women's Apparel

48

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TYPES

OF

BUSINESS

Straight copy
is dull.

Musical SpotFrames sparkle
and sell.

Here, at last, is a new way to increase station income! The life blood of your
station is spot announcements. Now you can sell more local business with jingles
that are comparable to the best national spots. Jingl-Library* with "singies" for 48
different kinds of local accounts, was created by nationally known writers and talent. It will be available to only one station per market.
The 672 jingles sparkle with fresh ideas — each one irresistible and different.
Each category has 14 versions. They are designed for chain-breaks and minutes
with plenty of room for live copy. In addition, there will be special monthly releases. This brand new idea gives you, exclusively, selling ammunition to stimulate
new business. ^The cost is unbelievably low!

Audition Record
($2.50 Deposit)

Additional monthly releases

No Options! One
Station per Market!

* Registered Trademark

RICHARD
277 DELAWARE
AVE.,
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QUICK FACTS
48 Different categories
14 Different jingles
per category
672 Jingle cuts

Wire or phone
for

9

BUFFALO

ULLMAN,
2, N.

Y.

• PHONE

INC.
CLEVELAND
2066
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Miami's strategic location at the southeastern
tip of the United States has made it the logical
gateway for commercial and passenger traffic
between the Americas. Last year nearly 500,000
tons of foreign shipping alone passed through the
Miami harbor, and the value of Miami's imports
and exports reached close to the $100,000,000
mark. In addition, Miami attracts thousands of
Latin- American tourists whose purchases point
up the year-round nature of this great market.

7Hc€U*U

'4. 'pout

Yes, Greater Miami's natural trade area
extends in all directions, forming a truly
international market whose annual spending bankroll is conservatively estimated at $500,000,000.
And comparisons prove the way to reach the
most customers at the lowest cost per capita
is WQAM, Miami's First Station, whose strong,
clear signal blankets Greatet Miami, and gives
bonus night and daytime coverage of 15 additional counties in Greater Miami's trading zone.

A. B. C. IN MIAMI

SUUuut

WQAM
WQAM

F

M

THE

MIAMI

HERALD

STATION

f

J
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F. URIDGE, General Manager
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Affiliate
NBC
^

By EDWIN

RECONNOITER
H. JAMES

through capital gains deals or
guarantees of large salaries for extended periods, is considered unwise by NBC.
The NBC executives said they
believed:
1. That some top ranking radio
stars may not prove to be equally
popular in television.
2. That for some time advertisers
will be unwilling to pay talent
costs in television commensurate
with those in radio now. Production costs exclusive of talent are
much higher in television than in
radio, it was pointed out, and the
obligation to assume a bigger
"nut" in television will discourage sponsors from indulging in the
kind of talent salaries that are
paid to the Hooper favorites of
radio today.
SPAC was told that NBC will
seek out and develop new stars and
programs which are less expensive
than top radio properties of the
moment. The network is prepared
to match CBS "dollar for dollar"
in programming expenditures,

N
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Program

Strategy

its comedy team of Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis, with whom a
long-term contract was signed
several weeks ago. At least one
sponsor was said to have virtually
committed itself to the show and
the most thorny problem concerning the introduction of the team —
which as yet has been unheard on
NBC — was the selection of a time
for it.
The NBC contract with the
comedians guarantees that once
Messrs. Martin and Lewis are put
on the air in a regular show, they
must be kept there for a minimum
of 52 weeks — no matter what their
rating or commercial standing, it
was learned. This contractual provision naturally is causing NBC to
study
carefully the matter of
scheduling.

f A SPECIAL MEETING of all NBC
affiliates will be called in Chicago
Feb. 28 and March 1 to explain to
stations the network's tactical plan
in the intensifying battle for programs, it was learned last week.
Top executives of NBC will advise the stations:
Mr. Denny
1. That AM network broadMr. Trammell
casting is at or very near its
maximum financial development.
2. That soon advertisers will
SPAC was assured, but the money
begin to withdraw budgets from
won't be spent the same way by
NBC as by CBS.
radio to finance television ventures.
Rather than invest heavily in a
3. That lavish investments in
comparatively few properties, NBC
talent are economically unsound
will undertake broad creative proin view of the uncertainties of
gram development, the executives
said.
the transition period from radio
to telecasting.
Survey of Prospects
4. That NBC will embark on a
Already NBC has auditioned
It was also understood that NBC
* vigorous campaign of new prohundreds of prospects. Of these executives told SPAC their program development to bring new
52 are being further examined. The
and presumably refreshing voices
gramming plans were not confined
52 are called "possibly acceptable"
to creation and exploitation of
to radio and to unearth personprograms,
SPAC
was
told.
alities and shows which can grow
(Continued on page 52)
The network has rosy hopes for
with television.
Although the network made no
announcement of the future meeting, it was understood that the deMitchell Lobs Mortar for Radio
cision to call it was made at the
RETAILERS
insistence of the NBC Stations
Planning and Advisory Committee
set the scene recently with a belowRADIO'S fight for the retail ad- all-out battle with newspapers for the-belt
denunciation of radio.
which met last Monday and Tuesvertising dollar got underway in a larger share of store advertising
day in New York.
Shooting the competitive works
earnest last week.
was the Memphis Advertising Club,
on behalf of radio was Maurice B.
Scene of the opening phase in an
Closed Session
where a newspaper spokesman had
Mitchell, NAB director of broadNiles Trammell, NBC president,
cast advertising. Mr. Mitchell deand Charles R. Denny, executive
parted from the traditional friendvice president, were understood to
ly competitive role of broadcasting
have given SPAC members a comspokesmen by tearing the newsplete outline of the network's propaper medium into shreds.
He used two principal weapons.
gramming plans and to have proposed that all stations be briefed
First, tagesheas a discussed
radio's
advanon the subject by closed circuit
medium and
its growing
use
by
retailers.
Second,
he
drew
•> broadcast. SPAC, however, urged
that station interest in programfrom an address by B. Earl Puckming was so intense as to warrant
ett, president and director of Allied
Stores, to show that newspapers
longer discussion than would be
are
outmoded and rapidly losing
possible in closed circuit talks.
The Chicago meeting, lasting
public as ~ well as advertiser retwo days, will be a closed business
spect. Mr. Puckett's views were
given in a Jan. 18 address to the
session, it was said.
Newspaper
Advertising Executives
The essence of Messrs. TramAssn. in Chicago.
mell's and Denny's remarks to
The Memphis address signifies
SPAC, it was said, was that NBC
that NAB is starting after retail
believed it economically unsound to
business aggressively pending comdefend itself against CBS raids
pletion of the All-Radio Presentaon its talent by outbidding the ADDRESSING upstate New York agency, retailer and broadcaster groups,
tion, Mr. Mitchell told the gathering
other network. NBC believed such
that
included over 100 retailers.
Maurice Mitchell (at microphone), NAB director of broadcast advertising,
a course would lead only to sky- sets forth radio's claim in battle for advertising dollar. Mr. Mitchell spoke
"We sense a revolution in retail
rocketing talent costs which stood
before Jamestown Advertising and Sales Club, Jamestown, N. Y. Seated
advert(Conti
ising,nued
" Mr.on Mitche
page ll
2U) said.
slim chance of amortization.
(I to r) are John Henzel, manager of WHDL Olean, N. Y., and Si Goldman,
The "purchase" of talent, either
manager of WJTN and WJTN-FM Jamestown.
January 31, 1949 • Page 21
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Craney
JOHNSON

Group

Girds

PRODS
ANTI-CLEARS
in radio in order to fight effectively
By ED KEYS
for the interests of the listening
INDEPENDENT broadcasters, girding for battle with the clear chanaudience whom they serve."
nel forces, were warned by Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.) Friday
"It is well," he continued, "that
that "intelligent, hard hitting action" is imperative to defeat those he
this spirit prevails when one concharged were seeking national radio control.
templates the disasters which
The battle cry was sounded by
threaten the very existence of that
In commenting on the position of
Sen. Johnson, chairman of the Senmajor part of this great industry
radio trade organizations relative
ate Interstate and Foreign Comwhich you operate. The state of
merce Committee, during his ad- to the clear channel issue, Sen.
the Union in radio is not good. Indress at the organizational meeting
Johnson said he remembered "all
telligent, hard-hitting action obtoo
well
that
neither
the
National
of
the anti-clear
Palmer
House. group in Chicago's
Assn. of Broadcasters nor the Reviously
is
imperative
now."Johnson
Limitations,
which Sen.
Sen. Johnson, ardent foe of the
gional Broadcasters desired to testiunderstood
would
be
acceptable
to
clears and author of a bill (S-491)
fy for you in the hearings on the
some
independent
broadcasters,
to break down the clear channels
Johnson bill." He referred to a bill
would include: (1) Reallocation of
and forbid power in excess of 50 he had introduced in the 80th Conclears so they would be located only
gress
to
accomplish
the
same
purkw, sized up the independents' adin so-called unserved "white areas."
poses as the current proposed legversary as "a well entrenched, well
financed, well staffed group who are islation.
(2) Complete
duplication
all
other
clear channels.
(3) of
Limit
determined to have radio control in
"You must depend on yourselves
high power clears to three or four,
alone, and remember that you do
the United States."
with maximum power of 100 kw.
Broadcasters who had responded
comprise the overwhelming major(4) Deny ownership of such high
ity of the radio stations in this
to the rally call of Ed Craney, manSen. JOHNSON
power
clears to every network and
aging director of Pacific Northwest
deny these stations the right to
Broadcasters, were cautioned by country," the solon continued.
Gratified at Response
noted that the collective action sig- broadcast network programs. (5)
Sen. Johnson against placing their
nified their intention to actively
Require such stations to do their
In
reference
to
the
independent
faith in what Congressional supown programming.
port they may have or to rely upon
support ization
"a which
strong,
cohesive
organbroadcasters' response to Mr.
will truly represent
trade organizations to fight their Craney's call. Sen. Johnson deThe Colorado legislator put himbattles.
scribed the action as gratifying and the middle man and the little man
(Continued on 'page i8)
Urges Unified Action
"The main thing to do now," he
advised, "is to get together, stick
together, have clear cut objectives,
develop good strategy, plan an inApril 1
Resign WCAU
telligent campaign, get it going
LEAVE
TO
LEVYS
fast, keep fighting hard, and you
owned 32.67%. They retained sub- present 50 kw clear channel posiwon't lose out and neither will the THE Levy brothers — Dr. Leon,
stantial stock holdings in CBS.
president and general manager,
WCAU was the first station
American people lose out."
The Record sold WCAU in 1947 to to jointion.
the Columbia Broadcasting
Just prior to his departure for and Isaac D., vice president and
the
Philadelphia
Bulletin.
general counsel — have resigned afChicago, Sen. Johnson reiterated
System in 1927, and last year beDr. Levy attributed the two rester a quarter-century of managing
his opposition to clears in a statecamevision
the first
affiliate
CBS' teleignations
from
active
WCAU
manthe
WCAU
stations
in
Philadelnetwork.
The of
brothers
are
ment on the floor of the Senate
agement
to
the
press
of
personal
phia,
effective
April
1.
They
will
members
of
the
CBS
board
of
prefacing introduction of the Sen- continue on the board, however, and and outside business interests.
directors.
ate subcommittee interim report.
Simultaneously he revealed that
He asked and received consent for be available in advisory roles.
Dr. Levy, Philadelphia-born and
Their successors are expected to they are establishing their own
reprinting of the lengthy report in
graduated
from the U. of Pennsyloffices
April
1
at
123
S.
Broad
St.,
be Joseph L. Tinney, executive vice
vania's Dental School in 1915, practhe Congressional Record — an unpresident and assistant general
ticed dentistry before entering the
Philadelphia, where they will conusual procedure — and commended
duct their various enterprises.
radio field in 1924. Co-owner of
Sens. Tobey and McFarland for manager, and Louis Levinson, an
The Levys joined WCAU in 1924 Jaclyn Stable, he is a director and
assistant in the station's legal detheir "excellent work."
member of the executive committee
and
have since been continuously
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
,
i
t
was
speculated.
The chairman urged all Senators
of the Atlantic City Racing Assn.,
associated with its management.
The Levys sold their controlling
to study the Senators' report. He interest in WCAU to the PhiladelUnder their direction the station
as well as a director of Yellow
criticized the FCC for arrogating
phia Record in 1946.
Each had
grew from a 500 w outlet to its Cab Co. of Philadelphia. Dr.
unauthorized powers. He added:
Levy's civic activities include di"Furthermore, the committee rerectorship of hospitals and many
port raises the important legal
charitable organizations.
question of whether a fundamental
Isaac Levy, also a native of
policy matter which directly conPhiladelphia, was graduated from
cerns and affects all the people of
the United States shall be decided
the same university's Law School
in 1913. A prominent member of
by an administrative regulatory
the Philadelphia bar, he has hanagency created by Congress for
dled WCAU's legal matters since
that function or whether such a
his entrance into the broadcasting
paramount question of important
business, also in 1924. Mr. Levy is
national policy should be determined by the Congress itself. I
considered
one of intheradio
nation's
most authorities
law. foreLike
believe, and I am sure all Senators
his brother, he also serves as dibelieve, that basic, fundamental
rector of the Atlantic City Racing
policy questions must be deterAssn. and the Yellow Cab Co. For
mined by the lawmaking body."
the past two years he has been
Mr. Craney had earlier announced that he had received 112
chairman of the city's Community
Chest's Red Feather Rally Comreplies to letters he circulated last
mittee.
month seeking support for the organization of independent broadBoth Levys reside in the Germantown section of Philadelphia.
casters. His goal is a war chest of
WCAU
Inc. includes the 50 kw
move than $10,000 for establishment
Dr. LEON LEVY
of a Washington office with a paid
CBS WCAU, WCAU-FM and
ISAAC D. LEVY
director [Broadcasting, Jan. 24].
WCAU-TV.
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Wants

SENATE
By RUFUS

GROUP

CRACKS

CRATER

IN A REPORT foreshadowing greater Congressional activity in FCC policy determinations, atwo-man Senate
Interstate Commerce subcommittee last week recommended
unequivocally that clear channels be broken down and the
power ceiling kept at 50 kw.
The report also contained a
a recommendation which, if carried
out, would mean that more than
200 U. S. stations and scores in
other North American countries
would have to be put off the air or
moved to other frequencies.
This was a proposal — also advocated in substance by the Mexican
Government — that the new North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement provide that "no signatory shall share or duplicate the
clear channels heretofore assigned
to any other signatory." The U. S.
now has 182 daytime and 25 fulltime stations operating on channels
to which other nations have 1-A
priority under NARBA.
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Colo.),
chairman of the commerce committee and author of a pending bill to
maintain the present 50 kw power
limit and break down the clears
(S-491), endorsed the subcommittee's recommendations and pledged
himself personally to bring them
before the NARBA treaty conference which is slated to convene in
Canada next September. (Also see
page 22).
But other authorities noted that
the U. S. position for NARBA is
not formulated by the commerce
committee alone (or its subcommittee), but primarily by the State
Dept.'s FCC and industry representatives. Further, they said,
Sen. Johnson's participation in the
NARBA conference presumably
would be as a member of the U. S.
delegation — and as a delegate he
would be committed to support the
U. S. position, which has not been
formulated and which may or may
not coincide with the recommendations of the commerce subcommittee.

Clears

Split

FCC
violating provisions of the law or
FCC's rules and regulations;
4. Use of radio or wire commu
nications to defraud should be made
a federal offense vdth a new law
similar to the postal fraud statute;
5. FCC's review of programs is
not censorship and the law needs
no changes in this respect.
Early Legislation Unlikely
There appeared no great likeli
hood of early legislation to imple
ment the report.
Capitol Hill
sources felt the present plan is to
legislate on the clear-channel question only if developments at the.
NARBA conference require it, <}e
spite son's
the breakdown
pendency
bill. of Sen. John-

Sen. TOBEY

Sen. McFARLAND

The questions involved form a
"fundamental policy issue of tremendous national import" and
should be handled by Congress, the
report asserted.
Sen. Johnson sent a copy of the
report to FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy, declaring he subscribed to
the recommendations "fully and
completely."
. "I trust that you will acquaint
your colleagues on the Commission
with the report and my views on
it," he told the FCC chief. FCC
authorities had no immediate comment on the report.
Sen. Johnson also sent a copy to
the State Dept.
Other views and recommenda-

tions in the subcommittee's unheralded report included :
1. The panel system of organization being considered by the Commission "is not contemplated by
the existing law" (see story page
A6),
but a procedure "somewhat
similar
tion ; to that of our appellate
courts" might expedite FCC ac2. The commerce committee
should make a continuing study of
FCC and its operations, including
"a complete exploration of every
influence that has been exerted to
bring about various decisions";
3. FCC should be given authority, via legislation, to issue ceaseand-desist orders against stations

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
HIGHLIGHTS of report submitted to Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee last week by Sens. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.) and
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), the subcommittee named last
year to study communications problems:
• The clear-channel issue, including the question of power
above 50 kw, should be decided by Congress, not FCC, and should
be resolved in favor of clear-channel breakdowns and retention
of present 50 kw power limitation.
41 Reorganization of the Commission into semi-autonomous
panels, which has been under consideration, would be unlawful.
A "subcommittee" principle of operation, however, should be
helpful.
• The FCC staff should be reorganized along "functional"
lines, with the general counsel, chief accountant, and chief engineer
operating directly under the Commission itself.
• A legal review board, outside the jurisdiction of the Law
Bureau, should be established to help the Commission review and
write decisions.
• Legislation should be enacted to give FCC authority to issue
cease-and-desist orders to stop violations of the Communications
Act or the Commission's rules and regulations.
• No further legislation is needed with respect to the Communications Act's ban on censorship: the FCC is acting within its
authority, and not violating the censorship ban, in reviewing the
past performance of stations.
• Use of radio to defraud should be made a federal offense.
• The new North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
should impose a 50 kw power limitation on all participating countries, and no signatory should share or duplicate the clear channels
assigned to other nations.
• A watchdog committee should be set up by the Senate committee to make a continuing study of the FCC, its operations, and
communications affairs in general.

Limitation Recommended
The subcommittee, composed of
Sens. Charles W. Tobey (R-N.H.)
and Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.), ranking Republican and
Democratic members of the commerce committee, also recommended a 50 kw power limitation for
all NARBA signatory nations as
well as for stations within the
U. S. Mexico, with a claimed six
stations using more than 50 kw,
is the only signatory now operating above that range.
The subcommittee made clear
that it would "deplore" issuance of
an FCC decision on the long-pending clear-channel case before next
September's NARBA conference.
BROADCASTING
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Nor was it thought that bills
would be introduced to provide the
Commission with cease-and-desist
authority or to deal with the fraud
question until the full Committee
has studied the report. When this
might be could not be foretold,
since the committee has not yet
held its organizational meeting.
The recommendations for con
tinning study of the FCC spurred
speculation that Sen. Johnson
might name a new subcommittee
with himself as chairman but re
taining both Sens. McFarland and
Tobey as members. Named during
the last Congress, the subcommit
tee has been functioning under the
chairmanship of Sen. Tobey. Sen
Albert W. Hawkes (R-N.J.), who
has since retired, was the third
actively.
member but did not participate
Observers felt little doubt that
the Commission would abide by the
lawmakers' views and hold up its
long-awaited clear-channel decision
at least temporarily, as it did in,
parallel circumstances a year ago.
Similarly it was felt unlikely the
Commission would proceed now
with its plan to reorganize into
semi - autonomous divisions which
would handle broadcasting, common carrier, and safety and special service matters respectively
[Broadcasting, Jan. 10].
Suggests New Procedure
While professing that it was
neither "approving" nor "rejecting" the division plan, the subcommittee questioned its lawfulness and suggested a different procedure in which cases would be
assigned to a "group or subcommittee of Commissioners" but with all
Commissioners participating in the
decision.
Although it questioned the panel
system for the Commission, thej
subcommittee recommended "panelizing" of the staff — that is, organizing it along functional lines. Instead of legal, engineering and
accounting bureaus as such, there
would be broadcasting, common
carrier and safety and special services bureaus, with lawyers, engineers, and accountants assigned tO'
(Continued on page US)
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RADIO-PRESS

WAR

THE GLOVES are off in what could become
Press-Eadio War II. The first war began 20
years ago when radio first entered the news
field. It ended when newspapers found they
couldn't lick radio. They joined it. Press associations opened their portals to radio and
stations now are their biggest customers.
Press-Radio War II is being pitched on the
business front. There were "cold war" indications following V-J day in 1945 v/hen newsprint rationing ended. Newspapers, through
he ANPA Bureau of Advertising, began shoot.'\g at radio business, notably in the retail field.
They hit below the belt, in the view of many
broadcasters.
The gun went off last Friday at Memphis.
Maurice B. Mitchell, NAB's director of broadcast advertising, let go in an address before
the Memphis Advertising Club. It was his
second blast wdthin a fortnight, the first having been fired at Jamestown, N. Y., before a
group of retailers, agency men and broadcasters from the upstate area.
At Memphis, however, Mr. Mitchell was
Retailers
(Continued from page 21)
"Retailers are beginning to realize
that newspapers are no longer talking to their stores.
"The retailer always has considered radio his best friend, but has
been the slowest to get in. Major
retailers have urged small stores to
use the medium, prodding the little
guys. The little stores have pulled
radio's local advertising above network expenditures. Major retailers
are the only holdouts but the little
stores with their radio campaigns
are cutting into their sales and
hurting them.
"Store operators now take personal pleasure in going into other
media, especially radio, and the big
department stores are getting
ready to make the jump. Joskes
provided the first big step. Then
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
became actively interested in broadcasting and started its national
radio awards contest."
NAB is actively pushing its fivepoint retail advertising formula,
Mr. Mitchell said. This formula
really works, he added. "We know
it gets results," he continued. The
five points are:
1 — Have
an objective; what do you
want
to
talkfrom
to? radio and who do you want
2 — Beamed
technique,
rifle
shot at a program
tareet. Make
a regulara
date
with
the
people
who
are
listeningxo
to your program, deliver a service
them in return for their attention to
your advertising, and deliver to the
same people on a regular basis.
3 — Advertise in-demand merchandise
and advertise it regularly.
4 — pleDirect
talking toin peoin termsaction
they copy,
understand,
the
terms
in
which
they
think
of the use of
the merchandise.
5— Coordinate your advertising; make
all other media work to make your
radio more successful and use your
radio to make other media work better.
Mr. Mitchell reminded the Memphis club that new generations are
living differently, influenced by the
progress of advertising and accustomed tobeing talked to over the
air and depending on radio for
their news and entertainment. He
said the swing of retailers to radio
Page 24
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II?
armed with a block-buster, in the form of an
address delivered Jan. 18 by B. Earl Puckett
before the Newspaper Advertising Executives
Assn. at Chicago. Mr. Puckett controls a sales
promotion budget of $16,500,000 for the Allied
Stores, largest single retailing entity in the
country. He threw the book at the newspapers, and backed up his criticisms with statistics. He called newspapers arrogant, arbitrary, smug and behind the times.
Then the statistics: In the last decade newspapers have been dropped from 75% to 65% of
Allied Stores' advertising budgets. Newspaper expenditures, dollar-wise, increased 165%
But radio increased 450%, direct mail 620%
and magazines 990%.
What Mr. Puckett said (and you can read
about it on pages 21, 24 in this issue) was the
perfect springboard for Mr. Mitchell in MemHe cited the reasons for the swing to radio
phis.the retailer, now pegging him as radio's
by
biggest customer. He pointed to the new generations grown and growing up, which are ac-

is already a "landslide," attributable to the new living habits,
though in the past they were traditionally newspaper advertisers.
"We believe that soon all retailers will be using radio as a basic
advertising
medium,"
he said.
"And
when
they do
they will
be buying
the most powerful selling force
ever created; they will be greatly
decreasing the one annoying factor
in today's business picture — the
high cost of operating a store and
the high cost of advertising — because we believe radio reaches more
people more persuasively for less
money.
In short, of
we abelieve
on the threshold
brand we're
new
era in American advertising and
retailing." Small Growth
Referring to the Printers' Ink
1948 newspaper circulation estimate of 52,000,000 compared to the
1947 daily average of 51,673,276,
Mr. Mitchell called the increase,
less than 1%, the "last twitch in
the growth of newspapers in the
United States. Newspapers are
going out of business rapidly, with
consolidations and mergers. Retailers no longer figure they have to
use every newspaper in a city.

Mr. PUCKETT

EDITORIAL

customed to being talked to; who were not
weaned on newspapers or the printed page.
These same new generations in large measure
are directing advertising of these retail establishments. To them there has always been
radio. They have depended upon radio for information, news, entertainment. It has always
been their way of life — an indispensable part
of it.
It's a convincing story because it's a factual
one. Radio — less than 30 years old— serves a
nation with 77,000,000 receiving sets in use.
Newspapers, 250 years old, are less in number
than they were 10, 20 and 30 years ago. Radio
serves its listeners free, and entertains them in
the process. Newspapers are sold. The radioadvertised product costs no more than the
newspaper-advertised wares.
An all-out Radio-Press War II isn't necessary. Clean competitive selling is much to be
desired. So far there has been the sort of provocation that broadcasters cannot long condone.
Radio is keeping its powder dry.

"Radio is a basic part of the
American
way The
of life
— America'sof
first activity.
development
specialized printed media has made
the newspaper an outmoded means
of disseminating information.
There's nothing left in the newspaper but the advertising and the
newspaper now performs no unduplicated service of broad inter-

Mr. Mitchell told the Memphis
Club Mr. Puckett termed unrealistic newspaper "standards" the
result "of much intellectual inbreeding." He quoted Mr. Puckett
as saying, "Publishers and editors
should not develop such inferiority
complexes just because their livelihood is based on our advertising
revenue. It is a business deal.

The speech by Mr. Puckett, Mr.
Mitchell indicated, gave newspapers the worst public scolding they
have had in a long time. Mr. Puckett cited these developments in
newspaper-retailer relationships in
the est."
last decade:
Daily newspapers have increased
their circulation 25% and Sunday
papers by 48 Tc
Home
have increased their
318%
. magazines
circulation
117% and fashion magazines
Newspapers have increased their
milline rates 25% while the leading
magazines have decreased their cost
per page per thousand circulation.
Newspapers have increased their advertising revenue 93% while magazine
and radio advertising 'revenue have
each increased approximately 175%.
Magazine
revenue
increases were advertising
particularly large
in lines
of merchandise carried by department
stores, averaging
overof 350%.
resented increases
almost This
400%rep-in
men's wear, almost 500% in women's
furnishings.
and children's wear, and 225% in home
Mr. Puckett, according to Mr.
Mitchell, revealed this surprising
trend in the sales promotion budget
of Allied Stores, which placed over
816,000,000 of advertising annually, during the last decade:
Newspapers did receive 75% of our
expenditures. Today, this figure has
dropped
to 65%.
is still
lion dollars
though(It for
whiteeleven
space.)milNewspaper
creased 165%. expenditures have inRadio has increased 450%.
Direct mail has increased 620%.
Magazines have increased 990%.
Recalling a Pennsylvania survey
conducted by Allied Stores, Mr.
Puckett showed that 75% of retailers said newspapers refused to give
publishers any news publicity;
two-thirds of the stores surveyed
said newspapers refused to mention name of the store even though
in connection with stories of adinterest. mitted news value having reader

They need not resort to 'defense
Puckett's Definition
mechanisms'."
Mr. Puckett's speech questioned
the current editors' definition of
newspaper news, citing the greater
increase in Sunday papers than in
dailies because of the broader approach to current life interest and
its acceptance by the reader.
"Fashions for the women, fashions for the children, fashions for
dad and fashions for the home are
important, most important to a
majority of potential newspaper
readers," Mr. Puckett told the Chicago group. "Time was when the
retailers' advertising could build
and hold this readership for the
newspaper.
That was most
tageous for newspapers.
The advanpaper
charged the retailer for building
and holding its own circulation.
There is little wonder that many
fortunes were made in the newspaper publishing business. The
customer did half the work and
paid generously for the privilege."
Mr. Puckett said his new appraisal of what constitutes news
is based on changed and broadened
interests and on the facts that
women
money. do two-thirds of the reading and spend four-fifths of the
A one-lesson course in radio advertising was given by Mr. Mitchell in a Jan. 19 address to the
Jamestown (N. Y.) Ad Club. Simon
Goldman, general manager of
WJTN Jamestown, said the response was "tremendous and enthusiastic" and the club authorized
printing of the speech in booklet
form for distribution to the 800
ad clubs in the country.
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CBS
NBC

Signs

Bergen,

Skelton,

Three

Others

Said

Near

EXODUS

THE TRANSFER of talent to
CBS last week took on the proportions of a stampede.
Edgar Bergen, Red Skelton,
Fibber McGee & Molly, Ozzie &
Harriet and at least one other top
ranking NBC show were set, or
nearly so, to start work at CBS in
the fall.
And, one CBS executive exulted,
"There are more to come."
Mr. Bergen, it was learned, had
been signed to a long-term contract covering both radio and television services for the network. He
will begin a radio show next fall
in the 8-8:30 p.m. Sunday spot
which he occupied on NBC before
his "retirement" at the end of
1948. His sponsor will be CocaCola.
Additionally, a regularly-scheduled television program starring
Mr. Bergen and, of course, his
wooden accomplices, McCarthy and
Snerd, was all but set last week
on CBS under the sponsorship of
Coca-Cola.
It was understood that Mr. Bergen had suggested that his radio
program be kinescoped in Hollywood, and telecast at a subsequent
time. The sponsor, however, wanted him to originate a live television program over CBS from
New York. Settlement of the television plans hinged upon Mr. Bergen's acquiescence to move his residence from Hollywood to New
York.
What would happen to Wildroot's
Adventures of Sam Spade, now
heard in the 8-8:30 p.m. Sunday
time, when Mr. Bergen moved in,
was unknown.
Bergen's Salary
Mr. Bergen's "retirement" from
NBC was by mutual consent with
his former sponsor. Standard
Brands, which had advised the
comedian it wished to release him
because of the high cost of his
show, said to have been approximately $25,000 a week. Although
his contract vdth the sponsor still
had more than a year to run, the
ventriloquist agreed to the cancellation.
He subsequently figured with
Coca-Cola in a proposed capital
gains deal which was called off
after the government had advised
against it. His new association
with Coca-Cola is the more usual
one of sponsor and star. His basic
contract is held by CBS.
It was authoritatively reported,
although denied by CBS, that
Coca-Cola would pay Mr. Bergen
less for his radio show than he
earned from Standard Brands and
that the difference would be made
up by the network. The salary
guaranteed by CBS to Mr. Bergen
was not announced, but it was believed at least to equal that he was
receiving from his former association.
The transfer of Red Skelton to
CBS, scheduled also to take place
in the fall, was reported to have
BROADCASTING

been a deal between the network
and Procter & Gamble, his sponsor on NBC.
Mr. Skelton will be placed in
the 8:30-9 p.m. Sunday time, a
move which will again cause a
rescheduling of Lum 'n' Abner,
sponsored by Frigidaire division of
General Motors. Lum 'n' Ahner recently moved to that time from
their former 10-10:30 p.m. Sunday
spot, in a switch with the sustainer.
Life With Luigi.
The would
time be
forscheduled
which Luvi
'n'
Abner
next fall
was unsettled last week.
Mr. Skelton is now heard 9:3010 p.m. Fridays on NBC.
It became known that CBS has
also virtually completed negotiations with Internationa] Silver Co.
through Young and Rubicam, to
transfer its Ozzie and Harriet, now
on NBC 6:30-7 p.m. Sundays, to
CBS next fall.
If present plans are executed,
the CBS Sunday evening lineup
would be :
6:30-7 p.m., Ozzie and Harriet
7-7:30 p.m., Jack Benny
7:30-8 p.m., Amos 'n' Andy

RED SKELTON
8-8:30 p.m., Edgar Bergen
8:30-9 p.m., Red Skelton
The Spike Jones program, now
heard at 6:30-7 p.m. under sponsorship of Coca-Cola, will either
move to another time or be cancelled because of the advertiser's

investment in Mr. Bergen. The decision will probably be made soon.
Meanwhile, negotiations between
CBS and Fibber McGee & Molly
were reported to be at the signing
stage. Whether a capital gains
proposal was involved was unknown, but it was certain that the
network had at least offered the
comedy team a long-term contract
for both radio and television.
At least one other comedy star
now on NBC was also near capture
by CBS, it was authoritatively reported, but the star's identity could
not be learned.
The CBS program campaign was
not confined to negotiations with
stars themselves. It was known
that the network had made presentations to several agencies and
sponsors having programs on other
networks, in an endeavor to entice
them to join the parade to CBS.
Where it would stop no man
knew. As Fred Allen remarked at
the close of his broadcast Jan. 23:
"I'll be back next week, same time,
same network. No other comedian
can make that claim."

Networks Near $200 Million
GROSS
GROSS TIME sales of the four
ter million ahead of those for by toiletries, smoking materials,
nationwide networks in 1948 totaled
November.
laundry soaps and drugs, in that
$198,995,742, according to figures
Smaller increases over the pre- order. For the year 1948, food adreleased to Broadcasting last week
ceding month were also shown by
vertising was also first and toiletries second, but drugs wound up in
advertising for agricultural equipby Publishers' Information Bureau.
Total represents an increase of
ment, beers and wines, building third place and smoking materials
4.7% over the combined network
materials, drugs, foods, gasoline,
in fifth, soaps and cleansers regross of $190,930,336 reported by insurance, jewelry, office equipment
maining in fourth position.
PIB for 1947.
Tabulations
and stationery, radios, and sportFor the month of December, the
ing goods and toys. Last category
Tabulation of the various types
network total was $17,950,632,
showed expenditure of $22,380 for of advertising on the networks
more than a half-million dollars
network time in December, after and
the gross time billings for
ahead of the November billings.
having used no network time at all each class, for December and for
Major increases were in the net- during November.
the full year of 1948 is shown in
work advertising of toiletries and
For the month of December, food
smoking materials, each with De- advei-tising was the leading cate- adjacent table.
cember billings more than a quargory of network users, followed

'48

NETWORK GROSS BY PRODUCT GROUP
January-December 1948
Jan.-Dec.
Class
GrossDec.
Value Gross
Value
1. Agriculture & farming
$147,361 $1,531,531
2. Apparel, footwear & accessories
116,870 1,431,598
3. Automotive, automotive accessories & equipment —
772,429 7,696,776
4. Aviation, aviation accessories & equipment
5. Beer, wire & liquor
86,775 1,116,697
6. Building materials, equipment & fixtures
105,812 988,686
7. Confectionery & soft drinks
629,684 7,655,484
8. Consumer services
165,764 2,549,586
9. Drugs & remedies
1,890,512 22,566,488
10. Entertainment & amusements
5,215
11. Food & food products
4,318,500 47,208,282
12. Gasoline, lubricants & other fuels
612,915 5,969,057
13. Horticulture
98,945
14. Household equipment & supplies
727,865 8,628,906
15. Household furnishings
109,588 1,331,640
16. Industrial materials
180,116 1,747,826
17. Insurance
352,538 4,238,745
18. Jewelry, optical goods & cameras
194,135 1,201,942
19. Office equipment, stationery & writing supplies
147,651 2,317,072
20. Political
1,213,282
21. Publishing & media
30,247 1,450,097
22. Radios, phonographs, musical instruments & acces.— 164,645 1,560,098
23. Retail stores & shops
—
.^ZTZT
24. Smoking materials
H^^A^rt ^0,323,300
25. Soaps, cleansers & polishers
1,954,739 20,767,870
If
28. lSSls'°°^'"^-^!;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Transportation, travel & resorts
l^t'lll 3z,u5M
lll'^ll
29. Miscellaneous
/4i8,<J8S ,4,»Jb,JU8
TOTAL
■ $17,950,632 $198,995,742
• Telecasting

Named Media Chief
ALBERT E. FOSTER, with Lever
Bros, since 1922, has been appointed media director for the company.
Lever's radio
manager, Until
he recently
was
named to his new
post
following
consolidation
of
firm's space and
radio units.
Michael J. Roche,
Lever general
advertising manager,nouncedwhothe apanMr. Foster
pointment,
W. J. Watts willsaid
continue as space buyer and C. P.
Lynch, whose previous title was
radio spot buyer, will become radio
timebuyer. Before becoming Lever
radio manager Mr. Foster had been
special assistant for research and
later special assistant for radio.
January 31, 1949
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r Suffers
M.C. Says Sponso
S
Y
A
W
EA
IV
cause of the money to be won on 'Joan of Arc' in a theatre on one
By l
HERMAN
BRANDSCHAIN
them.
People listen to Take It or side of the street and put a mediGARRY MOORE, who has been Leave It,
he said, to hear the fun,
ocre deal with a $30,000 jackpot in
asking $64 questions on Take It or not for a big prize.
a
building
across the street," he
Leave It since the fall of 1947, arsaid, "you'll find Ingrid Bergman
rived in New York last week with
Jackpot Conferences
won't
any business."
some answers to such $30,000 quesRadiodo quality
has suffered from
All week he held so-called "jacktions as, "How good are giveaway
just this same kind of dangling of
pot
conferences"
with
Martin
shows for sponsors?" and "What's
Straus 2d, chairman of the board a too-big red apple in front of auditheir future?"
of
Eversharp; Milton Blow, presiences, he believed.
The answers sounded like he was
dent of Blow Co., Eversharp
"Shows with small money prizes
biting the sponsor that feeds him
agency; executives of Allied Syndi- used to have a homey, personal
in four figures. He took a dismal
That's all been destroyed
cates, Eversharp's public relations quality.
view of giveaways.
now by the $30,000 giveaway
agents, and Bruce Dodge and Edith
His own high-Hoopered program
Oliver, respectively producer and shows. The old element of greed
(NBC, Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m.) is writer of Take It or Leave It.
has come in and destroyed the
sponsored by Eversharp Inc., which
"As
a
performer,"
said
Mr.
also buys a piece of Stop the Music,
happy
relaxed said
quality
of radio."Take
Mr. Moore
he enjoyed
a reigning ruler of the realm of Moore, "I deplore giveaway shows. It or Leave It because of the qualAs a radio man, I can't blame a
giveaway.
ity of friendliness it had. This
client
for
buying them."
His opinions, in one, two, three
He
explained
that
talent
was
quality,
he feared, is threatened by
order, were something like this:
introduction of a bigger jackpot.
1. Giveaways are not apt to finding itself at a loss to compete
He felt that as jackpots got
against the element of greed encreate the "warm feeling" toward
g
e
n
d
e
r
e
d
i
n
listeners
by
giveaways.
larger
and larger,
win-or-lose
sponsor that makes the listener an
shows ceased
being the
a happy
game
"If you put Ingrid Bergman in
enthusiastic customer of the buyer's
product.
2. Giveaways as presently run,
l« ■ with a multiplicity of product menLICENSEES
'|j ' tions,tionoffer
records.poor sponsor identifica- MOVIE
3. Giveaways are, however,
THE AWAITED PROBE of the tions associated with film proamong the cheapest ways of buildducers named in the anti-trust
radio qualifications of major moing immediately a big audience.
tion picture producers was set in decision would be given similar temBut this may not be the best thing
motion by FCC last Thursday.
porary extensions when their lifor the sponsor, anyway.
The investigation will determine
censes come up for renewal, unless
4. Giveaways are a fad, riding
the whole issue has been settled in
the rights of the producers to own
the top of a cycle — but who knows
and operate radio stations in the the film firm's favor by then. Prewhat the next turn will be?
sumably AM and PM as well as TV
5. Giveaways are not good radio.
light of the U. S. Supreme Court's
them guilty of anti- qualifications would be involved.
6. Giveaways are tough on decisiontrust lawfinding
violations.
Millions of dollars in present and
talent.
Instead
of
calling
a
general
planned
investments in radio sta7. For the long-term pull, a
tions would be affected if FCC consponsor will build good will and be hearing, the Commission initiated
study by putting two television
able to do a better selling job its
that the bar
Supreme
Court's
stations and their associated ex- decision cludesshould
the producers
through the ever-popular "girlsperimental outlets on temporary li- from station ownership.
tunes-comedy" pattern.
cense pending an examination of
Those Involved
The 34-year-old quizmaster left the qualifications of the licensees as
the office-study and goldfish tanks
Among
the producers and thea result of the Supreme Court dein his nine-room house in Brentcision.
atre operators involved in the antiwood, Calif., to come East for hudtrust decision, all of which have or
The stations were WBKB Chidles on how to de-emphasize the
are seeking radio interests, are
cago and WABD New York.
jackpot part of his own Take It or WBKB is licensed to Balaban & Paramount, Twentieth CenturyLeavepot It.
He'd like to see the jack- Katz Corp., a subsidiary of ParaFox,
Bros., Loew's
eliminated.
Schine Warner
Chain Theatres,
and H.Inc.,
J.
mount Pictures. WABD is owned
Incidentally, he does not consider
Griffith.
by Allen B. DuMont Labs, which
Take It or Leave It a giveaway
FCC in a proposed decision has
FCC's action with respect to
show. He reserves the giveaway
held to be under the control of WBKB and WABD marked its secParamount.
classification for programs which
ond move toward such a motion
draw their audiences primarily beOfficials indicated that other sta- picture investigation.
Last July the Commission announced it was holding up action
DISCUSSING plan whereby listeners to Eversharp's NBC Take It or Leave It on an application for consent to the
and studio audience may bid for $64 and jackpot are (I to r) Garry Moore, sale of KSO Des Moines so the
m.c; Martin Straus 2d, Eversharp board chairman, and John Hamm, Biow
participants might have a chance
Co. radio department manager.
to file briefs on the qualifications
of Paramount, which would have
acquired 25% . of KSO under the
1948].
transfer
[Broadcasting, July 19,

But Tri-States Meredith, the
purchaser, called off the .transaction, denying Paramount lacks
broadcast qualifications but declaring FCC had failed to act until the
day the KSO contract expired.
Before that, the possible effects
of the Supreme Court decision had
been under study by the Commission staff for several weeks
[Broadcasting, June 21, 1948].

and became a deadly serious battle.
When a person loses in a battle for
very high stakes, he may try to
laugh it off, but he can't help feeling resentment, he reasoned. Ultimately, the resentment is directed
toward the sponsor, he felt.
"If the person trying for the
jackpotence feel
loses,
he and
audibad,both
since
the the
audience
identifies itself with the contestant.
I'm the villain in the plot, the
croupier at the gambling casino —
and no one loves a croupier — ^who
has taken this fortune away from
the person because I've refused to
give him a hint and let him win a
few thousand. So I become the
enemy of the audience. This way,
I'm losing the chance I have for
rapport with the audience."
Sponsor Suffers Ultimately
And when he does that, Mr.
Moore believes, his sponsor is the
ultimate sufferer.
Pointing out that a giveaway can
be the means of handing the sponsor a huge, immediate audience, he
(Continued on page i-8)

FCC

to Probe

Concerning procedure FCC may
follow in its investigation, authorities pointed out that a favorable
showing by Paramount in the
WBKB- WABD case could prompt
the Commission to drop the whole
inquiry. A hearing is not necessary for a favorable decision. But
the Commission must offer a hearing before it can deny any application.
The stations and applications of
companies found guilty by the Supreme Court are as follows:
Paramount — Through subsidiaries
owns KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and
WBKB (TV) and WIBK (FM) Chicago;
has 50%
WSMBfor New
Orleans;in controls ofapplicants
television
San
Francisco, Detroit, Boston, and Tampa;
owns half interest in a TV applicant
for Des Moines and an AM applicant
for Atlanta, and 10% in an AM applicant for Hot Springs, Ark. In addition
FCC has issued a proposed finding —
contested by Paramount — that the film
company's
interest
amounts
control of 29%
DuMont,
which
operatesto
WTTG Washington, WD TV Pittsburgh
and WABD,
and is applying for Cincinnati and Cleveland.
Warner Brothers — Owner of KFWB
Los Angeles; purchaser (subject to FCC
approval)
of Mrs. Dorothy
Thackrey's
KYA
San Francisco,
KLAC Los
Angeles
and
KLAC-TV; television applicant for
Chicago.
20thcant forCentury-Fox
Television Seattle,
appliBoston, San — Francisco,
Kansas City, and St. Louis.
Loew's Inc. — Owner of WMGM and
WMGM-FM New York.
H. J. Griffith (Southwest theatre
chain operator) — Owner of KEPO El
Paso, part owner of KWFT Wichita
Falls,
Tex.,applicants.
and interested in other
Southwest
Schine Chain Theatres — Owner of
WPTR Albany and part owner of WBCA
(FM) Schenectady.
Experimental TV stations placed
on temporary license by FCC last
week
& Katz'
W9XBB were
and Balaban
W9X0E Chicago,
and
DuMont's WIXUX W2XEM
W2XQW W2XWV WIOXKT
W3XHC W3XHD W3XWT
W2XVT W2XQX.
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FREE
By J. FRANK

SPEECH
BEATTY

THE BATTLE to extend democracy's basic right of free speech
I into the 48th state was fought last
week in a Baltimore courtroom.
Outcome of the fight rests in the
eagerly awaited decision of a lone
Maryland judge, or perhaps the
U. S. Supreme Court, eventually.
Foes and friends of free speech
challenged and defended the notorious "Baltimore Gag" last Wednesday and Thursday. The occa^ sion was a hearing by the Baltimore Supreme Bench in the contempt citations of several broadcast
stations and a commentator.
The defendants have lived under
a court-imposed cloud since last
July 8 when they broadcast official
announcements that a man had
been arrested and had confessed
the sex killing of a little girl.
Juridical history was made in
the marble-walled courtroom as the
biggest array of legal talent in the
city's history confronted a neutral
judge, John B. Gray Jr., of Calvert
County. In this same building had
been brewed the legal stench
known variously as Rule 904, the
"Baltimore Gag" and "Chesapeake
Censorship."
Never in modern American history has so flagrant an example of
censorship been imposed, Judge
Gray was told by attorneys for
WCBM, WFBR, WITH, all Baltimore, and WSID Essex, Md.;
NAB; American Newspaper Publishers Assn.; American Civil Liberties Union; American Society of
Newspaper Editors. WBAL Baltimore, also a defendant, was not
heard last week because it had
raised procedural issues. Cited
with WITH is James P. Connolly,
commentator.
Supporting the court's unique
censorship system were two states
attorneys. Senior Bar Assn. of
Baltimore, Junior Bar Assn. of
Baltimore, and the Maryland Civil
Liberties Committee, which split
with the national organization.
After two days of hearing, a
lone issue stood out: Can the city
court ignore constitutional and legislative guarantees to impose a
censorship system by which individual judges decide what can be
printed and broadcast, and then
use contempt of court powers as a
penal device?
Lash Back at Ruling
The answer from broadcasters
and newspapers and the liberties
union was a ringing "No." They
presented U. S. Supreme Court
authority, as well as constitutional
and legislative basis, and then
challenged nine prosecuting lawyers to produce any support for
their contention in American law
or legislation.
From the beginning the battle of
lawyers assumed an international
aspect. The prosecution side wrung
English law completely dry as
counsel offered citation after citaBROADCASTING
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tion from his majesty's bench, dating back to 1669.
Against their common law contentions were arrayed stacks of
American court decisions, including the basic Bridges vs. California (314 U. S. Supreme Court 252,
262) and supporting cases. These
decisions, the defense contended,
completely upset and rejected the
old English contempt theory. This
theory places in contempt any action that has a "reasonable tendency" to interfere with justice.
The generally accepted American contempt principle — except in
Maryland, the "Free State" — is
that
must "clear
exist. and present danger"

'Baltimore

Gag'

Though
Maryland
suffered a black
eye asjustice
attorneys
worked over what they called the
un-American and unconstitutional
methods of the city court, general
agreement was heard on both sides
that Judge Gray had conducted the
trial fairly and efficiently.
Everyone in the crowded courtroom, including the 45-foot array
of lawyers, sensed the importance
of the case as proceedings opened
Wednesday morning. Fireworks
abounded as Judge Gray refused
to admit exhibits dealing with a
murder case not directly involved
in the proceeding.
Only two witnesses were presented, one by each side, but their tes-

Ccpt of 'Baltimore (Bag'
PERTINENT paragraphs of the Baltimore Supreme Bench Rule
904 restricting publication of news about criminals follows:
Photographs, Statements for Publications, Etc.
In connection with any case which may be pending in the Criminal Court
of Baltimore, or in connection with any person charged with crime and in
the custody of the Police Department of Baltimore City, or other constituted authorities, upon a charge of crime over which the Criminal Court
of Baltimore has jurisdiction, whether before or after indictment, any of
the following acts shall be subject to punishment as contempt:
He * 4: )|( « 4c 3|c
The defense,
issuance orbyanythe other
policeperson
authorities,
State'sconnection
Attorney, with
counsel
forC. the
having theofficial
the
case, of any statement relative to the conduct of the accused, statements
or
admissions
made
by
the
accused,
or
other
matter
bearing
upon
the
issues
to be tried.
D. The issuance of any statement or forecast as to the future course of
action of either the prosecuting authorities or the defense relative to the
conduct of the trial.
E. The publication of any matter which may prevent a fair trial, imthe court or
the jury, or tend in any manner to interfere withproperly
the influence
administration
of justice.
F. The publication of any matter obtained as a result of a violation of
this rule.

THREE

Court

Test

timony was worked over thoroughly
by cross-examining counsel.
The states attorney's witness
was William H. Murphy, Negro attorney for the convicted murderer,
Mr. Murphy testified that he chose
a bench trial for his client because
he feared an impartial jury could
not be impaneled due to effect of
broadcasts. On cross-examination
he admitted the nature of the case
influenced this decision.
Checked Stories Regularly
Andrew Banks, city editor of the
Baltimore News-Post, testified that
he constantly phoned the paper's
lawyer or the local judges before
printing stories about criminals
after their arrest and before conviction.
Mr. Banks estimated that he had
phoned the judges in 75 cases. He
said he withheld stories when they
ruled the material violated the
court's Rule 904.
Thus the operation of the court's
private censorship system was unveiled. As the implications of such
an operation sunk in, James Lawrence Fly, former FCC chairman
appearing as counsel for American
Civil Liberties Union, ignored a
bronchial infection that cut his
delivery to a whisper as the courtroom remained spellbound.
For 12 minutes he recited his
shock at the "relish" with which
states attorneys and supporters referred to the English suppression
of basic rights of free speech. Mr.
Fly called
Rule 904on "apage
drastic )piece
(Continued

Factors
BMB

Gets

That

May

Affect

DRIVE

FACTORS as yet unresolved may determine the success
or failure of BMB's drive to secure
1,000 or more subscribers for its
second nationwide station and network audience study to be launched
in March.
First factor will be the success of
the newly appointed engineering
committee in developing an engineering formula which, in combination with the BMB survey findings,
will indicate where non-listening
to a station is due to inability to
get a satisfactory signal and where
it is due to dissatisfaction with the
station's programs.
The second will be provided by
the results of the pilot field studies
and whether or not they show the
anticipated differences between average weekly audience, which was
reported in the first BMB study,
and average daily audience, which
is being added to the average weekly audience reports in the upcoming study.
The third factor stems from the
decision of the BMB board to make
available to subscribers information
about non-subscribing stations, for
• Telecasting

their "restricted" use. Broadcasters in highly competitive markets
may well feel that they cannot afford to have their competitors
armed with information about their
own audiences of which they themselves are uninformed.
Pending more information on
these three points, many broadcasters are withholding decisions
on whether to become or to continue as BMB subscribers or to go
along with MBS in sitting this one
out.
Budget Motive
Mutual's cancellations, which becomes effective April 1 after the
expiration of the 90-day notice period, follows that network's dropping of its subscription to the
Hooperatings service. Both moves
are said to be based on budget cuts
which have eliminated all but the
most productive research services
which MBS was buying.
It should be noted that the Mutual withdrawal from BMB, which
will decrease the bureau's revenue
by about $1,000 a month, is not
irrevocable. Part of Mutual's dis-

satisfaction with BMB data as sales
ammunition stems from this network's feeling that BMB has not
given enough consideration to the
engineering factors influencing
listening and its preference for the
"listenability" formula developed
by Mutual's own statisticians.
Should the BMB engineering advisory committee come up with a
satisfactory foi-mula for combining engineering measurements with
its family reports of listening, it is
not impossible that MBS might reconsider and rejoin BMB.
The first task of this committee,
which will shortly hold its first
meeting, will be to attempt to set
some engineering measurement on
which they can agree as a standard
for acceptable clarity of reception.
Then, the committee must find a
way to relate that engineering
standard to the BMB data on listenlots. ing as reported on the family balEssentially, the function of this
committee is to devise a formula
to show when a low BMB rating derives from a poor signal and when
(Continued on page 52)
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RATINGS
By WILLIAM VON ZEHLE
President, William von Zehle Co.,
New York
THE TIME has come, I think, to
run up a danger signal in connection with high radio ratings.
For my money, entirely too much
attention is being focused on the
importance of the "percentages" of
network programs, especially giveaway shows and those starring
comedians and news commentators.
Popularity ratings are unquestionably valuable in indicating trends,
but the recent presidential election
showed that research methods,
especially when used to test popularity, are far from infallible.
Generally speaking, the best test
for a radio program is whether in
addition to producing good entertainment itsells goods.
Good Public Relations
Some high-budget shows are conceived, of course, for the primary
purpose of achieving a good press
and a prestige rating which result
in good public relations.
The United States Steel Corp.'s
program which features stage,
screen and radio stars in condensed
versions of outstanding plays is a
good example. Everybody knows
that the sponsor does ' not expect
the listener to rush to the nearest
hardware store and buy five pounds
of U. S. steel; essentially the program is a good will builder.
But for purposes of illustration
let's discuss programs that advertise specific products.
Naturally we do not pretend at
the von Zehle agency that ratings
are unimportant. We do claim,
however, that too often they are incorrectly interpreted. In fact, too
many agencies, we feel, have fallen
prey to the claim that a highbudget program possessing a high
rating will guarantee increased
sales. The graveyard of radio is
filled with discarded high-budget
shows that met their death by
slipping downward on a sales chart.
The rating-craze is a carry-over
from the war years when it was
the only way an advertiser could
Business
of
Broadcasting
(One of a Series)
determine the value of his program. His product sold then
whether he advertised or not, because of the terrific demand for
goods.
However, on a big-name, highly
rated show, the product is often of
much less consequence than the
program. In fact, a careful survey might disclose that an alarming number of listeners don't even
know who sponsors the program.
On a low-budget show with a
Page 28
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Given

Too Much

Attention,

comparatively low rating, the
product usually takes first importance. This becomes evident as
a rule in increased case sales, especially if it is a packaged product.
Ratings Bragged About
We hear high ratings bragged
about from the housetops. But
very little is said about their sales
power. For instance, I know of
certain radio programs whose
ratings are practically nil, but
whose sales ratings are tremendous.
Take some of the soap operas as
examples. A number of them have
been going continuously a dozen
years or more, getting outstanding
sales results, yet the rating of
some, has never exceeded an average of 5. Nevertheless they have
out-lasted innumerable other shows
with infinitely higher ratings.
There can be only one answer to
their phenomenal survival: They
sell goods and at the same time
provide ample entertainment to
hold their loyal audiences regardless of ratings.
There is a growing tendency
these days, however, to create a
low-budget program that will provide a high rating. At our agency
we believe it is much better to concentrate on a low cost program
that sells goods and also entertains. The rating, we think, is a
secondary consideration. The essential purpose of advertising is to increase sales, regardless of whether
the budget is expended in newspa-

CONGRESS

Soys von Zehle

Mr. VON ZEHLE
pers or for the purchase of radio
time.
Media, regardless of its form, is
a means to an end.
That end is the cash register.
On many high-rated shows, sales
results are hard to check because
in addition to radio, other media
are used to advertise the product.
For that reason we plan our campaigns so that regardless of media,
sales can be checked, due to
special media handling.
Coast Guard Show
Last spring we did a show for
the Coast Guard through Packaged
Shows Inc., called This Is Adven-

TELECASTS
Lane Urges Regular Televising of Proceedings

TELEVISION networks were
urged last Wednesday by Rep.
Thomas J. Lane (D-Mass.) to inaugurate regularly scheduled telecasts of Congressional proceedings.
They were assured his cooperation
in securing the approval of Congress for such programming.
Congressman Lane's proposal
was inspired by the manner in
which President Truman's one-man
campaign aroused public interest
in activities of the Congress.
Calling upon the networks to reserve daily time for telecasting proce dings ofCongress, Rep. Lane explained that "it is still difficult for
the people to visualize how their
representative government funcIn his public statement, the legistions." lator expressed the opinion that
the people should be shown how a
committee works when considering
legislation before approving or rejecting it.
"The work of a committee such
as Rules in unsnarling the traffic
of bills," he maintained, "is a remote fact which is not appreciated

by the great majority of our citiRep. Lane said he would seek
authorization of such telecasts
from Speaker of the House Sam
Rayburn
(D-Tex.). If legislation
zens."
is required he will introduce a bill
to provide
islator said. authorization, the legCongressman Lane told Broadcasting the chances of getting Congressionalenhanced
approval of such
telecasts had been
by public
reaction to Inaugural coverage by
television.
Arrangements, Rep. Lane felt,
should be Worked out by a committee, appointed by the Speaker of
the House, in consultation with
network representatives.
His proposal was not restricted
to video, but also includes aural
broadcasting. Congressman Lane
explained. He laid particular stress
on television, however, which he
felt would be of value to high school
and college classes in civics and
government, in "bringing such subjects to life and to stimulate interest in current problems of government."

DANGER signal for those who place
too much importance on program
ratings is sounded by William von
Zehle, president and radio director
of William von Zehle & Co., New
York, and president of Packaged
Shows Inc., radio production subsidiary of his agency. Ratings are of
secondary consideration, he says; the
essential purpose of advertising is to
increase sales. Mr. von Zehle formerly was with WNEW WHN and
WINS, all New York, and radio director in Hollywood for Music Corp. of
America. Some 50 accounts are
handled by his agency. Among the
larger accounts are Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen,
Radio
and Pluto Standard
Corp.
ture, which showed how far apart
rating and sales can get. With a
period rating of 4-plus, we established arecord in 13 weeks by overfilling the Coast Guard quota.
In fact, the sales power of the
program grew so rapidly that enlistment standards were raised and
credit for previous service reduced.
In spite of these stiffer requirements, the Coast Guard not only
enlisted the thousands of recruits
required but turned away vast
numbers unable to qualify.
While this program indicated in
its first few weeks that it was heading for the high-rating bracket, we
did not wait for this to happen before concentrating on its "sell." In
fact, it accomplished its job and
ended its run before reaching high
rating because the show was tailored to sell from the start and
rating.
therefore
did not need a high
In producing It's in the Bag, a
give-away show sold on a participating basis, we perfected a format
by concentrating sales power and
listener appeal in a carefully defined shopping area. We also set
up a 13-week pre-testing period
used for laboratory purposes.
We learned through trial and
error what products were best
adapted to this type of program,
what presentation techniques
brought best results, what gags
had most appeal, how the program
could be most effectively timed, and
innumerable other production details for which there was no book
of rules.
As a result we established the
fact that our program would definitely boost sales. In fact, we
found 15 different types of household products that have definite
"give-way" appeal. Sales for these
products, therefore, can be increased, thus automatically adding
entertainment value to the program because the give-away gimmick becomes an integral part of
the show.
We also built a sturdy market
for a new "mix" product, proving
that a brand new, unknown item
can be introduced as a "give-away,"
providing it's the right type. And
although we materially increased
sales for all 15 products adapted
to this type of radio offering, we
never at any time achieved what
radio would term a high rating.
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r FRANK RESIGNS
Leaves BMB Post on Feb. 4
PHILIP FRANK has resigned as
I secretary of BMB and will leave
the bureau Feb. 4.
'k Mr. Frank joined BMB in Jan■\ uary 1946, just prior to the start
of the organization's first nationwide study of
station and network listening.
He went to BMB
from ABC, where
he had been a
member of the
sales promotion
staff.
BMB he has
Mr. Frank
been public relations head and also has supervised the preparation of the organization's reports and other material
for publication, in addition to his
administrative duties.
Concurrent with announcement
of Mr. Frank's resignation, Hugh
Feltis, BMB president, announced
appointment of Anne Slattery, Mr.
Frank's assistant, as acting director of news relations. Cort Langley,
assistant to the president, will take
over Mr. Frank's administrative
functions.
Co-author of This Thing Called
Broadcasting, Mr. Frank has contributed chapters to other volumes
on advertising and has contributed
articles to the radio and advertisingtrade press. He is a lecturer in the
advertising and selling course conducted by the Advertising Club of
New York.

'Ad Woman of Year'
CONTEST to select the "Advertising Woman of the Year" was
opened last week by the National
Council of Women's Advertising
Clubs in New York. The winner,
second to be recognized by the Advertising Federation of America,
with which the council is affiliated,
will be announced at the federation's annual convention in Houston May 29-June 1. Presentation
of the first award was made to
Mrs. Ella B. Meyers, retired advertising manager of General Foods,
at the federation's convention in
Cincinnati last June.
Dillon to FC&B
LUIS G. DILLON, with McCannErickson for the
past 15 years,
has been appointed executive
vice president of
Foote, Cone &
Belding International Corp., it
was announced
last week by
Harry A. Berk,
president. M r . Mr. Dillon
Dillon will be in
charge of all Latin American activities.
BROADCASTING

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"I've got so much more than that other guy. Why, I was voted the
most telegenic wrestler of the month."
OlARA

QUITS ABC

Joins Hooper on CoastRESIGNATION of Jack O'Mara,
KECA Los Angeles and ABC
Western Division promotion manager, to become Pacific Coast manager for C. E.
Hooper Inc., New
annYork,
o u n c e was
d last
week.
Mr. O'Mara,
who graduated
from the U. of
Missouri School
of Journalism and
took his master's
degree with a
thesis on the programming policy of KFRU Columbia, Mo., in 1938, joined KVOE
Santa Ana, Calif., upon completion
of his schooling. Later, as promoMr. O'Mara

tion manager of WOWO-WGL
Fort Wayne, he was associated
with Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. InturnedMay
O'Mara
reto the 1943,
PacificMr.Coast
as merchandising manager of KNX Los
Angeles and the CBS Pacific Network, assuming his ABC post in
1944.
San-Nap-Pak Campaign
THE MAJOR portion of the 1949
advertising campaign on LydiaGrey Doeskin tissues and Doeskin
dinner napkins, made by the SanNap-Pak Mfg. Co., New York, will
use radio spot and participation
programs in addition to a newspaper schedule. The radio camstartedMiddle
Jan. 24West
on ten
tionspaign
in the
and stathe
eastern seaboard. Federal Adv.
Agency, New York, is the agency.

Measures
CAPITOL

PHILLIPS SIGNS

For ABC's 'Barn Dance'
PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM
Bartlesville, Okla., has signed Coto
sponsor ABC's
National Barn
Dance over 68 of the network's
midwest and western stations.
Signing of the new 52-week contract brings to six and three-quarter hours the weekly total of new
business contracted by ABC so far
this year. In addition, the network
has had five and a quarter hours
per week of program renewals
effective in 1949. National Barn
Dance will be heard, starting
March 19, on Saturday nights, 99:30 p.m. CST. Sponsorship is on
behalf of Phillips 66 premium
gasoline and motor oil. The Phillips
agency is Lambert & Feasley Inc.,
New York. WLS Chicago produces
the pi-ogram.

Affecting

FCC

Studied

HILL

FCC figured prominently in three actions taken last week on Capitol Hill.
Congress gave its first consideration to a bill which would provide
President Truman with permanent authority to reorganize all agencies
in the executive departments, and a subcommittee was assigned to study
pay raises for agency heads and *
number of agencies such as the
other high government officials.
Federal Reserve Board, Federal
A subcommittee of the Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission and the SecuriCommittee submitted its report on
ties and Exchange Commission,
communications to the parent
will be exempted from provisions
group last Tuesday (see separate
story, page 23).
of the bill because they are "quasiand "quasi-judicial," as
One bill, empowering the Presi- legislative"
well as administrative.
dent to reorganize departments
FCC 'Fringe' Agency
subject to veto by both Houses of
Congress, was considered Jan. 25
FCC was identified by Speaker
by the House Committee on ExRayburn as
one probably
of the "fringe"
penditures in Executive Depart- agencies,
which
would
ments.
also come in for exemption.
Committee members heard CompBi-partisan support of a companion measure before the House
troller General Lindsay C. Warren give strong support to the re- Executive Expenditures Committee was predicted by Chairman
organization measure. He recommended that the government put William L. Dawson (D-Ill.) as
its house in order.
hearings opened Jan. 24.
Former President Herbert
Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) explained that a Hoover, chairman of the Commis-
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MALLS
$250,000 Spot Drive Set
FOR the first time in approximately eight years, American Cigarette and Cigar Co., New York,
(Pall Mall cigarettes) will use a
spot announcement campaign. The
firm through its agency, Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
York, will spend approximately
§250,00Feb.
0 on 1.the spots, scheduled to
start
The one-minute announcements
were placed on a number of stations inthe following
markets •
New York, Chicago, nine
Philadelphia,
Boston, Cleveland, Detroit, Miami
Washington and Los Angeles. Con-,
tracts were for 10 weeks.
Pall Mall also sponsors The Big
Story on 162 NBC stations, Wednesday, 10-10:30 through SSC & B.

sion studying reorganization of the
government, is expected to appear
before the House committee this
week.
Rep. Dawson said the Hoover
Commission report will serve as at
least a partial blueprint for government reorganization. Reorganization powers were requested by
President Truman in his message
to the Congress Jan. 17.
A subcommittee of the Senate
Post Office and Civil Service Committee was appointed Jan. 25 to
study all proposed federal pay increases.

The subcommittee, headed by
Sen. Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.),
includes Sens. J. Melvin Broughton
(D-N. C), Russel B. Long (D^
La.), Ralph E. Flanders (R-Vt.),
and
d E. Baldwin (RConn.) Raymon
.
Among the proposals the subcommittee will study is a bill (S-498)
to raise the pay of FCC and FTC
(Continued on page i7)
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MEETING

NEXT SIX MONTHS may tell
whether television is already a better selling medium than radio in
the New York market, Paul Raibourn, vice president, Paramount
Pictures, told the New York Chapter of American Marketing Assn.
Tuesday.
He spoke at a panel discussion
on television, participated in by
eight others, representing various
phases of TV and
AM broadcasting.
Ted Cott, vice
president of
W N E W New
York, who felt
other panel members were assumMr. Raibourn
ing radio already
was dead, became the principal
spokesman for AM broadcasting.
Others participating: Joseph A.
Moran, vice president, associate
director of radio and television,
Young & Rubicam; H. Malcolm
Beville Jr., director of research,
NBC; Dr. Leo Handel, director of
audience research, Metro-GoldwynMayer; C. E. Hooper, president,
C. E. Hooper Inc.; A. E. Sindlinger, president, Sindlinger & Co.;
Allen M. Whitlock, advertising
manager, Jell-0 Division, General
Foods; Fred Coe, producer-director, NBC.
Mr. Raibourn said that surveys
made by Paramount indicate that
when a home acquires a television
set, movie-going, magazine reading
and book reading each decline from
20 to 30%, but that radio listening
declines 80%. This finding, he said,
plus the findings that TV sets have
4.8 listeners per set as against 2.1
for radio sets and that TV sets are
on almost three times longer than
AM sets, indicates that when 14%
of the audience has TV sets that a
TV program may have almost as
large an audience as an AM program.
He said he believed that sight
and sound was a better selling medium than just sound and if the
costs came out about equal "I'm
going to buy TV."
He asserted that a moving picture could best be sold by television
and visualized a bigger and better
motion picture industry as the result of television rather than television supplanting the movies.
Mr. Cott warned the association
and panel members not to assume
that television has killed radio. He
said the "death of
radio has been
greatly exaggerated," that radio
has been supporting TVyet
andhas"that
no one
cut
the umbilical

Video

into television." He maintained
present audiences of the two media
do not justify such a psychology.
He did predict, however, that as
TV expanded in New York, the 23
AM stations might be reduced to
as few as ten, with "specialist stations," like WQXR in fine music
and WOV in the Italian language
field, being the types most likely to
survive.
Mr. Whitlock said he believed
now was the time for the big advertiser and local advertiser to get
into television.
The medium-sized
advertiser, he
said, might well
sit back for a
while and watch
the experimentation of the bigger
and smaller companies. He explained his comMr. Whitlock
is into televisionpany now
build
a time franchise, to preempt the
type of program it wants, to obtain the best possible talent early
and to learn how to sell by television.
He predicted that television will
mean more to the masses than to a

TV

COSTS

Panel

Featured

select audience. The select few
can go to Broadway and other
places, he said, but the housewife,
who also would like to see Broadway, will do so via television.
He also expressed the belief that
television already was a profitable
advertising medium where the
product sold is compatible to that
type of presentation and where the
product distribution pattern follows the pattern of the TV audiences. In the interim, where
both TV and AM can be used, he
said the solution might be to develop a program which can be
broadcast simultaneously on both
media.
Both Mr. Sindlinger and Mr.
Hooper asserted studies show that
AM listening suifers in homes
having television sets. Mr. Sindlinger also added that his studies
show it is possible, different from
radio, for a given TV show to capture almost all the audience from
competing stations even though the
competition might be a very creditable performance put on at big
expense. "Television, in that respect, seems to be an 'all or nothing' medium," he said.

Comparable to Newspapers,
CBS Clinic Told

W.
Rogers
show,
Manny

B. Edwards (I), Gray &■
producer and writer for the
completes negotiations with
Baum of Tele-Fites Inc.

RING

BATTLES

Sponsor Expands on WPTZ
THIRTEEN of the greatest
matches in boxing history, as recorded on film, will be part of the
Sunshine Sportsman Show as that
telecast expands its time on WPTZ
Philadelphia Tuesday night to a
quarter-hour at 7:15 p.m. Formerly
a five-minute show on Friday, the
Sunshine Beer-sponsored program
will also include Ginny Brown,
Miss Philadelphia of 1946, as the
daughter
Coach," central figureofin the
the "Old
telecasts.
One year rights for the films,
which reach back to the days of
Jack Dempsey and Benny Leonard,
were obtained from Tele-Fites Inc.,
New York. Gray & Rogers, Advertising, Philadelphia, is the sponsor's agency. Under new format,
show has been renewed for one

THE COST of television advertising compares favorably with the cost
of newspaper advertising — even at this early stage of video development
■— J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president and director of television
1 -Piece Viewing Tube
operations, told more than 300 agency and advertiser representatives
year.
at a special meeting in New York
NEW Major TV sets will feature
last week.
hand-blown one-piece viewing tubes
vision developing as complementary
Mr. Van Volkenburg spoke at media and even thought that tele- with 12% and 16-inch screens,
both sessions of two CBS television
vision would in one respect increase
Stuart Hall Frank, president of
radio listening.
clinics, one for agency executives
Major Television Corp., announced
last week. Designed by M. E.
Tuesday and the other for adverLeisure Time Increasing
Macksound, chief engineer of MTC,
tisers Wednesday, at New York's
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. The agencythe tubes will be produced by WarAccording to Mr. Gittinger's
analysis, a progressive increase of
ren L. Kessler Co., Bethpage, N. Y.,
advertiser meetings were capsule
leisure time is destined. Television
which made fine art glass pieces
versions of the week-end-long
clinic held for CBS affiliates Jan. will encourage people to spend more
before converting to radar tube
21-23.
of their growing leisure time in production during the war.
their homes. Once the stay-at-home
The television vice president
habit is formed, he believes, there
cited the cost-per-thousand viewers
will be more time for radio listenof three CBS programs as opposed
ing, more time for newspaper and
The INGregular
TELECASTto the cost-per-thousand readers
section which
usually
magazine and book reading.
of full page ads in three New York
starts
in
this
part
of the
"Radio did not put other media
newspapers. Figures were : On teleissue,
this
week
is
a
sepavision, Toast of the Town, $7.21;
out of business," he said, "and
52-53. rate insert between pages
Lucky Pup, $3.77, and Winner Take
television won't either."
The one amusement form about
All, $6.45. In full-page newspaper
ads. New York Times, $7.15; New
which Mr. Gittinger was uncertain
York World-Telegram, $7.44, New
was movies. He said he did not
York Herald-Tribune, $9.10.
know whether they would be keep both radio and television in
healthy business.
In contradistinction to the emharmed by television.
The agency and advertiser execuphasis placed on television by Mr.
Mr. Gittinger thought it possible
tives were addressed also by Frank
Van Volkenburg and other CBS
that "radio will be blitzed temStanton, CBS president; Charles
porarily in some markets (by tele- Underbill, CBS TV director of proexecutives during the two-day-long
visionjust
),
as phonograph records
meetings, William C. Gittinger,
grams; Oscar Katz, CBS director
CBS vice president in charge of were
temporarily
blitzedtelevision
by radio."
But radio will survive
as of research; George L. Moskovics,
network sales, asserted that televi- robustly as records survived radio, CBS TV manager of sales development, and William B. Lodge, CBS
sion would not seriously encroach
he said.
He blasted the
vice president and director of gencord."
upon radio.
Television, he said, will attract
eral engineering. All gave similar
building
up "of a
"Radio,"
he
said,
"will
continue
new
advertisers
who
never
used
versions
of their addresses to the
scare
psychology
Mr. Cott
to take money
radio. There will be enough adverclinic for affiliates the weekend betising money available, he said, to
fore [Broadcasting, Jan. 14].
out of radio advertising and put it to Mr.
Gittinger saw radio and telegrow."
BROADCASTING
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TV

BASEBALL

AUSTRIAN
Becomes a TV Consultant

Coverage in 3 .Cities Set
PLANS for television coverage of
major league baseball this year in
Detroit, Chicago and Cincinnati
have been set.
All 77 home games of the Cincinnati Reds will be telecast alternately by WLWT (TV), Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. outlet, and
WCPO-TV, Scripps-Howard station
now under construction, it was
announced last Wednesday. Telecasts, to include Sunday and night
contests, will be handled by the
Crosley outlet in the early part of
the season, due to construction delays at WCPO-TV. Burger Brewing Co. will sponsor video and AM
(WCPO) accounts, with Waite
Hoyt handling play-by-play.
Joint announcement of the contract on Cincinnati games was
made by James D. Shouse, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. president;
Mortimer C. Watters, vice president of Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. ;
Warren Giles, Reds' president, and
Jack Koons, vice president of Burger. Last season WLWT carded 34
Red games for telecasts, with weekend and night games omitted.
To Carry Tigers
In Detroit, WWJ-TV will telecast aminimum of 35 Tigers games,
with Goebel Brewing Co. as sponsor. Tuesday and Thursday vdll
he "regular" television days according to Edwin J. Anderson,
president of Goebel. Games have
been carried by WWJ-TV since it
began commercial operation in
June 1947. Schedule has called for
an increase each year, with 17
games telecast in 1947 and 26 last
year.
At least two and possibly three
Chicago TV stations will carry
1949 home games of the Cubs.
WGN-TV and WBKB have notified
the club's management they plan
to telecast the games. WENR-TV
is said to be seriously considering
the schedule. The Cubs will levy
a $5,000 service charge against all
video stations providing coverage.
In the South an FM station,
WAFM Birmingham, announced
last week that sponsorship of all
the Birmingham Barons' Southern
League games had been sold to
Hart-Greer Inc., Zenith radio distributors.

Dalton Joins EGA
APPOINTMENT of Neil Dalton,
public relations director of WHAS
Louisville, as director of information for the Economic Cooperation
Administration, was announced
Jan. 26 by EC A Administrator
Hoffman. Mr. Dalton, who served
also as public relations director of
Louisville Courier- Journal and
Louisville Times, assumed his new
duties Jan. 27, succeeding Brian
Houston. Mr. Houston resigned
two weeks ago to return to the advertising business.
BROADCASTING

RALPH

B. AUSTRIAN, until recently vice president in charge of
television for Foote, Cone and
Belding, New York, has established
his own video
consultant
ice in New servYork,
it was announced
last week.
Mr. Austrian
will act as a liaison between the
television field

AT LEAST half of the Detroit Tigers' baseball games will be telecast this
year by WWJ-TV Detroit under sponsorship of Goebel Brewing Co. Contracts,
which call for a minimum of 35 games, are surveyed by (I to r) Charles Carey,
Goebel Brewing executive; Edwin Anderson, president, Goebel Brewing Co.,
and Willard Walbridge, sales manager of WWJ-TV.

AM-TV SCRAP
Rights Suit Is Dismissed
THE HALF-MILLION dollar
damage suit filed against ABC and
Lester H. Kewus, producer of
Hollywood Screen Test, an unsponsored ABC television program, was
dismissed Wednesday by New York
Supreme Court Justice Aron
Steuer.
The suit is regarded as being
the first in which a television program is accused of invading the
rights of a radio show.
The action was brought by
Screen Test Inc., and by Robert
Monroe and Latham Ovens, owners
of Screen Test, a radio show which
was aired over MBS under M-G-M
sponsorship in 1944 for 26 weeks.
They claimed that the television
program unlawfully used the
Screen Test title,, was a poor copy
of their show and prevented them
from selling the AM program.
After three days of trial, start-

ing last Monday, Norah K. Donovan, attorney for Mr. Lewis and
for Neil Hamilton, director of the
TV show, also made a defendant,
moved to dismiss the complaint because of insufficiency of the evidence.
She argued that non-use of the
title Screen Test from 1944 to 1948
constituted an abandonment of any
trademark rights which plaintiffs
might have acquired, that the 26
weeks plaintiffs used the title was
not long enough to give it any
secondary meaning in the minds
of the public and that the public
could not be confused between an
AM program aired for 26 weeks
four years before a current television program, and that the defendants had used good faith in adopting and using the name Hollywood
Screen Test.
Justice Steuer's decision was
oral and on the merits. Miss Donovan also represented ABC in the
action, her clients, Messrs. Lewis
and Hamilton, being under contract
to indemnify the network.

generally and tenertainment, advertising and
Mr. Austrian
business groups.
Before his association with
FC&B, Mr. Austrian was president
of the RKO Television Corp. for
four
Co. years. He was assistant vice
president for more than seven
years of the RCA Manufacturing

KPIX SPONSORS
20 Now Signed
SAN FRANCISCO'S only operating television station, KPIX, has
announced it now is, or shortly will
be, telecasting 14 regular weekly,
shows, supported by 20 sponsors.!
The station started operation last
Christmas
Eve affiliation
and is working
un-^
der
an interim
with NBC.
Advertisers now buying time, or
scheduled to begin, on KPIX are: NBC
network advertisers — Philco, Disney
Hats, Admiral, American Tobacco,
Bigelow Sanford; selective advertisers
— B.V.D., Benrus, Botany, Handmacher-Vogel, Polaroid, Bank of America,
General J.Motors;
localCo.,
retail
tisers
— Leo
Meyberg
RCAadver-'
dis-;
tributor;
Thompson
& Holmes,
Philco
distributor; Robert S. Atkins; J. W.i
Allen
Co.; Raven-Wagar
R. Basford
Co., Zenith Motors;
distributor;H.
City
of
Paris,
Clyde
Wallichs
Co., Pack-;
ard-Bell distributor.

AT AS
By RALPH TUCHMAN
'TELEVISION
CYCLE'
TELEVISION had a day of its own in Los Angeles last Tuesday by
official proclamation of Mayor Fletcher Bowron out of respect to the first
annual Television Seminar and Awards sponsored by the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences.
Tuesday morning ATAS opened that despite the cost of television,
"The advertiser who immediately
its seminar with the overall theme
eliminates all consideration of teleof "Television Cycle." Participants
vision on the basis
were Don Prick, Advertising manof
this
factor
ager of Rexall Drug Co.; Leonard
alone is also foolF. Erikson, Kenyon & Eckhardt
vice president in charge of radio
ing himself." To
and television; Hal Roach Jr., pressupport the
ident of Television Film Producers
change in thinkAssn.; Mike Stokey, Television
time,
ing inhe
one pointed
year's
Producers Assn. (live) ; Al Wager,
to approximately
talent agent; Klaus Landsberg,
235 advertisers
West Coast director of Paramount
Television; Donn Tatum, partner
utilizing
meMr. Erikson
dium onetheyear
in legal firm of Lillick, Geary &
ago whereas 680
McHose; William R. Watson,
spending as of December 1948.
Southern California Radio & Elec- were
He also warned that even with
trical Appliance Assn., and Edward C. Stodel, head of Stodel Adv. six stations currently operative in
New York, "Prime night-time can
Co., Los Angeles.
Mr. Erikson stressed the fact no longer be obtained just for the

• Telecasting

Holds

Seminar

asking." Cable allocations are also
a matter of "serious considerations," he advised. And, ^s proof
of the importance of network time
options,
cited the
"of at
least
13 he
network
time case
periods
in
radio which have been held by the
same sponsors for ten years or
New York Sets
Analyzing factors of audience,
Mr. Erikson underlined the high
sets-in-use statistics which prevail!
inmore."
the New York area. In support
of this he pointed to the "February
evening when Jack Benny's radio
Hooper for New York was discovered to be a history-making low of
6.0 in homes equipped for both
radio and television." |
Free-lance package ideas werei
not generally of any use to th^
agency, Mr. Erikson said, contend-:
ing that in most cases, the agency
must build for the specific needs of
(Continued on page 32)
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Television Cycle'
(Coyitinued from page 31)
its client. Pointing to the time and
preparation involved in Ford Television Theatre, he reported that a
two-week schedule of actual production precedes the once monthly
presentation. All told, he said, this
represents the combined work of
almost one hundred people. And
he pointed out that this may compare favorably with movie production but it far exceeds the radio
needs of a comparable program.
While admitting that "unquestionably Hollywood knows how to
make motion pictures, it is important for Hollywood to keep in
mind that television is not motion
pictures, that it is actually something different from either the
movies or the stage."
Recognizing that Hollywood will
"soon be producing important
dramatic films made especially for
television," he reminded the seminar audience that "many considerations will be involved, and a highly
important one will be the question
of costs." Finally Mr. Erikson
concluded that "television should
still be approached in an experimental frame of mind to develop
its potential as an entertainment
; and sales medium."
Summarizes Rexall's Steps
Mr. Frick identified his comments with an appropriate sub-title
of "Confessions of a Television
Sponsor." Reviewing Rexall's steps
in the medium, he said it was just
about one year since the start.
Starting with participations via
KTLA, he said the first question to
be ascertained was which merchandise could be moved.
Since variety of merchandise to
be sold was the problem, Mr. Frick
showed how film had to be eliminated in the face of cost. Still
photos, he said, were too flat. This
left only live presentation and
demonstration. And even there,
he said problems loom.
Looking backward he said they
led with a high-priced binocular
chin which cost $169 for each. Here
the re^oning was that most sets
must be in upper income homes.
This brought no sales result. Next
came several institutional approaches, via film. In this area no
measurement of results could be
obtained, he reported.
This wandering has developed a
two-way rule for television spending in the present, according to
Mr. Frick:
(1) Sponsor identification and
(2) Presentation of merchandise.
For the first, BBDO has developed a short animated film to
sell the identification of Rexall.
Secondly he warned "that in the
proper selection of merchandise,
lies the key to successful selling by
way of television."
On phone call selling through
television, he cited the case of a
large insulated metal box with separate waterproof container holding
enough chopped ice to keep the conPage 32 • January 31, 1949

Television Set Figures
16-HOUR VIDEO
NBC TV DATA
117,000
#Miami Jan. 1949
Planned by CBS in Spring
#Pittsburgh Jan. 1949 742,000
January 1, 1949
1,000
3,500
Estimated TV Set Ownership
#Provldence
Apr.
'49
1,011,000
56,100
No. Of
4,900 CBS is preparing for 16-hour-perNo.TV of
1,000,000
Total Station Status
Families
day television operations, to begin
City
No. 40-Mile
48
by the end of spring, J .L. Van
Sets
of (Service stalled
tions
Volkenburg, CBS vice president
ed STA's CP's
Cent
Per
21 Ing
34 Total
6 3,597,000 410,000 NBC
4
New
York
80 18.4 and director of television opera2
17
15
3
CBS
ABC
Baltimore
Area)**
732,000
82 18.9
cens-0 16 12 Pendtions, said last week.
150
42
2 1,175,000 35,600
Boston
70 16.1
IND
3 1,184,000 35,300 MBS
0 213 5 37
Philadelphia Sta45
10.3
102,000
2
20
Totals(c)
Addressing
more than 100 ad1
130,000
Richmond
183 42.1
7 44 73 311 435
1
13,800
Schenectady
5,700
258,000
vertising
agency
executives attend3
691,000 30,500 Markets (b)Li-5 28 51 (a) 145
Washington
ing the CBS television clinic in
East Coast NBC
In11
(38)
New
York,
Mr.
Van Volkenburg
Interconnected1 Network
(24)
(78)
Buffalo
127
Station Status Notes
said that the network already had
323,000 632,900
Chicago
4
9,900 STA — Operating under Special Tempo2 1,438,000
advanced plans for the daytime
Cleveland
695,000 52,000
22,300
rary Authority.
3
Detroit
839.000
telecasting operations. Later, he
CP — Construction Permit.
1
327,000 32,000
Milwaukee
14,200
1
told Broadcasting that although
St.
Louis
474,000 15,500 (a) — 205 actual FCC channel allocations
1
Toledo
241,000
(b)applied
Figuresfor.markets.
in parentheses represent
at this stage CBS intends to instiMidwest NBC
additional
151,000
5,100
Interconnected Network
tute daytime programming only on
(c)
—
Network
figures
in
STA
and
Total
Albuquerque
1
22,000
233,000
columns
aggregate
more
than
column
WCBS-TV
New York, it was enAtlanta 1
300
totals atedsince
several
are affiliCincinnati 1
11,800
384,000
5,000
with more
than stations
one network.
tirely possible that it would feed
Ft. Worth 1
269,000
Set Installation Notes
277,000
2,500
daytimevisionprogramming
to the tele* — New station added.
Louisville 1
##Dallas
network.
3,000
188,000
3,500
177,000
Memphis 1
Figures represent total number of
2,200 ** — families
333,000
Minn. -St. Paul 1
Network telecasting on the longmilli9,200
225,000
volt) in
serviceeach
area 40-mile
and may(1/2 not
be
New
Orleans
er schedule depends upon the comSalt Lake
City 1*1
combined
to
show
net
coverage
in
93,000
1,700
3,500
2 or more cities. Net family figures
825,000
of additional coaxial cable
San Francisco 11*
3,500
307,000
Seattle
for NBC networks are shown below : facilitiespletionwhich
AT&T promises by
Total NBC Stations
2,100
Families
in Range July. The greater availability of
Operating (25)
832,200
217,000
network lines, Mr. Van Volkenburg
Houston 1* 1,372,000 79,600
of
NBC
2,500
Stations
Los
New Angeles
Haven 5*
1
557,000 17,200
Families
—
NBC
East
Coast
199,000
said, would
eliminate
the EastSyracuse
1
Network
7,107,000 Midwest
facilities
bottleneck.
Total
All Operating
1,000 Families—
NBC Midwest NetStations
(51)
932,500
work 4,294,000
Families — ALL NBC Stations 14,457,000
Operation Date — First Station
# — Sets also distributed to area with
no present TV service.
#Dayton Jan. 1949 • 291,000 1,400
#Erie Mar. 1949 112,000 300 ## — Worth
IncludedTV inStation.
coverage area of Fort RTDG-V/PIX
#Indianapohs Apr. '49 281,000 300
Contract Meeting Set
Statistical Data Compiled by the Television Research Institute
MEETING to discuss proposals
TELEVISION SET DISTRIBUTION IN 36 U.S. CITIES
(As of January 1949)
and counterproposals is scheduled
14,187 for Thursday (Feb. 3) between
Albuquerque
250 Milwaukee
9,200 Radio and Television Directors
Atlanta
4,400 Minneapolis
17,200
Baltimore
35,649 New Haven
and WPIX (TV) New York.
New
Orleans
3,685 Guild
Boston
-34,000
RTDG has asked for $200 weekly
r
410,000
Buffalo
9,900 New York
Philadelphia
100,000
Chicago
55,000 Pittsburgh
2,500 for directors, $150 for associates
Cincinnati
12,500
4,900 and the same for floor managers,
Cleveland
20,600 Providence
5.697
Dallas
4,600 Richmond
a 35-hour work week and for
2,000 with
Dayton
1,100 Salt Lake City
200 five-hours additional on straight
Detroit
35,000 San Diego
1,600
Erie
200 San Francisco
demanded is the prin13,800 time. cipleAlso
Fort Worth
2,000 Schenectady
of commercial fees, permitting
Seattle
2,000
Houston
2,000
15,500 the men covered to negotiate for
Indianapolis
200 St. Louis
600
Los Angeles
72,000 Syracuse
5,100 themselves additional fees on sponLouisville
3,050 Toledo
sored shows.
Washington,
D.
C.
30,500
Memphis
2,200 Total Sets in U. S. Cities
932,318
Counter-proposals, it is said,
would set minimums of $90 for ditents cold for several hours. Being ability to pay. "Labor will come in
rectors, $50 for associates and $60
a left-over item, with new models
at a price," he said, by pointing to for floor managers. Also proposed
the fact that actors, writers and
coming in, he said the price was
by
is a 40-hour week
overmanagement
a six-day period.
cut from $10 to $6.95. This offer directors are used to more than
produced 83 phone orders plus one income level.
The RTDG's negotiations at
heavy calls at all stores. This was
Mr. Landsberg gave a pencilABC for WJZ-TV, where a strikeauthorization still is in effect, will
a sell-out and necessitated wires to and-paper breakdown of the miniwarehouses in other regions.
mum cost for a half -hour dramatic
be resumed tomorrow. It is understood that discussions there are
In reviewing the lessons learned
program which he set at close to
still on definition of duties of diby Rexall, Mr. Frick concluded
$1,000. Broken down, this meant
rectors, associates and floor men.
that television has paid off in cases
$300 for time, $75-100 for a writer;
Set for Wednesday are talks beof "merchandise with either a bar- producer with 10 hours of preparagain appeal, a novel new appeal or
tion time, including three hours of
tween the union and agencies andpackage producers for free lance
rehearsal, $100; cast of six, $150;
seasonal demand."
directors
in the AM field. These
There was considerable differetc., $150-200.
talks, too, are in such early stages
ence of opinion on the question of sets,
Mr. Wager commented that wage
that definition of what constitutes
live versus film between Mr.
standards
had not yet been estaba free lancer is still among matters
Stokey and Mr. Roach. The forlished in the medium and emphato be thrashed out.
mer, an advocate of live, felt that
sized that the price of talent is
it was cheaper and as effective.
most fluid in the present.
And in reply to whether he could
Mr. Tatum, commenting on the
KFRE to CBS Feb. 20
do a "western" live he said "no," legal aspects, felt that there are
but also pointed out actors whose
many problems with three standing
MOVING its CBS affiliation to an
looks must be catered to for maxiearlier date, KFRE Fresno, Calif.,
mum appearance will go by the out in importance at present:
will become the 24th 50 kw CBS
Copyright, invasion of privacy and
boards. Pointedly he said, "We'll
transmission. While lit- affiliate on Feb. 20, instead of on
have to forget those ugly movie ac- controlling
tle precedent exists today, he June 15 as previously announced,
television."
Mr.tors inRoach
exuded boastful con- looked for INS-AP case to be the according to Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
fidence over film producers' ability base of rulings in regard to "ownrelations for CBS.
ership"
of
content.
to lower costs to meet telecasting's
B R O AD CASTING
• Telecasting

Success

story:

+

A furniture store in Richmond

advertised radio sets over WLEE

for a year. They sold more radios that yeai than in the previous two
years combined. And radio sales were off in other stores all over town!

After this successful campaign,

these smart merchants

trated one-half of their entire advertising budget with WLEE.
say station WLEE

concenThey

produces the best results they ever had from any

advertising media.

More and more national advertisers are following the lead of local
Richmond
WLEE

merchants

by using WLEE.

gives advertisers the kind of quick, immediate

really count. Call in yoiu- Forjoe man

WLEE

TOM TINSLEY, President

BROADCASTING

They're doing this because

• Telecasting

results that

and get the full WLEE

Mutual

story.

in Richmond

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representative
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MEETING

Woods Progress Report
Pleases Affiliates

A "REASSURING" appraisal of ABC was given 150 representatives of
the network's district 2, 3 and 5 affiliates Thursday in Chicago by ABC
president Mark Woods.
Those attending this third in a series of ABC regional meetings
between network and station offi★
ages in 1949. He indicated the
cials came from the Central, Midnetwork sales staff would be
dle and Southwestern states.
strengthened in the face of anticiHailing 1948 as ABC's greatest
pated tough selling. He urged
year, with billings $750,000 above
those of 1947, Mr. Woods is re- that salesmen go after a large volume of smaller accounts in the fu- NEW member of the WFOX Milwauported to have inspired the station
kee sales and promotion staff is Stan
officials, in closed session at the
ture as million-dollar-plus allocations may be few and far between.
Ambassador East Hotel, with a
Heath ball(I),
nation's
No. 1 Hefoot-is
passerthefrom
Nevada.
He called for more activity in proreport on ABC's recent successful
motion and publicity by affiliated greeted here by Charles Larphier,
presentation before the United
States Steel Corp. He said the stations, terming this "vital" to WFOX president and generol manager. Mr. Heath, who has just
network held its own against a ABC's health.
signed
a
five-year contract with the
"superb," all-out effort by NBC to
Green Bay Packers, will devote his
sign the steel concern.
off-season time to WFOX.
PRAISE FOR CBS
One of those attending the meetRichards Hails Paley, Too
ing, declared Mr. Woods, "reassured us with his frankness."
NEW
EXECUTIVES
CBS is making possible "the most
"For example, he admitted havsuccessful
year
in
history
for
its
Columbia
Records Ups Two
ing sold some ABC stock in recent
months because his banker needed
affiliates," G. A. Richards, chairAPPOINTMENTS to two newly
man of the board and principal
l-'cash," said the informant. "We
owner
of
WJR
Detroit,
WGAR
created
executive posts at Columf?:believed him when he said the Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles,
bia Records Inc., New York, were
f,'transaction had nothing whatever
announced last week by Paul E.
asserted at a stockholders' meeting
Southard, vice president in charge
' to do with his feelings toward
in Detroit Wednesday.
Mr. Richards attributed this to of merchandising.
ABC."
Lacks Powerful Stations
Ken McAllister, former co-ordithe network's acquisition of "the
Mr. Woods blamed lack of a most brilliant array of stars in the nator for long-playing Microgroove
record activities, was named manalarge number of powerful stations,
history arateoftalksbroadcasting."
septo WJR and In
WGAR
ger of distribution and promotion.
as well as clear channel outlets, for
stockholders, Mr. Richards called Jeff Willson, former manager of
the network's failure to sign such
Masterworks records merchandisWilliam S. Paley, CBS board chairsponsors as Rexall, Campbell Soup,
ing, has been elected manager of
and Ford, but he questioned
man, "the new atomic sales force
distribution and merchandising.
whether his organization could be in American network radio."
President Frank E. Mullen of the Both executives will report directly
"slipping" when it still had Procter
Richards stations, with station to Mr. Southard.
and Gamble, Swift and Co., General
Mr. McAllister joined Columbia
managers Harry Wismer of WJR
Electric, Philco, Goodyear, Texaco,
in 1941 and Mr. Wilson joined in
and John Patt of WGAR, were
American Oil, Revere Camera,
1940. Robert Kirsten, former asPepsi-Cola, American Assn. of commended for "record breaking
sistant Masterworks merchandissales." Both stations reached new
Railroads, U. S. Steel and others.
ing manager, will succeed Mr. Wilall-time highs in dollar voume of
He attributed the CBS talent
son.
raids to anxiety because ABC is gross sales, Mr. Richards reported.
"gaining ground," and predicted
ABC will not need to indulge in
similar practices.
TV Especially Noted
Maintaining that Stop the MuIn Fry Report
sic is popular because it is "enter- INAUGURAL
ijtaining,"
not only for
because
lis- TELEVISION has developed one of the bad habits of its AM brother
teners getandsomething
nothing,
he promised ABC would carry its — the newsreel short shot technique — which detracted from the visual
medium's "fine job" of Inaugural coverage, according to Kenneth D.
fight for giveaways to the Supreme
Fry, Inaugural radio director.
Court if necessary. Mr. Woods
In a synopsis of
he *
willthefilereport
with the
lauded the network's "prestige and
the newsreel technique of short
public service shows" as the best
Inaugural
Comin the land, and noted that only on
mittee, Mr. Fry shots, and then a switch to another
spot, bewildered some viewers.
ABC can one hear liberal, conobserved that
shots, giving continuity to
servative, and middle-of-the-road
"following its Longer
an event such as the parade, might
commentators.
spectacular
He brushed by television with
achievements at be more acceptable to viewers on a
the remark that ABC is off to an
the 1948 political TV screen. Perhaps there were too
even start with the other networks
conventions and many pickup points. The habit of
and has reason to be especially
during the 1948 fast and frequent switches from one
election, television point to another, a habit borrowed
proud of its facilities in Hollywood,
moved another
where it recently acquired the 20from AM radio, might well be reacre Vitagraph motion picture lot.
step toward its
viewed with an eye to better conHe expressed the feeling TV would
full growth in its coverage of the
tinuity and programming. The same
not eliminate aural radio, but that
criticism was made of television
1949 Inaugural."
viewers would fit it into their
Mr. Fry, who was on leave from
scheme of living like going to the his job as radio director of the newsreels. They can well be lengthmovies. Millions will continue lis- Democratic National Committee,
ened, with longer single shots."
Mr. Fry pointed out that future
tening to sound broadcasts while
thinks that "television, in general,
events such as conventions and Inthey work, he said. ABC will did a fine job, and undoubtedly
augurals must be completely renever sacrifice AM or TV, he emlearned much."
phasized.
"There were comments," Mr. Fry planned from an operations standMr. Woods promised new ABC
point. "No longer," he said, "can we
said, "that the coverage and switching was too jumpy. In other words,
program ideas and program packdo these things 'as we used to.' "
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CSBA MEETING
In San Francisco Feb. 25
CALIFORNIA State Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting will be held
Feb. 25 at San Francisco in one
of KQW's studios in the Palace
Hotel, Paul R. Bartlett, organization's secretary - treasurer, announced last week. Morning and
afternoon sessions and a luncheon
in the hotel's French Room are
Discussion of state legislation
planned.
proposed by the association and of
plans for promoting radio as an
advertising medium will be among
important items on the agenda,
Mr. Bartlett said. Officers and directors will be elected. Advance
registration is not required, and
all California broadcasters are invited, he added.
Block of 50 rooms has been set
aside by the Palace for broadcasters attending the meeting. Those
planning to attend should make
their room reservations directly
with the hotel, Mr. Bartlett said.
In a circular letter mailed to
California broadcasters under date
of Jan. 11, CSBA reported on a
meeting which its board held with
Gov. Warren at Sacramento Jan. 7.
Conference dealt principally with
the subject of libel legislation.
The broadcasters were advised
that Sen. Clarence Ward, representing the Santa Barbara district,
had volunteered to introduce a
libel bill drafted by CSBA's general counsel, Donn Tatum. Hearings on the bill are to be held
after the legislature's February
recess.

HENNESSY NAMED
Sforecast Executive V.P.

GEORGE N. HENNESSY, who
has been with Storecast Corp. of
America, as vice president, since
February 1947, has been named
executive vice president of Storecast, it was announced last week
by Stanley Joseloff, president. Mr.
Hennessy was with BBDO, New
York, prior to joining Storecast.
Mr. Hennessy's appointment is
in line with Storecast's expansion
plans for 1949, Mr. Joseloff said.
The latter will concentrate his own
activities on a national expansion
program of the Storecast super
market network beyond current
operations in New England, Philadelphia and Chicago.
New

TV

Tube

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. has
announced a bigger television picture tube designed for use in lowcost receivers. The new tube,
which will handle a 39-square inch
picture, will provide 50% more
viewing area than the 7-inch tubes
it will replace. It is 8% inches in
diameter and will cost no more to
build than the 7-inch tubes now in
use in low-priced sets, according to
GE. Heavy production will get
underway during the year.
CASTING

• Telecasting

RELAXING with their catches
are R. K. Hanger (r), Texas
State Network v.p., and daughter, Vivian. Frank Coats, Houston attorney, joined pair on
trip off coast of Acapulco.
WESTINGHOUSE veterans
Harold Randol (r), WBZA
Springfield chief engr., and
Gordon Swan (I), WBZ Boston
prog, mgr., see W. H. Hauser,
WBZ chief engr., get 20
year button from W. C.
Swartley, WBZ mgr.

AT Nat. Photo Finishers Assi
banquet in Los Angeles are (I <
r) Phil Stewart, Roche, Willian
& Cleary; Jo Stafford, star
Revere
James Camera's
McGookin, ABC
Revere.shov
PHIL ALAMPI (r), WJZ New York
radio farm director, shows Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Souder, publishers of
Poultryman shown in blow-up at
Great Penna Farm Show, picture
^
taken of himself at White
House turkey presentation.

GREETING Phil Harris (center), who
co-stars with wife, Alice Faye, on
NBC Sunday night comedy show, are
Niles Trammell (I), NBC president,
and Arthur Pryor, BBDO^^_
radio v.p.

"^^^

NEW KNBC-NBC San Francisc
program director, Paul Speegl
(r), meets Harry Bubeck, formt
program director
moving <
Jan. 24].
^^_^Hollywood [Broadcastin(
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Who
Pays Whom?
THERE'S a staggering amount of double-talk
surrounding the effect of television upon sundry facets of the sports industries. Does TV
help or hurt box office? The sports entrepreneurs have had their hands out for a hunk
of money for telecasting rights, whatever the
nature of the events. They wail plaintively
about imagined gate losses which should be
made up by station ownership or sponsors.
But Where's the evidence? Sports industries
are thriving. TV is drawing more and more
customers. It's the radio story all over again.
Proof of this comes in a highly intelligent
dissertation by Bob Cooke, sports columnist
of the New York Herald-Tribune. He points
out that wrestling in New York has been so
stimulated by television that the authorities
now are considering its return to Madison
Square Garden, the grand opera of the professional sports arenas. (Since publication of
his column, the return of wrestling to the
|„ Garden has been authorized.)
' Mr. Cooke continues:
Speaking of television, it wasn't so long ago
y that the smaller fight clubs were dubious about
i'. turnstiles.
permitting .video,
lest rust was
develop
their
fi
. . Television
finallyinjudged
\-y tomers,
acceptable
and
immediately
drew
more
but the tragic part of the tale is custhe
fact that the video people are now pulling out
of the smaller clubs, like the Jamaica Arena,
the Westchester Community Center and the Park
f'i Arena,
the result that these clubs may not
operate with
any more.
It appears that instead of trying to sell
telecasting rights, promoters might well start
buying TV time to stimulate box office.
Beyond The Usual Call
INGENUITY and enterprise of American
broadcasters are demonstrated so often that
I the public takes for granted that radio is an
i art which knows no frontiers.
\- During the war extraordinary programming
'h was the rule.
The end of the war didn't bring an end to
public service with an international flavor.
' Networks and independent stations alike conii' tinue to cover "cold war" fronts, and those
[?, hotter spots too.
f, Falling strictly in the enterprise category
mission to
recently fulfilled
the conducted
^I was
Europe
by WOW farmers'
Omaha. The station is in the middle of America's breadbasket
— heretofore regarded as the isolationist belt.
Shepherded by Mai Hansen, farm director, and
Bill Wiseman, promotion director of WOW,
26 dirt farmers selected from 53 who wanted to
go, visited nine western European countries.
They paid $2,500 each for expenses. They
talked, ate and slept with their agrarian cousins. It was strictly grass roots.
Within 10 days after they arrived home last
^ month, these farmers had more than 130
i speaking engagements before farm and civic
I groups, and Messrs. Hansen and Wiseman
I made the agricultural Chautauqua, with more
I upcoming.
From overseas there had been 73
f broadcasts — a dozen over the networks, and
many on foreign stations. WOW has a barrel
of clippings of news stories and pictures.
Here was international good-will with a
i radio accent. It was the "Voice of America"
I in reverse. Johnny Gillin's WOW made good
I on an international assignment.
This is but one current example of the kind
of service independent stations perform regularly— beyor/1 the usual call. It can be an
announcement for a rare type of blood that
means life or death — or a mission to Europe.
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Solar Plexus Punch
NOW COMES a subcommittee of the Senate
Commerce Committee with a solar plexus blow
at the FCC in which it all but proposes to
preempt authority over allocations and policymaking. It comes when the FCC is still
smarting from the sting of the House Select
Committee report which accused it of utter
disdain of the statutes.
If the FCC succeeded in brushing off the
House action as the handiwork of Republican
partisans now out of power, it can't duplicate
the feat with the Senate group. The report
bears the signatures of a two-man subcommittee— Tobey of New Hampshire, Republican,
and McFarland of Arizona, Democrat. But it
has full endorsement of Democratic Chairman
Ed C. Johnson. That puts administration pants
on it.
The Senate report is as astonishing as it is
serious. It could lead to stripping the FCC
of its most important function — allocations.
It all but decides the clear channel issue by
virtually commanding the Commission to duplicate clear channels and limit power to 50,000
w. Of course, to complete the job. Congress
as a legislative whole would have to sustain it.
But we doubt whether this FCC, or any other,
would openly defy the subcommittee.
We think the subcommittee's report is
fraught with danger. We do not condone past
actions of the FCC and we agree that the FCC
has been inconsistent, and has engaged in
"extra-legal" conduct. We think too much
policy-making has reposed in the hands of the
FCC's legal staff. Certainly some allocations
have been bungled.
The report, like the action of the Senate
Committee nearly a year ago, implies a vote
of "no confidence" in the FCC. If Congress
wants another FCC it can enact a "ripper
bill." If it wants to take over the policymaking and allocations authority, Congress
might as well abolish the FCC and set up a
one-man administrator, thereby saving the
taxpayer the salaries of seven commissioners
and their staffs.
Certainly this flaming report and the House
Committee indictment which preceded it, point
up the need for action. The proposed panel
plan of the FCC, which the Senate committee
construes as "not contemplated" by the present
law, presumably now goes into deep freeze.
Yet the subcommittee favors a division or
panel principle. It reaffirms the White Bill
provision holding that the FCC can look into
programs, which we regard as back-door censorship. Itcalls for a continuing study of the
whole communications structure.
There could be legislative action at this
session. Chairman Johnson has more than
donned the mantle of former Senator Wallace
H. White Jr., as radio leader. He's swinging
with both fists against large interests in radio
and TV. In Chicago last Friday he urged
independent
affiliates to rally behind Ed
Craney.
The task of convincing Congress that it
shouldn't become a super-FCC isn't going to
be easy. But it shouldn't be any tougher than
the job of convincing Congress that its regulatory creature — the FCC — shouldn't meddle
in programming and business operations of
stations.
Here we have the unique situation of a
Senate committee holding that the FCC is
incompetent to handle allocations, but that this
same Commission should have broader powers
of censorship.
Broadcasters, as specialists, know infinitely
more about programming to the public taste
than seven members of the FCC. And seven
commissioners, or nine or 11, as specialists,
should know more about allocations than 531
members of Senate and House.

GLENN

McCarthy

TEXANS, a clan not easily impressed even by
other Texans, may well pause and take note of
the new KXYZ Houston owner, Glenn McCarthy. A man who friends will tell you had
trouble borrowing $10,000 on his personal signature at one time, Mr. McCarthy has now
wildcatted his way to fame and fortune as one
of ATexas'
"Big Rich."
self made
man, the obviously Irish Mr.
McCarthy started his amazing life on Christmas Day 1907. Whether his birthplace has
had anything to do with his luck and success
in the oil business is debatable, but he was
born beside the fabulous Spindletop oil field
near Beaumont.
His father, whose family originally came
from County Cork, Ireland, was a driller in
the field. His mother's family (Tounsend)
were of Scotch and Irish extraction and were
early settlers of Texas. Her family fought in
the battle of San Jacinto and had an active
part in the history of the Texas Republic.
A graduate of San Jacinto High School in
Houston, Mr. McCarthy took his college training at Tulane, Texas A. & M. and Rice Institute. During vacations he worked as a roughneck and roustabout in the oil fields, gaining
practical knowledge in the business which was
to bring him fame and fortune.
The cleaning and pressing and service station businesses were the first to attract Mr.
McCarthy. After short but successful ventures in each, he turned his attention to oil
and began wildcatting in 1933.
Combining a native business acumen, ingenuity and a capacity for hard work, Mr.
McCarthy was able to finance his operations
with a small amount of capital, saved from his
previous ventures.
He brought in his first well at Big Creek
after drilling a dry hole at South Strang.
Although several disappointments followed,
Mr. McCarthy had cleared enough on a well at
Conroe to enable him to bring in his first real
discovery well. It was here that he made his
first fortune when he brought in a well on a
1,000-acre tract at Anahuac.
Mr. McCarthy's oil activities suffered more
than the usual ups and downs. Accidents and
disasters in the field ate away profits and
forced him deep into debt on several occasions.
He was, however, able to fight his way back
and recoup his losses each time.
Since 1940, when he brought in the League
(Continued on page 51)
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WOV's

5

Audited

Audiences

YOU DON'T HAVE TO TRY THEM ALL. WOV's continuing
market studies give you vital up-to-the-minute market information on specific listening groups.

ir WAKE UP NEW
if 1280 CLUB with
ic BAND PARADE
★ PRAIRIE STARS

YORK with Max Cole
Fred Robbins
with Bill Williams
with Rosalie Allen

To TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING see and get WOV's
complete analysis of each of 5 Audited Audiences. It tells you age,

it ITALIAN MARKET OF 2,100,000 Italianspeaking Americans. More than the combined population of Baltimore and Washington.

sex, income, likes and dislikes, buying power and buying habits
. . . real information that opens the door to known individuals. At
WOV the alert advertiser keys his message to known individuals,
not to an unknown mass audience.
Audited Audiences, a WOV exclusive, is a help to helping you to
TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING.
Ralph N. WeiU General Manager • The Boiling Co., National Representative
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Figures Over a Million
ForVideoinl948

PRODUCTION of TV sets passed the million mark in 1948, based on
figures of Radio Mfrs. Assn. manufacturers and estimates of nonmember output.
RMA members turned out 866,832 TV sets last year, 1,590,046 FM-AM
* sets, 11,675,747 AM sets for a total
s. The 1947
°^ 14,132,
lATCff
klARPT I f lAI
iSADt
radio
set 625
totalreceiver
for the entire in-

Output of radio receivers fell
20% in 1948 under the all-time 1947
peak. RMA's member total was 13,265,763 receivers. AM-FM sets on
the other hand rose 35% over 1947
production despite the general decline in receivers. AM-FM output
by RMA companies for December
was 200,326, an all-time record.
AM-FM table models accounted
for 42% of the dual band sets. TV
receivers including FM reception
are not separately tabulated by
RMA. The postwar total output of
AM-FM sets by RMA companies is
nearly 3,000,000.
Auto and portable sets continued
in high production last year, reaching higher percentages of total radio receiver output. Auto radios
totaled 3,409,013 for the year, 26%
of the 1948 total of radios made,
with
portables numbering 2,114,133
or 17%.

New

WORL

Manager

ASHLEY ROBISON has been promoted from assistant general manager to manager of WORL Boston,
the station announced last Thursday. He succeeds

about 16,000,000 comSeek Terms Without NLRB dustry paredwas
to over 20,000,000 in 1947, an
JURISDICTIONAL
scrap before all-time record,
the NLRB between NABET and December
TV production by
lATSE
over television lighting rmA members was 161,179 sets,
assistant manMr. Robison
workers on ABC and NBC will be only 17,500 under the entire TV
held in abeyance while top level output for the year 1947. Since the
officers of the two unions try to war RMA
ager of WCOP
members have made
Boston and WORL in 1938. He
settle their differences outside gov- 1,160,000 TV sets with an additioncontinued in that post until 1944
ernment hearing rooms. This was al 30,000 unassembled TV kits,
when he resigned from WCOP.
learned Wednesday after an NLRB
Nearly 44% of TV set production
hearmg m New York.
by RMA members was turned out
The NBC case was postponed un- the fourth quarter
Decemtil March 16. It is understood that ^er weekly production with
reaching a
Agency Formed
The entire decline in 1948 radio
Clarence Westover, NABET execu- p^^j, of nearly 39,000.
tive secretary, and Dick Walsh, i, j. n
^ xt. i j. Holiday
.i ^
set output was accounted for by LEE WYNNE and Vincent Alexander have formed Wynne-Alexh fig- the drop in AM only home re^L'l l^tf^^nt
lATSE president, will attempt to '^"^tT30,000-rat
ander Adv. Agency at 903 South
e, if maintained
inceivers.
Table
models
dropped
from
reach an agreement" in the best unannual
mean
would
1949,
during
terests of the industry and the
Fair Oaks, Pasadena, Calif. Phone
ions involved" which would be "ac- output of over 2,000,000 TV sets, 72% to 46% of the total radio outi.s Pyramid
put with consoles maintaining
ceptable to the industry and the Actually, many companies are exabout the same proportionate share,
unions."
panding production lines and new
A temporary and local solution ones are entering the field so the they had in 1947, or 12%. Table
of the differences between the two total may well exceed the 2,000,000
model TV sets represented 68% of
unions was reached in December mark,
all TV receivers produced.
and is in force. Under it, NABET
AM radio set produchas jurisdiction over supervisory Following is a month-by-month table of RMA television and
employees while lATSE has jurisAll Sets
diction over the men who actually January
30,001
1,173,240
1,339,256
1,203,087
1,379,605
1,633,435
place
and
rig
lights.
It
is
. ern Calif. Broadbelieved
mS'^Z.-::::::":
1,420,113
:::::::"::
i;?!?
that talks between the national of- April
1— 46^339
1,045,499
1,182,473
Mr. Wynne casters Assn. for
970,168
1,096,780
959,103
past five years,,
ficers will seek a solution along the
683,438
1,113,870
~ZmZZHZZZZZZIl~iyZIZ 64*353
552,361
759,165
and is one of founders of California
same lines.
July
56',089
934,997 State Broadcasters Assn. Mr.
The ABC bycase
1,020,498
is expected
to be
::::::::;:::::::: Itill
869,076
controlled
whatever
solution
is fe"/tembe7"::
October
95,216
1,280,446 Alexander was formerly announc- ,
827,122
1,134,378
1,116,127 er-writer-producer
876,315
for several stareached in the NBC controversy. SeclSblr' IZ::::::::::;;::::: 161:179
1,237,820 tions.
Totals
866,832
14,132,625
11,675,747
1,590,046
PROPOSED GRANT
Issued for Wis. Local
Miller Speaks in Chicago
DESPITE findings of minor interference which would result to sevCODE
VS.
FCC
eral existing stations, FCC last
week proposed to grant application
working toward "a realization on creating a background favorable
of Richland Broadcasting Co. for RECENT changes in the memberthe part of both broadcasters and to adoption of the standards and in
ship
of
the
FCC
and
the
"tremennew AM station at Richland Center,
dous pressures of work which have the FCC that advertising per se is creating an attitude favorable to
Wis. Facilities are 250 w fulltime
fallen
upon it, will make the Comtheir observance and implimentaon 1450 kc.
the public interest."
mission happy to discontinue its in "Although
FCC's position was
Commission found that Richland
"The critics on metropolitan paadventures into the field of pro- subject to the interpretation that
Center (1940 pop. 4,364) receives
pers seem to have an influence on
advertising
itself
is
not
in
the
pubducing
Blue
Books"
NAB
President
no primary broadcast service, has Justin Miller said Wednesday at a
lic interest, recent considerations
broadcasters," he said.
no daily paper and no medium "for Chicago Radio Management Club have persuaded the Commission to
The NAB president deplored use
the rapid dissemination of local luncheon.
concede ground on this point," he of 'the word "enforce" as applied
news." FCC said 89.6% of all farms
Judge Miller stated that the observed. Citing the recent Hearst
to the standards. "We have no inin area have a radio but only 45.5%
tion." tention of enforcing the standards
asthea "setback,"
he reBlue Book and FCC had "a great Radio case
have telephones.
called
that
U.
S.
Court
of
in
the sense of applying coercion,
Minor interference would be deal of influence in establishing a
caused to WDLB Marshfield and background for adoption of the Appeals for the District of Columbia indicated that preparation of pressures or punishment," he exStandards of Practice."
plained. "Realizing that broadKFIZ Fond du Lac, Wis., and
the Blue Book and its release by
casters are licensees of the govern"Broadcasters were very much
KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The
ment, subject to control by several
proposed station itself will suffer disturbed and some of them consid- the Commission was "outside the
governmental agencies, the NAB
erably frightened by the attitude function of the FCC."
24.7% population loss within its
recognizes that the enforcement
of FCC and by the strictures and
Self Regulation Needed
interference-free contour because
methods practiced by other groups
unsupported
allegations
of
the
of outside signals.
"There can be no doubt that the
fear of FCC practices, the Blue may be entirely inappropriate in
Blue Book,"
he declared.
"These
Firm is owned by Arthur Over- fears
made
them
realize
the
need
the case of such government licenBook and other administrative
gaard, road contractor, president
sees. Our problem is to find ways
and 128 shares, and Thomas R. for self regulation far more than operations will provide a continu- and means to go as far as we can
Kelley, senior electronics instructor
ing influence through which the
before."
in securing implementation of the
at Industrial Training Institute, ever
Noting that the standards relat- need for self regulation will be standards
without inviting proseChicago, vice president and 122
ing to over-all timing of commerapparent
to broadcasters," Judge
cution under the anti-trust laws
Miller asserted.
cials and content of commercials
shares. Secretary is Donald E. Gill,
He added that newspaper and for operations in restraint of trade.
certified public accountant in Madi- are "directly traceable" to Blue
"We realize also," he added "that
son, Wis. Mr. Overgaard has net Book, and FCC influence. Judge magazine editorials and comment(Continued on page 4-8)
worth in excess of $400,000.
Miller emphasized that NAB is
ary played a "substantial part in
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Upcoming
TV

FILMS

PAY

FILM

PRODUCTION for television can pay off now, if the producer is willing to scrap the high
j standards and high costs of Hollywood productions and adopt assembly line methods, John Mitchell,
television director of United Artists, told the television film conI f erence held in New York last MonI day.
What is needed, Mr. Mitchell
said, are programs representing
('out-of-pocket production0 costs between S500 and $10,00 per program. He added that there are today producers willing to finance
production at this cost level. When
that statement was questioned, Mr.
Mitchell explained that the figure
of S500 applied to a five-minute
show. Quarter-hour programs, he
said, would range in cost from
:$1,750 to S6,000.
R. J. Rifkin, Ziv Television Inc.,
urged television producers to develop new production techniques for
this new medium and not to go on
imitating radio techniques as is
now the custom. In pointing out
the limitations of today's live TV
programs, he stressed the advantages of film and its growing importance in video programming.
Ed Evans of WPIX (TV) New
York described the film handling
problems of TV stations, decrying

Want

OFF

the poor quality of prints furnished
by some producers and distributors as his principal complaint.
Elaine A. Phillips, WSPD-TV
Toledo, outlined the film requirements of a TV station so that it
may program regular series of
film of the same type and so build
up a faithful audience for a particular period each week.
Ed Woodruff, Telecast Films
Inc., urged stations to check carefully on film offered at very low
prices, citing the dangers of improper clearances which might lead
to suits for copyright infringements.
Presents Other Side
From the other side of the picture, Myron Mills of Equity Film
Exchange stated that many stations mishandle films, fail to return prints on time, etc. He urged
careful handling of films, for the
benefit of TV stations as well as
the distributors of film.
Irving Leos, Official Films, attributed most of today's problems
to video's growing pains, predicting that time will cure most of
them. Noting that he received contracts from stations which do not
include date or time of showing
and other pertinent information,
he said that adoption of a standard contract form would be of great

to

Get

a

value.
Seymour Peyser, attorney, discussed the many legal problems
arising vyith television, the difficulty of clearing rights when contracts
were drawn before television was
thought of as a medium, the problem of controlling the reception of
a video program in a movie theatre
or elsewhere where the act of receiving a TV broadcast may constitute a performance for profits,
etc. The best practice in the face of
today's legal uncertainties, he said,
is to be sure that all contracts are
as complete and as precise as possible, providing for all contingencies
which might arise.
Melvin Gold, president. National
Television Film Council, concluded
the meeting by reading a draft of
the proposed standard exhibition
contract for the use of films on
television. He urged those attending the meeting to think over the
contract and send their suggestions
and criticisms to the council for
consideration
to themodel.
contract's
adoption as an prior
industry
Irwin A. Shane, publisher of
Televiser magazine, was general
chairman of the meeting, which
had a total attendance of 238. Conference was held at New York's
Hotel Biltmore, under the auspices
of Televiser.

Client

' Set

^ in

Feb. 8: tions
Hearing
before Tobacco
FTC on Moof American
Co.,
Washington.
Feb. 14-15: NAB Board of Directors
meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New OrFeb. 21: FCC Hearing on G. A. Richards' news policies, Federal Bldg.,
Los Angeles.
Feb. 24-25: Western Radio Conference,
Marine Memorial Club, San Francisco.
leans."
Feb.
28: WHAS Transfer Hearing, FCC,
Washington, D. C.
March 1: Wander Co. hearing before
FTC continued, Durham, N. C.
March 3-5: Annual Radio Conference
on Station
Problems,
homa, Norman,
Okla. U. of OklaMarchcil 7-9:
TelevisionChicago.
CounnationalChicago
TV conference,
March 7-10: IRE national convention.
HoteltralCommodore
and Grand CenPalace, New York.
March 10-12: Assn. of Women BroadChicago. casters Convention, Drake Hotel
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City College of New York Radio-Television
and Business
conference, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
April 1: U. S. National Commission for
UNESCO, second national conference,torium,
radio sessions,
Cleveland AudiCleveland, Ohio.
April 6-12: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago (April 6-8, Engineersions).
ing sessions; 11-12, Management sesApril 25-27:
Radio Facilities annualAll-Canada
meeting production
and
sales managers of mutually operated
stations. Hotel Saskatchewan, Regina.
May 5-8: Institute for Education by
Radio, Ohio State U., Columbus,
Ohio.
May 29-June
1 : Advertising
Federation of America
vention, Houston, 45th
Tex. Annual Con-

Memphis

AVAILABLE

To

Make

Sales

8:45 to 9 a.m. CST, Segment

BILL
"No
Sta. B.

WHHM

3.5

4.7

GORDON'S
Show"
Name
Mondays Thru Saturdays
Sta. C.
2.9

Sta. D.
2.2

Sta. E.

Sta. F.

1.2

0.9

Latest Memphis Hooper Continuing Measurement
Forjoe & Co., representatives

Patt McDonald, manager
WHHM
Memphis, Tenn.
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WHAS
CASE
Hearing to Sfarf Feb. 28
COMPETING applications of Crosley Broadcasting- Corp., The Fort
Industry Co. and Hope Productions
Inc. (Bob Hope) for $1,925,000
purchase of WHAS-AM-FM-TV
Louisville were designated by FCC
last week under its AVCO rule for
competitive hearing to commence
Feb. 28 in Washington.
WHAS-TV's request for additional time to complete its construction also was ordered for
hearing at the same time. It is
expected that a hearing examiner
will be named to preside.
One of hearing issues is question
of whether Crosley's WLW Cincinnati has coverage overlap with
WHAS and, if so, whether such
overlap would contravene the Commission's rule banning duopoly
(Sec. 3.35). Another issue concerns whether or not a transfer
to Fort Industry would conilict
with regulations limiting the number of FM stations one entity may
own or control (Sec. 3.240).
FCC rules now do not limit AM
holdings but do restrict FM outlets
to six and TV to five. The Commission has proposed new rules
keeping the FM and TV limits
and adding an AM limit of seven
[Broadcasting, Aug. 23, 1948,
Jan. 24].
Other issues concern inquiry into
price, contracts and manner of payment, and plans of each bidder for
staffing and programming the stations. The order for hearing on
the television extension request indicated FCC wishes to determine
whether WHAS "has been diligent
in proceeding with the construction" of WHAS-TV. Permit was
granted in September 1946.
Crosley filed the initial application for purchase of the Louisville
Courier Journal and Times radio
properties last fall [Broadcasting,
Oct. 18, 1948]. WHAS, a clear
channel outlet, is assigned 50 kw
on 840 kc. In addition to WHASAM-FM-TV, deal includes a facsimile station, a developmental
outlet and six remote pickup stations.
Crosley is owned by AVCO Mfg.
Corp. and in addition to operating
WLW has other broadcast interests. These include WINS New
York, WLWT (TV) and WLWA
(FM) Cincinnati, WLWC (TV)
and WLWF (FM) Columbus and
WLWD (TV) and WLWB (FM)
Dayton, Ohio. Crosley has TV request pending in Indianapolis.
Fort Industry owns WSPD Toledo, WGBS Miami, WAGA Atlanta, WWVA Wheeling, WJBK
Detroit, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.,
and WLOK Lima, Ohio. Each has
Sifnliated FM operation except
WMMN. Firm also operates
W J B K - T V, W S P D - T V and
' A-TV and has applications
? for TV in Miami and
. Productions Inc. is solely
owned by Bob Hope, NBC comedian
and movie star.
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Nielsen Radio Index Top Programs
STATION SALES
(COAST-TO-COAST, INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARM, AND URBAN HOMES
-and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Three Apply tO FCC
REPORT WEEK DEC 19-25, 1948
was tendered for
TOTAL AUDIENCE
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
filing last week at FCC for acquisition of control of KSAL Salina,
Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points
Prev.
Cur. Points
Rank Rank Program Rating Change Cur.
Rank Rank Program Rating Change
Kan., by John P., Fred M. and
Sidney Harris through retirement
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
by Roy F. Bailey of his 115 shares
1
1
Lux
Radio
Theater
32.8
-|-0.5
1
1
Lux
Radio
Theater
24.2
—0.7
2 7 Harris-Faye Show ...27.4 +3.0
2 10 Harris-Fay Show 21.5 +3.3
in Salina Journal Inc., part owner
3 3 Fibber McGee & Molly 25.7 —1.8
Fibber Benny
McGee & Molly 21.2
21 .3 —0.6
of KSAL. Mr. Bailey received
43 72 Jack
+1.2
45 26 Jack
Benny
25.4
-f-0.1
Talent Scouts
25.3 — 2.4
56 34 My
Jergens
21.0
$207,000 for his stock. The Harris
FriendJournal
Irma
20.6 -j-O.S
+1.2
6 4 Bob Hope
24.3 —1.3
7 24 Charlie McCarthy ....18.4 +3.1
family ■ controls Hutchinson Pub.
7 5 My Friend Irma
24.0 — 0.2
8 8 Jergens Journal 23.7 -fO.6
8 14 Talent
People Scouts
Are Funny ...18.4
-|-1.2
Co., other major stockholder in
18.3 —1.6
19 Charlie
McCarthy 22.5
23.6 +4.0
-|-3.3 109 125 Mr.
KSAL.
Keen
18.2
+0.3
109 34
Fred Allen
11 16 FBI in Peace and War 22.4 +1.5 11 33 Fred Allen
17.2 +3.0
Transfer applications also were
12 13 People Are Funny ...22.2 +0.9 12 11 Duffy's Tavern
17.2 ——0.6
13
9
District
Attorney
17.2
1.6
filed
with the Commission for con13
10
Duffy's
Tavern
22.0
—
0.4
14 15 Mr. Keen
21.6 +0.7 14 15 Suspense
17.0 —0.3
sent to transactions involving
15 9 Suspense
21.1 —2.2 15
6
Bob
Hope
16.7
—3.5
KDLK Del Rio, Tex.; WDIG
16 12 Mr. District Attorney .20.9 — 1.4 16 23 Mystery Theater 16.3 +0.1
17
25
Amos
'n'
Andy
16.1
+0.2
17 23
'n' Andy
20.3
0.8 18 48 Roy Rogers
Dothan, Ala., and KCOI Coalinga,
18
41 Amon
Red Skelton
19.8 —+1.2
15.5 +3.4
19 19 FBI Peace War
15.4 —0.5
19
17
Big
Town
19.8
—0.1
Calif.
20 63 Merry Go Round 19.7 +4.8 20 18 Crime Photographer ..15.3 — 0.8
The KSAL case is an intercorEVENING, 2 to 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
EVENING, 2 to 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
porate transaction in which the
1 2 Beulah
12.3 —0.2
1 2 Beulah
14.4 —0.1
2 6 Edward R. Murrow ...11.2 +1.3
2 3 Edward R. Murrow ..13.9 +0.7
Harris
group
acquires control sole3 1 Lone Ranger
11.0 — 1.9
3 1 Lone Ranger
13.8 — 2.7
ly
as
result
of
Mr.
ing
of
his
stock
and Bailey's
they payretirno
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
1 1 Backstage Wife
10.2 —1.1
consideration.
1
5
Godfrey
(L.M.)
11.3
—0.1
2 2 When a Girl Marries . 9.7 —1.5
2 2 When a Girl Marries .11.2 —1.3
Details of the transfers follow :
3 93 Right
Happiness
9.6 —0.5
—1.2
3 1 Backstage Wife 11.1 —1.3
4
Portia toFaces
Life ... 9.5
45 39 Right
Happiness
..10.8 —— 0.6
1.3
Portia toFaces
Life ....10.6
WDIG
Dothan,
Ala.—Broadcasters
Assignment to
of
56 57 Stella
Pepper Dallas
Young's Family 9.2
—
0.8
9.1 —1.4
license from
Houston
Pepper Dallas
Young's FamilylO.S
0.7
7 8 Godfrey (L & M) .... 9.0 —0.5
76 106 Stella
10.3 ——1.4
new
partnership
of
same
name
and
in8 10 Our Gal, Sunday
9.0 — 0.2
8 4 Young Widder Brown .10.3 —1.8
cluding two of three present equal ownWidder Brown . 8.9 —1.9
Burnett
sells his one-third
0.4 109 174 Young
Godfrey (Nabisco) ... 8.6 +0.3
interesters. J.toP. Jess
M. Swicegood,
general
109 288 Our
Front Gal,
PageSunday
Farrell 10.2
9.9 —+0.8
11 1 1 Mo Perkins (CBS) ... 8.5 —0.6
11 7 Helen Trent
9.7 —0.6 12
manager,
for
$12,500.
Mr. Swicegood
Front Page Farrell ... 8.4 +0.7
12 19 Godfrey (Nabisco) . . 9.6 +0.3 13 276 Helen
becomes two-thirds owner. His sister8.4 —0.6
13 14 Big Sister
9.6 —0.4 14 13 Big SisterTrent
in-law,
Lola C. WDIG
Robinson,
retains 250one-w
8.4 —0.4
third interest.
is assigned
14
13
Ma
Perkins
(CBS)
...
9.5
—0.5
15
24
Just
Plain
Bill
8.1
0.0
on
1450 kc.
15 11 Lorenzo Jones
9.5 — 1.3
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
Coalinga,
Calif. — sole
Assignment
1 1 True Detective 14.7 +2.2
of KCOI
CP from
D. O. Kinnie,
owner,
1 1 True Detective 18.4 +3.1
to Albert F. Blain (45%), Richard E.
2 4 The Shadow
12.9 +2.7
2 2 Quick as a Flash 17.6 +3.4
3 7 Quick as a Flash 12.0 +2.7
3 7 The Shadow
15.4 +3.1
Newman Jr. (45%) and Forrest W.
4 10 House of Mystery 10.3 +1.3
4 10 House of Mystery ...13.8 +1.4
Hughes
d/b as Mr.
KCOIKinnie,
Broadcasting Co.(10%)
for $500.
part
5 6 Armstrong Theater ... 9.1 — 1 .0
5 24 Merrill-Boston Pops ..12.5 +5.1
owner of KKIN Visalia, Calif., stated
Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.
he needed capital for other business.
He also has 30% interest in Sierra
Broadcasting Co., Visalia TV applicant.
WTVJ(TV)
Mr. Blain is sales manager and part
owner of KKIN and Mr. Hughes is
KKIN chief engineer. Mr. Newman
COL. NUSSBAUM
owns Sanitary Laundry, Taft, Calif.
KCOI is authorized 500 w day on 1470
kc.
Gets Temporary Go Ahead
Injured in Plane Crash
COL.
HOWARD NUSSBAUM,
SPECIAL temporary authorization
KSAL of Salina,
Kan. —licensee
Acquisition
control
KSAL Inc.,
by Johnof
chief of the radio and television
to commence commercial operation
P., Fred M. and Sidney Harris through
retirement
Roy F.
Bailey Inc.,
of his part
115
branch of the Air Forces public in- was granted by FCC last week to shares
in bySalina
Journal
formation divi- WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla. Station owner of station, for $207,000. Salina
Journal Inc. owns 194 of total 400 shares
sion, was among
fortnight ago was subject of an in
KSAL Inc. Hutchinson Pub. Co.,
owner 150 shares in KSAL, is owned by
the five men in- initial decision by Comr. Paul A. Harris
family. Total 385 shares now
Walker ruling that the Commission
jured in the
outstanding in Salina Journal are held
crash of an Air should "revoke" its revocation pro- as
follows: Robert J. Laubengayer 65,
John P. Harris 124, Sidney Harris 125,
ceeding
Force plane near
Earl C. Woodward 70, and Fred M.
casting, Jan.against
10]. WTVJ [Broad- Harris
1. Mr. Laubengayer was
Washington, D.
granted consent by FCC in October
FCC
last
week
also
granted
apC, Jan. 23, which
1945
to
sell
his is
controlling
assigned interest
5 kw day,in
claimed the lives
plication ofWTVJ for extension of station. KSAL
1
kw
night
on
1150
kc.
of two others.
completion date to July 27 and denied petition of pending Miami TV
KDLK Del Rio, Tex.— Assignment of
The plane, a Clicense to new partnership of same
applicants seeking that the exten- name,
Del Rio Broadcasting Co., and
Col. Nussbaum 45,
crashed
near
Andrews Air
sion request be consolidated in the composed of three of four original copartners. Thomas O. Mathews withForce Base, in its third attempt at new station hearing. Comr. Robert
draws to re-enter Army as major.
F. Jones dissented in part. Consent
an instrument landing during rain
Consideration for his one-quarter interest is $750 plus assumption of proand poor visibility.
also was given to WTVJ's request
portion of obligations. Partners confor
modification
of
its
permit
in
are JamesandA. Joe
Clements,
RichCol. Nussbaum, 38, was taken to
ard J. tinuing
Higgins
H. Torbett.
part,
with
effective
radiated
power
KDLK is assigned 250 w on 1230 kc.
Bethesda Naval Hospital, Be- of 1.45 kw visual and 0.73 kw aural.
thesda, Md., where his condition
The STA, valid until April 17,
was described Thursday as being
specifies
temporary antenna 286 ft.
improved.
about average terrain and ERP of
2.2 kw visual and 1.1 kw aural.
Canadian Inquiry
The initial decision of Comr.
Walker also had recommended that
INQUIRY into Canadian broadAyers Is V.P.
approval be granted to transfer of
casting and television was announced in Ottawa Wednesday
to Wolfson-Meyer Theatre
WALTER C. AYERS, senior part- WTVJ
coincident with the opening of
Enterprises. Permittee is Southern
ner for several years in the firm of Radio
and Television Equipment
Parliament. The activities of CBC
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance,
and other governmental cultural
Co.
The
Commission's
earlier
order
Detroit, has been elected executive
of revocation was based upon al- agencies is being investigated by
vice president of the advertising
the Royal Commission, according
leged concealment and misrepresentation of ownership.
agency.
to the announcement.
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terest. Investing one company
with so much power over publicly
owned channels of communication
raises serious questions of free
speech and monopoly and must be

Coy Sees More Space by End of '49
TV
CHANNELS
TELEVISION broadcasters were
missed a great opportunity to
either high-definition black-andshowcase the best of their pro- carefully weighed."
reassured last week that, in the be- white or color television is now
practical
and
feasible,
the
Commisgram services; like, for example,
lief of FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
DR. IMRE FATAL
sion can hardly stand in the way
'The Man Who Came to Dinner'
"the need for additional channels
of such a development and thus on CBS Sunday night, Jan. 16, or
Tube Researcher Dead
will be met before the current year
'Papa Is All,' which was on NBC
retard progress."
is finished," and that the VHP
DR. IMRE F. RATAL, 54, noted
He considered it "inevitable"
the same night."
video freeze may be lifted within
that the present sound networks
He cautioned that "new tech- for his research in the electron
a few months.
tube field, died Jan. 19 in University
"will soon begin the task of revisniques" of television broadcasting
In a speech before a joint lunching their program structures and must be devised "or a considerable
Hospital, Philadelphia. Dr. Ratal,
eon meeting of the Radio Execumay end up with two network
segment of the population of the noted physicist and member of the
tives Club and the Advertising
services — one to areas with televi- country may be without television
staff of Franklin
Institute's
Bartol
sion service available and one to service." He cited Stratovision as Research
Club of Boston last Tuesday, he
Foundation,
Swarthmore,
areas where television is not availsubstantially reiterated his statea possible contribution to the covPa., was credited with development of a few days earlier that
erage solution, but saw some highments in radio tube cathodes, imFCC hopes the UHF video channels
Of the programs inaugurating
policy questions rising out of
provements intelevision tubes and
able".
may be opened before the end of the coaxial link between the EastStratovision's potential:
a new process for darkened glass.
ern
and
Midwestern
TV
networks
the year [Broadcasting, Jan. 24].
Before coming to this country,
"Sometime in the near future the
[Broadcasting, Jan. 17], Mr. Coy FCC will determine if this novel
Dr. Ratal was in charge of televiBut, he warned, it's not yet
sion and radio research laboraknown definitely whether FCC now
said he "had the feeling . . . and method is technically feasible and
whether assigning exclusive chantories in his native Hungary and
has sufficient propagation data to it still persists, that television
nels for nationwide coverage in Holland. He is survived by his
write UHF video standards. A broadcasters did not put their best
foot forward on that night. They
this way would be in the public in- wife, Agi Jambor, a concert pianist.
further hearing on this subject
may be necessary but is "by no
means certain," he added.
He said his own "present thinking" is that 50 to 70 additional
channels may be required for "a
nationwide competitive system" of
television. At present there are 12
channels. The UHF TV band, extending from 475 to 890 mc, would
accommodate 69 6-mc channels, but
considerably fewer if 12, 14 or 16
mc channels were necessary.
///
In discussing the lifting of the
at 630-'
VHF freeze, Mr. Coy did not go
a Baby
VfeiayM
quite as far in the prepared text of
his Boston speech as he went at
the CBS Television Clinic in New
York the preceding Friday. In
I 1
New York he predicted the freeze
would be removed by April or early
May. In the Boston text he renewed his original estimate of six
to nine months, pointed out that
March 30 will mark the end of six
T
months, and said:
"I am sure the 'freeze' cannot
be lifted before then, but it is still
a good target date."
' He also said he expected a report "within a -few weeks" from
FCC-industry engineers studying
technical data relating to VHF
television standards.
"It is my belief that there is
substantial agreement on the correctness of the data," he said. "If
I am correct in that assumption
then it can be expected that the
Commission may within a few
weeks be able to submit proposed
revisions of Standards of Good Engineering Practice for television."
Chairman Coy noted that industry spokesmen seemed agreed that
most or all of the UHF band should
be used for the present TV system
and that high-definition black-andwhite or color would have to wait
for future development. "It is almost unnecessary to observe that
such a position is compatible with
their present interests," he said,
adding:

YES

. , . any minute now KMAC will be the proud possessor of a nice fat 5,000
watts, unlimited, at 630 . , , and we're all sweating out the big event. And
along with us, there's an audience of one and one-quarter MILLION awaiting the
new arrival . . . here in the nation's 27th market. Let Pearson give you the details !
MUTUAL

SAN

ANTONIO
T
S
N

M
B
S

"The Commission must, however,
look at the problem from the point
of view of the public interest. If
BROADCASTING
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KMAC-KISS
Howard
W. (Papa) Davis^ owner
Represented Nationally by John E. Pearson Company
January 31, 1949
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Free Speech Battle
(Continued from page 27)
of legislation having the effect of
law and backed up by the most
sinister method of punishment in
our system of law."
Most of the facts in the case
were stipulated in an agreement
among counsel, with stations (except WBAL) conceding they had
made the broadcasts that aroused
the court's ire last July.
Judge Gray and counsel agreed
that use of the terms "publication"
and "freedom of press" and similar
words applied to broadcasting as
well as newspapers.
Several times suggestion was
made that Gov. William Preston
Lane Jr. should have been cited
for contempt because he congratulated Baltimore police for capturing the murder suspect. Similar
action against police officials who
announced the prisoner had confessed also was proposed.
Opens Prosecution
Opening the prosecution, Anselm Sodaro, assistant states attorney, said the court's contempt
power is inherent under common
law. He introduced Attorney Murphy as his only witness. J. Harold
Grady, another assistant states attorney, contended that trial by
newspaper seriously impaired the
right of accused persons to an imYOUR

NEW

partial trial and must not be allowed to interfere with the administration of criminal law.
Charles G. Page, appearing with
George Coachran Doub for the
Senior Bar Assn. of Baltimore,
cited right to a fair trial under
Maryland's Bill of Rights and said
trial by newspaper is nonexistent
in England. He felt the power of
the courts must not be impaired by
legislation.
Shriver Appearance
J. Nicholas Shriver presented the
case of the Junior Bar Assn. of
Baltimore. Associated with him
were James B. Maginnis, E. Paul
Mason Jr. and James R. Crock Jr.
Mr. Shriver traced the English
common law history of contempt
powers and asked the court to
take
notice "that
you don't
listenjudicial
to out-of-town
stations
but
to your local' stations." He apparently referred to statements that
WTOP Washington, for example,
had Baltimore coverage and carried news about the murderer without being subject to the Baltimore
court's censorship.
Joseph L. Paper, associated with
John H. Skeen Jr. in representing
the Maryland Civil Liberties Committee, too, took issue with the
national organization's position and
argued on behalf of the court's
powers. He conceded Rule 904 restricts freedom of the press and
cited the Hauptmann case as an
example of a trial in which newspapers "decided they were king."

CHEVROLET

OR

BUICK

FLINT . . .
world's 2nd
city.
automobile
FLINT,
Bay City
and
Saginaw
do most
of tlie business for E.
Centra! Michigan. Until WTAC, Flint and
six surrounding counties had no adequate
NBC coverage. Now,
WTAC-NBC covers
Michigan's
2nd million
marIcet . . . the
listeners with the billion dollar income.

TRENDLE-CAMPBELL BROADCASTING CORP
1000 Watts Day — 500 Night
Paul H. Raymer, Representative
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Hilary W. Cans, for WITH and
Mr. Connolly, reduced the case to
two issues — validity of Rule 904;
but assuming its validity, did
the broadcasts support the contempt citations? He pointed out
that both sides concede Rule 904
is based
on Therefore
the "tendency"
tempt rule.
the rulecon-is
invalid since predicated on a standard no longer part of the law, he
argued. "We can't be held in conhe said.tempt of a rule which is invalid,"
All jurors will be influenced
somewhat by publication of news
about criminals but this doesn't
prevent a fair trial, he contended.
Mr. Fly, closing the Wednesday
argument, contended that if this
proceeding involves the "right of
a radio station to squawk," then
everyone might as well go home.
Free speech protects the vast reading and listening public, he contended. "This is an awfully grave
case," he added. "I didn't think
there was anything like this in the
country. I'm not surprised that
our friends (prosecution) had to go
to England to support their position. Give us a fettered press and
our democracy is in danger. The
only thing certain is that you have
a substantial abridgement of liberties guaranteed by the First and
14th Amendments."
WCBM Testimony
W. Frank Every and Paul D. P.
Spearman represented WCBM Baltimore. Their brief described Rule
904 as vague and ambiguous, denying equal process rights under the
14th Amendment. The rule has no
control over broadcasts and news
dissemination originating outside
the state, they reminded. The restraints were declared to amount to
censorship, prohibited by Article
40 of the Maryland Declaration of
Rights and the U. S. Constitution.
The rule was said to control the
time of making the material public,
not the nature of the matter.
NAB cited Section 326 of the
Communications Act as forbidding
censorship. Don Petty, for NAB,
covered court decisions on the contempt rule and said the court was
acting as a "board of censors."
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn., represented by William K.
Van Allen, flatly opposed the
court's contempt
casting, Jan. 24].procedure [BroadWilliam L. Marbury and John W.
T. Webb, for WFBR Baltimore,
pointed out that the Baltimore
judges often disagree on whether
individual stories violate Rule 904,
with one newspaper getting an adverse ruling while its competitor
was receiving a favorable opinion
and printing the material. The
Maryland Act of 1853 forbids
courts from inflicting summary
punishment for contempt, they argued in their brief, reminding that
contempt powers arose from the
need of maintaining order in the
courtroom. They cited constitutional guarantees and insisted publication of press releases by public
officials cannot be treated as contempt.
In his oral argument Thursday

BERLE SHOW TOPS
N. Y. TV Hooper for Jan.
FOR THE fifth consecutive time,
Milton Berle's Texaco Star Theatre
(NBC-TV, Tuesdays, 8-9 p.m. for
the Texas Co'.), tops all New York
TV Hooperatings, according to the
C. E. Hooper Inc. January report.
The report gives the Texaco
show a 79.6 rating.
Hitting a second-place 60.0, Arthur Godfrey and His Friends,
(Liggett & Myers) established an
all-time record 97% sponsor identification. The figures represent the
program's premiere broadcast.
TOP TEN TV HOOPERATINGS
vision Programs)
(Regularly Scheduled
Sponsored TeleJanuary 1949
Station Rating
WNBT
Texaco
Star
Theatre
1.
Arthur Godfrey and
His Friends
TV
3. Arthur
Talent Godfrey's
Scouts
TV
Toast of the Town
WCBS- TV
WNBT
Kraft
TV
Theatre
5.2.
Amateur Hour
WABD
WCBSWe, the People
TV
Arrow Show
WNBT
4. Dunninger and
WNBT
Winchell
WCBS10.6. Gulf Show
WNBT
7.
8.
9.
PERFECT CIRCLE
Sponsoring Speed Classic
FOR the fourth consecutive year,
Perfect Circle Corp., Hagerstown,
Ind. (pistons), will sponsor the 500
mile Indianapolis Speedway Races
Day. MBS network on Memoover rialthe
More than 500 stations will carry
the May 30 event, with race descriptions to be reported during
four diflFerent broadcast periods.
Bill Slater,
Mutual's acewillcommentator and sportscaster,
act as
chief announcer. Agency for the
sponsor
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,isChicago.
Mr. Spearman said regulation of
interstate and foreign commerce is
up to Congress, which has preemptedcasting.
the right
FCC has to
thecontrol
specificbroadright
to control "all" interstate and foreign transmissions, he said, reminding that under Federal law
"there is no such animal as an intrastate broadcast." As a result.
Rule 904 "has to be thrown right
out the window," he claimed, being
a threat and burden to the broadcasting of news in interstate commerce. WCBM signals are transmitted to other states, he said, a
fact stipulated in the case.
Arguing
Neubauer
said for
theWSID,
stationJohnis J.outside
Baltimore city and out of the
court's jurisdiction the same as the
Eastern Shore and other parts of
Maryland. Even if its broadcasts
in the murder case had been heard
in Baltimore, WSID is not guilty
since the prosecution failed to
prove they were actually heard in
the city, it was contended.
Judge
Gray wound
up the
day afternoon
session
by Thursasking
counsel to submit further argument Friday on constitutional questions.
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Merits
TV

of AM,

FM

Tested

halo outlines around the images.
what.
AM synchronization was off some-

at Laurel

PICTURE

FCC last week unveiled its laboratory tests of an PM television picture
to a group of industry engineers. The demonstration was staged at the
Commission's laboratory outside Laurel, Md., about half way between
Washington
and Baltimore. ^
The experiments are designed to
ating the equipment and explainshow relative merits of AM and
ing various aspects of the tests
FM pictures from an interference
was Willmar K. Roberts, assistant
standpoint [Broadcasting, Jan.
chief, aided by Frank D. Craig,
17].
engineer.
Though the FM pictures showed
Three Receivers Used
less interference effect in some
Two TV receivers were set up in
portions of the tests, the opposite
was true at other times. This led the laboratory, 12-inch DuMont
some of the engineers present at Chatham models. One was modified as an FM receiver, containing
the experiment to question the
a limiter and discriminator but not
value of FM pictures as compared
including sound. The two receivers
to the present AM images.
were driven by a third receiver,
Most of the engineers present
which picked up TV stations in
spoke favorably of the experiments
Washington and Baltimore.
as another step in the long-time
First test showed FM and AM
visual art, but there seemed to be
a feeling that FM transmission of video modulation from a local
pictures could not be developed in monoscope source, using desired to
undesired signal levels of 1 to 1, 4
time for allocation of the ultrato 1, 10 to 1, 20 to 1 and 100 to 1.
high frequency band within a year.
Washington test patFM made its best showing at The WNBW
tern was on the screen.
Laurel in demonstrations of coMost of the time there was little
channel and adjacent-channel in- difference in picture quality.
terference. When multipath or
Then co-channel interference
ghosting effects were produced
was demonstrated between two AM
artifically, FM didn't show superivideo signals on Channel 4 and
ority.
two FM video signals on Channel
The demonstration was in charge
5. At 4 to 1, the FM picture had
of Edward W. Chapin, chief of the a beat distributed over the freFCC Laboratories Division. Operquency. With AM, the synchroniHits Government Inroads
In Puerto Rico Radio

QUINONES
THE PRECEDENT of a government-owned and operated commercial
station is being established in Puerto Rico now, U. S. broadcasters were
warned last Thursday by Jose Ramon Quinones, president of WAPA
San Juan, P. R., in a Puerto Rico Day address before the Radio Execu★
tives Club of New York.
income tax but on private stations
He said he came before American broadcasters to plead his case, 29%.
3. Government - owned stations
which, he asserted, involved unfair
competition by government against pay no income tax, but privatelybusiness. He further warned that owned stations do.
4. Government - owned stations
if a government-owned commercial
pay no interest on debts.
station could happen in Puerto
5. Government advertising exRico, an American territory, it
penditures will now go to the govcould happen here in any state.
ernment station to the hurt of priHe traced the establishment of
vate radio.
the government-owned AM station
Mr. Quinones then said :
in San Juan and of two FM sta"I day,
want
your attention
tions, all licensed by FCC to the
that if tothiscall
situation
is allowed to-to
develop in an American territory
Island's Communications Authorwhere American citizens live, where
ity. He said the 10-kw AM sta- American law prevails, and a precedent is definitely set, how can there be
tion was not, for the time being
objection to any state government
selling time, but was permitted to constructing
or owning one, two, ten
do so.
or fifty
radio
their respective states
and stations
operatingin commercially
Its existence, with this right to in competition with the rest of the
owned by private persons or
sell time, was a threat to Island stations
entities in said state? If this precedent
broadcasters and ultimately to is permitted and accepted, why should
federal government not own or
U. S. stations, he indicated. He the
control two, ten or fifty stations in
different
parts of this nation, with 50
said it was built with taxpayers'
100,000 watts power and operating
money, some of which was paid by or
on commercial basis to compete with
private radio stations, and was per- the nation's private broadcasters?"
mitted to operate under these conThomas Muniz, president of the
ditions which were unfair to pri- Puerto Rico Broadcasters Associavate broadcasters.
tion, also spoke. He was presented
1. The government station is ex- with the original of the proclamacluded from the 19.8% internal
tion opening Puerto Rico ports to
revenue tax on radio or electrical
world trade in 1815 by Caii Haverequipment imposed on privatelylin, president of the Radio Execuowned stations.
tives Club. Mr. Haverlin greeted
2. Non-resident artists on the the Puerto Rican visitors in their
native tongue.
government station must pay 12%
BROADCASTING
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zation suffered from interference.
At 10 to 1, FM was better, showing slight moving vertical bars as
AM was marred by heavy bars and
background interference.
At 20 to 1, FM interference was
fine in detail without herringbone
or stripes whereas AM had a large
beat. At 100 to 1 the moving component was apparent on FM but to
the average viewer the difference
between AM and FM was not
noticeable.
Interference from signals other
than TV (CW) was demonstrated.
Both FM and AM were hopeless at
1 to 1. At 10 to 1 FM was good,
with AM showing moving diagonal
bars. In FM the beats did not line
up in regular patterns. At 2 to 1,
FM was quite superior to AM. It
was pointed out by Mr. Roberts
that there always is a point on an
FM set where interference can be
minimized at some sacrifice in definition.
Multipath Tests
FM failed to show up so well in
the multipath or ghost tests. Here
a 900-foot cable and attenuator
were used to create ghost effects
artifically. At 1 to 1, the AM picture had a ghost of about i4-inch
displacement on the screen. The
FM screen showed brilliant white
SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S

For over

With 5 to 1 signal ratio, AM was
brighter, with black and white
ghosts. It appeared at least as
good as FM which had flashing
diagonal lines some of the time.
RCA representatives recalled
their FM picture tests nearly a
decade ago in which laboratory results were extremely promising. In
the field, however, the results of 1
kw transmission from the Empire
State Bldg. in New York were extremely disappointing, it was explained. These tests played an important role in the later recommendations of National Television
System Committee and Radio Technical Planning Board against use
of FM picture transmission. Those
tests showed barely noticeable
effects in AM, with FM faring
badly by
comparison.
results were
obtained inSimilar
wartime
Project Ring, in which AM and
FM picture transmission were compared in airborne tests.
Those observing the demonstration
included Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith,
DuMont Labs.; T. A. M. Craven, Ronald H. Culver, George M. Lohnes and
Lawrence R. Poast, of Craven, Lohnes
& Culver; Ray D. Kell, Dr. George H.
Brown, Raymond E. Simonds, RCA;
Dixie B. McKey, consultant; Oscar C.
Hirsch, Robert Hirsch. KFVS Cape
Girardeau,
George CBS;
P. Adair,
consultant; JayMo.;
W. Wright,
Dr. Frank
G. Kear, ABC; K. R. Cooke, WGBI
Scranton, Pa.; John P. McGoldrick,
WQAN Scranton;
Cy Braum,
chief, FM
Broadcast
Division,
FCC; Royal
V.
Howard, Neal McNaughten. Charles A.
Batson, Harold Fair, Ben Miller, NAB.
RADIO STATION

Pioneer,

24

years, WDBJ
has maintained
FIRST
in

place

PRESTIGE,

COVERAGE,

SERVICE

LISTENERSHIP
and
Ask

most

of

in

and

Roanoke

Southwest

Virginia.

Free § Peters!

CBS . 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES- WOULD CORPORATION
WDBJ
ROANOKE,
VA,
FREE & PETERS, INC.. National Representatives
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AM

Senate
(Continued from page 23)
each. The general counsel, chief
accountant and chief engineer
would be directly under the Commission.

#FM

TELEVISION

The report sounded a "note of
caution" with respect to the proposal, in connection with the panel
system which FCC is considering,
that the chairman devote himself
to administrative duties and serve
on no panel. The chairman, said
the report, "is the responsible head
of the agency and it cannot, by its
own rules, lift from him the responsibility that the law lays upon

TOWERS

Creation of an FCC "legal review board" apart from the law
him." and assigned solely to aid
bureau
the Commission in reviewing proposed decisions and writing iinal
decisions also was recommended.
This, the subcommittee felt, would
obviate "many" criticisms of FCC.
Blaming FCC's administrative
faults basically upon "an archaic
and clumsy organization of its administrative machinery," the report
said:
"We are aware that the Commission, even today, frequently ignores and by-passes its own rules
in arriving at decisions; that it
continues the extra-legal conduct of
judicial law-making which is repugnant to sound regulation; and
that on occasion it arrogates to
itself powers and authority which
we fail to perceive in the basic
Would Offset Criticism

' t I Erection detail of 490' AMFM-TV tower for WAZL,
Hazleton, Pennsylvania.

i

STAINLESS,

INC.

50 CHURCH STREET.
N. Y. C.
PLANT: NORTH
PrE^ 46
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PA.

The subcommittee felt "an interAct."
nal reorganization" could eliminate or modify "a great deal of the
very valid criticism made against
the Commission." But of the panel
system of organization it said:
We temmust
that the
has its observe
weaknesses.
We panel
believesys-it
is one of the axioms of judicial procedure that the body created to render
decisions is expected to render those
decisions as a whole. Litigants have a
right to expect that a decision which
may vitally affect them has been passed
upon by the entire Commission created
to make such adjudications.
Many Members of Congress feel, and
we believe rightly, that creation of a
panel system may result in bypassing
of the Commission as a whole with contested decisions being left to three
Commissioners,
which could mean
under certain circumstances
that one
Commissioner finally decides the issue.
On the other hand, we are aware that
the Commission must find a method of
speeding up its work and reducing the
current backlog of cases, which we are
informed represents as much as 15
months' work.
The subcommittee felt that contested cases in particular need the
attention of the full Commission.
It suggested that such a case might
be assigned to a committee or
group of Commissioners to write
the final decision, but with "the
fullest bers.
consideration"
all memIn uncontestedby cases
the
subcommittee's decision "would
naturally become the final decision
of the whole Commission unless
objected to by the majority."
With respect to its proposal for
cease-and-desist orders, the subcommittee pointed out that the law
now provides the same penalty —
revocation — for all types of viola-

tion. "Obviously," the report said,
"the Commission would be reluctant to revoke a license for a minor
offense and therefore minor offenses
may be committed almost with impunity." The report continued:
Your subcommittee recommends,
therefore, the enactment of a section
which would authorize the issuance of
cease-and-desist orders for less serious
violations. The revocation penalty
would remain in effect for two classes
of violations: (1) For cases in which
the Commission learns of facts or conditions after the granting of a license
which would have warranted it to refuse a license originally had it known
those
facts; order.
(2) for Both
violation
a ceaseand-desist
the ofrevocation
and cease-and-desist procedure would
remain, of course, subject to judicial
appeal.
The fraud statute recommended
by the subcommittee would be designed primarily to plug a loophole. In most cases, the report
noted, licensees are victims rather
than perpetrators of fraud schemes
using radio, so that there is no
basis for proceeding against them.
Consequently, the perpetrators
can't be reached by present law unless their schemes also employ the
mails.
Doubt FCC's Authority
Messrs. Tobey and McFarland
held that "in the absence of
affirmative legislation authorizing
power in excess of 50,000 w, we
doubt the Commission's legal authority to grant power in excess
of 50,000 w." This belief stemmed
from the so-called Wheeler Resolution of 1938, which held it to be
the sense of the Senate that no station should use more than 50 kw
The subcommittee took the Compower.
mission to task for not having continued "the policy it began years
ago of duplicating so-called clear
channels in the interest of better
use of scarce radio frequencies."
Text of the subcommittee's recom endations onthe clear-channel
and high-power question, on the
outcome of which depends the fate
of the clear-channel stations and
their
bid for power in the 500-750
kw range:
(a) Thatcreasingsince
question ofof AM
inpower fortheoperation
radio stations above the present limit
of 50,000 w involves a basic, fundamental policyportance
of the
national
imconcernedhighest
with the
economic
and political health of the U. S., it is a
questionminedwhich
can Congress
legally bethrough
deteronly by the
the enactment of legislation (the Com-

FCC'S PANELS
Report Doubts Legality
THE TOBEY-McFARLAND communications report to the Senate
Interstate Commerce Commission
(see story, page 23) sent observers
scurryingcationstoAct when
look upit the
Communidiscussed
the
legal authority for establishment
of the panel system which FCC has
been 10].
considering [Broadcasting,
Jan.
The report held that "adoption
of the panel system without enactment of legislation specifically
dealing with the subject is not contemplated by the existing law,
which contemplates that all decisions must be made by the whole
Here, in part, is what Sec. 5 of
Commission."
the
Communications Act provides
with respect to the division system:
The Commission is hereby authorized
by its order to divide the members
thereof into not more than three divisions, each to consist
of notdivision
less thanso
three members
. . . Each
constituted shall have power and
authority
by a majority
thereof toreport,
hear
and
determine,
order, certify,
or otherwise act as to any of said work,
business, or functions so assigned or
referred to it for action by the Conunission, sionand
in respect
the divishall have
all thethereof
jurisdiction
and
powers now or then conferred by law
upon the Commission, and be subject
to the same duties and obligations . .
mission obviously has reversed its interpretation of the law and has abandoned its own precedents of duplicating
clear
channels);
that such legislation should not be considered
until
after the North American Regional
Broadcasting
Conference
is
held;
thereafter the Commission be invited to
make recommendations
for such
legislative changes as it deems
advisable
with respect to these matters;
(b) That if it is deemed essential to
circulate this superpower
country's views
on the
clear-channel
question
among the other signatories to the
NARBA prior to said Conference, the
U. S. should
declare
that since
the Con-of
gress has never
authorized
operation
domestic AM radio stations with power
in excess of 50,000 w in this country,
the U. S. will advocate such 50,000 w
power limitation for all signatories
(with each
signatory
having the
authorprescribe
of its
own
clearity tochannels
as such
best use
serves
its own
listenersterest butandno the
country's
public
signatory shall share inor
duplicate the clear channels heretofore
assigned to any other signatory): and
(c) That
the recommendations.
FCC be promptly advised of these
The subcommittee said "we reject completely the argument that
the FCC should render a decision
forthwith in the clear-channel case
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so that U. S. policy on this question would be established for the
purpose of informing the other
countries now of what our position
is to be at the forthcoming Conference. It would be a new departure
in Government, in our experience,
for a regulatory agency decision
involving private litigants to become binding as formulating what
this country's policy should be in
an international treaty."
Messrs. Tobey and McFarland
said they knew that a number of
other NARBA nations "do not look
with favor" on U. S. use of 500 to
750 kw. The U. S., they added,
should oppose "excessive power" in
other countries, "for our own
good." They noted that "such highpower operation in Mexico at the
present time already provides serious interference with stations
ranging from Florida to California."
The subcommittee said it was
aware of contentions that the clearchannel case involves engineering
questions which should be left to
the FCC. "We reject that contention as unrealistic, bureaucratic,
and not in accord with the formulation of the Communications Act
and the legal precedents thereunder," they declared. They regarded
the issue as a policy matter of
national importance which should
be decided by Congress.
The report said:
We deem it essential to point out
here that the most effective and available means of bringing additional AM
radio service to . . . underserved areas
is toentduplicate
in stations.
those areasThere
the presclear-channel
is no
sound reason, either from an engineering or policy standpoint, why the same
channel now occupied by a New York
or Chicago or Louisville station could
not also be assigned to a station located
in Texas,
or Arizona,
or Utah,
or Colorado, or Idaho,
or eastern
Washington
to provide additional radio service to
those areas.
... In fact, we suggest that under
the Communications Act, the Commission has a duty under the fair-andequitable-distribution-of -facilities section tomentmake
a better and
of frequencies
than fairer
now assignexists;
we do not believe that exclusive use of
a frequency by a single licensee is in
accord with the clear meaning of the
law.
The report harked back to Sen.
Tobey's probe of FM progress in
hearings succeeding those on the
1948 Johnson Bill.
Obviously referring to PM Inventor Edwin H. Armstrong's
fight with FCC over its reallocaIn
Altoona, Pa.,
It's
ROY F. THOMPSON
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Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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tion of FM, the report accused the
Commission of sometimes being
"overawed and too much impressed" by the engineering views
of representatives of "major commercial interests in the industry."
The report continued:
. . . We earnestly recommend that
this tion
committee
continue
its investigainto this phase
of Commission
and
industry operations with the purpose
of a complete
of every
influence that hasexploration
been exerted
to bring
about various decisions.
We recommend this course because
only by such pitiless exposures can we
hope
to make ofcertain
that yet-to-bemade decisions
the greatest
and most
paramount importance to the American
people in the field of electronics generally and radio television specifically
will beterestreally
in the general public ininterests. and not for the benefit of vested
The subcommittee upheld FCC
against charges of censorship
through
program review, declaring:
"To us it appears ridiculous to
hold that a person operating under
a federal license shall not be answerable to a constituted authority
for his performance under that license ... In view of the repeated
court decisions which confirm our
interpretation of the Act, we see
no need for and recommend no legislative changes in the Act in this
respect."
BASEBALL RATE
Revision Sought by WU
NEW

RATES permitting subscribers to sell Western Union's
direct-wire baseball play-by-play
service to other stations are being
prepared by Western Union for
filing with FCC.
The proposed new charges were
disclosed by the company last week
in the release of a telegram answering protests raised by Edward
Breen, president and general manager of KVFD and KFMY (FM)
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Mr. Breen, also NAB board member for small stations, had wired
FCC and Western Union that he
understood the rates were to be
raised for subscribers to the directwire service if they feed re-creations of games to associated stations. He said this would "result
in death of many small baseball
networks including one of which I
Union Vice President
am Western
president."
W. S. Fowler replied that the present contracts "include the condition that the service is furnished to
individual subscribers who may not
sell or give away the reports to
others.
"In order to permit dissemination of the service to others a new
tariff is being prepared for filing
which will give radio stations subscribing to the service the privilege of selling it to other stations in
the
same network," Mr. Fowler
continued.
The new rates, in addition to the
stathe "control"
presenttion, charge
will be $5to each
for the first
five additional stations, $2.50 each
for the next five, and $1.50 for each
station over 11 in any network,
WU reported.

• Telecasting

Capitol Hill
(Continued from page 29)
Commissioners from $10,000 to
$17,500 per annum.
Quick subcommittee approval of
the measure was expected with
possible full committee action by
tomorrow (Feb. 1). It may reach
the Senate floor by Feb. 3.
No hearings on this legislative
proposal were scheduled last week
by the House Post Office and Civil
Service Committee, which has a
similar bill before it.
During an organizational meeting Jan. 25, the House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee
agreed to the establishment of subcommittees.
Formation of a communications
subcommittee reportedly was not
authorized but the possibility of its
creation at a later date has not
been dismissed.
A seven-month extension of the
voluntary allocation program under which scarce materials are
rationed among industrial users
was unanimously approved Jan. 26
by the Senate Bankin^; and Currency Committee. A companion
measure was favorably reported
Jan.
mittee.27 by the House Banking ComCensus Bill
A second bill (HR-1688) seeking
inclusion of a housing census in the
1950 decennial census was introduced Jan. 20 by Rep. George P.
Miller (D-Calif.).
In this measure and in a similar
one (HR-1215) introduced by Rep.
John E. Fogarty (D-R. I.) [Broadcasting, Jan. 24], lies the only hope
for a radio census question in 1950.
Both measures have been assigned to the House Post Office and
Civil Service Committee.
A companion census measure
(S-688) was introduced Jan. 27 in
the
was Senate
referredbytoRep.
the O'Conor.
Senate PostIt
Office and Civil Service Committee.
Rep. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio)
introduced a measure (HR-1711)
Jan. 24 to provide for the dissemination of technological, scientific
and engineering information to
American business and industry.'
Congressman Crosser's proposal
is designed to clarify and define the
functions and responsibilities of
the Department of Commerce as a
central clearinghouse for such
data.
Tax Repeal Measures
Additional agitation for repeal
of taxes on telegraph, radio and
cable services was evidenced last
week.
Rep. Wesley A. D'Ewart (RMont.) introduced a measure (HR1893) Jan. 27 to repeal the wartime increases on these taxes. A
similar measure was offered in the
House that day by Rep. James I.
Dolliver (R-Iowa).
Previously two other measures
for outright repeal of the taxes
were presented to the 81st Congress.
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Prods

(Continued from page 22)
self on record as being "firmly and
unequivocally opposed to this or
any other compromise on this ques-

NOW!

52 WtEKlX

Johnson

January 31, 1949

Transmittal to Congress of the
tion." that "the overwhelming maview
jority of the radio stations in this
country oppose superpower and
clear channel operation" failed, he
said.
They failed, also, in bringing the
issue "home to the people in your
own communities and states," according to the legislator.
There is a place for AM radio
and the clear channel fight should
not be abandoned in view of the
apparent proximity of mass television, Sen. Johnson told the broadcasters. He said :
I also understand that some of the independent broadcasters believe that
this
doesn't ismake
difference
sincefight
television
goingmuch
to destroy
all
of you of anyway.
you isbelieve
None
the clear Don't
channels
planningit!
on suspending because of television. If
there is a place for them, there is a
place for you.velopment;
Television
greatitde-is
people like isit a and
bound to grow. But it will be many,
many years before a television program
will be available in every town and
hamlet and farm and ranch house in
this country. For years there will be
room for radio, as we know it today.
But conceding that television is the
coming
isn'thave
it clear
you
quit now thing,
you will
takenthat
a bigif step
towardsion as barring
yourselves
from
televiit improves and expands. The
defeatist viewpoint echoed by some of
the independent broadcasters is exactly
the viewpoint that the big stations and
networks want you to have. They want
you to quietly fold up your AM and FM
operations so that when they are ready,
they, tionand
will be in a posito takeonlyoverthey,
television.
. . . The most equitable and stabilizing
thing that could be done for the radio
industry
this period
of conversionof
from
auralin radio
to a combination
aural and video is to assure AM and FM
licensees that they will not be denied
the
to get invideo
on thechannels
ground
flooropportunity
when additional
are made available by new scientific
development
already well past the initial stage.
The issue of higher power and
clear channels was labelled "the
most important issue in AM radio
today" by Sen. Johnson. He said:
It is important to broadcasters from
an economic standpoint. If and when
24 stations
in thiswith
country
author-of
ized to operate
750,000are watts
■power,
2,000
stations
are
going
wither on the vine ... I regard thisto
glaring situation as alarming not only
because the radio tail will wag the
radio dog but because super power
means domination of the air waves —
domination
proe-rammine
— domina-of
tion by a fewofpowerful
corporations
what the citizens of America must
hear. There will be no middle class of
broadcaster":. Either ra'lio will be bis;
and powerful or small and strictly
local. Super nower n'us clear channels
nlus four mentumnetworks
in businessplus
spella slower
disastermo-to
your group.
The question of upped power and
clear channels. Sen. Johnson maintained, can be properly settled only
by the Congress and "not by the
quasi-judicial arm, the FCC, which
Congress created to administer
radio policies and radio law."
On this matter. Sen. Johnson
held:
. . . when three vital sections of the
law licareinterest
considered
— the which
pubsection, together
the section
requires competition in radio broadcasting, and the equitable allocation of
frequencies section — the Commission
does not have the legal right under the
law to make a decision granting power
above 50,000 watts. I make this statement fully realizing that the Commis-

sion is given the power under Section
303. I insist the Commission was correct, and that
accordance withitthewaslawfunctioning
when for inyears
it followed the principle of duplicating
clear channels. I assert that the Commission has reversed itself on the
policy of duplicating clear channels
and that should it grant any power in
excess of 50,000 watts It would act without due regard for the welfare of the
listening public. To the contrary it
would be acting in the interests of
special
and intent
monopoly
violationprivilege
of the clear
of theandlaw.in
Sen. Johnson told the anti-clear
band that his position was
"strongly fortified" by a report of
a communications subcommittee of
the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee (see separate story, page 23.)
Informed that a clear channel
decision was forthcoming from the
Commission a few weeks ago, Sen.
Johnson discussed the matter with
Chairman Wayne Coy.
At that time, Sen. Johnson explained "I made clear to him that I
would regard it as unfortunate if
the Commission were to render a
decision prior to the North American Regional Broadcast Conference, scheduled for next fall."
Sen. Johnson insists that the
Commission "cannot and must not
commit the United States to a
policy affecting all of North America" a few months prior to the
September NARBA conference in
Canada.
No Interference
It was the contention of the legislator that "this country's position
at the approaching NARBA conference should be that no AM radio
station in any North American
country be operated with more
than 50,000 watts of power to the
end that we do not interfere with
them and they do not interfere with
us, as is the case today with Mexican and Cuban stations."
The Commission should recommend to Congress whatever legislation is needed if basic legislation
is needed after the NARBA agreement to implement the principles
agreed upon then.
Giveaways
(Continued from page 26)
questioned whether a 20-Hoopered
giveaway would sell as much as a
14-H6oper (which, by peculiar coincidence isthe Take It or Leave It
rating) show having a warm, personal relationship between audience and performers.
Even if a giveaway show does
result in satisfactory sales, Mr.
Moore said, it can at best only be a
short-term vehicle, stopping when
the giveaway fad ends, as he believes itwill.
"So, the sponsor who has placed
his money on this type of show
may find, when the cycle ends, the
need of finding something entirely
new by the costly trial and error
method," he said.
He felt that the Jack Benny type
of show, the comedy-tunes-girls
vehicle, while taking longer to
build a loyal audience, will always
be a sponsor's cheapest, best, longrun selling vehicle if the sponsor
can make the initial investment.

Code vs. FCC
(Continued from page iO)
arbitrary or extreme measures designed to enforce the standards
might very well wreck NAB itself
and thus destroy the organization
which is now engaged in the process of education, looking toward
understanding, compliance and
implementation
the medical
standards."
He noted that of
in the
and
law professions "much work has
been done to secure self regulation
and thus convince people that there
is little need for governmental discipline to control
'Handsthem."
Off'
Asked his opinions as to the use
by FCC of the standards when stations are applying for license renewals. Judge Miller expressed the
"hope" that FCC will "keep its
hands strictly off the standards and
make no reference whatever to
them in any of its proceedings —
either in support of its decisions
or in derogation of the wisdom of
my personal opinion, the
the"In
standards."
comments of my old friend Charles
Denny, then chairman of FCC, at
the 1947 Atlantic City NAB Convention, to the effect that FCC
would use the standards for this
purpose,
was onethatof has
the ever
most been
unwise statements
made by a representative of the
FCC. It failed completely to take
account of the difference, in purpose, of penal sanctions, governmentally applied, and of professional standards, self-imposed. It
will be my endeavor to persuade
the chairman of the FCC and the
several members of the Commission to give us an opportunity to
make our standards effective,
rather than to create distrust and
resentment against them by governmental interference."
EDWARD R. MURROW, CBS commentator, has been appointed chairman of the committee soliciting funds
in the New York radio field for Salvation Army's 1949 appeal.
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SALE

APPROVAL
Given Four Stations

CONSENT was granted by FCC
last week to sale of KBST Big
Spring, Tex., for $265,000 by Big
Spring Herald Broadcasting Co. to
\ new firm which includes individuals
i associated with that organization.
' Approval also was given to partial change in ownership of KUGNAM-FM Eugene, Ore., and to assignment of license of KFXD-AMFM Nampa, Ida., from Frank E.
Hurt and son, a partnership, to
new corporation of same ownership.
I Purchaser of KBST is Big
fepring Broadcasting Co., whose
^ownership includes: William J.
Wallace, KBST general manager
for five years, president and 40%
owner; Howard Barrett, manager
and 8% owner of KRBC Abilene,
Tex., and 10%' owner of Big Spring
Herald Broadcasting, vice president 20%; Lewis 0. Seibert, manager and 10% owner KGKL San
Angelo, Tex., secretary-treasurer
20%, and R. H. Whipkey, publisher
of the Big Spring Herald for past
five years, director 20%. Mr Whipkey held 1.33% in the KBST license and 1% interest in the Herald. Mr. Seibert also is 25% owner
of WEAR Pensacola, Fla., and
KELP El Paso, Tex.
Principals in Big Spring Herald
Broadcasting include : Houston
Harte, 232 of total 750 shares; Isabel Harte, 63 shares; M. B. Hanks,
232 shares; Eva Mae Hanks, 63
shares; Bonnie Davis, 75 shares
(10%). Group is identified in
ownership of the Herald. KBST is
assigned 250 w on 1490 kc.
KUGN was granted assignment
from C. H. Fisher and B. N. Phillips d/b as Valley Broadcasting Co.
to KUGN Inc., new firm owned by
Mr. Fisher and two new stockholders. Mr. Phillips sells his 50% interest for $50,000 to Otley E. Berke,
KUGN Inc. vice president, and Pete
R. Burke, secretary. The Berkes
each hold one-third interest in
Berke Bros. Construction Co., Portland. KUGN is assigned 250 w on
1400 kc.
KFXD is assigned 1 kw day, 500
w night, on 920 kc.
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AWARDS
Presentation Telecast by KTSL Los Angeles

HOLLYWOOD has long known its Presentation ceremonies were teleOscars but last week w&s introcast by KTSL,
with Walter
duced to Emmy awards developed
O'Keefe as m.c.
by the Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences. A day of seminar ses'
sions was capped by an award banquet attended by 700 people. Four FCC FORM
Emmys
and two other special
Revised for Estimates
awards were presented Tuesday
night at the Hollywood. Athletic
REVISED form for summary estiClub.
mates of broadcast revenues and
For the station award representexpenses for preceeding year was
adopted by FCC last week with first
ing "overall achievement in 1948"
Paramount's KTLA received a report (1948) due to be filed with
plaque. It was presented to Klaus
the Commission March 1. Proposal
Landsberg, West Coast director of to incorporate data on expenses had
Paramount Television.
been reported in late December
The technical Emmy went to [Broadcasting, Dec. 27, 1948].
Charles Mesak of Don Lee's KTSL
Inclusion of expenses was ordered
for "outstanding advancement" in by the Commission in recognition of
the development of the phase fader
rapid upward movement of
which permits change of white on "the
black to black on white in use of broadcast expenses during recent
years" and in order to provide "a
title cards.
more accurate appraisal of the
"Outstanding personality of the broadcast industry's financial exyear" Emmy went to Shirley Dinsperience."stations
AM, FM,
and international
are TV
covered.
dale for her voice and partner
dummy, "Judy Splinters," which
The final
has been seen in Los Angeles over
comments
madeforms
upon "incorporate"
the proposed
KTLA. Program is scheduled to forms by Westinghouse Radio Stashift to KNBH shortly.
tions, ABC and a group of 75 stations, FCC said.
Top film produced for television
provide for the new forms,
was "The Necklace," which is one theToCommission
amended Part I of
of series, Your Show Time, produced for the American Tobacco
its rules and regulations to require
the submission of estimates of exCo. by Grant-Realm Productions.
penses as well as revenues, in the
Honored as "most popular tele- annual FCC Form 324A, ordinarily
vision program" was Mike Stokey's
due
Feb.
1.
Pantomime Quiz, also aired over
KTLA.
Special award for KTSL ballet
series of television half-hours was
presented to Lewis Allen Weiss, WIKH GIVEN CP
MBS board chairman, and Don Lee
4 FMs Get Facility Grants
president, on behalf of station.
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT was
granted by FCC last week for new
Class A FM station to WIKH
Shaker Heights, Ohio, previously
conditionally granted FM outlet.
'AXIS
Treason SALLY'
Trial Opens in D. C. Four other FM stations were given
THE trial of Mildred Gillars, alias CPs covei-ing new facilities.
WIKH, owned by Science Educa"Axis Sally," charged by the U.S.
tion Foundation Inc., received CP
with having broadcast official Ger- for Channel 261 (100.1 mc) with
man propaganda during the war,
effective radiated power of 640 w
got underway last week as Governand antenna height above average
ment prosecutors and the defense
terrain of 300 ft.
paraded more than a score of witnesses before the Federal Court
WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C, was
granted CP to change ERP from 20
jury.
If convicted. Miss Gillars faces kw to 7.7 kw and antenna height
a possible maximum penalty of from 435 ft. to 415 ft. WBGE-FM
death or the minimum sentence of Atlanta received CP to switch from
ERP 20 kw to 14.5 kw and antenna
five years' imprisonment and a 330 ft. to 410 ft. KVOL-FM La$10,000 fine. Under law, two witfayette, La., was authorized to
nesses to each overt act are reswitch from 14 to 15 kw ERP and
quired to prove treason.
KGLO-FM Mason City, Iowa, was
' Defense attorneys maintained
that Miss Gillars was under the granted power change from ERP
kw and reduce anhypnotic influence of a Nazi pro- 260 kwtennatofrom 16
920 ft. to 230 ft.
fessor and broadcaster. Last
Thursday, testifying at her own
trial, the defendant claimed the
U. S. Government had illegally Van Car Firm
seized seven original "Axis Sally" VAN CAR Productions, a new telerecords from her Berlin apartment.
vision package company, has been
Judge Edward Curran ruled, howformed
from the television deever, that the Government's action
partment of Van Diver & Carlyle
was legal. The records were introduced in court as evidence.
Inc., New York advertising agency.
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WNOE

NEW

IMPROVED

CALIFONE
Universal
Transcription

PLAYER

with

10

POUND

PORTABILITY
# Reproduces highest quality
sound from regular or
microgroove transcriptions.
# Quickly changes from
either 33-1/3 or 78 rpm
with
Calif speed
one's changer.
proven
fool-proof
0 Unique
wrist
action,
re*
versible head, pickup arm
assures proper needle point
and pressure for longer
recording life.
9 Features a wow-free, slipfree, rumble-free, microgrip turntable for greater
efficiency.
# Handles
up to 1 6-inch
transcriptions.
0 Features amplifier power
and speaker capacity and
quality
comfortably
cover an to
audience
of 250
people.
0 The exclusive Califone
10-pound portability provides plenty of high quality portable sales power.
# Model 6U, ^64.95 list,
plus federal excise tax.
(With 15 % radio trade
discount ^58. 30, including federal excise tax.)
# Model dUDC, $84.95 list,
plus federal excise tax.
(With 1 5 % radio trade
discount $75.30, including federal excise tax.)
IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT
SUPPLY YOU WRITE TODAY

CALIFONE
C O R ,P O R A T I O N
1041 NORTH SYCAMORE STREET
H6LtVV/OOD 38, CALIFORNIA
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GRANT

50 kw Day, 5 kw Night
Given by FCC

FINAL DECISION granting WNOE New Orleans' application for 50 kw
day and 5 kw directional at night on 1060 kc in lieu of its present 250 w
operation on 1450 kc was issued by FCC last Wednesday on a 4-2 vote.
The decision, eifectuating the Commission's proposed disposition of the
case [Broadcasting, Sept. 20,
church services from 11 to 12
1948], denied the competing applio'clock every Sunday for 99 years
cation of Deep South Broadcasting
from 1941. Such time-reservation
Corp., which was seeking the same
contracts are permitted now, under
facilities for a new station in New
a new FCC rule, only if modified
Orleans.
to meet certain Commission reWNOE is owned by former Gov.
quirements including termination
James A. Noe, who also owns
Jan. Feb.
10]. 15, 1964 [Broadcasting,
KNOE Monroe, La., which has a by
grant for 5 kw, and a half interest in 250 w KOTN Pine Bluff,
Ark. Deep South is controlled
(80%) by John D. Ewing, a trustee and 25% owner of the Robert
Ewing Estate which owns KWKH
Shreveport, a 50 kw 1-B outlet,
and 80% of 1-B KTHS Hot
Springs, now operating with 10 kw.
The Robert Ewing Estate also owns
the Shreveport Times and the Monroe World and News-Star.
The Commission majority held
that Deep South's program proposals were "less definite" thati
WNOE's, and that WNOE, in the
absence of compelling reasons to
the contrary, should have an opportunity toimprove its facilities.
Citing the relative communications interests of Messrs. Noe and
Ewing, the majority also felt a
grant to WNOE would "result in
a greater diversification of control of media of mass communications." Comr. Robert F. Jones,
however, felt this point was "unnecessary to a determination in
this proceeding."
Chairman Wayne Coy voted for
Deep South, contending "the superior program proposals of Deep
South and the record of WNOE's
operation . . . outweigh the factors
upon which the majority bases its
decision." Hennock Vote
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock voted
for further hearing.
The majority was composed of
Comrs. Paul A. Walker, Rosel H.
Hyde, E. M. Webster, and Jones.
Comr. George E. Sterling did not
participate.
WNOE, a Mutual affiliate, is under the general managership of
James E. Gordon, who also is an
advisor in the operation of KNOE.
The FCC majority recognized
that "the number of commercial
spot announcements broadcast by
WNOE in the past has been in
excess of the number which we
consider should be broadcast in a
well balanced schedule." But, they
said, "this practice . . . would be
corrected by the proposal of Mr.
Noe in the future ... to limit the
number of commercial spot announcements."
The Commission said its grant to
WNOE was not meant to imply approval of a contract, entered when
Mr. Noe bought the station from
Coliseum Place Baptist Church in
1936, whereby WNOE is to carry

In the Deep South company, Mr.
Ewing is associated with Clarke
Salmon, 20% owner and president.
Mr. Salmon has had 23 years' newspaper work in New Orleans and
now is active head and 75% owner
of the George Banerlein Adv.
Agency.
VIDEO

WLW

SOCIETY

Vallee to Speak at Forum
RUDY VALLEE, appearing not as
an entertainer but as president of
the television program firm of
Vallee-Video, and secretary of
Producers Television Assn. of Hollywood, will discuss the Hollywood
approach to the production of films
for television tomorrow night
(Feb. 1) during a film forum to be
held by American Television Society at the Museum of Modern
Art, New York.
Other speakers on the panel program will be: George Bonwick,
president, Pathe-Pictorial Films,
speaking on the rental of films for
TV; Paul Alley, director, NBC
Newsreel, discussing video news
films; Howard Bailey, assistant
managing editor, Washington Evening Star, owner of WMAL-TV, on
operation of a newspaper owned by
TV station.
Emerson Yorke, independent
video producer, secretary of ATS
and chairman of its film committee,
will preside. Session will open at
8 p.m. with a showing of one of
the new American Tobacco Co.
film series. Admission is $1.

TtiC STAB irLECBAM SJaHOV
WpAP

THREE-SPEED automatic phonograph,
which plays records at 33 1/3, 45
and 78 rpm, is introduced in Chicago
by Scott Radio Labs Inc. Pickup arm
at left plays two slower speeds, while
conventional 78 rpm takes pickup on
right-hand side.

REALIGNS
Sales Personnel Shifted

TRANSFERS in WLW Cincinnati's sales department personnel,
involving the station's New York,
Chicago and home offices, were announced last Wednesday by R. E.
Dunville, vice president and general manager of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. The moves will take
place within the next few weeks.
Andrew Niedenthal, of the Chicago sales branch, will transfer to
the Cincinnati office where he will
assume special duties in the field
of program sales development. He
will work under the supervision of
Harry Mason Smith, vice president
and general sales manager. Stuart
Lewis, previously
with will
WLW's
merchandising
department,
replace Mr. Niedenthal in Chicago.
Moves were necessitated by an increasing number of network originations inCincinnati, Mr. Dunville
said.
The Crosley official also announced the addition of Warren
Morton, previously with The Branham Co., to the New York sales
staff, and transfer of Neil Smith
from television sales to WLW sales
in the Cincinnati office.

AM - FM - TV
FREE « PET£It.S, Inc..
^ationa! Represenratii-es
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Respects
(Continued from page 38)
city field, the McCarthy fortune
has b.een on the rise. He discovered
Chocolate Bayou field and the
South Stowell area; brought in
Winnie, one of the major producing
areas in Texas; and discovered
Blue Lake, Anchor, and Bailey's
Prairie, Lovell's Lake and Coletto
Creek, all signal names in the oil
history of Texas.
After vi^ildcatting in a few of
these fields and making several
million dollars, Mr. McCarthy
turned his Midas touch to other activities. At present — and the figure
may grow at any time — he is active head of 16 important corporations.
As a by product of his activities
in the oil business, Mr. McCarthy
has played a leading part in the development ofnatural gas resources
in the Gulf Coast area. Ten years
ago he pioneered in the selling of
low cost gas in the Beaumont-Port
Arthur-Orange region. With the
availability of low cost fuel, the
tremendous industrial growth of
the area is in part a tribute to his
foresight.
Today his oil and gas interests
are among the most highly coordinated of any independent operator.
By taking advantage of all phases
of the business, his operations now
include exploration, drilling, production, manufacture, transmission and sales.
He, also, has built a plant to produce chemicals from residue gas
from the absorption plant. Residue
gas from both plants is transmitted
and sold by Mr. McCarthy's company to industrial, commercial and
domestic users for fuel.
To provide many of his steel
materials in the field, Mr. McCarthy recently purchased the Detroit Tube and Steel Co. The large
mill is located in Detroit and formerly operated as the Sharon Steel
Corp. Co-purchaser in this new
line of endeavor was International
Rolling Mill Products Co. of Chicago. The organization is now
operating as the McCarthy-International Tube Corp.
With completion of the purchase

1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
H&\. Rep.. WEED & CO.. New York
BROADCASTING

of KXYZ last summer from Harris
County Broadcasting Co. for a reported $875,000, Mr. McCarthy
made plans to move the station
from its present location in the
Gulf Bldg. to his McCarthy Center. Television facilities for the
station which are now on the drawing board — the application is cooling in the FCC's deep freeze — will
also be included in the new location. Shamrock Broadcasting Co.,
the name under which Mr. McCarthy operates his radio interests, has applied for Channel 7 at
Houston.
The Shamrock Hotel, a $12 million structure which forms the
focal point of the $18 million McCarthy Center, will be opened St.
Patrick's Day, March 17. It is one
of the few hotels to be built since
the war. The 1,100 room structure
forms an impressive tribute to Mr.
McCarthy's real estate activity in
Houston.
A royal send-off is planned for
the hotel with a large roster of
stage, screen and radio stars lined
up for the event. Don McNeill will
originate his ABC Breakfast Club
from Houston that day and Lou
Costello is planning to bring his
Kid's Show. Screen stars Dorothy
Lamour, Hugh Herbert, Walter
Brennan, Alan Hale and Pat
O'Brien are among the Hollywood
contingent who will be in attendance. Earl Wilson, Broadway columnist, also plans to attend with
other notable representatives of
the press.
In addition to the KXYZ facilities and the hotel, McCarthy Center includes a Post Office, exhibition hall and large garage. Original plans had called for a number
of small specialty shops along the
hotel's approach. This idea, however, has been discarded in favor
of landscaping for the area.
An Eye to Video
In another field of endeavor, and
possibly with an eye to his contemplated television interests, Mr. McCarthy now heads his own motion
picture producing organization.
Operating in Hollywood as Glenn
McCarthy Productions, the firm expects to release its first offering,
"The Green Promise," within a
short time.
Despite the delay in establishment of his own video outlet, Mr.
McCarthy has already demonstrated his interest and resourcefulness
in the field.
With three planes entered in the
2,500 mile Bendix Air Race last
year, Mr. McCarthy was interested
in getting video coverage of both
the start and finsh of the air classic
the night of the race.
To accomplish .this purpose he
had cameramen shoot necessary
background material before the
race. Then, as the first plane, with
a McCarthy pilot took off from
Long Beach, the cameras covered
the scene. The film was taken out
of the camera and put aboard the
second McCarthy plane, which was
in turn photographed as it started
the race. This film then went east
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with the third plane of Mr. McCameramen at the Cleveland
Carthy's.
finish line recorded the end of the
speed dash. When the winner
landed he had films of the start of
the race. The films were made
available to CBS and were shown
almost as soon as the winner was
announced. Prints were air mailed
back day.
to California and shown the
next
In this race the McCarthy entries took first, second and fourth
The year before, in the Bendix
places.
Races, the McCarthy entry, the
Shamrock, won widespread publicity when it was christened by Lynn
McClain, the "Miss Texas" of that
Eighteen months ago Mr. Mcyear.
Carthy entered the publishing business with the purchase of Houston's largest weekly. The CitizenToday this business venture has
been expanded so that from the improved printing plant he publishes
14 weeklies, covering every section
of the city and its immediate sul)urbs.
During the elections last year,
coverage of Houston public affairs
reached a new high when The Citizen and KXYZ combined to report
the returns. During primary, city,
run-off and general elections, the
team exerted every effort to bring
fast returns to the radio audience.
Aviation is not only a hobby
with Mr. McCarthy — he is direc-

tor of Eastern Airlines and the
National Aeronautic Assn. In addition he has several planes of his
own and flies almost every place on
business. Mr. McCarthy also is a
leader in the movement to provide
adequate airport facilities for
Houston.
A Civic Leader
As a civic leader, he is a director
of the Houston Anti-Tuberculosis
League, a trustee of the Methodist
Hospital and has served on the
executive committee of the Sister
Kenny Foundation. Mr. McCarthy
is active in Masonic charities and
the Community Chest. He is a
member of the Houston Chamber
of Commerce and several independent oil men's associations.
Mr. McCarthy has been a leader
in the fight against the AngloAmerican oil treaty and has constantly opposed price fixing and
other governmental control in the
oil business. He is a strong advocate of hemispheric development as
an international security measure
for the Americas.
Mr. McCarthy is married to the
former Faustine Lee and is the
father of four daughters and a son.
Their home is located in the Braeswood addition of Houston.
When not actively engaged in
the management of his other interests, Mr. McCarthy likes to spend
as many weekends as possible relaxing on his 15,000 acre ranch in
Uvalde and Real counties.
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NBC SPAC POSTS
Campbell, Essex Are Named
MARTIN B. CAMPBELL, general
manager of WFAA Dallas, was
elected chairman of NBC Stations
Planning and Advisory Committee
at the opening session Monday of
a two-day meeting in New York.
He succeeded Paul W. Morency,
vice president and general manager, WTIC Hartford.
Harold Esex, vice president of
WSJS Winston-Salem, was named
secretary.
Other SPAC members, all welcomed by Niles Trammell, NBC
president, are: Harry Bannister,
general manager, WWJ Detroit;
Walter J. Damm, vice president
and general manager of radio for
the Journal Co., Milwaukee; Ed
Yocum, general manager of KGHL
Billings, Mont.; Harold C. Burke,
general manager, WBAL Baltimore; John M. Outler Jr., general
manager, WSB Atlanta; Clair R.
McCullough, WGAL Lancaster,
Pa.; Wiley P. Harris, director,
WJDX Jackson, Miss., and Ewing
C. Kelley, general manager, KCRA
Sacramento.
10,000 WATTS IN KANS4
I
DON DAVIS, P,t,.<)tr'
JOHN T SCHILLING, CMUTUAL NETWOSK • 7IO KILOCYCLES

5,000 WATTS NIGHT

EIGHT seminar students at Montana
State U's School of Journalism studied radio propaganda first hand, when
they made tape recordings of political
speeches and newscasts with their own
analysis and interpretation. The finished product was played to other
students as an "oral" report.

Another

Reason

Your

Adverfising Dollars
Get Results on KFDM
Oil is the "bloodstream" pouring
vitality into this ever-booming area
served by KFDM . . . indispensable
oil flowing from rich producers to
refineries to distribution systems supplying on oil-dependent v/orld. Here
in this three-city market of concentrated oil wealth, is the greatest oilproducing-refining-distributing concentration in the world! Reach this
unique market with the ONE station
known for its unique record of sales
successes— KFDM serving Orange, Port
Arthur and Beaumont DAY AND
NIGHT.

KFDM
BEAUMONT, TEXAS
"Delivering a 3-City Market"
5000 Watts - 560 K.C.
ABC-lone Star Chain Affiliat
Represented by
FREE and PETERS. INC.
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NBC Reconnoiter
(Continued from page 21)

Mr. Campbell

Mr. Essex

BMB
(Continued from page 27)
from poor programming. The task
is complicated by the subjective
'nature of the problem. A signal
may not be good enough to bring
the listener a symphony concert
with acceptable clarity but yet not
too weak for him to hear a comedy
program well enough to listen
througTiout. Signal may be too poor
for a run-of-the-mill program to be
listened to, yet strong enough for a
favorite program which the listener
will go to extra effort to hear. Also,
a signal which a listener in one
part of the country might find unsatisfactory may be considered all
right by listeners elsewhere where
they have never had anything
better.
Analysis of the pilot studies of
average, daily audience and a comparison of these figures with the
average weekly audience data is
not yet completed. Preliminary data
indicate, however, that the average
daily audience measurement is
much more sensitive than the
weekly measurement and that it
shows a greater variance between
competing stations than the weekly
figures do.
Beneficial Results
If, as it is hoped they will, the
average daily audience figures provide a better picture of the way in
which American listeners divide
their listening time between low
power, local stations and high
power, clear channel stations some
distance away, the results should
be beneficial to broadcasters, advertisers and agencies alike by giving them more accurate, more usable information.
The decision to permit "restricted" use by BMB subscribers
of data revealed by the BMB study
about the non-subscribing stations
is similarly foreseen as a valuable
addition of BMB service to advertisers and agencies, as well as to
its subscribing stations. While the
ultimate value of these data will of
course depend on the extent of the
restrictions, a number of broadcasters have already expressed the
opinion that they will be able to use
this information to good sales advantage. The BMB executive committee is expected to define the extent of "restricted use" at its next
meeting.
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga., is now
operating daily from 2:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m.

their own shows. The network has
not abandoned hopes of enticing
U. S. Steel to move its Theatre
Guild dramatic program from [
ABC, although the sponsor and its
agency, BBDO, said last week the
program would remain on ABC.
Mr. Trammell made a personal
presentation on the subject to the
sponsor a fortnight ago. NBC is
hopeful the show may join the network in the fall.
Capital Gains Issue
The latter-day distrust in which
NBC holds capital gains arrangements with talent was also explained to SPAC, it was said. Network executives told the stations
committee that the Bureau of Internal Revenue was reported to be
reviewing the CBS deal with Amos
'n' Andy. NBC attorneys doubted ,
that this particular case would be |
reversed by the government tax
experts, which approved it at its
outset, but SPAC was advised that
the government was intensifying
its interest in deals of that kind
and that NBC regarded such deals
as hazardous.
This represented a post-Benny
development. At the time CBS
originally bid for the services of
Jack Benny, Mr. Trammell offered
the comedian a counter-proposal
which contained capital gains features. It was after CBS succeeded
in capturing the comedian that
NBC began looking with disfavor
upon capital gains deals.
WNEW
Honored Again
HONORED for the sixth time for
service in the cause of democracy,
WNEW New York's prize- winning
Little Songs on Big Subjects last
week won the Willkie Memorial of
Freedom House 1949 Civil Rights
Award. WNEW was the only station to be so honored, according to
Ted Cott, station's vice president
in charge of programming, who
accepted the award at a meeting
in Carnegie Hall, New York. Presentation was made by Robert P.
Patterson, former Secretary of
War.
ecording?
r

in Chicago
TRANSCRIPTION MASTERS • REFERENCE RECORDINS
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Newsweekly

clearest
16% Clearer

The face on the living-room screen
is 16% clearer on WNBT than
on the next best New York station
... and WNBT is setting the
standard of technical reception
for all the other stations of the NBC
Television Network. Technical

/'-s"\-?»S»'

1

WNBT

superiority multiplies viewers . . .
and the audience to NBC.
three

W

to one

''''' k

Images clearer on NBC, programs more
popular, audiences larger ... in fact, in answer
to the question "Which one television station
do you view the most?" viewers in the
New York area state a three to one preference
for NBC over the second ranking station.*

r^

SI

LUW

SI
5

V

With a lead like this, it's no wonder
that four times as many network advertisers
are on NBC Television as on any
other network.

./'I
1/
1/

* Complete details on request
i 's
NBC
THE

Television

NATIONAL

A service of Radio Corporation oj America
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WHAT'S NEW

of

Speaking

IN TELEVISION?

Progress

in

About this time last year, we took
jtX a few minutes out fot a look at
the previous twelve months and all
they had brought to Television Station
WPTZ. What we saw was good. But
what we see this year looks a whale
of a lot better !
A year ago our sales department was
mighty enthused over the fact that we
had 38 sponsors
on the books. As
this is being
written 76 different advertisers
are buying time
on WPTZ every
week ! There
may be other
television stations with more customers but offhand none come to mind.
Moreover, the very first broadcast
scheduled for 1949 (the Mummers'
Parade) brought another brand new
sponsor into the fold — Strawbridge &
Clothier, a great department store, as
Philadelphian as the parade itself.
1948 was a year of major technical
improvements at WPTZ, too. Our
552-ft. tower went into operation in
March to put our antenna higher than
anything else in or around Philadelphia

FIRST

WPTZ
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including the
that our new
mitter (as we
the result is a

Television

price of steak. Add to
up-to-the-minute transdid in September) and
superb television signal.

We also added a third complete twocamera mobile unit; full studioorthicon and associated equipment;
several new relay links; an additional
relay site atop the Penn-Mutual Building— and at the moment they're putting what we hope are the finishing
touches on our new studio facilities on
the 5th and 6th floors of the PhilcoWestinghouse Radio and Television
Center. All new motion picture projection equipment will be part of the
new studios. We also revised Philco's
own New York- Philadelphia relay
system to full micro-wave, two-way
operation.
These improvements add up to one
of the best equipped television stations
in existence — and a
pretty
we
mightpenny
say. too,
A lot of new
programs were developed at WPTZ
during the year; Dr.

TELEVISION

.

for instance, to prove that science can
be a fascinating and entertaining subject. During the year we uncovered
Ted Steele as a television personality
and won kudos from the industry for
our operatic and dance programs.
All in all, there is a fairly general
feeling around
town that WPTZ
has at least done
its share in keepPhiladelphia2
the ing
Number
television market in the counover 100,000 home receivers
in
- -..^.rios*"
try, with well
operation .
There's a lot more to the WPTZ
story for 1948 and our plans for 1949
— the eye opening success stories we
have developed during the past twelve
months, for one thing. Our sales department, or NBC Spot Sales, would
like nothing better than to tell you
about the station, its operation and
facilities and how you can use it.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORP.
1 800 Architecfs Building
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania

Marshall and "The
Nature of Things"
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EXECUTIVES of Sterling Drug study the figures at an advertising conference.
Seated, I to r: Mr. Hill and Harvey M. Manss, vice president in charge of The
Bayer Co. Division. Standing, I to r: E. i. McClintock, vice president, foreign
trade; Stanley i. Clark, vice president in charge of The Centaur-Caldv/ell
Division; and Dr. J. Mark Hiebert, vice president, assisting the president.
distinctive unto themselves rather
than simple adaptations of radio.
That is why our present program, as regards television, consists in taking soundings and in
experimentation. We've started
with a five-a-week daytime video
show * in the face of assurances
from presumably wise men that
daytime television will be a dud.
Maybe so. We agree that the
homemaker can't look at television

MR.

SPONSOR

By JAMES HILL JR.
President
Sterling Drug Inc.
THE TROUBLE with television,
from the viewpoint of advertising,
is that it has disturbed the peace —
of advertisers. Not that we find
too many peaceful moments, at any
time, in the conduct of our advertising programs. This phase of
our business function is so important that we must give the most
careful consideration to appropriations, media, campaigns — right
down to the last commercial. At
the same time, the introduction of
a new medium now requires us to
start learning anew many of the
fundamentals of the business.
Our position advertising - wise
can be compared to that of the 20's
when radio came along to add a
new dimension and to jar us out
of routines. Those of us who had
spent years learning about space
and believed we had a pretty good
idea of values and potentials suddenly found ourselves under the
necessity of adjusting ourselves to
the medium of radio or of suffering
the consequencies of sales anemia.
We're going to have to do the
same with television. Maybe, as
some people say, television is nothing but radio with sight added. We
can't afford to accept this assumption, however, because television
may not be merely radio plus sight.
Other people, the writer among
them, believe television will prove
as different from radio as radio is
from white space. Following this
concept, we might plunge into teleTELEC ASTING

EVALUATES

vision fully determined to discard
everything which has proved popular in radio. Yet if we clung stubbornly to this view, we'd find it
mighty expensive if we turned out
to be wrong.

Is 'Out'
nessgoing
Smugnot
So we're
to be smug
about anybody's ideas, including
our own. We intend to move slowly
while keeping our eyes and ears and,
I hope, our minds reasonably open.
Yes, we've got some ideas to
start with, although their nature
is such that they can be changed
on a moment's notice if it seems
wise to do so. Personally, I incline
to the belief that television will
find its own expression, just as
radio did. One look at radio today shows the extent of its evolution from primitive beginnings.
Today, whether or not broadcasting, taken as a whole, meets the
taste of this or that individual
critic, it assuredly satisfies the
public.
It took a generation for radio to
mature. My guess is that television will move a lot faster. Nobody can say with certainty that
any of the presently popular video
shows will be alive five years from
now; but even if a couple are, we
have a right to expect that the face
of television will be quite completely changed.
Television will surely develop its
own forms, as did the theatre,
radio, the silent and sound films
and the other performing arts. In
other words, I suspect television
presentations will be, eventually.

Video's

will have to be very high. To offset these fears, we are told that,
as an advertising medium, television is going to outpull radio by
five times, by ten times, even by a
hundred times. That's fine.
But outpull for whom and for
what? What type of products will
advertise well through television ?
We know, or think we know, certain
types of merchandise that do particularly well with radio promo-

Future for Sterling Drug
tion. Will nationally advertised
and, at the same time, stir the soup
brands such as ours do equally well
or juggle the mop. But it also occurs to us that the human species on video? We hope to find out,
has shown a remarkable ability to as soon as we can. And we hope
adapt itself to conditions.
to do so, in this period of experimentation.
If the homemaker wants badly
Furthermore, we want to deterenough to catch the afternoon telemine what the total cost is going
vision programs, she'll find a way
to accommodate her desire. I re- to be. It looks as though talent,
member when the smart money bet rehearsal time and all the paraphernalia of a big-time show are
against daytime radio. Sterling ures.
going to run into staggering figwas among the companies which
pioneered in this field, with profit.
The objective of our company is
Television is subject to the same
to
operate as a private enterprise
criterion as are the other media
in a free society in the interest of
of advertising: It must pay. We're
employes' jobs, of a fair redefinitely interested in the effec- our
(Continued on page 11 of Insert)
tiveness of advertising per dollar
of expenditure. That's why, in this
period of transition, we are con- JAMES HILL JR., president of
cerned with the extent of our conSterling Drug Inc., is a certified
tinuance in radio as well as with
public accountant
the nature of our first efforts in degree
in economicswith
froma master's
Bowling
television.
Green U., Kentucky. A veteran of
World War I who was wounded in
Sterling's present plans for 1949
involve taking approximately $1,- the Argonne Forest fighting, he
000,000 from radio and putting it joined the Sterling organization in
1933 as comptroller. Previously
into other media, including newspapers and magazines, as well as he had spent seven years in Washtelevision. Developments might
ington (1922-1929) as a tax acrequire more drastic change, but as
countant unit.
with the Treasury
income
tax
He was Dept.'s
elected
of now we see no such indications.
But we also note that more and treasurer of Sterling in 1939, and
became its president in 1941.
more television sets are being manufactured and more and more lis- Firm's growth since he assumed
teners are telling Hooper that they the presidency is reflected in a
are not only looking at television
near-tripling of its sales — $47,678,but are refusing to tune in radio. 024 in 1941, an estimated $135 milWill this fact be reflected in relion (audited figures not yet availduced rates for radio time?
able) in 1948. Among the many
It is already clear that adverSterling products are Phillip's Milk
of Magnesia and toothpaste, Mulsitising appropriations for television
fied Shampoo, Ironized Yeast,
* [Editor'sDrug
Note: has
Sincebeen
mid-December
Bayer Aspirin, Double Danderine,
Sterling
sponsoring
"Okay, Mother,"
an
audience
particiand
Dr. Lyon's toothpaste and
pation program featuring Dennis
James,
over
WABD
(TV)
New
Yorlc,
Mon.-Fri., 1-1:30 p.m., EST.]
powder.
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Kurtze

' not.
TION
contribute?
I think
'EVOLU
IS KURTZE
TVBy LARRY
Service Unlimited, New York
There is no reason for television
AS ONE of the young old-timers
personnel to beat their heads
of radio I want to say a few thousand words about the addition of against an iconoscope attempting
to create a new "art form." In
video to the broadcasting medium.
forms"
so calledof"art
the
are first
not place,
the result
deliberate
For that's just what it is.
Merely the addition of the visual creation, but rather the unfoldelement to the already existing ment of substantial craftsmanship.
techniques of audio broadcasting.
In the second place, it should be
Believe me, gentlemen, it is nothing
painfully evident to the television
new. It will not redesign the people that by taking the already
thinking of the world, nor will it proven forms of the aural medium
yet cause any more sensation
and increasing their effectivity by
among the receptive public than
exploring the visual possibilities
the addition of sound to motion pic- they can put a finish to half the
tures. The coming of the age of programming battle.
television, just as the establishment
A note here, "exploring the visual
of sound pictures, is evolution —
possibilities" does not mean paintnot revolution.
ing some scenery, getting some
costumes, and turning a camera
Aural Radio's Contributions
For over a quarter of a century, loose on the show.
No, it means probing into the
now, aural broadcasting has entered the home bringing entertainbasic program idea itself, discovering how video can heighten the
ment, disseminating news, extending information and offering en- overall effect, then carefully inlightenment.
tegrating the aural and visual so
as not to destroy the basis of enjoyCan television hope to do more?
ment of the broadcast medium.
The ten basic types of radio proAnd
what is the basis of the engrams, namely musical, news, drajoyment of the broadcast medium?
matic, commentary, variety, comWell, all media of entertainment
edy, quiz, interview, audience participation and sports, have been have a certain quality that is the
effectively used to encompass reli- psychological basis for their enjoygious, educational, farm, home and
ment. Enjoyment of the theatre,
public service; cultural and enter- because of the physical proximity
of the audience, is often attributed
tainment broadcasting, not to mention the needs of the advertiser.
to the compelling personalities of
Is there an eleventh or twelfth the players. Motion pictures, both
silent and sound, depend upon
type of program that television can
movement to make their audiences
enjoy the films. And the actual
enjoyment of broadcasting, both
aural and video, depends upon inKEY management executives of CBS
AM and TV stations attending netv/ork's television clinic at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, Jan. 21-23,
found time for informal discussion
between clinic sessions. Among
groups of executives caught by the
cameraman were these (all I to r):
Top photo — Leo Fitzpatrick, WGR
Buffalo board chairman; Joseph H.
Ream, CBS vice president and general
executive, and I. R. Lounsberry, WGR
president and general manager.
Second photo from top — Howard
Meighan, CBS vice president and general executive; G. Bennett Larson,
vice president and director of television, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, and
Harry Witt, general manager, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.
Third photo — Lawrence Lowman,
CBS vice president and general executive; William B. Lodge, network's
vice president in charge of general
engineering, and E. K. Jett, vice president and general manager, WMARTV Baltimore.
Bottom photo — Gordon Hayes,
Chicago Radio Sales, CBS; Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS vice president in
charge of San Francisco office, and
John Hayes, WiNX Washington general manager.

Answers

Lewis

timacy. The good director attempts
to make each individual listener
feel as though he were actually
eavesdropping on the scene taking
The point to remember is that in
place.
radio or television we are not dealing with one audience of thousands or millions but rather hundreds or thousands of audiences
that average two to six individuals.
Intimate Group
These individuals are an intimate group and only as far away
from the actual broadcast scene as
they are from their receiver. Thus
the broadcast fare served them
must be designed and directed to
make them a part of the play, bit,
or sequence they are viewing.
Incidentally, Mr. Jack Weir Lewis [Broadcasting, Nov. 29, 1948*]
points to this when he mentions,
as among the finest television programs he has encountered on his
trip, WFIL's Swap Shop and KSOTVs It's a Hit, both of them adaptations of standard radio devices
based on intimacy of participants
and listeners or viewers. Then he
contradicts himself when he sums
up
his article:
"Last,stop
writers
and
directors
had better
thinking
in terms of translating existing
AM
shows to
He doesn't
sayTV.
why. It won't work."
Now I want to agree with
Brother Lewis. He accuses television people of neglecting sound.
He's right — they not only neglect it
and ignore it, they usually lack it
where they need it.
Television, almost as a body, refuses to admit that, unlike motion
pictures, the prime element of a
telecast is the spoken word. Even
in discussing commercials they use
* Mr. Lewis, a representative of tlie
Rocky Mt. Radio Council, reported on
a survey of existing television stations
and their programming.

LARRY KURTZE classifies himself as a "young old-timer of
radio," backing the statement up
with over 13 years
the experience
industry.in
Prior to opening
his own radiotelevision advertising production
firm — Service
Unlimited — in
New York six
months ago, he
was radio and
television director
at Kuttner &
Mr. Kurtze
Kuttner, New
York, for over two years. In this
connection he wrote, produced and
directed for radio, video and motion pictures and handled publicity
for the agency and its clients. Previously he was a writer, producer
and director for WBBM-CBS Chicago; civilian consultant for the
U. S. Army in Los Angeles and
Washington; handled production
and casting positions in Hollywood, and held various posts with
WLS Chicago from 1935 to 1939.
the old tooth of the saw about one
picture being worth a thousand
words.
They forget that the Chinese
philosopher who dreamed that one
up lived back in the days when
brand names were unknown.
To make people ask for your
product you have to make your
brand name a familiar sound. And
you teach them to pronounce it by
constant aural repetition. That's
one of the axioms that's made
standard radio the terrific personalized selling force it is. Television dasn't be any different.
Texaco Success
Proof ! According to the reports
the Texaco commercial takes the
sponsor identification sweepstakes
on the East Coast network. And
who does the commercial? A pitch(Continued on page 11 of Insert)

DURING CBS Television Clinic in New York Jan. 21 [Broadcasting, Jan. 24]
CBS President Frank Stanton (I) and Wayne Coy, chairman of FCC, discuss
the current television situation.
TELECASTING

V's
WGN-T
FARE FORTHE

The

EYES

FAMILIE

S

FAMILY

of

CHICAGO'S

are

on

]/\fGN'

TV!

Yes . . , the people of Chicago keep their eyes on WGN-TV
best in entertainment

for all members

for the

of the family. They know

WGN-TV's fare for the family includes something
no one is slighted.

for everyone —

Variety is the key word in WGN-TV's programming — there's no
overbalanced programming for the benefit of a few. And . . . more
eyes are focused on WGN-TV

since January 11, 1949. The coaxial

linking of Chicago to the east now offers WGN-TV's
greater program enjoyment
Chicago
WPIX,

. . . Because WGN-TV

outlet for CBS-TV,
the New

York

News

Dumont

friends even

is the exclusive

Television Network

and

Station.

Yes . . . the eyes have it . . . and all eyes are on

^1^

WGN-TV
CHANNEL
9
Chicago
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THIS new television field car has just been delivered to WOW-TV Omaha,
Neb. Built to specifications of the station's engineering department by
Henney Motor Co., Freeport, III., the top deck has special clamps to hold
camera and relay transmitter tripods and a port hole for camera and power
cables. When not in use, the railing folds flat and the transmitter reflector
can be bolted to the deck. A hydraulic leveling device levels the body of the
car from any position and prevents motion while using the camera deck.

LONG

BEACH,

N. J., TV PROJECT
Davies Explains Plans to Phila. Meeting

FIFTEEN acres of land were purchased Jan. 21 for the Long Beach
Island (N. J.) Foundation of the
Arts and Sciences. The foundation
is expected to have a television
workshop and laboratories for research and study in electronics in
operation next summer.
Purchase was made from Mayor
Howard Shifler, of Long Beach
Township, by Col. Edward A.

Davies, foundation president, a
Philadelphian; Carlos Echeverria,
treasurer, Moorestown, N. J., and
S. R. Laslocky, of the board of
trustees. Riverside, N. J.
In announcing the project at the
fourth general meeting of the Television Assn. of Philadelphia, Mr.
Davies said a large radio manufacturer (whose name he would not
disclose) already has underwritten

DID YOU

KNOW
that your monthly TelePulse reports in New
York . . . Philadelphia . . . and Chicago . . . cover 64% of the
nation's home TV audience?
WATCH for the TELEPULSE DIGEST
showing TV network ratings for the total
Pulse area in handy pocket form.
FIRST RESULTS OF DECEMBER CHICAGO TELEPULSE
(TOP 15 PROGRAMS)
Rating
Highest
Va Hour
Thurs.
46.0
Wrestling
WGN-TV
Fri.
Vaudeo Varieties
WENR-TV
38.0
Hockey
WBKB
Sun.
35.0
Thurs.
WBKB
Film-Boy's Reformatory
34.0
Boxing
Fri.
32.0
Fri.
WGN-TV
WBKB
Film-Black Magic
32.0
Mon.
Wrestling
WBKB
32.0
WBKB
Thurs.
Kukia, Fran & OIlie
WNBQ
30.0
Sun.
Phiico Playhouse
Sun.
Super Circus
WENR-TV
30.0
29.0
Stars of Tomorrow
Sun.
WGN-TV
29.0
Mon.
Film-Mice & Men
28.0
WGN-TV
Dollars & Sense
Mon.
28.0 .0*
WENR-TV
Tues.
32
Film-Inside the Law
WENR-TV
28.0
Boxing
Toes.
WENR-TV
Wed.
28.0
Wrestling
WENR-TV
*{M-F average, 27.4)
For Other Telefacts
Ask The Pulse
THE
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PULSE
INCORPORATED
ONE TEN FULTON STREET
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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Side windows are one-way mirrors which make it possible to see out but
not in. The interior (center photo) is finished in leather and is fitted out with
special cabinets to provide for storage of equipment. Exhaust fans control
ventilation. For pickups not accessible to the mobile unit, the console
dolly may be rolled down the special ramp tracks and wheeled to the pick up
location (right photo). A radio-telephone is included in the equipment of
the ear. Car cost $9,500; TV equipment about $46,000.
one wing of the building which he
will make into a fully equipped
television studio. Mr. Davies said
that broadcasting stations, the Dick
Strome television firm and Philadelphia advertising agencies will be
invited to detail their television
men to the foundation for seminars
on camera work, production, diies.
recting, film studies and color studEmphasizing the importance
color will play in television, Mr.
Davies said nationally known artists will be on hand to instruct.
He also stated the whole project
will be conducted on a college level,
with degrees to be awarded.
Influential New Yorkers, as well
as Philadelphians, are interested
in the project, according to Mr.
Davies. He also said that duPont
is planning a project on the island
and may support the foundation.
Long Beach Island, whose leading
town is Beach Haven, is 35 miles
north of Atlantic City and 60 miles
from Philadelphia. Site of the
foundation will be in an area between Harvey Cedars and the famous Barnegat Lighthouse.
Dr. Blair's Idea
Dr. Boris Blair, dean of the
Tyler School of Fine Arts of Temple U., conceived the project and
is vice president. Charles A. Ramb,
Beach Haven, is executive secretary, and Julius Robinson, legal
council. The board of trustees includes Philip Klein, head of a
Philadelphia advertising agency ;
Mrs. Thomas Graham (daughter of
Ellis Gimbel, of Gimbel Brothers) ;
Mrs. Mania Blai, Mrs. Thelma Melrose Davies, both former opera
singers; S. W. Sargeant, painter;
Drue Allman, water colorist; Max
Katzman, artist and architect; Sari
Mendenhal and Ruth Pleasanton,
both artists.
Kenneth W. Stowman, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia director and assistant
general manager, presided at the
meeting of the Television Assn. of
Philadelphia, of which he is president. He introduced as guest
speaker Slocum (Buzz) Chappin,

ABC Eastern television sales manMr. Chappin, discussing what
television
is doing network-wise,
ager.
said he is of the opinion that TV
hookup with the West Coast is at
least three years away.
Mr. Stowman appointed the following to the planning committee:
Al Bernsohn, RCA Camden, chairman; Joe Cox, J. P. Cox Adv., Boston; Bob Jawer, WPTZ; Hal Lamb,
Geare-Marston Inc.; Marilyn Lazar, Stewart-Jordan Adv.; Martin
Katz, WCAU-TV; Charles Hoban,
WPTZ; vision
Noel Products;
Charles,Ray
Assn.Bowley,
TeleWPTZ; Roger Courtland, Seberhagen Inc.; Roy Meredith, WCAUTV production manager, and
Messrs. Farren and Davies.
WRITERS
Group for TV Scripting
WRITERS' Theatre for Television
has been incorporated in Hollywood
by a group of screen writers for
purpose of writing and producing
scripts for television.
Headed by Emmet Lavery, president, other officers include Paul
Radin, vice president of William
Kester & Co., Hollywood, as vice
president and business manager;
John Larkin, vice president; Jerry
Horwin,
secretary. treasurer; Allen Rivkin,
Group presently consists of 17
members, with membership open
to all writers whose submitted
scripts are acceptable. According
to plan, corporation holds television rights to all properties produced with writers retaining all
other rights. Minimum payment
will be given writers for scripts
used, based on number of stations
on which plays are heard, with additional payment for each re-use.
Three-fourths of corporation profit
will be divided among the writers;
with the balance retained by corporation.
Currently negotiations are underway with CBS for half-hour
television series. William Kester
& Co., Hollywood, represents the
package.
TELECASTING

Sure, Television's amazing

-and

it's

practical,

too!

FEBRUARY

L (E)
Cartoon Teliales

Super
Circus
L (E-M)
F (E)Film
Western

L (E)
Scrapbook''

Kellogg Lady
Co.
Singing
L (E-M)
United Nations
Case
L/F Booli
(E)
L(E)
Newsweek Analysis

Fran
Screen Tests
L (E-M)
LAtlison
(E-M) L (E)Hollywood
Ford
FordMotor
TheaterCo.»

Whiteh
P. all
Lorillard
Co.
Amateur
(7.2L0-7:
30-Original
L (E)Hour
(E-M)
K (NI)
Program)

Co-Op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Lucky Pup
LK (E-M)
(NI)
L (E)
Camera
Headlines

Bass
Hodges
L (E-M)

Howdy Doody
L(E-M)

Co-Op

Howdy Doody
L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Co-Op

Howdy Doody
L (E-M)

SmaU Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Co-Op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Lucky Pup
L (E-M)
L(E)
Camera
Headlines

Lucky Pup
L (E-M)
L (E)
Camera
Headlines

Buss
Hodges
L (E-M)

Buss
Hodges
L (E-M)

Howdy
Doody
L (E-M)

Unique Art
Hwdy. D'dy

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Doorway to Fame
L (E) K (NI)
Kukla, Fran
RCA & Ollie
News L(E-M)
and
Views
FFilm
(E)
L L(E)
(E-M)
F Shorts
(E-M)
Film
} bur Sports
Shorts
Special
LSwing
(E-M)into KSports
(NI)
RCA
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie
unuas
i\ews ana
World
LPlaces^
(E-M)
L Views
(E-M)
L(E)
Pfease
L(E)
Your SportsCo-Op K (NI)
Special L (E)
Birthday Party
RCA
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie
News and
Nest
Views
L (E-M) L (E) L (E-M)

Lucky Pup
L (E-M)
L (E)
Camera
Headlines

Buss
Hodges
L (E-M)

Howdy Doody
L (E-M)

Co-Op

LLEJIio7_:2fiLL
News
and
NoEarlNet
M'r
f&^h'y
Views
L L(E-M)
(E)
(E)
Wrightson
L L(E-M)
Your Sports
Co-Op Places
Please
Special
K (NI)

Lucky Pup
L (E-M)
L (E)
Camera
Headlines

Buss
Hodges
L (E-M)

Your Sports Special
Wren's

Kukla,L RCA
Fran
(E-M)& OUie
News
Viewsand
laces.
LfLNest
(E-M)
L (E-M)
(E)
L(E)
Please
Your Sports
K (NI)
Wren's
Key to Missing
L (E) K (NI)
Special'"
Kukla, RCA
Fran & OUie
L (E-M)
News and
L Views
(E-M)

L (E)i!
Lucky Pup
L (E-M)

Nest
L (E-M)
Wren's

Welcome Abroad
F (E)
Film Shorts
CBS
NewsTV
L (E-M)

L (E)
Make Mine
Music
K (NI)

General Foods Corp.
Author
Critics
L(E)MeetsK(M)

Goldbergs
L (E-M)
Photographic
h (E)L (E)
K Horizons
(NI)

Imerican 7:50 Reynolds: News
L(E-M)
F (E-M)
(to 7:50) L(E)
Peu'ticipating
Fashion Story
L (E)
K (NI)
Mine
CBS TV Make
Music
h News
(E-M)

F (E)
Club 106

X
Film Shorts
Cross Qu

L (E-J
F (E-M)
'"Irfi'st"" '^=50R«y
(toF 7:50)
(E)
Film Shorts
L(E) K(N1)L (E)N*™^
CBS TV MiikS Mtrli
KMusic
(NI)
L News
(E-M)

Texas (
Texas Star T»

L (E)
Liggett & Myers i
L (E-H
L (E-M)
Godfrey
and
Charade Quiz

L (E)
Young Bwy.
K (NI)

Bates—Town
Girl —Picture
8:^0 Vick"
This
nolds: News about
7:50 ReyL(E)
K(M)
L (E)
(to 8:20)
(to 7:50)F (E) F (E-M)
Film ShortsL (E)
American Minstr-

CBS TV
L News
(E-M)

Make
Miiie
K (NI)
Music

Eyes Have It 7:50 ReyL (E) nolds: News
(toF 7:50)
F (E-M)
(E)
Film Shorts
L (E)
CBS TV
L News
(E-M)

mane mine
KMusic
(NI)

Go-Bound
News
Mu. Merry- nolds:
L(E)K(NI)
F (E-M)
(to 7:50) F (E)
Film Shorts

Kobbs Korner
L (E) K (NI) L (E-M
Cluett Peabody
Arrow Show
L (E)
K (M)
Vaudeo Vt
Broadway
L (E-MIj
Admiral C
LBroadway
(E-M) K
L(E) L (E-M)
Admirall!
Quizzing the News

TV
News
L CBS
(E-M)
L (E)
(No TV Network Programs on Satur^iiiy)

Playtime
L (E-M)

Screen Mag.
L (E)
K (NI)

Saturday Night Jamborei

A Sefy«ce of BROADCASTING

dors' Studio
L (E-M)
3. E. Co.
Idle Me This
L/F (E)

L (E-M)

L (E-M)
Music
in Velvet'
Emerson Radio
Toast of the Town
L (E-M)

Philco Corp.
TV Playhouse
L(E-M)"
i! Do You Think A.Stein&Co. Film Shorts
Identify'
F (E-M)
^L (E-M)
L (E-M)
jipton Tea
Morey Amsterdam
People's
Platform
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
i ( y'sT.Talent
<V.\ Scouts

:al Foods
Corp.
Jet
the Press
_ E) K(M)

1
-Peet Co.
! )iv. of Gen. Mtrs Colgate-Pal.
Colgate Theatre
r. on Bdwy.
L
(E)
K (M)
-Op
L (E-M)

i8( i
til
(E-.3

Bowling

L4E)
Headliners'

Headliners
ME)

Court
of CurrentK (NI)
Issues
L (E-M)
L (E)
Gillette
Fights
Boxing

FilmF (E)
Shorts

F (E)
Newsreel

with

Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
L (E-M)
Feature
F (E)Film

Our sponsors include: Philco

General

P. Ballentine & Son
Tournament of Champs.
L "(E-M)
rial
-M)
Gen. Motors
Oldsmobile
News F
(E-M-NI)

and many other nationally prominent television
advertisers.
Participating
LClub
(E-M)7

LOn (E1

Bristol-Myers
Break
the Bank
I, fE-M)
Science
Review
L (E)

Bonafide Mills
Stop
Heard MeThisIf You've
L (E)

i'

lirJii

w a Laugh
. (E-M)

Stump the Authors
L (E-M)

Bigelow-Sanford
Bigelow Show
L (E-M)
K (NI)
Co-op
Earl
Joe Hasel Wrightson
L (E-M)_
L (E-M)

Motorolaof
Nature
Things
L (E)

We serve you with the largest TV film library in the
industry.

NOW

FParis
(E)
Fashions

Series. First 13 Programs
now available.

Gillette Fights
L (E-M)

Send for our illustrated
film lists

Super Club
I. rK-M)
Lgt. & M.12

Stand By for Crime
L (E-M)
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.
Basketball
L (E)

tares in Jazz
- (E-M)
)

T
1 L(E)

AVAILABLE

The Man from Scotland
Yard. New TV Film Mystery

American Tobacco Co.
Your Show Time
F (E-NI)
^

Foods, Leafmint

Gum

R. J. Reynolds
L (E)Tobacco Co.
Basketball
DuMont Labs
Window on the World
L (E-M) K (NI)
Gulf Oil Corp.
Gulf Road
L (E) Show

...

Dealers, R.C.A. Victor Distributors, Fischer Baking Co.,

wing Paynes
E) K (NI)

LD Drug Co.
;1 Broadway
L(E)
rift & Co.
vift Show
) K (M)

films

NOW . . . serving 95% of all
TV stations daily.
Wrestling
L (E-M)

Who LSaid(E) That

n !co Co.
lUiuds

■HI.

best

(E-M) ,
(toL midnite)

itic at Large
L(E)

illage Barn
L (E)

the

111 TV

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.'
Basketball
L (E)

DuMonl Labs
School House
L (E-M) K (NI)
Procter & Gamble
I'd Like
L (E)to See

'ilmF (E)
Shorls

Bowling
Edelbrew

Disney Hats
News F
(E-M,NI)
(in ^ft•^ft^

Firestone Tire & Rubber
Americana
L (E)
K (M)

Co
Meeting
America's LT own
(E)
Gulf Oil Corp.
We the
L (E)People

i

L(E)
Bowling Headliners

Basketball
(to 11:15)
L (E)

BROAIUi^STIN^
ICASTIN'
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To keep in good
spirits, advertisers
will do well to look

into the CBS-TV
program
It now

schedule.

has three of

the four biggestaudience

programs

in

television today.
What

makes

programs

CBS-TV

so eminently

practical is that
they come

in all

sizes of advertising

budgets, pre-tested
and ready for work.

CBS-TV

i

NOW

OPERATING

IN 23 MAJOR

MARKETS

CBS SIGNS WDTV
Now Has 30 TV Outlets

TV REACTION
Schwerin, NBC Plan Tests
WITHIN 60 days television audience reaction tests will be undertaken by Schwerin Research Corp.
and NBC, according to a joint announcement Jan. 19 by Carleton D. Smith, NBC director of television operations, and Hugh
Beville, NBC director of research.
"Television programming is well
beyond the experimental period,"
said Mr. Smith. "Now we're ready
to apply the acid test of audience
reaction to our programs and program ideas."
I Electronic recorders will be used
[to measure instantaneous reactions
of individuals to video programs.
A new device now under construction by Schwerin not only will
maintain a continuous record of
each individual's reaction but will
also produce a group profile for immediate study.
Questions Planned
Among questions the research
will attempt to answer are: How
should sequence of programs be arranged? Which camera techniques
are most acceptable? How long
can scenes be held before liking
diminishes? Are film or live shows
preferred? How long will an audience teleview? What shows can be
simulcast effectively? How effective are various commercials?
What is the daytime audience and
what does it want? How can specific programs be slanted toward
their primary audience?
Meanwhile, Horace Schwerin,
president of the research organization, announced that he expected
his corporation would be ready to
begin TV-testing for advertiser
clients by midyear. Due to limited
facilities, however, this testing during the remainder of 1949 largely
will be limited to present radio
clients.

CAMELS' TV
Sports Coverage Expanded
R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.
(Camels), Winston-Salem, N. C,
sponsor of college basketball games
on the CBS TV network during the
current season, has expanded its
TV sports coverage on CBS to include indoor track-meets and the
Golden Gloves amateur boxing
matches.
Track meet schedule is: Jan. 29,
Melrose Games; Feb. 12, New York
Athletic Club; Feb. 19, National
Amateur Athletic Union; Feb. 26,
IC-AAAA; March 5, Knights of
Columbus. Meets will all be held
in Madison Square Garden, New
York.
Golden Gloves bouts, to originate
in Chicago, Avill be telecast on CBS1 TV on Feb. 21, 22, 23, March 4 and
May 18 (date of the international
finals), starting at 9:30 p.m. EST.
William Esty Co. is the agency.
TELECASTING

CBS has signed WDTV Pittsburgh
as an affiliate of its television network, bringing the total number
of CBS video outlets to 30, Herbert V. Akerberg, vice president in
charge of station relations, announced.
Operating on Channel 3, the new
station is on the main line coaxial
cable between New York and Chicago, and will be available for CBS
coaxial cable network programs
during riods.
the General
network's
pemanager allotted
of WDTV
is Donald A. Stewart.
GEORGE WIEDEMANN Brewing Co., Newport, Ky., is again sponsoring
telecasts of WKRC Cincinnati Golden Gloves Tournament of Champions on
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. Inspecting Chicago Tribune Golden Gloves team
trophy for 1948, won by WKRC, are (I to r) E. R. Strauchen, Strauchen &
McKim Advertising; Hulbert Taft Jr., managing director of WKRC, representing Golden Gloves; H. Tracy Balcom Jr., president of Wiedemann Brewing
Co., and M. F. Allison, TV sales manager of WLWT.
TV

Is Evolution

(Continued from page A of Insert)
man. Not a particularly scintillant
visual personality, but a spellbinder with the spoken word. "And
now who'll be the first to save
themselves money, time and trouble
by the purchase of this handy lit-

"I'll"
— and I'm speaking for
tle item."
most current and prospective television sponsors — "I'll take two."
There's no doubt about it, the
combination of aural and visual
broadcasting has already hung up
some impressive sales results.
Let's emphasize "combination."
Radio, or aural broadcasting, has
proven itself. Now, with a picture
to assist it's doing better than ever.
But it's the spoken word that sells
every time.
Consider the picture as animated
art work and the voice as conversational copy block, and you have
your analogy with black and white
newspaper and magazine advertising, the art work being used
mainly to illustrate the copy block.
Color television might improve the
position of the picture somewhat,
but I still feel the aural message is
the intimate device that brings the
actions of the picture home to roost
in the consumer's noodle.
The above applies to all types of
telecast shows, too. Television is
fast coming out of the novelty
stage when everyone dims the
lights and faces the screen to see
what's going on.
More and more producers will begin to realize that the spoken word
must be constantly used to attract
the done
eye tobytheomission
screen. And
this can't
be
of dialog,
but
rather by terse, interesting, specific
continuity that tells the complete
there's addiimplies
story yet
tional
enjoymentthat
in the picture.
It's interesting to note, too, that
conveyance of a specific mood is
nearly always an auditory function.
I'm happy to have gotten this
far in this article without having

used a capitalized AM or FM or
TV or any other of the standard
symbols that designate the various
activities in the business of broadcasting, which I willingly capitalize.
Eventually, I think, network and
super-power AM broadcasting will
be swallowed up by TV broadcasting, and that FM broadcasting will
be used profitably for a variety of
things, but it will still be broadcasting. That's what I mean by
evolution, a constantly expanding
and improving broadcast service.

VIDEO WRITERS
Two Units Combining
AN AFFILIATION agreement between Screen Writer's Guild, Hollywood,
Associated
Writers'
of New and
York
has beenFilmreached
by
the membership of both groups.
Affiliation becomes final within 30
days following ratification of the
contract by the New York unit.
According to the agreement the
New York group will adopt the
title of Eastern Div. of Screen
Writers' Guild, while retaining
complete autonomy. The move is
aimed at coordinating the television
jurisdiction of the film writers
groups.

Mr. Sponsor Evaluates
(Continued from page 3 of Insert)
^urn
to stockholders
of the
continuing
service we and
render
to
the public and to the professions.
We can't do that for long on
deficits, and we hope to continue
to follow our consumer price policy
through which we have not raised
the price of a single packaged medicine over prewar.
Advertising has been an integral
part of our business since its inception 49 years ago. Our first advertising appropriation went into
newspapers back in 1902, and for
years we placed sole reliance on
this medium. In good time, magazines were added to the schedule.
When radio came along, we moved
into it on an important scale; and
at one time virtually our entire
advertising appropriation was devoted to radio. Since 1942, we
have added newspapers and magazines on an increasing scale without, however, cutting down on radio. In each case, our decision was
based on dollar return.
That will be our criterion for
television. Recognizing that the
new medium will have tremendous
social and cultural significance, the
advertiser must and will weigh its
value as an advertising medium on
its ability to earn a reasonable
profit on the advertising dollars
invested.
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Music, Literary, Talent
leleitatui

By ROBERT P. MYERS
NBC Assistant General Attorney
SOME of the principal problems
that are currently causing telecasters concern are music rights, literary rights, motion picture rights
and rights of privacy and defamation.
You must be sure in every case
where you obtain rights that you
are dealing with the author or with
the owner of the right or with his
authorized representative and, second, you must be certain that the
license agreement that you obtain
from him is clear and complete and
covers the specific use that you
want to make.
Among the principal rights
which are causing us trouble are
music rights, as always. There are
three principal music rights in
television as there are in AM
broadcasting with which we are
particularly concerned.
The right to make non-dramatic
public performances for profit is
probably the one with which we
will deal most often. We will also
be making dramatic performances
of musical compositions.
W,e will be using the so-called
recording right either in the form
of kinescope recording or in the
form of motion pictures or in the
form of pre-recordings.
All of these rights are exclusive
rights granted to the owner of the
copyright on a musical composition
and must be cleared if we are going
to use them.
There seems to be a new tendency developing among some of
the copyright owners to require a
special treatment of a dolled-up
use of a composition.
Special Fee
Strictly, there is no justification
for such a distinction under the
copyright law, but nonetheless
there is a tendency on the part of
some of our licensors to insist that
when you dress up your production
in certain ways it will require a
special license and possibly a
special fee.
Our first problem with regard to
AS CHAIRMAN of the television
subcommittee of the NAB Music
Advisory Committee, Mr. Myers is
spearheading the television broadcaster's attack on some of his
toughest legal problems. As video
specialist of NBC's legal department, he is constantly on call to
give opinions on the legality of TV
matters for which the precedents
are dubious, if not non-existent.
Here are highlights from a longer
paper advising te'ecasters on some
of these legal problems. They are
required reading for anyone even
remotely concerned with video
programming.
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music is: What are our sources?
They are the same sources that we
have in AM broadcasting. There
is the great public domain, the
"Jeanies With the Light Brown
Hair" of one sort or another.
There are the Wagners and there
are the Gilbert-and-Sullivans.
There is a tremendous amount of
material there with which you can
do anything that you want to.
There are great hordes of private
licenses which most of us have from
various individual publishers or
composers. There is ASCAP with
which most of you are familiar.
Then there is our own organization— that is, the broadcasters'
own organization — BMI.
BMI TV License
Let me say that as to BMI its
television license is identical with
its AM broadcasting license. It includes the right to adapt, to arrange, to translate, to change the
composition, to dramatize it and to
perform it by means of television.
There may be a few compositions
in the catalog in which BMI cannot give us some of those rights,
but in general we have the broadest
type of licenses from BMI. They
make no problem of scenery, costume or dialogue.
The real problem on scenery,
costume and dialogue arises with
ASCAP, which has by far and
away the largest catalog of musitry. cal performing rights in the counSince 1941
we havefrom
all had
free^
television
licenses
ASCAP.
These licenses have recently been
terminated. All of you television
broadcasters . . . will be without a
formal
1949]. ASCAP license [in early
ASCAP has made a very fair
gesture, however, when they agreed
that during the 60-day period commencing Jan. 1 they will negotiate
with us, as to television broadcasters, as to the terms upon which
we may continue to use their music
for our purposes.
They have agreed that if an
agreement is reached within that
60-day period it will be made retroactive to Jan. 1. If we do not reach
an agreement during that period,
we will be considered to have had a
gratuitous license.
Now what do we do? The first
thing to determine is what rights
ASCAP has to grant to us . . .
Membership Agreement
This problem is caused by a
new membership agreement which
ASCAP is just now having executed by its members.
Under that agreement there are
a good many uses which we will
clearly be able to make under a
general license such as straight instrumental uses, uses by vocalists
not in costume, uses by small

groups of vocalists in costume if
the performance is not accompanied by dialogue, by scenery or
by dancing routines.
That type of thing it seems we
will be able to obtain from ASCAP
under a blanket license. But the
problem arises with regard to the
exceptions which are contained in
that ASCAP membership agreement. Let me give you a few of
them.
ASCAP must obtain a special
license and charge a special fee for
any use of a production number.
That is a number which originally
was written for and contained in a
dramatical musical work, on operetta or a motion picture. If that
use is made in costume and is accompanied by scenery, dialogue or
dancing, that type of use would refee. quire aspecial license and a special
Also, special licenses would be
required for the use of any composition by five or less costumed
vocalists where the performance is
accompanied by scenery or by a set
which spells out the title of the
song or of the lyrics or which dramatizes the idea of the original production.
A special license would be required where any composition is
performed by five or less costumed
vocalists accompanied by dancing
which dramatizes the title or the
lyrics or by dialogue.
You would need a special license
for the performance of any number by more than five costumed
vocalists.
Gentlemen, that is television,
and it may mean that we will all be
faced with a very substantial problem in clearing rights with ASCAP
if each of that type of use requires
a special license . . .
Scope of General License
That is a bridge which we can
cross when we come to it. Our
present problem, the thing that we
are working on today with ASCAP,
is to determine the scope of the
general license which they will
offer to television broadcasters.
In order to do that we must obtain a definition of costumes. We
must know what scenery is. We
must know whether a plain backdrop is scenery. Is it scenery when
you push two palms in from the
side of the stage? . . .
We have undertaken here in
New York to do some of the preliminary work on your behalf in
this connection. The five New
York television broadcasters have
all monitored every single use of
music on their facilities for a
period of a week.
We have each taken a specimen
week and have sent descriptions of
each of those uses to ASCAP.
ASCAP is surveying those uses in

an attempt to reach a decision as
to those uses that will clearly fall
under a general or blanket license
and those uses which will clearly
require a special license . . .
After they have completed their
study of these uses, it is our plan
to sit down with them to attempt
to write a definition, to write out in
words what it is they propose to
offer us under a blanket license.
When that has been done we will
then be ready to negotiate a license
agreement, but not before . . .
Let us go briefly now to recording rights.
The copyright law provides only
one mechanical recording right
with a statutory royalty of 2c per
copy. It has been the practice in
the business to pay more than this
on electrical transcriptions and motion pictures.
In fact, one fairly recent case indicates that possibly motion picture
synchronization rights, as they refer to them, do not fall within the
statutory royalty provisions of the
copyright law, and we question
whether kinescope recording would
fall within the scope of that particular decision.
Kinescope Recording
We believe that a kinescope recording is only another recording.
It is a mechanical reproduction in
the copyright law. We should be
able to do it for 2c per print or
pressing.
So far as BMI is concerned, we
have the recording right very
clearly. BMI has passed it on to
us just as all other licensees have
passed it on in AM broadcasting . . .
It is our position that in making
a network broadcast we must have
the means of getting that program
to the stations. It can go by radio
relay; it can go by cable or it can
go by kinescope recording. That is
a necessary part of the performing
right and we must have it as part
of our performing right license.
That is something which we will
consider when we finally negotiate
ASCAP agreements.
The next category in which we
are interested is literary rights. In
non-dramatic literary works there
is no radio performing right. However, I suggest that you all look
carefully at any performances you
expect to make of non-dramatic
books or poems because it is pos(Continued on page H of Insert)
TV SET FIGURES reported to
Broadcasting during the past
week:
ton.Boston-Providence — 40,000 as of
Jan. 1, reported by WBZ-TV BosSt. Louis— 17,500 as of Jan. 1,
reported by Union Electric Co. of
Missouri.
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(Continued from page 12 of Insert)
sible that the use may constitute
unfair competition.
At lectures, sermons and addresses the copyright owner has
the right to deliver the work in
public for profit. Such works must
be cleared if you are going to use
them. In dramatic works the owner
has the right to perform publicly.
There is no for-profit element in
dramatic performances so far as
the copyright law is concerned and
all dramatic performances require
specific licenses. As far as the
sources of these works are concerned, you have no one place to
get all rights.
The rights of your staff and freelance writers in television are governed by the terms of their employment. That is purely a question of
contract. If you have a Radio
Writers Guild AM contract and
you want to use an AM script for
television, look at the contract because it contains certain specific

Now...
ZIL

provisions relating to the use of
that material on television.
Plays written for stage productions are a category of works that
we are all very much interested in.
Generally, the authors of those
works hold television rights. You
obtain these rights either direct
from the artists or through their
agents.
Now the motion picture company may have bought the play
outright and purchased all the
rights, television rights and everything else, and in such a case the
man you will have to go to will be
the motion picture producer . . .
Each situation has to be judged
on its own merits. It is purely a
matter of contractual interpretation, and there are many very different legal questions involved in
this particular field.
If you want to perform one of
those works, by all means get your
lawyer into it early and have a
thorough search made to find out

who has the rights and get them
cleared. Also, get your contract
signed before you put your play
into rehearsal. I have seen a good
many cases where the rehearsal
was on, the cast hired, and still we
did not have a license agreement
signed and that is most embarrassing when it happens.
Kinescope Rights
Generally, the play agents are
granting us kinescope recording
rights for this purpose of getting
the network program out to the
affiliates. They are granting us
the right to record for reference,
for audition purposes and to use
that recording one time over that
particular station within 30 days,
with regard to the live broadcast ... As to motion pictures
themselves, the basic problems in
general are the same as the clearance problems on a live program.
You have recording rights and
the producer obtains those. You

..Action!
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have performing rights. Up until
now the broadcaster has obtained
those.
There have been a number of recent decisions in the federal court
here and out in Minneapolis which,
after holding that ASCAP is a monopoly, have enjoined ASCAP from
exercising performing rights in
those cases where a motion picture
producer has only obtained a recording right at the time a musical
composition was put into the picture.
Literary rights, rights of talent,
producers, directors, the copyright
in the picture itself, all of those
things you obtain from the man
from whom you buy the picture.
Your rights vis a vis talent and
writers all come from the producer
through the distributor to you.
It is very difficult sometimes to
trace that change of title. If you
do have difficulty, your principal
protection is that you buy from a
reputable and responsible source
with the broadest type of warranties you can get. In addition
to your warranties be sure to check
your music because today there is
a good deal of music which you are
not licensed to perform and your
motion picture may contain that
kind of music.
Right of Privacy
The right of privacy is one of the
things that causes you and all television broadcasters the most difficulty. In a number of our states
the use of the name or picture of
an individual for commercial purposes is unlawful . . .
There is one very clear exception
to this doctrine and that is news
and newsreels. You may televise
or telecast current news. You may
telecast historical news, old news,
if it is a matter in which the publie has a legitimate interest.
Do not fictionalize your news
broadcasts. When you do you get
outside of that news exception.
Stick to matters of legitimate public interest, things in which the
people really have a right to see the
picture and to the use of the
name . . .
In your television studios print
on the back of your tickets a consent to televise as well as a release
from all other liabilities. Announce
to the studio audience if you are
going to televise them that they
are going to be televised . . .
There are many, many new doctrines which must be established in
this field. Many of the broadcasting and motion picture precedents
step. apply,
will
we are
to
have
to feel but
our way
alonggoing
step by
Your lawyers are as deep in television and its novel problems as the
operators are. It is important that
your lawyers be indoctrinated on
your operating problems.
Only by doing that can you make
certain that you will avoid the
many pitfalls which you are bound
to face as the law adjusts itself to
keep pace with the amazing development which television is experiencing today ...
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has long been ready for television. Since

1940 it has granted the unrestricted right to
perform its music in television broadcasting.
At present BMI

is the only major performing

rights organization that serves or can serve television on the same basis as audio broadcasting.
An ever increasing BMI

catalog — toic/eiy diver-

sified from classics to 6e-feops — gives television
broadcasters a complete service of music for
every type of program.
In the future, too, BMI pledges all of its facilities
and all of its cooperation in helping television
pioneers, whether broadcasters or film producers,
meet every musical need on the road ahead.

For Appropriate Television Music
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Wrife to BMI tor your

BMI has compiled a classified and cross-indexed
reference book especially designed for television
programming.
It is particularly helpful wherever descriptive mood
music or background music is necessary.
You don't have to be a musical expert to make the
most of this BMI service. For "Bridges, Moods,
Interludes" is based on recorded music readily
available to any telecaster.
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DURING a special KOA Denver broadcast from the arena of the National
Western Stock Show, Ruth Klarkness receives the Mile High Farmer Trophy for
the Grand Champion Junior Beef Showman of the 1949 show. Taking part
in the broadcast were (I to r) Don Peach, KOA director of agriculture; hierb
Rogers of Ranch-Way Feeds, sponsor of KOA's Mile High Farmer Program;
Miss Harkness, and Lloyd E. Yoder, KOA general manager.
WJBK DETROIT

FM

In New Studios, Offices
ANOTHER step in the expansion
program of WJBK Detroit was
reached into
last new
"^eekstudios
when the
moved
and station
offices
atop Detroit's Masonic Temple
Bldg. Included on the sixth floor
of the building are executive offices
for the Fort Industry Co.'s WJBKAM-FM-TV, two large AM studios,
two AM control rooms, two television studios containing GE equip, ment, a TV studio control room and
1 a TV master control room.
The seventh floor, which will be
I used for television pi'oduction, has
! been designed to house a studio
I theatre with a seating capacity of
1,200. Plans for its completion are
! now under way and will include
I facilities for stage and dramatic
productions, audience participation
shows and sports events. WJBKTV is on Channel 2 and carries pro. grams of from CBS and DuMont
video networks.

Via TV

WBRC-FM Birmingham's
sports staffers, learning they
could not set up in the
Georgia Tech gymnasium to
broadcast the Tech-Alabama
basketball game, resorted to
a bit of ingenuity. All of
Alabama's games had been
sold to a sponsor. The game
with Tech had to be aired.
With the cooperation of John
M. Outler Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta general manager, the
WBRC-FM crew was provided with a television set,
and the play-by-play account was sent to Birmingham listeners from the WSBTV picture.
JOHN F. HURLBUT, promotion manager for WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., was
given a special service pin for the
Onondage Council of Girl Scouts. Mr.
Hurlbut has been conducting weekly
radio workshop classes for the scouts.

ORECSON
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er of
le GE,
ETHRID
and CourierTimes publish
the Louisvil
MARK
Journal (WHAS), has accepted
the appointment as U. neS. representative on the UN Palesti Conciliation
Commission, the White House announced last week.
BERNARD S. MORLEY, formerly
sales manager of WPRO Providence,
R. L, has been appointed manager of
WTNS Coshocton, Ohio.
JOHN DEME has been appointed
general manager of WNOC Norwich,
Conn. Other new staff appointments
announced by H. ROSS PERKINS,
owner, include: NOEL C. BREAULT,
as sales manager, and JACK PURRINGTON, as program director.
MILTON B. GARBER, for 10 years
general manager of KCRC Enid, Okla.,
has been appointed editor of the Enid
Morning News and Daily Eagle. Mr.
Garber also has been named to the
publishing
company's
board of
directors. GEORGE
L. TARTER,
formerly
commercial manager of KOCY Oklahoma City, is new general manager
of KCRC.
WILLIAM E. RINE, managing director of WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., has
been elected
Illustrious Potentate
of Osiris Temple,
AAONMS, at the
annual election
held on Jan. 14.
FRANK KELLY,
assistant manager
of WBEN Buffalo,
is the father of a
girl, Rosemarie.
J. P. WILLIAMS,
executive vice president of WING
Mr. Rine
Dayton,
Ohio, and
WIZE Springfield,
Ohio, has been elected one of 10 directors of the Dayton Community Chest.
JOSEPH J. GARVEY, sales manager
of WJOL Joliet, 111., will become general manager of station, effective tomorrow (Feb. 1). He replaces R. L.
BOWLES, vice president and general
manager of Joliet Broadcasting Co.,
who has resigned to reside in Eustis,
Fla.
A. T. SHIELDS, formerly manager of
of KRUL Corvallis, Ore., has joined
WLDY Ladysmith, Wis., as general
manager.
JIM WOODRUFF Jr., executive manager of WRBL Columbus, Ga., has been
re-elected president of Columbus
Chamber of Commerce.
BOB MANN, assistant manager of
WDAR Savannah, Ga., has resigned to
become public relations director for the
city of Savannah. He is being replaced
by MILTON
BELLAH,
accountSILVER,
executive for WDAR.
JULIAN
sports director, has been appointed
account executive to succeed Mr. Bellah.
HENRY P. JOHNSTON, executive vice
president of Birmingham News Co. and
managing director of WSGN and
WSGN-FM Birmingham, has been reelected chairman of the board of the
Merchants and Planters Bank of Uniontown, Ala.
ADOLPH N. HULT, vice president in
charge of Midwest operations for
MBS, has been appointed radio chairman of the Chicago Brotherhood Week
committee.
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Actions
of the FCC
JANUARY 21 to JANUARY 27
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efiFective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
Bedford Bcstg. Corp., New Bedford,
January 24 Decisions . . .
Mass. — Designated for consolidated
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
hearing applications of Associates
Bcstg. Corp. and New Bedford Bcstg.
AM— 1280 kc
Corp. both seeking new station 1270
kc 500 w D.
Eugene
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
Eugene,
Ore.
—
Granted CP new station 1280 kc 1 kw
Radio Corp. of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio
—
Designated for hearing application
unl. DA-N,
engineering
cond.;
estimated cost: $32,570.
for new station 1470 kc 1 kw unl. DA-2
in consolidated proceeding with other
Ant. Change
Toledo
applications
to be KPLC
held Jan.Lake24
at Toledo
and made
WKNE Keene, N. H.— Granted CP
make changes
in
DA-D
pattern;
engiCharles,
La.,
partj;
to
proceeding.
neering cond.
W53AS Inc.,applications
Louisville, Ky.
competing
by— Ordered
Crosley
DA Changes
Bcstg. Corp., The Fort Industry Co. and
WLOF
Orlando, Fla.— Granted CP
Hope
Productions
Inc.
to
acquire
change from DA-DN to DA-N.
cilities of WHAS Inc., to be heard fain
Petition Granted
consolidated
proceeding
atareWashington
on
Feb.
28.
Involved
WHAS,
WDLP Panama City, Fla. — Upon pe- WHAS-FM, WHAS-TV, W9XWT (factition by WDLP, removed from hearing
simile), W9XEK (developmental) and
docket and granted application for
six remote
stations,byall Louisville
in Louismod.
license
ville andpickup
controlled
on 590 kc 1 tokw operate
unl. with DA-N only Courier-Journal
and Louisville Times.
Modification of CP
As advertised under AVCO procedure,
price is $1,925,000, subject to certain
WMBD
Peoria, 111. — Granted mod.
adjustments. In addition application of
CP to
make
changes
in
DA;
engineerWHAS
Inc. for additional time in which
ing cond.
to cons^truct WHAS-TV was designated
KXOC
Chico,
Calif.—
Granted
mod.
to
be
heard
same day.
CP to change trans, location and type
trans, and to increase D power from
1 to 5 kw; engineering cond.
January
24 Applicat-ions
TENDERED
FOR FILING . . .
Ant. Changes
Transfer
of
Control
WNBF Binghamton, N. Y. — Granted
KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles; KGB San
CP make changes in ant. and mount
FM and TV ant. on No. 1 center AM
Diego, KFRC San Francisco, KDB
Santa Barbara and KTSL (TV) Hollytower; engineering cond.
wood,ofCalif.Thomas
— Involuntary
Hearing Designated
control
S. Lee transfer
Enterprisesof
d/b as Don Lee Bcstg. System, licensee.
Associates Bcstg. Corp. and New
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from Thomas S. Lee to Lewis Allen
Weiss
and ofWillet
of estate
ThomasH. S.Brown,
Lee. guardians
License for CP
KWK St. Louis — License to cover CP
increase power etc.
License Renewal
KBLF newalRed
Bluff, Calif.— License reAM station.
Modification of CP
KSBR San Bruno, Calif.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. New London, Conn. —
WNLC-FM
Same.
WTUX-FM Wilmington, Del.— Same.
WNEX-FM Macon, Ga.— Same.
KCRK Cedar Rapids, Iowa — Same.
WHDL-FM Alleghany, N. Y.— Same.
WXRA-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— Same.
KTUL-FM Tulsa, Okla.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
170 toage 2.52
terrainkw,
fromant.630height
ft. to above
270 ft. averWNAM-FM Neenah, Wis.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from 9.4
kw to 3.1 kw, ant. height above average
terrain from 300 ft. to 294 ft.
License for CP
WNHC-FM
Conn.— License to cover New
CP newHaven,
FM station.
WAFB-FM Baton Rouge, La.— Same.
WVBT Bristol Center, N. Y.— Same.
WVCV Cherry Valley, N. Y.— Same.
WVCN DeRuyter ViUage, N. Y.—
Same.
WVFC Ithaca, N. Y.— Same.
WVBN Turin Village, N. Y.— Same.
WFNF Wetherfield, N. Y.— Same.
Transfer of Control
WSON-FM
Ky.—Bcstg.
Acquisition of controlHenderson,
of Henderson
Co.
Inc., licensee, by H. S. Lackey from
Pierce E. Lackey, Montana L. Lackey
and The Paducah Bcstg. Co.
TV— 198-204 mc
Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp., Norfolk,
Va. — CP new commercial TV station
Channel 13 (210-216 mc), ERP 19.4 kw
vis., and aur., unl. AMENDED to re19.9 kw quest
vis.Channel
and 11
aur. (198-204 mc), ERP
License Renewal
W8XGZ
Gus Zaharis, Charleston,
W. Va. — License renewal exp. TV station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WINX-AM-FM Washington, D. C—
Assignment
of license
for AM toofWilliam A. Banks
and assignment
CP
for FM to WTOP Inc. Present owner
is WINX Bcstg. Co.
KDLK Del Rio, Tex. — Assignment of
license from James A. Clements, RichJ. Higgins,
Thomas
and ardJoe
H. Torbett
d/b O.as Mathews
Del Rio
Bcstg. Co. to Del Rio Bcstg. Co.
Transfer of Control
WFAH ment of control
Alliance, of Ohio
— Relinquishlicensee,
Review
Pub.
Co.,
caused
by
death
of Arthur H.
Holies.
AM— 1240 kc
KSTV
Stephcnville,
Tex.— CP change
from
unl. 1510 kc 250 w D to 1240 kc 250 w
January 25 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Gus Zaharis,
Charleston,
Va. —
Granted
license covering
move W.of trans,
of exp. TV station W8XGZ.
WKY Radiophone Co., Oklahoma City
— Granted license and CP for new exp.
TV relay W5XWG W5XHW W5XSK.
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
—Granted CP for new TV station
W2XGM.
KVRO Brownsville Herald Pub. Co.,
Brownsville,
request to
cancel CP forTex.
new— Granted
FM station.
KVMR Valley Evening Monitor Inc.,
McAllen, Tex. — Same.
WDEL-TV
ed mod. CP toWilmington,
make ant. Del.—
changesGrantand
kw.
change ERP to vis. 0.476 kw, aur. 0.341
KRLD-TV Dallas, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP to make slight change in
studio and trans, locations and to make
minor changes in ant.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: KGIB
Bremerton, Wash., to 4-15-49; WRUN
Utica. N,to Y.,5-8-49;
to 7-?9-49:
Atlanta,
WCOD WBGE-FM
Richmond,
Va.,
to
5-23-49;
WAVZ-FM
Haven,
Conn., to P-30-49: WRWRNew Albany,
N. Y., to 7-13-49; KXEL-FM Waterloo,
Iowa, to 8-22-49: WIOD-FM Miami,
Fla.. to 8-21-49: WKAL-TV Utica, N. Y.,
to 6-1-49: W9XG West Lafayette, Ind.,
to R-9<i.49.
WRELcense for Lexineton.
— Granted
linew standardVa.station
1450 kc
250 w unl.

WKIN untary
Kittanning,
— Granted
volassignment of Pa.license
to WKIN
Inc.
WIRE-FM Indianapolis Bcstg. Inc.,
Indianapolis
— Granted
request to cancel CP for new
FM station.
WNYS Nashville Radio Corp., Nashville, Tenn. — Same.
KFMV
Hollywood,
Calif. — name
Grantedto
mod.
CP to
change corporate
Union Bcstg. Corp. of Calif.
WJCD Seymour, Ind. — Granted mod.
CP
approvalandof change
ant., trans,
and
studioforlocations,
type trans.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: KING Seattle, to 4-11-49; WKAR-FM East Lansing,
WCBT-FMWCMWRoanokeMich.,
Rapids,to N.3-27-49;
C, to 5-15-49;
FM Canton, Ohio, to 4-11-49; WMURFM Manchester, N. H,, to 4-15-49;
WFNS-FM Burlington, N. C, to 5-1049; KMJ-FM Fresno, Calif., to 5-10-49;
WGTR Worcester, Mass., to 5-1-49;
KFMV Hollywood, to 2-15-49; WHIOTV Dayton, Ohio, to 5-30-49; WLWC
Columbus, Ohio, to 6-16-49; WLWD
Dayton, Ohio, to 6-4-49; KTOY Tacoma,
Wash., to 5-2-49; KMED-FM Medford,
Ore., to 3-1-49; KUGN-FM Eugene,
Ore., to 6-7-49; WBCA Schenectady,
N. Y., to 3-20-49; WTTH-FM Port
Huron,
Mich., WSLB-FM
to 5-1-49; KWGS
Tulsa
to 5-8-49;
Ogdensburg,
N.Radio
Y.. to Cincinnati
4-19-49.
Granted license
and Inc.,
CP forCincinnati
new exp.—
TV relay W8XRP.
WNAB-FM Bridgeport, Conn.— Granteded
assignment of CP to
WNAB voluntary
Inc.
WIMR Maple City Bcstg. Corn., Hornell, N. Y. — Granted request for cancel ation of 1CPkw forD. new standard station 1420 kc
BY COMMISSIONER JONES
The Toledo Blade Co., Toledo, Ohio
— Granted petition for leave to amend
application to show redemption of 1250
sh. preferred nonvoting stock; to show
addition of Clarence M. Condon as
secretary of applicant, etc.
Vulcan Bcstg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.
— Granted petition for continuance of
hearing
scheduled Jan. 24 to March 3 at
Birmingham.
Batesville Bcstg. Co., Batesville, Ark.
— Denied petition for continuance of
oral
argument and
scheduled for- Jan. ?8 in
re application
Valley
Bcstrs. Inc.that • of White River
KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.— Granted
petitionmentforpresently
continuance
oral arguscheduledof Feb.
4 to
date subsequently to be specified.
January 25 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
SSA— 1540 kc
WJMJ
Philadelphia
Extension
SSAexceed
for 1540
kc 1 kw D— for
period notof
to
6 mo.
Modification of CP
KPLC Lake Charles, La.— Mod. CP
change frequency, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis.— Mod. CP
increase
completionpower
date. etc. for extension of
WHIS Bluefield, W. Va.— Same.
Assignment of License
WOOF from
Dothan,
Assignment
license
R. A.Ala.—
Dowling
Jr. andof
Owens Fitzgerald Alexander d/b as
Dowlander Bcstg. Co. to R. A. Dowling
Jr. tr/as Dowlander Bcstg. Co.
WCNU Crestview, Fla. — Assignment
of license from Cyril W. Reddoch and
L. Burson Whittington d/b as Gulf
Shores Bcstg. Co. to Cyril W. Reddoch,
JohnGulfB. Shores
McCraryBcstg.
and Co.
D. G. O'Neil d/b
as
WSYR
Syracuse,
N.
Y. — Assignment
of license from Central
New York
Bcstg. Corp. to Radio Projects Inc.,
parent
firm.
Tex. — Assignment
ofKTAN
licenseSherman,
from Denison
Broadcast
Corp. to Sherman Broadcast Corp.
WTRR
Sanford,
Fla.—
Assignment
license from James S. Rivers tr/asof
Southeastern Bcstg. System to Myron
A. Reck.
WSID censeEssex,
Md. — H.
Assignment
of lifrom Sidney
Tinley Jr.
to
United Bcstg. Co. Inc.
KANS Wichita, Kan. — Assignment of
license from Kansas Bcstg. Inc. to
Taylor Radio and Television Corp.
KRGV Weslaco. Tex. — Assignment of
license from KRGV Inc. to Taylor
Radio and Television Corp.
(Continued on page 69)
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YOUNGSTERS' dreams and ambitions have become a "reality" on
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. Each
■ week station invites children from 6 to
: 13 years to participate in What Do You
Want to Be. Nevf program depicts
a scene from some phase of business
or profession and the children are in, vited to act the parts. With opticals,
trick camera shots and coordinated
;|sound effects and background music a
is created. On the
of reality
sense telecast
i' first
American Airlines had
. one of its transports reproduced, the
, youngsters portraying the parts of
"pilot," "co-pilot" and "stewardess."
, Special camera shots done with mirrors
that were rocked gently created the
illusion that the plane was "taking
off." What Do You Want to Be is
sponsored by the Chevrolet Dealers
Assn. of Philadelphia, through Gray •
I & Rogers Adv., that city. Dealers
select children to appear by auditions
[ in their showrooms each week.
'
Progress in Medicine
DOCTORS and pharmacists of Albany
Medical and Pharmacy Colleges will
discuss progress in medical science
on WPTR Albany, N. Y., new series,
Adventures in Medicine. Aired each
Sunday at 12:15 p.m., program is under
direction of Albany Pharmaceutical
Assn.
'Over-the-Chuckwagon'
NEWS, views and interviews concerning the Texas out-of-doors is
format of WOAI San Antonio's newest
program. The Roving Banker. Lucian
Jones, vice president in charge of
agricultural and livestock division of
Alamo National Bank of San Antonio,
sponsor of program, is the "Roving
Banker," and with Bill Shomette,
' WOAI farm and ranch director, visits
surrounding communities and participates in discussions of interest to
listeners whose occupations and activities are allied with out-Hoor life.
Live and transcribed interviews with
bank presidents, farmers, ranchers,
sportsmen and agricultural authorities are featured on the series.
Tribute to Citizens
DEDICATED to and paying tribute
to people in its listening area, WCOA
Pensacola, Fla., is airing new Good
Neighbor
program,
thrice weekly.

Show features the "Good Neighbor"
letter of the day and prizes for the
"Good Neighbor" of the day. Also included are poems of friendship and
humorous adages with appropriate
background music.
'Voice of the Blind'
INFORMATIVE talks by a blind person on how public can help the blind
are being heard on a new public service broadcast. Voice of the Blind on
KGFJ Hollywood. The program,
heard a quarter-hour weekly, is conducted by James B. Garfield, blind
for the past seven years, who gives
helpful hints on how the blind should
be treated, tells of various traffic
laws made to protect them, and other
important but little-thought-of-facts
on how one can help a blind person.
'Washington Town Hall'
UNDER auspices of League of Women
Voters, WOL Washington is presenting Washington Town Hall on alternate Fridays at 10:30 p.m. Program
is devoted to topics of public interest
and features guest speakers who are
authorities in their fields. First
broadcast, Jan. 21, was devoted to
subject: "How Far Can the Rights of
Individuals be Guaranteed Interna-

SALES

PULL

Booklet Issued by Cairns
SALES IMPACT of television is
the reason for using the medium
now, according to Television Today,
24-page brochure prepared by
John A. Cairns & Co., New York.
Television advertisers, the booklet reports, already have succeeded
in reaping unprecedented returns.
It notes that telerating organizations underscore the fact that sponsor identification is high — with a
one-time shot identification reaching 35% and responses on small
offerings totaling as high as 40%
(radio, it says, considers l%i good).
The booklet's approach, the agency claimed, is factual and statistical, with editorializing kept to a
minimum. It traces TV from its
debut to the March 18, 1947 FCC
ruling against color-television and
notes that since then it "has expanded with the momentum of a
gold rush." It sets forth the present station, network and audience
picture, discusses advertising costs
and briefs case histories in spots,
participation programs and cosponsorship programs.
It calls 1948 the first full year
of commercial television and said
$10 million in advertising revenue
was scheduled for the year with
TV's potential revenue predicted to
be four times as great as radio's
dustry.
today — eventually a $6 billion in-

tionally."

Sunflower
Little Jack Frost Get Lost
V,

DJ-634

mm

So In Love
While the Angelus Was Ringing
DJ-635

VIDEO

BOOKSELLER
Best Means for Mass Merchandising — Tiffany

TELEVISION offers the best
means available today for the mass
merchandising of books, according
to J. Raymond Tiffany, general
manager of the Book Mfrs. Institute.
But instead of using this medium as an aid to their business,
publishers are letting it become
a
"devastating competitor," he
warned.

readers gave their available time
to competing leisure activities as
follows: radio 49%; newspapers
21%; magazines 11%; movies
11%, and books 8%.
"I have talked with a number of
set owners," Mr. Tiffany said, "and
without exception, they have said
that the whole family was reading
less than before they installed tele-

A survey made in 1947 for his organization by Psychological Corp.
of New York and by Hoff Institute of Management showed that

He maintained that "we need
constructive
thinking on the probvision."
lem by the best brains in the book
publishing and manufacturing and
television industries."
Particularly, he singled out the
book publishers for criticism, who,
he said, operate generally under
the mistaken belief that books can't
be merchandised the way other
products are. He urged a change
in
said "now's
the this
time viewpoint
especially and
to merchandise
through well-publicized television

• BR 04705

"That books can be merchanprograms."
dised like other products," he said,
"is proved by the way encyclopedia companies sell their product
door-to-door — and they're doing a
big business, too. The trouble with
book publishers is that they do not
have enough outlets — and television could help them in this direc-

Shows with a Hollywood Vferitage ★ Member N-A-BG c a s11n
BROADCASTING •

mm
What's My Name
Why Can't You Behave?
DJ-636

That Old Black Magic
I've Got You Under My Skin
DJ-637 ^
* 'DJ" disks couple the cream of the RCA Victor
hits for your convenience!
RCA

Victor
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TRANSFER
KMED
THE "NO SALE" SIGN was rung up last week over the most bitterlycontested transfer case FCC has faced since it put the AVCO publicbidding policy on transfers into effect in October 1945.
The Commission was informed that the $250,000-plus sale of KMED
Medford, Ore., by Mrs. W. J. Virgin ★
to Luther E. Gibson's Gibson
closed last week, was taken Dec. 8.
Broadcasting is all off. With the
Norman E. Jorgensen, Washinginformation FCC got a politely reton attorney, wrote FCC on behalf
proachful letter of explanation
of Mrs. Virgin and Gibson Broadnoting that all the so-called transcasting that it obviously would
fer had brought Mr. Gibson was an
have been impossible to advertise
out-of-pocket expense of some
the sale for the AVCO-prescribed
$40,000.
60-day period in the time between
The case has been pending al- Dec. 8 and Dec. 31, when the contract expired.
most as long as the AVCO advertising policy has been in effect. It
"Thus," he wrote, "the entire
sale and transfer of this station
went through the open-biding procedure required by the AVCO rule, was as effectively denied as if the
with FCC subsequently approving
Commission had refused to pertransfer not to Gibson Broadcasting but to Medford Radio Corp., a
He continued:
mit it."
local firm which had filed a comIt is respectfully pointed out to the
peting bid [Broadcasting, Nov. 3, Commission that two years and nine
months
the executed.
date this
1947].
contracthave
of elapsed
sale wasfromfirst
During all this period of time the proBut Mrs. Virgin and Medford
posed
purchaser
commitRadio were not able to come to
ments to the
sellerhadandfinancial
to the Commission totaling nearly $400,000. During
terms, and Medford Radio finally that period
of time, there have been
withdrew [Broadcasting, Sept. 6, wide and frequent fluctuations of the
radio
industry
as a whole as well as
1948]. Mrs. Virgin and Gibson
many changes in Radio Station KMED
Broadcasting then asked FCC to itself.
The station has had its power inreinstate and grant their original
creased fromcapital
1000 to commitments,
5000 w, necessitatapplication.
ing further
and
its
competitive
and
network position
The Commission granted reinin the radio industry has been changed.
of the economic and other factors
statement— but ruled that the ap- All
entering
into size
the operation
of a busiplication was in effect a new one
ness of this
and character
have
been
subject
to
pronounced
fluctuaand therefore would have to go
tions several times during this
long
period
through the public advertising pro1948. from April 6, 1946, to Dec. 31,
cedure again. This action, disThe sale contract having expired on
the latter date, it is now impossible
for
the parties
agree
a newof
contract
for the tosale
and upon
transfer
this facility and therefore in view of
the Commission's decision of Dec. 8,
1948, they are no longer able to proceed.
I am sure that the Commission will
appreciate
Mr. the
Gibson's
reluctance
again
to commit
very considerable
KFPW'S GARNER
Named State Senator
WD5U
W^J> WDSU broadcasts 5000 watts
'i^'
fromSouth
the. French
the Gulf and
LouisianaQuarter
listeners.to
From daily association with time-honored
New Orleans inslilutions WDSU has
developed a high quality of integrity.
WDSU devotes program time regularly
and exclusively to the St. Louis Cathedral,
the International House, Moisant International Airport, Tulane University,
Union Station, the Municipal Auditorium,
Symphonies and Operas.
WDSU's dominate Hoopcrating proves that honoring local institutiotts
creates
loyalty.high listener
V

NEW
ORLEANS
WDSU
1280 kc
Page 56
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A NEW entry on the political
scene, and now an Arkansas State
Senator, is J. E. "Pat" Garner,
news editor and commentator of
KFPW Fort Smith. During his
tenure of office in Little Rock, the
state capital, Mr. Garner delivers
a daily report on the happenings
of the legislature. The program,
brought to the station by leased
wire, is sponsored by Ross Motor
Co.
Mr. Garner, 54, went to Fort
Smith as a newspaper man in 1923.
He worked there for about 15 years
as a copy reader, reporter and
night news editor on the Southwest American. He spent one
summer in Europe and after his
return worked for several months
on a newspaper in Louisiana. In
1938 Mr. Garner returned to Fort
Smith as the KFPW news editor.
Mr. Garner was elected without
opposition in the Democratic primaries last summer and in the general election last November. Two
opponents reportedly withdrew before the first primary.

sum of money that had been pledged
to this particular venture for almost
three years, to no result except an
out-of-pocket
cost to him of some forty
thousand
dollars.
Mr. Gibson is licensee of KHUB
Watsonville and KSLI (FM) Salinas, Calif. Under the expired
contract with Mrs. Virgin he would
have given her $250,000 plus a onethird interest in Gibson Broadcasting, in return for KMED. KMED
is on 1440 kc with 5 kw day and
1 kw night.
Mrs. Virgin's refusal to sell to
Medford Radio, the FCC-approved
purchaser, was based on her claims
that the new company's offer was
not the same as Mr. Gibson's and
therefore did not meet the "same
terms" provision of the AVCO
rule. Comr. Robert F. Jones, who
dissented from FCC's approval of
transfer to Medford Radio, sided
with Mrs. Virgin on this point.
NAB ADDITIONS
Pischke, Tower Join
ADDITION of two staff assistants
has been announced by NAB since
the first of the year. Vail Pischke
has joined the general counsel's
office as an attorney [Broadcasting, Dec. 13]. Charles H. Tower
joins NAB Feb. 1 as assistant to
the director, Employe-Employer
Relations Dept., serving under
Richard P. Doherty.
Mr. Tower has attended Boston
U. Law School for the past two
years, lecturing on industrial relations and personnel management at
the School of Business Administration as well as conducting private
arbitration work. He formerly was
field examiner for the National Labor Relations Board in Pittsburgh,
and was with RCA 1943-45 in industrial engineering and personnel
work. He received his AB in political science at Williams College
in 1941 and was graduated from
the Harvard Graduate School of
Business in 1943.
Mr. Pischke was head of radio
activities of the law firm of Norman
M. Littell, Washington and prior to
that had been with the firm of Kirkland,
Ellis. Fleming, Green, Martin &

MICH. CONFERENCE
Hull Will Speak March 4
RICHARD HULL, president of the
National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, is scheduled as one
of the principal speakers at the
fourth annual Michigan Radio
Conference March 4 at Michigan
State College, East Lansing.
The conference, titled "Radio
Serves in a Democracy," is designed to effect closer cooperation
between stations and schools. The
all-day session will be attended by
radio executives, school administrators, teachers and representatives of civic groups. It is under
the direction of J. D. Davis, ascollege. sistant professor of speech at the
Other speakers include D. Hale
Brake, state treasurer; Lee Thurston, state superintendent of public instruction; M. L. Greenbaum,
president of the Michigan Assn.
of Broadcasters; Stanley Barnett,
WOOD Grand Rapids, and Dr.
Willis Dunbar, WKZO Kalamazoo.
CANADA

MEET

Operation Costs Covered
SALES MANAGEMENT and the
mounting costs of station operation were main topics at annual
meeting of managers of the mutually operated stations of AllCanada Radio Facilities Ltd., held
at Hotel Palliser, Calgary, Jan.
10-12. Annual meeting of production and sales managers of the
organization's
stations is to Regina,
be held
at Hotel Saskatchewan,
April 25-27, with Guy Herbert of
the Toronto office as chairman.
Attending the managers meeting were Frank Elphicke, CKWX
Vancouver; M. V. Chesnut, CJVI
Victoria; Bert Cairns, CFAC CalGerry Gaetz,
Edmonton;gary;
Bill Guild,
CJOCCJCA
Lethbridge;
Stuart MacKay, CKRM Regina;
Harold Crittenden, CKCK Regina;
Bill Spears, CKRC Winnipeg; Bill
Cranston, CKOC Hamilton; Art
Balfour, CFGP Grand Prairie, and
Mr. Herbert.

"VIC" DIEHM SAYS:

Don't

Forget!

Have a ''Look"
ad when
planning
your '49
. atbook
WAZL's
half-page
'49 ItYearadvertising
budget.
will tell ^^'^ ^
yp" in facts and figures just why your WAZL
spent advertising dollars will result in directSincerely
sales gains!
AFFILIATED
WITH NBC- MBS

Vic Diehm
THE VOICE OF
W
A Z L PENNSYLVANIA'S HIGHEST CITY
Ettablished 1932 ■ H«ileton, Pa.
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(Continued from page 13)

' manager, was in charge of pubI licity for the benefit.
Sparking the March of Dimes in
' Coshocton, Ohio, WTNS aired a
' unique,
money
- getting
program
three times
a week
for one
hour
during the campaign.
Talent in' eluded leading business men, bank• ers, political figures, etc. At the
request of listeners who sent con! tributions, a quartet of bankers
' harmonized on "Money Is the Root
of All Evil," the chief of police
sang the "Prisoner's Song," and
other such stunts. Campaign was
. culminated with a two-hour rally
I conducted by WTNS.
f "Dawes-for-a-Day" contest
■ helped to swell the collections of
WCKY Cincinnati. Bill Dawes,
m.c. of Makebelieve Ballroom, offered to take over the household
duties of the Greater Cincinnati
lady able to collect the most for the
March of Dimes in her neighborhood. Mr. Dawes' program for today (Jan. 31) was to be broadcast
from the home of the winner. In
addition Mr. Dawes raised funds
by playing request tunes on his
program at the rate of a "dime a
tune."
WTBC Show
Special one and a half hour
March of Dimes show was aired by
WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala., Jan. 17.
The entire show was composed of
local talent — 20 participants in all.
WTBC donated the time and the entertainers contributed their talent.
Second annual "March of Dimes
Jamboree"
was
sponsored by
WAML Laurel, Miss., Jan. 28 at
the Civic Center. Well publicized
in advance with posters, air plugs
: and newspaper
advertising, the
show featured local radio talent
[ plus contests with prizes conI tributed by local merchants.
Riddle contests, always a good
■ source of money raising, were used
i heavily again this year. WORZ
1 Orlando, Fla., in conjunction with
1 local merchants, sponsored a conI test in the form of a riddle read by
a famous radio personality. To win
the $5,000 in merchandise offered,
the winner was required to identify
the personality and solve the rid-

dle. And, of course, entries were
accompanied by contributions.
In Richmond, Va., WMBG and
the Richmond-Henrico Chapter of
the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis sponsored a "Mr.
Whisper" contest. Each Friday
night during January, WMBG
aired clues to the identity of "Mr.
Whisper," a well known local citizen. Listeners writing the best
letters on why we should support
the March of Dimes and sending
contributions were given a chance
to identify the voice.
A "finish the sentence" contest
was conducted by WWGP Sanford,
N. C, and the Junior Chamber of
Commerce. Listeners were urged
to try for attractive prizes by contributing to the drive and completing the sentence: "We all should
join the March of Dimes because . . ."
Jan. 17 was designated as "M
Day" for the March of Dimes on
WLNH Laconia, N. H. The local
broadcast day was devoted entirely
to the campaign. Highlight of the
day was the performance of Laconia's Mayor Albert A. Parmentier who took over the m.c. duties
of a disc jockey to promote the
cause. Requests were honored only
if
accompanied by an "I support"
statement.
Scranton, Pa., stations WSCR
WGBI WABM and WQAN-FM
combined forces Jan. 26 to present
a Disc Jockey dance. The idea was
conceived by Michael Woloson,
WSCR announcer. Record m.c.'s
from each of the stations contributed the music for the dance,
each spinning records in his individual style. To begin the dance,
Mayor James Hanlon played the
first record as honorary disc jockey.
Admission to the dance was by
donation to the March of Dimes.
To provide a kickoff for the District of Columbia's 1949 campaign,
WOL and the Washington Daily
News cooperatively engineered a
week-long promotion drive which
was climaxed on Jan. 14 with an
18-hour March of Dimes day on the
station.

McCLATCHY
Buys New Sacramento Site
PURCHASE of a block-square site
in Sacramento for radio, television
and newspaper operations has been
announced by the McClatchy
Newspapers.
Firm's
interests
the
California
capital
includein

JACK TRUELL, stricken last summer
with polio, records his thanks to the
people of Lexington, N. C, for the
over $3,500 donated by them for the
support of him and his family. WBUY
Lexington raised the money through
a series of special programs featuring
leaders of civic clubs. Mr. Truell's
wife, Marie, and Bob Ray of WBUY
are included on the recording.
POLIO SHOWS
Cleveland Tries New Plan
EACH of Cleveland's five fulltime
AM stations presented a midnight show on behalf of the March
of Dimes campaign — with no other
Cleveland outlet on the air at the
time — Victor Pignolet, publicity director for the drive in the Ohio
metropolis, announced. Shows were
presented before the close of the
campaign Jan. 31.
On the night assigned to each
station to broadcast its March of
Dimes show the other stations
signed off early and asked their
audiences to listen to the fund-raising jamboree, Mr. Pignolet said.
Heading the committee responsible for originating and activating
the special March of Dimes broadcasts is C. M. (Pinky) Hunter,
WHK. Others on the committee
are: Reginald Merridew, WGAR;
Jake Hines, WTAM; Lawrence
Webb, WJW, and Samuel R. Sague,
WSRS (Cleveland Heights). Radio
editors of the three Cleveland
dailies. Plain Dealer, Press and
News, are assisting in the promotion, and both the American Federation of Radio Artists and the
Musicians Union of Cleveland have
pledged their cooperation.

Coin
MEMPHIS

I

11
10,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by

RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC
480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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TELECOIN Corp., New York, will
introduce shortly Tele-Video, large
screen commercial television receiver, to be adaptable for coin
operation if desired by those installing it. Tele- Video screen sizes
will be varied, as will the number
of coins necessary to operate the
machine where coin operation is
desired by the owner. The receiver
will operate without the use of
coins if so desired. Jay Electronics
Corp. of New York has been appointed distributor for the new receiver throughout the greater New
York area.

KFBK (50 kw on 1530 kc), KFBKFM (Channel 245, 96.9 mc). The
Sacramento Bee, Bee Engraving
and a projected television station.
The new site was acquired for
$275,000 from Joseph T. Grace
Farms Inc. and Buffalo Brewery
Inc., corporations owning the brewery. McClatchy will take over part
of the property in four months and
the balance two months later, and
eventually plans to erect there
a building housing all of its Sacramento i-adio, television and newspaper activities. Brewery now occupying the site will continue doing
business there until approximately
McClatchy
is an applicant for
April
1.
two television stations, one at
Sacramento, which would operate
on Channel 10 (192-198 mc), the
other at Fresno (Channel 7, 174180 mc). McClatchy operates KMJ
Fresno and is an applicant for FM
there. Other McClatchy stations
are KOH Reno, Nev., KERN Bakersfield, Calif., and KWG Stockton,
Calif.

from

,

"Editor" of this video version of
a smart, slick sheet is telegenic
Rita Hackett
who knows
what
in the world.
Shiftingwhat's
from
her ofFlce to "Club '49," where
suave Bob Duane is "manager"
and Nancy Wright is vocalovely, Rita rities
tete-a-tete's
with celeb-of
for the edification
televiewers. This new type show
has a growing appeal for
WLW-T's growing audience.
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ROGER BROWN, general manager
since 1945 of Earle Ferris Co.,
New York public relations firm,
has been elected president of the firm.
EARLE FERRIS, founder and former
president, becomes chairman of the
board.
A. C. NIELSEN Co., Chicago, has announced that Kenyon & Eckhardt and
RuthraufF & Ryan, both New York,
have purchased its new National Nielsen Radio Index. Esso Standard Oil
Co. and Standard Oil of New Jersey
also have signed a joint three-year
agreement for Class A service, including non-network and extra-week
ratings.
JOSEPH B. ELLIOTT has been appointed vice president in charge of
RCA Victor Consumer Products, Radio Corp. of America, Camden, N. J.
Other new RCA appointments include:
L. W. TEEGARDEN as vice presient
in charge of RCA technical activities;
HENRY G. BAKER promoted to general manager of Home Instrument
Dept., and RICHARD T. ORTH to
general manager of Tube Dept.
HERBERT H. WIXSON, sales manager for KMPC Hollywood for past
six years, has resigned to enter radio
package field. Mr. Wixson is currently

...II it local
station

cost

See your station
representative or write
IMGWORTH
feature progranis, inc.
113 W. S7th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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working on syndication of two already developed radio shows, one of
which KMPC has contracted for.
PALMER BRINK, vice president and
general manager of Morris & Cain
agency, Los Angeles, and SCOTT
HUNT, his assistant, have resigned
to form their own advertising and
radio packaging firm. They are now
producing five-weekly hour participation show, FoMr Breakfast Date, on
KGIL San Fernando, Calif.
C. E. HOOPER Inc., New York, has
announced that WAPO Chattanooga,
Tenn., and WJR Detroit, have signed
for area coverage index reports.
WILLIAM W. BOYNE has been appointed general manager of Zenith
Radio Corp., New York, replacing
HARRY J. WINES, resigned. Mr.
Boyne joined firm in 1943, and has
been general manager of Radio Distributing Corp., Chicago subsidiary, for
past two years.
CHESTER RHODES has joined Dudley, Anderson & Yutzy, public relations counselors. New York, as a radio producer and writer. Mr. Rhodes
was formerly assistant program director of WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
CHET L. SWITAL, Los Angeles public relations man, has been retained
by Rex Transamerican Television
Corp., to direct public relations and coordinate P. R. programs into one overall endeavor.
DR. A. V. ASTIN, formerly assistant
chief of Electronics Division of National Bureau of Standards, Washington, has been promoted to chief. He
succeeds the late HARRY DIAMOND,
who died last June.
EDGAR H. FELIX, formerly Washinton representative. Transmitter Division, Allen B. DuMont Labs., has
been promoted to Northern District
supervisor for the division, with headquarters at 176 Franklin Ave., Malverne, N. Y. He will have charge of
territory comprising New England, upstate New York, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Washington,
Oregon and California.
KEN McAllister has been appointed manager of distribution and promotion for Columbia Records Inc.,
New York. JEFF WILSON has been
appointed manager of distribution and
merchandising for firm.
E. D. WHITTLESEY, director of public relations at U. of Denver, has
resigned, eflfective March 1, to head
Research Services Inc., Denver, where
he will handle market surveys, employe attitude studies and opinion

THE newly remodeled studios of WSAP and WSAP-FM Portsmouth, Va.
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1948], are entered through this modern lobby.
The stations are licensed to Portsmouth Radio Corp.
Uniformity
TV

MASKING

Is Urged

By IRE Speaker

LACK of standard size and shape for the "masks" which television set
makers use to hide the edges of their viewing tubes imposes the need
for caution on TV broadcasters, F. J. Bingley, chief video engineer
of WOR-TV New York, said Jan. 22 at a one-day seminar on television
held in New York *
by the Institute major problem in television and
of Radio Engi- that any TV broadcaster who fails
neers.
to utilize the full spectrum of his
assigned channel is not living up
If the broadto the conditions of his license.
caster is not
careful, he may
'Mr. Bingley agreed, but pointed
out that the broadcaster must also
transmit important information, be realistic about the facts. As
such as the comlong as the set makers find it necmercial, so that
essary to curtail at the receiving
Mr. Bingley
it runs into areas
end
some
of the pictorial informaof the picture
tion broadcast, he said, the broadwhich will not be visible to many
casters should see that important
set-owners, Mr. Bingley said. He part of the broadcast matter does
urged TV broadcasters to get to- not get into the danger zone where
gether on a standard area of transit may be cut off from the viewer.
mission in which they will confine
In his talk on the problem of
all important visual information,
television
and transmission and resuch as titles, commercial signaception, Mr. Bingley stressed the
tures and the like. Then, he said,
set makers should also agree to lock-and-key relationship of transmitter and receiver and urged the
design their tube masks so as not
to cut into this area of vital in- adoption of uniform standards for
both broadcasters and set manutelligence.
facturers. Among the major probDonald Fink of Electronics comlems he discussed was that of
mented on "mildness" of Mr. Bingley's remarks. He pointed out "camera color," where the shades
that "spectrum economy"
is a of clothing apparently change with

polls.

Television
JERRY MASON has resigned as associate editor of This Week magazine
to join Eddie Albert Productions, Hollywood and New York, as executive
vice president. Mr. Mason will make
his headquarters at firm's New York
office.

TheVoice/7/Kansas
WIBW
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each change of camera. He cited
a recent basketball telecast in
which each change of camera
seemed to change the uniforms of
the players, so that those in dark
trunks at one moment became
those in the light trunks in the
next, to the confusion of the viewing audience.
Another pressing problem is that
of picture geometry, he said, urging that more rigid standards be
adopted for scanning velocities to
prevent the changes in picture
quality the viewer gets not only
in tuning from one station to another but even in camera switches
from a single station.
Other speakers at the all-day
Saturday meeting, held in the Enfgineering Societies Bldg., were:
Irving E. Lempert, Allen B. DuMont Labs, speaking on "Trends in
Television Receiver Design"; Frank
R. Norton, Bendix Aviation Corp.,
on "Noise Figures of Television
Receivers"; Robert F. Romero,
RCA Industry Service Lab, on
"Television-Tuner Analysis and
Design Considerations" ; Kurt
Schlesinger, Motorola Inc., on "The
Locked Oscillator in Television Reception"; B. M. Oliver, Bell Labs,
on "A Rooter for Video Signals."
D. D. Israel, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., was moderator
of the morning session; Garrard
Mountjoy, Stromberg - Carlson,
moderated during the afternoon.
Newfoundland Radio
ON MARCH 31 Newfoundland becomes the 10th province of Canada,
and Newfoundland broadcasting
stations will come under the Canadian Broadcasting Act. There are
at present three stations in the
island country, where the United
States has long-term leases on
naval, air and weather bases. Two
of the stations are operated by the
Newfoundland Broadcasting Corp.,
use some commercial programs,
and will go to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. The two stations,
VONF St. Johns, and VOWN Cornerbrook, are now represented in
Canada by All-Canada Radio
Facilities, Toronto. The third station, VOCM St. Johns, is privatelyowned, and is represented in Canada by H. N. Stovin & Co., Toronto.

FOR

ROOF ANTENNAE
WHLI Head Proposes Bill
ADOPTION of a bill in New York
State to halt landlords from denying the right to install FM and TV
antennae has been urged by
Elias I. Godofsky, president of
WHLI and WHLI-FM Hempstead, L. I. Calling on state legislatures for immediate action in the
matter, Mr. Godofsky addressed his
appeal to Irwin Steingut, Democratic leader of the New York
State assembly. Text, in part, of
the WHLI
follows
: president's proposed bill
"No landlord shall unreasonably
deny a tenant of any multiple
dwelling the right to install, at the
tenant's own cost, expense and liability, an antenna for FM and television reception, on the roof of said
dwelling, if the landlord fails to
provide, within three months after
passage of this act, a central FM
and television antenna for the use
of all tenants in the building.
"The landlord shall be limited in
apportioning to tenants the costs
and maintenance of the said central antenna system to such sums
of money as may be approved by
the office of the housing expediter."
TV AT UTAH U.
KDYL-TV Assists in Course
TELEVISION production course
is to be offered by the U. of Utah,
Salt Lake City, in cooperation
with Intermountain Broadcasting
Corp.'s KDYL-TV. Students successfully completing the course,
known as Speech 100, will receive
one hour of university credit. Dr.
C. Lowell Lees, head of the university's speech department, said.
Nine students have been selected
to start the course. One or two
will work each night as stage managers in the KDYL-TV studios.
Students will be rated on their aptitude and ability by the station's
production heads, and the reports
will be forwarded to the university.
Course will be under the supervision of Prof. Robert T. Crawford,
acting head of the radio division of
the speech department.

COVERAGE
—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
—

times more people than any other station
in this market.

—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.

5«000 watts
in SavannahWSAV
Represented by Kellingbery
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VICKIE
San Francisco,
at KYA formerly
manager SMITH,
has been appointed network sales
representative for ABC.
MEL W. MERZ has joined KSGM Ste.
Genevieve, Mo., as sales manager.
NORMAN BERGHOLM, on WMDN
Midland, Mich., news and sales staff,
has been appointed commercial manager of station. SPENCER DENISON
has transferred from sports to sales
staff of WMDN.
HENRY A. CURTH, former executive
director of Junior Achievement Inc.,
has joined sales
staff of WSB and
WSB-TV Atlanta.
Mr. Curth served
Junior Achievement
on assignments in
Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Louisiana
and Georgia.
RAY DOUGHERTY
and HAROLD
ROTHERT have
joined WCSI-FM
Columbus, Ind., reMr. Curth
gional sales staff.
ROY H. PHILSON
Jr., formerly on sales staff of WWSW
Pittsburgh, has joined KQV Pittsburgh
in same capacity.
TOM GAVIN, formerly with WEBC
and WREX Duluth, Minn., has been
appointed commercial manager of
WIRL Peoria, 111.

R^A

SEMINAR

No Drop in Prices — Clague
RADIO manufacturers were told
that as yet there has been no significant drop in the prices of industrial products from last autumn's peaks.
That report was made Jan. 20
to an Industrial Relations Seminar
of the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
at the Hotel Statler, New York, by
Ewan Clague, Commissioner of
Labor Statistics, U. S. Department
of Labor. Theme of the seminar
was "People-Produce-Profits!"
The decrease in farm products
prices, the beginning of clothing
sales and other sales of soft items
do not indicate the prospect of a
sharp break in the cost of living, he
said, because rents and other factors tend to keep it up. He also
discounted recent declines in employment and increases in unemployment as having developed to
recession proportions.
S. N. Lev, manager of the home
instruments division of RCA-Victor Division, told the seminar that
worker productivity can be increased by 10 to 20% by efficient
personnel management and that
conversely a poor administration
can cause it to decrease from 10%
to zero, the latter level being
reached when ineptness causes a
shutdown through a strike.

KOPP Ogden, Utah, has appointed the
Friedenberg Agency, New York, as its
national representative.
PAUL GIRARD, formerly of Girard
Productions, New York, has returned
to Texas to open Paul Girard Co., station representative for regional business,
in Texas
Oklahoma. Firmprimarily
will also
offer a and
consultant
and production service.
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., has appointed The Katz Agency, New York,
as its national representative.
HAROLD L. HAND has been appointed
director of merchandising of WSAI
Cincinnati. Mr. Hand plans to launch
a merchandising and promotion campaign for food advertisers on Feb. 14,
with a radio program and specialized
training for grocerymen.
ROGER STICHT, formerly assistant
program director of WWDC Washington, has switched to commercial staff
of WWDC-FM and Transit Radio. ED
STERN, former continuity editor,
takes over Mr. Sticht's old position.
And DAR H. SHOPOFF, formerly of
the Washington Post advertising staff,
has joined WWDC's commercial staff.
THOMAS R. DAVIS, sales representative at KGO San Francisco, has resigned to enter business selling TV
sets and equipment. GIL FREEMAN,
now with KYA San Francisco, will
move into his spot at KGO Feb. 7.
LEON WRAY, Don Lee network account executive, is the father of a boy,
Michael Doran.
HARRY A. WAPSHARE, office manager of WNJR Newark, N. J., and
Virginia Marks Hasbrouck, have announced their marriage.
Mr.
The Les
BiowHannah
Company
San Francisco, California
Dear Les:
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GRANT TO EUGENE
1 lew Fulltime on 1280 kc
FULLTIME standard station was granted by the FCC last
Monday to Eugene Broadcasters
Inc., Eugene, Ore., associated in
ownership with local daily Register-Guard.
Facilities awarded are 1 kw fulltime on 1280 kc with directional
array at night. Estimated cost of
construction is $32,570.
Guard Pub. Co., publisher of
the Register-Guard, is 54.5% owner
of Eugene Broadcasters. President
and 1.4% owner of the grantee is
Alton F. Baker, president and
63.5% owner of the publishing firm.
Mr. Baker also has minor interest
in Tribune Pub. Co., Tacoma,
Wash., which owns KTNT (FM)
there.
William M. Turgman, RegisterGuard managing editor, is second
vice president and 1.4% owner.
Like interest is held by Sam
Bronaugh, paper's business manager, as treasurer. Earl R. Meissner, owner. United Supply Co.,
Portland, Ore., and radio engineer,
is first vice president and 25.8%
owner. Roger J. Houglum, instructor at Eugene Vocational School, is
secretary and 15.5% owner.

just been completed by WFPG Atlantic
City. To promote the stunt WFPG
placed
thousands
of "traffic
tickets"
on
windshields
of parked
cars.
Contest

Illlllllliiillillllllllllllllllllllllli^

NEW

WPJB (FM) Providence, R. I., has extended its operating schedule from an
11 a.m. sign on to 7:30 a.m. weekdays,
and 9 a.m. on Sunday. Sign off is at
11 p.m.

SERVICE

Sane
KGOpostag
scotion
promo
fixed its
has stunt,
AS Franci
meter to print on all outgoing
mail short advertising box plugging
an ABC or KGO program. Current
ad promotes the Richfield Reporter.
Recently a listener in Willits, Calif.,
wrote to John Harvey, whose Home
Digest and Home Institute programs
are heard daily on KGO at 6:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. respectively. The listener addressed his letter: John Harvey— American Broadcasting Co. — San
Francisco. — The Richfield Reporter
has switched to ABC. KGO 810.
A Good Grip
"TO GET a Finn Hold on Kansas
Sales, Hire WIBW (Topeka)" is title
of station's promotion piece which
features a plastic and metal egg
holder. To open a hot boiled egg
hold it with this gadget, and . . . "to
open up a hot sales record in Kansas,
hire WIBW," is the message the station offers. It also states that more
"Humpty
available. Dumpty" egg holders are
Newspaper Assistance
WHEN television arrived in San Francisco, Bay Area newspapers went all
out to promote the "new baby." The
Oakland Post-Enquirer published a

14-page supplement on Christmas Day,
containing news and notes about radio
and television and lots of ads. The
^an Francisco Chronicle followed with
the same type of supplement early this
month. And the San Francisco CallBulletin is selling papers with a giveaway contest gimmick — "complete the
following sentence in 50 words or less —
I would like a television receiver in
my home because . . . — and win one of
ten TV sets." Meanwhile KPIX (TV)
San Francisco reports the number of
TV sets in the area has more than
quadrupled since it took the air in midDecember. By Jan. 1, station reported
some 3,500 sets had been installed.
Figures were compiled by Northern
California Electrical Bureau.
To Keep Them Informed
A SPECIAL weekly bulletin to each
member of Edward J. Petry Co., its
national sales representative, is latest
promotion stunt of KOIL Omaha.
Letter carries notices of time availabilities, business prospects and a reproduction of current advertisements,
such as its car cards promoting the
GE House Party.
Traffic Problem Contest
CONTEST on "How to Eliminate Atlantic City's Traffic Problems," has

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCER REPAIRING
SERVICE
ALL MAKES-SPECIALISTS 9A & 9B
NOW-48
HOUR SERVICE
BROADCAST SERVICE CO.
334 ARCADE BLDG. ST. LOUIS 1, MO.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — transmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcrest Terrace,
Creve Coeur, lil.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.

With lighted billboards, such as the one above, KVOO Tulsa calls attention
of passersby to the "stars" of its NBC programs. Ten such billboards are on
display throughout the city. Each month different NBC "stars" ore featured.
FRENCH

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
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BOB COVINGTON, promotion manager of WBT Charlotte, N. C, has been
elected vice president of the Charlotte
Advertising Club.
SPRAGUE VONIER, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee promotion department, is the
father of a boy, Thomas Victor.
ELL HENRY, publicity director at
ABC's Central Division, has been appointed amember of Chicago Assn. of
Commerce publicity committee.
WILLIAM TUSHER, of ABC Hollywood publicity staff, is the father of
a boy, Mark.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

ml

was
on and
Sheldon
Crier started
program,
Mr. Gross'
Gross, Town
news
and special events director of the station, announced that Herbert Elliott
was the winner. Mr. Elliott received
$400 dollars in prizes and a special
plane trip to New York, including a
guest appearance on Stop the Music.
Everyone is Switching
TIE-IN promotion of CKEY Toronto
provided the news that its Mickey
Lester Show was changing its time
period. For one week prior to the
switch, Mr. Lester interviewed prominent Toronto citizens, such as Mayor
H. E. McCallum and the chief of police.
Conversation at each interview was
deftly maneuvered around to the fact
that Mr. Lester was moving his disc
show from 11:05-12 p.m. to 8:05-9 p.m.
spot. On the day the change took place
the Toronto Star carried four ads, each
with a heading to the effect that someone was "switching" . . . "Mayor McCallum Switches to Mickey Lester's
New Time .PERSONNEL
. ."

* VACANCY
YOUR FIRAA'S NAME In this "vacancy"
will
seen by
readersstationbeowners
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM,
facilities.
WriteTelevision
or wire and. . jFocsimile
.
BROADCASTING
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RADIO

Operations May Be Cut 20%

the Airwaves" in Nice at which it
will propose
creation
of an International Radio
University.
Forty

foreign
radio ofmen,
including
resentatives
ABC,
NBC repand "
FRENCH National Radio (Radiodiffusion Francaise) is in for a CBS in Paris, will attend the
20% cut in its 1949 operations unevent, scheduled Feb. 19-26 in
less Parliament undergoes a quick
connection
with the regular "Carchange of heart, it was reported
nival of Nice" held each year at
the Riviera resort.
Wednesday by Robert Sturdevant,
ABC Paris correspondent. Unless
additional funds are made available, it is expected that either reMember AFCCE *
construction projects, including
television, will suffer or program
expenditures will be cut. The latter alternative appears more
likely, said Mr. Sturdevant.
Meanwhile, Radiodiffusion announced a six-day "Carnival of
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen . Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
LO. 8821
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO

RADIO

ENG]

[NEERS

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST.. N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST.. N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200
Member AFCCE*

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, 0. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GILLE

BROS.

1108 Lillian Way

Gladstone 6178

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 Nevi^ Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING

Member AFCCE*

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14lh St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C. ADams 7299

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

H. 3iiter
^ CONSULTING
RADIO Street
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh
Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331
LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.-Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
January 31, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager
wanted.to Must
be experienced and willing
work.
State
qualifications, references, salary expected. WBET, Brockton, Massachusetts.
Texas station has opening for capable
manager with sales ideas. Box 846,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Commercial
managerOnly
for one
independent upstate NY station.
in market. Family man preferred. A
real opportunity for the right man.
Address Box 810, BROADCASTING.
Regional netwoi^
large needs
metropolitan city in station
central instates
combination
station
manager
manager, minimum age 30. Box sales
543,
BROADCASTING.
Medium sized station in large metropolitan city in central states needs
general manager, minimum age 30. Box
544, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Sales manager, experienced,
industrious,
for Massachusetts station successful
network affiliate.
Excellent market. Send entire background,
picture, requirements, availability first
letter. Box 930, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman
— Opportunity
four
thousand
monthly to atwrite
15%.two$400to
draw guaranteed
for
60
days
experienced mature man minimumto age
30,
preferably with automobile, in large
Michigan
market.
Box
695,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman capable of taking over as
commercial manager for ABC station in
mountain division. Excellent secondary
market. Associated with newspaper.
Send full resume and application picture with first letter. Box 942, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for salesman with push
and ideas. Texas station. Salary and
commission.
CASTING. Tell all. Box 844, BROADNeed Muzak salesman for northwest
virgin territory. City of half million.
High remuneration for experienced
producer. Box 727, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
in smallstation
market sales —forExperienced
500 watt, daytime
in Connecticut. Write all details in
first letter. All replies confidential.
Write Box 987. BROADCASTING.
Experienced young time salesman for
regional mission
network
affiliate. opening.
Salary-combasis. Immediate
Box
957, BROADCASTING.
Salesman in exclusive radio market,
CBS fulltime affiliate. Must possess
good character, be energetic, with
proven sales record. $300 month plus
bonus over
an outstandingquota.
opportunity This
to an isaggressive,
experienced
time
salesman.
Give
complete details in letter to Norman Loose,
Mgr., KAVE, Carlsbad, N. M.
Announcers
Midwestern station wants two experienced announcers. Salary commensurate with abihty. Box 950, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced combination
man. Must be good announcer and
smooth operator. Not afraid of work.
Good pay and conditions. Wonderful
climate. No beginners or students.
Kilowatt pending.
Send discKOOS,
and qualifications to Roger Spaugh,
Coos
Bay, Oregon.
Announcer with first ticket. Experienced. Top pay. Housing. Air mail
disc,
tana. photo. KPRK, Livingston, Mon-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Three experienced announcers for AM & FM station Mutual affiliate, good working hours. No glamour
boys or prima-donnas need apply. Box
933, BROADCASTING.
Combination
announcer-engineer
tion available.
If interested callposi-or
wire
immediately.
Box 999, BROADCASTING.
Station in class D pro league wants
commercial announcer with play-byplaycation,
experience.
Give experience,
edusalary requirements
first letter.
Box 962, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted for independent
station in central Michigan. Send disc,
photo and salary requirements to
WOAP, Owosso, Michigan.
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Good voice, sober, mature.
Send full details, picture and audition
disc to WTAN, Clearwater, Florida.
Wanted — Announcer for 250 watt Mutual station
in if
south.
AM and FM
ation. Wire
interested.
Box oper982,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Long established 250 watt Mutual station needs transmitter operator to act
as chief engineer. Pleasant southwest
city
of
15,000. $60.00. Address Box 938,
BROADCASTING.
Need two engineers with best references and experienced in studio and
transmitter construction. FM and AM
construction now under way. Address
replies to Chief Engineer, WBUT, Box
271, Butler, Pennsylvania.
Engineer with studio experience in operation
construction. WPIK, Alexandria,andVirginia.
Engineer with some experience for AM
and FM operation. Send photo and
full details. M. L. Koerner, WSAM
Saginaw, Michigan.
Wanted
Radioandengineer
also a
business — man
would who
like tois install
and obtain management on percentage
of profit basis of FM CP in important
market with transit company radio
franchise. Interested parties please
write to Box 779, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First class engineer, no experience necessary. Call, write or wire
Radio Station WHNC, Henderson, N. C.
If you are a combination engineerannouncer with experience and want
to settle down in a small southern city
with a local independent station, pleasant staff, good working conditions, and
are willing to work, you are worth
$70.00 for 48 hours with one day off.
plus bonus and insurance, to us. Send
photo, reference, exnerience and educational background. No beginners
wanted. All replies confidential. Box
958, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 1st phone engineer with car.
Experienced, excellent opportunity for
advancement. Married man preferred.
Radio
Station WOOK, Silver Spring,
Md.
Wanted — Experienced first class licensed engineer with knowledge of
directional antennaes. rate $1.50 per hr.
Write KGVO, Missoula, Montana.
Combination man with experience.
ABC affiliate station. Rocky Mountains.
Send disc, Bhoto and references. Box
941, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted: nouncer
Experienced
copywriter-anby western 5000
watt CBS
affiliate. Box 440, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
ING^
Copywriter for Texas station. Tell all
with samples. Box 845, BROADCASTContinuity chief wanted. Tired of snow
and lower
ice? Then
you'll want
job in
the
Rio Grande
Valley this
of Texas,
aSendrichfullcitrus
and
agricultural
area.as
information in first letter
to experience, family status, salary expected and photo, KGBS (CBS affiliate), Harlingen, Texas.
Wanted
— News
editor with
gather and
disseminate
local ability
news andto
edit wiregroundcopy.
Must
have
college
backand at least one year experience
in radio. Also, ability to present news
in pleasing manner. Reply WWHG,
Hornell, New York.
Continuity writer — If you can write
good commercial copy, here is a splendid opportunity in a network station
with best chances for advancement.
Excellent
CASTING. salary. Box 915, BROADWriters — Men or women, legal residents New York State, to create public
interest announcements and programs.
Opportunity to develop Ideas. Civil
Service minimum requirements: Two
to four
professional
radio backwriting, years'
depending
educational
ground. Startingonsalary
$4242. Apply
to Miles Heberer, Director, New York
State Radio Bureau, Department of
Commerce, 112 State Street, Albany,
New York.
Farm
complete
for 5 kwreporter—
station Do
in famed
Red farm
River job
of
the north valley. Must have ability to
meet farmers and farm groups and
knowledge of markets. Send full details to Box 931, BROADCASTING.
Accountant. Complete change for new
property in Cumberland, Md. Should
have previous radio experience. Write
full resume first letter. WCUM, 510
Tower Bldg., Baltimore, Md.
Wanted — Program director for eastern
metropolitan 20,000 watt station, experienced in small station operations,
music, MC and adlib. State availability
and
salary requirements.
Box 992,
BROADCASTING
.
Capital-associates wanted. Assist completing apolication new television
broadcast station. Forming corporation. Advise amount your investment.
Box 973, BROADCASTING.
Building staff for new one thousand
watt station in south central Minnesota
town of over
ten announcers,
thousand.
Only and
experienced
salesmen
program directors need apply. State
experience,
and wages
desired. Pleasereferences
Include picture.
An April
one
sign-on
to
cover
a
half
million
listeners. Manager, KNUJ, New Ulm,
Minnesota.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments.
Successful
16 year gradnetwork affiliate record.
University
uate. Dependable career man. Good
references. Can be available on short
notice. Box 892, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager, 34, married.
Fourteen years experience in announcing,ment.programming,
and manageEx NBC staffsales
announcer.
Presently employed as manager local network
station.
Looking
for
larger
market. Best references. Available March
first. Box 940, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced and successful
manager desires change. 12 years radio.
5working
years manager
manager.whoCivic-minded.
announces, sellsA
and has a profit record. Tops in local
programming,
station administration
ING.
and operations. Box 935, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Dick Evans, winner of two national
promotional awards in the past year;
25% owner, member of Board of Directors, President and General Manager of
WIZZ (pronounced whiz), now has
WIZZ doing
OK. Will
retain stock
ownership and board
membership
in WIZZ
but resign as President and General
Manager if challenging opportunity as
manager or consultant is presented.
Must have sufficient time to orient reFamily man,
two boys.
Universityplacement.
graduate,
one year
graduate
study. Seventeen
years
broadcast
experience in construction, technical,
programming, sales, administrative,
and federal regulatory phases. Prefer
managerial
incentive
plan. confidential.
Career resumeDick
available.
All replies
Write
Evans,
President,
WIZZ,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
Manager - engineer successful fifteen
years in all phases of broadcasting,
can act as chief or just an extra ticket.
Announce special shows, have complete
background in all positions about a
station. Married, reference, direct policy and system
will
increase
income on
and programs
audience. that
College
graduate. Box 924, BROADCASTING.
Attention middle Atlantic: Program
manager
local
fulltimer. seeking
Young, position
versatile,with
vigorous
veteran college graduate presently emat 250 watterwithin
as PD.300 Available
ING.
personalployed interview
miles of
Philadelphia. Box 928, BROADCASTMay I have the pleasure of making
money for you and me with my new
managerial
CASTING. plan? Box 922, BROADIs there a station in Florida or the
southeast that would like to see local
and national sales volume grow and
grow— in stspite
of competition
acles? A station
willing to and
pay obthe
price to get a man who knows how to
organize a station staff to get results?
This man learned advertising sales the
hard way — pounding the pavements for
years, then directing his own sales
crew, for
finally
todaynorthern
he's running
a big
job
a big
advertising
agency. He has arrived. He is a success. He's well
not "looking
for a job."
He's being
paid to handle
(and
show others
how to ofhandle)
thou-of
sands, but millions
dollars— not
worth
advertising.
grownandtired
overcoats and But—
snow he's
shovels
ice onof
the highway. He wants to come home
to the south where he won his spurs
in sales — back where he can see the
sun again and raise his family to recognize hot biscuits. Right now — while
he's
in the mood,
station
of stations
can talksometo this
manor ongroup
the
basis of $10,000 per year to start. (By
summer, his natural price will probably be back to normal, so catch him
now, between blizzards.) If you can
recognize and use top management and
sales talent and can pay the price to
get action, write station manager. Box
979, BROADCASTING.
Manager-program director. Can bring
order to muddled operation. Inspire
employees.
Holdmike
confidence
of sponsors. 12 years
and nroduction
experience large and small stations.
Present earnings $600.00 month. Desire
position withportunitiespresent
. and managerial
future opin permanent
spot. No shoe string operations. Promoter, producer live talent, folk music
shows,
stage toandmake
radio.
showmanship
profitBelieve
and holdin
listeners, fair dealing and honesty to
hold sponsors. Go anywhere cities over
100,000. Will consider smaller town with
on the level proposition. Married, family, 41. ex-GI. Need further details?
Box 998, BROADCASTING.

Available as manager or commercial
manager or combination, on short
notice.
Over Experienced
fifteen yearsinInallcommercial radio.
phases
of
operation.
Top references. Box 851,
BROADCASTING.

Manager — 11 years experience in all
phasestion toof$20,000
radio. ifWill
buy part
of stadesired.
Interested
only in financially sound station with
owner who wants a permanent, stable
manager. My record is proven and
successful. Family man, 32 years of
nee. Full details on request. Box 985,
BROADCASTING.

Attention
Rockymanager
Mountainwith
station
owners. General
thorough
experience gineeringinand administration
programming, issales,
enlooking
for permanent place to settle with family. Prefer an established metropolitan. However, will give equal considothers.confidentially.
All correspondence willerationbeto alltreated
Box
812, BROADCASTING.

Radio chief of large nationwide public
service organization, former program
director, news director, foreign correspondent,
available now
due toradio
deactivation of public
relations
branch. 21 years announcing, writing,
producing.
Age 37, steady,
reliable. 1
Proved administrator.
Best references.
Seeks management opportunity. Box
997, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
I Sales promotion
executive,
winner50 national awards, now
employed
kw
'. Proven
outlet inpromotion
east but considering
for AM-TV,change.
sales
; presentations a specialty, also copy,
. layouts, surveys and creative ideas ac' quired by more than ten years experii: ences.
ence in Ifradio,
bulwarked
by top refermy name
was included
here
you'd
recognize it immediately. Box
990, BROADCASTING.
Manager and record
commercial
— Myin
exceptional
speaks manager
for itself
qualifying me as manager or commercial
Experience inmanager
both for
largeyour
and station.
small markets.
I know you would be interested if you
knew
background.
Middleat aged,
best ofmyreferences.
Available
once.
Box 991, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman, 12 years, wants sales manager opportunity. No wonder boy, but
a top nessbusiness
who getshonest,
busiand keeps builder
it. Congenial,
civic-minded, experienced every department but engineering. Nothing
wrong with present job. Making very
good money. Just looking ahead. Can
invest $10,000 if necessary. Box 971,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer
— Experienced
ad-lib,
want
progressive
station.
Boxboard,
936,
BROADCASTING.
Don't
look here
if you can't
use an
experienced
announcer,
25, veteran,
single,
college
graduate.
Don't
look
further for newscaster, telequizer, man
on street, wake-up .lock, kiddie MC
with writing, production and control
experience.
Don't delay your offer.
Box 937, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
play-by-play.
Transcription sportscaster.
will tell. East
preferred.
Box 944, BROADCASTING.
Seeking permanency, I offer 19 years
experience
announcer-program
director. as
Excellent
references. Box 947,
BROADCASTING.
Prominent morning personality seeking
offer from large station on permanent
basis. Box 948, BROADCASTING.
Announcerdemands
— Specializes
Wife's
health
job ininnews.
southwest.
Writes, edits, delivers news with
finesse. Handles remotes, wire recordings, sportscasting, disc shows. College
graduate,
year Disc
in radio.
Employed
in 5000 wattoneOhio.
available.
Box
951, BROADCASTING.
Top announcer, PD or both. 9 years
experience met market. Strong on
news, commercials. Will travel. Photo
disc on request. Box 945, BROAD ; and
CASTING.
I Established disc jockey available. Excellent background in radio and show: business. Style sells and appeals to all
age groups. Now plying trade in eastern market, but seeks greater opportunity. Audition disc, background letter and publicity brochure uoon request. Box 949, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, pleasing voice, good delivery. University graduate. 14 months
experience with midwest station.
Would like a position In a progressive
station that appreciates value of news.
Experienced
in play-by-play
ball. Can gather,
edit and writebasketlocal
news. Box 893, BROADCASTING.
Just a second! Announcer — 2 years experience, good voice,
single,
24, ' can
operate console.
Excellent
references,
prefer midwest, but will travel. Box
914. BROADCASnNG.
Newsmanenced,- mature,
announcer,
fully experisober, versatile.
Seven
years news background. Intelligent rewrite. Seeking permanency and good
working conditions. Ross Edwards,
Hotel Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Baseball announcer. Wire and Uve.
Veteran, 24, single, college. Some experience. Consider all offers. Box 769,
BROADCASTING.
Short, but varied
ence. Want better
or Florida, must
College education,
Write
for details.
CASTING.

announcing experiopportunity in east
include deejaying.
excellent reference.
Box 927, BROAD-

Looking for mail audience puller? Top
flight all-round announcer available.
Happily married family man, 30, sober,
dependable. Hillbilly or popular music
jockey, deep warm friendly voice,
audition ready. Box 995, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Desire staff announcing position. Thoroughly trained. Lots of ambition. Need
experience. Disc, photo available. Box
932, BROADCASTING.
Want opportunity to prove ability to
call all type sports. Family man. ExpeCASTING.rienced. Dependable. Box 966, BROADCapable, experienced announcer. Four
years reporter, editor. Staff announcing, disc newscasting.
shows, acting,College
news and
copywriting,
graduate.
Agreeable personality. Good voice. Will
travel. Disc on request. Raymond
Moore, 208 West Oak, Orrville, Ohio.
Announcer, versatile. Knows languages.
Inexperienced. Will travel for audition.
Live
audition only. Box 996, BROADCASTING.
I'll sell your baseball games and announce 'em.250Two
years General
experience
class D ball
watters.
announcing, programming, control board,
script. Three years college, age 26. Own
car, will travel. Prefer south or southwest but will consider any offer. ConING. tact at once. Box 994, BROADCASTSportscaster. Presently doing college
basketball play-by-play and nightly
sports
both with
sponsored.
similar show,
situation
baseballDesire
and
football play-by-play. Also experienced
in minor sports and staff announcing.
Discs, photo and references available
on request. Box 969, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer combination man,
age 27, married. Thoroughly trained
commercials, newscasting, disc shows.
Good voice. Disc and photo on request.
Box 975, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, good special events man,
also can sell. Disc available on request. Married, reliable. Box 978,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, news, disc
jockey, write, plenty of ideas. Box
972, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer and control board
operator, married, graduate School of
Radio Technique, desires position on
progressive station. Will travel, prefer
east
or south.
Thomas
C. Cole,Available
3209 S. -immediately.
52nd Court,
Cicero 50, 111.
Announcer-producer seeks staff position in progressive city. Presently with
network affiliate, major NE market.
Wife, fashion expert. Can offer proven
Mr. and Mrs. record production show.
Box 968, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer with good resonant
voice. Thoroughly trained all phases.
Seeks opportunity gain experience. Box
984, BROADCASTING.
Will stake reputation on ability to call
sports. Soorts director-announcer since
1941. play.
Colorful
and five.
exciting
play-byMarried, son
Conscientious,
deoendable. Any locality. Box 965,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer, inexperienced in broadcast
field, first class ticket, good worker,
willing
CASTING.to travel. Box 934, BROADChief engineer,
IRE man, and
extensive
experience in supervision
operation
of all phasesmunications
of broadcast
and
comengineering. Can organize
and install new station, any size or
type. Prefer 5 to 50 kw operation or
chain ofcomed
stations,
class welprovided itbutis any
a progressive,
well-equipped
station.
Best
references.
I. Q. 153. Available now, but could
wait for CP. etc., if necessary. Please,
all details in first letter including rough
estimate of present and/or contemplatedsalary.
equipment
proposed
All valuation,
inquiries also
answered
and
held
confidential.
Box
760,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone,perience
transmitter
and age
console
exfourteen months,
28, have
car. Sober, conscientious, will travel.
Box 765, BROADCASTING.
Engineer
ble, majordesires
marketpermanent,
position. responsiAptitude
for control, recording engineering. Four
years experience, equivalent two years
college. First class license endorsed
23,4 years
satisfactory
transmitter
service, including
five kilowatt,
FM. Single,
24, veteran, New Englander. Available
without car, two weeks notice. $55
minimum. Engineer, Room Twelve,
Weslaco Hotel, Weslaco, Texas.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Thoroughly experienced engineer availableating
sooninfor
either station.
chief's job Box
or opera large
809,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced AM, FM, construction, chief one year. Married.
Available immediately. Box 866,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Ten years experience. First
phone. Institutional radio training
CREI and RCA. Family man, good
references. Desire cormection with progressive station in New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, southern California.
State salary, James A. Arthur, 2632
Bard Avenue, St. Albans, W. Va.
Fourteen engineers available immediately, all with
phone.
Five traincommen in first
group.
Complete
ing in bination
operating
a fully
equipped
broadcast studio, disc training and all
phases of broadcast engineering including building and repairing broadcast
transmitters. Any location considered.
Station managers are well pleased with
Cook's graduates. Wire or write furnishing
Cook'sJackson,
Radio
School,
2933full information.
N. State Street,
Mississippi.
Radio operator, 1st class, seeking a position in AM-FM or television station.
No experience, willing to travel. Box
943, BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief engineer wants less
announcing and more engineering.
Sober, reliable, hard worker. Will do
news,permanent
sports, play-by-play.
Will travel
for
job. $80 minimum.
Two
weeks
ING. notice. Box 923, BROADCASTAssistant chief engineer — 27, veteran,
married, 2V2 years experience, construction AM— 13 kw FM, present position dormant. Write Box 925, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, second telegraph.
Shipboard experience, graduate of top
technical school. Married, desires
broadcast job in New England area.
Arthur A. Monahan, 439 Ferris Ave.,
Rumford, Rhode Island.
Experienced radio engineer desires
position with television station. Eight
years nance
experience
operation,
mainteand construction,
broadcast
and
communications stations. Construction
experience at two 5 kw broadcast stations. First phone, BSEE Degree, Kansas State College, member Eta Kanpa
Nu, married, have car, excellent references.
hattan,Daniel
Kansas.Reed, 727 Thurston, ManChief engineer, presently employed,
desires change to progressive metropolitan station. Twenty years engineering experience includes all phases
AM. FM and
antenna installation.directional
oDeration and maintenance.
Box 967, BROADCASTING.
All offers appreciated for a 1st class
phone engineer, experienced in AM
and FM
commercial broadcast
and police communications,
well experienced
in FM receivers and transmitters. Box
963, BROADCASTING.
Chiefida engineer
now employed
in Florstation, 16 years
radio experience,
AM,
FM,
Fax.
all
phases
maintenance
and construction, accent on quality,
above average announcer. Manufacturing suoervisory experience. Box 976,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, recording, remotes, control,
transmitter amateur, servicing, marine
experience. Excellent reference. Single,
car. Location unimportant. Box 988,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer.
Highly qualified
rienced chief engineer
will get expeyour
new station on air with minimum expense and trouble or can assume full
responsibility for smooth and efficient
operation of existing station. West
coast. Box 986, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, experienced in
operation and maintenance of all technicalreliable,
equipment.
Present
chief, married,
steady,
cooperative.
Box
la. BROADCASTING.
Studio engineer, female. Engineering
experience. First class license. $65.00
a week. Box 983, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, wishes to secure
position in radio station with future.
Unmarried. Can also double as parttime announcer. Box 17a, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
— experienced,
sober, job
reliable. Will travel
for permanent
ING.
at right salary. Box 2a, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Operator, first license, four years
broadcast experience. Want transmitter
job. Location not important. Available
immediately by time this appears. Age30. Single.
No carpresent
at present.
ences, including
boss. ReferLewis
Sherlock, Box 1161, Plainview, Texas.
Chief engineer of kilowatt desires
change. Excellent on construction. Experienced to200,000
watts.WestYoung
hardworking
family man.
preferred
but job takes priority. Bruce Joyner,
WDIG, Dothan, Alabama.
Production-Progrcmming , othert
Hal styles may solve your problem with,
a young,
ambitious, capable
veteran or non-veteran,
who man,
has been,
thoroughly grounded for eight or more
months by radio professionals in announcing, newscasting,
controlWrite
opera-or
tion and continuity
writing.
wire Hal Styles, Hal Styles School of
Radio, 8800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
HUls, California.
Program director-producer available.
4 years independent station experience.
Last 4 arette
yearsprogram.
on NBC's
cigSeeks famous
progressive
radio or television station. Box 897,
BROADCASTING.
Lady continuity writer. University
journalism graduate. Experienced commercial
formats,
SinSouthcopy,only.
Box promotion.
264, Edgefield,
South gle.Carolina.
Program director-announcer, available
two weeks,
anywhere.
Young expeveteran, collegegograduate,
2V2 years
networkevents,
fulltimer. rience
Willprogramming
handlelocalspecial
sports,
announcers.
settingup
remote
studios. Experience
Box 929, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, enthusiastic, young. Continuity editor, woman's director. Now
creating result-getting shows and continuity in 7 with
stationexcellent
market. voice
Real and.
airpersonality
definite TV potentialities. Wants enlarged opportunity inarea.
WashingtonBaltimore-Philadelphia
Box 993,
BROADCASTING.
Production man, music librarian, and.
traffic manager desires position with
aggressive
station
in competitive
ket. Capable
of producing
shows marthat
bring results. Reply Box 980, BROADCASTING.
Sports director. Television experience.
Proven
shows, play-by-play. Box 961,
BROADCASTING.
Attract listeners with a personality.
Young comedy star now doing clubs in
east wants radio or television. Differentfirevoice,
different
appeal.comedy
Surefor early,
late, comic
disc, quiz,
shows. Photos, disc and particulars on
request. Box 960. BROADCASTING.
Idea
woman shows
for women's,
children's,
educational
will consider
combo
with continuity. Student of radioschool and advertising, 15 years teaching and personnel experience. 6 months
women's editor. Outline job, state
salary first letter. Lena Wing, Marienthal, Kansas.
Topflight news editor, announcer, wants
to grow with worthwhile station. Box
959, BROADCASTING.
Combination man. Versatile, hardworking married man with first phone license. An announcer for 12 years. Experienced in ad-lib, remotes and seljfproduced
Capable good
of being
program programs.
director. Expect
pay
either in talent fees or basic salary.
ING.
Now employed. Box 977, BROADCASTContinuity writers with six months or
more training in announcing, production, traffic and console operation ready
for placement. Pathfinder School of
Radio Broadcasting, 1329 Oak Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
For Sale
Station
CP for sale in western city 50.000 — 5 kw
directional
for engineeraffiliation
and attorney's
fees
$6,500.
able. Box 970,Network
BROADCASTING. avail(Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment
For Sale: RCA 69-C distortion meter,
68-B audio oscillator, condition new
$550 for both. Box 852, BROADCASTING^
FM transmitter 250W RCA type BT250A. In excellent condition and perfect in appearance. Used only seven
months, WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
FM antenna, 4 bay federal square loop,
complete
with de-icers
and 9'3"line
latticesteel
A sections,
transmission
harness with expansion joints. Original
cost $4,800. Will sell for $2,400.00 with
engineering assistance. WTCN, Minneapolis 4, Minn.
WesternmitterElectric,
443-A-l,
transnow available.
Good1 kw
condition.
Spare power transformer. General
Radio #539.
modulation
731-A,
serial
Directmonitor,
inquiriestype
to Albert
Johnson, KOY, Phoenix, Arizona.
1000 watt transmitter, RCA type IK.
In excellent condition and perfect in
appearance. Includes two sets of tubes,
an assortment of spare parts and a
separate cabinet rack for monitors.
Price reasonable. Will arrange for cratand shipping.
WriteTexas.
or phone Talbott,ingKROD,
El Paso,
New latest model FM transmitter 10
kw complete
with plus
frequency
modulation monitor
6 bay and
antenna.
500 ft. of 3^8 coaxial line with fitting.
One Truscon 380 ft. tower. Write Chief
Engineer, waukee,
WMAW,
Wisconsin. 723 N. 3rd St„ MilMagnecorder wire recorder, model
SD-1, frequency
2 DB
from
50 to 10,000resijonse
cycles.within
32 minute
playback time. Now being used to
record and playback network programs.
600 ohms balanced input and output.
Twelve full and several short spools of
wire, spare belt and instruction book
included. WTAG, Worcester 1, Mass.
Gates 25-A frequency control unit,
brand new, never used, complete with
BUley oven, 1400 kc crystal. Make
offer. KUGN, Eugene, Oregon.
Lehigh tower, 205 feet with side and
top flights.
in Will
servicebe andavailable
in excellentNow
condition.
about March 15. Purchaser to dismantle. WBAB, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Presto K-8 recorder in perfect condition. Value $345 new, will take $250 or
best offer. Box 964 BROADCASTING.
An excellent ruggedly constructed,
easy to operate, fully FCC approved
250 watt AM transmitter. Out of use
only because we went to 1 kw — two
sets of tubes, crystal oven, spare power
transformer in original crate, complete
schematic diagram and instructions.
Will sell cheap to move — make offer
WJSW, Altoona Broadcasting Company,
Altoona, Pennsylvania.
WEAM, now 5000 watt fulltime, has for
Immediate sale 1 kw Raytheon transmitter, model RA, frequency 530 to
1600. In excellent condition, has spare
parts. Sacrifice at $5000. Blaw-Knox
tower, 235 feet, tapered, self-supporting, grounded. Accept best offer. ContactVirginia.
Howard Stanley, WEAM, Arlington,
Wanted to Buy
Wanted: Good used transcribed Christmas shows that can be sold for Christmas 1949. Box 843, BROADCASTING.
Will buy radio station. Price must be
right. Box 974, BROADCASTING.
Wanted toto Box
buy — 981,
10 kwBROADCASTING.
AM transmitter.
Reply
Miscellaneous
For personnel — for jobs. National
Radio Employment Agency, 6636 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)

A SPLENDID
OPPORTUNITY
for
TRANSCRIPTION
SALESMEN

If you are calling on radio
stations, advertisers and
agencies in the United
States or Canada — here is
an opportunity to substantially increase your income
by representing two of the
fastest selling syndicated
programs in the Industry:
THE
DEEMS

TAYLOR

RADIO WRITER-DIRECTOR
Wanted by 4-A Agency
THE MAN WE WANT may now
be doing an all-Tound job for some
radio station, or he may be a member of a large agency radio department and just waiting for the
chance to be his own boss.
WHEREVER
he is, he must .be
bitious and ambidexterous
for amwe
want a man who can write hardselling radio copy, supervise programs,
produce spots and understand
timebuying.
WE EXPECT TO POLISH some
of his rough spots, but this man,
as soon as he is ready, will be the
radio and television director of an
expanding eastern 4-A Agency (not
New York) with growing radio
and television billing.
SALARY starts around five thousand dollars per year. In addition,
we offer bonus and profit sharing
plans and the opportunity to work
under pleasant conditions with a
young,
WRITE energetic
and tell usstaff.
your education,
experience, family status, accounts
you've written for, radio or TV
jobs you've handled. If you can
send
samples, we'll return them
promptly.
WE'LL ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW, ifyou look good to us. All
applications are confidential ; our
entire staff knows about this ad.
Write today! BOX 954,
BROADCASTING

CONCERT
and
TELLO-TEST

We are interested only in
top calibre individuals familiar with sales problems
related to local and regional station operations
and who have the confidence of station personnel.
Here is an opportunity for
increased income and increasing opportunities in
the program field.
In replying please supply
any and all information
which will aid us in considering your application.

Help Wanted
Salesmen
Radio Features, Inc.
WANTED
Transcription Salesmen. .Juvenile proalready well
known with
succps.sfulgram,record.
Protected
territories
open. Generous commissions. Tell us
what other shows you are now handling, and the markets vou cover. Address Box 9.5.5, BR0.4'DCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others

75 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois

WANTED
PROMOTION MANAGER
. . . the promotion manager of one
of the nation's leading CBS stations
is slated for a higher post within
the organization. If you would like
a crack at his job which offers a
good salary, generous budget, free
creative rein and broad responsibility, write fully with references and
samples of your work. All replies
are confidential.
BOX 953, BROADCASTING
Experienced, not-too-young program director formetropolitan
independent
AM-FMMustin midwest
market.
have
general knowledge of all program phases
— commercial, sustaining, public service,
news, sports, popular and classical music.
Announcing ability not necessary. State
all in first letter — experience, age, salary
requested. Attach small photo. Present
incumbent retiring for personal reasons.
Write in complete confidence. Box 939,
BROADCASTING.
Situation Wanted
Manager ml
======
WANTED
I am interested in running a one to ten
kilowatt station In Colorado. New Mexico,
Arizona or California. I have nearly doubled
present station's revenue In the last nine
months. Additionally, I am the only newa
commentator and newspaper columnist In the
region and would be especially attracted to
a station owned by a newspaper. I can bring
with me a basic staff, including a music
director who is nationally famous as a vocal
artist. I am 35, have a family and am concerned with a permanent position. Will consider annual salary of not less than $15 to
.$20 thousand, plus commission. First come
will not be first served, as I intend taking
my pick: money is not the primary consideration in relation to what you have to offer
me. Gentlemen, do I hear any response to
this
one-minute commercial?
BOX 956,
BROADCASTING.
=:iz^^^^==^=

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
GENERAL MANAGEaa
OF KNOWN 5 KW BASIC STATION
In eastern major market contemplating change
In broadcasting or to allied field. Excellent
record. Strictest confidence., Prellminaiy contacts only via correspondence through personal
representative. Box 989, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
CAN I HELP YOU?
Widely experienced man seeks position
progressive station major market. ALL
types announcing, sports, some program
and TV rection
MC. TV. Knowledge
diWork anyproduction
department,
know how. Reference former employers.
Married — college. Ability start top or
bottom.
BOX 860, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, others
Program
Director-Producer
association
with progressive
station Can
in desires
metropolitan
having
TV affiliation.
handle any area
AM
production rjob;
preferablynetspecial
diectorship at minimum
of $75events
weekly.
Looking for opportunity to learn TV production.
Current cation;
management
of thisbutappliregrets desireIs forawarechange,
will
furnish
highest
references.
Have
accomplished
aim
set
with
present
organization
a
year
a half ago after putting station on the and
air.
Now desire
change
to fulfill
primary
ambition.
Married
beautiful
blonde
after
graduation from college four years ago. BOX 946,
BROADCASTING.
Employment Service
OPENINGS — N-O-W!
♦9 managers
♦34
anncr.-deejays*4I anncr.-enBinoers
tech.
*I8
engineers *53
*3I tech.
time engineers
salesmen
*I2 chief
annor.-salesmen
*ie
prog.
dir.
&
pro
dors.
(AM-FM-TV*23
FAX & Record*I6 script-copywriters
sales managers ing)
DON'T DELAY— CONTACT T-O-D-A-Y:
R.R.R.-Radio-Tv
BureauEmployment
Oldest) 5, Penna.
P.O. Box (Industry's
413, Philadelphia
School
7^ SCHOOL
RADIO

<^

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals. Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for fraa Booklet B.
Approved for O.I. Training
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bidg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL.: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOllYWOOD 38, CALIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
For Sale
FOR SALE
600 Foot Tower
At greatly reduced price one 600 foot
Blaw-Knox galvanized steel guyed tower.
Uniform cross-section up to 400 feet
thence tapering to top (600 feet). In
perfect condition, ready to ship. All
cables, insulators and lighting equipment
conform with CAA regulations.
Can be used for AM, or to support FM
or television radiator with net height of
575 feet or less, with slight modification
proposed
Blaw-KnoxWireCompany.
come — firstby served.
or write First
for
additional details.
STATION WMC
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

For Sale (Cont'd)
For Sale: RCA 250 watt transmitter.
Modified from lOOE to 250E with
RCA conversion kit. Used as an
auxiliary on 620 kc. One crystal
oven with provision for another.
Excellent condition. $900.00. Chief
Engineer, WAGE, Inc., Syracuse,
N. Y.

TOWER

!

SPECIAL
PRICE

CHARITY DRIVE
Salvation Army Uses TV
THE POWER of television as a
fund-raising medium was put to
test for the first time Jan. 12, when
the Salvation Army launched its
1949 Annual Maintenance Appeal
in Greater New York with the cooperation of WJZ-TV New York,
ABC's key eastern outlet.
The $1.1 million drive's inaugural
* *

meeting was held in the Rainbow
Room atop New York's RCA Bldg.
Five ABC television cameras were
used to pick up every phase of the
meeting.
Speakers
included New
York's
Police
Commissioner
Arthur
W.
Wallandor; Commissioner Donald
McMillan, territorial Salvation
Army commander; Ivor Kenway,
ABC vice president, and Nick
Kenny, columnist and song writer.
*

j IMMEDIATE
\

DELIVERY
FM or TV
Tubular Steel
Triangular
Guyed
Many Now in Use
Write - Wire - Phone

Houston Radio Supply Co., Inc.
Clay @ LaBranch
Houston, Texas
Phone C-9009

Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
Litt With U*
Prompt Confidential Sarvic*
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunsat Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California

DURING WJZ-TV telecast,
& Mitchell art department,
Army fund drive to Comr.
and Ray Vir Den, L & M

On

Clark Agnew (r), noted illustrator of Lennen
showed the poster he created for Salvation
Donald McMillan (I) of the Salvation Army
president, who is serving as 19U9 campaign
chairman.

All Accounts

(Continued from page 10)

ered Wendell Willkie's southern
campaign and accompanied Gov.
REGIONAL
Dewey to Chicago for the 1944 convention.
;
MANAGERS (2)
After that, handsome prematurely grey-haired Les Harris switched
j Fastest growing National Orfrom special events to production
ganization, whose promotional
vdth CBS in New York. He served
campaigns are familiar and
in that department on such shows
I ENDORSED
BY MORE
as the Frank Sinatra program,
I THAN 300 STATIONS
Kate Smith Show, Burns & Allen
COAST TO COAST, can use
and others. He also directed the
, successful DISTRICT SALES
I MANAGERS.
Morton Gould Cresta Blanca Carnival in a free lance capacity.
I Thorough knowledge of coJoining
Benton & Bowles, Mr.
I sponsored sales methods, plus
Harris directed and produced Porability to hire and train salestia Faces Life, Glamor Manor, The
men, ESSENTIAL!
Prudential Family Hour, Topper,
I To qualified producers, after
When a Girl Marries, Rosemary,
brief training period (without
and
Perry Mason. Rising to • the
loss of revenue), can compare
status of one of the outstanding
! earnings of our PRESENT
producers in the country, Mr. HarI MANAGERS
from $7500 to
ris last Nov. 15 was selected by the
$10,000 commission yearly 1
agency as head of its radio operations. In his new capacity he suj All replies strictly confidential.
pervises all the above shows. Mr.
Box 905, Broadcasting
Harris has also produced two television programs, Try and Do It
and Meet The Press.
The Harris' — she is the former
^ Are you interested in new accounts? 0 Rosemary Cox — have been married
\$ Salted and seasoned sales staff will i
0 develop accounts for your station on f for eight years. They have two
0 co-sponsored feature programs. In- 0 children Christopher, 5, and Leslie,
0 quirief iuHcited immediate action. 0 18 months. The family live in their
0
IVliJliiiil Rudio Fealurrs 0 own home in Old Brookville, L. I.,
J
211 N. Allen Si.
J when they also own a boarding
0
Albiiny- N. Y.
0 stable for race horses and about
52 acres of pasture. Mr. Harris
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

lists horse back riding as his only
hobby, but intimates confide that
the versatile Mr. Harris has been
known to knock out a television set
or two in his spare time.
May Use Radio
PETER F. HAGAN, recently
elected chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar Assn., said the organization is considering a radio series
to dramatize its newly established
Lawyers Reference Service. In its
first seven months the service represented 1,700 clients who otherwise would have been unable to pay
for legal service, Mr. Hagan said.

Southwest

U. OF CHICAGO, TULSA
Work With NBC Show
THE U. OF CHICAGO and the U.
of Tulsa have joined the NBC University of the Air in development
of home study courses.
Other institutions of higher
learning already associated with
NBC in the project are the U. of
Southern California, U. of Louisville and Washington State College.
The U. of Chicago will offer
courses in world politics and economics, using its Round Table
broadcasts on NBC (Sundays,
12:30 p.m. CST) as their core, said
Sterling W. Fisher, manager of
the network's public affairs and
education department. Participation will involve listening to selected Round Table broadcasts,
reading significant books and articles, studying selected problems,
writing reports and receiving criticism from U. of Chicago instructors, he explained.
Certificates will be awarded on
completion of the course.
At the U. of Tulsa a home study
course in Anglo-American literature, with the NBC University
Theater as its core, will start Feb.
5. Study guides are available
through the university, having
been prepared by Dean E. H. Criswell of its college of arts and
sciences.
Thanks, Mr. Autry
GENE AUTRY, who did his
first work as a radio artist at
KVOO Tulsa, got a thankyou letter recently from station's vice president and
general manager, William B.
Way. eralCommenting
that made
sevartists who have
the big-time started their
careers at KVOO, Mr. Way
told Mr. Autry that "through
the years you have never
failed to mention KVOO in
any article concerning your
first terdays
in radio."
The Way
letwas signed
by Mr.
and Gustav Brandborg,
KVOO commercial manager.

Network

Station

Located in one of the southwest's most healthful climates,
this fulltime network outlet covers a trading area of approximately 500,000 persons.
Physical equipment is above average and this station has
favorably established itself as an important factor in this very
attractive market. Priced for quick action at $75,000.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
James
W. Blackburn
PhilipPetroleum
D. Jackson
Bldg.
Washington
Bldg.
Tower
Bldg.
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
January 31, 1949
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ON TUTEN has been appointed
program director of WJHP Jacksonvil e, Fla.

PAT ELLIOT has joined WLEA Hornell, N. Y., as woman's program director. She will conduct daily, Woman's World, program.
BOB HILL, formerly production and
program manager of Base Broadcasting Co., Scott Field, 111., has joined
KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo., as staff
announcer and special promotions
manager.
FAY CLARK has been appointed head
of Women Broadcasters of United
Nations. Miss Clark is with WBIS
Bristol, Conn.
ETHEL I. PARKER, who lost her
sight 29 years ago and who for past
€ight years has served as commentator on WLAW Lawrence, Mass.,
weekly program. News and Notes for
the Blind, has been awarded a certificate of outstanding merit by the
American Foundation for the Blind
for rehabilitating the blind with her
training program.
RAY STARR, formerly of KQV Pittsburgh, has been appointed program
director at WAYX Waterloo, Iowa,

in '49 it's 50
for Central California

where he has worked as publicity director since June.
CHARLIE LYNCH has joined WKZO
Kalamazoo, Mich., as staff announcer.
Other staff additions include ESTHER
STULBERG as music librarian.
DICK HARVEY, formerly with WSAP
Portsmouth, Va., has joined WVEC
Hampton,
1050
Club. Va., as m.c. of station's
PAT DOYLE, formerly assistant
traffic manager of WWDC Washington, has been appointed continuity
editor. BOB BRAND, former assistant
music librarian, has been promoted
to assistant traffic post.
JIMMY HINSON has joined announcing staff of WGCD Chester, S. C. He
was formerly with WRON Ronceverte, W. Va.
PHYLLIS KNIGHT, formerly with
WDWS Champaign, 111., has joined
WLBH rector
Mattoon,
111., aschief.
woman's diand continuity
WALTER MITCHELL, winner of the
Drew Pearson "I Speak for Democracy Award," has joined continuity
department of WRBL Columbus, Ga.
LAN SINGER has joined WMID Atlantic City, N. J., as program director.
RALEIGH POWELL Jr. and FRITZ
GIBSON Jr. have joined announcing
staff of WTYC Rock Hill, S. C. Mr.
Powell was formerly with WDEC
Americus, Ga., and Mr. Gibson was
formerly with WAIM and WCAC-FM
Anderson, Ga.
MICHAEL KECKI, announcer, actor
and director of Polish programs, has
signed to do a daily two-hour recorded and transcribed Polish program on WLIB New York. News,
drama, comedy, and special features
in the Polish language will be presented.
HOWARD FLYNN, for past three
years on KMPC Hollywood news and
announcing staff, has been appointed
chief announcer for station.
A. E. JOSCELYN, director of operations for Columbia Pacific Network,
has been appointed radio chairman
for 1949 American Red Cross fund
campaign in Los Angeles.

KFRE
FRESNO'S FIFTY
lore than o million people, over o billion
dollars in retail sales. That's the big, lucrative
CentrolcomeCalifornia
KFRE
February, market
1949. you'll cover on
More than a million — over a billion. It's a
sweet story. Ask Avery-Knodel, Inc., representatives.

50.000wAi!l40
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DANIEL E. ANDERSON has been appointed station relations director of
Broadcasters' Guild Inc., Hollywood.
Firm also announced appointment of
PR Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., to handle all public relations and sales promotion for the Guild.
PAUL G. FUENTES has joined art
staff of KFI-TV Los Angeles. He was
formerly with Ad-Art Co., Los Angeles. DILLNER, producer-m.c. of MidBILL
night Flyers, has left the all-night
record request show at WEDC Chicago.
ISOBELLE JOB of KFI Los Angeles,
and Will iam A. Mitchell have announced their marriage.

TRANSITCASTS
'Prospect' List Growing
TWO MORE major markets, Des
Moines, Iowa, and Tacoma, Wash.,
have joined the rapidly growing
ranks of cities where transitcasting is offered regularly to riders of
public vehicles, Frank E. Pellegrin,
national sales director of Transit
Radio Inc., revealed last Tuesday.
In addition 12 to 15 other important markets are now on the
"hot list," Mr. Pellegrin disclosed
at a luncheon of the Washington,
D.-C, Advertising Club.
Among the prospects is greater
New York, where an estimated 114
million rides are taken on 5,622
public vehicles each month.
Only technical difficulties, Mr.
Pellegrin said, are delaying instal ation of FM receivers in public vehicles of the great metropolitan area. Transit officials there
were
"keen"to get
for
the newdescribed
medium asandbeing
anxious
installations underway.
Bill Ensign, New York sales representative of Transit Radio Inc.,
which maintains its home office in
Cincinnati, expressed the opinion
that two or possibly three stations
might be required to furnish broadcasts to all the transit vehicles
operating
in the Greater New York
area.

FRANK A. D. ANDREW, president of
Andrew Radio Corp., manufacturers
of Andrea "Sharp-Focus" television
receivers, inspects a section of one
of his forthcoming sets.
than 90% acceptance of transit FM
in cities where it has been tested
"an astounding fact," which could
not be rivaled by anything in the
annals of advertising.
Bus drivers were identified by
Mr.
transitcasting's
"best Pellegrin
boosters." asTheir
fondness of
the medium, he said, stemmed from
improved
and cooperativeness ofdispositions
riders.

Two Added
Cooperating stations in the two
latest markets to be placed under
contracts are KCBC Des Moines
and KTNT Tacoma.
Approximately 4,200,000 rides
are taken monthly on the 300 plus
vehicles of the transit firm in Des
Moines and nearly 2,500,000 rides
each month on the 136 busses of
the line in Tacoma.
Contracts for transitcasting have
now been signed to provide the
service in 10 of the nation's large
markets. These contracts ultimately will insure approximately
103,700,000 musically-soothed rides
in more than 4,600 public vehicles.
Furthermore, there is not a
major market in the nation in
which negotiations have not at
least been started, Mr. Pellegrin
told ad club members.
Mr. Pellegrin termed the more

MUSIC ON TAPE
St. Paul Co. Makes Machine
A MACHINE for the mass production of recorded music on sound
tape has been developed by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul, it was announced
Thursday by W. L. McKnight,
president of the firm.
Mr. McKnight called the machine a revolutionary new development in sound recording and described itas the first machine for
the purpose to be perfected. From
a master tape transcription, it can
reproduce 48 hours of recorded
music on tape in one hour. These
pre-recorded reels of tape will be
designed to compete with disc records for use in homes, broadcasting
stations, schools and theatres, it
was said.

Ag(
lencies
(Continued from page 8)
CHARLES H. FERGUSON, BBDO, San Francisco, appointed chairman of business committee of Advertising Assn. of the West. ROSWELL COCHRAN,
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, appointed head of public activities committee, and GEORGE KLEISER Sr., Foster & Kleiser, named to board of trustees.

, hasformerly
WHK CAMPBEL
ClevelandL,
joined
DONwithDAVIS
WAPI Birmingham Ala., as assistant sports director. JOHN FORNEY, who for past year has been doing sports and special events for stamonth.tion, has resigned, effective early next

MARILYN S. EBNER, formerly assistant production manager of J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco, joins service department of Foote, Cone &
Belding, same city.
E. Y. IVfcNAMARA, former St. Louis and Jefferson City, Mo., newspaperman,
joins public relations staff of Kelly, Zahrndt & Kelly, St. Louis.
HARRY LERNER resigns from Clem Whitaker public relations firm, San
I Francisco, to open his own public relations, campaigns and advertising office
>f
i|in same city.
■ ROD MacDONALD, formerly media director and account executive with
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco, joins Robert B. Young Adv.,
same city, as account executive.
jTOM A. ROSS, formerly account executive with Lockwood-Shackelford Adv.,
I Los Angeles, joins Irwin-McHugh Adv., that city, in same capacity.
JOHN ROBB, formerly with NBC and ABC, New York, joins Mayers Co., Los
Angeles, as director of merchandising.
i DON C. JOHNSON, formerly with McCarty Co., Los Angeles, joins BBDO,
I same city, as account executive.
WALTER JENSEN, formerly wtih Packard & Packard Adv., Los Angeles, as
account executive, joins Barton A. Stebbins Adv., that city, in same capacity.
SALLY WARD, formerly in production department Young & Rubicam, San
Francisco, joins John G'Rourke & Assocs., same city.
JAMES KING, assistant producer of CBS G. E. House Party for Young &
[ Rubicam, Hollywood, announces his engagement to Helen Oakey.
; RICHARD G. ROTHLIN, traffic manager for Young & Rubicam, San FranI Cisco, promoted to assistant account executive.
ZONABELLE SAMSON, formerly with Honig-Cooper Co., San Francisco, ap• pointed radio timebuyer for Blow Co., same city.
I FOOTE, CONE & BELDING, Hollyood, moves to new offices at 6233 HollyE' wood Blvd.
(
|1RHOADES & DAVIS, San Francigco, moves from DeYoung Bldg. to larger
s quarters at 79 Post St., fifth floor. Telephone remains Exbrook 2-6468.
■I ELLIOTT-DALY & SCHNITZER, San Francisco, moves to larger quarters on
;i fourth floor, 256 Cutter St. Telephone remains Yukon 6-6374.

"POSTER CHILD" of the 1949 March
of Dimes campaign, Linda Brown, is
interviewed on Club 1300 over WFBR
Baltimore by hienry Hickman, m.c.
Linda, age four, is from San Antonio,
Tex. [See 'March of Dimes' story,
page 13]
NAPRA MEMBERS
Discuss News Problems
PROBLEMS arising in the collection and distribution of news held
the spotlight in a meeting of members of the Nebraska Associated
Press Radio Assn. at North Platte,
Neb., Jan. 21.
William J. Newens, state chairman of the group and general
manager of KOIL Omaha, presided. A report of the association's
news study committee was discussed by representatives of seven
stations attending the meeting. E.
E. Makiesky, correspondent in
charge of the Omaha AP bureau,
cited examples by which stations
could increase their contributions
of local news to the AP state, reThose attending the meeting, in
addition to Messrs. Newens and
Makiesky, were:
port.
HarryStewart,
Peck, manager,
manager, KFOR
Russ
and BobLincoln;
Hyde,
news director, KNEB Scottsbluff; John
Alexander, manager, KODY North
Platte, and vice chairman of NAPRA;
Charles Craig, news director, Joe Di
Natale and Ed Launer, news editors,
all of KODY; Ted Haas, news director,
KOIL; Soren Munkhoff, news director,
WOW tor,
Omaha;
E. S. Neble,
news direcKFAB Omaha;
Lee Berg,
news
staff, KBON Omaha, and L. P. Yale,
Des Moines, AP chief of bureau for
Iowa and Nebraska.
AFM

It takes four — the four
audiences guaranteed by
WBNX— EngUsh, Yiddish,
German, Italian — to cover
ALL. New York.
Thus, WBNX, New York's
four-star station, fits the
needs of all listeners . . .
reaches all the people you
want to sell in this multilanguage area.
jBROADC

ASTING

OVER HEW YORK

• Telecasting

Intervenes

AS RESULT of American Federation of Musicians crackdown two
San Diego stations, KYOR and
KCBQ (formerly KSDJ) henceforth will pay instrumental soloists
for appearances on sustaining as
well as sponsored programs. Two
guitar-playing folk singers, Clark
Allen and Sam Hinton, and an organist, Danny Topaz, had been
"donating" their sei-vices on KYOR
and KCBQ sustainers and were
paid on commercial shows. AFM,
through its San Diego local head,
Edward B. Wheeler, intervened.
Stations are now "cooperating" by
paying a quarter-hour fee of $6
sustaining and $9 commercial.
None of the San Diego stations has
a contract with AFM

DENIS SARTAIN, formerly with
WINX Washington and WBUZ (FM)
Bradbury Heights, Md., has been appointed chief of news bureau at
WWDC Washington, replacing FRED
HOFFMAN, who has joined Associated Press Radio in Washington.
ART SMITH, news director of WNAX
Yankton-Sioux City, has been elected
chairman of the public service bumerce.reau for Sioux City Chamber of ComMATT GUOKAS, former Philadelphia
Warrior's basketball player and freelance sportscaster in that city, has
joined WPEN Philadelphia as sports
director.
ALVIN PIGG has joined WLBH Mattoon, 111., as farm service director.
JAMES F. LEAMING, WFPG Atlantic
City, N. J., sportscaster, was selected
by a citizen's committee of 10 headed
by Mayor JosephYoung
AltmanMan
as theofcity's
"outstanding
the
Year," contest sponsored annually by
city's Junior Chamber of Commerce.

^Why
Not
Nation
Wideioi. .YOU!
. Seattle,
Washington. . . . Lubbock,
Texas. . . . Hopkinsville, Ky
. . . Olean, New York . . . and
more than 150 other markets.
Temperatunes are captivating
radio audiences. . . Adding
much to radio station profits.
These clever 14 second jingles
covering each degree of temperature from minus 40° to
plus
"Come
On" 110°.
sparklePuts
intothat
otherwise
dry weather reports.
Stations are enthusiastic. , .
Sponsors renew consistently.
Temperatures are TESTED,
SUCCESSFUL, and are making money for others! They
will make money for you.
• COMPLETE
DETAILS
AlVD PRICES
I, THE
NATIONAL
RESEARCH
BUREAU,Dept.
INC.131
NATIONAL
RESEARCH
BUILDING,
' CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS.
I I'M take a peak at the success stories
and details
of "Temperatunes"
...
'I without
obligation
of course.
J' Name
Address
< City
state
• Station
January 31, 1949
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RUSSEL SCHAFFER has been appointed chief engineer at KA.YX
Waterloo, Iowa. He replaces R.
MOORE, resigned.
PETER WOLF has been appointed
chief engineer of WMDN Midland,
Mich.
BILL DOUBLEDAY, KWBR Oakland,
Calif., has joined KWBR-FM as announcer and engineer. He replaces
BILL FILERS who left Jan. 3 to join
Air Force.
J. R. POPPELE, vice president in
charge of engineering at WOR New
York, has been re-elected to the board
of directors of the Veteran Wireless
Operators Assn.
HY RUBIN, staff engineer at WNJR
Newark, N. J., is the father of a girl,
Marilyn.

CHICAGO FM
Listening Survey Made
FM LISTENERS in the Chicago
area tune in their sets 69.4% of
their total radio listening time, it
was revealed in a special survey
conducted by Mary Feil, senior in
the Department of Speech at
Northwestern U., Evanston, 111.
In querying 1,000 persons in the
area, Miss Feil found that 98 persons devoted 90% of their time to
FM, 57 give 80% and 40 listened
70%. Only two listened 5% of the
time, with 13 tuning in 100%.

FOR A BETTER . . .
MERCHANDISING
PROMOTION
AND
SELLING JOB!
*
IN FLINT, MICHIGAN, IT'S . . .
WBBC
1000 WATTS UNLIMITED
*
2ND HIGH HOOPER
IN LESS THAN A YEAR
Summer '48 Index
A BOOTH STATION
That's Going Places With
MUTUAL
W. ELDON GARNER
Commercial Mgr.
Nat. Rep. Forjoe & Co.
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PLAN

Rejects

Proposal

KLER ROCHESTER
Personnel Is Announced

PERSONNEL assignments for
TELEVISION Broadcasters Assn. has rejected the "Television Guild"
Rochester, Minn., an ABC
plan of cooperative advertising by video set manufacturers on TV sta- KLER
affiliate, owned and operated by
tions proposed by L. 0. Fitzgibbons [Broadcasting, Jan. 3].
the Rochester Broadcasting Co.,
Mr. Fitzgibbons, then commercial manager of WOC Davenport, now
have been announced.
general manager of WXLW and *
President of the full-time outlet,
WXLW - FM Indianapolis, sug- tising budgets for the presentation
which commenced operation on
of high quality television programs
gested that each TV set-maker conDec. 1 on 970 kc, 500 w daytime
tribute 3% of his retail sales to a on local stations and on networks.
and 1 kw night, is Alice P. Mayo.
pool to be used for the sponsorship
These manufacturers include GenPersonnel includes C. T. Hagaman,
of programs on TV stations. He
eral Electric Co., Philco, RCA, Du- general manager; Robert Bouchier,
Mont and Admiral, among others.
predicted the plan would create
manager; Robert Fick,
more and better TV programs, give You can be certain that these program
an assured income to stations and budgets will continue to expand as commercial manager; Boynton
Hagaman, chief engineer, and Elizstimulate the sale of video re- television moves from the more
abeth Gahre, director of publicity
ceivers.
populous East to the communities
and
promotion.
Studios are loIn its reply, dated Jan. 26, TBA
cated in downtown Rochester, at 7,)
west of the Rockies."
229 First Avenue SW. The station |1;
said that Mr. Fitzgibbons' proposal
had been studied by the TBA board
is represented nationally by Adam
and that comments also had been
J. Young Inc.
MANUFACTURING
solicited from the association's
manufacturer members.
Firms' Profits, Sales Up
"It was the consensus of the
I'utntabU
U. S. manufacturing corporaboard, as well as the manufacturers, that the plan, broadly speaktions showed an estimated aggreing, is not feasible and while the
gate net income after taxes of $2.9
motives — improvement of program
billion during the third quarter of
quality — were commended, it was
1948, according to the quarterly
felt that quality programming will
report released Friday by the Fedbe a natural adjunct of industry
eral Trade Commission and Secuexpansion," the TBA letter to Mr.
ARTHUR E.pointed
SUTTON
been proapgeneral
and
rities and Exchange Commission.
Fitzgibbons stated.
duction
managersales
ofhas Broadcast||
Productions
Inc.
"As a matter of fact," the let- Compared with the precedingquarter, the report shows an ap- FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati,
ter continued, "the quality of proOhio, has announced that its Cisco Kid
proximate $60 million profit rate
gramming in areas where televiwill be available via open-end transion station operations are on the increase.
scriptions inMarch 1949. Program is
increase and receiver distribution
Total sales of all corporations
currently
heard
on Don Lee network
is mounting, has vastly improved
for the July- September period under sponsorship of Interstate and
in the short space of a year. This were placed at $42.1 billion, a 3%
Kilpatrick bakeries in California, and
trend is not only likely to continue,
rise over the previous quarter,
cooperatively
on reston ofDonnetwork.'
but will spread to sectors where
Program will continue
Lee as
while costs and expenses amounted
television service is just beginning,
open-end series effective in March,
to
$37.4
billion.
Of
the
$4.6
billion
or about to be launched.
and will retain those sponsors abovementioned.
net before taxes, $1.7 billion was
Negative Aspects Weighed
SPENCE CALDWELL, for past four
provided for Federal income taxes,
years
manager of program division
$1
billion
for
dividends,
and
$1.9
"Negative aspects of the proof All-Canada Radio Facilities, To
billion was retained as corporate
posed project were held to be earnings.
ronto, has resigned to form S. W.
Caldwell Ltd., to handle transcribed
weighted greatly against the adsyndicated shows, scripts and handle
vantages of better programming,
Total assets of all manufacturradio advertising productions. Office
which, it was felt, would come even
ing corporations were estimated at will be in Victory Bldg., Toronto.
without adoption of your plan. $106.7 billion at the end of SepKSIJ Gladewater, Tex., has signeci
Sacrifice of the competitive aspects
tember 1948. On stockholders'
wjth FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincin-i
of advertising — the lifeblood of equity, industries showing highest
nati, Ohio, for five of its packaged
productions. Contracts for 52 weeks
free enterprise and the reason for rates of return were motor vewere signed for half-hour Wayne King
American leadership in world trade
hicles and parts, lumber and wood
Show, Philo Vance and Lightning
— was one compelling factor workproducts, and petroleum and coal Jim; and quarter-hour Old Corral and
ing against the proposal.
the Barry Wood Show.
products.
"Another was the well-grounded
contention that the American system of broadcasting has always
been free to the listener and should
remain that way for the viewer.
The potential television set owner
BM1 1^
7(/^
might understandably resent the
'tax' on his set purchase, even
ished by Lutz
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Publ
though he were to be told the additional fee would mean better
DAINTY BRENDA LEE
programming. Manufacturers toHoward— Mer. 5208;
day are concerned with the probOn Records: Eddy
rilon 188; Don
o—T
Tri
lem of reducing the cost of reEastman
ceivers and are working to provide
Jack Lathrop—
206;
on
Churchill— Tril
methods of making more simple
Hayes — Dec.
hind
r
Pete
Vic. 20-3119;
installations so that prices can be
8; Jerry
1532
24519; Jack Smith — Cap.
brought down.
"In the final analysis, a number
Col*
ne —
of major television receiver manuWayscri
ns: Bob Grabeau— Capitol
ptio
On Tran
facturers are already appropriatBROADCAST NUS
INC 580 FIFTH AVENUEV W|i
NIW TOIK • CHICAGO JSIC
• I
ing large sums from their adver. HOiiYwooD NEW YORK 19,N.Y. V
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Actions

'
(Continued from page 54)
f Decisions Cont.:
Assignment of CP
y
WACA Camden, S. C. — Assignment of
CP from Haygood S. Bowden to Camden Bcstg. Corp.
— Assignment
of KEYE
CP fromPerryton,
Van W. Tex.
Stewart,
Carl Ellis
and F. B. Sumpter d/b as North Plains
Bcstg.
Co.
to
North
Plains
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.
Transfer of Control
KTSA San Antonio, Tex.— Transfer
of control of Sunshine Bcstg. Co., license, from Taylor Radio and Television Corp. to Gene Autry.
WEXT
Milwaukee — Acquisition of
control of WEXT Inc., licensee, by
Lee
K.
and
David
Beznor,
tell, Rosa B.
Evans
and Gerald
LoraineBarA.
Cromey from Sydney Charney, Fred
Froede,
Bruno
V.
Bitker,
George
Grabin, Arthur Meyerhoff and Ben Barkin.
KMAE McKinney, Tex. — Acquisition
f control of McKinney Air Enterprises
y George W. Smith Jr. from Clay E.
'hompson Jr. and Noel E. Thompson.
License Renewal
f
WAYXnewal AMWaycross,
station. Ga. — License reKGON Oregon City, Ore.— Same.
CP to Reinstate
Cannon & Callister Inc., Los Angeles
— CP to reinstate CP new FM station
KCLI Los Angeles.
Transfer of Control
KWIK-FM
Calif.—
Acquisition of controlBurbank,
of Burbank
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
licensee,
by
James
H.
and
Alice I.
Furns.

cote
Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
SUMMARY TO JANUARY 27
Xotal
Cond'l cations In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
1,920 1,866 262
475 281
FM Stations
704
226 698 34*Appli86
30
TV Stations
56
7
116
314 181
* 12 on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WPMP Pascagoula, Miss. (Crest Broadcasting Co., 800 kc
250 w day); WTVB Coldwater, Mich. (Twin Valley Broadcasters Inc., 1590 kc 1 Kw
day)
Col., switching from KENG (Colorado Broadcasting Co.,
1380 kcKCRO
1 kw Englewood,
day).
TV APPLICATION
cant is co-partnership of John C. Love,
~„,„ j„ nu:^
T» J attorney at Kosciusko, Miss., and Cy
.jHTf»"^« ^'r^.^^i^T^n^fi'Lo? PRP N. Bahakel, owner WKOZ Kosciuskb
vfl*^^f
7 500l;l>,^^,??^
s d ^uw
newabovl)
appUcantFiledat
antenna
ft.; estimated
cost $199,000, and
jon part
07 owner
I^t^}^-J
Miss. of(See
first year^^^h^'il-i^i^tJ^^'^Ji^i^o^^^i'
cost of operation $120,000, Cleveland,
^
t
t. it iti^^ sirevenue
unknown.Toledo.
Applicant
— unlimited
.f ""^PK v(Contingent
cernigua,
250 w,
1230 kc,KNOE
Jan. 25. upon
Filedis licensee
WTOL-AM-FM
Monroe changmg faciliAM APPLICATIONS ties);
estimated
has been
dentist cost
for $14,083.
20 years.Applicant
He filed
Charlottesville,
ville
Broadcasting Va.—
Co., The
1280 Charlotteskc, 1 kw, and
stationwasin denied
1929 andapplications
1936. Filed for
Jan. new
25.
daytime; estimated cost $18,000. Appli- Moundsville, W. Va.— James D. Sincant is partnership of G. Russel Cham- vard 1170 kc 2^0 w davtime- estlf^"r"r^^fi?l!.*-r'r?^o^.'^if-^H^'ifdr//
^*««»
t M 50%Sulphur
To Smbe'r
ms
!^'.,?^i^^,?^o°„-*^"
<»'V^-*'"rd
applicant
was
owner
and general
and John W. Rollins, 'eastern
sho^owner,
auto manager
WHBO
Sprin|s,
Fla.
dealer
and
part
owner
of
Rollins
Filed
Jan
25
•^i'
&
>
Broadcasting Co., new AM grantee at
\ "
„ „ „ . , • „„„
900
S. Adcock, cost
N. C— S. estimated
at Jfc,Williamston,
applicant Filed
DeL, and owner.
Georgetown,Va., two-thirds
daytime;
1 kw,Applicant
Radford,
Jan 27
$14,400.
is
new
AM
grantee
. J,
J at Fuquay Springs, N. C, and owner of
casting Co., 1400
kc, 250 w, unlimited;
Fiierisupply
tSn 9^store in Lillingr.^tw^r^^'
li^^'urS.'.^^Jf
radio njandr auto
estimated cost $17,313. Co-partnership:
C. W. Capps, cotton broker; Lowry
FM APPLICATION
J,VS',ip*'^=^^„rt'^'ix,«^^?opr'*'^^Jji r^*^^' Wichita, Kan.-The Municipal U. of
Wichita, noncommerc
Koschfsko" low-power
wiioHowner^
T^n 4a.
^'"'^ ' KOSCIUSKO,
Channelial201 educational
(88.1 mc),
WKOZ
ESel^
ivuss. i-uea
Jan.
power 10 w; FM,
estimated
StuGreenwood,
Miss. — G reenwood dents of college have cost
been$1,995.
operating
Broadcasting Co., 960 kc, 1 kw, day- carrier current campus station. Filed
time; estimated cost $18,000. Appli- Jan. 24.

Request to Delete
WWDX The Passaic Daily News, Paterson,
N.
J.
— Request
to delete
license
: for FM station
and cancel
call letters.
License for CP
KFDA-FM
Amarillo,
Tex. — License
to cover CP new
FM station.
WRZE York, Pa. — Same.
WTAG-FM Worcester, Mass.— Same.
WENE-FM Endicott, N. Y.— Same.
Modification of CP
Iowa— Mod.of Corp. for new station Richland Center,
CPKGLO-FM
new FM Mason
station City,
for extension
Wis.,
completion date.
cond. 1450 kc 250 w unl., engineering
KCKN-FM Kansas City, Kan.— Same,
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
f KCFM Kansas City, Mo.— Same.
KFEQ-FM St. Joseph, Mo.— Same.
FM Authorizations
, KBIX-FM Muskosee, Okla.— Same.
WBAP-FM Fort Worth, Tex.— Same.
Authorized one Class A FM CP to staKBTV
Dallas,
Tex.—
Mod.
CP
new
tion
formerly
holding CG; granted CPs
commercial TV station for extension to four FM stations
changes in facilof completion date.
ities (see story, pagefor49).
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
J
Transfer of Control
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted
trans,
inKSAL Salina, Kan. — Acquisition of mod. CPcreasetoERP change
to vis. 27
kw, location,
aur. 13 kw
control of KSAL Inc., licensee, by and make
ant. changes.
IJohn P., Fred M. and Sidney Harris.
WPTZ Philadelphia— Granted mod.
Assignment of License
CP to change ERP to vis. 18 kw, aur. 9
WDIG Dothan, Ala. — Assignment of kw, change equip, and make ant.
license from Jesse M. Swicegood, J. P. changes, and extension of STA to
Burnett and Lela C. Robinson d/b as April
13. License Extension
Houston Bcstrs. to Jesse M. Swicegood
and
Lela
C.
Robinson
d/b
as
Houston
Placed onaminatiotemp,
license pending
exBcstrs.
n of qualifications
of licensee
in light of decision of Supreme Court
Assignment of CP
in U. S. vs. Paramount Pictures Inc.
Calif. —toAssignment
(68 S. Ct. 915), following: Balaban &
of KCOI
CP fromCoalinga,
D. O. Kinnie
Albert F. Katz
Corp., TV station WBKB and
Blain, Richard K. Newman Jr. and
exp. TVcago; Allen
stations
W9XBB Labs.
W9XOE
Forrest
W.
Hughes
d/b
as
KCOI
Bcstg.
B. DuMont
Inc., ChiTV
Co.
station WABD New York and exp. TV
stations WIXUX W2XEM W2XOW
Modification of License
W2XWV. W2XVT.
WIOXKT, W3XHC,
i KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D.— Mod. license W2XOX,
W3XHD W3XWT
|to change ant. parameters.
WOOK Silver Spring, Md.— Mod. liAssignment of License
cense to operate 1590 kc 1 kw-D 100
KUGN assignment
KUGN-FMof license
Eugene,of KUGN
Ore.—
W-N unl. instead of 1590 kc 1 kw D.
Granted
and of CP for KUGN-FM from C. H.
Modification of CP
WHBR Hanover, Pa.— Mod. CP to Fisher and B. N. Phillips d/b as Valley
to KUGN ofInc.,
new corporachange from 1280 kc 1 kw D to 1280 kc Bcstg.tion toCo.
be composed
assignor
partner
1,1 kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-N.
Fisher
and
Otley
and
P.
R.
Berke and
I
C. O. Fisher.
|January 26 Decisions . . .
KBST BigsignmentSpring,
asof license Texas
from— Granted
Big Spring
DOCKET CASE ACTION Herald Bcstg. Co. to Big Spring Bcstg.
Co.
for
$265,000.
■
AM— 1060 kc
KFXD KFXD-FM Nampa, Ida.—
Announced decision granting applicaGranted assignment of license from
ion of James A. Noe to change operE. Hurt & Son, partnership com| ting assignment of WNOE New Or- Frank
leans, La., from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to nosed of Frank E. Hurt and Edward P.
M60 kc 50 kw-D 5 kw-N DA-N unl. and Hurt, to Frank E. Hurt & Son Inc.
leni=il of application of Deep South
License Extension
jcstg. Co. for new station on same asKERO Bakersficld, Calif. — Granted
Ignment.
(Comr. Jones concurred;
temp, extension of license to June 1
'omrs. Coys and Hennock dissented.)
pending receipt of further information.
Hearing Designated
|lanuary 27 Decisions . . .
WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.— DesigDOCKET CASE ACTION
nated for hearing application for renewal of license in consolidated hearAM— 1450 kc
with applications of Winchester
Announced proposed
decision to Bcstg.ing Corp.
and Richard Field Lewis
rant application of Richland Bcstg. Jr. for CPs and
application of Richard
SROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Field Lewis Jr. for renewal of license
of
WINC-FM, of
uponRichard
issue toField
determine
qualifications
Lewis
Jr. to be stockholder in Fredericksburg
Bcstg.ence toCorp.,
particularly
with
refertruth or falsity of charges made
against Winchester Bcstg. Corp. by
Lewis and of counter-charge against
Lewis by Winchester; further ordered
that license of WFVA be extended on
temp,
in case.basis to June 1 pending decision
License Renewal
Granted renewal of license for following stations for period ending Feb.
1. 1952; WNEB Worcester, Mass.; KCMC
Texarkana, Tex.; KOOS Coos Bay,
Ore.; KSIX Corpus Christi, Tex.;
KYSM Mankato, Minn.; WESX Salem.
Mass.; WKVM Arecibo, P. R.; WMFR
High Point, N. C: WTBC Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; KDLK Del Rio, Tex.; KDZA
Pueblo, Col.; KHAS Hastings, Neb.;
KISD anon,
Sioux
Falls.Phoenix,
S. D.; KLWT
LebMo.; KPHO
Ariz.; KSST
Sulphur Springs, Tex.; KWNO Winona,
Minn.; KWTX Waco, Tex.; KXLO
Lewistown, Mont.; WFAS (and aux.)
White Plains. N. Y.; WHBT Harriman,
Tenn.; WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.;
WLOG Logan, W. Va.; WSKB McComb,
Miss.; WTCJ Tell City, Ind.; WTHT
Hartford. Conn.; WIRB Enterprise,
Ala.; KSWS Roswell, N. M.
KGEKnewal of license
Sterling,
— Granted
for Col.
regular
period. reKWTC Barstow, Calif.- Same.
WAUD Auburn, Ala. — Same.
License Extensions
Following stations were granted
temp, extension of licenses to June 1:
KBTM Jonesboro, Ark.; KGFJ Los AnDalton, Sault
Ga.; WFTC
Kinston, N.geles;C;WBLJ WSOO
Ste. Marie,
Mich.; WMOB Mobile, Ala.; WNOK
Columbia, S. C; KIYI Shelby, Mont.;
WJOR Bangor, Me.; KFUN Las Vegas,
N. M.; KNOW Monroe, La.; WOLS
Florence, S. C; KOAL Price, Utah;
WAZFgon City,
Yazoo
Miss.;Gallup,
KGON N. OreOre.;City,
KGAK
M.;
KXXL Reno, Nev.; KTRF Thief River
Falls, Minn.: KEXO Grand Junction,
Col.; WAYX Waycross, Ga.: WCBT
Roanoke Ranlds, N. C; WDEC Americus, Ga.; Ala.;
WERC KEVT
Erie, Pa.;
WHTB Tex.;
Talledega,
Kerrville,
WTSV Claremont. N. H.; WLOF Orlando, Fla.; WBHP Huntsville, Ala.;
WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va.
Petition Denied
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Ordered
denialing theofCommission
petition filedto byrescind
KOB its
requestorder

designating for hearing petition filed by
John J. Dempsey and further requestingseythat complaint;
the Commission
Demp-in
continueddismiss
hearing
this proceedingbuquerque.to (Docket
March
21,
1949
at Al8044.)
Waiver Granted
WNAM WNAM-FM Neenah, Wis.—
Granted request for waiver of Sec. 3.12
and 3.206 of rules to permit origination
of news and recorded programs at
studios located at trans, site, while
Ave.
maintaining
main studio at 101 E. Wis.
Hearing Designated
WHDH Boston
and KOApetitions
, Denver-of
Designated
for hearing
WHDH and KOA
reconsideration
of
Commission
actionfor granting
mod. C^P
for DA changes to Champlain Valley
Bcstg. Corp. (WXKW Albany, N. Y.)
and for designation of said mod. CP
applicationplicationand
permittee's
license apand for
tion or mod.for hearing,
of authority
for terminaWXKW
to conduct program tests, and for other
relief; said
hearing
to
be
held
in
ington at date to be specified, and Washmade
WXKW Albany party to proceeding.
Modification of License
KVVC Ventura, Calif.— Granted refor mod.studio,
licenseandto for
change
tionquest
of main
waiverloca-of
Sec. 3.30(a)
of
rules
to
permit
identifiCalif. cation of station as Ventura-Oxnard,
Hearing Designated
WLOK Lima, Ohio — Designated for
hearing application for CP to make
changes in vertical ant. and to mount
FM ant. on top of AM tower, and to
change trans, location (geographic coordinatesInd.,only),and
and WHIZ
made WHBU
Anderson,
Zanesville
parties
to
proceeding.
Western Massachusetts Bcstg. Co.,
Great Barrington, Mass. — Designated
for
new WHUC
station
1240 hearing
kc 100 application
w unl. andformade
Hudson, N. Y., narty to proceeding
(Comrs. Coy and Hennock for grant).
Petition Denied
Vulcan Bcstg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.
— Adopted memorandum opinion and
order denying petition requesting that
Commission reconsider its action designating application for hearing and
grant it without hearing.
Modification of CP
WHKC Columbus, Ohio — Granted
mod.
CP to DA
(1) top-load
three efficiency,
towers of
six tower
to improve
(2) increase N field at bearing of 207
degrees true, and (3) to specify #4
tower of DA system as alternate emergency D non-directional radiator; engineering cond.
Hearing Designated
KRKO Everett, Wash. — Designated
for hearing application for CP to
change from 1400 kc 250 w unl. to 1380
kc
1 kw unl.
DA-N.
(Comrs. Jones and
Hennock
voting
to grant.)
BY THE COMMISSION
License Extension
WBNY cense Buffalo,
Y.— Present
extended onN. temp,
basis lito
June 1.
Modification of CP
WTVJet Miami,
Fla.; A. application
Frank Katzen-of
tine
al. — Granted
WTVJ for mod. CP in part, with ERP
1.45 kw vis. and 0.73 kw aur., and operpower Also
outputgranted
of 440 request
w vis. and
220 w ating
aur.
for
STA for commercial operation in part,
with station to be operated at site
specified in mod. CP, temp. ant. at 286
ft. above average terrain and ERP 2.2
kw vis. and 1.1 kw aur., for period of
90 days ending in no event later than
April 17. 1949. Also granted anplication of WTVJ for extension of comDletion date to July 27, and denied related petition of A. Frank Katzentine
et
al. to designate
apnlication
for hearingcompletion
in pendingdate
Miami
TV hearing. (Comrs. Webster and
Sterling
Comr. Jones
dissentingnotin participating;
part.)
January 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KSWAcense change
Santamain
Maria,
studioCalif.
site.— Mod. liTransfer of Control
KVOR
Colorado
Springs,
— Transfer of control
of Out
West Col.
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee, from Oklahoma Pub. Co. and
Edgar T. Bell to Aladdin Radio and
Television
Inc. Also assignment of license.
KLZ Denver — Transfer of control of
licensee, KLZ Bcstg. Co.. from Edgar
T. Bell. Herbert M. Peck and Inez K.
Gaylord
Aladdin
Radioassignment
and Televi-of
sion Inc.to Also
includes
license for AM and CP for FM.
January 31, 1949
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'AIMS'

At

Deadline

BALLOTS FOR SECOND BMB
STUDY GO OUT IN MARCH
DR. KENNETH BAKER, NAB research director, said Friday 650,000 ballots for second
BMB study will go out first week in March.
Executive Committee of BMB met in New
York Friday to discuss administrative problems, including top personnel, but no action
Was taken, according to unofficial word.
BMB announced two new FM subscribers
(WCFC Beckley, W. Va., KWKH-FM Shreveport) and one new AM subscriber (KBOW
Butte, Mont.) since Jan. 20. Total of 814 subscribers includes 658 AM, 135 FM, 13 TV,
four national and four regional networks.
BMB's newly formed engineering advisory
committee held six-hour exploratory session
Thursday in New York. Committee chairman.
Royal v. Howard, NAB director of engineering, presided. Others attending: William Duttera, NBC; Earl C. Johnson, MBS; William
Lodge, CBS; Frank Marks, ABC. Neal McNaughton, second member representing NAB,
was excused. Guests were: John Preston, ABC;
William Wright, CBS; E. C. Page, consulting
engineer; E. P. H. J^mes, MBS vice president
and BMB board member.
DAYTIME STATION GROUP
RCNEWS FULLTIME BID
DAYTIME Petitioners Assn. renewed bid Friday for fulltime instead of daytime-only operation on Mexican 1-A channels [Broadcasting,
Nov. 29, 1948], asking FCC to amend its rules
and, meanwhile, to grant special authorizations so that stations on those channels may
start nighttime service immediately.
Six channels, with total of 106 U. S. stations,
are involved: 730, 800, 900, 1050, 1220, and
1570 kc. Under U. S.-Mexico agreement, they
aren't used in this counti-y at night. But DPA
claims agreement has expired and that it prevents "full and efficient use of frequencies in
the U. S." Petition of DPA, representing 31
stations, was filed by Leonard H. Marks,
Washington counsel.
CLEVELAND GRANT UPHELD
FOR SECOND time, FCC Friday handed down
final decision granting Cleveland Broadcasting Inc., application for new 5 kw Cleveland
station on 1300 kc and denying Scripps-Howard
Radio's request for same assignment. First
decision, almost two years ago, was later set
aside for further hearing. FCC preferred
Cleveland Broadcasting (WERE-FM Cleveland) on basis of local ownership, integration
of ownership and operation, and non-newspaper
association.
BOGGS HEADS WMCA
NORMAN BOGGS, president and general
manager of WLOL Minneapolis, joins WMCA
New York Feb. 14 as general manager. Ralph
L. Atlass, Chicago radio executive and owner
of WLOL, becomes consultant to WMCA. Mr.
Boggs fills vacancy left by resignation of
Charles Stark last June.
HENNOCK TO ADDRESS AWB
FRIEDA B. HENNOCK, FCC member, slated
to address sixth annual national convention of
Assn. of Women Broadcasters of NAB, to be
held March 10-12 in Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Page 70 • January 31, 1949
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NUMBER OF STATION GRANTS
BY FCC EXCEEDS 4,000
BROADCAST stations authorized by FCC
topped 4,000 during 1948, FCC reported Friday. More than 677,000 authorizations of all
categories were outstanding at year's end, increase of 69,000 over 1947.
Year end station totals in broadcast field were:
AM— 2,127, up 165 over 1947; FM— 966, down 44; TV—
124, up 51; experimental TV— 182, up 91; educational
— 50, up 10; facsimile — 2, up 2.
Commercial operator licenses were estimated to
total 366,000, up 25,000. Nonbroadcast services gained
nearly 5,000 aeronautical, 4,000 marine, 1,600 industrial and 1,000 land transportation authorizations.
Total nonbroadcast,
not including associated mobile
units,
exceeded 135,000.
Some 7,200 broadcast applications and 98,000 nonbroadcast applications were disposed of by FCC
during 1948. Total of 106,000 were received, exclusive
of operators.
AD COUNCIL BOARD OKAYS
AID TO INDEPENDENTS PLAN
PLAN for cooperation between Advertising
Council and some 400 independent stations to
enlist radio support for public service camrectors. paigns was approved by council's board of diCouncil would make available to non-affiliated stations, services and materials similar
to those provided major networks, advertisers
and agencies. Plan was proposed by NAB's
Independent Stations Committee, Ted Cott,
WNEW New York, chairman. Before presenting proposal committee surveyed independents
to ascertain if they would devote time to subjects allocated by the council.
RADIO SET COUNT
IN 1950 CENSUS URGED
COUNT of radio receiving sets — AM, FM and
TV — in 1950 decennial census proposed by Rep.
James I. Dolliver (R-Iowa) (HR 1958). Bill
would give Secretary of Commerce authority
to include these questions.
Rep. Dolliver told Broadcasting Friday he
realized Census Bureau ordinarily decides
whether questions should be included in housing census but considers matter important
enough to merit Congressional consideration.
Two House bills ask housing census but don't
specify radio questions [Broadcasting, Jan
20]. Senate has similar bill (see story page 29).
KEEGAN LEAVES WCFL
HOWARD KEEGAN has resigned as station
manager of WCFL, Chicago Federation of Labor station, to devote time to Chicago television. Ken Carpenter leaves station sales staff.

Upcoming
Jan. 31: ASCAP Field Force convention. New
York,
Jan. 31 -Feb. 4: American Institute of Electrical
Engineers annual winter general meeting. Hotel
Statler, New York.
Feb. 1 : American Television Society Film Forum,
Museum of Modern Arts, New York.
Feb. 3: ABC Mountain and Pacific Area District
Affiliates
meeting, St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 5: Radio Correspondents Assn. annual dinner.
Hotel Statler, Washington.
(Other Upcomings on page 41)

STATION

GROUP

PLANS TO FORM CO-OP
FOURTEEN managers of 21 member stations
in Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations
took preliminary steps Friday to set up cooperative tomeet network and TV competition.
Possibility of selling stations nationally as
representing selected markets was discussed.
Two-day session, first formal meeting of organization, took place at Stevens Hotel Chicago.
Delegates convened at call of Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis; Steve Cisler, WKYW
Louisville and Dave Baylor, WJMO Cleveland. '
Also discussed was release of joint promotion
pieces on independent radio success stories, as
well as problems concerning personnel, pro- j
gramming and engineering.
Frank Pellegrin, sales manager of Transit
Radio, was scheduled to talk Saturday morning. AIMS is chiefly an "idea exchange," said
Mr. McDonald. Twenty-five additional mem- I
bership applications being considered. Next
meeting April 10 in conjunction with NAB
Convention in Chicago.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

(see page 23) seasoned observers see portents
of additional blasts that will be atomic in comparison— relating to allegations of bungled TV
and FM allocations, and of purported monopolistic pressures which resulted in suppression
of color TV and in relegating FM to secondary
status,
ALTHOUGH no two observers are in agreement on substance of subcommittee report,
unanimous view prevails its phrase-turning and
rhetoric set precedent. While report authorship officially is credited to Senators
Tobey and McFarland, those close to committee would gamble that Edward Cooper,
committee communications expert, did something more than edit report before it went to
public printer,
ALTHOUGH it isn't publicly announced, new
NBC policy would not preclude duplication of
clear channels which it occupies through
owned and operated stations but would not go
along with Johnson Bill (S-491) proposal for
50,000 w ceiling on power,
NEGOTIATIONS of ABC for the video rights
to the film of Gen. Eisenhower's life to be made
by 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., begun last
fall and temporarily dropped when motion
picture company tried to buy ABC, have been i
resumed and are nearly completed.
CONTRACTS are at signing stage for sponsorship of Preview with Jinx Falkenburg and |
Tex McCrary on CBS-TV by Philip Morris
Cigarettes through Blow Co., New York. Show
will be presented Mondays 8-8:30 p.m. on CBS
television network, with tentative starting date
mid-April.
SSC&B, New York, preparing television commercial for its client, Pall Mall Cigarettes, with
campaign possibly to start in spring. j
KWRZ Flagstaff, Ariz., has been sold for
$20,000 to Agnes McGillvra and S. J. Kirby,
subject to FCC approval. Mrs. McGillvra has
been in commercial department of KOOL Phoenix and previously in station representative
field. Mr. Kirby is engineer,

i
|
i
'

PROCTER & GAMBLE, which already has i
agreed to move Red Skelton from NBC to CBS
next fall, considering similar move for Life of i
Riley and Truth or Consequences.
BROADCASTING
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^now

available

Ih ese are the network favorites.
Year after year they serve more broadcast and television audiences than any other microphone. Yet,
despite their overwhelming popularity, RCA's engineering continues to make both even better than before.
T
The 44-BX is the bi-directional hetype — designed for
AM, FM, and TV studios where highest quality reproduction isdesired. It provides high-fidelity output over
the entire audio range — and is free from cavity or
diaphragm resonance and pressure doubling.

from

stock

The 77-D is the polydirectional type . . . quickly adjustable to any pick-up pattern you want. A 3-position
voice-music switch enables you to select the best operating characteristic for voice and music. Hum pick-up
level, — 126 dbm!
/
/
/
RCA 44-BX and 77-D microphones are yours for
immediate delivery. Simply call your RCA Broadcast
Sales Engineer. Or write Dept. 19 JB, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, New Jersey.

°''efquip„,ent Source iortverV
BROADCAST
EQUIRMBNT
RADiO
CORPORATtOM
eMOIMEERIMG RRODUCTS DCRARTMCMT,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreol

of AMeRtCA
CAMDCM.M.J.

Yes, we're proud . . . proud of our network —
CBS.
You'll be proud of the extra power CBS
listening gives to your sales message.
We're proud of our coverage . . . proud of
theus.power and the frequency that give it
to
You'll be proud of the extra spread this
coverage gives to your advertising.
We're proud of our audience . . . proud of
our 21 years' service that have made it both
big and loyal.
You'll be proud of the extra response this
audience gives to your KTSA schedule.
Taylor-Borroff will be proud to tell you more.
Call them.

CBS
SAN

ANTONIO
TEXAS

FEBRUARY

The

7, 1949

PRICE

Newsweeklsy/of

Radio

and

25

Television

THE WEST HAS WINGS! Denver's busy airport
ranks eighth in traffic handled by airports of the
United States. More than 50 scheduled flights take
off daily to all parts of the country. Already the
headquarters of progressive Continental, Challenger, and Monarch air lines, and important terminals
of BranilF, Slick, and Western air lines, Denver was
recently selected as headquarters for all flight operations, maintenance, engineering, communications
and passenger handling of United Air Lines, and
several hundred UAL personnel have moved to
Denver, bringing the total number to 1,200 UAL
employees in Denver. Denver's rapid growth as an
air transportation center is further evidence of the
diversification — the solid economy — of the Rocky
Mountain West.

5000

WATTS

ON

560

KILOCYCLES

IN THIS ISSUE: COMPARATIVE

Keeping abreast with the wings of the west is KLZ's
Sunday morning "Wing Tips," written by air-wise
Frances Carpenter. Wind velocities, ceilings and
weather forecasts are familiar listening to Colorado's "Flying Farmers" and private fliers. Another
reason, too, why KLZ's service to the area makes
it a top favorite in the Rocky Mountain market.

Affiliated in Management with W'KY, Oklahoma City,
and The Oklahoma Publishing Company
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC,

NETWORK

CENTS

SCHEDULE

KMBC

KFRM

HEART

BEATS

Kansas City, Missouri

KFRM
CRONKITE

Trade Paper Edition

Wins
NAMED

CORRESPONDENT
Walter Cronkite, former United Press Foreign Correspondent, has
been named Washington correspondent for
The KMBC-KFRM
Team, Arthur B.
Church, president, has
announced.
Cronkite has established headquarters in
Washington, and will
begin his reporting
shortly after the first
of February.
Each of the two stations will program
Cronkite on a short
news spot daily. In addition, he will provide two
quarter-hour programs
weekly for each of the
stations. One of them
will be a general commentary and interview
program of significance
to the Kansas City
Trade area. The second
15-minute program will
be supplied each station
on a localized basis, including Washington activities of interest to
local listeners, and interviews with Congressmen from Missouri and
Kansas.
Cronkite returned in
September from two
years as Moscow Bureau Manager for the
United Press. Prior to
that assignment, he was

Heart

of

America

Listeners

WASHINGTON
FOR

KMBC-KFRM

Foreign Correspondent
with the wire service, in
Europe. He covered the
air war over Germany,
the Battle of North Atlantic, the Normandy
invasion, and e s t a b lished United Press coverage of the Nuremberg
trials.
The Texas

Rangers

Appear on Television
The KMBC-KFRM Texas
Rangers, now in Hollywood
for movie and radio commitments, on January third
inaugurated a new television program series on
KTTV, Los Angeles. They
will be scheduled each Monday evening on the new
series.
The male quartet of the
Texas Rangers, then billed
as the Midwesterners, first
appeared on television 15
years ago ... in Kansas
City, on W-9XAL, experimental television station
programmed by KMBC.

KMBC-KFRM
DAYTIME
IN KANSAS

AMONG
CITY

The KMBC-KFRM

Team Ranks First
ALL BROADCASTERS
PRIMARY

TRADE

Team

new records in

made

AREA

audience building in its first year of operations. After
less than ten months of KFRM operation that station
attained top ranking in the area it serves. And,
teamed with KMBC, The KMBC-KFRM Team ranks
first by a wide margin
among all broadcasters in 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. period
throughout the one week pethe Kansas City Primary
riod in early October, 1948.
Trade area, according to
The survey is essentially
Conlan and Associates,
rural in character, as it exradio survey company.
cludes the larger cities — Kansas City (both Missouri and
The Conlan survey, comKansas), St. Joseph, Topeka,
pleted in October, and published in three books, is be- Salina, Hutchinson and Wichita, and was limited to these
lieved to be the largest coincidental survey of its kind hours as KFRM went on the
air as a daytime station.
ever published. More than
The KMBC Area Study
100,000 calls were made durshows
that KMBC is the most
ing a one-week period in the
listened to station, daytime,
Kansas City Primary Trade
area. This Area Study, ex- within an average radius of
tending west from Central
slightly
over 100 miles from
Kansas City!
Missouri to Colorado, also includes counties in Nebraska
The KFRM Area Study
and Oklahoma, and covers the
proves KFRM is the most listened to station daytime in
Kansas within
millivolt
contour!KFRM's halfArthur B. Church, president and founder of The
KMBC-KFRM Team, in commenting on this remarkable
success story, gives major

WIDESPREAD COVERAGE...
Shaded map shows mail response in KFRM's December
contest, together with KMBC-KFRM contours.

credit to KFRM's unprecedented audience building record to his program people.
Mr. Church insists that the
KMBC-KFRM Staff, numbering more than 130, is the
greatest and best any U. S.
broadcaster can boast.

BUY

YANKEE

When

you come

are in Yankee
Yankee

HOME-TOWN

into New

Network

and only Yankee

land coverage in one piece and be sure of

England you

territory. With
can

what you are getting if you buy Yankee's
24 home-town stations.

you reach

effectively all of the city and

STATIONS

Wherever

suburban

Yankee

goes it is intensely

centers of retail buying.

local, completely

There's a Yankee home-town station in
every important market from Bridgeport

No dead spots. No hit-or-miss. It delivers
for the local merchants. It can deliver for

to Bangor — a total of 24, each with a local
audience for Mutual and Yankee programs.

you in local impact everywhere. That means
New England wide attention and sales.

In other words, you can buy New

/iccefot^*tce U

The

Buy Yankee —

Eng-

the Yankee

Yankee

network's

penetrates

its market.

and buy right.

'pocutdatCo*t
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Inc.

hABmhQr of the Mutual Broadcasting System
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Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Business
Closed

Circuit

DESPITE all those big things happening at
CBS, network is being plagued these days with
constantly recurring reports of bigger things
that haven't happened. CBS front office reports: (1) Chairman William S. Paley hasn't
and doesn't intend selling out or relinquishing
his substantial control; (2) CBS may sometime acquire radio manufacturing company,
and has had several preliminary conversations,
but there's nothing presently in works; (3)
CBS is doing very well with its present executive organization and no changes are contemplated.
ONE RAY of light in otherwise bleak Broadcast Measurement Bureau financial outlook
was action last week of New York Collector of
Internal Revenue in remanding disputed $100,000 tax claim to Internal Revenue headquarters
for reconsideration. BMB claims exemption
as nonprofit corporation and has held fund in
contingent reserve. If BMB is adjudged tax
exempt, as are Audit Bureau of Circulations
and similar entities, its outlook would be infinitely brighter.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING has optioned new
daytime audience participation five-weekly
half-hour format fea^turing Vera Vague reportedly for consideration by Toni Co. Packaged by Jack Creamer and Lee Strahorn, program is to be aired from tape instead of
platter.
DESPITE Senate subcommittee contention
TBroadcasting, Jan. 31] that Communications
Act does not contemplate FCC reorganization
into panel structure, FCC is still pursuing plan
to streamline operations. Realignment may be
along functional lines, with directors to head
broadcast, common carrier, and safety and special services units and with FCC to ratify
actions and decide broad policy.
SPECIAL affiliates meeting of NBC called for
Chicago Feb. 28-March 1 under present plans
will be segregated into two sessions — first
day, program situation; second day, television.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will address second
day luncheon session.
ONE of two midwestern campus sites to be
picked for industry's first program clinic in
June. Under NAB auspices, clinic will be devoid of fancy hotel trappings, campus board
and room rates prevailing along with strictly
workshop theme.
NOW THAT Clear Channel Group has named
Lou Ruppel, former CBS publicity director
as its Washington director, speculation centers
around upcoming appointment of his opposite
number by Ed Craney's newly organized anticlear channel group (as yet without formal
name).
It's expected that Former Senator
(Continued on page 86)
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Briefly

Feb. 8: Hearing before FTC on motions of American Tobacco Co., Washington.
Feb. 9-13: Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc.
fifth annual conference, KMPC Hollywood.
Feb. 14-16: NAB Board of Directors meeting,
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleons.

NEW BLOCK PRODUCT • Block Drug=
Co., Jersey City (Amm-I-Dent) , new toothpowder, has appointed Cecil & Presbrey, New
York, for advertising campaign. Spot announcements will be placed starting Feb. 7.

Feb. 21: FCC Hearing on G. A. Richards' news
policies. Federal BIdg., Los Angeles.
(Other Upcoming on page 58)

GF SPONSORS 'GOLDBERGS' •
Foods, New York (Sanka coffee),
March 28 will sponsor The Goldbergs
TV network, Mondays 9-9:30 p.m.
Young & Rubicam, New York.

Bulletins
FRANK

M. FOLSOM, RCA president, announced Friday that at New York board meeting, company declared dividend of 87% cents
per share on outstanding shares of $3.50
cumulative first preferred stock, for the period
from Jan. 1 to March 31, 1949. Dividend payable April 1 to holders of record at close of
business March 7, 1949.
ABC signed affiliation agreement Friday with
WMCT (TV) Memphis. Station, owned by
Memphis Publishing Co. and operating on
Channel 4, on air commercially since Dec. 11,
1948. Addition of WMCT brings total ABC
video outlets to 21.
EARL M. JOHNSON NAMED
TO MBS VICE PRESIDENCY
ELECTION of Earl M. Johnson, director of
station relations and engineering, to vice presidency in charge of same departments was voted
by MBS board of directors at meeting in
Washington Friday. He added station relations to his engineering duties Jan. 1 when
Robert A. Schmid was promoted to program
sales vice presidency.
Mr. Johnson has been with MBS for past two
years and was formerly in FCC engineering
department. During war he was assigned to
Chief Signal Office.
MBS board members paid call on President
Truman Friday.
TIME SALES CLINIC PLANNED
IN N. Y. BY FM ASSN.
FM TIME Sales Clinic will be held April 1 in
New York under auspices of FM Assn. Objective is to fill in "some of the blanks in current
thinking and appreciation of FM coverage and
of its effectiveness as a sales-producing medium," said William E. Ware, KFMX Council
Bluffs, la., FMA president.
Time buyers, other agency officials and advertisers among those to be invited. Mr. Ware
pointed to 35% increase in FM set output last
year compared to AM output, with audience
growing rapidly. New data from rural and
urban areas to be presented. Site for meeting
not yet selected.

General
effective
on CBSAgency,

OLDSMOBILE TV • Oldsmobile Div., General Motors, Detroit, begins sponsorship of
Tuesday and Thursday telecasts of CBS television news, weekdays 7:30-7:45 p.m., on CBS
east and midwest network effective Feb. 24.
Agency, D. P. Brother Inc., Detroit.
EAST TV TO COAST • KNBH (TV) Hollywood presenting two NBC eastern video shows.
Chesterfield Supper Club (Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co.) started last Thursday. Texaco
Star Theatre (Texas Co.) starts Feb. 8. Agencies, Newell-Emmett, New York, for L&M;
Kudner, New York, for Texas Co.
3 LEAVE PETRY,
FORM OWN FIRM
NEW

station representative firm, confined exclusively to representation of television stations, being formed in New York under name
of Harrington, Righter & Parsons. Officers
are: John E. (Jack) Harrington Jr., president; Volney (Turk) Righter, vice president
and treasurer, and James 0. Parsons Jr., vice
president and secretary. All were formerly
salesmen with Edward Petry & Co., resigning
Feb. 3.
.
BIG ADMIRAL

BUDGET

ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, will spend $750,000
on television advertising in 1949. TV will absorb major portion of firm's $8 million 1949 advertising-promotion budget, especially in first
quarter. Admiral estimates 60% of its 1949
sales volume will come from sale of 400,000 TV
and combination receivers. Agencies, Cruttenden & Eger and Tatham-Laird, Chicago,
Kudner, New York, and Joseph W. Hicks, Chicago (public relations) .
WFIL

BUYS

TIME

ON

5

WFIL Philadelphia, under direction of General Manager Roger W. Clipp, has purchased
daily sign-off spots on five daytime stations in
area to promote WFIL programs. As stations
leave air they call attention to top evening
programs of WFIL, urge listeners to tune that
station. Daytimers are WNAR Norristown,
WPWA and WVCH Chester, WKDN Camden,
and WJMJ Philadelphia.
BROADCASTING
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Our history is showing!
Tear up another calendar.
Miss Cooper, now it's 10
years that WIP's DAWIV
PATROL has been giving its

Example

sponsors
#

n

f

J

big sales dividends.

That's five and three-quarters hours a night, seven
nights a week, for 10 YEARS
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HISTORY!
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KXEL

LISTENING

UNVARNISHED

HAS

TRUTH!

CHANGED

HABITS

IN

IOWA

Conlan's newest comprehensive

study of

listening habits proves conclusively that
KXEL

has MORE

LISTENERS

in Iowa's rich,

est market than any other radio station. These
authoritative figures are not a poll or a prediction. They are the unvarnished truth showing results of listening habits based upon
34,914 contacts.
Here are just a few of these important
facts contained in the latest Conlan 1948
comprehensive study.

AFTERNOON
Distribution of listening homes among stations
in the same area Monday through Friday 12:00
P.M. through 6:00 P.M.

MORNING
30.9%

Distribution of listening homes among stations
throughout the area Monday through Friday,
7:00 A.M. to 12:00 A.M.

1 8.4%
1 5.6%

26.2%

This comprehensive
area study was made
in the fringe of counties surrounding
KXEL, extending as
far as 100 miles from
transmitter, and did

15.1%

not include KXEL's
home county or the
five adjacent counties.
2.9%
0.8%
KXEL

WHO

WMT

KAYX

KWWL

KXEL's National Champion farm programs are tops in production, tops in showmanship, tops in selling and tops in listener
response.
KXEL meets the selling and promotional requirements of every
sponsor who wants to reach the rich Northeast Iowa market area.
See your Avery-Knodel man and get the unvarnished truth pertaining to this great market area and the station that sells ii
completely.
BROADCASTING
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2.5%
0.9%
KXEL

WHO
KXEL

WMT
50.000

KAYX

WATTS

KWWL
ABC

Josh Higgins Broadcasting Company, Waterloo, Iowa
Represented by Avery-Knodel, inc.
Covering the great "KXEL Rural City"
February 7, 1949 •
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VICTOR ARMSTRONG, formerly advertising and sales promotion manager
for Consolidated Vultee Aircraft, San Diego, joins J. Walter Thompson, New
York, to work on Ford dealer account. LYMAN AVERY, who worked on
Ford account in New York for several years, transfers to agency's Detroit
office, and will assume new duties on the account there.
SCRANTON REDFIELD, formerly with merchandising division of Lever Bros.,
Cambridge, Mass., joins same division of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York.
MERRILL SYMONDS Adv., Chicago, announces change of name to Symonds,
MacKenzie & Co., Inc. MERRILL SYMONDS remains president-treasurer; ROY
MacKENZIE is executive vice president; RUSSELL MILLER, vice presidentart director, and ARTHUR RUMRY is secretary-account supervisor. Other
new staff members include: RICHARD GWINN, research director; WILLIAM
SORENSON, production manager; ROBERT JOHNSON, assistant to the copy
chief, GEORGE H. DAUGHERTY.
ROBERT WOOLSON, formerly copy writer and newswriter for MacWilkins,
Cole & Weber, Seattle-Portland agency appointed radio director of Seattle
office. He will work under W. H. SANDIFORD, account executive and radio
director for whole agency.
WILLARD (Bill) BENNER, formerly with radio-television department of
Benton & Bowles, New York, joins radio department of N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York.

THE 1949 SWING GIRL
Miss Vera Ralston

'TT'O reach more people, for
less money, broadcast
your advertising message
over the station with Kansas
City's oldest call letters—
WHB.
Powerful WHB
blankets 3V2 million buyers
in 133 counties of 6 states
with good, listenable entertainment 19 hours a day.
WHB
cost less, does more.
See your John
10,000

WATTS

IN KANS^
DON DAVIS ^
JOHN T. SCHILLING ^
GENERAL MANACCK

JOHN
MUTUAL NETWORK
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Blair man.

BLAIR & CO.

•710 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS NIGHT
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GERALD A. HIGGINS joins John C. Dowd Inc., Boston, where he will specialize in creative planning. Mr. Higgins was formerly with Boston Consolidated
Gas Co., where he served as advertising manager.
LOUIS MELAMED, president of Melamed-Hobbs agency, and E. R. LIVINGSTON, manager of Salem N. Baskin Agency, both Chicago, have consolidated to form Melamed-Hobbs, Baskin & Livingston in the 333 N. Michigan
Ave. Bldg., Suite 1405, Chicago. Telephone numbers are State 2-9522 and
Randolph 6-0787.
ROLAND GILLETT, former television producer-director for CBS, joins Young
& Rubicam, New York, as a television producer.
L. JOHNSON, formerly with Rheem Mfg. Co., New York, as director of advertising and public relations, joins Benton & Bowles, New York, as account
executive
division. for Crosley's Electronics Group and Spencer Heating Equipment
MARSHALL F. BACHENHEIMER and IRVING LEWIS announce formation
of Bachenheimer-Lewis Inc., New York Mr. Bachenheimer was formerly
with Chernow Co.; Mr. Lewis headed Harrison Services, both New York
agencies.
WILLIAM ROBSON, formerly on CBS Hollywood production staff, joins
Raymond B. Morgan Co., Hollywood, as producer of Maurice Chevalier show
as engineer on the show is "DOC" BENNETT,
Paris.DonAlso
in
former
Lee joining
engineer.agency
Both are now in Paris.

FREEMAN YOUNG, former executive in advertising department of Lever
Bros., Cambridge, Mass., joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as account
executive.

ED ZERN, former advertising executive with Warner Bros. Pictures, joins
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, as copywriter.
CHARLES A. MOTTL, formerly production manager for Atherton & Co., Los
Angeles, joins merchandising staff of Davis & Co., same city.

FRANK M. KNIGHT Jr., formerly of WFIL and WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
for Gresh & Kramer,
appointed
same city. director of radio and television advertising

ED SIMMONS, in charge of Los Angeles office of Cecil & Presbrey Inc., Feb.and14
transfers to agency New York office as assistant to Jack Wyatt, radio
television director. No successor yet named for him in Los Angeles office.
STRANG & PROSSER, Seattle, announces removal of its offices from Smith
Tower, to Room 630 Securities Bldg. Telephone remains the same.
Philadelphia,
PHILIP KLEIN Adv., formerly of 1910 Rittenhouse Square,today
(Feb. 7).
announces removal of its offices to 1928 Spruce St., effective
New telephone is Locust 4-2144.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING
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WILLIE

THE

PENGUIN

SAYS:
RADIO

vy SPOT
OD

f

"SMOKE

KOOLS!"

"SMOKE

KOOLS!"

"SMOKE
(Talking Man):
(Willie):

KOOLS!"

Whom are you telling to Smoke
Kools, Willie?
All the millions of American men
and women who can be reached
often and effectively with Spot
Radio.

(Talking Man):

What happens to sales when you
use Spot Radio, Willie?

(Willie):

Sales Get Hot!
Hot!

(An owl who
just stuck his
head out of our
inkwell):

Get Hot!

Get

I never gave a hoot for penguins,
but this bird is right! Use Spot!
Be Wise!
Use Spot!
■1

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

m

\

hi
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
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KPRC
WONS
WDAF

ARr
V«D<J
TRS
MR^
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Knncn^
1 inf f»I n i if\/

VV L/^l
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ

Littip Rctcle

KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
WMTW
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KQW
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WSAU
WWVA
KFH
WAAB
THE

ABC
NBC
CB^
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC

1 oiiicviIIa
U 1 d V 1 1 IC
f T 1 1 1 W U U f\
Mpls.-Sf. Paul
Noshville
New Orlf^ons
Norfolk
\^ 1 1 1 vl 1 1 U
PhilfiH^lnnin
1 IlllUUdli^lllU

MB^
MBS
NBC
ABC
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC

PortlnnH Or^
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle
Shreveport

ABC
NBC
CBS
ABC

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling
Wausau, Wise.

NBC
CBS
MBS
CBS

Wichita
Worcester
YANKEE

QUALITY

11
.1

TV DA\L
WRAI

1LIST
1 C T

AND

TEXAS

NETWORKS

TELEVISION
ATLANTA _
WSB-TV
BALTIMORE
_WBAL-TV
BOSTON
BUFFALO
.WNAC-TV
_WBEN-TV
LOS ANGELES.
KFI-TV
MILWAUKEE —
M'P'L'S-ST. PAUL_KTSP-TV
_WTMJ-TV
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editorial views
'Powerful Influence'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I never fail to be impressed by
the complete distribution of your
excellent journal . . .
You may well take pride in your
accurate and complete coverage of
a rapidly expanding industry. You
know, of course, that I have followed your magazine very carefully from the very first edition
and have seen it develop into a
powerful influence in the broadcasting business.
Stuart L. Bailey
President
Institute of Radio Engineers
[Editor's Note: BROADCASTING'S staflf
immodestly hopes we can continue to
merit President Bailey's confidence.]
* * *
Radio Builds Morale
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Jack Harris' and Ed Kirby's

expressed by

Broadcasting, the publication's
viewpoint is nevertheless stimulating, and leads to a better allaround provocative discussion and
a more intelligent summary and
conclusion. . . .
The students seem to particularly appreciate the increasing
amountsion. ...of space devoted to televiStar Spangled Radio is a wonderful contribution to broadcasting
— not only to the literature and
reference works about our business, but as a shining account of
the vitality and effectiveness of
broadcasting in building and upholding American morale. . . .
Alex Sherwood
Standard Radio
Transcription Services Inc.
New York, N. Y.
[Editor's Note: BROADCASTING reviewed "Star Spangled Radio" in the
issue of May 17, 1948 page 54-E.]

ok'
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
A Textbo
Broadcasting is the major
"textbook" for seniors in the Radio
Department at Ithaca College who
are taking a new course titled
"Current Broadcasting Developments.". .
The students like the complete
coverage that Broadcasting gives
to all of the news from the many
related fields of radio. While they
frequently take exception to the

Harold
Ithaca
Ithaca,
confidence.]
[Editor's Note:

Jansen, Director
College News Bureau
N. Y.
Thanks for your vote of
* * *

WKAL-TV

Progress
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
An item appearing in Broadcasting (Jan. 24), having to do
with WKAL and WKAL-TV, is
definitely in error and has already
caused considerable comment.
The article states that WKAL
has surrendered its FM construction permit. This is true. The article also states that WKAL has
not applied for a TV grant. This
is definitely erroneous. The facts
are these: WKAL, owned and
operated by the Copper City
Broadcasting Corp., is actively at
work constructing its television
station in Utica, N. Y. It is
now known as WKAL-TV, and
application has been made to the
Commission for a change in call
letters pursuant to the FCC new
ruling. WKAL-TV has already
constructed its television transmitter building atop Smith Hill in
Utica, and August should see us in
full operation.
Michael C. Fusco
WKAL Rome, N. Y.
[Editor's Note: Our apologies to WKAL
and WKAL-TV. Difference in addresses
of the two stations led to the mix up.]
^ ^ ^
Larger BMB Samples
EDITOR'S NOTE. The following letter,
addressed to Justin Miller, president of the NAB, was also released to
BROADCASTING. Because of this we
deviated from our usual policy of not
printing letters addressed to others and
use parts of Mr. Hodel's letter below:
Dear Mr. Miller:
This station recently subscribed
to the BMB surveys and at that
time I gave Hugh Feltis a bit of
opinion.
Mr. Feltis, in replying, asked
that I relay the same both to you
and Sol Taishaff' at Broadcasting
Magazine.
In my letter to Mr. Feltis, among
lowing :
other things,
I told him the fol-

AFFILIATED
Page 12
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"I might add that, to me, the
rfecent upheaval with which your
organization has been faced seems
a little ridiculous. The establishment of BMB along with that of
BMI are the only concrete accomplishments of the NAB as I see it.
They should certainly give your
organization time enough to show
what it can do and how it can best
be revised. I am sure that the
establishment of the ANPA Bureau
of Advertising and the Audit Bureau of Circulations for newspa(Continued on page 85)
BROADCASTING
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The RCA-8D2 1 Push-Pull Potver Tetrode
used in the Jamous RCA TT-5A 5-KW Television Transmitter
• • • an
i
'
I

j

important

contribution

AS REVOLUTIONARY as television
itself, the RCA-8D21 push-pull
tetrode has set new records for stability,
gain per stage, low grid current, linearity, and bandwidth in more than 50 RCA
TT-5A 5-KW Television Transmitters.
Used in both picture and sound power
amplifiers, the RCA-8D21 employs
advanced principles of screening, cooling, and electron optics to offer you
these important benefits:

to

television

2. Requires fewer, lower-powered, r-f
driver stages.
3. Allows modulation in the output stage.
4. Requires only one broad-band r-f circuit in entire transmitter (between tube
and antenna transmission line).
5. No critical linear amplifier stages are
required.
6. Better picture quality — output-stage

broadcasting

modulation results in low distortion and
phase
shift. of tube permits use of sim7.
Efficiency
plified, economical power supply.
For your convenience, RCA tubes are
available from your local RCA Tube
Distributor or directly from RCA. For
information on any RCA tube, write RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Section 37BP-1,
Harrison, New Jersey.

I . Low grid current results in simple, inexpensive modulator.

The world's most modern tube plant...
RCA, LANCASTER, PA
THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

TUB£

DEPARTMENT

RADiO
HARRISON,
BROADCASTING
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Xhis is no bull ... If you're really shooting for
maximum sales by radio on the big Pacific Coast, use the big 45-station Don Lee
Network and get what you're after. To make the most sales possible, you need the
biggest network possible on the Pacific Coast, for radio listening here is different.
People listen to their own local network station rather than to out-of-town or
distant ones, because mountains up to 15,000 feet surround many of these markets
and make long-range reception unreliable.
It takes a lot of local network stations to release your message from within every
important buying market— and Don Lee is the only network big enough to do it.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, President willet h. brown, Exec. Vice-Pres. • ward d. ingrim, Director of Advertising
1 31 3 north vine street, HOLLYWOOD 28, CAUFOKNiA- Represented National/y l>y JOHN blair & company

Of the 45 Major Pacific Coast
ONLY 10
3
7
have Don Lee
have Don Lee
have stations
and 2 other
of all 4
and 1 other
network station
network stations
networks
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25
Cities
have Don Lee
and NO other
network station

• Telecasting

Don Lee has 45 stations . . . one in every city where the other three Pacific Coast
networks have one— and to cover the rest of the Pacific Coast, Don Lee has twice
as many stations as the other three networks combined. (In the "outside" market,
Network A has eleven stations. Network B has three stations, and Network C
has two stations . . . compared to Don Lee's 32 stations.)
To meet 1949's increasing competition, you need radio. You need the big Pacific
Coast, with its more than 13)2 milhon people who spend over 14/2 billion dollars
a year in retail sales. Use the Don Lee Network of 45 stations and bag your maximum sales on the big Pacific Coast!

The

JYation's

i BROADCASTING

Greatest

• Telecasting

Regional

Network
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PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, appoints Compton Adv., New York, to
handle advertising for its new product Bonus (granulated package soap
with a Morgan Lock-Knit dishcloth packed in each box). Radio is being
used in current campaign in Eastern markets.
PIERCE Bros., Los Angeles (mortuary), extending January spot campaign
on 13 Los Angeles area radio stations and one television station through month
of February. Spots will total 100 for month on KMPC; 60 on KFWB; 80 on
KLAC, all Los Angeles; and 26 on KGFJ, KRKD and KHJ, Los Angeles;
KWKW KXLA Pasadena, KIEV Glendale, KGER Long Beach, KGIL San
Fernando, KOWL Santa Monica, in addition to four quarter-hours weekly of
recorded music on KHJ; and seven television film spots for month on KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles. Agency: Philip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles.
BLAIR CORSET Co., Chicago (Fashion Hour foundation garments), appoints*
Jones Frankel Co., Chicago, to handle television advertising. Company wiln
sponsor Fashion Hour by Blair, weekly television show on WGN-TV Chicago,
beginning Feb. 25.

'T

N
DO

E

RID

ALLIED FLORISTS ASSN. OF GREATER BALTIMORE Inc. appoints Ruthrauff & Ryan, Baltimore, to handle advertising. Initial campaign will use
one minute spot announcement on all leading local radio stations. Plans
are also being made to use television in near future.

AT

SEE'S CANDY SHOPS Inc., Los Angeles, Feb. 9 starting four day television
film spot campaign for Valentine's Day promotion, on four Los Angeles (TV)
stations, — KTTV KTSL KTLA KNBH. Campaign result of great response
received from company's first television use on New Year's day with spots on
KTLA. Agency: Ross, Gardner & White, Los Angeles.

(Ky

.)'-

OR
CH
AN
»
ba"tten
(Ky-), T"
Avast, »ate, if yo
, Anchor

aown at A"*-;'^^.^^^., SpanUU Main
«
show,
Trading Area-»
^taort every part

Xustead, a thr.v.ng - J

^^p,, space.

I„con.e

.he average fa»ay has a^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^,

ZION INDUSTRIES, Zion, 111., appoints Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago,
to handle advertising for its fig bars, cookies and candies. Radio may be used.
CROSSE & BLACKWELL, Baltimore, appoints Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, to handle advertising for its kippered herring and herring in tomato
sauce, Keiller's marmalade, cake and shortbread. Radio may be used.
ERIE CLOTHING Co., Chicago, sponsoring half-hour weekly Telecharades
on WBKB Chicago, for 20 weeks. Agency: Gourfain-Cobb, Chicago.
GADGET GUILD OF AMERICA, Los Angeles, appoints Brisacher, Wheeler &
Staff, that city, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
A/ativotk -^ccounii • • •
ALLIS-CHALMERS Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, sponsoring repeat broadcast of the
National
Farm
Hour and(NBC,
Saturdays,
12-12:30
p.m. CST)became;
from'i
1:30-2 p.m.
CST and
for Home
Mountain
Pacific
time zones.
Sponsorship
effective Feb. 5. Agency: Bert S. Gittins, Milwaukee.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City, N. J., sponsoring one-minute
participations in Yankee Network's News Service, daily for 52 weeks. Agency:
Ted Bates, New York.

^^^'""•'*""""l,Ws.ropA-ehor,ana
»-te.
abont it,
So how
WAVE!
ride the

S .
5000 «»TT
S, IHC,
IE & PtrtR
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DEBUT of Pepsodent's new Rayvc Home Permanent kit was marked by a party
held in New York's Stork Club. Among those in attendance were (I to r):
Henry F. Woulfe, president of the Pepsodent Division of Lever Bros. Co.; James
Kenneth J.
A. Barnett, Pepsodent's vice president and generalat manager;
the Chicago office of
Ward, account executive for Rayve Home Permanent
Pepsodent's director of
W. Gardner
J. Wolter Thompson Co., and new
products. Barker,
BROADCASTING
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Comparative Network Program Schedule

leah,

but

can

he

lift a

sales

(for (ar greater facility, see bock page of insert)

curve?

l~—
6:00 PM
6:15
6.30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

9:00 AN

SUNDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Prudential Ins. Quaker Oats
Lee Hats
Catholic
Hour
Drewmt^Pearson
Family
Hour
Roy Rogers
Shn*
(ilT)
R
s
Seeman Bros. — m•' —
"
Mon. Headlines
Cudahy
Packing Int. Silver Co.
(218) RTire Coca-Cola
Goodyear
Nick Carter Ozzie S Harriel
Greatest Story
Spotlight
Ever Told f21 31 Review (lit)
043)
"
"
■■
1
Adv.
of
the
Amer.
Philip Morris
Jack Tob.
BennyCo.
Horace
Heidi
Go For
Falcon
Thi> HoiKi! .S
S
—
m —
(174)" R
"
Lever
Bros.
Mutual Benefit Rexall Co.
American Oil Co.
'n' Andy Mayor of Town Faye S Harris
Carnegie Hall Amos (15D)
Oil*
— im — — m —
»
"
■'
Co-op
Wildroot
Smith Bros.
Ford
Motor
Co.
*
Fred Allen
Stop The Music Sam Spade A. 7:55-8
L. Aleianiler — m —
013)
"
■
Eversharp, Inc.
(173)
Frigidaire
Music
NBC
Speldel Corp. Lum 'n' Abner
OIU
044)
Theatre S
Old Gold
"
"
Cigarettes
M731
Sterling Drug
Electric
Cos.
Kaiser-Frazer
Manhattannsii
Walter Winchell Electric Theatre Under Arrest M-Gn-R
Andrew(272)Jergens Helen(IH)H^ye<;
"
Louella(204)Parsons
U. S. steel Corp. Col.-Palm.- Peet Carter Products Sterling Drug
Album Familiar
Theatre Guild on Our Miss
(151)Brooks Jimmy Fidler Music MSll
The Air lUU
Twin
Views
(57)
"
"
Of The News
Eversharp
s
or
LifeLuieiwith Secret Missions LeaveTakeII it(164)
"
Ciirtppici riuuubis
Prnrfiirtc It Pfiwc In Rp Dan Writrht
Vol
Chorus
Jimmie Fidler
Who Said That?
Ignorant
f70)
s
s
S
Sokolsky
5

ABC
Concert
Hall
S

E. Power Biggs
S

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

SUNDAY
Co-op
CR.S
MRS
MRr
Tone
World News
News
Tapestries
W.World
W Chaplin
s

Message
Israel Soi

Story toS Order
MutualChamber Bach Aria Group
Music Ensemble
S
s
Hudson Coal Co.
D.
&
H.
Miners
Trinitys Choir
(13)
National
Radio Bible
Church of Air Class
(265) Radio SPulpit
s

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00 N
ll2:15PM

Western Auto
Voice of
Prophecy (265) Circle(57)Arrow
Organist
Geo.
Crook
Church of Air
10:30-11:00 S
S
Starch
Christian Ret. Faultless
Bill Costello Church,
Back
To Starch Time
Fine Arts
God
(251)
(42)
Quartet S
Newsmakers
S
Northwestern
Review U New Hilites
Salt Lake City•
Houi «i,Faith
TabernacleS S
S
S
S
Campana
Solitair(19)Time

Soulhernaires
S

George F.S
Putnam
Foreign
Reporter
S
Piano Playhouse

12:30
1

12:45
1
11:00
11:15

Almanac
S
Editor at Home
S

Invitation to
Learnng S

Wings
JordanOverS

Silver Strings
S

Platform S
People's

Lutheran Hour
Dr. W. Maier
(364)

Eternal Light
S

Piedmont Shirt
L. Shirer America United
Joseph C.S Wm. (341)
Harsch
S
Doubleday
Elmo Roper John B. Kennedy
S
(61)

MONDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Metro. Life ins.
News
(Not in Service) Eric Sevareid
Bob
Warren
Kid Stripsof —
(22)
S
Repeat
ClemMelody
McCarthy
s —
-Sas.&;2t
You And
Sketches inS
"
Co-op
P&G Ivory
3-Star
Sun OilExtra
Co.
"
L. Thomas
Co-op
(781
R
i
m—
Co-op
PSG
g Myers
Beulah
Fulton Lewis .Liggett
Headline Edition
(162) R
W
.
—
m
—
Supper
Club
(i3J_!
P&G
Milesof Labs.
Dinner Date News
Elmer Davis
Jack Smith
World
— m — Campbell Soup
General
Mills
News
Lone Ranger
Club 15
Echoes from the
—Campbell
(m —
(87)
H
— Pure
Tropiic
Soup
Oil Co.5
Bayuk
Cigars
Kaltenborn
(175) R Ed. R. Murrow .—Inside(mof Sporli
—
m—
Bromo Seltzer National Biscuit DuPontSCo.
Assn.Amer.RR.
Railroad Hour Inner Sanctum Straight Arrow flmorica
Calvacade(152)
of
(153)
— sm —
(1.'i4) R
"
"
Lever Bros.
Trimount
Sherlock(230) VoiceFirestone
Firestone
Godfrey's
TalentR Holmes
Smut'! (15?)
— m —
Henry Taylor
"
"
General Motors
Co-op
(2S2)
Noxzema
Bell Telephone
Let's Go to
Lever-Lux
Lux Radio(154) Gabriel(3.10)Heatter Telephone
Theatre
Hour
the Met.

TUESDAY
y
News
ABC
<
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Metro. Life Ins. — Kid Strips
BobMelody
Warren (Not in Service) Eric
(Not in Service) Eric Sevareid
S—
(22)
Repeat ol Clem McCarthy
(■15-6-20 S
Co-op
You
P«
S
Sketches in!!
8-M.Bi5
"
(2
You AndIvory—
Co-op
P&G
Co-op
MetT'
3-Slar
Extra
Sun
Oil
Co.
L. Thomas
Co-op
"
P&G
— -m —
Cami
Cam;
(78) R Fulton Lewis Jr. Liggett & Myers Headline Edition 1 (Jf
Beulah
Headline Edition
B
P&G
(2SD
1 (IS)
Miles
Labs.
Supper
Club
f
m-^Davis—
Elmer(S3).J!
Davis
Jack Smith Orchestra S News of World —Elmer
Jac
(46)
—General
Counter-Spy Campbell Soup
Lone m—
Ranger
Mills
—
News
Club IS
— Dardanelle
am- —
Pepsi-Cola
L.C
(258) —Campbell
O'Hanlan
015)
Soup
Pure
Oil
Co.
Trio
S
Cigars R. 062)
(m — . Bayuk
Inside Sports
HarknessR
"
"
(82)
R
Ed.Sterling
R. Murrow
Drug
George
—
(m
—
(25)
Old
Gold
Orgnl. Ed.H
Philip
Morris
—
(m
—
" *
YouthCo-op
Asks the
This Your Life Amateur Hour Mr.CS
Government Mystery Theater
S
OB)
(149)" R
"
"
Earl Godwin
Alan Young
s
Official
ShowHowe051)Co.
Town Meeting CMr.P PMrs.
Che
T'tb North
Pwdr Detective Lewis
(144) R
Dr.Boi
(Si)Co-op
(151)" R
"
"
Texas Co.
Gulf
Oil
Lever
Bros.
SerutanHeatter
Co. Swan, Bob Hope Texaco Star
We the
MoreyPeople Gabriel
Theatre (280)
S
— 039)
(m —
— Oia) —
Mutual
Mutual
"
"
"
"
"
"
Co I
021)
Int.
■'
(150)
R
Johnson
Wax
Mail
Pouch
Sc. Monitor Amsterdam
Stars in the
Dr. 1.Inc.
Q. Chr.
Mars
Fibber
McGee
8
Groucho
Marx
Elgin American
Lone
Wolf
Views the News
Newtri>f>l
Night
Sliow S
Show (1341 Harvel
Fishing ingS CluhHunt- — (m —
S
R
Molly
(165)
Detroit
"
"
"
"
"
"
Phiico" Corp.
Symphony
s
Elec. Workers
Lever Bros. Phiico Radio
Carnation Co.
Hit the Jackpot
loading, Am.
"
Universal
Car- Contented
Arthur Gaeth Lever-Pep'dent
Time (267) Beat
My Friend
DeSoto Plym'th
(157) Hr.
S
(153) Irma film (12)
Big Town
(97)
"
"
Earl Godwin
Capi
Radio" City
It's In the
(166)
S
ucficidi
ruuu)
nir.
3C6
&
Korn's-Afionpral
Fnnrtc
Family
n, Bob
u. ncynoios
033)
Meredith(141)
Hawk
On Trial
It'sCIOYour
Orchestra S
Orchestra S PeopleAreFunny Willson
Playhouse
(1601
S
S
S
JANE
NAM
053)
Krackin'
Business
D AY TIME
Co-op
Co-op
-<!
MONDAY - FRIDAY
SATURDAY
Co-op
ARr
rRS
AABS MRr
ARr
rR.S
MR.S NBC
ABC
Co-op
General Mills
Mind Your
National Vespe:
Breakfast Club
1:30
Henry (30)
LaCossitt Honeymoon in
(Network Opens Manners
S
S
Npw York S
News
Follies
1:45
Barnyard
Swilt
& Co.
(212)
R
Tell
Your
Breakfast Club Barnyard Follies
nJTl R
s
Special
World the >l!
Npifhhnr
Shopper'sS
Around
Coffee in
Washington
News
Clevelandaires
2:00
Co-op
S
s
2:15
Phiico Corp.
Co-op
Ferry-Morse
Bob Poole Show
Garden Gate
Breakfast Club
(2421
O50) S II
Fred Waring
067)
Ozark Valley
Archie
Music
Libby,
McNeill
Folks
Red
Barber
Aadrews
My True Story
Cecil Brown
Show
For Yon
2:30
American Jazz
Mr. President
S
S
$
(1961 R
(401
Faith Our Time
2:45
S
P&G
Posner Shoes
Gold Godfrey
Seal Say with Music
General Mills Arthur
Pel
Milk
Frnehaof Traile
Benj.
Romance
(3)
Your Moore
Home Wary Lee Taylor
Harrison
Wood '
' (75)
Betty Crocker
Willard's Qrch. Road of Life• BigClub'n' Little
Beautiful
S
S
S
062)
3:00
066)Biscuit
048)
Co-op
National
J.
P.
Ritter
091) R
0Brighter
56)
Sings (12)Co
Miscellaneous
The P&G
Eleanor 8 Anna Arthur Godfrey
Belly Clark
3:15
Day (154)
Girl's Corp
(166) R
Let's Pretend
Cream
of
Wheat
Get More Out of Liggett
Swift
Myers Nesbitt (30)
Hormel
Arthur &Godfrey
Meet (161)
the Meeks 3:30
Life,
Dr. Paul Abbott-Costello
Passing Parade
DanceS Band
WiseWilliam
(114) H.
Kid Show S
S
Co-op
065)
Manhattan
Soap
Serutan
At Home with
Victor Lindlahr WeLearnLove(150)
and
the Kirkwoods
3:45
S
Mailbag
4:00
What's My
Brown Shoe
(99)
West.Elec.Corp. Contin'al Baking
Prudential Ins. Name
Future
Lever
Bros.
Servel
Co.
Americaof
McConnclKI56)
Magic
(118) Junior Miss
Grand Slam
Ted Malone
Jack(136)Berch
S
(209) S • Rosemary
067)
(48)
Rhythm
Co-op
4:15
B. T. Babbitt
Smilin' Ed
P&G
Heatter's
Dick Todd
Pillsbury Mills
054) •
Lanny
Ross Lora Lawton
Galen Drake
S
4:30
(77)
(61)
Armstrong
Cork
Farnsworth
BarriaullS
P8G Trav. General Foods
Met.
Operaof
Washington
News
Welcome
(165)
Junior Junction Theatre of T'day Smoky Ml.
Wendy Warren Speaks
Auditions
KateCo-op
Smith
4:45
O90)
(145)
S
0 83)
Hayride
Aunt
Lever Jenny
Bros. Philip Morris
Public Affairs
TBA
Kate Smith
Sings
(223)
S
(83)
Ail' (140) •
Pillsbury Mills
American
Whitehall
Farmer
5:00
Trent Luncheon at Words & Musi:
Out of Service Helen
Grand Cen. Sta.
Sunday with
Luncheon
with
You S
S
Co-op
Whitehall
029)
Lopez
S
Co-op
(84)
Our Gal Sunday
5:15
(88) S
(84)
P&G
Armour
Allis-Chalmers
Luncheon
with
Hour
(164)
Baukbage
Campus
Co-op
laU. Farm S H. 5:30
Sardi's
Cedrie
Co-opFoster SpecialS Music
Stars Over(167)
Big(98)
Sister
Salute
Quiet Please (Kil
Maggie S& Herb Hollywood
(126)
(92)
P&G
Nancy Craig Ma Perkins
Happy Gang
5:45
01)
(80)
1
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CBS
MBS
NBC
News
Metro. Life ins.
Lionel
Ricau
Sevareid
(Not in Service) —Eric m
Kid
Strips
Repeat
of
S
—
Clem McCarthy
You And
Melody S
S —
6:15-6:20
Sketches in
6:20-6:45 S
P&G Ivory
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
" "ill)
L. Thomas
m\
Co-op
P&G R
(113)
& Myers
Beulah
Fulton Lewis Jr. Liggett
Headline Edition
Supper
Club
mi
(Mn
(IfiJ)
R
Co-op
P&G
Miles Labs.
Jack Smith Orchestra S News of World
Elmer Davis
(46)
EchoesTropics
from the
Campbell
Soup
(8?)
Pepsi-Cola
(31-)
Counter-Spy
News S
Club 15R
S
(lil)
(2S6) Campbell Soup
Oil Co.
Cigars Pure
R. Harkness
Inside Sports
Ed. R.(157)
Murrow Bayuk
Co-op
(106)
(26)
P&G
G.F.-Jello
Aldrich
TBA
Abbott&Costello FBI in Peace &
— (J49)Family
War HMl R
(JO)
"
G.F.-Maxwell
Whitehall
Kraft Foods Co.
Western Hit Burns & Allen
Mr. Keen
Gt. Gildersleeve U. S. Army
Revue S
R
(146) R
ThRalrBU..<!.fl.
(148)
■
Serutan
Co. Kraft Foods Co.
Bristol Myers
Auto-Lite Gabriel
Co-opHeatter
Music Hall
TBA
Suspense
Duffy's Tavern
. (164)
(148)
(218)
"
Mutual
(ism
Newsreel
■•
Toni Co.
Sealtest
Bristol Myers Revere Camera
Crime
Photog.
Dist. Attorney Jo Stafford Show
Mysterious
Traveler S Variety Theatre
fI63)
(140)
- (48) »
"
• (93)
Falstaff
Hall Bros.
Am. Cig. & Cig.
Reynolds
Screen
Guild Theatre
Hallmark
The Big Story Child's World
S
S
Playhouse (157) Ed.Show
(162)
(163)
Wilson's
"
"

wNESDAY
(1
MBS
NBC
News
ihs.
Bob Warren
D-d
Repeat of
S
— KiilSlnpj —
1
Clem McCarthy
t-M-t W S
Sketches
Melody in
Ii-jn.6r45I'M) S
Sun Oil Co.
ii'l
3-Star Extra
';'
& Myers
Fulton Lewis Jr. Liggett
Supper Club
(IM)
R
Miles Labs.
in Orchestra S News of World
il
(ISl)
I
Dardanelle
News S
- Trio S
Oil Co.
■ lupJW Bayuk Cigars Pure
Inside Sports Kaltenborn
■ C-P-P(32)
(106)..
.
Co.
;
Blondie
gn Can You Top
This S
(ISS)

t ill
j»
1,

Scattergood
Raini>!: S

-1 —
R. B. Semler
iiiil Gabriel Heatter
Co-op
Mutual
Newsreel
Iter
ml (irs Family Theatre
s
" *
Comedy
Playhouse S
"
HI

Dance Orch.

Mars Candy
Curtain Time
(14S)

ABC

We Care
S
Harrison Wood

Campana
Sales
First NIghter
(6?)

General Waring
Electric
Dance S Orch. Fred(163)

rRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro.
Life
Ins.
iNot in Service) Eric Sevareid
Kid Strips
Repeat of
(22)
(79)
You And —
P&G Ivory
Co-op
L. Thomas
(78)
P&G R
Co-op
Fulton Lewis Jr.
Headline Edition
Beulah
(J9I1
P&G
Orchestra
Elmer Davis
Jack
Smith
(48)
(»?) RSoup
Campbell
(53) Mills
•
General
Club IS
Lone Ranger
News
(1S4)
(175)
Campbell Soup Bayuk Cigars
Ed. R. Murrow Inside Sports
(106) of
GF-Sanka
(152)
Nat'l Council
Norwich
Phar.
Fat Man
Jack Carson Protestant Epis.
(136) R
(151) R
Churches
Great Scenes
G-F Jello
GreatFromPlavs
Conti forProducts
Yours
a Song
Equitable
Life
This Your FBI My Favorite
(17)
(221) R Husband (151)R
Bristol-Myers
Break
the Bank
(183) R
Pac. C. Borax
The(191)
Sheriff
Ch. Spark
Plug
Roll(215)Call
Gillette Safety
Razor Co.
Cavalcade
Sports (254)of

Co-op
Ire There Bill Cunninghan
1S
(210)
Veteran Wants
to Know
S
dard Oil H. C.Cole MilL), N.Y. ing, Ernie Lee
larmonic Show (65)
163)

MONDAY
CBS
P&G
Dr. Malone
(SI)
P8G
Guiding Light
(84)
General Foods
2nd Mrs. Burton
(66)
PSG
Perry(109)Mason
Sterling Drug
Toni Co.
Bride 8 Groom Nora Drake
(151)
(201) R
YouWbatMakes
Tick (81)

ABC
NBC
University o
Chicago, Round (Not in Service)
Table S
Co-op
Dorothy
on Co-op
the AirDix
Breakfast in
First Piano
Hollywood
Quartet S
NBC
University
Theatre S

QuakerbeSeated
Oats
Ladles
(205) R
Toni Co.
Ladies beSeated
(202) R
General Foods StandardBrands General
Electric
House Party
Juvenile Jury
Family
(ISO)
(272)
(118)
One Man's

ill 1 "
lis
:\ to Stars
HI 1 S
Mi
les-Witt■ill Festival
i , I (165)
It80)Rich
w den's
>2.2t

Miles Labs.
Quiz Kids
(148)

Speaking
Songs Sof
"

Sketches in
Harry SWismer
6:20-6:45
Johnny
Sun(139)
OilExtra
Co.S
3-Star
Communism 8
One World S
(33)
Liggett 8 Myers Thompson
Thing
S
(IBS)Labs.
R
Supper
Club
Miles
Bert
Andrews
News of World.
S
The Hawthorne
Music
TnnightFor
S
Pure Oil Co.
Starring
Kaltenborn
(30)
Cities Service
Bands of Ameri.
Kay SStarr
(82)

PauseCoca-Cola
Refreshes

R.J Reynolds
Jimmy Durante
Show (161)

Dance Orch. Col.-Palm.-Peet
Sports(139)
Newsreel
Pro &S Con

Hoedown
Hayiolt
(107) S

Right to nessHappi(151)
Sterling Drug
Backstage
(146) Wife
Sterling Drug
Stella Dallas
(146)Drug
Sterling
Lorenzo(145)Jones
Sterling Drug
Y. Widder
Brown
(146)
General
Foods
When Girl
Mar's
(77)
General Foods
Life Faces
(89)
Portia
Whitehall
Just Plain Bill
(59)
Whitehall
■ront Page Far'l
(58)

ABC

Stan Dougherty
Presents
S

Wings Over
Jordan

Opera

(159)

6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10.30
10:45

•EXPLANATORY NOTES
USTINC»S IN FOLLOWING ORDER:
SPONSOR. NAM£ OF PROGRAM.
NUMBER OF STATIONS. AND IN
SOME INSTANCES. STARTING
DATE: S INDICATES SUSTAINING:
R RE-BROADCAST ON WEST
COAST: TBA TOABC
BE ANNOUNCED.
10:45-11
Mon.. Wed. & Fri.. Eleanor and
Anna AMRoosevelt.
10:45-11 AM Thur., Star Time, sponsored by
Drackett Co., 168 stations.
10:45-11 AM Tues.. Club Time, spoiisored
by Club Aluminum Products Co., 58
stations.
5-5:30
PM Tues.-Thurs., Green Hornet, sustaining.
5:30-6 PM General
Mills Foods
sponsors
Jack Armstrong and Derby
sponsors
Skjr
King
Mon.
-Fri.,
rotating
programs
on
alternate weeks.
PM Thursdays, Jo Stafford Show.
PMbyThursdays,
Meet theInc.
Stai-s.over
spon-44
Beauty Factors
Ions.
PM Saturday, National Barn Dance.
Phillips
tions. Petroleum Co. over Western sta10-10:30
PM Saturday,
stations
in East, Musical Etchings, overing.
11.00-11:05 AM Sat.,CBSSeeman Bros., Allan
Jackson News. 167 stations. Sun, sustain4:25-4:30 PM News.
MBS
9:55-10 PM Monday-Friday, Johns-Manvllle
sponsors Bill Henry, news, 374 .'italions.
7:55-9 PM Sunday, Ronson Art Met.^l Works
— sponsors Johnny Desmoi
stations.
NBC

Echoes from the
Tropics S
Adventures oi
Charlie
Slocum
Bandstand
Frank
Merriwell
S
S
(163) 1
First Church
ihrist. Scientist
10:00-10:30 AM Fred Waring Show sponsored
Fri, by Minnesota Valley Canning Co.
Lassie Show \ 9:30-10
PM Thursday, Falstaff Brewing
Saturday At
(65)
TBA
J. Morrell 1
the Chase
sponsors Music from the Heart of Am.
S
Wormwood
on 33 stations,
Forest(4S1) |\\ 11:15-11:30
PM Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Coca Cola (142) -Morton Downey.
Make Way Shotwell Mfg.
Mars Inc. V
True or False Dr. 1. Q. Jr
For Youth
(482)
S
Treasury

Following
Orchestra

Your
TodayHealthS
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SATURDAYMBS
CBS
NBC
Bob Summary
Warren
News
News
Bancroft
s
S
Sports Parade
Memo
Saturday
Religion
Sin
From UN
NBCNews
Symphony
Bands For
Bonds
S
Sports SReview
News
Larry Lesueur
S
Winner STake All HawaiiS Calls
"
Pet
R. J. Reynolds
SaturdayMilkNight
News
Serenade
(145)
Vaughn
Monroe
(161)
WrigleyR
"
"
Mel Allen S
Gene Autry Ronson Metal
Anacin
Hollywood (128)
Star
Theatre
20
Questions
(163)
(501)
"
PiG
U. S. Tobacco
Take (488)
a Number seouences (145)
Philip Marlowe
S
Truth or Con"
"
■•
Am.
Tobacco
Co.
General Foods Life Begins Your Hit Parade
At 80 S
Gangbusters
(161)
"
(81) R
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Liggett
Myers Meet the Boss Judy Canova
Tales ofK Falima
S
(144)
(19)
"
Dennis Day
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Chicago
of theTheatre
Air
Sing ItS Again
S
(144)
"
Grand
Ole Opry
R. J. Reynolds

(68) »

SATURDAY
1
CBS
MBS
NBC ■
Toni Co.
Rbt. McCormick The Navy Hour Give and Take
R.F.D.
Music
America
S
(160)
Happy liang
Ralston Purina
Cbd. Jamboree Here'sKiltvJack
(202) (328)
Ph. Morris
Soup Texas Co
Miles
Lab. (487) Campbell
Wm. Wise
Double or
lnl.Milliog(134)
Handy
Man College
Musicana
Macalester
Nothing
(131)
Choir
S
(56)
(270)
Miami M. (134)
Opera
Queen lor Day
Wm. Wise
Most of Life
(56)
General Mills
Columbia
Country S Journal Dance Orch. Ed. Tomlinson
Golden
Today'sChildren
S
Hope Chest
(137)
General Mills
Light of World
Report on
Eurooe
S I1
(67)
PSG
Pioneers
of 1I
Report
From
Red Benson Life-Beautiful
Overseas
Music
Paradise
S
Movie Show
(151)
PSG
Adv. in
Ma Perkins
Science S
(147)
Poole's
PSG
Ozark Val. Folks
CrossU. S.A.
Section
Dixie Barn Pepper Young
S
(153)
Dance S
Sports Parade
PSG
- FRIDAY
MBS
Co-op

& Co.
Pillsbury Mills Armour
Hint Hunt Miscellaneous
Kay(213)
Kayser
Co-op
Programs
(158) R
Johnson
ScribnerFamily
(10)
Co-op
Willmsn. Candy Pillsbury Mills
Miscellaneous
True Detective Bob Trout Ethel & Albert Robt. Q. Lewis Programs
S
Co-op
Show S
(500)
(51)
(62)
Your Story
Two-ton Baker
Living—S 1949
for Today
S
Treasury
DL&W Coal
National
Biscuit
Quaker
Oats
The Shadow Jane Pickens ihallenge of the Bandstands Straight Arrow
YukonII «(236)
Show S
S
(T-Thu)
(37)
11
Superman
(M-W-F)
Helbros Watch
General Millo
RCA
Wander Co.
Victor Show lack Armstrong Chicagoans Capt. Midnight
Quick As A
S
(162)
Flash (421)
(192)
(162)
Miles Labs. Ralsten-Purina
Herb Shrlner
Sky Food's
King
Tom Mix
Derby
(137) R
(482)
(192) ♦
General Foods
House Mystery
(478)

if
II

Babbitt
David Harum
(55)
Miles Labs.
Hilltop House
(125)
Amer.
Your Tob.
LuckyCo.
Strike (165)

Co-op
NBC

ABC

Famous Jury
Trials
S
"
Co-op
Chesebrough
Ford Motor Co. R. B. Semler Pabst Sales Co.
Ford Theatre Gabriel Heatter Eddie Cantor
Herman
(141)
(92)
(147)
Mfgr., Little
(169)
Amazing
"
Mutual
Newsreel
Pgfi-Tide
Mr. Malone
Skelton
Enchanted
Co-op Hour Red (144)
S
"
"
"
LifeP&G
of Riley Nat.
Philip Morris
Phillips
BarnPetrol.
Dance
Meet the
Press
(46)
Playhouse
(149)
(139)
"

oH(157)
2-11
SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
American Bird
Products
It Again
S
Radio Warhler.s
Ace Markets
Songs by Great
Singers (63)
ines-Witt- Air Force Show
, Festival
$
Sit (16$)

NBC
LionelNewsRicau
Melody
Clem
McCarthys
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Th« W«ek(yi
SiSTIK'^
lECASTINC
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We

don't wish to

underestimate
of a Hindu

the power

horn-blower,

but if you're looking for
power where

it counts

RADIO'S contribution to the March
of Dimes continued to snowball last
week as nearly every station in the
nation reported special efforts in
the campaign [Broadcasting, Jan.
31]. Reports reaching Broadcasting included:
A telephone auction from the
studios of WMMW (FM) Meriden,
Conn., helped to swell the contributions from that area. Gifts auctioned totaled over $1,000 and were
donated by local merchants. Bids
were received by phone from cities
30 miles away, the station reports.
Intensive promotion campaign preceded the show. Station estimates
more than 500 calls were handled
from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. on day of
auction.
Nineteen talent groups entertained residents of Hickory, N. C,
with 67 different acts during a gigantic "Hickory Hayride" staged
by WIRC Hickory for the benefit
of the Catawba County March of
Dimes drive. The stage show was
held in the city auditorium, with
gate receipts going to the polio
fund. Local businessmen contributed necessary lighting, stage effects, etc. The result, WIRC reports, was a total cost of only
?18.22. The rest went to March of
Dimes.
The benevolent spirit of Len
Allen, disc jockey at KLO Ogden,
Utah, backfired for Mr. Allen but
benefitted the local drive. Mr. Allen
announced on his program he would
boost the polio drive by personally
doing a day's dish washing for any
resident who sent in $25 for the
campaign. The response was a little
more than he had anticipated, as
the first check to arrive was from
a local restaurant owner. Mr. Allen
completed his end of the bargain
by washing dishes at the restaurant for one full day, but he
promptly broadcast an announcement that his offer had been discontinued.
During the last week in January,
WBT Charlotte, N. C, ran a special feature on its audience participation show,Kurt
What'sWebster
Cookin'?,as
which features
m.c. A lady listener was selected
to collect 25 feet of dollar bills
(totaling |50) in the five days of
the show by accosting people on
the street for one hour each morning and asking for dollar contributions to the drive. The enthusiastic lady succeeded in collecting
$91 which was turned over to the
Charlotte March of Dimes director.
WHAR Airs 2 Dimes Shows
Pledges totaling $459.50 were
collected by WHAR Clarksburg,
W. Va., on the first of its two special shows for the Dimes campaign.
General Manager Glacus G. Merrill was in charge of the show,
which ran from 10 p.m. -1:30 a.m.
Local talent responded with entertainment requested by listeners
who phoned in contributions.
With the arrival of the "Ten
Pennies From Benny" covered
wagon in Minneapolis Jan. 19,
Cedric Adams, WCCO, announced
additional prizes in his "Flight of
Dollars" campaign for the March
of Dimes. Each of the ten best
BROADCASTING

the station Jan. 26 and 27. Programs were aired 11 :15 p.m.-4 a.m.,
and were held in connection with
the Jack Benny tour.
The "boom was lowered" on
Elko, Nev., for five solid hours
Jan. 29 by KELK Elko for the
benefit of the March of Dimes.
Early in the day station started
playing Dennis Day's recording,
"Clancy Lowered the Boom," announcing that the same record
would be played continuously until
the listeners who wanted it
smashed outbid those who wanted
it continued. Five hours later the
polio drive was ahead $715.80 and
station staff members had headaches from "Clancy" and phone
calls. The record was then auctioned off to the highest bidder.
KTRI Sioux City and KELO
Sioux Falls joined in staging a
vocal "air-gument" which raised
more than $11,000 for the March
(Continued on page 83)

A Further Report on Radio's Role in The March of Dimes
entries in the contest to find a
new slogan for the state of Minnesota received one of the pennies.
The contest was so successful that
it raised more than $150,000 for the
fund.
Phone Pledges
Over $300 in pledges were called
in to the Saturday Night Bandstand program over WCSI (FM)
Columbus, Ind., to be added to the
Indiana March of Dimes campaign.
WCSI staffers offered to do stunts
in order to raise funds for the
drive. Ted McKay, program director, as a result of a $20 pledge, rode
through the main streets of Co-

BILL

lumbus the following Saturday
noon on a motorcycle, clad in long,
red underwear.
A real gift from the heart was
reported by WLAN Lancaster, Pa.
Jack McKinney, an eight-year-old
infantile paralysis victim, won the
jackpot
$20 on
WLAN's
Man on prize
the of
Street
show.
Jack
promptly donated the money to
the Lancaster chapter of the Nation. tional Infantile Paralysis FoundaWCBS New York listeners
pledged sometributions$10,000
in small
conto the drive
through
two all-night shows presented by

WEDDELL

Vice President, Radio and TV Director,
LEO BURNETT CO., INC., Chicago
In addition to growing beautiful
roses and shooting an excellent
game of golf, Bill handles very
capably the reins of Burnett's
Radio Department. Bill is responsible for buying time for
such famous accounts as American Meat Institute, Minnesota
Valley Canning Co., Pillsbury
Mills, Pure Oil Co., Brown Shoe
Co., Club Aluminum Products
Co., Carling's
Beer & Ale.
come to the Patroons,
Bill.Wel*PA7ROON — Arisiocraiic Landholder of the Hudson Valley

Wif-h no prizes,
no giveaways, no "gimmicks",
WPTR's Teen Age Disc Jockey Show,
MCed by ace DJ Marty Ross,
exceeded 2,000 pieces of fan mail
per week.

10,000 Wafts
PATROON
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people

buy

GLENN SNYDER
Vice President and General Manager
WLS,

now celebrating its 25th Anniversary,

delivers more listeners per dollar than ever!

Building a reputation and cm audience has kept WLS

busy

for 25 years. Under the watchful eye of Glenn Snyder and
his associates, farm-service programs and barn dance shows
were pioneered. Homemaking programs for women listeners
were introduced. And plenty of outstanding live talent was
uncovered to keep both country cousins and city folks in a
happy, listening mood!
The WLS

audience is as responsive as it is big. There have

been 20,000,000 listener letters to answer during the past 19
years. There have been well over a half-million fans to greet
each year at "in-person" shows throughout the Midwest. There
have been 1,791,504 tickets to collect in Chicago from folks
who paid to see the WLS

National Barn Dance!

This kind of activity just suggests what sales figures prove:
that WLS sells the Middle West! Your John Blair man knows
from 14 years' experience how WLS can work for you and
your product. Ask him to show you today.

The
ART PAQE
Farm Program Director and conTime,"
a featureductor otof"Dinner
25 yearsBellttondingl
Art also appears on Farm Commentarx ond other WLS shows.

PRAIRIE
CHARLES M. FREEMAN
Sales Manager of WLS.
"Chick,*' and his John Blair
man, will tell you that WLS
has practically
no program
plication from other
stations du-in
the
Midwest
...
an
fact for adverlisersi important

FARMER
STATION
50,000 WAT
890 I

CHICAGO

7

by

WIS

. . .A

John

station

Blair

for

14

years!

Ik

MARTHA CRANE & HELEN JOYCE
Stars
of
"Feature
WLS program
for and
14 years.
its first homemaking Foods/'
show a aquarter
century ago
has hadWISone introduced
on the air
regularly ever since.

WLS

—

like all John Blair stations —

deserves

and gets the best in national representation!

John Blair men are three-way experts: experts in marketing,
merchandising and radio. Their valuable advice in all three of
these specialized fields has meant bigger sales and bigger profits
for countless advertisers everywhere . . . and it has built big Spot
Radio volume for fme stations like WIS.
Next

time you have a special sales problem, ask your

John Blair man for some of his valuable knowledge.

Chances

are he can help you in all three important ways. Ask him!

NATIONAL BARN DANCE
its 1300
the Barn Dance during
have paid to tee
1,791,504 people
form show, the Barn Donee
weeki
hat beenon onthe theair!airLikefor the25 early
straightmorning
years.
m ices in Chicaeo • New York • Detroit • St. Louis • Los Angeles *
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nrtiami goes

Selling
For Piolitoble

for

MUSIC

MIAMI
listens to
ART

GREEN

UjmiC

1140

ke.

WTCN's antenna, crowning Minneapolis' famous Foshay Tower, has
taken on a new versatility in recent months.
When WTCN-FM's four - bay
Federal antenna was erected last
year it served FM listeners only,
but supplementary addition of
three-bay RCA TV equipment now
makes possible six simultaneous
radio operations.
Following are the services now
rendered :
(1) High-power FM service,
WTCN-FM, Channel 246 (97.1 mc)
(2) High-power TV picture,
WTCN-TV, Channel 4 (66-72 mc)
(3) High-power TV sound,
WTCN-TV, Channel 4 (66-72 mc)

WTCN's
n of(153.53
(4) Receptio
mc) FM
unit KNGL
mobile

ck"
ssion of
Transmi
AM relay
on "talk-ba
to KNGL
and(5)cue
band (1606-2758 kc) with power of
50 w using call WAFY
(6) Receptions of WTCN-TV
mobile unit microwave relay of remote pictures from relay station

O'n

ujmie
EXCLUSIVE!
Art Green's "Make Believe Ballroom,"
for many years a sales powerhouse on
WABC-WCBS and other New York
stations, is now heard exclusively over
WMIE, Miami. With WMIE only a few
months, this top air salesman is alsors ready the voice of 16 satisfied spon-

ujmie
EXCLUSIVE!
All Frederic W. Ziv productions including Wayne King, Guy Lombardo,
Kenny Baker and many other stellar
musical attractions are now heard in
Miami exclusively over WMIE.
ujmi€
YOUR BEST
BUY IN...

1140

kc.

minmi

BOB VENN, Mgr.
THE SUNCOAST BROADCASTING CORP.
EVERGLADES HOTEL
MIAMI
•.
FLORIDA
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & CO.
10,000 WATTS DAY . . . 5,000 N[GHT
Page 20
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WDEL
WILMINGTON
DELAWA RE

€est
EASTON
PENNSYLVANIA.
Uppermost portion of Minneapolis'
famed Foshay Tower and multipurpose antenna.
WXKK (6950 mc). Two parabolas
are used and each covers a 180 degrees azimuth.
Receptionwise,
station
(Continued onthe page
U2) re-

WKBO
HARRISBURG
PENNSYLVANIA.

-flu

-OccountA
sistant radio director. While servse
phra
the emin
ence
dubious
the re
achieved befo
ing in New York he conducted the
LONG
of a mediocre song and a first National Survey of Station
Coverage.
bad joke, a certain Richard was
During his stay with N. W.
opening doors to numberless worthAyer — 15 years in all — Mr. Keesely
ies on the wrong side of the Main
introduced and pioneered commerLine in Philadelphia.
cially such shows as Tell Us Your
The Richard in question, a QuakStory, forerunner of modern dayer City institution, is the Poor
time serials. He also introduced
Richard Club, and among its more
Can You Top This; Give and TaJce;
celebrated alumni is Nicholas KeeAl Pearce and His Gang and the
sely, recently named vice president
Fred Waring evening show, among
in charge of radio and television
many others. When
of Lennen & MitchMr. Keesely left N.
ell, New York.
Mr. Keesely, born
W. Ayer he was an
in Philadelphia o n
account executive for
General Electric,
Sept. 20, 1910,
joined N. W. Ayer &
American Telephone
Son in Philadelphia
& Telegraph, Colat the age of 17 in
gate's, and Webster
the production detail
Cigars.
department. At the
In 1943 he joined
same time he spent
CBS as program
weekends working in
sales manager.
a drug store and enWhile
with the netrolled for evening
work
he mental
wasin sale
instruclasses at the Poor
of
Richard Club to furCrime Photographer
ther his knowledge
and created and sold
of the advertising
Give and Take, two
business.
of the more notable
of his achievements.
Mr. Keesely's proficiency as a student
Three years later
NICK
he moved to MBS
shortly thereafter
brought him a proas program sales
manager. There
motion to the post of assistant
the shows he sold
head of the department at N. W.
included Twenty Questions, still on
the air.
Ayer. He was probably the youngIn June 1948 he accepted an
est person in the agency ever to
offer from Lennen & Mitchell to
ascend that rank.
Three years later Nick Keesely
manage its radio department. Six
months later, on Dec. 31, 1948, he
was advanced to the agency's New
(Continued on page A2)
York office as timebuyer and as-

WORK
YORK
•ENNSYLVANIA,

WRAW
READING
E N N SYLVAN

WGAL
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVAN I A

ROBERT MEE
KER
Represented by

ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
Son Francisco Chicago
STEINMAN
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Advertisers don't jump around

"FR

from station to station ... in

OG

Cleveland. They STAY on WHK...
where they get results! They reach
the largest audience at the lowest
.AD

(network station) rates!
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N
T
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ERS
!
"

i
?

One of our local advertisers has a
2-hour talent program now in its
13th year! It has maintained an
average Hooper of 10.6... and has
been seen by studio audiences totaling
over 3/4 of a million people.
More proof that WHK is the Retailers
Choice in Cleveland!
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NAB

STRATEGY

BEATTY

NEW

WAYS to get broadcast dollars as inter-media and intra-radio
competition get tougher will provide the theme for the NAB Management Conference in Chicago
April 11-12.
Sales and rfevenue problems,
with emphasis on AM, will dominate the meeting despite the
crisis in BMB and the proposal to
reorganize NAB, judging by feeling among broadcasters. This feeling was reflected in discussions of
the NAB board's Convention Sites
& Policy Committee at a Thursday
meeting in Washington. Other key
convention topics emphasized by
the committee were public relations, television and employe relations.
The committee had tentatively
adopted a three-day convention
schedule, closing with a Wednesday
morning FM session, but this action
was reversed Friday with, decision
to hold an FM session Monday
morning. Present plans, subject to
revision, now call for President
Justin Miller to open the convention at a Monday luncheon.
Preview of the convention's dollar-mark theme will take place next
week when the NAB board meets
in New Orleans. The sessions will
be held Monday through Wednesday at the Roosevelt Hotel, preceded by Sunday committee meetings.
Originally the board's tentative
agenda listed BMB for the first
day's discussion.
directors'
buke of BMB in The
November
led re-to

7, 1949

mark problems vital to the industry's future.
The new concept of the whole
sales question involves many angles
for management study. Some of
these are:
• What to do when TV comes
to a city.
9 Telling radio's basic story via
the All-Radio Presentation.
• Meeting stiffer competition
from white-space media.
O Brand new technique to bring
retailers into radio in a big way.
• Finding a formula by which
AM, TV and FM can get along together.
• Special problems of unaffiliated stations.
Convention week in Chicago will

S7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Mops

All-Industry

NAB has moved swiftly and decisively against other media in the
last two weeks. First the Dept.
of Broadcast Advertising started

the approval
of the
board's will
convention committee.
Delegates
register separately for the unaffiliated
meeting. A full day's program is
planned,
including
business session.
Idea aforluncheon
the meeting
originated with the Unaffiliated
Stations Executive Committee, of
which Ted Cott, WNEW New
York, is chairman.
Sunday's program also includes
registration for the Management
Conference. In approaching the
sales problem, need of increasing
revenues to finance improved programming will be stressed. Televi-

after newspapers'
the retailer's
advertising
dollars and
[Broadcasting,
Jan. 31]. Second, the department
came up last week with a retail
project tentatively tagged "The
This plan was revealed during
MaineweekPlan."
the
at a series of meetings in
Maine. It is a two-fold project,
based on intrastate meetings with
retailers and broadcasters. In each
of five cities, Lee Hart, NAB retail coordinator, met broadcasters
of the region, giving them the story
of NAB's new techniques. Then
she held meetings with retailers,
telling them radio's sales story and
explaining how the new generation
of store operators is starting to
take full advantage of the broadcast medium on the theory that the
new generation of buyers is a
radiorminded group.
Meetings were held last week in
Portland, Lewiston, Augusta,
Waterville and Bangor. Miss Hart
explained NAB's new five-point
technique for retail advertising on
the air. Even before the week had
ended, specific results were coming
from the meeting. Shortly after
the Lewiston meeting, for example,
Frank Hoy, of WLAM, reported
(Continued on page 58)

sion, too, will get more attention
than at any past industry meeting.
NAB is discussing plans for greatly
expanded TV activity as part of its
reorganization.

Brews
CAPITOL

Radio

Trouble

CAULDRON

By ED KEYS
RADIO suffered a hectic week on Capitol Hill and the storm flag has been
hoisted over the industry.
The industry was ungently picked to pieces by Sen. Tom Connally
(D-Tex.) before the Senate Rules Committee; was threatened with a
continuing communications study
Also see Hoover Commission story,
by the Senate Commerce Committee; was facing the loss of the protective Taft-Hartley Law and was
page in
26 Rep. Charles
found a protector
told that the government reorganization plan could result in a station Halleck (R-Ind.).
The kicks were administered in
license spoils system.
this fashion:
But the industry may find some
• -l3isc.riinination was leveled at
consolation — even if scant — inthe industry when the House Unlearning that Stratovision's growth
American - Activities Committee
will not " be stunted^^ • ■ ■ the barred
radio, television, movie and
moment, anyway. But this project
will
continue
under
a
watchful
eye
''still
photographers
from its future
With decision of the board's conpublic hearings, but left the door
vention committee to devote pri- from the Capitol and legislation
open to reporters.
mary attention to sales and adver- may be offered later to block any
• Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DStratovision licenses.
tising at the April Management
There was a note of cheer, too, Colo.), chairman of the Senate InConference in Chicago, the board
itself ■ will be faced with dollar- from the House side, where radio
terstate and ' Foreign Commerce
*B R OA DCASTING
* Telecasting
adoption of severe remedial steps in
the research organization. These
steps are felt in some industry circles to have met many of the basic
objections to the second coverage
study starting in March (see BMB
story, page 31).
Plans to reorganize NAB also
are slated for serious board discussion. The board's special realignment committee met Friday at
NAB headquarters in Washington
to explore the whole problem. Another committee meeting will be
held Sunday in New Orleans prior
to the full board session.

Drive

gram ends Saturday the 9th.
New feature of convention week
will be the Sunday conference for
unaffiliated stations. This event has

THOUGH broadcast time sales passed $400,000,000 last year,
an all-time record, the cake is being sliced thinner as new stations take the air and TV gets a continually expanding cut.
Printed media competition is getting tougher, confronting
broadcasters with a serious sales problem. NAB is preparing
to take the lead in meeting this problem, with the board taking
it up next week.
The April convention will have a decided
sales flavor.
become a seven-day event, starting with registration Wednesday,
April 6, with inspection tours and
reception for delegates to the Engineering Conference. This pro-

Sales

Committee, revealed that a continuing probe of communications was
under consideration. He also indicated he would delay introducing a
bill
to
vision. prevent licensing of Strato9 The Administration's bill to
repeal the Taft-Hartley labor law
would replace it with the more
anemic Wagner law of the past.
• A bill to empower the President to reorganize the Executive
Branch of the government was considered. Rep. Halleck pointed out
that loopholes might project staion licenses into the gift trough of
the political spoils system. (See
story, page 26.)
• Sen. Connally claimed the
existence of "crooked radio" which
resulted in the names of Senators
(Continued on page 26)
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poils' Licenses
Ho/zee^ Sees 'S
AN
PL
The legislator explained that he
ER could be- Hoover, is to get "these 1,800
i; STATION
LICENSES
HOOV
agreed
there should be reorganiza'bureaus,'
'Commissions,'
'divisions,'
!' come one of the prizes of the potion but couldn't believe that "any
litical spoils system unless amend'departments,' 'administrations,'
ments are made to government re- and offices into some sort of orderly president would want to take into
relation before we can even begin his hands direct responsibility, for
1 organization measure now under
instance, of the great functions of
\' consideration by Congress, Rep.
on During
the further
steps." period at the the
ICC, but if that should ever
a
question
I';. ed
Charles
(R-Ind.) intimatcome to pass, I envision what might
j;
Jan. Halleck
31.
end of Mr. Hoover's testimony.
Rep. Halleck, addressing the for- happen if the FCC, instead of
' 1 Congressman Halleck's warning
was sounded at a hearing of the
mer president, recalled the "terrific being an independent commission,
House
Executive Expenditures
struggle" over reorganization pro- was put into the Executive branch
Committee, featuring testimony of
posals in 1937.
of the government, where the members of the Commission served
• Former President Herbert Hoover,
Cites Difficulty
without term ... at the will of
' chairman of the Commission on
The difficulty at that time. Rep. the Executive. It is conceivable,
I Organization
of the Executive
under those circumstances, that
Halleck
said, hinged upon the con}'■ Branch of the Government.
licenses granted to radio stations
tinuing independence of the CompI
The bill would empower the
troller General and the "great
f' ments,
Presidentsubject
to reorganize
departto veto within
60 quasi-legislative and judicial inde- might change with the Presidents."
'Abhorrent Situation'
pendent branches of the govern' days by both Houses of Congress,
Rep.
Halleck went on to explain
[t Speaker of the House Sam RayCongressman Halleck told Mr. that "what we would generally beburn (D-Tex.) earlier had exlieve to be established rights under
plained that a number of agencies
Hoover
ment." that he had personally been
would be exempted from provisions
"disturbed" by the problem and the granting of licenses might be
of the bill because they are "quasi- thought that Congress should not withdrawn at the will of the Extackle the matter of separating the
legislative" and "quasi-judicial,"
Such an eventuality, he said,
executive from the legislative and
as well as administrative [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. FCC, according
judicial functions.
would
be "just a completely abhorecutive."
It was recalled by Mr. Hoover
to Rep. Rayburn, is one of the
rent situation." He couldn't believe that the Congress would tolthat over the years there had been
"fringe" agencies, which probably
erate any such proposals.
would also come in for exemption.
"a great many" quasi-judicial and
Mr. Hoover identified the meas"In any event," he continued,
quasi - legislative functions conferred on executive departments.
"if we enact this legislation as it
ure as "just the first and a necesis written, I think we should do so
sary step, in the grievously-needed
"If you start to make those dis- in
recognition of the fact that, if
I reorganization of the Executive
criminations," he retorted, "you
one
branch of the Congress, as it is
will
have
great
difficulty
in
applybranch of the government."
constituted at any given time, were
First step, according to Mr.
ing it all around."
information on current events and
White House News Photographers
Capitol Cauldron
that it was his impression that the
Assn., for that group.
(Continued from page 25 )
public hearings of congressional
Mr. Warner, in a letter to Chairman Wood Feb. 1, asked for re- committees were held, at least in
i being besmirched.
consideration ofthe decision ban- part, to inform and educate the
One highlight at the weeks' acning radio and video and sought an general public.
tivity came when Rep. John S.
"There seems to me to be no more
Wood (D-Ga.), chairman of the audience for representatives of his
association.
accurate and faithful way of reHouse
Un-American Activities
It was pointed out by Mr.
Committee, announced Jan. 31 that
porting aproceeding than by broadthe committee had voted unaniWarner that millions of people decasting the affair verbatim," Mr.
Warner argued. He added:
pend upon radio for much of their
mously to bar broadcasts, recording, newsreel and television and
photographers from future heari ings of the committee.
'
This move, he said, was to spike
I criticism that the committee had
more interest in publicty than inI vestigations.
Congressman Wood said he believed "we have enough support to
make it stick."
He also announced appointment
; of a three-member subcommittee
to discuss with Attorney General
' Tom Clark cooperation between the
FBI,
the
Central Intelligence
Agency and the committee in future
■ investigations.
The committee, headed by Rep.
■ Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.), in■j eluded Reps. Burr P. Harrison (Di Va.) and Richard M. Nixon (RCalif.).
Lusty protests from the industry were lead off immediately by Mutual Commentator Albert L. Warner, chairman of the
House Radio Correspondents Assn.
a fight on its hands,"
Mr."Radio
Warnerhas warned.
His rally call was echoed by
George M. Dorsey, head of the
Page 26
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to come into an agreement with
the Executive on such a proposal
as that, that it would become the
law and with all of the evil consethat might his
flow testimony,
from it."
Earlierquences during
Mr. Hoover had expressed the view
that so far as he knew "it is not
proposed that the President should
interfere with the quasi-judicial or
quasi-legislative functions of the
major 'regulatory agencies'." He
described these "regulatory agencies" as the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Federal Trade
Commission and others, but did not
specifically refer to the FCC.
Discusses Exemption
More specifically on the matter
of exemptions, the former chief
executive maintained that if all
"administrative agencies" were to
be exempted "this bill is going to
"It's either all or nothing at the
fall
flat."time or you're lost," he
present
admonished.
Rep. William L. Dawson (D-IU.),
chairman of the committee, announced following the hearing that
he hoped to have the reorganization measure ready for consideration by the House this week.
Chairman Dawson and two committee members last Wednesday
discussed the measure with President Truman during a White
House visit.
The Presidential conference,
Rep. Dawson said, "did not go into
details but concerned general ob"There casting
is which
nothing
in factual
transgresses
the broadrights
of
individuals
appearing
before
the
jectives."
committee.
I believe it has been suggested that
your committee wishes to avoid noise
or disturbance within the committee
room. May I point out that as far as
standard broadcasting is concerned no
noise is involved and no distracting
equipment or personnel. If there is a
loud-speaker system in the committee
room, a simple connection is all that is
required. If there is no loud-speaker
system, only one microphone before
each speaker is necessary, since broadcasters are Where
willing
to pool rooms
their operation.
committee
have
loud-speaker systems, such microphones are a part of every day congres ional use.
In a clarifying statement Feb. 2
Chairman Wood said the ban did
not apply to radio news reporters
and that "any reporter, radio or
otherwise, will be permitted to sit
in the committee room and take
A similar ruling was made in
the preceeding Congress, but forgotten after a flood of protests.
In his Jan. 31 broadcast of Connotes."
gress Today, Mr. Warner pointed
out that broadcasting is a better
check upon any unfair reporting
than "any third person account in
television
theThe
printed
word." segment of the
industry, he said, feel that their
coverage should "at least be subject to discussion and not prohibited
by sudden announcement of the
"If the people can hear and look
committee."
in
upon a solemn occasion such as
the Presidential Inauguration
through broadcasting and televi(Continued on page 60)
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GOP

RADIO

Medium

Planned

as 'Spearhead'

Leonard W. Hall (N.Y.), chairman
GOP LEADERS are reforming their battle lines, with radio as "the
of the National Republican Conspearhead of a revitalized fighting force," preparatory to launching an
gressional Committee.
all-out public relations and vote-inspiring drive.
A well-paid staff will prepare the
The giant public relations project was being planned last week byRepublicans in the House of Repcommittee's messages to the peoresentatives and the blueprints in- Broadcasting, "holds the fate and
Martin.ple, according to Congressman
dicated that it might be the largest fortunes of a political party."
drive of this type in the history of
"A preliminary examination of
President Truman's sharp critiCongress.
the Republican party's campaign
cism of the 80th Congress was not
House GOP Leader Joseph W. activities," he said, "clearly indi- adequately answered in the last
cates that in. the critical areas
Martin Jr. denied that the plan
campaign, in the opinion of Rep.
where the party lost, radio either Martin and other GOP leaders on
had been inspired by President
was not adequately utilized or its
Truman's "Give 'em Hell" camCapitol Hill. Rep. Martin emphapaign. But he did concede that the dynamic power was dissipated
sized that his comments could not
be construed as criticism of Gov.
through ineffective use."
' Democratic
tactics
had
lent
impetus
to the idea.
Party leaders and workers on all Thomas E. Dewey, the GOP Presidential nominee, or anyone else.
Comments of Ed Ingle, radio di- levels will be fully indoctrinated on
rector of the Republican National
what measures must be taken "to
Committee, although not directly reap the fullest benefits from radio
to '52 however,
He was Looks
determined,
linked to those of GOP Congresand, of course, television," accordthat
the
same
mistake
would not
sional leaders, were significant.
ing to Mr. Ingle.
\
be
made
during,
the
Congressional
Mr. Ingle revealed last Friday
Radio Results
race in 1950 or in the 1952 Presithat a study of Republican camdential contest.
Mr. Ingle maintained that in
paign activities in the recent Presi- areas where victories were scored
dential race showed that in the
Rep. Hugh D. Scott announced
critical areas where the GOP had by the GOP it had been established
last Tuesday that henceforth "the
that "properly
the way
air Republicans are going to put a new
lost the Presidency and numerous
waves
can furnishutilized,
the surest
seats in Congress, radio had not to the hearts of the voter and to look into politics." Congressman
Scott, who is chairman of the Rebeen fully utilized.
publican National Committee, apPlans are underway to avoid a
"We ofiice."
intend to use radio as the
plied a new interpretation to the
recurrence of this, Mr. Ingle said. public
spearhead of a revitalized fighting party label. GOP, he said, now
"The ether," Mr. Ingle told force," the radio director told
stands for "Great on Progress."
Broadcasting.
Congressman Scott was on the
Mr. Ingle indicated that full de- West Coast to confer with party
tails on the GOP use of radio in leaders in Pasadena and Santa BarAFL TO SPEND
the critical and victory areas are
bara, Calif.
not now available, as a complete
■ $500,000 on Network Shows
analysis has not yet been comRADIO plans of the AFL envi- pleted.
sion the spending of $500,000 for
Rep. Martin explained that the
Beech-Nut Spots
sponsored network shows in the public relations drive, designed to
THE
1949 advertising campaign
next year, it was learned last week.
advise voters on the activities of
for
Beech-Nut
Gum, made by the
Republican
Congressmen,
had
been
The money will be spent for eduendorsed by a conference last week
Beech-Nut Packing Co., will get
cational purposes by both the AFL
of all House Republicans. He will underway in February with the
itself and by its Educational
select a publicity committee, of use of spot announcements on over
League. The Educational League
already has approved the expendi- which he will be an ex-officio mem250 stations across the country in
tures and it is expected that the
ber, to carry the Republican mesaddition to magazines and Sunday
AFL executive committee will give
sage to the people. Other committee members will be named by supplements. Contracts for spots
its okay in Washington this week.
are for 52 weeks. Newell-Emmett
The whole matter of labor press
Rep. Martin, probably this week.
and radio activity on national, Another ex-officio member of the Co., New York, is the agency handling the account.
regional and local levels came up publicity committee will be Rep.
at the AFL executive committee
meeting in Miami last week. It
was announced at that time by
Joseph Keenan, director of the
League, that a weekly tabloid also
S. F.
USED
CARS
was contemplated.
Morris Novik, radio labor consultant, said in New York that the
radio plans are not yet definite.
Format of programs must still be
decided but it is expected, he said,
that network shows will be on a
daily basis.
It also is likely that local or
regional cut-ins for network shows
will be employed. This technique,
which became known as the "Novik
formula," was used with great
success by labor during the recent
presidential campaign. Labor lead;rs are said to favor its continumce. Under the cut-in practice, a
ocal U. S. senator or representa:ive or other figure is able to
-nake a presentation on back-home
oroblems.
BROADCASTING

HORSETRADER ED'S is a unique San Francisco used car lot that in
one year grew into the largest — by business volume — car sales organization in the U. S. It is a business built almost entirely by radio.
Horsetrader Ed's was just an average car lot until Sherman &
Shore, one of the more radiominded agencies in San Francisco,
story regularly, persistently and
took over the account.
over the area's radio
stations.
The agency first completely re- aggravatingly
made the lot — redecorated it like
The campaign paid off with $3,a corral, dressed the salesmen in 780,500
worth of business in 1948,
cowboy outfits and threw in a pony unsurpassed by any other car lot in
or two for props. Then one of the the nation, both Horsetrader Ed
and Sherman & Shore claim.
most original spot radio campaigns
unwas
The only other advertising used
in Bay area radio history
dertaken.
during the campaign was a paid
At the rate of $6,000 per month,
newspaper column that ran for a
few weeks during the year and a
Horsetrader Ed through Sherman
& Shore whooped and yodeled his single billboard sign. The rest of

• Telecasting

DESPITE his warning on government'
inroads on radio to the Radio
Executives Club of New York [Broadcasting, Jan. 31], Ramon Quinones
(center), president of WAPA San
Juan, enjoys a laugh with Carl Haverlin (r), president of BMI and the
Executives Club, and Tomas Muniz,
president of Puerto Rico Broadcasters Assn.
KXLW SUES UNION
Seeks $400,000 From Strike
ST. LOUIS County Broadcasting
Co., owner of KXLW Clayton,
Mo., filed suit Jan. 31 in the Circuit
Court at Clayton seeking $400,000
damages against the AFL Radio
Broadcasting Engineers Union,
Local 1217 (affiliate of IBEW).
Members of the union have been
on strike since last Dec. 6.
Also named as defendants were
eight individual officers of the
union, five members of IBEW and
two of its officers. KXLW alleges
the union in striking violated certain requirements of the Missouri
Madison Labor Law. The station
also asserts that it has lost some
advertisers at the insistence of the
union. KXLW also is seeking a
permanent injunction to halt
picketing at the station and at a
tower the company has under construction in Brentwood. Erection
of the tower has been halted.
Charleston

Hoopers

CHARLESTON, W. Va., last week
became the 100th U. S. city for
which City Hooperatings of C. E.
Hooper Inc. are prepared. In all,
five Charleston stations, WCAW,
WCHS, WGKV, WKNA and
WTIP, now subscribe.

Dealer^s

Radio

Pays

the campaign was carried by radio
spots only.
In a report issued last week,
Sherman & Shore announced it
spent close to half a million dollars
on radio spots last year and in each
case found such advertising paid
the largest dividends for its clients.
Spot radio campaigns for Girard's French Dressing over KLAC,
KMPC and KFWB in the Los Angeles area increased business 25%
for the company without supporting campaigns in any other media.
A similar campaign over Los
Angeles and San Francisco stations
jumped business 50% for California Central Airlines, another of the
agency's accounts.
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AT ABC AFFILIATES meeting in Ambassador East Hotel, Chicago, on Jan.
27 cameraman found some of his subjects in a serious mood, others chatting
informally. L to r: Left photo — ^Karl Sutphin, ABC Central Division promotion manager; Harold Hough, WBAP Fort Worth manager, and Alex Keese,

WFAA Dallas; center photo — Pqt Williams, WING Dayton executive vic;e<
president, and Mark Woods, ABC president; right photo — Billjb'Neill, WJW'
Cleveland manager; Lee Jahncke, vife president in charge of; ABC station
relations, and Chet Thomas, KXOK St. Louis manager.

Woods

ABC
'S
ABC is going
in for programming
PROGRA
sion-operative with its station, Mr.
M the STR
He termed
ABC KECA-TV
ESS
in a big way in 1949, President
Woods said, programs will be put
television
studio
site
as
"the
largMark Woods said in Hollywood last
on there for kinescope distribuplant of its kind" in the world
Tuesday, joining CBS in pursuit and estsaid
tion to the East just as well as
the network planned to
of name talent.
spend approximately $1 million on eastern programs will be available
Mr. Woods said that rather than its 20 acre Television Center in in the West. He said ABC will
cutting back its programming
Hollywood.
always be interested in "new young
budget this year, ABC will spend
Mr. Woods believes radio will be talent" for he feels that will be
more for AM programming than very much alive 25 years hence
one of the prime areas of televieven in the face of television.
it spent last year. This is necession's personalities.
sary to finance the dollar-draining
Conceding that radio may suffer
May
Telecast Giveaways
appetite of television, he added. from TV, he felt it perhaps will be
Corporately, he explained, "ABC is strongest in the daytime.
Mr. Woods said ABC is considering the telecasting of giveaway
very able to handle its financing."
Film,
he
said,
will
be
a
larger
Meanwhile, in San Francisco for
factor
in
television
than
at
presprograms
over its television afan affiliates meeting, Mr. Woods
filiates.
ent. He said negotiations were
said ABC expects to do a $45 mil- underway with 20th Century-Fox
He thought color television is at
lion gross business this year, as for the production of film and that least 10 years away because, he
against §44.3 million in 1948. Most
independent producers were also felt, present processes are too exof the profits will be plowed back
pensive and too complicated.
being considered including Hal
to develop television, "which at Roach and United World.
On the loss of Bing Crosby, Mr.
the outset will be one of the quickKECA - TV, Hollywood owned
Woods said, "We're very sorry to
est ways to lose money," he said.
outlet of ABC, will be on the air have lost Mr. Crosby," adding, "we
Mr. Woods said he expects CBS
sometime in May, according to Mr. knew nothing of the development
to become the most popular netnor did the sponsor until it was
work for a year or so because of Woods. And he added that KGOTV, San Francisco owned outlet,
its recent talent acquisitions.
Asked sealed."
whether there was any
"But it won't retain its lead for likely will be on the air within two virtually
weeks
of
KECA-TV.
"coincidence"
in the fact that Bob
long," he said. "We are dickering
Owing to time differences, Mr. Hope has announced his intention
with four top comedy and dramatic
Woods said that except for top of switching WHAS Louisville to
stars right now, and there are new
special events possessing a quality ABC affiliation if successful in its
programs and talent coming along
all the time. We lost Bing Crosby
of immediacy, a nationwide copurchase, Mr. Woods replied, "We'd
but we still have Stop the Music,
axial cable will be used "as infrelike to have WHAS" and "we're
and its popularity is growing."
quently as possible." This he felt
friendly with Mr. Hope."
Arriving late at a news confer- forces the importance of film in very
Although Mr. Woods declined to
reveal the identity of any of the
ence in Hollywood, ABC's president
television's development.
said he sation
waswith delayed
converAnd once Hollywood is televi- stars he was wooing, there is specthe star"byofa another
network."
"We're not selling ABC to 20th
Century-Fox tomorrow or the next
day," he said in answer to questions. In fact, he continued, the
negotiations have been broken off
FCC MONTHLY report for January shows that as of Jan. 31
and there is no present likelihood
the status of broadcast station authorizations and applications was
of a sale. At the same time he left
TV
as follows:
the sales door open with the pass955
AM
ing comment, "Anything is always
123
Total Authorized
2,138
subject to reopening."
11657
Total on air
1,924
Asked to explain sale of ABC
225
7
Licensed (All on air)
1,878
478
697
stock by himself and others, Mr.
Construction permits
260
313
33
Conditional grants
Woods explained, "What happened
367
15t
Total applications pending
1,219
116
Requests for new stations
461
was we owed a little money," and
11
19
Requests to change existing facilities
299
added that it's difficult to keep
1
Deletion of licensed stations in January
706*
1
banks waiting. Next asked to exDeletion
' 1
1
Deletion construction
of conditionalpermits
grants
plain
the
"coincidence"
between
the sale of stock and the almost
* Includes 12 conditional grants and 469 construction permits.
t Includes WMFA Memphis, deleted effective Nov. 1, and WGL-FMFM- Fort
simultaneous signing of five-year
Wayne, Dec. 30.
personal service contracts, he reFollowing television stations during January were authorized to
plied it was the wish of Board
commence operations on dates named: Jan. 1, KTTV Los Angeles
Chairman Edward Noble. Mr.
Woods said that he had never liked
and KLEE-TV Houston, Tex.; Jan. 7, KNBH Los Angeles; Jan. 15,
the idea of such contracts but was
WHO-TV Dayton, Ohio; Jan. 16, WOIC Washington (Jan. 11 one
always willing to accede to such a
day- only), CP for WVTL Utica deleted effective Jan. 27.
request of "the boss."
B R '6 a1d
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Maps

Talent

Plans

ulation as to whether any of the
five unidentified might be Eddie
Cantor and Lum 'n' Abner. It is
also understood that one star called
Mr. Woods while he was in Hollywood, perhaps someone spoken to
by William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman.
The ABC president said that his
network had already expended approximately $5million and would
spend approximately one and a
half more on TV before being totally operative in five cities. He
felt it might be five years before
the network is operating in the
black, in television.
Commenting on television's eflPect
on events such as sports or movies,
he said, "You can't keep people at
home all of the time even with
television." And he also recalled
that Tex Rickard once left radio
outside the boxing arena's door
about 25 years ago as result of
one poor gate, and that after ^Vz
years, radio's mike was restored
to the ringside advantageously for
boxing. And as to movies, he
said that television would help to
build larger audiences for better
movies
but can't
with inferior
ones.help but compete
HAUSMAN

NAMED

CBS Adv., Sales Prom. Dir.
LOUIS HAUSMAN last week was
appointed director of advertising
and sales promotion for CBS.
Mr. Hausman, who has been as
sociate director
of CBS advertis
ing and sales
promotionpartmentdeOctober 19 4 since
7,
joined
CBS
in
1940. Prior to his

Mr. Hausman
'

association
CBS he waswithi
ad
vertising antii
sales
promotion
manager
for the

Electric Shaver division of' Remington Rand and before that in the
advertising aild sales promotion
department of American Safety
, In his new,pc!sition lie will report
•
■ CBS
Co.
Razor
to
Victor
M. R^tnei";
vice president in charge
of adverl^isihg
,ant
sales promotion.
1 elecasting
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Plans
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Service

Feb,

75

NETWORK

FORMATION of a transcription network service under the name, Tranadvertising and publicity set-up
scription Broadcasting System, was announced Wednesday by Ray Green,
which will provide each station
executive vice president.
with press and promotion material
on each show. A monthly matted
The new service is a wholly-owned affiliate of Kermit-Raymond Corp.,
news service also will be sent to
package producers, which will pro- *
duce the shows for the new or19 weekly programs. Their total each newspaper in markets served
ganization. TBS, as the transcripcost plus network service is the by TBS members.
Selection of new shows will in
tion network is to be known, will
station's
one-time Class "A" nastart operations
tional half-hour rate weekly. As part be determined by station members. Three times yearly, TBS will
Feb. 15; It al- additional shows are added to TBS,
ready has signed
submit a questionnaire to members
further
charges
will
be
assessed,
116 stations to but these will be nominal, it was
of five or six new shows available
receive its comfor immediate production.
said.
plete service, Mr.
According to Mr. Green, it is the
TBS
has
elaborate
plans
to
sell
Green said.
time to national advertisers on be- goal of the transcription network
Five shows are
half of every client station. No to build up a system of about 500
to be delivered
stations carrying anywhere from
promise of tirne sold, however, was
immediately to
15 to 20 hours of TBS shows weekly
made
the
basis
for
selling
membermember stations.
ship in the network, it was said. for local, national and regular
These are : HollyThe fact that the five shows were
Mr. Green
sponsorship.
wood's Open
made available at the low rate was
Officers of TBS
House, featuring
regarded as the main reason for
Jim Ameche as emcee and Ray
Officers of TBS are: William J.
most stations joining.
Bloch and orchestra; Bobbins' Nest,
McCambridge, president, who also
To Open New Offices
with Fred Robbins, disc jockey; It's
is president of K-R and formerly
a Great Show, starring Jackie
Stations
were
promised,
however,
was general manager of Press AsGleason backstage at hit shows;
that TBS would solicit national adsociation, AP's radio subsidiary;
Anything for Laughs, with Comevertisers. For this purpose, it is Mr. Green, executive vice president;
dian Frank Gallup, and The Radio
firm's plan to establish offices in David Fiel, vice president; TheoTheatre of Famous Classics, dra- the
New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los
dore Green, treasurer; Howard Epmatic show.
stein, secretary; Arthur Simon,
Cleveland, Dallas and AtThe five shows comprise eight Angeles, lanta.
TBS will claim no fee for general sales manager, and formerand three quarters hours weekly in selling time, however, its only comly manager of Bulova stations;
pensation being from the sale of Stephen Girard, director of station relations, and formerly of
memberships, it was said.
Each member station, while sell- World Broadcasting Corp.; David
ing the programs to its local ad- Finn, director of advertising, formerly of American Artists Group,
KIRBY TO NBC
vertisers, will also report its availabilities of TBS shows to the New
and William Ruder, director of
To Be Program Consultant
York office, which will distribute
publicity, formerly exploitation dithis information to the six branch
tions. rector of Samuel Goldwyn ProducAPPOINTMENT of Edward M. offices. A program bulletin to all
The Chicago office is to be headed
timebuyers at advertising agencies
Kirby, former chief of the Army
will be sent out monthly. TBS will by Arthur Beckwith, formerly with
Radio Branch, as special program
consultant of NBC at New York
also take space on a regularly Joseph Hershey McGillvra, station
representative. The Los Angeles
headquarters was disclosed Friday.
scheduled basis in trade and advertising papers to make known these office, to handle both production
Mr. Kirby will report to Adminand sales, is under direction of
istrative Vice President Ken R. availabilities.
As part of its service, TBS will Harold (Scrappy) Lambert, forDyke, in charge
maintain in its New York office an
merly of MCA.
of NBC programming operations.
The appointment,
it was presumed,
is in line with
NBC's project to
revitalize its
schedules in the
wake of the CBS
"raid" on its topKirby
rated programs.
Col. Kirby
joined NAB in 1938 as public relations director, after serving on
the executive staff of WSM Nashville. He was in the Army from
1940 until 1945 during which time
he developed a number of network
programs, including The Army
Hour on NBC.
Mr. Kirby announced that he
had disposed of his minority interest in WMAK Nashville. Since
his retirement from active service
PLANS for the fourth year of sponsorship by Perfect Circle Corp. of the
he has engaged in general radio
consultation. Mr. Kirby was a Pea500-mile Indianapolis Speedway classic on the Mutual network [Broadcasting,
body Award Winner in 1943 for Jan. 31] ore discussed by (I to r) E. W. Leach, Henri, Hurst & McDonald;
his military radio activities and
Walter Holden, MBS account executive; Herman Teetor, advertising manager
was cited for introducing "Yankee
ingenuity on a global scale" into of Perfect Circle Corp., and Wilbur Shaw, president and general manager
of Indianapolis Speedway Corp.
military programming.
BROADCASTING
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NEWLY formed Tennessee Assn. of
Broadcasters effected the first statewide radio pool in Tennessee history
when it covered the inauguration of
Gov. Gordon Browning (r) at Nashville. A. B. Neil, state supreme court
judge, administers the oath. All of
the state's 50 stations are reported
to have carried the broadcast.

LOUIS RUPPEL
Chosen Director of CCBS
SELECTION of Louis Ruppel,
former publicity director of CBS,
as director of the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service [Closed Circuit, Jan. 31], was announced last
week by Edwin W. Craig of WSM
Nashville, CCBS
chairman, and
Victor A. Sholis
of WHAS Louisville, chairman of
the committee to
choose a director.
Mr. Ruppel was
rive at to
CCBS
expected
arheadquarters in
Mr. Ruppel Washington
last week. late
He
had been slated to commence his
CCBS duties Feb. 1 but was delayed temporarily by a cold. He
succeeds Mr. Sholis, who resigned
as director almost two years ago
to become director of WHAS.
Now 45, Mr. Ruppel has a background of news, publicity, war
service, and photography. After
serving with the New York American and the New York Journal he
became a political writer for the
New York News in 1929, covered
Gov. Roosevelt's first presidential
campaign in 1932, and the following year was named U. S. Deputy
Commissioner of Narcotics, serving in Washington until 1935.
He was managing editor of the
Chicago Times from 1935-38, leaving the Times to become CBS publicity director. With the network
from 1939-41, he moved next to
Crowell-Collier Pub. Co. as assistant to the president. He resigned
in late 1942 to join the Marine
Corps, where he served as a captain and won the South Pacific
Medal with one star.
Released by the Marines after
about two years' service, Mr. Ruppel became executive editor of the
Chicago Herald- American. He resigned in September 1945 to establish a photography business.
February 7, 1949
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NBC BAN
On Transcribed Shows Lifted
NBC last week officially approved
the use of transcribed programs on
the network, thereby becoming the
last of the four major networks to
break the one-time steadfast exclusion of such program fare
[Broadcasting, Sept. 27, 1948].
Although NBQ has occasionally
used transcriptions in recent
months, the admission of such
shows on a large scale was, until
the announcement of the new polWINNERS of first- annual Emmy awards, presented by Academy of Television Arts & Sciences offer recent Hollywood
seminar sessions [BROADCASTING, Jan. 31], are all smiles as they receive congratulations from Lewis Allen Weiss,
Don Lee president and MBS board chairman. Winners and awards (I to r); Charles Mesak, KTSL, for technical
achievement; Mike Stokey, KTLA, most popular program; Mr. Weiss; Shirley Dinsdale, KTLA, most popular
personality; Stanley Rabin, Marshall Grant Productions and Realm Television Productions, best film made for TV,
and Klaus Landsberg, KTLA general manager and Paramount West Coast TV director, for outstanding station achievement. Proceedings were telecost by Don Lee's KTSL.
News
NEWSMEN

LAWS

Source Protection
Is Sought

BILL providing protection for newspaper and radio newsmen from contempt of court or other penalties for refusal to divulge news sources is
before the Oregon Legislature. It was introduced by Senator R. D. Holmes
(S-66), and is titled the "Radio-Newspaper-Television Protection Act."
—
*
York State, Senator
In New C. Desmond
Thomas
described a
fused to disclose the name of a policeman who had tipped him off about a
bill he has introduced along similar
murder, he was jailed. In Kansas, a
lines as a means of promoting law writer
was fined for refusing to tell
had given him a story about vice
enforcement. He made the state- who
conditions
in Topeka. In Kentucky,
ment after a survey of attorneys
on two different occasions newsmen
general and other public figures. were jailed for keeping confidential
their news sources. In Texas a rewas jailed for refusing to reveal
Senator Desmond said protec- that an porterAssistant
District Attorney had
tion of reporters, whether for newsgiven
him
a story involving Commupapers or radio, from compulsory
nists.porterIn the
State
rewas jailed offorWashington,
sticking to a this
disclosure of news sources, safe- code of ethics.
And last year, when
guards the public interest.
Douglas V. Clarke and Charles Leonard,tively,
cityon editor
and reporter,
the Newburgh,
N. Y.,respecNews,
"Anyone familiar with the his- reproduced
policy slips in their paper,
tory of reporting in our country,"
the
District
Attorney
had
them
conSenator Desmond wrote, knows
of contempt
court them
for refusing tovictedreveal
whoof gave
the
that newsmen and newswomen
have been in the forefront in the gambling evidence, and they went to
battle against corrupt judges, jail.
What happened to these newspaper
reporters
can happen
to any radio
rebungling politicians, black marporter— unless
he is protected,
as my
keteers and the stealthy saboteurs
bill will protect him, from the vengeful
of democracy, through the antisep- wrath of censorship-minded officials.
tic power of exposure. T'-iat is have
Today,beennewspapermen's
privilegestates.
laws
adopted in eleven
why my bill to extend to reporters
These laws should now be amended to
for newspapers and radio the right include radio reporters. In the thirtyremaining states there are no
to keep confidential the sources of feven
news privilege laws at all. Not only
their stories is so important — not New York State, but all of these remaining states should all adopt a reonly to newspaper and radio peoporters'newspaper
privilege law which
wiU prople, but to the public in general.
tect both
and radio
reporters.
"The objectives of my bill are to:
A survey which I have made of at1. Free newsmen to expose waste and
torneysand
general,journalism
police chiefs,
corruption in public office witliout
per editors
schoolnewspadeans
fear of being hounded by citations in the eleven states which now have
for contempt and by ttireats of jail
sentences.
2. Protect the sources of information
which otherwise might be closed
to reporters because of the in- From MBS Series
fear of harm
or other
reprisal ifformants'their
identities
are THE FRAM Corp., Providence,
known.
3. Give legal recognition to the newsto be the country's largcode of ethics
which bars R. I.,estsaid
automobile filters manufacturrevealingmen's sources
of information.
4. Implement, in a practical way, the
er, will sponsor Fram Sports Thrill
Constitutional guarantee of free
of the Week over 111 MBS stadissemination of news.
tions, Jess Barnes, vice president
As radio reporting staffs expand and
coverage of news by radio becomes
in charge of sales, announced last
even greater, the protection offered by week. Featuring Ed Thorgersen,
my bill will
important. Forbecome
the moreincreasingly
vigorous and
the five-minute program, to be
public-spirited
newscasting
becomes,
the more it will draw the fire of smallminded officials, who will harass radio aired Saturdays, 9:55-10 p.m., beginning March 12, represents the
reporters with threats to force them to
divulge the names of informants. This company's first network venture to
will drv up news sources and will tend
date. VanSant, Dugdale & Co.
to confine radio news to official "handInc., Baltimore, is the agency.
outs."
When an Augusta, Ga., reporter rePage 30
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reporters'
privilege
virtual unanimity
thatlaws
theserevealed
laws have
not impeded law enforcements. On the
contrary, becaiase they have removed
from iiiformants the fear of reprisal in
abuse or violence, they have actually
helped to combat corruption and
neglect of duty among public officials."

SLANDER

LAW

Sought' in Georgia
LEGISLATION protecting owners
of broadcast and television stations
from liability for defamatory statements made by others was introduced in the Georgia Senate last
week by Senators Land and Overty.
It specifically exempts owners or
agents from liability for defamatory statements made on behalf of
a candidate for political office.
Complainants would be allowed
only "actual consequential or punitive damages as proved."
The Georgia House passed a
stringent new libel law last Tuesday following attacks on newspapermen during heated debate.
Rep. Bobby Lee Cook, according to
Associated Press dispatches, called
an Atlanta Constitution article
about him "a sorry lie." Rep. Julian
Bennett attacked George Goodwin,
Atlanta Journal writer, and Walter Paschal
of WSB,
the Journal's
station,
as well
as James
M. Cox,
Journal publisher. The Journal
had carried a Pulitzer prize-wining. ning series charging fraud in votThe House measure would repeal
a present provision in libel laws
which permits newspapers to retract an "honest mistake."

prohibited.
Kenicy, R.
Dyke, NBC administrative vice president in charge of
programs, said that transcribed
shows would be used when talent,
agency, advertiser and network
agreed that improvement would be
obtained by the use of transcriptions.
Mr. Dyke said that high fidelity
transcriptions would insure that
there would be "no impairment to
the quality of the transcribed proNBC's Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee, meeting in
New York a fortnight ago, was
advised of the network's intention
tograms."
open its air to transcriptions and
was said to have agreed to the
Crosby Was First
The first top popularity network
show to be broadcast by transcripplan.
tion regularly was Bing Crosby's
program, for Philco Corp., on ABC.
Although it has not been definitely
decided whether Mr. Crosby will
continue to transcribe his programs when he moves to CBS next
fall [Broadcasting , Jan. 24], it
was presumed that CBS would not
enter serious objection to such a
procedure.
CBS several months ago announced it would use for summer
programming transcribed repeats
of sponsored shows broadcast in
fall, winter and spring — if advertisers desired to follow that plan.
Mutual has made considerable
use of transcriptions for some
time.

Camels-Pabsf-Camay
THREE radio advertisers ran a
cooperative ad last Friday in more
than 150 newspapers promoting
Friday night on NBC and their
comedy shows. The advertisers,
Camel Cigarettes, Pabst Blue Ribbon and Camay Soap, were plugging, respectively, for Jimmie Durante, 8:30-9 p.m., Eddie Cantor,
9-9:30 p.m., and Red Skelton, 9:3010 p.m. Agencies are William Esty
for Camels, Warwick & Legler for
Pabst
P&G's and
CamayBenton
Soap. & Bowles for

PACKAGER
Syde Is Head of New Firm
FORMATION of Fine Arts Productions & Television Guild has
been announced in Hollywood by
Milton Syde, president. The firm pected to be completed by midFebruary. Besides Mr. Syde, offiwill package radio and television
cers are Carl Cohen, vice president,
programs. Offices will be at 5927
Sunset Blvd.
and Cynthia Andrews, secretaryThe firm is building adjacent to treasurer. Kurt Thurmann is to
its offices a 125-seat theatre, ex- head television department.
BROADCASTING
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Anti-libel Law Backed
GEORGIA

MEET

By GAB
WEIGHT of the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters was thrown behind libel
legislation, introduced in the State Legislature, at the Jan. 28-29 meeting
of the association held at the Forrest Hotel, Rome.
Dean Covington, general manager of WROM
Rome and State
Representative from Floyd County,
*
■
Cartersville; James O. Hardin Jr.,
reported that House Bill No. 271
WBHF; Stanley Whltaker, UP, Atlanta;
had been introduced. The legisla- Bill Lowrey, WQXI Atlanta; R. W.
Rounsaville, WQXI; John Fulton,
tion would free radio stations from
WGST Atlanta; Don Naylor, WGST;
libel suits for statements made by Charles Godwin, Mutual, New York;
Gertrude Gordon. Rich's, Atlanta; Fran
those who buy time on the stations.
Adams.
Rich's;
W. Owings, J.
BMI;H.
H. Wimpee,
WPAXO. Thomasville;
Belief was voiced that the bill will Orr,
Electronic Sales, Opelika, Ala.;
Mather Payne, WRGA Rome; Happy
pass and become law.
Quarles, WRGA; Bob Leach, WLAQ
The association voted to adopt Rome; Bill Davies, Burgett Mooney,
and Jim Mann, all WLAQ; R. J. PalmiBoy's Estate, a 350-acre plantation
sano, RCA, Atlanta; Mrs. Tom Carr,
home for underprivileged boys at WGLS Decatur; William W. Joyce. Katz
ATTENDING the WRGA Rome, Ga., "new studio" party, held in conAgency, Chicago; Charles Doss, WROM
Brunswick, Ga. The home becomes
junction with the GAB meeting were (seated, I to r) Don Naylor and
Rome; E. F. MacLeod, WGGA GainsMr. Fulton, WGST Atlanta; Mrs. Fuller, and Mr. Quarles. Standing:
vllle; Harry
Harkins,
Ata primary project for the year.
lanta; Edward
SauseKatz
Jr. Agency.
and Frank
Bevo Whitmire, WFBC Greenville, S. C.; Mr. Ayers; Charles Godwin,
GAB President John Fulton,
Sause,York.
Broadcast Time Sales Corp.,
New
Mutual, Atlanta, and Don Schmidt, George HoUingbery Co., Atlanta.
WGST Atlanta, named this committee to direct the project : Robert
W. Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta,
chairman; Edwin Mullinax, WLAG
La Grange; Allen M. Woodall,
ed
WDAK Columbus; Kenneth E.
Frequency Breakdown Urg
STLJD^
White, WMOG Brunswick. The asof
the
population
figures,
on
which
reduced them to one figure — the
BMB's technical committee, meetsociation resolved that all member
BMB based its estimate of families
total weekly audience per station
ing Wednesday at the bureau's
stations make a planned drive this headquarters
and radio homes, a similar reviin New York, recomper county or city. In the next
year for the benefit of the home.
sion in the BMB figures is called
mended a revised plan of reportstudy, we would not only make
for. On this point the technical
Fulton Presides
ing audience figures when the re- this reduction according to the committee
asked BMB to decide as
turns of Study No. 2 are tabulated
technical committee's plan, but in
Some 70 Georgia broadcasters
rapidly as possible whether it is
and published.
addition
to
the
total
weekly
audieattended the meeting, with Mr.
ence, the statistics from which this more advisable to base the upcomCommittee resolution, addressed
Fulton presiding. Thad Holt, to the research committee of the composite figure was reached would
ing study on a re-estimate of 1948
families and radio homes, or to
WAPI, WAFM (FM) BirmingBMB board, calls for reporting not be reported and, as a result, we
for making a valid estiham, spoke on FM broadcasting.
only the total weekly audience of would come up with a picture of find means
mate of 1949 homes which would
the audience in terms of the freFollowing a panel discussion on each station in each county and
quency of its listening. Ever since have a closer chronological relaselling, Mrs. C. C. Fuller, of Tucker
measured city, but also the comtionship to the audience study.
position of that total in terms of the publication of Study No. 1 in
Wayne Agency, Atlanta, reviewed
1946,
subscribers
and
others
have
A
report
was given the committime-buying problems. Frank Gai- listening frequency — one or two,
been asking for a finer breakdown
tee
on
the
previous
week's meeting
three
to
five,
or
six
or
seven
days
ther, WSB Atlanta, discussed proof the engineering advisory comor nights a week. The resolution
of the figures than a once-a-week
blems of 50 kw and TV stations,
mittee
and
its
plans
for providing
also recommends that the board
with Mr. Rounsaville going into research committee consider the report
would
allow."
engineering
data
to
aid
in the inFollowing the release by the
the outlook for small stations.
terpretation and use of the BMB
U. S. Census Bureau of a revision
elimination of average daily audiaudience figures.
The national representative's
ence figures from the report.
Attending the meeting were:
viewpoint was presented by James
These recommendations, the
Kenneth
H. Baker, NAB, chairAyers, of Taylor-Borroff, Atlanta.
committee explained, are continman; Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC;
'AINT
FUNNY'
Maury Long, business manager of
gent on further study of data
Edward Evans, ABC — Robert SumAllen Reproves Radio Humor
already assembled by the bureau
Broadcasting, spoke on "Radio's
mers, WFAA Dallas for NAB. For
Outlook for 1949."
AAAA : Frederick Manchee,
from a 28-city test of the ballots to
Cocktail and buffet supper were
be used in Study No. 2. One matRADIO HUMOR has lost its sponBBDO; D. E. Robinson, C. J. Later to receive special study is the
taneity, bewailed comedian Fred
held at the Collier Springs Club.
Roche & Co.; Hans Zeisel, McCanneffect,
if
any,
of
a
reduced
sample
Erickson. For ANA: John ColeHosts were Rome station manaAllen, Sunday, Jan. 30, on a docuthe stability of the breakdown
man, General Foods Corp., and
mentary broadcast. Living — 19i9
gers, Happy Quarles, WRGA; Mr. on
of total weekly audience. That is, (NBC, Sundays, 4:35-5 p.m.) SubAlbert S. Dempewolff, Celanese
Covington and Robert Leach,
a return of 40% or better in a
ject of the program was the state
Corp. of America.
WLAQ Rome.
of American humor.
sparsely settled rural county might
Guests included: Daniel DenenThose who attended were:
be sufficient for a weekly total
holf, The Katz Agency; Kenneth
Mr.
Allen
lamented
that
"maEd Bernd, AP Atlanta; Bill Shepherd,
audience figure, but numerically
Green, NBC; Edward Shurick,
WWGS Tifton; Bevo Whitmire, WFBC
chine-age humor, like the automoFree & Peters. Cortlandt Langley,
Greenville, S. C; Dan Schmidt, Geo. P. too small to permit a further
bile, is turned out on the assembly
HoUingbery Co., Atlanta; Tom Carr,
Richard
Wyckoff and Ralph Sharp
breakdown
into
the
three
freWGLS Decatur; P. G. Walters Jr. and
line." Pointing out that the future
attended for BMB.
J. W. Hillegas, RCA, Atlanta; Lee
quency-of-listening segments. The
of humor depends on man's slowing
Mowry, WLAQ Rome; Virgle E. Craig,
board committee will probably
WLET Toccoa; Chesley Hooper, WLBB
down, he said "all humor should be
withhold its final decision until it created
Carroltown; Jimmy Matthews, WLBB;
and disseminated in an at- Article by Mullen
Bob Brown, INS; Betty Bonner, WGOH
has had an opportunity to examine
mosphere of relaxation. There
Newnan; Thad Holt, WAFM(FM) Birthe ballots returned from the field should be time to think humor, tell LEADING article in the February
mingham; Mrs. C. C. Fuller, TuckerWayne, Atlanta; Jim Ayers, Taylorin the forthcoming study.
issue of The Quill, published by
humor and enjoy humor. Maybe,
Borroff, Atlanta; Maury Long, Broadwith
man
working
fewer
hours
.
.
.
casting, Washington; Ralph S.
Sigma Delta Chi, journalism fraThe plan of the technical comHatcher, Lang-Worth, New York; W. E.
ternity, is by Frank E. Mullen,
mittee "can make BMB's data even
Snowden, Snowden & Steward Adv.,
the
quality
will
improve."
Atlanta; H. E. Johnson, WDEC Ameripresident of the G. A. Richards stamore
valuable
and,
equally
imporTouching
on
television
as
a
cus; Lewis Miller, WDEC; R. W. Socktions (WJR Detroit, WGAR Clevetant, more reliable to both buyers
source of new humor, Mr. Allen said
well, WRQN Vidalia; Mildred Whitmire,
land and KMPC Los Angeles) on
Greenville, S. C; Allen Woodall,
"so
far
it
is
only
a
throwback,
reand
sellers
of
broadcast
time,"
acWDAK Columbus; William B. Estes,
cording to Kenneth R. Baker, NAB
viving the vaudeville approach to "How TV Can Both Rival, StimuWGAA Cedartown; Bob Moran, WRQN
Vidalia; Red Ledford, WRQN; Bill director of research, who is on
Other Media." Mr. Mullen
everything, from mugging to jug- takes late
Armond, WBLJ Dalton; Fred Bell, Katz
the view that television, far
loan to BMB to conduct its second
Agency, Atlanta; Ed Mullinax, WLAG
gling.
But
who
can
tell?
Telenationwide study.
LaGrange; Ben Williams, WTOC Savanvision is doing such great things from becoming a dangerous rival
"Red" Cross, WMAZ;
WMAZ Macon;
in
drama,
who knows, it may find to the press, will prove instead a
Albertnah; Sanders,
Frank
"In our first study," Dr. Baker
stimulating one that can result in
Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Dean Covington,
the
answer
to what is lacking in better
said, "we took all of the statistics
newspapers.
WROM Rome; James Ayers, TaylorBorroff, Atlanta; Louise Hardin, WBHF
gathered for a weekly period and
American humor today?"
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Non-Union,
Crosley
WhA5

AVCO

Repeal

BIDDERS

THE

COMPANY whose sale inspired it asked last week for refor FCC's AVCO Rule on
stationpealtransfers.
Crosley Broadcasting- Corp., facing a fight over its proposed
$1,925,000 acquisition of WHAS
Louisville because of the AVCO
procedure, asked the Commission
to repeal the rule and to eliminate
the competing bidders — Fort Industry Co. and Bob Hope — from
the WHAS competition.
The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times Co., present owner of
the WHAS properties, joined Crosley in both requests. They were
filed by Neville Miller and Duke
M. Patrick, Washington counsel
for WHAS and Crosley, respectively, and Wilson W. Wyatt, former U. S. Housing Expediter, as
Louisville attorney for WHAS.
Public Bidding Provision
The AVCO Rule, adopted as an
outgrowth of AVCO Mfg. Corp.'s
purchase of Crosley and providing
for public bidding on stations that
are offered for sale, is "at variance
with, opposed to, and in excess of"
the requirements of the Communications Act, they said.
"The Commission has no authority in law to require your petitioner, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
to engage in a competitive hearing
DURR

Asks

TO PRINCETON
Continues Law Practice

IT PAYS to advertise, and don't
worry if the results sometimes
seem a bit slow.
Over a period of many months,
starting some years ago, reports
circulated — and were duly related
by Broadcasting — that Clifford J.
Durr, then on the FCC, would turn
to teaching when he left the Commission.
He left with the expiration of
his term last June 30. He opened
a law office in Washington. He did
not start teaching.
But last week it was announced
that Clifford J. Durr has been appointed lecturer in Princeton U.'s
Dept. of Politics for the spring
term. He will lecture on "American Legislatures" starting Feb. 11
and conduct weekend classes thereafter, continuing his law practice
in the "meantime.

with the Fort Industry Co. and/or
Hope tionProductions
Inc.," the peticharged.

The reference to the Hope application as incomplete apparently
related to Mr. Hope's announced
plan to enlist the support of Louisville people as minority stockholders, and to his statement that details of program plans and other
matters would be developed fully
at the hearing [Broadcasting, Dec.
20, 1948].
Inquiry on Construction
In addition to the transfer hearing, FCC has ordered an inquiry to
determine whether WHAS has proceeded "diligently" with construction of its TV station, and whether
its application for time to complete
construction should be granted
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. This investigation was scheduled as a part
of the hearing called for Feb. 28.
The WHAS-Crosley request for
repeal of the AVCO public-bidding
rule is not the first FCC has received. A Federal Communications
Bar Assn. committee recommended
it a few months ago, and there was

Too!

WOE BETIDE New York's
commercial artists if potential clients follow WOR New
York's lead. Scraping about
for a suitable illustration to
Ballyhoo its Tele-Kid Quiz
(Mon.-Fri. 5-5:15 p.m.), the
station came up with a drawing by one Peter
of
Scarsdale,
New Crawford
York, age
three ! Son of William Crawford, a WOR account executive, little Peter sold his
sketch, which roughly resembles four rough circles reputedly representing show
emcees Dan McCuUough and
Bruce Eliot and two young
listeners, for the remarkably
low price of $15. The advertisement appeared in New
York's Herald Tribune.

To go through with FCC's announced plan of holding a comparative hearing on the three purchase
applications, the petition said, "will
deprive [Courier-Journal] of its
property without due process of
law contrary to the provisions of
the Constitution."
Meanwhile FCC was asked by
Hope Productions to postpone the
hearing, now scheduled for Feb. 28,
for 60 days and to hold it in Louisville rather than Washington. •
The importance of the facilities
involved demands that time be provided for full preparation for the
hearing, the Hope petition declared. Further, the petition asspeculation, even before the latest
serted, the radio and screen comerepeal petition was filed, that the
dian's current commitments, inWHAS case might be the last
cluding "unremunerated public
major transfer to which the rule
service" appearances, would not
Jan. 31].
was
applied [Closed Circuit,
permit him to make adequate preparation by Feb. 28.
The Class 1-A WHAS and its
'Gag' Ruling
associated FM and TV authoriza3 Stations Contest
tions "will constitute the largest
concentration of broadcast facili- BALTO.
APPEALS
ties" in Kentucky and exceed any
facility in Indiana, "a large part
of which state is served and will THREE Baltimore stations found guilty of contempt of court for violating the "Baltimore Gag" limiting publication of crime news have
be served" by WHAS, according
to the Hope petition, filed by the filed notice they will appeal [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
WCBM, fined $300 and costs by Judge John B. Gray Jr., filed notice of
Washington law firm of Cohn &
Marks.
appeal last Monday in Maryland *
ner to interfere with the adminisThe petition brought prompt op- Court of Appeals. WFBR, similarly
fined,
filed
its
notice
Tuesday
position from the Courier-Journal and WITH filed Wednesday. WITH
As to tration
theof justice."
defense contention that
and from Crosley.
the
material
broadcast was based
was fined $500 and James P. ConContest Postponement
nolly, commentator, $100, the court on official statements by public offiThey contended Mr. Hope had placing particular emphasis on a
cers. Judge Gray said their voices
not advanced sufficient reasons for broadcast by Mr. Connolly.
were low when they uttered the reeither postponing the hearing or
Should the convictions be affirmed
marks but the broadcasts "literally
changing its location. The Courier- by the appellate court, the sta- blanketed the city."
Journal claimed a postponement
Defense Contention
tions have indicated they will carry
"would eliminate any possibility" the case to the Supreme Court.
In
referring
to defense arguof completing the sale before the NAB and American Newspaper
ment that a vicious form of censorSept. 26 deadline specified in the Publishers Assn. plan to support
ship exists under the Baltimore
contract, and said the time sched- the appeals as friends of the court.
practice whereby newspapers phone
ule in this case coincides with "past
Judge Gray ruled that the funda- judges before printing news about
Commission p r a c t i c e." Crosley
mental rights of free speech under accused persons. Judge Gray said
claimed that Hope Productions, "if the First and Fourteenth Amendthe newspapers do not have to call
its application means anything,"
ments conflict with the right of an up any judge but that the judges
has had since Dec. 13, when its
accused person to trial by an im- have "taken upon themselves" the
application was filed, to prepare
for the hearing.
partial jury, "at least in Mary- work of advising newspapers as to
the rule. "I commend them for it,"
"While the application itself was
He disallowed one paragraph of he said. "They were interested in
hopelessly incomplete upon filing," Rule 904 of Baltimore's Supreme
the free
justice.advocate
I don't see
Crosley said of the Hope applica- Bench on the ground that it is how
the flow
mostof ardent
of
land." on the old "reasonable tend- freedom of speech and of the press
tion, "no formal steps have been based
taken since the said Dec. 13, 1948,
ency" contempt rule which the can distort that practice into cento complete it."
Supreme Court has replaced with
Judge Gray said he approached
the rule of "clear and present danthe
decision "with considerable
ger to justice." The paragraph
sorship."
violates the First Amendment, he comfort in the thought that we
held. It forbids "publication of can't do any harm to the deany matter which may prevent a
fendants' beyond subjecting them
fair trial, improperly influence the to review by the Court of Appeals
court or jury, or tend in any manand then the Supreme Court."
CHECKING the camera before recent one-time telecast of Truth Or Consequences are (I to r): William Craig, night-time head of radio, Procter &
Gamble; Stuart Ludlum, Compton Adv. television department; Ralph Edwards,
m.c; Harold J. Bock, western network manager of NBC television operations;
Floyd Holm, Hollywood manager of Compton Adv.; Gil Ralston, Procter &
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4 FARM SERVICE
DEPT. MEN

11 NEWS
DEPT.
MEN

42 PROFESSIONAL RADIO PERFORMERS

WHO
is of course proud of its network (NBC) live programming, which gives

shows get higher Hoopers than competitive network features ;

our audience up-to-the-minute, world-wide
coverage of special events, as well as the talent
of outstanding entertainers, etc.

SECOND, 42.4% of all the daytime
radio families and 61.0% of all the

Local live programming, however, is
equally important. Local live programming
gives our station individuality in its program
material, individuality in its performers, and
a greater opportunity for community
gional Public Service.

nighttime radio families in Iowa 'Histen
most" to WHO, according to the 1948
Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
Write for the complete Survey —
& Peters, Inc.

or ask Free

and re-

The illustration above shows some interesting statistics on our Programming Department. The results of all this manpower and
all these carefully-planned locally-produced
programs, however, are far more spectacular
than the mere figures:
FIRST, many of WHO's

Hh
PLUS
Iowa
*for
WaHs
Des Moines . . . 50,000
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

locally-produced
FREE & PETERS. INC.
National Representatives

Scoops

Competitor

KIST Santa Barbara scooped
competing stations and newspapers on a hot story recently through the efforts of
its ace reporter, Harry
Butcher, owner and president. Mr. Butcher was sitting in his office, which overlooks the building of the
News Press, owner of KTMS
Santa Barbara, when he noticed smoke billowing from a
ventilator in the newspaper
building. He called a friend
at the paper and reported the
fire, which was unknown to
building occupants. Owner
of the paper, Tom Storke,
was in the dentist chair having a tooth extracted at the
time, according to Mr. Butcher, when he heard the radio
report — via KIST. Minus a
tooth, he rushed back to his
own fire, while KIST continued to air an on-the-scene
report of a competitor's difficulty.

CHARLES H. BICKERTON (second from I), with KDKA Pittsburgh's technical
department since station's first broadcast in 1920 and an employe of Westinghouse since 1917, retired to private life Feb. 1. Among the gifts he
received was this Westinghouse radio being presented by Joseph E. Baudino
(r), KDKA manager. J. B. Conley (I), general manager of Westinghouse
Radio Stations, and Mrs. Bickerton watch presentation.

NAB
WMCA
CASE
Award to Flamm Set Aside

Mr. Flamm

Mr. Noble

AWARD of $490,419 to Donald
Flamm, former owner of WMCA
New York, in a suit against Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
board of ABC, was set aside by
the Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court last Monday.
In a unanimous opinion, the
court said the jury might have
found either way on the basis of
the evidence but that the trial was
attended by so many out of order
and prejudicial incidents on both
sides that the higher court was not
"confident the verdict was fairly
.arrived at."
1946 Verdict
Mr. Flamm, seeking $850,000 in
damages, charged in the suit that
he had been coerced, under threat
of losing his license, into selling
the station to Mr. Noble on Jan. 17,
1941. The jury returned a $350,000
verdict on March 1, 1946. This
was increased to $490,419 by interest and court charges.
Philip Handelman, attorney for
Mr. Flamm, said he would seek a
new trial as soon as possible. "We
will be very happy to retry the
case," he said.
WMCA is presently owned by
Nathan Straus, who bought it in
1942 from Mr. Noble for a reported $1,255,000. Mr. Noble paid
$850,000 for the outlet.
Page 34
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DIRECTORS

Ballots Sent Listing
122 Nominees

BALLOTS for election of eight district directors (odd-numbered districts)
and eight directors-at-large were mailed to the NAB membership Saturday by Ernst and
& Ernst,
New York accountants handling the association's
nominations
elections.
The ballots include names of 122
nominees for the 16 board vacancies
and must be in the mails by midnight of Sunday, Feb. 20. Certified
results of the balloting will be announced shortly after March 1.
Newly-elected directors will take
office April 13 at the conclusion of
NAB convention week in Chicago.
Number of nominees was small
in the case of district directors,
with John F. Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, unopposed in District 11.
Under NAB by-laws members of
District 11 must go through the
form of filling out election ballots.
No provision exists in the by-laws
for write-in votes on election
ballots.
All present district and directorsat-large were renominated. Henry
P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham,
present District 5 director, was renominated and also was nominated
for medium stations. He declined
the district nomination in favor of
the medium station ballot.
The list of nominees on the ballots is final, all persons nominated
for more than one directorship having exercised their choice.
No election will be held in District 9, Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, having been reelected at the
district meeting last summer.
In the recent nominations at
least three votes were required to
qualify for the election.
Those nominated for board vacancies follow:
DIRECTORS AT LARGE
LARGE STATIONS: Don Davis, WHB
Kansas City; John H. De Witt Jr., WSM
Nashville; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO
Kansas City; Harold Hough, WBAP
Fort Worth; Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago; C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond,
Va.; Paul Morency, WTIC Hartford;
John M. Outler Jr. WSB Atlanta; John
F. Patt, WGAR Cleveland; Victor A.

Marion, Ohio; Bert McAllister, KRPL
Moscow, Ida.; Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Bob McRaney,
WROX
Clarksdale,
Miss.;A. Harry
McTigue, WINN
Louisville;
G. Meyer,
KMYR Denver; Marshall H. Pengra,
WATO Oak KBMY
Ridge, Tenn.;
Robischon,
Billings,Franz
Mont.;J.
Morgan Sexton, KROS Clinton, Iowa;
Charles A. Smithgall, WGGA Gainsville, Ga.; Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington, D. C; Merle H. Tucker, KOAT
Albuquerque, N. M.; R. M. Wallace,
WOHS
Shelby, Ore.
N. C; Chet Wheeler,
KWIL Albany,
FM-A STATIONS: Willard D. Egolf,
WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md.; Frank U.
Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington, Va.
FM-B STATIONS: Leonard L. Asch,
WBCA Schenectady, N. Y.; Harry
Burke,
KFAB-FM,
Omaha;
lard, KOZY
Kansas
City;Everett
Louis DilR.
Draughon, WSIX-FM Nashville; Harold Essex, WSJS-FM Winston-Salem,
N. C; Ray Furr, WIST Charlotte, N.
C; Jack Harris, KPRC-FM Houston;
Thad Holt, WAFM Birmingham; E. Z.
Jones, WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C;
Ray P. Jordan, WDBJ-FM Roanoke,
Va; Craig
Boston, Mass.;Lawrence,
William E.WCOP-FM
Ware, KFMX
Council Bluffs, Iowa; H. Wheelahan,
WSMB-FM New Orleans; Edward A.
Wheeler, WEAW Evanston, 111.
DISTRICT DIRECTORS
DISTRICT 1: Carleton D. Brown,
WTVL Waterville, Me.; C. Glover Delaney, lows,WTHT
Hartford; Harold FelWEEI Boston.
DISTRICT 3: George D. Coleman,
WGBI Scranton, Pa.; Victor C. Diehm,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; Gordon Gray,
WIP Philadelphia; T. W. Metzger,
WMRF Lewistown, Pa.
DISTRICT 5: James M. LeGate,
WIOD Miami; L. S. Mitchell, WDAE
Tampa, Fla.; Owen Uridge, WQAM
Miami; Allen
lumbus, Ga. M. Woodall, WDAK CoDISTRICT 7: R. A. Borel, WBNS
Columbus, Ohio; Eugene Carr, WHBC
Canton, Ohio;Ky.Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP
Lexington,
DISTRICT 11: John F. Meagher,
KYSM Mankato, Minn.
DISTRICT 13: C. B. Locke, KFDM
Dallas.
Beaumont, Tex.; C. W. Rembert,"KRLD
DISTRICT 15: B. Floyd Farr, KEEN
San Jose, Calif.; Glenn Shaw, KLX
Oakland,
Calif.;Calif.
William B. SmuUin,
KIEM Eureka,
DISTRICT 17: H. Quenton Cox, KGW
Portland, Ore.; Harry R. Spence, KXRO
Aberdeen, Wash.

★
Sholis, WHAS Louisville; James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Glenn Snybert, der,
WORWLS Chicago;
New York.Theodore C. StreiMEDIUM STATIONS: W. J. Beaton,
KWKW Pasadena, Calif.; Quincey A.
Brackett, WSPR Springfield, Mass.;
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.; ing,Clifford
M. Chafey,
WEEU KMBC
ReadPa.; Arthur
B. Church,
Kansas City; James W. Coan, WTOB
Winston-Salem, N. C; Willard L. Cobb,
KALB Alexandria, La.; Wayne W.
FTC'S FERGUSON
Cribb, KHMO Hannibal, Mo.; John
Esau,
KTUL
Tulsa,
Okla.;
W.
L.
Gleeson, KPRO Riverside, Calif.; K. K.
Recommended for 4th Term
Hackthorn, WHK Cleveland; R. G.
Howell, KFXJ Grand Junction, Colo.;
John B. Hughes, KXXX Colby, Kan.;
PRESIDENT Truman was asked
John D. Hymes, WLAN Lancaster, Pa.;
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C;
last Wednesday to reappoint GarHenry ham;P.
WSGNFortBirmingland S. Ferguson, a member of the
C. B. Johnston,
Jordan, KFJZ
Worth;
Federal Trade Commission the past
Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh;
Frank King, WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.;
21 years, for another seven-year
William T. Lane, WAGE Syracuse; I. term.
The recommendations were
R. Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo; William
B. Maillefert, WVET Rochester, N. Y.;
proferred
by North
two Democratic
SenHarry Maizlish, KFWB Los Angeles;
ators from
Carolina (Mr.
A. J. Mosby, KGVO Missoula, Mont.;
Fred C. Mueller, WEEK Peoria, 111.;
Ferguson's home state) — Clyde R.
W. J. Newens, KOIL Omaha; William
Hoey and J. Melville Broughton.
M.
O'Neill,
Cleveland; S.John
Rivers,
WCSCWJWCharleston,
C; M.
G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C;
Comr. Ferguson's recent term exErnest L. Spencer, KVOE Santa Ana,
pired last year. Senate approval
Calif.; P. A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma
of
his
reappointment failed to maCity; C. L. Thomas, KXOK St. Louis;
terialize inthe waning days of the
Walter E. WagstafI, KIDO Boise, Idaho;
H. C. Wilder, WSYR Syracuse; Joseph
last
session.
Presidental reapP. Wilkins, KFBB Great Falls, Mont.;
Earl W. Winger, WDOD Chattanooga,
pointment and Upper House apTenn.; J. W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Coproval of Mr. Ferguson, a Demolumbus, Ga.; G. E. Zimmerman, KARK
crat, are anticipated, according to
Little Rock, Ark.
SMALL STATIONS: John Alexander,
Congressional sources. Mr. FerKODY North Platte, Neb.; Edward
.guson has continued to serve on
Breen,ter J.KVFD
Fort
Dodge,
Iowa;
Walthe
Commission since expiration of
Brown, WORD Spartanburg,
his term.
S.
C;
Harry
C.
Butcher,
KIST
Santa
Barbara, Calif.; J. Harry Callaway,
President Truman is also exWBEX Chillicothe,
Ohio; Murray
penter, WPOR Portland,
Me.; C.Car-O.
pected shortly to fill an FTC vaChatterton, KWLK Longview, Wash.;
cancy left by the resignation of
George
H.
Clinton,
WPAR
Parkersburg, W. Va.; Fred Fletcher, WRAL
Robert E. Freer, effective Dec. 31
Raleigh, N. C; E. J. Gluck, WSOC
[Broadcasting, Dec. 27, 1948]. His
Charlotte, N. C; Simon Goldman,
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; James E. successor will be named from the
Gordon, WNOE New Orleans; Milton
Republican ranks. Prominent on
Greenebaum, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.;
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
the list of prospects are former
Wyo.; etta,
HughOhio; M.LeeHiggins,
WMOA KBKR
MariRep. John W. (Jwynne (R-Iowa)
W. Jacobs,
and former Senator John S. Cooper
Baker, Ore.; DeWitt Landis, KFYO
Lubbock, Tex.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
(R-Ky.) Both were defeated in
Decatur, 111.; Frank H. Loggan, KBND
Bend, Ore.; Robert T. Mason, WMRN
last year's elections.
BROADCASTING
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This'll
They call this a "screen backdrop"

fool
you!
than any station in Baltimore. It covers 92.?)% of the
in Holl3wood.

They paint scenes on it for filming landscapes. And the

radio homes in the Baltimore trading area.

scenes are all fakes, of course, but they fool the movie
audiences. Hollywood

is full of such make-believe.

It costs less to sell more
independent

Makes

us think about some of the claims of high-

Headley-Reed

with the BIG
man

on W-I-T-H,

the BIG

audience. Call in your

today!

wattage radio stations. To hear them talk, you'd think
everybody in town listens to them

all day long. But

don't let these claims confuse you in your time-buying.
We make

no such claims for W-I-T-H.

claim this: W-I-T-H
BROADCASTING

But we do

WITH
Baltimore
FM
Maryland
AM
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented by Headley-Reed

delivers more listeners-per-dollar
• Telecasting
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Tfcree
TBA

pace with the rapid expansion of television, Television
Broadcasters Assn. will initiate
three new services for its members
within the next 30 days, Will
Baltin, TBA secretary-treasurer,
announced on Friday.
At the same time Mr. Baltin announced that Dan Regan, former
newspaperman and public relations
executive, has joined the TBA
headquarters staff as public relations aide. He will serve as liaison between TBA and trade and
daily press editors and assist in the
preparation of the organization's
reports to members on TV development.
New TBA services will be:
1. A monthly program exchange
service to provide a complete list
of new programs on member stations, including infoi-mation on
type of program, studio and film
requirements, personnel needed,
sponsorship possibilities, etc.
2. Quarterly "status of the industry" reports, to include data
on set manufacture and ownership,
coaxial cable and radio relay facilities for TV networks, number of
advertisers and classes of sponsorship, quarterly average ratings of
top programs made by The Pulse,
Hooper and others.
3. Monthly Washington reports,
with information on FCC actions
and pending legislation affecting
video interests, compiled by TBA's
Washington representative, Roberts & Mclnnis.
The television reports loose-leaf
binder which TBA introduced two
years ago will be expanded to include additional information on ap'Suspense' on TV
THE CBS-created radio mystery
series. Suspense, bows on the network's video network beginning
March 1, with programs emanating
from New York. The radio presentations originate in Hollywood.
The television series is scheduled
for Tuesday nights, 9:30-10:00
p.m. and will be carried on the CBS
East Coast and Midwest networks.
CBS radio network productions of
Suspense continue on Thursday
9:00-9:30 p.m. The new series,
like its radio counterpart, will be
sponsored by Electric Auto-Lite
Co., Toledo. Agency is NewellEmmett, New York.
•
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plications and construction permits
for TV stations, as well as on personnel at stations now operating.
TBA also contemplates the creation of new committees to deal with
industry problems: A legal committee to advise members of copyrights, music and literary clearances, etc., and an advisory committee of advertising agencies and
station representatives to work
with the TBA commercial operations committee, with the standardization of rate card formats as an
immediate problem.
Chairmen Named
J. R. Poppele, TBA president,
has named the following committee
chairmen for the coming year:
F. J. Bingley, WOR-TV New York,
engineering; Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS, program, finance;
G. Emerson Markham, WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, commercial operations; Allen B. DuMont, DuMont Labs, membership; 0. B.
Hanson, NBC, station operations
and standards; Paul Raibourn,
Paramount Pictures, publicity and
promotion; Kenneth Bartlett, Syracuse U., educational; Ernest A.
Marx, affiliates division.

EISENHOWER

Regional chairmen, appointed
last year to direct regional membership drives and other activities
continue: Walter J. Damm, WTMJ
Milwaukee, midwestern ; Charles
H. Crutchfield, WBT Charlotte,
N. C, southern; Klaus Landsberg,
KTLA Los Angeles, western.
Mr. Regan had worked with
United Press and Transradio Press
and in the Washington newsrooms
of ABC and NBC prior to World
War II. During the war he was a
correspondent for Stars & Stripes
and
end Stars
he was&
Berlinfollowing
bureau the
chiefwar's
of the
Stripes magazine. Weekend, and
public relations director of the
American Red Cross in Italy. Last
year, as a staff member of Warwick & Legler, he prepared radio
material for the Democratic
National Committee.
Board Approves
The TBA board has approved
four new members, three active and
one affiliate. New active members
are: KPRC Houston, with Jack
Harris and Harvey Wheeler as
representatives to TBA; WFBM
Indianapolis, with Harry M. Bitner
and Harry M. Bitner Jr., as repreABC Acquites TV Film
Rights to His Book

ABC last week wrapped up television's biggest documentary package
when it became the exclusive owner for 21 months of the television film
production of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's "Crusade in Europe."
,000 and took a chance on getting
In doing so, it invested a reputed
its stake back through finding
sponsors for the series of half-hour, made jointly by top executives of
two-reel episodes.
all the companies involved: Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
It was learned that ABC has had
several approaches by prospective board of ABC; Richard de Rochesponsors for the series, which is to mont, producer of "March of
be
given its premiere in early Time"; Spyros P. Skouras, presiMarch.
dent of 20th Century, and Douglas
president of Doubleday.
The network is holding each of M. Mr.Black,
de Rochemont, who has been
the chapters for sale at $15,000, conferring
with Mr. Skouras and
with time and line charges to be
Peter
Levathes,
head of 20th Cenadditional. This adds up to a
tury-Fox television activities, de$390,000 talent charge for all 26
clared that the series "will constiepisodes, but the sponsor will be
tute the biggest output of motion
given the right to re-run the series pictures by a film company specifiat no further talent costs, paying
cally designed for television to
only time and line charges.
All rights to the Eisenhower
The television series will run
book belong to Doubleday and Co., while the Eisenhower book is leadpublishing house. Doubleday sold
ing the country's best-seller lists.
the television film rights to 20th
Series
may be a test of what teledate."vision
can do to book sales.
Century-Fox Film Corp., which is
using March of Time to prepare
The book company will get a
the series.
fixed fee for the rights it sold to
20th Century.
Announcement of the series was

sentatives; WHEN Syracuse, with
E. T. Meredith and Capt. W. C.
Eddy as representatives.
Weed & Co., station representative organization, is the new TBA
affiliate member. Its representatives are Joseph J. Weed and Neal
Weed.
WRITERS'
To Be Formed UNIT
Next Monday
AUTHORS League is calling a
meeting of television writers Feb.
14 in New York for the purpose of |
setting up a television writers
guild. The new guild would become a brother organization of the
Radio Writers Guild, which also is
a member of the parent Authors
League.
Decision to form a separate
video writers organization, instead
of taking care of TV contractual
and other problems through existing guilds like the RWG or the
Screen Writers Guild, was made
because it was thought the conditions of television demanded a separate organization.
It also is believed that in back
of the minds of the organizers is
the desire to avoid any jurisdictional clash among existing guilds
through the ' creation of a completely new organization.
The meeting will be held at the
Holland House, New York. The
AL's television organizing committee, headed by Rex Stout, is making the arrangements. Evelyn
Burkey, secretary of the committee, is compiling a list of Authors
League freelance and staff television writers to whom invitations
will be sent. More than 100 writers are on the list.
The problem of how to handle
television has been the subject o;f
AL committee action for some
years.
The league's
council last
August authorized
the formation
of,;
a guild.

High TV Rating
THE Kid Gavilan-Ike Williams;
boxing bout on Jan. 28 received the
highest New York telerating ever
given a fight, accofrding to The
Pulse Inc., New York. Its 10:3C
p.m. rating was 50.7, topped that
evening only by the premiere of M
Admiral Radio Review, carried on
both WABD (TV) and WNBT
(TV) New York, 9-10 p.m. ,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BONFIG
'1949 TV and FM's Year'
THE TWO LARGEST? markets in
the electrical field for 1949 will be
television and FM, H. C. Bonfig,
vice president of Zenith Radio
Corp., predicted in an address
Wednesday at the Western Winter
Market in San Francisco.
"Nearly every AM set in our
more populous areas is ripe for rehe said. "FM
placement by FM,"
is a continuing,
growing business,
for each top quality set sold will
of itself create a market for several more."
Mr. Bonfig told the California
audience that television 'lias become a bonanza akin to that which
began in your state 100 years ago."
The Zenith official cautioned, however, against becoming so excited
about TV that the radio business
is forgotten. He doubted if the
time will ever come when all sections of the country are blanketed
by television. He said: "Even in
the most TV-conscious areas, manufacturers and dealers who underestimate radio are doing themselves a grave injustice."
Mr. Bonfig noted a trend away
from small manufacturers toward
a fewer number of large ones "who
have the capital, and the research
and manufacturing facilities required for the blue chip operation
that radio-television has become."
He said Zenith's Phonevision will
make TV stations possible in small
cities that could not possibly support them by advertising revenue
alone, resulting in a broadened
market for receivers.

VIDEO ETHICS

Strengthened at WWJ-TV
IN A memo to the staff of WWJTV Detroit, Harry Bannister, general manager, has reiterated the
station's self imposed standards
covering morals, propriety and the
li 3 social amenities. He pointed out
that: "Because television is more
vivid and compelling than radio, it
must be stricter and severer in its
ethics.
"Our television programming at
all times must be so meticulously
correct that no portion of our
schedule will give offense in the
slightest degree to anyone at any
time. ... A list of all taboos
would be too lengthy. In all cases,
good taste, propriety and the avoidance of offense must be the ultimate criteria." Mr. Bannister
charges the producer with responsibility in carrying out the
standards and points out that "he
is further empowered to cut off the
air — summarily — any offender, no
matter what the consequences may
be."

Package
Firm, Ready
WJZ-TV
Plan Nearly
POINT-OF-SALES video programming,
beamed directly to shoppers in
TV
PERS'
SHOP
large
super-markets,
will go into wide-scale operation sometime in the
early spring, according to Modell & Harbruck, New York television package producer, and WJZ-TV, key ABC outlet in New York.
The video firm plans to install
new uses for old products, interior
approximately 110 to 160 largedecorating, etc., directly to the
screen custom-built television remarketers and to the housewives
ceivers in some 100 local superat home.
markets in the New York metroFirst grocery chain to co-operate
politan area. The receivers will be
in the new type of point-of-sales
owned outright by Modell & Harprogramming, with contracts albruck, who will underwrite fees for
ready signed, is the Grand Union
their installation and servicing in
the markets. Sets will be fixed at supermarket chain, with offices in
New York City and stores in New
Channel 7 (WJZ-TV) for recepYork state and New Jersey. One
tion of specially produced prohundred Grand Union stores will
grams of interest to shoppers, and
will switch off automatically at have the video receivers, with a
end of M&H programs.
minimum of 25 of the chain's largest stores to be so equipped before
Modell & Harbruck and WJZ-TV
initial program airing.
are making final arrangements for
According to Arthur B. Modell,
the scheduling of a two-hour program, six days a week, to be conOKLA. U, MEET
ducted by Anne Russell, homemaker authority. Definite time for
Radio, TV Speakers Listed
the program has not been set,
PARTIAL list of speakers for the
although the 2-4 p.m. Mondayof Oklahoma's Annual Radio
through-Friday and 10 a.m. -12 U.
Conference on Station Problems
noon Saturday periods are being
March 3-5 was announced last
considered. Miss Russell will beam
week. The conference will be held
cooking hints, shopping specials,
at Oklahoma City and Norman,
seat of the university.
Listed as speakers on television
are:
TV EXPANSION
Frank Marx, ABC vice president, who
Census Inclusion Suggested
will discuss TV's technical problems;
P. A. Sugg, WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
"Getting Started in TV"; Seymour
TELEVISION will be a truly
Andrews, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, "A
nationwide institution a year from
Regional Film Service for TV Stations";
John Esau, KTUL Tulsa, "TV in Metronow, available to possibly elevenpolitan Markets," and Bob Greer,
twelfths of the states, Eugene S. WNOX Knoxville,
"A Plan for an InterThomas, general manager of WOIC
Station Film Exchange."
Theme of the conference is "Sur(TV) Washington, told the Washington Junior Board of Commerce
vival." Speakers discussing topics
at its Thursday luncheon.
under that general heading include :
Predicting from 80 to 100 staJohn Daly, KDMO Carthage, Mo.,
tions will be operating by that
"The ProblemNelms
of Survival";
Wayland
time, Mr. Thomas said service will Fullington,
and Fullington,
extend from Maine to Florida,
Springfield, "Getting Business for Small
across the southern half of the Stations"; James Curtis, KFRO Long"Developing
Marnation to the West Coast, north to view, Tex.,
kets"; Neil Ashlock,
KSWOLocalLawton,
Seattle and eastward through the Okla., "Getting Local Business"; Hall
Collinson, KTOP Topeka, "Developing
mountain states and Twin Cities
Local Programming"; R. B. McAlister,
to the Midwest. Opening of the KICA Clovis, N. M., "Management as a
Factor
in Survival."
high band, he added, will add hunA regional
news clinic will be
dreds of other cities.
headed by Sid Pietzsch, WFAA
Mr. Thomas spoke on the sub- Dallas, and a discussion panel on
ject, "How Television Will Help
small station problems will center
Washington and Your Business."
around transcribed talks by indusHe described impact of the visual
try leaders, arranged by Ted Cott,
medium on business, education and
WNEW New York. Lowe Runkle,
the home. Recalling how the de- of the Lowe Runkle Agency, Oklacennial census has provided invaluhoma City, will be chairman of a
able material for businessmen
problems sponthrough a count of radio sets, he sessionsored byonthe agency
Southwestern Assn. of
suggested addition of a TV quesAdvertising Agencies.
tion in the 1950 census would provide basic facts for an industry on
which $8 to $10 billion will be spent
in the next five years. This expenditure includes sets, stations and
time.
Television set sales this year will
reach the billion dollar mark, he
predicted, a record not attained by
radio receivers until 1947.

WELL WISHERS at recent opening of KNBH, Hollywood television outlet of
M^C^{\ to r): S. S. Fox, president and general manager of KDYL Salt Lake
City AM-TV operations; Sidney N. Strotz, NBC administrative vice president;
John Elwood, manager of KNBC San Francisco; Harry Butcher, owner of
KI^T Santa Barbara.
T e 1 e c a s ,t i n g
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president of Modell & Harbruck,
who has conducted several surveys
on the scheme, the 12 airtimehours-a-week viewed over receivers
in the minimum of 25 stores, is
expected to "hit 125,000 consumers
of super-market products at pointof - sales." Accommodations are
available for no more than 24 sponsors or 12 sponsors per hour on
the two-hour daily show.
Commercial time will be sold
across-the-board only to avoid
stalemates between advertisers on
"preferred time." Modell & Harbruck is collaborating with WJZTV's time sales department to set
up exclusive arrangements whereby sponsors
avoid product
plicationmay
within certain
lengths duof
time.
At open channel tests conducted
by the video package firm and WJZ
at a Grand Union supermarket on
upper Broadway, New York, on
Nov. 30, Dec.
1 andrepresented
2, "severalwent
advertising agencies
for itModell.
hook, line
sinker,"
Mr.
For and
the tests,
12 said
film
commercials were borrowed, and
sales results on products represented and customer "turnover"
were "amazing," according to the
video firm's president.
Negotiations are underway for
immediate expansion of the plan in
Washington, Detroit, Chicago and
Los Angeles, using ABC affiliate
stations exclusively, Mr. Modell
said.
Executive
vice president
of Modell & Harbruck
is Charles
A.
Harbruck,

RADIO-TV DEGREE
A. U. Offers Graduate Work
A GRADUATE in communication
with major
in radio-television studiesemphasis
was announced
today
by American U., Washington, to be
offered this year. Undergraduate
courses in this field have been given
at the university for several years
but this marks the first offering of
graduate work in radio-television,
journalism, and public relations.
Twenty graduate students have
already begun their work toward
a Master of Arts degree in communication, according to Dr. Paul
F. Douglass, American U. president. Gordon Hubbel, former program director of WMAL Washington, is director of the radio-television courses, which are taught exclusively by persons now working
in the industry.

A Station at $15,000 A Month
eledtatui

By GEORGE B. STOKER
AS OF NOW, we have found that
it is possible to operate a television station in a trading area of
half a million people on approximately $15,000 per month, exclusive of depreciation and amortization charges.
The experience of Fort Industry
Co. in three markets — Toledo, Detroit and Atlanta — indicates that
this can be done.
Currently, we have established
this budget for one of our TV
stations. The $15,000 budget for
the station is based on operations
without network programming via
coaxial cable. Hours of operation
are limited to test pattern and
program periods between 2 p.m.
and 10 p.m., six days per week.
Predicated upon certain assistance from the sister AM station,
we are confident we can continue
to operate this station under such
a budget.
And, at this point, we also are
able to determine the indicated
break-even point in future operaGEORGE B. STORER, president of The
Fort Industry Co., delivered a talk
before the CBS Television Clinic,
Jan. 21 on the operation of a television station in a trading market
of a half-million on a budget of
$15,000 monthly. AlthougS the clinic
was a closed meeting, his address
occasioned considerable comment.
Broadcasting invited Mr. Storer to
summarize the points made before
the clinic in this article. Fort Industry, under Mr. Storer, in the past
year and a half has been concerned
with putting three television stations on the air — WJBK-TV Detriot,
WAGA-TV Atlanta and WSPD-TV
Toledo. Fort Industry also owns
six AM stations; four on CBS: WWVA
Wheeling, WAGA Atlanta, WGBS
Miami and WMMN Fairmont (W.
Va.); WLOK Lima, Ohio on NBC, and
WJBK Detroit, independent.
tion of the TV station. We believe
that when such a station attains
an income of about $18,000 a
month, a break-even point, omitting depreciation and amortization
charges, will be reached.
However, reaching $18,000 per
month income in such a trading
area at present time is not an
easy accomplishment.
In one of our markets, for example, through an intensive selling
campaign before going on the air,
we developed monthly time sales
of $9,330. Five months later, after
a continuation of selling efforts, we
have attained only $10,739 a month
in sales.
It is now indicated that the solution to more time sales means
lengthening the broadcast day. We
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don't see how, with the present
limited set circulation, rate increases would be justified. So, extending hours on the air will increase expenditures — requiring
still further expenditure.
Detailed financial operations of
the kind of station here described
I outlined before the CBS Television Clinic in New York on Jan.
21. The decision to make public
such an outline was reached for
two reasons:
9 To counter reaction to reports that from $22,000 to $58,000 a week were being lost in
television by a station and that
therefore such losses were to be
expected, which is indeed frightening to prospective television station operators.
# To make public what we
believed is the true financial picture of conservative video operations to other CBS affiliates. By
doing this, we hoped to remove
the pall of fearsome financial fog
which has hovered over the radio
broadcasting industry for some
months past.
In making these figures public
now, to wider audiences, we feel
it necessary to be somewhat
guarded in details in order not to
hurt our own competitive position in our markets. Station rivalry
is already intense.
Our first television station cost
us $448,435.39. Here's the summary of its construction costs:
TRANSMITTER
Transmitter and transmitting
equipment
$104,017.11
Mobile truck and equipment 58,008.95
Building
83,987.69
Transmitter tower
59,908.93
Antenna system and feed
lines on tower
, 20,428.52
Land and improvements
tliereon
22,463.18
STUDIO
Broadcasting equipment
Lighting

$348,814.38
92,495.94
7,125.07
Total construction costs
$$448,435.39
99,621.01
These costs of $448,435.39 can
be substantially reduced if an
existing high building is utilized
to house transmitter and act as
the tower base. By so doing, as
much as $125,000 can be shaved
off the construction costs.
A breakdown of these construction costs is given at the end of
this article.
To operate a similar property,
the monthly budget can be summarized as follows:
Operating department $ 6,000.00
Production department 5,048.33
Sales department
1,525.00
Administrative and general 2,660.00
Total
$15,233.33
This monthly budget, too, will
be set forth in more detail at the
end of this article.
Included in the monthly operating budget are taxes and rentals

one projectionist and
one audioeramen, operator)
Auto expense
50.00
Engineering services
75.00
Heating, line
lights,installation
power
400.00
Remote
333.33
Remote line expense
150.00
Repairs and maintenance 100.00
Supplies
500.00
Tube Expense (Based on 50 1,000.00
hours weekly, including test
pattern
periods, 3 p.m.-ll.
p.m
average)

Mr. STORER
but not depreciation and amortization and interest. Our figures
show that with the $15,000 monthly
budget and the $10,000 monthly
revenue, our out of pocket or cash
loss would be about $60,000 per
year. Depreciation and amortization charges, but not including interest on our investment, add to
our cash loss the sum of at least
$80,000, making an anticipated
loss of $140,000 per year. To
this should be added a generous
sum for "starting up" extraordinary expenses in an amount of
not less than $25,000.
It would be wise to anticipate,
then, that a station such as we
have outlined will lose approximately $150,000 a year for an
undetermined period of time.
We further believe, however,
that a break-even point, exclusive
of amortization and depreciation,
can be achieved, at the $18,000
point, as mentioned before. For
the moment, we are making no estimate as to the break-even point
including these charges.
But we do forecast that profitable operations are possible in
the television field. That time will
come when we are able to do what
was necessary to make for profitable radio operations — go full time.
Any veteran of the radio business may recall that station operation was a tough problem in the
days of short operations. The entire picture changed when time
was sold practically around the
clock. We feel that this will be
necessary for television at a profit.
in further
detail,
here's
ourNow,
monthly
operations
budget:
OPERATING DEPARTMENT
Salaries, engineers and camera
operators
$2,935.00
(Includes half-time chief engine r, 2 transmitter
technicians,
one studio technician,
2 remote engineers, 2 cam-

Miscellaneous (Overtime, etc.) 543.33
$5, 456.67
Total
$6,000.00
PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
Salaries
$1,348.33
(Includes program manager,
asst. to program manager
(part time), stenographer
(half time), two part time
stage hands, photographer,
film and secretarial (halftime), announcer)
Cartage, freight and express 200.00
Film rentals
(Kine-CBS) 1,000.00
1,400.00
Film
rentals
Music license fees
150.00
Photos, film and suppUes 300.00
500.00
Kights
Studio stage supplies 150.00
Total
$5,048.33
SALES DEPARTMENT
Salaries, commissions
commission to agency and
national
representative $825.00
Advertising and publicity 250.00
Travel and entertainment 150.00
300.00
Sales promotion
Total
$1,525.00
ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL
Salaries (includes station mansecreager,
bookkeeper and receptary,
tionist stenographer,
(half-time), porter, *^'*29x9
watchman)
Cartage, freight and express
J„ „X
150.00
Insurance
Postage
^
,. ^^"U
Legal fees (local and Washington) ioo«»
s«
Repairs and maintenance ,s5
Printing, stetionery and suppUes 25.00
125.00
Telephone and telegraph
Travel and entertainment —
l*"*-'"'
l
ra
ne
ge
Taxes
Payrolland personal
Real
Rent Total

50.00
$1,985.00
350.00
275.00

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Transmitter and Transmitting
TV
transmitter
S2
$2,660.00
Sideband
filter *'§'5$2
f'SSS SS
Equipment
Monitoring demodu
equipment
„l!
Waveform
lator '^'Sxi
X?2ft!!
Power
supply
unit
'SsS
Meg
asw
eep
oesnnnn
Loudspeakers
Limiting
amplifier
„X
(2)
^ 5s„
onS no
Diplexer
o'^SSnS
Distortion meter
ilann
2,400.00
oscilloscope
»&u.uw
load
Dummysweep
Video
generator
^'Sq2
S2
mstallafor
r
enginee
Service
oo
741.
on
tiaudio
Pushbutton
oscillator Ji?
^?* !;?
X„
Visual frequency
monitors

^bS.oo
Frequency
Aural
stationmet
monitorer
Miscellaneous
Total
$104,017.77
NT
AND EQUIPME
TRUCK
MOBILE field
Camera
pickup
pmen
equi
transmitter
^'l^S-SS
andt relay $32,500.00
relay receiver
Field
Field
control
desk
??5
xx
antennas
STO O"
32 telephoto
lenses
M25„S
Power regulator
' nn
Oscilloscope
290.00
Oscilloscope
^52o2
Hallicrafter receiver
Miscellaneous items
2,043.30
Total
$48,750.85
(Continued on page 57)
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It takes
make

more

than a transmitter to

a first-class television station. The

status of a television station can be
measured

WMAR-TV

by the completeness

of the

services it offers its clients and
munity.
for

com-

Services

In Maryland, it's WMAR-TV
for
completeness of services offered to its
cKents and audiences. Two

completely

equipped mobile units give on-the-spot
service. A completely equipped motion
picture camera unit offers the services of
local film shows; film commercials, local
film clips and animated show introductions. And, of course, a completely
equipped studio offers all the necessary
services for a finished studio show.
In addition to these three basic services,
WMAR-TV

offers the services of its

television art department and promotion
department. AU these, plus a deep understanding and appreciation of the community it serves, makes

WMAR-TV

program service complete.
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DETAILS of a musical scholarship audition program are
drafted by (I to r) Harmon
Hyde, WPJB (FM) Providence
program director; William Koster, station manager, and Prof.
Arlen Coolidge, Brown U.
music dept.

LOUIS G. COWAN (r), package
producer, congratulates Paul
Nay of Jane Lew, W. Va., winner of "Oscar" on Mr. Cowan's R. F. D. America, for
being nation's "Farm Champion of the Year."
NBC SPAC members are (seated, I to
r) Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit;
Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee;
Martin Campbell, WFAA Dallas,
chairman; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, secretary; Ed Yocum,
KGHL Billings; (standing) Harold
Burke, WBAL Baltimore; John Outler Jr., WSB Atlanta; Clair McCollough, WGAL Lancaster; Wiley
Harris, WJDX Jackson; Ewing Kelly,
KCRA Sacramento.

>WELL Watts, KLZ Denver farm reirter, interviews "Arthur Godfrey,"
champion steer in Denver's Nat.
'estern Stock
held by his owner, RuthShow,
Ann Harkness.
HEN one KSD-TV St. Louis spot
oduced over 4,000 requests for free
incil, Leonard Lipic, head of offerg firm, appeared on air to explain
le unexpected problem of
shipping delay. ''^^r

DEMONSTRATING radio introduced
Amazo Instant Dessert , to Pittsburgh Radio and TV Club are (I
to r) George Tone, KDKA Pittsburgh;
Gladys Borne, WISR Butler, and
m Carl Dozer, WCAE
burgh.
Pitts-

NEW building for Atlanta Journal,
WSB Atlanta licensee, is discussed on
WSB Views of the News by (I to r)
George Biggers, Atlanta Journal Co.
pres.; Wright Bryan, editor, and
James Cox Jr., v. p. and son of owner.
COVERING Denver Red Cross Drive
arc (I to r) Roland Harriman, nat.
fund chairman; Lloyd Yoder, KOA
Denver gen. mgr., and Jack Foster,
Rocky Mountain News editor
and Denver fund chairman. "^^^

JOINT meeting of Boston Ad Club
and Radio Executives Club Jan. 25
heard FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
(second from I) shown with (I to r)
Charles Kolster and Walter Butterworth, both FCC, and William McGrath, Executive Club president and
WHDH Boston managing di"^^^
rector.

NAB Standards are reviewed at Chicago Radio Management Club by (I
to r) Hal Rorke, J. Walter Thompson;
Judge Miller, NAB; Arthur Harre,
WJJD Chicago; William McGuineas,
club pres., WGN Chicago; Kay Kennelly, club treas., Olion Adv.; Auguste
Mathieu,
Off - the - Street

Club dir.

"^^^^

yje^t/i

oMe/i

^€€tAy

{^keM

Here are some of the veterans on WFAA . . .
twelve firms that have used WFAA for 15 years or
longer. Thirteen others have been with WFAA
between ten and fifteen years; and 26 for more than
five years.
honey
downtown restaurant

B & B Cafe
T. W. Burleson & Son
Interstate Cotton Oil
Font Milling Co.
W. A. Green

Mrs. Tucker's shortening
and margarine
flour and baking powder
department store

Linz Brothers
Lone Star Gas Co.
McGaugh

Hosiery

"Doc" Jackson's Garage
Bulova Watch Co.
General Mills
Proctor & Gamble

^cee^

{xmvma

im^

It takes "Know How" to keep sponsors
happy, and WFAA is mighty proud of its
renewal record, with 5/ sponsors who have
kept coming back for five, ten, fifteen years
or longer.
Renewals depend on results! And these oldtimers on WFAA's list of advertisers know
that results are the combined product of
programming know-how, fine production
facilities, as well as comprehensive coverage
and established audience. It takes them all to
build the kind of sales that WFAA advertisers
demand and get I
Represented Nationally
EDWARD RETRY and COMPANY

jewelers
public utility
hosiery manufacturer
auto repairs
watch manufacturers
food products
soap products

DALLAS
820
NBC
•
570
ABC
TEXAS
QUALITY
NETWORK
Radio Service of the DALLAS MORNING NEWS
By order of fCC, WFAA shares time on both Frequencies
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Interconnection
lETWORK

Policy

Debated

TV

CHARGES of monopoly and delay to television were raised and denied
last week as the fight over American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s policy
on "interconnection" of its network television facilities entered its final
pre-decision round before FCC.
The telephone company on one
hand and representatives of the
proposed findings were Television
telecasting industry on the other
Broadcasters Assn.; Allen B. DuMont Labs, which relays direct
summarized their respective views
pickups from its WABD (TV) New
in proposed findings and concluYork to WNHC-TV New Haven,
sions submitted for study by FCC
Conn.; Philco Corp., which operates
in reaching its own decision.
a radio relay between Philadelphia
The question, explored in several
and New York. Western Union also
weeks of hearings before FCC Exhas a New York-Philadelphia link.
aminer J. Fred Johnson Jr. [Broadcasting, Oct. 4, 11, Nov. 8, Dec. 6,
Discussing its intercity TV facilities, which television spokesmen
1948], involves AT&T's policy
claimed to be inadequate, AT&T
against connecting its intercity
television facilities with those of said extension of the present netother companies except where the
work "to complete the link between
telephone company has none of its the Midwest and the West Coast
own available. This phase is Part I will come, after 1950."
of an investigation of the network
The telephone companies' investtelevision rates of both AT&T and
ment in network video facilities,
Western Union.
the brief reported, approximates
AT&T defended its policy as
$20 million, "and it is obvious that
the nationwide network which
being vital for "efficiency of operation and for dependability and
[they] plan will require the investment of sums many times as
quality
service."
Broadcasters
who filedofbriefs
reiterated
that it
would retard television, while
AT&T Contention
Western Union argued the telegreat."
phone company should be required
AT&T contended that "unreto link AT&T facilities with Weststricted interconnection" would "inern Union's and other common
crease the cost of service and adcarriers', but not with private
versely affect the rates." The combroadcasters'.
pany's policy promotes "orderly
The telephone company recently
and rapid development" of nationamended its interconnection tariffs
wide intercity networks, the comto make clear that a private telepany declared. Its findings were
caster who can't get AT&T interprepared by John T. Quisenberry,
city service and installs his own
now general counsel of Chesapeake
facilities will be permitted to link
& Potomac Telephone Companies;
them with AT&T equipment for
S. Whitney Landon, general attorney of the AT&T Long Lines Dept.,
"at least 36 months," even if AT&T
puts in facilities to his city in the
and Ernest D. North, Long Lines
attorney.
meantime. This is true if the broadcaster needs intercity service for
Western Union, in findings premore than three months and if
pared by William Wendt, noted
AT&T can't reach him within 12 that its own intercity relay "is
months. Where the service is needpresently inoperative because of
ed for less than three months, the the AT&T restrictive tariff pro"particular
each
case. circumstances" govern
WU held that (1) refusal of a
visions."
Television groups who entered
common carrier to interconnect
with another common carrier is
"unreasonable and unlawful," but
On All Accounts
(2) refusal to interconnect with a
private
carrier is not.
(Continued from page 20)
Western Union agreed with
was appointed to the vice presidency of the agency in charge of AT&T in interpreting FCC's policies as meaning "that the field of
all radio and television.
intercity television relaying should
In his present capacity he superbe pre-empted by the common carvises such shows as WABD (TV)
New York's Amateur Hour, and
TEA claimed "the [TV] faciliOld Gold Party Time, both sponriers."
ties of the telephone company are
sored by P. Lorillard & Co., as
inadequate, its plans tentative, and
well as the quarter hour of ABC's
its [interconnection] rule coercive."
Stop the Music sponsored by LoThe TBA findings, prepared by
rillard. In addition, he supervises
Thad H. Brown Jr. of Roberts &
the production of television comMclnnis, Washington, held that
mercials for Lustre Cream and
"actual
application of the rule in
Lysol.
the past has resulted in absurd imA member of the Westchester
practicalities and wastage, conCountry Club, Mr. Keesely has been
trary to the public interest and to
married since 1931 to the former
a stable television industry."
Florence Bosen. Rivaling his adcreates a "monopoly,"
theThe
briefrules
continued.
vertising skill is his after-hours
proficiency as a landscape artist.
A television broadcaster "should
have the right of election as to the
He created the admirable setting
video relay facilities which he will
for his ov;n Westchester home.
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use in meeting the requirements of
the Commission and the public interest," TBA asserted.
Philco Corp., in a brief prepared
by Henry B. Weaver of Shea &
Weaver, Washington, told FCC
that the television art "should not
be frozen at its present state by
delivering this entire field [intercity video facilities] to one comPhilco said FCC should "encourage anyone who is prepared to
contribute to the establishment of
intercity links for the transmission
of pany."
television programs, whether by
private relay or common carrier."
The AT&'T interconnection policy
is "a definite hindrance to the establishment of a rapid, efficient,
nationwide television service not
only because it limits the construction of new television stations in
areas where the telephone company
cannot offer network facilities, but
also because it restricts development and research in the field of
intercity transmission of television
signals," the brief continued.
PJiilco claimed it is "unreasonable" to have intercity bandwidths
narrower than those at the transmitter, and said: "Therefore,
standards for all circuits prior to
the transmitter should be established and a conference between
industry and the Commission
should be held in the very near
future, to the end that the Commission can promulgate such standIn a 115-page summary, DuMont
told FCC that the telephone company's policy "fosters an unlawful
ards."
and
unreasonable monopoly."
The rule would give AT&T a
control over the production of intercity facilities and "would preclude any extensive development of
microwave transmission equipment
by Coaxial
others," services
the briefofcontinued.
AT&T will
not permit "maximum development" within 6 me channels, and
"restrict quality of reception below
that presently practicable with
radio relay transmission and existing commercial receivers," FCC
was told.
"Construction of any interconnection rule so as to prevent the
recording and delayed transmission
of television programs is unreasonable," the brief maintained.
DuMont's findings were prepared
by Leon Jourolmon Jr. and William A. Roberts of the Washington
law firm of Roberts & Mclnnis.

TEN out of 14 "first" in semi-annual
TV "Personality and Program" survey, conducted by Teleguide Magazine,
weekly Washington and Baltimore
program guide, have been awarded
NBC-WNBW Washington stars and
shows. On basis of 2,500 votes Johnny
Bradford, WNBW singer, was chosen
No. 1 television personality and his
program, Television Journal, heard
nightly on station, was named favorite
video show in D. C.

MELVIN L. GOLD, president of National Television Film Council, and
Emerson Yorke, secretary of the
American Television Society, exchange votes of confidence by signing applications for membership an
each other's organization during National Television Film Conference at
Hotel Biltmore, New York, Jan. 24.
Feature
(Continued from page 20)
ports its FM signal is consistently
received at distances more than 100
miles from Minneapolis-St. Paul
proper. WTCN-TV test patterns
reach out solidly for 50 miles, and
are reported clearly at many points
up to 80 miles.
The range of broadcast relay
KNGL is more than 25 miles, while
the picture range of the TV microwave is expected to be better than
20 miles. The cue station, WAFY,
is easily received by the mobile
unit at any location within 25
miles, the station reports.

AFM's FUND

%VA

Miriion Distributed

A TOTAL of $1,498,284.23 was distributed to American Federation
of Musicians members from James
C. Petrillo's AFM welfare-royalty
fund during the fiscal year ending
April 30, 1948, according to a report of the Joint Committee on
Labor Relations.
An unexpended balance of $3,061,070.39 was reported by the
committee, which functions under
the chairmanship of Sen. Joseph H.
Ball. The committee was created
to study the application of the
Taft-Hartley
ment relations.Act to union-manageAllocations to each AFM local,
earmarked for public performances
to give employment to members
during 1948, were at a rate of $9.40
for each of its first 5,000 members
and $1.78 for each member over

AFM supplied the Congressional
5,000.
committee data showing that contributions of the recording companies had financed a total of
10,764 performances. Details as to
the exact number of individual
musicians who participated in each
project was not given.
BROADCASTING
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w.
'hen a single radio station
pulls cash orders from nearly
three-quarters of the states in
the entire nation. . brother,
that's selling.
And that's what happened
on KDKA.
A

midnight announcement

for plastic aprons, repeated six
times, attracted more than 1 ,800
customers. . from 105 counties
in 3 1 states. Each customer sent
a dollar, or more!
If that's the kind of salesaction you want for your product, get on KDKA now! Check
Free & Peters for availabilities.

NBC
^

BROADCASTING

AFFILIATE

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TY
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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are

always

On the surface there may

better

not seem

than

to be much

one

similarity

between over- water locomotion and broadcast advertising... But
in the city of Baltimore, Maryland, there lies an exact parallel.
For Baltimore, with a fair array of broadcasting stations for a
city of its extensive size and buying power, has only one broadcaster . . . WBAL . . . that offers advertisers a powerful combination of both AM

and Television under the same aegis \

The advantages of this ? Very simple . . . and very interesting.
With WBAL

and WBAL-TV

used in combination

. . .you can promote your shows both ways
. . . you can publicize your talent both ways
. . .you can merchandise

your product (or service) both ways

*under the same roof for that matter. Both WBAL and WBAL-TV are luxuriously housed
at 2610 North Charles Street, Baltimore 18, Md.

Your advertising in one medium

reinforces and strengthens

your effort in the other . . . with the net resuk that each sales
message you broadcast, on either AM

or TV, has a commercial

power that will strike envy into the heart of your strongest

1090 KC

competitor.

NBC

In fact, the WBAL
many

6t/B/IL

combination

50 KW

Affiliate

has proved so strong that

advertisers— who have as yet used only one of the two

media— have derived large indirect sales benefits from the fact
that both exist on WBAL.
So ... if you have an eye (and an ear) for the rich Baltimore
market, come and see us. WBAL

will help keep your advertis-

(t/BMTV
Channel 11 36.2 KW
NBC

Affiliate

Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Co.

ing effort, your sales curve and the figures in your ledger all
headed in the right direction . . . because
in Baltimore^

WBAL

— and

only WBAL

iJBM
— offers both

and

ti/B/IL-TV

Ghosts

Crisis, 1949 Edition
RADIO IS in the toils of another cycle. There
are cosmic sunspot cycles and man-made brickbat cycles and broadcaster-conceived reorganization cycles.
This new cyclic development is a polyglot
of brick-bat and reorganization. There are
warring factions within radio. And there's
Congressional unrest (at least in the Senate
wing) that is having reverberations in this
hemisphere, at the FCC and in radio ranks.
A new trade association of independent stations is being formed under the leadership
of Ed Craney, the rugged individualist from
the West who has been in the forefront of
just about every reorganization of the last two
decades. It is basically anti-clear channel. Of
Its very nature it is anti-NAB. It has antinetwork facets. It disagrees with the FCC,
particularly on clear channels and power.
NAB, in its quarter-century, has undergone
several stem-to-stern reorganizations. Each
occurred after splinter groups to serve particular segments of radio had been set up. There
are now more AM's, plus TV and FM, which
add impetus to another reorganization.
Past conflicts have been confined mainly to
radio ranks. Currently there's the unprecedented spectacle of the chairman of the Senate
committee charged with radio legislation —
Sen. Ed C. Johnson of Colorado — personally
plumping for an independent organization.
In the last couple of weeks, Chairman Johnson has moved with such verve and vigor that
(1) the FCC can't make an allocation without
prior consultation; (2) the State Department
has its hands tied on preparation of uninhibited plans for the next NARBA sessions to
devise new allocations and principles governing use of the standard band on this continent;
(3) every action of the FCC is subject to
■'watch-dog" scrutiny of the Senate Committee; (4) Stratovision (skycasting) is threatened with being stopped in the laboratory.
The right of Sen. Johnson to pursue this
course, or the sincerity of his purpose cannot
be questioned. Independent broadcasters, likewise, have a perfect right to set up an organization of their own to achieve common ends,
particularly if they are not satisfied with the
prevailing trade association stewardship. But
the validity of their views, and the wisdom of
their action, are open to question. There's
another side of the story to be heard.
There's need for coordinate action. Nothing
can be gained if the legislative branch, or any
segment of it, pulls in one direction, the
regulatory agency in another, while stations
and licensees split up into diverse groups
working at cross-purposes. The U. S. delej gation to NARBA in Montreal next September
must be a solid front if we are to avoid a
fiasco in which we would stand to lose again.
The NAB has a reorganization committee
at work under the able chairmanship of Clair
R. McCollough, an independent broadcaster.
Mr. Craney, in 1937, himself was a member of
the NAB reorganization committee of that
troubled period. Sen. Johnson is new in radio
regulation. Chairman Coy hasn't had his day
in legislative court since he assumed the chairmanship a year ago.
So before 30 years of radio progress and
know-how, during which time the public hasn't
complained, is thrown into turmoil, there
should be a meeting of radio minds. The leadership isthere. There needn't be another crisis.
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With

Blue

Noses

TELEVISION is today's target of the counterclockwise critics. This little band, whose
motto is "whatever the public likes is wrong,"
has long known that a vigorous denunciation
of the public's current fancy is a sure route
to headlines and featured spots on forums.
The spectacularly enthusiastic reception
video has received makes it a certain target
for attention of the reverse-English boys.
Within the last week Dean Kenneth Bartlett
of Syracuse U. stated that Americans are becoming "more and more sit-downish," placing
the blame on TV. If that is true, television
can easily correct it by more programs like the
setting-up exercises telecast by WABD (TV)
New York. The charge of American laziness
has a too-familiar ring. Remember Hitler's
"decadent democracies" ?
Most critics of video attack it for its mental
rather than physical effects. Dr. Reinhold
Niebuhr, noted theologian, has predicted a
"further vulgarization" of the nation's cultural
standards because of television's debasing influence. He is only one of scores of "out of
the radio family" critics. Arthur Godfrey is
the prime target-of-the-moment for having
displayed a toy toilet on his show. Without
attempting to justify his breach of taste, we
might point out that Mr. Godfrey's brash disregard of radio's traditional taboos was a major factor in his climb to stardom.
Telecasting is new to all — to producers as
well as actors. It is no surprise that such a
lusty infant sometimes kicks the slats of convention out of its crib.
To judge an infant by the standards of maturity isunfair and somewhat ridiculous. The
video art is now only old enough to be taking
its first hesitant steps. It frequently starts
in one direction and ends up somewhere else,
meriting praise if it has managed to keep on
its feet throughout the journey.
Because television is an infant art, those
in charge of its development have responsibilities beyond those applicable to one that
has come of age. They are responsible in law
and fact to see that what goes into the American home is in keeping with the atmosphere
of the home. Entertainers must be reminded
that what evokes the loudest laughs from a
night club crowd, may be unfit for home consumption. Radio has been kept fit for the
family by the vigilance of the broadcasters
themselves. They can and must do the same
job in television if they do not want to surrender their editorial control to an outside censor,
like those who now control movie producers.
News m the News
NEWS IS in the news.
In Washington, the House Un-American Activities Committee, which has both triumphed
and blundered all over the legislative landscape in its quest for Commies, blunders again
by voting to exclude radio recorders, newsreels,
television and photographers from its hearings.
In Baltimore, three stations and a commentator are fined for violating the archaic "gag"
on publication (by print, microphone or video)
of crime news. The case was appealed.
And in New York, State Senator Thomas C.
Desmond has introduced a News Privilege Bill
specifically providing that radio newsmen shall
be accorded equal protection with newspapermen, to "safeguard the public interest."
Although the facts vary, the principle is
identical. Freedom of information covers all.
Members of the House Committee, and the
judges of the Maryland courts, would do well
if they exchanged briefs with Senator Desmond. And they might read the Bill of Rights
again.

HAROLD

JOHN BOCK

HAVING
been phase
associated
just about
every other
of thewith
entertainment
industry, it was not exactly unexpected
that Hal Bock would wind up in television.
As KNBH (TV) Hollywood went on the air
last month under his direction, as NBC manager of western network television, Mr. Bock
brought to it at least three years of learning, planning and building. And with his background as a reporter and publicist, the operais certain always to boast an "open door"
news tionpolicy.

TI
*j
'!

He is one of those California "natives" who
was born somewhere else — ^Avoca, Wis., on May
17, 1909. Thirteen years later, his family
migrated to Long Beach, Calif. His news bent
led to cub reporting for the Long Beach Sun,
while attending Long Beach Junior College.
After graduation in 1928, Hal Bock went to
work on the paper fulltime, doing theatre reviews and covering lunch clubs among his several chores. And it was while covering "the
chicken and pea circuit" as he describes
luncheon clubs, he learned a valuable point I
applicable to speech-making and show busines .. . "keep it short and sweet."
Late in 1929, Mr. Bock went north to San
Francisco as bureau manager of Inside Facts,
a theatrical paper covering all phases of show
business. During this time he wrote what was
probably the first radio column in a theatrical
Radio seemed like a good spot to head for,
but he had to wait two years before being able
paper.
to
get a job with NBC. And he finally did
with what was known as the Press-Radio Bureau. For a year he was newswriter and newscaster until the function was eliminated.
At this time Mr. Bock became correspondent
for Broadcasting in San Francisco and continned in that job after becoming publicity director of KFRC San Francisco. During this
period, he worked alongside of many others
who have since become known in the radio industry— Cecil Underwood, Meredith Willson, Al
Pearce, Walter Bunker, Arnold Maguire and
Jack Van Nostrand.
While with KFRC, a waterfront strike developed into a general strike. And Hal Bock
was pressed into service as a newsman. As
such he was first a reporter and leg-man. Then
he hot-footed it back to the studios to write
and broadcast his own material.
Following this, he put together a 30-minute
dramatic narration on the strike situation
which was aired on the regional CBS network
(Continued on page ^8)
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Was he propKet or poet who wrote of
music, almost two centuries ago, "There
is in souls a sympathy with sounds . . . the
ear is pleased ... and the heart replies..."?
We think William Cowper was both.
For he foretold with uncanny accuracy
why advertisers on WQXR

do so well.

Good music, selectively programmed and
constantly beamed, brings them a choice
audience of more than half a million
New York families . . . lovers of good
things who have also the means to buy
them. So constant are these listeners to
WQXR

that no other station in this big-

gest and richest of all markets reaches
them so effectively. Day m, day out, "the
ear is pleased . . . and the heart replies." A
thought worth pondering if your tastes
run to poets ... or to profits.

ANDWQXR-FM
RADIO STATIONS OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
BROADCASTING
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Respects
(Continued from page ^6)
and finally on the full network.
BBC also carried it. Mr. Bock received acall from the London Times
for details before the situation was
jnded.
Finally NBC beckoned in May
1935, asking Mr. Bock to go to
Hollywood as publicity manager,
servicing the one or two programs
then originating from there. The
NBC Hollywood staff included one
engineer, one studio manager, one
janitor and one secretary.
When the network's western
headquarters shifted to Hollywood
from San Francisco, Mr. Bock continued as Hollywood publicity manager. In 1938, he became western
letwork press manager and served
•s such until 1945 when he became
lirector of public relations.
In February 1946 he )ecame
.vestern television manager in addition to his public relations duties.
Early in 1948 when NBC was
given a green light for its own Los
Angeles channel, Hal Bock ceased
to operate in any channel other
than television. Officially his public relations duties ended, but the
lessons learned are with him in his
every daily move.
He has reached one definite conclusion about the medium: When
anyone asks whether he's a TV expert he has one reply, "Yes, proyou aren't."
Mr. videdBock
is a member of the
L. A. Junior Chamber of Commerce. Organizationally he's a director of the Author's Club of
Hollywood and the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences, and is
a member of the Los Angeles Advertising Club, Hollywood Ad Club
and Sigma Delta Chi.
In 1926, Hal Bock first met Sybil
Chism, then an organist at the
Strand Theatre in Long Beach.
When he got back to Los Angeles
after his stretch in San Francisco,
the two decided to play a duet. And
they did on June 4, 1936.
They live on the Sunset Strip in
Hollywood on a hill overlooking
Giro's. Mr. Bock has been to that
club twice in three and a half
years.
Night clubs are definitely not his
hobby but pipes are, and he can
White Visits HT
FORMER SENATOR Wallace H. White Jr. (R-Me.)
visited the White House .Jan.
31 to add President Truman's photograph to his collection of autographed pictures of American presidents.
Mr. White, former Senate
Republican leader and chairman of the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, has autographed photo^aphs of every president
since Grover Cleveland. Presid^ir-t Truman inscribed on
the picture he gave to Mr.
White, "To My Good Friend
and Colleague With Every
Wish for His Health and
Prosperity "
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ly as-&
former
ARB,
stein
ELISHA GOLDF
with Lauter
sociated
Brown, general counsel for Mutual for past four and a half years,
has been appointed MBS counsel.
Lauterstein & Brown firm continues
as general counsel.
W. FERRON HALVORSON, former
director of sales and advertising at
KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D., has been appointed station manager of WCAT
Rapid City, S. D., owned by the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology. Mr. Halvorson was previously
director of radio training and assistant professor of speech at St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minn., where he
also supervised some activities at
WCAL, the college station. During the
war, he served in the Navy as coordinator of entertainment and athletic
activities.
MAURICE MITCHELL, director of
the broadcast advertising division of
the NAB, will teach a course in
"Radio Station Management" at
American U., Washington, this spring.
DEE W. PINCOCK, senior attorney
for the FCC, will conduct the university's course in radio and television
policies and regulations, and RALPH
BURGIN, NBC producer, a course in
the use of music for radio and television programs.
.TOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager
KNBC San Francisco, has been reelected president of the San Francisco
Downtown Assn. for second term,
Association is organization of more
than 1,000 business men and firm
representatives.
pick most any shape of a smoke he
might be in a mood for, from
among his collection of 60 odd
"boilers."
When it's not time for tee — he's
a golfer — or a smoke, there's music
in the air at the Bock menage with
Sybil at their own Hammond organ and the guests lending their
vocal chords.
FLEMING NEWBOLD
'Star' President Dies
FLEMING NEWBOLD, 75, president of The Evening Star Newspapaper Co., publishers of The Evening Star and Sunday Star, «Washington, died unexpectedly at his
home Jan. 31. He also served as a
director of The Evening Star
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WMAL AM-FM-TV Washington.
Mr. Newbold was born in Dayton, Ohio, on April 11, 1-873. He
joined The Star in 1890, serving in
various capacities until he became
president on Feb. 18, 1948. Surviving are two daughters, Mrs.
John Legendre of Aiken, S. C, and
Mrs. James Bush of St. Louis; four
grandchildren, Nancy Ryan, Allan
Ryan III, Serena Stewart and
Janet Legendre, and three nephews.

EDMUND SOUHAMI, NBC attorney,
has been appointed labor relations
assistant to ERNEST de la OSSA, director of network personnel. Mr.
Souhami has been representing NBC's
legal department in labor negotiations for the past two years, and is
a member of the Copyright Committee of the Bar Assn. of the City of
New York.
BERNARD L. YOUNG has been appointed general manager of WLOG
Logan, W. Va., after eight years with
WTOL Toledo, Ohio.
WALTER MILLAR has been appointed assistant to the manager in charge
of all program operations at WMOB
Mobile, Ala. He has been with station for past three years, serving as
anrfouncer and more recently in sales
department.
DALE TAYLOR, general manager of
WENY Elmira, N. Y., has been elected president of the Arctic League Inc.
League directs all fund raising projects in the area.
RALPH PATT has resigned as general manager of WDOD Chattanooga,
Tenn. NORMAN THOMAS and EARL
WINGER, co-owners of th§ station,
will direct its administration, while
BRYAN J. BUSH, former local salesman, will be in charge of sales. Mr.
Patt has announced no future plans.
MORGAN CRAIG, general manager
of WGCD Chester, S. C, has been
elected by the local Junior Chamber
of Commerce as the city's "Outstanding Man of the Year."
IDEAL PICTURES
Purchased by Esquire Inc.
IDEAL Pictures Corp. has been
purchased by Esquire Inc., publisher of Coronet, Esquire and Apparel Arts and producer of Coronet Films, David A. Smart, chairman of the board of Esquire, announced last week.
Ideal has 18 branches in this
country and Hawaii and, according
to Mr. Smart, is the largest library
operation in the 16mm film field.
It services non-theatrical films to
roadshow operators, television stations and schools, clubs and individuals. Paul R. Fought will be
Ideal's new general manager.
Marion Harvey, chairman of the
board of Ideal, and S. J. Sperberg,
its vice president, who sold their
interests, will continue to be associated with Ideal.

MUNICIPAL TV
Evans Named to Supervise
SETTLING for the proverbial
half-a-loaf ,' and setting up a modified television operation in lieu of
a costly and currently impossible
city-operated video station. New
York's Mayor William O'Dwyer
last week appointed Clifford Evans,
former newspaperman, as supervisor of television for the Municipal Broadcasting System.
According to Seymour N. Siegel,
director of the city radio system,
city officials have for some time
been considering the establishment
of a complete television station to
operate with WNYC and WNYCFM New York. However, because
of the prohibitive initial cost (some
$282,000) and approximate $150,000 annual operating cost, and the
current FCC freeze on the available frequencies, expected to be
maintained until higher frequencies are obtainable, the present setup was organized so that the city
systemoperation.
could "get its feet wet" in
video
Mr. Evans will supervise a modest television film unit, for which
the City Board of Estimate has appropriated $17,822. Programs will
be scheduled on such civic interests
as public health, public safety,
water conservation and community
cultural activities, and will be
made available free of charge to
commercial television stations in
New York. Stations in the area
have already requested the cityproduced programs for the following reasons, as outlined by Mr.
Siegel :
1. Public service.
2. Program material which is
hoped to be of exceptional high
standard, at no cost to the station
airing it.
3. Helping the city.
Six employees will be active in
the new television unit, including
Mr. Evans, who will receive $7,000
a year; a cameraman at $5,000
yearly, and an electrician in charge
of lighting at $4,000 annually. Sixteen millimeter cameras will photograph city government activities
and other events, with voices and
music either to be dubbed in via
tape recordings, or picked up simultaneously bysound camera.
Mr. Evans was formerly a reporter and feature writer on newspapers in New York and Washington, and worked in recent years as
program director for WLIB Brooklyn, and as vice president in charge
of public affairs for WHLI and
WHLI-FM Hempstead, L. I.
Denker Book
RADIO WRITER Henry Denker
has completed a novel, I'll Be Right
Home, Ma, to be published Feb. 21
by Thomas Y. Crowell Co. The
book is Mr. Denker's first fulllength novel. He has written radio
scripts for Columbia Workshop,
Readers' Digest radio program,
OWI, Cavalcade of America and
others.

Miles W. Vaughn
MILES W. VAUGHN, 57, United
Press vice president and general
manager for Asia, was drowned
Jan. 30 in Tokyo Bay when the
sampan carrying him and a party
of duck hunters capsized.
BROADCASTING
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RAILROADING''

OF

A. A. R/s FAMOUS

PROVIDES

COMPREHENSIVE

INDEX

Press

the

''QUIZ

AUTHENTIC
COVERING

ON

DATA,
OVER

RAILROADS

WITH
700

EASY-TO-USE,

TOPICS.

Here's a valuable, authoritative
source of railroad information in
Hi I

handy question-and-answer form,
completely indexed to give you
up-to-date information
American railroading.

about

Assembled in easy-to-read groupings are compact answers to more
than 250 questions covering
American railroads, their history,
physical properties, operations,
accomplishments, and the role
that they play in every phase of
American life.
This is the seventh edition of this
popular, useful book. It's particularly valuable to editors, writers,
and commentators because of its
capsule breakdown of each subject and detailed subject index.
To get your copy of this new edition of "Quiz on Raihoads and
Railroading," or extra copies for
your staff, just mail the coupon.

^^ssoe/mo/i/

of

WASHINfiTON 6, D. C.
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FREE
Press and Radio Section, Association of American Railroads,
Room 928, Transportation BIdg., Washington 6, D. C.
Please send me
copies of "Quiz on Railroads and
PLEASE PRINT
Railroading."
Name
-.
: .
Address-Zone-StateGitv
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WVTL DROPS CP
Says TV Future Uncertain
BECAUSE of engineering and economic uncertainty in television's
future, the Utica, N. Y., ObserverDispatch has surrendered its construction permit for WVTL (TV)
Utica.
Deletion of the station was
granted by the secretary of the
FCC last Wednesday, effective Jan.
27, date of expiration of the CP.
The permit was granted in May
1948 for Channel 3 (66-70 mc) with
effective radiated power of 15.5 kw
visual and 7.5 kw aural. An application for extension of completion date to September 1 also
was dismissed.
With the deletion of WVTL
there now are 116 television permits authorized, plus seven licensed
stations. A total of 57 video outlets are operating.
The Observer-Dispatch, a Frank
Gannett paper, previously held
authorization for an FM station in
Utica, WKCJ, which was deleted
at the paper's request last year.
Gannett newspapers in other cities
own or have interest in WHEC
Rochester, WE NY Elmira, WHDL
Clean and WABY Albany, N. Y.;
WDAN Danville, 111., and WTHT
Hartford, Conn. TV applications
pend in Rochester, Elmira and
Hartford.
Other TV Station
There is one other video station
under construction in Utica,
WKAL-TV, owned by the Copper
City Broadcasting Corp., licensee
of WKAL Rome, N. Y. WKALTV holds CP for Channel 13 (210216 mc) in Utica. There are no
pending video applications for that
city.
J. David Hogue, vice president
of the Observer-Dispatch, told the
Commission that his firm's TV application had been filed early in
1948 and "since that time there
have been many developments
affecting the future trend of this
industry, both of an engineering
and economic nature." He said, "It
is our considered judgment that
there is too much uncertainty surrounding the immediate future to
justify for us the substantial investment required for a television
station in the Utica market." He
noted the city would not be left
without video service, because of
WKAL-TV.
Enter TV

Field

HARTLEY Productions, New
York, commercial film company,
last week entered the television
package show business with a halfhour children's film series, Operation Fun Club. The new show,
starring Leon Janney, presents
both, information and education
featar.-,? is offered on a weekly
basis fo;: participating sponsorship
by five advartisers (or five products) per show at a cost of $500 a
week per sponsor or product.
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WRTB(TV)
START
Even If FCC Denies Transfer

SMILES are order of the day at "Television Information Please" meeting
of American Marketing Assn.'s New York chapter at Hotel Commodore,
New York, Jan. 25. L to r: Jay Jostyn, who plays the title role in Mr. District
Attorney; C. E. Hooper, president of C. E. Hooper Inc.; Dr. Leo Handel,
director of audience research, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; A. E. Sindlinger, president, Radox, and Ted Cott, vice president, WNEW New York.

To Highlight RMA-IRE
April Meeting
AM-TV
PAPERS
TECHNICAL developments in television and broadcasting will be
scanned by industry engineers at the spring meeting of the Engineering
Dept. of Radio Mfrs. Assn. and the Institute of Radio Engineers. Meeting will be held April 25-27 at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia.
have been divided into ★
Days
morning technical sessions and Augustadt, Bell Labs; commercial
afternoon inspections trips, accordOTM telephone microwave link, by
ing to Virgil M. Graham, Sylvania
Federal TelecomElectric Products, chairm.an of the N. J. Gottfried,
munication Labs., and W. J. Logan,
committee in charge. Speaker at Maritime Telephone & Telegraph
the April 26 dinner will be Stuart
Co. Lunch and inspection trips
L. Bailey, of Jansky & Bailey, IRE
continue the program.
president. T. A. Smith, RCA, chairOver 1,500 radio engineers are
man of the RMA Transmitter Divitaking part in a continual study
sion, will be toastmaster.
and review of engineering standTechnical papers on the opening
ards in the radio manufacturing
day's agenda include discussion of industry under direction of the
a 3 kw medium frequency transRMA Engiheering Dept., headed by
mitter, by L. F. Deise and L. W.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General ElecGregory, Westinghouse Electric
tric Co. The department is reviewCorp. ; cavity resonators in the moing all pre-war standards and has
bile field, by Henry Magnuski, Mo- recommended adoption of more
torola Inc.; Symmetron 50 kw FM
than 40 new or revised standards
amplifier, by L. D. Balthis, Westsince World War II, according to
inghouse ;instantaneous deviation
Dr. Baker. As many more are
control for phase modulation transbeing
closely reviewed by 173 committers, by Marion Winkler, Mocomprising 1,897 members,
torola. Afternoon includes lunch, many ofmittees
the members serving on
RMA and IRE committee meetings
more than one committee.
and stag party with Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. as host.
To Speak
FOOTBALL
Speaking on television recording
NCAA to Further TV Study
at the second morning's meeting
will be R. V. Little Jr., RCA.
H. JAMISON SWARTS, U. of
M. Cawein and J. A. Good, Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., Pennsylvania athletic director, reported that the Eastern Collegiate
will speak on the Utiliscope. New
TV visual modulator will be de- Athletic Conference has recommended to the National Collegiate
scribed by A. J. W. Rhodehamel,
General Electric Co., and E. Fin- Athletic Assn. that funds be provided for continuing the Crosley
ley Carter, Sylvania, will describe
television survey.
"The Reality of Invisible Forces."
Mr. Swarts said the survey, conLunch, committee meetings and Inducted last season in the New
ternational Resistance Co. cocktail
York - Philadelphia - Boston area,
party will follow, with the dinner
meeting in the evening.
proved football attendance suffered
Third day includes paper on tube because of television, particularly
attendance at smaller school games.
cooling by M. D. Lemeshka and
Mr. Swarts so reported at the
A. G. Nekut, RCA; audio power
amplifier, by John M. Miller Jr., 17].
NCAA convention at San Francisco, Jan. 9 [Broadcasting, Jan.
Bendix Radio; longitudinal interference in audio circuits, by H. W.

WRTB (TV) Waltham, Mass.,
would be on the air within 60 days
even if FCC fails to approve pending
applications.
dent transfer
Charles Francis
Adams PresiJr. of
Raytheon Mfg. Co., the permittee,
testified last week.
His testimony came during a
hearing called by the Commission
to determine whether Raytheon
had proceeded
with construction ofdiligently
the station
and
whether additional time should be
allowed for completion. The original grant for WRTB— Channel 2
— was issued in May 1946.
The station, it was disclosed, has
signed an affiliation agreement
with CBS.
The network has bought WRTB
for $242,122, pending FCC approval, and under
the Commission's
AVCO Rule
Meredith
Engineering,
Co., owner of WHEN (TV) Syra-J
cuse and subsidiary of MeredithPublishing Co., has offered to
match the CBS bid [Broadcasting,
Nov. 1, 1948; Jan. 17].
The hearing, held before FCC
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchinson,
produced testimony that Raytheon
had spent $254,401 on WRTB. The
book cost, including general television developmental work, was
placedket at
while equipment
the marvalue$474,944,
of WRTB
alone was reported as $254,401.

NEW TUBE
For Inter-City TV Links
A NEW TYPE of electron tube,
expected to triple or even quadruple
the program-carrying capacity of
inter-city video relay links, was described Wednesday evening by Dr.
Jack A. Morton of Bell Telephone Labs., at the Institute of
Radio Engineers in New York (see
earlier story, page 68).
Dr. Morton said the new very
high frequency tube, no larger than
the average tube in a home radio
set, is to be used in the radio-relay
circuit now under construction between New York and Chicago. He
and his associates are the inventors
and perfectors of it.
The tube is referred to as a
"close-spaced triode." The name
derives from the small distance — a
span of about one-fifth the diameter
of a human hair — between the
tube's grid and cathode. The
spacing is about one-sixth that
found
able. in any triode tube now availTo be manufactured by the
Western Electric Co., it will be used
as an amplifier, modulator, oscillator and frequency multiplier in repeaters and terminal equipment,
Dr. Morton said. Repeaters using
the new tube will use about half as
much power as earlier types and
provide greater band widths over
which amplifications can be
achieved.
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WASHINGTON

U.

ATS FORUM
Vallee, Others Give Views

Programs Are On State- Wide
BROADCASTS produced by the U.
of Washington are reaching an
ever increasing number of listeners
in the state, according to an announcement last week by Prof. Edwin H. Adams, executive officer
and program director of the University's radio education department.
Fourteen broadcasts a week are
heard on Seattle stations with five
programs being carried on other
stations in the state, including:
KXLE EUensburg, KSEM Moses
Lake, KOMW Omak, KHQ
Spokane, KUJ and KWWB Walla
Walla, KWSC Pullman and KXRO
Aberdeen.
Production and placing of the
programs is done by Prof. Adams,
with William Ladd responsible for
statewide distribution. Bruce Calhoun is in charge of production.
Broadcasts emanate from Radio
Hall on the University's Seattle
campus and are supervised by an
audio-visual board.
UHF

TV

TUBES

Use 'Not Unusual' — Sorg
BELIEF that the provision of
transmitting tubes for adequate
power in the UHF television region is "not a serious problem"
was reiterated last week by EitelMcCullough Inc., radio tube manufacturer, of San Bruno, Calif.
Harold E. Sorg, Eimac director
of research, called attention to
"some recent reports" which he
feared might make the public "unduly concerned" about UHF transmitting tube operation.
"As a matter of fact," he said,
"it is not at all unusual to operate
transmitting tubes successfully at
ultra-high frequencies, as evidenced in other types of service.
For example, Eimac tubes are
being currently used in communications transmitters at frequencies
over 1000 mc."
His statement, contained in a
letter to FCC, was occasioned by
reports that the 500 mc experimental station which was operated
during the fall and early winter
in conjunction with NBC's WNBT
Washington had experienced tube
failures due to high heat [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1948].
Mr. Sorg called attention to
Eimac testimony during hearings
on opening of UHF television band
(47.5-890 mc), at which time he
told FCC that Eimac already had
done the basic tube design work
for high-band television. He predict< '1 at that time that transmittinj;
with 50available
kw peak for
output
couM"^is nade
the
low er.ci the high band within
six mont>.s to a year, depending
on demano, and that similar tubes
for the 650-890 mc region can be
had in one to two years [Broadcasting, Sept. 27].
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NEW ORLEANS televiewers got a glimpse of city's Iris Carnival ball recently.
The telecast was first coverage by WDSU-TV New Orleans of an event involving such large-scale production.
Station has announced that it plans
complete coverage of the Mardi Gras.

!::.^ "'^
'-r ofLt:
^-^^
DAannual
AGENDA
theEN
sixth
convention
the Assn. of Women
AWB forAG
Broadcasters, feminine branch of the NAB, was announced Thursday
by Pat Griffith, NAB director of women's activities. With Chicago, as
site, the March 10-12 meeting is expected to attract broadcasters who
have been unable to attend eastern .
conventions.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Miss Griffith forecast an attendance of about 400 delegates. MeetEvening plans include a cockparty followed by a dinner at
ing theme is "The Business of whichtailthe
National Assn. of GreetBroadcasting." Sessions will be
ing Card Mf rs. will be host. Steve
held at the Drake Hotel in Chicago. Frieda B. Hennock, FCC
Shannon, president, will be toastmaster.
member, and A. D. (Jess) Willard
Jr., NAB executive vice president,
Saturday's agenda opens at 9:45
a.m. with a work session open to
will be principal speakers [Broadall delegates. Anne Hayes, KCMO
casting, Jan. 31].
Kansas City, will be moderator of
AWB was formed in 1942 and
a panel of station managers and
has an active membership of 1,500.
women broadcasters. Topic will
Members are staff members of stabe, "The Woman Broadcaster and
tions, or broadcast over NAB member outlets. It includes associate
Her Station Manager." Another
members in executive phases of panel at 11:15 will be "New Ideas
radio who work outside stations.
for Women's Programs," with
Beaulah Karney, WENR Chicago,
Opening day's proceedings in- presiding.
clude registration, committee meetLuncheon guests will include
ings and unscheduled radio activiGov. Adlai Stevenson of Illinois
ties in the morning. First memand Mayor Martin Kennelly of
bership meeting will be held 2-4
Chicago. Miss Hennock will be
p.m. with Ruth Crane, WMAL
Washington, AWB president, in guest speaker.
Afternoon will be featured by a
the chair. General chairman of
television work session. Fran Harthe convention arrangements comris, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
mittee is Elizabeth Marshall,
will preside over a panel of women
WBEZ Chicago.
in television. Subject will be, "TeleReception Planined
vision— The Eyes of Today." Closing session starting at 5 p.m. will
A reception vdll be held for newcomers followed by a buffet supper
be a joint meeting with Miss Grifand entertainment.
fith presiding. Cocktail party and
buffet will conclude the convention
The March 11 program opens
with a tentatively-scheduled breakBusiness brunch will be held
program.
fast party at the Merchandise
March 13 at 10 a.m. by the AWB
Mart. Business meeting, 10-12 a.m.,
board of directors.
will include a panel by NAB deNational officers of AWB are: Miss
partment directors on "CoordinatCrane, president: Miss Griffith, second
ing NAB-AWB." Voice of Device president; Eleanor Hanson, WflK
Cleveland, third vice president; Ann
mocracy contest results, free-time
Holden,
KGO San Francisco, fourth
projects, and presentation of new
vice president; Nell Daugherty, WSTC
Stamford, Conn., secretary; Norma
sales manual on women's programs
Richards, WSPD Toledo, treasurer. The
are planned.
post of first vice president is vacant.
At the luncheon Mr. Willard will
be guest speaker. A fashion show
will be a part of the program. In
AWARD for "the -eutstanding docuthe afternoon a business session
mentary radio program of interest to
will be held for active members.
entire family" for 1948 was given to
A separate meeting for associate
ABC Mr. President program by 10th
members will be addressed by Lindistrict
ents andCalifornia
Teachers. Congress of Parnea Nelson, chief timebuyer, J.

TIME will prove the superiority
of film over live shows for video,
according to Rudy Vallee, who last
Tuesday addressed an American
Television Society film forum at
the Museum of Modern Art, New
York. Filmed television shows, he
believes, soon will represent 80 to
90% of the total video production.
The erstwhile vagabond lover,
who is head of the Television Film
Producers Assn. of Hollywood, has
his
own video
lee-Video
Inc. production firm, ValHoward Bailey, assistant managing editor of The Evening Star,
which owns and operates WMALTV Washington, outlined the problems of a newspaper that owns its
own TV station. Such a station
should be a separate entity rather
than a department of the publication, Mr. Bailey said. "A newspaper and its television station will
never be competitors for the advertisers dollar," he added.
George Bonwick, president of
Pathe-Pictorial Films, New York
producers and distributors of package shows, warned the forum group
on
liability.
He said
: "Rental, usage
lease
or sale of a film
for television
is a potential atomic bomb of liability— unless proper legal clearances have been established all
Paul theAlley,
director of the NBC
along
line."
Newsreel,
showed his highlights of
the recent Presidential Inauguration in Washington, and a film of
President Truman's speech at the
Electoral College
banquet.
techniques
now being
planned"New
for
presentation of news on television
will revolutionize the newsreel industry," he said. He referred to
plans for presentation of a new
live news show on NBC-TV starting later this month.
Forum opened with presentation
of one show in the American Tobacco Co. prize-winning network
film series, Your Show Time.
WKDN
LP Roufine
WHEN WKDN Camden,
N. J. acquired a Columbia
LP record player, it huddled
its engineers to decide on
how best to feed the gadget
into, a Raytheon console.
After tossing in various radio trinkets, the thing worked
like a charm, according to
Phil Steen, chief engineer.
Steen's routine: The pickup
was matched to the pre-amp
input through a 400,000 OHM
to 250 OHM pad, then fed to
the console through a threecircuit jack and plug. When
the quality was not up to
standard, a .008 MF condenser was placed across the
pickup's output. Objectionable pops and frying sounds
were eliminated and listeners
reported excellent reception
and fidelity, according to
WKDN.
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lOOK
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LOOK

LOOK AT IT 'P%actlC€i(ji^
Fits any standard desk . . . easy to see over ... all functions
at your fingertips . . . clear, clean control identification . . .
large easy-grip knobs, in orderly sequence, spaced for
comfort . . . extremely flexible in use . . . handles two
studios, one announce booth, two turntables, up to eight
remote input lines and two output lines — an engineer's
dream of operational simplicity !

LOOK

AT

IT ^ec^mcadcf

Either program amplifier output can be switched to either
output line . . , you can "ride gain" on each program
channel . . . the flip of a switch transfers the VU meter to
either of these channels ...
"Attention-getter" over-ride circuit, plus convenient
program or talk-back cue, makes each remote line do
double duty — program and order wire . . . interlocked
connections are provided for G-E high-fidelity monitoring speakers or studio wall speakers.
BROADCASTING
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AT

IT ScM<^»PttCaU^

Simple, low-cost installation . . . quick accessibility and
maintenance . . . General Electric design permits you to
conduct auditions during program time — (your Sales
Department will like this) . . . also, you can supply the
same or different programs to two output channels —
local transmitters or networks.

^0<^

^f^OM—imn

ORDER

FREE BULLETIN— This colorful booklet, giving
full details about the G-E Consolette, is yours
on request. Write for it today. General Electric
Company, Room 102, Bldg. 3, Electronics Park,
Syracuse, New York,

GENERAL

AeLECTRIC
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VIDEO

IN

By JEREMIAH COURTNEY
SWEEPING the country in a remarkable iflimiting tribute to television growth are a variety of bills,
introduced vt^ithin the last month
either to prohibit
or restrict the
use of television
receivers in motor vehicles.*
Although this
year'stures have
legislabeen
in session about
a month, bills
virhich would have
this effect have
Mr. Courtney
already been introduced in 12 states — California,
Connecticut, Indiana, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, New York,
Ohio and Rhode Island. The tendency to date has been for the introduction of these bills to occur
generally in states where television
facilities are now in operation, 9 of
the 12 states where such bills have
been introduced falling into that
category.
The bills are of two principal
types with minor variations of language. One would prohibit absolutely the installation of television

DIVIDENDS CUT
CBS Gives TV as Reason
CBS has reduced its quarterly divident on Class A and Class B
stock from 50 cents to 35 cents a
share to conserve cash reserves
"for capital requirements in the
development of television network
and television station operations."
This was made knovra last Wednesday after a meeting of the CBS
board declared a 35 cents cash dividend payable March 4 to stockholders of record on Feb. 18.
At the same time, CBS net income for 1948, subject to final audit, was given out as $5,051,700,
compared with $5,920,100 in 1947.
This net income represented
earnings on 1,717,352 shares of
$2.94 for 1948 as against $3.45 in
1947.
The income details were announced by the board of stockholders as the "preliminary" consolidated results of Columbia
Broadcasting System Inc., and its
domestic subsidiaries for the year
■ ended Jan. 1, 1949. Actual annual
financial report will be issued on
or before April 1, it was said. The
figures :
1948* 1947
(52 weeks) (53 weeks)
Income before federal income taxes $8,141,700 $9,520,100
Prov/v;-.n for federa: ,r,f;ome taxes 3,100,000 3,600,000
Net ini o;-; p for
period
5,041,700 5,920,100
Earnings -^-r share
(ca)cu)» ! •; ■> upon
the 1,717,35:- shares
of
p'lrta rvalue
stock$2.50o its
dine
as of Jan. 1. 1949 S2.94 $3.45
* Subject to Final Audit.
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CARS

States

receivers in any motor vehicle; the
second type would limit installations to those so placed that the
driver cannot see them when operating the vehicle.
Typical of the first type are the
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
bills. The Massachusetts bill sim"No set,
motorso vehicle
whichply aprovides:
television
called, in
is
installed shall be operated on any
wayMore
withinelaborately,
the commonwealth."
the Rhode
Island bill provides:
"Sec. 16. No person shall operate or
cause vice
or commonly
permit known
to be operated
any de-as
and described
a television or video receiver within
any motor vehicle upon any public
highway.
"Sec.
17. Novehicle
personto shall
install
any motor
be used
uponwithin
any
public highway any device commonly
known and described as television or
video receiver.
"Sec.late18.
person whoof section
shall vio-16
any ofEvery
the provisions
or 17 of this chapter shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $50.00 for
each such offense."
The Michigan bill would prohibit television set installation
without first securing permit to do
so from Commissioner of State
Police.
Typical of the bills which would
operate only to restrict the manner of installation are the New
York and California measures.
New York Assembly Bill No. 122
provides :
"24. Itanyshall
be highway
unlawful intothisoperate
upon
public
state
a motor vehicle which is equipped with
or in which is located a television set
so placed that the viewing screen therof
is visible to the driver while operating
suchThevehicle."
California bill is similarly
worded :
"No person
shallwith
driveanyany
motor
vehicle
equipped
television
viewer,allyscreen
or
other
means
of
visureceiving a television broadcast
which is located in the motor vehicle
at any point forward of the back of the
driver's seat,
which is visible
the
driver
whileor operating
the to
motor
vehicle."
The majority of the bills intro-

Seek

duced are of the New York-California type, as is the proposed
amendment to the Uniform Traffic
Act on which the National Committee on Uniform^ Traffic Laws
and Ordinances is now balloting.
The proposed amendment submitted to this government-industry
body would prohibit any television
FORMERLY assistant general
counsel of FCC for Safety and Special Services, and since July ,1946
a member of Courtney, Krieger &
Jorgensen, Washington radio law
firm, Mr. Courtney herewith offers
a study of proposed states' legislation against mobile use of TV receivers. The trend, Mr. Courtney
says, is toward more and more
state measures before the end of
1949, and cites examples to prove
it. During wartime Mr. Courtney
headed FCC investigation into use
of telephone and telegraph facilities for gambling information. A
previous article ("Should Radio
Give Race Results?"), written by
him, appeared in BROADCASTING, July 7, 1947.
receiver "which is located in the
motor vehicle at any point forward
of the back of the driver's seat, or
which is visible to the driver while
operating
the motor
The impact
of the vehicle."
bills proposed
for the absolute prohibition of motor vehicle television receivers
upon set manufacturers and the
announced plans of Transit Radio
to consider such use is apparent.
It would also appear that the absolute prohibition type bills are not
necessary for highway safety purposes as the placement of the receivers beyond the driver's range
of vision would accomplish that
purpose. Moreover, no such bill
has ever been enacted with respect
AVCO

WINX

RULING

Limitations

on AM

Sale

But Not FM

FCC RULED last week that the AVCO Rule and its 60-day advertising
requirements must apply to the $130,000 acquisition of WINX Washington by William A. Banks but not to the $160,000 purchase of WINX-FM
by WTOP Inc.
The Washington Post is selling *
WINX to Mr. Banks and has acRelinquishment of control of
quired control of WTOP WashingWINX by the Post and of WTOP
ton from CBS through the purby CBS had been specified as conchase of 55% interest in WTOP
ditions in FCC's approval of the
Inc., in which CBS retains 45%
WTOP and KQW transfers some
non-voting stock. Since the Post
three months ago [Broadcasting,
controls WTOP Inc., FCC ruled
Oct. 25, 1948]. The KQW purchase
that the WINX-FM transfer in- involved $425,000 acquisition of
55% interest from Ralph R., Mott
volves no change in majority ownership and need not come under
Q., and Dorothy M. Brunton. The
network already owned 45%.
the AVCO public-bidding rule.
Takes No Action
The WINX sale to Mr. Banks,
In the absence of a majority of owner of WHAT-AM-FM Philadelphia, involves $130,000 as compared
the Commissioners, FCC took no
action on the request that the with $500,000 paid by the Post in
its purchase of the station in 1944.
Post be allowed to assume control
is on 1340 kc with 250 w;
of WTOP and that CBS be per- WINX
WTOP is on 1500 kc with 50 kw,
mitted to take over KQW San
and KWQ is on 740 kc (CP for 560
Francisco without prior approval
of the WINX sale.
kc) with 5 kw.

to AM mobile receiver installations.
None of the bills so far introduced has yet been enacted, although the Indiana bill has passed
the Senate. The majority of the
42 legislatures now in session will
continue into March and April,
when two additional state legislatures, those of Florida and Louisiana, convene. Opportunity for
amendment of all the pending bills
still exists although the rash of
bills already introduced strongly
suggests that before the 1949 legislative sessions close, most of the
states will have under consideration a bill of some sort affecting
mobile unit -television receiver installation.
* California, House Bill No. 627: Connecticut,Senate
House Bill
Bills Nos.
87; Indiana,
No. 22
3; and
Maryland,
House Bill No. 95; Massachusetts,
House Bill No. 1731; Michigan, House
Bill No. 92; Missouri, Senate Bill No.
12; Montana, House Temporary No. 153;
Nebraska, Bill No. 47: New York, House
Bill No. 122: Ohio, House Bill No. 18;
Rhode Island, House Bill No. 595.
NEW
WBIG MGR.
Hutchison Named to Post
PROMOTION of Gilbert M. Hutchison, commercial manager, to general manager of WBIG Greensboro was announced last Thursday
by Ralph C. Price, president and
chairman of North Carolina Broadcasting Co. Mr. Price is also president of Jefferson Standard Life
Ins.
Co., two-thirds owner of the
station.
Mr. Hutchison, a veteran of 11
years with WBIG, succeeds the
late Maj. Edney Ridge in direction
of the station. Major Ridge, who
died Jan. 13 [Broadcasting, Jan.
17], was president, treasurer and
general manager of WBIG. His
widow, Lorraine P. Ridge, was
elected to the board of directors.
Third director is J. M. Bryan, executive vice president of Jefferson
Standard.
Miss Aileen Gilmore, secretary
of the corporation and secretary to
Major Ridge, was
secretary-treasurer. Selectedhe will continue
her executive secretarial duties.
Mr. Hutchison started his radio
career at WKRC Cincinnati in a
sales capacity. He became commercial manager of WBIG in 1942.

'51
ER TVby BY
DENV
Forecast
"VIDEO
camerasKFEL's
won't O'Fallon
see much
action in Denver before 1951," Gene
O'Fallon, general manager of
KFEL Denver, predicted last week.
Mr. O'Fallon outlined actions of
the FCC in "freezing" TV station
applications. Predicting that it will
be two more years before channels
are allocated and stations take the
air, Mr. O'Fallon added that KFEL
will continue its experimental video
field tests through the summer.
KFEL, operating under experimental license W-O-XEL, is "attempting to determine the eventual
feasibility of TV operation in the
proposed
new 500 mc band," Mr.
O'Fallon explained.
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TELEVISION was surveyed in detail at the CBS Television Clinic Jan. 25-26
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Photographer found these groups discussing video informally (I to r): Left photo — Carlos Franco, director of
station relations for Young & Rubicam, and John Karol, CBS sales manager;
center photo — William Whitmore, advertising manager, American Telephone

CORRESPONDENTS
f Carter Heads Radio Dinner
RADIO Correspondents' Assn. was
scheduled to hold its annual dinner
last Staurday (Feb. 5) at Washington's Statler Hotel in honor of
President Truman. In addition to
association members, government
and congressional officials were expected to attend. Tickets were $10
per plate.
The entertainment lineup was
headed by Jack Carter, currently
substituting for Milton Berle on
the latter's Texaco Star Theatre
television program. Other talent
included: Borah Minnevitch and
his Harmonica Rascals; Nadine
, Conners and Janet Blair, singers;
Marge and Gower Champion, dance
team;
Sid Caeser, and Allen Roth's
orchestra.

ton; caster,
Clair Pa.;R.Thomas
McCollough,
McCray,WGAL
NBC. LanErnest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.);
B. M. McKelway, Washington Evening
Star; Gustav Margraf, NBC, New York;
John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
Minn.; Howard Meighan, CBS; Sig
Michelson, WCCO Minneapolis; Justin
Miller, NAB; Paul Miller, Gannett Stations, Rochester; Adrian Murphy, CBS;
Edward R. Murrow, CBS; Phil Newsom,
United Press Radio; Newbold Noyes Jr.,

& Telegraph's Bell System; T. T. Cook, vice president in charge of radio
and television, AT&T; Ralph McKinnie, CBS-TV account executive, and
William B. Lodge, CBS vice president and director of general engineering;
right photo — George L. Moskovics, CBS-TV manager of sales development,
and Charles Durbin, assistant advertising manager, U. S. Rubber Co.
Washington Evening Star; Morris
Novik, WFDR New York; Eldon Park,
WINS New York; Harry M. Plotkin,
FCC; J. R. Poppele, WOR New York;
T. S. Repplier, Advertising Council.
William Robinson, WLW Cincinnati;
Elsworth Rogers, CFRB Toronto, Ont.;
Frank M. Russell, NBC, Washington;
A. A. Schechter, MBS, New York;
Frank P. Schreiber, WGN Chicago;
Harry Sedgewick, CFRB Toronto, Ont.;
Victor A. Sholis, WHAS Louisville;

r

Program was produced by
Arthur Knorr, production consultant to the Texaco show and
stage manager of the Roxy Theatre. The talent has appeared on
Mr. Berle's program from time to
time. Phillips Carlin, MBS vice
president in charge of programs,
! handled arrangements.
Among the celebrities who attended
the dinner were: H. V. Akerberg, CBS;
E. M. Antrim, WGN Chicago; H. Leslie
Atlass, CBS, Chicago; Charles C. Barry,
ABC; Kenneth H. Berkeley, WMAL
Washington; J. E. Campeau, CKLW,
Windsor, Ont.; Phillips Carlin, MBS;
; H. K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland, Ohio;
Arthur B. Church, KMBC Kansas City;
' T. Wells Church, CBS; Lowrey Crites,
' General Mills; Donald Dwight Davis,
WHB Kansas City; David E. Driscoll,
WOR New York; Orrin E. Dunlap Jr.,
CHICAGO
RCA; Robert E. Dunville, WLW Cincinnati; Willard D. Egolf, WBCC
Bethesda, Md.
NEW YORK
Sydney Eiges, NBC, New York;
Victor Emmanuel, Avco Corp.; John E.
DETROIT
Fetzer, WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Robert E. Freer, Washington, D. C;
Earl H. Gammons, CBS, Washington;
DALLAS
Philip L. Graham, Washington Post;
Oliver Gramling, Associated Press
Radio; Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis;
ATLANTA
Frieda B. Hennock, FCC; Robert W.
Hinckley, ABC; Phil Hoffman, WOL
CHARLOTTE
Washington; C. E. Hooper, Hooper Inc.,
New York; Hugh James, NBC; Sen.
I Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.).
ST. LOUIS
' Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.);
1 Dr. C. B. JoUiffe, RCA; Merle Jones,
MEMPHIS
WCCO Minneapolis; Robert F. Jones,
FCC; Joseph Katz, Joseph Katz Co.;
Edward M. Kirby, NBC; Thomas
SAN FRANCISCO
Knode, NBC; Edgar Kobak, MBS;
Horace Lohnes, Dow, Lohnes & AlberLOS ANGELES
ton, Washington; Lawrence Lowman,
CBS, New York; John MacDonald,
NBC; Ian Ross MacFarlane and Louise
Ann MacFarlane, WCBM Baltimore;
William R. McAndrew, NBC, WashingBROADCASTING
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James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati;
Carleton D. Smith, NBC, New York;
Frank Stanton, CBS, New York; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington; Eugene S.
Thomas,
Barbara WOIC-TV
Thompson,Washington.
WLW Cincinnati,
WINS New York; Linus Travers, Yankee Network, Boston; Paul A. Walker,
FCC; Lewis Allen Weiss, MBS, Hollywood; Burton K. Wheeler, Washington,
D. C; A. D. Willard Jr., NAB; Gene
Wilkey, WCCO Minneapolis.

Q
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'TV
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KPAS
SALE

BIDS

and

FCC

WRLD

Ask

SALE of KPAS Banning, Calif., for $52,500 by Rep. John Phillips
(R-Calif.) and his sons to William T. Smith, lumberman and station
applicant, and David Robbins is reported in application tendered for filing
last week at FCC.
Request also was filed by WRLD- ★
AM-FM West Point, Ga. (Lanett,
for months, and other stations have
Ala.), for consent to sale for
tried to help by suggestions and
S67,000 by L. J. Duncan and assoadvice."
staciates to J. C. Henderson and J. L.
tion was He
also continued,
listed for "The
sale with
Coley, owners of WRFS Alexander
an agent and it has been adverCity, Ala.
tised. Consequently, anyone interRep. Phillips, in a letter to the
ested would already have made
Commission associated with the
himself
known." and his sons are
transfer application, requested
Rep. Phillips
waiver of the AVCO rule (requirdoing business as Pass Broadcasting Co. and would assign the KPAS
ing 60-day waiting period for poslicense to a new partnership of
sible public bids) in order to expethe same name and composed of
dite the transfer. He held station's
Messrs. Smith and Robbins as equal
economic "situation" has been
known for months and has been
owners. Mr. Smith is owner of
listed for sale with an agent and
Pacific Mill and Lumber Co., Los
advertised.
Angeles, and has been AM applicant at Baker sfield and Palm
Rep. Phillips wrote that the
Springs, Calif. Both requests were
AVCO waiver "would not only be
a personal favor to me, but it dropped last week. Mr. Robbins is
owner of United Mfg. Corp. of
would take away at once a natural
concern regarding the station. It California, Vernon, Calif., wood
would also make it possible to pay
products firm.
In the WRLD case, L. J. Dunat once the station's creditors, who
have been very patient during the
can, Leila A. Duncan and Josephine Rawls doing business as Valley
past year." KPAS, granted in
Broadcasting Co. would assign the
April 1947, is assigned 250 w on
AM license and FM construction
1490 kc.
permit to a new corporation of the
The Congressman stated that
same name. New firm is composed
because of his legislative duties
he has not been able to devote any
of: Mr. Henderson, editor-publisher and 90% owner of Alexander
time to the station and the burden
City Outlook and secretary-treasof management has fallen upon
urer and 40% owner of WRFS,
his youngest son, Carl. Another
son, Robert W., also is partner in
KPAS. Rep. Phillips said the sta- PRO DASEBALL
tion "sulTered somewhat more than
the usual difficulties during its first Games Signed by WIL, WJBK
year, having gone on the air withALL BASEBALL games of the St.
out operating capital . . ." He exLouis Cardinals will be broadcast
plained rising construction costs
and other factors had required all for the next three seasons, 1949of the funds made available to his 50-51, by WIL (AM-FM) St. Louis,
sons for KPAS.
according to a joint announcement
The Congressman said that after last week by Fred Saigh, Cardinal
giving additional funds to the op- president; Raymond W. Peters,
eration he finally ordered that it be vice president of the sponsoring
sold. Regarding waiver of AVCO,
Griesedieck Bros. Brewing Co.;
Rep. Phillips
stated has
thatbeen
"Theknown
situ- Oscar A. Zahner, vice president of
ation of the station
Ruthrauff" & Ryan, and L. A. Benson, president and general manager of WIL. Harry Caray and
Gabby Street will handle the playby-play
KODAK'S SON
tively. and commentary, respecIs Named Manager of WTWA
Griesedieck's network for CardiEDGAR H. KOBAK, son of MBS
nal games last year numbered 54
President Edgar Kobak, has been
stations in 7 states and efforts are
appointed managbeing made to increase the nume r of WTWA
ber this year. KSD-TV St. Louis
will telecast 15 Cardinal games to
Thomson, Ga., effective Feb. 9.
be specified later.
WJBK Detroit and 27 other staYoung Mr. Kobak was formerly
tions in Michigan, neighboring
associated with
states and Canada will carry all
WNJR Newark,
Detroit Tigers baseball games durand started his
ing the 1949 season, Richard E.
radio career as
Jones, general manager of WJBK
an NBC page. He
and Fort Industry Co.'s Detroit
was educated at
Mr. Kobak
operations, has announced. Broadthe Hill Schools
casts will be sponsored by Goebel
and at U. of North Carolina.
Brewing Co. Harry Heilmann, former Tiger outfielder and American
WTWA, an MBS affiliate, is
owned by Edgar Kobak and Walter
League batting champion, will handle the play-by-play, assisted by
Brown, president of Spartan Radiocasting Co., owner of WORD
Van Patrick, veteran Cleveland
Spartanburg, S. C.
sportscaster.
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WBT-IBEW
Talks End, Not Broadcasts

Approval

DESPITE suspension of negotiations between WBT Charlotte,
N. C, and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers at 1:30
a.m. Tuesday, union engineers remained on the job last week, a sitday. uation described as unique in radio
labor relations. The WBT-IBEW
contract expired at midnight Mon-

NOVEL APPROACH to selling a prospective customer is KTUC Tucson's
use of the "red carpet." The stunt
never fails to get a laugh — and sales
results — according to Lee Little (I),
KTUC manager, who is shown rolling
out the carpet for a prospect, W. R.
Shearman, of Shearman Furniture Co.,
Tucson. Mr. Shearman bought a
weekly half hour Sunday afternoons.
president and owner of 434 shares;
Mr. Coley, general manager and
51% owner of WRFS, vice president 168 shares; W. G. Jones, manager and 49% owner of Lanett,
Ala., Valley Tribune and 49%
owner of the Opelika, Ala., Eagle,
secretary-treasurer 28 shares; Mr.
Duncan, 70 shares. Mr. Henderson
is 51% owner of the Eagle and
Tribune. He also is publisher and
51% ovraer of the Dadeville, Ala.,
Record. WRLD is assigned 250 w
on 1490 kc.

JOINS DON LEE
Tatum Is General Counsel
DONN TATUM, partner in the
Los Angeles law firm of Lillick,
Geary & McHose, has resigned
to join Don Lee
Broadcasting System as general
counsel sistant
andsecretary
asof the corporation, according to
Lewis Allen
Weiss, president.
In addition, he
will serve as a
member of the
board of directors.

Mr Tatum

As a partner in the law firm, Mr.
Tatum has been actively concerned
with radio affairs, including work
for such clients as RCA and ABC.
He also has served as legal counsel
for the California State Broadcasters Assn., Southern Calif orfiia
Broadcasters Assn., Hollywood Advertising Club and the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences. He
was one of the incorporators of the
latter organization.
Mr. Tatum was graduated from
Stanford U. in 1934 with magna
cum laude honors. He attended
Oxford Law School for two years
and then Loyola U. (Los Angeles)
Law School. He was admitted to
the bar in 1938. Mr. Tatum is
married and has five children.

Negotiations were closed at the
request of Clifford Lee, union negotiator, according to WBT. Wages,
hours and working conditions are
not involved in the dispute.
Proposal to take the matters of
trade jurisdiction and discharges
to arbitration was made by Yates
Heafner, Federal conciliator. The
union agreed but WBT took the
position that it did not desire to
place management prerogatives iit
the hands of a person not associ-|
ated with the radio business.
Points at Issue
First point at issue centers on
the union's objection to a contract
phrase giving technical supervisors
right to work "whenever they consider that a proper discharge of
their duties requires that they do
such work," through the paragraph
forbids displacement of technicians
from regular work in such cases.
Second, the union objects to a
sentence giving managemeiit right
to discharge an employe if an arbitration board finds that an act or
omission relied on by the company
as grounds for discharge did occur.
WBT points out that it has discharged only two technicians in 20
years, one for habitual drunkenness and the other for a similar
cause. Three technicians have been
with the station 20 years, most of
the rest 10 years or more.
FM GRANTS
Issued to Seven Stations
NEW Class B FM construction
permits were granted last week by
FCC to replace expired permits of
five FM stations. Two new CPs
for noncommercial low power FM
stations also were authorized.
Recipients of the replacement
CPs, covering same previously assigned facilities, were the following
stations: WRLD-FM West Point,
Ga. (Lanett, Ala.), whose CP had
expired Sept. 12, 1948; WGOV-FM
Valdosta, Ga., Oct. 31, 1948;
WFRS Grand Rapids, Mich., May
2, 1948; KOAK Clinton, Okla., Nov.
12, 1948, and KFDX-FM Wichita
Falls, Tex., Nov. 12, 1948. WRLDFM, WGOV-FM and WFRS have
been on interim operation.
Board of Trustees, Free Public
Library, Louisville, Ky., received
CP for Channel 207 (89.3 mc) with
power of 10 w. Estimated cost of
construction is $9,170.
Duquesne
Pittsburgh,
received CP forU.,Channel
207 with
power of 10 w also. Estimated cost
of construction is $12,550.

BROADCASTING
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WGAR

REPORT
Sales Up About 5%
ESTABLISHMENT of a television
reserve fund, expected to require
more than $1 million, v/as an(Hounced by President Frank Mullen of the Richards' stations at
the annual stockholders' meeting
of the WGAR
( Cleveland)
Broadcasting Co.
[Broadcasting,
i """"^^M Jan.
31]. The
be tak^^^^''ilHbte^ funden out-will
of surplus
Mr. Mullen
and the figure is
based o n esti;mated costs of investment and
yearly operating costs, Mr. Mullen
pointed out. A continuing study
'of video by various company officials has been authorized and Mr.
Mullen stated the company would
pursue its plan vigorously.
Although sales figures for
(WGAR were not announced, it was
revealed that the year's increase
was about 5%, while in the final
quarter the station showed sales
approximately 14% above the corIresponding quarter of 1947. Oper^ating expenses were said to be at
an all-time high which resulted in
profits being just slightly lower
than in 1947.

Platter
Gets

FIRST 15 PROGRAM HOOPERATINGS
Based on January 30, 1949, Report
No. of
AGO
Hooper YEAR
Hooper
Program
tions Sponsor & Agency
American Tobacco (BBD&O)
28.9
27.6
Jack
Radio Benny*
Theatre 167
149 lever Bros. (JWT)
28.6
22.9
23.2
Fibber McGee & Molly 165 S. C. Johnson Co. (NL&B)
26.9
27.7
Kaiser-Frazer
(Weintraub)
26.8
23.8
Walter Winchell* Sta266 Lever Bros. (Y&R)
Bob Hope
153
24.7
Lipton Div.— Lever Bros. (Y&R) 22.1
Godfrey's
Scouts 150
20.9
My
Friend Talent
Irma
153
Pepsodent
Div.—
Lever
Bros.
(FC&B)
149 Lever
18.1
Bros.
(R&R)
Amos 'n' Andy
23.0
21.5
180
20.0
Stop the Music
20.1
Average
Periods of Sponsored
Smith Bros. (SSC&B)
(8:00-8:15, 15.3)
Eversharp (Biovir)
(8:15-8:30, 20:5)
Speidel
(C&P)
(8:30-8:45, 19.3)
(8:45-9:00, 25.0) 164 P. Lorillard (L&M)
19.1
B & W Tobacco (Seeds)
17.7
13.1
People Are Funny
133 Lever Bros. (SSC&B)
Big
DennisTownDay
160 Colg.-Palm.-Peet (Bates)
144
17.7
15.9
15.5
Mr. District Attorney 160 Bristol-Myers Co. (DC&S)
17.6
21.2
17.3
163
Bristol-Myers
Co.
(Y&R)
19.1
Duffy's Photographer
Tavern
Crime
Toni Co., Div.-Gillette (FC&B) 16.8
15.4
* Includes second broadcast
Johnson Upheld
THE HIGHEST court of the land
Jan. 31 confirmed the disputed victory of Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson
(D-Tex.) for the U. S. Senate seat
over his opponent, former Texas
governor Coke R. Stevenson. The
Supreme Court refused to hear
Mr.
from a
lower Stevenson's
court order appeal
which dismissed
his complaint against the legality
of Sen. Johnson's election, thus
ending a drawn-out battle in the
federal courts. Sen. Johnson, whose
wife, Claudia, owns KTBC Austin,
Tex., defeated Mr. Stevenson by
87 votes in the Democratic primary

—0.8
-1-1.3
-1-5.7
—0.9
-1-3.6
—2—.9 Pos.3
-1-or
149
2
7
6
18
8
+ 1.2
—1.8
—3.6
+3.4

+ 1-8
+6.0
+2.2

13
46
28
32
31
15

and later won the general
+ 1.4election
in November. He was administered
the oath Jan. 3.

TV 'Soap Opera'
TELEVISION'S first "soap opera," These Are My Children,
new Irna Phillips serial, premiered
last Monday on the full NBC-TV
network. Emanating from WNBQ
Chicago, the program originally
was scheduled as a local show, but
early rehearsals prompted NBC to
add the series to the television network's schedule, Monday through
Friday, 5-5:15 p.m.

Telestatus
(Continued from page 38)
TRANSMITTER
Building
$83,987.69
Transmitter tower (560 feet) 59,908.93
Antenna system and feed lines
on tower
20,428.52
Land and improvements 22,463.18
Total
$186,788.32
STUDIO
2 camera sets (field pickup
equipment)
$26,825.00
Switching equipment 6,600.00
Studio synchronizing generator 3,400.00
Film camera
8,085.00
Film projector
6,950.00
Amplifier kits
5,183.83
5-Power supply
1,000.00
Oscillograph
5,550.00
Adapter and monitor 1,815.00
Master monitor
3,580.00
3-Power Supply
1,072.50
Monoscope camera
1,750.00
4 panels
1,326.00
Pedestal
2,200.00
Friction head
600.00
Miscellaneous equipment items
(under $1,000.00 per item) 16,558.61
Studio lighting
7,125.07
Total
$99,621.01
SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
TRANSMITTER
Transmitter and transmitting
equipment
Mobile
truck and equipment$104,017.11
58,008.95
Building
83,987.69
Transmitter tower
59,908.93
Antenna system and feed
lines on tower
20,428.52
Land and improvements 22,463.18
STUDIO
$348,814.38
Broadcasting equipment 92,495.94
Lighting
7,125.07
Total

$99,621.01
$448,435.39

Chatter
Merchandise

Sold

AVAILABLE

KENNY
11 a.m.

3.9

4.7

CST

3.9

Show

Segment
Sta E

Sta D
3.7

Latest Memphis Hooper Continuing Measurement

Patt McDonald,

Sta F
0.8

0.9

manager

FORJOE

& CO., representatives
•
Member Association of Independent
Metropolitan Stations

IBROADCASTING

to 11:15
Sta C

Sta B

WHHM

SARGENT
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WHHM
Independent — But not aloof
Memphis^

Tennessee
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Dollar Strategy
(Continued from page 25)
(lie station had sold a fashion dress
account. Broadcasters and retailers
responded enthusiastically to the
new NAB effort.
This project is one of a series
planned by Maurice B. Mitchell,
NAB director of broadcast advertising. First pressure for expanded
advertising activity at NAB headquarters developed in January at a
meeting- of the Sales Managers
Executive Committee, of v^^hich
Eugene S. Thomas, WOIC Washington, is chairman. The committee went so far as to urge that 509!:
of NAB's budget be devoted to
broadcast advertising. Another idea
being studied is separation of the
department from the main NAB
structure, similar to the milliondollar Bureau of Advertising of
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
The board will review BMB developments, hearing reports from
Hugh Terry, KLZ Denver, and
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
S. C, who explained the NAB position at BMB's November board
meeting. Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
NAB director of research who is
now supervising the actual research activities of BMB, will report on progress of the second
study.
Though many changes have been
made in BMB's project, many directors are deeply concerned over

its financial problems. Conduct of
the ballot mailing will require
large sums, more than BMB now
has in the till. Hugh Feltis, BMB
president, is touring the country
on a membership drive. The board
will hear a progress report on his
recruiting campaign.
Another phase of sales will come
up the second day of the board
meeting when progress of the AllRadio Presentation film will be reviewed. Three persons will explain
the presentation's status. Gordon
Gray, WIP Philadelphia, chairinan
of the All-Radio Presentation Committee, will explain need for intensive industry sales promotion. Victor M. Ratner, CBS, will review
the script. Lewis H. Avery, of
Avery-Knodel Inc., will tell how
the film will be shown in all parts
of the nation and how it will graphically tell the radio story for the
benefit of every broadcaster.
Gray Invitation
Final chance for the industry to
scan the project will be provided at
the April convention, when it may
be in the shooting stage. A recruiting drive will get underway
this week when Mr. Gray writes
letters to stations inviting them to
get behind the promotion.
Whereas the NAB Standards of
Practice issue was a live one a year
ago, little controversy is heard on
an industrywide basis. NAB is
about to appoint a broadcasteradvertiser-agency code committee
whose job will be to aid stations in

DlflGIC CflRPfT

The modern day magic carpet is television. Through the
air it glides, enchanting whole cities, captivating every
member of the family.
In Richmond, Virginia, the magic carpet is WTVR, "The
South's First Television Station."
Via the NBC Television Network, WTVR brings the entertainment delights of distant regions to its viewers, just as
its sisters, AM Station WMBG and FM Station WCOD, are
delivering NBC favorites to Virginia listeners.
Small wonder that Havens & Martin Stations are a habit
throughout their area.
WMBG
WTVR
WCOD
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Oinqinia
Havens & Martin, Inc., Richmond, Va.
John BLAIR & Co., Notional Representatives
Affiliates of NBC

\comini
Feb. 24-25: Western Radio Conference,
Marine
cisco. Memorial Club, San FranFeb. 25: California State Broadcasters
Assn.
annual meeting, Palace Hotel,
San Francisco.
Feb. 28: WHAS Transfer Hearing, FCC
Hdqrs.,
Washington.
,
Feb.
28-March
1: NBC ~affiliates
meetMarch ing,1:Chicago.
Wander Co. Hearing before
FTC continued, Durham, N. C.
March 2-6: Exposition of Electrical
Progress (TV
studio),
Auditorium,
Kansas
City, Mo.Municipal
March 3-5: Annual Radio Conference
on
Station Okla.
Problems, U. of Oklahoma,
Norman,
March 4: Fourth Annual Michigan
Radio Conference, Michigan State
College Campus, East Lansing.
Marchcil7-9:
TelevisionChicago.
CounnationalChicago
TV conference,
March 7-10: IRE national convention,
HoteltralCommodore
and Grand CenPalace, New York.
March 10-12: Assn. of Women BroadChicago. casters Convention, Drake Hotel
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City College of New York Radio-Television
and Business
conference, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
April 1: U. S. National Commission for
UNESCO, second national conference,torium,
radio sessions,
Cleveland AudiCleveland, Ohio.
April 6-13: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel,ing Chicago
(April
Engineersessions; 10,
NAB6-9,unaffiliated
stationsment sessions).
conference; 11-13, ManageApril 23: IRE Cincinnati Section technical
conference.
Engineering Societies Bldg.,
Cincinnati.
April 25-27:
All-Canada
Radio Facilities annual meeting production
and
sales managers of mutually operated
stations, Hotel Saskatchewan, Regina.
May 5-8: Institute for Education by
Radio, Ohio State U., Columbus,
Ohio.
May 29-June
1: Advertising
tion of America
45th AnnualFederaConvention, Houston, Tex.

BENNY AT TOP
Heads 5-City 1948 Rating
JACK BENNY and Lux Radio
Theatre led the top-ten evening
program listings for 1948, according to a report by The Pulse Inc.,
New York.
Ratings quoted, covering the five
cities regularly surveyed (New
York, phiaChicago,
Boston,arePhiladeland Cincinnati),
yearly
averages of the highest quarterhour ratings achieved by the programs in each city for every survey period. Fred Allen was fourth
on the list, while Stop the Music
did not make top
ten.
Evening

Yearly Average
of Highest
J4-Hour
Ratings
Jack
Benny
25.9
Lux Radio Theatre
24.7
CharlieAllen
McCarthy
21.5
Fred
20.5
Phil Harris-Alice Faye__ 20.5 i
Fibber McGee-MoIly
20.2 i
Bob Hope
19.7 '
Amos
'n' Andy
19.2
Walter WlncheU
18.1
i
Godfrey's 5-a-Week
Talent Scouts
Daytime 16.7
Arthur Godfrey
8.8
Breakfast Club
7.8
Grand Slam
7.8
Big
7.7
HelenSister
Trent
7.7
Rosemary
7.7
Ma Perkins
7.6
Our Gal Sunday
7.5
Guiding Light
6.9
Wendy Warren
. 6.9
Aunt Jenny
6.9
Saturday-Sunday Daytime
The Shadow
10.0
Quick as a Flash
7.7
Stars Over Hollywood
7.1
Theatre of Today
7.0
Let's
Pretend
6.8
True Detective
6.6
Grand Central Station__ 6.5
Junior Miss
6.3
Counterspy
6.2
House of Mystery
5.8

their code observance. Secretary
of this committee is Richard W.
-Tencks of the NAB Legal Dept.
The committee was authorized by
the board last November.
KKIN Facilities
A quirk in the code situation is
KKIN Visalia, Calif, will move its
the proposed amendment to the by- main
studios and offices from 119
laws submitted last May at Los
E. Acequia St. to the mezzanine of
Angeles by Edward Breen, KVFD
Hotel Johnson about April 1.
Fort Dodge, Iowa, long a code op- the
ponent. Mr. Breen submitted a New location will give station
petition for referendum vote on his twice as much floor space as it
amendment, which would remove
now occupies in Moose Bldg. Remote lines to principal points in
the board's code-writing powers
i be maintained for "on
from the by-laws. Because it was
VisaliaSwill
not received 30 days prior to the the spot" news coverage. Additional facilities are being taken in
Los Angeles board meeting it went
over to November. At that time view of potential move by KTKC
the board ordered appointment of (merging with KFRE) to Fresno,
KKIN reported.
a committee to write an explanation of the proposed Breen amend^WVJS'FM
ment, since it was submitted just
The
Air
Wave Twins
before the board finally adopted
the code.
'HAMMV
u
Statement Under Study
The committee has studied a
tentative statement to accompany
the amendment ballot but it has
not yet been approved.
Coming before the New Orleans
board meeting will be a report of
Full-Time
AM Kentucky's
Station? Most Powerful =
the board finance committee, with
What
Is West
ELIZABETH
BLACK, |
review of the association's budget;
report on the status of the InterRadio Acct. Exec, of JOS. KATZ_
American Broadcasters Assn.; reCO..SWERKNOWS
THAT OWENSBORD.E
THE AN- =
IS WVJS,
view of the International HighKY., ANDTHIS.BECAUSE SHES
KNOWS
Frequency Broadcast Conference
The Rep.
THE RAMBEAU MAN Wilt
at Mexico City; plans for the fall
PRESENT HER WITH A FINEj
district meetings; tentative plans
JIZ|"
KY.
CHESTERFIELD HAM!
for an NAB Program Clinic to be
Rambean'i
held in June, and copyright deMalcolm Creep, Gen'l Mgr. • Jolm T. Rutledee, Com'l Mgr. |
velopments.
BROADCASTING
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CENSORSHIP

Pennsylvania Requires
TV Film Clearance

CENSORSHIP of television films before they are carried by any Pennsylvania television station was ordered last week in a regulation adopted
by the State Board of Censors of Motion Pictures.
The move, which authorities said was the first of its kind in television,
seemed sure to draw a fight from ★
the state's television operators.
Philadelphia television station
owners called a meeting for Tues- W2XMN
FIGHT
day, inviting others interested in
FCC
Lashes
Back at Appeal
television in the state, after being
notified that films may not be tele- DETERMINED to be ready for a
cast unless they bear the Board of show-down in the long-running
fight with FM Inventor Edwin H.
Censors' seal of approval.
Earlier, a committee of attorneys
Armstrong over its FM allocations,
FCC last week filed one of the
representing the state's four currently operating television stations lengthiest case records it has suband one television permittee met in
mitted in recent years to the U. S.
Washington at request of the ownCourt of Appeals for the District
ers, studied the legal aspects and of Columbia.
recommended that the stations reThe record totals 3,662 pages.
sist the regulation by whatever
The case is Prof. Armstrong's
means may be necessary.
appeal from the Commission deciThis legal committee is composed
sion requiring his W2XMN Alpine,
of W. Theodore Pierson, counsel
N. J., to comply with the FCC orfor WCAU-TV Philadelphia, who
der for low-band FM stations to
was named chairman; Thad H. vacate the 44-50 mc region and
Brown Jr. for WDTV (TV) Pitts- denying his appeal for continued
burgh; Morton H. Wilner for
operation in that band [BroadcastWFIL-TV Philadelphia; Henry B.
ing, Jan. 10]. Under a stay order
Weaver for WPTZ (TV) Philadel- won at the time of his appeal. Prof.
phia, and John H. Midlen for
Armstrong's experimental station
WGAL Lancaster, which has a TV is
continuing operation on 44.1 mc.
permit.
The FM inventor's years-old
Authorities said the Pennsylcomplaint against the reallocation
vania board's action was the first of FM from the low to the high
known entry of a censorhhip body band is expected to be drawn into
into the television field, but that
the appeal, in view of the allegasome other states, including Marytions included in his complaint.
land, are understood to be considerIn the record certified to the
ing a similar move. Only five or
court, FCC included relevant allosix states have censorship of mocations reports of the Commission
tion pictures, but a number of cities
dating back to 1945; the docket on
do.
the reallocation of TV Channel 1
Text of the Pennsylvania regula(44-50 mc) from television to nontions:
broadcast services; all license
Projection of motion pictures by tele- folders on W2XMN from 1936 to
vision.— Allintended
motion picture
Alms, reelsor
or views
for projection
the present, and notices of probroadcast by television in Pennsylvania
posed rule-making in the mobile
must first be submitted by the exchange, owner or lessee of the film, hearings and related 44-50 mc proceedings.
reel or view for censorship purposes
and must not be projected by television in Pennsylvania unless first apProf. Armstrong's appeal is
proved by the Board and a seal issued
slated for hearing before the court
therefor upon payment of the proper
fee, and said proper approval seal dis- during the February term. Exact
played upon every showing.
date has not been set.

In-School Viewing
EXPERIMENT in the use of
telecasts in the classrooms of
public schools was inaugurated by WBAL-TV Baltimore Jan. 28. Under the
direction of Dr. David E.
Weglein, public service
counselor of WBAL and
WBAL-TV, a quarter-hour
"high school lesson in music,"
designed for in-school viewing, was telecast at 1 :15 p.m.
Dr. J. Allen Dash, musical director of WBAL, directed the
lesson in cooperation with
public high school authorities. This was the first of
five in-school viewing programs to be started by
WBAL-TV in the next few
weeks. Some of the programs will go over the entire
NBC TV network at a later
date.

FCC

Personnel, Pay
PERSONNEL of the FCC decreased by six during the last two
months of 1948, according to a report of the Joint Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal
Expenditures filed with Congress.
In November 1948, the agency had
1,360 employees and in December
1,354. Monthly payroll increased
by $22,000 between October and
November of last year. The payrolls were reported as $481,000 for
October and $503,000 in November.

POLICY CHANGE
In Canada Radio Intimated
NEW

THINKING by the Canadian government on television and
broadcasting was intimated by
Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent
on Jan. 31 in Parliament at Ottawa. He suggested a possible
change in broadcasting control and
possibility of immediately developing TV in Canada.
He stated that television necessarily had to be a monopolistic enterprise, because of the few frequencies available and the heavy
installation and production costs.
If private interests were allowed il
to use the frequencies and venture
their capital, they would obtain
vested interests. This, he pointed
out, was not desirable.
The Royal Commission, to be appointed shortly, will study the
problem, but meanwhile some action could be taken which would
not prejudge the question, he said.
It is believed this may refer to the
proposals of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to work out a scheme
whereby installation and production could be done on a co-operative
basis with private interests.
The Royal Commission is also to
study the question of broadcasting.
Here the prime minister showed a
possible change in government
thinking, when he admitted it was
an open question whether the CBC
should continue both to broadcast
on its own stations and regulate
the activities of privately-owned
stations.

MIDCONTINENT
SIOUX
FALLS,BROADC^'STIN
SJTUTH DA

KCOO T A

LOWEST
JOHNSON NAMEO
Trial Examiner Group Head

Day and Night
930 K.C.
Mississippi's
Most
Powerful
Amerieaa Breadeast'mg Co.

S BROADCASTING

J. FRED JOHNSON Jr., FCC
hearing examiner, has been elected
president of the Federal Trial Examiners Conference, independent
organization of hearing examiners
at Federal agencies in Washington.
The conference, formed when the
Administrative Procedure Act was
adopted, is patterned after the Federal Conference of Senior Circuit
Judges and seeks improvements in
administrative adjudication.
Mr. Johnson succeeds William
Ringer, chief examiner of National
Labor Relations Board. The Conference meets monthly. Its executive committee, is to meet today
(Monday) at Mr. Johnson's office
to appoint committees and outline
its program.
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Capitol Cauldron
(Contbmed from page 26)
sion, it seems strange that a committee of Congress should find its
dignity disturbed," Mr. Warner
conc'uded.
Edward R. Murrow, CBS commentator, issued strong objections
during his regular news broadcast
Feb. 1.
He noted that "just as a reporter
needs a pencil, so radio and film
people
need their equipment."
He added:

'

.
'

■

"That is oneItofistheboth
troubles
microphone.
neutralwithanda
revealing;
it
has
no
built-in
gadget
which will eliminate split infinitives,
danglingmatical
participles,
otherpolitical
gramgremlins. It is or
without
affiliation, bias or prejudice. When the
actualman isvoice
of a there
witnessis no
or argument
congressrecorded,
about what is said. You just play the
record back and there it is. I have yet
to hear of the man who claimed that
his own voice misquoted him.
"I ingwould
maintain
that .a .public
is a public
hearing
. and hearthat
to deny
use
of
microphones
and cameras to reporters who normally
use
them is the equivalent of saying to
newspaper
reporters,
'You
may
attend
the hearing but you may not bring
either pencil or pen with you.'
". . again
. The . machine
breakers
are at
work
. . this sort
of reasoning,
if followed to its ridiculous conclusion,
would require that newspapers go back
to setting all type by hand or perhaps
that reporters should arrive in the
committee
with as
a slab
of
stone, a room
chisel equipped
and a mallet
the
essential tools of their trade. Familiarity with the language of smoke signals
might also be useful. . . .
"The issue is whether all threa (print,
sight
andfully,
sound) shall be
permitted
employence
interfer-to
from the without
committee,undue
or witnesses,
the instruments with which they work.
It seems to me that any action that

YOUR

AT

OWN

NO

tOST

arbitrarily
limitsandtheprint,
citizen's
to sight, sound
upon access
which
opinion can be based, is, in the true
sense of the phrase, Un-American,"
Walter Compton, general manager of WTTG (TV), DuMont's
Washington outlet, told Broadcasting he thought the ban was "utterly ridiculous."
Mr. views
Compton
made
known his
on had
his
nightly commentary on WTTG.
The Com mittee habitually professes that it wants to let the public know what is going on, yet
would ban the very instruments
which would make that possible,
he declared. He said, in eff^ect, that
TV cameras would depict Committee activities as they actually took
place, and that "the circus is
Commenting on a proposal that
theirs."
TV netwoi'ks set aside time for
regula rly-scheduled Congressional
telecasts, Mr. Compton said he
doubted such a plan would materialize. He indicated that most sessions would not provide adequate
TV fare, and those of a "special
events" nature already commanded
and received TV coverage. Mr.
Compton said he advocated permission be granted to place TV
cameras in the Senate Gallery, but
that even during the war when he
covered radio, microphones were
allowed onV in the cloakroom.
CBS filed a protest as follows:
The Columbia Broadcasting System
wishes to put on the record a vigorous
protest against exclusion of broadcasting,
television,
recording
ment from
public and
sessions
cf the equipHouse

TAILORED

TO

YOU

Take advantage of the know-how gained by
our personniel in almost 10 years of preparing
and publishing radio picture albums atilized profitably
by nearly 200 stations . . . coa.st to coast! ^
New plan distributes albums throughout your
broadcast area ... at no cost to you ... at no
cost to your listeners. Will produce new
accounts . . . increase station revenue.

for exclusive
representation in
^
your city . . . xvrite or —. —
phone 4-5262
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Committee on Un-American Activities.
Sincerely recommend review and reof committee'shasdecision.
its
act theversal committee
banned Bylarge
segments of American citizenry on
whose behalf it functions from personal
observation of public repeat public
sessions thereby nullifying benefits to
which Americans are entitled through
medium of radio broadcasting.
NBC and ABC made no individual protests, but said Mr. Warner's letter represented their viewpoints.
On tl-.e other side of Capitol Hill,
Sen. Johnson last Thursday told
Broadcasting that he does not contemplate immediate introduction of
a bill to prohibit the FCC from issuing Stratovision licenses.
He warned that this did not
represent a permanent position and
that it may be necessary to introduce such a bill in the future. Such
legislation would be difficult to
write at the present time when
full details are not available. He
felt that Stratovision had not been
sufficiently explored to provide a
basis for legislation, but said the
system "will bear close watching."
Stratovision Bill
Sen. Johnson, who has introduced
a bill to break down the clear
channels and limit broadcasting
power to 50 kw, told an anti-clear
channel group in Chicago a fortnight ago that he intended to introduce the anti-Stratoca,sting bill
[D.^oadcasting, Jan. 31].
He told the anti-clear faction
Stratovision could be used for
broadcasts "which would present
a far more serious threat of domination by clear channel than exists

Union" speech, and specifies some
union activities as "unfair laboipractices,"
Secretary Tobin
the
Senate committee.
These told
are
limited to certain types of secondary boycotts and jurisdictional
disputes, and failure to file 30 days'
notice of proposed contract modification or termination.
Under the bill secondary boycotts or strikes are treated as unjustifiable ifthey seek to compel
an employer to recognize a union
FILM BLASTS RADIO
Serials, Giveaways Criticized
By JOHN OSBON
HOLLYWOOD, which often
lampoons the press, politics and
other American institutions, apparently has reserved one of its most
satiric sallies for radio. The colony
of "glass houses" has outdone itself
with a film likely to put to shame
"The Hucksters," "Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington" and "The March of
Time's" radio issue [Broadcasting,
Aug. 25, 1947].
Its latest "message," currently
showing in New York, is titled "A
Letter to Three Wives" and seemingly seeks to confirm the canard
that radio fare is designed chiefly
for 12-year-old mentalities. On the
surface a harmless enough comedy,
the movie devotes a 30-minute sequence to anti-radio
Celluloid
words oftirades.
woe are put
into the mouth of an English instructor, a country club parasite
who "hasn't got a dime" but who
maintains a family chiefly off his
wife's earnings derived from writing radio script. When the sponsors come to dinner, he cannot restrain himself. Weighing the qualities of education against the crass
"commercialism" of radio, comic
books, etc., he severely chastises
daytime serials and other dramatics, and giveaways. Mention of
movies is prudently omitted.
Ironically enough, Paul Douglas,
a former network announcer, is a
party to the farce— his first moving
picture role. The film was produced at the studios of 20th Century-Fox, which had been in negotiation
for acquisition
of ABC's
AM and TV network
operations.

Sen. Johnson indicated that his
committee had already considered
today."
the possibility of extending the
broad study of communications
launched in the 80th Congress into
the present Congress. "I think
we'll continue that," he said, adding
that it was "in the thinking stage."
It was on the communications
study of 1948 that Sens. Charles
W. Tobey (R-N.H.) and Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.) based their
recent report endorsing the FCC's
"Blue Book" and urging a breakdown of the clears and a power
ceiling
Jan. 31].of 50 kw [Broadcasting,
The 1948 inquiry dealt primarily
with both domestic and international matters, broadcasting and nonbroadcasting, with emphasis on
FCC's licensing and program review activities.
The new labor bill, on which Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobin testified Monday before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, retains the ban on secondary boycotts but ominously
omits the word "service" in that
pertinent section. Thus, it appeared that radio would be divested
of a necessary safeguard.
NAB indicated Friday it was
mulling the implications of Secretary Tobin's bill, and expected to
file appearance before Committee
before adjournment of hearings.
1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
Called the "National Labor Relations Act of 1949," the bill embodies
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
the recommendations of PresiNat. Rep.. WEED & CO.. New York
dent Truman in his "State of the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

in violation of the National Labar
Eelations Act, the Labor Secretary
said. It makes it an unfair labor
practice for a union "to cause or
attempt to cause" employes to engage in a secondary boycott or a
concerted work stoppage for the
purpose of compelling an employer
to bargain with one union if another is the certified representative, he asserted.
The proposed 1949 Act, draft of
which has been submitted to the
Senate Committee chairman, would
(1) repeal the Taft-Hartley Act of
1947, (2) re-enact and amend the
Wagner Act of 1935, (3) enable
the , National Labor Relations
Board to deal with unjustifiable
secondary boycotts and jurisdictional disputes, (4) re-establish
th€ Conciliation Service in the
Labor Dept., (5) provide means
for settlement of disputes arising
out of interpretation of existing
contracts, and (6) provide means
for meeting national emergencies
in vital industries which affect the
public interest.
The bill limits jurisdictional disputes to those between two or more
labor organizations. NLRB has jurisdiction in cases where disputes
have resulted in or threaten to result in strikes or secondary boycotts
and' where they affect commerce,
Mr. Tobin pointed out.
Two other changes are contained
in the 1949 National Labor Relations Act, Secretary Tobin stated.
The bill makes it clear that employers subject to the Act may enter agreements providing for the
closed shop or other forms of union
security. This would make uniform rules on subjects of collective
bargaining applicable to all employers and labor organizations in
interstate industries, he pointed
out, and no longer would they conflict with rules operative in different states.
Secretary Tobin told the Senate
Coinrnittee that the Taft-Hartley
Act has limited the scope of collective bargaining as against individual bargaining, and should be
repealed for various other reasons.
IN
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^
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Direct to the 1,130,000 "SPECIALIZED
GROUP" within the los Angeles Market.
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WLAC Nashville manager, F. C.
Sowell, receives teni-h anniversary
fsso Reporter plaque from J. T.
Rhodes, Tennessee division manager,
Esso Standard Oil Co., which sponsors
the news broadcasts.
For one thing, he said, under the
T-H Law the Labor Board is under
"a mandatory duty to seek injunctions against unions in all cases involving secondary boycotts, including those for perfectly legitimate objectives." For another, the
Act singled out the board as the
"one administrative agency in our
Government which should receive
different treatment — an unwise and
unnecessary
he
maintained.division of functions,"
Secretary Tobin contended in his
statement that the T-H Act "completely outlaws peaceful picketing
in many situations" and that "employes . . . may be found guilty
... of engaging in an unlawful
secondary boycott."
He told the Senate Committee
that the Federal Courts were overloaded with many issues properly
within the framework of agreements made by the parties themselves. The T-H Act provides for
damage suits for breaches of collective bargaining agreements and
for violations of prohibitions in the
Act against secondary boycotts and
jurisdictional disputes.
Belief was expressed in some
Capitol circles that the new labor
bill is wholly inadequate. Sen.
Wayne Morse (R-Ore.) said he felt
it would "never pass the Senate in
its
present form," and must be
amended.
Last Monday Almon E. Roth,
president of the San Francisco Employers'
Council, toldCommittee
a House Education
and Labor
that
Congress should undertake to define "executive, administrative and
professional" employes under provisions of the Wage-Hour Act,
rather than expand the Administrator's scope of power.
Will Afifect Radio
Testifying on the Fair Labor
Standards Act in behalf of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, of
which he is a member, Mr. Roth
urged fixture of a constant minimum wage at a minimum level by
statute instead of "administrative
determination" and uniformity for
all industries.
(Continued on page 62)
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Special switches were needed to complete an electrical instrument contract. Late delivery of finished items would kill chances of future orders
and lay off men. Switches were 1100 miles away, but Air Express delivered the 15-lb. package at 3 a.m. — 8 hours after pick-up. Cost, only
$5.07. Air Express now used regularly. Keeps down inventory, improves
customer service by early delivery.

Low as $5.07 was, remember Air
Express rate included doOr-to-door
service, receipt for shipment and
more
It's thethatworld's
fastest protection.
shipping service
every
business uses with profit.
Facts

on

low

Air

World's finest Scheduled AirUne
fleet carries Air Express. 24-hour
service — speeds up to 5 miles a
minute. Direct to over 1000 airport
oflBces. air-rail for 22,000 ofi"-airline
cities;
Express

rates

17-lb. carton of hearing aids goes 900 miles for §4.70.
12 lbs. of table delicacies goes 600 miles for $2.53.
(Same day delivery in both cases if you ship early.)
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up
and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and
delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier responsibility. Assured protection, too — valuation coverage up to $50 without
extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight. For fast
shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway Express
Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities

AIR EXPRESS. A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE
SCHEDULED

AIRLINES
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Houston

K-NUZ

!

assures advertisers more dollars in

returns, per dollar invested, than any other station in Houston.
It's true — dollar per
dollar, invested in
time on K-NUZ, Houston's fastest growing
radio station, bring
phenomenal results.
Constantly mounting
Hooper ratings plus
scores of satisfied advertisers testify to this
fact — the latter by
their repeat orders for
K-NUZ spots and superior programs.

NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.
Dave Morris, Gen. Mgr.
k-nuz
"Your Good News Station'
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON
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The House Committee's study of
various proposals looks toward revision of the Act, provisions of
which would aflfect the overall
broadcasting industry.
Richard P. Doherty, NAB director of employer-employe relations,
has filed to appear Wednesday before the House Committee. He will
submit industry's position on current wage-hour discussions, including overtime exemptions.
A "committee print," basis for
the present House hearings, calls
for extensive revisions in the
Wage-Hour Act. Generally it would
raise the minimum wage from 40c
to 75c an hour and provide for a
system of industry committees to
attain the "objective of a universal
minimum wage of $1 an hour."
With respect to clarification of
terms, Mr. Roth pointed out that
executive, administrative and professional personnel still lack definition by the Administrator, "even
though he has been seeking to
change qualifications , for a year
and a half now without any result
forthcoming."
Mr. Roth asked that exemptions be provided for all outside
employes whose hours of work
are "not within the present control
of the employer, but only the employes." Congress should stress
the nature of the job, not salary
requirements in laying down its
own definitions, and give "mature
consideration to remedial legislation," he asserted.
Connally Hits Radio
Sen. Connally lashed out at radio during hearings Feb. 1 on a
bill to break filibusters.
Freedom of unlimited debate in
the Senate is now more important
than ever before, he said, to "offset
and counteract" those who use radio to "besmirch" the names and
purposes of its members. He identified these "sources of propaganda" as "outfits in congested areas
of the nation who want to besmirch
the names and purposes of those
inimical to their purposes."
"On account of the growth of
radio, television and all those
things," Sen. Connally declared, "it
is more important than ever that
the public be informed by its representatives in Congress, through
the forum of the Senate, the truth."
This did not mean, he told
Broadcasting later, that he concurred in the views of Rep. Thomas
J. Lane (D-Mass.), who felt that
the networks should inaugurate
regular telecasts and broadcasts to
show the people "how their representativeJan.
government
[Broadcasting,
31].functions"
"I just prefer it like it (Congressional coverage) is," he said,
identifying broadcasting and telecast coverage as "undignified and
tooDuring
mechanical."
the filibuster hearings,
Sen. Irving M. Ives (R-N.Y.) asked
the Texas Senator if he were making indictment of radio in general.
"I'm only making an indictment

of the crooked radio," Sen. Connally retorted.
Sen. Connally explained that
during the hearings on the confirmation of Dean Acheson as Secretary of State, charges were
broadcast and soon he had a "whole
sheaf of telegrams from my state"
urging the Senate not to confirm
the nomination.
To Name Subcommittees
The appointment of four subcommittees to give preliminary
study to measures referred to the
House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee is expected
during a meeting of the full group
tentatively set for this week.
One of the subcommittees appointed is likely to be assigned
communications studies. Rep. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio), chairman of
the full committee, has reportedly
been considering Rep. Alfred L.
Bulwinkle (D-N.C.) as chairman
of this subcommittee. However,
Congressman Bulwinkle is presently recuperating at his home from an
illness and his health could prevent
his active participation in that
Although Rep. J. Percy Priest
(D-Tenn.) has been prominently
post.
mentioned as an alternate appointee, intimates of the Southern
legislator believe that he would prefer assignment as chairman of the
public health subcommittee of another group. This would preclude
his acceptance of the Commerce
subcommittee assignment as Congressmen can accept the chairmanship of only one committee.
Other nominees for the post
might be Reps. Lindley Beckworth
(D-Tex.) or Oren Harris (D-Ark.).
Rep. Priest, House Majority Whip,
and Rep. Harris were both members of the House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC during
the 80th Congress.
'Pepsi' Promotes Goetz
ALBERT J. GOETZ, who as assistant vice president has been in
charge of the advertising department of Pepsi-Cola Co. for several
years, has been elected a vice president, Walter S. Mack Jr., president
of the company, announced last
week.

Video

Vending

TURNING ITS taletifs to
poetry, George R. Nelson
Inc., advertising, Schenectady, N. Y., is promoting its
television activity with a
poem sent tovertisers.
prospective
adThe first verse
points out that:
"You will make a wise decivision sion if you turn to teleWith the product or the
tising
service that you sell
For it's smart and enterprising television adverThat can do your selling job,
Mr.
continues by
and Nelson
do it well!"
telling that now is the time
to get into video and that his
agency is equipped to handle
the job whether the budget is
for a spot or full scale production. Television is now a
fully accepted medium, Mr.
Nelson says and: "For a
plain-talk demonstration . . .
for a clear, straight presentation ... In Schenectady,
call 4-4135."
NBC-AIR FORCE
TV Program Shows 4 Cities
NBC television viewers were to be
taken on an air reconnaissance
mission over four major cities yesterday (Feb. 6) at 1 p.m. (EST).
Arranged by the U. S. Air Force
in cooperation with NBC, the simulated mission was to be carried on
the
full
inter-connected TV networks.
Two air force transport planes,
a C-47 out of Washington to cover
the Capital and New York, and a
C-54 out of Chicago to telecast
aerial views of that city and Cleveland, were to be used.
NBC commentators Ben Grauer
and Ray Michael were announcers
for the program. Production was
in charge of Bill Garden, NBC
television's director of field programs. Edwin C. Wilbur, television field supervisor, handled engineering arrangements.

MEMPHIS

10,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by
RADIO
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BROADCASTING
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AE PLAN REJECTED
SAG Spokesman Tells Why

Non-Picture
MOVIES

IN

Applicants

OFFi

TV

May Get FCC Favor
FCC MAY SOON arrive at a policy of generally favoring non-motion
picture applicants, particularly in television, over those with movie
affiliations just as in competitive proceedings in AM it generally prefers
non-newspaper applicants.
This prospect was foreseen last ★
week after FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy, addressing the directors of the
Theatre Owners of America in a EICOR INC.
meeting in Washington Jan. 29,
Introduces Tape Recorder
indicated that movie companies
may find it harder to get TV li- MASS PRODUCTION of a new
tape recorder selling for approxicenses because films are "a medimately "$100 less than any availum of communication."
able on the market" was announced
The need for "diversification of
in
Chicago
last week as officials of
ownership of the media of mass
Eicor Inc. introduced the device to
communication" is a ground frequently cited by the Commission in the public at the Lake Shore Athletic Club. Firm developed the magdeciding competitive cases involvnetic recorder over a two-year peing newspaper and non-newspaper
riod, according to Joseph Nader,
applicants. It has not yet been
founder and chairman of the board.
applied in television; nor has it A Rockford 111., sales test netted
been invoked against motion pic- $10,000 worth of sales in two weeks,
ture applicants.
Raymond Perry, president, reMeanwhile, question of the major
motion picture
qualifiRecorder, Eicor's first consumer
cations to own producers'
radio stations
at ported.
WFLN
(FM)
product, is manufactured at Ogall
is
under
FCC
study
in
view
of
lesby. 111. The portable unit weighs
Planning March Opening
the Supreme Court's decision find- 27 pounds and retails for $124.95.
PHILADELPHIA'S first all-FM
ing them guilty of anti-trust law
Equipment includes a built-in, high
station, WFLN, The Franklin
violations [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. fidelity five-tube AC speaker ampliBroadcasting Co., is expected to
fier, crystal microphone with eight
Action Unlikely
start operation in early March.
feet of cord and plug, and loud
The station is assigned Channel
In addition to the TV applicaspeaker cord with attachment plug
tions of various other producers,
239 (95.7 mc) with effective radifor
a radio speaker. Motorolaated power of 20 kw. The studios which are caught in the general
Chicago, factory branch, is the Chiand transmitter will be located in video freeze, it seems unlikely that
cago area distributor. CampbellMithun is the agency.
the northwestern Roxborough sec- FCC will act finally on the pending
tion of Philadelphia at 8200 Ridge $1,045,000 acquisition of Mrs.
Ave.
Dorothy Thackrey's West Coast
The station
is ownedLawrence
by five Philadephia
civic leaders:
M. C. properties by Warner Bros, until
Smith, attorney as president; Dorothy
the anti-trust issue is settled. The AD COUNCIL KITS
Schoell Montgomery, head of PhiladelThackrey stations are KYA San
phiarahamHousing
Authority,
secretary;
AbTo Go to Independents
L. Freedman, attorney and on Francisco and KLAC and KLACTemple U. faculty, treasurer and counTHE
ADVERTISING
Council will
TV Los Angeles.
sel; Joseph S. Clark Jr., attorney and
head of Americans for Democratic AcThe
TOA
board
session
in
the
make
available
to
some
400 indetion, assistant treasurer, and Walter
pendent stations monthly packets
meantime recommended that exM. Phillipps, member of City Planning
Commission and electrical manufachibitors enter local television sta- of materials on major public servturer,
member offourtheowners
board also
of direcice campaigns. The packets will
tors.
The other
serve
tion
ownership
if practicable, and
on the board.
contain a schedule of suggested
commended
producers
and
distribuProgramming will be along the
public service projects of top pritors who "have declined to make
lines of WQXR New York, featur- available
ority for each of the four weeks in
to television those films
ing good music, news and com- which were created for and paid the month, a radio fact sheet on
mentary. Bob Rogers, general
each project and, every other
manager of WQQW Washington is for by the motion picture theatres.
month, a radio bulletin listing apserving as a consultant to the sta- . . . We feel that the 'giving away'
proved campaigns.
of the industry product on teletion. Temporary offices are Room
The Council is working under a
vision is economically indefensi512, Real Estate Trust Bldg., Mr.
plan proposed by the independent
stations committee of the NAB.
ble.". . .
; Smith's office.
Under the plan of cooperation between the council and committee,
the council will undertake to service queries by stations and to preMEMO
to ED WHITLEY, McCann-Erickson:
pare special program materials for
exclusive use of independent staWCKY's Makebelieve Ballroom Saturday morning, 10tions on public service campaigns.
12 Noon, has ratings as high as 6.8*. Reach a family
audience Saturday morning on WCKYI
(*~Pulse, Nov.-Dec. 1948)
Y & R Video Ad
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
YOUNG & RUBICAM'S activities
in the field of television provided
the basis for a full-page ad run
last week in several of the country's leading newspapers and trade
journals.
Headed "The Newest
WCKY
Medium" the ad shows a television
camera and operator and states
CINCINNATI
simply: "Of the ten top-rating
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
television shows . . . five are produced by Young & Rubicam (Hooper press release, Jan. 25)."
BROADCASTINq
• Telecasting
ON GROUNDS that it is "against
the best- interests of all actors,"
Screen Actors Guild last week rejected an Actors Equity counterproposal for the jurisdiction of
talent in television calling for a
partnership agreement between
SAG, AE and AFRA.
Proposal was offered by Equity
in place of a previous plan offered
by television committees of five
talent groups, SAG, AE, AFRA,
AGMA and CE (Chorus Equity),
seeking a partnership agreement
between SAG and a merger of the
other four groups.
According to a SAG spokesman.
Guild will "continue to explore
every possible approach to problems created for actors by advent
of television." Toward that end,
meetings with television film producers were scheduled for latter
part of last week, with no details
available.
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Stations Are Forced Off Air

OF TEXAS

ICE on power lines played havoc
the last week in January with
radio operations in north and west
Texas.
Following- lesser interruptions,
virtually complete disruption of
scheduled broadcasting in Dallas
and Fort Worth ensued on Thursday, Jan. 27, after a severe twoday freezing rain.
ThatAMday,stations,
only one
Dallas'
seven
1 kwof daytime
KIXL, was able to maintain unbroken schedules. Nearly all the
morning and afternoon, it was the
only Dallas station to which listeners-could tune.
FCC granted KIXL authority
to continue on the air past its sundown sign-otf but the emergency
"ended before then. "
At Forth Worth, KFJZ (Mutual) held the field virtually alone
much of the day, operating with
use of auxiliary equipment.
Both power failures at the transmitters and destruction of circuits
between downtown studios and the
transmitters plagued the broadcasters.
Finding itself suddenly Dallas'
sole broadcaster, "with 100% Hooper," as one KIXL staff official
cracked, the station filled the air
with public service announcements

1949

and messages. Likewise, KFJZ
performed in the public interest.
At Bonham, 70 miles northeast
of Dallas, radio was the city's only
outside communication as telephone and telegraph wires were
down. KFYN Bonham, on an emergency permit, relayed public messages and news copy to outside
points.
At McKinney, Tex., KMAE handled emergency messages, but when
its AP leased wire fell under ice,
the news report was sent to the
station by a Dallas shortwave operator.
KRLD, with studios in the Hotel
Adolphus in Dallas, shortwaved its
programs to the transmitter at
Garland when phone service broke
down over the 15-mile distance.
CBS outlet for both Dallas and
Fort Worth, KRLD was off the air
from sign-on time at 5:30 a.m.
Jan. 27 to 3:32 p.m. That came
on the heels of a 1% hr. interruption two days before, and the collapse of both transmitter towers
about a month earlier.
Transmitters serving WFAA
Dallas and WBAP Fort Worth on
820 (NBC) and 570 (ABC) frequencies, respectively, went dead as
wires crashed around them.
Getting WBAP-820 back on the

YEARBOOK

NOW

IN

THE

MAILS

Tj^ACH BROADCASTING
subscriber will receive
/ree this 550-page encyclopedia of radio-TV as part of
his subscription.

RETURNING from the Middle West
and "Operation Snowbound," NBC
newsmen are "covered" after landing by the network's TV film comera. They supplied NBC spot coverage of recent blizzard disaster which
gripped Nebraska, Wyoming and
other states. L to r: Arthur Barriault,
Ludwig Geiscope and Morgan Beatty.
air required ingenuity. While lines
between the Fort Worth studios in
the Medical Arts Bldg. were out
to the Arlington transmitter, there
was service over the more distant
connection to Dallas. Accordingly,
WBAP-820 routed its programs
from its studios to WFAA-FM
transmitter, in downtown Dallas,
and back by FM to its Arlington
transmitter for pickup and rebroadcast. 820 was off the air from
sign-on time to about 5 p.m. and
570 from about 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
WBAP-TV stayed right on, but
numerous viewers were atfected by
the general power failure.
Thanks to quick location of a
generating unit and putting the
2000-pound apparatus into service,
KLIF — which had no power either
at its Cliff Towers studio or its
suburban Scyene road transmitter
— was one of the first Dallas stations back on the air, resuming
about 2:30 p.m.
Chief Engineer Glenn Callison
handled the power problem, while
Judy Edwards, traffic manager,
and Art Nelson and Fred Edwards,
announcers, assembled with the
commercial log, an armful of records, aportable turntable and commercial copy at the transmitter.
But the rented generator set up
a roar that made announcing impossible inside. So announcer Edwards moved to his parked car a
short distance from the plant to

All Yearbooks should be delivered within two weeks.
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Additional copies $5.00 each.
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handle the mike from the front
seat, while the records were played
from the transmitter building.
CHICAGO
NARSR
To Hear Flanagan Feb, 70
T. F. FLANAGAN, managing director of the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives, will
be principal speaker at the organization meeting of the Chicago
Council, NARSR, Feb. 10 in Chicago.
John Blair, chairman of the Chicago Council committee, said Mr.
Flanagan will review activities of
the group in the current FCC network-representative hearings at
Washington and in the recent spot
radio presentation. The luncheon
meeting will be closed to non-members.
The Chicago Council committee
includes Mr. Blair, president of
John Blair and Co.; George Hollingbery, George Hollingbery Co.;
Edward Voynow, Edward Petry
and Co., and John Pearson, John
Pearson Co.
Executive committee of the
NARSR recently authorized formation of the Chicago section to keep
association members in the area
"more fully advised of association
activities and to foster active participation inthe plans and policies
of NA^SR;"tMr. Blair reported.
HALLJ GRAFTERS Co., Chicago, jhas
aftriouiced production of a remote
cantrol television receiver.

5000 WATTS-NOW!

BROAD<^ftfriNG
T

MID-AMERICA "Operation Snowbound" has its hazards as well as its
hardships. Returning to base from
mountainous area southwest of Denver after dark frequently involve4
flights between ranges too high for
a C-47 to fly over. Mai Hansen (I),
WOW Omaha farm director, andl
Navigator Capt. Charles Smith of the
Tenth Air Force discuss flight map.
Temperature was 20 below zero inside plane.

Interested? Ask

G

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

:: JOS. WEEIX & CO. i
350 Madison Ave., New York
BROAOCASTm^

A LBERT S. GOUSTIN, former DeJl\_ troit sales manager of the Ladies
Home Journal, joins New York
staff of BLAIR-TV, TV station representative firm, as account executive.
Mr. Goustin, associated with the Journal 10 years, worked during war as a
Navy communications officer specializing in video. Blair-TV represents
KTSL Los Angeles; WTVR Richmond; WDSU-TV New Orleans; and
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, according
to WILLIAM H. WELDON, president.
PAUL E. GILMOR, formerly with
WHBC Canton, Ohio, and more recently with
WFAH - FM Alliance. Ohio, has rejoined WHBC as
sales manager.
GEORGE M. GASTON has been appointed commercial manager and
promotion director
at WHYU Newport
News, Va.
BOB BELL has
Mr. Gilmor
been appointed
sales manager of
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J. He succeeds EDWIN C. DERRYBERRY, who
has joined WBAY Coral Gables, Fla.,
as sales manager.

AFM

AGREEMENT

On TV Extended to March 1
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians last Monday extended its
temporary agreement on television
until March 1. It was the second
time the pact was c6ntinued without change. It first went into effect May 1 and was renewed at the
end of October.
In view of pronouncements by
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
that he desired to work out a permanent agreement on television,
the rumor spread that Jan. 31
would have been the end of the
temporary agreement. The AFM,
however, was unable to settle all
the problems relating to television
in time to start talks with industry.
Preoccupation with Presidential
Inauguration ceremonies and with
the details attending the termination of the record ban was said to

LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarlsm-Copyright-PIracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly Inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinisurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange BIdg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
BROADCASTING

COOPER

ELECTED

Head of Commercial Mgrs.
ommetcia

L. O. HUTCHINS, formerly commercial manager of WBBO
and WBBOFM Forrest
City,
N. C, has been appointed
commer-of
cial manager
WFMY Greensboro, N. C.
WJZM Clarksville,
Tenn., has appointed RURAL RADIO
Co., New York, as
its
national representative.
KENNETH CURMr. Hutchins
tO,
local sales
manager of WPRO
Providence, R. I., is the father of a
girl, Sarah Jean.
EDWARD D. FITZGERALD, former
assistant credit manager at New
York's Hotel Governor Clinton, has
joined staff of WHLI and WHLI-FM
Hempstead, L. I., as account executive.
JAMES C. LYDDY, former program
director at WEEK Easton, Pa., has
been appointed account executive for
WPTR Albany, N. Y.

CARROLL LAYMAN, assistant account executive for Grant Adv.,
Miami, is to join ABC Central Division sales staff.
WTIK Durham, N. C, has appointed
FORJOE & Co., New York, as its national representative. WTIK is affiliated with the Tobacco Network.
ED NICKEY, former timebuyer at
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, Chicago,
joins WBNR (ABC) Chicago's local
and spot sales department. He replaces BRUCE BRYANT, who resigned to join the Edward Petry Co.
DOROTHY KIRBY, member of the
WSB and WSB-TV Atlanta commercial staff, was the winner of the 17th
annual
Doherty women's
amateur Helen
golf Lee
tournament
held in
Miami week of Jan. 24.
FRANK SCHMITT, former salesman
at KGO San Francisco, has been apnetwork sales representative,pointed
sameABCcity.
FRED L. VANCE, commercial manager of WEEK Peoria since 1947, has
been appointed account executive in
charge of national business at KTSA
San Antonio.
DOUG BURROWS has joined sales
staff of CHEK Petersborough.

F. M. COOPER, sales manager of
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis., was
elected to a second term as president of the Wisconsin-Upper Michigan Commercial Managers Assn.
at its semi-annual meeting Jan.
29-30 in Appleton, Wis.
New Association officers are
Fred Sample, sales manager,
WNAM Neenah-Menasha, and W.
C. (Wally) Porsow, commercial
manager, WHBY Appleton. WHEY
served as host to the managerial
group. The association also chose
June 11 as the next meeting date
and Milwaukee as the place.
Speakers included Arthur Benson, advertising manager of
Gloudemann & Gage, Appleton
department store, who spoke on
"Looking at Radio from the Outside," and Bob Lloyd, sports director of WHBY, who outlined
"The Commercial Possibilities of
Sportscasting." Ben Laird, president and general manager of
WDUZ, discussed "What Management Expects of its Sales DepartAttending the meeting were:
Harrison Carter, Robert HoUenbeck,
Morrie Wilson and Daun Allen, WDLB
Marshfield, Wis.; W. C. Johnson and
Russ Staffeld, WMIQ Iron Mt., Mich.;
Larry Zurawski, WNAM Neenah, Wis.;
Joe DeYoung, WTAQ Green Bay, Wis.;
Harry
and Wis.;
D. R.Doug
Macauley,
ment."Hyett
WEAU
Eau Clair,
Ching
and
Milt
Boehm,
WHBY;
R.
A.
steen and Mr. Cooper, WDUZ. Vander-

have prevented AFM officials from
going further into television.
As the Jan. 31 deadline approached and it became known that
no talks were scheduled between
AFM and industry, reports spread
that a television music crisis was
in the making. The new extension
quashed the rumors. It is expected
that AFM shortly will seek talks
with industry on a permanent contract. It is known that conferences within the AFM have been
held
tions. preparatory to such negotiaUnder the temporary agreement,
which the musicians claimed last
March was promulgated to aid an
"infant industry," rates were put
into effect for TV which were less
than existing AM rates.
Under the contract, local television musician rates were set at
% of the applicable major local
AM station rates both for staff
and single engagements. Network
TV rates were set at % of the
applicable AM network rate. However, men doing staff work on AM
who are assigned to TV were to be
paid their full AM rates. TV staff
men may be assigned to AM but
must be paid the AM rates for each
day so assigned. If musicians play
for duplicated AM and TV shows,
the AM rate applies, plus $7.50 for
each sponsored program and $3.75
for each sustaining program on
TV. Auditions are to be paid for
at the comparable AM audition
rate. Musicians called in for costuming or makeup receive $3.00.
Musicians are to furnish tuxedoes
or business suits as required.

• Telecasting

BILL O'NEIL, President

W
ABC Network
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NATIONALLY
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LOCAL
PROGRAMS

• Bow-Ties and Bow-Kays
• Music for the Mrs.
• Piedmont Farm Program

Plus NBC'S
PARADE OF STAR
NETWORK

SHOWS

ALL ON WSJS AM-FM
THE STATIONS WHICH
SATURATE
NORTH CAROLINA'S
GOLDEN TRIANGLE
WINSTONSALEM

GREENSBORO

HIGH POINT

No. 1 MARKET
IN THE
SOUTH'S

No. 1 STATE

THE JOgRNAL-SENTINEi-StATldNS
NBC
AFFILIATE
; Represented by
liE4l)*tfi4BEED COMPANY
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January 28 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
AM— 1300 kc
Announce final decision (Comrs.
Webster, Jones and Sterling not participating) granting
application
of Cleve-in
land Bcstg.
Cleveland
1300Inc.kc for
5 kwnewunl.station
DA and
denyingInc.application
Scripps-Howard
Kadio
requestingof same
facilities.
BY THE COMMISSION
License ,Renewal
WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va. — Granted
renewal of license for regular period.
Following exp. TV stations were
granted renewal of license for period
ending Feb. 1, 1950: The A. S. Abell
Co., W3XMD W3XMR W3XMS; American Bcstg. Co. Inc. W2XMA W2XWI
W9XOK; Earle C. Anthony Inc.,
W6XYK W6XYL; Atlanta Journal Co.,
W4XGF; Bamberger Bcstg. Service Inc.,
W3XGE W3XGF W2XLN W2XOL;
Bremer Bcstg. Corp., W2XAX W2XAY;
Carter Publications Inc., W5XOS
W5XPP; Columbia Bcstg. System Inc.,
K2XAB K2XDF W2XCS W2XNU W2XSA;
Crosley Bcstg. Corp. W8XST W8XSZ;
The Eve. News Assn., W8XLE; The EveStar Bcstg. Co.,
worthning Television
andW3XJB;
Radio FarnsCorp.,
W9XFT; Federal Telecommunication
Labs. Inc., W2XTA; The Fort Industry
Co., W8XND; General Electric Co.,
W2XGE W2XUP W2XUR W2XUS
W2XUQ; Havens & Martin Inc., W4XW;
Intermountain Bcstg. Corp., W6XIS
W7XXG; The
JournalW9XIU
Co. (TheW9XLI
Milwaukee Journal),
W9XMK; cultureKansas
State Science,
College ofWXBV;
Agriand Applied
Memphis Pub. Co., W4XIF W4XJJ;
Metropolitan Bcstg. and Television Co.,
W2XMT; Miami Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
W8XUU.
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., K9XAV
W2XSE W2XWJ W3XJA W6XZL
W8XKR;
Eugene P. Calif.,
O'Fallon
Inc.,
WXEL; Television
W6XJD;
Philco Bcstg. Corp., W3XE W3XMZ
W3XPD W3XPE W3XPG W3XPH
W3XPI W3XPK W3XQP WIOXAD
WIOXAE WIOXAF WIOXP WIOXPA
WIOXPB WIOXPC WIOXPR WIOXQB
WIOXQC; The Pulitzer Pub. Co.,
WOXDW; Radio Corp. of America,
W2XNZ W3XAD W3XEP; Radio Sales
Corp., W7XNY; Radio Station WOW
Inc.,
WXQS; W8XNY
Scripps-Howard
Radio WXCQ,
Inc., W8XMK
W8XNZ;
Sherron Metallic Corp., W2XDK.
Triangle Publications Inc. (The Phila.
Inquirer Division), W3XJT W3XJU
W3XJV; WAVE Inc., W4XPZ; WBEN
Inc., W2XLV;
Westinghouse
Stations Inc., WIXJF;
WGN Inc.,Radio
W9XDV
W9XGZ; WPIX Inc., W2XMB W2XPO;
WXYZ workInc.,
W8XNI The
YankeeZenith
NetInc., WIXSW
WIXUF;
Radio Corp., W9XZC W9XZV.
Following commercial TV stations
were granted renewal of licenses for
period
ending
1, 1950: WCBS-TV
New York;
WRGBFeb.Schenectady;
WNBT
New York, WNBW Washington, D. C,
and WPTZ Philadelphia.
Licenses for following exp. TV staextended
reasonstionsset were
forth:
W3XJCto June
W3XJD1 forHearst
Radio
Baltimore, inMd.WBAL
— Pending
decision Inc.,
by Commission
case;
W8XJH Don Lee Bcstg. System, Area,
Los
Angeles
—
Pending
decision
Commission in Don Lee case; W6XCOby
W6XLA W6XYZ Paramount Television
Productions Inc., Area Los Angeles,
Pasadena, Calif.
— Pending offurther
examination of violations
Sherman
Anti-Trust Act by Paramount Pictures
Inc., in terms of decision of Supreme
Court (68 S. Ct. 915); W9XUI State U. of
Iowa, Iowa
City,until
IowaJan.
— Renewal
application not filed
24, insufficient
time to process application; W8XGZ
Gus Zaharis, Nr. Charleston, W. Va. —
Renewal application not filed until Jan.
17, insufficient time to process application; W2XJT Jamaica Radio Television
Co.,
Jamaica,
L. I., N. application
Y.— Trans, site
indicated
in renewal
did
not correspond
to
authorization.
cation returned for correction. AppliACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Jones)
Harrisonburg Bcstg. Co., Harrisonburg, Va. — Granted
petition
of Andrew
W. Bennett,
attorney
of record
for
Harrisonburg Bcstg. Co., requesting
withdrawal of his appearance as attorney in proceeding re Doc. 9108.
St. Mary's U. Bcstg. Corp., San Antonio, Tex. — Granted petition for leave
to amendtution of application
show assubstiRichard C. toKittel
11%
stockholder in applicant corporation in
lieu of John Gordon Lloyd.
WSPD and WKJG Ft. Wayne, Ind.—
Granted joint petition for continuance
of hearing scheduled Jan. 31 to April 6
at Washington.
Riverside Bcstrs., Los Angeles —
Granted petition to dismiss without
prejudice
Docket 9111).its application (BP-6520;

Actions

of

the

FCC

JANUARY 28 to FEBRUARY 3
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-Iocal sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
James H. Furns, Monroe, Mich. —
Granted petition to dismiss without
prejudice
Palmettoapplication.
Bcstg. Co., Kingstree, S. C
— Granted petition for leave to amend
application to specify 1300 kc in lieu
1220 kc and application was removed
from hearing docket.
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., Orange
County Bcstg. Co. and Airtone Co.,
Santa
Calif.— Commission
on own
motion Ana,
continued
indefinitely hearing
scheduled Feb. 14 at Washington.
Fairfield County Bcstg. Co., Norwalk,
Conn. — Granted petition to dismiss
without prejudice application.
WDGY Minneapolis — Granted petition
insofar astinuance of hearing
it requests
indefinite
conpresently
scheduled
Feb. 8.
General petition
Bcstg. for
Co., leave
Atlanta,
Ga. —
Granted
to amend
TV application to specify new trans,
site, to show
revised
struction costs,
etc. estimates of conCrescent Bay Bcstg. Co., Santa Monica, Calif. —application
Granted petition
to amend
to show for
500 leave
w in
lieu of 1 kw.
WMPC Lapeer, Mich. — Granted petication.tion to dismiss without prejudice appliAnderson Bcstg. Co. Inc. and Charles
H. Young, Anderson, S. C. — Granted
petition of Anderson Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
dismiss without prejudice application
and removed from hearing docket application of Charles H. Young.
KRUS Ruston, La. — Granted petition
to
dismiss
without prejudice application.
WMEX Boston — Granted petition for
extension of time within which to file
proposedtended to findings
Feb. 28. and time was exKRGV
Inc.,
Weslaco,
Tex.application
— Granted
petition for leave
to amend
to add mentsupplemental
engineeringcond.
staterelative to interference
Phoenix Bcstg. Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.
— Granted petition requesting Commission to eaccept
late notification
of inntion to participate
in oral
on Jan. t28
in re Doc. 8156
8580 argument
8567.
Voice of Valley Co., Van Nuys, Calif.
— Commission on own motion dismissed
without prejudice application because
no appearance has been filed by applicant as required by Sec. 1.387 of rules.
Marion Bcstg. Co., Marion, 111. —
Granted petition for leave to amend
application to specify 500 w in lieu
250 w; to show current information on
financial matters, etc, and Commission
on motion removed application from
hearing docket.
Northeast
Georgia Bcstg.
ville, Ga. — Granted
petitionCo.,to Gainesaccept
28.
late notification of intention to participate in oral argument scheduled Jan.
Cadillac Bcstg. Co., Hamtramck,
Mich. — Granted petition to dismiss
without prejudice application.

We

Like

WSNY Schenectady, N. Y.— Granted
petition requesting additional time to
file reply to petition file by George R.
Nelson, Bradley Kincaid and Benjamin
Dubb
application
and time was
extendedin re
to Feb.
7.
Denver Bcstg. Co., Denver — Granted
petition requesting dismissal without
prejudice of application and petition
filed by KCMO requesting dismissal of
application is dismissed as moot.
Centinela Valley Bcstg. Co., Inglewood, Calif.
Grantedof petition
requesting— continuance
consolidated
hearing presently scheduled Jan. 31 at
San Diego and hearing was continued
to March 9 at San Diego; March 10 at
Oceanside, March 11 at Santa Minoca,;
March 14 at Anaheim, and March 15 at
Inglewood.
January 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
.
KNEX McPherson, Kan. — License tol
cover CP new AM station.
KWRO Coquille, Ore.— Same.
WHVR Hanover, Pa. — Same.
KBKO Portland, Ore.— Same.
WHAP Hopewell, Va.— Same.
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.— Same.
WBRC-FM
Ala. — License to cover Birmingham,
CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
KFAC-FM Los Angeles— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
KQW-FM
WSMB-FM San
New Francisco—
Orleans— Same.
Same.
WCFR Fall River, Mass.— Same.
WNAO-FM Raleigh, N. C— Same.
KOAD Omaha, Neb. — Same.
WMOT Pittsburgh— Same.
WROV-FM Roanoke, Va.— Same.
KUOM-FM
Minneapolis
— Mod. FM
CP
new
noncommercial
educational
station for extension of completion
date.
KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from 63
kwWDET-FM
to 18.9 kw.Detroit— Mod. CP new FM
station to change ant. height above
average terrain from 340 to 363 ft.
Fla.—ant.
Mod.height
CP
newWDBO-FM
FM stationOrlando,
to change
above average terrain from 330 to 342
ft. ERP from 25 to 35 kw, studio site
from
563 N. Orange Ave. to 30 S. Ivanhoe Blvd.
WRTB
Waltham,
Mass.— Mod.
CP
new commercial
TV station
to change
studio site from Foundry Ave. to 190
Willow St., decrease aur. ERP from
30.7 to 29.8 kw AMENDED to change
ERP from 50 kw vis. 29.8 kw aur. to 25
kw vis., 14.6 kw aur., change trans,
site from 190 Willow St., Waltham, to
Murray St., Medford, Mass.
WBNT Columbus, Ohio— Mod. CP
new sioncommercial
station for extenof completion TVdate.

Meadville—

It's a great little community . . . chock-full of prosperous farm
families that count on WMGW for good music . . . farm and market
reports and up to the minute news. When you broadcast your advertising message over WMGW you are assured not only of a listening
audience but a buying audience! WMGW spent advertising dollars
always .result
contact
. . in direct sales gains for you. For further information
Vic Diehm c/o WMGW
or
Robt. Meeker Assoc.
521 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C.

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

License Renewal
WTSV-FM
Claremont, N. H.— License
renewal FM station.
Assignment of License
WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.— Assignment of license from New York Bcstg.
Corp. to Radio Projects Inc.
Assignment of CP
KRGV-FM
Weslaco,
Tex.— Assignment of CP from KRGV Inc. to Taylor
Radio and Television Corp.
Transfer of Control
KTSA-FM San Antonio, Tex. — Transfer of control of Sunshine Bctsg. Co.,
permittee, to Gene Autry.
Modification of CP
WLWF Cincinnati— Mod. CP new FM
station for extension of completion
date.
WDOD-FM Chattanooga, Tenn. —
Same.
Stillwater,
Okla.— Mod.
CP KOAG-FM
new noncommercial
educational
FM
station
for
extension
of
completion
date.
WDOM Providence, R. I. — Same.
AM— 1320 kc
Lawrence Bcstg. Co., Lawrence, Kan.
—CP new AM station 1320 kc 500 w D
AMENDED to change name of applicant from L. C. Harrison tr/as Lawrence Bctsg. Co. to Loula Mae Harrison, executrix of estate of L. C. Harrison tr/as Lawrence Bcstg. Co.
AM— 1260 kc
KROX1060 Crookston,
from
kc 1 kw D Minn.
to 1260— CP
kc 1change
kw-D
500 w-N unl. DA-N and mount FM ant.
on AM tower AMENDED to request 1
kw-D 100 w-N non-DA.
WTNJ Trenton, N. J. — CP change
from 1310 kc 500 w S-WCAM and
S-WCAP to 1170 kc 1 kw D AMENDED
to request 1260 kc 500 w D.
AM— 1300 kc
Aiken-Augusta Bcstg. Co., Aiken,
S. C— CP new AM station 910 kc 1 kw
D AMENDED to request 1300 kc.
License for CP
Fargo,station.
N. D. — License to cover
CPKVNJ
new AM
Transfer of Control
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y.— Involuntary transfer of control of Upstate
Bcstg. Corp., licensee, from John F.
Grimes, deceased, to Thomas Durkin
and Eugene Fitzpatrick, executors of
estate.
I KVAI Amarillo, Tex. — Transfer of
' licensee,
control offromPlains
Empire
Bctsg. Alice
Co.,
Lonnie
J. Preston,
Howenstine and V. M. Preston to R. G.
i Hughes.
KTRN KTRN-FM Wichita Falls, Tex.
— Involuntary transfer of control of
Texoma Bcstg. Co., licensee, from
M. Bernard Hanks, deceased, to Eva
Mae Hanks, voting trustee.
Modification of CP
KR^O
SanforJose,
Calif.— ofMod.completion
CP new
FM
station
extension
( date.
WAGA-FM Atlanta— Same.
WOAK Chicago — Same.
KWOC-FM Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Same.
, WISN-FM Milwaukee — Same.
WGBI-FM Scranton, Pa.— Same.
WHHM-FM Memphis. Tenn. — Same.
WNAM-FM Neenah, Wis.— Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 950 kc
KFSA Fort Smith, Ark.— CP change
from 500 w-N 1 kw-D to 1 kw-N 5 kw-

D, change
from DA-N to DA-DN, install new trans.
AVCO Bids
WGL Fort Wayne, Ind.— Competitive
bid to purchase facilities filed by Anthony Wayne Radio Co. Inc.
WROL-AM-FM Knoxville Tenn.—
Competitive bid to purchase, facilities
filed by George R. Dempster, John A
Johnson
and Royce F. Ward d/b as
Dempster-Johnson & Ward Bcstrs.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WRLD Lanett, Ala.— Assignment of
AM license and CP for FM station from
L. J. Duncan, Leila A. Duncan and
Josephine Rawls, d/b as Valley Bcstg.
Co. to Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc.
January 31 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WDIG
Dothan, Ala.— Assignment of
license from
Jess M. Swicegood J P
Burnett, Lola C. Robinson,
d/b as
Houston Bcstrs. to Jess M. Swicegood
and
Lola
C.
Robinson
d/b
as
Houston
Bcstrs.
WINX Washington, D. C— Assignment of license
from WINX Bcstg. Co
to William
A. Banks.
KDLK Del Rio, Tex.— Assignment of
license from James A. Clements, Richard J. Higgins, Thomas O. Mathews and
Joe H. Torbett d/b as Del Rio Bcstg.
Co. to James A. Clements, Richard J.
Higgins and Joe H. Torbett d/b as
Del Rio Bcstg. Co.
Assignment of CP
KCOI Coaling, Calif.— Assignment of
CP from D. O. Kinnie to Albert F.
Blain, Richard K. Newman Jr. and
Forrest
W. Hughes d/b as KCOI Bcstg.
Co.
Transfer of Control
KIWW
San Antonio, Tex. — Relinquishment of control by Joe Olivares.
AVCO Bid
WGL Fort Wayne, Ind. — Application
to purchase filed under AVCO by
Anthony Wayne Radio Co. Inc.
Modification of CP
KSAL Salina, Kan. — Mod. CP increase
power etc. for extension of completion
date.
WBBB Burlington, N.C.— Same.
WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa—forMod.
CP newof
commercial
TV station
extension
completion date.
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Same.
WNBK Cleveland— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station to change ERP
from 39.33 kw vis., 20.26 kw aur. to
17.79 kw vis., 9.22 kw aur.
CP to Reinstate
WCCP-FM Savannah, Ga.— CP to reinstate CP new FM station which expired Jan. 4. Change name from Carter
C. Peterson to Carter C. Peterson d/b
as Dixie Bcstg. Co.
February 1 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Southern Radio & Television Equipment Co.,for
Miami,
license
and
CPs
new Fla.
TV— Granted
relays W4XOW
W4XOS.
WTUX
Wilmington,
— Granted
mod.
CP for
extension Del.
of completion
date
to
5-1-49.
WBIX-FM Rome Radio Bcstg. Co.,
Rome, Ga.— Deleted CP for FM station.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: WLAA
Columbus, Ga., 8-1-48; WPRA Maya-

guez, P. R., to 3-19-49; KNAK Salt
Lake City, to 4-10-49; WCHV Charlottesville, Va., to 4-1-49; KCKN-FM
Kansas City, Kan., to 8-22-49; WNEXFM Macon, Ga., to 4-18-49; KSBR San
Bruno, Calif., to 8-16-49; KFI-FM Los
Angeles, to 4-16-50; KCFM Kansas
City, Mo., to 7-1-49; WBAP-FM Fort
Worth, Tex., to 5-15-49; KGLO-FM
Mason City, la., to 5-16-49; KBIX-FM
Muskogee, Okla., to 5-15-49; KFEQFM St. Joseph, Mo., to 8-25-49; WHDLFM Olean, N. Y., to 4-15-49; WJBY-FM
Gadsden, Ala., to 8-15-49.
KLERcense forRochester,
Minn. station
— Granted
linew standard
970 kc
1 kw unl. DA-2.
KITO
Sanincrease
Bernardino,
ed license
power,Calif.
etc.— GrantWLVA cense
Lynchburg,
Va.
—
Granted
change frequency, increaselipower,
etc.
KFBK increase
Sacramento,
hcense
power, Calif.—
etc. Granted
KFDM Beaumont, Tex. — Same.
Taft, station
Calif. — 1310
Granted
newKTKR
standard
kc 500license
w D.
WHECcense Rochester,
N.
Y.—
Granted
increase N power of aux.,
changeliaux. location to present site of main
trans, employing DA-N.
WGBS power
Miami, etc.
Fla. — Granted license
increase
WBKAcense newBrockton,
listandard Mass.
station— Granted
1450 kc 250
w unl.
WTOCcenses to use
Savannah,
— Granted
old main Ga.
trans,
at presentlilocation of main trans, for aux. and
install, new trans.
Macon,station
Ga. — 1280
Granted
newWIBB
standard
kc, 1 license
kw D.
KOINcense mount
Portland,
Ore.
—
Granted
FM ant. on AM tower. liWERl Westerly, R. I.— Granted mod.
CP for cation,
approval
ant. trans.
and trans, loand changeof type
WKY-TV Oklahoma City — Granted
mod. CP to change studio location,
changechanges.
type ant. and to make other
ant.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as6-1-49;
shown:
KDFC
KNBC-FM
San Francisco, to
San Francisco, to 7-12-49; WNLC-FM
New London, Conn , to 5-18-49; WXRAFM Buffalo, N. Y.
5-2-49; KECAFM Los Angeles ,toto 5-31-49;
KPRA
Portland, Ore., to 3-10-49; KCRK Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa, to 8-18-49.
WKDN
J.— Granted
cense newCamden,
standard N.
station
and specifylistudio location; 800 kc 1 kw D.
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I. — Grantdate.ed mod, CP for extension of completion
WCPO-TV Cincinnati — Same.
KMEDcense increase
Medford,
power Ore.
etc. — Granted liWEAVcense change
Plattsburg,
N.
Granted
frequency, Y.—
increase
powerliksEM new
Moses
Lake, station.
Wash.— Granted
license
standard
KFKA Greeley, Colo. — Granted lietc. cense change frequency, change hours
WBTM
— Granted
license mov.Danville,
old main Va.
trans,
to present
location of main trans, to be used for
aux.
KSD St. Louis — Set aside action of
Dec. 28 granting license to cover CP
increase power, install new trans, and
DA-N cause
and change
trans, location beattached tolicensee
CP. did not satisfy cond.

• Telccastin:
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FCC Correction
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y. — In renort
dated Jan. 27, item referring to WHEN
is corrected to read: Granted mod. CP
in part to change trans, location and
ant. height with reduced power to 15
kw vis. 7V2 kw aux.
February 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WMGY-FM
Montgomery,
Ala.— Mod.of
CP new FM station
for extension
completion
date.
KRKD-FM Los Angeles — Same.
KROW-FM Oakland, Calif.— Same.
WMAZ-FM Macon, Ga. — Same.
WBIK Chicago — Same.
WISH-FM Indianapolis — Same.
WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich. — Same.
WFMI Portsmouth, N. H.— Same.
WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C. — Same.
WJEM
Ohio—
Same.
WISR-FMSpringfield,
Butler, Pa.—
Same.
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. — Same.
WCMW-FM Canton, Ohio— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
15 kw to 2.08 kw. ant. height above
average terrain from 275 to 321 ft.
AVCO Bid
WROL-FM Knoxville, Tenn.— Application to purchase from S. E. Adcock
filed by George R, Dempster, John A.
Johnson and Royce F. Ward d/b as
Dempster-Johnson & Ward Bcstrs.
(Continued on page 70)
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■allied

■fliti

Ac. NEILSON Co., Chicago, has
^ announced that Cecil & Presbrey Inc. and Sherman & Marquette Inc., agencies, and American
Meat Institute, have signed for its
National Nielsen Radio Index Service. Cecil & Presbrey has contracted
for Class A service for two years.
THOMAS H. HUTCHINSON, formerly
NBC-TV program director, has been
appointed director
ofTelevision
Studios of The
School of Radio
Techniques Inc.,
New York. Mr.
Hutchinson also
has been with RKO
and McCann-Erickson, as television
director.
E. D. McARTHUR
has been appointed
head of General
Mr. Hutchinson
Electric Research
Laboratory's High
Frequency Electronics Division, Schenectady, N. Y.
J. R. FEENEY has been appointed
manager of Chattanooga (Tenn.)
branch of Graybar Electric Co., and
J. D. AKERS has assumed same post
in Lansing, Mich.

The

Answer

ROBERT S. TAPLINGER is establishing national public relations organization with offices in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles under name of Robert
S. Taplinger & Assoc.
WILLIAM (Bill) MALONE, former
promotion manager of KOIL Omaha,
becomes sales manager of recentlyformed Radio Television Publicity
Corp., Chicago,
has "exclusive"
promotion
plan which
now available
in TV,
AM and FM stations. Plan involves
illuminated clocks and animated attention arresters displayed in key locations calling attention to station features on a time-trade arrangement.
MARTIN STONE Assoc., New York
producer of radio and television programs, has moved from 10 Rockefeller
Plaza to penthouse offices atop new
building
at 4 West 58th St. Firm's
new
8-0585.telephone number is MUrryhill
Television
SAUL J. TURELL, president of Sterling Films Inc., New York, has announced formation of Sterling Films
Television to specialize in production
and distribution of video films. New
unit is located at company's headquarters, 61 W. 56th St., New York.
JERRY FREEDMAN of Southern Tele-

to a
by

Disc

Jockey's
• • •

Prayer

DAVEN

It is now possible to minimize the chance for human error in program
control work. The Daven Company has once again pioneered in the field of
audio communications controls, and developed a foolproof Miniature
Switch. This type*, SW-1000, is a notably compact, low voltage, low
current control. It is a cam operated single pole double throw switch, with
an OFF position in the center. An outstanding feature of the SW-1000 is
that it may be obtained on standard Daven attenuator without Increasing
the overall dimensions.

vision Productions, Louisville, Ky., is
writing and producing Anniversary
House, weekly musical comedy which
made its debut over WAVE-TV Louisville last month, for Harper-Conner,
local real estate agents.
BRUCE EELLS & Assoc., Hollywood,
announces addition of 14 new subscribers to Broadcasters Program Syndicate. They are WMBR Jacksonville,
Fla.; KXOA Sacramento; KXOB
Stockton, Calif.; KOJM Havre and
KRJF Miles City, Mont.; KOH Reno,
Nev.; WTOR
Torrington, Conn.;
AIEE

KTSM El Paso, Tex.; KTAR Phoenix,
Ariz.; WLOH Princeton, W. Va.;
KLXO
Mont.;Brewton,
KERN Ala.;
Bakersfield, Lewiston,Calif.; WEBJ
CFCF Montreal, Quebec.
UNITED WORLD FILMS Inc., New
York, has announced that its television department is now readying a
series of five-minute films dealing with
the year's major holidays. The initial
two
and films
Easterhighlighting
are nearly Valentine's
completed Day
and
shortly
will
be
available
to video
stations.

Boothroyd,
Among

Goldsmith,
New

Goldmark

York Speakers

BOTH price of television receivers and the amount of power they use are
coming down, according to a paper read by W. P. Boothroyd, project
engineer of Philco Corp., before the annual five-day winter general meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, held at Hotel
Statler, New York, Jan. 31 to *
Feb. 4.
jection system, under which highMr. Boothroyd, in a paper pre- brilliance kinescope images are
pared by S. C. Spielman, of Philco,
projected by a highly reflective
optical system upon special screens,
said that the price of receivers
and its intermediate film .system,
and the amount of power they consume are "tied rather closely to- using standard motion picture projection technique after television
images have been photographed on
Improvement and simplification
of designs of sets, he said, will motion picture film and processed.
make them cheaper and reduce
gether."
their
power consumption. He dis- PHILCO TV PLAN
counted the fears of electric utiliTo Cut Installation Cost
ties of the amount of the television
power load, which has caused some
PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia, is
utilities to levy extra charges on
making a definite move to cut intelevision set users.
stallation costs on video receivers,
In a report on progress in ultra
Broadcasting learned at a comhigh frequency television, T. T.
pany luncheon for newsmen in
poldsmith, director of research of New York.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.,
Instead of the current initial insaid it was possible to permit 69
stallation cost of $65 or more, with
additional television channels in
a
year's
guarantee
on service and
UHF — enough to give three or four
parts, Philco plans to charge about
stations to each city. Tests show
$30 for setting up a receiver. One
the possibility of commercial stayear's guarantee will cover parts
tion operation in UHF, he said.
alone. Thirty days after installaImproved Images
tion, a serviceman will inspect and
Better video images can be at- adjust the instrument, after which,
tained by increasing contrast than for the one-year period, all calls
by increasing brightness. Dr. Peter will be charged for on the basis of
C. Goldmark, director of engineerthe repair man's time.
The plan has been tested successneers.ing research, CBS, told the engifully in several cities and will be
Progress in the development of effective in the New York area
shortly. Philco distributors are
television equipment for motion
picture theatres was outlined by also dropping current delivery
charges to dealers, charges that
Ralph V. Little Jr., RCA Engineerare in most cases relayed to the
ing Products Department engineer.
consumer.
He analyzed the RCA direct pro-

This switch may be used to:
* Operate
motor. a relay which can start a turntable
* Function as a cueing control.
* Control indicator lamps.
This switch is rated at 1 Amp.— 48 Volts.
For further information write to Dept. BD-3

mi
Another BMI "Pin t/p" Hit—
Published by London
CRY
I WISH SOMEBODY CARED ENOUGH TO
On Records: Frank Gallagher— Dana 2033;

rd— Mer. 5248; Ray Dorey
Eddy d Howa
—Gol
Medal 948.
■
19 DAVEN
1 CENTRA I A V EN U E^
NEWARK
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On Transcriptions: Sweetwood Serenaders
NBC Thesaurus; Eddy Howard — World.
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KITS MAILED
As Brotherhood Week Nears
KITS containing Brotherhood
Week material are being sent to
all AM and FM stations, according
to Edgar Kobak, MBS president
and chairman of the 1949 radio
committee for the observance. Sponsored by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews, Brotherhood Week will be celebrated Feb.
. 20-27.
Kits contain letters, copy for
live announcements and five-minute dramatic script. Broadcasters
later will receive pressings of transcribed spots.
The transcription features four
of WNEW New York's "Little
j Zaret
Songs and
on Lou
BigSinger,
Subjects"
by Hy
and recorded
■ spots by Bing Crosby, Jack Benny,
\ Ed Gardner, Eddie Cantor, Garry
I Moore and others.
' President Truman is honorary
' chairman of Brotherhood Week.
' General chairman is Nelson A.
Rockefeller. Members of Mr. KoJbak's committee are:
■Ei-ik
H. Barnouw,
LesUe Atlass,
writer;WBBM
Edgar Chicago;
L. Bill,
WMBD Peoria; Frank Burke, KFVD
Los Angeles; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL
Philadelphia; Ted Cott, WNEW New
York; H. Quenton Cox, KGW Portland,
, Ore.; Ruth Crane, WMAL Washington;
' T. A. M. Craven, of Craven, Lohnes
and Culver, Washington; Joe DuMond,
i KXEL. Waterloo, Iowa; John W. Elwood, KNBC San Francisco; C. T.
Hagman, WCCO Minneapolis; George
, Heller, American Federation of Radio
Artists; Harold Hough, WBAP Fort
■1 Worth;
Frank
King,Lewis,
WMBRUnited
Jacksonville, Fla.;
Dorothy
Nations; Harry Maizlish, KFWB HollyO'FalGene
NAB;
Miller,
wood;
Justin
• Ion, KFEL Denver; Dr. Everett C.
Parker, Protestant Radio Commission;
C. Petrillo,
American
Federation
1' James
of Musicians;
Herbert
L. Pettey,
WHN
; New York; J. R. Poppele, Bamberger
'• Broadcasting;
J. Leonard
Reinsch,
Cox
stations; J. Harold
Ryan, Fort
Industry
Co.; Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR New
' York; Frank P. Schreiber, WGN Chi. cago; Glenn Snyder, WLS Chicago;
, Frank Stanton, CBS; Nathan Straus,
' WMCA New York; Sol Taishoff, Broad, casting; Niles Trammell, NBC; Judith
'■ Waller,
NBC; Lewis
A. Weiss, Don
Lee
Broadcasting
System;
Richards stations;
Mark Harry
Woods,Wismer,
ABC;
Edward J. Heffron, director of media
relations, NCCJ; Newman H. Burnett,
executive secretary of Radio Directors
Jack L. C.Cooper,
WSBC
and
i■ Guild;
WGES Chicago;
J. Durban,
assistant
director of advertising, U. S. Rubber
^ Co. and chairman of American Tele} vision Society; Jerry Franken, radio
editor of BiUboard; Milton E. Krents,
i' New York radio program consultant;
Bert Lytell, actor and honorary president of Actors Equity Assn.; Thomas
F. O'Neil,work;vice
of Yankee
Georgepresident
Rosen, radio
editorNet-of
Variety; James E. Sauter, president,
Air Features Inc.; George T. Shupert,
director. Paramount television.

LAST week WLIO East Liverpool,
Ohio, began its newest series of
programs titled So You Want to
be a Disc Jockey. Each day a different
student from one of the five high
schools in the district appears as guest
announcer and disc jockey. At the end
of school term the best student announcer will be selected and given a
fulltime job with WLIO. Students select their own records, introduce their
selections in their own words, and read
the commercials on the programs. In
judging the winner consideration will
be given to such points as: Voice, diction, air personality, ad-lib ability, and
knowledge of music.
Care of Your Home
WASHINGTON televiewers now have
opportunity to learn how to solve the
problems of home upkeep. WNBW
(TV) Washington has inaugurated a
Saturday video show, Yours for Better
Living, which will feature local experts on interior decorating, repair,
grounds and garden care. Local real
estate dealers have signed for sponsorship, and commercials will feature
homes for sale in the area. First participating clients are Glassman Bros.,
designing engineers and builders,
through Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick Adv.,
and Ed Carr, real estate broker
through Robert Enders Adv., all Washington.
Junior Town Meeting
IN ORDER to offer a vehicle by which
schools and students of the metropolitan area can express their views
on topics of public interest, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va.,^ is presenting a
weekly, half-hour Junior Town Meeting of the Air. Participating alternately on programs are six high
schools. Program is carried as a delayed broadcast, Sundays at 3:30 p.m.,
with recordings cut during regular
assembly periods. Format of the show
allows a selected group of four students to air their viewpoints and to
discuss the question at hand, after
a roving microphone gives members
of the student body opportunity to
question the decisions and participate
in the program.
Camera Fans
CAMERA
fans in Pittsburgh now
have a radio program especially for
them. WWSW Pittsburgh has inaugu-

P
je9\ono\
HOWARD
J. McCOLLISTER
Region.ol Representati
ves
04705
BELIAGIO, LOS ANGELES

Shows with a Hollywood tfieritage * Member N'A-Bjl BROADCASTING
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rated Peoples Camera Club of the Air.
At
broadcast
experts
fromeachvarious
fields"meeting"
of photography
get together to discuss the pros and
cons of picture taking methods and
questions submitted by club members.
Anyone who is a "bug" may join the
"club." Program is sponsored by
Peoples Camera Exchange, local photo
supply house, as part of an intensive
radio advertising campaign over
WWSW exclusively.
New England Congressmen
WEEKLY forum, The New England
Round Table, featuring New England
Congressmen in discussions of current legislation of particular regional
interest, was resumed yesterday ( Feb.
6) over WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield. Program is originated in Washington and Robert McCormick, newspaper columnist and radio commentator, acts as moderator. Program is
carried over New England Regional
Network which includes WTIC Hartford, Conn.; WJAR Providence, R. I.;
WCSH Portland, Me.; WLBZ Bangor,
Me., and
WRDO andAugusta,
dition to WBZ
WBZA. Me., in ad-

Laughing Boy
I Can't Think of
a Thing
To Do
DJ-638

\

Lady

i
ir
t
r
No a
Orchids
For My
We're Not Getting
DJ-639

Any Younger, Baby
WMGM
SHOWS
Feature MGM Personalities
CULMINATING plans for cooperation with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, formulated when WMGM
New York changed its call letters
from WHN, the station last week
announced a schedule of programs
originating in Hollywood and featuring MGM players and properties.
Approximately six hours of recorded Hollywood shows, including
MGM Theatre of the Air, a onehour weekly adaptation of the
studio's pictures, will be offered
soon. Other shows include a 15minute, three-times weekly program with George Murphy, Good
News from Hollywood, At Home
with Lionel Barrymore, five 15minute morning programs weekly,
and an across-the-board 15 minute
interview show with Paula Stone.
WMGM also plans to syndicate
the programs on a nation-wide
basis, offering recordings of the
shows on either a sustaining or
commercial basis to other local stations across the country.
Watson Gordon Jr.
WATSON M. GORDON Jr., 29,
former account executive at Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, died in a
Boston hospital Jan. 27. A graduate of Harvard in 1940, Mr. Gordon
worked for FC&B until last spring
when he retired because of illness
and returned to his home in Dublin.
N. H. Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Anna Baker Gordon; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Gordon
of Dublin and Boston; three sisters
and a brother.

CLAUDE

monfihill
My
WindDream
In MyIs Yours
Sails
DJ-640

Y

N

O

T

M

There's Not a Thing
ld
no
Ar
Don't
Rob
Another DJ-641
Man's Castle

It's a big hit in England and Canada . . .
Anrii Tmd
"NUNS'

CHORUS"

and "HABANERA"
12-0769
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 67)
Applications Contd.:
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
KPAS (AM) KDAG (FM) Banning,
Calif. — Assignment of license of KPAS
and CP for KDAG from Carl Phillips,
Robert W. Phillips and John Phillips
d/b as Pass Bcstg. Co. to William T.
Smith and David Robbins d/b as Pass
Bcstg. Co.
Modification of License
KWJJ Portland, Ore. — Mod. license
to change from DA-DN to DA-N.
AM— 570 kc
WMAM Marinette, Wis.— CP to Increase 100 w-N 250 w-D to 1 kw unl.
DA-N.
February 2 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
KENO-FM
Las Vegas,
— Granted
renewal
of license
for Nev.
period
ending
Sept. 1, 1949.
KWLK-FM Longview, Wash. — Same.
WTRF-FM Bellaire, Ohio — Granted
renewal of license for period ending
Dec. 1, 1951.
License Extension
WHA-FM
Madison,
cense extended
on Wis.
temp,— Present
basis lito
June 1.
WOPT Oswego, N. Y. — Same.
CPs Reinstated
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala. — Granted reinstatement of Class B CP which previously expired; completion must be
effected three months from date of
grant.
WGOV-FM Valdosta, Ga.— Same.
WFRS Grand Rapids, Mich. — Same.
KOAK Clinton, Okla.— Same.
KFDX-FM Wichita Falls, Tex. — Same.
Low Power FM
Board of Trustees, Free Public Library, Louisville, Ky. low
— Granted
CP
new noncommercial
power FM
station, Channel 207 (89.3 mc), 10 w;
estimated cost $9,170.
U., Pittsburgh
Granted
CPDuquesne
new noncommercial
low —power
FM
station, Channel 207 (89.3 mc), 10 w;
estimated cost $12,550.
FCC Correction
WHNC-FM Henderson, N. C— In report dated Jan. 18 item referring to
WHNC-FM should read; To change
from Channel 297 (107.3 mc), ERP 8.6
kw, ant. 510 ft. to Channel 223 (92.5
mc), ERP 9.5 kw, ant. 300 ft.
February 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WRLD from
Lanette,
— Assignment
license
L. J.Ala.Duncan,
Leila A.of
SERVICE

TV HAZARDS

STUDIED
Fire Underwriters Urge Checking of Sets

PROSPECTIVE purchaseTs of
television receivers are cautioned
by the National Board of Fire Underwriters to ascertain that the
set they wish to buy has been listDuncan and Josephine Rawls d/b as
Valley
Bcstg. Co. to Valley Bcstg. Co.
Inc.
License for CP
KXOA Sacramento, Calif. — License
to cover
CP etc.
change frequency, increase power
SSA Extension
Albany,not N.to Y.—
Extension
of
SSAWOKO
for period
exceed
6 mo. to
operate
1460
kc
1
kw-D
500
w-N
unl.
Also to use trans, (previously licensed
to WOKO Jnc. as aux.), as aux. with
500 w for period not to exceed 6 mo.
Modification of CP
KRXD Los Angeles— Mod. CP change
power etc. for extension of completion
date.
KROW Oakland, Calif.— Same.
City, Iowa—
Mod. CP
AMKCOM
stationSioux
for extension
of completion
date.
WCLC Clarksville, Tenn. — Same.
WSKB McComb, Miss. — Mod. CP
change frequency, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
Wilmington,
— Mod.
CPWDEL-TV
new commercial
TV Del.
station
for
extension of completion date.
WTVR Richmond, Va. — Same.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee— Same.
AVCO Bid
WROL Knoxville, Tenn. — Anplication
to purchase
by George
Demp-F.
ster, John A.filedJohnson
and R.Royce
Ward
d/b
as
Dempster-Johnson
&
Ward Bcstrs.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
William T. Smith, Bakersfield, Calif.
—AMDismissed
Jan. kc28 500
application
station 1470
w D. for new
AM— 910 kc
William T. Smith, Palm Springs,
Calif.new
— Dismissed
28 500
application
for
AM stationJan.910 kc
w D.
EXP. TV DELETIONS
CrosleyFeb.Bcstg.
Corp., of
Cincinnati
Deleted
1 at request
applicant—
exp. TV station W8XCT on Channel 4
(66-72 mc), ERP 1 kw vis., 500 w aur.
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc., New
York — Deleted Feb. 1 at request of
application exp. TV station W2XNG on
Channel 13 (210-216 mc), 40 w.
National Bcstg. Co., Washington,
D. C. — Deleted Feb. 1 at request of
applicant exp. TV station W3XZS on
504-510 mc, 5 kw.
(Continud on page 82)

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Iiai Vannont Ave, Wath. 5, D. C
STarling MS6

TOWER SALES & ERECTING GO.
Radio Toteers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCER REPAIRING
SERVICE
All MAKES-SPECIALISTS 9A & 9B
NOW-48
HOUR SERVICE
BROADCAST SERVICE CO.
334 ARCADE BLDG. ST. LOUIS 1, MO.

Elecfricai Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Batet — Ground tytUms—-tran$mittion
thf$, painting, erection, 4i$mmllint
524 Hillcrctt Terrace,
Creve Coeur, 111.
Phone 3-9846 — ^Peoria, III.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEry, N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS
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* VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will_ beowners
seen by
readersstation
and 15,500
managers,
chief
engineers
and
technicions—
applicants
for
AM,
FM,
Television
and
facsimile
facilities. Write or wire . , .
BROADCASTING

ed as acceptably designed and constructed to minimize the fire and
life hazard.
Sets of several manufacturers
have already been listed by Underwriters' Laboratories Inc., the
board points out in its special bulletin No. 275.
Mounting sales of video sets
have produced a flood of inquiries,
the board reports. The board,
which is a unit of the Committee
on Fire Prevention and Engineering Standards with New York offices at 85 John St., acknowledges
that Article 810 of the National
Electrical Code is inadequate for
purposes of television. Certain provisions of Article 810 should be
followed until appropriate revisions
have been made, however, it was
pointed out. An appropriate committee of the National Electrical
Code is currently studying problems peculiar to television, according to the bulletin.
"Since television operates on essential y aline-of-sight basis," the
bulletin said, "proper reception
usually necessitates an exterior
antenna and as the distance from
the television transmitter increases,
the antenna must of necessity extend higher in elevation. This increases somewhat the possibility of
damage by lightning, and, as the
antenna is usually mounted on a
pole or tower on the roof, there is
a possibility that, unless properly
installed and supported, the system
may fall in high winds, dropping
across power lines or injuring perproperty."
Thesons orboard
indicated that it was
generally considered that a television receiver has a greater inherent fire hazard than a conventional radio receiver, "because of
its greater current consumption, a
greater number of heat producing
components and the higher voltage
used." Particular care was prescribed to make certain that the
natural ventilation built into the
set is not obstructed or reduced.
"Television sets should not be left
turned on while unattended," the
board warned. Fears that the antenna or lead-in constituted a shock
hazard because of the high voltage
carried
were oflabeled
"groundless"
in the case
properly
designed
receivers.
WBIX-FM

Deleted

THIRTEENTH FM construction
permit to be deleted this year was
announced last week by FCC to be
WBIX-FM Rome, Ga. One license
and one conditional grant also have
been deleted by the Commission this
year. WBIX-FM's permit expired
Dec. 12, 1948, and no request for
extension of completion date was
filed. FCC said the CP was forfeited since correspondence to the
station was returned "unclaimed."
CP had been granted in April 1948.

VIDEO NEWS
WJZ-TY Starts New Service
A NEW type video news presentation has been initiated by WJZ-TV
New York. The station interrupts
its test pattern every hour between
12 noon and 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday, to flash a series of
bulletins and news summaries.
The news is presented in cooperation with United Press and is
received on a special printer at
WJZ-TV. It is printed on cellophane and sent via a Trans-Lux
projector to the transmitter, and
thus to the audience. News is
given at an average reading speed
of 175 words a minute.
Thomas Velotta, ABC vice president in charge of news and special
events, announced last week that
plans were under way to increase
the frequency to every half-hour,
seven days a week. Sponsorship
possibilities are under consideration in four different ways — sound
announcement, in text or by slides,
or a permanently framed top line
giving tion.
constant
sponsor
identificaIt also was
learned
that
WFIL-TV Philadelphia had completed arrangements with UP for
similar service in the Quaker City.

goonsince
at NBCtrans
gineer E,
Chica
enmissi
L MOOR
PAU1945,
has been
appointed superg
visor of TV engineerin maintenance
departmentvision
at. RAYMON
netwoDrk's
Centr
DiERGal and
LIMB
HENRY MAULE have been eerin
transg,
ferred from AM to TV engin
and HOMER J. HALLIBAUGH has
joined as TV engineer.
WILLIAM KARDA, with WINS New
York since 1946, has been promoted
to post of studio engineer supervisor.
ED NEELEY, formerly with WWNR
Beckley, W. Va., has joined engineering staff of WOL Washington.
ERIC LEVELL, formerly of CKMO
Vancouver, B. C, has joined the operating staff of CBR Vancouver.
WILLIAM PIEKARSKI, formerly of
CKGB Timmins, Ont., has joined
CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont., as assistant chief engineer. VERN O'BRIEN
has joined station's control room
staff, replacing TOM DALEY, who has
joined CFPL London, Ont.
JULIAN CRAPS, WTAR Norfolk, Va.,
engineer, is the father of a girl, Linda
Susan. JOHN BISHOP, also of staof a boy.
tion's engineering staff, is the father
WILBUR ALLMEYER, KWK St. Louis
engineer, is the father of a girl.
Member AFCCE *
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST.. N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6. D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GILLE

BROS.

1 1 08 Lillian Way

Gladstone 61 78

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhowlc 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
i IBROADCASTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

kO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch. N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST.. N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N.W.-Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200
Member AFCCE*

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Fots, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D.. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14th St.. N. W.
Washington 10, D. C. ADams 7299

<5f.RADIO
3iUer
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— KIngswood 7631, 9541

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St.. N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh
Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866
4331
LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
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RIVAL OFFERS
FCC Gets WGL, WROL

Bids

COMPETITIVE bids were filed
under FCC's AVCO rule last week
for WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., by Anthony Wayne Radio Co. Inc., new
firm including ex-FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, and for
WROL-AM-FM Knoxville, Tenn.,
by Dempster-Johnson & Ward
Broadcasters.
Anthony Wayne Radio, headed
by Harold Gross, chief owner of
WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, Mich., proposes to match $150,000 consideration specified in original WGL purchase application of Fort Wayne
News-Sentinel. Dempster-Johnson
& Ward proposes to match $365,000
bid of Knoxville Journal for WROL
[Broadcasting, Nov. 29, 1948].
Dempster-Johnson is 45% owned
by George R. Dempster, 50% owner
of WGAP Marysville, Tenn.
WGL, owned by Farnsworth
Television and Radio Co., is assigned 1kw on 1250 kc. WROL,
owned by S. E. Adcock d/b as
Stuart Broadcasting Co., is assigned 5kw on 620 kc. Both are
NBC affiliates.
Anthony Wayne Radio is a newly
formed corporation with stock authorization of 1,000 shares ($500
per share stated value) . One share
each is held by Mr. Gross, president and treasurer, and Howard K.
Finch, WJIM program director,

who is vice president. Mr. Gross
has subscribed to an additional 353
shares and Mr. Finch to an additional 25 shares.
Mr. Fly, now a New York attorney, has subscribed to 20 shares.
He has a small interest in KAND
Corsicana, Tex. Secretary of firm
is Frank E. Corbett, Fort Wayne
attorney, who would resign as director of WANE Fort Wayne if
transfer were approved. Application stated that several residents of
Fort Wayne would become subscribers to stock.
Associated with Mr. Dempster in
the new Knoxville partnership are
John A. Johnson, 10% owner of
John A. Johnson & Sons Contracting Corp., Brooklyn, has 45%, and
Royce F. Ward, Alexandria, Va.,
has 10%. Mr. Dempster was city
manager of Knoxville in 1944-45.
He is president and 43.225%
owner of Dempster Bros. Inc., local
construction equipment manufacturer.
Scott Paper Signs
SCOTT PAPER Co., through J.
Walter Thompson Co., effective
Feb. 10 will sponsor the latter
quarter hour of the Dione Lucas
program, Thursdays 8-8:30 p.m. on
the eastern CBS-TV network. The
early part of the cooking show is
also scheduled to be sponsored by
another J. Walter Thompson client.
Contract is for 52 weeks.

NEWS SOURCES
Bill Pushed in Minnesota

special
on news
, of
ZELMAN
od
SAMevents
staif
ABC and
Hollywo
for past two years, has been appointed news editor. Mr. Zelman also
celebrates the recent arrival of a
daughter.
PAUL HUSSERL has joined KMPC
Hollywood as news editor. He replaces
EDDIE LYON, who resigned to join
KPMJ Tulsa as news editor. Mr. Husserl was formerly with New York
World, Time magazine and Cinema
Arts magazine, and at one time was
managing editor
of "March
of Time"
newsreel.
In addition
to regular
duties as news editor, Mr. Husserl will
daily.
broadcast
two quarter-hour newscasts
BILL SYMES, Don Lee network announcer, has been appointed director
of sports and special events for KTSL
(TV) Los Angeles. Mr. Symes joined
Don Lee in 1946 as producer, and later
served as staff announcer.
CHRIS MATHISEN, former radio editor and assistant film reviewer of the
Washington (D. C.) Evening Star,
who now is assigned to that newspaper's Capitol staff,foris WCFM
doing a weekly
film commentary
(FM)
Washington.
RTJSS ANDREWS, with WFBR Baltimore, where he handled news for six
years, has joined WAAM (TV) Baltimore, where he will do a five-minute
news
daily. spot to be telecast three times
WILLIAM HARPEL, on KMPC Hollywood announcing staff for past year,
has been appointed night news editor.
DICK KISHPAUGH has joined WKZO
Kalamazoo, Mich., as assistant news
editor.
FRANK JOHNSTONE, newscaster on
KPRC San Francisco, has been appointed to do 10 p.m. news report
over Don Lee Mutual West Coast network.
WRGA

QUARTERS

Completed at Rome, Ga.
WORK improvements on new studios and offices of WRGA WRGAFM Rome, Ga., have been completed in the National City Bank
Bldg., John W. Quarles, president
and owner, has announced. New
quarters, occupying the second
the station's
houseprovide
will also and
floor,operations,
FM
a main
entrance. Facilities were formerly
located
building. on the third floor of the
The whole history of KROD
growth and progress— and service.
is 20 times what it was in 1940.
better way to sell the vast El Paso
ket than w ith 5000 Watt KROD, key
Southwest Network, CBS regional
west link of the Lone Star Chain.

KROD
EL PASO, TEXAS
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has been one of
In 1949 our power
There's just no
Southwest marstation of the
outlet, far-

1948

I

f

/

/
Dorrance D. Roderick
/
President
Vol Lawrence
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
V
Represented Nationally by
Toy lor-Borroff & Co., Inc.

Official opening of the new facilities was held Jan. 28 as members of the Georgia Associated
Broadcasters gathered at Rome for
their winter meeting. They were
to be taken on a special tour by
staff members.
Completion of new installation
follows WRGA's increase in power
late last year from 250 w to 5 kw
full time. Station, licensed by
Rome Broadcasting Corp., is beginning its 19th on the air.

A BILL protecting newsmen
against forced disclosure of their
sources of information was prepared for the Minnesota Legislature Jan. 24 by Lawrence
Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul
farm service director and representative for the state's 36th District. The bill provides that newsmen could not be compelled by law
to disclose their news sources, and
would place radio newsmen on a
par with newspaper reporters.
Minnesota was the second state
in recent weeks to consider such a
measure. A similar bill was introduced a fortnight ago before the
New York Legislature, calling for
equal protection for radio reporters [Broadcasting, Jan. 17]. Other
legislatures, at the instigation of
state broadcast associations and
NAB, which proposed a model law,
are expected to follow suit. At.
present 11 states have such laws,
but none include radio newsmen in
their provisions.
Mr. Haeg has been a member of
the Minnesota Legislature since
1939, and WCCO's farm director
since 1940.
RADIO BEATS
Press Scooped on INS Stories
RADIO beat the press by half a
day on one of the biggest news
stories in recent months when on
Sunday, Jan. 30, INS' European
general manager, Kingsbury Smith,
filed his exclusive story of Premier
Stalin's willingness to talk peace.
The INS story cleared at 9:22
a.m., and from then until first editions of Monday morning papers
came out Sunday evening, radio
had the news to itself. Radio also
got a beat of several hours over
newspapers at the release of Mr.
Smith's second story, Feb. 2, reporting that Premier Stalin would
meet the President in the U.S.S.R.,
Poland or Czechoslovakia. That
story cleared INS wires at 6:40
a.m., long after morning papers
were wrapped up and before afternoon papers were ready to roll.
Ad

Rate Guide

E. H. BROWN Advertising, Chicago, has published its 24th annual edition of the 19i9 Advertisers Rate and Data Guide. Fiftytwo page book lists rates, circulation, and closing and issuance dates
for general, farm, mail order and
direct selling magazines. It is
available
to advertisers without
charge.

WINZ
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RCA

FOR
Available

EVERY
now

STATIO

for immediate

delivery —

more than 100 high-quality items to meet
your installation requirements
MAIL THIS COUPON
RCA's NEW

FOR YOUR FREE COPY
AUDIO

ACCESSORY
BULLETIN-

RCA Engineering Products Dept.
Camden, New Jersey

me my copy of your bulletin on RCA's Audio
Please send Accessories.
Equipment
Name.

REPRESENTED HERE are items from broadcasting's most com- plete line of fine audio accessories. Microphone stands . . .
studio warning lights . . . cabinet racks . . . panel-mounted auxiliary units . . . transformers of many kinds. In all, more than
100 different items— with every type of unit you need from
large size cabinet racks down to patch cords.
Designed by audio men for audio men, these accessories are
built with the professional thoroughness needed to meet the most
exacting requirements of broadcast use. Mechanically and electrically, every unit is built to "take it."
For information on RCA's complete line of audio accessories
. . . immediately available from stock . . . call your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or Dept. 19-BA, Engineering Products,
RCA, Camden, New Jersey.

BROADCAST
RAD

Address.
Station _

.Position.

City_

.State

i BROADCASTING

EED-AM«FM*TV
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to

EOUtRMEMT
CORPORATtOM

of AMERICA
EMGIMEEIHMG PRODUCTS DEPARTMeNT. CAMDEM.M.J.
In Canada: RCA VK^TOR Company Limited, Montreal
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;siFiED Advertisements
,>u.E IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
nrinimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Copywriter wanted — One who can rapidly
out a volume
of good, accurateturncommercial
and sustaining
copy.
Must be bright, responsible and good
typist. Write samples and send to
Wayne W. Cribb, General Manager,
Radio
ouri. Station KHMO, Hannibal, MissSituations Wanted
Managerial

Help Wanted
Managerial
New 250
watt,
fulltime needs
stationmanager,
in Oxford, North Carolina,
chief engineer and commercial manboro, N.ager.C.Address John C. Hanner, TarAssistant manager - salesman wanted.
By 5 kw day, 1 kw night ABC affiliate.
City of approximately 60,000 with two
stations. The party desired is someone
who can really sell and has ability to
advance to management of the station.
Please state all in your first letter and
send picture if possible. This station
of operation.
is in its 19th year
Broadcasting
Station,
Inc., P. O.Liner's
Box
1723, Monroe, Louisiana.
Salesmen
1000 watter in best section North Carolina with perfect public service record,
unquestioned acceptance, desires to
contact salesman interested in settling
down in good community and earning
in proportion
to ability
willingness
to
work. Station
well and
equipped,
well
driftNo
produce.
can
and
promoted
ers, drinkers or hot shots need answer.
You can write your own ticket if you
really mean
business.
Earnings
unlimited, we hope
you make
a million.
Act Quick, write or wire Box 25a,
BROADCASTING^
Salesman capable of taking over as
commercial manager for ABC station in
mountain division. Excellent secondary
market. Associated with newspaper.
Send full resume and application picture with first letter. Box 942, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Opportunity to write two to
four thousand monthly at 157o. $400
draw guaranteed
60 days to age
experienced mature manfor minimum
30,
preferably with automobile, in laree
Michiean market. Box 695, BROADCASTING .
Salesman — Experienced, aggressive
radio time salesman to sell and service
accounts. Unusual opportunity, with
fast-growing independent. Can make
$100-$125 weekly. Must have car and
inappear for
be prepared
terview. to
Write WBMD,
4 W.personal
Eager St.,
Baltimore 1, Maryland.
Capable time salesman by 1000 watt
independent eastern North Carolina
station. Box 67a, BROADCASTING.
Two top, strong program salesmen.
Fully experienced. Qualified to earn
$7,500 per year in top Michigan market
all deGiveopenings.
expanding
with tails
first letter. station.
Immediate
car. Box 38a, BROADown
have
Must
CASTING.
Salesmen, draw against 15% on first
midwest
$3,000.00 per month,perlarge
month possi$1,200
market,
ble. BoxMBS;
53a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Experienced commercial announcer
ly. Higher than avneeded immediate
erage pay. Staff knows of ad. Send
references to Kdetails, disc,
complete
triple-D, Dumas,
Texas.
Wanted— Announcer for 250 watt Mutual station in south. AM and FM operation. Wire if interested. Box 982,
BROADCASTING^
Experienced announcer with first class
license. Good voice, sober, mature.
Send full details, picture and audition
disc to WTAN, Clearwater, Florida.
Wanted immediately, announcer with
first class ticket. WHTB, Talladega,
Alabama.
Sportscaster— KIFI, ABC, Idaho Falls,
Idaho, Idaho Pioneer League. State
salary with disc showing recreation.
Box 37a, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Experienced combination
man. Must be good announcer and
smooth operator. Not afraid of work.
Good pay and conditions. Wonderful
climate. No beginners or students.
Kilowatt pending.
Send discKOOS,
and qualifications toRoger Spaugh,
Coos
Bay, Oregon.
Wanted — Announcer. Primarily morning man. Ordinary run of announcer
need not apply. Want unusual morning
man for Connecticut station. Top salary for top man. Write all details.
Box 44a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— One announcer for NBC affiliate in fast growing southern town.
Requirements: Experience, dependability andpletewillingness
to work. Send
details and references,
if youcomfill
the bill. Box 68a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
per week,
midwest market,$40MBS.
State major
experience.
Box 52a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer - operator with experience
for FM station. Prefer single man
comweek.andSend
25. $50 per disc
under plete
photo to
background,
Jacksonville,
WJHP,
PD,
Tuten,
Ron
Florida.
Announcer - salesman wanted in Wisconsin 20,000 market. Good pay. Car
Excellent working condidesirable.
tions. Write Ralph Evans, 4412 North
Woodruff, Milwaukee.
Announcer for morning show, some
general work, MBS, city 80,000, $60.00
if you have
per week
letter.
all firstexperitell voice,
ence and education,
Midwest. Box 23a, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Wanted— Radio engineer who is also a
business man and would like to install
and obtain management on percentage
of profit with
basis transit
of FM CPcompany
in important
market
radio
franchise. Interested parties please
write to Box 779, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter jobs open for young men
and radio school trainees with first
class ticket. No exoerience required.
Box 12a, BROADCASTING.
Combination man with experience.
ABC affiliate station. Rocky Mountains.
Send disc, photo and references. Box
941. BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, no experience
necessary. First class ticket. $40.00
per week. Radio Station WSSV, Petersburg, Va.
Production-Programming, others
Capital-associates wanted. Assist completing application new television
broadcast
station.
corporation. Advise
amount Forming
your investment.
Box 973, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: News reporter-announcer for
1000 watt daytime station. Give full
details, KXIC, Iowa City, Iowa.
Traffic, shorthand required, large city
area midwest, MBS. State experience.
Box 54a, BROADCASTING.
Continuity chief wanted. Tired of snow
and lower
ice? Then
you'll want
job in
the
Rio Grande
Valley this
of Texas,
a rich citrus and agricultural area.
Send full information in first letter as
to experience, family status, salary exand photo,
KGBS (CBS affiliate),pectedHarlingen,
Texas.
Wanted — News editor with ability to
gather and disseminate local news and
edit wire copy. Must have college backand at least
one toyearpresent
experience
in radio.ground Also,
ability
news
in pleasing maimer. Reply WWHG,
Hornell, New York.

Manager with tough AM experience has
developed New England independent
FM to prominence. Operation to be
absorbed by AM. Desire opportunity
to put your FM on its feet. University
experiexecutive
years
graduate,
ence. five
Extensive
technical
orientation.
Imaginative, vigorous, community programming, enduring sales based on
sound ablefacts.
upon reasonnotice toAvailable
my employer,
I ask
$6,000. Box 34a, BROADCASTING.
Radio chief of large nationwide public
service organization, former program
director, news director, foreign corrededue toradio
spondent,
available now
activation of public
relations
branch. 21 years announcing, writing,
producing.
Age 37, steady,
reliable.
Proved administrator.
Best references.
Seeks
management
opportunity.
997, BROADCASTING. Box
Available as manager. Fourteen years
in radio. Personal interview desired.
Box 7a, BROADCASTING.
Dick Evans, winner of two national
promotional awards in the past year;
25% owner,
member
of BoardManager
of Direc-of
tors. President
and General
WIZZ (pronounced whiz), now has
ownretain stock
OK. Will
WIZZ doing
ership and board
membership
in WIZZ
but resign as President and General
Manager if challenging opportunity as
manager or consultant is presented.
Must have sufficient time to orient reFamily man,
two boys.
Universityplacement.
graduate,
one year
graduate
study. Seventeen
years
broadcast
experience in construction, technical,
programming,
sales, phases.
administrative,
and federal regulatory
Prefer
managerial
incentive
plan. confidential.
Career resume available.
All replies
Write
Dick
Evans,
President,
WIZZ,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Attention
Rockymanager
Mountainwith
station
owners. General
thorough
experience in programming, sales, engineering and administration is looking
for permanent place to settle with
family. Prefer an established metropolitan.
will All
give correspondequal conon to allHowever,
others.
ence willsideratibe
treated
confidentially.
Box 812, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments.
Successful
16 year gradnetwork affiliate record.
University
uate. Dependable
man.on Good
references.
Can be career
available
short
notice. Box 892, BROADCASTING.
May I have the pleasure of making
money for you and me with mv new
managerial
CASTING. plan? Box 922, BROADYoung,
successful
manager experienced
desires change. and
12 years
radio.
5working
years manager
manager.whoCivic-minded.
announces,
sellsA
and has a profit record. Tops in local
programming,
station administration
ING.
and operations. Box 935, BROADCASTCommercial manager. Aggressive, active, no armchair executive. Knows
all phases of station operation. Came
up the hard way. Engineering backCASTING.
ground.references.
Prefer small
Excellent
Box operation.
60a, BROADManager. Young, aggressive. Especially
strong on sales. Ten years all phases
of radio. College graduate. Excellent
references. Box 64a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Time salesman, 2 years experience with
5000 watt regional station. A self
starter and go getter in local accounts.
Complete information and refAge 30. erences
CASTING. on request. Box 32a, BROADFourteen years radio including sales.
East only. Salary and commission.
Box 9a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman — Trained, experienced in
sales promotion. Prefer west coast.
But will consider all offers. BJ Degree.
Starting salary secondary. Will prove
ability, excellent references. Box 43a,
BROADCASTING.
Young, college graduate thoroughly
trained in station administration and
time
sales. Merchandising and sales
ING.
background.
Desires beginning sales or
administrative job. Prefer NY area but
will relocate. Box 62a, BROADCASTAnnouncers
CASTING.
Announcer.
Excellent voice, experienced. Knowledge copywriting, advertising. New England. Box 36a, BROADAnnouncer, 25, experienced, capable
all-roundferred.staff
Middlewest preBox 27a,man.
BROADCASTING.
Young staff announcer, experienced in
news and all type shows. AB in speech
from the University of Denver, married, references, disc and photo on re- ^
3441.
quest. Harry Anglen, 521 Maple Blvd.,
Kansas City 1, Missouri. Phone BaHere's a "#&©'**% good buy. Announcer-disc jockey desires permanent
affiliation with progressive station.
Three years experience in all phases of
and specialproduction
programming,
in record
shows proves
and
special
events.izingPast
experience
ability
as proeram director and production
chief.
Married,
27,
excellent
references.
I know radio. Would you like to know
me? Box 3a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
married. station.
Desires One
nosition with 25,
progressive
year experience. College journalism
graduate.
Presently
Spenews andemployed.
disc programs.
Box cial
11a,interest,
BROADCASTING.
ING.
Experienced play-by-play announcer
with station broadcastdesires position Box
13a, BROADCASTing baseball.
Announcer — Some experience, wants
staff position. Midwest preferred. Disc,
photo Armed
on request.
experience
with
Forces Have
RadiohadService.
Box
14a, BROADCASTING.
ING.
Popular
man,show
employed,
ing formorning
nermanent
with looklarge
metropolitan station. Proven record,
8 vear success. Box 33a, BROADCASTrombination
announcer - operator.
CASTING.
Eleven
months experience including
play-by-nlay. Will con.sider
baseball
pny rea!?onable offer. Box 18a, BROADAward winning disc jockey in recent
nationwide poll available. Beaucoup
experience.
mation dialProven
411 or sales.
write For
Boxinfor19a,
BROADCASTING .
Announcer, news editor, fully experienced.
solid, intelligentMike
reIrving 8-1681.
write.Versatile,
Seeking permanency.
Fidler, 3128 Eastwood Ave., Chicago,
Topnotch nouncer
disc
jockey
and sports
anwould like
permanent
tion progressive
station
any connecregion.
Background includes successful all
night and ropolitan
earlybird
shows major
market. Winner
local metstars
Magazine. Play-byBest
Radio
poll
experiL. I., play
programming
N.
and
Y.
encesports
smaller markets. Also pianistvocalist. Available immediately. Johnny Murray, 28 Craft Ave., Glen Cove.,
Established disc jockey available. Exbackground
and showbusiness.cellent
Style
sellsinandradio
appeals
to all
easttrade inopporplying greater
age groups.
ern market, Now
but seeks
letbackground
tunity. Audition disc,
ter and publicity brochure upon request. Box 949, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced, pleasant
voice, single, currently employed, high
mail count, own car, wishes position
with
eastern station. Box 73a, BROADCASTING.
d. high caliexperience
thoroughly
Top ber
personalityment-sponsor
Manageannouncer
proof of excellent
sales
results on the air. Good voice, 23, un-y
married. Top ratings. Personalit
. Exnewscaster
Authorativ
jockying.cellent
references. eAvailable
immediState starting
reAll 74a,
salary.
ately.answered
ly.
Box
immediate
plies
BROADCASTING,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, news, disc
jockey, write, plenty of ideas. Box
972, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-producer
staff position in progressive city.seeks
Presently
with
network affiliate, major NE market.
Wife, fashion expert. Can offer proven
Mr. and Mrs. record production show.
Box 968, BROADCASTING.
Don't
look here
if you can't
use an
experienced
announcer,
25, veteran,
single,
college
graduate.
Don't
look
further for newscaster, telequizer, man
on street, wake-up jock, kiddie MC
with writing, production and control
experience.
Don't delay your offer.
Box
937, BROADCASTING.
Most interesting voice I know of. Singer, entertain, radio acting experience.
Outstanding appearance and personality. Will accept reasonable offer. Dan
Callahan,
1366 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
Want opportunity to prove ability to
call all type sports. Family man. ExpeCASTING.rienced. Dependable. Box 966, BROADAnnouncer, experienced. Newscaster,
disc jockey, operates console. Desires
position with progressive station. All
offers considered. Box 46a, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster
— Experienced
- byplay, football,
basketball, play
baseball.
Ready to do top rate job handling
sports in large community. Good sports
background. References and discs.
Would welcome chance to work under
sports director in major station. Box
41a. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone man available as assistant
engineer or combination man. Inexperienced but willing to learn and apply
principles studied last 8 '/a months. GI.
married, with car, house trailer, and
references. Orval A. Herman, 105 South
37th, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Engineer mitter
— First
phone, experience
one year transand remote
with
250 watt station. Graduate RCA Institute. Available on notice. Box 10a
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer presently employed net affiliate limited experience.
Deejay's,
remotes,
Prefer northeast
or
western.
Box MC.
5a. BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Ten years experience. First
phone. Institutional radio training
CREI and RCA. Family man. good
references. Desire connection with progressiveNevada,
station insouthern
New Mexico,
Arizona,
California.
State salary. James A. Arthur. 2632
Bard Avenue, St. Albans, W. Va.
Experienced chief engineer, have done
news, sports, play-by-play. Veteran,
single,
reliable.
chief's job
live, small
town,Consider
or transmitter
workin
5kw or larger. Two weeks notice. Box
31a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-engineer available. Not a "hotannouncing.
rock," but capable
good all-round
Can han-of
dle any engineering job from chief on
down. Prefer network station. Two
weeks
ING. notice. Box 50a, BROADCAST-

Exceptional ability in handling playby-play.
Realisticmarried
and exciting
by experienced,
man. snorts
Child
five. Any locality. Can capably handle
other phases announcing. Box 40a,
BROADCASTING.

Chiefidaengineer
for nast 2 Desire
vears inchange
Florstation I installed.
and oermanent association. Chief at
previous noustation.
Above average
anncer. 15 years experience
all nhases,
power, directional, sunervisory. Proven
abilitv. references. Box 55a, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster at— Three
successful
experience
present years
station.
Desire
expansion toward play-by-play field.
Also handle news, discs and commercials. Box 65a, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-engineer, first class license,
four years experience, steady, reliable,
good technical knowledge. Quality for
chief. Presently employed in Florida.
Box 56a, BROADCASTING.

Package! One combination announcerengineer with chief engineer experience, plus announcing and programming. Eight years in radio. One announcer with chief announcer, copywriting, traffic and programming experience. University graduate. Both presently employed at $70 base, but desire
change. Details and disc available. All
offers considered. Will separate. Box
42a, BROADCASTING.
Topflight play-by-play sportscaster. Experienced in all major sports and regular sportscasts.
Interested
only in permanent affiliation.
Go anywhere.
Am
no floater. Box 51a, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster,
desired
position Chicagoexperienced,
area. Knows
classical,
Matt
habits.
Good
music.
popular
236 N. Fifth Street, SteubenAlben,Ohio.
ville,
staff announcer
Young well trained
desires opportunity to prove capability.
70a, BROADBox
available.
Disc, photo
Box 66a, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. AM & TV experiOutstanding sports: casts. ence,
Boxnine years.
45a, BROADCASTING.
Technical

. Engineer— First phone. Experienced
chief, installation and combination.
■ i Presently employed as 1 kw chief. Ex■| cellent references. Correspond by air
1} mail. Box 28a, BROADCASTING.
' j Ex-chief engineer desires position of■'.fering opportunity for advancement.
' I. Prefer
structionprogressive
program. station
Broad with
radio conextli perience. Executive ability. Box 29a,
|j1, BROADCASTING^
fI! technical
Engineer, training
first phone,
two FM,
and UHF
Vz years
in AM,
and
-I all phases of television. Presently em• ■ ployed with four months experience in
■ 250 watt. Experienced in console, xmits! ter, remote and local net. Desire posii !' tion
with progressive station. Box 30a,
BROADCASTING.
lEngine'er. Experienced
AM, FM,
construction, chief one year.
Married.
Available immediately. Box 866,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer desires transmitter operating
experience AM, injob. Fivecludingyears
and 48a,
remotes. studio,
Sober, transmitter
reliable. Box
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer.
Experienced.
Construction, operation,
net directional.
Put two stations on the air. OutstandING.ing references. Box 61a, BROADCAST-

plenty of techEngineer — First phone,graduate
nical training, collegeEight yearsof leadham,
school.
ing radio
AAF— 3 years fiying radio mechanic,
unsober,
Young,
discharge.
honorable
No broadmarried. Best of references.
with
Desire position
casting experience.
station. Box 71a, BROADCASTING.

Coast
First phone. 5 years
Engineer—
Graduate
Guard and amateur radio. broadcast
5 month technical radio
school, single, available immediately.
ING.
Will travel. Box 72a, BROADCASTProduction-Programming, others
Will invest $5000 CP or progressive
Active participation.
going operation.
Program
director, announcer, 6 years
experience. Well recommended. Box
806, BROADCASTING.
Topilight news editor, announcer, wants
to grow with worthwhile station. Box
959, BROADCASTING.
Farm director desires position with
regional cellent
stressing
farmDesire
coverage.
Exreferences.
midwest.
Box 24a, BROADCASTING.
Production man, music librarian, and
traffic manager desires position with
aggressive
station
in competitive
ket Capable
of producing
shows marthat
bring
results.
Reply
Box
980,
BROADCASTING.
Program director presently employed
Mutual affiliate. Varied experience
inaugurated programs. Good air voice,
travel, prefer permanent position
northeast
or BROADCASTING.
west, desire larger market. Box 4a,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Continuity director. Capable young
woman bodywants
of jobsalary.
not everycan do the
well.kindGood
West
preferred. Box 6a, BROADCASTING.
Program director.
Fourteen
yearssoon.
experience. Prefer south.
Available
Single. Box 8a, BROADCASTING.
Programs for women with quite a
"new look". Stories for children out of
a book. Youth talent shows to please
family and friends, much business experience to fillandin disc
the ends.
all to
in
one package
can beI'msent
show sound of my voice and program
content. Address P. O. Box 984, San
Bernardino, California.
Program director, excellent copy and
imaginative production man. now program ing 1kw southern independent
and 6 nent
kw change
FM toaffiliate,
desires
permanortheast
region.
31,
sober, married. In return for permanency, peace of mind and appreciative
remuneration for hard work, will do
excellent
programming job. Box 15a,
BROADCASTING.
News writer now employed in New
York network news room and writing
for top daytime comedy show wishes
news editor position. Experienced all
types news programs and continuity.
ING.
Wi)l relocate. Box 16a, BROADCASTMusic director — University Masters
Degree. Experience: complete charge
music library, programming, script
writing,
goodBox air20a,voice.
Young, available April.
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writers with six months or
more training in announcing, production, traffic and console operation ready
for placement. Pathfinder School of
Radio Broadcasting. 1329 Oak Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
After twenty odd years in the radio,
motionness,picture
TV work
busiwooed andproducing
won awayandfrom
by an eastern advertising agency. The
pace isroutine.
too slow,
getoutintoof the
the
agency
Wantcan't
to get
plush lined office of a VP in charge of
television and radio and get to work.
Bull sessions, two hours for lunch,
three afternoons of golf weekly are out.
If your price is right, can and will
deliver the top grade of knowhow and
work to make your TV, AM and FM
operations pay off. Married with
family. phasisCollege
graduate,
present
emon TV. Doing
two shows
weekly.
Produced and directed four motion
films in '48. Detals and interview at
your convenience. Box 726. BROADCASTING.
Girl, 1948
Northwestern
Majored in radio.
Training graduate.
included work
in program
planning,
acting,
continuity and dramatic writing, handling of
women's
and children's
programs.
Voice is pleasant
and friendly.
Have
worked parttime in a small local station. Would like to work for a progressive midwest station. Not afraid
of hard work and long hours. Disc
available. Box 49a, BROADCASTING.
Promotion man. Continuity. Sound, intelligent, idea promotion. Consistently
good inalcopy
on BROADCASTING.
proven and origideas. based
Box 58a,
Experienced program director. News,
special events, specialty. Handle all
types mikenouncing.work.
Consider
anLarry Maher,
KDDD, staff
Dumas,
■Texas,
ence. Present employer, main referContinuity chief, good, solid, salable
copy. Ideas
too.
man. Experienced. Want
full Family
responsibility,
wide
open opportunities. Salary in neighborhood
of
$75.
Box
57a.
BROADCASTING.
TV. Experienced radio copywriter
wants TV opportunity. Available 168
hours per week. Salary, living wage
plus more opportunity. Box 59a,
BROADCASTING.
Hal Styles may solve your problem with
a young,
ambitious, capable
veteran or non-veteran,
who man,
has been
thoroughly grounded for eight or more
months by radio professionals in announcing, newscasting,
controlWrite
opera-or
tion and continuity
writing.
wire Hal Styles, Hal Styles School of
Radio,
8800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills, California.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Lady continuity writer. University
journalism graduate. Experienced commercial
formats,
SinSouth copy,only.
Box promotion.
264, Edgefield,
South gle.Carolina.
For Sale
Station
Doctor's orders — Sell quick or else.
Licensed FM radio station in subChicago for sale. Good location, good
business, own real estate and all.
$65,000.
Write or wire to Box 47a,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
2 WE pickups
with 6 9A heads; 2
Brush
PL20's;
3 RCA General
heads MI4856;
2 71B RCA turntables;
Radio
type 731A modulation monitor; WE 23A
studio console; WE 353 E-1 1000 w
transmitter; 2 Blaw-Knox type CK
self-supporting towers. 182 feet. This
equipment
use sold.
becomes
in
March. Itnowmustin be
Writesurplus
Chief
Engineer, KSAL, Salina, Kansas.
For sale — One used Buda model 6-DTG317 30 kw diesel powered generator set.
220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycles. Price $1000
fob.
Danville,
Danville,
Va, Va. Write or wire WBTM,
Lehigh tower, 205 feet with side and
top flights.
in Will
servicebeandavailable
in excellentNow
condition.
abouttle.March
15.
Purchaser
to
dismanWBAB, Atlantic City, New Jersey,
WEAM, now 5000 watt fulltime, has for
immediatemitter,sale
1 kw frequency
Raytheon 530
trans-to
model RA,
1600. In excellent condition, has spare
parts. Sacriflce at $5000. Blaw-Knox
tower, 235 feet, tapered, self-supporting,
Accept best
offer.ArlingContact grounded.
Howard Stanley,
WEAM,
ton, Virginia.
FM antenna, 4 bay federal square loop,
complete
with de-icers
and 9'3" latticesteel Anesssections,
transmission
harwith expansion
joints. line
Original
cost $4,800. Will sell for $2,400.00 with
engineerinff assistance. WTCN, Minneapolis 4, Minn.
Two Brush magnetone wire recorders,
model BK-303, Perfect condition. Cost
S795.00. Make offer. Box 22a. BROADCASTING.
New latest model FM transmitter 10
kw complete
with plus
frequency
modulation monitor
6 bay and
antenna.
500 ft. of 3V8 coaxial line with fitting.
One Truscon 380 ft. tower. Write Chief
Engineer. WMAW, 723 N. 3rd St... Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
1000 watt transmitter, RCA type IK.
In excellent condition and perfect in
appearance. Includes two sets of tubes,
an assortment of spare parts and a
separate cabinet rack for monitors.
Price reasonable. Will arrange for cratand shipping.
WriteTexas.
or phone Talbott.ingKROD,
El Paso,
For sale: New in original shipning
boxes one General Radio type 1181-A
frequency monitor less crystal and
tyne
monitor
one
set of 1931
tubes-A formodulation
each. Western
Electric
gray finish. Immediate shipment $950.
Box 66a, BROADCASTING.
Complete cludingradio
equipment
inall 1 kwstation
AM with
monitors,
limiter. etc., 250 watt FM, complete
studio equipment including console,
loudspeakers,
microuhones.
desk, turntables,
Wincharger control
heavy
duty type 300 tower with single bay
pylon, total height about 257 feet.
Now located in midwestern radio station which
operating
late December. Allceased
equipment
used about
one
year, in essentially new condition and
offered as lump at very attractive
price to purchaser who can take all.
Gates Radio Company — telephone 522
at
Illinois, D.orC. MEtropolitan
0522 Quincy,
at Washington.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted. RCA 250 or 1000 watt transmitter, also 25 kw 220v 3-phase gas
driven generator. Riddle, WDSU, New
Orleans.
Wanted to buy — 10 kw AM transmitter.
Reply to Box 981, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Raytheon. RCA or similar 250
watt FM transmitter at rock bottom
price.
frequency, conditions.
Box 69a,Specify
BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

School

Heip Wanted
Managerial
WANTED
Manager to operate a radio station
and to invest $15,000.00, wliich will buy
33 1/3%
of issued cumulative.
preferred stock earn6% dividends
will ingreceive
40% of the profits. Manager
Construction practically completed.
Daytime ofassignment.
watts instation
the
middle
the dial. 1000
No other
covering
complete
market.
Absentee
ownership of remainder of stock. This
affordsbusiness.
an excellent opportunity for your
own
Write full particulars and references in
first
letter. Matter will be kept confidential.
BOX 837,
BROADCASTING

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?

RAD!0 DEPARTMENT MANAGER
Man with comprehensive experience qualifyingof small
him to assume
managerial
vision
competently
staffed superradio
department
in
four
A's
advertising
agency.
General administrative responsibility with
special emphasis on programming and
creative selling ideas. Knowledge of mail
order book selling by radio helpful but
not essential if other qualifications fit.
Executive ability, team-work temperament, creative selling sense and knowledge of basic functions of a radio department are the important requirements.
Please outline experience fully and give
age and starting salary desired.
BOX 26a, BROADCASTING

Salesmen
WANTED
Transcription Salesmeji. Juvenile program,cessful
already
known with
sucrecord.well
Protected
territories
open. Generous commissiona. Tell us
what other shows you are now handling, andBoxthe955,markets
you cover. Address
BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, others
To meet expansion program, eastern network
affiliate with 5000 watt CP need two experienced men. One should be trained In local news
gathering and writing and should have a
good air voice. The other should be a good
commercial announcer with broad sports
background and ability to write both news
and sports. Send audition disc, references,
photograph and full letter of application
with statement of experience, salary desired.
m?.rital and family status.
\\T3RC, NBC, Erie, Pennsylvania. .Tay Young.

Situation Wanted
Managerial
EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
20 years broadcast experience, all phases,
programming, sales, promotion and public
relations. Desire managerial position with
new or eytablished progressive station central,
midwest or southern states. Top references. All replies considered and will welcome requests for interview. Tour details
please. BOX 35a, BROADCASTING.
Page 76
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For Sale (Cont'd.)
Equipment

Don Pryor Gets FSA Post

FOR SALE
600 Foot Tower
At greatly reduced price one 600 foot
Blaw-Knox galvanized steel guyed tower.
Uniform cross-section up to 400 feet
thence tapering to top (600 feet). In
perfect condition, ready to ship. All
cables, insulators and lighting equipment
conform with CAA regulations.
Can be used for AM, or to support FM
or television radiator with net height of
575 feet or less, with slight modification
proposed by Blaw-Knox Company. First
come — first served. Wire or write for
additional details.
STATION WMC
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

BEGINNERS!
Miscellaneous

Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. 111
3338-1 6th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name. . .
Address.
City
.State.
For Sale
Station
FOR SALE- STATION
LOCAL NETWORK
Small north-midwest town. No
competition. Complete area dominance. Excellent technical position. Well established in community. Complete new large
plant. Price for 100% of stock,
|l75,000.
Low ratio
its. Principals
only.price to profWrite Box 853,
BROADCASTING

FOR

SALE

Construction Permit, low frequency, 1000 watts, daytime, located in
east. All construction about 90%
complete. All equipment on hand.
Ultra modern studios and transmitter located in one building on country
estate, beautifully landscaped. Ultra
modern sales offices in city. Purchase
price equity only. Excellent possibilities.
BOX 836, BROADCASTING

I
$40,000
I Here is an excellent
investment. I am an
I experienced manager, 17 years radio and
I newspaper. I have CP. for low frequency
I station in midwest metropolitan market.
I needWrite
fmancial
can have conII trol.
Box aid.
39a, You
BROADCASTING.

REGIONAL
MANAGERS

EWING

(2)

Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
campaigns are familiar and
ENDORSED BY MORE
THAN 300 STATIONS
COAST TO COAST, can use
successful DISTRICT SALES
MANAGERS.
Thorough knowledge of cosponsored sales methods, plus
ability to hire and train salesmen, ESSENTIAL!
To qualified producers, after
brief training period (without
loss of revenue), can compare
earnings of our PRESENT
MANAGERS from $7500 to
$10,000 commission yearly!
All replies strictly confidential.
Box 905, Broadcasting

DONALD J. PRYOR, former CBS
news commentator and analyst,
has been appointed assistant to the
administrator of the Federal Security Agency, Oscar R. Ewing,
Jan.
FSA 27.administrator, announced
Mr. Ewing said Mr. Pryor will
assist him in maintaining liaison
between his
agency and
the
■Pryor's
Congress.major
Mr.
function,
ing to Mr. accordEwing,
will beminetoand determake
available to Congress information
on the practical
implications of
Mr. Pryor
current legislative proposals affecting programs administered
by
the FSA.
Mr. Pryor has more recently
served in the radio division of the
Democratic National Committee in
Washington.
His wife, Barbara, is special
assistant to the chief of the State
Dept.'s International Broadcasting
Division.
KSLM Moves
KSLM Salem, Ore., has moved to
new headquarters at Kingwood
Heights. Included in new quarters
are studios and transmitter, built
at cost of $100,000. Station continues downtown offices at Senator Hotel. KSLM operates with 1
kw fulltime on 1390 kc. Glenn
McCormick is owner and general
manager.
Miscellaneous (Cont'd)

RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
List With Us
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California

List with Us to Buy or Sell
a Radio Station
Prompt, ccmfideiitial .service

•

•

BFU)ADCASTIN(;
Apply Box 720

RARE OPPORTUNITY

for broailcast epipment sales engineers
Designer and manufacturer of AM and FM broadcast transmitters,
audio equipment and accessories of widely recognized superiority has
immediate openings for six able, experienced sales engineers to provide
intensive coverage of the following territories:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST Washington, Oregon, Idaho
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona. Two men here.
SOUTH CENTRAL Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
SOUTH EASTERN Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida
CENTRAL Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
These openings hold real rewards for ability and hard work. They
can only be filled by aggressive sales engineers with a thorough knowledge of broadcast station equipment and its applications, and years of
large-scale sales experience in the field. Write us fully about your
background, present status and demonstrated earning capacity, A
photograph will be helpful. Address BOX 21a, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KNOX NAMED
To Study Radio for Realtors

STANTON AT IRE
March Agenda Expanded

JAMES

FRANK STANTON, CBS president, will address the annual banquet, March 9, of the Institute of
Radio Engineers convention at New
York's Hotel Commodore.

H. KNOX, formerly associated with various advertising
agencies,rector ofw^as
radio dithe appointed
National Assn.
of
Real Estate Boards last Monday.
His headquarters are in Washington, D. C, home office of the association.
Mr. Knox will soon make an extensive tour of the country to meet
with realtors and allied interests
and discuss methods of participation in radio, NAREB reported.
His principal task will be to develop and expand the radio activities of some 1,074 member real
estate boards.
A veteran of 12 years' experience
in the production-direction of many
network shows and station management, Mr. Knox has served on
the staff of such agencies as Young
& Rubicam, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.
& Sons,
Co. W.
and Ayer
The Blow
Co.D'Arcy
In 1947Adv.
he
was named officer in charge of
radio recruiting for the U. S. Marine Corps, and during the war
served as radio correspondent with
the Second Marine Division overseas.
WCAM
FULLTIME
After 22 Years Part-time
AFTER 22 years of part-time
operation, WCAM, Camden, N. J.'s
municipally owned and operated
station, went on fulltime Saturday,
Jan. 22. It had previously shared
tiine with WCaP Asbury Park,
N. J., and WTNJ Trenton.
An FCC order put WCAM and
WCAP on fulltime, retaining them
on 1310 kilocycles but reducing
their power from 500 to 250 w.
WTNJ was made a daytime only
station; its frequency was changed
from 1310 to 1300 kc and its power
cut from 500 to 250 w.
Willard Schriver is the WCAM
station director, having been appointed by Mayor George Brunner.
Irving Smith is program director.
He joined the station three months
ago after opening WBUX Doylestown last spring. Previous to that,
he had been with WEEU Reading.
Two new announcers, Bill Deal
and Jack Harvey, have been hired
and Harry Smith has been advanced to chief announcer. Edrian
Scott, former advertising copy
writer, has joined WCAM as woman's editor.

BOSTON Consolidated Gas Co. President Earl H. Eacker cuts fourth anniversary cake for their program Quizzing the Wives on WNAC Boston. Participating inceremony are Les Smith, quizmaster on the show, and John J.
Quinn, Boston Consolidated vice president.

Mr. Stanton will speak on "Television and People." The IRE convention will be held March 7-10.
At least 203 displays of postwar
radio developments are scheduled
for the main exhibition, which will
be in Grand Central Palace.
During the 28 technical sessions
and six symposia of the convention, more than 170 papers covering all phases of radio and electronics will be presented.
WNNJ-FM OPENS
Operates Six Hours Daily

eAtonei.

► KRLD Dallas celebrated its
20th anniversary as member of
CBS last month. Special feature
of its local City Desk program recalled events of the station's twodecade growth from its timeNARBA

CHANGES
Announced by FCC

NEW STATIONS and changes in
facilities of outlets in countries
under the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
have been announced by FCC upon
notification by those countries.
Mexico has announced that
XEWA San Luis Potosi, new 150
kw outlet on 540 kc, directional, is
now in operation. It is believed
full 150 kw is not yet being used.
Mexico reported XEFW Tampico
is to begin operations immediately
with 50 kw day, 30 kw night, on
810 kc, directional night. New
Class III-B 1 kw fulltime outlet
on 600 kc has been assigned in
Acapulco with expected commencement date of May 1. New Class II
outlet on 1010 kc at Nogales has
been deleted.
Cuba has reported that CMHT
Sancti Spiritus plans to switch
from 250 w on 990 kc to 1 kw day,
250 w night on that channel about
May
15. It is a Class II station.
d
I Aid Fun
Dominican Republic has anjA FUND to assist worthy indinounced the following new stations
viduals in obtaining an education
and changes, all effective this
' in the field of communication of month :
ideas through radio or the press
HIL Ciudad Truiillo (New Station)
—790 kc. 500 w, fulltime, Cl=iss III-B.
has been announced by The KaltenHIG
Ciud9d Trujillo— Switch from
born Foundation, New York. The
900 kc to 950 kc, 250 w, fulltime, Class
IV.
aid is to be made available regardHI9U Puerto Rico — Switch from 100
less of race, color, creed or sex.
w on 7,205 kc to 250 w fulltime on 1246
Information on individuals or
kc. Class IV.
Station)—
Cristobal
HI?Rkc, San
projects which the fund might aid
14.50
200 w,
fulltime.(New
Class IV.
may be sent to 167 East 64th St.,
HIT Ciudad Trujullo— Switch from
100 w on 5,010 kc to 200 w on 1400 kc
New York 21, N. Y.
fulltime, Class IV.
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sharing status on 1040 kc with
WFAA Dallas in 1929, to its present 1080 kc position as the CBS
outlet for Dallas-Fort Worth.
► Oldest program on WFAA Dallas wound up last month when 73year-old Dr. David Lefkowitz rabbi
emeritus of the city's Temple
Emanu-El, gave his last Sunday
broadcast after 19 years of weekly
30-minute sermons from the studio.
WFAA donated the time for the
final broadcast.
► The Children's Songhag, heard
each Saturday morning over
WCOP and WCOP-FM Boston,
celebrated the start of its fifth
consecutive year on the Jan. 22
broadcast with a gala birthday
party. Yoland's Shoe Store, Boston, sponsors the program, and
Voltairing Block conducts its activities.
► DON W. SHARPE Agency,
Hollywood (talent agency), is observing its eighth anniversary.

Midwest

OPENING of WNNJ-FM Paterson, N. J., operating with 20 kw
power on 103.5 mc, took place last
Tuesday at 3 p.m. Licensee is
North Jersey Broadcasting Co.,
which also owns and operates
WPAT Paterson and is a subsidiary of the Passaic Herald-News.
WNNJ broadcasts daily from 3
p.m. to 9 p.m., with a signal covering all New York, the greater part
of New Jersey, and sections of
other states, according to Dow H.
Drukker Jr., president of North
Jersey Broadcasting Co. Station's
transmitter is atop Garret Mountain, Clifton, N. J., one of the highest peaks in the area.
'What's My Name'
FORMER nighttime audience participation
My
Name returned
to program
ABC What's
as a Saturday morning show Feb. 5, the
network has announced. The program, starring Arlene Francis
and featuring Johnny Olsen as
co-m.c, is sponsored over 118 ABC
stations by the Homemakers Institute and Servel Gas refrigerator
dealers Saturdays 11:30 a.m. -12
noon. The 52-week contract was
signed through BBDO, New York.

Independent

Attractive and profitable facility located in an ideal
one station market. This property has a very favorable technical position that offers an outstanding
opportunity for immediate development and increased earnings. Price $70,000. Financing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Bldg.
PhilipPetroleum
D. JacksonBldg
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
James W. Blackburn
Tower
Washington Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
February 7, 1949
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ARMY
TV FILMS
Central Library Opened

BOYS — FOUR OF THEM — won the national awards in the second Voice of
Democracy contest [Broadcasting, Jan. 24], Last year all four winners were
girls. The successful contestants were (I to r): George Morgan Jr., Hutchinson,
Kan.; Kerron Johnson, St. Paul; Richard Caves, Everett, Ohio; Charles Kuralt,
Charlotte, N. C.

2
rUNBELlEVABLE

as it may seem-, i'f'
aUfhe lettewWLS has
received

SUNDAY

in th^ t>asf

19 years (lo.nejss)
were stacked In one

WNBT New York Jan. 30 became the first New York television
station to institute regular Sunday
morning programming. Schedule
included the first simultaneous AM
and TV presentation of the Horn
& Hardart (Philadelphia) Children's Hour (WNBC-WNBT 10:3011:30 a.m.), oldest continuously
sponsored show in radio.
Programming commenced with a
film at 10 a.m., followed by the
Children's Hour, with Ed Herlihy
as m.c. At 11:30 a.m., WNBT pre-

pile, they would reach

WLS

G£rS

HESULTS

by
represented
JOHN BLAIR
and Company

Only station

^

saturating rich
Western

Washington

market!

E ATTii
CBs; A C O M A
THE PIONEER

\ 50,000 WATT STATION
\ OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWF?-^
710 KC
NAIIONALLY REPRESENTED Br FREE S PETERS. INC.
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MORNING VIDEO
WNBT Is First N. Y. Station to Offer It

■

RADIO CENTER
Is Dedicated by WDWS
WDWS Champaign, 111., 250 w station owned and operated by the
city's News-Gazette, formally dedicated its new Radio Center Feb.
6 with a special program. Show
also commemorated the memory
of the station's late founder, D. W.
Stevick, it has been announced by
Marc Howard, WDWS manager.
An open house week will be
launched today for public inspection of the new facilities.
The new Radio Center, occupying a 12-acre site south of Champaign, contains new G.E. transmitting equipment, and houses both
WDWS and WDWS-FM operations. Station's 420-ft Truscon antenna tower is near the building.
Designed and constructed solely
for radio, the one-floor structure
includes foyer and observation
lounge, AM and FM unit rooms,
one large and two twin smaller
studios, audition
room,facilities.
technicians'
workshop
and other
Studios and business offices of
the station, previously located on
the second floor of the News-Gazette
building, were moved to Radio Center last December. WDWS-FM began 10 kw operation at that time.
Formal opening of center was
publicized in a special Feb. 4 supplement of the newspaper, of which
Mr. Stevick served as owner and
editor. He died in December 1935,
a year before WDWS began actual
operation.

miered a new children's program,
Pow-Wow, concerning Indians and
Indian lore. At noon station left
the air until its 5:30 p.m. Hopalong
C as sidy film program.
Starting last Monday WNBT
began its daytime programming
one half hour earlier. Programs,
starting at 2:30 p.m. instead of 3,
include eight new shows:
2:30-3
p.m. The
Johnson
Bess
Johnson,
radioBessactress,
in aClubguest
star program of interest to women, on
such
subjects
as
antiques,
fashions,
home handiwork and others.
3- 3:15program
p.m. Armchair
travel
featuringWanderer
Gordon — B.A
Halstead, world traveler and lecturer.
The ists
program
guidesaudiences
prospective
tourand will take
on video
trips throughout the U. S. and abroad.
3:15-3:30 p.m. trio
The is
Threeheard
Flames—
instrumental
at The
this
time
on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays.
3:15-3:30 p.m. (Wednesdays only)
Madame ballet
Daganova
A quarter-hour
modern
by —noted
dancers andof
instruction by Madame Daganova.
3:30-4giniap.m.
On — husband,
Actress VirGilmoreWe're
and her
Yul
Brynner,
play
host
to
people
in the
theatre.
4- 4:15expert
p.m.on Figure
Magic — Claire
Mann,
health education,
gives
her cal
"relaxercising"
theory
of physi-of
culture for the improvement
figure and posture.
4:15-4:30 p.m. Edward McGinley,
Piano — Music and piano instruction by
Mr. McGinley, teacher at Fred Waring's Shawnee-on-Country Club.
4:30-5 p.m. Once Upon a Time — Maria
Cimino, of the New York Public Library, tellsplementing
stories
her tales for
withchildren,
drawingssupby
well-known illustrators.

TO OVERCOME difficulties encountered in obtaining legal clearance for the telecasting of many
Army films, a Central Television
Film Library has been opened at
the Signal Corps Photographic
Center at Long Island City, N. Y.,
the Army announced Jan. 30.
The library was created also to
simplify service to stations and to
meet a rapidly increasing demand
by television stations for official
motion pictures, the Army reported. In addition to some motion pictures which have received
full clearance, the television library
also will be stocked with special
prints of other films from which
uncleared footage has been deleted.
Films are obtainable through
public information offices in the
nation's six Army Area headquarters, located for First Army at
Governors Island, New York 4,
N. Y.; Second at Fort George G.
Meade, Md.; Third, Fort McPherson, Ga. ; Fourth, San Antonio;
Fifth, Chicago; and Sixth, San
Francisco. Requests of stations in
the Military District of Washington (D. C.) go to Radio-Television
Section, Public Information Division, Room 2D855, The Pentagon.

WIMR DELETION
FCC Approves; WKOB Off Air
DELETION of WIMR Hornell, N.
Y., new 1 kw daytime outlet on
1420 kc, was granted by the FCC
effective last Nov. 29.
Owned by Maple City Broadcasting Co., deletion was occasioned by
firm's buying into WLEA Hornell,
licensed on 1320 kc with 1 kw day.
Meanwhile the Commission reported it has received notice from
WKOB North Adams, Mass., that
the station ceased operations on
Jan. 22 and requested deletion of
its license. WKOB, assigned 250 w
day on 860 kc, gave no reason for
its action but it was believed economic factors were responsible.
Licensee is Citizens Broadcasting
Co. WKOB would be the first licensed AM station to be cancelled
this year.

soon
WHBQ«56

FIRST ON
YOUR

RADIO

Your
Mutual Station
in Memphis

NOTICE:

W. H. Beecoe

^
Contracts made NOV/

Tenn.
at present rates

receive full year's protection
The Walker Company
Represented by
'
s
r
e
n
liste
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but

the

price

is

competitive
Collins 300G 250 watt AM transmitter
The Collins 300G

gives you everything a 250 watt

Yet the 300G is competitively economical to buy

transmitter can contribute in your fight to win

sponsors and influence audiences.

and operate. The power consumption is only 1.5 kw
in normal operation, 85% power factor. The entire

Engineered to today's highest standards, employing the finest components, it transmits a signal that
is outstandingly clean, crisp, and inviting.

complement of but 21 tubes (including a stand-by
oscillator, 6 rectifiers and 2 voltage regulators) is comprised of only eight tube types. Spare requirements
are at a minimum.

The frequency response is flat ±1 db from 30 to
10,000 cycles per second, challenging the capabilities
of the best AM receivers. The noise level is more than

This transmitter features eye-level metering, tube
visibility through front door windows, instantaneous
power reduction to 100 watts, complete accessibility,

60 db below 100%

high safety factors, and thorough reliability. Write us
for further information.

AM

modulation

level. The distortion

is less than 3% up to 95% modulation.

FOR

COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY,

1 1 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
IBROADCASTING
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Cedar

BROADCAST

Rapids,

QUALITY, IT'S.

Iowa
458 S. Spring St., Los Angeles 13, Calif.
February 7, 1949
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Covers New
VIDEO

JIM MONROE, KCMO Kansas City's
news editor, uses station's new teleplione recording attachment to obtain a statement from a member of
the Kansas City school board. Statement was incorporated in his 9:30
p.m. news a half hour later. The new
device makes it possible for conversations of both participants in a telephone conversation to be recorded for
later broadcast.

Pabst

Hockey

TELECASTS of Saturday night
home games of the Cleveland
Barons, American League hockey
champs, are being sponsored by
Pabst Brewing Co. (beer) on
WEWS (TV) Cleveland. Sponsorship started Feb. 5 and will continue through March 19, last home
date of the Barons' season. Pabst
agency is Warwick & Legler.

IT'S
GREAT

A
DAY

LAV-fm

\
GRAND RAPIDS

WLAV leads ALL stations
in daytime share of audience
in Michigan's second market.
(1947-1948 winter-spring Hooper)
W L A V — 28.1 %
Station B — 22.6%
Station C — 22.2%
Contact the John E. Pearson Co.

ABC lorCron^og^^

^
Plus Pef^"
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York, Chicago

And Philadelphia

Feature Film
(Tues.,
WENR-TV)
30.0
Film
— Borrowed
Hero
5-a-Week Shows 30.0
(Tues., WBKB)
Rating

Highest
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star Theatre again tops the television popuJan. Dec.
larity list according to the January TV audience report for New York and
Kukla, Fran, & OUie
37.8
27.4
% Hour
Philadelphia made by The Pulse Inc., New York. Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Cut-up .
21.8 17.0
Scouts placed second in both cities, running closer to the Berle lead in Curbstone
Uncle Mistletoe*
15.3 13.7
Philadelphia than in New York.
Little Bordy
15.0 16.0
AVER/VGE
QUARTER
SETS-IN
Chicagoland *4Newsreel
Day Average 12.2 11.2
USE FOR
WEEK HOUR
STUDIED
Wrestling continues to rate first
Entire TELEVISION
Week, 12 Noon-12
with Chicago television -audiences,
HOMESMidnight
AVERAGE
QUARTER
SETS-INUSE FOR
WEEK HOUR
STUDIED
according to The Pulse. Thursday
Combined
Entire Week, 12 Noon-12 Midnight
Radio &TV TV
night wrestling on WGN-TV ChiTELEVISION HOMES
Jan. 1949
32.3 23.9 Radio
cago was in first place vdth 47.0, Dec.
10.8
11.5
1948
33.1 24.2
Combined TV Radio
10.7
leading over Super Circus, which
Nov. 1948
34.2
24.1 •
Jan. 1949 Radio32.8&TV 20.2
14.6
hit 39.0. Impact of the east-midPHILADELPHIA
Dec. 1948
31.9
19.5 14.3
west coaxial cable on program ratTOP TEN TELEVISION SHOWS
ings is not yet evident.
Once a Week Shows Rating
14 Hour
CINCINNATI
IRE
NEW YORK
Highest
Technical Meet April 23
TOP TEN TELEVISION SHOWS
Jan. Dec.
Once a Week Shows
Texaco Star Theatre
64.0 62.0
TELEVISION horizons not widely
Highest
Godfrey's Talent Scouts ... 62.0 50.0
Rating
discussed to date will be covered at
55.0
We,
The
People
52.0
49.0
Break the Bank
52.0 49.0
the Third Annual Spring Technical
V4. Hour
Toast of the Town
49.0
Jan. Dec.
Conference of the Institute of
70.0
Boxing
(Friday,
WPTZ) 49.0
Texaco Star Theatre
69.3
43.3
Mummers
Parade
Radio Engineers Cincinnati secGodfrey's Talent Scouts. .. 36.7 38.7
(3 Stations)
46.0 41.0
29.3
We, The People
tion, Saturday, April 23. Meeting
Original
Amateur
Hour
44.0
Manhattan-G. Wash. Coll.
Phil Silvers Show
43.0
will be held at the Engineering SoBasketball
34.7
Kraft TV Theatre
cieties Bldg., Cincinnati.
Gay 90's Revue
35.3 37.3
5-a-Week Shows 42.0
Toast of the Town
33.3
Rating
30.7 29.3
Emphasis will be on UHF techWinner Take AH
32.7
26.7
29.3
Highest
Hour
Original Amateur Hour
niques as applied to monochrome
BoxingSilvers
(Friday,
WNBT) . 28.7
28.7
reception in the 475-890 mc band,
Phil
Show
Jan. Dec.
according
to Wynne W. Gulden, of
SmaU Fry Club
27.6 24.6
5-a-Week Shows
the conference publicity committee.
Howdy Doody
26.6 13.4
Newsreel Theatre, Misc. . . . 14.6 21.4
Time has been allotted for nine
17.0
Rating
Highest
Make
Music
14.0*
1/4 Hour
CBS-TVMine
News*
13.5
papers
a.m.-ldiscussion
p.m. and
3-5
Jan.
TV Newsreel
p.m.) and(10
a short
period
13.6
Dec.
(7:15,
WFIL-TV)
12.2
Small Fry Club
29.7
following each paper, Mr. Gulden
28.3
27.5
News and Views
Howdy Doody
24.1
said.
(7:00, WFIL-TV)
11.8
Lucky Pup
22.9
Homemakers
Matinee
11.4
18.8
24.4
Bob Howard Show
10.1 20.9
Weather, News
Topics and speakers are: "Propaga9.7
Make Mine Music
tion Characteristics of UHF Radiation,"
(6:45, WCAU-TV)
7.6 7.8
9.4
9.3
Comics on Parade
Edward
W. Allen, FCC; "The Use of
Sports Page, Weather
Russ Hodges Scoreboard . . . 9.1
Stratovision
in the UHF Band," C. E.
(6:30, WCAU-TV)
*4 Day Average 7.2
Newsreel Theatre, Misc.
10.4
Nobles,
Westinghouse;
"UHF Television
7.6
(7:45,
WNBT)
and
Matching
Techniques," O. M.
7.6
Camera Headlines
AVERAGE
QUARTER
HOUR
SETS-INWoodward
RCA and
Labs;
"UHF
Tuners
for Jr.,
Receivers
Converter
USE FOR WEEK STUDIED
7.6
8.0
(7:30, WABD)
Use," Robert F. Romero, RCA Industry
Entire Week, 12 Noon-12 Midnight
Film Shorts (6:45, WABD)
7.3
TELEVISION
HOMES
Service
Labs;
"UHj?'
Converters
ior
Use
Feature Films (6:45, WPIX) 6.4 6.2*
with
Present
Receivers,"
RobertLabs;F.
Combined
Wakeman,
Allen
B.
DuMont
*4 Day Average 6.4
Radio &TV TV Radio
"UHF Broad Band Amplifiers," Dr.
Jan. 1949
38.6
26.8 14.5 A.
V. Haeff, Naval Research LaboraDec.
1948
37.6
25.5 14.4
7.5* Nov. 1948
tory; "The Influence of UHF Alloca25.1
37.4
14.2
tions onance,"
Receiver
and PerformJohn D. Design
Reid, Crosley
Div.,
CHICAGO
KWHN
WALKOUT
Avco
Mfg.
Corp.;
"Psychophysiological
TOP TEN TELEVISION SHOWS
Effects of Viewing
Television,"
W.
Silences 5 kw Station
Commery,
Nelva Park,
G. E.E. Co.;
Once a Week Shows
Rating
"Trends
in Television
Receiver
Design,"
14Highest
Hour
Donald
G.
Fink,
McGraw
Hill.
A WALKOUT by 11 employes over
The program will conclude with
minor working grievances silenced
Jan. Dec.
a banquet. Inspection trips will be
5 kw KWHN Fort Smith, Ark., a Wrestling (Thurs., WGN-TV) 47.0 46.0
available for those who stay over
Super
Circus
39.0 30.0
fortnight ago, but the station reFilm-House
of Secrets
turned to normal within a few
Sunday.
Registrations
should
be
(Fri.,
WBKB)
36.0
addressed
to Calvin Bopp,
Spring
Vaudeo Varieties
36.0 38.0
hours, according to H. S. NakdiFilm— Henry VIII
Technical Conference registration
men, secretary-treasurer of KWHN
(Mon., WGN-TV)
36.0
chairman, Engineering Societies
Broadcasting Co. Inc.
Wrestling (Wed., WENR-TV) 35.0
Hockey (Sun., WBKB) 34.0 35.0
Bldg., McMillan at Woodburn St.,
The dispute, which arose over
WrestUng (Mon., WBKB). 32.0 32.0
Cincinnati.
Philco
Playhouse
32.0
30.0
work regulations and did not involve wages, came to a head when
the announcer signed the station
off at the studios without advance
notice, the management stated.
No negotiations had been held with
FAMILY
stockholders, directors or officers
of the station, according to Mr.
Nakdimen. Contact with the emWIBW has been a farm station for
ployes resulted in settlement four
almost a quarter century. We sell
hours later.
Kansas and adjoini ng states because
Allen Whiteside is president of
we've served them well. We're one of
KWHN Broadcasting Co.
the family.

WDTV (TV) Joins NBC
NBC-TV has announced the addition of WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh to
its growing network of inter-connected video stations, bringing the
total to 15. The new affiliation
raises the Midwest NBC network
video total to eight stations.

TheVoice/^/Kansas
WIBW

//7
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REPORT

New Programs Appear
SEVERAL infrequent top-tenners
have appeared in the January radio audience listings of The Pulse
Inc. for metropolitan New York.
They include Your Hit Parade,
which has seldom appeared in midwinter top-ten lists, and Milton
Berle's ABC Texaco Star Theatre,
ratings on which have climbed
steadily, due probably. The Pulse
states, to his TV popularity.
These shows, along with Red
Skelton and Eddie Cantor, nosed
out Fibber McGee & Molly, Fred
Allen, Stop the Music and My
Friend Irma in December's listings.
Sunday afternoon and evening
listening was lower in January
than in December, upsetting the usual pattern of higher seasonal listening for this month. Only January increase came in the 6-7 p.m.
period, but since only one Pulse survey has been made since inauguration of the new CBS Sunday lineup, it is too soon to gauge future
listening trends.
AVERAGE % HOUR SETS-IN-USE
FOR THE WEEK STUDIED
6 a.m.-ia Midnight, Entire Week
January 1949
25.8
December 1948
24.2
January 1948
25.5
TOP TEN EVENING
SHOWS & DAYTIME
Evening
Highest 14 Hr. RatingJan. Dec.
Red Skelton
20.7
Walter Winchell
20.0 22.7
Eddie Cantor
18.7
Burns & Allen
17.3 18.3
Milton Berle
16.7
Hit Parade
16.3
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
16.3 20.3
I
Daytime— 5 a Week
Highest 14 Hr. Rating
Jan. Dec.
Arthur Godfrey
8.9 7.8
Grand Slam
8.0 6.7
I Rosemary
7.7 6.7
Our Gal Sunday
7.7 5.7
Helen Trent
7.6 5.9
I Wendy Warren
7.5
Aunt Jenny
7.3
Big Sister
7.1 5.9
? Ma Perkins (1:15)
7.1 5.5
1'I Young
Dr.
Malone
6.3
Harry Clark, News
6.3 5.8
SATURDAY & SUNDAY DAYTIME
Jan. Dec.
The Shadow
7.3 7.7
Metropolitan Opera
7.3
Quick as a Flash
6.7

J^toductlon

anKTHTtwoHouston
GENE LEWIS,
years, has
nouncer for past
been promoted to post of program director. CHUCK HANCOCK,
formerly with KXYZ Houston, has
joined station's announcing staff.
FRANKLIN M. HELLER has joined
CBS-TV as producer-director. Mr.
Heller has served as stage manager
for several Broadway shows, and
most recently was resident director
of Bucks County (Pa.) Playhouse for
the summer seasons of 1947 and 1948.
FRANK SWEENEY has rejoined announcing staff at WGN Chicago. He
has worked at WJBC Bloomington,
111.; woe Davenport, Iowa, and WJJD
Chicago.
WARREN ANDERSON, musical director of WGFG Kalamazoo, Mich., has
been appointed program director.
BARBARA DONAHUE has rejoined
WGFG's staff and is writing and
handling Breakfast Bingo and Stork
Reporter programs.
JOSEPHINE
CACERES JACOBS,
formerly on staff of New York Herald
Tribune, has joined KOOL Phoenix,
Ariz., continuity staff. CHARLES
SCHLEUTER has joined announcing
staff.
WEBB RUSSELL, formerly with
WWST Wooster, Ohio, has joined
announcing staff of WHBC Canton,
Ohio. MARIAN MUCKELY, formerly
with WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., has
joined station as continuity writer.
JOE KRAMER, formerly with KIMO
Independence, Mo., has joined announcing staff of KWK St. Louis.
BILL JACKSON WGTM Wilson,
N. C, news and sports director, has
Make Believe Ballroom
(Sat. PM)
Children's
Hour
Make Believe
Ballroom
(Sat. AM)
C. F. McCarthy, News
N. Y. Philharmonic
Detective Mysteries
Ring Crosby Records
(Sat., Miss
11:30)
Junior
Theatre of Today
Solitair Time
Metropolitan Auditions
Strike It Rich

5.7
5.7
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

7.3
6.0
6.3
5.3
5.3
5.7
5.3

been promoted to post of program
director. Mr. Jackson will supervise
programming of station, and at same
time will continue as head of news
and sports.
LYNETTE WILSON has been appointed program director of WINX
and WINX-FM Washington. Miss
Wilsontion staff
has since
been September
on station's 1947.
producREX LORING, formerly of CHEX
Peterborough, Ont., has joined announcing staff of CKCO Ottawa.
RAPHAEL HAYES, formerly with
NBC, has joined continuity departwriter. ment of WINS New York as script
MIKE RHODES, formerly with KRKL
Kirkland, Wash., has joined KING
Seattle.
CHARLES BRYANT, announcer at
KVI Tacoma, Wash., for past seven
years, resigns to become director of
radio publicity for Gov. Arthur Langlie of Washington.
DOROTHY BLAND has joined CJKL
Kirkland Lake, Ont., as librarian.
EVERETT
MITCHELL,
of NBC's
National Farm
and Homem.c.Hour
(Sat.,
12 to 1 p.m. CST, Allis-Chalmers),
will be initiated into Sigma Delta Chi,
national professional journalism fraternity, Feb. 15 during Farm and
Home Week ceremonies at Iowa State
College in Ames. He will also receive
a plaque from Iowa chapter in commemoration of his 25 years of broadcasting and for his "service to agriculture." Mr. Mitchell is also heard on
Totvn and Farm (WMAQ Chicago,
six-a-week, 6:15 a.m.)
WESTON HARRIS has been appointed
director of traffic operations for
WGAY and WGAY-FM Silver Spring,
Md. Mr. Harris will serve in a supervisory capacity, continuing his duties
as staff producer-writer.
KAY ERVINE has resigned from continuity department of CKOV Kelowna,
B. C, and has joined production staff
of CJOC Lethbridge, Alta. KEN
CARLSON has taken her place at
CKOV.

AFRA

for

a

better-than-ever
BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

5,0001390 w
AM
50,000
KG
105.1 MC w
WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
^BROADCASTING
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FM

Convention

TENTH annual convention of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists will be held in San Francisco Aug. 25-28, AFRA has announced. An estimated 200 delegates from the
the four-day
union's 29
locals
will attend
conclave,
scheduled for the Palace Hotel.
Bert Buzzini, KQW San Jose newscaster, announced following appointments tothe committee on arrangements: Bill Gavin, producersinger, KNBC San Francisco; Gerry Dolan, AFRA secretary; Josephine Martin, home economist,
KFRC San Francisco; Clarence
Leisure, KNBC announcer, and Tol
Avery, freelance announcer.

station

cost

See your station
representative or write
IMfi-WORTH
featnre profrains, inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

A

11/2

BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET

ipteiiA over fwo states
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it with the
latest Sales Management
"buying power" figures, and
you'll see that KWFT reaches
a billion and a half dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

KWFT

THE
TEXAS-OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita FalU-5,000 Watt(-620 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co.,Petroleum
and KWFT,
Tower
BIdg.,801Dallas
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Actions
SUMMARY

TO FEBRUARY

3

WJMJ
GRANT
Gets CP-1S40 kc, 7 kw Day

(Continued from page 70
iScO'CQ
THE CELEBRATED "WCKY
February 3 Decisions .
case" apparently was terminated
Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
last week when WJMJ PhiladelNew Station Requests, Ownership
phia, whose daytime grant on
Assignment of License
Total
Cond'l
cations
In
WBTH Williamson, W. Va.— Granted
WCKY
Cincinnati's 1-B 1530 kc
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
assignment of license from Williamson
channel touched off the legal fireStations
1,926 1,872 256
470 272
Bcstg. Corp. to Mingo Bcstg. Corp. for AM
FM Stations
705
241 678
33*Appli88
30
works, was given an amended con$70,000.
57
7
116
313 181
KNUZ Houston, Tex.— Granted as- TV* 12Stations
struction permit for 1540 kc with
on the air.
signment of license from Max H.
1 kw, daytime only. Its original
Jacobs, Douglas B. Hicks and Tom J. CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, switching from WBNT (The
Harling Jr. d/b as Veterans Bcstg. Co.
grant on 1530 kc was for 10 kw.
Dispatch Printing Co., Channel 10, 192-198 mc); KERG Eugene, Ore. (Eugene
to new partnership composed of Jacobs,
The case developed when FCC,
Broadcasters Inc., 1280 kc 1 kw unlimited, directional); WTAA Anniston, Ala.
Hicks, Bailey Swenson and Leon Green
without a hearing, issued the grant
d/b under same name.
(Model
City
Broadcasting
Co.
Inc.,
1390
kc
1
kw
fulltime,
directional);
WCAL-FM
Northfield, Minn. (St. Olaf College).
KVOUment of license
Uvalde, toTex.Uvalde
— Granted
assignto Patrick Joseph Stanton, WJMJ
Bcstrs.,
one
partner,terestWilliam
T.
Kemp,
selling
Va
inAM
APPLICATIONS
Broadcasting
Co.,
1000
kc,
1
kw,
unowner, for operation on WCKY's
for $7,000.
limited,
directional night;
estimated
frequency. WCKY, claiming inBozeman, Mont. — Penn Engineering p^^t $40,645.
Co-partners:
Benton
BeckTransfer of Control
terference, appealed and won a
Co. Inc., 1230 kc, 250 w, unlimited; jgy^ ^^^1 estate and investments, and
estimated
cost $11,970.
Ownership:
G. Leo
Paquette,Filed
garage
business
and in- court decision which held, in effect,
WMOU
Berlin,
N.
H.—
Granted
transNorman
Penwell,
engineer
at
KPRK
vestments.
Feb.
2.
fer of control of White Mountain
that FCC must afford a hearing to
Livingston, Mont., president and 50 Smithfield, N. C. — Selma-Smithfield
Bcstg. Co. Inc. from seven stockholders
shares; Kenneth G. Penwell, U. S. Broadcasting Co., 910 kc, 250 w, dayany station which claims it would
holding 67% of outstanding stock of li- Army
(Communications),
Maxwell
time;
estimated
cost
$9,145.
Co-partto John W. Guider for considerField, Ala., vice president 50 shares; nership: J. Fred Horton, owner Horton
be "injured" by the grant of a pendationcenofse $22,875.
Lura B. Penwell, Montana State College Lab., dental lab, Wilson, N. C, and
ing application [Broadcasting,
home demonstration agent, 50 shares; Johns S. Townsend, announcer-engiAssignment of CP
April 19, 1948].
K. Strickfaden, insurance, 20 neer-traffic manager at WGTM Wilson,
KSCV Richfield, Utah— Granted as- William
The court sent the case back to
shares; Gerald E. Tyo, KPRK engi- yued Feb. 1.
nment of CP from
War-to neer,
secretary-treasurer 10 shares. Swainsboro, Ga. — Jack A. Thompson
ner tr/as sigSevier
ValleyWilliam
Bcstg.L.Co.
Filed
Jan.
28.
and
Nancy
M.
Thompson,
800
kc,
1
kw,
the
Commission "for further procorporation, Sevier Valley Bcstg. Co.
ceedings in accordance with this
Colfax, Wash.— Interstate Radio Inc., daytime; estimated cost $13,950. Mr.
1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated Thompson from 1942-1948 was chief of opinion." Last week's grant for
AM— 1570 kc
cost $16,950. Applicant is licensee police for West Palm Beach, Fla. He
1540 kc was assumed to satisfy the
Home Bcstrs.
Ind.500
—
KRPL Moscow, Ida. Filed Feb. 1.
. now owns farm and Fashion Cleaners
Granted
CP new Inc.,
AM Logansport,
station 1570 kc
court's requirement.
Palm Springs, Calif. — The Desert in Swainsboro. Filed Feb. 2.
w D; estimated cost $28,860. Grant of
this application is not to be construed
as approval of FM ant. for use bv FM
fer of WINX-FM to WTOP Inc., Washder granting motion to dismiss WCKY
station.mined onSuch
must be fordeterington,same
does not interests
require such
petition for rehearing and amended
meritsapproval
of application
FM
ing since
wouldadvertisretain LA. AD WOMEN
petition to grant application, and control.
station now on file.
In absence of majority of Comgranted mod. CP to make changes in
To Hold 5th An nuci Meet
no action was
takenrequested
on anModification of CP
DA, decrease N power, and change opother part ofmis ioners, petition
which
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
KSOX
to
50
kw-D,
10
kw-N,
mod.
of
Commission
cond.
of
Oct.
20,
Nev.—
Granted
mod. CPto after sunset at Cincinnati, with different
LOS ANGELES Advertising Wom1948, incident to assignment of WTOP
to KOH
make Reno,
changes
in DA
to conform
D and N patterns; engineering cond.;
en Inc. has announced its Fifth
from
CBS
to
WTOP
Inc.
and
KQW-AMdismissed
as
moot
petition
of
WCKY
of
cond.
of
Commission's
grant
on
April
25, 1947; cond., and dismissed as moot
FM
Sanal.Francisco
from Mott Q. BrunAnnual Conference series. The
March
4,
1948,
for
reconsideration
of
ton
et
to
CBS.
petition of KOVD seeking reconsideraCommission's action of Feb. 13, 1948,
tion of Commission's action on Oct. 30, granting application of KSOX.
1949 series, entitled "Advertising
1947,
which
granted
KOH's
application.
Petition Dismissed
February 3 Applications . . . in Industry," starts Feb. 9 for 13
KSOX Harlingen, Tex. — Adopted orconsecutive weeks. Conferences
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.— Adopted
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
memorandum opinion and order disExtension of SSA
will be held at KMPC Hollywood.
missing
petition
requesting
Commission to set aside action of Sept. 30, 1948,
WNYC New York— Extension of SSA
Among the speakers scheduled
operate additional time between 6
Penn-at to
Central
of new
application
granting sylvania
a.m. (EST) and sunrise at New York are Don Balding, chairman of
Bcstg.
Co.
for
station
Lewiston, Pa.
and between
of sunset
THAT HAVE
apolis and 10 hours
p.m. (EST)
usingat Minnespecial board, Foote, Cone & Belding, Los
Petition Denied
DA
for
period
beginning
3
a.m.
March
Angeles; Kai Jorgensen, vice pres2 (830 kc).
MADE MONEY
I
WTPS New Orleans — Adopted memo^ MADE
ident, Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.;
randum opinion and order denying
License
for
CP
FOR OTHERS . . .
petition of WTPS seeking reconsideraRussell
Z. Eller, advertising manWLSI
Pikeville,
Ky.—
License
to
tion of Commission's
on Marchits cover CP new AM station.
25, 1948,
in designatingaction
for hearing
ager, California Fruit Growers ExWHKC
Columbus,
Ohio
—
License
to
application to change facilities.
Will Make Money forYOU
cover CP increase power etc.
Action Denied
change; also included is a televiModification of CP
sion panel consisting of Klaus
WCOV Montgomery, Ala.— Advised
that application
mod. FM
CP (install
WWEZ
New
Orleans— Mod. CP Landsberg, West Coast director,.
vertical
ant. and remount
ant. on new
AM
change hours, power etc. for extension
Paramount Television Productions
tower) for extension of completion date of completion date.
to March 19, cannot be granted since
TENDERED
FOR
FILING
and KTLA (TV) Los Angeles genapplicant stated he expected to file for
Transfer of Stock
eral manager; Harry W. Witt,
new entant.
and
trans,
site
and
it
is
apparthat construction at present site is
WLAU
Laurel,
Miss.
—
Transfer
of
KTTV
(TV) general manager;
not contemplated.
stock in Southland Bcstg. Co., licensee,
Harry R. Lubcke, KTSL (TV)
Petition Granted
from
Hugh
L.
Smith
to
James
V.
Wilson.
WJWJ Philadelphia — On petition,
head; Haan J. Tyler, manager
granted amended CP to specify 1540 kc
Assignment of License
KFI-TV; Hal Bock, KNBH (TV)
1 kw D in lieu of 1530 kc 10 kw D preLadysmith,
Wis. —toAssignment
viously authorized. Since June 25, 1948, of WLDY
HERE'S A SERVICE THAT BRINGS YOU.
manager; Fred Henry, assistantj
license
from
O.
J.
Falge
Flambeau
WJMJ
has been
More than 650 Commercials covering 50
kw D under
SSA. operating on 1540 kc 1 Bcstg. Co.
Business Classifications EVERY MONTH
general manager, KLAC-TV.
Call Change
Seasonal copy suggestions EVERY MONTH
WRMS—
Donald
W.
Howe,
Ware,
Tested Program Ideas, case histories and
Mass. — Authorized change of call letPlanning Guide Material EVERY MONTH
to WARE
March for
1. Latterterscall
is beingeffective
relinquished
this
Ideas for Sales, Program and Continuity
purpose
by
Aeronautical
Radio
Inc.,
department . . . EVERY MONTH
which has used it for its Jacksonville,
Fla., aeronautical radio station. With
Issued 30 days in advance, this service is
AFFILIATE
respect to objection by WACE Regional
in the Triple Cities
used by more radio stations than all other
Bcstg. Co., Chicopee, Mass., CommisContinuity services combined! But — you'l
sion advised WRMS: "Inasmuch as
never know how much NRB's value packyour station
and and
WACEthearecall
Incpt-^-l
separate
cities
WARE. inBinghamton * Johnson City * Endicott
ed service can mean to you 'till you actspells the name of the citv in which
'jally try it So we offer you a complete
your station is located, thereby stronjly
and full months service — FREE! No cost
identifying
It s Always
a Good
Bet
guishirig it such
from station
WACE; and
and distrasince
— no obligations You can't lose so send
there
is
no
phonetical
similarity
coupon now
tween the calls, WARE and WACE. be-?t
does not appear to the Commission that
confusion would exist in the minds of
To Put your Money
on the
SEND COUPON NOW
the listening
publicby through
the U';e
th'='
CPU. WARE,
the Ware,
Mass.,of
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU. INC.
NATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING, Dept. 27
AVCO Waiver
CHICAGO 10 ILLINOIS.
station."
Commission by action of board comPlease
send
me
your
full
30
days
r'T-ising Comrs. Walker, Hyde and Jones
service without cost or obligation.
(Chairman Coy not participating),
I Name
denied that portion of joint potitioi
I Address..
of
Washington Post et al. and CBS
I
requesting waiver of AVCO rule w^tn
1
I City
respectment oftoAM advertising
proposed
assignstation WINX
V/ashington,
I Station
BINGHAMTON,
N.
Y.
GEORGE
P.
HOLLINGBERY
CO.,
National
Representatives
D. C, to William Banks of Philadelphia. At same time it held that tran'BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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WSNY Schenectady's "March of
Dimes-Radio Day" was held Jan. 28
when all programs between 10 a.m.
and 7 p.m. were devoted to the cause.
During that time 25 civic and community leaders assumed the duties of
announcers, newscasters and sportscasters. Here Mayor Owen M. Begley of Schenectady (r), who served as
["disc jockey" on the Ballroom Program, receives a check for $50 from
'Winslow Leighton, WSNY president
'
and general manager.
Public Interest
^ (Continued from page 17)
of Dimes. The Battle of the Sioux,
as the hour-long program was
called, featured Sioux City's Mayor
Dan J. Conley, Sioux Falls' Fire
j[Chief Barney Boos, Woodbury
.County (Iowa) Sheriff Ed Dundee
■and Sioux Falls' Superintendent
j.bf Schools Lyman Fort, playing
..the harmonica. Listeners phoned
in their requests and pledges.
Sioux City collected $5,943; Sioux
Falls, $5,202.
'i
Philadelphians
to a
touch
of the old were
west treated
Jan. 28-29
jWhen WCAU Philadelphia and the
.March of Dimes Committee greeted
the CBS "Ten Pennies for Benny"
^^wagon. Beautiful models in cowgirl
Idress riding the Conestoga wagon,
^accompanied by cowpunchers, Phil;adelphia brand, staged a series of
I"raids" on the city's night spots,
pouring the "loot" into Benny's
strong-box. On the 29th WCAU
jjjStaged a special broadcast from the
'^busy corner of Broad and Walnut
Sts. The station's two-day promo-

IN BATTLE formation are the participants in Scranton, Pa.'s Disc Jockey
Dance, held Jan. 26 by four area stations for the benefit of the March of
Dimes [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. Those who appeared are (standing, I to r):
Ken Beghold. WGBI; Art Bolin, WARM; Bill Pierce, WSCR; Michael Ruane,
headquarters campaign manager, March of Dimes; Judge James Brady,
March of Dimes general manager, Lackawanna County; Gene Feeney, WQANFM; Tom Kelly, WARM; Win Forman, WARM; Al Roberts, WSCR. Seated
is Michael Wolson, WSCR, radio chairman of the March of Dimes for
Lackawanna County.
tion was set in motion on Jan. 17
when morning disc jockey Hal
Moore started daily campaigns for
the fund. His efforts resulted in contributions totaling nearly $1,000.
The Needle Club, an organization of amateur and professional
Connecticut politicians, raised $693
for the Mile of Dimes, during a 20minute show on WDRC Hartford,
and by asking for contributions
from its members.
WTON Staunton, Va., staged a
week-long March of Dimes Record
Party, collecting $2,452 pledged by
listeners. Each evening the program featured two well-known
local personalities as mystery disc
jockeys which the audience had to
identify in order to become eligible
for
prizes donated by local merchants.
Small-fry viewers of WEWS
(TV) Cleveland contributed^$213.47
as result of an appeal by Gene Carroll, "Uncle Jake" of Uncle Jake's
House program. In another WEWS
March of Dimes appeal, viewers
sent in $926 as pro-football Browns
and baseball champs Indians
bowled against each other in a
tournament televised by WEWS.
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GRANT

TO PAPER

For Logansport Daytimer
NEW STANDARD station was
granted by FCC last Thursday to
Home Broadcasters Inc., Logansport, Ind., on 1570 kc with 1 kw
daytime. Firm is chiefly owned by
daily Pharos-Tribune.
Estimated cost of the new outlet was given as $28,860. Ownership of new grantee includes following: Pharos-Tribune Co., 76%;
John J. Sharp, part owner W-S-E
Motor Sales Co., president 2%;
Herbert and Melvin Greensf elder,
owners retail men's wear store,
each 2%; Justin M. Druk, officer
and 7% owner of paper, treasurer
3%; Marie Bahr Fettig, 3% owner
of paper, 1 % ; Herman R. Schmidt,
part owner department store, 3%;
Edwin W. Dailey, part owner
men's wear store, 3%; Dwight
Wildermuth, part owner W-S-E
Motor Sales, 2%; Clark Young,
retail electrical appliance firm,
3%; Ralph David, hardware-electrical supply firm, vice president
3%.
'Axis Sally' Trial
GOVERNMENT prosecutors entered the second week of their
battle to convict Miss Mildred E.
Gillars, 48, as a traitor, who allegedly broadcast demoralizing programs to American troops [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. Ulrich Haupt,
who played a role in a propaganda
melodrama, Vision of Invasion,
identified Miss Gillars as a Nazi
broadcaster. According to another
government witness, Adalbert
Houben, former German radio official. Miss Gillars also played a part
in the program, recorded at the
FCC's monitoring station. Mr.
Houben claimed the American-born
woman was not forced to broadcast Nazi propaganda. A number
of war veterans, some disabled, also
testified.

ARRIVING at Washington Notional
Airportered last
Jack Benny's
covwagon week.
is unloaded
for delivery
to the March of Dimes. The 75year-old wagon toured 25 cities with
CBS stations, spurring the polio
drive. Vault containing 500,000
pennies — 2Vi tons — was opened on
the steps of the Treasury BIdg. last
Monday. A CBS broadcast of the
ceremony was originated by WTOP
Washington. Jack Benny's personal
check for $5,000 to the National
March of Dimes was presented to
Edward Foley Jr., Undersecretary of
the Treasury, who accepted for
President Truman.
WESTERN use of CBS Washington
news bureau facilities under new subscription service now available to network affiliates was started recently on
KNX Hollywood with five minute
weekly Washington Wire to the West,
Sat. (5:55-6:00 p.m. PST). Bob
Stevenson is newscaster. Series includes special stories on western topics
and recorded interview with western
political figures.
Mr. W. T. Tietnan
Atherton & Currier
New York City
Dear W.T.:
Nephew Algy come home from grammer
school t'other day a-sayin'
thet
inyears
all
his the
fiveseventh
in
ally enjoyed a
grade, he'd
finday.
Nephew
"smartest
19
sAlgy
a y i knows
n too,
what he's ayear old boy in
in'
o' c o u r s. e.
these
he wuzparts"
speakbout^ th' audiotion visual
courses
educawhichWCHS.
'mongst
the
in these
iscliools
s sponsorin'
CBS United 'Algy.
Nations
parts, usin'news
the
broadcasts
and
themfilms
which
UN
able.availNattirly
makesth'
thet
th't'
little
varmits
WCHSgets
on 580
athanmite
earlier
I i s t usual.
e ni n'Butt'
they can't loose
a-listenin'
WCHSrific .promotion,
-. Ter-t'
I sez. .

WCHS
Charleston,
February 7, 1949

Yrs.
W.
•

Va,
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Powtrlul Hadiu Station
lULAUl
m) RiLOCVCLEi — 50.000 Watts
!13.7 Mt'.A..»a.R> — Ckansel 229
WLAW - I'M
LWVRENCt, MASSACHUSETTS

J^iomotton

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
producroom
al news
speci
BEATS, tions
gs make
ratin
and Hoope
up
WAVE Louisville's "News Report
for 1948." WAVE has compiled a five"beats"
des such ded
inclu
list which
page
cene
rerecor
on the-s
as: First
port of International Harvester explosion (March 15, 1948; story of WHAS
Louisville sale [Broadcasting, Dec.
20, 1948]; coverage of Democratic,
Republican and Progressive conventions. In addition to many other
"scoops," , WAVE carried beats on
interviews 19 of which were live.
One mentioned was interview with
Robert Magidoff, NBC's correspondent who was expelled from Moscow.
Concluding its report is a partial list
of 1948 Hooperatings.
Promotion Plus
ANDREW Corp., Chicago, has distributed afolder of articles written
for Broadcasting by Dr. Victor J.
Andrew, chairman of the board. Reprints are from stories in Aug. 2 issue,
and Oct. 11 Marketbook. Bulletin carries the complete reprints of these
articles, including all tables and
charts used.
Sixth of a Series
SIXTH in its series of mail pieces to
be sent to local advertisers and
agencies has been distributed by

JOHNSON

WCOP Boston. Current release highlights Home & Garden News program,
heard Mon.-Sat., 6:50-7 a.m. Each of
series highlights one of WCOP's programs, giving full play to sponsor,
format and stars of each one.
Message in Red
NEWEST promotion of CJOR Vancouver, B. C. is red ink overprint
message on the radio log of the Vancouver Sun. Message reads: "Tune to
CJOR. . . .Dial 500. .'The Station of
the Stars.' " Talent Hunt
PROGRAM department of WGTM
Wilson, N. C, is conducting search
for talent in 13-week schedule of
programs, offering $1,000 to winners
in WGTM Talent Contest. Winners
are determined by mail, which station reports has averaged more than
300 cards and letters per day over
three-week period. Categories in contest include: Most talented group or
individual; most talented child star;
most talented singer. First and second prizes are offered in each catagory.
Personnel
JOHN BROPHY has been appointed
direcand merchandising
promotion
tor of Intermountain
Network, Salt
Lake City.
RICHARD -KANE, former publicity
and continuity director at WDHN
(FM) New Brunswick, N. J., has joined
publicity staff of WNEW New York.
ANDREW MURPHY, former publicist at ABC Chicago, has joined NBC
Chicago publicity department.
BLAKE CHATFIELD, head of publicity for KNBH (TV) Hollywood, and
ROCCI MASCHETTL of ABC Hollydepartment, have anwood publicity
nounced their engagement. They
plan to be married March 5.

ILGWU STATION

WVUN
Adjustable phase sampling loops
Isolation filters
Sampling lines
FM and AM concentric lines
Fixed capacitors
Variable capacitors
Phase sampling transformers
FM iso-couplers
Standing wave indicators
Tower lighring filters
Supports
lines for open wire transmission
Pressurized capacitors
Neutralizing capacitors
Fixed inductors
Variable inductors
information dispecific your
Write rfor
ectly or through
consulting
engineer.
fe«'
JOHNSON CO,
WASECA. MINNESOTA
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NEWS

—

RUSH

870 National Press Bldg.
Washington. D. C.

ART KING, Edilor

PROMOTION-wise WLAW Lawrence, Mass., has printed special news envelopes, like the above, to insure that radio news stories are forwarded
without a moment's delay to Broadcasting.

SHOW'S

MAGIC TOUCH
WHBS Boosts Hoopers, Sales With One Word

A MAGIC WORD is being used by
WHBS and WHBS-FM Huntsville,
Ala. to boost Hooperatings, spot
business and fasten attention of
listeners to commercials.
It's not so mystic as it sounds
but, in the opinion of the station,
the wave of a magic wand couldn't
produce any more satisfactory results.
The "magic word," according to
Richard Warner, WHBS manager,
is buried in the commercial messages delivered on The Magic
Word program, a participating
show. The listener identifying the
word receives the cash award
which has accumulated in the jackSince a Hooper stimulant was
needed in two time periods, the
two halfwas divided
program
hour
sections,
one in into
the morning
pot.
and one in the afternoon.
The 10 sponsors are charged the
station's one-time open spot rate
(Class ^ time) of $2.50 per spot.
Fifty cents of each spot charge is
placed in the $5 daily jackpot. The
station still gets its card rate of
$2 per spot and the program nets
approximately $100 per week for
the station.
Each participating firm receives
a supply of application blanks and

a placard for the store window
calling attention to the program.
An application
with the assta-a rf
tion constitutes filed
registration
contestant. Three guesses are
selected on the morning show and
three on the afternoon show. When
the application selected does not
bear a telephone number it is read
over the air.
The "magic word" is known only
to the station's judge, who sits at a ire
telephone extension in another
room and upon hearing the an- ipt
nouncer spell out the guesses calls
the announcer to advise him
t:
whether the guess is correct. The sri
telephone buzz is heard on the air.
Participating firms are supplied
a list of clues to the magic word.
Hints are also given during the mv
The station presents a check to
program.
the firm supplying the magic word,
for payment to the jackpot winner.
Each sponsor gets one good com- IDF
mercial daily. The first day he is fiiiii
in the number one position on
either the morning or afternoon
show and each day his position
drops one level.
Mr. Warner reports, "This pro
gram has enabled us to sell difficult Ir 1
accounts and create . . . exceptionally good traffic."

(FM) Studios Opened

CIVIC, business and labor leaders
were guests of WVUN (FM) Chattanooga at ceremonies opening station's new studios in the Hotel Patton Jan. 29. WVUN is owned by
the International Ladies' Garment
Workers Union.
The station went on the air nine
months ago and had been programming from its transmitter house.
Joe Siegel is program manager and
acting station manager.
Morris Novik, radio consultant
to the ILGWU, and Frederick W.
Umhey, secretary of the union,
both of New York, journeyed to
Chattanooga for the opening ceremonies.

Down

^

in Carolina

RALEIGH
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
pers was not accomplished over
night."
I might add further, Mr. Miller,
that I do not believe the single
nation-wide survey which BMB has
made is sufficient experience and
evidence on which to applaud, condemn or revise the BMB operation
conclusively.
I am quite willing to admit that
my station may well be dissatisfied
with the results it obtains from
the new survey but I still feel that
half a dozen nation-wide surveys
will be needed before any final
conclusions can be reached. I also
feel that the ultimate need vidll be
for as great a sampling as possible. We may need to multiply the
present 650,000 samples several
times in order to get a true picture.
jT shall send a cony of this letter to
BROADCASTING Magazine with my
'j'
permission
for an
use idea
as they
deri-sire. I have
thatmaymany
other broadcasters feel much as I
. do in this matter and that the final
analysis should not depend solely
upon the opinions of the seven
[board members representing NAB
[ on the BMB board of directors.
E. J. Hodel
[
General Manager
WCFC (FM)
1
Beckley, W. Va.
Glimpse Into Future
EDITOR, Broadcasting :
This set of drawings was done
by Jack Swenson, WLOL program
director.
They are a glimpse into the fu'ture. If AM broadcasting is to
survive the onslaught of TV, Mr.
Swenson believes AM personnel
must become highly functional.
As he sees them, they have be'come just that.
'
Norman Boggs
President, Gen. Mgr.
WLOL Minneapolis
' [Editor's
Note: Since
the time
this let-to
ter was written
Mr. Boggs
changed
rWMCA New York as general manager.]

ABC

AFFILIATES

Wind Up Meetings in S.F.
PRESIDENT Mark Woods and
other top ABC executives wound
up a series of meetings with affiliates throughout the nation with
a session last week at San Francisco. About 50 representatives
of ABC affiliates in the Pacific
Coast and Rocky Mountain areas,
comprising ABC Districts 6 and 7,
participated in the meeting.
The affiliates reportedly voiced
their
of Mr.programs,
Woods'
stand endorsement
on giveaway
which they regarded as "good entertainment" containing "nothing
offensive
to
morals
or good
Mr. Woods also outlined
1949 taste."
plans
and reiterated predications of a
good year for the network.
Ivar Kenway, ABC vice president in charge of promotion and
advertising, discussed program and
network promotion plans. Other
officials attending included Ernest
L. Jahncke Jr., vice president in
charge of station relations; Otto
Brandt, director of station relations; Frank Samuels, Western Division manager; Francis Conrad,
Western Division station relations
manager, and Philip G. Caldwell,
Western Division manager of technical operations.

SPORTS AJ^f/OUA/CERS
of
Drawn by
Jack Swenson

TAPUNGER

WLOL
See letter
RADIO -TR^rf^iC i^iftiS

STATION

SALES

Ownership Changes
Granted Five

ACQUISITION of control of WMOU Berlin, N. H., by John W. Guider,
well known radio attorney and New Hampshire businessmen, for
$22,875 was approved last Thursday by FCC. Consent also was granted
by the Commission to ownership changes involving WBTH Williamson,
W. Va.; KNUZ Houston, Tex.;
E. PinKVOU Uvalde, Tex., and KSVC
son, ture
autobusiness,
sales,12.5%;
vice James
president
5%;
E. R. Ward, banker, treasurer 5%;
Luther B. Atkins, jeweler, 5%; W. M.
Richfield,
Utah. ' transaction, Mr.
In the WMOU
and S. P. Goodman, insurance business,
each. WBTH is assigned 250 w
Guider acquires 67% interest in 3.125%
1400 kc.
White Mountain Broadcasting Co. on KNUZ
Houston, Tex. — Granted asInc., licensee, from group of seven
sDouglas
ignment of license
from and
Max Tom
H. Ja-J.
cobs,
B. Hicks
Inaugural Coverage
stockholders. Mr. Guider formerly
Harling castingJr.
d/b
as
Veterans
BroadCo. to new partnership of same
was with Washington law firm of name composed
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
of Messrs. Jacobs and
Hogan
&
Hartson
and
he
holds
Hicks,
each
retaining 26% interest, and
Once more I feel the urge to tell 30% interest in Grandview Inc., Bailey Swenson
and Mr.
LeonHarling
Green, retires
newcomers, each 24%.
>you about a job well done by
applicant at Manchester,
and
receives
undisclosed
amount
repreIBroadcasting. Your coverage of television
N. H.
senting
investment.
architect,
and Mr.
Green,Mr.in Swenson,
construction
•Inaugural plans during the weeks
Details of the transfers follow:
business,
together
contribute
$15,000
to
;preceding the Inauguration and
new
KNUZ is assigned 250
WMOU
Berlin, N.of H.—
Granted
transw on partnership.
1230 kc.
fer of control
White
Mountain
■your vsrrap-up story were all excelKVOUment of Uvalde,
Tex. — Edward
Granted J.assignBroadcasting Co. Inc., licensee, from
lent, and we feel indebted to you,
license form
Harproup of seven stockholders to John
Ed Keys, John Osbon, and others
pole, William T. Kemp and W. J. HarW. Guider, radio attorney and New
pole
d/b
as
Uvalde
Broadcasters
to
Hampshire businessman. Mr. Guider
of your staff. In fact, your roundup
new partnership of same name and
30'; of total 455 shares for $22,875
composed of the two Harpoles as equal
.is so complete that it saves me a buys
from following: Arthur C. Bell, 85 owners.
Mr. $7,000.
Kemp He
sellsishismanager
one-thirdof
shares; Leon C. Bell, 70; Arthur J. interest for
[good bit of work. I hope you don't
Bergeron, 65; Carl E. Morin, 50; George
KVER Albuquerque. KVOU is assigned
■mind if I use this story as the basis
Brassard, 20; Willard D. Buber, 10, and
250 w on 1490 kc.
Albert N. Morris, 5. WMOU is as|for my report to the Inaugural
KSVC Richfield,
signed 250 w on 1230 kc.
Committee on Parade, Ball and
signment of licenseUtah—
from Granted
William asL.
WBTH Williamson, W. Va. — Granted
Warner
tr/as
Sevier
Valley
BroadcastGala coverage.
assignment of license from Williamson
ing
Co.
to
new
corporation
of
same
Broadcasting Corp. to Mingo Broadname and composed of following: Mr.
Kenneth D. Fry
casting Corp. for $70,000. Williamson
Warner, 50.006%; W. L. Warner Jr.,
Broadcasting,
owned
by
Tierney
famRadio Director, Inaugural
KSVC 16.13%;
manager,
Dr. T. R.16.13%,
Gledily, is controlled by Louis C. and Helen
Committee
hill,
A. 1.604%;
D. Willardson,
Tierney. Mingo Broadcasting includes:
and James G. Forsey, 16.13%. Mr.
Clarence Lovitch, furniture firm and
Washington, D. C.
Warner Jr. paid $496 for his interest.
real estate interests, president and
Other newcomers paid $5,000 each.
22.25%; Freda Lovitch, secretary
[Editor's
Note:youMr.
we'reas flatKSVC is assigned 1 kw daytime on
tered to have
use Fry,
our story
the
22.125%; Alice Shein, manager of 690
kc.
.basis for your report.]
WBTH, 21.875%; Phil Beinhorn, furni^BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FIRM

Opens National P. R. Offices
FORMATION of a national organization for public relations to be
known as Robert
S. Taplinger and
Assoc. was
announced last week
by Robert S. Taplinger. The comtablished in New
pany is being
esYork, Chicago
and Los Angeles.
It is representing
Mr. Taplinger

top national
counts in both acindustrial
and
entertainment fields
The organization last week
openedters its
Coast headquarlocatedWest
temporarily
at 9507
Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills,
until spring
when bethecompleted.
firm's permanent offices will
Mr. Taplinger is currently in his
Chicago office for a week's stay and
then will go on to New York to set
up the organization in that city.
Subsequently he plans to divide his
time between the three cities.
Mr. Taplinger had offices in these
cities until 1937 when he was
shifted to Hollywood by Warner
Brothers to head its publicity department. Previously he was pubYork. licity manager for CBS in New
BECAUSE the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board, Ottawa, has ruled that
flour companies should not put giveaway programs on the air in view of
millers receiving a government subsidy for hard-wheat flour sales, Ogilvie Flour Mills, Montreal, has cancelled as of Feb. 12, its weekly quiz
show Find Your Fortune on 27 TransCanada Network stations.
February 7, 1949
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BMB
At

Deadline

WJOL RENEWAL, DENIAL
OF UTICA BIDS PROPOSED
DECISIONS in docket cases reported by FCC
Friday included:
1. Revised proposed decision to grant renewal of
license to WJOL Joliet, 111., on condition station
terminate within six months from Feb. 15 certain
time contracts with A. J. Felman, in accordance with
newly
adopted
sales, and
which rules
in 1946prohibiting
were basistime-reservation
of proposal to
deny license renewal.
2. Proposed decision to deny applications of both
Utica Broadcasting Co. and U.T.K. Radio Corp. for
new AM station at Utica, N. Y., on 1230 kc 250 w
fuUtime.
3. Final decision denying petition of WSGC Elberton, Ga., contesting 1947 new-station grant to Northeast
ville, Ga.Georgia Broadcasting Co. for WDUN GainesRevised proposed decision in WJOL case
concerns further hearing held by FCC on
horse-race program issue [Broadcasting, Dec.
22, Feb. 3, 1947] after 1946 proposed decision
to deny license renewal on basis of 1937 station-sale contract of Mr. Felman which provided for daily time to advertise his businesses
[Broadcasting, July 22, 1946]. Revised proposal notes WWDC Washington case finding
that horse-race shows of themselves not illegal
[Broadcasting, Feb. 9, 1948] and finds no clear
proof that during period of WJOL horse-race
broadcasts (1946-47) illegal betting in Joliet
had increased or that WJOL management had
any connection with gambling interests.
Decision said "close question is presented,
however, as to whether WJOL horse-race programs were designed or intended to assist
illegal betting or gambling" and noted program
sponsorship by Illinois Sports News' Green
Sheet and Blue Sheet race papers.
Stating that overall program service of
WJOL not an issue and with voluntary ban
of horse-race shows now, "nothing herein presented precludes" finding continued operation
would serve public interest. WJOL is owned
by Joliet Broadcasting Co. and is assigned
250 w on 1340 kc.
In Utica case. Commission disqualified Mac
Berger and Morris I. Henry d/b as Utica
Broadcasting Co. for failure to present evidence. U.T.K. Broadcasting was proposed to
be denied for failure to meet engineering
standards and unsatisfactory showing of financial qualifications. Applicant include: Michael
R. Hanna, manager WHCU Ithaca, and his
brother Joseph; Richard H. Balch, local manufacturer; Charles S. Donnelly, Utica postmaster and ex-mayor; Robert L. Morris, attorney, and Robert Trent Jones.
HEARING DATES SET
HEARING dates reported by FCC Friday as
March 21 and 28 respectively on requests of
WUTV (TV) Indianapolis, The William H.
Block Co. outlet, and WRTV (TV) New Orleans, Maison Blanche Co outlet, for additional time to construct their facilities. WUTV
first granted Oct. 10, 1946, and WRTV Jan.
16, 1947.
WOR GIVES TRUMAN DISC
WOR New York presented President Truman
with recording, made from Fox movietone news
sound track, of his famous imitation of H. V.
Kaltenborn, NBC commentator and news analyst. Recording also included Jan. 26 broadcast of Lyle Van's News on the Human Side,
over WOR, in which Mr. Van also imitating
Mr. Kaltenborn, thanked Mr. Truman for
friendly kidding.
Page 86
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BOB HOPE DENIED PLEA
FOR WHAS POSTPONEMENT
COMR. ROSEL H. HYDE denied Bob Hope's
request for 60-day postponement of hearing on
sale of WHAS Louisville last Friday, despite
counsel's protest that without delay Mr. Hope
would have to withdraw his competing bid for
$1,925,000 purchase of WHAS properties
(early story, page 32).
Motion picture and other commitments make
it impossible for radio and screen comedian to
prepare case by scheduled Feb. 28 hearing
date, Leonard H. Marks, attorney, told Comr.
Hyde in motions hearing. Although he said
he didn't know whether it would be sufficient,
he asked whether Comr. Hyde would agree to
30-day delay, and was told to request it formally via petition. Denial of 60-day petition
also applies to Hope request that hearing be
held in Louisville rather than Washington.
Before withdrawing, Mr. Hope is considered
sure to ask full Commission to over-rule Comr.
Hyde's decision. His application, in name of
Hope Productions, is one of three for acquisition of WHAS-AM-FM-TV from Louisville
Courier- Journal and Times. Original contract
is with Crosley Broadcasting Co. Under AVCO
Rule, Fort Industry Co. and Hope Productions
off'ered to match Crosley bid. WHAS and
Crosley have petitioned FCC to repeal AVCO
Rule and eliminate competing bidders from
case, but FCC has not acted. It was learned,
meanwhile, that FCC Examiner Leo Resnick
has been designated to preside over hearing.
MERGER PLAN DROPPED
NEGOTIATIONS for merger of KIOA and
KCBC Des Moines, in progress since first of
year, have been abandoned, according to joint
statement issued Friday by Harold E. Baker,
new president and general manager of KIOA,
and Rollo H. Bergeson, vice president and general manager of KCBC. Mr. Baker, former
KIOA vice president and treasurer, succeeds
John W. Boler as president and general manager following Mr. Boler's resignation about
10 days ago. "Legal and technical difficulties"
make consolidation of two stations "not feasible," Messrs. Bergeson and Baker said.
GE OPINION METER
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, has
developed "recording opinion meter" which
electrically compiles and records opinions of
group of individuals. Average opinion of up
to 100 people can be measured. Device automatically provides permanent record on movingchart. It will be used by Young & Rubicam,
New York, to study audience reactions to rad'o
and television shows. Each individual opinion
is expressed secretly.
WPIX DROPS FILM SYNDICATE
WPIX (TV) New York suspending syndicated
edition of its TelePIX newsreel effective Feb.
13. New York News video station will revamp
daily news film to give more emphasis to news
of the city and environs. Daily TV newsreel
had been broadcast by eight stations in addition
to WPIX, too small a list of subscribers to make
the syndicate operation profitable for WPIX.
Shift means 28 of 37 newsreel employes will
leave.

PRODUCTION

SCHEDULES ARE MAILED
BMB production schedules for 1949 station
audience study sent to all stations. To prepare
for mailing of ballots first week in March BMB
staff has been augmented by 50 specialists and
clerks.
Under new state quota plan, discounts start
when more than 30% of stations in state subscribe to BMB. Scale is: Below 30%, no discount: 30-40%, 2% discount; 40-50%, 4%;
50-60%, 6%; 60-70%, 8%; 70-80%, 10%;
80-90%, 20. Discounts become effective July 1,
based on percentage of AM stations subscribing as of May 1.
BMB said it has received 650,000 premiums
for first mailing, 1,500,000 instruction sheets,
covering letters and envelopes, 650,000 postcards for first follow-up and 250,000 premiums i
for follow-ups. Original premium is plastic j
letter opener with magnifying glass at larger
end; follow-up is refrigerator dish cover.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page i)
Burton K. Wheeler of Montana can become
chief counsel, if he wishes post. Director's job;
it is thought, might go to Bailey Stortz, young
Montana lawyer who served as Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce committee clerk
during most
of Mr. Wheeler's tenure as committee chairman.
AM-TV PACKAGE tentatively titled Prowl
Car is being submitted by Hunt Stromberg,
film producer, to Foote, Cone & Belding. AM
audition record cut last week in Hollywood
is priced around $5,000 and TV series to come^
later on film. Idea is to provide advertiser
with package which is capable of transition
from radio to television. All stories based
upon authenticated police department records.
DRAFT REPORT slated for consideration
Nov.
of FCC's
ad hoc committee
Tuesday 3by TV-FM
30-Dec.
engineering
conferences
[Broadcasting, Dec. 6]. Report will be submitted by conferences' chairman, Edward W.j
of Commission's
Allen, chief
mation
Division.
Indications Technical
still favor Infor-'
short
cut of submitting report direct to Commission
rather than follow-up conference, but latter
being considered as safety measure on future
inquiry. Ad hoc committee said to be leaving
all policy interpretation of data for FCC. !
REP. RICHARD W. WIGGLESWORTH (Rcritic'
FCC's
been of
whoas has
Mass.),
over
years
member
Houseseverest
independent!
offices appropriations subcommittee has been
dropped from membership in Democratic reor-'
ganization of House. Rep. Wigglesworth's main)
gripe has been Arde Bulova's station ownership^
(now confined to WOV and WNEW New York) .|
New subcommittee comprises: Reps. Albert;
Thomas (D-Tex.), chairman; George W. An-;
drews (D-Ala.), and John Phillips (R-Calif.),j
holdovers from last year; Albert Gore (DTenn.) and Francis Case (R-S. D.), new mem-^
bers, although Case served on FCC subcom-j
mittee several years ago. Rep. Wigglesworth|
moves to deficiencies subcommittee.
UNITED PRESS is rumored to become salesl
agent for Multiscope, device developed by en-gineers at WBKB Chicago to flash news anr
commercials on television screens. Along with
placing Multiscopes, UP will also sell its press
service, it is said. WBKB began using itfi
Multiscope
commercially Jan. 24 [Broadcasting, Jan. 24].
BROADCASTING
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No crystal ball can answer the

covers the nation. WLW

manufacturer's question, "Is
my product what the people want?" No isolated,
one-shot trial in an isolated city can really prove
the strength of a selling appeal. But there is a

people every day; but it reaches more of them in
some cities than others— just as a network does.
It gives vast coverage but not complete coverage
—no medium or combination of media can do

way to learn the answers to these and many other

that for the country.

questions:

The advertiser who uses WLW

It's a test in WLW-land
an

reaches millions of

"Operation:

. . .

Knowledge"

In WLWs merchandise-able area, you'll find a
mirror of America. Here is not just one city; but

same position in WLW-land

alone is in the

as the advertiser

who embarks on a nation-wide program is in the
country as a whole. What works on WLW is
pretty sure to be sound throughout the land.

many cities of many sizes. Here live not just
farming folks and not just workers in the mines
or mills; but people from every walk of life—
with every type of income.
Here are nearly fourteen million persons, in
parts of seven states— states of the north, the
south, the east and middle west. Here is a true
cross section of our mighty land.
And in this vast area is a radio station unique
—a station which covers the area as a network

THE NATION S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABIE STATION

COMES
It's here — now — today!
For you— the American citizen— are the
greatest revolutionist in history!
You have met those age-old tyrants — cold,
hunger, dirt, disease — and hurled them back.
True, they have not surrendered. We still
have poverty. We still have sharp ups and downs
of prices and jobs. The revolution still goes on.
But it has gone farther here. We have won
for ourselves more comfort, more convenience,
more security and independence, than any other
people since the world began.
As yet, this revolution— the Industrial Revolution—has hardly begun in other great areas.
For two-thirds of the human race, the amount
of food, clothing and shelter they are able to
get with their best labors is never more than
just enough to live on.
In the modern world that can't last.
Right now the people of many nations are
faced with a choice — between dictatorship and
a free economy.
And they are taking a long look at us.
At the promise of individual reward that has

THE

REVOLUTION!

stimulated American invention and business
enterprise.
At American technical progress, which has
made mechanical energy perform miracles of
mass production, reflected in constantly lower
costs— and in the long run, lower prices.
At American workers — free to organize, to
bargain collectively with their employers, to
choose their jobs and to change them at will —
with no ceilings on advancement and constantly
increasing real wages for shorter working hours.
If we continue to make that system work —
if we constantly turn out more for every hour
we put in— if we keep on creating more wealth
for all of us and more jobs for more peoplethen other nations will follow us.
Let's
American
system runmake
so wellouratfree,
homedynamic
that others
will want
to follow our example.
If we do that, we will give new hope to millions everywhere.
THE BETTER WE PRODUCE
THE BETTER WE LIVE

FREE
Send for this
interesting
booklet

THE

^ERICA

— why we take progress for granted
— How mass production began
—How we have been able to raise wages and
shorten working hours
— Why more Americans have jobs than ever
before
—Why the mainspring of our system is
productivity
—How a still better living can be had for all
MAIL THE COUPON to Public Policy Committee,
The AcJvertising Council, Inc., 25 West 45th St,
New York 19, N. Y.
NAME.
ADDRESS.

Published in the Public Interest b/.MUTUAL

OCCUPATION.

SYSTEM

today!

,

Approved by representatives of
Management, Labor and the Public.
In words and picture, it tells you
F
M. Ostarted
—How our U. S. Economic System
—Why Americans
standard
of living enjoy the world's highest

Approved for ihe PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE of The Advertising Council by:
BORIS SHISHKIN, Economist,
EVANS CLARK, Executive DirecPAUL G. HOFFMAN, Formerly PresAmerican Federation of Labor
ident, Studebaker Corporation
tor, Twentieth Century Fund
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WOR

Radio

and

Television

RESOLVES

...that, during the year 1949, it will:
1. Continue to reach more families, during the day
and during the night, than any other station in the
United States.
2. Continue to reach these famihes at the second
lowest cost per thousand of any station of equal
power in the United States.
3. Continue to be listed daily and to receive constant mention in 170 newspapers with a total circulation of11,416,782.
4. Continue to increase its daytime audience,
which, in the past 5 years, has grown 22% greater
and shows every indication of continuing to grow
greater.
5. Continue to reach the majority of 36,000,000
people in 430 counties in 18 states from Canada
through Georgia.
6. Continue to have the majority of the highest
rated local programs of any major New York station.

7. Continue to pull more than one million letters
a year from listeners in 47 of the 48 United States.

8. Continue to add to the impressive list of fourteen
sponsors who have used WOR for no less than 12
successive years.

continue

mutual

to be

WOR

—the station heard by the most people
where the most
people are

OUR

25TH

ANNIVERSARY

YEAR

lO farmers of Midwest America,
weather is serious business . . . and it
is business. Snow, sleet, wind, rain — any one of these
can spell profit or loss foi; thousands of rural folks.
That is why WLS stresses accurate, frequent weather
reports.
Benjamin Kombrink, farmer near Carlinville, Illi-

nois, says: "WLS has radio's most complete weather
reports. 'Way back in 1933, your WLS weather reports
saved our crops.*'
Mr. Kombrink's crops were late that year; an early
frost could wipe out a year's labor. WLS, in constant
touch with the U. S. Weather Bureau, put the message
on the air; "Cold snap . . . killing frosts tomorrow."
Mr. Kombrink, with the help of his neighbors, got
busy, harvested corn and soy beans. . . only hours ahead
of the frost which would have meant complete loss.
For 25 years, the Kombrinks have been loyal WLS
listeners. They are like countless others, whose plant-

ing and harvesting work — even their social life — is
planned around WLS broadcasts. They listen regularly to the WLS National Barn Dance; Dinnerbell,
with its timely farm information, is a must in their
home. So is Dr. Holland, WLS staff pastor, with his
inspirational messages.
The Kombrink family remembers WLS "best for the
time we saved their crops. Other folks in Midwest
America look back over our first 25 years and say
"thank you" for entertainment, for money-rnaking
market reports, for many things that radio (and WLS
in particular) offers.
These are the things that have created for WLS
a confidence, an exceptional listener loyalty — services
which have led to sure advertising results. For case
histories. . .proof of results. . . ask your John Blair man.

890 KILOCYCLES-50.000 WATTS-ABC AFFILIATE
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN
BLAIR AND
CO.

>
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Closed

Circuit

NOTHING was said about it but FCC Chairman Coy conferred with President Truman
Monday. Topics discussed, it is surmised, may
have included: (1) President's desire to keep
Mr. Coy in his official family — probably new
top slot to be created under the pending reorganization plan; (2) Mr. Coy's desire to
improve his financial status even if it means
returning to private industry where he could
almost write his own ticket; (3) what to do
about Senate Commerce Committee's report
which could seriously impede FCC's allocations and regulatory functions; (4) who might
succeed Mr. Coy if and when he leaves FCC for
either another government slot or private radio
status.
ON RECORD was front door visit of CBS
President Frank Stanton last Tuesday for 15minute session with Chief Executive. There
was no comment forthcoming from Mr. Stanton but it's presumed he commended present
FCC under Coy chairmanship.
NBC President Niles Trammell and Gustav
Margraf, his vice president and general counsel, in Hollj'Tvood incognito last week. Main
purpose to tie up Fibber McGee & Molly for
TV as well as radio against counterproposals
from CBS.
DON'T mOK for return to full-scale TV
licensing before about July. That's earliest
possible date, in opinion of inside. Even if
FCC is able to come out with proposed new
TV allocations table and engineering standards in April — which will take some pushing —
another 90 days probably will be needed to
make them final. Until they're final, current
freeze can't be lifted.
IF CBS enters radio equipment field it will be
in receiver manufacturing end. Recent negotiations with Bendix and Magnavox fizzled.
There have been conversations with other
manufacturers too. CBS isn't interested in
transmitter end and there have been no conversations with Western Electric in light of
pending anti-trust litigation.
OIL FIRM and steel firm each interested in
sponsoring half-million dollar ABC television
series, Crusade in Europe, based on Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower's book. Both prospective sponsors sensitive about being linked with
"sponsoring a war" because of their types of
business yet feel series is most important document. First episodes of the Eisenhower series
will be previewed today at Twentieth CenturyFox, New York. Telecasts will begin early in
March [Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
EDUCATIONAL FM band, only fractionally
filled (o2 stations operating or authorized),
being eyed by church groups, who want to
share it. Southern Baptist Convention and
General Baptist Convention of Texas, long in(Continued on page 90)
Page 4
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Upcoming
Feb. 14: American Marketing Assn. Market Reseorch Discussion group, Sheraton Hotel, New
York.
Feb. 14-16: NAB Board of Directors meeting,
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans.
Feb. 15: Advertising Women of New York luncheon meeting, "Television — Today's Developments," Hotel Astor, New York.
Feb. 15: TBA Educational Committee meeting,
TBA Board Room, 500 Fifth Ave., New York.
Feb. 16: Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
Atlantic Coast Section, Western Union BIdg.,
New York.
(Other Upcomings on page 88)

Business
Briefly
850,000 SPOT DRIVE • Altes Brewing Co.
(Altes Lager Beer, San Diego, plans §50,000
spot campaign starting March 1 on California stations. Agency, Zeder-Talbott, Hollywood.
SOAP FIRM ADDS • Manhattan Soap Co.,
New York, to add Tuesday and Thursday
segments (5-5:15 p.m., PST) to Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
sponsorship
KnoxPacific
Manning's
Frontstarting
Page
Features on ofCBS
network
April 5 for 26 weeks. Agency, Duane Jones,
New York.

Bulletins

'CORONET' NAMES S&S • Schwimmer and
Scott, Chicago, named to handle radio advertising for Coronet Magazine. Walter Schwimftier, agency vice president, announced appointment is effective with May issue.

NBC in New York Friday confirmed Hollywood reports that Bob Hope would remain on
network next season and also would undertake
NBC television show. Program probably would
originate in Hollywood and be telecast by
kinescoping recording in East and Midwest.
EFFECTIVE April 3, International Harvester
moves Your Harvest of Stars from CBS to
NBC, Sundays, 5:30-6 p.m. Program now
heard at 5:30, RCA Robert Merrill show,
moves up to 5-5:30 p.m. McCann-Erickson,
New York, is agency for Harvester, J. Walter
Thompson for RCA Victor.

FRAM SPONSORS • Fram Corp. (oil, gasoline and air filters), East Providence, R. I.,
March 12 starts for 13 weeks five-minute
Sports Thrill of The Week on nine Don Lee
stations plus KOOL Phoenix, Ariz., Sat., 6:55-7
p.m. (PST). Agency, Van Sant, Dugdale &
Co., Baltimore.
SAYMAN APPOINTS OLIAN • Sayman
Products Co., St. Louis, named Olian Advertising, same city, to handle its account. Products to be advertised : Sayman Vegetable Wonder Soap, Dojean Lanolated Soap, Sayman
Salve, Sayman Liniment, Jitterbug Insect Repellent. Radio will be used.

THREE STATION TRANSFERS
GIVEN APPROVAL OF FCC
THREE COMPLEX, long-pending station
transfers approved by FCC Friday. Transactions involve WKLV Blackstone, Va. ; KBLF
Red Bluff, Calif., and WHKP Hendersonville,
N. C. Chairman Wayne Coy dissented in all
three cases.
WKLV was granted assignment of license from
Frank W. Wagner to Nottoway Broadcasting Co.
Inc., new firm of 77 local individuals. Firm has
issued 267 shares $50 par stock and proposes to give
145 shares (35%) to ivlr. Wagner as president and
treasurer. Group has advanced money to WKLV.
Other denofficers
H. S. Jr.,
Robertson,
presit, 1 share; include:
J. L. Manson
secretary,vice1 share;
W. P. Bagwell Jr., director; J. L. Manson Sr.,
director, 10 shares; N. L. Beville, director, 10 shares;
H. R. Hamlett, director, 5 shares; E. C. Moncure,
director. 3 shares; E. J. Silverman, director, 20
shares; R. L. Sellers, director, 3 shares.
KBLF was granted assignment of license from
Robert L. Weeks to Dr. Russel G. Frey. FCC said
that in September
prior entered
to receipt
of KBLF'sto
license,
Mr. and Mrs.1946,Weeks
partnership
run station with Dr. and Mrs. Frey for total consideration of 310,000. Mr. Weeks was to be manager
at $250 monthly plus 10% net profits. In November
of that year, Mr. Weeks borrowed S5,000 from Dr.
Frey using his partnership interest as security.
Commission spokesmen said Mr. Weeks later left
Red
Bluff 340,000
and "abandoned"
Freyoperhas
put some
into station, KBLF.
mostly toDr.cover
ating losses.
WHKP was granted assignment of license from
Redege Broadcasting Co. to Radio Hendersonville
Inc.
was co-partnership
of Redden
Monroe left
M.
ReddenRedege
and William
A. Edgerton. Mr.
firm in 1946 upon election to U. S. Congress as Representative from North Carolina. Mr. Edgerton
formed Radio Hendersonville in November 1946 with
R. L. Whitmire and L. B. Prince, FCC said, and in
December 1947 sold station to L. R. Amos and C. E.
Morgan. Ownership now includes: L. R. Amos, 40%Virginia
F. Morgan,Amos,
3.5%.6%; C. E. Morgan, 50.5%, and Claire

HOUSTON

JOINS

L & M;

SCHNEIDER IS PROMOTED
BRYAN HOUSTON, formerly Pepsi Cola Co.
executive vice president and with Paul Hoffman, Marshall Plan information director, was
named executive vice president of Lennen &
Mitchell, New York, succeeding Lou Thomas,
who resigned. Mr. Houston was with Young
& Rubicam from 1935 to 1946. John G.
Schneider, agency's copy chief and vice president, was appointed director of copy. He has
been with L & M past four years.
RTDG-WJZ-TV SPEEDUP ORDER
RADIO and Television Directors Guild, New
York, gave its negotiating committee two
weeks to reach contract with WJZ-TV New
York. Dissatisfaction was expressed at progress of negotiations, under way since November. Committee, which has backing of strike
authorization, instructed to report to membership Feb. 21.
GALLERY

GIVEN

SALES

POST

TOM GALLERY, public relations director of
DuMont television network, appointed sales
director Friday. Humboldt J. Greig, formerly
in charge of sales, named assistant to Mortimer W. Loewi, network's director (see earlier
story page 33).
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Get on the move- to better program ratings, more
salable shows. Capitol Transcription Library provides
a backlog of ''package shows" for both sustaining
and commercial programming.

Want

to know

Capitol Transcriptions
Sunset and Vine, Dept. B214
Hollywood 28, California
FREE — Rush new '49 demonstration record
describing Capitol library and how it helps sell
station time.

how little it costs? Fill out the coupon.
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Facts Consolidated Study.. .New Year's Day when. KTTV kicked off with Rose Bawl Game

Want your sales to score another
great first in Los Angeles? Get into the
KTTV
with KTTV,

picture . ..by getting in touch
CBS-TV,

CHANNEL

or Radio Sales.
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KTTV

Owned by The Los Angeles Times
and the Columbia Broadcasting System

for
OVER

more

...

$10 million is spent annually by metropolitan Milwaukee
teen-agers on such items as clothing, radios, records, books, and
refreshments — a potential market
going begging for lack of concentrated attention of
and Michael
selling. Ruppe
That's
the conviction
Jr., founder of Teen Surveys and
Teen Productions.
No businessman of considerable
years and experience, Mr. Ruppe
is a 19-year-old Milwaukee lad who
last year set out to do the "impos ible!"— survey the listening
and buying preferences of the city's
70,000 teen-agers. His ambition,
not yet realized, is also to attract
clients who will pay him to learn
these teen-age facts of life. Says
Mr. Ruppe: "My goal is not to find
out what the average teen-ager
wants, but what all teen-agers
As a result, he formed Teen Surwant."
veys and Teen Productions — one to
gather statistics, the other to serve
those interested in reaching teenagers through radio. Teen Productions also will help plan and pre-

sent programs which interest that
age bracket. Mr. Ruppe feels it
will prove eifective in getting across
the sponsor's message, having at
its fingertips various data as to
listening habits. Teen Surveys-Productions claims a staff of reliable
teen-agers who are leaders in their
respective schools.
Mr. Ruppe's first two surveys,
taken last fall, were conducted by
student councils at South Division
and Solomon Juneau high schools.
A total of 1,476 out of 1,800 students participated at the former
and 922 out of 1,018 at the latter.
Mr. Ruppe admits these surveys
constitute a mere start toward his
ambitious objective. The students
themselves were enthusiastic, he
reports.
The questionnaire which students fill out lists questions on
weekly allowances or earnings,
number and types of radios per
household, listening time preferences (daily, Saturday and Sunday), favorite stations, and types
of programs, as well as tastes in
(Continued on page 75)
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when you^/more
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WFLA
delivers more listeners in the
busy Tampa-St. Petersburg
market where diversified payrolls
provide steady buying power —
right around the calendar! All
programs — national and local,
commercial and sustaining, are
broadcast over both WFLA-AM
and WFLA-FM. In the heart
of Florida's richest trade area,
you sell more people because you
tell more people when you use
the double impact of the Tampa
Tribune Stations.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
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high school, he worked for the Pullfor
ds nal
in TV
"T"ous"
"tremend
in thestan
perso
man Co., first as a temporary mesTHE
senger, then as a laborer, later as
dictionary of Norman Charles
Lindquist, director of television at a painter, and finally as secretary
to the district superintendent. He
Malcolm-Howard agency, Chicago.
added to his income by playing
The medium made such a "terrific
one-night
stands around Chicago.
impact" on him, beginning in 1939,
Norm was secretary to the vice
that "the adventure, and much of
president and general manager of
the mystery, still linger."
Norm made his video debut as a the Chicago Screw Co. in 1941
when he enlisted in the Navy after
trombonist at Zenith's experimental station, WTZR Chicago, 10 refusing service deferment offered
because of Army
years ago. "They
and Navy contracts
used only two camheld by the firm. At
eras, the lights were
Great Lakes he was
unbearable, and the
sifted into recruitresults were horrible," he recalls. His
Postofiice
Bldg. Old
ing at Chicago's
musical career beWhile arranging
gan when he took
for Naval recruiting
up
piano while
and later
"brass"
in
programs to be aired
grammar school. An
locally, Mr. Lindenterprising youth,
quist in the next
he also sold newsfour years virrote
and produced three
papers in the morning, milk at noon
regular radio shows
and home-made lead
weekly, supervised
toy soldiers at night.
special events and
remote broadcasts,
During four years
of high school at De
played and sang
LaSalle Institute,
with name bands
NORM
Chicago, he played
and produced and
first trombone in the
emceed TV shows.
band and often blew his way to
Norm attended night school four
the top in solo contests. He added
years at De Paul U., majoring in
to his petty cash by working as a marketing and advertising. In May
freelance musician and promoting
1944 he was married to Margaret
10-cents-a-ticket magic shows. In Mary (Peggy) McGorrin of Chihis senior year, he wowed children
cago, who busies herself collecting
flocking to the Enchanted Isle at Chinese art objects and painting
in oils.
the Chicago World's Fair as
His TV experience in the Navy
Quisto, the Magician.
(Continued on page 75)
After being graduated from
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M
g^^E
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WSAV's clear, strong voice on the long-range
frequency of 630 kilocycles covers 3}/2 times more people, 4 times
more area than any other medium in this market.
More

than

a million people in 79 counties of 3 states live within
easy earshot of the big, booming Voice of Savannah.
And a combination of NBC and top-notch
locally produced programs
has made this their favorite radio station, in many instances
their only radio station.

H you want to get your advertising message across
in this big $557,206,000 retail sales area,
you can't afford to whioper.
Let WSAV speak for you in clear,
strong convincing tones and you'll hear the echo
in practically every corner store.

630 kc.
5,000Time
watts
Full

in Savannah WSAV
Represented by Hollingbery
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festival

THE MUSIC OF MANHATTAN conducted by Norman Cloutier
Incomparable ari-angements of new melodies by
LOUISE CARLYLE
Cole Porter and Jimmy McHugh highlight the latest
and the Music of Manhattan
contribution of these 28 all-star network instrumentalists
Watch for So In Love and
Everything Louise sings seems
to have been composed with the
Caribbean Caprice.
throaty contralto of the thesaurus
J
songbird in mind, especially two
sly numbers from Cole Porter,
Always True To You In My
Fashion and Why Can't You Behave!
m

THOMAS HAYWARD and
the Norman Cloutier Orchestra
Although Tom's heart-warming
tenor is frequently heard at the
Metropolitan Opera, the popular
Hollywood tunes in this stint for
THESAURUS can hardly be called
high-brow. Look for Just For A
While, Too Much Love and
Bella Bella Marie plus other
choice numbers.

Swing and Sway
with SAMM\
"More Kaye!" is a frequent
demand from all over the nation, so
here's Sammy, the Kaydets,
Don Cornell, the Kaye Choir and
Laura Leslie making life sweet
again with 10 outstanding selections,
among them Lonesome and
Lavender Blue.

SWEETWOOD SERENADERS
The most unique dance group in radio fills the air
with woodwind harmony, highlighted by
Roland Dupont's trombone artistry. Selections are
from and
Waltother
Disney's
"So Dear
unreleased
films.To My Heart"
TERRI STEVENS
thesaurus' singing sensation, beautiful
young Terri Stevens, does many .
alluring vocalizations for this release,
ballads fresh from Broadway
and played with intimate finesse by
Terri's three ardent supporters,
the Novatime Trio.

PATTI DUGAN
sketchThein Jumpin'
a colorfulJacks
background for the
ballads of lovely Patti
Dugan, whose order
of the day is Enjoy
Yourself — and
you will !

JUMPIN' JACKS
Radio's finest exponents of hot rhythm
give their all in five bouncing 'pops', including
a fascinating Afro-Cuban novelty with the
strange title Similau. Agual

NOVATIME TRIO
These three virtuosos
of Hammond organ,
guitar
and many
marimba
will net
new
sponsors with twelve
bright novelties just
recorded and headed
for the honor roll.

A Service of
Radio Corporation
of America

19 famous features with distinctive
interpretations of the newest
Broadway

and Hollywood

scored by America's

gems,

America
will be LOPEZ
dancing to ^f"
VINCENT
delightful THESAURUS \
recordings by Lopez, among
them: Bouquet Of Roses,
Then I Turned And Walked
Slowly Away and Green Up
Time, with vocals by Francine
Lane and Kelly Rand.

top arrangers . .
\

WALTZ FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA
The scoring is modern, the instrumentation
magnificent in the latest release by a great new
THESAURUS group under the direction of Concertmaster
Winter. World
Faraway
It's Ahits
Big,
Wide, Paul
Wonderful
and Places,
four other
in three-quarter time.

MANHATTAN NIGHTHAWKS
featuring Johnny Guarnieri
The whole town's talking
about Johnny Guarnieri and
the bright new style he has
brought to piano. With a
rhythmic background beat emanating
from the Nighthawks, Johnny
in this release encourages the
patter on 52nd Street with eight
sunlit selections from the finest
musicals Broadway has had in
many a year.

CHARLIE JORDAN
and the Sweetwood Serenaders
An increasingly popular star of
THESAURUS releases and growing
favorite on network shows, Charlie
lends his romantic baritone to a choice
medley of starlit ballads.
MANHATTAN MADCAPS
Seventeen devotees of solid swing,
rounding out The Music Of Manhattan
with a new session of fast dances,
including an Esy Morales rhumba,
Jungle Fantasy.
GEORGE WRIGHT at the Hammond
It's Whatcha Do With Whatcha Got
is
one of George
Wright's
12
THESAURUS
selections
and verily,
George does plenty on his famous
Hammond organ with a wide range
of sparkling new productions from
Cole Porter, Jimmy McHugh and
other great tunesmiths.
THE SWINGTONES
This earful sextette, one of the newest
features in THESAURUS, receives beat
backing
from the Jumpin' novelties,
Jacks
for six up-to-the-minute
am.ong
Mercer's
catchy them
Great Johnny
Guns and
Down By The
Station, a sensational novelty.
LISTEN TO LEIBERT
This time Richard Leibert brings to
his magic keyboard — the world-famous
Radio City Music Hall organ — Jerome
Kern's Long Ago And Far Away,
Sigmund
From Now
and
three Romberg's
bright novelties
to Onward
keep the Leibert sponsors humming.
MUSIC HALL VARIETIES
conducted by Pat Ciricillo
Music please. Professor! . . . decades
old
but full
nostalgicDown
charmAmong
—
Hearts
And ofFlowers,
The Sheltering Palms, Charleston and
the
Riinnin'
Wild
and Saxophone
California, Eight
Here I inCome.
Candy!
Peanuts! Sponsors!
AS WE GO TO PRESS,
C/Yi^/)Aa
IS IN THE GROOVE
WITH RECORDINGS OF
the frst 7 of the 10 tunes on THE
billboard's 'Honor Roll of Hits'
1. A Little Bird Told Me
Jumpin' Jacks with Patti Dugan
2. Buttons
And Bows*
The Swingtones

ALLEN ROTH and his Symphony of Melody
Sweeping tonal color and thrilling symphonic
variations dramatize Allen Roth's current
turn for THESAURUS. Raves are due for Slaughter On
Tenth Avenue and On Your Toes by Richard Rodgers.

c

3. On Louise
A Slow Carlyle
Boat To China*
4. My Darling, My Darling
The Novatime Trio
5. Faraway Places
Waltz Festival Orchestra
6. Lavender Blue {Dilly Dilly)
Vocal — Sammy Kaye & Orchestra
Instrumental — Geoi-ge Wright,
Organ Your Face With Sunshine
7. Powder
Vocal — Sammy Kaye & Orchestra
Instrumental — Manhattan Madcaps
— and 22 of the top 31 songs listed by
THE BILLBOARD (Jan. 22) and variety
(Jan. 19) as having the 'greatest
radio audience' *in
. . .THESAURUS for over a year.
, as always —
the No. 1 Musical Library

..Radio-Rei^ing
Division
RCA Building, Radio City, New York • Chicago • Hollywood

Smash musicals represented in this release:
BROADWAY— Mj/ Romance; Kiss Me, Kate: As The Girls Go: Along Fifth Avenue:
Where's Charley?; Love Life; Lend An Ear.
HOLLYWOOD
Take Music:
Me OutMyTo Dream
The Ball
Game; South
Louis; One
Rogues'
Regiment; Words— And
Is Yours;
Streets OfOf St.Laredo;
Sunday
Afternoon; So Dear To My Heart.
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CRAIG DAVIDSON, executive vice president of Ball & Davidson, Denver, will
direct agency's new office in Los Angeles. Mr. Davidson, who founded the
agency, has also been with Compton Adv., New York, and more recently
was with Raymond R. Morgan Adv., Los Angeles, as general manager. Mr.
Davidson plans to devote full time to his own company, with plans to greatly
expand its radio and television services. MARK SCHREIBER, vice president
of
the agency, will now divide his duties between the Los Angeles and Denver
offices.
GEORGE B. DIPPY, assistant to president of Young
appointed vice president and contact supervisor.

136

That's the percentage greater audience
tuned to WMLO, week-day afternoons,
than the average for 156 independent
stations surveyed hy Hooper (Oct.-Nov.,
1948).

24 V2 That's the percentage greater audience
tuned to WMLO week-day afternoons than
the average for three of the four network
stations serving Milwaukee (Hooper, Oct.Dec, 1948).
123

40c

1 290

E. J. K. BANNVART, former vice president in charge of new business for
Biow Co., New York, joins Cecil & Presbrey, New York, in same capacity.
STUART LUDLUM, formerly with Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York, in
executive capacity, appointed to radio and television production department
of Compton Adv., New York.
HARRY M. IRELAND, formerly vice president and account executive on Drene
(shampoo) account at Compton Adv., joins Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield as
account executive assigned to Bristol-Myers unit. Both are New York agencies.
CLARENCE A. BARNES Jr., joins Benton & Bowles, New York, as art director.
Mr. Barnes had been associated with Compton Inc., Arthur Kudner Inc., Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Ted Bates Inc., before assuming new
position.
ROBERT A. HEELY, formerly with J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco, joins Gerth-Pacific Adv., same city, as
account executive.

That's the percentage greater audience
tuned to WMLO week-day afternoons than
the average for all three other independent
stations serving Milwaukee (Hooper, Oct.Dec, 1948).
That's what it costs you to tell your story
to each 1000 actual listening families over
WMLO.
That's the number you call (West 3-1290)
to j&nd out what WMLO can do for you.

Rubicam, New York,

WILLIAM KENNEDY, vice president of L. W. Ramsey Adv.,
Los
Angeles, and Barbara Ann Merrill announce their
marriage.
ARTHUR W. WIBLE, for past ten years traffic manager of
McCann-Erickson, New York, appointed account executive
on Chrysler account assisting PAUL HOLDER, who has
overall charge of account. C. L. JOHNSON, formerly manager of mechanical production, will take over duties of traffic manager.

Mr. Barnes

RAYMOND BROWNE, formerly of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, joins
Young & Rubicam as contact man in New York office. GEORGE H. TURNER,
formerly with Orange Crush Ltd., Montreal, placed in charge of merchandising
for Y & R's Montreal and Toronto offices.
FULLER & SMITH & ROSS, New York, announces promotion of four of its
executives and establishment of two new departments. GEORGE TRIMBLE
appointed manager of new plans analysis department. GEORGE R. LYON
succeeds Mr. Trimble as manager of media department. CHARLES HUTAFF,
formerly associate director of agency's film department in Cleveland, returned
to New York office as manager of new development department, and PAUL C.
K. SMITH, account executive, appointed manager of international section
DEAN WEINBERG appointed radio and time buyer for Brisacher, Wheeler
& Staff, San Francisco. LESTER A. FRIEDMAN resigns as account executive
with agency to become partner in Fulop's clothing firm, San Francisco.
FRANK P. McCORD, formerly with Lennen & Mitchell, joins Cecil & Presbrey,
New York, as research director. WILLIAM ANDERSON Jr., formerly with
Weiss & Geller, Chicago, joins agency as assistant account executive on
Ronson Lighter account.
RILEY JACKSON appointed to head Los Angeles office of Cecil & Presbrey,
replacing ED SIMMONS who transferred to agency's New York office [BROADCASTING, Feb. 7]. Mr. Jackson was most recently radio and television director
Mogge-Privett Inc., Los Angeles, and before that, manager of Louis G. Cowan
office, same city. He also produces Golden Hope Chest for MBS.

WMIO
MILWAUKEE
1000

WATTS

ON

1290
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DONALD O'BRIEN appointed economist for Geyer, Newell & Ganger Inc.,
New York. Mr. O'Brien was formerly analyst and consultant, specializing in
business and finance for Standard Research Consultants, New York, subsidiary of Standard & Poor's. Prior to that he was assistant to one of operating vice presidents of Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New York.
DAVE BOTSFORD Jr., of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco,
elected to agency's board of directors.
(ConfAnued on page 82)
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Our

new

man

Jamison

... is

a

very

bright

guy

Man to man ... or on his feet before a large and influential group of
broadcast advertisers ... our man Jamison is an expert salesman.
That's because he sells creatively. He sells an idea and a way of doing
things advertising-wise that invariably proves enormously
helpful to the advertiser who buys it. For example ...
Only last week, Jamison's business friend. Advertiser X, who
manufactures skid chains, was complaining about the high cost
of time and space.
"X," said Mr. Jamison. "The basic trouble with your stuff is that
you've been placing it, at considerable expense, in places where
the skid is scarce ... in places where they never heard of snow. Yours
— in fact — is a product that should be promoted at the local and
seasonal level only. It is a natural, I might say, for spot radio, some
of which I will try to sell you now at a considerable saving over
what you have been paying for other less efficient media." He then
went on to suggest ( just as a starter) a series of spot programs
and announcements preceding the arrival
of predicted bad weather in various
important markets around the country.
Advertiser X is selling plenty of skid
chains these days . . . and Weed and
Company is doing more business for
all of its clients than ever before.
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n
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S. COAST GUARD appoints Newell-Emmett Co., New York, to conduct
U , recruiting drive for balance of fiscal year to June 30, 1949, it was announced by CAPT. S. F. GRAY, USCG, Chief of the Public Information
Division. Agency will produce the weekly Coast Guard Cadets on Parade from
New London, Conn., on MBS, Saturdays, 11 a.m. and a number of radio spots.
GEORGE F. FOLEY Jr., is account executive.
B. B. PEN Co., Hollywood, will start 52-week television film spot series on
New York video stations around first of March. Spots will run one minute
and 20 seconds, seven days a week. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
CRESCENT ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., Dubuque, Iowa (General Electric distributor), sponsoring following programs: Easy Rhythm (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11:3011:45 a.m.) on WHBF Rock Island, 111.; Band of the Day (Mon.-Fri., 12:45-1,
p.m.) on woe Davenport; Musical Clock (Mon.-Sat., 7:30-7:45 a.m.) on WMT^
Cedar Rapids; Bob Clausen Show (Hon., Wed., Fri., 10:45-11 a.m.) on KGLO
Mason City; Meet the Folks (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9:30-10 a.m.) KDTH Dubuque;
Weather Report (Mon.-Sat., 12:15-12:20 p.m.) KBUR Burlington and Weather
Report (Mon.-Sat., 11:35-11:40 a.m.) on WNAX Yankton, S. D., plus a series*
of spot announcements. All contracts are for 52 weeks. More stations will
be added later, according to HOWARD M. PAUL, radio director for W. D.
Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids, Crescent agency.
ALLEN B. DUMONT Labs. Inc., Passaic, N. J. (television receivers), Feb.
11 started half-hour weekly kinescoped variety revue. The Admiral Broadway
Revue on KTSL (TV) Los Angeles. Firm also started recently kinescope of
half-hour weekly variety show Window On The World on same station. Both
13 week contracts. Agency: Buchanan & Co., New York.
PRESTIGE Inc., New York (women's hosiery), appoints New York office of Roy
S. Durstine Inc., to handle advertising and merchandising. Both radio and
television are being considered.
LIBERTY LAUNDRY Co., Philadelphia, appoints J. M. Korn & Co., Philadelphia, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
BIRK BROS. BREWING Co., Chicago (Trophy Beer), appoints Erwin, Wasey
& Co., Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio may be used later in year.
A. F. SCHWAHN & Sons, Eau Claire, Wis. (meat packing firm), appoints C.
Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago, to handle advertising. Firm sponsors hour
show and chain breaks on WEAU Eau Claire. Schedules are being completed
according to WELDON YOCUM, agency account executive, and additional
radio is contemplated.
For over 20 years WMBD was the only radio
station in Peoriarea. Today it leads the field
by 3 to 1 because—
WMBD has a twenty-year head-start in knowledge of listening habits and merchandising
contacts in Peoriarea.
WMBD personalities are old and warm friends
to the tens of thousands of Peoriarea families.
Today, you cannot reach this rich market without buying a Peoria station. And the November-December "Share of Audience" Index proves
WMBD draws listeners 3 to 1 over any other
Peoriarea station.
WMBD

dominates Peoriarea

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA FOOD DEALERS Assn., Sacramento, appoints Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco, to handle first radio advertising over KFBK
Sacramento. Company will sponsor five weekly home economist show. Plans
are to expand to other stations. WALTER MONROE is account executive.
A/eturotk -Recount A •
PEPSODENT DIVISION, Lever Bros., Chicago, for Rayve Home Permanent, to
sponsor Winner Takes All over full CBS network beginning Feb. 28. Program
to
be aired five weekly, 4:30-4:45 p.m. EST. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New York, (Nabisco Shredded Wheat), Feb. 7 expanded Straight Arrow program formerly heard half-hour twice weekly on Don
Lee Network to three weekly half-hour periods on MBS coast-to-coast. Program
aired Fridays (8-8:30 p.m. PST) and Tuesdays and Thursdays (5-5:30 p.m.
PST). Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc., New York.
TEXTRON Inc., New York, Feb. 27 starts sponsorship of The Hartmans, dance
team, Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m. on NBC-TV East Coast network. Contract is for 52
weeks. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
PILLSBURY MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, renews sponsorship of Grand Central
Station
weeks. on CBS, Saturdays, 12:30-1 p.m., eff'ective Feb. 26. Contract is for 52
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See Free & Peters

WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., New York (Anacin and Kolynos) to move its
Mary
Kay & Johnny,
domesticeffective
comedy Feb.
show 23.
fromProgram
NBC's eastern
CBS eastern
video network,
now on TV
NBCnetwork
Sundays,to
7-7:20 p.m., will be telecast Wednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. on CBS. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York.

5000

SCOTT TOWEL Co., Chester, Pa., to sponsor Dione Lucas' Cooking Program
on CBS-TV, Thursdays 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York. Program had previously been carried sustaining by CBS-TV
BROADCASTING
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Watts

. LL EARS IN TULARE aren't glued to any one
network. But 88% of the radio families in this $183 million California agricultural center do listen to ABC, says
BMB. On ABC, your program rides with Crosby, Marx,
Winchell and a host of other headliners into Tulare and
all Coast markets— large and small.

UMPER CROPS IN SALINAS fill U.S. Salad bowls, and
put $82 million (for field crops alone) into Salinas Valley
purses. ABC harvests a rich crop here, too— 89% of all
radio
according
to BMB.
44 key
Coast families,
cities where
more than
50% ofIt's
all one
radioof famiUes
are ABC listeners.

On the coast you can't get away from

ABC
FULL COVERAGE . . . ABC's improved facilities have
boosted its coverage to 95.4% of all Pacific Coast radio
families (representing 95% of coast retail sales) in counties where BMB penetration is 50% or better.
IMPROVED FACILITIES . . . ABC, the Coast's Most Powerful Network, now delivers 227,750 watts of power—
54,250 more than the next most powerful network. This
includes four 50,000 watters, twice as many as any
other coast network... a 31% increase in facihties during
the past year.
GREATER FLEXIBILITY. . .You can focus your sales
impact better on ABC Pacific. Buy as few as 5 stations,
or as many as 21— all strategically located.

KECKING IN LONGVIEW we find the saw-and-ax
experts in this Washington timber town hew to the ABC
line, too. BMB says 72% of all Longview radio families
are regular ABC listeners. It's the same up and down
the Coast; ABC reaches 95% of all radio famiUes at the
50^ BMB penetration level.

ABC

BROADCASTING
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LOWER COST . . . ABC brings you all this at an amazingly low cost per thousand radio families. No wonder
we say— whether you're on a Coast network or intend to
be, talk to ABC.
THE TREND TO ABC. . .The Richfield Reporter, oldest
newscast on the Pacific Coast, moves to ABC after 17
years on another network, and so does Greyhound's
Sunday Coast show— after 13 years on another network.

PACIFIC
NETWORK
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza • Circle 7-5700— Detroit : 1700 Stroh Bldg. • CHerry 8321— Chicago: 20 N. WackerDr.
DElaware 1900— Los Angeles: 6363 Sunset Blvd. • HUdson 2-3141— San Francisco: 1S5 Montgomery St. • EXbrook 2-6544
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Praise for Yearbook
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Spent a good part of last evening
going through the new Yearbook,
and as usual it is a splendid job.
Your special publications have
just about become a tradition in
the industry. Believe me, they are
used here, as evidenced by their
work-out look after a year.
George M. Burbach Jr.
Federal Advertising Agency
Neiv York
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Broadcasting has been my most
valuable staff member.
W. Ferron Halvorson
Station Manager
WCAT Rapid City, S. D.
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Our copy of the 1949 Broadcasting Yearbook has arrived and
last evening I scanned the text

M\fS\X

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

material and found the reference
data very complete . . .
R. C. Black, Manager
Sales Promition Div.
Westinghouse, Atlanta
* * *

from one radio station to another.
And
for ...
that I'll need reference
material.
Don W. Richardson
Continuity Editor
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.
* * *

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
That doggone Yearbook number
is more popular than Lana Turner
on the "Big Mo" 30 days out of
port. You have to sign your life
away to take it out of the manager's office. But what I want is a
copy at home. Who knows ... I
might want to start a chain-letter

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It's (the Broadcasting Yearbook) certainly a fine impressive
piece of work throughout.
Al F. Harrison
Radio Sales lyianager
United Press
New York

s

cover

iiw
Nosnv
NO WASTED

COVERAGE

Signal strength, mail pull and
BMB audience maps all show
almost exactly the same coverage. They prove that WSIX
gives you Nashville's 51county retail trading area. In
WSIX's

60

BMB

counties

1,321,400* people spend
$654,888,000 yearly in retail stores alone. No wonder

*Projected from Sales Management May '48

* Write for convenient
tabulatipn of market data.

National Representative: The Katz Agency, Inc.
5000 WATTS •980 KC*ABC
and WSIX-FM
• 71,000 W
• 97.5 MC
February 14, 1949

[Editor's Note: We are glad that the
1949 YEARBOOK has been so well rehope it serves
it's advertispurpose
as a handyceived. Wereference
tool for
ers,
agencies,
stations
and
all
who
interested in radio and television.] are
* * *
A
Poser Broadcasting:
From Polsky's
EDITOR,
. . . Naturally, I am pleased with
the recognition accorded Polsky's
programs in this contest — particularly since the cost of operation
is as low as it is. As those in the
business know, NRDGA program
entries are submitted by three volume-type class stores. Consequently, since Polsky's is in the bigleague volume stores, we are competing with' stores who not only
can, but do, spend money on their
programs to make good listening
and to promote their programs. My
question is, then: Why not classify
entries in this contest by the approximate cost of operation per
program? Can you rightfully compare alive symphony program with
the same type general family program that can afford to use only
recordings? Surely, NAB and
NRDGA must be aware of this
cost factor. . . .
Meg Zahrt
Radio
and Public Relations
Director
Polsky's of Akron
* * *
on

WCAO

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Broadcasting Jan. 17, 1949, is-

year with WSIX. It's a better
buy for you, too.

•

Beryl Culbertson
Secretary to W. W. Shepherd
Shepherdment Co.Tractor & EquipLos Angeles

Facts

sponsors get results year after
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Our company is most anxious to
obtain a copy of your Yearbo k. . .
Inasmuch as our company airplane, Beechcraft Bonanza, is used
extensively year round, we have
found that such a book as yours
would be of great value to us in
navigating, and for this reason
first contacted the FCC who advised us that you people published
this
information
which they also
used. . . .

10, column
says:8, "Ever
sincesue itpagetook
the air 3 May
1922,
WCAO has had the same 600 kc
assignment." Whoever furnished
that bit of information, or misinformation, did not know the facts.
Being a former chief engineer of
WCAO I was interested enough to
do a little research in several old
call books which I have before me.
According to Radio Listeners
Guide and Call Book, Winter, 1927
issue, the frequency of WCAO is
listed as 780 kc. According to a
little book called The History of
Radiophone Broadcasting by the
Earliest and Foremost Neivspaper
Stations; Together With Information on Radio for Amateur and Expert published by The Evening
News Assn., Detroit, Mich., 1922,
(Continued on page 68)
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YES

From

WNEW

Has

the

New

More

Four

York

Midnight

to

6 A.M.

Listeners

Other

Stations

Tlian

Ail-Night
Combined!^

ART

The Milkman's

FORD

and

Matinee

This WNEW all-night feature is an important
part of the pulsating life of New York City. So
much a part that more people listen to the
"Milkman's Matinee" M.C.'d by Art Ford than
listen to the four other all-night stations combined! It's FOUR TO ONE YOU WIN on WNEW!
To the listener who wants good entertainment
and recreation from midnight to 6 A.M., Art
Ford and the "Milkman's Matinee" is a must!
To the national advertiser who wants greater
sales in the metropolitan area ... to the local
advertiser who wants to see his advertising
ON

THE AIR 24 HOURS

'Special PuUe Survey. Greater New York. Nov. 1948
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A DAY
R«pres«nf«d by

John Bhi' t Company

Ldollars do more— the "Milkman's Matinee" over
WTNEW stands as a sales beacon !
YOUR
\ ON DIAL

Q

Preview of studio cameras
Control room outgoing line

B

Preview of network and remote

Q

Inter-com microphone
Inter-com switching

m

Camera and remote signal switching

the

television

pictures

...riij/itodbre
At last program
and

your

directors

studio

can

watch

operations

Now it is possible to sit before your
studio window — and see everything that's
going on. No high-built equipment to obstruct
your view of the studio. No need to play peeka-boo with the video operators up front. You
see large, bright pictures of what the cameras
see . . . right before your eyes.
In this new director's console — only 37 inches
high and 7 2 inches wide — the program monitors
are mounted below the desk . . . and viewed indirectly from light-shielded mirrors. The advantages: Aconsole of low height that enables
the program director to see the entire studio
from the director's position; daylight-bright
monitor pictures that can be seen in a fullylighted control room.
Using anywhere from two to five monitors —
with a 10 -inch kinescope of high brilliance
in each — this console displays (1) preview
pictures of the local chimeras, (2) network or

Cross-section Side View— The 10" kinescopes
are mounted below the desk and viewed indirectly from front-surface type mirrors. This
unique design shields the tube screens from
direct outside light and provides a complete
view of the studio. Normally, two directors
handle the console: one for the programming;
one for the technical aspects of programming.

BROADCAST

monitoring

pictures

— simultaneously

other remote signals, (3) the picture going to
the transmitter room. All fading, dissolving, and
video
switching
is under
"push-button"
controlsignal
through
a switching
panel
right in the
console. Tally lights indicate the camera that
is on the air and the camera that has been
selected for preview. Order-wire microphones
and order-wire switching provide maximum
operating efficiency.
Here, we believe, is a director's console that
is years ahead in programming facilities and
operating conveniences. It is styled to match all
other RCA television and audio equipment and
requires a minimum of room. Plenty of desk
space, too, for scripts, schedules, and other
programming material.
For more information on this new console
. . . now in regular production . . . call your RCA
Television Specialist. Or write Dept.l9 BB, RCA
Engineering Products Division, Camden, N.J.

u
srruDio

This modern and practical Director's
Console brings all electronic aspects of
programming under finger-tip control.

TEteVtSiOM

eyes!

KINESCOPE

EOUtRMEMT

RA DiO
CORPORA
TiOR
EMOIMECRIN& PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

of A MERiCA
CAM DEM, M.J,

it's

IF

easy.

YOU

KNOW

how!
A

X-/VERY time-buyer knows the danger of jumping to the
conclusion that high power and major-network affiliation
make a radio station tops in its area. We of KWKH have
50,000 watts and are CBS — but we also know it takes
experience to run an outstanding operation in the South.
KWKH has had 23 years' experience in broadcasting to
this area. We've worked hard to learn what type of programming appeals most to all segments of our audience.
And then we've spared no trouble or expense to give our
listeners that sort of programming. The result is that the
Hooper Station Listening Index proves KWKH to be one
of the most outstanding CBS stations in the U. S.
Let us (or The Branham Company)
We think you'll find that KWKH

give you all the facts.

is a MUST

for you.

KWKH

SHREVEPORT
The Branham

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

Company

LOUISIANA
Mississippi

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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Stations
WHAT

May

Suffer

NEXT
AFTER
T-H
LAW?
By HERMAN BRANDSCHAIN
ions. Many union executives will
4. Politically. T-H provisions
have to begin to organize whether
which limited political action of
REPEAL of the Taft-Hartley Law and passage of the administration's
union officials, unions and their
labor bill would result in greater unionization among stations and in they like it or not. Some have excused their inactivity in this di- union funds have not in fact
higher operating expenses.
rection because of the restrictions
Those conclusions were reached last week after a sui-vey made by
materially hindered most unions in
the T-H Law placed upon them.
engaging in political activity when
Broadcasting of radio unions' ac*
Now they will be on the spot. they wanted to. If, however, these
if it feels it is necessary, will take
tivity and plans in connection with
provisions are removed, greater
Further, competition from other
an active part in Congressional
the current labor legislative battle.
labor hearings, he said.
unions may cause the more pas- political activity by unions may be
Network spokesmen specializing
At a meeting Monday (Feb. 7) field. sive organizations to take to the expected.
in labor, on the other hand, saw
of the New York local of the Ralittle change in their own labor
Repeal of the T-H Law will also
dio and Television Directors Guild,
mean that some unions again may
problems as the result of proposed
2. Negotiations. Scope of coverthe membership decided to write
law changes. Station operators,
age in contracts would be widened
be able to have access to the Nato include supervisory employes.
tional Labor Relations Board.
however, they conceded, were in a their Congressmen and Senators
different position.
Wages and hours demands are
NLRB Again
urging
support of the administration
bill.
sure to be considerably higher in
Networks have a long history of
One such union is the American
Other unions in the radio field many stations. Closed shop again
labor expei'ience, it was pointed out,
Communications Assn., CIO. Its
will become a demand.
and are "organized up to the hilt." have from time to time taken acBroadcast Local 1 is currently,
Their executives believe the net3. Tactics. Unions can b3 extion vigorously stating their opwork labor pattern is set, that it
position to the T-H Law.
pected to get tougher. It is their according to the union position, still
depends more on relationships than
A round-up reveals that these hope that the injunction, which
on strike at WFIL Philadelphia,
laws, and will continue much the would be the immediate results of blocked them in disputes, will be where 43 engineers walked out last
a more blunted weapon. If this
repeal of the T-H Law and passage
same regardless of Congressional
May. ACA, because its national
of the administration bill:
action.
comes to pass, strike situations
officers did not make the non-com1.
Organization
Drives.
These
Cases Dififer
may see mass picket lines. Secmunist affidavits required under
ondary picketing or boycotting,
would be intensified and organizaThey eye the case of the station
the T-H Law, could not appear on
say
of
sponsors,
also
would
be
in
tion
would
spread
to
many
sta(Continued on page 6A)
operator, particularly the operator
tions never before touched by un- the books.
who has had little labor experience,
as being in a somewhat different
position. He may feel either the
effects of organization under impetus of a change in the law or will
Infiltration in Cuba Radio Claimed
be affected in the pocketbook by
PERON
any wage increases made in other
outlets as the result of union acbroadcast on the RHC Cadena Azul
FACTUAL evidence that the Peron government of Argentina is attempttivity, even though his own shop
network,
involves what is described
is not unionized.
ing to control broadcasting in Cuba is published in an "extraordinary"
as a plan to overthrow democratic
Labor leaders in the radio field edition of the lAAB News of the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters.
regimes of Latin American nations
The story of the Peronist infiltration into northern Latin American
believe this analysis is correct.
and assume hemisphere control by
nations
is
expected
to
come
before
They also are candid in stating
typical
dictator methods.
the
NAB
board
at
its
three-day
that station operating expenses
Recipient of the Peron gratuity
meeting opening today at the
may go up as the result of inRoosevelt Hotel, New Orleans.
— $250,000 annually for four years
creased union activity.
Implications of the Peron activity — is said to be Amado Trinidad,
Radio unions have been in the
are deemed a threat to American
owner of RHC Cadena Azul, acforefront of the drive to repeal the
broadcasting.
cording to lAAB News, which reTaft-Hartley Law. One of the prinSlated to appear before the
ex-Senator
Edcipal reasons for their activity has
uardo printsR.a speech
Chibasby of
Cuba. The
board is Goar Mestre, director
been the provision of the law which
general of Circuito CMQ Havana
speech, delivered over CMQ, conexcluded supervisory employes,
tains texts of cables and letters
and president of lAAB, who was
like directors and some engineers,
forced to leave Buenos Aires dur- exchanged between Peronist agents
from bargaining contracts.
and the Argentine government.
ingmer
the lAAB
conference
last1948].
sumAt a meeting in New York on
[Broadcasting,
July 26,
Accompanying the messages is a
Feb. 4, National Assn. of BroadMr. Mestre has been special target
code used by the Argentines. Main
cast Unions and Guilds, which is
of Peronist activity.
negotiators for Peron, according to
made up of delegates from many
the speech of Sen. Chibas, were
Azcarraga
Is
Target
unions and guilds in the radio and
William
G. Aikman, radio techniAnother target of the Peron govtelevision field, lined up behind the
cian and newspaperman, and his
ernment is Emilio Azcarraga,
administration labor law.
prominent Mexican broadcaster
wife, Tuka Alvarado, also a jourOliver W. Nicoll, national chairnalist. Their principal contact,
and vice president of the lAAB,
man of N A B U G , said that
who also will be in New Orleans
Sen.
Chibas
charges, was Jaime
NABUG's stand brought it in
and probably will appear before
Yankelevitch, president of the
"complete coincidence" with the
the 'board.
position of the American FederaAssn. of Argentine Broadcasters,
The maneuvering of the Peron
tion of Labor, with which most of
and foi'mer owner of Radio Belgovernment, supported by a purthe members of NABUG are affiligrano, which had been sold to
ated.
ported million-dollar payment un(Continued on page 6i)
Mr. MESTRE
It is also possible that NABUG,
der which Peron's propaganda is
February 14, 1949
• Pss ; ?,3
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P'-0P°sal Could stop criticism
ULA
RM
FO
W
NE
S
composition
of
audience
figures put
BMB'
are continuing their sample-size
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
tests with the ballots returned from
down, it was seen that the out-oftown station outnumbered the local last fall's test mailings.
A NEW PLAN of reporting station audience figures collected in BMB's
station four to one on number of
Latest subscriber figures, resalvation.
organization's
the
be
to
prove
may
upcoming nation-wide studyapproved in principle by the BMB technical
families listening one or two days
leased by BMB Thursday, showed
The proposed method,
a
week.
most of the
819 subscribers: 660 AM, 138 FM
committee [Broadcasting, Feb. 7], is expected to answer
d
But for families who listened to
criticisms of stations that foun
TV stations, four nationeither station three to five days a and 13wide and
four regional networks.
the reports of the first study inOn
Board
Agenda
week
the
local
station
went
ahead
adequate if not unusable in their
Subscribers not previously anTHE
MATTER
of
including
selling.
nounced include WCOP and
by eight to five, and for families
composition of total weekly
Demonstration of the new methWCOP-FM Boston, WPLH and
reporting listening to either station six or seven days a week the WPLH-FM Huntington, W. Va.,
audience figures in the reod of reporting, as applied to test
local station led by a ratio of ten
studies made by BMB last fall in
and KOMO-FM Seattle.
ports of the upcoming nationto three.
wide BMB study will be pre28 markets, has already brought
sented
to
the
NAB
board
at
into the BMB fold two stations —
Distant Tuning
WLW Cincinnati, which was not a
today's meeting in New Orsubscriber to the first BMB study
leans' Hotel Roosevelt by
BMB PkOPBR
USE
The importance of the new method of reporting is that it shows in
Kenneth Baker, NAB direcin 1946, and WHK Cleveland,
To Be Discussed by AMA
tor of research. He is on loan
this instance that while listeners
which subscribed then but has not
in this town tune in the distant
to BMB to supervise the conrenewed for Study No. 2. Each of
THE PROPER use of BMB auduct of the new study. Copies
network outlet for its big name
these stations has committed itself
dience data in selling radio against
of the technical committee
programs once or twice a week,
to subscribe for the upcoming
other media will be discussed this
resolution
and
of
the
applistudy if the proposed plan is put
their regular day-in and day-out
into eifect.
cation of the proposed method
listening is to their local station. noon (Monday) at the first 1949
meeting of the Market Research
to
test
study
returns
have
Hence, the local station, which
The New Proposal
been sent to all NAB board
Discussion Group, American Marderived no usable sales material
In essence, the proposal is to
keting Assn. Session will follow
members.
from the 1946 study, which showed
luncheon to start at 12:15 p.m. at
drop the daily average audience
At New Orleans the board
it only as having no better total
figures originally contemplated for
sessions began with various
weekly audience than that of the New York's Sheraton Hotel.
the report and to substitute figures
out-of-town one, would be able to
committee meetings on SunCort Langley, assistant to the
on the station audience by those
day and are expected to last
use
the composition of total audiBMB president, will open the dislistening one or two days, three to
through Wednesday. Besides
cussion with an explanation of the
ence figures to definite sales advantage.
five days and six and seven days
BMB, subjects for discussion
types of data BMB has developed
during the measured week. These
include plans to reorganize
so far and what it hopes to develop
BMB also sees in the composifigures would be shown in addition
NAB which have been drawn
in the near future. The uses which
tion
of
audience
figures
a
verificato the total weekly audience they
tion and a statistically satisfactory
up by a special realignment
have been made of BMB figures
make up. Only the total weekly
committee and an earlier deexplanation for the total weekly
in competitive selling and what limfigure was reported for Study
cision of the convention comaudience figures reported in the
itations, ifany, should be placed on
No. 1.
mittee to devote primary atresults of Study No. 1 which were
their use, will then be discussed by
Explaining its reasons for droptention to sales and advertisa six-man panel including: J. F.
criticized as "wildly extravagant"
ping the average audience figures,
ing at the April Management
in showing such extensive listening
Kurie, ANA vice president for
the technical committee pointed out
Conference in Chicago.
areas for many high power sta- media and research; Frank B.
in its resolution that "examination
tions. When the frequency of such
Kemp, assistant media director,
of the results of test mailings of
listening
is indicated, the overall
would
work,
a
comparison
was
Compton Adv. Inc.; W. H. Mullen,
the 1949 BMB ballot reveals that
become much more be- director. Magazine Advertising Bumade of two stations which re- figures
the weighing system used to arrive
lievable.
ceived almost identical BMB total
reau; Howard C. Haupt, account
at average daily audience is both
executive. Bureau of Advertising,
Now that the plan has been
weekly
audience figures in the rearbitrary and statistically open to
port of the 1946 study.
American Newspaper Publishers
approved by the BMB technical
question." The committee added
One station was a local one, the committee, provided that the actual
Assn.; H. M. Beville Jr., NBC dithat to publish such figures would
rector of research; Paul R. Benson,
other a high-powered network affil- returns of the second study make
"tend to encourage both misuse and
such breakdowns statistically valid, assistant director of research,
iate located in a metropolis some
misrepresentation."
distance away.
it will next be considered by the MBS.
However, the committee recomthe home community of BMB board research committee
mended that this question be re- theWhen
local station was measured by and finally by the board itself.
considered after further study.
Meanwhile,
BMB statisticians
BMB's
test study last fall and the
In advocating publication of comESQUIRE BUYS
position of total weekly audience
figures, the technical committee
Transif FM in Two Cities
added a proviso that this be done
only if "careful examinations of
ESQUIRE Inc., Chicago, Feb. 23
the ballot returns on Study No. 2
will begin broadcasting announcesupport the statistical validity of
ments for Coronet magazine to bus
the sub-totals to be used in comporiders in Cincinnati and Houston.
sition of total weekly audience."
Business, placed through Doherty,
The committe also asked BMB
Clifford & Shenfield, New York, is
to continue its analysis of the test
study ballots on this point and to
the first long term national adinclude "determinations of the efvertising signed by Transit Rafect of smaller sample sizes and
dio,
comprising
contract
the relation of these data to any
with WTCS (FM)a year's
Cincinnati
and
other measurement of listening
a six-month contract with KPRCwhich will help in ascertaining how
FM Houston.
reliably people can report their
The 50-word Coronet announcelistening in the frequency groupments will run in both cities the
ings which the Study No. 2 ballot
last
week
of each month in Class
specifies."
It was explained that in certain
A time, that is, during the bus
counties it might prove necessary
riding peak hours. Three spots a
to have returns greater than the
day for four days will be used in
509c minimum used in the first
Cincinnati. In Houston the Corostudy to validate this breakdown of
net schedule calls for four spots
the total weekly audience figure.
As illustration of the way the
for four days and two on the fifth
proposed method
of reporting
day of the week.
BROADCASTING
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NBC

CODE

RELAXED

By EDWIN H. JAMES
IN THE FACE of intensifying inter-network competition, NBC is considering the revision or outright abandonment of sections of its stringent
programming code, it was learned last week.
The network already has rescinded its long-standing prohibition
against the use of transcribed
The unanimous action of the affilshows [Broadcasting, Feb. 7], and
iates followed an urgent appeal
it was reliably reported to be contemplating changes in two other from Niles Trammell, NBC president, and Ken R. Dyke, adminisimportant sections of its "Working
trative vice president, who was
Manual of NBC Program Policies."
The manual was put in effect last then in charge of developing a code
year collation.
after more than a year's study of practices for the network. Both
and
reported to affiliates at that time
The two sections which may be that a growing volume of criticism
been received from the press,
revised or expunged are those deal- had
educators
and child psychologists,
ing with mystery programs and
who contended that crime programs
with giveaways.
The NBC contemplation of the were a factor in juvenile delinrules relaxation yvas an obvious quency.
As finally composed, in the offieffort to rid itself of binding princial working manual, the NBC
ciples and leave it less manacled
in the battle for programs which
stricture I'ead:
last week continued at a hectic
"Just as thoughtful parents refrain from putting mystery novels
pace.
on
their
children's bookshelves, so
Another Acquisition
are they able on NBC to regulate
CBS succeeded Thursday in at- their children's listening in this
tracting another NBC program and respect. No series of crime and
sponsor to its growing force. In- mystery-type programs is broadcast over NBC before 9:30 p.m.
ternational Silver Co., through
Eastern Time, 8:30 p.m. Central
Young & Rubicam, agreed to move
its Ozzie & Harriet show on April Time, and 9 p.m. elsewhere. This
3 to CBS in the Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m. policy applies to television as well
as to radio broadcasts."
spot,
NBC. the time it now occupies on'
Reasons for Changes
The Spike Jones show, sponsored
Among the reasons which an
by Coca Cola, in the Sunday 6:30
NBC spokesman gave last week for
p.m. time now on CBS will move
to Saturdays, 7-7:30 p.m., effective the network's reconsideration of
March 12, when the period is va- the mystery schedules was that the
cated by Winner Take All, which is thinking of educators and child
becoming a five-a-week strip for welfare experts has changed since
Lever Bros.
the imposition of the code. Such
The capture of Ozzie & Harriet
experts believe now, accoi-ding to
by CBS gave further impetus to NBC, that children who feel secure
NBC's consideration of taking off in their homes and are happily adits gloves.
justed will not be emotionally disturbed by listening to mysteries.
For more than a year NBC has
refused to broadcast mystery or
The NBC official said that the
crime series before 9:30 p.m.. East- network had received letters reern Time, 8:30 p.m., Central Time,
questing that mysteries be restored
and 9 p.m. elsewhere. It is now
to earlier hours so that their wee
considering the withdrawal of all addicts would not have to stay up
time restrictions on such prolate to hear them. The volume of
grams.
these communications was not reThe confinement of mystery pro- vealed.
grams to hours after normal bed
Another reason advanced for the
time for children was adopted
unanimously by NBC affiliates at NBC change in attitude toward
the network's convention in Atlan- whodunnits was said to be economic
tic City in September 1947.
in origin.
The .network, it was

Network

Program

reported, has had to reject several
advertisers who wished to place
crime shows on the air in the prohibited hours. In the recently developing inter-network competition, such rejection imposes a
greater handicap on NBC than
formerly.
The network is said to have suffered in general popularity ratings
because rival networks had booked
mystery programs in the earlier
hours and had attracted large audiences with them.
Similarly NBC's affiliated stations which hewed to the network's
mystery schedule suffered from
competition from other stations
that were not bound by rules.
At the time NBC adopted its
mystery schedule, an executive
pointed out, it fervently hoped that
other networks would follow suit,
a sequence which unhappily did
not develop. With three other
major networks unencumbered by
such rules, advertisers who desire
to broadcast mysteries at hours
when youngsters listen have not
been hard pressed to find sanctuary
elsewhere than NBC.
The second code section which
the network is considering changing is that concerning giveaways.
It became known that NBC had, in
the words of one official, "any number" of listener participation programs under study and that it was

Changes

Continue

likely one would be put on the air
in the near future.
A section of NBC's working manual, issued last year, stated:
"Any broadcasting designed to
'buy' the radio audience by requiring it to listen in hope of reward rather than for the quality
of entertainment should be
The network also announced last
August, following the disclosure of
an
impending FCC investigation
avoided."
into alleged lottery aspects of
some ceptgiveaways
it wouldof "acno additionalthat
programs
the
type questioned by the FCC until
there has been an opportunity to
clarify the questions which were
It was reported last week that
NBC had decided tentatively to
schedule a new giveaway — providraised."
ing a promising
found
—
without
waiting one
for were
further
FCC
action on the subject.
No Decision Yet
At the time NBC issued its announcement foregoing giveaways,
the network believed a quick decision on the subject would be
forthcoming from the FCC, an
NBC executive explained. The decision has not materialized.
Additionally, the network official
said, (NBC
originally
felt that
Continued
on page
65) give-

WHEN U. S. Steel moved its ABC Theatre Guild on the Air to Dallas for the
Feb. 6 broadcast, the cast was widely entertained. Top photo (I to r):
Ralph W. Nimmons, commercial manager, WFAA Dallas; Carroll Newton,
BBDO account executive on U. S. Steel account; John Mortimer, head of
Dallas public relations office for U. S. Steel; Martin Campbell, WFAA general manager; Tom hiamilton, ABC account executive for Theatre Guild
on the Air. Middle photo: Evelyn Strickland, secretary to Mr. Nimmons;
James M. Moroney, vice president of Dallas Morning News (WFAA) in
charge of radio properties; Mrs. Kelly Maddox and her husband, WFAA
program director. Bottom photo: Norman Brokenshire, announcer; George
Hicks, ABC commentator; Tom C. Gooch, publisher, Dallas Times Herald
and KRLD Dallas (CBS) board chairman; Mrs. Gooch. WFAA-570 was
the originating station. Over 9,000 people attended the dress rehearsal
and broadcast which originated at State Fair Auditorium.
BROADCASTING
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Auto
SPOT
RISE
By FLORENCE SMALL
RETURNING to spot radio on a
basis unprecedented since 1941, the
automotive industry is planning on
an expenditure in that direction of
upward of a million dollars within
the next six weeks to promote the
new 1949 cars, Broadcasting
learned last week.
Nor is this swing to spots an isolated action of individual companies. It represents a trend within
the industry embracing many of
the leaders in the automotive field.
Heading the parade in the number of its prospective spots —
though not necessarily in the
amount of its spending — is the
Plymouth Motor Corp. The company through its agency, N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York, is placing
26 announcements per week on
about 350 stations in 24 markets.
The contracts, extending from
March 15 to 22, represent a short
but saturation policy of coverage.
Another large and intensified
spot campaign is being prepared
for Dodge by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York. The agency is using
nearly 300 stations, starting Feb.
20 and 21 for four weeks, with 14
announcements per week scheduled
on each station.
Ford is starting spots on Feb. 21,
with 12 announcements per week
on each station. J. Walter Thompson Co. offices in New York, Atlanta and Los Angeles are placing
the campaign in specific districts.
Contracts are for four weeks.
The Chicago schedule, formerly
handled exclusively by JWT's midwestern office, is now also being
NBC AFFILIATES
To Heor Coy iirt Chicago
WAYNE COY, FCC chairman, will
address the business meeting of
NBC and its affiliated stations
Feb. 28 and
March 1 in Chicago, Niles Trammell, network
president, a n nounced last
week [Closed
Circuit, Feb. 7].
Mr. Coy will
speak at the second day lunch- Mr. Coy
eon. The first day of the conclave
will be devoted to radio, and the
second to television, Mr. Trammell,
who will preside at the sessions,
announced.
Representatives of 170 NBC affiliates will attend the meeting,
where matters on the agenda at
the NBC Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee meeting in
New York earlier in February,
will be discussed. Martin B.
Campbell, general manager of
WFAA Dallas, SPAC chairman,
will assist Mr. Trammell in conducting the sessions.
Page 26
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prepared in the agency's New York
quarters. The exact number of
stations and markets to be used
could not be determined, but it is
conceded that the figures are in line
with the new emphasis on spot
broadcasting.
De Soto through its agency,
BBDO, New York, is also cautious
about revealing the precise number
of station and markets being used
in its spot campaign March 2
through March 19. However it is
understood that the firm will employ concentrated daytime and evening spots which will compare
favorably in number with those of
the other manufacturers. The number of announcements per week will
vary from 3 to 25 depending on the
market and station used.
Other car firms, such as Chrysler, are also increasing their current

Heavy

Buyer

radio schedules. Chrysler through
its agency, McCann-Erickson, is
adding stations to the 145 outlets
already carrying its five minute
transcribed show. Contracts are
generally for 39 weeks.
Buyers' Market Influence
Many reasons are being advanced
in the industry to explain this sudden onslaught of automotive spots.
But consensus seems to point to the
fact that the day of competitive
selling in automobiles has returned.
Backing up that thesis is the fact
that spot campaigns are being
made to coincide with the formal
unveiling of new models in many
markets. Manufacturers are seizing
on spot radio as one of the most
flexible of media, allowing them to
expand readily with expanding release of their products.

PRINCIPALS in Teletalent Agency,
newly organized nation-wide agency
devoted to the promotion and sale
of video talent, are Mrs. Violet G.
Motter and James N. Rouda. In addition to live talent, the agency
handles scripts, program ideas and
supplies producers and directors.
Headquarters
are San
at 26Francisco.
O'Farrell St.,
Suite 601,

GREENBERG QUITS
ASCAP Executive to Retire

AS PART of si-atewide promotion of radio for retailers by Maine Broadcasters Assn., Lee Hart (behind mike), NAB assistant director of retail advertising, appeared before 450 retailers in five cities, Portland, Lewiston,
Auburn, Waterville and Bangor. Here she is shown at Waterville meeting.
L to r: Carleton D. Brown, president of WTVL Waterville; Harold L. Vigue,
WTVL commercial manager; Marguerite Staples, WTVL director of women's
programs; Murray Carpenter, president of WPOR Portland; Miss Hart; Mrs.
Brown; Wadsworth L. Hinds, secretary of Kennebec Broadcasting Co. (WTVL),
and Whitcomb M. Rummel, president, Waterville-Winslow Chamber of
Commerce.

BASEBALL

HERMAN GREENBERG, sales
manager of ASCAP, last week announced his retirement from the
society, effective March 1. Immediate plans call for his taking
a long vacation after which he will
return to New York, where he will
resume ASCAP activity in a consulting capacity. Mr. Greenberg
has been at the society's home office
for 30 years.
Jules M. Collins, former manager
of ASCAP's radio division, has
been appointed by the board of
directors to succeed Mr. Greenberg as sales manager.

Anti-Trust

FEDERAL District Court in New York was directed Wednesday to determine whether the telecasting and broadcasting of major league baseball
games for fees brings the sport into interstate commerce.
The direction came from the New York Circuit Court of Appeals in
■
*
the case of Danny Gardella, who
is suing both major leagues for that the effect on radio and television could be delayed several years.
$300,000 on the theory he was
Before the days of broadcasts and
barred from baseball by a monopoly which violates the anti-trust telecasts of ball games, the highest
laws applicable to businesses in in- court in a decision by Justice Oliver
terstate commerce. The ball player, Wendell Holmes held that baseball
was not in interstate commerce.
a former Giant outfielder, was
blacklisted for jumping to the
The district court, following the
Mexican League.
Holmes opinion, ruled against the
Meanwhile, Justice Dept. investi- ball player, but the circuit court
gation of both major and minor
indicated that the advent of television and radio might have
leagues' practices with respect to
baseball broadcasts [Broadcastchanged
the character of the baseing, Dec. 13, 1948], to determine
ball operation. The circuit court
whether they appear to violate the accordingly, in remanding the case
anti-trust laws, reportedly is still for trial, further indicated that it
in progress.
would be necessary to try whether
The Gardella case is one which
baseball was in fact now in interspokesmen for the major leagues
state commerce and, if so, whether
already have said will be carried to it was a monopoly.
Judge Learned Hand and Judge
the U. S. Supreme Court, if necessary. In this event, it is conceivable
Jerome N. Frank, in separate opin-

Threat

Looms

ions, supported the position that
television and radio might have
made baseball an interstate business.
Judge Frank called the Holmes
decision of 1922 an "impotent
zombie" because of the advent of
television and its money benefits.
Harrie Reluctant
In a third opinion. Judge Harrie
B. Chase reluctantly sent the case
back for trial but said he would
have preferred to go along with the
district
the
case. court's ruling to dismiss
He discounted the importance of
television and radio as makingbaseball an interstate business. He
pointed out that in the Holmes decision, itwas decided that the telegraphing of accounts of ball games
did not bring baseball into interstate commerce. He said the new
factor of television does not constitute "a difference
in kind" from
transmission
by telegraph.
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Bills Further
LEGISLATIVE
By ED KEYS
ILL WINDS from Capitol Hill last
week continued to harass the radio
industry with increased velocity.
The most disturbing development
was House passage of a government reorganization bill which left
FCC vulnerable to absorption by a
department — the Commerce Dept.
was mentioned.
Additional headaches threatened
through repressive legislative ac/tions included:
• Prospect of a continuing communications investigation by the
Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee.
• Reintroduction of a measure
by Rep. Harry R. Sheppard (DCalif.) to restrict stations' hours
of network programming and prohibit ownership of stations by networks or radio manufacturers.
• Outlawing the broadcasting
or telecasting of advertisements on
alcoholic beverages.
• Consideration of repeal of the
Taft-Hartley labor law and upward revision of remuneration
under the Wage-Hour act [also
see labor story, page 23].
• Uncertainty that the House
Un-American Activities Committee
might not modify or rescind its
recent ruling which banned radio
and television coverage of hearing.
The House on Feb. 7 passed
HR 2361 granting Presidential
powers for reorganization of government agencies.
Functions of the FCC might be
transferred to the Department of
Commerce and a situation could
develop where stations' licenses
could change, on a purely political
basis, Rep. Charles Halleck (RInd.) pointed out for the second
time [Broadcasting, Feb. 7] during floor debate on the measure.
Rep. Halleck offered an amendment to exempt FTC, FCC, CAB,
the
U.
Tariff' Commission,
the
RailroadS. Retirement
Board, and
the civil functions of the Army
Engineers, but his proposal was defeated.
Bill Amended
The bill was amended, however,
to include the Railroad Retirement
Board, National Mediation Board,
and the National Railroad Adjustment Board in the gi-oup of
agencies that must be considered
individually in any reorganization
plans which would be submitted by
the President.
Heretofore, in all reorganization
measures, the FCC has been excluded, along with the other major
independent agencies. Why FCC
was dropped this time was not
explained, but it was generally
thought that the controversy which
has surrounded that agency over
the years was mainly responsible.
Two days after Sens. Ernest
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and
Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.) introduced a proposal to continue
a communications probe launched
in the 80th Congress, the measure
BROADCASTING

had been favorably acted upon.
The measure (S Res. 63) was ordered favorably reported by the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee Feb. 9.
The 1948 Communications Study
by a subcommittee of the Senate
Commerce Committee composed of
Sens. McFarland and Tobey served
as the basis of a recent report
endorsing the FCC's "Blue Book"
on programming, and urging a
breakdown of the clears and a
power ceiling of 50 kw [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
In its initial form the McFarland - Tobey Report represented
merely the thinking of the communications subcommittee but it received the official sanction of the
full committee Feb. 10 and was
presented to the Senate that day as
Report No. 49.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-CoL),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee and ardent foe of clear
channels and super-power, earlier
indicated that continuation of the
communications study was under
consideration [Broadcasting, Feb.
7].
The bill (HR 2410) reintroduced
Feb. 7 by Rep. Sheppard would
amend Section 303 of the Communications Act to prohibit station
ownership by either networks or
radio or electronics equipment manufacturers.
This measure also provides that

HF

Harass

Radio

BURRS

DISSENT

OUTLOOK for the Mexico City
High-Frequency Broadcasting Conference appeared dimmer last week
following developments which sent
FCC Comr. George E. Sterling,
alternate chairman of the U. S.
delegation, and
Fred Trimmer
of the State
Dept., vice chairman, flying from
Mexico City to
Washington for
high
- policy
feiences
at conthe
State Dept.

They were
understood to have
been given the
green light for continued opposition to acceptance in toto of the
Russian formula of frequency allocations, which its opponents claim
would favor Russia and her satellites at the expense of nations in
the Western Hemisphere.
Comr. Sterling and Mr. Trimmer, chief of the State Dept.'s International Radio Frequency Section, arrived in Washington by
plane late Monday night and returned to Mexico City Wednesday
night after a hurried round of
conferences with State Dept. officials.
They were accompanied by Jo• Telecasting
Mr. Sterling

no station be permitted to devote
any two consecutive hours of its
broadcast day to network programs and restricts the use of
station time for network programming to every other alternate hour
of the station's broadcast day. This
legislation will be considered by
the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee.
Under Rep. Sheppard's bill station and network properties exceeding roughly $150 million would
be forced onto the market for
sale [Broadcasting, May 3, 1948].
Widespread Effect
Three of the four national networks and at least six equipment
manufacturers would have to divest themselves of stations if the
Sheppard measure were enacted.
In addition, RCA would be compelled to divorce itself from NBC.
AM, FM,
television
international stations
would beand
involved.
In the AM field alone NBC, in
addition to being sold itself, would
be compelled to give up six stations; CBS, seven, and ABC, four
full-time and one share-time station. All three networks have FM
and television interests.
Manufacturers, too, would suffer.
Westinghouse has six AM and
six FM stations and one video
outlet; DuMont has three TV outlets and has established its video
network; General Electric has one

U. S. Firm
seph M. Kittner, assistant to the
FCC general _ counsel, and Forney
A. Rankin, executive assistant to
the president of NAB. Mr. Kittner
returned to Mexico City with the
delegation chiefs. Mr. Rankin will
return by way of New Orleans and
the NAB board meeting there this
week.
During his short visit, Comr.
Sterling also conferred with his
colleagues at the FCC.
Feb. 15 Session
The critical Mexico City session,
so far as the outcome of the conference is concerned, is due about
Feb. 15 when Committee 6 reports
on prospects for agreement on
channel-hour assignments. Whether
the conference breaks up or continues is to be decided at that
session.
Russian delegates, who walked
out on the conference once before,
have insisted several times that a
group
of "experts"
chosenTheto
work out
allocations bedetails.
U. S., among other nations, maintains the work should be done by
the conference itself, and has successfully blocked Russian attempts
to prevent introduction of the U. S.
plan of allocations.
The Russian allocations plan employs a formula based upon each

station in each service; Farnsworth Radio & Television Corp. has
AM and FM; Eitel-McCullough
has FM and International Telephone & Telegraph Co. has a Puerto
Rican AM station. Only Philco
would be unaffected since it produces only receiving equipment.
Another perennial was introduced by Rep. Joseph R. Bryson
(D-S. C.) to prohibit the publication, broadcasting or telecasting
(Continued on page 58)
GETS TSN POST
Clarke Brown Sales Chief
CLARKE R. BROWN, formerly
head timebuyer at the Gardner
agency
St.
Louis onin the
Grove Labs account, has been
appointed
generalof
sales manager
the Texas State
Network.
The is appointeffective
today ment(Feb.
14),
according to Gene
Mr. Brown
L. Cagle,
dent of the network.
Mr. presiCagle
said Mr. Brown will headquarter
in Fort Worth and will devote considerable time to TSN owned and
operated stations.

Against

Russian

Plan

nation's land area, population, and
number of state languages spoken.
Its opponents
charge seriously
such a formula discriminates
against small nations. Additionally they
contend in
thatthea Russian
"bonus"
system
embodied
plan would put assignments almost entirely on a political basis.
It was pointed out that Romania
would get 33 channel hours under
the area-population-languages formula of the Russian plan. But the
Russian "bonus" arrangement
would boost Romania's total to
71 because of that country's fight
against Fascism.
The U. S. would get 396 channel
hours under the base formula of
the Russian proposal but these
would be cut to 197 because the
U. S. does not use high frequencies
for internal broadcasting. Nor
would the U. S. get any bonus for
defeating Fascism; that reward is
primarily reserved, under the Rusellites.sian plan, for Russia and her satThe U. S. plan — the only other
major plan before the conference
— is based on engineering, also
giving consideration to the specialized needs of each country. It is
credited with general acceptance,
among the participating nations
February 14, 1949 • P,3>re 27

Levels
^^^*''"g ^^^^^ Ammunition at Local
F/^CTS
CE
.ALJDIEN
By RAYMOND E. GUTH
ample, three callers can complete
for your findings, the following
woe Davenport, Iowa
the required 600 calls for any given formula may be used:
OUT of the postwar increase in small, local stations has developed sales period by calling the first five days
competition heretofore unknown in smaller cities and in towns. There of the week during that period for
% X (100-%)
are literally hundreds of locales now in which a merchant previously two weeks.
merely decided whether or not to buy radio time, but now must decide
Incidentally, the number 600
That is: multiply the percentage to
whose time to buy.
is not arbitrarily arrived at. It
be tested by the result of that
percentage subtracted from ICQ.
represents the number at which
^■^
■'■'■^■
Divide by the sample total for the
ed
ne
now
smen
sale
statistical
reliability
is
at
its
greatlocal
Thus,
ite
convincing black-and-wh
proof
period. Then extract the square
est
within
practical
range,
and
is
that their station can and does deroot. This provides a check to one
standard deviation, which means
the figure most often used and acliver a larger audience locally at
Business
that 64 times of 100 your results in
cepted as a sample size for many
a given time than does the competithis case are not possibly off more
Adding
Up
tion.
types
of
research.
than the result of the formula plus
of
or minus.
Of course, in larger and more
In
most instances in which this
financially-able operations, this
Now : to the second phase of the
survey
survey
method has been applied,
"convincing proof" lies in reports
Broadcasting
furnished by national research
the station understandably re(B.) Tabulation:
firms contracted for that purpose.
mained anonymous. Naturally, reOne of a Series
Such and similar audience research
1. Groups of call sheets are assemsults are hardly reliable if the
bled
according
to
time
period.
is the most valuable sales aid there
answeree knows that WWW is
2. Count the number of responses for
is, when properly conducted and
each station in each period and
calling to determine if he is listencontaining
all
possible
numbers
on
interpreted.
bits of paper.)
record these numbers.
ing to WWW. You might wish to
use the harmless and effective
7. Now enter the numbers you have
3.
To
determine
"% sample
of all for
homes"
This very "convincing proof" is
divide
the
total
the
selected
on
forms
prepared
for
the
phrase the author has successfully
available to any local manager at
callers.
period into the number of re- used
in performing similar surveys
a very nominal cost, immediately,
s
p
o
n
s
e
s
a
station
may
have.
(The
Each of the callers form sheets
sample may be less than 600 in for small operations: "This is the
and in indisputable form.
(mimeographed) should provide
most instances because of refusals registered radio survey of (your
Through the use of the independfor 20 numbers, inasmuch as the
to answer, etc.) The resulting
ent telephone surveys, any local average caller will dial only a few
number indicates the percentage
of all homes in the city that were
Of calling.
course, . your
city)
.". results are as
sales manager can quickly deliver
more than that number in a 15
listening to that station at that reliable, as helpful to you, as you
his present or prospective client an minute period. The caller usually
time.
are honest in obtaining them.
accurate and timely picture of the waits 30 seconds past the quarter
4. To determine "% of listening
current local audience for any hour's beginning, and stops calling
homes" divide the total number of
specified time.
station responses for the period
30 seconds prior to its end. This
(all stations mentioned) into the ORDER CARDS
insures
to
some
extent
against
Preparing a Survey
number of responses any one station has. The resulting number
getting people who are in the proAre WOV's Latest Promotion
indicates the percentage of all
All that is required of any stacess of dialing out at the beginning
listening
homes
of
the
city
that
tion in the way of equipment and of the program.
were dialed to that station. (Nat- THE LOWLY but useful penny
personnel is: the supervision of
The caller's form should contain
urally, this figure will be greater
3.) one arrived at in opera- postcard is being used by WOV
any responsible person throughout
these columns (the numbers being
than tionthe
New York as a blanket mail-order
the time a survey is conducted ; the listed along the left-hand side) :
card, with effective results.
time of 3 or more persons at an
Number of the phone, station, proThis completes the survey, and
Addressed to and postpaid by the
equal number of telephones for
gram, NL (not listening) , disc
station,
the card carries a simple
provides
a
station-by-station
com(disconnected).
The
caller
then
one-half hour to 45 minutes per
parision
of
share
of
audience
withday for five days; and a few hunorder
blank
WOV-adverdials his number, asks the first
in the city, and share of total tised productsforon any
its reverse side.
dred mimeographed forms . . . plus question: "Were you listening to
possible listening homes.
A customer need only indicate the
the procedural knowledge outlined
your records
radio when
below.
Testing Reliability
and
under the
NL phone
if the rang?",
answer
product, quantity desired and program on which offer was heard,
There are a few things that
(A.) Preparation for the survey:
is negative, or if the phone is not
and slip the card into the nearest
answered. If the answerer says he must be realized and admitted
1. Select the periods to be measured,
mailbox.
planning 600 calls per period.
about results obtained from such a
was listening,
"To
2. Delete all commercial and rural what
Two thousand cards have been
station the
werecaller
you asks:
listening,
survey: the results indicate listennumbers
from
the
city
telephone
directory.
ing
within
the
city
the
survey
is
distributed
to date, via announceplease?", recording that answer. It
3. Using an average page as a measis not necessary to list the program
performed only; results are valid
ments on the station's English proure, determine the number of nononly for the periods covered, and
commercial city numbers on that
grams offering "a free supply of
page, and multiply by the total column or ask "To what program
may not be projected to any other
you listening, please?" unless
pages
these
handy
WOVto 1,200
order listeners
cards."
this.) in the book. (Record all were
Cards .were sent
the caller and/or station is in- periods, even if adjacent.
terested in checking reliability of
on request, with the remainder of
In most cities, telephone owner4. Multiply the number of time periods to be measured by 600,
ship is above the 90% level in the 2,000 going to purchasers of
thereby finding the number of call letters given by the answerer.
homes, and therefore this survey
calls needed for the entire survey. Advertisers, of course, like to know
mail-order packages for use in future orders.
5. Divide the total number of calls that people can identify the pro- method provides an accurate index
to be made into the number of
to
homes,
but
strictly
speaking,
Cards
have been returning to the
gram,
and
therefore
it
is
best
to
non-commercial city phones in the
station at the rate of 12 to 15 per
only to telephone homes.
book, as derived from operations include that question.
2 and 3. The resulting number is
To establish a table of reliability
It is strongly recommended that
the spacing you will follow
day, prompting
the overall
station mailing
to exthroughout the book in selecting the caller use the above questions
tend its plans for
numbers to be called — such as in their exact phrasings, for they
of
the
postal
blanks.
Bible Campaign
every 15th or 8th number.
have been found through experi6. Select a starting page at random,
WOV also pointed out the added
likewise a starting column and
value of the cards as a check on
ment and research to be the least
THOMAS NELSON & Sons, New
number in that column on that
page. (To be purely random, you biased and answer-suggesting. Of York book publisher, is planning a the station's program popularity.
should draw the starting page,
column and number from a box course you would not have the national campaign, backed by the
caller ask: "Were you listening to International Council of Religious
Radio Slatlon
Education, on its complete revised
LISTENER'S SPECIAL
ORDERWOVDEPARTMENT
WWW when your phone rang?",
for the very obvious reason that it edition of the Bible, to be comWITH local salesmanship moving
into an even more competitive era, immediately enhances chances for
pleted in 1951. Preliminary proPlftasft send mft
Quantity
PROGRAM on v/hich offered
bias due to prestige, and perhaps
it behooves the enterprising station
motion, based on the New Testato properly assess its audience for even giveaway programs! Be carement, which has been completed,
ful not to let your callers in any
will be launched shortly and will
the prospective advertiser. In this
I'Please Print* Name,,
article, Mr. Guth outlines the pro- way suggest a possible answer, if include radio and television, "the
you
are
interested
in
true
facts.
most modern media for the most
cedure for such a local survey
jtreet Address
The number of days a survey
:ity
which can be undertaken at a nom..Zone State..
modern
Bible,"
according
to
Werwill take depends of course on how
inal cost.
theimson Assoc.,
New
York,
the
Nelagency.
many callers you have. For exWOV's Listener Blank
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AD

Lauds

COUNCIL

By TYLER NOURSE
THE ADVERTISING Council,
meeting in Washington last week
with the Industries Advisory Committee and the Public Policy Committee, paid high praises to the
part radio has played in council
activities.
During a presentation ceremony
Tuesday night, Vernon Clark, national director of the U. S. Savings Bonds division, pointed out
that $45 million has been expended
during the last year by radio and
other media in bond promotion.
Earlier estimates, made during the
Security Loan drive, [Broadcasting, July 5] set the radio
budget at over half the total expenditure.
The group met Wednesday with
President Truman in a closed session at the Old State Dept. Bldg.
He thanked the council for its public service in promoting bond sales
and other government campaigns.
Pointing out that government officials are taking a "beating" financially, he asked the council to support his plan to increase salaries in
top level posts.
To help acquaint members with
the functions of government, Cabinet members and agency heads
told the group how their organizations function, what their objectives
are and, in some cases, their future
plans.
The two-day meeting opened
Tuesday with a cocktail party at
the Carlton Hotel. This was followed by a dinner and board meeting. Members of the Public Policy

and Industries Advisories Committees attended the board session.
Robei't M. Gray, advertising and
sales promotion manager of Esso
Standard Oil Co., was named coordinator of the American Economic System campaign.
Activities Wednesday were confined almost entirely to the meeting with the President and government officials, during which radio
came in for its full share of praise.
Wednesday night a cocktail
party was given by Philip L.
Graham, publisher of the Washington Post.
Members of the conference are:
Bromwell Ault, Interchemical Corp.;
William R. Baker, Jr., Benton &
Bowles; Harold S. Barnes, Bureau of
Advertising; J. L. Barrett, Advertising
Council; Theodore L. Bates, Ted Bates
Inc.; S. Bruce Black, Liberty Mutual
Insurance
Periodical Co.;
PublishersFrank
Assn.;Braucher,
George Brett,
Jr., MacMillan Co.; Lee H. Bristol,
Bristol-Myers Co.; Louis N, Brockway,
Young &Kenyon
Rubicam;
Thomas Edward
D'Arcy
Brophy,
& Eckhardt;
G. Budd, Jr., Budd Co.; Leo Burnett,
Leo Burnett Co.; Richard Chaplin,
Crowell-CoUier
William S. Chesley, Publishing
Jr., Kastor,Co.;Farrell,
Chesley & Clifford; Mrs. Olive Clapper,
.iournalist; Evans Clark, Twentieth
Century Fund;
sylvania Railroad.M. W. Clement, PennFairfax M. Cone, Foote, Cone &
Balding; John C. Cornelius, BBDO;
Douglas W. Coutlee, Merck & Co.;
Helen J. Crabtree, Advertising Council:
H. Andrew Dudley, International
Bank; tising
Frank
AdverAssn. ofDunigan,
America;Outdoor
Jean Flinner,
Advertising Council; Frank M. Folsom,
RCA; cil;Maxwell
Fox, Advertising
CounClarence Francis,
General Foods;
Samuel C. Gale, General Mills; Fredericson,
R. Gamble,
T. Gib-L.
The WhiteAAAA;
House;JohnPhilip
Graham, The Washington Post; Robert
M. Gray, Esso Standard Oil; Dr. Alan
Gregg, Rockefeller Foundation; Miss
Helen Hall, Henry Street Settlement;
Robert M. Hanes, Wachovia Bank &
Trust Co.; Charles B. Harding, Smith,
Barney & Co.
Ad

RETAILERS

Council

Sets Up

Program

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL'S retail advertising committee has instituted aspecial public seiwice advertising program by retailers, for
retailers. The newly formed committee, representing retail stores, newspapers, syndicated mat services, NAB and NRDGA, will be headed by
James Rotto of the Hecht Co.,
Washington, as chairman.
Members of the Retail Advertising Committee are :
An outgrowth of a plan preSamuelphia;J.JamesCohen,
Bros., PhiladelRottoLit(chairman).
The
sented at last June's NRDGA meetHecht
Co.,
Washington;
Budd Gore,
ing, the program will provide speMarshall Field, Chicago; Alan A. Wells,
cialized public service advertising
Kaufmann Dept. Stores, Pittsburgh;
materials for retailers, and ensure
Harriet
Wilinsky,
Filene's
Sons
Co.,
Boston;
Lois Wm.
Ingalls,
Thalhimer
their participation in Ad Council
Bros., Richmond; Chess Lagomarsino,
Jr., Davison-Paxon Co., Atlanta; Royprograms as well as public recogell D. attle;
Friend,
Nelson,
nition of their contributions.
OUn O. Frederick
Stansbury, & Stix,
Baer Se-&
Fuller, St. Louis; J. M. Ellis. G. C.
The first series of ads will take
Murphy Co., McKeesport, Pa.; B. Lewis
shape this month, to be created by
Posen, Hochschild, Kohn & Co., BaltiMiami;
a subcommittee of the Retail Admore; Llewellyn Harries, Burdine's,
vertising Committee. They will be
H.
C.
Bartlett, ZCMI,
Macy's, Salt
San Lake
Francisco;
E. G. Circuit,
City;
flexible in copy and art to allow for
Robert J. Powderly, Kresge-Newark,
local adaptations.
Newark, N. J.; Carl V. Haecker, Butler
Bros., Chicago; Evan L. Ellis, Crowlfy,
Successive subcommittees of
Mi'ner & Co., Detroit; L. H. Foster, The
Fair, Chicago; John A. Fitz Randolph,
three members each, will every
J.
C. Penny
New York;
E. Benother month prepare six ads and
nett, Sears, Co.,
Roebuck
& Co.,W. Chicago;
John
Pearl,
Hearn
Dept.
Stores,
New
six radio spot announcements on
York; W. H. Campbell, Sibley, Lindsay
council campaigns through the ad
& Curr Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Herbert
G. Wyman, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,
Pittsburgh;
departments of their respective
John Giesen, Bureau of Advertising,
stores. Material so created will be
New York; Lawrence Knott, Chicago
distributed nationally through the
Sun Times,
A. Bernstein, MetroChicago;
AssociatedJoseph
Services;
Ralf
syndicated mat services, the BuShockley, Meyer Both Co.; Laurence
reau of Advertising, NAB and
A.
Whitehead,
Stamps-Conhaim-Whitehead; Howard P. Abrahams, NRDGA,
NRDGA.
New York; Maurice B. Mitchell, NAB.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Radio,

Other

Media

Thomas J. Hargrave, Eastman Kodak
Co.; John
K. Herbert,
Publications; Stanley
C. Hope, Hearst
Esso Standard
Oil; Charles H. Houston, Houston,
Houston, Hastie & Waddy; Buell W.
Hudson, The Woonsocket Call; C. D.
Jackson, Fortune Magazine; Charles W.
Jackson, The White House; Gordon
Kinney, Advertising Council; Edgar
Kobak, MBS; Arthur Kohler, Curtis
Publishing
Judy J.Kwis,
Advertising Council;Co.;
Chester
LaRoche,
C. J.
LaRoche & Co.; Herbert H. Lehman.
J. Spencer Love, Burlington Mills;
Anson C. Lowitz, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; George P. Ludlam, Advertising
Council; A. E. Lyon, Railway Labor
Executives vertising
Assn.;
AdCouncil; Herbert
Eugene Malley,
Meyer, The
Washington Post; Howard Morgens,
Procter & Gamble; Charles G. Mortimer, Jr., General Foods; W. Frederic
Mosel, Advertising Council; J. J.
Nance, Hotpoint; Wesley I. Nunn,
Standard
Oil; S.J. Payson,
B. O'Hara,
Dr. Pepper
Co.;
Charles
Refined
Syrups
& Robert
Sugars; S.Stuart
Peabody,
Borden
Co.
Peare, General Electric;
Hector Perrier, Advertising Council;
W. B. Potter, Eastman Kodak Co.; K.
C. Pratt, K. C. Pratt Inc.; Theodore
S. Repplier,
Council;
William Reydel, Advertising
Newell-Emmett
Co.; Burr
L. Robb'ins,
General
Outdoor
Advertisingward
Co.; Royal,
James
Rotto, Hecht
Co.; R.Ed-J.
Advertising
Council;
Schaefer, F. & M, Schaefer Brewing
Co.; Lavinia S. Schwartz, Advertising
Council; tising;
Mark
Seelen, Outdoor
Adver-E.
Boris Shishkin,
AFL; John
Smith,
McCall's
Magazine;
J.
P.
Jr., Gillette Safety Razor Co.; Spang,
Frank
Stanton, CBS; John C. Sterling, This
Week tional
Magazine;
A. R.Corp.;
Stevens,
Dairy Products
John Na-R.
Suman, Standard Oil (N. J.); Reese H.
Taylor. Union Oil of Calif.; Edwin F.
Thayer, Tide Magazine.
Carolyn E. Thompson, Advertising
Covmcii;doorLeonard
OutAdvertising;Trester,
Robert General
L. Warren,
Brockwav* Glass Co.; George Weber,
Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber; Henry C.
Wehde, Jr., Advertising Council: Paul
B. West, Assn. of National Advertisers;
Charles M. White, Republic Steel; A.
D. Willard, NAB; Allan M. Wilson, Advertising Council; Albert
Charles E.E. Winger.
Wilson,
General Electric;
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.; Mark
Woods, ABC; James W. Young, J.
Walter Thompson Co.; Thomas H.
Young. U. S. Rubber Co.
A CHANCE for top brass to relax
and talk was provided by the Ad
Council cocktail party held Tuesday
at Washington's
Carlton Hotel.
TOP PHOTO (I to r): T. S. Repplier,
president of the Council, and Charles
G. Mortimer Jr., board chairman.
SECOND PHOTO: Frederic R.
Gamble, president of AAAA; John
C. Cornelius, BBDO and Louis N.,
Brockway,of Young
& Rubicam — all
directors
the Council.
THIRD PHOTO: A. D. Willard,
NAB director and a director of the
Council, and Gordon Kinney, Council
radio director.
MIDDLE PHOTO: Edgar Kobak,
president of MBS and a Council
director; James W. Young, J. Walter
Thompson, Council board member,
and Bromwell Ault, vice president
of Interchemical Corp. and member
of industries Advisory Committee.
FIFTH PHOTO: Former Governor
Herbert H. Lehman, member of Public Policy Comm., and Charles E.
Wilson, GE president and chairman
of Industries Committee.
SIXTH PHOTO: Robert M. Gray,
advertising and sales promotion manager of Esso Standard Oil and board
member, and William Reydel, NewellEmmett and Council board member.
BOTTOM PHOTO: Leo Burnett,
head of his own agency, and Evans
Clark, executive director of 20th
Century Fund and chairman of the
Council's Public Policy Committee.

vision or listening to your radio
DROP

HOOPER

THE

THREE New York independent station subscribers to
services of C. E. Hooper Inc. cancelled their subscriptions last week
because of what they said were
weaknesses in the Hooper telephone sample.
The cancellations followed a
meeting of the
stations with C.
E. Hooper, president of the research company,
a fortnight ago.
Questions asked
Mr. Hooper at the
meeting were not
satisfactorily anMr. Weil
swered, the stations said.
Stations cancelling the service
were WNEW WOV and WQXR.
In announcing the cancellation,
Bernice Judis, vice president and
general manager of WNEW, described the present as a fluid period
of broadcasting and said it was
"our feeling that the picture being
revealed in the Hooperatings is out
of
as far as AM, FM and
TV focus"
are concerned.
"We feel that the present system
both in questions asked and in
random sampling techniques does
not give us the incisive picture we
need," said Miss Judas. "Radio's
long service as an advertising
medium and a community service is
destined for an important place in
American life. We cannot surrender that position in a survey
that we feel is weighted in favor
of a portion of the industry."
WNEW objected, it was said, to
Hooper techniques which resulted
in unfair weighting toward television.
Ralph N. Weil, general manager
of WOV, took a similar view. Mr.
Weil saw a need for "dependable
and accurate measurement of radio
listening."
"Because we have come to the
conclusion that the Hooper system
fails to meet this need," said Mr.
Weil, "we have discontinued the
service."
Mr. Weil said WOV had "always
questioned audience studies based
entirely upon telephone homes."
He pointed out that only 40% of
New York metropolitan area residents had telephones and that
studies other than Hooper had indicated "considerably more radio
listening in the non-telephone
homes — as high as 24% in one
instance."
Random Sample 'Inadequate'
"We believe further," said Mr.
Weil, "that the random sample,
particularly the small random sample, is no longer adequate for the
complexities
measurement. of today's audience
"We are not professional statisticians. We do not assume the
burden of deciding just how an acceptable cross-section sample for
audience measurement should be
Page 30
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WNEW

WOV

worked out. But we do believe that
it can and should be developed, and
feel the arbitrary refusal to make
an honest attempt to introduce a
scientific sample renders the
Hooper
system useless to us at this
time.

WQXR

Cite

Faults

audiences in a single study — with the
small telephone
— important
weaknesses
are sample
introduced
into new
the
picture. For instance, it is generally
agreed that almost all home TV sets
today are in telephone homes — some
estimates being higher than 90%. Obviously, asample that covers 90% of
TV homes and only 40% of radio homes
is not an acceptable basis for compari-

Mr. Hooper said "one constructive suggestion came out of the
New
now?" station meeting: Rotate
just York
the words 'looking at' with 'listening to' to give each prior position
in
the question."are taking an"Our interviewers
other look at this one," said Mr.
Hooper. "It will probably be

"The idea of reporting TV on our
random home base in any city deadopted." veloped only this fall. We began
seeing the following in our share
of audience figures for TV in our
random sample for week-long evening audience totals: August —
10%, September— 11.3%, October
—12.3%,- November— 12.8%, and
December — 16.4%.
"It was self-evident that TV
should be treated not as a specialty
'as we had since February with our
TV home based reports only' but
as a major broadcasting medium.
growth a of
television
this"The
arearapid
Introduces
number
of newin
That
decision led to the publication
problems into the business of audience
of Section II (TV Station Audience
measurement. We believe that radio
and television will continue to function
Report) in our city Hooperatings.
as two distinct, and to some extent,
Again we believe we are taking the
competitive advertising media. We becorrect lead from the audience, for
lieve that both require the greatest possible skill and precision in measuring
in a November-December randomtheir actual and comparative audiences.
based New York report for the 8-9
the known
two in shortcomings
one operation,of
to "To
retainlump
all the
period Tuesday evening we find
an imperfect system, and to allow those
weaknesses to be magnified in the comonly one radio program with a
bined operation cannot fail, we think,
random-based
rating bigger than
to
both.render that system inadequate for
Milton Berle's TV program.
"Again,
we insist,
need is and
for
more
accuracy,
more theexactness,
Mystery Theatre, reported in secmore scientific control in this type of
ond (radio) for WCBS has a ratresearch. As the relationship of AM
ing of 14.6. Section II (TV) but
radio and television become more
stabilized,
on the same random base produces
more
acute. this need will grow even
the second highest rating for the
"In combining radio and television
hour-long Texaco Star Theatre
(Berle) with a 9.6.
Possibility of Distortion
"These ratings and such other
valid comparisons between radio
-"
^'
/r
^t
B^
and TV as reported above are only
FIRM of Harrington,
Righter
&
Parsons
Inc.,
formed
ten
days
ago
o
^T
"'
S
PLAN
&P television
HR
to
represent
stations exclusively [Broadcasting, Feb. 7], possible if we do random sample
opened its New York oflEice last week at 270 Park Ave. It expects soon
reporting on both forms of broadto have an office in Chicago and later in Los Angeles.
In announcing the New York settrols'casting
exist tosimultaneously.
be appliedNoto 'conour
up, John E. Harrington, president
sample
distribution.
No one could
Harrington
was
with
Petry
for
of the firm, said:
apply them if they did exist withseven years and before that was an
"We have decided to organize
out producing
almost certain disaccount
executive
with
McCanntortions in the record.
a station representative firm to Erickson.
deal exclusively with television be"The industry should be thankful
Volney (Turk) Righter, vice that we have a means of random
cause we feel that now television
is coming of age it is in direct president and treasurer of the comsampling at this time. Without it
competition with other media and
pany, before his Petry association, 'both radio and TV would be opwas with WOR New York sales demust be sold as are other media —
erating in comparative darkness
partment and an account executive
throughout the entire period of
through a specialized sales force.
transition from one to two forms
We feel that by setting up an office at Young & Rubicam.
like ours we will be filling a real
James 0. Parsons, vice president
of The
broadcasting."
sequence of questions now
and secretary, was with WWNY
asked by Hooper interviewers is:
All three incorporators in the Watertown, N. Y., C. E. Hooper
1. Were toyou
at television
or
new
need."company were formerly sales- and McCann-Erickson prior to listening
yourlooking
radio just
now?
men with Edward Petry & Co. Mr. joining Petry.
2. There is no reward for answering
my question. What program please?
3. What station please?
4. (A) What is advertised?
Who inat your
is listening
to or(B)looking
that home
program?
(NOTE:
These
questions
used — next.)
one in one monthareandalterthe
other innatelythe
5. Is teningsomeone
or listo a secondelseset looking
in your athome?
6. What program please?
7. What station please?
8. Do you have a television set?
Meanwhile Mr. Hooper was announced as the featured speaker
at a luncheon meeting of the American Television Society in New
York Feb. 16. His topic will be
ml
"Meeting the Television AdvertisMessrs. Harrington, Righter and Parsons.
er's Information Needs."
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
"The accepted concept of a
random sample presupposes a sufficiently large sample to cancel out
minor irregularities. It is generally accepted that a controlled, or
scientific cross-section, can be
based on a comparatively small
sample. In the case of the Hooper
random sample, a single quarter
hour rating can be based on as few
as 90 calls. It is difficult to accept
such limited sampling in a random
sampling
system." Mr. Weil continued:

Elliot M. Sanger, vice president
and general manager of WQXR,
wrote a letter to Mr. Hooper, text
of which was:
a result
the discussions
we
son."
had"As
with
you atofluncheon
on Tuesday
last we are convinced that your newly
adopted method of making the New
York area survey is not satisfactory,
both as to the questions asked and as
to the distribution of the sample. We
believe it radio
discriminates
nonnetwork
stationsagainst
of Newthe York
and gives
undue
emphasis
to
the
relatively small television ownership.
"In view
your inability
to meetcancel
our
views
on theof sub.iect,
we hereby
our subscription to the Hooper survey
effective at once."
Hooper Statement
In a statement issued after the
meeting with the stations, Mr.
Hooper said there was "nothing
simple in this period of change
from one form of broadcasting
(radio) to two (radio plus TV)."
Mr. Hooper said that his interviewers early last year changed one
question in their random home
radio measurements. Instead of
asking, "Were you listening to your
radio just now?" they began asking, "Were you looking at tele-

Columbia
RECORD

Makes

Frank

Stand

WAR

COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc. last
Wednesday let loose a major salvo
in the "record
war" by tocalling
formal
news conference
declarea

tions, according to reports received
gle, decided it would not influence
by Columbia from equipment manthe people in their decision. Decca
ufacturers, now have professional
currently is doing a huge business
and will continue to supply records
equipment for playing LP records.
estimated for the 15 million 78
Disc jockeys are being supplied
its position against RCA-Victor.
Edward Walwith all current releases by Columr.p.m. turntables in homes throughbia distributors and dealers.
out the country.
lerstein, chairman
H^I^BBHJi
Announcement was made that
3. Columbia intends to spend big
two companies already were in the
money advertising LP. Budgeted
field with devices for records of all
for the next half year are advertising expenditures 20% greater
three speeds. Sonotone Corp., manthan in the previous similar period.
ufacturer of hearing aids, demonstrated its device on Wednesday.
Further expenditures, it was unAt the Columbia news conference,
board.^^saidRCA did. derstood, might depend on what
l^'^^i^^^
a "microverter" which is produced
age
seven-p
His
^^B|^^H printed statement
^^^||p
^2i^^
4. What is now going on in the
by
Microverter Co. was demonstrated.
did not hesitate
record business is an all-out war
which will decide which record will
Mr. Wallerstein to use the word
Mr. Wallerstein expressed the
belief that the LP record would
"war" in describ- become standard. Mr. Wallerstein
save the record business. He deing the battle of the r.p.m.'s, nor
paraphrased the Lincoln "halfscribed itas an enormous stimulant
did it make any bones about menslave, half-free" speech to make
which the industry needs.
tioning that RCA-Victor was the this point.
adversary.
Other Developments
Sales already have proved this,
he continued. In his statement he
Folsom Approach
There were other developments
said almost as many LP records are
His boldness contrasted with the during the week in the disc battle.
now being sold to 600,000 current
viewpoint expressed by Frank M. These were:
Capitol Records has tossed its owners of LP players as albums
Folsom, RCA president, who at the
fortunes into the struggle on the were sold a year ago to the entire
conference introducing his comside of RCA-Victor. (Columbia al- 12 million to 15 million possessors
pany's new 45 r.p.m. 6% inch recready has Mercury lined up on its of conventional players.
side.)
ord and changer denied "any warThese sales, he went on, exfare or feud between CBS and ourJack Kapp, president of Decca,
plained why all leading manufacselves" [Broadcasting,
said his firm would remain neutral
Mr. Wallerstein
madeJan.it 17].
clear
turers, except for RCA, are producin the struggle, continuing to make
that Columbia was in the record
ing LP equipment. From "A to Z",
war to the end on the side of its only the standard 78 r.p.m. records.
he named Admiral, Capehart, CrosDecca,
which
is
big
enough
to
hold
ley.
General Electric, Magnavox,
33% r.p.m. discs, as against the
the balance of power in the strug45 r.p.m. platters of RCA. He
Philco,
Stewart-Warner, Stromemphasized: "We think we can
safely leave the issue up to the
Management Changes Due
people themselves."
These further points were made,
This Week
WTOP,
KQW
either during the conference or in
conversations after it:
THE WASHINGTON Post is expected to take over management this
1. Columbia did not intend to week of WTOP Washington from CBS and the network in turn is exhedge in the battle in any way by
pected to assume full operation of KQW San Francisco.
The moves were authorized immediately last week by the FCC in
also manufacturing 45 r.p.m. records similar to the new RCA prod- granting the joint petition of the *
uct.
(WHAT Philadelphia owner) must
Post and CBS. However, the Post2. Between 300 and 500 radio sta- owned WINX Washington, dis- be subject to AVCO 60-day advertising procedure but that transfer
posal of which has delayed conof WINX-FM from the Post to
sum ation ofthe WTOP and KQW
Peard Rejoins WBAL
deals, now must be transferred to WTOP Inc. for S160,000 would not
be subject to AVCO since the paper
"new parties" before Aug. 1 or
LESLIE H. PEARD JR. has reis 55% owner of WTOP Inc.
signed as assistant manager of the WINX license surrendered and
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
operation terminated on or before
WCAO Baltimore to rejoin WBAL
The Commission approved the
Aug. 2. FCC Chaiman Wayne Coy
Baltimore as assistant to the mandid
not
vote
on
the
petition
and
Post's
purchase of 55% of WTOP
ager, a newly
(1500 kc, 50 kw) from CBS for
Comr. Robert F. Jones cast a dis1855,470 last October, when it also
senting vote.
Arthur Hull Hayes, newly ap- granted consent to the network's
of remaining 55% interpointed San Francisco vice presi- purchase
est in KQW (740 kc, 5 kw) for
dent who has been in New York
§425,000 from Ralph R., Mott Q.
awaiting approval of the KQW
^
M. Brunton [Broadtransfer, leaves Wednesday for his and Dorothy
casting, Oct. 25, 1948]. The grants
new
post.
Ralph
R.
Brunton,
preswere
conditional,
however, upon
^
ident and manager of KQW, has
^
the
Post's
disposal
of WINX by
^
not announced future plans. John
^
Feb. 20.
^
S. Hays, general manager of
many years in ^
The negotiations for sale of
WINX, is expected to move over to WINX were not concluded until
radio broadcast-^^Mr. Peard
WTOP
in
that
post
this
Wednesing and in advertising in^Baltimore
mid-January and formal papers for
^
day or Thursday. No other staff approval of the sale to Mr. Banks
admirabV
fit
him
for
the
iob."
Mr.
changes are seen at the stations
Peard was with WFBR Baltimore
were not filed in the latter part of
for the immediate present and the the month [Broadcasting, Jan.
as promotion manager and salesPost and CBS earlier have indiman from 1931 to 1933 and joined
24]. At this time waiver of AVCO
cated that no major personnel
WBAL in 1934. He was made
was requested on grounds the required sale of WINX had been long
WBAL sales manager in 1938, left changes were planned for WTOP
and KQW.
in 1944 to become commercial manknown and that the protracted delays in consummating the major
ager of KTBS Shreveport, La. He
A fortnight ago the Commission
station transactions were having
retui-ned to Baltimore in 1945 as
ruled that the Post's sale of WINX
adverse effects.
WCAO assistant manager.
for S130,000 to William A. Banks
BROADCASTING
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berg-Carlson, V-M, Webster-Chicago, Westinghou.se and Zenith. He
added that the federal government
has invited Columbia to submit bids
for LP records for government use.
He ascribed the response to the
long-playing
the quality of
637.).sound andfeature,
the
the savings (up to
"But one major manufacturing
and record company — RCA — has
chosen to ignore these developments," he said. "If it had done
only that, there would be no need
for comment. RCA has gone much
further. It has indicated it will
make no provisions of any kind,
either in its equipment or records,
for long-playing records; it has
suggested that the long-playing
records already in the homes of the
American people would not be succes ful— despite all the weight of
evidence, and the considered judgment of virtually all other manufacturers of equipment.
'Unorthodox' Speed
"And it has just announced its
own forthcoming new record development, asmall record playing at
the unorthodox speed of 45 r.p.m.
on a special turntable which can
take no other records, either of the
conventional or long-playing type.
"This is the essence of what
people have been calling a 'record
He then emphasized that the
RCA record is not long-playing,
that RCA efforts to produce a 33%
r.p.m. record failed but that Columbia had succeeded because it
coupled with it a microgroove and
a feather-light tone-arm.
This
war'."permitted Columbia to give
the American public 25 minutes of \
music on one side of a record without interruption. His statement
closed with the assurance to the
American public that it will be
able to continue to buy LP records
with complete confidence.

ANA MEETING
Scheduled for March 23-25
ADVERTISING as an instrument
of sales will be the basic theme of
the spring meeting of the Assn. of
National Advertisers, to be held
March 23-25 at The Homestead,
Hot Springs, Va.
Details of the program are not
yet completed, but it was learned
that present plans call for a general session on the effectiveness of
all advertising media in place of
separate sessions on individual
media. Television and its place in
the advertising picture is exoected
to occupy a major part in the
media-effectiveness discussion. A
session on research is under consideration, possibly as an evening
meeting. If one is held, BMB is
exnected to be a major topic.
Details of ANA's new radio committee are expected to be announced on Wednesday following a
meeting of the association's board
on that day. Board is not expected
to take any action on BMB at this
meeting, but to refer the matter to
the new committee for study and
recommendations.
February 14, 1949
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PARAMOUNT
A DIVISION of the television interests of Paramount Pictures
loomed last week with reports that
the film firm had agreed to an
anti-trust consent decree dividing
it into two separate companies —
one to handle production and distribution of films, the other to
operate theatres.
Although no comment was forthcoming from spokesmen for either
Paramount or the Justice Dept.,
it was understood that WBKB
(TV) Chicago would go with the
theatre company while KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles as well as Paramount's 29% interest in Allen B.
DuMont Labs, which has three TV
stations, would go to the production-distribution firm.
Most of Paramount's television
applications are in the names of
subsidiary theatre interests and
presumably would therefore go to
the theatre company. The same
applies to Paramount's AM holding
—25% of WSMB New Orleans—
BOXING
ON TV
Commissions Seeking Cut
FUTURE RELATIONSHIP of
boxing to television is to be discussed at a meeting of the
National Boxing Assn.'s executive
committee in Washington, D. C,
next month.
Slated for discussion are ways
of cutting boxing commissions in
on the pay that boxing promoters
receive from advertisers sponsoring telecasts of boxing matches.
Two boxing jurisdictions, New
York'
a 5% and
cut,New
and -jersev,
similaralready
moves take
are
said to be planned elsewhere.
The chairman of the District
of Columbia Boxing Commission,
Heinie Miller, believes it might be
possible under present law to get a
cut of TV's
guarantee
to compromoters. He indicated
that the
mission probably will seek to have
this session of Congress add to the
law specific authority to take such
a cut.
Reports have circulated that attendance has dropped off not only
at Turner's Arena boxing shows,
which are telecast, but also at another Capital arena, Uline's, where
f^e Libertv A. C. matci^es are not
telecast. Decline of 10% was reported m t^e gate receipts "take"
of the District of Columbia Boxing
Commission.
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SPLIT
and its half interest in an AM applicant for Atlanta and 10% in
one for Hot Springs, Ark.
The only Paramount TV application not in the name of a theatre
subsidiary is the application for
San Francisco, which was filed by
Paramount Television Productions,
permittee of KTLA. With KTLA
and the DuMont interest, this may
go
firm. to the production-distribution
WIBK (FM) Chicago, which
with WBKB is owned in the name
of Balaban & Katz Corp., may
similarly go to the exhibition company. In view of FCC's ruling
that Paramount controls DuMont —
thus far only "proposed," not a
WNHC-TV Takes NBC
WNHC-TV New Haven has signed
an interconnected television affiliation contract with NBC, it was announced Thursday. The station,
owned by Elm City Broadcasting
Corp., will be fed sound on lines
from New York City. Visual picture will be picked up from WNBT
signal from New York.

Outlets

May

Go

to Separate

final ruling — the film company currently is at the five-station maximum ownership permitted by the
Commission in TV.
Under the division reportedly
slated via the consent decree, the
theatre company would be entitled
to four more video stations and the
production - distribution company
could have one more even if it
fails to convince FCC that it does
not control DuMont.
Although the exhibition company
will have to sell some of its theatre
holdings in so-called "closed" cities,
a preliminary examination indicated it will not have to get out of
any of the cities where Paramount
subsidiaries have TV applications.
Theatre subsidiaries having applications include United Detroit
Theatres, New England Theatres
(Boston), Gulf Theatres (Tampa),
and Tri-States Meredith Broadcasting Co. (Des Moines).
DuMont operates WABD New
York, WTTG Washington, and
WDTV Pittsburgh, and has applications for Cleveland and Cincinnati.

RCA-NBC
HIGH

BAND

RCA-NBC, pioneer in low-band
television, proposed last week to
go into high-band transmitting and
receiving operations on what may
develop into a production-line basis.
Plans were disclosed Thursday
when NBC asked FCC for authority to build a satellite high-band
video station at Bridgeport, Conn.,
for its low-band WNBT (TV) New
York.
RCA, it was indicated, will construct special high-band receivers
which will be used in the experimental operation and which may
become its first commercial line
of UHF sets if the tests prove
such operation is feasible.
NBC asked the Commission for
an experimental grant for operation at 529 mc, at the lower end
of the 475-890 mc UHF video band.
For the project, the network's
.second public testing of UHF operations, an entirely new transmitter will be built at a cost reported to FCC as $145,000.
The proposal indicated that the
old "green" transmitter used in
the RCA-NBC color television dem-

Companies

The consent decree, understood
to have been agreed to by both the
Justice Dept. and Paramount,
would trust
endsuit the
government's
against
the film antifirm.
Separation into the two distinct
companies would be required within
one year, it was reported, and no
stockholder would be allowed to
own shares in both the new firms.
Motorola

on Video

MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, has
contracted
for Robert
Ripley'sstartBelieve It or Not
to be telecast
ing March 1 live on 14 NBC-TV
stations and by teletranscription
from March 15 on 13 other video
outlets. Gourfain-Cobb, Chicago, is
the agency. Non-interconnected stations are WDTV Pittsburgh, KSTPTV Minneapolis, KDYL-TV Salt
Lake City, WLWT Cincinnati,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, WSB-TV
Atlanta, KPIX-TV San Francisco,
KRSC-TV Seattle, WDSU-TV New
Orleans, KNBH Los Angeles,
WNHC-TV New Haven, WAVE-TV
Louisville and WMCT Memphis.

Plan

Conn.

Outlet

TV
onstrations, and later in the UHF
expected the antenna system to
tests in Washington last fall, is cost about $45,000.
The station would be identified
now considered unsatisfactory for
operations in the higher region.
as WNBT-1, under NBC's proposal,
and would duplicate the programs
The Washington tests were
plagued by tube failures blamed on carried on WNBT.
It would be under the direction
excessive heat [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 20, 1948]. Indicating belief of 0. B. Hanson, vice president
that they have surmounted this and chief engineer of NBC.
The network said the station
problem, authorities said the
Bridgeport tests will employ a would be used for continuous recluster of tubes expected to desearch, would permit "field test
velop about 1 kw power. Antenna
and study of UHF television broadcasting in a representative city
gain will bring the effective radiated power up to 15 to 20 kw. and area," and would make possible
an investigation of "the possibility
Special Receivers
of providing television broadcast
The use of special high-band
service to a greater number of
receivers will mark another de- people by means of a satellite
parture from the Washington tests,
in which adapters were provided
NBC asked that the satellite, if
so that the high-band transmisauthorized, be accorded a waiver
sions could be received on low- of the rules requiring aural and
band sets.
station."
visual station-identification at least
NBC estimated the cost of its once an hour. Identification would
proposed station would approximate
be accomplished by incorporating
$220,000 aside from $36,000 esti- the satellite's assigned call letters
mated operating expenses for one
and location with identification of
year. In addition to $145,000 for WNBT at the beginning and end of
the new transmitter, the network
each period of operation.
BROADCASTING
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A GENERAL changing of the DuMont TV network operations "in
accordance with sound business principles" is in progress, Mortimer
W. Loewi, executive assistant to the president of Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, told Broadcasting last week.
Mr. Loewi has assumed direc*
■
—
torship of the network, succeedin the director's office. He said
ing Lawrence Phillips, who has
that he hopes to have the new sysreturned to the management contem established and functioning
sultant field he left to join DuMont
smoothly within two or three
months.
in April 1947. Mr. Phillips has
opened offices at 8 W. 40th St.,
Mr. Loewi joined the DuMont
New York.
organization in 1935 at the time
Changes to be made in the
of its incorporation. Last June
he became active in the DuMont
network's
setup will members
be "not so
much in individual
of network operation, serving as liaithe organization as in the manner
son between DuMont and Mr. Phillips. During the fall he concenin which they operate," Mr. Loewi
trated on the planning and development of daytime video programming at WABD (TV) New York,
key station of the network. On
Nov. 1 WABD launched its allday operation, which has in part
been extended to the full DuMont
network.
Mr. Loewi also aggressively
pushed his contention that TV networking isa different type of operation from AM networks and
Mr. Loewi
Mr. Phillips
that, for the present at least, exclusive affiliation contracts are
said. Each department will henceimpracticable. WDTV Pittsburgh,
forth have its own operating
schedule and its own list of ob- DuMont-owned TV station which
jectives tobe achieved, he explained,
began operation last month, has
agreements with the other three
with individual department heads
TV networks— NBC, CBS and
responsible for following those
ABC — as well as with DuMont.
schedules and reaching those
Today, with only one station,
goals.
"Pittsburgh viewers have the best
Mr. Loewi compared this "businesslike" type of operation with the video program service in the naformer system which centralized
tion," Mr. Loewi declared, "because WDTV has its pick of the
all planning and responsibility
best programs that all the networks have to offer."
BASEBALL
Atlantic Buys TV
SPORTS VIDEO
HOME BASEBALL games of the
Topic for TBA Educators
Philadelphia Athletics and Phillies
for the third year will be telecast
TELECASTING of intercollegiate
during the 1949 season under Atsports and video's value as a
builder of gate receipts will be
lantic Refining Co. sponsorship, acamong the topics discussed when
cording to arrangements just comeducational members of Television
pleted.
Broadcasters Assn., New York,
In order to provide for televising
meet at its 500 Fifth Ave. board
the greatest number of games possible for Philadelphia area fans, it room Tuesday, Feb. 15.
was necessary for the company to
According to Prof. Kenneth G.
negotiate contracts with the three
Bartlett, director of the Syracuse
U. Radio Center, and chairman
stations in that city, WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV and WPTZ, which will of TBA's educational committee,
be used on a rotating schedule for other questions to be discussed will
the coverage.
deal with television as an aid to,
WPTZ and its crew will handle
and its effect on, education.
the pick-up for every game televised, and will cover afternoon
games on weekdays and Saturdays.
Hollywood Symposium
WFlL-TV will televise night games
on Mondays, Tuesdays and WednesSECOND annual Television Symposium of Screen Publicists Guild,
days. WCAU-TV will cover night
games on Thursdays and Fridays.
Hollywood, will start April 27, according to Lesley Mason, Guild
All three stations will pai-ticipate
in televising games on holidays
president. Forums will be held
and Sundays, with two stations
once weekly for five weeks. No
covering each of these contests
meeting place has been named.
simultaneously, using the same
Symposium will be made up of
television authorities who will dispick-up.
Claude Haring again will handle
cuss their particular phase of television. Meetings will be restricted
the TV assignment from Shibe Park
as he did last season. N. W. Ayer
to members of the motion picture
and radio unions and guilds.
& Son, Philadelphia is the agency.
BROADCASTING
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Preseni' as arrangements were completed for presentation of Horn & Hardart
Children's Hour (WNBC New York) simultaneously on television (WNBT New
York) were C. V. Farley (seated), vice president and advertising manager of
Horn & Hardart, and (standing, I to r): James V. McConnell, director of NBC
Spot Sales; Alice Clements, producer of program; Thomas B. McFadden,
manager of WNBC and WNBT; Isaac Clements, president of Clements Co.,
agency for Horn & Hardart,^ and Frank Bowes, NBC account executive.

PA.

CENSORSHIP

TV Operators Refuse
To Submit Films

PENNSYLVANIA television operators last week defied the State
Board of Censors' new rule requiring censorship of television films and
filed suit in Federal District Court to have it set aside.
The rule would illegally delegate to non-licensees — the censorship
board — the duty and responsibility
who are not licensees. If
of a licensee to select his own pro- groups
grams in the public interest, the stations adhered to the censorship
rule this responsibility would be
court was told.
placed in the hands of the board
Spokesmen said the stations are
members, the court was told.
not submitting films for censorship
In the face of this conflict of
pending outcome of the suit, which federal and state laws — the federal
was filed Wednesday in the U. S.
District Court for the Eastern Dis- requirement of licensee responsibility and the state requirement of
trict of Pennsylvania.
censorship
— the telecasters mainThe rule, adopted about two
tained that the federal law takes
weeks ago, provides that no film
may be telecast by Pennsylvania
precedence.
They also claimed that the rule
stations until reviewed by the
State Board of Censors and would violate free-speech and similar rights granted by the First
stamped with its seal of approval
Amendment and protected against
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
state
teenth. encroachment by the FourBoard Named Defendant
The board, which formulated the
Principals and attorneys attendrule, was named defendant. Its
ing the meeting were Dr. Leon
members are Edna R. Carroll,
Levy,
president and general manchairman, and John Clyde Fisher
ager of WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
and Beatrice Z. Miller. The board
and Isaac D. Levy, vice president and general counsel, and W.
is in the State Dept. of Public Instruction.
Theodore Pierson, Washington
counsel; Roger W. Clipp, general
Decision to fight the regulation
was reached Tuesday in a meeting
manager of WFIL-TV Philadelphia, and Morton H. Wilner, Washof representatives of Pennsylington attorney; Roland V. Tooke,
vania's four operating television
assistant
manager of WPTZ (TV)
stations and one TV permittee, together with their Washington and Philadelphia, and John Esterhai
Philadelphia attorneys. The legal of the Philco legal department, and
representatives had recommended
Henry B. Weaver, Washington atresistance to the censorship move
torney; Thad H. Bi'own Jr., Washington counsel for WDTV (TV)
following a study of the legal asPittsburgh; Clair R. McCollough,
pects a week earlier.
The complaint charges that the president of WGAL Lancaster, TV
permittee, and William A. Schnaedregulation violates the commerce
clause of the Constitution and the er and Earl G. Harrison, Philadelphia attorneys handling the suit.
First and Fourteenth Amendments.
Under the Communications Act,
The Pennsylvania board's move
is the first in television.
the suit contends, selection of pro- reportedly
Some other states, including Marygram material is a right and reland, are understood to have been
sponsibility ofthe licensee and may
not be transferred to persons or considering similar action.
February 14, 1949
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DURlKlG Radio Correspondents Assn. dinner at Washington's Hotel Statler Feb. 5, President Truman (r) receives a
replica of "Abraham Lincoln table" used by most Presidents to hold Bible during inauguration ceremonies. Presentation ismade by Albert Warner (second from I), pres.
of association, as Vice President Barklcy M) looks on.

PRESIDENT TRUMAN (I) receives
the microphone on which he delivered his first address in the House
after becoming President. Bill
Henry, CBS news, makes the presentation at the Radio Correspondents Assn. dinner Feb. 5.

PIONEER Scientific Corp., represented by Hunter Delatour (seated), adv. mgr., becomes a charter WOlC
(TV) Washington sponsor during a golden pen signing with (I to r) Eugene Thomas, WOlC gen. mgr.;
Herman Maxwell, WOR New York account executive, and Allan Black, Cayton inc., agency, account
executive.

NEWLY elected Connecticut Governor Chester Bowles
CITATION received by Lionel Barrymore of Mayor of
the Town (MBS, Sunday, 7:30 p.m., EST) is admired by
(seated) receives record of his victory speech given
(I to r) Walter Lurie, MBS dir. of prog, development;
on WONS Hartford and Mutual upon learning of
Wilson Tuttle, Ruthrauff & Ryan v.p., and Phillips
election Nov. 3. Making presentation is Robert L.
Carlin, Mutual v.p. in charge of programs. Mayor of
Kennett, WONS manager.
the Town is sponsored by Mutual Benefit Health and
Accident Assn. of Omaha and is handled by R&R, Chicago.
AMATEUR magician Fred Gardner
FIRST group membership ever pur- (I), head of Fred Gardner Co., New
chased in Tulsa C of C went to Leon York agency, performs for Joe Bolton,
McAuliffe (r) and his band. He fs star of Pix Open House, during telecast of WPIX (TV) New
A
congratulated by William Way (I),
York.
m
KVOO Tulsa gen. mgr., and Johnny
Ryan, KVOO anncr. Mr. Way recently yVos elected C. of C.
BIRTHDAY party for Pamela Stark,
president.
daughter of Wilbur Stark, Wilbur
^1
Layton Inc., was attendFORMER Los Angeles Rams star, Stark-Jerry
ed by (I to r) Kathleen Rice (MBS
Kenny Washington (seated), initiates exec. prod. Herb Rice), Susan CaKenny Washington Show on KM PC
ruso (WOR-Mutual anncr. Carl CaHollywood with (I to r) Frank Mullen,
ruso), Sandy Stark (Dick Stark, The
president; G. A. Richards, chairman Katz Agency), Hostess Pamela, Annette Caruso (Carl Caruso), Priscilla Mark (Carl Mark,
^^^B of olds,
board, and Robert Reyn'^^^^
KMPC gen. mgr.
'^^^
WTTM Trenton) and Sherry Rice (Herb Rice).
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To Outstrip AM, FM,
Flanagan Says
ELEVISION will have a larger share of spot advertising than standard
oadcasting has had, T. F. Flanagan, managing director of the National
-A^ssn. of Radio Station Representatives, told members of the Chicago
Radio Management Club Wednesday.
*
Predicting that it "will be 10 battle
between spot and network
years before TV gets operating,"
as "encouraging and necessary."
Mr. Flanagan denied that "televiHe suggested that agencies and
sion will eliminate AM." He estiadvertisers promote travel fellowmates that 20 years from now
ships, with key men touring the
there will be annual advertisingexpenditures of between 6 and 7 country to learn characteristics of
section. He also suggested
billion dollars, with "a bigger ad- each
vertising job done at lower cost, that they become more aware of
the power required to back a camand all media working overtime.
Both AM and TV will be very,
paign. "Many campaigns have
bogged down because of an appropowerful."
very
priation spread too thin. However,
Mr. Flanagan, who retired from
before you can apply power you
the presidency of Penn Tobacco
have to find the formula of product,
Co. two years ago and was
medium, territory and time of day
"drafted" to serve in his present
capacity for the NARSR, said be- and commercial," he asserted.
William McGuineas, club presicause "production is now in excess
dent and commercial manager of
of deliveries, (1) advertising
should be entrusted with larger WGN, introduced the speaker and
percentages of the marketing
guests at the speaker's table: John
Pearson, George Hollingbery and
budget, and (2) there are no limits
John Blair, each head of his own
to size and stability of markets
that can be created through bril- representative firm; Chester Ragland of Van Auken, Ragland &
liant advertising." Defining spot Stevens agency, and Edward E.
advertising as "any use of radio
stations by a national advertiser on Voynow, vice president of Edward
Retry & Co.
a selective market basis," Mr.
Hugh Feltis, president of the
Flanagan termed the ever-waging
Broadcast Measurement Bureau,
will address the group Feb. 23 on
details of BMB's plans for its
DR. PITT FORECASTS
spring survey.
Dollar Future of Video
DR. COURTNAY PITT, vice president in charge of finance of the
Philco Corporation, Philadelphia,
told 125 bankers from New York,
Pennsylvania and Ohio at the consumer credit bank conference at
the Warwick Hotel that by 1950
production of television receivers
should increase to over 3,000,000 a
year. He said over 2,000,000 receivers will be manufactured this
year at a value approximating
$600,000,000.
"By the end of next year," Dr.
Pitt stated, "there will be over
6,000,000 television sets in daily
use in American homes. No other
industry in the history of America
has ever grown vdth this amazing
speed."
Dr. Pitt estimated the television
industry will expend $5,000,000,000
in the next four years in building
and equipping stations and producing receivers.
He said that about 60,000,000
people now were within reach of
television service and that "there
is an immediate potential market
for about 14,000,000 receivers in
addition to the 1,200,000 already in
use. By the beginning of 1950, we
believe there will be about 115 television stations in operation serving
80,000,000 people, or over half of
the nation's population."
Dr. Pitt, pointing out the tre^nendous increase of advertising
■;terest in television, estimated
hat television advertising expendiarez this year will triple the
.^10,000,000 spent in 1948 on television time and program talent by
' advertisers.
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WLS 'BARN
DANCE'
To Debut
on ABC-TV
NATIONAL Barn Dance, will debut on the eastern and midwestern
ABC television network beginning
Monday, Feb. 21, 8:30-9 p.m. The
radio program, which has originated from WLS Chicago since 1924,
has played before studio audiences
numbering more than 1,800,000
persons since its inception.
The video version will present the
same personalities and humor
featured on the weekly Saturday
Barn Dance (10-10:30 p.m.) and
will be produced and directed by
Jack Gibney.
The program, with few exceptions since its inception, has run
from 7:30 p.m. to midnight (CST)
over WLS. Over the years halfhour segments have been sold for
either local or network sponsorship.
WLS is feeding a half hour segment to ABC, sponsored by Phillips Petrolium, which has long
sponsored one of the periods locally.
DuMont Leases Adelphi
DUMONT Television Network has
leased New York's Adelphi Theatre from Shubert Theatre Corp. for
the production of video programs.
Four TV shows. Original Amateur
Hour, School House, Charade Quiz
and DuMont's Window on the
Wo7-ld, are currently originated
from the Adelphi, which seats an
audience of about 1500. DuMont
engineers have enlarged the stage
to accommodate three cameras.

PHILIP G. LASKY, general manager of KSFO-KPIX (TV) San Francisco, cuts
cake at a surprise party given in station's studio offices for Keith Kerby,
program director. Occasion was Mr. Kerby's 12th anniversary with station.
Others in front row of picture have also served 12 years or more with station
and were honored guests at party. L to r, front row: Mr. Lasky, Mr. Kerby,
Bienda Newiin, sales department supervisor; Al Towne, director of engineering; and Merrill deWitt, audio supervisor.

VIDEO

RELAY

L. A. to S. F. Link Proposed
MICROWAVE radio relay link for
network television between Los Angeles and San Fi-ancisco is proposed by The Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Co. in applications filed
last week with FCC.
To be completed in about one
year at a cost of $2,500,000, the
radio relay initially will provide
two television paths from Los Angeles to San Francisco. Additional
television and telephone facilities
would be provided later, the applications indicated. The system
eventually would be part of the
east-west network of coaxial and
relay systems, it is estimated.
The telephone firm stated that
there is an increasing activity of
television broadcasters on the Pacific Coast and expressions by them
indicated that the facilities now
proposed will be required for service as soon as they can be made
available. There presently are six
stations operating in Los Angeles
— KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KTSL
(W6XA0), KTLA, KTTV and
KNBH — and one outlet operating
in San Francisco— KPIX. KECATV is under construction in Los
Angeles and KGO-TV and KRONTV are under construction in San
Francisco.
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph,
owned 87.93% by AT&T, asked the
Commission for construction permits for seven relay stations between those two cities. It indicated that in addition to terminal
equipment at Los Angeles and San
Francisco the system may require
about eight or nine intermediate
relay points. The applications
specified relays at Mt. Diablo, Mt.

Oso, Panoche Mt., Joaquin Ridge,
Pyramid Hills, Temblor Range and
Grapevine Peak.
Firm stated that while the links
in microwave relay systems heretofore have usually not exceeded
about 35 miles, path loss tests over
the route proposed indicate that
generally satisfactory video transmission could be expected over the
longer links specified. It was
stated that additional links may
prove necessary with actual operating experience.
The relays would function within 3700-4200 mc inclusive, according to the applications, employing
bands of frequencies each 20 mc
wide within this range. Emission
specified is special for FM (telegraph, telephone, facsimile and
television) with maximum carrier
power of 1 w. Shielded lens-type
directive antennas would be employed, mounted on the relay unit
buildings about 30 ft. above ground.
No towers would be used. Each
relay would be unattended except
for maintenance. Certain of the
relay points would be as high as
3600 ft. above sea level.
Each of the relay installations
would cost about $291,000, the
telephone company estimated. This
is broken down: Two transmitters,
$94,800 ; two receivers, $52,700 ; two
antennas, $23,500; power equipment, $74,000, and land, building
and road, $46,000.

Fairbanks Signs O'Neil
FIRST long-term exclusive contract for television, live and film,
motion pictures, radio, stage and
recordings has been signed between
Danny O'Neil and Jerry Fairbanks. Singer is to be starred in
afilms.
forthcoming series of television
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YES! For listeners who like
quiz shows (and that's plenty !)
CFRB has a different quiz program every day in the week!
Shows with prizes lure hsteners
■—it's been proven again and
again. That's why CFRB was in
there quizzing when this kind of
program first found favour. And
we're still at it — because a pay-

off for audiences is a payoff for
your advertisers!
Whatever kind of program the
people want to hear — they hear
it on CFRB. Yes, Mr. Advertiser,
balanced programming is your
best assurance that more of
Ontario will be listening to your
message — on CFRB!

Medium
AD

SPECIAL

HOOPER

RADIO

STUDY,

NOV.

29-

DEC. 10, 1948, MON. THRU FRI., 7:00-8:00 A.M.
STATION
KXYZ

SHARE

OF AUDIENCE
29.2
23.1
16.9

"A"
"B"
"C"
All others
HOOPER

12.3
18.5

STATION

LISTENING

INDEX, NOVEM-

BER-DECEMBER, 1948, WEEKDAY
MON.

THRU

MORNING,

FRI., 8:00 A.M.-12:00 NOON

STATION
KXYZ
"A"
"B"
"C"
All Others

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
29.5
18.0
15.3
13.4
23.8

Need we say more? Here is concrete, convincing
evidence that KXYZ (with among the lowest
rates available) has the largest share of audience
during these time periods . . . that KXYZ gives
you more for your Air-Dollar . . . KXYZ
HOUSTON S BEST AIR-BUY!
MORE

FOR YOUR AIR-DOLLAR

is

WITH

KXYZ-ABC
A Great Team5000 ».#
Walts
1320 Kc
American Broadcasting Company Affiliate
A GLENN
McCarthy
enterprise
REPRESENTED
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BY

FREE

& PETERS

MEN

TV

VIEWS

Sized Up

In Hollywood

UNTIL television can build a setting to replace the illusion set that
any radio listener may construct in his own mind of Jack Benny's vault
or his Maxwell, radio need not write its epitaph. This was the view
expressed by Neil Reagan, Hollywood manager of McCann-Erickson,
in an address before the Holly*
■
wood Ad Club last week.
Y & R is more than conscious of
Mr. Reagan was a member of a the place of television in the prespanel comprising agency men:
ent marketing scene and that this
Walter Bunker, Young & Rubicam
was reflected by the extensive TV
Hollywood vice president; Earl Ebi, billing at firm's New York office.
television director of J. Walter
As for the Coast, he said regional
efforts might be undertaken there.
Thompson, Hollywood; Leonard
Erikson, vice president in charge
Mr. Ebi said J. Walter Thompson
of radio and television, Kenyon & aimed to be active on the Coast on
Eckhardt; Frank Rhylick, tele- behalf of its regional clients and
vision director of Ross, Gardner & that business would be placed on
White, Los Angeles.
Los Angeles and San Francisco
stations.
"Don't be panicked by figures,"
Mr. Reagan said. The time when
TV will deserve the serious consideration ofadvertisers is still four
CROSLEY VIDEO
or five years off, he added.
Mr. Erikson said he felt that it is
To Carry DuMont Programs
important to obtain TV time periods now. "To those of us who learn WLWT (TV) Cincinnati plans to
carry a substantial schedule of
how to use it, television represents
DuMont Television Network proa greater opportunity than many
grams starting within the next
of us have had before," he concluded.
month, R. E. Dunville, vice president and general manager of the
TV will attract advertisers never
in radio, Mr. Rhylick emphasized.
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., anHe showed how limited use of the
nounced last Thursday. Initial programs will be by kinescope, with
medium was already paying for
some to be taken on a live basis
some retailers' efforts. But he when
coaxial cable facilities become
cautioned that it won't work every
available late this year.
time.
The DuMont programs also will
Mr. Bunker pointed out that
be seen on Crosley TV stations
WLWC Columbus and WLWD Dayton when those outlets begin operMULTISCOPE
ation in mid-March. The arrangeUP to Distribute Units
ment with DuMont will not affect
Crosley's affiliation with the NBC
UNITED PRESS will distribute
television network which also will
WBKB Chicago's Multiscope to TV
stations on a national scale serve the three stations, Mr. Dunville said. Marshall Terry, Crosthrough the press association sales
ley vice president in charge of teleorganization, John Balaban, direcvision, is to be in New York this
tor of the Balaban & Katz video week to work out details on specific
station, announced in Chicago
Thursday [Closed Circuit, Feb. 7]. programs with DuMont.
Mr. Balaban also announced that
manufacture, selling and lease of
RCA TV Demonstrator
the Multiscope will be handled by
Sterling Television Inc., B & K
subsidiary. Acme Telectronix Di- UNVEILING of RCA's new "television dynamic demonstrator" was
vision of the NEA Service in Cleveland will manufacture the device,
held last Wednesday at New York's
RCA
Exhibition
Hall. The demona machine that gives automatically
strator,
a
complete
30-tube tele-is
and continuously the correct time,
vision receiver in operation,
temperature and weather forecast
and UP world-wide news via ticker panel,
spread and
out on
a giantfor"blue
print"
is used
simulating
tape.
various troubles that arise in video
Devised by John H. Mitchell,
o.perations.
general manager of WBKB, and set
shooter"
demonstrator The
which"trouble
shows
Sterling Quinlan, promotion managthe paths taken by both sound and
er, the Multiscope is projected onto picture signals, will be used in a
the viewing screen with weather
series of television clinics on pracand temperature in the upper
tical video service problems to be
corners, the moving ticker tape at held for servicemen throughout the
the bottom and a standing slide in country by the RCA tube department under sponsorship of local
the center with the advertiser's
name. Phileo Corp. sponsors the RCA tube, parts and test equipment distributors.
Multiscope 21 hours weekly on
WBKB, Mr. Balaban said.
Mr. Balaban, reporting that inCOURTLAND D. FERGUSON, presidustry interest has been "unexdent of Courtland D. Ferguson Inc.,
pectedly" high, said 35 stations and
Washington, received Teleguide magaseveral engineering and video conzine's award for creation of Washingsulting firms have asked to buy
ton's favorite television commercial,
the machines. The leasing method
Briggs'
for Briggs' Meat Prodis cheaper, however, he explained.
ucts,Pigs,
Washington.
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TELEVISION

CENTER

STUDIOS:
HOLLYWOOD'S
RADIO CITY,

THE

SUNSET and VINE
TRANSMITTER: MT. WILSON, ALTITUDE 5,780 FEET
WEST

KNBH
HOLLYWOOD
_
Channel

^

In TV, as in AM, Hollywood's
Radio City is now the most important
address on the West Coast.
Here, only a few weeks ago,
NBC's own station, KNBH,

began

operations. Already it has won

a

commanding position in America's
third-largest television area,
its third-largest market area.
Reason? The same high standards
THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

of program and technical
quality which NBC

Television

pioneered in the East.
We have some excellent program
packages attractively priced.
Your NBC

sales representative

will be glad to tell you
more about them.
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A

Combining

NEW

TEAM

Researcji-Deveiopment-Manufacturing

SIdll

Here's great news for Broadcasters. Machlett Laboratories and Graybar Electric Company
have joined forces in a new distribution line-up to bring you more efficient and complete service
on electron tubes.

ill

For over 50 years, Machlett has pioneered and made notable contributions to the development of the electron tube art. Today, through its modern plant, development laboratories and
skilled personnel, Machlett tubes will set the highest standard of performance in broadcast service.
This combination of Machlett and Graybar is your best assurance of getting superior tubes.
For better value— better service— try Machlett tubes now distributed via Graybar.
TO

SEE

THE

FULL

L\HE

OF

MACHLETT
NO.

OVER

50

TUBES.

96-97.

AT

YEARS

VISIT
THE

OF

IRE

THE

GRAYBAR

SHOW.

ELECTRON

BOOTH,

MARCH

TUBE

7-10.

EXPERIENCE

ME!
Famous as the outstanding manufacturer of X-rdy tubes, the name, Machlett, on electron tubes
has been the mark of quality, top performance and long life for more than 50 years. Experience, skill and a
"singleness of purpose" to produce the best in electron tubes have made Machlett first choice around the world.
MACHLETT

LABORATORIES,

INC.,

Springdale,

Connecticut

TO

with

SERVE

National

BROADCASTERS

Distribution

Service

In keeping with its policy of "Bringing You Broadcasting's Best Equipment*' Graybar is
proud to assign its Tag — the Symbol of Distribution— to the Machlett line of electron tubes.
This new connection will bring you dual benefits: (1) products from an outstanding
manufacturer of electron tubes, (2) distribution service from an organization offering specialized
assistance in choosing the best type of product for your requirements.
Machlett tubes can now be quickly and conveniently ordered through near-by Graybar
"Supply Stations" located in over 100 principal cities from coast-to-coast. When you order Machlett
tubes "via Graybar" you'll have the right combination for extra service and performance.
Call your local Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar Electric Company, Inc., Executive Offices:
Graybar Building, New York 17, N. Y.

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

TO

KEEP

YOU

ON

THE

These are the Graybar Broadcast Equipment Specialists in key cities
KANSAS CITY, MO.
ATLANTA
CLEVELAND
R. B. Uhrig, Grand 0324
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
W. E. Rockwell, Cherry 1 360
BOSTON
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Trinity 3321
C. C. Ross, Central 6454
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
MINNEAPOLIS
DETROIT
CHICAGO
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
E. H. Taylor, Canal 4104
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1 -5500
NEW YORK
JACKSONVILLE
CINCINNATI
J. R. Thompson, Main 0600
W. C. WInfree. Jacksonville 5-71 80
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4.3000

AIR

PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PinSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Court 4000
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 2-2833

SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 5131
SEAHLE
D. I. Craig, Main 4635
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700

Liability for Film Rights
(Report 46)

By GEORGE J. BONWICK
UNTIL such time as all the problems connected with the showing
of a film over a television station
have been submitted to court review and decisions have been rendered,' we will all continue to lay
ourselves open to liability for untold millions of dollars of possible
damages.
In the meantime, what can we
do to limit our liability until test
cases have been decided upon?
Here are some suggestions and
possible solutions.
Sometimes it is better to remain
silent and appear a fool than to
speak and remove all doubt about
it. This may turn out to be one of
those occasions, but since I believe
a lot of us are living in a fool's
paradise in connection with the
matter of liability attached to the
showing of a motion picture over
television stations, I may have
plenty of company — judge this for
yourselves as I attempt to show
that this empyrean of imagined
freedom from liability in which
sponsors, television stations and
film distributors alike are currently basking may very well contain
all the elements of bankruptcy for
all concerned, and the means of
making television anathema to advertising sponsors of television
film programs.
The Concerned Parties
Who, in the final analysis, is
actually holding the bag for the
untold millions of dollars of possible damages which are piling up
day by day as television stations
continue to show films?
The 644 sponsors of television
programs
Theating
53 television stations operThe 192 advertising agencies
with television departments
The 76 film distributors
The 123 film producers
A total of 1,088 potential suckers.
Boy! what a bonanza it's going to
be for the lawyers!
This multi-million dollar "who"
applies mostly to the users of ancient vintage films which comprise
about 90% or more of the films
now being shown over television
stations because these ancient films
in most instances cannot be completely or even partially cleared as
to music and performing rights —
the composers, authors and copyright proprietors probably died of
old age long before television was
even thought of. Users of the socalled new television films (5 to 10
years old) for which adequate
music and performing right clearances can be obtained are not yet
sacrosanct from this "who" and
will not be until the courts decide
whether or not even the silent moPage 42
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tion picture image of an actor or
other individual may be shown over
a television station.
The following letter was received
from Myron Sulzberger Jr., Sulzberger & Sulzberger, counselors at
law, 61 Broadway, New York by
the American Broadcasting Co.
Dec. 29, 1948
Gentlemen:
Our client. Miss Luba Malina, informs
us thatture films
you ofareherexhibiting
motion picover television
and
that the same are being exhibited
without her consent or permission.
Miss Malina objects to such exhibition
and informs us that the same are damaging her professionally and hereby
demands that you cease exhibiting any
such films hereafter.
Myron Sulzberger Jr.
Let's take a film and follow the
steps necessary to get it shown by
a television station.
1. Distributor gets it from the producer by contract.
2. Distributor makes contract with
television station.
3. Television station makes contract with sponsor (if it can find
one) or
4. Television station makes contract with advertising agency
which has been able to find a

sponsor which in turn makes
contract with sponsor.
Now let's try to find this multimillion dollar "who" that I've been
talking about.
Here we have a contract between
Pictorial Films and one Milton
Schwartzwald, which contract covers the purchase by Pictorial of all
rights to a series of 23 one-reel
musical shorts produced by
Schwartzwald. Listen to part of
what is written:
1. The seller hereby sells, assigns,
transfers and sets over into Pictorial, in perpetuity, the sole,
exclusive and complete right and
title, free and clear of any liens
or encumbrances of whatsoever
kind or nature, to exhibit, distribute and otherwise exploit the
pictures
Schedule "A"
annexed listed
hereto,inthroughout
the
world.
2. The sale hereunder to Pictorial
includes, without being limited
thereto, the right to distribute,
exhibit and otherwise exploit the
pictures in any and all gauges
and by any other means now
known or hereafter to become
known, including television . . .
3. The seller represents and warrants that he has acquired from

WEST greets East as Lewis Allen Weiss (I), chairman of the board of Mutual
and president of Don Lee network, shows new television truck of KTSL (TV)
(Don Lee) Hollywood to Jack Straus (r), president of Macy's, New York City.
Other interested spectators are (I to r) Mrs. Straus, Robert Montgomery and
Mrs. Weiss. Macy's is affiliated in ownership with Bamberger Broadcasting
Service — WOR New York and WOlC (TV) Washington.
Reports on
TV SET FIGURES reported to
Broadcasting during the past
week:
Washington (metropolitan area)
—34,200 as of Feb. 1, reported by
Washington Television Circulation
Committee.
Louisville, Ky. — 3,878 (2,585
homes, 1,293 public places), reported by WAVE-TV Louisville.
Cleveland— 24,710 (21,656 homes,
3,054 public places), reported by

Receivers
Bureau of Business Research,
Western Reserve U.
Milwaukee — 16,236 (90% in
homes) as of Feb. 1, reported by
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
St. Louis— 20,000 (17,000 in
homes, 3,000 in public places) as of
Feb. 1, reported by Union Electric
Co. of St. Louis.
Chicago (50-mile radius — 89,156 as of Feb. 1, reported by Chicago Electric Assn.

THE article here printed is the
text of a speech given by George
J. Bonwick, president of Pictorial
Films Inc., at the American Television Society film forum held
Feb. 1 at the Museum of Modern
Art, New York. Pictorial Films is
a distributor of 16mm films and a
subsidiary of Pathe Industries Inc.,
both New York.
the copyright proprietors of the
literary or dramatic material
upon which the pictures are
based and the musical works
synchronized therewith, the
right to grant to Pictorial the
rights which are the subject
matter of this agreement. The
seller further represents and
warrants that none of the picany part thereof,
violatetures,oror infringe
any patent,
trade mark, trade name, copyright or the right of privacy, of
any individual, firm, corporation
or association whatsoever.
Note that it says the sole, exclusive, etc., not, as many contracts
state — all of the producers (his)
right, title, etc.
Looks as if we have pretty good
title to those 23 one reelers, doesn't
it,
that we're okay on freedom
fromand damages.
Now let's see what is written in
a contract between Pictorial and
American Broadcasting Co. covering the televising of one of these
23 one - reel musicals entitled
Samovar Serenade.
"We warrant that we have the right
to grant the lease and license for
broadcasting the print by television
and that such broadcasting will not
violate rights of others, and we agree
to indemnify
and agents,
hold you,
your officers, directors,
stockholders,
employes, the owners and operators of
your affiliated stations and stations
which you authorize to broadcast the
print, sponsors of the programs and
their agents
and from
your and
and against
their successors, harmless
all
damage claims, liability, costs and exfees,of arising outpense,ofincluding
the attorneys'
broadcasting
the
print
television. to the performing
"Withby reference
rights in the music in the print, we
represent
that this rights
lease
carries withandit warrant
such performing
and that
you
are
authorized
to
broadcast that music by television, and we
hereby agree to indemnify and hold
harmless you, your officers, directors,
agents, stockholders, employes, the
owners and operators of your affiliated
stations thorizeand
stations the
which
yousponauto broadcast
print,
sors of the program and their agents
and your
successors,
harmless fromandandtheir
against
all damage
claims, liability, costs and expenses,
including
attorneys' offees,
of
the performance
sucharising
music outin
the print by_ you or your affiliated
stations, or stations which you authorize to broadcast the print by teleLooks as if the American Broadcasting Co. has nothing to worry
vision." too. Doesn't it?
about
Now let's go back to the letter
Miss Luba Malina sent to the
(Continued on page 79)
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Television
on

tlie Air

• Equipment tests . . . program demonstrations ... all
preliminaries are nearly complete now. WHIO-TV

be-

gins its regular commercial schedule February 23, 1949.
Ask a Katz Agency representative about availabilities.

TV

Represented Nationally by
The Katz Agency, ln«.
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EVERITT TO SPEAK
At NAB Engineering Meet
)R. WILLIAM LITTELL EVER. TT, U. of Illinois electrical, engineering department head, will be
principal speaker at the NAB Engineering Conference to be held
April 6-9 at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, during NAB convention
week. Dr. Everitt is a past president of the Institute of Radio Engineers and conducted the famed
broadcast engineering conferences
held annually before the war at
Ohio State U.
NAB President Justin Miller will
formally open the conference at
the April 7 luncheon. Registration for the three-day meeting will
start Wednesday, April 6. There
will be a radio factory tour followed by an evening reception
Wednesday. Technical papers will
be presented by outstanding engineers Thursday and Friday. A
half-day schedule is planned Saturday. About half the technical
papers will be devoted to television.
Magnetic recordings the NAB recording and reproducing standards,
problems of AM and FM radio
and other topics will be discussed,
according to Royal V. Howard,
NAB director of engineering.
In connection with the conference NAB will stage its largest
exhibition of radio and television
equipment and services in NAB
convention history.

E

DROPPED

NETWORK
BOXSCORE
of commercials on the four nationwide networks, Dec. 31
280
of network commercials starting during January
16
of network commercials ending during January
6
of commercials on the four nationwide networks, Jan. 31
290
January Additions
SPONSOR
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
AGENCY
Chesebrough
Little Herman
ABC Sat. 9-9:30 p.m. McCann-Erickson Inc.
Mfg. Co.
Pepsi-Cola Co.
Counter-Spy
ABC Tues. & Thurs. 7:30- Blow Co. Inc.
8 p.m. 3:30-4- Young & Rubicam Inc.
General Electric Co. House Parly
ABC Mon.-Fri.
Kaiser-Frazer
Walter Winchell
ABC Sun. 9-9:15 p.m. Wm.Co. H.Inc.Weintraub &
Sales Corp.
p.m.10:30-11 a.m. Hirshon-Garfield
Dr.Shoes
Posner's
ABC Sat.
for Scientific
Children BigClub'n' Little
P. J. Ritter Co.
Betty Clark Sings ABC Sun. 3:15-3:30 p.m. The Clements Co. Inc.
Wm.Inc. H. Wise Co.
GetLife
More Out of ABC Mon.-Fri.
11-1.1:15 Thwing & Altman Inc.
a.m.
Inc.
Liggett & Myers
Tales of Fatima
CBS Sat. 9:30-10 p.m. Newell-Emmett
Co.
Number
Number
Number
Number

General Foods
Seeman Bros.
Mars Inc.
Lewis Howe Co.
Miami Margerine
Ronson
Metal
Works Art Inc.
Ace Markets Inc.

Gang Busters
CBS Sat. 9-9:30 p.m.
Allan Jackson
CBS Sat. 11-11:05 a.m.
and the News
Dr. I.Q. Jr.
NBC Sat. 5:30-6 p.m.
Allan Young Show NBC Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Queen for a Day MBS Tues.-Thrus. 2-2:30
Johnny
MBS Sat. 7:55-8 p.m.
Show Desmond
Songs
by Great
MBS Sun. 1:45-2 p.m.
Singers
p.m.
January Deletions
Seeman Bros. Inc.
Tomorrow's
ABC Sat.a.m.
11:30-11:45
Headlines
Curtis Candy Co.
Warren
CBS Sat. 11-11:05 a.m.
and theSweeney
News
Toni Co.
This is Nora Drake NBC Mon.-Fri. 11-11:15
a.m.
Lewis Howe Co.
Date With Judy
NBC Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Kaiser-Frazer
Meet the Boss
MBS Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Sales Corp.
Gillette Safety
Razor Co.
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

January One-Timers
Sugar Bowl ABC Sat. Jan. 1, 2:30
Football Game
p.m. to conclusion
Cotton Bowl MBS Sat. Jan. 1, 2 p.m.
Football Game
to conclusion

Four AM, Five FM
Deleted

FOUR AM and five FM stations were deleted last week by FCC.
Included was license for WKOB North Adams, Mass., assigned 250
w day on 860 kc, which ceased operations Jan. 22 and voluntarily turned
in its authorization [Broadcasting, Feb. 7]. No reason was given but
it was believed economic factors ★
were responsible. Licensee was
pletion date was dismissed Feb. 3
Citizens Broadcasting Co.
at the applicant's request, the ComThe other three AM stations canmission said, and the station was
deleted
effective that date for want
celled— all for want of prosecution
on the part of the construction
of prosecution.
permittees — were KYSC Yuma,
KVNC was owned by Ralph MorAriz.; WLBW Lynchburg, Va., and
gali trading as The Voice of NeKVNC Carson City, Nev. Withvada's Capital. Station was asdrawals for 1949 in AM field now
signed 250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
total one licensed station and four
KVNC was scheduled to be comoutlets holding CPs.
pleted July 17, 1948, and an apThe FM deletions included one
plication for extension of complelicensed station, WWDX Paterson,
tion date to Jan. 17 was pending.
N. J., and four holding CPs:
FCC explained that it had received
no answer to an inquiry made of
KSRO-FM Santa Rosa, Calif.;
the station last July and since even
WITE Bridgeport, Conn.; KGKLFM San Angelo, Tex., and KOKH
the completion date specified in the
Oklahoma City (educational). FM
extension request had passed the
CP was considered forfeited.
withdrawals this year now total
The license for WWDX (FM)
two licensed stations, one holding
was turned in by the Passaic, N. J.,
conditional grant, one educational
CP and 16 commercial CPs.
Daily News as fulfillment of condition to grant of purchase by the
KYSC, owned by Yumesa Broadcasting Co., was assigned 1 kw
Daily News of WPAT (AM) and
fulltime on 1190 kc, directional. It WNNJ (FM) Paterson [Broadwas deleted effective Feb. 4, FCC
casting, Dec. 20, 1948]. WWDX,
said, for want of prosecution. Its a community outlet, ceased operations Jan. 9. WNNJ is a Class B
original CP had expired Nov. 4,
outlet.
1948.
Ruth W. Finley, licensee of
WLBW, owned by Hill City
KSRO Santa Rosa, in turning in
Broadcasting Co., was assigned
250 w fulltime on 1230 kc and its the KSRO-FM permit informed
FCC she had decided not to go
permit expired Nov. 25, 1948. An
ahead with an FM investment at
application for extension of comPage 44 • February 14, 1949

Young & Rubicam Inc.
Wm. H. Weintraub
Inc.
Grant Advertising
Dancer-Fitzgerald
Sample Inc.
Ralph Jones Co.
Cecil & Presbrey
Al Klinger Assoc.
Wm.Co. H.Inc. Weintraub &
C. L. Miller Co.
Foote, Cone &
Belding
Roche,
&
ClearyWilliams
Inc.
Wm. H. Weintraub &
Co. Inc.
Maxon Agency
Wm. Esty Co.

this time "upon careful review,
with my financial advisors, of my
financial situation as of the end
of The
the year
1948." Herald Corp.,
Bridgeport*
upon dropping WITE (FM) , stated
that "developments in the radio
and television industry since the
application was filed and the construction permit issued, and
changes in the local situation resulting from causes not under the
control of the permittee, have contributed to the decision to surrender this construction permit."
KGKL-FM, owned by KGKL Inc.
which also is an AM licensee, was
dropped because of the isolated location of the proposed transmitter
site. Firm said transmission wires
and electric power are unavailable
at this site and will be for another
12 months.
KOKH, authorized to the Board
of Education of the City of Oklahoma, was given up because funds
had to be diverted to other uses.
The board told FCC that enrollment has increased and money has
gone toward building new elementary schools.

OTIS A. KENYON
K&E Board Chairman Dies
OTIS ALLEN KENYON, 69,
chairman of the board of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, died Feb. 3
in Nassau of a cerebral hemorrhage. He was on
in
the Bahamas
a vacation.
Mr. Kenyon becareergan his
in business
1904 as
a member of the
railroad mission
test
of thecomSt.
Fair. InW 1913
he
Louis
0 r 1 d's
was named chief
engineer of the
Arc Welding Machine Co. Five
years later he became associated
with Ray D. Lillibridge, Co. technical advertising. His own firm,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, was formed
in 1929. At first he was director,
and in August 1942 became board
chairman.
He was also chairman of the
board of the Kenyon Technical Research Corp. He translated various foreign technical works including "Stray Currents From Electric
Mr. Kenyon

Mr. Kenyon was editor and coRailways."
author of Standard Handbook for
Electrical Engineers. During the
first world war he invented the
welding system used for making
Liberty engine cylinders and subsequently became a member of the
welding committee of the War
Shipping Board. Another one of
his inventions was that used for
welding the steel lining of the
Catskill aqueduct. He held some
40 welding patents.
He was a member of The American Institute of Electrical Engineers, The Society of Automotive
Engineers, The American Assn. for
the Advancement of Science and
The American Museum of Natural
History. He also belonged to Sigma
Chi fraternity, the Cornell, Lotos,
Greenwich Country and Indian
Harbor yacht clubs and the Greenwich Riding Assn.
Surviving are his wife Florence
Batholmew Kenyon, and a son
Donald B., and daughters, Ingrid
Kenyon and Mrs. Glenn Wiggins.

WCCO D. C. Dinner
STATION officials of WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul and WTOP
Washington, CBS outlet, attended
a dinner last Monday in Washington in honor of the Minnesota
Capitol delegation comprising two
Senators and nine Congressmen.
Reception is held annually by
WCCO, which covers Capitol Hill
activities of the state's represenCanada Radio Week
tatives on special transcribed
broadcasts. Among those present
CANADIAN COMMUNITY Radio
were Merle Jones, WCCO general
Week is to be observed from May
manager; Gene Wilkey, assistant
general manager; Larry Haeg,
8-14, according to an announcement of the Canadian Assn. of
farm service director; Earl GamBroadcasters. No details have been
mons, CBS vice president in charge
announced yet as to special naof Washington offices, and Eric
tional, regional or community proSevareid and Bob Lewis, WTOPgrams or publicity.
CBS correspondents.
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KFAB, now in its third year
of being BIG, will continue to do
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a BIG job for hundreds of advertisers
in the BIG KFAB area.
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How

Right off the bat, let me freely admit
that I've never run a station in my life,
which clearly entitles me to tell you
how to do it. Yes, like everyone else
who's been in the advertising business
for an awfully long time, I've developed some theories on radio station
management that I've often wanted to
expound to owners and managers. The
fact of the matter is that over more
years than I care to think about, I've
spent millions of dollars for radio time
and programs, plus a sizeable hunk of
my life talking to station pepple and
their reps. All of which, I hope, qualifies me for at least a hearing.
It strikes me that one of the most
important, if not the BIGGEST, problem that confronts a station is the one
of programming. I've always figured
that this takes precedence over sales.
It is no secret that today we're back
to the old-time familiar radio groove
of pre-war days — no one is begging you
for a time slot; each one must be sold
on its merits. The fact that a late afternoon or a late night-time period is
available, does not bring buyers arunning.
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You've got to build a show
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RuH

and an audience for each of these strips
FIRST, so you can have a reason for
an advertiser to sponsor it.
In other words, my friend, to turn
those empty unprofitable time slots
into profitable sponsored periods —
you've got to begin by wisely investing
money before you can make money.
How to fill one of these segments is
certainly the ^64 question. Another
detective or dramatic program? A big
transcribed musical variety show? Fine,

3

Owners

and

Radlo

Ni

St

spot broadcast of baseball, football,
racing, or anything else big in the
sports world — a rather rare commodity.
And that brings me right smack to a ^
recommendation I am dying to make.
A year ago I started getting interested in recorded classical music programs when I noticed that there were
six of these on the air every day in

for a once-a-week thing. But an ex-

Chicago, and every one of them sponsored! Ichecked further and learned
that hundreds, of radio stations
throughout the country feature a daily

pensive procedure for an across-theboard strip. What's more, the best of
these are now on the networks. Your

program of this type, that a majority
were sponsored, and that a few stations
in the East, notably WQXR New York

listening audience knows where and
when to tune in to get this radio fare.
Yours has got to be awfully good to
compete.

City, have discovered that this field is
so lucrative that they program classical
music almost exclusively morning,

Another news slot? You're probably
loaded with news as of now. And
what's novel about more news? A disc

noon, and night.
Further checking revealed that in
recent years classical music record sales
have jumped 800%; that in 1947 fifty
percent more people attended classical
music concerts than the combined attendance to all big league baseball

jockey show? Okay, if it's really good
and not just a continuation of the same
personality already on your station two
or three times a day. A hill-billy show?
Ho-hum. A sports program? Excel-

games (America's national pastime),
that 62.5 % of all people like to listen to

lent, if it's something like an on-the-

good music, and that in the top social

BROADCASTING
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ments are too numerous to mention
here. Suffice to say that for years on
end he's been the intermission commentator in the New York Philharmonic

Imagers

Society Broadcasts and he is now on
the air coast-to-coast for Standard Oil.
The Deems Taylor Concert is built
as a half-hour five-times-a-week show.
Mr. Taylor brings you authority and
skill in programming. He personally
builds each concert from his own great
library of record masterpieces. With
his wit, charm, and civilized type of
comment, he adds a new dimension to
music, clothes it with fresh meaning
and a deeper understanding.

!tion

and income groups, there is a decided
preference for fine musical programs.
What's more, I learned that the people
who desire this music are devoted, enthusiastic listeners. They will choose
it over top network shows, will make
their wishes known by writing letters by
the carload, will visit the sponsors'
stores by the thousands to get copies of
the weekly or monthly classical music
program schedule, and will become
regular loyal purchasers of the sponsors' product.
"Well, well," I said to myself, "Here
is a sleeper. What would happen if I
produced and syndicated the best
classical music program in the business? If I could get the top guy in
the music world to select the records
and deliver the commentary? If I
could get the top musical artists to
appear in guest interviews on this
show? Seems to me that this would
be a natural."
Many of you know the rest. I signed
up Deems Taylor, Dean of American
music, famous as a music critic and
radio music commentator, a gifted
composer in his own right. His achieve-

B R OA DCASTING
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The commentary is transcribed on
bands, comes with complete scripts and
cue sheets specifying announcers' leadins and music to be played. You supply
the records. If your library doesn't
have them, we' make arrangements to
secure the records for you at cost.
The biggest names in music appear
in weekly guest interviews, people of
the caliber of Gladys Swarthout, Lawrence Tibbett, Jan Peerce, Pierre Monteux, Leopold Stokowski, Fritz Reiner,
etc.
The combination of all of this makes
for a great show — the most distinguished program of its kind ever made
available — fine music in its most exciting and palatable form.

KGB San Diego, and almost 100 others.
Surprised?
It's being sponsored by banks, department stores, public utilities, loan
companies, auto dealers, electric appliance dealers, jewelry stores, dairies,
drug chains, food chains, national food
advertisers, national medicinal advertisers— and even breweries, furniture
stores, furriers, and credit clothiers.
It is becoming America's fastest selling transcribed show.
It is the answer to what to put in
that empty, hard-to-sell time period.
The kind of a program that will build
and hold an elusive, difficult-to-please
radio audience; an audience that is
loyal, enthusiastic; an audience that
will keep an advertiser aware that his
radio show is working — because these
people demonstrate their listenership
by personal mention to the client, by
writing letters, and by buying the sponsor's merchandise.
If the program is still available in
your market, may I respectfully suggest that you investigate its possibilities for you. It is one of the things
you can do to run a better radio station. It will add prestige and class to
your program structure. It will develop a healthy responsive listening
audience. It will get you a long-term
sponsor. And it is moderately priced,
within your immediate means. The

Did my hunch that America would
take this program to its bosom pan out?
Well, since September 1, 1948, we have
sold the show to WOR New York,

weekly price* of the Deems Taylor
Concert for five half hours is your

WNAC

and the complete Yankee Network, KQV Pittsburgh, KSD St. Louis,
WCFL Chicago, CKLW Detroit,
WPEN Philadelphia, WBEN Buffalo,
WWDC Washington, D. C, WEMP
Milwaukee, KOA Denver, WBNS

audition platter available on request.

Columbus, KIXL Dallas, WGST Atlanta, KOL Seattle, WITH Baltimore,

* For example, if your one-time daytime half
hour rate is $50, cost of the Deems Taylor
Concert is $50 per week.

one-time daytime national half-hour
rate. Additional information and free

75

WALTER SCHWIMMER, President
RADIO FEATURES, INC.
E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.
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Editorial

Code 'Blue
Eagle'
BROADCASTERS
have a code,
sweated out
through several years of intensive and sometimes sanguinary deliberation. It becomes
fully effective May 19 of this year.
As a sequal to the code, there is a plan
for observance, to be cleared through a committee comprising broadcasters and representatives of advertisers and agencies. Because it
is a voluntary code, there is no machinery for
enforcement, which would connote policing.
The code will be effective only if it is observed by a majority of the stations, with the
cooperation of advertisers and agencies. Radio
will be done great injury if it parades its
standards but doesn't carry them out.
Such a condition would be akin to prohibition. Who doesn't remember those hypocritical
folk who gave lip service to prohibition but
proceeded to patronize the bootlegger?
Walter J. Brown, owner of WORD Spartanburg, and a former top-flight Washington
newsman, detects in broadcasters' ranks a disposition togive lip service to the code and nothing more. He warns that one station in a market cannot enforce the code when other stations
do not go along unless some compensation is
offered the station willing to lose business to
practice standards that make good radio.
Mr. Brown suggests that something like the
old NRA Blue Eagle seal be devised. When a
station complies, as attested by inspection of
logs, an emblem could be awarded through the
NAB. The station would be authorized to
state that it is broadcasting under the standards of good radio practice as defined by the
NAB.
We think Mr. Brown's plan, or some variation of it, has much to commend it.
Cuban Cupidity
WHILE THE trial of "Axis Sally" for treason
via radio during the war makes headlines, there
is current in our own hemisphere a clandestine
radio propaganda effort which, in ordinary
times, surely would provoke an international
incident. Indeed, it's surprising that there
hasn't been a word about it from our State
Dept., which certainly must be conversant with
the fantastic affair. The sordid story appears
elsewhere in this issue (See page 23).
Last fall it was disclosed (and so far as we're
aware, Broadcasting was the only American
journal to publicize it) that the Peron government in Argentina had subsidized a Cuban
network, knovm as RHC Cadena Azul, to the
extent of $250,000 annually for four years. The
purpose was to spread the Peron ideology. This
followed Peron "acquisition" of practically all
Argentine stations, and many newspapers.
Allegations against RHC now have been
publicly confirmed in an amazing disclosure
in Havana, which reads as if it had been
plucked from a novel on Latin American intrigue. Former Senator Edvardo R. Chibas,
president of the Cuban Peoples Party, produced
what he described as documentary evidence
of charges which were both broadcast and published in Havana, in mid-January.
Interwoven in this activity is what appears
to be a Peron counter-move against the InterAmerican Association of Broadcasters, which
espouses the American system of free enterprise in radio. Goar Mestre, director of Cuba's
largest network, Circuito CMQ, is president of
IAAB. It was Mr. Mestre who found it
healthy to hastily adjourn a meeting of the
Page 48
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association in Buenos Aires a few months
ago because of threats of bodily harm. His
relentless campaign — virtually a one-man undertaking— has resulted in Peronista charges
he is a "lackey of Yankee imperialism."
Peron's censorship of news and radio dispatches is now commonplace. Our Embassy
has done little or nothing to expose these
machinations. Our Ambassador, James Bruce,
who evidently would prefer to see this whole
affair kept quiet, is returning to Washington.
The Peron effort to commandeer Cuban
radio and to infiltrate Latin America is but
a first step. His obvious objective is to undermine U. S. prestige in this hemisphere.
Why shouldn't Envoy Bruce appear before
a Congressional foreign relations committee
for a forthright presentation of the situation
as he knows it? Goar Mestre, who now is in
the United States (he's a Yale graduate), has
a story that, for intrigue and fantasy, would
eclipse even the "Axis Sally" disclosures.
Forgotten Job
IN THE few weeks that Congress has been
in session, more words about radio have been
dumped into the Congressional Record than in
any other corresponding period within memory.
While nothing definitive yet has transpired,
these events underline the growing importance
of radio in our national economy. By the same
token, the blistering attacks upon radio make it
evident that radio's Congressional relations
are far from what they might be.
Former President Herbert Hoover, who
heads the Commission to reorganize the Federal establishment, failed to exclude radio regulation from a proposed status that might
make it subject to political patronage, like the
appointment of postmasters. The House UnAmerican Activities Committee would discriminate against radio by excluding microphones,
recorders and television from its hearings.
The veteran Sen. Tom Connally of Texas in
glittering generalities attacks radio for being
"crooked" and "unfair." Chairman Ed C. Johnson continues his quest to make his Senate
Commerce Committee a super-FCC. And Rep.
Harry R. Sheppard (D-Calif.) has reintroduced
his sizzling bill of last year to prohibit station
ownership by networks and manufacturers.
Thus, the political climate for radio, both as
to licensee and licensor, is unhealthy. The
most important single issue — that of radio's
freedom from censorship — is blithely ignored.
A charge such as Sen. Connally has levelled
shouldn't go unchallenged. A report such as
the Senate subcommittee unloaded a fortnight
ago should be answered, not as to specific proceedings, like the clear channel issue, but as to
broad principle. The crux is not what happens
to the FCC or even to individual stations, but
to service to the public. All sides, it appears,
have lost sight of the obvious truism that laws
are written in the interest of the people.
This last month has made it abundantly clear
why radio should have more effective Congressional liaison. Call it lobbying, if you must.
There's nothing reprehensible about keeping
the elected representatives of the people
(broadcasters are constituents too) informed
on the whys and wherefores of a free radio.
The NAB does not have full-time executives
engaged in either legislative or regulatory
contact. There never has been an NAB function more basic. The NAB board considers
reorganization this week at New Orleans. Its
first act should be to reassign one or more of
its most talented and persuasive staff executives to legislative liaison. If reassignment
isn't feasible or (for reasons not evident to us)
is undesirable, then there should be new appointments. The time for shilly-shallying on
the "lobbying" issue expired long ago.

ARTHUR

LYLE BUDLONG

TWENTY-FIVE
years ago aD.bright
younga
chap from Washington,
C, with
mechanical turn of mind, began what appeared to be a most paradoxical career. He
became a professional amateur.
Today that chap — one of the most-traveled
individuals in radio, professional or amateur —
heads the American Radio Relay League com- >
prising
members.
It is an
organization
with
no 60,000
age limits
either way.
These
boys and
girls, who are in radio for the fun of it, were
more responsible than any other group for the
opening of the shortwaves now so fabulously
vital to world communications.
And Arthur Lyle Budlong (Bud, as connoted by his ham call WIBUD) was in the
thick of it all. His fruitful association began
amateur-like.
He literally crashed his way
into that new job on Feb. 11, 25 years ago in
Hartford, Conn. Eleven panes of window glass
at the old Main Street offices of ARRL were
shattered when young Bud, quite unwittingly,
ignited a hydrogen-filled balloon under test
as an antenna support.
He joined ARRL to become editor of a syndicated column on ham radio. He remained to
contribute his services to an institution as
thoroughly American as hot hogs, ham and
eggs, and baseball. Since last September he
has been acting secretary-headquarters mannal
ager and editor of theQST.
League's monthly jourThe 25 years have been distinguished, too,
by many services to his government.
He represented the amateur service on the government
delegation
to the Chile,
Inter-American
Radio
Conference
in Santiago,
in 1940. During
World War II he served as a U. S. Coast Guard
communications officer, released to inactive
duty with rank of lieutenant commander in
1946. In 1945 he assumed civilian status long
enough to represent the ARRL at the InterAmerican Radio Conference in Rio de Janeiro.
Throughout his Coast Guard service, his commanding officer was Commodore E. M. Webster, now an FCC commissioner.
In 1946 Lieut. Commdr. Budlong attended the
the Radio Aids to Navigation Conference in
London for the Coast Guard and the BritishAmerican meeting in Bermuda. He participatedandin practically
every government allocations
planning group.
When he took off his uniform and resumed
his post with ARRL after the war, he represented the amateur service on the government
delegation to the five-power Moscow Conference in 1946 and at the 1947 International Tele(Continued on page 82)
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The new Hooper

Listening Area

Index shows: WOAI

2 to I in

daytime, 3 to I at night, over the next nnost popular station! This
Survey, filled with facts obtained fronn a cross-section of homes
in the area* proves that now, more

than ever, WOAI

is "the

most powerful advertising influence in the Southwest."

If you want to get your message into the
homes of these Texans, remember that
WOAI

is the only single mediijm

complete

affording

coverage.

The 65 Texas counties where 50-100'^c of the Radio
Families listen regularly to WOAI . . . both Day and
Night. (BMB Study No. 1)

WOAI

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco, Atlanta, Bo^t
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LOUIS RUPPEL, newly appointed
director of Clear Channel Broadcasting Service [Broadcasting,
Feb. 7], is in Presbyterian Hospital,
Chicago, undergoing treatment for a
back injury. No indication was given
as to when he would assume his Washington post.
LYNN JOHNSTON, commercial manager of KAGH Pasadena, Calif., has
been appointed general manager of
station's AM and PM facilities. He
replaces PETE WATTS, recently resigned to join KYJC Medford, Ore.,
in same capacity [Broadcasting, Jan.
24]. Before joining KAGH three and
one-half months ago as commercial
manager and special features director,

Mr. Johnston was account executive
with WJLB Detroit for six years.
Prior to that he was commercial manager for WSRS Cleveland.
VIRGINIA ALLEN, continuity chief
of WHFB and WHFB-FM Benton
Harbor, Mich., since its opening in
September 1947, has been appointed
assistant manager of the stations.
Mrs. Allen was an agency account
executive previous to joining the station, and as Virginia Paxton is author
of Penthouse in Bogota.
W. E. COLLIER, formerly of CKCK
Regina, Sask., has been appointed
manager of CJNB North Battleford,
Sask.
STEPHEN W. RYDER, manager of

WENE Endicott, N. Y., is the father
of a girl, Mary Lynne.
JOHN BALLANTYNE, chairman of
the Philco Corp. board of directors,
has been appointed a member of committee to supervise Greater Philadelphia Trade Fair of 1949, to be held
Sept. 24 to Oct. 1.
RALPH S. SILVER Jr. has resigned
from sales staff of WTHT Hartford,
Conn., to become general manager of
WLNA Peekskill, N. Y. Mr. Silver
will assume his new duties March 7.
LINWOOD T. PITMAN, on the staff
of WCSH Portland, Me., since its
establishment in 1925, has been appointed executive manager of the
station. He has served as station's
promotion manager for past several
WILLIAM S. HEDGES, vice president
years.
of NBC, will lead New York's entertainment world, the publishing, advertising and graphic arts industries
in the Red Cross 1949 campaign.
Serving with Mr. Hedges as group
chairmen are: CLARENCE B. GOSHORN, president of Benton & Bowles;
MAX KASE, sports editor of New
York Journal- American; and SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president of Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.

INCREASED

SALES

KVSM SHAKEUP
Fox Named Executive Mgr.
CLIFFORD FOX has been named
executive manager of KVSM San
Mateo, Calif., in a shakeup of
personnel. Mr. Fox, formerly manager of the station's Palo Alto
studios, replaces Gordon Francis,
a major stockholder and one of
the station's founders.
(At KVSM the executive manager performs duties and bears responsibility of general manager,
although the general manager title
is carried by Hugh Smith, who is
also a major stockholder and
founder.)
Mr. Francis retains his stock
interest in the corporation. He
will serve in the KVSM engineering department.
Other staffers under new setup —
some of them former KVSM employes who are returning to the station— include : Frank Campbell,
former writer, named program
manager; Jim Ranger, promoted to
chief announcer; Frank Livermore,
office manager; Dorothy Walker,
head of continuity department;
John Eagan, returning as engineerannouncer, and Aaron Edwards,
returning as announcer.

lOUIS STEKETEE
Former WKNY Manager Dies
LOUIS B. STEKETEE, 37, former manager of WKNY Kingston,
N. Y., died after
a long illness
Feb. ton2 hospital.
at a Kings.Mr.
Steketee had been
in newspaper
work before joining
1941. WKNY
He was ina
former president
of the Kingston

WIBW

listeners are the "writin'est" folks

you ever saw. They're used to sending for
information, literature, prices, catalogs . . .
studying them at their leisure.
Buying by mail is as common as cream in
these farm homes. Every year, our listeners
send us tens of thousands of dollars which

SERVING AND SELLING

we forward to our advertisers in payment for
their merchandise.
WIBW

listeners are anxious to know about

new products, methods, and conveniences.
Tell them about your product! "I heard
it over WIBW" is all the introduction you
need to this ready-to-buy market.

Delaware

Bill

R E. Paul BurkSENATO
STATE of
holder
Dover, Del., majority
leader of the Delaware State Senate, has suggested a bill making
it illegal to install a television set
before the front seat of "any
motor vehicle" where it could be
viewed by the driver. Sen. Burkholder, however, admitted he knew
of no television set in motor vehicles in Delaware at this time. His
proposed law calls for $25 to $100
fines for violations.

'

"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Rep:
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS,
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merce.
Comof June
Surviving
him
are
his wife,
Mr. Steketee Chamber
dren.
MacFadden Steketee, and two chil-

INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW

John Wilfrid Godfrey
JOHN WILFRID GODFREY, 54,
Halifax barrister and governor of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
from 1936 to 1944, died at Halifax
on
Feb. 4, as the result of a heart
attack.

• KCKN • KCKN-FM
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An outstanding example of quality,
both in structure and performance is
the Gates BF=250=B transmitter. Fea=
tures of this 250 watt unit are direct
crystal control, front of panel tuning,
oversize components and styling that
pleases. Tube changes do not affect
operating conditions.
The BF=250=B, in addition to being
a complete 250 watt FM transmitter,
is the basic exciter unit for all higher
powered Gates transmitters, enabling
expansion at a later date and contin=
ued use of the BF=250=B transmitter.
s
Cfate
Radio
Company

Washlndon, D. C
Houston
ttlantl
Montreal
LosAngeies
Eiport

Quincy
MlUnois
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Calls Kadio Comganr. 131b & E Slitets N.W Ttl. Mit-0522
Houston
SuDoIr Co.,
at laBranch
Spiclalti Radio
Dlslrlbullnt
Co.. Clar
425211 Peactitni
St. H.Street.
E Tel.
Til. CA-9009
«T-4406
Canadian
Marconi
Coffloany,
St. Sacrament
Gates Radio Co.. 15IS McComas Ave., Pomona Tel. LT-2-t010
Weslinctiouse. 40 Wall St., Hew Torli City Tel. WH-34321
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FUND APPEAL
Red Cross Copy Prepared
the

first

in the

television

Mid-South

station

• • •

■With pardonable pride we point
to the fine Television job WMCT
is doing for its clients. One good
reason: A staff of sixty working
with the finest equipment available. WMCT is completely
staffed, completely equipped for
any assignment. For instance, our
new RCA Mobile Unit complete with Micro-wave relay . . .

■ Or take our studio and transmitting equipment — all RCA —
the finest money can buy! Movie
equipment is Bell & Howell, Eastman, and Auricon for sound with
movies; Houston rapid film processor, and Bell & Howell printer,
with a complete staff of production specialists to get the job done.
■ In addition to one studio 28
by 34 feet, WMCT has a spacious
auditorium seating 1,050 people
with dressing rooms, scenery storage— the works! Our program
library is replete with up-to-theminute program material, and we
are completely equipped to handle coverage of local events.

■ What about sets? Are people
buying them? You bet they are!
The question is: How long will
suppliers be able to meet the demand? We tell you all this, because itmay be that you are one
of the aggressive advertisers who
capitalize on the terrific impact
of a new medium in the $2,000,000,000 Memphis market.

I •
;nal Representatives
The Branham Company
Owned

and

oper

CHANNEL
AFFILIATED
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Commercial Appeal
MEMPHIS
C CBS

DUMONT

MALCOLM
of sales KENNEDY,
department formerly
of WIP
Philadelphia, has joined Forjoe
& Co. as general manager of its Philadelphia office.
FRANK SHAKESPEARE, former sales
representative for Procter & Gamble
in New York, has joined sales staff of
WOE New York as assistant to sales
manager ROBERT C. MAYO.
FRED R. KUNZ has joined sales staff
of WISN Milwaukee, Wis. He has
been active in radio time sales work
in Milwaukee area for past ten years.
DOROTHY HEIDENTHAL, formerly
with stations in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
and Las -Vegas, Nev., has joined sales
staff of WCSC Charleston, S. C.
ager
of Forjoe
FRED ofL. Philadelphia
BERNSTEIN, office
formerly^man& Co., has joined WTTM Trenton,
N. J., as sales manager.
MUTTON WOLKEN has joined Storadio Adv. Co., Des Moines, new national representative firm which handles sales for store broadcasting in
super markets. Mr. Wolken is Chicago resident manager. ERNEST P.
BALDWIN, formerly with WilhelmLaughlin-Wilson Adv., New York, has
joined firm as New York resident
manager.
NICHOLAS J. MALTER has been appointed assistant sales manager of
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y. He formerly
was assistant sales manager in charge
of local television sales, but now will
supervise selling of both local and
national TV program time.
WHBY Appleton, Wis., has distributed its new rate card.
HOWARD FAY, formerly with Foote,
Cone & Belding, Portland, Ore., has
joined advertising sales department
of KPOJ, same city.
JOHN McKEOUGH, formerly with
Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago, has
joined WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich., as
account executive.
WILLIAM RICH, formerly with Allied Sales Agencies Inc., New York,
has joined sales staff of WNBC and
WNBT
executive.(TV) New York as account
MEL WOLENS has resigned from
WBKB (TV) Chicago, after working
there as sales manager since last fall.
Resignation, submitted Feb. 5, will go
into effect "in a few weeks," Mr.
Wolens said. He expects to remain in
Chicago, and future plans are "under
consideration."
ALL -CANADA RADIO FACILITIES
Ltd. has been appointed exclusive
agent for Jingl-Library for Canada,
Newfoundland, and the British West
Indies [Broadcasting, Jan. 24].

RADIO and television will play
an important part in the annual
American Red Cross fund appeal
later this month, it was indicated
last week. Announcement of the
intensive campaign, which will also
include newspapers, magazines and
outdoor advertising, was made by
Howard Bonham, ARC vice president in charge of public relations.
Compton Advertising Inc. is
serving as voluntary agency following a request by the Advertising Council through the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
The agency's radio department developed program ideas and prepared campaign radio presentations for use by local stations. In
addition, Compton prepared copy
and layout for the Red Cross advertising plan book covering radio,
television and other media, with'.
William Geoghegan, account executive, supervising the project.
T. S. Repplier, Advertising
Council president, and Henry C.
Wehde Jr., staff executive, directed ^
the council's advertising campaign. *
Philip J. Kelly, advertising and
promotion director. National Distillers Products Corp., served as
volunteer coordinator at the request of the Assn. of National Advertisers.
SH/f 7 TO SPOTS
Beer firm Drops Program
LUCKY

LAGER BEER is transferring its radio advertising to
spots. Burton C. Granicher, of
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco,
who handles the Lucky Lager account, said there will be no time
lapse between cancellation of
Lucky Lager Dance Time on six
California stations at end of this
month and start of the spot camThe brewing company is increaspaign.ing its radio budget, according to
Mr. Granicher. Amount or percentage of the increase has not yet
been determined by the firm. ^
Lucky Lager Dam,ce Time is j
heard
on stations
in San Francisco,
Los Angeles,
Sacramento,
Fresno, *
Chico and Monterey. Spot campaign will use many more stations
in the western area where Lucky
Lager Beer is sold, Mr. Granicher
said.
Y & R Changes

Simms

Sues Sonora

SINGER Ginny Simms filed suit
against Sonora Radio and Television Corp. in Chicago's Circuit
Court last week, charging breach of
contract and seeking $5,000 damages. Miss Simms claims she
signed one-year contract with
Sonora calling for 24 record sides
and a $10,000 guarantee, and that
she made only 12 record sides for
which she received $4,999.

JAMES SHELDON, who has been
the director of We the People since
last April for Young & Rubicam,
New York, has been named producer and director of the program.
Rod Erickson, who was producer of
the show, has been promoted as
trouble-shooter supervisor to Ev
Meade, vice president. Willis
Cooper, producer and writer of
Quiet Please, effective this week
takes over the writing chores of
the simulcast of We the People.
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EY, former
HAMILTON E. FINN
field sales manager of Sweets
Laboratories Inc., and CARL
W. TILLMANNS Jr., former supervisor of copy research for Foote, Cone
& Belding, have joined C. E. Hooper
Inc., New York, as television contact
men.
C. E. HOOPER Inc., New York, has
announced that Swift & Co., Rexall
Drug Co., Pet Milk Co., E. 1. duPont
de Nemours & Co., Thomas J. Lipton
Inc., Libby-McNeill & Libby, and
BBDO and Buchanan & Co. (agencies)
have subscribed to its U. S. Hooperatings.
JAMES SAUTER, president of Air
Features Inc., New York, has been

appointed chairman of the radio and
television division of the 1949 Red
Cross Fund Drive.
JOHN GRUENBERB 2d has joined
staff of C. E. S. Assoc., Philadelphia,
public relations counsel, as account
executive. He was formerly on advertising staff of RCA-Victor Records,
Camden, N. J.
COLE & WERNER Adv., Omaha, Neb.,
will represent WOW Inc., Omaha, for
1949, JOHN J. GILLIN Jr., president
and general manager, announced Feb.
1. WOW's announced plan to change
agencies was discarded, Mr. Gillin
said.
JAMES D. McLEAN, former commercial manager of WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, has been appointed manager
of Industrial Division of Philco Corp.
JIM BISHOP, head of Bishop &
Assoc., Los Angeles (publicity), has
been elected president of California
Safety Assn.
Television
ALFRED DRAKE, singing star, and
CHARLES LEWIN, advertising radio

executive, have announced formation
of new firm for packaging of radio
and television shows for national distribution. New firm is located at 255
W. 23rd St., New York.
Equipment
H. G. KRONENWETTER has been
appointed manager of advertising
production for the lighting fixture,
lamp, radio, electronics and international divisions of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., New York. Mr. Kronenwetter formerly was advertising
only.
production manager for radio division
RAYMOND F. FOSTER of Receiver
Division of General Electric, and
ERNEST H. LEHMAN of Tube DivireceivedA. GE's
honor, sion,
thehaveCharles
Coffin highest
awards
for work of outstanding merit during
1948.
KWG Stockton, Calif., has moved to
new quarters at 612 East Market St.

WCCO Minneapolis newscaster Cedric Adams (r) receives congratulations on completion of tenth year of
his Nighttime News show from Joe
Tombers, vice president of Purity
Baking Co., whch sponsors program.
Congratulations were extended following special anniversary program.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

nouncer,and sports
director an-at
WEAVER
RICKWCAV
,formerl
Norfolk
Va., yhaschief
joined
WLAU Laurel, Miss., as sports director. Mr. Weaver also handles playby-play announcing of pro basketball
games for the station.
CURT GOWDY, sportscaster from
Oklahoma City, will assist MEL
ALLEN for the Yankee baseball and
football broadcasts on WINS New
York. Mr. Gowdy succeeds RUSS
HODGES.
DICK KEPLINGER,
Seattle
nouncer and m.c. who won
the H. an-P.
Davis award in 1943 for his news and
special events coverage, went back
on the air as a newscaster early this
month. His new program. The F. Y. I.
Reporter, is heard on KXA Seattle.
WILSON SHELLEY, KRLD Dallas
morning
announcer,
been appointed farm editor
of thehasstation.
KEN OVERLIN, former middleweight
champion of the world, has joined
WCAV Norfolk,
Va., as sports director.
THAD HORTON,
sports director for
WSB and WSB-TV
Atlanta,
is the faardther ofKing.
a boy, RichLESLIE NICHOLS,
news editor of
MBS, will join
WGN Chicago, as
commentator.
Mr. Overlin
JOHN BOSMAN,
news writer at Mutual for past four
years, will take over news editor's

The Station MUST Pectple Listen to MOST in West TexitH
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IRA BLUE, sports editor of KGO San
Francisco, was presented with the
first Civic Service Award of San
post.
Francisco's Mission District for outstanding community service. Award
will
after. be presented each month hereTOM BARBOUR, newsman at KGO
San Francisco, is the father of a
BROADCASTING
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UNVARNISHED

HAS

KXEL

N

TRUTH

CHANGED

LISTENING

HABITS

IOWA

These figures are taken from the
Conlan Comprehensive Study of
Listening Habits
in Iowa's No. 1
industrial
city, Waterloo.

, Listening

Survey

tion

ibu
Distr

Period^

Periods

Periods

Entire

'0 a7>

Time Buyers —
Make no mistake about it^ Listeners in Iowa's richest-industFial
area Do prefer KXEL. In radio it's Who^s listening and Where
that counts.

• Time buyers — Look before you buy . . .
Look at Conlan's latest Comprehensive
Listener Study and get more of the unvarnished truth on hstener habits in Northeast
Iowa.

Conlan's latest Comprehensive Listening Study of Waterloo,
embracing 17,914 direct contacts, reveals KXEL having more
than twice as many listeners in certain periods than any other
radio station. The majority of listeners have switched to KXEL
.... actually changing the entire Ustening picture, not only in
Iowa's richest industrial metropolitan center but the entire
Northeast Iowa area as well.
NO OTHER RADIO STATION DELIVERS AS MUCH AS THIS
INDUSTRIAL MARKET FOR SO FEW DOLLARS.

• You'll buy KXEL because KXEL
listeners for fewer dollars.
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has more

KXEL
50,000 Watts
ABC
JOSH HIGGINS BROADCASTING COMPANY
WATERLOO, IOWA
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND
WATERLOO, IOWA

Five Seek
STOCK

Sweet
in

dreams

are

made

Spartanburg

Nothing sleepy about this market until it comes to
mattresses. Sleep-wise we brag about such stufF
as dreams are made on— we're wide awake when
it comes to turning the mattress industry into dollars.
But the wealth of the Piedmont springs from more
than industry. Farmers reap a comfortable 226
million dollars gross income a year. It's the combination of the rich harvest from the landpeaches, cotton, dairy products, poultry, lumber,
and fast-moving industry that successfully
rounds out the Piedmont's billion dollar economy.
It's well to keep a keen eye on the Piedmont people
and the $1,054,811,000 they
have to spend when they go
to market.
And for the past nineteen years,
they've gone to market over
WSPA, South Carolina's
oldest station— dominant in 17
counties of the Carolina
Piedmont.
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John Blair & Company, National Representative
Harry E. Cummlngs, Southeastern Representative
Roger A. Shaffer, Managing Director
Guy Vaughan, Jr., Sales Manager
CES Station for the Spartanburg-Greenville Market
February 14, 1949

FCC

TRANSFERS

TRANSFERS of interests in five stations were reported Approval
to FCC last week
in applications requesting Commission consent to the transactions.
One-half interest in KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, has been sold by Dietrich
Dirks for $75,000 to station's licensee corporation. Mr. Dirks recently
acquired control of KCOM Sioux
WLDY chief engineer, secreCity and was required to give up Holbrook,
taryploye,
2.5%;treasurer
B. J.2.5%;
Nestelle,
postal
emGeorge
E. Miner,
the KTRI holding [Broadcasting,
theatre chain owner,
20%. WLDY
is
Dec. 13, 1948].
assigned 250 w on 1340 kc.
WLATJ Laurel, Miss. — Transfer of 139
James V. Wilson, former pro- shares
(50%) held by Hugh L. Smith
for $27,181 to James V. Wilson, former
gram director of WAPI Birmingprogram
director
of WAPI
Birmingham, Ala., has purchased 50% inham. Ala.
C. Hubert
Leggett,
other
terest in WLAU Laurel, Miss., for stockholder,
buys single share from
treasury
for
$181
so
that
he
and
Mr.
$27,181 from Hugh L. Smith. C. Wilson each would own 50%. WLAU
Hubert Leggett would continue in is assigned 250 w on 1490 kc.
station as other 50% owner.
Details of the transactions follow:
FTC CASE
WLOI from
LaPorte,
— Assignment
American Tobacco Files
license
Isabel Ind.
S. Rumely,
Hoyt H.of
Scott and Edward Young d/b as LaPorte
County Broadcasting Co. to LaPorte
AMERICAN Tobacco Co. last TuesCounty
Co. Scott,
Inc. New
is
ownedBroadcasting
50.5% by, Mr.
0.5%firm
by
day filed a motion asking reconsidJoan H. Scott and 49% by Mr. Young.
eration of arguments in its case beIsabel Rumely retires from station and
fore the Federal Trade Commission.
receives $6,133.82 for 26% interest. Mr.
Scott now holds 26% and Mr. Young
48% interest. WLOI is assigned 1540 The firm is charged with misrepresentation inthe sale of its prodkc, 250 w daytime.
uct. Lucky Strike cigarettes. A
KTRIment of Sioux
Iowa in
— RelinquishnegativeCity,
control
Sioux City decision will be forthcoming someBroadcasting Co., licensee, by Dietrich
time this spring, it was indicated.
Dirks through sale by him of his 125
In line with procedural rights, J
shares (50%) to firm as treasury stock
for $75,000. Other stockholders, who attorneys for American Tobacco <
would gain control, are: John C. Kelly, took exception to previous rulings '
president;
Eugene Kelly,
F. Kelly,
vice president; A. Lermon
and Eugene
H. of FTC Trial Examiner John L.
Kelly Estate. Latter owns 12.8%, Horner. They maintained the reothers each
12.5%.
Mr. Dirks
is re-as
spondent had been deprived of full
quired to sell
his KTRI
holding
condition
of
his
acquisition
of
con- cross - examination of witnesses
trol of KCOM Sioux City for $65,000
FBROADCASTING, Dec. 13, 1948]. testifying in support of the comKTRI is assigned 5 kw on 1470 kc.
plaint, and questioned the striking
of certain exhibits previously inKFTM Fort Morgan, Col. — Assigntroduced as testimony. Part of the
ment of CP to The Fort Morgan Broadcasting Co., new partnership of same
name and composed of two of three arguments dealt with refutation
original partners. J. T. Price Jr., 49% of Luckies' claim to "exclusive
owner,
his interest
others. sells
Robert
Dolph, for
26% $4,000
owner,to smokers" and testimony tending to
and Robert McCoUum, 25% owner, prove that Luckies' smokers also
each become
nership.50%
KFTM is owner
assignedin new
500 w partday bought other brands of cigarettes
on 1260 kc.
as well. Testimony was closed last
December in New York.
WLDY
Ladysmith,
Wis.—
Assignment
of license from O. J. Falge, sole owner,
to Flambeau Broadcasting Co., new
firm 65%
of which
is presidentis lL|rU/ WA OfDITC
and
owner. Mr. NoFalge
consideration
given. Others in new firm include:
NrW
VM OLKIlu
^.
News,
vice
president
10%;
Barrel
W.
Will
Feature
Bonds
■*' Nome
",.„"'■""
h
Ladysmit
of
publisher
Mark Bell,
LEADING orchestras will be featured on the Veterans Administration quarter-hour transcribed
INTERFERENCE
series,
Here's
starting
Iowa Town Gets Dander Up in June, the VAto Veterans,
and the American
Federation of Musicians announced
last Wednesday.
FAIRFIELD, Iowa, may have to
An agreement entered into
begin enforcing a 1929 ordinance
prohibiting interference with radio through James C. Petrillo, AFM
reception, according to wire reports president, permits musicians to
— provided it can find out who or donate their services to the recorded programs designed to keep
what is causing the interference.
The southeast Iowa town had veterans and their dependents informed of benefits granted by Conalmost forgotten about the ordinance until frustrated football fans
The AFM collaboration with VA
trying
to listen
the New Year's
will involve a change in format of
Day bowl
games tocomplained
that a gress.
loud buzzing noise was interfering the shows. Under the new arrangewith reception. The fans asked
ment, outstanding band leaders will
handle the VA copy. At present
City Attorney Ralph Munro, who
the VA messages are voiced by top
wrote the ordinance, to do something about the noise.
vocal, variety and dramatic personalities ofradio. Distribution of
Mr. Munro, unable to make any
arrests until the source of the in- new series gratis to broadcasters
terference isdetermined, suggested
will start in May for presentation
that the townspeople test their beginning in June.
home electrical appliances to see if
they are causing the annoyance.
KFAR Fairbanks and KENI AnchorHe pointed out that the ordinance
age,
Don United
Lee Network
affiliprovides up to 30 days in jail or
ates, Alaska,
have joined
Press Radio
Leased Wire News Report.
fines up to $100 for violators.
BROADCASTING
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TALL
Stands

IN

WBIR

TENNESSEE
at

Knoxville

Important member of the American Broadcasting
Company's
Southeastern
CentralTennessee
Group islisteners
250-watt now
WBIR.
Knoxville and
are
dialing programs broadcast from its new 450-foottall Truscon Guyed Steel Radio Tower.
This recent addition to the nation-wide . . . and
world-wide . . . string of Truscon Steel Towers climbs
tall to serve mountainous Tennessee— and is another
example of Truscon engineering tp fit specific
local conditions.

Whether your plans call for tall or small towers, it
will pay you to consult experienced Truscon engineers. They offer you the most skillful engineering
and construction in the industry . . . can help you
make the correct choice of guyed or self-supporting
towers, of tapered or uniform cross-section, for
AM, FM or TV. Call or write our home office in
Youngstown, Ohio, or any convenient district office
for assistance— without obligation.
TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

f
r SELF-SUPPORTING
AND UNIFORM
CROSS SECTION GUYED

domestic and international. Probers would be authorized to examine
their relations to national security
and international treaties and to
make legislative recommendations
on the basis of their findings.
Language of the resolution bore
a very close resemblance to the
resolution which authorized the
1948 study of communications.
Licensing practices and allocations of the FCC would be examined.
It was pointed out that the study
would help Congress determine
what policies the law-making body
should develop on allocations due
to "problems arising from unprecedented demands for fre-

Legislative Burrs
(Continued from page 27)
of any advertising of alcoholic bevmeasure
2428),
according- erage's.
to Theits
author, (HR
is intended
to cover beers and wines in its
provisions. Former Sen. Arthur
Capper (R-Kan.) and Sen. Ed
Johnson (D-Col.) have introduced
similar measures for the past dozen
years.
Violations under the proposed
law carry a penalty of fines from
$100 to $1,000 or imprisonment
from six months to one year, or
both. The measure has been referred to the House Commerce
Committee.
Authorization for $15,000 for
expenses incidental to the investigation and powers of subpena were
asked in the McFarland-Tobey resolution.
The resolution called for "a full
and complete study and investigation" of all radio telegraph and
telephone
communications, both

This

Award

Hearings continued in both
quencies."of Congress on bills to
Houses
repeal the Taft-Hartley labor act
and the Wage-Hour law.
Richard P. Doherty, NAB director of Employer-Employe Relations
Department, appeared Feb. 8 before the wage and hour subcom-

Voted

KMA

by

114

mittee of the House Education and
Labor Committee.
The application of overtime wage
regulations, under the Fair Labor
Standards Act, Mr. Doherty told
the subcommittee, "has unfairly
penalized and harassed the broadindustry." he said, the regulaIn cast
addition,
tions have impaired the ability of
radio unions and management to
negotiate the most practicable collective bargaining agreements.
The question of whether to adopt
the 7 54 minimum hourly wage rate
was identified by Mr. Doherty as
being "academic" to the broadcasting industry since virtually all salaries in the industry exceed this
level.
Mr. Doherty charged that proposed amendments to the Fair
Labor Standards Act were "not
equally fair to radio," which has
problems involving talent and creative effort not shared by manufacturing and similar fields.
He recommended changes in the

Time

Buyers

. .

Iiecause

fif i

KMA

is

awarded
annual awards
For QwtstanAng Audicncg I'romotioii on
Ainericari Broadastinfc 0,)mp;i'iy Programs

tliem

a

complete

KMA

PROMOTION
and

MERCHANDISING
JOB
Perfect
Assures

Proof
You

that
of

KMA

the

In a poll of 114 Advertising Directors and
Advertising Agency Account Executives
using American Broadcasting Company
programs, KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa (184
BMB counties in 6 states) was voted the
1948 Audience Promotion Award. These
men recognize nothing but Sales Results —
the kind which KMA delivered for them.
We did it for these top-notch national advertisers and we can do it for you !
We know that the reward of a good job

Audit

Radio

Merchandising

Results

You

Need!

well done is the opportunity to do more
and better work. Let KMA work for you.
AVERY-KNODEL, INC., National Representative
AMERICAN Broadcasting Co.
960

KC

5000

WATTS

.

proposed law to (1) eliminate practice of basing overtime payments
on regular salaries plus talent fees ;
(2) clarify the meaning of "regular
rate of pay" by excluding premium pay; (3) allow child actors
and performers exemption from
child labor sections of law; (4)
sanction approval of guaranteed
annual employment plans by Wage
and Hour Administrator in the
absence of a collective bargaining
agreement.
Provisions of the bill, Mr. Doherty pointed out, allow employment
of minors under properly regulated conditions in motion pictures
and theatres and newspaper delivery work but do not allow children
the same opportunity in radio and
television. "This is obviously an
oversight," he commented.
He termed "unfair" prevailing
regulations requiring that overtime
be paid on average hourly earnings
as computed by adding all talent
fees received by an employe to the
regular weekly salary.
Announcer Example |
As an example he cited the case! j
of an announcer who receives $60 j
a week as base pay, according to 4
union contract, but gets in addition $150 in talent fees each week.
Other announcers, he said, receive
$170 and $200 a week in talent fees
in addition to base pay.
Joseph A. Beirne, president of
the Communications Workers of
America, in an appearance before i
the labor committee, endorsed a
provision to centralize administra- |
tion of the Wage-Hour Act in the
Dept. of Labor and proposals to
increase minimum wages to 154 an
hour.
Establishment of a 35-hour work
week and a minimum wage of $1
an hour was advocated by the CIO
United Electrical Workers through
its legislative representative, Russ
Nixon, during hearings Feb. 8.
Senate Labor Committee Democrats weakened Feb. 9 and agreed
to a nine-day extension of hearings
on the Administration's labor bill.
Robert M. Denham, an appointee
of President Truman, refused to
support
the appearance
Chief Executive's
bill
in an
beforelabor
the
Senate Committee. He described
the Taft-Hartley law as "basically
sound." A strong defense was
made by Mr. Denham of provisions '
of the Taft-Hartley law which
made his office — with its prosecuting and administrative functions — independent of control by the labor
department, a condition not present in the proposed bill.
There were strong indications
last week that the House Un-American Activities Committee might
rescind, in whole or in part, its
prohibition against radio, television, newsreel, and photographic
ings.
coverage of the committee's hearA committee meeting had been
(Continued on page 62)
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STANDARD

LATERAL

TRANSCRIPTIONS,
RPM

THE FLT-TR CRYSTAL TRANSCRIPTION PICKUP
• Without question, no other pickup, available for
broadcast studio applications, can do so much, so well.
Here is flawless, truly professional quality of sound
reproduction ... in the most versatile pickup ever
designed. No changing of needle pressure or other adjustments are required, in switching from one type
recording to another. All that is necessary is to change
the FLT-TR's esj>ecially designed, tiny slip-in cartridges
... so simple to do that a child can make the change
in seconds. The cartridges seat themselves into playing position on the same slip-in principle which joins
cap to barrel in many modern fountain pens.

/^<l^i^OmRS
PLAYING

COMPLETE

PICKUPS

AND

LINE

FOR

BROADCASTING

ILLUSTkATBD

LITmATUM,

NEW ENGINEERING, MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY
• The unprecedented clarity and depth of tone of
Astatic's FLT-TR Transcription pickup are results of
entirely new engineering concepts. Feather-touch
needle pressure of five grams is accomplished by a
revolutionary hinged division of the arm, which also
contributes to perfect tracking and elimniation of
surface noise. Similarly important contributions to
reproduction quality are made by a new ball bearing,
anti-resonance base mounting assembly, which is
adjustable to desired height along with the pickup's
unique arm-rest. It all adds up to matchless performance and convenience.

OF

LONG-

CARTRIDGES

• Telecasting

DETAILS

33-1/3, 45 AND 78

RECORDINGS

• The FLT-TR Professional Pickup, accompanied by three tiny slip-in cartridges, is really four
pickups in one. Its LP-TR Crystal Cartridge has a fixed sapphire needle with 2.5 mil tip-radius for
lateral broadcast transcriptions. Its LP-33 Crystal Cartridge is designed for playing either 33-1 -'3
or 45 RPM recordings, with fixed sapphire needle having one mil tip-radius. For standard 78 RPM
recordings, the LP-78 Crystal Cartridge with three mil tip-radius needle is used in the FLT-TR Arm.
All three cartridges are available with diamond stylus tip instead of
sapphire. In addition, Astatic offers FL-Series Pickups for use with seven,
ten and twelve-inch records. Performance characteristics and advantages
are identical to those of the transcription models. The three LP-Cartridges
give each FL-Pickup the same complete versatility, in the same manner.

WRITE

BROADCAST

' <|,

Pickup
FL-33 Crystal
Pickup
FLC-33 Crystal

Corporation
CONNEAUT. OHIO
IN CANADA CANADIAN ASTA1IC LID. lORONJO. ONTAHIO
' Asiatic Crystal Devices Manuiaduied
undei Brush Development Co. patents.
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TIME ONLY
This $5.00 YEARBOOK is
yours free with a $7.00 subscription to the weekly BROADCASTING-Telecasting. (Subscribers'
copies now in the mail.)
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51 WEEKU

Nielsen Radio Index Top Programs
(COAST-TO-COAST, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM, AND URBAN HOMES
-and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REPORT WEEK JAN. 2-8, 1949
TOTAL AUDIENCE
Cur. Points
Cur. Prev.
Rating Change
Rank Rank Program
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.-1-2.6
-fS.I
1 1 Lux Radio Theater 34.2 -1-2.0
-1-1.9
4 Jack Benny
31.3 —0.8
3 McGee & Molly 28.3 -1-3.3
5 Talent Scouts
27.2
7 My Friend Irma
26.5
8 Walter Winchell 26.4
176 Amos
'n' Andy 26.2
Bob Hope
24.2 —0.1
73 Truth or Consequences. 23.4 +2.4
24 Bob Hawk
23.1
16 Mr. District Attorney. .22.8 +6.7
21 Mystery Theater 22.6
+ 4.4
13 People
Duffy's Are
Tavern
22.4 +9.0
12
Funny 21.8
14 Mr. Keen
21.8 + 1.7
28 Sam Spade
21.4 +3.0
19 Your
Big Town
21.3 + 1.0
54
Hit Parade 21.1
46 This Is Your Life 21.1 + 1.3
26 Inner Sanctum
20.9 + 3.7
+0.8
EVENING,
TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-3019.3MIN.+6.1
+4.3
1 3 Lone2 Ranger
+4.8
2 1 Beulah
15.6 +1.9
+2.5
3 5 Jack Smith Show 13.9 +1.1
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
1 2 When a Girl Marries. . 13.6 +2.2
2 8 Young Widder Brown .13.1 +2.7
3 3 Backstage Wife
13.0 +1.4
4 7 Stella Dallas
12.4 +1.7
5 4 Right to Happiness. ... 12.1 -j-0.8
Pepper Faces
Young
-i-1.3
76 65 Portia
Life 12.1
12.0 +1.5
8 15 Lorenzo Jones
11.8 +2.^
9 1 Arthur Godfrey (L&M).11.3 +0.1
10 14 Ma Perkins (CBS) 10.2 +0.4
11 9 Our Gal Sunday 10.2 +0.2
12 17 Just Plain Bill 10.1 +1.1
13 13 Big Sister
10.0 0.0
14 18 Ma Perkins (NBC)
9.8 +0.2
15 31 Jack Armstrong 9.8 -|-2.2
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
1 True Detective
16.5 — 1.6
24 Quick
Flash 16.2
0.8
House asof aMystery
13.7 — 0.0
18 One Man's Family 13.5 +3.3
6 Armstrong Theater ...13.3 4-2.3
Copyright 1949,
GRANTS
Three New CPs Issued

1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
. . . complete analysis of 1948
radio advertising; AM, FM, TV directories, program trends; ratings
of
year's
most
popular shows;
new
audience measurement
methods,
plus 1000 radio references.
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
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ONE Class B and two Class A FM
stations were granted by FCC last
week to firms presently operating
AM outlets. Low power educational, noncommercial FM CP was
awarded the municipal-owned U. of
Wichita, Kan.
New Class B permit went to
Piedmont Service Corp., Alexander
City, Ala., owner of WRFS there.
Facilities granted are Channel 291
(106.1 mc) with effective radiated
power of 4.6 kw and antenna
height 240 ft. above average terrain. Estimated cost is $18,100,
exclusive of land. Order was
adopted by the Commission to allocate Channel 291 to that city.
Thomasville Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WTNC Thomasville,
N. C, received Class A FM permit
for Channel 252 (98.3 mc) with
ERP of 450 w and 250 ft. antenna.
Estimatad cost is $12,590, exclusive
of land and buildings.
Dr. C. C. Morris, licensee of
KADA Ada. Okla., was granted
Class A FM permit for Channel 244 (96.7 mc) with ERP of 160
w and antenna 240 ft. Estimated
cost is $6,315 exclusive of land.
Municipal U. of Wichita received
Channel 206 (89.1 mc) with power
of 10 w. Estimated cost is $1,995,
exclusive of land and buildings.
WFOW
(FM) Madison, Wis.,

AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points
Rank Rank Program
Rating Change
EVENING,
1 1 Lux ONCE-A-WEEK,
Radio Theater15-6026.3MIN.+2.3
2 4 Jack Benny
25.3 +3.7
3 5 Walter Winchell 23.7 +3.5
4 3 McGee & Molly 23.5 +2.1
5 6 My Friend Irmo ^1.3 +0.8
6 13 Mr. District Attorney. .19.9 +2.7
7 9 Talent Scouts
19.6 +1.3
8 17 Amos 'n' Andy 19.1 +3.9
9
8
People
Are
Funny
....
18.8
10 15 Bob Hope
18.7 -fO.7
+1.4
11 67 Truth or Consequences. 18.4 -f8.3
12 10 Mr. Keen
18.0 +0.8
13 34 Bob Hawk
17.9 +4.7
14 22 Stop Music (4th Qtr.)..17.8 +3.2
15 16 Mystery Theater 17.7 +1.7
16
12 Aldrich
Duffy's Tavern
17.1
17 36
Family
16.6 +0.8
+2.3
18
14
Suspense
16.6 +2.0
-fO.9
19 19 FBI in Peace, War 16.6
20 25 Burns and Allen 16.6 +1.8
EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
1 3 Lone Ranger
15.4 +4.2
23 15 Beulah
Jack Smith Show 13.5
11.4 -|-1.7
+1.2
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
1 2 When a Girl Marries. .11.8
2 1 Backstage Wife
11.8
Widder Brown .11.5
43 69 Young
Stella Dallas
11.3
56 34 Right
Happiness
Portia toFaces
Life 10.8
10.7
7 5 Pepper Young's Family 10.6
89 167 Arthur
Lorenzo Godfrey
Jones(L&M) . 10.5
9.1
10 11 Ma Perkins (CBS)
9.1
11 8 Our Gal Sunday 9.1
12 14 Big Sister
8.9
13 13 Rom. of Helen Trent... 8.7
14
SecondPlainMrs.BillBurton... 8.6
15 25
15 Just
8.5

+2.0
+1.3
-t-2.6
+2.1
-|-0.7
+1.4
+0.9
4-2.3
+0.1
+0.2
+0.3
+0.2
+0.1
-i-1.2
+0.9

DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
1 1 True Detective
14.3
2 3 Quick as a Flash 11.1
3 7 Stars Over Hollywood. 10.9
4 2 The Shadow
10.5
5 4 House of Mystery 10.4
A. C. Nielsen Co.

— 0.2
—0.6
+3.7
^1.9
+0.4

owned by Earl Pessler, in lieu of
its conditional grant received a CP
for Class A Channel 285 (104.9
mc) with ERP 930 w and antenna
100 ft.
KLCN-FM Blytheville, Ark., received CP to change ERP from 6.2
to 21 kw and antenna from 350 to
360 ft. KALB-FM Alexandria,
La., was granted CP to change
ERP from 3 to 11 kw and KWOSFM Jefferson City, Mo., was
granted CP to switch from ERP
9.7 to 9 kw.

MEMO

WAGE-TV
QUITS
Returns CP to FCC
THE SECOND television construction permit to be surrendered this
year, that of WAGE-TV Syracuse,
N. Y., was presented to FCC for
cancellation last week. The Commission has not yet acted on the
request.
Following within a week the
deletion of WVTL (TV) Utica,
N. Y., by the Utica ObserverDispatch [Broadcasting, Feb. 7],
the WAGE request likewise indicated that technological and economic uncertainties in future of
TV motivated its decision. WAGETV had been granted July 12, 1948,
for Channel 10 (192-198 mc) with
effective radiated power of 30 kw
visual and 15 kw aural. The CP
expires March 12.
WAGE is licensed to WAGE
Inc., president of which is Frank
G. Revoir. The AM outlet, an ABC
affiliate, is assigned 1 kw on 620 kc
and holds CP for boost to 5 kw day,
1 kw night.
WAGE Inc., in its letter to FCC
requesting cancellation of its TV
permit, stated the following in
During the last seven months WAGE
Inc., through its officers, has conducted
an intensive investigation of construcand operating
the telepart: tionvision
industry. . Thiscosts
studyin originally
was
undertaken
only
as
a
sensible
ation for actual construction. prepThe
study was prolonged far beyond the
period
originally
intended.
It
developed facts and information which, as they
accumulated, caused this company to
look with increasing worry and doubts
upon the whole project.
We turned also to a careful study of
income potentialities in this market
over a period of years, based upon the
kind of
programming
structure
that
might
be feasible
during the
early years
of operation. We obtained information
concerning other television station
We took into consideration, also, the
operation.
many
uncertainties which prevail in
this industry,
respecttransmission,
to technological changes,with
network
etc
Finally, it became evident
that construction costs would be substantially higherItthan
had evident
originally estimated.
also we
became
that operating losses would be larger
than we had estimated, and that such
losses probably would continue over a
period
of several years in this particular market.
In these circumstances, it- was our
considered
the undertaking wouldjudgment
require, that
in capital
outlay
and
operational
losses,
an
which would be excessive in investment
proportion
to the financial capacities of this comIt appeared
to us asthat
the financial riskpany. would
be such
to jeopardize
our existing broadcasting service.

to LOU SMITH, Louis A. Smith Company:

We are happy to know that WCKY

is leading your list

of stations in producing sales for Mountain View Nursery.
ON

THE AIR EVERYWHERE

24 HOURS

A DAY

WCKY
CINCINNATI
50.000

WATTS

OF

SELLING

BROADCASTING
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RADIO NEWS
Short Course at Minn. U.

WHEN Arthur Godfrey (I) made his
first stage appearance outside of
New York City in Hartford, he was
made a member of the "Needle
Club," composed of the top political
leaders of Connecticut. He is shown
here
during ona special
broadcast
WDRC "Needle
Hartford Club"
with
Jock Zaiman (c), political editor of
Hartford Courani and president of
the club, and Walter Haase, WDRC
manager.
MARYLAND
PRESS
Asks Balto. Gag Lifting
LEGISLATION to prevent Baltimore courts from censoring crime
news was asked in a resolution
adopted Feb. 5 by the Maryland
Press Assn., meeting at Baltimore.
At its annual convention the association discussed Rule 904 of the
Baltimore Supreme Bench, known
as the "Baltimore Gag." Move is
under way in the Maryland courts
to extend the rule to the entire
state.
The Maryland Press group
named a committee to handle the
assignment. State Senator P. G.
Stromberg, of Ellicott City, publisher of a chain of weeklies, said
he would sponsor legislation.
Three stations (WCBM, WITH
and WFBR) were found guilty of
violating the Baltimore court's gag
rule and have appealed [Broadcasting, Jan. 31, Feb. 7].
Text of the association's gag resolution follows:
Resolved that the legislature be requested to pass legislation denying the
right of the judiciary of the State to
pass rules or regulations that interfere
in any way with the right of newspapers to publish such news as the
officials
newspapersowning
see fit.or directing those

FIFTY radio newsmen from Minnesota, the Dakotas, Iowa, Nebraska and Wisconsin are expected
to attend the U. of Minnesota
School of Journalism's third annual radio news short course Feb.
18 and 19 at Minneapolis.
The Northwest Radio News
Assn. will hold business sessions
during the two-day course, Orrin
Melton, KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.,
association president, announced.
James Lawrence, director of
television news for KSD-TV St.
Louis, will lead a course discussion on TV news operations and
their impact on aural newscasting.
Members of the KSTP-TV St. Paul
staff will give TV news demonstrations.
Other radio newsmen on the program and the subjects they will
discuss: Jack Shelley, WHO Des
Moines, and Soren Munkhof, WOW
Omaha, "Should the News Editor
Also Broadcast?"; Glen Stadler,
WDGY Minneapolis, "The Sins of
the Radio News Editor"; Sig
Mickelson, WCCO Minneapolis,
president of the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors, "The Responsibilities ofthe Radio News
News Research Discussion
Editor."
Prof. Ralph 0. Nafziger, Prof.
Mitchell V. Charnley and other
members of the School of Journalism staff will discuss "The Latest
in Radio News Research." Leland
H. Bauck, audio-visual engineer of
the U. of Minnesota, will review
the latest in tape and wire recorders.
Banquet speaker Friday evening
will be William F. Brooks, NBC
vice president in charge of news
and special events.
Prof. Charnley, author of the
new book, News by Radio, will be
in charge of the course. William
P. Jensen and E. F. Seehafer, of
the School of Journalism staff, will
assist him.

FRANCES
VELTHUYS
Media Direcfor,
C. J. LaROCHE Chicago
& CO.

in agency work since
1937, first in research;
then in media; then merchandising; and then back
to her first love, media,
Miss Velthuys handles
media buying for all
LaRoche Chicago office
accounts. We welcome
Miss V. with her fine talent for oil painting (on
canvas, not houses) into
the membership of the
Patroons.

/

FILM DEVICE
Improves TV Sound, Says Fox

PERFECTION of a new mechanical improvement for sound in television film use is expected to reduce
Roy Thompson
costs by as much as 50%, according
to the George Fox Co., Hollywood.
25 years of radio experiNew system reportedly makes it
ence
and
personal
particiW
possible
to adapt high fidelity
pation in his community's
double system recording to the
projects and services have
made Roy Thompson a
speedy and economical single sysR household v/ord in industritem now used by most major newsal y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
reel companies.
the Roy Thompson Station,
Firm reports that it will be able
T will assure you a loyal, buyto
provide for telecast purposes "a
ing audience throughout the
completely edited sound and picture
listening hours.
print within three hours of filmA ABC
1240 KC
ing," Sound recording unit which
makes all this possible also is
said to be designed so that it may
Altoona,
Pa.
be added to both 35-mm. and 16mm. cameras, allowing use of either
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
gauge film with the identical recording equipment.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

WPTR

has them all . . .

better facilities, better coverage,
better production, better promotion,
plus more square miles,
more listeners
for the advertiser's dollar.

10,000 Watts of
POWER
Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON

BROADCASTING
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Legislative Burrs
(Conti)itted from page 58)
scheduled for last Friday and it
vas considered a possibility that
the ban might be a topic of discussion.
Relaxation of the ban to permit,
at least, broadcast and wire recording coverage of hearings
seemed probable.
Strong protests were filed by
both NAB and the Television
Broadcasters Assn. last week.
MBS Commentator Albert L.
Warner, chairman of the House
Radio Correspondents Assn., told
Broadcasting last Wednesday that
Rep. John S. Wood (D-Ga.), chairman of the House probe committee,
had promised to refer his protest
to the full committee for consideration.
TBA, in a letter sent to Chairman Wood by its president, J. R.
Poppele, pointed out that 54 video
stations in 32 cities can now be
connected with Washington by coaxial cable or radio relay to transmit to their audiences events of
public interest in the Nation's
Capital.
"It cannot be urged strongly
enough," Mr. Poppele virrote, "that
the . . . prohibition inadvertently
discriminates against those American citizens who are not fortunate
enough to be in Washington, or
who cannot afford to come to
Washington, as well as against
those citizens, who, confined to
their homes, private or public hospitals, or veterans hospitals must
rely upon the new and ingenious
television broadcast in order to
witness the public proceedings and

events in the Capitol and elseTBA asked that an opportunity
where."
be
afforded the television industry
"to discuss with you the most reasonable, workmanlike and cooperative method by which, with due regard to the proprieties of such
proceedings, this public service
can be provided from time to time
to the millions of American citizens
who desire to 'attend.' "
A. D. Willard Jr., executive vice
president of NAB, in a letter to
Chairman Wood Feb. 5 charged the
committee with discrimination
against some forms of reporting.
Television, tape recordings and
instantaneous broadcast of committee session, Mr. Willard pointed
out, are new forms of journalism.
"To take a single example," he
said, "tape recording is now used
as were words in quotation marks
in an old era of news reporting.
The radio reporter, telling the story
of an important hearing, can now
drop into his dramatic narrative
the very words of the man quoted,
in his own voice. Television is no
less graphic, to say the least.
Sweeping Decision
". . . your committee's decision
is so sweeping as to deprive the
American people of a great deal of
truly priceless information. I urge,
therefore, that it be at least reconsidered, and the representatives of
radio and television be allowed to
tell you how much it means to their
audiences to keep them informed
of the major work being done by
your
committee."
Edward
R. Murrow, CBS commentator, said on his broadcast of

FIRST

IN

THE

DAVENPORT. ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
47 Kw.
22.9 Kw. visual
5,000 W
FM 103.7 Mc. TV CP,
AM 1420 Kc.
and aural, Channel 5
Basic Affiliate of NBC,
the No. 1 Network
woe advertisers reach the biggest
and richest industrial center between
Chicago and Omaha, Minneapolis
and St. Louis . . . get extra coverage
of the prosperous Iowa-Illinois farming area on WOC-FM without additional cost. With complete duplication both stations deliver the entire
NBC Network schedule and local
programs to this rich farming area.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernie Sanders, Manager
DAVENPORT,
^REE
Page 62
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last Tuesday that Rep. Wood had
told him that he was "not at all
sure that the committee isn't losing
more than it's gaining by banning
these modern instruments of communication."
A majority of committee members, telephoned by Mr. Murrow,
"expressed similar views," the
commentator reported. All said
they were willing to reconsider
their action of a fortnight ago.
In a broadcast a week earlier
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7] Mr. Murrow had pointedly wondered whether newspapers, whose reporters
were not affected by the committee's decision, would rally to the
cause of freedom of information —
as they often have rallied in defense of their own freedom of news
coverage.
Last Tuesday Mr. Murrow reported that "editorial apathy was
widespread." "Here in New York,"
said Mr. Murrow, "two powerful
organs of public opinion, the Times
and the Herald Tribune, made no
editorial comment, although their
editorials did deal with such subas moviea wise
stars' woodchuck,
earnings, winterjectsdriving,
Joe
Louis and the liquor license, fragrance in February, the victory
against smoke, and other matters
that are presumably engaging the
attention of metropolitan newspaMr. Murrow said in other major
per readers."
cities there was no significant editorial comment, save in Washington, where the Post commented
favorably
on Boston,
the committee's
sion and
where decithe
Christian Science Monitor regarded the action as "a very real
step
toward
The Hooverreform."
Commission on government reorganization sent two
of a series of 15 proposed reports
to Congress.
First Report
The first dealt with overall organization of the executive branch
of the government. It was recently presented to Congress by
former President Herbert Hoover,
chairman of the Commission on
Organization of the Executive
Branch of the Government [Broadcasting, Feb. 7]. It was subsequently written into a legislative
proposal (HR 2361) by Rep. William L. Dawson (D-Ill.), chairman
of the Executive Expenditures
Committee of the House.
This measure was favorably reported last week by the full Expenditures Committee and taken to
the floor of the House where it met
opposition
that body. before being passed by

CBS's Albert Ward (I) and Werner
Michel (center) discuss with Gordon
Kinney, radio director of Advertising
Council, Work iti Progress, half-hour
documentary based on the council's
campaign for a better understanding
of American economic system, presented by CBS Feb. 6.
of the FCC," he argued. "You
may say that this is a completely
far-fetched proposition, but it
could happen. Suppose that the
functions of the Federal Communications Commission were transferred to the Dept. of Commerce;
you might have a situation under
which radio licenses issued to stations might, on a pure political
basis, be changed.
"People build up great businesses
on the issuance of a license. They
are to have that license as long
as they use it in the public interest.
And that is the value and the merit
and the function of such a commission.
"As I say, it would be inconceivable to my mind that any such
result would be brought about, but
certainly there are some in the
country, and I am afraid some in
the government who would argue
that even the quasi-legislative and
quasi- judicial functions of those
great agencies should be brought
within the realm of the executive
branch of the government, and,
hence, subjected to political conMr. Hoover had earlier warned
Congress that it could expect opposition to government reorganization from officials whose agencies
were affected.
The Senate Executive Expenditrol."tures Committee Feb. 7 heard Mr.

RESULTS?
THAT'S US

C H N S
It was the absence of such exHALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
emptions that brought renewed opposition from Rep. Halleck.
Maritimes Busiest Station
Rep. Halleck contended that it
would be "disastrous" to have the
5000 WATTS-NOW!
quasi-legislature and quasi-judicial
functions of these agencies brought
Interested? Ask
into the executive branch of the
JOS. WEED & CO.
government "in such manner that
their operations become political
350 Madison Ave., New York
instead of non-political.
"Take, for instance, the matter
BROADCASTING
o Telecasting

Hoover urge adoption of the reorganization bil .
Among his reconamendations to
the Senate committee were: Creation of a staff secretary in the
White House to keep the Chief
Executive advised of activities in
the various agencies; establishment
of an office of personnel in the
executive department whose director would also be chairman
of the Civil Service Commission;
development of many more capable
administrators in the public service; a more orderly grouping of
functions of government into major
departments under the President
with a clear line of control from
the President to the department
heads; strengthening of the office
of the budget as the President's
"managerial arm."
'Universally Applicable'
Reorganization, according to Mr.
Hoover, cannot be accomplished
completely unless it is "made uniformer
President versally
said applicable."
that staffTheestimates
indicate that once the reorganization reforms were in effect a saving
of $3 billion annually would result.
In its second report to Congress
the Hoover Commission concentrated on personnel recommendations.
The commission advocated revision of the government's hiring
system to remove it from "political influence" and to attract better
employes.
Higher salary ceilings for top

RANCH

civil service jobs, an adequate pay
scale for federal employes and a
veterans preference plan were recommended.
The Civil Service chairman, under
the Hoover Commission plan, would
be in the White House as a special
Presidential adviser on personnel
matters.
Departments and agencies, the
report said, should pick their own
employes and the civil service commission would function as an
agency to fix employment standards and police the entire hiring
system.
VFW Support
Unexpected support for inclusion
of a housing census in the 1950
decennial population census was
offered Feb. 9 by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars. A housing census,
in which a survey of receiver sets
might be included, was advocated
by Jack Carter, VFW national
housing officer, during testimony on
a housing proposal.
Three new regfistrations under
the lobbying act were made at the
Capitol by men representing firms
associated with the broadcasting
industry. Latest registrants were
L. Byron Cherry and Gerard D.
Reilly, both representing the General Electric Co., and Edward G.
Kasch for Kraft Foods Co., a wellknown radio sponsor.
Another bill to repeal wartime
tax rates on telegraph, telephone,
radio and cable services was introduced by Rep. George A. Smathers
(D-Fla.). The measure (HR 2117)

RHYTHMS
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^

PAUL

BERLIN'S

-

A

Touch

like others previously introduced
on that subject was' referred to
the
House Ways and Means Committee.
A high-ranking member of the
House Ways and Means Committee, Rep. Aime J. Forand (D-R. I.)
also introduced a bill (HR 2481)
to wipe out the wartime excise tax
rates and recalled that Congress
had given its promise to repeal
them six months after cessation of
hostilities.
"This promise was not kept,"
Congressman
Forand said,
"but the
instead the Republicans
during
80th Congress passed legislation
removing the termination date
from the law and thereby made
these war tax rates permanent legDaylight saving time proponents
islation."of their first victory in the
tasted
new Congress Feb. 8 when the Senate District of Columbia Committee unanimously approved S-135,
authorizing the District Commissioners to determine each year if
Washington will have fast time.
Heretofore the matter has been
resolved as it arose each year.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.)
introduced a measure (S-868) Feb.
8, to provide that a clearing house
be established in the Department
of Commerce to provide for the
dissemination of technological,
scientific and engineering information to American business and industry. A similar proposal is contained in a bill previously introduced in the lower house.

of ffie West

in the
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DEFINITION

WQXR

Adopts Station Break

IN AN EFFORT to eliminate conlisteners'
ing fusion
AM inand
FM minds
radio, regardWQXR
New York has adopted a new
format for its station identification break.
Effective immediately, the station's announcement will be
"WQRX New York, 1560 on your
dial and WQXR-FM, 96.3 on FM
Because some listeners,, hearing
the former dual identification,
"WQXR, AM and FM," thought
they were getting FM programs,
the station was prompted to make
the change. Station officials have
written
sets." to other station managers
suggesting they do likewise in
order to clarify the AM and FM
picture, and WQXR is instituting
a spot announcement series pointing out the advantages of owning
FM sets.
Electrical Living Show
SECOND Annual National Television and Electrical Living Show
will take place Sept. 30-Oct. 9 at
the Chicago Coliseum, according to
Axel Kahn, president of the Chicago Electric Assn. Harry Alter is
show chairman, and Arthur Holland, owner of Malcolm-Howard
Agency,
Chicago,
will handle public relations
and advertising.
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A Billion Dollar
Test Market
Where Gross
Buying Power Has
Increased Nearly
200 Per Cent
in the Past 8
Years.
• From Data Copyrighted
1948 by Sales Management. Further Reproduction Not Authorized.
KGAlsSCOOO

Extends

and

In-

creases theMarket
• Any Petry Man
Has the Facts

ABC
AFFILIATE
Owned and Operated by Louis Wasmer
Radio Central Bidg.
Spokane 8/ Wash.
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Peron
(Continued from page 23)
Peron interests.
Confidential 'cables and memos
exchanged by Messrs. Aikman and
Yankelevitch disclose intimate details of the intrigue, with the former described by Senor Chibas as
a leading Peron spy.
One report addressed to Senor
Yankelvitch over the signature of
Senor Aikman reveals need of
haste in completing Peron negotiations with the Trinidad network
in Cuba. The official lAAB translation of portions of this report
follows :
The problem, therefore, is urgent,
and the only way to settle it is through
the commercial way. Then the saying,
"A deadOncedogthey
cannot
bite,"interests
will come
true.
[Mestre
and
other Cuban stations] are eliminated
from the radial [radiol world, our
friends will remain in the power and
then it would be easy to influentiate
[influence] everywhere. But this will
only be possibly attained by means of
skill and knowledge of the atmosphere:
counting
"economic power"
to
carry itupon
out, the
of course.
Are you willing to arrive to a commercial with my friend [Amado Trinidad] in order to get at the desired aim?
I warn you that half measures are of
no use here; the decision must be final,
since my friend cannot risk his attitude
being
known Theif official
we don't
get to an
agreement.
representation
[the Argentine
Embassy]
is
familiar with everything, and Ifully
believe,
willing to confirm my opinion about
the matter.
In another memo from Senor
Aikman this revelation of plans is
given
What: we are planning with the
friends of this house [RHC Cadena Azul
and Amado Trinidad] is to displace him
[Mestre] financially from the direction
of CMQ; afterwards, and as result of
this, to obtain his resignation of the
presidency
of the Inter
of
Broadcasters,
in -American
order to Assn.
place
friendly delegates to infiuentiate in
the next
voting,of summoning
an special meeting
the General forAssembly
if it were necessary.
Senor Chibas charged that Senor
Trinidad is the core of the vast
circle of international intrigues
"because Peron wanted to make
RHC the center of his Latin American Federation of Broadcasters, a
continental network of broadcasters defending the military dictatorships that are arising in America and standing against United
States with the following countersign, backed by the Communists:
'Opposite to the Third World War,
the Third Neutrality Front'."
His speech concluded: "Proofs
in hand, we have discovered an
international intrigue against
American democracies in general
and against Cuba in particular.
We are acting in defense of public
liberties in the American countries and of democratic institutions
in our country, their independence
and sovereignty. And we do so
against the imperialism of Peron,
of Wall Street, and Stalin, not
with fallacious, deceitful and demagogical wordiness according to the
Communist style, but with positive,
constructive and forceful facts."
U. of MISSOURI School of Journalism
Extension Service, is sponsoring a
weeltly class in radio news writing. AI
Brandt, KXOK St. Louis news department, will conduct the class.

WARE Ware
ANNOUNCERS at WRMS
Ware, Mass., will start dealing in double-talk March 1
when the call letters of the
station are officially changed
to WARE. Authorization for
the change was granted by
FCC Feb. 2. The station becomes the second outlet in the
country bearing the same
call letters as the town in
which it is located, WACO
Waco, Tex., being the first.
Station reports letters of congratulation and appreciation have been received from
Ware businessmen who believe the change will be of
benefit to the community in
additional advertising.
What Next?
(Continued from page 23 )
the NLRB balloting which took
place in that dispute. Repeal of
T-H may mean that ACA in other
disputes again will have recourse
to the NLRB.
William Bender, vice president
of the broadcast department of
ACA, said death of T-H will mean
a better balance of economic power
in the broadcasting field. He acknowledged, however, that an act
more favorable to labor will cost
station operators more money.
"But it will be worth it to them,"
he said. "There will be greater
stability through elimination of
the present chaos where unions
feel they have to fight or be wiped
out. If station costs go up, it will
be an investment worth the cost."
He said ACA looked to the time
when it could, in a strike situation,
use secondary boycotts, including
boycotting of sponsors, or appeals
to sponsors to stop using struck
stations. He believed repeal of the
T-H Law would make this possible.
Clarence Westover, executive
secretary of NABET, said that if
the T-H Law is killed, his union
hopes to revert to the principle of
the closed shop which the law prohibited. Aspokesman for the AFM
said the same thing. Both organizations have clauses in contracts
which permit reinstating of the
closed shop in event Congress
changes the labor picture.
Newman Burnett, executive sec-

retary of RTDG, said the T-H Law
repeal would aid radio unions like
his own because it would eliminate
much of the fight over supervisory
employes. He felt repeal of the
supervisory employe limitations
would also aid other unions in the
broadcast field, many of which
have men of professional standing
as members. Roy Langham, national executive secretary of the
Radio Writers Guild, said the same
thing
tions. was true of his organizaSylvia Sheridan, representative
of the Radio Guild, United Office
and Professional Workers of
America, CIO, foresaw increased
organizing efforts if T-H is repealed. The result, she said, would
be higher wages in both union and
non-union stations, with operating
costs necessarily going up.
"With red tape removed," she
said, "you can expect organization
drives to begin. Many union officers, which have used the T-H
Law as an excuse for not organizing, will be on the spot and will
have to get out and work."
FCC-STATE DEPT,
To Discuss Overseas Shows
THE FUTURE of international
broadcasting in the U. S. — whether
private operation and /or the
"Voice of America" should be expanded, reduced, or discontinued —
will be studied in a special FCCState Dept. conference called by
State Dept. officials for late this
month, it was reported last week.
If the Mexico City High-Frequency Broadcasting Conference is
still in progress, the meeting would
be a preliminary session since
questions relating to frequency assignments, for example, would have
to await the outcome of the Mexico
City meeting.
If the Mexico City conference
has broken up or completed its
work, the FCC-State Dept. conferees presumably would be free to
explore the whole field of U. S. international broadcasting activity
including (1) the future of the
"Voice"; (2) the future of international broadcasting via privately
owned stations, and (3) in event
the Mexico City conference ends
without an agreement, the frequencies, hours and target areas of
U. S. operations.
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NBC

Code

Relaxed

(Continued from page 25)
aways would "fall of their own
weight" — that listeners would become bored when they began to
understand the extremely slight
chance they had of winning. This
did not materialize either, the executive said. Instead, some giveaways have reached the top ranks
of popularity, and an indication to
NBC that listeners who harbor no
notions of winning themselves find
entertainment in hearing others
fall heir to fortunes.
The fact that NBC now believes
giveaways are entertaining and
are not holding their audiences
only by extending the hope for reward exempts them therefore from
the network's code provision
(which is also in the NAB code)
against audience buying.
The network's revised attitudes
towards mysteries and giveaways
will be explained Feb. 28 and
March 1 at the two-day meeting in
Chicago of NBC affiliates. Affiliates will be asked for their reactions, and if they agree, the
changes will be instituted, it was
said.
Another matter which NBC executives will discuss with the affiliates will be decision a fortnight
ago to open the network to tran-,
scribed programs. This decision,
it was said, was reached after
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive*
vice president, and John F. Royal,
vice president and special program
consultant to Mr. Denny, had visited the West Coast and discussed
transcriptions with NBC talent.
A majority of NBC stars, it was
reported, vigorously urged the
adoption of transcriptions. The
talent pointed out that shows were
more flexible than live ones, that
editing was possible, that smoother
! performances were possible, that
I the inflexible deadlines of live production would not have to be met.

Mr. Heidt's 9.9. The CBS Adventures of Sam Spade on Feb. 6 got
a Hooperating of 13.8 and a share
of audience of 29.3. Fred Allen,
in the same time on NBC, got a
Hooperating of 11.3 and a share
of audience of 23.4.
CBS also reported that its Spike
Jones show's Hooperating was 11.5,
its share of audience 29.7. The
NBC Ozzie & Harriet's Hooperating was 9.6, its share of audience
23.5. CBS's Amos 'n' Andy's Hooperating was 18.7 and NBC's Phil
Harris-Alice Faye got a Hooperating of 16.3.
The CBS Sunday evening schedule will receive further strengthening next fall when Edgar Bergen
and his dummy associates join that
network in the 8-8:30 p.m. spot,
sponsored by Coca-Cola, through
D'Arcy Advertising.
The starting date for Mr. Bergen
was set last week as Oct. 2, with
his show originating in Hollywood.
Television plans for the ventriloquist are as yet unset.
In Hollywood Frank Sinatra
announced that he is resigning
from the Hit Parade, sponsored by
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strike cigarettes) at the end of the
present season, probably in May.
The Hit Parade is slated to continue on NBC with another featured singer according to BBDO,
the agency handling the American
Tobacco account. Perry Charles,
the Sinatra press agent, told newsmen in Hollywood that Frank
Sinatra planned to fly to New York
to "resume negotiations" with CBS
on a possible switch to that network.
ORE,

NEWS
BILL
Backed by Broadcasters
RICHARD M. BROWN, general
manager of KPOJ Portland, Ore.,
is spearheading the Oregon Broadcasters Assn.'s drive for legislation
to grant radio newsmen the right
to withhold sources of information
Preventive Move
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7]. The Oregon measure is similar to that in"We faced the danger of losing
by other broadcastei'S
even more talent unless we ad- throughout troduced
the country.
mitted transcriptions," one NBC
Known as Senate Bill No. 66,
official said.
and introduced by State Sen. R. D.
Meanwhile, as NBC was be- Holmes, the bill asks for:
ginning to rid itself of what it
An act relating to the privileges of
regarded as burdensome ethics,
newspapers or radio broadcasting,
CBS issued an announcement de- and/or radio and press associations
with respect to sources of information
tailing the Hooperating triumphs
procured for publication or broadcast.
Be It Enacted by the People of the
of its Sunday evening line-up
of Oregon.
which is accelerated generally by State
Section 1. A newspaoer publisher,
its recently captured Jack Benny
editor, reporter, or radio station lishow.
censee,
announcer, or newsman,
other commentator,
person connected
with
or
employed
upon
a
radio
broadOn Feb. 6, CBS said, Mr. Benny's
casting station or newspaper and/or
share of audience was 64.6% as
radio or press association cannot be
compared with 22.9 for Horace
ad.iudged inor contempt
of coux-t.body,
the
legislature,
any administrative
Heidt in the same time on NBC.
for refusing to disclose the source of
any information
publicaMr. Benny's Hooperating was 27.8;
tion or broadcast,procured
whetherforpublished
or broadcast in a newspaper or over a
radio broadcasting station. For the
purposesimile,ofand other
including television,
facof communication within themethods
protection
of this
section, the term "radio" or "radio
broadcasting
as used
herein,as
shall be givenstation"
the same
meaning
STAMFORD,' CONN.
such term is given under the provisions
of the Federal Communications Act of
"The Gateway
New England"
1934,
as amended.
ABC toAHiliat«
Section
2. This act shall be known as
Repretcntative. J. P. McKINNEY & SON
the "Radio-Newspaper-Television Protection act."
BROADCASTING
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Equalizes

fern all!

It is no longer necessary to use a separate equalizer for
each pickup. The 622 Six Position Equalizer, usable
with any and all modern pickups, mounts on your transcription table in place of your present equalizer. You
can now experiment with various pickup cartridges
knowing you are getting the best available performance
from each. Both lateral and vertical transcription arms
can be connected and selected without switching — by simply using the proper
setting of the 6-position control knob. A Micro-Groove arm may also be added.
This Fairchild Preamp-Equalizer precludes obsolescence; frees one preamplifier;
provides for cuing and monitoring; eliminates low level hum problems; and is
an investment in economy. Write for complete details.
fAinCHILO

PnOfESSIONAL

The Fairchild Professional Tape Recorder isthe only top quality equipment
designed from the start to deliver the
ultimate in performance at a tape speed
of 15 instead of 30 inches per second.
New and advanced theory and design
have resulted in performance which exceeds the requirements set by the latest
proposed NAB specifications and formerly thought possible only at 30 inches
per second. No compromise has been
made in meeting the most exacting requirements forsignal-to-noise, frequency
response or minimum distortion limits.
This means double the continuous recording time, half the cost of tape and

TAPE

RSCORDSn

nicer controls of starting, stopping, spotting, editing, etc. jVi or 30 inches per
second operation may, of course, be
included for special applications.
Nothing has been left undone to make
this the finest professional tape recorder.
However, despite its performance which
we believe exceeds that of any other
equipment regardless of price, it is
being sold at the lowest figure our anticipated production will permit. Currently, orders are being scheduled for
delivery in approximately 30 days at its
present low price of $2,750. Details are
available for prospective users.

MICnO- GROOVE HECOnOIHO. . .
Are you aware that Fairchild Synchronous Disk Recorders and Transcription Arms
are handling the rigid requirements of recording and reproducing Micro-Grooves for
the most critical users.' Write for detailed information.
LIP SYNCHRONOUS
Synchronous disk recording and playback for use with motion pictures
and television is available with the
Fairchild #539 Portable Disk Recorder.

154TH STREET AND

Sound-on-Film
Used in making "Louisiana Story", one
of the top ten movies of 1948 ! Write
for details.

7TH AVENUE,

WHITESTONE,
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1948 lER
18th Yearbook Published
EDUCATION ON THE AIR (18th Yearbook of the Institute for Education by
Radio). Edited by O. Joe Olson. 478 pp.
Columbus: Ohio State U.
PROCEEDINGS of Ohio State
U.'s 18th Institute for Education
by Eadio, held April 30-May 3,
1948, at Columbus, are covered in
this volume.
One of the book's nine chapters
is devoted to "The New Medium
of Television." The TV chapter
includes presentations on "PresentDay Television" by Nathan M.
Rudich, video director of Gainsborough Assoc., New York; "Television Production" by Martin A.
Gosch, New York TV producer;
"Cincinnati's 'Nervous Murals' "
by Milton S. Allison, WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, and "Television and
Agricultural Information" by Kenneth M. Gapen, assistant director
of information for radio and television, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington.
Also included in the television
chapter are summaries of two
panel discussions, one led by Mr.
Rudich on "Television Programming and Production," the other
by Lucille Clarke, radio chief of
the American Red Cross North
Atlantic area, on "Television: A
New Factor in Interpreting Community Agencies."
Other chapter headings, as follow, indicate the wide scope of
the book's contents: "International
Aspects of Radio"; "Radio Policy
in America"; "Radio in Organized
Education"; "Radio Programming
and Production"; "Specific Program Areas of Radio"; "Organizations Utilizing Radio" and "Research Techniques and Problems."
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Hooper30.2
39.0
29.0
26.0
25.7
25.7
20.3
22^5
20.1
19.8
19.4
19.1
18.0
19.1
17.6

—7.9
atmg AGO
-1-3.3
YEAR
Pos.

Hooper35.7
30.0
14.8
28.0
33.6
20.1
13.9
17.2
12.8
18.4
12.4
14.5
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27.7
14.1
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+ 1.0
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+ 1.0
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2
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8
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OF SURVEYS'
Palmer Cities Need for One Standard Firm

By FRED A. PALMER
PRESIDENT, FRED A. PALMER CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
THE PROBLEM:
Several years ago ... I pointed
out that we had a "mess of surveys"— Hooper, Nielsen, Conlan,
Ross Federal, Pulse, Whan, Hooper-Holmes, a dozen other small
survey companies and some stations making their own surveys!
All this "mess of surveys" against
the
single standard
Audit newspapers'
Bureau of Circulation.
I recommended that either by
merger, by creating a new organization or using the facilities of
Western Union, we establish a
single standard of radio surveys,
based on the following points:
1. Adequate sample: An industry
committee would determine what
wouJd constitute an adequate

clear

550 KC
5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE
BISMARCK, NO. DAKOTA

in a larger area

station
U. S. A."^

*ASK ANY JOHN BLAIR MAN TO PROVE IT.
•

atmg

+3.5

in the
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CANADA'Lux' RATINGS
Show Is First

HOOPERATINGS

No.
Program
Cities sponsor & Agency
Jack Benny t
6 American Tobacco (BBDO)
Kaiser-Frazer (Weintraub)
vv incneii \£ mos/ t
6 Johnson & Son (NL&B)
McGee & Molly
Philip Morris (Biow)
6
Horace
Heidt
t
Bob Hope
6 Lever Bros. (Y&R)
o.
ot VVBros.
. louacco
6
People Are Funny
(JWT) ^jeeas^
6 Lever
Radio Theatre
6 Phiico (Hutchins)
Bing Crosby
6 Jergens
Signal Oil (Stebbins)
The Whistler
I. Parsons (2 mos) t
6 Wildroot (Orr)
(BBDO)
6
Sam
Spade
C-P-P
Dennis Day
6 Rexall (Bates)
(BBDO)
6
Harris-Faye
Ford Dealers (JWT)
6 Rosefield
Fred Allen
Packing (G&G)
5
Skippy Theatre
t Includes first and second broadcasts

KFYR

Yes

15 PACIFIC

sample for any community using
either coincidental telephone,
mail, door-to-door, mechanical
instrument,
etc., or any combination of these.
2. Proper supervision: It has been
proven search
againemployes
and areagain
that and
reliable to error.
Somehimian
kind of
adequate
supervision
used to minimize
error.should be
3. statistician
Open to public
inspection:
A adds up a columnIf
and
gets
rating
6.4, any party
other
statistician or interested
should be able to add up the
result. column and get the "same
same
I suggested that if this plan were
followed, it would save the industry several million dollars a year —
would enable us to obtain a reliable survey in any market in
America no matter how small.
A PROPOSED SOLUTION:
BMB was organized. A prominent agency secretary said: "This
is a step in the right direction."
The industry is spending more millions than ever on surveys and is
more confused today than ever before. Many station managers have
told me: "BMB is no earthly use
to us as a sales help, but I guess
the agencies want it." Some agencies swear by it, some swear at
it, while some request mail response pattern, half millivolt coverage plus some success stories,
and they seem to do all right, too.
SOLUTION:

ONLY ONE Canadian evening program rated among the first ten network shows in January in Canada,
according to national ratings released Feb. 8 by Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., Toronto. Ten most popular
programs, of total of 40 English
evening programs, were Lux Radio
Theatre, rating 35.4, Fibber McGee
& Molly 33.5, Fred Allen 29.2, Amos
'n' Andy 28.5, Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet 24.7, Bob Hope 24.6,
Wayne & Shuster (Canadian program) 22.4, Album of Familiar
Music 22.0, Twenty Questions 21.9,
and Music Hall 21.9.
First five English-language daytime programs for January, of
total of 14, were Ma Perkins 18.1,
Pepper Young's Family 17.1, Big
Sister 16.4, Happy Gang 16.4 (Canadian program), and Right to
Happiness 16.3.
Of total of 31 French-language
evening network programs in January, leading five, all Canadianproduced, were TJn Homme et Son
Peche 39.2, Radio Carabin 37.4,
Enchantant de la Vivoir 34.5, Met7-opole 32.6, and Ralliement du Rire
31.0. Five leading French-language
daytime programs, of total of 13,
were Jeunesse Doree 31.5, Rue
Principale 30.1, Quelles Nouvelles
23.0, Les Joyeux Troubadours 22.9,
and Grande Soeur 22.9.

PACIFIC HOOPERS UP
Due to Cold Snap
RADIO listening on the Pacific
Coast in January, a month of unusually cold weather which kept
people at home, was at an all-time
high, C. E. Hooper Inc. reported
last week.
In January the average evening
sets in use was 39.1, 10% higher
than previous Hooper records.
Average daytime sets in use was
19.3, a 5% gain over the earlier
record. [For Pacific Program Rateings see above.]

In spite
of the
of surveys"
that
we are
now "mess
in, there
is one
crystal clear solution. We must
have a single standard radio survey
based on adequate sample, proper
supervision, and open to public inspection. While we have been taking a staggering "step in the right
direction," the newspapers have
made impressive gains. We are
so afraid of hurting the feelings
of the many survey companies that
dustry.
we are hurting the entire radio inCosts of operation are still going
up — profits are still going down —
many stations are having utmost
difficulty keeping their heads above
water. Either let BMB give us the
complete solution to a single standWEVD
ard radio survey that will compare
ii7-mw.46$i:t
with the newspaper ABC or let's
junk BMB.
MENRYORaNFiElO. Mgr. Director N.Y.I9
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Interconnection
AT&T

LINKS

Policy

Scored by FMA

INTERCONNECTION policy of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
was attacked from another direction Friday as FM Assn. charged it
violates both the Communications Act and the anti-trust laws.
The policy, by which the telephone company refuses to connect its
intercity links with those of pri- *• —
I vate broadcasters except to cover
quested channels but that appar1 areas where it has none of its
ently the basis was
policy.the' company's
own, has been under the fire of interconnection
The association cited a Federal
telecasters and is now before the
District Court decision in the PullFCC for a decision in the Commisman Case to support its contention
sion's probe of rates for TV network facilities.
that the telephone company's action violated the anti-trust laws.
FMA brought its charges sepIt also noted that the Justice
arately .in a letter protesting an
Dept., in its anti-trust suit against
AT&T subsidiary's alleged refusal
to provide intercity facilities to AT&T and Western Eectric Co. last
connect some of the stations of a month, charged that AT&T "has
nine-station FM network in the continued its policy of prohibiting
Midwest for a bi-oadcast on Dec. 10. radio stations from interconnecting
Many of the stations are close non-Bell wire circuits with Bell
System long-distance interchange
enough together to permit linking
by direct pickup or broadcasts, but facilities."
Hits Refusal
some are separated by distances
The
association
continued:
requiring intercity relay facilities
"It is obvious that the refusal
which the AT&T subsidiary refused to furnish, FMA charged.
to interconnect Bell System longdistance interchange facilities with
Four Unable to Broadcast
the partial network facilities . . .
Because of the action of the sub- which these FM stations planned to
sidiary— Northwestern Bell Tele- furnish by direct radio pickup is
phone Co.— four of the nine sta- as obnoxious to the anti-trust laws
as the refusal to interconnect such
tions "were unable to broadcast
Bell facilities with non-Bell wire
the network program contemplated," the letter declared.
Filed by Leonard H. Marks, FMA
circuits."
The alleged violations, FMA concounsel, the letter asked FCC to
tinued, "impose a very serious
invoke provisions of the Communications Act looking toward "reparation" to the stations by NorthCO-OP SPONSORS
western Bell and also to require
AT&T and the subsidiary to modify
Happy With WJEF Show
their practices.
The stations are KFMX CounCOOPERATIVE sponsorship of
cil Bluffs, Iowa, which was to Your Date With Music on WJEF
have originated the Dec. 10 broadGrand Rapids, Mich., has produced
cast; KSCJ-FM Sioux City; KFMY
such satisfactory results for the
Fort Dodge, Iowa; KGLO-FM
sponsors that they have all reMason City; KDTH Dubuque;
newed. The half -hour record show,
WBNB Beloit, Wis.; WILA Woodfour nights a week, features a letstock, 111.; WKAS Waukegan, 111.,
ter-writing contest on favorite
and WEAW Evanston, 111. The
bands and vocalists with nightly
four which reportedly were unable
and weekly prizes offered by the
to carry the network program were
sponsors.
KFMX, KSCJ-FM, KFMY, and
The daily winner receives a Toni
KGLO-FM.
Home Permanent Kit, a tube of
The FMA letter said NorthwestToni Cream Shampoo and a pair
ern Bell did not specify the basis
of Puffin Nylon Stockings from
for refusing to furnish the rePaul Steketee & Sons department
store, all cooperatively supplied.
Daily winners compete for the
weekly award — an evening's enterWE HAVE
tainment for two supplied by WJEF
and the sponsors. This includes
THE FORMULA
dinner at the Mocha Room of the
Pantlind Hotel, supplied by the
Time buyers know that some stahotel; an orchid corsage and boutonniere from Arthur F. Crabb,
tions pay, while others do not.
florist; a souvenir photograph
taken by Bultman Studio, and taxi
Time buyers who've tried WAIR
service supplied by the Yellow Cab
are loud in their praise of its
Co. of Grand Rapids.
selling power.
WJEF provides tickets for the
couple for the week's outstanding
entertainment — a first-run movie, a
road show or concert by a name
WAIR
band.
Commercials are worked into the
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
script,
which is written by Don
Representatives: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
Richardson. John Maters is m.c. of
You/r Date With Music.
BROADCASTING
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hardship upon the members of the
association as well as upon other
FM stations, since, as the Commission is well aware, FM commercial operation has not brought
large financial returns and FM
stations are therefore totally unable to comply with the totally unjust and unreasonable — and therefore unlawful — practices and regulations of the telephone company."
Under its procedure with such
complaints, FCC will call upon
AT&T to satisfy the complaint or
answer it in writing. If the company chooses to answer rather than
satisfy it, then the Commission will
investigate the charges "in such
manner and by such means as it
shallCommunications
deem proper," Act.
according to
the
Mr. Marks sent copies of the
FMA letter to Herbert A. Bergson,
assistant attorney general, as well
as to AT&T and Northwestern
Bell.

ATeREGULAR
um' broadcast by
xas Forweekly
Texas Senators and Congressmen
in Washington is planned by the
Texas State Network starting Sunday, Feb. 20, according to Gene L.
Cagle, network president. Called
The Texas Forum of the Air, the
program will be aired Sunday at
6 p.m. (CST) over the 17-station
network.

WORTH

OF

SW STATION
BILL
Would Transfer to State Dept.
A BILL (H. R. 2282) which would
transfer property and equipment
rights on certain wholly-owned
U. S. shortwave stations from the
Reconstruction Finance Corp. to
the Secretary of State, was introduced in the House of Representatives Feb. 3 by Sol Bloom (D-N.Y.).
The stations, all ranging from 50
kw to 200 kw and the only completely government-owned radio
properties in the country, are licensed to CBS, NBC and Crosley
Radio Corp. They are: KCBA
KCBF KCBR (CBS) Delano,
Calif.; KNBA KNBI KNBX
(NBC) Dixon, Calif.; WLWO
WLWK (Crosley) Mason, Ohio,
and WLWl WLW2 WLWRl
WLWR2 WLWSl WLWS2 (Crosley) Bethany, Ohio.
The transfer would be purely administrative, it was emphasized,
and would be effected without reimbursement or transfer of funds.
Payment for land and buildings,
with respect to these stations, is
currently made to RFC. The bill
provides that the State Dept. would
assume all obligations of RFC covoperationare
of programmed
these facilities.
The ering
stations
by
the State Dept.'s Office of International Information under immediate supervision of the International Broadcasting Division.

PROMOTIO
to WSYR
and
Advertisers
in 1948

NBC

That's what the bill would total at regular rates for
WSYR's program promotion last year in
Daily Newspaper Advertising
Spot Announcements
Station-Break Tag Lines
Window Displays • Mailings to Dealers
Preparation of Publicity
Outdoor Displays

NBC

570 kc-5000 watts
Affiliate in Central New York

Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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One

Million

People

m

Means

WDIC

Hennock

620

•

Renews

MARS Inc., Chicago, has renewed
Dr. I. Q. (Mondays, 8:30 p.m.
CST) on NBC network of 135 stations for 52 weeks from March 28.
Show has been sponsored nine
years, with Mars as backer for
seven. Agency is Grant Advertising, Chicago.

ATTS
5,000 W
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AWB
CONVENTION
Agenda Details Announced
AGENDA details on the sixth annual convention of the Assn. of
Women Broadcasters division of
the NAB were reported in Chicago
Thursday by Mrs. Elizabeth Marshall, District 9 chairman in charge
of arrangements and assistant director of WBEZ Chicago, Board
of Education station.
Dr. Preston Bradley, pastor of
the People's Church, Chicago, will
give the invocation at the conference, to be conducted March 10-12
at Chicago's Drake Hotel [Broadcasting Feb. 7]. Charles Caley,
chairman of NAB's Ninth District,
has been asked to introduce Judge
Justin Miller, NAB president, guest
speaker at the opening-day luncheon. NAB board members from
nine states bordering Illinois have
been invited also.
The evening reception Thursday,
opening day, will be given by J.
Walter Thompson agency. New
members will be welcomed and
winners of special prizes will be
interviewed at the microphone in
the hotel ballroom.
Mars

DURHAM
North Carolina

PAUL H. RAYMER,

Open Mike
(Continued from, page 18)
WCAO is listed as operating on
360 meters, which is 833 kc.
Incidentally, this last named
booklet along with a letter from
the management of WWJ was sent
to me attesting to the fact that I
was, at that time, the listener who
had received station WWJ the
greatest distance. At the time I
was radio operator on the S.
Chilore and the ship was off the
coast of Chile and the next day
when we docked at Cruz Grande,
Chile, I wrote a letter of confirmation of reception of their program.
They replied that that was a record. I had beaten some postmaster out in Hawaii. Picked up
on the regular ships wireless telegraph receiver with a couple tubes
in it. Ah, those dear dead days!
Howard
O'Day Ave.
3811 Penhurst
Baltimore
[Editor's
Note: Congratulations
your
alert
criticism.
Material for theon Baltimore Market Story came from station
executives who did not tell us of early
changes in WCAO's frequency.]
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in Florida

FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock
was at Miami Beach, Fla., last
week on doctor's orders, after developing a sinus condition and
Virus X the preceding week.

'YUNOWATT'

APPLICANT
WLBR

Claims Paper Avoided Word 'Radio'

FCC WAS TOLD last week that
one of its AM applicants is owned
by a newspaper which has avoided
use of the word "radio" in its news
columns and charged advertisers
extra for references to their programs on the local station.
The charge was made by WLBR
Lebanon, Pa., against an application filed by Steitz Newspapers
Inc., which is seeking a new 500 w
daytime station on 1430 kc at
Lebanon.
WLBR General Manager Lester
P. Etter submitted an affidavit
and photostats of copies of the
paper to show that the Lebanon
Daily News, owned by the ovmer
of Steitz, substituted "wireless,"
"receiving sets," and "yunowatt"
when it means "radio." When FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy was nominated, he was described as "wirePost. less director" of the Washington
Mr. Etter s ai d that since
WLBR went on the air in November 1946 "and until quite recently" the News "has consistently
failed to give radio any credit in
its news columns and, in fact, in
many instances has sought to disHe said
the News used the word
credit radio."
"radio" in a story bearing the
headline "Cancellation of Advertising Hitting Radio." The story
reported that "radio men are
stung by the present wave of cancellations" and brought out that
advertisers are turning to newspapers and magazines, he declared.
When school was closed because
of a deep snow, he said, the paper
headlined a story "Hundreds at
School Despite
Closing"
and had
reported that school
officials
"only meager means of making
their decision [to close the schools]
public." The fact, he said, was
that the decision was carried by
WLBR in broadcasts described by
school authorities as "almost 100%
eff^ective."
When the Steitz application was
filed, Mr. Etter asserted, the News
carried a "routine" AP story from
Washington "without identifying
itself as the party in interest in the

Steitz
The Newspapers."
newspaper carries a listing
of
"network
on out-of-a
town stations programs
and on Saturdays
religious schedule of Philadelphia
stations," but refused to carry
WLBR's program listings until the
station agreed to pay for the space,
he charged.
"Radio contract rates for this
purpose are about 30% greater
than the comparable base rate for
local retail advertisers," he said.
"Also, advertisers on WLBR who
mention their radio programs and
the call letters of the station in
their advertisements in the newspaper are required to pay an additional rate for the space so occuThe Steitz application, filed last
November, maintains, however,
that "the applicant is fully cognizant of the broad and specific responsibilities ofbroadcast licensees
with regard to matters generally
construed as being in the public
interest, and is fully prepared to
discharge
pied," these obligations with
every resource at its command."
Steitz is owned by the Lebanon
News Publishing Co., which publishes the Lebanon Semi-Weekly
News in addition to the Daily
News. The parent company is controlled (62.4%) by the A. B.
Schropp estate, with John Schropp,
promotion manager of the publishing company, holding 25% and
President Henry L. Wilder, managing editor, owning 12.425%.
Adam S. Wilder, son of Henry S.,
is president of Steitz Newspapers
and editor of the parent company.
The Steitz application said the
proposed station, to be built at an
estimated cost of $47,950, would
employ a staff of 12, "each of whom
will be required to be experienced
in the broadcast field and to reside
in Lebanon County and take an
active interest in the civic organizations of the community."
The photostats submitted by Mr.
Etter were from tear sheets from
11 issues between Dec. 10, 1946,
and Feb. 28, 1948.

AGENCIES
ADVERTISERS
STATIONS
1949
RADIO-TV
ACCURATE
TO JANUARY 1, 1949MAP
Atfractive three color map shows AM-TV stations in U.S., its
possessions and Canada ... by city . . . county, state— territory
. . . province . ■ . plus time zones.
Excellent for presentations. Ideal to demonstrate coverage . . .
plot network and national spot campaigns. Printed on durable white
stock— 35" X 25". Suitable for framing.
50^
10 orMAP
more
60cea.PER
40^ ea. 50 or more
Include payment with order.
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SPOT

A $1 MILLION fire, 20-d egree-below-zero temperatures and no power or
teletype service at its studios made operation difficult for KDIX Dickinson,
N. D., last week. Mosjt of the operations were moved to the transmitter
and studio programs were originated in the Community BIdg., which, due
to the fire, had no heat. Here Peg Graham and Bill Mason put on Women's
Club of the Air from the Community Bklg. as other KDIX staffers shiver.
IV2.
IT&T

BUYS

Farnswort'h Radio & Tele.
INTERNATIONAL Telephone &
Telegraph Co. announced Wednesday that it intended to enter the
television receiver manufacturing
field by acquiring Farnsv^^orth Radio and Television Corp.
A majority of the board, headed
by 67-year-old founder and chairman, Sosthenes Behn, approved the
plan for his $515 million communications system to buy the $10 million Farnsworth company.
Rumors also have persisted that
this entry of IT&T into video receiver manufacture vi^ould be followed by acquisition of other companies. Mentioned have been
Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,
Admiral Corp. and Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp.
The IT&T announcement said
"agreement
principle" hadon been
reached within Farnsworth
the
acquisition on the basis of one
share of IT&T stock for each 12
shares of the 1,680,568 shares of
Farnsworth. The day of the announcement, IT&T stock closed on
the New York exchange at 9V^ (a
gain of %) while Farnsworth finished at 2%, ofl' %. Later, on the
San Francisco and Los Angeles ex-

IBROADCASTING

changes, Farnsworth slumped to

Farnsworth has an application
pending at FCC for consent to sale
of its WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., for
$150,000 to Fort Wayne NewsSentinel. Rival bid for WGL has
been filed by Anthony Wayne Radio Co., Inc., new firm including exFCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly [Broadcasting, Feb. 7],
The sale itself is expected to
take the form of a transfer of all
assets of Farnsworth subject to its
stated liabilities. Pending confii-mation of the sale, IT&T is making a $1 million secured advance
to Farnsworth to enable it to pay
certain of its obligations and replenish its working capital.
IT&T made it clear that if the
sale is consummated by approval
of the Farnsworth board and by
fulfillment of conditions primarily
agreed to by both sides, it expects
to continue to manufacture in the
Farnsworth Fort Wayne plant and
intends to continue the Capehart
distributor and dealer organization, a Farnsworth affiliate.
WNJR Newark is now operating
WNJR-FM and will duplicate programs on the two stations as soon as
engineering tests are completed.

• Telecasting

RATE

BOOK

Proposed by Chicago NARSR
PREPARATION of a station rate
book with estimates of spot radio
available within given budgets for
the use of timebuyers was proposed at the organization meeting
of the Chicago Council, National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, Thursday. T. F. Flanagan,
managing director of the NARSR,
led discussion among 24 executives
of Chicago's 14 radio representative firms during a three-hour session. He was introduced by John
Blair, president of John Blair Co.
After Mr. Flanagan briefed
members on current FCC hearings
concerning network representation
of affiliated stations not owned and
operated by them, he suggested
methods by which association members could give improved service to
spot broadcasting buyers and users.
In addition to the proposed rate
book, members talked of possibility
of releasing periodic indices of
spot business with estimates of
business growth and trends.
Purposes Outlined
Purposes of NARSR's recent spot
radio presentation, and its promotion book Spot Radio Lets You
Decide, were outlined with ten
plans for the most effective exposure of data to the trade. Framework of plans offering special services to agencies was debated by the
group, along with preparation of
reports on spot radio activities for
specific accounts.
Mr. Flanagan made suggestions
at the closed session to the Chicago
council about its recent organization. The NARSR executive committee authorized the organization
"as a means of keeping Chicagoarea members in close touch with
association activities, and to give
them the opportunity to make recom endations todirectors on matters of importance," Mr. Flanagan
said. He was "very pleased at the
bers.
spirit of cooperation" among mem-

]

BUFFALO
COURIER
EXPRESS
STATION

BUFFALO
AND THE
NIAGARA
FRONTIER

Where more than
a MILLION spend
more than a
/
BILLION a year/

The next meeting of the Chicago
council will be March 3.

New WMAQ
Tower
PRELIMINARY transmission tests

OUR

of WMAQ Chicago's new 250-foot
emergency antenna tower were
completed last week at the AM
transmitter site 30 miles west of
Chicago, according to Howard Luttgens, NBC Central Division chief
engineer. Part of a rehabilitation
program begun a year ago, the
self-supporting steel tower is capable of transmitting WMAQ's 50
kw signal, Mr. Luttgens said.
Emergency unit replaces two
wooden antenna masts and includes
a tuning house and transmission
line equipment. Regular transmitter antenna is 490 feet high.
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...a pleasure to
show a client !
MAP—
WRITE FOR IT TODAY
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AM

GRANTS
Issued in Kan., N.M.
TWO NEW AM stations were
granted by the FCC last week, one
for Ottawa, Kan., and the other for
Clayton, N. M.
New grantee at Ottawa is Ottawa Broadcasting Co., receiving
construction permit for 250 w daytime on 1220 kc, subject to filing
modification to specify transmitter
site and antenna system meeting
requirements
of Commission's
standards.
Ari-Ne-Mex Broadcasting Corp.
is new grantee at Clayton, receiving CP for 250 w fulltime on 1450
kc and subject to same technical
conditions.
Ottawa Broadcasting is headed
by R. S. Wheeler Jr. and his wife
Betty Lou, holding 25% and 28%
interests respectfully. The Wheelers each own 25% of the preferred
and 12.5% of the common stock of
KHOZ Harrison, Ark., and Mr.
Wheeler is general manager of
that station. Others in firm include: Donald H. Causey, KHOZ
chief engineer, 15%%; James N.
Jobss, jKHOZ program director,
15%%, and Loren C. Watkins Jr.,
also with KHOZ, 15%%.
Proposed general manager of
new Ari-Ne-Mex broadcasting outlet is Frank E. Cooks, director and
3.9% owner, who holds 11.48% interest in KOBE Las Cruces and
10% in KOTS Deming, N. M.
There are 69 other stockholders,
each less than 4%.

RADIO-MINDED

YMCA
Programs of Seattle Schools Pay Off

STEADY, continuous radio promotion on a straight commercial basis
is paying off for the non-profit
YMCA technical schools in Seattle. Although an integral part of
the total YMCA operation, the
schools are self-supporting and rely
exclusively on tuition and other
fees. Their annual budget this year
is expected to total |112,000.
The technical schools, are beginning their second year of advertising. On the basis
of four programs
last year, radio
will command a
considerably larger proportion of
the allocation
than at the start.
Wayne A. Gardner, director of
the "Y" schools,
concluded after
Mr. Gardner
one year of
watching radio produce results:
"Advertising has certainly done
a job for us. In fact, I would say
that most institutions — educational
and otherwise — could profit from
radio promotion, if our experience
is any criterion."
The schools, established in Seattle 48 years ago, now give courses
in radio and television, illustrative
engineering, marine navigation.

but we can't help it if we lap
over into 3 states. You see that's what 5000 watts at 570
does --and we are only charging you for the Salt Lake
Market alone.

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY
can explain this

CO.

MORE THAN YOU BARGAIN FOR
HEART OF THE RICH ROCKY MOUNTAIN MARKET
Key station of the Rocky Mountain Broadcasting System - ail ABC
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servicing and announcing and
other fields.
During the first year the schools
were on the air commercially, the
principal objective was to build
enrollment. Two courses have been
filled to capacity virtually from the
start of the broadcasting effort,
and the total enrollment has
jumped more than 15% in a year.
Today 75% of the new students
are directly traceable to the radio
advertising program, according to
Mr. Gardner. The total enrollment
is now 385, and still growing.
At least equally important, however, in Mr. Gardner's opinion,
are two other results which might
be considered by-products: The
pioneering achievement in the field
of adult education, and the creative
public relations job radio has done.
By developing such specialized
courses as illustrative and Diesel
engineering — and by promoting
them via radio — he believes the
"Y" schools not only are meeting
a demand but also exerting a constructive influence on educational
efforts in the State of Washington.
Requests have come in from Tacoma, Everett and elsewhere to
help establish courses along the
same lines in high schools and
colleges in those communities.
Public Relations Angle
In promoting the course for medical secretaries, which had been
developed in cooperation with the
State Medical Society, Mr. Gardner
found that radio was helping also
to develop a new understanding
among the medical profession, not
only of the technical schools, but of
the whole YMCA.
Of the 24 YMCA-sponsored
schools and colleges throughout the
country, Mr. Gardner believes his
is the only one to use commercial
radio on such a scale. The four
weekly programs, aired for the past
year, are: Preview of Tomorrow, a
program of science in the news,
Sundays, 10 : 15-10 :30 p.m. ; a newscast, Saturdays, 10-10:15 p.m.;
Look Before You Leap, featuring
interviews with people of different
vocations, Thursdays, 7 :45-8 p.m.,
and Songs We All Know and Love,
classical and religious music,
Thursdays, 8:45-9 p.m.
The first three programs are
heard on KIRO Seattle and the
fourth on KTW, part-time outlet
of the First Presbyterian Church,
Seattle. In addition to the four
quarter-hours, the technical schools
sponsor five spot announcements a
week on KIRO. They are heard
on days when the full-length programs are not broadcast.
Inquiries traceable to radio were
disappointingly slow at the start,
Mr. Gardner reported, but subsequently radio forged ahead so rapidly in results produced that the
organization has gradually dropped
its newspaper promotion.

AXIS SALLY
Von Richter Recalled
AMERICAN war veterans, testifying in the second week at the Axis
Sally (Mildred Gillars) treason
trial in Washington's District
Court, identified her as the woman
who recorded their messages to relatives for use on her Nazi radio
broadcasts. Miss Gillars is charged
with attempting to undermine the
morale of American soldiers
through propaganda.
Government prosecutors recalled
Hans von Richter, former Nazi
radio official and consular employe,
who identified Miss Gillars voice on
records. He also testified that she
was shifted from a disc jockey program to the Nazi radio propaganda post against her will, and
that Otto Koischwitz, whose voice
he also identified, prepared material for her broadcasts. Defense
Attorney James J. Laughlin previously had maintained that Miss
Gillars had been under the "hypnotic" influence of Prof. Koischwitz, now deceased.
Two witnesses to each overt act"
are required to prove the government's treason case. Thus far, required number has testified to three
of
the ten acts charged to Miss
Gillars.

AMERICAN

TOBACCO

Relinquishes Ameche Series
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. (Lucky
Strikes) through BBDO, New York,
has decided to drop sponsorship of
the Don Ameche Your Lucky Strike
series, Mondays through Fridays,
3:30 p.m. on CBS after giving it
only nine weeks trial. The company will let the time and show go
next month at the end of the 13
week contract. The program was
budgeted at close to $7,000 weekly.
Only two Hooper ratings have
been taken of the program. The
first was 2.7 and the second 3.2.
Bernard L. Schubert, head of
Radio Artists Corp., owner of the
Don Ameche show, is in New York
this week for conference with prospective sponsors interested in taking over the series.
NBC AFFILIATE

ORLANDO
FLORIDA
1000 WATTS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rep.. WEED & CO., New York
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PEABODY
327 Entries Received
to

FIVE weekly newspapers in
SIXTYwestern Washington have been
earmarked by KIRO Seattle for
spotlighting on station's new program,
Meet the Editor, heard Saturdays 5:305:45 p.m. Program, which in most
cases will be tape-recorded in office
of editor being featured that week, is
entireof
KIRO's
range over
designed t tocoverage
Format
area.
broadcas
each broadcast is left up to the individual editor, and affords him an opportunity to introduce local civic and
business leaders, and to discuss pertinent local subjects.
Child Guidance Series
CHILD GUIDANCE and development
form basis of new series. Understanding Our Children, inaugurated last
Wednesday by WQQW (AM and FM)
Washington. Programs bring together experts in the fields of child
guidance and health, and parents and
teachers. Broadcast from Pierce Hall
in Washington, attendance at 13-week
series is by subscription only, proceeds going to CARE. A discussion
period is held following each broadcast.
'Court Is in Session'
PHILADELPHIA Bar Assn. Feb. 4
began weekly programs. Court Is in
Session, over WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Programs are designed to acquaint
public with our system of justice, and
are broadcast direct from court rooms
of Philadelphia's City Hall, Fridays
from 9-10 p.m. City, county and federal judges hear cases based on actual
court records, with the Bar members
acting as prosecutors and defenders.
Authenticity is keynoted and actual
court procedures are faithfully followed. Yellow Cab Co. of Philadelphia sponsors program as a public
service.
Music Education
UNIVERSITY of Southern California,
in cooperation with NBC, on Feb. 5
began series of radio music education
courses at college level. Titled Pioneers of Music, programs outline evolution of orchestral music from beginning of 17th Century by presenting
characteristic works of various periods. Series is heard on over 100 NBC
stations. USC will supplement the
broadcasts with home study materials
provided by its School of Music.

Your Favorite Couple
LISTENERS to WABY Albany, N. Y.,
have opportunity to vote for their
favorite "husband and wife to be."
New feature on WABY, Brides to Be,
features interviews with couples who
intend to be engaged or married. Program is broadcast from McCaffrey's
Restaurant in Albany. Favorite couple chosen by listeners receives an extensive array of gifts, all suitable for
a bride and groom. Program is sponsored by a jeweler, a bridal gown manufacturer and a furniture store.
Music Festival
MUSIC for every taste is theme of
10th annual American Music Festival
being presented by WNYC New York
from Feb. 12 to 22. Everything from
a New York Philharmonic rehearsal
and a session of barbershop ballads to
hot licks by jazz giants, will be included in the 150 programs presented during the 11-day event. Mayor O'Dwyer
opened the festival on Feb. 12, which
will also feature 50 works never aired
before, over 30 of them world premieres. Eighteen of the concerts will
be open to the general public.
'Telekids' Quiz
CHILDREN from public, private and
parochial schools in Philadelphia pit
their wits against members of the
studio audience in WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia's Telekids quiz program. Each
evening at 7:30 five school children
participate as a team. When a question is incorrectly answered, the sponsor, Weatherguard Corp., makes a contribution to a non-sectarian charity,
and sends a radio to the person submitting the question.
'I've Got Your Number'
NEW DISC show on WRUN Utica,
N. Y., heard Mon.-Fri. at 11 a.m.,
which the station calls its "bucking
Godfrey" spot, features platter and
chatter in a manner which keeps the
audience
as to m.c,
what's
on.
Lowellguessing
Cartwright,
opensgoing
the
show with a bright "I've Got Your
Number," and proceeds to spin his
discs, chatter on the phone and over
the air, all at the same time.
EVE ARDEN of CBS Our Miss Brooks
was mistress of ceremonies at California Teachers' Assn. dinner Feb. 11.

A TOTAL of 327 entries to compete in the 1948 George Foster
Peabody Radio Awards have been
received by the Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia. The
entries, in the form of scripts,
transcriptions and letters of recommendation, represent broadcast
activities in 35 states, according to
an announcement Feb. 5 by Dean
John E. Drewry. Awards will be
made
City. this spring in New York
Eight awards will be made this
year: Program or series of programs by a regional station making an outstanding contribution to
the welfare of the community or
region the station serves; program
or program series making a similar contribution to its community;
outstanding reporting and interpreting of the news ; outstanding
entertainment in drama; outstanding entertainment in music; outstanding educational program ; outstanding children's program; the
outstanding program promoting
international understanding.
Entries are now receiving preliminary auditions and examination at the Grady School in preparation for later screening and
judging.

The Clink
Clink Polka
MacNamara's Band
DJ-642
TEX

Mississippi
Look UpFlyer

SIGMA DELTA CHI
Awards to Radio Included
AWARDS for outstanding spot
news reporting by radio or television and for distinguished radio
news writing during 1948 are included among those to be presented by Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalistic fraternity.
Nominations and accompanying
material are to be in the hands
of the fraternity's professional
awards committee. Suite 740, 35 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, not later
than March 1. Awards will consist
of bronze medallions with accompanying certificates.
The awards classifications, in addition to radio-TV reporting and
radio newswriting, are: General
reporting, editorial writing, editorial cartooning, Washington correspondence, foreign correspondence,
news pictures, newspaper cartooning, research in journalism and
courage in journalism.

DJ-643

ROSE

Boys Made
Girls Were
To Take Care of

DJ-644 Busy Line

JOHNNY
wm
Beyond the
Purple Hills

D. C. Simulcast

HOWARD
J. McCOLLISTER
Regional Representatives
T0660 BELLAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705
Shows with a Hollywood Hfpritage ★ Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FIRST SIMULCAST of a fulllength symphony concert in Washington, D. C. was offered by WMAL
WMAL-TV Feb. 3 concurrent with
the National Symphony's 19th annual drive to raise a $190,000 sustaining fund. The concert, sixth
of a series sponsored by the Washington Evening Star, which owns
the WMAL properties, is heard
regularly over the AM outlet. ProEST. gram was aired 8:30-9:30 p.m.

I Got Lucky In the Rain
DJ-645
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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Actions
of the FCC
FEBRUARY 4 to FEBRUARY 10
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
DA-directional antenna
D-day
LS-local sunset
ERP-effective radiated power N-night mod.-modification
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural trans.-transmitter
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier
vis. -visual
unl.-unlimited hours
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
February 4 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
License Renewal
Commission (Comrs. Webster, Sterling and Hennock
notproposed
participating)
announced revised
decision
looking towards grant of application
of Joliet Bcstg. Co. for renewal of
license for WJOL Joliet, 111. (1340 kc
250 w unl.) on cond. that within 6 mo.
from Feb. 15, 1949, applicant shall comply with provisions of Sec. 3.109 of
rules. No final grant of renewal will
be made until applicant complies with
foregoing cond.
AM— 1230 kc
Commission (Comrs. Webster, Sterling and Hennock not participating) announced proposed decision looking toward denial of applications of Utica
Bcstg. Co. and of U.T.K. Radio Corp.
both seeking new stations at Utica,
N. Y., 1230 kc 250 w unl. At same time
adopted order denying petition of
U.T.K. Radio Corp. for immediate
grant of its application by final order.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Hyde)
Bay State Bcstg. Co., New Bedford,
Mass.
—
leave to
amend Granted
applicationpetition
to showforissuance
of
additional
shares
of
stock
to
existing
stockholder.
Centinela Valley Bcstg. Co., Inglewood, Calif. — Granted petition for leave
to amend application to specify iml.
time in lieu of limited time operation.
Griner-Dillon Bcstg. Co., Bay City,
Mich. — Granted petition for leave to
amend application to specify 1260 kc in
lieu 1350 kc. Amendment was accepted
and
docket.application removed from hearing
WRTV New Orleans — Commission on
own motion scheduled hearing for
March 28 at Washington on application
for additional time in which to complete construction of TV station.
WUTV Indianapolis — Commission on
own motion scheduled hearing for
March 21 at Washington on application for additional time to complete
construction of TV station.

SERVICE

Parish petition
Bcstg. Co.,
Minden, La. —of
Granted
for continuance
hearing
presently
scheduled
Feb. 10
until further notice.
St. Mary's U. Bcstg. Corp., San Antonio,ositTex.ions in—proceeding
Granted leave
take depupon toapplication.
Bay State Bcstg. Co., New Bedford,
Mass. — Dismissed petition requesting
reconsideration
grant
of application of W. Paul of
Oury,
Westerly,
R. I.
Dale S. Crowley, Washington, D. C,
and
Grant
A.
Wood,
Hyattsville,
Md.
Granted petition by Dale S. Crowley—
for dismissal without prejudice of his
application and Commission on own
motion, removed from hearing docket
application of Grant A. Wood.
Greenwich Bcstg. Corp., Greenwich,
Conn. — Granted petition for conhearing
scheduled Feb. tinuance
10 of to
March presently
1 at Greenwich,
Conn.
Hillsdale Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hillsdale,
Mich., and Robert F. Wolfe Co., Fremont, Ohio. — Granted petition to dismiss without prejudice its application
and dismissed as moot petition for conpresentlyremoved
scheduled Feb.tinuance
7; of hearing
and Commission
from
hearing
docket
application
of
Robert F. Wolfe Co.
Hope Productions, Inc. — Denied petition requesting continuance of hearing presently scheduled for Feb. 28 and
for change in place of hearing from
Washington to Louisville in re transfer
of control of WHAS Louisville.
(By Commissioner Walker)
WPAB Ponce, P. R. — Commission on
own motion continued to March 1 at
Ponce
scheduled Feb.
21 in rehearing
renewalpresently
of license.
WIBS Santurce, P. R.— Commission
on own motion continued to March 3
at Santurce hearing presently scheduled Feb. 24 in re revocation of license.
(By Commissioner Jones)
Scenic City Bcstg. Co. Inc., Middletown, and WRIB Providence, R. I
Granted petition of Scenic City for
continuance of consolidated hearing
presently scheduled Jan. 31 at Washington and hearing was continued to
March 14.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Avo., Waih. 5, D. C.
STarling 3626

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W.E. 9-A, 9-B & RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9-A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcasi- Service Co.
334 Arcade BIdg. St. Louis 1, Mo.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bates — Ground systems — transmission
lints, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcreit Terrace,
Crcve Coetir. III.
Phone 3-9846 — ^Peoria. III.

1000
WATTS

CKIW

CALL FORJOE • In Canada, RADIO REPS
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February 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1460
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co., Santa
Monica, Calif. — CP new AM station
1460 w.kc 1 kw D AMENDED to request
500
AM— 1150
Marion
Bcstg.
new AM stationCo.,
1150Marion,
kc 250lU. w— CPD
AMENDED
to
request
500
w, change
studio site.
AM— 1240 kc
St. Mary's U. Bcstg. Corp., San
Antonio,
CP new AM restation
1240
kc
250 w Tex.
unl.— AMENDED
directors
and stockholders.
License for CP
KEIO Pocatello, Ida. — License to
cover CP change frequency, increase
power
WGH etc.
Newport News, Va. — Same.
WAGE Syracuse, N. Y. — License to
cover CP increase power etc.
WRYOCP new
Rochester,
Pa. — License to
cover
AM station.
AM— 1300 kc
Palmetto Bcstg. Co., Kingstree, S. C.
—CP new AM station 1220 kc 1 kw D
AMENDED to request 1300 kc, change
studio and trans, site.
Modification of CP
KYES Butte, Mont.— Mod. CP new
AM station
tion date. for extension of compleKELN Las Vegas, Nev.— Same.
Assignment of CP
KBUK
Dallas,
Assignment
of
CP from BucknerTex.—
Orphans
Home to
Baptist General Convention of Texas.
CP to Reinstate
KVSM-FMCP San
Calif.— CP
reinstate
new Mateo,
FM station
whichto
expired Nov. 22, 1948.
Modification of CP
WASH Washington, D. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. Columbus, Ga.— Same.
WRBL-FM
WMMJ-FM Peoria, 111.— Same.
KSO-FM Des Moines— Same
KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D.— Same.
WKBN-FM Youngstown, Ohio — Same.
KOIN-FM Portland, Ore.— Same.
WMCF
KING-FMMemphis,
Seattle—Tenn.—
Same. Same.
WTHS Miami, Fla.— Mod. CP new
noncommercial, educational FM station
for extension of completion date.
WCNB-FM Connersville, Ind.— Mod.
license
10 kw. to change ERP from 7.7 kw to
KBUK DaUas, Tex.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP from 3 kw
to
88.4 kw,
aboveft. average
terrain
from ant.
390 height
ft. to 767
KOVB Tulsa, Okla.— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station to change ERP
from 16.6 kw vis., 8.5 kw aur. to 17.2
kw vis., 8.6 kw aur.
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station to change
ERP from 23 kw vis., 12.8 kw aur. to
25.8 kw vis., 12.9 kw aur.
WLWT Cincinnati— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station for extension
of completion date.
WAGA-XV Atlanta, Ga.— Same.
TV — Amended
General
Bcstg.
Co.,station
Atlanta,AMENDED
Ga. — CP
new commercial TV
to change requested ERP from 36.8 kw
vis. and aur. not stated to 18.35 kw vis.,
9.177 kw aur.
TV Deletion
WVTL Utica Observer-Dispatch Inc.,
Utica, N. Y.— DELETED at request of
applicant CP for new commercial TV
station Channel 3 (60-66 mc) ERP 15.5
kw vis., 7.5plicatiokw
aur. CPs,
and dismissed
apns for mod.
one to make
technical changes and other for extension of completion date. Deletion made
effective Jan. 27.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of CP
WKBS
Y. — Assignment of CPOyster
from Bay,
EasternN. Bcstg.
Co. to
Key Bcstg. System Inc., changing from
Delaware to New York corporation;
same ownership.

change hours from D to unl. and install
DA-N.
AM— 1240 kc
KSTV
Stephenville,
from 1510 kc 250 w D Tex.—
to 1240CPkc change
250 w
unl.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of CP
KFTM
Col.— Assignment of CPFort
from Morgan,
Robert Dolph,
Robert
McCollum and J. T. Price Jr., d/b as
The Fort Morgan Bcstg. Co. to Robert
Dolph and Robert McCollum d/b as
The Fort Morgan Bcstg. Co.
February 8 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WGLS Decatur, Ga. — Granted mod.
CP to change trans, location.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: WSKB
McComb, Miss., to 4-30-49; WCLC
Clarksville, Tenn., to 8-23-49; KSAL
Salina, Kan., to 4-30-49; WWEZ New
Orleans, to 5-8-49; WHIS Bluefield, W.
Va., to 2-28-49; WPKM Atlanta, to 7-149; KPRO San Jose, Calif., to 5-16-49;
KAHL Ames, Iowa, to 3-28-49.
WHOLcense for Allentown,
— Granted
linew standardPa.station
1230 kc
250 w unl.
N. Y.— Same— 1420
kcWLNA
500 w Peekskill,
D.
WLOU
Louisville,
Ky.— Same— 1350
kc 1 kw D.
KMUR
Murray,
Utah—
Same— 1230 kc
250 w unl.
KNPT
Newport,
Ore.Same—
1230 kc
250 w unl.
KDYL-FM Salt Lake City— Granted
license for new FM station Chan. 254
(98.7 mc) ERP 0.9 kw ant. height above
average terrain minus 450 ft.
WLIV299 Providence,
Same —
Chan.
(107.7 mc) 20 R.kw I.495— ft.
WRUN-FM Utica, N. Y. — Same —
Chan. 289 (105.7 mc) 4.3 kw 490 ft.
WCAO-FM Baltimore — Same — Chan.
274 (102.7"mc) 20 kw 400 ft.
WSOY271- FM
Chan.
(102.1Decatur,
mc) 31.2 111.
kw — 460Same
ft. —
WTSP-FM St. Petersburg, Fla.— Same
—Chan 273 (102.5 mc) 37 kw 430 ft.
WWCR
Baraboo
(Greenfield
Wis.—
Same—
Chan. 235
(94.9 mc) Twp.),37 kw
1,300 ft. Belton, Tex. — Same — Chan.
246KMHB
(97.1 mc) 12 kw 320 ft.
WTAR-FM
— Same
Chan.
247 (97.3Norfolk,
mc) 50 kwVa. 345
ft. —
WLTN
Lewistown,
Pa.
—
Same
—
Chan.
250 (97.9 mc) 2.25 kw 150 ft.
WFLY
Troy,
N.
Y.—
Same—
Chan.
222
(92.3 mc) 5.4 kw 840 ft.
WBON266 Bowling
— Same
Chan.
(101.1 mc)Green,
8.4 kwKy.280
ft. —
WTHT-FM
Hartford,
Conn.—
SameChan. 291 (106.1 mc) 5.6 kw 800 ft.
WCVS-FM
Springfield,
Chan.
275 (102.9
mc) 25 111.
kw — 415Sameft. —
KVRE
Redding,
Calif.—
280 (103.9 mc) 1 kw 240 ft.Same— Chan.
WMAL-FM Washington, D. C— Same
297 (107.3 mc) 20 kw 475 ft.
The moteTorrington
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Torpickup.
rington,
Conn. — Granted CP new reWDGY Minneapolis — Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, (cond.).
WGANquest for Portland,
Granted
recancellationMe.—
of CP
to make
changes in DA and change from DA-1
to Following
DA-2.
were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: KCUL Fort
Worth, to 7-31-49; WEAU Eau Claire,
Wis,, to 4-15-49; KLMS Lincoln, Neb.,
to 4-15-49; KPLC Lake Charles, La., to
2-28-49; WNEW New York, to 3-15-49;
KROW Oakland, Calif., to 8-24-49.
WCLT forNewark,
Ohio— Granted likc 500 cense
w D.new standard station 1430
American Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area New
York City. — Granted license for new
exp. TV relay K2XEW.
American Bcstg. Co. Inc., Los Angeles— Granted
relay
W6XAJ. license for new exp. TV
KEYE Perryton, Tex.— Granted assignment of CP to North Plains Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
WLDS
JacksonviUe,
CP
install new vertical ant.111.—
withGranted
presently
tower.
licensed
FM ant. mounted on AM
(Continued on page 7h )

February 7 Applications . . .
Member AFCCE *
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Transfer of Control
KSAL Salina, Kan. — Acquisition of
control of KSAL Inc. by John P., Sidney F. and
F. M.
Harrisin firm
through
retirement of 23%
interest
owning
48.5% of licensee, with Harris group
already owning 37.5% of licensee.
AM— 1280 kc
WHVR
Hanover, fa. — CP changes
from 1 kw D to 500 w-N 1 kw-D,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
Notional 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GILLE

BROS.

1108 Lillian Way

Gladstone 6178

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

40 years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST.. N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200
Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON
1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
RUSSELL
Kellogg BIdg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member
AFCCE*
ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ml 4151
1605 Connecticut Ave.
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C. ADams 7299

6f. H.
3iller
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866

4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FRITZ BAUER, Associate
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
February 14, 1949

•
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 72)
Decisions Cont'd.:
Philco Corp., Springfield Township,
Pa.— Granted CP new exp. TV station
W3XNH.
American Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area New
York City— Same for K2XEW.
KOKH The Board of Education of
the City of Oklahoma City — Granted
request
cancel CP and mod. CPs for
new FM tostation.
KGKL-FM KGKL Inc., San Angelo,
Tex. — Same.
WITE The Bridgeport Herald Corp.,
Bridgeport, Conn. — Same.
KSRO-FM Santa Rosa, Calif. — Same.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: KO^G-FM
Stillwater, Okla., to 8-15-49; KVOM-FM
Minneapolis, to 8-23-49; WDOM Providence, R. I., to 8-9-49; WBBC-FM Flint,
Mich., to 4-12-49; WDOD-FM Chattanooga, Tenn., to 3-15-49; KFAC-FM Los
Angeles, to 5-16-49; WLWF Columbus,
Ohio, to 5-19-49; KWOC-FM Poplar
Bluff, Mo., to 4-27-49; WISN-FM Milwauke , to 8-22-49; WAGA-FM Atlanta,
to 8-12-49; WHHM-FM Memphis, to 518-49: WNAM-FM Neenah, Wis., to 6-149; WOAK Oak Park, 111., to 3-30-49;
WGBI-FM Scranton, Pa., to 3-4-49;
WMOT Pittsburgh, to 8-22-49; KQWFM San Francisco, to 9-1-49; KOAD
Omaha, Neb., to 2-27-50; WROV-FM
Roanoke, Va., to 5-5-49; WCFR Fall
River, Mass., to 4-26-49; WSMB-FM
New Orleans, to 7-28-49; WNAO-FM
Raleigh, N. C, to 2-27-49; KBTV Dallas, Tex., to 6-15-49.
Albuquerque Bcstg Co., Albuquerque,
N. M.— Granted temp, extension of license for exp. TV station W5XPH to
6-1-49.
— Granted
forKVRH
new Salida,
standardCol.station
1340 license
kc 250
w unl.
WIMA
Lima,
Ohio
—
Granted
license
for new standard station and to specify
studio location, 1150 kc 1 kw unl.
KTRF license
Thief install
River new
Falls,trans.
Minn. —
Granted
WLEU Erie, Pa.— Same.
WSARcense Fall
increaseRiver,
power,Mass.
etc. — Granted liKWJJ Portland, Ore. — Same.
WAAT Newark, N. J.— Same.

Page 74
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KFDW Helena, Mont. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location, and change of studio location
and change type trans.
WSTS
Southern
Pines,mod.
N. C—
Grant-to
ed request
to cancel
license
change main studio location.
WGALTV Lancaster,
Granted CP
mount
ant. on AMPa.—tower.
Hollywood Bcstg Co., Area Holly— Granted
and licenses
for newwood, Fla.remote
pickupCPsWHFA
WHFE
WHFG WHFH WHFL WHFV.
WINX Bcstg. Co., Washington, D. C.
— Granted mod. of CP for extension of
completion date to 3-15-49 for W3XCT.
WNLKcense for Norwalk,
Conn.station
— Granted
linew standard
1350 kc
5C0 w D.
WWDX The Passaic Daily News,
Paterson,
N. for
3. — Granted
request to
cancel license
new FM station.
KPUG
Bellingham,
Wash.
— Granted
license for new standard station
1170
kc 1 kw DA unl.
KXGI
Fort
Madison,
Iowa
—
Granted
license for new standard station 1360
kc 500 w D.
February 9 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
FM Authorizations
Granted CPs for one new Class B and
two new Class A FM stations; granted
CP new noncommercial educational
low -power FM station; issued CP to
FM outlet previously holding CG; issued CPs in lieu of previous cond. to
three
issue). FM stations (See story this
License Renewal
KVCI of
(FM)
Chico,
renewal
license
for Calif.—
period Granted
ending
Dec. 1, 1951.
WEW-FM St. Louis— Granted renewal of license for period ending March
1, 1950.
WHVA renewal
(FM) Poughkeepsie,
Y.—
Granted
of license for N.period
ending Dec. 1, 1949.
License Extension
WLET-FM R. G. LeTourneau, Toccoa, Ga.basis
— Present
extended
on
temp,
to Junelicense
1, pending
receipt
of requested information.
Petition Denied
WAVE Inc., Louisville, Ky. — Adopted
order tiondenying
petition
for 1948,
reconsideraof action of
Dec. 8,
wherein

Commission placed in pending file pefor inmod.
TV
CP which titioner's
soughtapplication
increase
powerof etc.
Hearing Designated
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio— Designated for hearing application for additional stime
truction ofinTV which
station.to complete conCoston-Tompkins Bcstg. Co., Ironton, Ohio pl—icationDesignated
for new stationfor1230hearing
kc 100 apw,
unl.
AVCO Waiver Denied
KPAS Banning, Calif.— Denied petition for waiver of advertising requirements of AVCO
rule ofwith
assignment of license
KPASrespect
from toPass
Bcstg.
Co.
to
William
T.
Smith
and
David Robbins.
Hearing Designated
Highlands for
Bcstg.
Co., Sebring,^
Fla.The
— Designated
hearing
application for new station 1340 kc 100 w unl.
and made WTAN Clearwater party to
procf?edins.
Wheeling Bcstg. Co., Wheeling, W.
Va., and WKIN Kittanning, Pa. — Upon
petition
by WKIN,of designated
for hearing application
Wheelng
Co.
for new
station 1600
kc 500 Bcstg.
w D and
made WKIN party to proceeding.
Hico Bcstrs.,
Jonesville,
Mich. — Designated for hearing
application
for
new station 1480 kc 500 w D in consolidated
proceeding
in
re
WJBK
Detroit, and WABJ Adrian, presently
scheduled April 25 in Washington.
Modification of CP
KCLR Portales, N. M.— Granted mod.
CP (Comr. Walker for hearing) to
change trans, and studio locations from
Clovis to Portales, N. M., distance of
approximately 17 miles; engineering
cond.
AM— 1220 kc
Ottawa Bcstg. Co., Ottawa, Kan. —
Upon petition Commission removed
from hearing
cation for newdocket
stationand1220granted
kc 250appliw D
subject to filing within 60 days of application for mod. CP specifying trans,
site andments of ant.
system standards.
meeting requireengineering
AM— 1450 kc
Ari-Ne-Mex Bcstg. Corp., Clayton,
N. M. — Upon
removed frompetition
hearingCommission
docket and
granted application for new station
1450 kc 250 w unl. subject to filing
within 60 days of application for mod.
CP specifying trans, site and ant. system meeting requirements of engineering standards.
Application Dismissed
KFIO Spokane, Wash. — Dismissed
application for CP to change from 1230
kc 250 w unl. to 790 kc 5 kw unl. DA
because of failure to prosecute.

PARSONS NAMED
Senate Group Chief Clerk
APPOINTMENT of A. Lee Parsons, previously associated with two
southern stations, as chief clerk of
the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee, has
been announced
by Sen. Burnet R.
mittee chairman.
Maybank,
comMr. Parsons, a
native
n drews, S.ofC, Awas

with
Greenville,WFBC
S. C,
until he enlisted
in March 1942 in,
Mr. Parsons
the Marine
Corps. As a commissioned officer
he saw action aboard the aircraft
carrier Cape Gloucester in the Pacific in 1944 and 1945. He was appointed promotion manager of
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, upon
his release from active duty in
January 1946. Recalled to active lid
duty in the fall of 1947, he served
until his release last year when he
joined the stalf of Sen. Maybank
as legislative secretary.
Assignment of CP
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.— Assignment
of CP from L. J. Duncan, Leila A.
Duncan
and Josephine Rawls d/b as
Inc.
Valley
Bcstg. Co. to VaUey Bcstg. Co.
License for CP
WTOA Trenton, N. J.— License to
cover CP new FM station.
WAER Syracuse, N. Y.— License to
cover tional
CP FM station.
new noncommercial educaWNAD-FM Norman, Okla.— Same.
WHKW Madson, Wis.— Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WLOI LaPorte, Ind.— Assignment of
license from Isabel S. Rumley, Hoyt H.
Scott and Edward Young d/b as LaPorte
Bcstg.
County County
Bcstg. Co.
Inc. Co. to LaPorte
Transfer of Control
KRBC-AM-FM Abilene, Tex.— Transfer of control of Reporter Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, from M. Bernard Hanks to
T. J. McMahon, Bruce B. Meador and
Conway C. Craig, executors of estate
of M. Bernard Hanks, deceased.
KTRIment of control
Sioux City,
Relinquishof 125 Iowa—
sh common
stock
in Sioux Citv Bcstg. Co., licensee, from
Dietrich DirksAM—
to licensee
firm.
1240 kc
WQAN Scranton, Pa. — CP change
from 910 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N share
time with WGBI to 1240 kc 250 w unl.,
contingent on WBAX change in facilities.
(Continued on page 87)

February 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 930 kc
The Roanoke Bcstg. Co., Roanoke,
Va.— CP new AM station 930 kc 250
w-D 100 w-N unl. AMENDED to request 930 kc 250 w D.
AM— 950 kc
KFSA Fort Smith, Ark.— CP change
power from 500 w-N 1 kw-D to 1 kw-N
5 kw-D, change from DA-N to DA-DN.
AM— 1470 kc
The
Toledo
Blade Co.,
CP new AM station
1470 Toledo,
kc 1 kwOhiounl.
DA-2 AMENDED re corporate structure
(preferred
stockholders
and
officers).
AM— 1290 kc
KRGV Weslaco, Tex. — CP increase
REWARD!
power
1 kw on
to 5 north
kw, install
nstall from
FM ant.
towerDA-N,
and
change studio site.
To reward your listeners and
Modification of License
yourself at the same time, give
WOOK Silver Spring, Md.— Mod. liMICRO-LITE, the miniature
cense to change from 1590 kc 1 kw-D
keychain
flashlight. Imprinted
100 w-N unl.
with your name and given as a
KVLHcensePauls
Valley,operation
Okla.— Mod.
change hours
from li-D
premium, it is the best good
to unl. AMENDED to change name
will builder in the business.
from James T Jackson tr/as Pauls ValAnd its cost is negligible, (it
ley Bcstg. Co. to KVLH Bcstg. Co.,
partnership of James T. Jackson, Galen
has also worked wonders for
O. Gilbert, Phil Crenshaw, George A.
stations themselves.)
Rountree and Marley E. Walker.
for promotional plans
Modification of CP
tailored to your line . , . price
WVMI Biloxi, Miss.— Mod. CP new
AM staton for extension of completion
list, sample, literature, write
on your business letterhead to
date.
WSGN-FM Birmingham, Ala. — Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
Dept. 8-274
completion
MICRO-LITE CO., INC.
WHBF-FM date.
Rock Island, 111.— Same.
WROK-FM Rockford, 111. — Same.
WBOW-FM Terre Haute, Ind.— Same.
44 West 18tb St., New York City- 11
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.— Same.
KFDM-FM Beaumont, Tex. — Same.
BROADCASTING
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1

On All Accounts
f|(J

(Continued from page 10)

f Included production of numerous
4wBKB Chicago (Balaban and
J^Katz) shows while working with
:)7ddeo pioneer Capt. Bill Eddy, then
s iiead of the Navy's radar school in
i(i);he station building and later teleIMsion director of WBKB. After
1- lis release from the Navy in 1945
jiwith a special commendation for
asiis recruiting work, Mr. Lindquist
../isited Hollywood to study motion
{.picture techniques and then joined
[ Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago
, atility firm, as senior copywriter.
jljSVorking with Ardien Rodner, spenijiial promotions supervisor, he
J wrote and produced Telequizicalls,
f,WBKB weekly half-hour show be(i,ieved to be the first commercial
. yideo quiz program in the Midwest.
They later organized a TV comjjmittee for Chicago's Electric Assn.,
ijio promote the city as the U. S.
I^ideo center. At the end of 1946,
,^tie and Mr. Rodner, with Don
jjPaust, WGN Chicago announcer,
^ organized Television Advertising
; Productions, the first such firm in
the Midwest. Norm was vice president in charge of sales. TAP,
jriginally a film production company, branched into live shows. It
was the first such firm to put a
television station (KSD-TV St.
Louis) on the air. Accounts for
which they made motion picture
commercials included Gillette Razor
,Co., Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Co.,
Brewing
Old Goebel
Fashioned
Root Co.
Beer.and Dad's
Sets Up Course
While at TAP, Norm was asked
by the dean of the College of Commerce at De Paul to set up and
teach a TV advertising course. It
started in the fall of 1947 as the
first accredited college advertising
course in video. He uses his own
instruction materials, with slides
and films as visual aids. A text
book is being written at the request
of the school.
Last August, Mr. Lindquist resigned from TAP to join MalcolmHoward agency as its first television director, taking over work
previously handled by Art Holland,
jwner. The firm, "a leading agency
in TV advertising," at that time

bought weekly wrestling matches
on WBKB for Harry Alter Co.,
Crosley distributor, and Dad's Root
Beer spots on WBKB and WGNTV (Chicago Tribune). Shortly
after Norm joined the agency, Rubin's, Chicago's largest outlying
women's apparel shop, an account
handled by the agency for more
than 14 years, sponsored the first
simulcast in the Midwest with its
Stars of Tomorrow on WGN,
WGNB (FM) and WGN-TV.
Other video accounts he handles
are Chicago Hudson Dealers Assn.,
for Monday night wrestling matches on WBKB, and a five-minute,
twice-a-week newsreel for the Associated Hospital Service of Illinois
on WGN-TV. At least two additional TV shows are in the making,
he reports. Malcolm-Howard's wrestling and Stars of T omorrow were
among the top 10 listed in the December Pulse for Chicago stations.
A founder and charter member
of the Chicago Television Council,
Mr. Lindquist also is a member of
the Chicago Federated Advertising
Club, for which he recently conducted the only television lecture
in an instruction class series. He
moderates numerous TV panel discussions during the year, and has
spoken on video before many fraternal and professional groups.
And, after reading, talking and
producing TV both day and night,
his favorite (and only) hobby is to
watch it from a lounge chair in
his South Shore living room.

FAMILY

■>

• Telecasting

music, singers and bands. Teen
Surveys also asks the student to
check the types of features he or
she would include in planning a
program. These questions also are
asked: "Is there a phonograph in
your household?", "Does radio have
much to do with your choice of record purchases?" and "Do you play
a musical instrument?"
Milwaukee's teen-agers are
solidly sold on radio, which young
Mr. Ruppe feels is the most effective method "by far" of reaching
them. He reports: "Early results
have shown us that they are avid
listeners, averaging from two to
five hours daily. . . . The average
teen-ager does not glance through
the entire newspaper . . . instead
he looks for special sections. . . .
Radio
more both
eff'ective
becauseadvertising
they . . . isabsorb
the

WILLIAM A. ROBERTS (center), commercial manager of KRLD Dallas and
president of Dallas Advertising
League, presents certificate of election as first president of mythicaj Kudos College to Doak Walker (I),
Southern Methodist all-American
football star, for bringing fame, or
kudos, to city. J. Richard Brown,
publisher of Southwestern Advertising
and Marketing, Dallas, and a league
past president, has hand in .ceremony
as chairman of Kudos' board of
regents.
Market

program
commercials.
. . ."
The "hep"andteen-ager
is a steady
radio listener, he points out.
Some results of the first surveys:
100% of the homes had radios
(50% owned by teen-agers), average of 2.5 radios each; 85% said
they could listen any time they
chose; 68.8% preferred musical
programs; 60.3% would include
talent scout or amateur features if
they were planning a program;
69.5% had phonographs in their
households, and 88.4% indicated
radio has "much to do" with their
choice of record purchases.

Analyzer

NEW SLIDE-CHART type market analyzer has been announced
by Nestler Research Co., Milwaukee. The small {9% x 11% inch)
cardboard package contains 20
columns of basic market statistics
and 16 columns of percentage calculations. Data is arranged by
geographic area, and by states. Information includes population, income, retail sales, auto registrations, employment, number of
farms, etc.

INCOMES

Average $3,000 for '47
FAMILY INCOMES reached an
average of $3,000 in 1947. A breakdown by place shows that urban
family income was about $3,300,
while rural non-farm incomes were
$2,826 and farm family incomes
averaged about $2,000. This latest
estimate of family incomes was released by the Bureau of the Census.
No geographical breakdowns are
planned for this information, according to Census officials, although
the sample was based upon interviews in 42 states.
Urban incomes of families have
increased 15% since 1944, while
farm family incomes have increased
about 54% and rural non-farm
families income has increased about
18% in the same period.
Throughout the survey it was
found that median family incomes
r
increased with the size of place. In
g?
cities over one million ponulation,
jj^ecordin
median incomes were $3,300, while
in cities of less than 50,000, average family incomes were about
\
$2,800.
The report, a part of a series
based on the Census Bureau's Current Population Survey of April
1948, contains family and individual income estimates according
to the following breakdowns: age,
||n top of th. OPERABUILDtl^ sex, white-non-white, urban, rural,
city size, size of family, type of
family, veteran status, migration
in Chicago
status and number of paid workers
TUNSCRIPTIOM MASTtRS • REFERENCE RECORDINO
in family. Comparisons with 1944
are made.
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•Classified Advertisements i
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager, assistant manager, projected
new Los Angeles AM station, center
of dial, able participate in stock ownership later, financing obtained by loan.
OK. Box 81a, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager - salesman wanted.
By 5 kw day, 1 kw night ABC affiliate.
City of approximately 60,000 with two
stations. The party desired is someone
who can really sell and has ability to
advance to management of the station.
Please state all in your first letter and
send picture if possible. This station
is in its 19th year
of operation.
Broadcasting
Station,
Inc., P. O.Liner's
Box
1723, Monroe, Louisiana.
North-central successful small town
network station wants manager. Send
entire background, picture, etc., first
letter. Box 113a, BROADCASTING.
250 watt Mutual fulltime outlet looking
for capable commercial manager.
Salary and portunity
commission.
for right man Excellent
who is opnot
afraid of work. Gi"e full details first
letter. Box 150a, BROADCASTING.
New Michigan regional, new territory,
wants commercial manager, staff, with
black
ink complex. Box 161a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman— 5000 watt NBC affiliate with
TV application in 200,000 metropolitan
midwest market wants A-1 local time
salesman. gressive,
Must
be hard
hitting, with
agalert. 15%
commission
liberal weekly guarantee. Opportunity
to earn $7,000 or more yearly. Write
giving age,
experience,
references,education,
minimum necessary
guarantee.
Box 108a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen for new fulltime station in
Norfolk, Virginia. Send photo, data
and compensation details to Louis H.
Peterson, 112 West Tabb Street, Petersburg, Virginia.
Two top, strong program salesmen.
Fully experienced. Qualified to earn
$7,500 per year in top Michigan market
with tails
expanding
Giveopenings.
all defirst letter. station.
Immediate
Must have own car. Box 38a, BROADCASTING.
We need an additional salesman who
will writecellentatsingle
least
$2000 market.
monthly inWant
exstation
man who expects to and can earn over
$100 work.
weekly Our
through
knowhow
hard
established
stationandis
tops with public and clients. Our policies keep
happy.
No professional,
bucket shop,well-paid
no blue staff
sky,
no commission
hogging,
no
ness. Guarantee living for 60house
days.busiSet
your own limit at 15%. Box 104a,
BROADCASTING.
1000 watter in best section North Carolina with perfect public service record,
unquestioned acceptance, desires to.
contact salesman interested in settling
down in good community and earning
in proportion to ability and willingness
to work. Station well equipped, well
promoted
and orcan
drifters, drinkers
hot produce.
shots need Noanswer.
You can write your own ticket if you
really mean
business.
Earnings
unlimited, we hone
you make
a million.
Act quick. wrUe or wire Box 25a,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Excellent opportunity for
aggressive salesman in good market.
North
AM-FMCommission
operation with
MutualCarolina
network.
and
drawing account. Car necessary. Must
be experienced and willing to work.
Give all details. Box 115a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman to do some announcing. Abundant opnortunities.
Rush qualifications and references to
Forrest
Boyd,
WAVL, Apollo, Pennsylvania.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Two
salesmen
— go getters
pressive southern
station,wanted.
soon Pro5000
watt. Prefer men with cars. Real opportunity, commission against drawing
account. Give full history of radio experiences. Also junior salesmen for
classified and special programs. Address
P.
O.
Box 111, McComb, Mississippi^
Wanted — Two salesmen interested in
unlimited income per week. Here is
an opportunity to the right men to
receive a substantial drawing account
against 15% commission at an independent fulltimeradio
newspaper
owned
heavily promoted
station - in
one
of the best metropolitan markets. We
are increasing the size of our sales department and want only men interested
in permanent positions. Please send
information, photograph and referpnc°s
with
first letter. Box 129a, BROADCASTING^
Announcers
Experienced commercial announcer
needed erageimmediately.
than Send
avpay. Staff knowsHigher
of ad.
complete details, disc, references to Ktriple-D, Dumas. Texas.
Announcers with first class ticket for
new fulltime station in Norfolk, Virginia. Send photo, disc, data and salary
requirements to L. H. Peterson, 112
West Tabb St., Petersburg, Virginia.
Announcer - operator with experience
for FM station. Prefer single man
under 25, $50 per week. Send complete background, disc and photo to
Ron Tuten,
PD,id
WJHP,a.
Jacksonville.
Fl
or
Sportscaster — KIFI, ABC, Idaho Falls,
Idaho, Idaho Pioneer League. State
salary with disc showing recreation.
Box 37a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One announcer for NBC affiliate in fast growing southern town.
Requirements: Experience, dependability and willingness to work. Send complete details and references, if you fill
the bill. Box 68a, BROADCASTING.
Michigan 1000 watt network station
needs combination announcer-continuity writer who can write brisk sales
copy. Ideal working conditions. Write
giving full details and photo. Box 131a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copy editor, must be good
announcer with ability and experience
in copy writing. Must be college graduate. Home of Mississipni State College, with remote studios therein.
Needed
at once, WSSO, Starkville,
Mississippi.
Technical
Announcer-engineer. Send disc and
photograph. WROD, Daytona Beach,
Florida.
Production-Programming , others
Continuity writer. Excellent opportunity for girl
writingifgood
commercial capable
copy. Air work
qualified.
Permanent position, advancement for
right girl.
State ss
all first letter.
Ware,
Ma
. WRMS,
Experienced commercial continuity
chief for regional Michigan network
station, capable of taking complete
charge sition,
of department.
Permanent po-to
opportunity for advancement
administrative duties. Include experience, references, sample of work in
roplv. Box 102a, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter wanted — One who can rapidly
out a volume
of good, accurateturncommercial
and sustaining
copy.
Must be bright, responsible and good
typist. Write samples and send to
Wayne W. Cribb. General Manager,
Radio Station KHMO, Hannibal, MisTraffic chief. Real opportunity for
capable girl. Air work if qualified.
Typing, shorthand, pleasing telephone
personality. Advancement, permanent
position Ware,
right girl. State all first letter.
WRMS,
Mass.
Wanted — Combination man with good
voice and radio telephone first ticket.
Good pay, good hours and pleasant sur-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
roundings.
Network Send
station,
Charles-of
ton, South Carolina.
recording
voice and DCAS
all particulars
to
Box
BROA
TING, 144a,
Want — program director. Man experimercial
enced in small
station
comideas, good
voiceoperation,
for air work,
supervision ability. State experience,
references and wages desired. Please
Nebraska.
include mont,
picture. Manager,
KORN, FreSituations Wanted
Managerial
Manager. Young, aggressive. Especially
strong on sales. Ten years all phases
of radio. College graduate. Excellent
references. Box 64a, BROADCASTING.
Manager presently employed. Fifteen
years experience from announcing to
management, network and independent.
family man, reasonable,
top references,Mature
salary requirements
primary
requisite
is
sound,
stable
ation. Box 82a, BROADCASTING. operManager or commercial manager. I
have come up through the ranks from
salesman to station manager and know
the business from beginning to end.
I have a proven and successful record
with network and independent stations
in both large and small markets. Midexcellent atcharacter,
top refences.dle aged,
Available
Box
BRO
ADC
ASTonce.
ING
. 86a,
Manager with tough AM experience has
developed New England independent
FM to prominence. Operation to be
absorbed by AM. Desire opportunity
to put your FM on its feet. University
graduate,
years
executive
experience. five
Extensive
technical
orientation.
Imaginative, vigorous, community programming, enduring sales based on
sound facts. Available upon reasonable notice to my employer. I ask
$6,000. Box 34a, BROADCASTING.
Manager— Thoroughly experienced all
departments. Successful 16 year network affiliate record. University graduate. Dependable career man. Good
references. Can be available on short
notice. Box 892. BROADCASTING.
May I have the pleasure of making
money
for you and me with mv new
CASTING^
managerial plan? Box 922, BROADYoung, experienced and successful
manager desires change. 12 years radio
5 years manager. Civic-minded. A
working
manager who announces, sells
ING^
and
has a profit record. Tops in local
programming, station administration
and operations. Box 935, BROADCASTEmployed commercial manager desires
position with progressive station. Can
commercial manas manager
qualify ager.
Eight years orexperienc
e. Good
record. A-1 references.
Box 117a
Sales
problems ended with alert, ag- '
BROADCASTING.
gressive commercial manager. Eleven
years experience. Large and
small
markets, networks and independents.
Young, married, sober. Good knowlMiddlewest preprogrammi
f^rred.edgeBox
153a, ng.
BROADC
ASTING.
Manager-program director. Family
veteran, 28. Eight years experience!
Thorough knowledge all departments
w»st. Excellent
Want future.
reference
s. Box Prefer
119a, BROADC
ASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman- — Trained, experienced in
sales promotion. Prefer
west coast
But will consider all offers. BJ Degree
Starting salary secondary. Will prove
ability,
excellen
t referenc
es. .Box 43a
BR
OA
DCAS
TING
Sales-commercial manager desires position with aggressive station. College
education, agency, promotion experiNeat appearing. Box 77a
BROADCAence.
STING.
Salesman - manager. Currently with
prominent eastern regional, earning
over $8,000.
Pennsyl
vania Desires locating— eastern
BROADCATING.or northeast. Box 157a
Six months extensive successful rural
sales. Want position with good opportunity, single, have car. Box 148a
Announcers
'
BROADCAS
TING.
Award winning disc jockey in recent
nationwide poll available. Beaucoup
experience. Proven sales. For informationDCAS
write Box
dial 411 orTING
BROA
. 19a
Baseball announcer — experienced. Two
years Double A Texas League. Available two weeks notice. Experienced
all major sports. Excellent references.
Box 152a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Package! One combination announcerengineer with chief engineer experience, plus announcing and programming.nouncer
Eightwithyears
radio. Onecopyanchief inannouncer,
writing, traffic and programming experience. University graduate. Both presently employed at $70 base, but desire
change. Details and disc available. All
offers considered. Will separate. Box
42a, BROADCASTING.
Young, single veteran, attended college
and topflight radio school, seeks staff
announcing
experience, long onposition.
ambition.Short
Newon England
preferred. Box 106a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Presently employed top
ranking 50,000 watt station, married,
seven years experience, some writing
and production. References available
from present and former employers.
Desire permanent position good metroING. politan station. Box 84a, BROADCASTAnnouncer: Experienced. Presently employed NY network affiliate. Console,
news, commercials,
disc Disc
jockey.
Northeastern stations only.
on request.
Box 90a, BROADCASTING.
Fully experienced announcer, presently
employed
in AM-FM
network
station,
desires position
with large
progressive
station.
Knows programs and how they
CA
ST
should be
presented.
INSingle,
G.veteran,
will travel anywhere. Box 98a, BROADExperienced
sportscaster,
play-by-play.
Transcription
will tell. East
preferred.
Box
97a, BROADCASTING.
Attention Florida, Alabama, Georgia,
Mississippi ! Experienced announcer,
DJ, remotes, board. Family man, permanent, presently southwest CBS afBROADC
filiate. FutureAST
important.
Box
ING
. 94a,
Experienced announcer with emphasis
on play-by-play.
A reliable.
college Box
graduate
BRO
who
is ADC
sob^r and
AST
ING. 93a,
Announcer, 24, single, congenial and
ready. Can partment.
double
in continuity
deSpeech major
in college.
Sheldon Secton, 5511 Washington Blvd.,
Chicago 44, 111. Mansfield 6-0600.
Newscaster, experienced, desires position Chicago area. Knows classical,
popular
music. Good.
habits. Matt
ville. Oh
Alben. 236 N.io
Fifth Street, SteubenAnnouncer — Versatile. Knows languages.Live
Inexperienced.
for
audition Will
only.travel
Box
996, audition.
BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer and control board
operator, married, graduate School of
Radio Technique, desires position on
progressive
station.
Will travel,
prefer
east
Available
immediately.
Ciceroor 50,south.
1.
Thomas
C.11
Cole, 3209
S. 52nd Court,
Announcer, with ideas, good voice,
thoroughly perience,
trained,
wide technical
exhard worker.
No floater,
veteran,
married,
24.
Disc,
photo
available. Box 79a, BROADCASTING.
Sell newscasts with knowhow. Experienced announcer knows news and puts
it
across.
Also first
discs,letter?
sports.BoxWhat's
your
best deal
78a,
BROADCASTING.
Two announcers: Topnotch sports playby-play man, football, basketball, baseball specialty,
commentary. Discsports
jockey,shows
late and
or early
morning
children's
talent
excellent shows,
on public
relations
withshows,
high
school, college and civic groups, good
promotion man. Both well liked, experienced, with college background and
several years in commercial radio.
Familiar with all facets of broadcasting.
Anxious settle down with lucrative job
and
promising future. Presently em- ^
CASTING.
ployed, references.
reliable, sober,
ex- ^
cellent
Boxindustrious,
76a, BROADGraduatePrefer
northwest's
school.
midwest, oldest
but willradio
go
any place immediately. Staff, news,
sports,
handle controls. Art Gruneapolis, 1722
wald,
Hennepine Avenue, MinneMinnesota.
Announcer, knows news editing, proExcellent musical
background.gramming,
Topscripting.
production.
Single,
available
middle
February.
Herb GottsAtlantic
5-0516.
chalk, 5034
Woodlawn, Chicago 15.
Chief announcer seeks staff job at metropolitan station, or program directorship at progressive station. Highest
quality in all types of broadcasting.
Extremely versatile. Successful commercial record on sportscasts, play-byplay sports, news. Knows all music
completely. Producing shows a speING.
Can handle
people.
M A in speech. cialty.
Write
Box 110a,
BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer with pleasing voice and
ability to do newscasts, commercials,
disc shows. Wants opportunity for
experience with small station. Box
146a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, married. All
phases of small station operation. News
editing,
operation,programming,
professional singer,console
disc jockey,
production, college graduate in speech.
Teaching experience in taroadcastftig
school. Former Capt., AVS. Box 156a,
BROADCASTING.
Here he is with two years experience.
At present
in Durham, Northemployed,
Carolina, WHHT
sports director.
Done the play-by-play of the Durham
Bulls baseball games (Carolina League
B), the Duke University and University
of North Carolina football games, playby-play of UNC basketball games and
blow by blow of the 1949 Golden
Gloves. Network and other commercial
committments
further
coverage of sports prevent
and so hethewants
to work
with a station that guarantees sports.
Will sign one or two year contract.
Also does staff announcing. Available
after February 17. Contact him at
WHHT, Durham, North Carolina. MBS
Phil Soalletta is your man.
Announcer, all-round studio man desires opportunity in radio sales. Experienced production, news rewrite,
sports. Personable, single vet, 32.
Some previous experience in space
sales. Prefer midwest. Merely methodical, progressive worker. Business
biography available and/or aircheck.
Box 130a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination man wants
position with progressive station. Will
travel
anywhere.
Available immediately. Box
135a, BROADCASTING.
Available for permanent or relief work.
Experienced
disc Excellent
Jockey, references.
good allround
announcer.
Middle Atlantic area only. Box 137a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced all phases,
also play-by-Dlay. Can furnish baseball
air check. Reply Box 138a, BROADCASTING^

announcer. Ind, versatile
Experienceterested
permanent position.
Single.
Travel. Available immediately. Box
132a, BROADCASTING.
Wire or letter brings sports aircheck.
now.
Eight years experience. Available
28 Family. Box 120a, BROADCASTING.
Dependable salesman available for your
sponsors.
Can deliver
thru commercial announcing
and newscasts.
More
than 2 years varied experience, from
AFRS to 5 kw affiUate, programming,
records
producing,
dition discacting,
can show
youshows.
sample Au-of
work. Flexible enough to change to
required conditions. Box 141a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer of one year.
Disc shows, MC, news, etc. High school
graduate, six months radio school, one
good references
field, employed
thePresently
year inable.
in 250 availwatt
North Dakota station. Ambitious and
interIf
market.
larger
a
fordisc will follow. Vet of WW2.
ready ested
C'mon, write, I'm waiting to hear from
you. Box 121a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - disc jockey.
immesteady.
Dependable,
diately. Desire
west orAvailable
southwest. Bob
Douglas, 745 East Foothill, Blvd., Altadena, California.
Announcer — Experienced, presently
employed
at 1000College
watt independent
daytime station.
graduate, single,
29 years old. References. Box 124a,
BROADCASTING.
Desire on-job-training as announcer.
Graduate School of Radio Technique.
Some experience on thousand watter.
Have ambition, talent and eligibility
certificate. Disc and ohoto on request.
Box 123a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Year experience in all
phases of mike side radio. Formerly
program director and chief announcer
of midwest kilowatt. Want something
permanent. Don White, 1822 Lister
Ave., Kansas City 1, Missouri.
Combination announcer-engineer, single, 26. Wants work in Pacific Coast
states. Experienced. Box 139a,
BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced personality
announcer-jockey
with selling
delivery.
Authoritative newscaster.
Good
radio
voice. High ratings. Prefer Northeast.
Presently employed in leading New
York
ING. station. Box 158a, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Capable sports announcer, experienced
in all sports, family man, 25, no floater,
collegeable graduate,
for baseball prefer
season.south.
Box AvailH2a,
BROA
DCASTING.
Announcer — Ambitious young man,
some experience, good voice, will
travel. Box 151a, BROADCASTING.
Sports director — Top metropolitan rating play-by-play
professionalJournalism
baseball,
college
football, basketball.
degree. Experienced news and special
event". Box 159a, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer — Satisfactory experience.
First phone, interested announcing,
single,
travel, .
veteran.
Box 92a,
BROADCASTING
Engineer, first phone, two and V2 years
technical training in AM, FM, UHF and
all phases
of four
television.
ployed with
months Presently
experienceem-in
250 watt. Experienced in console, xmitter, remote
and local net.
tion with progressive
station.Desire
Box posi30a,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
1st phone,
3 months
experience transmitter,
console
and remotes.
References. Box 101a, BROADCASTING^^
Engineer mitter
— First
phone, experience
one year transand remote
with
250 watttute.station.
Graduate
Available on notice.RCA
BoxInsti10a
BROADCASTING.
Radio operator, first class. Seeking position in FM-AM or television station.
No experience. Willing to travel. John
A. Toole, 400 West 160th St., NYC.
Immediately — AM-FM, experienced,
married,
sober. Box 441,
Gastonia, dependable,
N. C.
First, phone — Engineer, veteran, 28,
married. Three months experience.
Midwest ately.
preferred.
Earl Davis, Available
1004 Mill immediStreet,
Henderson, Kentucky.
Engineer-announcer. Married, ticket,
experienced. $70.00 base. Desire midwest. References. Box 75a, BROADCASTING^
Engineer — First phone, age 22, single.
Eight months experience transmitter,
studio, recording, and remotes 250 watt
station. Will travel. Presently employed. Box 136a. BROADCASTING.
Six years broadcast transmitter experience, AM, FM, 250w to 50kw, CREI
TV graduate, associate IRE. Age early
thirties, small family, presently - employed, desire change southeastern
USA. Box 140a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer - announcer with exceptional
ability and experience.
Single, car.
Box 125a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, eight years experience studio,
transmitter, construction FM, now employed, desires change. Box 154a,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, 5 years shipboard
and amateur radio, graduate technical
broadcast school, available immediately, will travel. Box 147a, BROADCASTING^
Available immediately. Will travel anywhere. Engineer — first phone license,
graduate of leading technical radio
broadcast institute. Eight years ham.
high school graduate, two years college. Veteran, honorable discharge, 24
years old, single, lot of transmitter experience, inexperienced in broadcastthough.145a,
Desire
position with station. ing,Box
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, transmitter, control, remotes,
recording experience.
AlsoCar.
someD. an-D.
nouncing. Single, age 24.
Clem, i
3553 n
36th n
Ave. .
S., Mirmeapolis,
M
Operator, perience
firstbroadcast
license,
four yearswants
extransmitters,
transmitter job. Age 30. Single. Go
most anywhere. Available immediateLewis Sherlock, Box 1161, Plainview, ly.Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Program director, sports editor 5000
watt
affiliate, Family
wants yearround network
Florida location.
man.
Seven years experience. Do anything
required of announcer. Box 99a,
BROADCASTING.
Is there a station in Florida or Pacific
Coast that can use a dependable young
career man? Currently netting $75
weekly
as program
director-producer
in deep south.
Will consider
any offer.
Climate
is
reason
for
change
—furit's
rough.nish highest
Present
management inwillreturn
recommendation
for having done pretty neat job of
building station. Married. University
graduate. Box 100a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Need a topnoch gal with eleven years
in writing, production and mike work
AM &workTV
experience,
localproved
and pernetAlso has the
fect showoutlets.
for department
shows. Write
Box 155a. BROADCASTING.
Blood,
sweat and
and tears
tears in
— Will
invest
blood, sweat
substantial
enterprise with bold, bright future.
Outstanding
advertising, sales,background
promotion.— radio,
Ivy College,
Phi Beta Kappa graduate. Eager swap
high-salaried blind alley job for manopportunity with far horizons.
Box 107a, agement
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writers with six months or
more tion,training
announcing,
traffic and inconsole
operationproducready
for placement. Pathfinder School of
Radio
Broadcasting,
1329
Oak
Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
You consider! I have! Will forsake
present income for permanent home.
Well qualified, reliable, experienced
man.
Professionaldirect,
radio produce,
pianist-singer.
Can announce,
write
or handleeran.block
program.
MarriedDetails
vetExcellent
references.
ING^
upon request. Box Ola, BROADCASTCommercial
nouncer. Ideaprogram
man with director
knowhow- an-to
wrap up attractive saleable program
and spot
executive nowpackage.
working Responsible
in major market.
Not seeking a come-at-onc^ position
but looking for a permanent assignment at a good salary in return for a
hard hitting family man with many
years ofADC
radio AST
experience.
BRO
INGBox
. 88a,
Combination announcer-engineer. Two
years experience net and independent
all phases announcing, newscasting and
production. Also radio acting techniques.toPreferprogram
production
engineering. Want
and towrite.
One
year copywriting
and
some
programming experience. Disc and references.
Will travel. Box 80a, BROADCASTING.
If I can't sell you by disc, how can I
sell your listeners? Good promotion
man desires change of climate, west,
southwest. Excellent ideas, best references. Can work any phase of radio.
Neat, married. Disc, photo, references
on request. Box 83a, BROADCASTING.
Music director — University Masters
Degree. Experience: complete charge
music library, programming, script
writing,
Young, available April.goodBox air20a,voice.
BROADCASTING.
Program director, excellent copy and
imaginative production man, now program ing 1kw southern independent
and 6 nent
kw change
FM toaffiliate,
desires
permanortheast
region.
31,
sober, married. In return for permanency, peace of mind and appreciative
remuneration for hard work, will do
excellent programming job. Box 15a,
BROADCASTING.
Hal Styles may solve your problem with
a young,
ambitious, capable
veteran or non-veteran,
who man,
has been
thoroughly grounded for eight or more
months by radio professionals in announcing, newscasting,
controlWrite
opera-or
tion and continuity
writing.
wire Hal Styles, Hal Styles School of
Radio, California.
8800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills.
Available now — Radio feature and
newswriting experience. Two years of
reporting,
and
rewrite withediting,
second sports,
largest features
New Jersey
daily. eran,Rutgers
grad, vet24, desiresjournalism
job in metropolitan
area. Box 87a, BROADCASTING.
Program director — Seven years experience,
mainlymarried.
as announcer
and pro-as
ducer,
Desires position
program gressive
director-announcer
at prostation in south. References
available from present employer, southern 50,000 watt station and others.
Box 85a, BROADCASTING.
Waiting to apply for that station in the
city of your choice may mean the difference between having it or not having it. Let us do it now. Wo carry the
entire
burden
"from
idea to Inc.
the
comp'eted station.
L. W.theAndrews,
219 Whitaker Bldg., Davenport, Iowa.
South-southwest. News is my profession. Currently editing, rewriting, and
presenting daily news programs on 10
kw regional station. Will move on two
weeks notice for attractive permanent
position. If you have CP and are building your staff,
I'll handlePD your
department
and consider
work.news
All
CASTING.
details
available. Box 122a, BROADExtensive executive and production
experience
in radio
American field.
Also including
interested Latincreative television or own air commentary.
Box 149a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young woman, versatile, ambitious.
Experienced in copywriting, music direction,
women's news
and References.
children's
programs.
College
degree.
Box
134a, BROADCASTING.
Sports scenes realistically created. Actual thrills brought to listeners. Defamily man.
all
sports andpendable
other
phases Experienced
of radio. Box
133a, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Top television cameraman with highest
New York references. Write Box 126a,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Attention
television.
year
old married
veteran,Twenty-four
college degree
with amateur
actingdrama,
and directing
experience in radio
comedy and
stage, ence,
somewouldprofessional
stage
experilike opportunity to use
this 5 years of experience in television.
Willing
to
start
in any capacity which
BROfuture
ADCinAST
offers
television.
INGBox
. 95a,
Television position as production or
studio assistant or script-continuity
writer desired by man with two years
extensive radio experience. Salary
secondary to position providing plenty
of work
with opportunity
to learn.
Box
105a, BROAD
CASTING.
Television writer, director, production
man with sponsored show on air now,
employedsition package
house, near
desiresfuture.
a powith TV station
Graduate Yale University, Yale School
of Drama. Experienced television theatre. Knowledge all phases production,
budget-minded.
Box 114a, BROADCASTING.
Television program idea man, and
prominent morning MC looking for
station who wants video
or audio shot
per week. Perin arm. One
manent.
Box hundred
118a. BROADCA
STING.
Television production assistant or floor
manager.
Lots
of TV
experienc
128a, BRO
ADC
AST
INGe.. Box
Television producer-director with outstanding
ability and imagination. For
BROprogramming
ADCASTING
top
write . Box 127a
College graduate, 6 years of radio experience in sports, special events, audience participation, interview, news
and disc shows, wants to get started
in TV.try.Can
go anywhere
in the Would
counAvailable
immediately.
a'so be interested in AM iob with a
TV future. Box 162a. BROADCASTING.
Are vou going to delay your TV appHcation until it is too late to obtain an
allocation. Let us do it now. We carry
the entire burden "from the idea to the
completed station". L. W. Andrews,
Inc.,
Iowa. 219 Whitaker Bldg., Davenport,
Employment Service
Sportscaster — timesalesmen, writers,
instructors (TV engineering-announcer
programming) Engineers (AM-FM-TV),
announcer-salesmen, personality deejays, woman's
raphers.director's,
RRR-Radio-TVtraffic-stenogEmployment
Bureau. Box 413. Philadelphia.
For Sale
Eastern metropolitan market. 1 kw daytimer. Profitable, well established.
$125,000. Box 163a, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
For sale: Thriving wired music business in heavily peculated Florida city.
Address Box 89a, BROADCASTING.
Complete radio station equipment including all 1 kw AM with monitors,
limiter, etc.. 250 watt FM, complete
studio equipment including console,
loudspeakers,
microphones,
desk, turntables,
Wincharger control
heavy
duty type 300 tower with single bay
pylon, total height about 257 feet.
Now located in midwestern radio station which
operating
late December. Allceased
equipment
used about
one
year, in essentially new condition and
offered as lump at very attractive
price to purchaser who can take all.
Gates
Radio Illinois,
Company or— telephone
522
at Quincy,
MEtropolitan
0522
at Washington,
D. C.
FM antenna, 4 bay federal square loop,
complete
with de-icers
and 9'3" latticesteel Aness sections,
transmission
harwith expansion
joints. line
Original
cost $4,800. Will sell for $2,400.00 with
engineering assistance. WTCN, Minneapolis 4, Minn.
(Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)
Lehigh tower, 205 feet with side and
top flights.
in Will
servicebeandavailable
in excellentNow
condition.
about March 15. Purchaser to dismantle. WBAB, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Two Brush magnetone wire recorders,
model BK-303. Perfect condition. Cost
$795.00.
CASTING.Make offer. Box 22a, BROADFor sale: New in original shipping
boxes one General Radio type 1181-A
frequency monitor less crystal and
typeof 1931-A
monitor
one
set
tubes formodulation
each. Western
Electric
gray finish. Immediate shipment $950.
Box 66a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — One used Buda model 6-DTG317 30 kw diesel powered generator set.
220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycles. Price $1000
fob, Danville, Va. Write or wire WBTM,
DanvUle, Va.
Completely equipped mobile unit, one
25 watt VHF and one 100 watt MF transmitter, Onan 1500 watt power plant,
dynamotor, controls, console, cable
reels, lockers, accessories, etc. Box
142a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Brand new GE 4BC lAl consolette price $1170.00. Two brand new
RCA 70D turntables with pre-amps
$1,200.00. WKMO, Kokomo, Indiana.
For saletion.—I kw
In excellent
condi-1
compositeoperating
transmitter.
RCA frequency monitor, model 311AB.
I RCA modulation monitor, model 66A.
I RCA wire recorder. 1 Presto 8k recorder. I300 MM tower light beacon.
1 5 kw Onan plant, 110-220 single phase,
60 cycle. 1 200 ft Blaw-Knox self suptower. Two
WE snare
109A heads.
reproducerporting
assemblies
and two
Two Brush pickups, model PL 20. Good
buy. Write KGHF, Pueblo, Colorado.
For sale— Western Electric 335 El. 5 kilowatt transmitter with extra tubes and
all switch gear necessary for installation. Performance exceeds FCC requirements. Make offer. Contact Jim
Ebel, WMBD, 212 S. Jefferson Ave.,
Peoria 2, Illinois. Phone 7133.
For sale, immediately, a real bargain
for FM CP holders. New GE 250 watt
BT-l-B transmitter, a four-bay GE an200 ft. coaxial
dehy-if
drator. tenna,Priced
low. cable
Write with
or wire
interested. The Coshocton Broadcasting Co., Coshocton, Ohio.
Raytheon RC 11 console, practically
new, used less than 3 months on parttimeup units
FM with
schedule.
Two sets 9A
WE heads,
pickarms, brackers,
and new type KS 13383 equalizers.
Three 9A WE pickup heads (need repairs). Two WE transcription equalizers, KS 10066. Two complete sets broadcast-type Zenith cobra pickups. One
UTC
model
3A. items.
Like
new. line
Bestequalizers,
offer takes
above
WLET, Toccoa, Ga.
One Lingo, insulated, guyed, uniform
cross section, tubular steel tower, 165
ft. high. Excellent condition, kept
painted and just re-guyed six months
ago.
tuningType
box A-2
withlighting
600 ft.equipment
of % inchand72
ohm copper coixial line included. Also,
one Western Electric 4 bay Clover -Leaf
54-A FM antenna used six months and
in excellent condition. Presently being
used frequency
on 92.9 Mc's.
adiustedCon-to
any
in theCanFMbe band.
tact
KBUR-KBUR
FM,
Burlington,
Iowa.
For sale — Complete 3 kw General Electric FM equipment in good condition,
used only year. Anxious move, reasonKansas.able price. State Journal, Topeka,
For sale: Brand new GE 4BC-1A1 consolette, price $1170. Two brand new
RCA
turntables
pre-amps,
$1200. 70D
WKMO,
Kokomo,with
Indiana.
General Radio 732A distortion-noise
meter. WireCorder, WE 1126C compressor. Good condition, reasonable.
Box 164a, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Announcers

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief radio engineer — Large midwestern educational institution is expanding its radio
broadcasting facilities. It is in the market
for a chief engineer who can head up the
technical stai¥ necessary for the installation
and operation of a 10 kw frequency modulation station. Studios and all equipment are
new and of latest design. Applicant should
have a degree in electrical engineering from
an accredited college and must have a valid
first class radio- tele phone operator's license.
Interested applicants are requested to include
in their letters complete outlines of their educational backgi'ounds and experience, personal
history and salary expected. Write
BOX 109a. BROADCASTING.

FOR
To

To meet expansion program, eastern network
affiliate with 5000 watt CP need two experienced men. One should be trained in local news
gathering and writing and should have a
good air voice. The other should be a good
comonercial announcer with broad sports
background and ability to write both news
and sports. Send audition disc, references,
photograph and full letter ^ of application
with statement of experience, salary desired, <
marital and family status.
W^ERC, NBC, Erie, Pennsylvania. Jay Young.
Young ence.lady
withsomeone
some small
station experiWe want
with, creative
ability
to handle prosrammlng and transcription
work. Girl we want Is willing to learn our
methods in this mid-city on the Mississippi.
Good chance roundings.
for advancement
in pleasant
surCreative organization.
No large
city housing problems. Send picture, full
particulars. State salary expected. Box 96a,
BROADCASTING.

"forced" sale, but price is
commensurate with potentialities, under capable management.
Please do not answer this ad
unless serious and able to back
good proposition.
BOX 143a. BROADACSTING

For further information contact Howard
Caldwell, Chief Engineer, Radio Station
Wais, Souther.n Pi.:es. M. C.
Wanted to Buy

WILL

BUY
Construction Permit
Small Station

Eastern Market preferred
Financially responsible and
competent principals
BOX 160a, BROADCASTING

7^ SCHOOLS
FOR SALE
600 Foot Tower
At greatly reduced price one 600 foot
Blaw-Knox galvanized steel guyed tower.
Uniform cross-section up to 400 feet
thence tapering to top (600 feet). In
perfect condition, ready to ship. All
cables, insulators and lighting equipment
conform with CAA regulations.
Can be used for AM, or to support FM
or television radiator with net height of
575 feet or less, with slight modification
proposed by Blaw-Knox Company. First
come — first served. Wire or write for
additional details.
STATION WMC
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
GENERAL ORMANAGER
Experienced all phases stations 250
watts to 50,000 watts. Have designed,
constructed and organized two 1000
watt, directional antenna, fulltime
stations since war. Radar design
and manufacture
during war. Broadcast and communications
before.
Present position too routine to ofTer
a challenge. Desire management of
new station or director of engineering large station or group of staPresent employers will provide toptions.references.
BOX 103a BROADCASTING

$40,000
Here is an excellent
investment. I am an
experienced manager, 17 years radio and
newspaper. I have CP. for low frequency
station in midwest metropolitan market.
I need financial aid. You can have control. Write Box 39a, BROADCASTING.

station in growing community — one station market,
showing profit. Potentialities
for future growth and expansion excellent. This is not a

FOR SALE — slightly used radio
nel.
: ampliflers, single chanTwoequipment
Gates remote
One RCA microphone, type 74-E.
One B.CA microphone, type 44-BX.
One Atlas microphone iKwrnstand, model
BS-35.
Three Atlas microphone desk stands,
Onemodel
AtlasDS-7.
extension arm, 32 inches long,
for floor or table, type BB-1.
OneA-323-A.
Altec Lianslng amplifier, typa

Equipment

Technical

Stations

Settle an Estate

For Sale (Cont'd)

School

Situations Wanted

^ Chief engineer position desired by
O responsible, qualified man. 7 years
o .
..
Q in last position. 15 years experience
O in broadcast industry. Capable of
O new installation AM-FM. Available
O
Q immediately. Best references.
O
Box nia, BROADCASTING.
For Sale

SALE

1000-WATT
AM

Production-Programming, others

WANTED
Sportsman and good
announcer by progressive station in
the northeast. Please send full details complete background, recent
photograph and references to
Box 116a, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)

^
O
o
q
O
O
O
q
O
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RADIO

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America 's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals. Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved for G.l. Training
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. BIdg.
CHICAGO 4^ ILL: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.: 6926 NLelrose Avenue

RARE OPPORTUNITY

•

(or broailcast eq :i;ni8nt sales engineers
Designer and manufacturer of AM and FM broadcast transmitters,
audio equipment and accessories of widely recognized superiority has
immediate openings for six able, experienced sales engineers to provide
intensive coverage of the following territories:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST Washington, Oregon, Idaho
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona. Two men here.
SOUTH CENTRAL Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
SOUTH EASTERN Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida
CENTRAL Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
These openings hold real rewards for ability and hard work. They
can only be filled by aggressive sales engineers with a thorough knowledge of broadcast station equipment and its applications, and years of
large-scale sales experience in the field. Write us fully about your
background, present status and demonstrated earning capacity. A
photograph will be helpful. Address BOX 21a, BROADCASTING.

Telestatus
(Continued from page A2)
American Broadcasting Co.
Here's what ABC wrote in reply
to Miss Malina:
Jan. 12, 1949
Sulzberger & Sulzberger
61 Broadway
New York 6, New York
Gentlemen :
This is in reply to your letter of
December
concerning
ance of Miss29,Luba
Malina the
in a appearmotion
picture
broadcast
on
WJZ-TV.
We find that Miss Malina appeared
in a musical short subject entitled
"Samovar
Serenade"Film.
which,Wewashave
leased
to
us by Pictorial
no
plans to broadcast the picture again.
We have
referred
your
letter
to
Pictorial Films, who had given us full
warranties and indemnities with respect to the broadcast.
If there is anything more you wish
to know, will you please advise me.
Richard A. Moore.
Now, we're getting close to the
"who" in the case. ABC blithely
passes the buck to Pictorial and
Pictorial just as blithely throws it
back to Miss Malina's attorneys.
Below is part of letter quoted by
Mr. Bonwick:
"We are
believe
our rights
as quoted
above
very clearly
and specifically
defined and that we have not violated
any of Miss Malina's rights by permitting thenade."
televising
"Samovar
Nor do we ofbelieve
that Sereit is
necessarymissiontoto continue
obtain Miss
the Malina's
exhibitionper-of
the motion picture over television stations.
"This letter
not aintended
to beof
anything
more isthan
statement
what we consider to be a clearly defined right and if you so desire, we
will be glad to discuss the matter
further with you."
George J. Bonwick
Now let's imagine that Miss Malina sues ABC, gets a judgment
and collects from the ABC. Logically, ABC looks to Pictorial for
reimbursement. Let's imagine further that Pictorial says, in effect,
"sure we owe you the money but
just try to get it." So ABC proceeds to sue Pictorial, gets a judgment and then discovers that Pictorial is:
a. Bankrupt and cannot pay ;
b. Solvent but practically no assets;
c. Solvent with huge assets tied
up in such a way that they
cannot be touched;
d. A shell which exists only for
the purpose of limiting liabilities to fifty cents.
Carry this line of thought fur-

Eastern

ther and imagine that Pictorial can
and does reimburse ABC.
Pictorial then demands reimbursement from the producer but
the producer can't or won't pay, or
maybe has died. If he has died
would any of his heirs accept liability under a contract they knew
nothing about? Is it possible under
the law to bequeath such an intangible liability? Suppose the producer never actually owned the
rights. To go back to the beginning suppose the sponsor got sued
and he in turn sued the television
station. This line could be carried
to fantastic lengths so let's stop
right here and ask a few very important and pertinent questions.
First.: Who do you think is actually holding the bag in the imaginary cases
cited above.
It's the
one who
actually
paid out
the
dough — in my opinion — maybe he'll
get it back and maybe he won't.
Second: What does the sponsor
know of the financial condition of
the advertising agency or the television station? What does the television station know of the financial
condition of the film distributor?
What does the film distributor
know of the financial condition of
the producer? This information is
vital — without it what good is a
warranty or representation of any
kind to anybody?
Lack of Checks
Third: How many of you . . .
have ever tried to get a Dun &
Bradstreet report or other kinds
of financial reports on the people
with whom you do television film
business and upon whom you rely
for immunity from damages? Does
the sponsor ever check up on a
television station? Does the television station ever check up on the
film distributor? Does the film distributor ever check up on the producer? Does the producer ever
check up on the copyright proprietors? Nobody has ever asked me
for a statement of Pictorial's financial condition and I have signed
hundreds of contracts.
I'll guarantee that if you try to
get these reports that even in the
few instances where they are available you'll get the living daylights
scared out of you and that is what
is needed to jar us out of this fool's

Network

Station

A long established fuUtime network property, the
only station in one of the best one station markets
in the east.
This facility is now showing a substantial profit
that should be increased by capable resident ownership. Price $150,000.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON,
D.
C.
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Washington BIdg.
Central
1177
Exbroolc
2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

paradise of complacency which has
been adopted as a result of some
legal gobbledegook about representations, warranties and buck
passing. What we need are some
. . . good
and C.P.A.'s
here
to findaccountants
out the financial
condition of the people we are doing
business with.
Add up the net free liquid assets
of everybody and every company
on which you have been depending
to "hold you harmless" and you'll
find that you are the suckers. You
are the bag holders in the event of
a successful suit against you for
damages.
The moral and the remedy is
painfully
self-evident.
depend on the
warrantiesDon't
of any
person, firm, corporation or association unless you are absolutely
positive that a strong, liquid financial condition exists to support the
warranty and representation. Insist on a balance sheet certified by
a nationally recognized firm of
certified public accountants.
If such a certified balance sheet
cannot be supplied then a bond
should be posted sufficient to cover
a given maximum of liability for
each film broadcast by a television
station. Maybe it's something on
the order of an auto accident insurance policy where you are covered for everybody you kill or
knock form
down.of Iinsurance
don't know
just
what
it should

ANTENNA
TOWERS

fsiHI^HillliiiinTTf

CHOICE*
new station

of
1st CHOICE of"
applicants.
station operators.
1st CHOICE of
Government,
Police, Airlines,
and
private
communications

take, but in conclusion I would like
to say this, that unless we stop
being suckers, depending on a few
words written on a piece of paper
without checking what is behind
those words, 99% of us are going
to end up in bankruptcy and television will go back where it started
from ten years ago.
SPG

I

systems.

CONTRACT

Signed in Hollywood
INCREASES OF 13% for CBS and
10% for ABC Hollywood publicists
were agreed to in contracts signed
between the networks and Screen
Publicists Guild.
CBS increase is, in effect, 10%,
with additional 3% being put into
budget for further merit raises.
Contract calls for minimum starting rate of $77, from $70, with
10% minimum increase retroactive
to Jan. 1. It contains further a
severance pay clause calling for
two weeks salary for layoff after
six to 12 months employment;
three weeks salary for layoff after
12 to 18 months; and four weeks
pay after 18 months employment.
No allowance made for layoff made
up to six months employment.
ABC contract covers 36 month
period with permission to be reopened after 18 months on wage
clause only. Increases are retroactive to Dec. 1. Minimum starting rate set at $330 per month,
with automatic yearly incre^ises.
Seniority clause also established,
providing for seniority rehiring of
people laid off. Contract further
provides for four weeks notice or
two weeks pay in case of layoff.

4,

Sioux City 6, Iowa, U.S.A."
For Technical Data and Prices
Phone,
WriteDivision
or Wire-Makers
Winchargerof Preferred
Corporation's
Antenna Tower
Towers

February 1
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CLARK L. REID, m.c. on audience
participation shows at WHFB and
WHFB-FM Benton Harbor, Mich., and
Barbara Fox have announced their
marriage.

Illilillllllililllllllillllllllllllli^

t manager
JOHN H. MILLS, assistan
in charge of reception for guest
relations department of NBC, has
been promoted to assistant director,
television field program activities.
JAMES FONDA, supervisor of CBS
Amos 'n' Andy operations, also appointed to supervise operations of
CBS Jack Benny Shoiv.
JAMES CLEMENTE, former executive
producer for OIC Division of the
State Department, has joined WOV
'Ne'w York
as script
editor and
producer assigned
to Italian
language
dramatic programs.
KIM GREGORY, former staff member
of CBS news department, has joined
network's key station, WCBS New
York, as a director.
DELILA LEWIN, wife of RICHMAN
LEWLN, manager of KTRE Lufkin,
Tex., has been appointed head of traffic department at station. Mrs. Lewin was formerly advertising manager of Lufkin Daily News.
JOHN SPEER, formerly with CBS
New York and KFH Wichita, Kan.,
has joined Fetzer Broadcasting Co.
as production manager of WJEF
Grand Rapids, Mich.
TED McKAY, program director at
WCSI (FM)
Columbus, Ind., and

Betty Jo Johnson have announced
their engagement. They plan to be
married this September.
BARBARA HALL, former continuity
editor at WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., has
been appointed
women's editor of
Rural Radio Network of FM stations. Miss Hall is
currently producing The Scrapbook,
half-hour, three
weekly
women's
program,
and ,
Country Home
each weekday at
1:15 p.m.
RALPH HANSON
Miss Hall
of KING Seattle,
has been appointed
chairman of the 1949 Rules Committee for the second annual radio
awards of the Advertising and Sales
Club of Seattle. Others appointed to
the committee were ARTHUR GERBER Jr., KJR; PAUL SWIMELAR,
KOMO and ROBERT E. PRIEBE,
KRSC, all Seattle.
JOAN VALLANCE, has joined WMTR
Morristown, N. J., as fulltime continuity writer. Miss Vallance is known
on
"The Story
Bookof Lady,"
and station
she alsoas serves
on staff
WHBI
Newark, N. J.
MILTON "Mende" BROWN, radio producer-director, has joined WOR New
York, as director and producer.
KATHERINE KITCHEN, home economist for McClatchy Bee Papers (Sacramento; Fresno and Modesto, Calif.),
has started daily program of kitchen
and garden tips on McClatchy Beeling
stations (KFBK Sacramento, KMJ
Fresno, KERN Bakersfield, KWG
Stockton, all California, and KOH
Reno, Nev.).
TONY LANGGUTH, with production
department of WNAC Boston since
1936, has been promoted to post of
production supervisor of WNAC-TV.
BILL BELL has joined WBBM Chicago as scriptwriter after working as
editor
of teen
sectionNews.
in Chicago's
Downtown
Shopping
Former
writer at WJJD Chicago, Mr. Bell will
handle continuity on WBBM's Gold
Coast
CST). Show (five-a-week, 4:45 to 5 p.m.

ILt MAKl

You can't argue with Success
and STAR STORIES have proved
successful with users throughout the
land! Two dramatic narrations per
show. 15 minutes with three
minutes for commercials. . . beginning, middle and close. Seventyeight of these 15 minute
shows are available at a rate
ridiculously low. Plus. . . . FREE
COPY ANALYSIS SERVICE. . . To
further insure success to users of
STAR STORIES.
Write for all these money making,
dramatic details and low rates for
your station Remember tested
ideas that have made money for
others . . . Can't miss for you!
FUIL DETAILS
if FREE AMD PRICES
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
NATIONAL 10.RESEARCH
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS.BUILDING, Dept. 214
Without cast or obliDation suk) me full
Sflalls about STAR STORIES and FREE
Copy Analysis S'rvlct.
Name
_
Address
City
StatelZ'ZZ
Station..
I Station..
February 14, 1949
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GEORGE NESBIT has been appointed
program director at WBEC Pittsfield, Mass., and MAC McGARRY has
been appointed chief announcer.
DON TUCKWOOD, formerly with
WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa., has
joined production department of
WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
JAMES A. DAY, director of public affairs and education for KNBC San
Francisco, will leave soon for twoyear tour of duty with occupation
forces in Japan. Mr. Day has been
granted a leave of absence by the station. He will serve as a civilian
member of General MacArthur's staff
and will head news and public affairs
departments of the two Japanese networks. WILLIAM MINETTE, KNBC
news writer and public relations man,
Day.
has been appointed to replace Mr.
CHARLES BILL, announcer at WJJD
Chicago, and BILLIE JENKS, member
of the station, have announced their
marriage.

ET LIBRARY FEE
For FM Cut by MacGregor
A NEW and reduced rate on its
electrical transcription library for
FM stations only effective immediately has been established by the
MacGregor FM Library, C. P. MacGregor, head of the firm, announced. The library will be offered
at $75 per month. The new FM
fee is considerably below the regular library fee charged AM stations, Mr. MacGregor said.
He indicated there was nothing
unusual about his plan to provide
a library to the small FM stations
at a lower cost because it is already
the practice to allow low-powered
AM stations proportionately reduced rates.
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., has made available to interested stations a radio
series on understanding labor-management relations. Transcribed series
of 15 minute programs may be obtained without charge.

HIGH PRAISE
S. C. Assembly Cites Stations
WAIM and WCAC (FM) Anderson, S. C, and their sports director,
Jimmie Coggins, have been honored
by the South Carolina General
Assembly for their coverage of the
Clemson College football games
last season. The recognition was
contained in a joint resolution
officially passed Feb. 3 by both the
House and Senate of the General
Assembly.
of NBC's
coverage
of Appreciation
the Gator Bowl,
game in
which
Clemson participated, also was expressed. The resolution said in
part: "We thank radio stations
WAIM and WCAC of Anderson
and Clemson for their broadcast of
the game, and Jimmie Coggins, the
announcer who was as good as the
best. In this connection we would
like to comment on the magnificent
attitude of the National Broadcasting Company in permitting
WAIM and WCAC to broadcast
the game." (NBC owned exclusive
broadcast rights, but granted the
stations permission to carry the
game direct from the field through
their own facilities.)

WCFC

(FM) Ups Power

WCFC (FM) Beckley, W. Va.,
Beckley Newspapers Broadcasting
Service, has boosted its power to
31 kw, according to E. J. Hodel,
manager. Included in the new
equipment and
installed
a four-bay
antenna
10 kware transmitter.
The work was done by the Zane
Construction Co., West Orange,
N. J., with an engineer and two
field representatives from General
Electric to supervise the work.
Mr. Hodel also revealed that the
station has become a BMB subscriber.
RADIO COMPONENT Manufacturers'
Federation, London, has announced the
sixth annual private exhibition of
British components, valves and test
gear for
visionradio,
industries.electronic
Exhibitionandwilltelebe
held at Great Hall, Grosvenor House,
Park Lane, London, from March 1-3.

BOB
MURPHY,
Breakfast
Club, isannouncer
the father onof ABC's
a girl.
BILL ALLYN, former announcer-disc
jockey and librarian at WATR Waterbury.
Conn., has joined CBS-TV
in New York.
CARL BREWSTER, KFVD Los Angeles program director, is the father
of a girl, Pamela.
CHARLES
(BUDDY)
ROGERS has
been signed as m.c. on new Punch with
Judy television show starting on
KLAC-TV Hollywood Feb. 22. Program is variety audience-participation
show, packaged by Mai Boyd, Stanley
Cowan and Andre Paul.
MRS. ROBERT
WOLFENDEN has
been appointed program director of
WMEV Marion, Va. Mrs. Wolfen- tion.
den's husband is manager of the staBROADCASTING
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WNOE

NMC

REUNION
Man and Wife United

WNOE New Orleans' "Big Joe" is
ja mighty popular fellow with the
I city's radio listeners — and a handy
' man to have around. Besides providing entertainment on his daily
Happiness Exchange program, 6 to
8 a.m., he is also well known for
his many community services and
enterprises.
Latest venture of Big Joe, his
real name 'is Joe Rosenfield Jr. —
concerns a merchant seaman,
Walter Seifferle, who was arrested
Iin Singapore and sentenced to a
four-year prison term. His wife,
an Italian war bride, was found to
be in dire financial straits in New
Orleans and asked to appear on
WNOE, which solicited clothing
and other gifts from listeners. She
and her 11-month old baby were
also given a home.
; Meanwhile Mr. Seifferle was ret leased from prison and worked his
way over on the steamship Matthew Maury, which finally docked
at Gulfport, Miss., Jan. 19. WNOE
had escorted Mrs. Seifferle to the
city, and registered her under an
assumed name at a hotel to avoid
I reporters. Early that morning Big
1 Joe rented a yacht, and took a photographer and Mrs. Seifferle four
miles out so that she might see her
husband from a distance. When
the ship docked at noon, she was on
hand and so were reporters for the
first time.
The couple then enjoyed the comforts of a bridal suite in Gulfport.
WNOE paid all expenses, gave
them a cash gift and defrayed expenses to the Gulf Coast and back.
Listeners to Happiness Exchange
also offered such indispensables as
a three-room apartment free, furniture, etc. Promotionwise the
station did a one-hour wire recording, which was broadcast that midnight— an exclusive.
Last week Illustrated Press,
'New Orleans radio tabloid, took
[due note of Big Joe's good will activities and awarded him — and
WNOE— its first annual Gold Microphone, symbolic of outstanding
performance and meritorious contribution to radio.

COMPLETE
SIMULTANEOUS

Mr. and Mrs. Seifferle are reunited
by WNOE's "Big Joe" . . .
SWG-AFW MERGER
Stress TV Representation
SCREEN Writers' Guild announced that Associated Film
Writers has become the eastern
unit of SWG. The merger was ratified by SWG at a membership
meeting in Hollywood.
AFW will continue to represent
writers in the East in entertainment, documentary, educational
and newsreel films. Video representation will be the major item on
the agenda of both East and West
Coast units in the coming year, it
was said.
Officers of the eastern unit for
1949:
Harold Mantell, president; Newton
Meltzer idents;
and John
Davenport,
vice presSumner Lyon,
secretary;
Sue
Piatt, treasurer. On the executive
board: Lewis Amster, Dudley Hale,
Richard Koch, Roberta Zechiel, Claire
Birsh, Henwar Rodiakiewicz, Richard
Frank,
RichardWolf.
LaPan, Daniel Klugherz
and Thomas
Judge AFA Entries
FIVE leaders in business and education have been appointed by
Elon G. Borton, president of the
Advertising Federation of America, to judge entries competing for
the AFA awards for club achievement. Awards will be to advertising clubs for public relations for
advertising, public service through
advertising and education in advertising. The appointees: Henry E.
Abt, Brand Names Foundation;
Dr. Robert A. Love, City College
of New York; William Reydel,
Nev/ell - Emmett Co. ; Frederic
Schneller, Lever Bros. Co., and
Edwin F. Thayer, Tide.

SCHEDULE
SERVICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY &Cpv
BROADCASTING
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SESSIONS

Program, Speakers Listed
PROGRAM for the National Marketing Conference, to be held in
Columbus, Ohio, March 8 and 9,
was announced last Monday by the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce's
domestic distribution department.
Conference will be sponsored in cooperation with various trade and
retail merchants associations, and
both the city and state chambers
of commerce.
Purpose of the two-day session
is to focus attention on the responsibilities of distribution personnel at both the world and community levels. The meeting will
take
place
in Columbus' Neil
House.
Carl M. Everson, vice president
and general manager of WHKC
Columbus and president of the
city's chamber of commerce, will
preside over the opening day luncheon. Speakers at other sessions
and subjects of their talks include
Jay D. Runkle, board chairman of
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
and vice president and general
manager of Crowley, Milner & Co.
("The Retailer's Responsibilities
Today"), and Don Francisco, executive vice president of J. Walter
Thompson Co. ("Analyzing the
Cost of Distribution Services").
Dr. Lyndon 0. Brown, vice president in charge of media, research
and marketing, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, will speak following day
on "How to Tell the Story of Distribution in the Schools."
Z-NETWORK

//»e Swing isloWHBin^ns^^

^"10000
I
DON DAVIS,
MUTUAL
NHWORK
JOHN T yyi

WATTS IN nm

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
710 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS NIGHT

ADDED

For Skippy Transcriptions
THE five stations comprising the
regional Z-Network in Montana
are the latest to subscribe to
the weekly half-hour transcribed
SkippytionsHollywood
Stainclude KXLF Theatre.
Butte, KXLQ
Bozeman, KXLK Great Falls,
KXLJ Helena and KXLL Missoula.
Total of stations now carrying
broadcasts is 50, including two
other regional networks, Arizona
Broadcasting System of seven stations and Utah-Idaho Network of
four stations.
Program is recorded in Hollywood and produced and directed
by Les Mitchel. Young & Rubicam
Inc. is agency representing Rosefield Packing Co., Alameda (Calif.)
for Skippy peanut butter.
Stockpiling Report
THE NATIONAL stockpile of
strategic materials has been greatly improved, but it is still short of
what it should be, the Munitions
Board told Congress Feb. 2 in its
semi-annual stockpiling report for
the last half of 1948. Quantities
of materials in the stockpile were
below what is considered essential
for national security, the report
said. The program has been speeded up. It lagged during the years
immediately after World War II
to enable industry to reconvert.

g

Teie-Tips
tm0

^m^^
from

The
TV Magazine
"Editor" of this video version of
a smart, slick sheet is telegenic
Rita Hackett
who knows
what
in the world.
Shiftingwhat's
from
her office to "Club '49," where
suave Bob Ducne is "manager"
and Nancy Wright is vocalovely, Rita rities
tete-a-tete's
with celeb-of
for the edification
televiewers. This new type show
has a growing appeal for
WLW-T's growing audience.

WLW-0 CINCiNtiATi
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Ag(
Mr. E. A. W. Schulenberg
Gardner Advertising Co.
St. Louts, Mo.
Dear E. A.:
Somebody must not a-had much t'do
t'other day cause lie figer'd
ifn all
th'thatsponsored
program
on W Cseries
H S
were broadcast
end to end, one
program a day,
they'd
reach
from January,
1550ary to
JanuThen
he 1950.
added
WCHS coulda'
broadcasto' th'
th'
"Landin'
Pilgrims at
Plymouth
Rock". Sounds
mighty
in' but fasinatas my
kin
folk'd
"Hit's
jestsay,atellin folks
somethin'
they
already
know.
Namely,
WCHS with
them CBS prowatts atgram '«'5805 copis
a mighty,
mighty popular radio
station round
Charleston,
West Virginia.
Yrs.
Algy.
WCHS
Charleston,

(Continued from page lit.)
jencies
GEORGE LAWS joins David S. Hillman Inc., Los Angeles, as assistant to the
president.
JOEL M. HOLT, formerly director of radio and television for Herbert H. Foster
& Assoc., Toronto and New York, joins Flint Adv. Assoc., New York, as account
executive.
THEODORE B. PITMAN Jr., joins John C. Dowd Inc., Boston, as director, of
radio and television department.
JOHN WATERS, formerly advertising manager for Sylvania Electric Products
lighting division, joins Newell-Emmett Co., New York, as an executive on
Sylvania account.
MARSHALL G. ROTHEN of ABC publicity department, resigns effective today
(Feb. 14) to join Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as assistant to agency's
motion picture department director.
PETER TORRIERI, formerly general sales manager of Embros Wine Co. of
Baltimore, joins Baltimore office of St. Georges & Keyes Inc.
EARL EBI, producer of Edgar Bergen Show for J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood for past seven years, appointed television director in agency's Hollywood
office. SHEILA ERSKINE, formerly publicist with moving picture studios,
joins agency's public relations staff.
J. KENNETH WHITE, formerly with Federal Adv., New York, joins Blow Co.,
New York, as account executive.
PUBLICIDAD GUASTELLA, S. A., New York, Cuba and Mexico, announced
removal of its Havana offices to H Y 21, Vedado, Havana, a new building
owned by the firm.
KEN CLAFFORD, formerly with Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, appointed
to copy staff of Walter L. Rubens & Co., Chicago.

W.

Va.

ALLEN-EVANS Inc., Los Angeles, becomes Allen-Evans & Jenkins Inc., with
addition of DOUGLAS JENKINS as partner in firm. Mr. Jenkins, formerly
operator of his own agency in Santa Monica, Calif., will head agency's advertising department. Other additions to staff include: THOMAS RIDGEWAY,
as head of television; HUBERT H. ROBERTS, as production manager, and
CHARLES RENE ESCALLIER, as head of news planning. New offices are at
8473 Beverly Blvd.; telephone is Webster 3-9216.
LATHROP MACK resigns as vice president and general manager of DavisHarrison & Simmonds, Los Angeles. He announced no future plans.
PAUL PRICE joins Hunter Adv., Los Angeles, as account executive. Mr. Price
was most recently radio and publicity director for Dewey-Warren campaign
in San Francisco, and before that was office manager for Margaret Ettinger
& Co., Los Angeles.
LEE RINGER, head of Lee Ringer Adv., Los Angeles, appointed president of
Southern California Assn. of Advertising Agencies by association board of
directors. Other officers include: NORTON W. MOGGE, president of MoggePrivett Inc., Los Angeles, vice president; HENRY WELSH, of Welsh-Hollander
Adv., same city, secretary-treasurer.

Respects
(Continued from page iS)
communications
Conference in Atlantic City.
Arthur Budlong was born in
Washington, D. C, on Nov. 2, 1901,
and educated in the District's elementary schools and McKinley
High. After graduation he took
courses in shorthand and typing
and other "commercial" work and
in 1920 enrolled at Brown U., which
he attended one year. After whiling away (Percy
a summerBudlong
on his was
father's
sailboat
an
official reporter in the Senate), he
turned that fall to newspaper work
and the trade paper bureau, Technical News Service.
Like many radio "hams," Mr.
Budlong's
interest
was
whetted
at inanamateur
early radio
age.
When he was ten, he had read a
magazine article which decided him
to launch out on his own. Scraping
together enough money, he bought
a crystal detector, a single-slide
tuner and a single headphone. For
a year he listened faithfully — evenings and weekends — before hearing a sound. But his interest was
aroused when NAA (Naval Observatory radio station) became
active and put a good signal into
the Budlong receiver. He kept on
and finally heard Navy stations occasionally.
With practice, he gradually built
up his code speed and eventually
built a low-power transmitter with
a Ford spark coil and single-slide
tuner. Building of a condenser, a
problem to most early-day amateurs, was resolved by his own improvised methods. Amateurs in
1913 customarily saved bits of tinfoil for months to form condenser
plates, but this young "ham" used
leadfoil rolls from his grandfather's X-ray plates and came up with
his father's glass photographj'
plates as insulators.
Before the government issued licenses, he used the identification
"AB." And in March 1917 he
walked out of the Commerce
Dept.'s office with a brand-new
operator ticket — after having been
persuaded by two friendly officials

ROLAND HOWES resigns as prodtiction manager of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco. His future plans have not been announced. LESLIE WHITWELL promoted to manager of agency's mechanical traffic department.
"VIC" DIEHM SAYS:

station

cost

See your station
representative or write

featnre profranis, inc.
113 W- 57th ST.. HEW YORK 13, N. Y.
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UOPWA CAMPAIGNS
For Greater Membership
RADIO GUILD, Local 50, of United
Office and Professional Workers of
America, CIO, began an industrywide leaflet distribution job in the
New York area Wednesday to sell
station and network employes on
joining the union.
The piece, given away outside
office buildings, said UOPWA stood
for general increases of 30% or $15
a week and a dollar an hour minimum. It cited wage increases
UOPWA claimed to be responsible
for at CBS and at Federal Telecommunications Laboratories, N. J.
Sylvia Sheridan, guild representative, said 15,000 leaflets would be
distributed in a week's time.

Don't

Forget!

. at Hav
WAZL's
half-page
''Look'49
" Yearebook ad awhen
planning
your tell
'49
advertising
budget.
It will
you^m facts and figures just vrhy your WAZL
spentsult advertising
in direct sales dollars
gains! will reAFFILIATED
Sincerely
WITH NIC - MBS
Vic Diehm
THE VOICE OF
WAZL
Eft«kl;ih*J 1932 ■ Hizlcton, Pa.
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in the Dept. of Commerce to take
an examination.
Mr. Budlong is frequently called
upon to explain how he received a
license before the first World War
inasmuch as he didn't have an amateur call sign for that period.
Actually the licensing setup required station-authorizations to be
submitted to Baltimore, and, as it
turned out, the U. S. went to war
Jwhile his application was being
processed there.
In 1922, a year after he left
Brown U. at Providence, R. I., Mr.
Budlong found his interest centered
on amateur work and organizational matters. He experimented
with numerous circuits and wrote
several articles for QST, official
organ of the ARRL.
As voluntary secretary of the
Railroad Emergency Sei^vice Committee, a joint group of railroad
officials and amateur radio leaders,
iihe helped coordinate emergency
■;communications for the railroads.
Chiefly because of his newspaper
experience with Technical News
Service the previous fall, he was
hired as assistant division publicity
manager of ARRL's Washington
office, and became one of the
famous "Inkslingers."
When the "ham" association
meeed a new editor for its syndicated newspaper column ("Current
Radio"), on Feb. 11, 1924, it turned
to the young Washingtonian and
brought him to Hartford. Interest
in the column diminished with the
appearance of commercially-built
sets on the market.
Emergency Network Set Up
Mr. Budlong then turned his
spare time to railroad communications again and shortly was appointed assistant traffic manager.
He organized the PRR Emergency
Net, the first amateur network devoted solely to emergency communications preparedness. Its general call, QRR (now QRRR), eventu ally became internationally recognized as the amateur land distress
signal.
In 1926 Kenneth B. Warner, late
ARRL secretary, needed an assistant and understudy and chose Mr.
Budlong for the assistant secretary's post.
In the years immediately preceding the '30s, Mr. Budlong served
as radio aide of the first corps area,
Army Amateur Radio System.
When he retired later, New England "ham" members of AARS
presented him with a certificate
reading : "Onehellof aswellguy."
Mr. Budlong's record of wartime
service is one of active participa-

ONLY businessman to appear on the
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
list of "the 10 outstanding young
men of 1948," R. N. W. Harris (r),
president of the Toni Co., Chicago,
receives a ruby-studded key and
plaque from Paul D. Bagwell, chamber president. Presentation was made
at St. Joseph, Mo.
tion in all phases of allocations
work. When he applied for a Coast
Guard commission in early 1942 he
was turned down because of faulty
vision. The Coast Guard's communications office learned of his
interest and obtained for him a
physical waiver. Commissioned a
lieutenant, he reported to Washington where he was assigned the
job of setting up a frequency- allocations section.
His unusual backgi-ound in communications problems made him so
valuable that he spent his entire
war service in work of this type.
He was promoted to the rank of
lieutenant commander. He served
with many planning groups, including the Joint and Combined Frequency Allocations Committees,
Joint and Combined Radio Aids to
Navigation Committees, an AirSea Rescue Service Committee, and
the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC).
Distress Transmitter

His participation in Air-Sea Rescue resulted directly in production
of a modified version of the "Gibson Girl" lifeboat transmitter, providing an additional high frequency
distress signal. With the improved
model, downed pilots no longer had
to crank the old model for hours
on a liferaft with their low-power,
low-frequency signals undetected.
Mr. Budlong has a sharply-tooled
sense of humor which he uses to
plane down difficulties of everyday routine. During the 1946 Moscow Conference, he and his friends
instigated the Red Herring League,
an unofficial subcommittee of the
allocations specialists, on which he
served as "vice president in charge
of obstruction and delay." Russian
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
representatives preferred paying
A Service of Radio
the entry fee of 200 cc. of vodka
Corporation of America
to
the stigma of anti-socialism, and
The oldest and recognized as one of
one of their number rewarded himthe leading Radio Schools In .America
offers
Its
specially
trained
Radio
and
self with the euphemistic title,
TeleTision technicians to the Broadcast
Industry. (Our
graduates have lit Clan
"vice president in charge of byTelephone
License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
and detours."
Address: Placament Manager
Partpathsof
Mr. Budlong's job at
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
ARRL is to keep amateurs in350 Weat 4th St.. New York 14. N. Y.
formed on activities in the regulaBROADCASTING
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tory field. Consequently he makes
numerous trips throughout the
country, speaking before city radio
clubs
tions. and League regional conven-

served as gunnery sergeant in
Connecticut National Guard. He
has also done some flying and para-jumping. He owns slides.
an excellent collection of chute35mm
He

Recently he spoke before 56 different clubs in many cities, attended two weekend conventions
and four smaller informal meetOntarioings, and
andin Cuba.
all covered 30 states,'

plays
the with
harmonica
well, doesn't
do badly
the mandolin.
His
favorite musical group is the
Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street.

His associates call him the "indestructible" Budlong.
The "indestructible" is also president of the South Lyme Beer,
Chowder and Propagation Society,
a group of seven ARRL staffers
whose prime interest lies in amateur emergency communications
preparedness. They meet annually
on the occasion of League Field
Day tests, to erect antennas, set up
equipment (using a gasoline-driven
generator), and operate an amateur station for 24 hours continuously. The spirit of camaraderie
inherent in the society's name actually belies the serious purpose
underlying its activities. During
the 1936 New England flood, for
example, Mr. Budlong and one
other ham operator spent two solid
days at the Hartford link in an
amateur 5-meter network which
covered the Connecticut river to
report river height, etc.
While amateur radio holds No.
1 spot, Mr. Budlong's interests are
diversified. He can converse intelligently on almost any subject,
more often than not from firsthand knowledge. In the '20s, he

Mr. Budlong holds membership
in the Off Soundings Club of Essex,
the Capitol Yacht Club, Washington, and the Marine Historical
Assn., Mystic, Conn. His love of
the shore is so great that he makes
his home in Long Island Sound, at
South Lyme, Connecticut, commutfifty miles
back ingeach
day. to Hartford and
When he married Nancy Woodward in 1934, they decided to build
their own house at the shore and
did, from foundation to shingles
and the last coat of paint — and on
weekends!

announces

WBAL

the

Mr. Budlong's other hobbies have
ranged from raising mink and pet
skunks to rabbit propagation for
eating purposes.
One of his greatest loves, though,
is sailing, and his present pride is
a Penguin dinghy in which he and
his wife cruise Long Island Sound
waters on aftei'noon or weekend
jaunts. An expert at navigation,
he has piloted large sailing craft
through the Inland Watei'way to
Florida and has sailed on ChesaBay as well as in New Englandpeakewaters.

appointment

Leslie

H.

Peard,

of

Jr.

as Assistant

to the

Manager
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WHEN WCOP Boston learned of
General Motors "Transportation
Unlimited" show to be held in
New York, it sent several staffers to
cover it in person. They tape recorded all the glories of new automobiles
and complimentary fashions for listeners at home. Following the broadcasts of the activities WCOP prepared
a booklet giving all the details on how
it went about covering the event.
Preliminary promotion stunts, comments from news and women's reporters who were there, all led to the
final half hour show which the station broadcast on "Transportation
t gives all
Unlimited." The bookle
the details of preparation of an actual
broadcasting of the event.
New Broom Sweeps Clean
"HOW YOU, too, can get your product on — and off — the shelves of retail stores in eight of the country's
best markets," might well subhead
the colorful booklet, A Clean Sweep
for a New Broom, illustrating CBS'
Housewives Protective League program service. Book, cleverly illustrated with pictures of housewives,
cites the case of the Lorenz Broom
Co. of Southern California and its
sales of a new sponge rubber broom
which HPL promoted on the air. Illustrations depict the sponsor's di-

lemma until he puts his product on
HPL program. Examples cited by
book include description of program
as one ". . . that sponsors the prodduct," and that it is heard live in
eight great markets broadcast by a
local personality.
Readers Service
BOOK-marks placed in each book
withdrawn from the public library
and promoting WJOI Florence, Ala.,
is station's newest promotion trick.
Done in bright red with black lettering, book-mark gives WJOI's air time
plus library rules, a service to each.

'FS — '49'
IN Chattanooga, Tenn., WDBX is going all-out to aid the U. S. Health
Department in its intensive fight
against syphilis. Campaign titled
"FS— '49" (Fight Syphilis — 1949) is
being promoted through posters
which WDXB has put in every public
gathering
place,break
and through
station
breaks. Each
ends with
the
"FS — '49" tag, and they all urge
listeners to tune in to its special
transcribed programs. Station reports
it is largest campaign ever staged
in Chattanooga.
Radio Column
SERIES of daily columns on the radio
page of the Washington Daily News
is being run by WOL Washington.
Concurrently the newspaper is carrying a series of spot announcements
on the station. The column, which
appears six evenings a week under
the
title "WOL
features
networkListening
and localReminders",
programs
of WOL-Mutual, and is written under
direction of John Bondeson.

N. B.C.
Affiliate

UlTflR

5,000 Waffs
Day & Night

Nationally Represented by Edward Retry & Co.
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Starting with an introductory
discussion of radio's force in shaping people's ideas, Mr. Barnouw
then covers the elements of production which serve to convey a
program idea to the listener. After
reviewing the physical elements
necessary to a program — -microphones, record players, etc.— the
jobs of various staff members are
examined in detail.

an alphabetical guide to production terms and techniques.

programming, promotion, etc. Scale model of WBCK's transmitter plant
graced the top of the exhibit. Jack Severson (I) and Jim Hanna delivered
their daily noon newscast from the display as an extra attraction.

WTAR delivers twice as many
weekday morning listeners as its
nearest competition ... 2.8 times
as many, weekday afternoons ... 3
times as many, evenings. Sunday
afternoon, 2 times as many listeners and 2.7 times as many, daytime Saturday. (Hooper Station
Listening Index, November-December '48 for Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va.)
Easy to see why WTAR gets
along so well with thrifty folks.

HANDBOOK
OF Barnouw.
RADIO PRODUCTION. By Erik
324 pp.
Boston: Little, Brown & Co. $4.50.
A DETAILED description and
analysis of radio production is offered by Erik Barnouw in his new
volume, Handbook of Radio Production. Mr. Barnouw has directed
programs for such products as
Camels, Goodyear, Barbasol and
Oxydol and has written for Cavalcade of America, Theatre Guild of
the Air and others. In addition
to his writing he is now manager of
the Radio
lumbia U. Program Bureau of Co-

An outstanding element of Handbook of Radio Production, from the
standpoint of the active radio man,
is that it never separates theory
from practice. Various problems
are presented with samples of the
programs themselves. A complete
script withandproducers'
included
the book directions
closes withis

SHORT, but graphic wos WBCK Battle Creek (Mich.) course in radio business.
Station set up a display exhibit in its building and invited local citizens to
see how radio worked. Six panels dealt with phases of radio: News gathering,

You Bank Bigger Profits, too
...when WTAR does your selling job
in the Norfollt Metropolitan Market

PRODUCTION
Barnouw Pens New Book

'Drop In'
TO ENCOURAGE program advertisers of WHBC Canton, Ohio, to call
attention to their shows in their
newspaper advertisements, station
has prepared special mats of appropriate design for isusegiven
as "drop-in"
slugs. Advertiser
choice of
five one-column cuts which picture
station's character, "Good Neighbor
Mike," a microphone with call letters,
a scroll box and a box banner treatment, allowing room for inserting
program title, day and time. WHBC
reports that by providing mats and
cuts results are more favorable.
At the 'Quack' of Dawn
SINGING ducks and their m.c. Fred
Bennett are object of WPEN Philadelphia's latest promotion piece. Picture of ^Mr. Bennett at his organ
and a note on the type of program,
platter, chatter, and singing ducks
are played up by station. Attached
to picture is a card from WPEN
saying that it's the station that
has the know-how on "How to wake
up your sales and keep them awake."
Personnel
GEORGE A. DeGRACE Jr., former
executive secretary of the Marquette
U. Alumni Assn., has been appointed
promotion director of WISN Milwaukee. He is former assistant director
of the 1948 Corporation, Milwaukee
civic group.

GERALD STATEN, formerly publicity
and promotion manager for WTAD
Quincy, 111., has joined WNBH New
Bedford, motion
Mass.,
director. as national sales proDICK HARRIS, former promotion
manager of KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.,
has joined WNAX Yankton, S. D., as
assistant promotion manager.
BRUCE MACK, former promotion
manager of KOSA Odessa, Tex., has
joined KPHO Phoenix, Ariz., as publicity director.

Tke

Announcer

Pay Raises

LAST of 14 Los Angeles area stations with which American Federation of Radio Artists was negotiating for staff announcer raises was
signed last week, when KGIL San
Fernando agreed to boost announcers' salaries from $60 to $70.
KFAC Los Angeles recently came
to terms with the union, raising
announcers' salaries from $66.90
to $78.75, retroactive to Sept. 17.
According to Claude McCue,
AFRA executive secretary, union
expects to negotiate soon with two
other Los Angeles area stations,
KOWL Santa Monica and KAGH
Pasadena.

GBorgiifrin

The' CB.S. Affiliates in S Georgia's Fiist 3 Markets
Represenied, individually and as a group, by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Radio League Hears
Lanphier Views

WISCONSIN

"THE PEOPLE want television, and what they want they'll get, whether
you give it to them or not," C. J. Lanphier, president and general manager
of WFOX Milwaukee, warned members of the League of Wisconsin Radio
Stations in Milwaukee. Mr. Lanphier is president of the group.
He answered his own question, ★
"Is television a stampede to be educational rather than newsmusic-sports programming.
stopped or a steed
Members also decided to admit
to ride?," by asstation representatives from upper
serting that AM
broadcasters
"re- Michigan as guests at meetings
alize both that
and to recognize the WisconsinUpper Michigan Sales Assn.
they can't afford
to get into it and
can't afford not*
MORE
CALLS
Mr. Lanphier
Under
New FCC Procedure
discussed the
to." for video
chances
SCRAPING the barrel for calls to
Mr. Lanphier
in small markets
assign new broadcast stations is
ouside metropolitan areas. (Wis- now a thing of the not-too-distant
consin has one television station, past for FCC.
WTMJ-TV, owned by the MilwauUnder a new procedure for askee Journal.) "If we don't expand
signing of calls to nonbroadcast
into television, other interests will
come into these markets and take radio services, announced last week
by the Commission as effective Feb.
oversaid.
with new money and talent," 1, many thousand new four-letter
he
At the business session the 30 call combinations in both the W
and K categories will become availmembers attending adopted a resoable for broadcast assignment and
lution to "oppose strenuously"
Senate Bill 93, introduced in the limited ship telephone-telegraph
Wisconsin legislature by Sen. Tay- use.
There is no change in call aslor G. Brown of Oshkosh at the
signments for the broadcast servrequest of the Lutheran Ladies
ices, FCC pointed out, except auxilLeague. The bill, postponed for
iaries and other than the many
action until Feb. 16, provides for
of new calls being made
"restriction and prevention" of all thousands
available.
radio programs involving "bloodJust about a year ago, before a
shed." Sixteen members volunteered to appear at the state capi- modification in ship call assigntol in Madison that day.
ments, the FCC was down to less
The association discussed infor- than 100 four-letter combinations
mally the proposed purchase of which it might assign new AM, FM
four FM stations by the state. or TV stations. However, the Commission now has available some
No action was taken. Wisconsin
owns six stations — two AM and 2,400 W combinations and some
four FM — ^four more than any 2,650 K combinations and more will
other state owns or operates. Ap- be released under the new procedure. Arithmatically there are
propriation for acquisition of the
stations will be voted on in this leg- 35,152 possible permutations of
four letter W and K calls.
islative session, as the previous
budget was rejected.
Broadcast stations wishing to
League members are opposed to secure new calls, as heretofore, will
the additional outlets. They claim have to submit a list of specific
that such stations, operated by the selections — a dozen or so — for the
U. of Wisconsin under direction of Commission's Commercial License
the State Radio Council on a nonSection to check. FCC will not supcommercial basis, should feature
ply lists of available calls.

It takes four — the four
audiences guaranteed by
WBNX— EngUsh, Yiddish,
German, Italian — to cover
ALL New York.
Thus, WBNX, New York's
four-star station, fits the
needs of all listeners . . .
reaches all the people you
want to sell in this multiLanguage area.
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Cat-Mouse

Story

A. J. GERANIS, WBCK
Battle Creek, Mich., transmitter supervisor, thought
he had the answer for station's mouse troubles. A
mouse had wandered into a
WBCK transmitter, discovered the high voltage power
supply and put station off the
air for ten seconds. Mr.
Geranis decided to adopt a
cat. Result: Young Tom,
evidently getting a sniff of
the deceased Mr. Mouse,
poked his nose into the power
supply via a large conduit.
He lived all his nine lives in
a split second.
KSOX REDUCTION
Decrease from 50 kw Granted
A DECREASE in nighttime power
of KSOX Harlingen, Tex., from
50 to 10 kw has been authorized
by The
FCC. station, owned by Texas
Star Broadcasting Co., licensee of
KTHT Houston, is assigned 1530
kc, on which WCKY Cincinnati and
KFBK Sacramento are assigned
with 50 kw.
KSOX was authorized originally
to operate "fulltime" on 1530 kc
with 50 kw — except for the three
hours between local sunset at Cincinnati and Sacramento [Broadcasting, Feb. 23, 1948].
The reduction in nighttime power, and also, changes in the directional antenna system to decrease
nighttime radiations, were requested by KSOX. FCC said they would
"adequately protect the 0.5 millivolt skywave contour of station
WCKY," and therefore dismissed
as moot WCKY's request that the
original grant for KSOX be reconsidered.

N.J. TV PROJECT
Ground Breaking Feb. 13
COL. EDWARD A. DAVIES,
president of the Long Beach Island (N. J.) Foundation of the
Arts and Sciences, has announced
that ground was broken Feb. 13
for the foundation's first building
in Long Beach Park [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. The structure will be
ready for television, music and art
classes next summer.
Top priority will be given studies
in television, according to Col.
Davies, who reports requests on the
subject from stations and advertising agencies. Col. Davies also
announced that the project will be
constructed on 30 acres of land as
15 additional acres were purchased
on Jan. 21.
Review Board

Bill

A BILL has been introduced in
the Washington State House of
Representatives which would prohibit publication, distribution or
broadcasting of "offensive and
lurid material detrimental to chilunderthe
18 legislative
years of hopper
age."
Tossed dren
into
at Olympia on Feb. 4 by State Rep.
John M. Wilson (D), the proposed
measure (H.B. 306) would authorize the establishment of censorship cations
boardsand broadcasts.
to pass on such publi-

the prosperous
MONTHLY REPORT
Advertest to Study Video
ADVERTEST Research, New
Brunswick, N. J., next March will
begin publication of monthly
studies investigating subjects of
major interest to those engaged in
the television field, the market and
media research firm has announced.
Titled "The Television Audience
of Today," the publications will
cover subjects collected from those
suggested by subscribers. Daytime
video, appeal of film to children,
and TV and radio are among those
contemplated. Each study will be
based on 500 personal interviews
with set owners throughout the
metropolitan areas as supported by
concurrent Advertest TV research
operations.
Special TV research facilities
will be made available to subscribers at a minimum cost as an additional service. Research is designed
to build clients' TV libraries and to
supplement or supplant their own
research activities, according to the
firm.

MIDWEST
people buy by

WLS
. . . nationally
represented for
14 years by

JOHN
BLAIR
£■ COMPANY
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NABET

, formerly chief enJAMES DRAKE
gineer at WRIB Providence, R. I.,
d
has joine technical staff of
WJAR Providence. RICHARD L.
BUCKLEY win replace Mr. Drake as
chief engineer at WRIB.
HENRY P. KALMUS, formerly on
staff of research laboratory of Zenith
Radio Corp., has been appointed to
staff of National Bureau of Standards. Mr. Kalmus vcill conduct investigations inelectronic techniques.
EDWARD HAMILTON, former head
of radio frequency research of Allen
B. DuMont Labs Inc., New York, has
been appointed station engineer in
charge of the WJZ-TV New York
transmitter.
SOUND APPARATUS Co., Stirlir.g,
N. J., has announced development of
a graphic recorder, Model FRA. A
direct ink-recording instrument, the
recorder automatically plots a curve
of any slowly or rapidly changing
measurable quantity that can be converted into a DC or AC voltage.
Measuring ranges can be selected and
recorded either on a logarithmic or
linear scale.
ELKEN Mfg. Co., Hollywood, has announced its new automatic splicer for
editing magnetic tape is now in commercial production, and is being
readied for distribution this week.
Splicer necessitates only two manual
movements and completes performance in 10 seconds as against one to
four minutes previously required in
patching tape with scissors and scotch
tape.
CHARLES ROTHERS, engineering
supervisor of remote operations at
WGN-TV Chicago, is father of a boy,
Charles Thomas.
First with the most in
NEW

ORLEANS

WDSU
TV Channel 6 —
31,000 waits
New only.
Orleans'
first
and
Transmitting from atop the
Hibernia Bank BuildEmpireSouth,
State
of ing—thetheDeep
ABC — NBC
DUMONT — WPIX
Television Affiliate
Affiliated with
New Orleans Item
AM 1280 ke — 5000 watts
(efifeaive 20,000 watts in
greater New Orleans)
Covering New Orleans, South
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast.
FM Channel 287 — 15,000 watts
(C. P. 15 5,000 watts)
WDSU's
dominant
Hooperating,
pioneer-is
ing service and high
listener loyalty
THE buy in New Orleans!
NEW ORLEANS ABC AFFrilATE
WDSU
Represented by the
John Bioir Company
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IBEW Declines to Participate
In Contract Negotiations

NABET national office sent a letter
offering participation to the IBEW
headquarters in Washington. The
IBEW answer turning down the
offer followed last week.
Meanwhile, it was learned that
the NABET executive board has
scheduled a week of meetings,
starting today, on the question of
jurisdiction in the radio and television fields. This meeting, called
prior to receipt of the IBEW turndown and therefore not a consequence of it, will undoubtedly now
have NABET-IBEW relations as
part of its agenda.
Attending the meeting will be
'the following board members:
President, John R. McDonnell, San
Francisco; Richard T. Parks, San
Francisco; Edward Lynch, Rochester, N. Y., and John H. Hogan,
Washington, D. C. The latter
three are heads of NABET units
in their respective areas. Also attending will be Clarence Westover,
national executive secretary, and
tive.
Harry Hiller, national representa-

INTERNATIONAL office of IBEW has rebuffed NABET by declining
to participate in contract negotiations with networks, it was learned last
week.
A NABET official said that despite the refusal of IBEW, NABET
would remain willing to work for
the common good of technicians and
engineers in the radio and teleUHF STUDIES
vision fields and that therefore its
2 Stations File for CPs
offer to IBEW was still open.
History of the NABET offer goes
UHF TELEVISION experimentaa joint meeting help in Seption projects are proposed by back to tember
in New York of members of
WQAN-AM-FM Scranton, Pa., both IBEW and NABET in the
and WFCI-AM-FM Pawtucket, R. Metropolitan New York area. At
I., in applications filed with FCC
that time the members of the two
last week for construction permits.
unions approved the proposal of
Both would study propagation charcooperation
in network negotiaacteristics intheir area for 515 mc
tions.
video transmission.
Following the joint meeting, the
Both experimental programs are
to be conducted under the direction
of McNary & Wrathall, Washington consulting engineering firm, the
GE TO ADVISE
applications stated. Pulsed moduU. S. Standards for S. A.
lated visual signal would be used
with peak power of 5 kw in both
R. S. YEANDLE, General Electric
instances. Transmission antennas
television engineer, was scheduled
'Tutntab
U
to leave Feb. 10 for South America
of the slotted cylindrical type used
by WNBW (TV) Washington for where he is expected to urge the
its UHF tests are specified. Power
adoption of U. S. television standards for all Latin American coungain, is 10 and horizontal polarizatries. One of the first stops in his
tion is specified. Considerable experimentation would be done in six-week tour will be Rio de Jafield of receiving antennas.
neiro, Brazil,division,
accordingElectronics
to GE's
transmitter
The WQAN request indicated
the experimental station would be Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
has been appointed
musJENKINS,
composer-diWhile in Brazil, Mr. Yeandle will GORDONical rector,
director
for Deeca
Records,
used "to determine suitability of
New York.
UHF band for TV operation in the advise on the selection of a transFREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati,
Scranton area" and the project
mitter
site
for
South
America's
first TV station, to be equipped by has
would require about six months.
announced that William B. Reily
GE. Proper functioning of this
Similarly, WFCI would study PawCoffee Co., New Orleans, has contractstation will encourage other Latin
ed for its Old Corral program in nine
tucket-Providence, R. I., area. Each
applicant indicated a sum of |10,- American countries to use U. S. additional markets, bringing com000 has been designated for the equipment for future video outlets,
pany's total sponsorship of programs
to 71 southern markets. Ziv firm also
GE pointed out. Mr. Yeandle will announced
its Barry Wood Show has
program.
Neither of the stations would
advise prospective stations on been purchased
by KOY Phoenix,
equipment requirements, site selectransmit programs. Signals would
Ariz., and KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.,
tions
and
other
technical
details.
which also contracted for Favorite
be transmitted only to allow field
Several European countries are
test measurements.
Story program. San Francisco Brewalso bidding for adoption of their
Corp. hasoverrenewed
Lomhardoing Show
KNBC the
San Guy
Francisco
equipment and standards in South
for
a
second
full
year.
Other
purAmerica, according to GE engichasers announced by Ziv include:
neers. Foremost are the British
SMPE Unit to Meet
KDSX Denison, Tex., for four shows,
and French TV companies, whose
each on 52 week basis; Utah Oil Restandards differ markedly from
fining Co. for Guy Lombardo Show on
SOCIETY of Motion Picture Engithose
set
up
by
FCC.
American
KSEI Pocatello and KTFI Twin Falls,
neers, Atlantic Coast section, will
equipment, operating on 60 cycles,
Idaho, and renewed on KIDO Boise,
devote this month's meeting to can be used on South American
Idaho; Paramount Radio Shop resound-on-film recording, stressing
newed for Guy Lombardo Show on
50 cycle systems with little change,
WOW Omaha, Neb.
important developments in the 16mm video film field. Meeting, to the engineers said.
be held at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 16 ,will
be at New York's Western Union
Bldg., 159 West Broadway. A
AGENCIES
short program of 16mm films will
ADVERTISERS
precede the reading of technical
STATIONS
papers, including "Stepping Along
With Television,"
which
strates the coaxial and
radiodemonrelay
1949
operations of television networks.
RADIO-TV
MAP
ACCURATE TO JANUARY 1, 1949
Election at WBGE
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board
Feb. 4 directed WBGE and
WBGE-FM Atlanta to hold a secret ballot election within 30 days
among studio and transmitter technicians to determine if they wish
to be represented by International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL).

Attractive three color map shows AM-TV stations in U.S., its
possessions and Canada ... by city . . . county, state — territory
. . . province . . . plus time zones.
Excellent for presentations. Ideal to demonstrate coverage . . .
plot network and national spot campaigns. Printed on durable white
stock— 35" X 25". Suitable for framing.
50^
10 orMAP
more
60ceo. PER
40^ ea. 50 or more
Include payment with order.
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FCC Actions
51 1
If I (Continued from page 7h )
''^February 10 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIQNS
J,
kc Coy, ChairCommission AM—
(by 1340
Corrirs.
's iman. Walker, Hyde, Sterling and
S Jones) announced proposed decision
! Ilooking towards denial of application
■ Journal-Review
station
1.'1 lof
Crawfordsville,
Ind.,for1340new
kc 250
w unl.in
',II lAssn.
(Application
of
Crawfordsville
Bestg.
for same facilities was dismissed
1. .without prejudice on March 8, 1948.)
>. .
FM— 99.9 mc
j . Commission (by Comrs. Coy, ChairHyde,decision
Sterling
and
5 'man.
Jones) Walker,
announced
granting
application
of
Inter-City
Bcstg.
Co.
new FM station in Providence, R. I., for
on
8 : single-remaining channel (No. 260, 99.9
■ mc), and denying competing application of R. I. Bcstg. Co. for same fa" 'cilities.
'
AM— 990 kc
• ■ Commission (by Comrs. Coy, ChairI man. Walker, Hyde, Sterling and
' Jones) announced adoption of order
"'granting
petition Calif.,
of Pittsburg
Bcstg.to
j ;Co., Pittsburg,
for leave
amend application, and record was
' reopened
for limited
purpose
of making amendment
(which
specifies
new
I' Jtrans.
site
which
complies
with
re'quirements
of
engineering
standards
. and new trans, type) part of record,
and record was thereui3on closed. At
same time Commission announced proposed decision looking towards grant
of application of Pittsburg Bcstg. Co.
I 'for
new
station
Pittsburg.
Calif.,
990 kc 1 kw
unl. in
sub.iect
to following
Icond.: (1) that suitable phase monitor
be installed; (2) that directional-nondirectional survey be made and acceptI ed by Commission prior to issuance of
' ant.
license;
and shall
(3) that
trans,
site andof
system
receive
approval
CAA.
BY THE COMMISSION
Action Set Aside •
WMBD Peoria, 111. — Adopted order
setting
aside
its ofaction
granting application
WMBDof Jan.
for 19mod.
CP
to make changes in DA, as it appears
that theoretical calculation of radiation
pattern submitted in connection with
this application is seriously in error
and that use of parameters proposed
by applicant
not result
in radia! tion
pattern will
proposed
or reasonable
I close approximation (WMBD has CP
for 1470 kc 5 kw DA-N).
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Petition Granted
j Washington
Post, Inc.
et —al,Granted
and Columbia Bcstg. System
joint
I petition to modify cond. of Commission
consent of Oct. 20, 1948, to assignment
of license of WTOP Washington from
CBS to WTOP Inc. (new corporation
55% owned by Washington Post and
45% by CBS), and transfer of KQW
(AM-FM) San Francisco to full CBS
control. Same are made effective immediately subject to transfer of WINX
'Washington
from Washington
new parties being
consummated Post
on orto
before Aug. 1 (instead of Feb. 20 as
previous cond.) or license of WINX
' being surrendered
and Aug.
operation
terminated on or before
2 (Chairman Coy not participating; Comr. Jones
dissenting).
Argument Set
I Designated oral argument for Feb.
'21,
in re proposed
decision ofCo.WTEL
Foulkrod
Radio Engineering
and
WHAT
Independence
Bcstg. Co., Philadelphia.
Action Deferred
WPTR Albany, N. Y.— Deferred action on application for mod. CP inj crease power from 10 to 50 kw (1450 kc)
! and
to DA-DN,
pendingof
study toby change
Commission
as to question
applicant's
qualifications
in
light
May 5, 1948, decision of U. S. Suoremeof
Court in Schine Chain Theatres Inc. et
al v. United States, 334 U. S. 110,
wherein
Schine ofChain
Theatres,
pal stockholder
applicant,
was princifound
to have violated the Anti-Trust Act.

Sox

Stcote

SUMMARY

TO FEBRUARY

10

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Total
Cond'l cations In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
1,930 1,883 ?45
468 269
FM Stations
708
241 682 32* 85
28
AppUTV Stations
57
7
116
313 181
* 11 on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KGNB New Braunfels, Tex. (Comal Broadcasting Co.,
1420 kc, 1 kw, day); KIBE Palo Alto, Calif. (D & K Broadcasting Co., 1220 kc,
250 w, day); WEDR Birmingham, Ala. (Magic City Broadcasting Co., 1220 kc, 1 kw,
day); WSIP PaintsviUe, Ky. (Big Sandy Broadcasting Co., 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime);
WSFL Springfield, Mass., assigning call of FM outlet to new AM station and giving
call of WSFL-FM to FM station (Springfield Broadcasting Co., 1600 kc, 5 kw, day);
WJLN
Co.). (FM) Bessemer, Ala., switching from WJLD-FM (Johnston Broadcasting
AM APPLICATIONS
Bradford, Tenn. — Clifford L. Cooley,
1180 kc, 18 w, daytime. Mr. Cooley
informed structed
FCCstation,hebuilding
had already
conand paying
for it himself. He said he was disabled veteran of World War II, having
served in Army, and that he has been
studying and experimenting in radio
for 22 years. Petition was included,
signed by number of local people, requesting FCC consideration as area
needed outlet
local would
station interfere
and theywithdidn't
believe
any
other existing
station.
FCC
said
application was incomplete and would be
returned. Filed Feb. 9.
Grand Inc.,
Rapids,
Mich.1 —kw,Booth
Radio
Stations
970 kc,
unlimited;
estimatedcensee of cost
$69,580.
Applicant,
liWJLB-AM-FM Detroit and
WBBC Flint, Mich., is owned 98.97% by
John L. Booth. Filed Feb. 10.
Oelwein, Iowa — The Northeast Iowa
Radio Corp., 950 kc, 1 kw, daytime;
estimated cost $40,987.27. Principals
include: Harry D. Flower, partner Oelwein Livestock Exchange and in insurance business, president; Arthur G.
Schneider, owner The Home Cafe, vice
president; Regis A. Harrington, part

Transfer of Control
WLAU Laurel, Miss. — Relinquishment
of control of Southland Bcstg. Co., liWilson. censee, by Hugh M. Smith to James V.
AM— 570 kc
WMAM
Marinette,
from 570 kc 100 w-N 250Wis.w-D— CP
unl. chan-^e
to 570
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
AM— 1250 kc
Fort Payne On the Air, Fort Payne,
Ala.— CP new AM statio-i 1250 kc 100
w-N 250 w-D unl. AMENDED to request 1250 kc 250 w D.
AM— 1450 kc
Centinela Valley Bcstg. Co., Inglewood, Calif. — CP new AM station 1450
kc 250 w specified hours. AMENDED
to request unl. hours and change trans,
site from Inglewood to Los Angeles
County, Calif.
AM— 1260 kc
Griner-DiUon Bcstg. Co., Bay City,
Mich.— CP new AM station 1350 kc 500
w-D. AMENDED to request 1260 kc.
AM— 1220 kc
Palladium-Times Inc., Scriba, N. Y.
—CP new AM station 840 kc 1 kw D
AMENDED to request 1220 kc.
AM— 1240 kc
WQAN
Scranton,
— CP
from 910 kc 500 w-N 1Pa.kw-D
sharechange
time
with WGBI to 1240 kc 250 w unl.
Modification of CP
KVLU
Lubbock,
Tex.— Mod.
CP new
AM
station
for extension
of completion
date.
KBRZ Bryan, Tex.— Mod. CP new
wAM tostation
1 kw. to increase power from 500
License Renewal
WGAN-FM
Portland, Me.— License
renewal
FM station.
WJLK Asbury Park, N. J.— Same.
'February 10 Applications . . .
WMFR-FM High Point, N. C— Same
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KFXD-FM Nampa, Ida. — Same.
WKIL Kankakee, 111.— Same.
Assignment of CP
WPAG-FM
Ann Arbor, Mich. — Same.
KFTMment of CPFort
Col.— AssignKFOR-FM Lincoln, Neb. — Same.
from Morgan,
Robert Dolph,
Robert
WSJS-FM
Winston-Salem, N. C—
McCollum and J. T. Price Jr. d/b as
Same.
The Fort Morgan Bcstg. Co. to Robert
WTRI Troy, N. Y.— Same.
1 Dolph and Robert McCollum d/b as
WMRC-FM Greenville, N. C. — Same.
The Fort Morgan Bcstg. Co.
WLVA-FM
Lynchburg, Va. — Same.
WKBSment of CP
Oyster
N. Y.—
AssignWDTR Detroit — License renewal nonfromBay,
Eastern
Bcstg.
Co.
commercial, educational FM station.
Inc. to Key Bcstg. System Inc., changAssignment of CP
ing from iDelaware to New York corporation; same ownership.
WMFI Memphis, Tenn. — Assignment
BROADCASTING
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owner Iowa Portable Mill Co., secretary; Thomas Smith, real estate and
insurance, treasurer; Earl W. Moore,
Buick-Pontiac
director;
Lawrence A. Liebe, dealer,
Ford dealer,
director;
Richard
E. Swan,
owner
ture Store,
director.
EachSwan's
officer Furniholds
7.15% interest. Each director and each
of seven others holds 7.14% interest.
Filed Feb. 9.
FM APPLICATIONS
Boone, Iowa — Boone Biblical College,
Class A, Channel 257 (99.3 mc), ERP
250 w; estimated cost $7,835. Applicant
is licensee
of KFGQ Boone. Filed
Feb.
3.
Columbia, S. C— L. E. Duffey and
B. C. Eddins
as The 224
Voice(92.7
of Cullman, Class A,d/bChannel
mc),
ERP 365 w; estimated cost $6,950. Applicant has AM request pending for
Cullman, Ala. (BROADCASTING, Jan.
17). Filed Feb. 3.
Los Angeles
— Long Beach
Education,
Governing
Body Board
for Longof
Beach Unified School District of Los
Angeles, requesting noncommercial,
educational FM station on frequency
to be assigned, power 10 w; estimated
cost $7,120. Filed Feb. 10.
of CP new FM station from Fanny B.
Wilson to WMFI Bcstg. Co.
Modification of CP
KSLH St. Louis— Mod. CP new noncommercial, educational FM station for
extension of completion date.
KLTI-FM Longview, Tex.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP and
studio site.
KFLW-FM Klamath Falls, Ore.— Mod.
CP new FM station to change from
Cigs.s B to Class A outlet, with Channel 257 (99.3 mc) ERP 400 w and ant.
WGST-FM Atlanta— Mod. CP new FM
station for extension of completion
WVNA Indianapolis — Same.
WRR-FM Dallas, Tex. — Same.
d?t".
WLVC WiTliamsport, Pa.— Same.
WRHI-FM Rock
Hill, S.— C—
KTS'^-FM
San Antonio
Same.Same.
WBIR-FM
KnoxviUe. Tenn. — Same.
WHIS-FM Bluofield. W. Va.— Same.
WPDX-FM
Clarksburg,
W. Va.—
San^o.
WKAX-FM Birmingham, Ala. — Same.
WJBC-FM Bloomington, HI. — Sarpe.
WMBI-FM Chicago- Same.
WFTW-FM Fort Wavne. Ind.— Same.
KVOB-FM Alexandria, La. — Same.
WCAP-FM Asburv Park, N. J. — Same.
WMCA-FM New York— Same.
WAGE-FM Syracuse, N. Y.— Same.
KTLX Phoenix,
Ariz. for
— Mod.
CP newof
commercial
TV station
extension
completion date to June 15.
KEYL San Antonio — Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM 1310 kc
WNAE Warren, Pa.— CP change from
1310 kc 1 kw-D to 1310 kc 1 kw-D 100
w-N ant.
unl., onchange
trans, site and mount
FM
AM ant.
FTC Complaint
UNIVERSAL Radio- Vision Training ficers
Corp.,haveHollywood,
and its'with
offiled an answer
the Federal Trade Commission
denying charges of misrepresenting
home study courses. Charging violation of the FTC Act, the complaint alleged "false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations" with respect to correspondence instruction in electronics, radio and television. Hearings
are not set yet.

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
House Organ Features Radio
CHRYSLER AIRTEMP Division
of Chrysler Corp. devoted the February issue of its house organ,
Chrysler Airtemp News, to radio
stations
which use
the, firm's cooling and heating
systems.
Pictures of studios, broadcasting
buildings and their cooling systems
comprised eight of the issue's 12
pages. Among the stations featured are WWJ Detroit, WREC
Memphis, CBS New York, KFPW
and KWHN Fort Smith, Ark.,
WMGM New York, WBRC Birmingham, Ala., WILK WilkesBarre, Pa. and WIAC San Juan,
P. R.
MASS MEDIA
Huth Covers Influence
NEW SERIES of lectures on
"Mass Media and International Relations" is offered by the New
School for Social Research, 66
West 12th Street, New York City.
The course is designed to cover
the role and influence of radio,
press and films and the potentialities of television and facsimile.
Dr. Arno Huth, well known radio
authority who represents UNESCO
at the world broadcasting conference in Mexico City, is conducting
the course which started Feb. 9.
Outstanding authorities in mass
communication will take part as
guest speakers. Special film presentations and field trips also are
planned.
CANADIAN ROYALTIES
On Music Established
ROYALTY PAYMENTS for Canadian broadcasters for music used
in 1949 have been set by the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board. Private stations and Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations will each as
a group pay $136,081 to CAPAC
(Composers, Authors, Publishers
Assn. of Canada). CBC had asked
the
10]. board for a reduction from
its assessment [Broadcasting, Jan.
This figure places royalties at
144 per licensed receiver, with CBC
paying 74 and private stations together paying the same amount.
Private stations will pay BMI Canada Ltd. $38,800, based on 24 per
licensed receiver. CBC has flat rate
arrangements with BMI Canada
Ltd. ($17,500), which did not
come before Canadian Copyright
Appeal Board. Total all Canadian
stations will pay for use of copyright music in 1949 is $328,550.
DOUGLAS MAURER, 10, one of Miles
Labs. Quiz Kids (NBC, Sundays, 3-3:30
p.m. CST), won the championship
spelldown sponsored annually by the
Chicago Daily News as it was telecast
by
WENR-TV
Chicago, Chicago
ABC's outlet.
Douglas
will represent
in the
National
in May. Spelling Bee at Washington
February 14, 1949
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McMAHONPUUI
Urges U.S.S.R. Exchange
SUPERVISED broadcasts through
the United Nations for a public exchange of views in both Russia
and the United States was urged
Feb. 7 by Sen. Brien McMahon
(D-Conn.) during a speech in the
Senate.
The plan was suggested by Sen.
McMahon as a simple test of the
sincerity of Stalin's statement that
he honestly desires to meet with
President Truman for discussion of
a peace pact.
Another meeting would fail, Sen.
McMahon told the Senate, unless
the peoples of Russia can be fully
informed of purposes of the meeting. The reason for previous peace
pact failures, he maintained, was
that "the Soviet Government has
no responsibility and no accountability to the Russian people." Russia's iron curtain he recognized as
the "greatest peace menace in the
world."
Sen. McMahon asserted that a
peace meeting between Premier
Stalin,. President Truman, Prime
Minister Bevin and Premier
Queuille
"vitallyshould
urgent"
but
felt
the ironis curtain
be lifted
by the Soviet Government as a precondition ofthat meeting.
His proposal called for direct
radio talks by President Truman
and other heads of government to
the Russian people on the eve of
formal negotiations. Reciprocal
privileges would be offered Premier
Stalin. Adequate translations
would be offered with all details
worked out by United Nations officials.
"It is obvious that a single series
of talks by the heads of democratic
governments to the Russian people will not produce a permanent
breach in the iron curtain," he told
his colleagues. "But in the peace
negotiations to follow the democratic nations should insist upon
the right of the United Nations to
operate radio stations in each of
the Big Five nations, including
Russia. Only through the permanent breaching of the iron curtain in this fashion can the cause
of peace be served.
GEORGE CREAMER
Leaves WINX Program Post
GEORGE M. CREAMER, program
manager at WINX Washington
since March 1947, resigned a fortnight ago. His future plans have
not been announced.
Prior to joining WINX Mr.
Creamer worked in New York for
two years as a freelance producerdirector and was with NBC in
New York for two years. While
at NBC he worked on such programs as the Jack Benny show,
Wayne King show. The Army
Hour, The Catholic Hour, and the
Telephone Hour. He previously
served as staff announcer at WBZ
Boston, WOV New York, WCOP
Boston, WLAW Lawrence and with
the Yankee Network, Boston.
Page 88
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Kadxo Steps to Fore
In P hilly Crisis

strike messages to announcers.
WHAT assigned two men with
tape recorders to get strike comments from "the man on the
street." All strike programs were
to be rebroadcast after 1 a.m.
Station interrupted all programs
for messages from strike head-

TRANSIT
STRIKE
WHILE a snowstorm gripped the city and the transportation strike
loomed over single-transit-system Philadelphia, radio stepped to the
fore with offers of assistance.
WIP made its services available to municipal authorities and civic
*
—
leaders as they prepared to meet
WDAS, on the air to 1 a.m., was
quarters.
the walkout deadline, 12:01 a.m.
city hall. Station's mobile units making
announcements from the
were on the streets, and lines were
last Friday. Heads of 250 indusBell Telephone Co. and lending its
trial firms and commercial organup for live broadcasts from car facilities
to aid in the emergency
izations with a total personnel of barns and other strike scenes.
in other respects. Staff was to
more than 200,000 were contacted
Camera crewmen were alerted and
work beyond quitting hours. WTEL
by direct wire day before the strike
WFIL-TV planned to air television
planned similar public service asnewsreels
as
fast
as
processed.
sistance during the strike.
and given
free was
use of
facilities. The offer
forWIP's
the purpose
Staffers were instructed to work
overtime if necessary.
of giving employes and the public
information which would aid in
Early in the week, WPEN had PROMOTION
alleviating distress caused by the
addressed letters to personnel manstrike.
agers of department stores, banks,
Kroger Winners Named
The WIP special events staff was
industrial firms and specialty shops
augmented by other staffers, and
and to advertising agencies an- PROMOTION awards for exploitan information headquarters on
nouncing the station would be on
ing the Kroger
Co.'s announced
daytime radio
the strike situation was set up.
serials
have been
by
The station offered the police de- the air Friday from 6 a.m. to proC. M. Robertson Jr., president of
vide
their
employes
with
the
latest
partment space for a representaThe Ralph H. Jones Co., agency
tive of the department to take in- strike information and to give for Kroger.
them
messages
from
their
emformation direct from police headThe stations receiving top honquarters on traffic conditions so
ployers. WPEN also planned to
ors are WLW Cincinnati, WOOD
that this information, as well as stay on the air after its usual closGrand Rapids and WBOW Terre
advice pertinent to the health and
ing hour.
Haute. Three additional stations,
economy of the city could be given
In addition to keeping PhiladelWCHS Charleston, W. Va.;
the public promptly.
phians abreast of developments,
WMBD
Peoria, 111., and WBTM
WFIL assigned staff members to KYW and WCAU arranged for
Danville, Va., were given honorcar pools for their own employes.
able mention.
WPTZ (TV) planned to run motion
\comim
Based
skill and ingenuity in
pictures of strike scenes on its promotingon the
Kroger programs,
news telecasts Friday.
the nine-week contest was planned
Feb. 21: FCC Hearing on G. A. RichWIBG scheduled all-night broadards' news policies, Federal Bldg.,
casts telling how employes were to by the Ralph Jones agency to add
Los Angeles.
additional intensity to "The GreatFeb. 24-25: Western Radio Conference,
get to work, giving extra train
est Value Show on Earth" camMarine
cisco. Memorial Club, San Franschedules of the railroads and conpaign for Kroger.
Feb. 25: California State Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting. Palace Hotel, dren. veying information for school chilStations
reported on their proSan Francisco.
motional activities, with 86% of
Feb. 28: WHAS Transfer Hearing, FCC
WJMJ planned a Friday camthe stations carrying the shows
Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1: NBC affiliates meetpaign based on the slogan "Be a submitting entries. Plaques will be
ing,
Chicago.
March 1: Wander Co. Hearing before good
presented to the winning stations
neighbor
— share
yourovercar."
An extra
girl was
to take
on
FTC continued, Durham, N. C.
March 4 and the person responsiMarch 2-6: Exposition of Electrical the switchboard to convey latest
ble for the promotion job at each
Progress (TV studio). Municipal
Auditorium, Kansas City, Mo.
of the three winning stations will
March 3-5: Annual Radio Conference
receive an all-expense trip to Cinon Station Problems, U. of Oklahoma,
cinnati.
Norman, Okla.
March 4: Fourth Annual Michigan UNESCO NEWS
Radio Conference, Michigan State
College Campus, East Lansing.
Prepared Scripts Available
Marchcil 7-9:
TelevisionChicago.
CounnationalChicago
TV conference,
SCRIPTS designed for use as SEAKS RESIGNS
March 7-10: IRE national convention.
HoteltralCommodore
and
Grand
Cenweekly
news programs will be
Palace, New York.
To Join Wheeler Firm
made available to U. S. radio staMarch 8-9:
National
Marketing
Conference, Neil House, Columbus, Ohio.
tions
beginning
Feb.
19,
the
U.
S.
March 10-12: Assn. of Women Broad- National Commission for UNESCO
ATTORNEY General Tom C.
Clark announced Feb. 9 that he
Chicago. casters Convention, Drake Hotel
announced
last
Wednesday.
The
March 23-25: Assn. of National Adverhad,
with reluctance, accepted the
broadcast
material
will
be
titled
tisersHot spring
meeting,
resignation of Robert G. Seaks,
stead,
Springs,
Va. The Home"UNESCO
World
Review—
Weekly
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City Col- Radio News About Education,
assistant chief of the appellate
lege of New York Radio-Television
section of the Antiirust Division.
and Business
conference,
Hotel
RooseScience and Culture." The scripts
velt, New York.
Mr. Seaks will engage in private
, will be prepared by UNESCO's
law practice with former Sen.
Paris headquarters and transmitBurton K. Wheeler and his son,
ted to broadcasting networks and
RALPH C. CAPLES
Edward K., in the law firm of
stations throughout the world
Agency President Dies through cooperating groups in Wheeler & Wheeler.
RALPH C. CAPLES, 76, president member organizations of United
Mr. Seaks has been in governof The Caples Co., Chicago, New
ment service since 1934. He was
Nations Educational, Scientific and
York, Omaha and Los Angeles ad- Cultural Organization.
with the FCC from January 1941
vertising agency, died last Monday
Scripts will contain about 10 to April 1942 as assistant to the
at his home in Sarasota, Fla.
brief news items and one five or then chairman, James L. Fly. He
Mr. Caples founded the agency
entered the Dept. of Justice in
six minute discussion on a major
Navy. 1946 after service with
in Chicago in 1921 after spending
January
development. Though designed for the
over 20 years in the railroad busi- straight news programs, the mateness. He worked in various traffic
While with the Justice Dept.
rial may also lend itself to dramatization, the Commission quoted
Mr. Seaks was engaged in handling
positions with the New York CenUNESCO officials as reporting.
tral, Western Maryland Railway
appellate problems and preparU. S. stations may request weekly
and Willys-Overland Co. of Toledo.
ing briefs in antitrust cases. He
He is survived by his wife, Ellen copies from UNESCO's Relations
also worked on Federal Trade
Fletcher Caples, and a brother, Dr. Staff, Dept. of State, 1778 PennsylCommission and Interstate Comvania Ave., Washington 25, D. C.
merce Commission appellate cases.
Byron Caples of Reno., Nev.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

'WPAsk
Reconsideration
TR FCC
PLE
A
'FCC WAS ASKED last Friday to
reconsider its action of the day
before deferring action on WPTR
Albany's 50 kw application pend'ing further study of the effects of
-the Supreme Court's anti-trust decision against Schine Chain Thea' tres, chief owner of WPTR.
In a letter submitted by Leonard
■ H. Marks, WPTR counsel, the station urged the Commission to grant
its application on the condition, if
necessary, that the grant shall not
prejudice any action FCC may take
on WPTR's application for license.
\ It was pointed out that FCC followed this course in an old case
■ involving WGKV Charleston,
tW. Va. Even though WGKV's rei newal application was being held
i up — and was not finally acted upon
- until two years later — FCC granted WGKV a power increase with. out prejudice to the final result in
(the renewal case, WPTR noted.
; The letter also made clear that
FCC was "fully and specifically
■advised" of the anti-trust suit beifore it approved Schine's acquisition of its 55% interest in the station in January 1948.
I "In view of this full and complete disclosure, deferring action on
jthe [50 kw] application works a
Iconsiderable hardship on the applicant since an investment of approximately $400,000 has been
made towards the construction of
station WPTR," the letter asserted.
■ It was pointed out that WPTR,
'assigned 1540 kc with 10 kw, filed
' the 50 kw application because "sig■ nal strength anticipated in its orig' inal application was not realized
■ [because] the transmitter site
' showed a poorer conductivity after
'installation had been completed
than was reflected in the Commission's soil map."
WPTR said the improvement of
ifacilities which it is seeking will
:cost approximately |141,000.
FCC's action providing for a
f study of Schine's qualifications in
the light of the anti-trust decision
, is consistent with the course it is
. following with TV applications of
'Paramount Pictures, also found
^guilty of anti-trust violations, and
■ which it presumably will follow
with others named in the anti- trust
, case [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. Applications held up thus far involve
television license renewals.

Winnie on Advertising
RUSS
WINNIE,
manager of
'WTMJ, WTMJ-TV and WTMJ-FM,
Milwaukee Journal stations, will
' outline "The Impact of Radio and
' Television Advertising" at a field
' trip session in the U. of Wisconsin
' Opportunities in Advertising series, which began Wednesday. Mr.
Winnie, as a guest instructor for
the university's
Milwaukee
Extension Division and
the Milwaukee
Advertising Club, will conduct enrollees through the Journal's Radio City headquarters. This will
be the only course in the series on
radio and video.
BROADCASTING

PULCHRITUDINOUS

PROMOTION
Are the Strolling Mystery Models

TO PROMOTE its "Who Is Miss
Terry?" Contest on Fashions on Parade (Fridays, WABD New York,
DuMont), the video program in cooperation with the U.S.O., last
week sent six beautiful models
wearing jeweled masks for a stroll
down different sections of Fifth
Ave. The models paraded about
the various stores on Fifth Ave.
that participate in sponsoring
Fashions on Parade. Those stores
are Ivel Furs, Paris Decorators,
Amelia Earhart Luggage and
Gotham Hosiery.
The masked models not only attracted attention to themselves but
also pointed out the signs in the
stores which mentioned the fact
that their merchandise could be
seen in the show or won on the
contest.
The contest itself, which is conducted every week on the program,
is that of identifying Miss Terry,
a well-known personality, by clues
seen — but not heard — on the television show. The person who correctly identifies Miss Terry will
receive thousands of dollars worth
of merchandise. Calls are made to
people who have submitted the best
slogans on "Why Everyone Should
Support the U. S. 0."
Proceeds of the mail all go to
the USO to continue its work in
helping the wounded veterans.
The program plans to continue
the strolling model idea throughout the course of the contest.
Actual walks take place about once
a week, with an additional masked
model who cruises on Fifth Ave. at
the same time in an open convertible.
Fashions On Parade is produced
by Top Productions, New York.
AIR PERFORMERS
To Entertain Airlift Men
TOP-RANKING radio entertainers
will perform in a series of shows
for American personnel assigned to
airlift operation in Europe, the Air
Force announced last Monday. Programs are being arranged by the
USAF's Special Services Division.
First program scheduled for
"Operation Vittles" is Take It or
Leave It, starring Garry Moore,
who together with other members
of the cast are scheduled to leave
for Germany tomorrow (Feb. 15).
They are slated to make 30 appearances during a ten-day stay, as
well as special stop-off shows at
bases in the Azores and Newfoundland. Other cast members include
Vivian Blaine, Mel Henke and
Sybil Bowan.
Two Take It or Leave It shows
will be transcribed in Germany and
flown back to the U. S. for broadcast over NBC in the regular 1010:30 p.m. slot. Five airmen of the
"Vittles" project will be featured
as contestants.

• Telecasting

Col. Candler Cobb (I) of USO Citizens Committee and Euclid McBride, vice chairman of New York
USO campaign, received contributions from models.
WEST CONFERENCE
Geo. Jennings to Speak
GEORGE JENNINGS, national
president of the Association for
Education by Radio and director
of Chicago Radio Council, will
speak at the second annual Western Radio Conference in San Francisco Feb. 24-25, John C. Crabbe,
program chairman, announced last
week.
Other guest speakers and panel
members will include Gerald Maulsby, assistant director of public affairs, CBS New York; Stuart
Novins, CBS Hollywood public affairs director; Richard Bertrandias,
writer-producer, KNBC San Francisco; Paul Speegle, KNBC program manager; Keith Kirby, KPIX
(TV) San Francisco program manager, and Allen Miller, director of
the Rocky Mountain Radio Council.
Mr. Jennings will speak on a
panel devoted to classroom radio,
to be held the evening of Feb. 24.
Mr. Maulsby and William Ladd, U.
of Washington's assistant director
of radio education, will headline a
session titled "Let's Talk About
Talk." Chairman is Luke Roberts,
educational director, KOIN Portland.
Radio documentaries will be
analyzed and discussed on opening
day. In addition to Messrs. Novins
and Bertrandias, panel will include
Stanley Donner, Stanford U. radio
director. Other sessions will cover
children's programs and the use
of radio in community projects.
Program will conclude with a KPIX
television broadcast. Registration
fee is $3.50, with individual sessions priced at $1.
WFIL PHILADELPHIA, in cooperation with the Foreign Policy Assn., the
United Nations Council of Philadelphia
end the League of Women Voters,
launched the first of a series of nine
Thursday night half-hour broadcasts
on Who Makes Our Foreign Policy.

CONSOLIDATION
Mobilization Discussed
PROPOSALS to consolidate two
procurement-mobilization plans
will be discussed during a meeting
of the Electronics Equipment Industry Advisory Committee to the
Munitions Board and the National
Security Resources Board at the
group's
second meeting Feb. 16 at
the Pentagon.
Reporting on the proposals will
be a "task committee" of leading
radio and electronic manufacturers
which has made a study of plans
submitted by the Radio Manufacturers Assn. and the Munitions
Board. Sitting in as observers at
the meeting will be the Inter-Service Electronics - Communications
Committee, headed by Col. Fred
Kunesh of the Signal Corps.
Emergency "contingency" plans
for the electronics industry will be
another topic of discussion. The
industrial preparedness plan revolves about "ghost orders," which
serve as the basis for rapid expansion plans to be placed into effect
should a national emergency arise.
The "ghost orders" put enough
preparatory measures immediately
into effect to insure that manufacturing companies are just a few
short steps off from the ability to
swing into full production.
BOSTON POOL
Stations Air Documentary
TEN Boston radio stations banded
together in a pooled broadcast Feb.
13 (yesterday) and aired a halfhour documentary program to inaugurate publication of a survey
of various agencies and communities in Boston. Program was heard
from 1:30-2 p.m.
The broadcast, titled Suppose
Nobody Cared, was carried by
WBMS WBZ WCOP WEEI
WHDH WMEX WNAC WORL
WTAO (Cambridge) and WVOM.
City's two television outlets — WBZTV and WNAC-TV— were to telecast the report. All stations will
give heavy plugging to the survey
and many indicated they would
allot special time for discussion.
The research group in charge of
the survey studied 55 independent,
self-governing communities comprising the metropolitan area,
served by 500 voluntary and some
300 tax-supported agencies. Recom endations in the report, one
of the most comprehensive ever
undertaken by any community in
the
country, were expected to be
revolutionary.
John C. Dowd, of John C. Dowd
Inc., Boston agency, headed the
overall radio and news committee.
Radio committee included Craig
Lawrence, WCOP; James Powers,
WNAC; William McGrath,
WHDH; Gordon Swan, WBZ, and
Paul Perreault, WTAO.
City's newspapers are devoting
two or three pages daily, for six
consecutive days, to publication of
survev findings.
February 14, 1949
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WHIM GIVEN
FM FACILITY
At

Deadline

ONE AM GRANT, ONE
PROPOSED BY FCC

DENIAL

PROPOSED decisions adopted by FCC to
grant Pittsburg Broadcasting Co. new AM
station at Pittsburg, Calif., 990 kc, 1 kw fulltime, and to deny request of Crawfordsville,
Ind., Joio-nal-Revieiv for new outlet, 1340 kc,
250 w fulltime.
In the California case, FCC granted petition
of Pittsburg Broadcasting to amend request to
change transmitter site and transmitter type.
The Pittsburg station would receive some interference from outlet proposed at Oakland,
Calif., by C. Thomas Patten, the Commission
found.
Crawfordsville proposed denial based on
findings of mutual excessive interference with
other stations in area.
Principals in Pittsburg Broadcasting: John C
McFarland.
musician
formerLazie.
station
president and 26.8%
owner;andTonno
hotelman,
business,
vice president 11.6%; Melvin D. Marshall, former
station manager, secretary-treasurer 26.8%, and
Joseph Faria
Thereandare Marshall
six other publish
stockholders. Jr.,
Messrs. 11.6%.
McFarland
weekly paper.
CLINIC

DEMONSTRATIONS

Program Clinic, to be held at Northwestern U's downtown Chicago campus, June
27-29, will be broken into three segments, according to tentative NAB plans. Clinic will
include technical, service and "horizons" or
outlook sessions. Producers and directors (of
AM, TV, FM) will be called upon to demonstrate actual programming techniques, and
take part in discussion panels. Committee and
sub-committee personnel as yet undetermined,
though Ted Cott, WNEW New York, chairman
of sub-committee of program executive committee, is expected to help map agenda vTithin
next two weeks. Present plan is to limit clinic
registration to 300 or 400.

...

NAB STANDARDS MEET
SLATED FOR CHICAGO
FIRST meeting of overall industry Recording
and Reproducing Standards Committee will
be held at Chicago's Stevens Hotel April 11,
12 during NAB convention week. Royal V.
Howard, NAB engineering department director and Committee chairman, announced Friday. Meeting scheduled between broadcast
engineering and management conferences, with
committee examining standards proposals prepared by some 75 engineers and organizations.
Proposals to be submitted then to NAB Board
of Directors at convention meeting. Acceptance of standards will be voluntary, Mr.
Howard emphasized.
TWO

NAMED

TO

LEVER

BOARD

JAMES M. ELLIOTT and Ralph P. Lewis
elected to Lever Bros. Co. board of directors,
Charles Luckman, firm's president, announced
Friday. Mr. Elliott is president of John F.
Jelke Co. (margarine), Chicago, and Mr. Lewis
heads Harriet Hubbard Ayer (cosmetics), New
York. Both firms are Lever subsidiaries.

NAB

AWB

PANEL

SESSION

PANEL discussion on "The Business of Broadcasting" will highlight Friday session during
Assn. of Women Broadcasters' sixth annual
convention in Chicago March 10-12. Participants, all NAB, to include: Harold Fair, program department director; Lee Hart, retail
coordinator, and Maurice B. Mitchell, director
of broadcast advertising, with Robert K.
Richards, public relations director, as moderator. A. D. Willard Jr., NAB executive vice
president, and FCC's Frieda B. Hennock will
address luncheon meetings on March 11 and
12, respectively. Registration deadline announced as March 1.
WNBQ TRIES MICROWAVE
WNBQ (TV) Chicago (NBC) experimenting
with microwave relay from Evanston for transmission of weekly Evanston Children's Theatre
TV show. Format to include story-telling to
youngsters. Children to act parts creatively.
Show would be telecast Thursdays, 5-5:30
p.m. (CST).
BSF&D NAMES TWO VPs
WILLIAM F. AUSTIN Jr. and Richard Reins
named vice presidents of Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit and New York.
Mr. Austin is creative supervisor and Mr.
Reins executive art director in Detroit division.
Page 90
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N. Y. CITY

TOLD

TO

USE TV

NEW YORK urged to use TV to sell city as
tourists' mecca and strategic location for new
industry at meeting of the city commerce department's municipal promotion committee.
Department previously indicated it would
seek money to buy radio time to boost city.
Video effort would be financed largely by private business using city messages as part of
-institutional advertising.
GOEBEL

BUYS

CUBS

GOEBEL BREWING CO., Detroit, has purchased the entire Chicago Cubs 77-game home
schedule to be telecast by WENR-TV Chicago
(ABC) from Wrigley Field, beginning April
19. Sale made by Roy McLaughlin, station
sales manager. Agency is Brook, Smith, Dorrence & French, Detroit.

Blue Book Down Under
AUSTRALIAN RADIO, part commercial
and part national, has its own Blue
Book — plus.
Nation's new Broadcasting Control
Board announces it not only will control
but also develop and coordinate broadcasting services. Among its powers,
aside from allocations and assignments:
To decide how much advertising shall be
broadcast, and what political and controversial matter shall be carried.
Australia currently reported to have
102 commercial stations plus 44 national
outlets which are managed by quasigovernmental Australian Broadcasting
Commission. Almost 1,500,000 radio listener licenses outstanding, report says.
Commercial stations said to be spending
more than $2.5 million per year on locally produced programs.

LAST CLASS B
IN PROVIDENCE

PROGRAM considerations were chief basis of
decision adopted by FCC to grant remaining
Class B FM facility (Channel 260, 99.9 mc)
in Providence, R. I., to WHIM Providence and
deny competitive request of WRIB.
Commission found WHIM had "definite plans i
for
of operation."
Further,
sincetheFM longer
outlet period
would duplicate
AM programs,
FCC ruled WHIM represented better integration of ownership and management.
Commission commended WRIB's proposal to
duplicate its language broadcasts in light of ,
large foreign population there. But FCC stated i
that "further examination" of WRIB's operation "discloses that this applicant has not exercised such a reasonable degree of diligence*
over its Portuguese language programs."
TV-RADIO

PRODUCING

FIRM

TELE-THEATRE Productions, new TV-radio !
production firm, opens offices at 33 W. 58th j
St., New Studio
York. for
Organization
includes
Tele- '
theatre
training actors
in video
techniques. Firm's founder-producer is Charles
W. Christenberry Jr. Karen O'Sullivan is
directing its dramatic activities.
|

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
terested in low-power FM church networks,
will petition FCC shortly to permit church organizations tooperate 10 w stations in educational 88-92 mc band. Request for similar
authority for municipalities and comparable
groups may
It's estimated
educational bandalso
coulddevelop.
accommodate
1,000 stations
if sizeable portion were 10 watters.
CARLOS

MARISTANY, well known for concessions he won for Cuba as head of her delegation at 1946 NARBA Interim Conference, is
key figure in some puzzling developments:
He's not only been named director of InterAmerican Radio Office (OIR) but also is or
is slated to be Cuba's new Minister of Communications. Despite OIR appointment, he's
still on Cuban government payroll, which U. S.
traditionally dislikes where international officials are concerned. Though all other NARBA
nations have agreed to two-year extension of
present NARBA from March 28 expiration
date, he's on record as saying Cuba won't go
along [Broadcasting, Nov. 15] ; now he confides she probably will.
DONALD

COOKE Inc., New York, radio representative, expected to merge with Lorenzen ,
& Thompson Inc., newspaper and radio representative. Cooke firm will take over latter's
ruary.
complete radio properties effective mid-Feb-.^.
PHILIP MORRIS cigarettes through its
agency Cecil & Presbrey, New York, scheduled
to make definite decision on new daytime series
early this week.
COLLEEN MOORE considering Chicago TV
off'er to handle fashion commentary similar to
that of Gloria Swanson of WPIX New York.
Decision expected next month when Miss
Moore returns to Chicago from Arizona.
REVERE CAMERA CO., Chicago, looking for
major TV show to be telecast locally from
Chicago, with possible expansion to network.
Programming expected to tend toward masculine taste. Firm's first video was 15-minute,
show on WBKB Chicago last December..
Agency, Roche, Williams and Cleary, Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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WB

AP

AVERTS

SVESTOCK

FATHERS

AWD

Several of the most disastrous ice and
snow storms in history struck Texas
and the Southwest recently. Communication lines stayed down and roads
were impassable.
An irritating imposition to metropolitan areas, these storms threatened
wholesale disaster to Southwestern
farmers and ranchers.
To save millions of dollars worth of
precious livestock, these cattlemen demanded immediate and vital information regarding the storm — What were
expected low temperatures? How
much snow would fall? How long
would the storms last?

AM
THE STAR-TELEGRAM STATION

OISASTEI?/

TONE

T6

In WBAP-820's great 50,000 watt,
clear-channel coverage area* this invaluable information was broadcast
regularly, and received on home-powered radio sets.
For almost three decades now WBAP820 has been delivering special services of this kind to the rancher and
farmer. The station's file bulges with
grateful letters from these people attesting loyalty that can't be matched.
More loyal listeners . . . More coverage
More sales per advertising dollar
spent.
west. WBAP-820 delivers the South,

*10-100%BMB penetration in 7i2 counties in 22 states,
l,202,21f0 families. 90-100% BMB penetration, 71 counties,
2 states, 540,810 families. WBAP-820 Nighttime BMB,
March, 19^6.
ABC
NBC
570 Kc
Lono Star
820 Kc
Chain
5^00 woM»
50,000 warn
FM TV
Amon Carter, President
George Cranston, Manager
Harold Hough, Director
Roy Bacus, Commercial Manager
FREE
& PETERS,
inc. ISladonal Representatives
Fort Worth!
Oetroit:
Atlontai
San Fronclseo:
Chicago:
New York; Hollywood
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ECASTINC

NATIONAL

SAFETY

HONORS

FOR

THIRD

COUNCIL

WHO

CONSECUTIVE

YEAR

Colonel B. J. Palmer (right). President of Central Broadcasting Co., accepting
National Safety Council Award from Maynard Coe, in behalf of Station WHO.
TN

1948, as in 1947 and 1946, the National
Safety Council gave WHO its highest Award
of Honor "for distinguished service to Safety."
Proudly we acknowledge both the honor, and
the people who helped us win it . . . the 12 WHO
script writers, music arrangers and producers who
wrote and directed 791 special farm safety features ranging up to half-hour shows . . . the
entire WHO staff who cooperated in broadcasting
them . . . the 22 WHO farm advertisers who
contributed time on their sponsored programs . . .
the 130 lowans who participated in farm safety
programs . . . the state Safety officials who helped
in so many ways . . • the 56 county organizations
which
enthusiastically
supported WHO's Safety
Week Contest.
. ..
We acknowledge, too, the privilege of wielding
50,000 Watts, Clear Channel, in behalf of this

and many other good causes in the public interest— among which we, as Americans, certainly include the cause of helping to sell a vast volume of
good American products, via radio.

WIHI©
+ /or Iowa PLUS +
DES MOINES • • • 50,000 WATTS
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.,
National Representatives

"The Julie *n
Co-emc«e« Julie Chatc
— Johnny Show'
Oowell
Johnny through Friday
Monday
8:15-9:15 A.M.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

On

Five

Daily

Participating

Sliows

rs en"
Lyda FlandeKitch
rn
Mode
onday
15-9:30through
A.M. Friday

"Wife Meets Husbond'
Fran and Bill Winne Monday through Friday
9:30-10:00 A.M.

Advertisers who use announcements
on WTAG to reach the prosperous Central New England Market get top value
for their advertising dollars. WTAG produces five participating shows every day,
Monday through Friday, with each
participating announcement carefully
programmed as an integral part of each
show. They're as personal as the script;
the exact opposite of the disc — announcement — disc — announcement
type of show. In production, the ages
and interests of WTAG's entire listening
audience are carefully considered. That's
why these five daily shows keep YOU
participating in sales in the great Central
New England Market. When you buy
time in New England, buy a buying
audience with WTAG, the station with a
far greater audience than that of any
other station heard in the area.

'Danny Pott
Danny
Part —
Show"
Edith
Mann
Monday through Friday
10:00-10:30 A.M.

'Open
MargaretHouse"
Cox — Bob Edgren —
Danny Patt
Guest-of-the-day, Jane Russell
Monday through Friday
5.00-5:45 P.M.

WTAG

WORCESTER
580 KC
5000 Watts

PAUL H. RAYMER CO. National Sales Represenfatives.
Affiliated with the Worcester Telegram & Gazette.

More

Local

Coverage

Produces

Where

the fishing is good, it can be even
you are fishing for sales in New

England, there are so many

good

England. Each station is a medium for hardhitting, concentrated selling in its area. You

spots

that the more lines you put out, the greater
the catch.

can line up and maintain dealer interest
and co-operation, because you can command and hold consumer attention.

In radio, you can get more local coverage with Yankee

Remember,

than with any other sta-

The

the Yankee

Yankee

New

England is a network

market. Buy Yankee for maximum network
effectiveness in this six-state area.

tion grouping — and it's local coverage
in Yankee home-town areas that counts.

/4ccefit€utce

Results

Yankee's 24 home-town stations provide
access to every important market in New

better if the fishermen spread out.
When

More

network's

'P<MHcUitco«t

Network,

Inc.

Member of f/ie Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by BBOADCASTrNC Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4. D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Closed

Circuit

FCC may reappraise FM allocation in southern
half of country. FM stations find they are
getting reliable reception up to 150 miles and
in some cases over 300 miles.
UNITED AIRLINES, through its agency
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, scheduled to
start spot announcement television campaign
effective April 1. Understood 16 cities will be
covered.
RELIEF for long-waiting applicants may be
devised as result of study being undertaken
by House Appropriations Committee, which
has assigned staff member to examine FCC's
applications backlog and processing procedures. Committee vdll study his findings in
hope of coming up with recommendations for
changes that will expedite FCC work.
GEORGE B. STORER, president of Fort Industry Co., and only independent owner with
two TV stations in operation (WSPD-TV
Toledo and WJBK-TV Detroit), will preside
over NAB convention seminar on television at
session scheduled for Tuesday, April 12.
INDUSTRY problems getting so complex and
numerous that NAB board will hold two-day
instead of single session after Chicago convention. Old board meets before convention. Half
of board posts are at stake in current elections,
with those elected taking office at Chicago.
SPEARHEAD of NAB board's activity at New
Orleans last week was aggressive young group
comprising Directors McCollough, Hanna,
Lane, Caley and Shafto. First two days were
largely argument and review, with entire board
pitching
in. Third day brought major decisions.
STRATOVISION may get healthy boost if
studies being made by Texas Telenet System,
multi-station TV applicant, turn out favorably.
Telenet, whose directors include Gov. Beauford
Jester, is looking into airborne relay for linking its proposed stations in Austin, San Antonio, Corpus Christi, Ft. Worth and Waco.
Project being directed by Chief Engineer T. E.
Daniels, formerly with FCC, and Secretary
M. T. Stallter, former American Airlines vice
president.
GENERAL MILLS considering sponsorship of
These Are My Children, Irna Phillips TV daytime serial telecast by WNBQ (NBC) Chicago. NBC official made presentation last
week at Minneapolis.
STRONG possibility Young & Rubicam will
place Fred Waring on ABC-TV for General
Electric Co. (appliance division). GE (institutional) currently sponsoring Waring on NBC
through BBDO, New York.
NEGOTIATIONS between Philco Corp. and
CBS for sponsorship of Bing Crosby show on
that network next season have fallen through,
and Philco's entire radio future and television
(Continued on page 86 )
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Upcoming
Feb. 24-25: Western Radio Conference, Marine
Memorial Club, San Francisco.
Feb. 25: California State Broadcasters Assn.,
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 28: WHAS Transfer Hearing, FCC Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1: NBC affiliates meeting, Chicago.
(Other Upcoming on page 64)
Bulletins
MORE

channels on AT&T TV network between Philadelphia and Chicago available
about May 1, more than month ahead of
schedule.
AFM has submitted new demands to television
networks. Understood union is asking for increases to bring television scale closer to radio
scale. New agreement expected to be a shorttermer. Present pact started last May for six
months, was renewed for three months and
then renewed once more for month ending
March 1.
ABSORPTION of FCC by large executive departments— such as Dept. of Commerce —
would be prevented under government reorganization bill (S-526) under amendment offered
by Sens. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.) and
Burnet R. Maybank (D-S. C). Amendment
designed to preserve basic legal position of
agencies making them responsible to Congress,
not an executive department.
AAAA TO MEET APRIL 6-8
ANNUAL MEETING of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies scheduled April 6-8 at
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., with representatives of leading media
and advertiser associations to be invited to attend last two days' sessions. Theme: "How
Will Advertising Meet the Challenge of the
Shift from a Sellers' to a Buyers' Market?"
Program arrangements in charge of board
committee headed by Thomas D'A. Brophy,
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
PATRICK HENRY SITE
FOUR student winners of nationwide
"Voice of Democracy" contest during
National Radio Week last November will
repeat their talks in House of Burgesses,
Williamsburg, Va., where Patrick Henry
delivered famed speech. Contest was
conducted by Radio Mfrs. Assn., NAB
and U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Full week of events started yesterday
(Feb. 20) in Washington, including visit
with President Truman and awards
luncheon at Hotel Statler. Edward R.
Murrow, CBS commentator, will tell
story of four young winners on CBS at
7:45 p.m. today (Feb. 21).

Business
Briefly
CAMELS TV FIGHTS • Camel's Sports
Caravan, series of boxing bouts, begins on DuMont Television Network next Monday. Series
originating in Philadelphia via WFIL-TV,
sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C. Agency, Wm. Esty Co., New
York.
GE SPONSORS VEECK • General Electric Supply Co. and GE radio and television
dealers of northeastern Ohio to sponsor Bill
Veeck, president of Cleveland Indians baseball
club, in Bill Veeck's Report to the Fans on
WEWS (TV) Cleveland, Wed. 10-10:15 p.m.,
starting Feb. 23. Agency, Lang, Fisher &
Stashower, Cleveland.
SUTTON DENIES CHARGES
OF WILMINGTON
DELAY
GEORGE 0. SUTTON, Washington attorney
for WDEL Wilmington, Del., categorically denied Friday that station or any representative
had misrepresented any facts to FCC with respect to progress on WDEL-TV construction,
as charged by WAMS Wilmington (story,
page
He 67).
claimed WAMS petition incorrectly
quoted WDEL-TV's progress report, filed in
connection with request for additional time to
complete construction. Photographs of WDELTV site, submitted by WAMS, showad tower
insulator on ground and also showed steel
which WAMS observers failed to recognize,
Mr. Sutton asserted.
He said FCC did not finally approve proposed antenna until Jan. 19, "less than 30 days
He reiterated that complete reply to WAMS
charges would be filed with FCC with evidence
to show how "work on WDEL-TV has been
pushed to the extreme in order that the station might get on the air at the earliest possible date." Announced starting date is about
May 1.
30-DAY
FURTHER EXTENSION
ago."
IN ASCAP TV NEGOTIATIONS
TO GIVE television subcommittees of NAB
and ASCAP more time to negotiate TV licensing agreement, society agreed to additional
30 days extension. 60-day interim arrangement
had gone into effect Jan. 1. Arrangement
authorizes video use of ASCAP music during
period, to be paid for under future negotiated
terms or, if no agreement is reached, to be considered licensed gratis by ASCAP.
Television subcommittee of NAB Music Advisory Committee to meet with ASCAP's group
Thursday. Robert P. Myers, NBC assistant
general attorney, is chairman of NAB subcommittee, which he said is being reconstituted to
broaden representation among TV broadcasters.
AGENCY NAMES TV HEAD
WALTER J. KERWIN, with art department
of Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Washington,
named television director.
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WWVA

FOUNDATION
PROSPERITY

Farm

Coverage
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Area

With Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia as the hub, and
spreading into Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee and
Vermont, the prosperous WWVA farm audience area encompasses 229 counties.
Here are 1,919,351 people living and working on farms, producing nearly a Billion
Dollars worth of farm products annually.
WWVA's locally produced programs, plus solid Columbia Network features, attract and
hold this great farm audience. MaU surveys prove they buy WWVA-advertised products.
Ask an Edward Petry man today.

'
I

Write For Your Free Copy: WWVA

NATIONALLY

REPRESENTED

BY

FARM

AUDIENCE

EDWARD

REPORT

PETRY

National Sales Headquarters, 527 Lexington Ave., New
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GREW
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TOGETHER

• For twenty-one years— since March, 1928— WFBM ,
has been affiliated with CBS. Through the years^
WFBM has gained top Hoosier audience appreciation
with popular CBS network entertainment, plus ace
newscasts and a wide variety of outstanding locally
produced shows. Today, these most-listened-to programs are beamed to over 400,000 central Indiana
homes— sponsored year after year by advertisers who
measure their ladio response in terms of sales dollars.
Hoosiers like the combination. WFBM is Indiana's
most popular station according to Hooper listening
indices, which prove no other Indianapolis station has
outranked WFBM during the past three years.
Successful partnership? You bet! It's been a great
twenty-one years, because CBS-WFBM has combined
progressive radio policies and excellent programming,
supported by well-rounded promotion. With WFBM
television coming in June, the next twenty-one years
should provide almost two million central Indiana
residents with even better entertainment servicer
iNDIANA

ANY

WAY

YOU

JUDGE!

BASIC AFFiUAtl: Columbia Breadcosting System
Represented Hotionqlly by The Kotz Agency
Associated with: WFDF
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KFH

IS

TOPS

HOOPER

STATION

LISTENING
CITY ZONE

CITY: WICHITA, KANSAS

SHARE

OF

RADIO n
TIME

INDEX

STATION D

WEEKDAY MORNING
MON. THRU FRI.
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 NOON

21.1

WEEKDAY AFTERNOON
MON. THRU FRI.
12:00 NOON — 6:00 P.M.

22.9

EVENING
SUN. THRU SAT.
6:00 P.M. — 10:30 P.M.

12.9

MONTHS: NOV.-DEC, 1948

RADIO ^
AUDIENCE
RADIO f%
STATION Vi«

STATION U

KFH
KFH-FM

12.9
31.1
22.9
22.9

31.1

28.3

18.0
32.8

33.9

The 1948-1949 Hooper Listening Index indicates a tremendous audience switch to KFH. As an example, Station D
above, for the October-November, 1947 (weekday morning)
had 40.7 and KFH had 23.4. The same period for 1948 gave
Station D 35.2 and KFH 27.2 but as you can see above, for
November-December, 1948 both stations D and KFH each
share 31.1.
At night the KFH audience leads all Wichita stations
and exceeds that of Station D by 88%! KFH is indeed
tops in Wichita.

soggREPRESENTED
Watts
NATIONAILY BY'ALL
EDWARD PETRY & CO.,tiK
INC.
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BRYAN HOUSTON, formerly director of information for Economic Co-op- I
eration Administration, appointed executive vice president of Lennen &
Mitchell, New York, effective March 1. JOHN G. SCHNEIDER, vice president and copy chief, promoted to copy director in charge of all copy activities
of agency.
RUPERT THOMAS, former vice president of G. M. Basford Co., elected vice
president of Walter Weir Inc., New York, Walter Weir, president, announced.
Mr. Thomas will assist Mr. Weir in client relations and new business
activities.

<

WILLIAM F. AUSTIN Jr. and RICHARD REINS appointed vice presidents of
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit. Mr. Austin is a creative supervisor and Mr. Reins is executive art director in the Detroit division.
Outlet for The Columbia Broadcasting System

M. J. OSIAS, head of mechanical production department of Williams & Saylor,
New York, appointed a vice president and director of the agency.
ELIZABETH POWERS joins staff of Leonard F. Fellman & Assoc., Philadelphia, as account executive. Miss Powers formerly was associated in advertising, sales promotion and fashion analysis with Allied Stores Corp., Sears !
Roebuck & Co., and De Pinna Inc., all of New York.
KAY DALY, formerly account executive with Foote, Cone & Belding, joins
William H. Weintraub & Co., New York.
J. ALLEN MITCHELL, formerly with Compton Adv. Inc., New York, joins
radio commercial writing staff of McCann-Erickson, New York.
CLIFFORD C. KEMNO, formerly advertising manager of the Washington
News, joins Mellor & Wallace agency, Washington, as office manager.
PHILIP A. SCHOETTLE appointed to research department staff of Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia. Mr. Schoettle formerly was with Bell Telephone Co. of i
Pennsylvania.
WILLIAM R. GROOME, formerly account executive with Cortland D. Ferguson '
Inc., Washington, appointed radio director of agency.

over 1941r (1949), one pay^°^^
^
^^.^,a
^
on February 6

from
minions.

ELIZABETH R. COY, public relations and promotion consultant, joins Lewis
& Gilman Inc., Philadelphia, as public relations representative on The Budd
Co's woman's program. Miss Coy will headquarter at the Budd public relations
office, 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
TOM S. WARD, time buyer with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, for
past year and a half, appointed assistant account executive on the Oxydol
account under C. L. FITZGERALD, vice president.

_

^^^^ ^^^^^g^
is mcreas
1 c from th
^^th
-lr"oMA alone,
ge
-S^^
covera
. • •
KOMA^-Pyou want sale

EDWARD FROELICH, Boston Red Sox trainer, joins Morris F. Swaney
agency, Chicago, as account executive. Mr. Froelich, recently associated with
A. W. Sampson agency in Boston, was also former trainer of the Chicago
Blackhawks, White Sox and Cardinals and the New York Yankees.
NILS M. SMITH-PETERSON, formerly with International Nickel Co., joins
public relations staff of Walter Weir Inc., New York.

.^^ ,0 us

ROY S. DURSTINE Inc., New York, has closed its Cincinnati office and relinquished its accounts in that office.

JO, compl* i*"^ "J^, rarest

W. P. BOOTH, formerly with Blow Co., New York, joins Ted Bates Inc., as account executive. Prior to the war Mr. Booth was with the Kudner Agency
and before that with Pedlar & Ryan.

tM

,
o< contact
TTnndel office.
« KOMA.
^^
Avery Kn^^
HDIO {TATiON REI>RESEf»T«TIVE

General

JOHN S. FULLERTON, formerly New York manager of Harrington, Whitney
& Hurst, San Francisco, and JOHN S. COFFEY, formerly with Doherty, Clifford
& Shenfield, join executive contact department of Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
New York. Both men will serve as assistant account executives.
/V.ar^ager

RAY OCHER, production manager with Buchanan & Co., San Francisco, appointed secretary of Advertising Production Managers of Northern California.
ERIC J. CUDD joins public relations staff of Geare-Marston, PhiladelphiaNew York.
FRED M. JORDAN, formerly executive vice president and Pacific Coast Manager of Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles, has set up Fred Moyer Jordan Adv.
agency ciated
at with650
Grand executives
Street, sameare city.
Trinity 9322.
Assohim South
as account
A. F. Phone
BANKS,is formerly
with Retail
Adv. Corp., San Francisco, and RALPH GARDNER.
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FRANCIS X. MANNING, formerly real estate advertising manager of New
York World Telegram,, joins Flint Adv. Assoc., New York, as account executive.
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CBS
ARE ALWAYS

STARS

SHINING

OVER

EASTERN

IOWA

VIA WMT

(right) The famous Maxwell
with Benny at the wheel and
Eddie Anderson (Rochester) cranking.

torious

Now

Violinist

Visits

- and

Eastern

Collector

Iowa

-

Via

WMT

The man who does what shouldn't happen to a dog
to a violin, the collector with the one-way wallet,
the parsimonious master of the delayed payment, the man
whose bucks grow antlers in subterranean vaults, the
put-upon character with the magnificent Maxwell,
the man who works with Mary Livingstone and Rochester
and Phil Harris, the Wit of Waukegan ... is another
CBS star whose program now reaches Eastern Iowa's vast
farm and city market via WMT.
When you want to tap a truly prosperous, well-balanced
market, remember WMTland, where loyal listeners in
town and country tune regularly to 600 kc. for the best in
entertainment. Ask the Katz man for full details
about WMT, Eastern Iowa's exclusive CBS outlet.

600 KC, 5000 WATTS

CEDAR
RAPIDS
Basic Columbia Network

DAY AND NIGHT

our Sale
in Houst

WFBC's

' will Mate
this Index
WHEN
. YOU USE

4f 42 43 44 45 46 47 '48

IN BMB

T
ms IN HOOPER

PROGRAM FORMAT for Your Red Cross Show is discussed by (seated, I to r)
Robert Duffield, WOWO manager; Warren Widenhofer, Red Cross public
information director; Pierre Boucheron, WGL manager; Glenn Thayer, WANE
manager; (standing) Ed Thoms, WFTW manager; George Fishering, local
Red Cross chairman, and Milliard Gates, WKJG manager.
NO MATTER which way you turn
in Fort Wayne you cannot escape
the Red Cross. That, at least, is
the case if you are turning your
radio dial between 6:30 and 6:45

p.m. on Saturday evenings.
Through the cooperation of the
Fort Wayne
radio stations
(WOWO WOWO-FM WGL WKJG
(Continued on page 71)

FINEST

IN

South
Carolina

IN THE
SOUTH'S
FIRST
i

MARKET

All "vital
statistics"
show
that
Houston and
its great Gulf Coast market are growing lustily.
Department store sales
are up 23% for the first
1 1 months — tops among
Texas cities. Building permits for 1 1 months jumped
from 565,080,064 in 1947
to 592,273,372 in 1948.
Harris County population
increased from 740,000 to
780,000.
To sell Houston and the
Gulf Coast, buy KPRC —
FIRST IN EVERYTHING
THAT COUNTS.

HOUSTON
950 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
NBC and TON on the Gulf Coasf
Jack Harris, Manager
Nationally Represented by Edward Petry & Co.
ge 10
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to a Chronicle,
relative"
on Inthe1925,
San"thanks
Francisco
STAleGE likewasJohmad
yn eBarrsafe
THE
for peop
e
n
e
old
uir
Arnold landed his first regular job
mor whe Arn
Mag
as a roving reporter for the paper.
changed his mind about becoming
He "roved" there for one year,
a "great actor" and turned writer.
That was 30 years ago. Today,
writing a humorous column on
Aronld Maguire is West Coast di- sidelights of the news. One of the
most impressive things, he says,
rector of television in Hollywood
was his learning to typewrite.
office of Foote, Cone & Belding.
And, in true pioneer fashion, as
About this time radio was beginning to assert itself, and for
becomes a "native son of the Old
the next few years he tried his
West" (he was born in San Franhand at writing
cisco), the tall, goodlooking Mr. Maguire
radio scripts. "They
has blazed many
were taking anytrails in the years
between.
thing at that time,"
Now suffering
says quite
Arnold,
"so I
was
successful
with television
through its growing
1930them."
he put
in In
selling
pains, he was in
both feet in the radio
radio when givedoor by joining
KFRC, the San
aways weren't even
a twinkle in a sponFrancisco Don Lee
sor's eye.
outlet, as a writer.
His stage career,
His first chores were
which followed a
writing and producyear after graduaing skits on the Blue
tion from St. MatMonday Jamboree,
hews College, San
and later on Hodge
Mateo, Calif., in
Podge Lodge for the
1919, lasted one
then CBS -affiliated
Don Lee network of
year. During that
ARNOLD
time he appeared as
five stations.
a "stooge" in a Raymond HitchPromotion to position of production manager came two years later.
cock production, "Hitchy Coo,"
In 1935 he switched to NBC San
being shown in San Francisco before going to New York. It was
Francisco as producer-writer. After
shortly after his stage demise that
a year producing and writing Carehe made his first .$100 in writing
free Carnival he went south to Los
by selling a brief comedy skit to Angeles with the show when it was
Mr. Hitchcock for use in the New
transferred there. With NBC for
(Continued on page 84)
York showing of the play.

Finest in Retail and Wholesale
Sales, Buying Income, Industrial Payrolls, Autojnotive
Registration. First in ^ability
to buy your products.
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REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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Consistent

Performers

in

sales

producing

These six stations can present your sales
message directly in the homes of people who have
money to spend . . . can create business for you.
Farsighted local programming and NBC network shows
have developed steady listener popularity for all of these
stations. Many smart advertisers depend on them for
profitable selling. Write'for sales success stories and rates.
Represented individuaily and as a unit by
ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
Chicago
San Francisco
New York
Los Angeles

S T E I N M
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Market

Brochure

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
A great many broadcasters have
requested reprints of the two
broadcast market studies made by
Dr. Andrew and published in
Broadcasting.
We have reprinted these articles
in a brochure entitled "A Study of
Profit Opportunities for New Stations."
We will be very glad to send free
copies of this brochure to any of
your readers who write us.
Malcolm Kelly
Adv. Manager
Andrew Corp.
363 E. 75th St.
Chicago 19.
[Editor's Note: The two studies of
whichtry Mr.
Kelly One
speaksBillion
are "IndusBarometers,
Dollar
Gross
Seen
in
1957"
which
appeared
BROADCASTING, Aug. 2, 1948,
page in
22
and, "Market Potential, Predicted
Gross Gauges Station Chances" which
appeared
BROADCASTING'S
MARKETBOOK,in Oct.
11, 1948, page. 11.]

Auto TV

Ban

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Readers of Jei-emiah Courtney's
excellent article on legislative bans
on automobile television [Broadcasting, Feb. 7] will be interested
in the enclosed editorial which appeared in the St. Louis Star-Times
on Jan. 27. . . . The editorial follows :
State Senator Milton F. Napier, of St.
Louis, has introduced a bill that would
make it illegal to install a television
receiver in a motor vehicle where it
could be seen by the driver. Even a
bad driver who is watching the road is
better than a good driver who is not.

The danger of having a receiver that
might driving
detractshould
the bedriver's
from
apparentattention
to all.
It should be apparent, but is not. As
sure as the rising of the sun, as sure as
the fact that "something new" will be
added to the next year's automobiles,
you can
counttelevision
on some onpeople's
ing to put
their wantdashboards.
New York, says Senator Napier, already has such a prohibition. Several
other states are considering it. Missouri, which has lagged in passing a
strict
licensein law,
should be
one of driver's
the pioneers
this respect.
The bill should make a distinction
between commercial television and
new uses of television for safety that
might be worked out. Television, like
radar, has many possible, uses. It
might be developed to give drivers of
vehicles and engineers of trains better
vision. It might be developed, for ex-

ample, so as to give the drivers of
huge trucks a clear view of the road
behind, and to permit engineers of
trains to see the track better both in
front of them and to the rear. Just
as road safety requires that some uses
of television be banned, so does road ,
safety require that other possible uses
be permitted.
Elzey M. Roberts Jr.
Vice President
' St. Louis Star-Times
St. Louis
[Editor'sbilities oNote:
The asinteresting
possif (television
a safety device
should certainly be explored before
state legislatures
pass bans on all television for motorsts.]
* * *
Copy Approval Stamp
EDITOR, Broadcasting: *
Many dollars are being spent in •
a variety of different ways to promote radio advertising.
May I suggest a quite simple but
effective idea that will not solve
the problem, but will help to accomplish this aim.
Form a research department, |
perhaps through the NAB, to test
articles offered through radio advertisement, orall articles submitted by the manufacturer. If it
meets with certain set standards,
it would be "accepted for advertising by the National Association
of Broadcasters" or some such
title.
I believe the manufacturers
yvould go along with the idea and
perhaps help pay the expense of
maintaining such a test department. After all, it would help them
to have their merchandise "accepted forberadio
advertising."
This copy,
line
could
incorporated
in radio
newspaper copy, billboards, magazines, etc., thus giving a great
deal of publicity to radio advertising in general, at little or no cost,
perhaps, to the radio industry in
Dick Holloway
general.Commercial Manager
WTRC,
Ind. WTRC-FM Elkhart,
* * *

'Airator' Suggested
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Out here just off the edge of . . .
"Operation Snowbound" we learned
radio and the ski-plane were the
only mediums reaching the people
Two full years of new ownership* have upped
WGR's audience to the highest Hoopers in the'
station's history. In Buffalo, Columbia and WGR
are the BIG names in 1949.
SPOO watts oh radio's most favorable wave length
550 kc . . . gives WGR advertisers a complete
blanket of Western New York's vast markets.

Buffalo's Columbia Network Station
Leo J. ("Fitz")
and Fitzpatrick
I. R. {"Ike") Lounsberry
"age 12

•
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RAND

BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, NEW YORK
National Representatives ; Free & Peters, Inc.

prior
Congressman
gettingtoGen.
Pick and O'Sullivan
the Army
taking over, then weasels and
'dozers too were able to bring regular
to the isolated citizens. . . services
.
. . . Some embryonic lexicographer should coin an equivalent radio
term meaning a "radio reporter" —
how about
Bud "Airator"?
Crawford ...
President
Custer County Bcstg. Co.
Broken Bow, Nebr.
* * *
Adds

Ammunition

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have just finished reading the
editorial "Press-Radio War 11" in
(Continued on page 22)
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Take

to

the

air

Use WEEI. And you'll send '^f^.l}
your sales curve soaring in Boston. Because
all week long— from sign-on to sign-off
all seven days of the week— WEEI
delivers the biggest rating more often
than all other Boston stations combined!*
To take to the air with a WEEI local
origination that commands

a sky-high

rating,^ call WEEI-"Columbia's
friendly voice in Boston"— or
your nearest Radio Sales office.
The sales results from your WEEI program
have you walking on air.
*"Quor/er-/iour wins," Pulse: Sept. -Oct. and Nov. -Dec. 1948

A/qw

WE
CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING Co., New York, sponsoring two weekly
programs on 19 Don Lee stations for 47 weeks. Programs are Mutual
Newisreel (Thursdays, 6:15-6:30 p.m. PST) and Rise and Shine (Fridays,
7:30-7:45 a.m. PST). Agency: Kudner Adv., New York.
BUCHANAN & Co., San Francisco, starts handling WELCH GRAPEJUICE Co.
account for 12 Western states. Entire national account formerly was handled
out of agency's New York office.

N'T

DO

GLOSTEX PRODUCTS Inc., Chicago, expects to expand its spots and programming for Gaylark auto seat covers from current 12 markets, mainly in Midwest,
to Boston, Albama, Texas and West Coast within a month. New program forconsidered.
Agency:
Bennett, Petesch & O'Connor, Chicago.
GEOVILmats being
V. NEREIM
is account
executive.
DANDRUG Corp., Highwood, 111., appoints Casler, Hempstead & Hanford,
Chicago, to handle its account, and plans to test Sulfo-Dandrug, sulfa scalp
preparation, in several radio markets. Results of tests will determine schedules. ROBERT BROOKMAN is account executive.

TO

BRICK O' GOLD Corp. (ice cream and dairy products). Redwood City, Calif.,
appoints Raymond L. Sines & Assoc., San Francisco, to handle advertising.
Radio will be used. RAYMOND SINES is account executive.
L. B. LABS, Glendale, Calif. (L. B. Hair Oil and shampoo), appoints Smith,
Bull & McCreery, Los Angeles, to handle special national merchandising
program. Radio will be used.

.)'Ky
(out
—
.
into
the vride
LE
T
T
SE
out
don't push
e
w
E
V
; WAto Settle (l^y-^
«ntry
f pioneering
open country
^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^d of pxo
>ve 3
Injuns—

l„.e.d, ^AVE

a«e«a^

Buying I-o«.eo£ove

the paru of *

GENERAL ELECTRIC Supply Corp., Los Angeles, and two of its L. A. area
television set dealers, Gibson & Devore, Torrance, and Elmo Radio & Television, Lynwood, Feb. 15 started co-sponsorship of half hour weekly musical
television show Picture Album on KLAC-TV Los Angeles for promotion of
television sets. Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency, Ross, Gardner & White
Adv., Los Angeles.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Corp., New York, appoints McCann-Erickson,
New York, to handle advertising program for 0-SYL, non-poisonous disinfectant. The agency also handles the company's Hinds Honey and Almond
fragrance cream and Etiquet deodorant accounts. Media plans are being
prepared.
DR. BEAUCHAMP, Los Angeles dentist, Feb. 1 started radio schedule on four
California stations: five-weekly quarter-hour Breakfast in the Blue Ridge program for 26 weeks, and ten spots a day seven weekly for 52 weeks on KFMB
San Diego; five-minute daily Inside Story plus five minute six-weekly newscast
on KYA San Francisco; 18 spots daily seven days weekly on KSON San Diego
for 52 weeks; 11 spots weekly for 52 weeks on KFSD San Diego. Agency:
Charles N. Stahl Adv., Los Angeles. Dentist also recently started five weekly
quarter-hour Eddy Arnold Show on KROW Oakland through Stahl-Casey, San
Francisco.

^^^^^ ,,et Effecuve
^^^„,,,„.

46%

basV.-break.ng
A/atwotk /Iccounti

a„ou.

„„.

^''^ "l-tv;. .onUvme

T^a-

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, for Baker's Premium Shred and Southern
Style Coconut, to begin spot announcement campaign to supplement its magazine advertisements. Spots will be used five weekly on When a Girl Marries,
NBC; Wendie Warren, CBS, and on WOR New York's Martha Deane program.
Agency for Baker products: Benton & Bowles, New York.

-^„.,,,,H scalped, scon..
P-;; a.
.p.o^re
.„asegA
in
. «\rea?Or>vouldyou
—

CALIFORNIA SPRAY CHEMICAL Co. (Ortho Garden Spray) to sponsor Ortho
Garden Guide on eight MBS California outlets. Contract is for 26 weeks. Agency:
Cosby & Cooper, San Francisco. NORVILLE GILLESPIE, KFRC San Francisco garden reporter, conducts program, which had previously been carried as
a local sustainer by station.

U"'
NBC Mfl
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S. O. S. Co., Glendale, Calif. (Soil-Off), Feb. 14 started for 52 weeks complete
five-weekly sponsorship of Mr. Information on basic Columbia Pacific Network
plus KERN Bakersfield, Calif.; KIMA Yakima, Wash.; and KOLO Reno, Nev.
Program aired Monday through Friday, (2:55-3:00 p.m. PST). Firm formerly
sponsored program three times weekly. Agency: McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
MILES LABS, New York (Alka-Seltzer), renews for two years Alka-Seltzer
Newspaper of the Air, twelve weekly, Sundays through Fridays (10-10:15 a.m.
PST; 9-9:15 p.m. PST) on all Don Lee Network stations plus four Arizona stations: KOOL Phoenix; KCKY Coolidge; KNOG Nogales; KCNA Tucson. Agency:
Wade Adv., New York.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GUESS

lU

JUST

TAKE

S
MikeY'
note^!
WOA

T^id

you ever hear of a listener who paid dough

for his favorite station's "house organ"? Neither had we! But last year 10,031 of us Red River
Valley families — in 90

counties — paid

bucks for our subscriptions to WDAY's

10,031
monthly

paper, ''Mike Notes''!
That's pretty typical of our fabulous North
Dakota hayseeds in the Valley because they all make
big dough and all love WD AY!

BIG DOUGH?

Yup,

an average Effective Buying Income per family of
$5599! LOVE WD AY? You bet! Every survey
shows they prefer it about 4 to 1 over any other
station !
Ask us or Free & Peters for all the figgers!

FARGO.

FREE & PETERS, INC.

N. D.

Exclusive National Representatives • NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES

• 5000 WATTS

WOR'S

OF

OWN

GAllERY

NOTABLES
■iill

these biographies are fictional in name and locale, but the results
are not; that is, fictional. Every sale mentioned

here is a true one,

extracted from one of the most extraordinary
files in American

ALFRED

success story

radio

and G. G. MARTIN

CLEFT — two brainy WOR advertisers who just
1-o-u-n-g-e these days in Sebastian, wherever that is.

J. WORTHINGHAM

Called their advertising agent one day, said, "This WOR
thing — hear it all over the place. Other people must.

GRANT

started a little company during the bombing days —
remember, 1943? Dropped into WOR one day, said,

Let's use it." Said dutiful advertising agent, "Of course,
gentlemen."
While on WOR, the Cleft Brothers' line increased
from three to eight products in a viciously competitive
field; plants spread throughout the immediate WOR
area. Time and again these shrewd men have said that
WOR with its program was a mighty instrument in their

"Look, most of the money I've had I've dropped into
this idea of mine. Got some cash, but not much. What
recommend?"
you8-weeks
do In
WOR doubled the sales expectancy this
harried maker had set for himself. In 8-weeks WOR
put the product on the shelves of 50% more dealers than
he had hoped might take it. WOR, in fact, opened up

company's and their products' success and constant
growth.

grand distribution for this man in the residential communities of New Jersey, Long Island, Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Pennsylvania.
!

SWEDLEY

M.

RAMP

Curious client. Had a supremely gifted bird as pet;
type undetermined; the bird's, we mean. Wealthy
today. Soars frequently above Manhattan area tooting
strange Congo instrument, as bird honks.
WOR increased sale of this client's product three
times greater than its sales during the previous year.
And though the crop was glutting the market — it was
a food — WOR aided distributors in selling out their
' entire supply and helped them maintain a high profit
in the face of reduced pricing.

NOTE

ADOLF
VAN

and

OSTREPPO

MERL

Very able men. Live someplace up around the country.
Love cycling and informal steak fries when not buying
more time on WOR.
Within the btief period of 12-months, WOR spurted
the sale of their product from zero to the #2 seller in
the metropolitan area. At the same time, WOR helped
them obtain 100^ wholesale distribution and SOfo
retail distribution in and around New York.

—all joking— if you considered it such— is essentially minor. But this, we think, is not .

WOR is a powerful force in the lives of the majority of 36,000,000 people in 430 counties in
18 states on the eastern seaboard. From the windy reaches of Prince Edward Island, in the
Dominion of Canada, to the pine-scented border of southern Georgia, WOR's voice is a welcome
and forceful one.
WOR is deliberately programmed to be an intimate medium. It's probably the warmth it creates
and the confidence it builds in the hearts and minds of millions of people that make it one
of the most successful selling forces in America today.
May we tell you more about it— at 1440 Broadway, in New York?
Or at your office?
— heard by the most people WOR
Mutual
where the most people are

TAYLOR Grant (r), editor-narrator
of ABC Headline Edition (7 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri.), receives congratulations on 1,000th broadcast Feb.
17 from Thomas Velotta, ABC
vice president of news and special
events.

PLANS for second annual soil conservation contest in Colorado are discussed
by officials of the sponsoring organizations — KLZ Denver and the Denver
Post. Consulting state map are (I to r) Palmer Hoyt, Post editor and publisher; Hugh B. Terry, KLZ manager; Lowell Watts, KLZ farm reporter, and
Ralph Patridge, Post farm editor. Five $500 prizes will be awarded this fall.

"BEAUTINA," Purina's talking
calf heard on the WSM Nashville
Grand Ole Opry, is admired by
(i to r) S. W. Brown, president of
Brown & Bowers, agency; Blake
Pullen, southern regional chief of
Purina Mills; J. E. Streetman,
Purina's Nashville division salesman; Ralph Jarrett, Purina salesman, and Cowboy Copas, WSM
singing star featured on the show.

NEW OFFICERS of Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn.
are (I to r) Henry Welsh, WelshHollander; Lee Ringer, Lee Ringer
Adv. Co., and Norton Mogge,
Mogge-Privett, all of Los Angeles.

NALLEY's
Inc. sponsorship
for
Meet
the Missus
on Columbiaplans
Pacific
Network are reviewed by (I to r) Ole
Morby, CBS San Francisco mgr.;
Evert London, Nalley's pres.; James
Heffernan, v.p. Milne - Heffernan,
agency, and Bill Shaw, CPN
asst. sales mgr.

JIMMY FIDLER (r) opens one of
400,000 letters received in his National Kid's Day Foundation slogan
contest with John Van Nostrand Jr.,
v.p. and radio-TV director, Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.

COMBINED facilities of 18 Tobacco Network and Dixie FM Network stations have been made
available to North Carolina's new
governor, Kerr Scott (behind mike).
Making presentation are (I to r)
Fred Fletcher, Dixie FM Network
pres.; Louis Howard, Tobacco Network pres., and E. Z. Jones, Dixie
FM Network v.p. and pres. of
N. C. FM Assn.

DOUBLE-play advertising campaign
using transit FM and car cards in St.
Louis for Roosevelt Federal Savings
& Loan Assoc. is consummated by
(I to r) Robert Hyland, KXOK-FM
St. Louis; Robert Seat, Robert Seat
Agency, and George ,Metcalfe, bank pres.

^^^^

FIRST regular WNEW New York
sports show since war is discussed by
(I to r) Harry Krawit, v.p. of Peck
Adv., agency for Howard Clothes,
sponsor; Jimmy Powers, sports editor.
New York News, talent, and David
Stein, WNEW account executive.

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr.

Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr. — Sales Mgr.

WTIC's 50,000 WATTS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & CO.

Your

customers

may

blanket

the

area.,

ibi^l'

The people who stabihze your sales, your present customers, may live 50 miles . . . 100 miles . . . 200 miles
from the nearest city where you advertise. Are you
keeping these regular buyers sold on your product?

NEWSPAPERS

Denver's largest

MAGAZINE

Nation's largest
:.•"""•<, ''WHfimilfH I III Ilf'-^,
D AKOt4
SOUTH

WYOMING

NEBRASKA

i DENVER
COLOR

NEW

ADO

KAN.

M EX.
O K L A.

Total circulation in area — 194,099 (Audit Bureau of Circulations)

Total circulation in area — 100,330 (Source available on request)

^oesyoyr

advertising

?

Does your advertising reach the majority of people
inside and outside the city hmits?. . . Here are three maps
of the mountain

states. Which

medium

best covers the

most customers from a single origination point. . .Denver?

KOA

is just one example of the complete

market penetration of stations represented by
NBC

Spot Sales. For a similar analysis of any

of the markets listed below, call your nearest
NBC Spot Sales Office. You'll be amazed at
how thoroughly these stations blanket the areas
where your customers buy.
New York

WNBC

Chicago
Cleveland

WMAQ
WTAM

Washington ......
San Francisco

WRC
KNBC

Denver

KOA

Schenectady

WGY

LEGEND
B 50 to 100% of total families reached
B 25 to 49% of total families reached
B 10 to 24% of total families reached
Total -audience in area (daytime) — 405,320 (Broadcast Measurement Bureau

^POT

iJEW YORK . CHICAGO

SALES

• HOLLYWOOD

• CLEVELAND • WASHINGTON

• BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • DENVER

'People' Talk Back
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I appreciate both the controversy
over my "Talking People" and the
imitators who have sprung up all
over the place — all very flattering.
Choruses, of course, are not new
but date back to Euripides, as has
been mentioned. And I never said
that I was the first to use a group
speaking in unison, and Ann
August, who wrote the wonderful
story which started all this, did
not credit such a remark to me.
However, Euripides and his centuries of choral successors — including the moderns — all have had
some hint of rhythm holding them
together. There was feeling of
metric pulse regardless of what
they were reciting.
But my "Talking People" perform without the aid of rhythmic
meter and pulsations, talking.

Open Mike
(Continued from page 12)
the Jan. 31 Broadcasting.
I am sure that you have noticed
the increase, in the past year or so,
of the little, sly "digs" the printed
mediums are taking at radio.
Scarcely a comic section appears in
a newspaper these days without a
cartoon that throws a bad light on
radio . . . popular magazines are
using the same tactics in their cartoon material. . . .
And then, there are columns and
articles. . . . Some of their efforts
are so absurd that you can hear
the publisher's check crinkling in
the background. . . .
William R. Tedrick
Station Manager
KWOC Poplar Bluff, Mo.
(Editor's
Note:
Is the
the
same as that
withOur
whichcomment
we closed
editorial to which Mr. Tedrick refers:
"Radio Is Keeping Its Powder Dry."]

Mr. Willson (r) and the "Talking
People" [Broadcasting,
Jan. 3'\.
* * *
sneezing, snorting, laughing, weeping in unison with exacting inflections which I do claim to be an
innovation and, until I hear a recording dated to prove prior performance— and I would welcome
such evidence — I maintain that no
one, not even the Greeks, had anything done exactly like Meredith
Willson's "Talking People."
Meredith Willson
Hollywood

Happy at
WOL-MBS
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
Radiorama's identification last
week (Feb. 14) of our Bill Henry
as "Bill Henry, CBS News" calls
forth a firm protest in his behalf.
It is generally noted, I am told,
that there is a more or less measurable trend to that august network;
however we at WOL-Mutual rise
in righteous wrath to assure you
it's not happening to Henry! As
the photo plainly shows. Bill Henry
is right happy at WOL-Mutual. In
fact it is our fond hope (and expectation) that Bill will remain
an outstanding WOL-Mutual news
personality for many years to come.
A sidelight concerning that Radiorama picture: Mr. Truman told
Henry that the microphone which
was presented him (on which the
President delivered his first House
address after assuming office in
1945) was a possession cherished
above all which had come to him in
the White House.
John Bondeson
Director of Promotion
WOL Washington
* * *
Added

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I noted with interest, your
article in the issue of January 24th
covering the awards to ZCMI, in
the recent NRDGA contest. I wish,
however, to call your attention to
a mis-statement of fact in paragraph 11,by
to wit:
and
produced
Alene "Conceived
Dalton (Mrs.
Ross Dalton in private life) ,
who has a degree in child psychology and abhors blood-and-thunder
fare for small fry, the series [referring to The Story Princess program] features such childhood
favorites as Little Red Hen and

AVAIIABIE

.

.

. and

ready

to

sell!

*

Tom

Reardon's

I feel
that KSL's fine facilities,
Snow
White."
and my efforts as actual producer
of the show, having directed it
since May of 1947, coupled with the
able assistance of owe expert sound
technician, Mr. Alden Richards,
are in large measure responsible
for thetained. ..degree
of excellence at.
. . . Thank you for your usual
up-to-the-minute reporting of all
developments in the industry.
Francis L. Urry
207 L St.
Salt Lake City, Utah
[Editor's Note: Broadcasting is happy
to give credit where credit is due on
production
of The Story Princess program.]

AFTERNOON
HIT
PARADE"
5:45 p.m. to 6 p.m. CST Segment
WHHM
4.7

Sta. B
•

4.6

Sta. C.

Sta. D.

4.2

Sta. E.

Sta. F.

1.5

1.4

1.7

Latest Hooper Continuous Measurement

WHHM
Independent
Member
Association of
Independent
Metropolitan
Stations
I
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Memphis^

Credit

- - but not Aloof

TV

Tennessee

Patt McDonald, manager
FORJOE & CO., representatives

Program Coverage
* * * '
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
There is a crying need for a good
publication — such as yours — to cover TV broadcasting from the program angle — both the technical and
program content of TV programs,
of course.
F. A. Timberlake
TV
EngineerChicago
WENR-TV

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

50,000

watts

"Umbrella Coverage" — in
all directions

Nation's third largest market
First in every Philadelphia
listeners' survey

ever made

CBS affiliate
Represented by WCAU

Sales Staff

in Philadelphia and New York..,
elsewhere by RADIO SALES

THE
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SOUTH'S
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1
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NORTH

CAROLINA'S

SALESMAN

WPTCNB
680

Kc.

I

RALEIGH,
National
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By J. FRANK BEATTY
BMB will die a quiet death when
the second industry coverage study
is completed this year but in its
place may arise a separate broadcaster-operated all-inclusive audience measui-ement and coverage
project.
This development topped a series
of all-important steps taken by
the NAB board of directors at its
winter meeting, held last week at
the Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
The board:
9 Created separate corporation to handle All-Radio Presentation with permanent sales promotion project envisioned (see story
this page).
# Aimed straight at heart of
threatening world radio developments by setting up operating
groups to protect U. S. broadcasting (See NARBA story, page 32).
# Ordered naming of governmental representative to represent
industry before Congress.
# Extended President Miller's
contract one year from Oct. 1, 1950.
9 Deferred NAB reorganization plan, meantime ordering naming of TV expert and continued
reorganzation study.
9 Called for membership drive.
^ Ordered B r e e n anti-code
amendment sent to membership for
vote.
# Voted against plan to prevent board members serving over
two consecutive terms but ordered
referendum vote.
# Set up women's activity as
separate NAB department.
# Approved new member service to replace NAB reports.
Two topics dominated the Monday-Wednesday discussions, as well
as advance committee meetings.
They were BMB and international
problems.
Feeling was general that something serious had to be done about
BMB. The problem consumed almost half of the three-day session.
What the board did, in effect, was
protect the present investment of
stations in the broadcaster-agencyadvertiser coverage project which
is now well under way and will be
completed by autumn.
Useful Functions
The board apparently recognizes
that BMB, from a long-range
viewpoint, had served a useful
function in meeting the desire of
buyers of time for specific circulation data. But it has had
BROADCASTING

N

G

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Board

Studies

BMB

Successor

SURVEY

INTERNATIONAL-MINDED GROUP went into allocation,
governmental and treaty phases of broadcasting during
NAB board meeting. L to r: Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
Norfolk, District 4 director; Emilio Azcarraga, XEW-XEQ
enough of the present setup and
this was made quite clear.
Since the board's action came
on the eve of BMB's mailing of
some 650,000 ballots to listeners,
the board did not desire to peril
the project. Instead of swinging
the axe on all radio coverage and
research efforts, the board took
the view that perhaps the scattered
projects now in operation can be
wrapped up into a package that
will meet the approval of adversers and agencies. No action was
announced by the board in relation to BMB personnel.
A careful study will be made of

Mexico City, v.p. Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters;
NAB President Justin Miller; Goar Mestre, CMQ Havana,
lAAB president; Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.,
lAAB delegate and District 7 director.

all types of research and coverage measurement with possibility
that something definite will develop by convention time next
April.
The management conference during convention week in Chicago
will run 2% days, starting Monday
noon, April 11, and ending Wednesday noon. Chairman Wayne Coy.
of the FCC will open the convention Monday noon, with Judge Miller presiding. The annual report
of the president will be printed this
The Monday afternoon agenda
will
year. be a dollar-mark session fea-

turing sales and broadcast advertising problems and ways to increase station revenue in the face
of stiifer competition and expansive promotion by other media.
An FM session will be held Monday night.
Tuesday morning's discussion
will be built around public relations on the management level.
Legislation, labor, news and similar industry matters will be included. Tuesday afternoon's agenda
will be built around BMB, BMI
and international affairs. Final
session will be held Wednesday
(Coyitinued on page 26)

NAB
INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY-OPERATED project
to sell advertisers and agencies on
the sales power of broadcasting,
and then keep them sold, was set in
motion last week at the NAB board
meeting in New Orleans.
The board approved plans to
form All-Radio Presentation Corp.
as a separate corporation entirely
outside NAB. This corporation will
direct the All-Radio Presentation
plan, now in the script-writing
stage.
Out of the plan may develop the
nucleus of a continuing sales promotion drive to divert new advertising dollars into the broadcast
medium. Such a project would be
a partial answer to the milliondollar Bureau of Advertising main• Telecasting

Proposes

Firm

PROMOTION
tained by the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn.
Backers of a permanent all-radio
organization reminded the NAB
board that the ANPA may double
its promotion fund to $2 million
with a heavy share of its activity
aimed directly at broadcasting.
Recruiting Committee Planned
With pledges of funds to finance
the current all-radio promotion
film running ahead of expectations,
the committee directing the project
disclosed that
39-man
committee
willa soon
be recruitingnamed to
bring in more subscribers. Already
over 400 stations are supporting
the film.
The NAB board heard details of
the promotion at its Tuesday
morning meeting. Appearing on

behalf of the project were Gordon
Gray, WIP Philadelphia, chairman
of the All-Radio Presentation Committee; Victor M. Ratner, CBS vice
president in charge of advertising
and promotion, and Lewis Avery,
of Avery-Knodel. The committee
has been operating as a semiautonomous organization but will
have complete autonomy as a result
of board action approving its incorporation.
While the committee and the
board have given thought to the
idea of a permanent industry promotion, present attention is devoted exclusively to the current
film production.
Mr. Gray told the board that
trends toward increased station
(Continued on page 56)
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This

Changing

Radio

THE NAB board of directors met in quarterly
session last week at New Orleans. These two
dozen men tackled an accumulation of matters
that sorely needed decision — several of them
fundamental.
Action was long overdue. The remarkable
thing was that further procrastination was
lacking. There was no effort to kiss off issues
with flowery resolutions and catch phrases.
The board didn't dawdle with BMB. The
March coverage survey was ratified — but as
the last under present auspices. Simultaneously a committee goes to work on a plan for
an all-inclusive, industry-owned audience measurement project which could invade the highly
competitive and ofttimes confused field of program ratings. It would follow the Broadcast
Music Inc. pattern which delivered radio from
music chaos a decade ago. Thus, BMB can
become the stepping stone to the kind of radioowned "circulation" operation sought so long.
The blueprint is there.
What could become a jet-propelled project to
sell radio itself was lifted from dead center
with the approval of the All-Radio Presentation under a corporate structure. This can
evolve into a continuing campaign to . promote
Super Radio Survey
(Continued from page 25)
morning and it will be a television
discussion which may last all day.
Originally the board's convention committee had thought of a
Wednesday morning session on FM,
but this idea had been temporarily
replaced by a Monday morning
FM meeting. Instead, Monday
morning will be devoted to committee meetings.
Annual industry banquet will be
held Tuesday evening.
The reorganization project, instigated at the November board
meeting, provided mainly for appointment by the president of the
government contact official and a
television expert to meet immediate need for more television service by the association. The reorganization idea has not been
discarded. On the contrary, the
board felt an exhaustive study
should be made of other trade associations and their operations before
any major steps are taken.
Resolution proposing a legislative director and industry-owned
survey bureau was introduced by
Howard Lane, vice president of the
Marshall Field station.
The Missing Spence
SNOW storms in North Dakota delayed Harry R.
Spence, KXRO Aberdeen,
Wash., en route to the NAB
board meeting in New Orleans last week. Scheduled
to arrive Saturday, Mr.
Spence finally reached New
Orleans Tuesday morning after being snowbound in a
Dakota hamlet along the Milwaukee railroad. With him
on the train were Mrs. Spence
and Mrs. C. E. Arney Jr.,
wife of NAB SecretaryTreasurer Arney
Page 26
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World

radio at every level. With the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. geared to double its million-dollar
promotional budget, the NAB action is as
timely as it is necessary.
President Miller emerges from the session
with broader powers to meet conditions in this
changing radio world. NAB, under the board's
mandate, should become a more potent and
vigorous advocate in the spheres of legislation
and regulation. It should be a self-starter
whenever any move is made that impinges ever
so lightly upon radio's freedom. The headquarters staff, which gradually will be re- ^
aligned, no longer will be circumscribed by the
necessity of procuring the board's green light.
A legislative representative will be retained
at the executive level. He will be available to
Congress for background and information and
guidance on all things radio. He will register
under the Lobbying Act as the NAB's accredited legislative contact. Another action
long overdue!
The whole broad field of broadcasters' relationship with government was approached dispassionately, looking toward better understanding and relations. The result was the

Stark realism governed the
board's action on international affairs, as it. was made clear that
U. S. broadcasting frequencies are
seriously threatened by allocation,
treaty and other world developments. Even the fate of privately
operated broadcasting is involved
as the spread of government-ownership philosophy hems in this
country.
Leading
to theof board's
decisions wasup
a series
resolutions
adopted by a special board committee headed by Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y. Other
members were Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.;
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk;
Edward Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge,
Iowa, and Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP
Lexington, Ky.
The committee recommended that

EDITORIAL

adoption of a comprehensive plan dealing with
both national and international allocations and
regulatory matters. It was recognition of the
existence of problems presented by NARBA,
by UNESCO, by our State Dept., which heretofore have hardly been given lip service by
NAB because of possible conflicts among segments of its membership. The approach now,
however, is on the thesis of broad principle,
rather than on adversary issues involving one
group of broadcasters against others. And, at
long last, it was recognition of the world-wide
proselyting
of its
the tentacles
British reached.
to "nationalize"
radio
wherever
Repercussions from the board's actions may
erupt with unshirted fury at the NAB convention next April. That's not unhealthy. The
need for change was evident, lest free competitive enterprise in radio be compromised.
The board acted resolutely. That's what the
rank and file who elected them had the right
to expect.
The past inertia, the shilly-shallying on
lobbying, audience measurement, on radio promotion, and allocations, went over the levee at
New Orleans last week.

the board declare its "positive continuing interest" in all international affairs. It urged that a
delegation be sent to the next
UNESCO meeting in Cleveland.
Mr. Hanna had attended the November UNESCO meeting in Europe. The committee urged that
free enterprise radio utilize international broadcasting frequencies.
All these recommendations were
adopted by the board.
Other steps included approval
of a plan to write a primer for
broadcasters on the effect of international radio on American broadcasting. Quarterly reports will be
submitted to members by NAB,
with department heads cooperating
in its preparation.
Failure to act quickly on allocations can mean serious disruption

of the whole American broadcast
picture, the committee warned the
board. NAB will approach the
matter through government departments, legislative branches and
finally the people themselves by
means of a government-broadcaster
council. The government was
criticized for its failure to have a
firm policy on world radio affairs,
jeopardizing the American system.
Miller to Meet Truman
President Justin Miller is to confer with President Truman, Congressional committee heads, FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy and others
in an effort to speed adoption of
policies which will protect U. S.
broadcasters.
But the key to the whole board
action was decision to create an
All-Radio Planning Council to insure continuing exchange of information between the government
and broadcasters, and to improve
relations between industry and Congress as well as other federal
agencies. These conferences tie in
to the work of two new board committees whose job is to go into
NARBA and work of lAAB.
Actual work of developing the
All-Radio Planning Council, whose
aim is "to insure the continuing
exchange of information between
the government and broadcasters
concerning these important problems," was placed in the hands of
Mr. Hanna and Robert K. Richards,
NAB director of public relations
and publications.
Members of the council will include the NAB president, three
industry representatives whom he
will designate, the chairman of
the FCC and three representatives
of government.
Nearest approach to such an
organization in the past has been
the NAB-FCC liaison committee,
which has been less active in the
past year than at the time of its
(Continued on page 83)
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G led TO
NBC
AGAIN
the networks
P&
gross time sales with a total for
1948 of $69,697,590. CBS was its
nearest competitor with time sales
of $62,265,105. The figures were
released to Broadcasting by Publishers Information Bureau. ABC's
gross was $44,304,245 and MBS
$22,728,802.
NBC showed the greatest percentage increase — 5.9% over 1947,
and CBS gross increased 5.1% according to PIB figures. ABC's
gross increased 1.7% and MBS
about 1.6%. The total increase for
all networks was 4.7% over the
combined network total in 1947.
Estimates based on 10 month figurges appearing in the 1949 Broadcasting Yearbook, were within
0.3% of those now released by PIB.
Only one advertiser, Procter &
Gamble, spent over $10 million on
the networks in 1948. Six advertisers fell in Class II, the five to ten
million dollar class, and 29 advertisers spent between one and five
million for network time.
There were a total of 246 advertisers on the combined networks, 83
of them accounts with less than
$100,000 appropriations. Table I
gives the number of accounts in
each dollar class for all four networks.
Among the advertisers in the top
seven (over $5 million appropriaINDIVIDUAL

^'-"-^
USERS
NETWORK
TABLE II
TABLE I
1.
1948 NETWORK
GROSS BY PRODUCT GROUP
NUMBER OF
Jan Value
Product Group
NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Gross
Agriculture & farming
BY APPROPRIATIONS
2. Apparel, footwear & accessories
1 ,531,531
Automotive, automotive accessories & equipment
I Over $10,000,000 1
,431,589
4.
Aviation,
aviation
accessories
&
equipment
,696,776
II $5,000,000-10,000,000 .... 6
5. Beer, wine & liquor
988,686
III $2,500,000-5,000,000
9
Building materials, equipment & fixtures
,116,697
7.3. Confectionery & soft drinks
IV $1,000,000-2,500,000
29
,655,484
Consumer services
V $500,000-1,000,000
47
& remedies
VI $250,000-500,000
37 10.9.6. Drugs
,549,586
,566,488
Entertainment
& amusements
12. Food & food products
VII $100,000-250,000
34 11.
8. Gasoline, lubricants & other fuels
VIII Less than $100,000 83
208,282
969,057
Total
246 13. Horticulture
5,215
14. Household equipment & supplies
98,946
15. Household furnishings
,628,906
materials
,331,640
tion) Gillette Safety Razor Co. in- 17. Industrial
,747,826
Insurance
16.
creased its 1948 appropriation
,238,745
18. Jewelry, optical goods & cameras
,201,942
most. The account spent about $5 19. OflBce equipment, stationery & writing supplies
,317,072
million more in 1948 than the 20. Political
,213,282
Publishing
&
media
560,098
previous year. Liggett & Myers
,450,097
Radios, phonographs, musical instruments & accessories.
21. Retail
increased its appropriation by 22.
stores & shops
materials
$1,291,690.
23. Smoking
,323,300
767,870
Soaps, cleansers & polishers
P&G's total appropriation was
145,225
24.
Sporting goods and toys
81,469
25. Toiletries
$18,226,321. The 1948 total ex- 26.
ceeded P&G's 1947 network time
836,308
Transportation, travel & resorts
333,616
buying by $1,573,451. The figures 29.
28. Miscellaneous
27.
are from Publisher's Information
TOTAL
Bureau final report for 1948.
$198,995,742
32
The six accounts in the five to ten
in gross time sales for 1948 by product advertised. The remainmillion dollar class were: Campbell
ing columns show the total
exproduct group is shown in Table II.
Soup Co., $5,819,758; General Foods
2,: the
penditures in 1948, 1947 and
Corp., $6,774,603; General Mills,
Individual expenditures by addollar increase or decrease from
vertisers are shown below. The
$7,190,599; Gillette Safety Razor
first column shows the class in 1947 to 1948. In light face type,
Co., $6,267,319; Liggett & Myers
expenditures by product are shown
Tobacco Co., $5,043,752; and Ster- which the advertiser expenditure
wherever such breakdowns are
falls (see Table I). The second
ling Drug Co., $9,063,366.
Tabulation of the $198,995,742
column shows the sponsor, and
possible.

EXPENDITURES

BY NETWORK

Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp. 1947 Exp.
or$ Increase
Decrease
ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORP
85,629
Swerl
ALLIS-CHALMERS
Farm Equipment MANUFACTURING CO. 421,280 424,557 —3,277
AMERICAN
24,043 26,929 —2,886
Bird Food BIRD PRODUCTS INC
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & CIGAR CO... 2,600,573 2,815,855 —215,282
Pall Mall Cigarettes
820,830 867,162
Lucky Strike Cigarettes
1,779,743 1,948,693
VI AMERICAN EXPRESS CO
287,154 197,802 +89,352
Travelers Cheques, Etc.
III AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
4.592,772 5,313,089 —720,317
Anacin
2,008,521 1,802,296
Drug Products
69,183
Kolynos, Anacin, Bisodol Mints & Other
Products
1,809 906 2,870,022
Kolynos
132 435 640,771
Aero Wax, Kolynos, Wizard Gloss Wax 572,727
VIII AMERICAN
MEAT Products
INSTITUTE
851,032 834,710 +16,322
Meat & Allied
VI AMERICAN OIL CO
305,462 340,281 —34,819
Amoco Gas, Oil & Tires
.
VI AMERICA'S
FUTURE INC
294,913 184,419 +110,494
Book
VII ANCHOR-HOCKING GLASS CORP
206,367 809,853 —603,486
Anchor-Hocking Gloss & Fire King Oven
Glass
VIII ANDERSON, E. O., & CO
6,288
Shontex Conditioner & Shampoo
VII APPALACHIAN
COALS
INC
203,349
21,091 +182,258
Cool
VII ARABIAN-AMERICAN OIL CO
133,242
Institutional
IV ARMOUR & CO
1,916,323 1,040,104 +876,219
Armour
Star Shortening
1,179,890 451,561
Armour Meats
ChifFon Flakes
681,961 588,543
Armour Dash Dog Food
54,472
VI ARMSTRONG
CORK
CO
429,779 418,056 +11,723
All Products
VI ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS 298,560
Institutional
IV BABBITT, B. T., INC
2,032,183 2,010,192 +21,991
Bab-O
VIII BALLANTINE,
P.,
&
SONS
INC
56,298
Beer & Ale
VII BALLARD
&
BALLARD
CO
168,342
105,019 +63,323
Obelisk Flour
VII BARBASOL CO
131,111
Borbasol
IV BAYUK CIGARS INC
1,351,759 1,262,966 +88,793
Phillies Cigars
VII BEAUTY FACTORS
7,248
Insta Curl
VIII BEICH, PAUL F., CO
79,617
Candy Bars
BROADCASTING
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Class
VIII
VI
VIII
IV

ADVERTISERS
Class
VIII
V
VIII
IV
VIII
VII
VII
IV
VII
VI
IV
VIII

WITH

PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp. 1947 Exp.
or$ Increase
Decrease
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO
96,662 92,261 +4,401
Moving & Storage Service
BELLInstitutional
TELEPHONE SYSTEM
786,615 840,933 —54,318
BENDIX HOME APPLIANCES INC
14,257
Washing Machines
BORDEN
CO
•
1,216,508
1,261,351 —44,483
Instant Coffee 8. All Products
BOSCO CO
94,851 41,826 +53,025
Bosco Milk Amplifier
BOWEY'S
155,024 211,952 —56,928
Dari-RichINC
Products
BRACH, E. J., & SONS INC
37,917
Brach Candy Products
BRISTOL-MYERS CO
2,101,045 2,472,309 —371,264
Ipana,lis 8.SalOtherHepatica,
Vita
Products Trushay, Mum
BROTHERHOOD
Institutional OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN 162,883 21,479 +141,404
BROWN
425,204 422,868 +2,336
Buster SHOE
Brown CO
Shoes
BROWN
&
WILLIAMSON
TOBACCO
CORP.
1,174,488
1,558,907 —384,419
Kool Cigarettes
309,111
Raleigh Cigarettes
865,377 1,418,586
Wings Cigarettes
140,321
BUNTE BROTHERS
50,211 117,219 —66,998

VIII BUTLER^'pACKING
19,616
Dennison's MEDICAL
Foods CO
VIII CALIFORNIA
ASSN
32,688 13,728 +18,960
jnsuronce-Hospitalization & Physicians'
Service
VIII CALIFORNIA
PRUNE & APRICOT
GROWERS
10,488 22,464 —11,976
Sunsweet ASSN
Tenderized Fruit
VI CAMPANA SALES CORP
469,859 216,119 +253,740
All Products
370,755 116,135
Solitair Makeup
99,104 99,984
II CAMPBELL SOUP CO
5,819,758 5,081,294 +738,464
Campbell's Pork & Beans, Soups,
Franco-American Spaghetti & Beef Gravy
VIII CARDINET
CANDY CO
6,140 22,028 —15,888
Candy Bars
V CARNATION
CO
973,785
1,550,625 —576,841
Albers Quick Oats
27,945
Carnation Corn Flakes
13,041
Carnation Milk
831,288 1,152,116
Friskies Dog Food
101,511 398,510
IV CARTER
PRODUCTS
INC
1,554,801
1,763,034 —208,233
Carter's Little Liver Pills 8< Arrid
VI CHAMPION SPARK PLUG CO
252,619 253,346 —727
Spark Plugs
VIII CHEMICALS
INC
21,172 21,278 —106
Vano
V CHESEBROUGH
MANUFACTURING
CO..
.
.
754,924
705,760 +49,164
Hair Tonic 8c Petroleum Jelly
(Continued on page 52 )
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Tri'City
ALBANY

Outlets

Cancel

Hooper

ROW

C. E. HOOPER Inc. received its
second setback in as many weeks
when, with one exception, its subscriber stations in the AlbanyTroy-Schenectady area cancelled
their contracts. The cancellations,
effective Feb. 14, reportedly were
brought about by disagreement
over a $15,000 prize contest being
conducted by WROW Albany.
Stations cancelling Hooper reports in the tri-city area are:
WABY W G Y W P T R WTRY
WXKW WSNY. These stations
will receive an interim Hooper
report covering the DecemberFeb. 15 period.
A Hooper spokesman pointed
out that the firm could not take
action in this instance because the

merchandise giveaway of WROW
does not involve a telephone gimmick and hence will not distort
Hooper figures. "Our function
is to count listeners," he said. If
WROW builds up its audience by
use of the giveaway, it is Hooper's
job to count the audience, he stated.
It is understood that WROW
will carry the cost of the report
through the present period — approximately eight weeks — but the
fate
of
Hooper
repoi'ts
in The
the
area after that are not
certain.
nature of the report for the remainder of the period is also uncertain. It is not known whether
all stations will be included, even
though they have cancelled their
subscriptions.

The contest, which is reported
to be scheduled to run for the next
eight weeks, is said by the other
stations to require all day and all
night listening to WROW. Basis
of the competition is an essay
contest. Participants select their
three favorite WROW programs,
day or night, and write their reasons for selecting these particular
offerings.
Get Merchandise
Winners in the weekly contests
reportedly receive merchandise
awards. These winners are then
eligible to compete for the grand
prize of $15,000 — which includes an
automobile.
At the "protest meeting" last
Tueday,
station representatives
Hooper Refutes
N. y. Claims

UUU^IU
■ ■■WWW
Stores
Head
Will
SHE
PAR
D Board
RESof
IGNS 'METHODS
SOU
ND'
THE RESIGNATION of John
THE ASSERTION of New York independent
stations that comparison of
Hooperatings
in
radio
and
television
was inequitable owing to the higher
Shepard III as chairman of the
board of directors of the Yankee
incidence of telephones in television homes than in radio homes was sharpNetwork was accepted Feb. 14.
ly refuted last week by C. E. Hooper, president of the measurement firm.
A successor is expected to be named
The inclusion of television ratnext week. Mr. Shepard becomes
eratings "Hi-Lights" distributed
ings in city Hooper reports of both
last week, Mr. Hooper said:
chairman of the board of the radio and television listening was
"Those New York independent
Shepard Stores, Providence, R. I., the basis for the cancellation of
stations were not prepared for
a post to which he was elected two
the Hooper service by three New
weeks ago.
York stations a fortnight ago television's impact. Their protest,
'revolt' and current cancellations
[Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
Mr. Shepard entered the radio
are being explained by them to the
field in 1922 when, on July 31, he
Major Argument
press, and doubtless to the buyer,
inaugurated WNAC Boston as a
A major argument projected by in terms of our faulty methods of
public service adjunct of the local
the stations was that the Hooper accommodating television.
Shepard Store — one of a chain
which had been founded by his coincidental survey technique made
grandfather in 1865. The second
Are 'Sound'
it impossible to compare television
"We Methods
have refrained
from saying
station originated by Mr. Shepard
and
radio
figures.
The
independso
when
interviewed
by the press,
was WEAN Providence, connected
ents said they believed almost all but we believe it in order in Hiwith the Shepard Store there. From
homes equipped with television
Lights to point out that this atthose two stations the network
tempt to discredit the reports may
was built by him to its present were also equipped with radio
status as the Mutual regional for whereas a large percentage of ra- well be the only means of combating the dilemma created by the
dio homes were without telephones.
New England.
television audience situation which
Mr.
Hooper
last
week
told
Mr. Shepard also served on the
occurs to the cancelling stations at
Mutual board, a post which he Broadcasting that investigation
this time. The methods are sound,
of
that
subject
showed
that
a
sizeresigned last year. No reason was
as we indicated in the only stateable percentage of television homes
given by the Yankee Network for
ment we have released on this subwere
either
without
telephones
or
his resignation as board chairman.
had unlisted numbers and that
Mr. Hooper last Wednesday adthere was little difference between
dres ed aluncheon meeting of the
the incidence of telephones in tele- American Television Society in
vision and radio homes.
New York on television audience
measurements.
In an issue of his regular Hoop-

PRINCIPAL speaker at Advertising
Assn. of the West mid-winter conference in Santa Barbara, Calif., Leo
Burnett (r), converses with Gilbert L.
Stanton, AAW president. Mr. Burnett is head of Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago agency.
from the area were said to have
based their dissatisfaction on the
feeling that such a contest, with
its big awards, excludes them unnaturally from listener competition. Although several of the stations have giveaway programs, they
pointed out that these are confined
to specific listening periods and
are on a regular sponsored basis.
In reply to a request by the station group that some notation of
the contest be given on the report,
Ward Dorrell, representing the
Hooper
organization
at the "protest meeting,"
was reportedly
very
cold.
He is said to have pointed out
that giveaway programs are not
an exception these days and that
the Hooper report would carry no
mention of this local situation.
This is one bone of contention as the
station representatives felt the
sampling firm should make some
mention of any unusual local pracerating.
tices which might affect the HoopAlthough WROW is carrying the
cost
of the
Hooper offirm's
service
for the
remainder
the current
test period, the prospect for servicing the area in the future is not
felt to be too bright. Stations are
expected to move very cautiously
in future contracts with Hooper
and the feeling is that if they do
sign, it will be on a provisional
basis.
Three independent New York
stations cancelled their Hooper subscriptions afortnight ago [Broadcasting, Feb. 14] after charging
that the Hooper methods favored
certain segments of the industry.

ject."
SPOT

Mr. SHEPARD
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FIGURES showing that non-network owned radio stations derive
more income from spot sales than
from networks were distributed
last week to members of the National Assn. of Radio Station representatives by Frank M. Headley, president of the national organization.
Mr. Headley, who is also president of Headley-Reed Co., reported
that in 1947 station income from
spot sales, after deduction for

Study

by Headley

Mailed

agency and station representative
stations' net income from spot
commissions, amounted to $60,- in 1946 was $54,499,401 and from
039,366. In the same year the networks, $52,796,821.
income from networks was $51,"The healthy state of national
498,551.
spot radio business, the success
Mr. Headley based his calcula- of the station representatives' proon FCC figures
motion campaigns, the more poweringtionsYearbook,
1948]. [Broadcastful use of national spot time by
large and small advertisers all
Sees Good Trend
indicate that the trend will conMr. Headley saw an increasingly
tinue when the FCC figures for
favorable trend in spot broad1948 are published," Mr. Headley
said.
casting. He pointed out that the
BROADCASTING
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RATE

STRUCTURE

radio's rate structure will be the
first and probably the most important responsibility of the radio
and television committee of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, according to William N. Connolly,
advertising manager, S. C. Johnson & Sons, and chairman of the
ANA board of directors.
The committee was authorized
by the ANA board at its January
meeting and approved as to organization and scope at the February
meeting last Tuesday.
Commenting on the functions of
the new comjnittee, Mr. Connolly
pointed out that "shifts in radio
audiences caused by the growing
stature of television and the increasing number of AM stations
as well as other factors should play
a decisive role in the setting of
rates. It is our responsibility to
make our views on this score
known to broadcasters."
To Meet Needs
"Formation of this committee,"
Mr. Connolly stated, "will enable
us to step up our activities in the
radio and television fields sufficiently to make sure advei-tisers'
needs are met."
Albert N. Halverstadt, manager
of the radio and media department,
Procter & Gamble Co., was appointed chairman of the radio and
television committee, which is expected to schedule meetings
with network and
station top executives to discuss
rates.
In addition, the
committee plans
to make a study
of radio rate
trends since 1940,
Mr. Halverstadt to help advertisers using radio
to visualize not only how rate
changes have occurred in the past
but also what the changes have
been in the sales return received
for investments in radio time.
Another problem for the new
committee will be to find out what
measurements radio and TV adver, tisers need to guide their use of
' these broadcast media.
Described by Mr. Connolly as a
■task of "immediate and tremendous
importance," this assignment involves not only consideration of the
problems which have arisen together with the addition of television
to earlier advertising media, but
also an examination of all radio
research requirements of advertisers during the foreseeable future.
The need for an immediate analysis of the research needs of radio
advertisers stems from the request
of BMB that its sponsoring organizations— ANA, AAAA and NAB —
reexamine their individual needs to
determine how best they can be
BROADCASTING

To

Be

met and which should be handled
by a tripartite organization such
as BMB [Broadcasting, Jan. 17].
During the discussion of this
topic by the ANA, Board Chairman
Connolly
pointed out leave
that BMB's
radio
measurements
many
important questions unanswered.
He stressed the supreme requirement of advertisers for uniform
and valid information on radio
audiences parallel to that supplied
by the Audit Bureau of Circulation
for newspapers and magazines.
Plans Discussed
Paul B. West, ANA president,
told the board that plans for the
organization of the radio and television committee
had been fully
discussed with
many advertisers
who are active in
radio and television, including
leaders in the
Radio Council of
National Advertisers.
Mr. West
The consensus
of this group, he
said, was that the new committee
should represent not only all radio
advertisers but also all ANA members who, while not users of radio,
are seriously considering the use of
television.
Many
advertisers, particularly

Studied

By ANA's

the major radio users, reported
that their experience showed the
areas of similarity between radio
and other media, from the advertiser's point of interest, were far
greater than the differences; therefore, they felt it essential to throw
the full support of the ANA behind
the needs of the radio and TV
users rather than to isolate this
activity as it had been under the
independently incorporated Radio
Council.
Following authorization of the
formation of the new radio and
television committee by the ANA
board in January, Mr. West reported, the members of the Radio
Council had decided that their interests could be best served by disbanding the council and reconstituting their activities directly inside the ANA framework.
Accordingly, they are discontinuing the limited council operation
and putting their experience and
judgment at the disposal of the
radio and television committee.
During the board's discussion of
the personnel requirements of this
new committee to make it most
effective, the importance of drawing on the full resources of the
ANA membership and staff was
continually emphasized. One suggestion was that one or more members of the ANA's very active
films committee should take part

Democrats
1950

Radio-TV

Committee

in some of the discussions of the
radio and television committee to
give TV advertisers guidance in
the Us of motion pictures.
Another suggestion dealt with
similar cooperation from the ANA
research and public relations committee when the new group should
require advice on problems in those
specialized fields.
Mr. West said that these suggestions will be carried out both by
close cooperation between ANA
staff members responsible for these
varied activities and by the participation of advertisers serving on
one committee in the activities of
the others.
Kurie Duties
On the staff level, he said. Jack
Kurie, ANA vice president for
media and research, will be responsible for the radio and television
committee as well as for the advertising research committee. "This
guarantees that overlapping or
duplication of effort will be avoided
and that each committee's activities will be channeled in the most
productive direction," he said.
Mr. West added that Mr. Kurie
will be assisted by Kirk Jewett,
formei'ly of the media department
of J. Walter Thompson Co., who
has just joined the ANA staff to
assist chiefly in radio matters.

to Triple

Radio

Use

PUN

DETERMINED to hold its political advantage in Congress, the
Democratic party plans to»spend
three times as much for radio activity during preliminaries to the
1950 Congressional races as it did
during the period preceding the
Presidential campaign.
These plans were told to Broadcasting Feb. 14 by Jack Redding,
publicity director of the Democratic National Committee.
Mr. Redding indicated that the
Democratic party was more than
ever pinning its hopes on radio during the 1950 Congressional campaigns. "In the Presidential campaign," he explained, "we pitched
primarily to radio because we
found this was the fastest way of
reaching the largest number of

Radio Is Best Means
people."
Kenneth Fry, radio director of
the Democratic National Committee, also felt that "the best way to
get information across to the people is through radio."
The Democratic party is concentrating its attention on a threepoint program for the utilization
of radio and television in bringing
messages to the voters.
Objectives of the party, as out• Telecasting

lined by Mr. Redding, are (1)
stimulation of activity in radio by
Democratic Congressional leaders
through closer working relationships between the committee. Democratic Senators, Congressmen and
other high government officials,
(2) establishment of closer liaison
with radio and television networks,
(3) inspiration, through publicity
and party meetings on all levels, of
larger audiences for broadcasts
dealing with national issues.
In their early stages, Democratic
plans call for utilization of mostly
sustaining time with purchases increasing apace with the approach
of the Congressional races.
As each administration plank is
brought up in Congress, party
leaders will seek air time to present their views to the public.
For a starter, while Congressional committees debated the proposed new labor legislation, the
Democratic committee a fortnight
ago secured time on all four major
networks for the presentation of
the administration's point of view.
Time to plead the Democratic
case will be sought as such other
major issues as housing, social
security, national health insurance
and taxes dominate the Congressional spotlight.

Mr. Redding indicated that the
plans include vigorous effoi-ts to encourage the use of local radio and
Capitol Hill recording facilities by
Congressional Democrats. National
headquarters, he said, will assist
Congressmen in the preparation of
radio shows and scripts. Material
on various issues will be made
available for individual use of the
legislators.
Broadcast material will also be
made available to radio and television networks. Close cooperation
with networks and Congress will be
maintained to insure frequent appearances of Democratic spokesmen on public forums and other
radio and television shows.
Conferences Being Held
A series of conferences is being
held among leading Democrats to
complete plans for the public relations campaign, Mr. Redding said.
Party gatherings and meetings
will be encouraged at times that
Democratic spokesmen are on the
air and publicity will call attention to the programs as a means of
increasing the listening audience,
Mr. Redding said.
Vice President Alben W; Barkley
will appear with President Truman
(Continued on page 82)
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At WTOP Mr. Stanton and Mr. Graham complete transfer arrangements.
Station Transfers
Effected
KQW, WTOP
FORMAL PAPERS were signed in New York and Washington last week
effecting long-pending transfers of KQW San Francisco to full CBS
control and WTOP Washington to WTOP Inc., owned 55% by the Washing Post and 45% by CBS [BROADCASTING, Feb. 14].
The moves were authorized by
urer and comptroller; assistant
FCC a fortnight ago upon petition
secretary, Kenneth L. Yourd, CBS
by the Post to assume active management of WTOP and by CBS to senior attorney; assistant treasurer, George B. Stadtmuller, memassume operation of KQW. Settleber of CBS accounting department.
ment of the deals has been awaitPhilip Graham, president of the
ing disposition of WINX WashingPost Co., and Mr.
ton by the Post under condition at- Washington
Stanton signed the final papers in
tached to the sales by the Commission. WINX has been sold for Washington for transfer of WTOP.
The Post paid $855,470 for its
$130,000 to William A. Banks,
majority interest in WTOP. Euowner of WHAT Philadelphia,
gene Meyer, board chairman of
while WINX-FM has been sold for
the Post and father-in-law of Mr.
$160,000 to WTOP Inc. [BroadGraham, is chairman of the board
casting, Jan. 24].
of WTOP Inc. Mr. Graham is
The KQW-AM-FM negotiations
were consummated in New York on WTOP Inc. president and also is
trustee of CBS' 45%. interest.
Wednesday. The WTOP sale was
Concurrently with the signing,
completed in Washington.
John S. Hayes assumed his new
The network acquired 100% of duties as WTOP's general manthe stock of Pacific Agricultural
ager. He has been general manFoundation Ltd., the licensee of
ager
of the Post's WINX-AM-FM
KQW-AM-FM, from Ralph R., Washington.
Dorothy M. and Mott Q. Brunton,
WTOP's History
who owned 55%^ of the stock. CBS
WTOP remains an affiliate of
already held 45% of it. ConsideraCBS, which has been sole owner
tion for the 55%; interest was
since 1932. Columbia will continue
$425,000 plus certain adjustments
to maintain a separate Washington
[Broadcasting, Oct. 25, 1948].
office in the Warner Bldg., staffed
New Board Chairman
by network personnel. Earl H.
New board of directors of the Gammons is vice president in
company was elected following the charge. Office will include CBS
news and public affairs departtransfer, with Frank Stanton, CBS
ment under Theodore F. Koop, the
president, as chairman. Members
legal department, and Country
are Joseph H. Ream, CBS execuJournal headquarters.
tive vice president; Adrian Murphy,
Other than Mr. Hayes' appointCBS vice president and general exment as general manager, no other
ecutive; Howard S. Meighan, CBS
staff changes at WTOP are convice president and general executemplated for the present by CBS
tive, and J. Kelly Smith, CBS vice and the Post. In a statement Mr.
president in charge of companyHayes said : "We plan ... no maowned station administration.
jor changes in policy, program or
personnel. The station has risen
Mr. Stanton also was elected
president of KQW. Other officers to leadership through the teamwork of its present staff. All of
are: vice presidents — Messrs.
our efforts will be directed toward
Meighan, Smith and Arthur Hull
Hayes, now CBS vice president in maintaining and extending that
charge of the San Francisco office; leadership."
Mr. Hayes joined WTOP after
secretary, Julius F. Brauner, CBS
13 months as executive vice presisecretary and general attorney;
dent of WINX WINX-FM.
treasurer, S. R. Dean, CBS treasFebruary 21, 1949
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CBS takes over full ownership of KQW and KQW-FM.
Completing deal
are Ralph R. Brunton (seated, I) and Mr. Ream (seated, r). Standing,
I to r: Mr. Brauner, Henry Howard Jr.,, CBS legal staff, and Clair Stout,
attorney for Foundation.

NORTON
RESIGNS
State Dept. Changes Seen
A REALIGNMENT of State
Dept.'s
Division wasTelecommunications
indicated last week after
Garrison Norton submitted his
resignation as Assistant Secretary
of State for telecommunications
and transportation, effective last
Tuesday. The vacancy will not be
filled in the immediate future, it
was understood.
Instead Telecommunications Division is expected henceforth to
submit matters involving policy
direct to James E. Webb, Undersecretary of State. The move was
viewed by State Dept. observers as
one which would bring the division
within closer supervision of State
Dept.'s higher echelons, in line
with the importance of world telecommunications.
Mr. Norton was appointed to the
post by President Truman two
years ago.
Meanwhile, Gerald C. Gross,
International Telecommunications
Union, returned to Washington
less than a fortnight ago to supervise preparatory arrangements for
the fourth Inter-American Radio
Conference, scheduled to begin in
Washington April 1.
State Dept. also revealed that
nine of 15 nations at the recent
Loran Conference in Geneva voted
Stanton

Stands

Pat

WITH a Prank
firm Stanton
"no," CBS
President
last
week scotched published reports that he may resign to
take a new job identified
only as "non-radio." He said
he "absolutely" has no plans
to leave CBS. "I have no
intention of resigning and T
hope to be associated with
CBS for a good long time
to
come," Feb.
he declared
[Closed
Circuit,
7].

continued use of the aids-to-navigation system in . the North Atlantic. Heading the U. S. delegation were Capt. John Cross, USNR
assistant chief of Telecommunications Division, and Capt. Donald
McKay,
Coast Guard communications chief.
RECRUITING ADS
Army and Air to Ask Bids
COMPETITIVE bids on about
$3,000,000
recruiting
ing for theinyear
startingadvertisJuly 1
will soon be asked by the Army
and Air Force, the secretaries of
those services announced Feb. 17.
The advertising program is beslashedtheby estimated
more than$5,500,000
$2,500,000 ing
from
to $6,000,000 of the current fiscal
All national advertising agencies
having an annual billing of $10,000,000 or more will be invited to
year.
compete.
Gardner Advertising Co.,
St. Louis, now has the account.
LEE STATIONS
Ohrt Named to New Post
HERBERT R. OHRT has been
named executive vice president of
the Lee stations— KGLO (AM-FM)
Mason City, Iowa, and WTAD
(AM-FM)
Quincy, 111., Lee
P. Loomis, president of Lee Radio
nounced anlast
Operations,
week. Mr. Ohrt
has been manMasonagerCityof the
stations.
H. B. Hook,

Mr. Ohrt
public relationspromotion
man-outlets, will assume
ager of the Lee
additional duties of managing
KGLO. Walter J. Rothschild,
national sales manager for the station, will also serve as manager of
WTAD-AM and PM operations.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

LOAN
CBS
DETAILS of the 15-year $5 million
loan borrowed by CBS from Prudential Insurance Co. of America
became public property last week
when the network reported the
transaction to the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
In the report CBS said the loan
was its only outstanding indebtedness of the kind. In an exhibit
made part of the report, however,
CBS set forth a consolidated mortgage indebtedness of all its subsidiaries of $2,148,908.21.
The new loan, it became clear
from the report, took the form of a
promissory note dated Jan. 20, 1949,
and maturing Jan. 15, 1964. In-

CBS
'S V.P.,
ACKE
Named
Program
Head
RMAN
HARRY S. ACKERMAN, CBS director of programs, Hollywood,
last week was appointed a vice
president and director of network
programs, with Hollywood headquarters, CBS President Frank
Stanton announced.
At the same time, Arthur Hull
Hayes, general manager since 1940
of WCBS New York, left for the
Golden Gate city to assume his new
duties as CBS vice president in
charge of network's San Francisco
office. [See Hayes sketch, page
46.]
Mr. Ackerman will continue to
head all CBS transcontinental
programs of West Coast origination. He will continue supervision
of production on such CBS package programs as My Friend Irma,
Our Miss Brooks, Life With Luigi
and My Favorite Husband.
Resigning as vice president in
charge of radio program operations for Young & Rubicam, New
York, Mr. Ackerman joined CBS
Jan. 1, 1948, as executive producer
in New York. Developing, during
his first six months with CBS, such
programs as mr. ace and JANE,
Cabin 13 and Sing It Again, he became CBS director of programs,
Hollywood, on June 15, 1948.

Mr. ACKERMAN
BROADCASTING

P'-"dential Transaction Explained
terest is payable semi-annually on
edness, including a few relatively
Jan. 15 and July 15 of each year
small mortgages payable on demand, all fall due in the years up
at 31/2%. Reason given to SEC
for the loan was :
to and including 1957, so that, presuming all such debts were paid,
"Net proceeds are to be used to
maintain cash reserves in view of not extended or renegotiated, the
contemplated large expenditures in only large indebtedness outstanding after that time would be the
the development of registrant's
amounts still to be paid on the
television operations."
Prudential note.
A loan agreement, in the form
of a letter from CBS to the insurance company, set forth details.
Note for Investment
One important representation of TWO Facility
GET Grants
AhA'sto Three
the insurance company was that "it
NEW STANDARD stations were
has acquired the note for the purpose of investment and not with a authorized by FCC last week for
view to or for sale in connection
Princeton, Ky., and Laguna Beach,
with any distribution thereof."
Calif., while WPAT Paterson,
Various methods of paying off N.
J., WFMD Frederick, Md., and
the loan are set forth but the prin- WAMS Wilmington, Del., were
cipal way contemplated seems to be
granted improved facilities.
by annual prepayments starting
Goodaker, trading as
Jan. 15, 1957, of one-eighth the TheLeslie
Princeton Broadcasting Co.,
amount outstanding at that time.
received construction permit for
The CBS consolidated mortgage
1580 kc, 250 w daytime only, at
schedule revealed that the network
Princeton. Estimated cost is $7,998
owes $435,000 on Amusement Enexclusive of studio construction.
terprises Inc., the Jack Benny corMr. GoodakerKy.is engineer at WOMl
poration which was part of the Owensboro,
Benny acquisition. This debt becomes due Dec. 31, 1949. Becoming
Thomas E. Danson, trading as
due the same month is a bond se- Universal Radio Features Syndicate, received CP for 1 kw day, 250
curing amortgage on 47-51 E. 52nd
w night on 1520 kc, directional, at
St., New York, for $216,000.
Also payable this year, in Sep- Laguna Beach. Estimated cost is
tember, isa $100,000 bond secured
$32,553. Mr. Danson is editor and
by a mortgage on 111-115 E. 58th
publisher of his own daily newsSt., New York. Thus the network
paper editorial and feature (radio)
must pay a total of |751,000 by the
syndicate.
end of the year.
WPAT Grant
In 1950 several other CBS mortWPAT
was
granted power boost
gages become due, totaling roughly
$190,000. In 1952, however, it has t on 930 kc from 1 kw daytime to 5
kw fulltime while WFMD was
$657,183 falling due, of which
granted boost on 930 kc fulltime
$503,708 is a first mortgage indebtfrom 500 w to 1 kw, directional
edness on the Columbia Records
Inc. building at 799 7th Ave., New
night. Engineering conditions atYork.
tend both grants. WPAT, an independent outlet, is licensed to North
The rest of its mortgage indebtJersey Broadcasting Co. WFMD,
a CBS affiliate, is licensed to Monocacy Broadcasting Co.
READ TO WDSU
WAMS, licensed to Wilmington
Leaves WABB for New Post Tri-State Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
was granted modification of license
APPOINTMENT of A. Louis Read
to permit operation unlimited time,
Jr., former sales manager of WWL
except for those hours after local
New Orleans, as commercial mansunset at Wilmington during which
ager of WDSU AM-TV-FM was
WAWZ Zarepath, N. J., operates.
announced Friday
WAMS is assigned 1 kw on 1380
by Robert D.
kc. Comr. Robert F. Jones disSwezey, vice pressented on this grant.
ident. The apfectivepointment
Marchis ef-1.
Mr. Read
succeeds Charles
Price, who resigned to join
KLMB Monroe,
Mr. Read
La., as chief aide
to J. C. Liner,
owner -manager. Mr. Read, who is
34, is a native of New Orleans.
He is leaving WABB, the Mobile
Press-Register station, to join
WDSU. Prior to his WABB appointment he was advertising director of Wembley Tie Co. and
taught advertising sales at Loyola
U., New Orleans.

• Telecasting

KORN

Sale Granted

CONSENT was granted by FCC
last week to assignment of license
of KORN Fremont, Neb., from Inland Broadcasting Co. to Walker
Newspapers Inc. for $22,000. Inland, licensee of KBON Omaha and
KOLN Lincoln, Neb., stated it
found operation "economically impTacticalNewspapers,
for absenteechiefly
ownership."
Walker
owned
by Lester A. and Maxine J. Walker, publishes daily Guide and Tribune. KORN is assigned 100 w on
1340 kc.

RICHARDS
Hearing Delayed 3 Weeks
STARTING DATE of FCC's hearing on the news policies of G. A.
Richards, owner of KMPC Los
Angeles, WGAR Cleveland and
WJR Detroit, was postponed last
week to March 16. It had been
scheduled to start today (Feb. 21).
The action was taken by the
Commission on its own motion "becommitments"
Comr. causeE.of urgent
M. Webster,
who is of
to
conduct the hearing. Comr. Webster has been in Europe since Jan.
26 as chairman of the U. S. delegation to a meeting of the International Telegraph Regulations Revisions Committee at Geneva. He
returned last Monday.
The hearing, to investigate
charges that Mr. Richards ordered
KMPC staff members to slant news
against members of the family of
the late President Roosevelt and
against certain minority groups
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1948], is
now slated to open at 10 a.m.
March 16 in the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Los Angeles.
The session is expected to take
one to two weeks and may then be
recessed for resumption later at
Detroit and Cleveland.
The hearing, an investigatory
proceeding, is actually a hearing
to determine whether a hearing
should be held. It was called by
the Commission after a staff probe
inspired by charges filed by the
Radio News Club of Hollywood. If
the charges are proven unfounded,
the matter will be dropped. If
not, there will be another hearing,
either via revocation proceedings
or action on renewal applications.
Frank E. Mullen, president of
the three stations, asserts the
charges "will be shown to be without foundation."
WINN REQUEST
In WKLO Case Is Refused
FCC last week refused WINN
Louisville's request that MidAmerica Broadcasting Corp.'s application for license for its WKLO
ing.
Louisville either be held pending
until current litigation is completed, or be designated for hear"Any license which may be
granted," the Commission said in a
letter, "would in any event be subject to the action taken by the
Court on the appeal and could be
set aside if the Court make a determination adverse to Mid-America Broadcasting Corp., or any other
determination requiring further
The case involves FCC's grant to
Mid- America for 1080 kc with 5
proceedings."
kw day and 1 kw night. WINN
was seeking the same assignment
in lieu of its present 250 w on 1240
kc, and has appealed to the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia for reversal of the
Commission's grant.
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AN
IMMEDIATE
conference with
f^l^^^
^^W
S
Z
tions I
in this field
beingO
beyond N
H
LEWIS
WEISS,O
presidentR
AD ALLEN
FCC and congressional committee
teresting
for
advertisers."
Mr. Weiss stated he had once
chairmen to avert collapse of
our present day concept.
of Don Lee Bi-oadcasting System
believed TV was a luxury medium,
and chairman of the board of MBS,
In his prediction of the nearness
NARBA will be held by NAB offiof color TV, Mr. Weiss said color but his recent observations in
cials. The action will be taken
explored the "Horizons of Televiunder mandate of the NAB board
and Maryland, "where
sion" last week in San Francisco
was a necessary "dimension" that Washington
over
the
roofs
of
modest
homes
at the annual joint meeting of the would be "a tremendous stride"
as a result of "unsettled condithe television antennae resembled
San Francisco and Los Angeles ad- toward the completion of TV as an
tions" cause by failure of FCC to
effective media.
vertising clubs.
a forest" made him realize that solve the clear-channel problem.
TV will be as much a part of every
In the course of his talk Mr.
He said there is a vast difference
Delay in resolving the clearman's life as radio.
between the way radio developed
Weiss made the following anchannel issue prevents the State
and TV development. In radio, he
nouncements and predictions:
Dept. from forming its policy in
Speaking on the "vacuum of pro9 Color will come to television
said, a man with a few dollars
gram material" of TV at present,
preparation
for the NARBA meetwithin three to five years.
could get a license and go on the Mr. Weiss said that all the films
ing in Canada next September, it
was
felt
by
the
board.
9 Latest estimates show that air with everyone wanting to sing produced by Hollywood in a year
Collapse of NARBA would mean
operating television stations in the or act on the radio with or without
wouldn't fill TV's needs for 30 days.
unrestricted pirating of domestic
United States today are losing an payments. But television, he said, Also, he said, present Hollywood
channels by other nations, the board
is more costly.
techniques are not satisfactory
I average of $1,000 daily.
for TV.
was informed at its New Orleans
# The coaxial cable between
"In addition to involving a treLos Angeles and San Francisco
He pointed out that even such a meeting (see separate story page
mendous initial outlay, latest esti25). These channels would include
mates
show
an
average
$1,000
a
should be operating for television
producer as Hal Roach has been
unable to turn out satisfactory TV local, regional and clear facilities.
within a year.
day loss per station for operating
The result would be degradation of
stations in the United States at shorts and only after becoming
9 One of the top television
service to the American listener
familiar
with
specific
TV
demands
problems of the day is the "vacupresent," he said.
and
perhaps "chaos" in the indus"Those expenses just will not has he began to turn out "splendid
um" of program material.
9 Television on the West Coast
wait until enough receivers are
try, the worst in a decade-and-ahalf. Other nations would pounce
is far behind television in New
sold to make the sale of time profiton U. S. frequencies at will and
York.
able. But as there are more and
productions."
create
intolerable interference, the
more receivers and the program9 KFRC, the network's San
board was told.
ming becomes better and better,
Francisco outlet, will start conHOPE WITHDRAWS
The board directed that its
struction of its television station
television is bound to become the
NARBA committee, with several
most effective of all advertising
WHAS Application
within 30 to 60 days.
engineering members, confer at
I Mr. Weiss said he got into telemediums, as well as the most in- BOB HOPE withdrew his competonce with Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
vision long before it could stand on
ing bid for acquisition of the
its own legs and that he, as a
WHAS Louisville properties last (D-Colo.) and Rep. Robert Grosser
(D-Ohio), chairmen, respectively,
pioneer in the field, was very surweek, leaving Fort Industry Co. to of
the Senate and House InterMESTRE SUIT
prised by the rapid development
battle it out with Crosley Broadstate Commerce Committees, as
of the media. (KTLS, the Don Lee
casting Co. for the $1,925,000 pur- well as FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
Charges
Two
atRival
Network
chase.
television station in Los Angeles,
in an effort to resolve the clearGOAR MESTRE, director general
The radio and film comedian gave
has been on the air since 1931.)
of the CMQ Network in Cuba and no reason for his move, but his channel matter. President Justin
Horizons Unlimited
counsel had told FCC earlier that Miller is to sit with the committee.
president of the Inter-American
He said the horizons of television
he would have to withdraw unless
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
was
reported
were limited only by the ingenuity
last week to have filed criminal
the hearing on the three rival ap- 45 R,PM. DISCS
of man's brain, the things which
suit
against two representatives
plications, set for Feb. 28, could be
will be foreseen by future generaof the rival RHC Cadena Azul
Capitol Will Add New Line
delayed [Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde at that STARTING in April Capitol Recnetwork, charging them with
MAIL ORDER
broadcasting statements injurious
time denied the Hope request for
ords Inc. will supplement its reguto him.
Closes Radio Department
a 60-day postponement.
lar 78 r.p.m. releases with 45
Leonard H. Marks, attorney for
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co.,
The suit is against Amado Trinseven inch records accordidad Velasco and Casto Mief Zur- Mr. Hope, advised Commission au- r.p.m.
Chicago retail and mail order firm,
ing to Glenn E. Wallichs, president.
has closed its radio department and bano, respectively director and edithorities of his client's decision
These records will be- identical
tor of an RHC network newscast.
Thursday. A formal petition to to those recently announced by
cancelled all of its radio advertisdismiss the application was to RCA and will employ the same
It apparently stems from a battle
ing for the remainder of the year,
follow.
J. A. Martin, assistant retail sales of the microphones which started
changer-player recently announced
Mr. Hope had filed in the name
manager and director of press re- last fall and included charges by
by RCA- Victor.
a former Senator that RHC Presiof Hope Productions and planned
lations, said in Chicago WednesMr. Wallichs said, "We shall also
to provide for the sale of stock to continue
dent Trinidad had agreed to conday.
to produce our present
Louisville interests.
duet
a
campaign
in
Cuba
in
beThe radio department was elimconventional 78 r.p.m. records and
Need for delay in the hearing
half of Argentine President Juan
inated Feb. 1 "because the small
Peron [Broadcasting, Nov. 15, was occasioned by motion picture will promote them even more envolume of radio business did not
thusiastically than in the past.
1948, Feb. 14].
and other commitments which made
We believe that there will be great
warrant its maintenance," he exMr.
Mestre
claimed
that
the
forit impossible for Mr. Hope to pre- public demand for these for a long
plained. Of the 626 Ward stores,
mer Senator, Eduardo R. Chibas,
pare adequately for the session by
only 40 sought and made use of
documented proof in a Feb. 28, his attorney said.
services offered by the radio divi- presented
time to
come." the rival bidders
The contract for sale of the and
broadcast on CMQ on Jan. 16, and
eliminate
sion.
that Mr. Trinidad in reply began
from the competition.
Louisville Com'ier Journal & Times'
"Only a very small percentto broadcast a series of editorials
Fort Industry owns seven AM
age of our advertising budget is accusing Mr. Chibas of being in radio interests — the clear-channel
WHAS (840 kc, 50 kw, CBS affilia- stations, the maximum permitted
for radio," Mr. Martin added. Last the service of Mr. Mestre and Mr.
tion) and associated FM and TV
Comyear, when Ward's allocated more
Mestre of being a lackey of Yankee
properties
— is with Crosley, sub- by FCC mispolicy,
ion itwould but
selltold
one the
if necesthan $10 million for newspaper
imperialism.
sidiary of Avco Mfg. Corp. and
sary
for
acquisition
of
WHAS.
Six
advertising, the radio budget was
owner of WLW, WLWT (TV) and of the seven (all but WMMN FairMr. Trinidad allegedly accused
less than $100,000. This year it the CMQ head of illegally forcing
WLWA (FM) Cincinnati and
mont, W. Va.) have FM affiliates.
was lowered to between $50,000
the late Miguel Gabriel to sell his WNEW New York. Crosley also The company also operates WJ3Kand $60,000 because of fewer
interest in CMQ, and charged that has television grants for Columbus .TV Detroit and WSPD-TV Toledo
stores using the medium, he added.
the station actually belongs to and Dayton. Under the FCC's Avco
and plans to have WAGA-TV on
The broadcasting budget is not ex- RCA Victor Radio Corp.
advertising rule, offers to match
the air shortly. Fort Industry AM
The broadcasts on which Mr.
the Crosley bid were filed by Fort
pected to be reinstated for televistations, in addition to those with
Industry first and Mr. Hope later. TV affiliates, are WGBS Miami,
sion inasmuch as most of the firm's
Mestre's suit is based were made
stores are outside TV market
WHAS and Crosley have peti- WWVA Wheeling, WLOK Lima,
Jan. 18-21, according to the comareas, Mr. Martin said.
tioner FCC to repeal its Avco rule Ohio, and WMMN.
plaint.
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Pampered

Persian
town.

It covers 92.3%

of all the radio

You're looking at a portrait of one of the
most precious cats in the world — a pampered

in the Baltimore

Persian— highly treasured

this at real bargain rates!

wouldn't

by its owners.

They

part with it for love or money.

Lots of radio advertisers

feel just that way

trading area. And

homes

it does all

So if you're not already using W-I-T-H in
Baltimore, call in your Headley-Reed man and
get the full story today I

about W-I-T-H in Baltimore. Once they've
discovered how this BIG independent produces
such low-cost

sales, they stick to W-I-T-H

year

in, year out. They won't part with W-I-T-H for
love or money. W-I-T-H provides its BIG
audience

at amazing

low cost. It delivers more

listeners-per-dollar than any other
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^^^^^V Baltimore ^^^^^
Kmlki-H Maryland H_H1X1
I-T-H
W•\^
Tom Tinsley,
President
Represented by Headley-Reed
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DOCUMENTARIES
TWENTIETH Century-Fox Film
Corp. is ready to make more documentaries for television like the
$500,000 filmization of Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower's book if ABC can
find sponsors for such telecasts.
This was revealed by Spyros P.
Skouras, president of the film company, Monday (Feb. 14) at the
news preview in New York of the
first two 20-minute episodes of the
26-week series based on Crusade in
Europe, the Eisenhower best seller.
Less ambitious documentaries already are in the plans at Twentieth
Century, it is understood. Its television staff, however, is currently
tied up with finishing Crusade, only
nine of whose episodes have been
completed.
Relations Cordial
In a question-and-answer period
held after the preview, there was
little doubt about the cordiality of
relations between the film company
and ABC. Mr. Skouras, Edward J.
Noble, chairman of the board of
ABC and Mark Woods, president
of ABC, exchanged compliments on
their contributions to a "television
first" which they agreed in the
words of Mr. Noble "may be
television's biggest and proudest
thing."
This cordiality was shown despite the fact negotiatoins have
been going on between Twentieth
Century and ABC for the acquisition of the network by the film
company.
These negotiations no longer are
in progress, Mr. Skouras said at
his own news conference preceding
the preview. He added, however,
that his company still is interested
in ABC "if the price is right."
What price was asked by ABC in
the negotiations of several weeks
ago is "a state secret," he said.
He further divulged that he has
COMR. CHANDLER
'Waif and See' TV Effect
BASEBALL Comr. A. B. (Happy)
Chandler told members of the
Merion (Pa.) Post of the American
Legion, Feb. 14, that he is pursuing
a "wait and see" policy on the
effect of television on baseball attendance. Mr. Chandler said, "I
don't think we'll ever see the day
when an honest-to-goodness baseball fan will stay away from the
parks and watch the games on television."
Page 34 • February 21, 1949

approached no other networks or
stations for purchase but that other
stations have approached him. He
refused to name the stations or
their locales.
Mr. Woods, discussing the financial arrangements of Crusade, said
each episode would cost a sponsor
$15,000, with time and line charges

Century-Fox

being extra [Broadcasting, Jan.
31]. He added that the films also
will be offered to independent television stations and to stations of
other networks. A suggestion from
a newspaperman present at the preview that BBC might be interested
in the series resulted in a decision
to approach the British network.

Quintet includes (I to r) Messrs. Skouras, de Rochemont, Noble, Black
and Woods.

STRATOVISION
THE WEATHER was fine but
Stratovision had its troubles nonetheless in flight tests held last
Thursday by Westinghouse Electric Corp. The mishaps which
plagued various equipment pieces
manifested themselves in one form
or other until finally, in late afternoon, the B-29 went "off the air"
and nosed its way back to the
Baltimore home base.
In the words of Charles E.
Nobles, inventor of the system, "it
was just a bad day . . . we had all
kinds of trouble."
Transmission 'Fair'
Actually the transmission was
reported by FCC observers as
"pretty fair" and even "remarkably good" during the morning
phase of the run. Then things
began to happen — to camera control, generator and picture transmitter. Other reactions to the test
were unavailable late Thursday afternoon but would be forthcoming
this week, Westinghouse indicated.
The converted B-29 started out

Film

Series

Also asked at the conference was
what would prevent moving picture
theatres from picking up the telecasts and showing them on their
own screens. Mr. Skouras answered that ABC demanded exclusive rights for 21 months and
got them.No Movie Showing
Donald M. Black, president of
Doubleday and Co., publisher of
Crusade, said that one of the basic
terms in the telefilm agreement was
that it will not be shown in motion
picture theatres. Mr. Woods answered simply that any threatre
picking up the telecasts would be
Production
sued
by ABC- credits of the film
read in part: "American Broadcasting Company and Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp. present
'Crusade in Europe' by Dwight D.
Eisenhower,
'Marchby ofRichard
Time' Production,a produced
de
Rochemont." It was said that 160
million feet of official films were
available to editors seeking to digest action of the book.

Tests

from Baltimore's Glenn Martin
Airport about 10 a.m., flew north
into Pennsylvania, covering Hanover, Gettysburg, York and Harrisburg. After circling the Susquehanna River and rural parts of the
state, the plane headed down the
river
City. into the Chesapeake Bay region, cutting across to Atlantic

Plans

Have

'Bad

Day'

as pretty fair until the transmitter
went off the beam. In some instances it was remarkably good,
personnel said, as when the plane
was circling York, Pa., at 12:11
p.m. Pictures of rivers, bridges,
racetracks, beaches and airports
were picked up effectively, it was
reported. Films were also taken
of much of the ground panorama.
It was during the flight between
Test on Channel 6
the latter area, and Norfolk down
The Stratovision plane telecast
the coast about 4:30 p.m. that the
demonstration went off the air, on Channel 6 as usual. The test
had been postponed several times
rather than conflict with WTVR
during the past eight weeks, Mr.
Richmond's TV signal inland. The
Nobles said, as Westinghouse enthree hour seige of trouble resulted
gineers awaited favorable weather
primarily from a faulty generator
conditions. Snow, prevalent during
which developed an oil leak, accordthat period, does not lend itself to
ing to Mr. Nobles. Transmitter
adequate transmission, he pointed
trouble plagued the pictures shortly
after 1 p.m. and equipment had to out. The atmosphere Thursday was
be fixed along the way. The oil, described as hazy during the mornflooding vital equipment parts,
ing hours.
wrecked the most telling damage
however. Even the camera control .
Westinghouse's
receiver
at Baltimore had its own
troubles
too.
developed
quirks
during
the
afternoon.
Personnel reported that local interference from an X-Ray machine
FCC's monitoring station at
blurred reception for a spell.
Laurel, Md., reported the picture
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YOU

MIGHT

BAG

A

SIX-FOOT

LION*—

MOUNTAIN

BUT...

YOU
TO

NEED

WKZO-WJEF

CAPTURE

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

Western Michigan, embracing both
Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo, is a
wonderful market. But like any other,

cities. By projection, you can figure
that this preference boils down to about

it's got to be reached to be sold. And because of a freakish condition of "fad-

23% more city listeners alone — and our
BMB figures show even higher audiencedifferentials in the surrounding territory^ Best of all, the combination of
WKZO-WJEF costs 30% less than the
next-best two-station combination in
Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids!

ing" in this area, outside stations simply
don't get through consistently into Western Michigan!
WKZO,

Kalamazoo,

and WJEF,

Grand

Rapids, are Western Michigan's topflight
leaders, combining excellent coverage
with low rates. Our Hoopers prove real
audience preference in our two big

Write to us or to Avery-Knodel,
for all the facts!

Inc.

^ J. R. Patterson killed a 276-pound mountain lion at Hillside, Arizona, in March, 1917.

WiJEP
IN KALAMAZOO
and GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

BOTH
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

^

AND

^A^t
in GRAND
RAPIDS
AND KENT COUNTY
(CBS)
OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

BY

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

L. A, SURVEYS
TV Sets Up 148% Since Oct.
LOS ANGELES area now has 89,337 television sets — an increase of
148% in three months — according
to a survey by the Southern California Radio & Electrical Appliance Assn. Set ownership in the
area last October was 36,000.
Approximately 91% of the receivers are located within Los Angeles County, which has a population of 3,881,323. The survey indicates there is now one television
set to each 15 families in the
county.
The average video audience for
the area is reported as 312,680
viewers, figured on an average of
3.5 viewers per set. About 25% of
the sets are in the homes of families
in the upper income brackets, the
survey states; 65% in middle class
families and 10% in the low income
group.
Results of another survey in Los
Angeles — on the effects of television on set owners — was announced
last week by James Nicholson,
theatre owner and chairman of the
television committee of the Southern California Theatre Owners
Assn.
Among the findings :
The average set owner has had his
receiver approximately 4.5 months;
stay-at-home nights have been increased by 68%; 44% of those interviewed said it decreased their movie
going while 58% felt that television
had not altered their movie-going habits; over-all decrease in movie-going
represented a little over 25%; average
guest viewers per night, 1.5 persons.

10,745 TV HOMES
In Middlesex County, N. J.
MIDDLESEX COUNTY, New Jersey, has 10,745 homes equipped
with television receivers, and the
county's second largest city, New
Brunswick (pop. 33,180), has 1,264
TV homes. These figures have
been released by Advertest Research, New Brunswick. They are
taken from firm's TV data chart,
corrected as of Jan. 10, Advertest
said.
Highland Park (pop. 9,002),
across the Raritan River from New
Brunswick, has 446 TV homes, the
latest Advertest study showed. The
firm announced its plans to release
TV set figures for other New Jersey locations soon.

WAVE-TV Report
WAVE-TV Louisville has issued a
four-page "Report on Television in
Louisville," covering the station's
activities during the first ten weeks
of operations. Material includes
facts on : Number of television set
owners; total time on the air; public reaction; network programs
now on WAVE-TV; outstanding
local productions, and list of television sponsors, national and local.
Page 36
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Giannini Says TV
AID

TO MOVIES
May Be a Boon
TV will promote the movie industry in particular and the entertainment industries in general. That was the opinion of Bernard Giannini,
vice pi'esident of the Bank of America, speaking before the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences in Hollywood last Tuesday evening.
As for financing television films, *
he said that the criteria of the & Belding, Hollywood television director; Bernard Carr, president of
movie financing — "character, caCascade
Films; Frank Cristal, live
pacity and collateral" — would likewise apply in the new medium.
TV packager.
In examining the effect of teleCharles Brown, general manager
vision upon other media, he said of Video Broadcasting Co., moderated the panel which answered
that
people any
won'tmore
sit atthan
home they
for
television
and Harry Lubcke, Don
would for radio. And he felt that questions,
Lee television director and ATAS
television might in the future also president, presided over meeting.
represent an avenue of getting
Mr. McGuire pointed out that in
back money on movies which fail television there was considerably
in the theatres.
greater distinction between proOther participants in the ATAS
ducer and director than has ever
meeting were Robert Brown, pro- existed in radio. In fact, he pointed
gram director of KNBH (TV)
out that in radio the two are synonHollywood; Richard Goggin, ABC
ymous. On the other hand, in telewestern television program managvision, he said, the director is the
er; Arnold Maguire, Foote, Cone
station or network employe who
worked several shows, whereas the
producer was the agency's representative and worked on the proTV WRITERS
gram full-time with no other distractions.
Organize Guild in New York'
Mr. Brown said that NBC aimed
TELEVISION Writers Guild be- to control the program on its air
came an actuality Monday evening
and while it would do business with
at an organizing meeting in New
outside packagers, it would cerYork.
tainly assign its own directors to
It is expected that the TWG will production of such programs. He
also advised his listeners that most
become a member of the Authors
League some time in March and departments of television today are
will exist side by side with the only one-man deep and opportunRadio Writers Guild.
ities consequently had to go to the
experienced personnel availAbout 80 television writers at- most
tended the first meeting, which did able.
When, Mr. Goggin was asked
two things: Set up machinery to
what hope there would be for "an
make the new guild a going organization and began discussion of eager beaver" in the present owing
such matters as fees and rights
which will become contract demands.
POLLAK, RODNER
Get Promotions at WPIX(TV)
An executive committee was
chosen, consisting of: Chairman
JAMES S. POLLAK, film manLee Berg, Mrs. Ruth K. Friedlich,
ager of WPIX New York, and ArOliver Nicoll, Max Wilk, Max Ehrdien B. Rodner,
lich, George Leffertz and Larry
former president
Markes. The group also passed a
and executive
resolution asking the Authors
League council to permit the first
producer of Television Advertisfour on the committee to act as
ing Productions
representatives on the council.
Inc., New York,
The executive committee was emhave been named
powered to appoint a membership
committee and a craft committee,
program
manager and program
the latter to discuss television
coordinator, rewriting. It will consider the di'aftspectively, of
ing of a constitution and will rule
WPIX.
Mr. Pollak
until the TWG is admitted to membership in the Authors League and
The film
partment has been made
a part deof
elections are held.
the program department with Mr.
It was said that almost everyone
Pollak exercising general superattending the first meeting joined.
vision over all programming activiA $10 admission fee was charged
ties, according to the announcefor membership and this will be
ment by Robert L. Coe, station
manager.
credited to dues when a dues structure finally is set up. Writers who
Mr. Rodner will act as liaison bework in both radio and television
tween the sales and the program
will have to pay dues to both RWG
departments.
and TWG on a basis which also
Mr. Pollak, who has been in
has yet to be decided. It is undercharge of films since joining the
stood, however, that dual dues will New York News television statotal more than the dues to just
tion, created the Telepix Newsreel
one of the organizations but conand was responsible for obtaining
siderably less than the sum of the
exclusive video rights for the Korda film series.
dues of both organizations.

to the limited opportunities, he replied "eager beavers have their
own procedures." Seriously, he
stated that inexperienced talent
must find its opening in smaller
areas of television since the most
competitive situations existed in
the centers of New York, Chicago
and Hollywood.

PARAMOUNT
DuMont to File Exceptions
PARAMOUNT PICTURES has
only a "financial" interest in Allen
B. DuMont Labs, has never exercised control, and has had trouble
in trying to sell its interest because
would-be buyers regard it ' as an
"investment interest only," Paramount told FCC last week.
The film company, filing through
subsidiaries, reiterated its position
in exceptions to FCC's proposed
finding terestthat
Paramount's
inin DuMont
amounts 29%
to control [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1948].
The Commission was asked to hear
oral argument on the subject. DuMont's exceptions are to be filed
today (Monday).
If the proposed decision is made
final, Paramount would be unable
to acquire additional television stations without disposing of a like
number, in view of the five-station
limit imposed by FCC rules. Paramount owns two and DuMont
three. A division of the Paramount
television interests appears imminent, however, in view of reports
that the company soon will sign a
consent decree dividing itself into
two separately owned firms
[Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
Exceptions to FCC's proposed
findings were filed by Duke M. Patrick, Washington attorney, for
Paramount Television Productions,
which operates KTLA Los Angeles
and is applying for San Francisco;
United Detroit Theatres, an applicant for Detroit; and New England Theatres, a Boston applicant.
FCC proposed to dismiss these aplications as well
as DuMont's for
Cleveland pand
Cincinnati.
The exceptions said Paramount
thinks it should get $20 to $30 a
share for its stock, which would
mean $12 to $18 million. The company owns all of the 560,000 shares
of Class B stock and 43,200 (2.9%)
of the Class A.
Apart from the conclusion that
Paramount controls DuMont —
which was attacked as unwarranted
by the record and the facts — ^the
film company's exceptions attacked
the
to deny
Paramount's
and proposal
DuMont's
pending
applications. If Paramount controlled
DuMont, the company said, the
proper sider
disposition
be to conthem along would
with competing

applications and grant them subject to "such corporate readjustments" as FCC might require for
compliance with its multiple-ownership rule.
In addition to KTLA, Paramount
owns WBKB (TV) Chicago, while
DuMont owns WABD (TV) New
York, WTTG (TV) Washington,
and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
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IOWA'S

NORTHEAST

LISTENED-TO

MOST

RADIO
Distribution

Of

Listening

Homes

In

STATION

Chickasaw

7:00 - 8:00 A. M.

8:00-10:00 A.M.

40.0%

56.8%

10:00-12 Noon

48.8%

WHO_

10.5%
5.3%

7.0%

20.0%

Iowa
Total Morning

50.5%

9.3%

8.
* 1%

KXEL

County,

0.0%

WMT
Listed above is the distribution of listening homes among
stations in Chickasaw County, Iowa from 7:00 A.M to 12
Noon. During this hour-to-hour check, KXEL showed as
much as 7 times as many listeners as any other station.

This is the unvarnished truth which proves Chickasaw County has gone KXEL — in a big way. This is
true listener preference. It proves KXEL an amazing
THE

STATION

4 to 1 favorite during > these morning hours in rich
Chickasaw County, whose borders are more than 75
miles from KXEL's transmitter.

THAT'S

CHANGED

LISTENING

HABITS

Time buyers — You cannot afford to overlook this
amazing listener preference that KXEL holds in rich
Northeast Iowa.
If you want to sell Northeast Iowa and sell it completely
— AT LESS COST PER LISTENER — there is only one
answer — KXEL.
See your Avery-Knodel man today or write KXEL

xn

for

your copy of Conlan^s Newest Comprehensive Study of
Listening Habits.

KXEL

50 000

Watts

JOSH HIGGINS BROADCASTING
WATERLOO, IOWA

ABC
COMPANY

Represented by Avery-Knodel, inc.
ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND
WATERLOO, IOWA
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TV

Get

FAVORITES
Berle Leads in ARI Poll

MILTON BERLE, Arthur Godfrey and Ed Sullivan are the bestliked video personalities, according
to a popularity poll conducted by
Audience Research Inc.
Survey, part of ARI's continuing
audit of radio personalities, included interviews with viewers in
areas of TV service across the
nation, where half of all interviews
with ARI's cross section of 3,000
radio owners were conducted.
While only about 5% of the homes
in those areas have video receivers,
ARI interviewers reported that approximately athird of the persons
interviewed said they had seen television at least once during the
week preceding the interview.
These viewers formed the base
for the ARI TV personality audit.
Viewers were asked to go over the
list of top television personalities
and check those they had seen on
the viewing screen. Then they
were asked to indicate which ones
they especially enjoyed. Mr. Berle
was tagged as "especially enjoyed"
by 92% of those who had seen him
on television, while 80% similarly
voted for Messrs. Godfrey and Sullivan.
Following the top three in the
"particularly
list of
stars were: enjoyed"
Paul Winch
ellvideo
and
Jerry Mahoney, 70%; Maury
sterdam 66%; Dunninger
Phil Silvers 63%; Lanny
51%; Howdy Doody 45%;
Lytell 42%.

THE

Am64%;
Ross
Bert

PULSE

Comedy-Variety Top List
COMEDY - VARIETY shows
zoomed way ahead of all other
types of video shows in December
and January, according to The
Pulse Inc. New York area survey
for those months. Drama, children's
shows, quiz programs and sports
followed in that order. Fewer
sports, feature films, newscasts and
film shorts were seen in January
than in December, but more telecast time was devoted to music and
Westerns.
Breakdown of the report follows:
Visual Sports
Feature Films
News
Music
Film Shorts
Kid Shows
Westerns, Serials
Women's Interest
Comedy-Variety
Interviews
Quiz Shows
,
Drama
Forums, Discussions
Fashions
Sports News
Religious
Hobby
Comedy Episodes
Mr. & Mrs. Shows
Beauty
Food & Cookery
Wash. & Polit. News
Special Events
Misc.
Total
^age 38
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Best Video

Buy,

Says Barry
AD DOLLARS
A BOSTON BANKER said last week that on television the yield per
advertising dollar "will surpass anything man has devised for the distribution of his product or services."
Speaking before the Financial Advertisers Assn. of New York, John J.
Barry, vice president in charge of
*
,
advertising and public relations of not too distant future it [televithe National Shawmut Bank of
sion] will cancel out and entirely
Boston, saici he believed television
replace, at least in the urban areas,
was "destined to transform the that form of entertainment, education and instruction which we have
American scene."
Heavy TV User
known as radio."
Today, he said, "the fact of
The Shawmut Bank is a heavy
greatest importance to the adveradvertiser on Boston television.
tiser, the national advertiser, is
Mr. Barry said he was convinced
this . . . that it is now feasible,
"from my own experience to date practical, and, I would add, imas a sponsor of television properative for some, that he get on
grams" that the "scramble for television.
time franchises . . . for spots,
"The audience potential will be
5, 10, and 15 minute time segments,
such that expenditures which now
half hours, hours, even hours and may be impractical will overnight
a half, will result shortly in a sell- become thoroughly sound advertisout for the stations in operation."
ing investments."
He said he believed that "in the
Cites TV Impact
Television advertising is of such
impact, Mr. Barry said, that it will
ABC TV CENTER
"wean its audience away from
Now Available to Dr. Back
products and services being sold
in other media and limit their purFACILITIES of ABC's television
chases and investments to those
center at 7 W. 56th St., New York,
have been made available to Dr.
things which have been illustrated
Frank G. Back, vice president of and demonstrated right in their
Television - Zoomar Corp., New
ownNo living
room."
medium,
until television, he
York, Frank Marx, ABC vice president in charge of engineering, ansaid, had "provided a method for
nounced last week. Arrangements
demonstrating a product or a
were made, Mr. Marx said, in the
interest of establishing new standards for television lighting, lenses,
service."
and utilization of camera equipment.
TV PRODOCTIONS
Dr. Back, internationally known,
Frieberg Heads New Firm
Vienna-born physicist and optics
FORMATION of a new video firm,
authority, is the developer of the
Columbia Television Productions
Zoomar and Balowstar lenses, basic
Inc., New York, and election of
lens equipment of the video indusHardie Frieberg, former public retry. Working with ABC as a conlations executive, as its president,
sultant. Dr. Back will essay to de- were announced
simultaneously this
velop further both the Zoomar and
month.
Balowstar lenses, and to establish
The firm, with office at 270 Park
a satisfactory system of testing
complete television operations be- Ave., and West Coast offices at
9397 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,
ation. fore putting the system into operwill specialize in commercial spot
Any devices developed as a re- announcements featuring well
sult of the cooperative research
known personalities of radio, stage
by Dr. Back and ABC, will be made
and screen. Mr. Frieberg announced
that over 150 such personalities
availa'ble first to that network, and
were available for testimonials and
then to the television industry generally, according to Mr. Marx.
endorsements on film.
DecemberAverage
1948
January Average
1949
Rating
Rating
Vi Hours
Vi Hours
Spo r Adds 7 Stations
11.9
151
12.5
204
'HOWDY nsoDOODY'
95
113
5.7
6.3
4.8
72
104
5.0
115
97
5.5
UNIQUE ART Manufacturing Co.,
4.3
15.0
4.0
73
5.2
13.6
67
68
which sponsors Howdy Doody on
85
6.7
60
28
33
NBC television Wednesdays 5:45-6
4.0
6.2
43
22.8
40
25.7
p.m., is extending the program to
5.2
39
20
6.8
28
seven more stations effective Feb.
12.8
21
14.2
20
6.2
20.0
18.8
15
25.
Agency is Grant Advertising.
7.3
1813
6.6
7.0
15
New stations added: WBZ-TV
5.1
11
4.9
10
8.1
9
Boston, WTVR Richmond, WBEN2.6
11
8
TV Buffalo, WWJ-TV Detroit,
5.7
4
6.8
6
2.0
5.4
6
6.9
6
KSD-TV St. Louis, WNBK Cleve3
5.8
5.5
3
5.3
land and WNBQ Chicago.
2.7
2
3.7
2.0
2
7.0
3.9
2
232
Already
taking the program are :
—
4
WNBT
New
York, WPTZ Philadel—17
6.7
5.8
phila, WRGB Schenectady, WNBW
37
more.
927
Washington and WBAL-TV Balti942

CHECKING production plans for new
KFI-TV Los Angeles weekly telecast
Slice of Life are (I to r): William B.
Ryan, general manager of statlon;
Clinton (Buddy) Twiss, Carleton E.
Morse Productions, and producer
Carleton E. Morse.

VIDEO VARIETIES
Absorbs West Coast Firm
VIDEO VARIETIES Corp., New
York, has absorbed the facilities
of West Coast Sound Studios Inc.,
510 W. 57th St.
George W. Goman will head the
new company as president, with
other officers from the absorbed
firm assuming respective posts in
the new company. Martin P.
Henry, partner since 1934 in the
West Coast company, will be vice
president in charge of production,
and A. W. Manchee, who, with Mr.
Goman, was an original member
of the old organization, will be
treasurer of Video Varieties.
Leonard Anderson, short subject
producer and director, will be associated with the new firm.
Otis P. Williams, for many years
an account executive with WOR
New York and Mutual, and lately
manager of WNJR Newark, will be
general sales manager of the new
corporation, of which West Coast
Sound Studios will continue as a
department.
The new company, with assets in
the $1 million bracket, will assume
a round-the-clock schedule of TV
film production, all of which will
be released through United Artists
television department.
^rsC-TV

Schedule

KRSC-TV, Seattle's only television
station, is now programming six
days a week, with the addition of
Tuesday to the schedule which has
prevailed since it went on the air
Thanksgiving Day 1948. Tuesday
night
built
around program
the Texacoline-up
Star is
Theatre,
with Milton Berle. Station has also
added the Chesterfield Supper Club,
which is viewed Friday evenings.
WFIL-TV telecast the 29 boxing bouts
of the Tournament of Champions in
Philadelphia Feb. 9.

BROADCASTING
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UHF TELEVISION
RCA-NBC Seek 846-854 mc
FURTHER plans of RCA-NBC for
high-band television experimentation were disclosed last week in an
application filed with FCC for use
of 846-854 mc at RCA's laboratory
in Princeton, N. J. Firm fortnight
ago asked for a UHF satellite station at Bridgeport, Conn., to rebroadcast WNBT (TV) New York
[Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
"The immediate purpose of the
experimentation" at Princeton,
RCA told FCC, "is to obtain propagation data which compares vertical and horizontal polarization
with respect to shadows and multipath, in the ultra-high frequency
region, under summer and winter
conditions." The firm indicated the
project would be a continuous one.
RCA informed the Commission
it proposes "to continue testing and
development of television equipment originally conceived in our
laboratories and tested for a brief
period in Washington, D. C, during
the latter part of 1948." The Washington tests, conducted both in the
500 mc and 800 mc areas, were in
conjunction with NBC's WNBW
(TV) there FBroadcasting, May 3,
Sept. 27, 1948].
The Princeton experimental
transmitter will use rated visual
power of 100 w with peak carrier
power of 400 w, RCA said. The
W3XCY Washington transmitter
will be adapted for the project.
RCA explained that the transmitting antenna would consist of a
parabolic reflector with two dipoles
placed at the focal point, one horizontal and the other vertical.
Through a special switching arrangement either dipole may be
excited.
Project will be under supervision
of Dr. George H. Brown, RCA Labs,
research engineer, assisted by
W. C. Morrison and D. W. Peterson.

2 1 2.0
oting
FIRST 15 PROGRAM HOOPERATINGS—
ating Feb. 15 AGO
Report
YEAR
No. of
Pos.
Program
Sponsor & Agency
tions
4
7
Hooper-|-3.0
HooperJack Benny
167 American Tobacco (BBDO)
27.3
27 1
24.9
165
Radio Theatre
-h-j-41 .40
149 Lever Bros. (JWT)
25.5
28 6
McGee & Molly
S. C. Johnson Co. (NL&B)
Sta26.9
3
Walter WInchell
24 9 2117.39
9
11A
Linton-Div Lauat Rrnc (yR.Q\ 21 7 20 3
Godfrey's Talent Scouts 264
150
153 Pepsodent Div. -Lever Bros
21 .3
21
My Friend Irma
151
(FC&B)
Bob Hope
Lever
Bros. (Y&R)
21 .3 26.0
—5.8+ or— o
179
19 9
Stop the Music
Average of sponsore d
Smith Bros. (SSC&B)
(8-8:15, 15.1)
periods
Eversharp (Blow)
(8:15-8:30, 20.3)
30
Speidel Co. (C&P)
(8:30-8:45, 23.1}
P. Lorillard Co. (l&M)
—3.1
(8:45-9, 21.0)
Auto-Lite
(N-E)
46
19.3
Suspense
15.1
Lever Bros. (R&R)
149
18.6
24.4
Amos 'n' Andy
8
164 B&W
Tobacco (Seeds)
164
People Are Funny
17.2
11.7
149 Whitehall Pharmacol (D-F-Sl 17.1
Mr. Keen
10.6
69
11.7
Crime Photographer 163 Toni Co. Div.-Gillette (FC&B) 16.9
149 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
16.7
MysteryCrosby
Theatre
Bing
236 Phiico Corp. (Hutchins)
16.4
19.5
14
(Benny and Winchell ratings include second broadcast)
++ 2.1
6.5
+ 5.2 45
+ 5.0
TORCHLIGHT
FIRM
PROETZ AWARD
Plans Radio-TV Productions
Contest Includes Radio-TV
ORGANIZATION of a new and
FIFTH annual Erma Proetz
non-profit television-radio producAward offered by the Women's Ading group, Torchlight Productions,
vertising Club of St. Louis will inNew York, was announced last
clude a $100 first prize for radio
week, to institute immediate activ- and television. Contest is open to
ities.
any woman in the advertising field,
and entries must be submitted by
Among its sponsors are Henry
Jaffe, Charles S. Johnson, Max
10.
Lerner, Roi Ottley, Eleanor Roose- April
The entries will be judged on
velt, Louis Untermeyer, Walter
timeliness, soundWhite and William L. White. Pres- their originality,
ness of appeal, good taste and
ident of the new outfit is David R.
overall effectiveness, Mrs. Elmer C.
Kapralik and Jane White is vice
McCaddon, contest chairman, anpresident. Offices have been estabnounced. Material submitted must
lished at 229 West 42nd St.
have been created or used between
Initial schedule calls for a dra- March 31, 1948, and April 1, 1949.
matic half-hour radio series, tentaEntry blanks can be obtained
tively called Conflict, for which
from
Mrs. McCaddon, 3510 Olive
scripts currently are being solicited
St., St. Louis 3, Mo. The Proetz
from all Guild freelance writers.
Award, established in memory of
Production will start at an early the
late Erma Perham Proetz, St.
date.
Louis advertising woman, also inTorchlight also plans a trancludes $100 first prizes in two other
scription series for local option,
categories,
copy and art and photography.
and plans to cast its shows from
the reservoir of professional acting
talent which is available in the field
but which is utilized only infreOPERA TELECASTS
quently on network productions.
Plans Announced by Woods

WTVN (TV) HEARING
Is Set by FCC
HEARING has been designated
by FCC upon application of WTVN
(TV) Columbus, Ohio, for extension of completion date. The
Commission indicated it wished to
determine whether Picture Waves
Inc., owner, has been "diligent in
proceeding with construction" and
if extension grant would be in public interest.
WTVN was granted its construction permit March 17, 1948,
with an expiration date of Nov.
17, 1948. In October the station
filed application for extension of
completion date to Oct. 1 of this
year. Facilities assigned are Channel 6 (82-88 mc) with effective
radiated power of 14.3 kw visual
and 9 kw aural.
The permittee firm is owned
46% by Edward and Prudence
Lamb, owners of WTOD Toledo,
Ohio, and WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.
Application is pending for FCC approval to acquisition by the Lambs
of 94% interest in WTVN.
BROADCASTING

BRITISH VIDEO

BBC's Silvey Talks to AMA
THE BRITISH television audience
has voted that it is satisfied with
an hour and a half of television
in the afternoon and an hour and
a half in the evening — which is the
schedule now being telecast.
That reaction was revealed
Wednesday by Robert Silvey, head
of listener research for BBC, who
spoke in New York at a meeting
of the radio-television group of the
American Marketing Assn.
Mr. Silvey explained that BBC
conducts a quantitative survey of
day-to-day listening. Interviewers
make 3,000 calls a day, every day
in the year, on listeners and find
out what programs they listened to
by the "aid recall" method.
BBC also produces a qualitative
survey of what listeners like, he
said. This is done by sending
questionnaii-es regularly, sometimes as often as twice weekly, to
a "listening panel" of some 4,000.
• Telecasting

PLANS are in the works to telecast the Saturday afternoon performances of the Metropolitan
Opera next season, Mark Woods,
ABC president, said last week.
Mr. Woods addressed a regular
meeting of New York's Town Hall
on "The Present and Future of
Television."
In a question-answer session, Mr.
Woods predicted that film repeats
of television shows will be more
numerous than repeat radio broadcasts, due to the rapid addition of
new set owners. He said television
would not entirely replace radio,
as the latter can be enjoyed while
listeners are doing other work.
Mr. Woods predicted that electronic color television ^ would be
available in 10 years, but he emphasized that it would not replace
black and white and would be used
only when color definitely added to
a program's
enjoyment.
did monot
feel
that television
wouldHehurt
tion pictures but believed that both
arts should grow and learn new
tecniques from each other.

KMA PETITION
Seeks TV Call Suffix
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, petitioned
FCC last week for permission to
continue to use KMA-TV as the
call letters of its television affiliate at Omaha, despite the Commission's new policy requiring individual calls unless the stations
are in the casting,
sameJan. 17].
community [BroadCourts have held that licensees
have a property right in their
call leters, KMA noted, suggesting
that FCC consequently should not
have put its new policy into effect
without first holding a hearing.
Certainly, the station insisted, the
policy should not be retroactive,
just as
of using "W"
calls
easttheof policy
the Mississippi
and
"K" calls to the west was not
retroactive. Further, KMA argued,
the television station had to be
located in Omaha because FCC
hasn't allocated any channels for
Shenandoah.

KMA-AM-TV is one of the relatively few cases affected by FCC's
policy, which forbids the use of
common base call letters by commonly owned AM, FM and TV
stations if they are located in
different communities. July 1 was
set as deadline for compliance.
VIDEO REPORT
ARI Issues TV Data Digest
AUDIENCE RESEARCH Inc.,
Princeton, New York and Hollywood, has issued the third in its
series of reports on television.
Titled Television Facts, A Summary of Progress, the 47-page report presents a digest of information bearing on non-technical aspects of television.
Presenting the television picture
as of November 1948, the material is divided into seven major
classifications: Facilities, set ownership, set manufacturing, programming, sponsors, commercial
impact, and effect on living habits.
Numerous charts and maps are
used to illustrate the copy.
In the concluding chapter, titled
"Television and the Motion Picture Industry," the report points
out that "television is, and most
probably will continue to be, an
advertising medium, while motion
picture companies produce for consumer sale," which may lessen the
competition somewhat.
CBS

Offer

i,
'
'
;
i

to RTDG

COUNTER-PROPOSAL offered by
CBS Hollywood directors for cost- i;
for
Televisio
and
n Directors
by Radio
sought Guild
increase
of -living
assistan
and
directors
network
ts
was taken up at a meeting last
Friday between the two groups.
No results were available as
Broadcasting went to press. Increase sought by union was 50%.
Amount offered by network was
not disclosed, but it is believed
that compromise will be effected
for 15 to 20% increase.
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TABLE II
July TABLE I
SUMMARY REPORT OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING 7-13
Sponsored Video Air Time
Dec. -Jan. Comparison
Dec.
June 1948 thru
1949 Oct.
Jan.
Aug.January
5-11
5-11
4-10
21
Sept.
Nov.
June
Jan. 2-8
6-1211
Programs
2-8
425:03
3-9
Announcments
1-7
Hours-Minutes
'
31:47
Report
Report
Report
Report
19 Report
19
21
23
27
Report Report
Report
No. of Markets
456:50
Dec.
5-11
37
26
32
37
20
41
46
402:14
Programs
No. of Stations
Announcements
216
31:34
No. of Advertisers
119
16
21
33
413
14
33
Network
236
122
181
113
230
234
Selective
32
680
495
100.0
433:48
197
15314
281
280
144
460
Local-Retail
tisers. The January figure is 160
33718
376
23476
626
727
TOTAL ADVERTISERS
37337
37
accounts. This is an average of
bank and loan companies showed a more than 26 accounts per station,
and manufacturers were the mainsteady gain in the month, and well above the national average,
stay of the video time sales. There
were a total of 126 advertisers in many local institutions of this type
but far below Philadelphia's average of approximately 41 accounts
this category, or 17.2% of the have chosen television as their meon each of its three TV outlets.
dium
for
reaching
the
middle
and
total. Of this total 101 were local
Baltimore, too, averaged well above
retail dealers in television and ra- upper income groups.
the national average, with about 34
dio sets.
Leading Markets
accounts per station.
Ninety of the 727 advertisers
New York, with its six outlets,
Of the new markets reported in
were food and food beverage acthis issue of the Rorabaugh Surcounts, and about 10% of the total remains the leading market in numvey, Memphis was a leader, coming
accounts were apparel advertisers,
ber of TV accounts, though it suf(Continued on page 50)
fered a drop of 19 in total adverand an equal percentage automotive advertisers. In these two cateTABLE III
gories, the major share of adverTELEVISION ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
tising was from local retail outlets.
Local
(Jan. 2-8, 1949)
Product
Network
Total
(Table III)
Agriculture
10
Heavy Spot Users
3
22
51
76
Spot7
30
Apparel,
4
63
Automotive,Shoes,
Tires,Accessories
Service
Spot advertising was used
Aviation
heavily by food and food beverage
Beer & Wines
41
1
3231
accounts. There were a total of 54 Building Materials
5
8
Gum
10
such accounts. Other heavy spot Confections,
Consumer Services ond Utilities
4
26
users were, in order of frequency,
7411
7
1
3
Drugs
& Remedies
1
1
Entertainment
beer and wine accounts, apparel,
4
5439
9020
Food & Food Beverages
Gasoline
&
Fuels
2
6
4
12
and radio and television manufacHorticulture
2
2
turers.
9
33
42
Household
Equipment
&
Supplies,
Appliances
The network accounts were
1
10
19
30
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
spread through the major adver4
16
Insurance, Banks, and Loan Companies
tising categories.
7
14
Jewelry,
Optical
and
Cameras
2
1
3
Office
Equipment & Supplies
Publishing
Radio and television advertising
5
6
11
has been a consistent leader in Radios, Television Sets, Records, Musical Inst.
5
20 0^ 101
42
42
television time bought. Food and
Retail Outlets & Department Stores
1
12
4
7
Materials
126
5
6
food beverage advertising is sec- Smoking
1
21
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
2
3
3
8
ond in January accounts, though it Sporting Goods & Toys
4
7
3
was in fourth spot in the Decem13
*
5
8
let
Transportation,
Travel & rie
Resorts s
Toi
29
29
ber report. Apparel advertising
Miscellaneous & unclassified accounts
dropped from 81 accounts to 75, for Totals
33
third place in January.
234
460
Household equipment accounts
727
dropped off slightly. Insurance,
TABLE
IV
CO £
ANALYSIS OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING BY MARKETS
(Showing type of account, new accounts, and gain or loss from previous month)
NEW BUSINESS
NO. OF ACCOUNTS BY MARKETS
Business Interests of TV Licensees, Permittees and Applicants
as of Jan. 1, 1949
%S>e^ o
11
Percent
Number
61
126
uo
31.3
Newspaper Publishing
126
10
</)
</)o
1
2
3
1
6
3
7
21
Atlanta
Broadcasting only
66
1
16.1
5
2
7
14
43
104
104
31
30
3
Baltimore
6.6
66
Motion Pictures, Theatres, etc
27
Boston
4
58
5
2
17
2
29
Buffalo
25
4
15
23
Radio Manufacturing
15(3)
4
27
12
19
39
1
8
Chicago
4
17
58
58
3
7
32
19
3
6.1
18
Dealers and Distributors (auto, grocery, etc.)
25
(9)
20
6
2
1
3
5
29
27
2
6
18
1
Cincinnati
17
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
18
43
3
4
12
3
22
10
1
9
Cleveland
2
9
3
4
4.4
12
40
49
3
7
21
4.2
*Houston
Real Estate, Insurance, Finance.
Detroit
0)
25
11
17
10
Oil Production
5
1
3
1
15
7
5
Dallas
1
3
4215
Ft.
Worth76
7
5
12
4.2
5
12
Educational Institutions
7
1
19
(1)
*Memphis
1
8
8
58
59
3
26
29
4
Los
Angeles
2.4
18.6
Miscellaneous interests^
76
5
7
1
1
1
138
1
2
6
Louisville
409
100.0
21
29
Subtotal
409
29
1
7
7
21
29
1
1
6
14
4
9
19
56
16
1
8
Milwaukee
25
12(3)
1
1
5
11
14
404
Minn.-St. Paul 1
3222
(1)
Information Not Available
2
2215
1
6
*New
Orleans 1
16
New Haven
173
13
1
9
23
9
13
23
1
1
4
18
5
9
57
160
179
70
6
(19)
32
New
York
434
Total
5
9
19
5
125
49
3
Philadelphia
(4)
4
4
5
5
3121
41
1
21
Richmond
TV APPLICANTS
1
7
4
2
2
6
1
8
12129
St.
Louis
76.7
333
With AM or FM Stations
33
Salt
Lake
City
3
4
1
1
4
12
18
1
2
(10)
*San
Francisco
23.3
23
4
8
3
8
1
8
1
3
4
1
101
Without AM or FM Stations
Schenectady
4
1
1
31
39
2
6
4
21
1
(8)
434
100.0
(1)
(6)
Total
1
6
9
2
17
2
156
1
Seattle
27
Toledo
3
29
3
3
19
32
7
6
1
» Situation in which the several stockholders have varied business interests.
2
Washington
4
1
7
36
90
31
23
3
* These markets represented in this report 25for the 26first time.
17
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WITH FIVE new stations reporting, the total number of television
advertisers increased to 727 in the
week of Jan. 2-8. Of this total
two-thirds were local-retail advertisers, and 234 were spot users.
Network advei'tising dropped fractionally from a total of 37 to 33.
(Table I)
These figures are taken from the
eighth monthly Rorabaugh Report
on Television Advertising. Data is
received from 46 operating television outlets in 27 markets throughout the country. The report is published by the N. C. Rorabaugh Co.,
New York.
The average number of accounts
per station has increased from less
than 14 in October to more than 16
in January, though many of the
stations reported in the January
report are less than two months
old in commercial operation.
Estimated gross time expenditures of these 727 advertisers was
$301,185, according to Rorabaugh.
A bre.akdown by types of business
reveals that 33 network accounts
spent $68,954; 234 spot (national
and regional non-network) advertisers spent $143,343, and 460 local
retail advertisers spent $88,888.
Increase Over December
These 727 advertisers bought a
total of 456 hours and 50 minutes
of video time in the reported week.
This is an increase of about 23
hours from the corresponding
period in December. (See Table
II) Of this total sponsored time,
6.9% were announcements (either
weather, time or straight commercial) and the rest was programming. The proportion of announcements dropped slightly from December, when 7.3% of all sponsored
time were announcements.
Radio and television set dealers

lumnR
THE
THE

A. S. ABEIL

SUNPAPERS

STATIONS
BALTIMORE

COMPANY

In Maryland,

It's WM

AR-TV

"Your Television Playground is the best
thing that happened to mothers in years," a
Baltimore mother wrote WMAR-TV recently.
"Now I can get dinner in peace, because my
brood is glued to their chairs watching your

for

3. MARYLAND

the

kiddles

Contests, games, hobbies, movies, magic,
arts and crafts and sing-along songs combine
to make the Television Playground Club of
WMAR-TV

the top local television show for

youngsters in Maryland.

show every evening."
More than 2,000 Baltimore youngsters have

And the grownups like it too, according to

written to WMAR-TV in the last six months,
applying for membership in the Television
Playground Club. Every week hundreds of

the mail. An Army sergeant at Fort George G.

Baltimore youngsters receive official "birthday
greetings" from the Club headquarters.
Every

mail

Meade recently asked to enroll his whole squad
and a 41 -year-old father called the station to
learn how the last chapter of a serial ended
because he had missed that episode.

delivery brings the station

scores of entries in the Club's "Junior Artist"
contest and every week one or more of the
Club members receives a prize on
the show for his artistic efforts.

Television
WMAR-TV

Playground
every weekday

is produced

by

evening at 6:15,

just before the outstanding CBS

children's

show, "Lucky Pup."
Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK • DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
•
ATLANTA
• DALLAS
•
LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION
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TBA ON SPORTS
Information Need Cited
EDUCATIONAL committee of
Television Broadcasters Assn.,
irseeting Tuesday in New York,
urged colleges to conduct more research on the effects the telecasting of sports events has on attendance.
Facts at hand do not present
sufficient evidence for a decision
one way or the other, the committee said. The group expressed the
belief that television increases the
gate at collegiate sports events,
adding that even if the evidence
should prove an adverse effect,
telecasting these events would still
be worthwhile because of the public service rendered by such telecasts.
TBA educational committee approved the appointment of a subcom it e to work out the proper
research technique for checking
the effects of television at individual colleges during the 1949
football season.
Subcommittee Named
Another subcommittee was
named to establish minimum
standards for television schools in
three phases: Technical, program
and business. E. H. Rietzke, Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
was appointed to handle the technical phase and Irwin Shane, Television Workshop, the program
phase. Third member, for business, was not named at the meeting.
Members of educational committee attending the meeting were
Prof. Kenneth Bartlett, Syracuse
U., chairman; Mr. Shane; Mr.
Rietzke; Morrison Smith, National
Radio Institute, and Prof. Edward
C. Cole, Yale U.

ARMY STUDENTS
Hear Wonders of Radio, TV
ACQUAINTING 75 officers from
the U. S. Armed Forces Information School, Carlisle, Pa., with
the wonders of radio and television as public relations media, a
group of NBC executives were to
meet with them Friday in all-day
session
at New York's Johnny Victor theatre.
The men, from the Army, Navy
and Air Force, were to hear introductory remarks by Charles P.
Hammond, NBC vice president
and assistant to the president, and
view the network's documentary
film "Behind Your Radio Dial."
They were then to hear Sydney
H. Eiges, NBC vice president in
charge of press, Fi-ancis C. McCall, director of news and special
events, and Edward M. Kirby, former chief of the U. S. Army Radio
Branch and now NBC program
consultant.
Following luncheon at the Hotel
Dorset, the student officers were to
tour NBC's new Park Ave. television studios and RCA Bldg.
studios.
Page 42
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CONSTRUCTION of studio building for WLWC, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s
television station in Columbus, Ohio, is under way. There will be three studios
on first floor, a central control room on second. Transmitter building 400
feet from the studio structure is nearing completion. When station is
completed it will represent an investment of approximately $500,000. Both
WLWC and its sister TV station, WLWD Dayton, are slated to open late
in March.
Crosley's WLWT Cincinnati is already in operation.

Buys Dodger
F. & M. SCHAEFER

Video

On W CBS-TV
F. & M. SCHAEFER Brewing Co., Brooklyn, has contracted for sponsorship of telecasts of all home games of the Brooklyn Dodgers on
WCBS-TV New York, at a figure reported to be well above $300,000
overall.
*
mer lay-offs of many TV programs
Rights to telecast the games,
which last year were set by the
would permit WCBS-TV to broadball club at $1,000 a game, were
cast more than 50% of the scheduled home night games of the
tripled this year, and facility
Dodgers. The remainder, he said,
charges of the TV station have
also been increased in line with
would probably be farmed out to
the increased number of TV set some other New York video staowners from last year.
tion, although definite arrangements for this have not yet been
BBDO New York, agency for
made.
Schaefer, arranged the TV contract and also set the deal for the
WABD, key of the DuMont TV
network, vdll give baseball prececompany's co-sponsorship with Gendence over other programs, it was
eral Foods Corp. of AM broadcasts of all Dodger games, both
said.
home and away, on WMGM New
York.
Schaefer's sponsorship of the
FIGHT PA. FEE
Dodgers on WCBS-TV means that
the home games of all three New
Retailers File Suit
York teams will again this year
be televised for New York viewers.
PHILADELPHIA Retail Liquor
Ligget & Myers Tobbaco Co., New
Dealers Assn., representing 1,000
York, will sponsor telecasts of the
taverns, filed a suit in equity in
Gaints home games on WPIX (TV)
Dauphin County Court, HarrisNew York, placed by Newell-Emburg, Pa., on Feb. 12, to restrain
met Co. P. Ballantine & Sons,
the Pennsylvania State Liquor
Newark brewer, will sponsor the
Control Board from collecting telehome games of the Yankees on
vision permit fees in Philadelphia
WABD (TV) New York, second
taprooms. The Dauphin County
year of a three year contract
Court ordered the Liquor Board to
placed by J. Walter Thompson Co., show cause why it should not be
New York.
restrained.
Twenty-seven taproom operators,
Newwithdrew
York, NBC's
keyWNBT
video (TV)
station,
from
members of the association, brought
the baseball broadcasting picture
the action, charging that the $120
this year after having telecast the
television fee, equal to one-fifth of
Giants home games for the past
the taproom license fee, is excessive
two seasons. Reason for rejectand out of all proportion to the
ing the fat baseball contract lies
cost of licensing, supervision and
in the increasing number of night
enforcement.
games played by the team and
their conflict with the regular
Abraham J. Levinson, counsel
line-up of NBC-TV network profor the operators, said that, in efgrams. Last year in mid-season
fect, the fee amounted to an excise
WNBT transferred its night games
tax and not a license fee. He
to WPIX, which this year is carrypointed out that courts have ruled
ing the whole Giant TV schedule.
that license fees must bear a relaAsked how WCBS-TV, key CBS
tion to the cost of enforcing the
video station, would handle the
law. He said the fee would bring
conflicts between night baseball
in $300,000 annually in Philadelgames and its regular TV program
phia, Bucks, Delaware and Montschedule, a station spokesman explained that the anticipated sumgomery counties.

MEDICAL VIDED
Color Showing for AMA
COLOR television designed as a
teaching aid for medical students
will be unveiled at the annual
American Medical Assn. meeting at
Atlantic City in June, it was announced last Tuesday. Arrangements were concluded by Smith,
Kline & French Laboratories, Philadelphia pharmaceutical house, and
the U. of Pennsylvania.
The university's medical school
is collaborating with CBS' engineering research laboratories, Zeriith Radio Corp. and Webster-Chicago Corp.
Actual surgery and diagnostic
procedures will be telecast continuously during the four-day AMA
convention, with the picture picked
up at the Atlantic City hospital
and beamed on a closed circuit direct to Convention Hall where
12,000 physicians are expected to
attend. Doctors will watch the
transmissions on 20 TV receivers
developed by Columbia and engineered and produced by Zenith.
Webster-Chicago is cooperating on
design and manufacture of color
components.
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GARFINCKEL
Buys First TV Time|
JULIUS GARFINCKEL & Co.,
Washington specialty store, is currently using television for the first
time, sponsoring one-minute nightly
spot announcements
on WNBW's
NBC
Television Journal,
6-6:50
p.m. Monday-Friday. The store
and Donel Foundation Garment
Co., for which it is exclusive merchandiser in D. C, are advertising
Donel garments.
Garfinckel's is furnishing a live
model, with
copy girdles.
stressing Copy
construction of Donel
and video portions of commercial
spots mum
aresalesdesigned
to create
maxiimpact while
remaining
within television's good taste requirements, according to Mahlon
Glascock, WNBW sales director.
Agency is Jackson & Co., New
York. Store's spots, which began
last Monday, will continue through
this week.
Quiz Pros Deflated
IN an effort to eliminate the
"professional
from
its quiz showcontestants"
audiences,
WOR New York and MBS
have inaugurated a new plan
for broadcast tickets. The
new system is expected to
ban more than 400 such
"professionals." Lists of
"regulars" requesting tickets
will be maintained, and their
requests ignored; those who
slip through will be spotted
by artists, staff members who
control distribution of tickets,
and theatre operating personnel. Quiz show tickets
will no longer be distributed
in the lobby and reception
room
except
out-of-towners and
thoseto known
to be
"non-regulars."
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The

NewsweeWl^^Rod^

For

SPOT

the

first

AND

time

NOW

LEADING

Television

. . . anywhere!

NETWORK
OF

NATION'S

and

BILLINGS

THE

RADIO

... for the first time radio buyers will get SPOT

ADVERTISERS

and NETWORK

Billing by prod-

uct groups ... 27 categories including drug and toilet goods, food and beverages, cigarettes and tobacco, etc. . . . all broken down by amount the advertiser spends, where
he spends it, what his money buys. These vital time-buying facts will be current, usable,
up-to-the-minute 1948 figures.
This copyrighted analysis will highlight the April 11 NAB

Convention issue. Around

centerpiece will be grouped other important business features on AM-FM-TV.
the regular spot and convention news.

Guaranteed

Along with

ISSUE

CONVENTION

NAB

this

circulation is 18,000 — 2500 above our subscription list. Every national and

regional advertiser and agency will be covered.

BROAp^STING
The Newsweeldiy^vf Radio and Television
TELECASTING

Advertising

Deadline:

March

21.

Regular

sizes

and

rates

Write, call or wire collect for reservation.

NAB

CONVENTION

ISSUE

-

April

11

prevail,

The

ART

Happy

Epic

BARRIE,

(Announcer,

Mayor,

of

Esq.

Fire

Chief)

As it has to every man who's ever hobbled a
commercial, the desire to be a wireless announcer
occurred

to young

Art Barrie about

5 years ago.

So, forthwith, Art became an "ANN:" with hustling, bustling WSPD in a place called Toledo, O.,
a gem of a city that's crammed with culture, glass
and auto equipment factories and high per capita
incomes.

Well, Art's head is no more
announcer's,
knack

pointed than the next

but he has the rare and wonderful

of making

people (consumers)

fall in love

with him, en masse.
What

happens.'' Well, before you

Industry
"Adam

Station,"

can

Art's on-the-street

Street Congress"

say "Fort
program

is a sock hit, and dough

rolls in every time Art makes

a plea for under-

privileged kids or evicted families —

Thousaflds See Darrie

place every
commercial.

time

Art

makes

with

results take
a client's

Then folks in some 200 small towns around Toledo
began demanding

a personal look at Art Barrie —

so Art starts visiting them and he's welcomed

more

enthusiastically than a pre-war dollar.
Front page newspaper

stories and editorials herald

Art's arrival in the small towns. Gigantic processions, led by local high school bands, follow him
around. He's paraded on donkey-back . . . made
honorary mayor or fire chief . . . municipalities
proclaim "Art Barrie Day."
Art Barrie becomes, like several other WSPD
so?

liners, a community
the best known,

institution . . . becomes

most

headone of

influential radio figures in

the entire Toledo area . . . with a high, high Hooper.
Cash in! Each Fort Industry Station has the same
kind of alert, progressive management
which
COMMERCIAL:

as WSPD,

recognized Art Barrie as a potential hit and

gave him the build-up that put him over ... at each,
you'll find creative programming
shows

with

super-Hoopers

in action . . . local

and super-Sell. More,

you'll find that all Fort Industry Stations are affectionately regarded, locally, as community

institu-

tions. Attracting and holding loyal listeners is the
forte of Fort Industry Stations — so is the delivery
of tangible, profitable sales results!

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. •
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New York 17, Eldorado 5-2455

EdttotiaL

Virgin

Territory

showed the futility of FCC's
THE CASE onwhich
station sales a few months ago
Avco Rule
has now demonstrated its unjustness and reemphasized the need for its abandonment.
That is the case of KMED Medford, Ore.—
older, incidentally, than the Avco Rule itself.
Luther E. Gibson bought KMED from Mrs.
W. J. Virgin in April 1946, subject as usual to
FCC consent. Then began a series of frustra-at
tions clearly traceable to the requirement,
that time a "policy" but soon formalized as the
transfers be adverAvco Rule, that station others
a chance to bid
tised for 60 days to give
"on the same terms."
This is the history: A competing bidder filed,
and FCC, invoking its preference for local
owners, approved the competing application
and denied Mr. Gibson's. Mrs. Virgin refused
to sell, on grounds (to which Comr. Robert F.
Jones also subscribed) that the competing bidder's offer was not "on the same terms" as Mr.
Gibson's. The competing bidder ultimately
withdrew.
At this point Mrs. Virgin and Mr. Gibson
asked FCC to reinstate their original application. FCC agreed — but with the stipulation
that it must go through the Avco procedure
all over again.
Clearly, this was too much. The VirginGibson contract would expire before the new
60-day advertising period could run its course.
Buyer and seller, in the face of changed economic conditions, were unable to come to new
terms. Even if they had, they would have
had no assurance that the venture would profit
them anything more than another 32-month
wait after which the buyer would still be trying to buy and the seller trying to sell.
Mr. Gibson has another, and more pointed,
cause for complaint. Aside from the futility
of it all, he has suffered a $40,000 out-of-pocket
expense on the deal — $40,000 and nothing to
show for it despite the facts that (1) the FCCapproved bidder is no longer bidding, and (2)
his own qualifications are not and never have
been in question, since he is the licensee of two
stations already (KHUB Watsonville and
KSLI-FM Salinas).
FCC now has pending, in the WHAS Louisville sale, a petition to repeal the Avco Rule.
We have no desire to go into the merits of that
petition, dealing as it does with a particular
pending case. We do contend that FCC should
see now that its Avco Rule assures nothing
except expense, delay, and additional work for
itself and its staff.
Mr. Gibson's $40,000 might come under the
heading of property deprived by undue process.
Before the Commission dismisses that thought,
let it remember that $40,000 is a year's salary
for four members — a majority, by the way.
ELEVEN YEARS after the Mars Invasion
hoax of Orson Welles, the drama,tization, with
a Spanish emotional twist, was repeated in
Ecuador, but with almost unbelievably tragic
consequences. It is incredible that all civilized,
peoples were not familiar with the 1938 incident. Arson, murder and riot occurred in
Quito. The original Welles job, which graphically portrayed an invasion of New Jersey,
caused frayed nerves, but no panic. So we
have another startling example of the potency
of radio, and why it cannot be tampered with
by government; why station operation is a
public trust.
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AM + FM^TV
= ?
THE ENGINES of American industry, which
have been racing hell-bent in the 40-odd months
since the Axis collapsed, are now slowing down.
Economists recognize a levelling off, with some
even predicting a mild recession.
Signs of the times are reflected in reduced
food and clothing prices, evaporating waiting
lists for new cars, and harder selling.
In radio, this means a lot of accumulated fat
is going to be worked off. The revolution
among the mass media is going to erupt with
increasing velocity.
Talk TV to a broadcaster with no TV station,
and he goes into a tizzy. Talk to a telecaster,
and he reacts like a high school cheer leader.
So it's timely to take stock. Sound broadcasters are fearful of the inroads of TV. They,
think TV is being exploited too fast, to the
detriment of sound radio.
There's a problem. But it can't be solved by
simply wishing it away. TV represents another milestone. Its advent means change —
change for newspapers, for magazines, for
movies, and for sound radio. But the record
shows each new medium, if it has worth, has
found its niche. Aural radio sells against all
media. It's the most effective medium extant.
It saturates the ears of the nation through
74,000,000 receivers. There are 2,600 sound
stations on the air — 700 of them FM — which
reach 40,000,000 homes and the riders in 11,000,000 automobiles. The public's investment
in aural radio exceeds $12 billion.
FM has a special problem. It was to open
new sound radio vistas. Everybody got on the
bandwagon. It does provide a superior service.
But it collided with TV's spectacular emergence. FM's pull will be harder and more tortuous. Production of TV sets with FM circuits may prove FM's greatest boon.
The very experience of FM proves that TV
isn't going to replace AM this year, next year
or in the foreseeable future. TV's development
has dwarfed the most expansive claims. No
art or industry ever had a greater potential.
Yet today there are about 1,000,000 TV receivers in use. There are less than 60 stations
on the air in about 30 cities.
In the next two years, it is doubtful whether
there will be more than 120 TV stations on the
air. This year, in excess of 2,500,000 receivers
may be built; by 1955, there may be about
20,000,000 receivers. The number of stations
depends on allocations, which have languished
in the FCC's deep freeze since September.
Check these figures against the sound radio
statistics. Remember, circulation is the yardstick, not in top markets alone, but in all 48
states.
The task at hand, then, is to broaden the
bases of the radio media. Because it is a direct
sales and demonstrating medium, as well as an
advertising medium, TV will tap new revenue.
It should draw from sales budgets, rather than
advertising budgets. It's logic that if an advertiser cuts down the demonstrations necessary
for an automobile or a vacuum cleaner, it is
business prudence to use part of that sales
budget for the medium. TV business will come
from accounts which heretofore have used magazines and newspapers more than sound radio.
Sound radio will broaden its base through
revitalizing of what has been relatively dormant sales resourcefulness — and through the
good programming inspired by necessity.
TV is the we plus ultra of the media — it
sells, as it demonstrates, as it advertises,
within the bounds of its present circulation
sphere. Sound radio is the all-encompassing,
intimate medium that covers this democracy
like the dew, and will be there as long as we
have democracy and dew.

ARTHUR

HULL HAYES

The atDe-7
boarded
HAYES
troiter
in Grand
Central
Station
R HULL
ARTHU
' p.m., Wednesday, sank into a seat, wiped
his brow and breathed a sigh of relief. He
was off for San Francisco at last.
The hunted and somewhat guilty look of
the past three and a half months was gone.
He no longer had to dodge anybody.
For weeks he has been holding his hand up
in front of his face, crossing streets suddenly
against traffic, all to evade meeting people
he said goodbye to months ago.
For, back in October, when CBS announced
that he was leaving his post as general manager of WCBS New York to become vice president in charge of the network's San Francisco
office, friends gathered 'round to say goodbye.
Parties were held. Going away gifts presented.
And Mr. Hayes remained.
He remained to hear his friends say: "I
thought you'd gone long ago" or "What, you
It all became a tiresome routine.
still here?"
But now that was in the past. Behind him
he was leaving an impressive record. Under
his leadership, WCBS had become one of the
outstanding radio stations in America, having
top spot, morning, afternoon, and evening in
one listenership survey in New York, its walls
plastered with awards.
It was a listenership built around WCBSowned shows which he had developed. Among
the station's top programs and personalities he
had a hand in bringing along are Arthur Godfrey, Phil Cook, Margaret Arlen, Missus Goes
A Shopping and This Is New York.
It was a listenership which apparently
agreed with the Hayes philosophy of station
management. It is his creed that the measure
of a station is not in its offices or transmitter
or its gaudy trapping, but in service to listeners and community.
"You can have a junk pile for a station
building," he believes, "but if the people listen
and feel you help and entertain them, you
have
Now,a good
in thestation."
speeding train, he could look
back to the time he had come to New York
"practically steerage" in the middle of the depression. With him, were his wife and the first
of his four children, Arthur Hull Jr., then
a babe-in-arms. The banks had recently closed
in Detroit and he was one of hundreds just
let out at the Campbell-Ewald agency there.
Now, fifteen years later, he could regard
(Continued on page 66)
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THE
FOOD
PLAN

RADIO

SELLING

THAT

GOES

The

. . .

toughest

stretch

in the SALES

PROMOTION JOURNEY is "THE LAST
THREE FEET" at POINT-OF-SALE.
Here, the interested customer meets
THE ONLY SALESMAN
YOU CAN
HAVE

ALL

at the moment

buy. HE IS THE
THE

FOOD

of decision-toSTORE

CLERK.

NEW . . .
NOVEL...
ABSOLUTELY

THE

DIFFERENT

WSAI "Personnel Training For Sales" plan
will SHOW THE FOOD STORE CLERK:
• HOW
TO
PRODUCT

WAY

• HOW
TO
HIGHLIGHT
THE STORE
JDOWN

• HOW
YOUR

DISPLAY

YOUR

ADVERTISE
AND
YOUR PRODUCT IN

TO INCREASE
PRODUCT

SALES

OF

I

; TO
A

"S

MARSHALL

REPRESENTED

HE

LF
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STATION

BY AVERY-KNODEL,

INC

CINCINNATI

1949 ev B B CO.
UlSIII
n. B. c

L"!

LEVE
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COMPANY

MB

I

full particulars on

I
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for driving
stage
GL.5513

To

assure

high

video-signal

quaiifyj specify G. E.'s pacesetting 220-mc triodes in your
new

TV

transmitter

design!
For stage
output

IHE BEST, most Up-to-date . . . these words must
describe every unit of your television circuit IF
you mean to get off on the right foot competitively.
So start by choosing General Electric ring-seal tubes.
Designed directly for grounded-grid circuits, they
plug in quickly, firmly, with wide contact areas.
Lead inductance is extremely low. The tubes need
minimum neutralization.
All external parts are silver-plated to reduce r-f
losses. Fernico metal-to-glass seals are used throughout. Sturdy, compact, built to true precision standards. Types GL-5513 and GL-9C24 are acknowledged performance leaders in the TV and FM
fields.
Study the ratings of these modern yet serviceproved v-h-f triodes; then phone your nearby
G-E electronics office for further facts, plus (if
desired) the application counsel of an experienced G-E tube engineer. Or, wire or write
Electronics Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York.

GENERALB

ELECTRIC
iso-H£-«eso

GL-9C24

GS AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
2iO amp
Filament vellage
6.3 *
6.3 V
Filament current
32 amp
Interelectrode capacitances:
24 mmfd
Grid-fllament 21.1 mmtd
Grid-plate
B.7 mmfd
15.7 mmfd
0.47
mmfd
Plote-fllament .1 1 mmfd
water and
Type of cooling
forced-air
forced-air
Plate ratings per tube. Clots B r-f
(video service, synchronizing
Max voltage
Max current
Max input
Max dissipation
*Power output, typical operotion

power amplifier
peak conditions))
3,000 v
5,000 v
1.2 amp
2 amp
3,300 w
10 kw
1,200 w
5 kw
1,160 w
3.4 kw

Plate ratings per tube, Class C r-f power amplifier
(key-down conditions without modulation))
Max voltage
4,000 v
6,500 v
Max current
1 amp
2 amp
Max Input
3,600 w
12 kw
Max dissipation 1,200 w
5 kw
*Power output, typical operotiort 2.45 kw
9 kw
'Includes power transferred from driver to output of
grounded-grid amplifier. -

i

FIRST ANP QREATEST NAME IN ELECTRONICS
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NBC PROMOTES
Knode, Dine Are Moved Up

Mr. Dine

Mr. Knode

THOMAS E. KNODE, NBC director of the press department,
last week was promoted to administrative assistant to the director
of NBC television operations, and
Josef C. Dine, former trade editor, was named to succeed him in
press.
Mr. Knode becomes assistant to
Carleton D. Smith, the director
of television operations. Mr. Dine
assumes the position of director
of the network's press department,
reporting to Sydney H. Eiges, the
vice president in charge of press.
The appointments are eifective
immediately.
Mr. Knode became press department director Oct. 7, 1947, having
been assistant manager since January 1945.
Mr. Dine joined NBC as trade
editor in 1946 after serving with
Tide magazine. Both Messrs.
Knode and Dine have impressive
war records in the infantry.
Mr. Knode was wounded in acQUITO RIOT
Broadcast Causes 21 Deaths
BROADCAST of a fictional "Invasion from Mars" by a station in
Quito, Ecuador, has resulted in the
death of 21 persons, with at least
15 others injured. Similar to a program staged by Orson Welles in
the U. S. in 1938, the Feb. 12 broadcast in Quito was based on H. G.
Wells' novel. The War of Worlds.
Radio Quito interrupted a musical program to announce "an
urgent piece of news." Then followed a vivid description of the
attack of Quito by the men from
Mars. Hysterical listeners poured
out into the city's streets. When
they learned that the invasion was
only a radio drama, they turned
into an enraged mob.
The army was called out and
used tanks and tear gas to quell
the crowds. The building housing
Radio Quito and Ecuador's principal newspaper, El Commercio, was
wrecked, resulting in the deaths.
Property damage was estimated at
$350,000.
The government appointed the
Minister of Defense to investigate,
indicted the station's art and
drama editors and arrested 10
other persons. Radio Quito interrupted the program after the panic
began to announce that it was only
a drama, but it was too late to
quiet the angry crowds.
BROADCASTING

tion in New Guinea where he
served as a rifle platoon commander with the 32nd Division,
winning a Distinguished Service
Cross, Purple Heart and Combat
Infantryman's Badge. He was
discharged as a captain.
Mr. Dine won two Silver Stars,
two Purple Hearts, a Bronze Star
and
Combat
Infantryman's
Badgethewhile
serving
in Italy,
France and Germany as a rifle company commander with the 36th
Division. He was a major at the
time of his relief from active duty.
Mr. Knode's service with NBC
antedates the war. He joined the
network as a news editor in Washington in 1938 after three years
with the United Press. In 1940 he
became director of NBC's Washington news department.
Mr. Dine was a Worcester, Mass.,
newspaperman before the war.
Simultaneously with the elevations of Messrs. Knode and Dine,
Mr. Eiges announced the promotion of Allan H. Kalmus former
television editor, and Samuel Kaufman, former exploitation editor,
to the newly created jobs of television manager and special services manager, respectively.
GARFIELD & GUILD
Walter Guild to Resign
WALTER GUILD will resign
March 1 from Garfield & Guild,
San Francisco, to organize a new
agency, taking many accounts with
him.
Firm name of Garfield & Guild
will remain vdth Sidney Garfield.
New agency including Walter
Guild will be Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli. Temporarily, at least, the
two agencies will share present
oflSces at 45 Second St.
Major accounts held by each
agency will include:
Garfield & Guild — Kay Jewelers,
Rough Rider Inc., Chemicals Inc.
(Vano products) and Smith's of
Oakland.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli — Bear
Creek Orchards, Newell-Gutradt
Co. (Strykers soap), Gravem-Englis Baking Co. and Alexander
Balart Co. (Alta Coffee).
COPYRIGHT SUIT
Motion to Dismiss Filed
A MOTION to dismiss a $1,200,000
copyright infringement suit
brought in federal court in Texas
was to be filed jointly late last
week by NBC, Russel M. Seeds
agency, Chicago; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. and Raleigh
cigarettes. The defendants were
to file a joint motion alleging that
all were improperly served.
The four defendants were named
by the plaintiff, William E. Ballard, of Palo Pinto County, Tex., in
a suit charging that People Are
Funny used a copyrighted idea of
his [Broadcasting, Jan. 17]. The
program is broadcast on NBC under sponsorship of Brown & Williamson for Raleighs, through the
Seeds agency.
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WFBL
SYRACUSE,

N.Y;

wfffi

the

NEWS

Ray Owens
Newscaster
11:30-11:45 a. m.
Highest Hooper in
Town for Any Local
Program Day or NIglit
• ' Report

9y
^

FRANK J. COSTELLO, Mayor of Syracuse, sayS: "/
heartily approve yovr present method of handlirtg
the news. Mr. Owens commands the respect of everyone in the Cify Hall for his unbiased treatment of the
news. It is my opinion that this type of broadcast is
preferred to one in which personal opinions enter."

Latest
Straight News Reporting
WFBL reports the FACTS — not opinions, a rigid
policy which has paid off in the BIGGEST SHARE
of DAY and NIGHT AUDIENCE in Syracuse!
14 Newscasts

Daily

WFBL keeps folks informed on the local, national and international scene. WFBL not only
scoops the town, BUT other stations as well!

Ask Free & Peters for the WFBL
News Booklet and Availabilities

WFBL
IN SYRACUSE

. . . THE

tJO.

1 STATION^
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TABLE V
Production. Method Used
%
Total
Hrs-Min. of 41.2
Studio Live
188:10
Remote
155:37
34.1
Studio Film
74:55
16.4
Studio Live
5.8
& Film
26:34
Studio Live
2.2
& Slide
9:59
Live, Slide
0.2
& Film
:57
0.1
Film & Slide
:38
456:50
100:0
Telestatus
(Continued from page 40 )
on the air with 29 accounts in its
first reported month. New Orleans
also made a good showing in its
first report, with 23 accounts.
Memphis shows an aggressive local
sales effort, as 21 of its 29 accounts
were local advertisers.
Milwaukee's one outlet is the
prize winner. Though it had a
total of 42 advertisers in December, it added 19 new accounts in
January, and made a net gain of 14

l^now

how

Rank
Program Type
10. Audience Participation
6. Childrens
11. Discussion
3. Dramatic
7. Educational
14. Fashion
12. Household Hints
and Shopping
8. Musical
4. News
9. Quiz
1. Sports & Sports News
15. Special Events
16. Weather
13. Time
5. Announcements
17. Miscellaneous . .
Total

TELECAST TIME BY
(in
Studio
Live Studio
Film:10
3:40
:15
21:29
:45
4:45
50:00
5:32
:10
6:00
5:00
:06
2:45
4:48
9:04
6:17
5:38
3:22
2:45
:30
65:15
:21
1:31
188:10

advertisers, to bring its total number of accounts to 56 in January.
Of this total, 32 were local retail
advertisers. (See Table IV)
Program Types
For the first time, studio live programming exceeded remotes in
total number of sponsored hours

18:30
1:04
2:35
18:30
:15
:18
2:33
17:48
:25
74:55

TABLE VI
TYPES AND PRODUCTION METHOD
hours and minutes)
Film
Studio
Studio
Studio
Live
Film
Studio
Live
Live
:30
&
Slide
&
Film
:15
:30
Remote
&
Slide
& Slide
.2:30
1:00
1:20
:15
:15
:30
:02
:04
:49
3:38
—
:21
:16
:05
:35
3:39

:25
3:00
2:57
2:00
2:45
:18
10:21
:35

:10
:28
:38

:58

26:34
9:59
telecast. In December remotes accounted for 39.7% of all programming, but in the reporting week in
January, live studio programming
was 41.2% of the total, and remotes
dropped to 34.1%. Film programming was the next most frequent

iheydoiff

anticipation.

MONROE •

plenty of ear to KMLB, the TUNE-IN

station

in these parts. They're waiting to hear
about your product or service!

TV

I

KMLB
MONROE, LOUISIANA
^ TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., Inc.
National Represenlalives
•k AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
5000 Wattt Day • 1000 Watts Night

HAS MORE LISTENERS IN NORTHEASTERN LOUISI4N4 THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED
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0.9
0.1
0:3
100.0
5.7
production method, with a total of
about
(Table 75V) hours during the week.
Of the total about 18 hours were
film announcements, and news and
sports programming each used
18 V2 hours of film during the week.
The remainder of the programming
was a combination of slide, film and
live production.
Sports programming was still
far and away the most popular
form of programming on the television screen. A total of 175 hours
and 47 minutes of sports remotes,
commentary or news was presented, accounting for more than
one-third of all video sponsorship.
No other program category approached that total. (Table VI)
Variety shows, nearly all network programs, were in second
place in total telecast time, with
about 77 hours or 16.8% of the
total. (^Network shows hours are
multiplied by the number of outlets
using that show.)
The two other leading forms of
television programming were dramatic (again largely network)
with 12.1% and news broadcasts,
accounting for 7.5% of all programming. The rank order of
various types of programs is given
in the first column of Table VI.
:22
:57

LOUISIANA

to keeping abreast, they have a lot to
in KMLB's seventeen northeastern La. parishes
and three Ark. counties. They give

:05
:15
:12
155:37

11:04
175:47
2:45
4:17
76:40
1:35
25:57
:25
456:50

Dayton, Ohio— 2,100 as of Feb. 7,
reported by WHIO-TV Dayton.
San Francisco (Bay area) —
3,850 as of Feb. 1, reported by
KPIX (TV) San Francisco.

On their toes when it comes

say about the 223 millions of dollars spent

:30
151:00

Total
1.4
1.7
5.0
12.1
2.6
0.7
% of
1.1
2.5
7.5
38.5
2.5
16.8
0.6

TV SET figures reported to Broadcasting during the past week :
Buffalo, N. Y.— 12,335 as of Jan.
31, reported
Electric
Co. by Buffalo Niagara

T
^^L- HICK or thin, here's a female audience
that takes life and malted
milks with equally keen

:05
:15

7:47
Total
22:54
6:30
12:00
55:32
2:59
11:10
5:19
34:09

Mobile

Laws

LIST of 12 state legislatures which
would prohibit or limit mobile television installations [Broadcasting,
Feb. 7] has now grown to 19. New
states are Delaware, Maine, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Tennessee arid Washington.
District of Columbia also has a bill
under consideration. All legislation introduced only, with no bill
yet to pass both Houses, although
Indiana bill has passed Senate, and
Rhode Island bill has passed the
House. Maryland passed its ban
last Wednesday.
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AGENCIES«ADVERTISERS«

Network Expenditures
(Continued from page 27)

STATIONS

DESIGNED FOR PLANNING - SELLING

This attractive three color quality map

^

shows AhA-jy stations in United States, its pos- ▼
sessions, and Canada— by city, county, state, ^
▼
territory, province . . . time zones.
You'll use these maps all year round to
demonstrate coverage . . . plot network and
national spot campaigns

...

for translating ▼

complex problems into simplified sales pictures.

YOUR

1949 RADIO-TV-PICTURE -25"x35"

Excellent for presentations
izing markets

- - visual-

^
^

- - charting sales terri- ^

torieSf costs and volume - - ready ref- ^
erence at a glance.
^

ORDER

PER MAP

500 each 10 or more

25"x35"

40^ each 50 or more

YOUR

MAPS

TODAY!

BROADCASTING • Telecasting
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Please send
1949 Radio-TV Maps. $
enclosed. (Check or money order, please. At these
reduced prices we cannot bill for less than 10
maps— .$5.00)
^

NAME

^
▼

FIRM
ADDRESS

^
^

CITY
STATE
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ZONE

Z

Class
Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp.
VII CHRISTIAN REFORM CHURCH
208,295
Religion
VI CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING
SOCIETY
309,938
Christian Science Monitor
V CHRYSIER CORP
819,297
Plymouth & De Soto Cars
V CITIES SERVICE CO
630,108
Gas & Oil
VIII CLARY MULTIPLIER CORP
11,596
Clary
Business
Machines
&
Flo-Ball
Writing Instruments
VIII CLEAR WEAVE STORES INC
2,304
Miscellaneous Apparel & Accessories
VII CLUB ALUMINUM PRODUCTS CO
125,422
Aluminum Household Utensils
III COCA-COLA
2,519,887
Coca-Cola CO
VIII COLE, H. C, MILLING CO
46,821
Omega Flour
III COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO
4,342,245
Colgate Dental Cream, Lustre Creme,
Palmolive Soap, Super Suds, Colgate
Shave Cream, Brushless Shave & Rapid
Shave
BouquetCream,
Soap Halo Shampoo, Cashmere
VIII CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL CO.. . 20,677
Kranks Shave Kreem
VIII CONTI
INC
24,710
Conti PRODUCTS
Castile Shampoo
V CONTINENTAL
BAKING
CO
756,889
Wonder Bread & Hostess Cake
VIII CONTINENTAL PHARMACEUTICAL CO.... 60,802
V CREAM
CORP
356,624
Kyron OFof WHEAT
Cream
Wheat Cereal
V CUDAHY PACKING CO
626,881
Old Dutch Cleanser
V CURTIS CIRCULATION CO
666,657
Magazines
Candy
VIII CURTIS
PUBLISHING CO
51,717
Publishers
VI CURTISS CANDY CO
272,855
VIII DAY & NIGHT MANUFACTURING CO.... 4,914
All Products
VIII DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN
COAL
86,246
Blue CO
Coal
VIII DOUBLEDAY
& CO. INC
36,022
Books
VII DRACKETT
248,573
Drano & CO
Windex
VIII DRESSER INDUSTRIES INC
3,053
All Products
V DU Institutional
PONT de NEMOURS, E. I., & Co
695,736
V ELECTRIC AUTO LITE CO
904,413
All Products
V ELECTRIC COMPANIES ADVERTISING
PROGRAM
539,131
Institutional
VIII ELGIN
NATIONAL
WATCH
CO
55,350
Watches
V EMERSON
DRUG
CO....,
829,580
Bromo-Seltzer
V EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF Insurance
THE U. S
876,747
VIII EVANS
PEN
CORP
8,989
Evanette Ball Point Pens
IV EVERSHARP
INC
1,006,252
Razors, Razor Blades, Pens & Pencils
VII FALSTAFF BREWING CO
127,860
Beer
VII FARNSWORTH
TELEVISION
& RADIO
CORP
213,362
Capehart Radios, Farnsv/orth Radios,
Phonographs,
Television
Sets,
&
Railway Communication Equipment
VII FAULTLESS STARCH CO
13,876
Starch
VIII FERRY
MORSE
SEED
CO
98,946
Seeds
V FIRESTONE
TIRE & RUBBER CO
776,163
Tires & Tubes
VIII FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST
51,848
Religious Talks
VIII FIRST
NATIONAL
STORES
INC
71,448
Institutional
VIII FISHER FLOURING MILLS CO
29,303
Biskit Mix, Flour for Europe, Fisher
Cereal, Flour Products
VI FITCH,
F.Shampoo,
W. & CO
Fitch
Ideal Hair Tonic & 335,580
Brushless
Shave Cream
IV FORD
MOTOR CO
1,629,102
Automobiles
VIII "42"All PRODUCTS
INC
76,716
Products
54,736
"42" Oil Shampoo, Hair Oil Tonic &
Kings Men Toiletries
21,980
VIII FULLER,
67,047
Paints W. P., & CO
VIII FULLER
FOUNDATIONS
69,002
Evangelical
Talks
VII FRUEHAUF
TRAILER
CO
125,497
Trailers & Institutional
III GENERAL ELECTRIC CO
3,283,378
All Products
1,826,896
Institutional
783,084
Electric Lamps & Bulbs
673,398
(Continued on page 54)
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1947 Exp.
or% Increase
Decrease
8,184 +200,111
315,874 •
—5,936
231,717 +587,580
613,380 +16,728

115,192 +10,230
695,124 +1,824,763
30,951 +15,870
4,352,523 —9,278

250,146 —225,436
730,794 +26,095
340,929 —15,695
570,251 +56,630
735,430 —68,773
187,276 —135,559
264,323 +8,532

86,659

—413

68,843 +179,730
693,276 +2,460
891,974 +12,439
541,666 —2,525
55,892 —542
844,703 —15,123
761,601 +115,146
1,852,006 —845,754

197,170 —98,224
786,177 —10,014
14,712 +56,736
52,064 —22,761
825,262 —489,682
908,970 +720,132
120,679 —43,963
120,679
61,965 +5,082
254,049 —185,047
630,857 +2,652,521
187,247
211,809
231,801
• Telecasting

"^^TlgP OI4 IT BOy^ ! THEVRE ADVERTI$ir4<i
yiNOTHEa DRE^$ 5ALE OKI WGM TOMIGHT!^

YES,

THIS

IS LITERALLY

WHAT

HAPPENED

when Hirsch Clothing Co., John Nesbitt's "Passing Parade" and WON
got together for two announcements on the night of November 29, 1948.
No

promotion

or advertising

and yet $19,000 worth
This is a Hirsch

MBS

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

other than these two commercials

was used

of dresses were sold before closing time the next day.

story, a Nesbitt tale and a typical WGN

listener response.

Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldfi.. 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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1947 Exp.

Class
II

II
IV
II
V
V
VIII
VI
V
V
VII
VI
VII
VIII
VI
VII
VI
VIII

Network Expenditures
(Continued from page 52)
1947 Exp.
1948 Exp.
Sponsor and Product
6,774,603 7,084,066
CORP
FOODS
GENERAL
Bakers Chocolate, Minute Tapioca,
Columet, Swansdown, Certo, Jell-O &
Jello-Puddings,
Cornstarch,
Post's House
Corn
Toasties, Cereals,
Maxwell
Coffee
&
Instant
Coffee,
Sanka,
Goine's
Dog Products
Food, La France & Sotino & Other
.,_
GENERAL MILLS INC
7,190,599 7,053,473
Bisquick, Ginger Cake Mix, Pyequick,
Soups, Gold Medal Kitchen Tested Flour,
Soft-a-silk Cake
Flour, Cheerios,
Wheaties, Bean Soup & Other Products
GENERAL MOTORS CORP
1,976,764 1,789,850
Chevrolet Autos
127,490
Institutional
1,048,500 974,387
Electrical Refrigerators
800,779 815,463
GILLEnE SAFETY RAZOR CO
6,267,319 1,269,756
Brushless & Lather Shaving Cream,
Razors, Razor Blades, Toni Home Permanent Wave, Shampoo & All Products
GOLD SEAL CO
547,548
Gold Seal Wax
GOODYEAR
TIRE
&
RUBBER
CO
541,500
591,543
Tires
GRAND LODGE FREE & ACCEPTED MASONS OF NEW YORK
656
774
Institutional
HASTINGS MFG. CO
324,681
Piston Rings & Casite
GULF OIL CORP
612,714 610,089
Gulf Oil Products
HALL BROTHERS
843,801 832,215
Hallmark Greeting Cards
HANCOCK,
JOHN, MUTUALCO
LIFE INSURANCE
186,618 229,464
Life Insurance
HELBROS WATCH CO
478,002 457,827
Helbros Watches
HIRES,
CHAS
E.,
CO
151,357 423,087
Root Beer
HORMEL, GEORGE A., & CO
53,820
Spam 8. Other Canned Meets
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP
451,924 546,415
Personal Loans
HUDSON COAL CO
49,088 49,088
Coal
ILLINOIS WATCH CASE CO
378,942
Compacts, Cigarette Cases, Dresser
Sets, Etc.
INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF
BOILERMAKERS, IRON SHIP BUILDERS
AND HELPERS OF AMERICA
16,902
Institutional

An excerpt!
from a '
letter to

Increase
or$—309,463
Decrease

-1-114,747

-f 186,91 4
+4,997,563
—50,043
—118

+2,625
—42,846
+ 11,586
—271,730
+20,175
—94,491

P."^^

THE ST

Cleveland's
Chief
Station

*
nce an
Refere
^quests
B^e
Utandard
delude of
^„ ,i,e
for ^l^W^ee

OC:"

of ^^"^

Creadon
BILL O'NEIL, Presidenf

IWJW
BASIC
850 KC
CLEVELAND
ABC Network
5000 Waffs
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
lY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Class
Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp.
V INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO
782,719
All Products
626,693
Institutional, Motor Trucks & Farm
Machinery
156,026
VII INTERNATIONAL MILLING CO
118,437
Robin Hood Flour
V INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO
853,074
International Silver & 1847 Rogers Silverplate
VIII INTERSTATE LABS INC
16,252
Oculine Eye Pads
V JERGENS, ANDREW, CO
804,832
Jergens Lotion, Toilet Soaps, Perfumes,
V JOHNS-MANVILLE
CORP
844.306
Etc.
Industrial Products
425,562
Insulation
418,744
IV JOHNSON, S. C, & SON INC
1,181,372
Johnson's
Wax 8. Allied Products 1,115,792
Carnu
65,580
V KAISER-FRAZER CORP
957,708
Automobiles
IV KELLOGG CO
1,048,640
& Other Cereals INC
VIII L. Pep
B. LABORATORIES
8,693
L. B. Hair Oil & Shampoo
VI LAMBERT PHARMACAL CO
286,766
Listerine Tooth Powder & Toothpaste
VI LEE. FRANK H., CO
404,195
Hats
VIII LEWIS FOOD CO
22,143
Dog BROTHERS
& Cat Food CO
V LEVER
5,317,036
Lifebuoy Soap, Lux Soap, Lux Flakes,
Swan Soap, Dentifrice, Pepsodent
Toothpaste & Toothpowder, Trim Hair
Tonic & Other Products
2,994,871
Spry, Lipton Tea & Noodle Soup Mix.. 1,515,619
R^nso
806,546
V LEWIS-HOWE
766,830
Turns & NRT CO
Tablets
II LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO
5,043,752
Chesterfield Cigarettes
VII LONGINES WITTNAUER WATCH CO. INC. 163,670
Watches
VIII LONG ISLAND MATTRESS CO..:
8,514
All Products
IV LORILLARD, P., CO
1,164,420
Old Gold Cigarettes
VIII LOS ANGELES SOAP CO
64,983
All Products
V LUDEN'S
INC
624,509
Cough Drops & Other Products
33,348
5th Avenue Candy Bar
591,161
VIII LUERFreshPACKING
CO
3,738
Meats
VI LUTHERAN
LEAGUE
388,526
Religious LAYMEN'S
Talks
VII MAIL POUCH TOBACCO CO
187,047
Tobacco
III MANHATTAN SOAP CO
2,803,753
Sweetheart Soap & All Products
1,857,050
Blu White Flakes & Sweetheart Soap.. 946,703
VIII MANTLE LAMP CO. OF AMERICA INC... 40,273
Electric & Kerosene Lamps, Kerosene
Lanterns & Heaters, Vacuum Bottles.. 40,273
IV MARS INC
1,542,062
VIII McKESSON
&
ROBBINS
8,118
Tartan Suntan Oil
VIII McLaughlin,
w.
f.,
&
co
17,424
Manor House Coffee
VIII MENNEN CO
67,488
Mennen Shaving Cream, Skin Bracer,
Talcum Powder for Men, Cream Hair
Oil
VI METROPOLITAN
Life Insurance LIFE INSURANCE CO.... 471,543
VIII MICHIGAN REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE 708
Political
V MILES LABS. INC
5,885,540
Alka-Seltzer
& All
Vitamins,
Vitamin Tablets,
Products One-a-Day
VI MINNESOTA VALLEY CANNING CO
434,231
Canned Vegetables
VIII MISSISSIPPI TABERNACLE
12,944
Religion
VIII MODE O'DAY CORP
17,684
Mode O'Day Wash Dresses
(Continued on page 56)

ACCORD
Accordionist Rejoins Heidt
DIFFERENCES between Horace
Heidt, band leader, and Dick Contino, accordionist, have been resolved by an impartial mediator.
The young musician was scheduled
to rejoin the Heidt troupe in New
Orleans yesterday for its featured
NBC broadcast at 7 p.m. EST.
Mr. Heidt and Mr. Contino issued a joint statement in New
York Thursday announcing the
settlement.
In the statement Mr. Heidt said
he was withdrawing an injunction
suit against Mr. Contino and Mr.
Contino said he was completely
satisfied now.

628,995
628,995

or$ Increase
Decrease
+ 153,724

22,034
585,675
758,162
875,149
875,149
863,226
244,114
2,737,559

+96,403
+267,399
—30,843
+46,670
+318,146
—1,688,919
+713,594

369,196
4,767,321
2,593,902
725,408
1,448,011
966,465

+34,999
549,71 5
—199,635

3,752,068

+ 1,291,690

1,045,776
49,947
573,869
389,520
184,349

+118,644
+ 15,036
+50,640

344,764
176,615
1,529,475
2,786,542
1,257,067

+43,762
+ 10,432
+ 17,211

1,324,142

—108,768
+217,920

126,192

—52,201
523,744
5,531,884
228,915

+353,656
+205,316
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LEMME
IN/

KVOB
CENTRAL LOUISIANA'S
FASTEST GROWING

STATION

Mutual Broadcasting System
Soon 1000 W

- 970 KC

All programs duplicated over
KVOB-FM
at no extra cost
W. H. Dick, Gen. Mgr.
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Radio Promotion
(Continued from page 25)

Look
The
in

at

Return

Houston

K-NUZ

i

assures advertisers more dollars in

returns, per dollar invested, than any other station in Houston.
It's true — dollar per
dollar, invested in
time on K-NUZ, Houston's fastest growing
radio station, bring
phenomenal results.
Constantly mounting
Hooper ratings plus
scores of satisfied advertisers testify to this
fact — the latter by
their repeat orders for
K-NUZ spots and superior programs.

NATIONAL REP. FORJOE & CO.
Dave Morris, Gen. Mgr.
k-nuz
"Your Good News Station"
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON

operating costs and general business trends are leading advertisers
and agencies to inspect their advertising dollars with greater care.
As a result they need more selling,
he said, adding that use of radio
for
institutional advertising is decreasing.
Advertisers are going in for
bard-hitting sales techniques, he
said, and other media are greatly
expanding media-wide sales efforts.
Radio has been selling against itself in the "good years" but collective selling is now needed, he said.
Television has confused buyers'
minds as to the real strength of
broadcast selling, he suggested.
Outline of the script for the allradio film will be ready for the
NAB convention in April, Mr.
Gray said, along with typical segments of the final film now slated
for completion in time for the fall
sales season. Mr. Ratner is starting to write the draft script, following completion of preliminary
work.
Shows All Radio Good
Mr. Ratner emphasized to the
board that the film will show that
all radio is good, in all its forms,
AM and FM, from announcements
to hour shows. It will demonstrate
by actual on-the-scene movies how
sound broadcasting is an enormously .versatile medium and can
meet any advertising need. Though
there is no problem in selling premium time at present, the film will
show that all time is a good sales
weapon.
Answering fears that the film
might emerge as a network or big^
station promotion, Mr. Ratner
pledged that the film will not have
a network slant. He said the story
will be told entirely in the terms of
local station operation "because
that's where the listener gets his
Mr. Avery, in charge of utilizaradio."
tion of the film, gave the board his
four-point plan to show the film in
every community in the nation to
business, service and civic groups
as well as individuals.
The plans for exhibition of the
finished film are : Plan A, presentation in eight major markets in
conjunction with local committees
of subscribing stations (these markets yielding 95% of national advertisingPlan
);
B, showings in the
next 142 markets where local committees will organize showings,
aided by complete sets of instructions; Plan C, showings in committees or towns before service clubs,
civic groups and dealer meetings;
Plan D, showings by individual stations to individual prospects and to
store meetings and similar affairs.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
•

$ Increase
Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp.
1947 Exp.
or Decrease
MODGLIN CO. INC
10,905
Perma Brooms
MOFFAT, H., CO
4,212
Meat Products
MOORE,
BENJAMIN,
&
CO
69,366
60,759 -|-8,607
Paint
WORRELL, JOHN, & CO
292,283
177,953 -1-114,330
Red Heart Dog Food
MORRIS,
& CO., LTD.,
3,128,733 -|-715,311
CigarettesPHILIP,
& Tobacco,
PhilipINC.Morris.. 3,844,044
Cigarettes CO
VII MUSTEROLE
136,422
107,973 +28,449
Musterole
V MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH & ACCIDENT
ASSN. OF OMAHA
728,733
706,535 -|-22,198
Insurance
V NASH-KELVINATOR
CORP
775,449
Nash Cars
86,250
Kelvinator Refrigerators, Electric Ranges,
& Home Freezers
689,199
IV NATIONAL BISCUIT CO
1,149,157
696,201 +452,956
Premium & Ritz Crackers, Nabisco
Shredded Wheat, Nabisco & Grahams,
All Products
VII NATIONAL COUNCIL OF PROTESTANT
EPISCOPAL CHURCHES
231,479
Religion DAIRY PRODUCTS CORP
IV NATIONAL
1,875,830
447,190 +1,428,640
Cheese
645,495
Milk, Ice Cream
490,958 447,190
Miracle Whip, Mayonnaise
135,045
Parkay, Kraft Dinner
604,332
NESTLE CO. INC
588,941
604,447 —15,506
Nescafe
VIII NEW YORK STATE REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE 1,776
Political
V NORWICH PHARMACAL CO
726,525
561,216 +165,309
Pepto-Bismol, Unguentine, Etc.
V NOXZEMA CHEMICAL CO
656,478
624,470 +32,008
Noxzema & Noxzema Shave Cream
V PABST SALES CO
760,963
749,499 +11,514
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
V PACIFIC COAST BORAX CO
615,225
638,559 —23,334
Twenty Mule Team Borax & Boraxo
VIII PACIFIC GREYHOUND LINES
3,856
Bus Transportation
VIII PENNSYLVANIA
COMMITTEE - STASSEN
FORPolitical
PRESIDENT
2,295
VIII PERFECT
C|RCLE
CO
17,335
17,145 +190
Piston Rings
IV PET400-D
MILK PetSALES
CORP
1,031,883
924,362
+107,521
Milk
VII PETER PAUL INC
186,876
177,733 + 9,143
All Products
V PHARMACO INC
755,464
719,126 +36,338
Chooz, Feen-a-Mint
IV PHILCO
2,408,150 —173,334
PhiicoCORP
Radios, Refrigerators, Freezers, 2,234,816
Air
ceiversConditioning & Television ReVII PIEDMONT SHIRT CO
196,405
Wing Shirts
V PILLSBURY
MILLS
INC
989,317
384,478 +604,839
All Products
VIII PILOT RADIO CORP
9,291
30,968 —21,677
FM Radio Speaker Device
VIII PLANTERS
NUT
&
CHOCOLATE
CO
82,320
149,298
—66,978
Planter Peanuts & Peanut Oil
IV POLITICAL PROGRAMS
1,208,503
Political Speeches
I PROCTER & GAMBLE CO
18,226,321
16,652,870 +1,573,451
Camay Soap, Ivory, Drene, Lava Soap,
Prell & Teel
5,290,477 5,289,204
Crisco
1,482,500 1,242,423
Chipso, Tide, Dreft, Doz, Ivory Flakes,
Spic & Span, Camay, Ivory Snow,
Oxydol, Cleansers, Shortenings & Denti- frices 11,426,344 10,121,243
IV PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF
AMERICA
1,942,416
1,964,163 —21,747
Insurance
(Continued on page 58)
Class
VIII
VIII
VIII
VI
III

MEMO to:
JULIE BROWN,

Compton Agency:

Another top rating for WCKY's independent block
programming, Musical Showboat, Sunday 2 to 3 P.M.
leads
stations with an audience rating of 5.4.*
* (Pulse all
Nov.-Dec).
ON

THE AIR EVERYWHERE

24 HOURS

A DAY

2, TEXAS
WFPG-FM

Page 56

Network Expenditures
(Continued from page 5U)
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Starts

FM operations for WFPG Atlantic
City started Feb. 14, according to
an announcement by Mel Siskind,
program director. WFPG-FM is
on Channel 253 (98.5 mc) with 15.5
kw. A 408-foot tower is in use.

50.000

WCKY
CINCINNATI
WATTS
OF SELLING
BROADCASTING

POWER
• Telecasting

well to follow Philadelphia business leaders
and start selling on KYW. Renewals prove
results; KYW gets both! Get in touch with
Free & Peters. . today!

This car was showroom-new in 1940, when
Keystone Automobile Club first used KYW to
tell people in the Philadelphia area about the
Club's helpful services.
As the years rolled by, Keystone has been
able to keep in touch with more and more club
members., more and more car owners..
through this regular weekly radio program.
Motorists in the nation's third market have come
to rely on the Keystone program for information and advice. And Keystone's membership,
in the same period, has increased 33 percent!
Whatever the product or service you want
to sell in the Philadelphia market, you'll do
NATIONAL
BROADCASTING

REPRESENTATIVES,

• Telecasting
s

FREE

& PETERS,

PHILADELPHIA'S
50,000
NBC AFFILIATE

WATT

gv^^ WBZ
WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO • KEXSTATIONS
Inc
• WBZA • KDKA • WOWO
• KYW • WBZ-TV

EXCEPT

FOR

WBZ-TV;

FOR

WBZ-TV,

NBC

SPOT SALES
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1947 Exp.
Network Expenditures
(Continued from page 56)
1947 Exp.
or$ Increase
Decrease
627,341 +1,659
2,436,931 +242,602

Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp.
PURE Oil CO
629,000
Petroleum Products
III QUAKER OATS CO
2,679,533
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour & Muffets,
Ken-L Ration, Oatmeal, Puffed Wheat
& Puffed Rice Sparkies
RADIO
BIBLE CLASS
289,280
263,188 +26,092
VI
Religious Talks
•
. »,
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
628,832
602,300 +26,532
IV
RALSTON-'PURINA
1,572,140 —160,577
Instant Ralston, CO
Ralston & Shredded 1,411,563
Ralston
1,084,031 1,154,235
Chow Products
327,532 417,90.5
VIII REICHHOLD CHEMICALS INC
73,050
516,692 —443,642
Musical Digest Magazine & Vox Records
REPUBLICAN & DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
COMMITTEES,
PROGRESSIVE PARTY &
DEWEY WARREN CLUBS
1,213,282
VII REVERe'cAMERA CO
242,651
83,910 +158,741
Movie Cameras, Projectors & Accessories
REXALL drugs CO
859,386
850,842 +8,544
Rexall Drugs
III REYNOLDS, R. J., TOBACCO CO
4,076,436
3,945,149 +131,287
Camel Cigarettes, Prince Albert Tobacco
RICHFIELD
OIL
CORP
279,792
466,377 —186,585
Petroleum Products
RONSON ART METAL WORKS
631,275
497,843 +133,432
Ronson Lighters
VIII SAFEWAY STORES INC
31,861
438,832 —406,971
Kitchen Kraft Flour, Sunnybank Margarine 31,861 71,461
Canterbury Tea & Dwight Edwards
Coffee
159,082
All Products
208,289

A Posy for Irwin
Johnson who wins all
popularity
tral Ohio aspolls
the in
topsCen-in
disc jockeying and as
,
an outstanding personality. It was only natj ural
Columbus'
AnnualthatMum
Show
should name a chrysanthemum "The Early Worm" in honor of his
morning WBNS program that helps folks start the
day in a high good humor. Johnson is the first in
radio to receive such a distinction.
Civic Affairs Are of Special Interest to WBNS—
Richard A. Borel, general manager of the Station,
sets the pace for all as an enthusiastic worker for
fifteen
fromHe the
Boy's
the
Columbusorganizations
Philharmonic.
is also
an Club
active tomember of CBS Affiliates Advisory Board.
Twenty Years on WBNS— That's the record of the
Capital City Products Company, makers of Dixie
Margarine and Kingtaste Salad Dressings. Dixie
and Kingtaste are household words among the families of Central Ohio . . . another demonstration
that consistent WBNS time pays dividends.
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CBS

BLAIR

Class Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp.
V SEEMAN BROTHERS INC
636,551
Air Wick
630,525
White Rose Food Products
6,026
V SEMIER, R. B
920,455
KremI Hair Tonic & Shampoo, KremI
Kreme Hair Tonic
iV SERUTAN CO
1,168,266
Serutan, Nutrex
VI SHEAFFER, W. A.. FEN CO
456,606
Pens, Pencils, Skrip & Leads
VIII SHIPSTAD & JOHNSON
5,215
Ice Follies of 1949
VI SHOTWELL MANUFACTURING CO
381,022
Candy OIL
Bars CO
VIII SIGNAL
70,275
All Products
VII SKEILY OIL CO
180,288
Petroleum Products
VII SMITH BROTHERS INC
128,086
Smith Brothers Cough Drops
VIII SOIL-OFF MANUFACTURING CO
22,793
All Products
VIII S.O.S. CO
55,101
All Products
V SOUTHERN COTTON OIL CO
662,564
Wesson Oil, Snowdrift Shortening
VI SPEIDEL
CO
262,269
Wristwatch
Bands
IV STANDARD BRANDS INC
1,475,776
Blue Bonnet Margarine, Chase & SanCoffee, Fleischmann's
Yeast
PuddingbornCheese,
Shefford
Tenderleaf Tea,
Royal&
VII STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA.. 186,527
Petroleum Products, Institutional
IV STANDARD OIL OF NEW JERSEY
311,300
Institutional
VIII STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS INC
23,842
Kitchen Equipment
VIII STUDEBAKER CORP
66,756
Motor Cars
II STERLING
DRUG INC
9,063,366
Bayer Aspirin, Milk of Magnesia,
Phillips Creams, Energene Cleaning,
Drug Products & Personna Blades,
Haley's. M-O, Phillips Toothpaste, Ironized
Dr. Coconut
Lyon's Toothpaste,
Double Yeast,
Danderine,
Oil Shampoo,
Molle
Shave
Cream
IV SUN OIL CO
1,049,768
Oil, Fuel Oil & Sunoco Gas
VIM SUNNYVALE
PACKING
CO
13,661
Rancho Soups
III SWIFT & CO
3,387.340
Any Swift Products
2,112,742
Meat Products
297,909
Allsweet Margarine
363,589
Peter ned
Pan PeanutMeats
Butter & Derby Can613,100
VIII TEENTIMERS INC
67.014
Dresses
67,014
Dresses & Cosmetics
IV TEXAS CO
1,241,898
Gas & Oil
VIII TILLAMOOK COUNTY CREAMERY ASSN.. 21,216
Cheese
VI TRIMOUNT CLOTHING CO
318,792
Clipper Craft Clothes
VIII TUCKER
66,618
Tucker CORP
Automobiles
VI UNITED ELECTRICAL, RADIO & MACHINE
WORKERS
OF AMERICA
293,854
Institutional
VIII UNIVERSAL CARLOADING & DISTRIBUTING CO. INC
31,200
Institutional
VI UNIVERSAL
MATCH CORP
438,894
Schutter Candies
(Continued on page 60)

BROTHERHOOD

or$ increase
Decrease

455,187
455,187
832,510
1,207,614
989,369

—39,348
+ 181,364
—532,763
—1,165
+87,945
—2,637

6,380
168,190
72,912
+ 12,093
19,228 +35,873
875,123 —212,559
-440,840
1,916,616
165,626
+20,901
64,153

+2,603

9,442,963 —379,597
—28,760
1,022,624
42,421
2,825,084
215,003
2,020,098

+27,144
—416
—76,206
+582,256

589,983
143,220
143,220
1,115,994
21,632
266,966

+ 125,904
+51,826

134,827

+—97,572
159,027

536,466

WP/X, ABC, CBS
Award Winners

EVERETT R. CLINCHY, president of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, last week announced winners of the sixth annual
Brotherhood Week radio awards. Based on "contributions to mutual
understanding and respect among all the American people," the awards
are made by NCCJ, sponsor of
Brotherhood Week.
cause of brotherhood: WNBC New
The first television award to be York, WHO Des Moines, WEAN
Providence, WIOD Miami, WROW
made, goes this year to WPIX New
York for its program Television
Albany, KLZ Denver, WWDC
Chapel, featuring religious pro- Washington.
Brotherhood Week observance
grams of all faiths.
The radio awards are:
runs this year from Feb. 20
To ABC for its Child's World se- through Feb. 27. President Truries by Helen Parkhurst; to CBS
man is honorary chairman of the
for three programs. The Friend event, with Nelson A. Rockefeller
and Peter Stuyvesant, The Dreyfuss Case and For This We Live; general chairman.
to the Armed Forces Radio Service
for Miracle in Brooklyn by Robert
C. Vinson ; to the Jewish Education
Committee of New York for
STAMFORD,' CONN.
Worldover Playhouse.
The following stations received
"The Gateway
New England"
ABC toAHiliate
awards for meritorious contribuRepreientatire: J. P. McKINNEY & SON
tions throughout the year to the
BROADCASTING
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Station WICA, Ashtabula, Ohio
npHE consulting radio engineer prescribed uni^ form cross section towers of maximum strength
and efficiency for this directional array, but the
budget demanded a minimum of expenditure.
So there was only one place to take the prescription—BLAW-KNOX.
The three type LT towers illustrated, although low

in cost, have the strength and high factor of safety
characteristic of Blaw-Knox design and engineering.
The type SGN tower completing the array has the
additional strength to support the heavy-duty FM
pylon and any future TV requirements.
Your tower prescription will be
promptly filled at BLAW-KNOX

BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION of blaw-knox
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

company

ANTENNA
BLAW-KNOX
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Class
VI

rica's
Ame
leading
engineers
of important
industrial
organizations

H

ITC
SW
to

VIII
VIII
IV
VIII
VI
VIII
VI
VIII
VI
VI
VIII
VIII

for
TV, Radio, Sound and
Recording Equipment,
Replacement Parts and
Electronic Tubes
_ because...
NEWARK has the most complete on-thespot stock of all standard equipment...
from the liniesi replacement port to the
most comp/ele instaUalion ... on hand in 3
located stores, and tregiant centrally
mendous warehousesi
NEWARK equipment is tops in quality, dependability, and performance. Everything
is Newark-tested and Newark-backed, so
you know it's the best I
NEWARK delivers the goods... but fast!
24-Hour mail-order service ... faster on
phone or telegraph orders.
NEWARK offers the most complete essential reference book. ..148 illustrated pages
full of data on over 20,000 standard brand
items, including
Standard and L-P pickups and changers'
Wire, tape and disc recorders • Hi-Fi sound
and P. A. equipment
• Speakers • Mikes •
Accessories
etc.

VII
VIII
VII

Network Expenditures
(Continued from page 58)
% Increase
Sponsor and Product
1948 Exp.
1947 Exp.
or Decrease
U. S. ARMY & U. S. AIR FORCES RE380,588
444,035 —63,447
RecruitingCRUITING SERVICE
U. S. RUBBER CO
10,252
392,384 —382,132
U. S. Tires
U. S. SIXTH ARMY COMMAND
7,512
U. S. Army Recruiting
U. S. STEEL CORP
1,052,090
1,067,725 —15,635
Institutional
UNITED STEEL WORKERS OF AMERICA.. 11,176
United Steel Workers of America
U. Tobacco
S. TOBACCO CO
249,506
VICKS CHEMICAL CO
18,480
All Products
VOICE OF PROPHECY
279,231
260,873 +18,358
Religious Talks
VOLUPTE INC
52,115
Volupte Compacts & Cigarette Cases
WANDER
491,475
523,922 —32,447
Ovoltine CO
WARNER, WM. R., & CO
292,707
1,053,993 —761,286
Royve Creme Shampoo & Lady Home
Permanent Wave, Du Barry, Richard
Hudnut, Rayve Creme Shampoo
WASHINGTON CO-OPERATIVE FARMERS
ASSN
28,793
19,063 +9,730
Lynden Poultry Products
WASHINGTON STATE APPLE COMMISSION 15,295
34,726 —19,431
Apples
WATERMAN,
L.
E.,
CO
146,656
568,713
—422,057
Fountain Pens, Pencils & Ink
WELCH GRAPE JUICE CO
31,693
Fruit Preserves
WESTERN
AUTO Accessories
SUPPLY CO
201,696
202,092 —396
Automobile
& Household

Appliances
IV WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC CORP
1,313,029
Laundromats, Refrigerators, Irons, etc.
V WILDROOT CO. INC
960,228
Hair Tonic & Cream Oil
960,228
All Products
V WILLIAMSON CANDY CO
526,086
Oh Henry Candy Bars
VIII WILSON SPORTING GOODS CO
81,469
Sports Equipment
VII WINE
GROWERS
GUILD
171,576
Guild Wines
VIII WISE, WILLIAM H., & CO. INC
17.800
Books
17,800
Various Publications
V WRIGIEY,
JR
871,399
Chewing WILLIAM,
Gum
VII YOUNG
PEOPLE'S
CHURCH
OF
THE
AIR.
.
123,123
Religious Talks

WPf/C
FULLTIME

1,137,412
1,150,301
310,808
839,493
456,935
74,129
442,516
61,077
31,569
29,508
791,747
225,564

+180,617
—190,073
+69,151
+7,340
—270,940
—43,277
+79,652
—102,441

Application

First

Of Many Expected
FIRST of a predicted flurry of daytime-station requests for fulltime
operation on Mexican 1-A channels was filed with FCC last week by
WPIK Alexandria.
The application is linked with the campaign of the Daytime Petitioners
Assn., composed of daytimers on *
the six Mexican 1-A's, to secure
and therefore is not in eff'ect.
nighttime as well as daytime use
WPIK cited the DPA petition
of the channels [Broadcasting,
and
asked permission to be repreJan. 31].
sented in any general hearing on
WPIK is headed by Howard B. the subject. The station's request
Hayes, also president of DPA. Its was filed by Leonard H. Marks,
Send
who also is DPA counsel.
request was for special service auTODAY
thorization toopei'ate at night with
tor FREE
Approximately 106 stations oper250 w on 730 kc, which it currently
ate on the six frequencies — 730,
new 1949
800, 900, 1050, 1220, and 1570 kc.
uses on a daytime-only basis with
NEWARK
1 kw. The SSA would run to
CATALOG
Nov. 1.
A half-dozen other daytimers
are known to be planning similar
moves, although some of them may
Also featuring a complete line of
RADIO AND TELEVISION KITS, SETS,
be influenced by FCC's reaction to
PARTS and ACCESSORIES for homes,
WPIK's. The flurry undoubtedly
will increase if the Commission achams and hobbyists!
cepts the Alexandria application
24-HOUR MAIL-ORDER SERVICE
and
indicates
3 GREAT STORES! Uptown atllS W.45th St. of the question. early consideration
Downtown at 212 Fulton St. In NEW YORK
323 W. Madison St.in the heart of CHICAGO
Core of the question is the
"Gentlemen's Agreement" with
MAIL NOW! Mexico whereliy the U. S. does not
put fulltime stations on the six
Dept. A I Mexican channels. The agreement
was linked with the North AmeriNEWARK ELEC. CO., 242 W. 55ih St., N. Y. C.
Pleose send FREE 1949 Ntwork Catalog tO:
can Regional Broadcasting Agreement, which has since expired and
No me.^ .
been extended. DPA officials claim
Address
the "Gentlemen's Agreement" was
-StateCity
not extended along with NARBR
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RED CROSS SHOW
Truman Talk on 4 Networks
PRESIDENT TRUMAN will address a special Red Cross message
to the nation Feb. 28 on a half -hour
broadcast launching the 1949
American Red Cross fund campaign, the Red Cross announced
last Tuesday. His talk will be carried by ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC.
The President will speak from
the White House at 9:56 p.m. during the last four and one-half
minutes of the special broadcast
which will originate in Chicago at
9:30 p.m. Earlier portion of the
program, broadcast from a Red
Cross rally at Chicago's Medina
Temple, will be carried by ABC
only. This portion will include an
address by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower and an original drama starring Helen Hayes and James
Stewart, with special music by
Wayne King and his orchestra.
March has been designated "Red
Cross Month" by presidential proclamation.
BASEBALL CASE
Lawyers Study Next Move
ATTORNEYS for the major
leagues in the Gardella case
[Broadcasting, Feb. 14] said at
week's end that they have not yet
decided whether to appeal the case
to the Supreme Court of the United
States on matters of law or go to
trial on the facts in federal district
court in New York.
The case was remanded for trial
Feb. 10 by U. S. Court of Appeals
in a decision which directed the
district court to determine whether
the telecasting and broadcasting of
baseball games brought organized
baseball within the scope of antitrust laws and whether baseball
violated such laws. The Court of
Appeals ruling in effect denied the
applicability of a 1922 Supreme
Court opinion by Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes, who held that
baseball was not in interstate commerce. Federal laws, therefore,
would not be applicable. The appeals ruling was to the effect that
telecasts and broadcasts have now
changed the nature of baseball to
an interstate operation.
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This first real Transcription

EXECUTIVE

to the 3

of stations:
SPOT SALES ASSISTANCE

works for you ... It delivers a balanced 8% hour unit of 5 top open-end transcribed
shows immediately:
HOLLYWOOD'S

OPEN

HOUSE

ROBBINS'

ANYTHING FOR LAUGHS
IT'S A GREAT
RADIO THEATRE OF FAMOUS CLASSICS

NEST
SHOW

^(2^ works for you .

It furnishes gratis complete local press, merchandising and promotional material on each show.

works for you .

It actually helps member stations sell shows through enormous
national trade advertising, unprecedented national publicity on
each show, direct mail selling contact of sponsor and agency time
buyers from coast-to-coast.

^^^^ works for yo
u .

It produces 3 new shows each year to fill programming needs of
member stations. Network stations actually choose these shows and
receive them at practically no added cost.

works for you .

It delivers this complete network service to only one station in each
market for the unbelievably low cost of the station's class "A" onetime 1/2hour national rate per week ($40 minimum weekly).

SECURE COMPLETE INFORMATION
TRANSCRIPTION
11 East 52nd
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New
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Seven

Stations Are

Involved

TRANSFERS
In FCC Applications
EXCHANGE of ownership interests between KRUZ Santa Cruz and
KDON Monterey, Calif.; sale of WFTC Kinston, N. C, for $61,000 by
Jonas Weiland, and purchase of majority interest in WJVB Jacksonville
Beach, Fla., by Reginald B. Martin and Lester M. Combs for about $25,000
are reported in transfer applications tendered for filing last week
at FCC.
transactions, stem from long efforts
of Monterey Peninsula to improve
Monterey Peninsula Broadcasting Co., a Speidel Newspaper in- facilities of KDON, a Class IV
terest, swaps its 100% interest in local outlet on 1240 kc with 250 w.
KDON with Taft R. Wrathall and
KRUZ is a Class III-A regional
L. John Miner for their combined
outlet on 1460 kc with 1 kw full50% holding in KRUZ, plus $11,250 time, directional. KRUZ's present
cash each. Grant R. Wrathall,
coverage pattern is said to be
brother of Taft R. and consulting
"slightly better" than that proengineer, retains 50% holding in
posed by KDON in a pending reKRUZ.
quest to switch to 1520 kc with 10
Other transfer applications filed kw day and 5 kw night. The KDON
with FCC last week also include
application would be dropped.
assignment of license of KGFN
KRUZ plans to seek boost to 5 kw
Grass Valley, Calif., from '49er on its present channel, it was said.
Broadcasting Co. for $15,000 to Joe
The KRUZ-KDON transfers are
D. Carroll, manager of KMYC
each contingent upon approval by
Maryville, Calif.; acquisition of maFCC of the other. Request also is
jority interest in WANE Fort made for waiver of the Avco rule
Wayne, Ind., by C. Bruce McConpublic advertising to alnell, Indiana businessman and requiring
low open bidding for the facilities.
broadcaster, for $11,850 from MerIt is pointed out that no one else
lin H. Smith and Glenn R. Thayer,
could "meet the exact terms and
and sale of 25% holding in WROD
conditions" specified in the agreeDaytona Beach, Fla., for $20,000
ments and the transfers merely inby Wade R. Sperry to WLAK
volve reorganization of radio
Lakeland, Fla., already 25% owner.
interests among the respective
present owners. It is pointed out
The KRUZ-KDON reorganizations, involving several complicated
that they have long been associated

BOOSTER
Sales need a boost!
Let WSGN lend a helping hand. In the May-Sept.
Hooperating WSGN packs a lot of weight, with
1 8 out of the 30 top ranking shows ... 6 times
as many as station A with 3 out of 30; 3 times as
many as station B with 6 out of 30. For a real sales
booster it's Alabama's leading station . . . WSGN.
ALABAMA'S

BEST

FAR!

THE NEWS -AGE -HERALD STATIONS
Birmingham 2, Alabama Headley Reed National Reps.
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with radio and no newcomers are
being introduced.
Details of the various transactions follow:
C— Assignment
of WFTC
license Kinston,
from JonasN. Weiland
to Kinston Broadcasting Co. for $61,000. Mr.
Weiland
is
chief
owner
of
WINZ-AMFM Hollywood, Fla.; part owner of
WSSV Petersburg, Va., and officer
and stockholder in Miami-Hollywood
Television Corp., Miami TV applicant.
Kinston Broadcasting is owner of
WKNS Kinston which it would give
up if WFTC acquisition were approved.
Principals
are:
K. Burrus,
presi-of
dent 21.33%;
Leo A.Brody,
president
WGNI Wilmington, N. C, and part
owner of WLPM Suffolk, Va., director
11.11%; John G. Dawson, part owner
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C, and WLBJ
Bowling Green, Ky., director 11.11%;
Leo Harvey, director 19.77%; J. E.
Peterson, vice president 1.11%; and
C.
Felix There
HarveyareIII,
-treasurer
1.89%.
22 secretary
other stockholders.
Assignee stated, "Apparently the city
will not sufficiently sustain two stations, and assignee desires to purchase
WFTC in order to give better radio
service
and make
income."
WFTC
is assigned
250 w some
fulltime
on 1230
kc.
WKNS is assigned 1 kw daytime on
1000 kc.
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif. — Assignof license
from '49er
Co. toment Joe
D. Carroll
for Broadcasting
$15,000. Mr.
Carroll since 1942 has been manager
of KMYC Maryville, Calif. Assignor
is sellingeratingbecause
"Heavystation
oplosses, desireof:
to have
operated
by
people
with
radio
experience and desire to abandon business
in which stockholders are not adequately experienced
interested."
KGFN balance
sheet or
showed
deficit
as of Dec. 31, 1948, of $29,108.47 and
net loss for second half of 1948 of $9,389.36. Total assets of $33,701.14 were
reported and of this amount following
assets were not to be sold to Mr. Carroll: $2,825.10 land and improvements;
$10,741.60 building (less depreciation);
$4,192 serveaccounts
(less rebad debts); receivable
total $17,758.70.
No
liabilities are to be transferred. Principals in '49er
Colling,
H. W.Broadcasting
Westbrook, are
JohnJohn
EdwinG.
Keegan and Carlton G. Thomas, each
20%, and Robert T. Ingram and Earl
J. Caddy,
10%. onKGFN
signed 250 each
w fulltime
1400 iskc.asWROD
Fla.— Transfer of 25%Daytona
interest Beach,
in Daytona
Beach
Broadcasting Co., licensee, by Wade
R. Sperry for $20,000 to Lakeland
Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLAK
Lakeland, Fla. Lakeland, already owning 25% of WROD, is headed by S.
O. Ward, president-treasurer 51%; his
wife, Dorothy B. Ward, 24.6%, and
daughter, Jane S. Ward, 24%. E. J.
Sperry
is president-general
of
WROD.
Station is assignedmanager
250 w
fulltime on 1340 kc.
WJVB Jacksonville
Fla. —
Transfer
of control ofBeach,
Jacksonville
Beach Broadcasting Co., licensee, from
group of 16 stockholders to Reginald B.
Martin, WJVB general manager, and
Lester M.rector. PairCombs,
program
diacquiresWJVB
275 shares
of total
304 shares. Mr. Martin pays $17,403.07
for 192 shares and Mr. Combs $7,523.20
for 83 shares. Chief sellers are J. Lyle
Williams,
and others
H. A. Prather,
78 shares.84 shares,
Fourteen
sell 12
shares or less each. WJVB is assigned
250 w day on 1010 kc.
Wayne,
Ind. — Fort
Acquisition
of WANE
majorityFortstock
in Radio
Wayne
Inc., licensee, by C. Bruce McConnel
through purchase of 190 shares for
$11,850 held by Merlin H. Smith and
Glenn R. Thayer. Mr. Smith sells 128
of his 178 shares and Mr. Thayer 62 of
his 162 shares. Mr. McConnell already
holds 275 shares. Total of 675 shares
are issued. Application said Messrs.
Smith and Thayer wished to sell part
of their holdings because "unexpected
severe
the operation"
of WANElosses
haveincurred
"heavilyin taxed
financial
abilities
of astransferors.."
Station's
balance sheet
of Jan. 31 cited
operation
loss
$34,802.10.
Mr. McConnell
chief ofowner
of WHOT
South Bend,is
Ind., and principal stockholder of
WHHU Anderson, Ind. WANE is issigned 250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
Calif.— Assignment
ofKDON
licenseMonterey,
from Monterey
Peninsula
Broadcasting Co. to L. John Miner and
Taft R. Wrathall, co-partners, d/b as
Monterey Radio Broadcasting Co. (Congrant ofSanta
assignment
of licensetingentof onKRUZ
Cruz, Calif.;
see
below).
KDONkc. is assigned 250 w
fulltime
on 1240
KRUZment of license
Santa from
Cruz, L.Calif.
John— AssignMiner,
Taft R. Wrathall and Grant R. Wrathall
d/b
as
Monterey
Bay
Broadcast
Co.
to Central Coast Counties Radio Inc.

(Contingent
on grant Monterey,
of assignment
license
of KDON
Calif.;of
see below). KRUZ is assigned 1 kw
fulltime on 1460 kc and has application
in
to seek increase to 5
kw preparation
on that facility.
Transfers
of KDON
and KRUZ
involve exchange
of station
holdings
among
three
interests.
Grant
Wrathall
retains one-half interest in KRUZ;
Taft Wrathall and John Miner acquire
100%reyownership
of KDON from
MontePeninsula Broadcasting
in exchange
for their combined 50% holding in
KRUZ plus $11,250 each. Monterey
Peninsula is owned by Salinas Newspapers Inc., a Speidel Newspapers Inc.
interest and publisher of Salinas Californian.
Transactions involved include:
(1) Reorganization of Monterey Bay
Broadcast Co., KRUZ licensee, with
Grant Wrathall increasing holding from
24.5%
50%, 24.5%
Taft Wrathall
holdingto from
to 25% increasing
and John
Miner reducing holding from 51% to
25%. Mr. Miner receives $8,456.87
from Grant Wrathall and $1,580.29 from
Taft Wrathall. (2) Exchange by Taft
Wrathall and Mr. Miner of their 50%
holdingterey(25%
each)Broadcasting
in KRUZ with
Peninsula
for Mon100%
interest in KDON. Each also receives
$11,250 cash from Monterey Peninsula.
(3) Formation
of newInc.,
firm,
Coast
Counties Radio
to Central
assume
operation of KRUZ and in which Grant
Wrathall has 50% holding and Monteterest.rey Peninsula holds the other 50% inMonterey
Peninsula
Broadcasting
tains KDON-FM
Monterey
and is re-to
file application to move main studio of
the outlet to Salinas for inclusion in
new Salinas Californian building now
under construction. Present and Ptoposed studio sites are both within
5,000 millivolt contour. Transmitter
site is not moved. KRUZ-FM Santa
Cruz
to be dropped
by Central
Coast.is Messrs.
Taft Wrathall
and
Miner upon assuming control of KDON
would file for new call letters. Also
pending
KDON
for
switch to application
1520 kc with of
10 kw
day and
5 kw night would be dropped.
Messrs. Taft Wrathall and Miner obtain certain articles of equipment and
furniture now owned by Monterey
Bay Broadcasting valued in amount of
$6,024.18ment while
certain atitems
and furniture
KRUZof equiptransmitter house go to Central Coast valued
at $26,858.58. Through reorganization
Grantburdensome
Wrathall isdetail
relieved
of "much of
the
of management
of KRUZ" and
application
said,arewhile
Taft
Wrathall
Mr. Miner
relieved
of a part of the obligations they incurred in the constructing and financing of KRUZ.
Central Coast Counties Radio Inc. is
headed by Grant Wrathall as president.
Fay M. Wrathall is director. Paul Caswell,fornian,
publisher
of theand
Salinas
is treasurer
HarryCali-S.
Bunker, general manager of Speidel
Newspapers Inc., is secretary. Officers
of Salinas Include:
Newspapers
and Snow,
Monterey
Peninsula
John Ben
45%
owner Speidel Newspapers, chairman
of the board; Merritt C. Speidel Sr.,
51% owner
Newspapers,
president; RobertSpeidel
M. Speidel,
vice president;
Mr. Caswell, treasurer, and Mr. Bunker,
secretary.
interests includeOther
WKIP Speidel
(AM) radio
and WHVA
(FM) Poughkeepsie,
N. KFBC
Y., KWRNAM-FM
Reno, Nev., and
(AM)
and KFBA (FM) Cheyenne, Wyo.
Other radio interests of Grant
Wrathallterestsinclude:
Holding
25% and
inin KUTA Salt
Lakeof City
KGEM Boise; 12.5% interests in KLIX
Twin FaUs, KEIO Pocatello and KIFI
Idaho FaUs; 15% in KOPR Butte,
Mont.; 23.1% in KULE Ephreta, Wash.,
and 3% in WLOU Louisville.
KPIX (TV) San Francisco is now operating on a 6-day weekly programming schedule. Station had been telecasting on a Wednesday through Sunday evening schedule since it went on
the air last Dec. 22. Sixth day of
programming was launched with local
premiere
Theatre. of the NBC-TV's Texaco Star

4,000,000 PEOPLE
KWKW
Pasadena - Los Angeles
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MEMBERS of the Atlanta Journal 25-Yeor Club participating on the At Home
With Elsbeth show over WSB-TV Atlanta are welcomed by the show's star,
Elsbeth Hofmann. Veterans are (I to r) John M. Outler Jr., general manager,
WSB and WSB-TV; John Poschall, editor emeritus; Maurice Hopkins, advertising department, and Sam Dull, assistant advertising director. The four
have compiled a total of 154 years with the Atlanta Journal Co.
ABC

Asks Commission
For Action

KOB-WJZ
CASE
ABC called upon FCC against last week to terminate KOB Albuquerque's
seven-year occupancy of 770 kc, which is assigned to the network's WJZ
New York as a 1-A clear-channel frequency.
The network asked the Commission either to deny KOB's long-pending
application for licensed operation
status accorded the channel by the
on 770 kc, which it has shared with
North American Regional BroadWJZ under special service authoricasting Agreement (NARBA).
zations since November 1941, or to
The network pointed out that a
hold a further hearing with particular attention to the prospects of grant of KOB's request for further
extension of its special service
KOB sharing 1030 kc, 1-B channel, with WBZ Boston.
authorization would mean the station will still be on 770 kc when the
KOB is formally assigned to
new NARBA is negotiated in Sep1030 kc but was given special service authority to use 770 kc on tember.
grounds of interference with the
Notes NARBA Factor
Boston station. Action on its apWith reference to the overall
plication for permanent assign- clear-channel case, the petition
ment on 770 kc has been held up noted
that a Senate Interstate
pending a decision in the overall
Commerce
subcommittee has recclear-channel case, which itself has
ommended
that FCC issue no decibeen held up by Senate Interstate
sion until after the NARBA conCommerce Committee intervention.
ference [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
ABC has two other pending peti"No formal announcement has
calling770
for kca case.
"prompt"
been made of what action will be
siontions
on the
One deciwas
filed in October 1945 and the other taken by the Commission in response to the report, but it is sigin February 1948. FCC has not
nificant that no decision in the
acted on either one. Nor has it
clear-channel proceeding has been
acted on a petition filed by KOB
last October asking for removal of announced, even though the U. S.
NARBA proposals must be transits application from the pending
mitted to other countries by May 2,
files and for immediate grant, and
1949,"
the
petition asserted.
stressing the need for an early decision irrespective of the outcome
Under the special service authorization KOB operates on 770 kc
of the clear-channel case.
with
50
kw day and 25 kw night.
Asks Extension
ABC claimed this has caused "subKOB also has pending a petition
stantial interference to WJZ withfor extension of its special service
in its normally protected service
authorization on 770 kc from
area, with a resultant loss in servMarch 1 to Nov. 1.
ice by a substantial population in
In its petition ABC reiterated its areas where the programs of ABC
contention that e^)ntinuation of are not otherwise available."
The KOB application is for 50
KOB on 770 kc may hinder "if not
preclude" retention of the 1-A kw fulltime, non-directionalized.
This, ABC contended, would cut off
31,968,866 persons from secondary
service from WJZ, plus 2,374,005
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
within the normal primary service
A Service of Radio
area.
Corporation of America
The petition was filed by Joseph
The oldest and recognized aa one of
the leading Radio Schools In .\raerlca
A. McDonald, ABC vice president,
oiTera
Its
specially
trained
Radio
and
Television teohnldanj to the Broadcaat
secretary and general attorney,
Industry. (Our
graduate* have 1st Class
Telephone
License.)
and Andrew G. Haley and James A.
We solicit your Inquiry.
McKenna Jr. of Haley, McKenna &
Address: Placement Manager
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
Wilkinson, Washington counsel for
350 West 4th St., New York 14. N. Y.
the network.
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Typical WPTR

promotion

for a sponsor's program
includes courtesy announcements,
newspapers, billboards,
bus cards, direct mail
and lobby displays.

10,000 Watts of
POWER
Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON
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PHILLY MEET
Mitchell Addresses NICD
SERVICE establishments and
other local businesses who want
maximum advertising effectiveness
should publicize their strong lines
and "in-demand" services regularly
on radio, Maurice B. Mitchell,
NAB director of broadcast advertising, told the National Institute
of Cleaning and Dyeing in Philadelphia last Tuesday.
Mr. Mitchell addressed a morning sales promotion session of the
institute's 40th annual convention
and exhibition. He spoke on "Radio
Advertising Suggestions." General
theme of the three-day meeting was
"Better Your Quality — Better
Your Future."
"The advertiser who consistently
uses his advertising to associate
himself in public with his least
saleable services is doing nothing
more than paying for an announcement of the fact that he is a poor
businessman," Mr. Mitchell said.
After understanding their objectives, local advertisers should take
advantage of the "beamed program
technique" which radio affords, Mr.
Mitchell said, adding: "When you
buy radio to advertise your strong
departments and your in-demand
services, you're following the precepts of some pretty good retailers." Local businessmen are
now radio's biggest customers, he
pointed out.
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ZENITH

AD

Sparks Controversy
Non-Commercial

FULL-PAGE advertisement by Zenith Radio Corp., extolling the virtues
of its FM station, WEFM Chicago, and new model portable AM-FM set,
while taking to task commercial radio, elicited heated replies from industry circles last week. Statements of protest were issued by Maurice B.
Mitchell, NAB director of broad- ★
In a telegram to NAB, Mr. Webb
cast advertising; Frank V. Webb,
characterized the advertisement as
general manager of KFH KFH-FM
a "direct attack on all broadcasters
Wichita, Kan., and others.
The advertisement, appearing in everywhere" and urged AM-FMthe Chicago Tribune Feb. 13, said TV operators to register "strong
that "WEFM is the FM Radio Sta- protest" to Zenith President Eution which sells no advertising . . .
gene McDonald.
"The demonstration is in exand has a 40-second silence betremely poor taste for it represents
tween selections instead of paid
an open and unwarranted attack
commercials." It added: "There
are only two announcements per on the American system of broadcasting, asystem that has made it
hour (. . . required by law). No
possible for Zenith to acquire milpaid spots. No singing commercials." WEFM was cryptically delions in profits at the broadcasters'
. . ." Mr.
declared.
scribed as "truly an island of expense
Mr. Mitchell
also Webb
denounced
the
refuge in today's radio world."
Chicago
manufacturing
firm
for
Characterizing the advertisewhat
he
termed
"violation
of
our
ment as a "move of desperation,"
designed to move new low-priced industry's clearly stated policy covZenith models, Mr. Mitchell declaimed that "non-commercial" staKOBAK
ON CODE
tions and newspapers "have been
tried before" and the "results
speak, not only for themselves, but
Says Stations 'Slipping'
for the American people." He ob- EDGAR KOBAK, MBS president,
served that the firm's policy, if pro- last week deplored what he saw as
seeks to eliminate
"the radio
very a growing tendency among some
audiencejected,which
commercial
broadcasters to flout the NAB code.
has built up for it and all other
Without identifying broadcasters
radio manufacturers — an audience
or instances, Mr. Kobak said he
which has invested over $2 billion thought radio and television had
for more than 77 million radios . . ." been "slipping in the questions of
good taste." He said that Mutual
itself was guilty of this on recent
occasions and had been forced to
cancel one program because of repeated breaches of taste.
The Mutual president talked at a
luncheon given members of the
press in New York.
As for Mutual, Mr. Kobak said,
"we have no intention of changing
our standards." Mutual, he said,
would continue to make every effort
to live up to the standards of practice adopted last year by NAB.
Anofher Reason Your
Speaking on the subject of the
future of broadcasting, Mr. Kobak
Advertising Dollars
said he had not made up his mind
as to what effect television would
exert.
Get Results on KFDM
"I don't know if there is going
to be enough advertising around
As profiled in recent issues of LIFE
to support four radio networks and
and HOLIDAY, refining in this 3city market is conducted on a scale
five television networks," he said.
unsurpassed by any other refinery
concentration in the world. You
expect to see things buzzing in such
Brown to Hooper
a singularly blessed market . . .
THE RESIGNATION of Thomas
and what's more, you can look for
that buzz to last! Reach this buyA. Brown Jr. as president of the
minded audience with ONE station
Radio Council of
-KFDM, now 5000 WATTS DAY
AND NIGHT!
National Advertisers Inc., to become vice president in charge of
advertiser
relaKFDM
tions for C. E.
Hooper Inc., New
BEAUMONT. TEXAS
annYork,
0 u n cwas
e d last
"Delivering a 3-City Market"
week. The new
5000 Watts Day and Night
560 K. C.
Mr. Brown
appointment
comes effectivebein
ABC-Lone Star Chain Affiliates
March. He was formerly with
Represented by
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, and
was secretary and general counsel
FREE and PETERS, INC.
of American Home Products Corp.

ering weeks
free time
He said
that
ago chisels."
Zenith requested
"free advertising" time of both AM
and FM broadcasters to promote
an FM set. Broadcasters also received afoUowup letter pointing up
scarcity of FM sets in certain markets andlivered"suggesting
they'd
deto areas where
suchbe free
promotion was delivered by stations . . ." Mr. Mitchell continued.
KCBC QUITS MBS
To Use Transit FM on AM
KCBC Des Moines terminated its
affiliation with MBS effective last
Monday and the station made plans
to duplicate its FM Transit Radio
programming on AM in place of
many of the former network
shows.
Actual cancellation with MBS
followed unsuccessful talks between the station and network for
renewal of the affiliation contract.
A network official said that the
KCBC termination was a breach of
contract. Myles H. Johns, executive vice president of KCBC, expressed the belief the contract
termination was permitted under a
24-hour cancellation clause, whic^
the network contended applied .only
to it and not to the station.
KIOA is succeeding KCBC as
the Mutual outlet in Des Moines.
Mr. Johns said he believed his
station would be the first in the
country to duplicate Transit Radio
on AM. He said one rate would be
charged for both the AM and FM
programs and that by the time
KCBC is ready to duplicate it will
be from 50 to 60% sold out. An
official of Transit Radio in New
York acknowledged that if KCBC
duplicates, it probably will be the
first in the country to do so.
Upcoming
March 1: Kansas City area stations
meeting with local attorneys and
Don Petty, NAB general counsel,
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City.
March 1: Wander Co. Hearing before
FTC continued, Durham, N. C.
March 2-6: Exposition of Electrical
Progress
Auditorium, (TV
Kansasstudio),
City, Mo.Municipal
March 3-5: Annual Radio Conference
on Station Problems, U. of Oklahoma
Norman, Okla.
March 4: Fourth Annual Michigan
Radio Conference, Michigan State
College Campus, East Lansing.
March: 7-9:
Assn. ofChateau
BroadcastersCanadian
directors meeting,
Frontenac, Quebec.
Marchcil 7-9:
TelevisionChicago.
CounnationalChicago
TV conference,
March 7-10: IRE national convention.
Hotel Commodore and Grand Central Palace, New York.
March 8-9: National Marketing Confer
ence, Neil House, Columbus, Ohio.
March 10-12: Assn. of Women BroadChicago. casters Convention, Drake HotelMarch 16: FCC Hearing on G. A.
Richards'
news
policies. Federal
Bldg., Los Angeles.
March
15-17: Radio Manufacturers
Assn.
spring conference, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.

WINZ
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REVERSES
Mr. Crowl Can Take 'Em
SELLING time is comparatively
easy for Ray Crowl, WHBC Canton,
Ohio, although it has its reverses.
Telling time — for Mr. Crowl, at
least — has some reverses, too.
When Mr. Crowl is out calling
on "WHBC clients and prospective
clients he wears a 17-jewel wrist
watch in a gold-filled case. At first
glance it looks like any other wrist
watch, but — look again. The numbers appear in reverse positions
and the hands move counter-clockwise.
A watchmaker in Mineral Wells,
Tex., by changing the works in
Mr. Crowl's watch, accomplished
the counter-clockwise stunt. The
WHBC salesman suggested counter-clockwise clocks carrying messages reading, "Don't be backward— buy our product." But the
Patent Office wouldn't hear of it
unless Mr. Crowl and his watchmaker friend would buy a complete
GERMAN VIDEO
U. S. Offers Six Patents
SIX U. S. patents, involving television tubes and projection devices
formerly owned by a German national, are now available for licensing by the Justice Dept.'s Office of Alien Property, Attorney
General Tom Clark has announced.
They will be offered on a royaltyfree non-exclusive basis for $15 per
patent, cost of the administrative
fee.
Title to the patents was vested
by the U. S. under the terms of the
Trading-With-the-Enemy Act. Patents became available for licensing
upon waiver by an American national of alleged claim of interest,
according to David Bazelon, assistant attorney general of OAP. They
were formerly under the name of
Manfred von Ardenne.
Licensing information and a list
of the six patents may be obtained
from the Office of Alien Property,
and copies may be purchased for
254 from the Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Crowl and his wrist watch.
clock factory already in operation.
It was another reverse, but Mr.
Crowl is accustomed to reverses.
ORIENTATION
Course for NBC Employes
APPROXIMATELY 500 NBC employes registered for the network's
eight-week television orientation
training program which opened
Feb. 10 in New York.
Carleton D. Smith, director of
television operations, described the
courses to follow. Subjects to be
covered are: Plans and problems,
organization, programming, production, program facilities, feature
services, news and special events,
technical operations, sales, promotion, publicity, station relations and
local operations.
Speakers will include the following NBC executives :
Sydney H. Eiges. vice president in
charge of press; William R. McAndrew,
assistant to the vice president in charge
of
the Washington
office; director;
Norman'
Blackburn,
national program
Warren Wade, national production
manager;vision
Robert
manager,William
teleproductionWade,
facilities;
Garden, director of field programs;
Russ Johnston, director, film division;
N. Ray Kelly, assistant director, film
division; James H. Nelson, director of
advertising and promotion; Robert
Shelby,
ing; F. A.director,
Wankel,television
assistant engineerdirector,
television engineering; George H. Frey,
director, network sales; Reynold R.
Kraft, assistant to the director, network
sales; Easton C. WooUey, director of
stations department; Adolph Schneider,
director of television news; James M.
Gaines, director of owned and operated
stations; Thomas B. McFadden, manager of WNBC,
and WNBCFM New
York, WNBT
and William
Webb,
audience promotion manager.

The Air Wave Twins
Crime
%JS'FM

0K»

Fighter Role

TELEVISION'S potentialities in
the war against crime came to the
forefront Feb. 7 when WMAL-TV
Washington carried a special program featuring the pictures and
descriptions
of America's
most
wanted criminals.
The ten
material

was supplied by the FBI. In a
statement prepared by J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the Bureau,
and read by Bryson Rash, ABC
Washington special events director, Mr.ofHoover
said in
part:a "The
advent
television
offers
new
adjunct to law and order, and I see
in this new medium dn instrumentality of great aid and assistance
Miteolm Creep, Gen'l Hp. • John T. RutleilEe. Com'l Mgr. B in the future protection of so-

WHAT STATION OVERLOADED A a
STORE WITH BUYERS?
|
MARYELLEN CONVERY, |
Acct. Exec, for "FIRST UNITED 1
BROADCASTERS"
the!1
crowds broujht outknows
by WVJS,
Owensboro, Ky., forced a local de-i
partment store to lock the|
,
. doors to control store traffic. |
Raobean'iV the rambeau man will|
PRESENT HER WITH A FINEl
The Kep. / KY.
CHESTERFIELD HAM! 1
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Respects
(Ccmtinued from page 4-6)
his New York job as done. He
had come from a big town to a
bigger one, had joined CBS and,
after several jobs, built WCBS
from a one man to a 95 man operation.
He could look forward to San
Francisco, where he will take over
operation of KQW and KQW-FM,
outlets transferred to CBS. He also
will have other duties, as yet largely undefined.
He has been to San Francisco
numerous times and the city has
always fascinated him. He has
great faith in its radio and television future. He could say, as a
press release has said for him:
"I believe San Francisco will
play an increasingly important role
in programming and I am privileged in being able to undertake a
share in this development."
Mr. Hayes doesn't talk so formally as that, but the thought is there
and he subscribes to it.
People in San Francisco may
want to know about him. He was
born in Detroit, July 1, 1904, and
is a tall, blue-eyed man who looks
younger than his 44 years, despite
generous amounts of gray in his
hair.
The fact he has a philosophy
of station operation may not be
accidental. He was graduated from
U. of Detroit in 1926 with the de-

gree of Bachelor of Philosophy.
But long before his college graduation, he had already sown the
seeds which grew into a desire to
go to New York.
He had become an amateur magician, capable of mixing all kinds
of potions and of pulling the usual
scrawny variety of rabbits out of
the usual moth-eaten tophats. But
by college days he was good enough
at it to appear professionally.
Naturally, an entertainer looked
to New York.
In addition, there was the example of Gene Buck, who had been
errand boy in the Detroit drug
store operated by Mr. Hayes'
father.
Mr. Buck went to New York, became a partner of the great Ziegfeld and made his fortune. Mr.
Hayes was bound to do the same.
James J. Hayes, father of Mr.
Hayes, did not discourage his son.
Just the same, the son served the
same kind of apprenticeship as
Gene Buck — only more so. Young
Hayes not only ran errands, but
he also began mixing potions as
well, both on stage and in the
drug store at the same time. He
became a licensed pharmacist.
But when his college days were
over, he decided that the things he
liked most were show business and
advertising. He couldn't make up
his mind between them, but the
first concrete offer came from advertising. He joined the Detroit

a(/¥erf/sers

18,788 lines of local newspaper
every month in the
#
#

Two

Syracuse

Syracuse

advertising

Dailies

University

Daily

This unequalled promotion of WSYR and
NBC shows is paying ofif for advertisers
ACUSE
NBC

570 kc-5000 watts

Affiliate in Central New York

Headiey-Reed, National Representatives
IS EAR
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News national advertising department.
In 1928, he went over to the
media department of CampbellEwald. Under his persuasion, a
radio department was set up. He
looked on radio as a haippy wedding
of show business and advertising,
his two great interests, and it was
only natural then that he got into
broadcasting.
With its huge General Motors
account, Campbell-Ewald probably
would have remained his niche for
a long time after that — except for
the depression. But economic woes
cut the C-E staff to ribbons. Mr.
Hayes was one of those lopped off.
H3 decided to go to New York.
First off in New York he joined
CBS as an account executive for
Radio Sales. A year later he was
appointed
the department's
eastern sales manager.
In January
1938, he was appointed to head
WABC, now WCBS. Until then,
WABC was exclusively a network
station, offering no time for local
sale.
Under his direction, first as
sales manager and then in 1940 as
general manager, he had ample
opportunity to provide the welding
of show business and advertising
which were his twin interests. The
station became the key outlet in
the entire Columbia network.
He has been chairman of the
sales managers executive committee of NAB ; chairman of the NAB
committee on standardization of
rate cards; a member of the NAB
committee on contracts, and of
NAB retail promotion committee.
During the war he served as OWI
regional radio consultant for New
York and New Jersey. He is a
member of the faculty of Fordham U.'s School of Communications Art; chairman of the radio
committee, Cardinal's Committee of
the Laity, and on the board of advisors of WFUV,
Fordham's
radio station.
He also
is a board
member of Arthur Godfrey Productions Inc.
His name is also in many other
organizations, in which he has had
an active interest. His primary
activity in the past few weeks
has been sending in letters of'
resignation and regrets that he
will be unable to attend future
meetings — at least until the commuting situation between San
Francisco and New York gets
straightened out.
With all his business and civic
duties, Mr. Hayes has found time
for a full family life. He and his
wife, the former Florence Gruber,
and the four children, usually do
things together. The offspring are
Arthur Jr. 15, James 11, Mary
Anne 8, Florence Margaret 5.
All the children are radio-minded
and
make Scarsdale
their own "radio
shows"
at their
home on
the
twin turntables whose sound is
piped from room to room.
He has a well-equipued woodworking shop where he makes
furniture. He has a 19 foot "Lightning" sloop and an outboard which
the
Sound.family use in Long Island
Mr.

Hayes

is

going

RALPH
L. ATLASS,
vice of
president
and general
manager
WIND
Chicago, has been elected to the
board of directors of WMCA New
York. Mr. Atlass was recently retained by the New York station as
consultant to management.
JACK TODD, former manager of
WIKK Erie, Pa., has been appointed
general
of KAKE manager
Wichita,
Kan. He was formanager of
KANS merly
Wichita.
LOU GILLETT has
been appointed
general manager of
KMCM
ville, Ore.McMinnHe was
formerly with
KPOJ Portland.
JAMES MURRAY,
Mr. Todd
manager of KQV
• Pittsburgh, has
been appointed Pennsylvania Week
Radio Chairman for Allegheny County
in 1949.
GALEN GILBERT has joined KGER
Long Beach, Calif., as general manager. He replaces
LEE WYNNE,
who
recently resigned
to set up hisagency
own
advertising
in Los Angeles
[ Broadcasti ng,
Jan. 311.
Mr. Gilbert was formerly
partnereraland
managergen-of
KVLH Pauls ValPriorwithto
Mr. Gilbert
that ley,heOkla.was
KBYE Oklahoma
City as commercial manager.
J. C. LINER Sr., owner of KMLB Monroe, La., has been ordered by his physician to take a long rest. He has
been indisposed since the death of his
son several months ago.
San Francisco alone for the time
being tinuesoat school
the children
and so he can
can confind
a permanent home for them. The
last leg of his journey will be made
aboard the Superchief and San
Francisco real estate operators
may well take note of his arrival.
It is safe to say the local radio fraternity will benefit by his arrival.
ATTENTION
FM

Station

Owners

We can probably show
you how to make FM
Phone, wire or write
pay off. ADVERTISING CO.
STORADIO
501 Garver Building
Ces Moines, Iowa
Phone 3-1221

off to
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WAMS

ACCUSES

WDEL-TV

of Stalling

ACCUSING WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del., of falsely reporting construction underway, WAMS Wilmington asked FCC last week to
call a hearing on the station's petition for additional time for completion.
WAMS also applied for WDEL' TV's assignment on Channel 7
(174-180 mc), requesting 1 kw visual and 600 w aural powers and
antenna height of 300 feet above
average terrain. Channel 7 is
the only one currently allocated
to the Wilmington area.
WDEL Inc. received its television grant Dec. 23, 1947, according to WAMS' petition, and
later was given an extension of
time to Feb. 23, 1949. Its current request for more time — to
Aug. 23 — was filed in January.
In it, WAMS said, WDEL reported
progress on the television station
as follows:
Site purchased, land graded and
fenced, tower foundations now being
constructed.
Tower to be delivered
' this month.
Building under way.
'j foundations.
Workins: on roadway and building
« But, WAMS charged, an on-the' spot examination three weeks after
' the request for additional time
■ was filed showed that "nothing
in the way of construction has
. been done." WAMS submitted
, photographs purportedly made at
the site and affidavits of George
i L. Sutherland, vice president and
general manager of Wilmington
' Tri - State
Broadcasting Co.
■ (WAMS and WAMS-FM), and
Henry C. Eastburn of Wilmington,
described as "a disinterested person."
, The affidavits said a visit to the
: proposed site of WDEL-TV on
Feb. 12 showed:
;
'I
,
■
!,
•

(1)ing"The
gradwork .only
. . evidence
was suchof asanyappears
to have been done in connection with
the construction of a road leading
... intowhatsoever
the site proper";
(2) "no evidence
of the construction
of any tower foundations";
(3) "no
tower or basic parts thereof"; (4)
"the
only
materials
located
on theof
site
are approximately
crates
guy wire
insulators and 35a small
box
of
undetermined
content";
(5)
"there
are sticking out of the ground six or
eight metal stakes with flags attached
thereto, the significance of which is
not apparent"; (6) "no evidence of any

to

ere of
atmosph
withhastheproved
PROG
the RAM
Old West
to be one
of KLAS Las Vegas' most popular
shows judging from requests which
have come from as far as Pearl Harbor. This disc program, El Rancho
Chuck Wagon Time, is staged in the
Chuck Wagon room of the Hotel El
Rancho Vegas where the nearby whirring roulette wheels lend an atmosphere that has become famous throughout the United States. Program is
broadcast 12:30-3:30 a.m., and is emceed by disc jockeys, Jack Melvin and
Johnny Ryken. Besides music and
chatter, programwith regularly features interviews such guests to Las
Vegas as Hildegarde, Andy Russell,
Frankie Lane, Carmen Miranda and
many others.
'Suburban News Roundup'
TWELVE weekly newspapers in Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey and
WFIL Philadelphia are cooperating to
present Suburban News Roundup.
Program features regular summaries
of news from areas adjacent to the
Philadelphia metropolitan district, and
is heard each Saturday from 1:30-2
p.m. 'Television Roundtable'
A CO-OPERATIVE service for television set owners of metropolitan Detroit was inaugurated Feb. 16 by
WJBK-TV and Detroit receiver distributors. Television Roundtable was
originated to bring to light all problems being encountered by set owners
for discussion and solution by the service managers of receiver distributors.
A Woman's World
GIVING the women of Cleveland a
look at the latest in cooking, fashions,
shopping hints, decorating and gardenbuilding construction, including building foundations, on the site."
Mr. Eastburn said he was ininformed that the roadway was
constructed last September or October, and that "no construction of
any nature has been engaged in
in on the site" since that time, so
far as his informants knew.
WAMS
cited the Supreme
Court's decision in the WOKO Al-

ing is the object of WEWS (TV)
Cleveland's newest program, Distaff.
As show opens each day (Mon.-Fri.,
4-5 p.m.), camera picks up a woman
glancing through a magazine called
Distaff and as she looks at each new
department of the magazine the illustrations come to life and that segment
of the program is presented from
WEWS' auditorium studio.
Soda Set Show
CATERING to teen-age audience,
KFI-TV Los Angeles recently started
half-hour weekly telecast series, Club
El Teen. The program, being telecast in a studio set to look like a malt
shop, features teen-age talent in variety show format.
Stories Behind the Arts
STORIES behind great artistic creations are being telecast in a new
weekly series entitled Inspiration
Theatre on KLAC-TV Los Angeles.
The half-hour live dramas are written, produced and directed by Jon
Slott. Name actors are featured in
the roles from week to week. Future
programs will include stories behind
inspirations of artist Paul Gauguin,
poet Gerard Nerval.
Stamp Program
DESIGNED to appeal to stamp enthusiasts in the Bay Area, new Sunmorning
Stamp dayMan,
has program,
been startedKilpatrick's
by KQW
San Francisco. Albert Henry, owner
of
a philatelic
in Sanbulletins
Francisco's
Palace
Hotel, lobby
presents
on
U. S. stamps, background stories of
old stamps and issue dates of new
ones. He also includes a follow-up on
foreign stamps and a "Stamp Story
of the Week." Program is sponsored
by
Kilpatrick's
Reinhardt
Adv., Bakery
Oakland,through
Calif. Emil

WDEL is slated to file its reply
terials."
to the charges this week.

Shows with a Hollywood Hjeritage ^ Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
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A BIGGER

SLICE

OF THE

AUDIENCE...
Spin These Special
RCA Victor "DJ" Platters*

Underneath The Linden Tree
Put Your DJ-646
Shoes On, Lucy

No Moon At All
You Say The Nicest Things, Baby
DJ-647
CHARLIE

bany case as pointing up "the
seriousness of withholding true information or furnishing false information tothe Commission." The
station charged that WDEL "has
not proceeded in good faith" and
"will not be able to complete construction of its television station
within any reasonable time that
might now be extended by the
Commission."
The petition, filed by Harold E.
Mott of the Washington law firm
of Welch, Mott & Morgan, said
that in seeking additional time
WDEL had attributed the delay
to RCA's failure to deliver necessary equipment. "To the petitioner's knowledge," WAMS
said,
"RCA does not manufacture or
sell concrete or other building ma-

• B R 04705

GRAB

RADIO ART Club of America, New
York, has expanded its Songs by Great
Singers program on MBS from 15
minutes to a half hour, with a time
switch from 1:45-2 p.m. to 3-3:30 p.m.,
and an increase in number of stations
from 63 to 150.

Brazilian Rhapsody
Rumba Cocktai
DJ-649
1
i
*"DJ" disks couple the cream of the i
RCA Victor hits for your convenience ! J

RCA

VICTOR

RECORDS
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Actions
of the FCC
FEBRUARY 11 to FEBRUARY 17,
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
February 1 1 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Assignment of License
WKLV Blackstone, Va. — Granted assignment of license from Frank W.
Wagner to Nottoway Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
new corporation in which Mr. Wagner
will have 35% interest.
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.— Granted assignment of license from Robert L.
Weeks to Dr. Russell G. Frey,
W H K P HendersonviUe, N. C. —
Granted assignment of license from
RedegeviUe Inc.Bcstg. Co. to Radio HendersonACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Hyde
Surety Bcstg.
C. —
Granted
petitionCo.,
for Charlotte,
leave to N.amend
application
to
add
additional
engineering statement re conductivity.
All Nations Bcstg. Co., Boston, Mass.
— Granted petition for leave to amend
application to show changes in stockholders.
WELI to
Newdismiss
Haven,without
Conn. —prejudice
Granted
petition
application.
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore. — Granted petition for order to take depositions in
re application.
Mansfield Bcstg. Co. Inc., Mansfield,
Pa. — outGranted
to dismiss withprejudice petition
application.
Van Wert Bcstg. Corp., Van Wert,
Ohio — Granted petition for leave to
amend application to specify 1580 kc in
lieu 860 kc.
KBPS Portland, Ore.— Granted petition for leave to amend application
for mod., license to show increase in
power from 100 to 250 w and new
trans, and ant.; and application for
CP filed May 14, 1948, which is incorporated in and made part of such
amendment, was accepted.
WJFS Freeport, 111.— Granted petitiondicefor application.
leave to dismiss without prejuFrequency Bcstg. System Inc.,
Shreveport, La.— Granted petition for
continuance of hearing in re application presently scheduled Feb. 17, for
indefinite period.
Crosley Bcstg. Corp.- Granted petition for leave to amend application re
transfer of control of WHAS Inc. to
show gram
revised
analysis. data on proposed proWHDH Boston, KOA Denver, WXKW
Albany — Granted joint petition for continuance of hearing schedule March
1, to March 2, at Washington, in re
applications.
Whaling City Bcstg. Corp., New Bedford,missalMass.
— Granted petition for disof application.
Northwest Public Services, Kelso,
Wash. — Granted petition for continuance of hearing scheduled Feb. 10 to

SERVICE

March
cation. 10 at Washington, in re appliShelby Bcstg.
Center,
Tex.—
Commission
on ownCo.,motion
continued
hearing presently scheduled Feb. 10 to
April
cation. 11, at Washington, in re appliFebruary 1 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
N. Y.— Assignment
ofWSYR
licenseSyracuse,
from Central
New York
Bcstg.
Corp.
to
Radio
Inc.
AMENDED to change nameProjects
of assignee
to Central New York Bcstg. Corp., new
firm.
License for CP
KEVA CP Shamrock,
Tex.— License to
cover
new AM station.
AM— 1580 kc
Leslie Goodaker tr/as The Princeton
Bcstg. Co., Princeton, Ky. — FCC announcedoffollowing
omission
lic notices
October
1948:from
CP pubnew
AM station 1590 kc 250 w AMENDED
to request 1580 kc.
License Renewal
WINX-FM
cense renewal Washington,
FM station. D. C— LiWWNY-FM Watertown, N. Y.— Same.
KURV-FM
Same. Los
KUSC U. ofEdinburg,
Southern Tex.—
California,
Angeles
—
License
renewal
noncommercial education FM station.
License for CP
WILK-FM
Pa. — License to cover Wilkes-Barre,
CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
WAIR-FM Winston-Salem, N. C—
Mod. CP change ERF form 32 to 43 kw.
WHHS Haverford Township Senior
High School,
Havetown,educational
Pa. — Mod. FM
CP
new
noncommercial
station to change operating power to
10 w, change type trans.
WOR - FM New York — Mod. CP
changes
completionin FM
date.station for extension of
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WSPD-FM Toledo, Ohio— Same.
WFMJ-FM Youngstown, Ohio— Same.
WFBM-TV Indianapolis — Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to June 30.
W J AC -TV Johnstown, Pa.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station to change
ERP from 7 kw aur. to 3.7 kw aur.,
make ant. changes.
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to Aug. 8.
KRSC-TV Seattle, Wash.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to April 15.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Biiilt Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wa<h. 5. D. C.
STerling 3626

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W.E. 9-A, 9-B 8. RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9.A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcast Service Co.
334 Arcade BIdg. St. Louis 1, Mo.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — transmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
324 HiUcrest Terrace,
Creve Coe«r, 111.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.
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TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 930 kc
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.— CP increase power from 1 kw-N 5 kw-D to
5 kw unl. DA-N.
FM — 92.3 me
Asheboro Bcstg. Co. Inc., Asheboro,
N. C— CP new FM station on Channel
300
mc) AMENDED
Class (107.9
B Channel
222 (92.3 mc) towithrequest
ERP
15.5 kw.
February 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1310 kc
WNAE Warren, Pa. — CP change from
1310 kc
w-N
unl.1 kw D to 1310 kc 1 kw-D 100
Assignment of License
WLOI LaPorte, Ind.— Assignment of
license from Isabel S. Rumely, Hoyt H.
Scott and Edward Young d/b as LaPorte County Bcstg. Co. to LaPorte
County Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Transfer of Control
KRBC-AM-FM Abilene, Tex.— Involuntary transfer of control of Reporter
Bcstg. Co.to from
Bernard Hanks,
deceased,
T. J. M.
McMahon, Bruce B
Meador
and
Conway
C.
Craig, executors of estate.
License for CP
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.^License to
cover CP new FM station.
KIXL-FM Dallas, Tex.— Same.
Modification of CP
WPAR-FM Parkersburg, W. Va —
Mod.
CP new FM
of completi
on date.station for extension
WKNE-FM Keene, N. H.— Same.
WCBM-FM Baltimore— Same.
WSML-FM Macon, Ga.— Same.
WDBO-FM Orlando, Fla.— Same.
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.— Same.
CP to Reinstate
KGDM-FM
Stockton,
CaUfl— CP to
reinstate CP new
FM station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif. — Assignto Joe mentD.of license
Carroll.from '49er Bcstg. Co.
AM— 1240 kc
KSMA fromSanta
Calif. — CP
change
1450 Maria,
to 1240 kc.
N. C .—Assignment
ofWFTC
licenseKinston,
from Jonas
Weiland to
Kinston Bcstg. Co.
APPLICATION RETURNED
AM— 1180 kc
C. L. Cooley,
Tenn.—
TURNED Feb. 11Bradford,
application
for RECP
new AM station 1180 kc 18 w D.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
AM— 1280 kc
G. Russell Chambers and John W.
Rollins d/b as Charlottesville Bcstg. Co.,
Charlottesville, Va.— DISMISSED Feb.
10
1280application
kc 1 kw D.for CP new AM station
SSA— 1540 kc
WJMJ Philadelphia. — DISMISSED
Feb. 10 application for SSA 1540 kc 1
kw D for period not to exceed 6 mo.
February 15 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
SSA— 1460 kc
WOKO tensionAlbany,
Y.— Granted
of SSA to N.operate
on 1460 exkc
1 kw-D 500 w-N until Aug. 15.
BY THE SECRETARY
General Electric Co., Area Schenectady, N. Y. — Granted licenses for new
exp. TV relays KA-2106 and KA2107.
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Area New
York — Granted CP and license for new
exp. TV relay KA-2104.
KMTR Radio
Los Angeles
Granted
licensesCorp,,
for new
exp. TV—
relays KMA20 KMA21.
General mod.
Electric
Co., New
Granted
of license
to Yorkchange
trans,
location KEA28.
Pocatello,
Ida. —in Granted
mod.
CPKEIO
to make
changes
DA.
WWWR
Russellville,
Ala.—
Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location.
KAAA forRedwaiver
Wing,of Minn.—
Grantedof
request
Sec. 3.30(a)
Commission's
rules
and
regulations
identify studio location as Red Wing.to
Plant City,
Fla. —inGranted
CPWPLA
to make
changes
ant. mod;
WBLK
Clarksburg,
W.
Va.—
mod. CP to make changes in Granted
vertical
ant. and mount FM ant. on side of
AM toWer.
WIL St. Louis— Granted mod. CP to
change type trans.

Florence,
mod.
CPWOLS
to mount
FM S.ant.C—onGranted
AM tower.
KELT Electra, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP for locations,
approval and
of ant.,
studio
changetrans,
type andof
WQXR-FM
New authority
York— Granted
request to extend
to operate
multiplex facsimile period beginning
Feb. 18 and ending May 18.
Following were granted extension
of completion dates as shown: KSLH
St. Louis, to 8-11-49; WJEM Springfield, Ohio, to 5-2-49; WASH Washington, D. C, to 8-3-49; WMCF MemTenn., toto3-1-49;
Seattle,phis,Wash.,
6-1-49; KING-FM
KSO-FM
Des Moines, to 8-27-49; WKBN-FM
Youngstown, Ohio, to 9-15-49; KOINFM Portland, Ore., to 9-15-49; WRBLFM Columbus, Ga., to 6-1-49;
WROK-FM Rockford, 111., to 6-20-49;
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La., to 5-1-49;
KFDM-FM Beaumont, Tex., to 6-1-49;
WHBF-FM Rock Island, 111., to 9-17-49;
WRR-FM Dallas, Tex., to 4-20-49;
WBIR-FM Knoxville, Tenn., to 61-49; WMCA-FM New York, to 4-7-49;
WPDX-FM Clarksburg, W. Va., to
6-8-49; KTSA-FM San Antonio, Tex.,
to 6-9-49; WJBC-FM Bloomington, 111.,
to 9-14-49; WLYC Williamsport, Pa., to
6-7-49; KVOB-FM Alexandria, La., to
5-15-49; KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D., to
4-6-49; WBOW-FM Terre Haute, Ind.,
to 6-6-49; WSGN-FM Birmingham,
Ala., to 8-12-49; WEBB Burlington,
N. WMHC
C, to The
6-30-49.
Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis— Granted request
CP and modifications
thereof toforcancel
new
FM station.
WPTL Providence, R. I. — Granted
mod. license to change ERP from 2.5
kw to 2.88 kw and make changes in ant.
KCoiv Alliance, Neb. — Granted mod.
system
CP to . change trans, and studio locations.
WONW Defiance, Ohio — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.
KBTV Dallas, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP totion;change
and trans,
to change studio
ERP from
vis. 35 locakw,
aur. 18.5 kw to vis. 21 kw, aur. 15 kw,
and ant. height from 489 to 480 ft.
Following were granted extension
of completion dates as shown: KCOM
Sioux City, la., to 6-1-49; KRKD Los
Angeles, to 4-6-49; WAGA-TV Atlanta,
Ga.,WROY
to 8-28-49.
Carmi, III.—
Granted
for
new standard
station
1460 license
kc 1
kw D.
KXEO Mexico, Mo.— Same— 1340 kc
250 w unl.
KUTAcense install
Salt new
Laketrans.
City— Granted liKWK St. Louis — Granted license increase power and install DA-N.
WJAX Jacksonville, Fla. — Same.
KMMO Marshall, Mo. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location, and specify studio location.
WROK Rockford, 111.— Granted CP
change trans, location.
KSMAlicense
SantatoMaria,
mod.
changeCalif.—
main Granted
studio
location.
KVLC Little Rock, Ark.— Granted CP
make
changes
mount FM
ant. oninAMvertical
tower. ant. and
WLRP New Albany, Ind.— Granted
mod.
CP forlocation.
approval of ant., trans,
and studio
WRXO Roxboro, N. C— Granted mod.
CP forlocations.
approval of ant., trans, and
studio
WSHB Stillwater, Minn.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location, and specify studio location.
Following were granted extension
of completion dates as shown: WBIK
Chicago,apolis,to
6-1-49; WMAZ-FM
WISH-FM Indianto 6-14-49;
Macon,
Ga., to 5-28-49; WMGY-FM Montgomery, Ala., to 4-4-49; WFMI Portsmouth, N. H.,
to 4-1-49:
Butler,
to 5-26-49;
WTHSWISR-FM
Miami,
to 3-1-49:Pa.,
WBBB-FM
Burlington,
N. C,
to
6-30-49:
KRKD-FM
Los
Angeles,
4-1-49: WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa., to
to
8-26-49; WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio,
to 7-1-49: WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.,
4-23-49.
to 5-15-49; WTVR Richmond, Va.,
to 9-3-49; WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, to
WKOB Citizens Bcstg. Co., North
Adams, Mass. — Granted request for
cancellation
of standard
station
cense and deletion
of call
letters:li860 kc 250 w D.
(Continued on page 71 )
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Office*
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLD6.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sis., N. W.
NAtional 6513

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST.. N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

RADIO

ENGINEERS

UO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST.. N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N.W.-Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santo Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200
Member AFCCE*

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Afgoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C. ADams 7299

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 JefFerson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
^ SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 Nev/ Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St.. N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
February 21, 1949
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4A Group Says Radio

GOING

CASH

ommetcicLi

FAST!

550 - PAGE

OK
1949 Y W
FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY
This $5.00 YEARBOOK is
yours free with a $7.00 subscription to the weekly BROADCASTI NG-Telecasting. (Subscribers'
copies now in the mail.)
Subscribe now
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1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
. . . complete analysis of 1948
radio advertising; AM, FM, TV directories, program trends; ratings
of
year's most
popular shows;
new
audience
measurement
methods,
plus 1000 radio references.
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
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formerly in
ALAN JOHNSTONE,
sales department of KLX Oakland, Calif., has joined KGO local and ABC Spot Sales department
San Francisco. He replaces Frank
Schmitt, recently promoted
to network sales representative in San
co.
Francis
JIM MacCORMACK, formerly with
Broadcasting, The New York Times
and the Bridgeport, Conn. Herald, has
been appointed sales representative
for WNLK Norwalk, Conn. He will
cover the Westport, New Canaan,
Wilton and Darien areas.
JAMES CRAWFORD has been appointed sales manager of WFEN Philadelphia.
JAMES KELEHAN, formerly vice
president and sales manager of
KWDM Des Moines, has been appointed sales manager of KIOA Des
Moines.
EDWARD B. COUGHLIN, formerly
associated with The New York Times
and Weed & Co., New York, has
joined the New York sales staff of
Edward Petry & Co., station representative.
HARRY R. LIBSON, formerly with
CKLW Detroit-Windsor, has joined
sales staff of WJBK Detroit.
WILLIAM B. RAHN, affiliated for the
last three years with Burn-Smith Co.,
New York, station representative, has
been appointed account executive at
WINS New York.
GORDON SWETTMAN has been
appointed commercial manager of
CKWS Kingston, Ont.
KEN SIBSON has been appointed head
of new Southwestern office of RaTel Representatives Inc. Mr. Sibson
will headquarter in the Empire State
Bank Bldg., Dallas.
KEITH SCOVIL, formerly KOVO
Prove, Utah, sales manager, has
joined KEEN San Jose, Calif.
DOUGLAS MANNING, salesman of
CKGB Timmins, Ont., and MILDRED
HODGSON of CJKL Kirkland Lake,
Ont., have announced their marriage.

HEART
DRIVE
Gets Strong Radio Support

DISCOUNTS

Lags in Practice
RADIO and television stations lag behind most other media in support of the 2% cash discount practice and, as a consequence, bear the
brunt of most bad debt losses suffered by media.
That conclusion was reached by the Committee on Media Relations
of the American Assn. of Adver- *
tising Agencies.
The committee
agency recognition as have other
is headed by Ben
media.
Duffy of BBDO.
At a recent meeting in New York
it considered a
report of its subcom it e on
cash discount,
j3|i^|^'^
H. H.
'
^ " ' headed
Dobberteen,
of
Benton
&byBowles.
Mr. Duffy
Mr. Dobberteen
found the cash
discount situation "reassuring" in
every field except broadcasting.
The discount is allowed by 94.6%
of daily and Sunday newspapers,
by 92.7% of general magazines, by
72.5% of business papers, he reported. Individual radio stations,
on the other hand, have ignored the
cash discount practice to the extent
that only 9% provide the incentive
for prompt payment.
Of newer FM stations, only
8.1% allow it and of 40 television
outlets listing rates at the end of
1948, only two allowed the discount,
it was said. In the committee's
view, absence of the discount is
more serious among stations because radio has no machinery for
WNHC BASEBALL
To Carry Braves, Red Sox
ELM CITY Broadcasting Corp.,
operator of WNHC New Haven,
Conn., has announced sponsorship
plans for this year's baseball
games of the Boston Red Sox and
Braves. As has been the case in
the past three years, the broadscasts, over WNHC AM-FM, will be
sponsored by the Atlantic Refining
Co. and Narragansett Brewing Co.
The baseball broadcasts are
slated to start March 12 when the
station begins a series of 20 Braves
and Red Sox games of the Grapefruit League Spring Training
Schedule from Florida.

MORE THAN 25 special network
programs supported the fight
against heart disease during National Heart Week, Feb. 14-21,
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.,
vice president of Young & Rubicam, and chairman of the radio and
television committee for. the American Heart Assn.'s 1949 National
campaign, revealed last week.
In addition, commercial spots
were arranged on more than 50
top rated commercial programs including, Bing Crosby, Fred Allen,
Bob
Hope,
Duffy's Tavern, and
Truth or Consequences.
Radio kits, containing spot announcements and feature material,
were sent to all AM and TV stations in the U.S. Television
schedules featured a film short by
Alan Ladd urging public support
of the heart campaign.

"It is no coincidence that most of
the bad debt losses in advertising
in recent years have been confined to radio stations," said Mr.
Duffy. "I fear station owners will
continue to bear the brunt of such
losses as occur, so long as radio
lags behind other media in agency
recognition and in allowance of
cash discount."
EDWARDS AID
Cited by Hygiene Group
APPROXIMATELY $145,000 in
contributions to the National Committee for Mental Hygiene, was
attributed to Ralph Edwards and
his Truth or Consequences show,
NBC,
Saturdays,
The
Committee
whose 8:30-9
medicalp.m.
director
is Dr. George S. Stevenson, president-elect ofthe American Psychiatric Assn., will share the profits
received from Mr. Edwards' "Mr.
and
Mrs. Health
Hush,"Foundation.
contest with the
National
Funds are expected to be used
by both organizations to develop
adequate mental aid facilities in
individual states, but actual allocation will be made by a committee
set up for the purpose.
Truth or Consequences is sponsored by Proctor & Gamble, Cincinnati.
Patricia Ryan
PATRICIA RYAN, 26, radio actress, was found dead last Tuesday
morning in her New York apartment, after having been stricken
while playing the title role in the
NBC Cavalcade of America broadcast of "Valentine for Sophia."
She also played Henry's girl-friend
Kathleen in the NBC Aldrich Family. Miss Ryan was discovered by
her husband, George Robert Gibson.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 68)
Decisions Cont'd. :
KVER Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
30-day extension of time within which
to carry out assignment of license.
KRUZ forSanta
Calif.—
Granted
license
new Cruz,
standard
station
and
to
specify
studio
location;
1460
kc
1 kw unl. DA.
KCIJ
Shreveport,
La.
—
Granted
mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location.
KRIS Corpus Christi, Tex.— Granted
CP to change trans, and studio locations.
WBGE Atlanta, Ga. — Granted mod.
CP to make changes in vertical ant.
with FM and TV ant. on top. and
change trans, and studio locations.
KYOS Merced, Calif.— Granted request for cancellation of CP for changes
in vertical ant. and mount FM ant.
on top AM tower.
WHIZ-FM Southeastern Ohio Bcstg.
System Inc.,
Zanesville, of
OhioCP— Granted
request
for cancellation
for new
FM station.
KCRN Cardinal Bcstg. Co., Palo
Alto,
request to vacate
CP forCaUf.
new— Granted
FM station.
WNBK Cleveland— Granted mod. CP
to change ERP from vis. 18.8 kw,
aur. 9.6 kw to vis. 15 kw, aur. 9 kw,
(and ant. to 620 ft.
Following were granted extension
, of completion dates as shown : WCAR'FM
Mich.,toto 8-17-49;
5-25-49; W6XJQ
• San Pontiac,
Francisco,
W6XAI
. Area Los Angeles, to 8-17-49; WOI-TV
Ames, la., to 8-14-49.
FCC Correction
'
KLER
Rochester,
Minn. — ^In
report
e ! dated Feb. 1 item referring
to KLER
. should read : Granted license for new
standard station 970 kc 1 kw-N 500
•w-D unL DA-2.
.[,
r February 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
■
AM— 730 kc
Eastland County Bcstg. Co., Eastt land,
new AM station
940
kc 250Tex.w — DCP AMENDED
to request
' 730 kc.
'
License for CP
KVER Albuquerque, N. M. — License
1 to cover CP change frequency
AMENDED to change name licensee
from Intermountain
Bcstg. Co. to
. Westernair
Inc.
WWYOCP Pineville,
Va.— License to
.cover
new AMW. station.
I
Modification of CP
f WORM Easton, Md.— Mod. CP new
AM station
tion date. for extension of compleKMPC creaseLos
CP in-of
power Angeles—
etc. for Mod.
extension
■ completion date.
February 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
KSMA
Santa
Maria,
Calif.— CP
IN

LOS

ANGELES

Direct to tKe 1,130,000 "SPECIALIZED
GROUP" within the Los Angeles Market.

5000
WATTS
CLEAR
CHANNEL
Owned and Operated by
ART CROGHAN & GENE AUTRY
! BROADCASTING

change from 1450 kc to 1240 kc, install
new trans, and change site.
AM— 1390 kc
All
Nations
CP
new AM stationBcstg.
1390 Co.,
kc 5 Boston
kw D — DA
AMENDED re officers and stockholders.
AM— 930 kc
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.— CP increase power from 1 kw-N 5 kw-D to
5 kw unl. DA-N.
License for CP
KGST Fresno, Calif.— License to
cover CP new AM station and specify
studio location at 1018 Broadway.
WIRJ Humboldt, Tenn. — License to
cover CP new AM station and specify
studio location at 210 22nd Ave.
KAAACP Red
Minn. — License to
civer
new Wing,
AM station.
WNAG Grenada, Miss. — Same.
Assignment of License
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif.— Assignto Joe mentD.of license
Carroll.from '49er Bcstg. Co.
WFTC
Kinston,
C— Assignment
license from Jonas N.Weiland
to Kinstonof
Bcstg. Co.
Modification of CP
KHSL Chico, Calif.— Mod. CP increase
power
etc.
for extension of completion
date.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.- Mod. CP
change frequency, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
License for CP
WVKO
Columbus,
Ohio. — ^License to
cover CP new FM station.
KGW-FM Portland, Ore.— Same.
License
to KMUS-FM
cover CP Muskogee,
reinstating Okla.
CP —new
FM
station.
Modification of CP
KNBC-FM San Francisco — Mod. CP
changerain ant.
height
above ft.average
terfrom 1,220
to 1,224
and make
changes in ant.
La to
Grange,
Mod. from
CP new
FMWRGK
station
change111.—ERP
450
w to 1 kw, ant. from 150 ft. to 96 ft.,
change
typesites.
trans, and change trans,
and studio
WEHS Chicago— Mod. CP new FM
station
15.7 kw. to change ERP from 16 kw to
WFDR New York— Mod. CP new FM
station to change ERP from 8.5 kw to
18 kw, ant. from 690 ft. to 539 ft.,
change trans, and studio site.
WMRN-FM Marion, Ohio.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
2.3
ft. kw to 7.55 kw, ant. from 315 to 352
KPRA Portland, Ore.— Mod. CP neiiv
FM
date. station for extension of completion
WCAU-FM Philadelphia— Same.
WJAR-FM Providence, R. I. — Same.
WNAO-FM Raleigh, N. C— Same.
WREV Reidsville, N. C— Same.
WMRN-FM Marion, Ohio — Same.
WWLH New Orleans— Same.
WHB-FM
Kansas City, Mo.— Same.
Syracuse,
N. Y.—toMod.
CP
newWSYR-TV
commercial
TV station
change
corporate name from Radio Proiects
Inc. to Central New York Bcstg. Corp.
KTLA Hollywood
CP new com-of
mercial TV station— Mod.
for extension
completion date to 6-1-49.
KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif. — Same to
g_15-49
WCON-TV
Atlanta, Ga.— Same to
12-15-49
WSYR-TV
Syracuse,
N. Y.— Same to
9-12-49
WKRC-TV
Cincinnati—
Same to 9-1649.
WSPD-TV
Toledo,
Ohio—
Same to 919-49.
WFIL-TV
Philadelphia—
Same
to 615-49.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of CP
Indianapolis —TVAssignment
CPWUTV
new commercial
station fromof
The William H. Block Co. to Indianapolis Bcstg. Inc.
Transfer of Control
WJVB
Jacksonville
Fla.—
Transfer of
control ofBeach,
Jacksonville
Beach Bcstg. Co.. licensee, from 16
stockholders
Reginald B. Martin
and Lester M. toCombs.
WROD
Daytona
Beach, Beach
Fla.— Transfer of stock
in Daytona
Bcstg.
Corp., licensee, from Wade R. Sperry
to Lakeland Bcstg. Corp.
WANE Fort Wayne, Ind. — Acquisition of majority stock in Radio Fort
Wayne Inc. by C. Bruce McConnell
through purchase of 190 sh owned by
Merlin H. Smith and Glenn R. Thayer.
Assignment of License
Calif. — Assignment
ofKDON
licenseMonterey,
from Monterey
Bcstg. Co.
to
L.
John
Miner
and
Taft Bcstg.
R. Wrathall d/b as Monterey Radio
Co.
fer).
(Contingent on grant of KRUZ transKRUZment of license
Santa from
Cruz, L.Calif.
John— AssignMiner,

• Telecasting

Feature
(Continued from page 10)
WKJG-FM WFTW-FM WANE)
the activities of the Fort WayneAllen County Chapter of the American Red Cross are being presented
to the people. The simultaneous
broadcast started Feb. 12.
The program, titled Your Red
Cross Show, originates in the
Taft R. Wrathall and Grant R. Wrathall d/b as Monterey Bay Broadcast Co.,
to Central Coast Counties Radio Inc.
fer).
(Contingent on grant of KDON transAM— 980 kc
KICA Clovis, N. M.— CP change from
1240 kc 250 w unl. to 980 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-DN and change trans, site.
AM— 1420 kc
WLEA Hornell, N. Y.— CP change
from 1320 kc 1 kw D to 1420 kc 1 kw-D
500
site. w-N unl. DA-N and change trans,
Modification of CP
KERB Kermit, Tex.— Mod. CP change
from 610 kc to 600 kc, install DA,
using 1 kw D.
SSA— 730 kc
WPIK Alexandria, Va SSA 730 kc
1 kw-D 250 w-N unl. for period ending Nov. 1.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
AM— 930 kc
WHBS Huntsville, Ala.— DISMISSED
Feb. 1490
14 application
for toCP 930change
from
kc 250 w unl.
kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-N.
AM— 1490 kc
Joe F. Rushton, M. D., Shreveport,
La.—
DISMISSED
appUcation
for CP
new AM Feb.
station14 1490
kc 250
w unl.
(Continued on page 82)

Radio Alliums ini.ii vidually
planned for your station have
tremendous listener appeal . .
cement listener support.
No Cost to you . . . no cost to
your listeners. The American
plan ({uarantees free, postpaid
distribution of thousands of
albums throughout your broadcasting area.
Exclusive rights — American
albums are available to only
one station in each city, f
Proven effective . — Our personnel has had almost 10 years

studios of WGL. A 28-piece orchestra isfeatured, all members of
Local 58, American Federation of
Musicians. The orchestra was organized especially for the show by
James Barger, Local 58 president,
and William Miller, secretary. Mr.
Miller conducts the orchestra which
includes several members of the
Fort Wayne Philharmonic. All the
musicians volunteer their services.
Guy S. Harris, continuity supervisor of WGL, writes the program
which is produced by Ron Ross of
the WOWO production staff. All
personnel connected with the show
donate their services including several members of AFRA.
Complimenting
the stations,
George W. Fishering, chairman of
the local Red Cross chapter, said:
"It is the sincere desire of your Red
Cross Chapter to bring to the citizens
of Fort Wayne and surrounding counties a weekly
program
outstanding radio
entertainment
never ofbefore
featured by any Red Cross Chapter.
Through the excellent cooperation of
all FortciansWayne
radio
MusiUnion Local
58, stations.
the American
Federation of Radio Artists, and the
other professional people connected
with the show, we hope to make this
possible.
Liketalent
most ofRed
Cross people
work,
the time and
all these
and radio stations is donated. For
this ful
thebecause
Red aCross
radiois extremely
program ofgratethis
type will afford your Red Cross [an
opportunity] to keep you informed as
to what your Red Cross is doing and
where your dimes and dollars, that you
give so generously every year at this
time, are going and what they are
Present plans call for a 13 week
schedule for the simultaneous
broadcasts, but the time may be
extended.
doing."

experience in the design, production, sales and distributiori
of Radio Picture Albums utilized by nearly 200 stations
from coast to coast. These
albums attract new station
accounts, increase station reveFinest available — American nue.'
albums are individually designed, and beautifully executed — the finest available.
Write, uiire or phone — jFultinformation gladly sent without'
cost or obligation to you. ~

Act today — %vrite, ^vire
or phone for complete dc
tails. No obligation.
Phone 4-3262
February 21, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements i
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
New Michigan regional, new territory,
wants commercial manager, staff, with
black ink complex. Box 161a, BROADCASTING^
250 watt Mutual fuUtime outlet looking
for capable commercial manager.
Salary and portunity
commission.
for right man Excellent
who is opnot
afraid of work. Give full details first
letter. Box 150a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Manager experienced in all
operational phases. Unusual opporfor earnings
in station fortunityright
man. and
Sendinterest
letter stating
age. references, and qualifications to
WJPA, Washington. Pennsylvania.
One ofable tobest
opportunities
in radio Large
availtopnotch
sales manager.
midwestern market. Full details and
pictu'-e
CASTING.first letter. Box 197a, BROADSalesmen
Salesmen for new fuUtime station in
Norfolk, Virginia. Send photo, data
and compensation details to Louis H.
Peterson, 112 West Tabb Street, Petersburg, Virginia.
Wanted — Two salesmen interested in
unlimited income per week. Here is
an opportunity to the right men to
receive a substantial drawing account
against 15% commission at an independent fuUtimeradio
newspaper
owned
heavily promoted
station - in
one
of the best metropolitan markets. We
are increasing th° size of our sales department and want only men interested
in permanent positions. Please send
information, photograph and refpr^ncs
with first letter. Box 129a, BROADCASTF^G.
Two salesmen — so getters wanted. Progressive southern station, soon 5000
watt. Preferportunity,
mencommission
with against
ca^-s. Real
opdrawing
account. Give full history of radio experiences. Also junior salesmen for
classified and special orogram^. Address P. O. Box 111, McComb, Mississipni.
Experienced
progressive salesman
large market needed
station.by Send
full record of experience and when
available. Box 198a, BROADCASTING.
Th« only radio station in this beautiful
southwestern town, KOBE a 250 watt
Mutual affiliate, needs the services of an
honest, hard-working salesman (one
preferably with newspaper experience).
Will pay 10% commission on all sales
and a moderate riraw to start. Must
have creative ability and be able to
write good commercial continuity. If
you will be satisfied with less than SlOO
a week,
don't''anapplv.
business
here
sellH.it.The
Write
or wireis
detailsif you
to Harry
Stair,
General
Manager, KOBE. Las Cruces, New
Mexico.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Experienced announcer with
progressive southern tier New York
station. erences
Giveand send
experience,
refdisc. salary,
Box 167a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers with first class ticket for
new fulltlme station in Norfolk, Virginia. Send photo, disc, data and salary
requirements to L. H. Peterson, 112
West Tabb St., Petersburg, Virginia.
Announcer-copy editor, must be good
announcer with ability and experience
in copy writing. Must be coPege graduate. Home of Mississippi State College, with remote studios therein.
Needed
Mississippi.at once, WSSO, Starkville,

Local indeoendent station in one of
south's leadingdepartment
markets hasforopening
commercial
salesmanin
who can produce in highly competitive
market. Will arrange attractive drawing account against generous commission arrangement. Must have topnncth
referen'-es
and good
salp= record.
Man
we want must
be caoable
of earning
12 to 15 thousand dollars armuallv.
Give complete history. All replies confidential. Reply Box 201a, BROADCASTING^
An experienced Muzak salesman has
an pvcellent
in fast
ing Memohis.opoortunitv
If past record
showsgrowyou
can
produce
then
let's
get
together
for
mutual profit. Write Bob Alburty.
P,i. = 'r = ss Music Corn., 813-14 Three
SiiL&vs E'dg.. Memphis, Tenn.
Annmincers
Ohio'stent 5rural
radio
station
kw announcer
not needs
afraidcompeof ad
lib. Salary commensurate with abUity
and experience. Send disc and photo
to WRFD, Worthington, Ohio.

Program producer for new Chicago FM
station. Please send full particulars as
to experience, history, ideas, age, salary demands, etc. Box 176a, BROADCASTING.

Two annoimcers needed. Must be experienced. Easy shift. Some discs.
Mostly network. Little news. Start
$50 for 40 hours. Station in beautuul
semitropic area. Send disc and full
background
to Box 188a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with emphasis on news and
commercials. Tell all first letter. Write
F.
Higgins, Manager, WHOW, CUnton,A. Illinois.
Announcer wanted for east coast city.
Good
flair forexperienced
adlib. Mustdisc
knowjockey
boardwith
worka
and be versatile. Send a disc and letter immediately. Salary plus talent
with a growing organization. No prima
donnas. Box 196a, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Announcer-engineer. Send disc and
photograph. WROD, Daytona Beach,
Florida.
Wanted — Chief engineer by KMVI in
Hawaii. Good background as chief engineer in small station essential. Must
be able to do a fair job as combination
man on few hours relief per week.
Very good
salary will
for be
rightgiven
man.in New
Personal interviews
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco
during March and April. Send all details, plus references to station manaRichard Mawson,
% Wills,
925 Rutter ger
Avenue,
Kingston,
Pennsylvania.
Permanent, dependable man wanted.
References will be checked.
Chief engineer — Reliable, cooperative,
economy-minded and ability to maintain equipment in top shape. Interested
men
write. Station WSKI, Montpelier,
Vermont.
Production-Programming , others
Girl ent.
for Missouri
trafficriver
department,
independtown. Pays
about
$135
per
month
to
start.
Box
166a,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced commercial continuity
chief for regional Michigan network
station, capable of taking complete
charge sition,
of department.
Permanent po-to
opportunity for advancement
administrative duties. Include experience, references, sample of work in
reply. Box 102a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Combination man with good
voice and radio telephone first ticket.
Good pay, good hours and pleasant surroundings. Network Send
station,
Charles-of
ton, South Carolina.
recording
voice and al' narticulars to Box 144a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced girl continuity writer with
good voice for woman's
show.BoxUnusual
opportunity.
Good pay.
200a,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Salesmen
Wanted:
Experienced
man for television station,
sales department.
Send
full details and picture immediately.
Box 199a, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Combination
tor successfullymanager-program
Hooperating 5 kwdirecnet
basic highly-competitive five-station
market 260 thousand. Topnotch commercial-promotion manager available.
Size market or station unimportant. Integrity
of
operators
and permanence
count. For guaranteed,
competent,
sincere management, tested programming, reorganization, a complete, provenits,plan
listening and profwire toBoxproduce
180a, BROADCASTING.
Employed commercial manager desires
position with progressive station. Can
qualify as manager
orexperience.
commercial manEight years
record.ager.A-1
references.
Box Good
117a,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments.
Successful
16 year gradnetwork affiliate record.
University
uate.
Dependable
career
man.
Good
references. Can be available on short
notice. Box 892, BROADCASTING.
General manager of going station, thoroughly
experienced
programming,
engineering
andsales,
administration
wants permanent place to settle with
family in or near Rocky Mountains.
Reply in confidence to Box 812,
BROADCASTING.
Manager presently employed. Fifteen
years experience from announcing to
management, network and independent. Mature family man, top references, salary requirements reasonable,
primary ation.requisite
is sound, stable operBox 82a, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced and successful
Qianager desires change. 12 years radio.
5working
years manager
manager.whoCivic-minded.
announces, sellsA
and has a profit record. Tops in local
programming, station administration
ING.
and operations. Box 935, BROADCASTMay I have the pleasure of making
money for you and me with my new
managerial
CASTING. plan? Box 922, BROADEmployed Organization
manager — Newandor estabUshed
station.
experience
all departments, stations from ground
to prominence, 250 to 10,000 watts.
Specialize efficient staffs, good programming and overall administration.
10 years raido. Former FCC employee.
Stable. Box 219a, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager — Presently employed. Sober family man with proven
record. 13 years all phases. Available
soon. Write, C. M., 1828 Roberts Street,
Vernon, Texas.
Salesmen
Sales department flying a distress signal? I have been first-mate for some
time. Would like a ticket to skipper a
sales
troubledcrew.
watersHave
for ploughed
over four radio's
years.
Keel is upright, have a full head of
steam. Commercials bring cheers, not
jeers, sales, not wails. 19& salary was
over eight thousand dollars. Do i hear
an invitation to come aboard? I have a
good
story to tell. Box 189a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — College graduate. Young.
Experienced in space sales also radio
announcing. Prefer midwest or east.
Box 202a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sell newscasts
withknows
knowhow.
Experienced announcer
news and
puts
it across. Also discs, sports. What's
your
best
deal
first
letter?
Box
'78a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination man wants
nosition with progressive station. Will
travel anywhere. Available immediately. Box 135a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Award winning disc jockey in recent
nationwide poll available. Beaucoup
experience.
mation dialProven
411 or sales.
write For
Box infor19a,
BROADCASnNG.
Announcer — Ambitious young man
some experience, good voice, will
travel. Box 151a, BROADCASTING.
Sports director — Top metropolitan rating play-by-play
professionalJournalism
baseball,
college
football, basketball.
degree.
Experienced
news
and
special
events. Box 159a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, capable newscaster, trained in production
graduate
and experience.
Pathfinder School
of Radio, Central,
six months
Frank
Berry,
1329
Oak
Street,
Kansas City,
Missouri.
Announcer-salesman. IV2 years announcing plus Write
IV2 years retaU sales exMarket St.,perience.
York,E.Pa.H. Bonham, 317 W
Announcer — 28, single, graduate leading radib school. Radio City. Trained
all phases, perience.
seeks
small Disc
station
for exWill travel.
on request.
Box 178a, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch personality on loose. Twelve
years
experience,
manager to janitor.
Box 169a,
BROADCASTING.

Combination announcer-engineer. Two
years experience net and independent
all phases announcing, newscasting and
production. Also radio acting techniques.toPreferprogram
production
engineering. Want
and towrite.
One De;
year copywriting
and
some
programming experience. Disc and references. int
Will travel. Box 168a, BROADCAST- Spo
ING.
Announcer. Five years experience
news, commercial. Deep voice. Prefer
southeast. Box 171a, BROADCASTING.

New England jockey wants better deal. lec
Two years instructor prominent radio
school. Two years program director,
now
at established meING. in secondtropolitan.year
Box 175a, BROADCAST- Fits
to
Announcer, 24, single, congenial and
ready. Can partment.
double
in continuity
deSpeech major
in college.
Sheldon Secton, 5511 Washington Blvd.,
Chicago 44, m. Mansfield 6-0600.
Announcer, knows news editing, programming, scripting. Excellent musical
background.
'TopFebruary.
production.
available
middle
Herb Single,
Gottschalk, 5034 Woodlawn,
Chicago
15.
Atlantic 5-0516.
Announcer — All phases, play-by-play
sports,
experienced.
Drexel Blvd.,
Chicago, Ed
lU. Silver, 4342

it

bbl
fell
Ci
Ope
net
bio

ior
I'm interested in night deejaying. Staff
and deejay
erence. experience.
Have smooth showExcellent
in mind, refdo
any type. Box 209a, BROADCASTING. Of
Top announcer,
5 years Single,
experience,
capable in all phases.
25 years
old,
.college graduate. Box 211a, tor
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Nine years experience. AM, TV. Play-by-t)lay. Box
208a, BROADCASTING.
Qualifiedrience
announcer
with station
expeand own singing
programs.
Highest recommendations. Will travel
anywhere. Box 216a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 25, single, 2 years college,
veteran, bitious,
sincere,
well trained Disc
and amdesires opportunity.
and
details available. Box 215a, BROADCASTING.
Experiencea year
is the
best teacher.
received
of instruction
from I've
experience. A year of well-rounded staff
announcing, DJ, remotes, news, auSeeking
advancementdience
east ofparticipation.
Mississippi.
Position
west
with opportunities, acceptable. Write
Box 220a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 28, two years experience
with network affiliate. Good commercial and all-round staff man. Presently
employed. Desire change, midwest only,
Disc
upon request. Box 214a, BROADCASTING.

f
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, all phases. Strong news and
commercials.
Bachelor
gree. Experience
WVAH, of Speech
Hines. De111.
a Disc on request. Write Howard Myles,
■I ?353
E. 70th 3-9227.
St., Chicago 49, 111. Phone,
Dorchester

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Available erator.
immediately,
transmitter
opWide experience
broadcast
equipment. Want transmitter job, most
anywhere. Age 30.
Single.Sherlock,
What's your
requirements?
Lewis
Box
1161, Plainview, Texas.

Experienced announcer of one year,
disc shows,sixMC,months
news, radio
etc. High
graduate,
school,"school
one
year in the field, good references available. Presently employed in 250 watt
North Dakota station. Ambitious and
ready for a larger market. If interested, disc will follow. Vet of WW2.
C'mon, Box
write,121a,
I'm BROADCASTING.
waiting to hear from
you.

Engineer — 1st phone, single, age 27, car,
will travel. No broadcast experience.
Box 210a, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer who can follow
directions. Proficient in news, disc
shows with emphasis on commercials.
Commendable references. Has comb
and toothbrush. $60.00. Disc, photo
upon
request. Box 184a, BROADCASTING.
Veteran with car and first class license
available
Send telegram.
Box 187a, immediately.
BROADCASTING.
Sportcaster
— one ofexecutive
southwest's
top
men,
now employed
capacity
small station. All sports, baseball,
football, basketball, boxing, wrestling,
etc. Station
I'm lookmg
carries50
sports
year-round.
With for
leading
kw station prior present position.
Prefer salary dIus talent basis, but will
talk terms. Personal interview anywhere in southwest. Disc and top references elsewhere. Available March 15.
Box 185a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 21. single. One vear experience 250 watt Mutual. All phases
announcing. Disc and photo on request.
Not a drifter. Presently employed. Will
travel. Box 186a, BROADCASTING.
Texas, Ok'ahoma, Missouri stations —
Sports announcer. Presently employed
in the largest market in the southwest.
Desire location with year-round sports
play-by-play.
Thoroughly
experienced
in
all ma.ior sports.
Well-rounded
experience in special newscasts and staffs
al, .1 announcing. Detailed information and
audition disc on request. Box 194a,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, four years experience,
strong on news and commercials, married. 30, college grad seeks permanency.
Paul Barnett, 299 Concord Street, Manchester, New Hampshire.
Technical
i First phone — Engineer, veteran, 28,
Three months
^°|L married.
Midwest preferred.
Availableexperience.
immedir ately. Earl Davis. 1004 Mill Street,
Henderson, Kentucky.
Combination man, married, 26, 2V2 years
experience, first phone, first telegraph,
present job 2 years, prefer north Texas
or southern Oklahoma. Require $65.00.
Available two weeks. Box 177a,
'BROADCASTING.
/Operator rience
— first
phone,
18 months expeincluding
construction,
turntable, remote, recording, console
knowledge. Service and civilian radio
Northeast area only. Box
i schools.
174a, BROADCASTING.
,1
! Experienced chief engineer — wants
more engineering and less announcing.
■ Veteran, 29, single, reliable. Will travel
; for permanent job. Will do news,
play-by-play.
Best notice.
references.
k sports,
$80 minimum.
Two weeks
Box
170a, BROADCASTING.
\First phone engineer, desires position
I with future in broadcast station. Two
years instructing experience. Some
xmtr. experience and can also do parttime announcing if desired. Can pro:j duce good references.
Box 165a,
; BROADCASTING.
Engineer, eight years experience studio,
construction
now 154a,
em;, ijtransmitter,
.ployed, desires
change.FM,Box
*jIfBROADCASTING.
u-l'- —
Desire position. Have 1st class teleSt. I phone license. Experienced. Active
ite'^ham, ten years. Delbert King, 122 N.
65 Place, Birmingham, Ala. Phone
, I-59-2311.
;Engineer, 1st phone, experience. Graduate P.A.C. Southeastern states preferred. Box _218a, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, age 22, single and have car.
Transmitter, studio and remote experience with 250 watt station. Desire
position in middlewest with no announcing. Box 182a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced control and transmitter.
Familiar with television operation.
CREI
graduate. Prefer west. Box 183a,
BROADCASTING.
Yoimg man 20, with first phone. Have
just completed SV2 months radio training. Inexperienced but willing to learn.
Can do part time announcing. Box
190a, BROADCASTING.
first class engineer — Four years experience— AM and FM xmtrs, remotes,
recordings, maintenance and installations. mediately.
Single,Locksober.
imBox 816, Available
St. Louis, Mo.
Broadcast engineer desires position
with station local to New York area.
Graduate in radio communications. No
experience. Hold 1st class phone. Class
A.
Amateur (W2SDH). Box 195a,
BROADCASTING.
Radio Operator-First phone, 2nd telegraph. Available
for Single,
broadcast
or com-at
munications.
20, trained
Melville and RCA Institutes. High
speed code and ham experience. Box
203a, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Commercial
nouncer. Ideaprogram
man with director
knowhow- an-to
wrap up attractive saleable program
and spot
executive nowpackage.
working Responsible
in major market.
Not seeking a come-at-onc-? positirn
but looking
for salary
a permanent
ment at a good
in returnassignfor a
hard hitting family man with many
years of radio experience. Box 88a,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writers with six months or
more tion,training
announcing,
traffic and inconsole
operationproducready
for placement. Pathfinder School of
Radio Broadcasting, 1329 Oak Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Hal Styles may solve your problem with
a young, ambitious, capable man, veteran or non-veteran, who has been
thoroughly grounded for eight or more
months by radio professionals in announcing, newscasting. control operation and continuity writing. Write or
wire Hal Styles, Hal Styles School of
Radio.
8800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills. California.
Program director — Presently employed
as manager 250 watt small independent.
Successful record as producer, program
and prestige builder. Civic minded.
Understand personnel. Interested in
moving to station in medium to large
market.
Veteran,
33, married. Absolute sobrietv
and respectability.
Box
172a, BROADCASTING.
Woman foreign news commentator,
writer and speaker experience in public
service. Trained in broadcasting.
Wishes position in radio station. Has
lived in England on continent and Far
East. Box 205, BROADCASTING.
Production director — Young (27), married and has experience with three
networks. Available now for permanent
CASTING.work. Reply Box 204a, BROADProgram director employed but looking for station far-sighted outlook.
Good announcer, news, disc shows, traffic, continuity.
Degree Four
Electrical
Engineering, first phone.
years two
stations. Hard worker, married, 28.
Minimum $85. Virginia preferred. Box
193a, BROADCASTING..

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Educational director, special events,
news. Either coast. Proverbs 20; 6.
Box 213a, BROADCASTING.
Man, administrative ability, publications, radio broadcasting. Write good
selling copy, newcasts, humor. Desire
Florida climate. $5000 year minimum.
Particulars,
CASTING. photo. Box 192a, BROADTelevision
Television producers, programmers and
directors — Chicago. Reliable young
lady assistant with ten years radio and
recent New York TV experience. Box
173a, BROADCASTING.
College graduate, 6 years of radio experience in fports, special events, audience participation, interview, news
and disc shows, wants to get started
in TV. Can go anywhere in the country. Available immediately. Would
a'so be int.' rested in AM iob with a
TV future. Box 162a, BROADCASTING.
Television position as production or
studio
assistant
or script-continuity
writer desired
by man
with two years
extensive radio experience. Salary
secondary to position providing plenty
of work with opportunity to learn.
Box 105a, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale — Control or minority interest
in network affiliate. Very desirable
western city. Box 179a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Eastern metropolitan market.
1 kw daytime. Profitable, well estabCASTING.lished. $125,000. Box 163a, BROADNew England 1000 watt daytime station— $35,000. Exclusive in community
of 60,000nesses.with
hundred busiBox 191a,fifteen
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, Etc.
For sale — One used Buda model 6-DTG317 30 kw diesel powered generator set.
220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycles. Price $1000
fob,
Danville,
Danville,
Va. Va. Write or wire WBTM,
FM antenna, 4 bay federal square loop,
complete
with de-icers
and 9'3" latticesteel
Aness sections,
transmission
harwith expansion
joints. line
Original
cost $4,800. Will sell for $2,400.00 with
engineering assistance. WTCN, Minneapolis 4, Minn.
For sale: New in original shipping
boxes one General Radio type 1181-A
frequency monitor less crystal and
type
monitor
one
set of 1931-A
tubes formodulation
each. Western
Electric
gray finish. Immediate shipment $950.
Box 66a, BROADCASTING.
Completely equipped mobile unit, one
25 watt VHF and one 100 watt MF
transmitter, Onan 1500 watt power
plant, dynamotor, controls console,
cable reels, lockers, accessories, etc.
Box 142a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Western Electric 335-El. 5
kilowatt transmitter with extra tubes
and all switch
gearPerformance
necessary
installation.
exceedsfor FCC
requirements. Make offer. Contact Jim
Ebel. WMBD, 212 S. Jefferson Ave.,
Peoria 2, 111. Phone 7133.
For sale — Complete 3kw General Electric FM equipment in good condition,
used only
Anxious
move,Topeka,
reasonableyear.
price. State
Journal,
Kansas.
One Lingo, insulated, guyed, uniform
cross section, tubular steel tower 165
ft. high. Excellent condition, kept
painted and just re-guyed six months
ago. Type A-2 lighting equipment and
tuning
box with
of ^/r inch
ohm copper
coaxial600lineft. included.
Also,72
one Western Electric 4 bay clover-leaf
54-A FM antenna used six months and
in excellent condition: Presently being
used on 92.9 mc's. Can be adjusted to
any frequency in the FM band. ConIowa. tact KBUR-KBUR FM, Burlington,
Two Brush magnetone wire recorders,
model BK-303. Perfect condition. Cost
$795.00. Make offer. Box 22a, BROADCASTING. '"

(Cont'd)noise supsale —For
ScottSaledynamic
pressor 910-C. Includes tubes and remote control resistor. Gray finish.
Almost new.
$75.00. Write WLAD,'
Danbury,
Connecticut.
For

For sale — One new unused Presto 6N
recorder in floor cabinet. Cost $700.
Reason for sale, duplication of order.
Best offer takes. WLTC, Gastonia, N. C.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
$8,000.00 REWARD
FOR RIGHT MAN
If you are between 30 and 45, own
an auto and are willing to travel
west coast, there's a position opening about March 5th with leading
transcription program producer.
Prefer man with radio time sales
experience. Exclusive representation required. Expenses advanced
against liberal commissions. Executive will train you in territory.
Send references, experience, and
BOX 207a, BROADCASTING
photo
Technical
Chief radio engineer — Large midwestem educational institution is expanding Its radio
broadcasting faollitlea. It Is in the market
for a oiiief engineer who can head up the
technical staff necessary for the installation
and operation of a 10 kw frequency modulation station. Studios and all CQuipment are
new and of latest design. Applicant should
have a degree in electrical engineering from
an accredited college and must have a valid
first class radio-telephone operator's license.
Interested abplicants are requested to include
in their letters complete outlines of their educational backgrounds and experience, personal
history and salary expected. Write
BOX 109a, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Announcers

EXPERT AM-TV
SPORTCASTER
AVAILABLE
Desires position with station having
strong sports schedule, preferably
with TV operation or plans. Nine
years experience, established reputation play-by-play all sports, now
handling complete TV sports schedule. Present employers future sports
plans doubtful. College education,
extensive news, special events background. Finest references.
BOX 212a, BROADCASTING

NEWSCASTER, REPORTER
I want to work for a progressive,
metropolitan station as a newscaster/reporter. Presently, network
newswriter. Formerly, newswriter
for 50 kw midwest station; newscaster, reporter, special events for
36 kw community station; public relations. Excellent references. Pleasant, authoritative voice. College
graduate. Married. Box 217a,
BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

PANEL
ON BMB
Audience Data Discussed

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
TRAFFIC
BARGAIN!
Writer-anhouncer-newiman desires change.
Experienced all phases of radio both
network and independent, Competentcongenial-family man — Minimum $4,000.
BOX 206A, BROADCASTING ^
Program manager in major eastern
market seeks new connection. Legitimate reason for change. Two
years with present management,
fourteen years in radio including
four in NY as director of topflite
network shows. Thirty -four years
old, married, dependable. Thorough
knowledge of music. Excellent
references. Box 557, BROADCASTING.
Schools

^^

^^
STATION

MANAGERS!

CONTROL
New System Insf-alled at WALA

TO PROVIDE a ready reference
and control center for the programming of WALA Mobile, Ala., the
station has installed a new traffic
control board. Through a system of
movable cards and colored tabs all
essential information is available
at a glance.
The chart board in the traffic
department gives a weekly index
of all scheduled programs as well
as showing availabilities.
Called a "Sched-U-Graph," the
set-up
Rand. was designed by Remington
The board includes 100 pockets
arranged in eight rows. The first
row at the left carries the time
schedule, the other seven rows
carry the daily schedules.
Cards are staggered so only the
name of the program shows at the
top. Vital statistics are carried on
the remainder of the card, such information as sponsor, starting and
expiration dates.
Pour different card colors are
used to denote different program
classifications. To the left of each

Need Trained Personnel?

Wanted to Buy

BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?

WILL

BEGINNERS!

BUY

Construction Permit

Want to be a broadcaster?

and /or

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338-1 6th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses,
Name
Address
City
State.

Small Station
Eastern Market preferred
Financially responsible and
competent principals
BOX 160a, BROADCASTING
Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
List With Us
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California

The Next
RADIO SALES TRAINING SCHOOL
Columbus, Ohio
Feb. 24 • 25 • 26
Make reservations now.
Statements from last month's school:
"Now I have a definite plan of sell- "". . . training and inspiration. I recommend it to others."
ing . . ." Marshall True, Comm. Mgr.
Paul Bonham, WKBZ,
Muskegon, Mich.
WIBV, Belleville, 111.
"This sales training will improve my
"This
school
is
the
best
sales
training
I've ever had . .
Ed Clinton, WKBZ,
Harlcy West, Jr., Comm. Mgr.
Muskegon, Mich.
WABJ, Adrian, Mich.
sales."
Box 108
Worthington, Ohio
"^i::^ The FRED A.
CO.
Radio PALMER
Consultants
MANAGEMENT and OPERATION

Mobile

BMB audience data, their significance and their proper use, were
discussed Monday by a six-man
panel at a luncheon meeting of the
market research group of the New
York chapter of American MarketAssn. absence of Cort Langley,
In ingthe
assistant to the president of BMB,
called out of town on business, the
panel discussed BMB's similarities
and differencesof from
measurements
stationengineeringcoverage,

The "Sched-U-Graph" at WALA
Mobile.
^ ^ ^
card and at the end of a broadcast
period, colored signals are used to
denote spot availabilities.
'BE-BOP' ABROAD

Block fo Air Show on 'Voice'
SEEKING to improve diplomatic
relations among the countries of
the world, WNEW New York disc
jockey Martin Block is scheduled to
beam his Make Believe Ballroom
to foreign audiences sometime this
month. Through the State Department's "Voice of America," the
disc jockey ambassador hopes to
bring American culture to the far
corners of the earth, creating a
new
world, dedicated
to "be-bop"
and "schmaltz"
— or peace
at any
Undaunted by the triviality of
language
barriers, the irrepressible
price.
Mr. Block is currently cramming
up on a half-dozen or so foreign
tongues, including algebra. Aided
and abetted by genuine linguists,
Mr. Block will do the opening, introduction and sign-off in various
languages, spelled phonetically.
Program, with comprehensive backgrounds supplied to create foreign
understanding of America's Dorsey, Goodman and Lombardo, etc.,
will follow its domestic format.

•

programments ofrating
measureprogramservice,
popularity
and
Audit Bureau of Circulation's
measurements of the average number of purchasers of newspapers
and magazines.
Edward B. MacDonald, chairman
of the market research group, presided at the luncheon held at the
Sheraton Hotel, New York. Panel
members were: J. F. Kurie, ANA
vice president; Frank B. Kemp, as
sistant media director, Compton
Adv.; W. H. Mullen, director. Magazine Adv. Bureau; Howard C.
Haupt, account executive, ANPA
Bureau of Advertising; H. M:
Beville Jr., NBC director of research; Paul R. Benson, MBS as-|
sistant director of research.
!
111at

TRANSIT FM
WWDC-FM Reports Sale Ih,
MORE THAN 35% of all avail
able time was sold when WWDC-i
FM Washington began its transitcasts, Ben Strouse, general man- Pii
ager of the Capital outlet, revealed SI
last week.
Time was purchased by 14 advertisers, both national and local,
when broadcasts to 20 FM-equipped
busses of the Capital Transit Co.
began Feb. 10, Mr. Strouse said; ho
Seven different agencies placed one
account each.
, la
■a
Accelerated installations have ll(
been inspired by initial advertiser ler
and listener reaction. One hun- Ii
dred busses will be equipped with
receivers by April 1 and 500
vehicles by the end of the year, Mr
Strouse announced. Eventually all
of
company's
streel
carsthewill
carry thebusses
sets, and
according
to present plans.

RARE OPPORTUNITY

•

for broadcast equipment sales engineers
Designer and manufacturer of AM and FM broadcast transmitters,
audio equipment and accessories of widely recognized superiority has
immediate openings for six able, experienced sales engineers to provide
intensive coverage of the following territories:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST Washington, Oregon, Idaho
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona. Two men here.
SOUTH CENTRAL Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
SOUTH EASTERN Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida
CENTRAL Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
These openings hold real rewards for ability and hard work. They
can only be filled by aggressive sales engineers with a thorough knowledge of broadcast station equipment and its applications, and years of
large-scale sales experience in the field. Write us fully about your
background, present status and demonstrated earning capacity. A
photograph will be helpful. Address BOX 21a, BROADCASTING.

f ISCONSIN BILL
Censorship, Says 'Journal'
MnifiA. BILL to prohibit stations from
"I'i'broadcasting
story, ofdescrip^wition
or account"any
of deeds
blood'Ct- shed, lust or crime, other than as
a current news event," was introley,
duced in the Wisconsin state legis•IBjIature Jan. 21 by Sen. Brown of
thelOshkosh. The bill (No. 93-S) is a
ties; proposed amendment to a present
mgestatute relating to obscene lanleejguage, writings and moving picire-jiures
corrupt morals."
andt
The "tending
bill was tointroduced
at reiii'Jquest of the Lutheran Ladies Assn.
ini.'and has been referred to the cometjj.mittee on state and local government. One hearing on the bill has
,j„ ,been held and a second one scheduled.
In an editorial in the Feb. 10 isnelisue of the Milwaukee Journal,
\4owner of WTMJ
WTMJ - FM
asiWTMJ-TV, the bill was classed as
jpne morelature attempt
"to get thefield
legisinto the uncertain
of
Censorship." "The bill attempts to
pj^^run around the constitutional guarjantees of freedom of speech by ex^emptingtorialnews
stated. broadcasts," the edi"But the dodge surely would be
clear to any court. The legislature
would seem to be wasting its time
if it is seriously considering this
ilg^measure. In the case of radio,
even those police powers that may
be exercised are pre-empted by the
Federal Communications CommisiSion.
> Regarding the effect such a bill
Would have on Wisconsin radio if
it were enacted, the editorial
stated :
'['
At pointed
the firstouthearing
at Madison,
oliwas
this would
shut theit
door on the broadcasting of most of
'Shakespeare's
plays.
Ijitragedies
are full
of Shakespearean
pretty bloody
(Stuff.
Yet
every
high
studentof
in the state studies oneschool
or more
them ... A great many Bible stories
would seem to be tabooed.
Many of
our best historical dramas would be
out the window . . We could not hear
the story of the assassination of President Lincoln, Garfield and McKinley.
In fact, what would be left for the
Wisconsin radio listener but music?
Oh, yes, and the soap operas. Even
those might be out, depending on how
wide a definition was placed on the
word "lust."
. . . The people of Wisconsin surely
realize that censorship is a sign not
of progress but of decadence. It is a
iway,
to endnotit. to promote democracy — but
.Radio Ups Savings
^ FIRST Federal Savings and
Loan Assn., Kenmore, N. Y.,
reports an 80% increase in
the number of its Christmas
Savings Club accounts as a
result of using radio. For
several weeks before Christmas the bank used opening
and closing commercials on a
news roundup three times a
week 11:50 a.m.-12 noon on
WXRA Kenmore, a 1 kw
daytimer on 1080 kc. Number of accounts jumped from
850 to 1,560, Leonard Rautenberg, loan company's
president, said.
BROADCASTING

FIRST Chicago Marine Reserve of the
of the Year award goes to Jim Hurlbut (I), WMAQ (NBC) Chicago's reporter -at - large
for field
"outstanding
achievements
in the
of radio
broadcasting." Award, presented by
Lt. Col. John M. Bathum, commandofficer ofDivision,
the Marine
Reserve's
9th ing
Infantry
was made
also
for Mr. Hurlbut's "development of an
unusual form of radio news reporting
and exceptionally keen interpretation
of local news."
BUSINESS-LABOR
KJR Backs Roundtable
A STEERING committee of seven
men, representing management,
labor and the public, has been established in the State of Washington to work toward formation of a
permanent industrial roundtable
group. Periodically the group will
meet to consider business and labor
problems of the Pacific Northwest.
Plan is an outgrowth of 13-week
series, Out of the Fog, originated
by KJR Seattle and broadcast also
on five other stations throughout
the
1948].state [Broadcasting, Dec. 27,
The steering committee will setup a roundtable group of eighteen
persons, with six each from labor,
management and the general public, and with six alternates for each
category. The total group is expected to meet monthly, and to report periodically to the public.
Majority of the labor and management representatives who appeared on Out of the Fog when
the series was aired from Sept. 9
to Dec. 2, 1948, have been actively
working toward continuing the
roundtable.
Findings and recommendations
will be brought to the listening
public through a monthly program
to be produced by KJR and broadcast also by KIT • Yakima, KGA
Spokane, K V A N Vancouver,
KWLK Longview and KXRO Aberdeen. The new program is planned
for a half hour, but station officials
have indicated that if an hour is
needed for the monthly report, it
will be made available.

WMCT(TV) Memphis has signed for
Telenews-INS daily and weekly newsreels, which will be sponsored by local
General Electric dealers.
Telecasting

n forof KNBC
and educatio
afpublic and
director
JAMES fairsDAY,
NBC's San Francisco office, is taking a leave of absence from his post
for two-year tour of duty with Allied
Occupation forces in Japan. He will
serve as radio information specialist
with Radio Unit of the staff of Supreme Commander of Allies in the
Pacific. He will work with 12 other
American radio specialists in supervising operation of the two networks
of Broadcast Corp. of Japan. WILLIAM MINETTE, KNBC staff news
writer for past two years, has been
promoted to succeed Mr. Day, and
HARVEY SACHS, formerly news editor of KTIL Tillamook, Ore., has
KNBC's news staff to replace
joined
Mr. Minette.
CLAIR SHADWELL has joined
WGTM Wilson, N. C, as farm service
director. Mr. Shadwell has served in
all phases of radio
since 1926, and his
most recent post
was as farm broadcaster in Columbia, S. C.
NEDer news
RYAN,
form-of
editor
WHEN fTV) Syracuse, N. Y., has
been appointed
diMr. Shadwell
rector of special
events for the station. Mr. Ryan will also supervise
studio announcers and schedule announcer assignments for remote telecasts.
Lanphier Reelected
CHARLES J. LANPHIER was reelected president of Wisconsin
Broadcasting System, licensee of
WFOX Milwaukee, at the annual
stockholders' meeting. Mr. Lanphier is WFOX's manager. Others
elected were: Thad Wasielewski,
Milwaukee attorney and former
Congressman, vice president; Robert Tehan, chairman of Democratic
State Committee, treasurer, and
Stanley H. Nastal, member of the
board of directors and secretary.
WFOX is a 250 w daytimer on
860 kc.

JAMES
A. McCULLA
has joined
KMPC Hollywood as news editor.
Mr. McCulla was formerly announcerproducer with KSO Des Moines, and
before that announcer with WLW
Cincinnati. In addition to his duties
as news editor, he will do five weekly
quarter-hour newscast.
JULIAN PIERCEFIELD has been
appointed sports director of WCSI
(FM) Columbus, Ind.
HOLMES ALEXANDER, Washington
columnist, has joined WFBR Baltimore, where he will conduct a series
of news programs with LOU CORBIN, WFBR newscaster.
JIM
HURLBUT, has
WMAQ
porter-at-large,
been Chicago's
appointed rean
honorary member of the Chicago Patrolmen's Club and the Chicago Police
Sergeant's Assn. in recognition of his
efforts "to credit good police work."
He has been asked to be guest of honor at the annual banquet of the police
sergeants
Feb. 23 in the Morrison
Hotel.
RUSS PARK, assistant farm program
director at WLS Chicago for three
years, is retiring to manage a family
farm near Mechanicsburg, 111., where
he will raise grain and livestock.
PROBE AUTHORITY
Asked for House I FCC
AUTHORITY for the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee to conduct investigations
relating to matters coming within
the committee's jurisdiction, is
sought in a resolution introduced
Feb.
14 by Rep. Robert T. Secrest
(D-Ohio).
Purpose of the measure (HRes
100) is to eliminate the necessity
of seeking House approval for investigations each time the Committee decides to launch a probe
into matters coming within its
jurisdiction. The bill has been
referred to the House Rules Committee.
Although the strongest reason
for introduction of the measure
was believed to have been to insure jurisdiction over petroleum
matters, the resolution would also
cover communications. Rep. Robert Grosser (D-Ohio), chairman
of the House Commerce Committee, introduced a similar resolution (HRes 107) Feb. 16.

long established
Western Network
Station
One of the oldest western radio facilities located in a most
desirable western market.
This is a long established, firmly entrenched property that
has a valuable network affiliation. The excellent earnings are
impressive and have maintained a consistent growth over a
period of years. This station is definitely in the conservative
investment category on the basis of its earnings record and low
price to earnings ratio. Price $300,000.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Philip
D.
Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Bldg.
Washington Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
February 21, 1949
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J^ioduction

studio and cameraBYRON manPAUL,
for the past two years at
CBS-TV, has been promoted to
program department
the network's
as a director, effective Feb. 20. Mr.
Paul was also a CBS-TV laboratory
technician for two years.
formerly with
KNIGHT,
PAUL
WMAR-TV Baltimore as producer-director assigned to
its mobile unit,
has joined sKFITV Los Angele as
director of remote
programming. He
replaces ROBERT
LIVINGSTONE,
recently appointed
producer - director
on station's studio
production staff.
ZENAS SEARS, Atlanta disc jockey,
Mr. Knight
has joined WGST
Atlanta, as featured disc m. c.
HUGO DI SILVA, formerly with WLW
Cincinnati, has joined announcing
staff of KXXX Colby, Kan.
PAUL C. LOUTHER has been appointed program director of WVET
Rochester, N. Y.
KATHRYN BRADY, formerly of the
WLS Chicago school time and educa-

Only station
;

saturating ricli
Western

Washington

KIRO
SEATTLE
CBS

TACOMA

THE PIONEER
50^000 VVAtT STATION
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
V
710 KC
WATIOWALU REPRESENieP BV FREE & PETERS, IHC.
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tion department, succeeds JOHN
DRAKE as continuity chief. Mr.
Drake, new promotion department assistant, replaces WARREN MIDDLETON, who joins KMOX St. Louis.
JACK LAZARE, formerly on announcing staffs of WQXR and WNYC New
York, has joined WOR New York, as
announcer-producer. Mr. Lazare is
currently announcing for "Voice of
America," and expects to continue
these duties along with his WOR assignments.
NORMAN BARRY, NBC Chicago commentator, has been awarded first
place
among
network's
announcers
in annual H. the
P. Davis
Memorial
Award
competition. Mr. Barry was cited for
his work on R.F.D. America and for
an ad lib commentary during a cowmilking contest on the program recently.
WILLIAM T. JOHNSON, ABC producer, replaced TED TOLL as producer
of ABC Starring Kay Star. Mr. Toll
is devoting full time to production of
ABC Kay Kyser Show.
MIKE FIDLER has joined KBOW
Butte, Mont., as chief announcer. He
is a former actor and writer.
MARY HARTLINE, band leader on
ABC-TV's Super Circus televised from
Chicago, has been chosen "Miss Television of 194D" by Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity at the U. of Michigan.
BOB HOPE has been appointed honorary radio chairman for the 16th annual Easter Seal Campaign to be conducted by the TSfational Society for
Crippled Children and Adults from
St. Patrick's Day to Easter Sunday.
GEORGE HALL, formerly of CKGB
Timmins, Ont., has joined announcing
staff of CFCH North Bay, Ont.
ESTHER HOTTON, formerly with
WKOW Madison, Wis., has been appointed women's director for WEXT
Milwaukee.
BILL BAILEY has resigned from
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., to join WLS
Chicago's announcing staff. Mr.
Bailey is known to midwest audiences
for his work in the transcribed
Practical Land Use series sponsored
by Keystone Wire & Steel Corp.
BOB MOON, m.c. on Don Lee Ladies
First, temporarily replaces RICHARD
WEBB on KTSL (TV) Los Angeles
weekly Richard Webb's Hobby Shop.
Mr. Webb left to take leading role in
forthcoming play "Elgie's Woman."
ART LINKLETTER, m.c. of ABC G.E.
House Party, has started "How We
Met" department in True Love and
Romance magazine adapted from the
feature on his radio program.
BILL EDWARDSEN has joined the
announcing staff at WNLK Norwalk,
Conn.
WALT TURNER, formerly with
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., has joined
announcing staff of WABB, AM and
FM, Mobile, Ala.
JESSE FRENCH has been appointed
program director of CKGB Timmins,
Ont., moving from CFCH North Bay,
Ont.

JACK POLLIE, program director of
CKWS Kingston, Ont., was elected
to the vocational committee of the
Kingston Board of Education.
GORDON WILLIAMSON, producerdirector at WTTG (TV) Washington,
and Joanne Wright have announced
their marriage.
LEE FENECY and RUTH BRADLEY
have joined program department of
WOW Omaha, Neb.
NORAH ADAMSON, WBZ-TV Boston film editor, and Frederick W.
Yardley,
have announced their marriage.
JIMMY O'HANLON, writer of MBS
George O'Hanlon Show, is the father
of a boy, Tarrance.
JIM BUTLER, program director at
WVLN Olney, 111., and Joan Allie
have anounced their engagement.
'Commercial'

Sermon

SOME improvements, like
public address systems in
churches, have a way of
sneaking up on people. At
least parishioners of Fort
Wayne's First Presbyterian
Church think so. The church
installed a new public address system and, to overcome distortion, placed 20
speakers beneath pews.
When Rev. Edward Coller
mounted the pulpit, speaker
volume was turned up and
a musical serenade permeated the pews. Listeners,
who may have ascribed it to
church improvements or a
new kind of FM, were soon
set straight. Midway through
the sermon, news bulletins
and a commercial followed.
But the pastor continued, unaware he was competing with
a WANE Sunday broadcast.
System was picking up and
amplifyingof WANE's
signal
—•
because
a technical
fluke
and
lack
of
an
arrester
device.
CANADIAN RADIO manufacturers
plan to produce 12,700 television receivers this year, according to M.
Brownlee, executive secretary of the
Canadian Radio Manufacturers Assn.,
Toronto.

TV IN COLLEGES
Poole Cites Its Potential
TELEVISION'S potential for colleges is discussed by Dr. Lynn D.
Poole, director of public relations
at the Johns Hopkins U., Baltiin theRelations,
January monthly
issue of pub
Collegemore,Public
lication of the American College
Public Relations Assn.

". . . as public relations direc-'
tors,"
examinesays
this Dr.
new Poole,
medium"weandmustbe
ready to become an integral part ofi 3it." And he tells why: "Because'
already television has millions of|"
devotees, has proved itself to be a
powerful means for transmissionff
of information, a dramatic vehicle »
for moulding public opinion^ — and
it can be a vital instrument in expanding culture and general edu

Television is a medium through
1!
which every type of college activity can be illustrated, Dr. Poole
cation."out. He tells his public re
points
lations
that "whether'
we
have colleagues
a local television
station
already in operation, or whether
the nearest station is 500 miles
away, it behooves each of us tofi
think seriously on what the pro
gram possibilities are for us iw it
our public relations activities."
Dr. Poole's article, entitled
"Television — The New Challenge,"
also summarizes television activities at Johns Hopkins to date. ii
Cover layout of the magazine presents five pictures illustrating
these activities.

'Julius Caesar'
NBC will telecast the entire proof Shakespeare's
"Julius
Caesar" duction
Sunday,
April 3, through
facilities of WNBW (TV) Washington. Socony- Vacuum Oil Co.,
New York, will sponsor the show
that is to be carried by coaxial L
cable to the 14 interconnected
cities. Production will be staged
in authentic Elizabethan style by
the Masquers of Amherst College
performing
in the playhouse of ■
Library.
the
Folger Shakespeare Memorial fo
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Standby Plan
Studied

jMOBILIZATION

(CENTATIVE proposals for development of a stand-by mobilization plan
ii'or the communications industry were discussed Friday at a meeting of
im industry advisory committee assisting the National Security Re!;ources Board.
—
advisory
! The communications
ijiommittee meeting was the first in
I series of conferences between
CONTRACT
COSTS
..government officials and industry
Munitions Board Revises
,,idvisory committees.
R. A. Lumpkin, president of the REGULATIONS covering contract
Illinois Consolidated Telegraph Co., cost principles in the Armed Servvas slated to present the report of
ices Procurement Regulation have
if he informal task group assigned
been tightened through revisions
:o make a preliminary study of developed by the Army, Navy and
neans to mobilize the communicaAir Force in cooperation with the
e ions industry in the event of a Munitions Board.
di lational emergency. RecommendaSection 15 of the regulation, deal;- ,ions for formal plans to submit to
ing with types of allowable costs
I- "JSRB were also anticipated, in ad- in supply and research contracts
. lition to appointment of similar with commercial organizations, rel,;ask groups to consider phases of
search contracts with non-profit
:he industry's
capacities and institutions and construction contracts, has been revised.
j'ormulation
ap,)eals forms of
for reporting
use in anandemerPortions of the section pertaining to the allowability of adverI'rency.
tising costs have been modified to
• The agenda included reports
I'rom industry representatives on permit advertising in trade and
technical journals only under sup'our main subjects: (1) World
ply and research contracts with
A^'ar II — the situation at the beginning and wartime events; (2) commercial organizations, provided
situation at the end of World War
that it does not offer specific products for sale.
I; (3) postwar events and presAdvertising must be placed for
int situation, and (4) outlook for
the purpose of offering financial
he future — war or peace.
Leighton H. Peebles, assistant
support to journals which are valuable for the dissemination of techlirector of NSRB's Office of Pronical information within the conluction and expert in communicatractor's industry, the national milions mobilization planning, preitary establishment announced.
■ided over the session.
The effective date of the section
Among the government officials was changed from Feb. 1, 1949 to
nvited to attend were Wayne Coy,
March 1, 1949. Charity and comrCC chairman; Rear Adm. Earl
munity benefit donations are not
3. Stone, chief of naval communinow allowable as contract costs.
ations; Maj. Gen. Francis L. An:enbrandt, director of U. S. Air The changes were in addition to
Torce communications; Maj. Gen. those previously made in Section
is. B. Akin, Chief Signal Officer, 15 [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, 1948].
■"J. S. Army; Commdr. W. H.
.Creamer, USN, of the Joint ComE. Rawls Hampton
'inunications and Electronics ComEDWIN RAWLS HAMPTON, 65,
'inittee, and a representative of the
a member of the WFAS White
|)ept. of State.
. Advisory committee members, all Plains, N. Y., staff, died Feb. 7 in
an upstate New York hospital. Mr.
,rom telephone or telegraph comHampton entered radio in the mid■lanies, include H. T. Killingstwenties after a stage career. He
was born in Marshalville, Ga., on
irorth, general manager of AT&T's
ong lines department, and K. IS. Aug. 20, 1883. Burial was in the
family plot at Gainesville, Fla.
- TlcHugh, vice president of AT&T.

We

Like

Meadville—

It's a great little community . . . chock-full of prosperous farm
families that count on WMGW for good music . . . farm and market
reports and up to the minute news. When you broadcast your advertising message over WMGW you are assured not only of a listening
audience but a buying audience! WMGW spent advertising dollars
always result in direct sales gains for you. For further information
contact . . .
WMGW
or Assoc.
Robt. Meeker
521 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. C.
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FILMS FOR VIDEO
Released by United World

VIEWING oil painting of WFAS
WFAS-FM White Plains, N. Y., transmitter plant by Julius Geilenkirchen
(r), engineer at the stations, is Frank
A. Seitz, WFAS WFAS-FM managing
director. Mr. Geilenkirchen, who
took up painting while in a Veterans
Administration hospital last summer
fighting a "bug" he brought back
from three years' Army service in the
Pacific, is now working on an interior
of the transmitter house.
A. U. COURSE
Limii-ed to Professionals
WORKINGMAN's workshop in
television production is now being
held by WMAL-TV Washington
and the American U. there. The
limited class of 20 pupils is confined to professionals in radio and
allied fields.
Started Jan. 15, the workshop
is being held Saturday afternoons
for 15 weeks in the studios of
WMAL-TV with Arthur Weld,
WMAL-TV production manager,
as instructor. It provides practical experience in television techniques through actual participation in various types of productions
and programs.
Emphasis is being placed upon
use of TV in adult education, public service and government information. Observation of transmitter, remote pickup and mobile
operations is also included.
Among those enrolled are:
Larry Beckerman. WTOP Washington producer-director; William Bailey,
Navy Dept.; Gertrude Broderick, radio
education specialist, U. S. Office of
Education; Charles Batson, NAB Television Report director; Herrin Culver,
head of visual information section.
Soil Conservation Service, Agriculture
Dept.; Franklin Fitzgerald, assistant to
Mr. Culver; Larry Frommer, WTOP
production
manager; Verne Hansen,
WTOP announcer.
Elinor Lee, WTOP director of women'sgram
activities;
prodirectorLansing
of WOLLindquist,
Washington;
Hazel Markel, WTOP public relatio.is
director; mation
Tomspecialist.
Noone,Agriculture
television Dept.;
inforDana Reynolds, head of radio service.
Agriculture Dept.; Ben Rogers, Vetducer. erans Administration television proEd Scoville, WTOP director of special
events; Hernandao Silva, VA television
and radio information specialist; Maynard Speece, television researcher.
Agriculture Dept.; Mary Taylor, director,reau,division
of reports.
Children'sWINX
BuLabor Dept.;
Julia Warner,
Washington producer; Lynn Wilson,
WINX writer-producer; Bill Wood,
radio liaison officer. State Dept.

UNITED WORLD FILMS is releasing films for video on a regular monthly schedule, its television
department has announced. Films,
most of them never before offered to video stations, are made
available to TV stations at specified rental terms and under an
agreement permitting stations to
purchase as many programs as
desired.
Lewis Blumberg, sales manager
of United World's television department, include
said the first
months'
program will
the six
following:
features,
filmsJ. ofArthur
20 to
60 Children's
minutes each,
made13 for
Rank's children's film programs; two
series, five and six reels each; 13
"Stranger than Fiction" episodes; a
sports package
of H and
to 13
reelssports
featuring Babe Ruth
other
personalities;
series
of
British
"Secrets
of
Life" filmswith
on animal
and narration;
plant life
interspersed
humorous
"Atomic Physics" presented in four
parts as
and Albert
featuringEinstein;
such leading
sc'entists
the Julian
Huxley science series on biology; two
series of travel films and a football
series to be utilized by stations on
sponsored football programs for showing during half-time intermission.
KNAK

to 1 kw

A POWER increase to 1 kw has
been announced by KNAK Salt
Lake City, Utah. The station
moved Feb. 12 to 1280 kc when the
power
change
took place.
Nondirectional
for daytime
operation,
the station uses 500 w directional
at night. Operation formerly was
on 1400. kc with 250 w.

DON DAVIS,
f.fdtr-' C*"
JOHN
T SCHILLING.
MUTUAL NHWORK

710 KILOCYCLES * S.OOO WATTS NIGHT
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New

GE has been proHARRIET motedGEOR
to position of daytime
technical director at WAAM
e con(TV) Baltihermore. s Miss Georgtant
tinues dutie as assis
to
HERB CAHAN, operations manager,
in addition to her new post.
PRECISION APPARATUS Co., Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y., has announced new
wide-range sweep signal generator,
known as Series E-400, which offers
wide and narrow band sweep selection for positivee. FM and TV alignment and servic
HAROLD L. POWELL, engineer on
ABC Zeke Manners and Bride and
Groom show, is the father ef a girl.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y., has announced production
of an improved vacuum-tube voltmeter for measuring voltage in electronic and other low-energy circuits
where minimum current drain is desirable. Designated as type AA-1,
new instrument has a calibrated range
of 0.001 volt to 300 volts at all frequencies from 10 cycles to 1.5 megacycles. It also is graduated in decibels, covering range of —52 to +52
decibels from a reference level of 1
milliwatt at 600 ohms. A ten-position
push-button switch permits any working range to be selected instantly
without passing through intermediate
ranges.

Says Hutchinson
KNOW-HOW
VIDEO
TELEVISION programs won't improve until television executives know
what they are doing, according to Thomas H. Hutchinson, technical director of television, School of Radio Technique, and author of Here Is
Television. Mr. Hutchinson last Tuesday addressed the luncheon meeting of the Advertising Women of *
—
New York at the Hotel Astor.
said, "On the basis of the highest
"Too many dramatic programs
technical information, I predict
are drawing from the same sources,
that it will take three or four years
namely, successful stage plays," to develop tubes with sufficient
said Mr. Hutchinson, "and spon- power, and transmitters to carry
sors are busily vying with each
other to obtain the same pro- that power, to perfect color telegrams." As a result, he noted,
George Moskovics, CBS-TV dicomedians, for instance, "play
rector of sales development, told
Bwitch," being seen on one sponsor's the
vision."
ad women that while equipshowfollowing
one week,week.
and on another's
ment for television broadcast was
the
"Television needs new ideas and pretty much the same, and that
technical perfection was within
new talent," he said, "and it's not reach of all, excellence in programnecessary to have big names and
ming was the most important goal
unlimited budgets to succeed in
for which to strive in selling merchandise via video.
theRichard
new field."
Hodgeson, Paramount
Picture's technical director of television, outlined the four-faceted
video program engaged in by motion pictures as: Films for television, television broadcasting,
bringing television into the theatre
for large screens, and using television as an advertising medium to
promote motion pictures.
Video Efifectiveness
Predicting a minimum of 115
television stations by 1950, J. T.
Baral Jr., merchandise manager of
Philco Corp., Philadelphia, television division, proclaimed video
advertising ten times as effective
as radio advertising. He also
pointed out, that in preparation for
the still further growth of video,
Philco had trained "more servicemen than all other manufacturers
color television, Mr. Baral
together."
putAbout

BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET

spread over two states
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it With the
latest Sales Management
"buying power" figures, and
you'll see that KWFT reaches
a billion and a half dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

KWFT

THE
TEXAS-OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita Fall(-5,000 Wattl-620 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co., and KWFT, 801 Tower
Petroleum BIdg., Dallas
X,.Page 78
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Ideas Needed,

RCA CONSOLE
Has Centralized Features
A. R. HOPKINS, manager of RCA
Broadcast Equipment Sales, has
announced development of a universal transmitter control console,
capable of providing centralized
control of all mixing and primary
switching operations for AM, FM,
and television transmitters.
Up to nine different types of
"blocks" or sections may be bolted
together in various combinations to
form a console capable of satisfying the requirements of one or more
transmitters of any type. The basic
unit of the console consists of an
audio control turret and an r-f
control turret mounted on two desktype sections with removable end
pieces.
Other available units are a 90degree desk section, a television
control console, a complete turret
with blank panel, and a 45-degree
wing turret with blank panel.
The audio turret of the FM console contains all mixing and switching facilities for up to six inputs,
a seven-position selector switch for
monitoring all important circuits,
and individual bridging pads for
equalizing the level of the variou$
signal sources.

HIGHWAY WARNING
System Planned in Nebraska
NEBRASKA stations have started
action to set up a unified, efficient
and fast highway reporting system
for use by all stations in the state.
Soren Munkhof , news director at
WOW Omaha, suggested the plan
at a meeting of Nebraska Associated Press radio stations in North
Platte. He reported on a similar
operation set up in Iowa through
the cooperations of the news editors
association, state highway department, state patrol and weather
bureau.
The project will be handled by a
committtee composed of William
Newens, KOIL Omaha manager,
chairman; Mr. Munkhof; Harry
Peck, KFOR Lincoln manager; Bud
Neble, KFAB Omaha news director, and Ed Makiesky, bureau manager of AP in Omaha. The committee is to meet with representatives of the Nebraska highway
commission and safety patrol and
representatives of the U. S. Weather Bureau stations located at
Omaha and Lincoln.

UN

TOMB
URGED
Smith's Idea Considered
SUGGESTION for the creation
of a United Nations Unknovra
Soldier's Tomb was submitted to
Trygve Lie, UN secretary-general,
late last month by Arthur J. Smith,
manager of WNAX Sioux CityYankton, S. D.
A United Press release Feb. 8
reports, according to Mr. Smith,
that Mr. Lie has sent the proposal
to Wallace Harrison, UN New
York architect supervising construction of the UN permanent
capital. Mr. Lie has received
scores of suggestions, the UP report stated, "but this one, a high
UN official said, has impressed
UN officials more than others."
Mr. Smith sent a detailed outline of his proposal to Mr. Lie,
suggesting
that located
the tomb
"should
be strategically
so that
all
delegates and representatives of|
the nations assembled would con

sistently
passthethebody
hallowed
shrine.'
In selecting
to be honored,
Mr. Smith proposed that unidentified bodies from the theatres of the
war should be assembled and one
selected by secret lot. He con
eluded "I feel that the undyingp
symbol created by the United Na-I
tions Unknown Soldier's Tomb
would be worth any problems that
occurred in establishing it."
loc;
ISI
I'utntakU

CHARLES
Inc.,during
Newfj,\ inc
York, hasMICHELSON
announced that
week ending Feb. 11, six new markets had contracted for its Blackstone,
The Magic Detective, quarter-hour
transcribed series. New stations are:
WHTB Talladega, Ala.; WRBC Jack
son. Miss.; WWRL Woodside, L. L
N. Y.; WHAL Shelby ville, Tenn.;
WHLF South Boston, Va., and WNBF
Binghamton, N. Y.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati,
has announced that KRKO Everett,
Wash., has contracted for six of its
transcribed shows. Also announced
was KOMO Seattle's purchase of the
Wayne King Show. All contracts are
for 52 weeks.

Published by Johnstone-Montei
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— BMI
I COULDN'T STAY AWAY FROM YOU
On Records: Frankie Carle— Col. 38354; Ella Fitzgerald— Dec. 24562; Bob Chester — Collegiate*.
On Transcriptions: Men of Manhattan — NBC Thesaurus; Rene Durant — Standard; Russ Morgan —
World; Buddy Weed — Associated; Jan Garber —
Capitol; Dean Hudson — Lang-Worth.
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f iPlaque which Alfred P. Sloan winners will receive in April.

AN AWARDS
^LOBoard
Picks 10 March 29

J RECIPIENTS of ten Alfred P.
Sloan radio awards for outstanding
Jpublic service in the field of high11IIway safety will be chosen at a
|, meeting of the board of judges in
1.1Washington, D. C. March 29. The
iMil948 awards are open to regional,
I jlocal and clear channel stations,
'.;and national and regional net5jWOAs.
6) Decorative bronze plaques will
■ Ibe presented some time in April by
;5Alfred P. Sloan Jr., chairman of
• Ithe Sloan Foundation and chairman
3 J of the board of General Motors
HiCorp.
The ceremonies will be
aired on a nation-wide network.
Board of judges includes Kenneth
G. Bartlett, radio department head,
Syracuse U.; Ned H. Dearborn,
president. National Safety Council,
and others.
Closing date for entries is March
1. All types of commercial and
sustaining programs promoting
traffic safety are eligible. Net' 'works and stations should submit
? entries direct to Automotive Safety Foundation, 700 Hill Bldg.,
^Washington 6 D. C, which is ad.ministering the radio award pro■;:gram. Entries in the form of
^statements should include program
^description, presentation method,
^and ascertainable results.
—■
j
,1
,!LIONEL HAMPTON made his telei vision debut last month over WAVE^ TV Louisville, Ky. Mr. Hampton and
^ Ebony.
his orchestra debuted on station's Club

d
resigne
hasation
WILLasIAM
r of Ainform
directoKOStK
for
United States Brewers Foundation and will open public relations
office in Denver early in March. He
former
publici
director
of
te of
ent ty'
NBC, ly
vice was
presid
of Institu
Public Relations and managing editor
of Look magazine.
EDWARD (Bill) REICHE, for the past
three years eastern editor of Popular
Mechanics magazine, has joined the
department of information staff at
RCA, New York.
BMI CANADA Ltd., Toronto, is expanding its operations, and has
opened an office at Montreal primarily
to cater to the Franch-language field.
Office is at 1502 St. Catherine St.
West, with MARGUERIE JACQUES
as office manager, and CLYDE MOON
in charge of radio liaison.
ELBERT HALING, former publicitycontinuity director of WBAP-WFAA
Fort Worth-Dallas, has been appointed continuity director of the Institute of Radio Broadcasting, Dallas.
Equipment
WILLIAM W. BOYNE has been elected vice president of Zenith Radio
Corp. of New York.
ROGER M. WISE, authority on electron tubes, and his group of tube engineers are joining technical staff of
Philco Corp., Philadelphia. WILLIAM
BALDERSTON, president, made the
announcement for Philco, which is
acquiring the assets of Roger M. Wise
Inc.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago radio and
television equipment manufacturer,
has announced the appointment of
A. C. SAYLAND as chief engineer of
Motorola Consulting Service, with
headquarters in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Sayland, formerly with Federal
Television and Radio Corp, will handle
FCC licensing procedures, assisting in
filing ofcensesapplications
CP's and and
liby Motorola for
customers,
dealing with problems of frequency
allocation from engineering viewpoint.
G. W. DeSOUSA has been appointed
staff assistant to J. M. LANG, division manager of the General Electric
Co.'s tube division at Schenectady,
N. Y. Other new GE appointments
include: O. K. LINDLEY as assistant
sales manager, communications products, for the specialty division at
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y., and
GRADY L. ROARK as New York district manager for the company's electronics department.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Special
Products Division, Schenectady, N.
Y., has announced production of a new
model wide range power supply apparatus which features a continuously
variable voltage output from 500 to
50,000 volts. Apparatus is designed for
laboratory applications where a variable voltage at low current is required.
CHARLES
P. BAXTER, formerly controller of the department, has been
appointed to newly created post of
assistant general manager of the
RCA-Victor home instrument department, according to HENRY G. BAKER, general manager. Mr. Baxter will
assist Mr. Baker in the administration
of sales, engineering, design, purchasing and manufacturing operations,
including factories in Camden, N. J.;
Pulaski, Va.; Bloomington, Monticello
and Indianapolis, Ind. GEORGE K.
BRYANT, formerly general plant accountant for the department, will succeed Mr. Baxter as controller.
Television
SAM E. HUNSAKER, former radio
writer for N. W. Ayer & Son and
originator of the George Gallup show
on CBS-TV last autumn, has joined
newly formed TELEscoops, New York,
producer of television packages.
RENZO CESANA has joined JOHN
MASTERSON, JOHN REDDY, and
JOHN NELSON, producers of ABC
Bride and Groom, as head of new television production department. Mr.
Cesana was formerly producer of ABC
Ladies Be Seated and operator of his
own Hollywood agency.
VAN CAR PRODUCTIONS, subsidiary television package organization
of Van Diver & Carlyle, New York
advertising agency, has purchased exclusive video rights to Friar's Frolics,
weekly one-hour variety show created
by the Friar's Club. The revue features stars of movies, radio, Broadway
and opera working with directors,
writers and production men. Show is
said to be drawing interested glances
from several heavy advertisers, and
early sponsorship is expected. The

Friar's sold rights to their Frolics to
help raise funds with which to build
an anticipated new clubhouse.
TELESPOTS Inc., New York, has announced sale of one of its series of 13
open-end, one-minute spot television
filmed commercials. Series, Better Living, featuring household decoration
hints, is one of five such filmed groups
produced' by Telespots for regional
sponsorship
by local
advertisers.
Better Living was
purchased
by Seven
Santini Brothers (moving and storage), New York, who also purchased
time for the programs on WPIX New
York. Sale of film was completed on
rental agreement covering 35% of the
time charges for a 13-week period.
Contract to produce sponsor's copy
bracketing open-end spots was also
awarded to Telespots.
WALTER WHITE Jr., President of
Commodore Productions & Artists
Inc., Los Angeles, and SHIRLEY
THOMAS, vice president of firm, will
be married tomorrow (Feb. 22) in
Hollywood.
DON McNAMARA, television director
of Telefilm Inc., Hollywood, is confined to his home with broken right
leg suffered recently when skiing at
Yosemite Valley, Calif.

Mrs.
Nelson
Olian Margaret
AdvertisingHartCompany
St. Louis, Missouri.
Dear Maggie:
"My stars" said Umcle hathless algy,
'Hit's gettin' t'be so's a man ain't got
no reason a'tall
IValkin' down
th' street
t'oth- .
fcr
not bathin'
one er'o'
them
day when
WCHS
fellers
' W hat cherpofs out, ses
boxhands
mea 'n a
n a m o'e"SURF.
1 put some in
th' rainf e barr'l
an
r I
knozs/ d it I
kneec deep
itf'n
standvn'in
suds.I took
Firsta
time
bath since I
wuz
in th'caught
rain out
17
years ago
G ro un'Mighty
hawg
day.
Algy
SURF. Mighty
fiine
— / stuff
ses —...thata
fine
real promotion
IVCHS
Yrs
ivays. — as aljob.

TAX REPEAL
Asked on Line Facilities
WLS

NATIONAL

BARN

DANCE

*ABC, 9:00 TO 9.30 P.M. C.S.T.
SATURDAYS FOR PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM COMPANY
Represented by JOHN BLAIR & CO
50,000 Watts — ABC Affiliate
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TWO MORE bills to repeal the
wartime taxes on telegraph, telephone, radio and cable facilities
were introduced last week in the
House of Representatives.
Both measures, HR 2657 by Rep.
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), and
HR 2651 by Rep. Edgar A. Jonas
(R-Ill.), also proposed the repeal
of excise taxes on various other
articles. The measures have been
referred, as in the case of similar bills previously introduced, to
the House Ways and Means Committee.

WCHS
Charleston,

W.
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Va.

CERTIFICATE of membership
in its "Pioneer Television Club"
is KPIX (TV) San Francisco's
ement for its listeners'
acknowledg
ion
cooperation in sending in recept
reports. Within the dotted line, cutout area of the wallet-size souvenir
card, the name of the person sending
in a reception report was hand-written, bestowing membership in the
club. To further personalize the acknowledgements, the mailings were
addressed in long hand.
'Granny Be-Bop'
TOM MOORE, emcee of ABC's Ladies
Be Seated (five-a-week, 2 to 2:30 p.m.
CST) began a nation-wide search last
week for the "Granny Be-Bop" queen.
Three singi g grandmothers compete
daily, and each Friday the week's winners challenge each other for a weekly
title. During the week of March 14,
the five weekly winners will compete
for the grand title. Sponsors of the
variety show are the Quaker Oats Co.
and the Toni Co.
It's a World in Itself
"THE MID-AMERICA market served
by 50,000-watt KMOX (St. Louis) is
a world in itself. And not a small one
at that!" That is the introduction to
KMOX's latest promotion piece featuring area maps which show coverage, products, markets all done with
green, white and black illustrations.
The text of the booklet also includes
facts and figures pertinent to the illustrations.
Public Service Report
WTAR Norfolk, Va., has distributsd
its "1948 Annual Public Service Report." Report lists all announcements and programs which the station had devoted to civic, religious,
educational, local and national drives
A
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WPOR GETS IN
How? Just Ask Mr. Citrin
J^iomotton
mil
which were in the public interest. It
gives a total of 7,976 announcements
and 4,217 programs, a total of 1,128V2
hours of time for 1948.
CPN Booklet Issued
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETV/ORK
has distributsd a booklet outlining
the whys and wherefores of radio on
the Pacific Coast. Information in-

WAIST-deep in a kangaroo's fan mail
is pretty Kay Blossom, WFAA Dallas
staffer. Object of all 14,000 letters
is a new kangaroo character on station's Daddy Ringtail children's show
about "humanized" monkeys. Young
letter writers are sending in names
for the kangaroo. Prize to the winner is a new bicycle.
WANDER CASE
FTC Hears More Testimony
FURTHER testimony was placed
before the Federal Trade Commission in support of the government's complaint charging Wander
Co. with dissemination of false advertisements (including radio) on
behalf of its product, Ovaltine. The
hearing was continued to March 1
at Durham, N. C.
Testimony before FTC Trial Examiner Abner E. Lipscomb began
last Monday and was taken over
a four-day period. It dealt with the
scientific issues involved, generally
relating to the therapeutic qualities claimed by Wander Co. for its
product. Three doctors testified:
Dr. E. C. Albritton, head of the
physiological and biological department, George Washington U's Medical School; Dr. E. N. Nelson, head
of the vitamin division, Food and
Drug Administration, and Dr. C. R.
Hardman, Washington practitioner,
also associated with George Washington U.
All offered opinions tending to
discredit Wander's claims and support the allegations of R. P. Bellinger, government attorney.

eludes network's coverage area; its
programming; news services; its proice. gram promotion and its music servAdditional Information
BECAUSE 6,450 people in WNAC-TV
Boston's ditional
televiewing
area desiredas ad-to
advance information
program schedules, the station is now
distributing weekly program schedules. The offer of schedules was
made only on WNAC-TV. In a promotion release the station broke down
the requests as follows: 5,729 from
Massachusetts; 7 from Connecticut;
11 from Maine; 324 from New Hampshire, and 382 from Rhode Island.
Also included in the release was a map
of the area, and a sample program
schedule.
Personnel
FRANK MURPHY has been appointed
guest
ABC's
Centralrelations
Division, manager
replacingatHENRY
SCHAEFER who is now night service manager in Chicago.
HOWARD C. CLARK, former sales
and promotion representative for
M. W. Houck & Brother, New York
food brokers, has joined WOR New
York as an assistant to JOSEPH
CREAMER, director of advertising
and promotion.
ROBERT J. JOHNSTON, formerly
salesman on CKLW Windsor-Detroit,
has been appointed promotion manager of the station.
DICK KOSTER has resigned as publicity director of WFIL and WFILTV Philadelphia to take over as director of public relations for the
Federation for Railway Progress in
Washington.
RALPH GENTLES, KXOK St. Louis,
public relations department, is the
father of a boy, Robert James.

REALM PRODUCTIONS
Incorporates in S. F.
FORMAL articles of incorporation
indicating a capitalization of $50,000 have been filed in Sacramento
by Realm Television Productions
Inc., with Stanley Rubin as president.
Other officers are Louis Lantz
and Sobey Martin, vice presidents;
Norman Elzer, treasurer, and Morris Coppersmith, secretary and
general counsel. Realm is coproducer, with Marshall Grant
Productions, of the series of American Tobacco Co. films to be titled
Your Show Time.
First 26 films are in current production at Hal Roach studios, with
Messrs. Rubin and Lantz serving
as producer-writer and Mr. Martin sharing producer-director assignments with Charles Haas of
Marshall Grant Productions. Mr.
Elzer represents both companies
as general manager.

WPOR Portland, Me., already has
won a reputation for making its
listening area "WPOR-conscious,"
and Murray M. Citrin, Hotel Wadsworth, Portland, thinks he knows
one of the reasons.
In a letter to Murray Carpenter,
WPOR manager, Mr. Citrin wrote:
"Yesterday I took a new spool
of recording wire, inserted it into
niy Webster wire recorder and
proceeded to make a recording of
the children talking and playing.
After about 15 minutes of recording, Irewound the spool and started
to play back the recording. My
eyes popped out of my head when
I heard the deep-throated tones of
an organ accompanying the jabbering of my
voices! This
lasted
for children's
several minutes,
and
then I heard . . . 'This is WPOR,
Portland's
favorite
Dumfounded
overstation.'
how "WPOR
"was able to come into my house
uninvited," Mr. Citrin decided to
call the station. He relates that an
engineer at WPOR's transmitter
"explained to me that a small particle of dust evidently became
lodged somewhere in the set, probably in the magnetic recording
head, and was acting exactly like
one of the old-time crystal sets, by
pickingcasts up
broadso thatyour
they[WPOR's]
were being
rewire." says Mr. Cit"Isn'tcordediton the
amazing,"
rin, "the way WPOR manages to
get into people's homes ?"
Educational

FM

AGREEMENT between KMUSFM Muskogee, Okla., and KWGS
Tulsa, U. of Tulsa station, has been
completed whereby KMUS-FM will
carry
Schoolroom
of the the
Air university's
features. Through
the
broadcasts, listeners who are enrolled in certain subjects may receive full university credit. Facilities of KMUS (AM) are being used
to publicize the KMUS-FM feature,
according to Virgil Evans, manager of both stations. The FM
outlet has just started program
tests with new power of 10 kw.
NBC AFFILIATE

ORLANDO
FLORIDA
1000 WATTS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rop.. WEED & CO.. New York
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EQUIPMENT MEET
Three-Day Session at GE

FMA SESSION
Speakers, Agenda Given
PARTIAL list of speakers and subjects for FM Assn.'s Time Sales
Clinic in New York April 1 was
announced last week by FMA
President William E. Ware. The
clinic will be held at the Hotel
Commodore.
Generally titled "What's What
in FM," the one-day session will
cover such subjects as listener
characteristics and growth of FM
audience; case history report on
programming from individual FM
station operators, and sales results
of special cooperative campaigns
with dealers, manufacturers and
advertisers.
Everett Dillard, president of
Continental F M Network and
WASH (FM) Washington, D. C,
will analyze lastest available figures on set production and estimated total number of receivers
in use. A report on the current
nation-wide, dealer-station set merchandising program will be delivered by Ted Leitzell, public relations director. Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago.
Programming-sales techniques — ■
what advertisers can expect from
FM stations and FM's role in advertising market plans — will be
discussed by Herbert Georges, vice
president and general manager of
WHEB-W F M I-FM Portsmouth,
N. H. Other speakers and subjects
will be announced at a later date,
FMA said.
Purpose of the meeting is "to
bring advertisers, agency people,
broadcasters, set dealers and other
interested parties up to date on
the
Mr. progress
Ware. of FM," according to
WOlC Daytime TV
WOIC (TV) Washington will start
daytime programming today (Feb.
21), inaugurating three daily CBS
TV programs from 12:45 to 2 p.m.
Station is second in D. C. to enter
TV daytime field in the past five
weeks. Additions include network's
Warren Hull Show, Vanity Fair
and film shorts. In addition WOIC
will carry Earth We Live By, a
CBS TV film agricultural program.

STATION, sponsor and agency representatives complete arrangements for the
big television contract for Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia. Store will sponsor
Gimbel's Television Breakfast Carnival 10-11 a.m. (EST), Mon.-Sat. (excluding Wed.), on WFIL-TV Philadelphia Feb. 28-March 26. Details are
discussed by (I to r) Kenneth W. Stowman, television sales manager of WFILTV; David Arons, publicity director, Gimbel's; Howard Enders, manager,
Robert J. Enders Advertising's Philadelphia office, and Donald S. Kellett,
WFIL-TV administrative assistant in charge of television.
STANDARD

BRANDS

Appoints Compton Adv.
STANDARD BRANDS, New
York, has appointed Compton Adv.,
New York, to handle the advertising campaign for its Tender Leaf
Tea, Tender Leaf Tea Balls and
Instant Leaf Tea, effective April
1.5. The billing of the account is
said to be approximately $1% million.
Standard Brands had been handled by J. Walter Thompson Co.
for the past 15 years. The agency,
however, will retain the Fleischman's Yeast and Chase & Sanborn
products of the company.
Standard Brands has used radio
consistently for the last decade but
dropped two of its network shows
last year, Fred Allen now sponsored
by Ford, and Edgar Bergen. Its
third network show, One Man's
Family on NBC, which has been
sponsored by the firm for the past
ten years, was also dropped this
month. The advertiser was one of
the first to use an hour-long show

TheVoicB/T^Kansas
//f
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on television when it sponsored The
Hour Glass on NBC-TV last season.
Future radio and television plans
have not been revealed as yet by
Compton.

EFFECTIVE NEWS
Henle Presents Views
EFFECTIVE presentation of news
on television is still something to
shoot for, according to Ray Henle,
editor-in-chief of Sunoco 3-Star
Extra (NBC, Mon.-Fri., 6:45 p.m.,
EST). Mr. Henle presented his
views on television news during a
discussion of the effect of television
on standard radio news broadcasting at a meeting of the National
League of American Pen Women
in Washington Feb. 6.
Mr. Henle said: "None of the
straight news programs now on
TV have come up with the answer
to the need for a well balanced
presentation of pictures and voice.
People will not indefinitely look at
a man who for 15 minutes merely
reads a radio script; nor will crude
still pictures and unrelated news
shots fill the bill. ... TV will have
to provide the means of making
news live. So far no one has come up
with the right answer." In radio
and TV, said
newsmen
who Mr.
knowHenle,
what "trained
news is
and who know how to measure the
important from the unimportant
and the interesting and entertaining from the drab and colorless will
find that their superior judgment
and experience will continue to pay
RADIO STUDENTS of U. of Virginia,
Charlottesville, and associated Mary
Washington College, Fredericksburg,
Va., visited New York radio and teleoflf."vision studios this month on special
tour conducted by Mildred Sollenberger, MWC radio director.

RADIO communication equipment
sales should reach $23.5 million in
1949, according to E. H. Vogel,
manager of marketing for the General Electric Co.'s Electronics Dept.
Mr. Vogel made his prediction during a three-day conference of radio
communication specialists led by
Nat Gada, GE product manager for
radio communication equipment, at
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Reporting a probable expansion
in new installations of 28%, Mr.
Vogel told the group that the greatest purchasers would be police departments, utilities, taxicab companies, the petroleum industry and
forestry groups. Largest buyer is
expected to be police departments
who, according to the market analysis, will spend $6 million.
Humor

Award

Urged

ADVISORY Board of the Pulitzer
Committee has been petitioned by
the National Laugh Foundation to
add a prize for humor in literature
to its present awards. The Foundation, which devotes itself to the
discovery and development of "creative funmakers," contends a category should be set aside similar to
those for poetry, fiction, non-fiction,
plays and news. National Laugh
Week begins April 1.

See your station
representative or write

featnre programs, k
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from 'page 71)
February 17 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
FM Authorizations
Granted CP new Class A FM station;
issued
in lieu previous cond. to
three FMCPsoutlets.
Assignment of License
KORN Fremont, Neb.— Granted assignment of license from Inland Bcstg.
Co. to Walker Newspapers Inc. for
$22,000.
AM— 1580 kc
Leslie Goodaker tr/as The Princeton
Bcstg Co., Princeton, Ky.~Granted CP
new AM station 1580 kc 250 w D; estimated cost $7,998 exclusive of studio
construction.
AM— 1520 kc
Thomas E. Danson tr/as Universal
Radio Features Syndicate, Laguna
Beach, Calif. — Granted CP new AM
station 1520 kc 1 kw D, 250 w N unl.
DA; engineering cond.; estimated cost
$32,555.
Hearing Designated
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif .—Designated
for hearing application to change from
1490 kc 250 w unl. to 550 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-N in consolidated proceeding with
apphcations of Patrick G. Smith and
Redlands Bcstg. Co. and made KFMB
San Diego party to proceeding.
Petition Denied
Radio Corp. of Arizona Inc., Phoenix,
Ariz. — Denied petition for reconsideration and grant of application for new
station 1450 kc 250 w iml.
Petition Dismissed
WBNY Buffalo, N. Y. — Adopted
memorandum opinion and order dismissing petition seeking reconsideration of Commission's
granting
application
of Dunkirkaction
Bcstg.in Corp.
for
new station 1410 kc 500 w unl.
Requests Denied
WINN LouisviUe, Ky. — ^Denied requests that Commission (1) withhold
action on application of Mid-American
IT'S
GREAT

/

A
DAY

A^^^^

WLAV leads ALL stations
in daytime share of audience
in Michigan's second market.
(1947-1948 winter-spring Hooper)
W L A V — 28.1 %
Station B — 22.6%
Station C — 22.2%
Contact the John E. Pearson Co.

W ABC fojrOran^op^^^

"
'^f Plus Pcn^"
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SUMMARY
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17

Summa/ry of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants
AM Stations
1,932 1,886 244
464 266
FM
Stations
710
660
85 181
28
TV Stations
57 262
7
116 .30*
. AppU316
* 11 on the air.
TV APPLICATIONS
Wilmington, Del.— Wilmington Tri„^ , ^
„, Va.—
-.r Joe
X
T Smith
o-.-iT, 7State
Broadcasting Co. Inc., Channel
Charleston,
W.
L.
(174-180
mc), ERP 1 kw visual, 600
Jr. Inc., Channel 2 (54-60 mc), ERF
^
aural,
antenna height above aver19.5 kw visual, 9.5 kw aural, anteima
^ge
terrain
ft. (Requests facilities
height above average terrain 184 ft.; WDEL-TV;300 see
story page 67); estiestimated
cost
$235,000,
first
year
opmated
cost $141,205, first year operating
eratmg cost $124,700, revenue $80,000. ^^^^ $180,000,
Revenue $150,000. ApAppUcant is licensee of WKNA Charles- pUant is licensee of WAMS-AM-FM
ton and WJLS Beckley, W. Va. Filed
WUmington. Filed Feb. 16.
I'*AM APPLICATIONS
Springfield, 111. — WCVS Inc., Channel
Danville, 111. — Vermilion Broadcast19 (192-198 mc), ERP 2.48 kw visual,
ing Corp., 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited;
Principals: Gilcost $25,000.president-treasurer
estimated
height above
antenna
aural,
kw
1.24
^-....o:^
/loi
t*
octii^^fori
fn^t
E. Metzger,
^y,®7^L^ terrain 423 ft.; estimated costhevt one-third
ownef
of
WITZ Jasper,
$131,580, first year operatmg cost $75,- president 24.8%; Ralph
000, revenue $50,000. Applicant is attorney, vice president 0.6%; Rouse,
Louis
Ucensee of WCVS-AM-FM there. Filed o. Mltzlaff, vice president and oneFeb. 17.
third owner of WITZ, vice president
Bcstg. Corp. for license for WKLO
Louisville pending determination of
court proceedings, or (2) designate
same for hearing. "Any Ucense which
may be granted," advised Commission
by letter,
any event
subject to the"would
action intaken
by thebe Court
on
the
appeal
and
could
be
set
aside
if the Court makes a determination
adverse to Mid-America Bcstg. Corp.,
or any other determination requiring
further
WSKB proceedings."
McComb, Miss.— Denied request to commence program tests on
1250 kc with 1 kw D, instead of authorizedquest
5 kwwouldD besince
"to grant
recontrary
to thethis
policy
of not permitting program tests with
facilities other than those authorized
by a construction permit except in
emergency circumstances."
Waiver Granted
WMOA Marietta, Ohio — Granted
waiver of Sect. 3.30(a) of r\iles to permit WMOA to continue to identify itself as Marietta
lishment of mainstation
studiopending
in thatestabcity
(Studio
now
located
at
trans,
site,
Williamstown, W. Va.).
Action Deferred
KLAC KLAC-TV Los Angeles and
KYA San Francisco — Deferred action on
application
consent toandtransfer
control of KLACforKLAC-TV
KYA from
Dorothy S. Thackrey to Warner Bros.
Pictures Inc. pending examination of
qualifications of proposed transferee in
UghtS. ofv. decision
of Supreme
U.
Paramount
Pictures Court
Inc., in
68
S. Ct. 915.
AM— 930 kc
WPAT Paterson, N. J., and WFMD
Frederick, Md. — On petition, removed
from hearing docket, applications of
WPAT to increase power to 5 kw unl.
and WFMD to increase power to 1 kw
unl., DA-N,
granted bothcond.
apphcations subjectand
to engineering
AM— 1540 kc
Albany,power
N. Y.from
— Granted
CPWPTR
to increase
10 to 50mod.
kw
and change DA, without prejudice to
any action which Commission may ultitake upon before
apphcation
for licensemately
now pending
Commission,
or
filed
in
connection
with
this
appUcation in light of May 3, 1948, decision
of Supreme
Court
in
Schine
Chain
aters Inc., et al v. U. S. 334 U.S.The110
(Comr. Jones dissented).
AM— 1380 kc
WAMS
Wilmington, Del.and
— Upon
tion for reconsideration
grantpeti-of
application removed from hearing
docket and granted mod. license to
permit operation unl, (except for those
hours after local sunset at Wilmington,
during which station WAWZ Zarepath,
N.
operates), using 1 kw. (Comr.
JonesJ. dissented).
Nelson at Boston
THE Feb. 16 meeting of the Radio
Executives Club of Boston featured
Linnea Nelson, chief timebuyer at
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York. Miss Nelson's topic was
"The Selling Force of Radio."

1950 Plan
(Continued from page 29)
on a coast-to-coast broadcast of the
Jeif erson-J ackson Victory Dinner
program over the combined facilities of the four major networks
and the Continental FM Network
from 10:30-11 p.m. (EST) Feb. 24.
Mr. Barkley will speak from San
Francisco and the President from
Washington.
Full television coverage will be
given. The Midwest will receive
telecasts via coaxial cable.
GOP leaders are also concentrating their etforts on radio.
Ed Ingle, radio director of the
Republican National Committee,
revealed this month [Broadcasting, Feb. 7] that radio would serve
as "the spearhead of a revitalized
fighting
force." leaders of the ReCongressional
publican party had announced
plans for a giant public relations
project, designed to advise voters
of the activities of GOP legislators
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
Minority Leader Joseph W. Martin Jr. announced appointment
Feb. 14 of members of the Congressional committee to supervise the
Members are Rep. Martin, chairman; and Reps. Leonard W. Hall
(N. Y.), James C. Auchincloss
job.

|%^J|

W

W

24.8%; John B. Caraway Jr., vice
president and 49.9% owner Electronics
Research Inc., Evansville, Ind., and
one-third owner Engineering Services
Inc., lins
maker
of FM
ColRadio Co.,
vice antennas
presidentfor24.8%;
and John R. Ax, secretary and onethird owner WITZ, secretary-treasurer
24.8%. Filed Feb. 16.
Richfield,
— Yakima
ing Corp., Wash.
900 kc,
1 kw, Broadcastdaytime;
estimated cost $15,850. Applicant is
licensee of KYAK Yakima, Wash. Firm
is owned one-third each by the following: Tom Olsen, owner-manager
KGY Olympia,
secretary-treasuser;
J. Elroy Wash.,
McCaw,
50% owner
KELA Centralia, Wash., and KPOA
Honolulu, vice president, and Robert
S. McCaw, 50% owner KXRN Renton,
Wash., president. Filed Feb. 14.
Sitka, Alaska — Baranof Enterprises
Inc., 1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated R.cost Rands,
$14,954.45.local
Principals:
Clarence
businessman,
president; Afton M. Coon, owner
photographic studio, vice president,
and Charles L. Buck, employe Alaska
Communication
treasurer.
Each System,
owns 30 secretaryshares of
total 106 shares common issued to
15 stockholders. Eight stockholders
hold
Feb. 29
15. shares preferred stock. Filed
Wasco, Calif. — E. J. Peters d/b as
Maple Leaf Broadcasting Co., 1050
kc, 250 w, daytime; estimated cost
$21,010.50.
is grower-packershipper of Applicant
farm produce
and cotton
ginning. Filed Feb. 15.
(N. J.), Chdrles A. Halleck (Ind.),
Clarence J. Brown (Ohio), Harris
Ellsworth (Ore.), Francis Cass
(S. D.),Caleb
Ben F.
Jensen
(Iowa) and
James
Boggs
(Del.).
Rep. Martin emphasized that
"there was no disposition on the
part of the committee to come into
conflict with the other established
committees. It wants to work in
close harmony with the national
and Senatorial committee, and, of
course, would dove-tail its work
with the Republican Congressional
Campaign Committee."
Appointment
radio-television subcommitteeofis aheld
likely.

ROLF KALTENBORN
Joins Dad as Research Asst.
DR. ROLF KALTENBORN, son of
NBC commentator H. V. Kaltenborn, arrived in New York last
Thursday to accept a post with his
dad as his research assistant.
Dr. Kaltenborn recently abandoned temporarily his subscription
radio project because of patent
difficulty. For several years he
taught political science at Yale,
and recently returned from a tour
of England where he studied that
ment.
country's present Socialist govern-
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Super Radio Survey
(Continued from page 26)
formation two years ago.
Chairman of the council will be
a man of recognized public stature
and independent thought, to be selected by council members. A working committee would cooperate in
finding solutions for common
broadcast problems.
Among council objectives are development of sounder methods for
licensing; quicker ways of solving
international allocations problems;
mutual understanding between the
FCC and licensees.
Practical Laboratory
To a considerable extent the
council will serve as a proving
grounds, or practical laboratory,
avoiding political, economic and
social enterprises. As a result of its
mutual-aid setup it vsill bring
valuable by-products in the form
of lessened efforts by official agencies to get into broadcast activities
beyond their authority or knowledge; avoid allocations mistakes by
the FCC; provide for advance review of proposed FCC policies before actual decision or announcement.
High praise was voted the InterAmerican Assn. of Broadcasters
for its efforts to promote private
broadcasting and resist government operation of radio. lAAB
was praised for its work and the
board pledged its continuing support. Text of a resolution adopted
on the final day of the board meeting follows:
The board endorses the courageous
work of the Inter- American Assn. of
Broadcasters in the interests of free
radio, in the estabhshment of national
broadcasting
in theandvarious countries associations
of the Americas
the
promotion and encouragement of the
free enterprise system of broadcasting
in this hemisphere.
Earlier the board had voted to
fight efforts to set up broadcast
stations under government ownership, with special reference to the
insular government station in
Puerto Rico.
Judge Miller, now serving under
an Oct. 1, 1945-Sept. 30, 1950 contract with an added 1950-1955 advisory role, was granted a one-year
extension by mutual agreement.

for

a

This one-year pact, at $50,000 a
year and expenses as at present,
will absorb the first year of the
1950-1955 agreement under which
he serves as legal advisor at
$12,500 a year. Furthermore, he
is to get a year's notice of any
change in the arrangement.
The membership drive is to be a
concentrated campaign. In charge
will be C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer, and Mr. Richards. It is
designed to help NAB expand its
servicesvidualand
reduce indistationpossibly
dues.
The board voted to submit the
Breen anti-code amendment to the
membership with an explanatory
statement. Similar action was
taken last November but a committee named to write an explanatory
statement to accompany the referendum ballot couldn't agree on
what to say. The amendment was
presented last May by Edward
Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa,
but passed over by the board because itwasn't received 30 days before the Los Angeles board meeting. It would remove the board's
power to write standards of practice from the by-laws.
What will happen if the membership approves the amendment is
anybody's guess. The board was
vested with code-writing power
when it adopted the code at Los
Angeles last May but its power in
case the Breen amendment is approved becomes a touchy legal matter.
The board voted to submit to the
membership an amendment proposed by William B. Smullin,
KIEM Eureka, Calif., District 15
director. The amendment would
prevent directors from serving
more than two consecutive terms.
In voting, the board made it plain
that it was opposed to Mr. Smullin's idea. The vote was 19 to 2.
Picture of the international allocations problem was given the
board by Forney Rankin, NAB international adviser to President
Miller, along with Goar Mestre,
owner of CMQ Havana, president
of Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters, and Emilio Azcarraga,
XEW-XEQ Mexico City and theatre owner, lAAB vice president.
Mr. Mestre appeared before the
board in connection with a series of

better-than-ever
BUY
IN OHIO'S THIRD MARKET
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

5,0001390 KC
w AM
50,000
105.1 MC w
WFMJ
BASIC ABC FOR YOUNGSTOWN
ASK HEADLEY REED
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BMB 1949 STUDY
To Use Magazine's Figures
BROADCAST Measurement Bureau announced last week that it
would use for its 1949 study the
population estimates of Sales Management magazine.
The figures are estimates of
county and city populations as of
last Jan. 1.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB director of research who is on loan
to BMB, said that BMB would apply its owTi estimates of radio ownership to the Sales Managament
population estimates.
The decision to use the magazine's figures, rather than for BMB
to do its own estimating, was based
on economy grounds, it was speculated.
visits he is making to Western
Hemisphere nations in the interest
of promoting hemispheric freedom
of radio. He plans to visit Puerto
Rico, Venezuela and Colombia, and
will attend the third NARBA in
Canada as an lAAB observer.
Mr. Azcarraga will attend the
Canadian sessions as lAAB .vice
president and possibly as a Mexican delegation observer. He may
accompany Mr. Mestre on one
or two of the trips to other nations.
Warnings Heard
The board heard their account of
lAAB efforts to preserve free radio
and their warning that the activity
must be pushed or governments
gradually will take over. Efforts
of the Peron regime in Argentina
to conduct radio propaganda in
Cuba were reviewed [Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
Mr. Rankin told of efforts of the
International High-Frequency Conference in Mexico City to reach an
agreement and urged firm action
by U. S. broadcasters in preparing
for the next NARBA with its critical effects on all broadcasting.
The board took the international
problems under advisement.
Judge Miller named a committee to study allocation matters.
An allocation committee consists of
T. A. M. Craven, engineering consultant; Everett Dillard, WASH
Washington; Calvin J. Smith,
KFAC Los Angeles; G. Richard
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C; H. W.
Slavick, WMC Memphis.
Members of the lAAB policy
committee are Messrs. McCollough,
Arnoux, Nunn, Hanna and Breen.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, now directing BMB's 1949 research
project on loan from NAB, said the
650,000 ballots for the second study
will go into the mails March 1, predicting final reports will be ready
for subscribers by mid-October.
Agreement to name a five-man
committee to discuss the whole role
of NAB in audience measurement
was in line with resolutions
adopted at three district meetings
last summer.

tion is as follows:
The board resolves that the president of the
NAB committee
shall nameto a study
fivemember
board
NAB's role in the future structure
and status of a radio audience measurement organization
to meetproblems;
today's
competitive
and research
and that the committee is to report
back to the board at its April meeting in Chicago with specific recommendations.
Approval was given a plan to revamp completely the present NAB
reports to the membership. Instead
of the present NAB Reports, the
association will publish weekly
summaries of its news releases to
the trade and general press. It will
supplement these with a series of
member service bulletins.
The plan was presented to the
board by Mr. Arnoux as chairman
of a special committee which
studied the matter in January.
Other members were Howard Lane,
WJJD Chicago, and Willard Egolf,
WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md. The idea
is expected to save 23% of the
printing
annually. budget, or about $12,000
All departmental bulletins will
be financed out of a common fund
but departments will be restricted
to the share they may receive. The
idea originally was conceived by
Mr. Richards. James Dawson, director of information, will be in
charge of the project, to be known
as NAB Member Service.
The board endorsed a plan to re(Continued on page 85)
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
the next five years, he worked on
such shows as "Olsen & Johnson,"
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
Lum V Ahner, Cavalcade of Hits,
Kay Kyser Show and Bob Crosby
Shoiv.
Foote, Cone & Belding beckoned
in 1941 and Arnold left NBC to
join the agency in Hollywood as
producer of the Kay Kyser show.
During the next four years there
he produced such shows as Johnny
Mercer Show, Hedda Hopper and
Charlotte Greenwood show.
In 1945 when people were starting to talk about "some crazy thing
called television," the agency got
on the bandwagon and appointed
Arnold Maguire West Coast director of television.
In 1948 he was in on a "first"
when FC&B's client. Union Oil Co.,
sponsored a half-hour before and
after the first telecast of the Rose
Bowl Game in Pasadena on KTLA
Los Angeles.
Since then he has produced for
Union Oil telecasts of Santa Anita
Races, Icecapades, and various
other Los Angeles sports events on
KTLA. He is currently producing
a weekly two-minute animated television film series, Milford Muddle,
for Security National Bank, Los
Angeles, on KTTV there. He is
also planning another quarter-hour
television show for the same firm.
In addition he is working on

THAT HAVE
MADE MONEY
FOR OTHERS . . .

m/ZJIfaJ^e Money for YOU
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More than 650 Commercials covering 50
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Continuity services combined! But — you'll
never know how much NRB's value packed service can mean to you 'till you actually try it So we offer you a complete
and full months service — FREE! No cost
— no obligations You can't lose so iend
coupon now
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ALBANY SUCCESS
WABY Signs $100,000
SINCE the acquisition of Eugene
P. Weil as its sales and promotion
manager last Oct. 1, WABY Albany, N. Y., reports that approximately $100,000 in contracts have
been signed. During a recent week
Mr. Weil reports contracts signed
total better than $30,000
Among the new business brought
in by Mr. Weil : A 52-week contract

m^fl^

SEJVD COVPOni NOW
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU. INC.
NATIONAL 10RESEARCH
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS.BUILDING, Dept. 221
Please send me your full 30 days
service without cost or oblisation.
Name Address
City
SUte ,
Station

television plans for seven other Los
Angeles firms — B. B. Pen Co., Cole
of California, S & W Foods, Southern Pacific Railroad, California
Fruit Growers Exchange, Lockheed Aircraft, and All-Year Club
of Southern California.
The one permanent advantage of
Arnold's stage career was a dancer
in the show, Evelyn Draper, who
in 1934 became Mrs. Maguire.
Mr. and Mrs. M. and one daughter,
Susan, 16, currently enjoy a sixroom home and quarter-acre in San
Fernando Valley.
Not much of a club man, Arnold
is a member of the Hollywood Advertising Club and Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences.
His active hobbies are golf and
tennis. He confesses he's never
broken 109 in the former. His
most recent hobby however is sitting in his office waiting to see if
anyone is going to fall through the
large hole in the ceiling. Gap is a
result of ceiling being chopped
through by firemen to let smoke
out during recent fire which drove
two of his fellow-executives out of
their offices. The fire, caused by a
short circuit, occurred shortly after
the agency had moved into its new
Hollywood headquarters.
Television business is still going
on as usual, reports Arnold, although in "charcoal-broiled offices."

'1
Mr. Weil (I) with Jerry Bess, advertising director of Sawdon Advertising Co., New York, agency
for Robert Hall Clothes.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

with Robert Hall Clothes; a contract covering the Eastern League
Albany Senators baseball games,
from Tobin Packing Co. ; a contract
from W. M. Whitney & Co., department store, for a consistent schedule of spots; a 15-minute, five-aweek schedule for Griffin Shoe
Polish, and a contract from Yager
Pontiac Co. of Albany for 15 minutes preceding the baseball games
and five minutes after.

CHICAGO
MEETING
CTC to See Nielsen Device
A. C. NIELSEN, president of the
A. C. Nielsen marketing research
firm, Chicago, is planning to introduce a new video audience measurement device at the Chicago Television Council's national television
conference March 7-9.
No details of the machine will be
divulged before that time, according to James Stirton, council president and general manager of
ABC's Central Division.
Appearing with Mr. Nielsen will
be Dr. Sidney Roslow, president of
The Pulse Inc. C. E. Hooper has
been asked to attend also, Mr. Stirton said. Between 45 and 50 video
experts from networks, stations
and agencies are expected to address aminimum of 250 persons, he
added.
CTC is mailing 5,500 brochures
and invitations to agencies, advertisers, TV stations now on the air
and others planning to begin operations. Schools and colleges with
actual or prospective video courses
also will be invited to send representatives, Mr. Stirton said.
Three-day session will be held at
the Palmer House, where 400 rooms
have been reserved. Registration
fee for council members is $22.50,
for non-members, $27.50. The organization is making a combination offer of membership in the
council and the conference fee
for $30.

$10,000 RESULTS
Attributed to WXYZ-TV
BUSINESS totaling $10,000 in two
weeks directly attributed to television has been reported to WXYZTV Detroit (ABC) by Sid Caswell, general manager of the
General Electric Supply Corp.,
same city.
GE has been sponsoring participation spots on Charm Kitchen
twice weekly since November, but
made the offer resulting in $10,000
worth of business three weeks ago
for the first time. Viewers were
told they could write in requesting
a GE dealer to visit their homes
and draw plans for complete GE
kitchens. Mail response resulted
in this high volume of sales, Mr.
Caswell reports.
As a result, his firm has renewed
participation in the Edythe Fern
Melrose show for 13 more weeks,
from Feb 21.
Golden

Gloves on TV

FOUR major events in the 22nd
annual Golden Gloves boxing tournament will be telecast by WGNTV from the Chicago Stadium and
fed to the Midwest and eastern
CBS-TV network, under sponsorship of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. (Camel cigarettes). Telecasts,
slated for Feb. 21 and 22, March 4
and May 18, begin at 8:30 p.m.
(CST). Jack Brickhouse, WGN
sports
service manager, will give
the commentary.

'Do as I Do . . /
WIRL Peoria, 111. is apparently a firm believer in the
value of radio as an advertising medium — even to the extent of plugging its shows on
other radio stations. Robert
B. Jones, its manager, has
signed a 52-week contract
with WSIV Pekin for its signoff spot to advertise WIRL
nighttime programs. The
move, according to Mr. Jones,
was calculated to gain more
listeners — for WIRL, that is,
since WSIV is a daytimer.
NEW PACKAGES
Hile-Damroth Produces Six
HILE-DAMROTH Inc., New York,
producers of video commercials,
has announced completion of six
mediately.
new
package shows, available imThey are : The Munro Leaf Clubhouse, juvenile feature with Munro
Leaf, creator of Ferdinand the
Bull; Say Can You See, visual quiz
show, featuring Jay Jackson ; Curtain Going Up, dramatic half-hour
of plays by Percival Wilde, with
author's introduction; Tell Me Another, anecdotes starring New
York Herald Tribune sports editor
Bob Cooke; Budget Planning the
Menu, conducted by Frank Wetherell, U. of Connecticut director of
dining halls ; Opera as You Like It,
with
stars. Carol Longone and guest
Hile - Damroth produces video
commercials for such companies as
RCA-Victor and Jell-O.
Ahrens

Elected

CHARLES E. AHRENS, Central
Division radio news editor of UP,
was elected president of the Chicago Radio Correspondents Assn.
at the group's February meeting.
Other officers — Spencer Allen,
WGN-TV, vice-president; Richard
Elliott, WCFL, secretary; Donald
McGibeny, WAIT, treasurer, and
Julian Bentley, WBBM, and James
Hurlbut, WMAQ, members of the
executive board. Mr. Ahrens succeeds Ervin Louis of WLS, who automatically becomes an executive
board member.
LIBEL

and
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said the physical equipment investment in WDSU-TV, which was installed as economically as thought
possible, ran $350,000.
Henry Clay, general manager of
KWKH Shreveport, questioned the
economic feasibility of a TV station in 100,000 markets.
A. D. Willard Jr., NAB executive vice president, commended
LAB for its far-sighted work. He
said there now are about 30 state
associations working hand-in-hand
with the NAB. Mr. Willard reiterated previous statements that
aural broadcasting is, and will remain, the "greatest means of mass
communications in the world."
Mr. Willard on behalf of the
LAB, presented to James E. Gordon, general manager of WNOE
New Orleans, a framed hand engrossed scroll, expressing the
thanks of Louisiana broadcasters
for his "splendid leadership in
forming the association" nearly
two
ago. Mr. Noe was LAB's
first years
president.
Henry W. Slavick, WMC Memphis, Sixth District director, in
brief remarks, commended LAB
and pointed out that a resolution
unanimously adopted at the last
LAB meeting looking toward an
industry owned audience measurement organization, had been approved by the NAB board.
Don Petty, NAB general counsel, wound up the meeting with an
off-the-record discussion of radio's
myriad
legal and legislative problems.

eans
Session Held in New Orl
/\SSNm
£j/y
SEARCH for new sources of reveing rapidly, with the United States
treated frankly and effectively with
being
hemmed in by this concept.
the aid of advisory groups, he said.
nue
to
meet
h'gher
operating
costs
and to permit broadened public He opposed a proposal to set up a
Registered at the Louisiana
service programming marked a worldwide radio network, which
meeting were:
meeting of the Louisiana Assn. of would mean the building of a powJ. Roy Dabadie, WJBO-WBRL(FM)
erful transmitter in the middle of Baton Rouge, LAB president; Henry B.
Broadcasters held Wednesday and
Clay,
KWKH Shreveport, LAB vice
the
United
States.
Mr.
Hanna
Thursday at the Roosevelt Hotel,
president; Paul H. Goldman, KSYL
Alexandria, LAB treasurer; Willard L.
New Orleans. J. Roy Dabadie,
urged station managers to make
Cobb, KALB Alexandria; Robert D.
WJBO-WBRL(FM) Baton Rouge, their stations strong forces in their Swezey, Edgar B. Stern Jr., Ralph
communities.
Steedle, WDSU New Orleans; Charles
LAB president, was in the chair.
L. Planchard, KWCJ Natchitoches;
"There's a lot of money in the Preston McGraw, United Press; George
NAB President Justin Miller,
Mayorall, Stanley W. Ray Jr., WJMR
first speaker, lauded work of the woods we are overlooking," Mr. New
Orleans; W. Eugene Jones, KSLO
Hanna said, explaining increased
association as an example of what
Opelousas;
Forest
Curnett, WIHL
mond; H. F.
Wehrmann,
WTPS HamNew
state groups can achieve. He out- income will permit better service.
W. H. Dick, KPDR AlexanHe said the tune-in must be in- Orleans;
lined the scope of NAB activities
dria; E.derson,
Radcliffe
V. An-E.
creased bybetter programming and
KLOU LakeAnderson,
Charles; H.James
) and reviewed actions by the NAB
Gordon,
WNOE
New
Orleans;
Charles
personnel.
His
station
is
located
board (see story, page 25).
C. Carlson, WJBW New Orleans; Edgar
in a community of 25,000, he said, Sheen, WDSU New Orleans; Robert W.
Robert K. Richards, NAB direc- but is a TV applicant.
Dunn, KNOE Monroe; Tom E. Gibbons,
WAFB Baton Rouge; Cecil K. Beaver,
|tor of public relations and publicaFrancis Edwards, KTBS Shreveport;
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
.tions, explained public relations
Kenneth
Whitaker, KRUS Ruston;
work of the association and called
Lancaster, Pa., NAB director-atGeorge ville;Phillip
Martin,H. KROF
AbbeG. T. Owen,
W. Bumpas,
large for small stations, urged
, for support of the "courageous
members to become more active in WCLA Baton Rouge; Hugh M. Smith,
WLAU sippi
Laurel,
Miss.,Assn.;
president,
MissisI, of
effort"
of Judge
Miller NAB
on behalf
Broadcasters
Sol Taishoff,
freedom
of speech.
will NAB and the state association and
J. Frank Beatty, BROADCASTING;
to
keep
directors
posted
on
their
, publish a directory of U. S. SenaW. H. Summerville, WWL New Or. tors and Representatives for use views concerning broadcast probleans: Harold Wheelehan, T. J. Fontelieu,
WSMB New Orleans; Roy Schwarz,
lems.
He
told
of
NAB
services
and
• of broadcasters, he declared, and in
Fitzgerald
New Orleans;
said dues can be reduced and there J. D. BloomAdv.
WWLAgency,
New Orleans;
Ralph
Icooperation with the Radio CorreSteetle,
WLSU(FM)
Baton
Rouge.
. spondents Assn. will issue a bul- can be better service if stations will
Television Appraisal
;letin titled "Congressmen Are Peo- bring othars into the NAB fold.
Mr. McCollough said WGAL is
Roy Schwarz, head of the creaII,,ple."
Richard P. Doherty, NAB direc- about to go on the air with TV, and
tive department of Fitzgerald Adexpects to be in the black. He told
vertising Agency, New Orleans,
. tor of employe-employer relations,
: gave an earthy resume of the labor of steps taken to keep down costs, and its expert on TV, kicked off the
,situation along with a discussion of such as triplexing of AM, FM and closing session Thursday with an
TV on one antenna. He reviewed
:pending labor legislation in Conagency man's appraisal of the video
gress.
medium, largely from the local
plans of the NAB Dept. of Broadcast Advertising to increase its angle. Basing his penetrating ob(|. Carl Haverlin, president of BMI,
sales aids for stations.
servations on this study of the
! termed the organization a bulwark
of protection against high ASCAP
Super Radio Survey
Dr. George A. Mayorall, co- national field as well as from Fitzfees, citing the recent ASCAP re- manager of WJMR New Orleans,
gerald's experience in placement of
(Continued
from page 83)
newal at the same rate, and said said AM station patterns are being
programs on WDSU-TV, New Ororganize the Assn. of Women
BMI will provide similar protec- hemmed in, with programming and
leans' only TV outlet, Mr. Schwarz
tion for television.
touched off a discussion as to the Broadcasters as a department
public services now far out of proultimate place of the local sound within NAB. The AWB board had
' At the Wednesday afternoon
portion to the limited facilities
( meeting Michael R. Hanna, WHCU
available to transmit them. He felt broadcaster and of the local adver- voted overwhelmingly in favor of
tiser in TV.
the idea and it now goes to the
Ithaca, N. Y., NAB District 2 di- FM should have been sold to the
He emphasized that TV is a AWB convention March 10-12 in
' rector, warned that the idea of gov- public as an improved technical
■:ernment radio ownership is spreadservice; predicted FM sets will be demonstrating medium, and that as Chicago. Funds were appropriated
such it is ideal for the retail ad- to make the plan affective, includcheaper; advised use of FM transvertiser.
ing advisory sessions of an AWB
mitters for relay purposes; critiexecutive committee and election of
Locally, TV must build programs
citized the FCC for making "serious
IJUDGE MILLER
economically, Mr. Schwarz said. AWB district chairmen in the 17
engineering mistakes" in putting
Says TV Will Help Radio
NAB districts.
He urgedducers special
trainingbecause
for propowerful FM stations on the same
and
announcers
of
Attending the New Orleans board
TELEVISION'S rapid growth will frequency; declared FM signals the vastly different techniques.
session were :
reach long distances, 165 miles and
bring increasing enjoyment of AM
In
the
ensuing
discussion,
led
by
President
Justin Miller; A. D. Willard
: and FM broadcasting rather than more, "Norton's law notwithstandEdgar B. Stern Jr., president of Jr., executive vice president; C. E.
retard their growth. Judge Justin
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer; Don
WDSU AM-FM-TV, and Verne
Everett Dillard, WASH(FM)
Miller, NAB president, told the
Petty, generalministrative
counsel,
all forH, the
adstaff; Kenneth
Baker,
Anderson,
consulting
engineer
and
New Orleans Rotary Club at its Washington, NAB director-at-large
research director; Richard P. Doherty,
co-owner
of
WLOU
Lake
Charles,
employe-employer
ing."FM(B) stations, said sound
luncheon last Thursday. He re- for
costs of station installation and
Robert K. Richards, relations
director ofdirector;
public
called that broadcasting had upset broadcasting is AM and FM. With
relations;
Ella
Nelson,
secretary to
Mr.
Arney.
the AM band hurt by crowding, he operation predominated. Mr. Stern
the forecasts two decades ago when
Directors attending were: Harold E.
it started the phonograph and
said AM daytime service has imFellows, WEEI Boston; Michael R.
Carlson
Denial
Upheld
Hanna,
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.; George
proved but is deteriorating at night
music industries to new heights inD. Coleman. WGBI Scranton, Pa.;
due to interference. He questioned
stead of destroying them.
FCC'S DENIAL of Charles C. Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, Va.;
Judge Miller told the Rotarians
if the present rate of AM set proBirmingCarlson's application for license Henry ham;P.H. W.Johnston,
Slavick, WSGN
WMC Memphis;
duction
will
maintain
the
AM
audihow broadcasting has assumed prorenewal for WJBW New Orleans,
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington,
fessional status alongside law and
ence inasmuch as half the producKy.; Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria;
on grounds that repeated viola- William
tion consists of parttime listening
medicine, with standards of conB. John
Quarton,
Cedar KYSM
Raptions of FCC rules and standards
ids, la.;
F. WMT
Meagher.
(auto and portable
duct self-regulated as in other pro- equipment
Mankato,
Minn,;
Robert
Enoch,
KTOK
sets).
"demonstrated his unfitness," as a Oklahoma City; Clyde W. Rembert.
fessions. He went into the praclicensee [Broadcasting, May 3, KRLD Dallas; Hugh B, Terry, KLZ
tical problems facing broadcasters
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver,
Denver; William B. Smullin, KIEM
in domestic and international
NAB District 14 director, said he Nov. 22, 1948], was upheld by the Eureka, Calif.; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
U.
S.
Court
of
Appeals
for
the
Los Angeles; Harry R. Spence, KXRO
affairs and outlined new technical
likes to feel the whole program
District of Columbia last week. In Aberdeen, Wash.; Paul W. Morency,
developments.
structure of KLZ is in the public
WTIC Hartford; Howard Lane, WJJD
denying renewal to WJBW, the Chicago; G. Richard Shafto, WIS CoNAB board members were guests interest. "We program with special
lumbia, S. C; Clair R. McCollough,
Commission
awarded
the
facilities
at the luncheon. Gilmore N. Nunn,
City. Lancaster, Pa.; Edward Breen,
purpose," he said, telling how the —1230 kc, 250 w, fuUtime— to Mr. WGAL
KVFD Fort Dodge, la.; Everett L. DilWLAP Lexington, Ky., was pre- station gets advisory help from
lard, WASH Washington-KOZY Kansas
sented abook, Old Creole Days, by civic, business and other groups in Carlson's divorced wife, Mrs.
the club. He accepted on behalf of its programming. Many local probLouise C. Carlson, competing applicant.
Willard Egolf, WBCC-FM Bethes^'s
the board.
lems, many of them delicate, are
Md., and
Harryattend.
Bannister, WWJ '
troit,
did not
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SCRIPPS-HOWARDASKS
REHEARING FOR CLEVELAND

LIFT 'FREEZE/ EXPAND
TV SERVICE, RMA URGES

SCRIPPS-HOWARD Radio filed petition with
FCC seeking rehearing of Jan. 28 final decision
granting 1300 kc, 5 kw at Cleveland to Cleveland Broadcasting Inc. (WERE-FM) and asking stay or recall of construction permit pending settlement [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
Scripps-Howard charged Commission erred
in finding greater ownership-management integration for Cleveland Broadcasting, failed to
make proper comparative findings in its decision, improperly concluded grant of Cleveland
Broadcasting would effect greater diversification of mass media of communication, wrongly
found neither application to have better program plans than competitor, disregarded superior radio experience of Scripps-Howard and
unjustly found that more efficient use of 1300
kc proposed by Scripps-Howard to be outweighed by other considerations.
January ruling was second decision. First,
two years ago, was later set aside for further
hearing.

EXPANDED TV service plan and prompt lifting of "freeze" on TV grants urged before
FCC Friday by Radio Mfrs. Assn. committee
headed by President Max F. Balcom. Program
would continue "expanding service for those
receivers now in the hands of the public" and
provide a "maximum amount of television
service at the earliest possible time." Present
use of 12 VHF channels should be expanded,
and future UHF service and stations should
have minimum of overlap with VHF areas,
RMA said.
Recommendations were:
(1) Where practical . . . utilize 12 VHF channels
in those areas
stations
or under
struction; with
extend their
use tooperating
other areas
as sooncon-as
possible; (2) utilize . . . UHF channels for monochrome TV so that cities without any or few VHF
channels can have competitive service; (3) arrange
assignments so VHF and UHF provide minimum
overlap; (4) release VHF allocation plan for use at
once to permit establishment of further VHF stations . . . propagation data now available for VHF
is adequate for preparation of such plan; (5) provide
that same standards be used for monochrome telecision in UHF as employed in VHF.

INDIANAPOLIS

TV STATION

IS PURCHASED

BY WIRE

PURCHASE by WIRE Indianapolis of William H. Block Co.'s television station WUTV
that city for $37,758.37 reported in application
filed with FCC. Earlier in week granted deletion of its FM station WMHC, Block firm
said in transfer request it "has decided not to
continue its TV activities and desires to recover only its out
of pocket
Commission
Friday
deniedexpenses."
WUTV petition
for continuance of hearing, scheduled March
21, on request for extension of completion date
to June. WUTV granted CP for Channel 3
(60-66 mc) in October 1946. WUTV has had
several completion date extensions. Last December it was denied extension of special
authority to make equipment tests, first
granted May 1947.
WIRE is chiefly owned by Eugene C. Pulliam,. broadcaster-publisher. WIRE estimated
construction cost would be $273,725, first year's
operating cost $250,000 and revenue $120,000.
Block cited following breakdown of WUTV
expenses: Salary of engineer, $11,869.33; engineer's helper, $1,164.08; travel, $1,832.66;
studio rent, $7,120; telephone (toll), $83.38;
equipment, supplies and miscellaneous, $13,205.68: legal fees, $1,616.24; consulting engineering fees, $427; rental of test equipment,

$440.
EXPRESS PUBLISHING
BID FOR KTSA

CO. FILES

EXPRESS Publishing Co., licensee KYFM
(FM) San Antonio and publisher of San Antonio Exp^-ess and Neivs, filed application with
FCC offering to match Cowboy Star Gene
Autry's $450,000 bid for KTSA San Antonio
[Broadcasting, Nov. 29, Dec. 27, 1948]. Application filed under FCC's Avco rule through
Washington law firm of Loucks, Zias, Young &
Jansky.
KTSA is one of three stations involved in
pending transfers by which 15-year-old station ownership of 0. L. (Ted) Taylor, Gene
Howe and T. E. Snowden will be dissolved.
Others: KRGV Weslaco and KANS Wichita.
Mr. Autry owns KOOL Phoenix, minority interest in KOWL Santa Monica. Express Publishing headed by Frank G. Huntress. KTSA,
CBS affiliate on 550 kc with 5 kw, would be
managed by Charles D. Lutz, general manager
of KYSM, if acquired by Express Publishing.
THEATRE

TV IN PHILADELPHIA

COMMERCIAL television show will emanate
from Philadelphia motion picture house during
regular performance at Roosevelt Theatre in
suburban Frankford Tuesday night, March 1,
when Telekids is telecast from stage, 7:30-7:45
p.m. on WPTZ. Show will rotate among three
Paramount theatres in Philadelphia area.
Other two theatres are Nixon and Tower.
Weatherguard Mfg. Co., Philadelphia (aluminum doors and storm windows), will sponsor
Telekids for 39 weeks. Fien & Schwerin, Philadelphia, isagency.

TRENDS NOTED BY FMA
IN PRELIMINARY STUDY
PRELIMINARY survey of current FM status
disclosed today (Monday) by FM Assn. Following trends were indicated: Production of
sets with FM has reached new all-time peak
while output of AM-only sets has slumped
heavily; FM and TV present a challenge which
may change home entertainment habits of millions; potential FM station audience increased
35%
28.5%.during 1948 while AM potential dropped
Figures tabulated are incomplete but overall
picture will be made public for first time April
1 in New York at FMA Time Sales Clinic.
Everett Dillard, president, FM Continental
Network, will explain survey (early FMA
story, page 81) .
TV SET OUTPUT DROPS;
FM PRODUCTION INCREASES
RADIO and TV set production by member
companies declined seasonably in January,
Radio Mfrs. Assn. reported today (Monday).
Drop in television sets was only moderate,
RMA said. TV receiver production totaled
121,238, with weekly average of 30,130 sets,
approximating level for last November.
Overall set production — radio and TV —
dipped below million for first time since last
summer, with members reporting manufacture
of 709,633 radio receivers of all types, of which
147,733 were FM-AM or FM sets. January's
weekly FM production rate was 21% above
average weekly rate last year, RMA reported.
SOUTH

NBC

ADDS

V/GAL-TV,

WDEL-TV

ADDITION of WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., and
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del., to NBC's list of
television network affiliates announced Friday.
WGAL-TV begins operation on Channel 4
April 1 and WDEL-TV on Channel 7 May 15.
Total NBC TV affiliates now 33.
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DAKOTA

LIBEL LAW

SOUTH DAKOTA stations will be protected
against libel suits resulting from defamatory
remarks carried over their facilities if it can
be shown they tried to prevent such defamation, under new law signed Friday by Gov.
George T. Mickelson. Exemption applies only
if speakers are not associated with stations.

Closed

Circuit

(Continued from page k)
plans will not be decided until early spring.
Meanwhile Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield) is
conferring with CBS and Mr. Crosby for sponsorship next fall.
FM BROADCASTERS and certain manufacturers are exploring development of averagepriced TV-FM combination (using new metal
tube) which could give FM transmission muchneeded
adrenalin
shot.to It's
FM
circuit can
be added
TV reported
receiver that
for less
than $2, manufacturer's price.
CBS has suspended indefinitely plans to add to
Hollywood studio and office facilities because
of "unreasonably high construction costs."
LONG-RANGE

thinkers in international telecommunications already are contemplating international interchange of TV programs.
Knottiest problem of moment is how to relay
and synchronize our system with that of
British, which uses different line and frame
standards, for both transmission and reception.

WHO will be radio's legislative representative
on Capitol Hill in pursuance of NAB board
action last week creating that post? Names
mentioned in closed board sessions as possibility include: Lucien Hilmer, former FCC assistant general counsel for broadcasting, who
a decade ago served on Senate Interstate Commerce Committee staff; former GOP Rep.
Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois, and former
Chairman Clarence P. Lea of House Interstate
Commerce Committee, both ex-Congressmen
voluntarily retired at last session. Appointment rests with NAB President Justin Miller.
WHAM Rochester TV adjunct, to be known as
WHTM, expects to hit air with test pattern in
late March or early April. Target date for
regular commercial operation (including network) is seen in mid-June.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Although

"time on the

parts of all these varied sections, just as

air" is the main product

America is made up of the sections as a

sold by WLW,

whole. WLW-land

it is sel-

dom the first thing dis-

is neither industrial

nor agricultural. It is both. WLW-land

is

cussed when a manufac-

neither rich nor poor. It is a combination.

turer or his agency brings a selling prob-

The folks who live here typify the peo-

lem to The Nation's Station. Rather, the

ple of the entire land. It is an ideal proving ground. When

talk is apt to be about distribution, product, package, display, selling appeal . . .
and then, advertising.

work here, you can be pretty sure it will
work elsewhere in America.

it is accepted that adver-

So, if you have a selling problem, why

tising can be truly effective only when

not talk it over.'' Simply contact any of
these WLW Sales Offices:

For at WLW

other factors are right. And with service
facilities found at no other radio station,
plus manpower and know-how
job, WLW

to do the

m

West 9th St.

Cincinnati 2, Ohio

630 Fifth Avenue
New

York 20, N.Y.

is often in a position to help

in many, many ways.
Many success stories have been written
at WLW

you know what will

360 N. Michigan

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Chicago 1, 111.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

by manufacturers both large and

small. And these manufacturers have not
only sold goods in WLW-land; they have
learned lessons invaluable for use
throughout the country.
THE NATION S MOST Mf RCHANOtSE-ABLE STATION
WLW-land

is not north nor south-

not east nor middle west. It is made up of

Mercury, "messenger
of which
the gods,"
was atslow
wit}
Ultraf ax—
moves
the compared
speed of light

c/e//Vers

Recently, at the Library of Congress, a distinguished audience saw documents flashed
across Washington by a new means of communicaton. . , and reproduced in facsimile.
This was Ultraf ax in action— a super-fast television communications system developed at RCA
Laboratories. Reproductions of any mail — personal, business, or military . . . including police
descriptions, fingerprints, bank drafts, government records, military maps — can travel at 186,000 miles a second!

a

m///oi7

Material to be sent is placed before an RCA
"flying spot" scanner, and transmitted by
ultra-high frequency radio signals. Miles
away, the pictures appear on a picture tube
and are photographed. Negatives, by a new
photographic process, are ready for printing
or projection in 40 seconds.
Eventually, when Ultrafax comes into commercial use, a complete Sunday paper— every
word, every picture — may cross America in 60
seconds ... a letter in the twinkling of an eye.

lA/orc/s a

m/hu/e-

Science at work . . .
Ultrafax is but one of scores of major achievements pioneered at RCA Laboratories. This
leadership in science and engineering adds
value beyond price to any product or service
of RCA and RCA Victor.
Examples of the newest developments in radio,
television, and electronics may be seen in action
at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street,
New York. Admission is free. Radio Corporation
of America, Radio City, N. Y. 20.

SBRUARY

PRICE
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IT

MAY

TO

NOT

YOU,

HAVE

25

OCCURRED

but

WOR

is like a lion

You see, it continues to be the first major
station in New York when it comes to
IVOR

is like a great safe

carrying the majority of the highestrated local programs.

for WOR attracts more families, during
the day and during the night, than any
other station in the United States.

IVOR

is ifke a locomotive

because, year in and year out, WOR pulls
more than a million letters from people
in 47 of the country's 48 states.

NOTE

— no matter how you measure WOR's effectiveness,
and we heartily recommend any method, WOR gets you
there fastest, at less cost and with greater results.
- heard by the most people
where the most people are

COMING!

WOR-Mutual's magnificent new television station,

WOR

WOR-TV, channel 9. Watch for it.

CENTS

OUR

25TH

ANNIVERSARY

YEAR

N 1924 Mr. and Mrs. Charles K.
Stembel, of Boswell, Indiana,
had a carload of hogs ready to
sell. Listening, as usual, to WLS
market reports, they learned
record hog receipts had dropped prices,

ing spring a WLS weather report saved
their baby lambs. Through WLS they
heard of a new baby chick ration that
helped raise their huge flocks cheaper than
ever before!

so held their hogs to sell at a dollar a hundred higher— an extra profit of over 1200
-thanks to WLS.

listen to WLS. They heard the first WLS
National Barn Dance in 1924, still tune

Not alone for business^ do the Stembels

The Stembel family have been daily
listeners to WLS since the station went on

regularly to this and other WLS programs.
A new generation has grown up in this

the air 25 years ago. Chiefly poultry farm-

typical Indiana family since WLS first
went on the air, and they, too, enjoy the

ers (they've raised 85,000 chickens a year),
the Stembels have kept a record of noontime poultry quotations on WLS every
day since the station started.
Besides market service, the Stembels
hear the 5:55 a.m. weather report every
day. More than 20 years ago, before hybrids, they saved their seed corn because
of a WLS fall frost warning . . . the follow-

890 KlLOCYCLESREPRESENTED

service and entertainment we bring them
. . . the broadcasts about farming, homemaking, education, religion, and the good
wholesome entertainment. "One of the
family" in Midwest America, we enjoy
their confidence and belief— a confidence
that extends also to advertised products introduced tothem by their old friend, WLS.

50.000 WATTS-ABC AFFILIATE
BY JOHN
BLAIR AND
CO

WWL PRIMARY DAY-TIME COVERAGE
591,030 BMB STATION AUDIENCE FAMILIES
2. GULF

SHIPSIDE

STORAGE

WAREHOUSE

Recent $2,000,000 addition to New Orleans' extensive port facilities. Port ranks second in United
States in tonnage — Srst in efficiency. That's another
reason why WWL-land exceeds national average in
increased income, buying power, general prosperity.

The

greatest

3. WWL'S COVERAGE. OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts — high-power, affording advertisers lowcost dominance of this new-rich market.
Note: Coverage mapped by Broadcast Measurement Bureau.
Some scattered counties, covered by WWL, are not shoun.

seliing power

in the South's greatest city!
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE
DEPARTMENT

OF

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broaocastinc PirsLiCAnoNS, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, B, C,
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Closed

Circuit

G. A. RICHARDS' bid for personal appearance before FCC in lieu of scheduled March 16
hearing on charges that he ordered news-slanting (story, page 30) got prompt attention of
Commission in private sessions Friday.
Dropping of scheduled hearing, at Los Angeles, seemed unlikely, however.
BIGGEST representation plum on West Coast
to develop in many months grabbed by Free
& Peters — KRON-TV San Francisco. Assigned
to Channel 4, station is owned by Chronicle
Publishing Co. and will affiliate with NBC,
when it takes to air early this summer. Contract negotiated by H. Preston Peters with
George T. Cameron, Chronicle president.
Charles Thieriot is manager. Station is sixth
in TV to be aligned by F&P.
FLETCHER WILEY, general manager of
CBS Housewives Protective League, has
terminated contract and sold his remaining
stock to network. He will continue to serve as
network consultant but will no longer be concerned with day-to-day operations.
SRO sign may be hoisted over Radio Executives Club session in New York March 10.
There's great excitement over appearance of
former President Herbert Hoover, whose
elder statesman status has won him new acclaim. When HH was in office, he got radio
regulation under way. It marks his first
appearance before radio aggregation since
he left White House in 1933. And he's now
top billing everywhere.
PRESIDENT TRUMAN showing more than
cursory interest in radio legislative-regulatory
situation, particularly what he regards as
"monopoly" aspects stressed in recent Senate
subcommittee interim report which dealt
mainly with clear channel high power issue.
He has covered situation recently with his
friend and erstwhile Senate colleague. Burton
K. Wheeler, now in Washington law practice.
WHETHER FCC reorganizes in panels or not
(and it hasn't yet given up ghost on plan) it's
practically sure-fire bet that Comr. E. M.
Webster will seek and procure reappointment
to FCC for full seven-year term prior to expiration of his current commission June 30.
Previously Commodore Webster, whose forte
is safety and special services, indicated he
wouldn't care about reappointment if he
couldn't specialize in that field. It's known
now that Chairman Wayne Coy is pressing
for Webster reappointment as world's foremost authority in his chosen sphere.
PRESSURE still heard against use of average
daily listening figures in next BMB survey
due to fear statistics would have to be stretched
in many counties. Results from 650,000 sample
(cards go in mail Tuesday) deemed adequate
for three breakdowns of weekly audiences.
(Continued on page 70)
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Upcoming
Feb. 28: WHAS Louisville transfer and TV extension hearing, FCC Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1: NBC affiliates meeting, Chicago.
March 3-5: Annual Radio Conference on Station Problems, U. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
March 4: Fourth Annual Michigan Radio ConLansing. ference, Michigan State College Campus, East
(Other Upcomings on page 49)

Bulletins
SIDNEY N. STROTZ, NBC administrative
vice president, to be permanently headquartered on West Coast, pointing up future importance of Hollywood in television, according
to network. He was named to post last May
and assigned to job of reorganizing network's
TV operations, dividing time between New
York and Hollywood.
NET INCOME of ABC and subsidiaries for
year ended Dec. 31, 1948, after federal income
taxes was $468,676 compared to $1,520,756 in
1947. Gross income for 1948 amounted to $54,047,043, compared to $52,922,884 for 1947. Decrease in net earnings attributed to TV expansion.
FIRST NBC TAPE BROADCASTS
FIRST network commercial tape program over
NBC will be aired this week when Screen
Director's Guild version of "Command Decision" is broadcast March 4. Al Jolson also
announced his program will go on tape starting with March 10 broadcast in Midwest and
West.
FCC
NEED

Favors

Extensive

for "comprehensive network investigation" has long been felt by FCC, Commission
said Friday in 17-page report replying to
queries raised by Sen. Ed C. Johnson (DColo.), chairman of Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
Most of questions and replies related to television— whose development, Sen. Johnson
wrote, "involves a fundamental policy question
to be decided by the Congress." He asked
FCC's views as aid to committee in preparing
legislative recommendations.
FCC desire for network probe revealed in
answer to question on whether Commission was
considering means of preventing monopoly in
broadcast equipment and program fields. After
reviewing FCC's anti-trust authority, current
patent
probe,said:and multiple-ownership rules,
Commission
No comprehensive network investigation has been
undertaken since 1941. The Commission has long
felt that such an investigaton is necessary not only
to determine how the regulations are working with
respect to standard broadcasting, but also to reexamine some of the problems concerning, the rela-

Business
Briefly
LEVER RENEWAL • Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Spry) March 21 renews for 52
weeks CBS' Aunt Jenny, Mon.-Fri., 12:1512:30 p.m. Agency, RuthraufF & Ryan, New
York.
TONI TV SERIES • Toni Co., Chicago
(home permanents), has purchased 9-9:30 p.m.
Thursday segment on CBS TV netv/ork for
new series to start in mid-May. Program format undecided. Agency, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago.
SIX NEW DIRECTORS
ELECTED TO NAB BOARD
SIX new directors will take seats on NAB
board during convention week in Chicago.
Final count of ballots released Friday by Ernst
& Ernst, accountants, shows 2,098 ballots returned of 2,750 mailed out in February.
Results of directors-at-large voting:
Large elected;
Stations
Lane, Cincinnati,
WJJD Chicago,
reJames D.— Howard
Shouse, WLW
who has
served on board in past, replaces Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford.
Medium Stations— G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, re-elected; Kenyon Brown, KWFT
Wichita Falls, for T. A. M. Craven.
Small Stations— Clair R. McCollough, WGAL LanMerrillKVFD
Lindsey,
catur,caster,111.,Pa.,forre-elected;
Edward Breen,
Fort WSOY
Dodge, Dela.
FM Stations— Frank U. Fletcher, WARL (FM)
Arlington,
Va., Md.;
ClassEverett
A, for Dillard,
Willard KOZY
Egolf, WBCCFM
Bethesda,
Kansas
City, Class B, re-elected.
District Directors (odd districts only) :
1, Harold Fellows, WEEI Boston, re-elected; 3,
George
Scranton,
Pa., re-elected;
5,
AllenD. M.Coleman,
Woodall,WGBI
WDAK
Columbus,
Ga., for
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham; 7, Gilmore
N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., re-elected; 9,
Charles
Peoria,KYSM
re-elected
last
summer; C.11,Caley,
John WMBD
F. Meagher,
Mankato,
Minn., re-elected; 13, C. W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas,
re-elected;
15, GlennKIEM
Shaw,Eureka,
KLX Oakland,
William B. Smullin,
Calif.; 17,forHarry
R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash., re-elected.
Probe

of Networks

tionship of the networks to talent bureaus and recording companies and also to examine carefully
the effect of the regulations in the FM and televisiontionsfield.
entirely are
possible
that thedifferent
condiin FM...andIt is
television
sufficiently
from AM that other or additional regulations are
needed
nopoly. in this field in order to protect against moFCC letter, sent by Chairman Wayne Coy,
said Commission would be warranted in refusing renewal of license of network-owned station "if a network compelled its affiliates to
violate the network regulations." But Commission felt "this is clumsy."
With Comr. Frieda Hennock dissenting,
Commission declined to suggest law requiring
TV set makers to notify buyers of possible
obsolescence. Majority felt "no such rule can
conceded that to open up UHF televibe FCC
drawn."
sion band under standards different from those
in VHF would mean "fairly slow" development
of UHF. Result would be pressure on FCC
"to make a nationwide television system out of
(Continued on page 70)
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Naturally, the lower the cost per 1000, the better!
A perfect example of low cost per 1000 coverage is KCMO,
ONE

does it in Mid-America

ONE

station

ONE

rate card

ONE

spot on the dial

ONE

set of call letters

50,000

Kansas City's most powerful station. It brings you listeners
at a low cost per 1000 because of... a powerful, far-reaching
signal . . . warm, Mid-America styled programming that
people like to listen to . . . and reasonable time rates! Inside
KCMO's measured H mv. area are 5,435,091 potential
listeners ... in 213 farm and factory rich counties. If you
follow the rule of low cost per 1000 .... you'll buy KCMO
in Mid-America!

WATTS

DA YTIME-Non-Directional
10,000 WATTS
-810 kc.

NIGHT

National Representative: John E. Pearson Company
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CMO
and KCFM . . . 94-9 Megacycles
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Bask ABC for Mid-America
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He Mows

Dull Moments

With a Sharp Eye
Something's always popping when he sharpens his
weapons, rolls up his voice, and goes to work. His pointed
remarks about the top of the news from Washington are
heard by a loyal coast-to-coast audience five nights a
week. His listeners love to hear him "mow 'em down."
His whetstone is a powerful urge to get to the bottom of
things — and he cuts a wide swath through the underbrush
of fancy to get at the facts behind the news. Whether
farming in Maryland or tilling his Washington newsbeat,
his down-to-earth approach reaps a rich harvest.
Currently sponsored on more than 300 stations, the Fulton
Lewis, Jr. program is the original news "co-op." It
offers local advertisers network prestige at local time
cost, with pro-rated talent cost.
Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there may
be an opening in your city. If you want a ready-made
audience for a client (or yourself), investigate now.
Check^ your local Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System/
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11).
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1

100

GETS

That's
from

YOU

A 1000

• • .

the pay -ojf stations are getting

Capitol's Transcription
more!

Want

to know

Library -and
how?

Fill out

the coupon and we'll rush you the information.

Capitol Transcriptions
Sunset and Vine, Dept. B228
Hollywood 28, California
FREE — Rush new '49 demonstration record
describing Capitol library and how it helps sell
station time.
Name
Station-

-Position.

Street—
City
A

BROADCASTING

UNIQUE
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LIBRARY

PROGRAM

-State-

SERVICE
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World's

first

use

super-power

RCA

50-lcw's

SUPER-POWER FM STATION WTMJ-FM, MILWAUKEE.
Operates an RCA BTF-50A FM transmitter in
conjunction with a high-gain antenna. Total
effective radiated power, 349 kw — on 93.3 Mc!

SUPER-POWER FM STATION WBRC-FM, BIRMINGHAM.
Operates a type BTF-50A FM transmitter in
conjunction with an RCA 8-section Pylon —
880 feet above average terrain. Total eflfective
radiated power, 546 kw — on 102.5 Mc!

SUPER-POWER FM STATION WMCF, MEMPHIS.
Operates an RCA BTF-50A FM transmitter in conjunction with an RCA
4-section Pylon antenna mounted on
a 750 foot tower. Total effective radiated power, 260 kw— on 99.7 Mc!
THESE PIONEER STATIONS are making FM
service over wide areas a PRACTICAL REALITY
—with the world's first commercial 50-kw FM transmitter, the RCA BTF-50A!
This is the transmitter that makes it possible to
link 50 kilowatts of FM power to a high-gain
Pylon antenna and deliver up to 600 kilowatts of
effective radiated power — enough radiated power to
serve primary areas out to 200 miles radius from
mountain elevations.
Here are some of the transmitter features:
50,000 watts output on any specified frequency in
the 88-108 Mc band. Grounded-Grid amplifiers
and simplified single-end r-f circuits (all class C)
for extreme stability and easy tuning. Direct FM

to give high-fidelity FM simply and directly (less
than \% output distortion over the range of
30-15,000 c.p.s.). Only 43 tubes in the entire transmit er— and emergency operation may be maintained with only 24 tubes. Only 16 different tube
types all told. One high-voltage supply for all highpower needs. Hi-lo power switching for emergency 8-kw operation. Complete air-cooling . . .
using two independently-operated blowers.
Type BTF-50A . . . immediately available from stock
. . . can be used with an RCA FM Pylon to improve
your station coverage materially. For the facts, see
your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer. Or write Dept.
19BD,RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN

OBERT CARLEY, formerly with Cecil & Presbrey, New York, as a vice
R president, joins executive staff of Donahue & Coe, New York. He was
also formerly with BBDO, New York, and before that with NBC.
ALLY S. NELSON, formerly with E. I. duPont Co., and a graduate of the Television Workshop, New York, joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, in the
film department to work specifically on production of television films.
CYRIL J. MULLEN, director of radio copywriting at Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, named chief of visual copy department. He has worked at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicago, and Pedlar & Ryan,
New
York.
LEE MORSE RICH,
director of media for
Guenther Law, New
Co., also New York,
WRESTLING FROM TURNER'S ARENA— the most popular sports show on the Washington Screen! A recent poll by Teleguide Magazine showed the wrestling matches
over WMAL-TV to be the "number one" favorite of television sports enthusiasts in
the Nation's Capital. Above, two very popular wrestlers. Chief Little Wolf and
Dutch Schweigert, find themselves in an awkward and painful situation.

MILTON GUTTENPLAN, former copy and planning director
at Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, appointed account
executive at Emil Mogul Co., New York.
V
Mr. Mullen

A
JIM GIBBONS VOTED WASHT INGTON'S FAVORITE television
sports announcer in the poll conducted
by Teleguide Magazine. Jim, undoubtedly Washington's busiest sportscaster,
is shown here at ringside bringing all
the
wrestling
televiewers. thrills and excitement to

former executive with the AAAA and]
the past two years with Albert Frank-]
York, joins William H. Weintraub &|
as media director.

GILBERT J. SUPPLE, formerly with Peter Hilton Inc.,
New York, joins radio commercial writing staff of McCannErickson, New York.

GORDON F. BUCK, research executive for past three years at Foote, Cone &|
Belding, Chicago, appointed assistant to FAIRFAX M. CONE, board chairman.,'
LECHE & LECHE, Dallas, opens branch office in Houston at 1810 Travis St.,
under management of GRAHAM B. BOONE Jr., recently elected vice president.
FRED M. JORDAN joins Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles, as executive vice
president. Until recently Mr. Jordan was executive vice president and Pacific
Coast manager in Los Angeles office of Buchanan & Co., which position he had
held for 16 years. In new capacity, Mr. Jordan will head Erwin, Wasey Los
Angeles operations.
ERIK ISGRIG joins Young & Rubicam, Chicago, as account executive, after
working at Sorenson & Co.
HELEN ENNIS joins copy department of Blow Co., San Francisco.
JAMES STAPLES, former account executive with Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los
Angeles, joins Leo Burnett Co., same city.
FRED R. JONES, formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles, joins Abbott
Kimball of Calif., same city, as copy chief. Another addition to agency is R. O.
HIMEL Jr., formerly with Modglin Co., as comptroller.
JOHN MESSLER, formerly with Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco, joins
copy department of BBDO, same city.

THE LADY WRESTLERS TAKE
OVER! The audience is on its
feet many times when the men go into
action but when the women take over
— the very roof shakes! At intermission
Jim Gibbons interviews two top performers, June Byers and Dot Dodson.
A The SINCLAIR Refining Com^ pany has combined forces with
WMAL-TV to bring added impact to
this outstanding feature — sponsoring
one-half of the wrestling matches
every Wednesday. The other half is
open for sponsorship!
W M A L

WMAL-TV
THE EVENING STAR
WASHINGTON,
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STATIONS
D. C.

W M A L-FM

LARRY PENDLETON of Larry Pendleton & Assoc., Los Angeles, has purchased Packard & Packard, same city. Accounts and personnel of latter agency
incorporated into other firm under its name. Headquarters are at 1250 Wilshire
Blvd. Telephone: Trinity 8557. JACK PACKARD remains with agency as
account executive. Firm retains its other office at 139 North Maryland Ave.,
Glendale.
ERNEST L. HEITKAMP, writer on Chicago Herald- American for 27 years, joins
Morris F. Swaney Agency, Chicago, as account executive.
JAMES DEAN, former account executive with McCarty Co., Los Angeles, joins
Ralph Yambert Organization, that city, in same capacity.
GARDNER A. PHINNEY, formerly with Washington Post, joins Courtland D.
Ferguson Inc.'s Washington office as account executive.
C. L. (Ted) BAUM, former vice president of Short & Baum Adv., Portland,
Ore., joins The McCarty Co., Los Angeles, as account executive.
BERNE ABELEW, former production manager for Biow Co., San Francisco,
joins Abbott Kimball Co., same city, in the same capacity.
ZOLA VINCENT, a former editor of Parents' magazine, joins Brisacher,
Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, as home economics director.
JOHN S. EMMART, former sales promotion manager for Roma Wines, and
ERWENT H. KLAUS, formerly with Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles, join Buchanan
& Co., San Francisco.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Whoever

accuses Yankee

farmers

of chronic sales-resistance
should have his bean examined.
In a single 2-week period
(in December,
WBZ's

New

of all months)
England

Farm

(6 :00 to 7 :00, 6 mornings

Hour

a week)

drew 1,650 replies to 3 offers.
And

of the 3 offers,

2 required dollar bills!
So don't call the Yankee

farmer

a cold customer.
He should be at the top of your list!
So should the station
that sells more things.
to most New

Englanders,

in city and country alike :
WBZ

in Boston town !

5o,ooo
NBC

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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Albuquerque
Beaumont
Boise
Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Corpus Christi
Davenport
Des Moines
Denver
Duluth
Fargo
Ft. Wayne
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Honolulu-Hilo
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas
LouisvilleCityMilwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
Norfolk
Omaha
Peoria-Tuscola
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland,
Raleigh Ore.
Roanoke
San Diego
St. Louis
Seattle
Syracuse
Terre
Haute

Baltimore
Fort Worth-Dallas
Louisville

KOB
KFDM
KDSH
WBZ-WBZA
WGR
WCSC
WIS
KRIS
woe
WHO
KVOD
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WRAP
KGMB-KHBC
KXYZ
WISH
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WMAW
WTCN
WMCA
WGH
KFAR
WMBD-WDZ
KYW

NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC-NBC
CBS
ABC
ABC

KDKA
KCBQ
KEX
WPTF
WDBJ
KSD
KIRO
WFBL
WTHI
Television
Paul
WAAM
Minneapolis-St.
New York
WBAP-TV
St. Louis
WAVE-TV

CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
ABC
IND
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC

WTCN-TV
WPIX
KSD-TV

UNCTIONAL

RADIO

sales message, to the entire nation. No matter

E have no complaint with "pres-

what the problem, national spot can meet it

tige" advertising, or with "institutional" advertising, or with any other kind. But best of all

directly, without generalizations about local
sales advantages, or anything else.

we like the functional kind of advertising
that gets in and helps solve specific sales

Free & Peters helped pioneer this func-

problems.

tional type of radio in 1932, and we've
worked at it intensely ever since. We believe

So far as radio is concerned, Bull's-Eye
Radio (National Spot) is the one truly func-

we know

weak ones, and we'll be glad to tell you all
we know.
How about now?

tional kind of advertising. It doesn't have to
speak with the same voice, or with the same

REE

&

P
ir

all its strong points as well as its

ETERS,

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

ROBERT HALL CLOTHES, New York, through its agency Sawdon Adv. Co.,
Feb. 21 started use of daily quarter-hour programs, announcements and
chain breaks on WCKY and WCPO, both Cincinnati. It is special twoweek intensive institution advertising campaign promoting move of one of
firm's salesrooms to new locaton. After two-week campaign, year-round promotional advertising of equal intensity will be instituted.
AIR KING PRODUCTS Co. Inc., New York (television and radio sets and wire
recorders), appoints Joseph Katz Co., New York, to handle its advertising.
Agency currently surveying and studying field to investigate possibilities of
"advertising TV by TV." Radio also being studied as possible medium.
DUNCAN COFFEE Co., Houston, Tex., appoints Leche & Leche, Dallas, to
handle $1 million advertising account. Radio to be used.
PACIFIC CHEESE Div., Borden Co. (dairy products) begins 13-week TV campaign on four Los Angeles stations — KNBH KTSL KTLA KTTV. Campaign
to be expanded March 1 to include spots and participation shows on AM stacisco. tions in San Francisco and Portland. Agency: Young & Rubicam, San FranEDIBLE OIL INSTITUTE Inc., New York, (formed by group of oil packers to
protect industry against packers who dilute or misrepresent products), appoints Gunn-Mears Agency, New York, to handle advertising campaign. Spot
radio will be used in major eastern cities to launch campaign, with both
English and foreign-language stations to be used.
WINE ADVISORY BOARD, New York, representing California Wine Growers,
joins the Dione. Lucas' Cooking Program, CBS-TV, Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m. in
participating sponsorship. Contract signed through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York. Other sponsor, SCOTT PAPER Co., Chester, Pa.
Everyone's
In

The

Contented

Piedmont

.

.

BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York (Ipana toothpaste), effective March 29 will
sponsor television puppet show Lucky Pup on CBS-TV in New York only on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Program aired Mondays through Saturdays 6:306:45 p.m. Agency: Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York.

.

From proud bovine beauties to hustiing textile tycoons, there's a feeling of well being
in the WSPA Piedmont area. Healthy,
contented cows feast on the good, green grass
of this fertile country. Well-pleased dairy
farmers brag about their average of 1,765
gallons of rich, nutritious milk daily— justly
boastful of their share in the 226 million dollar
income that farmers draw from this land
of plenty.

STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA to sponsor broadcasts of Golden Gloves Chicagoland finals and international bouts March 4 and May 28 on WGN Chicago, and
state high school basketball tournaments on WIRE Indianapolis and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa. Firm also renews 10 news and sports shows on WBBM
Chicago, KOA Denver, WWJ and WJR Detroit, KCMO and WDAF Kansas City,
WTMJ Milwaukee, WOW Omaha and KFBI Wichita.
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka Seltzer, One-A-Day Vitamins), expands
sponsorship of Quiz Kids, telecast Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m. (CST) on WNBQ
(NBC) Chicago, to WWJ-TV Detroit and WNBK Cleveland, March 1. AM show
is aired on NBC Sundays, 3-3:30 p.m. (CST). Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.

People in Spartanburg County are a busy lot.
But, we're satisfied. Super-abundant natural
resources reward efforts most satisfactorily.
Rural and urban enterprise combine pleasantly
to balance our billion-dollar economy.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., New York (Halo shampoo), March 14
starts five weekly quarter-hour audience participation series Your Stand-in on
10 CBS California network stations, Mondays through Fridays, 4:15-4:30 p.m.
(PST). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Sherman & Marquette, New York.

It's a happy thought that
when Piedmont people go to
market they're backed by a
budget to the merry tune of
$1,054,811,000.

UNION OIL Co., of Calif., Los Angeles, cancels Fleetwood Lawton newscasts on
all Don Lee and four Arizona stations effective April 22. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding, Los Angeles.
MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM Co. to sponsor Texas high school basketball playoffs over Texas State Network March 5 and 12. Agency: Ratcliffe Adv., Dallas.

And^r the past nineteen years,
they've gone to market over
WSPA, South Carolina's oldest
station— dominant in 17 counties of the Carolina Piedmont.

John Blair & Company, National Representative
Harry E. Cummings, Southeastern Representative
Roger A. ShafFer, Managing Director
Guy Vaughan, Jr., Sales Manager
CBS Station for the Spartanburg-Greenville Market
Page 14
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MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee, begins sponsorship of half-hour weekly
show starring Lawrence Welk, June 6 for 13 weeks on minimum of 20 ABC
midwest stations. Mr. Welk will broadcast from cities in which he will tour.
Agency: Klau, Van Pietersom, Dunlap & Assoc., Milwaukee.
WSPA
SPARTANBURG
SOUTH CAROLINA
S,00.0 WATTS ^95D Kc.
o

o

o

WILLIAM V. SHAFTNER, formerly with Pacific American Steamship Assn.,
joins Wine Growers Guild, Guild wine, Lodi, Calif., as advertising and public
relations director.
EMMANUEL KATZ, vice president and sales manager of San-Nap-Pak Mfg.
Co., New York, for past 15 years, elected president and a director of company.
Announcement came from LOWELL M. BIRRELL, chairman of the board.
Mr. Katz directs company's advertising and merchandising program.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

THAT
LOCAL

GETS

PITCH

'£M

Take Hal Victor, for instance ---the wagster of
the keyboard. He knows Baltimore and Baltimore knows Hal. His fifteen minute strip at
5:30 P.M. is completely wacky--but it's bright
and fresh and full of original material---and the
talk of the town. Then there's Ray Moffett and
Bettie McCall, solid citizens with a solid folRAY

MOFFETT

lowing and a list of "success stories" a yard long.

'Musical Clock", 6:00-9:00 A.M.

When

your product needs a good local pitch,

these "local folks" can do you a lot of good. Your
Raymer representative can tell you more.

WCAO
BETTIE McCALL
"Your Friendly Neighbor"
10:00-10:15 A.M.

C8S

BROADCASTING

•

BASIC

Telecasting

• 5000

^acce
WATTS

• 600

KC

• REPRESENTED

SaCtuMne
BY

'

RAITMER
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1948

SPOT

and

AGRICULTURE
& FARMING

AUTOMOTIVE, AUTO APPAREL
KJIwoR^ES

ACCESSORIES &

ACCESSOKiti
AVIATION,
AVIATION
ACCESSORIES
& EQUIPMENT

BUILDING
MATERIALS,
EQUIPMENT,
& FIXTURES

GASOLINE
LUBRICANTS
& FUELS

INSURANCE

RETAIL STORES
& SHOPS

ALL OTHER
SOAPS, CLEANSERS
& POLISHES

SPORTING
GOODS & TOYS

1949

^^18,000

TOILETRIES

NAB

CONVENTION

CIRCULATION

^^REGULAR
I^DEADLINE

RATES
MARCH

AND
21,

TRANSPORTATION
TRAVEL RESORTS

SIZES
1949

NETWORK

PRODUCT
AN

EXCLUSIVE

ANALYSIS

B R O A D C A S T iN G C O P Y R IG H T E D F E A T U R E

National (and regional) spot sales in 1948 nudged the charmed $100 million
level for the first time.
Who spent what, where . . . and how?
BROADCASTING

will supply these answers in its NAB Convention issue,

April 1 1. It's the key to sound radio buying— an insight into what others are doing.
For the first time network and national spot billings of $239 million will
be broken down into 27 product groups— a survey that will help the nation's agencies
and advertisers to plan more effective spot schedules.
And that's not all.
The spot survey will supplement BROADCASTING'S network commodity
analysis inaugurated in 1947, and which goes into its third edition in the 1949 NAB
Convention issue.
And even that's not all:
The convention issue will include:
# Transcription trends and developments
# TV film syndication; Best Sellers; Costs
# Full Coverage AAAA April Convention.
# Plus features built around NAB convention.
For the alert agency and advertiser, the NAB Convention issue is a
Thesaurus of vital time-buying facts never before available in one volume. For the
alert broadcaster (for anyone with anything to sell in Radio-TV) the NAB convention
issue is a MUST— dollar for dollar the best advertising value of 1949.
Guaranteed circulation: 18,000 (2500 above paid subscription minimum) to
meet expected extra copy demands. Deadline is March 21. Regular rates and sizes
prevail. Write, wire or call (collect) today.

ISSUE

A

NATIONAL

PRESS

BUILDING

WASHINGTON

4, D.C

Ad Council Thanks
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
At the last meeting of the board,
the directors unanimously voted
that the [The Advertising] Council express its very sincere thanks
for the recent and valuable contribution of space given to our American Economic System Campaign
by Broadcasting. As in the past,
we are deeply grateful for the continuing support rendered by magazines throughout the country who,
to date, have played such an important role in The Advertising
Council's activities.
All members of our board are
well aware that the outstanding
cooperation on the part of your
publication and others was primarily responsible for getting this
important program off to a flying
start. Likewise, they are aware
that as a result of these efforts,
millions are being informed of certain important and basic facts con-

Ready

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)

portunity tothank you, personally,
for your timely and generous help.
T. S. Repplier
President
The Advertising Council
New York.

cermng our unique economic system and what makes it function.
It is our hope that national advertisers will continue to use liberally the medium of magazines in
the task of helping to create a better understanding of our system
during the critical times that lie
ahead. We feel certain that you
join us in the belief that it is imperative that more Americans understand the operation of the system under which we live and of
which we are all beneficiaries.
Again, we wish to take this op-

Made
Start

NAB convention at the Sherman
Hotel, Chicago, in 1936, it has been
at the top of my list in the trade
publications
J. Neil field.
Reagan
McCann-Erickson
Hollywood
* * *

to

Selling

Bill

EDITOR,ofBroadcasting:
My List'
Top
. . . The excellent job [Respects,
Broadcasting, Jan. 17] . . . is nothing more than could be expected
from Broadcasting. Since my first

For

Your

Gordon's

Mondays thru Saturdays

7.2

Sta. B
6.5

Sta. D.

Sta. C.
3.1

Sta. E.

Sta. F.

1.1

1.1

1.6

WHHM
Independent
Memphis,

Patt McDonald, manager
FORJOE & CO., representatives
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Zenith Broadcasting:
(cont'd)
EDITOR,
Thanks for your adroitness in
publishing the Kobak article directly following the criticism of
Zenith FM ad. Mr. Webb evidently
fails to recall that there is only one
WEFM in the United States and
our coverage is under 150 miles
and our advertising of this station
is confined to Chicago. May I have
permission to reprint with credit
your article on the Zenith ad and
the following article by Kobak on
the Code? I thoroughly enjoyed
Mr. Webb's comments because of
their inconsistencies.
E. F. McDonald Jr.
President
Zenith
Chicago Radio Corp.
[EDITOR'S
Commdr.
McDonald's NOTE:
telegram refers
to a story
[BROADCASTING, Feb. 21] on a
Zenith ad for its FM station WEFM.
The ad was criticized by Maurice B.
Mitchell, NAB director of broadcast
advertising,
Webb, Kan.,
general managerandof Frank
KFH V.
Wichita,
for its implied criticism of commercial
radio. A speech on NAB Code obby Edgar Kobak,
presiwasservancereported
on the onMBS
same
Furtherdent, editorial
comment
pagepage.
38].

Source: Hooper Continuous Measurement

Member
Association of
Independent
Metropolitan
Stations

Quick Results
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Within a few days after the release of the 1949 Yearbook, we received several inquiries about our
service. Since this is the only official listing this organization has
had as yet, we think this is another
example of the tremendous value of
Broadcasting and its publications.
Len Segall
General Manager
Chicago
Sels
Productions

Client

CLUB''
^1340
4:45 p.m. to 5 p.m. CST Segment

WHHM

'Most Informative'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . I . . . continue reading Broadcasting diligently as I have done
in the past. It's a most informative publication.
Jane McKendry
Needham,
Chicago Louis & Brorby

- - hut Not Aloof
Tennessee

Good Service
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
How do you guys do it? I never
realized Broadcasting went to
press on Fridays until I was in
your office last week. It's [Broadcasting] on my desk every Monday . . . which is phenomenal mail
service. P.S. You're doing a swell
job for the whole industry.
Bill Grove
KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.

J
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Report on Good Taste
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I am enclosing an advertisement
■which appeared in the Washington
Daily News . . . Feb. 2, page 20
which might be cited in evidence
in any future discussion of comparative good taste in nevi^spaper
and radio advertising. I don't believe any radio station, under any
circumstance, would accept such
copy. I don't want to victimize the
ADVERTISEMENT
BOWEL CLEANING POWER
OF INNER-AID MEDICINE
One man recently took INNER
AID three days and said afterward
that he never would have believed
his body contained so much filthy
substance. He says his stomach, intestines, bowels and whole system
were so thoroughly cleansed that
his constant headaches came to an
end, several pimply skin eruptions
on his face dried up overnight, and
even the rheumatic pains in his
knee disappeared. At present he is
an altogether different man, feeling
fine in every way.
INNER-AID contains 12 Great
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear gas
from stomach, act on sluggish liver
and kidneys. Miserable people soon
feel different all over. So don't go
on suffering! Get INNER- AID. Sold
by all drug stores.

letin which I received in the mail today, the AM potential audience decreased 28.5% in 1948 and the FM
potential audience increased 35%
due to the fact that 1,590,000 FM
sets were sold in 1948 and only
eight times as many AM sets were
sold. Where does television fit into
this picture?
I have been predicting for some
time that in less than ten years
television would cause blind commercial radio to become virtually
extinct. However, you can pay
your money and take your choice
now. Figures can prove that television is a dead duck already. Or,
if you prefer television, just assume that FM and AM stations no
longer exist.
Julian F. Skinnell
Operations Manager
WLBR Lebanon, Pa.

Recalls Radio Days
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . From 1934 to 1940 I was
director of public relations for the
Crosley Corp. and had an important part in establishing good
will between the newspapers and
radio in regard to newscasts. It
was through my efforts that it
was agreed to permit the baseball
games of the Cincinnati Reds to
be broadcast on the radio, with radio stations WSAI, Crosley owned,
and WCPO owned by the Cincinnati Post, broadcasting the games.
Red Barber was assigned by WSAI
to do the broadcasting for that
station and Harry Hartman for
WCPO . . .
James W. Beckman
Real Estate Broker
Cincinnati

Appreciative Mother
AN ASHEVILLE, N. C,
mother, Mrs. W. Roy Mozingo, wrote WWNC Ashville to explain how one of
her three sons thought listeners had to pay stations for
programs and to express her
thanks for the free entertainment radio gives. Mrs. Mozingo was discussing some
household bills, she said,
when one of the boys, five
years
old, is
asked,
how much
your "Mother,
bill for
radio programs?" "It made
me think," Mrs. Mozingo
commented, "why I do not
have to pay at all for the delightful radio programs. And
what a privilege it is to . . .
hear your fine programs and
have the cultural and educational advantages [radio]
gives my . . . sons."

The ad in question.
Washington Daily News as a particularly horrible, example, but after all it has a circulation of more
than 100,000 in the Nation's Capital, so newspaper defenders could
' hardly brush off this particular advertisement asbeing taken from a
non-representative country weekly.
C. M. Keller
Manager, Newsroom
WRC Washington
* * *
Stock Quotation
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... It might be of reader interest if Broadcasting published
weekly quotations of radio stocks
sold on the stock exchange, curb
exchange, and over-the-counter
markets.
Among those which might be included are: RCA (National Broadcasting Co.) ; Columbia Broadcast, ing System; WJR, The Goodwill
IStation; American Broadcasting
Co.; Baltimore Radio Show; Monu' mental Radio Co.; and similar
listed issues.
' Figures could be obtained as of
the close of trading each Friday
preceding the date of publication
of Broadcasting.
Raymond Adams
P. 0. Box 633
Radford, Va.
[Editor'sclosing
Note: The
moreareactive
radio
stock
prices
published
widely in daily papers. Since BROADCASTING publishes once a week it
seems we would run a poor second to
our daily cousins on this service. We
have innate horror
* * of* being second.]
Where Is Television?
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
If figures don't lie, I can believe
anything now. According to a bulBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

YEARS

OF

SERVICE

TO

RADIO
BY

TRANSRADIO

"Radio's

Own ff

Service'
News
On March I, 1934, Transradio sent out its first dispatches to
radio clients.

That day marked the beginning of the end of restrictions aimed
at the control of news on the radio and the birth of Radio's Own
News Service. Transradio has steadfastly maintained the quality
and integrity of its news report; its guiding formula: DIRECT
coverage for radio.
Transradio has expanded to a two-wire operation and now offers
DOUBLE service to radio — a complete general news wire, with
special Washington coverage, PLUS an all-Sports teletype service
.... both fast, complete, accurate, independent!
Transradio has scored many firsts. First to speed up
delivery; first to bring down news service costs by winning
tion in rates for news wire and teletype facilities; first in
to win complete recognition of radio
in Washington and elsewhere.
Transradio
PRESS SERVICE INC.
521 FIFTH AVE.
NEW

YORK

CITY

teletype
a reducthe fight
newsmen

We pledge ourselves to the principle that
radio should have a completely independent
source of news. We are ready to help solve
your news problems, to do so at a moderate cost.
For more information, write or wire.

February 28, 1949

PRESS

for
THE MAYOR of Odessa, Tex., an
oil boomtown on the western range,
proclaimed Feb. 12 as "KECK
Day," and handed Ben Nedow,
owner of the 1 kw daytime station,
a parchment which read:
"Radio Station KECK has
earned an enviable place in the
commercial and civic life of Odessa
and the Permian Basin during the
time it has been on the air.
"It has contributed much toward
drawing together the peoples of
this area in a mutual feeling of
high purpose for the continued
progress of the world's greatest oil
center.

pKtfitable
setling-

I NVESTIGATE

"... I further call upon the
listening public of Odessa to observe KECK Day with appropriate
listening."
Civic leaders joined in saluting
Mr. Nedow in a special broadcast,
and for the first time he spoke into
the mike on his own station.
Mr. Nedow's accent was not a
local one, for as radioman and
citizen, his story is unusual. Born
in western Poland 43 years ago, he
came to the United States when
he was 16. With a smattering of
business training obtained at B.

On

Worlds

Greatest City

The phenomenal growth of
New York City is not unlike the growth of W-W-D-C
in Washington. It started
out small and then it grew
— and grew — until today
it's the red-hot buy in this
rich market. Your sales
message over W-W-D-C will
get quick, profitable results.
Call in your Forjoe man and
get the whole story today
L

.

WWDC
AM-FM— The D. C. Independent
F 6 R JO E & COMPANY
page 20
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L to r, standing: Mr. Nedow,
Mayor A. P. Brown, of Odessa,
and Roy Eisner, KECK announcer;
seated, John announcer.
Vacca, station's chief
Altman's, New York ("I did a
little
of everything"),
he opened a
furniture
store in Odessa.
Today,
his People's
(Continued
on page Furniture
54-)

-hU

-Hccouni5
job with a travel bureau as cruise
the conductor on a voyage to Bombay.
ds reveal
ofon'46,
(Bill)
SPRI,NGWills
THE
INrecor
Tuttle was named vice presiAfter exhausting India and
dent in charge of radio and televi- Europe he returned to New York
sion for Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
in the spring of '37 to join WOR as
Yoi-k. Rumor is he shook hands
staff announcer, director, and later,
all around.
The latter item was probably the nighttime manager.
Two years later he joined Ruthmost newsworthy fact of the occarauff & Ryan as a freelance direcsion, for, while his election was
tor and handled the directorial
somewhat foreordained by his service and talent. Bill Tuttle — in the chores on Big Sister and The
Shadow. Soon afterwards he joined
phrase of an enthusiastic if grammatically casual adthe agency's staff as
mirer— "is the least
director and producer in charge of
hand-shakingest felCanadian operalow I've ever seen
tions. In 1941 he was
in this business."
named
head of dayBut down-to-earth
time operations for
Bill Tuttle once
R & R.
had his day with the
He left the agency
stars. Portraying
in
'42 for one year
the lead in a Blackwhen he was associfriars production at
ated with A & S
the U. of Chicago in
1932, the handsome
Lyons, theatrical
agents, in charge of
collegian was seen
the New York office.
and signed by a
When
he returned to
Hollywood talent
scout for Fox films.
R & R in '43 he was
placed in command
A year with Fox
of talent and new
convinced Bill that
"'^^^
he would never supment.
Threedevelopyears
program
plant "Silver" (a
name bigger than "Trigger" in later he was named vice president
those days), so he came east, but in charge of radio and television.
with an Oscar. However his Oscar
In his present position he superhad a surname, and it was Serlin.
vises Amos 'n' Andy, Lionel Barrymore in Mayor of the Town, Gene
He appeared in several Broadway
productions for the producer, but Autry, Aunt Jenny and The
Shadow, as well as the Canadian
one day, after serving an apprenticeship at a Fitzpatrick Travelogue
spot business for Pepsodent and
in a 42nd Street theatre. Bill felt Lipton, and programs for Lifebuoy,
(Continued on page 57)
qualified to apply for and secure a

"-"MEEKER
Represented by
ASSOC
New York
Son Francisco
STEINMAN
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you

CAN

BE SURE.

. IF tfs

Wfestinghouse

Ali'metai rectifiers — no arc-backs, no
tube repldcemenf, virJuaily unlimited life.

Every major operating cost, plus installation cost, is
significantly reduced with the "SYMMETRON",
new Westinghouse 50-kw FM amplifier.

the

1. TUBES: Lightweight, plug-in triodes identical with
those in Westinghouse 10-kw driver. Save better
than 50% on initial tube cost and replacements!
2. POWER: High efficiency "SYMMETRON" reduces
your power bill. Saves you up to $1,000 a year.
3. INSTALLATION: Low-voltage, air-cooled components eliminate need for fireproof vault and highvoltage enclosure. Reduce transmitter building
costs.
4. RECTIFIER: Dependable, long-life, metallic main
rectifier eliminates high-voltage, mercury-vapor
tubes. Saves on tube replacement and outages.

with

the

Revolutionary

Get all the facts if you are going to 50-kw operation.
Call your local Westinghouse representative today, or
write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box
868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-02168
*Trademark

''SYMMETRON"'!'

n^nouse

to

better

serve

Greater

Miami..

Keeping pace with the fast-growing South Florida area* WQAM -Miami's First Station -- has installed entirely new facilities -complete from studio
controls to transmitter tower... New studios in Miami's most modern office
building... The latest and finest General Electric transmitting equipment,-both AM
and FM ... A new 400-foot non-directional tower located in the population
center of Greater Miami. ..all combine to make WQAM the strongest, clearest
voice in South Florida. Too, program and audience measurements show
WQAM with the highest "Hooper" in its 27-year history, and the lowest
cost per listener in this thriving year-round market.
* Greater Miami and 15 surrounding counties.
A. B. C. IN MIAMI

WQAM
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Headaches

cases pending before the Commission." Comrs. George E. Stez-ling
and Frieda B. Hennock did not participate.
FCC made clear that it intends
to repeal the Avco Rule if its new
proposals are adopted. Thus would
end the 3% -year-old and frequently
attacked policy of inviting public
bids on stations up for sale. The
bidding procedure would apply to
all transfer cases filed before the
new rules are adopted, however.

Are

Compounded

it's This Way

MAJOR CHANGES in FCC's procedure for handling broadcast applications— including repeal of the Avco Rule — were proposed by the ComPRIVATE radio lawyers
mission last Wednesday. The proposal would require advertising of
most broadcast applications and establish 90-day cut-off dates for muwere jumping
when to
FCCadopt
i-eleased
its proposal
tually exclusive requests.
The latter would start advertising
The competitive bidding which
new procedural rules and establish cut-off dates for mumarks the Avco Rule on station when the rule became effective, but
tually exclusive applications
sales would be abolished. But the the Commission would proceed with
processing and act on them before
(story, this- page). The prorule's advertising principle would
the end of the 90-day period if posposal anticipated repeal of
be extended to commercial AM, FM
sible.
the Avco Rule permitting
and TV applications for new staA proposal to dismiss all applipublic bidding on stations up
tions and renewals; changes in frecations that are inconsistent with
for sale. This would be acquency, power, hours of operation
FCC rules, the Communications
or antenna pattern, and the moving
FCC's announceRule Exemptions
ment said, bycomplished,
repealing
Rules
of stations from one community to Act, or international treaties — sub1.321 (b) through (e). Only
another, as well as to transfer
ject to hearing if requested —
Thereafter,
transfers
would
be
cases.
would apply to all applications
trouble, radio lawyers rewhen the rules go into advertised but no competing bids
The advertising, intended to pending
ported, isthat bidding proceeft'ect.
accepted. Only exception to the addure is set up in 1.321 (a).
make sure that the listeners get a
chance to be heard on local radio
vertising procedure would be transRenewal Procedure
Top-level FCC officials
fers from individuals to corporaapplications, could be by radio and
Renewal applications filed after
quieted the tempest with astions, or vice versa, where there is
newspaper, or by newspaper alone, the effective date would be subject
surances that the Commission didn't mean precisely
in the applicant's discretion.
to the new renewal procedure only no change of control and "no subIt would start when the appli- in the case of licenses due to exwhat it said : What it meant
stantial changes" in ownership,
cant is notified his application has
was that the bidding procepire on and after a certain date in and involuntary transfers in death
been accepted and would last for 1949, yet to be specified.
cases. These are currently exempt
dure would be abolished, rethree weeks — twice a week in a
from the Avco Rule.
Comr. Robert F. Jones opposed
gardless of what it said.
locally circulated newspaper, or the cut-off procedure, and Comr.
The 90-day cutoff would apply
once a week by newspaper and
Rosel H. Hyde favored issuance of
which would cause interference
once a week via a local station (benot only to mutually exclusive apthe
proposed
rules
"only
for
the
within the normally protected contween 8a.m. and 10 p.m.).
plications, but also to (1) petitions
purpose of obtaining comments
tour contemplated by a pending apto
amend
the
rules
if
amendment
90 Days to File
and views of interested persons on
plicant, or which would suffer such
this subject as a possible means of would adversely affect a pending
Would-be applicants would have
(Continued on page UU)
dealing
with
the
large
backlog
of
application, and (2) applications
90 days (starting with the date of
the first advertisement) in which
to file mutually exclusive applications. Those filed after the 90-day
period would be dismissed and
Group to Plun Strateqy
could not be refiled until the original application was denied or
NBC
WAR
COUNCIL
dropped, or, if granted, until the
invest all these funds in a few
grantee applied for renewal of li- REPRESENTATIVES of 170 NBC
veteran programs and stars. Mr.
cense or for changes in facilities
Trammell
is
expected
to
propose
a
affiliates will gather at Chicago's
under certain conditions.
Stevens Hotel today and tomorrow
basic policy trimmed down to fightNBC, rather, will seek to build
parcels.
Copies of advertised applications
to be briefed by top executives on
comparatively low-budget shows,
ing weight.
would have to be made available for future NBC plans in the growing
within easier reach of advertisers.
Among encumbrances which
local examination.
NBC will abandon will be its for- Although NBC is not selling radio
competition of radio and television.
The Commission invited commer stand against giveaways and
At NBC headquarters in New
short, it is aware that AM netments on its proposals until April
works are at or near the peak of
York
last
week
it
was
reported
against
the broadcast of crime pro4 and said it would call for oral that every network affiliate would
listening.grams at hours when children are their economics, Mr. Trammell will
argument if the comments warbe represented at the special meetsay. Its intention thereMr. Trammell, it is believed, will reportedly
rant, even though this was not refore is to build low-cost but popuing which was called at the insist- advise
the
stations
that
in
the
lar
radio
shows
which can be made
quired. The "substantial nature"
ence of the network's Stations knock-down battles ahead the netof the changes prompted the desire
into television properties.
Planning and Advisory Committee.
work cannot afford to be restricted
to get industry's views in advance,
SPAC urged that in view of the
After Mr. Trammell's talk,
the FCC explained.
avid interest of the stations in by binding rules which, in NBC's
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive
The rules would apply to appli- NBC's plans to cope with mounting
opinion, have proved to serve no vice president, will unroll the NBC
cations filed after the effective
ethical purpose.
battle maps.
competition the unusual two-day
He is expected also to advise the
date, which wasn't indicated, but session was needed.
Mr. Denny will discuss the inaffiliates that NBC has earmarked
the 90-day cut-off provision would
strumentation ofthe policies. He
Outline of Policies
a substantial sum of money for the
also be applicable to pending cases.
is
expected
to
unveil
for the affiliNiles Trammell, NBC president,
development and exploitation of
ates the list of prospective prowill begin the briefing today (Feb. new programs. He will say, it is
grams which the network has put
28) with an outline of the policies reported, that NBC is prepared to into development
Mont-hly Telecasting Insertsince the CBS
which
NBC
will
follow
in
meeting
match CBS dollar-for-dollar in proFollows Page 50
(Continued
on
page iS)
the future bereft of many of its
gram building, but is not willing to
February 28, 1949
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Network
A, NBC

REPORT
holders amounted to $65,074,717,
or 53.4% of net profits after taxes.
During the same ten-year period
the net worth increased by $60,144,748 and now is $127,277,253.
Total earned surplus on December 31, 1948, amounted to $79,499,479, an increase of $13,940,725
over earned surplus at the end of
1947.
Assets of RCA and its domestic
subsidiaries were $248,224,472, compared with $216,195,964 in 1947.
In the RCA division, which is
the manufacturing unit of RCA
the number of employes increased
to a postwar high of 30,911 in
December. Total RCA personnel
numbered 41,791 representing an
increase of 1,470 over 1947.
In the report, mailed to 206,193
stockholders, Gen. Sarnoff said:
"The year 1948 was a period of
new achievement for the Radio
Corporation of America in every
phase of radio as a science, art
and industry. Progress in television was particularly outstanding. The enthusiam of the American people for this new art has
justified the years of pioneering
as a service to the public."
Other highlights :
NBC — In 1948 total revenue from
sales of network and station time
was highest in its history. Indicating the growth of its television operations the report said
that in January 1948, 33% of NBC
video hours were sponsored. By
the end of the year 63% were
sponsored. "Every standard of appraisal demonstrates the constantly
increasing effective use of tele-

NET EARNINGS of Radio Corporation of America in 1948
amounted to $24,022,047, $5,252,490 more than the $18,769,557
figure in 1947. The earnings were
equivalent to $1.50 per share of
common stock as compared with
$1.12 per share the year before.
These figures
were disclosed in
the RCA 29th annual report released today by
Brig. Gen. David
S a r no f f , chairman of the board.
Referring to
NBC the report
pointed out that
the network
Gen. Sarnoff
maintained it's
position as
"America's No. 1 network" and
stated that the 1948 revenue was
the highest in its 22-year history.
RCA net earnings or profit was
6.7% of the gross income in 1948,
compared with 6% in 1947. Total
gross income from all sources
amounted to $357,617,231, .representing an increase of $43,593,659
over the $314,023,572 in 1947.
About 19.8% of the $357,617,231
came from operations of NBC.
That subsidiary contributed $70,949,218 as compared with $65,690991 in 1947, an increase of $5,259,217.
An increase in RCA dividend
from 304 a share to 50(^, amounting
to $6,928,522, was declared on Dec.
3, 1948. Regular dividends of $3,152,800 were paid to preferred
stockholders. During the ten-year
period, dividends paid to stock-

$366,579
CBS

GROSS

COLUMBIA Broadcasting System
229,632 for the quarter ending Jan
over the previous quarter but a
period a year ago.
Figures for the most recent quarter were made public last week in
a report to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The report listed gross sales
less discounts, returns and allowances at $5,162,594. Operating
revenues less discounts and commissions were put at $14,067,038.
At the network, it was said that
operating revenues means income
from sales of time and other services in connection with network
activities, whereas gross sales is
largely income from subsidiary
interests such as Columbia Records Inc.
Summary of the current quarterly report and of quarterly reports of the past year follow:
QUARTER ENDED JAN. 1, 1949
Gross sales less discounts^ returns and allowances $ 5,162,594
Operating revenues less discounts
and commissions
14,067,038
Total
$19,229,632
Page 24
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Grosses

Under

Year Ago

For '48 4th Quarter

?/0

Million
......

vision
an advertising medium,"
it was assaid.
RCA-Victor Division — All-time
high volume of radio electronic
products was produced in 1948. The
inability to manufacture enough
television sets in 1948 to meet
demand probably will continue
through 1949. Sales of the tube
department reached an all-time
high.
RCA Laboratories Division — Ultrafax development in 1948 was
such that the day is foreseen when
through television and ultrafax
a radio newspaper^may be delivered
through the air into every home
equipped with a television set,
said the report. Ultrafax could
deliver the equivalent of 40 tons
of mail coast-to-coast in a single
day. New and improved circuits
and electron tubes and other materials were developed for AM, FM
and TV receivers. New antennas
were developed for radio and television.
RCA Exhibition Hall, New York
— Interest in radio is such that
more than two million visitors have
been attracted to this display at
Radio City, New York.
Warman

Named

BRYAN (Dave) WARMAN, formerly with J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York, as an account executive, has
been appointed executive vice president of Warman & Co., Buffalo, it
was announced by his brother,
Robert B. Warman, president of the
agency. While with J. M. Mathes,
Mr. Warman handled many prominent national accounts in the automotive, building, drug, textile and
packaging fields. He has supervised a variety of accounts in all
important media, including motion
pictures, radio and television.

Becomes
N stockholder
GRIFFIf&p
LLOYD
LLOYD GRIFFIN, head of Midwest operations for Free & Peters,
national radio
and television
station representative, has becomein
a stockholder
the firm, H. Preston Peters, president, announced
lastMr.
week.Griffin,
in Chicago,
who ters
headquarhas been with
Free & Peters
fcur years. He previously was
ladio director of Knox Reeves Advertising. During the war he
managed OWI operations in India.
Other stockholders of Free &
Peters are James L. Free, founder;
Russel Woodward, executive vice
president with headquarters in
New York, and Mr. Peters.
Mr. Griffin

SMITH DAVIS
Forms Small Station Div.
CREATION of a hew department
which will devote itself exclusively
to the smaller radio and publication fields, was announced in Philadelphia last Tuesday by Smith
Davis Corp., national station and
newspaper broker.
Known as the Small Properties
Division, the new service is designed to bring together buyers
and sellers of small radio and newsproperties. "will provide a
The paper
department
concentration
of effort on such
properties, which heretofore has
been impossible, according to Albert Zugsmith, executive vice president of the firm. Alvin Freemount
will direct the division, which will
be located in the Philadelphia
branch office, 317 S. 16th St. Larger
properties
willmain
continue
be New
hanat the
officeto in
York dled
City.

Inc. had a total revenue of $19,1, 1949, an increase of $3,457,969
drop of $366,579 over the similar

★
QUARTER ENDED JAN. 3, 1948
Gross sales less discounts, returns and allowances $19,596,211
*Operating
less discounts andrevenues
commissions
Total
$19,596,211
QUARTER ENDED APRIL 3, 1948
Gross sales less discounts, returns and allowances
$ 5,826,583
Operating revenues less discounts
and commissions
12,850,180
Total
$18,676,763
QUARTER ENDED JULY 3, 1948
Gross sales less discounts, returns and allowances $ 3,001,883
Operating revenues less discounts
and commissions
13,084,880
Total
$16,086,763
QUARTER ENDED OCT. 2, 1948
Gross sales less discounts, returns and allowances
$ 4,504,117
Operating revenues less discounts
and commissions
$11,267,546
Total
$15,771,663
* All revenues in this report, including gross
sales and operating revenues were included in "Gross sales less discounts, returns and allowances."
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hi t
"Due to circumstances heyoTvd our control, the program originally scheduled will not be broadcast. . . ."
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By ROBERT B. LUCE
MAJOR SHIFT in station manager opinion on legislative matters,
apparently a result of a cloudy economic climate, was recorded in the
17th Broadcasting Trends survey
of radio executive opinion. The
poll was conducted by BroadcastResearch: Department.
The ing's
results

Managers

pose legislation giving government
power to regulate the ratio of commercial to sustaining programs,
the length and content of commercial announcements, and the ratio
of time that should be devoted to
programs on controversial issues.
(Table II)
A minority of 15% felt that
there should be some control of the
ratio of network to station time,
and only one-fourth felt that giveaway programs should be elimi-

Fear

Censors,

Federal

nated by government fiat.
In the poll taken by Broadcasting in 1947, the percent of broadcasters who were willing to submit
to more stringent programming
control was slightly higher than
in 1949.
Clearly, sentiment on the whole
is 80 to 90% against any such
regulation.
The broadcasters were less emphatic, but certainly definite in
their opposition to the ownership

• Broadcasters are increasingly
fearful of monopoly in the
radio art, and the majority
favor government - enforced
regulation of the ownership
What the Broadcasters Told TRENDS
of stations.
Table I
• They are more than ever conProvisions of a New Radio Law
vinced, however, that government should have no hand in
policing, regulating, or otherShould the new law governing radio YES
NO
broadcasting provide for:
1949
1947
1949 1947
wise censoring program content.
PROGRAMMING
1. The establishment of a reIncreasing economic pressure on
quired ratio of commercial to
sustaining programs?
6%
10%
91% 84%
the individual broadcaster has per2. Regulation of length and conhaps made him more anxious to
tent of commercial announcements? 6 14
91 81
avoid any legislative limitation on
3. The allotment of a specified
his commercial time sales, the
percentage of time to be devotedversial
to programs issues?
on contro- 6
length of commercial announce10
90 84
ments, or the ratio of his station to
4. The elimination of money givenetwork time. The same factors
away programs?
23 16
74 73
5. The establishment of a remay be at the root of the expressed
quired
ratio
of
network
to
station time?
15 15
81 78
opinion that there should be a limiFINANCIAL & OWNERSHIP
tation of monopoly in radio sta6. A formula to fix the price at
tion ownership.
which a station can be sold
4
6
95 90
A similar legislative poll of sta7. The filing of annual financial
statements
44
33
49
61
tion manager opinion was taken in
8. The limitation of the number of
stations one licensee may own_ 74
58
24 33
^ May 1947, thus it is possible to
9. Limitation of station ownership
discover the shifts in radio execuby newspapers?
52 36
45 58
tive thinking on legislative mat10. Rules governing station ownership by licensees with other
ters. The 1949 poll, as in the case
primary interests?
51
37
42 54
of the 1947 poll, covered a repre11. Rulestiongoverning
multiple
staownership in the
same area
sentative cross-section of AM staof different types of outlets
tion managers and owners thi-ough(AM, FM & TV)?
31
*
42
*
out the country. About 12% of all
FCC OPERATION
12. Limitation of time, from the
station managers responded — 67%
day an action is filed, within
of the sample. The results of the
which a decision must be re1949 and 1947 surveys are given for
turned on any case before the
FCC?
77 76
15 12
comparative purposes.
(Table I) 13. Rotation
of the FCC chairThe survey also showed a remanship 48 50
32 25
markable split in opinion on the 14. Separation of the FCC into
panels;
one
for
broadcast,
one
clear channel issue. About half
for common carrier, one for
special and safety services?
72
85
13
3
those polled felt that clear channels should be maintained. Of
* No similar question in 1947 poll.
those who felt that they should be
maintained, there was little sentiTable 11
ment for power in excess of 50 kw.
A New Radio Law?
NO
New Legislation Needed
Approximately four out of five
YES
1949 1947
1949 1947
broadcasters felt there should be
Do you believe that Congress should
new radio legislation in this session
15% 9%
enact a new law governing radio
of Congress, and more than half broadcasting
78% 80%
44%
the broadcasters felt Congress, not
FCC, should tackle the clear chanTable III 50%
nel issue.
No
On the need for new radio legisChannel Issue''
Congress 56%
Should Congress or theThe
FCC Clear
determine
lation, aconclusive 78% favored a the
high power, clear channel issue?
11
1949 model to replace the vintage
Should the determination be to
Yes
maintain
clear
channels?
'27 law under which broadcasters
If
yes, should
maximum power be
are now doing business. However,
retained
at 50 kw?
6
86
Power in excess of 50 kw?
1.5% felt that the present law is
adequate, as compared with 9% in
85
* These questions not included in 1947 poll
1947. (Table II)
Many of those who said the presTable IV
ent law was adequate felt that any
new legislation might prove worse
Future of FCC*
Continue as an independent agency
than the present law; and that Transfer
to a government department with cabinet status
sleeping dogs should be left to their
Combine with other agencies
slumbers.
* These questions not included in 1947 poll
Practically all broadcasters opBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Don't Know
No Answer
1949 1947
or
3%

6%

3

5
6
11

27
8

12

20

25
7%
15 12

Don't Know
or 11%
No Answer
1949 1947
6%

FCC 44%
Don't Know
4
8

84%

8
8

Finds

TRENDS

of large groups of stations by a
single owner. About three-fourths
of those polled indicated they would
like to see limitation of the number
of stations one owner may own.
Slim majorities of 52% and 51%
respectively indicated they would
like to see a similar limitation of
ownership by newspapers and persons with other primary investments. This, too, reflects to an extent an economic fear of "squeeze"
by well-financed corporations entering broadcasting, a field which
is noted for the high percentage of
small and independent owners.
Broadcasters were more fearful
of monopoly than in the previous
poll of a year and a half ago. The
comparisons are shown in the tabulated results in Table I. In 1947
only 58%tation onfelt
should
be limithe there
number
of stations
one owner may own, and only a
third of all broadcasters polled felt
that there should be limitation on
newspaper ownership of stations.
There has been a sizable increase
in the proportion of stations owned
by newspapers since the end of the
war, and it may be this manifestation of increasing publisher-broadcaster ownership that is responsible for the change in sentiment on
this point.
Too Many Stations?
Many broadcasters commented
on the increasing numbers of stations being granted by FCC and
expressed the opinion that there
should be some economic limit to
new station
construction.
"The
economic
conditions
should be taken
into consideration before licensing
more radio stations in a given community than can survive. Every
community has its limit in advertising
caster said.dollars," one southern broadThe comment was repeated in-,
several instances.
Clear Channel Sentiment
If the clear channel issue were'
to be settled according to the?
wishes of 50% of the broadcasters,
clear channels would be maintained. But the vote was close —
44% were of the opinion that clear
channels should be broken down.
Ill)
Whatever the decision, 56% said'
Congress should be the group to
make a decision, while 44% felt,
that FCC should do the job. (TableOf those who said that clear
channels should be maintained, thesentiment was 85% for the present
50 kw ceiling on power. A scant 6%
indicated that the FCC should
grant power in excess of that limit.
Again, there was a fear of bigness in a field which is largely
characterized by smaller operations. One broadcaster said: "I
voted for limit of clear channels to
50 kw and for limits on station
ownership because I feel that the
(Continued on page US)
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STORM

WESTERN station personnel last
week breathed sighs of relief for
the first time since Jan. 2 as improved weather conditions brought
most
tapering off in one of radio's
gigantic public service projects.
Since the beginning of the record
breaking winter storms, stations
throughout the area have performed yeoman's service. Spectacular accomplishments by individual
stations have become the rule
rather than the exception.
Last week the Army discontinued
its "Operation Snowbound" in almost all stricken areas except for
parts of North Dakota.
By Thursday, most of the main
roads in the hardest-hit states — Nebraska, Wyoming and South
Dakota — had been cleared, and station news and special events crews
were recalled from remote assignments. Because of space limitations, only a relatively few of the
many stations who contributed to
radio's performance can be mentioned here.
E. S. (Bud) Neble, news director of KFAB Omaha, telephoned
Broadcasting that the snow level
now is about 24 inches, compared
with drifts of 15 to 20 feet three
weeks ago. Only five Nebraska
counties are still snowblocked, he
reported.
Mr. Neble accompanied Ma_j.
Gen. Lewis A. Pick, chief of "Operation Snowbound," on a 1,000mile reconaissance flight Feb. 7.
Late in January, he and Al Bates,
studio supervisor, drove KFAB's
station wagon 230 miles northwest
to O'Neill and Stuart, where they
Set up headquarters at newspaper
offices of the O'Neill Frontier. They
made several broadcasts via a battery-powered FM and shortwave
set.
Followed Bulldozers

miles in an effort to keep the listeners posted as to the progress
and success of the dropping of
food, fuel, medicine and hay. In
many cases the broadcast crew also
became "hay-pushers," shoving the
commodities out of the planes. The

For two days and two nights
Messrs. Neble and Bates followed
bulldozers through 15 and 20 foot
snowdrifts recording interviews.
Back in Omaha, a recap of the
entire trip was aired, with a recording made for use by Gen. Pick.
Still watching and repoi'ting the
blizzard, KFAB is now mapping
plans for coverage of the forthcoming flood scene in the area.
After the first blizzard, KFAB
newsmen recorded on-the-spot happenings from haylift planes. They
also recorded a jibone conversation
with the mayor of Gordon, Neb.,
where 500 Indians were marooned.
Even before the situation was
declared a national emergency, the
WOW Omaha farm director, Mai
Hansen, was making transcribed
telephone calls to the isolated sections. As the situation become critical, a special crew, consisting of
Mr. Hansen, Harold Storm and Cy
Hagrman, was dispatched into the
snowbound area.
Teaming up with the 10th Air
Force, they covered almost 4,000

A itPROPOSAL
limU. S. use of "in
540 general"
kc to notto more
than 1 kw and to forbid its use altogether within 25 miles of some 224
specified government installations
was advanced by FCC last week.
The plan was released, accompanied by requests for comment by
March 28, "for purposes of assisting the Commission in making recom endations tothe Dept. of State
for a position to be taken internationally by the U. S."
Agreement Sought
Actual consideration of the use
of the new broadcast frequency in
this country, the Commission emphasized, cannot be undertaken
until after the North American
Regional Broadcast Conference
scheduled for Canada in September. International agreement on
use of the new channel is to be
sought at that time.
The 25-mile, 1 kw policy is designed to protect operations in the
510-535 mc region, which under the
proposal would be assigned to War
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SERVICE
crew also worked with rescue units
using helicopters.
Tom Barnes, sales manager of
WDAY Fargo, N. D., said his station, although 100 miles "from the
worst of it," sent out special events
crews.
Newsmen accompanied a

KFXD Nampa, Ida., interviews Don Walters (third from I), reclamation engineer at Anderson Dam, after snowslides had demolished five homes and
imperiled community of 500 persons in a canyon 1,000 feet below the dam.
Snow-blocked roads had isolated the community for eight days before snowslides hit. Interview was conducted on rim of canyon Feb. 12 about 24
hours before roads were cleared. L to r: Ed Hurt, KFXD co-owner and
chief engineer; Shirl Black, station's program director, Mr. Walters and
three members of road-clearing crew.

7 kw
540

KC

National Guard haylift operation
to snowbound Minot, 280 miles
northwest.
KOLT Scotts Bluff, Neb., compiled lists of missing persons and
broadcast until they were found.
Bill Keene, sports announcer at
KBOL Boulder, , Col., interviewed
Scotts Bluff residents visiting in
Cheyenne from KFBC Cheyenne
studios by arrangement with
KOLT.
KOLT chartered a ski-equipped
plane to rush aid for the sick and
needy, rescuing on the first mission a couple stranded in a car two
nights and a day at temperatures
of zei?o to 10 below. The station
scheduled hour-long news and
special information roundups, and
arranged for baby food and supplies to be flown to Gordon.
Farmers in the WGHL Billings,
Mont., listening area relied on
radio for weather reports and
news. Their personal requests were
broadcast by shortwave.
When the blizzard hit Utah and
the statemitterhighway
patrol's burned,
transfor its KUHP
KDYL Salt Lake City rushed
emergency facilities to both city
and state police to keep communications alive. Permission had recently been granted KDYL to install a direct line into the police
dispatcher's desk for broadcasting
emergency bulletins. Scheduled
programs were interrupted frequently to air police warnings and
directions to motorists, directly
from the dispatcher's office.
KWGB, daytime outlet in Good(Continued on page U6)

Maximum

Suggested

LIMIT
and Navy mobile stations. Broadcasters on 540 kc also would be required to protect the 500 kc international distress frequency.
Power restrictions on 540 kc
have been generally expected, in
view of the wide-coverage characteristics of the channel [Closed
Circuit].

auto alarms and other uses of the fre-;
quency
Insofar500askc.concerns interference to
stations in the band 510-535 kc, each
application for the use of 540 kc will
be reviewed
to interference which with
may respect
be caused
to the
mobile service in the band 510-535 kc
and to the uses of the frequency 500
kc, and the essential condition which
must be met in each instance will be
that, on an engineering basis, the power, location and antenna characteristics of the proposed broadcasting stanot services.
cause harmful interferencetiontowill
these
In general, broadcasting stations on
540
kc with
kw or from
less and
located
morepower
than of25 1 miles
the
locations specified in Attachment C
[list, below] may be presumed not to
cause harmful interference to the mobile service in the band 510-535 kc; and,
in general, broadcasting stations on
540 kc field
which intensity
do not produce
a groundwave
in excess
of 375
microvolts per meter and a 10% skywave field intensity in excess of 265
microvolts
at anyto point
along ofany water
seacoast adjacent
any body
where the frequency 500 kc may be
employed by the mobile service, may
be presumedterference tonot
inthe to
use cause
of 500harmful
kc.
(For
purposes
of
this
plan,
the
term
"seacoast" includes the shoreline of
any bay, quentedinlet,
strait
or sound
frestations
authorized
to operate onby ship
500 kc.)

The Commission's proposal came
at a time when Mexico which is
already using 540 kc with about 5
kw, proposes to employ 150 kc
eventually, and is resisting U. S.
protests that the frequency should
not, under the Atlantic City agreement which made it a broadcast
channel, be put into service until
after the NARBA conference in
September [Broadcasting, Oct. 25,
1948; Jan. 10].
In releasing its plan, the Commission proposed:
In ing
thestations
U.S., for
assignments
to broadcastthe use of
frequency
540 kc dition
willthat no
he harmful
made onlyinterference
on the con-is
caused to the mobile service operating
The plan was released in conin the band 510-535 kc, and on the
(Continued on page 41 )
further condition that no harmful interference iscaused to the operation of
BROADCASTING
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READY

FOR

By J. FRANK BEATTY
EIGHT-DAY NAB Convention
Week program, April 6-13, followed by a scheduled two-day board
meeting, will be marked by the
most events and the most delegates
of any of the past 26 industry
meetings, plus an "important" address on atomic energy.
With headquarters at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, the convention will
consist of three separate meetings.
The four-day Engineering Conference will open Wednesday, April 6,
and run through Saturday (see
complete agenda, page 48). The
Unaffiliated Stations session will
be held all day Sunday (see separate story of Unaffiliated Stations
Executive Committee, this page).
The Management Conference will
open Monday, April 11, at 12 noon
with FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
scheduled as speaker. General management meetings will be held in
the Eighth Street Theatre, connected to the hotel, but all luncheons will be held in the Stevens.
Committee meetings will be held at
9:30 a.m. Monday.
Insertion of atomic energy into
the agenda of the Engineering Conference is of "outstanding importance," according to Royal V.
Howard, NAB engineering director. The speaker
will be Dr. Lincoln
R. Thiesmeyer,
executive assistant to the director of Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Patchogue,
L. I., one of the
Atomic Energy
Dr. Thiesmeyer
Commission's regional centers for nuclear energy
research. His topic is "Atomic
Energy Is Here for Good."
The talk on Friday is expected
to cover use of atomic energy in industry and other peacetime applications. Much of the current nuclear research is known to be along
practical industrial lines. During
the war Dr. Thiesmeyer was head
technical aide of the Office of Field
Service, Office of Scientific Research and Development.
New to NAB conventions will be
the night meeting to be held Monday. This session will be confined
to an FM panel discussion to be
programmed by the NAB FM Executive Committee. Management
meetings will close Wednesday
noon.
Television will be given close attention during convention week,
especially at the engineering meetings where perhaps two-thirds of
the papers deal with video developments.
On the other hand the management agenda places TV on the final
morning though visual matters are
expected to come up frequently
during general discussions. The
convention is scheduled to adjourn
BROADCASTING

CHICAGO

at noon Wednesday but if delegate
interest in the subject justifies, the
meetings can be continued into the
afternoon.
In line with general industry
thinking, the first general session
Monday afternoon will be a workshop devoted to sales. Answers will
be sought to problems created by
growing intra-industry competition,
including TV; increased pressure
from promotion-minded printed
media and what the association is
doing about it. Ways of increasing business will be dramatically
demonstrated.
Tuesday's program will include
a morning discussion of public relations matters on the management
level. Its scope will be broad. The
Tuesday luncheon speaker has not
been announced.
International Matters
The Tuesday afternoon agenda
includes a discussion of the increasingly crtical problems centered on international developments along with BMB, BMI and
adoption of resolutions.
Annual industry banquet will be
held Tuesday night, preceded by a
reception. Following custom there
will be no speeches. Entertainment
will be furnished by Carl Haverlin,
BMI president, with the aid of network program directors.
Judge Miller is not scheduled for
a formal convention address since
his annual report to the members
will be printed. He will preside at
most of the management sessions

NAB

Agenda

Includes

and will introduce Chairman Coy
at the opening luncheon.
Registration fee for the entire
Management Conference will be
$32.50 ($30 if paid by March 18).
This includes two luncheons and
the reception-banquet. Fee for the
Engineering Conference, including
two ■ luncheons and reception, is
$17.50. The unaffiliated stations
Sunday meeting carries a $5 registration, which includes luncheon,
the NAB board having specified
that the meeting be self-supporting.
Monday Registration
Registration for ladies will be
$7.50, including a Monday luncheon, ice show and a pre-Easter
style show staged by Marshall
Field. Visits to Chicago stations
are being planned for the ladies.
The annual exposition of broad- cast equipment and services will
open Thursday, April 7, under direction of Arthur C. Stringer, NAB
staff director. Heavy equipment
will be displayed in the 30,000-foot
Stevens Exposition Hall beneath
the main lobby. Light equipment
and services will be exhibited in
sample rooms on the fifth and sixth
floors. One hundred rooms have
been reserved. The exposition will
close Tuesday evening.
Judging by advance word from
some of the exhibitors, the exposition will introduce new developments in many technical fields,
ranging from transmitters and antennas to studio equipment and recording techniques.

Atomic

Reyelation

Well over half the papers to be
read at the Engineering Conference will deal with TV in various
aspects, though some of the video
topics are tied in with AM or FM,
or both. One facsimile paper is
scheduled along with several on
magnetic recording.
Active in planning the Engineering Conference have been Royal V.
Howard and Neal McNaughten, director and assistant director of the
NAB Engineering Dept. They have
been working with the NAB engineering executive committee. Dr.
William L. Everitt, U. of Illinois,
who directed the annual NAB engineering meetings at Ohio State
U. before the war, has been aiding
in the planning and will deliver an
address at the April 7 luncheon.
Engineering Roundtable
Annual FCC-industry engineering roundtable will close the formal meetings of the conference. It
is slated for 10:45 Saturday mornfor the
Commissioning.
will Appearing
be a group
of six
high
officials, led by John A. Willoughby,
acting chief engineer. Topping the
industry panel is A. James Ebel,
WMBD Peoria, chairman of the
NAB engineering executive committee.
Engineer delegates will tour the
Hallicrafters Co. plant Wednesday
afternoon. Arrangements were
made through Charles J. Nesbitt,
advertising manager. Hallicrafters
(Continued on page 48)

First Session

Convention

Week

INDEPENDENTS
THREE-PLY program designed to
strengthen the position of independent stations in the industry
will feature the first Unaffiliated
Stations Conference to be held Sunday,
NAB conventionApril
week 10at during
the Stevens
Hotel,
Chicago (see convention story, this
page) .
Sales, public service and programming will head the agenda,
with specialists on each topic to
take part in a workshop session.
No formal speeches are scheduled
aside from a big-name luncheon
guest.

Specialized Selling
With a new competitive era approaching, the independents will
talk over plans for a system of
specialized selling, according to
Ted Cott, WNEW New York, chairman of the NAB Nonaffiliated Stations Executive Committee. Independents would be grouped according to their program specialties
such as sports, music and other
types.
In the public service and programming fields, Benjamin Cohen,
assistant secretary general. United

• Telecasting

Nations, is expected to offer a plan
for exclusive UN programming on
independent stations.
Convention plans were discussed
by the NAB committee at a meeting held Thursday and Friday. A
new member of the committee attended for the first time, Ben
Strouse of WWDC Washington.
David Baylor, WJMO Cleveland,
has resigned.
The committee pointed out that
the Sunday session in Chicago is
the only one which non-member
stations are permitted to attend.
It will be open to all stations.
A resolution adopted by the committee asked the NAB management
actively to promote and sell the independent conference to both members and non-members. It pointed
out that the independents will have
a chance to observe NAB's interest
in their problems and the services
designed to aid stations in their operations.
Among topics discussed at the
committee's meeting were proprietary rights, phonograph records,
baseball play-by-play services and
the proposed new FCC Avco rule.
Now in operation, the committee
was informed, is its plan for coop-

eration in major public service
campaigns of the Advertising
Council. The council now makes
available to the independent stations services and materials similar to those provided the four networks, advertisers and agencies.
The committee in adopting the plan
last year had surveyed some 400
independents and had found them
anxious to cooperate.
A working committee will be announced soon to maintain liaison
with the council. This group will
consist of members from New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles. It will
guide development of high-calibre
programs of the public interest
type designed
specifically for indenendent
stations.
The committee will provide
packets tailored to needs of independents, mailing through NAB.
Members attending the meeting
last week, besides Mess^'s. Cott and
Strouse, were Melvin Drake,
WDGY Minneapolis; Bob Maynard,
WSVS Crewe, Va.; Patt McDonald,
WHHM Memphis; I awrence W.
McDowell, KFOX Long Beach,
Calif.; Pete Schloss, WW^W Pittsburgh; Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago, board liaison member.
February 28, 1949
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NO.
DIO:
RADIO listening
is now Americans'
favorite leisure activity while
mcvie-going and book-reading are
on the decline, according to a Fortunc magazine survey by Elmo
Roper.
Only interruption to the trend
toward more radio listening which
Fortune observed was that in the
3% of the persons polled who had
both radio and television sets, half
said they were listening to the
radio less.
Of those having both kinds of
receivers, 13% nevertheless said
they were listening to the radio
more.
Fortune presented a list of 14
activities to persons who had in
the preceding three months listened
to the radio, seen a movie, read a

1 PASTIME
book or magazine story and then
asked them: "Which two or three
of the things on this list do you
really enjoy doing most in your

time?"
Replies
showed that 51% of the
spare
men liked most to listen to the
radio while 54% of the women expressed that preference.
Second place for the men was
watching sports events, with 26%
of them giving that preference.
"Visiting with friends and participating in outdoor sports followed
with 23% while playing cards and
going to the movies claimed 20%.
Reading books followed with 18%
and reading magazines was next
with 15%.
Women's second preference was
needlework (36%) and their other

An 'Open Mike* Letter
From Justin Miller
DEAR
EDITOR:
EDITOR: Broadcasting:
In your editorial "Forgotten Job," in the Feb. 14 issue of BroadCASTING, the following paragraph appears:
The NAB does not have full-time executives engaged in either legislative
law has not yet received judicial
or
never
has regulatory
been an NABcontact.
function There
more basic.
interpretation. Several of its proThe NAB
board atconsiders
reorganizavisions are ambiguous and have
tion this week
New Orleans.
Its
first act should be to reassign one or been given Department of Justice
more of its most talented and persuainterpretations which may or may
sive staff executives to legislative liainot be upheld by the Courts. In the
son.
If
reassignment
isn't
feasible
or
(for reasonsdesirable,notthen there
evidentshould
to us)beis new
unmeantime, trade associations must
proceed with great caution because
appointments. The time for shillyof the following reasons.
ying on the "lobbying" issue expired longshalago.
(3.) If an association engages in
Let me refer, particularly, to the
lobbying activities — as an associawords in parenthesis, "for reasons
tion or through its "full-time execunot
tives"— without registering under
few evident
reasons: to us," and then list a
law, it may be subjected to
(1.) It is frequently difficult for the
prosecution by the Department of
NAB to take a position with respect Justice. If it registers the associato proposed legislation, because of
tion itself, or its "full-time execuconflict of interest between its
tives," itmay jeopardize
different members. The example of of the association
as well the
as funds
of its
clear - channel ,
members, for the following reasons.
high - power - limi Tax Factor
tation proposals
(4.) Trade associations enjoy a
is a sti'iking one;
the international
tax-exempt status because of reaim plications
sons— as yet more or less undefined
which are becomand nebulous — concerning the services which they perform in the
ing more and
more apparent,
public interest. This tax-exempt
quit apart from
status may be lost by conduct inconsiderations of
consistent with these concepts. One
of the tests of inconsistent conduct,
immediate interMr. Miller
which has been applied in several
est to present licensees. The result in such cases
recent cases, is whether such asis that NAB is damned if it does
sociations are engaged in lobbying
activities merely incidental to their
and damned if it doesn't. As
you know, I have been criticized for major purposes, or are engaged in
taking too strong a position in conmore extensive lobbying. The quesnection with freedom of radio — an
tion then arises whether registering
such an association as a lobbyist,
issue with respect to which, resolutions of endorsement have been
or registering its "full-time execuadopted over and over again by
tives," constitutes an admission of
our members — and at the same
"too much lobbying."
time, have been criticized by the
(5.) Loss of tax-exempt status
same broadcasters for not taking
may have serious tax repercussions,
a partisan position with respect to not only upon the funds of trade
associations, but upon allowances
the clear-channel, high-power-limitation issue — upon which NAB and
for tax deduction purposes of conits several districts have repeatedly
tributions made to such associations.
declined to take a position.
(2.) You know, of course, that
(6.) It is not necessary to tell
anyone who is familiar with the
the recently adopted anti-lobbying
Page 28 • February 28, 1949

^°p^top choices were: Visiting with
friends, 34%; reading books, 26%;
going to movies, 21%; reading
magazines, 19%.
"Listening to the radio is the
great tunecommon
observed. denominator," For-

Summary of Replies
The following table summarizes
the replies to four questions put
in the survey. Comparing the present product in each category with
that of two or ?3%
three 26%
years 47%
ago,
37%
30%
respondents felt 30%
there are:
12%
22% Magazine
Radio
38%
9% Books
Programs Movies
11%
15% Stories
More
good 39%
ones
Same 33%
Fewer good
ones 20%
ion 8%
No opinFortune also inquired into listeners' preferences and was apreceived. parently amazed at the answers it
"Surprisingly enough," said the
magazine, "the much-maligned
'soap opera' does not lead the list
of programs to be avoided. It
shares this dubious distinction

'^^'^^

with the mystery, detective, horror
Fortune
found unpopularity of
brand
of show."
the latter was due primarily to the
women's vote, while among the
men thrillers held only third place
on list of programs to be tuned
More men than women liked
out.
their
favorite program to be
humorous or full of action; more
women than men liked programs
they thought of as artistically
satisfying, inspiring, or romantic.
A question directed to radio
dislikes developed this list of prohear: grams listeners would rather not
%
%15
16%
Men Women
Total
horror
24
14
33
Mystery,tive,detecdaytime
serial
22
24
20
Soap operas
—
Musical
programs
10
17
Comedy
shows or variety 23
7
5
8
26
and programs
give away
Quiz
All other
11
9
24
programs
Express no
30
For listeners as a whole, the top
opinion
five expressions, chosen to describe
22
favorite radio programs are "humorous," "cleverly done," "full22 of
action,"
"true
to life,"
Fortune observed
that "exciting."
these five
expressions also are at the top of
the list describing favored movies.
"Apparently they are the basic
ingredients of successful mass entertainment in the U. S.," said
Fortune.
Seeks Tastes
Fortune also tried to get at reading tastes by offering them a list
of eight possible plots for stories.
It found the murder story was the
most popular story with men but
among the least popular with
women.
"The results of this survey 'must
be depressing' to anyone looking
for the sure-fire formula for books,
movies or radio," Fortune commented.
The conclusion, if any, is that
U. S. taste is healthily divergent
and that no publisher or producer
can afford to put all his eggs in
one basket.
Breakdown of radio listening

Washington scene that an effective
lobbyist or legislative representative must be able to spend practically his whole time at such work
and be available for immediate
action in Washington. Obviously,
the executives of NAB who are
called upon to attend Board meetings. District meetings, and meetings of collateral organizations at
frequent intervals and at various
places throughout the United States
— as well as carry on heavy executive duties in the headquarters office— cannot be available when
required and cannot devote the
necessary time to the work.
These, then, are some of the
"reasons not evident" referred to
in your editorial. As you comment
in your Feb. 21 issue, the NAB
Board of Directors gave very careful consideration to the problem at
its recent meeting in New Orleans
and reached the conclusion that the
best way to approach the subject is
by appointing a legislative or governmental representative, who will
serve NAB in the same manner as qu,estions:
Question (asked only of those
a lawyer serves a client. This will who have listened to the radio
provide the necessary contact, of within three months): Do you
which your editorial speaks; at the spend more, less, or about the same
same time, freeing full-time execu- amount of time listening to the
this fall as compared to two
tives for their proper work and radio
or three years ago ?
eliminating the uncertainty which
Those Who Attended
might result from confusing execu%
%
tive work with lobbying work.
%
Grade High %
Total
School
School
College
I am pleased that you are now
More
31 31 33 28
more satisfied with NAB's policy Same
39 42 40 35
24 17 23 34
with respect to lobbying, and I hope Less
Uncertain
1111
this letter may explain — not only
to you, but to your many readers
Question (if "less" above) : Why
throughout the country, who are are you spending less time listening to the radio nowadays ?
our members and friends — some of
Too busy, have to do other things 63%
the reasons which have motivated
Don't like the programs 18%
the Directors and management of Not Interested, prefer doing other
10%
NAB.
All things
other reasons
13%
Express no opinion
2%
/s/ Justin Miller
BROADCASTING
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FELTIS

YOUNG
WINNERS
Democracy"
contest meetKan.;
President
at
White House.
L to ofr: "Voice
George ofMorgan
Jr., Hutchinson,
KerronTruman
Johnson,
St. Paul; President Truman; Charles Kuralt, Charlotte, N. C; Richard Caves,
Everett, Ohio.
Feted in Washington
Last Week

DEFENDS

Charges
Hits 'High
Pressure'

DEFENDING his administration of BMB, Hugh Feltis, Bureau president, Wednesday denied before members of the Chicago Radio Management Club that he is a "high pressure salesman," as charged in some
quarters. He ridiculed reports that he has written letters or delivered
speeches
of a "threatening
to
advertisers
and agencies.nature"
scribers, he anticipated that |100,000 needed by May 1 will be raised
"BMB has been a great partnerby asking subscribers to pay up
ship," he declared. "Neither ad- for the remainder of 1949.
vertisers nor agencies have needed
Mr. Feltis stressed the imporany inducing. They want what
tance of field work by asserting
we have to offer."
that "no one can sit in an ivory
Mr. Feltis likened BMB's poputower on Park Avenue and bluelarity to that of a "referee," or a
"doctor who says you're overweight
such a experience
broad project."
He
said hisprintown
in working
. . . and you know it's true — but close with the industry has been
you don't like to agree with him."
He observed that even U. S. cen- "very worthwhile."
sus figures stir up controversies.
Expressing the hope that broadcasters will not return to the
The second industry coverage
"claims,
counter
claims and fantasstudy is on schedule, despite curtic measurements" of bygone days,
tailment of BMB's staff, he said. he predicted that other mediums
Forecasting a total of 1,000 subsoon will question whether the
broadcasting industry has the capacity to set up its own bureau, as
other industries have done.
Mr. Feltis said BMB's executive
committee has made no commitments beyond the current study.

'VDD' WI
NNwho
ER
S with greatest eloquence in the second
FOUR American youths
spoke
"Voice of Democracy" contest last week were honored by official Washington and presented with their scholarship awards.
Week-long festivities included visits at historic shrines as well as inspection of democratic government
in operation at the Nation's Capital. Promoting the contest are
three organizations — NAB, Radio
Mfrs. Assn. and U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce, with support of the U. S. Office of Education.
The four boys and their participating NAB member stations were:
Richard Caves, Everett, Ohio
(WAKR, WHKK Akron); Charles
Kuralt, Charlotte, N. C. (WAYS
WBT WGIV WSOC Charlotte) ;
George Morgan Jr., Hutchinson,
Kan. (KWBW Hutchinson); Kerron Johnson, St. Paul (WMIN
KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis).
Heading the Monday program
PRESENTATION of awards to "Voice of Democracy" winners at Statler
was a White House visit. Presiluncheon in Washington was made by Atty. Gen. Tom C. Clark (center).
dent Truman congratulated the
Presiding at luncheon was Beverly Burbage (r), vice president, U. S. Junior
four young men and said he was
C. of C. Sen. Clyde M. Reed (R-Kan., I), was guest at head table.
happy they had written and spoken
so well on the important subject of
democracy. Newsreel and still pho- Asks the Government program on held at the Mayflower Hotel, with
tographers recorded the event. The ABC network.
national officers and the local chapMonday program included visits to
High spot of the week was the
ter participating. They were preawards
luncheon
at
the
Statler
the House and Senate. They lissented with pen-pencil sets.
tened to tributes from the House
Hotel Wednesday at which AttorThursday
the boys went to hisfloor as their home Congressmen
toric Williamsburg, Va., where
ney General Tom C. Clark preread their winning broadcast
sented them with $500 scholarships
they repeated their winning talks
scripts into the Congressional Rec- and certificates. The luncheon was
in the old capitol where Patrick
ord. Guide during the Capitol tour attended by FCC members and
Henry
delivered his "If this be treawas John Edward, ABC newsman.
others high in official circles. Welson"
Goy.was
William
"M.
coming the winners and guests was
Tuck, of speech.
Virginia,
scheduled
Murrow Features Them
Beverly Burbage, Junior Chamber
as featured speaker at a dinner in
Williamsburg Inn where they were
The story of the four young win- vice president, who presented Morners was narrated on CBS at 7:45
honor
guests. WRVA Richmond,
gan Beatty, NBC, m. c. of NBC's
Va., carried the proceedings.
p.m. Monday by Edward R. Murbroadcast covering the presentarow, who sent them sets of his tion.
National judges of the contest,
Attorney General Clark gave the who chose the final winners after
record album, "I Can Hear It
local and state competitions, were
awards to the youths, congratulatNow."
Trips to Mt. Vernon and other
ing each and interviewing them on
Margaret Culkin Banning, novelist; Attorney General Clark; Dr.
their plans for the future. Mr.
shrines were included in Tuesday's
program. At luncheon they were
Burbage paid tribute to Robert K. Harry Emerson Fosdick, pastor
entertained at the National Press
emeritus of Riverside Church, New
Richards, NAB director of public
Club by Sol Taishoff, editor and relations and publications, chairYork; Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, vice
publisher of Broadcasting. Among
man of the Voice of Democracy
president of the Houston Post,
guests at the luncheon were Wayne
Committee and originator of the operating KPRC; Eric Johnston,
Coy, FCC chairman, and Justin
idea. Mr. Burbage recalled that president, Motion Picture Assn. of
Miller, NAB president.
20,000 had entered the contest in America; Francis Perkins, member. Civil Service Commission;
1947 and 250,000 in 1948. He also
Chairman Coy said the government has been a contributor to free- singled out for praise James D. Glenn E. Snow, Dixie Junior ColSecrest, RMA; James Dawson and
lege, St. George, Utah, retiring
dom of radio, "furthering the cause
of democracy in the United States
Ben Miller, NAB; Robert H. Richpresident of the National Education Assn.; James Stewart, actor.
ards, of the Junior Chamber; Dr.
and the world." Judge Miller told
the youths their contest activity Kerry Smith, U. S. Office of EducaThe
youths' addresses were
was as important as their class- tion.
scheduled on the "Voice of AmerWednesday night the boys were
room studies. Tuesday evening they
ica" at the request of George V.
guests at a Junior Chamber dinner
Allen, Assistant Secretary of State.
appeared on Mr. Edwards' Youth
BROADCASTING
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SALES RECORD
Mueller Credits Radio
SALES of C. F. Mueller Co. (macaroni, spaghetti, and egg noodles)
during 1948 reached the highest
point in the history of this 82-yearold company, according to C. Frederick Mueller, executive vice president and general manager.
Mr. Mueller pointed out at a recent salesits
meeting
Mueller's
maintains
positionthat
of leadership
by an intensive high-powered advertising program, spearheaded by
consistent use of daytime radio.
Every week, 60 quarter-hour radio
programs bring convincing sales
messages into millions of homes,
he said. This hard-hitting campaign is backed by heavy consumer
and trade magazine schedules.
Mr. Mueller said that the present
sales peak has been reached after
more than 15 years of consistent
sales gains. He emphasized that
these increases were not due to a
sudden sales spurt that might level
off but represent a steady climb in
consumer acceptance.
The reputation of these products
was built, according to Mr. Mueller, by 25 years of constant, yearin-year-out advertising.
Duane Jones Co., New York, is
the agency handling Mueller.
Hooper Subscribers
ADDITIONAL subscribers to U. S.
Hooperatings as announced by C.
E. Hooper Inc. are Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, Ellington & Co.,
William Esty & Co., and Geyer,
Newell & Granger. Frigidaire
division of General Motors subscribed to program Hooperatings,
effective with February report.
February 28, 1949
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Admits

Some

Error;

Asks

to Be

Heard

ICHARDS
G. A. RICHARDS, charged with
instructing employes to slant newscasts, conceded to FCC last week
that "portions" of the charges were
true, but said no slanting actually
resulted, and asked for an opportunity to be heard by the Commissioners personally.
The chief owner of KMPC Los
Angeles, WGAR Cleveland, and
WJR Detroit said he "sincerely regrets these shortcoming of the
past" and "requests an opportunity
to offer personally to the Commission his assurance that they will
not recur."
Additionally, Mr. Richards requested "the advice and aid of the
Commission as to any and all actions he should take to assure
against even a complaint of bias in
the future."
He asked that the hearing scheduled by the Commission for March
16 be delayed and that he be allowed to appear personally before
the Commission en banc or a member or members of the agency. He
felt this course would materially
shorten the proceedings, possibly
making the scheduled hearing unnecessary.
Mr. Richards' statement and request were presented in an affidavit filed Thursday.
It said he "admits that he has in
the past issued instructions to various employes of the stations which
could have resulted in slanting of
the news, but so far as [he] knows
never did so."
The charges were filed against
him by the Radio News Club of
Hollywood and led to an FCC staff
probe calling for a hearing. The
charges claimed he ordered KMPC

staff members to slant news
against members of the late President Roosevelt's family and certain
minority groups [Broadcasting,
Nov. 15, 1948]. Evidence gathered
by the Commission staff included
documents attributed to him along
with seven affidavits of former employes.
In his petition, Mr. Richards said
that "with respect to all documents
written or bearing notations by
him ... so far as he now knows all
said documents and notations are
genuine." Consequently he felt no
other oral testimony would be necessary to present the evidence and
that the scheduled hearing would
not be necessary from that standpoint.
Admits to 'Portions'
He said he admits the truth of
"portions" of statements submitted
by present and former officers and
employes, "so far as he has knowledge of them." He thought "the
same will be the case" of other
documents which FCC's law department may hold but to which he
does not have access. As to portions whose truth he may not admit, he felt FCC would find them
"irrelevant or of doubtful value."
Mr. Richards cited his 11-year
illness of coronary thrombosis.
The resultant confinement, he said,
made him "impatient and Impulsive, so that, on many occasions, he
expressed himself in an extreme or
exaggerated
He told themanner."
Commission he had
long been convinced that both Communism and Fascism "presented a
very real menace to our country."
Now, he said, he "realizes that

U. S. STEEL'S Theatre Guild on the Air served as a kick-off in Washington,
D. C, for annual Red Cross fund campaign. Discussing WMAL-ABC network show are, I to r: (seated) — Kenneth H. Berkeley, vice president and
general manager of WMAL, and John Munhall, U. S. Steel's Washington
representative; (standing) — Ben B. Baylor Jr., assistant general manager
and director of sales for WMAL; George Fleming, ABC publicity. New York;
James McGarry, BBDO, New York; and James Hagen, U. S. Steel, New York.
Meeting was held in Evening Stor Broadcosting Co. offices in Washington.
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some persons and groups have
abused his fear of Communism to
their own ends, misleading him to
believe that many of the leaders of
minority groups were Communists
or fellow-travelers and that some
leaders of liberal thought were
merely fronting for Communism."
He said he thought in the past
that much of the news carried on
his own and other stations was
slanted "in favor of ideas or persons who were either unconsciously
or consciously permitting Communism to engulf our country."
The result was that he had "felt it
his public duty to counteract this
trend," he asserted.
Mr. Richards said the officials of
his stations were "aware of the
effect of his confinement and his
tendency
and
that they toward
knew heexaggeration"
meant for them
to carry out specific instructions
only if they conformed to standards
of good taste and impartiality.
He reiterated that a study conducted by E. Z. Dimitman, former
executive editor of the Philadelphia
Inquirer and the Chicago Sun,
demonstrated that broadcasts on
his stations have been "unbiased
of the case, he said,
andPendency
impartial."
"has already caused irreparable
and substantial injury" to all three
stations, their stockholders and employes "due to the injurious, biased
and unfair publicity which has been
given to them." He contended the
MEEKER
ELECTED
Vice President of NARSR
ROBERT D. C. MEEKER, president of Robert Meeker Assoc., New
York station representative firm,
has been elected vice president of
the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, to succeed
Adam J. Young Jr.
Mr. Young, whose resignation
was presented to the NARSR board
of directors last Monday, will continue to be active in the group, although pressure of increasing
business activities of his own firm,
Adam J. Young Jr., New York,
necessitated his resignation from
office in the association.
His career in advertising was
launched at McKesson & Robbins,
New York, after which he was associated with a number of metropolitan Sunday newspapers.
Working for some time with
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, in research and merchandising, he
joined the Office of Strategic Services at the outbreak of World War
II, later serving with the U. S. Marine Corps as a lieutenant.
At war's end, Mr. Meeker joined
the Radio Advertising Co., New
York, which he subsequently purchased in 1946, changing its name
to that which it now bears, Robert
Meeker Assoc.

WATCHING the waxing of his "Kiss
Me Kate" score by Columbia Records
is Cole Porter (seated) who discusses
the operation with Frank Stanton (r),
CBS president, and Edward Wallerstein, chairman of Columbia Records.
injury "would become critical once
a hearing is convened in Los AnHe said he thought his "admissions, explanations and sincere assurances will convince the Commission that no further hearing is necessary." But if FCC should feel
there should be one, after hearing
his personal testimony, then he
asked
that it be held in Washinggeles."
ton
at
FCC's told
convenience.
Mr. the
Richards
FCC he had
had no
opportunity
to "admit,
answer or explain
the charges
against
him," except as provided through
the Commission's written request
for a statement. Since FCC chose
to call a hearing rather than institute revocation proceedings, he
said, "it is assumed that the Commis ion isprimarily interested" in
whether he will assure "impartial
andtheunbiased
in
future. presentation of news"
He maintained that "all nethave
slanted works
newsand their
for theaffiliates"
past 20 years,
via newscasters and commentators,
and that
FCC therefore
"by
tacit
acceptance
condoned has
partial,
biased and even untruthful presentation of the
Counsel
for news."
Mr. Richards as indicated on the petition were Burton K. Wheeler, former Senator
from Montana; Louis G. Caldwell
of the Washington • law firm of
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
& Ellis; Horace Lohnes and Clair
Stout of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
also of Washington; R. Russell
Egan, of Mr. Caldwell's office, and
Edward K. Wheeler, who is associated with the former Senator, his
father, in the Washington firm of
Wheeler & Wheeler.
Harold Frasher
FUNERAL was held Friday for
Harold Frasher, 50, treasurer and
director of KARM Fresno, Calif.,
who died Feb. 23. Mr. Frasher
was part mento.
owner
of KROY
Sacra-to
Death was
attributed
uremic poisoning resulting from
internal injuries suffered in an
automobile accident Feb. 19. He is
survived by his wife, Isabelle, a son
and four brothers.
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FCC

BUDGET

Subcommittee Testimony
Slated for March 3

FCC representatives are scheduled tentatively to appear March 3 before
the Independent Offices subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee to testify on President Truman's recommendations for the Commission's 1949-50 budget.
Chairman ★
Wayne
Coy FCC
-will but this is yet to be supplemented
head the
by approximately $367,000 to meet
delegation and be salary increases voted during tlie
its principal wit- last session of the Congress.
ness. He will be
Although the new recommended
assisted on de- appropriation would be $84,000 less
tails by the other than this year's anticipated exCommissioners
penditures, observers felt it constituted aminor triumph for the
(except Paul A.
FIRST radio award made by South
Walker, who left Commission. The new figure was
last week for higher than the one reportedly set Central Assn., Chicago, is given
Mr. Coy
Homer Heck (r), NBC Central DiviPuerto Rico to by the Budget Bureau in its origsion production manager and direcinal recommendations [Broadcastconduct a renewal hearing for
ing, Nov. 29, 1948].
tor
of WMAQby Chicago's
WPAB Ponce and a revocation proFreedom,
John M.Destination
Ragland,
The new proposed budget would
ceeding involving WIBS Santurce,
provide
for
a
maximum
of
1,382
group's
executive
director.
Program
and George E. Sterling, who is atpermanent employes with salaries
earned
commendation
for
its
"splentending the Mexico City Internadid contribution toward the advance
totaling $5,614,582. A total of 902
tional High Frequency Broadcastemployes, having an aggregate inConference).
FCC's bureau
of democracy."
come of $3,666,237, would be in
headsingand
several division
chiefs
Washington and 480, whose salaries
are also slated to be on hand.
drawing a total of $5,659,732 in
total $1,948,345, would be in the salaries. Of this number 918 are
field.
The appropriations subcommittee is headed by Rep. Albert
Washington employes with a $3,FCC is currently operating unThomas (D-Tex.). Spokesmen said
670,931 payroll and 487 field
der an appropriation which allows
the March 3 date is tentative, sub- a maximum
workers with total of $1,988,801.
of 1,407 employes.
ject to change according to progress made on hearings scheduled
before that time.
The Commission, under a proCrosley Broadcasting Corp.
posal contained in the President's
WHAS
SALE
Only Bidder Left
budget message to the 81st Congress last January [Broadcasting,
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp. was left the only bidder in the $1,925,000
Jan. 17], would be given $6,634,000
for the fiscal year starting July 1, sale of the WHAS Louisville properties last week as Fort Industry Co.
dropped out of the contest.
1949.
Comedian Bob Hope, who also had been competing for the station, anFCC's new proposed budget is
nounced his withdrawal a few days
higher than the current year's ini- earlier [Broadcasting, Feb. 21].
tial appropriation, but somewhat
management
to place
on
current program
for emphasis"
improvement
Fort Industry, asking FCC Monless than this year's actual exday
to
dismiss
its
application,
atcertain of Fort Industry's seven
penditures will be. The current
tributed its decision to a desire to of
AM stations, and (4) nationwide
year's appropriation was $6,351,000
concentrate on television and im- economic changes since the bid for
provement of AM properties, plus WHAS was filed.
The petition said Fort Industry
"nationwide economic changes and
had made "satisfactory arrangeThe Commission took no formal
ments" for a loan looking to the
UNION SERIES
trends."
purchase of the WHAS properties,
action
but authorities
Offered for Local Use thoughtimmediately,
but
added:
it would stick to its plans
As a result of its analysis of probable
to hold a hearing, even though
A SERIES of 13 transcribed
economic
nationthere is no competition. One of the trendsally, it,inthetlieFort
Industrypicture
Co., does,
not
weekly radio programs, paid for by issues for the competitive proceedconsider that it will be discharging
effectively
its
obligation
of
public
inthe United Hatters, Cap and Milliing was to determine the amount
terest, convenience, and necessity in
nery Workers Union (AFL), has of signal
those cities in which it now operates
overlap between WHAS
radio facilities if the assumption of the
been produced for sponsorship by
which would be incurred by
business organizations on local and Crosley's WLW Cincinnati, in burden
the acquisition of WHAS Inc. would, in
light
of
FCC's
multiple-ownership
radio stations only. The programs
any
manner,
handicap the Fort Indusrules.
try Co. in continuing to operate effecwere previewed by Secretary of
tively
and
adequately
those has
radioeither
staThis
hearing
had
been
slated
to
Labor Maurice Tobin in formal
tions for which it presently
open today (Feb. 28), but with the licenses or construction permits.
ceremonies Feb. 24.
Mr. Hope also petitioned FCC
first two days to be devoted to the
Titled Turning Points, the pack- WHAS request for additional time for dismissal of his application. Alage series features Hollywood and to complete its television station.
though he gave no reason, he had
Broadway talent in dramatizations
Under this time-table, testimony on told the Commission earlier that
of famous people and events. Series the transfer would begin Wedneshe would have to withdraw unless
was written and produced by
the Feb. 28 hearing date were postday (March 2). FCC Examiner
Emanuel Demby, formerly with the Leo Resnick has been named to preponed to give him, in view of other
Biow Co. Program supervisor is side.
commitments, additional time to
Nathan Zatkin. Other shows are
Fort Industry's petition, filed by
in production.
prepare.
The hearing on the WHAS reO'Bi-yan of the WashingThe discs are divided into three Paulton A.
quest for additional time to comlaw firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, cited four main reasons
parts: Actual drama, one-minute
plete WHAS-TV raises a question
testimonials by the stars, and
for withdrawing: (1) desire to of the company's diligence in proceeding with construction.
voices of persons associated with "proceed expeditiously" with comthe events dramatized. The testipletion of WJBK-TV Detroit,
WHAS, 1-A clear-channel station on 840 kc, and its associated
monials, appearing midway through
WSPD-TV Toledo, and WAGA-TV
FM and TV properties are owned
the discs, convey a message on be- Atlanta; (2) desire to start work
half of union label goods. The rec- on video stations in Miami and
by the Courier Jouryial and Louisville Times, headed by Barry Bingords are open-end, leaving room for Wheeling as soon as applications
the local advertiser.
ham.
are granted; (3) desire to "permit
BROADCASTING
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RECRUIT

BUDGET

Briefing Session Is Set
A BRIEFING session on the military recruiting advertising account
for 1950 estimated at $3 million
will
March be
7. held in Washington
More than 40 agencies, billing
more than $10 million or more in
1948 are eligible to bid for the
account, which under government
regulations is annually renegotiated. Currently the account totals
more than $4 million. This is divided almost equally between radio,
newspapers, and magazines, according to military authorities.
Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis,
holds the cui-rent account. For several years previous to 1948, it was
held by N. W. Ayer & Son.
The amount of radio to be used
in the new account will depend
upon the actual amount of the
budget and the recommendations
of the agency appointed to handle
the account, according to Col. Fay
0. Dice, chief of the publicity
branch of Procurement Services
Division.
Agencies wishing to compete for
the new account have been asked to
communicate with Maj. Gen. Thomas J. Hanley Jr., chief of the Military Personnel Procurement Services Division.

MERCER
Heads NBC Radio Recording
DONALD J. MERCER, manager
of the Thesaurus and sales branch
of NBC's radio recording division,
has been appointed director of the
division, John H.
MacDonald, miniadstrative vice
president
in
charge
of finance,
announced last
week.
Mr. Mercer succeeds Robert W.
Friedheim, who is
Mr. Mercer
resigning March
1, to join World Broadcasting System, New York, a Frederic Ziv
Inc. affiliate, as sales manager.
Mr. Mercer joined NBC as a page
in 1934. He was promoted three
years later to the sales promotion
department. In 1941 he undertook
similar work for the radio recording division. He served as a capwar. tain in field artillery during the
Mr. Friedheim joined NBC as a
sales representative for the radio
recording division in 1937, was
appointed manager of the division
in 1946, and director last year.
Prior to his NBC association Mr.
Friedheim was assistant manager
of WMBH Joplin, Mo. He also was
with the Joplin Globe and News
Herald.
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Small
O-OP
ADVERTISING
smaller stations with only local
ments would approximate 8% of
By WILLIAM R. MASON
total time sold. More important
Dept. of Advertising, School of
coverages. It is felt that a repreJournalism, State U. of Iowa
sentative cross-section of these from the smaller station's standsmaller stations was achieved.
point is the fluctuation in evidence.
INTENSIVE STUDY of manufacThe smaller station commercial
On some small outlets dealer coturer-retailer cooperative advertisoperative timebuying accounted for
ing indicates that it is the smaller managers indicated that as much
25% of time sales, on others it was
station that can profit most from as 25% of the total time purchased
cooperative advertising. The sta- on their stations was paid for as low as .01%.
This fluctuation would seem to
tion with low wattage, whose cov- through some sort of manufacturererage area most closely approxi- retailer arrangement. It was also indicate that:
mates the retail trading area of the noted that up to 35% of time pur(1) Some stations either are not
chased by local retailers was paid
oity, will profit most from the inaware of the increased advercreased recognition being afforded for in a similar manner.
tising potential of almost every
As might be surmised, there was
radio by manufacturers through
retailer in their listening areas.
an inverse relationship between
cooperative advertising.
Many manufacturers who had the amount of cooperative adver(2) Many manufacturers'
tising allowances are advereither
tising on a station and the wattage
previously relied on retail cooperaof
the
station.
This
was
due
unnot being used at all or are
tion in newspapers for their local
point-of-sale identifying copy are
being channeled into cooperadoubtedly to the average retailer's
now realizing that time on the local realization that the powerful clear
tive newspaper advertising.
radio station, providing its power
channel station's signal carries to
(This conclusion can be drawn
is not too great, is worth attention
points well outside his trading terbecause of Sections 2 (d) and
ritory and that time purchased on
as a medium for cooperative adver(e) of the Robinson-Patman
such a station cannot possibly yield
tising.
Act which permit cooperative
These conclusions are from a sur- a maximum return to him.
advertising only when it is
tion.)
An average for the sample of
vey now nearing completion at the
offered without discriminaState U. of Iowa.
stations of time purchased through
There are several reasons why cooperative advertising arrange20.4%
29.6%
the local radio station is gaining

Business
of
Broadcasting
One of a Series
increased recognition as a medium
for cooperative advertising. The
following are those most mentioned
by manufacturers in response to inquiries. (These reasons, incidentally, might well constitute the key
selling points in the time salesThe man's
firstpresentation.)
is the realization that
there is little "lost" circulation as
there well might be in a newspaper
due to out-of-trading area subscription lists, delivery failures, etc.
Second, most manufacturers of
nationally advertised products don't
like to allot all their advertising
allowance to one medium. They
would rather see the money spent
in different media. Local radio
offers the diversification that they
like at a rate that isn't prohibitive.
Third, and most important, the
set-up of radio advertising, the
13, 26, and 52-week package arrangement, is conducive to continuity
in
a
retailer's advertising
which most manufacturers
feel is
very important. This package arrangement also simplifies and facilitates ordering, control, and billing.
Of particular interest were the
findings obtained from a survey of
radio station commercial managers
regarding their opinions of and
policies toward manufacturerretailer cooperative advertising.
Before giving any figures, it should
be stated that the survey didn't attempt to obtain the attitudes of the
large metropolitan stations with
powerful signals, but rather, the
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Cooperative Advertising By Product Groups
13.6%
ELECT. APPL.
HHBH^^^^^H^^^^^^Hi
AUTOMOBILES
FURNITURE
WOMEN'S APPAR.
MEN'S APPAREL
COSMETICS
DRUGS
1.9%
FOOD
HARDWARE
MISCELLANEOUS

Station

CHIEF

RALPH L. CLARK, director of the
Programs Division in the Secretariat of the Research & Development Board, was reported last
week to be in the
forefront of candidates for appointment as
chief engineer of
the FCC.
Formerly with
the Commission
and later in consulting practice
i n Washington,
Mr. Clark
he would take the
post which John
A. Willoughby, senior assistant
chief engineer, has held on an acting basis since George E. Sterling
moved up from chief engineer to
Commissioner in January a year
ago [Broadcasting, Jan. 5, 1948].
Mr. Clark's name has been under
consideration by top-level officials
within the Commission but has not
been formally brought before the
full Commission, it was understood.
Authorities said the date when he
would join the Commission, if appointed, would depend upon when

Profit

(3) Some stations are not availing
themselves of the opportunity
afforded by cooperative advertising, and consequently, are
not selling as much time as
they might.
It istagetoto ascertain
the local station's
advanwhich retailers
in its listening area handle merchandise upon which manufacturers' advertising allowances are
offered and to determine if each
individual merchant is aware of
these allowances.
It is only in this manner that the
local station will be able to exploit
fully the opportunity afforded by
cooperative advertising. Helpful in
this respect is the recent pamphlet
prepared by the NAB Broadcast
Advertising Dept. entitled, DealerCooperative Radio Advertising.
With regard to the second conclusion drawn above, the study revealed that it is only in rare instances that retailers utilize all the
funds that are made available to
them on a percentage or unit basis
of their purchases from the cooperating manufacturers. The rhajority of cooperating companies
reporting claimed that usually
between 10% and 30% of the fund
allotted to cooperative advertising
is no't used.
With the approach of a buyers'
market creased
anddesire the
inof theconsequent*
manufacturer
of nationally advertised products
to identify his local dealer, the time
would seem to be ripe for an aggressive selling effort on the part
of that medium which wishes to
(Continued on page U7)

Leads
CLARK

Can

FCC

Candidates

ENGR.?

he could secure a release from the
Research & Development Board.
Associates understood that he also
would like to take a month's leave
before moving to the new post.
Mr. Clark, 40, has been associated with radio since his student
days at Michigan State College,
where he operated the school's
WKAR East Lansing. He received
his degree in electrical engineering
and physics at the college in 1930.
In July of the same year he
joined the Detroit district office of
the Radio Division, Dept. of Commerce, which later was taken over
by the Federal Radio Commission
and its successor, FCC. He went
to FCC headquarters in Washington as assistant to the chief of the
field section in 1935. The following spring he transferred to the
tion.
Engineering Dept.'s broadcast secHe had an active part in the
1941 North American reallocations,
and also the U. S. reallocations, under the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement.
With Andrew D. Ring, then FCC
assistant chief engineer in charge

of broadcasting, he resigned in
1941 to form the consulting engineering firm of Ring & Clark.
Shortly after Pearl Harbor he went
on leave to serve the Navy as a
civilian engineer, was commissioned a lieutenant in June 1942,
and became head of the Countermeasures Section, Electronic
Group, Bureau of Aeronautics.
In that post he was associated
with
the development
of countermeasures
in the electronics
field
throughout the war, was active in
Joint Chiefs of Staff work with respect to countermeasures, and
worked closely with the Radio Research Lab at Boston. He also assisted in establishing the Airborne
ship.
Instruments Lab as a separate organization under Navy sponsorMr. Clark left the Navy with
rank of commander in July 1946
to accept new duties with the Joint
Research & Development Board
(later the Research & Development
Board) upon its establishment by
agreement of the Secretaries of
War and Navy.
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Success

story:

One of the beauty shops in Richmond
tiser over WLEE.
each week.

is a regular adver-

They sponsor six 10-minute programs

Recently they featured a particular permanent
for a full week. Result: 85%

wave

of all the women who came into

the shop that week specified the wave advertised on WLEE.
That's the kind of quick, unmediate

results that Rich-

mond merchants get from WLEE. And that's the reason
more and more of them are now using WLEE.
Smart
merchants

national advertisers are following these local
because they know

that WLEE

is the station

in Richmond that produces low-cost results. If you're not
already on the list, call in your Forjoe man and get the
whole WLEE

story.

WLEE

TOM TINSLEY, Presidenf
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-

Mutual

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Manager

in Richmond

=

FORJOE & CO., Representatives
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GOOD wishes to Paul Nielson (r),
WGN Chicago commentat'or who
leaves for State Dept. post in Botavio, are extended by Leslie
Nichols (I), his successor, and
Robert Hurleigh, news director.

WHEN 14 executives of Radio Sales, headed by Herbert Carlborg (I), eastern
sales mgr., and Carl Burkland (r), general sales mgr., attended two day
indoctrination course at WEEI Boston Feb. 14-15, they were welcomed by
Wilbur Edwards, assistont general manager. In addition to work at the
station, the group took a trip around Boston and surrounding territory.

COMPLETION of fifth tower for
WHAY New Britain is attended by
(I to r) Max Kirshnit, director; Hillis
Holt, chief engineer and secretary;
Larry eral
Edwardson,
president
genmanager, and
Leo and
Gaffney,
treasurer.

DISTINGUISHED service plaque
from VFW is presented to G. A.
Richards (r), chairman of the
board of WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC Hollywood,
by Michigan VFW Commander
Otho Beaudoin.

NEW YORK station officials attending farewell party for Arthur Hull Hayes
(I), new CBS v. p. in charge of San Francisco office, included (I to r) Seymour
Siegel, WNYC manager; John Hogan, WQXR president, and Elliott Sanger,
WQXR general manager.

EXCLUSIVE Washington contract for
Richard Ullman Inc.'s commercial
jingle library is drawn by (I to r)
Marvin Kempner, Ullman v.p.; Herman Paris, WWDC Washington general sales manager, and Ben Strouse,
WWDC general manager.

"APPRECIATION Award" from
Richmond Jaycees to C. T. Lucy
(r), WRVA Richmond geii. mgr., is
made by Herndon Jaffreys, state
director of the Richmond Jaycees.
DALE Renault (I), Detroit chairman, American Cancer Society,
presents "Service Award" to Edwin Wheeler, WWJ Detroit^—
assistant general manager.

IREENE Wicker, the "Singing Lady," discusses first Kellogg telecast Feb. 13
with (I to r) F. M. Thrower, ABC v.p. in charge of sales; J. J. Keenan, New
York branch sales mgr. of Kellogg, and Orville Chase, Kellogg account representative at N. W. Ayer, agency.
SCHEDULE of Chicago Cubs home baseball games to be sponsored by Goebei
Brewing Co. on WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago is checked by (I to r) Roy McLaughlin, WENR-lV manager; E. J. Anderson, Goebei president, and James
Riddell, WXYZ Detroit manager.

WIP Philadelphia listeners learn of
the transit strike end from Mike
Quill (second, I), TWU president,
as Ed Wallis (I) and Jerry Mahoney
(r) handled the WIP broadcast.
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Its
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Vou

cant

without

cover

California's

on -the -spot

impossible

Bonanza

Beeline

radio

Radio stations, like washing machines, have their limitations.
Especially if you count on outside stations to cover inland
California and western Nevada. Because this Beeline market —
well removed from the coast — is an independent market.
And Beeliners naturally find their favorite listening on their
own local stations.
So
gross
sales
need

to stake your claim in the Bonanza Beeline — where
buying power is 3 1/4, Billion . . . and total annual retail
top five
San BEELINE
Francisco's stations.
and Portland's combined t— you
the

Together, these on-the-spot stations blanket the Beeline.
Individually, each is a strong local favorite. Take KMJ Fresno,
for instance. It recently Hoopered two times higher than
the next closest station for the Sunday through. Saturday
6 PM- 10 PM period. Ask Raymer for more on the BEELINE.
t Sales Management's 19U8 Copyrighted Survey

MCCUTCHY
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50,000 watts 1530 kc.

BROADCASTING
COMPANY
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KW6
KERN
KOH
Fresno (NBC)
Stockton (ABC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Reno (NBC)
5000 watts 580 kc.
250 watts
1230 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
1000 watts 630 kc.

THE

LATEST

BABY

CHICKS

WCKY'S

WCKY

BY

THOUSANDS

JAMBOREE

Black's Hatcheries

of Columbia,

each night in the WCKY

what Mr. Kneece

THEM!

Carolina, using 15 minutes

has received

3,500 orders

an order for 100 or more

of Black

am overwhelmed.

SELLS

South

Jamboree,

week, each letter containing
Read

THE

STORY

Hatcheries

a

baby chicks.

says:

In all my experience in the baby chick

business — in all my dealings with radio stations of every wattage
where we have time from one minute spots to 45 minute programs, I've never had the experience of receiving 1,000 orders
in one day. I feel like the hen that has just laid her first egg.
You certainly have some radio station and your announcers are
to be congratulated."

THE

JAMBOREE
OF

OVER
IN

INVEST

TEN

YOUR

COVERS
3,500,000

A

RADIO

SOUTHERN

AD

RURAL

MARKET

HOMES

STATES

DOLLAR

WCkY'S-LY

I

1

THE

The

LATEST

WCKY

Southern

Jamboree

WCKY

is an ideal vehicle

to reach

STORY

the rural and

small town

audience.

LOOK

AT

SOME

OF

ON

THE

THE

MOUNTABN

VIEW

home

for $4.95, received

orchard

WESTERN
machine

attachment

SOUTHERN

CO.

of McMinnville,

RESULTS

Tenn.,

selling a

.4,745 orders in January.

of Topeka,

for $1.00, received

FARMER

SALES

JAMBOREE

NURSERIES

STATIONERY

OTHER

MAGAZINE,

Kans., selling a sewing

4,859 orders in 3 weeks

received

in January.

16,462 subscriptions

for $1.00 in January.

DO YOU

have a rural or farm account?

Call collect
Tom Welstead
Eldorado 5-1127
New York City or
C. H. "Top" Topmiller

WCKY

Cherry 6565 in Cincinnati

CINCINNATI

FIFTY

THOUSAND

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER

Old
J^ditotial

To Cuss Is Truman
PRESIDENT TRUMAN last week exercised
his right of free speech, and with such pungency that his words may echo from the pulpits
of the nation for months on end.
If his remarks before the Reserve Officers
Assn. had been broadcast, every station which
carried them (usually all four networks plus
many independents hook up in tandem) could
have been cited by the FCC for violation of the
law, which prohibits "obscene, profane or indecent utterances" over the air. In the extreme,
the FCC could invoke revocation proceedings.
Such action, of course, would be ridiculous.
But the incident gives rise to interesting
speculation. Suppose a station owner, in his
private communications to his staff, used profanity— profanity that was never broadcast. Is
he entitled, under our free speech precepts, to
harbor such views? Or should his right to be
a licensee be subject to question ?
There is a case pending which raises this as
one of the issues. There have been others.
There's another interesting question with a
radio regulatory twist postulated by the President's off-the-cuff utterance about a radio commentator who, according to the Chief ExecuI tive, was descended from the dog world. The
I butt of his criticism was Drew Pearson, who
contends he exercised his right of free speech
in denouncing the President's military aide,
Maj. Gen. Vaughan, because he accepted a
decoration from Dictator Peron of Argentina.
I Mr. Pearson is a principal applicant for the
facilities of WBAL Baltimore in another hoary
case pending before the FCC. In view of the
President's utterances, and those of his distinguished predecessor (and remember HST
was the overwhelming choice of the people last
November), what will be the FCC's ultimate
ruling in the Baltimore proceeding?
Just asking, that's all.

They Spoke for America
LAST WEEK four youthful voices spoke out
for democracy. The lads who won the National
Radio Week "Voice of Democracy" contests received their awards in a fitting setting in' official Washington, and from the hands of Attorney General Clark, who has a passion for
American youth.
Last year there were 25,000 contestants.
Four young ladies of high school age won the
awards. This year there were 250,000 entrants. Thus, in two short years the event has
become a great national competition, destined
to continue as long as we have democracy —
and that, God willing, is forever.
Nothing more inspiring or wholesome for the
cause of democracy could occur in these
troubled days of iron curtains, atom bombs,
and the showing of teeth across international
boundaries.
All radio extends its good wishes to the four
young men who spoke out so avidly for our
American institutions. In the words of Atty.
Gen. Clark, they are typical of our American
youth. Their understanding of our proudest
heritage left all who heard their voices with
the feeling that democratic America will |be in
good hands in our next generation.
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McD.

Has

a Chisel

FROM the beginning of radio, one of its most
rugged individualists has been E. F. McDonald,
president and founder of Zenith Radio Corp.
He was the first president of the NAB and was
instrumental in its formation in 1923. He
owned one of Chicago's early AM stations, but
dropped it. Since then, he has been embroiled
in numerous controversies, both manufacturing and broadcasting.
Somewhere in Commdr. McDonald's antecedents must be the P. T. Barnum strain. He's
a wily one at publicity. He doesn't seem to
care how Zenith is mentioned just so it is. His
chief lieutenants are artful in exploitation.
Ted Leitzell, his publicity chief, has few peers.
In writing these lines we feel we're playing
into Zenith's hands. Circumstances warrant
the risk.
Commdr. McDonald, who, like all other radio
manufacturers, thrives upon that which broadcasters transmit, is selling commercial radio
short. He operates WEFM, an FM station in
Chicago. He sells no advertising. But he
advertises Zenith all day long. He boasts, in
full-page ads in the Chicago newspapers, that
WEFM has 40 seconds of silence between selections "instead of commercials." WEFM, in
effect, is a radio house organ for Zenith.
Commdr. McDonald uses newspaper and
magazine space too — paid space. It has been
some years since he has paid for a national
radio campaign. But Commdr. McDonald
gives away Zeniths in prize contests conducted
by other national sponsors. He practically invented the free ride, giveaway precursor.
In answer to the criticism of Frank V. Webb,
general manager of KFH Wichita, who characterized the WEFM advertising as "a direct
attack on all broadcasters everywhere,"
Commdr. McDonald argues that there is "only
one WEFM" and that its advertising is "confined to Chicago." (See Open Mike, page 18.)
That's rather anemic for the tub-thumping
Commdr. McDonald. If he's against commercial radio in Chicago, he must feel the
same way about it in Kokomo or Walla Walla.
Certainly his proposal for "Phonevision," his
version of a quarter-in-the-slot TV, sans advertising sponsorship, isn't confined to Chicago.
He plans tests in Lincoln, Neb.
Rather than mooch exploitation via publicity
gimmicks and giveaways, we suggest Zenith
would do well to use the front door and the
rate card. RCA, Philco, GE, Westinghouse,
Emerson, Motorola and Admiral, to name a
few, currently are finding that radio advertising pays off double — in direct sales and in
creating the programs that keep them sold.

Out-Avcoing Avco
IN PROPOSING to drop the inequitable auction
sale aspects of its Avoc procedure, the FCC
appears to have become entangled in its own
bureaucratic red tape. Instead of reducing the
FCC work-load, the suggested requirements, at
first blush, would probably mean a tremendous
upsurge in adversary proceedings, crack-pot
complaints and Congressional oratory, because
all new station grants, all renewals and all
license modifications would have to be advertised on a variation of the "speak now, or
forever hold you peace" vow. There are good
features too, such as the cut-off date on filing
of competitive applications, which should
eliminate dilatory tactics. In the aggregate,
however, the proposed rules would make every
day a field day for the radio lawyer who would
become as important to the station as its transmitter. And the public, alack, would be called
upon to kick in more dough to sustain the FCC.

RAYMOND

HENRY

NORWEB

B isin Amer"Ambassador NORWE
of Radio"
more
RAYMONDica's HENRY
than just the diplomatic sense of the
title. He is the personification of an NAB press
agent's wildest dreams — since it is his conviction that "a radio in every room" is totally
inadequate.
At the age of 15 he was combing a crystal
with a cat whisker to pick up the spark signals
from the Great Lakes ore boats. A few years
later, during the first World War, he was copying time signals from the Eiffel Tower. During that time he little realized that he was
developing a hobby which was to become inextricably woven into his diplomatic career.
For it was Mr. Norweb who laid the ground
work for the plenary sessions of the World
High Frequency Broadcasting Conference in
Mexico City, and until a back ailment interrupted his work, he was chairman of the U. S.
delegation.
His enthusiasm for radio reached one of its
highest
peakstowhen
nation's
Ambassador
Cuba heinbecame
1945. this
Ambassador
Norweb's chief avocation was apparent to
Embassy visitors.
The decorative Embassy residence was filled
with radio sets and the roof tops festooned
with antennas. Each room of the huge building had at least one set, his bedroom contained
three, and some rooms had even more.
While conducting friends on tours of the
building. Ambassador Norweb neglected to
point out the lavish appointments and furnishings, so that he might devote more time to
displaying his sets and comment on the latest
electronic advancements.
Ambassador Norweb was born May 31, 1894,
to Henry and Jeanne (Palmer) Norweb in Nottingham, England, near Sherwood Forest, the
home of the legendary Robin Hood.
The family moved to this country when the
young Norweb was but a few months old. They
went first to Philadelphia and later moved to
Lake Bluff, 111., now the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station. The next move was to
Waukegan, 111.
The family moved eastward and their son
attended
and high schools in that section of thegrade
counrty.
Mr. Norweb, after some preparatory work
at Oberlin College, entered Harvard U., and
majored in international law, a subject which
was later
to play a dominant role in his diplomatic career.
Even before his graduation from Harvard,
cum laude, with an AB degree, in 1916, Mr.
(Continued on page 51)
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AUDIENCES

instead

of "Audited" Audiences. Basically, they mean the same— knowledge of who listeners are. That's exactly what WOV knows about
each of 5 Audited Audiences . . .where listeners live and shop ; what
they earn, spend and buy; what they like and dislike— vital data
on specific listening groups... the result of penetrating, accurate
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WAKE UP NEW YORK with Max Cole
1280 CLUB with Fred Robbins
BAND PARADE with Bill Williams
PRAIRIE STARS with Rosalie Allen
ITALIAN MARKET OF 2,100,000 Italianspeaking Americans. Larger than Pittsburgh.

and continuing listener surveys. Audited Audiences, WOV's new
and more intelligent approach to the sale of radio time are available to you upon request. Ask us for the facts that will help you to
TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING.
WOV's Pantry Survey. . .new— accurate— informative, showing the
sales acceptance of 365 items in 37 different classifications is now
available to any advertiser or agency upon request.
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The New SA-40 Speech Input Console is one of the many new Gates items
for this year.
/
There is indeed pay dirt for each broadcasting station that will install
this newest of Speech Input Equipment — Gates Model SA-40.
Added facilities such as new control board ideas, greater ease in servicing and most important, an easy-to-use console, make the SA-40 the ultimate in engineering desirability.
The SA-40 hfw many new features including two specials ... all major circuits are so
terminated that the engineer may install a patch panel without removing a wire, and
three turntable channels each with a cue type control.
RADIO
COMPANY
mm,

ILLINOIS

AND
EASTERN ZONE
WARNER

Add to this . . . plug-in type muting relays, complete remote and network override,
adjustable remote cue level control, recording facilities, higher gain, plus many more
of the items never found in a speech input console and you have the reason why more
broadcasting stations each day are making Gates their first choice.
When you plan on building new or changing your present equipment,
investigate this newest Gates Product. A line or two on your letterhead
will bring the complete story of Gates Equipment and a large leatherbound catalog listing hundreds of Modern Gates Products for Broadcasting
Stations.

BlILDING

WASHINGTON 4, D.C.
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540 kc Limit
(Continued from page 26)
nection with the forthcoming
Fourth Inter-American Radio Conference, scheduled to start April
1 in Washington. This involves
regional allocations between 10
and 4000 kc. Authorities said the
540 kc question would be considered from the standpoint of assuring protection to and from the
sub-adjacent frequencies but that
the job of spelling out details
should be left to the various countries involved.
Harvey B. Otterman, associate
chief of the Telecommunications
Division, State Dept. Office of
Transportation and Communications, is chief of planning for the
April 1 conference. Sessions are
expected to last till May 10 and
are to be preceded by a meeting
of aeronautical radio experts
March 15. Gerald C. Gross, International Telecommunications Union, is to be secretary-general of
the conference.
Following is the list of government installations — presumably
military — which FCC proposed to
protect by permitting, in general,
no 540 kc broadcast station within
25 miles:
Location By STATE AND CITY
ALABAMA— Anniston, Birmingham, Mobile
(Brookley), Montgomery (Gunter), Montgomery (Maxwell), Selma (Craig).
ARIZONA-Ajo (Williams Aux. 1), Chandler (Williams). Gila Bend (Williams, Aux. 4),
Litchfield Parle, Rittenhouse, Tucson (DavisMonthan).
ARKANSAS-Walcott (Aux.).
CALIFORNIA— Alameda, Areata, El Centro,
El Toro, Fairfield (Fairfield Suisun), Inyokern,
Long Beach, Los Alamitos, Merced (Castle),
Miramor, Moffett Field, Monterey, Muroc,
Oakland, Point Mugu, Ream Field, Riverside
(March). Sacramento (Mather), Sacramento
(McClellan), Santa Ana, San Bernardino, San
Clements Island, San Diego, San Diego, San
Francisco, San Rafael (Hamilton), Victorville.
COLORADO— Colorado Springs (Peterson),
Denver (Lowry), Denver.
CONNECTICUT-None.
DELAWARE-bover.
FLORIDA— Avon Park, Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Key West, Mayport, Miami, Miami
(Int'nM.
Panama(Saufley
City
(Tyndell), Airport),
Pensacola,Orlando,
St. Petersburg
Field), Tampa (McDill), Valporiso (Eglin),
Whiting Field, Miami.
GEORGIA— Albany (Turner), Atlanta, Columbus (Lawson), Glynco, Macon (Robins),
Marietta, Valdosta (Moody), Vidalia (VidaliaLyons Aux.).
IDAHO— Mountain Home, Pocatello.
ILLINOIS-Belleville (Scott), Glenview, Rantoul (Chanute).
INDIANA — Columbus (Atterbury), Fort
Wayne (Baer), Indianapolis (Stout).

IOWA— Sioux City.
KANSAS— Ft. Leavenworth (Sherman), Ft.
Riley (Marshall), Kansas City (Fairfax),
Salina (Smoky Hill), Topeka, Olathe.
KENTUCKY-Ft. Knox (Godman).
LOUISIANA— New Orleans, Shreveport
(Barksdale).
MAINE— Bangor (Dow), Presque Isle.
MARYLAND-Aberdeen (Philips), AnnapoRiver. lis, Camp Springs (Andrews), Patuxent
MASSACHUSETTS-Bedford Airport, Chicopee Falls (Westover), Salem, South Weymouth, Squantum.
MICHIGAN-Grosse Isle, Kinross, Mt.
City.
Clemens (Selfridge), Oscoda, Raco, Traverse
MINNESOTA - Minneapolis (Wold-Chamberlain), Minneapolis.
MISSISSIPPI-Aberdeen (River Aux.), Biloxi (Keesler), Columbus, Jackson (Hawkins).
MISSOURi-St. Louis.
MONTANA-Great Falls.
NEBRASKA-Keorney, Omaha (OfFutt).
NEVADA— Indian Springs, Las Vegas,
Tonopah.
NEW HAMPSHIRE-Manchester (Grenier).
NEW JERSEY-Atlantic City, Cape May,
Ft. Dix (Wrightstown, McGuire), Lakehurst,
Newark (Municipal Airport).
NEW MEXICO-Alamogordo (Holloman), Albuquerque (Kirtland), Clovis, Hobbs, Roswell
(Walker).
NEW YORK-Hempstead (Mitchell), Newburgh (Stewart), New York, Rome.
NORTH CAROLINA-Cherry Point, Eizabeth
City, Weeksville, Ft. Bragg (Pope).
NORTH DAKOTA-None.
OHIO— Akron, Cleveland (Municipal Airport), Columbus (Lockbourne), Columbus, Dayton (Wright-Patterson,
Fairfield-Dayton), Wilmington (Clinton).
OKLAHOMA-Enid, Oklahoma City (Tinker).
OREGON-Medford (Mun. Afld.), Tillamook.
PENNSYLVANIA-Coraopolis (Greater Pittsburgh Airport), Johnsviile, Middletown (Olmstead), Philadelphia, Reading (Municipal Airport), Willow Grove.
RHODE ISLAND — Charlestown, Quonset
Point.
SOUTH CAROLINA - Greenville, Myrtle
Beach, North (North Aux), Sumter (Shaw).
SOUTH DAKOTA-Rapid City (Weaver).
TENNESSEE-Memphis (Municipal Airport),
Memphis, Smyrna.
TEXAS— Austin (Bergstrom), Bryan, Corpus
Christi, Dallas, Dallas (Hensley), Del Rio
(Laughlin Aux.), El Paso (Biggs), Ft. Worth
(Tarrant), Houston (Ellington), Lubbock, Marfa, Marion (Zeuhl Aux.), Pampa (Aux. 1 and
2), Prairie Hill (Aux.), Pyote, San Angelo
(Goodfellow), San Antonio (Brooks), San Antonio (Kelly), San Antonio (Lackland), San
Antonio (Randolph), San Marcos, Sequin
(Aux.), Sherman (Perrin).
UTAH-Ogden (Hill), Wandover.
VERMONT-None.
VIRGINIA— Chlncoteague, Dahlgren, Han...
ton
(Langley),
Richmond
(Byrd). Norfolk, Oceana, Quantico,
WASHINGTON - Ephrata, Moses Lake
(Moses), Port Angeles, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma (Gray Aux.), Tacoma (McChord) Whidbey Island.
WEST VIRGINIA-None.
WISCONSIN-None.
E. WYOMING—
Warren). Casper, Cheyenne (Ft. Francis
CANAL ZONE-Coco Solo.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-Anacostia, Boiling, National Airport.
ALASKA-Dutch Harbor, Kodiak, Sitka.
HAWAII— Barbers Point, Maui.
OTHER— Canton Island, Guam, Guantanamo
Bay (Cuba), Johnston Island, Midway Island,
Palmyra Island, Portland Bight (Jamaica), St.
Thomas (V.I.), Wake Island.
PUERTO RICO— Roosevelt Roads, San Juan.
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DELETIONS
One TV, Six FM Quit

YOUR
CHEVROLET

NEW
or BUICK

DELETION of WAGE-TV Syracuse, N.Y., the second TV permit
to be surrendered this year, was reported approved by the FCC last
week. Cancellation of six FM
authorizations also has been announced.
Owned by WAGE Inc., WAGETV was dropped because of technological and economic uncertainties within the industry, the Commission was informed [Broadcasting,
Feb.
14]. was
The WVTL
first TV (TV)
deletion of 1949
Utica, N.Y., dropped about a week
earlier for similar reasons by the
Utica Observer-Dispatch.
With the six new FM cancellations, the dropouts for that service
totals 24 commercial outlets. The
six are WMHC Indianapolis;
KMED-FM Medford, Ore.; WFET
Binghamton, N.Y.; KSEL-FM Lubbock, Tex.; KCRN Palo Alto, Calif.,
and WHIZ-FM Zanesville, Ohio.
Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting
System Inc., which dropped WHIZFM, told the Commission that it
had conducted a survey which
showed "the enthusiasm of the general public for FM was waning and
being replaced by a tremendous enthusiasm for television broadcasting." Firm, which is an AM operator also, cited in addition the
high cost of FM plus the prohigher costs of TV as reasons for spective
its decision.
WHMC's Reason
WMHC, under permit to the William H. Block Co., was given up
"in view of the uncertain future
of FM broadcasting, the lack of
experience of the William H. Block
Co. in the broadcasting field, and
the fact that it has no standard
broadcast station or a qualified
staff to help carry the burden of
operation
of the store
proposed
The department
firm station."
has sold
its video station to WIRE Indianapolis, subject to FCC consent
[Broadcasting, Feb. 21].
KMED-FM, owned by Mrs. W.
J. Virgin, told the Commission that
its licensee "at this time finds it
inconvenient and undesirable to
construct an FM station." Mrs.
Virgin recently determined not to
sell her AM outlet, KMED, after
a several-year eff'ort complicated
by thecedure
Commission's
Avco31].pro[Broadcasting, Jan.
The Binghamton Press Co. Inc.
turned in its permit for WFET
with the explanation that it did not
wish to construct the proposed outlet. Likewise, KSEL-FM's owner,
Lubbock Broadcasting Co., stated
it did not wish to proceed at this
time with FM. No reason was
given
by KCRN's
Broadcasting
Co. owner, Cardinal
HIGHEST local and spot billings in the
history of WMAQ (NBC) Chicago
were recorded in January, Oliver Morton, manager of the spot sales department, has announced. January totals
were 31% above those of the same
month in 1947.
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Nielsen Radio Index Top Programs
(COAST-TO-COAST, INCL. SMAIL-TOWN, FARM, AND URBAN HOMES
-and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
JAN. 16-22
TOTAL AUDIENCE
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points
Rank Rank Program Rating Change Rank Rank Program Rating Change
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
EVENING,
MIN.+1.3
1 1 Lux ONCE-A-WEEK,
Radio Theatre 15-60
...28.0
1 1 Lux Radio Theatre. .. .36.0 -1-1.4
2 4 McGee & Molly 24.0 0.0
2 3 McGee & Molly 29.4 -t-0.4
3 3 Walter Winchell 23.6 +0.3
3 2 Jack Benny
28.6 —2.9
4 2 Jack Benny
21.3 — 4.1
45 46 Godfrey's
Scouts 28.0
Walter Winchell
26.4 -|-1.2
-|-0.5
My Friend
21.1 —+4.7
0.7
65 235 This
is Your Irma
FBI 20.8
6 5 My Friend Irma
25.9 —1.1
7 7 Amos 'n' Andy
25.3 — 1.1
78 76 Mr.
Godfrey's
Scouts
20.4
4-1.2
DA
20.4 +1.1
89 308 Bob
25.2
Your Hope
FBI
24.8 —0.2
+5.6
9 10 Bob Hope
19.8 0.0
10 12 Mystery Theater 24.1 +^.0 10 12 Mr. Keen
19.7 +0.2
n 15 Mr. Keen
23.8 +0.7 11 19 FBI, Peace, War
19.2 +2.4
12 11 Mr. DA
23.6 -|-0.7 12 15 Mystery Theater 18.9 +0.6
13 26 FBI, Peace, War 23.3 -|-2.2 13
Amos Fat'n'Man
Andy
18.7 —+3.0
0.6
18.5
14
22.8 +3.7
-f1.8 14 248 The
15 20
37 Inner
The FatSanctum
Man
22.4
15
9
People
Are
Funny
...18.3
—
0.8
18.2 +2.7
16 33 Mr. and Mrs. North ..22.4 -|-2.1 16 27 Big Story
17 13 Duffy's Tavern
22.2 -1-0.2 17
16
Duffy's
Tavern
18.0
+1.8
17.7 0.0
18 16 Sam Spade
22.0 -1-0.4 18 18 Suspense
19 14 People Are Funny 21.4 —0.8 19 22 Crime Photog 17.3 —0.4
20
25
Big
Town
16.9
+1.0
20 25 Suspense
21.4 —0.2

U. MEET
Additional Speakers Named
ADDITIONAL speakers and program details for the U. of Oklahoma's annual Radio Conference
on Station Problems [Broadcasting, Feb. 7] were announced last
week. Conference is to be held at
Oklahoma City and Norman March
3-5.
Jerome Sill, WMLO Milwaukee,
author of The Radio Station, will
address the dinner session Thursday evening in Memorial Union
Bldg. on the university campus at
Norman on "New Problems for
Management."
The news clinic headed by Sid
Pietzsch, WFAA Dallas, will follow the dinner. Speakers will include Erie Smith, KMBC Kansas
City, "News, a Station Asset";
Bruce Palmer, WKY Oklahoma
City, "News and the State," and
Michael Griffin, WTAQ Green Bay,
Wis., "Taboos in News."
Friday sessions devoted to station survival problems will be
divided into two sections, one dealing with general problems and the
other with the business approach to
survival. One of the highlights
will be an address by Maurice
Mitchell, NAB director of broadcast advertising, on "Economic
Aspects of Radio Advertising."
Other Speakers
Other speakers on the subject of
survival, in addition to those previously announced in Broadcasting, will be: Don Davis, WHB
Kansas City, "Promotion as a Factor in Survival"; M. H. Bonebrake,
KOCY KOCY-FM Oklahoma City,
"Survival of Small Independents in
a Changing World"; Dave Taylor,
WFRL Freeport, 111., "Selling
Radio as a Factor in Survival," and
Bill Hoover, KADA Ada, Okla.,
"Small Market Operations."
Delegates will return to Oklahoma City Friday evening for dinner at the Biltmore Hotel. Program will be sponsored by WKY,
and a feature will be the announcement of continuity awards in six
classifications by Tom Conroy of
Tom Conroy Co., San Antonio. Entries are accepted from any station

AvtBilabte
TV.

EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
1 1 Lone Ranger
19.8 -|-0.1
2 2 Beulah
17.0 -|-0.5
3 — David Harding
15.3 —
DAY,
TO 5-A-WEEK,
1 12 Girl
Marries15-30 MIN.
12.9 0.0
2 2 Widder Brov/n
12.4 —0.2
3 5 Right to Happiness ... 12.4 -|-0.3
4 3 Backstage Wife
12.3 —0.7
5 4 Stella Dallas
12.0 —0.2
6 6 Pepper Young
12.0 — 0.1
7
9
Godfrey
(L
&
M)
12.0
8 7 Portia Faces Life 11.9 -f-0.9
+0.2
9 10 Ma Perkins (CBS) 11.4 +0.7
10 11 Our Gal Sunday 11.4 +1.2
11 13 Big Sister
11.3 +0.6
12 8 Lorenzo Jones
11.1 — 0.2
13 19 Front Page Farrell 11.0 +1.2
14 12 Just Plain Bill
10.9 +0.7
15 21 Perry Mason
10.8 +1.4
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
1 1 True Detective 17.2 +0.8
23 23 Quick
Flash....14.5
14.8 —1.4
House asof aMystery
+0.6
45 68 Stars
Over
Hollyv/ood.
Grand Central Station . 14.2
13.4 4-1.8
4 1-2

EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
Ranger
15.7
0.2
21 21 Lone
Beulah
14.6 —+0.4
3 — David Harding
11.5 —
DAY,
TO 5-A-WEEK,
15-30 MIN.
1 12 Girl
Marries
11.4 +0.2
2
2
Backstage
Wife
11.3
3 3 Widder Brown
11.2 —0.5
+0.2
4 5 Right to Happiness ...11.2 -i-0.3
5 4 Stella Dallas
10.9 —0.2
67 76 Pepper
Young
0.1
Portia Faces
Life 10.6
10.6 —+0.2
8 10 Ma Perkins (CBS) 10.5 +0.9
9 11 Our Gal Sunday
10.2 +1.1
10 12 Big Sister
9.8 +0.4
11 9 Godfrey (L & M)
9.7 +0.8
12 8 Lorenzo Jones
9.7 — 0.3
13 19 Front Page Farrell ... 9.7 +1.2
14 15 Just Plain Bill
9.7 +1.1
15 20 Perry Mason
9.7 -fl.4
DAY, SAT. OR SUN., 5-60 MIN.
1 1 True Detective
13.8 — 0.3
2 3 Stars Over Hollywood. 11.5 +1.3
3
6
Grand
Central
Station.
11.
4-1-1
4 4 The Shadow
11.13 +0.4
5 5 House of Mystery ....10.9 -|-0.4
Copyright 1949, A. C. Nielsen Co.

or agency employe. Classifications
include; spot commercials for retail stores, spot commercials for
local services, program tie-in copy
for newscasts, program tie-in copy
for music shows, disc m. c. commercial copy, and miscellaneous.
Saturday sessions on television
and a Saturday luncheon sponsored
by the Assn. for Education by
Radio will be held at the Biltmore.
Television speakers, besides those
previously announced: J. Soulard
Johnson, CBS Radio Sales, Chicago, "Sales
in Television";
Beulah
Zachary,
WBKB
(TV) Chicago,
"Some TV Production Problems";
Kern Tips (tentative), FrankeWilkinson-Schiwetz & Tips, Hous-

tnr Sales-3€inded

. . THE NAME

YOU

Sponsors

WILL REMEMBER

Wm. Lang's 5-minute Biogs. CommercialEconomical-Fast Moving-Live-Merchandisable.
AM. . . THE WILLIAM LANG SHOW
With a terrific Network Record.
PEOPLE, PLACES AND THINGS
For Kids 6 to 16. Both 15 minutes,
Five-a-week, Featuring Lang's Narrations
CLAUDE

BARRERE

70 E. 45th St., New
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York 17

ton, "The Place of Agencies in
TV"; Carl Menser, WSUI (U. of
Iowa station at Iowa City), "School
Television Stations," and Capt.
William C. Eddy (tentative) , Television Assoc., Chicago, "General
TV Operations." Carter Bradley,
UP, will give a demonstration of
television news service.
Returns to B & D
CRAIG DAVIDSON has returned
to Ball & Davidson as executive
vice president in charge of the
agency's new branch office in Los
Angeles
(Wilshire - LaBrea

AD

SESSION
Ohio State Meet Planned
THE FIFTH Advertising and
Sales Promotion Conference and
the Second Television Seminar
operated by Ohio State U. will be
held March 17-18 at Columbus.
"Advertising
in a Buyer's
Market"
is to be the theme
of the seminar,
according to Dr. Kenneth Dameron,
general conference chairman.
The conference is to open Thursday (March 17) with a discussion
of
national
in a buyer's
market. A advertising
luncheon session
will
deal with responsibilities of management and an early afternoon
session is to deal with local adverin a buyer's seminar
market. is to be
The tisingtelevision
held later Thursday afternoon.
Participants in this seminar have
been secured from networks, stations and Ohio advertisers.
Friday morning session will be
in the nature of a clinic — being devoted to a review and discussion of
the subjects covered Thursday.
Session closes with a joint luncheon
meeting Friday with the Columbus
Advertising Club.
Co-sponsoring the two-day meeting are the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Ohio Newspaper Assn.,
and all leading advertising clubs
of Ohio.
WNOR MANAGER
Earl Harper Is Appointed
EARL HARPER, veteran of more
than 20 years in radio circles, has
been appointed general manager of
WNOR Norfolk, Va., which begins
operations about April 1, according
to Louis H. Peterson, vice president
and managing
rector of WNORdiand also president and general
manager of

Mr. Harper

W S Sburg,VVa. WNOR,
Petersfulltime independent, with
will be
on 1230 kc
250 w. Permittee
Corp.
is NorfolkcastingBroad-

Mr. Harper started in radio as
a sports announcer at WDSU New
Orleans in 1926. In 1929 he moved
to Cleveland, continuing his sports
work and serving as program and
publicity director of WJAY WHK
WGAR. Moving to New York in
1932, he handled Newark baseball
broadcasts for 11 years and was
heard on MBS and regional networks, and various New York stations.
In 1944 Mr. Harper returned to
Cleveland as sports and special
events director of WJW. He was
appointed commercial manager of
WFRP Savannah, Ga., in 1947, resigning last year to open the Walker Co.'s Atlanta branch.

Bldg.). vidsonMr.
Daand the
late John Ball
founded the
agency several
years ago. An-nouncement of
his appointment
was made last
Mr. Davidson
week by Carl A.
Salstrand, president, and Mark Schreiber, vice
president of B & D, whose main
office is in Denver. Mr. Davidson
formerly was vice president of
Compton Advertising, New York,
where he launched the "Duz Does
Procter
&Everything"
Gamble. campaign
From Newfor York
he GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., has announced distribution of
went to Hollywood as general mannew television -radio -phonograph
ager of Raymond R. Morgan Co., its
console
advertising agency.
retail for(Model
$695. 820). New model will
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(Continued from page 25)
, power to influence public opinion is
best distributed rather than concentrated ina few hands."
Another said : "The present pattern of radio broadcasting . . . has
grown up with 50 kw maximum
power; increases of a substantial
nature for clear channel stations
could completely disrupt this pattern."
Only last month Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson (D-Colo.) said that this
clear channel issue "must be determined by the lawmaking body"
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. In general, broadcasters agree with this
sentiment. However, it can be seen
that half of those polled disagree
■ with the report by Sens. Charles
N. Tobey (R-N. H.) and Ernest
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) which
urged the breakdown of clear channels. Sen. Johnson endorsed this
report.
Opinions on FCC
■ Several broadcasters expressed
the general hope that a new radio
law would be more explicit in defining the exact functions of the
FCC. As indicated by the response
to the questionnaire, there was
sentiment that the FCC should be
limited to a "technical allocation"
function, and that other matters
j should be left to the discretion of
' the individual broadcaster.
"Self regulation has made tremendous strides in ever phase of
the broadcasting industry in the
past few years," a New York
broadcaster said. "Much credit
goes to Justin Miller and his NAB
for these obvious improvements.
What has been achieved along
these lines obviously is not appreciated in some political circles.
Radio has come of age . . ."
Other broadcasters made comments which indicated that "on the
whole FCC was not doing a bad
job," but each qualified his approval with a request for a more
tightly written act with no loopholes of interpretation.

half felt that the chairmanship of
the FCC should be rotated ainong
the members of the commission.
(Table I)
Greater speed in handing down
decisions was urged upon the Commission. About three-fourths of
the managers felt that there should
be a specified limit in time from
the day an action is filed, within
which a decision must be returned.
In the financial area, station
managers were 95% opposed to the
fixing of a price at which stations
were to be sold. It was the question which received the most unanimous "no" of all the possible regulatory suggestions contained in the
survey. In the same connection,
managers were split on the matter
of reporting financial condition to
the FCC. Nearly half (49%)
were opposed, and 44% felt that
such information should be reported.
There is a change in sentiment
on this point from 1947's ballot —

•

the
low answer"
percentageresponses
of "don'tto know"
or "no
questions indicates that broadcasters as
a whole are well informed on legislative matters, and have thought
through the issues involved.
The sample used represents an
accurate cross section of stations
by geographic location; class of
station; city-size; and by network
affiliation.

Ad Women's Dance
THE ANNUAL spring dinner and
dance of Advertising Women of
New York is to be held Friday,
April 8, in the Grand Ballroom of
New York's Hotel Astor, Mrs.
Mary K. Heeren, chairman of the
event, announced last week.

don't

miss

Ws

via

FCC's Place in Government
In view of the Hoover Commission's reorganization plans for the
executive branch of the government, broadcasters were asked
whether or not FCC's position
should be altered in any such shakeup. Eighty-four per cent felt that
FCC should be continued as an independent agency; 8% felt that it
should be placed in a department
i with cabinet status, such as fhe
Dept. of Commerce, and another
8% felt that it should be combined
with other business regulatory
agencies such as the Federal Trade
Commission or Interstate Commerce Commission. (Table IV)
i On the operating policy of FCC,
there was strong feeling for the
separation of the work into panels,
72% approving the idea of having
a broadcast division, a common
carrier panel and a panel for
special and safety services. About
BROADCASTING

at that time a clear 61% majority
were opposed to the idea.
The 65% response to a mail ballot used in this survey indicates the
high level of broadcaster interest
in these legislative matters. And
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WIMA

Set Aside

LICENSE of WIMA Lima, Ohio,
was set aside by the FCC last week
without prejudice
to the
station's
continuing
operations
on program
test basis. The Commission set
aside the license, granted Jan. 31
for 1 kw on 1150 kc, in view of petition for reconsideration filed Feb.
9 by Sky Way Broadcasting Corp.,
losing competitor for the frequency
at Columbus, Ohio [Broadcasting,
Oct. 27, 1948].
ABC

Names

Moore

BRYAN S. (DINTY) MOORE has
been named to handle legal affairs
for ABC Western Division for
Lillick, Geary & McHose, Los Angeles, according to Frank Samuels,
manager of ABC West Coast operations. He replaces Donn Tatum,
resigned to become general counsel
and assistant secretary of Don Lee
Network [BROADCASTING, Feb. 7].

MARKET

WSIX

WSIX's

60

BMB

counties

more than cover Nashville's
51-county trade area.
rich,

In this

farm - city - industrial

market 1,321,400 people* spent $654,888,000 in retail outlets last year.
Don't miss this important market.

Sponsors report results year after year

from WSIX.
* Projected from Sales Management May, 1948

ABC AFFILIATE • 5000 W • 980 KC
and WSIX-FM
• 71,000 W • 97.5 MC
National Representative: THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
WSIX

gives you all three: MARKET,

COVERAGE,

ECONOMY
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Avco Confusion
(Continued from page 23)
interference themselves.
Amendments to applications
would generally have to meet the
same tests set for new applications.
If an application were advertised and then amended so as to
change frequency, power, hours of
operation, antenna pattern or station location involved, or to change
control of the applicant, then the
application would be given a new
file number, taken out of the hearing docket if it had been set for
hearing, and would have to be readvertised. Exceptions: Amendments
to specify one FM or TV channel
instead of another, provided the
new channel is available in the allocation tables.
Renewal Applications
Renewal applications would be
filed four months ahead of expiration of license, instead of the present two months.
Applications for the facilities of
an existing or authorized station
(or applications otherwise mutually exclusive with those of an
existing or authorized outlet) could
be filed only during the 90-day
period following first advertJsement of the existing station's renewal application, with this exception :
When an existing station applied
for change in power, frequency,
operating hours, antenna pattern,
or station location, then a mutually

exclusive applicant might enter the
case within the 90-day period, provided his application were mutually
exclusive with both present and
proposed operations of the existing
station.
Thereupon the licensee of the existing station would be required to
make a choice: Either submit a
renewal application within 60 days
for comparative hearing with the
mutually exclusive request, or dismiss his application for changes.
If he chose dismissal, he could refile during the four months preceding expiration of his current license.
In the case of applications set
for hearing, it would no longer be
possible for an applicant to secure
dismissal "without prejudice" during the 30 days preceding the
scheduled hearing date. Until then,
applicants could withdraw merely
by notifying the Commission and
the other parties to the hearing (at
present, formal petition to dismiss
is required in hearing cases) .
After the 30th day before the
scheduled hearing date, under the
proposed rule, all dismissals — for
whatever reason — ^would carry a
proviso forbidding re-filing within
12 months.
The 30-day period would be
counted from the first hearing date
set by the Commission, in cases
where hearings are set and later
postponed.
....
No petition to amend would be
accepted after issuance of a proposed decision in the case, except

50,000
of Protected*

WATTS
Persuasive

Power that Completely Covers
theBIUION

DOLLAR

Spokane ^^^^^^

Src'luDTr LOUIS

Nlarket

WASMER

Spokane, Wash.
National Representatives: Edward Retry & Co., Inc.
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"an amendment involving removal
of a named person in case of death,
if such person holds a minority interest in the applicant."
Protection for Applicant
The proposed rules undertake to
protect an original application
against a prolonged chain of mutually exclusive requests.
To illustrate, FCC took the case
of Applications A, B, and C. Application A was filed first. Application B, mutually exclusive, was
filed during the prescribed 90-day
period. Application C could then
be filed during the 90 days after
Application B, provided it was mutually exclusive with B but not with
A. Thus FCC might be able to
grant both A and C, but not both
B and C.
TV and Class B FM applications, FCC said, would be considered mutually exclusive if they requested the same channel or if the
number of applications for that
area exceeded the number of channels available. The Commission has
followed a similar policy in tlie
Where more than one applicant
was seeking a given FM or TV
channel
but where other channels
past.
were available the Commission
could, under the proposed regulations, make partial grants by assigning an applicant to a channel
diflferent from the one he requested.
Applications inconsistent with
FCC's rules would be dismissed,
subject to the right of the applicant to request, within 20 days, a
hearing or oral argument on the
question of inconsistency.
Time Limit
Petitions for rules changes which
would adversely affect a pending
application would have to be filed
within the 90-day period following
the first advertisement of the application involved.
If the Commission had held a
rule-making proceeding and
amended or refused to amend a
rule, no further request to change
that rule could be made within a
year. Only exception would be
where "a showing is made that due
to changed conditions since the
Commisison last acted, a waiver of
the one-year provision should be

proof of advertising, his application would not become available for
processing. Proof would have to
be submitted within one week after
the last publication.
Generally, the advertisement
would be carried in the community
where the station is located or proposed. But, where the application
proposed to move a station from
one community to another, advertisement inboth communities would
be required.
Following is the text of the Commission's proposal with respect to
the information to be included in
the advertisement:
1. The name of the applicant or applicants. Ifthe applicant is a partnershould
contain
the
names ship,
of theallnotice
partners.
If the
applicant
is a corporation,
the
notice
should
contain the names of the stockholders (or
stock subscribers),
its officershasandmore
directors. If the corporation
than fifteen stockholders (or stock
subscribers) only the officers, directors
and the fifteen principal stockholders
(or stock subscribers) need be listed.
2. A description
of the authorization
requested
in the application
showing
the type of station (e.g. standard, FM,
or television), type of authorization
(e.g. ties,
for renewal
new ofstation,
in facili-of
license,change
or transfer
license), and the frequency, power,
hours of operation, and the specific
locationtennaofwherethe
the main
antennastudio
site and
must anbe
specified in the application.
3. A statement that copies of the application are available for inspection
at the Commission's offices in Washington, D. C, and at an address designated by the applicant within the comlocated. munity where the station is to be
4. A statement that any person
having any information concerning the
qualifications of the applicant or the
operation municate
ofwith the
station may comthe Commission.

'DEhAOCRAClA'SOLD
Was Center of Clark Incident

SALE of the Argentine morning
newspaper, Democracm, by Senora
de Peron, to close and affluent associates of the Peron government,
was reported in an Associated
Press dispatch Feb. 18. The wife of
Argentine President Juan D. Peron
disposed of the newspaper last
November, although the development came to light only this month.
Democracia, which almost without exception reflects the government party line and serves as its
mouthpiece, will be remembered as
the publication which last July emblazoned on its front page correspondent Herbert Clark's dispatch
The section on rules changes,
on the Inter-American Broadcasting Assn. assembly, as well as his
however, would not - alter FCC's
granted."policy of requiring rulepresent
personal letter to Broadcasting's
making proceedings whenever
publisher.
changes in the TV or FM allocaThe documents had been intertions tables are requested. Each
cepted through a "providential
area designated in the tables would
circumstance" as proof that "North
be regarded as a separate case, "so
American capitalist monopolies"
that the [one-year] provision is ap- were
intervening in Argentine affairs [Broadcasting, July 26,
plicable only to
if an
theassignment
Commission's
action related
for
1948]. The U. S. State Dept. subtheThus,
area FCC
is in explained:
question."
sequently wrote finis to the BroadCASTING-Argentine incident.
If the Commission denies a petition
New executives of the newspaper
for rule-makin?
sion channel X berequesting
removed that
fromteleviCity said there has been no change in
B to City
A, noa channel
petition from
for ruleeditoriail and operating policies.
making to move
City
B to City A will be eligible for filing Its new president is Alberto A.
for one year, even though the request
Dodero, a close associate of the
may be to remove Channel Y or Channel Z from City B. However, a petiPerons and wealthy shipping magtion may be filed before the expiration
of one year to remove a channel from
nate. Maj. Vicente C. Aloe, adminCity C to City A.
istrative secretary to President
Until an applicant submitted
Peron, is vice president.
BROADCASTING
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WMPS
MOVES
Radio City Is New Home
MOVE by WMPS Memphis to new
studio and office space in Radio
Center is slated to take place today
(Feb. 28). The new location features seven studios, including a
theatre studio, and is reported to
have cost a quarter of a million
dollars.
In making the announcement,
Harold R. Krelstein, vice president
and general manager, termed the
new facilities as among the most
modern in the South. He said that
another floor in the building would
be designed to house the FM and
television facilities of WMPS.
Although the new location is not
finished as yet, the station reports
that the move was necessitated at
this time due to expiration of its
lease in Columbian Towers. The
formal opening is expected at the
end of May or in early June.
WOODS

APPEAL
Climaxes Heart Drive

ABC President Mark Woods, chairman of the public relations committee of the American Heart
Assn., last Saturday climaxed the
National Heart Campaign with an
appeal for generous contributions
to the $5 million fund to combat
heart disease.
Closing a special all-star ABC
broadcast. Have a Heart, Mr.
Woods said "There is hope for a
healthier future if we all get behind this campaign and help our
doctors and scientists."
NIGHT SSA PLEA
Filed by Two Daytimers
TWO MORE daytime stations filed
petitions with FCC last week seeking special service authorizations
for nighttime operation on 730 kc.
They were WLIN Merrill, Wis., and
WTIK Durham, N. C, both assigned 1kw daytime on that frequency.
Earlier such request was filed by
WPIK Alexandria, Va., seeking
SSA for 250 w night on 730 kc.
WPIK presently is assigned 1 kw

FOR

LOW-POWER
FM
Asked for Church Groups
AUTHORITY for recognized religious groups to operate low-powered non-commercial FM stations
on the same basis now provided
for educational institutions was
requested last week by the Radio
Commission of the Southern
Baptist Convention and the Executive Board of the Baptist General Convention of Texas.
They asked FCC to amend its
rules to permit such operation in
the 88-92 mc educational FM band
or elsewhere in the FM spectrum,
declaring that 10-w stations operated by churches could be invaluable in advancing community and
religious
life [Closed Circuit, Feb.
14].
The Baptist General Convention
of Texas, according to the petition,
has been informed by some 180
associated churches that they are
"definitely interested" in setting
up low-power FM broadcasting
units. These can be established at
relatively low costs and would
reach substantially all of the area
represented by the respective
church's memberships, FCC was
told.
The petition, filed by Leonard H.
Marks and Bernard Koteen of the
Washington law firm of Cohn &
Marks,
contendeddemand
that for
"there
is
now
no effective
use of
the FM spectrum set aside for noncommercial educational operation
which would in any way justify reserving that band rather than permitting its use for the purpose, at
least equally important as educaAbout tion,
52of religious
educationalbroadcasting."
stations are
operating or authorized in the 88-92
mc band.
day on that channel [Broadcasting, Feb. 21]. All three of the
requests are linked with the Daytime Petitioners Assn. which seeks
arules
hearing
on Sec.
of FCC's
precluding
such3.25
proposed
use
of 730 kc and five other Mexican
Class I-A channels.
Both WLIN and WTIK seek 250
w night power. WLIN is licensed
to Alvin E. O'Konski and WTIK
to Durham Broadcasting Co.

SALES
—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
—3V2 times more people than any other station
in this market.
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.

5«000 watt»
in Savannah WSAV
Reprofented by Hollingbery
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SPAC
(Continued from page 23)
raids began capturing some of
NBC's biggest stars.
He is not expected to minimize
the mention of the recent shift of
International Harvester's Harvest
of Stars to NBC from CBS or of
the firm hope of NBC that it will
entice U. S. Steel's Theatre Guild
of the Air from ABC.
Mr. Denny reportedly will point
out that NBC's program department, which has been busier than
it has been for years, has examined
hundreds of programs and has come
up with a list of 50 or so of —
"possibly acceptable" programs.
Whether Mr. Denny will have at
hand the identities of the programs
with which NBC will fill its Sunday evening schedule was not
known.
So far no replacements have
been announced for International
Silver's Ozzie & Harriet, now heard
6:30-7 p.m. on NBC, which moves
to CBS next fall; for Ford Motor
Co.'s Fred Allen, at 8-8:30 p.m.,
when Mr. Allen quits radio, at least
temporarily, at the end of his present season; or for Sterling Drug's
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round, now
heard 9-9:30 p.m., which is being
dropped.
Three Hours to Fill
Since Philip Morris Co. is
thought likely to move its Horace
Heidt Show, now heard 7-7 :30 p.m.
opposite Jack Benny, in the near
future, NBC will have the 6:309:30 p.m. time (except for the Phil
Harris-Alice Faye program sponsored by Rexall) to fill.
Mr. Denny is expected to say
that if negotiations with U. S. Steel
reach fruition, the Theatre Guild
will move into the 8:30-9 p.m. Sunday time, in which a sustainer is
now heard. Or, that failing, the
network may place Henry Morgan,
with whom it recently signed a
radio-television contract, in that
Mr. Denny will also remind affiliperiod.
ates that NBC has another comedy
property it believes promising in
the team of Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis. At least one sponsor is said
to be seriously considering the
team, and the principal difficulty
delaying the Martin-Lewis debut is
finding a suitable time for them.
Messrs. Trammell and Denny
will address the Monday morning
session of the affiliates. After
lunch, a closed meeting of the stations will be held with network executives excluded. The Tuesday
schedule
will
be devoted to television.
Top television executives of the
network will discuss the network's
video plans in the Tuesday morning session. A luncheon, at which
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, will be
chief speaker, will follow. The
afternoon session again will be a
stations meeting followed by a
meeting to which NBC executives
are bidden in case stations have
questions to ask.

There is a reason. VHF, FM, and standardAM broadcasters acclaim the structural excellence and all around low cost of Wincharger's performance proven towers. The
precision isoftestified
WIncharger
patterns
by the vertical
fact that radiator's
over one
hundred and twenty stations are now using
WIncharger towers in directional arrays
even six element arrays! Higher quality,,
wider versatility, lower cost have made
Wincharger
antenna towers /O
America's first
r choice.
UlinCH
HRCER/^^,^
Sioux City 6, Iowa, U.S.A.
For Technical Data and Prices
Phone,Tower
WriteDivision
or Wire - Wincharger
Corporation's
Antenna
IVIakers of Preferred
Towers
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Storm Service
(Continued from page 26)
land, Kan., was virtually the only
contact that area had with the
outside world during the height of
the blizzard. When the storm became critical, KWGB contacted
the FCC in Washington, via a
local ham operator, and gained
permission to continue broadcasting- after the customary 4:30 p.m.
sign-off.
The station carried transcribed
and recorded music until 11 p.m.,
interspersed with frequent storm
warnings and distress messages.
After that time, a standby engineer was on duty at the transmitter throughout the night to take
additional messages. KWGB's entire staff worked long hours overtime taking down messages from
stranded travelers and airing distress pleas.
Staff members at KOTA Rapid
City, S. D., went on a 24-hour
working schedule during the first
three-day blizzard that swept that
section of the state. Announcers
Harpo Horton, Harley Hanson,
Ralph Gilquist and Dick Andrews
kept up a constant broadcast of
distress calls as they were phoned
to the station.
When airplanes were finally able
to take off on the third day, Harry
S. Petersen, director of special
events and sports, boarded one of
the planes as a spotter and did
much toward relief of stranded
ranchers and farmers.
Ground distress signs for airplanes were broadcast at 15-minute
intervals by KOTA, aiding greatly
in the rescue effort.
Indiana listeners were given a

first hand account of conditions in
the blizzard area by Gordon Graham, news chief, WIBC Indianapolis, who flew with an emergency
team of the 10th Air Force on its
"Operation Haylift." On his fiveday flight, Mr. Graham covered
3,600 miles over Nebraska, South
Dakota, Wyoming and Colorado.
Sunny California also was given
direct coverage of the disaster
which had struck neighboring
states. Sam Braly, newscaster at
KSUE Susanville, Calif., went out
on an "Operation Haylift" flight
the second day of the event to
describe the dropping of hay to
livestock in eastern Nevada. Gerry
Oliver, commercial manager, also
covered part of the operation, flying
from Susanville to Fallon, Nev.,
where he recorded an interview
with the commanding officer of the
operation.
After the recorded interviews
were aired on KSUE, they were
mailed to KWIN Ashland, Ore.;
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore., and KEVR
Everett, Wash.
Don Peach, farm director at
KOA Denver, cooperated with the
Colorado flying farmers to tell
farm families what to do in emergencies. Advice from college and
stock specialists in care of stock
in the storm area was aired, as well
as other information. Bill Day,
newsroom chief, reported eyewitness accounts during the worst
part of the blizzard.
A series of seven special broadcasts was aired by Mai Hansen,
farm director at WOW Omaha, on
his Farm Service Reporter. These
included two from a haylift plane
and one each from an Army opera-

■ BM^^k^^^
I CBS • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
■Hff I ■HK
I
Ownrd and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION J U.' .
IB^^^
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" l#W
ROANOKE,
VA. ff%^^
FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives
4w ^^
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tions office, a plane which dropped
medical supplies and food. Red
Cross offices in Norfolk which serviced 22 northwestern counties, a
field near West Point with a relief
doctor, the Norfolk hospital with
messages to snow patients and a
ski-plane which had been on 150
rescue missions.
Floods in New England
While the West and Midwest dug
out from under a snow blanket.
New England was struck by floods.
North Adams, Mass., one of the
hardest hit spots, received almost
constant service from WMNB and
its FM affiliate, WMFM.
All regular programs on the
stations were cancelled during the
emergency, giving way to details
of the flood and a constant stream
of official disaster relief announcements and emergency appeals. Staff
members worked under terrific
handicaps, wading through hipdeep water to open the station 2^/^
hours before regular sign-on time.
During most of the time, a foot
of water covered the floors of
the offices and studios. In the control room the water level was kept
as low as possible by a bucket
brigade of staff members, until
electric pumps were obtained by
air appeal. When the water in the
control room flooded the audio
circuits the station was forced off
the air until a remote amplifier
could be installed. WMFM remained on the air constantly, however.
WCNX Middletown, Conn., on
the air less than a month, had the
first testmitter
of during
its "flood
proof"England
transthe New
floods. The station was built with
the idea of providing reliable service under flood conditions, according to Kenneth A. Bishop, chief
engineer.
When the site for the transmitter was selected it was found
that the maximum flood level recorded in that location was about
32 feet. As the ground elevation
at the base of WCNX's tower is
only five feet, the station was
faced with a construction problem.
It was solved by installing a
shunt fed antenna and mounting
the antenna tuning equipment on
a platform built on four telephone
poles 35 feet above the ground.
To locate the transmitter house
above the maximum expected flood
level it had to be built 600 feet
from the tower. Tower lighting
cables and coaxial feed line are
suspended from a pole line which
the engineers constructed.

Canadian Independents
ACTION to be taken by Canadian
independently-owned broadcasting
stations before the forthcoming
Royal Commission on radio, television and cultural agencies of the
government, is to be discussed at
the March meeting of the directors
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. Meeting will be held at
the Chateau Frontenac, Quebec.

AIR TOLERANCE
White Lauds Broadcasters
BROADCASTING has done more
to depict the Negro as a human
being and an integral part of
American life than motion pictures
or the stage, according to Walter
White, executive secretary of the
National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People.
Speaking
at last
Radio
Executive
ClubThursday's
luncheon
meeting at New York's Roosevelt
Hotel, Mr. White cited the CBS
Open Letter documentary on the
1943 Detroit race riots as an example of the
broadcast-of
ers have
madefinein efforts
the education
the public for tolerance. The series won a Peabody award.
Radio should set the pattern in
the practice of non-discrimination,
rather than follow such patterns,
Mr. White said. Steps in the right
direction have already been taken
by the industry, he mentioned, in
the hiring of Negroes as actors,
singers and writers. More can be
done, he pointed out, in the hiring
of commentators, news analysts,
engineers and technicians in the
field. He commended WAAT
WAAT-TV and WATV Newark
for their progress in that direction.
The Newark stations boast three
Negro staff members, including a
night sion
engineer,
an and
assistant
cameraman,
Bill televiCook,
staff announcer, who disc jockeys i
two hours daily, and pulls the 1
highest Hooperating in the 12-1
and 1-2 p.m. time periods for northern New Jersey, according to Bill
Greene, WAAT program manager.

Fast Time

Bill

A BILL to authorize establishment of daylight saving time in
the Washington, D. C. area, passed
Feb. 10 by the Senate was referred
Feb. 14 to the House Committee
on the District of Columbia. The
measure (S-135), authored by Sen.
J. Howard McGrath (D-R.L), would
authorizesioners tothe
District's Commisannually. establish the fast time

In
Altoona, Pa.,
ROY F. THOMPSON
and
It's

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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of $1,132,972,000 in 1948, a 13.5%
tion, but he will have also estab- AT&T REPORT
lished business contacts with the
increase over 1947. Earnings
Co-op Advertising
I (Continued from page 32)
amounted to $50,848,000 or 4.5c per
advertising-minded retailers of his
WE 73.5% Above 1947
dollar of sales. After paying diviti • garner a larger portion of the co- coverage area who are the logical
dends of $36,000,000, or $4 per
prospects for time purchases of AT&T total assets reached $10,i operative advertising dollar.
their own without manufacturer
share, there remained $14,848,000
000,683,026 in 1948 and net income
^
The study has revealed conduaid.
for the year was $222,415,868, a of the year's earnings invested in
it sively that the local radio station
Cooperative manufacturer - re- rise of $61,227,245 over the $161,- the business. Assets of the com''.
to becent
that ofmedium.
Eightytailer advertising seems to be an 188,623 reported for 1947.
pany were $663,019,116, compared
\ wants
seven per
the commercial
with $654,387,297 in 1947.
managers surveyed felt that co- excellent means of achieving more
Earnings
on
the
common
stock
accounts for the local sta'I operative advertising offered an ex- retail tion.
Indeed, local radio seems to amounted to $9.86 a share, comcellent opportunity to achieve a
pared to $7.66 in 1947.
a "natural" for cooperative adstronger position in the retail ad- be
vertising.
The figures were given out last
s vertising picture, and warranted
HELLMAN NAMED
1 the additional work entailed in
week in the Bell System's annual
report
published
in
advance
of
the
To Represent NAEB
KMAC
Denied
t keeping accounts straight and in
AT&T's 64th annual meeting April
5 furnishing duplicate bills and tranEDWIN
HELLMAN,
director of
KMAC San Antonio's petition for 20. President Le Roy A. Wilson
! scriptions for manufacturers.
WOBE-FM
Cleveland,
has been
reconsideration of FCC's taxicab
said the system is "in financial
radio grant to Yellow Cab & Bag- good health" and stressed that it is appointed official representative
Type of Job
gage Co. [Broadcasting, Aug. 16] to the advantage of the public that of the National Assn. of Educa[
The study also indicated to some
tional Broadcasters to the second
extent the type of job that time has been dismissed by the Comcompany's earnings remain
mission. The station claimed the the
high to continue its services. The national confeience of the U. S.
salesmen have cut out for themselves if they expect to make a taxicab radio antenna, to be located report reviewed AT&T advances in National Commission for UNESCO.
KMAC's, would affect the television in the past year and Announcement of Mr. Hellman's
' strong bid for the cooperative ad- near
KMAC
directional pattern. FCC
promised that more such develop- appointment was made by Richard
' I vertising allowances available.
B. Hull, director of WOI Ames,
ments are on their way.
noted that KMAC failed to submit
Nearly half the radio station comIowa, and president of the NAEB.
mercial managers felt that the evidence and that the taxicab comAlso made public was the WestMr. Hellman will attend the
pany had cited precautions taken
average retailer was eager to parern Electric Co.'s annual report,
to avoid interference and had sub- which by virtue of its manufac\ ticipate in cooperative advertising
three-day UNESCO conference in
mitted supporting measurements.
turing for AT&T, had record sales
arrangements and 54% felt that he
Cleveland, March 31, April 1 and 2.
' manufacturer
had to be sold orontheit, medium
either bysalesthe
man.
j
The study also revealed the types
1 of manufactured goods advertised
most commonly on the reporting
stations through cooperative manufacturer -retailer arrangements.
(See chart, page 32).
Electrical appliances and automobiles lead the list by far but
WSBT
( there is a sufficient number of acI counts in the furniture, hardware,
men's and women's apparel, and
cosmetics fields to warrant investi] gation by the local station into re-and only WSBT
tailers' awareness of manufacturer
advertising allowances.
Retail stores that are the most
logical prospects are : Home appli— commands the
ance shops, automobile agencies,
men's and women's clothing shops,
particularly those catering to the
carriage trade, department stores,
and drug stores.
South Bend audience!
Newspaper Competition
Finally, the study indicated that
when the local station moves into
the thick of the fight for the cooperative advertising allowance, it
Sure, people can hear other stations in South
assumes a position even more in
Bend— but they listen to WSBT. This station
direct competition with the local
has won its audience through moje than 27
newspaper, the traditional cooperayears of personalized service to this market.
tive advertising medium, than it
It gives listeners what they want when they
has been in previously.
want it. This is why the ever-growing WSBT
The average small retailer is
audience remains loyal year after year. Hooper
prone to feel that the cost of radio
advertising is prohibitive. The
after Hooper. No other station even comes
close in Share of Audience.
manufacturer's advertising allowance may well be the strongest
weapon that the small local radio
station has in assuming greater importance in retail advertising.
As the time salesmen can point
out, the retailer only pays for a percentage of a proposed announcement or program time, the manufacturer paying for the remaining
m
1
portion. This makes the medium
of radio available to a far greater
SOUTH
BEN 0
number of retailers. If the time
salesman can convince the retailer
5000
WATTS
• 960 KC • CBS
of the advantages of radio as a medium for his cooperative advertising dollar, not only will he have
PAUL
RAYMER
COMPANY
.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
brought new business to the staFebruary 28, 1949 • Page 47
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AGENDA— THIRD ANNUAL NAB BROADCAST
ENGINEERING CONFERENCE
April 6-9, Hotel Stevens, Chicago

FM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6
10 a.m. Registration; Meeting, NAB
Engineering Executive Committee.
2 p.m. Tour, Hallicrafters Plant.
6 p.m. Reception-Cocktail Party.
THURSDAY, APRIL 7
8 a.m. Registration
9 a.m. Presiding: A. James Ebel,
WMBD Peoria, 111., chairman, NAB
engineering executive committee.
"A Method of Selecting an FM/TV
Transmitting
Site," E. S.Engineering
Clammer,
commercial engineer.
Products
Dept.,
RCA-Victor,
Camden,
N. J.
9:30 a.m. "The Practical Solutions of
TV
Installation
Problems,"
Compton,
technical
manager,Robin
WOICD.
(TV),
Washington.
10 a.m. "Making and Analyzing TV
and FM Field Intensity Measurements," George P. Adair, consultant,
Washington.
10:45 a.m. "The Design, Development
and Operation
of a TV manager,
Mobile Unit,"
Willis
I. McCord,
TV
Specialties Dept., Allen B. DuMont
Labs, Passaic, N. J.
11:15 a.m. "Operation of the Image
Orthicon Camera," John H. Roe, Supervisor, TV systems engineering
group, RCA-Victor, Camden, N. J.
11:45 a.m. "A 2,000 mc Television Relay Link," Martin Silver, project engineer. Federal Telecommunication
Labs, Nutley, N. J.
LUNCHEON, 12:30 p.m.
Presiding: Royal V. Howard, director,
NAB Dept. of Engineering.
Address of Welcome, Justin Miller,
president, NAB.
"Engineering Education and the BroadIndustry,"
Dr. WilliamEngineering,
L. Everitt,
head.castDept.
of Electrical
U. of Illinois, Urbana, 111.
East End, Grand Ballroom,
Hotel Stevens
2:15 p.m. Presiding: John H. DeWitt
Jr., member,
NAB engineering exNashville.ecutive committee, president, WSM
"AM, FM and TV Audio Measurements," Frank H. Mcintosh, consultant, Washington.
2:45 p.m. "The NAB Recording & Reproducing Standards for Disc and
Magnetic
Robert ABC.
M. Morris, radio Recording,"
facilities engineer,
3:15 p.m. "Magnetic Tape Recording
& Reproducing,"
Dr. S.Development
J. Begun,
vice
president. Brush
Co., Cleveland.
3:45
"Properties
Magnetic
Tape p.m.
and Their
Relation ofto Magnetic
Recording," velopment
Reynolds
Marchant,
deengineer, Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul.
4:15 p.m. "A New Portable Audio Amplifier for AM-FM-TV," William W.
Dean, audiogineering
engineer,
broadcast
ensection. General
Electric
Co., Syracuse.
FRIDAY, APRIL 8
9 a.m. Presiding: William B. Lodge,
Network Adviser, NAB engineering
executive committee, vice president
in
CBS.charge of general engineering,
"A Loop-Antenna System for Television Broadcasting," A. G. Kandoian
and R. A. Felsenheld,
FederalN.Telecommunication Labs, Nutley,
J.

TELEVISION
TOWERS

Erection detaU of 490' AMFM-TV tower for WAZL,
Hazleton, Pennsylvania.

STAINLESS,

INC.

50 CHURCH STREET.
N. Y. C
PLANT: NORTH WALES
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Ready for Chicago
(Continued from page 27)
hosts will include President William Halligan along vfith Ray W.
Durst, executive vice president;
Nelson P. Case, engineering vice
president; R. W. Maher, sales engineer, and Mr. Nesbitt.
Tour of ABC and NBC television
plants in Chicago is scheduled Saturday at 3 p.m. At the same time
an open meeting will be held by the
NAB recording and reproducing
standards committee, which started
its standardization project eight
years ago.
Overall convention arrangements
were made by a board subcommittee of which Howard Lane, WJJD
Chicago, is chairman.

9:30 a.m. "A New and Low-Cost Television Transmitting Antenna," M. W.
Scheldorf, engineer in charge of research, and Lawrence R. Krahe, encago. gineer, both of Andrew Corp., Chi10 a.m. "Design Problems in Triode
and Tetrode Tubes for High-Frequency
Operation," Dr.
Howard Doolittle,Labs,
development
lett
Springdale,engineer,
Conn. Mach10:45 a.m. "Development, Design &
Application of Superpower Frequency Modulation," J. E. Young,
manager, broadcast transmitter enden, N. J. gineering group, RCA-Victor, Cam11:15 a.m. "Automatic Selection of
Broadcast Program Circuits," John
A. Green,gineer.head,
D. Essig,Dept.,
enBroadcastRobert
Engineering
both of Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
11:45 a.m. "High-Voltage Metallic Rectifiers Applied to Broadcast Transmitters," Charles K. Hooper, advisory
engineer, and Nelson B. Tharp, design engineer, both of Westinghouse
Electric, Baltimore.
ing. LUNCHEON, 12:30 p.m.
Presiding: Neal McNaughten, Assistant Director, NAB Dept. of Engineer"NAB's Broadcast Engineering Conference, Remarks by A. D. Willard
Jr., executive vice president, NAB.
"Atomic Energy Is Here for Good,"
illustrated. Dr. Lincoln R. Thiesmeyer, executive
assistant
to theLab,
director, Brookhaven
National
Patchogue,
Long
Island,
N.
Y.
2:15 p.m. Presiding: J. R. Poppele,
member, NAB engineering executive
committee, vice president and chief
engineer, WOR New York.
"Iconoscope Film Pickup Systems,"
Harry R. Smith, head of special projects
transmitting
ment group,
division,TVAllen
B. DuMont equipLabs,
Clifton, N. J.
2:45 p.m. "The Improved 16mm Synchrolite Projector,"
Fancher,
television
engineer, H.
TV B.engineering
cuse.
section. General Electric Co., Syra3:15 p.m. "K inescope Recording,"
Ralph V. Little Jr., supervisor, theTV engineering
Victor,atre Camden,
N. J. section, RCA4 p.m. "A Cathode Ray Tube Video
Scanner," Roger D. Thompson, project engineer, transmitter division,
Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J.
4:30 p.m. "General Purpose Television
Studio Lighting,"
Richard
Blount,
engineer. Lamp Dept.,
General
Electric
Co., Cleveland.
5 p.m. "Television Receiving Antenna
Designner,and
Installation,"
Lewis Davis
Wineditorial
director, Bryan
Publishing Co., New York.
SATURDAY, APRIL 9
MORNING SESSION— 9 a.m.
East End Grand Ballroom,
Hotel Stevens
9 a.m. Presiding: Oscar C. Hirsch,
member,
NAB engineering executive
Mo.
committee, KFVS Cape Girardeau,
"Training of AM & FM Engineering
Personnel
for TV Operations,"
Whitney M. Baston,
technical training
director, NBC, New York.
9:30 a.m. "Recent Advances in Broad-

THE STaB TfLECftA*.) STATlOrJ^

cast Facsimile," John V. L. Hogan,
president. Radio Inventions, New
10 York.
a.m. "A Progress Report on Ultra
High Frequency
Television,"
Dr.
Thomas
T. Goldsmith
Jr., director
of research, Allen B. DuMont Labs,
10:45
a.m'. FCC— Industry
Royal
NAB, Roundtable,
moderator.
P£lSS3<iC V.N"Howard,
J
For the Commission: John A. Willougby,ward W.acting
engineer;
EdAllen chief
Jr., chief,
technical
information division; James E. Barr,
chief, standard broadcast division;
Cyril
M. Braum,
FM broadcast
division;
Edward chief,
W. Chapin,
chief,
laboratory division; Curtis B. Plummer,
chief, TVA. James
broadcast
For Industry:
Ebel, division.
WMBD
Peoria, chairman, NAB engineering
executive committee; E. K. Jett,
WMAR Baltimore; K. W. Pyle, KFBI
Wichita;ville; E.O.M.W. Johnson,
Towner, WHAS
MBS; LouisFrank
Marx, ABC.
3 p.m.
Tour
of
ABC
and
NBC
Chicago
Television Stations.
3 p.m. Open Meeting, NAB Recording
& Reproducing Standards Committee.
KAPPELL NAMED
To AT&T Vice Presidency
AT&T last Wednesday announced
the election of Frederick R. Kappell
as vice president in charge of its
Long Lines Dept. Mr. Kappell,
who has been assistant vice president of the company since Jan. 1,
succeeds Bartlett T. Miller, who
takes charge of Bell System relations with the federal government
departments, and relations with t
other communication firms including connecting telephone comMr. Kappell came to AT&T from
the
Northwestern Bell Telephone
panies.
Co., where he had been vice presi1942. dent in charge of operations since
James

A. Mahoney

JAMES A. MAHONEY, 55, onethird owner of WCYB Bristol, Va.,
was found dead in a room in a
New Orleans hotel last Tuesday.
His neck was broken and he had
been badly beaten. The motive
was apparently robbery, police
said, although they believed the
killer got less than $100. The
wealthy Virginia bachelor, who
owned much of the commercial
property in Bristol, had been scheduled to board an airliner Tuesday
morning for Yucatan, as part of
a vacation of several months in
Central American.

AM

- FM ' TV

FHEENationa
& l PKTBna,
Re/iresenCaiires Inc.,
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y/KAX, KTAT
Okay on Transfers Asked
APPLICATIONS were tendered at
FCC last week for approval of
transfers of WKAX Birmingham,
Ala., and KTAT Frederick, Okla.
Standard Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
new firm headed by Ralph M. Tanner, WKAX sales manager, buys
WKAX for $50,000 from Courier
Broadcasting Service Inc., licensee,
which wishes to devote interest to
WKAX-FM, now under construction. Courier president is Glenn V.
Tingley.
In KTAT deal. Jack Oswalt, station's business manager, buys
interest for $4,000. Details25%of
transfers follow:
KTAT Frederick, Okla.— Assignment
of CP from Frederick Broadcasting Co.
to new partnership of same name and
mcluding three present partners plus
newcomer. Jack W. Oswalt. Mr. Oswalt, business manager of KTAT, acquires 25% interest for $4,000 plus
certain services.
Others include: J. D.
.T^
i^s
Ronald A.W. Wheeler Jr.,
30%; Jr..
and SOW,;
Winston
Jones, 15%.
JSTi^f
1570
kc. assigned 250 w daytime on
WKAX Birmingham, Ala. — Assignment of license from Courier Broadcasting Service Inc. to Standard Broadcasting Co. Inc. for $50,000. Courier
wishes to divest itself
of AM outlet so
as to be able to "more properly operate
WKAX-FM" now under construction.
Principals in Standard Broadcasting:
Ralph M. Tanner, WKAX sales manager, president 49%; Claude M. Tanner,
farmer, vice president
8%;
Louise
Tanner, secretary-treasurer Mrs.
1%; Gene
Fies, with Jefferson Corp., outdoor
advertising, 25%.
kw daytime on 900WKAX
kc. is assigned 1
WJBW

Extended

CHARLES C. CARLSON was
granted extension of temporary license to April 1 by the FCC last
week for continued operation of his
WJBW New Orleans. The Commission granted in part his petition
for extension of 90 days pending
application in the U. S. Supreme
Court for review of a decision by
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. The Court
of Appeals decision had upheld an
earlier FCC ruling to deny renewal
of license for WJBW on grounds
Mr. Carlson had "demonstrated his
unfitness" as a licensee through repeated violation of Commission
standards and rules [Broadcasting, Feb. 21].

I6A

MEETING
Hold Springfield Session
THE ILLINOIS Broadcasters
Assn. held its annual meeting at
the Hotel Abraham Lincoln,
Springfield, Feb. 18. New officers
were elected and the group heard
Prof. Fred Siebert, head of the
School of Journalism, U. of Illinois,
on the privilege law for newspaper
and radio men.
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
was re-elected president. Other officers are Harold Saiford, WLS
Chicago, vice president; Hale Bondurant, WJBC Bloomington, secretary-treasurer; Charles R. Cook,
WJFP Herrin, director (for three
years); Fred C. Mueller, WEEK
Peoria, director (for one year).
There are two hold-over directors,
Arthur F. Harre, WJJD Chicago
(until 1951), and Leslie C. John1950). son, WHBF Rock Island (until
Prof. Siebert, who is one of the
nation's experts on law as it affects radio and the press, gave a
complete exposition of the pros
and cons of the privilege law.
After the discussion the membership authorized the IBA president
to meet with the Illinois press
groups' presidents to investigate
any mutual interest in sponsorship
of an Illinois law for the protection
of news sources.
Two representatives of the Indiana Broadcasters Assn., Dan
Park, WIRE Indianapolis, secretary-treasurer, and George Higgins,
WISH Indianapolis, were present
at the meeting. Oliver J. Keller,
WTAX Springfield, and Harold L.
Dewing, WCVS Springfield, were
the hosts in charge of arrangements.

OREGON
March 2-6: Exposition of Electrical
Progress (TV
Auditorium,studio),
Kansas City, Municipal
Mo.
March 7-9:casters
Canadian
Assn.
of
Broaddirectors meeting, Chateau
Frontenac, Quebec.
Marchcil 7-9:
Chicago
TelevisionChicago.
Counnational TV conference,
March 7-10: IRE national convention.
HoteltralCommodore
and Grand CenPalace, New York.
March 8-9:
National
Marketing
ence, Neil House, Columbus, ConferOhio.
March 10-12: Assn. of Women Broadcasters
Convention,
Drake
Hotel
Chicago.
March 1.5-17: Radio Manufacturers
Assn. spring conference, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
March 16: FCC Hearing on G. A.
Richards'
Bldg.,
Los news
Angeles.policies. Federal
March 17-18: Fifth Advertising and
Sales Promotion Conference and Second Television Seminar, Ohio State
U.,
March Columbus.
17-19: CBC board of governors
meeting, Ottawa.
March 23-25: Assn. of National AdvertisersHot spring
meeting.
stead,
Springs,
Va. The HomeMarch 26-27: Mississippi Broadcasters
Assn. bus.meeting,
Gilmer Hotel, ColumMiss.
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City College of New York Radio-Television
and Business conference, Hotel Roosevelt,
April
FMANew York.
Clinic on FM Time Sales,
New 1 :York.
April 1: U. S. National Commission for
UNESCO, second national conference,torium,
radio sessions,
Cleveland AudiCleveland, Ohio.
April
6-8:
AAA
A
convention.
The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
Aniil 6-13: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel,ingChicago
(April
Engineersessions; 10,
NAB6-9,unaffiliated
stationsment sessions).
conference; 11-13, ManageApril 23: IRE Cincinnati Section technical
conference.
Engineering Societies Bldg.,
Cincinnati.

ASSN.

Elects Jacobs President
OREGON State Broadcasters Assn.
elected Lee W. Jacobs, president of
Inland Radio Inc. (KBKR Baker),
president at its annual meeting
Feb. 14 at Oregon State College.
He succeeds Frank H. Loggan,
president and general manager of
KBND Bend.
Mr. Loggan, Frank H. Coffin,
KGW Portland public relations director, and Mel Baldwin, KTIL Tillamook general manager, were
named directors.
The association elected Bud
Chandler, general manager of
KFLW Klamath Falls, vice president, and Ted Cooke, program director of KOIN Portland, secretarytreasurer.
Hal Shade, KOOS Coos Bay station manager, led the roundtable
discussions. A seminar on radio
work for college students was directed by H. Quenton Cox, KGW
Portland general manager; V. B.
Kenworthy, president of Western
Radio Corp. (KODL), The Dalles,
and S. W. McCready, KUGN Eugene general manager.
State Sen. Robert Holmes, KAST
Astoria, discussed state legislation
pertinent to radio. The banquet
speaker was Robert Priebe, KRSCTV Seattle.

Air Comedy Hits New High

MOST comedy shows have "hit a
new high in all-around family acceptability and decent broadcasting," college students agreed in the
Oct. 17-Dec. 18 Radio Acceptance
Poll conducted by the National
Federation of Catholic College Students.
Most acceptable show, from a
"good taste" standpoint, was The
Life of Riley, which stars William
Bendix. Jack Benny ran a close
C H N S
second. Conducted by the federaHALIFAX
tion radio commission which headNOVA SCOTIA
quarters at St. Joseph's College,
Our List of NATIONAL
Collegeville, Ind., the survey totaled
a tabulation of 14,515 votes from
ADVERTISERS Looks Like
2,912 students in more than 100
WHO'S WHO!
colleges throughout the country.
"No one show audited in this
THEY want the BEST!
two-month period was voted anyAsk
thing less than acceptable," accordJOS. WEED & CO..
ing to John W. Lynch, chairman
of
the
radio commission. Ranking
350 Mad ison Ave., New York
ten shows, after the top two, were
About the
Fred Allen, Burns and Allen, Eddie
Maritimes Busiest Station
Cantor, Red Skelton, Phil Harris,
Charlie McCarthy, Bob Hope and
5000 WATTS — NOW!
Duffy's Tavern.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

This

is
ACUSE
NBC

570 kc-5000 watts

Affiliate in Central New York

21 rich Central Neup York Counties
205,000 BMB Station Audience Families
Headley-Reed, National Representatives
tS EARjv
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D. C. SURVEY
Dstails Data on Viewers
CHARACTERISTICS of Washington viewers are detailed in a joint
television survey conducted by
three of the District's four TV stations—WNBW WMAL-TV WTTG
— during the week Feb. 8-15 and
released last Thursday. The Washington telephone directory was
used as the basis for sampling and
locating a random selection of TV
homes, with 3,500 calls put through.
There are 35,850 sets in the area
(indicated by projecting the percentage of TV sets located to the
total number of telephone homes in
the Washington area plus 4.6% for
non-telephone homes). About 1,200
are in public places.
Other results of the study were
these :
Number
family 2.8averages 3.7 in ofTV persons
homes, per
of which
are
adults. 47% have children under 12. an
average of 1.9 children in TV homes.
Average public place with TV set
has a seating capacity of 42.5 persons.
Average length of ownership of TV
sets in months: 7.6 in public places;
5.9 among families whose head is a
manager, an official or professional
man; 5.4 among families whose head
is retired;
collar whose
families, and 4.8
4.2 among
among white
families
head is a craftsman or laborer.
TV set distribution by occupation:
Managers, officials and professionals,
68%; clerical workers, 17%; laborers
and craftsmen, 8%, and retired or unemployed, 7%.
According to the survey, about
637c of the 35,850 sets installed as
of Feb. 15 have 10" tubes; 20% 12",
10% 7", 3% smaller, and the rest
other screen sizes. 42% of the sets
are located in northwest D. C.

AT&T TARIFF
Network Modifications Hit
SUSPENSION of the TV network
tariff modifications proposed by
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. is requested in joint petition
filed with FCC last week by Television Broadcasters Assn., Allen
B. DuMont Labs, and Philco Corp.
and Philco Television Corp. The
amended tariff becomes effective
March 1 [Broadcasting, Jan. 24].
Petitioners assert that the modifications "do not in any way correct
the inequities and discriminations
complained of by petitioners which
have been the subject of hearings"
already concluded [Broadcasting,
Dec. 6, 1948]. Principal dispute is
over limitations on interconnection
of private relay facilities with
those of the telephone company.
The January amendments set two
categories of circumstances under
which such interconnection would
be permitted temporarily.
The petitions further request
that a hearing be held to consider
the lawfulness of the telephone
company modifications, but that
such hearing be deferred until a
decision is given in the earlier proceeding. The dispute over interconnection was summarized by both
the telephone company and the industry inproposed findings and conclusions recently filed with the Commission [Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
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More Space Seen
In Spectrum
UHF-VHF
FCC was assured last week that a VHF-UHF television allocation
plan can be worked out to provide at least four TV stations in most
major markets and leave one-third to one-half of the present UHF
television region open for future video developments.
This assurance came from the
that "it may be found necessary
Joint Technical Advisory Committee of the Institute of Radio Engi- to place the ultimate color television system higher in the frequency
neers and the Radio Manufacturers
Assn., which had been asked to spectrum than 890 mc," currently
the top limit of the UHF area asstudy the TV problems.
signed for video.
The JTAC report also offered
The report of the committee,
"four representative allocations
submitted to FCC Chairman Wayne
plans" which, based on present
Coy by JTAC Chairman Philip F.
VHP standards, would respectively
provide for a minimum of two, Siling of the RCA Frequency Buthree, four, and five stations in
reau, expressed belief that "it is
not -practical to assign VHF chaneach of the 140 major markets.
nels only to primary cities and
Simultaneously JTAC recomUHF channels only to secondary
mended that FCC "reserve adequate space for a future color television system in a band above 900 more
The channels
report maintained
that "as
are made available
mc and below 6000 mc." This rec- for
cities."
television, the demand for adommendation was based on belief
ditional channels in the large metropolitan centers must be accommodated. Therefore, of necessity,
both VHF and UHF channels will
SEEK VIDEO
have to be employed in these
WRS, Field Apply
REQUEST for new rural television station on Channel 12 (204210 mc) at Winchester, Va., was
filed with FCC last week by Richard Field Lewis Jr., licensee of
WINC (AM) and WRFL (FM)
there.
Petition was filed concurrently
seeking reallocation of Channel 12
from Fredericksburg, Va., to Winchester and indicating opposition
would be entered to any proposed
use of that facility by WTOP
Washington, D. C. [Broadcasting,,
May 31, 1948]. WTOP seeks real ocation offacility to Washington
where it would use directional antenna.
Meanwhile, new television application also was filed last week
at FCC by Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc. for Fort Wayne, Ind.,
where firm operates WOWO-AMFM. Channel 2 (54-60 mc) is
requested with effective radiated
power of 15.07 kw visual and 7.5
kw aural. Westinghouse now is
operating WBZ-TV Boston and has
video requests pending at Pittsburgh and Portland, Ore. The
proposed Fort Wayne video outlet
would cost $310,000 to build and
$260,000 to operate the first year.
It would serve area of 4,000 sq.
mi. and population in excess of
500,000.
The proposed Lewis station would
be situated atop Signal Mt., 2,207
ft. elevation, and in line of sight
and 60 miles west of Washington.
About 85% of its programs would
be retransmissions of Washington
stations' programs, it was stated,
and remaining 15% would be local.
A network affiliation is planned.
While the video signal would be
retransmitted directly, the aural
portion would be fed to Winchester from Washington by line.
Minimum daily schedule would be
2-11 p.m., it was said.
The Winchester outlet has requested ERP of 31.5 kw visual

The "representative allocations
plans" submitted by JTAC were
cities." by Raymond Simonds of
prepared
the RCA Frequency Bureau. Two
studies were offered for each of
the four cases, one assuming the
use of frequency synchronization on
VHF channels alone and the other
assuming synchronization on both
VHF and UHF channels.
The following tabulations show
the number of 6-mc UHF channels which would be required, and
the number which would be left
free for experimentation, if synchronization were employed on
VHF only:
For minimum of two stations
in each major market, 23 channels needed, 46 channels left; for
at least three stations, 35 needed
and 34 left; for at least four, 54
and 15; for at least five, 65 and 4.
If synchronization were employed
on both VHF and UHF the allocation could be as follows, according to the JTAC report:
For at least two stations in
each major market, 18 channels
needed and 51 channels left; for at
least three, 27 needed and 42 left;
for at least four, 40 and 29; for
at least five, 52 and 17.
It was pointed out that in both
and 15.75 kw aural. Antenna height
would be 1,475 ft. above average
terrain. Estimated cost of the
station is $141,500, first year operating cost $35,000, expected revenve $75,000.
Mr. Lewis indicated the station would serve an area of 12,729 sq. mi. and population of 732,758, "the majority of whom are
rural residents" who under existing allocations "may very well
be forever foreclosed from receivtelevision service."
Ining addition
to his Winchester
radio interests, Mr. Lewis also
is 60% owner of WFVA Fredericksburg.

studies the number of stations specified for each market is the minimum and that "more than a minimum would be available for the
great
these were
locations."
The majority
allocationsof plans
based
on 150-mile co-channel and 75mile adjacent-channel separations
for synchronous operations, and
210-mile co-channel and 105-mile
adjacent-channel separations in the
absence of synchronization. In a
few cases, JTAC said, directional
antennas would be necessary.

On Air; Signs ABC
WHIO-TV
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio, has concluded affiliation negotiations with
ABC, bringing the total number of
ABC-TV stations to 22, including
five video outlets owned and operated by the network.
WHIO-TV' started operations
Wednesday,
Feb.announcement
23, on Channel'
13.
Affiliation
was
made by Ernest Lee Jahncke, ABC
vice president in charge of stations,
and J. Leonard Reinsch, managing^
director of the Cox Stations in|
Dayton, owners of the new TVoperation.
CAMELS

BOXING

4
Debuts on DuMont-WFIL-TV
R. J. REYNOLDS
Tobacco Co.
(Camel cigarettes) last Monday
began sponsorship of weekly Philadelphia boxing telecasts over thej
DuMont TV network, with WFIL-1
TV as the originating outlet [Broad
casting, Feb. 21]. Commentary ishandled by Tom Moorehead, WFIL
sports director, from the Arena,
city's sports center. Program is
titled Camel's Sports Caravan.
Present at contract-signing cere-1
monies earlier were Peter A. Tyrrell, Arena's president and general
manager, who signed contract;
Roger W. Clipp, general manager
of the Philadelphia Inquirer radio
and TV stations ; Charles White of
William Esty & Co., Reynolds advertising agency; Leslie Arries,
DuMont sports and special events
director; William Cornish, DuMont
account executive, and Kenneth W.
Stowman, TV sales manager of
WFIL and also a vice president of
the Arena.
PHILADELPHIA HONOR
Conferred on WFIL, WFIL-TV
THIRD ANNUAL award of the
Philadelphia Fellowship Commission was presented to WFIL and
WFIL-TV, The Philadelphia Inquirer stations, on Feb. 23 for
"efforts consciously designed to
serve the highest principles of
American democracy" and in recognition of "immeasurable" contributions for better relations among all
faiths and races.
The WFIL stations were the
unanimous choice of the committee,
headed by Mrs. Anna McGarry, for
their pioneering efforts in development of radio and TV programs.
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busy

N

network

NBC Television is attracting more network
advertisers than all the other networks combined . .
sponsors who use an average of 14 NBC
stations compared to the average 8 on the second
network . . . making NBC the far -and -away
leader in sponsored hours — 3 times more
than any competitor. Things are really humming
on America's No. 1 Network.
NBC

THE
N AT lONAL
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

Television
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by
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January 8th, all three Philadelphia television stations made individual pickups of

WPTZ telecast was 73.8% compared to 65.3%
on the 2nd station and 57.2% on the 3rd station.

the Mtimmers' Parade. None of the stations is
normally programmed at the time of the parade; preference for any one had to be predicated on technical superiority, program knowhow or tuning habit.

It strikes us that this survey helps to put a
price tag on the value of such intangibles as
experience, facilities and that elusive factor

ON

During the period from 11:00 AM to 3:00PM,
when aU three stations were on the air, a coincidental telephone survey made by an independent research organization* showed WPTZ
to have almost twice as large an audience as the
2nd station and more than three times as large
an audience as the 3rd station!
Moreover, sponsor identification on the

caUed "timing habit." And it certainly demonstrates that if you want to reach the Philadelphia television audience — second largest in
the world — you'U do it at materially less cost
per receiver over WPTZ.
If you'd like a copy of this survey or current
availabilities on WPTZ, drop us a line or see
your NBC Spot Sales representative.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Building •
Philadelphia 3, Penna.

*Patterson, Korchin & Company

FIRST
WPTZ
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HOLLYWOOD
By DAVE GLICKMAN
WHAT are the Hollywood film
studios doing about television?
Although the major film studios
have "long
range plans"
for production of movies
for television,
small and large Hollywood independent producers have for sometime been active in the new
medium.
Few have actual contracts for
their products. Most of them are
filming on speculation and it is
estimated that some 150 production units in the area are "dabbling" in television.
Others have but recently set up
shop with plans to do a dual job.
Some are radio packagers who are
adding TV film departments. There
are others so new that a firm name
and address are only evidence of
their efforts.
On Assignment
a few who are filming
iThere are nt
on assignme
from either networks, stations, advertising
agencies or sponsors themselves.
Some are building library services
in preparation for the day when
such films will have wide distribution. But most of the going concerns are doing work on "spec"
with hopes of snagging a customer
or two.
Consensus is that many of these
companies which have struggled
into existence during the past year
will close shop for lack of sales of
their low budget and poor quality
product. Bigger and better financed
outfits, assured of a guarantee of
distribution, are the ones that will
head the parade in the judgment
of most advertising agency executives.
Among those actually in TV
film production with product sold
or leased to advertisers, stations or
networks are Jerry Fairbanks Inc.,
Telefilm, Gene Lester Productions,
Hayes-Parnell, IMPPRO, John
Sutherland Productions, Marshall
Grant-Realm Productions, Wilding
Pictures Productions of Calif., Five
Star Productions, Raphael G. Wolff
TECHNICAL CREW of Marshall
Grant-Realm Productions is ready to
roll an "outdoor" scene from Why
I Thomas Was Discharged at Hal Roach
Studios. The 30-minute production
is 19th in American Tobacco Co.
I (Lucky Strike) Your Show Time series
on NBC-TV.
I
TELECASTING
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Studios

Building

Services

$TV$

Studios, Rockett Pictures, Pictorial
Productions, Jam Handy Organization, Churchill-Wexler Productions,
Eddie Albert Productions, United
Productions of America, SimmelMeservey, George Fox Co., CineTel, Vitatone Film Productions,
Bell International Pictures, Roland
Reed Productions, Larry Finley
Productions.
Many completed sample productions are being projected in Hollywood. A few are good, but advertising agency executives classify
most of them as "poor quality,"
"inferior" and with cost "out of
proportion." If a prospective
sponsor likes the sample and is
willing to finance series, the producer will roll in full production,
they say.
Prices Vary
Price, of course, depends upon
the "who" involved in the conception of any given series. Nature
of the production itself likewise
regulates price.
Further range in the price of
proposed film production springs
from the fact that some producers
do not see fit to risk their reputations below a certain figure
which they consider to be the
minimum for quality production.
Another factor of uncertainty re-

sults from absence of clear-cut
salary scales by the several unions.
With formation of his Hal Roach
Television Corp., Mr. Roach has
switched 100% to TV film production. His schedule calls for 18
series of pictures for TV with a
minimum of 13 films each. They
will run 26 minutes each. He has
already completed one each on the
first series of six.
His studio setup represents a $6
million investment. At present the
lot is a rental studio, with a number
of TV as well as screen producers
occupying space, but with the upsurge in activity, Hal Roach Television Corp. expects to take over
the entire facilities.
Following in the foot-steps of his
father, Hal Roach Jr. with Palmer
T. Beaudette organized R & B Corp.
to produce TV films and is reeling Life With the Erwins. It's a
half-hour family show starring
Stuart and June Erwin, and is first
of three separate series that R & B
will make.
IMPPRO made the 27-minute, 13unit Cases of Eddie Drake for CBS.
Production unit announced it will
spend 11,500,000 in 1949 to make
more TV pictures. Included is a
musical for CBS.
Five Star Productions is making
live, cartoon and combination com-

mercials for various sponsors. The
firm
also
"animatic" TV developed
shows for three
ABC which
are available to advertisers through
the network. They include Guess
Again, 30-minute weekly cartoon
quiz; Artist In Crime, 30-minute
weekly comic strip mystery; and
Pot Luck, home economic cartoon
to be screened as part of a live
Marshall Grant-Realm Producprogram.
tions is shooting 26 stories from
the classics for America Tobacco
Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes).
Titled Your Show Time, each is 30
minutes in length. Production unit
has also made some Philip Morris
commercial shorts and with completion of the Lucky Strike TV
series, will start work on a new
series for an unnamed sponsor.
Telefilm has its 8 -minute
Roving Cameras sponsored and unsponsored on stations throughout
the country. Series is being sold
for from $25 to $120 per show, depending upon TV sets in use in
various markets.
The Erskine Johnson in Hollywood series, of which three audition samples are available, is being offered by Telefilm on a once
weekly, 10- or 15-minute basis and
(Continued -on page lA of Insert)

lATSE,

NABET

Split on

TV

JURISDICTION
NABET last week fired what it
considered to be the opening shot
in a battle with lATSE.
President John R. McDonnell of
the National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineei's and Technicians released
a statement in which he blamed
lATSE for making labor peace impossible in the television industry.
Mr. McDonnell said that lATSE,
whose fuller title is International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the United
States and Canada, AFL, made demands on NABET which prevented
solution of the jurisdictional problems outstanding between the two
unions. Said Mr. McDonnell:
"It is impossible to accede to such
demands and NABET will defend
with vigor its right and the rights
of radio and television men everywhere."
NABET Province?
The demands, according to Mr.
McDonnell, were in fields which
NABET normally regards as in its
province.
No counter comment was immediately available from lATSE
officers, who had not yet received
official notice of the NABET blast
when contacted.
It was learned that among the
demands was jurisdiction over all
projectionists, film cameramen and
workers, audio mixing men when
a program is filmed and workers
who dolly cameras.
History of the battle between
the two unions traces immediately
to an NLRB case which is pending, and which now has the jurisdictional hot potato. More remotely, the dispute begins with two incidents of last summer, the "Mr.
Roberts" case and the "Palace
Theatre" case.
In the "Mr. Roberts" case, which
involved the CBS telecasting of the
Broadway stage play, lATSE was
about to have a jurisdictional tangle with International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, AFL. That
matter, however, was decided peaceably by lATSE and IBEW splitting 50-50 for the workers involved.
In August, there followed the
"Palace Theatre" case, in which
lATSE again sought a 50% jurisdiction over video cameras at the
opening of WJZ-TV. In this case,
NABET was involved. ABC had
a contract v/ith NABET, giving it
jurisdiction over all technical
equipment, including all the television cameras. ABC obtained a
temporary injunction in federal
district court in New York, restraining lATSE from interfering
with WJZ-TV. This case is still
pending.
It became apparent after these
two cases that lATSE would seek
at least a 50% jurisdiction in television matters wherever it could.
Page 4
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Later it was reported that
lATSE and IBEW reached a jurisdictional settlement with major
types of maintenance and repair
work belonging to IBEW and minor
maintenance and operation of
equipment to lATSE [Closed Circuit, Jan. 24]. This agreement has
never been made public and on
Wednesday when President Dick
Walsh of lATSE was asked about
it he refused comment.
Meanwhile, it became known
that NABET was making efforts
to reach an agreement with IBEW,
whereby the two unions would
participate in contract negotiations
with the networks. This effort
finally ended in the refusal of
IBEW [Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
NABET, however, said it was still
willing to work for the common
good of technicians in the radio
field.
With all this in the background,
the immediate dispute which led up
to the NABET declaration of the
past week was in the making.
This involved television lighting
workers on both ABC and NBC.
Locally in New York a temporary solution of the differences between the two unions was reached
in December by which NABET had
jurisdiction over supervisory employes while lATSE had jurisdiction over the men who actually
place and rig lights.
But in the network cases, the disputes went to the NLRB, which in
the last week of January postponed
the NBC matter until March 16 so
that NABET and lATSE could
work out an agreement "out of

TELESPORTS

court." The ABC case, it was expected, would have been controlled
by the NBC decision.
NABET's executive board was
then summoned to a week-long series of sessions in New York, with
President McDonnell and Richard
T. Parks coming from San Francisco; Edward Lynch from Rochester, New York, and John H.
Hogan from Washington, D. C.
Clarence Westover, national execu^tive secretary, and Harry Hiller,
national representative, also met
with the board.
The NABET officers then sat
down with lATSE officials and
found, according to Mr. McDonnell, that lATSE's demands were
in other fields than television lighting and in fields NABET considered
its province. The lATSE position
is that although television has
great similarity to radio, which has
been NABET's province, television
also is "a show which is seen," and
technicians staging such shows are
in IATSE's province.
The statement authorized for release by Mr. McDonnell follows:
"The International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes and
Moving Picture Machine Operators of the United States and Canada, A F of L, has made peace
in the television industry impossible in the forseeable future by
reason of the exorbitant demands
made
NABET."
The upon
executve
board of NABET
has been in session this past week
to deliberate current problems of
television lighting as a result of a
representation case before the

Crosley Files Papers
To Promote Shows

FORMATION of Telesports Inc., to promote its own sports shows and
potential amusement and educational activities, was announced last Tuesday by Crosley Broadcasting Corp. in Cincinnati. Incorporation papers
have been filed for the new firm, with authorized capital of $100,000.
Principals listare being considered, it was indied in incorporacated.
tion papers are
James D. Shouse,
Events promoted by Telesports
chairman and would be available for telecasting
president of Cros- on all Crosley TV stations— WLWT
ley Broadcasting Cincinnati, now on the air, and
Corp. ; Dwight
WLWD Dayton and WLWC Columbus, scheduled to begin operaMartin, vice prestion in March. They could also be
ident and assistused by other radio or video staant general manMr. Dunville
tions, with the management assignager, and Robert
E. Dunville, vice
ing rights as it desires. The move
will augment rather than supplant
president and general manager.
Capitalization of the firm is on the sports TV shows now offered by
basis of a ma.ximum of 1,000 shares
WLWT, it was emphasized.
of stock with par value of $100
Under the terms of its charter,
each.
Telesports may also carry on broad
Primarily, Telesports will seek activities in the amusement and
to encourage the development of a education fields if it chooses. Charbroader range of athletic events,
ter also provides for activities
and to assure their availability for ranging from play production and
exhibitions to the handling of
television, according to Mr. Dunville. No deal has been made on a musical copyrights and publication
of books.
site for the programs, but several

NLRB, in which the lATSE is an
intervenor. NABET has been fighting to sition
maintain
the radioman's
poin the industry
that he has
developed.
The case, involving television
lighting in network stations, was
postponed Jan. 26 to permit officers
of NABET and lATSE to meet
and and seek a solution that would
be acceptable to the industry and
provide
harmony between the unions concerned.
NABET officers met with the
lATSE and discovered that in addition to the question of lighting
in television, the lATSE now demands additional work that normally is in NABET's field of technical operation in television. President McDonnell said it is impossible to accede to such demands and
NABET will defend with vigor its
right and the rights of radio and
television men everywhere.
KF!-TV

HOURS

On Noon to 6 p.m. Daily'
STARTING March 1, KFI-TV Los
Angeles will become an all-daytime|
operation to(noon
to 6B.p.m.
according
William
Ryan,daily),'*
gen-i
eral manager.
?
Until now, the station has been
programming about three hours
nightly Wednesday through Sunday. Under the new setup, it will
be on the air 42 hours weekly, in
the daytime only.
KFI-TV is to issue a new rate
card listing $150 as its hourly base
rate. Other one time rates are:
One-minute announcement ■— $20 ;
five minutes — $30; quarter hour —
$60; half hour — $90. Frequency
discounts will break down as follows; 5% on 26 times; 10% on 52
times, and 25% on 468 times.
Programming Monday through
Friday will be mostly on ^trip
basis, Mr. Ryan explained, with
emphasis upon news, audience participation, homemaking, public
service and simple musical formats.
More than 20 programs will be presented daily with emphasis on
shows that require little or no
camera rehearsal. Most programs
will be available on a participating
basis.
KGO-TV TEST
Programming Starts in May
KGO-TV, ABC outlet in San Francisco, second television station to
begin operation
in northern California (of five
scheduled to go
on the air) , began
^ ;
A ^
^^^^^^^^

uled
daily
test
regularly
schedpatterns last
gramming is not

k. ular p r o MtM weeReg
^^■^j^^^H
until May, Gayle
in
Grubbgeneral exp
ageedr toof beg
KGO
manect
Grubb,
V. Mr.
.
and KGO-TV, announced
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WHITMAN'S SAMPLER presented an opportune usage for "Sampler" cartoon animation. Five Star Productions said. Whitman's order was a "rush,"
and Five Star reported that it delivered script-to-screen in nine days on
first film. Budget: Under $1,250.
* * *

FORD SERVICE films produced by Five Star Productions required full animation for best effect. Here, according to Five Star, cartoons could serve a
"clean appearance," function live action could not. Budget: Under $1,500.
Delivery schedule: 29 days.

Five
FILM
COMMERCIALS
By HARRY WAYNE McMAHAN
budget first. Like buying a home
for the expected child, you first
"JUVENILE DELINQUENT" is must determine how much you can
a proper description of many a television commercial going out in the spend — ^then tell the architect your
needs and specifications. Create the
world to seek its fortune today.
Juvenile in construction and de- house to fit the budget. You may
find you have to give up an extra
linquent in sales power, such a TV
spot is criminally neglectful of its room or two, but don't stint on the
essentials — bedroom and nursery.
duties to its advertising parentage
That means consumer interest and
and to the society it must serve.
practicality.
Often conceived in dreamy-eyed
2. DON'T RISK UNTRIED
unreality, these errant urchins are
PRODUCERS.
Do demand samborn into a very hard-hearted
ple
screenings.
See
a few sample
world, a world quick to laugh at
their deformities and ridicule any children before you adopt one or
lack of good breeding. So, before start your own propagation. Specifically, ask to see sample screenings
we toss these juvenile delinquents
into jail let us consider what cor- or successful films in the budget
rectional measures might be judi- range you have selected.
3. DON'T PRODUCE JUST
ciously applied.
ONE FILM. Do produce a series
The "don'ts" come first, always,
of 7 or 13. Large families have
unless you want an obstreperous
many advantages. So, a series
"problem child."
avoids monotony on the screen,
Budget First
lowers production costs and properly develops a campaign for full
1. DON'T
WRITE YOUR
cumulative sales value. Obviously,
SCRIPT
FIRST.
Do set your
HARRY

WAYNE McMAHAN, executive producer of Five Star Productions of Hollywood, started in
commercial short ad-film production
in 1935 after a long and extensive
seasoning in advertising agency,
newspaper and radio production
work. In 1939 he established U. S.
Motion Pictures in Hollywood to
specialize in commercial films for
theatre distribution, later for TV.
He has written and produced more
than 1,000 films for Ford, CocaCola,
Dr. and
Pepper,
Whitman's
Sampler
other FTD,
accounts.
Based
on his experiences and his analysis
of successful films, he evolved a
"check-list" of 12 Don'ts and 12
Do's for his staff and clients. After
recent speeches on this subject before the AAAA Pacific Council,
AAW, Hollywood Ad Club and Dallas Ad League, we invited him to
write this special story, with illustrations from Five Star films.
TELECASTING
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it costs a producer almost as much
to gear up for one film as for a
series, since talent and craftsmen
are hired by minimum day or week.
4. DON'T "HOP ABOUT" FOR
SUBJECTS. Do have definite
format and theme. While we must
avoid monotony, we still want all
the children to look alike and bear
a family resemblance. Smart
repetition of a selling theme has
an invaluable cumulative effect.
This is the reasoning behind our
"Safety Sign" series for Ford,
"Sampler" cartoons for Whitman's
"Let Visit America" for Coca-Cola
and
"Hollywood Mini-Tours" for
Dr. Pepper.
5. DON'T TRY TO ADAPT
RADIO COMMERCIALS. Do plan
first the visual. Yes, little children
should be seen and not heard. The
impact of TV over AM is computed
at 10-to-l. Why? The visual, supplemented bythe aural. Note that
word "supplemented." One picture
— is still worth reams of chatter.
Let Salesmen Sell

Has

Sales

Formula

terest. A good formula : allow the
first one-fourth of your time to
winning
then start attention
selling. and interest —
10. DON'T GO OVERBOARD
ON NOVELTY. Do remember your
objective. While it is important to
"entertain" that initial interest,
don't try to continue being so
"cute" you forget to do your sales
job. Cartoons are naturals for
TV spots, but remember they are
best for trademarks, trade characters and exaggerative demonstration. Beware of string puppets. Use caution with live comedy, the most difficult mood to present effectively in commercials.
11. DON'T FIGHT HASTY
DEADLINES. Do allow ample
production time. Rushing the normal gestation period is dangerous.
Haste makes, in addition to waste,
headaches and unnecessary overtime expense. Good films have been
delivered in 2 weeks; 30 days is
(Continued on page 18 of Insert)

6. DON'T USE "LIP-SYNC"
DIALOGUE. Do use "off-screen"
announcer. Actors are rarely adequate as salesmen; lip-sync slows
action (and adds costs). Let your
actors demonstrate — have a qualified commercial salesman to sell!
Exception: In the "testimonial"
type of commercial, use a forceful
single line of dialogue from the
star.
7. DON'T MAKE 'EM TOO
LONG. Do stay within one minute.
There is rarely any excuse for 1%
and 2-minute TV spots.
8. DON'T HAVE TOO MANY
ACTORS. Do concentrate on 1 or
2. Too many actors in one film
confuse. Where there is a single
"key" model, the audience can then
become ingratiated to a personality
and a more personal sales job can
be accomplished.
9. DON'T FIRE YOUR GUN
TOO FAST.
Do win audience in-

TYPICAL of live action ad films is
the Dr. Pepper Hollywood MiniTour in which Columbia starlet Terry
Moore is shown. The Five-Star series
is available in both color and blackand-white. Each playlet starts on a
short subject, develops commercial
theme in first 20 seconds. Budget
is under $800.
February 28, 1949
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Buying television time involves dozens of timeconsuming details. To make the time buyer's task
a less harried one, NBC Spot Sales has assembled
a wealth of data. The information listed at the
right on all NBC

Spot represented stations is

yours for a phone call.

Providing you with each of these 36 items is a
basic service of the best-informed television
representative in the industry, your NBC SPOT
salesman.
Backed by the experience and know-how of the
nation's first television network, utilizing the

NBC

representing television stations: WNBT— New York • WNBQ— Chicago • KNBH— Holly wooc

Television Buyer^s
MARKET INFORMATION

Check

List

□ television set circulation
D population in coverage area
□ radio families in television area
n retail sales
□ food and drug sales
D
n
n
□
□

general merchandise sales
effective buying income
counties within coverage area
estimated total television audience
forecast of set installation
STATION INFORMATION

easier

□
□
□
n

program schedules
availability lists
rates
ratings

D audience characteristics
□ coverage maps
D competition's program schedules
D competition's rates
n studio equipment available
(live and film studio equipment, cameras, etc.)
PROGRAM INFORMATION
D description of program format
n photographs of talent and set
□ biographies of talent
□ adjacencies
n competition'
n type of audience
□ ratings and surveys
n audience response stories
□ success stories
' superior facilities of NBC Programming and Pro-

n promotion and merchandising
□ rates and contract terms
GENERAL TELEVISION INFORMATION

duction, Research and Engineering,— NBC SPOT
SALES is your best source for all spot television
information.
the nation's major television stations in the
nation's major markets are represented by

n audience surveys
□ all U. S. television stations
□ advertisers using television
n agencies handling television
□ technical data
□ film

SALES

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • WASHINGTON

• DENVER

WPTZ-PhlladelphIa • WBZ-TV-Boston • WNBK-Cleveland • WNBW-Washington • WRGB-Schenectady • WTVR-Rlchmond

Studied
Adoption of Giveaway Format
TV^
U
CA
1I
2!
[,
I2
^Q^U
slot in the set — and these questions
By MARK GOODSON
EARLY THIS month at a Hollywood
are printed on cards. We call this
PEOPLE -who have seen the quiz news conference, ABC President
slot the "Brain Box" — and our m.c.
show in AM radio pay off are now
Mark Woods revealed [Broadcasting,
openly refers to it as the fertile
question:
$64
own
their
readying
scource of all questions.
his network was con"What will happen to the prize Feb. 7] that
"Let's see what the Brain Box
sidering telecasts of AM giveaway
programs,
like
Stop
the
Music,
to
its
program in television?"a Will
has for us now," he'll say, as he
quiz TV affiliates. (ABC-TV already carpeople want to WATCH
swings across the stage to the
as they now are willing to listen
ries Break the Bank in the East and
slot and the camera follows him.
to one? How drastically will Midwest.) To Mark Goodson of
The Brain Box also gives us the
present formats have to be re- David O. Alber Assoc., and radio
chance, backstage, to introduce an
shuf led tofit the cameras ? And —
element of control into the show.
will this reshuffling so raise the people generally, a current $64 question may be: "What will happen to
costs of the quiz show that it will
In the average TV show — once
the program starts, there is no
lose one of its most attractive
the
prize
program
in
television?"
Mr.
way of communicating with the
traits, namely, its ability to sell Goodson has analyzed some of the
factors involved in adapting current
performers except by wild gestures
goods at the lowest competitive
which are too often either picked
AM quiz programs to television. Says
rate ?
up on tract
a thestray
camera or which disGoodson: "Audience participaThe first temptation to an ad- Mr. tion
actors.
will have a place for itself in
vertiser will be to solve the problem the easy way— by putting his television" — if agencies and proMost important
we determined to build ofourall —questions
show right before the
ducers . . . "uncork the imagination
going radio
with
the
visual
needs
in
mind.
We
.
cameras
and expend the sweat to satisfy TV's
decided
that
the
poorest
and
least
k
Mr. GOODSON
He may not get much networ
demanding terms."
imaginative approach to a visual
opposition on this — since many exquestion was a still picture or .
operion
televis
in
involved
ecutives
formula. Let's see how we
Then, we made the bell and buzzer
drawing. Instead, we brought out i
ations have been trained in radio, TV
elaborated on that radio formula
signals of our contestants visual. two boxers and had them go into
and think instinctively of television for television.
When a contestant presses the a sample bout in front of the
as radio with pictures.
First — we built an interesting
buzzer — a sharp zigzag light cameras.
On the other side of the coin, he and functional set, one that could be flashes on right near his hand and
"Get set," our m.c. warned the
will find other key men in the TV
used every week and that would of- when his opponent presses the bell
contestants,
"watch this little boxa
line
the
down
fer
us
the
greatest
opportunities
(usually
up
set
— a bell shaped light clicks on, thus
ing match closely and sound your
little in programming or scenic de- for movement and playing of our visualizing the sound effects.
bell or buzzer the instant you spot
We decided to free the m.c. of a
signing), trained in movies or game. , We did not try to imitate
anyAnother
foul being
committed."
stage, who will look over his quiz anybody's living room — or make it
question
indicates how
and his
a script
— and
look like the inside of a stadium or podium
show sadly and cluck in dismay.
found that
ability
to we've
move
we
bring
the
contestants
out from
freely over the stage has been
"Impossible," will be their reaction a basketball pavillion.
behind their fixed positions to join
Rather, we built an attractive,
"unless you throw out everyhelpful in giving Winner Take All the activity. We brought on three
functional set, specifically designed
a feeling of motion. Questions are men, one dressed in the uniform of
thing and build from scratch."
a
for
Winner
Take
All
television.
in
lies
The answer, of course,
popped out to the m.c. through a the French and Indian Wars, ancompromise based on the curiously
other in the uniform of the Spanobvious fact that while television
ish-American War, and the last in
movies
not
also
is
is not radio, it
the uniform of World War I. Each
DIGEST
OF
TV
PROGRAMS
or theatre, either.
man was carrying a gun — but the
Issued by Curtis Publishing Co. wrong gun for the war he fought
Through dint of some luck and
in.
considerable sweat we have, I
think, found that compromise with A 49-PAGE DIGEST of television's
"Sound your signal," the m.c.
evision Receivers"; "Installation
Winner Take All (formerly carried
progress, with information and sta- and Service"; "The Program Is said, "when you can come over and
show
tistics revised to Nov. 29, 1948, has Television"; "Television Progress
by CBS-TV) in television — a
give the right gun to the right
which has pulled down top ten been published in mimeographed
of
Interest
to
Movies";
"Building
Hooper and Pulse ratings for what form by the research department
Commercials, a Specialized BusiThe working out of this kind of
may well be the lowest per point of Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelact takes time, imagination, work,
ness"; "Advertisers Sponsoring
concost in television. We have
and
money. Whereas on the Winner
soldier."
phia. Titled "The Television In- Television Programs"; "Television
tinued to run Winner Take All in
Take All daytime AM show, a
Program Costs Higher Than Rathe study was prepared
AM radio without trying to tie it by Fred dustry,"
dio"; "Status of Color Television";
Bremier, market analyst
writer, a research girl, and a secto the TV show.
in the department.
"Circulation of Television" and
retary turn out 150 and more questions aweek, in television it takes
Formula for Show
Theme of the study is that tele- "Forecasts on the Future of Telean idea man and assistant plus
vision will be a great industry. "It
What we have maintained and
several conferences with our full
Included in a supplement followseems unlikely," says Mr. Bremier,
carried over— is the basic formula
ing the main portion of the study staff to dream up eight to ten
for the game.
"anything will occur to stop or
vision."
are
tables listing TV stations on weekly questions.
slow it down except the industry's
Briefly, that game formula is capacity
to produce . . . more rapid the air and giving statistical data
And rtemember, in AM radio
this : Two contestants play opposite
about them as of Dec. 31, 1946, a question consists of words on
growth is curtailed by inadequate
each other at the same time, comproduction of station transmitting
Dec. 31, 1947, and Nov. 29, 1948;
peting for the same question. Each
status of TV stations at the close
contestant is equipped with a bell equipment and by slow developIn TV a question means actors
ment of network facilities. . . ." of 1948; production of video re(or boxers or magicians or jugglers
or a buzzer. These signals he
The
study
notes
that
already
the
paper.
ceiving sets in 1947 and 1948 by or dancers) plus costumes, plus
presses the instant he knows the price trend on television receivers
answer — interrupting a question
months;
types of receivers proprops, plus make-up, plus dialogue
in the middle if he so desires.
is down and that "so far the price
duced (table models, consoles,
writing, plus rehearsal.
If he is first and right, he wins a of . . . receivers has been no deterCosts? We have gotten away by
etc.); number of advertisers sponrent in their purchase." It notes
the skin of our teeth with two
point. Three points captures him also that
soring
TV
programs
and
spot
anfuture
improvements
are
the round — and the right to whatnouncements in 1947 and 1948 by hours rehearsal — but as our acts
unlikely to make present receivers
ever awards are in our Treasure
obsolete.
months;
national
advertisers who
grow more complex this must inChest. Once he has won, he rewere early users of television;
crease. The price of the TV packmains on as champion and takes
Chapter headings include: "Teleage
has
actually been kept lower
manufacturers
of
receiving
sets
vision
Arrived
Commercially
in
deuntil
—
challengers
on new
than the AM package by dint of
after
show
back
coming
feated—
1947"; "Telecasting Station Progsponsoringtimated
TVnumber
programs,
and esof receivers
in working out as many trade deals
show until the crown is knocked
ress"; "Television Channel Assignas possible and because fees in
from his head.
ments"; "Television Network
transmission areas at the begin(Continued on page 19 of Insert)
Transmission";
"Production
of
Telthe
ning
of
each
month
in
1948.
AND
This is the radio show—
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L (E)

FilmF (E)
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L (E-M)
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L/F Book
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IS TV

COMING

OF

AGE?

TelfePulse surveys for the week of January 3-9 (pre East-West cable) show that
daytime programming is here to stay,
and that there is a daytime TV audience.
F (E)
IWewsreel

Comparatively, the three TelePulse
cities stack up as below:
# 'A hrs. of
TV programming TV #programming
'A hrs. of
12 Midnight 12 Noon-5 PM
12927
Noon#6TV
New York
Station
212
211
3
Philadelphia 663
Chicago
4
406
52
HIGHEST

14 HOUR TV SETS-IN-USE
(12 Noon — 5 P.M.)
Weekdays

am
[

Kraft Foods Co. tV Theatre
L (E-M)
Feature
F(E)Film

Meet L the(E)Press

New York
Philadelphia
Chicago

Participating
Club 7
L (E-M)

On Trial
L (E-M)

16.1
19.0

Weekends
22.7
46.0

15.0

39.0

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.
Basketball
L (E)
dway

DuMont Labs
Window on the World
L (E-M) K (NI)
Gulf Road
Oil Corp.
Gulf
L (E) Show
Bristol-Myers
Break
the Bank
L (E-M)
Science
L(E)Review

Bigelow-Sanford
Bigelow Show
L (E-M)
K (NI)
Co-op
Pearce
Joe Hasel Alice
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
What'sL It(E)Worth?

Nature of
L (E)
Things
You cannot afford to ignore this
ever-growing slice of the TV pie!

FashionsL(E)
on Parade
Bonafide Mills
Stop MeThisIf You've
Heard
L (E)

American Tobacco Co.
Your Show Time
. F (E-NI)

Gillette Fights
L (E-M)

L (E-M)
Supper
Lgt.
& Club
M.s

Stump the Authors
Stand L By(E-M)
for Crime
L (E-M)
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Track MeetL (E)
or Basketball

•ts
ion

For Other Telef acts. Ask The Pulse —
The 1 00% Yardstick of TV Measurement

Feature
F (E)Film
Basketball
(to 11:15)

ME)

STINC
CASTING

THE

PULSE,

INCORPORATED

110 FULTON

STREET

NEW

7, N. Y.

YORK

Arthur Godfrey- star
yarn-spinner
salesman

and

for four

different products got a 97%

correct

sponsor-identification
for Chesterfields

first CBS-TV

on his

broadcast,

highest ever recorded
on any TV program.
Once

television plants

a product or an idea
in the mind

it's not

only there to stay but
already hard at work
for its sponsor.

NOW

OPERATING
IN 30 MAJOR
MARKETS

VIDEO

NEW long-range reception antenna,
called a "Yagi-Beam," is being made
available to the public, Harold R.
Ellis, president of Roger Television,
New York, announced last week. Mr.
Ellis said the antenna will eliminate
double and blurred images and other
types of interference and permit
strong reception of weak signals. Antenna was developed from work originally done by Prof. H. Yogi, Japanese scientist.
TELEVIEWING
KSTP-TY

Area Report Made

AVERAGE tune in by Minneapolis-St. Paul television owners is
72.9%. This figure is reported by
Gould, Brown & Sumney, Chicago,
and is based on 9,300 sets in the
area as reported on the NBC Research Television data chart.
The weekly average number
viewing per home was 3.6 with the
average television family numbering 4.0. Of these, 2.6 were adults.
At the time of the survey, which
was completed Jan. 25, the average
set owner viewed 12.5 hours a week
after 6 p.m. KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul was then transmitting
19% hours a week at night, including test patterns.
Program types in order of preference were indicated as : Sports
events, serials, movies, westerns,
educational programs, news, marionettes, Sunday evening plays,
plays, animal serials and art programs.
WTMJ-TV HOURS
Weekly Schedule Expanded
TEN hours of afternoon programming and five hours of dinner music
will be added to the schedule of
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Journal
station, starting today (Monday),
increasing its air hours to 45.
Expanded schedule includes
Monday and Tuesday afternoon
shows, only afternoons which station has not programmed in the
past. Daily shows will begin at
2:30 p.m., Mondays through Fridays, and 3:30, Saturdays and Sundays.
TELECASTING

ROUNDTABLES
Reynolds Gives RFDs Agricultural Ideas

THE ADDITION of sight to sound
broadcasting alone will not compensate for lack of "hard, solid
thinking" on news and feature values of TV discussions. In fact,
video will enjoy little more success
than radio's 20 year effort to make
','good oyster soup without oysters,"
according
to the Agriculture Dept.'s
radio
service.
In its weekly newsletter to radio
farm directors, the Office of Information's Dana Reynolds offers to
RFDs, contemplating video programming for the first time, some
simple ways of "boring in on TV
without undue time and work."
Mr. Reynolds, radio and TV operations director, points out that
discussion type formats can sometimes be adapted from AM and
applied to agriculture interviews
on television by the press conference method. He suggests that,
"short of digging and leg work, one
way to get fresh informational
value into TV discussion is to time
it to coincide with the issuance of
important news releases and reresearch andbooks
economics."
Certainports onagricultural
offer a
take-off point for an Author Meets
Critic type of show, Mr. Reynolds
adds.
As for visual props, a movie
(silent or with sound eliminated)
is a good bet, either as a short
sequence, or the nucleus of an entire show.
"With the movie as a prop (very
literally speaking), one can take
as much of an audience bow with
his guests as he wants to . . . and
then come up behind the movie
with commentary," Mr. Reynolds
reasons. Such a show helps an
RFD break the ice TV-wise with
minimum work, and also get ac-

quainted with TV movie requirements and operations, he believes.
Radio farm directors can also
serve as liaison with women's program personnel by calling their
attention to pertinent USDA and
land grant college information on
canning, household equipment, recipes, food-buying and clothes-making. Mr. Reynolds tells RFDs that
"whether you merely watch the
women folks execute your ideas, or
actually share the camera on the
farm end of a consumer story, you
getEverything
valuable TV considered,
experience." proper
attention to discussion shows
adapted for TV may augur to give
them some of the same appeal of
aDigest,
comparable
in Reader's
Time or piece
Saturday
Evening
Post, according to Mr. Reynolds.
TV POLICY
To Be Discussed by CAB
POLICY on television is to be discussed at the March meeting of the
board of directors, Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters, at Quebec City,
March 7-9. Proposals of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
co-operative operation of TV stations at Montreal and Toronto are
to be studied, and a possible alternative proposal is to be considered.
Under present CBC proposal private interests would put up the
financing for the TV stations and
CBC would do the programming
with financial help from private
stations.
Also to be discussed at the meeting will be finalization of plans
for the annual CAB meeting in
June, problems of rate structure,
policy for the private stations for
this year's NARBA meeting, and
rate structure policies.

PROTESTANTS
Radio, TV Shows Planned
NEW

RADIO and television programs to serve the interests of the
Protestant churches will be inaugurated by the Protestant Radio
Commission, it was announced last
week by Dr. Paul C. Payne, vice
president of the commission and
general secretary of the Board of
Christian Education, Presbyterian
Church in the United States.
Two new program series will be
introduced. One will feature halfhour concerts of church music by
the Collegiate Chorale directed by
Robert Shaw, and a second, mental
health and pastoral counseling,
produced in cooperation with the
Commission on Mental Health of
the Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America. The transcribed
All Aboard for Adventure, which
has proved popular with children
and was formerly produced by the
Joint Religious Radio Committee,
will
sion. be continued by the Commis-

Albany's Center
TELEVISION set may prove
to be Albany, N. Y.'s, solution
for getting young people to
attend church social functions regularly. The Rev.
Clayton G. VanDeusen of
Emanuel Lutheran Church in
a guest appearance on WPTR
Alban's Behind the Pulpit
program last October expressed toH. W. Maschmeier,
moderator of the show, a desire to find some means by
which to attract his young
people to church socials. Mr.
Maschmeier immediately sugtelevisiongested
centerestablishing
in the a church.
During the first week in December, Albany's Emanual
Lutheran Church inaugurated the first such church sponsored TV center in the Capital District, and one of the
try.
first of its kind in the coun-

FIRST 80 feet of WLWC (TV) Columbus' 578 foot tower, designed and
fabricated by International Derrick &
Equipment Co., is hoisted into place.
The Crosley Broadcasting Corp. station is assigned Channel 3 and expects to start operation by March 27.
STERLING VIDEO
Productions Firm Expands
EXPANSION of Sterling Television Productions, Chicago, into
teletranscription and development
of video production aids has been
announced by Sterling C. Quinlan,
promotion director of WBKB Chicago, Balaban & Katz TV station.
Sterling Television is a whollyowned subsidiary of B & K, organized a fortnight ago to develop and
sell
Feb. the
14].multiscope [Broadcasting,
Teletranscription series will
stress sports, beginning with the
Chicago
Racing
auto races
from Assn.'s
Soldiers midget
Field
June 8. WBKB hopes to film and
sell 18 races to video stations and
agencies as open-end packages. The
one-hour sight and sound films are
expected to cost a station $200 or
less, depending on the number of
subscribers, Mr. Quinlan said.
THEATRE WING
To Offer Radio, TV Classes
THE SPRING session of the American Theatre Wing's professional
training program gets under way
March 7 with five courses offered
in the television and radio division.
Courses will include television
seminar, television laboratory, television station operation and management, radio acting, radio dramatic coaching.
Opportunity to write, direct and
produce will be offered in the television laboratory, with practical
work with cameras and equipment
on two shows a week over closedchannel facilities of W2XJT, experimental TV station in Jamaica,
L. I. Radio acting classes expect
to use facilities of WINS and WOR
New York.
February 28, 1949
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Hollywood Eyes $ TV $
(Continued from page 3 of Insert)
at $2,000 and $2,500 per reel respectively. Telefilm also has a new
five minute sports program in
audition form. Rental is for from
$15 to $75 per show, depending too
on market sets.
Besides several series for NBC,
Jerry Fairbanks Inc. has produced
TV commercials for such advertisers as Eastern Air Lines and
Camel cigarettes. Firm is also
making 130 five-minute open-end
animated shorts. Crusader Rabbit,
and a 20-minute series. Musical
Journeys, which will be distributed
through its own organization. The
NBC series includes Public Prosecutor, Jackson & Jill, Quizology,
Television Closeups and Going
Places With Uncle George.
Hayes-Parnell is packager of the
ten-minute Family Quiz on KPIX
San Francisco and KFI-TV Los
Angeles (Bank of America). It's
available for syndication in other
markets outside of California.
New Shows
Packagers also have a 130-unit,
10-minute TV film, TV Komics,
directed to children and available
for one national sponsor. For syndication are also a series of oneminute time signal announcements,
Happy Hour Glass, and Looking at
Football Through the Sports Glass,
a completed five-minute feature.
Hollywood sees television as a
major consumer of films. Producers
maintain that there is only one
proven method by which a show
can be planned, rehearsed, staged,
edited, previewed and telecast with
professional perfection. And that's
via film. As the unchallenged film
capital, producers feel that they
possess the experience, production
facilities and personnel trained to
turn out a salable product. They
further believe that eventually a
minimum of 65% of programming
will be on film.
As a result, many a film can has
come off the shelf with contents
being offered to TV. Being passed
around on paper also are hundreds
of ideas "which might make a television film series."
In the em-

bryonic stage too are scores of
other productions. They are available in story board form with
scripts, as well as in pilot or sample film.
Following
briefly are activities
of a few other production units in
the area:
Apex Film Corp. made 24 Gillette
Safety Razor Co. World Series TV
commercials last summer and has
just completed a new series for
that same advertiser. Firm also is
currently producing commercials
for a couple of other unnamed
sponsors.
Bud Abbott has set up a deal
with Harrison Productions, television film makers, to produce a
series of comedy shorts, both
straight and
musical.
They'll and
be
bannered
Abbott
Productions
will be shot on both 16mm and
35mm. Mr. Abbott will not appear in the films because of his
Universal - International contract.
Other well known comedians are
being lined up.
Derwin Abrahams and Seymour
Roth have completed a 12% -minute
film in Western serial chapter
format. Titled Rainbow Radley,
pilot film stars Jimmy Lloyd,
Peggy Stewart and Lee White.
Attwood Productions filmed Spinwhizzer, a 13-time series which is
released to about 15 TV stations.
Packaged also is a 13-time, 3%minute
subject.
Name?, short
licensed
to What's
stationsin ata
$13.50 a reel per showing.
Bell Activities
Bell International Pictures does
TV program production and commercials by contract. Among properties available for television in
sample are Dark Venture and
Retribution, two psychological dramatic series, originally broadcast
over AM stations of ABC a couple
of years ago. Each completed show
runs 30 minutes. First will be
done in 60 stories. Latter will include 183 stories. In story board
form are Hollywood Harmony
House, a 15-minute light comedy
romance, and Sing With the Stars,
a community sing type show with
"living room" audience as particiCascade Pictures of California
pants.
has a score of completed story

r

A DIRECTOR goeb -jver lines with John Howard and Anne Gwynne as studio
technicians of Jerry Fairbanks Inc. prepare to film a scene for Public Prosecutor, firm's first motion picture series to be shot especially for television.
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CLEVELAND Indians' pitching ace. Gene Bearden, is featured in series of
television spot announcements, filmed in Hollywood for Camel cigarettes by
Jerry Fairbanks Inc. camera crew. Producer Fairbanks (second from r) is
supervising.
board samples for advertising
agency and sponsor consideration
and pretests all products locally.
Courneya Productions produces
both live and film programs with
TV shorts including the Los Angeles Open on golf; Tennis by Contrast, Top Flite Tennis and Miss
Troubles.
Dudley Pictures Corp. made the
26-time, 10-minute This Land of
Ours series now on NBC-TV, and
is producing another titled This
World of Ours for the network.
Both are educational features.
Eclipse Productions, headed by
Michael Colin, made a pilot film of
a proposed TV whodunit series
titled Fireside Detective, which
would be available in 26 stories, at
27 minutes each. Sample was made
on 16mm with use of 35mm sound
equipment. Firm has a situation
comedy, Derby's Ringside Cafe, in
the making. It will also be 27 minutes in length and include 26 episodes.
Award Finalist
Emerson Films reeled the 17minute Christopher Columbus picture selected as one of the six finalists for the "best film made in
Hollywood" award of the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences.
Hollywood Television Productions, newly organized by Raymond
Gross, is packaging Tales From the
Arabian Nights for TV showing.
Series will be tailored for 30-minute time slots, with John Oberg
doing the scripts.
Gene Lester Productions, besides
having made TV commercial shorts
for Standard Oil Co. of Calif.,
Union Oil Co., and Famous Artists,
has in production Movietown Newsreel, a 13-minute open-end series
shot in sound.
Major Television Productions, recently organized by Leonard A.
Harrison and Mickey Phillips, will
make 30-minute TV films for between $7,000 and $7,500 per picture. Schedule calls for a TV series
of musical and documentary mys-

teries, to be rolled on 35mm and
reduced to 16mm.
Martin Murray Productions, in
association with Harry Revel,
songwriter, has turned out 19 2V2minute TV musical shorts titled
Murray's Movie Melodies and has
started producing a similar series
in five- and ten-minute segments.
Pictorial Productions is making
a series of one- and two-minute TV
commercials for B-B Pen Co. Films
will feature sports and entertainment personalities and other
"names in the news." Pen company will spend $75,000 on TV
commercials this year.
Norman L. Sper Productions has
The Barber of Sportsville in production. The 12% -minute film will
be in 52 stories.
Sentinel Productions has completed showcase samples of four
10- and 15-minute TV series of 13
stories each. They include fashions,
puppets, factual subjects and a
philosophical feature. Firm also
makes open-end and to-order commercials.
Telemount Pictures, headed by
Henry Donovan and Harry Redmont, has wound a complete series
on speculation. Titled Magic Lady,
the 13-unit series, reportedly cost
Telemount $65,000 and was rolled
on 16mm with 12 days of shooting.
Telepak, besides doing TV film
production, is also acting as releasing organization for various
other producers and has 16 packaged shows available. Included are
five completed films. Remainder
are on story board with accompanying script.
Tele Reels' Work
Tele Reels Production, recently
set up by Jack Berne and Erie
Waltman, has started production
on a series of 13% -minute TV
shorts, Hollywood Hobbies. Audition film is built around Richard
Cromwell, motion picture actor,
whose hobby is ceramics.
Tele-Tours Films is making a
series of 10- and 27-minute travelog
TELECASTING

; shorts titled Portrait of America.
\ Seven are completed, with pilot
film titled Gettysburg having been
recently telecast by KNBH (TV)
Hollywood as a test.
Vallee Video Inc. has wound its
first in a series of 15-minute TV
cartoon films and is offering the
five-weekly series to sponsors for
$4,500 per week.
Titled TeleComics, films consist of a quartet
of three-minute cartoons, with another three minutes left open for
commercials.
Firm is reeling a
I series of 12-minute musical shorts
i starring Steve Gibson and his Red
f Caps. Available too is the 12%minute human interest anecdote
! series It Could Happen to You,
I narrated by Rudy Vallee, and selling regionally at $1,750 per show.
j
Travel Talks Leased
' James A. Fitzpatrick is leasing
\\-his "Traveltalks" for television,
I renting 52 pictures made six to
i; eight years ago which have reverted back to him after exhausting MGM release dates. The tworeelers which represent a $500,000
production investment, are being
re-recorded and reedited for telecasting.
Television Pictures Distributing
Corp., headed by Toby Anguish, has
closed a deal involving TV rights to
543 motion pictures, some released
' as recently as 1943. Deal also en' tails production of 1,000 or more
shorts for television within a year.
;; Included is a series of one-reel
Westerns.
' Louis Weiss & Co. has acquired
rights to 24 Westerns and is renting them out to TV stations. Also
'. available
for silent
telecasting
several oldtime,
two-reelareshorts
to which musical background and
' sound effects will eventually be
■ ning
added.to Weiss
additionspecifically
is planmake inserials
i for TV. First will be a mystery■ detective format series with each
■ episode running I2V2 minutes.
Ij Although saying little or nothing
1 about what they plan to do in way
I; of production, major film studios
I' are keeping a close eye on televi■ sion. Behind the scenes there is
great activity and they all aim to
' be ready when the market develops
. further.
There is comprehensive planning
, on part of Warner Bros., Paramount, Universal - International,
I Columbia, 20th Century-Fox, and
others. Nassour Bros., King Bros.,
David O. Selznick and Cecil B. DeMille have all announced intentions to produce motion pictures
for the new medium.
U-I Documentaries
Universal-International, through
its subsidiary. United World Films,
New York, has produced television
documentary subjects for industrial accounts and has a deal under
, way with another major unnamed
advertiser. UWF, handling U. S.
distribution of J. Arthur Rank
products, has also leased 11 packages to TV stations. U-I has made
some experimental pictures on its
Universal City lot, and it is expected that before many months go
by there will be much shifting of
TELECASTING

WAAM

PUBLIC

SERVICE
Station Adapts UN Jingles to Television

SPECIAL UN jingles, oi-iginally
prepared for radio by Ted Cott,
vice president in charge of programming, WNEW New York, have
been adapted to television by
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. Station
is telecasting one-minute spots
once daily, using a series of five
cartoon slides, as a public service
feature.
The idea came to orthiconic light
when Joel Chaseman, WAAM news
editor, noticed trade reports that
Mr. Cott had prepared a radio
series. Mr. Chaseman wrote to
WNEW and requested the record.
He then worked out the details
with Joe Corcoran, WAAM staff

artist, who developed the idea for
the slides. The WAAM news
editor was planning to arrange a
similar setup for Brotherhood
Week, just concluded (Feb. 20-27).
Spot opens with the WNEW special "Charter Song" disc and first
slide showing UN world and a
number of flags. Other illustrations
include a soldier shown leaving
home, a baby over whose head a
dove of peace hovers, a family ap"freedomin home"
and
two hands proaching
clasped
friendship,
with scale, flags and books in the
background. Series opens and
closes with UN and soldier cartoons.
Audio portion consists of pledges:
We are determined to make the
United Nations an instrument to put
an end to war . . .
We are determined succeeding genworking erations
forwill live
. . . to see the peace we're
We reaffirm our faith in fundamental
human rights, in equal rights for men
and women . . .
We reaffirm our faith in justice and
respect for law, in equal rights for
every nation . . .
We are determined ... to live to see
the peace we're working for . . .

SALES

KTTV

USES
OLESEN
LIGHTS

POTENTIAL

'American' Surveys TV

Two of the many panels that
visualize the jingle.
key television personnel to this
West Coast studio.
20th Century-Fox, New York
television department, is now offering advertising agencies and sponsors several of its own film packages, samples of which have been
produced with aid of Movietone
News technical staff. Firm has also
commissioned March of Time to
produce the 26 two-reel TV subjects based on General D wight D.
Eisenhower's book. Crusade in
Europe, to be telecast over ABC-TV
starting in March. 20th CenturyFox is also now in the business of
distributing films for television,
offering release deals for suitable
shorts product.
Paramount is gearing itself to
eventually service stations with
films for television. Its entire output of shorts is being catalogued
with a view toward possible future
TV use.

A POTENTIAL television sales
volume of $170 million in 1949
among readers of The American
Magazine is predicted in a survey
just released. Of those planning to
buy a TV set this year, 47.5%
expect to pay cash and the median
price anticipated is $303.
The information was compiled
from questionnaires sent to 1,500
of
American Names
Magazine's
000Thesubscribers.
were 2,500,taken
at random according to geographical and city size pattern of the
magazine's circulation. Of the questionnaires sent, 70.9% were used in
compiling the information.
TV set ownership in homes surveyed was 3.2%, compared to the
TBA estimated average of 2.1%.
Of the non-set owners, 24.8% see
complete video programs with
55.4% viewing in a friend's or relative's home. Viewing twice a week
or more is done by 14% of these
non-owners and 20.2% view once a
week.
Intention to buy a set was indicated by 22.5%— 54.4% indicated,
however, they were still undecided.
Of those planning to buy, 59.6%
showed a brand preference and 64%
have a definite idea as to what type
set they desire. A 10-inch screen
was preferred by 27.1% but 46.3%
did not know as yet what screen
size they would buy.
Of the 232 respondents who indicated they would not buy a television set this year, 52.6% said they
could not afford a set and 45.7%
felt it wise to wait for improvements which might be forthcoming.

Hollywood, Calif.-KTTV, one of the
newest and best West Coast Video
stations, has been equipped with
Olesen TV lighting, according to
Harry Witt, station manager.
Otto K. Olesen Co., with a background
of many years in specialized lighting
techniques, is now applying its
knowledge to TV lighting problems.
KFI-TV, as well as KTTV in Los
Angeles, is using Olesen lights. So are
WDSU-TV in New Orleans and
KDYL-TV in Salt Lake City.
Send coupon now for complete information which can solve your TV
lighting problems.
OTTO K. OLESEN CO.
1534 Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please send me information on Olesen TV lighting.
Name,— — _
Firm—
—_
Address
Title .
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Lighting and Cameras
(Report 48)

By Dr. FRANK
EVERY

G. BACK

so often one of my televiewing friends — generally a layman whose main interest in television is what he sees on his receiver— will ask me questions that
go something like this: "Why do
my pictures sometimes seem fuzzy
and out-of-f ocus ? " Why are they
sometimes washed out and weak?"
"Why is it that the silk lapels
on a man's tuxedo jacket often
look gray?" "Why is it that many
times when they shift from one
camera to another the crispness
of the picture fades?"
Those are typical of the questions that more and more televiewers are asking. And the questions show that, as the first novelty
of owning a television set begins
to wear off, Mr. Average Televiewer isinclined to get more and
more critical of what he sees on
his picture tube. He and his family begin to compare their television pictures with their old familiar entertainment friend — the
movies.
Unfortunately, the comparison
can be brutally harsh. However,
it need not be quite as harsh as
it often is. Good televisipn pictures are the result of the careful handling of a host of "tremendous trifles." In failing to take
care television
of the many
"small"fails
things
the
technician
and
the quality of the received images
suffer.
The Lesser Problems
In a way, a good many of us
in television are still a little awed
by the miracle of video ourselves.
We have solved many of the major problems, but have paid little
or no attention to the "minor"
ones. The quotation marks are intentional, for many of the problems
considered as minor are vitally

important. They are TV's "tremendous trifles."
A good television image is born
riglft in the studio. No receiver
can add quality that isn't there.
The basic ingredient of television
— and of any picture-recording
system, for that matter — is light.
Yet, in many studios little attention has been given to illumination.
In terms of the ultimate picture
that is painted electronically on
the end of the picture tube, light
is more than just illumination as
measured in foot-candles.
Qualities of Light
Light has definite qualities. It
can be "hot" or it can be "cold."
It can have color. And for best
image results the light must be
blended and balanced to match
the light and color characteristics
of the optical and electronic systems of the TV camera. A studio
set that appears brightly and correctly lighted to the human eye,
or to a light meter, may not necesera'ssarily
eye. appear adequate to the camBasically, the television camera
consists of a lens system and an
image orthicon, or TV pickup tube.
Both have definite limitations where
light is concerned. Lenses used
on television cameras are not designed nor corrected for visible
light plus infra-red light response.
Some image orthicons have little or
no response to infra-red; others do
have infra-red response.
Infra-red illumination, such as
that given off by incandescent
lights not provided with heat filters, adds little to the total effective illumination in terms of
actual pickup by cameras fitted
with orthicons not sensitive to
infra-red.
Still worse, if infra-red responsive orthicons are used, it
adds confusion. Since the lenses
are not infra-red corrected, the

"hot" or infra-red light creates a
shai'p focus in one plane, the
"cold" visible light a sharp focus
in another. The best focus that
can be had is at best a compromise between the two. In television, the oil-and-water rule applies
to the use of both "hot" and
"cold" lights. They cannot be
mixed.
Fluorescent Lights
Experience has shown that, of
the light sources now available, fluorescent lights give the best overall studio illumination. For highlights incandescent spots serve
well, but must be equipped with
heat filters. High-pressure mercury lamps and cadimium lamps
also can be used for highlighting
if desired.
There has been an unfortunate
tendency among studio technicians
and cameramen to reduce illumination almost to the minimum and
shoot with their camera lenses
wide open. This may be desirable
from the point of view of the
actors, but it certainly is most undesirable from the point of view
of image clarity and crispness.
This is particularly true when
shooting close-ups. With a F/1.9
lens wide open it is perfectly possible to have an actor's eyes in
crisp focus while the tip of his
nose
and his ears will be fuzzy and
blurred.
For general all-around camera
work, lenses should be used stopped
down to at least F/8. This will
give adequate depth of focus to
allow for movement and depth in
the scene itself. The important
thing is to increase the overall
illumination to the point where
lenses can be stopped down. About
150 foot-candles of illximination
should be considered the general
minimum for normal studio work,
with greater intensities being used
for the highlights.
Recently, there has been considerable talk and speculation regarding the possibility of relying
on infra-red illumination in the

picking up of actual stage shows.
Here again, the "no-mixing" rule
with regard to infra-red and visible illumination under normal operating conditions still holds. It
is perfectly possible to pick up and
transmit a good image of a stage
show illuminated by both infrared and visible light, but all the
visible light must be filtered out,
lenses must be used that are infrared corrected, and all cameras
must be fitter with image orthicons
responsive to infra-red light.
Even then the ultimate result
will not be good. Stage settings,
TV SET figures reported to Broadcasting during the past week:
Boston — 45,120 as of Feb. 1,
based on joint survey of leading
distributors by WBZ-TV and
WNAC-TV, both Boston.
Baltimore — 40,677 as of Feb. 15,
reported by Baltimore Television
Circulation Committee.
costumes and makeup will have
to be altered for the infra-red
illumination. Colors and materials
have a habit of changing their
appearances under infra-red lighting— the main reason for the odd
grayish appearance of the silk
lapels
m.c.'s tuxedo
on mostthatTVadorn
stagetheshows.
No, infi'a-red pickup is not the
solution of the problem of telecasting stage shows, church services
and similar remote programs where
the light cannot be controlled.
The answer lies in using image
orthicons that have no infra-red
response and high-quality, highspeed lenses that can be used
wide open. In stage pickups the
distances are great so that the
depth of focus is more than adequate with the highest speed lens.
A high-quality, high-speed lens
plus a pickup tube that is not
sensitive to infra-red will give
good results under the poorest
lighting conditions for long-range
pickups.
In the studio, however, where
(Continued on page 18 of Insert)

FOR MORE than a quarter of a century, Vienna-born Dr. Frank G.
Back has been solving complicated problems in light and optics. In
1928, when he first visited this country, he brought with him his "gastrophotos," a revolutionary peanut-sized camera that could easily be
swallowed to take pictures inside a patient's stomach.
After returning to this country in 1939 and becoming a citizen.
Dr. Back helped the Army, Navy, and Air Force solve many knotty
optical problems. Then, in 1946, he announced the perfection of his
now famous Zoomar lens, which allows video cameramen to "zoom,"
or shift, smoothly from a sharp overall view directly to an equally
crisp
close-up. He was given TBA award for outstanding technical
development.
A few months ago, his company, The Zoomar Corp., announced
another new television first — the Video Balowstar — a high-quality,
high-speed lens that can "see" with no more illumination than that
given off by a single candle at a distance of one foot!
^1

Dr. Back examining the Video Balowstar

Thousands

5 days weekly, youngsters howl with glee as Woody Willow and
puppet pals play to tremendous juvenile audiences. i

Better

did . . , on WSB-TV

Man stuff that women like —
Perry's Kitchen. Good Show.

programming

JANUARY production as WSB-TV included 152 live
^ shows, 25 of them by remote. An ambitious schedule
for a station off the coaxial — but not unusual for

still
We

Atlanta Junior League's Speech School — children and
all — visit "At Home with Elsbeth."

sells

more

goods

have some excellent program packages attrac-

tively priced. Ask any Petry man for details — he will
be glad to tell you more about them.

WSB, which brought to its TV operation 27 years of
radio experience and program know-how.
This knowledge of what a Georgia audience wants
. . . plus the ability to deliver it . . . plus the prestige
of being first with video in the deep South has solidified an audience enthusiasm and loyalty which timebuyers know how to evaluate.
WSB,
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the camera tubes, received images
will approach a standard quality.
There will be less change in image
quality when program continuity
and the necessary changes from
closeups to long shots require
pickup switches between cameras.
The basic choice of the type of
image orthicon used for studio
work is important too. For most
studio pickups, where the illumination can be controlled, the camera
tubes should be of the close-space
type, the P5769, or the new experimental C73150. The new C73150 has high sensitivity and a particularly low noise level. Lenses,
too, play an important role in the
over-all standardization of image

Telestatus
(Continued from page 16 of Insert)
the light can be controlled, one
of the most important details
in the production of a good TV
image is the use of blended lighting to match the light sensitivity
characteristics of the image orthicons being used; another is to use
image orthicons whose response
characteristics roughly match when
televising a multi-camera show.
Unfortunately, image orthicons
vary in their response to any
given light source.
What can stations do about the
illumination problem? The obvious solution is for each station
to calibrate the camera tubes in
stock and then always use tubes
whose characteristics roughly
match when televising any one
multi-camera show.
It is not difficult to calibrate
an image orthicon. It can be accomplished easily with nothing
more than a pocket ruler, some
strips of colored paper and standard studio and monitoring equipment.
The most important pickup tube
calibration test is its relative
sensitivity to light — but let's not
forget that light has color and
"heat" as well as intensity.
Since fluorescent lights probably provide the overall or key
illumination in most TV studios,
the tubes should be checked for
their response to fluorescent illumination. To do this simply
set up an assortment of fluorescent
tubes vertically, ranging them
through the various colors to daylight. Turn the lights on and
focus your camera containing the
tube to be tested on them. The
oscilloscope on the monitor will
tell the story. The relative light
sensitivity of that particular image
orthicon can be read directly from
the "ups" and "downs" of the
oscilloscope's pattern. There will
be as many peaks or "ups" as
there are light sources, and they
will correspond from left to right.
The pocket rule gives the relative sensitivity of that particular
tube to each of the fluorescent
light sources. Each tube will vary,
but this information, filed away
with each tube, will provide the
first important key to the problem
of successfully matching tubes.
The same test performed in a
slightly different way can be used
to check a pickup tube's sensitivity
to the illumination from incandescent lights. Since the source of
light in an incandescent lamp is
relatively small — optical experts
call it a "point source" — we cannot set the lights up in a row as
we did with the fluorescent lamps.
Instead we must set up a target
in the form of a white stick, or a
white strip of paper pasted to
a black background, and illuminate
this target, in turn, with each of
the types of incandescent lights
we are using.
We can then focus our camera
Page 18
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WKRC-TV Cincinnati, scheduled to start experimental telecasts this week
and to go commercial on April 4, completes agreement for sponsorship by
Hudepohl Brewing Co., Cincinnati, of all WKRC-TV programs originating from
Cincinnati Gardens, new sports arena. L to r, standing: John A. Hesselbrock,
Hudepohl assistant manager; L. F. McCarthy, brewery's advertising manager,
and Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC-TV managing director; seated, Robert Schmidt,
treasurer of Hudepohl.
on the target, and by measuring the
single peak formed on the monitor's oscilloscope for each source
of light as it is turned on determine that particular image orthicon's sensitivity to each type of
incandescent light. This information, again filed away with each
tube,
key. provides the second matching
Color Sensitivity
To calibrate a pickup tube for
colortranslate
sensitivity
— thecolors
tube'sinto
ability
to
actual
the
gray scale of the black and white
image — it is necessary only to
make up two simple color charts.
Make one chart about four feet
square; the other about the size
of the viewing screen on the
camera's monitor. The charts
need be nothing more than strips
of colored paper pasted on stiff
cardboard. If you like, the strips
can be placed in the general order
of the spectrum — starting with
the reds, going through the greens,
yellows and blues, and ending up
with deep purple. In any case,
the colors on the two charts should
be identical and arranged in the
same order.
Set the larger of the two charts
up vertically in front of your camera and illuminate it with a balanced combination of fluorescent
and heat-filtered incandescent light
matched to the tube under test.
Focus your camera on the chart.
By taking the smaller color chart
and comparing it with the image
on the monitor, you can make an
adequate visual check of the color
to black - and - white translating
qualities of the tube being calibrated. This color-sensitivity information provides the third key
to tube matching.
With these three easily obtained bits of information on hand,
the television technician cannot

only select image orthicons with
comparable characteristics for use
in his cameras for any one show,
but he can control and balance the
illumination to allow those tubes
to operate at their best. With
matched tubes and lighting blended
to the average characteristics of
VIDEO

BOUT

Fights Nof Hurt — Menendez
POOR attendance figures for
Turner Arena boxing matches in
Washington, D. C, are a reflection
of back-sliding business conditions,
especially in the sports and amusement fields, and are not caused by
television. That view was expressed by Gabe Menendez, Arena
matchmaker, in support of his belief that it's too early to determine
video's effect on sport's gate receipts.
Mr. Menendez also announced
that henceforth his top-notch fighters will receive 25% of existing
television receipts (telecast rights)
in addition to the usual 20% of attendance. He declined to reveal
figures. (WMAL-TV carries the
matches every Monday evening.)
He said he thought the boxers were
entitled to that percentage and
"we're doing this on a voluntary
basis." He indicated it was his
intention to build better attractions
at
and adopt
a wait-andsee Turner's
attitude toward
video.
The promoter conceded that
Turner's boxing attendance had
fallen short of pre-video days, but
pointed out that other eastern enterprises were all having rough
sailing. Baltimore matches, for example, aren't telecast, "but things
are so bad there they're holding
few shows — and it used to be a
good fight town. ... It seems to
be general business conditions."

quality.
All-around balance is vitally important to consistently good image
quality. And that means balance
all along the line — balance in illumination, balance in the choice of
image orthicons, and balance in the
lenses. Upset the balance in any
one department and image quality
immediately suffers.

Film Commercials
(Continued from page 5 of Insert)
more normal, 90 days is desirable.
Many producers
give time.
added discounts for such added
12. DON'T WAIT TO GET
INTO TELEVISION. And the
"Do" for that is: Do it now!
And there is the check-list.
There are exceptions to probably
every point but, by and large, we
have found it has worked successfully on more than 1,200 theatre
and TV ad-films in the last 10
years. It goes a long way in preventingmakes
"juvenile delinquents"
and
it certainly
happier parents.
And anyone who watches television
commercials in their current reckless propagation can recognize the
need for some such "birth control."

V/ICU (TV) ERIE
Starts Test Patterns Soon
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., The Erie
Dispatch television station, will be
on the air soon with test patterns.
Layman Cameron, general manager, announced last week. TV
demonstrations in downtown Erie
stores have been conducted by
WICU since Feb. 19.
The station, which will operate
on Channel 12 (204-210 mc), expects to have its modernistic building at 35th and State Sts., Erie,
completed early in March, Mr.
Cameron said.
The 300-ft. WICU tower is nearing completion, and DuMont engineers are installing latest television equipment. Station plans local
programming as well as selected
shows from four TV networks,
NBC, ABC, CBS and DuMont, according to Mr. Cameron.
John W. Cook, resident of Erie
since 1929, has been appointed
WICU film editor and is now preparing the station's film schedules.
TELECASTING

TELDISCO
LAST November, Teldisco Inc.,
New Jersey, distributor of DuMont
television receivers, had a problem.
A rush of sales had forced its
"home" models in short supply at a
time when demand was rising
through the top of the sales graph.
Complicating the situation was
the fact that Teldisco had so saturated the bar market in New Jersey that demands for the oversized
DuMont Club 20 model was promising to strike a plateau, leaving
that set in comparatively ample
supply.
Rising to the challenge of the
situation Teldisco, under the guidance of its agency account executive, Elliott Nonas, utilized the ingenious alternative of promoting
the bar sets for use in game rooms,
auditoriums and special uses in the
home.
Instinctively Mr. Nonas turned
to television and WABD, DuMont
video station, for that promotion.
Within two weeks the Club 20
model was completely sold out with
a net return of approximately
$100,000.
The campaign was a cooperative

TV

RIGHTS

Campaign
venture with Teldisco joining with
35 of its New Jersey DuMont
dealers in purchasing 40 quarterhour daytime programs per week,
one of the lai-gest daytime transactions in television.
The shows featured such talent
as Ralph Dumke, Stan Shaw, Vincent Lopez, Ted Steele and others,
with commercial copy carefully integrated into the continuity.
Mr. Nonas, head of his own New
York agency, has been handling
Teldisco's advertising for the past
His current campaign for the
year.
company features a five-a-week
program on WABD called Johnny
Olsen's Rumpus Room. The format
provides for two New Jersey DuMont dealers to be spotlighted each
day. Commercials are woven into
the entertainment portion of the
audience participation sTiow so that
the studio audience actually takes
part in the commercials.
For example, Johnny Olsen conducts a regular contest to discover
which of two contestants can mention, in a given time, the greatest
num.ber of features of the DuMont

'Enlargement' of Radio Rights
Says Baltimore Judge

Nets

$100,000

Return

telesets. Prizes are contributed by
the spotlighted dealers of the day.
The Nonas agency is currently
preparing an intensive campaign
in aural radio to promote the sale
of the International Harvester refrigerators and freezers, distributed exclusively now by Teldisco in
northern New Jersey and Orange
and Rutland counties in New York.
In commenting on the striking
success achieved by Teldisco in
television, Mr. Nonas observed, "A
lot of agency folk are touting video
as the sales medium of the future.
I disagree with them. Television
is the sales medium of the present."
FULTON LEWIS
Starting Simulcasts
FULTON
added television to hisLEWIS
currentjr.Mutual
radio
series Feb. 21 when he began a
series of simulcasts over MBS and
WOIC (TV) Washington, new
Bamberger outlet [Closed Circuit,
Jan. 3]. The commentator has
been signed for 52 weeks with options.
Mr. Lewis is heard five times
weekly, 7-7:15 p.m., on more than
500 Mutual stations, and is sponsored as a co-op feature on some
325. Simulcasts originate from
the studios of WOIC, with the TV
version offered on a sustaining
basis at the outset. He is retaining
his present program format — opening, middle and closing commercial time slots coincide on both
AM and TV. When Mr. Lewis
travels his spot will be filled by
substitute commentators, including
Phelps
ford. Adams and Kenneth Craw-

CENTURY Athletic Club won its long drawn-out fight to telecast weekly
boxing matches at Baltimore's Coliseum when a Circuit Court ruled Feb.
17 that television falls within the definition of broadcasting and entails
the same rights.
The decision, handed down by
Judge E. Paul Mason in Circuit not involve any inconsistency with
Court No. 2, represented a victory the other things it is permitted to
do under the lease . . . The tenant
over a New York partnership
which owns the' Coliseum. The produces the boxing bouts . . ."
Gotham firm had contended that
Text of Judge Mason's ruling in
the Athletic Club's lease does not
specify television privileges by paiThet : right to televise may be inferred
belong to the tenant because it is an
name, only broadcast rights. Tele- to
vision is a distinctly different and extension or enlargement of its (the ONE WAY
tenant's)
and in its right
hands todoesradio
not broadcasting
involve any
separate entertainment and cominconsistency with the other things it is
Of Losing 248 Viewers
munications medium, it had argued.
permitted to do under the lease.
The suit was lodged by the Century
The tenant produces the boxing
The televising of such bouts
Club, with Lucy Ann Garvey and bouts.
THE television feature. Open
will not
put any
the building
the premAvrum Rifman as counsel.
ises under
greater and
servitude
and
House, on WPTZ(TV) Philadelis
not toinconsistent
After defining the issue — whether
rights
broadcast bywith
radio.the tenant's
phia recently was directly responThe
landlords
or
their
predecessors
the right to broadcast by radio in- drew the contract. Under the rule that
sible for 248 welders, riveters, pipecludes the right to broadcast by no one who prepares a contract has infitters,
piledrivers
conhis reservations, it must be
struction
craftsmenand
fromother
the local
television — Judge Mason gave sev- construedcluded allmost
strongly against them.
(The issue is) whether the right to
eral definitions of "broadcasting,"
signing up for an 18-month
broadcast by radio includes the right area
which he admitted were unsatisfacjob in the Arabian desert.
to
broadcast
by
television.
tory. He pointed out, however, that
The program, sponsored by the
Since
transmission
reception are the
conducted
in the and
samethemanner,
since transmission and reception
Corn Exchange National Bank,
except
that
a
higher
frequency
is
used
are conducted "in the same manfor television, it would seem that radio was not put on as a special effort
ner ... it would seem that radio
bears
a very
scientific relation to , to call out workers. It was merely
television
. . close
.
bears a very close scientific relaThe main difference between the two due to Roy Neal making a routine
is the formtype
of mechanism
used toimpulses
trans- interview. In the interview, John
tion to television."
the sound
into electrical
Judge Mason observed that tele- on the one hand, and the images into Shanahan, representing the Bechelectrical impulses on the other, with tel International Construction Corvision may supplant radio and has the
same variations on the receiving
end of the broadcast.
made "serious inroads on the numporation, told of the need for skilled
Such
a construction of the contract workers to construct pipelines in
ber of persons who several years
could
not
possibly
be
what
the
parties
ago numbered themselves as . . . intended ... It is a fact that television
Saudi-Arabia. C. Pierce Taylor,
supplant radio and has at the
State Employment
regular radio listeners." He de- may
present time made serious inroads Pennsylvania
on the number of persons who several Service district manager, related
clared: "Television is, therefore,
years ago numbered themselves as that the next morning the 248 men
in direct competition with radio." members
of the regular radio listeners.
Interpreting telecast rights as
Television is, therefore, in direct appeared and signed up. The Philcompetition
with radio. Television
adelphia office of the PSES thus
an "extension or enlargement" of was not commercially
available in 1943,
became the only office in the United
when the lease was executed.
the club's right to radio broadcastThe
plaintiff
could
not
be
expected
States to meet its quota of men for
ing, the judge ruled that telecast
to guard against something not in the overseas assignment.
general use at that time.
rights in the tenant's hands "does
TELECASTING

Two Heads
HENRY MORGAN, comic
delight of the cynics, will
start his NBC video series on
March 21, and attempt to
prove that two Morgans are
more devastating than one.
In the Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45
NBC-TV
period,
sarcas-a
tic humorist
willtheutilize
dummy replica of his deadpan self, to lampoon various
phases of American life. The
Morgan dummy will be gifted
with seven or eight different
voices.

Quizzical
(Continued
from jMge TV
8 of Insert)
television are as yet low and profits
for the packager nearly invisible.
Undoubtedly, as the television
audience grows and TV starts operating on a real network basis,
the video quiz will cost considerable more than its AM counterpart
does today — but — and I think this
is the crux — not enough more in
relationship to other television
shows around it — to keep it from
being a smart buy for the advertiser.
Audience-participation will have
a place for itself in television as
it has in AM — but agencies and
producers will need to uncork the
imagination and expend the sweat
to satisfy television's demanding
terms.
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Duh^ont penetrates 29 of the 30 markets
where television is now operating. It will include
the 30th market, San Francisco, in March, 7949.t
DuMont Progrdn US Shown Live
on these station s

Programs shown on these stations
by DuMont Teietranscription

WABD

New

WLWT

WrlL-TV
\WAAM
A/A A kA

Philadelphia

WTTG
WNAC-Tv

Washington
D
J.
Boston

KSTP-TV
WHEN

Minneapolis-St. Paul

KLEE

Syracuse
Houston

Schenectady

WAVE-TV
KDYL-TV

Detroit

WMCT

Cleveland

KGB-TV

St. Louis

WTMJ-TV
WDTV

Milwaukee
Pittsburgh

Louisville
Seattle
Salt Lake City

KRSC-TV

Buffalo

KSD-TV

WTVR

Orleans

Atlanta

WGN-TV
WRGB

WSPD-TV

New

Baltimore

New Haven
Chicago

WJBK-TV
WEWS

Cincinnati

WDSU-TV
WAGA

WNHC-TV

WBEN-TV

96.7%

York

Memphis
Albuquerque

WBAP-TV
KTSL

Fort Worth
Los Angeles

Toledo
Richmond

tThe DuMont Network will extend to four other markets in March and April
KFRC-TV
WICU

San Francisco

March 1, 1949

Erie

March 1, 1949

WLWD

Dayton

WLWC

Columbus

April

1, 1949

April

1, 1949

E V I s
*An estimated 9,670,000 viewers
according to January 31, 1949,
set installation figures.
515 K4adison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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GEORGE D. GAILEY, former program director of WPIT Pittsburgh, has been named manager
of WJPA Washington, Pa., succeeding C. B. HELLER, who has joined
WIMA Lima, Ohio, as director of sales.
WALTER CALLAHAN, assistant genCinrral sales manager of WLW
cinnati, has been
ted assistappoin
ALL
ant to MARSH
N. TERRY, vice
president in charge
of television of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., with
special duties in
field of sales representation. Mr.
Callahan started
in radio with
Mr. Callahan
WCPO Cincinnati
as salesman and
later moved to similar position with
WLW and WSAI Cincinnati. He was
named manager of WLW Chicago
sales office in 1939 and later became
assistant to JAMES D. SHOUSE,
president, and R. E. DUNVILLE,
Respects
(Continued from, -page 38)
Norweb had passed the diplomatic
examinations.
While awaiting his appointment
to the U. S. Foreign Service, Mr.
Norweb at 22 was serving an apprenticeship inthe Paris Embassy
in 1916. He was officially appointed
to the service in March 1917.
With genuine and becoming
hnodesty, Ambassador Norweb acknowledges he was born under a
lucky star. His foreign service
career covers a 30-year span which
coincides with the rise of this country to a position of world preeminence and authority.
He was present for the Versailles Conference in Paris during
the first World War. During the
Disarmament Conference he was
in Washington with the State
Dept. The government called on
him to assist in bringing order during Tokyo's earthquake in 1923.
From May 1, 1925 to Aug. 31 of
that year he served as first secretary at The Hague. Four years
later he was a member of the
Inter-American Radio Conference
at The Hague.
It was at this time that the diplomat became engrossed in work
with such notables of the radio industry as Gen. Saltzman, Admr.
Hooper, Drs. Dellinger and Jolliffe
and Messrs. Jett and Craven.
These acquaintances and others
he identifies as "far sighted men
who have been, and thank goodness
many still are, an inspiration to
the coming generations."
His professional itinerary during the next 15 years reads like a
world cruise pamphlet.
He was called to Latin America
BROADCASTING

vice president and general manager
of Crosley. Mr. Callahan was general manager of WSAI when it was
owned by Crosley and later by
Marshall Field.
R. A. (Bob) NOVAK, program director at WAZF Yazoo City, Miss.,
has been appointed assistant manager. He formerly was with WTPS
New Orleans.
ROBERT W. FRUDEGER, formerly
sales manager of KBUR Burlington,
Iowa, and head of Wonder Suds Div.
of Iowa Soap Co., has been named
manager of WGIL Galesburg, 111.,
succeeding E. J. HUBER, who has
joined KTRI Sioux City.
LEW ROSKIN, formerly of CFRN Edmonton, Alta., has been appointed
manager of CJDC Dawson Creek,
B. C.
ARTHUR C. STRINGER, dirctor of
special services for NAB, is a judge in
National Safety Council's Public
Interest Award for 1948 competition.
Award is given for "exceptional service to safety by public information
media and sponsors of public service
advertising
Contest
closes March campaigns."
15.
HARRY MAIZLISH, general manager
of KFWB Los Angeles, is in New
York on two-weeks business trip.
JOAN ORR has been appointed manager of new 250 w permittee at Nanaimo, B.C. She formerly was with
CHUM Toronto, and CKLN Nelson,
B.C.
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president
and general manager of WIP and
WIP-FM Philadelphia, has been named
chairman
annual
Blind Week of
for Philadelphia's
the fourth consecutive
year.
for a series of assignments and
conferences during the conception
and nourishment of the Good
Neighbor policy.
As secretary, counselor and in
other capacities, he gained added
prestige at embassies in Chile, Bolivia, Mexico, Uruguay, Dominican
Republic, Peru and Argentina.
Ambassador Norweb was a U.
S. delegate to the Inter-American
Radio Conference in Havana, Cuba,
in 1937. It was at these sessions
that NARBA originated.
An all-time production record
was established at the second
Inter-American Radio Communications Congress in Santiago, Chile,
in 1940, when the work of the body
was completed in ten days. Ambassador Norweb, serving as a
U. S. delegate, played a major role
in proceedings.
Departing from the field of radio
for a short time in 1941, he served
as chairman of the U.S. delegation to the Third General Assembly
of the Pan-American Institute of
Geography and History in Lima,
Peru.
Portugal knew him as the U.S.
Ambassador in 1943. In 1945, he
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was U.S. Ambassador to Cuba.
He was elevated to the class of
career minister Nov. 14, 1946.
While serving as chairman of
the U.S. delegation to the important World High Frequency Broadcasting Conference in Mexico City,
for the first time in his brilliant
career radio threw him for a loss —
but so far as is presently known
not a diplomatic one.
Ambassador Norweb was obliged
to follow a doctor's advice and
take leave of the conference, due
to back injuries he sustained while
there.
He is pained, not so greatly by
the injury, as by the realization
that, through an ironic twist, the
injury was caused by trying to
move what he terms "a so-called
'portable' radio."
The accident has failed to dampen
Ambassador Norweb's enthusiasm
for radio and he is currently mustering his forces for an all-out fight
for better programs, fair international distribution of frequencies
and the advancement of experimental engineering.
Extensive travels and numerous
conferences have given the radio
diplomat a brilliant perspective on
communications as a whole and
broadcasting, in particular.
Radio problems he prefers to
survey from the commercial, political and engineering angles and,
whenever possible, to reduce the
divergences between the three
points of view.
Ambassador Norweb makes his
home on Lake Shore Boulevard in
Cleveland.
Tall, slender and with a sprinkling of gray in his abundant hair
and his closely-cropped mustache.
Ambassador Norweb is described
by friends and associates as the
most likely candidate for "Man of
Distinction" fame.
Emery May Holden, whose name
is associated with ownership in the
Cleveland Plain-Dealer, became his
wife Oct. 18, 1917. They have two
children, Henry Raymond, and Albert Holden. By tradition, the two
given names of a son are transeach generation in the Norwebposed
family.
In view of their father's extensive radio background, it is readily
understandable that both sons
served as radar officers with the
AAF during World War II and
that the eldest is now with WHK
Cleveland.
Ambassador Norweb's active and
colorful career as a foreign service officer has come to an end, but
the diplomat hints that his onetime hobby may "very possibly"
develop into a fulltime occupation.
Once his back has strengthened.
Ambassador Norweb hopes to devote considerable time to other interests such as baseball, swimming,
boating, fishing, hunting — and, of
course, radio.
He is a member of Harvard
Club, Brook Club, India House,
River Club (New York), Union
Club (Cleveland), Metropolitan
Club, and Chevy Chase Country
Club (Washington, D. C).
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wmimi
on special "DJ" platters*
LARRY
to
W A Bluebird
Singing In My Heart
(The La, La, La, La Song
It's A Big Wide
Wonderful World
DJ-654

^

SPIKE

Ya Wanna Buy A
Bunny?
Knock, Knock (Who's There?)
DJ-655

Tennessee Saturday Night
You Broke Your Promise
DJ-656
BILL

Dreamer With A Penny
I'm Beginning To
Miss You
DJ-657
BUDDY

Doo Dee Dee
On An Old Kazoo
Johnny Get Your Girl
DJ-657
*"DJ" disks couple (he cream of the
RCA Victor hits for your convenience!
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Saturd
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CALhousesalute
MUSInight
parties
place
in South Jersey are given over
WMID Atlantic City on its House
Party Time, one of several new shows.
Hour program is sponsored by local
Clicquot Club distributor and Kramer
Beverage Co. Listeners are invited to
inform station of socials and Kramer
arranges to have case of Clicquot Club
delivered to parties. Recorded music
is handled by Bob Brown. New series
of Italian-American programs featuring classical music also has been added
by WMID, as has a Sunday feature, In
the Public Eye, presenting Paul Hawn
with comments on New Jersey news.
'Learn to Type'
TOUCH TYPING will be taught via
radio when new program. Learn to
Type Right, starts on KOMO Seattle
March 9. Weekly program will be sponsored by Pantorium, Seattle launderer
and cleaner. Emphasis of teaching will
be on "visualization." Robert S. Nichols
Adv. developed series.
Medal Winners Featured
STORIES of men who have won the
Congressional Medal of Honor are
presented in new television package
show produced by A. S. Curtis Features Syndicate, Washington, D. C.
Available to interested stations, series offers weekly story of one CMH
hero, approximately ten minutes
long, using slides of art work and
photographs, plus narration. Show
requires no camera men, live actors,
etc., according to producer.
Pays for Thoughts
INTERVIEWS on the street program
over WJPS Evansville, Ind., are profitable for passers-by who have thoughts
of interest to pass on to listeners. In
keeping with program's title, A Penny
for Your Thoughts, station awards
a penny to each interviewee in addition to gift certificates for services or
commodities. Program is sponsored on
participating basis. WJPS also has
started new program to acquaint residents with activities of Evansville
Public Museum. Charles Boggs, museum
director, conducts show, telling listeners about current exhibitions at museum and future plans, plus interviewing guest authorities.
Viewers Participate
VIEWERS of Crossword Quiz, telecast over WSB-TV Atlanta, get chance
to participate in contest with studio
audience. At any time when studio
contestants miss word selected by
Bob Van Camp, quizmaster, televiewers may call station with their
answer. Correct answer wins $1.
Dual Station Show
LISTENERS to WCSI Columbus, and
WWNI Wabash, Ind., FM stations
owned by Syndicate Theatres Inc.,
heard both stations at once on recent
dual broadcasting event. Graeme
Zimmer, radio director of Syndicate
Theatres and conductor of WCSI
Saturday Night Bandstand, had as
his guest on show Bob Williams, disc
jockey at WWNI. The two conducted
their programs together, with Mr.
Williams in Wabash and Mr. Zimmer
in Columbus. Each station took its
turn at playing records.
Sports Coverage
BY END of basketball season, KDEC
Decorah, Iowa, expects to have carried more than 70 games, including
games in state tournaments in Iowa
and Minnesota as far as teams in its
listening area progress. KDEC has
tried to cover every team in its area
at least once with additional coverage
to games of special interest. Most
games were carried live. Station delayed many, of its network (MBS)

to

shows to maintain its rigid sports
schedule. In advertisement in Dubuque
Telegraph-Herald, KDEC explained its
sports policy which it called "personalized service."
Enthusiastic
responseis
from school
officials
and coaches
reported by station, in addition to
increase in attendance at games.
Video Critic
REVIEWS of local and network television programs are featured on new
program conducted by Ruth Chilton
on WJMJ Philadelphia. WJMJ reports
it does not consider series unethical
inasmuch as it is not in competition
with television, which it considers a
different art form from broadcasting.
'19th Hole'
TEACHING golf to listeners instead
of just "talking" the game is claim of
KTUC Tucson, Ariz., for its show.
The 19th Hole. Professional golfers
Leo Diegel, Jimmy Hines and Dell
Urich are featured on show along
with m.c Gerry O'Brien. Messrs. Diegel,
Hines and Urich give actual golfing
instructions to Announcer O'Brien
while description of studio activities is
aired for listeners.
TV Hunts Criminals
PHOTOGRAPHS and descriptions of
country's most "wanted" criminals are
telecast in new series over WMAL-TV
Washington, in cooperation with J.
Edgar Hoover and the FBI. Series
started last Tuesday and will be aired
Tuesday, 7:15-7:30 p.m. for four weeks.
Bryson Rash, special events director
of WMAL-TV, conducts show, working
with Louis B. Nichols, assistant FBI
director.
Amateur Poets
POETICALLY inclined listeners to
KTOP Topeka, Kan., now have opportunity tohave original poems aired
on Friendly Philosopher show. Bill
Griskey, m.c, requests listeners to
submit verses which are read with
organ background. Writer of poem
receiving most mail votes during
month receives award.
Political Feature
ALL NINE nominees for office of
mayor of Mattoon, 111., appeared on
WLBH Mattoon in recent pre-election
broadcast of The Roundtable. Each
nominee was interviewed for one min-

ute by Ray Livesay, station manager
and program moderator, after which
each was given two minutes to state
his platform and qualifications for
office. Advance publicity announcements
were carried three days prior to proOriginates from Car
grams.
INSIDE
of Kaiser-Frazer car was
origination point for special Automobile
Day program
At Willow Run,
aired by titled
WCOPMade
Boston
last
Tuesday.
Kenstaff
Mayer
of WCOP's
special events
handled
show from
Boston's Kaiser-Frazer showroom. Program featured interviews with company representatives, description of
new car and music by Kaiser-Frazer
Quartet. Pait of broadcast was made
as car moved around showroom.
Learning to Fly Via TV
FLYING LESSONS are being given
on new series of telecasts. Flight
Plan, over WHEN (TV) Syracuse, via
film and actual studio ground instruction. Writers of four best letters on
"Why I Want to Learn to Ply" are
receiving flight course free. To lend
authenticity to the telecast and help
students, single-engine Aeronaca plane
is used in studio lessons. Cooperating
with WHEN and handling actual flight
instruction is Ward Air Service of
Syracuse. To Air BBC Shows
BRITISH Broadcasting Corp. dramatic
and musical programs will be aired exclusively in Chicago by WMOR, FM
station scheduled to take air next
month. Jules Pewowar, program director, in making announcement, said
the station will program transcribed
World Theatre plays. Picture Parade,
half-hour excerpts from British films,
and British Concert Hall, one-hour
symphony with various musical groups.
WMOR
40 kw. will operate at 102.7 mc with
TV Amateur Talent
CHANCE for amateurs to test their
ability to entertain by television is offered by WPIX (TV) New York in a
new series. Four Star Talent Search,
Fri., 8-8.30 p.m. Talent chosen from
preliminary auditions to appear on the
program compete each week for cash
prize, plus a week's engagement at
Bradley's, New York supper club.

- J. McCOILISTER
Region
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Top
for

quality
more

power

tubes

25

years

than

BROADCAST engineers from coast to coast have
learned through the years to depend on Western
Electric tubes for long life and top quality performance.
Included in Western Electric's line are power tubes
and rectifiers for stations of every power, AM and FM.
Designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, these tubes
are now manufactured for Western Electric by
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., another pioneer in the
development of electron tubes.
For full information on Western Electric tubes to
meet your station's needs, call your local Graybar
Representative — or write Graybar Electric Co., 420
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Western Electric transmitting tubes will
be on display at the I. R. E. Convention.
-QUALITY

Western

COUNTS-

Electric
DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A.—
Graybar Electric Company. IN
CANADA
NEWFOUNDLAND—
Northern AND
Electric
Company, Ltd.
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Feature
(Contimied from page 20)
Co. occupies its own 1% -story brick
building, 50 by 140 feet. It is a
19-year-old business. Studios of
KECK — which is slightly over 2
years old — are above the store.
After making a sudden decision
to launch a radio station in Odessa
in 1946, Ben Nedow increasingly
concentrated his interest on broadcasting.
Some time ago, when he was in
New York, Mr. Nedow decided to
set NBC straight on some figures
pertaining to Odessa. Before he
was through, RCA chief Gen. Sarnoff himself had given him a half
hour of his time.
When it is considered that the
1930 population of Odessa was
under 4,000 and the 1940 population about 9,000 and today's population is over 47,000, it is evident
that the Odessa story commands
interest. Oil is, of course, the
answer. Thousands of producing
wells, five natural gasoline plants,
a vast carbon black plant, are
in the city's trading area.
Until the postwar period, Odessa
had no radio station of its own. It
now has three (KECK, KOSA
KRIG).
When Ben Nedow decided to go
into the radio business, his only
knowledge of broadcasting, other
than as an ordinary listener, came

from buying time for his furniture
store on a west Texas station in
another city. Mr. Nedow has a
basic philosophy about radio.
"I wanted a quality station," he
says. "I wanted to give the people
what they deserved. Give them a
dollar's worth of advertising for
every
dollar spent."
Something
he would not do, he
decided, was "not to crowd too
many commercials one after anKECK runs about 55% commercial, 45% sustaining. While it has
other."
a western band that satisfies the
native yen for cowboy music,
KECK also runs about two hours
of classical music a day.
His own People's Furniture Co.
uses a 1-hour Sunday show of
classical, along with two 50-word
daily spots and a 5-minute syndicated show a day. This is the
only advertising his store does,
having dropped newspaper entirely
a year ago, according to Mr. Nedow.
"We get results," he says, "and
meet a store payroll of eight
KECK raised $937 for the March
ofpeople."
Dimes in January in a contest
among three shows. Listeners
"bought" request numbers by
making contributions. KECK donated 168 15-minute periods to the
drive, and Mr. Nedow gave a $50
check to John Vacca, chief announcer, as high man with his
Make
Believe Ballroom, which
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FINCH FACSIMILE
European Distribution Set
NEA Service Inc., New York,
through its Acme Telectronix division, has become exclusive sales
agent for distribution of Finch
Telecommunications Inc. equipment for facsimile newspaper and
radio broadcast use in Europe and
Great Britain.
Announcement of the arrangement was made jointly by Fred S.
Ferguson, NEA president, and
Capt. W. G. H. Finch, president of
Finch Telecommunications.
Distribution of Finch equipment
in Europe for other facsimile uses,
such as business and commercial
transmissions, police broadcasts
and government enterprises, will
also be handled by Acme Teleccense. tronix, but on a non-exclusive liAcme plans to olfer the Finch
equipment as an extension of its
present Telephoto network service,
which connects newspapers in
European countries. Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm newspaper, was
the first to institute facsimile newspaper production in Europe.
O. V. Johnson
0. V. JOHNSON, 53, account executive of Dana Jones Co., Los
Angeles, died suddenly of a heart
attack in his office Feb. 8. He had
been with the agency for past 20
years, most recently handling
Bullock's (department stores) account. Besides his widow, Marjorie,
he leaves two children, Donald 20,
and William 16. Funeral services
were held Feb. 11 at Pierce Bros.
Mortuary, Los Angeles.

Authority -C. E. HOOPER, INC.
"Station Listening Index"
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Mr. Vacca then gave as his own
contribution — raising the grand
total to $987.
KECK won two first awards
(news, -an^ folk and western
music) and a third (sports) in
ming.
1948 judgings of radio programWhile Odessa is a long way from
anywhere (327 miles west of Fort
Worth, 287 miles east of El Paso) ,
Mr. Nedow and his KECK studios
are smack in the middle of things
in Odessa. The station and its big
call-letter sign is across from City
Hall, a block from the Post Office,
across the street from the Elliott
Hotel and a half block from the
new modernistic $350,000 Court
House.
KECK's transmitter tower rises
408 feet into the sky 3 miles west
of town amid 30 leased acres and
operates with what Mr. Nedow
prides himself as being one of the
strongest ground systems in west
Texas.

WJAX Ups Power
WJAX Jacksonville, Fla., NBC
affiliate, Feb. 18 began operation
on increased nighttime power of 5
kw. Station previously operated
on 5 kw daytime and 1 kw nighttime. Frequency remains 930 kc.

RED

CROSS

Radio to Back Fund Drive
OBSERVANCE of March 1 as
"Red Cross Day" by the major
radio and television networks has
been announced by American Red
Cross national headquarters. All
sustaining network programs that
day will carry a Red Cross message
and commercial sponsors have been
asked to cooperate. Continued
radio backing for the 1949 fund
campaign, running through the
month of March, is expected.
Material for station origination
is available through the local
chapter. In addition to scripts and
general information on the Red
Cross, a series of six network star
presentations may be obtained.
Scheduled for the series are: Bob
Hope, Bing Crosby, Jack Benny,
Dennis Day, Phil Harris and Alice
Faye, and the American Album of
Familiar Music. Four-and-a-half
minute dramatic programs and 15and 45-second spots are being sent
to stations by the NAB. They are
transcribed on a double-faced disc.
It is expected by the Red Cross
that more than 1900 stations will
carry material in cooperation with
local chapters. Over 200 foreign
language programs spotted
throughout the country will carry
the Red Cross message in eight
languages to specialized audiences.
SALT LAKE CITY
Ad Club Names Winners
FOUR Salt Lake. City stations
divided awards at the fourth annual awards banquet sponsored by
the Salt Lake City Advertising
Club Feb. 17. Over 50 entries were
received in the radio division, reported to be a new record total.
Judges were Maurice Mitchell, Lee
Hart and Harold Fair, all of NAB.
The winning
stations first
and inclassifications were: KDYL,
quiz
and sports broadcasts; KALL, first
in transcribed music and women's
appeal; KUTA, first in live music
and variety; KSL, best in drama.
Specific programs were named in
each of the winning classifications.
No award was given in the field of
radio news.
WE
THE

HAVE
FORMULA

Time buyers know that some stations pay, while others do not.
Time buyers who've tried WAIR
are loud in their praise of its
selling power.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Representatives: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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omntQlcia

ON, formerly in staCARL CANN
tion relations and sales promomotion departments of NBC, and
before that, assistant manager of
iWSGN Birmingham, has joined radio
am Co., ve.
New
of the
department
'■York,
representati
radioBranh
national
WILBUR J. (Johnny) PHILLIPS Jr.,
former sales representative for
WHKK Akron,
Ohio, has joined
sales staff of
WJMO Cleveland.
SHELDON VAN
DOLEN, formerly
with WMGM New
York and ABC has
joined New York
sales staff of Weed
& Co.
Mr. Phillips
WILLIAM R. ALDRICH, general
sales manager of WFTW and WFTWFM Fort Wayne, Ind., is the father
of a boy, Ryan.
MERRILL W. FUGIT, formerly of
Richard Bradley Assoc., Chicago, has
joined sales staff of WJJD Chicago.
IDONALD COOKE Co., New York, has
i been named* station representative for
WNDR Syracuse.
MICHAEL
(Mike) RENAULT, foriimer salesman with WMGM New York
'and before that with Headley Reed
I'Co.,
has as
joined
Donald
Cooke New
Co., York,
New York,
a salesman.
' JACK DENNINGER, former southern
advertising manager of Sales Management magazine, has
joined New York
sales staff of BlairTV Inc., television
station representative. Mr. Denninger was with Sales
Management for
three years.
LAWRENCE V.
HAUXHURST has
joined sales staff
of WISN and
Mr. Denninger
WISN-FM Milwaukee. He formerly was with Automatic Products.
JESS KELLEY has joined sales department of WONS Hartford, Conn.
M. L. PEACE, former manager of
WFKY Frankfort, Ky., has joined
sales staff of WJPS Evansville, Ind.
H. PRESTON PETERS, president of
Free & Peters, leaves this week for
Honolulu with Mrs. Peters to contact
KGMB-KHBC, which firm represent.
BILL PHREANOR has joined KCMJ
Palm Springs, Calif., as sales manager.
, Mr. Phreanor was formerly manager
(of KYOR San Diego and KBUC Corona, Calif.

STAMfO«D,^ CONN.

onal
Nati
ROGERS
ion for
ng champ
League HORN
battiSBY,
seven years, has been signed by
WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago to handle
commentary on Chicago Cubs home
games from April 19 to Oct. 2 under
sponsorship of Goebel Brewing Co.,
Detroit. Mr. Hornsby has managed
several U. S. pennant winning
National League teams, including the
Cubs.
FRANCIS
N. LITTLEJOHN, NBC
newsroom, has been appointed night
editor of NBC news and special events
department in New York.
LOREN (Bud) WATSON Jr., former
radio sports editor for United Press,
New York, has joined sports staff of
WBAP Fort Worth.
HARVEY SACHS, formerly with
KTIL Tillamook, Ore., has joined news
staff of KNBC San Francisco, replacing BILL MINETTE, who has been
promoted to public affairs director.
JOE TUCKER, WWSW Pittsburgh
sports director, has been appointed
member-at-large of Metropolitan
YMCA's Physical Education Council.
JOHN L. CARPENTER, director of
special events at KOIN Portland, Ore.,
has been appointed chairman of
Multnomah County Traffic Safety
Council by Gov. Douglas McKay.
BYRON BAKER, formerly with
KWKW Pasadena and KKLA (FM)
Los Angeles, has been named news
editor at KTXL San Angelo, Tex.

RALPH EDWARDS' NBC show This
Is Your Life, is to originate from Minneapolis March 29 and from Chicago
April 5.
• Telecasting

' The Gateway
New England "
ABC toAHIIiote
Rcpre»cntative: ). P. M^KINNHY & SON
BROADCASTING

MIKE McMICHAEL, former manager
of Goodyear Store,
Des Moines, has
joined sales staff
of KRNT Des
Moines.
VALERIA ELSNER SMITH has
been named traffic
director at KOOL
Phoenix, Ariz., replacing JEANNE
ORR, who resigned
to be married.
Mr. McMichael
dttoo tulttt*.!
RUSS DAKIN,
announcer at CFCF
Montreal, has transferred to local
sales staff, replacing PEGGY McGANNON, who has resigned to be
married.
DON SARACENO of ABC Chicago
sales staff, is the father of a girl.
GEORGE R. RUPPEL, MBS assistant
comptroller, has been elected president
of the New York chapter, Tax Executives Institute Inc.
GEORGE MORRIS, NBC Chicago local
salesman, is the father of a daughter.

MARION

m,

tweelo

REUTER

Time Buyer
YOUNG & RUBICAM,
ChicagoINC.

With her heavy radio
background including a
period as traffic manager of WBBM, Miss
Reuter is well equipped
for her tough job of
buying time for all Y&R
Chicago accounts. Welcome to the fold, and
may you enjoy your
Patroonship as much as
we enjoy welcoming you
to membership.

WPTR is fops wifh listeners
because WPTR is tops in talent.
Whether it's sports, news, drama
or fairy tales for the kiddies,
WPTR has a regional favorite
to handle the show.

SOON
50,000

Watts

Reprejen/ec/ by RAMBEAU
PATROON
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Actions
of the FCC
FEBRUARY 18 to FEBRUARY 24
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
pending action
on petition
for reconsideration and grant
of application.
Chanute
Bcstg.
Co.,
Chanute,
Kan. —
Commission on own motion continued
indefinitely hearing presently scheduled
14, pending action
on pe-of
tition March
for reconsideration
and grant
application.
Steel City Bcstg. Co. and WBES Chicago— Commission
own motion
continued indefinitelyon hearing
presently
scheduled March 17, pending action on
petition for reconsideration and grant
of applications.
West AUis Bcstg. Co., West AUis, and
Watertown Radio Inc., Watertown, Wis.
— Commission on own motion continued indefinitely coiisolidated hearing
presently scheduled March 23, pending
action on petition for reconsideration
and grant of applications.
Empire Bcstg. Co., Pomona-Ontario,
Calif. — Commission on own motion continued indefinitely hearing presently
scheduled March 28 in re application.
Woodward Bcstg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
— Commission on own motion continued
indefinitely hearing presently scheduled
March 29 in re application.
Ebbets-McKeever Exhibition Co. Inc.,
New York — Granted petition insofar as
it requests solidated
continuance
hearing in re ofNewfurther
York conFM
applications and further hearing presently
for pending
March 1 action
was continuedscheduled
indefinitely,
on
ing.
petition
for grant without further hearWUTV Indianapolis — Denied petition
requesting continuance of hearing
presently scheduled March 21 in re
application.

February 18 Decisions ...
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Hyde)
Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta— Granted petition for leave to
amend TV application to change name
of applicant from Board of Regents,
University System of Georgia, for and
on behalf of Georgia School of Technology, to Board of Regents, University
System of Georgia, for and on behalf of
the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Suburban Bestrs., Jackson, Mich. —
Granted petition to intervene in hearing on application of WLOK Lima,
Ohio.
WFEC Miami, Fla. — Granted petition
for continuance of hearing scheduled
February
24, to April 28, at Washington.
Greenwich Bcstg. Corp., Greenwich,
Conn. — Granted petition for extension
of time to file opposition to petition of
Fairfield County
Bcstg. and
Co. for
statement of application
time reinwas
extended to Feb. 23.
Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Columbus,
Ohio — Passed over petition to reconsider and set aside grant of application for
license of Northwestern Ohio Bcstg.
Corp.
WSIV Pekin,
III. — indefinitely
Commission hearing
on own
motion
continued
presently scheduled Feb. 23, pending
action on petition for reconsideration
and grant of application.
KRGVmotion
Weslaco,continued
Tex. — Commission
on
own
indefinitely
hearing presently scheduled March 7

When

you

think

of

REPLACEMENTS

W ///

TUBE

with...

AMPEREX
ALL TYPES — TRANSMITTING
AND RECTIFYING TUBES
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Beacon Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
et al continued
Boston —
Commission
on own
motion
from March 3 to May 23 at Boston
consolidated hearing on application for
FM stations.
WTEL Philadelphia — Dismissed as
moot petition
requesting
continuance of oral
argument30-day
presently
scheduled Feb. 21 in re order to show
cause since Commission on Feb. 17 on
own motion continued indefinitely said
oral argument.
Shelby Bcstg.
Co.,motion
Center,advanced
Tex.—
Commission
on own
from ton,April
11
to
March
4
at
Washingthe hearing on application.
Frequency Bcstg. System Inc.,
Shreveport, La.of
— Granted
for
continuance
hearingpetition
presently
scheduled for February 17, to March
10, at Washington, in re application.
(This action supersedes that reported
on report dated Feb. 11.
(By Commissioner Webster)
KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit, and
WGAR Cleveland — Commission on own
motion continued to March 16 in Los
Angeles hearing now set Feb. 21 in re
complaint of Radio News Club of Holagainst G. A. Richards, president of lywood
KMPC.
FCC Correction
In report dated Feb. 11 item referring
to WHDH Boston et al, should have
shown steadhearing
of March 2.continued to May 2 in-

FARNSWORTH SUIT
Stockholder Protests Sale
A STOCKHOLDER of Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp. last week
started a suit to stop the company
from selling out to International
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
The Supreme Court of New York
directed the two companies to show
cause why they should not be restrained from making the transfer. The suit was brought by
Harry Hecht, owner of 400 shares
of Farnsworth, who alleged that
the sale of Farnsworth's assets at
the price publicly announced will
result in depression of the value of
his shares.
Blanford

Resigns

MISS ESTHER BLANFORD,
clerk stenographer in the office of
FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones, has
resigned to become associated with
the Washington law firm of Hogan
& Hartson, where she will be in
charge of administrative details of
the radio practice. She previously
served with Ray C. Wakefield during his Commissionership. During
the war she was a yeoman, first
Reserve
class, in (Spars).
the Coast Guard Women's

February 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WRBL-AM-FM Columbus, Ga.— Assignment of license from J. W. Woodruff, J. W. Woodruff Jr. and E. B. Cartledge Jr. d/b as Columbus Bcstg. Co.
to J. W. Woodruff, and J. W. Woodruff
Jr. d/b as Columbus Bcstg. Co.
License for CP
KPLC Lake Charles, La. — License to
cover CP change frequency, increase
power
WHJBetc.Greensburg, Pa. — License to
AM— 1420 kc
cover CP, increase power etc.
WHIS Bluefield, W. Va.— Same.
WVOT
Wilson, N. C— CP change
WHDH Boston — Same.
from 1 kw D to 1 kw-D 500-w-N, install
WXGICP change
Richmond,
Va. — License to DA-N.
cover
frequency.
Assignment of CP
Modification of CP
KTAT Frederick, Okla. — Assignment
WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.— Mod. CP
of CP from J. D. Jones Jr., Ronald
new AM station for extension of comW. Wheeler Jr. and Winston A. Jones
d/b as Frederick Bcstg. Co. to J. D.
pletion date.
Jones Jr., Ronald W. Wheeler Jr.,
License Renewal
Winston A. Jones and Jack W. Oswalt
WWST-FM
Wooster, Ohio — License
d/b as Frederick Bcstg. Co.
renewal
FM station.
Transfer of Control
License for CP
KTSA
San
Antonio — Application filed
WMCFCP Memphis,
Tenn. — License to pursuant to Avco
Rule by Express Pub.
cover
new FM station.
Co.
for
transfer
oflicensee.
control from SunWLOG-FM Logan, W. Va.— Same.
shine
Bcstg.
Co.,
WFPG-FM Atlantic City, N. J.—
Same.
APPLICATION
AM— 630DISMISSED
kc
WEFM Chicago — Same.
WMLL Evansville, Ind. — Same.
Guy E. Mallery
Helena, Mont.
WLAW-FM Lawrence, Mass. — Same.
DISMISSED
F6b. 14Jr.,application
for CP—
WLDM Detroit— Same .
new AM station
kc kc
1 kw D.
WJLN Birmingham, Ala. — Same.
AM—6301010
KFMV Hollywood, Calif.— Same.
WBRL Baton Rouge, La. — License to
Highlands Bcstg.
Canton, N.
cover CP changes in FM station.
DISMISSED
Feb. 14Co.,
application
for C.CP—
Modification of CP
new AM station 1010 kc 1 kw D.
AM—
1050
kc
KQW-FM San Francisco — Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of comCharles H. Feb.
Young,
Anderson, for
S. C.CP—
pletion date. Atlantic City— Same.
DISMISSED
15 application
WBAB-FM
new AM station 1050 kc 1 kw D.
WOHS-FM Shelby, N. C— Same.
(Continued on page 58)
KLUF-FM Galveston, Tex. — Same.
WRVC Norfolk, Va.— Same.
WLDM
Detroit
— Mod.
change studio location
to Oak
Park,CP Mich.
KREI-FM Farmington, Mo. — Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
NBC AFFILIATE
170 w to 298 w, ant. from 215 to 210.4 ft.
WTWO
Dayton,
Ohio—
Mod.
CP
new
FM station to change ERP from 20 to
48 kw, ant. from 500 to 371 ft.
WPAR-FM Parkersburg, W. Va. —
ft.
Mod. CP new FM station to change ERP
from 23 to 18.2 kw, ant. from 480 to 309
FM— 93.5 mc
KOCS-FM Ontario, Calif.— CP change
ERP42 from
to
ft. 310 w to 1 kw, ant. from 110
Modification of CP
WNAC-TV Boston— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station for extension
of completion date to June 1.
KSTP-TV St. Paul— Same to Sept. 16.
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia— Same to
June
15.
ORLANDO
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1070 kc
FLORIDA
10706 kc
1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
kwWIBC
D DA Indianapolis—
at new ant. SSA
site for
mo. 50
AM— 1440 kc
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
KPRO Riverside, Calif. — CP increase
Nah Rep., WEED & CO.. New York
from 1 kw to 5 kw, install DA-N.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Page
1949

YEARBOOK

ADDENDA

FHE FOLLOWING Yearbook changes and additions were received just
ifter the 1949 Yearbook had gone to press. This will also serve to
jorrect a number of errors made in compiling this vast volume. For con'^enient reference purposes, the information is arranged numerically by
STearbook page number. The more
*
: estab1924.
ip-to-the-minute changes for all Page 122— WFBM lishedIndianapolis,
IfEARBOOK directories and services Page 126— KBIG Des Moines, delete
Myron J. Bennett and show
Allan Curnutt as director
should be made from the weekly isand general manager.
sues of Broadcasting-TelecastPage 130 — Show
NG.
Kansas state
in placecontinued
of Iowa. as
KVGB
Great
Bend,
Kan.,
;?age 44 — Station represented by The
Helen
T. Coogan is presiKatz
Agency
in
Flint,
Mich.,
dent.
is WFDF.
Murray, Ky., H. T.
?age 46— J. H. McGillvra listing, Page 136— WNBS
Waldrop is president.
WFIG is in Sumter, S. C.
Page
138—
KLOU
Charles,
La.,
In NBC Spot listing, Chicago
add E. Lake
Ratcliffe
Anderson,
TV call letters are WNBQ.
vice
president
and
general
'age 48— William G. Rambeau Co.
manager.
listing,
Owensboro, Ky. sta- Page 140— WDSU New Orleans, lition is WVJS.
ense is WDSU
Servfage 58— WOIC Washington sales
ices cInc.
Robert Bcstg.
D. Swezey,
manager
is William D. Murdock.
vice president in place of
'age 60— WTPS-TV New Orleans, L.
Fred Weber, and A. Louis
K. Nicholson is owner. ReRead Jr., commercial manmove from personnel listing
ager.
of WRTV. WMAR-TV is Page 146— WNAC
Charles
CurBaltimore outlet of the A. S.
tin is Boston,
promotion
manager
Abell Co.
and torDavid
Shurtleff
is
direcof sales service.
WJBK-TV Detroit is at 500
Temple Ave. Phone: Temple
Detroit is now at 500
3-7900. Richard E. Jones is Page 150— WJBK
Temple Ave. Phone: Temple
general manager; George M.
3-7900.
E. Hal Hough is proMillar, commercial manager.
gram director.
Page 64 — WBNT-TV Columbms is now
Page
156—
WCAR
Pontiac,
Mich. D. J.
WBNS-TV.
Campbell, general manager;
Page 69 — Dorothy Alexander is proF.
M.
Hourigan,
program digram director of WVOK
rector; Wayne N. Cook, chief
Birmingham.
engineer. Represented by
i'age 70 — WIRE Enterprise, Ala. RobPearson, and
usingINS.
Standard Raert E. James, Ralph M.
Stanford and Franklin James Page 156— WHAKdio, APRogers
City, Harvey
are partners. Delete R. A.
A. Klann, president, general
Dowling
and
Owens
Alexmanager
and
chief
engineer;
ander.
Albert G. Klann, commerpage 88— KSDJ
San
Diego
is
now
cial
manager;
Harry
E.
KCBQ.
Brege, promotion manager.
94—
WNOC
Norwich,
Conn.,
John
Services:
World,
UP.
Dine is general manager;
page
Saginaw, Mich., H.
Jack Perrington,
programsales
di- Page 156— WKNX
H. Wolfe,
partner
rector; Noel C. Beault,
motion
manager. and promanager.
Lebanon, Mo., add
WWCO Waterbury, Conn., Page 164— KLWT
Robert C. Fields, president;
Eugene Fleisher is chief enO. R. Wright, general and
gineer.
commercial manager; Thomage 103 — Randolph
WSPB Sarasota,
Fla., Ken
is commercial
as H. Miller, program direcmanager.
tor; E. L. Hendry, chief engineer. Services:
age 106 — WBBQ
Augusta,
Ga., delete
Worth, SESAC,
UP. LangKBS under
network.
WRDW
Augusta, Ga., Page 166— KICK Springaeld, Mo., add
Charles. H. Pointel is proCharlesidentE.and general
Seiferd, manager.
vice presI
gram director.
Page 108— WGBAer M. Columbus,
Ga.,
WaltN. H., liWindsor is general Page 172— WMOU censeeBerlin,
is White
Mountain's
manager
and
program
direcBcstg.
Co.
Charles
S. Holtor, William R. Atkinson is
brook, president; Wendell
chief engineer.
MacKenzie,
program
direcPage 114— KCID CaldweU, Ida., Jerry
tor; Kettell-Carter, repreBiir<»ess is chief engineer,
sentative in Boston and Rapage 120— WKID
Urbana,
111., Elwood
York.dio Representatives in New
Fabert
Is preside.it,
E. Boudreau
and G.Doaald
Max Page 174— WCAM Camden, N. J., WilKimbrel, managers.
lard C. Schriver is station
director. Delete Mildred C.
Longendorfer.
Page 175— KVER Albuquerque, N. M.,
Betty
rector. Kehle is program diPage 182— WMCA New York, add Norer. man Boggs, general managPage 188— WIBX
Utica,
Stewart,
executive
viceElliott
president
and
station manager; N. W,
Cook, national sales - merchandisingpromotion
man•Wood. ager; Gladys
P. Moore, vice
president-secretary.
Delete
William J. Calvert and Helen

HENRY GREENFIELD, Me. Director N.Y.19
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Page 194— WJNC Jacksonville, N. C,
Forjoe replaces Walker as
station representative.
Page 196— WMFD Wilmington, N. C,
delete gramEd.
McKay as prodirector.
Page 198— KNOX
Grand
N. D.,
add Jack FrenchForks,
as assistant
manager.
Page 204— WONE Dayton, add C. J.
Thornquest, station manager; Frank E. Shaffer, program director; Stanley A.
Beck, chief engineer. Network; MBS. Services: Headley-Reed,
AP. Liverpool, O.,
WLIO East
John M. Croft is general
manager.
WPFB Middletown, O., L. H.
Beckwith is chief engineer.
Page 219— H.WVAMHurley
Altoona,
Pa., Richard
is general
and
commercial manager.

• Telecasting
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Page
Page
Page
Page

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

Page

232— WORK York, Pa., correct
spelling
lough. of Clair R. McCol234 — Personnel and services for
WCSC and WACA Camden
are transposed. All personnel and services now appearing alongside WACA should
be listed sonnel
for andWCSC;
all perservices
now
listedlong toalongside
WCSC
beWACA.
236— WNOK leteColumbia,
S.
C,
deCharles W. Burdsal.
Richard T. Allen, general
manager,
manager. is also commercial
238— WCAT Rapid City, S. D.,
add Warren E. Wilson, president; W. Ferron Halvorson,
director and general man280— WWYO
W. Va.,
ager. JackPineville,
add
Shipman, president.
287— WEMB San Juan, add David
A. Brown, mercial
general
commanager;andManuel
Mendez Ballester, program
director; Rafael Acosta,
chief engineer.
300— Call
KSGH(FM).(FM)
should letters
read KSFH
302— WSAV
(FM)
Savannah,
ben Daniel is president. Har303— WEAW (FM) Evanston, on
105.1 mc and 36,000 watts
306— WJBK-FM
500 Tempower.ple Ave. Detroit,
Phone: Temple
3-7900. Richard E. Jones is
general manager; E. Hal
Hough, program director.
310— WFMY (FM) Greensboro,
L. O. Hutchins is commercial
manager.
349 — ^Add Harwood Martin, Adv.,
Colorado Bldg., Washington
5, D. C. Tel.: Republic 2966.
355 — Shaffer Brennan Margulis
Adv. Co., add S. I. Rosenfeld, partner.
366 — Under ABC executives in
column
marked
"Officers,"
list
Charles
C. Barry,
vice
presidentvision;inErnest
charge
of teleLee Jahncke
Jr., vice president in charge
of the stations department
for radio and television; J.
Donalddent in charge
Wilson,of vice
presiprograms.
375 — Under Keystone, d e 1 e te
WBBQ Augusta, Ga.
428— Add Tele-Theatre Productions, 33 W. 58th St., New
York 19.
429 — Add Universal Radio Productions, Lock Box 847,
Phoenix, Ariz.
483 — Add to tions
Federal
CommunicaBar Assn.,
Moser,
J. G., Guaranty
Bldg.,
Hollywood, Calif.
484 — Beck School for Radio, address should read 1722 Hennepin, Minneapolis, Minn.
514 — Under Consultants, Allied
Arts, iltonadd
Blackburn-HamCo., Washington
Bldg.,
Washington, D. C. Tel: National 7405. James W. Blackburn. Offices: 235 Montgomery St., San
Francisco.
Tel: Exbrook
2-5672.
Ray V.
Hamilton, Tower Petroleum
Bldg., Dallas. Tel: Central
1177.
525— WAMSlete from
(FM)newspaper
Athens, O.,
list. de-

Nussbaum Improving
COL. HOWARD L. NUSSBAUM,
chief of the Air Force radio and
television branch, is now off the
critical list at Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C, where he
is undergoing operations for injuries sustained in , a plane crash
Jan. 23 [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 20)
Autolite, Pepsodent, Sunlight Soap,
Rinso and others.
The Tuttle's — she is the former
Alice Frost — were married June
27, 1941. Mrs. Tuttle is one of the
best known radio actresses in the
industry, portraying — among other
parts — the role of Pamela North in
the Mr. & Mrs. North program.
The couple live on Sutton Place in
New York.
Bill's hobbies include golf, tennis
and swimming. He also develops
his own film, taken with his 16mm
camera.

EUROPEAN

Mary Foster Heads Group
MARY FOSTER, women's reporter
heard daily on KOWH Omaha, is
conducting a group of 30 midwestern women on a 30-day tour of
stop.
Europe.
The group left New York
by air Feb. 15 for Paris, the first
Programs will be arranged for
the women by authorities who will
tell of conditions in respect to food
shortages, education, recovery, the
cost of
living
and women's
lems in the
countries
visited. probThe
Omaha World Herald, owner of
KOWH, sent reporter J. Howard
Cowan to cover the trip for the

paper.

^ ...WILLfl
MAKE
MONEY

FOR

YOU*

Sponsor
or prospect
, ,^
here
is a dynamic
show .that
will work.
It's proved its
punch on a gamut of products Q
from A to Z. A Terrific
Sports Program ... 5 minutes
... 5 times a week.
Famed Jack McLean, "The
Man About Sports" at his
dynamic best.
The "Greatest of the Great"
is a proved money makei for
others, will pay out for you.
Send for Audition disc and
low rates for your station.
S£/VD

Miss. Meeting Date
MEETING date for the Mississippi
Broadcasters Assn. has been announced by Bob Evans, secretarytreasurer of the association. The
two-day session will be held March
26-27 at the Gilmer Hotel in Columbus. WCBI Columbus will be
host to the group.
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I THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU. INC- J
I NATIONAL RESEARCH BUILDING, Dept. 228 ■
I CHICAGO 10. ILLINOIS.
|
■ Please send me without obligation Free '
I■ Audition
platter
and Great."
low rates. On -the I
"Greatest
of the
I Name
j
I Address
I
I■ City
State
Station
.., ||
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 56)
February 23 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Avco Repeal Proposed
Announced proposal to repeal Avco
rule requiring
advertising
for competitive bids in station
transfers.
Also
announced proposed plan to amend
rules to require advertising of requests for new stations, changes in
existing stations, renewals of license
and transfers (See story this issue).
BY THE SECRETARY
WSYR WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.—
Granted
assignment
of license
Radio Projects
Inc. from
Centralto New
York Bcstg. Corp.
WHBS-FM Huntsville, Ala.— Granted
license covering CP changes in FM
station.
KSEL-FM Lubbock Bcstg. Co., LubTex. — Granted
request to cancel bock,
CP new
FM station.
WLDM Detroit, Mich. — Granted mod.
CP change studio location.
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion date as shown:
WBML Macon, Ga., to 5-18-49; WWLH
New Orleans, to 9-16-49; WDBO-FM
Orlando. Fla., to 5-14-49; WPAR-FM
Parkersburg. W. Va.. to 6-12-49; WREVFM Reidsville, N. C, to 6-8-49; KPRA
Portland, Ore., to 4-10-49; WNAO-FM
Raleigh, N. C, to 4-28-49; WCAU-FM
Philadelphia, to 6-15-49.
KAYL forStorm
— Granted
license
new Lake,
standardIowastation
and
specify studio location; 990 kc 250 w D.
WDEF Chattanooga, Tenn. — Granted
license
old trans,
main trans,
at present siteinstall
of main
for aux.
WBET Brockton, Mass. — Granted license mount FM ant. on top AM tower.
Radio W M I T, Charlotte, N. C—
Granted license for KIA-24 covering
change of frequency, power and
equipment.
KGYNcense forGuymon,
Okla.— station
Granted 1220
linew standard
kc 1 kw D.
KNEXcense McPherson,
Kan. — station
Granted 1540
lifor new standard
kc 250 w D.
Ore.— Same— 1450
kc KWRO
250 w Coauille,
unl.
KFH-FM
Wichita,
Kan.—
license new FM station; Granted
Chan. 262
(100.3 mc), ERP 11 kw, ant. 410 ft.
WMAR-FM
SameChan.
250 (97.9 Baltimore,
mc), 20 kw,Md.390— ft.
WEBQ-FM
Harrisburg,
lU. — Same
—
Chan.
260 (99.9
mc), 4.2 kw,
305 ft.
WTAQ-FM
Oreen
Bay,
Wis.
—
Same
—
Chan. 273 (102.5 mc), 14 kw, 440 ft.
KVSO-FM
Ardmore,
Okla.—
SameChan. 229 (93.7 mc), 8.2 kw, 690 ft.
First with the most in
NEW

ORLEANS

WDSU
TV Channel 6 —
31,000 waHs
New
Orleans'
first
and only.
Transmitting from atop the
Hibernia Bank BuildEmpireSouth.
State
of ing—thethe Deep
ABC — NBC
DU^AONT — WPIX
Television Affiliate
Affiliated with
New Orleans Item
AM 1280 Ue — 5000 woMs
(effective 20,000 watts in
greater New Orleans)
Covering New Orleans, South
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast.
FM Channel 287 — 15,000 woHi
(C. P. 155,000 watts)
WDSU's
dominant
Hooperating,
pioneer-is
ing service and high
listener loyalty
THE buy in New Orleans!
NEW ORLEANS ABC AFFILIATE
WDSU
Repreiented by the
John Blair Company
Page 58
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WAJLmc),
Flint,
(107.1
400 Mich.—
w, 175Same—
ft. Chan. 296
WHAI-FM
Greenfield,
Chan. 252 (98.3 mc), Mass.—
1 kw, Sameminus
240 ft.
WKRS
Waukegan,
111.
—
Same—
294 (106.7 mc), 12 kw, 355 ft. Chan.
WOSH-FM
Chan.
225 (92.9Oshkosh,
mc), 3.5Wis.—
kw, Same325 ft.
WIKY-FM
Evansville,
Ind.—
Chan. 281 (104.1 mc), 19 kw, Same450 ft.
KSPI-FM
Stillwater,
Chan.
230 (93.9
mc), 3.9Okla.—
kw, Same300 ft.
WDBJ-FM
Roanoke,
Va.
—
Same
—
Chan. 235 (94.9 mc), 11.8 kw, 1550 ft.
WFML293 Washington,
Ind.kw,— Same
—
Chan
(106.5 mc), 14
320 ft.
WMSA-FM
Massena,
N.
Y.
—
SameChan. 287 (105.3 mc), 13 kw, 335 ft.
Boise,
Ida.—minus
Same—415
Chan.ft.
291KIDO-FM
(106.1 mc),
7 kw,
WOL-FM
Washington,
D.
C—
Same
Chan. 254 (98.7 mc), 20 kw, 410 ft. —
WCOP-FM Boston— Same— Chan. 264
(100.7 mc), 20 kw, 495 ft.
KTRN247 Wichita
FaUs,28 Tex.—
Chan.
(97.3 mc),
kw, Same500 ft.
WMBD-FM
Peoria,
lU.—
Same—
223 (92.5 mc) 16 kw, 545 ft. Chan.
WMCP Baltimore— Same— Chan. 234
(94.7 mc), 20 kw, 405 ft.
WPAM-FM
Chan.
238 (95.5 PottsvlUe,
mc), 5.1 kw,Pa.—790Sameft.
WKOK-FM
Stinbury,
Chan. 231 (94.1 mc), 4.4 kw,Pa.-^ame—
875 ft.
WNYE Brooklyn, N. Y.— Granted license for new non-commercial educational FM station; Chan. 218 (91.5
mc), 20 kw, 415 ft.
KLTI Longview, Tex. — Granted mod.
license change main studio location.
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.— Granted
mod. CP to change ERP from aur.
7 kw to 3.7 kw; ant. increased to
1120 ft.
WTTV
Bloomington,
Ind.completion
— Granted
mod.
CP for
extension of
date to 5-15-49.
WVNJcense forNewark,
N. J.— Granted
linew standard
station 620
kc 5 kw DA unl.
CPWENT
installGloversville,
new trans. N. Y.— Granted
KDON
Monterey,
CP install new vertical Calif.
ant. — Granted
KGIB Bremerton, Wash. — Granted
mod.cal ant.
CP and
to make
in vertichange changes
type trans.
WSAL
Logansport,
Ind.
—
mod. CP for approval of ant.,Granted
trans,
and studio locations.
WNAV Annapolis, Md. — Granted mod.
CP . for studio
approval
of type tarns, and
change
location.
WVMI
Biloxi,
Miss.
Granted mod.
CP for extension of —completion
date
to 9-14-49.
WMC cense
Memphis,
Tenn.
—
Granted
licovering change in DA and
mou'^t TV and FM ant. on AM tower.
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y. — Granted
involuntary transfer of control of
licensee corporation from John F.
Grimps, deceased, to Thomas Durkin
and
estate.Eugene Fitzpatrick, executors of
The Fort Industry Co., Area Detriot,
Mich. — Granted CP new exp. TV relay
layTheKA-3231.
Associated Bcstrs. Inc., Area
San Francisco — Granted license new
exp.
relayLee,
KA-2086.
W. TV
Albert
Area Houston, Tex.
—Same for KA-2087.
KBUK Dallas, Tex. — Granted assignto Baptist General Conventionment ofofCPTexas.
Modern Bcstg. Co. of Baton Rouge
Inc., Area Baton Rouge, La. — Granted
CP new remote pickup station KA2130.
Coosa Valley Bcstg. Co., Area Gadsden, Ala.— Same for KA-2129.
WFET Binghamton Press Co. Inc.,
Binghamton,
N. FM
Y. — station.
Granted request
to delete CP new
KMED-FM Mrs. W. J. Virgin, Medford,
CP newOre.FM— Granted
station. request to cancel
WHHS Haverford Township Senior
High
Pa. — Granted
mod. School,
CP to Havertown,
change operating
power
and type trans.
WPRS Paris, Tenn. — Granted mod.
CP for apnroval of ant., trans, and
studio locations, and change type trans.
KXJK Forrest City, Ark.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and
trans, location and change type trans.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WLWT Cincinnati, to 9-4-49;
KRSC-TV Seattle, to 4-15-49; WSPDFM Toledo, Ohio, to 9-6-49; WRHIFM Rock Hill. S. C. to 3-11-49;
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C, to 415-49; WFMJ-FM Youngstown. Ohio,
to 6-1-49: WOR-FM New York, to
5-15-49; WFTW-FM Fort Wavne. Ind.,
to 8-31-49; WHIS-FM Bluefield, W. Va.,
to 6-1-49; WCAP-FM Asburv Park,
N. J., to 9-3-49: WAGE-FM Syracuse,
N. Y., to 8-18-49; WMBI-FM Chicago,
to 7-1-49.
WIMA Lima, Ohio — Set aside action
of 1-31-49 (pursuant to Sec. 0.102(b)
granting license for new standard station and to specify studio location;

OhI in Pulpit
WHEN its pastor was called
out of town Feb. 13 the Presbyterian church at Alexandria,isterLa.,forwas
a minthe without
day but
not
without a man to fill the pulpit.ofFredKALB
Ohl, station
director
Alexandria,
armed with a transcription
of The Presbyterian Hour,
previously used on KALB,
filled in for the Rev. W. G.
Foster. Mr. Ohl is music
director of the church.
this action is without prejudice to
continuing program tests.
WKBS Oyster
Bay,
N. Y.—
Granted
assignment
of CP
to Key
Bcstg.
tem Inc. from
Eastern
Bcstg.
Co. SysInc.
W M B CP
L Morehead
N. C—
Granted
install new City,
vertical
ant.
KREL-FM
Granted
mod. Goose
CP toCreek,
change Tex.—
type
trans.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WVNA Indianapolis, to 812-49; WMMJ-FM
to to
430-49;
KEYL San Peoria,
Antonio,111.,
Tex.,
6-15-49;
KTLX
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
to
615-49.
WGST Atlanta, Ga.— Granted mod.
CP to change name of Board of
Regents,
of Georgia,
for
and University
on behalfSystem
of the
Georgia
Institute of Technology, and for extension of completion date to 6-1-49.
February 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1440 kc
KPRO Riverside, Calif. — CP increase
1 kw to site
5 kw,from
installRiverside
DA-N andto change
trans,
North
Riverside.
AM— 1420 kc
WVOT1420 Wilson,
from
kc 1 kwN. D C—to CP1420change
kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-N.
WLEA
Hornell,
N.
Y.—
CP
change
from 1320 kc 1 kw D to 1420 kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N
DA-N.
AM— unl.
980 kc
KICAkc Clovis,
M. —toCP 980
change
1240
250 w N.unl.
kc 1from
kw
unl. DA.
SSA— 730 kc
WPIK Alexandria, Va.— SSA 730 kc
1 kw-D 250 w-N unl. for period ending not later than Nov. 1.
SSA— 1070 kc
WIBC Indianapolis— SSA 1070 kc 50
kw D DA (employing DA authorized
in CP at new ant. site) for period
not to exceed 6 mo.
Assignment of CP
KTAT Frederick, Okla. — Assignment
of CP from J. D. Jones Jr., Ronald
W. Wheeler Jr. and Winston A. Jones
d/b as Frederick Bcstg. Co. to J.
D. Jones Jr., Ronald W. Wheeler Jr.,
Winston A. Jones and Jack W. Oswalt d/b as Frederick Bcstg. Co.
Transfer of Control
WROD Daytona
Beach,of Fla.
— Relinquishment of control
Daytona

Beach Bcstg. Corp., licensee, from
Corp. R. Sperry to Lakeland Bcstg.
Wade
WJVB of
Jacksonville
Fla.—
Transfer
control ofBeach,
Jacksonville
Beach Bcstg. Co. from J. Lyle Williams
et al (16 stockholders) to Reginald
B. Martin and Lester M. Combs.
Ind. —Wayne
Acquisition
of WANE
controlFortof Wayne,
Radio Fort
Inc.,
licensee, from Glenn R. Thayer and
Merlin H. Smith to C. Bruce McConnell.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: WOOF
Dothari, Ala.; KVCV Redding, Calif.;
KMON Great Falls, Mont.; WSYR
Syracuse, N. Y.; WROL Knoxville,
Tenn.; WJLS Beckley, W. Va.
License for CP
KTIS Minneapolis — License to cover
CP new AM station.
WJMJ Philadelphia — Same.
KTRN Wichita Falls, Tex.— Same.
Modification of CP
WDUN Gainesville, Ga.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WIBC Indianapolis
— Mod. CP increase
powertion date.
etc. for extension of compleLicense for CP
WCAU-FM Philadelphia— License to
cover CP new FM station.
WIMS-FM Michigan City, Ind.— Same.
WSPR-FM Springfield, Mass.— Same.
WBSM New Bedford, Mass.— Same.
WGCM-FM
Gulfport, Miss.— Same.
KPOJ-FM Portland, Ore.— Same.
WBEZ Chicago — License to cover CP
new non-commercial, educational FM
station.
WGYN New York — ^License to cover
CP for changes in FM station.
Modification of CP
WQDIstationQuincy,
111.— Mod.
CP new
FM
to change
ERP and
ant.
height.
KVOB-FM Alexandria, La.— Same.
KDON-FM Monterey, Calif.— Mod.
CP new FM station to change studio
site from Monterey to Salinas, Calif.
WJNO-FM West Palm Beach, Fla.—
Mod. sionCP
new FM date.
station for extenof completion
WMRI Marion, Ind. — Same.
KBUR-FM Burlington, Iowa — Same.
WBCC-FM Bethesda, Md.— Same.
WBCM-FM Bay City, Mich.— Same.
KRIC-FM Beaumont, Tex.— Same.
Assignment of CP
WUTV
Indianapolis —TVAssignment
CP new commercial
station fromof
William
H.
Block
Co.
to
Indianapolis
Bcstg. Inc.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
WKAXment of license
Birmingham,
Ala. — Assignfrom Courier
Bcstg.
Service Inc. to Standard Bcstg. Co. Inc.
AM— 1220 kc
WGAR Cleveland — CP to modify
DA-D.
SSA— 730 kc
WLIN
Merrill,
kc 1
kw-D 250 w-unl. Wis.—
for SSA
period730ending
not later than Nov. 1.
TV DELETION
WAGE-TV Syracuse— DELETED Feb.
16 at request of applicant, WAGE Inc.,
CP for new commercial TV station on
Channel 10 (192-198 mc).
(Continued on page 68)

SERVICE
Twenty-four years of faithful service
to American agriculture makes WIBW
the most-listened-to-station in Kansas
and adjoining states.

WIBW

//7

TOREK
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AGRICULTURE

lecknical

JAMES MADISON BURKE, former
television instructor at Commercial Radio Institute of Baltimore,
has joined WAAM(TV) Baltimore as
assistant chief engineer. He formerly
was head of TV department of Capitol
Radio Engineering Institute in Washington, D. C; with Westinghouse in
Baltimore and Chicago; chief engineer at WQAM Miami, and engineer
at WDOD Chattanooga, WAGA Atlanta and WRGA Rome, Ga.
JOHN H. BATTISON, ABC allocations
engineer, has been elected to full
membership in British Institute of
Radio Engineers. Mr. Battison, IRE
member in this country, has an article
in March issue of Teletech on "International Television," and one in the
April issue of Electronics Magazine on
"Directional Antennae."

fertisement

GEORGE BLACKETT, engineer of
CKEY Toronto, has been given leave
of absence for government service,
and has been replaced by FRED SUTHERLAND, formerly with BBC.
JIM FELIX of WIND Chicago engineering department, is the father of
a girl.
ERNIE LIVINGSTON, former engineer at KLEE-TV Houston, has
joined KREL Baytown, Tex., as chief
engineer.
DAVE DOMER, engineer at WHBC
Canton, Ohio, is the father of a boy,
David Terrell.
LOUIS SCHIRKAMP, former technical
supervisor at KSWI (AM, FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa, has joined KTOP
Topeka, Kan., as chief engineer.
AL CIEMIELEWSKI,
engineer at

Radio Studies in Progress
SEVERAL extension radio studies
have been completed or are in progress, Agriculture Dept.'s office of
information has disclosed. Summaries, which appear in the cur-

WWSW Pittsburgh, is the father of
a girl, born Feb. 16.
RAYTHEON MFG. Co., Newton, Mass.,
has announced new submir.iature
sharp cutoff pentode (type 1AD4),
shielded for RF applications with a
nominal mutual conductance rating
of 2,000 micromhos and average plate
current of three milliamperes, with
45 volts plate and screen supply.
SUPERIOR ELECTRIC Co., Bristol,
Conn., announces production of new
stabiline voltage regulator with rated
output of 0 to 250 volt-amperes. Its
load power factor range is 0.5 lagging
to 0.9 leading. New regulator is type
1E51002.

rent Review of Extension Studies,
include Maine and Pennsylvania.
Reports are also being made in
sey.
Louisiana, Kansas and New JerOf families interviewed within a
40-mile radius of Bangor, Me.,
29% reported they had listened to
extension service programs. Fourfifths of them chose the 7 to 8 p.m.
period as the favorite listening
time, with interviews more popular
than straight subject matter talks.
The review noted that only onethird of the families classified
themselves as farmers though over
four-fifths lived on census farms.
Fulltime farmers "with some
high best
school
education"
were called
the
listeners
in Pennsylvania,
according to another study, which
found a preference for the noon
hour. From 20% to 40% of women
in counties surveyed are reached
by radio in a one-month period,
with more than half reached overall.
ABC Kay Kayser Show is now originating from Breneman's Restaurant on
Vine St., Hollywood.

music librarian, are in charge of

ROBERT ELVERMAN, member of
continuity department of
WAVE-TV Louisville, has been
appointed promotion director of
WAVE Inc. He succeeds EUGENE
W. LEAKE, who has transferred to
WAVE-TV as art director.
MICHAEL DANN, NBC press department staff writer, has been appointed
trade press editor, succeeding JOSEF
C. DINE, who was promoted to director
of press department [Broadcasting,
Feb. 21]. Mr. Dann formerly was New
York publicity director for New Haven
Railroad and was a United Press correspondent.
DAVE MOORE, assistant director of
public relations at WBBM Chicago,
has been named radio chairman of current Red Cross campaign there.
JOE DOOLEY, writer at WFIL Philadelphia, temporarily has taken charge
of WFIL and WFIL-TV publicity
duties following resignation of DICK
KOSTER, who has been named public
relations director of Federation for
Railway Progress in Washington.
HANK BASHEIN, formerly with CBS
in New York as script writer and
record librarian for State Dept.'s
"Voice of America" operation, has
been named director of publicity and
promotion for WVET Rochester, N.Y.
BILL GRISKEY, news editor and
continuity chief at KTOP Topeka,
Kan., has assumed additional duties
of promotion director.

casting of people throughout store.
Bendix receivers are widely placed in
store and in display windows. WAAM
and Bendix engineers will be on hand
to explain operation of television and
WAAM has built studio control room
in store with producers Anthony Farrar and Ted Estabrook explaining
programming end of video. Bendix
Co. is holding limerick contest with
TV and radio receivers as prizes.
Features Harmonica
HARMONICA contest was held by
WSRS Cleveland Heights, Ohio, in
connection with latest public appearance in that area of Larry Adler, well
known harmonica star. Auditions were
held weeks
Mr. Adler'sharmonica
appearance withbefore
12 ambitious
players picked from 30 applicants.
Two half-hour programs were aired
over WSRS with six contestants on
each show. Best two players selected
after semi-finals and finals, received
Larry Adler harmonicas and appeared
with Mr. Adler at his concert.

Network Resume
IN EFFORT to use its facilities to
advantage of the industry in general,
WIRC Hickory, N. C, daytime station,
schedules Night Time on the Nets
just prior to signoff each evening.
One-minute promotion show reviews
dramatic, musical, comedy, news and
other night network shows, listing
stations carrying programs.
WNHC Stage Shows
SEARCH for top entertainers is underway in New Haven for series of
broadcasts over WNHC and WNHCFM, originating on stage of Paramount Theatre in Elm City. Each
week five acts will appear on stage,
accompanied by full orchestra. Weekly
winners will receive special awards
and will return for finals at end of
series. Grand prize will include allexpense paid week end in New York,
special audition for DuMont television
network's Original Amateur Hour, and
week's engagement at one of state's
top night clubs.

RANDY SMITH, advertising and promotion manager of KOA Denver, has
been named to board of directors of
Advertising Club of Denver for 194950.
Television Exposition
WEEK-LONG television exposition begins today (Feb. 28) in Hecht Bros.,
Baltimore department store, in conjunction with Bendix Television and
Radio Co. and WAAM (TV) Baltimore. From 12 noon until store closing
time, WAAM will have three cameras
and complete telecasting equipment on
hand and will telecast quiz show. Let's
Pop the Question, twice daily. Station
also will handle closed circuit teleSERVICE

POLK

PERSONALITIES on KDAL Duluth get wide promotion in the area via these
colorful billboards handled by General Outdoor Adv. Photographs of stars,
mounted on Masonite, are rotated through 1 1 boards in the area with
changes effective every 30 days. Personalities are so matched on the boards
that more popular ones support the newer air stars.
Listening Report

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Varmont Av*., Wa>h. 5, D. C.
STarllng 3«26

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W.E. 9-A, 9-B & RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9-A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcost Service Co.
334 Arcade BIdg. St. Louis 1, Mo.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bates — Ground systems — transmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcreit Terrace,
Creve 'Coeur, III.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.

STATION
1 I ! T / THE^J^
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THAT COVERS BOTH
'I
1 I
HALVES OF THE
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■
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Ail-Out Promotion
project.
TO PUBLICIZE new documentary
series,
Canton's
Balance
Sheet,
being
sponsored
on WHBC
Canton,
Ohio,
by
public relations committee of local
Chamber of Commerce, station created
variety of promotion ideas ranging
from "stamp of approval" to "one for
the books." Letters were mailed to
500 teachers and oflBce workers; post
card mailing was made to 500 clergymen and 1,000 blotters were distributed
in banks for use on counters; various
firms were supplied with rubber stamps
for use on outgoing mail and 1,000
bookmarks were distributed to city's
library system; display cards were
placed at important focal points; newspaper ads are being placed for duration of series; WHBC receptionist is
making calls to appropriate groups reminding them to listen, and extensive
schedule of courtesy announcements
is being carried on the air.
KOL Contest Success
TOTAL of 277 Hotpoint appliances
were received as entries in contest conducted on Michael Shayne Show over
KOL Seattle. Sponsor, Bennetts', appliance retailer, used six weekly announcements on show, seeking the oldest Hotpoint and intending to display
all
entries
in theforstore's
show window.
Prize
offered
the oldest
was a
range. H. J. McGrath & Assoc., agency
handling account, wrote KOL that
"too many entries arrived at Bennetts'! The show window wouldn't
hold them!" Entries came from as far
north as Vancouver, B.C., and as far
south as Bend, Ore.

CALL FORJOE
eRnRen".
In Canada,
RADIOuvREPS
'vnNGO
11
111
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CARDS titled "Look! What's Happening in Philadelphia?" have been distributed to the trade by WPEN Philadelphia. Card gives "statistical report
of what the five leading Philadelphia
stations have done with the audiences
they
had at
the beginning
of 1948."
Listening
audience
chart contrasting
January 1948 with December 1948,
based on Hooperatings, shows WPEN
gained 26.1% and gives figures for
stations "A, B, C, D," in the city.
Kissing Contest
GIRL with most kissable lips is offered
prize in new contest being conducted
by Myles Foland, disc jockey at WSIV
Pekin, 111. Winner is to be selected,
not by sampling wares, as might be
expected, but by lipstick impressions
sent in by listeners.
Seeks Talent
TALENTED MUSICIANS in Connecticut are getting opportunity to display
their capabilities in special weekly
series of promotion programs starting
over WDRC Hartford. Each week one
person is selected for buildup on station and has his talents spread
throughout broadcast schedule — in all
cooperative programs, disc shows and
others. Recordings are made for weeklong promotion. Chief Announcer
Russell Naughton and Bertha Porter,

TRIAL
Set for March or April

INVESTIGATIONS of two principals in the murder of George Polk,
CBS correspondent, have been
completed and the trial will be held
in late March or early April, the
State Dept. announced last Monday. Legal procedure was begun
Feb. 16 in the courts looking
toward trial dates.
The disclosures were contained
in a statement to the U. S. Consulate from the attorney general's office at Salonika. It was
reported to the State Dept. by
Raleigh A. Gibson, American consul general.
Two principals are Gregory Stahtopoulos, left-wing Greek newspaperman, and his mother, who were
taken into custody by Athens police
and held as accessories. Mr. Polk
was slain last May 8 and his body
was found in Salonika Bay May 16
[Broadcasting, May 24, 1948].
Delay in the trial, originally
scheduled for last January, is attributed to the necessity of grantmeansing for
their Stahtopoulos'
defense, including
the two
"all
appeals
for a stay of findings," Mr.
Gibson reported.
Member AFCCE *
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

ENGINEERS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

iO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
J . KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

P. MAY
RUSSELL
Kellogg BIdg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublie 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200
Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Republic 7236

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D c.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611
Member
AFCCE*

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3308 14th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C. ADams 7299

Cf. H.
3ilier
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones — Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St.. N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

363 E. 75th St. TRiangIa 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*
JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh
Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866

4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
February 28, 1949
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former execJENKIatNS,WBEN
A. producer
JOSEPH utive
-TV Buffalo, has been appointed program
manager of WNBK (TV), NBC's video
station in Cleveland, Ohio. He formerly was with NBC in New York and
was later transferred to RCA to direct traveling group organized to
demonstrate television throughout the
world.
LARRY GENTILE, one of Detroit's
first disc jockeys, returned to WJBK
Detroit last Monday after
absence.
His13-year
show,
Larry Gentile House
Party, is now
heard on WJBK
Mon.-Sat., 11 p.m.2 a.m. He first
joined WJBK in
1934, moving to
CKLW Windsor,
Ont., in 1936.
HERBERT HEWETSON
has been
Mr. Gentile
appointed program
supervisor for
CFCF-FM Montreal. Other staff appointments include: MORRIS AUSTIN, librarian, named CFCP traffic
supervisor; PEEL STEVEN, chief announcer, promoted to production supervisor, and JACK BROOKS named
chief announcer.
FRAZIER THOMAS, co-star of Morning Matinee, heard on WLW Cincinnati and WINS New York, will leave
March 5 to establish his own radio
and television production firm in New
York. He joined WLW May 1, 1941.
FRED FREELAND, former director at
WBZ-TV Boston, has been named ascago. sistant director at WBKB (TV) ChiBOD BRADLEY, formerly on announcing staff of KTOP Topeka, Kan., has
joined WIBW-FM Topeka in similar
capacity.
BILL WARD, well known Seattle announcer and m.c, has launched new
show on KING Seattle — Breakfast
with 'B' Ward, five-a-week participating, 9-10 a.m.
MRS.
HELEN
MAYS FORREST,
transcription librarian at KIRO Seattle, took her oath as an American citizen on Valentine's Day. Born in
Northern Ireland, Mrs. Forrest was
at one time employed by BBC, and
later by WTAM Cleveland. Her husband, JOHNNY FORREST, is program director at KOL Seattle.
PAT BYRNE, announcer of CFJM
Brockville, has joined announcing staff
of CFCF Montreal.
BARRY McKINLEY, former television
director at WGL Fort Wayne, Ind.,
joins WGN-TV Chicago in the same
capacity. He is former NBC singer.
RICHARD F. VAN WICKLE, former
program director at KUCB Blythe,
Calif., has joined continuity department of KPHO Phoenix, Ariz.
HAL GOODWIN, former program director of WONS Hartford, Conn.,
and now press officer of American
Embassy in Manila, is the father of
a boy, Robert Christopher.
DON and DOROTHY HARRIS, husband-and-wife radio team, have joined
WAZF Yazoo City, Miss., to do continuity, sales and promotion. Mr.
Harris formerly operated Harris
Agency, and Mrs. Harris was with
KWEM West Memphis and WLOX
Biloxi, Miss.
MARK SHEELER, disc jockey and
announcer formerly with WNAF
Providence, R. I., and Musicall Corp.,
New York, has been named program
director and announcer of WPOE
(FM), new station which began in

J^toduction
Elizabeth, N. J., Feb. 13. Other staff
members include SY DE WITT, announcer and engineer; MARION
NEESON, office manager, and CARMELLA
rector. CANNACCL continuity diPAUL BARON, program director
since August 1947 at WHUC Hudson,
N. Y., has resigned
effective on or
about March 1.
His future plans
have not been announced. Mr. Baron formerly was
program
at KFMBdirector
San
Diego and was on
continuity staff at
WMCA New York.
BRUCE ENDERWOOD, former
Mr. Baron
writer-producer in
charge of public
interest and special events programs
for McClatchy Broadcasting Co. in
Sacramento, Calif., has joined WNACTV Boston as writer-producer. He
did radio writing in New York before
joining the Army where he was
writer-director for AFRS in Los
Angeles.
GLORIA LeMARK, former continuity
writer and women's commentator at
WEDO McKeesport, Pa., has joined
WJPA Washington, Pa., as continuity
writer.
GARY LESTER, formerly with WRIB
Providence, R. I., and WNOC Norwich,
Conn., has joined WIBX Utica as announcer.
LESLIE ARRIES Jr. has been appointed operations manager of WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh. He was formerly
with WTTG (TV) Washington. Both
stations are part of DuMont TV
network.
BARRY MANSFIELD, former scenic
designer at Stevens Oceanside Theatre
in Miami Beach, joined WAAM(TV)
Baltimore last Monday as scenic designer. He previously designed scenery
for Pairhaven Summer Theatre at
Fairhaven, Mass. JOEL CHASEMAN,
announcer at WAAM, has been promoted to production department. He
will continue announcing Loyola basketball games for Arrow Beer.

I
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LOU AIKEN, announcer at WINX
Washington, is the father of a girl.
BERNARD RYAN Jr., former staff
announcer and. writer with WCTC
New Brunswick, N. J., and WGR
Buffalo, has joined WHAM Rochester,
N. Y., as staff announcer. He previously did stage acting with Broadway Civic Theatre Productions, and
is author of novel scheduled for early
publication. ROSS WELLER, who left
WHAM in 1947 to join WBEN Buffalo, has returned to WHAM as m.c.
of Cinderella Weekend.
PEG ROGERS, continuity writer at
WHKK Akron, Ohio, has retired to
private life and has been replaced by
KITTY GUINTHER.
PEG VAN DYCK has joined WONS
Hartford, Conn., as continuity writer
and conductor of Over the Rainbow
children's program.
ART BURNHAM, former continuity
chief at WAYB Waynesboro, Va.,
has joined WONE Dayton, Ohio, as
continuity editor.
JACK CLIFTON, disc jockey at
WJMO Cleveland, Ohio, is the father
of a boy, born Feb. 17.
Dauntless Announcer
DON BARBER, announcer at
WAGA Atlanta, won praise as
a real trouper from fellow
staffers for "keeping the show
going"
recent handicaps.
In wakeduring
of a severe
ice storm,
WAGA was struggling to keep
on the air with auxiliary power
unit. Shortage in air conditioning unit had been filling
studios with smoke all day, and
by the time Mr. Barber went
on with 3:25 p.m. news a definite fire was raging in unit.
He read through five minutes
of news while smoke made
tears stream down his face,
then stayed at mike to give
listeners description of fire department's work at the scene.
To top his show he interviewed
Fire Chief C. C. Styron as he
came through to inspect
damage.

PORTLAND,

OREGON

COMPLETE
SCHEDULE -FM
4GW
W
G
K
SIMULTANEOUS
SERVICE:
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
...J . .

BY EDWARD

RETRY & CO.
J
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KXLW WOES
Station Silenced by Law
Clayton, Mo., received another set-back Feb. 18 when two
engineers and two announcers were
arrested at the station's transmitter in Olivette. A day later,
Edward S. Garnholz, Clayton attorney, who, according to a story
in the St. Louis Star Times, owns
SO of the station's 32,000 shares,
asked the Circuit Court of Clayton
to appoint a receiver for the station and charged Guy Runnion,
founder and president, with "gross
mismanagement."
The arrest of the station personnel reportedly was the result of
a suit brought by Olivette in June
1947 in which the station was ordered to remove its transmitter
from the town. Original order by
Circuit Judge Amandus Brackman
called for removal within six
months. A year's extension was
given later but last December the
judge ruled he could not grant any
more time.
The KXLW personnel taken into
custody was charged with operating the transmitter in violation of
Olivette zoning ordinances. All
were released under $500 bond. A
new transmitter to replace the one
in Olivette is reportedly being held
up by a strike of electrical
orkers.
In his suit, Mr. Garnholz charges
Mr. Runnion with causing the corporation to become involved in "an
unnecessary amount of litigation
costing thousands of dollars in attorney's fees, expenses and losses."
He also alleges Mr. Runnion
"created" the strike with the engineers union (they reportedly have
been out since Dec. 6) "and has
wilfully and intentionally refused
to settle same."

7(/^

LOUISIANA
MARKET

FER, former adCHARLES SCHLAI
vertising, publicity and exploitation director of Twentieth Century-Fox, New York, has opened his
own advertising and public relations
firm under name of Charles Schlaifer
& Co., New York.
VINCE BARNETT, actor, has joined
Harrison Productions, Hollywood, as
assistant to ED HARRISON, firm president. Company packages television
shows in addition to production of 16
mm movie film.
DORE LEWIS has been appointed
executive director in charge of promotion for Sels Productions, Chicago.
BRUCE EELLS & ASSOC., of Hollywood, has announced six additional
station subscribers to Broadcasters
Program Syndicate. Stations are
WKAX Birmingham, Ala.; KOTA
Rapid City, S.D.; WEUS Eustis, Fla.;
KXLY Spokane; KODI Cody, Wyo.;
CKOV Kelawna, B.C.
FINE ARTS Productions and Television Guild Inc., Hollywood, is now
producing new half-hour transcribed
series of children's stories. The Beyonderville Stories. Casts of the 26week
dren. series is to be made up of chilELBERT (Bert) HALING, former
WBAP Fort Worth publicity-continuity director, has been appointed an
instructor at Institute for Radio
Broadcasting, Dallas.
LARRY FINLEY Productions, Hollywood, has been appointed to handle
distribution of half-hour transcribed
radio comedy show, The Smiths of
Hollywood produced by ANDREW
HICKOX.
DR. STANLEY I. STUBER, director
of promotion of Church World Service, has resigned as chairman of radio
committee of Northern Baptist Convention. REV. CHARLES H. SCHMITZ
has been named acting chairman. Dr.
Stuber will remain on radio committee and continue as Northern
Baptist representative for Protestant
Radio Commission, in addition to new
appointment as chairman of newly
formed special public relations committee on radio and television.

BMI

Republic
Another BMI "Pin Up'' Hit— Published by
I GOT A GAL IN GALVESTON

203328
On Records: Sammy Kaye — Vic.
r Lmd
Pete
76;
103
MGM
Jack Kilty— 2457
0.
Hayes — Dec.
On Transcriptions: Sammy ^"V^—J^^^^ ^^f'
Jan
saurus; Lenny Herman^Lang-Worth;
Asso—
Towne
George
Capitol;
Garber
dated. —
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RICH

NORTHEASTERN

KXLW

Copper Tax Bill
SUSPENSION of import taxes on
:opper is asked in a bill (HE 2313)
favorably reported to the House
Feb. 14 by the House Committee
3n Ways and Means. The measure,
luthored by Rep. Wilbur D. Mills
(D-Ark.), passed the House and
was sent to the Senate Feb. 16.
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WILLIAM L. MORISON, formerly
with Prentice-Hall and General Baking Co.,New
has joined
O'Brienpromotion
& Dorrance,
York sales
firm, as office manager.
JOHN SALISBURY, veteran radio
man, has been named director of
Beck School for Radio, Minneapolis.
Equipment
WILLIAM E. NEILL, after six months
in television and microwave engineering department of Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Waltham, Mass., has been appointed
sales engineer of department. He
joined Raytheon after ten years with
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, where he became assistant chief engineer. He
has been in broadcasting and VHF
radio communications for 16 years.
L. S. THEES, former manager of
equipment sales of RCA Tube Dept.,
has been appointed general manager
of that department.
STANLEY M. ABRAMS, former
sales promotion manager of Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., New York,
has been named sales manager of
television division and HAROLD E.
KARLSRUHER, eastern regional sales
manager for two years, will head
home radio division.
MOTOROLA, Chicago, has announced
availability of a small indoor television
antenna, out
whichof ten
"hasinstallations
proved effective in seven
operating within a fifty mile radius of
metropolitan video stations," according
to WALTER R. STELLNER, vice president in charge of merchandising. Dipole-type antenna, fitted to weighted
base, can be lengthened or shortened
for best reception, is connected to the
set through a 300 ohm line, common to
most commercial receivers, and will
sell for $5.95.

MONROE

KMLB
Has more listeners in Monroe and
Northeastern Louisiana than
ALL OTHER STATIONS
COMBINED!
@
5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS
• NIGHT
REPRESENTED BY
TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., INC.
9
AFFILIATED WITH
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
from
Tele-Tips

^yii.'i

BOB

T-H PETITION
Radio Workers Ask Repeal
APPROXIMATELY 500 members
of the broadcast department of
American Communications Assn.
(CIO) were among several thousand names signed to petitions sent
to President Truman asking for
immediate repeal of the Taft-Hartley Law and re-enactment of the
Wagner Act.
Radio Guild of United Office and
Professional Workers of America
(CIO) expects to send two delegates from New York to Washington on March 2 to speak at Congressional hearings against provisions of the T-H Law applicable to
radio employes.
NBC-TV will telecast the consecration
on Monday, March 7, of three bishops
of the Roman Catholic Church. Consecration at Holy Name Cathedral in
Chicago, will be viewed over combined
NBC East Coast and Midwest networks, and will run from 12 noon to
3:45 p.m.

Three afternoons weekly Bob
Duane and Paul Jones clown
through this informal half
hour audience participation
show. Paul conducts the quick
quizzes and versatile Bob
plays the piano and sings.
Together these jolly gentlemen stir the risibilities of
WLW-T's rising number of
enthusiastic viewers. They
can just as effectively give
serious demonstrations of
some sponsor's gadget or
household appliance . . . presentations that lead to increased sales.
WLW-T> CINCINNATr
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•Classified Advertisements!
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not r&sponsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Northcentral successful small town network station wants manager. Send
entire background, picture, etc. first
letter.
Box 113a, BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted — Recently established
FM radio station enjoying national
reputation and large following in large
eastern
seaboard
a station manager
with city
class requires
A professional
and business experience plus strong
sense of public affairs and relations.
Present station manager leaving for an
overseas pssienment. State minimum
salary and date available. Box 238a,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Traveling representatives. Nationally
known service organization expanding
field force. Commission. Box 250a,
BROADCASTING.
Good opportunity
for experienced
salesman with 1000 watt
southern Michigan station. Give full particulars and
photo. Box 227a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted. Man with proven
sales record for east coast. Guy with
abiUty to stimulate sales. Car necessary. Large territory liberal guaranteedmission.
draw against
15 percent
comOpportunity for
advancement
in growing
organization'
right letter.
man.
No
floaters.
All detailsfor first
Box 247a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen for new fulltime station in
Norfolk, Virginia. Send photo, data
and compensation details to Louis H.
Peterson, 112 West Tabb Street, Petersburg, Virginia.
Local independent station in one of
south's
leadingdepartment
markets hasforopening
commercial
salesmanin
who can produce in highly competitive
market. Will arrange attractive drawing
against Must
generous
commissionaccount
arrangement.
have topnotch
references and good sales record. Man
we want must be capable of earning
12 to 15 thousand dollars annually.
Give complete history. All replies conCASTING. fidential. Reply Box 201a, BROADAn experienced Muzak salesman has
an excellent
in fast
ing Memphis.opportunity
If past record
showsgrowyou
can
produce
then Write
let's getBobtogether
for
mutual
profit.
Alburty,
Business Music Corp., 813-14 Three
Sisters Bldg., Memphis, Tenn.
Regional network station in midwestern
single station market has opening for
experienced salesman with opportunity
to advance to sales manager or assistant manager,Nosalary
withquick
percentage of increase.
get rich
boys
wanted. This is a stable permanent
position and calls for experienced hard
hitting sales effort. Write giving full
particulars, experience, salary desired
and last three employers. Enclose photograph. Care Box 280a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Wanted — Experienced announcer, 250
watt Mutual station in Virginia. Forphotograph
and auditionwarddisc.all details,
Box 239a.
BROADCASTING.
Sport announcer capable of doing topnotch play-by-play jobs needed by
progressive
new radio station
ium size northeastern
market.in medSend
complete details and photograph to Box
235a, BROADCASTING.
Key network for
station
in nation's
capital
auditioning
vacation
relief
announcer. Send full
particulars,
photo
and disc to Box 263a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers with first class ticket for
new fulltime station in Norfolk, Virginia. Send photo, disc, data and salary
requirements to L. H. Peterson, 112
West Tabb St., Petersburg, Virginia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer wanted for east coast city.
Good experienced disc jockey with a
flair for adlib. Must know board work
and be versatile. Send a disc and letter immediately. Salary plus talent
with a growing organization. No prima
donnas. Box 196a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately: Two combination
men with first class tickets. Emphasis
on announcing, southern independent,
excellent working conditions. Lots of
apartments. Salary seventy dollars
Dlus talent, forty-eight hour week.
Send complete information first letter.
Box 285a, BROADCASTING.
Three hundred dollars a month for
right combination man. Wire James
E. Reese, Radio Station WWWB, Jasper, Alabama.
Announcer-engineer wanted. Emphasis
on announcing and programming. First
class ton,ticket
required. WVEC, HampVa.
Excellent southern station in major
market has position for top announcer.
Pay schedule Includes incentive plan.
Total salary $85.00 to $90.00 per week.
Good future. Send photograph, complete business and personal references.
Minimum four years experience with
good stations. Two years college background. All-round
to qualify.
Send audition
sampleability
of disc
jockey
work, news, commercial spots. Inexperienced men need not apply. All reliefs confidential. Box 266a, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Wanted — Chief engineer by KMVI in
Hawaii. Good background as chief engineer in small station essential. Must
be able to do a fair job as combination
man on few hours relief per week.
Very good
salary will
for be
rightgiven
man.in New
Personal interviews
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco
during March and April. Send all details, plus references to station manaRichard Mawson,
% Wills,
327 Rutter ger
Avenue,
Kingston,
Pennsylvania.
Permanent,
dependable
man
wanted.
References will be checked.
Have immediate opening two transmitter operators with first class tickets.
Car necessary. Previous broadcast
experience unessential. No Floaters.
Chief Engineer, KCTI, phone 770,
Gonzales, Texas.
Combination man to act as chief enr of Mutual
affiliates
Rocky Mountainginecity
of fifteen
thousand.
State
salary expected, references and photo.
Box 226a, BROADCASTING. ~
Operators and
combination
men (lifor southern
stations
FM. Givecensed) all
details first
letter.AM Box&
229a, BROADCASTING.
Chief operator's assistant for upstate
New York
broadcasting
station. Must1000
havewatt
thorough
experience
in construction
and
operation
of
directional antenna array, transmitter
and speech equipment. Also can use
two radio operators holding a radio
telephone first class license. Services
required immediately. Telephone Mr.
Brown,
York. Monroe 7710, Rochester, New
Production-Programming , others
Wanted — Combination man with good
voice and radio telephone first ticket.
Good pay, good
hours and
pleasant
surrnnnding.c.
Network
station,
Charleston, South Carolina.
Send
recording
of
voice and all particulars to Box 144a,
BROADCASTING.
Man or woman who can meet people
well, call on advertisers for copy,
write copy, control traffic, help program, type good, answer phone and
announce if you want to. Small town
network affiliate. Write, send picture,
experience and salary needed. Also
want an all-round announcer with first
class ticket. Box 224a, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — nouncer
Experienced
copywriter-anby western 5000
watt CBS
affihate. Box 440, BROADCASTING.
Girl ent,
for Missouri
trafficriver
department,
independtown. Pays
about
$135
per
month
to
start.
Box
166a,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter
wanted
work station.
Mustfor bemidsouth
capablenet-of
handling complete copy job. Single,
good typist, able to take shorthand.
Send full information first letter including qualifications, copy samples,
photo, salary expected. Box 264a,
BROADCASTING.
I want to get in touch with a competent program director who wants to
really do a job and a name hiUbilly to
serve as disc jockey and emcee. State
your minimum salary requirements to
start. Box 265a, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager —standing
Topflight
executive
withradio,
outrecord in major
market
all sections.
Thorough
practical
experience managing sales, programming,
production and public relations. Set
up
in seven-station
city.present
Expertoperation
market analyst
who can
build
your
station's
profits,
programs,
and
prestige.
Available
on
reasonable
notice
to present
owners. RepUes
held
in strictest
confidence.
Box 257a,
BROADCASTING.
Manager
— Fully
qualified, forReply
majorin
market net
or independent.
ING^
confidence. Box 258a, BROADCASTDesperate, must make change, new
generalgree inmanager.
I have college
deradio, experience,
presently
employed as program director. Can
you help? Box 256a, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Eight years radio. Thoroughly experienced all phases station
ING^
operation. Box 253a, BROADCASTManager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments.
Successful
16 year gradnetwork affiliate record.
University
uate.
Dependable
career
man.
Good
references. Can be available on short
notice. Box 892. BROADCASTING.
Employed commercial manager desires
position with progressive station. Can
qualify ager.
as manager
orexperience.
commercial manEight years
record.
A-1
references.
Box Good
117a,
BROADCASTING.
12
years
experience
in
rural,
urban
and
mixed markets. Veteran, three college
degrees,
30
years
old,
aggressive.
Will
serve as combination manager -program
director-commercial manager of your
independent operation. Have successtested that
directis airin sale
ferfully
station
red plan.
or onePre-in
IN
G^
tough
market.
Box 267a,_
BROADCASTCan you use 15 years experience in
production,
saleswithandbestengineering?
Present
affiliation
known call
letters in perience.
nation.Dependable
Metropolitan
exfamily man.TV Box
276a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman — College graduate. Young.
Experienced in space sales also radio
announcing. Prefer midwest or east.
Box 202a, BROADCASTING.
Sales plusproven
play-by-play
sports.midwest
Sales
manager
record with
stations
offers
this
unusual
sales-sports
combination. Metropolitan experience.
Guaranteed producer, mature, dependable, clean record,
highest Will
recommendations. Now available.
go
anywhere
though
prefer
warmer
mate. Box 223a, BROADCASTING.cliSalesman available immediately. Three
years radio selling, five years other departments. Produced $35,000 local business
Have anywhere.
car and would
consider1948.
any offer
Box 270a,
BROADCASTING .
Announcers
Available immediately, skilled salesman, able to deliver thru commercial
announcing and newscasts. More than
2 years varied experience, from AFRS
to 5 kw affiliate, programming, producing, acting,
Audition
disc can
showrecord
you shows.
sample of
work,
flexible enough to change to required
conditions. Box 753, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch morning personahty. College
graduate, 9 years experience announcing, selling
programming.
lent
record. and
Excellent
references.ExcelBox
272a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Versatile announcer and control board
operator, married, graduate School of
Radio Technique, desires position on
progressive station. Will travel, prefer
east or south. Available immediately.
Thomas C. Cole, 3209 S. 52nd Court,
Cicero 50, 111.
Announcer-engineer. Experience 3
networks. Personality DJ. Married,
25, disc available. Prefer Florida.
Box 243a, BROADCASTING.
Dependable salesman available for your
sponsors.
Can deliver
thru commercial announcing
and newscasts.
More
than 2 years varied experience, from
AFRS to 5 kw affiliate, pr'^gramming.
producing,
recordyoushows.
dition diicacting,
can show
sample Au-of
work. Flexible enough to change to
required conditions. Box 847, BROADCASTING.
Here's your chance to save headaches.
Full staff now available. Experienced
reliable men. Reason for change, station
policies.
gramownership
director, all
straightManager-proannouncers
plus
specialties
of
newscaster,
sportscaster and play-by-play,
disc jockey,
continuity writer.
All
work
together
operatively. No friction. A must cofor
good station operations. Box 242a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer. Experienced adlib,
dee-jay. Scripts-continuity. Box 240a,
BROADCASTING.
HiUbilly or western MC, also girl' ^
singer,work have
fine imion,
singing sober,
team.strictly
Netat present,
professional. Years of experience.
Write or wire. Musician, Post Office
Box 122, Newcastle, Indiana.
Established sportscaster available for
baseball
doing
collegiate play-by-play.
basketball, hasNowcollegiaite
football contract for regional network.
Wants baseball job until end of season
only.
Topflight references. Box 248a,
BROADCASTING.
Spring has come and I am young and
I'm free
soberthecombination man towithtravel.
voice Aunlike
gravel.
A steady job I do prefer, away up
north or west and gladly I will sendj
you
disc and
request. Walt;
Heitman,
2605 photo
Sutton,on Maplewood
17,
Mo.
Highland 9021.
Announcer,
operate
board. Gradu-j
ate School ofcanRadio
Technique.
Young,
single. Wants position with small:
progressive station. Prefer midwest, j
but will travel. Clean, good habits.
Photo and disc on request. Jack
Fisher, 779.
909 W. Main, Hoopeston, lU.
Phone
Play-by-play sportscaster with over
two
Best references.
Box years
260a, experience.
BROADCASTING.
Yours for the asking. Announcer with ,
one year experience of complete staff i
announcing at studio and away. Fine
CASTING. voice.
resonant
Box 262a, BROADAnnouncer, approximately two years
experience for northern Illinois. Good
staff man. Specialist news, serious
music. Worked net affiliate serving
340,000.Chicago.
Matthew Teolis, 4343 N. Greenview,
Announcer-disc jockey. Versatile adlib, experienced all types announcing.
Box 241a, BROADCASTING.
Radio graduate, Northwestern Speech
School, 27, single, experience commercial announcing,
writing,
combination operations,
network
acting,
broad
background, seeks announcing job anywhere with sound, non-ulcerous organization. Pleasant voice, clean desmooth interpreter.
Will adapt
furnishlivery,
references,
work hard,
quickly.
$50
minimum.
BROADCASTING.
Baseball announcer, can give play-byplay
best. voice
I haveandthedelivery.
experience with
plus the
topnotch
Save time. Try me first. Answer all
offers.
Box 231a, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, 25, capable experiING.
enced. All-round duties. Middlewest
preferred. Box 221a, BROADCASTAnnouncer — 28, single, graduate leading radio school. Radio City. Trained
all phases, perience.
seeks
small Disc
station
for exWill travel.
on request.
Box 178a, BROADCASTING.

* Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
announcer-engineer. Two
lad Combination
years experience net and independent
all phases announcing, newscasting and
production. Also radio acting techniques.toPreferprogram
production
engineering. Want
and towrite.
One
year copywriting
and
some
programming experience. Disc and references.
Will travel. Box 168a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, all phases. Strong news and
!commercials. Bachelor of Speech Degree. Experience WVAH, Hines, 111.
Disc on request. Write Howard Myles,
2353 E. 70th St., Chicago 49, 111. Phone,
Dorchester 3-9227.
. I Award winning disc jockey in recent
t' nationwide poll available. Beaucoup
ol
. 1 experience.
mation dial Proven
411 or sales.
write For
Boxinfor19a,
I BROADCASTING.
ril men,
Sportscaster
— one ofexecutive
southwest's
top
now employed
capacity
^ football,
small station.
All boxing,
sports, wrestling,
baseball,
basketball,
; etc. Station I'm looking for carries
' sports year-round. With leading 50
" Prefer
kw station
prior talent
present
salary plus
basis, position.
but will
"[
talk
terms.
Personal
interview
■ \i where
southwest.Available
Disc andMarch
top anyreferences inelsewhere.
15.
j Box 185a, BROADCASTING.
ila, Announcer — Several years experience.
Specialty sports, play-by-play. Desires
position in east or New England with
opportunity.
and Stan
photo Kotel,
upon request. Write Disc
or wire
416
Fort Washington Ave., New York, N. Y.
Announcer (mail pull) 29, married.
Announcing, news, farm editor. Photo
and disc available. P. S. Not too proud
to clear shrubs, bulbs, etc., from studio.
Pathfinder School of Broadcasting, 1329
Oak Street, Kansas City, Missouri.
Solid staff man who's been five years
with major New England network affiliatesfornia.
wantsDisc staff
announcing
in Caliand data
on request.
Box
278a, BROADCASTING.
ad; Experienced announcer. Heavy on news
and commercial. Have operated console. Have been emcee and actor. Veteran. Willing to travel. Available im. mediately. John Ganas, 6516 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 29. Walbrook 5-0629.
Experienced, successful announcer
seeking permanent connection progressive station in midwest or south. Single, modest requirements. Box 283a,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director now — second year announcing basketball; football, three-I
League baseball and all general announcing. Want permanent
job — ^full
shift announcing
and guarantee
top
sports coverage. Married, 26, family.
April 1st. Box 277a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer desires job in
Michigan. formation
Goodwrite Noble
references.
For 2511
inGravelin,
Auburn Ave., Pontiac, Michigan, or
call 2-3032.
Four years experience. Specialize as
early morning man. Experienced staff
man. Want northeast in good market.
Box 274a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
college
trained Desires
sportscaster. Married.
Employed.
step up. Box 271a, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor
with writing
ence, versatile annoimcer,
goodexperivoice
and background, young, single, will
only consider middlewest. Know how
to boost the news prestige of small sta'tion. Box 269a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with good voice. Background in stalTposition
work and
disc jockeymg. Desires
in east.
Answer
all letters. Box 268a, BROADCASTING.
Combination
announcer-engineer,
married, dependable
and will go anywhere.
For further particulars and disc write
or wire John Mursu, 408 E. 14th St.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Announcer-engineer. Veteran single,
JGa. Tech. student desires fulltime posi|Stion within commuting distance of
(Atlanta. Have all necessary experi• ence. Require minimum of $65 for 40
hour week. Box 251a, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Young man, 25, 1st phone license, desires position broadcast field. NoW
available. Best references'. Kenneth
Kitchen, 1802 Woodside Ave., Baltihiore 27, Maryland.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Control operator, 25, married. Two
years experience
phases
progressive New YorkallState
NBC with
affiliate.
Good references. Available now,
George Parounagian, 12 Lincoln Ave.,
Johnson City, New York.
Experienced
engineer,
reliable, hard chief
worker.
Will sober,
do news,
sports, play-by-play. Consider clean,
live, smallmanenttown.
Willreferences.
travel for perjob. Best
$80
minimimi.
Two
weeks
notice. Box
261a, BROADCASTING.
Radio operator
phone, position
amateur AM,
experience, classfirst
A, seeks
FM or television. Ambitious, conscientious, willing to travel if necessary.
Box 252a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First phone desires transmitter operating job. Five years experience
AM. Studio, transmitter and remotes.
Sober, reliable, married. Box 228a
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, eight years experience studio,
transmitter, construction FM, now employed, desires change. Box 154a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced control and transmitter.
Familiar with television operation.
CREI graduate. Prefer west. Box 183a,
BROADCASTING.
First telephone, first telegraph, 3 years
telegraph
experience,prefer
amateur,
available immediately,
middlewest
but will travel anywhere. Walter M.
Dahlberg,
lot. 141 3600 Sheffield, Hammond, Ind.
Operator,
first license,
four immediately.
years broadcast experience.
Available
Location not important. What are your
requirements? Lewis Sherlock, Box
1161, Plain view, Texas.
Experienced
desires situationtransmitter
with a futureoperator
in eastern
Ohio or western Penna. Active ham,
veteran, married, now employed at
local network station changing to combination operators. Write or call Frank
Daly, 804 Oak St., Indiana, Pa. Telephone Indiana 1503-M.
Play baU — Former announcer, now engineering student, desires position
sportsminded station as remote man.
Also recording and control board
experience. References. Box 273a,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Program director. Presently with 10 kw
station wishes change to progressive or
new station. Eight years experience.
Box 254a, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter,
goodrequirements.
education, best
references, modest
Available
immediately. Box 249a, BROADCASTING^
Program director — Presently employed
as manager 250 watt small independent.
Successful record as producer, program
and prestige builder. Civic minded.
Understand personnel. Interested in
moving to station in medium to large
market.
Veteran,
33, married. Absolute sobriety
and respectability.
Box
172a, BROADCASTING.
Young man thoroughly trained wants
job as continuity writer and announcer.
Can start at once. Discs and scripts furnished on request. Box 246a, BROADCASTING^
Keep billings high with planned programming,
coordinating
with sales
department. Select
a program
director
who can do the job for you. Thorough
knowledge.perience
Excellent
references.
Exincludes starting
operations
for 250 watt independent. Box 225a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced girl Friday — traffic, continuity, air232a,
work,BROADCASTING.
public relations — a
whiz! Box
Sports director of metropolitan New
York station. Play-by-play of three
major sports. Also have disc show with
proven listening audience. Experienced
in all other phases of radio. Married,
college. Willing to travel. Present emrecommendation.
mum ployer
salarybest$70
per week. Box Mini237a,
BROADCASTING^
Looking
a future.
President
tion and for
salary
excellent.
Chancesposifor
advancement nil. Thirty, married,
twelveent station,
years college
experience,
five with
presgraduate,
veteran.
Completly versatile from air work to
desk work. Is there a future in your
organization? Box 233a, BROADCASTING^
Production man, music librarian and
traffic manager desires position with
aggressive
in competitive
market. Can station
build programs
that bring
commercial
results.
Box
980,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Public relations-publicity. Successful
record in public relations, publicity
and advertising in radio, newspaper
and motion
field.
perience haspicture
sharpened
my Broad
power ex-of
analysis and ability to select methods
to bring greatest returns. It isn't a
matter of gained
guesswork
it's certain
knowledge
by —actually
going
through the mill. Am sure of myself
and know my business thoroughly.
Want a position with possibilities or do
not want it at any price. Details please.
Box 282a, BROADCASTING.
Five years associate news editor top
Chicagohis503 kw.
man area.
wants to13
raise
kids Family
in smaller
years tive
radio.
3
years
TV.
Authoritadelivery. Top references. Box
275a, BROADCASTING.
Bonanza program director. Employed
at net affiliate. Experienced. New,
sparkling, fresh ideas. Ambitious
worker. Box 284a, BROADCASTING.
Television
Announcer
Sports announcer. Television, AM experience. Nine years. Play-by-play.
Box 281a, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer — not a beginner. 10 years
broad radiocationalexperience.
eduand experienceExcellent
background.
Seeks contact with well established
metropolitan
stationBROADCASTING.
contemplating television. Box 230a,
Employment Service
Notice! umns.
Huge
situations
wanted
colNow the
small Help
Wanted
columns. Situation is reversed with
RRR-Radio-TV Employment Bureau,
Box 413, Philadelphia.
For Sale
Stations
For sale — Control or minority interest
in network affiliate. Very desirable
ING.
western city. Box 179a, BROADCASTFor sale — Eastern metropolitan market.
1 kw daytime. Profitable, well estabCASTING.lished. $125,000. Box 163a, BROADNew England 1000 watt daytime station— $35,000. Exclusive in community
of 60,000nesses.with
hundred busiBox 191a,fifteen
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, Etc.
Field
intensity
meter new
— Federal
lOlC for sale. Brand
in May model
1948,
used
very
little
—
make
offer.
Box 244a,
BROADCASTING.
Complete A-3 tower lighting equipment
with Crouse-Hinds flasher beacon and
flasher. Make offer. Write Box 222a,
BROADCASTING.
New 6N Presto recorder in 4B cabinet
and 9-A Presto amplifier with tubes.
$850.00. KMAE McKinney, Texas.
Tape recorder BK 401, Brush, slightly
used, 500 ohm input and output, $195.00.
WAGC, Hotel Patten, Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
For sale — One used Buda model 6-DTG317 30 kw diesel powered generator set,
220 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycles. Price $1000
fob, Danville, Va. Write or wire WBTM,
Danville, Va.
For sale— 175 feet RG 20-U solid dielectric coaxial cable. Ninety cents per
foot. 1 type RCA M 1-4883 recording
attachment with RCA AZ-4288 recording head. Telephone 5202, Station
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Completely equipped mobile unit, one
25 watt VHF and one 100 watt MF
transmitter, Onan 1500 watt power
plant,
dynamotor,
console,
cable reels,
lockers, controls
accessories,
etc.
Box 142a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — One new unused Presto 6N
recorder in floor cabinet. Cost $700.
Reason for sale, duplication of order.
Best offer takes. WLTC, Gastonia, N. C.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale: New in original shipping
boxes one General Radio type 1181-A
frequency monitor less crystal and
type
monitor
one
set of 1931
tubes-A formodulation
each. Western
Electric
gray finish. Immediate shipment $950.
Box 66a, BROADCASTING.
For sale— Western Electric 355-El. 5
kilowatt transmitter with extra tubes
and all switch
gearPerformance
necessary
installation.
exceedsforFCC
requirements. Make offer. Contact Jim
Ebel, WMBD, 212 S. Jefferson Ave.,
Peoria 2, 111. Phone 7133.
One Lingo, insulated, guyed, uniform
cross section, tubular steel tower 165
ft. high. Excellent condition, kept
painted and just re-guyed six months
ago.
tuningType
box A-2
withlighting
600 ft.equipment
of % inchand72
ohm copper coaxial line included. Also,
one
Electric
bay months
clover-leaf
54-A Western
FM antenna
used4 six
and
in excellent condition. Presently being
used on 92,9 mc's. Can be adjusted to
any
in the FM,
FM band.
Contact KBUR-KBUR
Burlington,
Iowa. frequency
Consolette,order.
two-studio
RCA supply
76B1. Good
working
With power
and
two external
preamplifiers
for
turntables, all tubes. First $800 check.
WMIT, Winston-Salem.
For Sale — Truscon steel tower, 300 foot,
self-supporting.
Excellent
Post office Box 918,
Valdosta, condition.
Georgia.
FM transmitter, GE ST model 4GF8A1,
337 megacycles. Can be modified for
100 mc. output up to 250 watts. Full
FM broadcast
quality, order.
ruggedWith
construction. Good operating
tubes.
Also remote control equipment for
above. Make offer to WMIT, WinstonSalem.
For sale — Two 75A (model Y) complete
in cases with cutters. Also one 87B
(model Y) recording amplifier and
speaker complete in portable cases.
Low impedance mike inputs and 5000
ohm line input. Make us an offer.
Box 279a, BROADCASTING.
For sale— One GE type BTIA, model
4BT lAl 250 watt, FM transmitter, one
GE 2 GEbay transmitter
ring antenna,
type type
BY-2-A.
One
console
BC
3 A, model
4BC
3A1.
Write
Radio
Station
WPAT,
66
Hamilton
St.,
Paterson,
N. J.
FM transmitter, GE 3 kilowatt 4AF2B1.
42-50
megacycles.
of 250order,
watt
unit and
amplifier.Consists
Operating
with tubes.
Readily
adaptable
emergency service, etc. Make offer to
WMIT, Winston-Salem.
Miscellaneous
Moderate
station.
Box 255a,

investment with active participation desired in local or regional
Experience and references.
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Managerial

STAFF WANTED
Station WLRP, New Albany, Ind,, 1
kw daytime, is in course of construction and will select staff. Needed :
Sales Manager
Program Director
News editor-announcer
E ngineer- announcers
In applyingcationalgive
qualifications
(eduand personal)
experience,
family circumstances, references, salary
expected, other pertinent information.
Staff personnel MUST live in New
Albany and be interested and active
in civic life of the community since
WLRP is determined to become a
factor in the community life.
Address applications to:
Radio Station WLRP
New Albany, Indiana
Roy L. Hickox, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
(Continued on next page )

Help Wanted
Salesman

School

AFM
LOCAL
802
Beaten Unit Loses Appeal

7^ SCHOOLS

TO A
TRANSCRIPTION
SALESMAN9 Preferably headquartering in
Atlanta, calling on radio stations,
advertisers, and their agencies in
the South-eastern states, we offer
an opportunity for a substantial
Income. Our program features are
being bought by stations and advertisers in all sizes and types of
markets. Our plan for cooperating
with stations reduces soles resistance to a minimum, but we want
a man who can slug in the clinches.
We have no objection to the representatives ofother programs.
RADIO FEATURES, Inc.
75 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago, III.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
HARDER

JOB WANTED

AS MANAGER,
ASSISTANT OR SALES
MANAGER:

Thoroughly trained radio
station executive, experienced all phases of management regional network
group ownership staand
tions.
At best in a tough competitive situation or buyers
market. Know how to better an established property
or build a new one.
Strong on selling, sales and
audience promotion. Present job too easy for present
enjoyment or future prospects.
Do you have a harder one
where the compensation
will be proportionate to the
results obtained?"
BOX 286a
BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, others
Extensive executive and production exincluding Latin-Ameriperience in Radio
can field.
Also interested creative
television or own air commentary.
BOX 259a, BROADCASTING

DEFEATED faction in the recent
elections in New York Local 802
RADIO TECHNIQUE
of the American Federation of Musicians lost its appeal to have the
o NEW YORK ®
I election declared null and void.
Their request to take the matter
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
For Sale (Cont'd)
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
FOR SALE
and TV Professionals. ModerLEHIGH TOWER, 179 FEET.
ate rates. Inquire!
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved for G.l. Training
CONTACT
WBML,
MACON,
GEORGIA
NfW YORK 20, N.Y,: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bidg.
CHICAGO 4, III.: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOllYWOOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue
Miscellaneous
RADIO
For Sale
STATIONS
BROADCAST
BUYERS
I
SELLERS!
Station
List With Us
FOR sale— Only station in good
New England market. Excellent
earnings and potential for future.
All replies confidential. Address:
Box 245a, BROADCASTING
Equipment, etc.
USED TOWERS
FOR SALE
3 — 277 ft. guyed uniform cross section towers. Two made by Stainless, one by Wincharger.
For sale as is, where is, complete
with insulators, guys and lighting.
$2500.00 for all three.
Now erected at old WGBS Transmit er, 8miles west of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
For further information call, wire
or write:
Chief Engineer
WGBS
Miami, Florida

FOR SALE — New, never used — Truscon 286
foot self-supporting tower complete with
.\-3 lighting, plus reinforcing rods for
foundation. Sectionalizing insulators available.tenna.WillIdealsupport
'4 Bay GEWRRN,
FM SecAnfor television.
ond National Bank. Warren. Ohio.

Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California

REGIONAL
MANAGERS

(2)

Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
campaigns are familiar and
ENDORSED BY MORE
THAN 300 STATIONS
COAST TO COAST, can use
successful DISTRICT SALES
MANAGERS.
Thorough knowledge of cosponsored sales methods, plus
abilitv to hire and train salesmen, ESSENTIAL!
To qualified producers, after
brief training period (without
loss of revenue), can compare
earnings of our PRESENT
MANAGERS from S7500 to
S10,000 commission yearly!
All replies strictly confidential.
Box 905, Broadcasting

Broadcast

into the courts also was turned
down.
The losers suffered the adverse
ruling
executivefrom
board.the AFM's national
At the same
Locala blast
802's
publication
Allegrotime,
let loose
at the opposition, using almost half
the text matter of the issue in its
attack.
Calling the vote challengers a
"rule-or-ruin opposition," Charles
R. lucci, secretary of 802, described
the victory of administration forces
as "a smashing defeat for the proCommunists in Local 802 and for
those men who, for base opportunistic motives, willingly accepted
thatThesupport."
opposition, called the UnityCoalition party, lost to the incumbent Blue Ticket by a narrow margin [Broadcasting, Jan. 19]. It
protested the election on the ground
that voting machines used did not
work
rules. in accordance with AFM

BOILING CO.
Adds to N. Y., Chicago Staff
CELEBRATING its second birthday with an overall company expansion, the Boiling Co., national
station representative, added two
men to its staff, one in New York
and the other in Chicago.
John Stebbins, former account
executive with Universal Radio
Sales, inChicago,
that city's
office
the samejoined
capacity.
Prior
to his Universal post, Mr. Stebbins
was with George Hollingbery Co.,
Chicago office.
James Cunnison, former radio
and television contact man for
American Petroleum Institute Industries Committee, joined the television
department of Boiling'^
New Yorksalesoffice.
In addition, Boiling has announced the addition of WROW
Albany to its list, while announce- if
ment of WILM Wilmington as a
new client was made the previous
week.cago office
Also,
the tocompany's
Chimoved
new quarters
at 360 North Michigan Ave.

Management

Consultants
FOR SALE — One new General Electric model
51 professional wire recorder, used six hours,
original net costs $628.00, sell $250.00.
One slightly used Lansing model 605 high
fidelity loudspeaker, beautiful walnut floor
cabinet, original cost $330.00, sell $200.00.
One slightly used Lansing model A323A
high fidelity
amplifier,
low impedance inputs,
originalhigh
cost and
5158.00,
sell
SI 00.
00.
One new Columbia Coin operated Booth
Badlo cost $55.95, sell $25.00.
One new 5"x7" Graflex, series B, F4.5
Kodak lens, $40.00 built in flash sync, film
pack adapter and extra $29.00 plate magaoriginalpacked
cost overtor $275.00,
All zine,
items
shipmentse'land$150.00.
FOB
Grand
Island.
25%
deposit
COD'S. BROADCASTEBSrequired on
P. 0. Box 137
Grand Island, Nebr,

We are now available to a limited number of stations
for a comprehensive analysis. Our personal supervision in instituting corrective procedures results in
profitable station operations.
(Contact our executive offices for details.)
BROADCAST MANAGEMENT
SUITE 442
20 N. WACKER DR.

CONSULTANTS
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

RANKIN RANTS
HOFFMAN ATTACK
Hits Drew Pearson, ABC
PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S nowifamed "S.O.B." comment touched
:off a blistering attack last Thursiday on Commentator Drew Pearson by Rep. Clare Hoffman (RMich.), who told the House that the
j'"license" of the American Broad|casting Co. should be revoked,
it "Pearson," he said, "should not
be permitted to follow his avocation
of villifying individuals and public
officials. He speaks over the air.
He has no exclusive right to use
the air. The Congress has given
the FCC authority to regulate the
use of radio . . . The station over
which Pearson operates is a licensee
of a Federal agency . . ."
Under the U.S. Code, FCC is empowered and authorized to promulgate and enforce such rules as required for the public convenience,
interest and necessity. Rep. Hoffman asserted.
"Perhaps," suggested Rep. Hoffman, "the President's description
of Pearson may even induce the
I'company which manufactures the
Lee hat to increase his compensation. He will probably continue
to announce over the radio each
Sunday night, 'Don't take less than
the best; don't take less than a Lee,'
even though the manufacturer of
the Lee hat is undoubtedly aware
that President Roosevelt described
Pearson as a chronic liar."
Mr. Pearson and other commentators and columnists, according to
Rep. Hoffman, take credit for news
collected by AP, UP, INS and others, after they have rehashed it.
"The American Broadcasting
Co.," Rep. Hoffman charged, "is
not a new' offender. Over its system Walter Winchell for years, for
hire, used his talent for mean and
sordid purposes."
He thought sponsors, too, might
do well to "take a look at the laW
governing broadcasting, at some of
the court decisions." Rep. Hoffman
mentioned specifically the case of
Sorensen vs. Wood, in which, he
said, the court held that the Fed.eral Radio Act confers no privilege
to broadcasting stations to publish
defamatory utterances.

MAJOR

WPUV Pulaski, Va., ins»alled special
wire facilities for nation-wide broadcast by Cedric Foster (r), news commentator, from its studios Feb. 10 at
1 p.m. Special wire carried broadcast to Washington, D. C, thence
over MBS and Yankee networks.
With Mr. Foster, who was in Pulaski
to speak at Business Club's annual
ladies' night banquet, is William R.
Murray, WPUV manager.
BRAND NAMES
Kenway to Head Committ'ee
FRANK M. FOLSOM, RCA president and chairman of the Board of
Brand Names Foundation, New
York, last week named six advertising and merchandising executives to serve
on
the committee for
"Brand Names
Day— 1949." This
year's event,
sponsored by the
foundation in
connection with
its annual meetof officers, election
will be
Mr. Kenway
held April 12 at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Chairman of the committee is
Ivor Kenway, ABC vice president.
Serving with him are: Vern G.
Carrier, assistant advertising manager, Esso Standard Oil Co.; Lawrence E. Moses, advertising manager, Phillips-Jones Corp.; H. Ford
Perine, merchandising director.
Life magazine; J. Sherwood Smith,
president, Calkins & Holden; and
George T. Sweetser, publisher.
Esquire magazine.

NETWORK

ISOLATED

WESTERN

STATION
MARKET

This station was built by radio men with years of radio experience . . .
affiliated with a major network ... it is recognized by the local, regional
and national time buyers as being the number one buy. Located in an
isolated market so far as outside signals are concerned but in a growing
market where the income per family is far above average. Television problem will not have to be met for several years. Station is making good money.
Price $105, 000. 00. The Blackburn-Hamilton Company, exclusive representatives, can assist in financing a qualified buyer.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC
MfDIA BROKERS
DALLAS
WASHINGTON,
D.
C.
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Tower
Petroleum
Bldg.
BMeWashington Bldg.
Central
1177
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
BROADCASTING
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Against
Comment'af'ors, 'Post'
TWO
COMMENTATORS
were
charged last Monday with spreading "misinformation" as Rep. John
E. Rankin (D-Miss.) pressed for
House action on his bill to provide
pensions for World War I and II
veterans.
"Of all the misinformation I
ever heard spread," he said, "it is
by those radio commentators, Hans
Kaltenborn and Drew Pearson,
about
bill." chairman of the
Rep.thisRankin,
House Veterans Committee, also
took the occasion of a speech on the
House floor to berate the owner of
the Washington Post, which owns
55% of WTOP Washington.
He said:
The Washington Post, whose owner
got rich out of the last war, and out of
the depression which he helped bring
on during the Hoover administration,
calls fore
thethe House,
veterans'thepension
now Sobe-I
Rankin bill
plan.
presume from now on you will hear a
good deal about the Rankin plan versus
the Bevin plan, which some of you call
the Marsliall plan.
NOBEL
NOMINEES
2 ABC Commentators Named
THE ONLY two Americans nominated this year for the Nobel Peace
Prize are two radio commentators
from the same network — ABC. The
Nobel comnnittee announced fast
Wednesday in Oslo, Norway, that
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Drew
Pearson were among those being
considered for the 1949 award for
efforts on behalf of world peace.
Nomination of the two ABC commentators for the year's top award
marks the first time since the inception of the annual Nobel Prize
that two persons representing one
network should be so honored.
Mrs. Roosevelt, with her daughter Anna, has been featured over
ABC Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 10:45-11 a.m., and is inaugurating, beginning Monday, March
7, a new schedule of quarter-hour
commentaries five times weekly at
4:45 p.m.
Drew Pearson, sponsored by the
Frank H. Lee Co., Danbury, Conn.,
on behalf of Lee Hats, is heard in
news analysis each Sunday at 6
p.m. through
H. Weintraub
Co., New William
York.

10,000 WATTS IN KANS.^^
nm
I
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
DON DAVIS,
f..,.d,ni Co m
JOHN
T SCH1LUNG,
MUTUAL NETWORK 710 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS NIGHT

A

PAYING

PROPOSITION

GREER W. COWLEY
Radar Expert Succumbs at 45
GREER W. COWLEY, 45, Bell
Telephone Labs, New York, development engineer, died last week,
following an illness of several
months. A significant contributor
to radar development during World
War II, Mr. Cowley helped to design portable ground search equipment.
Mr. Cowley
Bell having
Lab's
technical
staff joined
in 1930,
worked for several years with a
Nebraska telephone company.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Mildred A. Cowley; two sons,
William 18, and Charles 11, and a
daughter. May Louise 17.
February 28, 1949
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from "page 58)
February 24 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
Following
stations for
wereperiod
granted
renewal of licenses
ending
March 1. 1952: WEBC-FM Duluth;
WDRC-FM Hartford, Conn.; WFBL-FM
Syracuse; W I P - F M Philadelphia;
WJTM-FM Jamestown. N. Y.; WMIXFM Mt. Vernon, 111.; WMLL Evansville,
Ind.: WMOT Pittsburgh; WNDB-FM
Daytona Beach; WNYC-FM New York;
WSYR-FM Syracuse; WTMJ-FM Milwaukee.
WMIN of
Mt. license
Clemens,for Mich.—
renewal
period Granted
ending
Sept. 1, 1950.
WCTS Cincinnati — Granted renewal
of license for regular period.
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. — Same.
Following
stationsforwere
granted
renewal of licenses
regular
period:
KITO San Bernardino, Calif.; KIT
Yakima. Wash.; KMO (and aux.) Tacoma, Wash.; WEMB San Juan, P. R.;
WEEK Peoria, 111.; KIOX Bay City,
Tex.; KMBC-FM Kansas City, Mo.
License Extension
KFOX
Long
Calif. for
— Granted
temp, extension Beach,
of license
3 mo.
pending receipt of further information
(Comr. Jones for regular grant).
WPEN-FM
Presentbasis
license further Philadelphia—
extended on temp,
to June 1.
WRR Dallas, Tex. — Same.
Licenses for following stations were
further extended on temp, basis to
June 1, 1949; KFFA Helena, Ark.;
WECW Mayaguez,
P. R.; Little
WJVB Rock;
Jacksonville Beach; KARK
KFJZ (and aux.) Fort Worth; KGIL
San Fernando, CaUf.; KSRO Santa
Rosa, Calif.; WMRO Aurora, 111.; WIKK
Erie, Pa.; WIRK West Palm Beach;
WJVA South Bend, Ind.; KVER Albuquerque; KOB Albuquerque; KWEM
West Memphis, Ark.; WVET Rochester,
N. Y.; WNEW New York; WOV (and
aux.) New York; KDB Santa Barbara;
KGB San Diego; KHJ (and aux.) Los
Angeles; KPMO Pomona, Calif.; KXLR
No. Little Rock; WBAL Baltimore;
WDEL Wilmington, Del.; WJOL Joliet,

Mr. Jack Purves
N. IV. Ayer & Son, Inc.
Ne-oj York, N. V.
Dear Jack:
Gene Aiitry came t' toivn yesterday. .
We all hear'd 'bout it through that fi-ne
WCHS promotion job
which WCHS
does fer all
h'its shows like
Gene's "Melody Ranch"th'.
Dbroadcasts
urin'
wh ich Gene
made two of
over WCHS—
my
came kin
down folk
an
offer
ed
servicestheirin
fightin'
any
stray
varmits
that needed
Gene
said
he'd
fightin'
keep
'em
mind
whic inh
reminded me
that'
jest
what shappens
when vou use
WCH'Swattswithat
5000
580 in Charleston, West Virginia. Peop'ein
keep youmind which' ojEj
terxgj^} is whw&
yoi(' ivant. . . .
ain't Yrs.
itf".
Algy.
WCHS
Charleston,
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SUMMARY

TO FEBRUARY

24

Summary of Authorizaticns, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
Class
OnXotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants
AM Stations
1,938
1,891 239
464 266
FM Stations
712
269 651
30* Appli85
28
TV* 11Stations
57
7
115
317 181
on the air.
TV APPLICATIONS
Boone, Iowa — Boone Broadcasting
Wayne,
Ind.-Westinghouse
RaCo
dloFort
Stations Inc., Channel 2 (54-60
S.^?Lf1590 kcshoe1 I'^^j^.Ynar'HS^L
bus Sess nresident and
ERP 15.07 kw visual, 7.5 kw aural, me),
anRobert E M^n
owMr o^
tenna 500 ft.; estimated cost of con- L?Y°iibfrks
Dept
vic^ nresistruction $310,000, estimated first year 21^ 8 25%^ Bert^W St«e
MUler drug store

"oi
MclSsee ouse
rpplilfnt'
k^own""am"™
there""?s Westfngh
Wf?WO
^'a?'5;at^
ftftioS^!ropeSr^"z!
0«"
^ Ore.
Portland,
^ \nr'po^rU°and
p»h 9d Ar,
i?„^'*?.'?^tfh,?r?h
i?f
IITO--5>;„oV^,
Fi/^irt T o,vis

gfr^
%f ofHaril^'l'
^ec?o%'%I
owne?;'d1
Boone Newsmanager
general
vey,
%^^'''AToirT'T.r^eT^^
,*°31.25%
News?RerubUcan
^^^er Boone
Boone ;
advertising,
jj ^^^^^^
^^^^^
n, 10%;
Dan Garretson,
News-Republica

director 2.5%.
el-trical contractor,
^274^25r^fcr
Jr'^rhS'i2'^
"'
^
antenna '"^"/J
kw aural,Eip'^^3rl
kw visual, 15.75
740
Bros., cost
McEvoy
M.—
N.
Carlsbad,
first
$141,500,
cost
estimated
ft.;
1,475
year operating cost $35,000, revenue kc, 1 kw, daytime; :estimated
McB.
Paul
Co-partnership
$14,820.
$75,000. Applicant is licensee WINC
Evoy, president-pubUsher of Rosewell,
(AM) and WRFL (FM) Winchester and
Va. N. M., Morning Dispatch and 25% ownFredericksburg,
WFVAChannel
60%
12 reallocated er KSWS RoseweU, and Maurice F.
to have
Seeksowner
urer of MornMcEvoy, secretary-treas
g to Winchester. ing
from Fredericksbur
Dispatch and 25% owner KSWS.
up and
Proposed station would pick
23.
Feb.
Washington, Filed
retransmit
D.
C, outlets.signals
Filed from
Feb. 24.
APPLICATIONS
AM APPLICATIONS
*
« •
, . ^ „
«,
„Broadcasting
„.
Thatcher, Ariz. — Gila ivt»»„„«.»„.„:»i
Junior CoUege
Akron, Ohio — Akron
.
Corp., 1150 kc, 1 kw, daytime, direc- °{
^l^^^'f ^^"V^ ' ?°on?^f
Princi- educational FM, Channel 201 (88.1 me),
cost $50,000.
estimated
tional;
pals: George
K. Stroupe
with Mechan- power 10 w; estimated cost $2,000.
ical
Machine Co., president; Dor- Filed Feb. 18.
othy Mold
C. Stroupe,
secretary-treasurer; cnartanhnri? s r —Woffnrii Pollpfrp
C.— WoffordCouege,
!>partanburg, S.educational
Edwin Noncommercial,
and WAKR
president,
vice
FM, ChanElliot,
Ann
of
director
Elliot,Eachnews
T
10 w;
power Feb.
mc),
(88.1
201
nel
FUed
50%.
owns
couple
Akron.
18. estimated cost $3,500. Filed
Feb. 23.
111.; WKEU Griffin, Ga.; WMEX Boston;
WGAR Cleveland; WPAB Ponce, P. R.;
WFMN-FM Alpine, N. J.; WINC-FM
Winchester, Va.; WXLW-FM Indianapolis, Ind.; KHJ-FM Los Angeles;
WBCA Schenectady.
Don Lee Bcstg. System, Los Angeles
—Present license for W6XAO W6XDU
extended on temp, basis to June 1.
Sarkes license
Tarzian,W9XHZ
Bloomington,
Ind. on—
Present
extended
temp, basis to June 1.
RadiOhiotemp,
Inc.,license
Columbus,
Ohio —to
Granted
W8XUM
March 31.
WHAS Inc, Louisville, Ky.— Same for
W9XWT.
WORL Boston— Ordered that authority to ceoperate
facilities
nse is extended
to Juneunder
1. temp, liWJBW New Orleans — Granted petition of WJBW in part, and authority of
Charles C. Carlson to operate WJBW
under temp, license is extended to
April 1.
Hearing Designated
WTUX Wilmington, Del.— Adopted
order designating for hearing renewal
application and authority to operate
station was extended to June 1 pending
decision in case.
Action Set Aside
Hearst mission
Radio
Inc.,action
Baltimore
— Com-27
set aside
of Jan.
granting licenses on temp, basis and
fy^-^-ted 'i'c=--=s for exo. TV stat'ons
W3XJC W3XJD on regular basis to Feb.
1, 1950.
FCC

PHILCO
Will Build for 33 1/3 and 78
JOHN M. OTTER, Philco vice president and sales manager, announced that both the 33% and 78
r.p.m. reproducing equipment will
continue to be an integral part of
Philco's radio-phonograph lines in
the future. He said the long-playing
phonographs his company introduced last summer have met with
tremendous public acceptance.
"On the basis of our experience
to date, we are convinced that the
new long-playing records which
give up to a total of 50 minutes of
music on both sides of the record
offer a tremendous advance to the
record-buying public, and one which
can be obtained only from the new
33% r.m.p. long-playing unbreakable records," Mr. Otter pointed
out.

BACHMAN MOVES
Goes to Headley-Reed Co.
HERBERT L. BACHMAN, ABC
manager of television research,
leaves the network to become head
of the research department of
Headley - Reed
Co., radiostation
and
television
representative,
effective
tomorrow (March
1) .
Mr. Bachman,
who joined ABC
in 1946 as assistant to the director of market
research, was, from
Mr. Bachman
1941 to 1942, research assistant to the Physiological Corp. of New York. Before
that he was statistical analyist
for The Pulse Inc., New York. He
holds a BA degree in advertising
and journalism from Michigan
State College, is a member of the
American Broadcasting Assn.
Previously, Headley-Reed has
had outside organizations handle
its research, but concurrent with
the hiring of Mr. Bachman, all of
its work in that field will be coordinated under his direction.

RADOX

Covering Philadelphia
RADOX, radio audience measuring
device, is now covering all parts of
Philadelphia with the exception of
south Philadelphia and the Germantown section. Both of these
sections will be covered within
three weeks, according to Albert E.
Sindlinger, president of Sindlinger
& Co., Radox manufacturer.
Mr. Sindlinger said that 160
measurement sets now are running
in the Philadelphia area and that a
total of 238 sets will be running
early this week. Within six weeks,
Radox will be operating in the adjacent Camden, N. J., area. After
that, Mr. Sindlinger will spread his
Radox work through the rural
areas of Philadelphia. All manual
Radox operations are in the process
of conversion to automatic. Mr.
Sindlinger will have his set-up
completely
automatic by mid-summer.

Sells Towers

FCC has announced it will accept
sealed bids until 10 a.m. March 29
for purchase of two surplus towers
on government property about 22
miles southwest of Boston at Millis,
Dover Road. Erected in 1931, the
towers were formerly used by WBZ
Boston and are declared in good
condition. Towers are base insulated, self-supporting and about
300 ft. high. They may be inspected.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 159 EAST CHICAGO 3KV««4UE • CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
Member National Assodalion of Broadcasters
BROADCASTING
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FCC
WORL

CASE

THE COURT of Appeals for the
f District of Columbia was taken to
■■task by FCC last week in its re( quest to the U. S. Supreme Court
for review of the WORL Boston
; case.
L The Commission contends that
ithe Court of Appeals, in reversing
[FCC's denial
of license
fWORL
on grounds
of renewal
ownershipto
concealment, improperly withheld
from the Commission an authority
delegated by Congress. The Commission contends the lower court
also failed to heed an earlier applicable ruling by SCOTUS in the
WOKO Albany case and that the
"instant case is not an isolated instance of the departure by the
court below" from accepted principles of judicial review.
Need for supervision of the
Court of Appeals by SCOTUS is
claimed by FCC in view of the
lower court strategic position to review the administrative actions of
FCC and other Federal agencies.
The WORL reversal by the Court
of Appeals, issued last November,
constituted a ruling that the Commission had acted arbitrarily, cappriciously and without the support
of "substantial" evidence in denying the WORL renewal. The court
sent the case back to the FCC "to
carry out the judgment of this
Court" [Broadcasting, Nov. 29,
1948]. In denying the renewal to
WORL (950 kc, 1 kw, day), the
FCC had cited the Supreme Court
decision upholding the Commission's denial of license renewal to
WOKO. However, the Court of
Appeals ruled that the principles
"of the WOKO
were not applicable to the decision
WORL case.
WORL is owned by Harold A.
Lafount, general manager of the
Arde Bulova stations and former
; Federal Radio Commissioner, and
. Sanford H. and George Cohen, New
York attorneys. WORL has been
granted temporary extension of license to June 1 pending settlement
of the litigation.
The FCC request, for review by

Criticizes D. C. Court
For Review Appeal

SCOTUS of the lower court's reversal, summarizes the question as
"whether the court below, in insisting on direct and express evidence of wilfulness or recklessness
and in substituting its judgment
for that of the Commission as to
the adequacy of the licensee's explanations for its derelictions, improperly withheld from the [FCC]
the authority to deny a renewal of
license to a licensee which, over a
six-year period of time and on
numerous occasions, had admittedly misstated and failed to reveal
facts as to its stock ownership and
financial status."

KOB-WJZ
Station Answers Network
THE ARGUMENT of ABC in its
petition to terminate the KOB Albuquerque-WJZ New York case
contains nothing new over that
made by the network in a similar
petition of a year ago, KOB told
the FCC last week in its reply to
the ABC request [Broadcasting,
Feb. 21].
The tionnetwork's'
newly filed either
petiasks the Commission
to deny KOB's long pending application for licensed operation on
770 kc or to hold a further hearing
with particular attention to prospects of KOB's
kc
with WBZ
Boston. sharing
KOB has1030
shared
770 kc with WJZ under a special
service lauthorization since November 1941.
KOB in reply contends that the
ABC request to enlarge the issues
of the proceeding and make WBZ
a party was presented on two different occasions to the Commission prior to the hearing in 1945
and on both occasions the relief
requested was denied. KOB states
that the present ABC petition for
relief and the one filed a year
ago both ignore provisions of Sec.
1.389 of FCC's rules. The section
states that requests to enlarge

It takes four — the four
audiences guaranteed by
WBNX— English, Yiddish,
German, Italian — ^to cover
AX,L New York.
Thus, WBNX, New York's
four-star station, fits the
needs of all listeners . . .
reaches all the people you
want to sell in this multilanguage area.
BROADCASTING
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issues in a proceeding must be
made within 15 days after publication of the issues in the Federal
Register or upon petition supporting cause for a later filing.
KOB concludes by requesting
grant of its petition to amend
Sec. 3.25 of the rules to provide
for duplicate nighttime operation
on 770 kc; granting of its application for operation on 770 kc with 50
kw fulltime; issuance of appropriate orders designed to impose such
directional operation upon KOB
and WJZ as will be necessary to
protect from interference the secondary service areas of both stations as Class I-B outlets, and
denial of the ABC petition for immediate relief.
The 770 kc frequency presently
is assigned to WJZ as a Class I-A
clear channel. WBZ's 1030 kc
is a I-B assignment.

SPOT CAMPAIGN
Ten N. Y. Stations Used
RIVER BRAND Rice Mills, New
York (Carolina rice), through its
agency, Donahue & Co., New York,
has started an intensive spot announcement campaign covering ten
New York metropolitan area stations, seven days a week. Contracts
are for 13 weeks.
Ten-minute jingles will be heard
on Mystery Chef, WNBC; Luncheon at Sardi's, WOR; Pat Barnes,
WJZ; Anything Goes, WNEW;
Fun at Breakfast, WMGM; John
Reed King's Best Girl, WOR; Norman Brokenshire, WNBC; Bushel
of Fun, WINS; Dr. Jive, WWRL;
Music for Mothers, WFAS; Ginnie
and Rick, WAAT, and Mr. and Mrs.
Music and Ted Steele on WMCA.

► Edgar L. Bill, president of
WMBD Peoria, 111., celebrates his
25th anniversary in radio tomorrow (March 1). Mr. Bill joined
WLS Chicago, then owned by
Sears, Roebuck, March 1, 1924, as
station director. He moved to
WMBD in 1931.
► Fifty executives of Swift & Co.
and its advertising agencies, J.
Walter Thompson Co., McCannErickson and Needham, Louis &
Brorby, marked the firm's eighth
year of sponsorship of ABC's
Breakfast Club Feb. 8 at breakfast in the Electric Club, Chicago.
► KDRS Paragould, Ark., observed'' the beginning of its third
year of broadcasting last month
with a 21/^-hour program titled
Looking Forward.
► Rev. John J. McCarthy, pastor
of 'the Roman Catholic Blessed Sac-''
rament Church, 'Charleston, S.'^C.',^'
marked his 18th year on WCS-C
>Gharieston, last month by ih^§urating a new sWies of p¥$^ams
on that station.

FCC

APPEALS
Hobbs Introduces Bill
APPLICANTS seeking court review of FCC actions could file their
appeals in the U. S. Court of Appeals in the judicial circuit in
which they reside, under a bill
(HR-2915) introduced last week
by These
Rep. courts
Sam Hobbs
(D-Ala.).
and the
U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia
would have set"exclusive
jurisdiction to enjoin,
aside, suspend
(in whole or in part) , or to determine the validity of, all final orders" of the Commission. The
applicant could go to either his
home circuit court or to the one
for D. C, as he wished.
Under the present law, appeals
from denials of applications for
construction permits or license
must be taken in the Court of Appeals for D. C. Appeals from license revocations or denial of
transfer of control must go to a
special three-judge statutory court
in the home district of the applicant. Review of FCC actions by
the special statutory courts would
be abolished under the Hobbs bill.
If the Commission has held no
hearings on the action for which
review is sought, and if hearings
are required by law, the court of
appeals might in its discretion remand the proceedings to the FCC.
If hearings are not required by law,
the court might pass upon the
issues when "no genuine issue of
material fact is presented."

See your station
representative or write

,e..featDre programs, inc.
1l3W. 57lhST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Februatf 28, 1049
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At
SEN. KERR GETS
AM GRANT FOR

Deadline
PROPOSED
TULSA

ALL-OKLAHOMA Broadcasting Co., headed
by Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), president of
WEEK Peoria, 111., given proposed decision by
FCC Friday for new Tulsa station on 740 kc
with 50 kw day and 10 kw night, directionalized
fulltime. John Brown U.'s KUOA Siloam
Springs, Ark., competing for same frequency
with 10 kw fulltime in lieu of present 5 kw
daytime on 1290 kc, "failed to make the required showing ... as to financial qualifications," FCC concluded.
Commission also proposed to grant application of Midland National Life Insurance Co.'s
KWAT Watertown, S. D., for 950 kc with 1
kw, directionalized at night, and deny rival request of Corn Palace City Radio Corp. for 950
kc with 5 kw at Mitchell, S. D. FCC said grant
to KWAT, now on 1240 kc with 250 w, "would
provide a primary service at night to a substantial area and population" now without it.
All-Oklahoma Broadcasting is owned by several
WEEK stockholders and others with radio interests.
Sen. Kerr has 49% of common stock. His brother,
T. M. Kerr, and D. A. McGee, T. W. Fenton and
Dean TerriU, all associated in WEEK ownership,
have 11, 12, 6, and 3%, respectively. Elmer Hale,
minority stockholder of KMUS Muskogee and KIHN
Hugo, Okla., has 10%, and William R. Wallace, 20%
owner ofman. KIHN,
has 8%.
Mr. McGee
board include
chairChief owners
of Corn
Palaceis City
Dakota-Wesleyan
U.
(23%)
and
Mitchell
Daily
Republic (22%).
WDHN
(FM) NEW BRUNSWICK
TO ASK FOR TV CHANNEL 8
WDHN (FM) New Brunswick, N. J., plans to
apply to FCC today (Monday) for new television station on Channel 8, asking that this
frequency be allocated there for use with
directional antenna. Station would operate
with 510 w visual and 250 w aural powers.
Existing authorizations and allocations on
Channel 8 and adjacent frequencies in that
area include WOR-TV New York on No. 9,
WJZ-TV New York on No. 7, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia on No. 10, WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del. on No. 7, and Channel 8 allocations
for Easton-Allentown, Pa.; Hartford, Conn;;
Harrisburg, Pa., and Atlantic City. WDHN is
owned by Daily Home News. Its application being filed by Washington law firm of Welch,
Mott & Morgan.
WTUX

RENEWAL

HEARING

PROGRAM issues reported as basis for hearing called by FCC on license renewal application of WTUX Wilmington, Del. (1290 kc,
500 w day) . Policies regarding horse race
broadcasts said to be involved. Authority to
operate station extended to June 1 pending
decision in hearing.
FCC

NETWORK PROBE
(Continued from page i)

the present 12 VHF channels, an obviously impossible situation."
Letter assured that Stratovision, including
possible monopoly, is being carefully studied.
Most of remainder of letter detailed material generally covered in recent speeches of
Chairman Coy and Comr. Robert F. Jones, and
formal reports of Commission. Views were
those of Comrs. Coy, Hyde, Webster, Jones and
Hennock (Comrs. Walker and Sterling were
out of city when letter was drafted).
Page 70
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RRN MERGES WITH CORNELL
OUTLETS, DROPS 20 EMPLOYES
MERGER of Rural Radio Foundation, upstate
New York FM netwoi-k owner, with Cornell U.
communications interests virtually complete.
Merger is intended to bolster network. RRF,
operator of Rural Radio Network and owner of
six FM stations, largely financed by ten New
York state farm organizations. Cornell owns
WHCU and WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. Y.
Michael R. Hanna, general manager of Cornell stations, reportedly becomes a top executive of merged organization; R. Bruce Gervan,
present RRN general manager, continues in
executive capacity. About 25% of RRN's 80
employes reported dismissed. WHCU WHCUFM staff will be used in FM network operations.
REV. SMITH TO SELL WIBK
RADIO EVANGELIST J. Harold Smith filed
application with FCC for sale of WIBK Knoxville, Tenn., long subject to investigation by
Commission. Rev. Smith and -wife sell 50%
common and 100% preferred stock at par to
James T. Cox Jr., insurance broker, and C. L.
Schenck, wholesale produce dealer. Messrs.
Cox and Schenck each buy 50 shares common
(25%) at $100 par and latter also buys 1,500
shares preferred (100%) at $10 par. Marvin
I. Thompson, general manager, retains 50%
interest. Ruling is pending by FCC on initial
decision of ex-Comr. Clifford J. Durr last
June which held Rev. Smith as "unfit" to be
licensee [Broadcasting, July 5, 1948].
GAMBLE

SEES AGENCY

'INDEPENDENTS DAY' AGENDA
PLANNED; BMB PROTESTS
USE of March as ballot month for second BMB
study protested by NAB Nonaffiliated Stations
Executive Committee at closing day of Washington session (early story, page 27). Committee worked out agenda for "Independents
Day" agenda at Chicago April 10 during NAB
convention. Independents claim March not
typical month of year on ground sports are at
low point and network audiences at peak.
Chicago agenda to include morning session
on programming, with transcription spokesmen taking part. NAB President Justin Miller to address luncheon on topic, "Who Is
Radio?" Afternoon session features sales and
promotion. Melvin Drake, WDGY Minneapolis, will report on NAB committee's work.
Maurice B. Mitchell, NAB, will lead discussion on how to get national and retail business. Dr. Sydney Roslow, Pulse Inc., to speak
on independents' development.
Committee asked NAB board to act toward
recognition of radio in publication of public
legal notices; asked study of government funds
spent in various media; named Richard M.
Pack, WNEW New York, publicity liaison for
Chicago meeting. Convention subcommittee
comprises Lawrence McDowell, KFOX Long
Beach, chairman; Bob Maynard, WSVS Crewe,
Va.; Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington.
WARD CUTS LOCAL BUDGETS
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co. retail stores
in all cities but St. Paul, Denver and Des
Moines will drop local advertising schedules
tomorrowsistant(March
J. A. Martin,
firm's asretail sales1),manager,
said Friday
in
Chicago. Move follows closing of company's
radio department [Broadcasting, Feb. 21].
Mr. Martin said St. Paul, Denver, Des Moines
will handle own local radio campaigns.

CHANGE

RETURN of buyers market and TV impact
are affecting immediate future of agencies,
said Frederic R. Gamble, president of AAAA,
addressing final session of "New Directions"
forums sponsored by Art Directors Club of
New York. He said agencies may have to
develop better staff teamwork, more integration of functions and wider use of each staff
member's abilities. TV offers new challenge in
exercise of good taste, he added.
ALL-RADIO INCORPORATION
STARTED BY COMMITTEE
STEPS taken by All-Radio Presentation Committee to incorporate. Don Petty, attorney,
appointed to handle incorporation of non-profit
corporation directing industry promotion project. Executive committee approved setting up
of auditing system to show exact status of
finances. Auditor to be named.
Drive for subscriptions to be continued,
reaching climax at NAB convention in Chicago
April 11-13 when script is to be ready. Committee expects to review draft of script at
meeting March 15.
ZENITH PHONEVISION QUERIES
ZENITH RADIO Corp. has sent second batch
of questionnaires asking whether recipients
would pay $1 each to see topflight movies in
their homes. Questionnaire does not mention
Zenith's Phonevision by name. Company described replies to first batch (sent to 1,000
persons each in Chicago, Syracuse, Los Angeles,
Great Falls, Mont., and Tucson, Ariz.) as
"startling." Second canvass covers 20 cities.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
BMB board, meeting Wednesday, faces this
problem as well as what to do about nonsubscriber data and state of finances.
SPECIAL meeting of Mutual board called in
Chicago for today, presumably to consider
high level personnel, including vacancy in second slot created by resignation of Robert D.
Swezey as vice president and general manager
to become vice pi-esident of WDSU AM, TV,
FM operations in New Orleans.
AMONG new programs being auditioned by
NBC under new alignment is Washington origination themed on backstage officialdom.
FCC last week was pondering reply to communication from Chairman Ed G. Johnson of
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee asking pointed questions on what, where
and when in re TV allocations. Language of
proposed reply was fine-tooth-combed several
times by FCC with prospects of simultaneous
release
week. of interrogatories and responses this
VACANCY on Federal Trade Commission
created by retirement of Robert E. Freer may
be filled shortly by Kingman Brewster, veteran
Washington Republican attorney who originally hailed from Massachusetts. He has
endorsement of Chairman Ed C. Johnson of
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee and of former Senator B. K. Wheeler.
Indications are also that Garland S. Ferguson,
veteran member whose confirmation was not
acted upon last session, will be confirmed by
Senate.
BROADCASTING
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Kansas
City's Primary
Trade
VOTE
FOR

KMBC-KFRM

The first Area Radio Study of The Kansas City Primary
Trade Area shows The KMBC-KFRM Team far in the lead
of all broadcasters heard in the area. Made in the fall of
1948 by Conlan & Associates, this study is believed to be
the largest coincidental survey of its kind ever conducted.
Factual data from this survey of more than 100,000 calls
is published in three books — The KMBC-KFRM Team
Area Study (Kansas City Primary Trade Area), the KMBC
Area Study, and the KFRM Area Study.
These Area studies which cover 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
throughout one week, (KFRM is a daytime station) ending
in early October, exclude the larger cities: both Kansas
City's (Missouri and Kansas) St. Joseph, Topeka, Salina,

^

7eam

Hutchinson and Wichita, surveys for all of which have
been made by Conlan.
The KMBC Area Study proves KMBC is the
most listened to station (daytime) within an aversasageCityradius
! of slightly over 100 miles from KanThe KFRM Area Study proves KFRM is the
most listened to (daytime) station in Kansas within
KFRM's
half-millivolt contour! (KFRM is a daytime station.)

KMBC

KFRM

Area

Area Survey

Area Survey

KMBC-KFRM
Area SurveyTeam
(Kansas City Primary
Trade Area)

4.7

Station K A
B C
D
E F Station K A
B C
D
E F
Station K A
D C
F
M
M
R
B
BR
M
C
CM
These graphs illustrate the percentage of total audience of KMBC and KFRM, as determined bythe Conlan survey, in comparison to the other leading stations of the area.
There were 73 Kansas, 5 Oklahoma and 4 Nebraska
counties included in the KFRM Area Survey, (Wichita,
Salina, Hutchinson excluded) with a population of 1,011,750; all within KFRM's half-millivolt contour.
In the KMBC Area Survey there were 61 counties, (Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City, Kansas, St. Joseph, Topeka excluded)all
; within KMBC's half-millivolt daytime contour.
In the KMBC-KFRM Area Survey for the Kansas City
Primary Trade area, as defined by Dr. W. D. Bryant, now

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

K
F

D

E

research director for the 10th Federal Reserve District,
there were 135 counties, with a total population of 2,099,531; all counties being within the half-millivolt daytime
contours
of KMBC-KFRM. (Metropolitan areas named
were excluded.)
Only The KMBC-KFRM Team delivers complete coverage of the great Kansas City Trade area! The KMBCKFRM Team provides the most economical circulation an
advertiser can buy to cover this huge, important trade area.
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delivery is the trademark of a champion.
With the coverage to reach, KTSA
matches the strength to penetrate
the nation's 28th largest market.
This combination means powerpacked performance at the business
end of your sales message.
KTSA's vital new CBS program
strength means more listeners per dollar, more sales per listener.
Taylor-Borroff can get you a ringside
seat in the champion's corner. Call
them.
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But to alert time-buyers it's a mighty
handy guidepost to the best radio buy
in any of the seven markets where Fort IndusBecause each

tapping the pooled radio experience of all
other Fort Industry Stations — benefiting from
poli-

cies of Fort Industry.

THE

FORT

for. . .

to

find!

LIMA, OHIO
WLOK— 250 W AM— FM
ATLANTA, GA.
WAGA— 5000W AM— FM— TV
MIAMI, FLA.
WGBS— 50,000 W AM— FM
DETROIT, MICH.
WJBK— 250 V/ AM— FM— TV

Fort Industry Station is part of a team —

the eyes-open, aggressive programming

Te

TOLEDO, OHIO
WSPD— 5000 W AM— FM— TV
WHEELING, W. VA.
WWVA— 50,000 W AM— FM
FAIRMONT, W. VA.
WMMN— 5000 W AM
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From 20,489 pieces of moil for client sales received during
four weeks of day and night operation, WINS has designed
a mail map. Base is ratio of mail response to 1 948 BMB radio
families in the five boroughs of Nev/ York City. Counties
with mail ratio 25% of New York City or better are shown
as primary; those with ratio of 10% or better as secondary.
a
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yankeeF
_
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POINT
AT

YOUR

LOCAL

For a friendly approach to your market
there is nothing like taking advantage of

U

England mar-

ket you can name. You can't miss anywhere.
You hit each market directly and cover it
completely — downtown,
suburban shopping areas.

city zone

and

The impact of 24 Yankee home-town stations adds up to the most complete New
England radio coverage you can buy in
one package.

THE YANKEE

Yankee

MARKETS

entree to any important New

When you buy Yankee home-town stations you can always be sure of getting
complete local coverage exactly where you

^CCefi€€Utce

SELLING

want it. You don't have to be satisfied with
skimpy, hit-or-miss impression.
Yankee home-town stations give you

home-town station acceptance.
Every Yankee home-town station carries
local commercials. It sells for the very local
merchants through whom you want to sell
your products. It is an established part of
community enterprise with a loyal local
audience.
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Inc.

Memter of f/ie Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
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RUMBLES over Western Union surcharge for
stations linked in baseball play-by-play service
may erupt violently. Cost of games to sponsors increased sharply in case of hookups with
difficulty being met in selling baseball program
service.
WHAT'S FCC going to do about Bulova?
That's question vi^hispered around official
Washington. Arde Bulova, vs^atch manufacturer, owns majority of both WNEW and
WOV New York but hasn't been able to jar
loose approval of sale of WOV to comply with
rule barring double ownership. FCC, largely
under spur of Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.)
has been digging back into former Bulova station ownership in which control questions were
involved. Choice: whether FCC will (1) transfer WOV and give WNEW regular license,
(2) set whole business for skeleton-rattling
hearing.
TENTATIVE name of organization of independently owned network affiliated stations
sparked by Ed Craney, Montana broadcaster,
is "Independent Broadcasters Protective
League." Organization's main purpose is to
combat high power and clear channels as well
as Stratovision.
IN RE Protective League, C. Bruce McConnell, owner of WHOT South Bend, Indiana, has
declined appointment to executive committee
because he (1) cannot devote sufficient time to
it; (2) he feels he's not well enough acquainted
with objectives.
FCC had appropriation jitters most all of last
week. Hearings on its 1950 fiscal year budget
were tentatively scheduled early in week before
House Independent Offices Appropriations subcommittee but were thrice postponed and take
place today. Chairman Coy held "dress rehearsal" midweek with Commissioners and department heads present.
RESIGNATION of Phil Carlin as MBS vice
president in charge of programs (page 24) may
be first step in topside reorganization of network. It's doubted whether anything' further
will happen prior to MBS board meeting in
Chicago next month during NAB convention
sessions.

Upcoming
March 7-9: Chicago Television Council National
TV Conference, Chicago.
March 7-9: Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
board. Chateau Frontenac, Quebec.
March 7-10: IRE national convention. Hotel
Commodore and Grand Central Palace, New
York.
March 8-9: National Marketing Conference, Neil
House, Columbus, Ohio.
Morch 10-12: Assn. of Women Broadcasters convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomiiigs on page 66)

Bulletins
BON AMI Co., New York, through BBDO,
plans national campaign on new cleaner for
wax and silver, Glas Gloss, to start in April.
Test campaign on West Coast started last November. Present Bon Ami shows will promote
new product in Buffalo and Pittsburgh markets, with additional cities to be added as new
market plans are completed.
NEW YORK GIANTS football team will not
permit telecasts of games from Polo Grounds
this fall, John V. Mara, president, told
Broadcasting Friday. He said telecasts hurt
gate, before-game ticket sales nose-diving during bad weather, and even season-ticket holders
stayed away to see games via TV. He conceded attractive sponsor deal could change
plans.
'SYMMETRON' AMPLIFIER
DEVELOPMENT in radio frequency circuits,
useful in black-and-white and color television
and FM broadcasting, announced by Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md., last
Thursday. Device is known as Symmetron
amplifier. Applicable to UHF and VHF, technique was perfected to alleviate power amplification problem and may be applied to varied
radio frequency power levels up to five times
greater than those obtained with present commercial equipment in 50 mc-1,000 mc region.
Westinghouse presently uses design in new
FM 50 kw transmitter.

START of telecasting Eisenhower's Crusade
in Europe postponed by ABC while prospective
sponsors audition and ponder 26-week $390,000
series (time and line charges extra). Series
was to begin early in March. Two auto companies, an oil and steel company among those
who have viewed it already.

RICHARDS HEARING DEFERRED
INVESTIGATION of G. A. (Dick) Richards
stations (KMPC Los Angeles, WGAR Cleveland, WJR Detroit) delayed Friday by FCC
from March 16 to March 23 in Los Angeles
to give Commission and other counsel more
time to prepare cases. Hearing concerns
charges Mr. Richards instructed staff members
to slant news against certain minority groups
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1948, Feb. 28].

ALTHOUGH there's been no announcement,
private showing of initial
episodes of Eisenhower's films will be made for President Tru(Continued on page 90)

WINE SPOT DRIVE
GENELES-LENGER WINE Corp., New
York, through Edwin Parkin Adv., New York,
plans intensive spot campaign for Passover
wines. Radio plans now being made.
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Business
Briefly
FILMO CAMPAIGN • Bell & Howell, Chicago, begins spot campaign today (March 7)
on top U. S. stations for Filmo home movie
equipment. Hollywood stars featured. Agency,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
MILES LABS RENEWS • Miles Labs
(Alka Seltzer, One-a-Day), Elkhart, Ind., renews News of the World on NBC Mon.-Fri.,
7:15 p.m. (EST). Agency, Wade Adv., Chicago;
NEW KATZ ACCOUNT • The Katz
Agency, New York, effective April 4, will represent WEBR Buffalo.
MILLER ON ABC • Miller Brewing Co.
(Miller's High Life Beer), Milwaukee, will
sponsor Lawrence Welk's orchestra for 13
weeks over group of ABC Midwest stations.;
June premiere planned. Agency, Klau, Van*
Pietersom, Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee.
SEEK NEW SHOW • Philip Morris (cigarettes) seeking new show to replace Katei
Smith on 281 MBS stations in 12-12:15 p.m.,
(EST) five-weekly spot. Advertiser dropping;
Kate Smith in mid-April. Agency, Cecil
Presbrey, New York.
BURNS -ALLEN DROPPED « General
Foods Corp., New York (Maxwell House
Coffee), to end four-year George Burns-Gracie
Allen series at close of current season, retaining Thursday
night period on NBC. Benton I
& Bowles
is agency.
A. ATWATER KENT
A. ATWATER KENT, 75, pioneer radio set
manufacturer, died Friday at his home in
Hollywood. Mr. Kent built vast manufacturing
business in early days of broadcasting and
held many electronic patents. He encouraged
many young artists by means of audition series
and used extensive network. During last NAB
convention Mr. Kent, famed for lavish parties
at his Bel-Air mountain-top estate, was host
at fiesta in honor of visiting broadcasters.
NAB-ASCAP COMMITTEES
SEEK TV FORMULA
TELEVISION music committees of NAB and
ASCAP meet every afternoon this week in
effort to work out licensing plan for TV,
Robert
P. Myers, NBC assistant general attorFriday.
ney and chairman of NAB committee, said
NAB committee, in addition to Chairman
Myers, comprises Harold Burke, WBAL-TV
Baltimore; Robert L. Coe, WPIX (TV) New
York; William Fay, WHAM Rochester; Clair
R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
Donn Tatum, Don Lee Broadcasting System;
Julius Brauner, CBS; Mortimer Loewi, DuMont Network; Joseph A. McDonald, ABC;
Theodore Streibert, WOR New York (ex officio
as chairman of NAB Music Committee).
BROADCASTING
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WFAA
WBEN
WGAR

TOOTHPASTE*
#

Forgetting small babies and other gum beaters, there

are about 4,200,000,000 molars, bicuspids, incisors and
wisdom teeth in American mouths today.
An

impressive number

of these four billion are

brushed "after eating and before every date" due to
Colgate Dental Cream's great use of Spot Radio.
Colgate makes use of the Spot medium

to promote

not only Dental Cream but 7 other products with distinctly
separate sales problems.

WJR
KARM
WONS
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WTMJ
WLLH
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
WIP
KOIL
WMTW

You too can adapt this most flexible form of powerful
radio to your special requirements.
These stations will add materially to your chances for
spectacular success.
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KGA
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WAGE
KVOO
WSAU
WWVA
KFH
WAAB
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Atlanta
Baltimore

NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC

Boston
Dallas \
1
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
Ft. Worth 1

ABC
NBC
CBS

Detroit
Fresno
Hartford
Kansas City
Houston

MBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lov/ell-Lav/rence
Milwaukee

NBC
MBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling
Wausau, Wise.

ABC
CBS
NBC
NBC

Wichita
Worcester

MBS
CBS

YANKEE

QUALITY

AND

TEXAS

NETWORKS

TELEVISION
ATLANTA _
WSB-TV
BALTIMORE
_WBAL-TV
BOSTON
BUFFALO
.WNAC-TV
LOS ANGELES _WBEN-TV
KFI-TV
MILWAUKEE
WTMJ
-TV
M'P'L'S-ST. PAUL_KTSP-TV
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Likes Format
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have been intending- .o
drop you a note for soma time, to
Ohen
Mik
tell you how much more readable
Broadcasting has become since you
adopted the more informal format.
(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
It has always been a valuable
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
source of information to me . . .
■I
Leslie T. Harris
Benton & Bowles
ner in 1948 when he was still with
promotion
New York
vision salesmanager
manager.]of Emerson to teleCBS
news. Or ai'e there two mikes ?
* * *
Incidentally, in accepting, Mr.
Truman expresied a wish to be
Where's Henry?
A Loyal Reader
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
invited to the 1949 dinner, "even
In the matter of Radiorama's
if I'm not living in the White
. . . your book will be of great
value to me and I will be as avid a identification of Bill Henry as a
reader in the future, as I was in CBS correspondent in the Feb. 14 House Don
then."Thompson
Gardner Advertising Co.
issue and John Bondeson's proud
the past.
correction in the Feb. 21 issue, is
New York
Stanley M. Abrams
it not possible that both BroadSales Manager, Television
[EDITOR'S
are entirely
casting and Mr. Bondeson are corcorrect. Mr. NOTE:
Henry You
was with
CBS at
Emerson
Radio & Phonothe time the mike was originally prerect ?
sented in 1948. Since no picture was
graph Corp.
I saw Bill present the President
taken at that time, when the group
New York
assembled again in 1949, a picture was
with a microphone at the White
made.
(EDITOR'S
NOTE: from
Mr. Abrams
reto
MBS.] Mr. Henry has now switched
cently promoted
televisionwas sales
House Radio Correspondents' din-

Clarification on Henry
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
While your item on the "Voici
of Democracy" Contest winners i:
the Feb. 21 issue of Broadcastini^
is correct, perhaps it would be well
to differentiate between Patrick
Henry's famous speeches. In the
House of Burgesses in Williamsburg Mr. Henry delivered himself
of the "If this be treason, make the
most of it" speech. His better
known "Give Me Liberty or Give
Me Death" speech was delivered in
Richmond's Old St. John's Church
Incidentally (plug), WRVA i;
broadcasting a special prograir
with
"Voice from
of Democracy"
test the
winners
the House conof
Burgesses.
Sam Carey
Program Service Manager
WRVA Richmond, Va.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Since the "famed speech" oi
Patrick Henry was delivered in St.
John's Church, Richmond, Va., youi
attention is respectfully directed
to the item at page 4, ... of the
Feb. 21 issue of i^roadcasting,
Pat was a lawyer and delivered
many notable speeches — the Parson's Case at Hanover Court House
— in the House of Burgesses ai
Williamsburg. However, the one
that has survived in the minds oi
most people is the famed "Libeiij
or Death" speech delivered in St
John's.

William J. Norfleet
FCC
Chief Accountant
Washington

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Thanks for furthei
clarifying our box on the At Deadliiie
page. (BROADCASTING,
* * * Feb. 21)]
Radio's Standards
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Re C. M. Keller's letter in th(
Feb. 28 issue describing his reac'
tion to a newspaper ad which failec
to meet his or radio's good ta^<
standards. Perhaps a change b1
copy would enable Mr. Keller t(
overcome his repulsion to the iteir
being advertised. Meanwhile his
station's sales dept. might refiec'
that radio listeners also have occasion to clean their . . .*
Sol Levine
Sol
Levine Agency
Washington
* Censored — not in good taste.
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Thanks From Ad Club;
EDITOR, Broadcasting: |
In behalf of the Advertising Cl|lj RO
o" Grand Rapids, I want to thaial<
you for fine news coverage yov.i
publication gave to the Advertising
"Forum for '49," . . .
Due to the outstanding succes;
of this Forum, the AFA plans to
promote similar meetings in othei
regions throughout the country as
a part(Continued
of their next
over-alJ
on year's
page 20)
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In the priceless book of man's memory there shines in illuminated lettering
the magic word, "Hospitality." As a city of importance, Houston ranks
peak-high on the scale ... as a city of hospitality, Houston reigns
among the nation's friendliest.
And' now may we present The Shamrock . . . hotel spectacular . . . symbol of
hospitality in one of America's most hospitable cities. From its very beginning
this was no ordinary hotel, for wound inextricably in the substances of its
creation are the ambitious materials of a young man's dream.
Yes, native Texan Glenn McCarthy fulfilled a dream for Houston, built for
Houston a magnificent structure of stone and steel as a small measure of
esteem for the bounties the city . . . and the state . . . had tendered him
through hard years of striving.
And so you see The Shamrock, Glenn McCarthy's contribution to Houston
and to finer living . . . rising tall above Lone Star plains as a great monument
to warm hospitality.
The eyes of Texas and of the entire nation are on Houston's . . .The Shamrock.

Glenn McCarthy
^ ^ . oil wildcatter, sportsman,
airman . . . head of 16 corporations and organizations, member
of 14 more . . . oilman builder of
McCarthy Center {1100-room
hotel, 1200-car garage, 1750seat theater, swimming pool, exhibition hall) .
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TAKE

13 WEEKS

WITH

PAY . . . OBT WCCO

You can get your Northwest customers while they're "getting away from it
all." With radio. For Summer

daytime listening in the Northwest is 12%

higher than the national average.
And most of the time in the Summertime, they're having a wonderful
time listening to 50,000-watt WCCO.
WCCO

In the Twin Cities, all Summer

long,

delivers an average daytime Hooper of 6.0 ... a 58% bigger average

avidience than any other Twin City station! (Throughout the entire 6-state
WCCO

area surveyed by the CBS-WCCO

WCCO

averages 20070 more listeners than any other Twin City station.)

With Summer

retail sales in WCCO

Listener Diary in May

1948,

country soaring well over

$699,000,000 — just about as high as in any other season — it's no wonder
that 48 major local and national spot advertisers (30% more than the year
before) stayed "on the job" on WCCO

all year 'round last year . . . Fall, Winter,

Spring and Summer. They found WCCO
To land your customers, use WCCO
reservation with WCCO

sends sales up with the temperature !
ivithout a Summer

hiatus. Make your

or Radio Sales. . . for 13 wonderful weeks with pay!
All source material available on request.

WCCO
Minneapolis - St, JPuui
50,000 ucalts
Columbia Owned
ItepresenteU by
RADIO SALES

.The Swing^^^l^^:^^^}!^

ARTHUR J. DALY, former West Coast manager for Peck Adv. and currently
/\ in agency's New York office, appointed director of radio and television.
Prior to joining Peck, he produced Rudy Vallee Show, Telephone Hour and
other network programs. During war, he represented coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs as director of radio in Argentina.
PETER H. HINDLEY resigns as manager of Roy S. Durstine Inc., San Francisco, to become public relations director of National Medical Society in Washington, D. C.
NELSON SHRADER appointed executive director of television and radio
department of Grey Adv., New York. For past eight months he headed his
own motion picture and television package firm and was
formerly at Newell-Emmett Co. where he headed motion
picture department for some time, and later worked on
Chesterfield account.
LEW JONES, former media director of BBDO, San Francapacity.cisco, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, in same
MELTON Adv., Dallas, purchases HENRY M. HANEY
Adv., also Dallas. Consolidated company moves to new
quarters in Liberty Bank Bldg., continuing under name
of Melton Adv.
Mr. Shrader MARILYN BRYAN ROSEBERRY resigns as timebuyer at
MacParland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago, to join Advertising Counsellors of Arizona in Phoenix.
WALLACE MacKAY Adv., Seattle, moves to larger quarters in Central Bldg.,
810 Third Ave.
DAN LEWIS joins Harrington, Whitney & Hurst, San Francisco, as account
executive.
C. H.. WOLFE, former vice president with Blow Co., joins Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, in executive capacity.

The
1949 SWING Girl
Miss Vera Ralston

if MARKET. . .WHB's Golden Kansas City Marketland
is a transportation and distribution hub, agricultural capital, the home of multi-billion dollar industries. Complete
data on request.
it AUDIENCE.. .WHB's 27 years of aggressive
broadcasting have won 5V2 million listeners who
swing to 710 for fresh, friendly entertainment and
solid buying tips.
* PROMOTION.. • WHB's alert experts
advertise, merchandise and promote your product to bring results that will leave you gasping.
10,000

WATTS

IN KANSi^
DON DAVIS ^

l^pii^
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T. SCHILLING
2
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ROBERT OTTO^& Assoc., New York, effective March 1 changed name to
ROBERT OTTO & Co, Inc., Internationa! Adv. to conform with opening of its
new overseas offices in Buenos Aires known as Robert Otto Y. Cia. Structure
of firm remains same.
BOZELL & JACOBS, Shreveport, La., moves to new offices at 622 Travis St.
HENRY J. KAUFMAN & Assoc., Washington, moves to new offices at 1419 H
St. N. W. Telephone remains District 7400.
WILLIAM R. MASON, with Geyer, Newell & Ganger, since the fall of 1947,
appointed vice president. Mr. Mason manages four of agency's accounts.
EVERETT DOTEN, account executive with Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
San Francisco, resigns March 15.
J. GRIFFITH RENSEL joins Weightmen Adv., Philadelphia, as vice president
in charge of service. He was recently with Abner J. Gelula & Assoc.
BLANCH TANOUS, formerly with Lander-Young, Los Angeles, joins Davis &
Co., same city, as production manager.
S. J. O'CONNELL Jr., formerly of Dr. I. Q. show and Grant Adv., Chicago, joins
G. A. Sass & Co., Indianapolis advertising and sales promotion firm, as copy
writer and account executive.
DONALD M. SMITH Jr., former merchandising manager of Look magazine,
joins merchandising department of Young & Rubicam, New York.
JOHN HANSEN resigns as art director and account executive with Knollin
Adv., San Francisco, to manage branch office of Rockett Pictures Inc., Hollywood.
VIRGINIA A. PARKER, formerly with Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., New York,
appointed account executive at Robert Hilton Co., also New York.
O'HANRAHAN PACIFIC AGENCY, San Francisco, moves to new quarters at
260 California St. Telephone: SU 1-0239.
WILLIAM J. HUNT has set up W. J. Hunt Adv., in Gray Bldg., Pasco, Wash.
GEORGE W. McMURPHY agency, Portland, Ore., moves to new offices at 2014
N.E. Sandy Blvd.
BEULAH STAINBACK, formerly commercial traffic manager of KHJ Hollywood, joins Zeder-Talbott Inc., same city.
ALAN GOFF, formerly with Rodgers & Brown, New York, joins Lew Kashuk
& Son Adv., New York, as account executive.
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USTINGS IN FOIXOWING ORDER:
SPONSOR, NAME OF PROGRAM.
NUMBER OF STATIONS, AND IN
SOME INSTANCES, STARTING
DATE; S INDICATES SUS I
R
RE-BROADCAST
ON
Ci
COAST; TBA TOABC
BE ANN>
':45-ll AM Mon., Wed. & Fn., Kleanor
Anna Roosevelt.
10:45-11 AM Thur., Star Time, sponsored by
Drackett Co., 168 stations.
10:45-11 AM Tues., Club Time, sponsored
by Club Aluminum
Products Co , 56
stations.
tainlng.
5-5:30
PM Tues
i-l strong a
lisFoods
bpuiisoiii
Jack Armsponsors
SIcy
6:30-6 PM c;.
idfating profframs on
alternateM.
King
9:30-9:55 PA!V licauly
factors inc. over 44
, ,
ijga:5S-lo I 'AT1 Saturday,
National Bam Dance,
tions.
PluiJips Petroleum Co. over western sta»*
10-10:30
PM S.-aturday,
stations
In East, Musical Etchings, over- •
ing,
11:00-11:05
AM Sat.,CBSSeeman Bros., Allan
Jackson News, 167 stations. Sun, sustain- 4:25-4:30 PM News.
MBS
7:55-8
PM Sunday,
Ronson
Art Metal
—ing,sponsors
Joiinny
Desmond
Show,Works.';
441
stations,
55-9 PM Mon.-Thu'
sustain^•.55-10 PM Monday-Kiiday, Joi.Ds-ManvUle
sponsors Bill Henry, news, 374 stations.
NBC
10:00-10:30 AM Fred Waring Show sponsored
Fri. by
Canning
Co.
9:30-10
PM Minnesota
Thursday, Valley
Falstaff
Brewing
on 33 stations,
,
sponsors
Music from the .
Heart .ol_ Am.
11:15-11:30 PM Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, Coca Cola (142) -Morton Downey.
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The labor CBS
puts into lifting the
sales curves
advertisers
more

CBS

of its
brings forth

than a mouse.

onfpeople

gather

every weekT
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WMT
out

takes
of

the

gamble

Bettendorf

(IOWA)

id

ENERAL FOODS CORP., EMERSON DRUG CO. and BARNEY'S CLOTHES
INC. bought all one-minute spots immediately before and after WABD
New York telecasts of 1949 Yankees' home games. General Poods, through
enton and Bowles, contracted for 71 spots advertising Diamond Crystal Salt,
merson took 35 spots via BBDO for Bromo Seltzer. Barney's Clothes signed
or 36 announcements through Emil Mogul Co., for men's and boy's clothing.
R. HISS' CLINIC, Los Angeles, starts Flying Feet (formerly Dr. Hiss' Clinic
orum) on four additional western stations — KGB San Diego, KDB Santa
arbara, KXOB Sacramento, KVI Seattle — for 52 weeks. Program now on
HJ Los Angeles and KPRG San Francisco. Agency: Honig-Cooper Co., Los
ngeles.
ANDMACHER-VOGEL
(suits), through Zan Diamond Co., and CELANES
ORP., through Ellington & Co., all New York, starting nine and eight week TV
pot campaigns, respectively. Former to use three weekly minute spots on 26
tations in 25 cities, latter two per week in 26 video markets. Radio to suppleent TV campaign.
ILLIRONS, Los Angeles department store, planning extensive two-week radio
nd television spot campaign in Los Angeles area this month for promotion of
ew Westchester branch to be opened soon. Film spots to be used on
ix TV stations: KTTV KTLA KLAC-TV KFI-TV KNBH KTSL; and spot
nnouncements on 11 stations: KFI KECA KNX KHJ KMPC KFWB KLAC
FVD KXLA KGFJ KIEV. Agency: Hunter Adv., Los Angeles.
UEL Co., Chicago (hair preparations), appoints Walter L. Rubens agency,
ame city, to handle advertising. Firm will spend more than $100,000 on
dvertising this year and radio is being contemplated. Account executive is
. J. DOOLEY.
OS ANGELES Mirror appoints Smith, Bull & McGreery, Hollywood, to handle
dvertising. Radio will be used.
ITEPOINT Co., St. Louis, (pens, pencils, lighters), names Olian Adv., same
ity, to handle its merchandising and advertising. Radio will be used.
SCAR MAYER & Co., Chicago (meat packer), appoints Sherman & Marquette,
Iso Chicago, as its agency, effective May 1. Radio will be used, and video
ill be considered.
HELL OIL Co., Toronto (gasoline and oil), starts spot campaign on number
of major market Canadian stations. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
GOODALL Co., New York (fabrics), contracts for five-minute teletranscription.
How to Improve Your Golf, to be telecast by WNBQ (NBC) Chicago Fridays,
9:55 p.m. (CST) for 13 weeks from April 8. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago
VENUS FOUNDATION GARMENTS, Chicago, appoints Edward A. Grossfeld
agency, also Chicago, to handle advertising effective April 4. Mr. Grossfeld
will supervise the account. Radio may be used later in the year.

. . . just as it does throughout wealthy WMTland.
Bettendorf, the home of the new $30 million Alcoa
plant, typifies the industrial part of WMT's audience.
Equally important are Iowa's well-informed, prosperous farmers, 90% of whom own radios, 85% of
whom have telephones. They helped Iowa's retail
sales in 1948 climb to the all-time high estimated at

A/aiwotk Accounts

• mm

TONI Co., Chicago (home permanent, shampoo), purchases 9 to 9:30 p.m. (EST)
period on CBS-TV and will begin its first video show May 19. Program plans
being completed by DON PAUL NATHANSON, firm's radio director. Toni
drops three-a-week sponsorship of Ladies Be Seated on ABC March 27 to
"offset the addition of TV."
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., Cincinnati, March 28, renews for 52 weeks Perry
Mason, on CBS, Mon.Fri., 2:15-2:30 p.m. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.
CUDAHY PACKING CO., Chicago (Old Dutch Cleanser), extends Nick Carter,
now heard on 463 MBS stations, to Aloha Network (KHON Honolulu KIPA Hilo
KTOH Lihue KMVI Wailuku). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Grant Adv.,
Chicago.

$2,374,712,000.
When you've a product or service to sell the highincome, free-spending Eastern Iowa market, the
odds are in your favor when you use WMT — Eastern
Iowa's only CBS outlet. Ask the Katz man for full
details.

EVER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Lipton's tea),, last month started for 13 weeks
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts on 25 Trans-Canada Network stations. Sat. 8-8:30
p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Toronto.
e m m m

WW

ERNEST D. KOSTING, former copywriter with Geyer, Newell & Ganger, NewYork, appointed advertising manager of Burlington Mills Corp., New York,
eporting to KENNETH COLLINS, vice president in charge of advertising and
public relations.
BROADCASTING
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CEDAR
RAPIDS
5000 Watts 600 K.C.
Day & Night
BASIC COLUMBIA
NETWORK
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Profits

Ay^ait

Advertisers
in

SETTING
FULL
COMMERCIAL

SCHEDULE

Theaters,
sive movieMiami's
circuit. most progres-

channel 4
Mini!
Reach South Florida's Rich Market
-- its 600,000 residents and the
2,500,000 visitors they entertain
each year. Enjoy a matchless
opportunity for sponsoring live
broadcasts of famed Florida
sports and the best in films. Buy
WTVJ Now.
channel 4
MIAMI

17 N.W. 3rd St., Miami, Fla.

Bob Venn, General Manager
Clyde LMcas, Program Director
M. J. Weiifeldt, Sales Manager
Earl Lewis, Chief Engineer
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & CO.
•

WHERE does news leave off and
publicity begin? And what constitutes news? Some wise journalist
has said that news requires judgment and judgment is opinion,
within the domain of all journals.

months' promotion tour, and to kick
off a Tulsa twin contest sponsored
by KTUL, CBS outlet.
The two newspapers — the Tribune and the World — bluntly refused to give the event an agate of
space. Instead they imposed the
"silent treatment," thumbing their
noses at a picture of Mayor Roy
Lundy signing the Damon Runyon
Cancer
Fund "short
snorter"
(Continued
on page
7U) for

£^

WKBO
HARRISBURCPA

Complete remote equipment. Full
studio and production facilities.
WTVJ is affiliated with Wometco
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Bernadette Hanson, Alice and Alva
Gubin — present "short snorter" for
John Esau, KTUL vice president and
smiles approval.

Radio's Toni Co. success story
But—
apparently
Tulsa's
two
newspapers agalled
fortnight
ago when
three sets of Toni twins visited the
city to launch a national six

PROGRAM

m

TONI TWINS (I to r) — Frances and
Anderson and Jacqualine and Alberta
Mayor Lundy's signature as (standing)
general manager,

these
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-flu

-Occounti
fore Gilmor Brown, head of the
e youbutmight
FIRSheT isglanc
Pasadena Playhouse. Impressed
AT think
an actor,
once
the sound track is heard,
with the young man's zeal for the
there's little doubt that Earl Ebi is theatre and requiring a young man
an all-round showman who need willing to work for little money —
Mr. Brown put Earl to work at $50
not worry about where he will wind
sion.
up in televi
perEarly
month.in 1930, he took leave of
Earl has been an actor, director,
the Playhouse to go on the road
stage manager, prop man, plus do- with an opera company as assistant
ing assorted sundry stage chores
stage manager. Six weeks later the
covering seven years and more than
disbanded in San Francis200 plays with the Pasadena Play- company
co. Next followed two years as
house. There followed Broadway
road manager for
plus picture parts
Fanchon & Marco
and finally radio.
vaudeville units,
This is all thatmight
with New York his
be asked of anyone
next target.
named to fill the post
Late in 1931 he
of Hollywood televiarrived in New
sion director for J.
York. After dismal
Walter Thompson Co.
success in several
Chronol o g i c a 1 1 y ,
short - lived producthe story started in
tions he headed back
Fresno, Calif., where
t o California. H e
Earl was born June
figured it was more
25, 1903. After
comfortabe to starve
graduation from
• in comfort. For the
Hanford High
School in 1922, he
better
of '33
to
'35, hepartkept
busy
concluded that the
working
at
several
most direct path to
of the motion picthe stage was the
ture studios as an
stage.
actor.
So, bolstered by
EARL
In 1935, while apsome letters of introduction, hewent to Los Angeles.
pearing in a play put on at the
(Continued on -page 73)
One of his letters brought him be-

eSTABUSHED

t922

Represented

by

ROBERT
MEEKER
ASSOCIATES
NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO
STEINMAN
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2. BUTYL

RUBBER

PLANT

of Esso Standard

Oil Company in Baton Rouge — world's largest oilexporting port — another reason why WWL-land exceeds national average in increased income, buying
power, and general prosperity.

The

greatest

1^ 591,030 BMB STATION AUDIENCE FAMILIES
3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts — high-power, affording advertisers lowcost dominance of this new-rich market.
Note: Coverage mapped by Broadcast Measurement Bureau.
Some scattered counties, covered by WWL, are not shown.

selling power

in the South's greatest city!
50,000 WATTS
CLRAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE
Represented nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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PLAQUES from National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis for work,
in
Dollars"
which raised newsman;
$175,000 Merle
are received
by "Fight
(I to r) for
Cedric
Adams,campaign
WCCO Minneapolis
Jones,! j
WCCO manager, and Tom Hastings, March of Dimes special events
chairman, shown with Cecil Kaercher,
winner in "Fight for Dollars" I
contest.

JQ^adioxama.

WHEN
lifted itsHollywood
"no tape"manager
policy, ofa short
was Sidney
conducted
by
(I to r) NBC
Don Bernard,
Williamceremony
Esty & Co.;
Strotz,
NBC administrative vice president in charge of the Western Division, and Bill
Lawrence, producer-director for the network's %creen Guild Theatre. The program is sponsored' by R. J. Reynolds (Camels) through William Esty.

HYMAN FINGER (seated), pres.. Finger Furniture Co., Houston,
starts firm's radio career with Ziv's Favorite Story on KTHT Houston.
Backing him up: (I to r) Aaron Finger, v. p.; John Strange, Deepfreeze dist. sales mgr.; Raymond Garland, Finger gen. mgr.; James
Derr, J. A. Walsh & Co., Houston Whirlpool dist.: Bill Bennett,
KTHT mgr., and M. C. Gregory, Ziv Co.
PARTICIPANTS in ground-breakIndustries'
(WOAIing for
SanSouthland
Antonio) TV
transmitter are (I to r) Hugh Halff,
WOAI pres. and gen. mgr.;
Charles Jeffers, tech. dir., and
G. A. C. Halff, board chairman.
WHEN Bert Lytell (r), host of
Philco's Television Playhouse, was
named "TV's Most Outstanding
Personality" by Baltimore Ad
Club, he received congratulations
from Millard Fleischer, ad mgr.,
At Jos. Zamoiski Co., local
Phiico distributor.

BELIEVING fv/o heads are better
than one, Pat Campbell (r), Don
Lee Hollywood station relations
dir., gets an assist from Tom Swafford, asst. gsn. mgr. of Don
"^^Lee affiliate KPOJ Portland.

PLANS for telecasting of Chicago
Cubs baseball games on WGN-TV,
Chicago Tribune station, are discussed by Frank P. Schreiber (r),
manager of WGN Inc., and James
T. Gallagher, general manager of
the Chicago Cubs. The series,
which will run from April 19 to
Oct. 2, will include telecasts of 74
home games. The schedule does
not' include any of the 77 games
which the National League Cubs
will play in other cities ^
during the season.

FROST warning broadcasts on KFI Los Angeles bring warm
as Floyd
Young (second from r) and his wife are awarded a new smiles
Packard sedan.
Presentation is made by Earle C. Anthony (I), KFI owner, and W. B. Ryan (r),
B|H KFIice gen.
mgr.,
a testimonial
luncheon
to Mr. Young's servby KFI
and following
several southern
California
agricultural
organizations.

EARL REINEKE, WDAY Fargo president, broke his many years of air
silence when BeBe Shopp, Miss
. America, visited station.

^J\ibmewla

The

Minnesota

(Winter

Twin

Scene

City panoranria

will

soon include WDGY's
booming 56 kw voice.
Construction is completed on our new 50,000
watt station . . . the only one of its kind anyv/here.
Equipment tests are underway.
We

thought

you

would

like to know.

Vice President
WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 10)
program. They have asked us to
supply them with a detailed summary of our activities in connection
with the planning and staging of
"Forum for '49," including advertising and publicity exhibits. This
material will be presented at the
AFA annual convention at Houston, Tex., this spring with the suggestion that other advertising clubs
use it as a pattern for staging
similar meetings.
Briggs Beurmann
Advertising Club of Grand
Rapids
Publicity Committee
Grand Rapids, Mich.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The success of the
Grand for
Rapids
Advertising
"Forum
'49" should
prove a Club's
challenge
to
stations,
agencies
advertisers throughout the nation and
to provide
similar sales incentives in their areas.]
* * *
Freedom

We're
Picking
. .
Trees
Off

Money

We're way out front in the fruit marketnumber one, to put it boastfully. But we're not
letting it turn our heads.
We find it's more fruitful to turn it into
nice, fresh, crisp, green dollars. For instance—
from the land, farmers in the WSPA-Piedmont
area draw out some 220 million
dollars a year.
But the wealth of the Piedmont stems from more
than our top-of-the-crop market basket.
Industry flourishes in this fertile land—
one-fourth of the nation's cotton goods come from
Spartanburg and Spartan textile industry.
Wood processing and plastics are part
of this ever-blooming market.
Rural end urban wealth combine healthily
to make up the billion dollar WSPA-Piedmont
economy.
Ifs refreshing to keep in mind that when
Piedmont people go out to spend, they're drawing
on a $1,054,811,000 stockpile.
^ --^
And for the past nineteen
years, they've taken
WSPA's advice on where to
spend it.
WSPA is South Carolina's
oldest station— dominant
in 17 counties of the
Carolina Piedmont.
John Bloir & Compony, Notional Representative
Horry E. Cummings, Southeastern Representative
Roger A. Shaffer, Managing Director
Guy Voughon, Jr., Soles Monager
CBS Stotion for the Spartanburg-Greenville Market
Page 20
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humor in the cartoon. And so it
is sent to you for your approval.
Lyle Warrick
Assistant
Manager
WSUA Bloomington, Ind.

of Speech?

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Here at WCCP Savannah, Ga., in
our own old-fashioned audio way,
we, for the past year, have been
more authentic than any staged
drama could be. With the consent of
the Recorder of the Savannah Police Court, we set one of our WCCP
mikes up, and made tape recordings of the daily morning proceedings, which were, of course, edited
to delete anything in poor taste,
or that would injure an innocent
person, then rebroadcast in the
early afternoon.
Got an extremely satisfactory
audience response. And WCCP felt
that it was doing a good job of
public service by letting the home
folks actually hear what happened
to them if they landed in court.
The Police Court programs were
never commercialized, but carried
as straight P.S., and did yeoman
service in making Savannahians
realize that justice is obtainable in
our courts, at least on a local level.
Yep, we HAD a great show.
Then the new state legislature
comes along up in Atlanta, the
House and Senate pass, and Gov.
Herman Eugene Talmadge approves abill which made it illegal.
air.
The program was taken off the
To add the proper touch of
irony, the local newspapers (which
only recently started printing daily
program schedules) still publish
the results of the proceedings at
the Police Court — after editing.
Just like we did without tape.
Shows
we've still got Freedom of
the
Press.
Hey, but what about Freedom of
Speech McDowell
?
K. Starkey
Continuity Editor
WCCP Savannah, Ga.
Cynical or Accurate?
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . perhaps others in the industry might find a bit of pathetic

This IS Radio
Top to bottom:
(a) Bolt which
of lightning
represents
electricity
makes— this
the equipment
hum . . . which lights up the radios
. . . which carries the sounds of voice
and music . . . and the same bolt
which should strike many announcers.
(b) The record or transcription.
(c) The
announcer's
— wondering
what
is going
on . . face
. disgust
. . ..
ness.)
and bags under eyes from lack of sleep
(not necessarily because of station busi(d) The microphone.
(e) Continuity — love them commercials.
At left hand side:
etc.(f) Transmission cable — mike cords—
(g)
tubes.
(h) The
The radio
antenna.
As fordustry is the
flower andpot you
— well,
blooming
havetheto inbe
at least partly potted to be in it.
Confession
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The item reporting Montgomery!
Ward's decision to close its radio
department which appeared in the
Feb. 21 edition of Broadcasting
speaks more eloquently of broadcasters' failure to sell the medium
than anything I have seen in a long
time.
For instance, here is what I myself have failed to do: I have failed
to keep sales manager John Martin's mail box full of promotional
literature; I have failed to impress
upon
Martin's
that
WSWN Mr. can
reachdepartment
rurally more
people over a wider area than any
other medium he is using at only
fraction of the cost; I have faik 1
to use the thumb screws on the 1<
cal Montgomery Ward manage
and most of all I have fail* i
to keep Montgomery Ward
formed of the progress of our cai
paign for Sears & Roebuck.
They can't be expected to hit 'e i
if they Tom
can'tWatson
see 'em.
Jr.
General Manager
WSWN Belle Glade, Fla.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:qualms?]
Anyone else suffering conscience
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'^/^e^&^^ MAGIC
• Your spots and programs sound better over
WFAA because of the vast technical know-how
at the fingertips of its corps of 26 engineers.
Together, they count 515 years of broadcasting
experience. Singly, each is an expert specializing
in one particular phase of technical operation.
Nowhere in radio is specialized technical knowhow more demanded or more evident than at
WFAA,

Dallas.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY and COMPANY

By order of FCC, WFAA shares time on both Frequencies
BROADCASTING
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"KANGAROO

ADVERTISERS"?
NO

SIR!

Advertisers who want results
/
. , . don't jump around
/
from station to station
/
in Cleveland. They stay
on WHK . . . where they reach
the largest audience at the
lowest (network station) rates!
Five local advertisers total
over half a century of
continuous program sponsorship
on WHK. More proof that . . .
WHK

is the Retailers' Choice

in Cleveland.

THEY

STAY

ON

WHK
The Pou/ H. Roymer Co.,
National Representative
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Affiliotes
BILLS
THOMPSON
# Elimination of any plans
NBBy
C'
ANSWER
which would require NBC to conAN ALL-STAR CAST of NBC offifine its efforts to top ratings for
cials last week gave 200 representone
season
at the expense of the
atives of the network's affiliates a
future.
two-day indoctrination course in
"NBC Philosophy— 1949."
At "an extraordinary session" in
Chicago's Stevens Hotel, called at
the request of the Stations Planning and Advisory Committee
(SPAC) to allay fears that NBC
is fighting a losing battle for programs, the network won a "unanimous and enthusiastic" vote of
confidence.
The vote was taken Monday, first
■day of the two-day meeting, after
President Niles Trammell had delivered an
'
inspiring address.
Others among the 72 network personnel present had outlined steps
being taken by NBC to expand its
"position of leadership." By Tuesday, however, it was apparent that
at least a few of the delegates were
re-evaluating some of the Monday
presentations. At the same time
there were nearly unanimous private expressions of high i-egard for
NBC's president. All agreed that
he had scored a personal triumph
at Chicago.
To Push Battle Plans
A motion was passed authorizing
Martin B. Campbell, general manager of WFAA Dallas, and SPAC
chairman, to head up and appoint
an SPAC promotion committee to
push
forward
NBC's battle plans.
These
include:
9 Making broadcasting attractive to additional advertisers
by bringing total radio costs
down, yet not sacrificing NBC's
own economic position or that of
its affiliates.
9 Development of new personalities and new ideas necessary to hold audiences and attract
new listeners in competition with
other forms of entertainment.

# Discouragement of the policy of limiting NBC to shows
priced on a basis which only a
few advertisers can consider.
Named to the SPAC promotion
group were Harry Bannister, WWJ
Detroit; J. B. (Steve) Conley,
KDKA Pittsburgh; John J. Gillin
Jr., WOW Omaha; George H.
Thomas, KVOL Lafayette, La.; P.
A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma City; and
Ewing C. Kelly, KCRA Sacramento.
Mr. Trammell declared that NBC
deliberately passed up the short
term expedient of capital gain deals
"because of our faith in the long-

FCC

PUNS

THE OUTLOOK

for spring:

• FCC's decision on clear channels will be out by May 1.
9 FCC's television freeze will
be lifted before the end of July.
% The Commission will give
early consideration to a proposal
that AM stations with FM affiliates
be required to operate both outlets the same number of hours.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy made
these disclosures Tuesday at a
luncheon of NBC affiliates in Chicago. He admitted that the plan
requiring AM stations to carry FM
fulltime is his own.
"It is no secret that I have
planned to make such a proposal to
the FCC," he said. "But it is a
secret what the Commission will do
about it. Stations with FM facil-

Endorse

Trammell,

range future of sound broadcast"In spite of all the shouting,
NBC today is the strongest network
in the field," he said. "We certainly
are not going to be pushed into any
course of action which we believe
willing."
lead to the economic ruination
Coy Defines S.O.B.
IN HIS ADDRESS before the
NBC affiliates meeting in
Chicago, FCC Chairman Coy
had -occasion to use the
phrase "systems of broadcasting" several times. To
avoid repetition, he once substituted "S.O.B.," explaining,
"If President Truman can
get away with it, so can I—
even on my salary."

Coy

radio receivers."
Sees Early Relief
Mr. Coy said the Commission
had hoped to lift the TV freeze in
May or early June, but now would
require those months for further
study of new procedures to be followed when the UHF band is
opened. He said it was his personal opinion that some TV stations would be operating on the
UHF band by 1950, but hastened to
add that existing VHF channels
will be available "for a hell of a
"If we are to have nation-wide
competition
long time." in television, we must
open the UHF band, and it is im-

Plans

of AM broadcasting. We will determine our own course and we will
be sure it is one which provides a
permanent base for AM broadcasting to remain strong and vital."
He reported that the Phil HarrisAlice Faye program will continue
on NBC not only through the 1949
season but 1950 as well. Fibber
McGee and Molly likewise are remaining with the network, he announced. Bob Hope already has issued a public statement of his decision to continue on NBC, he

Says

ities who fail to operate them to the
fullest are failing to perform a
public service and are depriving
thousands of American people of

Hear

pointed out.
Mr. Trammell also expressed confidence that Mi: District Attorney
and
Ed
Gardner's
Duffy's Tavern
will continue
as usual.
In addition to the programs currently on NBC, the affiliates were
(Continued on page 68 )

TV

Freeze

to End

perative that we have nation-wide
competition,"
he declared.
The FCC chairman
said he did
not feel free to comment on the
future of clear channels other than
to promise that an FCC decision
on
this "major
would be
available
by Mayquestion"
1.
This stand on issuance of a
clear-channel decision comes in the
face of a Senate Interstate Commerce subcommittee's tersely
worded recommendation that FCC
not decide the case at all until after
next September's North American
Regional Broadcasting Conference
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. The May
1 date Mr. Coy mentioned coincides with the deadline for filing
U. S. proposals for changes in the
present NARBA — proposals which
(Continued on page 89)

Left photo — at speakers' table (I to r): Frank Russell, NBC Middle photo — Niles Trammell (I), Right photo — (I to r): Wiley P. Harris, Ed Yocum and
Washington vice president; John M. Outler Jr., WSB At- NBC president, and Martin Campbell, Harry Bannister, general managers, respectively, of
lanta general manager, and Clair R. McCollough, WGAL WFAA Dallas general manager, at WJDX Jackson, Miss., KGHL Billings, Mont., and
Lancaster, Pa., president.
•'he Chicago sessions.
WWJ Detroit.

CARLIN
PHILLIPS CARLIN has resigned
as MBS vice president in charge
of programs, a position he has held
since November 1944, the network
announced last v^^eek.
No successor was announced,
and it was reported the vice presidency would remain vacant, at
least for the time being. Jack
Paige, national director of programs, will assume supervision of
the program department, it was
said.
The announcement of Mr. Carlin's departure was made by Edgar
Kobak, MBS president who was

OXARART
LEAVES
Will Join Hunt Foods Co.
FRANK OXARART, western division manager of CBS network
sales, will join Hunt Foods Co., Los
Angeles, as advertising and merchandising mana g e r , effective
March 15, according to Frederick
Weisman, firm's
president.
Mr. Oxarart
has been with
CBS since March
1947. Previously
he had operated
his own advertisMr. Oxarart
ing agency in Los
Angeles for two years under name
of Frank Oxarart Co.
To supervise the advertising
budget of Hunt Foods which is currently estimated at $3 million, Mr.
Oxarart brings a prior familiarity
with the account, having supervised
it for Garfield & Guild and later
for the Biow Co. from 1943 to 1945.
Earlier he spent four years with
CBS in San Francisco and Los Angeles in several sales capacities.
MASON
ADVANCED
Now GN&G Vice President
WILLIAM R. MASON, account executive of Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
New York, since the fall of 1947,
has been appointed a vice president
of the firm, B. B. Geyer, president,
announced last week.
Mr. Mason, who manages four of
the agency's accounts, came to
GN&G from Springfield, Mass.,
where he was group director for
15 William B. Remington Inc. accounts.
Prior to that, he was advertising
manager of the air conditioning,
commercial refrigerator and fan
vacuum cleaner sections of Westinghouse Electric Corp., and, earlier
in his career, account executive
with Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland.
He is a former president of the
Advertising Club of Springfield,
Mass.
Page 24
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Resigns
reelected to his post by the board
of directors, meeting in Chicago
last week.
An announcement issued after
the board meeting was confined to
the simple
ment thatstateMr.
Kobak had been
reelected. The announcement did
not specify the
tenure of his new
term nor did it
explain why the
action was taken
at "Mr.
this time.
Carlin and
Mr. Carlin
I have been associated for many years in the
broadcasting field," Mr. Kobak
said, "and it is with deep regret
Mr. Carlin's
acceding to
that I am
wishes
in accepting
his resignation
to Messrs.
take effect
late and
this Carlin
month."have
Kobak
been close associates since the
formation of the Blue Network.
At the separation of the Blue
Network from its parent, NBC,
Mr. Kobak became executive vice

Post

With

MBS

president, and Mr. Carlin vice president in charge of programs. Mr.
Carlin joined Mr. Kobak at MBS
when the latter took over the
presidency of that network.
Mr. Carlin celebrated his 25th
year in
ber. Hebroadcasting
first entered last
radioNovemas an
announcer at WEAF New York
(now tionWNBC).
the organizaof NBC he At
became
assistant
eastern program director. He later
served as manager pf sustaining
programs and assistant to the vice
president in charge of programs
at NBC.
Date Not Set
The exact date of Mr. Carlin's
departure from Mutual was not
set, except that it will be some
time this month. He has announced
no future plans.
Attending the Mutual board
meeting in Chicago were Lewis
Allen Weiss, Don Lee Broadcasting
System; Theodore C. Streibert and
J. R. Poppele, Bamberger Broadcasting Corp.; H. K. Carpenter,
WHK Cleveland; E. M. Antrim,

WGN Chicago; J. E. Campeau,
CKLW Detroit; Linus Travers,
Yankee Network, and Benedict
Gimbel Jr., WIP Philadelphia.
Frank Schreiber, WGN Chicago,
substituted for Chesser Campbell,
Tribune advertising manager, who
is a member of the board.

GAIL

SMITH
Assumes New P&G Post

GAIL SMITH has become director
of radio in charge of daytime protergrams
& Gamble
for ProcProductions. The
came effective
appointment
beMarch 1.
Mr. Smith
joined
the Procter & Gamble
advertising department in SeptemMr. Smith
ber 1943 as an assistant in the radio section. After serving several
years with the company's daytime
radio activities, his responsibilities
shifted to the field of nighttime
radio.

Stanton Sums Up Gains
GROWTH
S
CB
CBS
news
programs
have
larger
"In 1948 the average number of
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, last week dispatched a letter audiences than those of any other
CBS stations used by advertisers
to advertisers and agencies, advisnetwork, now 27% above the aver- has shown a substantial increase;
age for all other networks.
the average nighttime network has
ing them
in detail of the network's
recent
growth.
"And the latest CBS documenincreased by 22%; the average daytime network by 27%.
Mr. Stanton's letter was distribtary program — Mind in the Shaduted coincidentally with a meeting
ow— a study of mental health,
"And CBS network billings for
drew the greatest critical and au- the first quarter of 1949 are runof NBC's affiliates in Chicago
dience response in the history of
"In ningtelevision:
8% ahead of a year ago.
where that network's programming
and commercial plans were an- these programs. It was received
nounced.
with such acclaim on February 2,
"Here again CBS is showing
The text of Mr. Stanton's letter: and with such insistence to hear swift developments on all three
it again, that Mind in the Shadow
"CBS network programs:
fronts: Programs, facilities and adacceptance.
"Today, nine of Hooper's 'Top 15' had to be repeated on CBS with"CBS-TVvertisers
programs:
in three weeks of the original
most popular evening programs are
on CBS; the other six, divided broadcast.
"CBS has
three ofprograms,
the 'Top in5'
equally between two other netnetwork
television
"Thus, CBS package shows, CBS
works.
both
the
January
Hooper
and Pulse
program properties and other pro"In the daytime, the first six
grams attracted by CBS schedulereports.
most popular network shows^ — and opportunities, combine to create for
CBS the strongest programming
'Biggest TV Audience'
eight of the 'Top 10'— are on CBS.
"Also, CBS wins the biggest
"The current CBS average eve- schedule in network history.
"CBS network facilities:
average television audience,
ning Hooperating (12.2) is an increase of nearly two rating points
"CBS today is authorized night- straight through the week — noon
over a year ago, the only such
time power of 1,555,000 watts, lead- to midnight, seven days a week —
increase for any network.
ing all other networks in total with an average rating of 12.6.
"Examining program popularity
23 Sponsored Packages
"CBS
today
has
more
high
power
another
way — 'who has the largest
"Today 23 CBS 'package pro- power.
stations, and fewer low power sta- number of the most popular programs' are sponsored — a record ungrams?'— CBS wins again.
tions, than any other network.
equalled by any other network.
"CBS has the highest average
"Out of a total of 140 nighttime
"Four of the 'Top 15' evening station power.
quarter-hours, CBS-TV has 60 of
shows are CBS-conveived, CBS-pro"Programs and facilities equal the most popular periods — twice
duced package programs; two more
circulation.
the number of the second most popof them are the CBS properties:
ular network.
"As
a
result
of
this
combination
Amos 'n' Andy and Jack Benny.
of
steadily
increasing
program
"And this spring and fall, the
"Finally, as a measure of advertising effectiveness, CBS programs
CBS schedule will be still further
strength, CBS is delivering to its
strengthened by Ozzie and Harriet, advertisers the lowest cost per- today have the two highest sponsor
thousand families for the third con- identification ratings in all televiBergen and Charlie McCarthy,
sion— 97% and 96%.
secutive year.
Bing Crosby and Red Skelton.
"CBS
now
has
more
minutes
of
"CBS is also continuing its long"In one year, from January 1948
recognized leadership in public in- sponsored time than any other net- to January 1949, CBS television
(Continued on page 5U)
terest and information programs.
work, day and night.
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l Manager
ro Become KING Genera
BMB
G
IN
AV
LE
IS
FELT
HUGH
FELTIS has resigned as a corporation similar to the BMI
data (families listening to a station one or two days a week, three
president of BMB, effective April set-up. Its direction would then
to five days, or six to seven days),
15, to become general manager of stem from its stockholders, mainly
or both, is still to be settled. Dr.
KING Seattle. Cortlandt Langley,
broadcasters but perhaps also inBaker said that he and Mr. Langley
cluding those advertisers and
assistant to the president, and Dr.
would analyze returned ballots as
Kenneth H. Baker, NAB director of agencies most actively using radio
research on loan to BMB in a as an advertising medium.
speedily as possible to determine
He noted that he had served
which method will provide the best
similar capacity, will jointly asand soundest information.
sume management responsibility
BMB since the organization's formation in January 1945 and for a
Another matter as yet unsettled
for the BMB operation after that
date.
year before that had headed the
is that of disclosure of information
NAB research committee which
about non subscribing stations to
Announcement that the BMB
subscribers. The BMB board has
proposed the creation of such an
board had accepted Mr. Feltis'
organization. Mr. Feltis added:
resignation was made Wednesday
approved such disclosure in principle and on a restricted basis, but
"Before I came to BMB, I was a
by Mr. Feltis himself, following an
broadcaster — and I have remained
it has not yet announced what the
all-day board meeting at New
restrictions
should be. This, too.
one. In joining KING I am reYork's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
turning
to
the
profession
to
which
Henry B. Owen, who has been
Dr.
aff^ect the
size
and Baker
cost ofsaid,
the will
published
reports.
I have devoted most of my life."
vice president and general manBoth he and Mr. Feltis, however,
Financing Problem
ager of KING, was elected presiexpressed the belief that these
dent of KING Broadcasting Co. at
problems will be solved promptly.
Financing is BMB's chief proba board of directors meeting early
lem at present, Mr. Feltis said,
Mr. Feltis stated that he had set
Mr. FELTIS
last week, Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, re- hastening to repeat that Study
April 15 as his date of departure
tiring president announced.
Number II is assured and that it
from BMB on the conviction that
will be carried through in a manner
Plans for Growth
by that time all of the decisions
mittee for final action, Mr. Feltis
that will insure the statistical
aff'ecting the second study will
said. He pointed out that most
"The appointment of Mr. Feltis validity of the published results.
stations which had cancelled the have been made.
and the promotion of Mr. Owen,"
BMB's success in getting ad- BMB
service in recent months had
Mrs. Bullitt said, "are in line with
ditional subscribers will be reMove to New Quarters
reinstated it when they were told
king's plans for growth and its
flected chiefly, he said, in the extent
forthcoming increase in power to and form in which the reports will that by continuing their payments
Continuing to effect all possible
economies in its own operation
50,000 w." The station is on 1090
for a few months more until pubbe
published.
kc with 10 kw, but has a CP for 50
BMB is closing its offices at 270
lication of the reports, they could
All that the BMB contracts call
kw.
Park Ave., New York, and moving
for, he noted, is the publication of for a relatively small additional
At a news conference in New
amount get the benefit of the an appreciably curtailed staff to 50
station audience reports, which
York Mr. Feltis gave assurance
Broadway, where BMB will share
could be done by mimeographed
money they have paid in since
the quarters of Statistical Tabulatthat BMB's second nation-wide
sheets instead of by a printed and July 1, 1947, which would otherstudy of station and network
ing Co. This company is handling
wise be a dead loss. Mr. Feltis
bound volume such as was prothe physical aspects of Study
audiences will go through as schedduced following study Number I. added the hope that Mutual, which
has cancelled BMB as of April 1, Number II, mailing out the ballots,
uled, noting that the first mailThe maps, area and network re- would also reconsider.
tabulating the returns on IBM
ing of 650,000 ballots was already
ports issued for that study were all
well under way.
punch
etc. The savings
extras, he said, valuable and useDr. Baker pointed out that be- from thiscards,
move, together with those
ful to stations, advertisers and
Mr. Feltis also expressed the confore the form of publication of the
agencies, but items which could reports can be determined it will resulting from the resignations of
victionaudience
that "the measurement
principle of uniform
has be discarded if they prove to be be necessary to decide what the re- three top executives — Research Director John Churchill, Executive
been established, that the need for financially impractical.
ports are to include. Weekly aversuch a service on the part of those
Secretary Phil Frank and PresiMr. Langley and Dr. Baker have
age audience figures, as published
dent Hugh Feltis — are expected to
who use radio as an advertising
been authorized to study the costs for Study Number I, will definitely
medium is a real one."
of various types of publications,
be reported for Study Number II, total approximately $100,000.
BMB ballots, some 70,He noted that the board commatching
themandwith
BMB's prob-a he said. Whether these will be 000Theof first
them, went into the mails
able income
recommending
supplemented with daily average
prising equal representation of adon March 1, Dr. Baker reported.
vertisers (ANA), advertising
figures, or composition of audience
procedure to the executive comAnother 100,000 were mailed
agencies (AAAA) and BroadMarch 2, he said, with the rest to
casters (NAB), had unanimously
follow as rapidly as possible and
adopted a resolution endorsing the
continuation of a uniform method
Siller man Leaves March 15; the whole mailing completed by
of audience measurement.
March 10 or 11. He anticipated
KEYSTONE
about 400,000 tabulatable ballots
Rogers Is Promoted
The board also took steps to perreturned,
he said, of the 650,000
MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN, president and director of Keystone
petuate BMB's legal charter, Mr.
mailed out.
Feltis reported. He added that
Broadcasting System, transcription network, has resigned both offices,
the form in which the bureau will
effective March 15.
Attending the meeting were:
continue is now being studied by
For
NAB: J. Harold Ryan, BMB
Naylor Rogers, former KNX Los Angeles manager and Keystone's
committees appointed for that purchairman,
Fort Industry
Stations;
Kenvice
president,
has
been
named
exneth
H. Baker,
NAB; Hugh
M. Beville
pose by the three organizations
ecutive vice president of the netJr., NBC; adeRoger
W.
Clipp,
WFIL
Phillphia; E. P. H. James, MBS; Justin
sharing responsibility for BMB's
work and will continue to headquarMiller, NAB president; G. Richard
guidance.
ter in Chicago.
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C; Hugh B.
The present form of non-profit
Terry, KLZ Denver.
Keystone's New York office and
For AAAA: Melvin Brorby, NeedEast Coast operations will be in
operation has created many probham,
Louis & Brorby; Leonard T.
lems for the BMB management,
Bush, Compton Advertising; Carlos
charge of Noel Rhys, account exFranco,
Young & Rubicam; Frederic
he said, pointing out that numerous
ecutive, KBS announced.
R. Gamble, AAAA president; Linnea
proposals that BMB extend its
Mr. Sillerman, who has been
Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
service into other fields of radio
C. Burt Oliver, Foote, Cone & Belding;
D. E. Robinson, C. J. LaRoche Co.
of Keystone since it bemeasurement had been vetoed by president
gan operations in 1940, retains his
For ANA: Joseph M. Allen, BristolBMB counsel on the grounds that stock interest in the corporation.
Mr. Rogers
Mr. Sillerman
Myers Co.; Herbert D. Bissell, Electric
Auto-Lite Co.; A. H. Caperton, Dr.
a non-profit tax-exempt organizaHis future plans have not been anPepper Co.; Lowry Crites, General
tion may not legally enter into nounced.
poration expressed deep regret
Mills; Albert S. Dempewolff, Celanese
Corp. president.
of America, and Paul B. West,
competition with private business.
his withdrawal.
KBS headquarters said Mr. Sil- over
ANA
No
one
has
been
selected
to
take
One possibility which is receiving
lerman's resignation was due to
Guests were Kenneth Godfrey,
over the presidency of Keystone,
strong consideration, he stated, is differences over policy matters, and
(Continued on page 58)
the network said.
that BMB should be reorganized as announced that officers of the corMarch 7, 1949 • Page 25
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AAAA
AGENDA for the 1949 annual
meeting of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, to be held at
The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., on Thursday and
Friday, April 7 and 8, was announced last week. Theme of the
to be "How will adveris
sessions
tising meet the challenge of the
shift from a sellers' to a buyers'
market?"
Conclave will be launched Thursday morning at a session presided
over by Clarence B. Goshorn, Benton & Bowles president, and
AAAA vice chairman. A panel of
five, moderated by Fairfax M.
Cone, chairman of Foote, Cone &
Belding's executive committee and
AAAA director in charge, will discuss the "public relations of advertising" in regard to government,
educators, consumer leaders and
the public.
Panel members will include
Theodore S. Eepplier, president of
The Advertising Council; Dr. Kenneth Dameron, director of Committee on Consumer Relations in
Advertising; Henry Abt, director
of Brand Names Foundation; Elon
Borton, president of Advertising
Federation of America, and Edward L. Greene, general manager
of National Better Business Bureau.
The matter of agency personnel,
and its training, will be the subject

SPRING
ANA
TENTATIVE time-table and
speaker commitments for the Assn.
of National Advertisers' annual
spring meeting were announced
last week. The three-day session,
to be hald March 23-25 at the
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., calls
for a "thorough analysis of the
problems advertising departments
are called on to solve today,"
according to the program established by a committee of ANA
members headed by Bill Drisler,
Cannon Mills Inc. advertising manager.
Other program committee members include: John W. Hubbell,
Simmons Co.; Walter Lantz, Lambert Pharmacal Co.; Howard
Chapin, General Foods Corp.;
L. Robe Walter, The Flintkote
Co.; W. B. Potter, Eastman Kodak
Co.; Donald S. Frost, BristolMyers Co., and Russ Ziegler,
Cluett, Peabody & Co.
Ad Budgeting
According to the tentative timetable, the meeting will open
Wednesday morning with a session
on "budgeting advertising expenditures to do an adequate job in good
times and bad."
By means of a dramatic sketch,
Page 26
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Meeting
of the second portion of Thursday
morning's meeting. John P. Cunningham, partner in the NewellEmmett Co., and AAAA directorin-charge, will preside, assisted by
Richard Turnbull, AAAA vice
president. Fletcher D. Richards,
president of the company bearing
his name, and his committee on
agency personnel will present some
agency training programs and proposed booklets on the fundamental
truths of advertising.
Objectives of Tests
es of AAAA examinaObjectiv
tions for advertising, and appraisal
of the accomplishments of the tests
to date, will be presented by John
E. Wiley, chairman of the board.
Fuller & Smith & Ross, and his
examinations committee, assisted
by the 16 council and chapter committees offering the tests in 1949.
Thursday afternoon will be left
to the discretion of attendees, who
may devote the time to sports.
There will be no organized luncheon
or cocktail parties on the opening
day. Annual dinner, to be held
Thursday night, will have no
speakers,
or speakers' table, but
will be formal.
Friday morning's business session, to be headed by Thomas D'A.
Brophy, Kenyon & Eckhardt president and AAAA board chairman,
will feature a presentation on
ethics. Mr. Goshorn, assisted by

Tentative
MEET
case histories and speakers yet to
be announced, advertisers are
promised answers to such questions
as: When to spend freely and
when to cut down; the advisability
of advertising in bad times by a
company whose trademarks are
household words; knd the reasons
for increasing advertising in 1949.
Case histories will show that consistent advertising pays off in
greater market value per share,
and that companies that advertise
extensively have lower total general, selling and administrative costs,
and higher profits, than those that
don't. Afternoon Agenda
Wednesday afternoon, the subject of "getting more sell into your
advertising" will be discussed,
with members outlining the why's,
how's, and when's of using heavy
sell or broad institutional copy.
Thursday's session will feature
a solid treatment of television and
where it stands, and what the advertiser can expect from it in the
next couple of years. On the list
for discussion are "what can TV
commercials do for your product"
and "the pros and cons of going
into television now." The video
presentation is part of a general

Theme

Is Challenge

George L. Ogle, AAAA staff executive, will outline the first two years
of the organization's interchange
on objectionable advertising, omiting identification of individual advertisements, and discuss the continuation ofthe interchange. They
will also outline current violations
of ethics in agency competition,
mainly in solicitation.
Following recess, a research session will be held, conducted by
F. B. Ryan Jr., Ruthrauff & Ryan
president and AAAA director in
charge, aided by Kenneth Godfrey,
AAAA staff executive. Subjects to
be considered, under the general
heading of "developments in the
social sciences and what they may
hold for advertising in the future"

of Buyers'

include: The economic position of
advertising in today's market, distribution changes influencing advertising, advertising and full employment,
what the rise
in the educational level means
to advertising,
and polling methods.
Friday's luncheon, presided over
by the newly elected chairman of
the board, will feature as speakers
H. T. Appleton, president, and
C. Anstice Brown, director, Institute of Incorporated Practitioners
in Advertising, London, England.
Othereon arespeakers
Friday's lunchstill to beatannounced.
Registration for the meeting is
announced as $15 for members and
guests, $5 for ladies.
Four-Day

IRE

Market

Convention

SESSION

Opens in N. Y.
WITH A GENERAL convention theme of "Radio-Electronics — Servant
of Mankind," the 1949 convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers
opens today at New York's Hotel Commodore and Grand Central Palace..
During the four-day meeting, some 15,000 experts in the technical aspects
of radio are expected to attend the
technical sessions at the hotel and special sessions will be presented,
covering scientific advances in
visit the show at the nearby exhi- knowledge and engineering techbition hall, where more than 220
niques achieved during the past
concerns will display more than $6
Among the subjects schedmillion worth of radio apparatus of year. uled
are television; AM; FM;
every kind, from minute parts to pulse modulated broadcasting syscomplete broadcasting stations.
tems, which can carry a dozen or
Nearly 200 technical papers and
more programs simultaneously on
a single channel; "semi-conductorcrystals devices which can do almost everything accomplished by
vacuum tubes, electronic computAgenda Announced
ers, radar devices and many more.
Meeting will formally open at
10:30 this morning (March 7) in
meeting on media effectiveness in the Grand Ballroom of the Comselling goods, and a discussion on
modore, with an address on "Perthe best channels through which
petual Youth and the IRE" by I. S.
to reach consumers.
Coggeshall, Western Union TeleFriday Sessions
graph Co. The technical sessions,
Two concurrent sessions will be which will run for the duration of
the meeting, will be further suppleheld on Friday. One will concern
mented with a cocktail party Mon"speeding consumer goods' sales at
the retail level" and the other
day evening, the president's luncheon honoring IRE's incoming presi"speeding sales of industrial proddent, Stuart L. Bailey of Jansky &
Audiences at the consumer goods Bailey on Tuesday, and the annual
meeting will hear James Rotto, banquet Wednesday evening.
Frank Stanton, CBS president,
vice president of Washington's
will make the banquet address on
Hecht
Stores
on
"Why
Some
ucts."
Manufacturers Lose Out at Point "Television and People."
of Sale and Why Others Cash In."
The consumer session will also feature a clinic on merchandising, dis- Court Review Bill
plays and retail sales training.
A SUBCOMMITTEE of the House
Friday afternoon will be de- Judiciary Committee last week apvoted to a speakerless session, feaproved abill permitting applicants
turing questions and answers on
seeking court review of FCC actions to file their anpeals in the
timely problems. "Something New
in Entertainment," a program
U. S. Court of Appeals in the judicreated for ANA by NBC, will
cial circuit in which they reside
climax the three-day session on
[Broadcasting, Feb. 28]. The bill
Friday night. ANA urges that
(HR-2915), authored by Rep. Sam
Hobbs (D-Ala.) was introduced
members stay Saturday and SunFeb. 21. It was favorably reported
day for a week-end of sports, rest- to
the full committee March 2 by
ing, or getting acquainted with
aHobbs.
subcommittee, headed by Rep.
fellow members.
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Hearing

WHAS
FCC HEARING on Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s $1,925,000 purchase
of the WHAS Louisville properties
rounded out its first week last Friday with virtually no mention yet
of what is considered the No. 1 issue— ^the question of overlap between WHAS and Crosley's WLW
Cincinnati.
The case, which includes the question of additional time for completion of WHAS-TV as one of the
major issues, is expected to require
much or all of this week for completion. The television extension
occupied the first two days of last
week's session, but much of this
testimony was incorporated into
the transfer proceeding.
Crosley President James D.
Shouse told FCC Examiner Leo
Resnick that WHAS would become
more of a "regional" station, with
operations to a greater extent tailored for the entire service area, if
the Crosley purchase is approved.
Praises WHAS
Praising WHAS operations as
now conducted by the Louisville
Courier- Journal and Times, he said
this was the only substantial change
in Crosley plans, except to expand
service wherever possible. The
trend toward a greater regional operation would apply particularly to
advertising and news and would
give WHAS a type of operation
more closely comparable to that of
WLW, he said.
WHAS authorities, formally asking for additional time to April 1
to complete WHAS-TV, but conceding that six to nine months or
more may be needed, attributed
their delay primarily to delays in
construction of their new $10 million radio - newspaper building,
which will house all the radio stations. The AM-FM outlets are now
slated to begin moving into the new
building in April.
Mr. Shouse said Crosley, which
would set up the television station
if the extension is granted and the
transfer approved, could have
WHAS-TV on the air with test
pattern within six months "very
easily," in view of Crosley's experience in building WLWT (TV),
which is operating in Cincinnati,
and WLWC (TV) Columbus and
WLWD (TV) Dayton, which are
scheduled to start test patterns
within a week.
WHAS spokesmen assured the

Commission they would proceed
with the TV construction in event
the sale to Crosley is not approved.
They have not yet ordered major
video equipment because they were
not in a position to use it until the
new building is available, they declared. Orders for equipment will
be placed, they reported, about July
1 or 30 days after FCC action on
the WHAS transfer, whichever is
later.
No Changes Seen
Mr. Shouse foresaw no staff
changes for WHAS under Crosley
ownership but said rate increases
might be made and indicated an
effort would be made to increase
the proportion of commercial programs from the present 68% (1948
composite week) to about 81%.
He said WLW and WHAS, both
clear channel stations, would not
be affiliated with the same networks
and would be separate operations.
WLW is now an NBC outlet and
WHAS is affiliated with CBS, but
ABC is known to be seriously interested in securing the affiliation
of the Louisville station. WHAS
is on 840 kc and WLW on 700 kc,
both with 50 kw.
Barry Bingham, who with his
family owns all the outstanding
stock of the Courier Journal and
Times, WHAS parent, sketched the
history of the clear-channel AM
station and its FM and facsimile
affiliates and outlined their overall
service aims. Lisle Baker Jr., vice
president and treasurer, detailed
the corporate structures, reviewed
the decision to sell the radio stations and outlined television plans.

on

Louisville

be in a year," he predicted.
He said he would expect to lose
$150,000 to $175,000 in the first
year's operation of WHAS-TV,
whose construction he thought
would cost Crosley around $500,000.
This loss would compare with about
$320,000 in WLWT's first year and
about $170,000 expected for the
first year of the Columbus station

Purchase

Underway

and $150,000 for the one at Dayton. Losses on the latter two, he
said, should be less than on WLWT
because programming costs will be
kept down through the exchange of
program via microwave relay.
Examiner Resnick suggested at
oneCrosley
point that
"helpful"
if
wouldit would
furnishbe additional
(Continued on page 66)

Explains Operations
Victor A. Sholis, director of
WHAS, explained AM operations,
audio and "TV work, and traced the
history of the TV permit, granted
in September 1946, while Orrin
Towner, technical director, went into the background and plans for
television from an engineering
standpoint.
Mr. Shouse, key Crosley witness
at the opening sessions, meanwhile
saw television making a "terrific"
impact on other media. In the next
few years, he said, broadcasting is
going through a phase of "uncertainty as to
the before.
future" The
suchimpact
as it
has never
faced
is already being felt but "it's
nothing compared to what it will

PRINCIPALS in FCC's hearing on sale of WHAS Louisville to Crosley Broadcasting Co. and extension of time to complete WHAS-TV included (I to r):
Top photo, David E. Partridge, sales promotion director of Crosley's WLW
Cincinnati; Robert E. Dunville, Crosley vice president and general manager,
and Crosley President James D. Shouse; second photo, FCC Attorneys Walter
R. Powell Jr. and Sol Schildhause, and Examiner Leo Resnick (seated), who
presided; third photo, Victor A. Sholis, WHAS director; Neville Miller, Washington attorney for WHAS; Lisle Baker Jr., vice president and treasurer of
Louisville Courier Journal & Times Co. and its WHAS Inc., and Orrin Towner,
WHAS technicol director; bottom photo, Frederic J. Ball and D. M. Patrick,
Woshington counsel for Crosley; Dwight Martin, Crosley attorney, and H.
Preston Coursen, general counsel of Avco Mfg. Corp., owner of Crosley.
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commerce Fears Allayed
^^^°^P*''°"
US
AT
ST
AFC
LEGISLATIVE
recommendation
L
Another
attribute
of
commission
when more than five CommissionIn its comments covering all the
FEDERA
C
that FCC be absorbed in the Dept. agencies generally, the task group
action,
the
report
said,
is
that
"it
were present."
requires concurrence by a majority
of Commerce — a move feared by concluded that "the independent
It erswas
noted that FCC's responsibilities with respect to common
many radio observers — failed to commission is a useful type of of members of equal standing after
carrier
industries
had received
materialize last week in the Hoover
agency for regulation under certain full discussion and deliberation."
conditions
and
should
be
continued
In
citing
the
need
for
high
pay
only
secondary
attention
and that
Commission's report to Congress
on organization of that department.
"other
radio
services
are
being
deto
attract
capable
men,
the
task
for such specialized tasks."
veloped and exploited with a minIndependent agencies were rec- force outlined the turn-over of
Prospects of the Commission's
retaining its independence appeared
commissioners in the FCC. In 14
ognized as being better for imparof Commission
The imumreport
charged guidance."
FCC, in its
even brighter on the basis of a
tiality of regulation; for group
years, the report said, the FCC lost
Hoover Commission task force re- policy making and decisions and
17 members, of whom 1 served 11 regulation of grants or denials of
port on regulatory agencies, which familiarity or expertness with
years and another 9 years. The applications, had "repeatedly departed from . . . stated policies,
accompanied the Commerce Dept.
remaining 15 averaged about 3%
problems.
without any definitive revision of
report, filed today (March 7) with
years.
Of
the
7
incumbents,
1
has
Oppose Favoritism
Congress. The task force report
been a member for 14 years, but them, although revisions were
It
was
pointed out that there is the other 6 are new, with an averdoes not constitute recommendations of the Hoover Commission
clearly
for." to tap its staff
"a wide latitude inherent in effecFCC's called
inability
age of about 1 year.
resources was recognized by the
regulation"
which
"opens
the
itself, but it is considered signifi- door tive
Golub Report
to favoritism and unfairness
cant. The official report of the
group as "a serious impediment to
The
FCC
section of the report the
Hoover Commission on regulatory in administration.'' For this reaCommission's realization of its
son
the
regulatory
agencies,
the
generally reflected the findings and full potentialities as a regulatory
agencies is expected to be delivrecommendations of a preliminary
ered to Congress the latter part of report said, must be "insulated
study made by William W. Golub,
this week.
The emergency short - range
from partisan influence or control."
associate of Sherman & Sterling
It was felt by the task force that The independent commission was
planning program, recommended
1948].
& Wright [Broadcasting, Nov. 1, by the group, would be under the
the FCC should decide whether a designed to meet this need, the task
agency." of the chairman. It would
direction
panel system should be inaugurated
group said. "The number of members and their security of tenure
In this section of the report it be directed toward "defining the
within the agency.
are intended to assure freedom
was found that FCC "had failed to immediate problems in communicaIn addition, the task force found:
determine or clarify certain basic
from
partisan control of favorittions regulation of greatest import
# Serious weaknesses in the
policies which would both permit and the manner in which those
ism," the report explained.
performance of the Commission.
"The group," it continued, "is greater delegations to the staff and problems should be handled."
9 Deficiency in planning and able
to resist outside influence
"It will determine," the report
simplify erationthe
Commission's
considpolicy-making.
of many
cases.
more effectively than an individual
continued,
"those policy issues
% Insufficient attention to comand each member is free from the
which require immediate resolution
"Finally, the discussions at Common carrier activities.
threat of removal as a source of
mission meetings have frequently and the extent to which further
% Repeated departures from
(Continued on page 62)
been unduly extended particularly
stated policies of the FCC.
pressure."
# Untapped staff resources.
The task force recommended that
the FCC launch a short-range
planning program to "break the log
TV Growth Requires Study
N
IO
SLAT
jam that now confronts the ComLEGI
CAREFUL
consideration
must
be of questions he had propounded on
spired by a question as to whether
mission."
consideration had been given by the
the
given a number of policy questions
Feb. visual
28]. medium [Broadcasting,
Relief from the pressure of busiCommission on the prevention of
ness cannot be achieved, the task arising from television's rapid
Views of the Commission had "monopoly control both in the
growth before specific legislative
force maintained, "unless the Comrecommendations can be made. Sen. been solicited by the legislator as manufacture of the equipments
mission defines its regulatory pro- Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.) indi- an aid to the committee in preparused for transmission and recepgram, formulates the policies
cated last Tuesday.
ing legislative recommendations.
tion of television, as well as in the
needed for its achievement, and
Sen. Johnson, chairman of the
The Commission in its 17-page
organizes its resources so as to Senate Interstate and Foreign
broadcast of the programs."
report, sent by Chairman Wayne
A majority of the Commission
dispose of its business in the most
Commerce Committee in which
Coy, told Sen. Johnson the need felt that no rule could be drawn to
communications legislation orig- for a "comprehensive network in- require television set manufacturefficient and expeditious manner."
The FCC staff, the report said,
inates, made this observation after
ers to notify buyers of possible
vestigation" had long been felt in
should be organized on a functional
i-eviewing
FCC's reply to a series the FCC. This comment was in- obsolescence.
basis and in place of the present
Further Study Necessary
professional units, there should be
Sen. Johnson told Broadcasting
"a series of bureaus corresponding
that a further study of television
to the major areas of responsibility
and the regulatory question conof the Commission."
cerning it must be made. LegisIt was recommended that the full
lation may or may not prove necesCommission divorce itself from adsary as the result of the study, Sen.
ministrative problems except for
Johnson said.
policy questions of the basic moFCC's reply neither retarded nor
ment such as major organization
enhanced chances for legislation on
changes and appointments of top
the matter of set obsolescence, Sen.
staff personnel.
Johnson said. The necessity of
Nine agencies came within the
more study does not mean, Sen.
area of the task force's study.
Johnson explained, that he was
These include FCC, Federal Trade
"finding
fault" with the Commission report.
Commission, Securities and Exchanore Commission, and the NaAdditional views on the obsolestional Labor Relations Board.
cence question were offered by
The task force report was preComr. Frieda B. Hennock. She
pared by Robert R. Bowie, Hartook exception to the opinion of
vard law professor, chairman and
Comrs. Coy, Rosel Hyde, E. M.
Owen D. Young, former chairman
Webster and Robert F. Jones that
of the board of General Electric,
the ultimate decision must be made
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
former chairman of RCA, and now
by the consumer and he must bear
a director of ABC. •
(Continued on page 62)
"Let's face it, Kelvin . . , Television is beginning to hurt!"
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It's the big bargain buy! W^^T^H
92.3% of all the radio homes in the
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story from

trading area. Get the full W^^T'H
your Headley-Reed

man

today.
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the Baltimore market. You just buy W^'T^H,
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Tom Tinsley, f resident • Represented by Headley-Reed
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New
NAB

•

Experienced

BOARD

SIX new NAB directors who will
attend their first board meetings
during the Chicago convention
[Broadcasting, Feb. 28], bring to
the board extensive experience in
station operation along with backgrounds in state association and
NAB committee activities.
They will attend the board's
April 9 all-day meeting as guests.
At that time six directors will complete their service. Among them
will be Paul W. Morency, WTIC
Hartford, director - at - large for
large stations. Mr. Morency has
been a leading figure in NAB
affairs since its organization in
1923 and has served on the board
much of the time. He has served
continuously since 1939 as either
director-at-large or director for
District 1.
The new board will meet April
14-15 after the convention, a twoday meeting being scheduled because of the expected list of major
industry problems to be worked out
after the Management Conference.
Brief biographical sketches of
the new directors follow:
JAMES D. SHOUSE, elected as
one of the two directors-at-large
for large stations, is president of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and a
vice president and director of
Avco. Mfg. Corp.
Twice in the past
decade he has
served as an NAB
director - at - large
and was director
of District? (Ky.,
Ohio), 1945-47.
Born in Newcastle, Ky., in
1903, Mr. Shouse
Mr. Shouse
received a master's degrees in
economics at U. of Cincinnati;
taught market research; sold
advertising for Liberty magazine;
joined CBS Chicago where he
handled many leading national advertisers; spent a year at StackGoble as Swift account executive
in 1936-7, returning to CBS Chicago; named general manager of
KMOX St. Louis, CBS-owned, in
1938; named Crosley vice president at time WLW put out 500 kw,
and operated jointly with WSAI.
KENYON BROWN, elected director-at-large for medium stations,
is serving his first term on the
board, but has been active in NAB
affairs both at
KWFT Wichita
Falls and at
h i s predecessor
post, KOMA Oklahoma City. Last
year he was chairman of the District Resolutions
Committee and
has been a memMr. Brown
ber of NAB executive committees.
Born in Kansas City in 1913, his
first job was as instructor at First
Page 30
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National Radio & Television School,
Kansas City. He still holds a first
class ticket. He was engineer and
announcer at the former KXBY
Kansas City; announcer at KCKN
Kansas City; announcer and sportscaster at Iowa Broadcasting Co.
stations; active in sales at KVOO
Tulsa, and then general manager
of KOMA.
FRANK U. FLETCHER, WARLFM Arlington, Va., becomes a
board member for the first time,
representing Class A FM stations.
As s e c r et a r ytreasurer of Virginia Assn. of
Broadcasters and
as a radio attorney he is familiar
with overall industry problems.
Mr. Fletcher
was born in 1912
at Sparta, N. C.
Ha
Mr. Fletcher worktookat pre-legal
North
Carolina State, law at Wake Forest College of Law and did graduate work at Duke Law School
under NAB President Justin Miller,
then dean of the school. He
joined the FCC law staff in 1934;
moved into private practice in
1939 with Stephens, Spearman,
Sykes & Roberson; in 1942 joined
law staff of Alien Property Custodian; during war handled ordnance contract work for Army;
returned to radio law practice in
1945. He is half-owner of WARL
and WARL-FM.
ALLEN M. WOODALL, new director representing District 5, is
president and general manager of
WDAK Columbus, Ga., and vice

president of WCOS Columbia,
S. C. He has been active in the
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, of
which he is immediate past president,
is chairman ofandthe
1949
U.
or Georgia Institute.
Mr. W o 0 d a 11
was born in 1902
at Columbus;
graduate, U. of
1 '^H^B Georgia, 19 2 3;
on Athens
'^T'aM worked
1923 and
- 38
Columbus
newsMr. Woodall
papers; became
advertising manager of Alabama
Journal, Montgomery, 1938; when
paper was sold to opposition daily
in 1940 he went over to WSFA
Montgomery; returned to Columbus
in 1923 when WDAK moved there
from West Point, Ga., as station
manager and partner; formed Radio
Columbus Inc. in 1945 and bought
WEAK from original owners; active in civic and religious (Methodist) affairs.
FRANK MERRILL LINDSAY Jr.
(he uses Merrill), new director-atlarge for small stations, pictures
the job "as being small
one to stations.
represent
Period." He has
been general manager of WSOY
Decatur, 111. (formerly W J B L )
since 1989 and
doubles in commentator and
Mr. Lindsay

sports roles. His
industry
ties includeactiviNAB
committees and

presidency of Illinois Broadcasters
Assn. where he is serving a second
term.
Mr. Lindsay was born in 1910 at
Decatur; graduated from Kenyon
College where he was active in
athletics, and received MBA degree
in 1935 at Harvard Business
School; radio ham for years; went
to work on Decatur newspapers in
1935, on the business side, and be-,
came WJBL business manager in'
1937; during war was active in:
Navy radar, becoming lieutenant
commander.
GLENN SHAW, elected director
for District 15, entered radio in
1932 as a hobby in Ogden, Utah,
reading news articles over KLO
^^^^^^ _
Hf^^Si^
Tip
■K^
1
, \ -W
f^
'

year
that city.
he Ajoined
later
KSL
Salt
Lake
City as announcer and developed
many child prodi-

L^'A''.*^^yB

gies

into stars.

f anchie
then nce
aname and
becr
^^^1nou
nouncerd upprod
pro-,
toucer
Shaw ^l move
Mr. ^i^
1^^^
duction manager
and program director.
In 1944 Mr. Shaw turned to national selling and in 1944 became
general manager of KLX Oakland,
his present post. He takes part in
civic activities and is chairman of
the Bishop's Council in the Oakland
area of the Mormon Church. He
was last president of Northern
California Broadcasters Assn.,
merged last year into the present
statewide association.

Exhibitors, Sites Listed
ENTI
CONVexhibitors
THIRTY-SIX
will ON
dis- tubes, components, towers and
inghouse Electric Corp.; Broadcast
play their products and services in other items. The service firms will Music Inc.
the largest equipment exposition in show the latest in transcription
Some of the heavy equipment exprograms and libraries along with
NAB history during the Engineerhibitors also will have fifth-floor
rooms.
ing and Management conference to recording equipment.
be held during NAB Convention
A feature of the heavy equipExhibitors on this floor:
ment exhibit during the convention
Week April 6-13.
Associated Program Service;
Displays will be set up in the will be demonstration of the kineCapitol Records Inc., Transcription
scope television recording process
Exposition Hall and foyer of the
Division; Collins Radio Co.; Daven
Hotel Stevens, Chicago, as well as
in operation.
in exhibit rooms on the fifth floor.
Co.; Fairchild Recording EquipThe show will open at 9 a.m.
ment Corp.; Federal Telephone &
Heavy equipment will be centered
April 7, just prior to formal openRadio Corp.; Harry S. Goodman
in Exposition Hall, immediately
ing of the Engineering Conference.
Exhibitors List
Radio Productions; Graybar Elecbeneath the hotel's main lobby.
tric Co.; International News ServThe foyer of the hall will be inList of exhibitors in Exposition
cluded, with displays occupying
ice, Television Dept.; Lang-Worth
Hall as announced by Mr. Stringer : Feature Programs Inc.; London
32,500 square feet.
Amperex Electronic Corp.; AnSpace has been allocated by NAB
Library Service; Machlett Labs;
drew Corp.; Collins Radio Co.;
in the large hall as well as in the
Communication Products Co. ; Magnecord Inc.; NBC Radio Refifth floor exhibit rooms. Arthur
cording Division; Presto RecordDaven Co.; Allen B. DuMont Labs;
C. Stringer, NAB staff director,
ing
Corp.;
RCA Victor Division;
Encyclopaedia Britannica; Federal
again is in charge of the exhibits.
Radio Television Publicity Corp.;
Telephone & Radio Corp.; Gates
Radiotime Inc.; SESAC Inc.;
Only One of Its Kind
Radio Co.; General Electric Co.;
Standard Radio Transcription
The display of AM, FM, TV and
Graybar Electric Co.; Machlett
Services Inc.; Western Electric
Labs; RCA Victor Division; Radio
facsimile equipment is the only exCo.; Westinghouse Electric Corp.;
Inventions Inc.; Raytheon Mfg.
position of its type in the country,
Wincharger Corp.; Federic W. Ziv
he pointed out. Exhibitors are
Co. ; Stewart-Warner Electric DiviCo.; BMB; BML
planning to show new transmitters.
sion; Western Electric Co.; WestBROADCASTING
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WMGM, New York. This master control console, including 12 cle liiNe aurlio equipment racks, is just one item of
VVMGM s moffem mill ion -dollar 6-sluJio layout, custombuilt by RCA. Designed for AM, FM and TV operation,
this console bandies 10 studio inputs and feeds 6 channels
simultaneously, or individually by a preset relay system.

IN ADDITION to the comprehensive line of
standard studio-control equipment so famihar
to the industry, RCA specializes in desio[ning
and building studio-control installations to meet
the individual needs of stations and networks.
Speech-input systems of this type are tailor-made
. . . with just the right lacilities for handling
all studio-control operations required by the individual station.

A few of these custom-built installations are pictured on these pages. They range from special
equipment for medium-size stations to complete
speech-input systems for the largest network
installations. 1 hese systems have been worked
out wi th the nation s leading station and network
engineers. They incorporate every conceivable
facility for controlling program operations and
reproducing high-fidelity sound.

e

WFAA, Dallas. This control console — with its
8 de luxe audio equipment racks (in-line) behind
the master
desk —setup,
is one customunit ofbuilt
WFAi4's
up-fociafe
3-s(no£0
by RCA
Complete flexibility for multiple programming
— simultaneous or independent control of 10 inputs to 6 outgoing channels. Preset switching
and complete ringdown facilities provided.

WJPG FM. Green Bay. One of the
specially-built studio-control consoles
in W ]PG-FM s 4-slii(iio arrangement
— custom-built by RCA. Complete
two-channel operation (AM and FM),
simultaneous audition and broadcast
from any combination of studios, remote
lines, cueing and talkback are provided.

RCA

WISH, Indianapolis. This
master control desk wi th 6
de luxe audio equipment racks
(in-line), visible at rear, is only
a part of WISH s 4-stu(lio inslallation — custom-built by
RCA. It provides complete
push-button control (independent or simultaneous) for 4 program channels. Five master desk
panels, left
to right: Studio "A
co.itrol.
MCR-NET-REM
control, master monitoring and
switching. Studio "B control,
and Studio "C control.

CBS, New York. Here is a specially
designed auditorium-type studio control
console complete with monitoring and program amplifier equipment. It represents
one of several .such consoles used in CBSs
expansive installation, custom-built by
RCA. Control of 8 input circuits (6 microphone circuits and two remote lines) is
provided. Mechanical design affords unobstructed studio view.

KOMO, Seattle. This master control con
sole — with 9de luxe audio equipment racks
(at rear, not visible) — is one unit of
KOMO's completely new and modern
7 studio system, custom-built by RCA,
It incorporates complete center panel
switching for 10 studios and 6 outgoing
channels (KOMO-AM. KOMO-FM.
network plus 5 emergency).
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RCA "Custom-Built equipment service is available glad to do it. Or if your specifications are already
to every AM, FM and Television station — and on al- down on paper, RCA will be glad to work from tbem.
most any working arrangement desired. For example. Your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer is at your
if you want a station studio survey and a detailed service. Call bim. Or write Department 407, RCA
layout proposal, RCA Broadcast Engineers will be Engineering Products, Camden, New Jersey.
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DISTINGUISHED Merit Awards in radio were made fortnight' ago by the National Conference of Christians and
Jews [Broadcasting, Feb. 21]. Among those receiving
the honor are: Left photo — Paul A. Loyet (I), vice president and resident manager, accepts the award for WHO
and WHO-FM Des Moines from George O'Malley, chairman, 1949 Brotherhood Week; center photo — Justin
Miller (r), NAB president and chairman of the Washington area radio committee for Brotherhood Week, makes

SPOT

SCRAMBLE

THE BATTLE over networks'
rights to represent affiliates in the
sale of national spot advertising
was resumed last week — on paper —
as the principal adversaries filed
briefs with FCC summarizing their
arguments in the December -January hearings [Broadcasting, Dec.
6, 1948; Jan. 17].
The National Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives, whose
claims touched off the investigation
originally, reiterated its contention that network activities in the
representation field are contrary to
the spirit if not the letter of the
Commission's network rules, and
should be stopped. The networks
denied the charges and claimed
FCC should drop the case.
Filed by Fly and Fitts
NARSR's brief, filed by former
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly and William C. Fitts, of the
law firm of Fly, Fitts & Shuebruk,
maintained that there is a "basic"
conflict between the sale of network
and spot time, and that networks
acting as affiliates' spot representatives are in a position to influence station rates and dominate
station time.
"If it is bad public policy for a
national network to own in excess
of seven standard broadcasting stations," NARSR insisted, "is it not
equally bad public policy for a network, by combining the functions
of station representative and network, to control from 65 to 95%
of a station's revenue?"
Arguments against network representation of AM stations apply
"with even greater force" in television, the association continued.
It told FCC that failure to act
in this case
"would
be an open
invitation to the
networks
to take

the presentation to Secretary of Defense James Forrestal,
who accepts on behalf of the Armed Forces Radio Services for its program. Miracle of Brooklyn. At left is
Mrs. Frank A. Linzel, director, NCCJ Washington area
office; right photo — Robert L. Coe (r), station manager of
WPIX (TV) New York, accepts the citation for the station's Television Chapel program from Col. John J. Bennett Jr., deputy mayor of New York City.

Networks,

tation of stations, the Petry brief
said :
"Whether anything wrong has
been done up to date or not is beside the point . . . The only question for the Commission to decide
is: Does the possibility of something wrong or against the public
interest being done exist? The obvious answer to this question is in
the affirmative."
CBS' offer to limit itself to the
representation of a maximum 15
stations, the Petry brief maintained, was an admission that network activity in this field "is
fundamentally and clearly wrong."
CBS, NBC, and ABC filed briefs
supporting their right to represent
stations and declaring that such
representation actually enables the
stations to render better public
service. They were supported in
briefs by KSL Salt Lake City and
WRVA Richmond.
'For Their Benefit'
NBC claimed that to rule networks out of this field would reduce competition and restrict the
stations' freedom of choice, and
would fail to benefit the stations

NARSR

File Briefs

financially. NARSR members are
acting "for their benefit" in seeking
to exclude the networks but have
failed to make a case, the network
contended.
The brief, filed by Gustav B.
Margraf, NBC vice president and
general counsel, and by William
R. Perdue Jr. and Thomas E.
Ervin, insisted that spot representation creates no "conflict of interests" for the networks and
violates neither the "letter or purpose" of the network regulations.
The stations, NBC argued, "have
full power to prevent any abuses."
Through Judge Samuel I. Rosenman, Ralph F. Colin and Richard
S. Salant, attorneys, CBS told the
Commission that the evidence presented by NARSR "is theoretical,
argumentative, and inaccurate, and
is
neither the
relevant
nor probative."
NARSR,
brief asserted,
failed
to establish the "existence or potentiality of evils" which would justify
exclusion of the networks from
spot representation activities.
ABC similarly asserted that
national spot and network broadcasting are "highly competitive"
and that representation by net-

over the station representation
business without limit."
NARSR's position was supported
by Edward Retry & Co., a NARSR
member, in a petition filed separately through Paul D. P. Spearman, Washington counsel.
Mr. Folsom (center) and Mr. Russell (I) greet Hon. Charles Sawyer,
Secretary of Commerce, at the cocktail party.
Referring to network represenBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WBAL
TRIAL
Contempt Proceedings Today
WBAL Baltimore faces trial today
(March 7) in Baltimore Criminal
Court on a contempt charge for
allegedly broadcasting a news report about a confessed murderer.
Sitting will be Judge John B. Gray
Jr., who last Jan. 28 found three
other Baltimore stations guilty on
similar contempt charges [Broadcasting, Jan. 31]. These stations
(WITH, WFBR, WCBM) were
fined by Judge Gray.
In an answer to the charges
WBAL claimed last week through
Attorney Karl F. Steinmann that
Rule 904 of the Baltimore Supreme
Bench, prohibiting publication of
many facts in crime cases, is unconstitutional on several grounds
and may not be properly applied to
radio.
Should the station be found
guilty, Mr. Steinmann contended
it should be released without penalty since there was no attempt to
obstruct justice. He reminded that
a committee of the Maryland Bar
Assn., consisting largely of judges,
has failed to reach a conclusion in
a similar rule proposed for the
state courts.
works violates neither the law nor
the public interest. The ABC brief
was filed by Joseph A. McDonald,
network vice president and general
attorney, and David S. Smith, Andrew G. Haley, James A. McKenna
Jr., and Vernon L. Wilkinson,
counsel.
The KSL brief was submitted
by attorneys Ernest L. and Glen
A. Wilkinson, and WRVA's by attorney Charles F. DuVall.
In addition to their owned stations, CBS represents five affiliates
(WAPI Birmingham, WBT Charlotte, WCAU Philadelphia, and
WRVA and KSL); NBC one
(WGY Schenectady), and ABC one
(WMAL Washington).
FOLSOM

HONORED
Russell Gives Party

MEMBERS of the Cabinet, Congress, government and the military
attended a cocktail party for Frank,
M. Folsom, president of RCA,:
March 2 at the Carlton Hotel,
Washington. The party honoring
Mr. Folsom was given by Frank M.
Russell, Washington vice president
of NBC.
Mr. Folsom, who became RCA
president last December, is well
known in Washington circles after
his war service there. He was one
of the nation's first industrialists
to enter government service before
the war, having joined the National
Defense Advisory Commission as
assistant coordinator of purchases
in 1940. In 1941 he was named
special assistant to the Under Secretary of the Navy and Chief of
Procurement.
Members of the FCC present
were Chairman Wayne Coy and
Comrs. Freida Hennock, Rosel
Hyde, Robert Jones and E. M.
Webster.
March 7, 1949
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-LAYTON
WITHIN slightly over two years
the former advertising manager of
Cravirford Clothes, New York, and
the top-ranking time salesman for
New York's WMCA have built one
of that city's leading radio packaging partnerships.
Today Jerry Layton, the Crawford man, and Wilbur Stark, the
time salesman, are running a
flourishing business with a number
of valuable properties. They not
only own various radio programs,
but direct and produce them, and
manage talent as well.
Among other shows, Mr. Stark
Red Benson's
Layton have
and Mr.Matinee,
Movie
heard over WOR
New York - Mutual, Monday
through Friday at 3 p.m. They
also have a management contract
with the m.c.-singer-comedian, Mr.
Benson, and have leased his services to U. S. Tobacco for Take A
Number, heard Saturday at 8:30
p.m. on WOR-Mutual.
Sportscaster Russ Hodges was
signed by the pair and in April
1948 they sold him and the package, Russ Hodges Scoreboard, to
WABD (TV) New York and the
DuMont television network as the
first five-times-a-week sports show
in video. Mr. Hodges also has been
signed to a fat Chesterfield-New
York Giants contract whereby he
will be head man in the Giants'
baseball and football coverage. The
Tournament of Champions prize
fights over CBS-TV, sponsored by
Ballantine Beer and Ale, also have
been added to Mr. Hodges' roster
of programs, in addition to the
Russ Hodges Quiz Show, heard on
WOR-Mutual Saturday at 5 p.m.
Last November Mr. Layton and
Mr. Stark combined entertainment
with a shopping service for video
watchers and sold the Kathi Norris
Television Shopper package to
WABD and DuMont. Show is telecast by DuMont Monday through
Friday at 9:30 a.m. Messrs. Layton and Stark also have a management contract with Kathi Norris.
One of the pair's first coup
d'etats occurred in October 1947
when they signed platter spinner
Jack Eigen to a management contract and sold him to the Copacabana for the first all-night record
show from a night club. The original contract v/as for 13 weeks but
the program v/ent ^^o w^ll that it
v/as sv/itehed t.-- " voek noncancellable cont r:
h : contract
has now been ranewed ior another
year on WINS New York under the

Business
of

Broadcasting
One of a Series
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Packagers

Blaze

Manhattan

L to r: Mr. Layton, Kathi Norris (Mrs. Stark) and Mr. Stark.
same non-cancellable terms. As in
the case of all their programs, Mr.
Stark and Mr. Layton own this
show.
Another early acquisition of the
team was the rights to Scattergood Baines, a dramatic show
which had been aired by Wrigley's
for several years on CBS and was
taken off in 1945. On Feb. 2 the
program started again as a weekly
presentation of WOR-Mutual under the Wilbur Stark-Jerry Layton
Inc. banner.
In addition to its other activities
the Stark-Layton team has managed Bill Slater, radio scripter
Sheldon Stark, m.c. Bob Dixon, musical director Ben Ludlow, sold a
package, Col. Humphrey Flack, to
NBC as a summer replacement for
the Henry Aldrich show, sold Jack
Eigen to DuMont for a weekly TV
show, sold Brown Shoes the 15
minute pre-game telecasts of the
New York Yankees baseball and
football games, sold Kathi Norris
and a weekly half hour variety and
public service package show. Teen
Canteen, to WPIX (TV) New
York, sold scripts to National Biscuit Co. for Straight Arrow on Don
Lee network (three a week over
MBS) and dabbled in various and
sundry other activities in radio and
television.
Met in 1939
The pair met in 1939 and closed
their first business deal in 1942
with their origination of "bulk advertising." It started when Mr.
Layton bought 30 Crawford spots
a week on WMCA from Mr. Stark.
After four weeks the Crawford
schedule was stepped up to an
average of ten hours a week on
WMCA, one of the largest local
time sales of radio history.
The men did business together
for several years and after their
discharges from the service formed
the partnership.
Mr. Stark, who will be 37 in

August, was born in Brooklyn. He
attended Manual Training High
School and then took advertising,
drama and motion picture photography courses at Columbia U.
After a stint as a Gimble Bros,
shoe salesman and an account executive with a small advertising
agency, Mr. Stark joined WMCA
in 1936.
While with WMCA Mr. Stark
became the station's top salesman,
RRN MERGER
Cornell, Foundation Sign Pact
AN INTERIM agreement between
Cornell U. and the Rural Radio
Foundation was signed last week
as a preliminary to the final merger of the two interests in operating
the Rural Radio Network of upstate New York [Broadcasting,
Feb. 28].
Pending completion of final details of the merger, a 90-day management contract was signed by the
university and the foundation,
which owns the FM network.
Michael R. Hanna, general manager of Cornell's stations, WHCU and
WHCU-FM Ithaca, was appointed
general manager of the network.
R. Bruce Gervan, present manRRN,boards
will become
a mem-of
beragerof ofthe
of directors
both Rural Radio Foundation and
Rural Radio Network. Mr. Hanna,
however, will be the principal executive, it was understood.
The Cornell stations, WHCU and
WHCU-FM, do not figure in the
merger, it was pointed out. The
two stations remain the exclusive
properties of Cornell, but their
staffs will be used for duties with
the FM network.
The final contract establishing
the merger is expected to be completed within the period covered by
the interim agreement and will be
submitted to the FCC for its necessary approval.

Radio

Trails

bringing
in suchBank,
accounts
as Beck,
Modern Industrial
A. S.
Sweetheart Soap and Pabst Beer,
to which he sold $173,000 worth of
time on one of the largest local
baseball deals in history. He is
married to Kathi Norris. They
have a three year old daughter,
Pamela.
Mr. Layton was born in New
York City nearly 38 years ago.
After high school he attended the
First Institute of Podiatry and almost became a chiropodist. He
decided he did not care for this
type of work and secured a job
as publicity man for an independent motion picture exhibitor.
Joined Crawford Firm
Quitting this job, Mr. Layton
joined Crawford Clothes as one
of the assistants to the general
manager. As the company grew
Mr. Layton grew with it and later
handled personnel and public relations in addition to acting as advertising manager.
In December 1943 Mr. Layton
retired from Crawford Clothes tb
become sales promotion and publicity manager of WINS New York.
Within three months, however, he
was in the Army as a producer
and only non-playing member of
the official U. S. Army Air Force
Band.
After his Army work Mr. Layton
returned to WINS for a brief period before joining Mr. Stark. Mr.
Layton is unmarried.
HOLLAND
Booraem Heads New Firm
FORMATION of Holland Productions, with offices at 27 East 11 St.,
New York, was announced last
week by Hendrik Booraem, former
national program manager of MBS,
who heads the company.
First
tion ofpresentathe new
radio and television package firm
is Expe rience
Speaks, which
was
to bec o m slated
e a weekly
MBS series, 88:30 p.m. last
Friday. Program
features guests
Mr. Booraem
selected by the
editorial board of Experience magzine, with Bill Adams as host.
Prior to his Mutual post, Mr.
Booraem managed the Hollywood
office of the Hutchins Agency. Before his war experience as a Navy
lieutenant in charge of production
for the Armed Forces Radio Service in Hollywood and overseas, he
was a radio producer and supervisor with Young & Rubicam. Before entering radio, Mr. Booraem
appeared in Theatre Guild stage
productions, co-authored a Broadother. way play and stage managed an-
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Business

Theme

Planned

Steve Shannon, association presiUSING the theme "The Business of Broadcasting," members of the Assn.
dent.
of Women Broadcasters, NAB's feminine branch, will hold a three-day
Work session starts at 9:45 a.m.
workshop convention March 10-12 at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Saturday. Anne Hayes, KCMO
reora
be
will
meeting
annual
sixth
Coming before the association's
Kansas City, will be moderator of
ganization plan by which AWB
a panel of station managers and
advertising; Harold Fair, program
achieves status as a department
women broadcasters, with the topic,
director, and Miss Griffith.
within NAB where its official rank
"The
Woman Broadcaster and
Mr.
Willard
will
be
guest
speaker
some
for
hazy
rather
has been
at the Friday luncheon. Charles
Her Station Manager." Another
years. The NAB board endorsed
panel, slated for 11:15, will deal
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, NAB Disthe department plan at its Febtrict
9
director,
will
introduce
Mr.
with "New Ideas for Women's ProFeb.
g,
ruary meeting [Broadcastin
Willard. A fashion show will be
grams." Presiding will be Beulah
had
board
AWB's
21]. Previously
Karney, WENR Chicago.
voted overwhelmingly in favor of part of the luncheon program. At
Taking part in the first morning
a business meeting in the afterthe idea.
noon the AWB reorganization plan
panel will be William B. Quarton,
at
y
will be voted on by active members.
Heading women's activit
WMT Cedar Rapids, la., NAB DisNAB is Pat Griffith, who forecast
trict 10 director; Harold Safford,
A meeting of associate members
attendance of more than 400. Pre- will be addressed by Linnea Nel- program manager of WLS Chisiding at the opening membership
son, chief timebuyer of J. Walter
cago; Marie Clifford, manager of
meeting Thursday will be Ruth
WHFC Cicero, 111., and Elinor Lee,
Thompson
Co.,
New
York.
CockCrane, WMAL Washington, AWB
WTOP Washington. Members of
tail party is planned afterward
the second panel will be Mary
president. General chairman _ of with dinner at which National
Louis Marshall, WOC Davenport,
Assn. of Greeting Card Publishers
convention arrangements is .Elizabeth Marshall, WBEZ Chicago
will be ,host. Toastmaster will be la.; Alice Brewer White, WTAR
Among speakers will be A. D.
Willard Jr., NAB executive vice
president, and George Jennings,
president of the Assn. forr Education by Radio and directo of the
'FAVORITE STORY' PROMOTION
Chicago Radio Council and WBEZ,
KOIL Omaha Wins $500 First Prize
as well as agency and advertiser
officials.
The week has been proclaimed
FIRST PRIZE in the Frederic W.
special displays in the book de"Woman Broadcaster's Week" by Ziv Co. Favorite Story promotion
partment of threestores;
of Omaha's
Martin H. Kennelly, mayor of Chi- contest has been won by KOIL
leading department
special
cago. In his proclamation the Omaha, Neb. William J. Newens,
printed entry blanks which were
mayor noted that the event will
KOIL manager, received the $500 given wide distribution in schools,
"focus public attention on the in- prize from Jack Howard, local Ziv clubs, department stores, electrical
creasingly vital role being played
Co. representative, during cere- retail stores and through the stamonies at the station.
by women in the field of communition; purchase of time on Creighcations, as in other branches of
The prize was given to the sta- ton U.'s campus station; ads in
tion "which extends the greatest neighborhood and school papers;
business and professional life."
cooperation . . . along publicity counter cards, and a heavy schedMembership of 1,500
and merchandising lines ... to
ule of promotional spots on the
station.
Formed in 1942, AWB now has the local sponsor of the Favorite
In addition to the promotional
an active membership of 1,500 who
Story
Omaha
Power contest."
District is
the Public
KOIL
effort of the station, its presentaare staff' members of stations or
tion also won congratulations from
broadcast over NAB member out- sponsor.
the Ziv Co. which said in part in
Evidence
of
activity
was
prelets. NAB board's recent action
sented by KOIL to the Ziv Co. con- its telegram notifying the station
strengthening AWB's place in intest
in
a 14 by 20 inch folder con- of the award: "Heartiest congratudustry affairs included appropriataining 72 pages. There were nine
lations on a truly great presentation of funds to make the plan
chapters in the presentation, one
effective, including advisory ses- for each field of promotional effort.
Allen & Reynolds Advertising
sions of an AWB executive comActivities of the station in- Agency handles the Omaha Public
mittee and election of AWB disPower account.
cluded: Signs on 125 Checker Cabs;
trict chairmen in the 17 NAB districts.
tion."
Proceedings will open at the
Drake Thursday morning with registration, committee meetings and
unscheduled radio activities. First
meiTilKrship meeting starts at 2
p.rn. foilo^'cd by a tea at which
the MiiliTiery Fashion Bureau of
New York will e:<V.;l)it spring hats.
Buffet and ^ - - '. ''nment are
planned in
2: with J.
Walter Ti.'^m'-: ' r.-;t.
■ s will
Friday nioi
: Party
attend the AB'
giaests of
broadcast and t'
Swift & Co. at breakfast. Business meeting is scheduled 10-12
a.m. including a panel of NAB officials on the subject, "Coor'.linating
NAB-AWB." Robert K. Richards,
NAB public relations director, \^'ill Mr. Newens (second from r) displays the check which KOIL won to
preside. Participants will be Lee
(I to r) Donald Dahlberg, KOIL promotion manager; Mr. Howard; J. E.
Hart, retail coordinator; Maurice
Doyvidson, general manager, Omaha Public Power District, and Carl
B. Mitchell, director of broadcast
Joens, account executive with Allen & Reynolds.
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Norfolk; Julie Benell, WFAA
Dallas; Bee Baxter, KSOO Sioux
Falls, S. D.
Saturday afternoon panel will
be conducted on the topic, "Television, thewill
Eyesbe ofFran
Tomorrow."
Moderator
Harris,
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Participants
will be Norman Richards WSPDTV Toledo; Edythe Pern Melrose,
WXYZ-TV Detroit; Martha Gaston, KFOX Long Beach, Calif,;
Rita Hackett, WLW-TV Cincinnati; Miss Crane.
Closing session will be held at 5
p.m. followed by cocktails and
buffet sponsored by the Grocery
Mfrs. of America.
Registration
for the entire convention will be $15.

HONOR AO MEN
Four to Get Syracuse Medals
SYRACUSE U. will award medals
to four men for outstanding service in advertising as a feature of
Advertising Week in Syracuse
March 21-25.
Receiving the

Mr. Reals

honors
at a25dinner March
at
Hotel Syracuse
will be: Lee H.
Bristol, president,
Bristol - Myers
Co.; Don Belding,
board chairman,
Foote, Cone &
Belding;
Gerald
W.
Cunningham,

general mail
order advertising and sales manager, Sears, Roebuck & Co., and
Neil H. Bordsn, professor of advertising, Harvard School of Business Administration. Mr. Bristol
will be principal dinner speaker.
Co-sponsors of Advertising Week
are the Syracuse Advertising and
Sales Club and Syracuse U. Plans j
for the week include exhibits, talks
on advertising before service clubs
and business groups, advertising
contests and displays by merchants.
Leslie M. Beals, director of advertising and sales promotion for
Carrier Corp., is gsneral chairman
of the Advertising Week committee. Co-chairman is Dean M. Lyle
Spencer, Syracuse U. School of
Journalism.
Climaxing the week's activities
will be a forum March 25 featuring five outstanding advertising
personalities. Participants and
their topics include: "Theodore S.
Repplier, president. Advertising
Council, "Advertising as a Public
Service"; James A. Peckham, ex
ecutive vice president, A. C. Niel
sen Co., Chicago, "Measuring Advertising Effectiveness"; Budd
Gore, advertising manager, Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, "Ad
vertising as a Selling Tool"; Wesby
R. Parker, vice president in charge
of sales. General Foods Corp., "Ad
vertising
as aH.Distribution
Force,"
and Harold
Dobberteen,
vice
president and director of media,
Benton & Bowles, New York, "Ad
vertising Methods of Communica
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Pulse,

RATINGS
:;ONSIDERABLE interest— and
ome confusion — developed in video
ircles last week when The Pulse
.nd Hooper gave widely variant
ating's to New York audiences of
droadway Revue, video show sponored by Admiral Corp. for a Frihour on both the Duay evening
»Iont
and NBC TV networks.
The Telepulse report for the
i'eb 4 show, by quarter hours,
ivided the audience as between
VABD (DuMont) and WNBT
NBC) as follows: WABD— 21.3,
2.0, 20.0, 20.0 (average — 19.2);
VNBT — 20.0, 19.3, 19.8, 18.0
average — 20.8). Hooperating for
i-eb. 11 gave WABD 4.3, WNBT
6.3.
Questioned about this incredible
ancy,: the Hooper organizaiscrep
ion stated
"The possible explanations of
he wide differences are three : The
arveys are right; the total audince was smaller on Feb. 4 (Pulse
0.0) than on Feb. 11 (Hooper
0.6), with WABD experiencing a
recipitous drop between the first
20.8) and second (4.3) broadcast,
he samples are different in charcter, therefore results are not
omparable. The methods are
ifferent and produce different reults."
Hooper View
Probably neither the difference
1 dates nor in type of sample —
lephone homes for Hooper, cross5ction for Pulse — explains the
ifference in the two reports, acjrding to Hooper, who credited
le difference in results to the
ifferent techniques of the two oranizations — coincidental questions
y Hooper, aided recall for Pulse,
ecause "persons remember old
better than new" the Adrograms
liral program is rated lower by
ulse than by Hooper, the latter
jncluded. And, because there is
0 reason for remembering staons or channels. Pulse would tend
) rate both WABD and WNBT
like, with the slight advantage of
^ABD probably due to its being
sted first.
"Rarely," concluded Hooper,
Afill the industry be presented
ith such an open and shut ease,
) replete with evidence of the basic
;asons for not placing reliance
ir audience measurements on a
ethod (aided recall) which is
mtrolled by the multivarious vairies of human memory — someMarch 7, 1949
age 38

Hooper

times to the complete exclusion of
theAnswering
facts in thethe case."
last point first in
its open letter of rebuttal, Pulse
stated that while on Feb. 4 its station list read "WABD, WATV,
WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT,
WPIX," the Jan. 28 Pulse roster
listed the stations as "WPIX,
WABD, WATV, WCBS-TV, WJZTV,TheWNBT."
results of the survey, said
Pulse, were: WABD— 25.3, 25.3,
25.3,
28.7. 22.0; WNBT— 34.0, 34.0, 30.7,
"Here," Pulse commented,
"WNBT in last order was comfortably ahead of WABD."

Disagree

on

TV

For the same programs the
Hooper figures were: WNBT 36.4,
WABD 18.1. Noting, Pulse asked:
"How can Hooper explain the difference of WNBT 36.4 to 46.3 and
WABD 18.1 to 4.3 on his own surTo clinch the argument that the
roster position has nothing to do
with the ratings. Pulse reported
on a special survey in which half
veys?"
the
lists were headed by WABD,
half by WNBT. Results showed
WNBT rating slightly lower in the
second group, although ahead of
WABD in both batches.
"There are many reasons for
differences," The Pulse concluded,
73 More Cities Slated

AT&T

SERVICE

For Video Lines

' but let us consider the following:
"Does Hooper include 10 counties in his survey? Manhattan,
Brooklyn, Queens, Bronx, Nassau,
Westchester, Hudson, Bergan and
Essex? The Pulse does.
"Does Hooper include non-telephone families in his sample? The
Pulse does. Almost 20% of television families are without phones.
"Does Hooper have a representation sample of television families
in the survey? The Pulse does.
Because : Our monthly radio sample is designed along probability
lines. From this area sample we
draw our source of television addresses which are placed in our
file of addresses. Each month using
a cluster design, a probability sample of television
for the
survey. families is drawn
"We have made three exhaustive
studies of television reception, for
CBS— one, and ABC— two. We
have extremely small differences in
the reception of WABD and
WNBT. These differences would
not lend credence to such a onesided result as the last Hooper.
"If, as it appears, the audience
is closely divided among the two
stations, using small samples as we
do can easily produce results
hovering around an even division
in which first one station leads and

THIRTEEN cities will be added to the television network system of the
AT&T by the end of this year, the company announced last week.
By the end of 1949, the AT&T said, 8,200 miles of television channels,
both coaxial cable and radio relay, will be in operation reaching a total
of 27 cities. The company's an- ★
nouncement gave complete plans
coaxial cable to the television network.
for expansion of television faciliIn addition to the new links to be
ties this year.
added in 1949, the Bell System also
Cities which will be joined to the
network in 1949 are Providence,
will provide more channels on
the other leads."
some existing main routes, the thenThis
Wilmington, Lancaster, Erie, Rochdebate may well be continued in Chicago this week, when
company pointed out. It has alester, Dayton, Columbus, Cincinready announced additional cir- representatives of Hooper, Pulse
nati, Albany, Syracuse, Schenecand Nielsen will address the
cuits between Philadelphia and
tady, Utica and Rome, N. Y.
Chicago to be available about May
National Television Conference beRadio relays will link Provi1. Three more television channels
dence to the present network tering held in that city, March 7-9.
minal at Boston and Wilmington to between New York and Philadelphia and another channel between
the AT&T facilities in PhiladelPhiladelphia and Washington will
phia. Connection with these two
also be equipped some time this
cities will be complete before summer.
year, although the date is uncertain.
Lancaster and Erie will be tied
Starts March 8 in Atlanta
in with the Pennsylvania coaxial
In the West, a radio relay cirV
WAGA-T
circuits. Rochester will be reached
cuit fitted out for television will WAGA-TV
Atlanta tomorrow
connect Los Angeles and San Franby radio relay from Buffalo. Day(March 8) takes to the video chanton will be on a coaxial circuit from
cisco early next year. This project
nels with its regular commercial
has already been announced by the telecast schedule. Owned by the
Toledo and from Dayton radio relay will be used to reach Columbus
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Fort Industry Co., Detroit, with
and Cincinnati. These connections
Meanwhile, work is progressing,
George B. Storer Jr. as television
will be complete by next fall.
the company said, on a radio relay
station manager, Atlanta's newest
A coaxial link will feed Albany
between New York and Chicago
television station is a CBS and Dufrom New York, and radio relay
Mont network affiliate, operating
which will also provide service to
will service Syracuse from Albany.
some intermediate points. The
on Channel 5.
Schnectady, which is close to AlJames E. Bailey is managing dicompany's plans for this route
bany, and Rome and Utica, which
were filed a year ago with the FCC.
rector for WAGA-AM, FM, and
TV.
are near Syracuse, can be fed off
At the outset, the New Yorkthese main circuits, the company
Chicago radio relay will provide
Test patterns, on which reports
said. The Albany-Syracuse extenone television channel in each di- of good reception have come from
sions will be ready "toward the end
rection, the company said last points as far away as Macon, Ga.,
week. The number of channels will
of the year," the company said.
Alabama and Tennessee, have been
The 1949 Bell System expansion
eventually be increased. The first on the air since Feb. 19. Regular
plans will add 450 route miles of two circuits will be open some
programming will be on a seven
radio relay and 300 route miles of time in 1950.
days, 21 hours a week schedule.
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NEWELL-EMMETT Co. has made
another visit to its secret test video
community to find out how television, now no longer a novelty, is
influencing the lives of viewers.
The New York advertising
agency's investigators found that
life in its so-called "Videotown" is
now different, somewhat more social in many respects than in preTV days.
People stay home more. Families
have a new big common interest at
the hearthside. Set owners entertain more, go to movies less. The
facts and figures developed by the
agency have import for any sponsor considering the habits of televiewers.
Of Widespread Interest
The study also is important to a
station operator for its breakdown
of listener preferences and loyalty
to TV. It has value to set manufacturers because of the information it provides on what determined
the size of screen purchased, what
member of the family instigated
purchase, what the buyer did to investigate the receiver situation before purchasing.
Newell - Emmett concludes its
"Videotown Revisited" investigation, which is the second chapter
in what will be a continuing study,
with these words :
"Now that television has lost its
bright sheen of novelty, is viewing
less intense? On the contrary,
owners are more interested in their
television sets now than they were
at first — the result of more programs, better produced. Today,
three out of four owners plan the
use of their sets ahead of time,
checking newspaper listings. In
fact, Videotowners are so satisfied
with their sets and so convinced of
television's entertainment value,
that almost every owner would advise friends to buy a set, too."
The study reveals that video
owners are so enthusiastic about
television that they tend to overexaggerate their use of sets.
According to owners' estimates
of their listening, 94'/r of all sets
are used each day. This is apparently S'/f overestimate, actual
usage studies showing 86% of the
sets in use on any given day.
Owners estimate their listening
time at four hours a day, with four
people per set making up the aver-
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age set audience. This, too, was
an alleged overestimate. Checks
showed that only three hours a day,
with just three people watching,
was the actual listening time and
audience.
Interest in televiewing did not
materially lessen as the novelty period of set ownership receded, the
study showed. Actual sets in use
on a given day, broken down by
date of purchase, showed:
Purchase
First halfDate
of 1947 Sets-in
80% use
Second half of 1947
86%
First half of 1948 _88%
Newell-Emmett draws the conclusion from these figures that the
length of ownership has little influence on the use of sets and that
this is so probably because the expected lag in the novelty element
has been offset by more and better
programming.
Better Programming
The agency has a further finding
to show that better programming
has aided the size of the video audience. It found that set owners
who bought their receivers before
1948 are, proportionately, listening
more now than they did when they
first purchased. Figures developed
on this point were in answer to the
question, "Are you using your set
as often now as you did when you
first got it?" The
answers':' 1948
Pre-1948
Set Owners Set Buyers
More
43%
28%
Same
42%
60%
Less
15%
12%
Newell-Emmett also found that
Videotown men enjoyed sports far
more than other types of TV enPROGRAM FAVORITES

ENT£RrAlNMef(T SPOffTS EDUCATIONAL NOMVORITE
tertainment, while with women the
situation was reversed (see Figure
above; white for men, black for
women).
The study further found that
television has aided the family relationship, cementing the bonds of
family interest among 35% of the
lower income group and 20% of the
upper.
The greater impact on lower income groups is ascribed to the fact
that purchase of a set represents a
greater entertainment investment
than among the higher level income groups. Oddly enough, however, lower income classes continue
to go to the movies more than upper classes, despite set ownership.
The question on living habits
was. "In what way has television

Report on N-E's Videotown
(Report 49)

affected
your :family living habits?"
The answers
NO CHANGES
Upper income
22%
Middle
income
21%
Lower income
10%
CHANGES
Spend More Time at Home
Upper income
35%
Middle income
39%
Lower income
62%
Have More Company
Upper
43%
Middle income
income
36%
Lower income
31%
Developed Common Family Interests
Upper
20%
Middle income
income
27%
Lower income
35%
Go to Movies Less
Upper
20%
Middle income
income
13%
Lower income
6%
Interrupts
Children's
Routines
Upper
10%
Middle income
income
7%
Lower income
3%
ARE OWNERS HOME MORE?
<}
T
/at
LOWER
INCOAflE
62%

MIDDLE

UPPER
INCOME

Videotowners bought sets in the
early days primarily because Pop
was a pioneer. Figures show, on
all income levels, it was the husband who has always been the main
instigator
of set purchasing.
influence, however,
is now onDad's
the
decline and other members of the
family are becoming increasingly
influential in agitating for set
ownership. Opposition to set ownership has been present in set families in only one out of five homes.
Mom has been the opposition. Says
the report:

STEPS BEFORE PURCHASE

CHECK DI5CUSSED SHOPPED READ DI5CIICSCD
ADS OWNERS
WITH ABOUND UTERAWITH
TURE DEALERS
Checked ads
Television
*Radio
Shopped
at different stores
Television
*Radio
Discussed sets with dealers
Television
Radio
No

39%
12%
31%
38%
22%
data

* Radio
obtained
Emmettfigures
surveys
madefrom
twoNewellyears
before.
On purchasing, most people are
out to get the biggest screen they
can for their money. Upper income groups tend to buy the large
screen sizes. Pocket book apparures : ently controls size of screen. FigWHAT DETERMINED SCREEN
7 Inch
Pocketbook
Room
Satisfactory size
10 Pocketbook
Inch
Room
Satisfactory size
Supply available
12Pocketbook
Inch
Room
Largest table model
Wanted large screen
eye and
strain
15NoInch
larger
Wanted large screen
No eye strain
Satisfactory size
Best size for room

SIZE?
62%
10%
10%
31%
21%
12%
12%
10%
10%
29%
24%
14%
74%
16%
5%
5%

TV SET figures reported to Broadcasting during the past week:
Expense Factor
• Washington, D. C— 37,400 as of
"She generally thought it entailed too great an expense, pos- March 1, reported by Washington
sibly wanting instead to put the Circulation Committee.
money into a new refrigerator or
Fort Worth-Dallas, Tex.— 6,992
washing machine if they were
as of March 1, reported by WBAPTV Fort Worth-Dallas.
going
to make
investment."
Figures
on such
who an
instigated
purchase of sets follow:
Husband
67%
Son
11%
Wife
3%
Daughter
1%
GEORGE FOX CORP.
Other
2%
Two orbers ofmore
memTo Handle Fox Television
family
16%
Once having determined to buy a GEORGE FOX Corp., Los Angeles,
set, Videotowners approached the has been set up as a California
purchase much more carefully than corporation
capitalized for $150,000.
they did the buying of a radio set. This firm will handle all television
Purchasers made a fairly extensive
activities of the George Fox Co.,
canvas of the set situation, as fig- while latter will continue to speures reveal :
cialize in production of commercial
BEFORE SET PURCHASE
Talked it over with friends who had and educational films.
sets
Officers are George Fox, presiTelevision
35%
dent-treasurer; James L. Brock,
*Radio
25%
Talked
it
over
with
friends
who
did
vice
president;
Fray
Hobson, secnot have sets
retary. Move was necessitated,
Television
23%
Radio
No data
firm explains, by rapid increase in
Read
descriptive literature
volume of television business seTelevision
27%
cured in past six months.
♦Radio
5%
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SUNPAPERS

Look
closely
at
See the ocean-going ships docked right in the
downtown area? (right, center.) It is the port
of Baltimore, the No. 1 United States port in
export trade and No. 2 in total commerce.
See the railroad terminals? (bottom right.)
They haul millions of tons of cargo to and
from the humming port. More than 45,000,000
tons of cargo, including some 25,000,000 tons
of overseas commerce, move through the
port of Baltimore each year.
See the thousands of homes? The metropoUtan area of 1,300,000 people

STATIONS

a Baltimoreans
city's
heart
years.
are proud
of their homes.
The percentage of home owners in Baltimore
is one of the highest in the country.
Look very closely and maybe you can see
just a few of the television aerials leading to
the more than 40,000 homes in the Baltimore
area that now have television receivers.
Now look at the very center of the picture.
See the tall building dominating this prosperous area? It is from atop that taU building
in the heart of the Baltimore metropoHtan
area that WMAR-TV transmits its television
programs welcomed
land televiewers.

enjoyed a 25 percent population boom in the last eight

into the homes of Mary-

Represented by
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TV
VS.
AN ALL-OUT jurisdictional war
between lATSE and NABET over
television technicians appeared to
be shaping up last week as the result of the intensifying of earlier
skirmishes and battles between the
two unions.
Major move in the dispute was a
news conference called by Richard
F. Walsh, international president
of lATSE, to answer a blast issued
by NABET a week before [Broadcasting Feb. 28]. NABET at that
time charged that lATSE made
"peace in the television industry
impossible."
Mr. Walsh, meeting the press
Thursday morning in his New York
office, said lATSE did not want
war, but would fight one "with
any economic means at our disposal."
He made it plain that if the two
unions did not settle their differences by April
when and
NABET's
contracts
with 30,NBC
ABC
terminate, lATSE would project itself into both those situations.
Differences Are Basic
The differences, it appeared from
analysis of statements made by
members of both unions, are basic.
NABET, an unaffiliated union
whose title is National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, believes that television
technical jobs are primarily an
extension of radio technical jobs,
that its members are therefore the
proper employes to man video machinery.
lATSE, an AFL union whose full
title is no less than International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Movinsr Picture Machine
Operators of the United States and
Canada, claims that it is false to
TALENT
PLAN
For TV Gets 4-A Board OK
A NEW PLAN to settle the television jurisdiction question among
talent unions was accepted by the
international board of the Associated Actors and Artists of America
Thursday.
The international board, in its
turn, referred the plan to the various branches of the 4-A's for action
by their respective boards.
Details of the plan were not
made public. The plan itself was
drawn up by a committee formed
of presidents of the 4-A branches
and rank and file members. They
undertook the job of working out
the jurisdictional question after an
attempted merger of AFRA, Actors Equity, Chorus Equity and
American Guild of Variety Artists
failed and after a partnership proposal of Actors Equity also failed
to find acceptance.
It is understood that under the
new plan the national executive
television committee for the AAAA
would administer the television
jurisdiction question for one year.
Page 42
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HME[
consider television an extension of
radio. Instead, lATSE claims that
video is, in most job categories,
more properly an extension of the
stage and screen which demands
that workers skilled in the science
and crafts of stage and screen man
studio jobs.
Mr. Walsh asserted the NABET
position meant that it desired to
encroach on lATSE.
"It means that we're not just in
a jurisdictional fight," he said. "It
means that the question of our survival is at stake."
He said that in talks with
NABET officials lATSE recognized
that NABET was primarily a union
of electronic engineers.
"In many talks with NABET
representatives," he said, "we have
recognized the operation of the
electronic camera and all the jobs
back of that camera as electronic
work. We maintain, however, that
what goes on in front of the
camera is in the proper province of
Mr. Walsh said he attempted to
lATSE."
reach agreement with NABET
similar to that lATSE has with the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL. This agreement, not previously made public
officially, is an unwritten understanding, said Mr. Walsh. Although he did not explain it
further, it is known that major
types of maintenance and repair

TELETALENT
DISSATISFACTION with talent
pay for television work was expressed in a roundup of sentiment
from six AFRA locals in the current issue of the union's publication. On the Air!
Vinton Hayworth, chairman of
the 4-A's TV Subcommittee on
Wages and Working Conditions,
reported for New York where he
said between 220 and 250 of 2,800
AFRA members are regularly employed on some type of television
program.
He said that although New York
fees are higher than in other cities
they are too small in relation to
time and effort involved. He said
younger members, anxious to get a
foothold, were sometimes working
for less than $1 an hour according
to proper time computations.
In his report, he touched on these
other complaints: Rehearsals are
wastefully and carelessly scheduled; dressing-room conditions
have been crowded and inadequate;
a performer who gives up a radio
engagement to appear on television
loses money because of the lesser
fee.
Other reports:
Philadelphia— Bill Hart, past
president of Philadelphia local,
said there was limited spending

were to belong to IBEW and minor
maintenance and operations to
lATSE [Closed Circuit, Jan. 24].
In at least one case, IBEW and
lATSE have divided jurisdiction
50-50.
In the NABET camp, Clarence
Westover, national executive secretary, acknowledged that NABET
believed lATSE would take offensive action against it.
Mr. Westover said Mr. Walsh
had informed NABET that lATSE
would seek by infiltration and
propaganda to take over all job
functions lATSE saw fit. He said
NABET members would resist
these efforts with all their power.
"We will not voluntarily, as has
IBEW, give up our jobs because
somedeclared.
one else asks or covets them,"
he
He denied that NABET is encroaching on lATSE.
'Not Encroachment'
"We're staying strictly in radio
and television broadcasting," he
said, "and where they go our
highly skilled people will go. We
do not go into theatres and don't
expect to go into theatres, but we
do expect to perform those functions which are ours for the television industry. This is not encroachment."
He asserted that television operations were different from those
of the theatre.
Mr. Westover also indicated that

AFRA
talent-wise. The feeling was, he
said, that "the talent fee can always be a reducible item in evaluating the budget of a show." He
said the fear was current that, although the city is the second biggest television market, it will deteriorate "because of the great
exodus of talent as a result of
Offers Talent Little
Dallas-Fort Worth — Jack Gwyn,
national editorial representative,
felt
fees."that television in his area
offered little to talent except announcing. He foresaw that network and transcribed shows will
make
ings. up the bulk of video offerDetroit — Jay Michael, national
editorial representative, described
fees as "insultingly low" and that
TV jobs are "far and few between." Opening of the co-axial
cable from New York and Chicago
has made local TV directors reticent about trying out new ideas
and has caused them to cut out
several local productions to make
way for shows of name appeal. He
praised sports coverage but said
from an AFRA standpoint the consensus on TV work is : "Too much
for too long for too little."
St. Louis — Harry Gibbs, presi-

it was unlikely that NABET would
walk through the open door which
lATSE proffered for further parleys, into
saying: "It
be like
walking
an would
open elevator
shaft. And the sudden drop would
only
be theimmediately
first step." precipitated
What
the current dispute between
NABET and lATSE was a controversy between the two unions over
lighting workers at NBC and ABC.
The NBC matter came to an NLRB
hearing in New York in January,
at which time it was postponed
until March 16 so the two unions
could work out a settlement "out
During the efforts to settle this
matter
"out of , court" in a way
of court."
which
also would control the ABC
matter, NABET said lATSE made
"exhorbitant demands" on it — demands which went beyond the
lighting question to types of work
which NABET considered to be
in its province. It was then that
NABET charged lATSE with making vision
peace industry.
impossible in the tele-

KFMB-TV

JOINS

CBS

KFMB-TV San Diego last week
agreed to become the 31st affiliate
of CBS, Herbert V. Akerberg, vice
nresident in charge of station relations, announced. Affiliation becomes effective May 15. KFMBTV, owned and operated by the
Jack Broadcasting Co., San Diego,
has been assigned Channel 8.

Locals

Dissatisfied

dent, St. Louis local, said there
are three major problems in St.
Louis television: 1, Lack of contract; 2, The existence of a monopoly; 3,Free talent. Pay scales
have gone down, he said, with halfhour fees paying half as much now
as last year. He looked forward to
more stations but said that unless
contracts are signed, AFRA members must "either lower their
standard living wage or refuse asSan Francisco — Ken Langley,
editor
of the AFRANciscan, said
signments."
the first year of TV in the area
will see a limited number of live,
dramatic presentations, with most
studio programs featuring demonstrations and visual talks.
Washington, D. C, and Balti
more — Stuart Finley, national edi
torial representative, felt there
was no reason why Washington
shouldn't be a good television town
since it is good for radio talent.
Baltimore he found poor. He said
both Washington and Baltimore
are using radio talent. He deprecated, however, the size of commercial fees, saying: "Some commercial fees are paid with amounts
seemingly drawn out of a hat. A

small hat."
BROADCASTING
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PULSE VIDEO

THIS new indoor television antenna
has just been announced by RCA.
It is of an end-loaded dipole with
birchwood base and 20 feet of 300ohm transmission line. The aluminum discs resonate the antenna artificially, permitting practically all of
the signal picked up to be delivered
to the video receiver, RCA reports.

SAG ACTION
Live TV Plans Discussed
FOLLOWING failure of other
unions to develop "any workable
plan for organization and administration of live television field,"
the Screen Actors Guild has been
ordered by its board of directors
to commence immediate negotiations with employers.
In declaring its stand, SAG
pointed out to its membership that
the move is dictated by Equity's
refusal to enter in a merger of
eastern unions. Responding to demands of its membership "to take
positive action to protect the interests of Hollywood actors working
in
television
films,"
has decided to move
alone.the guild
"Up to the present moment,
there are no collective bargaining
contracts establishing minimum
conditions and wages for actors
working in television films," SAG
reports. But they have advised
members "not to work for less
than guild minimums."
The guild has also advised its
members "not to sign some ridiculous personal contracts offered by
some producers of television film,
which in effect would have bound
these actors to these particular
producers for many years in all
entertainment mediums, with no
guarantee or certainty of equitable
payment for the actors' services."
Accordingly, SAG has advised
the several other unions of its intentions and is scheduling immediate meetings with television
film producers and television networks, "looking to signing of contracts to protect interest of actors
in television film." However the
guild has also assured the other
unions headquartered in New York
that when they can "reach agreement on workable plan for organization and administration of
live television field," the guild is
ready and anxious to cooperate
and enter into an agreement.
Meanwhile the guild's "special
advice" to members is: Do not
sign any agency contract covering
television services for a period
longer than one year; if you are
BROADCASTING

RATINGS

Top 10 Television Shows in New York for February
Once a Week
Average '/4 Hour
Sets-in-Use, Week
Studied
Texaco Theatre (WNBT, Tues.) 67.3
Television
Homes
Godfrey Scouts (WCBS-TV, Mon.) 57.3
Toast of Town
46.0 Combination Radio & TV
37.8
Godfrey Friends
44.7 TV
29.3
Admiral Brdwy. Revue:
41.3 Radio
10.5
Goldbergs
38.7
Philadelphia
Telepulse
Top
10
Kraft TV Theatre
38.0
Television Shows
BoxingSilvers
(WNBT, Fri.)
34.7
Phil
34.0
Once a Week
Grig. Amateur Hr
33.3 Texaco Theatre
69.0
Rating Highest 14 Hour
Godfrey Friends
67.0
Multi-Weekly Shows—
Godfrey Scouts
65.0
Admiral Brdwy. Revue
54.0
Howdy Doody
27.0 Phil Silvers
50.0
Small Fry
25.0 Lanny Ross
50.0
Lucky Pup
19.1 Basketball (WFIL-TV, Thurs.) 46.0
!Bob Howard
18. 0 Toast of Tov/n
44.0
Pixie Playtime
11.8 We, the People
44.0
Westerns
11.0 Orig. Amateur Hr
42.0
Kukla, Fran, Ollie
10.9
Multi-Weekly Shows
Junior Frolics
10.0
Six Gun Playhouse
9.8 Howdy Doody
31.4
27.0
Comics on Parade
9.2 Small Fry
Make Mine Music
17.3
CBS-TV
News
15.6
Average ^ Hour
Sets-in-Use,
Week
Homemakers Matinee
14.6
Studied
Lucky Pup
14.4
Television Homes
Sports
Special
12.5
Combined Radio & TV
33.2
Camel Newsreel
12.2
TV
26.9 Camera
Headlines
11.4
Radio
8.1
Weather, Sports (WFIL-TV)
11.2
Chicago Telepulse
Average 14 Hour Sets-in-Use, Week
Once a Top
Week10 TV Shows
StudiedHomes
Godfrey Friends
60. 0
Television
Texaco Theatre
55.0 Combined Radio & TV
38.1
Super Circus
46.0 TV
29.5
Boxing (WENR-TV, Tues.)
43.0 Radia
10.6
Wrestling
(WENR-TV,
Wed.)
41.0
Break the Bank
41.0 Top 10 Network TV Shows, Combined
Hockey (WBKB, Thurs.)
40.0 New York, Chicago, Philadelphia Area
66.5
Hockey (WBKB, Sun.)
40.0 Texaco Theatre
Godfrey Friends
50.1
Boxing
(WGN-TV,
Fri.)
34.0
Lanny Ross
34.0 Toast
of Town
43.2
Admiral
Brdwy.
Revue
(DuMont
Multi-Weekly Shows
& NBC)
42.7
36.8
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
38.8 Kraft TV Theatre
36.8
Small Fry
24.6 Phil Silvers
34.1
Lucky Pup
23.4 Orig. Amateur Hr
Boxing (NBC, Fri.)
32.7
Howdy Doody
21.0 Lanny
Ross
31.1
Little Bordy
20.6 Break the Bank
30.1
Curbstone
Cut-up
19.2
Uncle
Mistletoe
18.8
(These Pulse reports are for February, first Pulse
measurement
since
Film Serials (6:30, WENR-TV)
17.2 East-Midwest
coaxial
cable was made
Feature Film (2:30, WGN-TV) 13.3 available.)
Film Shorts (3:15, WGN-TV)
8.2
NTC IN CHICAGO
Sessions Slated March 7-9
ALL but five of the 53 scheduled
speakers at the National Television
Conference in Chicago's Palmer
House have confirmed their appearances, James L. Stirton, president
of the Chicago Television Council,
has reported. Conference will be
held March 7-9.
Among the speakers:
Jack Van Volkenburg, vice president
in charge of CBS TV operations;
Charles C. Barry, ABC TV vice president; Commdr. Mortimer Loewi, president of DuMont; Charles Denny, executive vice president, or Carleton Smith,
TV director, NBC. Edgar Kobak, Mutual president,
may attend
also. manager
Frank
Schreiber,
general
WGN Chicago; Leo Burnett, president
of Chicago agency bearing his name;
Wayne Coy, chairman of the FCC, or
Paul Galvin, president of Motorola
Inc.; J. R. Poppele, vice president in
charge of engineering for WOR-TV
and president of the Television Broadcasters Assn.; Hugh E. Davis, execuvice president
general
managertiveof Foote,
Cone & and
Belding,
Chicago;
Walter Damm, general manager of
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; C. E. Hooper, A.
C. Nielsen and Dr. Sidney Roslow,
president of The Pulse Inc.; Hal Roach,
Hollywood motion picture producer;
Lee Cooley, McCann-Erickson, New
York, television director; Don McClure,
N. W. Ayer, New York; Carl Haverlin,
BMI president.
offered a long-term or option contract for services in television film,
before signing same bring it to
the guild office for examination and
discussion. Any other television
problems arising among members
are to be brought to new television
department under head of Kenneth
Thomson, television administrator.
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AT&T

TARIFFS
Suspended for Video
FCC last week suspended American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s
revised tariffs on its network television interconnection policy
[Broadcasting, Jan. 24], calling
for an investigation of their "lawNo date was set for the hearing,
and authorities said it was not cerfulness."
tain that one would be required
since the issues are "similar" to
those in the interconnection case
already heard and now awaiting
Commission decision [Broadcast1948]. ing, Oct. 4, 11, Nov. 8, Dec. 6,
The telephone company's interconnection policy provides generally that AT&T will not interconnect its intercity TV facilities with
those of broadcasters or other companies ifAT&T facilities are available for the same area. The
changes which FCC suspended were
designed to clarify that policy and
also related to allocation of channels on a quarterly instead of
monthly basis, and expansion of
local channel rate areas. They did
not affect basic rates.
The changes were to have become
effective March 1. The suspension
is for the statutory three-month
period
(to on
June
1). FCC's
action
was taken
petition
of Television
Broadcasters Assn., Allen B. Du-

TV WRITERS
Contract Matters Weighed
TELEVISION writers should get
both audio and video credit, it was
argued last Monday at a meeting
of the executive committee of the
newly organized Television Writers
Guild in New York.
It was one of numerous future
contract matters discussed by the
committee, which also appointed
four subcommittees — membership,
constitution, craft and markets
subcommittees.
Other contract matters discussed
included: Copyright in name of
author; leasing of material with no
outright sale; additional payments
for re-use of material; additional
payments required as additional
stations use material.
Meanwhile, it became known that
the Authors League, the parent
union of TWG, is making efforts
to overcome the pique of Screen
Writers Guild, which has been
vying for diction.
television
writers'
jurisThe agreement
sought
by
the parent organization would give
TWG jurisdiction over all material vn"itten in the first instance
for television whereas the SWG
would have jurisdiction over all
material written in the first instance for motion pictures.
Named to subcommittees:
Membership — Mrs. Kay Wood, chairman,wardDaisyMabley,
Amoury,
SylviaZeamer,
Berger, Dave
EdMichael
Zelmar, Sandy Howard, Priscilla Kent,
Will Glickman, Rosemary Roth, Joseph
Cochran, Barbara Boothe.
Constitution — Philip Dunning, Benjamin Zavin, Henry Denker, Arthur
Lodge (chairman to be elected).
Crafts — Philo Higley, chairman, Martin Gosch, Rutb Friedlich, Oliver W.
Nicoll,
Gertrude Berg and Worthington C. Miner.
Markets — Abram Ginnes, chairman,
Ronald Dawson, Marian L. Dix, Rick
Landed, Catherine O. Peare, Howard
Rodman, Alvin Boretz, Elizabeth Hart,
Charles Cinnamon, Anthony Guggenheimer, Larry Markes.
New

Film Firm

PAPERS of incorporation for Golden Bears Productions Inc., television film firm, have been filed in
Sacramento, Calif. Fern Mosk, former OWI specialist in visual education, islisted as president. Other
officers are Ned Glass, formerly
with New York City public school
system, vice president, and Rose
Karlin, secretary-treasurer. Capitalized at $100,000, with 100 shares
no par, firm will specialize in film
programs. All subjects will be
half-hour length and in color. Production headquarters are at Nassour Studios in Hollywood. Filming begins April 1.
Mont Labs, and Philco Corp. and
Philco Television Corp., which
have consistently opposed the interFeb. 28]. connection policy [Broadcasting,
The Commission's suspension
order noted that the changes were
filed after the interconnection hearing was closed and that FCC should
have an opportunity to study the
record of that case before the revisions are permitted to become
effective.
March 7, 1949
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San Francisco Video
Outlet Testing
KGO-TV began regular test patterns in San Francisco last week, from
one of the most unusual television locations in the U. S. — the famous
Sutro Mansion between Mt. Sutro and Twin Peaks in the center of the
Bay City.
ABC, owner and operator of
tower may be conKGO, purchased the mansion and transmission
structed.
six-acre estate from Adolph Sutro
No substantial changes may be
of San Francisco's
III, grandson
made in the Sutro home.
pioneer
mayor. Purchase price was
in excess of $100,000.
No trees may be removed in the
The price was only a fraction of area except where necessary for
what others interested in the prop- the
tower's construction and for
safety.
erty had offered to pay for it.
No more than 25 employes may
Mr. Sutro, an^ eccentric figure
even in San Francisco, refused to be on the property at any one
discuss the sale of his home with time;
held. no audience shows may be
anyone but Albert (Shorty) Evans,
No new road-entrances to the
engiheering manager of KGO. Staff
members of KGO were not even al- property may be built.
lowed to enter the mansion during
ABC must retain ownership of
all the months of negotiations.
the entire 6-acre estate and may
not subdivide it.
What KGO got was a sprawling,
massive, hybrid Norman-French
Provincial structure completely finished only on the first floor.
The only changes in ■ the structure made by KGO were in the OHIO NETWORK
basement, a 15,000 square foot area
3 Video Stations Join
with no supporting pillars. It was
transformed into a modern office WKRC-TV Cincinnati, WHIO-TV
Dayton and WENT (TV) Columbus
area contain! ng the station's have
formed an Ohio television netstudios and transmitter, film and
work. They plan to exchange proslide projection room, dressing
rooms, workshops and garage and
grams of sectional interest, WKRCTV announced last week.
storage space.
Among these programs, WKRCUpper floors are used as offices,
TV said, will be boxing, wrestling,
except for the "great hall," a 20 hockey, basketball and other events
by 40 foot space with a beamed,
vaulted ceiling two stories high. from Cincinnati Gardens under
This room serves as an auxiliary sponsorship of Hudepohl Brewing
studio and rehearsal room.
Co. [Broadcasting, Feb. 28].
WHIO-TV and WENT plan to feed
Grounds Practically Untouched
WKRC-TV major events taking
The grounds of the estate, wild place in Dayton and Columbus.
WKRC-TV and WHIO-TV, less
and overgrown — mostly with Eucathan 50 air miles apart, will exlyptus trees — will be left untouched
except for a small area that was
change programs via microwave
cleared for the new KGO tower.
relay. WBNT will not start exchanging until October, either by
The tower, rising 508 feet above
Mt. Sutro, reaches higher than coaxial cable or microwave, WKRCTV said.
anything else in San Francisco —
1,361 feet above sea level.
WHIO-TV is already on the air,
and WKRC-TV has moved up its
The tower will carry both KGOTV and KGO-FM and will increase
starting date for commercial telecasts to April 1. WBNT also is
the
station's
FM
power
from
3
to
10 kw.
expected to start in the near future.
Total investment in the property
and reconversion work thus far is
The three stations all have newsapproximately $500,000, according
paper affiliations. WHIO-TV (Dayto Gayie V. Grubb, KGO general
ton Daily Nevjs) is on Channel 13
manager.
(210-216 mc). WKRC-TV (CincinThe station expects to begin telenati Times - Star) is assigned
casting regular programs by May
Channel 11 (198-204 mc). WBNT,
1, and will start out on a schedule affiliated with the Wolfe
newspaof four hours daily during the evepers,
will
be
on
Channel
10
(192ning. About one- third of the pro- 198 mc).
grams will be live, originating
from the studios, one-third film and
one-third will be telecasts of sports
and special events.
TFA Chartered
The station currently is seeking
TELEVISION Producers Assn.,
a downtown studio location to augment the Sutro facilities.
Hollywood, has been chartered and
Several zoning restrictions im- recorded by State of California,
posed by the San Francisco City according to announcement by Mai
Planning Commission are:
Boyd, acting president. Group
The property may be used only plans to submit code of business
for the purpose of originating, re- practices this week to Los Angeles
area television stations as well as
ceiving and transmitting frequency
modulation, facsimile and TV
to New York Independent Telebroadcasts.
vision Producers Assn. cooperating
No structures other than the with it.
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RATE CARDS
Published for WNBQ,

WNBK

FIRST published rate cards for
WNBQ Chicago and WNBK Cleveland, NBC owned and operated
television
last week. stations, were distributed
Hourly rates for the Chicago
station during the Class A time
period from 6 to 10:30 p.m. were
set at $500 on a one to 12 times
basis. For the Cleveland station,
the same time periods on the same
basis were scheduled at $200.
One-minute announcements on
the Chicago station, live or film,
were subject to $100 charges during the Class A period on a less
than 13-times basis. The rate for
the Cleveland station is $50. Station breaks were set by the stations
at the same rate as one-minute
announcements.WNBQ
Typical rates from both cards:
1-12 times

KGO-TV studios, TV tower and
antenna at Sutro Mansion.

VIDEO

RATES
Increases Announced

TELEVISION rates, held down by
hitherto limited circulation, moved
upward last week in keeping with
greater receiver distribution in
three cities.
WABD, the DuMont Television
Network's owned and operated station in New York, changed its basic
rate from $1,000 to $1,250 a nighttime hour, effective March 1. The
new rate represents an increase of
25% while, network officials point
out, set ownership in Metropolitan
New York has increased 35% since
Oct. 1, last rate increase time. Advertisers currently using WABD
will not be affected by the rate
change until Sept. 1.
In Pittsburgh, the DuMont
owned and operated station,
WDTV, changed its basic rate from
$250 to $300 a nighttime hour,
effective April 1. Current advertisers on the station will not be
affected by the new rate until
Oct. 1.
In Toledo, Ohio, WSPD-TV,
CBS outlet, changed its rate, effective March 1, from $150 to $200
per nighttime hour. David V.
Sutton, sales manager of CBS television network, said the increase
gives partial recognition of the fact
that there are now 8,000 television
homes in the area, an increase of
16 times in set ownership over nine
months ago. Old WSPD-TV clients
will have the old rate until Sept. 1.
WBAP-TV

Schedule

WBAP-TV Fort Worth has started seven-night-a-week operation.
Since its debut last Sept. 29, the
station had been off the air one
night a week.

Class A (6—10:30 p.m.): 1 hour,
$500; 45 minutes, $400; 40 minutes,
$375; 30 minutes, $300; 20 minutes,
$250; 15 minutes, $200; 10 minutes,
$175; 5 minutes, $125.
Class B (5—6 p.m., 10:30—11
p.m. Mon. through Fri; 1— 6 p.m.,
10:30—11 p.m.. Sat. and Sun.): 1
hour, $375; 45 minutes, $300; 40
minutes, $280; 30 minutes, $225;
20 minutes, $190; 15 minutes, $150;
10 minutes, $130; 5 minutes, $95.
Class C (all other times) : 1 hour,
$250; 45 minutes, $200; 40 minutes,
$190; 30 minutes, $150; 20 minutes,
$125; 15 minutes, $100; 10 minutes,
$90; 5 minutes, $65.
One-minnte spots or 20-second
station breaks: Class A-$100; Class
B-$75; Class C-$50.
WNBK
Times ^p.m.): 1
Class A 1-12
(6—10:30
hour, $200; 45 minutes, $160; 40
minutes, $150; 30 minutes, $120; 20
minutes, $100; 15 minutes, $80;
10 minutes, $70; 5 minutes, $50.
Class B (5—6 p.m., 10:30—11
p.m. Mon. through Fri.; 1 — 6 p.m.,
10:30—11 p.m.. Sat. and Sun.): 1
hour, $150; 45 minutes, $120; 40
minutes, $112; 30 minutes, $90;
20 minutes, $75; 15 minutes, $60;
10 minutes, $52; 5 minutes, $38.
Class C (all other times) : 1
hour, $100; 45 minutes, $80; 40
minutes, $75; 30 minutes, $60; 20
minutes, $50; 15 minutes, $40; 10
minutes, $35; 5 minutes, $25.
One-minute spots or 20-second
station breaks: Class A-$50; Class
B-$40; Class C-$25.

WMAR-TV

Rate

BASIC rates for WMAR-TV Baltimore increased from $250 to $300
per nighttime hour on March 1.
Since its establishment in April
1948, set ownership reportedly has
climbed from 6,700 to approximately 36,700. CBS advertisers using
WMAR-TV will be protected at the
old rate on all periods used without
interruption until Sept. 1, 1949.
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COW!"'"

What's

'"^^

the latest in broadcast station equipment? What are the most advanced engi-

neering developments?
Come
remember

As a radio engineer, you will also be interested

communication

York and see for yourself. Be sure to

7 through 10.

Avail yourself of this opportunity for a firsthand, close-up examination of the superior design
and construction which have won and justified the
preference of so many broadcast station engineers
for Collins AM

and FM

transmitters, and for

COMPANY,

• Telecasting

And if, like so many

broadcast engineers, you

are also a radio amateur, don't miss this chance to
get a good look at the Collins ham transmitters,
exciters, receiver, and variable frequency oscillator. They're all there, in booths

FOR
COLLINS RADIO
1 1 West 42nd Street
NawYork 18, N. Y.

and navigation receivers and trans-

mitters used by the leading national and international airlines.

the booth numbers — 75 to 80 inclusive

— in Grand Central Palace, March

BROADCASTING

Collins speech equipment, and accessories.

in our large and varied display of Collins radio

to the Collins exhibit at the IRE conven-

tion in New

cxm^i

Cedar

75 to 80.

Make a note. "The Collins exhibit. Now that I must see!"

BROADCAST

QUALITY, IT'S.

Rapids, Iowa
458 South Spring Si.
Los Angeles 13, Calif.
March 7, 1949
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two

are

always

Two instead of one can make

better

all the difference in the

world ... in a wedding ... or in an important retail
market. Take Baltimore, Maryland, for example.
Baltimore,

as you know,

is a rich market

with

plenty of radio and television stations . . . but only
one broadcasting organization that offers both. That
one is WBAL.
You'll want to know, of course, why WBAL goes to
all this extra trouble for its listeners, its viewers and
its advertisers.
There's far more to it than the mere fact of a mathematical increase in circulation. There are the highly
interesting possibilities of merchandising,

promotion

and publicity that are so important to all sales at the
local level.
With WBAL

and WBAL-TV,

you provide yourself

with an automatic one-two sales punch that, in effect,
puts every one of those sure-fire techniques to work
for you. You multiply the effectiveness of every commercial message you broadcast in either medium.
The strength of the WBAL

combination

best illustrated by this fact. Many

is perhaps

advertisers, who

as yet use only one of the two media, have noticed
heartening increases in the effectiveness of their
advertising . . . just because the name

WBAL,

much

is associated

of the talent appearing on WBAL,

and

than

in the public mind

with both radio and television.

If it is true, then, that you see interesting commercial possibilities for your product or your service in
the wealthy Baltimore

market ... let us hear from

you. Or perhaps you'd prefer to get in touch with
Edward Petry & Company, our national representatives. They are ready and able to speak for us as well
as we speak for ourselves.

in Baltimore^ WBAL —
^ff^^^ both
and only WBAL^

li/BM
1090 KC
NBC

50 KW

Affiliate

6J6M7V
Channel 11 36.2 KW
NBC

Affiliate

2610 North Charles Street
Baltimore 28, Md.
UBM

anJ

6JB/IL

TV

^
, . .

Five

Weeks

Until

. . .

IN JUST five weeks the NAB meets in Chicago
for the 27th annual meeting of the nation's
broadcasters. Although the official agenda
won't show it, the convention, for many delegates, will be viewed as a "survival" session.
Among those absent will be former broadcasters who turned in their licenses — AM as
well as FM — since the last annual meeting in
Los Angeles 10 months ago. They threw in
the sponge. There are others teetering on the
brink of economic collapse. They ventured
without adequate knowledge of market or
medium and some without adequate resources.
Failures were and are inevitable. There are
.lust too many stations in most of the markets,
maior and minor. That's the way of free competitive enterprise. It wasn't necessary to
overcrowd the AM band by ignoring the recognized engineering standards and thus degrading service. Since it's too late to reallocate, the
laws of supply and demand must govern.
The danger is that all radio can suffer because of the failures of the marginal stations.
That does not have to be. If there were any
doubt about the dominance of aural radio as
the nation's No. 1 medium, the current Fortune
magazine sui-vey should dispel that notion.
That survey [Broadcasting, Feb. 28] revealed that people listen more than ever before
to the radio, even with the advent of television.
Of 14 leisure activities listed, 51% of the men
and 54% of the women liked most to listen. As
compared with three years ago 31% of those
polled listened more: 29% the same. 24% less
and 1% uncertain. Fortune called listening to
the radio "the great common denominator."
Certainly broadcasters have no reason to
take a defeatist attitude. Radio has never attempted to sell itself. And the sales story is
made to order.
In the next five weeks broadcasters should
ponder the job ahead. They should go to the
NAB convention with their minds made up.
That fundamental job, from where we sit, is
to sell radio for all it's worth. Where else
can an advertiser get so much for so little?
Confusion

Compounded

WE'RE confused.
The most threadbare term in the FCC lexicon is "woj-k-load." The Commission is months
to year.s behind on docket cases, rule-making
procedures, routine cases, international preparations, and what-not.
The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, under the lash of Chairman Ed
Johnson, has moved in on the FCC to such an
extent that even its normal snail's pace is
slowed down. Plans for reorganization of the
FCC into three semi-autonomous panels which
could function simultaneously were nipped by
the Johnson committee.
Then the FCC, in the face of all this, proposes a new so-called Avco procedure which
could result only in increasing its work. While
the competitive bidding requirement of the
Avco rule on station sales would be terminated,
the proposed new procedure would extend the
principle of advertising locally to all applications for new AM, FM and TV stations; "all
changes in frequency, power, hours of operation, or directional antenna patterns.
It does not require clairvoyance to fathom
the result. Every do-gooder, every crack-pot.
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every politician with an axe to grind would be
put on notice. The upsurge in hearing cases
would be astronomical and public funds, as
well as hard-earned radio dollars, would go
down the drain of ill-advised hearings.
And that's not all. During the same week
that it dropped its Avco block-buster upon an
unsuspecting and overwroght broadcasting
art, the FCC tells the same Johnson committee,
in answer to a series of atomic interrogatories
aimed principally at TV regulation, that there's
need for a "comprehensive network investigation." Perhaps there is. As the FCC points out,
there hasn't been a network probe since 1941.
But why not first things first? Why not
clear the dockets of the long-pending cases?
What about the TV allocations? And the
ruling on giveaways. There's the issue of network representation of affiliated stations. More
than a year has elapsed since the "editorializing" channel
issue was clutched
to FCC's
bosom and
the clear
case started
in 1938.
We would judge the FCC is confused too.
The panel organization, which the Senate
committee erroneously held to be "not contemplated" bythe law, is the only suggestion
of merit yet advanced to break the bottleneck.
It's worth the try. It would be of great help
too if the FCC would place deadlines on its
own operations, just as it requires all parties
on the outside to meet such time limits on the
filing of pleadings.
If the present processes continue, FCC surely will be driven to the wall by the sheer force
of its backlog of pending cases.

Fat

Pickings

Slim

FROM AUGUST 1942 to September 1948 the
American Fat Salvage Committee collected
924,210,177 pounds of used fats. This collection materially eased the acute shortage of
fats and oils for industrial use during the war.
Recently the advertising committee, now defunct, of the American Fat Salvage Committee
submitted its report citing the above figures.
Most broadcasters who got the report
started reading with some complacency. They
had every right to be proud. It was due
to their efforts, more than those of any other
one media, that the fat campaign succeeded.
In 1946, during the height of the drive, the Fat
Salvage Committee conducted a survey which
showed 89% of the women who saved fat heard
about the campaign on their radios.
In commenting on radio's part then. Wilder
Breckenridge, director of the committee and
a vice president of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, said the amazing number of women who
heard the radio messages was "well nigh incredible ifit weren't that such an outstandingly wonderful job is being done on the air
by With
everyone
concerned." broadcasters had reathat background
son to expect something rather nice to be
said about them in the report. But is it there?
Not one line! There is a fine credit to newspapers for selling space to the Fat Salvage
Committee. There is a long list of "acknowledgements" which covers just about everyone
from the Coast Guard to the ANPA. But nowhere is there a line of credit for the marvelous job done free by American radio.
Here's one more example of the way the
printed media, with their highly organized and
efficient promotion experts, have walked away
not only with the millions of dollars in revenue
which the Fat Salvage Committee paid for
space, but also with credit for the success of
the campaign — if one is to judge by this report.
Radio's contribution is well known. But, as
is often the case, radio fell down
on one important phase. It promoted the fat drive successfully—it failed to promote itself.

LEE ALLEN

LITTLE

A RADIO
station
"is not just a business . . .
it's a civic
institution."
With this thought always in mind, Lee
Little has successfully managed KTUC Tucson,
Ariz., for the past six years.
His spirit of public service and his bent for
promotion have been gained not only through
his managership of KTUC but through long
experience at several stations.
Radio-wise, Mr. Little started at 20 as a staff
announcer at KFRU Bristow, Okla. Next step
was
Tulsa.chief announcer for four years at KVOO
From Tulsa Mr. Little moved to St. Louis,
working first at KWK and then KMOX. It
was at KMOX that he began 15 years of association with CBS. While with KMOX, Mr.
Little worked closely with Bryson Rash, now
ABC Washington special events director.
After two years as an announcer at KMOX,
Mr. Little was transferred by the network in
1936 to its owned and operated WJSV (now
WTOP) Washington in a similar capacity.
At WJSV his experience really began to pay
off. He was soon promoted to program manager and produced the original Professor Quiz
program, first as a local show and later for
CBS. His production duties took him from
WJSV to CBS in New York where he devoted
his time to the feature until 1942.
Primarily an outdoors man — Mr. Little loves
to fish and hunt — he left the Professor Quiz
show for the Southwest and KTUC. As president and general manager of this CBS outlet,
he has devoted his efforts to building a better
station to more fully serve the community.
His public service efforts are not, however,
confined to station programs. Tucson is still
talking about the KTUC Bondwagon and
Bondbuggy (a Little idea) which sold War
Bonds during broadcasts from the downtown
area. A deliberately misspelled sign — "Waist
Paper Here" — on the KTUC lawn helped collect many tons of paper during a waste paper
drive. When the cruiser U.S.S. Tucson was
launched in San Francisco, KTUC held a mock
launching
a 30-foot replica in Tucson's
University with
Stadium.
Station, network and safety promotion were
combined by Mr. Little when he originated his
"Caution Before Speed" campaign. Signs
placed in the Tucson area contained a large
C, B and S, representing the network affiliation, plus the safety slogan and a plug for
the station.
Mr. Little feels this campaign really paid
off over the 1948 Labor Day weekend. The
state had nine fatalities but none was in the
(Continued on page 52)
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"Wherever there is music," said William
Cullen Bryant with a poet's eye for the
practical, "there is a throng of listeners." And wherever there is good music,
as there is always over WQXR and
WQXR-FM,

there is a throng of lis-

teners todelight the heart of any advertising man. More than half a million
families tune constantly to these stations
...so constantly, no other station can
reach them so effectively. These families love good things as they love good
music . . . and can afford to buy them.
That's why advertisers find these families
a most inviting segment of this biggest
and richest of all markets. May we pitch
your song to this throng?

AND WQXR-FM
RADIO STATIONS OF THE NEW YORK TfWFS
BROADCASTING
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Heads House Subeommit'tee
APPOINTMENT of an 11-man
subcommittee of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee to study matters pertaining
to the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Federal Communications Commission and the
Federal Trade Commission, was
announced March 3 by Committee
Chairman Robert Crosser (DOhio).
The SEC-FCC-FTC subcommittee was one of four named by Rep.
Crosser. Others named were transportation; public health, science
and commerce, and petroleum and
federal nower.
Named as chairman of the subcommittee on the three regulatory
agencies was Rep. Alfred L. Bulwinkle (D-N. C), who has been in
poor health and is presently receiving hospital care. Rep. George
G. Sadowski (D-Mich.), an advocate of considerable liberal legislation, was appointed vice chairman of the committee and will
shoulder the responsibility, for the
present at least, of the committee's
activities.
Subcommittee Purpose
The subcommittee, which in previous years had been designed to
handle exclusively communications
matters, has a ratio of seven Democrats to four Republicans. Three
Democratic members. Reps. Bulwinkle, Sadowski and Dwight L.
Rogers (Fla.) are past members
of the full Commerce Committee.
Democrats who have not previously
served on the full committee are
Reps. Eugene J. Keogh (N. Y.),
John A. McGuire (Conn.), George
H. Wilson (Okla.) and Thomas R.
Underwood (Ky.).
Republican subcommittee members, all with previous service on
the full committee, are Reps. Carl
Hinshaw (Calif.), Leonard W. Hall
(N. Y.), Harris Ellsworth (Ore.)
and James I. Dolliver (Iowa).
BUCHANAN
& CO.
Expands 1. A. Opeeation
BUCHANAN & Co. is expanding
its creative and service facilities
in the agorrcy's
Los Angeles office
with the appointment of Frederick
N. Polangin as
vice president
and executive
head of the Los
Angeles office and
Charles Coleman
as vice president
in charge of all
Mr. Polangin
commercial a c counts, Rudolph Montgelas, president, revealed.
Mr. Polangin in addition to heading the L. A. office will continue as
head of the West Coast motion picture department.
Mr. Coleman, who for the past
Page 50
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1894

penjamm

BENJAMIN A. McDONALD, 55,
general sales manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., died in
Philadelphia March 2. Death reportedly resulted from a heart attack, less than 12 hours after his
return from a vacation in Florida.
Mr. McDonald was a native of
Mallory, S. C, and spent his early
life in Parkton, N. C. He held
executive positions with the Seaboard and Illinois Central railroads
in Norfolk and Chicago before entering the radio field in 1930 in
Philadelphia.
He worked on the sales staffs of
WHAT WLIT and WFIL, all Philadelphia, before joining KYW Philadelphia in July 1940. Mr. McDonald became sales manager of the
Westinghouse-owned station in December of the same year. Appointment to the post of general sales
manager of all Westinghouse stations came in June 1943.
Mr. McDonald is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Louise Lawrence Mc-

ifWc^onalb
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TO NBC
to Honor Network

NBC will be the recipient on March
12 of an award presented by the
American Assn. for the United
Nations for "outstanding record in
the past year in the field of public
service programs" and "efforts toward the building of a better-informed public opinion in support of
theAnnouncement
United Nations."
of the award was
made last Wednesday by AAUN.
NBC President Niles Trammell
will accept the honor on behalf of
the network at the fourth all-day
conference on the United Nations,
at New York's Roosevelt Hotel.
Clark M. Eichelberger, AAUN director, will make the presentation.
The network has co-sponsored,
for the past three years, with the
organization and The National Education Assn., nation-wide observances highlighting the work of
the world organization.

Mr. McDONALD
Donald, and one daughter, Mrs.
Chester R. Messervey, both of
Philadelphia. Funeral services
were held Saturday.
Personal Hearing

RICHARDS

AWARD
AAUN

DENIED

Refused

by FCC

BY A VOTE of 4-1, FCC refused last week to grant G. A. Richards a
personal hearing, in advance and possibly in lieu of the scheduled March
16 hearing in Los Angeles, on charges that he had ordered station
employes to slant the news [Broadcasting, Closed Circuit, Feb. 28].
Mr. Richards, owner of KMPC
*
.
Los Angeles, WGAR Cleveland and quest "may be fully met by the
WJR Detroit, had conceded in a opportunity presently available to
petition that "portions" of the the petitioner to appear and give
at the hearing now
charges were true, expressed "sin- testimony
cere regret" and asked for "an scheduled for Los Angeles before
opportunity to offer personally . . .
E. M. Webster."
his assurance that they will not Comr.
"The very purpose of ordering
recur." He also asked that if the an investigatory hearing," FCC
scheduled hearing were still deemed
said, "was to afford the petitioner
necessary after his appearance, it full
opportunity to be apprised of
be held in Washington rather than
all the charges made in connection
Los Angeles.
with the foregoing matters and to
In denying his petition, the Comallow him full opportunity to premission left the way open for him,
sent his testimony with respect
"upon conclusion of the presentathereto." The order continued:
tion of all other testimony and evi... In view of the large amount of
information now in the possession of
dence in the proceedings, to request
the Commission,
which ofappears
the presentation of [his] testimony
sent unresolved issue
fact, ittois prenot
possible presently to conclude that the
in further public hearings in Washprocedure suggested by the petitioner
will result interminationaof these
more proceedings;
expeditious and
deHyde Dissents
ington."
. . . many persons who may have inComr. Rosel H. Hyde dissented
in issue and whoformation
are concerning
locatedtheinmatters
Los Angeles,
from the Commission's decision.
CaUf., may not have fuU opportunity
He noted that Mr. Richards had
to present relevant testimony. . . .
recognized that a personal hearing
... In the light of the crowded condition of the Commission's
would not preclude FCC from prothe Commission
en banc will becalendar,
unable
to sit in hearing for the extensive
ceeding with its investigatory hearperiod of time which may be required
ing if one still seemed appropriate.
for the type of hearing requested by
A grant of the petition, Mr. Hyde
petitioner.
maintained, would be consistent
Comrs. Paul A. Walker and
with the principles of the AdminisGeorge
E. Sterling, who were abtrative Procedures Act.
sent
from
the city, did not particiThe majority ruled, however,
pate
in
the
decision.
that most of the grounds cited by
The investigation originated as
Mr. Richards in support of his re- a result of charges filed by the
Radio News Club of Hollywood
alleging Mr. Richards ordered
several
years
has
been
Buchanan's
KMPC staff members to slant news
Los Angeles creative head and
account executive for commercial
against members of the late Presiaccounts, will continue to handle
dent Roosevelt's family and against
all commercial business.
certain minority groups.

KLAC PARLEYS
Atlass Ready to Take Over
FINAL negotiations are under
way for the ultimate acquisition of
KLAC Los Angeles by Ralph L.
Atlass, president and general manager of WIND Chicago and board
member of WMCA New York, and
Benjamin F. Lindheimer, Chicago
political, financial and sports figure.
"All that remains is the formality of signing
contracts,"
Mr.
Atlass said
in Chicago
Thursday.
The transaction is conditioned
upon approval by FCC to sale of
KLAC-AM-TV and KYA San
Francisco by Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey to Warner Bros, for package
price of $1,045,000 [Broadcasting,
June 28, 1948, Jan. 31, 1949].
Warner Bros, must resell KLACAM since it already owns KFWB
Los Angeles. Price for KLAC
is reported as "approximately"
Mr. Atlass has been conferring
$400,000.
during the last month with Col.
Nathan Levinson, Los Angeles
representative of the movie firm.
KLAC is assigned 570 kc with 5 kw
day and 1 kw night. Mrs. Thackrey also is owner of WLIB New
York and the New York Post.
CASSIDY, DAVIS
Get Overseas Press Awards

HENRY CASSIDY, NBC's European news director, and Elmer
Davis, ABC analyst, were scheduled to receive awards Friday
night at the annual dinner of the
Overseas Press Club of America in
the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Mr. Cassidy was to be honored for
"best consistent radio reporting on
foreign affairs during the last
year" and Mr. Davis for "best radio
interpretation
of foreign
The dinner was
to be news."
given for
Gen. George C. Marshall. Secretary of State Dean Acheson was to
be one of the principal speakers.
BROADCASTING
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HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

Here's that Hooper
SHARE OP AUDIENCE

Albany-Troy-Schenectady
TIME

WTRY

A

B

29.6

15.7

C

D

E

Dec. '48, Jan. '49
F
G

*
Total Rated
Time Periods

29.0

8.4

3-City
Saturday Daytime

33.0

Morning, Mon-Fri

40.8

Afternoon, Mon-Fri

18.1

8.3

20.0

20.3

7.6

4.2

3.1
3.9

10.0

1.4

14.2

4.4

6.4

2.7
4.8

0.8

5.3
3.2

31.0

18.3

10.3

30.7

15.7

7.3

3.0

5.6

4.9

2.6

3.2

1.7

22.1

Evening, Mon-Fri

30.9

2.3

1.3
1.1

Albany, Morning

45.4

Albany, Afternoon

25.9

9.5
23.6

24.6

3.8

0.3

10.0

4.6
7.5

20.1

7.5

12.3

1.9

0.5

* Saturday, Daytime — Not Included

5000 W

980 KC
WTRY

Represented by Headley-Reed
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TED COTT, WNEW New York vice
president in charge of programing, has completed his fourth
book, published by Hermitage Press,
New York, and titled A Treasury of
the Spoken Word. Book contains
poems and prose with annotation and
nterpretations by Mr. Cott, and was
nspired by weekly WNEW program
of same name.
EDWIN R. PETERSON, formerly in
sales department of
ABC, has been
named manager of
Central Division of
MBS. He will have
headquarters in Detroit. Prior to joining ABC in 1941
where he worked
for seven years,
Mr. Peterson was
with Chicago Better Business BuMr. Peterson
reau.
WALTER HAASE, station manager
of WDRC Hartford, Conn., has been
named head of Greater Hartford radio
publicity for Red Cross drive.
BILL SINOR, national sales manager
of KOPP and
KOPP-FM Ogden,
Utah, has been appointed assistant to
general manager.
He will continue to
be responsible for
all national sales
and station promotion.
CHARLES G.
BURKE, KFGO
Fargo, N. D., genMr. Sinor
eral manager, has
been elected to
board of directors of Fargo Gun and
Wildlife Club. He has been named
to committee for local Boy Scout
Troop 127.

GLENN

PAYNE
Killed in Jersey City

GLENN W. PAYNE, 53, pioneer of
network broadcasting at both AT&T
and NBC, was found dead early on
Feb. 24 near a crossing of the
Pennsylvania Railroad tracks in
Jersey City. He apparently had
been struck by a tube train of the
Hudson & Manhattan Railroad
which uses the PRR tracks there.
In 1920 Mr. Payne joined the
radio department of AT&T where
ihe was instrumental in the first
network hookups set up by that
company. In 1926, when AT&T
[transferred its network holdings to
ithe newly formed NBC, Mr. Payne
;went along as commercial engineer.
He drafted the first network rate
.cards, set up the first station relations department, developed the
first network research and in many
ways laid the foundation for many
of the present day network operations.
In 1942 Mr. Payne left NBC for
war service, at first in Washing^■3ge 52
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Respects
(Continued from page A8)
Tucson area. The National Safety
Council has commended him for his
work and Arthur Godfrey, on one
of his network shows, called attention to the KTUC efforts for
safety.
In 1945 and early 1946 the station participated in an extensive
fund raising campaign. And on
Jan. 22, 1946, KTUC presented an
iron lung to the Pima County
Hospital.
Later that year, when the newspapers went on strike in Tucson,
the station re-arranged its schedule
to allocate two 15-minute periods
a day to the city's papers for the
presentation of local news. Events
of local interest were aired in the
morning at 7:45 by the Arizona
Daily Star and by the Tucson Daily
Citizen at 5:30 p.m.
Another promotion gimmick of
Mr. Little's plugged not only his
own station but also its rival and
one of the KTUC advertisers.
KTUC prints a booklet each month
in which the program logs of both
stations are presented, as well as a
feature story spotlighting one of
KTUC's advertisers. Mr. Little's
theory in running the log of the
rival station is: "More sets in use
. . . with KTUC getting its share."
Active With NAB
Mr. Little's radio and public
service activities are not confined
to his station and Tucson. In 1947
he became a member of the NAB
Small Market Stations Executive
Committe and also is active in CBS
District 9 affairs.
Tall and slightly greying, Mr.
Little presents that "man of distinction" look. He drinks coffee
constantly, smokes one cigarette
after another and sports a welltrimmed red mustache. He is sharp
witted and has been known to indulge in a few practical jokes.
Mr. Little is a member of the
Tucson Rotary Club and serves on
the board of directors of the local
Chamber of Commerce. He is a
member of the Towncats, an organization interested in the U. of
Arizona football team, and last
June was elected president of the
Sunshine Climate Club.
At his home in the Tucson mountains Mr. Little spends many an
hour in his workshop. As evidence
of his handiwork, he can point
with pride to an additional room
which he built several years ago.
A great lover of dogs, Mr. Little
has always had at least one. He is
now breeding dogs at his home.
Vital statistics : He was born on
Sept. 4, 1904, in Decatur, 111., the
son of a piano tuner. While in
Oklahoma he met and married Lou
Wilson. The Littles have no children.
ton and more recently on Gen. MacArthur's staff as an executive in
domestic communications in Japan.
He returned to this country last
fall. He is survived by a widow
and two daughters.

NEWSMEN

BILLS

Action in 8 States — NARND"
EIGHT state legislatures have received bills that would exempt
radio and television newsmen from
revealing their source of information, the National Assn. of Radio
News Directors has announced.
A survey conducted by Tom

W6T Charlotte General Manager
Charles Crutchfield (r) assumes new
role as a fund raiser. Kenneth (Red)
Johnson, of the WBT Johnson Family
Singers, station's manager for a day
(Feb. 10), hands him prospectus on
Davidson Collegs $2,500,000 development program and sends him out
to work on the campaign. To point
up the drive Davidson students took
over various businesses in Charlotte
for a day, and Mr. Johnson got the
WBT ossignment. Station also alloted 50 spot announcements and
two 15-minute programs to aid the
collega. WBT's promotion manager,
J. R. Covington, is serving as a radio
reprssentative on the campaign promotion committee.
DEVNEY APPOINTED
Named Rambeau VP
APPOINTMENT of Edward J.
Devney, formerly on the New York
sales staff of Headley-Reed Co., as
vice president of the William G.
Rambeau Co., New York, was announced last week by William M.
Wilson, executive vice president
and eastern sales manager of the
firm. His appointment is effective
immediately.
Mr. Devney started in radio as a
salesman at WHK-WCLE Cleveland, moving from there to WIBD
Indianapolis. Later he joined the
Howard H. Wilson Co., as New
York manager.
CALF

SALE

KDIX Helps Raise $13,000
OVER $13,000 was raised in the
Dickinson, N. D., area for the infantile paralysis fund drive
through the cooperation of KDIX
Dickinson. Two "Polio Calf" sales
were held last month at local livestock pavilions for the benefit of
the drive, and broadcast by KDIX.
The still snow-blocked roads
caused small attendance at the
auctions, but phone calls kept the
sales going. Bids were called in
from a radius of over 100 miles and
were credited to their proper counties. KDIX gave five hours and 25
minutes of air time to the project,
in addition to 254 spot announcements and 10 quarter-hour shows
aired during the drive.
Two telephone lines for bidders
were available at KDIX and over
250 bids were received at the station. Each calf, contributed by
local livestock firms, was sold over
400 times in the two auctions.

Eaton,
standardschairman
committee ofand NARND's
news director of WTIC Hartford, lists the
states as: Colorado, Connecticut,
Indiana, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
Jersey, New York and Oregon.
Mr. Eaton said passage of the bills
appears likely in all eight states.
A measure to protect reporters
of all media — radio, television, facsimile and newspapers — was introduced in New York's State Senate
by Sen. Thomas C. Desmond and
was reported out favorably Feb.
17 by the codes committee.
The NARND survey shows that
bills have been introduced in two
states — Maine and Massachusetts
— to exempt newspaper and wire
service reporters only. NARND
will fight to have the measures
amended to include radio, television and facsimile newsmen, Mr.
Eaton said.
NARND launched its campaign
for privilege laws for newsmen of
all media last month, when the
board of directors unanimously apthe association's
support
in
the driveproved to
secure passage
of the
bill in New York. NARND will
push for passage in states where
enactment appears possible, according to Sig Mickelson, WCCO Minneapolis news and special events director and president of NARND.
INTERNATIONAL
NAB Committee Expanded
MEMBERSHIP of the special NAB
committee studying international
radio frequency allocations was
expanded last week to include clearchannel representation. The committee was authorized by the NAB
board at New Orleans [Broadcasting, Feb. 21] after hearing a report
by Forney Rankin, advisor to NAB
president on international affairs.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, NAB director-at-large
for medium stations, was named
chairman of the special committee.
New member is John H. DeWitt,
president of WSM Nashville and
special engineering counsel for
CCBS during FCC hearings.
Other committee members are
Everett L. Dillard, KOZY Kansas
City,
Class BNAB
FM director-at-large
stations; Henry for
W.
Slavick, WMC Memphis, NAB District 6 director; Calvin J. Smith,
KFAC Los Angeles, District 16 director, and T. A. M. Craven, of
Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington.
The committee, named by NAB
President Justin Miller, will cooperate in development of a government policy covering U.S. frequency
and power requirements prior to
the next NARBA conference.
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reach!

we say reach. . we mean reach!

KDKA reaches six teeming Metropolitan
Communities, night and day, in the 100%
BMB classification.
KDKA reaches twenty-four counties, night and
day, in the 95%-100% class; forty-three counties, night and day, in the 90%-100% class.
KDKA reaches more listeners in corporate
Pittsburgh, more listeners in metropolitan
Pittsburgh, than any other station.
Altogether, KDKA reaches 1,303,520 listener
families in 194 U.S. nighttime counties;
1,159,910 listener families in 117 U.S. daytime counties.
Important reasons why KDKA is one of the
nation's most resultful stations! Ask NBC
Spot Sales. . about availabilities.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS
Inc
KEX
KYW
KDKA
WBZ
. WBZA
. WOWO
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WB2-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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FINAL

IN EASTERN
NORTH

CAROLINA

TOBACCO

IS KING

WGTM
Covers

This

Market

. . . with

King- Size

Rich
a

Voice!

Mutual Exclusive
in this Area.
Write or phone us or our
National Fteprssentailve

"THE VOICE OF
THE GOLDEN PLAIN '
WILSON,

N. C.

500O Watts -Fuli-Time
590 Kilocycles
Serving 1,125,000 People
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED
BY WEED AND COMPANY
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GRANTS

WDZ Shift Authorized;
One Local Approved

power as compared to other staoperating
its market
area."
Comr. tions
Hyde
saidin that
the; application should not be granted unless
"an effective means of minimizing
interference" to KNOW is found,
such as reduction of power suggested by Bee Broadcasting.
Bee Broadcasting is a partnership composed of John D. Rossi,
Beeville businessman, and V. L.
Rossi, Corpus Christi oil man.
John Rossi would devote fulltime to
the station.
Comrs. Paul A. Walker, Robert
F. Jones and George E. Sterling
did not participate in the final decision.

FINAL DECISIONS were adopted by FCC last week to approve switch
of WDZ Tuscola, 111., to Decatur, 111., and grant new local station at
Beeville, Tex., to Bee Broadcasting Co.
The WDZ ruling was in conformity with the proposed decision of
the Commission in that proceed- *
ing [Broadcasting, May 3, 1948]. Hennock did not participate in the
Chairman Wayne Coy dissented in final decision.
The Beeville grant was made on
both the final and proposed decision. WDZ is assigned 1 kw day- basis of need for a local broadcast
time on 1050 kc. The final action outlet in an area where only one
in the Beeville grant, for 250 w weekly paper is established. The
fulltime on 1490 kc, was a reversal mutual interference with KPAB
'of FCC's earlier proposal to deny Laredo and interference to KNOW
the new outlet on engineering
Austin, Tex., by the proposed station was considered by FCC as not
grounds [Broadcasting, Aug. 9,
1948]. Comr. Rosel H. Hyde dis- sufficient to warrant denial as it
had held in its proposed ruling.
sented in the final decision.
STATE TOURNEY
The new Beeville station would
Illinois Prep Gomes on Air
Majority Favors
provide a primary service daytime
BROADCASTING of the Illinois
The Commission majority fa57,000 persons and nightvored the move of WDZ since to some
State High School Basketball
time to some 8,100, the Commission
Tuscola (2,838 pop. 1940 census)
found.
Tournament by 31 stations was apwould continue to receive primary
proved at a meeting of representaComr. Hyde dissented on grounds
tives of Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
service from the station when re- that the Beeville outlet would imlocated at Decatur (59,305 pop.).
the
U.
of Illinois and the Illinois
pair the reception of KNOW in
An auxiliary studio would be re- areas within the Austin trade area High School Assn. last Monday.
tained at Tuscola, FCC found. On
Tournament starts March 17 in
and "the effect must be to aggraquestion of some signal overlap
Huff gymnasium on the Illinois
vate the competitive disadvantage
campus.
with WMBD Peoria, 111., associated
of KNOW attributable to its relain ownership, the majority found
The following 20 stations have
tively high frequency and low been assigned space (three seats
the duopoly rule (Sec. 3.35) would
not be violated since Peoria and
each) in the front row of the
Decatur are distinct trade areas
gymnasium balcony: WSOY DeBENNETT ROSNER
catur, WVLN Olney, WMIX Mt.
and stations have separate proGets NBC Promotion Post Vernon, WTMV East St. Louis,
gramming and sales operations.
Chairman Coy dissented on APPOINTMENT of Bennett S. WBNU-FM Aurora, WTAD Quinground that move was contrary to Rosner as promotion manager of cy, WJBC Bloomington, WKRS
Sec. 307(b) of Communications Act
the NBC Radio-Recording Division Waukegan, WJOL Joliet, WDWS
which calls for equitable distribuChampaign - Urbana, WFJS - FM
was announced last week by Donald
tion of radio services. He pointed
J. Mercer, director of the division. Freeport, WCRA Effingham, WSIV
out move deprives Tuscola of its
Prior to joining the network, Mr. Pekin, WMRO Aurora, WROK
only local station while adding a Rosner was a partner at Rosner Rockford, WBYS Canton, WJPF
second outlet at Decatur. Comrs.
& Hutner Assoc., New York, a Herrin, WDAN Danville, and
George E. Sterling and Frieda B. promotion and public relations firm. WKID
and WILL, both UrbanaChampaign.
Before that, he was special proMerrill Lindsay, WSOY general
motion and exploitation agent for
CBS Growth
United Artists Corp., and during manager, who represented the IBA
(Continued from page 2i)
the war headed the public relations
at last Monday's meeting, said
office at an Eighth Air Force base WSOY will feed a network consisthas grown from a single New York
in the European Theatre.
station to a network of 30 outlets.
ing of WTAX Springfield, WGEM
Mr. Rosner succeeds Frank W. Quincy, WGIL Galesburg, WCNT
"These CBS stations serve major
U. S. markets which account for McMahon, who was appointed to Centralia, WLPO LaSalle, WKIL
Kankakee and WIRL Peoria.
the sales promotion division of NBC
over 50% of our effective national
advertising and promotion depart- WKID will feed WWXL Peoria,
buying power.
WILA Woodstock and WKRS.
ment.
"CBS-TV advertisers:
"CBS-TV billings for . the first
ating
ating —2.7
quarter of 1949 will be 40 times
1948.
FIRST 15 PROGRAM HOOPERATINGS— Feb. 28 Report
what it was in the first quarter of
No. of
YEAR AGO
—5.4
—0.6
Program
tions Sponsor & Agency
"And thirteen of the sponsored
*|-or — Pos.
11
21.1
Y shows on CBS today are CBS267 Kaiser-Frazer (Weintraub)
28.1
Walter Winchell
Hooper- HooperV package programs.
Original broad- cast 26.0
—5.5
''These facts summarize the reAdded by 2nd
—1.5
—0.3
ent trends toward CBS in radio
26.6
—4.3
McGee
& Molly 2.1 *Sta- S. C. Johnson Co. (NL&B)
broadcast
and television.
149 Lever Bros. (JWT)
Radio Benny
Theatre
25.1
25.0
25.6
Jack
American
Tobacco
(BBDO)
165
29.3
"Yet all these trends implement
30.5
Original broad- cast 22.1 167
but one basic, three-year-old CBS
+7.0
Added by 2nd
policy.
Bob Hope
3
Lever Bros. (Y&R)
broadcast 2.9*
"This policy, simply stated, has
14
T. J. Lipton-Div. Lever (Y&R) 21.0
been to obtain for CBS and its ad18.9
Godfrey Talent Scouts 160
150
13
20.0
151 Bristol-Myers (Y&R)
Duffy's
Tavern
10
153 Pepsodent Div.-Lever (FC&B) 20.8
vertisers the best-integrated proMy
Irma
19.7
26.5
23.2
AmosFriend
'n' Andy
18.9
149 Lever Bros. (R&R)
1?7
gram schedule in the industry,
21.1
Smith
Bros.
(SSC&B)
Stop(8:00-8:15,
the Music15.4)
(8-9) 174
19.6
18.8
broadcast over the strongest group(8:15-8:30, 16.2)
177 Eversharp (Biow)
ing of stations of any network.
(8:30-8:45, 23.2)
(8:45-9:00, 20.5)
"The practical advantages to ad179 P.
Speidel
Co. Co.
(C&P)(L&M)
177
Lorillard
vertisers of these accomplishments
+^.9
Mr.
DA Are Funny
160
Bristol-Myers
(DC&S)
32
People
are, we believe, self-evident.
164
B.
&
W.
Tobacco
(Seeds)
Mr. Keen
51
18.6
17.1
16.3
18.0
149
Whitehall
Pharmacol
(D-F-S)
28
Big TownPhotog.
14.3
"They insure to CBS advertisers
Crime
13.9
132 Lever Bros. (SSC&B)
11.6
59
the largest audience, at the lowest
16.9
163
Tone
Div.-Gillette
(FC&B)
10.8
16.5
* Second broadcast
than
one
average cost-per-thousand families,
to hear program.
more
opportunity
in broadcasting."
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+ 1.5
+4.1
+2.2
+5.3
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GraybaR
recommends

GENERAL

RADIO
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g
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Here's what you need to "watch" your broadcast signal as required
oy the FCC — whether for AM, FM, or TV. Any radio engineer
will O.K. these General Radio monitors, distributed by Graybar,
for their maker's products have been radio's favorites for decades.
Illustrated are the Type 1931-A Amplitude-Modulation Moni:or, which performs five functions for AM, including measurement
Df percentage of modulation on either positive or negative peaks;
-Jie Type 1181-A Frequency Deviation Monitor for AM, which
indicates direction and magnitude of deviation from assigned
frequency; the Type 1170-A Monitor for FM and the aural FM
channel for TV, which indicates both frequency deviation and
modulation percentage; the 1182-T Frequency Monitor for TV
video, which indicates transmitter frequency deviation. Complete
specifications are available via Graybar.
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting
for your entire station and grounds! Whatever your requirements
- to get the most suitable items most quickly, call your nearest
jraybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric
Zompany, Inc. Executive Offices: Graybar Building, New York 1 7,
Wew York.
4908

GRAYBAR BRINGS YOU
BROADCASTING'S BEST:
Amplifiers (1) (See key to numbers at right)
Antenna
(1)
Cabinets Equipment
(5)
Consoles (1 )
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,3)
Microphones,
Monitors (1, 4)Stands, and Accessories (1, 3, 6, 7, 8)
Recorders and Accessories (9)
Speech Input Equipment (1)
Test Equipment (4, 10)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (11)
Tower Lighting Equipment (2, 12)
Transmission Line and Accessories (13)
Transmitters, AM and FM (1)
Tubes (1, 2; 18)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (1)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (3, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17)

MANUFACTURED BY:
(1) Western Electric;
(2) General Electric; (3) Whitney Blake;
(4) General Radio; (5) Karp Metal;
(6) Hugh Lyons; (7) Meletron;
(8) Hubbell; (9) Presto; (10) Weston;
(11) Blaw-Knox; (12) Crouse-Hinds;
(13) Communication Products;
(14) General Cable;
(15) National Electric Products;
(16) Triangle; (17) Bryant; (18) Machlett

Distributor of WeStem ElectriC Broadcast Equipment

There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities.
f/iese are t/ie Graybar Broadcast Equipmenf Represenfafives in key cities:
XTLANTA
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
J. R. Thompson, Ma:n 0600
:. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
iOSTON
JACKSONVILLE
CLEVELAND
I. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1360 W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 5-7180
DALLAS
:hicago
KANSAS CITY, MO.
C. C. Ross, Central 6454
R. B. Uhrig, Grand 0324
: H. Taylor, Canal 4104
JROADCASTING
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LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Trinity 3321
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Wafkins 4-3000

PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 5131
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Main 4635
R. F. Grossett, Court 4000
RICHMOND
ST. LOUIS
E. C. Toms, Richmond 2-2833 J. P. Lenkerd, Newsteod 4700
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NEW

KW

Westinghouse

AM

transmitter

Completely new design — not just a "worked over" old
design— embodies every engineering improvement the
present state of the art affords. The new Westinghouse AM
50 HG-2 includes features not available in any other transmitter today. Check these high lights of the latest addition
to the famous Westinghouse line:
1. No tube rectifiers: the use of metal rectifiers
in all power supplies eliminates rectifier tube
replacement cost and greatly increases reliability
and dependability of operation.
2. Extended supervisory control: complete supervisory control system, co-ordinated with sequential interlock system and with overload and safety
protection systems, is provided.
3. Minimum floor space: the transmitter proper,
which determines the basic building requirements,
consists of only six individual, uniform cubicles.
Floor space requirements are minimized and instal ation issimplified.
d 4. Fewer tubes and tube types: only twenty operattvpe use"
ing tubes of only seven types are used in the
-o^^i!!^;;ns
for
in P
entire transmitter, including three diodes for r.f.
rectification and a voltage regulator tube.
yifie)
5. Centralized control: Operation is made easy and
rovi
definite by provision of complete controls and
indicators on the front panels of the transmitter
spares
cubicles. Motor-driven controls are used.

6. Built-in spares: the transmitter includes a complete spare crystal oscillator unit, a spare blower
and motor unit, and complete provisions for a
spare tube for each power amplifier and modulator tube.

-.ore rectifies

feature-

e

Add to these features the uncompromising quality of every
Westinghouse transmitter, and you can see immediately why
the new Westinghouse 50 HG-2 is your choice for 50kilowatt operation. Call your local Westinghouse representative today, for full details, or write the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-0216S

TV^stindiouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES . . .
OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Feltis
(Conthiued jrovi page 25)
AAAA; Kirk Jewett, ANA; Jack
Kurie, ANA; Robert Richards,
NAB.
BMB staff members present were
Mr. Feltis and Mr. Langley.
When he joins KING Mr. Feltis
will be returning' to home territory.
He began his radio career in 1929
as a salesman at KVOS Bellingham, Wash., the following year
moved to KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.,
as acting- manager and then spent
three years as manager of KPW
Wenatchee, Wash., before leaving
that state to become sales manager
of KFBB Grand Falls, Mont.
After serving as sales manager
of KIDO Boise, Mr. Feltis returned
to Washington to spend five years
as commercial manager of KOMOKJR Seattle. In 1942 he crossed
the country to join the station relations department of the Blue
Network and a year and a half
later went half way back when he
took the post of general manager
of the Central States Broadcasting
Co., operator of KFAB and KFOR
Lincoln and KOIL Omaha. When
the duopoly rule forced a separation of this trio, he remained with
KFAB as general manager.
That was Mr. Feltis' position in
1944 when he was appointed head
of the NAB research committee
that developed the BMB plan and
secured the NAB's approval of it.
The following January when
BMB was officially formed, Mr.
Feltis left KFAB to become BMB's
first president.
In his new position at KING, Mr.
Feltis will head up an existing AMFM operation, to which TV will
be added when and if the FCC
grants
station'sHis
application
for
a videothestation.
first official
duty will probably be the signing of
an application for a subscription
to BMB, a service KING currently
lacks.
Commenting on the effect of the
BMB development on his business
plan, C. E. Hooper said :
"We can look for a substantial
increase in our already sizeable
area coverage index business. This
index is in every sense of the word
a measurement in that, for example, (A) If but two stations

serve a county or an area and one
station really has twice the audience of the other, our index will
show approximately 66% and 33%
respectively; (B) If four stations
serve a county or an area and
divide the audience equally our index will show approximately 25%
for each.
"Buyer and seller experience
with the BMB has taught both to
appraise measurement methods
critically. I believe the time and
money spent on BMB is worth several million dollars to the industry
in educational value alone."
WJR DECISION
SCOTUS to Review Appeal
THE SUPREME COURT agreed
last week to review the so-called
"WJR Decision" under which FCC
would be required to accord a hearing to any existing station which
claimed it would be "harmed" by
the grant of a pending application
[Broadcasting, Oct. 11, 1948].
The case, an appeal from the decision of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
was placed on the Supreme Court's
summary docket, which means the
time for argument will be cut to
half an hour for each side. Authorities thought the case would be
heard in one to two months.
The case involves FCC's nonhearing grant for a new daytime
station at Tarboro, N. C. on WJR
Detroit's 760 kc clear channel. On
appeal by WJR, the Court of Apthe its
Commission's
decisionpeals
andreversed
attacked
reluctance
to hold hearings in such cases.
FCC maintained that not only
the Commission but administrative
agencies generally will be saddled
with "a serious burden" if the lower court's decision is allowed to
stand. In radio cases, it would
mean an existing station is entitled to a hearing even if the
alleged interference would occur
outside its normally protected contour.
HERBERT
President,
March 10,
Executives
Roosevelt.

HOOVER, former U. S.
is to address Thursday,
luncheon meeting of Radio
Club, at New York's Hotel
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NAB
LABOR

LAWS

Offers Amendments

To Senate Proposals

ELEVEN amendments to Senate legislation (S-249) to rewrite the existing labor laws were offered Thursday to the Senate Committee on Labor
& Public Welfare by Don Petty, NAB general counsel.
The amendments are designed to protect the public against harmful
labor-management disputes; recog- *
nize collective bargaining as a closed shop, and amendments are
offered to this effect. Featherbedmethod of settling disputes, and
ding is forbidden in a ninth amendnot a favor granted any segment
ment. New definition is submitted
of society; protect freedom of collective bargaining where desired
for
the
term "labor
organization"
on the ground
that there
should be
by a majority of employes; set up
complete equality in responsibility
an area within which it may funcof employers and unions for unfair
tion, and create adequate procelabor practices.
dural machinery.
Final amendment would protect
Mr. Petty contended on behalf
rights provided under the Admincf NAB that in the present bill the
istrative Procedure Act with its
obligation to bargain in good faith
separation
of legislative, executive
is imposed only on management
and judicial functions of governwhereas it should be mutual. He
ment.
suggested an amendment covering
this deficiency. Another proposed
change would provide that employers are not obligated to bargain
with a union representing superviTRANSFERS
sors if it also has non-supervisory
employe members.
Johns to Retire From WOSH
As to employer petitions, he
offered language permitting labor
RETIREMENT of Myles H. Johns
or management to file a petition from controlling interest in WOSHAM-FM Oshkosh, Wis., is revealed
initiating petitions when the emin transfer application filed last
ployer faces a request for recogniweek with FCC. Mr. Johns sells
tion from one or more labor organizations. A fourth change would
his 55% holding in the station to
his mother, Penrose H. Johns
change provisions covering interference and coercion, would forbid
(15%), and brother, William F.
Johns Jr. (40%, plus 15% now
coercion of employes in the exercise of their right to join or not to held). Total price is $62,000.
Other transfer applications also
join a union.
In the interest of freedom of were filed by WNOC Norwich,
speech, a fifth amendment would
Conn., and KCSU Provo, Utah.
specify that no statement by manWNOC is sold by H. Ross Peragement or labor representatives
kins, sole owner, to Eastern Conshould be deemed coercive unless it
necticut Broadcasting Co., new
carries threat of reprisal or promfirm, for total consideration of
ise of benefit. An important over$87,670. Eastern Connecticut is
sight in the bill is failure to in- composed of three equal owners
including John Deme, part owner
clude "services" in the secondary
boycott provisions, according to of WLAD Danbury, Conn., and
Mr. Petty, and proposed changes
WNOC general manager.
would strengthen the language in
Details of the transfers follow:
WOSHthis
respect
including
"make-work"
AM-FM Oshkosh, Wis.— Astactics which bring higher costs
signment of license to Oshkosh Broadcasting
Co., new partnership composed
and "are a cancerous growth
ot
same
owners
excepting one. Myles H
within labor and management
Johns, 55% owner
sells 40% for
to his brother, William F. Johns$45,500
Jr ,
Seventh amendment urged by
»lb,500 to his mother, Penrose H. Johns,
Mr. Petty permits injunction pro15% for
^^^kJ
"^^"'ee <>*her
WMIL I^'^,
(FM) Milwauk
and 8.33%
of
ceedings to enforce bans on secKCBC Des
Moines. William
Johnsowns
Jr.
alike." ondary boycotts. The union shop
wiJJf^rP^'i^JI''- H- Johns
WSHB Stillwater, Minn. Others conis favored as the maximum statutinuing J?*"*^
in WOSH *''
ownership owner
are of
hJ^d^'o
tory protection as against the
liamIF. Johns
Sr. and 22.5%
Frederick WilW.
Renshaw
.
WOSH
is
assigned
250
w on
1490 kc.
WNOC Norwich, Conn.— Assignment
ELECT LINDSAY
of license from H. Ross Perkins tr/as
Norwich
Broadcasting Co. to Eastern
Head of III. Broadcasters
Connecticut Broadcasting Co. for
$61,335.45 plus assumption of liabilities
MERRILL LINDSAY, general
totaling $26,335.45. Eastern Connecticut is composed of three equal owners:
manager of WSOY Decatur, was
John Deme, WNOC general manager
elected president of the Illinois
and part owner WLAD Danbury, Conn.;
Harrison C. Noyes, president and part
Broadcasters Assn. at its meeting
owner of daily Norwich Bulletin and
in Springfield a fortnight ago.
Record, and Clifford C. Oat, general
Other officers are Harold Safford,
manager and part owner of the Bulletin
and Record. WNOC is assigned 250 w
program director, WLS Chicago,
on 1400 kc.
vice president, and Hale BonduKCSU Provo, Utah — Assignment of
rant, general manager, WJBC
license from The Central Utah BroadBloomington.
Co. to Central
Utahcomposed
Broadcast-of
ing Co.castingInc.,
new firm
Charles Cook, general and comformer
partners
plus
B.
F.
Farr,Calif.,
general manager of KEEN San Jose,
mercial manager, WJPF Herrin,
who
buys
25%
interest
for
$7,000.
Origand Fred Mueller, general maninal partners are Frank A. Van Wageager, WEEK Peoria, have been
nen,
% owner,
and KCSU
Haroldis assigned
B. Van
Wagenen,
2/5 owner.
named directors.
250 w on 1490
kc.
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IN

NORTHEAST
IOWA
CONLAN'S LATEST COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF LISTENING HABITS

I

I

DOLLARS

8:00 TO
10:00 AM

10:00 TO
12:00 NOON

21.5%

25.0%

21.7%

23.0%

14.3%

13.9%

13.5%

13.8%

0%

5.5%

5.4%

KXEL

WHO

MORNING
TOTAL

7:00 TO
8:00 AM

1

4.6%

WMT

Here's

the UNVARNISHED
borders

more

TRUTH

on listening habits in Floyd County, Iowa, with

than 80 miles northwest

Keen and observing time buyers who want to reach the
vital and fabulous Northeast Iowa market have found
what Conlan's newest study conclusively proves . . .
THAT KXEL HAS CHANGED LISTENING HABITS IN
IOWA . . . HAS REAPED A NEW HARVEST OF ENTHUSIASTIC LISTENERS.
$230.00
Below is graphically shown the comparative
cost of one hour of radio time from 7:00 A.M. ,
until 8:00 A.M. on radio stations KXEL, WHO
and WMT.
These figures are taken from the
latest Standard Rate & Data Service.
$1 10.00

$120.00

from

KXEL's

transmitter.

KXEL's fine programming, fine production and comprehensive coverage plus shrewd know-how selling have
made KXEL the NUMBER ONE Station for radio listeners in this great market area. They are sold on and
sold by KXEL.
A glance at the Comparative Cost graph should leave
little doubt in your mind about the superiority of KXEL
as the best buy in Northeast Iowa.
THIS GRAPH SHOWS THAT WITHOUT KXEL TO
BRO ADCAST YOUR SELLING MESSAGE IN NORTHEAST IOWA YOU ARE PAYING FOR LISTENERS
WHO AREN'T THERE.
Buy KXEL and you buy listener preference.
KXEL
50,000 Watts
ABC
JOSH HIGGINS BROADCASTING COMPANY
WATERLOO, IOWA

KXEL

WMT

WHO

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND.
WATERLOO, IOWA

POWER SAVING
Rodio Spreads Word
A TOTAL of §11,375.97 was spent
in radio by the Puget Sound Power
and Light Co., through Strang &
Prosser, Seattle, to secure public
cooperation during the recent electric-power shortage in the Pacific
Northwest [Broadcasting, Jan.
24].
The figure covers the months
November '48 through February
'49, and represents expenditures
beyond Puget Power's normal radio
advertising budget. The total does
not cover such incidental costs as
production and transcriptions.
The muncipally owned Seattle
City Light Co., through Wallace V.
Mackay Agency, spent approximately $1,500 on spot over all local
stations, Broadcasting learned last
week.
WHDH

RATES
Protection for One Year
WHDH Boston, which boosted its
power from 5 kw to 50 kw Feb. 10,
has announced that advertisers
using its facilities on a continuing
basis will be given a 52-week protection on rates as of Feb. 28.
The new WHDH transmitter is
ten miles southwest of Boston at
Needham. Station is using three
Truscon towers, 570, 610 and 650
feet high. Transmitter is a Westinghouse.
WHDH also has installed a 5 kw
Collins auxiliary transmitter and a
gasoline-powered generator for use
in the event of power failure.

WSNY
BATTLE
Leighton Resumes Control
ommetcia

usly ionin
previo
OR ofADAMS
TREV
charge
radio, and
televis
activities of New York Yankees,
has been named assistant director of
sales for DuMont TV Network. Before joining Yankees, he was sales
manager of WINS New York and
formerly he had been sales director
of Texas State Network and on sales
staffs of WMCA New York and WHN
(now WMGM) New York.
ALLAN W. KERR, senior account executive at WCBS New York since
1944, last week
joined sales department of WPIX
(TV) New York.
Mr. Kerr was formerly with Free &
Peters Inc., William G. Rambeau
Co., Hearst Radio
and Radio Adv.
Corp., all New
York.
JOHN A. SCHNEIMr. Kerr
DER, formerly
with National Outdoor Adv. Bureau, has been added to
sales staff at WON Chicago.
JOSEPH GOODFELLOW, former account executive at WHLI Hempstead,
L. I., has joined sales staff of WNBC
and WNBT (TV) New York as account executive. He previously was

MIDCONTINENT
B ROADQ^^TSTING
CO.,
SIOUX
FALLS,
S£7UTH DAKOTA

INC

resident manager and vice president
of KSJB Jamestown, N. D.
TED STRAUSS has been appointed
commercial manager of KIXL Dallas.
LEO ROSEN, promotion manager of
WROW Albany, has been appointed
sales manager in addition to his present duties.
THOMAS M. COLTON, former manager of WDSR Lake City, Fla., has
been named commercial manager of
WRMS Ware, Mass.
WILLIAM P. MITCHELL has been appointed commercial manager of WBIG
Greensboro, N. C. He succeeds GILBERT M. HUTCHINSON, who is now
general manager [Broadcasting, Feb.
71.
THOMAS P. HAWLEY, formerly with
hook magazine, New York, and Good
Housekeeping magazine in New York
and Boston, has joined WCBS New
York sales staff. Previous radio sales
cico.
association was with KQW San FranGEORGE R. GUYAN has been appointed western sales manager for
WGN Chicago. Mr. Guyan, member of
sales staff since July 1947, is former
radio instructor at Stephens College,
Columbia, Mo., where he also was program director at KFRU. After joining WBBM Chicago in 1939, he became
chief announcer and head of daytime
operations. He was named operations
supervisor after serving as Army Air
Force public relations officer during
war.
RALPH BACHMAN, new to radio, and
DUANE CLARKE, formerly of KWAD
Wadena, Minn., have joined stales staff
of KFGO Fargo, N. D.
GEORGE R. TURPIN, former manager
of Continental Radio Features, Fort
Worth, Tex., has joined commercial
staff of WESC Greenville, S. C. He
will continue to be connected with
Continental.
JOHN E. HOPKINSON, former WJJD
Chicago and Hearst newspaper advertising salesman, has been appointed
exclusive representative of XERF
Villa Acuna, Mexico, 150,000 w station
across border from Del Rio, Tex. Mr.
Hopkinson
Chicago. is president of Dwight Adv.,
ROLAND KAYE and BADEN POWELL have joined KFI Los Angeles
as account executives. Mr. Kaye was
formerly in charge of merchandising
for Housewives Protective League Division of CBS Pacific Coast network,
and before that sales service manager
of KNX Los Angeles and CPN. Mr.
Powell was formerly with MBS New
York, and before that with KTRH
Houston.
HAROLD GAISFORD, formerly with
KLX Oakland, has joined sales department of KSFO San Francisco.
SAMUEL S. VIRTS, on sales staff of
WJPS
of a boy.Evansville, Ind., is the father

AN ORDER appointing a temporary receiver for WSNY Schenectady, N. Y., has been stayed by
Presiding Justice Snyder Foster of
the Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court. Justice Foster's ruliqg directs that George R.
Nelson, fermer WSNY vice president and general manager, and a
group of station stockholders who
obtained the order be enjoined
from taking any further steps in
the matter.
Win slow Leighton, who succeeded Mr. Nelson as WSNY general manager and who is also
president and treasurer of the
licensee, Western Gateway Broadcasting Corp., resumed operation
of the station Feb. 25, two days
after the receiver, Harold Salern,
had taken over.
The earlier order directing appointment of a receiver had been
issued by State Supreme Court
Justice Christopher J. Heffernan
on request of Mr. Nelson, now
head of a Schenectady advertising
agency bearing his name, and six
associates, all either past or present WSNY stockholders. They
initiated an action in equity
against Mr. Leighton and other
defendants, charging that control
of WSNY was obtained illegally
while Mr. Nelson was on vacation
in Florida in February 1948.
The Nelson group alleges that
Mr. Leighton gained control
through illegal stock purchases.
The group also has filed a petition
now awaiting action before FCC in
which Mr. Leighton is charged
with violation of U. S. statutes
concerning transfer of control of
radio properties. Also before FCC
is an application filed by Public
Service Broadcasting Corp. which
was formed by Mr. Nelson and a
group of Schenectady area business
men for the frequency WSNY now
uses, 1240 kc. WSNY is a 250 w
fulltime outlet.
CFOS Owen Sound, Ont., moved into
new building at end of February. Fornial opening of new studios will take
place in May.

5000
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930 K.C
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representati vc
national
JOHN
E. PEARSON CO,

U. OF MIAMI Radio Dept. has added
television to its curriculum, beginning
in
of spring
TV field.semester with lecture survey

WEED & COMPANY
NATIONAL RtPKESiMTATIVES
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LIMITING

AMPLIFIER
$85
5
used by more
200

stations— AM,

. . . One

than
FM and TV

of the best investments

your station

can

make!

WRITE us for bulletin
listing reasons why.
General Electric Company,
Room 102, Bldg. 3, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
* Set of tubes approximately
$33 extra.
GENERAL
BROADCASTING
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FCC

Federal Status

(Continued from page 28)

That's what all buyers,
of K-NUZ time give the
fine results their clients
get from K-NUZ's Texas
style programming and
spot schedules.
CLIENTS'
SALES

INCREASE
in

Houston!

AS K-NUZ

HOOPERS

INCREASE
OCT-NOV. NOV-DEC.
Morning 11.9 13.4
Afternoon 8.4 9.5
Evening

10.8

NATIONAL REP.

12.3

FORJOE & CO.

Dave Morris, Gen. Mgr.

k-nuz
"Your Good News Station"
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON
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delegations of authority to the
staff may be made.
"It should be recognized that
this program is proposed as a temporary expedient designed to break
the logjam which now confronts
the Commission. Its purpose is to
relieve the Commissioners of their
burdensome work load which prevents them from devoting their
energies to the basic and farreaching problems of communications regulation."
Long-range
planning activities,
the group suggested, should be
conducted on a continuous basis
under the leadership of the chairman. It advocated a permanent
planning committee of key staff
members to assist the Commission
in this work.
Panels System
In a discussion of the proposed
system of panels for broadcast licenses, special radio licenses and
common carrier regulation, they
recalled that FCC had previously
tried the system and abandoned it.
"Apparently," the group concluded,
"members were unwilling to specialize and too many matters required action by the whole commission."
"There is serious risk," the report
warned, "that the Commissioners
would develop parochial points of
view which would affect their approach to problems requiring action by the full Commission.
"Moreover, if the panels should
require a larger Commission in
order to staff them, that would be
most undesirable. On the other
hand, if the panels were able to
dispose of a large part of the work
of the Commissioners without appeals to the whole body, they would
relieve the members of much of the
present pressure of work load and
leave time for planning and broader
It was the opinion of the task
issues."that these factors could best
force
be weighed by the FCC and the
use of panels should be left to their
discretion. A panel system, the
task force said, should not be required by law.
It was suggested that the Commission "might find it advisable to
postpone the adoption of panels
until the other recommendations
have been given an adequate trial."
Fears that FCC might be taken
out from under the wing of Congress and placed in some department under the executive branch
prompted introduction of an
amendment to a government reorganization bill (S-526). The
amendment, offered by Sens. Edwin
C. Johnson (D-Colo.) and Burnet
R. Maybank (D-S. C), would prevent absorption of FCC by a large
executive department [Broadcasting, February 21].
Sen. Johnson testified before the
Senate Committee on Expenditures
in Executive Departments on the
amendment Feb. 28. No action was

taken on the bill by the committee,
which failed to reach a vote.
The committee, according to its
chairman, Sen. John L. McClellan
(D-Ark.), is considering limitatations on the President's authority
for government reorganization under the bill.

Legislation
(Continued
from page 28)
the risk of obsolescence in television sets as he does with other
purchases.
Comr. Hennock thought the public is entitled to a "calculated"
risk. She proposed a requirement
that manufacturers "indicate
plainly of just what components
the set is composed, what functions
it and they will serve and, based
on public notices issued frequently
and regularly by the FCC, whether
there are under consideration any
changes in frequency allocation
or standards for such equipment,
which would, if adopted, render
such equipment
valuable."
Comr.
Hennock alsoless
proposed
that
the manufacturer furnish the Commission data on adapting equipment.
Comr. Hennock suggested the
Federal Trade Commission have
jurisdiction under such legislation,
and work in close cooperation with
the FCC.
Color Question
Another view was expressed by
Comr. Jones, on the question of
color television. The majority answered affirmatively a question
asking whether consideration had
been given to a frequency allocation plan to insure the use on a
broad commercial scale of color.
Reviewing the hearing of last
September, the Commission recalled that it resulted in "fairly
general agreement among those
who testified that the 475 to 890
mc band should be used for black
and white television" and a portion of that band should be reserved for further experimentation
with color. There was agreement,
too, that color was still not ready
and more laboratory and experimental work was needed, the Commission reported.
The Commission said it has not

MEMO to:
FRANK

yet reached a decision on these
matters.
"In disposing of the questions
raised in this proceeding," the report said,
"the Commission
must
face the
important
policy questions
involved in determining the future
of television in this country. A decision must be mads on the question of utilizing UHF for highdefinition black and white, color,
the present black and white system
or Comr.
any other
Jonessystem."
thought it is time
nOw for color television and that
modification of black and white
transmitters and receivers would
be minor compared to other considerations.
FCC, he said, should be the first
to provide standards for orderly
development of color television.
The investing and listening public,
he said, should decide what it
wants.
"I do not think we are obligated
to consider the private interests
of any of these 55 licensees or the
manufacturers who are tooled up
for black and white transmission
and receiver production," Comr.
Jones said. FCC's only interest,
he said, should be the public interest.Comr. Jones told the committee
he was "distressed" because "the
inventor of the color television art
does not now have the enthusiasm
consistent with the zeal ordinarily
growing from such a discovery as
6 megacycle color television." ObComr.to Jones'
remark toservers
be a construed
reference
CBS color
developments.
Comr. Jones wrote:
In my opinion
television
provided
for now.color
Everv
day the can
probbe
lem
of
changeover
becomes
severe. The modification of black more
and
white transmitters and receivers is
minor involved.
compared toThis
the other
considera;-of
tions
modification
receivers should not cost more than
converters for present TV receivers to
receive signals in the UHF band if
and when UHF bands are opened to
commercial broadcasting.
I believe television will not be a fullgrown industry until color is provided.
Color siveexcites
of our most
responsenses. Aonetravelogue
in color,
an
oil
painting
reproduced
in
color,
advertisement for colorful clothing anin
color — what a difference in enjoyment
the TV viewer would get. If we think
in terms of opening the UHF in 6000 kc
band width per channel so that licenses
may be granted and licensees may
operate TV broadcast stations in small
markets casterswhere
AM interest,
broadnow serveFMon
theand
public
(Continued
page
6i)
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Looking for an established women's program? Your
best buy is the Mary Monroe Program 2:15-2:30 P.M.
daily,
WCKY with a 4.8* rating.
* (Pulse on
Jan.-FebJ.
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Association of American Railroads
Transportation Building
Washington 6, D. C.
WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
March 1, 1949
To the PRESS and RADIO:

Subject;

RAILROAD

EFFICIENCY

Modern railroading must be efficient if our railroads
are to be able to provide the mass transportation upon which
this nation's
is based.

present

economy

—

its very standard

Let's see how well the railroads
requirement.

of living —

are meeting

this

In 1948, the American railroads carried nearly half
again as much freight traffic as they did during the pre-war
record year of 1929, and they did it with about half a million
fewer cars than they had twenty years ago.
The railroads were able to do this much greater transportation job with considerably less equipment because they
were operating at record efficiency.
For instance, in 1948, the
average freight train did more work than ever before as measured in tons of freight moved one mile in an hour.
It turned
out 18,779 net ton-miles of transportation service for each hour
it was on the road as compared with 10,580 ton-miles in 1929.
This is but one example of the ever-growing efficiency of railroading — an efficiency which has meant lower
costs than would otherwise have been possible in the face of
rising wages and price levels.
It has also meant better service
and greater adequacy and dependability.
This efficiency
will continue to increase as time goes on.
Sincerely,
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Legislation
(Continued from page 62)
color is almost a must to cut down operating expenses. For example, black
and white TV has to depend largely
upon action (movement) which becomes a rather expensive type of proto produce.
enjoyment lessoi
color gramalone
wouldThenecessitate
action. Possibly the industry has been
too wrapped up in the fact that TV
is such an effective advertising medium,
givingimpression
the viewer
an indelible
of thesuch
broadcast.
This is a two-edged sword. The indelible impression not only makes
repetition less necessary but also more
objectionable. One might listen to the
same identical record of music hundreds of times over a long period but
he would not enjoy such repetition of
the same movie. This factor is a major
one incomeTVmore and
can asbetheexpected
becrucial
novelty towears
off. Color will provide a whole hew
dimension in programming.
I have stated my views more fully
because ceivers
I do
not think
renow should
impair1,000,000
the whole
future television system.
On the question of monopoly control in the manufacturing of transmitters and receivers, the committee was advised that FCC is
presently conducting a study of the
patent situation in the radio field
and also "the practice of companies
buying patents which they do not
themselves own for licensing to
others, in order to determine
whether such practices are inconsistent with the Sherman Act."
The Commission had concluded,
the report said, that under the
Communications Act of 1934, it is
authorized to promulgate regulations "designed to coi^rect the
abuses disclosed by its investigation of chain broadcasting."

FCC told the committee "appropriate action may
result"
from
the interpretation
of the
Sherman
Act given by the Supreme Court in
the so-called network case in which
it was held that prohibitions of the
Sherman Act do apply to broadcasting.
The Commission reviewed its
anti-trust authority, the current
patent probe and multiple-ownership rules. FCC feels, the report
said, that it would be warranted
in refusing a renewal of license on
the ground of lack of qualifications
if a network compelled its affiliates
to violate the network regulations.
"However," the Commission conceded, "this is a clumsy method of
enforcing regulatory policy."
The majority held that opening
up the UHF television band under
standards different than those in
VHF
would ofmean
slow"
development
UHF. "fairly
Comr. Jones,
however, took a more optimistic
view.
The result of opening the UHF
band, the Commission held, would
be "great pressure on the Commission to make a nation-wide television system out of the present
12 VHF channels, an obviously impossible situation."
Considering Problems
Sen. Johnson was given Commission assurance that it is "considering the problems of 'Stratovision' and will give earnest and
sincere consideration not only to
the technical problems but to the
economic
and
social problems

k

I960

Picture?

Will our rockets have reached the moon? Will the uses ot
otomic energy be a boom to mankind? And v/hat about
broadcasting? Perhaps a new miracle of air transmission
will be exciting the world.
In 7960, OS today, you can bank on this: Havens &
Martin Stations will be experimenting, pioneering, and
programming for the listeners of Virginia.
Watch the First Stations of Virginia in 1949.
WMBG
WTVR
WCOD
Page &i
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Oihjqima
Havens of
& Martin,
Inc., Richmond, Vo.
John BLAIR & Co., National Representatives
Affiliates of NBC

which
implicit in said
the system."
The are
Commission
it was
watching the Stratovision experiment with "great interest" and
felt that "if the system works, it
could mean television service to
extensive rural areas which would
otherwise be outside the range of
any television station utilizing a
land-based antenna."
If successful, Stratovision, the
Commission
said, what
"wouldthedo clear
for
UHF television
channels were designed to do for
standard broadcasting and very
high power stations are authorized
to do in the FM field. The Commission feels that it must be concerned about getting television
service to all the people of this
country and not simply to those
living
suburbanfoe areas."
Sen. inJohnson,
of high power
on clear channels, had earlier indicated he would delay introduction
of a bill he had threatened to introduce to prevent licensing of Stratovision [Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
A promise was offered by the
Commission that it would give
"very careful consideration" to
whether Stratovision, if it proves
feasible, would be restricted to
relay functions or whether operators would assume the obligations
of a common carrier.
Licensing of Stratovision would
result, the report said, in "very
careful safeguards" being imposed.
One safeguard might be to limit
ownership to one station to any one
group. Authorization of Stratovision, the Commission said, would
also call for careful consideration
of the question as to whether
"networks should be precluded
from owning any such stations and,
indeed, whether such stations
should be permitted to be affiliated
with any of the networks. In this
manner Stratovision stations might
serve as a very useful antidote to
the power presently held by the
networks over programs heard by
the AmericanJones'
people."
Views
Comr. Jones gave additional
views on Stratovision. "Stratovision system of operations," he
said, "appears at the present state
of the art to offer the only possibility for the thinly populated areas
of the country to generally reaeive
satisfactory TV signals."
Stratovision stations, he maintained, should be so located as to
"supply the large areas principally
and the highly populated areas incidentally." Comr. Jones warned
that "we should not permit a situation to develop as in the case of
our present clear channel stations
which are used primarily to supply
He cities."
contended that Stratovision
large
should be considered as a common
carrier if it was considered undesirable toidentify it as a licensee.
"If three broadcasting channels
were provided for each Stratovision
plane, three separate programs
would be available over all the large
areas," he pointed out. Under such
an arrangement no network or
group would necessarily have exclusive use of any Stratovision
facility, he said.

HUMAN

RELATIONS

Improvement Is IDE Aim
HUMAN RELATIONS programs
for specific use in schools throughout the country as well as by radio
stations will be the primary 1949
objectivecraticofEducation
the Institute
Demo-of
Inc., itsforboard
governors announced at a meeting
Feb. 24 at New York's WaldorfAstoria Hotel.
Board members who met to plan
the year's activities include Elsie
Dick, MBS director of women's and
religious activities; Robert B. Hudson, CBS director of education and
opinion broadcasts; I. Keith Tyler,
director of radio education, Ohio
State U.; Rabbi William F. Rosenblum,
Temple Israel, New York;
and others.
The Institute plans to produce a
new, special series of Lest We Forget children's programs for simultaneous release to schools and stations, based on those transcribed
during 1948 and used on playback
machines in classrooms and for
broadcast by Board of Education
radio stations in various cities. For
his work as IDE program director,
and his recognition of the need for
overcoming prejudices in children,
Harold Franklin received special
commendation from the board of
governors.
Also announced by the board
was
in 1948
Institute's
radio that
programs
werethebroadcast
by
the largest number of stations in
its history. These Great Americans was carried by 900 stations.
The American Dream by 810, and
Stories to Remember, by 302. Little Songs on Big Subjects, produced in cooperation with WNEW
New York, were broadcast by 618
stations in a second release, matching in station coverage, the release
of the preceding year.
Another Institute program, the
13-program dramatic Italian-language series, II Prossimo Tuo (The
Man Next Door), produced in cooperation with WOV New York, is
soon to be released to all Italian
language stations in the United
States, and is the first major transcribed series dealing with discrimination problems in the history
of foreign language broadcasting.

1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rep., WEED & CO.. New York
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Kerens

the

Recorder

You

asked

for!

The best features of Presto's dual motor
gear drive with the overhead mechanism
and turntable of the famous Presto 6-N.

YES, engineers have often asked us for a
compact, economical yet high-quality recorder. Now you may have it in the Presto
65- G for standard and microgroove recording.
Here is a unit ideally suited and priced for
the typical broadcast station or large transcription manufacturer. List price, Standard
Model, S996I {$70 additional for microgroove.)
Here's perfection in total speed regulation
and very low mechanical disturbance, thanks
to the standard Presto dual motor gear drive.
Here's high-quality recording, too, for the
66- G, of course, includes the Presto 1-D cutting head.
%u'll find 66-G equal to the most exacting
recording tasks when used with suitable amplifiers such as Presto 92-A recording amplifier and 41-A limiter amplifier.

FOR HIGHEST f/Dfl/TY. . . ITS PRESTO DISCS
Microgroove, even more than standard recording,
cemands a perfect disc. The answer is Presto. For,
sixteen years ago, Presto made the first lacquer-coated
discs . . . and today Presto discs are first in quality.
READY NOW: Magnetic Tape Recorder
Presto will show its new super quality magnetic
tape recorder at Booths 25-26 at the I.R.E. Show,
March 7th. Be sure to see it!
RECORDING

CORPORATION

Paramus, New Jersey
^
WORLD'S LARGEST

BROADCASTING

MANUFACTURER
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J
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 500, Hackensack, N. J.
In Canada: WALTER P. DOWNS, LTD., Dominion Sq. BIdg., Montreal

OF INSTANTANEOUS

SOUND

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

AND DISCS
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WHAS Bidding
(Continued from page 27)
evidence as to its financial ability
to build and operate WHAS-TV.
This suggestion came when it developed that Avco Mfg. Corp., Crosley parent, had signified plans to
lend Crosley enough money to buy
WHAS but had made no comparable commitment with respect to
construction of WHAS-TV.
Crosley spokesmen said they felt
additional evidence was unnecessary but that they would supply it.
Mr. Shouse testified that Crosley's
total assets amounted to $4,453,001
while those of Avco and all its
subsidiaries aggregated $89,833,443, as of last Nov. 30.
Discussing sale of the WHAS interests, Mr. Baker said book value
of the stock being transferred is
$391,954 and that the replacement
cost of the equipment was estimated

PARAMOUNT

at $751,615 in 1947. The latter
figure, he said, does not include
$215,000 in leasehold improvements
made by WHAS in connection with
the new quarters, or some $84,000
which has been spent on equipment.
Mr. Baker estimated that the adjusted sales price will be approximately $1,825,000 as of mid-March.
The contract also provides for
Crosley to lease space in the new
Courier- Journal building for 10
years at $75,000 a year. Failure
to get the TV grant extended would
have no bearing on the sale contract.
Mr. Baker said the net worth of
WHAS Inc., licensee of the radio
properties, is $391,000 of which
$51,000 is cash. WHAS earnings in
1947 were $139,711 before taxes
and $84,262 after; in 1948, $253,772
before and an estimated $162,572
after. The radio and newspaper
properties and the commonly owned
Radio, Video Interests
Definitely Split

PREDICTIONS that Paramount Pictures' radio and television interests
would be divided [Broadcasting, Feb. 14] were confirmed last week with
official disclosure of terms of the anti-trust consent decree designed to
split the film firm into two separate companies.
WBKB (TV) Chicago, licensed
the film company controls
to the Paramount subsidiary Bala- that
ban & Katz, will go to a firm to be DuMont.
DuMont owns WABD (TV) New
known as New Theatre Co., it was
York, WTTG (TV) Washington,
reported, while KTLA (TV) Los
and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and
Angeles, licensed to Paramount
is applying for Cincinnati and
Television Productions, and ParaCleveland. Both Paramount and
mount's 29% interest in Allen B.
DuMont ai-e fighting FCC's holding
DuMont Labs will go to a second
that the film company controls Dunew firm. New Picture Co.
Mont.
Presumably Balaban & Katz's
Terms of the Paramount consent
WIBK (FM) Chicago and other
decree,
which would terminate the
Paramount radio and television ingovernment's
suit against
terests and applications will also the company, anti-trust
were revealed by the
go to the new theatre concern, with
Justice Dept. The department and
the exception of a San Francisco
the Paramount board have agreed
TV application. These other inter- to the terms, which must also be
ests include 25% of WSMB New
approvedholdersby
theNew
company's
stockOrleans, 50% of a firm applying
and the
York District
for AM in Atlanta, 10% of one in
Court. The stockholders' vote is
Hot Springs, and television appli- slated
for early April.
cations for Detroit, Boston, Tampa,
Under the decree. Paramount
and Des Moines.
would be divided into two sepaIn television, each of the new
rately owned companies. One
firms presumably would be allowed
would produce and distribute films
five stations, whereas Paramount
and the other would operate thenow has that maximum if FCC
atres. About 800 of Paramount's
makes final its proposed finding present 1,450 theatres would be
sold, however.
Stock of the new theatre company will be placed in the hands
of a voting trustee which under
court supervision will administer
Store Broadcast Equipment
~
E
trust provisions designed to insure
L
A
S
Broadcast Quality
FOR Wired Music Studio
separate voting control of the two
I
Console: Dual Control Panel, 2-speed
REK-O-KUT
Model
Turntables;
new firms by the end of five years.
Western
Electric
Salt VShaker
MicroParamount stockholders will be isphone; Dual Meissner Model 9-1091
sued shares of stock in the new
AM and FM Tuning Receivers with
Monitoring Speakers; Prc-Amps and
picture company and certificates
Line Driving Amplifiers. Complete
of interest in the new theatre firm.
for Wired Music, Store Broadcasting,
or Remote Studio Operations. ComThe certificates may not be conplete Western Electric Limiter Ampliverted into stock in the theatre
fier;
including,
126-C
Amplifier,
298A Control Panel, and 208 Rectifier.
company,
however, until the owners
REK-O-KUT Master Pro, Model
certify they own no stock in the
M-5, Record Cutter.
Can
be bought
complete or separately^
picture company. If by the end of
Excellent
condition.
two years 51% of the stock of the
new theatre concern has not been
CONSUMERS AID, INC.
released from the trust, the trus9 S. Clinton St. • Financial 6-3065
tee shall retain 100% for all diviCHICAGO, ILL.
dends due persons who have not yet
converted.
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Standard Gravure Co. have combined current assets of $2,014,885;
current liabilities of $1,099,622, and
net current assets of $915,263, Mr.
Baker reported.
He attributed the decision to sell
the radio stations to a desire of
Mr. Bingham for "complete financial self containment." The $6,000,000 bond issue for construction of
the new building is twice what had
been expected in original planning,
and in itself violates a 30-year
family tradition, Mr. Baker reported. Complete ownership and control of their properties has been
"almost a fetish" with Mr. Bingham and his father, the late Judge
Robert Worth Bingham, he asserted, explaining that sale of the
WHAS stock "provided a means
of making a substantial reduction
in the amount of . . . outside fiIn his discussion of the Crosley
nancing."
interests, particularly the operation of clear-channel WLW, Mr.
Shouse
company's
FM
stations said
at the
Columbus
and new
Dayton
would duplicate the programs of
Crosley's Cincinnati FM outlet,
which itself duplicates WLW proHe also disclosed hopes that
grams.
Crosley's WINS New York would
achieve its authorized 50 kw nighttime operation "sometime this summer." The technical problems which
have stood in the way, he said, have
been "pretty well licked."
Alien Owners Factor

cotmnt
March 15-17: Radio Manufacturers
Assn. Chicago.
spring conference, Stevens
Hotel,
March 16: FCC Hearing on G. A.
Richards'
Bldg., Los news
Angeles.policies, Federal
March 17-18: Fifth Advertising and
Sales Promotion Conference and Second Television Seminar, Ohio State
U., Columbus.
March
23-25: Assn. of National AdvertisersHot spring
meeting,
stead,
Springs,
Va. The HomeMarch 26-27: Mississippi Broadcasters
Assn. meeting, Gilmer Hotel, Columbus, Miss.
April
: FMA Clinic on FM Time Sales,
New 1 York.
April 1: U. S. National Commission, for
UNESCO, second national conference,torium,
radio sessions,
Cleveland AudiCleveland, Ohio.
April 4-8: Society of Motion Picture
Engineers annual convention. Hotel
Statler, New York.
April
6-8: AAAA
convention.
The
Greenbrier,
White Sulphur
Springs,
W. Va.
April 6-13: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel,ingChicago
(April
Engineersessions; 10,
NAB6-9,unaffiliated
stationsment sessions).
conference; 11-13, ManageIt was to have been completed within two years, he said. He reviewed
WHAS' interest in television since
its first application for a station
in the late 1920s as well as technical and other difficulties encountered since the video permit
was granted.
Mr. Sholis testified that investment in building plant for TV
totals $275,000 to date. Mr. Towner
stated that his revised estimate
of investment in TV by date of
operation will total some $306,712 and that additional sums would
have to be spent soon after for
additional equipment as operation
expanded. Some $50,000 already
has been spent in equipment over
the figure quoted for current building plant investment, it was said.
The WHAS
representatives
pointed out that it was not possible from a business, operational
or practical standpoint to put the
TV construction ahead of the AMFM move because of the integrated
set up in the new building. It
also was pointed out that even
if additional construction time were
denied WHAS and the facilities
awarded some other applicant,
the commencement of a second TV
service in Louisville would be delayed even longer. WAVE-TV is
now operating there on Channel
5 (76-82 mc).

question
of aliens'
in The
Avco,
the owner
of interests
Crosley,
came in for extended discussion
after it was brought out that a
survey of stockholders, made by
Avco's transfer agents, indicated
2% is owned by aliens, 67% by
U. S. citizens, and 31% by U. S.
residents whose citizenship is not
known (they didn't reply to questionnaires). FCC counsel noted that
when Avco acquired Crosley in
1945, 1.24% of the stock was listed
as alien-held and 79% by U. S.
citizens.
Robert E. Dunville, Crosley vice
president and general manager,
took the stand Thursday afternoon to discuss WLW merchandising operations and advertising
standards. His testimony was
slated to continue Friday (see
page 90). Technical testistory, mony
relating to the question of
signal overlap between WHAS and I PUBLIC RELATIONS EXPERT
WLW — and whether it is sufficient '
Salary: 50^ for life.
to justify FCC invoking its duI
the business.
Experienced
opoly ban — probably will highlight
■ in Best
all inlines.
Good appearance.
this week's sessions.
I Personable. Tireless worker. Proven
Mr. Bingham was the first I results. NAME: MICRO-LITE, the
WHAS witness, testifying principally on the history, policies and I handsomelight. miniature
Imprinted withkeychain
your flashname
I and give as a premium, it is the
goals of the stations operations.
Mr. Sholis, WHAS director, pre- I best good will builder in the busisented a detailed series of ex- I ness. (It has also worked wonders
hibits ranging from background in- I for stations themselves.)
formation on past WHAS operaI
promotional
tailored
- to For
your
line . . plan
. price
list,
tion to a pictorial review of new
' sample, literature, write on your
construction progress. He ex- I business letterhead to Dept.
plainedstruction
that thestemmeddelay
TV many
confrom inthe
I MICRO-LITE CO., INC.
de.lays in the construction of the
new building, planned during the I B-37
44 West 18th St., New York City- 11
war and begun in January 1946.
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Calif. Broadcasters
ADV.
BUREAU
Study Plan
CALIFORNIA
Broadcasters
Assn.
is
considering establishment of a
turers
Bureau of Advertising, similar to that maintained by newspaper publishers, to promote radio as an advertising media.
The
idea
was25 evolved
the association's annual meeting in San
Francisco Feb.
and wasatturned
over to the organization's board of
directors for implementation.
The proposed bureau would be
supported by all member stations
of the association and would carry
out projects designed to favorably
influence advertisers on behalf of
radio generally without emphasizing any particular type or field of
advertising.
The conference, attended by
nearly 100 broadcasters from
throughout the state, also:
Discussed ways and means of
cutting station operation overhead.
Received reports on the New
Orleans NAB meeting from William Smullin and Calvin Smith,
directors of Districts 15 and 16.
III Elected new officers for 1949:
Art Westlund, general manager
iince ! and president of KRE Berkeley,
I was elected president of the association, succeeding Harry Butcher,
general manager of KIST Santa
mi Barbara. Other officers elected:
Don Tatum, of Don Lee Broadcasting System, vice president and
TV director; Ed Barker, manager
m 1 KLOK San Jose, vice president and
late ! director; Paul Barlett, KFRE
Fresno, re-elected secretary-treasurer; Van Newkirk, KRO San
Bernardino, director. William
Bates of KRTB Modesto, continues
as a "holdover" director.
Major portion of the all-day
meeting was occupied by two panel
sessions: "The Development of
New Business" and "Station Overhead."
The New Business panel, which
brought forth the idea for a Bureau
of Advertising, was headed by
Philip G. Lasky, KSFO San Francisco. Participants included Lincoln Dellar, KXOA Sacramento;
Cal Smith, KFAC Los Angeles; and
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland.
The panel on overhead was led
by Mr. Westlund. Participating
were Gayle Grubb, KGO San Francisco; David McKay, KGYW Vallejo; and William Smullin, KIEM
Eureka.
The Air Wave Twins
3^
%JS'FM
'UAMMY

WHAT STATION BROUGHT 11,000 =
PEOPLE TO THE OHIO RIVER BANK7M
FRANCES VELTHUYS 1
Acct. knows
Exec, thatTheWVJS.
C. J.Owensboro.
LaRoche^=
Co.,
Ky., brought out 11,000 people to =
seereaSanta
from ag
plane Glaus
.. . alight
For knowings
r
\ '•'is
B
Rambean'sV the rambeau MAN WILLS
To» Rw. / KY.
PRESENT
HER WITH HAM!
A FINEg■
CHESTERFIELD
B Malcolm Creep, Gen'l Mgr. • John T. Rutledge, Com'! Mgr. B
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BASEBALL
Atlantic to Sponsor
ATLANTIC Refining Co. is completing arrangements for its 14th
consecutive season of sponsorship
of professional baseball broadcasts
this year, Richard Borden, advertising manager, has announced.
The comprehensive schedule will
cover all day and night home games
of the Philadelphia Athletics and
Phillies and the Boston Braves and
Boston Red Sox; all day and
night games played by the Pittsburgh Pirates, and all day and
night games of the Baltimore
Orioles in the International League
— a total of 616 contests to be
broadcast.
Training Games
Atlantic also has arranged to
sponsor broadcasts of a number of
training games to be played by
the Boston and Philadelphia teams
and the intra-city contests to be
staged at Philadelphia and Boston,
between the Athletics and Phillies,
and the Braves and Red Sox, prior
to the opening of the regular schedule.
A regional network will be used
to carry the Philadelphia games
throughout eastern Pennsylvania,
originating from WIBG Philadelphia. A network will carry the
games in the New England states,
broadcasts originating from
WHDH Boston. Pittsburgh games
will be aired over a network in
Western Pennsylvania, the broadcasts originating from WWSW
Pittsburgh. Games of the Baltimore Orioles will be broadcast over
WITH that city, with contests on
the boai"d being reconstructed.
Atlantic will have a co-sponsor in
each of the four territories covered.
For the third consecutive season,
Atlantic Refining also will telecast
the home games of the Athletics
and Phillies in Philadelphia. The
company will use all three Philadelphia television stations — WFILTV, WCAU-TV and WPTZ— on a
rotating schedule.
N. W. Ayer & Son, the advertising agency which has handled Atlantic's sports broadcasts since
their inception in 1936, will direct
the entire program.
For a number of years, the Ayer
agency has assembled all members
of the announcing staif for a meeting. All members of the announcing staff will meet in a one-day session in Philadelphia on April 12.
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WAYNE

VARNUM
Dies March 1

WAYNE VARNUM, 36, head of
the public relations firm of Wayne
Varnum Assoc., New York, and
former publicity director of Columbia Records Inc., died last Tuesday
at the National Naval Medical Cenillness.ter, Bethesda, Md., after a long
Mr. Varnum, returning to Columbia Records after his discharge
from the Navy as lieutenant in
1946, publicity
organized office.
the firm's first New
York
WARD

QUAAL
Is CCBS Acting Head

WARD L. QUAAL, who has been
producer-director of public service programs of WGN Chicago,
last week assumed new duties as
acting director of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, in the
absence of Director Louis Ruppel due to illness.
Mr. Ruppel, former publicity
director of CBS, was slated to assume the CBS directorship Feb. 1
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31] but as yet
has been unable to do so because
of a spinal condition which required an operation. He has been
in Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago, where his condition is reported good.

Lila Irene Lewis
LILA I. LEWIS, with George H.
Hartman Co., Chicago, advertising
agency, since 1935, died Feb. 28
at St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago.
Miss Lewis started in advertising
with Wm. J. Rankin Co., that city,
and wrote and conducted her own
household advisory program at
WLS Chicago in the early days of
radio. She was one of the original
members of the Women's Advertising Club of Chicago. Funeral
services were held March 3 in Belvidere. 111., her home town.
NEW QUAKER SHOW
Donald on ABC March 30
NEW

TYPE of audience participation show. Talk Your Way Out
of It, featuring Peter Donald, will
be aired by ABC starting- March
30 under sponsorship of Quaker
Oats Co., Chicago.
Replacing
the company's
rent sponsorship
of Ladies curBe
Seated, the program will be heard
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
3-3:30 p.m. (EST). Prizes of cash
and Quaker Oats products will be
awarded contestants who best talk
their way out of situations posed
by Mr. Donald. Quaker agency is
C. J. LaRoche & Co., Chicago.

An excerpt
from a
letter to
Chief Station
Cleveland's

ABciktwmk
REPRESENTED

CLEVELAND
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NATIONALLY
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America's
leading
engineers
of important
industrial
organizations

SWITCH
K

NEWAR

TV, Radio, Sound and
Recording Equipment,
Replacement Parts and
Electronic Tubes
_ because...
NEWARK has the most complete on-thespot stock of all standard equipment...
from (he tiniest replacement port to the
most complete inslollalion ... on hand in 3
giant centrally located stores, and tremendous warehouses!
NEWARK equipment is tops in quality, dependability, and performance. Everything
is Newark-tested and Newark-backed, so
you know it's the besM
NEWARK delivers the goods... but fast!
24-Hour mail-order service ... faster on
phone or telegraph orders.
NEWARK offers the most complete essential reference book. ..148 illustrated pages
full of data on over 20,000 standard brand
items, including
Standard and L-P pickups and changers*
Wire, tape and disc recorders • Hi-Fi sound
and P.A. equipment
• Speakers • Mikes •
Accessories
etc.

Send
TODAY
tor fftee
new 1949
NEWARK
CATALOG

NBC's Answer
(Continued from page 23)
given a list of new programs which
NBC controls and which will be
broadcast when facilities become
available. Included are Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis; Henry Morgan; Charles Boyer, in a dramatic
series created especially for him;
Jose Ferrer, in a new dramatic
series; Four Star Playhouse, featuring Rosalind Russell, Olivia De
Havilland, Gary Grant, and Edward G. Robinson ; James Mason
and his wife, Pamela Kellino, in a
new dramatic series ; The Man Who
Came to Dinner, a series based on
the famous stage play ; My Life and
Hard Times, a comedy series based
on the book by James Thurber and
being written by Mr. Thurber and
Goodman Ace; Douglas Fairbanks
Jr., in a series highlighting his
swashbuckling roles; Dick Powell,
in a revised version of the Richard
Rogue adventure series ; and Kenny
Delmar, featured as Senator Claghorn.
It was reported in high network
circles that U. S. Steel has switched
to NBC from ABC. Harry Kopf,
administrative vice president in
charge of sales, revealed that 11
current evening advertisers on
other
have with
"expressed
desire networks
to do business
NBC toa
improve their facilities and enlarge
their audience."
One of the best received of many
speeches by NBC officials was Vice
President John F. Royal's frank
appraisal of the network's plight,
in which he admitted "the opposition has been outpunching us." He
recalled that NBC "had Godfrey
once, but didn't even know it."
Denny Plea
Executive Vice President Charles
R. Denny called for "hard work and
imagination, week by week, month
by month, to develop new ideas and
talent, to prevent our programming
from going stale, and to attract
and hold audiences."
"It means promoting our shows
up to the hilt," he said. "It means
lining up a well-planned schedule
where each program contributes to
the popularity of the others." In
his talk he discussed plans for further development of "mood sequence" in programming, the cost
of talent as compared with each
rating point.
The high rating of mystery shows
which now appear as early as 8
p.m. on CBS was considered during
one closed session and there were
indications that NBC is changing
ming.
its thinking on giveaway program-

Also featur(ng a complete line of
RADIO AND TELEVISION KITS, SETS,
PARTS and ACCESSORIES for homes,
hams and hobbyists!
24-HOUR MAIL-ORDER SERVICE
3 GREAT STORES! Uptown otllS W.45th St.
Probability that Mr. Denny's idea
Downtown at 212 Fulton St. in NEW YORK soon
will be put into practice were
323 W. Madison St. in the heart of CHICAGO seen
in the report that NBC has
the following Sunday night schedMAIL
NOW
I
ule lined up :
EWARK
6:30 — Dean Martin and Jerry
Dept. B
Lewis.
NEWARK ELEC. CO.. 242 W. 55ih St., N. Y. C.
7 — Audience participation show
Pleose send FREE 1949 Newark Cotolog tO:
(to be announced).
Nome
7:30— Phil Harris- Alice Faye.
Add ress
8— Fred Allen.
-StateCity
8:30 — Henry Morgan.
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At affiliate luncheon (I to r): Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee general
manager, Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president, and Wayne Coy,
FCC chairman.

9— Theatre Guild.
Wayne in May. Johnstown, Reading and York will be connected in
10— Take It Or Leave It.
September, Louisville in October,
10:30— Horace Heidt.
and three westbound circuits out
Network Periods Sold
of Chicago will be extended to Des
Moines and Twin Cities in late
Mr. Trammell said NBC continues to have more network pe- 1950. The Davenport-Tri City area
riods sold than any of its competi- will be served by this leg."
Mr. Smith disclosed that of 55
tors. In evening network time, it
stations now in operation, 29 are
has available only one and oneNBC affiliates.
quarter hours as contrasted with
three and one-half hours for the
Norman Blackburn, national pro"second network," he said. Of
gram director for NBC television,
this amount, NBC is withholding
outlined plans for additional popuone quarter-hour for a public aflar and public service programs.
fairs broadcast and expects soon to He announced that the network
announce the sale of an hour pe- plans to expand its special events
riod, he added. In the daytime,
operation, bringing to the viewer
Monday through Friday, NBC has
like Operation Airtwo and one-quarter hours open more liftprograms
TV and the special video pickand the "second network" eight
up from the aircraft carrier Leyte.
and three-quarter hours, he added.
Mr. Kopf reported NBC anticiCoast-to-coast television by 1953
pates all evening TV advertising
was forecast by Carleton D. Smith,
periods
exceptions,"
director of TV operations for the will have"with
been very
sold few
or will
be in an
network, at a special television ses- advanced stage of sale development
sion for the delegates. He reported
end of the year."
that Wilmington will join the net- before the Survey
Report
work by July 1, Hartford by AuA
report
was
made
on an NBC
gust, and a Boston-to-Providence
channel will be provided by Sep- coincidental call survey conducted
tember. Service to Rochester, Erie, by affiliates Feb. 25 in eight
markets. The survey showed 2,700
Lancaster, Utica, Syracuse, Columbus, Dayton, and Cincinnati is calls made and gave 42.3% of the
promised for the last quarter of 67.8.
audience to NBC and 11.5% to Du- flee
Mont. The sets in use numbered
this year, he revealed.
"As of Jan. 1, a Los Angeles-toSan Francisco leg will have been
The resolution endorsing the netadded and in the first quarter of
work's policies:
1950, Harrisburg and Norfolk will
The affiliates of the National Broadcasting Company in Chicago today
be connected to the network cable
hereby express unanimous and enand a leg from St. Louis to Memthusiastic approval of the network program policies past, present and those
said.
"Indianapolis
for the future.
will phis
be added,"
addedhe in
March
and Fort proposed
Further, they are in complete accord
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with tiesNBC's
to afford
to new plans
American
talentopportuniand are
confident that this field has unlimited
potentialities.
To the end that all NBC programs
shall have the widest opportunity, the
affiliates declare their intention to accomplisl;
the most
aggressive
tion campaign
in the
history promoof the
industry so that NBC shall further
nation's
the
as
position
strengthenone itsnetwork.
number
A few left the conference unconvinced that NBC can meet present
competition with the announced
jplans while the vast majority were
obviously encouraged by what they
had heard at the meeting. Reprei
isentatives of several larger affiliates refused comment and had little
'to say during the meetings.
Several expressions of enthusilasm for the frank discussion of
problems were heard from those
present. Mr. Campbell praised
NBC's interest in the fundamentals
and the selling of merchandise and
remarked: "It is sad commentary
on American radio when two or
;three comedians represent the difires
ference between success and failure." He urged leaving "com(placency behind and going to work."
iln his opinion "there is no question
but that NBC is the best network
facilities-wise."
E. B. Craney, KXLF Butte,
Mont., remarked that the meeting
"seemed like a wake at first, then
developed into a second honeymoon,
but ended up like Confession."
An enthusiastic supporter of
NBC's aims and objectives at the
meeting was Ed Yocum, KGHL
Billings, Mont., who said the network "made a great contribution
to the whole industry by stopping
a trend toward talent costs three
times the size of facilities costs.
This has been the greatest move
toward strengthening the network
in my 15 years' affiliation with
;NBC," he declared.
I Those registered for the meeting
included:
I Adock, S. E., WROL Knoxville,
;Tenn.; Alexander, John, KODY North
Platte, Neb.; AUman, Frederick L.,
WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.; Arnoux,
1 Campbell, WTAR Norfolk, Va.; Baker,
iR. R., WTRC Elkhart, Indiana; Baltimore, David M., WERE Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.; Baltimore, Louis G., WBRE Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Bannister, Harry, WWJ
Detroit, Mich.; Barnes, Tom, WD AY
Fargo, N. D.; Barnes, William C,
WMVA Martinsville, Va.; Barnett,
!Stanley, WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Bartlett, Paul R., KERO BakersBeld,
Calif.; Baskerville, Chas., WFLA Tampa, Fla.; Baudino, J. E., KDKA Pittsburgh, Pa.; Baxter, E. V., KOAM
Pittsburg, Kan.; Beaver, C. K., KTBS
Shreveport, La.; Becker, Aurelia S.
(Mrs.),C. WTBO
Cumberland,
Md.; Bengtson,
A., WINR
Binghamton,
N. Y.;
Bevis. Charles C, WNBK, Cleveland, O.
Bock, Hal, KNBH Hollywood, Calif.;
Bowry, Walter A., WMBG Richmond,
Va.; Boyle, John H., WAVE Louisville;
J., WJARRobt.
Providence,Boyle,
R. I.;JohnBradham,
E.,
WTMA Charleston, W. Va.; Brown,
Enoch, WMC Memphis; Brown, Hal,
KMJ Fresno, Calif.; Brown, Walter,
WTNT Augusta, Ga.; Bruzek, Walt,
KROC Rochester, Minn.; Burbach,
George M., KSD St. Louis; Burke,
H. C, WBAL Baltimore; Campbell,
Martin. WFAA Dallas; Chapman, Roy
T., KTSM El Paso; Clinton, Geo. H.,
WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va.; Conly,
J. B., KYW Philadelphia; Craney,
E. B., Z Net Butte, Mont.; Cranston, Geo., WBAP Fort Worth, Tex.;
Cremeens, George H., WEEK Peoria,
111.; Dahl, Howard, WKBH La Crosse,
Wis.; Damm, W. J., WTMJ Milwaukee. Wis.: Dandelake, James, WORZ
Orlando, Fla.; Daniel, Harben, WSAV
Savannah, Ga.; Daniel, Harben (Mrs.),
WSAV Savannah, Ga.; Dumm, Robert,
KNOE Monroe, La.;
DeGroot, Don. WTAC Flint, Mich.;
(Continued on page 70)
BROADCASTING

Bannister
NBC

DEFENSE

Is Speaker

At Chicago

Council

ON THE HEELS of NBC's two-day affiliates meeting in Chicago,
Harry Bannister, general manager of WWJ and WWJ-TV Detroit, made
a strong case for NBC Wednesday before the Chicago Television Council.
Asserting that NBC could have matched CBS dollar-for-dollar "at
any stage of the recent negotia*
tions for capital gain deals," he "and the transition facing us and
listed several reasons why NBC
with the transition facing us when
radio is going down and TV up,
"played it smart."
the smart thing is to wait for the
Among the reasons:
almost certain evolution into tele(1) Cost of talent had skyrocketed too far our of sight during the
war and postwar years, followed by
He asked his audience whether
a trend in the other direction.
they
would have selected any one
vision."
(2) Most of the acts purchased
of the big acts in radio today 20
by CBS are "old and may soon be years ago. Recalling that CBS
outdated.
. . ."knows how great the spent "millions in its terrific battle
(3) No one
for color," he said the network was
inroads of TV into AM will be.
forced to make raids on NBC's
"Even if there were no television,
talent to "make any showing at
sponsors soon would demand great
all." He described color TV as "a
reductions because of climbing
gadget, something added, and not
costs,"
Mr. Bannister asserted,
a basic ingredient of television."

"Whoever heard of anyone staying away from the theatre because
a motion picture didn't happen to
be Hein technicolor,"
asked. is at
observed that hetelevision
a "happy stage when it doesn't
have to be good," but warned that
those in TV should be "conscious
of their responsibility and put out
Telling
his Detroit operation,
their
best ofefforts."
he predicted that WWJ-TV would
be on a self-sustaining basis by
next March.
But SPAC Lacked Lac
THERE WAS more than the
usual amount of churning
about
corridors
as NBC's
affiliatesthemet
last week
on the
thirdensfloor
Chicago's
Hotel. ofNext
door toStevthe
NBC tiongathering
was a convenof the American
Dairy
Assn.
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NBCs Answer
(Continued from page 69)
DcMoss. Lyle, WOW Omaha, Nebr.;
DeVois, Chas., WROL Knoxville, Tenn.;
Denny, Charles E., WERC Erie, Pa.;
Diehm, Victor C, WAZL Hazelton,
Pa.: Dunn, David E., WSFA Montgomery, Ala.; Dunn, Jack, WDAY
Fargo, N. D.; Dunning, Dick, KHQ
Spokane, Wash.; Essex, Harold, WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C; Elwood, John,
KNBC San Francisco; Evans, Ralph,
WHO & woe Davenport, Iowa; Ev.iue,
William, WIBA Madison, Wis.; Ewfing,
F. C, WGRM Greenwood, Miss.,
Ewing, P. K. Jr., WMIS Natchez,
Miss.; Fantle, S. Jr., KELO, Sioux
Falls, S. D.; Fay, WilUam, WHAM
Rochester, N. Y.; Fidlar, Robert,
WIOD Miami; Fisher, O. W., KOMO
Seattle; Fitzer, Dean, WDAF Kansas
City; Foster,
WJACSaltJohnstown, Pa.; Fox,John
S. S.,P.,KDYL
Lake
City; Freburg,
Charles
R.,
WOC WHO
Davenport, Iowa; Fulton, Harold,
Des Moines; Gentling, David, KROC
Rochester, Minn;
Gillin, John J., WOW Omaha; Gluck,
E.
J., WSOC
N. C; Greenebaum,
Milton, Charlotte,
WSAM Saginaw,
Mich.;
Halff, Hugh A. L., WOAI San Antonio;
Hance, Ken, KSTP St. Paul, Minn.;
Hanna, Eloise Smith, WBRC Birmingham, Ala.; Hansen, Vernon K.,
KCRA Sacramento, Calif.; Harrington,
R. B., WSVA Harrisonberg, Va.; Harris,
Jack, KPRC Houston, Tex.; Harris,
Wiley P., W J D X Jackson, Miss.;
Havens, Wilbur M., WMBG-WTVR
Richmond, Va.; Hill, Eugene S., WORZ
Orlando, Fla.; Hopkins, Jack, WJAX
Jackson, Miss.; Hough, Harold, WBAP
it. Worth. Tex.; Hovel, Ben F.,
WSAU Wausaw, Wis.; Hubbard, Stanley E., KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn.;
Hyett, Harry, WEAU, Eau Clair Wis.;
Jackson, Aubrey,
KGNC Amarillo,
Adyertisement

Ohio; Jackson, Glenn, WSPD Toledo,
Tex.;
Johnson, Walter, WTIC Hartford,
Conn.; Joy, Geo. E., WRAK Williamsport, Pa.;ramento,Kelly,
E. C. Ken,
KCRA WDAY
SacCalif.; Kennedy,
Fargo, N. D.; Kerns, Robt., WLOK
Lima, Ohio; Kerrigan, Jack, WHO
Des Moines, Iowa; Kripps, Nelson,
WAPO Chattanooga, Tenn.; Lanford,
T.
B., J.
KPLC
LeGate,
M., Lake
WIODCharles,
Miami;La.;Leich,
Clarence, Leich, Martin, WGBF Evansville, Ind.; Ohio;
Leonard,Loveman,
James, WLW-C
Columbus,
E. G.,
WPTZ Philadelphia; Kirchhofer, A.
H., WBEN Buffalo, N. Y.; Loyet, Paul
A., WHO Des Moines, Iowa; Lutken,
P. K.,Chas.
WJDX
Miss.; Rouge,
Manship,
P. Jr.,Jackson,
WJBO Baton
La.; Mackin,
Joseph
F.,
WMAM
inette, Wis.; Manship, DouglasMarL.,
WJBO Baton Rouge, La.; Manson, Ray
H., WHAM-WHTM Rochester, N. Y.;
Mark, Carl. WTTM Trenton, N. Y.;
Marshall, Hunter, WSOC Charlotte,
N.
Martin,Martin,
A. F., H.
WiCPT
port,C; Tenn,;
K., KingsWALA
Mobile, Ala.; Mason, Richard H.,
WPTF Raleigh, N. C; Markham, G.
Emerson, WGY Schenectady, N. Y.;
Meagher, John F., KYSM Mankato,
Minn.; Merino, John C, KFSD San
Diego;
Metzger,
Tom, Paul
WMRFW., Lewistown, Pa.;
Morency,
WTIC
Hartford, Conn.; Moroney, James M.,
WFAA Dallas;
Morton, Geo.
W. Fred
Jr., C,
WAVE-TV
Louisville;
Mueller,
WEEK
Peoria, 111.; Murphy, John T., WLWD Dayton, Ohio; Murphy, Morgan,
WEBC Duluth; Mussell, W. O. Jr.,
WORZ Orlando; Musselman, Bryan
WSAN Allentown, Pa.; Murrall, Wm.
O., WORZ Orlando; MacBridge, W.
E., WWJ-TV Detroit; MacKey, J.
Wright, WRAK Williamsport, Pa.;
McAndrew, Wm. R., WRC-WNBW
Washington, D. C: McCollough, Clair
R., WGAL-WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa.;

McCormick,
WTAM-WNBK
Cleveland, Ohio; John,
Nelson,
Arthur F., WHLB
Virginia, Minn.; Nethery, Chas., KRIS
Corpus
A., KNOEChristi,
Monroe,Tex.;
La.; Noe,
Nolte, James
Vern
A., WHIZ
Zanesville,
Ohio;
nor, Gerard P., WERC Erie,O'ConPa.;
Ogle, Barney, KRGV Weslaco, Tex.;
Outler, John M. Jr., WSB Atlanta;
Pape, W. O., WALA Mobile, Ala.;
Park, Daniel C, WIRE Indianapolis;
Peace, C, WFBC Greenville, S. C;
Peterson, O. H., WMFG Hibbing, Minn.;
Phillips, John S., WGKV Charleston,
S. C; Pill, Howard E., WSFA Montgomery, Ala.; Pulitzer, Joseph, KSD
St. Louis; Randolph, F. M., KVOO
Tulsa; Reineke, Earl, Reineke Marie
E., WDAY Fargo, N. D.; Reinsch,
Leonard, WSB Atlanta; Ricketts. Leo,
KCRA Sacramento, Calif.;
Rines,land,Wm.
H., WCSH-WLBZ
PortMe.; Rippetoe,
W. F., WBOW
Terre Haute, Ind.; Robinson, Wm.
P., WLW Cincinnati, Ohio; Rowan, B.
J., WGY Schenectady, N. Y.; Ryan,
W. B., KFI Los Angeles; Samardick, P.,
Samardick, Robt. P. Jr. WOW Omaha;
Sanders E., WOC Davenport, Iowa;
Schilpin, Fred, KFAM St. Cloud,
Minn.; Schmitt, Ken, WIBA Madison,
Wis.; Sennett, B. W., WERC Erie, Pa.;
Shultz, John W., WMVA Martinsville,
Va.; Slavick, H. W., WMC Memphis,
Tenn.; Smith, Cal, KROC Rochester,
Minn.; Stone, Harry, WSM Nashville,
Tenn.; Sugg, P. A., WKY Oklahoma
City; lor,
Swartley,
Boston; Kan.;
TayArchie J. Bill,
KANSWBZWichita,
Taylor, Dale, WENY Elmira, N. Y.;
Taylor, D. L., KGNC Amarillo, Tex.;
Terry, Marshall, WLW-T Cincinnati,
Ohio; Thomas, Geo. H., KVOL LaFayette,
C. Robt., WBEN
Buffalo,La.; N.Thompson,
Y.;
Thoms, Harold H., WISE Asheville,
N. C; Veal, J. H., WCOA Pensacola,
Fla.; Wade, R. E., KOAM Pittsburg,
Kans.; Wagner, Wm. D., WHO-WOC

Davenport, Iowa; Wagstaff, W. E.j
KIDO Boise, Idaho; Walker, Wm.,
WMAM Marinett, Walters, Granville,
WAML don,Laurel,
Miss., Wardell,
GorKGBX Springfield,
Mo.; Ward,
S. O., WLAK Lakeland, Fla.; Weir,
E. A., CBL-CBM
Toronto,
Westmoreland,
H. E.,
WEBC Canada;
Duluth;
Wheelahan, H., WSMB New Orleans;
Wheeler, Edwin K., W W J Detroit;
White, R. E. KYW Philadelphia;
Widenhofer, Norman C, WGL Ft.
Wayne, Ind.
NBC PERSONNEL
Adams,
David,
Adams, Norman,
B. M., Beville,
H. M. Jr., Blackburn,
Cash,
Norman E., Chotzsinoflf Samuel, Compere, T. H., Coons, Sheldon, De la
Ossa, E., G.
Denny,
Charles Orrin
R., Die-E.
fenderfer,
W., Dunlap,
Jr., Dyke, Ken R., Eiges, Sydney H.,
Ewing,
Robert,
Flanigan, Robt.
M., Fisher,
Flynn, Sterling,
S. A., Fulton,
Arthiir C, Galbraith, John, Gaines,
James mond,
M.,Charles,
Guilbert,
HamHanson, Robert,
O. B., Heck,
Homer, Hedges,
WilliamSheldon
S., Her-B.
buxeaux,
Jules, Hickox,
Jr., Hirsch,
Jacobson,
Art, Kaney,
Johnson. Russ, Phil,
Johnson,
Arnold,
A. W., Kelly, N. Ray, Knode, Thomas
E.,
Kopf,James
Harry,C, Lasley,
David,
McConnell,
McGovern,
George,
McPartlin, John, Moore, Paul, Morgan,
Clay, Morris, George L., Myers, J. R.,
Morton, Oliver, McCluer, Paul, McGovern, George, McCray, Thomas, C.,McEdwards,son, W.
McFadden,
Thomas, Rudi
NelJames,J.,Norr,
Roy, Neubauer,
N., Pierce, Jennings, Luttgens, H. C,
Ray, William, Reilly, William F., Rittenhouse,
Royal, Jack,
John F.,Shelby,
Russell, Paul,
Frank, Ryan,
Robert, Showerman, I. E., Smith,
Carleton
D., Smith,
Strotz,Albert,
Sidney, Trammell,
Niles,Hal,
Walker,
Waller, Judith. Wehrheim, John.,
Whalley, John F., WooUey, Easton C.
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Radio
Study

By GEORGE VOIGT
THE FABULOUS San Francisco Bay area,
with its 783,540 radio families, centers
around the City of San Francisco, which
claims the highest per capita income
($2,326) of any comparable city in the
nation.
Local, regional and national advertisers
value this market so highly that they
place some $6 million in radio business annually with the 16 AM, 11 FM and one
TV stations which serve it.
Approximately $20 million of radio billings originate here and are placed by Bay
Area agencies in all parts of the United
States.
Like Rome, San Francisco is built on
seven hills. Its 814,500 inhabitants, made
up of racial and national groups from
every civilized country in the world, are
squeezed onto a peninsular area of 45
square miles.
Its greatest single asset is San Francisco Bay, the largest and one of best land-

locked harbors in the world.
On the mainland across the Bay to the
east, and linked to San Francisco by the
longest bridge in the world, lies Oakland,
with 401,000 inhabitants and almost as
many suburbs.
Between them, San Francisco-Oakland
form the metropolitan center of a ninecounty empire of 86,000 square miles and
with a population of 2,616,500.
Counties of the Bay Area include: San
Francisco, Alameda (Oakland), Contra
Costa, Marin, San Mateo, Solano, Napa,
Santa Clara and Sonoma.
Some of the counties object to being
lumped together. San Jose, for example,
often argues it is the metropolitan center
of Santa Clara county and should not be
included within the San Francisco-Oakland
region.
The U. S. Census of 1940 included only
the first five counties in the metropolitan
district. However the bureau is expected
to treat the nine as a unit in 1950.
Many of the counties are almost entirely

Study

of Ma/o^|

Marlcets
No. 10

agricultural areas spotted by scores of
small towns but without a single city.
They contain some of the richest dollar
producing farm land in the U. S. Others,
like Marin and San Mateo (sometimes referred to as San Francisco's bedrooms),
are little more than residential districts
with a scattering of industry, farms and,
in San Mateo, dollar-fat race tracks.
Radio stations, newspapers, advertisers,
industrialists, chambers of commerce,
trade associations, political groups all consider the nine counties a unit and plan
their operations accordingly.
This economic unit spreads out around
the Bay like a giant half-wheel from the
San Francisco-Oakland hub. It is physically united by, in addition to the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, numerous
lesser bridges and one equally famous and
important — Golden Gate, spanning the entrance of the Bay and connecting San
Francisco with the North Bay counties.
(Continued on San Francisco 3)
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you getting your share of

this rich California ''gold
mine"? Why not get in touch
with KNBC or any NBC Spot
Sales Office for details?
Source: Copyright 1948, Sales Management Survey
of Buying Power; further reproduction not licensed
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(Continued from San Francisco 1)
The area encompasses a wide
range of living conditions and climate. It ranks sixth among the
nation's metropolitan areas in
number of families, retail sales and
income.
San Francisco itself ranks first
in per capita income among the
nation's 200 leading cities with an
even higher figure.
It is the hation's second largest
regional security market. The
world's largest bank is headquartered here, as is the 12th Federal
Reserve District, which ranked
third in volume of business in 1947.
It has the lowest percentage of
tax delinquency — 0.97 per cent in
1947 — for any city of over 500,000.
It is one of two world communication centers in the nation. TransPacific communications are handled by four major radio and one
cable system. It is headquarters
of telegraph and telephone companies serving the Western Regional Area. It is communications
center and overseas relay station
for all military services in the
region and under the Western Sea
Frontier and Western Command.
The CAA maintains its West Coast
Overseas Foreign Air Communication station in San Francisco to
gather and disseminate weather
data throughout the Western Pacific and Orient. It has the highest
telephone density in the nation.
Major Terminals Operate
In Bay Areas
It is a major transportation
center and air terminal of the
Pacific. Eight major airlines, an
important "feeder" line and numerous charter lines operate out
of San Francisco. More than 40
common carrier truck lines carry
cargo to and from the area. Four
class one railroads and four major
transcontinental bus lines serve the
city.
Total income of Bay Area residents in 1947 was $4.5 billion; retail trade amounted to $3 billion;
wholesale trade to $5.7 billion;
bank debits were $33 billion.
The Bay Area ranks third in
tonnage of water-borne commerce
among ports of the nation.
The area ranks high in post'
war growth.
Population has increased 50 per
cent. The Chamber of Commerce,
differing with BMB, estimates that
886,597 families live in the area.
BMB's estimate of total families in the area is 789,190 of which
783,540 have radios.
Business generally, as reflected
by bank debits, has almost tripled.
Philip G. Lashy
Vice Pres.
Gen.
KSFOMgr.

John W. Elwood
Gen. Mgr.
KNBC

Trade, both wholesale and retail, has more than tripled.
In the three years 1945-47 a
total of 2,399 industrial projects
— new industries or expansions —
were completed in the area at total
cost of approximately $361,000,000.
Civilian employment increased to
891,000, one-third of a million
above 1940.
This large, wealthy and fast
growing market is served by 16
AM, 11 FM, and one TV station. In
addition one TV station is on daily
test pattern, two other channels
have been assigned and two are
to be assigned. There are a number of smaller AM stations serving
parts of the area.
To reach the audience some 2,000
national, regional and local advertisers place more than $6 million
business annually with the stations.
Approximately 30 advertising
agencies place the bulk of this business. However, of the 250 agencies
in the area, more than 80 radiominded firms, including some 20
national agencies, have their finger
in the pie.
The $6,000,000 spent annually
for advertising on Bay Area radio
stations has paid off well for the
advertisers. Campaign success
stories are numerous. They range
from the spectacular campaign
that in less than a year skyrocketed a local car dealer to national
prominence, to the steady buildup
of goodwill for Standard Oil of
California during the 22 years of
its Standard Hour of fine music.
Standard Oil is the oldest continuous user of West Coast radio.
Standard Hour, strictly institutional, went on the air over NBC
Pacific stations in October, 1926.
Its companion program, "Standard
School Broadcast," began in the
same list of stations in November, 1928. Neither program has
ever contained a commercial sales
message during all their years on
the air.
But their success in building good
will for Standard Oil Co. is unquestioned byeither company officials or BBDO, agency handling the
Standard Oil account.
Commercial plugs for the company are carried on the weekly
Let George Do It on Don Lee-MBS
stations; the daily Farm News on
KNBC San Francisco and KFI
Los Angeles; and the Standard
News on four Alaskan stations.
One of BBDO's success stories
is that of Circus Foods Inc. Utilizing 25 stations
"a very
schedule
and in with
the face
of thin
stiff
competition," BBDO put on a oneminute transcribed spot campaign
that in three months boosted sales
Lee Mikesell
Gen. Mgr.
KSAN

throughout the West to a new high.
The "absent minded elephant"
singing commercials used were irritating but clever and they sold
peanuts, expanded existing markets and developed new markets
for the company.
The success story of the local car
dealer mentioned above used a
similarly aggravating but original
and effective spot campaign. The
campaign, handled by Sherman &
Shore and using a $6,000 monthly
budget, built Horsetrader Ed's into
the nation's
used car
ness with largest
total sales
in busi1948
reaching
$3,780,500
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
Success
Story Beer's
Regal Amber
A prize-winning success program
is Light and Mellow on KNBC.
Light and Mellow, as almost anyone in Central and Northern California can tell you, means Regal
Amber Beer. Since the program
went on the air in April, 1942,
Light and Mellow has become one
of the best known trade mottos.
It is a half-hour weekly program sponsored by Regal Amber
Brewing Company through the M.
E. Harland agency, San Francisco.
It consists of popular and classical
music with mellow-voiced singers
and announcers.
The program received the Advertising
Assn. for
of the
Van-of
couver
Trophy
the West's
best job
radio advertising in the 11 Western States and Western Canada in
1948.
Skippy Peanut Butter (Rosefield
Packing Co.) handled by Young &
Rubicam Inc. San Francisco, is an
outstanding example of a Western
product successfully promoted almost exclusively by radio.
The account started using radio
in 1941 over a single station, KQW
San Francisco. Today it is sponsoring its weekly, 30-minute transscribed Skippy Hollywood Theater
on 47 major stations. During its
seven year use of radio it has
grown into America's largest selling peanut butter, says Y&R.
Chemicals Inc., (Vano) Oakland
has found radio advertising so successful it has increased its radio
budget for 1949 by 40 per cent, according to Bill Morrison, radio director of Garfield & Guild, agency
servicing the account.
The company was a heavy user
of regional network time until the
first of this year, when it switched
to spots on the Pacific Coast.
Among its sponsored programs are
Favorite Story on KNBC San
Francisco, David Runyon Thea-

Hull Hayes
GayleGen.V.Mgr.
Grubb CBSArthur
Vice Pres. in Chg.
Of
San
Fran.
Office
KGO KGO-TV

Wm.
Pabst
Gen.B. Mgr.
KFRC

ter on KFI Los Angeles, and Art
Baker's Notebook on KOIN, KJR,
KHQ, KGB, and KFRE.
Kay Jewelry Co., originally a
San Francisco store (retail), began
using radio eight years ago. Initial
campaign proved so successful radio now takes a major portion of
its advertising budget. It began
sponsoring nightly live and recorded 60-minute Sweetheart Sivingtime on KNBC San Francisco.
Two years ago it started a similar
program on KFI Los Angeles. Since
starting to use radio the company
has spread out with stores in Sacramento, San Jose, Oakland, San
Diego, Los Angeles and San Fernando. Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, also services this account.
A total of approximately $20
million of radio billings originates
in the Bay Area and is handled
by Bay Area agencies — local, regional and national. These additional billings are placed throughout the nation.
The area's radio history is as
colorful and unusual as the history
of San Francisco Bay itself.
KQW claims the first successful
broadcast in the world in San Jose
in 1909. The station calls itself
"The San Jose station for the San
Francisco Bay Area." It is the
CBS outlet with studios in San
Francisco.
Bay Area Claims
Firsts in Radio
The Bay Area also claims:
• World's first (KQW) two-way
voice broadcast by radio.
• First regular radio programs
—in 1912 on KQW with Al Pearce
and brother Clarence singing and
playing
ukeleles.
• First
receiving studio
(KQW).
• First
government licensed
station
(KQW).
• First broadcasts of grand
opera direct from the stage and
first football broadcasts direct
from field, both on KPO, now
KNBC.
• World's first TV broadcast
(Farnsworth)
Although TV
KPIX,
the area's
commercial
station,
started first
telecasting only last Christmas Eve,
modern, non-mechanical television
originated in San Francisco in 1927
when a 21-year-old lad, Philo T.
Farnsworth, first linked the photoelectric cell with a cathode ray tube
utilizing no mechanical parts.
The first picture flashed on the
tube was a rather fuzzy triangle,
then a dollar sign, dedicated to the
(Continued on San Francisco i)
E. Gen.
P. Franklin
KJBSMgr.

DonViceFeddersoi
Gen. Pres.
Mgr.
KYA

(Continued from San Francisco 3)
financial backer. Three years later,
in 1930, young Farnsworth sent
his first image sailing through the
ether — a picture telecast from the
tower above his Telegraph Hill
laboratory to the Merchants Exchange Building a mile away.
Top radio artists who were first
known only to San Francisco-Oakland radio audiences include: John
B. Hughes, Kay Kyser, Benay Venuta, Meredith Willson, Tony Martin, Tom Breneman, Ralph Edwards, Don Wilson (who sang in
the Piggly Wiggly quartet), Harold
(Great Gildersleeve) Peary (who
barked like a dog on a Little Orphan Annie series) and others.
There were many experimental
and, to the backers, costly radio
stations started in the area shortly
after KQW was granted in 1912,
claiming the first U. S. operation
permit ever issued. But most of
them went under and left no trace
but an assortment of call letters
in the memory of old timers.
Of the survivors, three besides
KQW, CBS outlet, are owned by
or affiliated with networks. These
are KNBC (until recently KPO),
owned by NBC, went on the air in
1921; KGO, owned by ABC, went
on air in 1924; KFRC, affiliated
with MBS, began in 1924.
The Order of Stafions'
Starts in Bay Area
The independents, in order of
their appearance on the air, are:
KWBR Oakland, 1920; KLX
Oakland, 1921; KSAN San Francisco, 1922; KRE Berkeley, 1922;
KJBS San Francisco, 1925; KROW
Oakland, 1925; KSFO San Francisco, 1925; KYA San Francisco,
1926; KVSM San Mateo, 1946;
KTIM San Rafael, 1947; KSMO
San Mateo, 1947; KGYW Vallejo,
1947.
These 16 stations blanket the
Bay Area thoroughly and reach
out into population centers
throughout the 11 Western States.
They provide Bay Area listeners
with every type of programming.
The four network stations and
larger independents have a varied
lineup of commercial accounts, local regional and national. Some of
the smaller and more regionalized
stations depend on local advertisers
for the bulk of billings. A few exist
almost entirely on local advertising.
One of these smaller stations, concentrating on strictly local programming material and local advertisers, reported its gross billings
for last year at near .$500,000.
Most
balanced programming
S. W. Warner
Co-owner Clifford Fox
Gen. Mgr.
Exec. Mgr.
KWBR KWBR-FM KVSM

gram format. Both emphasize
local news coverage, community
events and special services. KROW
is heavy on disc-jockey music programs. KLX, 7'H6M>ie-owned, builds
special news and sports features
around the Tribune city room and

POPULATION:

KVSM and KSMO, two of the
personnel.
newest stations in the area, located
in San Mateo on the peninsula
south of San Francisco", program so
differently they hardly are in competition for listeners, each claiming
particular and separate audiences.
KVSM serves the locality with
specialized coverage of local events
and news, in cooperation with two
peninsula newspapers, and presents
a more balanced program of populartenmusic,
shows (ofdirect participation
from establishment
of
local advertiser) and sports.
KSMO operates on a one program policy: "No jive, no hillbilly
music, no soap operas, no singing
commercials, no crime thrillers,
401,000

from listener point of view comes,
of course, from network outlets.
They give their listeners the best
of the network programs — big
name and variety shows and plays
— plus heavy schedules of local
news, talent and special events.
Many regional network shows originate in San Francisco. All four
network outlets place emphasis on
public service programs.
Most of the independents specialize in their programming.
KYA calls itself "The Sports
Station" for the Bay Area. It
places emphasis on all sports in
season. Sports Editor Bob Fouts
has three commercial 15-minute
sportscasts daily plus sponsored
sports bulletins twice hourly. Station also is heavy on news reporting and disc-jockey musical programs.
KJBS presents a day of news,
music and variety shows but specializes, perhaps more than any of
the other San Francisco stations, in
covering civic events of special interest. It is noted, for example,
for such radio stunts as bringing
the voice of a 1906 alumnus by
short wave 6,000 miles from Buenos
Aires to a U. of California alumni
and faculty gathering at Berkeley;
and rebroadcasting a short-wave
transmission from a submerged
submarine during Navy Day celebrations.
KSFO also presents a balanced
David McKay
Co-owner
Gen.
KGYWMgr.

Arthur Westlund
Pres. Mgr.
and
Gen.
KRE

814,500

just
The
and
Bay
wise

specials. ' It
has its
but up.
program
plays
sports
Its outstanding
specialty, however, is on-the-scene
coverage of big news events. It
had, for instance, special events
crews on the scene to cover preparations at Bikini for the Atom
Bomb tests and to cover the Hilo
tidal wave disaster.
KSAN is the San Francisco station for popular music — more than
15 hours of it daily. Station also
is a heavy user of recordings. Specialization is most necessary for
this station, only 250 watter in the
city. But it has exclusive listening
loyalty of large block of San Francisco's foreign speaking population; it is only station in city programming foreign language broadcasts— in Chinese, Spanish, Italian
and Greek. It also emphasizes educational and community event proIn the East Bay KWBR is only
grams.
station presenting foreign language
broadcasts. It also is the only 24hour station currently operating in
the Bay Area. KWBR employs
beamed technique of block programming for special listening
groups throughout the day — programs to housewives in forenoon,
popular recorded music during midday, foreign language broadcasts
during evening.
The other two Oakland stations,
KROW and KLX compete for listeners with a similar general proHugh
Vice Turner
Pres.
Gen.
KTIMMgr.

Wilton
Gunzendorfer
Gen.
Mgr.
KROW

j
i,
i
!
j

the world's greatest music."
policy,
whilethelosing
listeners, has built
stationsome
a large
loyal audience throughout the j
Area
it would not other- ,\
have that
captured.

KTIM and KGYW
Share North Bay
KTIM

and

KGYW

share

j
|
the j

North
"The Bay.
Voice KTIM
of thebroadcasts
Northbay."as
KGYW promotes itself as station
of the "Queen City" of the North
Bay (Vallejo). Both program music, news, community affairs and
special services.
However, both
stations in most cases so completely localize their programming they
seldom come into serious conflict.
The North Bay is large geographically and the two stations are sufficiently separated (KTIM is in
San Rafael) to command sizeable
audiences without encroaching on
each other's territory.
KRE Berkeley, specializes in
music of what is often considered
two extremes: classical and "advanced" or "pure jazz" music. It
balances music with a schedule of
local live features, news, religious
and educational programs. Berkeley is seat of U. of California,
largest university in America, and
many programs originate on the
campus with student or faculty
talent.
KNBC, KGO, KQW (NBC, ABC
and CBS outlets) and KLX have
FM stations duplicating AM schedules at no extra cost to advertisers.
KJBS and KWBR (an Oakland station with its FM located in San
(Continued on San Francisco 6)
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Jumped from 4th to 1st place in milk distribution within a year
after starting on KFRC. Still in 1st place. Show has been their
main advertising since 1935 and has such competition as "Truth
or Consequences," "Life of Riley" and "Your Hit Parade."
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MEN'S

CLOTHING

CHAIN

8 Years on KFRC— 15 Minutes, 6 Days a Week
Store managers state their morning news strip on KFRC is the
most productive advertising they have ever used. This newscast
liad such a high appeal to feminine listeners, the store found it
profitable to open a women's department.
I
I
Write your own sales success story in the booming San Francisco -Northern
California Market. Contact Merwin L. McCabe, Sales Manager

KFRC
SAN

FRANCISO

5000 WATTS-610 KC-NON-DIRECTION AL
TRANSMITTER LOCATED IN HEART OF CITY
Key Station of the Mutual-Don Lee Broadcasting System
1000 Van Ness Avenue • Prospect 5-0107
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY • NEW YORK • CHICAGO
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Francisco) both have FM with
schedules separate from their AM
and have time to sell. There are
an estimated 60,000 FM sets in the
Bay area.
Exclusively FM commercial stations on the air at present are
KRON and KSFH San Francisco,
KRCC Richmond, KSBR San Bruno
and KDFC Sausalito.
In addition to these, KRE is
scheduled to begin FM operation
this month.
The independent FM stations are
heavy on popular and classical
music, news and educational or
"think" programs.
KRCC, which is affiliated with
KTIM-AM, has been on the air
since Feb. 1, 1947. Licensed to
Contra Costa Broadcasting Co., it
operates from 6:45 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.
Sunday.daily and 8 a.m. to 4 p.m
KRON, on the air daily except
Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 10:05
p.m., is licensed to San Francisco
Chronicle. It started operation on
July 1, 1947.
KSFH, operating on a schedule
of 3 to 10 p.m. daily, went on the
air in Oct., 1947. It is licensed to
Pacific Broadcasting Co.
KSBR operated on an experimental basis for 18 months before
going commercial in May 1948.
Daily schedule is 3 to 10:15 p.m.
It is licensed to Radio Diablo Inc.
KDFC went on the air Sept. 1,
1948, and is licensed to Sundial
Broadcasting Corp. It operates
daily 3 to 11 p.m.
Television bowed into the Bay
Area last Christmas Eve when
KPIX started telecasting. TV sets,
which had been moving slowly in
retail stores, immediately began to
sell. The number of sets doubled
in one week to more than 1,000 preceding KPIX's first broadcast.
KPIX Telecasts
New Years Day Event
By January 1, when KPIX, with
a burst of color and publicity, televised the East- West New Years
Day football classic, the number of
sets was estimated at 3,500. This
month estimates, gathered by surveys of Bay Area dealers, place
number at 5,000.
Advertisers seem less wary of
TV than they have been of FM,
judging by accounts already placed
on KPIX. The station, with a telecasting schedule of 14 hours
weekly, is supported by 20 local
and national advertisers. Station
sells its facilities for $250 an hour
Class A time. Additional charges
for production, talent, technical,
and remote pickups are quoted individually.
KGO-TV (ABC), the area's second TV station, is currently on
daily test pattern and expects to
commence its regular telecasting
by May 1. No rates have yet been
quoted but station already is lining
up accounts.
The station plans a telecasting
schedule of one-third live programs,
one-third kinescope and direct film,
and one-third remotes, special
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sion disposes of another case involving the Don Lee Network.
The five applicants for the two
remaining channels are: Paramount Television Productions Inc.,
20th Century-Fox, CBS, Television
California (owned by Edwin Pauley) and KROW Oakland.
In addition, San Jose has been
assigned Channel 13 and three companies have entered applications.
They are Radio Diablo Inc., owners
of KSBR-FM San Bruno, Video
Broadcasting Co., and FM Radio
and Television Co.

99.3%

Dadio Families
^ 183.540

5.650 .7%
Families
Without
Radios

events and newsreel material. It
will draw from network outlets in
Hollywood and the East for proKGO-TV becomes one of five
grams.
ABC
TV stations. The others are
WJZ-TV New York, WENR-TV
ing.
Chicago, WXYZ-TV Detroit and
KEXA-TV Los Angeles, now testFollowing KGO-TV will be the
Chronicle station, KRON-TV. Just
when this outlet will start telecasting is a matter for conjecture.
Best estimates seem to be mid-year.
It will be an NBC affiliate.
(KPIX-TV is now operating with
tion.)
an
interim NBC affiliation pending
completion of the KRON-TV staKPIX-TV, operating on Channel
5, maintains a transmitter at Mark
Hopkins Hotel ; KGO-TV, on Channel 7, has a transmitter on Mt.
Sutro in the old Sutro Mansion;
KRON-TV, on Channel 4, is erecting transmitter atop the San Bruno
range.
There are three other channels
assigned to the city — 2, 9, and 11.
KFRC has a construction permit
for Channel 2 now pending before
the FCC. But the application will
not be acted upon until the Commis-

Many of the top national agencies maintain regional headquarters in San Francisco. They handle
an imposing list of national, regional and local accounts.
Because of the wild scramble for
clients, these ultra conservative
San Francisco agency men are reluctant to disclose figures on radio
billing. In most cases they even
refuse to list accounts. But it is
estimated radio billings out of San
Francisco area in past year were
approximately $20,000,000.
Foremost among the agencies,
not necessarily in this order, are
such firms as McCann-Erickson ;
BBDO; Knox Reeves; J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Honig-Cooper Co.;
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner;
Beaumont & Hohman; Biow Co.;
Roy S. Durstine Inc.; Ruthraulf &
Ryan; Foote, Cone & Belding.
Billing Credits
To San Francisco
Most of these agencies, because of
network production facilities and
name talent, have Los Angeles or
Hollywood radio service offices.
However, billing accounts from this
area are credited to San Francisco.
San Francisco regional headquarters of BBDO service radio
clients with aggregate billings estimated at $1 million or more.
Charles H. Ferguson, vice president .in charge of Pacific Coast offices (Los Angeles and San Francisco) spearheads operations. James
A. Barnes is radio director. He was
an account executive before taking
the directorship five years ago.
BBDO, San Francisco, services
a variety of accounts, including

1000 Watts
327 21st Street
24 hours daily
S. W. Warner, Gen. Mgr.
"OAKLAND'S PIONEER STATION "
. . . /n f/ie Bay Area metropolitan district, if you want your
advertising dollar to stretch, choose KWBR and KWBR-FM . . .
BROADCASTING
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agencies is Brisacher, Wheeler &
Staff, established in 1919. Headed
by Emil Brisacher, president, and
Franklin C. Wheeler, executive
vice president, the agency has
gone through a succession of exhistory. pansions and name changes in its
The firm maintains branch offices
in Seattle, Los Angeles and New
York. Agency's radio billings this
past year exceeded a million dollars. Deane Weinberg is San Francisco radio time buyer.
Major radio clients include Peter
Paul Candy Co. (Mounds, Almond
Joy, Walnettos) ; Acme Breweries;
Dennison Foods Inc.; Par Soap
Co.; Old Homestead Baking Co.
(bread).
Garfield & Guild
Handles Many Accounts
Garfield & Guild Adv. is another
active radio agency. Sidney Garfield started the agency about 18
years ago with a few small accounts and serviced 35 regional
and national advertisers with
more than a million dollars in radio billing last year. Bill Morrison, radio director for the past five
years, said about 80% of the
firm's billing goes to radio.
Walter Guild, who left the firm
March 1 to form Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli, worked part time for Mr.
Garfield while an announcer on
KSFO. He joined the agency as
account executive on a full time
basis in 1939 and became a partner
in 1943, when his name was added
to the firm. Name Garfield &
Guild remains with Mr. Garfield
under the new setup although some
accounts will move to the new
GB&B firm.
Major accounts held by each
Tl
agency will include:
Garfield & Guild — Kay Jewelers,
Rough Rider Inc., Chemicals Inc.
(Vano products) and Smith's of
Oakland.

standard Oil Co. of California;
Golden State Co. (dairy products) ;
Circus Foods Inc. (packaged salted
peanuts) ; Tea Garden Products
(jellies, jams, syrup).
Biow Co., San Francisco, also is
in the million dollar class. It is
headed by Leslie Hannah, general
manager. Besides servicing Roma
Wine and other accounts, this
agency in mid-January acquired
major part of the near million dollar Langendorf United Bakeries
Inc. advertising business (Langendorf, Dr. Penland, Hollywood
breads and Langendorf cake). At
least 50% of this account's billing
goes to local and regional radio.
Beaumont & Hohman, in the past
two years, has developed the long
J radio-dormant A. Schilling & Co.
j (coffee and spices) into a substan\ tial spot user of radio west of the
Mississippi.
Pacific Greyhound
Bus Co., through B & H, sponsors
weekly Romance of the Highways
on ABC Pacific stations.
McCann-Erickson has several
major accounts in San Francisco.
It services W. P. Fuller & Co.
(paints, household products), users
of West Coast spot and regional
network time. Agency also places
heavy spot schedule for S.O.S. Co.
(scouring pads) on the W 'st Coast.
General Brewing Corp. (Lucky
Lager beer) is another big radio
user that consistently sponsors recorded music on California stations in addition to spot announcements.
Pioneer among San Francisco
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Represented by:
DONALD COOK, INC.
GENE GRANT & CO.
BROADCASTING

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli — Bear
Creek Orchards, Newell-Gutradt
Co. (Strykers soap), Gravem-Englis Baking Co. and Alexander
Balart Co. (Alta Coffee).
Harrington, Whitney & Hurst
Inc., with San Francisco and Los
Angeles offices, in business since
June 1946, has several radio accounts. Jean Wherland, media director, handles radio time buying.
E&J Gallo Winery, Modesto,
Calif., currently is using heavy
spot schedule nationally. Spreckels
Sugar Co., and Mario Packing Corp.
(food products) are regional spot
users. E. E. Booth Co. (Crescent
Brand foods) is a potential. Avoset Co. (whipped cream) is using
participation show on WFIL (TV)
Philadelphia. Mario is testing on
KFI-TV Los Angeles.
Russell, Harris & Wood Inc., in
business only two years, is rapidly
rising agency in San Francisco
with radio billing in excess of
$50,000 last year. King Harris,
vice president and radio director,
predicts 1949 will double that
figure. Hilda Kirby is time buyer
for the agency.
The agency has a healthy string

• Telecasting

of regional and local accounts, including 6th Army Recruiting Service (eight western states) conducting five spot campaigns yearly in
addition to five-minute Ira Blue
sportscast on 22 ABC western outlets; West Coast Soap Co., Oakland
(Pow-wow cleanser), sponsoring
participation
in women's
on California
stations;programs
Brents
Jewelry Co., Oakland (regional
retail chain), using spot campaigns
on seven Bay Area stations. World
Insurance Co., Omaha (hospital insurance plan), and Sterling Furniture Co. (retail) are also radio
users.
Ad Fried, of the small but livewire Oakland agency bearing his
name, reports radio billings over
$100,000 and believes 1949 will be
even better. Viewing radio as
"very healthy" he contends it is
difficult to buy good time on many
stations in the area at the present
time.
He said it is important, however,
that
stations "hold the line" on rate
increases.

More than 4,000

families pay ^1
a year to get

Program

Solieiiule!

When thousands ofslisteners
'
SSMO
pay out cash every year to get a
radio station's program schedule.
THAT STATION REALLY HAS A
FIRM GRIP ON ITS AUDIENCE!
And in the San Francisco Bay

Area, that station is KSMO. On
His local and regional radio
KSMO you get solid listener
clients include Cochran & Celli
loyalty that really pays off at the
(Chevrolet dealers) ; San Pablo
Furniture Warehouse (retail firm) ;
cash register.
West Coast Soap Co. (White Navy,
Pow-wow) ; Holly Meat Packing
It's smart to have your product
Co. (smoked meats), sponsoring
talked about on KSMO, v/hich is
John K. Chapel, news analyst daily
on KROW with plans to expand to
the-most-talked-about-radioother California outlets. Davi Mirstation in the Bay Area.
acle Foam (rug, upholstery cleaner) has a Pacific Coast spot camWhy is KSMO talked about?
air.
Emilpaign onReinhardt
Adv., Oakland,
Why do listeners gladly pay for
in business since 1932, services a
number of local and regional adKSMO's Program Schedule?
vertisers. Joseph Connor heads raBecause KSMO is the only
dio department.
With a ten-man staff, Mr. ReinBay Area radio station which
hardt personally directs some of
the accounts. Agency buys a heavy
broadcasts the world's great
and consistent schedule of promusic exclusively. Good music
grams, chainnounbreak
and spot
ancements inthe area
for San
has had a big appeal in the
Francisco Brewing Corp. (BurgerSan
Francisco Bay Area ever
meister beer) .
The agency also place programs
since the Gold Rush Days-and
and announcements on various Pathat's why KSWIO is really
cific Coast outlets for Walter N.
in
the groove with plenty of
Boysen Co., San Francisco. Kilpatrick's Baking Co. (store delivery) reportedly is the agency's
people here!
biggest user of radio. An extensive list of stations is utilized for
spot announcements, chain breaks
and programs in Northern and
Central California. Old Home
Bakery, Sacramento, uses spot
schedule on stations in that area.
Mrs. Gertrude B. Murphy is radio and television director of Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco and
San Jose. Among accounts are
Sunnyvale Packing Co., Sunnyvale,
Calif. (Rancho soups), a heavy
buyer of spot and regional network
time; California Prune & Apricot
Growers Assn., seasonal users of
national spot and participation radio, currently using Kate Smith
Show on WIP Philadelphia. Pioneer Investors Savings & Loan
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
Assn., sponsors three times a week
W. S. GRANT CO., INC.
a KQW newscast.
San Francisco • Los Angeles
Ralph G. Cahn Adv., services Pa(Continued on San Francisco 8)
Chicago • New York
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cific Olive Co. account out of San
Francisco and uses participation
programs and announcements on
Pacific Coast stations.
L. C. Cole Co. handles Tecate
Beer, a spot user.
Other successful radio-using
agencies are M. E. Harlan Adv.;
Richard Jorgensen Adv.; Kelso
Norman Adv.; Knollin Adv.;
Rhodes & Davis; Boone, Sugg,
Tevis & Walden; Theo. H. Segall
Adv.; Robert D. Young Adv.;
Smith, Bull & McCreery Inc.; Allied Adv. Agencies Inc.; and Ryder
& Ingram Ltd., Oakland.
Television is the main topic of
every agency man's conversation
these days. Highly enthusiastic
about the medium's potentiality,
they believe San Francisco can develop into an important TV center.
Hovirever, they do not believe TV
viill push AM radio into the background.
Several agencies are making
budget recommendations that will
include local TV. Some already
have clients using the medium in
other TV centers.
Fortnight magazine, through
West-Marquis Inc., sponsors the
vireekly 30-minute live New Charades on KTLA-TV Hollywood;

Sunnyvale Packing Co., through
Long Adv.,
a nightly
tenminute
news has
feature
on KTLA.

per viewer is many times the cost
casting.
per listener of regular AM broad-

Honig-Cooper Co., for Wine Growers Guild, filmed one minute commercials which were telecast in Los
Angeles, Chicago and New York.
Standard Oil sponsored the Los
AngeleslastAngels'
home
baseball
games
season on
KTLA,
with

"With the era of television just
beginning in San Francisco, agencies and stations alike have a tremendous educational job to do
among advertisers. Few advertisers doubt the potential advertisingimpact of TV, but high cost of producing top quality TV entertainment, plus high time costs per
viewer, has made many decide to

James Barnes, BBDO San Francisco radio director, supervising
production of the commercials.
J. Walter Thompson Co., with
Fred H. Fidler, new vice-president
in charge of Pacific Coast operations, has several clients who will
be active in video in the near future. Mr. Fidler is recognized as
a pioneer in TV production and
commercial films. He had several
years' experience m New York
servicing agency clients there before returning to San Francisco
recently. He also pioneered commercial radio advertising on the
West Coast.
Elliott, Daly & Schnitzer Adv.
has several major clients who will
include TV in their budgets. John
C. W. Daly, agency partner and
San Francisco manager, said:
"It is our opinion that once they
get their vertisers
feetfor good,
wet they'll
be TV cost
adeven though

'wait
and see'."Wheeler & Staff is
Brisacher,
studying TV and has campaigns in
the planning stage, according to
Franklin C. Wheeler, executive
vice-president. He also believes
video will have a terrific advertising impact and will be a stiff competitor of AM radio.
Industrial advertisers whose appropriationspotential
now go to black-andwhite only are
sponsors,
says Robert W. Conley, president
of Conley, Baltzer, Pettier & Steward Adv., San Francisco.
He believes video is a natural for
manufacturers of any type product
that can be demonstrated. Agency
has been specializing in industrial
accounts and now is branching out
to include radio-video.
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STATION
DATA
KFRC
1000 Van Ness Ave.
Prospect
5000 w 6105-0107
kc
FIRST licensed Sept. 24, 1924 . . .
a 50 watter owned by Radio Arts
Studios with transmitter atop
Whitcomb Hotel . . . due to some
freak beaming this 50 w station
was heard regularly up and down
Atlantic Seaboard, in Alaska, Hawaiian Islands, and as far away as
New Zealand. . . . Purchased by
the late Don Lee in 1926, station
power following year was upped to
1000 w . . . new transmitter erected
atop Don Lee Bldg . . . studios in
1928 moved to present location on
mezzanine of Don Lee Bldg. . . .
shortly after move the late Harrison Holloway, then 27, took over
to become youngest general manager of a radio station. . . . Under
Mr. Holloway station embarked on
colorful, unorthodox, sometimes
crazy, often brilliant style of program pioneering . . . many of
the top artists and management in
radio and advertising today were
in the station's stable in those days
. . . many shows originated by
staff in those days still on the air
... in 1936 the late Mr. Holloway
became general manager of KFI
Los Angeles. William D. Pabst
succeeded him in that capacity at
KFRC . . . station went to 5000
w about that time . . . with Don
Lee Broadcasting System and CBS
severing relations after five years,
regional network at beginning of
1937 affiliated with CBS and
KFRC became San Francisco outlet. . . . Merwyn (Dixie) McCabe
is KFRC sales manager. . . . John
Blair & Co. is national representative.
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Background
KGO; 155KGO-FM;
Montgomery KGO-TV
St.
Exbrook 2-6544
50,000
25,400 ww 810
(TV)kc
12,600
w (aural)
Channel
7
KGO went on the air in East Oakland, Jan. 8, 1924 with a blaze of
international publicity . . . with
1000 w it was most powerful station of its day . . . claimed the
largest broadcasting plant in the
world . . . built by General Electric, itwas the first radio plant ever
constructed from ground up exclusively for broadcasting and first
to have studios and transmitter at
separate locations . . . KGO boosted
power to 5000 w in 1927, to 7500 w
in 1928 and to maximum 50 kw on
Dec. 1, 1947 . . . auxiliary studios
were established in St. Francis
Hotel, San Francisco, in May, 1924.
Four years later studios and executive offices, then NBC Blue station, moved to 111 Sutter St. Now
ABC-ovraed and operated, KGO
shares on lease basis NBC Radio

of Bay Area

Outlets

KGYW Vallejo
141 Highway 29
3-5667kc
250Vallejo
w-D 1190
WENT ON AIR Nov. 29, 1947
under partnership of H. Q. Joucken
and David McKay . . . licensed to
California-Nevada Broadcasting
Co. . . . studios and transmitter located at 141 Highway 29 . . . formerly a San Francisco station account executive, Mr. McKay doubles as general and commercial
manager ... he said station specializes in "filling the holes" left
in North Bay areas by larger, more
powerful stations ... besides local
business, he makes frequent trips
to San Francisco to contact agencies for regional and national advertisers .. . with personnel of 12,
station concentrates on local coverage of news, special events and
community projects . . . services
Vallejo and adjacent areas with an
estimated population of more than
85,000 persons.

City Sts.
studiosExecutive
at Tayloroffices
and O'Farrell
are at
KJBS;
KJBS-FM
1470 Pine
St.
155 Montgomery St. . . . in 1941,
Ordway
3-4148
1000
w
LS
1100
kc
just 16 days after Pearl Harbor,
30,000 w 98.9 mc
RCA purchased station from GE
. . . when RCA straightened out its WENT ON AIR in Jan. 1925 as
5 watter using 600
network properties to FCC satis- weak-voiced
faction in 1943, KGO ended up as volts of storage battery power , . .
a key station owned by ABC . . . organized and owned by Julius
station changed management fre- Brunton & Sons . . . three months
quently during this unsettled period
after inception changed call let. . . Gayle V. Grubb, now general
ters from KFUQ to KJBS, utilizing
manager, took over in 1945 . . . He
initials of company name ... in
will also manage KGO-TV, second
1927 station installed new transtelevision station in Northern
mitter and began increasing power
California now on test-pattern . . . ... to 50 w 1927 ... 100 w 1928
Vincent A. Francis is sales man... 500 w 1934 . . . also in the
ager of both operations . . . Has
FM duplicating AM schedules.
latter year a new tower and anBROADCASTING
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M193:
I
m

litenna system was installed, in1creasing field of strength 50%, and
KJBS manager, Ralph Brunton,
[took over management of KQW
JSan Jose when that station was
^purchased by Brunton Bros . . .
;KJBS and KQW linked by telephone lines to allow simultaneous
jbroadcast of programs ... as
stations increased in number
through years, KJBS changed frequency often to find channel for
Iits small power . . . now broadcasts
on 1100 kc, with 1000 w LS . . .
in 1937 station moved to present
;quarters at 1470 Pine St. . . .
dominating scene is 250 foot verti'cal radiating antenna which rises
I*from sidewalk . . . entrance to
studios is under legs of self-supporting tower which, with top 100
feet illuminated by red neon strips,
has become landmark in center of
city. . . .FCC duopoly ruling caused
Brunton Bros, to sell KJBS. . . .
Licensee is now KJBS Broadcasters Inc. with Edwin P. Franklin,
a corporation officer and general
manager . . . Stanley G. Breyer is
I commercial manager . . . National
representative is Headley-Reed
?Co. . . . Recognized as a "money
maker" among broadcasters, station is healthy with business . . .
sells FM separately from AM . . .
claims man^ firsts including first
mobile shortwave radiophone transmis ionfirst
;
West Coast station to
efs
i install Western Electric reproducing equipment.
KLX KLX-FM Oakland
Tribune Tower
I
Glencourt 1-0660
I
1000 w 910 kc
FOUNDED in 1921 by J. R. Knowland Sr., publisher of Oakland
Tribune, as the "Tribune Station"
. . . licensed to Tribune Building
Co. . . . present call letters adopted
July 1922 . . . went to 1000 w in
1933 . . . currently has application
pending for increase to 5 kw fulltime . . . last April KLX-FM went
on air with 20,000 w . . . FM duplicates AM programming 18 hours
daily . . . Glenn Shaw, present general manager, came to station from
KSL Salt Lake City in 1944 . . .
station programming built around
sports features and hourly news
from Tribune city room, with block
programming of personality record shows . . . active in merchandising and promotion . . . last year
won two of 14 CCNY national
awards for radio promotion . . .
only awards won on West Coast
. . . recently organized a "Backyard Network" of Northern California independents to carry KLX
special and sports features . . .
studios located in Tribune Bldg.
. . . National representative is
Burn-Smith Co.
KNBC KNBC-FM
Taylor & O'Farrell Sts.
Graystone 4-8700
50,000 w G80 kc
AN
EX-SAILOR,
Martineau,
•
let- built first KNBC Joe
transmitter of
, in odds and ends of material at cost
of $2,400 in 1921 ... set up as
ms- KPO on roof of old Hale Brothers
j-er Dept. store in downtown San Francisco . . . one of 12 stations in area
all broadcasting hour or so daily on
833.3 kc . . . KPO had 11 a.m. to
BROADCASTING

12 noon . , . only station programming with live talent ... in second year imported Reinald Werrenrath from New York to sing at
$2,500, one of largest radio fees
ever paid for single performance
at that time . . . Southern Pacific
sponsored event . . . during this
period KPO claimed to be first station ever to broadcast grand opera
direct from stage . . . first to
broadcast football direct from field
. . . among first to broadcast full
length symphony concerts . . . first
manager was James W. Laughlin,
manager of Hale Brothers, who
guided station until 1932, when
NBC assumed management and
operation . . . in 1925 station purchased jointly by Hale Brothers
and San Francisco Chronicle . . .
frequency and power changes during these formative years included :
From original 50 w to 500 w in 1922;>
. . . 1923 assigned 750 kc and later
same year to 710 kc . . . power increased to 1000 w in 1925 . . . same
year participated in its first na-

tional network program — inauguration of Coolidge ... on Jan.
31, 1927, became one of original 35
stations of NBC network . . .
power increased to 5 kw 1928 . . .
following year new transmitter in
operation atop Hale Brothers and
present frequency — 680 kc — assigned ... in 1931 power increased
to 50 kw . . . NBC took over managerial control in 1932 with Don
E. Oilman,Division,
v.p. in charge
of NBC's
Western
as manager
. ..
station purchased outright by NBC
in 1933 . . . during this period station instituted ship-to-shore transmission of regular program service
with variety show broadcast from
ship enroute to Honolulu . . . soon
after NBC took over station moved
transmitter to Belmont, 20 miles
south of San Francisco, where it
remains today . . . studios moved
from Hale Brothers store to NBC
studios at 111 Sutter St. . . . Lloyd
Yoder, currently manager of KOA
Denver, became general manager in
1937 . . . Yoder succeeded by Alvin

/^ffro

22

Million

every

year

E. Nelson in 1939 ... in 1942 moved
into its present streamlined, glassbrick and steel Radio City studios
at Taylor and O'Farrell Sts. . . .
same year John W. Elwood became
general manager and continues in
that capacity today ... in 1947
station assumed present call letters
. . . FCC has granted construction
permit for vertical radiator type
antenna . . . new antenna, to be
completed this mid-year, will stand
550 feet and increase station's effective radiated power . . . KNBC
won six awards and citations for
public service last year . . . station has FM duplicating AM programs.manager.
Alfred Crapsey is commercial
140 Jesse St.
KQW
ExbrookKQW-FM
2-3233
5,000 w 740 kc
KQW traces history back to 1909
when Dr. Charles D. Herrold, San
Jose inventor, strung 11,500 feet
of wire between two 7-story build(Continued on San Francisco 10)

SPONSORS!

People

on

this

see

KLX

sponsor

promotional

copy

bulletin!

YES, you get plenty of extra promotional dividends on
KLX — and KLX also has the lowest cost per thousand
station in the rich Oakland market.
For high-powered promotion and low-cost results, use
KLX/#1 in Oakland, California!

of any

if

I

independent

Y

#f

/i. OAKLAND

CALIFORNIA
'
fVL#V
4, California
Oakland
Tower,
Tribune
J. R. Knowland, Jr., President Glenn Shaw, Gen. Manager
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(Continued from San Francisco 9)
ings in San Jose and conducted one
of the world's first successful
broadcasts . . . made history again
in 1912 with two-way communicabetion by voice in a broadcastJose,
tween Garden City Bank, San
and Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco
. . . later same year KQW began
broadcasting regular programs
— featuring songs and ukelele tunes
by two high school boys, Clarence
and Al Pearce — it also claims the
first U. S. Government license . . .
year later established what was
claimed to be world's record for
long-distance radio transmission
when broadcast picked up by Army
transport 950 miles at sea . . .
thrilled visitors to 1915 PanamaPacific Exposition, San Francisco,
with broadcast of music to fair
from San Jose . . . shortly afterward station established hookup
with KDN San Francisco and
opened studio for reception of daily
concerts broadcast from Fairmont
Hotel . . . present call letters KQW
assigned 1921 ... Dr. Herrold
transferred broadcasting rights to
First Baptist Church of San Jose
in 1925 . . . then broadcasting with
500 w on 1010 kc . . . station sold
to Brunton brothers 1934 with Pacific Agricultural Foundation as
licensee; Ralph R. Brunton, president and general manager . . .
1935 increased to 1000 w unlimited
time . . . affiliated with Don LeeMutual 1938 . . . increased to 5 kw
night 1939 . . . same year installed
directional antenna and moved

^CHECK THESE
FEATURES!
S REPORTS
VSPORT
ON THE HOUR
1 1 a.m. — 6 p.m.

WS AT THIRTY
VNEON
THE HALF HOUR
10:30 a.m. — 5:30 p.m.
a/programmed
popular music
15 HOURS DAILY
VTHE RACE
RECREATION
RE-RUNNlNG
OF THE DAY'S
at a California
Track RACES
6:30-7 p.m.

Vforeign
language*
SPANISH
ITALIAN
GREEK
CHINESE
•(Exclusive in San Francisco)
CALL OR WIRE FOR LOW
RATES ON ABOVE
FEATURES

KSAN
on your dial
SEIL
li ih ill ▼ ill ill ll LEE
GEN.MIKE
MGR.
1400 1450 1500
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
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transmitter to Alviso . . . assigned
740 kc with 5 kw fulltime 1941
. . . broadcasting as independent . . .
affiliated with CBS Jan. 1, 1942 . . .
KQW-FM on air Feb. 1, 1948 . . .
103.7 mc, Channel 279 .. . KQW
got permit last August for 560 kc
with 5 kw, with KSFO getting 740
kc with 50 kw. Change hasn't been
made yet . . . mid-February CBS,
45% owner, FCC consent to assume
full ownership. Arthur Hull Hayes
is CBS vice president in charge of
San Francisco office. Myron A.
Elges is sales manager. Edward
Petry & Co. is national representative.
KRE Berkeley
601 Ashby Ave.
Ashberry
250 w 14003-7715
kc
FIRST LICENSED in 1922 to
Maxwell Electric Co., Berkeley, as
100 watter with transmitter in
Hotel Claremont . . . later same
year ownership transferred to
Berkeley Daily Gazette and additional studios established in downtown Berkeley . . . First Congregational Church acquired station in
1927 . . . after three and one half
years of turbulent, semi-commercial operation, Lawrence F. Moore
was named station director with
full responsibility . . . complete new
transmitter and associated equipment installed and station went on
regular 9-hour daily schedule . . .
studios were established in Oakland
for about a year . . . then move
was made to Glenn-Connolly Bldg.
in downtown Berkeley. This was
in late 1933 . . . With fulltime operation granted in June 1934, station shortly after went on a 24
hour schedule, become first "roundthe-clock" operation in Northern
California . . . daytime power was
increased to 250 w in January 1935
. . . with license assigned to Central California Broadcasters Inc.,
Arthur Westlund, who had succeeded Mr. Moore, continues as
general manager and also heads
corporation as president ... in
November 1938 KRE settled at
present location . . . currently operates 18 hours daily. . . . Present
fulltime granted in 1939 . . . KREFM operations schedule to start
this month on Channel 275, 102. 9
mc, with transmitter atop 1850
foot Round Top Mountain.
KROW Oakland
464 - 19th St.
Twinoaks 3-9600
1000 w 960 kc
(CP 5000 w 960 kc)
STATION began in 1925 as KFWM
with 50 w power on 1500 kc . . .
following January granted 500 w
fulltime on 1270 kc . . . shortly
thereafter adopted present call letters, KROW, and changed to 930
kc . . . in 1928 station incorporated
... in 1930 won Radio Digest
medals for creating most outstanding programs and making greatest
progress in state of California during year . . . during that year such
now famous stars as Del Courtney,
Ran Wilde and Ralph Edwards got
their start on KROW ... in 1933
power upped to 1000 w ... in 1935
■ moved to present studios at 19th
and Broadway, Oakland ... in
1941 changed to present frequency,
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960 kc . . . currently constructing
new AM transmitter for power increase to 5 kw day and night . . .
site for new plant will be known
as KROW Island and will be located in shadow of San FranciscoOakland Bay Bridge . . . three 250foot towers will be constructed on
the 20-acre island . . . top portion
of center tower will be used for
interim FM operation . . . KROW
is one of five applicants for one
of two remaining TV channels in
area ... if granted KROW will be
only East Bay TV outlet . . . since
1944 station has been owned by
Sheldon F. Sackett. Wilton Gunzendorfer is general manager,
named in 1945 after serving as
commercial manager . . . licensee
is KROW Inc.
KSAN
1355
Market
•
Market
1-8171St.
250 w 1450 kc
ON THE AIR since 1922, station
went through a series of ownerships and call-letter changes . . .
only station in San Francisco today
operating on 250 w ... in 1939
moved transmitter and studios to
present location
chandise Mart inatop
heartWestern
of cityMer...
Licensed to Golden Gate Broadcasting Corp., president and owner is
S. H. Patterson. . . . Lee Mikesell
is general
manager
. concentrates on local
and civic. .aifairs
and
music . . . programs more than 15
hours musical entertainment daily
. . . employs one of the few Negro
disc jockeys in area — Bill Forney
. . . only station in San Francisco
programming special foreign language broadcasts for large foreign
population . . . for several years
has had programs in Chinese,
Spanish, Italian, Greek . . . commercially sound . . . William G.
Rambeau Co. is national representative.

vice president and general manager
since 1935 . . . last Christmas Eve
KSFO went on air with its TV
station — KPIX — to become first
commercial station in Northern
California . . . now programs 14
hours weekly and is supported l^y
20 national and local advertisers
... in last two weeks of 1948,
after KPIX began test-patterns,
number of TV sets in area jumped
from less than 1000 to 3500 and
current estimates place the number
near 5000 . . . KSFO has grant for
740 kc with 50 kw . . . station also
operates two international shortwave stations — KWID (100 kw)
and KWIX (50 kw). . . . Jack
Campbell is commercial manager
of KSFO and KPIX (TV).
KSMO

San Mateo
811 B St.
Diamond
lOOOw 15504-2594
kc
STARTED OPERATION March
17, 1947 with a one-program policy: "No jive, no hill-billy music,
no soap operas, no singing commercials, no crime thrillers; just the
world's censedgreatest
... Co.,
lito Amphlettmusic"
Publishing
was organized by John H. Schacht,
former San Francisco and New
York radio executive, who serves as
general manager; J. Hart Clinton,
president of San Mateo Times, who
is station president; and Wilton F.
Delmar, program director ... in
two years of operation they have
made the one-program policy pay
and have established a growing and
loyal audience, not only "down the
peninsula" but in the Bay Area
. . . studios are maintained in San
Mateo . . . has sales staff combing
San Francisco and Oakland agencies for business as well as catering to town merchants . . . station
representative is W. S. Grant Co.
KTIM San Rafael
1117 Fifth Ave.
San w-D
Rafael15101510kc
1000

KSFO; KPIX(TV)
ORGANIZED at beginning of 1947
Mark Hopkins Hotel
Exbrook 2-4567
and
went through the usual grow5000 w-LS; 1000 w-N 560 kc
ing pains . . . maintains studios
29,900 w(TV)
15,400
w(aural)
Channel 5
in both San Rafael and Richmond
. . . concentrates on local programSTATION began as KTAB Oakming for Marin and Contra Costa
land in 1925 with studios and transmitter located at Tenth Avenue
counties . . . licensed to Marin
Broadcasting Co. . . . controlling
Baptist Church operating with 500
interest held by Roy A. Brown,
w ... it owned the first factorybuilt transmitter in Northern Cali- president, who is publisher of San
fornia ... in 1929 station established auxiliary studios in San
Francisco and power increased to r.
1000 w ... in 1932 main studios
moved from church to larger quarKGYW
ters in Sweet's Ballroom, Oakland
... in 1933 station became propThe only station offering the
erty of present
licensee, Inc.,
The Associated Broadcasters
and
85,000 people in Vollejo a
studios on both sides of Bay were
purely local radio service.
moved — in Oakland to the Insurance Bldg., in San Francisco to
Yes, the networks serve Vallejo
building near Union Square . . .
quite satisfactorily, but for
in 1935 call letters changed to
local home-town impact on
KSFO and main studios moved to
San Francisco's Russ Bldg. . . .
became CBS outlet in 1937 and
85,000 Vallejoans— it's
power raised to 5 kw daytime . . .
moved again in 1938 to Palace
KGYW
Hotel, and again 1942 to Mark
1190
Ki LOCYCLES
Hopkins Hotel, where, but in difVALLEJO
ferent part of hotel, it remains today, now an independent . . .
Philip G. Lasky has been executive
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BASIC RATES
FOR BAY AREA STATIONS
Following are the basic (Class A time) one-time hour rates charged
by San Francisco-Oakland Bay Area stations:
BASIC (CLASS A TIME) HOURLY AM RATES
(San Francisco-Oakland Bay Area Stations)
KROW
125
KNBC (NBC)
$480
12047
KGO (ABC)
450 KLX
KWBR (24-hr. station)
12050
KFRC (Don Lee-MBS)
400
KQW (CBS)
325 KRE
65
KSFO
250 KTIM
KYA
206 KSMO
90
KSAN
100 KVSM
KJBS
170 KGYW
50

f.v3

KPIX, only Bay Area TV station thus far operating commercially,
charges $250 an hour, Class A time, for facilities only. Production,
talent, technical and remote pick-up charges quoted individually.
power increased to 1000 w day and
night 1940 . . . call letters changed
to KWBR in September 1945. . . .
In September 1947 KWBR-FM
added to broadcast activities . . .
program policy employs beamed
technique with block programming
of broadcasts to special listening
groups throughout day . . . special foreign language broadcasts
nightly — Spanish, Italian, Portuguese— for large foreign groups in
area . . . FM studios and transmitter located in Twin Peaks area of
San Francisco . . . Station has been
under same ownership since beginning . . . Stafford Warner is general manager, F. Wellington Morse
station manager.
KYA
Hearst Bldg.
Douglas 2-2536
5000 w-LS; 1000 w-N 1260 kc
KNOWN as "The Sports Station"
of the Bay Area, KYA has been in
operation since Dec. 17, 1926 with
a succession of ownerships. Hearst
Radio Inc. bought properties from
NBC and subsequently sold it in
1944 to Palo Alto Radio Station
Inc., present licensee. Don Fedderson became vice president and
general manager. With its sale to
Dorothy Thackrey about a year
later, he continued in that capacity
and is also general manager of
KLAC and KLAC-TV Hollywood
of which she also is licensee. Dave
Lundy is general sales manager of
the three properties. . . . Three stations have been sold to Warner
Bros,
for
reported $1,045,000, subKWBR;
KWBR-FM Oakland
327 - 21st St.
ject to FCC approval. . . . During
Higate 1310
4-1212kc
those years of frequent ownership
lOOOw
changes the station became outlets
10,000 w 97.3 mc
of CBS and NBC Blue, originating
STAFFORD W. WARNER and
shows for those networks on alterEugene N. Warner organized
KWBR in 1920 in conjunction with
nate days. It was also a UBC assofirst radio stores in Bay Area . . .
ciate station, originating many prooriginal call letters 6XAM . . .
grams of the now non-existing netcommercial call letters KLS issued
work. .. . Currently operating with
5 kw-LS and 1 kw-N on 1260 kc,
1923 . . . power then 25 w . . . station operated on daylight schedule
KYA studios and executive offices
until 1937 when new frequency at are in the Hearst Bldg. with transmitter at Candlestick Point. . . .
1310 and unlimited hours operation granted by FCC . . . 24-hour
Move will be made to larger quaroperation continuous ever since
ters in Fairmont Hotel by May 1.
. . . also in 1937 moved to present
. . . Besides sports, station spesite where station has unique
cializes in community events and
studios and offices in Radio Vil- goes in heavy for newscasts as
well as recorded musical programs.
|lage, 327 21st St. . . . 20,000
square feet . . . rustic structure
. . . National representative is
built around scenic court . . . Adam J. Young Jr. Inc.
BROADCASTING
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Rafael Independent . . . vice president and general manager is Hugh
Turner, who also guides FM affiliate, KRCC Richmond, co-owned by
Contra Coast Broadcasting Co. . . .
combined AM-FM operates as "The
Voice of the Northbay" . . . with
kinks ironed out KTIM, commercially speaking, is reported as
"starting to see the light of day."
KVSM San Mafeo
279 Baldwin Ave.
Diamond 4-2541
250 w-D 1050 kc
ORGANIZED September 1946 by
group of San Mateo citizens — Hugh
H. Smith, former chairman of San
Mateo County Board of Supervisors, Judge Edmund Scott, and
two radio engineers, Merwyn F.
Planting and Gordon D. France
. . . group was licensed as San
Mateo County Broadcasters . . .
Clifford Fox is general manager
. . . servicing the peninsula area,
KVSM also maintains studios in
San Leandro "across the bay" having established cooperative news
and special events coverage with
San Leandro News-Observer . . .
in July 1948 additional studios
opened atop President Hotel in
Palo Alto when a similar cooperative deal was worked out with
Palo Alto Times . . . station concentrates on local news coverage
and community special events.
Donald Cooke Inc. is national representative with Gene Grant & Co.
handling similar representation in
California.
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NYONE IN TACOMA can tell you about this
Washington mountain. It's as familiar as ABC in Tacoma
where 80% of the radio families listen regularly to the
Coast's most powerful network. In 42 Coast towns (and
97 counties) ABC has at least 50% BMB penetration.

OOM-DAY MEMENTOS from 1849 are preserved
in this landmark, as familiar to Sacramentans as the ABC
spot on the dial. To hit a 1949 bonanza in Sacramento,
switch to ABC. Even before KFBK boosted its power
to 50,000 watts, BMB said ABC reached 89% of Sacramento's radio families.

On the coast you cant get away from

ABC

FULL COVERAGE . . . ABC's improved facihties have
boosted its coverage to 95.4% of all Pacific Coast radio
families (representing 95% of coast retail sales) in counties where BMB penetration is 50% or better.
IMPROVED FACILITIES. . .ABC, the Coast's Most Powerful Network, now delivers 227,500 watts of power—
53,500 more than the next most powerful network at
night. This includes FOUR 50,000 watters...a 31% increase infacilities during the past year.

Ian you name what kind of fruit is almost as numerous asABC listeners in Watsonville, California? These
blossoms should give you a clue. And to reach Watsonville's radio families, take your cue from BMB which
proves 84% of them listen regularly to ABC. Outside
markets or inside, big or small— ABC delivers them all.
KEY
A— Mount Rainier
B— Sutter's Fort
C— Apples
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LOWER COST. . .ABC brings you all this at only $1,275
for a night-time half-hour. No wonder we say— whether
you're on a Coast network or intend to be, talk to ABC.
GREATER FLEXIBILITY. . .You can focus your sales
impact better on ABC Pacific. Buy as few as 5 stations,
or as many as 21— all strategically located.
THE TREND TO ABC. . .The Richfield Reporter, oldest
newscast on the Pacific Coast, moves to ABC after 17
years on another network, and so does Greyhound's
Sunday Coast show— after 13 years on another network.

PACIFIC
NETWORK
New York : 30 Rockefeller Plaza • Circle 7-5700-Dethoit : 1700 Stroh Bldg. • CHerry 8321-Chicago : 20 N. Wacker2-65Dr.
DElaware 1900-Los Angeles : 6363 Sunset Blvd. • HUdson 2-3141-San Francisco : 155 Montgomery St. • EXbrook
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N, former program
MEL LONDO
director at WGNR-PM New
Rochelle, has joined Wilbur
Stark-Jerry Layton, New York. He
will co-write Red Benson's Movie Mat^inee. . i ^
EVANS PLUMMER, radio and movie
magazine editor, has joined Gladys
, Rubens Musical Workshop, Hollywood,
las associate to promote and develop
!television talent and shows. School
has been staging juvenile musical com, edy Sandy Dreams over KTLA Holly.
Iwo' od
HAL HOWARD, formerly with Beverly
Hills ofBce of Music Corp. of America,
has joined Dallas branch, which has
moved to larger quarters in Remington-Rand Bldg.
GUERIN ENTERPRISES, St. Louis
film producer, has opened new studios
and offices at 427 N. Euclid Ave.
FORT B. GUERIN Jr., president, said
(new facilities will enable firm to supply
TV industry with complete film service.
MARSCHALK & PRATT Agency,
New York, has subscribed to National
Nielsen Radio Index for three years,
A. C. Nielsen Co. reported last week.
, Class A service agreement calls for
extra-week ratings and non-network
optional feature.
NAN PENDRELL, New York advertising, merchandising and promotion
specialist, has moved offices from 42 E.
51st St. to 37 W. 57th St. Telephone:
Murray Hill 8-3515.
LEVEE-STARK Inc., Beverly Hills
(talent agency), moves to new offices
at 8782 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles.
Telephone: Crestview 1-5781.
ED NIEHAY, salesman with Continental Radio Features, Port Worth,
Tex., direct sales organization handling
participating radio shows, has been
named manager of firm.
BEN BENJAMIN, radio-television
head of Levee-Stark, Los Angeles talent agency, is the father of a boy,
Jeffrey Arthur.
ERNEST SAMUELSON has been
named Kansas City, Mo., district sales
manager for Radio Features, Chicago,
producer of The Deenhs Taylor- ConLIBEL

and

SLAIVDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plaglarlsm-Copyrlght-Plracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUB UNIQUE EXCESS POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly Inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
BROADCASTING

cert, Tello-Test and Mutual co-op,
John Nesbitt's Passing Parade. Mr.
Samuelson's headquarters will be at
1909 E. 39 St., Kansas City.
SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNIQUE
has opened new offices at 316 W. 57th
St., New York. THOMAS H. HUTCHINSON is director.
SAM HUNSAKER Productions Inc.,
New York, is readying series of television films for national distribution
featuring SHEILA BARRETT, mimic.
Equipment
ALLAN B. MILLS, merchandise manager of RCA Victor Home Instrument
Dept., has been appointed general sales
manager.
He is succeeded as mer-

PEER INTERNATIONAL
and

CORP.

MELODY LANE PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
The Popular, Latin-American, Folk and Hawaiian catalogs of these
firms are among the most extensive in publishing circles. Both
firms, included in the successful interests of Ralph Peer, were
among the first to join the BMI family and have consistently
given broadcasters song-hit after song-hit.
I LOVE

YOU

SO MUCH
Recorded by

IT HURTS

BUDDY CLARK (Columbia)
MILLS BROTHERS (Decca)
FLOYD TILLMAN (Columbia)
REGGIE GOFF (London)
SHORTY LONG (Decca)
JIMMY WAKELY (Capitol)
SMOKEY
SMITH (Crystal)
FRONTIERSMEN (Victor)
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
TOMMY CLAYTON (Varsity)
NOVATIME TRIO (NBC Thesaurus) DEAN HUDSON (Lang-worth)
Mr. Rundle

Mr. Mills

chandise manager by H. M. RUNDLE,
who has been in charge of home instrument styling. Mr. Mills has been
with RCA Victor since 1923, Mr. Rundle
since 1930.
WESTINGHOUSE Home Radio Div.
has announced new table model television receiver, H-196-DX, with modern-styled mahogany cabinet, 52square-inch viewing screen and suggested retail price of $325 plus tax,
installation and warranty fees. Also
announced was model 223 with suggested retail price of $269.95.
SIGHTMASTER Corp. announced fortnight ago it was sticking to all-glass
cathode-ray tube, as it brought out
first 15-inch tube receiver to sell at
$495 — same price as 16-inch metal tube
sets.
RCA ENGINEERING Products Dept.,
Camden, N. J., has introduced new
life-size television projection system
(TLS-87), especially adaptable for
large public gathering places. System
features "out-of-the-way" ceiling
mounting for barrel-shaped projector.
Control console can be built-in if desired.
DR. HANS KOHLER, formerly with
Radio-Marine Corp. and member of
Research Labs of Signal Corps, has
been appointed to staff of National
Bureau of Standards, where he will
do theoretical work in electronics division.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., has announced two new table
video receivers: Model 830, 12% -inch
picture tube, list price $399.95; model
835, 10-inch tube, list price $325.
R. L. COWARD, salesman at Knoxville
branch of Graybar Electric Co., New
York, has been appointed manager of
Bristol branch. R. J. FRANZEN, assistant to lines manager at Seattle,
has been named manager of Graybar
Tacoma branch.
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ONE

HAS

MY

NAME

(The Other Has My
Recorded by

Heart)

BOB EBERLE (Decca)
JACK LATHROP (Victor)
JIMMEY WAKLY (Capitol) SLIM DUNCAN (Columbia)
TEXAS JIM LEWIS (Exclusive) EDDIE DEAN (Crystal)
RED PERKINS (DeLuxe)
TOMMY CLAYTON (Varsity)

EVER POPULAR STANDARDS
DEEPTEXASIN THE HEART OF
GREEN EYES
GEORGIA ON MY MIND
YOU BELONG TO MY HEART
FRENESI
BRAZIL
YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE
BESAME MUCHO
BABALU
CUANTO LE GUSTA
COME TO THE MARDI GRAS
I'LL NEVER LOVE AGAIN
PERFIDIA
Broadcast
580
New

Music, Inc

Fifth Avenue
York 19, N. Y.

BMI Put'cc/^
MARCH
I BEAUTIFUL EYES (Duchess)
BOUQUET OF ROSES (Hill & Range)
DAINTY BRENDA LEE (Lutz)
COULDN'T STAY AWAY FROM
YOU (Johnstone-Montel)
I GOT A GAL IN GALVESTON
(Republic)
I LOVE
YOU SO MUCH IT HURTS
(Melody Lane)
I WISH SOMEBODY CARED
ENOUGH TO CRY (London)
IT'SWORLD
A BIG (BMI)
WIDE WONDERFUL
JUST REMINISCING (Encore)
LOOK UP (Patmar)
MISSISSIPPI FLYER (Mellin)
WIND IN MY SAILS (Marks)
YOU, YOU, YOU ARE THE ONE
(Campbell)
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ARD STEELE, formerly of
RICH
WBKB (TV) Chicago, has been
appointed production facilities
supervisor at WNBQ (NBC) Chicago.
LYNWOOD B. KING Jr. has joined
video staff as assistant operations
manager.
BERNARD MOORE, chief announcer
and production manager at WKNB
New Britain, Conn., has been appointed
program director of WKNB and
WFHA (FM).
FRED KELLER, with WBEN Buffalo
since 1942, has been appointed executive producer of WBEN-TV.
He succeeds JOSEPH A.
JEXKES'S,
gram now
directorpro-of
WNBK Cleveland.
CHARLES POWERS, ABC director
of such shows as
Famoiis Jury Trials
and Our Job Is
Manhattan, has
transferred to network's television
operations as video
jfgijgj.
cue thrower.
JACKSOK GREEN has been appointed
director of production facilities at
CBS-TV in New York. EILEEN
LANGE, former fiction editor of Women's Home Companion and associate
editor of Good Housekeeping, has
joined CBS-TV as story editor.
ROBERT H. FORWARD, former production manager and assistant program director for Mutual-Don Lee,
Hollywood, joins KTTV (TV) Los Angeles as assistant to program director
HAL HUDSON.
BOB LEWIS, former assistant radio
director for State Advertising, Chi-

NOW!

DIRECT

cage, has joined WGN Chicago as
continuity writer.
VANBUREN De VRIES, producer-director at WMAL-TV Washington,
March 9 will address Washington Film
Council's television forum, speaking
on video film from producer's angle.
March 17 Mr. De Vries will speak to
Broadcasters' Workshop of General
Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists
on "How Important Is Your Script?"
NORMA
SCHNEIDER
NBC's
Central Division
as scriptjoins
coordinator
in continuity acceptance department,
replacing CAROL SOMERVILLE, who
has resigned to be married.
MARGERY (Jerry) QUIZZ, with
WGBS New York's Hits and Misses
program since last November, and former music director of KRUX Phoenix,
has
been appointed record librarian for
WCBS.
GLENN UHLES returns to NBC Chicago as assistant night manager after
working for two years in guest relations department of ABC Chicago.
ALAN CUMMINGS, formerly with
WITH Baltimore, WARL Arlington,
Va., and freelancer with Washington,
D. C, area stations, has joined WWDC
Washington as all-night man. He replaces LES SAND, resigned.

P^^^^n

PUBLISHER-TO-STA
TIO^^^^pPj
SERVICE ON

RADIO

PICTURE

direct publisher

to

station
Albums
created service
es[}ecially for
your .station available at no
cost to you ... no cost to your
listeners. We now have exclusive national sales and distribution righls for all Radio
Albums produced by the-Howard Company, Peoria, Illinois
publishers who have, since
1938, produced almost 200
Radio picture albums distributed for stations from coast
ti> coast.

Write or phone today . . .
exclusive rights to only one
station in each city.
Phone 4-3262
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ALBUMS
you can have thou'
ha.e tho,
>«" can
sands
of individually
planned radio ah
bums distributed
AT NO COST TO YOU
and exclusive in
your city

WILL CARLSON, formerly with
WBCK Battle Creek, Mich., has joined
announcing staff of WKBN Youngstown, Ohio.
BILL ROUSSEAU has been named direcor on CBS Your Lucky Strike, replacing HARLAN DUNNING who left
to join BBDO, Los Angeles, as account
executive.
MAX FERGUSON, formerly of CBH
Halifax, has joined announcing staff
of CBL and CJBC Toronto. KEN
HOMER is new announcer at CBH.
RUTH BROWN, formerly with WCSH
Portland, Me., has joined KJBS San
Francisco as music librarian.
LEONARD LEIGH, organist, has
joined KOOL Phoenix, Ariz., where
he conducts Leonard Leigh Plays the
Hammond, Mon.-Fri., 8:45 p.m.
JANET ANGEL has joined WMID Atlantic City, N. J., where she is in
charge of continuity and traffic. Miss
Angel was formerly with WLAG La
Grange, Ga.
CLEDGE ROBERTS, senior producer
at WPIX(TV) New York, and instructor at Television Workshop of
New York, and RUDY BRETZ, recent
operations manager of WPIX, have
been promoted to supervisory positions at Workshop.
JOAN KAY (Mrs. N. E. Bibow),
"Christine" on WNMP Evanston, Ill.'s
Aisle of Styles program, is the mother
of a girl, Susan Elizabeth.
SAM GIFFORD, formerly with WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind., and WWNC Asheville, N. C, has joined announcing
staff of WHAS
Louisville.
JAMES EBERLE,
special events director for television at WWJ-TV
Detroit, has been
appointed program
supervisor. KEITH
McKENNEY, former program supervisor, has been apMr. Gifford
manager. pointed production

CHRISTMAS came in February for
Johnny Clarke, m.c. of three-hour
morning show over WNJR Newark,
N. J. Mr. Clarke requested listeners
to send in Christmas cards to be used
by local Girl Scout councils to moke
scrapbooks for North Jersey hospitals
and orphanogas. Mr. Clarke is shown
thanking listeners for response.
leased by VRT Records, new Chicago
firm, some time this month.
SAM HEARN has joined cast of NBC
Dennis Day Show.
ART MERCIEB, WBBM Chicago announcer, is author of "Bait Casting
for Lunkers" which will appear in the
April issue of Oiitdoorsman.
WILLIAM E. HEALION has joined
Chicago's video department as a title
artist.
DONALD M. HINE, KTSL (TV) Hollywood producer, and Patricia Elair.e
Curry have announced their marriage.
JOHN MOORE, formerly of CKWS
Kingston, Ont., has joined announcing staff of CBO Ottawa.
FLORENCE JANKOWSKI, writer at
WBCK Battle Creek, Mich., and Bernard G. Cunningham were married
Feb. 26 and left for Renfrew, Scotland, where Mr. Cunningham will work.
TONY ELLIS, scriptwriter on Don
Lee's Count
of Monte Crista, is the
father
of a boy.
IN

LOS

ANGELES

GtT ON
CLIFFORD SHAW, staff pianist at
^
WAVE Louisville, has written six new
songs which are now in process of being published. Songs are: "If There
Be Ecstasy," "Love in Springtime,"
"Little Song," "Promenade," "After
Direct to the 1,130,000 "SPECIALIZED
the Pangs of a Desperate Lover" and
GROUP" within the Los Angeles Market.
"When I Am Dead My Dearest."
TOBE REED has started new quarterhour show of his own on ABC Pacific
Coast and Mountain stations. He will
tell "little known" human interest
stories and interview various Hollywood personalities.
FRANCES SCULLY, m.c. of KECA
Hollywood Star Gazing, has been
named president of Hollywood Women's
6 RESPONSIVE AUDIENCES
Press Club. LEE HOGAN, NBC HolIN ADDITION TO 3 MILLION
lywood fashion editor, named secretary.
ENGLISH SPEAKING LISTENERS
RICK VOLLAERTS, writer on NBC
Ozzie & Harriett Show, is the father of
a girl, Victoria Land.
Owned and Operatadl?^NEL
by
KOWL
BILL WALKER, member of the WIND
ART
CROGHAN
&
GENE
AUTRY
Chicago music staff, has written three
songs which will be recorded and reBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

U. OF

OKLA.

Eddy, Mitchell, Sill Speakers
WILLIAM C. EDDY, general manager of WHEN (TV) Syracuse, was
scheduled to be one of the featured
U. of Oklahoma's
at the Conference.
speakers Radio
annual
The
three-day meet, held at Oklahoma
City and Norman, closed last
Saturday (March 5).
Capt. Eddy, commanding officer
of the Navy's radio and radar
school in Chicago and author of
Television : The Eyes of Tomorrow,
was to have been principal speaker
at a dinner session Friday at the
Biltmore Hotel. His subject was:
"General TV Operations." This
year's conference theme, "Survival
in a Changing World," was subdivided into current problems of
operation and the transition of
television.
Other radio leaders scheduled to
speak included Jerome Sill, general manager, WMLO Milwaukee,
Wis.; Frank Marx, ABC vice
president in charge of engineering;
Beulah Zachary, WBKB Chicago
TV producer-director, and Maurice
Mitchell, NAB director of broadcast
advertising. Mr. Mitchell's topic
was "Economic Aspects of Radio
Advertising." Other speakers were
previously announced [Broadcasting, Feb. 28]. Mr. Marx discussed
"Factors in Planning for Television" in final Saturday sessions.
Sessions were devoted chiefly to
station problems and covered station-agency relations, future of
low-power campus stations, news,
in addition to station and television operations. Highlight of
Saturday's agenda was a luncheon
sponsored by the Assn. for Education by Radio at the Biltmore
in Oklahoma City.
PROGRAM SERVICE
Plan Distribution System
DUAL plan has been announced by
the Broadcasters Guild covering a
monthly information service to
members plus machinery to distribute local and regional programs
of members on national basis.
Explaining the move, James
Parks, BG Hollywood vice president, said, "Surveying the field for
properties particularly suitable to
the Guild distribution system, we
have found that many locally produced programs have good transcription possibilities."
The news service inaugurated
March 1 as "Radio News Digest,"
will highlight radio and television
developments plus inform member
stations of new projects and activities of the Guild.

STAMFORD,' CONN.
"The Gateway
New England'
ABC toAffillot«
RcprcMntative J P McKINNEY & SON
BROADCASTING

'Break' the Bank?
WHEN KTUL Tulsa's Eddie
Coontz ribs sponsors on his
Morning Watch platter show,
none is likely to be immune
— not even a bank. The
National Bank of Commerce,
one of the city's oldest and
most conservative banking
institutions, is receiving
gentle needling thrice weekly. A 52-week series, the
promotion is designed to
"humanize" the banking business and popularize its services. J. D. McBirney, National's president, and his
associate, Carl Wedeman, are
sold on Eddie's style of moving merchandise
both Coontz
fans. — they're
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 16)
RKO lot, he was singled out by
A. H. Woods, Broadway producer,
for a role in "Arrest That Woman."
After getting to New York Earl
felt the role was not for him. It
was finally decided to spot him in
the Chicago company of "The
Night
January
Next ofcame
word 16."
that a part could
be had in the Broadway production
of "Behind the Red Lights" based
on the career of Lucky Luciano.
He hustled to New York and was
with it for seven months.
The summer of '37 found Earl in
Detroit growing very interested in
radio. When a job loomed on the
staff of WWJ, he was all for it.
In late '38, he had a nibble from
NBC Chicago and next shifted to
the production staff there. By August '41 he had become a production director but Earl had his eye
on a California return.
At this time the Red-Blue separation was looming and he gambled that a job might develop as a
result. He joined NBC in February '42. Among the shows he
worked on were Kraft Music Hall
and Chase & Sanborn's Charlie McCarthy show.
In '43 Danny Danker approached
Earl to join J. Walter Thompson
Co. He did, and produced the RCA
What's New series in mid '43. Next
followed assignments on Frank
Sinatra's first commercial program,
for Vim's Vitamins, and Charlie
McCarthy. He has also produced
seven of the Elgin Thanksgiving
and Christmas two-hour programs.
Several trips east with touring
radio shows brought him to New
York where the TV bug got him.
Last summer he spent much time
looking, listening and learning.
When the Charlie McCarthy show
ceased, he went east again for more
look-see at TV. And in January
of this year he was named to his
present estate.
Mr. became "Mr. and Mrs." when
Earl married June Pauly, May 21,
1947. The family hearth is in
Beverly Hills, Calif. Hobby hours
are largely devoted to theatre, golf
and fishing.
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JOHN MATERS has been appointed
news editor of WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich. BOB SIDNEY, staflf
announcer, has been appointed sports
editor.
CHUCK CLEAVER, former news editor at WRRN Warren, Ohio, has
joined news staff of WKBN Youngstown, Ohio. DON BRICE, WKBN news
editor, is the father of twin girls.
CHUCK HEALY, former sports director of WKIP Poughkeepsie, is new
assistant sportscaster at WBEN and
WBEN-TV Buffalo.
ROBERT F. HURLEIGH, WGN Chicago news director, will receive 1948
award of commendation from Illinois
division, Polish American Congress,
today (Monday) on his 6:30 p.m.
(CST) newscast. Citation is for
"forthright
distinguished
radio
commentaries and
on the
news of world
events; bold expose of the Communist
threat to world peace and security;
intrepid defense of the principles of
American democracy."
MANCHESTER BODDY, editor and
publisher of Los Angeles Daily News,
has started three weekly news analysis
broadcasts on KFWB Los Angeles.
H. R. BAUKHAGE, ABC commentator, will substitute for Bryson Rash,
network's White House correspondent,
on latter's Capital Close-Up program
March 11 and 18 over WMAL-TV
Washington. Mr. Rash will be in Key
West, Fla., with President Truman.

CAN
A

YOU

ROTARY

FEW MINUTES after this four-engine experimental Beechcraft plane crashed
near Wichita, Kan., KANS Wichita had the story on the air with the identity
of the pilot who was killed. News Editor Dick Gavitt arrived on the scene
of the accident about 15 minutes after the plane came down. He immediately rushed to the studio and aired a bulletin, which was followed later
by a detailed account.
Feature
(Continued from page 16)
the twins and giving them the
"keys to the city."
Newswise, however, the snub appeared to be an example of cutting
off a nose to spite a face. The
newspapers also passed up a picture when the "keys to the city"
turned out to be the keys to a jail.
The six twins and their beauty consultant were arrested and put behind bars in the Tulsa "bastille."
The charge: Violation of the Oklahoma cosmetology statute, served
during a personal appearance in
one of the city's leading department stores.
Their unexpected arrests finally
broke the icy silence of the Tribune,

USE
SWITCH

WITH

.

* A tamper-proof rotor arm (patented)
* Extra long life
* Low and uniform contact resistance
* Minimum thermal noise
* High resistance to leakage
* Trouble-free operation
Consult the Daven Company on your switch requirements, A
complete line of standard switches is offered; contact our
gineering Department for special switch problems. Write
for
Bulletin SW-1, Dept. BD-3 for complete information on standard switches.
EnCO.
DAVEN
THE<191
CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK
4, NEW JERSEY

A

which grudgingly gave space to
save
face. But
— that the Toni
Observers
noted
twins "incident" was not a mere
isolated one in the current RadioPress War. Newspaper antagonisms have long been smoldering
on the Tulsa front.
Last year ABC Central Division
conducted a survey of 103 ABC
stations, 33 affiliated with daily
newspapers in 19 states. In Tulsa
the network noted that "the Tribune and the World have strict policies against the use of radio news."
It reported: "Newspapers have been
charging regular rates for carrying program schedules, and no
radio column, except for John
Crosby, appears in this city. Here
it has been stated that only articles
are carried by Crosby that are
critical of radio, according to
KOME,
ABC Tulsa
affiliate."
The Tulsa
Tribune
was quoted
by KTUL with this editorial reply,
in part, on the Toni incident :
"Nobody
wouldthehave
toot
which really
twin had
tradegiven
namea
marcel had it not been for the very
people who didn't want anybody to
give
toot.'which twin has the — ' pub"All a the
licity stunts
were falling flat as a
flounder.
The
newspapers
weren't having any, thank, you.
"But look what happened. Somebody put their manicured foot in their
mouth by trying to prevent publicity
which wasn't there, and wound up
giving the which,
twins ironically,
and their hair
publicity
they-twister
never
could have bought and which spread
over the whole country. . . .
of them, much
came
to "The
town.twins,
But three
nobodysetsdisplayed
interest. They whirled around in cars
with the trade-name painted on the
sides, preceded by a shrieking siren.
A few people glanced their way. That
was"They
all.
probably would hav^! left•
town, just as unspectacularly as tney
entered,
if — and hereenters.
the foot-ih-themouth development
(This assumption,
of
course,KTUL
discounting the fact that station
had been blasting the Toni-Twin conAM

TRANSMITTER
AND TOWER

FOR SALE AT ■
A REAL BARGAIN!
New transmitter at new site necessitates disposal used 250 w^tt
Western. Electric
23A transmittei-,
complete
with tubes.
199 ft., self- '
supporting Blaw-Knox tower. Including lighting equipment ready
to ship. Save a lot on this: well
cared-for equipment. Transmitter $800. Tower $1350.
KWNO,
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neer for
ABC,ON,was allocat
to leave
engir
ion March
BATTIS
JOHN
5 for London where he will present paper on "Americante Broadcasting" to British Institu of Radio
Engineers.
GEORGE C. HANSEN, formerly with
KSTP-TV St. Paul as television studio
supervisor, has joined Airborne Instruments Lab.',
Mineola, N. Y.,
as
supervisornicalofservices.
techThree other former
officials at KSTP
are nowborne:
with
HECTORAir-R.
SKIFTER is presidentALD ofM.firm;
DON-is
MILLER
vice president in
charge
engineering andofproduction,

Mr. Hansen

and J.ERS,N.former
PRICKKSTP vice president in
charge of engineering, is director of
engineering services for Airborne.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Transmitter DiV., Syracuse, N. Y., has announced new utility video amplifier,
Model 4TV17A1, for two-channel general purpose use as line or monitoring
amplifier, and as line amplifier and
supersync rnixer. Amplifier is especially useful in raising remote pro■^rams as low as 1.2 volts up to standard 2.0 volts for transmission.
test message
air more
for a week
and
also thatover
therethe are
than —a
score
of
popular
twins
in
Tulsa
and
KTUL.)
others in neighboring communities —
"Most of the state's beauty parlor
operators are frankly, openly and aggressively fighting all
'home' beautification
of varieties
the female.of
Cuts them out of business.
"So, when the (trade name) twins
came to town and set up business in
several stores. Miss Enola Shumate,
Oklahoma City, state cosmetology
board
was watching with
an eagleinspector,
eye.
"Not for
longtheafterward
warrants
were
issued
(trade name)
caravan.
They had been, the warrants alleged,
lecturing and demonstrating a hair
preparation
'withoutfor a the
license.'
(Local counsel
Toni Twins
contended, however, such was not the
case, that the girls and products were
more—
merely KTUL.)
on display. At any rate, there's
"But where few if any people knew
.the (trade name) twins were in town
before, or even gave a toot, all of a
sudden everyone knew it. When the
three sets of twins and their retinue
were tossed in the jail, their invasion
of Tulsa suddenly became 'news.'. . ."
Despite the newspapers' antiradio, policy, listeners who had
heard ' about t'he twins on KTUL
still jammed department stores to
see them before police arrived.
Mused KTUL: "It will be interesting to see the reaction to similar
activity when another (trade
name) home permanent concern,
currently carrying a heavy schedule of newspaper advertising,
comes to Tulsa with a promotion
campaign."

WINZ

Winona, Minn.
BROADCASTING
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BALCOM

SPEECH

Room for Both TV, Radio
TELEVISION will never
supplant
radio, there being room for both
services, Max F. Balcom, president
of Radio Mfrs. Assn., declared
Wednesday in addressing the Town
Meeting of Radio Technicians at
the Rodger Young Auditorium, Los
Angeles.
"Television is the newest and the
most exciting addition to the receiver line," he told the meeting.
"I do not mean to imply, however,
; that radio receivers are passing out
i of the picture. On the contrary
radio set production in units undoubtedly will continue well ahead
of television for several years to
come.
"While the industry is turning
out 2 million or more TV sets in
1949, it will be producing, I believe, at least 10 to 12 million
radios, which is equal or better
;han the production in all but one
)r two prewar years.
"Don't overlook the fact that
there are approximately 75 million
radio receivers in this country,
3ome 2,000 AM stations, and more
than 700 FM stations. Neither the
public nor the station owners are
going to scrap such an investment
in a hurry, regardless of the attraction of television. Sales of
automobile radios a:nd portables,
moreover, are the greatest in the
industry's history and are likely to
remain at a high level for some
time."
Mr. Balcom predicted over half
the manufacturing industry's income in 1949 will come from television sets and that all set sales
will surpass the 1948 record in
dollar volume. He said TV sets
have an average retail price between $350 and $400 compared to
around $55 for radio sets.
Within a few years the television-radio industry will rank with
the largest industries in the United
States, he indicated.
CERTIFICATE of appreciation for
weekly series of discussion programs.
Wake Up, St. Louis, has been presented
to KXOK St. Louis by St. Louis Junior
Chamber of Commerce.

WIS

'I'umitllfl^
Co., Cincinnati,
IC W. ZIVpurchase
FREDER
has announced
of five of
its shows by WGBR Goldsboro,
N. C. Shows,
52' weeks,Boston
are':
Easy
Aces, signed
PhiloforV.anee-g
Blackie, Wayne King , ^how and Guy
Lomhardo Show. Ziv account executive on contracts is GUY ZWAHLEN.
DECCA RECORDS Inc., New York, at
directors' meeting ;last Tuesday, declared regular quarterly -dividend of
12%^ per share on capital stock payable March 20, 1949, to stockholders
of record March 15, 1949.
STANCIL-HOFFMAN Corp., Hollywood, has developed new lightweight,
midget magnetic tape recorder known
as "Mini-Tape." It weighs, less than
10 pounds and can be carried by shoulder strap. Coincident with announcement, firm formally changed name from
William V. Stancil Co. to StancilHoffman Corp., and announced plans
for starting production of wide-range
playback only machine.
CHARLES
MICHELSON
Inc., New
York, has announced signing of following new contracts for its transcribed shows: Taking Blackstone,
Magic Detective are WATN Waterbury, N. Y.; KANE New Iberia, La.;
WAGM
Presque Isle, Me.; WMAJ
State College, Pa.; WLAM Lewiston,
Me.; WSIX Nashville; KFJI Klamath
Falls, Ore.; KLMR
Lamar, Col.
WGNS
Murfreesboro, Ky.; WCCP
Savannah, Ga.; WMAP Monroe, N. C.
WIDE Biddeford, Me.; WKAX Bir
mingham, Ala.; WDSU New Orleans
KORE Eugene, Ore.; KYSM Mankato
Minn.; WLOX
Biloxi, Miss.; WOPI
Bristol, Tenn.; KIRO Seattle, Wash
WHAP
Hopewell, Va., and WNNC
Newton, N. C; My Prayer Was Answered— WILE Cambridge, Ohio; The
Sealed 5oofe— KRKN Ft. Smith, Ark.
Taking Mystery Package are WALA
Mobile, Ala.; WLNA Peekskill, N. Y.;
WNOC
Norwich, Conn., and KTHT
Houston, Tex.
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., Hollywood,
has announced regular quarterly
dividend of. 65^ per share on $2.60
convertible preferred stock, payable
April 1 to stock of records March 15.
WEEKLY program of developments of
UNESCO, UNESCO World Review,
has been mailed to 500 program directors of leading stations.

new

• ••at

completed

cost

^4.30!

$4.30 included pick-up and delivery at no extra charge — and receipt
for shipment. All this, plus the
world's fastest shipping service.
That's Air Express — used with
profit by every business.

of

Shipments go on all flights of
Scheduled Airlines. Speeds up to 5
miles a minute — no waiting aroimd.
Around-the-clock service. Direct
service to over 1,000 airport cities,
air-ran for 22,000 off'-airline offices.

Facts on low Air Express rates:
22 lbs. of new fashions goes 700 miles for S4.73.
6-lb. carton of new jewelry Una goes 1,000 miles for 82.24.
Same day delivery in both cases if you ship early.
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special
pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier
responsibility. Assured protection, too — valuation coverage up to $50
without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight.
For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway
Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

'^s^ me^e /vj^sr
Rotes include pictc-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities

DANCE

*ABC, 9:00 TO 9.30 P.M. C.S.T.
SATURDAYS FOR PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM COMPANY

a

planes

New planes can't fly without control cable, and this manufactxirer needed
some — fast. He got it the same way he regularly gets many supplies and
parts — by Air Express. The cable was ordered in a.m., delivered to
plant same day. 500 miles, 28 lbs., Air Express charge only $4.30. And
plane production continued without a break.
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
n>inimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted — nouncer
Comiuercial
anfor network manager
station inandsmall
town in northern part of Virginia. Box
345a. BROADCASTING.
Wanted — nouncer
First
class network
manager station
and an-in
for Mutual
Virginia. Box 346a, BROADCASTING.
250 watt fulltime station major southern market looking for capable manager with selling ability. Give full details first letter. Box 344a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Regional network station in midwestern
single station market has opening for
experienced salesman with opportunity
to advance to sales manager or assistant manager,Nosalary
withquick
percentage of increase.
get rich
boys
wanted. This is a stable permanent
position and calls for experienced hard
hitting sales effort. Write giving full
particulars, experience, salary desired
and last three employers. Enclose photograph. Care Box 280a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman capable of taking position of
commercial
manager
Florida
work station.
Straightforsalary
for netone
who can produce business. Must have
had 5 or more years of radio selling
experience. Send outline of experience,
photo to Box 288a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman:
Established
Eastern market.
Future territory.
for television.
Drawing account. Excellent opportunity for right man seeking a permanent
job with a future. Box 323a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesmen calling on FM stations to sell FM promotions. Box 368a,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted for 250 watt Mutual
station, unopposed in 17,000 city. Affiliated with newspaper and general
conditions very favorable. Right man
could quickly have charge of sales department. Producer needed and pay
commensurate. W. D. Dixon, KVWC,
Vernon, Texas.Experienced salesman for progressive
Massachusetts daytimer 280,000 primary
population. Fair treatment, unusual
sales potential. Frank McArdle, WCRB,
Waltham.
Salesman on L. I. and N. Y. accounts —
car, experience and L. I. residence essential. Salary. Joseph A. Lenn, Vice
Pres., WHLI. Hempstead, L. I.
Announcers
Wanted — Experienced announcer, 250
watt Mutual station in Virginia. Forward all details, photograph and audition disc. Box 239a. BROADCASTING.
Excellent southern station in major
market has position for top announcer.
Pay schedule includes incentive pl^n.
Total salary $85.00 to $90.00 per week.
Good future. Send photograph, complete business and personal references.
Minimum four years experience with
good stations. Two years college background. All-round ability to qualify.
Send audition sample of disc jockey
work, news, commercial spots. Inexperienced men need not apply. All reliefs confidential. Box 266a, BROADCASTING.
An experienced announcer who has
first class ticket. Emphasis on anFlorida
station. Mustnouncing
haveability.car.
Send network
disc, photo,
outline of experience and salary requirements toWSPB, Sarasota, Florida.
Announcer
with
first phone.
Commercial board schedule,
programming,
news. Submit
photograph,
disc, references. Station
KUBC. Montrose,
Colorado.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Southern California station has permanent position for announcer with thoroughmusic.
knowledge
background
classical
Deepand voice
and writing
ability. He will produce. Write and
announce two hour nightly symphony
five nights weekly. Be record librarian.
A first class ticket will add to his earnings orground
he which
maywillhave
backadd a tosales
earnings.
But he must be one of these combinations. Submit transcription classical
program. Photo and letter of qualification one package. Don't waste everyyourclassical
pronunciation
isn't
perfect body's
andtime ifyour
background
complete. Box 287a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff man. Send letter,
full details, salary desired, disc. WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va.
Announcer — Early morning DJ wanted
immediately by midwestern 1000 watt
daytime station. Must have pleasing
friendly voice for informal musical
clock
type show. Box 312a, BROADCASTING.
Top morning man: New York State
NBC affiliate. Must be experienced.
5 day week, salary, talent. Send disc,
qualifications. Box 292a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engineer with emphasis on announcing.
Also one experienced announcer. Pleasant working conditions. Please contact: Manager, WRQN, Vidalia, Georgia. Telephone 327 or 693.
Wanted — Experienced announcer 250
watt NBC affiliate, southerner preferred. WGRM, Greenwood, Mississippi.
Sportscaster, must be experienced and
aggressive. Start $75.00 week. Send
disc, photo, complete background. Box
350a, BROADCASTING.
Five combination men with first class
engineer's license. Top pay for top
personality deejays, immediate openings. Rush disc and complete data to
Earl Harper, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
Technical
Have immediate opening two transmitter operators with first class tickets.
Car necessary. Previous broadcast
experience unessential. No Floaters.
Chief Engineer,
Gonzales,
Texas. KCTI, phone 770,
Chief operator's assistant for upstate
New York 1000 watt broadcasting station. Must have thorough experience
in construction and operation of directional antenna array, transmitter
and speech equipment. Also can use
two radio operators holding a radio
telephone first class license. Services
required immediately. Telephone Mr.
Brown, Monroe 7710, Rochester, New
York.
Wanted — Chief engineer for established
midwest station in city over 50,000.
250 watts unlimited AM. 10 kilowatts
FM. Network affiliate. Completely
news plant. Experience and trouble
shooting ability essential. Must be able
to manage personnel. Good remuneration. Paid vacation. Free group insurance with hospital benefits. Our
operation requires chief to pull some
transmitter shifts. Write all details.
Box 290a, BROADCASTING.
Station in upstate New York has immediate openings for engineers, prodirector-an ouncer and announcers. If interested wire gram-immediately.
Station Manager, WOPT, Oswego, New
York.
Production-Programming, others
Program director 5 kw Mutual. Middlewest. Start $75.00 week. Send
disc, complete background. Box 289a,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Combination man with good
voice and radio telephone first ticket.
Good pay, good
hours
and
pleasant
surroundings.
NetworkSend
station,
Charleston, South Carolina.
recording
of
voice and all particulars to Box 144a,
BROADCASTING.
I want to get in touch with a competent program director who wants to
really do a job and name hillbilly to
serve as disc jockey and emcee. State
your minimum salary requirements to
start. Box 265a, BROADCASTING.
Program director with some announcing duties, wanted by midwestern 1000
watt daytime
station.salary.
Send all
cations and starting
Boxqualifi311a,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer wanted by
west Tennessee station. Must be thoroughly experienced, a real opportunity,
permanent. State
requirements. A. B.beginning
Robinson, salary
Box 309,
Jackson, Tennessee.
Girl continuity writer capable of air
work. Education preferred. Write or
wire details to Leonard G. Anderson,
WKBH, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
Program filiate.
director
— Midwest Mutual
Some announcing.
Capable af-of
operatingvising
on announcing
limited budget
superstaff. andComplete
background, references and disc. State
required
CASTING. salary. Box 355a, BROADSituations Wanted
Managerial
Employed commercial manager desires
position with progressive station. Can
qualify as manager or commercial manager. Eight years experience. Good
record. A-1 references. Box 117a,
BROADCASTING.
12 years experience in rural, urban and
mixed markets. Veteran, three college
degrees, 30 years old, aggressive. Will
serve as combination manager-program
director-commercial manager of your
independent operation. Have successtested that
directisairin sale
ferfully
station
red plan.
or onePre-in
ING.
tough market. Box 267a, BROADCASTManager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments. Successful 16 j^ear network affiliate record. University graduate. Dependable career man. Good
references. Can be available on short
notice.
Box 892. BROADCASTING.
Manager-engineer. Married, sober and
reliable. Will construct and organize
your station for efficient and profitable
operation, or if already in operation,
will manage your station in the interest
of economy and profits. Box 295a,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager available. Experience, fifteen years advertising director of daily newspaper, four years as
commercial manager of 5000 watt network station. Reason: station leaving
air. Box 297a, BROADCASTING.
Manager presently employed 5000 watt
network affiliate. Eight years with
present company. Excellent experience
in sales, promotion, programming.
Knows how to handle employees. Family man. Highest recommendations.
Good sound proposition only. Box 298a,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager — 10 years experience all phases. Can qualify as manager. Dependable. College education.
Desire permanent connection with a
future. Excellent references. Box 325a,
BROADCASTING.
Young manager and young program
director, presently employed, want to
put new station on air in city of
30,000-100,000 or make money loser a
profitable investment. Have just built
and organized
independent
small market station. First
year profits
after
taxes: ment.
18.5 Records
percent
of
original
investavailable. Experienced
in sales, news reporting, community
programming, station promotion and
business management. High salaries
necessary. Box 309a, BROADCASTING.
Employed manager — New or established
station. Organization and experience
all departments, stations from ground
to prominence. 250 to 10,000 watts.
Specialize efficient staffs, good programming and overall administration.
10 years radio. Former FCC employee.
Stable. Box 219a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager-commercial manager. I have
come manupto station
throughmanager
the ranksandfrom
knowsalesthe
business from beginning to end. I have
a proven and successful record with
network and independent stations in
both large and small markets. Middle
aged, excellent
ences. Availablecharacter,
at once. top
Box refer305a,
BROADCASTING.
Manager with 23 years of successful
background
like reasonable
offer. Family would
man, sober,
knows sales,
production and promotion and works
right in the thick of things. Good
voice, likeable personality and not
afraid of work. Will be available after
March 15. Box 351a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced active commercial manager or salesman, successful record, desires position with progressive station
salary-bonus basis, about $100 week
guarantee. Married, ambitious, reliable, best references. Presently employed. Available on resignation. Box
365a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Available immediately, skilled salesman, able to deliver thru conrmnercial
announcing and newscasts. More than
2 years varied experience, from AFRS
to 5 kw affiliate, programming, producing, acting,
shows. of
Audition
disc can
showrecord
you sample
work,
flexible enough to change to required
conditions. Box 753, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch morning personality. CoUege
graduate, 9 years experience announcing, selling
programming.
lent
record. and
Excellent
references.ExcelBox
272a, BROADCASTING.
Here's your chance to save headaches.
Full staff now available. Experienced
reliable men. Reason for change, station ownership policies. Manager-program director, all straight announcers
plus
of newscaster,
sportscasterspecialties
and play-by-play,
disc jockey,
continuity writer.
All
work
together
operatively. No friction. A must cofor
good
station
Box 242a,
BROADCASTINGoperations.
.
Play-by-play sportscaster with over
two years experience. Best references.
Box 260a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, approximately two years
experience for northern Illinois. Good
staff man. Specialist news, serious
music. Worked net affiliate serving
340.000.
Matthew Teolis, 4343 N. Greenview, Chicago.
Baseball announcer, can give play-byplay
best. voice
I haveandthedelivery.
experience with
plus the
topnotch
Save
time.
'Try
me
first.
Answer
offers.
Box 231a. BROADCASTING.aU
Sports director now — second year announcing basketball; football, three-I
League basebaU and aU general announcing. Want permanent
job — ^fuU
shift announcing
and guarantee
top
sports coverage. Married, 26. family.
April 1st. Box 277a. BROADCASTING.
Combination
armouncer-engineer,
married, dependable
and will go anywhere.
For further particulars and disc write
or wire John Mursu, 408 E. 14th St.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Experienced announcer desires job in
Michigan. formation
Goodwrite Noble
references.
For 2511
inGravelin,
Auburn Ave., Pontiac, Michigan, or
caU 2-3032.
Announcer (mail pull) 29. married.
Announcing, news, farm editor. Photo
and disc available. P. S. Not too proud
to clear shrubs, bulbs, etc., from studio.
Pathfinder School of Broadcasting, 1329
Oak Street, Kansas City. Missoiuri.
Sports announcer and good, reliable
staff man, experienced play-by-play.
Family, 29. Conscientious, willing. Box
293a, BROADCASTING.
Dependable salesman available for your
sponsors.
Can deliver
thru commercial announcing
and newscasts.
More
than 2 years varied experience, from
AFRS to 5 kw affiliate, programming,
producing,
recordyoushows.
dition discacting,
can show
sample Au-of
work. Flexible enough to change to
required conditions. Box 847, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 28, married. College graduate.tions.
3 years
experience
in small staCan offer
you sincerity
and
hard work in exchange for opportunity
with progressive midwest station. Box
299a, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
i Thoroughly
experienced announcer.
■ Good voice. Combination or otherwise.
- Want Illinois or vicinity. Presently
' employed on network in south. Box
I 302a, BROADCASTING.
[ Experienced announcer, outstanding
' voice. Golden personality. Wishes to
■ make
change. Presently employed. Box
303a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23, married, sober, versai tile, well-trained by professionals.
■ University background. Will travel.
Disc and photo upon request. Box
304a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Like Diogenes, I too am
seeking a man, however, a man who
will pay a reasonable salary to one
(me) who has had a year of general
board operexperience
announcing
ation. Will travel.
PeterandLewicki,
4812
S. Avers Ave., Chicago 32.
Prolific announcer— 2 years experience.
newsPowerful voice, authoritative
casting style. Single. 24, will tackle
BROAD308a,
Box
anything promising.
; CASTING.
.
Experienced announcer— script writer
Soeaffiliate.
network
5000 watt
with
comics,
cialize in adlib. Disc shows,
audience particioation, etc. Prefer
Transcripeast. Available immediately.reference-?
on
tion photos, scriots and
request . Box 310a, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer, 23, well versed,l
g, commercia
sportscasting, newsc^stin
me.ssage, acting, at comnrehensive
gradRadio City. College
radio school. with
and cap=cny
uate. Youth e ofdesire
for fiirthera'nc
skill. Box 318a,
BROADCASTING,
w^nts a
Midwest senior announcer no
one a
I give
change for the better.
my
with
along
get
hard time— eve-iHave done every show
mother-in-law.
BROADCASTin the book. Box 330a,
ING^ . ^
3nr>o""cer
enc"-!
expoTi
ghly
Fri thorou
DCASTBROAavailab
Box te334a.details
c-ntact ING.N.Disc,B.,comple
le.
anstaff
dablebackground,
deoensnorts
^. ent
ienc"
Exper
noiir^oer. Excell
MC
an
newsm
ied
plav-by-play. Qualif
294a, BROAD. Box
work
G^
IN
STevents
CAsoecial
established
is
No floaters! If yo'irs
ers ar° not
s+ation who=e .staff m'-rmb
always "looking ?ronnd fnr something
hotter"- if consc'entions'-°ss, enthusience
well-rtoounded
a uence
ps'm
you wnt
yo'i: ifexoeri
conseq
are of and
announcer at your
a nroduction-mindpd
turntables, then I want to
mikes e and
v-«>rom an imnortant part of your staft.
d, prefers n»tworkVetera
Ipree midwestern city. Box
en,in marrie
pffiliptBROADCASTING.
337a.
?3, well versed:
Versatile announcer. ins.
commercial
SDortscasting, newscast ensive
rad'O
message, acting at comnreh
gr=iduate.
Co"ege
Radio City. «nd c^pactv
school. with
f^r
des're
Vouth -ance
f^^,rtb°r
of skill. Box 339a, BROADCASTING.
^
.
exoeAnnouncer — 29, vet. some Pood
Versa.
available
resume
rience.tile,disc,
reliable. Can fulfill
competent,
BROADCAST341a,
Box
requisite.
pnv
ING^
Presently emoloved anrorincer with
and nro1st ohone and proven writing 10.
PreApril
ducing ability available
co-^sider
will
but
area
England
Now
fer
all offers. Box 348a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer— 5!3, single. 2 years coPege
g
speech, graduate leading announcin
school. Also,
capable sportscaster. Desires experience
in small station. Disc,
and photo on request. Box 357a,
BROADCASTING,
Sports play-by-play.
Former
network
announcer
now employed
in baseball,
football,
basketball,
play-by-play
desires change of location. Denendable
with best references. Could renort
start of baseball season. Box 358a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer, IV2 years with
AFRS,
graduate ofExperienced
N.Y's leadingin school
for
announcers.
newscasts, disc shows, commercials. College
man. Will go anywhere. Resume, disc
photo upon request. Box 362a, BROADCASTING^
Announcer — Single, well versed in
complete studio routine. Record, news,
sports, play-by-play. Travel for good
opportunity.
Disc and details. Box
363a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, one year experience MBS
affiliate. Single, 24. Operate console.
Prefer midwest. Michael Gulla. 5009 S.
Talman Ave., Chicago, 111. Republic
7-5791.
Thoroughly experienced announcer.
Intelligent delivery. Knows news,
music, scripting, production. Herb
Gottschalk, 5034 S. Woodlawn, Chicago
15. Atlantic 5-0516.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young inexperienced
announcer.
Ambitious. Can read news
commercials,
do sportscasting, copywriting, etc. 800
hours of training. Write Box 372a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer desires position with progressive station. Married, 25. One year
experience. College journalism graduate. Presently
Special Box
interest-newsemployed.
and disc programs.
364a, BROADCASTING,
Baseball play-by play expertly handled.
Presently employed calling basketball.
Experienced all phases of sports. Other
types announcing capably handled.
Dependable married man with son,
five. Box 366a, BROADCASTING.
Top announcer, 5 years experience,
capable in all phases. Single 25 years
old, college graduate. Hyland White,
526 Sutter Avenue, Brooklyn 7, New
York.
Technical
Experienced control and transmitter.
Familiar with television operation.
CREI graduate.
Prefer west. Box 183a,
BROA
DCAS
TING.
_
Control operator, 25, married. Two
years experience
phases
progressive New YorkallState
NBC with
affiliate.
Good references. Available now.
George Parounagian, 12 Lincoln Ave.,
Johnson City, New York.
Engineer, first phone desires transmitter operating job. Five years experience AM. Studio, transmitter and remotes
ried. experience.
Available atSober,
once.reliable,
Box mar307a,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires change. Nine
years experience, AM construction,
directional antenna, married, prefer
midwest. References. Box 313a,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man, 2V2 years experience, 2 years present job, 26, married,
first phone and telegraph, available
two weeks. Prefer southwest. Box
314a, BROADCASTING.
Partner? Will invest in minority interest or work
for or
stockCP.in Capable,
250-1000
watt AM
station
experienced, reliable engineer with 21/2
years ence,announcing-engineering
2 years present job, IV2experiyears
chief engineer and assistant manager.
First phone and telegraph licenses.
Confidential. Box 315a, BROADCASTING^^
Radio
operator
13 months
ter of 250
watt —station,
some transmitremotes,
tape
recordings.
Graduate
RCA Institute. Box 316a, BROADCASTING,
Engineer — First phone, two years
experience,
any location. Box 328a,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer 1 kw FM New York,
presently employed desires locate
Louisville area. Thoroughly experimainteinstallation,recording.
encednance,
all phases
console operation,
Married, one child. Can and will do
top job. Box 329a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
phone, experienced
ING^ first
combination
announcer-operator. Sober
and reliable. Box 340a, BROADCASTFirst phone vet seeks engineer position west. No experience broadcasting. Box 349a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first phone,
veteran,AM,28, FM,
single, experience
1000 watts
transmitter and studio 3 years electrical
engineering, associate IRE, available
immediately. Box 352a, BROADCASTING^
First phone, no experience. Willing to
work. Course in radio and television.
Box 360a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Eighteen years varied experience including construction of two
250 watters. All your maintenance or
construction problems handled skillfully. Presently employed chief of 250
watter. Box 367a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First phone and telegraph,
thirteen years experience broadcast,
airlines and shipboard radio. Good
technician. Age 33, family man, sober
and reliable. Desire Connection with
progressive organization in Maryland,
D. C., West Virginia or vicinity. Excellent references. Sid Parks, 130 McCall St., Waukesha, Wisconsin.
Chief engineer — 9 years varied radio
experience.
Last maintain
two broadcast
ant chief. Can
station,assisttiike
shift, do remotes, transcribing and any
other ried.
workPermanent.
on 1000Prefer
or 250'middle
watts. AtlanMartic or southeastern
seaboard.
Box 296a,
BROADCASTING,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Young sires
man, 25,broadcast
1st phone field.
license, Now
deavailable.position
Best references.
Kenneth
Kitchen,
Woodside Ave., Baltimore 27, 1802
Maryland.
Production-Programming, others
Production man, music librarian and
traffic manager desires position with
aggressive
in competitive
market. Can station
build programs
that bring
CASTING^
commercial
results. Box 980, BROADProgram director — Presently employed
as
manager record
250 wattas small
independent.
Successful
producer,
program
and prestige builder. Civic minded.
Understand personnel. Interested in
moving to station in medium to large
market. Veteran, 33, married. Absor
lute sobriety and respectability. Box
172a, BROADCASTING .
Keep billings high with planned programming, coordinating with sales department. Select a program director
who can do the job for you. Thorough
knowledge. Excellent references. Experience includes starting operations
for
250 ADC
watt independent.
Box. 225a,
BRO
ASTING
Experienced girl Friday — traffic^ continuity, air work, public relations — a
whiz! Box 232a, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, good education, best refer^
ences,
modest requirements. Available
ING^
immediately.
Box 249a, BROADCASTYoung man thoroughly trained wants
job as continuity writer and announcer.
Can
start at once. Discs and scripts furCASTING^
nished on request. Box 246a, BROADProgram
director-sales
Allround announcer.
At manager.
present major
market executive. References tops.
Box 306a, BROADCASTING.
Family man desires programming or
production position with advancement
opportunities. Presently employed NE
Mutual affiliate offering none. Have
ability, experience
excellent references. Available and
immediately.
Box
317a, BROADCASTING.
Gag writer for disc jockeys available.
Will send free material. Box 319a,
BROADCASTING.
Production, programming knowhow.
Formerly continuity head 50 kw CBS
affiliate. Network script sales. Formerly
stock player major film company. Two
years public relations manufacturing
business. Age 36. Interested television,
radio.
preferably Los Angeles. California,
Box 320a, BROADCASTING.
Ready to advance in programming and
news. Five years experience. Now in
second year
erences andsouthwest
disc on regional.
request. RefBox
321a. broadcasting:
Attention southwest: Need your climate! Have AB Degree in speech and
dramatics. Studied radio at Northwestern U. Practical experience in
most phases of radio and stage. Good
background
for television.
Box 326a,
BROADCASTING
.
Program director — I want to increase
your
make station's
your air program
time morestandards
valuable andto
you and your sponsors. Six years proand announcselling
gramexperience
production, are
at your
service.
Box ing
331a,
BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Sportscaster, gports copywriter, publicist, young, some experience. Also
consider
staffT
announcing.
Sports ediCtorA
INFormer
G.assistant
of NJS
bi-weekly.
high school coach. Box 354a, BROADCapable, versatile, male continuity
writer.tion.Experienced.
CollegeConsider
educaExcellent references.
going
anywhere.
Write
Box
356a,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Planning new construction, TV, FM or
AM? Available July, experienced engineer, good business man. Prefer small
television or FM organization. College
grad. Box 301a. BROADCASTING.
Engineer — not a beginner. 10 years
broad radiocationalexperience.
eduand experienceExcellent
background.
Seeks contact with well established
metropolitan
stationBROADCASTING.
contemplating television. Box 230a,
Produ ction-Pro grammin g, others
Assistant television director-writer —
8 years experience, films, legit, network radio. Salary secondary to opportunity. Box 333a, BROADCASTING.
Assistant director or floor manager
available immediately. Experienced all
phases TV production (2 camera
chains).
Collegebackground.
graduate, little
theater and radio
$75 week
minimum to start. Best references.
Not clip Box
happy
composition conscious.
327a,butBROADCASTING.
TV film director-editor, coordinator.
Desire position back home on west
coast
in either of two above positions.
CASTING^^
Thoroughly
experienced,
references. Married.
Box 324a,bestBROADExperienced television producer, director, cameraman,
salesman.
Best references. Available
immediately.
Box
353a, BROADCASTING.
Television director or assistant. Master'sstock
Degreeandin radio
and theater.
Summer
announcing
experience.
Television floor manager for fourteen
months before recent staff reduction.
igan^
Good
recommendations. Chris Montross, 817 W. Farnum, Royal Oak, MichAre you in search of a young, ambitious, creative producer with two years
of television experience who wants to
get a foothold in television? If you are,
stop
You've found him. Box
359a. looking!
BROADCASTING.
TV director. 5 years television, producing, writing, directing in Chicago,
14 years radio, all phases programming
including two national, award winning
shows.
Desire
position
as producerdirector or
program
manager.
College
grad. Age, 31. Good references and
reviews. Box 343a, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Station
For sale — Eastern metropolitan market.
1 kw daytime. Profitable, well estabCASTING.lished, $125,000. Box 163a, BROAD-

Writer-producer— 30, eight years wide
to
experience from Columbia Workshop
Can
top, commercial, network shows. that
programming
live
local,
give
network quality.
smooth,
Box
332a,professional,
BROADCASTING.
man. tweny writer, young
Continuitsingle,
experienced in knocking
ties
out 'good
kind proly.
immediate
almostright
Available copy,
mos selling
Box 336a, BROADCASTING.
Program director experienced bothwitheasta
and west coasts, wants position
future. Programs successful, saleable,
listenable; able to make station in; best gpersonpart of community
voice
Top announcin
relations.
neltegral
prospecialty
own
program:
any type
I
. Please
N
employed
Presently ,
G
grams.
state salary. Box 339a, BROADCAST-

Equipment
For sale: New
in original shipping
boxes one General Radio type 1181-A
frequency monitor less crystal and
type
monitor
one
set of 1931-A
tubes formodulation
each. Western
Electric
gray finish. Immediate shipment $950.
Box 66a, BROADCASTING.
One Lingo, insulated, guyed, uniform
cross section, tubular steel tower 165
ft. high. Excellent condition, kept
painted and. just re-guyed six months
ago. Type A-2 lighting equipment and
tuning
box with
of s/a inch
ohm copper
coaxial600lineft. included.
Also,72
one
Western
Electric
4
bay
clover-leaf
54-A FM antenna used six months and
in excellent condition. Presently being
used
on 92.9 mc's. Can be adjusted to
Iowa.
any frequency
in the FM,
FM band.
Contact KBUR-KBUR
Burlington,

Program director interested same position Ohio or Indiana. Six years experience announcer, writer, special
events. Box 3383. BROADCASTING.
Trafficreceptionist
chief, continuity
writer, parttime
and switchboard,
girl,
college graduate, seeks responsible
position with air work. Excellent voice,
background;
continuity
ples and disc details,
on request.
Box sam347a,
BROADCASTING.

For sale — Scott dynamic noise suppressor
910-C. resistor.
Includes tubes
remote
control
Gray andfinish.
Almost
new.
$475.00.
Write
WLAD.
Danbury, Connecticut.
250 watt transmitter, RCA type 250 G.
good
condition,
result power
increase.
Make available
offer Dietrich
Dirks,
KTRI, Sioux City, Iowa.
(Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)
FM transmitter, GE ST model 4GF8A1,
337 megacycles. Can be modified for
100 mc. output up to 250 watts. Full
FM broadcast quality, rugged construction. Good operating order. With tubes.
Also remote control equipment for
above.
Salem. Make offer to WMIT, WinstonFor sale — New, never used — Truscon
286 foot, self-supporting tower complete with A-3 lighting, plus reinforcing rods for foundation. Sectionalizing insulators available. Will support 4 Bay GE FM Antenna. Ideal for
television. WRRN, Second National
Bank, Warren, Ohio.
For sale— Western Electric 355-El. 5
kilowatt transmitter with extra tubes
and all switch
gearPerformance
necessary
installation.
exceedsforFCC
requirements. Make offer. Contact Jim
Ebel, WMBD, 212 S. Jefferson Ave.,
Peoria 2, 111. Phone 7133.
Complete A-3 tower lighting equipment
with Crouse-Hinds flasher beacon and
flasher. Make offer. Write Box 222a,
BROADCASTING.
New 6N Presto recorder in 4B cabinet
and 92-A Presto amplifier with tubes,
$850.00. KMAE McKinney, Texas.
Consolette,order.
two-studio
RCA 76B1.
working
With power
supply Good
and
two external
preamplifiers
for check.
turntables, all tubes. First $800
WMIT, Winston-Salem.
For sale — One kilowatt Western Electric
transmitter 353E1 at sacrifice price.
Make us an offer. Charles Winkler,
WDGY, Minneapolis.
For sale — RCA 5 kw AM transmitter
minus exciter. This is an excellent buy
for any 250 watt station expecting to
increase to 5 kw. WHIO, Dayton, Ohio.
FM transmitter, GE 3 kilowatt 4AF2Bl7
42-50 megacycles. Consists of 250 watt
imit and amplifier. Operating order,
with tubes.
Readily
emer-to
gency service,
etc. adaptable
Make offer
WMIT, Winston-Salem.
For sale— RCA 100-F Kluge Co. modified for 250 w transmitter, dual crystals,
1340 kc. Replaced by new equipment —
sacrifice at $850. Box 370a, BROADCASTING^
Four SRL-7A klystrons used with GE
microwave relay equipment, $815 each.
1 GE microwave relay outfit with three
transmitters, 3 receivers, with 6-6 ft.
parabolic reflectors. Operates at 2,000
mc. power output 5 watts. Thirty hours
service. Total price: $30,000. Write
John H. Mitchell, Gen. Mgr., WBKB,
Chicago, 111.
Scott, 910A dynamic noise suppressor,
complete with 600 ohm conversion and
remote control, cost approx. $600 new.
Will trade for broadcast type turntables
or sell for best offer. Address WNDB,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Two element 620 kc 10 kw RCA phasing
unit $1500; V/M-30A RCA phase monitor $450; limiting amplifier RCA $200;
several meters for rack mounting $100:
$2000 takes lot. Box 361a, BROADCASTING^
10 KVA-3 phase 220 V-AC Kohler electric plant, and 2 Philco-York cw-61
window mount air-conditioners (5,750
BTU per hour). All in excellent condition. WIKC, Bogalusa, Louisiana.
1 television transmitter, sound and picture now operating Channel 4, Chicago.
Power output 4 kw. Includes 1 RCA
super turnstile antenna, 3 bay, 600 ft.
of l=,a' airequipment.
coax; 1 — 200 Excellent
ft. tower; condiwater
cooling
tion. Ready to operate immediately
on any low band channel. Price $45,000.
Write John H. Mitchell, Gen. Mgr.,
WBKB, Chicago, 111.
Wanted to Buy
) Used 250 watt FM broadcast transmitter $2000 or less. Also monitors,
Collins or GE rings. Box 322a, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Party interested in filing application
for AM station wants bids for a consultant to handle all details except engineering. Box 371a, BROADCASTING.
Employment Service
International openings all AM-TV
phases. RRR-Radio-TV Employment
Bureau, Box 413 Philadelphia. Industry's oldest free employers service.

Help Wanted
Technical

For Sale (Cont'd)

WANTED: EXPERIENCED TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER ENGINEER

FOR SALE
LEHIGH TOWER, 179 FEET.
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
CONTACT
WBML, MACON, GEORGIA

Must have actual station experience on
all TV and related equipment including
film cameras, controls, etc. Capable assuming operating and maintenance responsibilities. Steady position open as
of March 25. State starting salary minimum, experience and references in first
letter with snapshot if available. Replies
treated confidentially. Address Robert
Lee, KFMB-TV, San Diego, California.
Production-Programming
SCRIPT WRITER
Network affiliate in major midwest city
needs an experienced, all-round script
writer for AM and TV shows of all types.
Permanent job for person who wants to
live in the midwest. Send full details on
experience,
salaryphotorequirements,
references and recent
to
BOX 291a, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted
Announcer
Announcer, 6 years experience. All
phases, successful record as disc jockey,
special events, sports. Can sell copy.
Have air checks, photos. (Just left PD
and announcer position east coast station
past 2 years.) Single, 27.
BOX 342a, BROADCASTING

FOR

SALE

220 ft. Tower
This tower is a stainless, engineering, guyed tower, 220 feet.
Uniform cross section, single
base, insulator support. Painted
according to CAA specifications.
For Sale Price, contact
Manager, WSPD, Toledo, Ohio
Station
FOR SALE- STATION
LOCAL NETWORK
Small north-midwest town. No
competition. Complete area dominance. Excellent technical position. Well established in community. Complete new large
plant. Price for 100% of stock,
$175,000.
Low ratio
its. Principals
only.price to profWrite Box 853,
BROADCASTING

For Sale

School

Equipment, etc.

THREE TOWERS
400-FOOT BLAW-KNOX
10% DISCOUNT
We
recently SGN,
purchased
three cross400'
Blaw-Knox,
constant
section, guyed towers. Then we
had a change of plans, so now
would like to dispose of them.
The three towers are brand new,
have never been erected. They
are completely galvanized, and
all parts necessary for the installation, Including insulators, are
available.
We paid $10,600 each for these
towers — a total of $31,800.
Since then Blaw-Knox have increased their prices considerably.
hHowever, since we are reluctant
to warehouse towers for which we
have no immediate use, they are
being offered at a 10% discount.
So here Is your chance to purchase
one, two, or all three of these
towers at 10% off the purchase
price and save up to $3,180.
IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

BOX 335a, BROADCASTING

STATION

MANAGERS!

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?

PHILIPPINES
Manila Announces Profits
THE MANILA Broadcasting Co.,
owner and operator of DZRH
Manila, DZMB Manila and DYRC
Cebu, P. I., has announced that
net profits for 1948, after deduction for depreciation and other
charges except income taxes were
$141,584.85. The company also announced a capital gain through
sale of shares of $30,353.90.
A dividend of 54 per share was
paid as of June 30, a similar dividend was paid on Sept. 30, both
1948. A stock dividend of 15%
was paid on Nov. 30, and a cash
dividend of 2V2% per share was
paid on Dec. 31, also 1948.
The year's total dividends
amounted to $136,462.75.
Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS!
List WithSELLERS!
Us
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunset Blvd., Normondy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California
REGIONAL
MANAGERS

(2)

Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
campaigns are familiar and
ENDORSED BY MORE
THAN 300 STATIONS
COAST TO COAST, can use
successful DISTRICT SALES
MANAGERS.
Thorough knowledge of cosponsored sales methods, plus
ability to hire and train salesmen, ESSENTIAL!
To qualified producers, after
brief training period (without
loss of revenue), can compare
earnings of our PRESENT
MANAGERS from $7500 to
$10,000 commission yearly!
All replies strictly confidential.
Box 905, Broadcasting

BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. D«pt. Ill
3338-I6lh St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name . . .
Address.
City
.Stale.

Broadcast Management
Consultants
"not a luxury for the few
but an aid for the many"
Broadcast Management Consultants specialize in the
needs and solving the problems of the small independently owned and operated
stations. Our sole purpose is
to show you how to make
more money operating your
radio station.
BROADCAST MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
SUITE 442, 20 N. WACKER
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

SPRING MEET
March 15-17 Set by RMA
PROBLEMS and proposals resulting from expansion in television
and changing radio market conditions will draw top attention of
industry leaders at Radio Manufacturers Assn.'s annual spring
conference this month in Chicago,
RMA has announced. Threeday meeting is scheduled for March
15-17 at the Hotel Stevens.
Opening sessions (Tuesday) will
touch on TV service problems, to
be discussed by RMA's service committee under Chairman A. T. Alexander. Association's parts division, under Chairman A. D.
Plamondon Jr., will organize a
new antenna section to act on TV
reception. In addition set manufacturers will consider a number
of proposals involving television,
including RMA's statistical service, at a meeting of the set division
Eecutive committee the following
ly, March 16. Chairman is George
. Gardner.
I! Continuation of "Radio-in-EveryRoom" campaign and National
Radio Week plans for 1949 will be
taken up g opening day by RMA's
advertisin group under Chairman
Wholesaler Renews
PLEASED with results of its
sponsorship of Great Bend
High School football game
broadcasts last fall on KVGB
Great Bend, Automotive
Parts Co., wholesale firm, is
sponsoring
Great Bend this
Black season's
Panther
basketball games and has renewed its football contract
for next fall. Dale Simonson,
sponsor's president, sums up
the reason in KVGB's house
organ: "Our experience with
radio advertising, as provided by our affiliation with
KVGB, has certainly changed
our ideas about advertising.
We are indeed well pleased
with the results . . . and with
the close cooperation given us
by the station personnel."

WFIL REALIGNMENT
Promotion Dept. Split
WFIL and WFIL-TV Philadelphia
have set up two specialized departments to handle sales and audience
promotion as separate operations
and to augment activities in these
fields.
Fred Hayward, who joined the
stations in 1938, has been named
director of the audience promotion
department and in that capacity
he also will direct the stations'
news and special events operations.
Mr. Hayward has been with CBS
and WBT Charlotte, N. C, and
was
Wash.manager of KWSC Pullman,

Completing WFMI's largest commercial contract are (I to r) : former
Governor Charles M. Dale, station manager; Mr. Georges; Morris H.
Berry, and Jack Kane, play-by-play announcer.
Stanley H. Manson. Cn Wednesday executive committees of the
parts division and amplifier and
sound equipment division will meet.
Prssident Max F. Balcom will
preside
a meeting
board of at
directors
March of
17 toRMA's
pass
upon the various division and committee proposals.
Plans for RMA's "silver annivevsary" convention, scheduled for
May
Chicago's
Stevens16-19,
Hotel, also
will beat acted
upon
by the convention committee
headed by Leslie F. Muter, RMA
treasurer. The convention will be
held coincident^y with the annual
Parts Industry Trade Show. Convention committe3s have already
been named [Broadcasting, Dec.
20, 1948].
Election Scheduled
ELECTION of officers of the Radio
Correspondents' Galleries is slated
for tomorrow (March 8) in Washington, D. C. ABC Commentator
Elmer Davis is expected to ascend
to the organization's chairmanship,
replacing MBS Commentator
Albert L. Warner. Mr. Davis, presently vice-chairman of the gi'oup,
would move up under a rarely
altered custom of rotation.

PROFITABLE CALIFORNIA
REGIONAL NETWORK STATION
Many times each year our offices in Washington. D. C. DaHas and San Francisco
receive
located
in for
Southern
California
and wecannot
have
Ijeen ablerequests
to fill for
somea ofradio
theseproperty
reauests.
Others,
one reason
or another,
be
satisfied
as
we
are
unable
to
locate
the
right
property.
NOW,
Here
It
Is
.
..
With Just About Eycrythlns That Is Desired By An Owner.
—— ^Powerful
Southern Regional
California —Station
Excellent Living Conditions
—— Serving
A Densely
Populated Area
Level Affiliation
— High
ExcellentIncome
Network
— High Local and National Rate
—— One
Ready ofAcceptance
by Local and National Time Buyers
the
— IVIaking
ivioneyBest National Representatives
A little over 7,')%
of the stooii in this corporation is available tor $1<I.3, 675.00. It
orwillfivetakeyearaljtiut
period.$75,000.00 down and the balance we can arrange to finance over a four
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
MEDIA BROKERS COMPANY, INC.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg. Russ Bldg.
Sterling 4341-2
Central 1177
Fxhiook 2-.5fi72
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WFMI (FM) PACT
Firm to Sponsor 23 Games
M. H. BERRY

MOTOR Co., Lincoln-Mercury distributor in New
Hampshire and Maine counties, has
signed for 23 high school basketball games to be broadcast over
WFMI (FM) Portsmouth. Contract, which is WFMI's largest
commercial pact, calls for all out
of town games as well as home
Total cost to the sponsor for the
games.
23 games will be approximately
$1,550, according to Bert Georges,
WFMI vice president and general
manager. The FM station now
charges 20% of the open rate of
its AM sister station, WHEB. A
recent survey, Mr. Georges said,
shows about 22% of the radio
homes in that area have FM sets,
in addition to FM receivers in
many public places. An intensive
two-week promotion campaign on
FM, including a contest on "Why I
Prefer Listening to FM" was begun by the station last month.

George A. Koehler, formerly assistant to Mr. Hayward, has been
named director of the newly
created sales promotion department.
He will supervise all promotion
directed to advertisers, agencies,
and trade publications as well as
merchandising activities for the
station. He has been assistant
director of the combined promotion department.
KMGM

(FM) Moves

KMGM (FM) Los Angeles has
moved to new quarters on MetroGoldwyn-Mayer lot. Culver City.
Station was formerly in new Rexall
Drug Store building at 8480 Beverly Blvd.

A

WANN
GIT
THE

ARRL HANDBOOK
26i-h Edition Is Released

REAL
If you're

THE RADIO AMATEURS HANDBOOK,
By the Radio
headquarters26thstaffEdition.
of736thepp.American
Relay League.
$2.
THE 1949 edition of The Radio
Amateur's Handbook has just been
released by The American Radio
Relay League. In its 25 chapters
the book covers the field of amateur
radio communication from basic
theory to the latest techniques in
single-sideband telephony.
The history of amateur radio,
electrical laws and circuits,
vacuum-tube principles and data
on high-frequency communication
are contained in the first four chapters. Additional theory is given in
following chapters which deal with
specific phases of amateur radio.
To implement the text there are
1,651 illustrations, including 118
charts and tables, and 77 basic
formulas.
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Actions
of the FCC
FERBUARY 25 to MARCH 3
cond.-condi tional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
February 25 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
AM— 950 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
towards grant of application of Midland
National Life Insurance Co. to change
operating
town, S. D.,assignment
from 1240 ofkcKWAT
250 w Waterunl. to
950 kc 1 kw unl.; change trans, site and
install new trans, and DA-N and denial
of appUcation
of Corn
Palaceat Mitchell,
City Radio Corp. for new
station
S. D., 950 kc 5 kw unl. DA (Comrs.
Sterling and Hennock not participating; Comrs. Coy and Jones dissenting).
AM— 740 kc
Announced proposed decison looking
towards
of All-in
Oklahoma grant
Bcstg.ofCo.application
for new station
Tulsa, Okla., 740 kc 50 kw-D 10 kw-N
DA cond.; and denial of application
of KUOA Inc. for new station at
Siloam
unl. DA. Springs, Ark., 740 kc 10 kw
Commission on Feb. 24 scheduled
oral ing
arguments
proceedings: for March 25 in followBelleville News-Democrat, Belleville,
m.; Hobart G. Stephenson Jr., St.
Louis, and On The Air Inc., East St.
Louis, 111.
Foulkrod Radio Engineering Co. and
Independence Bcstg. Co., Philadelphia.
Niagara Bcstg. System, Niagara,
N. Y.;Lockport,
Lockport N.Union-Sun
& Journal
Inc.,
Y., and Great
Lakes
System Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Hyde)
Frequency Bcstg. System Inc., Monroe, and Bastrop Bcstg. Co., Bastrop,
La.
— Granted
of Frequency
Bcstg.
System petition
Inc. to dismiss
without
prejudice its application and removed
from
hearing docket
on Commission's
own motion
application
of Bastrop
Bcstg. Co.
Robert C. Hodgltins and Northampton Bcstg. Co., Northampton, Mass. — •
Granted petition of Hodgkins to dismiss without prejudice his application
and Commission on own motion removed from hearing docket application
of Northampton.
Co-nmunity Bcstg. Service, Aliquippa. Pa. —prejudice
Granted application.
petition to dismiss
without
Balboa Kadio Corp., San Diego, Calif.
— Granted
petition
to amendinstead
applica-of
tion to specify
Escondido
San Diego as location.
KVOL Lafayette, La.— Granted petiton for postponement of consolidated
hearing on application of KVOL and
FCRMD from March 14 to May 16 at
"Washington.
The Fort Industry Co.— Granted petition tocationdismiss
without
prejudice
applifor consent
to transfer
of control
of WHAS
Inc.

SERVE€E

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626
REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W E. 9-A, 9-B & RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9-A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcast Service Co.
334 Arcade BIdg. St. Louis 1, Mo.
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Greenwich Bcstg. Corp., Greenwich,
Conn. — Commission on own motion
postponed
March 1 tohearing
March on
14 atapplication
Greenwich.from
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co., et al, Santa
Monica, Calif. — Commission on own
motion postponed consolidated hearing presently
scheduled
9-15 in
various
California
cities,March
to following
dates: April 21 at Escondido; April 22
at Oceanside; April 25 at Santa Monica;
April 26 at Anaheim and April 27 at
Inglewood.
WHYN
Holyoke, ofMass.
petion
for extension
time— Granted
to file reply
to petition of Pynchon Bcstg. Corp.
for
rehearing
to March
7. and time was extended
U.
T.
K.
Radio for
Corp.,
Utica. of
N. time
Y.—
Granted petition
extension
to file tenexceptions
and
time
was
exded to March 7.
Worcester Bcstg. Co., Worcester,
Mass. — Granted petition for leave to
amend application to show that FM
ant. will be mounted on AM array.
San Gabriel Valley Bcstg. Co., Monrovia, Calif. — Denied petition for leave
to amend application to show death of
an officer, stockholder and director and
substitute new; and reopen record.
Vulcan Bcstg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.
— Commission on own motion postponed indefinitely hearing scheduled
for March 3 at Birmingham in re applipending action on request for
waiver ofcation,hearing.
Harrisonburg Bcstg. Co., Harrisonburg, Va. — Commission on own motion
dismissed without prejudice application
for lack
of prosecution
sions of Sec.
1.381 of rules.under, proviWMEX Boston — Commission on own
motion extended to March 21 time
within which parties may file proposed
findings
of license.in re application for renewal
February 25 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1580 kc
Van Wert Bcstg. Corp., Van Wert,
Ohio — CP new AM station 8S0 kc 250 w
D AMENDED AM—
to request
1450 kc 1580 kc DA.
KBPS Portland, Ore.— Mod. license
change hours from 10:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m.
(PST) Mon. through Fri. to 10 a.m.10 p.m. (PST) Mon. through Fri.
AMENDED to change from mod. lito 250 censew.to CP change power from 100 w
Modification of CP
KRBC Abilene, Tex.— Mod. CP
change frequency, increase power, etc.
for extension of completion date.
WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio — Same.
KGHF Pueblo, Col.— Mod. CP increpse power, etc. for extension of completion date.

DIRECTORY
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systenns
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303
Electrical Tov/er Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — transmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcrest Terrace,
C^c^'o Coeur. III.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.
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License Renewal
License renewal applications filed by
following AM stations: KLZ Denver;
WICC Bridgeport,
WGACHawaii;
Augusta, Ga.; KMVI Conn.;
Wailuku,
WIND Chicago; KSAC Manhattan,
Kan.; dence,
WGR
Buffalo;Marinette,
WEAN Wis.
ProviR. I.; WMAM
KSJO-FM
San
Jose
Calif.—
Liceiase
renewal FM station.
WCNB - FM Connersville, Ind.—
Same.
Modification of CP
KFPW-FM
Ark.— Mod.of
CP new FM Fort
stationSmith,
for extension
completion date.
WNAB-FM Bridgeport, Conn. — Same.
WLAD-FM
Conn.— —Same.
Same.
KMBC-FM — Danbury,
Kansas City
WJAY-FM
MuUins,
S.
C—
Same.
KSO-FM Des Moines — Mod. CP new
FM
to change ERP, type trans,
and station
studio site.
Replace CP
WQQW-FM
Washington—
CP to replace CP newCP FM
for station.
Changes
WDBJ-FM Roanoke, Va.— CP change
ERP.
License for CP
KBOA-FM Kennett, Mo. — License to
cover CP new FM station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
Conn. Perkins
— Assignment
of WNOC
license Norwich,
from H. Ross
tr/as
Norwich
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Eastern
Connecticut Bcstg. Co.
WOSH-AM-FM Oshkosh, Wis.- Assignment of licenses from Myles H.
Johns, William F. Johns Jr., William
F.
Johns
Frederick
shaw d/b Sr.
as and
Oshkosh
Bcstg.W.Co.Ren-to
William F. Johns Jr., William F.
•T^hns Sr.. Penrose H. Johns and
Frederick
W. Co.Renshaw d/b as Oshkosh Bcstg.
AM— 1110 kc
KREM
Spokane,
Wash.to —1110
CP kcchange
from 1340 kc 250 w unl.
1 kw
unl. DA-N.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Assignment of License
WLDY14 application
Ladysmith, for
Wis.—assignment
RETURNEDof
Feb.
license from O. J. Falge to Flambeau
Bcstg. Co. Inc.
February 28 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
AM— 1050 kc
Announced final decision granting application of WDZ Bcstg. Co. for CP to
move WDZ from Tuscola to Decatur,
111., distance
oper-in
ates 1050 kc 1ofkw38 Dmiles.
and Station
no change
facilities is involved. (Chairman Coy
dissenting;
Comrs. Sterling and Hennock not participating.)
AM— 1240 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
towards grant of application of Granite
City Bcstg.
St.
Cloud,
Minn.,Co.1240forkc new
250 wstation,
unl. and
denial of competing application of St.
Cloud Bcstg. Co. for same facilties.
(Comrs. Walker dissenting, Jones not
ticipating.)
voting.
Sterling and Hennock not parBY COMMISION EN BANC
License Renewal
denying
applications
forAdopted
renewal orders
of licenses
of STLs
WIXVJ.
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., Boston; W2XEO, Capital
Bcstg. Co.Moody
Inc.,
Schenectady,
and W9XMB,
Bible Institute, Chicago. Same were
granted
originallyor upon
exp. basisat subject to change
cancellation
any
time without notice. Frequencies they
now inguseMarchunder
temp,in extension
expir-to
1 were
1945 assigned
glide
path
aeronautical
radionavigation
service and their further operation
thereon would constitute hazard to
safety
of litewere
and notified
property.Feb.The10 three
ST stations
that
it would
be
necessary
for them
vacate this band, and that
other tohands
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
Tlie olflest and recognized as one of
the
lea<linff
Radio Schools InRadio
.\raerlca
offers
its specially
and
Television
technicianstrained
to the Broadcast
Industry.
(Our
graduates
hav«
ist
Clast
Ttlfplirre License.)
We solicit your Inquiry.
Address; Placement Manager
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
350 West 4th St., New York 14. N. Y.
-

are available for their operation. There
was no response.
Petition Denied
KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit, and
WGAR Cleveland — Denied petition by
G. A. Richards requesting that (1) he
be heard
in person
before Commissioner en banc
or designated
member
or members,
(2)
that,
meanwhile,
hearing scheduled March 16 in Los Angeles
be suspended,
and
(3)
that
if,
at
conclusion of such personal appearance,
Commission deems further hearing
necessary it be held in Washington.
Commission's denial is without prejudicesiontoofright
of petitioner,
upon hearing,
concluscheduled
Los Angeles
to
request
presentation
of
his
testimony
in further hearings in Washington.
(Comr. Hyde voted to grant part of
sonal hearing.)
petition
requesting preliminary perHearing Designated
WGL Fort Wayne, Ind. — Designated
for hearing applications for consent to
assignment of license of station WGL
and associated remote pickup stations
to News-Sentinel Bcstg. Co. Inc. and
Anthony Wayne Radio Co. Inc., competingTransfer
assignee. of Control
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted
transfer of control from George Crome
and R.
Harlow
Sheldonlicense
& Herman F.
Anderson
and to
renewed
for
period ending Aug. 1, 1951.
License Extension
WKLV Blackstone, Va.— Granted 30day extension
license pending receipt of renewalof application.
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.— Same.
WHKP HendersonviUe, N. C— Same.
WATG
Ashland,
Present on
license for FM
station Ohio—
was extended
temp, basis to June 1.
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga.— Same.
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh— Granted extension of license on temp, basis for
period ending June 1.
KYW-FM Philadelphia— Same.
WBZ-FM Boston— Same.
BY A BOARD
SSA Extension
KOB Albuquerque,
N. M.770
— Granted
30-day
extension of SSA
kc 25
kw-N ation50of application.
kw-LS unl. pending considerWNYC New
York—
30-day
extension
of SSA
to Granted
operate station
between 6 a.m. (EST) and sunrise at
New set York
and between
sunat Minneapolis
and 10hours
p.m. of(EST)
using DA with 1 kw on 830 kc, pending
consideration of application.
BY THE COMMISSION
Announced order suspending until
June 1 new tariff schedules of Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph Co. and
certain Bell System companies applicable to furnishing coaxial cable and
microwave channels for television
transmission, which were to have become effective March 1. At same time,
it ordered hearing and investigation
into lawfulness of proposed modified
regulations and practices of respondent
carriers for interconnecting their TV
transmission facilities with those of
others. Hearings will be held in Washing on date to be specified later.
The Television Bcstrs. Assn., Allen
B. DuMont Labs, Philco Corp. and
Philco Television Bcstg. Corp., which
on Feb. 18 filed joint petition requesting suspension of schedules, were given
leave to intervene; also The Western
Union Telegraph Co. Record of proce ding in Doc. 8963, now before Commission for determination as to lawfulness of interconnecting regulations and
ceeding.
practices, is incorporated in new proBY THE SECRETARY
James Bcstg. Co. Inc., Jamestown,
N. Y.— Granted license for new STL,
KAA-32.
Lou Poller,
Area for
Chester,
Pa. —
Granted
CP and lit;ense
new remote
pickup KA-2244.
Carlisle,
Pa. —1380Granted
newWLXW
standard
station
kc 1 kwlicense
D.
(Continwed on page 87)
Member AFCCE
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillatd, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, AAO.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sis., N. W.
NAtional 6513

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JfO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntcIair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey BIdg.-STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

FRANK H. MclNTOSH
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Col.
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

Worthington C. Lent
Cons'jiting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200
Member AFCCE*

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

Member AFCCE*

363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanavi/ha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Meriyman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhav/k 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

PREISMAN & BISER
AM, FM, Television
Allocation, Station Design
Management Training Associates
3303 14th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C. ADams 7299

Of. H.
3iiler
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 JefFerson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
.BROADCASTING

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

Telephones— Kingsw^ood 7631, 9541

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHO:,!E 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh
Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866

4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
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yours free with a $7.00 subscription to the weekly BROADCASTI NG-Telecasting. (Subscribers'
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1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
. . . complete analysis of 1948
radio advertising; AM, FM, TV direcfories, program trends; ratings
of
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popular shows;
new
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REPORT

Sales and Earnings
Hit New High

Whiteman Club
PAUL WHITEMAN, the
"King of Jazz" now living on
his Pennsylvania farm in
Bucks County, will organize
a television teen-agers club
in the Philadelphia area in an
effort to combat juvenile delinquency. The club's 1,000
talented youths will be organized into a show, trained,
i-ehearsed and finally put on
television through WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, with a portion
of the program relayed over
the ABC network. John
Scheuer, operations assistant
to the general manager of
WFIL-TV, said the television
show was tentatively set for

AVCO Manufacturing Corp. achieved the highest sales and earnings
in its 20-year history in the 1948 fiscal year. Its subsidiary Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. increased sales and earnings over the previous year
despite
expenses of
starting teleaasting. *
Detailsinitial
of financial
operations
report said radio receiver sales
were made public Monday (Feb.
were "being materially affected by
28) by Victor Emanuel, president,
the increasing impact of televiin
the
corporation's
annual
report
to stockholders.
Total Avco assets as of Nov. 30,
Avco sales amounted to $140,- 1948 were $89,833,443, more than
515,462, an increase of 33% over
$10,000,000 over the $79,433,631
the $105,704,566 for 1947. Con- figure the year before. Earned
solidated net income amounted to surplus since Dec. 31, 1932 rose
sion."
$7,913,736 as compared with $6,- to $19,602,641 over the $14,908,561
960,658. After preferred dividends,
the year before.
net income per share of common
Since the end of World War II,
was $1.11, an increase of 15% over
Avco and its subsidiaries expended
the 96(f earned in 1947.
$17,000,000 for plant improveApril 23.
Although actual figures were not
ments, of which $6,700,000 was in
released on Crosley Broadcasting
1948. In the same period, sales increased four times and earnings
Corp.'s
operations,
the
report
KENNEDY RESIGNS
stated that the amount of loss at almost three times, said Mr.
Emanuel.
From NL&B; Mullen Succeeds
which WLWT (TV) Cincinnati is
operating is considered less than
LEO KENNEDY has resigned as
that of most large television stations.
vice president and director of the
MEDIA CLINICS
Expense of Video
visual copy department at NeedPlanned in Blinds Drive
ham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. He
The report conceded that earnwill be succeeded by Cyril J. Mulings in broadcasting may be less NATION-WIDE series of media
len, who continues as director of
clinics
in
the
interest
of
promoting
in the coming year because of addiradio copy writing..
tional losses that will be incurred
sales of Venet'an blinds opened
Mr. Kennedy joined the agency
in starting video operations at last week in Atlanta. ST)arkplug
in 1942 after working for N. W.
of
t':e
idea
is
C.
M.
Halberson,
of
Dayton and Columbus. "It is ex- Lorentzen Hardware Mfg. Corp.,
Ayer & Son and McCann-Erickson.
pected that these new stations will
Named copy chief at NL&B in
New York, producer of hardware
lose money in the first two to three
1943, he became a vice president
used in making Venetian blinds.
years
Claude Frazier, sales manager of four years later. Mr. Mullen joined
said. of their operation," it was
the firm last June, transferring
WAGA Atlanta,
made radio's
Crosley Division of Avco, which
entation at the Atlanta
clinic, presheld from Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample.
manufactures radio and television
He is former radio copy chief of
Tuesday. Other media were repPedlar & Ryan, New York.
receivers as well as refrigerators
resented. Second clinic was held
and other appliances, exceeded preThursday in Miami with Tom Mcvious sales records, accounting for Cullough, general manager of
WMBM Miami, representing radio.
more
than 50% of net
the sales
corporation's
WQXR
Objects
total consolidated
volume.
WQXR New York has petitioned
Toward close of the year, Crosley
FCC to reconsider its grant of
increased its capacity for producMemphis Agency Moves
1 kw day on 1540 kc to WJMJ
tion of television receivers to ap- LAKE-SPIRO-SHURMAN, MemPhiladelphia
grounds WQXR
of objec-is
proximately 10,000 monthly. It
tionableoninterference.
phis advertising agency, has anwas expected this figure would
nounced plans to move to new
assigned 10 kw fulltime on 1560
reach 20,000 monthly early in 1949 quarters in Radio Center. The
kc as what it claims is a Class I-B
if the cathode ray tube supply did
which also houses WMPS
assignment. WQXR has pending
not again become a bottleneck. The building,
Memphis [Broadcasting, Feb. 28], request to boost power to 50 kw.
is located at Main and Union Sts. The New York station contends the
More than 5,000 feet of space has
WJMJ operation will cause harmbeen leased at the new location,
RESEARCH TREND
ful interference to it as a I-B outaccording to Avron Spiro, presiAccelerated Says Nielsen
let under either present or prodent.
posed more powerful operation.
"TREND toward factual marketing
research techniques" has been "accelerated," not retarded by the
election polls, Arthur C. Nielsen,
president, A. C. Nielsen Co., told
1949 Economic Institute of the
It's No
Bull!
U. S. Chamber of Commerce in
Chicago Feb. 25.
. . . when we soy there's enough cows in Crawford County to make
Mr. Nielsen revealed that in 30it THE leading dairy producing county in Pennsylvania. And Mr.
day period following November
Advertiser, now's the time to get your share of the CREAM!
elections new contracts for com($22,000,000 in retail sales in Meadville alone.) And too, don't forget'
pany's index services totaled 43,
for one minute: We not only broadcast your shows . . . we promote
with a minimum value of $1,212,them.
180 — "a greater number . . . and
volume . . . than has ever been received by this company in a similar period of time." He cautioned,
WMGW
however, against conclusion that
either his firm or clients are belitStudios & Offices—
First Nat'l
Bank Bldg.
tling research techniques not
Meadville,
Pa.
wholly factual, which "will always
ecasting
be needed for certain purposes."
BROADCASTING
Tel

ON-T'HE-SPOT
foutday Houston coverage
Invitationof Open
golf tournament, held last month
at Pine Forest golf course, Houston,
Tex., was handled
exclusively by
KCOH Houston. Broadcasts were sponsored by San Antonio Brewing Assn.,
bottler of Pearl Beer. All KCOH program schedules were subject to change
i for special remote broadcasts from
\ course. Highlight of programming
: was greeting each golfer with bottle
of Pearl after completion of day's
'play, while interviewing them at 18th
green. Interview was known as Pearl
Beer's 19th Hole at Pine Forest.
: KCOH special events staff, headed by
Tommy
Reynolds and Hank Burt,
sports editor, handled broadcasts. Pitluk of San Antonio was agency for
Pearl account.
Long TV Remote
TELECASTING of New England
Golden Gloves from Lowell, Mass., by
WBZ-TV Boston late last month made
history for the video station. Lowell
Sun Charities Inc., producer and sponsor of the fights. New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. and WBZTV combined their efforts to make the
remote telecast with portable equipment. Since terrain between scene
of bouts in Lowell and WBZ-TV in
Boston is succession of hills, one microwave link could not handle pickup;
five "jumps" were required. Special
video cable, brought from Cleveland,
Ohio, for project, was used to carry
signal from fight ring to downtown
Lowell and roof of Sun building; from
there signal was microwaved to a hill
three miles away; then 15 miles to
AT&T tower in Waltham, Mass.; then
12 miles to r^of of New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. building in
Boston and finally three miles to WBZTV studios.
Adds Studio Audience
STUDIO audience has been added to
daily
Day'sN. a J.Holiday,
aired program,
on WNJR Every
Newark,
Show
awards gifts to baby born closest to
air time each day and special gifts to
child's parents. Prizes also are given
to grandparents to help celebrate
birthdays and anniversaries. With addition of studio audience, there is now
pre-broadcast warm-up each day for
games, prizes and presentation of
guests stars.
Features Art, Music
CORRELATION of art and music appreciation ispurpose of new series of
weekly programs being broadcast by
Canton Art Institute on WHBC Canton, Ohio. Each Saturday morning
group of junior members of institute
gather at WHBC studios where their

BROADCASTING

to
from RCA VICTOR
. . . special '*DJ" couplings
regular art class is conducted by Hugh
Olmes, institute director. Classes begin at 9 a.m. and at 10 a.m. students
draw their impressions of broadcast
for 3-minute period while pianist
Charles Pickens plays melodies that
lend themselves to instructive lecture
being made by Mr. Olmes. At end of
six-week series pictures drawn by
students will go on display at Art
Institute and WHBC foyer.
Consecration Telecast
CONSECRATION of three bishops of
Roman Catholic Church is to be telecast by NBC in Chicago's Holy Name
Cathedral today (Monday), 11-3:15
p.m. over combined East Coast and
Midwest networks. Video crews will
cover ceremonies from various points
in Cathedral. New bishops are WilMartin Rev.
D. McNamara liam
andA. O'Connor,
William Cousins.
John
McCarthy, director of Cardinal Stritch
Retreat House, Mundelein, 111., will be
narrator throughout ceremony. By
special arrangement with Chicago offices of RCA, television sets have been
installed in every Catholic school and
convent throughout Chicago area.
'Navy Show'
DESIGNED to present local Naval
and Marine Corps reserve news and
information, as well as regular Navy
recruiting and publicity. Navy Show
is aired weekly over WJOY Burlington, Vt. Program is sponsored by the
station on behalf of Naval Reserve
Surface Division 1-44. Half-hour show
is aired Saturday immediately preceding nationwide ABC broadcast of
Navy Hour. B. G. Oman Jr., RMNI,
USNR, with cooperation of Lt. A. W.
Thompson, USNR, and WJOY Manager Alfred Spokes, writes, produces
and announces show. Local recruiting
office reports that Naval Reserve recruiting in Burlington area has been
greatly increased through efforts of
Navy Show.
'Play-by-Color'
PLANS for possible series of television piano lessons using Wolfe's
Play-by-Color books are being conby the editions
New Yorkof firm.
publishessidered five
piano Wolfe's
lesson
books: Beginners, advanced, nursery,
hymns and Christmas carols. Book

• Telecastiti]

contains cardboard keyboard with keys
in different colors. Music is written
with color notes corresponding to keyboard. Firm believes bocks are ideal
for television.
teaching piano, organ or solovox
via
TV Fashion Shov>
FASHION feature for wom^n. Individually Yours, sponsored by Blair
Corset Co. (Fashion Hour foundation
garments), started on WGN-TV Chicago last month. Weekly program
features Celeste Carlyle, fashion artist and consultant. She sketches
suggested improvements, from standpoint of personality and figure, in
coiffures, makeup and attire for women selected from studio audience. Program is produced for Blair by Jones
Frankel Co., Chicago advertising
agency.
Legislative Round Table
WEEKLY legislative round table discussion program. News as It Happens
has been started by WPTR Albany.
Members of panel group are always
split evenly — two Republican and two
Democratic legislators. Moderator is
leo O'Brien, INS correspondent who
has covered New York State Legislature for years and was on Dewey campaign train for INS. Subjects of outstanding interest, and which will develop heated debates, are selected each
week. H. W. Masehmeier, program
director of WPTR and WBCA-FM
Albany, produces show.
Offers Free Script

for your platter shows

Cruising
DownHoliday
The River
Allah's

FREE SCRIPT for use in patrioticprogramming is offered by Ralph D.
Willey, program director at WKTY
La
The Crosse,
House I Wis.
Live In,Mr.wasWilley's
presentedshow.
by
WKTY in observance of National
Brotherhood Week, but can be adapted
"to almost any holiday having to do
with Americanism," he states. Program is based on popular song "The
House I Live In" and is presented as
dramatic narrative with chorus providing music for production effects.
WKTY used local high school chorus.
Requests for scripts should be addressed to Mr. Willey at WKTY.
'Old Timer' Back
AFTER four-year lapse from broadcasting activitiss, Andy "The Old
Timer" Anderson has returned to airwaves over KVNJ and KVNJ-FM
Fargo, N. D. His early morning
disc jockey show is unique in that
he is one of the few hotel managers
in the country who also runs such
show. His new show, sponsored on
participating basis, features Scandinavian and popular music along with
chatter about characters created by
Mr. Anderson. Copyrighted characOle white
"Gamalost"
with ters
hisinclude
snow
singingSwenson
violin,
and Lars the Great, left-handed trick
piano sandplayer,
fingers. and man with a thouWomen's News
NEWS dedicated entirely to topics
of interest to women is featured on
new half-hour program starting today on WDRC Hartford, Conn. Titled
You and Your Home, program presents fashions, beauty and household
hints and other interesting items.
March 7, 1949
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BUTCHER

ANSWERS

DIAMOND

Says Many Stations Can't Afford Musicians

You Bank Bigger Profits, too
...when WTAR does your selling job
in the Norfolk Metropolitan Market
WTAR delivers twice as many
weekday morning listeners as its
nearest competition . . . 2.8 times
as many, weekday afternoons ... 3
times as many, evenings. Sunday
afternoon, 2 times as many listeners and 2.7 times as many, daytime Saturday. (Hooper Station
Listening Index, November-December '48 for Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va.)
Easy to see why WTAR gets
along so well with thrifty folks.

N.B.C.
Affiliate

5,000 Watts
Day & Night

HARRY C. BUTCHER, ownerpresident of KIST Santa Barbara,
Calif., has disputed the contention
of Milton Diamond, American Federation of Musicians counsel, that
many stations "receive income
grossly disproportionate to their
investment, disseminate a fare of
records and transcriptions, and
withal, employ not one single live
musician!"
Mr. Diamond's remarks were
part of an article he wrote for the
Jan. 26 issue of The Saturday Review of Literature. Mr. Butcher,
who has reviewed books on the war
for the magazine, makes his reply
in a letter to the Review's editor.
Public Preference
Stations which do not employ
musicians follow this policy for
financial reasons and because the
public prefers popular recordings
and transcriptions to local talent,
Mr. Butcher says. A part of his
letter follows:
". . . KIST like many other stations, large and small, indirectly
pays a considerable portion of its
revenue for talent through our fee

Nationally Represented by Edward Retry & Co.
ARKANSAS

A

1V2

BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET

spread over two states
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it with the
ialest Sales Management
"buying pov^er" figures, and
you'll see that KWFT reaches
a biliiori and a half dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

KWFT
THE
TEXAS-OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita Falli-5,000 Wattt-620 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co., and KWFT, 801 Tower
Petroleum BIdg., Dallas
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ASSN.

Holds Two-Day Session
SUPPORT for a state privilege
law to protect the source of radio
news stories was approved during
a two-day meeting of the Arkansas
Broadcasters Assn. Officers also
were named during the association's first annual meeting.
The ABA officers are G. E. Zimmerman, president, KARK Little
Rock; Sam Anderson, vice president, KFFA Helena; Al Godwin,
secretary-treasurer, KFPW Fort
Smith, and Bob Choate, KWFC Hot
Springs; Leon Sipes, KELD El
Dorado; Jack Wolever, KTHS Hot
Springs; David Crockett, KAMD
Camden; Harold Sudbury, KLCN
Blytheville; Ted Rand, KDRS
Paragould, all directors.
Opposition to super-power stations was expressed and the association voted to support passage of
Sen. Ed Johnson's bill (S-491) to
limit station power. The Arkansas
Athletic Assn. practice of charging
for the broadcast rights to high
school games came under fire and
the athletic association was asked
to change its rules so that stations
might make payments direct to
local schools, where required.
The privilege law, as supported
by the ABA, would require that before a news source must be revealed "it must be shown that such
article was written, published or
broadcast in bad faith, with malice,
and not in the interest of the public welfare."
Date
of the next meeting was set
as Aug. 5 at Hot Springs.

for network service, through
monthly rental of transcription libraries made especially for broadcasting, and by outright purchase
of popular recordings. The fees
paid by Radio KIST alone amount
to several hundred dollars a month.
"We also receive scores of new
records each week for nothing because the companies want them
played to be popularized. ... If
the musicians ask for a special fee
of broadcasters, the broadcasters
could just as fairly ask for compensation for advertising their
wares.
"To develop local talent requires
a fat purse. One can make a try
with a soloist and a pisno player
but the soloist frequently, and
rightly, prefers to be supported by
an orchestra, say of ten pieces.
"The musicians' scale here for
such a band is $6 per man per hour,
and $11 for the conductor, and this
fee applies even though only a
quarter-hour of program tims is
performed. This adds up to $61
and, remembering the number of
quarter-hours of a broadcast day,

FORT INDUSTRY
Business Increases 25%
BUSINESS for the seven AM and
two television stations owned and
operated by the Fort Industry Co.
increased in 1948 by 25% over that
of 1947, Tom Harker, national
sales manager, has reported to the
company's directors in New York.
Also, Mr. Harker reported, business for the first month of 1949
was upvious 30%
year. over that of the preFort Industry Co. owns and
operates WAG A Atlanta, WGBS
Miami, WJBK and WJBK-TV Detroit, WLOK Lima (Ohio) , WMMN
Fairmont (W. Va.), WSPD and
WSPD-TV Toledo and WWVA
Wheeling. WAGA-TV Atlanta will
take the air in a few weeks.

COMPLETE

you can readily calculate how soon
the average broadcaster would be
out of money. ... If the small
broadcaster undertakes to pass on
this expense to the advertiser in
his community, most of whom are
relatively small retail dealers, he
finds the dealer cannot afford the
Mr. Butcher also takes exception
to a statement by Mr. Diamond
that broadcasters are "under
pledge" to the FCC to "encourage
and"The
employ
local oftalent."
yardstick
the FCC," says
Mr. Butcher, "is 'public interest,
price."
convenience
and necessity,' which
leaves the broadcaster largely free
to determine what is of interest to
his audience. If the broadcaster
doesn't give his listeners something
to keep them listening, like the
publisher who fails to please his
public, both broadcaster and publisher soon will be broke."

BMB ADOS
Three New Subscribers
TWO new AM and one FM subscriber have been added to the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau not
list since Feb. 17, bringing the total
subscriptions as of Feb. 25 to 825.
The AM subscribers not previously announced are KANE New
Iberia, La., and WPAM Pottsville,
Pa. WPAM-FM is the latest FM
addition to the BMB family.
Score is now 664 AM, 140 FM
and 13 TV stations. Four nation- tO!
wide and four regional networks
complete the list.
Rogers Buys Paper
IRVING E. ROGERS, president
and treasurer of WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., and the Eagle-Tribune Pub.
Co., has purchased Consolidated
Press Inc., Andover, Mass. The
property includes a commercial
printing plant and a weekly newspaper, the Andover Townsman.
Mr. Rogers is publisher of the
Lawrence Daily Eagle and the Evening Tribune and is presidenttreasurer of Eagle-Tribune, Printing. He becomes publisher of the
Andover Townsman in addition to
his previous activities.
CFPL/ London, Ont., changed frequency from 1570 kc to 980 kc on Feb. 20.

SCHEDULE

SIMULTANEOUS

SERVICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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BLAST RADIO
S. F. Bay Areoi Shows Hit
9BROADCASTERS
of . the San
« Francisco Bay Area have taken the
position that a recent scathing
public denunciation of radio by
[Radio Listeners of Northern Cali(jfornia is not constructive criticism.
Typical of broadcaster comment
was that of John Elwood, KNBC
San Francisco general manager,
who said the report's "all-embracing allegations tend toward a distorted view of the situation and
will accomplish nothing for the
RLNC."
Report was issued by RLNC's
children's committee, which said its
findings were based on ten months
of study. Only programming
beamed to listeners under 16 years
old was included.
Among general allegations were :
That broadcasters have failed
"shamefully in their responsibility
'toward the public welfare."
That radio is "derelict" and has
not "fully accepted the heavy moral
{obligation" incumbent upon it.
Children under 16 comprise onesixth of San Francisco's population
but the city's eight AM stations devote only 3% of their broadcasting
time to children, said the report.
And it added: The bulk of this
time is devoted to programs "so
filled with terror and violence, murder and crime as to be actually
detrimental to the mental, moral
and spiritual health of children."
Broadcasters Reply
To this broadcasters replied that
■if the committee had really wished
to be constructive in its criticism
it would have made a study also of
programs for family listening
which appeal to children as well as
adults. They cited such programs
as Information Please, Lux Radio
Theatre, Cavalcade of America,
The Tele-phone Hour, Ford Theatre
and others.
Among programs which RLNC
blasted for "poor production, overstrident commercials, slurs on parental authority, lack of imagination and other negative values"
were: Let's Pretend, Smiling Ed
McConnell, Tunes for Tots, Land

STATION and baseball officials were on hand as Mr. Weiss (seated,
second from left) hands check over to Mr. Agnew. L to r (Standing) :
Ernie Jenkins, new general manager, Augusta Tigers; John Watkins,
WBBQ commercial manager; George Pierce, attorney; Randall Strozier, WBBQ treasurer; Dudley Brown, WBBQ secretary, and Phil
Harison, WBBQ public relations director. Seated (I to r) Thurston
Bennett, president of Press-Radio Sales; Mr. Weiss, Mr. Agnew,
and Montgomery Harison Sr., WBBQ vice president.
of the Lost, Frank Merriwell, Jolly
Bill, Challenge of the Yukon, Cisco
Kid, Jack Armstrong, Meet the
Meeks, Junior Miss, Lassie, Animal
Stories, Dr. I. Q. Jr., Roy Rogers
and Date With Judy.
RLNC's indictment of individual
stations either for the Koor quality
of their children's programs or the
lack of such programs read:
KGO and KFRC, the chief dispensers
of blood and thunder, have 91/2 and
10 1/2 hours (of children's programs) per
week.
KNBC, which prides itself on "no
blood and
thunder
for children,"
votes a mere
5 hours
per week de-to
youngsters.
KQW can
spare only 2 hours and 40
minutes
weekly.
KSAN has 2 hours and 5 minutes.
KYA and KSFO apparently think so
little of children that each finds only
45 minutes per week for them.
KJBS seems to think they do not exthem.ist, for it has absolutely nothing for
San Diego AFRA Pact
SAN DIEGO'S KFSD (NBC)
KFMB (ABC) KGB (MBS) have
reached agreements with AFRA on
staff announcers, Claude McCue,
AFRA executive secretary, said
Feb. 25. No salary structures were
revealed, but Mr. McCue said "substantial adjustment" has been
made. The union is negotiating
with KCBQ (CBS) for a similar
pact.
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AUGUSTA

TEAM

Bought by WBBQ Licensee
SAVANNAH Broadcasting Corp.,
operator of WBBQ Augusta, Ga.,
250 w Mutual affiliate, has bought
the Augusta Tigers baseball team
of the South Atlantic league,
George G. Weiss, WBBQ president and general manager, has
announced.
The club was purchased from
Troy Agnew, sole Tiger owner, for
$58,000. Deal also includes a 10year lease for the ballpark with the
city of Augusta. Thurston Bennett, president of Press-Radio
Sales Inc., advertising agency,
served as unofficial go-between in
the transaction. Mr. Bennett has
broadcast Tiger games on WBBQ
for the past two years, length of
time the station has been on the
air.
The station and ball club will be
mutually promoted, according to
Mr. Weiss.

IT'S

A

GREAT

DAY

on
if ohJ

KILL LOAN PLAN
On Receivers for Farmers
A LEGISLATIVE move has wiped
out the chances of farmers securing government loans to buy radio
and television sets under an electrification proposal.
Legal observers had previously
felt it possible under a bill (HR
113) introduced Jan. 3 by Rep
W. R. Poage (D-Tex.) to borrow
money
sets. from the government to buy
Chief objective of the proposal
was to amend the Rural Electrification Act to finance the country
telephone lines by the RE A.
A subcommittee of the House
Agricultural committee Feb. 24
favorably reported an amendment
to the bill providing that the term
"telephone service" as used in the
bill "shall not be deemed to mean
telegraph services or radio broadcasting services or facilities within
the meaning of Section 3 (o) of the
Communications Act of 1934."

GRAND RAPmS

WLAV

leads ALL stations

in daytime share of audience
in Michigan's second market.
(1947-1948 winter-spring Hooper)
WLAV
— 28.1 %
Station B — 22.6%
Station C — 22.2%
Contact the John E. Pearson Co.
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ELLEN STERN has been named
promotion manager of KSFO
and KPIX (TV) San Francisco,
succeeding DICK KELLY, who resigned to take position with U. of
California.
DAL WYANT has been appointed
sales promotion manager of WOAI
San Antonio, Tex.
For past year Mr.
Wyant has been
head of sales promotion at WBZ
Boston.
MIKE MICHAELSON, formerly
with United Press
an d Associated
Press, .has joined
publicity staff of
KLZ Denver. He
Mr. Wyant
was with AP radio
in Seattle and on
cable desk for UP in New York.
MARY RICE ANDERSON, former
American Legion Magazine promotion
manager, has joined WQXR New York
in same capacity, replacing CHARLES
W. CHRISTENBERRY Jr., who resigned to enter television producing
field.
'Wax Wackies'
MORE THAN 5,000 celluloid buttons,
designed in shape of phonograph records, will be distributed by WXYZTV (ABC) Detroit to promote Wax
Wackies, telecast Fridays, 7:30 to
8 p.m. Copy on button, which is
centered by cartoon characters, reads
"Wax Wacky— WXYZ-TV." Disc show
features John Slagle and the Three
Gay Deceivers, pantomine artists.
More than 1,500 televiewers have
requested membership in Wax Wackies

Over the past few years The Texas
Rangers have done an outstanding
selling job on both small and large
stations — over four straight years for
two different breweries, five years for
a bakery, over five years for a dairy.
The and
Texasfinest
Rangers
America's
largest
group, areplaying
and
singing Western tunes. Their music is
transcribed vertically for high fidelity
—ideal for either FM or AM.
They are priced right for your
market and your station.
Wire, Wfife or Phone for
Complete Defails
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club since it debuted one month ago,
station reports.
WIBW Bowl Covers
PLASTIC bowl cover is featured gimmick of latest promotional piece issued
by WIBW Topeka. Two-colored mail
piece displays drawing of food containers with covers on front sheet
v/ith banner reading: "For Complete
Coverage . . . (continued to inside
sheet) ... of the Kansas Market,
Hire WIBW." Plastic cover is inserted in slot in sheet. Reply card
for ordering additional covers and
"WIBW's current and near future
availabilities" is attached.
Announces KVOE-FM
FULL-PAGE spread in Santa Ana
(Calif.) Register announced the entrance last month of KVOE-FM Santa
Ana into the airwaves. Heralding station as "first FM radio station for
Orange County" ad listed on various
parts oftisers,page
station'sprogram
adversponsorednew
programs,
highlights and leased wire news services to be used.
TV Parties
TELEVISION parties have been inaugurated by WXYZ-TV (ABC) Detroit in homes of local residents to foster interest in The Wo7-ld of Art,
Thursday, 7:45-8 p.m. Show is sponsored by Chrysler Corp. and presented
with cooperation of Detroit Institute
of Art. Station installs receiver in
private home, and hostess invites between 25 and 30 guests to view program. At first session, William Wolfenden, curator at institute, spoke of
paintings televised.
KLZ Birthday Cards
HAPPY BIRTHDAY cards sent to
young Rocky Mountain area funny followers are latest promotion feature on
Funny Paper Man show over KLZ Denver. Cards portray most of favorite
strip stars heard on show sending
their personal greetings by way of
KLZ's "Uncle Bill," narrator. Cards
were
Davis. designed by KLZ announcer Bob
Special Supplement
FOUR-PAGE supplement was run in
Cornwall Daily Standard-Freeholder
by CKSF-FM Cornwall, Ont., to announce opening of FM station Feb.
15 and fourth anniversary of CKSF.
Supplement contained articles and pictures on new station and staff of
CKSF. Newspaper is affiliated with
station.
Comic Valentine Contest
MORE THAN 1,500 entries in comic
Valentine card contest have been received by Gene Rayburn and Dee
Finch, disc jockeys of WNEW New
York's Anything Goes morning program. Almost all cards mention one
of WNEW sponsors. Best 12 entries
will receive corsages compliments of
Rayburn and Finch and Batwin Florists, New York.
Record Breaking Stunt
BROKEN records were feature of
the day at Jim Megerle's Electric Shop
in Newport, Ky., as a result of stunt

conceived by Paul Cowley of WNOP
Newport. Mr. Cowley does disc show
from the shop and on rainy, dismal
day he decided to liven things up.
He announced to listeners that Sponsor Megerle was complaining that he
had no audience. Any listener was
invited to call the shop and report
that Mr. Cowley had a "large, enthusiastic audience." For every listener who called, Mr. Cowely was permitted to break new disc from Mr.
Megerle'sQuick
recordresult
bar over
head.
was proprietor's
62 calls in
20 minutes.
Limerick Contest
WEEKLY limerick contest, which also
focuses attention on station, its personalities and tovms within its coverage area, is being conducted on KYW
Philadelphia
Ruthis Welles'
Forum.
Line bya day
read for Home
four
days andis winner
of previous
week's
contest
announced
each Wednesday. Prize is year's supply of MarClay nylon hose. Mythical character
— "Limerick Louis" — is heard each day
via transcription calling attention to
contest.
'Democracy Works Here'
TO MAKE advertisers conscious
that theirs "Is the right to pick
and choose," all media and agencies in Salt Lake City are participating in"Democracy Works
Here" program. All five city
stations are carrying series of
one-minute daily announcements
built on this theme and calling
attention to American privilege
of buying in competitive market.
Emerson Smith, KDYL program
director, is chairman of program
and E. G. Circuit, advertising
manager of ZCMI department
store, is general chairman.
'Surprise Package Club'
LARGE button-hole pins have been
created as membership awards for
"Surprise Package Club" inaugurated
by Surprise Package program telecast
on WBZ-TV Boston. Uncle Carl,
m.c. of show and prexy of club, announced formation on March 1 pro-

'GJ

NOT BAD photography, just a unique
promotion gimmick used by KMOX
St. Louis to publicize Lee Adams,
m.c. on Housewives Protective League
and Sunrise Salute programs and host
on a new KMOX show directed to
home lovers and home builders — It
mostly feminine. Station has never
used any photographs of Mr. Adams ■CA
other than this silhouette type print,
nor has he made ances.
any personal appear- n,
gram. Suzi-Q, his talented 10-yearold assistant, is secretary. Membership pins are available to children
writing to Uncle Carl.
Indian Contest
GREATEST possible listing of different American Indian tribes and
their original location constitute entries in new children's contest beingconducted by WJHP Jacksonville, Fla.
Contest is in conjunction with Straight
Arrow
program,
sponsored
by National Biscuit
Co. Prizes
include
Philco
table model radio, Ben Pearson junior
bow and arrow sets, and personally
autographed Tex Ritter Capitol record
albums.
NRB Feature
NEW FORMAT for its All-Purpose
Radio Campaigns and Sales Kit is
used by National Research Bureau in
current April issue. Red and white
cover bears testimonial letter from
Harriette Dunbar, WDOS Oneonta,
N. Y. Three sections, and their contents, include: (1) For Station Managers, trade newsletter, TV highlights,
promotionl reprints; (2) For Sales
and Programming, prize- winning ideas,
musical calendar, program planning,
merchandising tips, holiday headlines;
(3) Radio Campaigns, early morning
shows, seasonal greetings, copy outlines, lead-ins and punch-lines.

TheVoice/^/KanBas
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FCC

Actions

^ (Continued from page 80)
Decisions Cont. :
WROXinstall
Clarksdale,
icense
new trans.Miss. — Granted
WIGA-FM Ashtabula, Ohio — Granted
aod. CP change type trans.
WCBM-FM Baltimore — Granted mod.
;P for extension of completion date
0 8-11-49.
Boston
JrThe
antedYankee
license Network
for new Inc.,
exp. TV
relay—
CCA-20.
WULA
Eufaula,
Ala. 1240
— Granted
lew
standard
station
kc 250 license
w iml.
WIRC Hickory, N. C— Granted liI:ense new standard station 630 kc 1 kw
3.
WAGE Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted U1I lense
increase power, install new trans.
I OldWELI
changeNewDA-N.
Haven, Conn. — Granted
iOP install new trans.
Pawtucket Bcstg. Co., Lonsdale, R. I.
■L-Granted
■CC2XAB CP new exp. TV station
WKZO mod.
- TV CP Kalamazoo,
Mich. —
sjranted
make ant. changes.
, WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted
nod. CP to change corporate name to
Central New York Bcstg. Corp. Also
jranted mod. CP to request change of
int. system.
Following were granted extension of
:ompletion dates as shown: WBCM-FM
Bay City, Mich., to 4-18-49; KBUR-FM
Burlington, Iowa, to 5-1-49; WMRI Marion, Ind., to 9-1-49; WJNC-FM West
Palm Beach, Fla., to 6-6-49; KLUF-FM
Galveston, Tex., to 4-29-49 on cond.
construction be completed or interim
■operation provided by that date;
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio, to 9-9-49;
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn., to 9-16-49;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, to 9-16-49;
WFIL-TV PhUadelphia, to 6-15-49;
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., to 8-8-49;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, to 6-30-49;
WCAU-TV PhUadelphia, to 6-15-49.
Urbana,
m. — 1580
Granted
newWKHstandard
station
kc 250license
w D.
WJMW Athens, Ala.— Same 1010 kc
'250 w D .
250KOVE
w unl. Lander, Wyo.— Same 1230 kc
WLSI
1 kw D. Pikesville, Ky.— Same 900 kc
250WRYO
w D. Rochester, Pa.— Same 1050 kc
KEIO Pocatello, Idaho— Granted lier, etc.cense change frequency, increase powWLLH-FM
Granted
license
new FM Lowell,
station: Mass.—
Chan. 258
(99.5
mc), 12.2 kw, 600 ft.
WELL-FM Battle Creek, Mich.—
Granted license new FM station; Chan.
271 (102.1 mc), 45 kw, 310 ft.
KFSD-FM San Diego, Calif. — Granted
license new FM station; Chan. 231
^94.1 mc), 38.4 kw, 425 ft.
lU.—ft.Same; Chan.
221WILA
(92.1 Woodstock,
mc), 1 kw, 250
WDNC-FM
N. 380
C— ft.Same;
Chan.
286 (105.1Durham,
mc), 36 kw,
KWFT-FM Wichita Falls, Tex.—
Same;
Chan. 260 (99.9 mc), 9.7 kw, 330
ft.
WFAA-FM
Tex.490— ft.Same;
.Chan.
250 (97.9 Dallas,
mc), 43 kw;
WGTM Wilson, N. C— Granted lier, etc.cense change frequency, increase powWRBL-AM-FM
Columbus,
Ga. —
iijj Granted assignment of license to J. W.
Woodruff and J. W. Woodruff Jr. d/b
as Columbus Bcstg. Co.

FCC

NRNA
MEETING
Radio News Course Included
FOUR NEW officers were elected
by the Northwest Radio News Assn.
at its annual meeting held Feb. 19
at the U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Seventy-five
newsmen from six
states attended
the meeting which
included a twoday
radio (Feb.
news
short course
17-18), conducted
jointly by NRNA
and the university's School of
Journalism.
Mr. Thompson
The new officers
are: Ray Thompson, KROC Rochester, Minn., president; Charles Hilton, KGLO Mason City, Iowa, vice president;
Charles Sargeant, WCCO Minneapolis, secretary, and Milton Josephson, WEBC Duluth, Minn.
Highlights of the news course included conferences on television
news, developments in wire and
tape recordings for covering onthe-spot-news and panel discussions
on problems of radio news. William
F. Brooks, NBC vice president in
charge of news, special events and
international broadcasting, pointed
out that television news coverage
would not replace standard radio
news coverage nor conflict with
newspapers or other communications media. He spoke at a banquet Feb. 18.
The Scranton
Times,exp.
Scranton,
Pa. —
Granted
CP new
TV station
KGaXAT.
KNUJ New Ulm, Minn.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location, and specify studio location
and change type trans.
KLMS mod.
Lancaster
County,
Granted
CP change
type Neb.—
trans.
KMSU
Missoula,
Mont.
Granted
mod. CP for extension of —completion
date to 7-19-49.
Pueblo, Colo.
— Granted mod.
CPKGHF
for extension
of completion
date
to 4-1-49.
WHIO
Dayton,
Ohio
—
Granted
license
install new trans. Also granted license
install
aux. trans, at present site of
main trsins.
Following were granted extension
of completion dates as shown: WJARFM Providence, R. I., to 6-15-49; WHBFM Kansas City, to 9-13-49; WBML-FM,
Macon, Ga., to 5-21-49; KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif., to 3-16-49; WKNE-FM
Keene, N. H., to 6-21-49; WOHS-FM
Shelby, N. C, to 3-30-49; WRVC Norfolk, Va., to 9-15-49; WBAB-FM Atlantic City, to 6-15-49;
Still at
600
On Your Dial
CBS for the
El Paso Southwest

KROD
EL PASO, TEXAS
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
Vol Lawrence
President Yice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

h

Taylor-Borroff & Co., Inc. — Nat'l Reps. *
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Southwest Network
ir

Budget

AN EXECUTIVE session of the
Independent Offices subcommittee
of the House Appropriations Committee tentatively scheduled for
March 3 was postponed. At that
time FCC representatives were to
testify on President Truman's recom endations for the Commission's
1949-50 budget. Committee aides
said the subcommittee might take
up the Commission's budget March
4 or today (March 7). Chairman
Wayne Coy was scheduled to be the
principal witness. Other commissioners were to have assisted him
with details and bureau and sev28]. eral division chiefs were slated to
be on hand [Broadcasting, Feb.

February 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1220 kc
WGAR Cleveland — CP change from
DA-1 to DA-2.
SSA— 730 kc
WLIN
MerrUI,
Wis.— SSA 730 kc 250
w-N
Nov. 11. kw-D unl for period ending
Modification of CP
KMCM
Ore.— Mod.
new AM McMinnviUe,
station to change
name CPof
permittee from Jack B. Bladine and
PhilipviUeN,Bcstg.Bladine
Co. to d/b
Jack asB. McMinnBladine
and
Philip
N.
Bladine
d/b as Yamhill
Bcstrs.
Assignment of License
WKAXment of license
Birmingham,
Ala.— Assignfrom Courier
Bcstg.
Service Inc. to Standard Bcstg. Co.
Inc.
KDON Monterey, Calif. — Assignment
of license from Monterey Peninsula
Bcstg. Co. to L. John Miner and Taft
R.
Wrathall
d/b as Monterey Radio
Bcstg.
Co.
KRUZment of license
Palm Beach,
from L.Calif.—
John AssignMiner,
Taft R. Wrathall and Grant R. Wrathall d/b as Monterey Bay Broadcast
Co. to Central Coast Counties Radio
Inc. (Contingent on KDON being
granted assignment of license) .
Transfer of Control
KWEM Westlinquishment oMemphis,
Ark.— Re-of
f negative control
West Memphis Bcstg. Corp., licensee,
from Beloit Taylor to John F. Wells
and PhilipquisitioG.
Back by
AMENDED
acn of control
John F. toWells
through purchase from J. C. Johnson,
J. C. McCaa, P. M. Dacus, Jack W.
Rich
and (50%).
John A. Cooper of 500 sh
common
Modification of CP
KFEY Fresno, Calif.— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion date.
WMBR-FM Jacksonville, Fla. — Same.
WLRD
(FM) Miami Beach, Fia.—
Samp.
WRGA-FM
Rome, Ga.— Same.
KBTR (FM) Minneapolis — Same.
WPOE
(FM)
Elizabeth,
J. — Same.
WABF-FM New
York — N.
Same.
WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C. — Same.
KTUL-FM Tulsa, Okla. — Same.
WLIN-FM
Merrill, Wis.— Same.
License for CP
Lafayette,
La.— License
to KVOL-FM
cover CP new
FM station.
CP to Reinstate
WRNY-FM Rochester, N. Y.— CP to
to reinstate CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.— Mod. CP
new TV station for extension of completion date to June 12.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City— Mod. CP
new TV station to change ERP from
12.1 kw vis., 6.2 kw aur to 19.4 kw vis.,
9.7 kw aur., make changes in ant.
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 730 kc
WTIK
Durham,
N. C—
kw-D 250 w-N unl.
to SSA
Nov. 7301. kc 1
Modification of CP
KMCM McMinnviUe. Ore. — Mod. CP
change 1260 kc 1 kw D to 1260 kc
1 kw unl. DA-N.
Transfer of Control
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn. — Transfer of
50 Tc interest from J. Harold Smith

and
Myrtice
Smith to James
T. Cox
and Rhodes
C. L. Schenck.
March 1 Decisions . . .
DOCKETAM—CASE
1490 ACTIONS
kc
Announced proposed decision looking
toward grant of application of Grand
Haven Bcstg. Co. for new AM station
at Grand Haven, Mich., 1490 kc 250 w
urU., and denial of application of
Greater Muskegon Bcstrs. Inc. to
change assignment of WMUS Muskegon
from 1090 kc 1 w D to 1490 kc 250 w unl.
AM— 1360 kc
Announced proposed decision looking toward grant of application of
Radio Modesto Inc. for new AM station at Modesto, Calif., 1360 kc 1 w unl.,
and
of application
Helm denial
for same
facilities. of Frank M.
March 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1230
WHSY1220 Hattiesburg,
— CPkc change
from
kc 250 w D Miss.
to 1230
250 w
unl. AMENDED to change name of applicant from Charles Welmer Holt,
Marvin Reuben and Vernon J. Cheek
d/b as Hub City Bcstg. Co. to Hub City
Bcstg. Co. Inc.
AM— 1110 kc
KREM
Spokane,
Wash.to— 1110
CP change
from 1340 kc 250 w unl.
kc 1 w
unl. DA-N. SSA— 730 kc
WTIK250 Durham,
kw-D
w-N unl. N.to C—
Nov.SSA
1. 730 kc 1
Assignment of License
KOPP Ogden, Utah— Assignment of
license from James B. Littlejohn to
KOPP Inc. AMENDED re stockholders,
officers and directors.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KFXM
San Bernardino, Calif.; KFSD San
Diego, Calif.; KVOD Denver; WQAM
Miami; WIOD Miami; WDBO Orlando
Fla.; WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla.
WAGA
Atlanta; KGMB Honolulu
(Continued on page 88)
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 87)
Applications Cont'd.:
WILL Urbana. 111.; WGAN Portland,
Me.: WKZO Kalamazoo. Mich.; KOPR
Butte Mont.; WDNC Durham. N. C:
WSJS Winston-Salem. N. C; WHKC
Columbus. Ohio; WIP Philadelphia;
KTBC tonio;
Austin.
Tex.;Tex.
KTSA San AnKTBB Tyler,
License for CP
forWKNK
CP new Muskegon,
AM station. Mich. — License
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio — Same.
KDET Center, Tex. — Same.
WCVA Culpeper, Va. — Same.
KWIE Kennewick, Wash. — Same.
KVOU
Uvalde,
Tex. — License
cover
CP new
AM statio.i
AMENDEDto
to change name from Edward J. Harpole, d/b
William
T. KempBcstrs.
and W.
J. Harpole
as Uvalde
to Edward
J. Harpole and W. J. Harpole d/b as
Uvalde Bcstrs.
Modification of CP
WINS New York— Mod. CP change
frequency,
increase power
tension of completion
date. etc. for exWJIM Lansing, Mich. — Same.
WMFD Wilmington, N. C— Same.
WMBD Peoria, 111. — Mod. CP increase
power Npletion etc.
date. for extension of comKERB
Kermit,
Tex.— Mod.
CP new
AM station for approval
of ant.
and
trans, site etc. AMENDED to request
change frequency from 610 kc to 600 kc
DA and change trans, and studio sites.
WAEB AUentown, Pa. — Mod. CP new
AM station to change name from Valley
Bcstg. Corp. to WAEB Inc.
WNOR Norfolk, Va.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
Wash.— ofMod.completion
CP new
AMKULE
stationEphrata,
for extension
date.
License for CP
Greenville,
Miss. — License
to WJPR-FM
cover CP new
FM station.

Only station
saturating rich
Western

Washington

market!

WBHO-FM Forest City, N. C— Same.
WTPS-FM New Orleans— Same.
Modification of CP
WERC-FM Erie, Pa.— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
KFYO-FM Lubbock, Tex. — Same.
KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla.— Same.
KGNC-FM Amarillo, Tex. — Same.
KOPP-FM Ogden, Utah— Same.
KRKD-FM Los Angeles — Same.
KFXM-FM San Bernardino, Calif.—
Same.
WSB-FM Atlanta— Same.
WDAK-FM Columbus, Ga.— Same.
WDSU-FM New Orleans— Same.
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. — Same.
WMFD-FM Wilmington, N. C— Same
KNBH Hollywood— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station for extension of
completion date to 9-15-49.
WOIC
Washington—
Same— Same
to 5-1-49.to
WMAL-TV
Washington
6-19-49.
WSB-TV Atlanta— Same to 5-15-49.
WDSU-TV
New Orleans — Same to
6- 16-49.
WWJ-TV Detroit— Same to 6-15-49.
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. — Same
to 11-15-49.
WAAM Baltimore — Same to 9-21-49.
WICU
Same City—
to 6-1-49.
KSL-TV Erie,SaltPa.—Lake
Same to
7- 15-49,
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.— Same
to 9-29-49.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 940 kc
WKCT
Bowling
Green,
Ky.— CP
change from 930 kc 1 kw D to 940 kc
1 kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-DN (DA-2).
AM— 910 kc
WJIG TuUahoma, Tenn.— CP change
from 740 kc 250 w D to 910 kc 250 w-D
100 w-N unl.
AM— 680 kc
WISE
Asheville,
from 1230 kc 250 w N.unl.C—toCP680 change
kc 10
kw-D 1 kw-N unl. DA-DN (DA-2).
Assignment of License
KCSU from
Provo,
UtahA.— Assignment
license
Frank
Van Wagenenof
and Harold B. Van Wagenen d/b as
The Central Utah Bcstg. Co. to Central
Utah Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Assignment
of KTXL
license San
fromAngelo,
InghamTex.S. —Roberts,
Joe
N. Weatherby,
B.
P.
Bludworth,
Edward Johnson, Travis E. BakerJ. and
Armistead D. Rust d/b as Westex
Bcstg. Co. to Westex Bcstg. Co., new
corporation of same individuals.
Modification of CP
WBBB Burlington, N. C— Mod. CP
change from 920 kc 5 kw D to 950 kc 1
kw unl. DA-DN (DA-2).
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
AM— 1270 kc
KXRJ Russellville, Ark.— DISMISSED
Feb. 23 application for CP change from
1490 kc 250 w unl. to 1270 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N unl. DA-N.
AM— 1230 kc
Northwest Public Service Bcstrs.,
Spokane, Wash.— DISMISSED Feb. 23
application
1230 kc 250 wforunl.CP new AM station
March 2 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTION
AM— 1490 kc
Announced
tion of V. L. decision
Rossi andgranting
John D.applicaRossi
d/b astion atBee
Bcstg. Tex.,
Co. for1490
new kcAM250sta-w
Beeville,
unl.; cond. (Comrs. Walker, Jones and
Sterling not participating; Comr. Hyde
dissenting).

KIRO
SEATTLE
CBS

TACOMA

THE PIONEER
^
\ 50,000 WATT STATION /
'\ OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
,'
710 KC
y

HATIONALLV REPRESENTED BV FREE 4 PETERS. INC.
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March 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
Conn. Perkins
— Assignment
of WNOC
license Norwich,
from H. Ross
tr/as
Norwich necticut
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Eastern
ConBcstg. Co.
Modification of CP
WIL St. Lovis — Mod. CP increase
power, change
frequency
tension of completion
date. etc. for exLicense Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KBLF
Red Bluff. Calif.; KFMB San Diego.
Calif.; WMAL Washington; WIBW
Topeka, Kan.; WLBZ Bangor, Me.;
WCAO Baltimore; KDAL Duluth,
Minn.; WRBC Jackson, Miss.; KXOK
St. Louis;
KGHL Billings,
Moit ■
WPRO
Providence,
R. I.; KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex.; WTAR Norfolk,
Va.; WSLS Roanoke. Va.; WCAX Burlington, Vt.; WTMJ Milwaukee.

SUMMARY

TO MARCH

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Pending
463
Total
cations
CPs
Class
On Air Licensed
Grants
233
115
AM Stations
1,941 1,898
85
647
FM Stations
714
269
320
AppliCond'l
TV* 11Stations
57
7
on the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, Okla., switching from KOVB
(George E. Cameron Jr., Channel 6,
82-88 mc); WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y.,
switching from WKAL-TV (Copper
City Broadcasting Corp., Channel 13,
210-216 mc); KALC Alamosa, Col. (San
Luis Valley Broadcasting Co., 1490 kc
250 w fuUtime); KJCK Junction City,
Kan. (Junction City Broadcasting Co.,
1570 kc 1 kw day); KPRS Olathe, Kan.
(Johnson County Broadcasting Co.,
1590 kc 500 w day); KTFY Brownfield,
Tex. (Terry County Broadcasting Co.,
1050 kc 250 w fulltime); WFVG Fuquay
Springs, N. C. (S. S. Adcock, 1460 kc 1
kw day); WGTN Georgetown, S. C.
(John T. and Helen M. Assey and Harmon L. Duncan, 1400 kc 250 w fuUtime);WLTA
WKVA Lewistown,
Pa., switching
from
Broadcasting
Co.,(Central
920 kc Pennsylvania
1 kw day);
WONN Lakeland,
Fla.250(Costal
Broadcasting
Co.,
1230
kc
w
WPCF Panama City, Fla. (Bayfulltime);
County
Broadcasting
Co., 1400 kc
w fulltime);
WSPC Anniston,
Ala.,250switching
from WTAA (Model City Broadcasting
Co., 1390 kc 1 kw fuUtime, directional);
KADA-FM Ada, Okla. (C. C. Morris,
Class A, Channel 244, 96.7 mc); WJLN
Birmingham, Ala., switching from
WJLD-FM (Johnston Broadcasting Co.,
Channel 284,
mc); WRFS-FM
Alexander
City, 104.7
Ala. (Piedmont
Service
Corp., Class B, Channel 251, 98.1 mc);
WTNC-FM Thomasville, N. C. (Thomasville
Co., Class A, Channel 252,Broadcasting
98.3 mc).
March 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 940 kc
WKCT
Bowling
Green,
Ky. — CP
change from 930 kc 1 kw D to 940 kc
1 kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA.
Modification of CP
KGFM Great Falls, Mont.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
KMCM McMinnville, Ore.— Mod. CP
new AM station to change from 1260
kc 1 kw D to 1260 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
License for CP
KCOW
Alliance,
Neb. — License to
cover CP new AM station.
KBOR Brownsville, Tex. — Same.
Avco Bid
KTSA San Antonio — Competitive bid
filed under Avco rule by Express Pub.
Co. to shine
purchase
Bcstg. Co. 100% of stock of SunAssignment of License
WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.— Assignment of
license from Myles H. Johns, William

WE

Hearing
260
28
In181

TV APPLICATION
New Brunswick, N. J. — Home New
Pub. Co., Channel 8 (180-186 mc), ERP
0.51 kw visual, 0.255 kw aural, antenna
height above average terrain 159 ft.
estimated cost $149,000, first year oper- eel
ating cost $150,000, revenue $150,000.
Applicant is operator of WDHN (FM)
there. It has filed petition requesting
that Channel 8 be allocated to New
Brunswick
for[BROADCASTING,
use
an30* with directional
tenna
Feb. 28]
tSInil
Filed March
1.
AM APPLICATION
Somerset,
Somerset
Broadcasting Co., 990 Pa.
kc, — 250
w, daytime;
esti g
mated
cost
$19,573.
Co-partnership:
Theodore H. Oppegard, Carl R. Lee and
Kenneth
Cooney, all
flight radio
oflScers
with E.American
Overseas
Airlines.
Filed Feb. 25.
1
Waynesboro,
— Waynesboro
Broadcasting Co., 1400Pa. kc,
100 w, unlimited;
estimated cost $17,825. Co-partnership:
Roy T. Merkel, assistant professor of
physics at Albright College, Reading, icl
Pa., and Robert G. Adams Jr., engineer
at WRAW Reading. Filed March 1.
Manhattan-Hermosa-Redondo Beach, n
Calif. — South Bay Broadcasters, 890 kc,
1 kw, daytime; estimated cost $21,222.
Partnership: William O. Egerer, pro- 111
prietor of Egerer's Bakery, Hermosa
Beach,
80% advertising
owner, and department
Peter C. Ver-of 11
dell, with
Rigid
owner. Mfg.
Filed Co.,
MarchLos
2. Angeles, 20%
iieitroi
F. Johns Jr., William F. Johns Sr. and rit
Frederick W. Renshaw d/b as Oshkosh ate
Bcstg. liamCo.
to William
F. Johns H.Jr.,Johns
WilF. Johns
Sr., Penrose
and Frederick
kosh Bcstg. Co.W. Renshaw d/b as OshLicense Renewal
License renewal applications were le
filed
followingKFXD
AM stations:
San by
Francisco;
Nampa, KFRC
Ida.;
WMT Cedar Rapids; WDAF Kansas
City, Mo.; WMCA New York; WAGE
Syracuse, N. Y.; WWNY Watertown,
N.
Y.; KFGO
D.; KOAC Ore.;
Corvallis,
Ore.; Fargo,
KGW N. Portland.
WFIL burg,
Philadelphia;
WSVA
HarrisonVa.; WLVA Lynchburg. Va.;
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.; KHQ Spo- Dl
kane, Wash.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 910 kc
KOJM Harve, Mont. — CP change from Ja,
730 kc 1 kw D to 910 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N:
Assignment of CP
KFRD Rosenberg, Tex.— Assignment *le
Me
of CP from Julius E. Junker, trustee
for
Fort
Bend
County
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Fort
8l
Bend Bcstg. Co.

lira

SALUTE
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Many Other
Stations Attest
To The Effectiveness
of Our Plan
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WNCA

TO QUIT
WLOS Assumes ABC

WNCA, 250 w ABC affiliate on 1340
kc at Asheville, N. C, has notified
FCC that it will surrender its license and cease broadcasting as of
12 o'clock midnight March 31.
, Robert M. Lambe Jr., station's
General manager, emphasized that
WNCA is relinquishing its license
voluntarily and commented that
'while there have been a few instances of stations leaving the air
voluntarily, this is the first time —
'to my knowledge — that a profitable
ijperation has done so."
f WNCA plans to give each of its
Employes two weeks' severance pay
;as of April 1, 1949, Mr. Lambe
Established in May 1946 under
aame of the Community Broadcasting Co., WNCA was sold early in
^947 to the Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp., which operates WPDQ
Jacksonville, Fla. Asheville has
four other AM stations, WISE
WLOS WSKY and WWNC. WISE
md WLOS have FM affiliates.
ABC has signed an affiliation
Agreement with WLOS, a 5 kw
iaytime, 1 kw nighttime station,
Ernest Lee Jahncke, network vice
president in charge of stations, announced last week. WLOS will
)perate as a member of ABC's
ioutheastern group. The new afiliate operates fulltime on 1380
tc, and is owned by the Skyway
broadcasting Corp. Charles B.
3ritt,' station's manager, is also
I vice president of the firm.

NETWORK
BOXSCORE
Number of commercials on the four nationwide networks, Jon. 31
Number of network commercials starting during February
Number of network commercials ending during February
Number of commercials on the four nationwide networks, Feb. 28
February Additions
SPONSOR
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
AGENCY
Homemakers' Inst. &
Servel Gas
What's My Name? ABC Sat. 12-12:30 p.m. BBDO
Refrigerator
Dealers
Nat'l Biscuit Co.
Straight Arrow
MBS Mon.
p.m. McCann-Erickson
5:308-8:30
Nat'l Biscuit Co.
Straight Arrow
MBS Tues.
&p.m.Thurs. 5- McCann-Erickson
Ace Markets
Songs by Great
MBS Sun. 3-3:30 p.m.
Klinger Assoc.
Singers
Lever Bros.
Winner Take All
CBS Mon.-Fri. 4:30J. W. Thompson
(Rayve Permanent)
4:45 p.m.
February Deletions
Episcopal Church
Great Plays MBS Fri. 8-8:30 p.m. Humphrey Co.
Ludens Inc.
Strike It Rich CBS Sun. 5:30-6 p.m. J. M. Mathes
Coca Cola Co. Pause
freshesthat Re- CBS Fri. 10:30-11 p.m. D'Arcy
Sterling Drug Manhattan NBC Sun. 9-9:30 p.m. D-F-S
Merry-Go-Round

PROPOSED

GRANTS

DUCKOEALL ELECTED
To So. Calif. 4 A Post
290
5
4
291

2 for Midwest
1 for Coast

EUGENE DUCKQEALL, b u s iness manager of Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles, was elected
chairman of Southern California
Chapter of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies at meeting last
Tuesday at University Club, Los
Angeles. Other officers elected include Robert Shirey, manager of
Los Angeles office, J. Walter
Thompson Co., vice chairman;
Charles John Hawkins, manager of
L. A. office, Barnes-Chase Co.,
secretary-treasurer. Charles Levitt,
vice president of Smalley, Levitt &
Smith was appointed to board of
governors. Carl Tester, vice president and general manager of
Philip J. Meany Co. is retiring
chairman.
Other highlights of meeting included talks by two agency men,
Fred H. Fidler, Pacific Coast manager of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
who spoke on "Visual Aids to Selling"; and Richard Scheidker, vice
president of executive staff of 4
A's, New York, who offered report
on importance of media relations.

PROPOSED decisions were announced last week by FCC to:
1. Grant application of Granite City Broadcasting Co. for new AM
station at St. Cloud, Minn., 1240 kc, 250 w fulltime, and deny request of
St. Cloud Broadcasting Co. for same facilities;
2. Grant application of Grand * nel Pub. Co., publisher of weekly
Haven Broadcasting Co. for new
Sentinel there, vice president 5%.
outlet at Grand Haven, Mich.,
FCC Plans
Comr. Jones favored St. Cloud
1490 kc, 250 w fulltime, and deny Broadcasting over Granite City
(Continued from page 23)
request of WMUS Muskegon, Mich., but cast no vote since he considered
to switch from 1 kw day on 1090
FCC feels cannot be adequately
the applicant
insufficient."
kc to the local assignment;
The
majority "legally
determined
the St. prepared until the clear-channel
3. Grant application of Radio
not to be de- outcome is in sight.
Modesto Inc. for new station at Cloud application
fective as charged by Granite City.
Devoting more time to television
Modesto, Calif., 1360 kc, 1 kw full- No reason for Comr. Walker's dis- than any other subject, Mr. Coy
time, and deny request of Frank
sent was given.
said present TV applicants will not
M. Helm for same facilities.
Proposed decision favoring Grand
be given priority under the new alComrs. Robert F. Jones and Haven Broadcasting over WMUS
locations procedure. He reported
Paul A. Walker dissented from the
COVINGTON GROUP
was grounded on equal distribu- that from seven to ten applications
majority opinion in the St. Cloud
tion of facilities policy embodied in for VHF channels are being reEstes Named Manager
case. Comr. George E. Sterling did Sec. 307 (b) of the Communicaceived monthly and said he pretions Act. Grand Haven has no
CDWIN H. ESTES has been not participate in any of the desumed these applicants hope they
cisions
while
Comr.
Frieda
B.
Henlocal outlet while Muskegon would
lamed general manager of the
nock did not participate in the have two fulltime and one day- will be favored.
"adio properties owned by G. W. Modesto ruling.
In his "personal" opinion, statime outlets, FCC said. President
lovington Jr.— WCOV and WCOVtions on the same UHF channel
and
75%
owner
of
Grand
Haven
is
The
Commission
majority
favshould
be between 200 and 225
i'M Montgomery, WGWD Gadsden
ored Granite City Broadcasting
Walter R. Hummel, treasurer and miles apart, the chairman said. He
nd WGWC Selam, all Alabama.
?he appointment became effective over St. Cloud Broadcasting prin- minority stockholder in Campbellheld out little hope of getting chanlarch 1, according to an announcecipally on the ground that it conWyant-Cannon Foundry Co., Musnels from the military, remarking
formed with previous policy to aplent by Mr. Covington.
kegon, and 42% owner of Norman
"// we get one, it will be a major
prove the request of that applicant
Ross Inc., Grand Haven retail radio
Mr. Estes joined the Covington
and record store. There are 14 event." He noted there is much
tations as manager of WGWD
"which, as compared with its comother
stockholders.
/hen it was first established in Deinterest
in color
TV butbefore
that "no
petitor, has fewer broadcast inone
wants
to testify
the
terests, since such a result would
Radio Modesto Inc. was favored
lember 1947. Prior to that he was
tend
toward
a
greater
diversity
over
Mr.
Helm
on
basis
of
greater
jales
of WMOB
Mobile,
FCCMr. asCoy
to standards."
said his proposal to the
Lla. manager
He will continue
to serve
as of the ownership of broadcast sta- integration of ownership and manFCC
requiring
fulltime FM operaVGWD manager until a replaceagement of the proposed outlet at
lent is secured.
Max H. Lavine, 57% owner of Modesto. Mr. Helm, an auto distion would include a recommendations." City, has minority interest
tion that FM licensees be required
Granite
tributor and having real estate
to operate their facilities six hours
in WJMC Rice Lake, Wis., FCC
and other local business interests,
daily during the first year, eight
:afy control
found, while Donald 0. and Harry
would devote only one-half time
hours daily during the second year,
W. Linder, together 50% owners
to
the
station
after
its
establishj
Crome, Harlowe Selling
and fulltime by the third.
of St. Cloud, have station interests
ment, FCC stated.
Chairman Coy acknowledged
:ONSENT was granted by FCC
"in the same general area" of
John H. Schacht, general manist week to relinquishment of Minnesota. Harry Linder is liager of KSMO San Mateo, Calif., that the FCC has been spending
too much time on applications and
egative control of KAFY Bakerscensee of KWLM Willmar, Minn., which he organized, is 50% owner
eld, Calif., by George Crome and
not
enough on allocations and the
57 miles distant, and majority
and general manager of the prostockholder and general manager
posed outlet of Radio Modesto, the formulating of basic rules. He
',. F. Harlowe and the station's
cense was renewed for period end- of KMHL Marshall, Minn., 120 Commission reported. Richard J. made a passing reference to the
miles distant. His son Donald is Giddings, to be commercial managig Aug. 1, 1951.
Commission's proposal for repeal
Messrs. Crome and Harlowe, co- assistant general manager o f
er, is associated in real estate and of the Avco rule, stating that the
KMHL.
wners, each sell 16-2/3% of their
insurance businessss with his brothpublic should be informed of broadAssociated with Mr. Lavine in
oldings for $2,500 to Sheldon
er, William W. Giddings Jr. Each
cast applications through advertisements because stations operate
.nderson, general manager of Granite City are Francis J. Butler, holds 16%%. Like interest is
AFY,
and his father Herman
WCCO Minneapolis newscasterheld by John E. Griffin, local at- on facilities operated in the public
interest. The listener should be
nderson, vice president of the staannouncer, president and 19%
torney, who is president. Messrs.
on. The sellers become each oneowner; Robert P. Sutton, WCCO
given a hearing before the FCC on
William Giddings and Griffin would
lird owner. KAFY is assigned
producer, secretary 19%, and Lee devote part time to the station,
any local radio application, he em50 w fulltime on 1490 kc.
Foil, nresident of St. Cloud Senti- FCC said.
phasized.March 7, 1949 • Page 89
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WHAS-WLW
OVERLAP
STUDIED AT FCC HEARING
STUDY of signal overlap between WHAS
Louisville and WLW Cincinnati, key question
in FCC's hearing on purchase of WHAS by
Crosley, occupied hearing Friday and slated
to continue when sessions resume today (early
story, page 27).
William S. Alberts, Crosley's chief propagation engineer, estimated overlap of 0.5-millivolt contours contains about 40 ^/r of Louisville
major trading area and 50 to 55% of Cincinnati major trading area. He emphasized there
is "no overlap of trading areas."
Earlier, Robert E. Dunville, Crosley vice
president and general manager, was questioned
on WLW's merchandising. He said similar
program would be conducted for WHAS under
Crosley ownership but had given ho thought to
what WHAS "merchandisable area" might be.
FCC counsel introduced Crosley map showing
WLW's "merchandisable area" as including
Kentucky.
WESTINGHOUSE EXTENSION
WESTINGHOUSE stations KDKA-FM Pittsburgh, KYW-FM Philadelphia and WBZ-FM
Boston extended to June 1 on temporary licenses pending study of qualifications in light
of decision by U. S. District Court of New
Jersey charging General Electric Co. et al.
with anti-trust law violation, FCC reported
Friday. Court decision entered Jan. 19.
CM
TO

CO-OP CAMPAIGN
USE PACKAGE SHOWS

GENERAL MOTORS Frigidaire Div. extending dealer cooperative advertising campaign
to include series of transcribed 5, 15, 30minute programs. Firm will pay half cost of
show and station time (at local rate), with
dealers to be given choice of drama, mystery
or program with accent on home problems.
Approved selections are from five producers:
NBC, Harry S. Goodman, Monogram Radio
Programs, Hopkins Syndicate and Ford Bond
Productions.
Stations being informed about co-op program
and procedure to follow in announcement letter from Ralph S. McFeely Co., Columbus,
Ohio. Latest information on availabilities,
audition requests and contracts for shows will
clear through that source.
Productions include Playhouse of Favorites
(NBC) , Mystery House (Goodman) , Plantation
House Party (Monogram), Fun at Breakfast
(Bond) and Psychology in Action (Hopkins).
UHF POLARIZATION TESTS
EXPERIMENTAL UHF television station to
test circular vs. horizontal polarization at 500520 mc requested by FM division of Radio
Electronic Television School, Detroit, in application filed at FCC. Power specified is 100 w
visual, 50 w aural with emission AM visual
and FM aural.
Owned by W. W. Bailey, G. W. Carpenter,
T. J. Casey and L. R. Howard, school to spend
$47,000 on station. Yearly operating expense
$10,000. Research to be under supervision of
C. Ross Armstrong, electronic equipment designer and consulting engineer. Aim of research "to prove that circular polarization will
increase the signal strength in the 'fringe'
areas." Objective also to compare relative
noise pickup and phase shift across built-up
city areas.
Page 90
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OKLAHOMA
CONFERENCE
HEARS AGENCY VIEWS
RADIO'S operating problems were probed by
agency officials at Fourth Annual U. of Oklahoma Radio Conference March 3-5 at Norman,
Okla. (early story, page 73).
Thomas P. Conroy, head of San Antonio
agency bearing his name, said present station
hiring methods are haphazard and urged careful screening of prospective employes with a
formula of 30% screening, 30% interview and
40% aptitude tests.
Lowe Runkle, of Lowe Runkle Co., Oklahoma City, said agencies are concerned over
increased number of stations and higher rates
without an accompanying increase in advertising budgets. He noted a need for fresh program ideas. He suggested TV costs should
come from the sales budget as well as the radio
budget, since TV serves as sales demonstration.
Clyde Melville, of Taylor-Borroff & Co.,
Dallas, said timebuyers study market areas.
Stations should give timebuyers more facts
about audience, programming and product, he
said, and agencies in turn should demand more
facts from stations.
Jerome Sill, WMLO Milwaukee, discussing
management problems, urged careful aiming of
programs at the audience, rather than expensive production. Postwar period has created a
new professional, he said — the radio man who
is in radio because it's his specialty. Mr. Sill
claimed 20% of all TV applications were filed
by wealthy individuals and corporations investing idle capital with hope of a high return.
"What social safeguards can be imposed?" he
asked.
NEW

YORK

LEADS

TV

SETS

SHIPMENTS of TV sets by member companies of Radio Mfrs. Assn. to New York City
since war led all other cities, according to
RMA figures which include shipments to end
of 1948. New York total was 256,873 TV sets.
Other cities with more than 10,000 TV sets
received from manufacturers to end of 1948
follow: Philadelphia, 98,369; Newark, 87,459;
Los Angeles, 75,250; Chicago, 72,345; Washington, 30,338; Boston, 29,095 (Cambridge,
3,797); Baltimore, 27,885; Detroit, 25,942;
Cleveland 19,462; St. Louis, 15,849; Milwaukee, 12,859; Albany, 11,933; San Francisco,
11,665; Hartford, 11,492.
TWO PLAN SPOT DRIVES
GENERAL FOODS (Minute Rice) through
Young & Rubicam, New York, starting spot
announcement campaign on West Coast using
about 40 stations effective mid-March and on
some stations April 1. Crosley refrigerators,
Benton & Bowles, New York, preparing extensive spot announcement campaign to start in
April.
FM ON TV TABLE MODELS
MORE set manufacturers joining DuMont,
Crosley and Stromberg-Carlson in equipping
average-priced video sets with full FM facilities, according to William E. Ware, KFMX
(FM) Council Bluffs, la., president of FM
Assn. [Closed Circuit, Feb. 21]. He said
competition of low-priced TV-FM combinations has led to reduction of prices on large
console combinations.

DR. JAMES ROWLAND
ANGELL
DR. JAMES ROWLAND ANGELL, 79, president emeritus of Yale U. and public service
counsellor and member of board of NBC, died
Friday at his New Haven, Corin., home. Dr,
Angell joined NBC in 1937 upon his retirement from Yale. Basic public service policies
established by Dr. Angell at NBC still observed.
BMB ADDS 3 SUBSCRIBERS
TWO AM and one FM station have been
added to BMB subscriber list, bringing total
to 666 AM, 141 FM, 13 TV stations, four nationwide networks and four regional networks,
Newest subscribers: KDHL Faribault, Minn..
KTRE Lufkin, Tex., and WRUN-FM Utica^
N. Y.
PERSONAL FINANCE TEST
PERSONAL FINANCE Co., New York, conducting test television spot campaign on WCBSTV New York and WATV Newark. Commer-1
cials produced
Hartley Productions,
York.
Agency,byBermingham,
CastlemanNew'&
Pierce, New York.
CLARK TO PEARSON
GEORGE W. CLARK, account executive at
Grant Adv., Chicago, has joined John E. Pearson representative firm, also Chicago.
WARING FOR GE ON TV
GENERAL ELECTRIC, through Young &
Rubicam, will sponsor hour-long television
show featuring Fred Waring, Sundays, 9-10
p.m., starting in mid-April over entire CBSTV network. Program will be kinescoped for
stations not on coaxial lines.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )
man and entourage vacationing at Key West.:
ABC Washington Vice President Robert Hinckson. ley supervising Presidential premiere in perREVERBERATIONS already being heard
among radio practitioners over dizzying details
of FCC's proposed new Avco plan of requiring local advertisement of all major broadcast applications [Broadcasting, Feb. 28].
Federal Communications Bar Assn. is scheduling series of meetings to attempt to fathom
intricacies of plan and fashion counter-proposals.
GOVERNMENT grant of $10,000,000 understood given Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
TV stations at Toronto and Montreal. CBC
expected to recommend TV licenses to private
interests who have applied, CKEY and CFRB:
at Toronto, CFCF and CKAC at Montreal.
BOON

to TV programming seen in new recording device to be unveiled at NAB Engineering Conference at Chicago. Gadget said
to permit easy synchronizing of movie film and
separate sound recorded on magnetic tape.
BENTON & BOWLES, New York, preparing
and submitting television show for sponsorship
to
Avco.Crosley Radio & Television Division of
DORLAND Inc., New York, preparing videc
show for A. S. Beck Co., New York (shoes)
Advertiser has bought 10-10:30 p.m. Thursdaj
on NBC-TV effective March 24.
NETWORK-AFM pact on TV scales said t(
be "awfully close" Friday. Increases, if any
believed minor.
BROADCASTING
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WLIN

^^^^i^

730

A

REGIONAL
COVERAGE
of

Only WLIN

LOCAL

.

. .

RATES

singly

covers all

WLIN

Northeastern

is the most powerful northeastern Wisconsin station. So

it programs for the vast beyond-metropolitan areas where a fifth

POPULATION

€00,000 1

FAMILIES

.1 35,000 1

RADIO HOMES....

of the people live . . . where farmers live 20% above the hational
average. And where bank deposits are $200 million and savings
bond sales are another $45 million.

t2M00t

Farm Income . . . $200 million'^
Retail Sales (1947) $420 million t
Retail Sales per person . . $700 *

Here is an area ideal for tests . . . and sales. It's half rural,
half urban. Its wealth is diversified from farming, mining (iron),
lumliering, manufacturing and resorts. In fact, during the resort
season, buyers increase by the hundreds of thousands.

•MAIL
RESPONSi...
52,000 pieces of mail received
during the first six months operation.

Glance at the figures. Of course, they're not all. But they indicate a market worth knowing . . . and watching. They add up to
a story we'd like to tell you in full . . . and soon.
OVER

HALF

A

MILLION

LISTENERS

•SALES
RESPONSE...
A national flower client used ten
spot announcements . . . pulled
1413 $1.00 cash in advance
orders.

Fim
to

. . . as
AM

a bonus

odvertisers

t BROADCASTING MARKETBOOK, 1948
* SR&D Consumers Markets, 1948-9

n clear

channel

staiian

SometimeSf

by EDGAR

LESS

KOBAK,

IT has long been a practice of the networks, including Mutual, to brag about
MORE. More this, more that, more the
other thing.
But sometimes LESS can be better. For
the advertiser. And so, by way of a "switch"
we are listing a few of the items of which
Mutual has LESS. With reasons why we
belicNC (and our advertisers believe) less
is better.
I. FEWER 50-KILOWATTERS,
LESS TOTAL POWER
Here less is better for two reasons. First:
fewer clustered 50's mean less overlap,
duplication and waste in power and coverage. And second: it enabled us to build
our network with an eye not to total power
but distribution of power in markets where
it can do the most good. As a result.
Mutual has i-j 2 one-thousand-watt-and-up
stations which do a great job in their markets; and 348 lower-powered stations
which blanket their own areas.
2. LESS NIGHTTIME COVERAGE
BY A SMALL MARGIN
The obvious advantage in this case is: less
fringe coverage in so-called "scatterville"

Mutual

is

Better

President, Mutual Broadcasting System

where cost of coverage runs high. Mutual's
nighttime coverage covers people, not
geography. (This is not the place to point
out that Mutual has more daytime coverthan the other networks— so we'll
skip age
that.)
3. LOWER COST PER 1000 RADIO HOMES
Here less is better and no explanation
needed. Mutual delivers radio homes at
less cost because (1) there is no power
waste, and a minimum of coverage duplication, (2) its coverage is distributed
where people and purchasing power are,
(3) its overall rates are lower, discounts
higher. Moreover, with 520 stations.
Mutual is able to add that powerful local
touch to national advertising in practically
all of its coverage area.
4. LOWER COST SHOWS AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSORSHIP

A low-cost show is not necessarily better
than an expensive one. But a low-cost show
that costs less per rating point and less per
1000 homes reached is something else
again. We have many such shows (once
sustainers) which are doing some powerful
selling for their sponsors. We have many

Broadcasting
Where Less Buys More

such shows which are still available for
sponsorship.
5. LESS TIME SOLD
Here less is better for the advertiser
because it means better availabilities in
the better listening periods. On April 25
Gabriel Heatter moves to an earlier time;
and we will be programming for sequence
from 8:00 to 10:30 PM Monday through
Friday. This means we will have many
choice periods available and now is the
time for advertisers to get the details.
6. FEWER VICE-PRESIDENTS,
LESS OVERHEAD
With less brass, less ceremony, fewer rugs
on the floor, the Mutual organization
seems to be able to move faster, to make
decisions quicker, cover the bases, get
prompter clearances, give better service to
advertisers, agencies, artists and stations.
With lower overhead, Mutual is able to
pass on savings to advertisers in the form
of better rates, more for their money.
When selling gets tougher, as it seems
to he doing, and results are what count—
you owe it to yourself to get the facts about
Mutual's sales ability.

System
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PRICE
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if WOR were a book, itsER
record would
SELL
BEST
publisliins

rock
tite
OF

'49!

world — tliese ways.......

DAY IN AND DAY OUT, throughout the year, WOR
rings up records in reaching people that would
leave the average publisher banjoeyed. And yet,
we in radio and advertising have a slight tendency
to take this phenomenal thing for granted — or
almost so.
1. For instance, WOR is a best-seller in its
consistent daily popularity with the majority of
36,000,000 people in 430 counties in 1 8 states. For
WOR continues to reach more families, during the
day and during the night, than any other station
in the United States!
2. WOR is a best-seller for its sponsors, because
it reaches this massive selection of families at the
second lowest cost per thousand homes reached of
any station of equal power in the United States!

the

coming

3. WOR's programs and personalities and activities are "reviewed" daily in 170 newspapers with
a total circulation of 11,416,782 people!

'

The list of WOR's achievements as a best-seller
— both of itself and of its sponsors' products and
services — could be ten times the three we've listed.
For WOR is not only a station whose base rate has
not been increased since 1939, it is a peculiarly elastic force whose regional dominance of the Atlantic
Seaboard has made it one of the most uniquely economical buys in modern radio broadcasting. What
this means in program popularity and dollars and
cents profit to advertisers from coast to coast can
be told briefly in ten times the three points that open
this advertisement. Our address is

soon . . . WO R -TV. . . channel 9

WOR's magnificent new television station.
Another link on WOR-MuiuaVs projected
television chain.

WOR

-that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in New York
mutual
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"The boys will always read something
that appeals to their pride and projSts...
for example, better shows that are easier
to sell.
"Take Lang- Worth, for instance.There's
a service that includes 'network calibre
programs' comparable to the best musical shows on the air. Radio stations are
proud to offer these shows to sponsors.
And . . .
"As for profits — why some stations
make enough money selling just one of
these special productions to pay for the

entire Lang-Worth service. Advertisers
certainly profit, because they can hitch
their commercials to big-time entertainment vehicles — at local station cost.
"No wonder more and more advertisers are swinging to Lang-Worth...
because Lang- Worth gives them more
and more."
LM-WORTH
feature programs, inc.
STEINWAY HALL, 113 WEST 57th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE CAVALCADE OF KUSIG

EMILE COTE GLEE CLUB

MIKE MYSTERIES

Featuring D'Artega, his
40-piece pop-concert orchestra, 16-voice chorus
and famous guest stars.
30 mint,, once w«efe//

16 male voices and soloists with a repertory of
over 200 best-loved popular and memory songs.
15 mins., 5 //mes we«lc//

A musical show/ incorporating capsule mysteries written specially for Lang-Worth
Hollywood's
Johnweekly
Evans.
15by mins.,
5 times

NETWORK

CALIBRE

read

PROGRAMS

AT

LOCAL

THROUGH THE LISTENING GLASS
A wonderland of music conducted
by Jack Shaindlin and featuring
the "Silver
Strings
Orchestra,"
The
Choristers
and guest
stars.
30 mins,, once weekly
STATION

COST

WHER

E

ARE
In Washington WRC's Listener Diary Study for 1949
is just what you need. So drop that complicated
gear . . . when you want more facts, answers to many
questions, just check that little report!

Sales representatives o£ WRC

can now help you

eliminate much of the guesswork from radio
timebuying in the Nation's Capital with this recently
completed survey.
Representing an advance of real significance in radio
research, it covers for the FIRST time ALL radio
listening both inside and outside the home, of
all members of the Washington population from
birth to old age. The study covers 'round-the-clock,
24-hour listening. Recognizing radio listening
as the individual habit it has now become, measurements
have been based on individuals themselves.

Program audiences are given in actual numbers of
persons listening — the way an advertiser
always wants them. In addition, audience characteristics
by income level, age, sex, race and numerous
other breakdowns are available, as is complete
audience flow data.

May we invite all advertisers with an interest
in the Washington market to hear this
story? WRC

and NBC

Spot Sales have all the

facts . . . and they're dated March 1949!

NATIONAL
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Closed

Circuit

WHILE FCC is maintaining rigid silence at
this writing, it's burning intemally over the
latest demands of Chairman Ed C. Johnson,
Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee (see page 23). In some FCC quarters
demands are regarded as approaching invasion
of FCC's privacy and may result in slowing its
internal operations down to walk. All of its
confidential work sheets and memoranda concontended.ceivably could become public documents, it's
IF ROCKEFELLER Foundation has made substantial grant to New York U. for analysis
of news commentators and what makes them
tick, it isn't saying anything about it. More
than casual interest aroused by report, since
head of NYU's communications department
is Chas. H. Siepmann, ex-BBC talks director
who had his finger in FCC's Blue Book pie
three years ago.
AFTER 10-month lag, NAB members will get
chance within week to vote on Breen by-laws
amendment to wipe out board's code-writing
powers. Board approved statement and ballot to go out as soon as auditing firm handling
operations gets over March 15 income tax
hump.
PROCTER & GAMBLE set to launch advertising campaign for new soap product, Joy, in
St. Louis and two other markets on test basis.
Radio to be used, it's understood. Biow Co.,
New York, is agency.
BOTSFORD, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle
agency, will soon announce 30-station spot
campaign starting April 4 for brewery account.
GENERAL MILLS about to name film producer to handle TV film version of Lone
Ranger.
LOOK for an appraisal of TV's acceptance in
rural areas, in forthcoming issue of Colliers
if final details are ironed out between weekly
and WRGB(TV) Schenectady, N. Y., which
recently conducted joint survey in station's
area. Study found that 14% of 15,000 receiver
sets were on farms. Conclusions reached by
the survey: Farmers are enjoying television
very much "and most important of all, (it) is
coming more and more into its own in the
rural communities of the northeast."
ONLY issue between TV networks and AFM is
rate on single engagements. AFM seeking
increase; networks standing pat. Negotiations
moving with utmost cordiality. Any contract
will be short-term deal, but length is no
longer regarded as issue.
FRENCH listeners will soon be hearing a
version of Queen for a Day, known as Reine
d'un Jour, following negotiations between Raymond R. Morgan agency, packagers of Ameri(Continued on page 82)
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Upcoming
March 14-16: CBS O&O and Radio Sales represented station managers meeting, Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, New York.
March 15-17: RMA spring conference, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago.
March 17: NAB Board Structure Committee,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
March 17-18: Fifth Advertising and Sales Promotion Conference and Second Television Seminar, Ohio State U., Columbus.
(Other Upcoming on page 62)

Bulletins
ILLINOIS legislation giving radio and television newsmen same status as newspapermen in
protecting sources of information signed by
Gov. Henry Schricker.
LIGGETT & MYERS (Chesterfield) officially
announced Friday it will sponsor Bing Crosby
next fall, Wednesday nights, on CBS. Specific
starting date and time not decided. NewellEmmett Co., New York, is agency.
BURNS & ALLEN will switch to CBS this
fall, network announced late Friday. Program
currently heard on NBC.
AWB CONVENTION APPROVES
NAB DEPARTMENTAL STATUS
MEMBERS of Assn. of Women Broadcasters
voted Friday afternoon to accept reorganization plan by which AWB attains departmental
status within NAB. Plan adopted at convention business session, held at Hotel Drake,
Chicago (see earlier story, page 30).
AWB Executive Board and NAB board had
previously approved plan. Pat Griffith becomes executive secretary of AWB, handling
administrative work and reporting direct to
NAB management.
AWB Executive Committee to consist of
seven active, four nonactive members. Each
of 17 districts to elect district chairmen. NAB
President Justin Miller to name chairman of
Executive Committee, which vnll meet twice
yearly. District meetings to be organized in
cooperation with NAB district director.
Speaking at Friday luncheon NAB Executive Vice President A. D. Willard Jr. called
for program to re-educate people as to value
of advertising, the "sparkplug of America's
economic system."
FIVE STATIONS JOIN BMB
FOUR new AM and one new FM subscribers
join BMB, bringing total list to 833, Bureau
announced. New stations include WEEU-FM
Reading, Pa. AM subscribers: WAMS Wilmington, Del., WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa., WEEU
Reading, and KRIO McAllen, Tex.

Briefly
Business
CROSLEY ON TV • Crosley Division a
Avco April 9 starts Who Said That with Bol
Trout and John Cameron Swayze on NBC-TV
Sat., 9:30-10 p. m. Radio version of show ii
sustainer. Agency, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
SHOWS SWITCH TIME # Lambs Gambo
and Author Meets the Critics to switch timi
slots on NBC-TV Sunday nights. Both spon
sored by General Foods, New York. Lambi
Gambol scheduled 8-8:30 p.m., Author Meeti
the Critics, 8:30-9 p.m. Agency, Benton iS y
^
Bowles, New York.
TONI TO DECIDE • Toni Co., Chicago
to decide on TV show to be used on CBS
video network, Thurs., 9-9:30 p. m., when Doi
Paul Nathanson, radio head, returns fron
New York meeting with Foote, Cone & Beld
ing officials. Proposed shows — Blind Date
Corliss Archer, Quick as a Flash.
FILM

FIRM

ASKS

FCC

FOR ANTI-TRUST RULING
PROMPT DECISION on radio qualifications ol
motion picture producers found guilty of anti
trust violations [Broadcasting, Jan. 31] re
quested by 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. ir
petition to FCC Friday. Until FCC settled
anti-trust question, petition said, "the motior.
pictures industry, radio-wise, is and must stay
in low gear," thus also slowing radio growth
Film firm, applicant for TV in Boston, San
Francisco, Seattle, Kansas City and St. LouiS;
also claimed pendency of question has movie
concerns in state of uncertainty; that FCC
can't decide competitive cases involving film
companies without first deciding whether these
applicants are qualified, and, further, that FCC
must approve movie concerns' qualification.'
before deciding whether to allocate channels
for theatre TV. Filing through Vincent B
Welch, Washington attorney, 20th Century
asked FCC to issue declaratory order clarify
ing situation, or at least call oral argument in
interest of early decision.
GE SETS VOLUME RECORD
RECORD business volume of $1,632,700,00Q
chalked up by General Electric Co. and consoli-;
dated affiliates in 1948 was 23% more than
$1,330,800,000 billed in 1947, and 13% ovei^,
previous peak wartime year of 1944, GEl
President Charles E. Wilson announced. Nel)
1948 profit was $123,835,000, compared with
previous record earnings of $95,299,000 ir^
1947, equivalent to $4.29 and $3.30, respec
tively, on each share of common stock.
BBC COSTS PUBLIC MORE
BRITISH treasury estimates for cost of BBC
operation for next fiscal year, ending March
31, 1950, call for £14,150,000 ($56,600,000)
according to AP dispatch from London. This
is increase of £450,000 ($1,800,000) over cur
rent year.
No reason
given for increased BBC
burden
on British
taxpayers.
BROADCASTING
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NATIONAL

SAFETY

HONORS

FOR

THIRD

COUNCIL

WHO

CONSECUTIVE

YEAR

Colonel B. J. Palmer ( right). President of Central Broadcasting Co.,
accepting National Safety Council Award form Maynard Coe, in
behalf of Station WHO.
In 1948, as in 1947 and 1946, the National
Safety Council gave WHO
of Honor

"for

its highest Award

distinguished

service

to

Safety."
Proudly we acknowledge both the honor,
and the people who helped us win it . . . the
12 WHO script writers, music arrangers
and producers who wrote and directed 791

We

acknowledge,

too, the privilege of

wielding 50,000 Watts, Clear Channel, in behalf of this and many other good causes in
the public interest — among which we, as
Americans, certainly include the cause of
helping to sell a vast volume
can products, via radio.

of good Ameri-

special farm safety features ranging up to
half-hour shows . . . the entire WHO staff
who cooperated in broadcasting them . . .
the 22 WHO farm advertisers who contributed time on their sponsored programs
the 130

lowans

who

. . .

participated in farm

safety programs . . . the state Safety officials
who helped in so many ways . . . the 56
county organizations which
supported WHO's

enthusiastically

Safety Week

Contest . . .

*for
lo^wa PLUS
+
Des Moines • . . 50,000 WaHs
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Aim
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SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ART KING, Managing Editor
J. Frank Beatty, Ritfus Crater, Associate EdiFred Fitzgerald,
News Editor;
Editor; Robert
Paxil Fiilcomer.tors:Asst.
to the News
B.
liuce. Research Editor; Mary Zurhorst, Copy
Editor. STAFF: Lawrence Christopher, PhyUis
Engelman, Jo Hailey, Ed Keys, Tyler Noiirse.
John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTAJJTS :
Yvonne Caldwell, Nancy Diehl, Grace Harfrove,
Maryto Madden;
Eleanor J. Brumbaugh,
ecretary
the Publisher.
BUSINESS
MAURY LONG, Business Manager
Wlnfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager;
Dant. Adv.
Production
Manager;George
Harry L.
Stevens,
Classified
Advertising
Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Virginia Dooley.
B. T. Taishoff. Treasurer; Irving C. Miller,
Auditor and Office Manager; Eimlce Weston.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
BERNARD PLATT. Director
Estelle Markowitz.

F
WFD
• Flint, Michigan — as wise sales strategists know is a bountiful,
$200,000,000 annual retail market.
How to reach it? Local merchants can tell you. They prefer
WFDF because they know the ears of Flint are with us.

They know WFDF tops all local stations AND
all outside stations, at all measured times
of the broadcast day, in the Flint City zone.

CIRCULATION
AND READERS'
SERVICE
JOHN P. COSGROVE,
Manager
Lillian Oliver, Warren Sheets, Elaine Haskell,
Edward V. Duggan, Chapalier Hodgson.
NEW YORK BUREAU
250 Park Ave., Zone 17, PLaza 5-8355
EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New York
Editor; Herman Brandschain. Asst. to the New
York R.
Editor;
Betty
Stone. Florence Small, Gloria Berlin,
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. Paul, Advertising Director; Marjorie Dorrance.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1, CEntral 6-4115
William
L. Thompson, Manager; Jane Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood and Vine, Zone 28.
David Glickman,HEmpstead
West Coast8181Manager; Ralph
G.
Tuchman,
Hollywood
News Editor; Ann
August.

WFDF's leadership might be because it's the oldest station in
Flint ... or because its outstanding newscasts have made
history ... or because WFDF never relaxes its merchandising
activities and personal calls. Whatever the reason(s), the morning, afternoon and nighttime ears of Flint are with us — Mr.
Hooper says so' And that's good news for you, and for us!
*Tfie

Hooper

gives

all

Summer
Three
910

Listening

Firsts

to

Index

WFDF!

Kilocycles
FLINT

WW
AMERICAN
REPRESENTED
^Associated with: WOOD
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Indianapolis— WHOA

Evansville.

TORONTO Bldg. ELgin 0775
417 Harbour
Commission
James
Montagnes.
Broadcastinc • Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title: Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of
the
Estate.
Advertising
• wasin
1933. Fifth in
acquired
1932 Broadcast
and Broadcast
Reporter
• Reg. U. S. Pat. Office
Copyright 1949 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price; $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Coov
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Mr.

Jamison

is

never

up

a

tree

. . .

Our Mr. Jamison is a man of infinite resource.

Like all Weed and Company

representatives, he welcomes

the problems of his stations . . . and (like all Weed
and Company

representatives) he finds excellent solutions

for most of them.

Mr. Jamison helps his stations plan their advertising and
promotion (and occasionally he writes it for them).
He helps them keep their availabilities and program
information up to date. He helps them analyze their own
markets. He keeps them informed on what the
competition is doing. He advises them on network affiliation.
And sometimes he even makes recommendations
on their rate structures.

It's not just the special services they perform
...nor all the time they sell— it's both that
make Weed and Company men, like
Mr. Jamison, so valuable to their
radio and television clients.

rad/0

Weed
a

n

R OADCASTING

company

• Telecasting

and

station
new york •
san Francisco

television

representatives
boston • Chicago
•
atlanta
•

• detroit
hollywood
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FITZMORRIS & MILLER Agency opens offices in Chicago at 6 N. Michig
Ave. Partners in new firm are CHARLES C. FITZMORRIS Jr. and CHE
TER MILLER, former account executive and copywriter, respectively,
Quaker Oats account at Sherman-Marquette, also Chicago. Mr. Fitzmon
formerly was account executive with General Mills. Mr. Miller wrote copy a
did promotional work on General Mills and Procter & Gamble accounts.
CLARK M. AGNEW, art consultant for Lennen & Mtchell, New York, appoint
art director of L&M television department.
ABNER J. RUBIEN, formerly with Roche, Williams & Cleary, and pr
to that with Stack-Goble, joins Borland Inc., New York, as vice preside
and member of plans board.
GUY MERCER joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, as account execut
after working at Buchen Co., Chicago.
RUDYARD C. McKEE, formerly with Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicag
joins McCann-Erickson, New York, as account executive in Nabisco grov
LES WAAS, in television sales and production for IV^, years, joins J. Bran:
Briggs, new agency at 18 W. Chelton Ave., Philadelphia.
THOMAS ERWIN, former vice president of Lennen & Mitchell, New Yoi
joins Chicago office of Abbot Kimball as vice president, director and gei^i
manager.
I
HOWARD WOLF, former chief copywriter at N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelph)
named president of Weightman Inc., Philadelphia agency.
MAY COLLINS, formerly in radio department of Ted Bates Inc., New Yoj
joins Los Angeles office of agency as office manager. She replaces MRS. JAC
CALHOUN, resigned.
HARRY L. CHUPACK, former owner of Adcraft Co., Akron, Ohio, and pi
viously with Simons-Michelson, Detroit, opens new agency, M. & H. Adv.,
Oklahoma City. Offices in Commerce Exchange Bldg., telephone 7-4079.
MURRAY TURNER, manager of Winnipeg office of Cockfield Brown & Co., a
PETER DOWNES of Vancouver office, promoted to vice presidents.
THOMAS D. LUCKENBILL, vice president and radio director of William Es
& Co., arrived in Hollywood last Tuesday for ten days.

You get two, not one powerful selling
medium when you buy WMC

in the Memphis

market. The station '"'^most people

DELMAR DeWOLF joins Gebhardt & Brockson, Chicago, as account executi
after working as sales promotion manager of Woodstock Typewriter Co.
ELIAS E. SUGARMAN joins Purman, Feiner & Co., New York, as assista
to NORMAN B. FURMAN, president. In addition to general duties he w
(Continued on page 12)

listen to most" in this two-billion-dollar
market simultaneously duplicates its AM
schedule on WMCF, a 50 kilowatt station with
260,000 watts of effective radiated
power. What a buy!

1/1

iiC

NBC* 5000

Watts*790

Jo

50 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South
National Representatives • The Branham Company
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
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SMILES conclude signing of Miller Brewing Co. contract with ABC for spo
sorship of Lawrence Welk and his orchestra on selected stations starting
June. Foursome (I to r) includes Robert Long, account executive at Klau-V(
Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee; Bill Wilson, ABC account executiv
Roy J. Bernier, Miller advertising manager, and Mr. Welk.
BROADCASTING
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o
Make

big

ones

out

of

little

ones...

Station Managers. Success Story : Small advertiser gets sound station advice . . .
uses Capitol Transcription Library to build distinctive show . . . saves talent costs,
therefore can buy more time, reach more listeners. Result is expanding business
for client, increased billing for Station. Mail in the coupon, get the whole story
with complete descriptive booklet and FREE

audition discs.

Capitol Transcriptions
Sunset and Vine, Dept. B314
Hollywood 28, California
Rush new '49 demonstration record describing
Capitol library and how it helps sell station time.
Name.
Company.
A

UNIQUE

LIBRARY

PROGRAM

SERVICE

Position.

City.
Street.
State.

lOADCASTING
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Agencies
(Continued on page 10)
supervise television activities of agency. Mr. Sugarman formerly was editor
of Billboard and general manager of its eastern division.
JUDD GRAHAM, former production manager at Arthur W. Stovi'e Adv.,
Los Angeles, and more recently copy editor for Southwest Builder, joins Ross
Sawyer Adv., same city, as production manager.
HAROLD H. MARQUIS, vice president of West-Marquis Inc., moves from
agency's Los Angeles offices to San Francisco office.
SID WESTON, formerly with Kelso Norman Adv., San Francisco, joins Merchandising Factors, same city, as production manager.
RUTLAND, GILCHRIST & CLEM Ltd. and W. H. EMMETT Ltd., both of Toronto and Montreal, enfranchised by CAB, bringing total to 62 agencies.
MELTON Adv., Dallas, purchases HENRY M. HANEY Adv., also Dallas. Consolidated company moves to new quarters in Liberty Bank Bldg., continuing
under name of Melton Adv.
HOWARD A. HARKAVY, former sales promotion and advertising manager
of Langevin Mfg. Corp., joins copy and contract staff of G. M. Basford Co.,
New York and Cleveland agency.
HERMAN S. THOENEBE, vice president; ROBERT C. CHAPIN and HARRY
P. ANDERSON Jr., elected to operating committee of John Falkner Arndt &
Co., Philadelphia.
CECIL UNDERWOOD, manager of Hollywood office of Warwick & Legler and
producer of NBC Eddie Cantor Show, and FLORETTA McDONALD, radio
actress, are to be married March 16.
ROBERT A. McINNES joins H. C. Morris & Co., Los Angeles, as copy chief
Mr. Mclnnes was formerly on copy staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles.
DADE ELLISON appointed art director at Kaufman & Assoc., Chicago. He
was formerly with Triangle Adv., same city.
LOTT Adv., Hollywood, opens branch office at 1273 Westwood Blvd., Westwood Village, Calif. Phone is Arizona 7-4137. DAVIS LOTT heads office.

GOING THROUGH musical paces as a warm-up for the debut of Preview ovs
CBS television network March 7 were four members of the "Billion DollOj
Glee Club" and Jinx Falkenburg. L to r: George Skouras, Skouras Theatre
[Ail
president; Sigurd Lormon, Young & Rubicam president; Miss Falkenburg ' »ntv
C. E. Hooper, head of C. E. Hooper inc., and Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBi
vice president and director of programs. Miss Falkenburg and Tex McCra
are co-editors of Preview, the Living Television magazine. Glee club got i
"billion dollar" name because itsallied
members
fieldsinclude top executives in radio anc|Lili

pl|
i 'or i:

other principals: C. O. BOSWELL, associate, and WILLIAM GILL, head o
sales.
WALTER CRAIG, radio and television director, Benton & Bowles, New YorVfri.
;iiit;
arrived in Hollywood last Thursday for few days' conferences.
frOL.

AGENCIES moving offices to new locations include: Los Angeles — Bronell In( ihi
to Roosevelt Bldg., 727 W. 7th St., telephone. Trinity 2816; Seidel Adv. to 66S|li
Hollywood Blvd., telephone, Hollywood 9-6857; Allen & Marshall Adv. to S5
S. Western Ave., telephone, Drexel 5163; David S. Hillman Inc. to 9130 Sunse|
Blvd., telephone, Bradshaw 2-6586; Irwin-McHugh Adv. to 2395 Beverly Dr
Beverly Hills; Howard Booker Adv. to 4102 Muirfield Rd.; El Paso, Tex. — Daiigr
White & Assoc. to 500 El Paso National Bank Bldg.; Dallas — Rogers & SmitF iOX
to Reserve Loan Life Bldg.; Toronto — Garry J. Carter of Canada Ltd. to 5'. [^y^
Avenue Rd., retaining production department at 394 Bay St.

lalf-t

J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco, startad yesterday (March 13;; Rit
spots, through Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, start March 28.
A/eiurotk Accounts

• • •

FORD MOTOR Co. for Lincoln and Mercury automobiles, will begin sponsorship of Toast of the Town Sundays 9-10 p.m. on CBS-TV network March
27, through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York. EMERSON RADIO CORP.,
through Blaine-Thompson Adv., New York, current sponsor, dropped show
March 13.
iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

GLOBE MILLS Division of Pillsbury Mills, Los Angeles, March 28 starting 52
week sponsorship of five quarter hours weekly of half-hour Surprise Package
on 13 ABC Pacific Network stations, Mon.-Fri., 2:15-2:30 p.m. (PST). Agency:
Leo Burnett Co., Los Angeles.

PACIFIC CITRUS Products Co., Fullerton, Calif. (Hawaiian Punch), in
June starting 13 week spot campaign in 14 cities. Markets include Los
Angeles, Fresno, Sacramento, Phoenix, Tucson, Salt Lake City, Dallas,
>i)i ort Worth, Houston, San Antonio, New Orleans, Shreveport, Cleveland, Pittsnil ll)urgh. Agency: Atherton & Co., Los Angeles.
lALEY & RASKOB Enterprises, Richmond (glass cleaner), appoints Botsford,
C ;'onstantine
Francisco. Spot campaign to be used. STANLEY
iWANBERG & isGardner,
account San
executive.

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, through Young & Rubicam, New York,
renews The Second Mrs. Burton on CBS Mon.-Fri., 2-2:15 p.m.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., Walkerville, Ont. (Anacin), today (Monday)
starts for 13 weeks French version of What's Your Beef, now on Dominion
Network, on 3 CBC French network stations, Mon.-Fri., 2:30-2:45 p.m. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, Toronto.

JOS MFG. Co., Emeryville, Calif. (Snoko Ice Shafrees), appoints Ad Fried
Idv., Oakland. Regional network program planned.

TONI Co., Chicago, renews Crime Photographer on CBS Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

_ .■'AYLOR ELECTRIC Co., Milwaukee (RCA distributor), signs third 13-week
ontract for Those Keen Teens on WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Sat. 4:30 p.m. Agency:
iustav Marx Adv., Milwaukee.
ilBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR Co., Rochester, N. Y. (department store), renews
or 18th consecutive year Sibley Tower Clock Time on WHAM Rochester, Mon.i'ri., 9:45-10 a.m. Contract is for 52 weeks.
POLAROID Scientific Co., New York, starts quarter-hour weekly telecast of
nilmed Masters of Magic on KTTV(TV) Los Angeles. Contract for 11 weeks
S ')laced by Cayton Inc., New York.
^JONAFIDE MILLS Co., New York, through S. R. Leon Co., same city, starts
'lalf-hour kinescope of NBC eastern program Stop Me If You've Heard This on
■* vTBC Hollywood television outlet KNBH.
CRAFT FOODS Co., Chicago, and RIT PRODUCTS Corp., that city, running
.3 week spot campaign on KNX Los Angeles. Kraft campaign placed through

jpole

is

a

busy

aoyaie • • •
JOSEPH V. GETLIN, cereal advertising manager of Ralston Purina Co., St.
Louis, appointed sales and promotion manager for cereal division. He has been
with firm six years and has handled advertising on Tom Mix show over MBS.
EDWARD B. BAILEY, former account executive on Philco account at Hutchins
Adv., Philadelphia, named assistant advertising manager of Philco. He formerly
was with F. Wallis Armstrong Co. (now Ward Wheelock Co.) and Benjamin
Eshleman Co., Philadelphia.
JOHN B. WALT named assistant advertising manager of Admiral Corp.,
Chicago. He is former sales promotion manager of Webster-Chicago Co.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. corrects its previous announcement relative to new
post for GAIL SMITH [Broadcasting, March 7]. Mr. Smith has been appointed
director in charge of nighttime programs for Procter & Gamble Productions Inc.

ol'

soul

.

.

.

Being king of radio personalities in the Carolinas
®
4:30 AM -up before dawn
5:00 AM- on the air 'fil 9
9:00 AM -meeting with
@
visiting farmers
10:30 AM -shave and brealcfast
1 1:4S AM - on the air 'til noon
®
12:15 PM-on the air 'til 12:30
12:45 PM- guest spealcer at
United Nations Club
®
1:30 PM- guest speaker at
Youth Luncheon
2:45
PM-50 miles to Shelby, N. C,
®
for County Fair meeting
4:30 PM-75 miles to Monroe, N. C,
for Civic Club directors' meeting
®
7:00 PM- guest speaker at banquet
8:30 PM-emcee of
Civic Club jamboree
11:15 PM- 25 miles back home
12:20 AM -to bed at last

©

is a full-time job, 20 hours a day. No time for fiddlin'
around, as you can see by this log of a typical day*
in the life of Grady Cole, WBT farm director.

®
®
©
®

Makes it easy to understand luhy Cole is kingin the Carolinas ... all the time. On the air
4V2 hours each weekday, his average share of the
Charlotte audience in all Hooperated

periods is a

royal 59
-44
better than all competition combined.''"
And outside, in 94 other counties, Grady Cole
has virtually 710 Charlotte competition. If you'd like
an audience with his majesty-and his majesty's
tremendous audiences -Radio Sales will be

®

glad to present you.

rjnuor/ II, 1949 i Special C. E. Hooper Reporl, Ocr. 1948-Jan. 1949

Broadcasting Company
Jefferson StandcDrlWBT
50,000 ivatts • Charlotte, N.C. • Represented by Radio Sales

ONCE you've learned that Milton
Geiger is a practicing pharmacist
as well as one of radio's most active writers, you might properly
ask which came first the pestle or
the pen?
Historically the pestle came first
and the pen was almost accidental.
Having been an avid listener to a
certain dramatic radio series in
1937, Dr. Geiger was most dissappointed when he detected that a
new writer had taken over. And
he turned to his wife one evening
after hearing this program and
commented, "If that guy can write
for radio, I'm sure I can."
Many of us have felt this same
inclination, but he did something
about it upon the urging of his
wife. And his first radio effort
titled Case History was promptly
purchased by Max Wylie for use
on the Columbia Workshop. Actually it was the fifth program in the
then young series and was directed
by Irving Reis. This very same
maiden effort has also since been
published in Max Wylie's book,

On
when you>^2^more

WFLA
puts your message into more
homes in one of Florida's top
markets — the Tampa-St. Petersburg area. Located right in the
heart of Florida's most populous
trade territory, WFLA reaches
the year 'round payrolls of Florida's growing industrial and agricultural production. You sell
more people because you tell
more people when you use the
double-barreled impact of
WFLA-AM and WFLA-FM.

MATIONAL REPRCSENTATIVE
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
SOUTHEASTEKN REPKESENTATIVE
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
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Amazed is Homer Canfield (I),
NBC western program manager,
that Milton Geiger knows his way
around a drug prescription.
titled Radio Writing.
Now 12 years and more than 600
writing credits later, Dr. Geiger
lives in the San Fernando Valley
where he divides his time between
writing for such radio programs as
the NBC Screen Directors Guild,
aired Sundays, and working in his
brother's Burbank (Calif.) drugstore. Dr. Geiger on
sayspage
first63)
it's fun,
(Continued

-flccounti

singer with the unlikely name,
proBing Crosby.
RE,head oftelevi
W. Ayer
N. sion
DON McCLUduction
When the depression arrived,
& Son, New York, began his
theatrical career as fat-boy in the Don McClure departed, travelling
movies.
back to his hometown, Dayton,
Casting about for a youngster of Ohio, to become manager-director
stout heart and waist to match for of the Civic Theatre there.
Two years later he moved to
the film "The Collegians," Universal Pictures settled finally on New York where he played in summer stock and in an occasional
the 200 pound, 5 foot 6 inch McClure as its definitive answer to Broadway production. His first
radio assignment came when he
Sidney Greenstreet.
joined the Bob Ripley Believe It
Starting his regular employment
in the movies,
or Not staff as diDon McClure for
of the show's
remote rectorpickups.
He
the first time began
stayed with the proto lose weight steadgram for three and
ily. Frantically, as
a half years. During
the film progressed,
that time he toured
the studio padded
the world with Mr.
him with progresRipley and took,
s i V e 1 y fluffier pilwrote and edited
lows, worrying him
meanwhile with the
many of the "Believe
"drop - in - weight"
It or Not" films.
During the war
clause entitling them
to fire him if he lost
years Mr. McClure
more than 45
joined the U.S. Navy
pounds. He did and
as a civilian engineer at the Consolithey did.
dated Ship Yards
Mr. McClure nevtesting radar on the
er made the same
boats. Later he was
mistake again. Renamed radio and
DON
covering his poise
and his weight he
public relations director of the Newark Community
Chest fund.
applied for and received a production post at RKO as a prop man.
nepneseNTeo by ROBERT
In October 1944 he joined N. W.
Within two years he was directing
Ayer & Son as director of television
short subjects for the firm, includand about a year ago was named
ing a series starring the late Edgar
director of television production.
Kennedy. And as assistant director
New
York
• ER
Chicago
EK
ME
In that capacity he supervises the
San
Francisco
Angelet
Im^
S
ATE
OCI•Lot
ASS
f
on an Amos 'n' Andy film Mr. Mcfollowing
features:
Lucky
Strike's
Clure was instrumental in hiring
(Continued on page 78)
STEINMAN STATIONS
for $25 a day, an unknown young
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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lABUBDrgiiiTriD

THE

I The

C.B.S.

TRIO

OFFERS

Concentrated

Affiliates in | Georgia's First, 3 Markets

ADVERTISERS
coverage

•

AT

Merchandising

Listener loyalty built by local programming
—

IN GEORGIA'S

ONE

FIRST THREE

LOW

COST:

assistance

• Dealer loyalties

MARKETS

The Geargin Trio

Represented, individually

and as a group, by

THE
KATZ
AGENCY,
INC
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Atlanta • Kansas City • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Dallas
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. . . plus fades, lap-dissolves, and super-positions —
with this convenient

FADING CONTROL
MONITOR SWITCH
3-posilion: program line,
either of two remotes
GAIN FOR REMOTE
INPUT (#6)

REMOTE INPUTS

RELEASE BUTTONS

TALLY LIGHTS
and switches for remote syne

studio-type camera- switching unit.

HERE, in one compact unit, is a control center for your television programs. Into it can be brought as many as
six video inputs — from studio cameras,
film cameras, relays, and network. Owe
operator can handle the lot!
Twelve different types of switching are
your assurance of a smooth, dramatic
presentation, whatever the program.
Look at the possibilities:
Your operator can instantly switch:
(1) between two local camera signals;
(2) between two remote signals; (3) from
local to remote; (4) from remote to local;
(5) from local to black screen (no signal); (6) from remote to black (screen);
(7) from black to remote. With the special manual fader control he can, at any
desired speed: (9) fade out local to black;
(10) fade in local from black; (11) lapdissolve between any two locals; (12)
superimpose two locals and adjust the
level of each. All sorts of trick effects are
possible by moving the two levers that
make up the fader control.

Tally lights provide an instant check on
which input is being used and whether a
remote signal is being received. If remote sync fails for any reason, local sync
automatically takes over.
The monitor in the top of the console
section allows the operator to either view
the on-the-air signal or preview one of
the two remote signals.
An unusually flexible intercom switching system (not shown) is included to
permit private, special-group, or conference communication between practically
all personnel. All have access to program
sound through one earpiece of their
headsets.
Here, we believe, is a switching system
that represents the most advanced engineering in television station techniques.
It will help you simplify television station
routine — bring new possibilities to television programming. Be sure to get the
complete story. Write Dept. 19-CB, Radio
Corporation of America, Engineering
Products Department, Camden, N. J.

PROGRAM SOURCES

• • • •
GAIN FOR REMOTE
INPUT (#5)

RCA Studio Camera (Switching
Unit handles up to four)

TELEy^tSiOM

• • • •
RCA Film Camera (Switching Unil
handles two with 2 studio cameras)

RCA's Mobile Studio (Switching
Unit can handle two remotes)

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RAD
to
CORPORATtOM
EMOIMEERINO PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

of AMERtCA
CAMDEN NJ.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
BROADCASTING
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CELEBRATING start of Guy Lumbardo Show, Frederic Ziv package under sponsorship of Trommer's beer on WNBC New York, are (I to r) Francis Barton,
vice president and radio
director of Federal Advertising Agency; Guy Lombardo; Henry Gordon, Frederic Ziv Co. representative, and Thomas B.
The program will be heard 7:30-8 p.m.
McFadden, manager of WNBC. Wednesdoy.

HONOR guests at "Gold Rush Gaieties," 33d annual dinner-dance of Phila
delphia Club of Advertising Women, are (I to r) Helen Corathers, presideni
of hostess club; Grace Johnsen, president. Advertising Women of New York;
Helen Holby, director, club contact department, AFA; Rita Eastman, presi*
dent. Women's Advertising Club of Baltimore, and Jean Ambrose, president,
Women's Advertising Club of Washington.

FORMAT for Needle Shop, to start March 17 on WABD (TV) New York
under sponsorship of Rival Manufacturing Co. (Steam-O-Matic Iron), is
discussed by (I to r) Alice Burrows, Needle Shop proprietress; Bernard Sears,
Rival sales manager; Al Coleman, account executive at R. J. Potts-Calkins &
Holden, agency for Rival, and Tom Gallery, sales manager for
"^^^
DuMont Television Network, WABD owner.

GATHERED in Hollywood for a recording session
(I to r) Frank DeVol, music director of Capitol;
program director; Lee Gillette, former program
folk repertoire for phonograph division, and Walt
of Capitol Transcriptions.

at Capitol Transcriptions an
Ken Nelson (seated), firm';
chief and currently head o
Davidson, manager

FOOD

ADVERTISERS!

A

10-WEEK

16

"PACKAGE"!

SCBOOL

THEATRE,

Over

10,000

$3,500.00

Women

in Special

in Person!

Displays

on

Stage;

Your

Samples

to

Live

Grpsyenor

ENsvyorth,

Every Saturday morning

^

Prizes!

Your

Mary

RICHMOND

in Lobby!

Audience!

Conductor!

for 10 weeks, the Cooking

School

will feature an audience-participation-quiz-on-foods on the
air! Your product will be demonstrated — you can set up
displays and sample the audience. Backed by WRVA's usual
dramatic promotion . . . car cards, newspaper ads, direct
mail, etc. Each product exclusive in its line.
The cost? Your merchandise samples; the one-minute Class
C announcement rate plus $20.00 net talent fee; and two
additional Class C one-minute announcements weekly (or the
equivalent). Making a total of three-per-week, or $95.60 per
week. A minimum total cost of $956. for a complete 10- week
Spring 'merchandising
—first served!

and advertising package!

Richmond
The
WRTA
iROADCASTING

and

First come

Norfolk,

Va.

Edgeworth
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for,
but he'll have the satisfaction
story.
of
knowing that he told an honest

The Veteran and Radio
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
During the last three years I've
thought a lot about "The Veterans
Place in Radio." They have a place
in a Janus-faced situation that will
eventually stick a knife in its own
back.
Let us look one face squarely in
the eye. Thousands of veterans
were led to believe that all they had
to do to become great personalit'es
in the radio field was to enroll in
this or that radio school. Some
of these schools are good, but most
of them are nothing more than
mushroom affairs designed by grafters and staffed by broken-down
microphone hacks. Veterans would
do well to spend their GI time going to a good college or university.
They may have to wait a little

Weigh

the

Ohen

Mile

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
longer for their break in radio, but
they can be assured that when the
break does come they will be
equipped with a well-rounded education that will help them to serve
their community conscientiously.
There is a place for veterans in
radio! . . .
Some stations expect too much
for the $40 per week they so magnanimously offer. . . .
Unfortunately, there exist with-

in the radio field seve al radio staers. . .tions
. run by unscrupulous ownTurning the face around we see
the other side : the veteran himself.
He has to learn that radio is a
hard, cold business. He shouldn't
class himself with the "hot rods"
who attempt
tD fool
stat'on should
managers. . . . The
applicant
tell the truth about himself. Maybe he won't get the first job he tries

Value

YOUR

... To me such stations as
WHO Des Moines, WKY Oklahoma City, WFAA Dallas, and
many little stations, represent the
utimate in community service. Men
like Ernest Chappell, Sy Harris,
Arthur Godfrey are examples of
honest-to-God announcers and entertainers: men like Col. B. J. Palmer, and Howard Chernoff, have
done more to lift the radio profession out of the ballyhoo stage than
any other ten men in the game.
If we, as veterans, can live up to
the examples set by these men
we'll have no trouble with our
future in radio. . . .
William H. Stalnaker
71U Buckingham Place
Chicago 13, Illinois
[EDITOR'S
the are
prob-of
lems raisedNOTE:
by Mr.Because
Stalnaker
unusual interest we are deviating from
policy and publishing his views at some
length. erans
We Administration
recammend investigate
that the Vetthe
charges madS.]
Trends' Commended
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I picked up my current
copy . . . and found that you are
continuing the Trends studies.
I am glad that you are. . . .
Comparisons from year to year,
such as the one you just made on
radio legislation, are by far the
most interesting phases of research — and truly point out
trends. . . .
Robert H. Salk
The Katz Agency
Chicago

FARM

ADVERTISING

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Salk was forveys.] merly head of the research firm, Audience Surveys Inc., which first conducted the Broadcasting Trends sur* * *
ON

ADVERTISING

Bridge Releases Book
PRACTICAL ADVERTISING. By Harry
P.
842 pp.
hartBridge.
& Co. Inc.
$6.50.New York: Rine-

There's a powerful lesson for advertisers in what these farm
folks are doing. This entire load of wheat was first weighed on the
platform scales for QUANTITY. Now, its final value is being set
by the man with the hand scales as he weighs it for QUALITY.
WIBW gives your farm advertising both quantity and quality
. . . QUANTITY through our powerful, easily heard signal that
reaches farm listeners in five states . . . QUALITY through our
acceptance by these farm families whom we have served faithfully for
over 25 years.
Weigh your farm advertising by the farmer's own standards

SERVING AND SELLING
/#
THE MAGIC
CrRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Rep: CAPPER
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INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW

WIDE coverage of the advertising field is given by Harry Bridge
in his latest book, Practical Advertising. Mr. Bridge is president
and ovraer of his own agency,
Harry P. Bridge Co., Philadelphia.
He has been sales promotion manager of Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.;
editor and general manager of Keystone Pub. Co.; copywriter at
Doremus & Co.; advertising consultant for RCA and Rundle Mfg.
Co., and a freelance writer on advertising and other business sub-

Practical Advertising carries the
subject from its history through
jects.
the actual planning of a job and
then into copy, art, production and
placement. Several chapters are
devoted to the specific problems of
radio and television. To complete
his full discussion, Mr. Bridge also
covers mail order advertising, catalog preparation, trademarks and
brand names, packaging, market
i-esearch, testing, and the setting
• KCKN • KCKN-FM
up of an agency.
BROADCASTING
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REMEMBER

THIS

LAST

YEAR?

Well, this
VOU P
UT
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year

it is still the

same

story.
PRESSING.

Allied for full fidelity reproduction

Silvernitrate processing of superior quality...
Genuine "Vinylite" brand plastic pressings . . .
Non-flexible phonograph records handled specially for speedy delivery

ALLIED
RECORD
MANUFACTURING
1041 N. Las Polmas Avenue, Hollywood 38, California • HOIIywood 5107
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WASHINGTON,
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AFTER
By J. FRANK

14, 1949

BEATTY

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Support

BMB?

INDUSTRY project to supply advertisers and agencies with a complete audience and coverage service, showing what can be bought
for the radio dollar, entered the
planning stage last week as BMB
was beating off the sheriff from
the front door.
The first definite step to develop
an industry-operated project to
take up where BMB leaves off
came with NAB President Justin
Miller's appointment of a board
committee to study the whole role
of NAB in future audience measurement.
This committee is under board
mandate to come up by mid-April
with specific plans for a measurement service [Broadcasting, Feb.
21]. It is headed by John Elmer,
WCBM Baltimore. Other members
are J. Harold Ryan, Fort Industry
stations; G. Richard Shafto, WIS
Columbia, S. C; Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas, and Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria.
Naming of the committee came
during a week of furious behindscenes activity at BMB headquarters in New York. The activity
developed as BMB faced a makeor-break financial crisis. This
crisis was passed after an ultimatum had been sent to BMB subscribers.
Method Criticized
The ultimatum, under which stations gave their consent to a dip
i into a $100,000 tax reserve fund,
brought with it rumbles from
some subscribers about the method
employed to obtain approval.
BMB beamed as it received what
was described as "overwhelming
response" to the plea for pledges
of additional support. But although
a desperate crisis that threatened
to halt the mailing of ballots for
study No. 2 was averted, the state
of BMB's finances is still considered shaky.
The exact state of BMB's books,
a touchy problem that has annoyed
many subscribers as well as the
NAB board, should be revealed in
a few days if a board mandate is
obeyed. The board voted at its
February meeting in New Orleans
to demand a complete report of
BMB's finances and went so far
as to withhold all financial support until it gets the fiscal lowdown.
While the board is leaving the
jj! BROADCASTING

D. C, MARCH

drafting of plans for a future industry-operated research project
up to the special committee named
last week, it indicated emphatically that it never again will let
the association get into an operation where stations assume practically all the liability but have only
a minority voice in the operation.
NAB has only 7 of 21 votes on the
BMB board, ANA and AAAA
each having 7.
The committee will face such
problems as the type of organization to be set up and how it should
be controlled. Strong feeling exists
for an out-and-out business corporation, a stock company in which
no attempt would be made to operate as a nonprofit institution
similar to BMI.
Some directors feel that if a new
coverage project is set up, ANA
and AAAA should buy stock if
they want any voice in the operation. Then there is sentiment in
favor of a company in which the
industry owns all the stock, with
ANA and AAAA serving in an
advisory capacity.

These and other ideas will come
before Mr. Elmer's committee,
which will report to the NAB
board at Chicago during convention week. Meanwhile parallel ANA
and AAAA committees will conduct similar studies and submit
their ideas on audience measurement.
NAB itself is unable as an association to go into the audience
measurement field without assuming a taxable status, according to
legal opinion.
The sudden
crisis
in aBMB's
finances
last week
led to
quick
call for an emergency meeting
Monday mittee.
of AtBMB's
executive
this meeting
needcomfor
immediate funds to proceed with
the half -completed ballot mailing
for No. 2 study was discussed by
the members, comprising NAB,
AAAA and ANA.
BMB President Hugh Feltis presented the problem and asked for
authorization to release a fund of
about $100,000 set aside two years
ago to meet a possible decision by

MONOPOLY

FEARS

Promised

the Internal Revenue Bureau denying BMB's
taxableclaim
enterprise.that it is a nonOccasion of the latest emergency
was demand
by Statistical
"Tabu-of
lating Co., handling
the mailing
ballots and tabulation of returns,
for payment of $100,000 for work
already done or under way. The
Chicago firm set up a New York
office and has a payroll of some
$12,000 weekly. BMB had failed to
approve and pay recent bills from
the firm, which then demanded immediate payment if the work was
to continue.
Delicate and pertinent questions
about the liability of NAB, ANA
and AAAA, should BMB wind up
with a lot of unpaid bills, were discussed by representatives of these
associations, both formally and informally. The final result was approval of a telegram to station
subscribers in which the problem
was explained briefly.
Unofficially it was stated that
the telegram was a "watered
down" version that didn't tell as
(Continued on page 50)

Johnson

By RUFUS CRATER
DETERMINATION to sift FCC's television and probably most of its
other communications activities with a fine mesh — by subpoena if necessary— ^was seen last week in a new set of questions sent to the Commission by the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
The questions, evidencing con- *
cern with the problem of monopconceivable justification for such
oly, included a call for inter-office
a plea, on the theory that military
and other memoranda on patents,
security could not be at stake.
and for memoranda and other maSen. Johnson, forwarding the
terial which might be used as a
questions in a letter to FCC Chairbasis for color and additional
man Wayne Coy last Wednesday,
black-and-white TV standards in
called
attention to the Congresboth the VHF and UHF bands.
sional Reorganization Act. This,
Obviously rankled but not comhe noted, gives his committee the
menting, the Commission reportduty to "exercise continuous watchedly faced the prospects of sterner
fulness of the execution by the adcommittee action if it should fail
ministrative agencies concerned of
to furnish the information. Under
any laws, the subject matter of
the Congressional Reorganization
which
within the jurisdiction"
Act the committee has the power
of the iscommittee.
of subpoena, and Chairman Ed C.
He told FCC that the commitJohnson (D-Colo.) was felt to be
tee wants to give "the earliest
ready to use it if necessary.
possible consideration" to a study
At least certain committee members were not thought to be dis- of the need for legislation to encourageuse"theof
larger
and more
efposed to accept any plea that the
fective
television
in the
requested memoranda are "confidential," ifthe Commission should
He indicated
interest." the committee will
take that tack. Capitol Hill spokes- public
men could foresee no reasonably
hold hearings on "this problem."
• Telecasting

for Plan

Hints

Subpoena

But he gave no inkling of when, or
whether they would come in connection with specific legislation or
as part of the special, continuing
communications probe for which
the committee is seeking CongresFeb. 14].sional authority [Broadcasting,
The questions, all relating to
monopoly and work done by FCC
on color or additional black-andwhite television standards — including a request not only for agency
memoranda but also the names of
their authors — were a follow-up to
the lengthy question-and-answer
exchange between the committee
and the Commission late last month
[Broadcasting, Feb. 28].
Sen. Johnson sought to make
clear that his committee "is not
presuming to interfere with the
regulatory function or responsibility of the Commission." He said :
"To the contrary, we are concerned not with preempting responsibilities of the Commission
but with making certain that in
eventually adopting standards for
(Continued on page 5A )
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Awards

Given

Taylor,

WLS,

KLZ

duPONT
HENRY J. TAYLOR, commentator,
WLS Chicago and KLZ Denver
received the 1948 Alfred I. duPont
memorial awards at a dinner held
in New York last Saturday (March
12).
The awards, presented annually
to a news commentator and two
stations for outstanding public
service in the preceding year, are
donated in memory of the late
financier by his widow. The presentations were made at a dinner
in New York's St. Regis Hotel.
Winners received prizes of $1,000
each and a plaque. The awards
were accepted by Mr. Taylor;
James E. Edwards, president of the
Agricultural Broadcasting Co.,
owner of WLS, and by Hugh B.
Terry, station manager of KLZ.
WLS, KLZ Commendations
The commendations for both
WLS and KLZ were "for outstanding and meritorious service in
encouraging, fostering, promoting
and developing American ideals of
freedom and for loyal and devoted
service to the nation and to the
communities served by these stations, respectively."
Mr. Taylor's award was "in recognition of distinguished and
meritorious performance of public
sei-vice by aggressive, consistently
excellent and accurate gathering
and reporting of news by radio and
the presentation of expert, informed and reliable interpretation

Mrs. duPONT
WM. B. MURRAY
Agency Executive Is Dead
WILLIAM B. MURRAY, 59, head
of radio and television for the William Morris Agency, New York,
died of a heart attack Thursday,
March 10, at the Harkness Pavillion Hospital, New York.
Mr. Murray had been with Morris since 19.32 when he first organized its radio department. Surviving are his wife, Florence, and
his sons, William B., Richard
Harry and Michael Buckley.
Page 24
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ville Courier- Journal and Times
(WHAS), and former NAB president.
All committe members save Mr.
Ethridge attended the dinner. Other
distinguished members of the industry who were present included
Mark Woods, ABC president;
Prank Stanton, CBS president;
Edgar Kobak, MBS president;
Frankbia Records
White, Inc.;
president
Harry ofC.ColumKopf,
administrative vice president of
NBC; Oliver Gramling, assistant to
the general manager of Associated
Press; Phillipternational
Reed,
editor ofJack
InNews Service;
MR. TAYLOR (I), winner of the commentator award; Mr. Edwards (center)
and Mr. Terry, who accepted station awards for WLS and KLZ, respectively.
of news and opinion for the purpose
of encouraging initiative, integrity,
independence and public service
through
the medium
radio."
The station
awards ofare
given to
one station of greater than 5 kw
power and one of 5 kw or less.
WLS is a 50 kw station, and KLZ
5 kw.
During most of 1948, the year
for which he won the duPont
award, Mr. Taylor broadcast over
Mutual under sponsorship of General Motors Corp., through Kudner
Agency, New York. The program

CCNY
TOP AWARDS in the 1948 radiotelevision competition conducted
by the School of Business and
Civic Administration, City College
of New York, will go to WMAQ
Chicago, Kudner Agency Inc., New
York, and WEEI Boston, for creation of the year's outstanding
aural radio program, television
program and radio promotion, respectively.
Dr. John Gray Peatman, associate dean, CCNY College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, and chairman of the awards committee, will
present the plaques and announce
the awards of merit and honorable
mentions for the 1948 contest
March .30 at the luncheon session
of the fifth annual CCNY RadioTelevision and Business Conference at New York's Roosevelt
Hotel. Dr. Robert A. Love, director, evening and extension division
of the School of Business, is director of the one-day conference.
WMAQ Award
Plaque award to WMAQ, "for
the creation of the outstanding
radio program of 1948," is made
specifically for It's Your Life,
series designed to educate listeners in the treatment and prevention of diseases. Sponsored by
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J., maker of medical supplies and baby powder, soap, cream
and oil. It's Your Life will also

was moved last Dec. 20 to ABC
where it is now heard Mondays,
8:45-9 p.m.
Awards Committee
Members of the awards committee who judged the winners this
year are Mrs. Alfred I. duPont,
Dr. Francis P. Gaines, president of
Washington & Lee U., M. H. Aylesworth, consultant and former president of NBC, Mrs. J. L. Blair Buck,
president of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, and Mark
Ethridge, publisher of the Louis-

WMAQ,
bring to WMAQ the CCNY award
of merit for "the creation of the
most effective institutional sponsored radio program" during 1948
by a 50 kw station.
Kudner Agency will get its
plaque for creating the video series,
Texaco Star Theatre, which was
adjudged the outstanding TV program of 1948. Program is a variety
series starring Milton Berle as
m.c, sponsored by Texas Co. for
its gasoline and oil products, and
broadcast on NBC's TV network.
An award of merit also goes to
Kudner for this series as "the
most effective sponsored television
WEEI ofBoston
program
1948." will receive its
plaque for the year's "outstanding
achievement in radio promotion."
WEEI's all-over station promotion
during 1948 was voted the "most
effective" in its class, 5 to 10 kw
stations,
which
WEEI will receive an for
award
of merit.
Other CCNY awards of merit
will go to:
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York,
"for the creation of the most effective spot television announcements
for the year 1948" — the Lucky
Strike dancing cigarette spots
sponsored by American Tobacco
Co., New York.
WHAS Louisville, "for the creation of the most effective directselling sponsored radio program
by a 50 kw radio station for the

Bisco, vice president of United
Press, and Sol TaishoIF, editor and
publisher of Broadcasting.
Arrangements for the dinner
meeting were directed by Mrs. du
Pont, Mr. Aylesworth, who is advisor to the duPont Foundation,
and William H. Goodman, secretary of the Foundation.
ABC aired a special broadcast of
the awards presentations at 7:30
p.m. March 12 from the Louis XIV
Suite of the St. Regis. Appearing
on the program were the winners,
Mrs. duPont, Dr. Gaines, Mr.
Goodman, Mr. Woods, Paul Lavalle's orchestra, and Milton Cross,
announcer.

Kudner,

WEEI

Win

year 1948"- — Kaufman's Coffee
Call, sponsored by Kaufman-Straus
Co., Louisville.
KXLY Spokane, "for the crea- itoi
tion of the most effective institutional sponsored radio program by
a 5 to 10 kw radio station for the lusi
year 1948" — Excerpts From the
March of History, sponsored by
Standard Securities Corp., Spo- m\
kane.
WHB Kansas City, "for the
creation of the most effective sponsored spot radio announcements by
a 5 to 10 kw radio ' station for the
year 1948" — Cook Paint jingles,
sponsored
by CookCity.Paint & Varnish Co., Kansas

WLOK Lima, "for the creation
of the radio program most effective in station promotion by a 100
to 250 w station for the year
1948" — National Radio Week
series.
WOW Omaha, "for the creation
of the
radio program
tive in station
promotionmost
by aeffec5 to
—
1948"
year
for the
station Reporter.
10 kw Service
Farm
Columbia Pacific Network, "for
the creation of the radio program
most effective in network promotion by a regional or intrastate
for the year 19AS"— The
network
Last
Waterhole.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
"for the most effective promotion
of a national radio program by a
(Continued on page 57)
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ZENITH

By JOHN OSBON
AN INVESTIGATION of Zenith
Radio Corp.'s advertised high-band
claims for its low-band television
sets reportedly was shaping up last
week at the Federal Trade Commission.
FTC spokesmen declined to comment officially, but were knovm to
have received complaints against
the Zenith ads — which assured
prospective buyers that the engineering of its own sets was insurance
against "expected changes"
in TV allocations.
The Zenith advertising volley
proved to be one that was heard
around the television world —
among manufacturers, dealers and
distributors, and allied phases of
the industry. It brought into focus
a fundamental issue of high-band
(UHF) television and the controversial question of obsolescence of
present receivers.
FCC, which had considered the
overall problem of obsolescence in
its 17-page report to Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson (D-Col.) [Broadcasting,
March 7], reportedly received and
referred to FTC some queries or
complaints with respect to the
Zenith advertisement.
Launches Campaign
The ad launched Zenith's national
advertising campaign March 6 in
numerous American cities. It said
that Zenith "is the only television
receiver on the market today with
a specially built-in turret tuner
with provision for receiving the
proposed new ultra high frequency
channel on the present channels."
It warned against "expected
changes in wavelengths" and urged
prospective set owners to "insist
on Zenith television . . . your insurance against obsolescence. . . ."
The firm assured buyers "no 'converter' will be needed."
While this furor developed over
the campaign started March 6,
more was expected in the wake of
a new Zenith ad slated to appear
over the weekend and taking the
same tack.
The advertisement, which drew
disapproval of retailers as well as
manufacturers, dealers and distributors, will further increase the confusion in the minds of buyers, in
the view of many trade observers.
Reactions from New York retailers
charged that Zenith "knifed us in
the back." Others called it "a
lousy deal." A few manufacturers
reportedly urged that industry be
called upon to deal actively with
the radio firm, while others were
ran expected to answer the "obsolete"
set charge.
The manufacturing company previously had generated heated industry replies to another advertisement last month when it expressed
implied and sometimes direct criticism of commercial radio in general
[Broadcasting, Feb. 21]. The ad
BROADCASTING

'Obsolescence'

SQUALL
promoted its FM outlet, WEFM,
and new line of portable AM-FM
sets.
Spearheading the attack on Zenith's latest position. Admiral Corp.,
Chicago, which anticipated the
campaign, urged newspaper publishers in a number of television
markets to check with FCC before
accepting the Zenith advertisements. In telegrams to about three
dozen newspapers, the rival firm
questioned the literal accuracy of
the claims.
Asks Investigation
In addition, Ross D. Siragusa,
Admiral president, announced it
was asking FTC and FCC "to make
an investigation of the accuracy
of the statement. . . ." The announcement was contained in a letter from Mr. Siragusa to H. C.
Bonfig of Zenith, expressing belief
that "your statement may be of
detrimental nature to the entire industry because it creates doubt and
confusion in the minds of persons
who already have made investments
in television receivers as well as in
the minds of potential buyers." Mr.
Siragusa pointed out that since
wavelengths for UHF channels
have not been assigned yet, the
confusion is more "obviously creIt was reported that newspapers
inated."
at least seven cities — Minneapolis, Cleveland, Buffalo, Milwaukee, Chicago, Pittsburgh and
Los Angeles — had refused to publish the advertisements. Many

Mr. BACKUS

Mr. BRYANT

Ad

more, however, ran them as scheduled.
Text of the Admiral telegram to
newspapers:
"Have report Zenith Radio Corp.,
distributors and dealers planning to
run advertisement predicting obsolescence in television sets made by
other manufacturers. Believe accuracy questionable and appearance
of ad would be detrimental to entire television industry. Strongly
recommend checking accuracy of
statement with Federal Communications Commission before publishing statement."
Zenith Capitalizes
ZENITH Radio Corp., in the
midst of an industry-wide
furor as a result of its advertisements stressing the
TV-set obsolescence theme
(see story this page), moved
promptly to capitalize on the
Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee's newest demands
on FCC (story page 23).
Without comment Zenith circulated, by telegram, press
association accounts of Committee Chairman Ed Johnson's letter to the Commission,thatincluding
observation
some his
newspapers
had refused advertising
which contained a caution
about the usable life of receivers, and his statement
that "many" sets will "suffer
early obsolescence" with TV
expansion.

Mr. LINDSEY

Mr. HERMAN

Realignments Made
Within Firm
PETRY
CHANGES
EDWARD PETRY & Co. will open an office in Dallas tomorrow (March
15), with Buell Herman as manager. Mr. Herman, a member of the
Petry Chicago sales department since joining the representative organization in 1942, will be assisted by Carolyn Holmes, who is being trans*
office. ferred from the firm's New York as
a producing center.
"The establishment of a Dallas
Noting that the constantly in- office
will enable us to work more
creasing volume of spot radio and
the rapid development of spot closely with manufacturers and
distributors in Texas, Oklahoma
television call for expanded operations, Edward Petry, president of and Louisiana. . . ."
the radio and television repreMr. Petry also announced personnel additions to his New York
sentative firm, said: "The southwest area has not only grown
and Chicago offices. George Lindtremendously as a consumer marsey, formerly with Lorenzo &
ket, it has also made great strides Thompson, and Bruce Bryant, for
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Sparks

FTC

Study

FCC declined to comment on the
advertisements, explaining it had
made known its position in its report to Sen. Johnson, and that it
had no jurisdiction in the matter.
Earlier, feeling of the majority
of the Commission was that no rule
could be arbitrarily drawn to require television set manufacturers
to notify buyers of possible obsolescence. Comr. Frieda Hennock,
who proposed legislation that
"manufacturers plainly indicate"
certain set components, functions,
etc. as a "salutary" measure, had
suggested FTC be given jurisdiction and work in cooperation with
FCC. In any event, Wayne Coy,
FCC chairman, emphasized that
UHF bands would be closed to commercial TV indefinitely.
There was no indication as to
what action FTC might take on the
Zenith ads. Documents which were
passed on from FCC were known to
have been submitted to the Bureau
of Legal Investigation. FTC normally does not acknowledge receipt of documents until it issues a
formal complaint against the firm
involved or tenders a stipulation
agreement,
usually after exhaustive investigation.
FTC is understood to have received anumber of complaints filed
originally with it, rather than FCC.
A'dmiral Corp. was believed to have
been one of the first to file. Commission action could result if the
regulatory agency found that the
Zenith ads were defamatory to a
(Continued on page 55)

Mr. COUGHLIN

Mr. MacLATCHIE

the
years with
Spot past
Sales two
department,
have ABC's
joined
the Chicago sales staff. Both were
station commercial managers before entering the spot sales field.
New York additions are: Edward
Coughlin, for the past four and a
half years with Weed & Co. and
formerly with The New York
Times; George Backus, whose spot
sales background includes two and
a half years with Headley-Reed Co.
in New York and three years with
Weed & Co., Chicago., and Douglas
MacLatchie
comes staff
to Petry's
New York who
TV sales
after
three years with WFIL and WFILTV in Philadelphia.
The Dallas branch office will be
located in the M & W Tower.
March 14, 1949
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its 16mm film projector, which is
built by Holmes Projector Co.
Transvision Inc., New Rochelle,
N. Y., showed two home assembly
television kits. A. L. Porter, company engineer, said 57,000 sets are
in service throughout the country.
Astatic Corp., Conneaut, Ohio,
showed multi-speed pickups for
arms which can play at 33, 45, and
78 r.p.m. Also shown were miniature plug-in cartridges, Rek-0Kut Co., Long Island City, showed
players for home or studio use
available in combinations of any
two desired speeds and retailing at

$7 Million in Equipment
EXHIBIT
IRE
screens. Gray also showed its arm
MORE THAN $7 million worth of development, it was said to be more
for microgroove LP records.
equipment was displayed by 220 economic than tube jobs and more
exhibitors in the Institute of Radio
efficient. Westinghouse also had a
Altec-Lansing Labs of Hollybig drawing card at the show — but
wood showed its small microphone
Engineers' Radio Engineering
New York authorities clamped
Show March 7-10 at Grand Central
which is about the size of four
down on it. It was a one-arm
Palace, New York.
dimes placed on top of one another
From all over the country more
bandit type slot machine which
and which weighs less than a quarthan 16,000 persons came to view visitors were permitted to play
ter of an ounce.
the exhibits of 220 companies
with a single coin given by WestDuMont Television Labs showed
inghouse. Any visitor who could
showing products which in many
flying spot scanner, the three
run the single coin up to ten got its
cases came fresh from the laborafirst units of which have been built.
a
chance
at
a
television
set.
A
law
tory or from a brand new producIt also showed for the first time
tion line.
against slot machines per se was
cited
as
ruling
out
this
amusement
Most products shown were of
$39.95.
after the first day.
Dr. Bown Receives
special interest to manufacturers
and industrial users of electronic
An automatic antenna positionMedal of Honor
ing device, claimed to be the first IRE AWARDS
products but a number of imporsuch for television, was shown by
tant new developments were shown
for broadcasters and telecasters.
DR. RALPH BOWN, director of research for Bell Telephone Labs,
Eclipse-Pioneer Division of Bendix
Murray Hill, N. J., was presented the medal of honor for 1949 by the
RCA took the top show spot by Aviation Corp. By the new device,
Institute of Radio Engineers at its annual banquet Wednesday.
renting the space immediately in it was claimed, a program engineer
front of the entrance. There it set need only push a button to beam
A former president of the Institute (1927), Dr. Bown was given the
up TV cameras to snap visitors as the antenna to a new pick-up point, award for "his extensive contribu
his long service and many technical
tions to the field of radio and for for
they came in. The visitors could thus facilitating remote pick-ups.
contributions
tronics fields. in the radio and elecaff'airs."
Institute
in
leadership
his
see their own images on a teleEitel-McCullough Exhibit
Dr.
Claude
E. Shannon, another
HAEFF, A. v., Naval Research Lab,
screen.
Also shown for the first time was
to ultra-high freBell Telephone Labs engineer, for his contributions
quency radio tubes and electronics.
Dynamic Demonstrators
the 14 tube UHF amplifier stage
was awarded the Morris Liebmann
ing.HOLMES, L. C, Stromberg-Carlson
RCA also showed its dynamic
made by Eitel-McCullough, San
Co., for his contributions to theory and
Memorial Prize for 1949 "for his practice
Bruno, Calif. Donald H. Priest,
in the field of magnetic recorddemonstrator, with John Meagher
original and important contribuof RCA tube department, who in- company engineer who delivered a
JOHNSON, J. KELLEY, consulting
tions to the theory of the transNew York, in recognition of
vented it, on hand to show how it paper on the subject, said that
mission of information in the pres- engineer.
his leadership
the designreceivers.
and manuworks. The demonstrator is in there could be no high-band televifacture of radioin broadcast
sion
without
it.
It
is
a
means
of
noise."
ence
of
effect a blue-print of a television
R. V. Pound, a junior fellow of Overseas
KANTEBET,
S. R., Gov't,
of India
Communications
Service,
for
economically joining small tubes
set, with the actual parts inserted
the Society of Fellows at Harvard
his
services
as
an
educator,
engineer,
in the blue print. It is possible together to produce high power,
and administrator in the fields of radio
University, was given the Browder
with each tube delivering its full J. Thompson Memorial Award for and cable communication in India.
to remove parts of the demonstraLODGE, WILLIAM B., CBS, for his
tor and witness what happens to power into the load. He said the 1949 for his work on "Frequency
to broadcast engithe image on the screen as a result. power itself is limited only by the
Stabilization of Microwave Oscil- many contributions
neering and in particular for his work
in the field of frequency allocations.
number of tubes used and that the
By use of the demonstrator, RCA
MACKINNON, K. A., consulting enGiven Fellow Awards for 1949
hopes to train service men in trou- number of tubes could be increased.
gineer,contributions
Ottawa, Canada,
for histotechwere :
nical
in Canada
the
Another new development shown
ble shooting.
lators."
theory
and
design
of
transmitting
RCA also set up what it claimed
was a quarter- scale model of Gray
AFFEL, H. A., Bell Telephone Labs,
tennas and the development ofan-a
to be one of the shortest working
coverage plan for a national network.
ions
the communiResearch & Development Co.'s for his contribut
cations art, and his toguidance
of imtelop. This is a television optical
OLSON, H. F., RCA, for his outstandmicrowave relays — two parabolic
portant developments in carrier systems
ing developments and publications in
for
multiple
reflections 25 feet apart and feed- slide projector for use with TV
the fields of acoustics and underwater
transmiss
ion.x telephone and television sound.
ing signals back and forth.
film cameras. Using it, newsBLACK, K. C, Aircraft Radio Corp.,
O'NEILL, GEORGE D., Sylvania
Westinghouse showed its dry me- photos, weather reports, clock faces
for his outstanding wartime work on Electric
Products, for his work in electallic selenium rectifier for the first or even small objects such as ciga- radio
countermeasures and his many
tron-tube theory and design.
coaxialof
design
the
to
ons
time. The result of 10 years of ret lighters can be flashed on contributi
PAYNE,
L. S., Canadian Marconi
cable transmission systems.
Co., for his contributions in Canada to
BROWN, J. E., Zenith Radio Corp., the field of international communicafor his contributions in the field of
broadcast receiver design.
tions.
PRICE, L. M., Radio Valve Co. of
BRUNETTI, CLEDO, Stanford U., Canada, for his contributions to the
and applicain recognition of his pioneering work development,
tion of electronproduction,
tubes in Canada.
on printed circuits.
CARLSON, W. L., RCA, in recogniREICH, H.
Yale U.,andfor author
his con-in
tributions as J.,
a teacher
tion of his contributions over many
years to the development of radio re- the radio and electronics fields.
ceivers and their components.
REID, JOHN D., Crosley Div. of Avco
CARTER, P. S., RCA, for his many frequency
his developments in radiocontributions in the fields of radio Corp., for circuits.
SPANGENBERG, KARL, Stanford U.,
transmission
and communication systems.
for his many technical contributions,
particularly
vacuum
tubes.his analytical work on
d'HUMY,
F.
E.,
Western
"Union
Teleof his field
long
STERLING, GEORGE E., FCC, in
service graphinCo., in
therecognition
communications
and for pioneering in the application recognition of his long public service
of radio relays to telegraph message in the radio communication field and,
service.
in particular, for the organization and
of radio wartime intelligence
DYER, JOHN N., Airborne Instru- operation
activities, which were of significant
ments Lab, for administrative and tech- importance.
nical contributions to radio, including
C. E., Standard Telephones
polar-expedition communications and & STRONG,
Cables, London, for his pioneering
ures.
important wartime radio countermeas- work
in the radio equipment design
field, particularly
GERHARD, L. A., Naval Research and development
transmitters,
both
Lab, for his pioneering work in the broadcasting
um and high-frequency,
his medimany
military application of radio.
wartime
contributions in and
England.
GOLDSMITH, JR., T. T., Allen B.
TANK,
FRANZ,
Institut
fur
DuMont Labs, for his contributions in frequenz Technik, Zurich, for his Hoch
contributions tothe field of radio education
the development
instrumentation and in ofthecathode-ray
field of television.
in
Switzerland,
and
his
accomplishGROVER, F. W., Union College, for tions. ments in ultra-short-wave communicahis long activities and contributions in
TUTTLE, W. NORRIS, General Radio
the field of electrical units and measurements, and for his publications.
Co., for his application of sound theoretical
principles
the design of comGtHLLEMIN, E. A., Massachusetts
mercial
measuringto equipment.
of Technology, for outstandWEIR, I. R., General Electric Co.,
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix Institute
ing work in the field of electric
work ofintransmitting
the develcircuit analysis and synthesis, and for for his pioneering
opment and application
his inspired leadership as a teacher.
"Our featured speaker is leaving, She says that two of the delegates
equipment for higher frequencies and
GUNN,
ROSS,
U.
S.
Weather
Bureau,
are wearing dresses just like hers."
higher power.
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CBS'

Stanton

Tells

IRE

TELEVISION is almost certainly
TOP photo — Television
will be used in all-weather flying. Institute of Radio Engineers was told Tuesday in New
TV toWON'T
destined
become the greatest KILL
York by Delos AM
W. Rentzel (center), administrator of Civil Aeronautics. With him are H. R. Skifter (I), president of
mass medium of our time but it Airborne Instruments Lab, Mineola, L. I., and Stuart Bailey (r) of Jansky & Bailey, Washington, new IRE president.
will not kill off radio, Dr. Frank
Middle photo — Details of GE 10
Stanton, president of CBS, said kw television transmitter installed at
Wednesday evening at the 37th WOR-TV New York are explained to
IRE visitors. L to r: A. F. Wild, GE
anniversary banquet at the Institute of Radio Engineers in the product manager for television equipment; Gene Rider, chief engineer
Commodore Hotel, New York.
of WQAM Miami, and Al Chismark,
He emphasized that television
chief engineer of WTRY Troy, N. Y.
is not just a miniature of the radio
photo — Object of curiosity
industry "or anything else that at Bottom
IRE exhibits in Grand Central
has gone before."
Palace, New York, is this mobile unit
"It is a lusty baby — giant of a of WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, used in
different family," he said.
remotes from the Palace over DuMont
But its enormous influence and
stations. Atop the unit is Herbert
expansion will not cause it to E. Taylor, manager of the DuMont
swallow up other media, he emLab transmitter division. At lower
phasized.
left is Herbert E. Blumberg, manager
of the DuMont central division, while
To Each His Own
at his right is Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., DuMont chief of research.
"It is a matter of record that no
mass medium once developed, has
ever disappeared," he argued.
come forward "at a time when we
"Each has its own mass appeal,
need it most to maintain and help
its own availabilities, its own use.
our giant economy." He
And there are far too many mil- expand
predicted it would have a signifilions of Americans, with too many
cant
effect
on lowering the cost of
different tastes and desires and
distribution
in the United States.
moods at different times of the
Video Unique
day, for any one medium to serve
them all.
Developing this point, he declared video is upique among mass
"When radio first flourished," he
further explained, "many people advertising media in its ability to
felt it would do away with — or demonstrate goods in the home. It
seriously hurt — newspapers and
is thus more than merely an admagazines, movies and phonovertising medium — it is a selling
graph records. Quite the contrary
medium, making it easier for the
happened. All have grown since customer to shop than ever before.
the advent of radio, as the wealth
It therefore will create new wants,
and population and leisure time
increased consumption and "have
of the nation have grown. And I an
important, positive influence on
see no good reason for thinking
our
economy," he said.
the advent of television will fundaIn explaining the requirements
mentally change this."
of a mass medium, Mr. Stanton
Mr. Stanton's speech was the laid down four basic characterisclimax of a four-day series of
tics: Broad appeal, speed, availmeetings in which more than 170
ability, and low unit cost.
papers were read, most on a high
Criticism
of radio, which televiengineering level, on the latest desion is certain to suffer similarly,
velopments incommunications and
electronics. Television was in the has grown from lack of understanding of the nature and audispotlight during many of the meetence of a mass medium and of
ings.
what broad appeal means in
Not far from the convention
America, he said.
headquarters in the Commodore,
Cause of Criticism
was
engineering
show theat IRE's
Grandradio
Central
Palace
People of "high culture" often
where more than seven million dol- tune in programs designed not for
lars worth of equipment was on them but for the millions and immediately become critical because
display (see story, page 26). There
such a program represents in a
too, television was highlighted.
The CBS president stressed the sense an invasion of their homes,
importance of television on the he said. He indicated that radio's
American economy. He said it has effort to appeal to people of different tastes has thus created the
furor in radio programming. This,
too,
said. will happen in television, he

FRANK STANTON (I), CBS president,
and Raymond F. Guy, toastmaster.
BROADCASTING

In closing, he urged the engineers to turn their attention increasingly toward developments in
television which have immediate
social utility.
"Lower cost, higher quality,
broader coverage — more television
for more people (lower priced receivei-s and more channels) — these
are immediate technical problems
which, when solved, will advance
(Continued on page 59 )
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PITTSBURGH
CHANNEL 3

spots PusH Merchants' Drive
PARK'
'OELLA
been huddling with members of the
scribed by two announcers who
IN THE files of the Roizen Advertie — a conclusion reached by the
Roizen agency with a view to pretising agency of Buffalo, N. Y., is Roizen agency after completing its have worked with Roizen agency
paring an advertising program
for some time in developing a
a letter from Dave Bermant, presi- survey of Delaware Park one
which will continue throughout
month after the opening.
dent of the Delaware Park
rhythmic style. All 19 of the
the year. Radio can be expected to
Centre's merchants were included
"The results . . . demonstrate
Shopping Centre Inc. — the city's
play its usual effective part.
what can be done with radio on a in the announcements, each given
largest community shopping mart.
a short plug. They were aired on
Mr. Bermant wrote in part: ". . . small budget when spots are careWBEN WGR WEBR WKBW
And now that your final bill has
fully selected, and the agency
(all Buffalo) and on WXRA
been rendered and paid for, let me
works in close cooperation with WBNY
Kenmore.
say that we think you did far more
radio stations in the programming
BASEBALL FEES
At the time of the promotion
of 'on-the-spot' broadcasts," Arthur
than what you were paid for!"
Rich
of
Roizen
told
Broadcasting.
Buffalo
had
few
TV
sets
in
use,
so
Wire Service Rate Fixed
Shopping centers drawing on
television was chosen as one which
top-notch advertising budgets —
Spots Remembered
FIXING the fee at $2 per addiwould contact a high-income group
say, $10,000 — were as scarce as flytional station per game, new
The agency survey noted that who lived in areas adjacent to the
ing elephants when Mr. Bermant,
schedules
permitting subscribers to
Centre.
The
announcements
were
the one-minute spots were heard
the landlord, proposed a cooperafurnish Western Union's directtive program to 19 merchants, his and remembered by 34% of the part live, part filmed.
wire baseball play-by-play service
tenants, and offered to subsidize
people contacted, and were a vital
"On-the-spot" broadcasts were
other stations were announced
opening promotional efforts up to factor in influencing them to shop carried by WBEN and WEBR on to
March 7].
last
week [Closed CiRcuixj
at
the
Centre
for
the
first
time.
33%. The merchants voted unanithe day of the opening. WBEN
mously to accept the proposal and Many of them voluntarily quoted
aired opening ceremonies for 15
The tariffs, on file with FCC,
minutes in the morning, parking
engaged the Roizen agency to out- parts of the commercials. "Onheretofore
have prevented broadline a program, coordinate merthe-spot" broadcasts were rememcast of this material by any but
chandising efforts of stores on a
bered by 24% of the shoppers insubscribing stations, although
terviewed.
city-wide basis, and schedule
Western Union said it was inmedia.
The announcements were built
formed that "certain" subscribers
Salesuccess
That was the unusual beginning
around a cartoon character, "Delia
violated this provision during the
of one of radio's newest success
Park," given life and breath
1948 season.
stories which materialized during through the ingenuity of Manus
(One of a Series)
The new schedules will become
Roizen, the agency's president.
the campaign. Radio's expendieffective
April 18, start of the
(Mr. Roizen explained that the
tures were hardly commensurate
baseball season, unless set aside by
with its effectiveness.
flesh-and-blood "Delia" would cir- its microphone on a wooden plat- FCC. Protests may be filed with
form in the center of the mart's
culate among the Centre's patrons
the Commission until April 8.
For out of a total advertisinghuge parking lot. A public address
budget of $10,000 set aside, only during opening week, rewarding
the words of Mr. Ber- Complaints are expected in view of
$750 was spent on radio advertis- each shopper who recognized her system mantpiped
opposition which has developed
and others to the throng.
with
a
new
dollar
bill.)
Even
being, which included one-minute
among a number of broadcasters.
That afternoon WEBR's mobile
fore "Delia" became a reality, the
spots. In addition, two-minute TV
FCC, announcing submission of
unit cruised downtown streets, anagency had devised the commercommercials were used for two
the
proposed changes last Wednesnouncing
to
listeners
it
was
headcial "Here comes Delia Park (wolf
weeks, at a cost of $350. Expendiday, said they were discussed in
tures on newspaper advertising
ing for "Delia Park." Enroute to advance
whistle). She's got everything!"
a FCC-Western Union
the Centre, its motorized radio conferenceat which
were more than three times as
Sample script:
resulted after the
studio played recorded music while Commission received several queries
great as that of other media.
Announcer
A
—
Yes
sir!
She's
got
buttonsaccounts!
and bows — and bonbons and extolling the virtues of the mart.
In the end, however, it was radio
from broadcasters.
bank
At the Centre, an announcer
that provided so much for so litAnnouncer B — Cameras and couches —
Western Union said it adopted
cranberries and can-openers !
equipped with a walkie-talkie en- the $2 rate after discussions with
Announcer
A
—
Yes,
much
more!
And
tered stores to interview shoppers.
where?
NAB officials also.
Announcer B — At the Centre.
The promotion campaign was so
Announcer A — What Centre?
The $2 per station per game
Announcer B — Why, the centre of at- successful that, during the first does not affect the base rate presfew weeks, crowds overtaxed the
traction for Buffalo's thrifty shoppers!
Announcer
Yes, it's the Delaware
Park
ShoppingA — Centre.
T.
D'A.
Centre's 450-car parking facilities. scribers.ently charged to original subNamed
K&E BROPHY
Board Chairman
And then listeners heard the Designed originally to service only
The changes also provide for a
its own community, the shopping
catchy f ollowup :
THOMAS D'ARCY BROPHY,
new
service which will make availAnd dan
Mathew Keane makes you dapper mart soon found itself drawing
president of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
able at the end of each game a
from
every
section
of
Buffalo
and
New York, since 1937, was elected
A dress from Schneider is very smart
summary
of the plays in each ineven
surrounding
towns.
Merchants
chairman of the board of the
Filters and film at the Camera Mart
The basic charge for this
The Park Edge offers the finest wine
reported inquiries from up to a service ning.
agency last week, and Dwight
would
be $7.50 per game,
Mills, executive vice president of The Spot's a restaurant where you dine! hundred miles distance.
with
a
fee
of
$1
per game for each
The announcements were tranthe firm since 1942 was elected
The Centre's merchants have
additional station using it.
president.
Mr. Brophy first joined the
agency in 1931, as a vice president.
HEADS THESAURUS
In 1937 he was named K&E president. Prior to his association
Barnes Succeeding Mercer
with the firm he was vice president of Revere Copper & Brass,
WADE BARNES, Southwest repand before that sales promotion
resentative of NBC's radio-recorddirector and vice president of the
ing division for three years, has
Anaconda Sales Co. Mr. Brophy
been named manager of Thesaurus
is an active member of the Adand Syndicated Sales, Donald I.
vertising Council and is chairman
Mercer, division director, announced last week.
of the" board of directors of the
AAAA.
Mr. Barnes succeeds Mr. Mercer, who was recently appointed to
Mr. Mills went to K&E in 19.34
the director's post. Mr. Barnes
and one year later was named
vice president. In 1942 he was
began his radio career as announcer-musician atWHBC Canelected executive vice president.
ton, Ohio, in 1937, and has been
Before 1934 he was with McGraw
with WTAM Cleveland, WCAU
Hill Publishing Co. as advertising
Philadelphia and World Broadcastmanager and later business manager of Business Week.
1944. ing System. He joined NBC in
Page 28
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Efficiency
REORGANIZED
FCC WOULD REMAIN an independent agency but would reorganize its functions for greater efficiency, under recommendations
prepared for submission to Congress by the Hoover commission
last Saturday.
The report, covering the Government's nine independent regulatory
commissions, did not deal with the
FCC or the other agencies singly,
but made its recommendations for
the most part applicable to all.
These included, with respect to
each agency:
% All administrative responsibility should be vested in the commission chairman, who should also
have the services of an executive
director.
9 Applicable laws should be relaxed to permit commissions to
delegata "routine, preliminary and
less important work to members of
their staffs under their supervision."
9 Salaries of all commissioners
should be "substantially" raised
and those of staff members should
be "increased" in order to attract
persons of high calibre.
O Commissioners of the FCC,
Securities & Exchange Commission,
and Federal Power Commission
should be removable from office
only for cause and not at the
pleasure of the President. (There
were three dissents to this recommendation, which was designed to
put all nine agencies on the same
footing with respect to removals).
O Upon expiration of his term
a commissioner should continue in
office until his successor has been
appointed and qualified, subject to
the general statutes on holdover
appointments (two dissents).
• The Office of the Budget
should draft plans to improve and
thereby reduce the cost of dispos-

Changes

Sought

by Hoover

Group

FCC

ing of business before administrative agencies.
The deficiencies noted and cures
prescribed by the governmental
reorganization group bore a close
resemblance to those of its task
force on FCC [Broadcasting,
March 7]. Although it did not
incorporate the detail of the taskforce rsport, the Hoover group did
ask Congress and the commissions
concerned to "give thorough study
and consideration" to task-force
proposals.
Deficiencies Found
The task-force report on FCC
had found serious weaknesses in

performance and deficiencies in
planning and policy-making. It
charged FCC had repeatedly departed from stated policies and had
failed to tap the resources of its
staff. FCC, the task force said,
should launch a short-range planning program to break its logjam, and should decide for itself
whether
to institute a panel system.
In its own report, the Hoover
commission found that unnecessary red tape has crept into the
various commissions' procedure,
causing "useless delay and expense," and that coordination between commissions and the gen-

eral program of executive departments is often "loose and casual
andThesometimes
nonexistent."
bad performance
of purely
executive duties has sometimes resulted from imposition of these
duties on the commissions rather
than on a single administrative official, the group concluded, adding
that these duties have interfered
with strictly regulatory functions.
The Commission felt promotional and planning functions had been
neglected as the result of the heavy
regulatory work load at the top
level.
"This commission," the report
said, "believes that the independent
regulatory commissions have a
proper place in the machinery of
our Government, a place very like
that originally conceived, but that
the role of these commissions as
originally established has not been
Sub-standard
adequately
filled."appointments had
resulted, the report said, due to
"the inadequate salaries offered, or
the failure of the Executive to appreciate the importance of the posi-

ORIGINAL MIKE used by Herbert Hoover on KDKA Pittsburgh Jan. 15, 1921,
his first broadcast, was presented to the ex-President by Walter Evans, president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., at Radio Executives Club luncheon
in New York. L to r: Mr. Evans; Mr. Hoover; Wayne Coy, FCC chairman.

Absence Pointed Out
A lack of responsibility for planning and guiding the general protions."gram of commission activity has
resulted from the chairman's absence while performing other
duties, according to the report.
Appointment of an executive director, responsible to the commis(Continued on page 57)

Legislators
FCC

Ask

Accounting

TRAVEL

A HOUSE Appropriations Subcommittee last week called upon FCC
commissioners and attorneys to
give a financial accounting of all
HERBERT HOOVER
out-of-town trips they have made —
REC
York's
Addresses New
whether
for private or GovernHerbert
FORMER PRESIDENT
mental reasons — during all workweeks since last July.
Hoover, who as Secretary of Commerce was responsible for the basic
The Commissioners and lawyers
radio law of the country, addressed
were instructed to show, in each
the Radio Executives Club of New
case, the names of the place and
York last week.
Mr. Hoover, who is chairman of person or persons visited; object of
the visit; whether it was a private
the Commission on Reorganization
of the Executive Branch of the trip or made on Commission business; and the source and amount of
Government, told several anecdotes
concerning the early days of radio compensation other than that from
regulation and spoke briefly about the Government but including compensation for speeches or other
the work of his commission.
Asked why the FCC was not services performed.
The request was made Monday
mentioned by name in the Indeduring FCC's appearance before
pendent Regulatory Commissioners
report issued this week he said the House Appropriations Committee on Independent Offices for testithat the Commission is a regulamony in support of the $6,634,000
tory body and such elements of
appropriation proposed for the
government are not the primary
Commission for 1949-50.
domain of his group which is specifically concerned with executive
Although officials were silent on
details of the closed hearing, FCC
branches. The Hoover group made
only general recommendations and
authorities reportedly were nonobservations about judicial, legiscommittee's sinby theCommissioners
lative and regulatory elements, he
gling outplussedthe
and
said.
lawyers — who, they contend, are by
BROADCASTING
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no means the most traveled employes of the Commission. The request was circulated among the
legal staff, nevertheless, with an
eye to submission of the data
within a few days.
The request covers all trips, both
within and outside the U. S., which
were made between Mondays and
Fridays since the start of the current fiscal year last July 1.
'Firm' Reception
The Commission was understood
to have
given a but
"firm"
reception withbeen
penetrating
generally
not overly critical questions from
the committee members.
A considerable volume of additional information was requested,
but for the most part FCC sources
did not appear to regard these requests as unreasonable. To a great
extent this additional infoi-mation
involves statistical compilations
going back to about 1940, of the
tvpe the committee has been requesting of other agencies.
Much of the questioning, it was
understood, related to FCC's workload and the length of time between

filing of applications and Commission action on them.
In this connection the Appropriations Committee has one of its
staff investigators examining the
Commission's backlog and its processing procedures in hope that some
means of expediting action may be
found [Closed Circuit, Feb. 21].
It is uncertain, however, that he
will be able to complete his study
in time for the committee to formulate recommendations concurrently with its deliberations on the
Commission budget.
Coy Takes Lead
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy took
the lead in the Commission's presentation at the hearing, which consumed most of the day. He was
assisted by four of his colleagues
(Comrs. Paul A. Walker and
George E. Sterling were out of
the country on FCC business) and
of top staff executives. A number
of other members of the staff also
were available to provide detailed
background as needed.
All five members of the appropriations subcommittee were pres(Continued on page 56)
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AD

CODNCIL

Mortimer Again Chairman;
Others Elected

CHARLES G. MORTIMER Jr., vice president of General Foods Corp.,
was reelected chairman of the Advertising Council at last Thursday's
meeting of the board of directors.
Elected vice chairmen were: Lee H. Bristol, president, Bristol-Myers
Co.; Leo Burnett, president, Leo
Burnett
Co.;
and
Albert E.
Winger, president, Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co.
New executive committee chairman is Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president of Young &
Rubicam.
Forty directors, representing the
six constituent organizations, comprise the new board and include
new members Robert D. Holbrook,
president, Compton Advertising,
and Niles Trammell, NBC president.
These directors elected ninrdirectors-at-large including three
past chairmen, Chester J. La
Roche, president of C. J. La Roche
& Co.; Harold B. Thomas, and
James W. Young, senior consultant, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
as well as Mason Britton, presiMr. MORTIMER
dent, Metal Cutting Tool Institute;
Gardner Cowles, president and editor, Look magazine; Roy E. LarGeorge P. Ludlam of the council
sen, president, Time Inc., and John
staff.
C. Sterling, chairman of the board.
William Reydel, partner, NewellUnited Newspaper Magazine Corp.
Emmett Co., was named chairman
Paul B. West, president, Assn.
of the campaign's review commitof National Advertisers, was re- tee.
elected secretary. Frederic R.
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of
Gamble, president, American Assn.
the board, Foote, Cone & Belding,
of Advertising Agencies, was re- was made chairman of the council
elected treasurer.
promotion committee.
Theodore S. Repplier was rePeabody Named
elected president. He served as
Stuart Peabody, assistant vice
executive director of the council
president, the Borden Co., will
from 1943 to 1946 when he became
serve as new chairman of the radio
president.
Vice presidents reelected at the and television allocations commitmeeting were Allan M. Wilson and tee.
James W. Young, senior consultant, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
continues as chairman of the
NAB STRUCTURE
policy planning committee.
Kerwin H. Fulton, president.
To Be Discussed March 17
Outdoor Advertising Inc., is chairPLANS for reorganization of the
man of the nominating committee.
NAB operating setup to meet
Members of the board of direcneeds of industry progress will be
tors representing radio are: Frank
Stanton, CBS president; Niles
discussed March 17 by the board's
Committee to Consider the StrucTrammell, NBC president; Mark
ture of the NAB.
Woods, ABC president; A. D. Willard Jr., executive vice president,
Chairman of the committee,
NAB, and Paul Morency, general
which will meet at Washington
manager, WTIC Hartford.
headquarters, is Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa. Appointment of the committee was
ordered by NAB's board last November. The committee made a
preliminary report at the board's
MEET
New Orleans meeting, stating that AWB
the project required extensive
RADIO can do a better selling job
study.
than video in many instances, because too often TV action takes
Among ideas proposed is appointment of three vice presidents precedence over the commercial or
to handle AM, FM and TV *ac- idea, George Jennings, president of
tivities within the association.
the Assn. for Education by Radio
Members of the committee in- and director of the Chicago Public
clude Paul W. Morency, V/TIC
Schools Radio Council and WBEZ
Hartford; John F. Meagher,
<,FM} Chicago, said Saturday.
KYSM Mankato, Minn.; H. W.
Speaking at the sixth annual conSlavick, WMC Memphis; Everett
vention of the Assn. of Women
L. Dillard, KOZY Kansas Citj.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk,
Broadcasters in Chicago's Drake
was added to the membership at Hotel, Mr. Jennings called on the
the New Orleans board meeting.
v/omen to "hold and get back an
Page 30 • March 14, 1949

Te^tuat^ Sox Scoie
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of Feb. 28 follows:
AM
FM
TV
949
122
650
5516
7
115
242
Construction permits ;
454
1,936
2,140
Conditional grants
30
1,898
269
443
Total applications pending
110
Requests for new stations
1,344
310
12
Requests to change existing facilities
1
Deletion of licensed stations in February
379
9
2
Deletion of construction permits
319
1
Deletion of conditional grants
714*
* Includes 11 conditional grants and 434 construction permits.
1 WAGE-TV Syracuse, N. Y., deleted effective Feb. 16.
AREA
NEWS
POLICY
Mrs. Roosevelt Hits Bias
MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
said in an ABC broadcast last
Thursday that "when it comes to
having a policy on a radio station
of slanting news against racial or
religious groups, that seems to me
a serious matter." Such a policy,
she said, plays "into the hands of
the Communists and [gives] them
a basis for attacks upon the U. S."
Mrs. Roosevelt's family was one
of the targets against which G. A.
Richards, owner of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland, is alleged to have ordered news-slanting on KMPC. The
allegations, made by the Radio
News Club of Hollywood, are slated
for FCC investigation in a hearing
to start in Los Angeles March 23.
In her broadcast the widow of
President Roosevelt also said: "The
radio in our country is not government owned. But it seems to me
that when a government had undertaken certain international obligations, the owners of radio stations must carefully consider when
they go against these government
Meanwhile, FCC General Counsel
Bendict P. Cottone and two assistants arrived in Los Angeles some
policies."
10 days ago to complete preparations for the start of the Commission's hearing, which is to be conducted by FCC Comr. E. M. Webster. Mr. Cottone's assistants are
Thomas H. Donahue and John D.
Edgerton, FCC attorneys.

Ordered by WGY,

"In radio," said Mr. Jennings,
"we become an active participant in
tener."we hear, and therefore perwhat
sonally involved." In TV "we are
always
on
the outside."
He suggested
that listeners can
be regained if broadcasters get to
know distinctive features of their
communities, if they program educational shows which can be

KVOO

WGY Schenectady and KVOO
Tulsa have ordered area coverage
index reports from C. E. Hooper
Inc. The WGY survey will cover
28 counties in Massachusetts, New
York and Vermont; the KVOO survey 41 counties in Arkansas, Kansas and Oklahoma. These reports
will include a new feature, a
separate tabulation of "early morning" and "late evening" "percent
WGY and KVOO reports
of The
mentions."
will be released in approximately
90 days, shortly after the report of
the 94-county survey for WJR Detroit. Other large area coverage
studies made by Hooper since this
service was inaugurated include
a 65-county study for WOAI San
Antonio, a 69-county study for
KSL Salt Lake City and a 116county study for WHO Des Moines.
Combined claimed areas for all
stations for whom such reports
were or are being produced total
677 counties, according to Hooper.

Charles M. Kaplan
CHARLES M. KAPLAN, 75, an
account executive of WIP Philadelphia for the last ten years, died
on March 8. He is survived by his
wife, Helen, and two daughters,
Mrs. Isaac D. Levy, wife of the
retiring vice president general
counsel of WCAU Philadelphia, and
Mrs. Daniel Reichman of New York.

Chicago
audience which is slipping away"
because "we have refused to listen
to the plaints and complaints of
our ultimate consumer, the lis-

HOOPERS

Sessions

Open

adapted to sponsorship, and if they
keep
public and
service
broadcasts
"in
that realm
beyond
axe-grinding." '
First day's business session was
opened by Ruth Crane, WMAL
Washington, president, who introduced officers and district chairmen. Committee chairmen who
gave reports were Meg Zahrt,
WAKR Akron, broadcast advertising; Hazel Markel, WTOP Washington, education; Eleanor Hanson,
WHK Cleveland, public relations;
(Continued on page 61 )
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Stuffed

Shirts
listeners-per-dollar

Don't these big penguins look like a couple
of stuffed shirts? But their looks are deceiving.

town.

Actually,

in the Baltimore

and

they are very simple

democratic

We

don't

birds, friendly

by nature.

So

like stuffed shirts at W^I'T^H.

We're too down-to-earth for that sort of thing.
We like to sell our station on the basis of the

It covers

if you

independent

than

92.3%

any other

station in

of all the radio homes

trading area.

want

to hear

with

the

your Headley-Reed
story today.

man

BIG

all about

the BIG

audience,

call in

and get the W^I^T'H

simple facts in the case.
And
buyers
in town

here's the most
about

important

Baltimore:

is W^hT^H.

fact for time

the biggest

Producing

is the specialty of W^PT^H.
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bargain

low-cost

sales

WITH
Baltimore
FM
AM
Maryland
Tom Tinsley, President • Represented by Headley-Reed

It delivers more
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CONFERENCE

By BILL THOMPSON
HOLLYWOOD will continue to be
the home of all visual entertainment— including television — Hal
Roach, president of the Television
Producers Assn., asserted Wednesday at the closing luncheon of a
national TV conference at Chicago's Palmer House.
In his address, which climaxed
the three-day meeting sponsored
by the Chicago Television Council,
Mr. Roach declared that Hollywood has a backlog of specialists
who can produce TV films at a
volume which cuts costs, making
visual entertainment "better and
cheaper."
Experienced actors will shy
away from live TV because of low
wages, long rehearsal hours, and
lack of protection of their looks, he
said.
Live action TV cannot now
achieve a third dimension, in his
opinion, because lighting values
change with a switch in lenses and
no cutting or resuming of action is
possible.
Labor Costs
Mr. Roach believes TV labor
costs will "undoubtedly go up," as
standards have not been set,
whereas movie technicians working on TV films are earning high
wages which may come down when
baK)'- l ater- are determined.
Movie industry machinery is set
up to deal with 63 locals and
guilds, he said, all of which "will
have to be in television ultimately."
This first natiori.:' TV conference of the council attracted 300
persons representing all phases of
the industry nationally. Fifty
video authorities discussed all elements of the medium.
Among those featured were
Humboldt Greig, assistant to the
director, DuMont; Jack Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president in
charge of TV; Paul Mowrey, ABC
national video director; L E.
Showerman, NBC Central Division
vice pi'esident; Frank Schreiber,
general manager, WGN-TV Chicago; Walter Damm, general manager, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Jack
Poppele, president. Television
Broadcasters Assn.; E. Y. Flanigan, managing director, WSPD-TV
Toledo; John Mitchell, manager,
WBKB(TV)
Chicago; Melvin L.
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Gold, president. National Television Film Council; Fred Kenkel,
vice president and treasurer of
C. E. Hooper Inc.; A. C. Nielsen,
president of his own marketing research firm; Dr. Sidney Roslow,
president. Pulse Inc.; Leo Burnett,
president of the agency bearing
his name; Carl Haverlin, president. Broadcast Music Inc.; Don
McClure, TV director, N. W.
Ayer & Son.
Speaking at the Tuesday luncheon, Hugh E. Davis, executive vice
president of Foote, Cone & Belding, defined the impact of TV as
revolutionary. Comparing the
pentration of AM with "the
money-sucking. Hydra-headed infant," Mr. Davis said telecasters
will profit from local advertisers
who have never used AM.
He suggested that agencies ask
advertisers to pay a fee above commission because of extra production costs, that package shows be
bought and that original agency
ideas be carried out by packagers.
The advertiser "will be the direct
benefactor from TV," he added.
Mr. Poppele, president of TBA,
denied that receivers will become
obsolete by a partial shift to
higher bands. His conjecture:
"The FCC might withdraw VHF

Hollywood

'Visuor

channels from small communities
with no stations on the air," turn
these over to larger metropolitan
areas, and give UHF bands to the
small areas. Dual-band sets would
then be produced.
He sees among other prospects:
nation-wide TV within five to six
years; 1,000 TV stations operating
by 1955, 400 by 1953; coverage
among 95% of the population by
1956 — interchange of programs
with Mexico and Canada, and,
withinsible
"a international
generationexchange.
or two" pos'Real' Profits Expected
Mr. Showerman, introduced by
Council President James L. Stirton
at the opening-day luncheon Monout like
thatit,"television
here, day,
thepointed
people
and no goodis
advertising medium ever destroyed
another one." After the breakeven point, profits will be "real
andVideo
earnest."
is a "slender shadow of
what it will be tomorrow," in the
opinion of Mr. Van Volkenburg,
who said the "sell" is in the home,
where the buying impulse is born.
"TV is the only business known to
an American salesman where he
can't lie fast enough to keep up
with the truth."

Home — Roach

Mr. Greig of DuMont refuted
the concept that video is an advertising medium, asserting it is a
sales medium. He also termed
fallacious the theory that AM will
remain supreme in the daytime.
"TV daytime shows will have the
same pull as established AM network programs, at less cost because of minimized rehearsals."
The easiest way to begin making
profits is to combine day and night
operations, he added.
Mr. Mowrey predicted a heavier
concentration on facilities at network origination points and more
audience participation and dramatic shows. "Saturday night will
become the big TV night, and this
will bring motion picture pressure
to a head. Movie interests will
said. more heavily into TV," he
move
Four suggestions were made by
Mr. Burnett to agencies trying to
foster and maintain client video
interest :
"(1) Expose
saturate
key
executives
to theand
medium,
putting
sets in their homes;
"(2) See that executives in
clients' firms have home receivers;
(Continued on page 52)
NIELSEN

STUDY

Of Viewing Habits Out
FACTS on national viewing habits
were released for the first time
last week by A. C. Nielsen, president of the Chicago marketing research firm, at the national TV
conference of the Chicago Television Council.
In a national viewing report for
August through December, results
of which had not been made public,
Mr. Nielsen revealed that TV absorbed 56% of all day and night
listening, with between 22 and 33%
days and 77 and 82% nights. Average daily listening for December
was 3.11 hours on AM, and 3.9 on
TV. Average hours of viewing for
each day of the week for the five
months: Sunday, 3.78; Monday,
3.05; Tuesday, 2.86; Wednesday,
3.27; Thursday, 3.54; Friday, 3.25;
Saturday, 3.29.

FEATURED speaker at the Chicago Television Council's national TV con.».^..w>
. last
lu^i Monday,
ference in Chicago
iTiunuuy, J.
J, L.
L,. Van
ran Volkenburg
voiKenourg (r),
\ti, CBS
wd9 vice
vice presiNielsen Audimeters, which redent in charge of television, was a luncheon partner of James L. Si
cord viewing in the same manner
council president and general manager of ABC's Central Division. Mr. Van as listening,
are being installed in
tUa opening luncheon of the New York
n» the
nffi^inlc at
nofv/nrlr officials
oi-hpr network
sooke with other
Volkenbura spoke
Volkenburg
area, Mr. Nielsen
said.
the three-day session at Chicago's Palmer House.
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CBS

AfTiliate

Cincinnati's Key TV Station
Operating on Channel 11, WKRC-TV starts regular commercial program schedule Monday, April 4.
This schedule includes a complete variety of news, sports, children's shows and drama, in addition to
CBS network shows which will be carried by Kinescope recording until completion of co-axial cable.

EXCLUSIVE TELECASTING RIGHTS TO
$3,000,000

CINCINNATI

GARDEN

WKRC-TV has exclusive telecasting rights to events held at the Cincinnati Garden, $3,000,000 sports arena recently completed. The
largest financial television contract to be signed in this area gives

TIMES-STAR BUILDING
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

exclusive sponsorship of these events to a Cincinnati firm.
REPRESENTED
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To Listening
Test TV Set
HOOPER

PITTSBURGH Brewing Co.'s across
the board sponsorship of TV sports
program on WDTV Pittsburgh was
negotiated by client's agency. Smith,
Taylor & Jenkins. Closing the deal
are (I to r, seated) S. E. Cowell,
president, brewing company, and
Donald A. Stewart, WDTV general
manager; (standing) T. J. MacWilliams, television director, and Bill
Sutherland, sports announcer. Program is heard Monday through
Friday at 7:45 p.m.
CABLE SETUP
Change Affects One Show
ELIMINATION by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. May
1 of the eastbound daytime (until
6 p.m.) channel for transmission
of television programs over the
East-Midwest coaxial cable will
affect only one TV show, These
Are My Children. The program,
launched Jan. 31 on WNBQ (TV)
Chicago and Feb. 14 on the NBC
video network, was dropped Feb.
25. Reason for the cancellation,
I. E. Showerman, NBC vice president in charge of the Central Division, said, was that "it would be
too costly on a local basis."
The eastbound daytime circuit is
to be turned around to make possible another westbound fulltime
circuit, as requested by broadcasters, AT&T said. Cable setup
after May 1 will be two westbound
channels on 24-hour-a-day basis,
one westbound channel after 6
p.m., and one eastbound channel
after 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. This eastbound channel will
be available at any time Saturday
and Sunday to r/iake possible
sports broadcasts to the East.

INSTALLATION of an "electronic Hooperatsr" is now under way in
New York by C. E. Hooper Inc., which hopes eventually to obtain
from it much of its TV information on set listening.
The Hooper firm is now proceeding with a test installation of the
equipment in up to 120 Man- ^
hattan TV homes, it was announced.
A leased wire is used to connect
By it. Hooper intends to supply a it with a central tabulation point.
continuous comparative radio-TV
an electronic program
use index to subscribers. By it, too. Ultimately,
identification recorder is to be used
Hooper intends to cover non-tele- to tag the program with the channel
phone as well as telephone homes,
transmitting it, but manual scanit was said.
ning devices are to be used temThe equipment includes a device
porarily, pending perfection of the
of the Hooper firm's own design,
electronic recorder.
which is inserted in each receiving
C. E. Hooper, president of the
set in each home in its sample.
company, also disclosed using
wireless in TV audience measurement instead of leased wires. He
said that the radio or wireless
LABOR BATTLE
method was initially more expenStill lATSE vs. NABET
lATSE is trying to drive NABET
members from the television and
broadcasting fields, according to a
news bulletin released Wednesday
in New York by the national office
of the National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians.
The release was part of the continuing war between the two unions
over jurisdiction of technicians in
the television field.
In it, NABET took the initiative,
asserted its members were from
training and experience better able
to perform the functions required
in television and further asserted
it is lATSE which is attempting to
force its way into telecasting, "a
field that has been NABET's for
years
without
NABET
saiddispute."
lATSE wanted to
put the 40% of its members who
are unemployed into television.
The NABET blast was largely
an answer to statements made at
a news conference of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators [Broadcasting,
March 7].
In that conference, Mr. Walsh
said that if the two unions did not
settle their differences before April
30, when NABET's contracts with
NBC and ABC terminate, lATSE
would project itself into both those
situations.

Telepak
TV SET MAKERS
Urged to Form Association
A CALL to all television set manufacturers to form an association
devoted exclusively to problems of
video set manufacture was sent out
Wednesday by Michael L. Kaplan,
president of Sightmaster Corp.
He invited TV receiver manufacturers to an organization meeting
to be held March 21 at .3 p.m. at the
Advertising Club, New York City.
Presidents of all video manufacturing firms received the invitation.
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, also
was invited.
Page 34
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DEVICE

Package

TELEPAK Inc., Beverly Hills,
Calif., is planning to syndicate a
weekly package of video films, including eight reels or about an hour
and a quarter of air time to start,
to non-competing TV stations
throughout the country. WPIX
(TV) New York signed the first
provisional Telepak contract as the
exclusive outlet in that city for the
new service, to go into effect when
similar contracts have been signed
by at least 25 additional stations.
Participating stations will be
signed within 60 days, permitting
production of the films to get under
way.

BASEBALL
Dayton Games on WLWD

(TV)

WLWD tracted(TV)
hasgames
conto telecastDayton
all home
of the Dayton Indians baseball
team this season, John T. Murphy,
station's general manager, has announced.
Price paid for the exclusive
video coverage was not disclosed
but was described by Mr. Murphy
as "substantial." Seventy day
and night games will be telecast,
and the contract also covers any
championship playoffs in which
Dayton might participate at its
home ball park, Hudson Field.
Mr. Murphy said WLWD engineers have virtually completed
$100,000
equipping
vision unita which
will mobile
be usedteleto
relay the games from the ball
park. Pending completion of its
studios this summer WLWD plans
to carry many programs originating at WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
Both stations are ovvmed by Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.
WLWD may be able to start test
programs by March 15, Mr.
Murphy announced. Station will
be on Channel 5 (76-82 mc).

DALLAS TOWER
Potter Permit Recommended
RECOMMENDATION for a
special permit to Tom Potter,
Dallas oil operator, to erect a television tower at a site on Harry
Hines Blvd., on the outskirts of
Dallas has been made by the Dallas
City Plan Commission to the City
Council.
Mr.. Potter indicated in his application he plans to build a plant
and offices for a station on Channel
8 (180-186 mc.) at the site. The
tower would be 377 feet high, including antenna.
Several months ago, following
stormy public hearings, the City
Council denied Mr. Potter a permit to place the tower at a site in
the Lakewood suburban district,
east of the city.

sive but holds promise of attendant
economy in operation.
Mr. Hooper also emphasized that
initial audience evidence obtained
by the new means will supplement
rather than substitute for the field
data on television now being
gathered for TV Hooperatings.

TV

MISBELIEFS

First Objective of TBA
DISPELLING the many misbeliefs
about television was set as the
first objective of the information
research committee of Television
Broadcasters Assn. at its organizational meeting Wednesday at
TBA's New York headquarters.
Noting the many current rumors
that television is ruining the eyesight of set-owners, that it is putting the motion picture industry out
of business by keeping people at
home and away from the movies,
that it is similarly taking the readers away from publications and the
listeners from radio, etc., the committee decided that its first job
should be that of fact finding, its
second the dissemination of the
truth.
Paul Raibourn, Paramount pictures vice president, is chairman of
the committee, whose initial meeting was also attended by: Robert
Black,
publicity
New York;
Don director,
Giesy, WOR-TV
manager,
press department, DuMont TV
Network; Don Kearney, Katz
Agency; Maurice McMurray, director of TV subscriber relations,
C. E. Hooper Inc.; Frank Young,
public relations manager, WPIX
(TV) New York.
AUTO VIDEO
State Prohibition Bills
LAWS

to limit or restrict the instal ation oftelevision sets in motor vehicles are now pending in 22
state legislatures. Maine is the
only state to have passed such legislation. Its law prohibits the instal ation or operation of a video
set which is located so as to distract the driver. A few of the
states have several pieces of legislation pending which would
impose different restrictions or

The states with anti-TV bills
penalties.
pending and the status of those
bills are as follows:
Arizona, no action; California, three
bills pending, no action on any; Connecticut, two bills, no action; Delaware, House
committee
reported Illinois,
favorably,
reconsidered
in Senate;
no action; Indiana, passed both houses;
Massachusetts, no action; Maryland,
passed House and Senate; Michigan,
no action;
no action;passed
Missouri, noMinnesota,
action; Montana,
House, kiUed in Senate; Nebraska, no
action; New Jersey, two bills, no action;panion
New billYork,
passed Ohio,
House, passed
comin Senate;
House;tion;Pennsylvania,
two
bills,
no
Rhode Island, two bills, one acno
action, other passed House, referred
to Senate Judiciary Committee; Tennessee, second reading in House; Vermont, no action; Washington, no action; West Virginia, no action.
BROADCASTING
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WWJ-TV.

first television

station in Michigan, is firmly
stamped on the minds of Detroiters.
More than two years of daily operation have given WWJ-TV the television
know-how that is reflected in better
pictures, better programming and better
commercial adaptability.
With such top-rated television features
as Detroit Tigers baseball, University of
Michigan football, and Detroit Red Wing hockey, WWJ-TV practically
has a monopoly on local big-time spprts events. Combined with
other local entertainment highlights and its NBC Television
Network facilities, advertisers who feature their products on WWJ-TV are
assured the largest audience, as well as the clearest reproductions
on the television screens in the Detroit market.

FIRST

IN MICHIGAN

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

BROADCASTING
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NBC Jelevision Network
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Illlillillilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiliiiiili^
Television Set Shipments
(Report 50)

/eleltatui

NEW YORK CITY continues far
ahead of other U. S. cities in shipments of television receivers by
member companies of Radio Mfrs.
Assn., according- to a fourth-quarter summary which includes figures
for all of 1948 [Broadcasting,
March 7].
RMA's shipments are believed to
comprise about 90% of the industry. From Jan. 1, 1947, to Jan. 1,
1948, 964,206 sets had been shipped
to 42 states and the District of
Columbia. Fourth quarter shipments by member companies totaled
354,314 compared to 188,210 in the
third quarter.
Shipments run behind production reports, RMA explained, its
members having produced 866,832
TV receivers during 1948 whereas
shipments totaled only 802,025 for
the period.
Tabulation of TV set shipments
by areas for the fourth quarter,
and 1948 follow:
TELEVISION SET SHIPMENTS BY AREAS
Fourth Entire
Television Broadcast Quarter Year
Service Area
1948 1948
ALABAMA
Birmingham
21 23
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
19 19
Other Cities
41 42
CALIFORNIA
Fresno
8
11
Los Angeles
29,060 67,392
Lonq Beach
554 554
Oakland
58 60
Santa Barbara
201 201
San Diego
337 536
San Francisco
8,698 11,638
Other Cities
470 1,144
COLORADO
Denver
25 37
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport ,
963 2,039
Hartford
2,730 8,546
New Britain
37 144
New Haven
748 2,012
Waterbury
23 117
Other Cities
147 331
Cities not stated
214 580
DELAWARE
Wilmingion
1,157
Other Cities
7 2,5507
DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA.
.
.
10,124
25,556
riORIDA
Miami
52 748
Tampa
44
Cities not stoted
,.
54
GEORGIA
Atlanta
2,215
Other Cities
31 4,455
376
ILLINOIS
Chicago
25,419 58,622
Moline
26 26
Peoria
304 365
Rockford
52 82
Rock Island
20 20
Sterling
20 37
Tuscola
16 16
Other Cities
416 729
TV SET figures reported to Broadcasting during the past week:
WAVE-TV Louisville Area
(Kentucky, Indiana and Jefferson
County, Ky.)— 5,673 as of March 1,
reported by WAVE Inc., Louisville.
Seattle, Wash.— 4,000 as of
March 1, estimated and reported
by KRSC-TV Seattle.
Chicago, 111.-100,447 as of Feb.
1, reported by city's Electric Assn.
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Fourth Entire
Television
Broadcast
1948
Television Broadcast
Service Area
Quarter Year
1948
Service Area
NEWAtlantic
JERSEYCity
INDIANA
587
587
9T5
Camden
Gary
47
Irvington
1
1
11
Fort Wayne
2,261
214
Hammond
Jersey
City
1,109
423
286
Newark
Indianapolis
286
958
South Bend
23, 1 20 65,301
New Brunswick . . . .
Cities not stated....
21
229
21
Paterson
1,172
Runnemede
Other Cities
321
13
Trenton
IOWA
206
1,864
21,09024
42
Madison
91426
Newark-Trenton ...
6
Other Cities
••
Cities not stated. . . ,
187
14830
1,832
3,94253
9
8
KANSAS
118
Other
Cities
KENTUCKY
861
2,155
NEW
MEXICO
4,019
Louisville
AlbuQuerque
Other Cities
6,579
22513
2,002
1,445
2,8975713
YORK
5,823 NEWAlbany
Cities not stated....
31
LOUISIANA
Binqhamton
3.32063
165
49
New Orleans
50213
20
Buffalo
13
Other Cities
Lona
Island
8,044
MAINE
3,3389 3,97014
76
3,836
11,759
Middletown
9,015
MARYLAND
Newburg
15357
153
318
Baltimore
12,115 24,219
34
34
New Rochelle
Other Cities
258
110
9,362
33
New York City
309
MASSACHUSETTS
453
66
46
5,217
Poughkeepsle
Boston
11,692 27,728
200,228
251
677
Rochester
65
Schenectady
85
Syracuse
79,0«7
Tarrytown
1,679
Utico
TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
1,734
Westchester
929
Other Cities
474
Crosley Plans Interconnection Facilities
Cities not stated. . . .
729
NORTH
CAROLINA
Charlotte
33
20245
wave transmitter snd out to an
A COMPLEX system of relay
Other Cities
1
12
equipment is being installed by eight-foot micro-wave antenna set NORTH DAKOTA
1,251
1
22
219
677
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. which
up near the tower. This antenna
OHIO
Akron
focuses the signal into a beam,
840
will enable WLWC (TV) ColumCanton
89
1 319
bus and WLWD (TV) Dayton to much in the manner of a searchCincinnati
Cleveland
16,880
receive and rebroadcast the prolight beam.
Columbus
16
7,878
3,449
The beam is focused on a pergrams of WLWT (TV) Cincin289
Dayton
forated metal screen on the tower
nati. DuMont and NBC network
Toledo
142
Youngstown
7,457
programs, in addition to WLWT
which "bounces" the signal out
1,763
995
843
Other Cities
2,716
shows and films, will be carried
into the air, aiming it at the next OKLAHOMA
135134*544 5,34618
Oklahoma City
by the facilities.
relay in Mechanicsburg. This sig10
9
Other Cities
nal is sent at a frequency about 30
Plans also call for WLWD send46
OREGON
ing programs to WLWC in the times that of ordinary video.
123
Portland
future. WLWD is to start this
9
4
At Mechanicsburg the signal
Other Cities
hits
another
screen
and
is
PENNSYLVANIA
month. Additional equipment evenAllentown
700
Easton
"bounced" down to a receiving antually will be installed for two-way
46
Erie
transmission of programs at all
tenna at the ground. The signal
125
2,024
Harrisburg
sites.
travels through another receiver
2
Hazeltine
248
and
transmitter
and
is
rebroadcast
303
139
In its present form the system
Lancaster
195
Philadelphia
79 201
446
operates as follows :
103
34
874
Pittsburgh
through
the
"bounce"
technique
Pottsville
144
285
122
WLWT programs, telecast on used at WLWD.
Reading
563
Channel 4, are picked up by a
At Columbus the signal is received
5^652
80
Sunbury
31
21
special antenna on the WLWD
and amplified and rebroadcast on
Williamsport
720
304
Other Cities
tower and are carried by coaxial
119
WLWC's Channel 3. The pro1,224
cable to a modified receiver in the
ISLAND
ot
gram may also be broadcast in RHODE
Providence
142
WLWD
transmitter building.
Dayton as well as relaying it
Other
Cities
through.
TENNESSEE
1,61010
From there they go to a microKnox vi Me
3,263
oo
Memphis
40
Nashville
1,11530
Other Cities
33
TEXAS
2,212
3,05719
Dallas
163
63
El Paso
800
Fort Worth
Houston
1,495
Other Cities
3,979
Cities not stated. . . .
249
473
UTAH
1,981
Salt Lake City
175
24
23
Cities not stated. . . .
2,0473
VERMONT
977
15
15
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
286
196
Norfolk
648
Richmond
46
168
Other Cities
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Tacoma
2,45247
jtESUlAR lElEVISiON SI6NAI
66
Other
Cities
COl(/03US
(U RECEIVER
WEST
VIRGINIA
41
30
Clarksburg
4,123
4,450
CD
IBANSMinER
Wheeling
= COAXIAL CABIE
21
43
Other Cities
WISCONSIN
• — H.F.TElEnSWNSIONAll'IAMiaiO-tWreilELAr
72
73
Madison
Milwaukee
k MKW-WAfERECEMNfi OR SENDING ANTENNA
Other Cities
94 10,54480
97
\ MCrAl SCREEN mUCR REHECTS OR BOUNCES SIONAl
29
AREAS NOT DETERMINED
6,129 802,02596
ArtisVs drawing of the rela,y system to be used.
TOTAL SHIPMENTS .. . 354,314
Telecasting
6,366
49 26,991
BROADCASTING •
Fourth
Quarter
1948
47
1,931
301
214
144
705

Entire
Year
1948

Fourth
Television Broadcast Quarter
Service Area
1948
Cambridge
2,182
Springfield
46
Taunton
48
Worcester
152
Other
Cities
120
Cities not
stated
46
MICHIGAN
Detroit
12,602
117
Grand Rapids
Pontiac
126
Other Cities
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis-St.
Paul .
24189
Other Cities
27
MISSISSIPPI
2,407
MISSOURI
Kansas City
St. Louis
25
Other Cities
1
NEBRASKA
5,718
NEW HAMPSHIRE
100
Manchester
36
Other Cities

Entire48
Year
1948159
994
3,797

Famous Dayton, Ohio, "FIRSTS"
Two young men from Dayton, Ohio, Wilbur
and Orville Wright, made the first successful
heavier-than-air machine flights at Kittyhawk,
N. C, on December 1 7, 1 903. The plane was
built in the Wright Brothers' bicycle shop in
Dayton.

FIRST

Dayton television station to go on the air.

FIRST

and only Dayton owned and operated TV station.

FIRST

with Dayton's TV set owners. More than 3,500 requests for

WHIO-TV program schedules are proof of viewers' interest.
FIRST and only TV station run by Daytonians. Our executives have 113
years combined experience serving the Dayton market.
FIRST
Now

to bring local sports events to Dayton TV viewers.

is the time to start reaching the profitable Dayton market via television while choice availabilities can be had on WHIO-TV.

FIRST

come, first served. Contact your nearest Katz representative.

Represented Nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.
BROADCASTING
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SPOT
JC.
in New York
Open
OiHcss
SPOT CHECK Inc., with offices at
270 Park Ave., New York, a new
survey agency for checking video
commercial spots and minute motion pictures in theatres, has
started operations.
Working in cooperation with the
Veterans Administration, which
will supply a pool of manpower to
be paid on a per-check basis, the
new firm will sell its services to
advertising agencies. Checkers,
selected by the VA, will fill out
questionnaires supplying information to agencies on how commercials are being projected throughout the nation.
Dr. Ira D. Scott, head of the VA
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation and Education, is the Washington coordinator between the
New York firm and the Washington VA office. President of the
company is Hardie Frieberg; Louis
Philmus is vice president; Bernard
Samuels is acting as liaison between VA in New York and the
company; Les Sugarman is director of public relations.

AIRBORNE television receiving
antenna, consisting of a balloon
and kite combination called "kytoon" and capable of effecting an
antenna height of 100 to 200 ft.,
has been announced by Ralph Carr
Powell, Gloucester, Mass.
Although also offered as an aid
to home reception, the device was
said to hold particularly wide possibilities for TV set dealers, installation and field technicians and
others. The kytoon measures
6% ft. long and 31/2 ft. wide and
features a coaxial flying-transmission line. Accessories offered include a small cylindrical hanger
and two-wheel trailer for mobile
use.

The kytoon requires 40 cubic
feet of helium and will remain
aloft about 30 hours when it must
be lowered to make up for gas
diffusion. Helium cost per inflation is given at $3.20. A $6
must be replaced
e
neopren
monthly. bladder

'STAR THEATRE'
Texaco TV Show Tops Again
FEBRUARY TV Hooperatings for
New York City show the Texaco
Star Theatre once more leads £he
top ten listing, with a 76.6 rating.
This lead was maintained during
February despite Milton Berle's
absence from the show, due to illness.
Top Ten TV Hooperatings
(Regularly scheduled sponsored
television programs)
February 1949
Rating
Station
1.2. Texaco Theatre WNBT
76.6
Godfrey's Scouts
50.6
3. Broadway
56.1
Revue WCBS-TV
WABD,
WNBT
4. Toast of
48.0
Town
WCBS-TV
5. the
Godfrey &
46.6
Friends
WCBS-TV
6. Break the Bank WJZ-TV
7. Your Show Time WNBT
34.7
32.5
8.9. We.
People WCBS-TV
32.2
Arrowthe Show
WNBT
32.1
10. Colgate Theatre WNBT
30.2
The Broadway Revue was telecast on WABD and WNBT. The
rating is the combined audience to
both channels.

SABINE ASKS
TV Grant for Port Arthur
NEW TELEVISION application
for Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.,
was filed with FCC last week by
Sabine Television Corp. Station
would be affiliate of Texas Telenet
d state TV netSystem,
[Broadcasting, Sept. 8, 1948,
work propose
Feb. 21].
Headed by Dallas advertising
executive Miles F. Leche, Sabine
Television requests Channel 3 (6066 mc) with effective radiated
power of 13.2 kw visual, 6.6 kw
aural and antenna height above
average terrain of 543 ft. Estimated cost of construction is $152,698 with first year's operating cost
cited as $38,000 and expected revenue $36,000. Principals are:
Mr. Leche, owner of Leche & Leche,
Dallas advertising agency, president
and 20% owner. Other officers, each
with 20% interest, include Paul E.
Taft, secretary-treasurer; D. Malcolm
Cummings, Samuel H. Peak and G. B.
Booneter four
Jr.,are
all vice
presidents.
latassociated
with The
Duncan
Coffee Co., Houston.

HIGH BAKD TV
f'nr'r.^foii Station Granted
CONSENT was granted by FCC
last week to application of RCANBC for experimental high band
television station at the RCA
laboratory in Princeton, N. J.
Assigned call KE2XAY, station
will operate on 846-8.54 mc.
Purpose of the .station will be
to obtain propagation data "which
compares vertical and horizontal
polarization with respect to shadows and multipath," the firm told
the Commission in its request
[Broadcasting, Feb. 21]. Project
will be under the supervision of Dr.
George H. Brown, RCA Labs, research engineer.

Banking on TV
LINCOLN National Bank & Trust
Co., Syracuse, N. Y., has entered
the ranks of video advertisers with
a series of spots on WHEN (TV)
Syracuse. Prepared by Barlow
Advertising Agency, the spots
stress three of the bank's major
services — free parking, 24-hour
banking and location. Warren B.
Unbehend, bank president, stated
that he expects good results from
the spot series because of the growing number of sets in the area and
the opportunities offered by the use
of the graphic advertising technique.
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FILM PRODUCERS
Form Groups for Meeting

SKY ANTENNA
Features Balloon and Kite

New television antenna "kytoon."
WICU (TV) TESTS
'Dispatch' Has TV Sections
PRELIMINARY to the start of
test patterns on its television station WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., March
1, The Erie Dispatch carried two
special video sections Feb. 27. Edward Lamb, president of The Erie
Dispatch Inc., station owner, announced that regular program service is expected to start March 15.
The station is assigned Channel 12
(204-210 mc) with 3.02 kw visual
and 1.53 kw aural.
The two sections, 38 pages in all,
covered not only the background
of WICU but also that of video in
general. The front page of one
section carried a picture of the
proposed WICU facilities and a
story by FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy, especially written for the paper. A letter of congratulation
from James H. Duff, Governor of
Pennsylvania, also was reproduced.
A good portion of the two sections
was devoted to advertising, mostly
for video sets.

TELEVISION Film Producers
Assn., of Los Angeles, is forming
three committees who will confer
sometime this month with representative groups of Screen Directors Guild, Screen Actors Guild
and lATSE (International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes) . Purpose of the meeting
is to work out mutual problems.
TFPA group who will meet with
lATSE includes Glenn Miller, Jerry
Fairbanks Productions; Hal Roach
Jr., Hal Eugene Roach Jr. Productions; Guy Thayer, Roland-Reed
Productions, and Al Herman, Herman Productions. Conferring with
SDG will be William Cameron
Menzies, Menzies-Kinney Productions; Vernon Keays, Vernon
Keays Productions, and Harlan
Thompson,
Personnel to meet IMPPRO
with SAG Inc.
had not
been
named.
TAP CHANGES
TV Firm Is Reorganized
REORGANIZATION of Television
Advertising Productions, Chicago,
has begun with appointment of
William A. Zimmerman as managing director and announcement of
firm's plans to occupy new production quarters.
Mr. Zimmerman, former TAP
sales director, succeeds Ardien
Rodner, who worked as president
of the firm which he helped found.
Mr. Rodner resigned to join WPIX
(TV) New York as liaison between
the sales and programming departments. Del Gay, motion picture
technical director on the staff, will
continue to supervise film operations.
While new studio space is being
constructed, the company will remain at 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Film Package

WAMS,It'sWDEL-TV
a Battle of Petitions
THE STRUGGLE between WAMS
and WDEL-TV, both Wilmington,
Del., over
the sole
latter's
television
permit
for the
facility
there,
Channel 7 (174-180 mc), has settled down to a battle of petitions.
In a rejoinder filed with FCC
last week to WAMS charges it has
misrepresented the progress of TV
construction, WDEL-TV repeated
its denial of the accusations and
requested immediate grant of its
application for extension of completion date. WAMS initially
charged that WDEL-TV in its
January request for more time had
told FCC it was building but an
on-the-spot inspection by WAMS
three weeks later showed contrary
[Broadcasting, Feb. 21].
WD EL immediately denied the
charges and WAMS filed a renewed allegation, now answered by
the rejoinder.

Rights

CBS-TV is offering its 31 affiliates
first-run rights to any or all of
four film packages, totaling 82 features and short subjects. According to Grant Theis, manager of the
film syndication department, package includes 52 major British productions, 13 Vienna Philharmonic
concerts, eight Strange As It
Seems shorts and nine Musical
Moods fillers, on 16mm prints.
They are available for immediate
delivery, on a pricing system based
on
a percentage
current
rate card. of each station's
WCAU-TV

Schedule

WCAU-TV Philadelphia has
stepped up its schedule to 56 hours
and 10 minutes of actual program
fare each week, nine months after
going on the air. A survey of the
same period, Feb. 21-27, shows the
station has 62 separate clients, 49
local and 13 via the CBS network.
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TV

IMPACT
Discussed af S. F. Ad Club
THE effect of television on the advertising revenue of AM radio was
discussed by a three-man symposium at a meeting of the radio
department of the San Francisco
Ad Club March 13.
The discussion, entitled "Don't
Sell AM Shol't," was chairmanned
by Vincent A. Francis, sales manager of KGO. Speakers were Gayle
Grubb, geneii'al manager of KGO
and KGO-TV; Phil Lasky, vice
president and general manager of
KSFO and KPIX(TV); and Lindsey Spight, Pacific Coast manager
of John Blair & Co.
It was brought out that television today is an effective advertising medium in only three areas :
New York, Philadelphia and Los
Angeles. In no other area, including Chicago, is there sufficient TV
circulation for advertisers to consider the new medium on a par
with radio.
The speakers also agreed there
is no basis for the idea that TV
advertising revenue must come
from budgets now alloted to AM
radio; rather it will come from increases in established budgets and
from entirely new sources.
POCKET PIECE
TV Rafirigs to Be Included
TV HOOPERATING'S Pocket
Piece for New York, published by
C. E. Hooper Inc., New York, will
shortly include first releases of
television network audience ratings,
based on random sampling of evening broadcasts of sponsored video
programs, the survey company announced last week. Reports will
cover television cities transmitting
the network shows.
The TV network ratings will appear twice monthly, one taken during the third week of the month
preceding, and one during the first
week of the publication month.
Cities covered will be those in
which continuous Hooper interviewing is in progress, currently
totaling 27 oat of 31 video cities.

ABC-TV NETWORK
Three More Stations Join
ABC-TV last week announced the
affiliation of three more television
stations to its netv/ork. They are
KRSC-TV Seattle, KLEE-TV
Houston, and WFBM-TV Indianapolis.
KRSC-TV operates on Channel 5,
and is owned by Radio Sales Corp.,
Seattle, and KLEE-TV operating
on Channel 2, is owned by W. Albert Lee. Both are metropolitan
class stations. WFBM-TV, which
will begin operations on Channel 6
around June 1, is owned by WFBM
Inc., Indianapolis. The two stations now telecasting bring to 21
the number of stations in the operating ABC-TV network.
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WHILE IN NEW YORK to study possibilities of radio and television, Jim
Hood (I), president of Ansul Chemical Co., visited the Borden Co.'s County
Fair show. Here he is backstage with (I to r) Jerry Colonna, comedian; Win
Elliot, m.c. on County Fair, and Ralph Moore, Ansul district manager.

SMPE

MEET

Scheduled
In New

for April 4-8
York City

AD MONITORING
For TV Set Up in New York
THE DRUG division of New York
City's Health Dept., under direction of assistant Health Commissioner Jerome Triehter, has started
a monitoring service on television
programs to report false or misleading advertising. :
Only one case of misleading
video advertising has been brought
to the attention of the Bureau of
Food and Drugs, of which the division is a part. It concerned therapeutic claims made by a dentifrice
sponsor, who, upon being warned
to moderate his announcer's boasts,
complied with the Health Dept.
order.
Radio and video stations, Mr.

THE SOCIETY of Motion Picture Engineers will hold its 65th semiTriehter pointed out, have been "exannual convention April 4 to 8 inclusive at New York's Hotel Statler.
and tooften
voluntarily ceptionally
submitcooperative,"
scripts
the
Latest developments in theatre television and high-speed photography
will be outlined by reports and demonstrations at special sessions and division in advance of a show.
Sometimes, however, a script may
*
convention's
symposia
first threeduring
days, the
announced
Earl and radio listening will be dis- be approved, but take on new meancussed Tuesday afternoon by Wiling from the manner in which it is
I. Sponable, president of the society
liam F. Kruse of William F. Kruse
read by the announcer.
and technical director of 20th CenAssoc.
Three classes of sponsors fall
tury-Fox.
On the more technical level the easily into the misrepresentation
A major concentration of sciensame afternoon: "Comparative
tific and engineering leaders in the
class, and have to be watched careImage Quality of Television and
fully, said Mr. Triehter. These are
film world is expected at the conMotion Picture Systems," by Otto manufacturers of weight-reducers,
clave to discuss the rapid approach
of commercial theatre television
cure-alls for arthritis and rheumaSchade lemsofof Television
RCA Tube Dept.;
"ProbTransmission
tism and dentifrices.
and many technical aspects of the
film industry. Technical papers are and Reception," by F. J. Bingley
being assembled by chairman of the of WOR-TV New York; and "Phoby E. F. McDonald and Videodex Expanded
society, Norwood L. Simmons Jr., novision,"
R. Howland of the Zenith
EXPANSION into the New York
Vice Chairman Joseph E. Aiken, John
Radio Corp.
area with a panel of 600 viewing
Lorin Grignon, Edward S. Seely,
Among demonstrations to be homes has been started by the
R. T. Van Niman and H. S. Walker
given will be one Monday evening,
of the papers committee.
Jay & Graham Research OrganizaApril 4 of the latest experimental
tion, Chicago, which issued its first
Technical Papers
theatre television projection equip- Videodex last August. Monthly reTechnical papers will deal with
ment developed by RCA. It will
ports will be released in New York
the approaching junction of tele- highlight a progress report on for programs watched by the panel
vision and motion pictures. Theatre
from March 1. The firm expects
theatre television by Barton Kreupresentation of video programs and zer, manager of RCA film recordto extend its video research operations into the 11 other major TV
production of films for use as tele- tivities.
ing and theatre equipment acmarkets this year.
vision program material will each
be covered in reports, discussion
and demonstrations.
Opening
forum
the convention will be
on oftelevision
and
TRI REPORT
films with Donald E. Hyndman
Video's Position Analyzed
as moderator and Ralph B. Austrian as chairman. President SponBut even the most conservative esable said reports will be heard on
TELEVISION'S "huge outlays"
may make it necessary for this
methods of producing industrial,
timates figure nation-wide videonet-time at a minimum of $25,000
new medium not only to "chop
educational, institutional, commersharply into the other media" of per half hour, as compared with
cial, promotional and entertainment sound-on-film reels for tele- advertising but also to completely radio's $10-12,000.
casting.
absorb all public entertainment.
"Accordingly, television must
sharply into the other media.
Television papers to be read on That alarming possibility is fore- chop
seen by Television Research Insti- To do this it must provide as varied
Tuesday, April 5, will include: "A tute.
a range of entertainment as do
Continuous Reel for Television,"
Analyzing the place of television movies, nite-spots, magazines and
by William C. Eddy of Television
It must generate a revoAssoc.; "Television Pickup for in the present scheme of things in the like.
lution in the public attitude.
Transparencies," by Roger Thompits second special report, titled "AdComplete Absorption
son of the Allen B. DuMont Labs;
vertising— A Study in Optimism,"
"Television Studio Lighting," by TRI notes that television's total
"One possibility lies in its ultiA. H. Brolly of Television Assoc.;
earnings in 1948 were some $2,500,mate, complete absorption of public
000, "less than l/l,000th of avail- entertainment and the diversion of
"Problems of Video Recording,"
by F. N. Gillete of General Preable expenditures" in all media.
popularment intoexpenditures
the purchaseforof entertainconsumer
cision Lab; and "Processing in Furthermore, according to TRI,
Houston Developing Machines for "television is so tremendously cost- goods. The additional consumerit cannot depend on picking
Television," by W. E. Engles of thely that
bones of Father Radio . . . goods profits would then be turned
WPIX New York, and G. A. Lawor,
to advertising and a self-perpetuHouston Corp.
[but] to succeed it must find enough
ating cycle set up.
additional sources of revenue to
"But this must await the time
Surveys indicating that televiwhen video-manufacturers are able
sion will have a forceful influence
meet its huge outlays."
on informal mass education, as
"It is true," the report continues, to turn out 5-7 million receiving
well as indications of its probable
"that as its networks spread, the units a year. And that is still a
effect on reading, movie going
outlays will be continuously less.
long way off." • Telecasting
BROADCASTING

WCLTat

Newark

• For a full 78 hours every week, WCLT energizes
central Ohio air with 8500 watts of effective radiated
power— transmitted through a 4-bay General Electric
FM antenna mounted atop a 290-foot Truscon SelfSupporting Steel Radio Tower. Total antenna height
reaches 332 feet above ground level.
Truscon Radio Towers are on horizons everywhere,
serving the needs of AM, FM and TV broadcasters.
Strong and stable, these slender steel structures are

engineered for top operating efficiency under specific
local conditions.
Truscon engineers are ready now to put their vast
experience to work for you. Truscon can furnish
exactly the tower you need— guyed or self-supporting,
uniform or tapered in cross-section, of any height. A
call or letter to our home office in Youngstown, Ohio,
—or to any convenient Truscon District office— rates
immediate attention, and action— with no obligation.
TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
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ARE
YOUR

YOU

MISSING

CUE

PACIFIC

ON

THE

COAST?

on'tlet Yoxm Pacific Coast radio campaign fall flat by missing your cue for maximum sales ! Buy the Don Lee Network of 45 stations and get maximum sales out
of the market where more than 13/2 million people spend over 14/2 billion dollars a year in retail sales.
The Pacific Coast is big ! It covers 323,866 square miles, contains 133 counties, extends 1,352 miles
from Mexico to Canada. Only Don Lee, with 45 local network stations, has enough stations to cover
this vast area thoroughly — nearly as many as the other 3 Coast networks combined !
Pacific Coast radio is Different! Mountains up to 15,000 feet high surround nearly every market
and make long-range broadcasting unreliable. People listen to their own local network station, within
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, President wiLLET H. BROWN, Exec. Vice-Pres. • WARD D. INGRIM, Director of Advertising
1313 NORTH VINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • Represented Nationally l>y jom blair & company

Of the 45 Major

Pacific Coast

Cities

their own buying market, rather than to out-of-town or distant stations. When you buy Don Lee, your
message is released within 45 of the Pacific Coast's leading buying markets. Don't miss your cue for
maximum Pacific Coast sales by radio. Sell the whole big, wealthy Pacific Coast with Don Lee !
DON LEE STATIONS

ON

PARADE

KFRC— SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA— A Don Lee key station since 1926. Serves the Coast's
second largest market with 5000 watts at 610 KC. Non-directional tower in the heart of San Francisco
gets your message to your prospects where they live. One of 45 reasons why nearly half of the Coast's
regional network business is on Don Lee I

The

Nation^s

Greatest

Regional

Network

Radio's Ladies, Bless 'Em
LAST WEEK more than 400 of radio's ladies
met in Chicago for a three-day workshop convention of the Assn. of Women Broadcasters.
The attendance was as large as that of the
NAB itself just a decade ago.
Women have made a very important place
for themselves in radio. Originally filling posts
that required the "feminine touch," they have
proved that they are capable of handling almost any job just as well and in some cases
better than men. Look at Linnea Nelson,
Bernice Judis, Ida McNeil to name a few.
There are dozens of distaff owners and managers, as well as agency and advertiser buyers
who need give no ground to their masculine
opposite numbers.
Even our jaded eyes popped when we scanned
the AWB figures (statistics, that is). That
organization, now properly a department of
the NAB, boasts an active membership of
1,500 staff members and performers on NAB
member stations. They constitute a phalanx
of 1,500 Amazon (in spirit) warriors for the
cause of a free American radio.
The success of the AWB meeting must have
created a new problem — that of "radio widowers." We can picture Daddy sending Junior
off to school with assurances that "Mother
will be back tomorrow. She's in Chicago attending the women broadcasters meeting."

Hoover

Cleaner

UNLESS CONGRESS kicks over the regula- .
tory traces, the FCC will remain an independent agency, and will not be kneaded into
a departmental structure under a Cabinet officer.
That, in any event, is the recommendation
to Congress made by the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the
Government, generally known as the Hoover
Commission.
That does not mean that all is sweetness
and light in communications regulation in the
judgment either of the Hoover Commission or
of Congress. The task force report on the
FCC [BROATtCASTiNG, March 7] found many
deficienciers in the FCC w.odus operandi. The
Hoover Conamission makes certain recommendations applicable to all independent regulatory commissions, but, surprisingly, didn't
single out the FCC for special mention at all.
The FCC and Congress is a continued story
of controversy and intrigue and wheels within
wheels, the first chapter of which began when
radio regulation started in 1927. Certainly
there are not signs of abatement at this session
of Congress.
The Hoover Commission says appointments
to membership on the independent commissions
are sometimes below desirable standards because of inadequate salaries. It adds that unnecessary red tape has crept into procedures
causing useless delay and expense. While the
Commission didn't specifically mention the
FCC, it certainly must have had it in mind.
The Hoover group recommends an executive
officer for each agency to handle administrative work. That again hits the FCC on the
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button. It would relieve commissioners of detail, which has all but smothered them.
"The salaries of commissioners are too low,"
saysunderstatement.
the Hoover body.
a masterpiece
of
The That's
Commissioners
draw
$10,000 a year — exactly what they drew in
1927. Legislation is now languishing on the
Hill for an increase to $17,500. That's paltry
enough.
The Hoover group concludes that the real
savings will not be found in reduction of administrative budgets, but rather in elimination
of the "delay and inefficiency in regulation
which involves large costs to the regulated
industries themselves which must be passed
on to the public by one method or another."
Expedition, it adds, "will mean vast savings as
well as better justice."
If, in its overall findings, the Hoover Commission didn't have the FCC per se in mind,
it certainly can be credited with having dealt
with a reasonable facsimile therof.
CHARLES
TV:

Tumultuous

Video

NEED for better housekeeping in radio and
TV is becoming increasingly evident. Lack of
coordination between AM and TV, and between manufacturers and broadcasters, is provoking widespread confusion on the part of the
public, the advertisers and the legislators.
Look at the current record. The FCC on
Feb. 25 sent to the Senate Commerce Committee its reply to questions propounded on TV
allocations. The Associated Press carried a
story stating that the FCC would like to put
television signals into the higher frequency
bands — "too high for present sets." It was bad
reporting, because the FCC said nothing of the
sort. A well-meaning reporter tried to jazz
up a lead and had no understanding of the
complexities of wavelengths and allocations.
Within a week. Zenith, which has revived its
lone-wolf hell-raising in radio, ran a full-page
ad proclaiming that "expected changes" in
wavelengths would not obsolete its TV sets,
which covered both VHF and UHF with "no
conversion necessary." Since the UHF allocations haven't been devised, how can such an
extreme claim be made?
Last week. Chairman Ed Johnson, of the
Senate committee, again descended upon the
FCC on TV allocations. You can wager that
the repercussions will be even more violent
than those which came in the wake of the
first FCC-Committee exchange, with resultant
depressing effect upon all set sales and with
the public more befuddled than ever.
We find TV zealots kidding themselves
about the economics of their business. We
have been unable to find any two separatelyowned operations that use the same bookkeeping methods. If uniform, recognized accounting were used, we doubt whether any of the 58
TV stations in operation would approach the
break-even point. TV is expensive and will
continue to be until circulation is built to the
point where the cost per impression is comparable to other media.
Telecasters are deluding themselves when
they make extravagant claims. They build
sales resistances; they invite union demands;
they excite copyright owners, and they provoke the legislators, from city council to Congress. Everybody likes to sock the big guy.
Assaults upon commercial radio by a radio
manufacturer of the stature of Zenith can do
naught but hurt all radio, aural as well as TV.
If there must be a Congressional disrobing
of TV, it's probably better to have it now than
later when the stakes will be so much greater.
It's certainly clear, however, that team work
is needed among the mass radio media.

WILLIAM

GODWIN

AFTER
than William
11 yearsGodwin,
in the hostile
North, more
Charles
a dis■ placed Confederate recently repatriated,
is now digging in on the south — south, that is
— bank of Peachtree Creek, a safe two-months'
forced march from the nearest Yankee settlement.
As the new manager of Mutual's Atlanta
office, Mr. Godwin is energetically surveying
sites for rifle pits in his front yard. An incurable student of the South's part in the War
Between the States, he is acutely aware that
Sherman overran Hood's left flank at the very
plot on which the Godwin house is sitting.
Although Sherman passed by 85 years before,
Mr. Godwin is not taking any chances with
Yankee stragglers.
Mr. Godwin has returned to the safety
of sub-Mason and Dixon line regions after
long service at Mutual's headquarters, which
are distressingly situated in New York. He
had been the network's director of station relations since 1945.
He reached his present eminence by a circuitous route. Bom in Fernwood, Miss., Aug.
10, 1914, he was taken by his family to New
City.
Orleans when still a tot. He was 17 when the
family moved again, this time to Oklahoma
Mr. Godwin, transplanted to an area where
oil was spouting from every hole in the ground,
decided to become a petroleum engineer, a profession which at the time commanded indecently enormous wages, and he enrolled in
Oklahoma City U. to major in geology.
He had attended the university for two years
when it became obvious that there was more
rich, beautiful oil in Mr. Godwin's voice than
in all the earth beneath Oklahoma. He abandoned geology for radio announcing.
In extracurricular moments, Mr. Godwin
had acted in amateur theatricals at Oklahoma
City U., an avocation which aroused his interest in radio. While still in school he wangled
several dramatic assignments on WKY Oklahoma City, and when in 1933 the station offered
him a regular announcing job at $25 every
week, he took it like Grant took Richmond.
A year later he moved to WLW Cincinnati
and specialized in programs of rural appeal.
"I was," he recalls, "the farmer's friend. Godwin was in charge of hillbillies, crop reports,
farm news and what-have-you."
The farmers lost their, friend in 1936 when
Mr. Godwin became the victim of a routine
(Continued on page 46)
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S CAMPBELL, former
DOUGLA
commercial manager of WCAR
Pontiac, Mich., has been appointed manager of WHRV Ann Arbor. He previously was station manager of WJEL and WJEN Springfield, Ohio.
RALPH M. WALLACE has resigned
his executive post with WEWS-FM
Cleveland, Ohio, to
become manager of
WCUO(FM), new
station being constructed in Cleveland by UAW-CIO
Broadcasting Corp.
of Ohio. During 18
years in radio, Mr.
Wallace has worked
in various managerial positions in
Bangor, Boston and
Mr. Wallace
Syracuse, and prior
to joining WEWS
in 1947 was head of radio division of
Foster & Davies, Cleveland agency.
WALTER BAZIUK, acting manager
of KERN Bakersfield, Calif., has been
named station manager.
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC president,
has been appointed a member of inform.ation committee of Committee for
Economic Development.
DR. HERMAN S. HETTINGER, radio
economist and first research director
of NAB, has accepted assignment with
Overseas Consultants Inc. for Iranian
government. He leaves this month for
Tehran, to return about June 1. PAUL
A. DeMARS, consulting engineer associated with RAYMOND P. WILMOTTE, is in Tehran on same assignment, involving survey and ultimate
installation of modern communications
system, including radio broadcasting.
Dr. and Mrs. Hettinger March 2 became the parents of a boy, Thomas
A. G. S. Hettinger.
JOHN W. KENNEDY Jr., sales manager of WHAM, WHFM(FMJ and
WHTM(TV) Rochester, N. Y., has
been promoted to
newly created post
of administrative
assistant to WILLIAM FAY, Stromberg-Carlson vice
president in charge
of broadcasting. He
will also '';ntinue
as sales r- -^/-i-or.
FRANCIS t:
BRINKLEY, ± : ^r. Kennedy
riK-r vice 7 v : - 1: i_ ■:
anrl general : : sger of WILM Wilmington, Del., has been appointed to
newly created post of managing director of WENEfAM-FMj Bingham.tonEndicott, WDOSCAM-FM> Oneonta,
N. Y.„and WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa.,
all connected in ownership. He v/ill
make his headquarters at Endicott.
PAUL HANCOCK, former stations relations representative for MBS, has
been appointed administrative assistant to NBC's director of stations
departments, EASTON C. WOOLLEY.
Mr. Hancock previously was vice president and general manager of WMID
Atlantic City.
Page~?5
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LARRY SHEER, former commercial
manager of KVKM Monahans, Tex.,
has been named general manager of
KWTC Barstow, Calif. He succeeds
B. C. BOATRIGHT, resigned.
MICHAEL BARKWAY, representative
of British Broadcasting Corp. for past
five years at Toronto, has resigned
effective March 31, to join Toronto
Financial Post as editorial writer. No
successor has been named as yet. JOHN
POLWARTH, assistant BBC representative at Toronto, will take charge
temporarily.
ROBERT M. RICHMOND, former director of publicity for The May Co.,
Baltimore, today
joins WCAO
Baltimore as assistant
manager in charge
of national sales
and promotion.
GEORGE
J.
SCHAEFER, former manager of
WOBU Charleston,
W. Va., and an-nouncer-writer at
WLW Cincinnati,
Mr. Richmond
has announced
opening
law of-Central Life Bldg.,
fice in ofUnion
Cincinnati.
FORTUNE POPE, executive vice president and general manager of WHOM
New York, has been appointed to radio-video division of Cardinal's Committee of the Laity in Catholic Charities annual appeal. Mr. Pope will have
charge of solicitation among foreign
language stations in New York area.
WALTER H. ANNENBERG, editor and
publisher of Philadelphia Inquirer
(WFIL-AM-FM-TV), will receive
Gold Medal Award of Philadelphia
Club of Printing House Craftsmen on
March 26 for his achievements as publisher and his active work in advancement of radio and television.
ROBERT E. WHITE, KYW Philadelphia general manager, has been
named radio chairman of annual
Salvation Army fund raising campaign for second consecutive year.
Respects
(Continued from page UU)
personnel reshuffling at WLW.
Without firm prospects, he bought
a round-trip train ticket to Washington, Baltimore, New York and
back to Cincinnati and set out to
find a job.
Mr. Godwin, who is not only
gifted but also lucky, decided to
approach WJSV (now WTOP)
Washington for his first solicitation, and it happened that the station was in urgent need of an announcer that very morning to
describe a parade.
He was hired without an audition and was at work within moments after he had entered the
premises. He remained at WJSV
for a year. At the end of that time
he decided to try New York radio,

and, again acting without prospects, embarked for the distant
North.
The radio studio nearest New
York's Pennsylvania Station that
Mr. Godwin knew about was WOR,
and for no other reason he elected
to rap on its door. By miraculous
fortune an announcer had quit that
morning. Mr. Godwin was hired in
his place.
A year later he was named manager of WOR's Newark studios,
which were an active origination
point in those days for many of the
station's shows. Within the next
two years he became successively
assistant production manager of
WOR, production manager, manager of the WOR FM station,
W71NY, and night manager of
WOR.
In 1943 he joined Mutual as
field representative in the station
relations department. In April
1944 he became assistant to Carl
Haverlin the director of the department, and a year later, when Mr.
Haverlin was elevated to a vice
presidency, Mr. Godwin succeeded
to Atthe such
director's
job.the two of them
times as

SWIFT NAMED
General Manager of WCBS
G. RICHARD SWIFT, assistant
general manager of WCBS New
York since May 1946, has been appointed general manager of the
station, J. Kelly Smith, vice president and director
of station administration,
announced last
week.
Mr. Swift takes
over the duties of
Arthur Hull
Hayes, now vice
president in
charge of the netMr. Swift
work's San Francisco office. The
new general manager has had 16
years experience in network and
local radio programming, sales,
and administration.
Born in Newark, N. J., Mr. Swift
joined CBS in December 1932,
after graduation from Montclair
(N. J.) High School.

were not engaged in skirmishes
with Mutual executives and affili- MEYERSON
ates, they refought privately the
Resigns WKY Position
major campaigns of the Union and
Confederacy. Mr. Haverlin is a J. I. MEYERSON, sales and prolong-time student of the Civil War
motion manager of the Oklahoma
as seen from the Union's side. Mr.
Publishing Co. and director and
Godwin approaches the subject vice president of WKY Oklahoma
from the other viewpoint.
City, resigned
Mr. Godwin's interest in the war
last week. Mr.
was first aroused when he visited
Meyerson has not
the site of the Battle of Manassas
disclosed future
on a short trip made during his
service with WJSV. "I decided I
The resignaought to read up on the war," he plans.tion terminated
says.
I bought toa an
bookearly
on whim
Lee." nearly 30 years
He also"Sosubmitted
of impartiality which he quickly of association
publishoutgrew — "I bought a book on with ingthecompany
and
Mr. Meyerson
Grant too," he explains.
its associated enHe now owns a library of more
terprises, includthan 1,000 volumes on the War Being KLZ Denver and KVOR Colotween the States. He has visited
rado
Springs,
as well as WKY. He
the scene of every important battle, was advertising
manager of the
many of them several times.
Daily
Oklahoman
and Times from
In Mr. Haverlin he found a 1928 to 1935; manager
of KLZ in
willing companion to tramp the 1935-36; and had been sales and
battlefields. The two of them often
manager of the properfound it possible, with only slight promotion
ties until his resignation.
rearrangement
tive procedures, ofto Mutual's
make fieldexecutrips
Mr. Meyerson's resignation folto stations which coincidentally
lows by several months the departure of his immediate superior,
were situated near the sites of Civil
Edgar T. Bell, who disposed of his
War campaigns. Messrs. Haverlin
and Godwin more than once have stock interest in the Oklahoma
arrayed themselves in the positions Publishing Co. properties last
August. Mr. Bell is now general
of the Union and Confederate
armies to revive disputes which manager of KTSA San Antonio.
Mr. Godwin at least feels were
never adequately settled.
Mr. Godwin's immersion in an Civil War. His club memberships
85-year-old war was at first a include the Chicago Civil War
minor hazard to his domestic peace, Round Table, the New York Radio
Executives Club, and, somewhat
he confesses. His wife, the former
Lorece Northcutt, whom he met in incredibly, the Abraham Lincoln
a college theatrical presentation in Assn. of Springfield, 111.
Oklahoma City and married in
In the ranks of the latter association Mr. Godwin feels something
1934, has finally come to tolerate
her husband's bemusement in the of a spy. He joined it, he hastens
ancient struggle. The Godwins
to explain, because of the imhave a 9-year-old daughter, Gay.
portuning of Mr. Haverlin, who
Mr. Godwin has no time for hob- is a tower of strength iij the orbies other than his study of the
ganization.
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GRIEVE, Bisset & Holland, Waterbury, Conn., department store, renews for third year on WWCO Waterbury. L to r: Mort Silverman, WWCO
commercial manager (standing); G.
Walker Bisset, of GB&H, and Militon
H. Meyers, WWCO general manager.
Firm sponsors variety-disc show. The
Sunshine Special, 8:15-9 a.m. (EST),
Mon.-Sat., on WWCO.
CORWIN
TO UN
Joins Radio Division
NORMAN CORWIN, radio writer
and producer, has joined the radio
division of the United Nations
Dept. of Public Information. Mr.
Corwin will create and direct
special projects
for world - wide
transmission. He
will be responsible for planning
and executing
programs based
on major themes
of international
concern, such as
Mr. Corwin
the universal declaration of human rights. Other
programs will deal particularly in
the social and economic fields.
This marks Mr. Corwin's return
to radio after two years writing
movies and plays. He was the first
recipient of the Wendell Willkie
One World Award, following which
he made an historic 37,000-mile
flight through 17 countries documenting aseries for CBS.

MANSFIELD SIGNS
New 7-Year CBS Contract
IRVING MANSFIELD, CBS producer who developed Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts, has signed a
new, seven-year contract with expanded responsibilities to create
and produce package programs, it
has been announced by Hubbell
Robinson Jr., vice president and
director of programs for CBS.
Mr. Mansfield produced the Fred
Allen program for four years prior
to joining CBS on Jan. 1, 1946 as a
comedy show producer.
BROADCASTING

PROMOTION
Campaign Plans Started
A SPECIAL subcommittee which
will fashion a vigorous promotion
campaign was formed last week by
NBC's Stations Planning & Advisory Committee. The campaign
was called for at the affiliates meeting a fortnight ago in Chicago
[Broadcasting, March 7].
At the Chicago meeting, NBC
affiliates adopted a resolution committing the network to "accomplish
the most aggressive promotion campaign in the history of the industry
so that NBC shall further strengthen its position as the nation's No. 1
The subcommittee formed last week
network."
includes: Harry Bannister, general
manager, WWJ Detroit; J. B. Conley,
general manager, Westinghouse Radio
Stations; John J. Gillin Jr., president,
WOW Omaha; George Thomas, general
manager, KVOL Lafayette, La.; P. G.
Sugg, manager, WKY Oklahoma City;
and E. C. Kelly, manager, KCRA Sacramento, Calif. Representing the network at subcommittee meetings will
be: Charles P. Hammond, NBC vice
president and assistant to the president;in charge
Sydney H. Eiges,
NBC and
vice James
president
of press;
Nelson, director of advertising and
promotion for NBC.
NARFD
Names Regional Chairmen
NATIONAL Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors has named a group of
regional chairmen to guide activities through 1949, as well as heads
of various NARFD committees.
Simultaneously Sam Schneider,
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., was named
editor of the association's newsletter, and Herb Plambeck, WHO Des
Moines, la., historian.
Regional chairmen are: Homer
Martz, KDKA Pittsburgh (for the
East) ; Roy Battle, WLW Cincinnati (East North Central); Chris
Mack, WNAX Yankton, S. D.
(West North Central) ; Murray
Cox, WFAA Dallas (Southwest);
Arnold Ebert, KOAC Corvallis,
Ore. (Pacific Northwest), and
Henry Schacht, KNBC San Francisco (Pacific Southwest).
Top committee assignments went
to Hal Totten, WON Chicago (convention facilites); Mr. Mack
(awards) ; Paul Visser, NBC Chicago (convention program) ; Mai
Hansen, WOW Omaha (membership) ;Charles Worcester, WMT
Cedar Rapids, la., and Mr. Schneider (professional guidance) ; Larry
Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul
(resolutions) ; Al Bond, KIRO
Seattle (yearbook publication) , and
Edd Lemons, Oklahoma Extension,
Stillwater (extension relations).
KleVG Kirby
KLEVE KIRBY, 33, NBC Chicago
announcer, was killed instantly
March 5 in an automobile accident
at Wauconda, 111. George Stone,
also announcer at NBC's Central
Division, was seriously injured. He
is being treated at St. Theresa's
Hospital, Waukegan. Mr. Kirby is
survived by his wife, Elsie Rose,
and two children, Pamela 6, and
Kleve Jr. 5.
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FRANK

REED

Media Direcfor,
HILL, BLACKETT Chicago
& CO.

Frank is recognized as one
of the most experienced
time buyers in the industry, having been with
Stack. -Gobel Advertising
Agency for 19 years;
wind's sales department; Wm. G. Rambeau;
and finally with Hill
Blackett for over 5 years.
The William G. Rambeau
rep today, presented Frank
with a certificate of membership in the Honorary
Order of Patroons and with
the deed to a tract of
land in the heart of the
Patroon country.

/

Adverf-isers have confidence in
WPTR because WPTR docs
not cut rates, double spot or make
back door deals. WPTR
has one rate card for all
and all receive the
same careful attention.

SOON
50,000 Watts
Night and Day
Represenled by RAMBEAU
PATROON

ALBANY— SCHENECTADY— TROY

BROADCASTING

CO., ALBANY,

N.Y.
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Cooperation

Stressed

The job of radio, he said, is to
present programs easily understood by the listener. The listener's
enjoyment of a program increases
or decreases in ratio of his ability
to understand and follow the dialogue on the program.
Mr. Maulsby, picking up the
argument, pointed out that among
the most successful of CBS' "discussion" programs are the You
andtion USA. series and Cross Sec-

RADIO-NEWSPAPERS
programs), Howard Pease, author elected chairman of the board of
RADIO and newspapers complement one another rather than op- of children's books, and Dr. Mary directors; and Inez G. Richardson,
pose each other in many fields of Layman, child psychiatrist at Stan- of the Hoover Institute and Library
ford U. Hospital.
their endeavor, Frank Clarvoe,
at Stanford U., elected secretaryeditor of the San Francisco Neivs,
Paul Speegle, program director treasurer.
told the Second Annual Western
Radio listeners must be made to
of KNBC San Francisco, was chairman of the panel.
Radio Conference in San Francisco.
feel part of radio discussions and
There are many fields in which
Mrs. Logan charged, and was po- forums if such programs are to
Both of these programs, he said,
litely corrected on her facts, that a succeed either as popular or public
radio stations and newspapers can
are conducted through informal,
cooperate to the advantage of both year ago the networks carried an service programs, it was argued.
almost casual, conversation in
At the first of two days of meetand, in a greater sense, to the ad- average of 10 sustaining educaterms anyone can understand.
tional programs each. Today, she
vantage of the community they
ings by representatives of radio
"The radio listener," he said, "is
serve, he said.
said, NBC, for example, carries
stations' educational and listening
but one.
at best merely an eavesdropper on
groups from seven western states,
Mr. Clarvoe was principal speakprograms where ideas are
Mr. Speegle pointed out, for the three main speakers discussed the most
er the second day of the two-day
exchanged.
conference [Broadcasting, Feb. record, that NBC still carries an following subjects:
"Acknowledging that fact, and
28].
average of 10 such programs.
Roberts Talk
In other fields where radio and
assuming that listening — real lisDr. Layman made the pointed
tening— is a kind of participation,
observation that perhaps critics of
Luke L. Roberts director of edupress do face each other on a comexamine the various types of depetitive basis, Mr. Clarvoe said, he children's programs are approachcation of KOIN Portland, on "Let's
believes such competition is
ing the problem from the wrong
said. bate or argument broadcasts," he
Talk
About Ladd,
Talk."associate director
William
healthy for both.
end since "most children seem to
His own evaluation:
listen to adult programs and most of radio programs, U. of WashingAs an example of a community
In most debates utilizing a
service program of cooperation be- adults seem to be the greatest
ton, on "The Art of Plain Talk."
"panel-of -partisans" the particitween radio and press, he cited listeners of children's programs."
Gerald Maulsby, assistant direcpants are selected for the scrap
tor of public affairs for CBS, on
Mr. Pease said that he does not
World Affairs Are Your Affairs,
aired by KNBC San .Francisco in believe there is anything basically
"The Case for Listener Participathey'll put up. The result is a
free-for-all slugf est providing percooperation with the San Francisco
wrong with the "plot line" of
haps diversion for the listener
The
speakers
said
that
first
and
News and the World Affairs Coun- "cliff-hanger thrillers" for children
foremost, persons participating in
cil of Northern California.
currently being aired.
(something
Hope orbutAmos
'n'
discussion programs must present
Andy
could Bob
do better)
providBut, he said, he believes radio
Not only does this program reptheir
view
in
clear,
simple
and
lucid
ing
nothing
of
educational
value.
resent successful cooperation be- writers should change their emtion."
language.
In roundtable discussions, the
tween a newspaper, a radio station
phasis in most such programs.
Mr. Ladd, borrowing from the participants "too often communiand a community organization, but
Wrong Emphasis
book by Rudolph Flesch, said the
cate with each other in profesit is one of the best of the "discusMost current programs, he said, "art of plain talk" is the art of
sional jargon that leaves the laysion" type programs, he said.
understandable talk.
seem to feel the program contains
He said educational or informaman
(i.e. listener) out in the cold."
"Just as good writing does not
tion programs that merely present more suspense and appeal when the
Take
Listeners' Position
activities
of
the
bad
men
are
emmean colorful or fancy writing,"
information are not achieving what
In the average panel discussion
phasized. He said the story would
he said, "so 'good talking' does not
they should achieve. Others that
mean colorful or erudite talking."
merely strive for controversy are be just as strong if the good men
(as opposed
to debate)
few moderators recognize
that they
are the
"Splitting an infinitive may
also falling short of their job, he were emphasized in the dramas.
The
Western
Radio
Conference,
added.
bring life to a dead sentence; end- listener's representative on the
ing a sentence in a preposition
an organization of educators,
program and should direct the disbroadcasters and listener groups,
cussion along lines the listener can
may save a sentence from a fate
Impression on Listener
best identify himself with.
hopes to incorporate as a nonworse than jargon," he said.
Documentary programs were disIn his opinion it is vital that such
profit organization in the near fuStill using Flesch as a refercussed at the meeting by a panel
ence, he told the meeting that
ture. Two paid officers were elected
programs should be presented in
headed by Mrs. Richardson.
at the conference. They were:
where grammarians and the man
such a way as to make the listener
Panel members included Stuart
on the street disagree on usage,
John C. Crabbe, of KCVN Stockfeel he is a participant in the proNovins,
director of public affairs,
ton
and
the
College
of
the
Pacific,
the
grammarians
are
wrong.
gram, not just someone on the outCBS Western Division; Richard
side looking in.
Bertrandias, program department,
He said he believed that World
KNBC San Francisco; Edgar E.
Affairs Are Your Affaire achieves
Willis, San Jose State College; and
this purpose.
Stanley T. Donner, department of
Speaking briefly on the lack of
radio nev/s in daily newspapers,
The group
documenspeech.
Mr. Clarvoe said he was absolutely
taries provideagreed
a low that
budget
show
against taking up ne -rs space with
that
can
be
both
a
highly
popular
a daily radio column.
and effective public service. ParWhen a station changes the time
ticularly the smaller non-network
of a certain program from 6 to
stations can utilize the documen7 o'clock, he said, the listeners will
tary to advantage in their prohear about it on the air, and it
gramming.
does not rate newspaper space.
On the other hand, when someTax Exemption Sought
thing of significance takes place
on radio or in the radio industry,
REPRESENTATIVE Frank A.
it shoud be handled as a legitimate
Costa (R-Philadelphia) introduced
news story in the regular news cola bill in the House of the State
umns, he believes.
Legislature at Harrisburg, Pa., to
Preceding Mr. Clarvoe on the
exempt
television receivers in pubconference agenda, a panel of edulic places from the amusement tax
cators and radio listeners discussed
now required of licensees by the
children's programming.
AT THE WESTERN Radio Conference in San Francisco (I to r): Gerald Maulsby,
State Liquor Control Board. PhilThe panel included Mrs. Clara V. CBS assistant director of public affairs; Luke Roberts, director of education,
adelphia licensees using television
Logan, radio chairman of the 10th
KOIN Portland, Ore.; William E. Minette, director of public affairs and edu- sets now must pay a $120 annual
district California PTA (an outcation, KNBC San Francisco; Stuart Novins, director of public affairs, CBS tax in addition to their regular
Western Division.
spoken foe of current children's
$600 license fee.
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Crime

Show

Taboo

WASH.
STATE
BAN
Suggested
CREATION of county censorship boards in the State of Washington
with power to forbid broadcasting or publishing of mystery and crime
: programs and material is proposed in a bill (HB-306) introduced in the
of Mercer Island.
' legislature by Rep. John N. Wilson
The bill was referred to the unsuitable
*
for children under the age
Rep. Wilof 18 years and detrimental to their
1; Judiciary Committee.
morals, health and welfare.
■i son says there is a demand for suppression of mystery broadcasts
Washington State's Initiative
along with offensive and lurid
171, permitting liquor-by-the-drink,
comic books.
went into effect March 1 but the
Rep. Wilson would set up county
State Liquor Board will not atboards to examine material and detempt to regulate radio broadcasttermine if it violates provisions of
ing or advertising. It will expect
his proposed law. If a finding of the industry to police itself, it was
violation is found, the county
said by H. J. Quilliam, president of
boards would publish findings with
KTBI Tacoma and president of the
i "anyone aggrieved" having the Washington State Assn. of BroadI right to appeal to the board for a
casters, following a meeting of the
i hearing within 10 days after pubassociation's
directors with the
lication. Otherwise orders become
Liquor Board in Olympia.
final.
Meeting with the Liquor Board
Text of the bill disregards the was only one of several important
time element in broadcasting and
publishing, requiring advance submission of material for its perusal.
Section 3 of the bill provides :
It shall be unlawful for any broadcasting company to broadcast, whether
as part of a national or regional hookup
or otherwise, material which offensively
or
luridly ordepicts
sex which
relations,is
warfare
other crime,
material
KFAB CONTEST
Station Honors MacdonaSd

THAT

KFAB Omaha is offering $11,000
in prizes in a farm service contest
honoring station's farm service
director, William E. Macdonald, who has been
in radio since
1926. Station officials estimate
that more than
$40,000 in radio
time will be
turned over to
the "Thanks to
Bill Macdonald"
campaign.
First prize
Mr. Macdonald winner
among
contestants who write in 50 words
or less "What KFAB farm service
program I listen to most, and why"
will receive a 1949 Dodge truck
equipped with Obeco livestock and
grain combination body. Other
prizes, most of them of particular
interest to farmers, include a second prize of two pedigreed South
American chinchillas valued at
more than $1,200.
Entries close March 19. When
winners are announced about April
1 an entire broadcast day will feature Mr. Macdonald dramatizing
high spots in his career, which began at KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa.
Mr. Macdonald has been with
KFAB since 1942.
Results of the contest will be
published in booklet form for national distribution to timebuyers,
KFAB announced. In addition to
radio, the station is using "outstate" newspapers and two-color
ads in Nebraska Farmer. This
phase of promotion is being handled by the Harold E. Roll agency.
BROADCASTING
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YOUNG

activities undertaken by the WSAB
directors in Olympia. The group
met also with Gov. Arthur B.
Langlie, who discussed with the
broadcasters the state's revenue
problems.
The Governor has proposed a 2%
income tax, and if this is not passed
or is declared unconstitutional,
Mr. Quilliam said there is a good
chance that the Gallagher Bill
(HB 215), taxing radio stations
and newspapers on their sales,
would be actively considered.
Another bill introduced into the
State Legislature and discussed by
WSAB officials with members of
the House Judiciary Committee,
would bring Washington's libel
provisions in line with the requirements of the FCC Port Huron decision. Under present state law,
broadcasters are liable concerning
the content of speeches by political
candidates.
Last year's confusion under Day-

MAN

WITH

THE

light Saving Time in the State of
Washington [Broadcasting, May
31, 1948]
would be byminimized
under a bill developed
WSAB. The
measure neither requires nor prohibits Daylight Saving Time, but
specifies that if any city, county or
other section of the state adopts
the "fast" time, the schedule must
conform to the national pattern as
set by New York City. This would
ameliorate the problem created in
Seattle, whose citizens in the last
election voted DST for their community, but specified different
dates from those governing the
eastern area.
WSAB directors' action on pending measures was reported to association members in a letter from
Carl Downing, manager of the
Washington State Radio News Bureau, who forwarded the suggestion that the broadcasters make
their attitudes known to members
of the legislative committees.

TUNES

JIMMY

YOUNG'S
"AFTERNOON

HIT

PARADE"

Selling with Songs - - Saturdays 5:30 p. m. to 5:45 p. m. CST

WHHM

Sta. B

Sta. C.

Sta. D.
1.9

Sta. E.
1.5

Sta. F.
1.1

1.9
3.3
Source: Hooper Continuing Measurement

6.3

Ask any
FORJOE
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Independent
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- - but Not Aloof

Memphis,

Tennessee

Patt McDonald, manager

Member

of Association

of Independent
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After BMB
(Continued from page 23)
much of the actual story as earlier
drafts (see text of telegram below).
Mr. Feltis told the BMB executive committee that BMB's counsel, along with other tax lawyers,
figured chances were good for a
favorable revenue ruling. The alternative of halting the ballot
mailing was probability the study
would die, with station subscribers
getting nothing for the money they
have been paying since July 1,
1947.
Answer to Critics
When the telegram was received
by broadcasters, they responded
with approval of the money transfer. BMB promptly construed this
as a dramatic answer to attacks
of critics charging that the study
was not really needed or wanted.
On the other hand some subscribers complained that the penalty of this action was another
three months of payments next
year, should the Revenue Bureau's
decision be adverse. Others didn't
like the way BMB threw the problem at them.
The needed pledges from stations were received well in advance
of the 48-hour Wednesday evening
deadline, BMB said, calling the response "immediate" and "overwhelmingly favorable." It cited
such wired replies as these: "We
feel survey should continue, count
us in"; "Okay us in"; "We happy
cooperate."
Taking the other side, one broadcaster tore into the whole business
with a bristling telegram that
other opponents declared was a
good representation of many
broadcaster views. This telegram,
sent to Mr. Feltis by W. F. Flinn,
general manager of KRJF Miles
City, Mont., read as follows:
I don't
like your telegram.
I don't
like
thementsstatement
therein
paynow made will
be that
forfeited.
They may be lost through poor Judgment on the part of someone but you
nor nowillonebe else
has any right to say
they
forfeited.
We didn't join BMB on that basis. I
don't
think
you have
president
of BMB
to putany
thisright
48-houras
bums rush on those who have heretofore contributed to the upbuilding of
BMB. Before I add more to the contributions already made I want to see
a detailed breakdown of what has been
done with our money to date.
You were asked some questions

FOR

'FRIENDSHIP

KLX Funnies Fans Donate Food to France
PLANE'

FOOD DONATIONS from more
than 4,000 youthful listeners to
Jack Morris' daily funnies broadcast on KLX Oakland, Calif., arrived in France aboard the city's
"Friendship Plane" Feb. 15. The
foodstuffs, comprising canned
goods, oranges and candy, were
gifts of the Qoodads, Oakland club,
to needy children of that country.
KLX recorded interviews at the
time of loading and broadcast them
the night of the plane's departure,
Feb. 10. On hand to supervise
loading of the mercy cargo were
Glenn Shaw, KLX general manager; Orvis Nelson, Transocean
president, who provided the plane;
Howard Gossage, KLX representative who accompanied the food

across, and Harmon Shreve, president of Oak Dell Milk Co.
The 2,200 pound shipment was
unloaded at Orly Field, outside of
Paris, where it was met by officials
of Entr'aide Prancaise, French relief agency. Foodstuffs were to
have been taken to American Army
camps near Le Havre for distribution to needy families by school
children. Mr. Gossage, who directed distribution, bore credentials
from the French consul general in
San Francisco and from Mayor
Joseph E. Smith, who designated
him as official representative of
Oakland.
Youngsters of Oakland, Alameda,
Berkeley, Richmond and other met-

about these financial matters through
BROADCASTING magazine not so long
ago and you avoided answering every
one of them. I think BMB is a good
thing and am willing to support it on
some business basis, but first of all we
of the rank and file membership ought
to have all the financial cards laid on
the
table. We
shouldn't
askedrushto
underwrite
$100,000
on 48 behours
notice.
On the other hand BMB received
public encouragement from advertiser and agency sources. It viewed
these offers of support as an "effective answer" to BMB criticism
charging that advertisers and
agencies would take the reports
only as long as the broadcasters
foot all of the expenses but did not
consider them of enough value to
merit any payment on their own

sions with many of them lead me to
believe they also would be willing and
possibly anxious to guarantee BMB
second study completion.
Against these endorsements
came unofficial complaint from
stations that BMB had deliberately held up the bad financial
news until possibly 100,000 ballots
had actually gone into the mails.
This was construed as a clubswinging gesture designed to make
it more difficult for station subscribers to reject the transfer of
tax funds.
Financial Charge
The charge that has been made
for some time about BMB's finances
is that they have been carelessly
handled because of bad management and that the regular audited
financial reports merely reflect a
cash position without regard to approaching commitments during the
heavy expense period from now
until late summer. The mailing
and counting of ballots will consume large sums.
Planning of the present BMB
operation is in charge of Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director on loan to BMB to supervise
the second nation-wide study, and
Cortlandt Langley, assistant to the
BMB president who will be jointly
responsible when Mr. Feltis leaves
April 15. At that time his resignation as BMB president becomes effective [Broadcasting, March 7].
Dr. Baker told the NAB board
in February that BMB is loosely
organized, is running behind schedule and faces a critical period but
that it would survive unless wholesale cancellations develop. He said
that BMB, at that time, had a balance of $195,000, with $95,000 set
aside for taxes, about $70,000 due
March 1 for tabulation, and $30,000
remaining. He described savings
of $60,000 on personnel contracts,
postage and premiums, effected by
slashing of plush operating techniques and adoption of more efficient methods.
The telegram sent by Mr. Feltis

The three network subscribers —
part.
ABC, CBS and NBC— agreed to
the BMB plan. AAAA announced
it would share one-third of any
tax liability BMB might be otherwise unable to meet provided its
share did not exceed $15,000.
Lowry H. Crites, General Mills
vice president, learning of BMB's
plight, sent this telegram:
Completion of the BMB study and
principle of continuation sufficiently
important
to Generalpossible
Mills we
willing to underwrite
tax are
liability
up to $2,000 if you are having trouble
getting sufficient station guarantees.
Suggest you contact other radio
national advertisers since my discus-

RESULTS
—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
—3V2 times more people than any other station
in this market.
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.

in Savannah WSAV
Xapreiented by Holllngbery
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L to r: Messrs. Shaw, Gossage,
Shreve and Nelson supervise loading of mercy cargo for France.
ropolitan cities contributed the
food at a Qoodad Christmas party
sponsored by Oak Dell Milk. Included also was $100 worth of
candy contributed by Paul Verdier,
president of City of Paris department store, San Francisco.
last week to all BMB subscribers
read:
For over two years we have held
$100,000 tax
in cash
event federal
income
case reserve
decidedin against
BMB.
Case will be decided later this year,
legal counsel advises, although we
stand
winning this case
ered. good chance
contingency
must nevertheless be covUnless we can use this reserve money
for getting out and returning 650,000
ballots entire study terminates now. If
you will agree underwrite your pro
rate share of tax reserve in case we
have to call for it later we can now
proceed on schedule with measurement. Eachthree
subscriber's
will be
equivalent
monthly share
payments.
We believe unlikely we will need to
call for this money. However, unless
you
underwrite
withinagree
48 hours
STUDY this
WILL amount
STOP.
If this happens your payments to date
forfeited. Executive committee feels
that final decision at this time should
be made by subscribers themselves. It
is your money that is invested. Please
wire consent immediately. Let me reemphasizeonly and
this will
is underwriting agreewe losement tax
case. not be called unless

NARND

STUDY

On Wire Services' Reports
A SPECIAL committee of the
National Assn. of Radio News Directors is making a detailed study
of radio news reports of the
nation's press associations.
NARND President Sig Mickelson,
of WCCO Minneapolis, says the
committee will survey all copy filed
between March 6 and 12 by the
nation's four major wire services.
The study is under the direction of
Richard Oberlin, WHAS Louisville, Ky., and Sheldon Peterson,
KLZ Denver, Col., co-chairmen
of the continuing study committee.
NARND launched its survey to
determine whether the press associations are serving radio stations adequately.
NARND members participating in
the study and their wire assignments
are Edward Wallace, WTAM Cleveland
(AP); Wayne Kearl, -KSL Salt Lake
City (AP); Ben Holmes, KOMA Oklahoma City (UP); Dave Kessler, WHAM
Rochester, N. Y. (UP); John Murphy,
WCKY Cincinnati (INS); Gene Martin, WLW Cincinnati (INS); Tom Eaton,
WTIC Hartford, Conn. (Transradi©),
and Robert Lyle, WLS Chicago (Transradio).
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LAGUNA
BEACH
Danson Gives KTED Plans
FINAL construction on KTED
Laguna Beach, Calif., authorized
by FCC to operate on 1520 kc with
1 kw day 250 w night [Broadcasting, Feb. 21], has been undertaken,
according to Thomas E. Danson. The station, due to go on the
air in early April, is licensed to
Universal Radio Features Syndicate, with offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco as well as
! Hollywood.
KTED will be billed as the
"Voice of the Southland's Riviera,"
according to Mr. Danson, and will
stress music, sports, news and public service programs. Remote broadcasts are also contemplated, including feature dramatizations of
famous plays presented by the
Laguna Beach Community Players
and those engaged in summer stock
there.
Station will utilize a three-tower
L directional antenna, one of which
twill beam future FM presentations.
I Collins Radio is furnishing equipf ment.

WMOR

^3
—
3.8
atingFeb.-Eve.
FIRST 15 PACIFIC HOOPERATINGS—
ating
Ago
Year
No.
Sponsor & Agency
Program
Cities
Jack
Bennyt
42 1
X1
6 American Tobacco (BBDO) Hooper- Hooper_I_T
-f--f-O.U
00.1
111 2.6
e,1 .3t\A rOS.
Walter Winchell (2 mos) of Kaiser-Frazer (Weintraub)
— —6.8
.Z
32.1
McGee & Molly
6 3. C Johnson & bon ^nl&d;
ICC
Horace Heidtt
6 Philip Morris (Blow)
28.1
1 C 11 33
28.3
171 2.8c
-f-D.
o.
&
w.
lODacco
^deeas^
6
People
Are
Funny
Dennis Day
otL Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
23 5 31 .6 ——13.0
(Botes) 20.6
—.41 .2 540
Bob Hope
20.3
6 Lever Bros. (Y&R)
59
1
c
1
20^2
Bing Crosby
6 Phiico (Hutchins)
19.4
+ or — 35
Groucho Marx Show
6 Elgin-American Div, —
III. Watch Cose Oo. (W&G)
10.9
6
1 9.3
10.0
Phil Harris-Alice Faye 6 Kexali Drug (boDO)
Louella Parsons (2 mos)
Andrew
Jergens
Co.
(Orr)
26.1
19.6
53
Wildroot
Co.
(BBDO)
15
18.2
6
Adv. of Sam Spade
21 .1
18.3
f 6 Lever Bros. (JWT)
12
18.1
Radio Theatre
6
My Friend Irma
+ 8.5 16
Lever Bros.
19.2
Pepsodent
Div.—(FC&B)
18.0
11.2
6 Signal Oil Co. (Stebbins)
The Whistler
18.0
+ 8.3
t Includes first and second broadcasts

Avco Information
PROPOSED rules changes announced by FCC to expand the
Avco advertising theory to most
broadcast applications [Broadcast-

WFLN(FM)

Goes on Air Today

WFLN,
first all-FM
station, Philadelphia's
starts operations
today
(March 14). Lawrence M. C. Smith,
president of Franklin Broadcasting Co., said the station will be
on the air at 95.7 mc seven days a
week, 5 p.m. to midnight, broadcasting "good music and good information" somewhat in the manner of the New York Times' station, WQXR.

+ 6.8
ing, Feb. 28] have been charted in
outline form by C. B. Collins of
Broadcast Service Bureau Inc.,
1025 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington 5,D. C.

Raymond Green, former production manager of WINS New York,
is WFLN manager.
Frank Carter, formerly with
WNAR Norristown, Pa., is chief
announcer. John Thomas, broadcast engineer of WFIL Philadelphia, is chief engineer.

(FM)
March 20 Opening Date

TWO-HOUR opener and an all-day
open house is planned by WMOR
Chicago officials when the city's
newest FM station fonnally takes
the air March 20. The fanfare,
slated to begin at 4 p.m. CST, will
introduce all members of the station's announcing, production and
writing staffs during the first hour.
The second portion of the show
will include segments of symphony,
jazz, news, sports and British
Broadcasting Co.'s music and dramatic transcriptions, which WMOR
will broadcast exclusively in the
area. Continuity for the opening is
being written by Jules Pewowar,
program director.
WMOR will broadcast from 7
a.m. until midnight daily and from
noon until midnight Sunday. Ralph
J. Wood Jr. is president and general manager of the station, owned
and operated by armed sei-vices
veterans only. Dave Pivan is chief
engineer and Paul Damai is musical director.

Edwin H. Colpitts
DR. EDWIN HENRY COLPITTS,
77, telephone engineer, whose pioneering led to the development of
practical systems of long-distance
wire and radio communications and
to trans-Atlantic telephone service, died at his Orange, N. J., home
on Sunday, March 6. He retired
as vice president of Bell Telephone
Labs, New York, in 1937, and
emerged from retirement shortly
before the war to serve with the
Anti-Submarine Warfare Division
of the National Defense Research
Committee. He is survived by his
wife Sarah Grace Penney, a son
Donald B., and a granddaughter.
BROADCASTING
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Monroe?

X T ISN'T how you catch a fish as long as
you CATCH HIM!
That's the "fishin' formula"
of hook-and-line fans in these parts . . .
they're agreed that catchin' the fish
is the thing! They make sense, too,
about their radio listening . . .
they want the "fish" not the "flash" . . .
that's why the KMLB listening
habit is catchin'. In KMLB's one milevolt
contour, is a 223 million dollar market
extending over 17 parishes in northeastern
La., and 3 counties in Ark.
Catch your share, sir!

MONROE •
LOUISIANA
I

KMLB
MONROE. LOUISIANA
if TAYLOR-BORROFF & CO., Inc.
National Represenlalives
•k AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
5000 YtaiU Day • 1000 Watft Night

HAS MORE LISTENERS IN NORT HC ASTERn'lOUI SI AN A THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS COM»INE0
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Chicago Conference
(Continued from page 32)
"(3) Issue up-to-date reports to
clients ;
"(4) Learn TV by doing."
M. F. Allison, sales manager of
WLWT Cincinnati, declared the
advent of TV "encourages the rise
of small local agencies." Local
stations should develop effective,
integrated and inexpensive commercials, he said.
National Television Film Council President Gold agreed with Mr.
Roach in denying that TV will
"put out of business or even hurt
the movies." Each has a function,
and television's is to "cater to the
moods that keep people at home in
the first place."
The first standard exhibition
contract, which attempts to standardize film distribution practices
for telecasters, will be submitted
by the Film Council to the industry for approval before the end of
March, Mr. Gold said. All elements of availability, price, lengths
and copyrights will be outlined.
"Film is going to take an increasingly stronger part in TV programming."
John B. Moser, Chicago broadcasting attorney, discussed legal
aspects, recommending an "intelligent legislative program, and, possibly, subsidized research to simplify and clarify the many problems involved." He reminded his
audience that the difficulty arises
in "attempts of those who are uninformed ... to interpret and
apply established concepts to this
new field."
At the closing session, Mr.
Stirton, general manager of ABC's
central division, announced that
the council contemplates a second
annual TV conference next year.
Registration list for the conference follows:
Harry F. Albrecht, Crosley; E. E.
Alden, WIRE Indianapolis; Dorothy
Ayres. Henri. Hurst & McDonald;
SpencerE. M.
Allen, WGN-TV
Chicago;
James
Anderson,
Biggie Levin;
Jane
Ashman, Ferrin-Ashman; E.E. Alden,
WIRE; M. F. Allison, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; Betty Babcock, Elizabeth Bain,
WGN-TV:Frank
Sidney
Balkin,
KLEE-TV
Houston;
Balkin,
Reid Ray
Films
Kenneth C. Banes, Wade Advertising
Wells Barnett Jr., John Blair-TV

Pahner Beaudette, Roach-Beaudette;
George Bogart, J. R. Pershall Co.;
G. A.ingBolas,
G. W. Boiland R. Tatham-Lalrd;
H. Boiling, Boiling
Co.;
PhilUp G. Bowman, Young & Rubicam;
Jack W. Brand, Bell & Howell; Otto P.
Brandt, ABC; Jack Brickhouse, WGN;
Vernon nett,Brooks,
WGN-TV;
Leo Bruce
BurLeo Burnett
agency;
Bryant,
Edward
Petry;
Paul
Blair,
Ziv
Television Productions.
Clair Callihan, Leo Burnett; Bob
Campbell, WLS Chicago; Joseph Caro,
Earle Ludgin & Co.; Ken Carpenter. All
American News; Herman G. Centlivre,
Centlivre
ton,
CBS; Brewing
William Co.;
B. Charles
Condon, CompWade
Advertising;
Don
Cook,
WGN-TV;
Copeland, National Screen Service; Dick
Ted
Crofut, Sarra Inc.; Tom R. Curtis, Atlas
Film Corp.; Robert S. Collins, United
Film
Service;
Erickson;
JaneKenneth
Daly, Craig,
Earle McCannLudgin;
Fay Day, CBS; Lyle DeMoss, WLW;
Allen M. Discus, MacFarland-Aveyard;
George Diefenderfer, NBC; H. F. Dieter, Foote, Cone & Belding; Robert A.
Dobbin, Bert S, Gittins Advertising.
Hugh E. Davis, Foote, Cone & Belding; Madge C. Drake, MacFarlandAveyard; J. E. Edwards, WLS; Thomas
Erwin, Abbott Kimball; Frank G. Eastman, Leo Burnett; J. G. Faraghan,
WGN-TV; Monte Fassnacht, WENRTV Chicago; Holman Faust, MitchellFaust; .Howard K. Finch, WJIM Lansing; Bill Fisher, Swift and Co.; Dale
Fisher, Earle Ludgin; C. Gibson
Franks, Chicago Electric Assn.; Howard
Funder, WJIM; Chuck Gay, Kircher,
Helton & Collett; W. V. George, Canadian Marconi Co.; Harry Goldsmith
Jr., Russel M. Seeds; L. M. Goodwin,
United
WIRE. Film Service; Ralph Goshen,
Charles C. Greene, Doremus & Co.;
Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr., Television
Shares Management Corp.; Humboldt
Greig, DuMont; Thomas Gettelman,
Gettelman Brewing Co.; Lloyd Griffin
Free & Peters; Eunice Gibney, AbbottKimball; L. D. Griffith, Sherman-Marquette; Kolin Hager, SESAC; John L.
Hamilton, British Information Services; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas
City; George Harvey, WGN-TV; Gordon F. Hayes, CBS; Gerald B. Healey,
INS; Jules Herbuveaux, NBC; George
J. Higgins, WISH Indianapolis; Jack
Hillyer, United Film Services; Arthur
M. Holland, Malcolm -Howard; Alfred
C. Houser, Agency Service Corp.;
Henry A. Houston, J. Walter Thompson; W. G. T. Hyer, Biggie Levin;
Vinton H, Hall, Maxon Inc.; Helen
Hardin, Rogers & Smith; Fran Harris.
Ruthrauff and Ryan; F. R. Harwood,
Hugo Wagenseil; Carl Haverlin, Broadcast Music Inc.; John R. Howland,
Zenith; Robert Hibbard, WGN-TV.
Hub Jackson, Russel Seeds; Kurt
Jadassohn, SESAC; Peter B. James,
Weed & Co.; J. S. Johnson, CBS-TV;
Lawrence Joselit Jr., Louis A. Smith;
Jerry Joss, Olian; Howard Keegan;
Fred H. Kenkel, C. E. Hooper Inc.; Kay
Kennelly, Olian; Charles T. Kerrigan,
C. Wendel Muench; Fred Kilian, ABC;
Barbara Knowlson, MacFarland-Aveyard; Tony Koelker, ABC; Joel Kursel,
Gettelman Brewing; Larry Kurtze,
Service Unlimited; Arthur P. Kane,
Kane Advertising; Chicago Mayor Martin H. Kennelly; John R. Lawson, Carl
Lawson Advertising; Genevieve Lemoer, Foote, Cone & Belding; Ralph W.
Liddle, Commonwealth Edison; Norman
C. Lindquist,
Malcolm-Howard;
Robert
Longanecker,
Telepak; RoyC.
Lundy, Carroll Dean Murphy; Charles
P. Michaels. Gardner Advertising;
James
Mahoney,Merle
MBS;Meyers,
WilliamRussel
McGuineas,A. WGN;

"VIC" DIEHM SAYS-'

Get in the Know- Now!
Yes, get in on your share of this
$103,000,000 market now! Our 90%
listening audience is a buying audiDirect sales gains are the results of
WAZL
spent advertising dollar. For further inform
Vic Diehm c/o WAZL

WAZL
Eftablishid 1932 • Hailclon, Pa.
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THE VOICE OF
PENNSYLVANIA'S HIGHEST CITY

Given Indiana, Washington,
N. Carolina Applicants
ONE NEW Class A and two new Class B FM stations were authorized
last week by FCC. Three FM outlets were granted permits to replace
authorizations which had expired and two applications were denied additional time to construct their stations.
Princeton Pub. Co., publisher of
the Princeton, Ind., daily Clarion
Francisco, owned by Stafford W.
News and Democrat, was granted
N. Warner and idenconstruction permit for Class A and Eugene
tified in ownership with Warner
Channel 244 (96.7 mc) with effec- Bros, movie interests, was granted
tive radiated power of 1 kw and
a license to cover its CP for Chanantenna height above average ternel 247 (97.3 mc), a Class B
rain of 250 ft. Estimated construcearlier had anFCC
facility. nounced
tion cost is $20,700. Firm is owned
that all license renewals
98% by Vera M. Scheerer, presi- would be temporarily extended,
dent.
pending investigation, for those
WCPS Tarboro, N. C, licensed
stations identified with movie
to Coastal Plains Broadcasting Co. firms
named by the U. S. Supreme
Inc., received CP for new class B Court for anti-trust law violations
FM station on Channel 282 (104.3
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
mc) with 3 kw power and antenna
WCTW New Castle, Ind., owned
295 ft. Estimated cost is $17,006,
by
the Courier-Times Inc., was
exclusive of land and buildings.
Other Class B permit went to granted a CP for Class B Channel
273 (102.5 mc) in lieu of Class A
Ellwood W. Lippincott, chief engi- facility
previously assigned. New
neer of KELA Centralia, Wash.,
power
of
kw isCost
specified
with anfor new outlet on Channel 260
tenna 2504 ft.
estimated
for
(99.9 mc) at Seattle with ERP of change is $8,860.
2.1 kw and antenna 350 ft. EstiStations granted new CPs to remated cost is $11,960, exclusive of
place expired authorizations were
land and buildings.
KCLI-FM Los Angeles, KVSMMeanwhile,
KWBR - FM San
FM San Mateo, Calif., and KGDMFM Stockton, Calif. Ohio-MichiM. Seeds; Adie Marks, KLEE-TV; Don
gan ceived
Broadcasting
reMeier, WNBQ (TV) Chicago; John
permit forCorp.,
WEALwhich(FM)
Michel, Weiss & Geller; Maid Marion
Montgomery, Stubbs-Montgomery; Mrs. Toledo in December 1947, was deRuth Moore, Community Fund; John
nied further extension of compleMoser, attorney; Ruth Moser, Small
Brewers; Howard B. Meyers, NBC;
tion date for the station as was
Paul Mowrey, ABC; Richard S. Mul- Mrs. Beatrice Cobb for WMGN
ford, Roche, Williams & Cleary; Marvin Mann, Weiss & Geller; Robert H.
(FM) Morganton, N. C.
Moody, WHIO-TV Dayton; Paul McFollowing FM stations were
Cluer, NBC; Pete McRae, Gettelman
Brewing; W. J. McNally, WTCN Minneapolis; Bob McKee, ABC; James D. granted licenses to cover their
McTighe, Olmstead & Foley; John H. CPs, but with indicated reduced
Norton Jr., ABC; Louis J. Nelson, Wade
Advertising; Dick Nichols, Academy of ERP:
WFBG-FM Altoona, Pa., 3.6 kw;
Applied
G. C. Art.
Packard, Paul H. Raymer;
WJHP-FM Jacksonville, Fla., 32 kw;
D. C. Park, WIRE; H. M. Paul, W. D- WMBH Joplin, Mo., 70 kw; WNAE-FM
Lyon son Co.;
Paul Petrie,
Penfield,WOW
Detroit
Edi- Warren, Pa., 490 w: WUSJ Lockport,
Co.; Daniel
Omaha;
N. Y. 750 w; WTMJ-FM Milwaukee,
George F. Peterson, WGN-TV; Elaine 322 kw; KROS-FM Clinton, Iowa, 13
PhilUps, WSPD-TV Toledo; Robert kw; KBON-FM Omaha, 8.7 kw.
Piggott, Grove Labs.; Manning J. Post,
Television Film Production Assn.; Ben
H. Potter, Rock Island Broadcasting
Co.; Stephen Pozgay, General Electric;
Adelle Raven, Carroll Dean Murphy;
CAB CHART
Sy
Reebie,Reinsch,
MacFarland-Aveyard;
Leonard
WSB-TV Atlanta,J.
Experimental Audit Made
WHIO-TV; George E. Reuter, Jim
Handy Organization; Marion E. Reuter,
Young & Rubicam; William Rielly, A CHART showing volume of radio
Adam vision
Young;
W. P.Dr.Rosensohn,
Tele- advertising used on Canadian staProductions;
Sydney Roslow,
Pulse Inc.
tions, broken down into national
T. L. Rowe, WLS: George Rich,
Arthur Meyerhoff; Hal Roach Jr., and local accounts, and into types
Roach-Beaudette; Ralph Radetsky, of advertising, has been released
Denver Television Co.; Robert H. Salk,
Katz Agency; Lew Sanders, Jones as a test by the Canadian Assn. of
Frankel; J. E. Schenker, Carmen
Broadcasters. The audit was made
Miranda Enterprises; Frank Schreiber,
WGN-TV; Mrs. L. S. Schwartz, Adver- late in February from the logs of
tisingPicture
Council;Co.;
Robert
Schwartz,
ican
James
Shelby,AmerMc- six Ontario stations by Advertising
Cann-Erickson;
Larry
Sherwood,
Calvin Co.; I. E. Showerman, NBC; Burt Research Bureau of Toronto.
Squire, BMI; John D. Stebbins, Boiling
The audit was developed in exCo.; ids;
Hy James
M. L.Steed,
WLAV
Stirton,
ABC;Grand
HaroldRap-B.
perimental form from conversaStokes, ABC; Samuel J. Stone, Service
tions over the past six months beUnlimited; M. E. Strieby, AT&T; E.
tween
CAB
officials, advertising
Sherwood, Admiral; Lester J. Sholty,
Maxon
College. Inc.; Mrs. Charles Smith, Barat
agenciesficialsand
advertisers.
ofwere impressed by CAB
the fact
Dan Thompson, National Safety
that detailed account information
Council:
RussKansas
Tolg, BBDO:
Tremble, KCMO
City; L.S. E.B. Tilden,
is available for all other media exSherman-Marquette;
Evelyn
VanderDloeg, Schwimmer & Scott; F. Van
cept radio, and that this data is
Konynenburg,
L. Van ABC;
Vol- useful to advertisers and agencies.
kenburg, CBS; WTCN;
G. A. J.Vernon,
L. E. Waddington, Miles Labs.; I. J.
The chart shows types of acWagner,
Olian;Alan
R. D.Wallace,
Wahlstrom,
Western Union;
Needham,
counts, and volume of radio used by
Louis
Brorby;
spots, flashes and programs, for
TV; Neal& B.
Welch, Fred
WSBTWeber.
South WGNBend;
Ralph Wentworth, BMI: Robert B. both national and local accounts.
Wilson, Hill-Blackett; J. B. Woodbury,
R. J. Potts-Calkins-Holden; W. L. If the experiment meets with apWeddell, Leo Burnett; Beulah Zachary,
proval, CAB plans to develop the
J.
W. Walter
Shaw. Thompson; Bob Zelens, John chart into a regular service.
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WIBS,

WPAB
Hearings Conducted

HEARINGS by FCC on revocation of WIBS Santurce, P.R., and
on license renewal of WPAB Ponce,
P.R., involving program issues,
have been completed in Puerto
Rico, it was reported last week.
Held before Comr. Paul A.
Walker, the WIBS proceeding was
heard March 4-5 and the WPAB
[ case March 1-3. The FCC also
i was represented by Walter B.
Emery, Broadcast Division attorney, and Robert D. J. Leahy,
Bureau of Accounting.
'

WIBS, charged
with misrepresentation of ownership,
was
granted in early 1947 to Jose E.
1 del Valle [Broadcasting, Nov. 8,
1948.] Mr. del Valle never had
control of station funds, FCC said,
which were advanced by other
individuals. WIBS told the Commission the funds were only loans
and that there was no delegation
of ownership responsibility involved. Mr. del Valle testified
there was never any intent of misrepresentation and that he acted
in good faith.
Several character witnesses pre-

sented in behalf of Mr. del Valle
included Jose Ramon Quinones,
licensee of WAP A San Juan;
Tomas Muniz, manager of WIAC
San Juan and president of the
Puerto Rico Assn. of Broadcasters;
Martin Travieso, chief justice of
the Puerto Rico Supreme Court, retired; and Samuel R. Quinones,
president of the Puerto Rico Senate. WIBS counsel in the case
is Abe L. Stein, Washington radio
attorney.
Program Promises
The WPAB proceeding involved
whether or not promises of program service made by the station in application to FCC have
been carried out [Broadcasting,
Dec. 20, 1948]. Certain commercial policies also were considered.
WPAB, licensed to Portorican
American Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
was represented by E. D. Johnston,
Washington radio attorney.

WCAR
DENIED
Starting Time Request
NINETY SECONDS are ninety
seconds, FCC ruled last week in
denying a request of WCAR Pontiac, Mich., for a change in the
monthly sunrise-sunset tables to
permit the daytime outlet to start
operating, during November, at
7:15 instead of 7:30.
WCAR had pointed out that if
sunrise in Pontiac were IV2 minutes earlier during November, the
the official starting time for that
month would be 7:15, under the
Commission's method of calculations and also as shown on the
station's license.
WCAR objected to the practice
of fixing monthly calculations to
the nearest 15 minutes, but FCC
maintained that the public, stations, and the Commission are all
accustomed to 15-minute segments
of radio time and that therefore
this practice is "completely proper."
Further, FCC said, the 15-minute
delay in starting time is off'set by
an equal delay in sign-off.
In other actions relating to the
sunrise-sunset table, the Commission (1) proposed to change its
listings to show identical sunrisesunset times at Paducah and Mayfield, Ky., except during January,
when Paducah sunrise would be
shown as occurring 15 minutes
later than Mayfield's; and (2) to
change the listings for McKeesport,
Pa., to show sunrise in January at
7:45 instead of 7:30 a.m. The Paducah-Mayfield proposal followed a
petition by WKYB Paducah claiming the table should be the same
for both cities.
Opposition to the proposed
changes will be accepted until
April 18.
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FCC

REPLIES
To WKRC

Appeal

BRIEFber 1947
supporting
NovemdecisionFCC's
on favoring
WJIM Lansing, Mich., over WKRC
Cincinnati in a contest for 550 kc
has been filed by the Commission
with the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.
The brief answers allegations
made by WKRC in an appeal filed
with the court from the FCC ruling
[Broadcasting, Aug. 23, 1948].
The Cincinnati station charged that
FCC in its decision had in effect
improperly modified the WKRC license. The appeal further contended that an FCC memorandum
opinion and order "purporting to
finally deny" the WKRC application and petition for rehearing "is
invalid because a legally constituted quorum of the Commission
. .WJIM
. was was
not granted
present."switch from

CUBAN CHANGES
Under NARBA

Provisions

CHANGES of station assignments
in Cuba under the provisions of the
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement were reported
last week by FCC. The changes
are as follows:
Vedado time
proposed
250CMBG
w. limited
on switch
1390 kcfromto
Havana tional,with
15
kw
on
690
has been cancelled. kc, direcCMJG Camaguey in July is to begin
operations
on 1000 kc with 1 kw fulltime.
CMHW Santa Clara in August is to
switch from 250 w on 800 kc to 1 kw
day, 250 w night on 810 kc.
CMAW Pinar del Rio in August is to
switch from 250 w on 810 kc to 250 w
on 800 kc.
CMCB1320 Havana
to switch
from
kc to 1 inkwAugust
on 1330is kc.
250 w on 1240 kc to 1 kw on 550
kc while WKRC was denied switch
from 1 kw night, 5 kw day on
550 kc to 5 kw fulltime on that
channel.

'S
HVILLE
in NASTRADE
RETAIL
AREA

$1,791,473.69
every day in the year!

1,321,400 people* in Nashville's 51-county trade area spent $654,888,000''
in retail stores last year . . . With its 60 BMB counties WSIX covers this rich
market . . . And WSIX's programming and service, designed over the years
to win a loyal audience, can help make your sales efFort pay off!
^projected from Sales Management May 1948

ABC AFFILIATE • 5000 W • 980 KC
and WSIX- FM • 71,000 W • 97.5 MC
National Representative: THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

WSIX

gives you all three: MARKET,

COVERAGE,
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Monopoly Fears
(Contiyiued from page 23)
television the Commission does not
tolerate standards which permit or
promote monopoly control of a new
important art which has tremendous px'opaganda value, and does
not fail to take decisive action
which would tend to restrain moup."
or break
nopoly control ee
letter itcontained
The Committ
no reference to FCC's preceding
disclosure that it feels the need
for a comprehensive network investigation. But there was an indirect slap apparently aimed at
the Commission's refusal, in its
earlier letter, to recommend legislation requiring TV set manufacturers to warn prospective customers of the chances of set obsolescence.
Presumably referring to the controversial ads run by Zenith Radio
Corp. declaring Zenith sets are
immune to obsolescence resulting
from an opening of UHF television, Sen. Johnson wrote:
"It is alarming to learn that 10
or more very important daily
newspapers owning television licenses this week refused advertising which sought to caution the
public concerning the usable life
of television sets. If, as a matter
of truth, the FCC does permit television to develop and expand, many
television sets now being marketed
will suffer early obsolescence."
Asks Frank Answers
In posing the new questions Sen.
Johnson called for "frank and complete answers," which he hoped
"will be of considerable aid to the
Committee when it is ready to hold
hearings dealing with this problem."
He asked for prompt replies "so
that decisions can be formulated"
while FCC's TV freeze is on and
while "television broadcasting is
confined to relatively few of the
areas where the allocations in the
VHF frequencies have been made."
The first of his three questions
called for copies of all FCC rules
dealing with applications by "(a)
persons convicted or adjudged
guilty by the courts of having violated the anti-trust laws, monopoly

LORILLARD

TROPHY
Offered Winner of Iroquois Steeplechase

Participating in the presentation of The P. Lorillard Trophy are (I to r)
Messrs. Kent, Vir Den and Houghland.
THE NAME Lorillard re-entered
turf news when The P. Lorillard
Trophy was made available for the
winner of the Iroquois Memorial
Steeplechase. The horse Iroquois
was owned by Pierre Lorillard IV,
colorful sportsman of the late
1800's, a descendant of Pierre Lorillard, founder of P. Lorillard Co.
(Old Gold cigarettes). Iroquois,
greatest of all American steeplechase champions, is buried on the
picturesque grounds in Nashville

where the race will be run May 14.
The P. Lorillard Trophy was presented by Herbert A. Kent, president of P. Lorillard Co., to Mason
Houghland of Nashville, president
of the Volunteer State Horsemen's
Assn. Ray Vir Den, president of
Lennen & Mitchell, P. Lorillard
agency, took part in the presentation held in New York. The trophy
is a gold cup, made in 1813, plus an
added $2,500 purse given by Mr.
Kent.

and/ or unfair methods of competition; and (b) persons not convicted
or adjudged guilty but whose conduct or operations with respect to
the anti-trust laws is such as violates the standard of 'public interest, convenience and necessity'
provided by the Communications

the subject of monopoly is dealt
with more generally.
The second call was for copies
of decisions of FCC or its predecessor Federal Radio Commission
which form the basis for grant or
denial of construction permits or
license renewals to "(a) persons
who have been convicted or adjudged guilty of violations of the
anti-trust laws; and (b) persons
who have entered into a consent
decree promising to desist from
certain practices charged by the
Justice Dept. or by private litigants
to be in violation of the anti-trust
laws in a court having jurisdiction

An informal, unofficial search of
FCC's rules indicated the answer
toAct."
that one will be: "There are no
such rules, specifically." But the
Commission was expected to call
attention to its Chain Broadcasting
Regulations, for example, where

Duchess
Another BMI ''Pin l/p" Hit— Published by
BEAUTIFUL EYES

On

Records:

The Rangers— Regent 136 i

CasinoBruce Hayes— Deluxe 1185 ; Del
Art Mooney — MGM
10091;
Rainbow
20-3369;
10357; Irving Fields Trio— Vic.
Larry Fotine — Dec. 24579.
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vantage by virtue of its patent
position, and that FCC is currently
making a patent investigation of
its own.
The committee greeted these
statements with "interest and
approbation." In the light of these,
FCC was also asked to furnish the
committee the following:
a. All memoranda, including interoffice memoranda, prepared by Commission employees for the use of the
Commission dealing with data, analyses or interpretations of patents, (particularly television patents) licenses,
practices, sale and purchase of patents
belonging to others, the practices of
patent holders,
licensors
and/or
cense s, or the right
to license
otherslithereunder described by the present
Standards
Good Engineering Practice of the of
Commission.
(If work is partially completed on
some memoranda, data, analyses and
interpretations, include all partially
completed material and supplement the
same when completed. If information
in the memoranda is specific as to individuals, persons, or companies, we
prefer
such detail.
Please and/or
do not
hesitateit toin include
staff studies
recommendations of any kind bearing
in general on such patent matters.)
b. all memoranda, including interoffice memoranda, data, analyses or interpretations ofStandards of Good EngineeringStandards,
Practice, particularly
Transmission
of the Commission
upon which the Commission might base
additional or alternative standards for
both color and additional standards
for black and white television in the
VHF and UHF bands of frequencies.
1. If this information is not available
now,
please tofurnish
written
instructions
the staffcopies
with of
respect
to:
(a) preparation of such standards; or
(b) an analysis of the feasibility of
such standards; (c) the direction to
search for feasible standards which
wouldlar avoid
favoritism
to any particumanufacturing
company.
As another phase of the same
request, the committee called for
"the names of all Commission employes who are or have been engaged in collecting, compiling,
preparing, analyzing and evaluating all such data or memoranda requested .. . identifying each memorandum, etc. by the author or
"With reference to the possibility
authors."
that
industry witnesses' testimony
may be colored by their own interests, Sen. Johnson suggested that
"rule-making procedure before the
Commission, as distinguished from
your quasi-judicial function, is not
unlike a legislative hearing on a
bill seeking to correct evils in industry when only industry witnesses testify
regarding such practices." He continued:
In such circumstances, the Congress
would seek affirmative testimony by
witnesses from government agencies
having a factual knowledge of the
alleged evils sought to be corrected.
Carrying out this analogy, the Commissionstaff
certainlywhomust
cians on its
are have
familiartechniwith
the ingdevelopment
of
the
art:
the
licensof patents;
purchaseof oflicensing
patents
of others
for thethe purpose
them; eraland
the
patent
situation
in
genso that a more factual picture
would be developed and presented to
the Commission.
It is obvious that representatives of
industry, manufacturers, broadcasters
and
their applicants
own interestwho
first see
and matters
the publicin
interest last would not be without
bias.
such a your
presentation
before Inthesecuring
Commission,
agency
could be more certain that in promuland standards
— including
standardsgating ofrules good
engineering
practice
for television — those standards would
not foreclose competition and freeze
development in the art to the whim
and will of whoever may be dominant
in the industry.

Anti-Trust Violations
thereof."
Whatever decisions FCC may be
able to furnish it can also refer
to its current study of the qualifications of licensees or applicants
found guilty of anti-trust violations. Various applications — particularly television — of the major
motion picture producers and others
are being held up at least temporarily in accordance with this
policy.
The final question of the committee stemmed from FCC's statements, in its February letter, that
the Commission is aware that industry testimony may be influenced
COLORADO State Employment Serby the witnesses' "present intervice has awarded KFEL Denver citaests"; that the Commission realizes
tion for "outstanding service offered
it must be "alert" to avoid giving
to unemployed veterans through Jobs
any particular company undue ad- for GIs" (Sat. 10:30 a.m.).
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Zenith Squall
(Continued from page 25)

competitor and, by implication, inaccurate in stating that other sets
will soon become obsolete, it was
pointed out.
Dealers, manufacturers and some
broadcasters were quick to register
protest. In Chicago, J. R. Poppele,
president of Television Broadcasters Assn., told the Chicago Television Council that "when the time
comes for assigning allocations in
the UHF band, FCC and the television industry will draw the lines
carefully to avoid the slightest possibility of obsolescence."
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president
i of Allen B. DuMont Labs, charac[ terized the incident as much ado
about nothing, attributing the ad
campaign to Zenith's desperation
to sell sets. Hamilton Hoge, president of the U. S. Television Mfg.
Corp., said it was one of Commdr.
McDonald's "wild" statements. At
a luncheon of Electrical Assn. Appliance Distributors in Cincinnati,
Stanley Ferger, advertising manager of the Enquirer, which ran the
ad, noted that in the future any
promotion copy on television frequencies will be analyzed more
closely.
Strongest dealer reactions, according to Retailing Daily, a Fairchild publication devoted to home
furnishings news, were observed in
Boston, Detroit and Los Angeles.
In Philadelphia and Chicago, no
immediate effect on sales was reported.
RMA Declines Comment
Radio Mfrs. Assn. also declined
comment on the Zenith controversy
now but officials are expected to
discuss it thoroughly at the quarterly meeting in Chicago beginning
tomorrow (Tuesday).
Meanwhile, B. Walter Huffington,
general manager of WSAP Portsmouth, Va., scored what he termed
the radio firm's "negative approach
to the American system of broadcasting— as a means to promote
the sale of (FM) receivers." In a
friendly two-page letter to Ted
Leitzell, Zenith public relations director, he took exception to the
company's FM advertisements.
Commenting on dealer-distributor promotion proposed by Mr.
Leitzell and Zenith President E. F.
McDonald, Mr. Huffington stated:
"Mr. McDonald and any other businessman, who has been in radio for
any length of time, should know
that any promotional approach,
such as . . . used by WEFM, can
easily become a trend and develop
into a situation which can strike
at the very roots of our democratic
system of free enterprise. . . .
•"When any radio station criticizes the very medium it represents
by reflecting upon 'paid commercials,' derides advertising . . . the
disparagement of paid spots, and
takes a derogatory point of view
concerning 'singing commercials' —
surely that station is cutting its
i

BROADCASTING

own throat, and contributing an
anti-radio attitude on the part of
theMr.general
public.urged
. . ."the firm to
Huffington
"sit down and analyze your future
radio promotions before going further in this same direction." He
added: "We feel that it is time
for Zenith — and other radio manufacturers for that matter — to decide the answer to this question:
'Whose side are we on?'"
Concluded Mr. Huffington: "We
are willing to meet your people
half-way in any worthwhile project.
However, we feel it is up to Zenith
to devise a national promotional
plan in cooperation with the radio
industry which will highlight the
use of commercial radio — not exclusively to other media — but at
least on a 50-50 basis. If this is
done, in my opinion, you need have
no fears as to the cooperation of
every FM broadcaster in the coun-

try."
V/TPR
SOLD
To New AM Grantee Group
SALE of WTPR Paris, Tenn., by
Earl W. Smith, Roy W. McKinney
and Parkman R. Feezor for
$47,000 to new group identified with
Paris Broadcasting Co., new AM
grantee there, was reported in
transfer papers filed last week
with FCC.
New Applications
Transfers of interests in WCRB
Waltham, Mass., and WAPF McComb, Miss., also were reported in
new applications seeking Commission consent.
WTPR, 250 w day on 710 kc, was
purchased by the new group of 45
individuals because they believe
Paris can not support more than
one station, FCC was told. Paris
Broadcasting would drop its permit
for 1 kw daytime on 1270 kc if the
transfer is approved.
Details of transactions follow:

RONSON APPOINTS
Grey to Handle Account
RONSON Art Metal Works, maker
of Ronson lighters and Ronson
Redskin lighter necessities, has appointed Grey Adv., New York, to
handle its advertising effective
June 1. The account is said to have
a two-million dollar yearly advertising budget. It has been handled
by Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
Ronson has been sponsoring
20 Questions on MBS for the past
three years. In addition the lighter
firm is also sponsoring the Johnny
Desmond show, five minutes on
Sundays on MBS and has a TV spot
campaign.
RELAXED CREDIT
Stimulates Set Sales
RELAXATION of installment credit controls (Regulation W) by the
Federal Reserve Board is proving
a stimulus to sales of television
sets, judging by first reports last
week from jobbers and distributors.
TV sets are affected more than
broadcast receivers because of their
higher average unit cost, according to Radio Mfrs. Assn. Purchasers now making payments under the former rules can apply to
creditors for the benefits of the
relaxed arrangement, RMA pointed
out.

LEADERSHIP

IS EARNED

Equitable Renews
EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States, New
York, has renewed, for the fifth
consecutive year, the ABC broadcasts of This Is Your FBI. The
new contract signed through Warwick & Legler, New York, is effective April 1. The programs are
aired Fridays, 8:30-9 p.m., over
260 ABC stations.

'AXIS Found
SALLY'Guilty of Treason
A FEDERAL jury last Thursday
found Mildred E. (Axis Sally)
Gillars guilty of treason to the
United States for her wartime
propaganda broadcasts over the
Nazi radio.
Miss Gillars, 48, faces a possible
maximum penalty of death or a
minimum sentence of five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine. The
death penalty has never been given
an American in peacetime. Chief
Defense Counsel James J. Laughlin
said he would appeal the verdict.
He has five days in which to ask for
a new trial. Federal Judge Curran
may passvenience ifhesentence
at new
his trial
condenies the
motion.

•

LEADERSHIP

IS Ei

WTPR
of control fromParis,
Earl Tenn.
Weeks— Transfer
Smith, Roy
W.
McKinney and Parkman R. Feezor to
group of 45 individuals, majority of
whom presently are stockholders in
Paris Broadcasting Co., permittee for
new AM station there, 1 kw day on
1270 kc, which will be dropped. Conless certain
liabilities at datesideration is$47,000
of settlement.
Principals
in new group include: Elroy and Mary
Scruggs, 10.6% each; Mrs. Lola Elliott,
18.4%; L. D. and Lucyle Chesemore,
5.3% each; Frank R. Blake, 4.2%.
WTPR is assigned 250 w day on 710 kc.
Transferees indicated to FCC they beParis would not support more
than onelievedstation.
of WCRB
license Waltham,
from L. P.Mass.—
Liles, Assignment
Richard C.
O'Hare and Deuel Richardson d/b as
Charles rationRiver
Bcstg.
Co.
to
new
corpo-of
of same name and composed
same three equal owners. However,
application indicated Mr. Liles plans
to retire from firm because of health
and would sell one-half his 331/^% interest for $7,500 or full holding for
$15,000 man.
to Theodore
Jones, 500
WCRB
salesWCRB is assigned
w day
on
1330 kc.
Miss. —Southwestern
Assignment
ofWAPF
licenseMcComb,
from The
Broadcasting Co. of Mississippi to new
partnership
same name
and Louis
composed of sameof partners
but one.
Alford, local attorney, acquires 25%
holding of Kenneth .Hinton Quin
through assumption of obligations
totaling some $5,600. Interest of 25%
is retained each by Albert Mack Smith,
Phillip Dean Brady and J. P. Melvin.
WAPF is assigned 250 w day on
1010 kc.
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CCNY
(Continued from page 2U)
sponsor, advertising agency or
program producer for the year
1948" — promotion of County Fair,
sponsored by Borden Co., New
York.
Frederic W. Ziv Inc., Cincinnati,
"for the most effective promotion
of a regional or intrastate radio
program by a sponsor, advertising
agency or program producer for
IFavorite
the yearStory,
1948" syndicated
— promotiontranof
scribed series, various sponsors.
KLZ Denver, "for the most effective promotion of a local radio program by a 5 to 10 kw station for
the year 1948" — promotion of
Knave of Hearts, public service
series on heart disease.
WGAR Promotion
WGAR Cleveland, "for the most
effective promotion of a local radio
program by a 50 kw station for the
year 1948" — promotion of Fairyland Theater, juvenile series sponsored by Clark Restaurant Co.,
Cleveland.
KTUC Tucson, "for the most
effective all-over station promotion by a 100 to 250 w station for
the year 1948."
WCCO Minneapolis, "for the
most effective all-over station promotion by a 50 kw station for the
1948."
year
Honorable mentions for TV
achievement during 1948 will go
to Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, for Uncle Mistletoe, sponsored by Marshall Field & Co.,
Chicago, on WENR-TV Chicago,
and to Cecil & Presbrey, New
York, for video announcements
; sponsored by Ronson Art Metal
Works, Newark.
Honorable mentions for creating "unusually effective directselling programs" will be awarded
to Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.,
Rochester. N. Y., for Dawn Patrol
on WARC Rochester, and to KXLY
Spokane for Farminq for Profit,
sponsored by Sears, Roebuck & Co.
in that city. Rural Radio Network, Ithaca, N. Y., also gets an
honorable mention for Weather
Roundup, institutional program
sponsored by Grange Insurance
Companies, Keene, N. H.
For creating programs "un-

usually effective in station promotion" honorable mentions will be
awarded to KWG Stockton, Calif.,
for KWG Was There, and to
WNEW New York for Little Songs
about UN. Mathews Bros. Appliances, Wichita Falls, Texas, gets
an honorable mention for "unusually effective promotion of a
national radio program," Mr.
President, ABC program sponsored
by Mathews on KFDX Wichita
Falls.
Honorable mentions for "unusually effective promotion of a
local radio program" go to KLX
Oakland, for promotion of its baseball broadcasts last summer; to
WING Dayton, for promotion of
the Kittyhawk broadcast, sponsored
by National Cash Register Co.,
Dayton; to WMT Cedar Rapids,
for promotion of Sports by Tait
Cummins, with multiple sponsors;
and to WNEW New York for promotion of You Can Lose Your
Shirt, sponsored by Bendix Home
Appliances, South Bend, Ind.
CCNY will give honorable ment'ons for "unusually effective allover station promotion" to WEEK
Peoria, WKRC Cincinnati, WKY
Oklahoma City and WLW Cincinnati.
DUFFY AT CCNY
To Address March 30 Meet
BEN DUFFY, president of BBDO,
will make the main address at the
luncheon session of the fifth annual
radio-television and. business conference of the School of Business of
City College of New York, to b3
held March 30 at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
The one-day conference will open
at 10 a.m. with four simultaneous
panels discussing the present problems and future outlook for sales,
programming, research and publicity-promotion. Luncheon session,
in addition to Mr. Duffy's address,
will include the presentation of
plaques for the outstanding accomplishments of1948 in radio and
video programming and in promotion (see story page 24). Afternoon session, convening at 2:30,
will deal with "New Frontiers in
Radio and Television."

WBAL APPEALS
Contempt' Case Continues
WBAL Baltimore, found guilty
last Monday of contempt of court
for broadcasts concerning a confessed murderer, will appeal the
decision of Judge John B. Gray Jr.,
sitting in Baltimore Criminal
Court.
Judge Gray fined WBAL $200
for violating Rule 904 of the Baltimore Supreme Bench. Last Jan.
28 the court had fined WITH $500
and James P. Connolly, at that
time news editor, $100; WCBM
and WFBR $500 each [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
WBAL's fine
less because
it broadcast
that was
the
criminal had a previous criminal
record but not that he had confessed to a killing, the court ex-

Reorganized FCC
(Continued from page 29)
sion through the chairman, was
recommended.
In assuming all administrative
responsibility, the chairman, according to the Hoover commission
plan, would "deploy the work force
most effectively in order to carry
out the program developed by the
commission as a whole" and see
that "business is dispatched in an
orderly
manner."
Commission
chairmen, under the
proposals, would also be the agenspokesman before Congress
and thecy'sPresident.
Chief criticism of the regulatory commissions was that "they
become too engrossed in case-bycase activities and thus fail to plan
their roles and to promote the enterprises entrusted to their care."
This fault was attributed to a "lack
of Savings
planning."which would be anticipated, the commission said, from
effecting its recommendations could
not be measured in the normal
manner.
"Actually," the report said, the
budget of these independent regulatory commissions is small in comparison to the expenditures of the
executive departments, amounting
in the fiscal year ending in 1949 to
only $57,333,000 (excluding Federal Reserve System), exclusive of
operating programs. Some reduction in this figure can be made."
Real savings could be found elsewhere though, the commission
maintained.
"Delay and inefficiency in regulation involves large costs to the
regulated industries themselves
which must be passed on to the
public
by one method or another,"
it reported.
"Expedition will mean vast savings as well as better justice. Second, the failure to program ap-
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BUFFALO
COURIER
EXPRESS
STATION

Karl F. Steinmann, attorney for
plained.
WBAL, said the case will be carried to the Court of Appeals of
Maryland along with appeals of
the other stations. WBAL demanded a separate hearing, the
other stations hav'ng been tried
at a joint proceeding.

priately is costly."
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GOING

in
WHAS

FAST!

HEARING

FCC's HEARING on the proposed
$1,925,000 purchase of the WHAS
Louisville properties by Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. broke oflf suddenly last Tuesday to give Crosley
an opportunity to make new measurements of its WLW Cincinnati.
The adjournment, to April 4, was
taken at the request of Crosley
counsel after Hearing Examiner
Leo Resnick indicated the proffered
measurements of WLW would not
be acceptable for use in determining the hearing's primary question

CKSTIHG
BROKO
550 - PA<^^

WJMJ

RBOOK
1949 YEA
OFFER EXPIRES
MARCH 31
This $5.00 YEARBOOK is
yours free with a $7.00 subscription to the weekly BROADCASTIN G-Te I eca sti n g . (Subscribers'
copies now in the mail.)
Subscribe now
ya44. Get. . .

_

1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
. . . complete analysis of 1948
radio advertising; AM, FM, TV directories, program trends; ratings
of
year's
most
popular shows;
new
audience measurement
methods,
plus 1000 radio references.
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
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Adjourned

CASE
Asks FCC for Hearing
SEEKING to preserve its new
1540 kc assignment, WJMJ Philadelphia asked FCC last week to invoke a procedure first enunciated
in the court decision which cost it
its original assignment on 1530 kc.
The request was made by WJMJ
owner Patrick Joseph Stanton in a
petition replying to WQXR New
York's claim that WJMJ on 1540
kc interferes with WQXR on 1560
kc and that therefore the Philadelphia grant should be reconsidered [Broadcasting, March 7].
Mr. Stanton claimed that WJMJ,
operating under FCC's rules and
standards, causes no interference
to WQXR's
present
10 kw operation and would
not interfere
with
its proposed operation with 50 kw.
His petition, by John H. Midlen
of the Washington law office of
George 0. Sutton, therefore asked
that the WQXR request be set
down for oral argiiment on the
question of its legal sufficiency.
This procedural step, it was
noted, was suggested by the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia in the so-called WCKY
Cincinnati Case — in which FCC's
original grant for WJMJ on 1530
kc was reversed — and later was
amplified in the WJR Detroit case
(now being appealed by FCC to
the Supreme Court) .
After oral argument, WJMJ
claimed, FCC should deny or dismiss WQXR's petition. WJMJ
operates with 1 kw, daytime only.

Reorganization
WQUA
OWNERSHIP of WQUA Moline,
111. (1230 kc, 250 w), licensed to
Moline Broadcasting Corp., has
been reorganized but with Bruff W.
Olin Jr., president and general
manager, still retaining a controlling interest. Mr. Olin said the reorganization isthe first step in a
program which contemplates expansion to include television. The
station's service to the Quad-City
area has attracted financial support of prominent local investors,
he said, declaring that the reorganization assures continuation and
expansion of that service. FCC approval of the transactions is not
required since control is not involved.

— degree of overlap between
WHAS and the Cincinnati station.
In protesting admission of the
offered measurements, Commission
Counsel Walter R. Powell Jr. emphasized that most of the older
ones had been made with an 831foot antenna whereas WLW's now
is 708 feet. He also claimed they
were not made in conformity with
FCC's Standards and that they
lacked supporting data.
Crosley Opinion
Duke M. Patrick, Crosley attorney, argued that the measurements
were accepted by the Commission
in the clear-channel proceeding and
therefore should be acceptable for
the transfer ease.
Mr. Resnick undertook to find
some method by which to test the
measurements without requiring
new ones, but observed at one point
that he might be "leaning over
backwards" to do so.
"It may be," he said, "that we
should allow applicants to present
their cases as they see fit and then
act erupon
them theas examiner
we see fit,"
raththan have
himself
ask questions which would form
the basis for admissibility of exhibits.
At another point he expressed a
wish that as much attention had
been given to development of evidence on the overlap question as
had been devoted to other phases
where "it was difficult to perceive
theMeasurements
relevance."

of WHAS

were.

High Rates
RADIO writers will cut a
stylish figure at a New York
theatre party March 17 and
18 when they will preview
Barrie Stavis' new play
"The Sun and I" at New
Stages Theatre. Radio
Writers Guild bought out
the house for both nights and
are selling the tickets to
radio-ites at from $3 to $25.

W

W

to April 4

regarded as acceptable, after crossexamination of Orrin Towner,
WHAS technical director, under
whose supervision they were made.
In efforts to support the WLW
technical data William S. Alberts,
Crosley's chief propagation engineer, presented measurements
which he made over the weekend
and which he said tended to confirm those proffered. But Mr.
Powell insisted that they were incomplete and gave insufficient basis
for comparison.
On direct examination, before the
exhibits were challenged, Mr.
Alberts submitted maps showing
that, using his measurements, the
overlap ranges from virtually none
(on basis of population affected)
where the 10-millivolt contours are
concerned, to approximately 34%
of the population within the two nee
stations' combined 0.5-millivolt contours [Broadcasting, March 7].
In terms of persons affected, his
tables showed 1,275 within the 10millivolt contour overlap, 617,422
within the overlapping 2 -millivolt
contours, and 2,177,819 within the
0.5 contours.
FM Overlap
Crosley exhibits on FM and TV
service areas of WLW and WHAS
— showing some overlap in FM
but none in TV — were accepted.
Crosley's proposed purchase of
the WHAS properties is from the
Louisville Courier Journal & Times
Co., owned by the Barry Bingham
family,
and AM
includes
clear-channel
stationthe(84050-kw
kc),
plus FM and TV.
Linked with the case, but actually a separate proceeding, is the
WHAS request for more time to
complete WHAS-TV. This hearing
was completed two weeks ago and
could be decided in advance of the
transfer decision. But it was uncertain whether Examiner Resnick
would choose to prepare his recommendation on one ahead of the
other, or to devote the 30-day
hiatus to other cases to which he is
assigned.
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(Continued
page 27)
J television immeasurably. They will
also go a long way in protecting
television's freedom."
In technical sessions, the IRE
speakers developed numerous
, topics of interest to broadcasters.
Pulse modulation and ultra high
1frequencies especially were the
.subjects of important papers.
Use of city-wide television net, works to carry spot news and
[ special current events through the
use of a single transmitter to moving picture theatres and other receiving points was foreseen as a de^velopment of Pulse systems.
' Emil Labin, engineer-director in
, charge of microwave operations at
Federal Telecommunications Lab,
Nutley, N. J., said such systems
have passed from the theoretical
to practical stages. He said connecting of theatre chains was not
far off and that not only is intercity communication thus possible
but even national and international
communication. Pulse modulation
is accomplished by "sampling" a
program at the rate of millions of
times a second and then transmitting the samples for a receiver
to unravel. A single pulse station
can carry as many as a dozen programs at a time over a single radio
spectrum assignment.
Dr. W. M. Goodall of Bell Telephone Labs said by pulsescope
modulation television programs are
transmitted at the rate of 50 million samples per second.
He said every time the signals
are amplified or repeated in a
chain of relay stations, "new signals, entirely free of the distortions
of the old ones, are created and
passed along."
On the effect of UHF on present
telecasting, it was agreed by both
Philco and DuMont engineers that
present sets would not be made
obsolete. They disagreed on how
soon UHF was a practical commercial possibility.
Long Wait for UHF
David B. Smith, vice president in
charge of research and engineering
at Philco, said Philco tests show
that commercial UHF television is

MEMO to HELEN
Shenfield :

unlikely for several years. Prime
disadvantage of UHF, Philco tests
showed, was that power requirements appear to be much greater —
four to five' times as much power
being required as in present TV
stations.
Philco considered it probable that
it will take at least three years to
develop commercial UHF television
transmitters with the power output
shown to be necessary.
Advantages found in UHF by
Philco were said to be that manmade noise, such as from automobile ignition systems, and multipath transmission, cause of
"ghosts," have less effect on picture quality than at present lower
television frequencies.
Disagree on UHF
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith of
Allen B. DuMont Labs said he
could not agree that it would take
several
sibility. years to make UHF a posBoth he and Mr. Smith agreed,
however, that present sets would
not be made obsolete if television
were to be given a place upstairs in
UHF. Dr. Goldsmith said some
set manufacturers could make
ready for the change in a matter
of weeks and have sets in production in six months. Adapters would
be made available for existing sets.
Dr. Goldsmith conceded, however,
it could be years before the waveband transition might take place.
Among other subjects covered in
papers:
Television relays — The PhilcoWestern Union television relay between Philadelphia and New York
was described by William Forster,
project engineer of Philco Corp.,
who said that although the system
is passable now, and its operation
proves that its principles are useful
for inter-city service, "there is
room for much improvement." He
said signal-to-noise ratio can be
improved by a now available higher
power klystron mixer and a lower
noise figure receiver mixer. Lower
distortion terminal equipment also
has been built to improve picture
quality.
Marketing — -IRE broke a precedent by holding the first symposi-

WILBUR,

Doherty, Clifford &

The WCKY Dinner Winner show, with a rating of 9.0,
was the only local program to moke the top ten Saturday
and Sunday programs, in the January-February Pulse
Survey.
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POWER

um on marketing in its 37-year
history. Those contributing: E. H.
Vogel, manager of marketing, electronic department, General Electric
Co.; 0. H. L. Jensen, manager of
industrial design, Philco Corp.; Lee
McCanne, vice president and general manager, Stromberg-Carlson
Co.; W. E. Macke, advertising manager, Zenith Radio Corp.; M. F.
Mahony, vice president, Maxon Inc.
The latter dealt with major national advertising media, including
radio and television.
Sound in TV— A TV station
might well build up its own library
of direct recordings for incidental
music in addition to relying on
transcription libraries, according to
Robert H. Tanner, Northern Electric Co., Belleville, Ontario. On
microphone techniques he suggested that since in TV the microphone is further away from the
artist, that uni-directional microphones be used to reduce cross
pick-up — pick-up of the orchestra
for example, on the soloist's microphone and vice versa.
Power Discussion
Power — New method of combining transmitting tubes in groups or
clusters, which materially increases
the power of television stations
operating on UHF (300 to 3000 mc)
was reported by G. H. Brown, W. C.
Morrison, W. L. Behrend and J. G.
Reddick of RCA Labs. Two transmitter tubes, or two complete
transmitters, are teamed through
a duplexer, which permits the combined outputs of the tubes to be
fed into the same antenna, thereby
doubling the effective power output
without narrowing the width of the
frequency band transmitted.
Antennas — New television antenna which will receive signals from
only one direction at a time and
will greatly improve reception of
set owners in fringe areas which
lie between stations on the same
channel was reported by 0. M.
Woodward Jr., i-esearch engineer
of RCA Labs, Princeton, N. J. The
antenna consisted of an array of
four 8-foot dipoles in the form of a
square. Direction from which the
antenna receives can be changed by
flipping a switch near the receiver,
said Mr. Woodward.
Flying — Television and radar
will in 15 years control all-weather
flying, Delos W. Rentzel, administrator of Civil Aeronautics, predicted. In the cockpit, the pilot
will see a pictorial presentation of
everything around him, showing
his own aircraft in relation to
others in the vicinity, indicatingobstructions and even the location
of storms and turbulent air.
Youth — Radio is still a profession for the young man, I. S. Coggeshall, traffic manager of Western
Union, said. Youthfulness of its
personnel has made for its adaptability to war, to peace, to television.
Most of radio's basic discoveries
were made by men younger than
thirty, he said.
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'defend

N 1614 in the village of
Happy Valley, which
was located in the land
of the Sky Blue
Waters, there lived
two Indian businessmen. One was named Two Feathers, but the 26 villagers called him
Feathers for short. The other was
called Three Feathers, but he was
known more fondly as Bottle.
Feathers had a lease on South
Hill, below Happy Valley. Bottle
had a like lease on the North Hill.
Now these two Indians, commanding as they did the highest promontories near the village, went into
business. They maintained smoks
signal fires, both transmitting on
clear channels from sunup to sunset. They competed with each
other for the attention of the 26
villagers, and they did this in diverse and diverting ways.

Feathers was just an ordinary
fellow who had been in the Tomahawk business until he had come by
South Hill. He obtained the lease
on South Hill by going before the
Happy Valley Council and explaining his plan — that he intended to
regale the villagers daily with fine
entertainment, news bulletins and
other enticing fare.
He explained that he would build
his signal fire transmitter from
wampum he had obtained through
sale of his tomahawk business. He
stated to the Council that he would
support his venture by smoking out
short announcements for Happy
Valley merchants, who in turn
would pay him. Feathers, in wampum for such service. He might,
he said, even sell longer periods,
or smokegrams, as he called them.
The Council chairman, Big Chief
Waynescoyting, looked upon this
proposal with some misgiving, but
it was decided finally to give
Feathers a three-year go to try
his plan. He could use South Hill
for that length of time — but before
he smoked up the landscape following expiration of that period,
he would have to come back to the
Council and prove that he had lived
up to his promises.
"Your license is granted with
reservations," the Big Chief said — which didn't mean much to
Feathers, since Indians didn't
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know about reservations back in
those days.
* * *
THAT'S
how He
Feathers
into business.
started went
with
just a little fire, and not much
smoke, and his smokegrams were
pretty deplorable in the beginning.
But he soon got the hang of the
business, and it wasn't long before
25 of the villagers spent a great
deal of their time watching
Feathers' signalling from South
Hill. Of course the merchants
poured a lot of wampum into this
venture, because they could see
easily how it had captivated 25 of
the 26 villagers.
Occasionally the merchants, who
thought
they they
ownedadvertised,
Feathers' would
business because
go up on South Hill and drop old
shoes, tarpaper, birch bark and
even
stink
bombslosein audience
Feathers' forfire,a
and he
would
THESE words of wisdom were
spoken last Friday at the AWE
Chicago convention by Robert K.
Richards, director of public relations and publications for the NAB.
time. But Feathers, ever resourceful and always patient, would
dream up some new smokegrams
and recapture his audience of 25.
Now you're probably wondering
about that 26th Happy Valleyer
who never looked at a Feathers'
smokegram. Well, he was our
friend. Three Feathers, or Bottle
for short. He didn't have time to
look at Feathers' smokegrams because he was busy lecturing the
villagers. What he was telling
them was that they shouldn't look
at Feathers' smokegrams because
they were not good for villagers,
which was a very interesting development inasmuch as Bottle
didn't look at them at all. The
villagers were puzzled that he
should, under these circumstances,
know so much about them.

^Me<p

Obviously Bottle didn't get very
far with his campaign, for two
reasons :
1. Nobody understood quite what
he was talking about.
2. Bottle didn't suggest any idea
that was better.
Well, you know what happened.
Bottle got a three-year lease on
North Hill, and announced he was
going to start smokegramming
which would be exclusively cultural in nature — poetry, excerpts
from the classics, and things like
that. But most startling announcement of all. Bottle announced that
he would take no advertising.
Can you guess what happened?
Out of curiosity, the 25 villagers
turned their backs on Feathers'
smokegrams for about two days
and watched this new station operated by Bottle.

days,
twoSouth
Feathers
down on
NG —those
DURI
Hill — didn't have much to do, since
he didn't have any audience, so he
started casing the landscape and
lo and behold off in the distance,
miles from Happy Valley, he saw
smoke gently wafting into the air.
He studied this phenomenon for a
time, and they started signalling.
In no time' at all, he had made connection with this other smokegrammanager who in turn was, it
developed, in smoketact with other
smokecasters to the East.
In just two days, then, the 25
villagers, pretty well filled with
culture,
turned
Feathers'
station on
Southback
Hill to
— and
what
did they livered
seein staccato
but a news
report,
depuffs, by Six

Feather Wincharger direct from
Manhattan. The Great Smoky Network had come to the land of the
Sky Blue Waters !
This should be the end of the
story. It should be a beautiful,
memorable ending, in the true
tradition. But, alas — it is not the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

end. Indeed, it is hardly the beginning.
Needless to say, Bottle off on
North Hill didn't even last out his
three-year license term. He had
no revenue to buy kindling, thus no
fire, consequently no smoke. He
became, did Bottle, nothing but a
vestige, and his enterprise — cold
ashes.
So Feathers, that advertising
smokecaster, grew and prospered,
and at least 25 villagers paid his
endeavor great heed. But one day,
oh the insolence of office, one day
the village of Happy Valley passed
an ordinance — an anti-smoke ordi-

BBDO

Mr. POPE

that was the
WELL, friends,casti
ng in the
end of smoke
land of the Sky Blue Waters. Two
beds of cold ashes, that's all.
The last broadcast over WSOB —
those were the call letters of
Feathers' station, and they meant
"Waters, Sky of Blue" — the last
broadcast was from Six Feather
Wincharger, directly from Manhattan. All he said was:
"The Paley-faces have landed."
That was enough.

Markman, Pope, Vieth
Dillon Made VP

Mr.

DILLON

FOUR MEN were elected vice
presidents by the board of directors of BBDO New York, at the
agency's annual meeting. They are:
Paul Markman and Bayard Pope
Jr., both account group heads in
the New York office. Mr. Markman
has been with the agency since

OHIO

MEETINGS
Speakers Announced

AWB
(Continued from page 30)

Wynn Hubler Speece, WNAX Yankton, S. D., rural; Marie Houlahan,
WEEI Boston, publicity, and Dorothy Lewis, United Nations, public
interest.
The delegates attended a fashion
tea Thursday afternoon followed
by a cocktail party and buffet supper as guests of J. Walter Thompson agency.
At a closed afternoon meeting
Friday, A. D. Willard Jr., vice
president of the NAB, presented a
proposed plan for reorganization
of the AWB as a department of
NAB. Plan has been approved by
both the NAB and AWB boards, and
calls for AWB election of 17 chairmen, each from an NAB district.
From these, the NAB president
would select seven to serve as chairmen of women's departmental activities.
PM ADS SCORED
Smoking Lure Claimed
AN ATTACK on the Philip Morris
sponsorship of Horace Heidt, alleging that the program is a device
to lure youth into cigarette smoking, will be published in the April
issue of the Christian Herald, a
non-denominational and non-official
publication of the Protestant
Church.
The program, now in its second
year, is Original Youth Opportunity Show, and presently occupies
the Sunday NBC time vacated by
Jack Benny, 7-7:30 p.m. Its purpose is to "discover" young talent.
Attorneys for Mr. Heidt told
Broadcasting they would ignore
the article, labelling it "a tempest
in
a teapot." NBC had no comment.
BROADCASTING

MANY top-ranking authorities on
radio, retail advertising, ad copy,
television, advertising research and
management will be among the
speakers at the Ohio State U. fifth
Advertising and Sales Promotion
Conference and second Television
Seminar. The sessions will be held
March 17' and 18 in Columbus at
the Fort Hayes and Chittenden
hotels.
Conference theme will be "AdBuyers Market."
The event vertisingisin asponsored
by Ohio
State U. in cooperation with the
state's advertising organizations.
Included among the speakers are:
Norwood Weaver, vice president,
A. C. Nielsen Co., whose topic will be
research; Gerald H. Carson, vice president and copy director, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, on copy; George W.
Wallace, television and network sales
promotion manager, NBC, New York,
on radio; Maurice B. Mitchell, direc-

Mr. MARKMAN

Mr. VIETH

1945 and Mr. Pope since 1939. Also
elected were Harry P. Vieth, account group head in the Pittsburgh
office, who has been with BBDO
since 1935, and Thomas A. Dillon,
account executive in the agency's
Los
1938. Angeles office, who joined in
tor, department of broadcast advertising, NAB, on radio.
Dr. Vergil D. Reed, associate director of research, J. Walter Thompson
Co., on research; George L. Moskovics,
manager of sales development for CBS
television, on television; William E.
Burnett Jr., advertising director, GE,
Cleveland, on television; Thomas R.
Gettelman, vice president, A. Gettelman Brewing Co., Milwaukee, on television; E. Y. Flanigan, managing director, WSPD-TV Toledo and president
of Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, on television, and Marion Harper Jr., president, McCann-Erickson, on management.

NEWS

PROTECTION

Ark. Enacts, N. Y. Defeats Law
LAW to protect radio newsmen
who refuse to disclose sources of
information, just as lawyers and
doctors are protected, was enacted
in Arkansas last week but defeated
in New York State.
Arkansas became the first state
to extend the privilege to radio and
television newsmen just as newspapermen are protected in the state.
Ten other states still have laws
protecting newspapermen but not
including radio. NAB has endorsed
efforts to remove this discrimination. Thirty-seven other states
lack privilege laws protecting mass
media. The Arkansas legislation
was called the Garner Bill after
Sen. Pat Garner, general manager
and news director of KFPW Fort
Smith, Ark., who introduced the
bill.
The New York bill, introduced
by Sen. Thomas C. Desmond, had
been prepared for the legislature
by the Law Revision Commission
which felt the immunity could be
safely given Democratic
in view of legislators
the bill's
safeguards.
joined with a number of Republicans in defeating the bill in the
Senate by a 36-18 vote.
Sen. Desmond obtained reconsideration and the bill was laid on
the table but feeling in Albany
was that it probably would not
come up again at this session.

t h e r Day . . .

REC NOMINATES
Burkland for Presidency
CARL BURKLAND, general manager of CBS Radio Sales, was nominated last week for the 1949-50
presidency of the New York Radio
Executives Club. A vote of the
membership, to be held May 5, is
considered a formality as all candidates will run unopposed.
Nominated for vice president of
the club was Gordon Mills, business
manager of the radio and television department of Kudner Advertising Agency. Lewis H. Avery,
president of Avery-Knodel, station
representative firm, and incumbent
treasurer of the club, was nominated to succeed himself, and
Claude Barrere, head of his own
talent firm and radio consultant to
City College of New York, was
nominated to continue his longheld post as club secretary.

• Telecasting

"Sure, I know that WIOD has top NBC shows...
but, I also know about the swell local program and
promotion job the station does. It's this excellent
comb/naf/on* that sells me!" "^Ask our Reps— maybe
it'll sell YOU.

Natlonol Representotives
GEORGE P.HOlllNGBERY CO.
Southeast Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC
All WIOD-AM programs
WIOD-FM
without
extra

are
cost

duplicated on
to advertisers
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Budgets Hitting
New High

TRAVEL
SPOTS
TRAVEL, transportation and travel services are using radio spot announcements toan unprecedented extent this spring.
For the third successive year the Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service Inc.
through Willard G. Myers Adv., Philadelphia, has placed a 26-week spot
campaign on 14 stations. Schedule ★
begins on March 23, once weekly,
York, WICC Bridgeport, WELI
New Haven and WNLC New Lonon WQXR New York WHDH Boston, WHK Cleveland, WKBW Bufdon. The four-week contract, effective March 1, was placed by St.
falo, WCAU Philadelphia, WJJD
Chicago, KMPC Los Angeles,
Georges and Keys, New York.
WDGY Minneapolis, WJAS PittsSicily, through its recently apburgh, KGO San Francisco, KING
pointed agency, Gotham Adv., in
Seattle, W M A L Washington,
New York, is also using spots to
WIOD Miami.
promote travel to the island, slanted
Also, New York, New Haven and toward springtime vacationing.
Hartford Railroad has turned to The campaign will run for four
radio to promote the new Mer- weeks on WQXR and WOR New
chants Limited train between New
York. Spots will also be used in
York and Boston and its generally
Buenos Aires and Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
speeded-up service by buying
weather reports on WQXR New

There is a reason. VHF, FM, and standard
AM broadcasters acclaim the structural excellence and all around low cost of Wincharger's performance proven towers. The
precision of Wincharger vertical radiator's
patterns is testified by the fact that over one
hundred and twenty stations are now using
Wincharger towers in directional arrays
even six element arrays! Higher quality,
wider versatility, lower cost have made
Wincharger antenna towers America's first
choice.
/O
uuin
CHBRCER/;^^,^.
Sioux City 6, Iowa. U.S.A.
for Technical Data and Prices
Phone,
WrrleDivision
or Wire - Wincharger
Corporation's
Antenna Tower
Makers of PreferrerJ
Towers
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STATIONS
QUIT
KABR, 3 FM Outlets Fold
KABR Aberdeen, S. D., regional
outlet and MBS affiliate established
in 1935, advised FCC last week that
it was turning in its license April
1 for "economic reasons."
Meanwhile, the Commission last
week approved deletion of three
more FM outlets to swell the total
of FM drop-outs this year to 27.
KABR, licensed to Aberdeen
Broadcast Co. and assigned 5 kw
on 1420 kc, in a letter signed by
H. C. Jewett Jr., president, told
the Commission the firm's stockholders have voted to liquidate the
corporation. The letter continued,
"For the last few years the station
has been operating at a loss and
it is our belief that the outlook for
the future is no brighter." It was
stated the
KABR
would"tangible
be sold assets"
to KSDNof
Aberdeen, established last year. No
figure was given for the consideration involved in the sale. KSDN is
assigned 1 kw on 930 kc.
The FM outlets dropped last
week were WBCO Detroit, KIOAFM Des Moines and KECK-FM
Odessa, Tex. WBCO, owned by
Woodward Broadcasting Co., was
dropped because of failure to secure a companion AM station for
which a request has been long
pending and which has been held
up in the clear channel case.
KIOA-FM, owned by Independent
Broadcasting Co., cited prospects
of high construction cost and
several years of non-profitable
operation as reasons for withdrawal. KECK-FM is owned by
Ector County Broadcasting Co.

Pay Raise Bill
A TOTAL of 250 top government
officials, including FCC and FTC
commissioners, would receive pay
raises under a bill favorably reported March 10 by the Senate
Civil Service Committee. As reported the measui'e would provide
salaries of $16,000, as compared to
the Commissioners' present $10,000.

JULES DUNDES
Named to KQW Post
APPOINTMENT of Jules Dundes
as director of sales and motion
sales
profor KQW,
Columbia - owned
station in San
Francisco, was
announced today
(March 14) by
Arthur Hu 1 1
Hayes, CBS vice
president in
charge of San
Francisco office.
Mr. Dundes
Mr. Dundes will
assume his new
duties on April 15 or as soon as
a successor to his present post as
advertising and sales promotion
manager of WCBS New York is
named. Myron Elges will continue
in his present capacity as sales
manager of KQW, Mr. Hayes announced.
Mr. Dundes joined the CBS promotion department in January
1936. In 1940 he was named to his
present post, advertising and sales
promotion manager for WCBS,
then WABC. He previously had
been a member of the staff of the
New York Post.

HICKOK SUPPORT
Sends Local Promotion Kit
TO BUILD local radio advertising
support, the Hickok Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., is distributing to nearly 13,000 retail stores a "completepackage - promotion advertising

comin

9

March 23: FCC hearing on G. A. Richards' news policies, Federal Bldg.,
Los Angeles.
March 23-25: Assn. of National AdvertisersHot spring
meeting,
stead,
Springs,
Va. The HomeMarch 26-27: Mississippi Broadcasters
Assn. bus,meeting,
Gilmer Hotel, ColumMiss.
March 29: Wander Co. hearing before
FTC continues, Cleveland, Ohio.
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City College of New York Radio-Television
and Business conference, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
March
30: Hotel,
CCNY New
awards
Roosevelt
York. luncheon,
March 31: Radio Pioneers annual banquet. Toot Shors, New York.
April 1 : FMA Clinic on FM Time Sales,
New York.
April 1: 0. S. National Commission for
UNESCO, second national conference,torium,
radio sessions,
Cleveland AudiCleveland, Ohio.
April
2-3:
NARND
board
of directors
meeting, Chicago.
April 4: WHAS Louisville transfer hearing resumes, FCC Hdqtrs., Washington.
April 4-8: Society of Motion Picture
Engineers annual convention, Hotel
Statler, New York.
April
6-8: A White
AAA convention.
The
Greenbrier,
Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
April 6-13: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago (April 6-9, Engineering sessions; 10, NAB unaffiliated
stationsment sessions).
conference; 11-13 Manage-

BROADCAST
FEE
For Tourney Games Is Out
BOARD of control of the Washington State High School Athletic
Assn. has reversed an earlier decision and will not charge stations
$15 each for right to broadcast
state high school basketball tournament games. Tournament opens
March 16 at the U. of Washington.
Board's action followed a meeting March 5 with representatives
of the Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters. The Broadcasters
take the position that a tax-supported school cannot charge for
broadcasts.
Besides eliminating the charge
for AM broadcasts of the games,
the board cut from $1,000 to $200
the charge for telecasting them.
Play-by-play on all tourney
games will be fed to interested
stations, according to H. J. Quilliam, KTBI Tacoma, president of
the state broadcasters' group.
KMO Tacoma will serve as clearing
house and handle traffic and billing.
Schedule calls for broadcasting
some 30 games in four days.

Wynkoop Elected
REAR ADMIRAL T. P. Wynkoop,
who retired from the U. S. Navy
March 1, was elected president of
It includes mats for newspaper
advertisements
ready - to - put - up Radiomarine Corp. of America, it
service."
was announced Friday. In the
counter displays and suggested
Navy 34 years, he was graduated
radio commercial copy. It was
from Annapolis in 1918 and in
prepared in portfolio form by Kasobtained a master's degree
tor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, 1922
New York, and represents the first from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
During World War II
large-scale effort by Hickok to ad- he was production
officer at Naval
vertise its products in dailies and
over local stations. Forty-four spot Shipyard, Norfolk, where he suthe Lake
airannouncements are included for
craft pervised
carriers construction
Tarawa ofand
local broadcasts.
Champlain.
BROADCASTING
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It is characteristic of Ruthrauff & Ryan that
among its personnel, television is referred to as
"SELEVISION." For the "sell" always comes first at
R&R. And this great new medium has unique twodimensional possibilities for selling merchandise
and ideas.
Ruthrauflf & Ryan has pioneered in television, just
as it did in the early days of radio.
In 1939, Ruthrauflf & Ryan was producing sustaining television shows with Major Bowes.
The first commercial television program in Chicago was an R&R production,
Ruthrauflf & Ryan's client, Griesedieck Brothers,
has been first in the commercial televising of sports
in the St. Louis area.
Ruthrauflf & Ryan won the American Television
Award for excellence of commercialsin 1 946and 1947.

r

More than 25 Ruthrauflf & Ryan clients are now
using television on a commercial basis.
We have recently prepared a cross-section presentation of television produced by the agency. It
shows excerpts of many types of shows from the
elaborate chain production to the economical oneminute spot. It shows a variety of successful commercial techniques. It demonstrates the merchandising possibilities of television. It indicates results
that have been secured from various commercial
treatments.
You may see this exhibit without obligation. You
will find it interesting, valuable. We believe it is the
most informative presentation that has been compiled for those interested in exploring the selling
possibilities of this revolutionary selling vehicle.
It can be examined in your oflfice at your convenience.
Simply write us your request.

Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
Inc.
812 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS 1
NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO . . . BALTIMORE . . . DETROIT . . . HOLLYWOOD ... SAN FRANCISCO . . . SEATTLE . . . CINCINNATI . HOUSTON . . . MEXICO CITY . . . TORONTO

soans
St.
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Advertisers bought 4,837 hours of time on KXOK

in 1948. This is a lot of

TIME — 302/^ days of 16 hours each in one year. Excellent testimonial to
the effectiveness of KXOK as a selling force! Alert advertisers are aware of
KXOK's consistent share-of-audience gains reported by Hooper month after
month . . . they value KXOK's BMB "plus" coverage in 115 counties daytime,
98 counties night time . . . they are gratified by KXOK's low-in-St. Louis rates
which means more coverage . . . more Hooper . . . per dollar of advertising
money! KXOK's list of renewals and the growing number of new advertisers
attest this fact! KXOK saturates the greater St. Louis market . . . economically!
KXOK

IS ALERT

TO

ITS

COMMUNITY

RESPONSIBILITY

Since opening day KXOK has demonstrated its alertness to community and area service ... a requirement of
a successful radio station. Many air hours are devoted
to programs with educational, religious, agricultural and
social import. We have learned through experience how
to balance program types in the interest of the listener.
Billboard's award for News Commentary and Variety's
award for "Responsibility to the Community" are evidences ofKXOK's progressive ideas on programming!
630

KC • 5000
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In cooperation with the St. Louis
Public Service Company, KXOK-FM
is installing receiving equipment on
1200 busses and 300 streamliner street
cars. Over 40,000,000 rides a month
is the guaranteed passenger count.
Here is a new medium with unexcelled sales potential. Riders hear
the advertising message while in
transit to points of purchase. For
further information on rates and
schedules on KXOK-FM consult our
Transit Radio Sales offices in New
York, Chicago, or Cincinnati . . .
or KXOK-FM direct.

T I M E • C H E S T N U T 3700

KXOK-FM

Is AfFiliated with
Transit Radio

St. Louis' ABC Affiliate
Owned and operated by the
St. Louis Star-Times
Represented by John Blair & Co.

BROADCASTING
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By BILL THOMPSON
ST. LOUIS is a blend of southern
charm, northern vigor and western
opportunity — but over and above
these fine intangibles it has the
goods.
It leads the vi^orld in the volume
of diversified production. Not only
the home of American Car &
Foundry, Anheuser-Busch, International Shoe, Liggett & Myers, and
Ralston-Purina, its food processing
establishments number 701 ; printing, publishing, and graphic arts
436; chemicals and drugs 210; machinery 198; iron and steel 181.
Hundreds of other manufacturers turn out lumber products, automobile equipment, leather goods,
petroleum and coal products, textiles, and non-ferrous metals, to
! name a few groups.
A total of 2,750 plants, producing
; goods estimated at $2 billion anI nually, make 357 classes of products. This is 76% of a possible 468
classes as defined by the U. S.
Budget Bureau. No one class employs more than 8% of the total
employed, a fact which emphasizes
the wide diversity and stability of
the city's manufacturing.

foUr other AM stations have FM:
KWK (Mutual) , WEW at St. Louis
U., KXLW in suburban St. Louis
County, and WIL, the area's most
powerful independent. Completing
the roster of commercial stations
are the 50 kw KMOX, owned and
operated by CBS; KTMV East St.
Louis, 111.; and KSTL, 10-monthold daytimer.
The metropolitan district also
has one of the nation's outstanding
religious stations — KFUO at Concordia Theological Seminary. This
station and its FM affiliate are
owned by the Evangelical Lutheran
Synod of Missouri.
The nation's eighth city rode to
industrial might on the motto —
"Ship From the Center — Not From
the Rim."
Central Location Enhances
Transportation Importance
Occupying a strategic position
about midway between the nation's
center of population and its geographic center, it is the hub of the
world's greatest inland waterway
system, terminus of 19 trunk line
railroads, and the interchange point
for traffic from all parts of the nation. Transfers are made here between railroads and the barge lines
operating on the Mississippi River
south to the Gulf of Mexico and
north to the Twin Cities.
Because of its central location,
local firms are in an unusually
favorable position to distribute advantageously by parcel post, express, freight, truck or plane, or via
waterways. And they can transact business economically by telephone or telegraph. Its surrounding territory forms a complete circle, unbroken by lakes, oceans or
other natural barriers. Such uninhabited areas reduce the trading
range of most of the other large
American
cities, St. Louisians

' The
The Stations
St. Louis That
Area Serve
:, And St. Louis has the tools to
sell its goods. For decades, three
I daily newspapers did most of the
job-— and did it well. But today
I ten commercial radio stations are
Whelping to do it better. Three of
f these
are black-and-white offspring: KSD Post-Dispatch, KXOK
Star-Times,
and KWGD (FM)
Globe-Democrat.
The Post-Dispatch also owns KSD-TV, the city's
'Only television station, and the
I Star-Times has a plus in KXOKliPM, associated with Transit Radio,
t In addition to KXOK and KSD,
'IBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

claim. The metropolitan area has a
population of 1,678,500 and a land
area of 956 square miles. On the
Missouri side of the Mississippi are
the City of St. Louis (population
902,000), the adjacent St. Louis
County, and St. Charles Township.
In Illinois are parts of Madison,
Monroe, and St. Clair Counties.
The district includes 62 incorporated cities and towns of which
East St. Louis, 111. (population
100,000) is the second largest.
Other Important
Aspects of Market
Centrally located with respect to
agricultural and mineral production, the area is best known for its
facilities for assembling domestic
raw materials and products and
for distributing them cheaply and
speedily.
However, St. Louis advances
these other claims to fame:
It handles 85% of the world's
supply of sealskin, having processed the Alaska sealskin catch
under exclusive contract with the
U. S. government since 1917.
It is strategic in Latin American
trade because of its proximity by
river, railroad, air, and highway to
the Port of New Orleans.
It has the highest ratio of nativeborn white persons of native-born
parents among all major metropolitan areas in the U. S.
It rates high in culture and science with five Nobel prize winners,
the second oldest symphony orchestra in the nation, a world-famous
Municipal Outdoor Opera, the first
hospital and first state university
west of the Mississippi, one of the
nation's four leading museums, and
one of the first radio stations to be
established in the U. S.
It has two major league baseball
teams (Cardinals and Browns), a
nationally famous college basketball

team (St. Louis U. Billikens), an
American Hockey League team
(Flyers),
a professional basketballand
team (Bombers).
Conservative Outlook
Is Characteristic
It prides itself on being America's most conservative, hard-tosell town. (It was here that a veteran vaudeville performer made
the crack — "The three toughest
weeks in show business are Christ-mas week, Easter week and a week
in Retail
St. Louis.")
sales . in metropolitan St.
Louis were estimated at $1,545,856,000 in 1947, as compared with
$509,601,000 in 1939, when the last
Census of American Business was
taken. Department stores (there
are 13,161 retail firms) showed a
gain of 140% from 1939 to 1946.
Maintenance of this high level of
business as postwar reconversion
progressed was indicated by the
fact that for the first seven months
of 1946, when the last area-wide
check was made, department stores
showed a further gain of 29% as
compared with the like period in
1945. Anticipation of retail sales
at high levels is encouraged by
conservative estimates that normal
postwar employment is settling at
60% above the 1939 level.
St. Louis ranks as one of the
largest wholesale centers in the nation, with 2,663 establishments. It
is chief distributor to the southwestern and southeastern states.
Wholesale trade currently is running at $1,764,000,000 annually.
743,000 Employed
In Area
Total number gainfully employed
in the area is 743,000, of which
about 80% are women. Of the
total, 24% are clerical and sales
people; 21, operatives; 14, crafts(Continued on St. Louis U)
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by
"progressive
and far-seeing
Lutherans
who realized
the great
possiblities which radio held in
store for the work of the Church."
On Christmas Eve of the following year, KMOX, destined to
become "the station to beat" in
St. Louis, broadcast its inaugural
program. A clear-channel outlet,
it claims to serve 70 counties, commanding aBMB audience of 816,660 in the daytime and 967,900
at night. Included in its secondary
area Thomas
are manyPatrick
counties in listening
Louisiana.
Convey, who was to broadcast
play-by-play from St. Louis'
Sportsman's Park, called 17 local
businessmen together to form
KMOX.
Mr. Convey made his greatest
ipipression on the broadcasting
world, however, as founder of
KWK on St. Patrick's Day, 1927.
This Mutual station, located in the
Chase Hotel, in the swank West
End section of St. Louis, has been
one of the most economical network operations in the country.
It was one of the first stations
in the city to capitalize on disc
jockeys. Before his death, in 1934
at the age of 48, Mr. Convey had
experimented with the television
scanning disc. His son, Robert T.,
who now heads KWK, has applied
for TV and plans to integrate it
in a new location with his AM
and FM activities, and a wired
music subsidiary.

St. Louis
(Continued from St. Louis 3)
men; 9, service workers; 9, proprietors, manufacturers, officials; 8,
professional and semi-professional;
8, laborers; 4, domestics.
More than 64% of the dwellings
in St. Louis and St. Louis County
have mechanical refrigeration; 63%
have central heating; 75% use gas
for cooking; 91% heat with coal or
coke; 97% use electricity for lighting.
Nearly 96% of all homes in the
area have radios. (In St. Louis
proper the count is 97%, and in St.
Louis County 97.4%.)
A total of 142,764 dwellings are
occupied by the owner, with an
average tax value of |4,275. Approximately 47% of homes occupied
by the owner are free from mortgage. Motor vehicle registration is
234,071, and average buying income per family is $4,380.

Population 1948

ST. LOUIS METROPOLITAN OlSTRICT

1,678,500

CITY OF ST. LOUIS

Expansion Factors
Prove Great Asset
One of the city's greatest assets
is its well-demonstrated readiness
to expand its capacity for industrial production. Programs are
under way to more than double
natural gas and electricity supplies. Railway facilities are being
enlarged, new barges, towboats, and
docks are appearing on the rivers.
A new canal and locks are being
built to by-pass the hazardous
"Chain of Rocks" in the Mississippi
north of St. Louis, and a new bridge
across the river, and new highways and expressways through the
city, are in progress. Lambert
Municipal Airport, only one in the
city, from which Lindbergh first
flew his "Spirit of St. Louis," is
being substantially enlarged despite atendency on the part of the
influential Terminal Railroad Assn.
to frown on aviation. This has
seriously delayed the city's growth
as an air transport center, for
which it is so ideally situated.
St. Louis U. Builds
Outlet in 1921
Jesuit St. Louis U. built the first
broadcasting station west of the
Mississippi and east of the Rocky
Mountains in 1921. Brother George
Rueppel of the university's science
department put 9YK on the air just
five months after Dr. Frank Conrad
began broadcasting from KDKA
Westinghouse in Pittsburgh. The
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture recognized the station because of its
"valuable weather and market reports to farmers." On March 23,
Frank E. Pellegrin
Pres &KSTL
Gen. Mgr.

L. A.Pres.
Benson
WIL

m
902,000

1922, the Dept. of Commerce assumed control of broadcasting and
officially licensed the station as
WEW, call letters which Brother
Rueppel interpreted as "We Enlighten the World." WEW is one
of the few educational outlets in
the
country to be successful commercially.
The Early Days
Of KSD
This was not the first license
granted by the Dept. of Commerce
to a St. Louis station, however.
KSD, the Post-Dispatch station
and NBC affiliate, received its
certificate nine days earlier. Its
pioneering was responsible for the
development of many broadcasting
practices that since have become
standard. Some St. Louis broadcasters recall that the Post-Dispatch, acknowledged as one of
the world's greatest newspapers,
"looked down her lorgnette" at
radio during KSD's formative
years. Its veteran manager, George

Nicholas Pagliara
Gen.
WEWMgr.

M. Burbach, divided his talents
between the station and the newspaper's advertising department until 1941. He has been a potent
voice in the broadcasting industry.
He put KSD-TV on the air in
February 1947 claiming the first
completely postwar equipped television station in the U. S., and last
September unveiled KSD-FM.
Another station that could challenge KSD's right to the first
license is WIL, whose founder,
Lester A. Benson broadcast the
Harding election returns from a
transmitter in the basement of his
home. Mr. Benson's original call
letters, WEB, were changed to
WIL when he got his license April
5, 1922. He was the first St.
Louisian to sell time on the air.

Non-Commercial KFUO
Founded in 1924
KFUO, home of The Lutheran
Hour, was the fourth station to
sign on. A non-commercial operation, itwas founded Dec. 14, 1924

Robert T. Convey
Pres.
KWK

WendeUGen.B. Mgr.
CampbeU
KMOX

Cox Puts WTMV
Into Operation
ropolitan
the Illinois
side '
By 1935,area
the on
grovii;h
of the metof the Mississippi made an East
St. Louis station feasible. Lester
Cox, who had been an owner of
stations in Springfield, Mo., Pittsburg, Kan., and Kansas City, put
WTMV on the air May 19. Leaning towards sports and known
for a policy of presenting brief
news reports "every hour on the
hour," 250 w WTMV has been i
famous in the area for originating
the St. Louis Cardinals baseball
broadcasts. Last year, a network
of 54 stations took the Cards
games, but in 1949 they will originate from WIL, which has upped
its power to 5 kw. These two fulltime independents are the only
ones available for baseball broadcasts. The four network stations
cannot reserve sufficient time, and
all other outlets are daytime only.
It is presumed WTMV will broad(Continued on St. Louis 6)

Geo.Gen.
M. Burbach
Mgr.
KSD

C. Gen.
L. Thomas
Mgr.
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tion furnished Broadcasting this
complete report:
St. KSD-TV
LiOuis, Mo.
Television Operation for the Year 1948
Capital
Expenditures:
Transmitter
equipment and in- stallation $137,572
Studio equipment
and installation 94,816
Mobile pick-up
equipment
23,500
TV Tower
77,831
TVPenthouse
Transmitter
39,037
TV
X 44' . 23,337
TV Studio
Studio24'(under
49'
construction) 24'x 25,000

St. Louis
(Continued from St. Louis U)
cast the St. Louis Browns games
this season, although a contract
has not been signed.
From 1922 to 1938, the PostDispatch was the only St. Louis
"adopted"
newspaper to Onhave
broadcasting.
Sept. 19 of the
latter year, however, the StarTimes entered the field with KXOK.
The station became a basic affiliate of NBC's Blue Network in
1941 and its successor, ABC in
1945. Unlike KSD in its early
years, KXOK insists it always has
been independent of its newspaper
parent — in fact, a competitor. It
be the most promotionappears tostation
conscious
in St. Louis. Its
FM affiliate, which took the air
in March 1947, is expected to
show early profits as the result
of its recent Transitcasting tie-up.
The Star-Times is one of the eight
stockholders of Transit Radio Inc.
Only suburban commercial station in the St. Louis area is KXLW,
founded Jan. 1, 1947. Located in
Clayton, Mo., it is very much a
part of the metropolitan picture
because it is surrounded by homes
of the wealthiest residents of the
area. Guy Runnion, youthful former news editor at KMOX, sold
the idea of a suburban community
station to 87 preferred and 12
common stockholders.
Last June, Frank E. Pellegrin,
former director of broadcast advertising for NAB, put KSTL on
the air from the American Hotel
in downtown St; Louis. Three local
industrialists, two Washington,
D. C. attorneys, and Mr. Pellegrin
are stockholders. The station
started entering figures in the
profit column after four months,
and all but two original advertisers
are maintaining schedules. In .
strict compliance with NAB's
Standards of Practice, KSTL employs a mood sequence technique
with middle-of-the-road musical
selections, ranging from old familiar to popular and semi-classical.
Newest Outlet
Is KWGD
Newest and one of the most
modern stations in St. Louis is
the Globe-Democrat's KWGD
(FM), housed in a "Radio City"
costing $1,600,000. Since the station took the air in December,
after two years of preparations,
its salesmen have been extolling the
merits of "interference-free" radio
and have signed a handful of advertisers. But everyone in St.
Louis believes the costly layout
is chiefly for television, for which
the Globe-Democrat has applied
to the FCC. Everyone also believes
an alliance between the newspaper
and KMOX is not far off. They
recall that the CBS station has
not applied for TV; and in recent
years withdrew its application for
FM. They also recall that the
Globe-Democrat's
owners were
Page 6 St. Louis • March 14, 1949

Guy & Runnion
Pres.
Gen. Mgr.
KXLW

Rev. H. H. Hohenstein
Director
KFUO

among the 17 founders of KMOX
in 1925, having sold their 35 percent interest to CBS in 1932. The
newspaper and station have cooperated closely since that time.
It all adds up.
Over 23,000 Video Sets
In The Area
KSD-TV, trailblazing video station, with a primary range of 50
miles, has been solely responsible
for the purchase of 23,000 TV
receivers in the metropolitan area.
It presently will move into new
million-dollar studios in the PostDispatch Bldg. Local newsreels,
picture newscasts, cartoons, feature films, home economics demonstrations, and other programs
have originated in small, cramped
studios there since the station
took the air two years ago. Since
last fall, NBC kinescope recordings have been used, and since

Charles
Gen. W.
Mgr.Nax
KWGD (FM)

the Midwest and Eastern coaxial
cables were joined in January,
NBC-TV network fare has been
featured. In addition, special programs from other networks have
been carried. Many local remotes,
such as football, baseball, basketball, hockey, harness races, and
Golden Gloves boxing bouts, have
been telecast. Even before it officially went on the air, KSD-TV
telecast the traditional Veiled
Prophets'
and ballevents
in 1946in
and carriedparade
these famous
1947 and last year as well.
Figures on KSD-TV
Operation in 1948
While operations at KSD-TV
are believed to be less costly than
at most comparable stations because of efficient overlapping of
some personnel with that of KSD,
nevertheless a loss of $109,355
was reported last year. The sta-

Cost of Operation: (10 months
$421,093 actual
& 2 months
estimated) —
Program
expense:
Program staff (salaries
and wages)
$ 41,596.48
Talent payroll
23,074.74
98
Films
(rentals)
32,166.17
Scenery-Line charges &
$64,671.22
other service
20,561.59
Total program
Technical
expense: expense $117,398,
Technical staff payroll.. $ 62,862,
Technical staff overtime 19,288
Repairs and renewals 82,151.35
(tubes)
16,349.37
Depreciation
44,940.00
Other technical expense 4,223.24
Total technical expense $147,663.96
Promotion expense:
All TV Promotion
4,135.45
Combined total expenses:
Program
expense
$117,398.98
Technical expense
147,663.96
Promotion expense
4,135.45
Total net revenue
159,842
$269,198
Operating loss
$109,355.54
Program staff of 7 (full time).
Plus use of nouncing
KSDstaff. keymen and KSD anAnnouncers paid on overtime basis.
Technical staff of 17 (full time)
14 technicians
2 stage hands
1 projectionist
KSD-TV
programming 30 hours per
week since 6/1/48 — 7 day operation.
Up
to
June
1948 KSD-TV
Thursday through
Monday oroperated
5 days
per week.
Rates range from $300 an hour
to $50 for a one-minute spot on
Class A time (1 to 11 p.m., Saturdays and Sundays; 6 to 11 p.m.,
Mondays through Fridays). Recently, however, station officials
tried charging $100 for one-minute
spots after the 7, 8 and 9 p.m. telecasts and sold out all of the 1949
periods so quickly that they entertain high hopes of drastically
reducing last year's deficit.
The three large department
stores that dominate the Associated
Retailers of St. Louis (FamousBarr, Scruggs - Vandervoort - Barney, and Stix, Baer and Fuller)
pour thousands of dollars into the
newspaper coffers yearly. The nonnewspaper group gets some comfort, however, from the realization
that dozens of smaller retailers
are attracted to radio only because
it is the one medium their big competitors have not invaded.
55 Agencies Operate
In St. Louis Market
St. Louis has 55 advertising
agencies. Among those doing an
aggressive job for radio is the
Gardner Advertising Co., with such
accounts as Ralston-Purina, Pet
Milk, and the U. S. Army a^^ Air
Force, and total billings in excess
(Continued on St. Louis 10)
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CONVINCED

Does your Station have a profitable,
responsive audience at midnight? At
^ o'clock in the morning? At 2:30 in
:he afternoon? There is one dead-cer';ain, incontestable way you can prove
/our point — by carrying good, clean
nail-order accounts such as we place.
I

We'd like to help you test your audience. We're mail-order specialists.

featured a Plastic offer by our client,

We've been at it over 36 years. We
have never missed a discount or payment. Our clients are reputable. They

L & M Company. Many 50 KW Stations like KDKA (whose full page ad
in February 7th BROADCASTING

sell desirable merchandise, much of it

we

[f you can show hard-to-convince time
)uyers that you can sell goods by mail

unusual and often at real bargain

reproduce above), as well as smaller
stations participated in the campaign.

prices. They fill orders promptly.

A few of the stations carrying this offer:

vhen most folks are supposed to be

They'll be a credit to your station.

WOR,

Lsleep or at other odd hours, then there

For example, we are now concluding

WMAQ,

s no question about the size or reiponsiveness of your audience.

one of the most outstanding mailorder successes in radio history. It
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It
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To send your sales zooming "out of this world" in mid-America,
use KMOX.

It'll do you a world of good!

Because the vast mid-America
KMOX

market dominated

by 50,000-watt

is a world in itself . . . diversified, self-sufficient ...

bulging 'round with riches.
Last year retail sales here were "out of this world,"
totaling $2,352,663,000. Thanks in part to 2,841 factories
with an annual payroll of $606,000,000, and 492,123 worldly-wise
farmers with a net cash income of $365,347,000.
Big as it is, there's one easy way to "tell the world" about
your product. For KMOX is the 6-to-l favorite of listeners
throughout these 70 counties, day and night, all week

long.

Ask us or Radio Sales. for details.
The" Voice of St. Louis'' KMOX
50,000 watts • Columbia

Owned

For all the facts
and figures on write
mid-America,
or call Radio Sales
for your copy of
"It's A Small World"
...latest KMOX
market study.

St Louis
(Contimied from St. Louis 6)

KSTL
ST. LOUIS
BLANKETS
THE ST. LOUIS MARKET
WITH THE
4th Strongest
AT THE

Signal

Lowest Cost Per Thousand
OF ANY ST. LOUIS STATION
PACKS

A

HUSKY

WALLOP!

1000

Wans

ON 690 KILOCYCLES
KSTL's choice frequency and efficient operation packs plenty of
punch and power . . . effectively
delivers 40 other important BONUS
markets (Primary Area) outside of
St. Louis ABC zone.
CONCIENTIOUS, THOROUGH
MERCHANDISING SERVICE
• NEWSPAPER DISPLAY ADS
• GROCERY AND DRUG TRADE
BULLETINS
• POINT-of-SALE PROMOTION
• SPECIAL LETTERS TO YOUR
TRADE
• PERSONAL SERVICE CALLS
St. Louisans Appreciate
KSTL's Good Music
KSTL gives
St. Louis
GOOD MUSIC ALL DAY
LONG!
Less talk, less chatter, less
Yakity-YakMORE ATTENTION FOR
YOUR COMMERCIALS!

KSTL
ST. LOUIS
R. L STUFFLEBAM, Gen. Mgr. MAin 0600
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of $15 million, much of it for radio.
D'Arcy Advertising Co. has the
giant Coca Cola account, whose
radio programs are handled in
New York. Charles E. Claggett,
vice president and former radio
director of Gardner, is one of the
advertising
radio men profession's
by virtue ofbest-known
the part
he has played in the development
of "kid" programs. He has handled
Ralston's Tom Mix for Gardner
15 years. Tom Mix started in New
York in 1933 and consisted of a
complete 15-minute episode every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
It was broadcast over the then
NBC Red network. In 1934, the
show was moved to Chicago because itwas more advantageous to
repeat from there than it was
from New York.
"We started on the Blue in Chicago and went on a five-a-week
basis with a continued story type
of show with a basic plot that
stretched over 26 weeks," Mr.
Claggett reminisced. "Percy Hemus, who started with the program
in New York, was dragged out
to Chicago to continue playing
the part of the Old Wrangler. In
addition to Hemus, we employed
the Ranch Boys — Curley Bradley,
Jack Carson, and Jack Ross^ — to
sing our theme song. Because
we had a tight budget, when bit
parts came along the Ranch Boys
handled the speaking lines. Jack
Holden played the part of Tom
Mix and also doubled as scriptwriter. Bob Wamboldt was our
producer. Hal Perry, now the
Great Gilder sleeve, performed miracles doubling from four to six
parts in every episode. Jane Webb,
then a small thing in pigtails,
played a running part standing on
a soap box. . She literally grew
up on the program and only left
it when she moved to the Coast
about two years ago to play the
lead in Those Websters. Forrest
Lewis, Sid Ellstrom, Leo Curley,
Jane Seymour, Mercedes McCambridge, Betty Winkler, Hugh Studebaker, Billy Idleson — who was
then playing Rush in Vic and Sade
— and virtually every famous radio
actor and actress in Chicago
worked the Tom Mix show. About
1936, Russell Thorson was brought
out from New York to play Tom
Mix and was later replaced with
Curley Bradley about 1941."
Oscar A. Zahner, vice president
in charge of St. Louis operations
for Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., joined
the agency in 1925. R&R opened
the St. Louis office at 812 Olive St.
"Over the years Ruthrauff &
Ryan has been top buyer of radio
time in the St. Louis area, by consensus of opinion of station officials," Mr. Zahner stated. Currently, such advertisers as Griesedieck Brothers Brewery, Krey
Packing Co., Pevely Dairy, St.
Louis Dodge Dealers Assn., three
Arthur Murray studios in the city,

RETAIL SALES OF
METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS
$1,545.856.000.... 1947

$509.601.000.... 1939

and Tums are R&R accounts sponsoring awide variety of broadcasts.
Old Judge coffee and Hyde Park
Breweries were earlier companies
figuring in R&R radio in the St.
Louis area.
Mr. Zahner points to the "Baseball Network" of stations, now organized for Griesedieck Brothers,
to bring St. Louis baseball games
to area listeners as well as audiences in Illinois and throughout
Missouri. When the network was
first begun for Hyde Park in 1938,
it consisted of six stations. In
1948, for Griesedieck, there were 54
stations in the network.
From the inception of television
in St. Louis (KSD-TV in 1947), the
agency has been active in video.
The agency chalked up a series of
"firsts" in television for the St.
Louis area in its series of studio
sports
shows, Sports Close-ups,
for
Griesedieck.
Ray C. Strieker, who joined the
agency 12 years ago, also played a
major role in building R&R radio
in St. Louis.
Shaffer -Brennan-Margulis Advertising Co. is one of the largest
mail order agencies in the Midwest,
with one-third of its volume agricultural accounts such as nurseries,
hatcheries, and farm implement
concerns. Founded by the late E. M.
Brennan and T. D. Shaffer, who retired in January 1948, S-B-M now
is a partnership operated by Sam B.
Margulis, who is radio director, and
S. I. Rosenfeld. Mr. Margulis started with Messrs. Brennan and Shaffer in 1924 as an "office boy-file
clerk-copy writer." He became a
partner four years later and has
sparked the agency's activity in
radio ever since. Company was

founded in 1912.
Vernon L. Morelock, vice president of Winius-Drescher-Brandon
in charge of radio and television,
was active in spot radio in earlier
years
St. for
Louis
was as
much "when
a center
transcribed
spots as Chicago
operas." He mourns
the days when big
concerns had spots
"sometimes at the

was for soap
the passing of
St. Louis shoe
produced there
rate of 13 an

One of the city's most talented
agency executives is James M.
Daugherty, president of Jimm
Daugherty Inc., who has been widely honored for his community servhour."
ice in producing the local radio
series The Land We Live In,
which he originated but is now
produced by the Gardner Co.
Olian Advertising Co., which
last year moved its headquarters
to Chicago, but maintains a large
staff in St. Louis, has one of the
city's best radio success stories in
General Coffee Co. Sales of its
Manhattan Coffee have increased
10 fold since it entered radio two
years ago. Westheimer and Co.,
Oakleigh R. French and Assoc.,
Jerroll & Assoc., Gordon-Marshall
Adv., Huffman Adv. Co., Marjorie
Wilten, and Glee R. Stocker and
Assoc. are others doing a good
selling job for radio.
Out

Where

the

Wealth Begins—
KXLW
St. Louis County
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KFUO
801 DeMun Ave., Clayton, Mo.
Tel.: Delinar 3030
850 kc 5 kw
IN FEBRUARY, 1923, Richard
Kretzchmar, chairman of the board
of control of Concordia Seminary,
submitted to the board a proposal
for a Lutheran radio station. The
Lutheran Laymen's League, the
Walther League, and students at
Concordia raised funds for the 500
w station which took the air in
December of the following year
from an improvised studio in the
attic of old Concordia Seminary in
St. Louis. When the school moved
to a new campus at Clayton, a
western suburb, in 1926, a 1 kw
station was erected. At the time,
the station shared time on 550 kc
with KSD. In 1940, the FCC assigned 850 kc to KFUO and its
power was increased to 5 kw. By
1942 a $100,000 "Greater Gospel
Voice Radio Fund" had been raised
and a modern plant was constructed
on the Concordia campus. Now a
half-million-dollar expansion program is under way, including removal of its transmitter and antenna from the campus to another
site, its replacement with a new FM
tower, additions to its studios and
installation of new equipment. . . .
KFUO is the originating station
of The Lutheran Hour, conceived
in meetings of its radio committee.
In 1946, the station was recommended for the Peabody Award for
(, outstanding public service, consid, ered a special honor for a religious
station. . . . KFUO is establishing
a shortwave amateur station for
contacting Lutheran missionaries
in all parts of the world. The Rev.
H. H. Hohenstein, director of
KFVO since October 1925, states:
"In spite of our half-million-dollar
expansion program and our heavy
operating costs, we have never
owed anyone a dime since the
founding of the station over 24
years ago."
KMOX
401 S. 12th St. Tel.: Central 8240
1120 kc 50 kw
THIS KEY CBS station took the
air with 5 kw from two studios in
a Hotel Mayfair suite in December
1925. It received a clear channel
in 1929 and a year later christened
a 50 kw transmitter. By December
19.31 the station had outgrown its
hotel studios and had taken over
25,000 square feet in the St. Louis
Mart Bldg., now the St. Louis
Medical Depot. In May 1932 the
17 local business men who founded
KMOX sold it to CBS. Owners of
the Globe-Democrat,
who were
among the 17, are said to regret
=KXLW=

St.

Louis

Music

&
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that they disposed of their share.
They need an AM affiliate for
KWGD (FM). . . . First manager
of KMOX under CBS supervision
was J. L. Van Volkenberg, now
vice president of the network in
charge of television. He was succeeded two years later by James D.
Shouse, who resigned in 1987 to
become general manager of WLW
Cincinnati and was followed by
Merle S. Jones. Late in the war,
Mr. Jones went to WOL Washington, before becoming manager of
WCCO Minneapolis, and Col. Frank
B. Falknor returned from the
service as head of KMOX. When
Col. Falknor went to WBBM Chicago in November 1945 as righthand-man to H. Leslie Atlass, CBS
vice president in charge of the
Central Division, Wendell B. Campbell, his assistant general manager,
moved up. Mr. Campbell today is
in charge of a commodious station
layout totalling 40,000 square feet
of space. There are seven studios,
ranging in size from 400 square
feet to the "KMOX Playhouse"
with a two-level stage, floodlights,
and a seating capacity of 400. The
station occupies much of two floors
of the Medical Depot. A 24-hour
station, KMOX produces some
10,000 programs yearly. . . . Its
All-Night Frolic, inaugurated last
October, already has received hundreds of letters and telegrams from
listeners throughout the U.S. and
such far-away points as Hawaii.
. . . The station employs 21 union
musicians, a number of them symphony artists. It is one of two
CBS stations feeding the network
their own orchestras, the other being WBBM Chicago. Its Barnyard
Follies is on the network for a half
hour six days a week. . . . The 24hour news department is unique in
that 54 string correspondents are
held available in surrounding towns
for
on-the-spot two-way telephone
interviews.
KSD,
KSD-TV,
1111 Olive
St. Tel.: KSD-FM
Main 1111
550 kc 5 kw
FIRST NEWSPAPER -OWNED
station in St. Louis, KSD was
founded by the Pulitzer Publishing
Co. (Post-Dispatch). A month before it received the first Dept. of
Commerce broadcasting license, in
March 1922, it presented one of the
first remotes in radio history from
the stage of the American Theatre.
The play was "Two Little Girls
in
Blue."
"firsts"
claimed
are :Among
A test many
broadcast to a
moving passenger train; talks by
the late Gen. John J. Pershing and
British Prime Minister David
Lloyd-George; a Catholic mass;
communication with a dirigible in
flight; address by a U. S. President
(Warren G. Harding, June 21,
1923); and the first station in St.
Louis to broadcast a network program— an address by President
Calvin Coolidge from Washington.
. . . KSD was the only St. Louis
station to send a member of its

Background
news staff to Rome for the elevation of Archbishop John J. Glennon
to the rank of Cardinal. ... In
1935 it operated experimentally an
ultra shortwave transmitter,
W9XPD. Later it operated an experimental facsimile station,
W9XZY. In 1938, it inaugurated
the first regular broadcast of a
specially prepared facsimile edition of a newspaper, ... In 1948,
KSD had billings totaling approximately one million dollars, a substantial increase over 1947. Its
management sees indications of a
slight recession this spring "which
may continue through June," but
believes that "by concentrating on
a volume of $15,000 accounts instead of $50,000 accounts" 1949
may show an increase over last
year. . . . General Manager Burbach was advertising manager of
the Post-Dispatch and a director
of the Pulitzer company when KSD
took the air. He was placed in
charge of the station's program and
business departments in addition
to his regular duties. In 1933, he
was named general manager.
Through his efforts KSD became
the first newspaper-owned station
to
and receive
AP apply
news for
service.
He has 24-hour
been a
constant advocate of better taste
and more restraint in the use of
commercials. He was one of the
first to put into practice the policy
of prohibiting interruption of
newscasts for "middle commercials." One of a small group which
organized the St. Louis Better
Business Bureau in 1917, he served
as a member of its board of directors for many years. He became a
charter member of radio's "Twenty
Year Club" in April 1942. On Mr.
Burbach's recommendation, KSD's
television affiliate KSD-TV became one of the first members of
TEA, of which he is a director. He
is active in numerous civic and
cultural enterprises.
KSTL
American Hotel. Tel.: Main 0600
690 kc 1 kw D
FOUNDED LAST June 4 on the
mezzanine of the American Hotel
and adjacent to the city's only
legitimate theatre. The American,
KSTL features "good music all day
long." The theatre provides easy
access for exclusive interviews with
top stars of the stage. Careful attention is paid to all advertising
copy and the industry's Standards

of St, Louis

Outlets

of Practice, with "beamed program
technique" employed on all accounts. .. . Station maintains a reciprocal agreement with the Acredited Newspaper Assn. of St.
Louis, comprising five weekly community papers with a total circulation of 207,000. Besides local
news coverage, these papers are an
outlet for KSTL's merchandising
program. When Frank E. Pellegrin,
founder, resigned as general manager in October to become national
sales manager for Transit Radio
Inc., in Chicago, Ralph L. Stufflebam, sales manager, was appointed
manager.
ground Mr.
includes Stuiflebam's
11 years of backsales
building by radio. He formerly was
general manager of WDZ Tuscola,
111.; regional sales director for
Central States Broadcasting System (KFAB and KOIL Omaha;
KFOR Lincoln) ; and KWTOKGBX Springfield, Mo. . . . Stockholders in addition to Mr. Pellegrin,
who continues as president, are
James H. Grove, president of Grove
Labs.; E. E. Haverstick Jr. of
Smith, Moore & Co.; and William
H. Haverstick, president of Haverstick Sales Co., all of St. Louis;
also Franklin C. Salisbury and
William Blum, Jr., Washington,
D. C. attorneys. . . . Besides good
music and mood sequence programming, which got the station
off to a solid and profitable start,
beamed to the middle and upper
levels of cultural St. Louis, KSTL
has built two noteworthy series
of programs. Who's Who in St.
Louis is a daily feature presenting by tape
interviews
within outstanding local
personalities
all
lines of activity, and The St. Louis
Forum, a weekly discussion of major local issues.
KWGD (FM)
1215 Cole St. Tel.: Garfield 1212
251, 98.1 mc 218 kw, B
APPLIED for FM in 1941, but
took the air only last Dec. 19 from
a new building, topped by a 525foot tower, at 1215 Cole St., one
block from headquarters of its
owner, the Globe-Democrat. Wells
R. Chapin, station director and
chief engineer, spent months observing broadcast techniques and
construction in other cities to make
sure station vs^ould have the "ultimate" in equipment. . . . Idea for
ultra-modern FM and TV plant
originated
with theRay,
lateJr.,
radiominded
E. Lansing
son

of the Globe-Democrat publisher.
Charles W. Nax, executive assistant to Mr. Ray Sr., and an employe of the newspaper since 1915,
is general manager. . . . Officials
say immediate aim of station is to
promote FM. They estimate nearly 100,000 FM receivers are in
use in the St. Louis metropolitan
area. However, station layout suggests early
Provision
alsoentry
has into
been television.
made for
facsimile. . . . Outstanding feature
of the building is a group of four
BROADCASTING
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Hourly Rates of St. Louis AM
Stations
KMOX
$575
KSD
500
KWK
380
KXOK
380
WTMV
150
WIL
138
WEW
112.50
KXLW
110
KSTL
75

"suspended"
master
controlstudios
room with
in fullcentral
view
of each. During the war, Mr.
Chapin, a radio engineer for 21
years, was a field supervisor for
Raytheon Mfg. Co. in charge of
West Coast and Gulf Coast territories. He previously was transmitter supervisor at KWK St.
Louis, and in earlier years was a
well known amateur radio operator.
KXLW, KXLW-FM
8135 Forsythe Blvd., Clayton, Mo.
Tel.: Delmar 1320
1320 kc 1 kw D
; LOCATED in the heart of the
; country club district, this station
' was founded New Year's Day 1947,
' as a community project. Guy
' Runnion, perience
newsman
who got hisCity,
exon WKY Oklahoma
; WDAF Kansas City, WIBW To; peka, and as news editor of KMOX,
' convinced nearly 100 residents of
\ the city's western suburbs that a
station in their midst would pay
big dividends because timebuyers
would be attracted by the wealth in
the area. . . . KXLW not only
blankets Clayton, University City,
Richmond Heights, Kirkwood, Maplewood, Glendale, Rock Hill, Ladue, and a dozen other exclusive
communities, but nearly 29 Missouri counties. . . . Plagued by
recent labor disputes with IBEW,
Local 1217, whose members picketed the studios from Dec. 6 until
late last month, KXLW had "bad
losses" in December, according to
Mr. Runnion. Since January, however, it has been getting new business "at the normal rate.". . . Mr.
Runnion claims he has lost advertisers at the insistence of the union.
The station also is seeking a permanent injunction to halt picketing
at the station and at a tower construction project in nearby Brentwood. . . . Programming runs to
disc jockeys, but of a different type
from those on most stations.
"Spider" Burks, first Negro discer
in the St. Louis area, is a Be-bop
enthusiast, even to wearing a Bebop cap. . . . Janet Dailey presents
the Musical Story Book, in which
hundreds of school teachers in the
metropolitan area have shown an
interest. . . . The station has FM
and currently is programming until
9 p.m.
KXOK,
KXOK-FM
12th & Delmar
Blvds.
Tel.: Chestnut 3700
630 kc 5 kw
THE STAR-TIMES applied for a
CP in November, 1935 but waited
two years and 10 months to put
its station on the air — then fulltime on 1250 kc with 1 kw. On
October 28, 1940, station was assigned 630 kc with increase to
5 kw. Of original 38 staff members, eight are still employed. Station has won four major awards
KXLW
St. Louis County
•
Covers the County
As Nothing Else Can
BROADCASTING
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Kc

been 28 serving
St.
pOR
YEARS, Greater
WEW has
Louis with diversified programs
attuned to regional listening
habits.

CHRISTI
CORPUS

in recognition of broad public interest policy ... Its mobile radio
telephone, installed in a station
wagon, aided its coverage of such
major news events as the 1947
Centralia, 111., mine disaster, a
million-dollar fire near East St.
Louis the same year, a tornado
northeast of the city in 1948, and
the U. S. National Open and PGA
Golf tournaments in 1947 and
1948 . . . KXOK was the first
station in the city to use recorded
phone conversations for broadcast.
KXOK-FM is now feeding 100
local buses through Transit Radio,
and eventually 300 street cars and
a total of 1,148 buses will receive
transitcasts. ... In January 1948
the station arranged for installation of facsimile laboratory equipment at Missouri U. to further
develop new techniques in the art.
. . . Transmitter is in modern building on 90-acre plot near Granite
City, 111. Business and executive
offices, three studios, news department, engineering and transitcasting workshops are in the StarTimes building at Twelfth and
Delmar Blvds. . . . Best known
programs are Junior Town Meeting of the Air, half-hour discussion program tape-recorded in
metropolitan area high school auditoriums; So It Can't Happen To
You, safety, educational program
conducted by the local police department; and Wake Up, St.
Louis, a 45-minute discussion program of vital current local issues
featuring members of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce and the St.

(d)

Louis Bar Association. . . . C. L.
"Chet" Thomas, general manager,
is a veteran of 21 years in broadcasting, with experience on WLW
and WSAI Cincinnati, WINS New
York, WCAE Pittsburgh, and
KFRU Columbia, Mo., as well as
eight years on KXOK. Mr. Thomas
joined the station in 1941 and has
been general manager since March
1943. He is a member of the board
of governors and first vice president of the St. Louis Advertising
Club, vice president and a director
of Transit Radio, member of several St. Louis civic organizations,
the NAB employe-employer relations committee, and the Radio
Pioneers Club. He has one of the
city's most talented promotion men
in Foster Brown.
WIL-FM
Melbourne WIL,
Hotel.
1430 kc Tel.:
5 kwJefferson 8403
STATION was founded by Lester
A. Benson, radio enthusiast since
he was 14. At 17, "L.A." was a
wireless operator on a Lake Michigan passenger steamer. He joined
the Army during World War I as
a radio instructor at Camp Pike,
Ark., leaving with the rank of first
lieutenant to open a radio parts
store in St. Louis. Holding a commercial radio operator's license at
19 with call letters WEB, he broadcast the 1920 Presidential election
returns and introduced police broadcasting from an automobile in
motion. He was assigned WIL in
1922. . . . Station claims to have
been first St. Louis commercial out(Continued on St. Louis H)

<<'Y'HE OLDEST STATION
west of the Mississippi,"
WEW is the home of the worldwide "Sacred Heart Program,"
heard daily by millions over 800
stations coast to coast. This
successfully produced WEW
program enters its 10th year
May 1.
W^-EW IS CONSIDERED one
of the outstanding public
service stations in the country.
Its documentary programs are
widely known throughout radio.
A series of educational InSchool-Listening programs is
another WEW feature. A wellrounded Sports News and Music
lineup has wide acceptance.

CO. can
ON details.
give youPEARS
the full
JOHN

95.1 Mg.
WEW-FM
Channel

236

E.R.P. of 68,800

W.

NICHOLAS PAGLIARA
General Manager

JOHN PEARSON CO.
National Representatives
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(Continued from St. Louis IS)
let on the air, first to carry boxing
blow-by-blow, to gather its own
news, to have its own Washington
news correspondent, to broadcast
music by remote control, to maintain a service for those in distress,
and to introduce FM to St. Louis
—June 1946. . . . Advertised as
"Your Sports Station," WIL is exclusive St. Louis outlet for all
games played at home and on the
road by the Cardinals. In 1949
the games will go to stations in
seven midwest states. WIL also
airs college and professional football and basketball, and pro hockey
games. In addition, three disc
One of WIL's
featured.
jockeys
accounts,are the
George L. Weber
Jewelry Co., has been with the station 22 years. Sunshine Laundry
has bought time continuously for
15 years. Best known WIL program is the Neighborhood Hour,
15 year-old public service. Studios are atop the Melbourne Hotel
in Mid-Town St. Louis. . . . C. W.
Benson is vice president and general manager.
WEW,
3642 Lindell
Blvd. WEW-FM
Tel.: Franklin 5665
770 kc 1 kw D
RECOGNIZED as one of the pioneer stations in the U.S., this St.
Louis U. outlet has an unbroken
record of broadcasting dating back
to 1912. Not until 1921, however,
did it schedule regular broadcasts.
An official document signed by the
Secretary of Agriculture attests
the distinction that the university's
9YK, forerunner of WEW, was
the first "Agricultural School of
the Air." . . . Unlike KFUO, the
Lutheran station, WEW and
WEW-FM are commercial, with
billings of nearly $200,000 expected
this year. Its popular general
manager, Nicholas Pagliara, believes that if WEW were given permission to operate fulltime "we
would give every station in St.
Louis a run for its money." The
J. D. Carson Furniture Co. spends
80% of its total advertising budget
on WEW, reserving three halfhours six days weekly and one halfhour on Sundays. WEW-FM, on
the air since June 1947, sells more
FM than any outlet in St. Louis
— about three hours daily, mostly
sports. . . . WEW has a large
farm audience because it is the
only station in the area wjth
daily remotes from the National
Stockyards in East St. Louis,
the Mississippi Stockyards, and the
Merchants Grain Exchange. These
are aired three times daily. One
of its educational programs. The
Eastern Liturgies, won a first
prize at Ohio State U.'s 1948 Institute for Education by Radio.
WEW also is home of the Sacred
Heart Program, which enters its
10th year May 1. ... In coopera-

tion with the St. Louis Board of
Education, WEW and WEW-FM
also present six programs weekly
designed for in-school listening.
. . . WEW was the third St. Louis
station to apply for TV and at one
time had a CP for experimental
color television. It has conducted
experiments looking toward facsimile. Station applied to FCC for
50 kw four years ago. It still uses
a flat-top antenna for AM, but has
an FM tower 542 feet high whose
signal, the station says, covers an
area of 14,500 square miles.

WTMV
Broadview Tel.:
Hotel,Bridge
East 3424
St. Louis, lU.
1490 kc 250w
LESTER COX, part owner of
KWTO Springfield, Mo.; KOAM
Pittsburg, Kans.; and KCMO
Kansas City, put this station on
the air from the Broadview Hotel
as a 100 watter on May 19, 1935.
Power was increased to 250 w in
1936. Station was sold in 1940 to
William West, who managed the
station for Mr. Cox, and Carlin S.
French, then advertising director
of the Chicago Herald-Examiner.
Mr. French, until recently radio
director of Lorenzen & Thompson
agency, Chicago, and now associated with the national sales office
of Transit Radio, bought out Mr.
West some months later and retained ownership until 1945 when
he sold out to a partnership consisting of Myles H., Penrose H.,
William F., Jr., and William F.
Johns. Myles H. Johns currently
is well known to the industry as
vice president of KCBC Des Moines
and executive director of WOSH
Oshkosh, Wis. . . . Since May 1947
WTMV has been owned by Alvin
n ~|
iocle
atCir
j 0. Eades, Henry B. Walker, and
Sten
j
I The Gold
Clarence Leich of Evansville, Ind.,
i
K-X-L-W
! who also operate WGBF and
!
ST. LOUIS COUNTY 1 WMLL (FM) Evansville and
I
.. ! WBOW Terre Haute. The group
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also heads Electronics Inc., which
has manufactured equipment for
Transit Radio. Because of this tieup, WTMV is expected to get the
transitcasting franchise for East
St. Louis and its environs. Application has been made for FM.
Since February 1947, Frank J.
Prendergast has been general manager. A veteran of 15 years with
the advertising department of the
Star-Times, Mr. Prendergast had
been commercial manager of
WTMV since October 1944. Application for 1 kw has been made
to the FCC and proceedings have
reached the oral argument stage.
. . . WTMV's reputation as a training school is evidenced by the fact
that it has graduated 35 personnel
to "big time" broadcasting jobs
during the past five years. In addition to its heavy sports and news
schedule, the station airs daily
farm programs, featuring the farm
advisers of St. Clair, Madison, and
Monroe (111.) counties. The station's best disc jockey, Joe Martin,
is really Joe Prendergast, personable son of the general manager.
KWK-FM
Hotel KWK,
Chase. Tel.:
Rosedale 3210
1380 kc 5 kw
THOMAS PATRICK CONVEY,
one of St. Louis' most fabulous
radio pioneers, organized this station in 1927 after he had promoted
KM OX two years before. He began by purchasing KFVE, then
operated
by WIL's
Benson, and his
brother Lester
C. W. A.
Benson,
in suburban University City. He
moved the studios to Hotel Chase
and changed the call letters, under
FCC authorization, to KWK. In
its early days, the station was required to change power and frequency several times and had to
share time with two other local
stations, KFQA and WMAY, both
of which later discontinued broadcasting. . . . Mr. Convey and his

wife Grace ran the first KWK operation, which was affiliated with
the Blue network, with the help
of two announcers. Mrs. Convey
was program director. First news
commentator was Ray R. Dady,
present vice president and station
manager who joined KWK 15 years
ago after a stretch in Washington,
D.C., as secretary to Congressman
Lloyd Thurston of Iowa. Robert
T. Convey, president, has been
with the station 21 years. After
leaving Washington U. in 1928, he
"ran the gamut of station jobs"
until 1932 when his father made
him vice president. When the elder
Convey died
in 1934
assumed
charge.
. . "Young
. From Bob"
1936
through filiated
1940,
the
station
was
afwith both Mutual and Blue,
but in 1941 it went MBS exclusively. It then started de-emphasizing
sports and shooting for diversification, producing 160 quarter-hour
programs a week. Two of its shows
are network fixtures — Ozark Valley Folks, and a disc jockey program over which 350-pound Ed
Wilson presides. Another KWK
programming asset is disc jockey
Gil Newsome, whose First Five
show, featuring the five best sella "10"
has won
dailyyears.
ing records
Hooper
for six
Nationally
known radio artists who got their
start on KWK are Garry Moore,
Harry Babbitt, the Tom, Dick and
Harry trio, CBS Announcer John
Harrington, Hollywood's Marvin
Mueller, Announcer Alan C. Anthony, and Johnny Neblett. . . .
KWK's merchandising - promotion

department, under the supervision
of Russell C. Kaiser, has been doing a bang-up job of promoting
the maximum sale of KWK-advertised products. Since October, when
the department was created, 2,600
personal calls have been made at
stores on behalf of 29 sponsors.
• Telecasting
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Yes, alert sponsors hove found KWK
The Hooper

MARKET

excellent radio fare.

report, November-January

1948-1949,

again

demonstrates that KWK is St. Louis' best daytime radio buy.
During a typical week, January 23rd through January 29th,
the four network

stations produced

quarter hour programs between
Monday

a total of 370 local

8:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M.,

through Friday. Of this total KWK

produced

165

quarter hours with an average rating of
4.3. An examination of the rate card will
quickly show why KWK gives you the best
slice of the St. Louis market.

STATION A — 75 quarter hours with an average
rating of 3.1.
STATION B — 80 quarter hours with an average
rating of 3.0.
STATION C — 50 quarter hours with an average
rating of 4.9.

REPRESENTATIVE
3ROADCASTING
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MONEY?

Then better prepare a special place of honor on
your desk for BROADCASTING'S NAB Convention
issue. It's one you'll want to have around for a
long time.*
In this issue (April 11) radio buyers and sellers
will get . . . for the first time . . . complete, up-to-theminute billings of the nation's leading radio advertisers, byproduct groups.
The listings will cover both network and spot . . .
and include 27 major categories (drugs and cosmetics, food and beverages, cigarettes and tobacco,
etc.) . . . itemized by how much the advertiser spends,
where he spends it and what his money buys.
In addition to this copyrighted analysis— which

1

will highlight the issue — there will be many other
important business features • . . and, of course, the
usual expert BROADCASTING coverage of all regular and Convention news.
Guaranteed circulation for the Convention issue
is 18,000 . . . 2,500 more than our weekly subscription
list. It's the most valuable circulation in broadcasting... including, among others, every national and
regional advertiser and agency in the country.

*/f's one you'll probably want to have an ad in,
too. Advertising deadline: March 21 . ..regular rates.

,

March 4 Decisions

Feature
(Continued from page H)
and secondly there is no better
place to watch people and keep an
ear out for dialogue.
Among his numerous writing
credits are such series as the
'Ginny Simms show (Philip Morris)
for which he went to Hollywood for
' 13 weeks in 1944 and has been there
ever since. He has done The Adventures ofPhilip Marlowe, Holly\ wood Star Time (Frigidaire) . From
New York he did the Philip Morris
Playhouse in '43; We Who Dream
and The Dr. Fights Back, both
wartime series ; John & Kermit and
County Seat, the latter two developed for CBS dealing respectivly
with a young doctor and a young
f pharmacist.
Though born in New York, Milton Geiger grew up in Cleveland
and was graduated from Western
Reserve U. in '29 with his pharmacy degree. Until he thought he could
write for radio eight years later,
his only pen attempts had been for
pharmacy publications.
Following his first sale in 1937,
Mr. Geiger played a cautious hand
I when it came to giving up his job
as a pharmacist. During the next
three years he amassed a total of
something more than 20 writing
credits and it was only by commuting back and forth between
Cleveland and New York that he
was able to keep his oar in. Finally in '41 he became convinced that
there would be enough steady work
if he shifted to New York permanently. After building his reputation in New York, the Hollywood assignment was only a question of time.
I AER CONTEST
Entry Deadline March 30
ASSOCIATION for Education by
Radio has advised colleges that
March 30 is the closing date for
student script writers to submit
entries in its radio script contest.
Total of $1,000 in prizes is being
offered to contest winners by
Audio Devices Inc., the National
Safety Council, WJJD Chicago,
the Woi'ld Book Encyclopedia and
the School Broadcast Conference.
In most of the contest classifications the first prize is $25 and
the second prize $15. The Harold
' W. Kent award, a $100 prize, will
go to the writer of the best script
on American history. A $100 first
prize and other prizes of $60, $40
and $25 are off'ered for top-rated
scripts for home or school.
Other contest classifications include: Original dramatic script,
I dramatic adaptation, non-dramatic
1 script for one voice, non-dramatic
script for more than one voice,
dramatic script on safety, script
with most novel approach to subject of safety, talk on safety and
round-table discussion on safety.
Sherman P. Lawton, coordinator
of radio at the U. of Oklahoma, is
contest chairman.
BROADCASTING

ACTION ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Jones)
WEMB San Juan, P. R.— Granted petition to amend application to show
change in name of applicant to Angel
Ramos d/b as El Mundo Bcstg. Co.
WTOP Washington, D. C— Granted
request totervenesubstitute
WTOPproceeding
Inc. as in-in
r in consolidated
lieu of Columbia Bcstg. System Inc.
WROM Rome, Ga. — Granted petition
to
tion.dismiss without prejudice applicaWSCR
Scranton,
Pa. — Granted
tion for leave
to amend
applicationpeti-to
show minor stock changes.
KAKC Tulsa, Okla. — Granted petition
to reopen record in consolidated proce ding to accept stipulation relative to
interference situation between KAKC
and Commission's
monitoring station at
Broken
Arrow, Okla.
KLIKtition Escondido,
— Grantedin pe-re
to accept lateCalif.
appearance
application.
Hamtramck Radio Corp., Hamtramck,
Mich.
Granted petition
for leave to
take —depositions
in re application.
Booth Radio Stations Inc., Saginaw,
Mich. — Granted petition to extend time
to file reply to petition of Lake Huron
Bcstg.ord andCo.timerequesting
reopening
of recwas extended
to March
17.
Hope Productions Inc. — Granted petition tocation
dismiss
without
prejudice
applifor consent to transfer of control
of WHAS Inc.
WLAQ Rome, Ga. — Commission on
own uled
motion
hearing
for Marchcontinued
7 to March
24 at schedRome,
Ga.
Frequency Bcstg. System Inc.,
Shreveport, La. — Granted petition for
continuance
presently
uled March of10hearing
and said
hearingschedwas
continued indefinitely, pending action
on supplemental
eration and grant. petition for reconsidKWBU Houston, and Carr P. CoUins
Jr., Corpus
Tex. — Granted
petition forChrist!,
continuance
of hearing
scheduled March 7 to April 11 at Washington.
Cortland,continued
N. Y. — Commission
onWKRT
own motion
hearing on
application presently scheduled March
3 to March 18 at Washington.
March 4 Applications ...
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 680 kc
WISE Asheville, N. C— CP change
from 1230 kc 250 w unl. to 680 kc 10
kw-D 1 kw-N unl. DA-2, change trans,
site.
AM— 910 kc
WJIG TuUahoma, Tenn. — CP change
from 740 kc 250 w D to 910 kc 250 w-D
100 w-N unl.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KM J
Fresno, Calif.; WDLP Panama City,
Fla.; KALB Alexandria, La.; WJMS
Ironwood, Mich.; KFRM Kansas City,
Mo.; KOHchester, N.Reno,
Nev.;Buffalo,
WMUR N.ManH.; WGR
Y.;
WIAC San Juan, P. R.; WETB Johnson
City, Tenn.; WFAA Dallas, Tex. (570
kc);
WKLV Wis.
Blackstone, Va.; WEAU
Eau Claire,
Modification of CP
KRNT-FM Des Moines — Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP to 276 kw,
ant. height above average terrain to 578
ft.,
site. change trans, site and specify studio
Cumberland,
Md.— Mod.of
CPWTBO-FM
new FM station
for extension
completion date.
KFVS-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo. —
Same.
WNOI Oak Park, ni — Same.
KNX-FM Hollywood, CaUf.— Same.
WBLK-FM
Clarksburg,
W. Va.—
Same.
WHK-FM Cleveland — Same.
WHKC-FM Columbus, Ohio— Same.
WQAN-FM Scranton, Pa. — Same.
WJPA-FM Washington, Pa.— Same.
WDOD-FM
Chattanooga,
Tenn. —
Same.
KTSA-FM San Antonio — Same.
License for CP
WICA-FM
Ashtabula,
Ohio — ^License
to cover CP new
FM station.
WCAC Anderson, S. C. — Same.
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.— Same.
WHDL-FM Allegany, N. Y.— Same.
WSOU South Orange, N. J. — License
to covertionalCPFM station.
new noncommercial educaCP to Reinstate
WARD-FMCP new
Johnstown,
Pa. — CP to
reinstate
FM station.

• Telecasting

Actions
of the
MARCH 4 to MARCH 10

FCC

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-efifective radiated power N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
trans. -transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
TENDERED FOR FILING
SSA— 1050 kc
WPAG
Ann
Arbor,unl.Mich.—
SSA 1050
kc 1 kw-D 100 w-N
for 6 mo.
Transfer of Control
WTPR
Paris,
— Transfer
of control of KentuckyTenn.Lake
Bcstg. System
Inc., licensee, from Earl Weeks Smith,
Roy W. McKinny and Parkman R.
Feezor to group of 45 stockholders innett and cluding
others.Raymond Ball, Gordon BenMarch 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1450 kc
Balboa Radio Corp., San Diego, Calif.
—CP new AM station 1450 kc 250 w unl.
AMENDED to change studio and trans,
site from San Diego to Escondido,
Calif.
Modification of CP
WBBB Burlington, N. C. — Mod. CP
increase power etc. to change from 920
kc 1 kw D to 950 kc 1 kw unl. DA.
KTOK Oklahoma City— Mod. CP
change
frequency,
increase day.
power etc.
for extension
of completion
WKVM Arecibo, P. R. — Same.
JUST

WHLW Rutland, Vt.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
Transfer of Control
KTRIment ofSioux
Iowa — City
RelinquishcontrolCity,
of Sioux
Bcstg.
Co..
licensee,
from
Dietrich
Dirks to
licensee.
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn. — Transfer of
control of Independent Bcstg. Corp.
from J. Harold Smith and Myrtice
Rhodes Smith to James T. Cox Jr. and
C. L. Schenck.
Assignment of License
^Assignment
of KTXL
license San
fromAngelo,
InghamTex.S. —Roberts,
Joe
N. Weatherby,
B.
P.
Bludworth,
ward Johnson, Travis E. BakerJ. Edand
Armistead D. Rust d/b as Westex
Bcstg. Co. to Westex Bcstg. Co.
KCSU from
Provo,
UtahA.— Assignment
license
Frank
Van Wagenenof
and Harold E. Van Wagenen d/b as
The
Utah Central
Bcstg. Utah
Co. Bcstg. Co. to Central
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: WGWD
Gadsden, Ala.; KOY Phoenix; KTAR
Phoenix; KNGS Hanford, Calif.; KSFO
(Continued on page 70 )
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!
IXSTRUCTIOX in home repair and
construction projects is offered televiewers on WNBQ(TV ) Chicago's
Walt's Home Workshop program.
Magna Engineering Corp., San Francisco, has signed for 13-week sponsorship of program, telecast Mondays
7-7:30 p.m. (CST). Shopsmith, Magna's multiple power tool, will be included as actual operating prop in
model workshop in which Walter E.
Durbahn, conductor of show, holds
demonstrations. Agency for Magna
is J. Walter Thompson Co.
KULA Features
DAILY broadcasts of major league
baseball games will be carried this
season by KULA Honolulu. All games
will be recreated by KL'LA's Frank
Valenti. Another new feature being
offered by KULA is five-a-week show
titled Behind the Headlines. "Community view" of legislative action is
principal subject of show, which is
handled by Claude A. Jagger, president of Hawaiian Economic Foundation.
Teen-Age Sports
ROUXD-UP of high school sports during past week is highlighted on new
weekly sports show aired on WKXL
Concord, N. H. Titled Teen-Agers'
Sports
also week,
gives
scheduleRoirnd-L'p,
of events program
for coming
plus interviews with high school students in studio.
ScieHce Quiz
COLLEGE scholarships will be
awarded winners in School Science
Experts' Quiz series which will be aired
Sunday at 4:30 p.m. for seven weeks
beginning March 20 on KDKA Pittsburgh. Student scientists from public, private and parochial schools in
western Pennsylvania will take part
in battle of wits which is held in con-

to

nection with annual Buhl Planetarium
School Science Fair. Gold science key
award will be given each week and six
weekly winners will compete in final
broadcast for grand championship.
Carnegie Institute of Technology
scholarships will be awarded to finalists. Moderator of series will be Ed
Young, KDKA production chief.
'Two Americans in Paris'
TRANSCRIBED series, recorded in
French Broadcasting Co. studios in
Paris, has started weekly over WSB
Atlanta. Titled Two Americans in
Paris, show features Bob Pollock, former WSB announcer, and his wife,
Mike. In first presentation couple introduced noted designer, Christian
Dior, ouscreator
of "new
look."areNumerother French
notables
to be
interviewed.
Candidates on TV
VOTERS of Virginia are getting opportunity not only to hear candidates
for public office but to see them as well.
Five persons who have announced their
candidacy for governor of the state are
being featured on series of five programs which began March 4 on WTVR
(TV) Richmond. Quarter-hour program, titled The Richmond Roundtable, presents one candidate each week
for question and answer period and
discussion of campaign issues. To get
additional coverage, audio portion of
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video show is recorded for rebroadcast same evening over AM outlet
WMBG and WCOD-FM. Time is furnished candidates without cost.
'Benning on Parade'
VIEW of training and life of Army
at Fort Benning, Ga., is presented by
WRBL Columbus on new documentary
series aired Tuesdays at 7 p.m. Benning on Parade runs 15-minutes and
entire program is recorded on actual
scene of training.
NBC TV Dramas
EXCLUSIVE agreement has been
signed by cational
NBCTheatre
with
American
EduAssn.
to televise
dramatic productions of leading American universities in series to be known
as NBC Television University Theatre.
Programs, to start in spring, will be
supervised by Sterling W. Fisher, NBC
public affairs and education department manager. Plans for home-study
course in drama, based on series, are
under way. Course will be similar to
those offered by NBC University of
the Air on its current AM drama series, Sundays 2:30-3:30 p.m., in cooperation with leading universities.
'The Gardeners'
HUMOROUS story of domestic life
is theme of The Gardeners program,
presented each Tuesday over WMFJ
Daytona Beach, Fla., by local Garden
Club Council. WMFJ contributes
the time — 8 to 8:15 p.m. — and program is produced and performed by
Little Theatre Group. Commercials
consist of helpful advice on landscape beautification and are provided
by council.
Air School
CLASSROOM listening program, lAihbock School of the Air, is presented
twice each week over KFYO Lubbock,
Tex. Although designed primarily
for direct classroom listening, program also serves to interpret classroom procedure to parents. Four
series are presented: Story hour for
primary grades; literature program
for intermediate grades; science lessons for both primary and intermediate students, and music lessons for
elementary grades. DeWitt Landis,
manager of KFYO, has cooperated
with teachers and administrators in
local schools for past 11 years in
planning and producing broadcast
lessons.
Children's Panel
DISPROVING old "children should be
seen and not heard" maxim, KFI-TV
Los Angeles is letting loose and allowing youngsters both liberties in
new half-hour telecast Children Should
Be Heard. Weekly program features
revolving panel of youngsters from 6
to 14 with guest stars from time to
time, discussing news headlines of the
daj', and various timely questions
such as "Should a Women Be President" and "What Constitutes a Good

announced
mentgram
of itsmanager
noon-time,
early re-alignevening
and late evening programming, including introduction of two new record personalities — Johnny Deegan
and Tom Rodgers — and a rescheduling of Clarence Fuhrman and the
KYW Orchestra at 6:15 p.m. Emphasis is being laid on music for 12:051:30 p.m. segment with scheduling of
new program. Midday Revue, featuring
Mr. Deegan, for that period. .
TraflSc Documentary
DRAMATIZATIONS of actual case
records of Cleveland Traffic Bureau and
Traffic Court are basis of WTAM
Cleveland documentary, Give Death a
Holiday.
Produced
WTAM's under
news
and special
events by
department
direction of Edward Wallace, programs
are acted by cast of nine professional
actors. Sanford Markey writes series.
In-School Listening
DESIGNED for in-school listening,
six new weekly programs have been
started by WEW and WEW-FM, St.
Louis U. stations, in cooperation with
St. Louis Board of Education. Created
and produced for use in grades one
through eight, they are: (Mon.) Books
Bring Adventure, series of dramatizations of books for children, transcribed
by Junior League of America; (Tues.)
Science for You, directions for actual
science experiments; (Wed.) Constitution ofMissouri, dramatizations, discussions and quizzes on constitution
making;
(Thur.)
Stories*
Old inandcooperNew,
variety ation
of with
stories
presented
Public
Library;
(Fri.)
Music For You, life stories and compositions of well known composers,
and (Tues.) Your United Nations, general meaning and workings of UN.
Newfoundland Data
NEWFOUNDLAND becomes a tenth
province of Canada on March 31, and
to prepare Canadians with knowledge
of Newfoundland, CBC Trans-Canada
Network has started weekly program
series You're Wrong About Newfoundland. Program originates at CBL Toronto, and consists of talks on misconceptions of Newfoundland's climate, people, and industry.
Hollywood Featured
LOOK INTO lives of Hollywood great
is offered television audiences viewing
Hollywood in Three Dimensions on
KFI-TV Los Angeles. Quarter-hour
weekly program features movies of
home life of various stars and showing of still shot of particular star with
star on hand appearing to step out of
photograph to be interviewed. Mai
Boyd and Robert Joseph package program.
WMGM

Union

Vote

EMPLOYES at WMGM New York
have voted for a CIO union and
against an AFL union in an NLRB
election, involving on the one hand
Loew's International Corp., and on
the
otherLoew
hand,
Loew'sAgency,
Inc. andin
Marcus
Booking

which latter class the radio workers fell. The election was won by
Local 109 of Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild of United
Office and Professional Workers,
CIO, who totaled 390 votes against
52 for Local H-53, Motion Picture
KYW Realigns
Home Office Employes, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
NEWLY FORMULATED "morning,
Employes, AFL. It covered most
noon and night" concept of music prostation employes except directors,
Wife?" gramming has been started by KYW
Philadelphia. James P. Begley, proengineers and talent.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TENN.

MEET

DEVELOPMENT of a promotion campaign by which radio would use
itself as the principal medium was urged by the Tennessee Broadcasters
Assn. at a meeting held March 2 in Nashville. The campaign would include discs by top-flight talent for presentation on smaller stations.
An all-day session focused on ★
business and sales problems in- ville, discussing "Hidden Business,"
cluded addresses by members and a said he had expected to take his
discussion of competitive selling by pick of networks when he founded
.Maurice B. Mitchell, NAB director the station but instead had to operof broadcast advertising. Mr.
ate without network service. He
Mitchell reviewed development of developed local business via dealer
the All-Radio Presentation, out- co-op deals and signing small busilined better ways of selling radio
ness men who had not advertised
to retailers and explained how to before.
obtain recognition for cooperation
A. D. Smith Jr., WCDT Win;in public campaigns,
chester, spoke on public service
j Mr. Mitchell moderated the programming on the local level,
'morning session as some 80 broadciting this form of program as critcasters convened. They represented
ical to success of a station in a
38 of the 50 stations in Tennessee.
community. Every staff member
Four speakers took part in the must be known and liked in the
morning panel. Perry Sheftall, co- area, he said, and discussed his
fiwnerof WJZM Clarksville, spoke particular tri-city problem.
in problems of new stations in a
John Hart, WBIR Knoxville, told
imall town near a large city, point- about major hurdles in selling,
. ng to benefits of intense civic ac- listing them as undercapitalization,
tivity. He said he bought the local
competition from AM
baseball club when it folded, later increased
stations,
competition
from other
selling it back to local citizens.
media, competition from TV and
M. L. Medley, WHUB CookeFM, and failure to produce results
due to bad handling and poor air
voices.
Hoyt Wooten, WREC Memphis,
PLOUGH'S
Hit New SALES
High; WMPS Aids former NAB director, and Henry
REACHING the highest point in W. Slavick, WMC Memphis, present District director, addressed the
41 years, total 1948 sales of Plough
meeting. Mr. Slavick, speaking on
Inc., Memphis, of which WMPS
Memphis is a subsidiary, were more
than $15 million. Preliminary figures for the year, released by Abe
AP RADIO UNITS
Plough, president of the corporation, also indicated net earnings of
Formed in Calif, and Va.
approximately $500,000, equal to
AP broadcasters associations have
$1.11 a share. The 1947 net earnings were $369,601 or 82c a share.
been organized in two more states,
Plough executives say WMPS
Virginia and California. Jack
was "in no small way responsible Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg general manager, heads the Virginia
for the increased profits" in 1948.
Largest previous sales record of group, and Lewis Allen Weiss, MBS
the corporation, which uses a sub- board chairman and president and
stantial amount of spot time, was
general manager of Don Lee
$13,613,360 in 1947 and the highest Broadcasting System, was elected
previous net income, amounting to chairman of the California group.
'$1.08 a share, was in 1946.
Other officers of the Virginia asFinal figures for 1948 will be insociation: Fred Hart, WLPM Sufcluded in the corporation's annual
folk manager, vice president, and
report to be mailed to stockholders
Frank H. Fuller, AP bureau chief
March 31.
at Richmond, secretary. The group
elected five directors: Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk president;
Ray P. Jordan, WDBJ Roanoke
Roy Thompson
manager; Carl Duckett, WBOB
Galax manager; Edward E. Bishop,
25 years of radio experiWGH Newport News manager,
ence and personal particiand Charles P. Blackley, WTON
W
pation in his community's
Staunton owner and manager. Diprojects and services have
rectors and officers will constitute
made Roy Thompson a
an
executive committee.
R household word in industriThe California association
al y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
the Roy Thompson Station,
elected Grant Holcomb, KQW San
T will assure you a loyal, buyFrancisco, vice chairman. Gi'oup
ing audience throughout the
adopted a resolution, introduced by
listening hours.
Kenneth Peters, KTMS Santa BarA ABC
bara general manager, reaffirming
1240 KC
its "recognition of the principle of
mutual exchange of news." Joseph
Altoona,
Pa
R. Knowland, publisher of the
Oakland Tribune and owner of
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
KLX Oakland, told of the benefits
of AP memberships for radio.
5ROADCASTING
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TENNESSEE
BILL
Would Protect Reporters

Urges Radio
Promotion

GENERAL MOTORS' ABC commentator, Henry J. Taylor (I), on recent
visit to Flint, Mich., largest GM
plant city, appeared on special broadcast over WFDF Flint with Ivan L.
Wiles (r), recently appointed Buick
Motor Division general manager and
General' Motors v. p. With them at
special GM luncheon is Lester W.
Lindow, WFDF general manager.
TV, said, "We don't think television
is Gov.
going Gordon
to replace
radio." of TenBrowning,
nessee, addressed the dinner session. He criticized radio commercials in the middle of good music
as well as programs having a "bad
effect on children." Major portion
of his address dealt with the Russian situation.
Mr. Sheftall took Mr. Mitchell to
Clarksville for a dinner at which
125 local merchants were present
though the affair was organized on
short notice. Mr. Mitchell spoke on
radio
tailers. as a sales medium for re-

BILL which would protect reporters against being compelled to reveal their news sources has been
prepared for introduction in the
Tennessee legislature.
Drafted at the instance of Matty
Brescia, news director of WMPS
Memphis and a member of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors, the bill is similar to one
proposedmittee oftothetheState
law ofrevision
comNew York.
Attorney Abe L. Roberts, of
Memphis, drew up the bill with the
cooperation of Mr. Brescia.
The measure applies not only to
working radio, newspaper and
newsreel men but to any person
who was formerly employed as a
reporter. It stipulates that if a
reporter or former reporter claims
the immunity privilege a state,
county or municipal body, officer, or
person seeking information in the
reporter's possession may apply to
the Circuit or Criminal Court for
munity.
an order divesting reporter of imSuch an order, says the bill,
"shall be granted only when the
court, after hearing the parties,
shall find that disclosure is essential to the protection of the public interest." Eleven states —
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Montana, New Jersey, Ohio
and Pennsylvania — have adopted
reporter immunity privilege laws
and action is before them to include radio and similar services,
according to Mr. Brescia.

KFYR does come in loud and clear in a larger area than any
other station in the nation! Not only that, but KFYR is the
Number One station in the Number One agricultural state in
the nation. Every man, woman

and child in North Dakota

(and our families are large) had a 1947 income of $1690.00
. . . largest of any agricultural state.

KFYR
Bismarck,

550 KC 5000 WATTS
NBC
AFFILIATE
REP. JOHN BLAIR
No.

Dakota
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U, S, STEEL
Aliss Vera Bre\inan
Duane Jones Co.,
New York City
Dear Vera:
You kin alius tell what station folks
thinks 'bout most by th' kind uh calls
y'gits. . Folks
'round
here
calls WCHS
fer jist 'bout
a n y t h i it's
n '.
'Course
usually
'bout
th' weather or
is
th' roads
slick.
But
t'other day a
feller call^
from fifty mile
away, and said
his wife was on
her way ter
Charleston. He
wanted WCHS
ter tell her to
come on back
home, 'cause as
he
said, ter
"She'sbe
boimd
listen/in' ter
WCHS inI" West
Yessir,
Virginia'gests market,
bigfolks is jist
bound ter be
listening ter
WCHS!Algy
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston,

W.

Va.

ommetcia

ex, ABCof accoun
WYLIE ADAMS
commertcial
ecutive in charge
ion,
rk
has transexpans
netwo
ferred to network's television sales
RD
,
HOGUE former acstaff. RICHA
count executive with Ra-Best Features Inc., New York, has joined ABC
to succeed Mr. Adams in his former
GEORGE
HENDERSON, formerly
post.
with advertising sales staff of Columbus, Ohio, Citizen, has been appointed
sales manager of
W L W C , Crosley
television station to
open
lumbus.soon in CoMORTON LOWENSTEIN, former
sales manager at
WBUD Morrisville,
Pa., has been appointed commercial manager
of
W C A M Camden,
Mr. Henderson
N. J.
HENRY A. CRUTH
of WSB and WSB-TV Atlanta sales
staff, is the father of a girl, Pamela
Elizabeth.
KNX Los Angeles, CBS 50 kw outlet,
has retained its base rates despite
estimated monthly increases of 11,-

I

328 persons in southern California
population, according to its rate card
No. 11, effective March 6. Class A
rates are $650 per hour. Class B
rates $433.33, Class C $325.
ED J. HENNESSY, former advertising
and promotion manager of WRBL
Columbus, Ga., today joins the sales
staff of WCON Atlanta.
J. J. DASH, former commercial manager of WKAP Allentown, Pa., has
joined -WIP Philadelphia sales staff.
AL BROOKS, announcer at CHEX
Peterborough, has been moved to
sales staff.
SARALEE YANKS, new to radia, has
joined KYW Philadelphia payroll
department, replacing MARY BRYAN,
resigned.
ERIC FROST, former production
manager of CKOV Kelowna, B. C, is
now commercial representative of
CKOV at Vernon, B. C, with office
at 3001-31st St.
ROBERT LIVINGSTON, WBBM Chicago sales representative in New
York City, is father of a girl.
TED ARNOLD, local sales manager
at WHBF and WHBF-FM Rock Island,
111., has been named to Chamber of
Commerce . board of directors.

AAAA EXAM
1,002 Take the Test
THIRD annual examination for
advertising given by the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies was
taken by 1,002 persons from 30
states, according to John E. Wiley,
AAAA national examination
committee chairman. The tests,
held this year in 16 cities, vt^ere
taken
by 602 people from 25 states
last year.
50,000
of Protected*

WATTS
Persuasive

Power that Completely Covers
theBltUOM

OOUAR

Spokane .^^^^^

RADIO Spokane:

Si^ciJl^ioT LOUIS

Market

WASMER

American Broadcasting Co. Affiliate
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.
National Repre>entative>: Edward Petry & Co.
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Aptitude tests are being analyzed by the Personnel Laboratory
of New York, with knowledge tests
being judged by AAAA committees in cities where tests were
given. Results will be forwarded
to candidates, who may, if ratings
warrant, authorize release of results to agencies or other advertising personnel employers.

'Audition' Winners
DENIS HARBOUR, Canadian
bass-baritone, and Lois Hart, lyric
soprano from Philadelphia, have
been awarded contracts with the
Metropolitan Opera and cash
awards of $1,000 as winners of
this season's Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air. Names of
winners were to have been announced yesterday (March 13) by
E. A. Nicholas, president, Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., on
the final broadcast of the Sunday
afternoon ABC series sponsored by
his company.

NBC Gets 'Theatre Guild'
NBC last week succeeded in enticing U. S. Steel Corp. to move its
Theatre Guild on the Air from
ABC next fall and at the same
time sold the same sponsor a 13week summer schedule of the NBC
Symphony
Orchestra.
The dramatic
program, which
has been on ABC for over three
years, will begin on NBC Sept. 11
under a 39-week contract signed
last week through U. S. Steel's
agency, BBDO, New York. Its
concluding presentation on ABC
will be June 5.
Effective June 12, U. S. Steel
assumes sponsorship of the NBC
Symphony which will be heard at
8:30-9:30 p.m. Sundays, the time
in which the Theatre Guild will
be scheduled in the fall.
Irving S. Olds, chairman of the
board of U. S. Steel, explained his
company's change of networks as
arising from its desire to present
Theatre Guild at an earlier hour.
It is now heard Sundays 9:3010:30 p.m. on ABC.

GF REPLACES
New Show to Start in Fall
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Maxwell House Coffee), will
replace the George Burns-Gracie
Allen series being dropped at
close of season [Broadcasting,
March 7], with a Scrappy Lambert package, Father Knows Best,
starring Robert Young. The new
show will start next fall in the
same time, Thursdays, 8:30-9 p.m.
on NBC.
It was understood that termination of the Burns and Allen show
would mean a weekly saving of
more than $6,000. Benton & Bowles,
New York, is the agency for Maxwell House, which also sponsors a
weekly show Lambs Gambols on
NBC-TV.
MANAGES

WEUS

Bowles Also Buys Interest
R. L. BOWLES has acquired an interest (percentage not disclosed)
in WEUS Eustis, Fla., Frank W.
Stebbins, president of Lake County
Broadcasters, WEUS licensee, announced March 3.
Mr. Bowles, a radio veteran, took
over management of WEUS March
7. He had been co-owner and general manager of WJOL Joliet, 111.,
but sold his interest in that station
and moved to Eustis Feb. 1.
WEUS is a 1 kw fulltime outlet
on 790 kc.

STAMFORD,' CONN.
'The Gateway
New England"
ABC toAHiliate
Repreientative: J P McKINNEY & SON
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CBS
A/,

DOUGLAS JOHNSON, former
H ^ newscaster for WAGE Syracuse, N. Y., has joined WHEN
(TV) Syracuse as host on Round the
Town program. He succeeds BILL
BOHEN, who is devoting fulltime to
sales work.
BRYSON RASH, director of special
events for ABC in Washington, has
been named public relations division
chairman of 1949 American Cancer
Society campaign in Washington. Vice
chairmen include BEN STROUSE,
manager of WWDC Washington, and
WALTER COMPTON, manager of
WTTG(TV) Washington.
DAVID L. ROBERTS Jr., announcer
at WVET Rochester, N. Y., has been
named news editor, succeeding JOHN
W. LaRUE.
CEDRIC ADAMS and GEORGE GRIM,
commentators at WCCO Minneapolis,
were named among "100 living great
Minnesotans" at Minnesota Establishment Day dinner sponsored by state
Junior Chamber of Commerce in connection with territorial centennial.

NARND BOARD
\
To Meet April 2-3
MID-YEAR meeting of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors board of directors has been
set for April 2-3 at Chicago. Chief
business of the session will be
selection of a site and dates for the
iassociation's annual convention
next fall.
The board has already decided
the conclave should be held between Oct. 15 and Nov. 15 but
choice of the specific dates depends
•on such factors as conflict with
other events. NARND reports it
has received invitations from many
cities and also from Columbia U.
Factors to be used by the board in
selecting the site are: Accessibility
to greatest number of members,
availability of top notch speakers,
hotel accommodations and the willingness of local stations to participate in the convention program.

NBC AFFILIATE

ORLANDO
FLORIDA
1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rep.. WEED & CO.. New York
BROADCASTING

MEETING

Will Study Problems,
Plans of Stations

FUTURE plans and present problems of CBS stations will be discussed
at the annual thi-ee-day meeting- of managers of Columbia owned stations and stations represented by CBS Radio Sales at New York's
Ritz-Carlton beginning today (March 14).
Those attending:
*
and general manager,\WBT;
William Frank
S. Paley,
chairmanpresident;
of' the dent
board;
Stanton,
Ivor
Sharp,
Mcmanager, and
KSL Frank
Salt Lake
Howard S. Meighan, vice president and Clatchy, salespresident,
City; Dr. Leon Levy, chairman of the
general executive; J. Kelly Smith, vice board,
WCAU Philadelphia; Thad
president andministradirector
of station
adtion; Carl J. Burkland,
general
Holt, president
and general
sales ofmanager, and Ed Norton,
chairman
the
sales manager. Radio Sales; Hubbell
WAPI
Birmingham,
Ala.;
Robinson Jr., vice president and direc- board,
Howard, business manager, Barron
WRVA
tor of programs; William C. Gittinger,
Richmond, Va.; John Hayes,
vice president in charge of network
sales; Frank K. White, president of manager, WTOP Washington. general
Columbia Records Inc.
Davidson Taylor, vice president and
director of public affairs; Louis Hausman, director of sales promotion and
advertising; William Golden, associate
director; John P. Cowden, director of
ELMER'
promotion service for Columbia-owned
Heads DAVIS
Correspondents Assn.
stations; Edward DeGray, assistant to
J. Kelly Smith; Earl Gammons, vice
president in charge of Washington ABC COMMENTATOR Elmer
office; William B. Lodge, vice president in charge of general engineering;
Howard Hausman, vice president in Davis March 8 was elected presicharge of personnel relations; Harper
the association
Radio Correspondent's
Carraine, assistant director of research. Assn.dent ofThe
is composed
of members of the radio galleries
CBS stations personnel attendof Congress.
ing the sessions includes:
Frank Falknor, assistant general manOther officers named by the group
ager,
Wendell
bell, WBBM
generalChicago;
manager,
KMOXCampSt. were vice president, Bill McAnLouis; Merle Jones, general manager,
drew, NBC Washington; Francis
WCCO Mlnneapolis-St. Paul; Harold
E. Fellows,
manager,
Wil- W. Tully Jr., Yankee Network, secbur Edwards,general
assistant,
WEEI and
Boston;
retary, and Bill Shadel, CBS, treasG. Richard Swift, general manager,
WCBS New York; Arthur Hull Hayes,
urer. Members-at-large are Howard
vice president
in
charge
of
San
Francisco office; A. E. Joscelyn, director of Kany, AP radio; Rex Goad, Transradio Press, and George E. Reedy,
operations, KNX Los Angeles; J. M.
Bryan, president, WBT Charlotte, N. Arrowhead Network. Mr. Davis
C; Charles Crutchfield, vice presisucceeds MBS commentator Albert
L. Warner.

OOP WATTS IN KANS4^
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SECURITY BILL
Newsmen Gag Is Deleted
A BILL to tighten security safeguards was approved March 7 by
the Senate Armed Forces Committee and sent to the floor, but only
after a section on classified information, which some feared would
impose a gag on newsmen, had been
deleted.
Action on the measure came
after Undersecretary of the Navy
W. John Kenney testified the bill
was not intended for "gagging" or
suppressing the free flow of information. Under the measure (S277) disclosures of secrets about
the nation's communications code
system would be punishable by a
$10,000 fine, 10 years in jail, or
both.
SLOAN AWARDS
CBS Enters Bristol, Sirmons
TWO CBS candidates entered by
the network in the nation-wide
competition for Sloan Fellowships
for executive development are
George Bristol, manager of the
presentation division, CBS advertising and sales promotion department, and James Sirmons of network operations.
The two will compete with men
named by other companies
throughout the country, with ten
in all to be chosen by the foundation to receive fellowships entitling
them to a year's Intensive training
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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It's

not

keeps

magic

that

WSGN's
dience growing . au. .

just

careful programming and regular promotion. And
your sales can jump like
the rabbit out of the hat
as WSGN puts your
message across to
the Alabama market. It's Alabama's
leading station.

ALABAMA'S

BEST

^d/K

FAR!
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STEWART has been appointed director of publicity and promotion for WSM Nashville. He
has been with WSM since 1935 with
exception of four years during war.
CHARLES B. H. VAILL, former director of advertising and promotion
at WNBC, WNBCFM and WNBT
(TV), New York,
has been named
director of sales
promotion for
WEEI Boston. He
succeeds GUY
CUNNINGHAM
who has transferred to station's
sales department
where he will head
national sales.
Mr. Vaill
ARTHUR E. DURAM, former sales
promotion manager at WBBM Chicago, has been named sales promotion manager of CBS-TV New York.
He succeeds NAOMI FINE, who was
advanced within network's promotion
depaitment.
PAUL RITTENHOUSE, NBC guest
relations department manager, has
been named station contact man in
station relations department effective
March 15. He joined NBC as a page
in 1934.
TOM

Listeners' Vote
FOOTBALL schedule to be aired by
KFH Wichita, Kan., this year will be
arranged according to wishes of majority of listeners. Late last month
station ran ads in local newspaper and
distributed reprints to sporting goods
stores, country clubs and other places,
asking listeners to vote for games
they wish to hear over KFH next
fall. Idea resulted from coincidental
survey taken during last football season which proved to station that its
selection of games did not tally in
each case with what listeners wanted
to hear. Close to 1,000 votes have been
received thus far. Persons voting were
also offered opportunity to guess results of balloting and closest guess
will win two free tickets to each game
broadcast by station from Sept. 24 to
Nov. 24.

SERVICE

J^lomotion

Contest Against Contest
BEST LETTER, of 50 words or less,
on "I hate contests because . . ." will
win grand prize being offered by Alan
Cummings on his Yawn Patrol allnight program over WWDC Washington. Fortunate listener who completes
sentence best to satisfaction of Mr.
will be awarded gi;^nd prize
—Cummings
one box top.
Contestants Warm
DURING 25 below zero weather, KILO
Grand on
Forks,
D., "warmed
its
Man
the N.Street
programup"with
unique promotion gimmick. Station
ran electric line to corner where program originates and connected a range
and several small electric heaters.
Idea was promoted that even if contestants didn't get warm when it
came to answering questions, at least
they got warm physically. Announcer
Jim Hutton worked with his collar
open and no coat and Jeannine Peterson of promotion department appeared
in short sleeves to add summer atmosphere to scene.
Uses TV as Sales Tool
REALTOR of Palo Alto, Calif., took
full-page ad in local newspaper recently to print large map of residential areas to show signal strengths of
television stations KPIX and KGO-TV
San Francisco. Ad stated foremost
question in every prospective homeowner's mind is: "Can I get good television reception?" Firm conducted
survey and printed map to show that
"99% of the residents in this area . . .
will get good television reception."
Too Early to Dress
SINCE most listeners to early-morning shows are clad in pajamas at time,
Howard Malcolm of WCOP Boston's
Morning Watch feels same privilege

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W.E. 9-A, 9-B & RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9.A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcast Service Co.
334 Arcade BIdg. St. Louis 1, Mo.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — transmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcrest Terrace,
Creve Coeur, III.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.

1000
WATTS

CKNW
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should be extended show's m.c. WCOP
sent Mr. Malcolm and his complete
show to railroad terminal for three
mornings of originations. Crowds
pouring from numerous commuting
trains were somewhat surprised to see
pajama-clad Mr. Malcolm set up on
platform
two main
entrances,between
sleepilyterminal's
giving forth
with
his usual chatter and recorded music.
WCOP promotion department also has
recently distributed twofold mail piece
highlighting
station's,
general
news
coverage
and special
events
procedure.
4-H Club Fund

weekly winners will be awarded prize
and given opportunity to make winning break announcement on special
program built around idea.
Plugs Local Angle
WHEN CBS Documentary Unit pro-:
duced Mind in the Shadow last month,
KIRO Seattle locally scheduled solid
hour and 35 minutes, including network show. Northwest newscast report from State Capital on status
of mental health legislation and, i
finally, 15-minute roundtable discussion by state hospital officials. When
CBS released repeat broadcast on documentary, KIRO repeated one of local
discussions. Programs were intensively
via direct-mail,
including promoted
bulletin board
posters, letters
and postcards. Spot and chain-break
plugs were also heavily used for days
preceding each broadcast.
CFPL Match Books
MATCH BOOKS have been distributed
by CFPL London, Ont., to all advertising agencies in eastern Canada
to announce change in frequency from
1570 kc to 980 kc.
Uses Editorials
MAGAZINE and newspaper editorials
on teenage- participation in radio are
helping to spark new Young Ideas
show carried on Sundays over KLZ
Denver. Mack Switzer, moderator of
program, inrecently
1,000-word
editorial
Coloradoplaced
Parent-Teachers
magazine, telling of importance of
airing young opinions on world
affairs. P-TA publication reaches
some 500 state P-TA groups.
Challenges Show
CHALLENGES, 25,975 of them, were
received by WLS Chicago within one
week after a Saturday morning

IN OBSERVANCE of Georgia's 4-H
Club week, WSB Atlanta's Dixie Farm
and Home Hour is running special contest to extend through March 31. Dudley McCaskill, m.c, has asked 4-H
Club chapters throughout state to contribute to 4-H Club fund through
money obtained by chapter activities.
Two members of chapter submitting
most money will be brought to Atlanta
early in April to appear as guests
on Dixie Farm and Home Hour.
Lists Competitors' Programs
PROGRAM listings of all major stations in Boston, including WEEI
WCOP WHDH WMEX WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV, are given three times daily
over WVOM Boston in new promotionprogramming idea. WVOM states program listing of competitive stations
Stumpus Halshow.
"Remember?"
feature,
CulverIn anda WLS
Rangers
is given "without bias or editorializachallenge listeners to name a song
they can't
sing,electric
play oriron.
whistle.
Win'Howdy' Elected Again
ners receive
Program
YOUNGER SET of Milwaukee area
is
sponsored
by
Coco
Wheats
and
aired
from 8:30 to 9 a.m. (CST).
has
overwhelmingly for return
"
tion.voted
of Howdy Doody on WTMJ-TV MilCruise for Kids
waukee, station reports. Program was
ELEVEN-DAY
cruise in Caribbean is
taken off air for several weeks when
offered boys and girls in new Jack
station made schedule readjustments.
letter-writing contest being
Viewers were asked to write in if they Armstrong
conducted by General Mills. Children
wanted Howdy Doody to return. Next
day there were 72 cards and letters in can getforFrank
Buck box
Explorer's
Wheaties
top and Sun15
mail from children and parents and 67 Watch
cents.
With
watch
is
entry
blank for
of them asked for return of program.
major
contest,
open
to
youngsters
As mail continued to pour in. Howdy
or under who tell in 25 words why they15
Doody maintained 13 to 1 margin in
want
to take cruise. Contest closes
voting for return and is now back on
May 31. Winner and adult from his
airwaves of WTMJ-TV.
family will take cruise. Show is
Listener-Response Card
heard on alternate days with Sky
INEXPENSIVE but attractive method
King at 5:30 p.m. (CST) via ABC.
of acknowledging letters, calls, suggestions and comments from listeners
is being used by KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
Producer Goodson
Station has developed and is circulating listener-response card. Front
MARK GOODSON, author of
side of card pictures home of KVOO
together with letter answering lis- "'Quizzical' TV?" in the Feb. 28
tener. Back side shows skyline view
Broadcasting, is a radio and teleof Tulsa's business section with comvision director, producer and packment on resources of "oil capital of
ager. He produces Winner Take
world." Idea is offered by KVOO to All, Hit the Jackpot and Beat the
other stations that may care to adopt
Clock and is co-producer of Stop
it. Copy of card may be obtained by the
Music. Mr. Goodson was inwriting
William
B.
Way,
KVOO
gencorrectly identified in connection
eral manager.
with the Feb. 28 story.
'Catch Phrase' Contest
STATION-BREAK phrases concerning
station and community, which are being used by WMRN Marion, Ohio, have
created so much interest among listeners that station has started contest for
best suggestions. Each week different
"catch phrase" is used, either as promotion for towns served by station, as
station audience promotion, or as promotion for radio advertising in general. In-contest for "best catch phrase
of the week" submitted by listeners,
Tel
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

i-O years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Equip. Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl.
1319
D. C.
LO. 8821
MO.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There it no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OLiver 8200

HERBERT L. WILSON

Commercial Radio
f vereft L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY,

RUSSELL
P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Me7)iber AFCCE*

A. D. RING

ROTHROCK
SUITE 604, 1757
National
WASHINGTON

& CO.

& BAIREY
K ST., N. W.
0196
6, D. C.

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

FRANK H. MclNTOSH

1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS, TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdwray 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
o ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
{ROADCASTING

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

Of. H.
3iUer
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 63)
Applications Cont.:
San Francisco; KCSJ Pueblo, Col.;
WKAL WalFla.; WTAC
WPDQ lace Jacksonville,
Ida.; WEEI Boston;
Flint,
WWNC
Louis;
St.
KSD
Mich.;
ville N. C; WAYS Charlotte, N.AsheC;
D.; WKBN YoungsN.
Bismarck,
KFYR
town, Ohio; WPIC Sharon, Pa.; WMC
Tex.;
Memphis, Tenn.; KLEE Houston, WaterLake City; WDEV
SaltKVI
KUTA
bury, Vt.;
Tacoma, Wash.
Modification of CP
WMOR Chicago— Mod. CP new FM
station to change ERP to 40 kw, ant.
height above average terrain to 500 ft.
KGO-FM San Francisco— Mod CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WDAR-FM Savannah, Ga. — Same.
KMFM Monroe, La. — Same.
KSD-FM St. Louis — Same.
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— Same.
WKNY-FM Kingston, N. Y.— Same.
WBCA Schenectady, N. Y. — Same.
KTOK-FM Oklahoma City — Same.
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa. — Same.
WFLN Philadelphia— Same.
WGKB-FM Tyler, Tex.— Same.
WKBH-FM La Crosse, Wis.— Same.
WOI-FM Ames,educational
Iowa — Mod.FM CPstation
new
noncommercial
for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
of WCRB
license Waltham,
from L. P.Mass.
Liles,— Assignment
Richard C.
O'Hare
and
Deuel
Richardson
d/b as
Charles River Bcstg. Co. to Charles
River Bcstg. Co.
March 8 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
WGIG Brunswick, Ga. — Granted
mod. izedCPDA toto compensate
specify changes
in authorfor inadvertent
construction error of one degree in
orientation of line of towers of system.
BY COMMISSIONER WEBSTER
KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland — Commission on own

When

motion postponed hearing scheduled
March 16 to March 23 in Los Angeles.
BY THE SECRETARY
WHAV-FM
Granted
license
new FMHaverhill,
station; Mass.—
Chan. 223
(92.5
mc), ERP 20 kw, ant. 350 ft.
WFHR-FM Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. —
Same— Chan. 277 (103.3 mc), 2.1 kw,
360 ft.
WWDC-FM Washington, D. C— Same
—Chan. 266 (101.1 mc), 20 kw, 480 ft.
WOCB-FM
West(94.3Yarmouth,
—
Same—
Chan. 232
mc), 1 kw,Mass.
155 ft.
WHTN-FM
Huntington,
W.
Va.—
Same— Chan. 263 (100.5 mc), 53 kw,
560 ft.
WSAI-FM Cincinnati — Same — Chan.
274 (102.7 mc), 14.7 kw, 550 ft.
WTAX-FM
Chan.
279 (103.7Springfield,
mc), 6.7 kw,111.—
315 Sameft.
WBKA-FM
Chan.
296 (107.1Brockton,
mc), 800 Mass.—
w, 270 Sameft.
WRNL-FM
Chan.
271 (102.1Richmond,
mc), 50 kw,Va.—
360 Sameft.
WKLOcense for Louisville,
Ky.—
Granted
linew standard station 1080 kc
1 kw-N 5 kw-LS DA unl.
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted request for cancellation of CP to make
changes in the FM and AM antennas.
WIOD
Miami, ofFla.CP— to
Granted
request
for cancellation
make changes
in DA antenna and mount FM antenna
on top of AM tower.
WNOR Norfolk, Va.— Granted mod.
of CP to change type of transmitter.
WPLI Jackson, Tenn. — Granted mod.
of CP for approval of transmitter; for
approval of antenna and transmitter
location and to specify studio location.
WHTM Rochester, N. Y.— Granted
mod. oftennaCPchanges
in and
part studio
so as to
reflect anlocation.
Follovving were granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KFMB-TV
San Diego, Calif., to 5-30-49; WFMJ
Youngstown, Ohio, to 6-12-49; WKBS
Oyster
N. Y., to Ardmore,
5-2-49.
John Bay,
F. Easley,
Okla. —
Granted license for new STL KKA-20.
Following were granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: WDSUFM New Orleans, to 9-28-49; WAAM
Baltimore, Md., to 9-21-49; KNBH Los
Angeles, to 9-15-49; WMAL-TV Washington, D. C, to 6-19-49; WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., to 5-15-49; WOIC Washington,
D.
C,
to 5-1-49. Tex. — Granted liKNUZcense install
Houston,
alternate main trans.
WBCO Woodward Bcstg. Co., Detroit,
Mich. — Granted request to cancel CP
new FM station.

think

REPLACEMENTS

'1WBE

with...

AMPEREX
TRANSMITTING

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP. <CD
25 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. i
In Canada ond Newfoundland: Rogers Majestic Limited
11-19 Brenlcliffe Road, Lcoside, Toronto, Ontario, Canodo
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KIOA-FM Independent Bcstg. Co.,
Des Moines — Same.
KECK-FM Ector County Bcstg. Co.,
Odessa, Tex. — Same.
Following were granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: WDSUTV New Orleans, to 6-1-49; KSL-TV
Salt Lake City, to 7-15-49; WICU Erie,
Pa., to 6-1-49; WWJ-TV Detroit, to 615-49; WHMB Theodore Granik, WashD. C toto 9-24-49;
5-1-49*; WMRN-FM
KFUO-FM
Clayton, ington,Mo.,
Marion,yondOhio,
for
period
of
60
days bedate when pending application
for mod. CP is granted, but subject to
cond.*; KFEY Fresno, Calif., to 9-949*; KOPP-FM Ogden, Utah, to 6-1-49;
WERC-FM Erie, Pa., to 7-2-49; KAKCFM Tulsa, Okla, to 10-1-49 WLRD
Miami Beach, to 4-28-49; KRIC-FM
Beaumont, Tex., to 9-6-49; KFYOFM Lubbock, Tex., to 7-1-49; WMFDFM Wilmington, N. C, to 6-1-49;
WPOE Elizabeth, N. J., to 4-1-49;
KGNC-FM Amarillo, Tex., to 7-1-49;
KRKD-FM Los Angeles, to 7-1-49;
KBTR Minneapolis, to 6-9-49; KFXMFM San Bernardino, Calif., to 10-1-49;
WDAK-FM Columbus, Ga., to 9-30-49;
WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga., to 5-15-49;
WJIM Lansing, Mich., to 9-1-49.
WACBcense newKittanning,
Pa. — Granted
listandard station;
1380 kc 500
w D.
KAUSDA Austin,
Minn.— Same— 1480 kc
1 kw
unl.
Walsenburg, Col.— Same— 1450
kc KPHC
250 w unl.
KVOU frequency.
Uvalde, Tex. — Granted license
change
WAEB AUentown, Pa. — Granted mod.
CP to change name to WAEB Inc.
Following were granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: KROWFM Oakland, Calif., to 8-24-49*; WNABFM Bridgeport,
Conn.,
WDUN
Gainesville,
Ga.,toto9-28-49*;
4-1-49;
KHSL Chico, Calif., to 9-21-49; WBIR
Knoxville, Tenn., to 6-1-49; WORM
Easton, Md., to 8-23-49; KFJI Klamath
Falls, phia,
Ore.,
to 7-1-49;
Philadelto 4-13-49;
WIBCKYWIndianapolis,
to 9-15-49; WJBC Bloomington, 111., to
8-18-49; KVLU Lubbock, Tex., to 180
days after final action on appeal by
U. S. Court of Appeals; KLUF Galveston, Tex., to 4-29-49; WOHS Shelby,
N. C. to 3-30-49.
WHIScenseBluefield,
W. Va.—
increase power,
etc. Granted liWGH Newport News, Va.— Granted
license change frequency, increase
power,
Radio etc.
Corp. of America, Princeton,
N. J.— Granted CP new exp. TV station
KE2XAY.
KMCM McMinnvilXe Bcstg. Co., McMinnville, Ore. — Granted mod. CP to
change name to Yamhill Bcstrs.
Following were granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: WJAYFM Mullins, S. C, to 5-23-49; WLADFM Danbury, Conn., to 6-15-49; KTULFM Tulsa, to 5-28-49; WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis., to 8-18-49; WMBR-FM Jacksonville, Fla., to 9-15-49; WAYS-FM
Charlotte, N. C, to 6-20-49; KMBCFM Kansas City, to 5-31-49; WRGAFM Rome, Ga., to 7-15-49; WABF New
York, to 4-21-49; KFPW-FM Fort
Smith, Ark., to 5-15-49; WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.,oftofollowing
6-12-49. remote pickup
Licenses
stations were granted on regular basis
for period
25, 1949:
2247
Arizonabeginning
Bcstg. Feb.
Co. Inc.,
AreaKA-of
Tucson,
Ariz.;
KA-2248
KA-2249
Carl
E. Raymond, Area of Tacoma, Wash.;
KA-2250 Intermountain Bcstg. Corp.,
Area of Salt Lake City; KA-2251 KA2252 Allen T. Simmons, Area of Tallmadge,
Ohio; KA-2282
Area of Trenton,
N. J. WOAX Inc.
Licenses of following remote pickup
stations were further extended upon
temp, basis only, pending receipt of
and/or determination upon application
for renewal of license, to June 1, 1949:
KAAD KTSN Tarrant Bcstg. Co.. Area
Fort Worth, Tex.; WAAI WAAQ,
WEMU WEMV WEMW The WGAR
Bcstg.win Co.,
Area Cleveland;
WEPA York;
EdH. Armstrong,
Area New
KWRD City of Dallas, Tex., Area of
Dallas; KABD KAOG, KAOY Don Lee
Bcstg. System, Area Los Angeles;
KADB KBLE KCNW KEIV KIFO
KNCS Nichols & Warinner Inc., Area
Long Beach, Calif.
Albuquerque Bcstg. Co., Area Albuquerque, N. M.— License of remote
pickup KNHU further extended upon
temp, basis only, pending receipt of
and/or determination upon application
for
June renewal
1, 1949. of license for KOB, to
March 8 Applicafions . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 580
KFXD Nampa, Ida.— CP switch from
580 kc 1 kw unl. to 580 kc 5 kw unl.
DA-DN AMENDED
to change name
(*) On condition that construction
either be completed or interim operation provided by that date.

from Frank L. Hurt & Son, partnership, to Frank AM—
L. Hurt
910 kc& Son Inc.
KOJM Havre, Mont. — CP change from
730 kc 1 kw AM—
D to1460910kckc 1 kw unl.
DA-N.
Pittsburgh County Bcstg. Co., McAlester, Okla. — CP new AM station
1460 kc 1 kw D AMENDED to change
name from Phil Reed, Ray Van Hooser,
Tyrus Stout, William Tedrick and
James Ross d/b as Pittsburgh County
Bcstg. Co. to Phil Reed, Ray Van
Hooser, Carl Ross, William Tedrick and
James Ross d/b as Pittsburg County
Bcstg. Co. SSA— 1050 kc
WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich.— SSA 1050
kc 1 kw-D 100 w-N for 6 mo.
Modification of CP
KXOC Chico, Calif.— Mod. CP new
date.
AM station for extension of completion
Assignment of CP
KFRD Rosenberg, Tex.— Assignment
of CP from Julius E. Junker, trustee
for
Fort Fort
Bend Bend
CountyCounty
Bcstg. Bcstg.
Co. Co. to
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: WSGN
Birmingham, Ala.; KFQD Anchorage,
Alaska; KECA Los Anegles; WQQW
Washington; WEUS Eustis, Fla.; WQXI
Atlanta, Ga.; WGBA Columbus, Ga.;
WSAV Savannah, Ga.; WVLK Versailles, Ky.; WTAG, Worcester, Mass.;
KGGM Albuquerque, N. M.; WIRC
Hickory, N. C; WTNC Thomasville,
N. C; WGTM Wilson, N. C; KSJB
Jamestown, N. D.; WKRC Cincinnati;
WHJB Greensburg, Pa.; WMBS Uniontown, Pa.; WKAQ San Juan, P. R.;
WIS Columbia, S. C; KTBC Austin,
Tex.; KFDM Beaumont, Tex.; KCRS
Midland, Tex.; KVNU Logan, Utah;
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.
Modification of CP
WKAX-FM Birmingham, Ala.— Mod.
CP 9 212
new kwFM station to change ERP
to
KECA-Fivi Los Angeles— Mod. CP
56 kw.FM station to change ERP to
new
date.
WEHS Chicago— Mod. CP new FM
station for extension of completion
WKY-FM Oklahoma City— Same.
WMBT Peoria,
m.— for
Mod.extension
CP newof
commercial
TV station
completion date to 9-29-49.
WTPS-TV New Orleans— Same to 930-49.
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo.— Same.
WBT-TV Charlotte, N. C— Same.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1490
KWEW from Hobbs,
power
100 w toN. 250M.—
w. CP boost
Assignment of License
WCPA from
Clearfield,
Pa.— Assignment
of
license
Progressive
Pub. Co. to
subsidiary. Bcstrs.
Clearfield
Inc., wholly owned
APPLICATIONS
AM— 970 DISMISSED
kc
WMOG Brunswick, Ga.— DISMISSED
application for CP change from 1490 kc
250 w unl. to AM—
970 kc8501 kw
kc unl. DA-DN.
WJW cationCleveland—
DISMISSED
for CP increase
from 5 kwappliunl.
to 10 kw-D 5 kw-N.
(Continued on page 80)

PAYING
YOUR

WAY

Every sales objective is SALES AT
A PROFIT. Dollars invested in
WAIR time come back, dragging
their sales behind them. For profitable sales, join WAIR.

WAIR
Winston-Solem, North Carolina
Representatives: Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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• Telecasting

KENYON MARKEL, director of public service and education at WTOP Washington, has
been named station's director of program service, combining duties under
one department. Mrs. Markel will continue to supervise all program scheduling, as well as community service,
talent, producers and announcers,
• sports and the music library.
: PAUL MARTIN, former program di' rectoi- at WKBW Buffalo and more recently television director with Bowman & Black, Buffalo, has been reappointed WKBW program director. He
succeeds JACK 6ELZER, who remains
in program department.
VINCE LAURIA, night manager of
WMGM New York, has resigned to
join operations department of WCBSTV New York.
HOWARD KEEGAN, former manager
of WCFL Chicago, and NBC New York
producer, is freelancing television packages in Chicago.
BOB BELL, staff announcer at WHOT
South Bend, Ind., has been appointed
' program director.
BERNARD BARTH, producer at
WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, has been
named program director. CHESTER
HERMAN, who held that position
while on loan to the video outlet, returns to his post of assistant program
director of WLW Cincinnati.
GORDON MYERS has been appointed
program director of WGHP New
York, succeeding JAMES McDONOUGH, who has resigned to assume
similar post with WHUC Hudson,
N. Y. Mr. Myers, who has been with
WGHF for over a year, was formerly
, with WDAF Kansas City, and NBC
New York.
SHELBY GORDON joins WBBM Chicago production and script departments. He will write A New Look at
Life, five-a-week feature, with JIM
CONWAY and FAHEY FLYNN. LON
SAXON, Chicago singer and violinist,
has joined WBBM as instrumentalist.
He was formerly at WGN Chicago.
BOB HENRY, program director of
WABF (FM) New York, has resigned
from station to enter field of television
production.
; GLENN BERNARD has been appointed
floorman at WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
AL AMUNDSEN, writer-producer, has
resigned from KOMO Seattle to establish own production service, including
research and script operations and
television commercials. He will make
HAZEL

WEVD
W. 46 St.
117-119
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director N.Y.I 9
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his headquarters in KOMO building,
100 Fourth Ave. North, Seattle.
MARY HUMPHREYS has joined WIP
Philadelphia Kitchen Kapers staff,
EDDIE LEE, formerly with WLW
Cincinnati, WWJ Detroit and WKY
Oklahoma City, has been appointed
chief of production at WAMS and
WAMS-FM Wilmington, Del.
LARRY SOLWAY and CECIL LINDER have joined announcing staff of
CKGB Timmins.
SALLY BAKER, former director of
women's activities for WRFD Worthington, Ohio, has
been appointed director of home economics department
at KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City.
RICHARD NOEL
has joined staff of
WNBW(TV) Washington.
EVERETT MITCHELL, m.c. of
National
NBC's and
Farm
Home
Miss Baker
Hour, has received plaque from Iowa
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, in recognition of his 25 years of broadcasting and service to agriculture. He
was also initiated into group.
JAY SCOTT, formerly with television
department of Western Press Agency,
St. Louis, has joined WMCT(TV)
Memphis as writer-producer.
J. HAMPTON KEATHLY, formerly
with KPLC Lake Charles, La., KRLD
Dallas and KPRC Houston, has joined
announcing
staff of KTRE Lufkin,
Tex.
MRS. DOROTHY PARR, sister of
MARTHA DEAN of WOR New York,
has joined WWNY Watertown, N. Y.,
to take charge of Harriette Meets the
Ladies series. She succeeds MRS.
GWENDOLYN BUCKINGHAM SCANLIN, who has retired to private life.
HAL CRANTON, program director of
WWNH Rochester, N. H., and former
actor and director in New York, is
developing dramatic workshop at U.
of New Hampshire.
LYDIA PERERA, NBC's Story to
Order lady, has returned to WBZWBZA Boston-Springfield, to handle
Chimney Corner program. She will
continue to do show for NBC also.
BILL ELLISON has joined announcing
staff of WHBF Rock Island, 111., after
working at WMTA Charleston, S. D.
BAXTER WARD, announcer with
WMAL Washington, is giving special
courses in production at National
Academy of Broadcasting, Washington.
NORMAN FELTON, TV production
director at NBC Chicago, will discuss
"Your Future in Television" at U. of
Iowa vocational guidance clinic
March 25.
FRANK GOSS replaces TRUMAN
BRADLEY as announcer on CBS
Prudential Family Hour.
BLUE WRIGHT, program manager of
KGO San Francisco, is the father
of a girl.

• Telecasting

ROBERT LEWIS SHAYON, CBS producer-director of network's You Are
There series, is the father of a girl.
Sheila Russell.
JOHN TYRRELL, formerly of CKPC
Brantford, has joined announcing staff
of CHEX Peterborough, Ont.
LEE WHYTE, formerly with WOL
and WINX Washington and WARC
Rochester, has joined announcing staff
of WVET Rochester, N. Y.
JAY HANNA, formerly with J. Walter
Thompson Co. and N. W. Ayer & Son

as director, has joined WOR New York
as director-producer.
GORDON SHALE has been promoted
from control room of CJKL Kirkland
Lake, Ont., to announcing staff. KEN
CROSSLEY, chief announcer of CJKL,
has been
chairman of Kirkland Lakeappointed
Library Board.
BILL BULLINGTON, production manager of KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo.,
is the father of a girl.
EDMUND DAWES, producer of teenage programs at WFIL Philadelphia,
has been named as a Philadelphia area
judge for Advertising Federation of
America's third annual essay contest.
DON STEVENS, announcer at WSB
Atlanta, and Edna May Powell have
announced their marriage.
TINY HAMRICK, former program director for WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
has joined
disc
jockey. WKBW Buffalo as all-night
GEORGE HALL, former announcer at
CKGB Timmins, has joined CFCH
North Bay as announcer.

ACENCIES«ADVERTISERS«

STATIONS

DESIGNED FOR PLANNING
• This attractive three color quality map shows
AM-TV stations in United States, its possessions, and
Canada— by city, county, state, territory, province . . .
time zones.
O You'll use these maps all year round to demonstrate coverage . . . plot network and national spot
campaigns . • . for translating complex problems into
simplified sales pictures.
YOUf? 1949 RADIO -TV -PICTURE

- 25" x 35"

Excellent for presentations - - visualizing markets - - chartering sales territories, costs and
volume - - ready reference at a glance.
PER MAP
more
or more
10 or
each 50
x35"500 each
ORDER

YOUR

MAPS

TODAY!

BROADCASTING • Telecasting
National Press Building
Wasbinston 4, D. C.
Please send
1949 Radio-TV Maps. ? .
enclosed.
( Check or money order, please. At these reduced prices we cannot bill
for le;s than 10 maps — ?5.00)
NAME
F1RM_
4DDRESS_
CITY

25"

ZONE_

STATE
March 14, 1949
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on
new "DJ" couplings
from RCA VICTOR*
IRVING

St. Louis Blues
Beautiful Eyes
DJ-659

The Right Girl
For Me
DJ-660
TONY

Comme Ci-Comme Ca
The Bells In Her
Earrings
DJ-661

Don't Gamble
Susy
With Romance
DJ-662

*"DJ"
disks hits
couple
the cream
of the
RCA Victor
for your
convenience!
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Appeals Court Rules
FCC UPHELD
On Competitives
THE COURT of Appeals for the District of Columbia last week upheld
FCC's right to call ofi a competitive hearing and grant one or more of the
competing appi cations when enough frequences become available to
permit grants ultimately to all.
The action came in a decision dis- ★
missing Mansfield (Ohio) Journal
WMAN had been given a commerCo.'s appeal from the precedure
cial advantage, the Journal Co.
followed by the Commission in the cited the so-called Sanders case deMansfield FM case [Broadcasting,
cision. Of this Justice Miller d3Jan. 19, 1948]. In that case there
clared:
originally were three applicants
As we read the Sanders case the
Court held that economic loss to an
for two channels; a hearing was
existing
station, without more, is not
held; then FCC allocated a third a valid reason
refusing a license to
channel to Mansfield and took the a new applicant,for but
that the existing
station
in
such
circumstances
has the
applications out of hearing, grant- requisite standing to appeal. ...
It
is
our
view
that
to
apply
the
ing WMAN Mansfield's and hold- case to the existing situationSanders
would
ing Mansfield Journal's and the unduly extend it; for this appellant is
the owner of an existing station and
Unity Corp.'s
eration later. for separate consid- not
does not hold a construction permit.
It
is
merely an applicant for such a
The Journal Co. in its appeal
permit,
which
it may neverto obtain.
In these
circumstances
hold that
claimed the three applications
the appellant may aiapeal from the
should not have been "severed"
[WMAN] grant would amount to a
holding that whenever two or more
from the comparative proceeding,
applications, not mutually exclusive,
and, further, that granting
for similar licenses in one locality are
before the Commission, they
WMAN's application first gave its pending
must be acted on simultaneously so
FM station a commercial advanthat no apnlicant may gain advantage
tage in getting on the air first.
by beginning
operations
before
other.suchWp are
not prepared
to ananThe court's decision, written by
nounce
a ruling.
Justice Wilbur K. Miller, declared:
The apneJl'JT.t app'i<"i, not for any
The Journal Co. 's also appealspecific channel, but for ?ny channel
ing from a later FCC decision
which the Commission might assii^n to denying its FM and also AM appliit. It aopears there was no apprec-able
difference in the value and usefulness
cat'ons on grounds that the owners
of the three available channels, so the had sought to suppress competition
assifrnment of one to [WMAN] did not in the dissemination of news and to
in
the toslightest
appellant's
chance
success diminish
in obtaining
a conachieve
an advertis'ng
monopolv
struction nermit. In that resneot,
[Broadcasting,
Nov. 15,
1948].
therefore, the r-rd'-r assigning a channel to [WMAK] did not aggrieve the That appeal, not yet heard by the
anoellant nor adversely affect its inter- court, also involves the Lorain
ests.
Journal Co., which is owned by the
In support of its cla'm that owners of the Mansfield firm and
which lost a bid for a new station
at Lorain.
FORD PROMOTION
The newspaper companies are
K&E to Honor KTUC
owned by Isadore and S. A. Horvitz. Their respective AM anplicat'ons were for 1140 kc at Lorain
KTUC Tucson will shortly add a and 1510 kc at Mansfield.
new Ford station wagon — or, if it
prefers, a convertible — to its equipment inventory.
Pioneers Banquet
The new Ford will be presented
to Lee Little, KTUC president and RADIO Pioneers, organization
general manager, by William Chal- whose qualification for membermers, account executive on the Ford
ship is aparticipation
minimum inofsome
20 years'
account for Kenyon & Eckhardt,
tive
phase acof
New York, Ford agency.
radio, will hold its annual banquet
March 31 at Toots Shors restauReason for the gift is the 1948
rant in New York. Edgar Kobak,
fall promotion campaign conducted
MBS president, is also president of
by KTUC for Ford Theatre, ad- the
Radio Pioneers.
judged by a group of radio publication editors the best of any en<i ^rency.tered in the contest run by the
To promote the opening of the
1948-49 Ford Theatre broadcasts—
now Friday evening on CBS after
a year of Sunday afternoon broadcasts on NEC— KTUC utilized the
"moving" theme. A theatre stage,
complete with costumed actors, was
loaded on a moving company truck
and, after a tour of Tucson's business district, the stage and actors
were unloaded by a giant crane on
the doorstep of the KTUC studios.
This opening stunt, symbolizing
the program's "move" to KTUC,
was followed up by consistent promotion of various types.
Special certificates will be awarded KSWM Joplin, Mo., and KOTA
Rapid City, S. D., runners up.

KIHG OF BABYLON, one of the many
rulers during Mordi Gras, greets his
subjects over WWL New Orleans.
The station carried 35 broadcasts
during the festivities, including street
parades and masked balls. All Mardi
Gras Day broadcasts March 1 were
sponsored.
AAAA BOARD
No. Calif. Chapter Elects
THE NORTHERN Californial
Chapter of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies has elected new!
members to the board of governors |
for 1949.
The board, elected at a meeting I
in the Palace Hotel San Francisco
on March 3, will appoint officers of
the chapter at a meeting to be held |
in the near future.
Elected to the board at the
meeting were:
Ford Sibley, of Foote, Cone &
Belding; Ross Ryder, of Ryder &
Ingram; and Edward A. Merrill, of
Young & Rubicam. Henry Krieger,
of Honig-Cooper Co., and a vice
chairman of the board, and Harrison McClung, of J. Walter
Thompson
were reelected to theCompany,
board.
At the same meeting members of
the chapter heard an address,
"Agency - Media Relations," by
Richard Scheidker, vice president
of AAAA.

BR 04705

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage ★ Member M A STelecasting
BROADCASTING

New Legislation
Under Way

COMMUNICATIONS
AN AGENDA of legislative proposals on communications is under
preparation and is expected to receive early action from the newlyappointed subcommittee of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, it was learned last week.
Executive sessions of the sub- ★
works or manufacturers of radio or
committee, which will study matelectronics equipment used in staters pertaining to the Securities
tions [Broadcasting, Feb. 14]. In
and Exchange Commission, the Federal Communications Commission
addition, the measure would reand the Federal Trade Commission,
strict the use by stations of network programming to every other
will start "shortly," according to alternate
hour of the broadcast
Acting Chairman George G. Sadowski (D-Mich.). The chairman of day. Under the Sheppard bill it is
the subcommittee. Rep. Alfred L. estimated roughly $150 million in
Bulwinkle (D-N. C), has been in station and network properties
poor health and is presently receiv- would be forced onto the market
ing medical attention [Broad- for sale.
Another measure (HR 65), by
casting, March 7].
Several highly controversial
Rep. William Lemke (R-N. D.), is
measures are included in those certain to command close industry
which may be considered by the attention. The Lemke bill, a carrySEC-FTC-FCC subcommittee.
over from the 80th Congress, demands allocation of a section of the
Among those which will be
50 mc band to FM.
screened is the explosive measure
Another Lemke measure (HR
(HR 2410) authored by Rep.
856), which also upholds an arguHarry R. Sheppard (D- Calif.). The
ment of the FM factions, would
re-introduced bill would prohibit
make
FCC decisions containing
station ownership by either net-

technical or scientific errors appealable to the courts.
Still another perennial which
harasses the industry is HR 2428
by Rep. Joseph R. Bryson (DS. C). This would prohibit the
broadcasting or telecasting of any
advertising of alcoholic beverages,
which under the definition offered
in the bill includes beers and wines.
The subcommittee may also undertake the annual study of how
the nation's clocks should be set
during the summer period. Rep.
Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) has
offered legislation (HR 105) to
outlaw "fast time" and establish
uniform standard time throughout
the nation.
Other measures which have been
referred to the full House Commerce Committee, and will probably
be assigned to the subcommittee
include: HRes. 107 by Rep. Frederick R. Coudert Jr. (R-N. Y.) to
express the gratitude of Congress
to amateur radio operators for
their peace and wartime service;
HR 1711 by Rep. Robert Grosser
(D-Ohio), chairman of the full
committee, to provide a clearing

DST

Bill

DAYLIGHT saving time proponents in the District of Columbia
were approaching their first victory
last week. The House Committee
on the District March 7 approved
for House consideration a Senatepassed bill (S-135) which would
permit D. C. commissioners to establish daylight saving time during the summer months.
house in the Dept. of Commerce to
furnish technical, scientific and engineering data to American business and industry; HR 3180 by Rep.
Grosser, to provide $4,475,000 for
a radio laboratory building and
equipment for the National Bureau
of Standards.
A measure (HRes. 107) by Rep.
Grosser, authorizing the House
Commerce Committee to undertake
investigation of any matters coming within its jurisdiction, has
been favorably reported by the
House Rules Committee and will
now be considered by the House.

s

THE NEW RCA TAPE RECORDER
SEE IT AT
THE NAB CONVENTION
(deliveries start June 1st)

■ [Ml— —
! Wav'e you heard

TUBE PLANT
RCA Building in Indiana
WESTINGHOUSE'S
New SYMMETRON
Amplifier Demonstrated in Baltimore

about WMGM's

oPbfg
shows from
M-G-MmHollyi
od?
Only our affiliation withvo
MelroGoldwyn-Mayer can bring such
features as these to radio, with
top Hollywood stars:
★ M-6-M THEATRE OF THE AIR
★ HOLLYWOOD, U.S.A.
★ GRIME DOES NOT PAY
★ At Home With LIONEL BARRYMORE,
and other top shows!
Stations are invited to inquire
about our syndication plan for
these M-G-M shows.

WDSJJ
TV Channel 6 —
31,000 watts
New
Orleans' first
and only.
ting fromTransmitatop the
Hibernia Bank Building—
the
Empire
State
of the Deep South.
ABC — NBC
DUMONT — WPIX
Television Affiliate
Affiliated with
New Orleans Item
AM 1280 kc — 5000 watts
(effective 20.000 watts in
greater New Orleans)
Covering New Orleans, South
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast.
FM Channel 287 — 15,000 watts
(C. P. 155,000 watts)
WDSU's dominant Hooperating, pioneering service and high listener loyalty is
THE buy in New Orleans!
NEW ORLEANS ABC AFFILIATE
WDSU
Represented
by the
John
Blair Company
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A NOVEL development in radio
frequency circuits, useful in blackand-white and color television and
FM broadcasting, as well as VHF
and UHF, has been perfected by
Westinghouse Electric Corp. The
firm demonstrated its Symmetron
amnlifier in Baltimore, Md., March
3 [Broadcasting March 7].
The technique was devised to
alleviate the problem attending
power amplification at high radio
frequencies. The Symmetron design is utilized, in practical form,
in the Westinghouse 50 kw FM
amplifier and new FM-50 kw transmitter, and assures balanced operation on tube loading, according to
D. L. Balthis, development engineer in Westinghouse's electronics
division.
Westinghouse engineers said
that, utilizing tube types now available, the Symmetron makes possible application on varied radio frequency power levels from one and
a half to five times greater than
those obtained with commercial
equipment now manufactured for
the 50 mc-1,000 mc region. Special
tubes for the ampifier would further increase their range of utility,
Westinghouse reported.
Power levels affected are these:
For FM broadcasting, 75 kw in the
88 mc to 108 mc band; for blackand-white TV, 25 kw in the 54 mc88 mc band, and 10 kw in the 174
mc-216 mc band; for black-andwhite or color TV, 1 to 2 kw in the
500 mc-1,000 mc spectrum.
The design, with tubes operated
in parallel and symmetrically inserted into coaxial tanks around a
common axis, lends itself to multiple application and requires only
three adjustable tuning controls. In
addition, from two to ten or more
tubes may be operated in parallel

without affecting the circuit symmetry, Mr. Balthis said. Eight
triode tubes are used in the 50 kw
FM power amplifier.
Westinghouse officials held a
luncheon reception for the trade
March 3 at the Hotel SheratonBelvedere, where Mr. Balthis outlined the principles and details of
Symmetron applications. The group
then visited the Landsdowne Works
plant outside Baltimore to inspect
the Westinghouse demonstration.

BARRON'S
FIRM
Now Gaut
ney, Ray & Price
CONSULTING radio engineering
firm of the late John H. Barron
has been purchased from his heirs
and renamed Gautney, Ray &
Price. Mr. Barron, formerly with
FCC's engineering department,
was sole owner of the firm for 18
years until his death last December [Broadcasting, Dec. 13, 1948].
Company will retain offices at 1052
Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
George E. Gautney served with
Mr. Barron four years. Homer
A. Ray and John C. Price have been
with the firm a year each. Clyde H.
Bond, another associate, has retired
and moved to the West Coast. The
new principals plan to continue
essentially' the same service.
Guild

Names

Durr

CLIFFORD J. DURR, liberal former member of FCC, now practicing law in Washington, was elected
president of the National Lawyers
Guild at its ninth national convention, held in Detroit last month.
The Guild went on record as opposing President Truman's loyalty
program, which had been a target
of attack by Mr. Durr even before
his Comissionership expired last
June 30. It also called for outright abolition of the House Committee on Un-American Activities.

GROUND-BREAKING
RCA'sin
new
manufacturing for
plant
Marion, Ind., was held March 3,
with Gov. Henry F. Schricker officiating at ceremonies. New center,
erected by the company's tube department, will serve
as a and
"feeder"
plant for mass
production
supply of 16-inch direct-view metal
picture tubes and kmescopes for
the television industry.
Building is expected to be completed by early fall and to start
full-scale output of large metal
tubes within a year. Meanwhile
temporary machinery will be installed in existing plant buildings
on the site. First 16-inch tubes
will be produced by summer.

^^^-^

f -^^

LISA SERGIO, news commentator,
analyst and lecturer, announced
last week the formation of WorldScene Productions, New York, for
packaging of radio and video programs. Working with Miss Sergio
in the new package firm, is Bernice
Windt, formerly with DuMont Television Network, Armed Forces
Radio Service, and NBC.
illlllllllllllllllliill
1'utnta.lfU

Co., Cincinnati
IC W. ZIV
FREDER
has announced
three-year
renewal,
of its Guy Lombardo Show by
Sears, Roebuck & Co., through Wilhelm-Laughlin-Wilson & Assoc. Show
is aired on KRLD Dallas. Also anntiunced is sale of Easy Aces, Korn
Kohhlers, Showtime from Hollywood,
Barry Wood Show and One for the
Book, five days a week, across-theboard, to KICA Clovis, N. M.
TAPETONE Mfg. Corp., Brooklyn,
has announced
"Tapetone"
magnetic tape sound its
recorders,
previously
available only in kit form, may now
be obtained factory assembled, complete and ready to operate, and
mounted in convenient leatherette
carrying case.

GEORGE mitter
W. supervisor
BARTLETT,
at WDNCtransand
WDNC-FM Durham, N. C, has
been appointed chief engineer. ROY
KING succeeds him as transmitter
supervisor.
DUANE B. ALLISON, chief engineer
at KHAS Hastings, Neb., is the father
of a boy.
HARRY EHRHART, in charge of administration in WCAU Philadelphia's
technical department, is at home after
three weeks in the hospital following
a heart attack.
FIRST units of 16-element, sleeve
dipole antenna system to be installed
by WCBS-TV New York atop Chrysler
Bldg. have been delivered. Antenna,
which has power gain of 4.2, was designed and built by ANDREW ALFORD, engineering consultant firm.
Antenna will complete installation of
station's new 5 kw transmitter.
BROADCASTING
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RADIO

ACTORS

Unemployment Rate High
UNEMPLOYMENT rate among
radio actors in the spring of 1948
was very much higher than among
the working population as a
whole, a survey covering 15 metropolitan areas disclosed.
The survey, first of a series, was
made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in cooperation with the
American Federation of Radio Artists. It included 3,742 artists in
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
San Francisco, Boston, Detroit,
Seattle, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, St.
Louis, Portland, Ore., Washington,
D. C, Cleveland, Minneapolis and
Kansas City.
One out of every four radio actors was unemployed in a typical
week in the spring of 1948, an unemployment rate eight or nine
times as high as the rate for all
working people in the country, the
survey report states. Among radio
singers the unemployment rate was
found to be four or five times as
high as among the entire working
population. Most announcers and
sound effects men, however, were
found to be regularly employed.

JOINS WORLD
Friedheim To Head Sales
ROBERT FRIEDHEIM, director of
NBC radio recording division for
past 12 years, resigned March 1.
He joins World
Broad casting
System as sales
manager. A. B.
Sambrook c o n tinues as head of
commercial department of
World.
Mr. Friedheim
Mr. Friedheim
will make his
headquarters at 501 Madison Ave.,
New York, according to an announcement by John Sinn, president of World. Prior to joining
NBC, Mr. Friedheim was with
WMBH Joplin, Mo., and the Joplin
Globe & News Herald.

SUCCESSFULLY

GRAPHIC
REPORTS,
Washington,
new visual
presentation
firm
formed by MICHAEL FOONER,
has branched out into television news
field. Firm already has supplied material for NBC-TV's Camera Newsreel.
Through special process originated by
Mr. Fooner, graphic presentations of
news items are developed in fraction
of usual time making it possible to
telecast any story in graphics few
hours after it happens.
STORE BROADCASTING SERVICE,
Chicago, which provides music and
food product announcements to IGA
supermarkets in that area, has changed
management, with WEAW-FM Chicago
assuming control. Storadio Adv. Co.,
New York, Chicago and Des Moines,
has been appointed national sales representative. ERNEST P. BALDWIN
is eastern manager.
JACK STRONG, formerly with McCann-Erickson and Sutton & O'Brien,
has joined O'Brien & Dorrance, New
York
rector. sales promotion firm, as art diGEORGE FISHER, former station
manager, program director and coowner of WKOB North Adams, Mass.,
is now instructor in announcing and
continuity writing at National Academy of Broadcasting, Washington.
ALEXANDER FILM CO., Colorado
Springs, Col., has announced firm will
produce television advertising films.
Equipment
TELEVISION Assoc. Inc., Chicago,
has become sales representative for
Zoomar lens and Video Balowstar lens.
Zoomar sells for $7,500, Balowstar for
$2,700.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC Products Inc.,
radio division, has announced new
line of specially-processed receiving
tubes for
vision sets.replacement service in teleCROSLEY Div., Aveo Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, has announced two new television radio
- phonograph consoles,
Model 9-404M and Model 9-414B. Both
models provide 52-square-inch video
picture on 10-inch direct-view tube,
AM and FM, and automatic phonograph which plays both 33% rpm

PERFORMED

and 78 rpm records. Suggested retail price is $499.95 for Model 9404M and $529.95 for Model 9-414B.
MOTOROLA, Chicago, has announced
appointment
of W. ofWESLEY
LARD as director
publicity BALand
advertising
its communications
division. Heforreplaces
JAMES CODY,
who has resigned to join Professional
Equipment Co., Chicago.
C. M. SHERWOOD, formerly with Elliott Lewis Corp., Philadelphia, has
been appointed
sales manager of
Andrea Sales Corp.,
sales drea
agent
Radio for
Corp.AnRCA TUBE Dept.,
Harrison, N. J., has
announced following new appointments: W.L.ROTHENBERGER as assistant general
sales manager to
Mr. Sherwood
coordinate and direct all sales activities; WILLIAM H. PAINTER as manager of merchandise division; H. F.
BERSCHE as manager of renewal
sales section, and M. J. CARROLL as
manager of equipment sales section.
WESTINGHOUSE
Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, has announced new TV
antenna, Stratovision television antenna, featuring interchangeable components adaptable to all type of receiving arrays and designed for simplicity and ease of installation.
ZENITH Radio Corp., Chicago, has
announced new radio-phonograph console and table model. Suggested retail price for console is $329.95 and
$99.95 for table model.

PROMOTIONS

/

BY

RADIO TELEVISION PUBLICITY CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 159 EAST CHICAGO AVENUE • CHICAGO II, ILLINOIS
Member National Association of Broadcasters
BROADCASTING
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Time rates are cold things. They
can't show the cooperafive
effort KDYL's staff puts behind
sponsors' selling problems.
Is your product getting proper display in stores? KDYL
merchandising men have helped
many a sponsor with that problem.
That's just an example of the
plus values you get on KDYL
and KDYL-'WeXIS television.
National Representative:
John Blair & Co.

WHOM SUBSIDIARY
Record Firm Is Organized
A RECORDING and transcription
business to be known as Coastal
Recording Co. was formed by
WHOM
New
York, Fortune
Pope, executive
vice president and
general
of
the manager
station,
has announced.

4^,
"I. w

that don't appear on the
rate card

Mr. Pope

The new subwill benew
locatedsidiary
in the
studios of WHOM
York,
in Newcomplete
where

screen and radio, to work
for your products — your
client.
Over the past few years The Texas
Rangers have done an outstanding
selling
on both
small and
stations job
— over
four straight
yearslarge
for
two different breweries, five years for
a bakery, over five years for a dairy.
The and
Texasfinest
Rangers
America's
largest
group, areplaying
and
singing
Western
tunes.
Their
music
transcribed vertically for high fidelityis
—ideal for either FM or AM.

recording facilities have been installed.
Mr. Pope stressed the fact that
though WHOM is a foreign language station the recording firm
would not be confined to the foreign language field.
Tom Kelleher, formerly with
World Broadcasting Co., New
York, has been named recording
manager of Coastal Recording Co.
March 14, 1949
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Rf^lo WaTttfd
Managerial
Northcentral successful small town network station wants manager. Send
entire background, picture, etc. first
letter. Box 113a, BROADCASTING.
250 watt fulltime station major southern market looking for capable manager with selling ability. Give full details first letter. Box 344a, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager wanted for Texas
1000 watt fulltime station. Must be
salesman with ideas. Salary open.
Permanent. Write Box 433a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Manager for midwest kilowatt
daytime, going fulltime now and in the
black. Also managar and associated
manager
interested
in owning Inc.,
a fulltime
local.
L. W. Andrews.
219
Whitaker Bldg.. Davenport, Iowa.
Salesmen
Regional network station in midwestern
single station market has opening for
experienced salesman with opportunity
to advance to sales manager or assistant manager,Nosalary
withquick
percentage of increase.
get rich
boys
wanted. This is a stable permanent
position and calls for experienced hard
hitting sales effort. Write giving full
particulars, experience, salary desired
and last three employers. Enclose photograph. Care Box 280a, BROADCASTING^
Salesman capable of taking position of
commercial manager for Florida network station. Straight salary for one
who can produce business. Must have
had 5 or more years of radio selling
experience. Send outline of experience,
photo to Box 288a, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — CBS affiliate, city
50,000, Pennsylvania. Prefer friendly,
conscientious, married man who knows
sales. No high pressure. State age,
salary expected. Box 406a, BROADCASTING.
Is there a radio salesman in Dallas interested in becoming member of old
established representation firm? Must
carry himself on liberal commission
and overall profit participation basis.
Box 421a, BROADCASTING.
Looking for aggressive time salesman.
Very good potential earnings. Ideal
climate in city of 15,000. Address all
inquiries to Box 429a, BROADCASTING.
$elf-propeUed, pusher type $alesman
for livewire local independent in Southern city. Splendid opportunity for experienced man unafraid of competition.
Box 438a. BROADCASTING.
AnnouvMers
Excellent southern station in major
market has position for top announcer.
Pay schedule includes incentive plan.
Total salary $85.00 to $90.00 per week.
Good plete
future.
Sendpersonal
photograph,
combusiness and
references.
Minimum four years experience with
good stations. Two years college background. All-round abiUty to qualify.
Send audition sample of disc jockey
work, news, commercial spots. Inexperienced men need Box
not 266a,
apply.BROADAll reliefs confidential.
CASTING^
Southern California station has permanent position for announcer with thorough knowledge and background classical music. Deep voice and writing
ability. He will produce. Write and
announce two hour nightly symphony
five nights weekly. Be record librarian.
A first class ticket will add to his earnings orground
he which
maywillhave
backadd a tosales
earnings.
But he must be one of these combinations. Submit transcription classical
program. Photo and letter of qualification one package. Don't waste everyyourclassical
pronunciation
isn't
perfect body's
andtime ifyour
background
complete. Box 287a, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Experienced announcer for
morning shift. Must be able to run
disc show. Apply, giving qualifications,
salary requirements and references.
Send disc to Ray Schreiner. Chief Announcer, WBTM, Danville, Virginia.
Wanted — Experienced announcer 250
watt NBC affiliate, southerner preferred. WGRM, i.
Greenwood, Mississipp
Wanted
— Experienced
for advancement
to PD announcer
in 250 watt ready
MBS
station. Full details first letter. WHUN,
400 Wash. St., Huntingdon, Penna.
Five combination men with first class
engineer's license. Top pay for top
personality
open-to
ings. Rush deejays,
disc and immediate
complete data
Earl Harper, WNOR. Norfolk, Virginia.
Wanted Combination announcer-engineer with emphasis on announcing.
Also one experienced announcer. Pleasanttact:
working
Please GeorconManager,cond'tio'is.
WRQN, Vidalia,
gia. Telephone 327 or 693.
An experienced announcer who has
first class ticket. Emphasis on anability.car.
Florida
station. Mustnouncing
have
Send network
disc, photo,
outline of experience and salary requirements to WSPB, Sarasota, Florida.
Southern network station will pay
$70.00 per week for good combination
announcer - engineer. Box 418a,
BROADCASTING.
250 watt Mutual affiliate with heavy
commercial schedule wants announcer
with some experience. No news or
s^iorts. Good future for a hard worker.
$40.00 straight for a 44-hour week.
Ralph
Henry, KVER, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Technical
Wanted — Chief engineer for established
midwest station in city over 50.000.
250 watts unlimited AM. 10 kilowatts
FM. Network affiliate. Completely
news plant. Experience and trouble
shooting ability essential. Must be able
to manage personnel. Good remuneration.surance
Paid withvacation.
group Our
inhospital Free
benefits.
operation
requires
chief
to
pull
some
transmitter shifts. Write all details.
Box 290a. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Experienced with good
background, to maintain modern 250
watt northern Alabama station. Living
conditions good, near-by large city.
Send detailed resume of experience,
background
and BROADCASTING.
references. Good salary. Box 404a,
Chief operator's assistant for upstate
New York 1000 watt broadcasting station. Must have thorough experience
in construction and operation of directional antenna array, transmitter
and speech equipment. Also can use
two radio operators holding a radio
telephone first class license. Services
required immediately. Telephone Mr.
Brown, Monroe 7710, Rochester, New
York.
Production-Programming, others
French Montreal station has opening
for creative program producer, must
speak and write French, have initiative
and possess all-round qualifications.
Interesting salary to the right joe —
but good. Provide all particulars and
salary expected. Write to Box 391a,
BROADCASTING.
Girl continuity writer capable of air
work. Education preferred. Write or
wire details to Leonard G. Anderson,
WKBH, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
Program director-announcer wanted by
west Tennessee station. Must be thoroughly experienced, a real opportunity,
permanent. State beginning salary requirements. A. B. Robinson, Box 309,
Jackson, Tennessee.
Calling on stations, etc? Represent
National Service firm. Profitable. Nonconflicting. Box 375a, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Outstanding opportunity for young
lady,
continuitysalary
and airwork.experienced
Unusually inattractive
and
working conditions. WPDX, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments.
Successful
16 year gradnetwork affiliate ,record.
University
uate.
Dependable
career
man.
Good
references. Can be available on short
notice.
Box 892, BROADCASTING.
Manager presently employed 5000 watt
network affiliate. Eight years with
present company. Excellent experience
in sales, promotion, programming.
Knows how to handle employees. Family man. Highest recommendations.
Good sound proposition only. Box 298a,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager — 10 years experience all phases. Can qualify as manager. Dependable. College education.
Desire permanent connection with a
future. Excellent references. Box 325a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio man, as assistant
manager,
working
manager
or salesman.
Provencommercial
record. Excellent
references. Midwest or central states
preferred. Box 376a, BROADCASTING.
Station owners! Man-wife package.
Man, 29, now station manager, experienced chief engineer, program director, announcer, copy, and salesman.
Wife sensational
saleswoman,
now commercial manager.
Want managership
new,let inprogressive
stationsouthern
or Mutualmarket
outsmall, friendly
... or what have you? Available two
weeks notice. Excellent references.
ING.
Write or wire Box 380a, BROADCASTManager available. Ten years in radio,
experienced in all departments. 5 years
assistant to manager. If interested,
please send
All replies answered. Boxdetails.
392a, BROADCASTING.
Managerial — ^Presently employed settled
family man. Years experience successful management from CP stage, emsales and new
programming.
JEer small phasizing
market
station or PreCP
with salary commission contract. Would
consider sales manager offer. After
contact will visit vou for disciassion.
Box 402a, BROADCASTING.
Manager available now. Thorough
knowledge ofpartments.
radio.
all deAnnouncing,Worked
programming,
copvwriting, newscasting, selling. Set
up 250 watt station now going concern.
Family man, sober, dependable, age 32.
Has car. Highest references. Box
422a, BROADCASTING.
Reganam:
managermy spelled
backward. MayisI submit
qualifications
to lead your station forward? Twelve
years local and regional experience all
departments.
Box 427a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Baseball announcer, can give play-byplay
best. voice
I haveandthedelivery.
experience with
plus the
topnotch
Save
time.
'Try
me
first.
Answer
offers.
Box 231a, BROADCASTING.all
Sports director now — second year announcing basketball; football, three-I
League baseball and all general annoimcing.
Want permanent
job — ^full
shift announcing
and guarantee
top
sports coverage. Married, 26, family.
April 1st. Box 277a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23, married, sober, versatile, well-trained by professionals.
University background. Will travel.
Disc and photo upon request. Box
304a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — script writer
with 5000
affiliate.comics,
Specialize inwatt
adlib.network
Disc shows,
audience participation, etc. Prefer
east. Available immediately. Transcription, photos,
and references on
request.
Box scripts
310a, BROADCASTING.
Sports play-by-play.
Former
network
announcer
now employed
in baseball,
football,
basketball,
play-by-play
desires change of location. Dependable
with best references. Could report
start of baseball season. Box 358a,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Prolific announcer — 2 years experience.
Powerful voice, authoritative newscasting style. Single, 24, will tackle
anything
CASTING. promising. Box 308a, BROADAnnouncer — Sportscaster. Experienced
play-by-play, all sports, including recreation. Also news, commercial announcing. Presently employed. Box 373a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, all phases.
Presently
Columbia
affiliate
seeksfuture.
position progressive
station
offering
ING. west
Far
preferred but not absolutely
necessary. Box 374a, BROADCASTProgram
sires director,
position as announcer-writer
program director deor
announcer in small station. Anywhere
in
U.
S.
Experienced.
Box
381a,
BROADCASTING.
A gentleman's agreement! You supply
the live microphone and other necessary
and skyrocket
I'll sell your
sors'equipment
products and
yoursponlistening audience,
so we'll
both bedelivery.
happy
and make
money.
Selling
Personality
caster.jockey,
Thoroughly authoritative
experienced.newsCan
furnish nroof of excellent broadcasting
sales. Wire or write. All replies imCASTING. mediately answered. Box 383a, BROADAnnouncer
experienced, congenial,
rASTING.
worthwhile addition to your staff. Topnotch references. Box 384a, BROADMan and wife presently employed
desire to change positions to a progressive station with chance for advancement. No children. One year experience in radio. Man excels in newscasting, commercials and remotes. Wife all
kinds
of women's
shows, drama
and
continuity.
Will consider
good offer
anywhere. Two weeks notice. Try us.
Box 385a, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly disc jockey, knows business,
musician. Two years experience. Employed. Box 386a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, all phases, 26, family. Three
years of solid experience. College,
stage work. Good personality and
appearance. Deep resonant voice.
Presently employed in 5 kw affiliate.
Audition disc upon request. Only progressive station considered. Box 388a,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Green, well trained, pleasing, sincere, dependable, sober, underCASTING. standing, helpful. Box 389a, BROADAnnouncer — Some experience, all
phases,
single, willing to travel.
Box 390a,young,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Graduate of leading radio
school. Intelligent, reliable, honest.
Interested in any station affiliated with
the Mutual Network. Night turn desirable, no practical experience, but
hard worker. Good voice. Give me a
chance with you. Salary no object
whatsoever.
anywhere in the country. Box 395a,Go BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced. Presently
employed 1000 watt NY station. All
phases. Seek staff position with progressive
station. sober.
Top commercial
delivery. Single,
Northeastern
stations only.
Disc on request.
Box
396a, BROADCASTING.
Florida stations only! Announcerwriter-producer 5 years top experience.
Box 399a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, personable,
single, vet, 32, morning man, sports,
news, news rewrite. Not network caliber but good up to 5 kw. Some production, continuity. Air check available.
Box 400a, BROADCASTING.
NU man, single, offers 2 years experience in competitive
markets south
for per-or
BROADCASTING.
manency with progressive
midwest. Details 1st letter. Box 403a,
Announcer-continuity writer, immediate availability.
Strong news
and commercials, ten months
experience
on
console, good adlib. Presently emloyeBox
d 1 kw 172,
independent. John BUlingsley, pdoches,
Texas. N. St. Station, NacogAnnouncer — Experienced, college degree in speech, single, age 29. Presently
employed
at independent
1000 watt
daytime station.
Contact David
Shelley,
514 West 6th Street, Bloomington, Indiana.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer — IVa years, sin- Experienced sports announcer in playgle, will travel. Full knowledge of by-play of four (4) major sports.
control board, remotes. For disc, de- Qualified staff announcer also. Prefer
tails, Bill Webber, 1199 Hancock Street,
midwest. Address replies: Dick Blaesing, 2215 Colfax Ave., South MinneBrooklyn 21, N. Y.
apolis 4, Minnesota.
In Texas,
announcer-cng'neer,
28,
family, first class ticket, experience as staff Announcer, experienced. Former muannouncer on board, Texas station.
sical director, sports editor. Married,
George White, Post Office Box 1742, vet, 25. Bob Lynn, 2634 W. Logan
Blvd.,
Chicago 47, 111.
Fort Worth, Texas.
Versatile announcer, 23, well versed,
Sports announcing, young, energetic,
sportscasting, newscasting, commercial
experienced; capable handling spotter
message, acting, at comprehensive
board, all sports, all phases announcactual play-by-play disc available.
radio school.
Radio desire
City. Col'ege
grad- Jerry ing,Pierce,
uate. Youth with
and capacity
Pathfinder, Radio Broadfor furtherance of skill. Box 318a, souri.
casting, 1329 Oak, Kansas City, MisBROADCASTING.
Announcer, with college background
Technical
in journalism. Have some announcing
experience. I am 24 and single and Experienced control and transmitter.
will travel anywhere in the east. Disc Familiar
with television operation.
etc. on request. Box 405a, BROADCREI graduate. Prefer west. Box 183a,
CASTING.
BRO
ADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Fully experienced all Radio operator — 13 months transmitplay-by-play. Five years. Presently
of 250 watt station, some remotes,
employed sports director. Produce, di- tape ter recordings.
Graduate RCA Instirect sports shows. Top references.
tute.
Box 316a, BROADCASTING.
Box 407a, BROADCASTING.
First
phone
vet
seeks engineer posiSports announcer and director at prestion west. No experience broadcastent for metropolitan New York station.
'ing. Box 349a, BROADCASTING.
Can do play-by-play
for three
Engineer — Eighteen years varied exsports.
Now have disc
show ma.ior
with
perience including construction of two
proven listening audience. Experienced
250
watters. All your maintenance or
in all other phases of radio. Married.
construction
problems
College. Willing to travel. Best recPresently
employedhandled
chief ofskill250
ommendations. Minimum salary $70 watter.fully.Box
367a, BROADCASTING.
per week. Box 409a, BROADCASTING.
Eng:ineer — perience
First
phone,
months DA.
exAnnouncer, continuity man, AB Degree
250 watt
and 19kilowatt
in speech, also year of law, 25, single,
New England or New York area. Box
interested in sportscasting, excellent
379a. BROADCASTING.
radio voice, middlewest preferred.
Box 410a, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast; young man, willing, intelligent, able; not burdened by years
Announcer, 25, single, college graduate,
of experience wants to get his foot on
leading radio school Radio City. Disc the
first
rung
of the ladder. First class
available. Box 411a, BROADCASTING.
radio telephone license. Radio school
Announcer-Married,
27,
6V2
years
exgraduate;
1
year
college. Partial to
perience. Looking for station with
Yankee territory, anything above Matelevision possibilities. Background:
son-Dixon line. Box 393a, BROADCASTING^
Sports, news, disc, dramatics. Two
years'
college.
Northeast
metropolitan
Available
May
30 experienced engineer.
area preferred. Presently employed
Good technical background. Former
chief announcer, $70 & talent. Desire
chief
250
watt
local.
Some announcing.
personal
Active ham, have car, consider anyCASTING.interview. Box 414a, BROADthing.
P.
O.
Box
592,
Columbia, MisOpportunity wanted — Experienced an- souri^
nouncer, news programs a specialty,
Operator — First phone, first telegraph,
popular and classical music, theatrical
26, wants operator job or combination.
background. College graduate. Veteran.
No
broadcast experience but plenty
Disc
on
request.
Box
416a,
BROADcommunications.
Go anywhere west of
CASTING.
Mississippi. Available immediately.
Man-about-sports. Listener tested and Calif.
Murray,
Box
441,
Thousand Oaks,
approved three years at present station.
Superior references. Deft discs, news,
Engineer — Experience in AM, FM, stacommercials. Box 417a, BROADCASTtion, 21/2 years technical training in
ING.
AM,
FM, UHF and all phases of televiExperienced announcer, operates board.
sion. Desire position with progressive
Graduate of radio school. Experienced
station with future television possiservice man and continuity writer.
Available immediately. Single,
Clean cut and good habits, 27. Will excellentbilities.
references. Charles Hanley,
travel. Disc, photo available. Box 815
Simmons
Ave., Phone Kirkwood
1724.
424a, BROADCASTING.
Desire on -lob -training (announcer).
Engineer-announcer. Experienced 25
Graduate School Radio Technique — year old married veteran with ticket
some experience. Have ambition, tal- desires combo position with emphasis
ent, eligibility certificate. Will go any- on announcing.
Midwest preferred.
where. Disc-photo on request. Box Box 412a, BROADCASTING.
426a, BROADCASTING.
Will buy minority stock, offering diviEight years behind the sports mike.
dends, engineer's job and salary. Box
Specialize in baseball and all sports 419a, BROADCASTING.
play-by-play. Can show letters from Engineer — First phone. Nineteen years
satisfied national and local sponsors.
Graduate leading radio school.
Write my own sports shows. Will free old.
Some broadcast experience. Box 425a,
lance, but prefer permanent position. BROA
DCASTING.
Box 430a, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
operator, preferably in
Announcer — Married. Presently em- Minnesota, Wisconsin
or Iowa. First
ployed in heavily commercialized area. phone, five kw experience
as relief
Experienced all phases broadcasting operator. Dependable, good references.
with special interest — ^newscasts, dance Box 432a, BROADCASTING.
orchestras. Desires opportunity to ad- Newly licensed first phone, eager to
vance with new station. Also possibility of buying few shares of stock. Ref- learn. Veteran, married. Have house
trailer. Harold Higgins, 888 26th Street,
erences. Disc and photo on request.
Available two weeks notice. Box 436a, Marion, Iowa.
BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer desires permanent
position with broadcast station. Age
Broadcastinfr school graduate with some
experience in Mutual affiliated station. 20. Will travel. Have car. Don Ponec,
Desire job in northern station, prefer- braska.
5421 South 20th Street, Omaha, Neably the east. Am single, veteran and
very • dependable. Not afraid of hard
ProdMction-Programming, others
work, have done all sorts "of announcing and control work at last job. Comnnendable references from last emYoung man thoroughly trained wants
oloyer. Eager to get going again. Box job as continuity writer and announcer.
J37a, BROADCASTING.
Can start at once. Discs and scripts furon request.
Box G.
246a, BROADST
IN
Self-respecting staff man desirous of lo- CAnished
Datlng in progressive community. AnProgramannouncer.
director-sales
Alllouncing,
production
experiAt manager.
present major
;nce. Welltraffic,
educated.
Dramatic
and round
market executive.
References tops.
)ther specialized training. Plan to Box
306a, BROADCASTING.
:tudy for engineer ticket. Teetotaler.
Gag writer for disc jockeys available.
>Tow employed. Splendid references.
Will
send free material. Box 319a,
3eeking congenial, profitable connec-ion. Write Box 1217, Orlando, Florida.
BROADCASTING.
Ready to advance in programming and
Thoroughly experienced announcer.
news. Five years experience. Now in
Intelligent delivery. Knows news, muiic, scripting, production. Herb Gottsregional. References andsouthwest
disc on request.
Box
;halk, 5034 S. Woodlawn, Chicago 15. second year
321a, BROADCASTING.
\tlantic 5-0516.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director — I want to increase
your station's
make
your air program
time morestandards
valuable andto
you and your sponsors. Six years proproduction, areselling
and announcinggramexperience
at your
service.
Box 331a, BROADCASTING.
Program director interested same position Ohio perience
or Indiana.
Six years
exannouncer, writer,
special
events. Box 338a, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, sports copywriter, publicist, young, some experience. Also
consider staff announcing. Sports editor
of
NJ
bi-weekly.
Former a.osistant
CA
ST
IN
high
school
coach.
Box G.
354a, BROADProgram director experienced both east
and west coasts, wants position with a
future. Programs successful, saleable,
listenable; able to make station inpart of community;
best personneltegral
relations.
Top announcing
voice
any type grams.
program;
own
specialty
proPresently
employed.
Please
ING^
state
salary. Box 369a, BROADCASTSick and tired of trite programs. Allergic to copied formats and stereoprogressivetyped
stationformulas.
with Looking
sense of for
humor
that
will give me free reign as special
events man. Can. double as writerannouncer for any station sharing my
aversion ADC
for conventionality.
Box
BRO
ASTING
. 377a,
News editor — farm director, married,
university graduate in June, 1949.
Newswriting, staff announcing, and
tape experience. Two years newspaper
and sire
radio
Desouth, experience.
midwest, or References.
southwest. Box
378a, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, program director broadcasting in NYC looking for better setlarge station. $85 week. Box
382a,up with
BROAD
CASTING.
Producer, program director, writer, announcer. Capable, energetic, dependable. Six years of well rounded experience. Seeking a position in a city of
at least fifty thousand population. Box
387a, BROADCASTING.
Program director. I develop and organize six
shows that
sell.andI'mlarge
26,
with over
years really
of small
station experience. If you want a hard
working,
congenial
PD,
write
Box
397a,
BROADCASTING.
Writer, single, 27, copy, promos, scripts.
Now with small eastern ABC affiliate,
desires opportunity in continuity with
big market agency or station in or near
New York. Experienced, capable. Box
401a, BROADCASTING.
Program director with highly successful major market AM, FM, TV independent seeks advancement as manager
or
program
director.
Results guaranteed. Box 423a,
BROADCASTING.
News editor-commentator, thirty seven,
newspaper background. Six years on
air with fiftyconnection
kw, non-drinker.
permanent
with high Desire
grade
station. Family man, finest recommendations. Box 434a, BROADCASTING.
Television
Annou7icer
Sports announcer. Television, AM experience. Nine years. Play-by-play.
Box 413a, BROADCASTING.
Prodiiction-Programming, others
Television stations — Lend an eye!
Writer of this ad has spent 17 years in
radio aswriter,program
director,(drama),
scriptnewscaster, director
in
theatre
as
producer,
director,
manager. Instructor in actingstageand
speech.
Interested
primarily
in utilizing combined
radio
and theatrical
background on. intelligent television
outlet. Box 398a, BROADCASTING.
Employment Service
Found — new labor saving device "tomorrow"! Make thatEmployment
change "today"
thru RRR-Radio-TV
Bureau, Box 413, Philadelphia.
For Sale
Stations
For sale — Well established, profitable,
fulltime, regional, network station,
northeast metropolitan market. Box
415a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Midwest daytime kilowatt,
doing good btislnes. L. ,W. Andrews,
Inc., 219 Whitaker Bldg., Davenport,
Iowa.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale — Philadelphia metropolitan
area. able.
Music
by Wire System.
ProfitWell established.
Price $22,000.
Fra"c>i;se
included.
Box
440a,
BROADCASTING.
Will sell partial interest or lease 1000
watt, daytime station with fulltime deal
pending.ation. Owners
uninterested in operFine investment
rich aericuJtural
midwestopportunity
community.in
Box 493a. BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
fied for 250 w transmitter,
KlugedualCo.crystals
modi1340 l^^*oT.^<^^
kc. Replaced^''O-F
by new equipment—

from
lOOE .^^^^
to 250E transmitter.
with
BROAD370a,conversi
on
Box RCA
?
CASTING^^
kit.
Used as?850.
an auxiliar
y Modified
kc
One crystal oven with provisioonn 620
for
another. Excellent condition. $900.00.
Chief York.
Engineer, WAGE, Inc., Syracuse
,
New

For sale-411' Truscon seK-supporting
tower; 2 RCA turnta
bles; limit n|
amphfier, 5 RCA microphone
s and miscellaneous studio equipment—
new
Best offer. Box 408a, BROADCASall
TING!
Two 6N recorders like new, guaranteed perfect condition, IC heads, automatic equalization. In single or
$400: both
comIndivid
, "i"^^..plete,cabinet
fob,
ually,
s. $750
Portlan
d
Oregon.
Box 431a, BROADCASTI
NG!
Scott dynamic noise suppressor model
910A, excellent
condition, $350 or trade
tor portable tape recorder.
WHKK
One (1)mitter
Western
Electric
310B
Akron,
Oh
.
complete,io
with
one
set transtubes '
Excellent condition. Make offer. E l'
Missouri. Radio Station WMBH, Joplin'
Dodge,
Presto ID recording heads. Excellent
condition. Reasonable.
t Sound
Recording, 2016 WalnutReco-Ar
delphia, Pennsylvania. Street, PhilaFor sale— One kilowatt
Electric
transmitter 353E1 at Western
sacrifice price.
WDGY, Minneapolis.
Ji^?:,^?,sale—
."^ ^" °^e'"- Charles Winkler,
For
RCA 5 kw AM transmitter
minus exciter. This is an excellent
buy
for
any
250
station Dayton,
expecting
increase to 5 watt
kw. WHIO,
Ohio.to
For sale — New, never used — Truscon
286 foot, self-supporting tower complete with A-3 lighting, plus reinforcing rods for foundation. Sectionalizing insulators available. Will support 4 Bay GE FM Antenna. Ideal for
television. WRRN, Second National
Bank, Warren, Ohio.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to buy — 10 kw transmitter.
Preferably air-cooled. No composite
job. Box 394a, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Production-Programming
SCRIPT WRITER
Network affiliate in major midwest city
needs an experienced, all-round script
writer for AM and TV shows of all types.
Permanent
(ob for person
wonts onto
live in the midwest.
Send who
full details
experience,
salary
requirements,
references and recent photo to
BOX 291a, BROADCASTING
Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS!
List WithSELLERS!
Us
Prompt Confidential Servica
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angolas 27, California
(Continued on next page)

Miscellaneous (Cont'd)

Miscellaneous (Cont'd)
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Embracing FM radio in transit vehicles.
Well established organization of selling
representatives seeks 10 to 20 thousand
dollars working capital. Opportunity for
substantial earnings. Our organization
holds exclusive selling rights with newspaper controlled radio station. Radio
time salesman preferred but not essential.
Bank and business references exchanged.
Write fully with telephone number and
address.
BOX 420a, BROADCASTING

REGIONAL

MANAGERS

(2)

Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
campaigns are familiar and
ENDORSED BY MORE
THAN 300 STATIONS
COAST TO COAST, can use
successful DISTRICT SALES
MANAGERS.
Thorough
sponsored
abilit.y to
men,

Schools
SCHOOLS

knowledge of cosales methods, plus
hire and train salesESSENTIAL!

RADIO

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day, and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals. Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
ATrproved for G.I. Training

To qualified producers, after
brief training period (without
loss of revenue), can compare
earnings of our PRESENT
MANAGERS from S7500 to
$10,000 commission yearly I
All replies strictly confidential.
Box 905, Broadcasting

NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bidg.
CHICAGO 4, III.: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOllYWOOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue

On All Accounts
(Continued from page H)

SBA ELECTS
Glickman Is President'
WMGM New York sportscaster
Marty Glickman was elected presithe three
Sports other
Broadcasters'
Assn.,dent ofand
staffers
captured SBA posts at last Monday's luncheon meeting held in
New York at Al Schacht's restaurant.
Sam Taub and Ted Husing, both
of WMGM, were elected vice presidents of the organization, while
Harold Holz, station's statistical
spotter, took the secretarial post.
Andy Lang of Press Assn. is the
new treasurer; Jimmy Dolan of
the NBC sports department continues as executive secretary.
Schools (Cont'd)
TWIN CITY TELEVISION LAB
Nation's Foremost
TV Production
Training School
SPRING QUARTER Starts MARCH 21
(Registrations
Accepted
March
28) Through
Courses in PROGRAM PRODUCTION
and CAMERA
OPERATION. Full
camera
equipmentstaff.mid studio facilities,
TV-e.rperienced
Write for detailed brochure illustrating
TCTL Activities. Address Lyceum Theatre, Minneapolis 3, Minn.
For Sale
Station
FOR

n

SMITH

DAVIS

Waldorf-Astoria
Smith Davis, Pres.

CORPORATION

Towers,

New

York, N. Y.

Albert Zugsmith, Exec. Vice-Pres.
announces
Formation

SALE

MUTUAL 250-W
AFFILIATE
(Fulltime monopoly in excellent!
(growing 30,000 population market |
Jwith stable agriculture and oil proIduction, presently grossing $60,000'
S annually, reasonable terms.
Newspaper & Publishingi
Properties Co.
HarveyScarritt
Malott,
Bldg. Pres.
Kansas
City,
Phone: Victor Mo.
4S39
^

of A
Equipment, etc.

SMALL

PROPERTIES

DIVISION

To Provide
A Conficiential Service
For Buyers and Sellers of
Weekly,

Small Daily Newspapers
and Radio Stations

Address inquiries to:
Alvin Freemount, Director
Small Properties Division
The Smith Davis Corporation
317 South 16th Street
Philadelphia 2. Pa.

FOR SALE—l new GE BY2B 4 bay FM
antenna
1 new GE BTIA 250 watt FM transmitter
1 new GE BP2A FM freq./mod. monitor
1 new RCA BA4C monitor amplifier
4 new RCA BA2B booster amplifiers
1 new RCA 861A limiting amplifier
1 used WE 124D program amplifier
1 used "Wirecorder", battery op.
1 used Jackson 652 audio oscillator
2 used RCA " Varacoustic" microphones
1 Presto "Y" recorder, portable
1 Radiotone R16 recorder, portable
3 new RCA "on Air" lights.
WRRN, 2nd Natl. Bank,
Warren, Ohio

200 foot tower, Wincharger type 150
just 2 years old. Including flasher
beacon, lights, guy wires, insulators and
base insulator, painted to CAA specifications.
K X L W , St. Louis

Your Showtime and spot announcements for the same firm; Kellogg's
Irene Wicker Singing Lady program; United Airline spot announcements ;Atlantic Refining
Co.'s sports activities which include
baseball, football and basketball;
and the Joan Supple, and Sheffield
television campaigns.
The McClures — she is the for
mer Genevieve Whiteley — were
married Oct. 4, 1942. They have
three children, Bruce 5, Keith 3
and Donna, born on Feb. 4 this
year. The family lives in an apart
ment in Greenwich Village.
Golf and swimming are Don's
hobbies. And his reputation in
the industry was summed up by
a colleague who observed "Don
McClure packs a lot of weight in
this business, and I'd still say that
if he weighed only 120 pounds."
Continental

Feeds

WEATHER forecasting service
covering the entire East Coast will
be supplied member stations of
Continental FM Network, starting
March 14, keyed from WASH (FM)
Washington. WASH started local
reports March 7 with James C.
Fidler, of the U. S. Weather Bureau, giving background material. rece:
In
PRICE TO KMLB
Formerry at WDSU,

WIBC

CHARLES PRICE, formerly commercial manager of WDSU and
WDSU-FM New Orleans, has been
appointed manager of KMLB Monroe, La., and its FM affiliate,
KMFM [Broadcasting, Feb. 21].
J. C. Liner, owner and president of
KMLB KMFM, made the announcement.
Mr. Price has been in the sales
field for more than 15 years. Recently he assisted in formulating
the sales program for WDSU-TV
New Orleans. Before going to
WDSU he was with WIBC Indian
apolis as commercial manager.
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Broadcast management
Consultants
"not a luxury for the few
but an aid for the many"
The days of fast easy profits
are gone.
ting acuteCompetition
and your netis getwill
show it.
Broadcast
Management Consultants has
the
know how to show you the
way to make more money on
your current billings and to
make greater
creased profits.savings for inBROADCAST MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
SUITE 442, 20 N. WACKER
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

FTC INQUIRY
Firms Comply on Tube Ads
FEDERAL TRADE Commission
March 3 gave industry-wide receiver set manufacturing firms a
'clean bill of health for "almost
'complete voluntary" compliance
jwith a trade practice rule governing misrepresentation of tube
counts of radio sets. PTC began
an investigation early in 1947 to
determine industry compliance with
'rule 3 (k).
' Reporting on results of a survey
^covering 218 manufacturers, the
Commission announced that virtually the entire industry, including
imajor producers, had not only
ipledged but furnished proof of
(compliance. A formal complaint
rhas been issued against only two
"firms since the investigation was
launched. The vast majority signed
a compliance pledge, furnishing
samples of advertising, while in
four cases cease-and-desist agreements were accepted by the Commission.
Probe Facts
The investigation centered
around representations of manufacturers^ on number of tubes in
radio sets, with particular, emphasis on distinction between tubes
and other devices. Rule 3 (k) , promulgated in 1939, cites as an "unfair trade practice" advertisements
misrepresenting tubes "which perform no useful function" or which
"do not perform , . . the recognized
and customary function of a radio
receiving set tube in the detection,
amplification and reception of radio
signals."
J In January 1947 PTC specifically
provided that it is "improper" to
include rectifiers in representations
of its tube count. It then initiated
jindustry-wide investigation to insure compliance. Prior to its survey, the Commission said, complaints charging such misrepre'sentation were issued against three
^manufacturers, with stipulationagreements accepted from four others. In one case, appeal of a ceaseand-desist order resulted in its
aflSrmance by the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit in Chicago.
j
Voluntary Cooperation
J Of the 218 manufacturers, 163
[tagreed voluntarily to abide by the
iHile; 42 are no longer in business;
|8 agreed to stop practices; 2 are
icovered by Commission cease-andIdesist orders, and 3 are respondents

EASTERN

LARGE

in pending complaints, the Commission reported.
FTC closed its investigation with
the announcement it had issued a
complaint against Setchel Carlson
Inc., St. Paul, Minn. The corporation is charged with misrepresenting the number of active, fullyfunctioning tubes in radio sets
which it manufactures and sells.

KXLW SETTLEMENT
Operating From New Site
LABOR and other difficulties at
KXLW Clayton, Mo., have been
settled and the station is now operating with a temporary antenna
in Brentwood [Broadcasting, Feb.
28]. Members of IBEW Local
1217 reportedly returned to work
after settling their troubles with
Station Manager Guy Runnion on
Feb. 24. The receivership suit filed
by Edward Garnhold reportedly
was dropped on Feb. 22.
Work on the station's new tower
at Brentwood, held up pending settlement with Local 1217, is now in
full swing and Mr. Runnion expects it to be in operation at an
early date. The temporary antenna, with which the station is now
operating, is located at the new
site. The original transmitter location in Olivette had to be abandoned due to a local zoning regulation.

WHITE SOX
Walgreen, Lorillard Sponsor
CHICAGO White Sox baseball
games will be aired exclusively in
the area again this year by WJJD
and WFMF, Marshall Field's independent AM and FM stations, and
for the first time will be piped to
28 stations in the Midwest baseball network.
By arrangement with WIND
Chicago and Commercial Manager
John Carey, WJJD has acquired
rights to feed the n«twork, originated by WIND to carry Chicago
Cubs games three years ago. Bob
Elson
mentary.will again handle the comSponsors are Walgreen Drug
Stores and the P. Lorillard Tobacco
Co. (Old Golds), while adjacent
sports roundups will be backed by
O'Connor and Goldberg (shoes),
Karoll's Men's Shop, Erie Clothing
Co., Canadian Ace Brewing Co.,
and Ambrose Brewing Co., all Chicago.

MARKET

STATION

$50,000.00
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
DALLAS
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Bldg.
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Washington BIdg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
BROADCASTING
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SLANDER
LAW
Two States Take Action
A BILL exempting owners or operators of radio or television stations from liability for defamatory
statements made by others than
their agents has been passed by
the Georgia Senate. The bill was
introduced by Sens. John H. Land
and Howard T. Overby [Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
The exemption specifically applies to liability for defamatory
statements made in talks on behalf
of candidates for public office.
The Georgia Senate also passed
a measure taking from newspapers
and other publications the legal
benefit of retractions and apologies
in case of unintentional defamatory statements. The latter bill
was passed by a vote of 30-17 after
a hot fight on the floor.
Nebraska has joined the ranks of
states considering similar legislation to protect stations from defamation suits. A special committee
of the Nebraska Broadcasters
Assn. has induced the state's unicameral legislature to hear the bill
which has two co-sponsors. The
judiciary committee will hold a
hearing on the bill Feb. 23.
Members of the NBA committee
are: John J. Gillin Jr., president
and general manager of WOW
Omaha, chairman; Harry Peck,
KFOR Lincoln manager, and John
Alexander, manager of KODY
North Platte.

Whole

Classrooms

Respond to WLS
School Programs
Over 200 huge scrapbooks,
some a foot thick, are overflowing the office of WLS "School
Time" Director Josephine Wetzler, as a result of the first-semester awards offered by the station. Scrapbooks are judged on
the basis of how well they illustrate the daily School Time programs. Each of these 200 books
represents the combined effort
of an entire classroom group,
and teachers all over the Middlewest have expressed their pleasure at the work pupils do on
their scrapbooks.
"In addition to the educational
value of the programs themselves," one teacher points out,
"the work of making a scrapbook calls into play penmanship,
drawing, composition and almost
every phase of grammar-school
"School Time" began on WLS
instruction."
in 1937 and follows the station's
pattern of genuine service to listeners. Today it is considered
outstanding among all in-school
listening programs on the air.
WLS
The Prairie Farmer Station
Chicago 7, Illinois
Represented nationally by
John Blair

VANDAL ACTS
Damage WGAT's Equipment
ACTS of vandalism causing extensive damage to equipment but
no loss of broadcast time were reported by WGAT Utica, N. Y.,
March 5. J. Eric Williams, WGAT
owner and general manager, has
posted a $200 reward.
Gaining entrance through a
smashed door, the vandals broke
windows, overturned turntables
and splintered nearly 2,000 records, the station reported. In addition, speakers were ruined and a
sign some distance from the transmitter was torn down and destroyed. Tracks of the vehicle used
by the vandals indicated they were
dangerously close to the guy wires
supporting one of the four towers,
WGAT said.
AAUN

Contest

SCHOOLS representing every state
in the country and Alaska and
Hawaii have entered the annual
high school contest of the American Assn. for the United Nations,
co-sponsored this year by NBC.
Written examinations, to be given
April 1 in schools, will be based
on NBC's The United States in
World Affairs, started yesterday,
and presented Sundays, 2-2:30, in
cooperation with the State Dept.
First prize is a trip to Europe
or $500.

AMARILLO
KFDA
is really
reaching

out

in this fast
buying market.
Yes, telling them
and selling them
on a low cost
per listener basis.
5000 Watts (d)
1000 Watts (n)

• Ask

a Pearson

represen ta tive
for the facts

A NUNN STATION
Amarillo, Texas
Howard Roberson, Manager
ABC AFFILIATE ^
March 14, 1949
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 70)
March 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1280 kc
Charles William Craft, Newport,
Ark. — CP new AM station 1280 kc 1
kw D AMENDED to change name to
Charles William Craft and Harold L.
Sudbury d/b as Newport Bcstg. Co.
AM— 1440 kc
Co., Hamtramck,
CPAtlas
new Bcstg.
AM station
1540 kc 1Mich.
kw —D
AMENDED to request 1440 kc 500 w D.
Modification of CP
WONE Dayton, Ohio — Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion date.
Transfer of Control
WTPR
Paris,
— Transfer
of control of KentuckyTenn.Lake
Bcstg. System
Inc. from Earl Weaks Smith. Roy W.
McKinney and Parkman R. Freezor to
Raymond Ball and Gordon Bennett
et al.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KLAC
Los Angeles; KGMB Honolulu; KWTO
Springfield, Mo.; WOW Omaha; WROW
Albany, N. Y.; WAGE Syracuse, N. Y.;
WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C: KROD
El Paso, Tex.; WBAP Fort Worth, Tex.;
WCHS Charleston. W. Va.
Modification of CP
KARM-FM Fresno, CaUf.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WJPF-FM Herrin, 111.— Same.
WOAK Chicago — Same.
WMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Same.
WFDR New York — Same.
WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.— Same.
License for CP
WFMF inChicago
— License to cover CP
changes
FM station.
WGBI-FM
Scranton,
Pa. — License to
cover CP new FM station.
WRHI-FM Rock HiU, S. C— Same.
Fla. — Licenseeducational
to cover
CPWTHS
new Miami,
noncommercial,
FM station.
CP to Reinstate
WGNR CP
New newRocheUe,
N. Y.— CP to
reinstate
FM station.
WKRV Ravenna, Ohio — Same.
License Renewal
WGHF New York — License renewal
FM station.

se
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T t complete
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Stop
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P^<>°
solve 0 t.m.ng
Catalog
Send for49frBee

CLEBAR WATCH CO.
551 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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KTHT Finds 'Dead' Man
ONE OF San Francisco's biggest mysteries of 1948 closed
last week with a series of
special broadcasts on KTHT
Houston. When Chris Christensen, former San Francisco
city supervisor, disappeared
in January 1948 after leaving
his coat and a note on the
Golden Gate Bridge, he was
believed dead. A tip from
San Francisco that Mr.
Christensen was alive and in
Houston sent Dick Gottlieb,
KTHT news editor, to the
apartment of the former official. In addition to locating
Mr. Christensen and beating
local newspapers to the story,
Mr. Gottlieb also helped reunite the "dead" man with
his wife.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
Miss. —Mack
Assignment
ofWAPF
licenseMcComb,
from Albert
Smith,
Phillip Dean Brady, Kenneth Hinton
Quin and J. P. Melvin d/b as The
Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi
to Albert Mack Smith, Phillip Dean
Brady, J. P. Melvin and Louis Alford
d/b
as The Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of
Mississippi.
AM— 910 kc
WAVL Apollo, Pa. — CP change from
910 kcunl.1 kw D to 910 kc 1 kw-D 100
w-N
AM— 1380 kc
KPAS
Banning,
from 1490 kc 250 w Calif.—
unl. toCP1380change
kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-N.
March 10 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
reC— Granted
Florence,
WOLSnewal of license
for S.period
ending Feb.
1, 1952.
KGON Oregon City, Ore.— Same.
FM Authorizations
Authorizations were granted by FCC
for one new Class A and two new Class
B FM stations; CPs to replace expired
CPs were granted three FM outlets;
one station was granted switch from
Class A to B facilities; two FM stations were denied extensions of completion
dates; nine
received
licenses
to cover
CPs stations
(see story,
page
52).
Hearing Designated
Lake County
Bcstg. Corp.,
ChicagoDesignated
new Class BforFM hearing
station. application for
Proposed Rule Changes
Announced proposed changes in rules
relating to amateur and commercial
radio operator licenses. Announced
proposed
in standards
to sunrise changes
and sunset
tables (seerelating
story,
page 53).
March 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
N. C. — Liville,
Henderson
WHKP
cense renewal new AM
station.
Modification of CP
WHAY New Britain, Conn. — Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WPRA power
Mayaguez,
P. R.extension
— Mod. CPof
increase
etc. for
completion date.
San Juan,
P. R.— from
Mod. 1320
CP
newWEMB
AM station
to change
kc 5 kw unl. to 1190 kc 10 kw unl.
DA-N AMENDED to change name from
El Mundo Bcstg. Corp. to Angel Ramos
tr/as El Mundo Bcstg. Co.
WMGY-FM Montgomery, Ala. — Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
KOMB
Los Francisco
Angeles — —Same.
KSFH San
Same.
WTJS-FM Jackson, Tenn. — Same.
WLPM-FM Suffolk, Va.— Same.
WDLB-FM Marshfield, Wis.— Same.
License for CP
WSAN-FM
Allentown, Pa. — License

^ox

SUMMARY

Scots

TO MARCH

10

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
AppU
Cond'l cations In
CPs
Grants Pending Hearins
Class
OnTotalAir Licensed
230 ... 460 261
AM Stations
1,941 1,910
624
30* 110 29
FM Stotions
716
285
115 ... 320 181
TV Stations
57
7
TV APPLICATIONS
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex. — Sabine
Television
Corp.,
Channel
(60-66
mc),
ERP 13.2
kw visual,
6.6 kw3 aural,
antenna height above average terrain
543 ft.; estimated cost $152,698, first
year operating
costeach
$38,000,
$36,000.
Principals,
owningrevenue
20%,
include: Miles F. Leche, owner Leche
& Leche Inc., Dallas advertising
agency,
president;
Cummings, sales
manager D.of Malcolm
Duncan Coffee
Co., Houston, vice president; Samuel
H. Peak, general counsel of Duncan
Coffee, vice president; Paul E. Taft,
assistant to president of Duncan
Coffee,Jr.,secretary-treasurer;
G. B.&
Boone
vice president of Leche
Leche, vice president. Filed March 10.
AM APPLICATIONS
Jennings, La. — Jennings Broadcasting Co. Inc., 1490 kc, 250 w, fuUtime;
estimated cost $6,620, not including
equipment to be borrowed from KSIG
Crowley, La. Principals: Maxwell J.
Thomas, owner KSIG, president 50%;
Clovis L. Bailey, KSIG chief engineer,
vice president 25%, and his brother,
B. Hiltman Bailey Jr., KSIG general
manager,
March 8. secretary-treasurer 25%. Filed
Hamtramck , Mich. — Motor City
Broadcasting Corp., 1440 kc, 500 w, daytime; estimated cost $26,000. Principals: Ralph R. Genter, certified public
accountant, president 9%; Vincent
Guiliano, publisher The Italian Tribune, 9%; Pub.
Frank Co.,
Januszewski,
owner
American
publisher Polish
Daily News, Detroit, 18%; Mary G.
Lalli,
conductor
of "The
Italianoriginator
Hour" onandDetroit
stations
and
presently
conducting
"NeopoUtan
Nights" on
WJLB Detroit,
23.6%;
Ernestnal, Palos,
ownerMorris
Hungarian
Jourdirector 9%;
Sossi, owner
Roma Cafe, Detroit, secretary-treasurer 18%;
sales promotionHarry
manager, R.J. Walsh,
L. Hudson
Co.

Basement Store, Detroit, director 9%
Marie Margaret Winthrop, president
of Tech Ad Agency, aU woman agency,
Detroit, vice president 3.7%. Filed
March 8.
Minot, N. D. — Missouri Basin BroadcastingcostCo.,$60,640.
910 kc, 1Principals:
kw, day; John
estimated
Nystul, president and 8.19% owner
KVNJ-AM-FM Fargo, N. D., president
and owner 95 sh; Halvor L. Halvorson,
attorney, secretary-treasurer, 85 sh;
Douglas Dahlin, barber shop owner,
vice president, 85 sh; A. J. HuettI, auto
dealer, 10 sh; Anton Friese, farmer, 155
sh; Carl Freitag, stock buyer, 32 sh;
Newell and Eddie Wretting, auto dealers,ware
51^ shdealereach;
hard-G.
and Syverine
farmer, 51Olson,
sh; H.
Hulsebus, hotel and restaurant owner,
55
sh; Reinhart
H. Schafer,
oil jobber,
25 sh.
Filed March
4.
Mo. —Broadcasting
Jerrell A. Shepherd
d/bMoberley,
as Moberley
Co., 1230
kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated cost
$12,500.
Applicant
is
40%
owner
KXRJ Russellville, Ark. Filed March of7.
San Fernando,
Calif.10— kw,
Los daytime;
Angeles
Broadcasters,
670 kc,
estimated cost $51,000. Partnership:
E. Albert Weinert, chief aimouncer
KLAC Los Angeles, 21.6%; Ethel B.
Railey,color 4%;
Winton F.15%;Kelley,
TechniInc. executive,
Nicholas
and
Josephine
Traina,
one-third
owner
J.
Traina
Fruit
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
57.4%.
Filed March 8.

to cover CP new FM station.
CP Change ERP
WJAC-FM
Johnstown,
Pa. — CP
change ERP to 8.28 kw.
CP to Reinstate
KDNT-FM
Denton,
state CP new FM
station.Tex.— CP reinModification of CP
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
WOW-TV Omaha— Same.

TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1380
Calif.to —1380
CP kc
change
1400KREO
kc 250Indio,
w unl.
1 kw from
unl.
DA-DN.
Assignment of CP
WWPA Williamsport, Pa. — Assignment of CPF. from
Harry J.andW. William
Kiessling, Carl
Stroehmann
P. Wilson d/b as Williamsport Radio
Bcstg. Assoc. to Williamsport Radio
Bcstg. Assoc.
Inc. No change in ownership involved.

FM APPLICATIONS
Albuquerque, N. M. — Albuquerque
Public Schools.
Noncommercial,
educational FM, Chaimel
201 (88.1 mc),
250 w; estimated cost $11,363.
Columbus,
— George
Anderson, Class Neb.
B, Chanel
235 Basil
(94.9 mc),
ERP 6.93 kw; estimated cost $16,085.
Applicant
is ownerFiledandMarch
operator
KJSK Columbus.
4. of

It takes four — the four
audiences guaranteed by
WBNX— EngUsh, Yiddish,
German,
ALL
New Italian
York. — to cover
Thus, WBNX,
New fits
York's
four-star
station,
the
needs of aU listeners . . .
reaches all the people you
want
to sell
language
area.in this multiBROADCASTING
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SARNOFF
UNITY of the five western powers,
based on the proximity of militant
Communism and the common denominator of American aid, makes
for a brighter outlook for Western
Europe than that which existed a
year ago, reported Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoif, RCA board chairman, returning aboard the S. S.
America Saturday, March 5, from
, a six weeks business trip abroad.
"The five powers [of Western
Europe] are today working on a
central parliament, a single customs union and a single defense
plan," said Gen. SarnoiF. He
strongly favors both the Marshall
Plan aid program and the proposed
North Atlantic Security Pact,
which, while not solutions in themselves, "combined into a single
American program for encouragement and hope for the peoples of
Western Europe, [they] can gain
the necessary time in which further progress can be made."
II tions
Pointing
out that Russia's
achave established
closer affinity in Western Europe than has
ever been known before in peace
times, the RCA chairman said he
found much less evidence of "war
scare psychology" than in the U. S.
; and a calm resolve among people
living under difficult conditions.
He warned that while he does

Reports

on

not foresee any major economic
recession in America, such a setback, if serious, would have grave
repercussions abroad.
People in Europe show great interest in American domestic events
and realize that the hope of all
democracies rests on American
prosperity, he added.
Speaking of France, Gen. Sarnoff noted that a good harvest there
has resulted in increased agricultural production, and praised the
French government's domestic loan
which "increased the value of the
franc and the strength of the center group parties." He hazarded
no predictions on that country's
political situation, however.
Choice Imminent
On Britain, the general pointed
out that British Laborites would
soon have to choose between the
protection of human rights and expanding socialistic theory. ". . .
I seriously question whether the
introduction of Socialism on so
vast a national scale can in practice adequately preserve the human
rights, including the rights of labor
itself," he said, though expressing
doubt that the experiment was
made to deprive Englishmen of
such rights.
Gen. Sarnoff , who testified at the

QUIZ 'PROS' AHACK BAN
But Don't Threaten to Boycott Giveaways
ALLIED RADIO QUIZGOERS of from a flagpole sitter to a snake
America, the trade association of charmer.
It can be inferred that keeping
professional attenders at giveaway
shows, fortnight ago took a stand
Allied people out of quiz halls will
against radio vice presidents who be a futile job. Miss Coe believes
bar "professional quizgoers" from that quiz shows are here to stay
and so are professional quizgoers.
programs.
In fact, Allied Quizgoers deputize
Mark Querry, president, and
Mary Coe, recording secretary, in members to round up tickets. It's
quite simple, too, because ticketa blast from the organization's
New York headquarters in behalf grabbers have lists of people who
of some 400 members listed such
get paste-boards, don't use them
veepees as "most obnoxious" in a and will give them away.
Allied Quizgoers are doing what
compilation of quizgoers "Ten
they can to prepare their members
Most. . . ."
for victory on the quizfields of
So indignant at the veepees were
bhe Quizgoers that they reversed America. At meetings held weekly
form and asked a question them- at Pythian Temple members thrash
selves:
out quiz trends. Members are assigned to do research on antici"Can't people make a living?"
pated quiz subjects, like topics
Miss Coe explained that making
associated with seasons, holidays
la living quizgoing means winning
$6,000 a year — ^not too bad even for and special events. The 254 a week
dues pays for mimeographing such
some veepees.
She said no less than 15% of the information material, printing a
members — about 60 all told — are little publication, and for a little
Quizgoers giveaway program of
professionals who have attained
their own — "doing something
;he six-G's level.
The average member of Allied worthwhile for a good cause," in
the words of Miss Coe.
Quizgoers has "quiz-savvy" and,
?ays Miss Coe, knows how to inject
JOHN HOEFER of Hoefer, Dieterich
mtertainment into a program.
& Brown, has been named a director
Their people not only are apt to of
San Francisco Advertising Club.
enow answers but they can phrase
He succeeds Thor Smith of San Francisco Call-Bulletin, who was named
;hem with wit. And they're intervice president and program chairman.
jsting people — maybe anything
jBROADCASTING
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Present-Day

Europe

British Arbitration Tribunal on
the nationalization of Cables and
Wireless Ltd., was accompanied
abroad by his son Robert, assistant
to NBC's national director of television programs.
His son's mission was to make a
ON EUROPEAN trip Brig. Gen Dovid
Sarnoff, RCA and NBC board
chairman, visits Radio Monte
Carlo. Top photo — Gen. Sarnoff (I) is
interviewed by Camille Orsini, of the
Radio Monte Carlo staff; second from
top— Robert Schick (I), director general of the station, confers with Gen.
Sarnoff; middle photo — Gen. Sarnoff's
son, Robert (I), Mr. Schick and the
general; second from bottom —
Arthur Crovetto (I), president of the
administrative council of Radio Monte
Carlo, and Gen. Sarnoff; bottom
photo — the general chats with M.
Girardeau (r), president of the French
Radio-Electric Society.

U. OF OKLA.
Radio Conference Held
FOURTH annual U. of Oklahoma
radio conference [Broadcasting,
March 7] covered the problem of
radio's survival in a changing
world. The March 3-5 meeting was
held in Norman and Oklahoma
City under the direction of Dr.
Sherman P. Lawton, co-ordinator
of radio at the U. of Oklahoma.
Maurice Mitchell, NAB director
of broadcast advertising, sounded
the conference keynote in a speech
on the economic aspects of radio
advertising. He predicted that the
next generation would be one of
listeners and television viewers,
not readers.
The problems of television were
covered by video pioneer Capt.
William C. Eddy; P. A. Sugg, manager of WKY AM-FM-TV Oklahoma City; Frank Marx, vice president in charge of engineering for
ABC New York; Seymour Andrews,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth manager,
and Beulah Zachary, WBKB (TV)
and J. Walter Thompson, Chicago.
Bruce Palmer, news director of
WKY, and Michael Griffin, news
director of WTAQ Green Bay, Wis.,
discussed the importance of local
news.
R. B. McAlister, KICA Clovis,
N. M., manager, took excejjtion to
the FCC ban on editorializing. He
also said that he felt management
is
fighttheforgreatest
survival. factor in radio's
M. H. Bonebrake, KOCY KOCYPM Oklahoma City manager, expressed the view that regional
networks will be the saving factor
in survival of small independent
stations.

detailed study of television in England and France. The general
stated that while progress is being made by British television, and
plans are under way to advance
video in France, nothing was seen
in British or French television as
far advanced as are techniques and
services in the U. S. However,
Britain and France are the television leaders of Europe, he added.

At
TEN
GET

Deadline

TRANSFER CASES
FCC APPROVAL

TEN transfer applications involving monetary
considerations approved by FCC Friday:
WIBC Indianapolis — Acquistion of control of
Indianapolis News Pub. Co. Inc., parent firm, by
Adelaide F. Causey through retirement of 602.5
shares by Robertine B. Daniel, 60.75 shares by
Michael B. Fairbanks and 0.75 share by Richard
M.
Fairbanks
at $1,800
share.
Adelaide Causey's
holding
increased
from per
40.9%
to 50.3%.
WBAYA. Coral
for $125,000
by
James
Brown Gables,
and 10Fla.—
othersSale
to Atlantic
Shores
Broadcasting Inc., new firm headed by Richard
Endicott, owner Endicott Hotel, Atlantic City. He
and four other New Jersey businessmen each hold
20%.
WSON-AM-FM Henderson, Ky. — Acquisition of
control by Hecht S. Lackey, general manager, by
retirement of 4% interests held eaefi by Pierce E.
and Montana
Lackey Paducah,
for $3,480Ky.,
'each.
Also 59%
interest
held byL. WPAD
acquired
for
$51,040.
WJNC
Jacksonville,
N.
C.
—
Assignment
of
license
from Louis N. and Ellis H. Howard and Lester L.
Gould as Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. Inc. to Mr.
Gould, station manager, who leases facilities for
$8,000 per year.
Tenn.owner,
— Acquisition
control
byWMMT
Sam J.McMinnville,
Albritton, 20%
through ofpurchase
of 40% interest for $16,000 from Oliver M. Albritton
and Claude W. Haston.
WABZ Albemarle, N. C— Sale for $35,000 by G. H.
Hendrix, Ira Leigh, Carl C. Aley and R. H. Whitlow
to new co-partners W. E. Smith, attorney; T. R.
Wolfe, auto dealer, and M. M. Palmer, lumber
dealer.
•>,:
^Relinquisliment
control
byWHOL
Lewis AUentown,
and Cora Pa.
G. —Windmuller,
57.4%of owners
(201 shares) through issuance of 150 new shares for
$15,000 to George D. Gartland, permittee WSLN
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
WLBG Laurens, S. C— Sale of 1,450 of 2,950 shares
held by J. C. Todd for $14,500 to his brother, J. W.
Todd.
WFHG Radio
Bristol,
Assignment
of license
Blanfox
Co. Va.
to —Bristol
Broadcasting
Co., from
new
partnership of W. C. Nininger, 26%; Morris B.
Burnette, H. I. Goode, C. Edward Wright and W. K.
Vance Jr., 18.5% each. Blanfox headed by J.
Francke Fox and Richard B. Helms, 46.5% each.
WJXN Jackson, Miss. — Sale by Ewing Broadcasting Co. for $35,000 to Andalusia Broadcasting Co.,
licensee WCTA Andalusia, Ala. Ewing Broadcasting affiliated in ownership with WGRM Greenwood
and WMIS Natchez, Miss.
FOUR AM
CHANGES

DAYTIME GRANTS;
IN FACILITIES

FOUR NEW daytime AM stations granted by
FCC Friday. Four existing outlets granted
changes in facilities, as follows:
KAGH Pasadena, Calif., authorized to change from
daytime to fuUtime operation on 1300 kc, 1 kw, directional night. WKRT Cortland, N. Y., granted
switch on 920 kc from 1 kw day to 1 kw day, 500 w
night directional. KDEC and KWLC, both Decorah,
Iowa, granted change from specified hours to share
time, 1240 kc.
New station grants:
Marion, N. C. — Lake City Broadcasting Corp.,
1250
kc, 1W.kw,P. daytime;
estimatedBessie
cost P.$20,635.
Coowners:
Erwin, student;
Hunt, and
Jack L. Reynolds, owner The Record Shop.
Waukegan, HI. — The News-Sun Broadcasting Co.,
1220 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost $26,915.
Owned by Frank H. Just and family, owners daily
News-Sun.'
Kingstree, S. C. — ^Palmetto Broadcasting Co., 1300
kc,
1 kw,
estimatedandcost
$20,450.
Coowners:
M. daytime;
L. Few, farmer,
E. G.
Robinson,
auto dealer.
Guntersville, Ala. — Guntersville Broadcasting Co.,
1270 er:kc,
daytime;
estimated
cost $12,300. OwnH. E.1 kw,
Moore,
auto and
oil dealer.
WHBQ NOW REGIONAL
WHBQ Memphis moved from local to regional
facilities Friday, when it commenced operations on 560 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night,
according to General Manager E. (Doc)
Pournelle. Station, formerly on 1400 kc with
2Z w, received 560 kc construction permit last
Sept. 14, started work week later and had job
completed by March 10. Frank Mcintosh,
Washington engineering consultant, and Weldon Roy, WHBQ chief engineer, handled installation.
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NEW WHELAN PROGRAM
WHELAN Drug Stores Co., New York, March
10 started Revue of Stars, variety show, on
DuMont TV network Thursdays, 8:30-9 p.m.,
replacing firm's Hotel Broadway. Agency,
Stanton B. Fisher, New York.

...

JULIUS F. SEEBACH JR.
RESUMES WOR PROGRAM

POST

JULIUS F. SEEBACH Jr., who resigned from
WOR New York in 1945 to become administrative secretary of Metropolitan Opera Assn.,
returns to former WOR post, vice president
in charge of program operations, within two
weeks. He resumes place on WOR board and
will have charge of all, television and radio
program operations. Donald Hamilton, assistant program director, Norman Livingston,
director of commercial program operations,
and Robert Simon, program script administrator, have jointly supervised program operations and retain their posts.
Theodore C. Streibert, WOR president, said
return of Mr. Seebach not connected with
resignation fortnight ago of Phillips Carlin,
MBS vice president in charge of programs.
770, 1030 KC CASES

HELD

FCC Friday reiterated its intention of holding
applications for 1-A 770-kc channel and 1-B
1030 kc in its pending files until clear-channel
case is decided, rather than dismiss them outright. This 2% -year-old policy [Broadcasting,
Aug. 12, 1946] was reviewed and reaffirmed
in denying ABC motion for dismissal of
KFEjL Denver and KXA Seattle applications
for 170 kc, on which ABC's WJZ New York
is dominant 1-A station. FCC rejected ABC
claims that existence of 770-kc applications
imperils this nation's international priority
on that channel. Policy of holding 770 and
1030 kc applications in pending files, FCC
noted, originated in "peculiar situation" whereby KOB Albuquerque is assigned on latter but
operates
thorization.on former under special service auSAN JOAQUIN PLEA DENIED
FCC Friday denied San Joaquin Broadcasting
Co.'s request for additional time to complete
KSTN Stockton,
Calif. (1420 kc, 1 kw, assigned April 30, 1947) ; and called for hearing
on application of WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.,
for additional time to complete WMBR-TV
(Channel 4, assigned May 27, 1948).

STUDY

VOLTAGE

STANDARDS

AS PART of broad program to develop national standards for electrical quantities at all
radio frequencies, National Bureau of Standards' Central Radio Propagatio
is
developing primary standards n ofLaboratory
voltage for
radio frequencies up to several hundred megacycles. Work by M. C. Selby, under direction
of W. D. George, is regarded as recognition of
importance of high-frequency standard voltage
in radio-electronics field.
CBC VIDEO

PROPOSALS

PROPOSALS for Canadian video development
in cooperation with Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. outlined at this week's Quebec meeting
of CBC board. Proposals
include no license
fee for TV receivers; freedom to obtain programs outside Canada; no CBC interference
on programming; long license terms; freedom
from subsidized competition ; independent regulatory body and immediate implementation of
1947 Parliamentary recommendation for TV
development by private operators.

LORILLARD BUYS MORE MUSIC
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, for Old Gold
cigarettes, to sponsor first segment (8-8:15
p.m.) of Stop The Music (ABC, Sundays, 8-9
p.m.) effective April 3. Company to continue
sponsorship of last quarter-hour. Agency is
Lennen & Mitchell. Smith Bros., New York,
releasing first quarter hour portion after
March 27 broadcast. Smith agency is SSC&B.
KEDS BUY 'LUCKY PUP'
FRIDAY broadcasts of CBS-TV Lucky Pup
series (Mon.-Fri., 6:30-6:45 p.m., Sat., 6:30-7
p.m.) to be sponsored by footwear division of
United States Rubber Co. for Keds. Agency,
Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New York.
SPONSOR FIGHTS ON TV
ODELL CO. (Trol hair tonic), Newark, and
Croton Watch Co., New York, will co-sponsor
fight telecasts from Westchester County Center, White Plains, N. Y., on WABD (TV) New
York Wednesdays starting March 16, 9:30
p.m., through March and Tuesdays thereafter.
Agencies, Lawrence Gubinner Adv., New York,
for Odell; Franklin Bruck Adv., New York,
for Croton.
ABC-TV

SIGNS

TWO

ABC-TV signed television affiliation agreements with WCPO-TV Cincinnati, to begin
operations about May 1, and WBNS-TV Columbus, to begin about Aug. 1.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
can version, and Louis Merlin president-directeur General Informations et Publicite of
Radio Luxembourg.
FCC considered sure to appeal from Civil
Service's failure to include Elizabeth Smith
among eligible hearing examiners in notifications being sent out by CSC Friday. She was
member of FCC's original legal staff, has been
one of its examiners since 1947, and failure
to approve her eligibility believed due to overstrict interpretation of CSC qualification
standards. FCC's eight other examiners, who
also have been serving subject to CSC approval, won eligibility. Half-dozen other FCC
attorneys took examiner exams but no complete returns yet on their success.
RADICAL TECHNICAL advance in film
which makes it possible to contain five minutes
of animation on one foot of film has been
developed for television by Henry Saperstein,
general manager of Toy Television Corp.,
Hollywood. Film is passed through specially
developed machine unit. Animation method
reportedly will lower price of minute commercials drastically. Agency showings planned
for New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and other
key markets in May.
ALMOST unnoticed. Congress within past
fortnight has passed amendment to Reorganization Act which would permit professional
staff members of Congress itself to accept appointment tofederal agencies without onerous
requirement of remaining outside government
fold for year. This means committee experts
can be appointed to federal departments <*
agencies without hiatus; i. e., experts of committees in which radio legislation originates
could be named to FCC.
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then.
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"time on the

parts of all these varied sections, just as

air" is the main product

America is made up of the sections as a

sold by WLW,

whole. WLW-land

Although

it is sel-

dom the first thing dis-

is neither industrial

nor agricultural. It is both. WLW-land

is

cussed when a manufac-

neither rich nor poor. It is a combination.

turer or his agency brings a selling prob-

The folks who live here typify the peo-

lem to The Nation's Station. Rather, the

ple of the entire land. It is an ideal proving ground. When

talk is apt to be about distribution, product, package, display, selling appeal . . .
and then, advertising.

work here, you can be pretty sure it will
work elsewhere in America.

it is accepted that adver-

So, if you have a selling problem, why

tising can be truly effective only when

not talk it over.' Simply contact any of
these WLW Sales Offices:

For at WLW

other factors are right. And with service
facilities found at no other radio station,
plus manpower and know-how
job, WLW

to do the

m

West 9th St.

Cincinnati 2, Ohio

630 Fifth Avenue
New

York 20, N.Y.

is often in a position to help

in many, many ways.
Many success stories have been written
at WLW

you know what will

360 N. Michigan

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Chicago 1 , III.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

by manufacturers both large and

small. And these manufacturers have not
only sold goods in WLW-land; they have
learned lessons invaluable for use
throughout the country.
WLW-land

is not north nor south-

not east nor middle west. It is made up of

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION

16,000

it^iRY

IN

THE

KLZ

DAY,,.

SUMMER

MARKETt

^ SOUNDS TRICKY, but it's true. 16,000 new
customers enter Colorado every day on an average during June, July, August and September.
Over 2,000,000
pocketbook

tourists with a $125,000,000

tp supplement

diversified income

Colorado's already

from manufacturing,

agricul-

ture, mining and oil. They're bringing radios,
too. Car radios, portables, radios they'll listen
to in cabins, hotels and mountain
summer

market

extra customers

resorts. KLZ's

offers you a bonus

of 16,000

every day.

Be sure your

sales message

reaches

this

summer— plus market.

CBS
Affiliated in Management with
WKY, Oklahoma City, and The
Oklahoma Publishing Company

REPRESENTED BY
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inr
DCILZ
5000
WATTS
ON
560 KILOCYCLES
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in encouraging,
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American
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and

developing

of freedom.

for loyal and

devoted

SERVICE
to the nation

14 million

Midwestern

and

listeners

to the community

served

by

CHICAGO
890 KILOCYCLES

• 50,000 WATTS
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• REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

7
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& CO.

CBS

STARS ARE ALWAYS

SHINING

OVER

EASTERN

IOWA

VIA WMT

(Top) Carson with Marion Hufion, singing
comedienne and co-stor. (Center) Jack Carson.
(Right) Carson and Miss Hufton, with Oave Willock,
who pfays nephew Tugwell on the show.

Cowboy"

Carson

Carries
Via
WMT

Corn

to

Iowa

Iowa needs corn like Newcastle needs coal — but Carson
sells his stuff anyway. A tribute to his showmanship —
and WMT's programming — is the consistently
high listener-rating the Jack Carson show commands.
WMT provides exclusive CBS programming to Eastern Iowa
on Iowa's best frequency — 600 kc. With high-calibre
network shows, a News Center that utilizes AP, UP, INS,
local correspondents throughout the state,
and special events programs of terrific regional interest,
WMT covers this balanced farm-and-indus trial market.
Ask the Katz man to show you how WMT sells in WMTland.
600 KC, 5000 WATTS

CEDAR
RAPIDS
Basic Columbia Network

DAY AND NIGHT

As

as

Home-town

You can be one of the local crowd, be
admitted

Take advantage of this Yankee acceptance to overcome halfhearted dealer atti-

to the fraternity, if you are a

frequent visitor in town, making your approach through the friendly introduction
of a local representative.
Choose a Yankee home-town station as

tudes. There is no better way to warm
dealer enthusiasm and stimulate aggressive

your intermediary in any New England community. Ithas acceptance with local merchants, who use it regularly. It has a loyal

Let Yankee's 24 home-town stations
spotlight your merchandise all over New
England. You can do a more thorough selling job in this six-state area with Yankee,
because you can get complete coverage
with local impact everywhere.

selling town
than
station.by using the dealer's own home-

audience for its Yankee and Mutual programs. Itreaches more homes daily than
any outside station.

/iccefitoHce

The

U

the Yankee

Yankee

network's

'P<M*tdcUcoK

Network,

Inc.

N\evnher of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.
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Closed

Circuit

IT'S EVEN bet that FCC will conclude that
network representation of affiliated stations is
problem outside its present jurisdiction and
that hearings already held have had salutary
effect of clarifying network intent not to go
hogwild on horizontal affiliate representation.
But FCC probably will caution networks it's
keeping its eye on developments and will have
no compunction about moving in if circumstances warrant.
IN IMPENDING realignment of NAB, President Justin Miller himself is expected to take
over actively top-level Congressional liaison
which might entail registration under Lobbying Act. But heavy work would be done by an
aide who would be retained for Congressional
liaison (lobbying) assignment.
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy is firmly scotching reports that circulated last week to effect
that President Truman will name him chairman
of National Security Resources Board in view
of Senate's failure to approve Mon C. Wallgren.
He's never been approached, directly or indirectly, by President Truman or anybody else,
says FCC chief. And he's still planning to
attend international conferences in Paris if
State Dept. and President give customary approval (see story page 26).
NBC STAFF appointments in immediate future will be to bolster its production and script
operations. First of new appointments will
be Fred Shawn, program director of WMAL —
AM FM TV Washington, who rejoins NBC
after year's absence to become assistant to
Norman Blackbum, TV program director.
PHILIP MERRYMAN, radio-TV consultant
and NBC's former TV development expert, is
believed slated for appointment to NAB TV
directorship. This is one of anchor spots in
functional realignment authorized by board
in New Orleans last month.
PUBLISHERS INFORMATION BUREAU,
which has long compiled and published details
of advertising expenditures for time on national radio networks, preparing to launch similar
service for network television advertisers, with
first report covering opening three months of
1949 to be ready about end of April.
CONSENSUS of manufacturers who have intensified high-frequency TV experimenting is
that industry is at least two years away from
development of reliable ultra-high transmitting
equipment. This view includes some who few
months ago had been predicting problem could
be licked in year or so.
DESPITE recurring reports, first mentioned in
these columns [Closed Circuit, March 7], retirement of Edgar Kobak as MBS president is
not definitely set, though it's expected to happen prior to year's end. Resignation may be
(Continued on page 86)
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Upcoming
March 23: NAB Dis^rict 1 and Radio Executives
Club of Boston, Hotel Somerset, Boston.
March 23-25: Assn. of National Advertisers
spring meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs,
W. Va.
March 26-27: Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.
meeting, Gilmer Hotel, Columbus, Miss.
(Other upcomings on page 36)

Bulletins
AFM network TV agreement expected in fortnight, it was learned Friday as James C.
Petrillo, union president, entered discussions.
Main issue is single engagement rate [Closed
Circuit, March 14] for which AFM wants
increase. Ernest de la Ossa, NBC, is industry
spokesman. Past negotiations have been with
Clair Meeder, assistant to AFM president
and his TV adviser.
AFFILIATION of WTVJ (TV) Miami with
CBS television network and WANE Ft. Wayne,
Ind., with CBS radio network announced Friday. WTVJ, owned by Southern Radio &
Television Equipment Co., becomes 32d CBS-TV
affiliate effective today. Robert Vinn is station
manager. WANE, owned by Radio Ft. Wayne
Inc., with Glenn Thayer general manager,
becomes 180th CBS AM affiliate April 1.
WANE has 250 w on 1450 kc.
RCA REALIGNS RADIO AND TV
MERCHANDISING ACTIVITIES
MERCHANDISING activities of RCA Engineering Products Dept.'s Broadcast Section
have been divided into two groupings. Transmitter Equipment and Studio Equipmsnt, T. A.
Smith, general sales manager, announced Friday. Reorganization follows lines along which
major networks have set up their engineering
staffs.
A. R. Hopkins continues as Broadcast Section product manager; Dana Pratt, former
merchandise manager of Broadcast Transmitters, becomes Transmitter Equipment merchandise manager; Merrill A. Trainer, former
Television merchandise manager, bscomes
merchandise manager of Studio Equipment.
Continuing in respective posts are C. M. Lewis,
Field Sales Group sales manager, and E. T.
Griffith, Commercial Services Group supervisor.
JOINS GORDON & MOTTERN
GORDON & Mottern, New York, announces
withdrawal of Edward Mottern from firm and
appointment of Charles H. Purey as radio-TV
director and talent buyer. Firm will retain
present title. Mr. Furey, formerly with Peck
Adv., New York, was associated with Mr.
Mottern and Roy Gordon at Roy S. Durstine
Inc., New York, 1941-1945. G & M to continue sponsoring Jacque Fray's classical disc
m.c. program (WQXR New York, Mon., 7:30-8
p.m.).

Business

Briefly

KGKC APPOINTS • KGKC Miami, Okla., has
appointed Adam J. Young Jr., New York, as
national representative.
GRIESEDIECE SPONSORS • Griesedieck
Western Brewery Co., St. Louis, (Hyde Park
beer) will sponsor 25 spots weekly on KXOKFM St. Louis for 26 weeks starting April 4,
Frank E. Pellegrin, national sales manager
for Transit Radio, announced Friday. Agency,
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
FRED

ALLEN

SIGNS

WITH NBC EXCLUSIVELY
FRED ALLEN signed NBC contract Friday
giving network radio and TV services exclusively. Network claimed major victory in current program battle with CBS, which reportedly offered comedian $250,000 annually. NBC
contract is for undivulged salary with Mr. Allen
having wide latitude in his future plans.
Mr. Allen resumes program next year after
autumn vacation. Sponsorship not decided.
NBC President Niles Trammell expressed pleasure Mr. Allen agreed "so thoroughly with basic
concepts of our program policy, which will
further strengthen the sound broadcasting industry, and provide at the same time for the
orderly logical development of television."
CLEAR CHANNEL MEETING
A MEETING of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service on April 11 in Chicago, to be held
in- conjunction with the NAB Convention, wasj
called last week by Edwin W. Craig, chairman!
of WSM Nashville and chairman of CCBS.!
Discussion will center around the current staclear channel byallocations,
undertus ofconsideration
the FCC. now actively'
AT&T PLANS RADIO RELAY
FOR MIDWEST TV SERVICE
APPLICATIONS for 20 microwave radio relay
links between Pittsburgh and Chicago werel
filed with FCC last week by American Tele-,
phone and Telegraph Co. to complete its NeWj
York-Chicago television relay system. Two,
TV channels will be provided in each direction.
The system, which also will provide facilities
for telephone and other services, is slated for
of the installaby mid-1950.
completion
tion is estimated
at about Cost
$12,000,000.
AT&T already has received approval from
the Commission for the New York to . Pittsburgh facilities and these are under construction. The radio TV relay system will tie into
the New York- Washington coaxial cable link,
the New York-Boston relay and the various
other extensions planned or underway.
The new applications request permits for a
period of two years in lieu of the eight months
presently issued under Commission policy.
Western Electric equipment is to be used. The
relays will operate on frequencies in the 3800
me area.
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ored

tail

Any way you measure it, the WBZ program schedule
fits New England sales plans to a T. WBZ
program-tailors know New England listening habits,
shape their shows accordingly!
Example : Yankee

listeners like their news-comment

pungent, salty, homespun. WBZ program-builders
persuaded a master of this medium to air his
editorial page. The

new

program.. John Gould,

Editor., is heard, and heard widely, each Monday
night at 7:30.
Editor of the Lisbon (Me.) Enterprise and author
of "The Farmer Takes a Wife," Mr. Gould wins an
ever-growing New England audience with his
shrewd reporting of local and world news. For
shrewd

advertisers, WBZ

programs like this can win
a host of friends., active
friends, with money in their
pockets. For availabilities
call Herb Masse at WBZ,
or Free 85 Peters.

BOSTON'S
50,000
WATT
NBC AFFILIATE

(synchronized

with WBZA,

Springfield)

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc ' KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; (or WBZ-TV. NBC Spot Sales
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WHERE'S

FLIPPER?

• Jimmy Morgan's dog was gone when he came
home from school. Jimmy whistled . . . called . . .
finally shouted. Flipper didn't answer. Jimmy's
mother helped him look— upstairs, downstairs, all
through the house. That night Jimmy and his father
drove all over searching, inquiring, hoping.
Jimmy had to choke back the tears when he said
his goodnight prayers.
Next dayjimmy's dad appealed to WFBM. Would
we consider giving a brief description of Flipper
over the air.^ We would and did at five o'clock that
afternoon. At 5:07 a lady called. Jimmy's dog was
found!
Jimmy thinks radio is a great thing. So do we!
IN

WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS
Associated with: WFDF
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by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title: Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of
1933 Fifth in
the
Estate.
Advertising
• wasin
acquired
1932 Broadcast
and Broadcast
Reporter
» Reg. U. S. Pat. Office
Copyright 1949 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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KFH

IS
IN

THE

TOPS

TOP

KANSAS

Weigh

TOP

MARKET

these

Yardstick:

POWER

5,000 WATTS

DAYTIME

5,000 WATTS

NIGHTTIME

The most powerful full time station in Kansas.

TOP

HOOPERATING

KFH

TOP

has the TOP

rating on listening audience.

NETWORK-

The only full time CBS
20 years KFH

CBS

station in Kansas.

has broadcast CBS

For

programs

a

large portion of every broadcast day.

KFH is TOPS in history too! Established in 1922, the
first radio station in Kansas, KFH has consistently

5000 WATTS — ALL

THE TIME , . .

increased its power, its program quality and its audience to maintain leadership in its area through the
years. KFH is backed by the Wichita Eagle, a leading
Kansas newspaper, established in 1872.

the

BROADCASTING

voice of the Wichita
RIPRESINTED NATIONAllY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

•

Eagle KFH
WICHITA,

Telecasting

KANSAS
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JOHN MALONE Jr., associated since April 1947 with Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
New York, elected a vice president of firm. With Mr. Durstine, Mr. Malone
heads work on Seagram's V. 0., Canadian Whiskey and Ancient Bottle Gin
Accounts. Previously, he was with Geyer, Newell & Ganger, for almost three
years, and J. Walter Thompson for 14 years.
S. A. TANNENBAUM elected executive vice president-secretary and member
of board of Weightman Inc., advertising, Philadelphia. Mr. Tannenbaum was
formerly with the copy department of N. W. Ayer & Son.
SMITH, SMALLEY & TESTER, New York, announces election of following
officers at agency's annual meeting of stockholders and directors: JEFFERs6n TESTER, president; ROBERT SMALLEY, executive vice president;
CHARLES B. WEST, treasurer, and DOROTHY REINERS, secretary.
CARL R. GIEGERICH, former vice president of Cecil & Presbrey, joins NewellEmmett Co., New York, as an executive on E. R. Squibb
account. Mr. Giegerich was with Newell-Emmett before the
war as a service executive.

A SPECTACULAR

INCREASE

IN PER CAPITA INCOME

HARVEY H. SMITH elected president of Anderson, Davis
& Platte, New York. Mr. Smith succeeds T. HART ANDERSON Jr., who was elected chairman of board. Others
elected were: LEWIS G. VAN AKIN, vice president-secretary; HAROLD H. THURLBY, vice president-treasurer,
and KARL KNIFE, vice president, was elected a director.
BEN M. HALL, secretary of Gottschaldt, Morris & Slack,
Miami, appointed director of radio and television for
Mr. Giegerich agency.

... in the Southwest— that's the reason
given by a major automobile manufacturer
to the Southwest as a potent new
for looking
market
in 1949.
And it continues, for in Oklahoma City
in February, one payroll alone was raised
from $24 millions annually to $26 millions.
If you want sales from this increasingly
important market, sell through KOMA . . .
for KOMA alone, with its 50,000 watt primary coverage, offers you 60^ of all the
rich Oklahoma market.

BODINE & MEISSNER, Beverly Hills, Calif., changes name to Edaward A.
Bodine & Co., with resignation of D. H. MEISSNER from firm. Mr. Meissner
left to join sales engineering department of U. S. Rubber Co., Los Angeles, with
whom he was previously associated. Other changes within agency include
appointment of JOSEPH K. CHARBONEAU as vice president in charge of
food merchandising.

For complete details, write to us at KOMA
or contact your nearest Avery Knodel office.

ROBERT S. KAMPMANN Jr. appointed to contact department of Gray &
Rogers Adv., Philadelphia.

J. J. Bernard
General Manager

GEORGE P. MacGREGOR, formerly with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and Compton Adv., both New York, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, also New York, as account
executive.

TED PITTINGER, Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, copywriter, and GERRY
CARSON, assistant to NED TOLLINGER, Hollywood representative of MBS,
have announced wedding plans for April 30.

RAYMOND L. BERGMAN, formerly KSL Salt Lake City promotion manager,
joins Prancom Adv., that city, as radio director.

ALICE WISECARVER appointed copy group head at Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Chicago. She formerly was with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, and
Compton Adv., New York.
RALPH WHITMORE, formerly account executive with Smith, Bull & McCreery,
Los Angeles, joins L. W. Ramsey Adv., that city, in same capacity.
A. ALAN OLSHINE, former advertising representative for radio and television
publications,
joins Advertising by Modern Age Inc., New York, as account
executve.
R. V. DOWNEY, formerly account executive with Foote, Cone & Belding, is
head of San Francisco oflHces of new West Coast merchandising consultants
agency. The Downey Co. Offices are at 2420 Leavenworth St.
MALCOM DEWEES, formerly with BBDO, San Francisco, opened his own
agency March 14 with offices at 334 Sutter St.
VIVIENNE BARNES resigns as production manager of Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
San Francisco, to launch her own advertising agency April 4. No firm name
has been selected yet but offices will, be at 564 Market St.
HENRY PETERSON, formerly vice president and copy chief of Henry Cabot
Agency, Boston, joins Harrington, Whitney & Hurst, San Francisco. CHARLOTTE STROUD, formerly with WQXR New York, joins agency's media
department.
BARBARA BAKER, formerly with Conde-Nast Publications, New York, joins
Young & Rubicam, San Francisco, as traffic manager.
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hether we're shoppin' for ourselves, our farms
or our wives, us Red River Valley farmers in North
Dakota ain't a bit stingy!

We don't have to be!

Our averagie Effective Buying Income

per family

(Sales Management, 1948) is $5599 — 29.9%
higher than the $4309 average for the U.S.A. as a
whole !
WDAY's amazing popularity in these parts is
even more impressive than our listeners' income.
The latest Gonlan Study shows that for the entire
survey (morning, afternoon and evening), WD AY
has more than 3^ times as many listeners as the
next station!
Ask us or Free & Peters for all the facts !

FARGO,

N. D.

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives • NBC • 970 KILOCYCLES

• 5000 WATTS

Your

QclvGrtism

should

blanlcGt

the

qpgci*

Does your advertising blanket your distribution areas?
It should. Are your salesmen, your distributors, your
dealers getting the advertising support they deserve?
They should. One

NEWSPAPERS

Cleveland's largest

Total circulation in area — 275,244 {Audit Bureau of circulations) ,

MAGAZINE

advertising medium

can't be over-

Nation's largest

Total circulation in area — 548,927 (Source available on request)

l'' looked if these are your advertising objectives. That
medium is SPOT RADIO. ... For example, here are
'

three maps displaying the intensity of coverage of the
three principal advertising media in the Cleveland area.

WTAM

QQQ^P
HIGH.

Cleveland's leading station -WTAM

is just one example of the complete

market penetration of stations represented by
NBC

Spot Sales. For a set of seven attractive

4-page folders showing similar analyses of the
markets listed below, call your nearest NBC
Spot Representative, or address a card or letter
to NBC

Spot Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, New York.

New York

WNBC

Chicago
Cleveland

WMAQ
WTAM

Washington
San Francisco
Denver

WRC
KNBC
KOA

Schenectady

WGY

LEGEND
Total audience in area (daytime) — 902,470 (Broadcast Measurement Bureau)

n 50 to 100% of total families reached
[® 25 to 49% of total families reached
IB 10 to 24% of total families reached

POT

WORK

SALES

• CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

• CLEVELAND • WASHINGTON

• SAN FRANCISCO • DENVER

lUlllllllillllllllillllllllllllllllllllllNlllllllllllNllllllllllllllNIIIIII
1

EVELYN

VANDERPLOEG

Time buyer,
SCHWIMMER

& SCOTT, INC.
Chicago

MEAL Co., Tacoma, Wash, (cereals), March 29 starts half-hour
ROMAN
weekly audience-participation show Pass the Buck on 25 CBS western stations, Tuesdays (7:30-8:00 p.m. PST). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency:
Milne-Heffernan Inc., Seattle.
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc., New York, through Harry B. Cohen Adv., alsoNew York, purchasing time on approximately 70 southern stations for its
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic.

Director of all time buying
at Schwimmer & Scott,
Miss Vonderploeg is kept
very busy handling about
a dozen really large radio
accounts, but in her spare
time plays golf we
enough to beat most men.
She was welcomed to
membership in the Patroons today by the William G. Rambeau rep who
olso presented her with
the deed to a tract of land
in the heart of the Patroon
country.

CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL Co., Chicago, appoints Ruthrauff &
to handle advertising for Krank's Shave Kreem and Mar-Gsame city,Radio
Ryan,
Oil Shampoo.
will be used.
LYON VAN & STORAGE Co., Los Angeles, March 14 started three weekly
transcribed spots on Art Baker Notebook on KGB San Diego; and April 1 on
KFRE Fresno, Calif. Firm recently started same schedule on four other
western stations — KECA Los Angeles, KHQ Spokane, KJR Seattle, KOIN Portland, Ore. All contracts for 13 weeks. Agency: Smalley, Levitt & Smith, Los
Angeles.

LOS ANGELES Times appoints Smalley, Levitt & Smith, Los Angeles to handle
Budget appropriated in excess of $100,000. Radio and teleall advertising.
vision will be used.
SHELLEY PRODUCTS, New York (record and picture wheel), is using television spots for the first time to introduce its new product. Test campaign
started on WARD (TV) New York. If successful more video stations will be
added. Agency: Borland Inc., New York.
GIRARD PACKING Co., Philadelphia, appoints J M. Korn & Co., Philadelphia,
to handle advertising.

Mfg. Div., Rockwell Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, sponsoring That's O'Toole^
DELTA
domestic comedy series, on six ABC-TV stations. Initial contract for 13 weeks.
Agency: Hoffman & York Inc., Milwaukee.
GENERAL CHEMICAL Div., Allied Chemical & Dye Corp., appoints Newellhandle advertising for its Airex line of Aerosol products.
Emmett
Radio willCo.be toused.

A & F PEARS Ltd., Middlesex, England, through Schieffelin & Co., New
Pears Soap on WOR New York's Barbara
York, distributor, re-introducing its
Welles Program (Fridays, 4-4:30 p.m.). WOR is only advertising medium being
used. Agency: Cowan & Degler, New York.
MISS SALYOR'S Chocolates Inc., Alameda, Calif., launches 8-month spot radio
campaign to re-introduce the firm's chocolate mint bars, off the market since
before the war. Campaign is handled by Albert Frank-Guenther Law, San
Francisco.

SUNNYBANK Margarine, through McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, launched
two-week special promotion campaign on Los Angeles TV stations carried
simultaneously with a spot radio campaign throughout California
Outstanding regional advertisers
know thot WPTR is the best buy.
Whether it's a super market
chain, a bread baker, a coal dealer,
an insurance company or a car
dealer — the leaders use WPTR.

Watts

Night and Day
Represented by RAMBEAU
PATROON
Page 12
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NALLEY'S Inc., Tacoma, Wash., appoints The Condon Co., Tacoma, to handle
special-six-month promotion of its mayonnaise. Starting April 1, 16-20 spots
KING. will be used on four stations in Seattle-Tacoma area, KVI KJR KMC
weekly
SUPERIOR MACARONI Co., S. M. FOOD PRODUCTS Co., and CARDEE Co,
all Los Angeles, sponsors of new Jack Bedell, Esquire telecast on KTTV (TV,
March 15. All sponsorships arranged through Schoiti
that started
Angeles Service,
Los
Advertising
Los Angeles.

SOON
50,000

SAFEWAY STORES launched its first Pacific Coast TV campaign with a serie.'
of spots on five Los Angeles TV stations: KNBH KTLA KTSL KFI-TV ano
KECA-TV. The campaign, scheduled for an initial eight-week run, is handled
by J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco. The agency also initiated a new
will
radio spot campaign for KRAFT CHEESE Co. on March 14. Campaign
and will use radio stations in Los Angeles, San Francisco.
for 13andweeks
run
Portland
Seattle.

ALBANY— SCHENECTADY— TROY

BROADCASTING

CO., ALBANY,

N.Y.

BUDGET Finance Plan, Los Angeles, March 20 started sponsorship of JAM5i
ROOSEVELT, son of the late President, in quarter-hour weekly news analysi
broadcasts on three ABC California stations, KECA Los Angeles, KGO £ai
Francisco, KPMC Bakersfield. Program may soon be expanded to all Ai3(
PacificAngeles.
Coast stations. Contract is for 26 weeks. Agency: Irwin-McHugh A('v
Los
(Continued on page 76)
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THERE'S

ONLY

1

No. 1

MARKET

KANSAS
KVOO

MISSOURI

\
TULSA
★
,
MARKET
AREA

IN

OKLAHOMA

34.8%

of Land

Area

Has:

45.1%

of State's Retail Sales

48.2%

of Retail Food

Sales

45.5%

of Retail Drug

Sales

46.7%

of Oklahoma's Effective Buying Power
Above figures taken from Sales
Management Survey of Buying Power

KVOO

ALONE

BLANKETS

50% -100%

THIS

RICH

Yes, KVOO,

MARKET

alone, blankets Okla-

30%- 49%

homa's richest (No. I) market! In

10%- 2 9%

addition, adjoining rich counties in
Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas,
constituting a part of the Tulsa Trade
Territory, are within KVOO's
BMB daytime area
KVOO

50-100%

is a must on any schedule

which is planned to sell Oklahoma's
richest market plus the bonus counties
of that market!
See your nearest Edward Petry &
DAYT/MB

NIGHT

T/ME

Company office for availabilities.

Hooper reports the overall rating in Tulsa as 38.3 for
KVOO; 23.0 for Station "B"; and 22.1 for Station "C"

KVO
STATION
ADIO
EDWARD PETRY AND CO.. INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
50,000 WATTS
TULSA, OKLA.
OKLAHOMA'S
GREATEST STATION
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TRANSIT

Reach

RADIO...

Customers

A

at

NEW

Lowest

TRANSIT

RADIO

IDEA...

Advertising

IS FM

BROADCASTING
ON
Low-Cost

TO

BUSES

Sound

Throughout

Distribution
Vehicle

Every Passenger Is Within A Few Feet Of A Speaker Overhead
Five to eight loudspeakers are mounted on the overhead panels to achieve
perfect sound distribution. Reception is easy on the ears. The clarity and
high fidelity of FM eliminates static and electrical interference and does
justice to the high quality of Transit Radio programming. Receivers are
permanently locked to the stations' frequency with pin-point precision so
there can be no fading, wavering or other faulty tune-in. Effective reception of advertising messages is assured.
"Voice Emphasis" On Commercials
When the studio announcer reads a commercial the volume in the bus or
streetcar is automatically raised about 8 decibels. This "Voice Emphasis"
adds extra impact to the advertising message.

PLEASANT

PROGRAMMING

TO RELAX PASSENGERS

FM broadcasting to public transit
vehicles is entirely separate and distinct from AM broadcasting. The
problems are different, the programming approach is different.
Music is the keystone of Transit
Radio programming— good music, mepopular tunesandby vocalists.
the nation's
leadinglodicorchestras
News headline roundups lasting
two to three minutes are broadcast
every twenty to thirty minutes. Time
signals, weather reports and sports
scores add to the relaxing entertainment.
Special Feature Programs
Commercials, live or transcribed,
are limited to 50 words or 25 seconds.
"Minute Programs,"
combining entertainment with commercials
are
acceptable. Homemaker hints, oddities, sports facts and similar quickie
transcribed programs come in this
category. These programs can, of
course, feature nationally known or
local celebrities previously identified
with the sponsor's advertising.
Page 14
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AND

STREET

Rate Structure
Passenger

Perfect

PASSENGERS

In the rapidly expanding list
of cities, passengers on public
transit vehicles now "listen-asthey-ride" to music, news,
weather reports, time signals,
sports scores and other special
features . . . arid to advertising
commercials. The latter are
available through the medium of
Transit Radio as spot announcements, live or transcribed, or as
commercials within sponsored
special feature programs.
Counted, Guaranteed Audience
Transit Radio introduces several new dimensions giving it
unique advantages as an advertising medium. The audience
reachedsage isby
advertiser's
mesa the
counted,
guaranteed
audience. No surveys are necessary—guesswork plays no part.
The actual audit of paid passenger jares determines the rate
paid by the advertiser.
A Selected Audience
Different age-groups, workertypes and income-classes ride
the buses and street cars .during
the various time periods of the
day. Since this audience composition isknown, the advertiser
can select his most receptive
customers by selecting the hours
when they are known to ride.
The Lowest-Cost Medium
Class "A" Time includes the
rush hour periods in the morning and late afternoon. Rates in
each of the Transit Radio cities
are based on a formula of
approximately 75c-per-thousand
guaranteed passengers (at 260time frequency). To determine
the rates, passenger-count audits
are averaged by half hour
periods.
Class "B" and Class "C" Time
include the daytime shopping
hours and the later evening
hours respectively. Similarly,
passenger-counts are used as the
basis for determining rates of
$1.00 - or - less - per - thousand
guaranteed
passengers (at 260time
frequency).
An Audience In Transit
Riders are close to points of
sale, actually within minutes of
outlets where your advertising
can be translated into sales.

Based

CARS
on

Counts
CATCH THEIR EAR
Just Before They Get Off

At Department

At Shopping

Stores

Centers

WHO HAS ORGANIZED
TRANSIT RADIO, INC.?
The Transit Radio idea and organization have been fathered by
men and companies whose successes in radio and advertising are
nationally recognized.
These founders and stockholders
of Transit Radio, Inc. are substantial, multi-million dollar companies.
A - solid organization has been
formed, one with which you can
deal in complete confidence:
WKRG-WGTS— Cincinnati The Yankee Network
WJW— Cleveland, Ohio
Times-Star
KXOK—
St. Louis
WMAR— Baltimore Sun
Star-Times
WWDC— Washington, D, C.
KPRG— Houston Post
WGBF— Evansvllle, Ind.

BROADCASTING
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A

NEW

Cost

Who

VOICE...A

''Listen

-As

NEW

-They

MR. &
RIDE

MEDIUM!

-Ride''!

MRS. "EVERYBODY" AND
THE BUSES AND STREET

80 to 82 Per Cent of the General
Public Rides Public Transportation
in Urban Centers, All Income
Classes Represented
Transit Radio puts advertisers in
contact with this market in motion.
Oftenaretheretail
passengers'
call
outlets. first ports of

"We won't move a step until Gene Krupc finishes playing 'Drumboogie'.
Do Passengers Like Transit Radio ?
''Yes''! Is The Overwhelming Answer
Over 95% Approval by 31,943 Passengers Interviewed
in 8 Transit Radio Cities
organizations were employed to
Public Transit Companies are
get the approval and disapproval
understandingly sensitive to pubvotes of the passengers.
lic opinion. They approached the
awarding of franchises for transit
Each of the surveys was conducted while advertising was being
radio broadcasting conservatively.
First, commercial operations on
broadcast. The over 95% approval
a test basis were conducted for a
by riders is one of the most enthusiastic endorsements ever acperiod of time to allow thorough
corded a new medium.
study. Then independent research
Seasonal Products Can Be Tied in
With Local Weather Conditions
The sales curves of many products and services are inseparably
linked with temperature fluctuations and weather conditions. Advertising timing is all-important.
Some of these seasonal products
include rainwear, anti-freeze, hot-

weather beverages, electric fans,
insecticides, frozen foods and other
familiar examples.
Transit Radio stations will cooperate fully so that advertisers in
this category can capitalize fully
on the flexibility of this medium.

The Psychological Moment
To Influence Customers
Advertisers are offered the distinct advantage of literally getting
in the last word. A large percentage of transit riders are headed
somewhere
products. You tocan buy
now somebody's
catch their
ear just before they get off at
department stores, fashion stores,
drug stores, and jewelry stores—
and homeward bound at neighborhood food, drug and shopping
center stores.
Visualize the extra payoff in
sales when the commercial urges
"Get X Brand of hosiery" before
a customer gets off at a department
store— "Get Z Brand of meat" before a customer gets off at a comer
food store.
Local Coverage Unequaled
Any Other
TransitBy Radio
veryMedia
nearly approximates total coverage in the
growing list of cities where it is
in operation.
In each city, ranging in size
from large to small, the number of
daily riders on the average weekday just about equals or exceeds
the total population.
For example, in St. Louis with
a population of 1,238,361, average
daily rides on 1,290 Transit Radio
vehicles totals 1,342,402. In Houston, population 558,979, riders on
600 TR vehicles total 419,059. In
Huntington, population 100,486, riders on 80 TR vehicles total 75,906.

FAMILY
CARS

Select Your Audience!
Pick the time and you pick the
audience you want! Accurate data
can be supplied on audience-composition at various times in every
Transit Radio city.

6:00-7:30 A.M.Factory workers
7:30-9:00
A.M.White collar
group

8:30-9.00
A.M.School groups

TRANSIT RADIO MARKETS
Franchises are in Negotiation
in Practically Every Major

AUDIENCE AT HOME IS "BONUS"
rather than to population.
Programs broadcast to Transit
Radio vehicles via FM simultaneThis fact is reflected in the estimated number of FM sets in the
ously reach homes in the area
with FM receiving sets.
following typical Transit Radio
The size of this bonus audience
cities: St. Louis 50,000, Cincinnati
varies from city to city, apparently
30,000, Washington 70,000, Houston
25,000, Baltimore 67,000, Worcester
in ratio to the aggressiveness with
which FM sets have been promoted
7,500.
TRANSIT

City from Coast to Coast ^
The following cities are currently
in operation: Cincinnati, Ohio;
Covington, Ky.; Des Moines, la.;
Houston, Tex.; Huntington, W. Va-.;
Kansas City, Mo.; St. Louis, Mo.;
Tacoma, Wash.; Topeka, Kans.;
Washington, D. C; Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.; Worcester, Mass.; Allen town.
Pa.; Evansville, Ind.
Because of the rapid addition of
new Transit Radio markets, please
consult your nearest Transit Radio
office: listed below.

RADIO,

9:00-4:00 P.M.The Housewife-Shopper
4:00-6:30 shoppers,
P.M.Homebound
students, workers
6:30-11:00 P.M.Entertainment seekers

INC

NEW YORK:
CHICAGO:
PHILADELPHIA:
CINCINNATI:
250 Park Avenue— Mur. Hill 8-9254 35 East Wacker Dr.— Financial 6-4281 Alden Park Manor— Victor 4-1021 Union Trust Building— Dunbar 7775
William H. Ensign, Manager Frank E. Pellegrin, National Sales Mgr.
Arnold Nygren, Manager
Richard C. Crisler, Vice-President
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Hats Off
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have just been TELE-WISED.
And in appreciation — a pot full of
posies to the Chicago Television
Council on its First National Television Conference. The writer, for
one, found the three-day (March
7-9) session delectably flavored
with the meaty matter so seldom
dished up at radio and advertising
association conclaves.
Most of the conference's discussion leaders disclaimed the title
"television expert." And maybe it's
this common bond of inexperience
in the medium that induces TV's
Babes in the Woods to so generously share their meagre but succulent
morsels of information with their
fellow explox-ers. If that be true,
then based on the success of the CTC
Conference let's found a Society
For the Prevention of Television's
Growing Up. Or, more appropri-

Mellow
W/TH

A

ately, let's give the Chicago Television Council credit for a job well
done and commission it official
agency in charge of staging an
annual National TV Conference
along the same practical lines as
this year's.
Howard M. Paul
Radio-TV Director
W. D. Lyon Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
[EDITOR'S
Success
of the
First
National NOTE:
Television
Conference
augurs
well
for
the
future
of
telecasting in the Midwest. Hats off to the
energetic
visionand
Council.]aggressive Chicago Tele-

Voiced
SALES

Public Interest
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The local radio station (KVNI)
has long been heralding itself as
operating in the public interest and
service. A pledge of this sort is
one thing, but putting it into action
is quite another. The recent flash
storms (February 9 & 10) which
shattered all records for the already
snow-bound Pacific Northwest gave
this station a challenging oppor-

ANNOUNCING

THROB/

tunity, indeed, of operating in the
public interest and service.
I believe the manner in which
KVNI instantly responded to a
pressing need is ... an enviable
example for the entire broadcast
industry. When the flash storms
made roads almost impassable over
night, it became necessary on a
moment's notice to inform a school
population of over 2,100 pupils that
classes had been cancelled and that,
for the sake of safety, no one
should attempt to negotiate the
roads. A few brief announcements
to this effect were made over the
local radio station shortly after
7:15 in the morning on February
10. The result— less than 1% of the
students appeared that day for
classes.
Naturally the weather conditions
described had their effect on many
business operations throughout the
area -with the result that the station received calls from the fire
department, the highway department, the telephone company, the
sheriffs office, employment service,
bus lines, taxi companies, the Boy
Scouts, the Chamber of Commerce,
the power company, fuel dealers,
grocery stores, the public library
and over 10 other schools in the
area. Each call received a courteous,
cooperative reply from the station
and suitable announcements were
aired in each case as a public service. Many of the difficulties incurred
by the storm were circumvented as
a direct result of this station's
willingness to operate in the public
interestG. and
service.
O. Phippeny
Superintendent of Schools
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho

AVERY'S

ALLAN

Near
"TODAY'S
Sunday's
WHHM

TEMPOS"

12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. CST
Sta. B.

^-3

3.7

Sta. C.

Sta. D.

3.0

2.2

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
You will no doubt recall the editorial you wrote in your October
(Continued on page 18)

segment

Sta. E.
1.9

Sta. F.
0.7

Source: Hooper's Continuing Measurement

* Ask any
FORJOE

& CO.

WHHM

representative

Independent

- - hut not Aloof

Memphis^
Tennessee
Patt McDonald, manager

* MEMBER
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OF INDEPENDENT

METROPOLITAN

^ ^ if
Miss

STATIONS

School Dismissed?
THE OLD story about the
kid who burned down the
school sohas
he wouldn't
attend
showed have
up to
In
Baltimore again — this time
with a modern touch. With
a heavy snow covering the
city, morning record men
Jim and Phil Crist were informing WFBR Baltimore
listeners whether or not the
various schools would be
open. About half an hour
after they were off the air an
irate principal called to find
out who had told them his
school would be closed. It
seems that "20 teachers have
failed to show up, and, likewise, over
200 through
pupils 1" with
The
lad who
came
that "Baltimore Gag" must be
congratulating himself on
finding that by the twist of a
telephone dial he can dismiss
a school through the medium
of radio.
BROADCASTING
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1540...
BY

ACTUAL

MEASUREMENT*

NORTHEAST

IOWA'S

MOST

POPULAR

FREQUENCY
Take Howard County, Iowa for example. This rich and prospering
community
has rich
its borders
95 miles
transmitter,
yet here
in this
market area
KX£L from
holdsKXEL's
up to 54.3%
of the listeners. This is four times as many listeners as WHO
and up to ten times as many listeners as WMT.
Shown below are the distribution of listening homes among radio
stations in Howard County from 7:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon.

HAS

''' Facts taken from Conlan's newest Comprehensive Study of
Listening Habits.

CHANGED

KXEL

Listening

7:00 to
8:00 AM

8:00 to
10:00 AM

10:00 to
12:00 AM

TOTAL
MORNING

38.5%

54.3%

50.0%

50.0%

14.3%

17.5%

30.8%
WHO
7.7%

5.7%

5.0%

18.2%
5.7%

WMT

HABITS

IN

The fact that KXEL holds the lion's share of listeners in this rich
Northeast Iowa market area during these hours is only half the
story, for Howard County is only part of the great KXEL Northeast Iowa market audience. The most important half is the
undisputed fact that KXEL does give more listeners per dollar.
Look at these amazing cost figures.
During the 7:00 to 8:00 AM period, KXEL holds 38.5% of the
listeners and costs only $110.00 for this hour of time. WHO
holds only 30.8% of the listeners — yet costs $230.00 for this
same amount of time. WMT holds 7.7% of the listeners and
costs $120.00 for this hour. (Cost figures taken from Standard
Rate & Data.)
Here is the unvarnished truth. You are not getting your money's
worth of listeners, if you are trying to cover Northeast Iowa,
without KXEL.
Get the complete facts on Northeast Iowa's listening habits. Call
your Avery-Knodel man or write direct to KXEL,

IOWA

KXEL
50,000 Watts
ABC
JOSH HIGGINS BROADCASTING COMPANY
WATERLOO, IOWA
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND
WATERLOO, IOWA
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>en Mike
(Continued from page 16)
1948 issue of Broadcasting regarding my open letter to you on
the subject of The Giveaway Craze.
There is an article in the March
issue of Cosmopolitan which tells
the story of the family of Milton
Farber and Stop the Music ... it is
the anniversary story of one year
after the Farbers won $20,000 on
Stop the Music.
In reviewing her experience . . .
Mrs. Farber writes: "If I had had
heart trouble, I would have dropped
My right
reason
for writing to you
dead
then."
again about this subject is . . .
the fact that . . . another great
giveaway of $35,000 took place on
Stop the Music and some unfortunate guy missed out because he
said . . . "Army and Navy and
Navy and Army". . . when he
should have said "Navy and Army
and
Navy."
wordsArmy
. . . and
the mere
fact Inthatother
he
reversed the wording . . . cost him
$35,000. I wonder what would have
happened if he had had heart
trouble?
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N
DO
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I
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IN

David
Mils'ten Johnson &
Milsten,R. Milsten,
Morehead
Tulsa, Okla.
'Box

OW
^
SN

)'
(Hy
„eU buyers iu S»o«

Helpful

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Lately your magazine has been
printing new call assignments in
theI find
"BoxthisScore."
info very helpful as it
comes to me much quicker than
from other sources. I hope you will
continue to render this "public
Guy C. Hutcheson
Arlington, Tex.
service."

Sleet, ra-o..H»e,ou^g^

^^^^^^^^^„„ of
.

i-e
U /----■"Cla.^-Ueifecti^.V.us

raise $175,000 for the March of
Dimes, everyone connected with the
activity enjoyed it thoroughly. So
in the interests of accuracy let's
call it Cedric Adams' Flight of
Dollars. And thanks for using the
photograph in your March 7 issue.
Tony Moe
WCCO Minneapolis

d,y

Earouu

^„UWAV

UaU«e
bound'. S

Tight'
EDITOR,
Dollar Broadcasting:
... In your Radiorama section
you
referWhile
to WCCO's
Dollars.
it was aFight
fight for
to

help a.gy

Good

S .
5000 VHftTT
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Coverage

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Since first becoming acquainted with your magazine while
overseas with AFN-Berlin ... I
have thoroughly enjoyed your excellent publication.
Personally, I have learned much
about radio from Broadcasting,
especially concerning the overall
commercial
'business'of
side of radio,picture,
and thetheproblems
management. You also deserve another word of praise for your won-

derful coverage of television.
My one regret is that more space
is not devoted to the production,
programming,
and talent picture.
Aneta Dixon
7357 Wilson Dnve
Hollywood, Calif.
lO
Sooki

on

JQadii

MODERN RADIO ADVERTISING. By
Charles Hull Wolfe. 738 pp. New York:
Funk & Wagnalls Co. $7.50.
A WEALTH of up to date information on all phases of radio advertising is contained in Charles
Hull Wolfe's new book, Modern Radio Advertising. Whether the reader is a sponsor, advertising man or
broadcaster he will find the book
filled with information on how to
get better results from radio. Network, spot and local techniques are
covered.
Mr. Wolfe is director of the radio and television testing bureau
of BBDO and is one of the few men
in the industry distinguished for
both creative and research activities. He has written commercials
for such network shows as Inner
Sanctum, Jack Benny Show and
Adventures of Sam Spade and has
created radio advertising for General Electric, United States Steel,
Emerson Drug and others.
The book is broken down into
sections, covering fundamentals of
radio advertising, radio advertising techniques, network advertising, spot radio,
announcements,commercial
past, present and
future of radio and the opportunities in radio. Modern Radio Advertising is a Printer's
Ink Business Bookshelf
Publication.
THE LAW OF FREE ENTERPRISE. By
Lee Loevinger. 431 pp. New York : Funk
& Wagnalls Co. $5.00.
LATEST in the Modern Industry
Magazine series of books, this volume, written by a Minneapolis attorney, describes the legal framework and economic development of
the American free enterprise system. The author is a partner in
the firm of Larson, Loevinger &
Lindquist, Minneapolis. He formerly worked under Thurman
Arnold in the Anti-Trust Division
of the Dept. of Justice.
"The law of free enterprise,"
says the author, "is at once both a
definition of the meaning of our
basic economic concepts and an
outline of the standards which
business must observe if enterprise
is to remain free." In the opening
chapter Mr. Loevinger examines
the roots of free enterprise and
discusses the legal framework of
business, our economic origins, the
principle policy.
of competition and our
national
Subsequent chapters deal with
the scope of national law, forms of
economic cooperation, restraint of
trade, discrimination between customers, kinds of competition, merger and monopoly, teeth in the law
(anti-trust, criminal prosecutions
and penalties, government civil
suits), balm for business injury
and the future of free enterprise.
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Fast delivery when it is needed, — better
than is asked on all orders, — that is what we
here at Gates, — and customers appreciate
appreciation is just the beginning of a very
relationship with a Gates customer.

.C^

m%

delivery
aim for
it. But
pleasant

Through the years you find out that this same
service is more than a "one time" proposition, — that
the high quality you want is the high quality you get,
— that the attention given your order, — whether it is
for 10c or $10,000 is the same, — prompt, courteous
and ejfficient.
Remember, — Gates is the major source of supply
for hundreds of broadcast stations. They stay with
Gates because they get a high quality product for the
right price and also get the personalized attention that
only Gates can give.
All your broadcast needs can be obtained
at GATES.

WMkhiftn,
HoMtoii B. C. .
tHuli
Matrrai
Loi JUfilts
Eipwl

Calet Hidio Coninany. 13lh A. E Slilels N.W Tel. Met-0522
.Houston Radio Supply Co., Clay at LaBranch Tel. CA-9009
...Canadian
.Spicially Marconi
DistributingConipany,
Co.. 42521 1Peachtrao
St. H. Street.
E Tel. tT-4«0t
St. Sacrament
.Catet Hadio Co.. 1519 McCornas tie.. Pomona Tel. lT-2-t010
.Wettinchouie. 40 Wall St.. He* Tork City Tel. WH-34321

IN
BROADCASTING

Radio
Company
es
tjat
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Ihi8

sumnie

the

cre8<

of the
TAKE

Summer

13 WEEKS

wave
WITH

business is big business in the Northwest, And Summer

!

PAY . . . ON WCCO

listening is

BIG listening. That's why 48 top-level local and national spot advertisers (30%
more than the year before) stayed on WCCO
out aSummer
with WCCO

all year 'round last year. With-

hiatus. They found that sales ride high when you ride along
during the 13 Summer

weeks.

...Because annual retail sales in WCCO's

6-state Northwest territory

soar just about as high during June, July and August as in any other season
of the year. More than $699,000,000!
. . . And because during these months in the Twin Cities, WCCO

delivers

an average daytime Hooper of 6.0 — 58% better than any competing station.
(Throughout the 6-state area surveyed by the WCCO-CBS
May 1948, WCCO

Listener Diary in

averages 2007^ more audience throughout the entire

week than any other Twin Cities station.)
To make your sales go up with the temperature— and build up your
strength for the Wintertime— hitch a tow with WCCO

this Summer. Join the

blue-ribbon list of sponsors who have found it pays to advertise on WCCO
Fall, Winter, Spring — and Summer.

Make your reservations now with us or

your nearest Radio Sales office... for a wonderful 13 weeks with pay.
All source material available on request.

WCCO
Mtnneaftolis - St. Paul
50,000 watts
Columbia Oujuett
Hepresentett by
RADIO SALES

For

Profitable
INTEREST of Louisville citizens
in their municipal government has
been heightened by weekly sessions
of the "gripe" court broadcast over
WINN Louisville.
Accepting the suggestion of a
newspapei-man,
Louisville's
Mayor
Charles P. Farnsley
instituted
the

WDEL
Wilmington, Del.

WGAL
Lancaster, Penna.

WKBO

"gripe" court April 5, 1948. At
sessions held at 8 p.m. the first
Monday of each month and at 10
a.m. on all other Mondays Louisville residents can — and do — take
their complaints straight to the
mayor.
Mayor Farnsley, commenting on
the success of the project and announcing his intention to continue
it, said: "Folks need to get things
off their chest but, more than that,
they need to feel that they have a
voice in the running of the city.
And, if they beef at me, I can beef
right back at 'em. That gets things
done
If afaster."
citizen complains about the
inadequacy of sew^ers, or the need
for stop lights at certain intersections, or the unfairness of a proposed occupational tax, the mayor

George Partridge, WINN jmblic
service director, displays exhibit
for benefit of Mayor Farnsley at.
one of the "gripe"
* * *court sessions.
goes into
a huddle w^ith
the head
"gripe"of
court
complainant
and the
the city department involved. What
each has to say is put on the air by
WINN.
The "gripe" court is held in
Louisville's city hall aldermanic
chambers, and the room is packed
week after week, WINN reports.
Civic improvement groups, parentteacher associations and other organizations come to present petitions. Political science classes
come to listen. And politicians
come to learn!

IN EASTERN
NORTH

CAROLINA

TOBACCO

IS KING

Harrisburg, Penna.

O'n

WORK
York, Penna.

WRAW
Reading, Penna.

WEST
Easton, Penna.

Represented by

ROBERT MEE
KER
ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
San Francisco Chicogo
STEINMAN
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-Occounti
this field unpromising. So he decided to try some other phase of
advertising.
Eventually he got a job in the
market research department of
J. Walter Thompson Co. Ironically, Jim Luce, brought up in the
law and carefully isolated from
math, found himself working with
figures all day — and liking it.
After several months in this department, Linnea Nelson, the agency's chief timebuyer, added him to
her staff as assistant
on radio research.
Now Jim handles
radio and television
timebuying for the
JWT New York office portion of Ford
Dealers, Atlantis
Sales Corp., Rochester, for which he
buys spot time for
French's Instant Potato, and for the
J. B. Williams Co.,
Glastonbury, Conn,
(shaving products).
He works on other
develop.
assignments as they

taught many a
ARMY
THEyoung
man to play followthe-leader, but it gave lanky
James 0. Luce, J. Walter Thompson radio timebuyer, an urge to do
just the opposite. Jim was brought
up in a family dedicated to the law.
His uncle was a judge, his brother
a lawyer, and Jim just naturally
drifted into law school after graduation from the U. of Wisconsin.
But Blackstone et al lost out at
the half-way mark — the Army
came in and gave
Jim a new adventurous spirit. When discharged he decided
not to finish law
school, but to seek his
fortune in New York.
He comes from
Plattville, Wis., a
town "without even
a radio station."
"Maybe," said Jim,
"the fact that I corresponded with a female agency copywriter in New York
while I was an infantry supply sergeant had something
to do with it. This
Jim Luce is 29, ungal migrated from
married and currentJIM
Plattville and gave
ly
enjoying
a new
me word pictures of the glamourous
apartment in Manhattan. He is
life of the Manhattan intelligentsia
learning to cook and is intensely
which sounded great."
"product-loyal," claiming remarkAnyhow, Jim got to the big city.
able success with French's Instant
He didn't know exactly what he Potato. He also uses J. B. Williams shaving products, but says
wanted to do, but he thought it
the Ford is still in his future.
would be nice to be a copywriter.
Stimulated by market and radio
With no impressive bulk of samples
(Continued on page 75)
to show, however, he quickly found

Covers

This

Market

. . . with

King- Size
Mutual

Rich
a

Voice!

Exclusive

in this Area.
Write or phone us or our
National Representative

"THE VOICE OF..>
THE GOLDEN PLAIN!"
WILSON, N. C.
5000 Watts -Fuli-Time
590 Kilocycles
Serving 1,125,000 People
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED
BY WEED AND COMPANY
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Then better prepare a special place of honor on
your desk for BROADCASTING'S NAB Convention
issue. It's one you'll want to have around for a
long time.*
In this issue (April 11) radio buyers and sellers
will get . . . for the first time . . . complete, up-to-theminute billings of the nation's leading radio advertisers, by product groups.
The listings will cover both network and spot . . .
and include 27 major categories (drugs and cosmetics, food and beverages, cigarettes and tobacco,
etc.) . . . itemized by how much the advertiser spends,
where he spends it and what his money buys.
In addition to this copyrighted analysis— which

will highlight the issue — there will be many other
important business features ... and, of course, the
usual expert BROADCASTING coverage of all regular and Convention news.
Guaranteed circulation for the Convention issue
is 18,000 , . . 2,500 more than our weekly
list. It's the most valuable circulation
ing . . . including, among others, every
regional advertiser and agency in the

subscription
in broadcastnational and
country.

*/t's one you'll probably want to have an ad in,
too. Advertising deadline: March 28 . . . regular
rates. Wire reservation collect today!

IT*S

IF

KNOW

Jr IGHTING

EASY.

YOU

how!

a fire in a steel skyscraper is different from

handling one in a two-story home — and it's the same way
with radio in different parts of the nation.
The Southern listener is a little different from people in
other parts of the country. He does respond better to radio
programming that caters to his special preferences and attitudes.
KWKH

knows all this and has used the knowledge for

twenty-three years. Hence we are years ahead in radio KnowHow and listener-acceptance in this market.
Whether you sell tobacco, tractors or toasters, you'll find
this KWKH Know-How a big "plus" in our four-state area.
Write us today or ask The Branham Company.

KWKH

SHREVEPORT
The Branham

50,,000

Watts

•

CBS

LOUISIANA

Company

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager
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By ROBERT B. LUCE
ments were the best means for
84). ming means listeners, and listeners
to get ahead in 1949's changed
HOW'S
bring advertisers (Table II, page
BUSINE
economic
climate.
"Work like
SS
getting
additional sales.
?
HOW'S the broadcasting business?
There were other specific sugHas there been a "disinflation" in hell"; "Sell! Sell! Sell!"; "Get
gestions for broadcasters. Among
Next most effective way to proradio as in other scattered areas of out and get"; "Make calls and
them :
duce sales is promotion, station
calls" — these were phrases
the economy? Is business harder to more
written on many a ballot.
managers said. And radio was
"More basic sales tools for allet? Who are the toughest comradio — audience figures, response sucvoted
the
best
means
to
promote
With
the
day
of
constantly
rispetitors? How can a station maning sales curves ending, Broadradio. Of those who ranked promoager best boost
cess stories." cooperative advertis-"^
"Developing
casting asked station managers
tion as a sales lifting method,
his sales?
"Station reputation through public
40.3%
said
radio
was
the
best
point
blank
how
they
increased
ing sources."
These were the
time sales. A better sales staff was
"Providing advertisers with good
media to use. Another 29 %f said
questions asked
advice
on the use of their advertisthe
answer
of
38%;.
About
a
third
newspaper
promotion
was
the
way
broadcasters i n
service."
said programming was the way
to
get
time
sales.
the 18th nationPromdollar."
this survey, it is evident
to attract advertisers — programA scant 4.2 %o said rate adjustthat ingstation
managers want good
wide Broadcasting Trends surmen to tell their story, good proA Coatimiiag Study
vey, conducted by
gram ing to sell, and enough facts
of
the
Research
DeExetutive Ofioion
and figures to as
demonstrate
radio's
effectiveness
an advertising
partment of
Broadcasting.
medium.
"Disinflation" has made the adOne year ago there was no quesvertiser more cautious, according
tion about the trend — it was up.
to 52.3% of the station managers.
Today it is tapering off. BroadcastNew England & They said their advertisers were
ers reported in an almost 50-50
ratio when asked whether business
Middle Atlantic more inclined to cut their approas a whole was up or down in repriation to save on business excent months.
penses. Consequently it is harder
to
sell
advertising
now than it
In a regional analysis (see map)
was even a few months ago.
New England, the North Atlantic
States and the whole North CenOnly 22.1 %c- of broadcasters think
their advertisers are increasing
tral area report slightly increasing sales — while in other areas, Inbudgets to meet customer resistcluding the Pacific Coast and
ance. About one-fourth report
advertisers' thinking unchanged.
Mountain states, the South Atlantic and South Central, the trend is
Taken together, the station managers are split about evenly in
down slightly.
their reporting — half say adverWide Fluctuation
(Continued on page 8U)
The current trend in the various regions of the U. S.
Individual stations, of course,
showed a great range of difference.
The bulk of stations reporting
from all areas showed fluctuations
Hoi FCC Concern — Paramount
of not more than 109c up or down.
Some reported gains or declines of
ANTI-TRUST
20% or more, but they were few
occasion to consider whether
in number (See Table I, page 84). THE QUESTION of motion-picture companies' right to own radio and had
television stations — a multi-million-dollar question stemming from anti- or not its policy toward newspaper
General economic conditions were
trust suits — appeared to be moving toward a showdown at FCC last applicants should be considered
credited with causing the decline in
week.
applicable to motion-picture applistation revenues, where declines
On the heels of a plea by 20th
* appeared. Only 27.7% of those
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
Century-Fox Film Corp. for a
Mr. Coy made plain that his
who reported a decline in business
meanwhile cast unofficial light on observations represented his own
prompt decision [Broadcasting,
said it was due to competitive facMarch 14], Paramount Pictures
another phase of the motion-picviews and not FCC's. Nor should
tors— the remainder said "disinthey be considered an expression
ture question by telling Executive
last Thursday that antiflation" of the economy was re- told FCC
Director Gael Sullivan of the ofcants."
trust proceedings outside of radio
sponsible.
opinion on the pending antitrust question, he added.
are not its concern, and that to dis- Theatre Owners of America, in
Aggressive selling — repeated
response to questions, that he did
qualify anti-trust violators would
over and over again — was emphaRetains Poster
not think movie exhibitors should
sized by broadcasters as the way
mean a "sweeping reorganization"
of the U. S. radio and TV struc- be disqualified merely because they
Paul A. Porter, former FCC
are exhibitors.
ture.
chairman and now a member of the
NOTE: Broadcasting Trends reBut he reminded Mr. Sullivan
Washington law firm of Arnold,
"The business establishments in
ults are based upon a nation-wide
the U. S. which have been un- that FCC has a policy of favoring
Fortas & Porter, was retained by
ross-sectiom sampling of radio
Paramount to assist its regular
successful litigants in anti-trust non-newspaper applicants over
tation managers and owners. The
those with newspaper affiliations
proceedings constitute a blue-ribbon
Washington
counsel, Duke Patrick
list of American industries" and it when it has to make a choice and of Hogan & Hartson, in tbe fight
\Business Conditions" survey sarnie includes 12% of all AM station
would be contrary to "law, policy
to clear its qualifications on the
factors are equal. "However,"
managers.
and common sense" to rule them other
he added, "as you are probably
(Continued on page 60)
out of radio, Paramount declared.
aware, the Commission has not yet
March 21, 1949 Page 25
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Health,

Trusteeship

Win

FCC

ORDER
At a session of the Federal Com
munlcations Commission held at its
oiBces in Washington, D. C, on the
17th day of March, 1949;
The Commission
underfor consideration arequest having
by counsel
Mr
G. A. Richards, dated March 16, 1949
for a 30-day continuance of the hearing
now
matterscheduled
for March in23,the
1949.above-entitled
IT APPEARING, That counsel foi
Mr. G. A. sentations
Richards
repre-oi
supportedhas
by made
afBdavits
his hearing
physicians,
that a continuance oi
the
is necessary;
IT FURTHER APPEARING, Tha
counsel for Mr. G. A. Richards has in
dicated that in view of Mr. Richards
health he intends within 30 days to sub
mit to the Commission an applicatioi
to transfer the voting control of al
stock owned by Mr. Richards in th
three corporations named above;
IT IS ORDERED that the reques
for
continuance is granted and tha
cancelled;
the
hearing date of March 23, 1949 i
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, Tha
any filed
transfer application
be
filed April
withintended
the 1949;
Comt^
mission onshallor bebefore
18,
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, Tha
upon the filing of such application th
Commission will then decide whethe
such application should be designate
for
hearing
in order
to be
determin
whether
a transfer
would
in th
public (Continued
interest and on
whether
such
page 63) hear

Delay

ICHARDS
PRECARIOUS HEALTH and an
offer to give up voting control of
his three stations brought a postponement Friday in the FCC hearing slated to have started Wednesday (March 23) on the news policies of G. A. Richards.
Counsel for the owner of KMPC
Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland offered to submit,
within 30 days, an application for
transfer of Mr. Richards' voting
control via a "trust or other agreement" which they promised will
meet FCC's "fullest requirements
and . . . approval."
The Commission, by majority
vote, set April 18 as deadline for
any such application and said it
would then decide whether the
transfer should be consolidated for
hearing with the news-policy question and would also set a new
hearing date.
Affidavits of Mr. Richards' physicians asserting that the scheduled hearing might cost him his
life were submitted in support of
the 30-day postponement and transfer plan.
The Commission was told by
Burton K. Wheeler, former Senator
and now one of Mr. Richards' attorneys, that the station owner for
some time had planned to retire
on March 19— his 60th birthday.
"Prior to the latest relapse in
his health which compelled his return to Palm Springs he had
planned to attend a celebration in
Detroit to be tendered him by his
employes on that occasion, at which
time he was to have announced his
retirement," Mr. Wheeler wrote in
the letter asking continuance of the
hearing.
He said counsel had not been
fully aware of the critical nature of
Mr. Richards' heart condition until

the Commission itself forwarded a
copy of a letter it had received
from one of his physicians. Their
unsuccessful bid for a personal appearance for Mr. Richards a few
weeks ago was made only because
the hearing seemed inevitable and
that appeared the least strenuous
course, Mr. Wheeler said.
Dr. H.B. Steinbach, Detroit physician, told the Commission in an affidavit that Mr. Richards' life "is in
great jeopardy and could well terminate at any moment" unless he
"ceases at once all business and
other activities which have a tendency to lead to undue exertion or
to worry, strain or anxiety; unless
he is immediately relieved of the
mental and physical strain caused
by the investigations and hearings
. . . and unless he embarks upon a
program of complete rest and re-

He forward
thought toMr.continuing
Richards to"may
laxation."
look
live
for some
years
to
come"
if
he
refrains from business activities and
takes
rest heandneeds,
and "if
some the
amicable
satisfactory
way can be found to terminate the
proceedings pending before the
FCC so that [he] may be relieved
of this threat to his health and
A similar view was expressed by
Dr. Roy E. Thomas, Los Angeles
heart
specialist.
said "therethatis
more than
a strongHe possibility
Mr.life."
Richards' taking the witness
stand would result in his death."
Text of FCC's order postponing
the hearing, which relates to
charges that Mr. Richards ordered
KMPC staff members to slant news
against certain minority groups:

Skeleton
MISSION
TO
SKELETON OPERATION is in
prospect for FCC during the first
part and possibly most of the summer, on the basis of the tentative
list of personnel slated to attend
the International Telephone and
Telegraph Conference which convenes in Paris in mid-May.
Chairman Wayne Coy is scheduled to go as chairman of the U. S.
delegation, accompanied by Vice.
Chairman Paul A. Walker, General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone,
and some 10 staff executives and
clerical assistants. Appointments
are made by the President upon
recommendation of the State Dept.,
but FCC's own recommendations
generally are followed in such
cases.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"He just won't do. That voice won't penetrate low gear."
Page 26 • March 21, 1949

PARIS
The conference opens about May
18 and officially is expected to continue four to six weeks. Some authorities, pointing to the experience
of the still-continuing Mexico City
International High - Frequency
Broadcasting Conference, think the
Paris sessions may continue for
as much as two months.
Consideration also is being given
to suggestions that the Paris delegation move to London afterwards
to discuss the so-called Bermuda
Agreement on direct radio circuits
between the U. S. and the United
Kingdom. In that event return to
the U. S. would be delayed at
least to Aug. 1 and perhaps later.
Even if the delegates came
home immediately after the Paris
sessions, and if those lasted only
a minimum four to six weeks, the
group would be away from Washington from early May until July
at the earliest, since they plan
to go and return by boat.
Walker Vice Chairman
Comr. Walker will be in charge
of telephone aspects at the conference and may be named a vice
chairman. It is virtually certain
that Francis Colt deWolf, chief
of
the State Dept.'s Division,
International
Telecommunications
will
be a vice chairman of the U. S. deleBefore the FCC group leaves for
gation.
Paris, the Commission hopes to issue decisions on several highpolicy questions — notably the clearchannel case, its proposed rules
on giveaway shows, and perhaps
television. Chairman Coy has indicated the clear-channel decision
will be out by May 1, and the giveaway question is scheduled for
consideration before the end of
this month.
Unless it comes before they leave,
action looking toward lifting of
the TV freeze will have to be

FCC

Ahea6

taken by the remaining Commis
sioners in the absence of the Chaii
man and Vice Chairman or thj
anticipated
July "thawing"
delayed. There
has beenwill
somb
speculation that the Commissio
wouldn't be able to lift the freez
until after July in any event.
Another question still facing th
Commission is the chief engineer
ship, a post which has been fille
only on an "acting" basis sind
January 1948. Ralph L. Clarl
former FCC engineer and late
a consultant, now director of th.
Programs Division in the Secr^
tariat of the Research & Develop
ment Board, is considered the for^
most candidate [Broadcastinc
Feb. 28]. But the subject of his ap
pointment before
has notthe
yet full
officially
bee'
brought
Commis
sion. John A. Willoughby, senio
assistant chief engineer, is actin
chief engineer.
Under customary procedur
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, as the senic
remaining member, would serv
as acting chairman of the Con
mission in the absence of the Chaii
man and Vice Chairman.
Personnel whom FCC propose
to recommend for attendance i
the Paris conference, it wa
learned, include Comrs. Coy an
Walker and General Counsel Co
tone; Chief Accountant Willia)
J. Norfleet; Harold J. Cohen, a
sistant general counsel in charge (
Common Carrier Division; Marie
H. Woodward, assistant chief eng
neer in charge of Common Carrie
Division; Jack Werner, assistai
chief of the Law Bureau's Commc
Carrier Division; John R. Lamber
Accounting Bureau; John Rus
Engineering Bureau; Mrs Farre
McGonigal, confidential assistai
to the Chairman, and Mrs. Lillia
Conley, also of the Chairman
office.
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BUDGETS

By FLORENCE SMALL
;
|!DESPITE cancellation of some
advertising, there is no widespread
"evidence that network advertisers
are planning in the near future
'to curtail their use of radio in
I favor of television.
I That was the conclusion reached
by Broadcasting after a series of
"interviews with a representative
'group
tisers. of high-budget radio adver-

Iitinue
Procter
Gambleradio
plans schedule
to conits &entire
^&ext season with an annual exipenditure exceeding $18 million
'and including 33 network shows.
I As for video, William Craig,
'manager of television programTiing for P & G, told Broadcasting
|;hat "Procter & Gamble is still
i 'eeling
way, gathering
information anditsexperiences
and watching
-developments very carefully. Right
low we have a television program,
''d Like to See, on the NBC easti.;rn television network, which will
he replaced April 5 by a new
"ieries, Procter & Gamble's Firetide Theatre. Further than this,
- ve are not prepared to announce
limy definite future plans."
' Charles G. Mortimer Jr., vice
' )resident in charge of marketing
" 'or General Foods, expressed some'vhat the same point of view when
le said:
"Tentative long range
lales and advertising planning is
; I part of good marketing. Final
I'tlecision on the selection of media,
[however, is made from quarter
;'0 quarter. We are naturally inerested in both radio and televiiion. Certainly both have a very
leal place in our promotional
ccheme. And our use of the two
laedia is based on what they can
teliver on mass selling opportuniies, which is what we need for
'nur type of products."
GF will continue with all its
(itadio network shows. In one case,
,,ihe Burns & Allen show, the com;iany has retained the NBC time
or another show, Father Knows
(liest, which will amount to an

approximate $6,000 weekly saving
on talent. GF spent $6,774,603
on network time in 1948. It plans
to retain the more than one dozen
network shows for various products during the next season. In
addition, the two half-hour television shows, Lambs Gambol and
Author Meets the Critics, are
scheduled to continue under the
GF banner next season.
U. S. Steel Not Using TV
On the other hand U. S. Steal
Corp., which spent $1,052,090 in
1948 on institutional advertising
in network radio, does not plan to
go into television as yet, an official
of the organization revealed.
"Television currently has a limited
audience, and since our advertising is mostly that of public
relations, the video audience is
much too limited," the spokesman

Labor

Despite
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explained. "We want our public
relations to reach an audience on
a national scale. Television is still
too much a matter of local cover-

is not an active participant in
television at the present time, our
interest in the medium is considerable, and we are continuing to

As for its 1949 fall plans, U. S.
Steel will move its hour-long radio
program The Theatre Guild on the
Air from ABC to NBC, Sundays,
8:30-9:30 p.m., effective Sept. 11
for 39 weeks. In addition, on June
5, age."
the company will sponsor a
summer program for 13 weeks featuring the NBC Symphony Orchestra in the same time segment,
8:30-9:30 p.m., Sundays.
Another major radio advertiser.
Lever Bros., which spent $5,317,036 in 1948, is not now using
television, although it was one of
the first advertisers to use the
medium. Michael J. Roche, advertising manager of Lever Bros.,
explained that "while Lever Bros.

study
explore
the field."
"We and
have,
however,
no definite
plans for immediate operation," he
admitted.
Deviating somewhat from the
prevalent "wait and see" theme,
the Ford Motor Co., it was understood, has advised its more than
6,500 dealers (who are currently
sponsoring Fred Allen on NBC
until this season's end) to divert to
television next season the budget allocated to radio this year. However, the parent company plans
to maintain its hour-long Ford
Theatre program on CBS. The
firm also will sponsor its 60-minute
Fo7-d Television Theatre once a
month, as well as a half hour
program. The Crystal Ball, for the
other three weeks in the month.
Thus, indications seem to be
that while television is gaining,
radio is not yet suff"ering any appreciable loss. The key is probably to be found in two factors:
(1) A number of radio advertisers
are re-allocating their budgets to
include television, but are doing
so with "new" money and at no
loss to radio; and (2) new advertisers who have not been using
radio, or have been using spot
radio at most, are entering strongly
into television.
A random example of the first
type of advertiser is the Ronson
Art Metal Works, which spent
$631,861 on network radio last
year, and which intends to continue that appropriation while increasing its television budget.
Salient examples of the second
group of clients include Admiral
Corp., a non-radio user, with a
half-hour NBC-TV show Admiral
Broadway Revue; Bigelow-Sanford, with its Bigelow show on
NBC-TV; Bonafide Mills, with
Stop Me If You've Heard This
One on NBC-TV ; Pioneer Scientific
Corp., with Pioneer Polaroid Magic
Show on CBS-TV, and A. Stein
& Co. with Identify on ABC-TV.

Bureau

itj)EMPLOYMENT in the broadcasting industry "will probably continue
3 rise for at least another year or two but at a slower rate than since the
^ar," according to an occupational study by the U. S. Bureau of Labor
f| tatistics. The study was conducted for the Veterans Administration.
oil) The bureau figures, however, *
j iat work in television will increase
industry. It recently released a
5r many years though it may
study based on a survey of AFRA
ever reach the employment level members [BROADCASTING, March
14].
« 1 sound broadcasting.
General results of this study will
This BLS study gave the induss published in detail within a few
try a dismal employment aspect
leeks by the bureau and VA.
by showing extensive unemploy, The bureau was under fire last xnent among singers and actors.
•eek for presenting what some
Its figures failed to show the proiroadcasters feel is a biased picportion of time AFRA members
;ire of talent employment in the iiave worked in radio and did not
ROADCASTING

Intact

PREPARATORY to introducing Old Judge Coffee in new areas not yet served,
the firm has placed its advertising with Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis,
effective April 1. Drawing up plans for the campaign, which is slated to use
radio programs and spots plus video where available, are (I to r) George A.
Volz, Gardner account executive; Joe G. Wick, president of Old Judge
Coffee Co., St. Louis, and L. C. MacGlashan, executive vice president of the
agency.

EMPLOYMENT
By J. FRANK

Network

Study

Rapped

by Some

differentiate factually between staff
and free-lance talent.
Worst of all, in the opinion of
some critics, the BLS-AFRA survey results appear to be based on
the assumption that all AFRA
members are qualified to work in
radio, since prior experience is not
required for union membership.
The talent study is part of the
BLS-VA joint radio employment
study. The employment outlook
study, soon to appear in detailed
form, covers all types of jobs from
management to technicians.
In attempting to peer into the
electronic future, the bureau's pre-

Broadcasters

liminary report on job chances to
to the VA states:
The development of television has
not yet gone far enough to indicate
how severe its impact on AM and FM
broadcasting will be, but the likelihood is that there
be in
a longrun downward
trendwillboth
staff
employment and in the amount of
work for freelance artists at AM and
FM stations.
Taking all occupations together, the
total number of people employed in
telecasting is extremely small to date.
The number of workers needed will
increase as more stations reach the
air. But not for many years, if ever,
is employment at TV stations likely
to reach the present emplojrment level
at sound broadcasting .stations.
Because the industry is small, it provides relatively few job opportunities,
(Continued on page 57)
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CLARK

THE BUSINESS side of broadcasting, from time selling to policy
problems, provides the theme of the NAB Management Conference
April 10-13 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Starting with the unaffiliated stations meeting April 10 and running through the final television ★
session April 13, the conference will as against the regular $32.50 rate,
stress commercial aspects of radio.
closed Friday with an estimated
A business topic will be discussed
700 plus registrations on hand.
by Attorney General Tom C. Clark, About 200 had registered for the
Engineering Conference, which has
who has accepted NAB's invitation
to address its April 12 luncheon.
a $17.50 registration fee. UnaffilWayne Coy, FCC chairman, will
iated stations pay $5 registration
speak at the April 11 luncheon.
for their April 10 meeting. Ladies
Atty Gen. Clark is expected to registration is $7.50.
stress the importance of small busiThe Management Conference
ness as the backbone of the nation,
opens formally Monday, Api-il 11,
with retailers providing much of at 12 noon. NAB President Justin
the support for radio as one of the Miller will introduce the speaker.
leading small business segments of Chairman Coy. A separate ladies
the national economy.
luncheon includes an ice show and
With the speech expected to be style show.
carried by at least one network,
The afternoon management meetNAB members will urge retailers
ing will be devoted to sales matters.
and other businessmen in local A. D. (Jess) Willard Jr., NAB
communities to hear the talk.
executive vice president, is expected
Possibility of a network tele- to introduce Eugene S. Thomas,
vision hookup covering the Midwest
WOIC(TV) Washington, who is
slated to preside as chairman of
and East was considered. Television equipment will occupy a NAB's Sales Managers Executive
Committee. With him will be Simon
prominent part of NAB's annual
Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.,
equipment exhibition which opens
chairman of the NAB Small Market
April 7 as the NAB Engineering
Stations Executive Committee.
Conference starts its formal meetmgs.
Time Sales Meeting
NAB headquarters felt that addiThis meeting will go into the
tion of Atty. Gen. Clark to the
agenda gives the association one
problem of selling time in a growof its best convention programs.
ingly competitive media market and
touch such specific matters as the
Mr. Clark has frequently shown
an interest in NAB affairs and
All-Radio Presentation film which
served as judge in the two Voice
by that time will be well through
of Democracy essay contests. He
the script-writing stage.
also presented awards to the conSpeakers include Leo Cherne, of
test winners.
Leo Cherne Associates, with a forecast on business conditions; Mr.
Pre-registration for the Management Conference, at the $30 rate Thomas, bringing the radio sales

I
picture up to date; Maurice B. Mitchell, director, NAB Dept. of
Broadcast Advertising, on management's responsibility in radio selling; Lee Hart, NAB retail specialist, on management's responsibility
in the retail advertising field. Several surprise features are in the
planning stage.
Monday
will be FM's
portion of thenight
Management
Conference. Program plans are being
drawn up by the FM Executive
Committee, of which Leonard Asch,
WBCA(FM) Schenectady, is chairman. This will be strictly a toplevel work session with persons
prominent in all phases of broadcast operation expected to participate. FM's role in NAB affairs is
likely to be discussed. The board
has approved the idea of substantially increased service for FM
members but details await board
action on tentative plans to set up
a three-ply functional association
having AM, FM and TV divisions.
The whole reorganization question may come up at the Tuesday
afternoon business meeting of the
Management Conference. The subject was discussed by a special
NAB board committee which met
in Washington last Thursday. The
committee will report to the full
board at Chicago but the structural revamping of NAB may not
be completed immediately.
The Tuesday morning meeting
will be devoted to public relations
matters at the management level.
Chairman will be Frank King,
WMBR Jacksonville, Fla., chairman of the NAB Public Relations
Executive Committee.
A wide range of topics will be

ANA
SPONSOR

Spring

Session

a

IIG
;iir
ifie
153
Mr. CLARK

taken up at this meeting. Amon
those on the platform will be Si
Mickelson, WCCO Minneapolilcitocl
president of National Assn. c le
Radio News Directors; Richard I —ith
Doherty, NAB employe-employe
relations director; Harold E. Fe
lows, WEEI Boston, NAB Distric \iD\
1 director; Robert T. Masoi
WMRN Marion, Ohio; Harold Fai
director, NAB Program Dept.; I
R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse
chairman, NAB Radio News Con
mittee, and Robert K. Richard
NAB director of public relatior
andBrief
publications.
talks will be given, by M
Mickelson on building confiden RA
and acquiring station presti
through news broadcasting; M
Fellows on programming and pul
lie relations, Mr. Mason on tl
broadcaster's place in the con
munity. A panel discussion wi Mr
follow, with all the panel membei
leading discussion.
The (Continued
Tuesday afternoon
busine
on page 59)

to Mull

All Medii

VIEWPOINT

RADIO from the viewpoint of the
man who puts up the money will
occupy a prominent place on the
program of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, holding its spring
meeting March 23-25 at the Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
A thorough analysis of all media
is planned, based on the idea that
a transition from sellers to buyers
market is underway and media
must pull their own weight.
Main formal event in the radio
field is a "solid session" on television to be held Thursday morning.
Through many of the talks the subject of broadcasting will be discussed, including that of R. H.
Bennett, sales and advertising manager of Maxwell House Division,
General Foods Corp. His suggestions covering building of brand
prestige will deal with radio in relation to other media.
The final convention discussion,
a question-answer period, will go
into many angles of broadcasting,
it was indicated at ANA headquarMarch 21, 1949
Page 28

ters. Several questions are expected on BMB, and ANA members versed in the matter will be on
hand to supply the answers.
A subcommittee of the ANA Radio & Television Committee will be
named to conduct a study of the
radio measurement problem from
the advertiser's viewpoint, paralleling those of AAAA and NAB
committees.
Potter Heads Session
Opening the three-day meeting
will be a Wednesday morning program titled "The Financial Aspects
of Advertising," in charge of W. B.
Potter, director of advertising operations, Eastman Kodak Co. and
ANA vice chairman. A sketch,
"Let's Cut the Advertising," will
be enacted by Wesley I. Nunn, advertising director. Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana), and Robert B. Brown,
vice president, Bristol-Myers Co.
They will be followed by an epilogue with the
"How wein
have ironed
out subject,
the fluctuations

our advertising appropriations," in
which ANA members take part.
Second part of the morning meeting will consist of two talks,
"What Happens to Selling Costs as
Advertising Expenditures Increase?", by A. J. Gallagher, consultant, and "Advertising Increases
the Value of a Company," by Stanley Harold Morgan, Brailsford &
Co.
Wednesday afternoon's theme
will be "Getting More SELL Into
Your Advertising." Benton &
Bowles will produce a skit, "Everybody Wants to Get Into the Act. '
It will pose the problem of companies moving into competitive
selling conditions.
Brand Prestige
Following the B&B skit, Mr.
Bennett of Maxwell House, will
speak, advocating building of brand
prestige, and B. R. Donaldson, director of advertising. Ford Motor
Co., will stress product advantages.

John Caples, vice presiden
BBDO, will speak on the topi
"Have You the Most Effecti\
Copy?" Patrick H. Gorman, advei
tising manager, Philip Morris
Co., will tell of an integrated sah
campaign,
topic,
Takes
the with
WholetheBall
of "It
Wax Sti

ioa(

ifti(
ona
nee

ilS',
itri
lit,

Television
occupies
half ofAft<tl: *•
Thursday
morning
program.
aPay
discussion
Off." on media investmeni m
presided over by Walter Lant:
Lambert & Feasley vice presiden
the convention will hold "A Sol
Session on Television." Openin
speaker will be Walter Craig, vie
president in charge of televisio
and radio, Benton & Bowles. It
billed as "an up-to-the-minute di
cussion of the problems that tli
newcomer into television must dei
with" and will offer some solution;
Don L. Kearney, The Katz Agenc
will discuss TV spot announced, |
ments with the help of a speciall
(Continued on page 63)
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'3IGGER ADVERTISING expendtures are likely by General Foods
jorp. as the buyers' market intenjifies, according to Clarence Franis, chairman of the board.
He revealed this at a luncheon
jiews conference in New York
klarch 15 at
vhich the GF anlual report to
tockholders was
made public. The
eport showed GF
Leached a new
let sales high of
;463,336,031,14%
ibove the 1947
igure. It was the
.5th consecutive
Mr. Francis
'ear that sales
ncreased over
he previous 12 months Net earn-

ings, too, reached a new high of
$24,555,752, compared with $18,303,594 the year before.
The news conference brought top
officers into range of newspapermen who shot questions at them on
business conditions, adverl^ising,
radio and television. Only top officer absent was President Austin
S. Igleheart, who was ill.
Charles G. Mortimer Jr., vice
president in charge of marketing,
joined Mr. Francis in answering
questions relating to advertising,
radio and television.
Mr. Mortimer said he foresaw
no changes in the proportion of advertising monies to be spent on
radio and television. Since GF
budgets are on a quarterly basis
and depend on the needs of particular products, the proportions to be
Samuels,

m

WESTERN

Edwards,

Change

Reeg

Posts

''RANK SAMUELS, acting manager of ABC Western Division, March
_ 4 was named general manager. Robert E. Kintner, network's executive
ice president, made the announcement.
Coincident with Mr. Samuels' appointment were promotions for John
. Edwards, named western pro^
;ram director and Leonard Reeg,
ised to production manager.
Mr. Samuels has been with ABC
tjnce June 1943 when he was
med sales manager of KGO San
A/iEET
RAAA
i'rancisco. In November 1944 he ALTHOUGH
a three-hour discusvas shifted to Hollywood as Westsion of Zenith's controversial telern Division sales manager. He
vision ads in U. S. newspapers ablas served as acting manager of
sorbed members of the board of the
western operations since NovemRadio
Manufacturers
Assn. in Chiler 1948, following the resignation
cago Thursday morning, action cenf Don Searle, western vice presitered on a cooperative effort to edunt.
cate the public to TV's facts of life
A native of Iowa, he was raised
Omaha, Neb. Entering radio — both present and future. The
cm newspaper advertising in three-day quarterly conference of
the group began Tuesday at the
40, he joined the Central States
Stevens Hotel.
roadcasting Inc., Omaha, as reA motion to establish a commitgional sales manager.
Mr. Edwards has been in radio
tee to study and put into effect "a
constructive, objective educational
r 18 years in all phases of proprogram for the orderly and educaduction. He has been with ABC
tional presentation of facts regardince 1944. A native of Salt Lake
ing present broadcasting and pros3ity, he is a graduate engineer
rom the U. of Utah.
pects of future change" was made
by Paul V. Galvin, president of
Mr. Reeg started as an attorney
Motorola Inc. It was passed by the
')Ut radio writing for Rush Hughes
board. Committee members will
md other writing successes led him
be named early this week by Presinto broadcasting permanently. He
dent Max M. Balcom, Sylvania
las been in radio since 1932 as
Electric Products Co. vice presivriter-producer and has been with
dent.
ilBC since 1942.
ROADCASTING
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spent on radio and television could
change quickly, he indicated.
Both Mr. Mortimer and Mr.
Francis emphasized the importance
of television in GF advertising but
indicated that GF still considered
its efforts in the medium experimental.
Annual Report
In the annual report, signed by
both Mr. Francis and Mr. Igleheart, this was said :
"In 1948, our second season of
television, we sponsored experimental y anumber and variety of
television programs : Author Meets
the Critics for Jell-0, Meet the
Press for Maxwell House, and
Small Fry program for Post Cereals. Our '48 television experience
also included daytime Sanka weather announcements and spot commercials for Diamond Crystal Salt.
"A number of our marketinggroups gained experience in this
new and difficult commercial medium. As the audience gi-ew in
1948, the commercial value of our
programs began to approach normal advertising returns. Also, last
year. General Foods established itself in important television time
periods which will be of increasing
value as the medium develops in
theMr.
nextMortimer
few years."
expanded on this
by saying that although GF still
regarded its efforts in television as
"a jockeying for position," actual
results have been encouraging. The
company has been pleased with the
size of audience per set and found
that televiewers listened more intently than radio audiences, he indicated.
Turning to business generally, he
said he felt the country was experiencing a recession "which you

can call a corrective." He considered thewhich
return
to thewasbuyers'
market,
he said
occurring,
as a return to the normal conditions under which the country operates and progresses. He believed that if the recession were
confined merely to price drops, and
not to volume of activity, the efminor. fect on the economy would be
Also noted was the fact that although dollar sales had trebled in
the last ten years, earnings were
less than double the 1949 earnings.
Out of each 1948 sales dollar, dVs^
were profit. Back in 1939 earnings were 11(1: on each sales dollar.
Total assets in the ten years rose
from $89 million to $222,500,000.
Among other GF officers answering questions at the conference
were: Edwin T. Gibson, executive
vice president; John Frescott, vice
president, general counsel and secretary; Wayne Marks, controller,
Bert Warren, treasurer, and Howard Chase, public relations director.
ROBERT HALL
Uses 18 Stations
ROBERT HALL Clothes, New
York, through its agency, Sawdon
Advertising Co., also New York,
is using 176 programs and 495
one-minute spots weekly on 18
local stations. Campaign marks
the March 24 opening of its new
stores. Markets opening are Pittsburgh, Tulsa, Wilmington, Chattanooga and Davenport.
Contracts, on a 52-week basis,
were s:gned with WWSW KQV
WPIT and WPGH Pittsburgh;
WAPO WAGD WDOD Chattanooga; WTUX WAMS WILM
WDEL Wilmington; WOC KSTT
Davenport; WQUA Moline, WHBF
Rock Island, and KFMJ KTUL
and KOME Tulsa.

for Tacts^ Drive
Fund Proposed
appointed by Mr. Balcom.
Mr. Galvin, serving as temporary
chairman of the sets division in the
RMA hopes to alleviate confusion in the public mind regarding
absence of George M. Gardner of
Wells-Gardner, first proposed the VHF, UHF and possible obsolescence of current sets, much of
measure at a meeting of the sets
division Wednesday. At that time, which was brought about by the
all committee members were in Zenith ads [Broadcasting, March
agreement except H. C. Bonfig,
14], one member said.
vice president of Zenith Radio
Mr. Bonfig, addressing the board
Corp., it was reported.
Thursday morning, recalled that
last December, in a letter to Mr.
RMA Will Pay
Balcom, he wrote that Zenith would
Concerted drive to acquaint the not call public attention to possible
outmoding of other TV sets or to
public with "the actual facts, when
they become available," will be the VHF-UHF technicalities via
paid for from RMA funds. Mr.
advertising media. "Since then,
Galvin proposed an original allocahowever, we found that the situation of $50,000 at the closed board
tion justified our action," he said.
meeting. Ben Abrams, president
Claiming that the shortage of
of Emerson Radio Corp., said it
TV channels can be "relieved only
would cost "more like $250,000."
It is believed that newspapers will by UHF additions," Mr. Bonfig reiterated an FCC statement that a
be used extensively. Complete de"nationwide, competitive video systails of the campaign will be for(Continued on page 61 )
mulated by the committee to be
March 21, 1949
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AFCA MEETING
Plan Two-Day D.C. Session
THE NAVY Department will play
host to the Armed Forces Communication Assn. third annual meeting in Washington, D. C, March
28-29.
Principal speaker at a banquet
in the Shoreham Hotel March 28
will be Adm. Louis E. Denfeld,
chief of naval operations, who will
speak on the "The Navy— Today
and Tomorrow."
The subject, "Civilian Communications and National Defense," will
be discussed by Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, chairman of the board of
RCA and outgoing president of the
association, at the banquet.
Featured speaker at an associa1ion luncheon at the Shoreham
March 28 will be FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy.
The six - hundred members expected to attend will be invited to
visit Naval installations in the
Washington area.
The communications program in
the Military Establishment will be
discussed by the chief communications officers of the three services
at a business meeting at the Shoreham March 28. Speakers will be:
Maj. Gen. Spencer B. Akin, Chief
Signal Officer of the Army; Maj.
Gen Francis L. Ankenbrandt, Director of Communications, U. S.
Air Force, and Rear Adm. Earl E.
Stone, Chief of Naval Communications.
Purpose of the association is to
promote close cooperation between
communications manufacturers and
operators and the Armed Forces.
The Army was host at a conference
two years ago. The Air Force
sponsored last year's meeting.
Other association officers are; Wil-liam J. Halligan,
ers Co..
first vice president
president.; Hallicraft
Darryl F.
, 20th Centurypresident
vice
Zanuck,
Fox Film Corp.. second vice president;
W. Marriner (retired).
Gen,
Brig.
onal A,Telephone
Internati
and Telegraph
Co., third vice president; E. K. Jett,
former FCC commissioner and now vice
Baltiradio,
in charge
president
more Sunpapers,
fourthofvice
president;
Commdr. Jennings B. Dow (retired),
vice president of Hazel tine Corp,, fifth
vice president; and Brig, Gen, Stephen
H. Sherrill (retired), executive director.
NAB

REFBRENDUM
Two Sssues At Stake
MAIL referendum is under way
among NAB member st.ations to
decide whether the board's codewriting power should be removed
and whether directors should be
limited to two consecutive terms
on the board.
Ballots were mailed members
by weekend. The code amendments,
based on a petition .'submitted to
the NAB board at Los An?eles
last May by Edward Breen, KVFD
Fort Dodge, Iowa, are accompanied
by a statement voicing the NAB
board's opposition.
The Breen petition was not eligible for board action until its
meeting last November. A special
committee failed to agree on an
explanatory statement but the
board itself approved a statement
at its New Orleans meeting.
Page 30
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BMB BALLOTS
Baker Analyzing Returns

CONVERSING at luncheon during New York meeting of managers of CBSowned stations and stations represented by CBS Radio Sales are four executives of network (I to r): Howard S. Meighan, vice president and general
executive; William S. Paley, board chairman; J. Kelly Smith, vice president
and director of station administration, and Arthur Hull Hayes, vice president
in charge of San Francisco office. Closed sessions were held last Monday
through Friday at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel [Broadcasting, March 21].

ANOTHER trie includes (I to r): G.
Richard Swift, WCBS New York general manager; J. Kelly Smith, CBS
vice president and director of station administration, and Merle Jones,
WCCO Minneapolis general manager.

EAST, West and South are represented in this group (I to r): Dr. Leon
Levy, WCAU Philadelphia board
chairman; Ivor Sharp, KSL Salt Lake
City president, and J. M. Bryan, WBT
Charlotte president.

KLAC

Atlass Contracts To Buy
Station for $405,000

SOLD

RALPH ATLASS has contracted to buy for $405,000 KLAC Los Angeles
after that AM station has divested itself of its television assets.
The agreement, subject to the usual FCC approval, was signed last
Thursday, according to Stanley Friedman, Warner Bros, attorney. The
$405,000 is to be paid to Warner
★—
will then immediately transfer the
Bros, in a deal which is hedged
AM station to Mr. Atlass.
around with complications.
End result from Warner Bros,
The sale is conditioned also upstandpoint is that it will thereby
on FCC approval of the purchase
the owner of both a teleby Warner Bros, of the stock of become vision
station and an AM station
KMTR Radio Corp., owner of
in
Los
Angeles
where it already
KLAC-TV, from Mrs. Dorothy
owns KFWB. Because it could
Thackrey. Thus, if the whole deal
not continue in ovvmership of both
is finally approved by FCC, WarKFWB and KLAC without violatner Bros, will become the owner
ing the FCC ruling against duof both AM and TV assets and
opoly,
involved transaction thewas present
worked out.
Mr. Atlass made the purchase
WKTY TRANSFER
through KLAC Inc., a new Illinois corporation, in which he
'La Crosse Tribune' Is Buyer
is one of the owners.
SALE of WKTY La Crosse, Wis.,
to the La Crosse Trih^me was concluded last week, Ralph L. Atlass,
NRI Augments
major stockholder, reported in
FIGURES
on a national audience
Chicago Friday. The 1 kw
MBS affiliate is operated by the for each sponsored network program will be released in the March
La Crosse Broadcasting Co.
Transfer is expected to be filed Nielsen Radio Index reports for
with FCC this week.
the first time, A. C. Nielsen Co.
reported in Chicago last week.
Mr. Atlass, president and general manager of WIND Chicago
Ratings, projectable to all U. S.
radio homes, will be available for
and consultant and board member
four weeks each month, rather
at WMCA New York, last week
signed for purchase of KLAC Los than two. Full national coverage
was begun by the firm March 1.
Angeles [see story above].

APPROXIMATELY 100,000 ballots had been returned to Broadcast
Measurement Bureau last week in
the collation of material for the
BMB second study.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director on loan to direct the
BMB second study, said he was
making an analysis of the returns
to prepare a recommendation regarding the choice between issuing
a report on composition of the total
weekly audience or on average
daily audience. His recommendations will probably be presented tothe BMB board research committee
this week.
Meanwhile, the last original executive of BMB resigned. George
Baillie, production manager for the
second study and a member, of the
staif since the formation of BMB
joined Hugh Feltis, president; John
Churchill, director of research, anr
Phil Frank, executive secretary, i;
leaving the organization.
The BMB board research com
mittee. composed of D. E. Robinsoi
of La Roche & Ellis Inc., Albert S.
Demplewolff of Celanese Corp. of
America, and Hugh M. Beville Jr,,
research director of NBC, was expected to meet late this week to
consider Dr. Baker's recommendations.
At the end of last week, Di
Baker said his analysis was in
complete and he had been unable t
formulate recommendations.
The choice of issuing a repor
covering composition of the tota
weekly audience or one covering th
average daily audience has not bee
finally made although the BMB
technical committee has recom
mended
the 14].
former [BROADCASTING
Feb. 7 and
IPOR AFFILIATION
Joe Belden & Assoc. Join
INTERNATIONAL Public Opinioi
Research Inc., New York, has an
nounced the affiliation of Joe Belden
& Assoc., Austin, Tex., for conduct^
ing
market and opinion studies in
Mexico.
IPOR will represent the Belden
firm in New York for its Mexican
business. JB&A in Mexico is headed
by U. S.-educated Florencio Acosta
Mr. Belden headquarters in Austin P
The two organizations will continue
as independent concerns.
Charles

S. Silver

tl

CHARLES S. SILVER, 44, treas-^
urer and partner in Arthur Rosen
berg Co. Inc., New York advertis
ing agency, died last Tuesday. Borr
in New York City, he graduated
from New York U. in 1925. Socr
afterward he joined the agency arc
served it continuously. Mr. Silver
handled such accounts as the Lon
gines-Wittnauer Watch Co. anc
Maiden Form Brassiere Co. Sur
viving are his wife, Mrs. France ^Vl
Silver; a daughter, Ellen; h
mother, and a brother.
BROADCASTING
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Not
A

little milk. A
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Zenith

'OBSOLETE'
By JOHN OSBON
CONTROVERSY over the question
of obsolescence of present TV sets,
inspired in part by Zenith Radio
Corp.'s current advertising campaign, raged on last week as Radio
Manufacturers Assn., comprising
about 90% of the manufacturers,
undertook an "educational" campaign on the subject (see RMA
board story, page 29).
Meanwhile, the Chicago manufacturing firm continued its ad
program in the same vein, quoting
a letter from Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. Sen. Johnson
had admonished that "if . . . FCC
does permit television to develop
and expand, many television sets
now being marketed will suffer
early obsolscence."
Zenith's advertisements claimed
that it has the "only television receiver on the market today . . .
with provision for receiving the
proposed UHF channels on the
present channels." The ad said
Zenith sets were "insurance against
obsolescence" and no converter was
needed. Complaints are currently
being studied by Federal Trade
Comission for "misleading" or "inaccurate" advertising [Broadcasting, March 14].
Washington Frowns
Washington television dealers
meanwhile frowned on the Zenith
campaign. A spokesman for
Georges Radio Store, one of the
Capital's leading dealers, described
the ad campaign as "no good — it
has definitely hurt the television
industry." He said sales had
fallen in all but the lower-income
groups, and that the public was
asking questions about the possible
obsolescence.
Sun Radio said it regarded the
campaign as "not fair play," but
added that proposed frequency
changes were "from 12 months to
two years off yet." The spokesman said that, if the problem did
eventually arise, it would be solved
by converters priced from $50 to
$75.
Other dealers voiced belief that
the whole UHF-obsolescence issue
is still too far removed to justify
public anxiety. Many indicated
they felt that natural obsolescence
will inevitably occur, just as it
Pane 32
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Continues

to Draw

Industry

Fire

set capable of all bands tuning. No
AD
did
in radio
S and other fields, but turers.
is getting terriffic among manufacset will become obsolete, because all
could
be converted at same cost. . . .
gradually, as a matter of course.
Zenith just came out with a lot of
didn't before
consultthewith
dealers
For the most part, these dealers
advertising, nothing that is new or Firm
servicemen
ad was
run. and
...
Same kind of promotion
declined to be quoted by name, hav- different.
as
for
the
great
circle
screen.
None
Meanwhile, Crosley Division, Aving Zenith franchises.
of
sets .will
theory.
. . be outmoded. It's all co Mfgr. Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio,
One dealer characterized Zenith's
Admiral and Philco can be used
that its distributor orcampaign as a "monkey-wrench in after the change to UHF by use of announced
ders for television receivers from
converters. Won't affect Chicago anythe works." His reasoning: "SupMarch 7-13 were the highest for
way. Just another stunt to increase
pose this had happened in the radio
sales.
industry in its early years? How
any week in the company's history.
Ad is not true and is very misleading. All manufacturers have too
Week's volume represented a
would
we
stand
today?
I
can't
much
to
lose
to
let
their
sets
become
understand this thing at all . . . obsolete. Adapters could be used.
55% increase over the same week
All sets are made the same way and
it pulls out the rug from under
in February and backlog of orders
the frequency
be made
the whole industry which was pick- should
manufacturers
will be change
set to cope
with
remains "as large as ever," Crosley
it. . . . All manufacturers are big said.
ing up momentum. We have been
enough to stand behind their products.
selling all the TV sets that manuAds were shocking to us in the inCraig Statement
facturers could turn out."
doesn'tallow
seemmanufacturers
possible the
J. W. Craig, vice president of
governmentdustry. Itwould
A survey of New York television
to make sets if the change were in the
offing. ... If the change is made
Avco and general manager of Crosdealers revealed a general "don't
it will take years, and then only when
worry" attitude with belief that
timescomeas
"at such may
ley,additional
stated that channels
present
stations
are
out
of
the
red
these
obsolescence will not overtake presand would support such a project.
into use, the industry will be ready
ent sets. Typical unofficial reacActually a measure to get Zenithtions :
plus business.
Industry
reached
a maximum
with hasn't
current even
sets with efficient, low-cost adapters deNo set on the market could be used
yet.
General
public isisnotconcerned
signed for use with present day rewithout internal changes, which would
about it,
but industry
from a
ceivers and engineered to fit the reprobably be expensive if and when
practical
point
of
view.
Sold
six
made necessary. All present sets could
TV sets Monday night, not one a
be changed or adapted to UHF . . . Zenith, yet all six customers mentioned
ts asthey may then
Dealers and quiremendistributors
saidexist."
that
— Stern's.
seeing the ads. Witch-hunt procedure
All sets on the market will be good
by
the
firm.
Brings-,
confusion,
yes,
ultra high frequenany opening
but may also bring a lot of people
forZenith
many ad
years.was— Grand
Radio.
cies "will byof no means obsolete
into TV for the first time.
unfairCentral
if it caused
people to believe other sets would be
. . . Zenith made error on the quesmade obsolete. All sets would be ■ tion.
Industry
receivers."
ee Journal, compresent
The Milwauk
come for
a longbelieves
time, ifchange
withinwon't
our
similarly affected since all manulifetimes. We have no stock in ads
facturers belong largely to same asMarch 6, reeditorially
menting
sociation and manufacture pretty much
whatsoever, but if there is a change
ported that "no important change
along same standards. — Davega.
n
we
UHF will have no great effect on
can could
not getconvert
the newsets.
bandsZenith's
without seta in televisio sending or receiving
in this area is in sight; the present
obsolescence. Manufacturers have is- similar conversion. Forget about the
new converted.
bands, as .any
mer. sued reassuring statements. — G. Schirbe
. . set. would have to four wave channels assigned to
Milwaukee are adequate for the
All sets would be adaptable for
From a technical angle, the Zenith
e future and present sets
will be able to operate on the new
forseeabl
higher
frequencies
"whether
Zenith
sets would require attachments or bands. RCA and others can be conobsolescence.
face
not
do
not." — B. Altman & Co.
verted, but it would cost between $50
Pointing out that FCC Chairman
Zenith was "crazy" to run ad. "Beand $75, about the same amount you
sides, some of the papers wouldn't run
now pay extra for a Zenith. May
fith. ad, it was so bad." — Haynes-GrifMilthe
never use in Chicago. Zenith is only
and WTMJ-TV
Coy executives
Wayne waukee
"agree on those
Nothing to worry about. No set on
points," the Journal quoted Walter
the market would be any worse or
better than the others for adaptation
manager of asJourngeneral operations,
Damm,
to UHF. — Gerry Kane Inc.
Obsolescence Studied
al AM-FM-TV
sayThe ad did not mean that only Zenith
could
be
adapted
to
wave-band
ing
that
"in
Milwaukee
there
TO
HELP
clarify
current
changes. It meant only that Zenith
should be no concern in the minds
UHF-obsolescence confusion
sets would not be made obsolete. If
wave-band change is made, all sets
of present or prospective TV set
for televiewers, KSD-TV St.
will be susceptible to adaptation by
owners." Mr. Damm said there is
Louis, Post-Dispatch station,
mass-produced converters. — Liberty
"only a remote chance that any adMusic Shops.
correlated pros and cons on
Chicago dealer reactions tended
issue and telecast them March
ditional frequencies would be asto the conviction that manufac13. Program included quotes
signed to Milwaukee if the ultra
turers have too much at stake to
of FCC Chairman Wayne
high band is used for television ir.
addition to the present very high
permit obsolescence and will stand
Coy, Television Broadcasters
behind their products; that adaptAssn. President J. R. Popers or converters could solve the
At a New
York luncheon last
frequency
band."
pele,
RCA and Philco execproblem, if and when UHF opened
utives and trade papers. ConTuesday, Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
up; that Chicago would not be
currently, thepage
newspaper's
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
affected by any changes.
Sunday radio
carried
resume
of
UHF
portions
of
questioned
Edwin Johnson's;
Reactions on Zenith's campaign
statement onSen.obsolescence
as one
took these slants : "misleading,"
Mr. Poppele's address before
tending
to
implant
confusion
ir
Chicago Television Council
"shocking," ''another stunt,"
the public mind. He predictec
conference March 8. Station
"theory" !
that "no change will be made in
. . . May happen five years from now,
and then converter could be used on
reported results as "exceedthe present frequency allocations
any
present
set.
Won't
ever
affect
Chicago. Ad ran because competition
(Continued on page 58)
ingly gratifying."
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DuMONT
Changes and Promotions
SEVERAL promotions and additions to the staff of the DuMont
Television Network were announced
in New York last Thursday by
James Caddigan, director of program.ming.
Lawrence Menkin, now assistant
program director of WMCA New
York, has been appointed program
planning manager for the network
effective March 21. Mr. Menkin
will be responsible for putting
several new shows, not yet introduced by DuMont, into final shape
for telecasting within the coming
weeks.
Jack Rayel, who has been day-

TV VS. MOVIES
Raibourn Makes Prediction
THE AVERAGE American family will spend about $100 annually
on television sets
in the next few
years, as compared with $40
for movies, Paul
Raibourn, vicepresident of Paramount Pictures,
said Wednesday
in Chicago. Mr.
Raibourn addressed aconferMr. Raibourn
ence of the Central States Group of the Investment Bankers Assn. at the Drake
Hotel.
He predicted that television
eventually would replace network
radio in its present form, leaving
most sound broadcasting to local
stations. Paramount plans to produce mot'on pictures especially for
telecasting, he added.

time program manager, has been
appointed assistant to Mr. Caddigan. He also has been assigned
important production duties. Les
Tomalin, a network staff director,
has been named director-supervisor
and Miss Duncan MacDonald, with
DuMont since last September, becomes administrative supervisor of
studio D.
Andrew P. Jaeger has been appointed manager of the program
department's film division. He was
formerly with 20th Century-Fox
and International American Film
Co. Frank Bunetta, with DuMont
for five years, and recently technical director, is now production
supervisor. In this post he will be
responsible for training of camera
operators, mike boom men and production assistants.

w.on.™..
.
WABD (TV) UpS Rate
WABD (TV) New York on March
15 raised its base rates to $1,500
a nighttime hour. This is the second raise for the station in two
weeks, as on Feb. 28 it announced
an increase from $1,000 to $1,250.
New rate brings WABD into line
with WCBS-TV New York, which
has announced a boost in its base
evening hour rate also from $1,000
to $1,500, effective April 1. Both
stations gave present advertisers
six months protection against the
increases.

WNBQ

(TV) Adds

Time

NBC's owned and operated Chicago
video outlet, WNBQ, began operations on a seven-a-week basis Saturday after a Sunday through Friday schedule since its January
opening. WNBQ is now on the air
approximately 35 hours weekly.

PROOF-of-performance measurements on television equipment were conducted at the RCA Victor plant in Camden, N. J., this month by top video
engineers of ABC and RCA Victor Division. Charles W. Armstrong (I),
RCA TV engineer, explains the technique to (I to r): Edward Hamilton,
WJZ-TV New York; Herman E. Gihring, RCA; George 0. Milne, ABC director
of technical operations; Dana Pratt, RCA manager of transmitter equipment;
John Preston, ABC chief allocations engineer; C. Dale Kentner, RCA, and Al
Josephensen (back to camera), RCA New York field representative. Others
attending the demonstration, but not shown, included: Frank Marx, ABC
vice president in charge of engineering; James Middlebrook, ABC chief facilities engineer, and Robert Morris of ABC's development engineering section.
BROADCASTING
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HILLS

SIGNS

TV

sponsors have been signed." Early
purchasers of time will be offered
exclusivity of product for entire
clusivity.
two hours, or within-the-hour ex-

To Sponsor ABC Daytlmer
HILLS Bros. Co., New York,
through the Blow Co., also New
York, has signed the first contract with WJZ-TV New York for
participation in ABC's new twohour daytime video women's program. Market Melodies.
Announcement of the initial. 13week contract was made last Monday by Murray Grabhorn, ABC
vice president in charge of owned
and operated stations, at a news
preview. The show is aimed to
reach women shoppers at large
supermarkets. New York's Grand
Union supermarkets have installed
four receivers in 15 stores.
Contract, onfood
behalf
of Hill's
"Dromedary"
products,
was
signed at the station's present rate,
with six months' protection clause,
at $540 per week for five oneminute daily spots. Deal was completed more than two weeks before
the program's scheduled air start,
which is set tentatively for early
April, or, according to Mr. Grabhorn, "as soon as from 12 to 16

FOOD

CHAIN

GOES

MOORE NAMED
Gets NBC-TV Promotion
PAUL J. MOORE, NBC Chicago
engineer for 19 years, has been
named TV operations supervisor at
the Central Division. He replaces
Charles L. Townsend, new TV technical film director at NBC New
York.fectAppointments
went into efWednesday.
Mr. Moore joined NBC Chicago
as a studio engineer in 1930 after
working at WKY Oklahoma City.
In 1942, when he was transmission
engineer, he joined the Army Signal
Corps and served as commanding
officer of a radio teletype unit in
Germany. Four years later Mr.
Moore was discharged as a lieutenant-colonel. Returning to NBC Chicago, he was named video maintenance supervisor in September
1948. His successor has not been
named.

FOR

TV

Donahoe's, Pittsburgh, Finds It's Potent
CAN television do a top job as an
advertising medium for food retailers? Donahoe's Food Stores,
Pittsburgh, believes it can.
The firm's president, Jerome
Donahoe, decided to test television
with a five-minute local news show,
Pitt Parade, on WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh. First time the program was presented under Donahoe sponsorship the commercial
showed department
the managercutting
of the a firm's
cheese
slice
of Donahoe's Sharp Cheddar cheese
and inviting video viewers to buy
it at 95(/' a pound.
A pound
of Donahoe's
My-Te-to
Good
macaroni
was promised
anyone who asked for the TV
cheese special. Offer was good for
24 hours. Next day 80 persons
responded, and the food store chain
noted a surge in cheese buying
generally.
Donahoe's tried another item the
following week. This time it was
a pound of Fifth Avenue candies
for 95(/-, plus a half-pound box of
bon-bons free, with a 24-hour time
limit. Television was the only
medium used, and the ad brought
153 persons to Donahoe stores asking for the TV special.
Third week found the food chain
offering six bottles of My-Te-Good
catsup for $1. With the catsup
went a can of tomatoes. Two
hundred and thirteen customers responded.
Fourth week TV special was MyTe-Good coffee. Donahoe's reported
that it resulted in sale of more
than 600 pounds of the coffee and
a buying surge in the department
featuring the item.
With TV set ownership figures in
Pittsburgh
mounting, WDTV's

Mr. Donahoe, president of food
chain hearing his name, sits close
to TV set as one of firm's products
is advertised.
manager, Donald A. Stewart, believes other food retailers can
profit
by Donahoe's
experience.
WDTV,
on the air
since Jan.
11, has 50 hours of programming a
week. It is the DuMont outlet in
Pittsburgh, but also presents programs of ABC, CBS and NBC.
S-C INCOME
WHAM Earnings Included
STROMBERG-CARLSON Co. announced last Monday net income of
$877,602 for 1948, compared to $1,084,149 for 1947. Earnings for its
broadcasting operations at WHAM
Rochester were given as $129,438
as compared to $301,873 the year
before.
The company's
incomeas
amounted
to $2.74over-all
per share
compared with $3.50 per share the
year before.
March 21, 1949
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wij^i-TV CLEARED
Given CP Extension
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del., was
cleared by FCC last week of
charges of misrepresenting construction progress brought against
the station by WAMS Wilmington,
applicant for WDEL-TV's facilities [Broadcasting, Feb. 21, March
14].
The Commission, in an order
granting WDEL-TV's request for
extension of completion date to
Aug. 23, found that "no substantial and material misrepresentations have been made to the Commission." The petition of WAMS
seeking a hearing on the extension
bid was denied. Comr. Robert F.
Jones dissented from the majority and favored grant of the
WAMS petition.
However, FCC advised WDELTV that this extension "was
granted upon your representation
that construction . . . would be
complete and the station would be
in operation prior to the expiration of the completion date as
extended."
WDEL-TV holds construction
permit for Channel 7 (174-180
mc), the only video facility allocated to Wilmington. The CP
was granted in December 1947.

AMUSEMENT

TAX

Considering Video Levy
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE of
Philadelphia City Council now is
considering the ordinance which
would exempt tap rooms and other
places showing television from paying the city's 10% amusement tax
on gross receipts.
Meanwhile, Deputy Atty. Gen.
Horace A. Segelbaum, representing
the Pennsylvania State Liquor
Control Board, has agreed that no
further attempt will be made in
Philadelphia to collect the $120
annual tax on places showing television pending the outcome of a
suit in Dauphin County Court,
Harrisburg. The Philadelphia Retail Liquor Dealers Assn. filed the
equity suit charging that the annual levy is excessive. Abraham J.
Levinson, counsel for the association, said that arguments in the
case will start the end of this
month.
WOR-TV Course
READYING themselves for inauguration of WOR-TV New York,
to start sometime this summer on
Channel 9, the engineers are attending aseries of weekly two-hour
lectures on the technical phases of
television. The course started
March 14 and extends through
June 16. J. R. Popoele, vice president in charge of WOR engineering, is in charge of the lectures,
being given by the video engineering staff under chief television engineer, Frank J. Bingley, and assistant, Newland Smith.
Page 34
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DR.

DuMONT

Hits Obsolete Charges:
ADC Awards Made

TAKING up cudgels against those predicting that present television
sets will be obsolete by the end of the year. Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
president of the Allen B. DuMont Labs and the DuMont Television
Network, last Tuesday addressed the annual awards luncheon of the
New York Art Directors Club at
sented twice by medal winners.
the Waldorf-Astoria.
Adrian Sieg'el and Walter Van
Referring to "no less a person
Bellen received medals for adverthan a U. S. Senator" (Sen. Edwin
tisements drawn for NBC. Artists
C. Johnson (D., Col.)) [BroadcastWilliam
Golden
and Lou Dorfsman,
ing, March 14], Dr. DuMont asas a team, and David Stone Martin,
sailed those who made statements
that confuse the public. He pre- won medals for Columbia adverNEWLY-ELECTED president of Acadtisements. CBS artists received
dicted, however, that "no change
emy of Television Arts and Sciences,
two
and
NBC
artists
one
distinctive
will be made in the present fremerit
awards.
Harry
R. Lubcke (I), technical direcquency allocations or standards and
tor of Don Lee television, Los Angethat just as the sets we made in
les, accepts gavel from retiring presi1938 are still in use, so the sets
dent, Charles Brown (r), general manmade today will be in use in 1959
ager of Video Broadcasting Co., Los
or 1969. Additions may be made
Angeles. Mr. Brown has application
to our present channels but they
on file for station in San Diego.
Separate
FCC V
Orders
WTCN-T
V, Sfock,
KTR
must and will be made with the
BREAKUP
of
the
overlapping
protection of the public foremost
stock ownership of WTCN-TV and
KTRV (TV) Minneapolis was demind."
in Dr.
DuMont's speech preceded
manded anew by FCC last week
lER AWARDS
presentation
of
nine
Art
Directors'
Club medals, The Kerwin H. Fulton
in a memorandum opinion and orVideo Honors Considered
der which:
Medal, and 17 distinctive merit
1.
Relieved
WTCN-TV
of
responsicertificates to winners of the anbility for effecting the separation;
VIDEO
programs
of 1948 awards
are being2. Snecifled that within 20 days
nual National Exhibition of Adverconsidered
for special
in
KTRV
must signify whether it will the 13th American Exhibition of
tising and Editorial Art, sponsored
accept or reject its conditional TV
— theoverlapping
condition ownership
being dis- Educational Radio Programs, acby the club. Winners were se- authorization
solution of the
lected from 7,200 entries.
cording to Dr. I. Keith Tyler, direcwith WTCN-TV.
tor of the Ohio State U. Institute
NBC and CBS were each repreFCC also specified that if KTRV
for Education by Radio, which
accepts the conditional grant the
separation must be effected by sponsors the yearly exhibit.
This is the first time TV shows
July 1. If it rejects the grant and
requests
hearing,
the
KTRV
conhave
been recognized by the 19Film May Be Used
'FORD THEATRE'
struction permit will be set aside
year-old institute, which will take
and the application will be set place in Columbus May 5-8.
FORD Motor Co., through its down
for hearing.
agency Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
Dr. Tyler said: "Extension of
The
ownership link between the first
York, is negotiating with two major
awards and honorable mentwo
stations
is
the
Minnesota
TriHollywood film companies to film
tions is in keeping with the objecbune Co., a holding company which
tive of the exhibition, which seeks
its
hour long video show, Fo7-d
owns 50% of WTCN (Minneapolis
Theatre.
the broadcasting of sigBroadcasting Corp.) and 14.6% of to furthernificant
The agency executives have been
educational programs by
the
Minneapolis
Star
&
Tribune
investigating the possibilities of
singling
out
the
outstanding efforts
filming the dramatic show for the Co., sole owner of KTRV (through
Northwest
Broadcasting
Co.).
The
of
the
preceding
past few weeks. It was understood
More than 500 year."
recordings of AM
Cowles interests control (53.6%)
that they could film the show within
shows
have been entered in the
the
Minneapolis
Star
&
Tribune
the present budget used once a
Co. and therefore control KTRV.
competition by U. S. and Canadian
month for live telecast.
stations. Classified as to type, the
The grant for WTCN-TV was
In addition, filming the program
issued
in
October
1946,
the
one
greatest increase of entries is in
would enable the production people
religious, one-time, news interpreto use a special television tech- for KTRV in March 1948. Subsequently, FCC made dissolution of tion and women's programs, Dr.
nique of lighting and camera work.
the
stock
link
a
condition
to
both
Another advantage of film would be
Tyler explained.
In the new judging procedure,
the availabilities to the program of grants. Last week's ruling came
sponsors of the exhibition will ask
various movie properties from the on separate petitions filed by the
two stations, each asking to be 14 cooperatives centers in various
motion picture company.
relieved of the condition.
cities to evaluate entries, except for
It was also said that K&E would
make an experimental film of the
In granting WTCN-TV's re- network and TV shows, which will
show for early presentation on its
FCC recognized
that "the
commonquest,ownership
situation
did be judged live in New York.
fall schedule. The show is heard
not exist" when the WTCN-TV
once a month, Mondays on CBS-TV.
grant was issued, but "was created
by the filing and grant of the apKTTV (TV) Dedication
plication [for KTRV] nearly two
Hooker Firm
FORMAL dedication of KTTV
years after the [WTCN-TV]
FORMATION of West Hooker
(TV) Los Angeles, CBS and Los
Telefeatures Inc., packaging firm,
The Commission noted that it Angeles Times-Mirror jointly
with offices at 2 West 46th Street,
"has consistently refused to per- owned station, was held March 8.
New York, has been announced.
mit any common ownership be- An hour's program featured Jack
tween broadcast stations in the
West Hooker, former vice presigrant."
dent and managing director of same service in the same city in Benny, Rochester, Lum 'n' Abner,
Margaret Whiting and the Anthe interest of promoting and
George Abbott Telefeatures, also
drews Sisters. Introductory talk
was
made by Norman Chandler,
New York, is its president. Mr.
maintaining
full
competition."
Because of the channel scarcity, the president of KTTV Inc., and head
Hooker has brought into the
new firm all his properties, which
of Times-Mirror Co. Murray
same policy applies "more cogentinclude: Act It Out, The Three
ly" in television, FCC asserted.
Bolen produced show; Hugh WedFlames, Kids Athletic Club, Three
lock and Howard Snyder wrote
It did not consider KTRV's arguments
sufficient
to
justify
deparFlames Show, all currently on
script;
Frank Woodruff directed.
ture from this policy.
Station operates on Channel 11.
NBC-TV.
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NEWS!

ON

TELEVISION

Top Left: Personalities in "Texas News" . . . WBAP-TV cameraman catches sports figures Dutch
Yhz\jzr, Bobby Feller, and Matty Bell, left to right, for televiewers. Center: WBAP-TV scores another
TV news beat by recording globe ■circling B-50's landing at Carswell Air Force Base March 2.
Viewers saw It on their screens at 7 p. m., same day! Lower Right: Three of these news crews' cover
the Fort Worth-Dallas area dally for "Texas News."
POR almost six months now WBAP-TV viewers have been
enjoying news as it happened a few hours earher in the Fort
Worth-Dallas and state areas on "Texas News", 6:45 p. m.,
five days a v\^eek.
In addition to top coverage of spot news and feature stories,

Visiting television authorities have termed

"Texas News" is also jam-packed with visiting personalities . . .
Viewers have seen President Truman, Bobby Feller, Danny
Kaye, Art Linkletter and Bob Hope (to name a few) all in
local settings.

WBAP-TV's

Three fast moving news crews, all Texas trained, cover distances up to 300 miles to make these station-produced news-

you in the Southwest's Number One Television Market. Contact Free & Peters or

reels possible the same day. Films are processed in WBAP-TV's
complete and modern film laboratory.

the station for complete details.

AM

FM

ABC
570 K«
5,000 woHs

TV
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television news field."
"Texas News" can do a top selling job for

NBC
»20 K<

lone Star
Chain

SOfiOO warn
George Cranston, Manager
Roy Sacus, Commercial Manager
& PETERSinc. National Representatives
Hollywood
Son Frontlsco:
Chicoge:
New York:
Detroii;
Atlanta:
Amon Carter, Presidenl
Harold Hough, Director

THE STAR-TELEGRAM STATION
K*t worn 1, tuM .

newsreels "outstanding in the

FREE
Fort Worlh;
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NABET-IATSE
More Fuel Kindles Fire
lATSE has offered a West Coast
television station free cameramen
for a trial period of one month in
its war with NABET, according to
Clarence Westover, national executive secretary of the National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians.
Mr. Westover said the offer was
made to KFI-TV Los Angeles and
that the station, which has a contract with NABET, turned down
the lATSE offer. Mr. Westover
said information about the offer
was sent him at NABET's national
office from its Los Angeles office.
In Los Angeles, a spokesman at
KFI-TV said no such offer had been
made. Richard F. Walsh, president
of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes, could not be
reached for comment.
Meanwhile, the NLRB hearing
in the immediate matter which
touched off the NABET-IATSE
dispute, resumed Tuesday in New
York. This involves a jurisdictional
wrangle over lighting engineers at
NBC.
In that case, NABET petitioned
for a correction of the original
NLRB certification to bring the
KSL-TV TO START
Plans Opening in June
KSL-TV Salt Lake City expects
to begin operations in early June,
Ivor Sharp, executive vice president, has announced. Radio Service Corp. of Utah, KSL licensee,
received a television construction
permit last July.
Video equipment, including a
5 kw transmitter, is scheduled for
delivery this month, according to
C. Richard Evans, KSL general
manager. KSL-TV is assigned
Channel 5 and has signed an affiliation agreement with CBS. Other
network programs will be carried
also. The station has been doing
experimental, closed circuit telecasting since last October.
^ ^ ^

lighting engineers into the scope
of NABET bargaining.
NABET, however, regards the
issue involved as transcending the
lighting engineers. It feels that it
must fight lATSE or ultimately
surrender its identity.
First four days of the hearing,
however, were largely background
material. For the most part, F. A.
Wankel, assistant television operations supervisor of NBC was the
witness, testifying for the company
as to the history and development
of its television operations. NBC's
participation in the case is strictly
as a neutral.
FARNSWORTH
SEC Announces Withdrawal
SECURITIES and Exchange Commission has acknowledged receipt
of an application from Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp. requesting withdrawal of its registration
statement originally filed Jan. 13.
Statement had proposed a public
offering of 270,000 shares of common stock at $1 par value.
Meanwhile, a committee of stockholders in the company has been
formed in New York tc investigate
facts of the proposed sale of Farnsworth's assets to International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
[Broadcasting, March 14]. The
company filed withdrawal papers
with SEC March 9 asserting that
the IT&T arrangement precluded
need for offering of securities.
DR. DuMONT SPEAKS
Addresses TCTL Graduates
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT, television pioneer and head of Allen
B. DuMont Labs, was scheduled
to address the graduating class of
Twin City Television Lab in Minneapolis' Lyceum Theatre Saturday (March 19).
The graduating class is the
first group of studio-trained television cameramen, writers and announcers to finish TCTL. Classes
started almost a year ago.

KSL Salt Lake City executives examine television equipment to be used in
KSL-TV programming, slated to begin in June. L to r: Lennox Murdoch, TV
sales and programming; C. Richard Evans, general manager, and Ivor Sharp,
executive vice president. KSL-TV will be on Channel 5 (76-82 mc).
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MEMBERS of WOR New York's Ten-Year Club and their guests attended
club's annual dinner last month at Hotel Statler, New York, on eve of station's
27th anniversary. Dinner also was occasion for a toast to WOR's television
station, WOR-TV, slated to start this spring on Channel 9. L to r: J. R.
Poppele, WOR vice president in charge of engineering; Eugene S. Thomas,
WOlC (TV) Washington general manager; R. C. Maddux, WOR vice president
in charge of sales; Ann Brown, Ten-Year Club president, and Theodore C.
Streibert, WOR president.
CHICAGO TV UNIT
Pleased With Conference
RESPONSE to the Chicago Television Council's national TV conference March 7-9 "fulfilled our
greatest expectations," James L.
Stirton, council president and general manager
of ABC's Central
Division,
said Wednesday.
Speaking at the council's semimonthly luncheon, Mr. Stirton called the conference a "tangible effort
in the right direction" because of
its effect on the industry, its reaf irmation of Chicago as a video
center and its sanction of t^e worth
of such groups as the council.
WHTM
(TV) Joins NBC
WHTM (TV) Rochester has joined
the NBC-TV inter-connected network, according to an announcement last Thursday of affiliation
agreement signed with StrombergCarlson Co., Rochester, owners of
the station and WHAM Rochester,
one of NBC's oldest stations.
WHTM will commence operating
on a commercial basis June 11.
The station is the 35th to become
affiliated with the NBC network,
and the 17th of the inter-connected
stations. It will operate on Channel
6 (82-88 mc).
Paramount Service
PARAMOUNT Pictures Inc., New
York, is offering a new recording
service for video in "closed circuit
pre-filming." The firm makes the
service available to advertisers,
agencies and package show producers in New York and at the
firm's television station, KTLA Los
Angeles. The Paramount video
transcription system is also being
installed at WBKB Chicago.

March 29: Wander Co. hearing before
FTC continues, Cleveland, Ohio.
March 29-30: Fifth Annual City College of New York Radio-Television
and Business
conference, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
March 30: CCNY awards luncheon,
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
March 31: Radio Pioneers annual banquet.
April
FMAToot Shors,
Clinic New
on FMYork.
Time Sales,
New 1:York.
April 1: U. S. National Commission for
UNESCO, second national conference,torium,
radio sessions,
Cleveland AudiCleveland, Ohio.
April 1-2: Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
spring meeting, Admiral Semmes Hotel, Mobile, Ala.
April
2-3: NARND
meeting,
Chicago. board of directors
April 4: WHAS Louisville transfer hearington.ing resumes, FCC Hdqtrs., WashApril
4-8: Society
Motion Picture
Engineers
annual ofconvention.
Hotel
Statler, New York.
April
6-8: A White
AAA convention.
The
Greenbrier,
Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
April 6-13: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago (April 6-9, Engineering sessions; 10, NAB unaffiliated
stationsment sessions).
conference; 11-13 ManageApril
7-9:
CBC board of governors
meeting, Ottawa.
April 23: IRE Cincinnati Section technical
conference,
Engineering Societies Bldg.,
Cincinnati.
April 25-27:
All-Canada
Radio Facilities annual meeting production
and
sales managers of mutually operated
stations. Hotel Saskatchewan, Regina.
April 27:sium ofSecond
Annual TVGuild
SympoScreen Publicists
begins, Institute
Hollywood. for Education by
May 5-8:
Radio,
Ohio. Ohio State U.. Columbus,
May 16-19:
RMA Industry
25th annual Convention and Hotel,
Parts
Stevens
Chicago. Trade show,
May 29-June 1: Advertising Federation of America
vention, Houston, 45th
Tex. Annual ConAug. 25-?8: AFRA annual convention,
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Sept. 30-Oct.
9: Second
Annual LivNational Television
and Electrical
ing Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
WJZ New York, key ABC outlet,
signed 11 new accounts in January, five
of which air in February and March.
Station's January revenue was up
18% over same month last year.
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in the 135,000 homes of TV

of the family

set owners
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Rorabaugh Report, Feb. 6-12
(Report 51)

VIDEO hit a stride in February,
which, if continued, will put it in
the forefront of all media much
sooner than its most ardent boosters have claimed.
Sponsored hours of time increased more than 50%.
The number of advertisers increased 25%.
Gross time expenditures increased 38% over January, to
reach a total of $423,364 during the
week of Feb. 6-12.
The one certainty in the broadcast picture is that TV time sales
are going up, up and up in 1949.
(See Chart).
It is the local advertiser who has
taken to video with the biggest enthusiasm. In one market, a single
station can boast 31 local advertisers. The increase in local-retail
advertisers from January to February was 32.5%, or 149 accounts.
These figures were compiled by
Broadcasting from the Rorabaugh
Report on Television Advertising,
published monthly by the N. C.
Rorabaugh Co., New York. The
report covers 54 stations in 30
cities, for a sample week in each
month. The February report covers the week of the 6th-12th.
Estimated gross time expenditures of 912 television advertisers
during the week of Feb. 6-12
totaled $423,364, compared to
$307,185 for Jan. 2-8, according to
the Rorabaugh report:
Gross Time
Expendi- %
tures
Gain Over
Advertisers
Feb. 6-12 Jan. 2-8
38 Network
$137,496 99%
265 Spot
167,839 17
609 Local-Retail 118,029 83
912 Total $423,364 38%
During this week 912 advertisers
used TV: 38 network; 265 spot;
and 609 local-retail advertisers.
(See Table I). The February reNo.
of
Accfs.
1000
900

TV

TABLE I
NETWORK, SPOT & LOCAL ACCOUNTS
(January & February)
Month
Network
Spot
Local-Retail
January
33
234
460
February
38
265
609
%January
increase from
15.1%
13.3%
32.5%
Note: Reporting stations: Jan; 46: Feb; 54.
port shows the greatest percentage
jump in TV advertising since last
October, when there were 31%
more advertisers than in September.
Actual sponsored broadcast hours
increased from 457 hours in the
sample week in January to 710
hours in February. Of this total,
4.3%, or about 31 hours, was
bought in the form of weather,
time or straight commercial announcements, and the remainder in
program blocks or through a participating program arrangement.
Leading Markets
New York held its place as the
leading TV market. With six operating outlets the total number of
accounts was 164, and this city was
tops in two categories with 45 network insertions, and 62 spot advertisers. Los Angeles is first in the
local-retail field with 74 accounts.
(Table III).
The other four of the "top five"
TV markets are Philadelphia, 135;
Baltimore, 121; Los Angeles, 118;
and Washington, 107. Washington
has four outlets, Philadelphia and
Baltimore three, and Los Angeles
six.
Every market but one. New Orleans, showed a net gain in accounts from January to February,
and in New Orleans the drop was
only one account. The greatest
gain in the month was registered
by Los Angeles, with 60 more accounts in February than in January. A large part of this rise was
due to two new stations included in
the current report.

ACCOUNTS!

Up, Up and Up!
912

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
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Nov.

Dec.

Jan. Feb.

TABLE II
Total
72725.4%
912

In the single station markets
Milwaukee, with 76 accounts, is the
top city. Buffalo is next ranking with 69, and Toledo with 54 is
third. In each case, the bulk of the
accounts are local.
Everywhere television has operated in a market, advertisers have
been ready to buy time — not yet
in numbers that would make television an immediate financial success,

Sponsored TV Air Time
Hourt-Minutes % of Total
Programs
679:11 95.7
Announcements
31 :23
4.3
TOTAL
701:34 100.0
'28
but in enough quantity to indicate
that the day will come soon when
TV will be a universally accepted
advertising medium, by all classes
of advertisers — ^from the local drygoods store to the large auto manufacturers.
TV's Big Accounts
The most frequent users of network television are the radio and
(Continued on page 52)

TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF TV ADVERTISING
No.
of
Total
Gain or
Reporting
Feb. 6-12 (Loss)
Stations
Markets
15
Local
Accounts
'Albuquerque
Network
40
161
1
2
3
6
6
Atlanta
Spot
1
9
15
6
30
9
Baltimore
3
42
51
121
Boston
30
2
17
72
14
Chicago
Buffalo
1
22
31
69
30
4
26
3210
82
24
607
Cincinnati
1
9
19
8
36
Cleveland
2
27
11
3
41
19
17
3
24
25
79
39
Detroit
208
1
7
Ft. Worth-Dallas
6
Houston
1
1
7
15
3
247
Los Angeles
6
10
34
74
118
Louisville
1
7
7
6
20
4
1
6
22
38
9
6210
Memphis
Milwaukee
1
22
17
Minn.-St. Paul
1
5
6
7
18
40
New Haven
1
7
10
6
12
28
29
(1)
New Orleans
1
7
6
22
9
'Pittsburgh
New
York
6
45
57
164
104
Philadelphia
3
44
38
53
135
14
37
76
3013
1
4
14
31
31
23
40
Richmond
1
5
6
9
Salt Lake City
1
6
6
17
29
11
1
5
7
8
20
9
San
Francisco
Schenectady
1
4
7
41
5
1
16
29
4
8
'Syracuse
Seattle
St. Louis
9
1
20
11
4
8
I
1
3
8
Toledo
1
19
7
28
54
22
Washington
107
17
4
42
21
44
* These markets represented in this report for the first time.
11
Note: Those advertisers who bought both network and selective (spot) time are counted
twice in the "Total" columns. Those network advertisers sponsoring more than one show
in a given market are counted once in the "Network Accounts" column.
TABLE IV 'Network
ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
(Feb. 6-12)

78

Local-Retail Total
2
2
1. Agricultural & Farming
4154
4
20
Apparel, Footwear
& Accessories
103
4
10
3.2. Automotive,
Automotive
Accessories & Equipment
Spot
1
I
4. Aviation, Aviation Accessories & Equipment
2
57
1
54
5. Beer, Wine & Liquor
15
3
18
6. Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
8
1
7. Confectionery & Soft Drinks
45
4
8. Consumer Services
892
6
10
2
9. Drugs & Remedies
5
5
10. Entertainment & Amusements
5512
66
4
1 1 . Food & Food Products
23
6
10
2
18
12. Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
183
273
13. Horticulture
42
46
125
2
2
14. Household Equip. & Supplies
36
41
1
4
15. Household Furnishings
1
1
16. Industrial Materials
5
28
17. Insurance & Banks
23
5
18. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
4
2
2
19. Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies
17
2
20. Publishing & Media
21. Radios,
Phonographs, Musical Instruments &
126
14
106
6
Accessories
45
45
22. Retail Stores & Shops
26
17
3
6
23. Smoking Materials
8
7
1
15
24.
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishers
6
9
2
1
25.
Sporting Goods & Toys
14
1
4
9
26. Toiletries
12
8
4
27. Transportation, Travel & Resorts
22
23
1
28. Miscellaneous
609
265
Totals ^ 38
* There were seven additional network advertisers in the month of February, but not during
912
sample week, Feb. 6-12.
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THE
THE

A, S. ABEll

COMPANY

SUNPAPERS

STATIONS
BALTIMORE

^

3. MARYLAND

TV
Success

Sfory

Tke National
IBrewmg Company

In

It's

Maryland

WMAR-TV

for

Our Baltimore
company telecast
sponsoredof the
FIRST
an
athletic contest — the first day
WMAR-TV was on the air.
We are
among
the real
timers'*
in the
television
field "old
and
have sponsored PROFESSIONAL
FOOTBALL — PROFESSIONAL
BASKETBALL — PROFESSIONAL
TENNIS — THE RODEO — and
POLO.
PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING
and THE NATIONAL AMATEUR
PARADE are our current shows
on WMAR-TV. We also use 1
These "spots."
facts are surely conclusive
minute
proof that
WMAR-TV has done a
good job in the promotion of our
NORMAN S. ALMONY
products.
advertising placed by
Owen & Chappell
New York City

results!

TV

Story

TV
TV
)Tiicces§

iiccess

THALHEIMER
10 N. Howard
We can definitely say that our
WMAR-TV spots have done a very
good job of helping to make known
our relatively new second floor toy
department, of which many of our
customers had previously been unaware. The proof of this is the large
number of customers who actually
mention WMAR-TV to us when
they come in to make a purchase.
We could hardly hope for better
or more definite results.
K. S. THALHEIMER.
Advertising Placed by
Dundon & Rosenbush
100 N. Eutaw St.

)iuLccess

HAUSWALD'S

BREAD

DRISKILL
WILL'S

DAIRY

owson
orJl
It is with pleasure that I tell
you about the results we are getting from WMAR-TV. We were
more than pleased on one particular ,
show when we really sold 8 evening
dinner and wedding gowns as a
direct result of our television presentation on your station. Also,
quite a few of our most expensive
suits and coats were sold this season
to people who came in and asked
for that particular suit or coat
which they had seen on WMAR-TV.
MRS. VIRGINIA DRISKILL

As co-sponsors of the weekly
WMAR-TV
we are most show,
pleased"REMEMBER,"
with the selling job this television advertising
is doing for us. The many favorable
comments from our retail sales outlets plus the tangible returns from
the Memoiy Quiz feature of the
show, prove that WMAR-TV reaches
a large and receptive consumer
audience for advertisers.
JOHN HAUSWALD
EDWARD SALE
C. H. WINEHOLT

Fashion Films Produced by
The Virginia Driskill
Fashion Center

Advertising Placed by
H. W. Buddemeier Co.
516 N. Charles St.

These advertisements originally
appeared in the Sunpapers,
Baltimore, Md.

Represented by
THE KATZ
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

AGENCY, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO
KANSAS CITY
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
ATLANTA •
DETROIT

TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
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WINNERS of Metropolitan Auditions of the Air, Denis Harbour, Canada, and
Lois Hunt-, Philadelphia (seated), are honored by (standing, I to r) William
McAllister of Farnsworth TV & Radio Corp., sponsor of show (ABC, Sun.,
4:30-5 p.m.); Edward Johnson, Metropolitan Opera Co. gen. mgr.; Mark
Woods, ABC pres.; Tevis Huhn, radio dir., Warwick & Legler; Wilfred Pelletier,
orchestra conductor; Milton Cross, program's announcer.

EMPTY wallet greets Mrs. Richard
B. Biddle on "routine call" to her
husband, manager of WLAY Sheffield, Ala. Cash has gone into scenic
background
which is
newly
completed studio
andWLAY's
transmitting
building.

DISCUSSiHG Lincoln-Mercury
the Town on CBS-TV starting
Charles M. Underbill, CBS-TV
Sullivan; Garth Montgomery,

CONGRATULATIONS on response to
Shell News Digest, carried Mon.-Fri.
on WISN Milwaukee by Shell Oil
Co., is extended by George Inghram
(r), WISN sales manager, to Jack
Sheridan, Shell Milwaukee district
manager.

Dealers' sponsorship of Ed Sullivan's Toast of
March 27 are (I to r): Mario Lewis, co-prod.;
prog, dir.; Joe Davis, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Mr.
K&E; Tom Corpenter, K&E; Kingsley Horton,
CBS-TV acct. exec,

MAIN building of RCA's new tube plont in Marion, Ind., is pictured in architect's drawing. Plont is for mass-production of new 16-inch metal tele"^^^
vision picture tubes [Broadcasting, March 14].

CELEBRATING
Your £s50
Reporter'sS.
10th year on WCSC
Charleston,
C, Curt Petersen (r) of Esso agency
Marschalk & Pratt, and former announcer, reads commercial on special
broadcast. Others on show are Bob
Trueve (seated) and Bill Hedgpeth.

COMPLETING deal for Trommer's Beer airing of Guy Lombardo Show on WNBC New York
are (I to r) Mr. Lombardo; Frank
Barton, Federal Adv. v. p., radio
dir; Joseph B. Milgram, Trommer
adv., merch. mgr.

ARRANGEMENTS for Denver Rio Grande & Western Railroad sponsorship of Iniermountain News on Intermountain Network are made by
(seated, I to r): Edward G. Weber, C. F. Cusack Adv.; Lynn L. Meyer, IN
v.p. chg. sales; Carlton C. Sills, DRG&W adv., pub. mgr.; (standing) Craig
Rogers, IN prod, mgr.; Alvin G. Pack, IN exec, v.p.; Henry J. Riggert,
DRG&W asst. traf. mgr.; George F. Dodge, DRG&W pub. rel. dir.
CORWIN RIDDELL (r) is welcomed as head of KTRH Houston news department by M. E. Walter (I), editor, Houston Chronicle (KTRH owner),
and Ray Herndon, station manager.
"^^^

RAY BEERS', Topeka men's store,
plans to sponsor Kan. U. football
games and 3 weekly newscasts on
WREN Topeka are checked by (I to
r) Bailey Axton, WREN natl. sales
mgr.; Phil Gibson, Ray Beers pres. and
Larry Cotton, local sales mgr. of
WREN.

EASTER Nashville,
Bunny guest
of Harvey's
Store,
is welcomed
by
(I to r, behind children) Bettie
Ballard and Albert Noble, NobleDury & Assoc.; Jim Todd, Harvey's; Snooky Lanson, WSM
Nashville; Greenfield Pitts,
Harvey's.

ABOVE

THE

CROWD

By applying the cost of a
station break* to the primary
BMB

(50% to 100%) toverage,

the

cost

to

Chicagoland

reach

homes

100,000

during the

day looks like this:
Sfaf/on

WGNn.79
A

1 ttSS

B

3«25)

C

3.50

J

Of/ier

I Network

*Cost is based on 5 announcements
per week on a 26 week contract

^

Clear Channel

Station . . .

Serving the Middle
MBS
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Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000720Watts

West

On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bld&.. 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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GMEET

Video to Be Discussed
In Washington

TELEVISION'S effect on boxing will be high on the agenda of National
Boxing Assn.'s executive committee which will meet at the Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, April 2 and 3.
At that time, a survey conducted by the association on the impact of
video on boxing will have been *
completed, according to Abe J. ffpC \/lf\Ef\
kA
I LAri
rCIl
YlUtsJ
Greene, national commissioner of t»DJ

NBA. This survey, consisting of
reports from governmental commis ioners of boxing in all areas
served by television, is being collated by Harvey L. (Heinie) Miller NBA executive secretary.
It is expected that the NBA
board will discuss ways for boxing
to derive income from television.
NBA realizes that boxing, through
television, is a big advertising medium and NBA is concerned with
how to reap the biggest commercial
advantage for the sport without
changing its character.
The whole question of the advisability of telecasting fights is
expected to be thrashed out. It is
known that many NBA members
are fearful that video may cause
the demise of many small boxing
clubs if their fans remain home to
see telecasts of bigger bouts.
Mr. Greene looks on this problem
as among the biggest television
must find a solution for in the
next few years. He is known to
believe, however, that television
may have a unifying effect on boxing. He believes that it will standardize boxing practices and cause
commissions to act with greater
unanimity. He also is known to believe that it makes untenable the
stand of New York State, which is
not a member of NBA.

WICU

(TV) OPENS

Is NBC-TV's 34th Affiliate
FOUR-HOUR dedication program
launched WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.,
The Erie Dispatch television station, last Tuesday (March 15).
Highlig-ht of opening night was a
l.^-rfiinuta salute to the station by
li.!; KEC TV network, with which
WICU is afaiiatod.
Programming began at 6:15 p.m.
from the station's nev/ Television
Center at 3.5th and State S^s, Featured on the Tuesday iv
dule were the Telsneivs T' ,
sreel, Philco Television Pia,yhouse, a
a featured film — "A Scandal in
Paris" — NBC's Kukla, Fran and
Ollie, and a studio variety show.
The addition of WICU to the list
of NBC-TV affiliates, brings that
network's station total to 34 stations, Easton C. Woolley, NBC director of stations department announced last Monday.
WICU will operate on a non-interconnected basis until June 1,
after which time it will be available on an interconnected basis. It
will operate on a six-day week
schedule.
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Documentary Shown in N. Y.
CBS last week completed a 35minute film, "Television Today, '
which will be used not only to promote CBS television but also as
a documentary showing present
development of the medium as well
future growth.
its predictable
as The
film was shown for the
first time at New York's Museum
of Modern Art last Thursday to
members of the press. It was
produced by Victor M. Ratner,
CBS vice president in charge of advertising and sales promotion.
The 35-minute film contains
sequences showing most aspects
of television. Two shorter versions of the picture will be made
available: One for non-theatrical
distribution to the public and
another for whatever use the television industry wishes to make of
it.
The picture was produced, under CBS supervision, by International Movie Producers Service,
New York. George Moscovics,
manager of CBS-TV sales development, is narrator.

WOW

TV PLANS
Work Starts on Building
CONSTRUCTION on studios, offices and transmitter building for
the television activities of WOW
Omaha was started this month and
is to be completed in five to six
months, John J. Gillen, president
and general manager of WOW Inc.,
has announced. The structure will
be located at 3509 Farnam St. and
will contain 20,000 square feet of
floor space.
All operation equipment has been
purchased and is in storage. It
will be installed as each room is
ready, according to Joe Herold,
chief oftions.WOW's
television
The television
antennaoperaalso
is completed. Station will operate
on Channel 6.

WFIL-TV
New Construction Started
ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager of the Philadelphia Inquirer
stations, turned the first spadeful
of earth for construction of the new
transmitter and antenna facilities
for WFIL-TV on Mar. 13.
The new facilities combine the
latest developments in TV broadcasting. A guyed steel tower will
be erected to carry a five-section,
super-turnstile TV-FM antenna. It
will rise 909 feet above mean sea
level.

THIS COMBINATION console arrangement has been installed by WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, which will begin commercial operations by mid-May or early
June, according to P. A. Sugg, station manager. Console enables an engineer
to control the television, FM, AM and auxiliary broadcast signals. Horace
Merriman, transmitter supervisor, is testing the television monitor and
controls in the center of the board. At left are the auxiliary transmitter
controls. FM operations are at the right of the panel. Ninety percent of
the TV transmitter installation is now complete.
Plan for Permanent
TV Union Drafted
TALENT
TANGLE
SETTLEMENT of the talent jurisdiction tangle in television appeared
to be making considerable progress last week as a plan was being
drafted to form a new permanent union called the "Four A's TeleTask vision
of Authority."
reducing the plan to
in fees and other matters conwriting was turned over to Georgie
cerning TV talent. In the course
Price, himself active in television
of deliberations, the actors comand recently a substitute for Milton
mittee decided to make the organiBerle on Texaco Star Theatre. He
zation a permanent instead of a
began the task Wednesday.
temporary
one.
Mr. Price, a comedian, is also
Under the plan, it was learned,
senior partner in a stock brokerage
all television bargaining would be
firm and is a member of three 4-A
done by the authority.
branches, Actors Equity, AFRA,
members of the various
and AGVA. He was a founder of 4-AAllbranches
would be entitled to
the organization which is now
hold a card in the new union while
AGVA.
retaining all their rights in their
old branch.
Should the plan he is now drafting be successful, it would end
Members of the branches who
more than six months of failure
have made one paid appearance
on the part of actors to reach
on television would be entitled to
vote in affairs of the authority.
a video agreement, first by a merger of unions, then by a partnerProportionate Representation
ship among them.
Decision to form a new union, to
Representation in the governing of the new body would be
be a member
the 4-A's
Associated Actors &of Artists
of —America
divided proportionately among the
(AFL) — was made by a working
4-A branches. The proportions
actors committee which was handed
would be determined not by acthe television union problem after
tual membership
of the for
4-A'swhom
but
the merger and partnership proby number
of members
a per capita tax is paid to the
posals failed.
The actors committee was made
AFL. Financial support for the
up of the presidents and at least new organization would also come
two members of each of these
from the branches, with proportional payments based again on
branches of the 4-A's: Actors
strength determined by the AFL
Equity, Chorus Equity, American
Federation of Radio Artists, AmerperThus
capita
tax would
payments.
actors
continue to
ican Guild of Variety Artists and
American Guild of Musical Artists.
pay
dues
to
their
old
branches
and
Excluded from the committee were
not to the new authority. Howpaid officers of the branches, who
ever, an actor not a member of any
it was felt, had impeded earlier
of the old branches will probably
efforts
ment. to reach a television agreepay dues directly to the authority
on a basis yet to be set up.
Originally, the actors committee
The agreement which Mr. Price
undertook to set up a stop-gap
will reduce to writing will be resubmit ed to the actors committee.
television authority, leaving a perIt will then have to go before
manent organization for later deliberations. Itwas felt that some solu- the governing boards of the
tion had to be found immediately
branches and in most cases will
to end what actors considered chaos
have to be ratified by members.
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• Covering the South's First Market is a simple
matter for most of you buyers of time. You buy the
station that delivers most listeners per dollar spent:
That's KPRC.
in HOOPER

RATING

Then you fill in the chinks.

It's the easy way . . . effective way ... to buy Houston
and its vast, hundreds-of-square-miles of environs.

in B. M.

in

B. RATING

SOUTH

S

Hooper says we're the leaders in this number-one
market of the South. BMB (the Broadcast Measurement Bureau) says the same thing. Two

FIRST

why seem obvious: NBC
grams, plus our own

MARKET

and TQN

reasons

network

pro-

talented staff of entertainers

and salesmen who are eager to merchandise

your

product throughout this great gulf coast area. Call
us first. Or call Petry. And we'll call on you.

DAYTIME MAP OF KPRC
Based on BMB Study No. 1
Counties with 50% to
100% BMB
Counties with 30% le
49% BMB
Counties with 10% to
29% BMB

OUSTON
950

Kilocycles

- 5,000

Watts

National Representatives: Edward Petry and Company .. Affiliated with NBC and TQN.. Jack Harris, General Manager
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THE

WORLD'S

Sweet

and

ORIGINAL

RADIO

Sixteen

Kissed

.

by

That smart programming

JAMBOREE

.

.

CROWDS!

builds listener loyalty, and listener loyalty builds fans

was proved once again by radio station WWVA

in Wheeling,

West Virginia, on

Saturday evening, February 5th. To celebrate its sixteenth birthday, the WWVA
JAMBOREE — a regular Saturday night home-spun
from its home
One

feature since 1933 — was moved

in the 1,300-seat Virginia theater to the 3,000-seat Capitol theater.

show — and one show only — was advertised, to begin at eight o'clock. By

seven o'clock the theater was jammed to the proverbial rafters, the doors were
closed, and thousands more still clamored for admission. They had come for miles
to see the show — their show — the WWVA

JAMBOREE

and they insisted on seeing

it. Result: A second show was arranged to begin at 1 1 o'clock that Saturday night
and it, too, played to a capacity audience.
Since the origin of the show

in 1933, the WWVA

1,300,958

This is a plus audience

paid admissions.

JAMBOREE

has played to

to the millions who have

made it a Saturday night listening habit from eight o'clock until two o'clock the
following morning. The WWVA JAMBOREE pulls mail regularly from 30 Eastern
states, with concentrated coverage in West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Virginia. It makes
JAMBOREE

To

Get

the

Listeners

sales, too, for the advertisers who

sponsor the WWVA

in quarter-hour and half-hour segments.

• . • Pull

NATIONALLY

the Mail

. . . Make

REPRESENTED

BY

the Sales

EDWARD

PETRY

National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New

...

&

York City

Use

CO.

iTumawnifas^M ,.\ ■ i wi— ^m^—— i^^w^^^— ^m^^^^m
^cLltottaL

No

Boom,

No

Bust

TO THOSE stations barely eking out a living
the survey of business in radio reported in
this issue vdll give encouragement.
This survey show^s that keen competition is
here. But it shows also that business is
good. In some areas it is up ever so slightly.
In others it is fractionally off. Overall the
picture is a healthy one — no boom, no bust.
Lusty radio has had a steady climb in total
billings since 1932. But the very growth of
the medium to its present totals of 1,941
AM, 716 FM and 60 TV stations has increased its intramural competition for the
advertisers'
Too often
this competition between dollars.
broadcasters
was keener
than it
was with the competitive printed media.
That underlines an interesting survey result. No. 1 competitor is the newspaper by
a good majority. In spite of the increased
number of aural stations, they come second.
Yet more surprising is the fact that TV in
television markets was marked as first competitor toaural radio by only one station of the
many surveyed. This bears out the oft-heard
contention that telecasting is creating new
advertising dollars rather than euchring
them away from radio budgets. It appeals to
many of the big newspaper space buyers who
previously contributed only a small part of
their budgets to aural radio.
Wisest heads among broadcasters are drawing the obvious conclusion. Aggregate business is not off but an era of hard selling is with
us again. The station that puts the most
into its sales campaigning will profit most.
Carving Tombstones
IF THE current warfare in the set field over
whose receivers tune what best continues, the
result can only be a staggering loss of public
confidence in all makes and types of sets. And,
as in past manufacturers' wars, many good
brand names may disappear. Who remembers
Majestic, Atwater-Kent, Kolster?
The battle has been pitched by Zenith in the
TV field with its extravagant claims that "expected changes" in TV allocations won't obsolete its sets. Sen. Ed Johnson's plethora of
interiogatories shot at the FCC on TV allocations have aroused further suspicion.
Meanv/hile, manufacturers and dealers are
slashing prices on aural receivers. The turntable battle has affected combination set sales.
Many prospective purchasers of sets are certain to hold off. That will be particularly true
of TV, The automobile industry learned long
ago th;t word could be spread quickly about
new models and radical changes with the result
that huge inventories would stock up. In radio,
at this season, the public is being agitated by
full-page ads. (That revenue, incidentally,
should be going to radio and TV to build programs, and give the circulation that will propagate more circulation and increase set sales.)
There's a job to be done. It presents an opportunity to the Radio Mfrs. Assn., the NAB
and the FCC to get together on a topic upon
which all must agree — the welfare of the buying public. They should collaborate on a
simple, forthright statement which would allay
the public fear of prompt or even forseeable
obsolescence of AM, FM or TV receivers or
combinations under existing allocations. And
the trade associations should see that such a
notice gets widest possible distribution.
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Pulpit Politics
IMAGINE the consternation of a station audience reverently attuned to a Sunday sermon
suddenly colliding with the Third Party
voice of Henry Wallace denouncing the Truman philosophy, military training and our
attitude toward Russia.
Such an event provoked a tempest for
WNLK Norwalk, Conn., and is having reverberations reminiscent of the atheistic incident in San Francisco of two years ago.
Dr. Ben Ginzberg, president and manager of
WNLK, had allotted time to the ministerial
association for Sunday sermons, consistent
with his thesis of community public service.
The Methodist clergyman, without prior announcement, slipped the controversial Mr.
Wallace into the broadcast and from the pulpit. Afterward, printed copies of the Wallace
"sermon" were handed the congregation.
Dr. Ginzberg aptly described the proceeding as "Trojan horse tactics" and accused the
minister of "smuggling in" a political speech.
It certainly was all of that. It could
have been something more.
Dr. Ginzberg (doctor of philosophy) is a newcomer to radio. For a year-old broadcaster,
he handled this affair in exemplary fashion.
More experienced broadcasters, who collide
with crises of a similar nature frequently,
have an almost automatic way of coping with
unscheduled, and unwanted, microphone appearances. They grab the plug firmly between thumb and forefinger and jerk.
This is another example of how a broadcaster, trying to perform a public service
for his community, can sometimes court trouble.
If complaints were filed with the FCC the
station's license could be set down for hearing, a temporary renewal issued, the station's business raided, with an unnecessary
loss of time and money and prestige. This
shouldn't
and probably won't happen in the
case
of WNLK.
Something akin to it happened in the atheistic case, when the FCC ruled that nonbelievers have right to access to the microphone on equal footing with theists.

Is It a Joke,

Son?

SINCE the lusty new born baby, Radio, uttered
its first sputter, cartoonists have used it as a
prime target for every type of gag. Radio's
very popularity makes it a good vehicle for
humorous illustration.
Some are very funny. We've laughed at
them for years. And with the advent of television the new visual angle has offered newspaper and magazine funnymen an apparently
unlimited new train of ideas.
But within the past few months a new
note seems to be entering many of the syndicated strips. Humor is a secondary consideration. The "must" in many a newspaper radio
cartoon is a lusty slap at the medium itself.
The punch line may be only slightly humorous
as long as it has a jolt for radio or a comparison with printed media in which radio always
comes out second best.
Last week a New York daily carried two
such national syndicated strips in a single
paper. One in any issue of a metropolitan
daily is becoming commonplace.
It's easy to see the thinking behind this premeditated campaign. With sound and visual
radio taking an increasingly healthy slice of
the retail advertising dollar the printed media
boys are going to work. The India ink artists,
being human, know what their bosses like.
It is the most insidious kind of propoganda —
until the public gets on to it.

JACK SPURGEON

YOUNTS

in the
of the smallest
AS U.ONE
C. (population
Pines, N.markets
S., Southern
3,000), owes much of its fame to three
factors: (1) it supports two radio stations; (2)
as a winter resort town, it is situated a stone's
throw from Pinehurst, famous golf capital, and
(3) many World War II veterans from nearby
Fort Bragg and maneuver areas recall, with
nostalgic wistfulness, the long-leaf pines and
rich shrubbery which remain green the year
around.
Radio did not come to Southern Pines until
1947. But when it bloomed the stations drew
unqualified support — moral and economic —
from citizenry and officialdom alike.
The man behind the town's WEEB (1 kw,
MBS affiliate), is Jack Spurgeon Younts, who,
together with his wife Elizabeth, owns twothirds of the stock in Sandhill Community
Broadcasters Inc., licensee. Under their active
wing — Mr. Younts is president and general
manager, Mrs. Younts, program and promotion
manager — the station has proved a profitable
venture. Together they shot WEEB out of the
red in a matter of 11 months.
A member of the North Carolina Assn.
of Broadcasters, Mr. Younts was named secretary-treasurer atits annual meeting in South1948].
ern Pines last October [Broadcasting, Nov. 1,
Born Nov. 21, 1917, in Greensboro, N. C,
Jack Younts was educated in Greensboro public
schools. He attended Riverside Military Academy at Gainesville, Ga., and joined its band.
At Duke U. he served as drum major of the
band andmentalpublicity
Music Assn. manager of Duke's InstruMr. Younts turned to engineering in 1937,
leaving Duke to enter North Carolina State
College. He did not forsake his musical associations, however, and became business manager of the college's concert band and drum
colonel of the drum-and-bugle corps. He also
conducted a column in the college newspaper.
In early 1939 Mr. Younts set out in the business world, working for the Jefferson Standard
Life Insurance Co. in Greensboro, and later in
Raleigh and Atlanta.
Mr. Younts was among the first 500 U. S.
college men accepted for training in the Navy
Reserve Midshipman School. Passing the
Navy's minimum weight requirements, the
Carolinian attended Second Naval school
aboard the JJ. S. S. Illinois in New York during the winter 1940-41. After school he re(Continued on page i8)
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GRAND

COULEE

DAM

. . . largest there is,

supplies power for Northwest industry to the humming tune of nearly 8 billion kilowatt hours of
electrical energy. That's power for (among many
others) the great aluminum plants which produce
half the nation's primary aluminum!
BUYING

TIME

ON

KJR . . . you reach 1,178,303

listeners in a market
unlimited — growing!

that's industrially alive-

"And the beauty of it is," KJR's 5000 watts at 950 kc.
penetrate this market with 90% coverage of the important area reached by any 50,000 watts— at far
more economical rates! Comparison proves* KJR's
plusvalueto any advertiser in thePu get Sound country!
For more "beautiful" facts, talk with AVERY- KN ODE L, Inc.
*Check your B. M. B.
★ 5000

SEATTLE

WATTS

AT 950 kc

j3C^J^^^;^c^^c^^i^
An Affiliate of the American
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K HEINTZ, general manager of
JACKUSN
and KSDO (FM) San
Diego, has been elected vice president of San Diego Broadcasting Co.,
operator of those stations.
JAMES R. BLAIR, president of WDEC
Aniericus, Ga., has assumed post of
general manager. CHARLES C.
SMITH has been appointed station
manager.
ALLEN MILLER, former executive
head of the Rocky
Mountain Radio
Council in Denver,
has taken over new
duties as director
of radio activities
at State College of
Washington, including management of KWSC
Pullman.
BERT BANK, general manager and
partner at WTBC
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
has been elected president of Junior
Chamber of Commerce, and his partner, LaMAR BRANSCOMB, was
elected president of Senior Chamber
of Tuscaloosa.
NUMA FABRE Jr. has been appointed
manager of WWW Fairmont, W. Va.
Mr. Fabre was formerly manager of
WNAR Norristown, Pa., and WAJR
Morgantown, W. Va.
ROY MORRIS, assistant manager and
program director of WJIG Tullahoma,
Tenn., has been appointed manager
of station. Mr. Morris succeeds R.
G. TANNER who resigns effective
today (March 21) to assume duties
of commercial manager at WINZ
Miami Beach, Fla.
RICHARD G. FICHTHORN, commercial manager of WHUM Reading, Pa.,
was elected assistant to vice president and general manager, ROBERT
G. MAGEE, at annual board meeting
of Eastern Radio Corp., WHUM lifen.see.
Mr. Miller

GRANT POLLOCK, formerly manager
of W. S. Grant & Co., Los Angeles
Cradio representative), has joined
KVON Napa, Calif., as manager.
GEORGE CHANDLER, CJOR Vancouver, has been reelected president of
the British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters. J. W. B. BROAVNE, CKOV
Xelowna, was elected vice president,
^■nd JACK PILLING, CHWK Chillivvack, as director.
DOROTHY LEWIS, coordinator, women's broadcasts for United Nations,
since last spring, has been appointed
coordinator, U. S-. station relations,
under the direction of GERALD KEAN,
supervisor of radio, English language
service of the UN. Prior to her association with UN, Mrs. Lewis was director
of women's activities of the
NAB.
STERLING W. FISHER, NBC manager of public affairs and education,
will participate in the Second National Conference of the United States
National Commission for UNESCO, of
which he is an advisor, from March
.31 through April 2 in Cleveland.
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Respects
(Continued from page US)
turned to North Carolina and
marking time, served as clerk of
his local draft board.
Succumbing to natural embarras ment— he had to induct several
of his erstwhile college fraternity
brothers — Mr. Younts went to work
for General Motors Corps in his
home state. In July 1942 GMC
placed him with the Air Service
Command as a technical inspector.
That December he married the former Elizabeth Mendenhall.
Midshipman Younts returned to
the Navy in April 1943 and was assigned to the North Atlantic Seaplane squadron at Marine Base,
LaGuiardia Field. Four months
later he found himself in South
America where, for a year, he had
charge of Naval Air Transport
Service (seaplane operation), between Fortleza and Rio. Returning to the states, he was re-assigned to American Export Airlines
at LaGuardia Field, and served as
liaison between the airlines and
Navy Priorities Control.
After discharge from the Navy,
Mr. Younts continued with American Export as maintenance information coordinator and chief of
ground operations. Later he served
with American Overseas Airlines.
Meanwhile his better half, using
the professional name Betty Hall,
had transferred her organ-playing
abilities from NBC to the offspring
Blue Network.
Quest for Right Place
Mr. and Mrs. Younts became
firmly convinced that a small radio
station somewhere in North Carolina would be nice to own. With
that objective in mind, Mr. Younts
spent every available minute learning radio from his friends with the
two networks in the RCA building,
or with agencies and station representatives. The next question that
posed itself: What was the "perfect
spot"
station in? North Carolina for a radio
In the summer of 1946, Jack and
Betty Younts set forth to canvas
the state methodically, and came
up with Southern Pines. Mr.
Younts returned to New York,
burned some midnight oil over the
market, and finally concluded that
a properly planned station with a
small initial investment was financially feasible.
Mr. Younts then left for Southern Pines to lay the ground work,
including public relations. He returned to New York with a fistfull
of endorsements from civic groups.
The town board of Southern Pines
also voted to provide free land for
construction of the station.
While in the process of forming
a corporation and filing an application, another applicant stepped in
and beat Mr. Younts to the punch.
The Carolinian returned to his
home state, gave all endorsers an
opportunity to withdraw (which
they tondidn't)
and went
to file for
a 250to wWashingstation.

Then, with the advent of clear
channel hearings, he re-filed for 1
kw. It was granted in July 1947.
Rodney Chipp, then chief engineer at ABC (now chief engineer
of DuMont TV operations), spearheaded the advisory staff that
blueprinted WEEB. Messrs. Chipp
and Younts did the "spade work,"
buying equipment
stal ation ofWEEB.and planning inMeanwhile, Sterling, Grace &
Co., a Wall Street firm, had evidenced adesire to invest in a radio
station and in a "young man to
steer the operation." At the time
Mr. Younts had no stock available
for sale. When later his original
partner was unable to take active
part, David R. and Oliver R. Grace
moved in, along with a third stockholder, John Mare, financial manager of the Corning interests.
The Graces and Mr. Mare each
purchased 11 1/9% stock, with the
remaining 66%% retained by Jack
and Betty Younts as co-owners.
Mr. Younts was elected president;
his wife secretary-treasurer, and
Mr. Mare vice president of the
corporation, Sandhill Community
Broadcasters Inc.
The initial investment of WEEB,
including equipment and organization costs, approximated between
$15,000 and $20,000. Operation
continues on an economical basis,
with a minimum of personnel.
WEEB does not use a transcription
service and has stated that, on the
basis of Mutual's sustaining and
co-op offerings, it anticipates none
in the future.
The station supplements records
with Hammond organ programs
given by Mrs. Younts.
Enterprising in his social and
civic contacts. Jack Younts is radio
officer for the Dept. of North Carolina, Veterans of Foreign Wars;
district public relations chairman
for American Legion, and active in
the Kiwanis, Elks, Moore County
Cancer Society executive committee and the Sandpipers Golf Club.
One of his local achievements

was founding of the Ministerial
Assn., a smooth-functioning group
of ministers, for regulation of their
radio activities in counties served
by WEEB. He contributes the 11
a.m.-12 noon Sunday period to
church services, repeatedly spurning potential advertisers.
Outstanding
climax of
WEEB's
first
year of operation
(1948)
was
former Secretary of State Marshall's national address fed to ABC
through WEEB's Mutual facilities.
After the network talk, Gen. Marshall continued with a personal adto the station's listeners in
Moore dressCounty.

KEAN HEADS FIRM
Offers Engineer Services
WALTER F. KEAN, former manager of Andrew Corp.'s broadcast
consulting division, has announced formation of a consulting engineering
firm under his
name. tersHeadquarare at 114
Northgate R d . ,
Riverside, 111., a
Chicago suburb.
New firm offers
Mr. Kean
broadcasters design and allocation facilities and complete
field
engineering service, including field
intensity measurements for FM
and TV.
Mr. Kean, member of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, spent the war years as
project engineer on radio and radar
at the Hawthorne works of Western Electric Co., Chicago. He
joined Andrew Corp., Chicago, in
1944. He organized firm's consulting engineering division and
managed it for five years.

FORD station wagon won by KTUC Tucson, Ariz., for its promotion of Ford
Theatre [Broadcasting, March 14] is presented to Lee Little (second from r),
KTUC manager. L to r: J. P. Roberts, branch manager of Ford Motor Co.,
Long Beach, Calif., who made presentation; Monte Mansfield, Tucson Ford
dealer; Mr. Little, and W. A. Chalmers, account executive on Ford account
for Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, Ford agency.
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YOU

MIGHT

GET

175-POUND

A

WOLF

BUT...

YOU
TO

IN

NEED
GET

WKZO-WJEF

BUSINESS

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

If you want to sell via radio in Western Michigan, radio stations within the
area are a definite "must" !
The reason is simple . . . Western
Michigan has a "fading" condition almost without equal in the country. In
able coverage of Western Michigan.
Projecting our ratings to the number of
radio homes in these two cities, you will
find that WKZO-WJEF give you nearly
23% more city listeners than the next
best two-station combination. And ana-

our area, distant stations just don't come
through consistently — they have weak
signals, they fade badly, and they usually
have a background of heavy static. The
result is that Western Michigan folks behind this "wall of fading" listen to their
own stations — seldom even try for "outside" stations!
For advertisers interested in the rich

lyzing BMB figures, you find even more
evidence of superiority in rural areas.
Yet both stations are available at an

Western Michigan market, WKZO-WJEF
are the effective and easy answer: Broadcasting from Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids, these two stations give remark-

especially attractive combination
which saves you about 30% !

rate

Write to us or to Avery-Knodel,
today for all the facts.

Inc.

* A wolf weighing just over 175 pounds was killed on Seventy Mile River in Alaska.
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An imposing array of first-rate sports attractions— Notre
Dame football, Chicago Cardinal football, and Blackhawk hockey — are WCFL highlights. Unexcelled programming offine music is also a special feature of this
station. Top entertainment and WCFL's economical rates
combine to give the best all-round radio time buy in the
/;ch Chicago market!
pJus factor in audience loyalty . . . There's a Union member in two of
- ■ary three tamilies in the great Chicago area — a ioundation upon
which The Voice of Labor is building one of the most responsive,
product-buying markets in radio today.

FL
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive/ Chicago, III.
Represented by the Boiling Company, inc.
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PROPOSALS
Three to Be Granted

PROPOSED decisions were announced by FCC last week to:
Grant WLOE Leaksville, N. C,
power boost on 1490 kc from 100 w
to 250 w.
Grant application of Orange Empire Broadcasting Co. for new station at Redlands, Calif., on 990 kc,
1 kw, daytime.
Grant application of Agnes Jane
Reeves Greer for new station at
Dover, Ohio, on 1450 kc, 250 w,
fulltime.
All three of the proceedings involve questions of interference to
existing
stations
but the
sion ruled
this factor
out Commisin each
case because of other considerations.
WLOE, owned by Douglas L.
Craddock, operating with increased
power would cause slight interference to WBIG Greensboro and
WSSB Durham, N. C, the Commission found, but this was not considered excessive. It was found the
more efficient use of the facility
would serve more people with a
primary service.
The new Redlands station would
be the first local service there, the
FCC said. Slight mutual interference with KFWB Los Angeles and
from XECL Mexicali, Mexico, was
ruled as not warranting denial.
Likewise, the new Dover outlet
would be the first local station in
that city. Mutual interference
would exist between the proposed
station and WJPA Washington,
Pa., and WLEC Sandusky, Ohio,
the Commission found, and slight
interference would be suffered from
WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va. The
areas affected, however, receive
other services, the decision indicated.
Mrs. Greer is majority owner of
WAJR-AM-FM Morgantown, W.
Va., and permittee of a new FM
station at Pittsburgh.
Orange Empire Broadcasting is
headed by E. J. Roberts, president
and 75% owner of wholesale floor
covering firm in Redlands bearing
his name. He is president and 43%
owner of the applicant. Others
include: Dr. W. R. Quinn, vice
president 12%; E. A. Nutter,
orange grower, secretary 12%; L.
P. Sherer, contractor, treasurer
12%; H. R. Marsh, orange grower,
director 12%; estate of E. I. Hoffman, now deceased and former
president and general manager of
WMIN St. Paul, director 8.6%, and
J.
B. Stone, postmaster, director
0.022%.
Alabama Meeting
ALABAMA Broadcasters Assn.
will hold its spring meeting at the
Admiral Semmes Hotel in Mobile on
April 1 and 2. Henry P. Johnston,
WSGN Birmingham managing director and association president,
announced the dates last week. A
meeting of special committees and
the association's board of directors
will be held March 31, Mr. Johnston
said.

SALES POST
Weil to Supervise Stations
ANNOUNCEMENT was made last
week that Eugene P. Weil has accepted the position of supervisor
of sales for WGY
WGFM
(FM)
WR GB ( T V ) ,
General Electric
stations in
Schenectady, N. Y.
The ment
announcewas made
by G. Emerson
Markham, mantions.
ager of the staMr. Weil was formerly sales and
promotion manager of WABY Albany, N. Y., and prior to that had
been general manager of WJRD
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; general manager
of WGWC Selma, Ala., and held
the same post with WLAQ Rome,
Mr. Weil

Ga.
RWG CONTRACT
Completed, Being Checked
DRAFTING of the contract for
freelance scripters between Radio
Writers Guild and agencies, package producers and sponsors has
been completed and now is being
checked by attorneys for both
sides, it was learned Thursday.
The agreement, reduced to writing
by Austin M. Fisher, management
representative, was received by the
union at a joint union-management
meeting in New York March 11. It
was said that no new issues developed and that both sides now
will check to see whether all elements orally agreed to are incorporated in the document.
A further joint meeting is to be
held whereupon, if no hitch develops, the agreement will be sent
to members of both sides for ratification. Main provisions cover retention of script rights and fee
minimums.

ABC SALES DEVICE
To Use 'Sneak' Previews
AUDITIONING of programs for
the public is latest device by which
ABC hopes to sell its newly created
shows to agencies and prospective
sponsors.
According to Charles C. Barry,
network's vice president in charge
of television, a series of video
shows has been selected in recent
weeks, and presented in good viewing periods for public reaction.
Video recordings for showing at
any time to prospective clients
have been he
madereports.
from these "sneak"
previews,
PHILCO Corp. announced March promotion program that will permit dealers to reduce the price on some radios
and radio-phonographs six to 15%.
Price reductions range from $2.45 to
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This is an outstanding promotional package— not just a transcribed radio program. For that reason, it is being sold
directly to bakers for their sponsorship over local stations.
It includes: outdoor posters, newspaper ads, point-of-purchase-material, bread wrappers and end stickers, as well as
a 15 minute— 5 times a week transcribed radio show.
PRODUCED

BY

A

BAKER

FOR

BAKERS

EXCLUSIVELY

This promotional package was conceived by Al M. Cadwell, former president of Tri State
Bakers Association and 15 years General Manager and Vice President of Cotton's Holsum
Bakery, Baton Rouge. His own knowledge of what bakers need in the way of package radio
shows give this program the completeness that others may lack. Because it is a complete
promotional package it is being sold direct to bakers. This merchandising plan means quick
time sales, satisfied sponsors, and trouble free supporting promotion, if you know of a baker
in your territory who is looking for an outstanding Radio Show and promotional package, please
use the coupon below.
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 38)
TV manufacburers, big tobacco
companies, and apparel and auto
manufacturers. In spot advertising food and beer advertisers are
the most frequent.
Locally, radio and TV dealers are
the best TV customers, wWc\ auto
dealers, apparel shops and food
stores next in that order. Appliance dealers and genei-al retail
stores are often local advertisers
on TV. (See Table IV).
Combining all three categories,
radio and TV was the heaviest buying product for TV time, food was
next and automotive advertising a
close third. Drugs and remedies,
toiletries and household soaps,
cleansers and polishes, which in
AM are the biggest buyers of time,
are far down the list in TV.
On the other hand, TV has inspired many non-AM users to try
the new broadcast medium — witness the relatively high proportion
of auto, banks and insurance companies, and real estate companies
that have used TV in its earliest
stages of commercial development.
Video Programming
Sports, variety and dramatic
programming occupy a major share
of the video sponsorship at this
writing. Together, these three account for about 60% of the total
sponsored time during any week.
Most of the variety and dramatic
shows are live, network-originated,
while nearly all sports broadcasts
are local in origin — wrestling, box-

ing and basketball in the current
season. (See Tables V, VI).
Next in the program lineup are
audience participation programs,
news and children's shows. The
present programming satisfies the
requirements of a majority of
viewers — the 83% of the women
who like entertainment and the
87% of the men who want sports
programming on the television
screen [Broadcasting, March 7,
Newell-Emmett Survey].
Breakdowns of programming by
type, and by method of presentation are given in Table VI. The
full 710 hours and 34 minutes of
sponsored time during the week of
February 6-12 is categorized in
this table.
News Split
It can be seen that most of the
news programming is split 50-50
between live and film presentation.
Film is the major vehicle for commercial announcements, accounting
for 17 of 24 hours of announcements.
Live programming accounted for
58.3% of all sponsored time, and
remotes another 27.6%. Film, including announcements, was shown
9% of the time, and the remainder
of the sponsored hours consisted
of a combination of film and slide,
live and slide or live and film presentation. (See Table VII).
Nearly all network shows were
live presentations — about 36 hours
of the 410 were remote broadcasts.
Locally, the story was different: 54
hours of live programming, 58
hours of film, and the bulk in sports
remotes — about 160 hours.
In spite of the low percentage of
live programming done locally,
there was more last month than
ever before. The mainstay for the
local operator is still dramatic
sports programming which brings

the most exciting action into the
set-owner's living room.
On the networks it is a different
story. Big name talent — dancing,

TRANSFERS

music, drama, comedy — in brief,
the great show business in all its
many facets, is to be seen on the
video screen.
FCC Approval Given
In Seven Cases

CONSENT was granted by FCC last week to acquisition of control of
WLTC Gastonia, N. C, by James B. Petty and family for $65,000 and to
sale of WEGO Concord, N. C, by Wayne M. Nelson for $50,000 to the
Concord Tribune.
were called Mr. Rhoads took 75 shares
Five other station transfers, not and Mr. Van Riper 30 shares. WFYC
is assigned 1 kw day on 1280 kc.
previously reported, also have been
KIWW San
Antonioof— Good
Granted
relinquishment of control
Neighbor
approved by the FCC. These include
Broadcasting Co., licensee, by Joe
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.; KTRE
Olivares, 55% owner, who sells 15% for
Lufkin, Tex. ; WFYC Alma, Mich. ; $4,000
to Manuel Leal, station general
KIWW San Antonio, and WTVL
manager
and 20%
25% owner.
R. Rich-is
ards retains
holding.L. KIWW
Waterville, Me.
assigned 250 w on 1240 kc.
WTVL Waterville, Me.— Granted ^acDetails of the transactions folquisition of control of Kennebec Broadlow:
casting Co., licensee,
by Carleton
Brown, president
and general
manager,D.
WLTC Gastonia, N. C. — Granted
from
several
stockholders. Transfer
transfer of control of Gastonia Broadinvolves reissue of corporate stock for
casting Service Inc., licensee, through
sale by Phil P. Jackson and Allen H. services and financial assistance with
Mr. Brown becoming majority stockSmith bined
each consideration
of 21.75% ofinterest
for Stock
com$65,000.
1490
kc. holder. WTVL is assigned 250 w on
is purchased
by James
B. Petty,
dent and already
25.2% owner,
and presiMrs.
Jessie M. P. Snyder and William C.
Petty. lows:Company
be owned
as fol- WCVA BEGINS
James Pettywill45.8%,
Mrs. Snyder
14%, William Petty 9%, Carl Howard
12.5%, W. E. Abernathy 14.7% and Dr.
Daytime on 1490 kc, 250 w
M. E. Woody Jr. 3.7%. Latter three retain original interests. WLTC is as- NEW daytime outlet, WCVA Culsigned 1 kw day on 1370 kc.
peper, Va., began operations late
WEGO Concord,
C— Granted
signment of licenseN. from
Wayne asM. last month on 1490 kc with 250 w.
Nelson, sole owner, to The Concord
Owned by the Culpeper BroadcastTribune Inc. for $50,000. Mr. Nelson
is licensee of WAYN Rockingham,
ing Co., station programs 17 hours
N. C, N.an.lC.75%WEGO
ownerbuyer
WWNFis publisher
Fayettea day, according to George Flowers,
ville,
of daily Tribune there. A. W. Huckle
managing director.
is president and 60.71% owner. WEGO
WCVA is affiliated with the Keyis assigned 1 kw day on 1410 kc.
stone Broadcasting System and
The following transfers, not preuses
Standard
Radio and Langviously reported, also have been
Worth transcription services, and
approved by the Commission:
United Press news. Gates equipKTRE Lufkin,
Tex.—control
Grantedof Forest
relinment is used throughout.
quishment of negative
Capital Broadcasting Co., licensee, by
Staff members, in addition to
E. L. Kurth Sr. through recapitalization
of station and issuance of new stock to Mr. Flowers, who was formerly
TABLE V
number of new stockholders. Mr. with WHCC Waynesville, WJRI
RANK OF SPONSORED VIDEO PROGRAMS
Kurth's
interest
thus reduced
to
15.8% 50%
but that
and isholdings
of two
Lenoir, WHKY Hickory, N.C., are:
BY TOTAL HOURS
other
original
stockholders
— retained.
a com(Jan.-Feb. 1949)
Program director, Ted Adams, forbined
holding
of
57.8%
—
is
with WHKY
and WAIRBobWinstonKTRE is assigned 1 kw on 1420 kc.
Salem; merlychief
announcer,
Smith;
Program Type
Feb.Rank Jan.
announcers,
Homer Quann and John
WJOC
Jamestown,
N.
Y.
—
Granted
Evans;
commercial
manager,
R. U.
acquisition
of
control
of
Air
Waves
1
1
Sports
TABLE VII
Inc., licensee, by Harry E. Layman,
"Sporty" Blankenbaker; chief engi2
Variety
1023
neer, Jim Byrd, formerly with WNCA
who with his wife is already 50% ownVIDEO PROGRAMMING METHODS
Dramatic
3
He purchasesConsideration
50% interest isof$13,000
Rob- Asheville, N. C, and WMRA Myrtle
4
Audience Part.
erter.L. Blalock.
Network Local Total Total
News
5
4
Beach,
S.tivitiesC;and receptionist,
director of women's
aclow.
Joyce Harplus one-third interest in WASL An6
6
Children's
Live
359:45 Spot
54:16 414:01
napolis, Md., owned by Mr. Layman.
Announcements
7
5
196:21 % 58.3
27.6
Remote
36:30
159:51
Mr. Blalock with his wife already holds
of
Educational
8
7
Film
5:15 58:03 63:18 9.0 one-third interest in WASL. Action
9
9
Quiz
Live-Film
does
not include approval of WASL
Discussion
10
11
TV Set Report
.4
Combination
stock switch. WJOC is assigned 1 kw
18:13 18:13
Musical
11
8
Live-Slide
day
on
1470
kc.
12
2.4
Household, Shopping & Women's 13
Combination
16:21
2:20 2.3
TV SET figures reported to
2:20 16:21
WFYCtion of control
AUna, Mich.
Granted
Speciol
121314
All Others:
by —Merle
E. acquisiRhoads.
Fashion Events
14
Broadcasting during past week.
401:30
When station was granted Mr. Rhoads
Miscellaneous
309:04 710:34 100.0 and
15
Cleon Van Riper each subscribed
St. Louis— 22,500 as of March 1,
15
to 50% interest but when subscriptions
reported
Missouri. by Union Electric Co. of
Cincinnati — 17,079 as of March 1,
TABLE VI
reported
by Crosley Broadcasting
SPONSORED COMMERCIAL TIME BY PROGRAM TYPE & PRODUCTION METHOD
Co. (WLWT).
(Hrs.-Min.)
Cleveland — 30,402 as of March 1,
Studio,
Studio Studio
Studio
:38
Studio
Live
Live
Film
&
survey
by Western Reserve U. BuStudio
Live Film
Total
Film
& Film & Slide
Program Type
Live
reau of Business Research, reSlide
& Slide Remote
Total
:30
:30
:20
1:00
ported by WEWS (TV).
Time
:40
Audience Participation . . 50:40
52:48
41:47
1:00
Children's
Programs
40:17
19:30
2:30
Milwaukee — 19,015 as of March
Discussion
18:30
2.7
11:26
1:55
Dramatic
55:30
% 7.4
of
2:00
69:26
9.8
5.9
Educational
19:72
1, reported by WTMJ-TV Mil:40
:32
waukee.
24:39
3.4
:25
1.5
Fashion
1:57
:34
3:41
:30
9:50
:30
Household Hints &
:25
:11
Boston — 53,645 as of March 1,
:02
:38
Women's Program
8:50
15:08
:15
0.5
1:11
Musical
12:37
reported by WNAC-TV and WBZ7:17
2.2
:15
47:26
:2l
18:59
News
18:57
:30
1:58
1:30
6.7
TV, both Boston.
:15
:28
Quiz
18:40
:45
3:35
4:03
Buffalo, N. Y.— 15,469 as of Feb.
4:03
188:33
2:38
Sports & Sports News
6:47
22:01
202:06
28.4
:17
:32
Special Events
—
28,
compiled by Buffalo Niagara
0.6
:57
:06
3:51
3.1
1:31
:18
Variety
158:40
164:34
:15
Electric
Co., reported by WBEN:06
23.2
Weather
:30
1:04
2:15
TV
Buffalo.
:26
3:03
Time Signals
:11
4:25
:0l
4.3
4:33
1:23
17:22
Announcements
:59
24:35
Los Angeles — 101,952 as of Feb.
:45
Miscellaneous &
:05
:37
Unclassified
:44
28, reported by Southern California
Radio & Electrical Appliance Assn.
2:11
16:21
18:13
100.0
Totals
414:01
63:18
710:34
196:21
0.3
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NO MATTER what your loudspeaker needs
may be, one of these five Western Electric types
will fit like a glove!
If you're looking for superlative reproduction,
you can't beat the dual unit 75 7 A, with its
unequaled combination of eflSiciency, frequency
response and power capacity.
If you want the finest in direct radiators, you'll
get just that in any one of the four Western
Electric types — simply pick the power you need.
All types are available for immediate delivery.
Call your nearest Graybar Representative or write
to Graybar Electric Company, 420 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.

Western
-QUALITY

Etectric
COUNTS-

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A. — Graybar Electric
Company. IN CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND—
Northern Electric Company, Ltd.
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REORGANIZATION
By JANE PINKERTON
BUSINESS brunch concluded the
sixth annual convention of the
Assn. of Women Broadcasters at
Chicago's Drake Hotel Sunday
morning, March 13, when members
of the executive board recapped
the three-day proceedings.
Highlight of the AWB sessions
was the March 11 vote to reorganize the women's association into an
NAB department with Pat Griffith
becoming executive secretary of the
AWB, handling administrative
work and reporting direct to the
NAB [Broadcasting, March 14].
Approved by the AWB board in
January and the NAB board last
month, the proposal specifies national officers will be eliminated,
and the AWB will be represented
in the NAB by seven active and
four network non-members in a
standing executive committee, to be
chosen from 17 district chairmen.
Miss Griffith presided at a panel
discussion on "Television, the Eyes
of Tomorrow," March 12. Fran
Harris, TV director at Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Chicago, was moderator.
Guests included Ruth Crane, AWB
president, WMAL-TV Washington; Norma Richards, treasurer,
WSPD-TV Toledo; Martha Gaston,
District 16 chairman, KFOX Long
Beach, Calif.; Rita Hackett,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and
Edythe Fern Melrose, WXYZ-TV
Detroit.
Gaston Conclusions
Terming video "the marriage of
business and show business," Miss
Gaston outlined personal conclusions: repetitious advertising is not
acceptable, stations should have
special showings of film commercials for clients, live shows with
film inserts offer "more complete
drama," and film shows and commercials have a uniformity difficult
for a studio show to equal.
Importance of realistic and adequate stage sets was stressed by
Miss Hackett, who talked of "Television— Let's Throw Away the
Book." She explained why — on her
show — "gimmicks are used in the
same way as sound effects on AM"
and why music has proved to be a
good b.9.ckground for talking se-

quences.
Show ideas were sketched for
women broadcasters by Miss Crane.
She reminded them "we are not
entertainers, just middlemen, and
interest should be centered on the
subject-matter." Predicting that
"fashion in television won't come
into
own dissected
until color
added,"of
Miss its
Crane
the isformat
her show, The Modern Woman, explaining that she uses no interviews
and a lot of demonstrations.
Sales will happen "in a way
that's bigger and better than ever
before if (1) your program is entertaining sothe audience, is there,
(2) you can convince the audience
that you speak from experience and
(3) you can back your program
with a sound merchandising plan
calling for specific returns," in the
opinion of Miss Melrose, conductor
of House 0' Charm and Charm
Time from her own home and the
WXYZ-TV kitchen.
Miss Melrose explained that she
convinced her audience she could
cook by broadcasting and telecasting from a kitchen. She concluded
by asserting that manufacturers
should "never forget they cannot
put high Hoopers into their bank
accounts — it takes sales. . . ."
Saturday Sessions
The Saturday morning business
sessions featured discussion groups
talking on "The Woman Broadcaster and Her Station Manager"
and "New Ideas for Women's Programs." In the former, Harold Safford, program manager at WLS
Chicago, specified qualities which
make women valuable to the industry.
Anne Hayes, AWB District 10
chairman from WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, moderated the panel,
which included William B. Quarton, m.anager, WMT; Marie Clifford, WHFC Cicero, 111.; and a representative of the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture.
Beulah Karney, Illinois state
chairman from WENR-ABC Chicago,grams
conducted
the women's
propanel, which
introduced
Mary Louise Marshall, WOC Davenport, Iowa; Julie Benell, WFAA
Dallas and Priscilla Fortescue,

IT WAS SMILES oil around as photographer caught these three groups at
the Assn. of Women Broadcasters meeting in Chicago.
Left photo ( to r) — Cecelia Butler, WLAM Lewiston, Me.; Marguerite
Staples, WTVL Woterville, Me., and Mory Aileen Ranney, WROW Albany,
N. Y.

Middle phofo — Rita Hackett, star of '49, The Magazine of Teleyision,

WE EI Boston. Miss Marshall
listed topics about which listeners
wish to hear more: books, magazine articles, home sewing, simple
health hints, interior decoration
and remodeling of homes, local
schools, maternity clothing, layCharges

ettes, development of hobbies and
gardening.
Miss Griffith conducted, and
Robert K. Richards, NAB director
of public relations and publications
moderated, a group discussing "CoordinatingFair,
AWB-NAB."
Participants were Harold
director
of
NAB program department; Lee
Hart, assistant director of broadcast advertising, NAB, and Maurice B. Mitchell, director of broadcast advertising, NAB.
Could

Justify Boomerang

NARSR

Ruling, Replies NBC
NBC TOLD FCC last week that some of the arguments against network activities in the field of station representation would, if correct,
justify a rule against such representation by members of the National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, too.
The claim was made in a memo- *
randum replying to the charges
works, but is merely a restateof NARSR as summarized in briefs
ment of "many of their arguments
and theories advanced in the guise
filed earlier this month [Broadcasting, March 7]. CBS and ABC
of ABC
testimony
at the hearing."
as well as NBC filed replies. None
claimed
that NARSR
had been received from NARSR
"frankly bases its case on fears for
and the Edward Petry Co., which is the future rather than upon presparticipating in the case both as a
ent or past happenings or condiNARSR member and individually.
tions." The network said that "in
The independent representatives
the 17 years since spot representaclaim the networks, in representing
tion of affiliates by networks beaffiliates in the sale of national spot
gan, the record does not show any
advertising, violate the spirit if not instances in which, by virtue of
the letter of FCC's network rules such representation, the interests
and that such representation should
of the affiliates or of the public
be prohibited. In their replies, the were impaired." Rather, ABC said,
networks contended the independstations and public have benefited.
ent representatives failed to support their charges with facts.
NBC said the Petry & Co. brief
Ball Appointment
asked FCC to exclude networks
from station representation because of a "possibility" they might
do wrong. Such a theory "lacks
the saving
of common
the
networkgrace
asserted,
addingsense,"
that
on that theory the NARSR members themselves might be prohibited from representing stations.
"If the Commission is to undertake to regulate against all possibilities," NBC said, "its regulations will be limited only by the
fertility of the human mind." The
network charged that "the protection and increase of complainants'
profits is the only purpose of their
requested
CBS saidregulation."
the independent representatives' position "utterly ignores the hundreds of pages of testimony which establish the facts
of station representation" by net-

DON BALL, manager of the editing division at WCBS New York,
has been appointed program
director of the
key CBS outlet,
G. Richard Swift,
general manager,
announced. He
will also continue
his duties in the
editing division.
Mr. Ball,teredwho
Mr. Ball
radioen-in
1928, has been
with CBS for almost 20 years, during which time he has served as
announcer, producer - director, assistant director of production and
network operations as well as in
the editing department, and finally
department manager.

WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and Fran Harris, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, who
was moderator of television panel.
Right photo — Pat Griffith, NAB director of women's activities; Ruth
Crane, WMAL Washington, AWB president; Mayor Martin H. Kennelly of
Chicago, who extended city's welcome to the women broadcasters, and
Elizabeth E. Marshall, convention chairman. Miss Marshall is with WBEZ,
Chicago Board of Education station.

Ihe most powerful FM installation
in the world recently completed on Red
Mountain

near Birmingham,

Alabama

for

Station WBRC-FM
brings static-free
entertainment to residents in a transmission radius of 200 miles.
Important to this installation is the 450 ft.
Blaw-Knox

type N-28 heavy-duty

tower

supporting the 8-section Pylon FM antenna.
Sturdy, safe and backed by the many
years of Blaw-Knox design and engineering in the radio field, it will enable this
great new FM

Voice of the South to utilize

the full capacity of its modem

facilities.

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION of Blaw-Knox Company
2038 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

BLAW-KNOX
ANTENNA
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lUTYCHANGES
Granf-ed Four by FCC
ORDER was adopted by FCC last
week to delete WONO Oneonta,
N. Y. (250 w day on 1110 kc) and
in lieu to grant the same group
a new station permit for 250 w
day on 900 kc at Saratoga Springs,
N. Y. Three existing stations
received changes in facilities.
W L 0 W Norfolk, Va., was
granted switch in frequency from
1590 kc to 1410 kc, using 1 kw
daytime.
WDXI Jackson, Tenn., was authorized to change from 1 kw day
to 1 kw fulltime, directional night,
on assigned 1310 kc.
WWOL Lackawanna, N. Y., received authority to move from that
city to Buffalo, N. Y. Comr. Paul
A. Walker voted for hearing.
WWOL is assigned 1 kw day on
1120 kc.
WONO was granted conditionally in December 1946, 250 w
day on 1110 kc. The present action denied WONO's netition for
further extension of time to complete the station on grounds that
the applicant, Oneonta Broadcasting Co., has indicated it does
not plan to build the station there
anyway.
The Commission said that in
June 1948 the applicant requested
modification of its permit to change
its name to Saratoga Broadcasting
Co., a new firm of the same owners,
and move to Saratoga Snrings
with different facilities, 250 w
day on 900 kc. FCC said the
applicant in a subsequent request
for additional time to build indicated it would not commence
construction until the switch were
approved.
Principals in WONO and the
new Saratoga Springs outlet are
John Nazak, chief engineer of
WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y., and
Jeanne May Levke.
LEGISLATION
Group to Consider Agenda
A SUBCOMMITTE of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee March 23 will consider
an agenda of legislative proposals
relating, among other subjects, to
FCC.
In Congressional circles a subcommittee study of communications
'is considered a possibility in view
prcbe authority vested in the
nou;i3 Commerce Committee by
action of the House Wednesday.
The executive session of the subcommittee, which will study matters
pertaining to the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the Federal
Communications Commission and
the Federal Trade Commission, is
the first in a series which will be
held to determine the priority of
study for various bills [Broadcasting, March 14].
Several highly controversial communications measures are among
those which would logically be assigned to the SEC-FTC-FCC subcommittee for study.
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FIRST 15 PROGRAM HOOPERATINGS
No.lonsof
C
sponsor &DA Agency
Program
1
Walter Winchell
268 Kaiser-Frazer (Weintroub)
Original broad- cast 23.8 StoAdded by 2nd
broadcast 2.3
Radio Theatre
149 Lever Bros. (JWT)
McGee & Molly
165 S. C. Johnson (NL&B)
Jack Benny
174 American Tobacco (BBDO)
Original broad- cast 21.5
Added by 2nd
broadcast 2.3
T. J. Lipton-Div. lever (Y&R)
Godfrey
Bob HopeTalent Scouts 155
151 Lever Bros. (Y&R)
Pepsodent Div. Lever (FC&B)
153
My Friend Irma
Stop
the Music
Bros. (SSC&B)
(8-8:15,
16.7) (8-9) 175 Smith
(Biow)
178 Eversharp(C&P)
(8:15-8:30, 20.4)
180 Speidel
(8:30-8:45, 23.0)
P.
Lorillard
(L&M)
178 Andrew Jergens
(8:45-9, 22.6)
(Orr)
Louella Parsons
Original broad- cast 17.9 257
r\ U U CU U J XII U
broadcast
1 .4
(Y&R)
160 Bristol-Myers
Duffy's
149 Lever Bros. (R&R)
Amos 'n'Tavern
Andy
149 Whitehall (D-F-S)
Mr. Keen
160
& W. Tobacco (Seeds)
163 B.
People Are Funny
Bristol-Myers (DC&S)
Mr. D. A.
Crime Photographer 163 Toni Div. Gillette (FC&B)

— Marchating15 AGO
Report
ating
—1.3
YEAR
—6.0 Pos.
—7.6
21.8
Hooper26.1
Hooper-t-or — 11
26.0
25.1
23.8

27.3
31.1
31.4

21.0
23.3
20.8

22.8
22.0
26.2

20.7

—
12.5

19.3
17.1
16.4
16.3
16.0
16.2
15.6

24.9
16.6
13.3
18.0
14.7
12.4

—5.2
—1.2
+4.3
-1-0.5

-1-6.8
—
—8.5
—2.0

4
3
2
508
5
10
—

-J- 3.0
526
41
33
2518

+ .05
ating ating
TOP TEN DAYTIME HOOPER— March 15 Reporf
+ 1.5
YEAR AGO
No.
Hooper +3.2 rOS.
—1.1
Program
lions Sponsor & Agency
Hooper—1.2
80 Procter & Gamble (D-F-S)
9.3
8.9
3
Ma Perkins (CBS)
Arthur Godfrey
Sta—0.5
166
9.2
8.2
5
(10:30-11:30)
—0.1
—1.2—1.1
Gold Seal (C-M)
(10:30-10:45, 7.1)
8.0
National Biscuit (McCann)
(10:45-11, 8.6)
9.1
Liggett-Myers (N-E)
166
(11-11:30, 10.5)
93
9.0
+0.4
8.1
84 Whitehall (D-F-S)
Romance Helen Trent lis
0.0 1071
7.7
8.0
84 Procter
Whitehall& Gamble
(D-F-S) (Compton)
Our Gal, Sunday
7.6
7.8
2
Big
Sister
+ 1.0
7.7
146 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
Stella
Dallas
+or— 9
7.0
Rosemary
7.1
64 Procter & Gamble (B&B)
146 Sterling Drug (D-F-S)
7.1
4
Backstage
Wife
7.0 , 8.3
+0.1 14
7.1
Widder Brown
Sterling
Drug
(D-F-S)(P&R)
Procter
&
Gamble
7.0
6.0
25
153
Pepper GirlYoung
General Foods (B&B and Y&R)
8.1
6
When
Marries
77
+ 1.0
WNLK Renews Programs
After Wallace Row
CHURCH
BAN
WNLK Norwalk, Conn., last week successfully defended its position that
political talks must not be made on its Sunday religious hour after a
controversy which started when Henry A. Wallace appeared on a church
broadcast without notice.
*— ■
The station drew national attention last Monday when it suspended
mon. The Ministerial Association's
the schedule of programs of the 21 members are allotted free turns
at airing broadcasts on WNLK,
Norwalk Ministerial Assn., a member of which was responsible for and the South Norwalk pastor was
the Wallace broadcast on March
using time assigned his church.
13, 11 a.m.-12 noon.
Dr. Ginzberg, a Doctor of PhiThese events followed:
losophy, said the subjects which Mr.
Wallace touched on were controver1. The ministerial association
sial and outside the bounds of the
held a meeting on Tuesday in which
religious
hour. His position was
it defended the right of Mr. Walthat opposing points of view would
lace to be heard but said the sta- thus
be entitled to similar time to
tion was "unjustly criticized" for answer Mr. Wallace. He revoked
the broadcast in question. The as- the broadcasts, the next two of
sociation assumed full responsibilwhich also were scheduled for the
ity for the broadcast.
Rev. Mr. Lee's church. In suspend2. The association on Wednesthem, however, he announced
day assured the station of its de- that ing
he would reinstate them if a
sire to continue the broadcasts on
guarantee could be made that no
a non-controversial basis. It agreed more
controversial speakers would
that any "outside" persons would
be
introduced
on the programs unnot be introduced without consultaannounced.
tion with the association's radio
His position was substantially
committee. The association exupheld by the Norwalk Hour, a
pressed regret for any embarrassment caused the station.
daily which has been wary of mentioning the station's call letters and
3. Station President Dr. Benjawhich did not carry a story on the
min Ginzberg revoked the suspension of broadcasts and restored the controversy the opening day. But
old schedule.
on following days the daily carried
The incident occurred when the factual stories on the controversy
Rev. Charles W. Lee, pastor of the and said editorially on Wednesday:
South Norwalk Methodist Church,
"It seems only fair that the Rev.
introduced Mr. Wallace to deliver
Mr. Lee should have given advance
the annual Laymen's Sunday ser- notice of the special speaker, par-

CONSTRUCTION
FCC Tightens Deadline Policy
MORE and more starch is being
put into FCC's administrative
britches where completion deadline extensions are concerned — and
this will mean TV construction
as well as FM.
That's the nutshell observation of one Commission representative last week upon the
FCC ruling which denied further
extension of completion date to
WMFI Memphis, Tenn., Class B
FM outlet granted conditionally
in June 1947 to Fanny B. Wilson.
The Commission already has advised one television grantee that
it would not tolerate any undue
delays in TV construction and
about a year ago hinted it proposed
a stern policy in handling FM
cases where permittees were not
diligent in erecting their facilities
[Broadcasting, May 3, 1948].
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., last
fair requested
the would
FCC's beview
on
what
its attitude
if TV
permittee's
delayed freeze
construction
until the television
were
lifted and the future cleared
[Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1948]
WSAZ has been told the Commission will not approve delays for
those reasons.
WMFI early this year filed ap
plication with the Commission for
consent to transfer control from
Miss Wilson to WMFI Broadcast
ing Co., new firm in which she and
members of her family will be
owners of the major portion of
voting stock. Substantial amount
of non-voting preferred stock and
some voting stock is being offered
Jan.
24].
for public
sale [Broadcasting
President and treasurer of
WMFI Broadcasting is York L
Wilson, Miss Wilson's brother and
Washington business consultant
Mr. Wilson has FM interests in
several cities, none of which are
yet on the air. Plans for public
participation in ownership are in
volved also.
AD WOMEN
Chicago Club Names Judges
JUDGES were named last week by
Chicago Women's Advertising Club
for its annual Advertising Woman
of the Year contest. Named were
Ralph Starr Butler, retired ad
vertising manager of General
Foods; Grove Patterson, editor of
Toledo Blade, and Sarah Blanding,
president of Vassar College.
Nominations, submitted by com
panics, individuals and agencies,
will be accepted until April 1, ac
cording to Consuello Miller, chairman of the club's award committee.
ticularly when so controversial a
figure." The Rev. Mr. Lee said he
did not give advance notice either
to
the association or the station beversy.
cause he wished to avoid contro
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MIGHTY PROUD is Evan Hughes,
program director of KVOL Lafayette,
La., as he leans on new radio-phonograph which station won in a nationwide promotion contest sponsored by
Elgin Watch Co. through J. Walter
Thompson. Award was for "an outstanding piece of work, showing a
great deal of original thought, ingenuity and effort."
Employment
(Continued from page 27)
and competition for positions is very
keen. The degree of competition varies
considerably by size of community,
type of station, occupation, and other
factors. Positions with networks generally pay most and are hardest to
get, those with small stations pay
least and are easiest to obtain.
Technicians are in the best position, says the BLS-VA study, and
those with experience will be
needed by new stations. The TVtrained will be increasingly in demand, itis stated. Those with FCC
licenses but no broadcast experience may have trouble finding jobs,
especially in large cities.
Broadcasting has 40,000 to 45,000
fulltime employes, of whom a third
are in program departments, according to the survey. Announcers
comprise the largest group of program employes, followed by writers, musicians and news personnel.
Discussing the talent problem in
this phase of the study, the report
states: "Only about 200 to 300
singers and actors have fulltime
jobs with stations and networks,
but several thousand of them work
on a freelance basis, mainly in
New York and Los Angeles."
Technical staffs rank next to program in size, mostly transmitter
and studio engineers, it is stated.
Clerical workers are third. "Other
fairly large and important occupational groups are station managers
and 'time' salesmen."
Best chance for newcomers will
be at new stations, according to
the BLS-VA study. These will need
technicians, announcers who handle
other duties, clerical workers and
time salesmen, with few chances
for actors, singers, sound effects
and production men. Slightly better chance exists for writers, musicians, news personnel and studio
engineers.
The study notes that vacancies
BROADCASTING

also will appear at established stations due to turnover or occasional
staff expansion, with turnover expected to provide most of the openings.
At many TV stations, says the
study, much of the work will be
handled by the same persons now
doing similar work at sound stations since a majority of present
telecasters and applicants also run
AM, FM or combination stations.
It is predicted present staffs will
be enlarged for this purpose, with
technical personnel the chief beneficiaries, since they comprise half
the staff at TV outlets compared to
less than a fourth of fulltime employes at sound stations.
In charge of the job opportunity
study along with the special talent
study is Helen Wood, labor economist of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Number of unworked days is
relatively small for staff personnel
but BLS averages are said to reflect necessarily the higher rate of
unemployment among freelancers.
According to Miss Wood, the number of staff singers and actors
shown by the survey is negligible.
The survey results are based on
3,742
questionnaire isreplies.
total membership
claimedAFRA's
by the
union to be 25,000.
Total number of persons in
programming ( nonsupervisory )
throughout the industry as of Oct.
11, 1947, at seven networks and
1,260 stations was 12,663, according
to FCC official records. Thus AFRA
membership exceeds total industry
employment though many stations
are not organized. Of the 12,663
employes, 10,900 were fulltime and
1,763 parttime, according to the
FCC.

or unrealistic ignoring of the basic
elements of employment in broadcasting. Radio employment is divided into two classes — staff and
freelance — but these are not separated in the BLS findings.
Free-lance work involves such
factors as individual talent of each
artist, along with reputation and
the current popularity of special
types of performances, broadcasters point out.
Since artists who want to get
work in radio need AFRA cards in
organizedstudents,
cities, thepersons
union'slacking
ranks
include
in professional skills, those who
hope to pick up a few extra dollars
here and there, and others who
work the night club, vaudeville,
dance hall and other circuits but
hold an AFRA card in case any
radio jobs turn up from time to
time.
These facts, according to critics
of the BLS survey, are not properly brought out by the bureau.
Another criticism is based on the
way the bureau shows relatively
high unemployment for artists in
such cities as New York, Los Angeleslance
and Chicago,
freetalent and centers
naturalof focal
points toward which the largest
number of artists converge in the
hope of getting work in radio,
theatres, night clubs, movies and
similar fields.
These ai'tists include those with
professional skills, those with esJUST

Bond With GR&P
CLYDE H. BOND, associate in the
consulting radio engineering firm
of Gautney, Ray & Price, Washington, will continue his work with
this firm for an indefinite period.
Date of his move to the West
Coast [Broadcasting, March 14]
is as yet indefinite, but will be in the
near future. Mr. Bond plans to
establish a consulting radio engineering concern on the Coast which
will be affiliated with the Washington firm.
tablished reputations and hundreds
of young people who have limited
ability and training but dream of
the day when they will attain fame
and fortune in radio. Though holding AFRA cards, many do not depend on radio as a prime source of
employment. Thus for any given
week a relatively high unemployment rate will be shown in such
cities as Los Angeles, New York
and Chicago, it is observed.
The analysis should have emphasized that half of the artists covered in the survey earned over
$3,400 in 1947, it was felt, and that
25% earned over $10,000. This
compares with $53 per week or
$2,756 per year as the average income of all American workers in
the field of manufacturing.

ARRIVED!
NiORE
BINDERS

Miss Wood told Broadcasting
the bureau had not attempted to
analyze economic factors though it
explained that actors and singers
cluster in the main talent centers
looking for all types of work.
Second Report
The second report on radio employment, soon to be issued, will
analyze marginal employment and
distinguish between people who get
all or most of their earnings from
broadcasting and those not primarily dependent on it, according
to Miss Wood.
She said the first report "excluded those who haven't worked in
radio recently," but at the same
time "carefully explained that the
actor-singer employment situation
is not to be blamed on the broadcasting industry."
BLS, in discussing its talent
data, makes no effort to relate the
amount of work available in broadcasting to the increasingly high
rate scales. In some markets, according to those who have reviewed
the BLS figures, the rising rates
have served to curtail employment
as programming costs become prohibitive.
The bureau is criticized by those
who have analyzed its findings for
what they feel is either a deliberate
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'Obsolete' Ads
(Cordinued from page 32)
or standards. . . ." (see separate
story).
Meanwhile, Sen. Johnson warned
a White Plains, N. Y., radio manufacturer that the use of VHF channels for television in metropolitan
areas and UHF in rural sections is
"purely hypothetical" and no prospective set purchaser has a right
to bank on such a contingency.
The Senator elaborated on his
previous views in reply to a letter
from Robert G. Kramer, president
of Remington Radio Corp., protesting indications that the Senator's committee might propose a
law requiring manufacturers to
warn purchasers of possible obsolescence of television sets [Broadcasting, March 7, 14].
Sen. Johnson told Mr. Kramer
he was speaking of "a 'present conceived plan' to use the so-called low
channels in large metropolitan
areas and to supplement this coverage with the high channels for
rural areas. While I have heard
rumors of this so-called plan, I
am constrained to observe that they
are not any more than rumors. . . .
"Therefore, your comment on
this point is purely hypothetical,
and no one planning to invest several hundred dollars in a television
set has any right to make plans on
such
contingency."
Sen.a Johnson
added that it was
known that UHF channels "even-

tually must be
openedservice.
up" in order to afford
national
"Neither you nor I know today
whether such additional allocations
in the UHF band will be made in
cities which already have been assigned stations in the VHF band;"
Sen. Johnson wrote "However, it
is logical to assume that those
cities which today are limited in
the number of allocations for television stations because of the limited number of channels available
will have assigned to them additional television stations in the
UHF band. When that takes place
television set owners in those cities
obviously are not going to be able
to receive the transmissions of the
new stations."
Goldman Disapproves
Simon Goldman, manager of
WJTN WJTN-FM Jamestown, N.
Y., added his voice to the crescendo
of disapproval of Zenith's campaign. In an exchange of correspondence with Ted Leitzell, public
relations director and manager
of WEFM (FM) Chicago (Zenith
station), he pointed out that "you
spend plenty of time and money
asking the radio stations to plug
your FM sets, so you must recognize its advertising value. . . .
The most successful radio retailers
in Jamestown are heavy users of
radio advertising because it pays
off.Mr.
. . ."Leitzell, in turn, took exception to Mr. Goldman's contention that "radio is the most effec-

tive and economical mass advertising medium yet devised . . ." and
that "radio set manufacturers exist
only because stations broadcast."
He declared : "Broadcasters are indebted to radio manufacturers for
providing them, for free, with the
audience they sell to those advertisers who find radio a profitable
medium. No matter how bitter the
truth may be, the fact is that radio
advertising is seldom a salesman
for radio receivers as are other
Replying that he didn't want to
start a "whirling dervish" of
claims,
media." Mr. Goldman nevertheless
defied Mr. Leitzell "to sell a radio
set in an area — if there is such an
area — that has no broadcasting
station.
"I think the 'bitter truth' should
be faced by you and your organizais that
you haven't
been tion
ableand that
to make
successful
use of
[radio] . . . Perhaps you're so close
to the forest that you can't see the
trees. . . ."

Key FMA N.
Y. Clinic
FMTo 'BRASS
TACKS'
"BRASS TACKS"meeting at which
the basic problems of FM will be
considered will be held by FM
Assn. at its Sales Clinic to be
held April 1 at the Commodore
Hotel, New York.
First nationwide FM sales clinic,
the session will include talks by
Edgar Kobak, MBS president, and
Linnea Nelson, chief timebuyer of
J. Walter Thompson Co. Mr. Kobak's topic wil be "FM — Why
Not?" Miss Nelson will speak on
"FM From the Agency Point of
FMA President William E. Ware,
KFMX Council Bluffs, Iowa, said
the brass-tacks meeting is designed
View."
"for
the primary purpose of bringing people in the agency and advertising fields abreast of current
status and development in FM."
Agency officials have shown
marked interest in the meeting,
according to Edward L. Sellers,
FMA executive director, tracing
this interest to increased production of FM sets, decline of AM-only
set production and "current confusion expressed by BMB's difOther speakers at the clinic will
ficulties."
include Millard C. (Tex) Faught,
public relations counsel; Herbert
Georges, WFMI Portsmouth, N. H.;
Robert F. Wolfe, WFRO Fremont,
Ohio, and Everett L. Dillard,
WASH Washington, FMA board
member and ex-president.
STORADIO ELECTS
Harold Anderson President
HAROLD E. ANDERSON has been
elected president of Storadio Advertising Co., Des Moines. The
firm recently was formed to operate as national sales representative
for firms engaged in store broadcasting. Mr. Anderson is auditor
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FLEET EXERCISES
Covered by WJNC Manager

i

1
Mr. Gould stands beside WJNC
banner at Atlantic Fleet Marine
Force headquarters on the island
of Vieques in the Caribbean during training exercises.
* * *
LESTER L. GOULD, manager of
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C, produced three half-hour transcribed
programs while in the Caribbean as
an observer
the Navy's recent trainingduring
exercises.
One of the shows presents briefing aboard the USS Mount Olympus and features the commanding
general of the Second Marine Division, Maj. Gen. Franklin A. Hart,
and his staff. Second program,
Then and Now, is a story built
around some of the men aboard the
Mount Olympus, including
Commdr. John D. Buckley of PT
boat fame.
The third program. The Marines
Attack, presents the actual simulated invasion. Interviewed, among
others, is the commandant of the
Marine Corps, Gen. Clifton B.
Gates.
WJNC carried broadcasts of the
first two programs on the evening
of March 10 and aired the attack
program the following night. The
Tobacco Network and the Dixie
FM Network planned to present at
least two of the programs last
week, according to Mr. Gould.
of Polk County (Des Moines) and
has been in the food business for
22 years.
Storadio named Cy Newman executive vice president and general
manager and Melvin E. Seymour
secretary-treasurer. Mr. Newman
is radio director of a Des Moines
agency, Meneough, Martin & Seymour, and general manager of
Super Market Advertising Co., Des
Moines, which operates store
broadcasting in 21 Thriftway Super
Markets in Iowa via KSO-FM Des
Moines. Mr. Seymour is secretarytreasurer of Meneough, Martin &
Seymour.
Storadio has opened offices in
New York at 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
with Ernest P. Baldwin as resident
manager, in Chicago at 228 N. LaSalle St., with Milton S. Wolken as
l-esident manager, and in Des
Moines at 501 Garver Bldg.
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(Continued from page 28)
session will dio into some of NAB's
liveliest problems. Judge Miller
will preside. BMB, BMI, international matters, the Puerto Rican
issue and adoption of resolutions
are on the agenda.
Annual industry banquet will be
held Tuesday evening with music
supplied by BMI. As customary
there will be no banquet speeches.
George E. Storer, head of the
Fort Industry stations, is to preside at the Wednesday morning
television discussion, final session
of the Management Conference.
This program will be of the panel
type but participants have not been
announced. Here again the NAB
reorganization problem may arise.
The NAB board is committed to development ofa complete trade association service and the long-pending proposal for some form of liaison or cooperation with Television
Broadcasters Assn. may be discussed.
The one-day meeting of indenendent stations, scheduled all day
Sunday, has the general title, "Unaffiliated Stations Bull Session."
Mr. Willard will onen the meetings,
with Ted Cott. WNEW New York,
chairman of the NAB Unaffiliated
Stations Executive Committee, presiding.
Morning agenda includes nanel
discussion of transcription library
services; outline of United Nations
plans to provide programs for independents; Advertising Council
proposal to disseminate its public
interest program material to independents, and research study titled
"The Independent Is Here to Stay,"
by Dr. Sydney Roslow, president of
The Pulse Inc.
Luncheon Meeting
Judge Miller will address the
luncheon meeting. Afternoon program includes study of successful
local promotions by independents;
panel discussion on "How to Steal
the Audience," touching sports,
foreign language programs, classical and popular music; Unaffiliated Stations Committee work to
be described by Melvin Drake,
WDGY Minneapolis; panel discussion led by Maurice B. Mitchell,
director, NAB Broadcast Advertising Dept., on subject, "Bread and
Butter— NAB Tools for Selling."
Independents may attend the
Sunday meeting even if they are
not NAB members.
The third annual Engineering
Conference FBroadcasting, Feb.
281 opens Wednesday, April 6,
with registration and a meeting of
the NAB Engineering Executive
Committee. Reception will be held
afterward. A tour of the Hallicrafters Co. plant is scheduled in
the afternoon. Royal V. Howard,
director, NAB Engineering Dept.,
was in Chicago last week completing plans for the conference and
the plant tour.
General sessions will be held by
the engineering: group all day
Thursday and Friday, followed by
BROADCASTING

a Saturday morning meeting. The
full NAB Recording & Reproducing Standards Committee will meet
Saturday afternoon to consider the
final standards adopted last week
by its executive committee. The
NAB Engineering Executive Committee will review the standards at
its April 6 meeting.
Should the standards be finally
approved, the action will mark the
culmination of a hundred meetings
involving 75 engineers and 70 organizations. The vast program
covers recording standards developed in the last 18 months and revision of the standards adopted before the war.
Arthur C. Stringer, in charge of
the annual equipment exhibition,
left over the weekend for Chicago
to complete arrangements for the
project. The heavy equipment display will cover some 30,000 square
feet and the entire eighth floor of
the Stevens Hotel will be used by
other exhibitors.
SHERMAN CHANGES
Morey WBBM Program Head
VAL SHERMAN, program director
at WBBM Chicago, has resigned.
He will devote all his time to production of the new series, Patrick
O'Riley's Show, H. Leslie Atlass,
general manager and vice president
in charge of CBS Central Division,
announced last week. Mr. Sherman
will be succeeded by Al Morey,
member of the staff for six years.
Mr. Morey, WBBM director of
program development and former
program manager, entered radio in
1933 when producing a variety
show for WHO Des Moines. A
former musician and dance band
leader, he worked also as an m.c.
and producer for a theatre chain.
He also wrote scripts for Fred
Allen, Edgar Bergen and Kraft
Music Hall. In 1936 Mr. Morey returned to Chicago as radio director
of Jones Frankel Agency. He joined
Ruesel M. Seeds agency to write
and direct Uncle Walter^'s Doghouse. At WBBM in 1943 he produced The Blue Jacket Choir with
Danny O'Neil.
Mr. Sherman begins his 19th
year at WBBM in September.

WFBL
SYRACUSE,

N.Y

COMMUNITY
SERVICE

Above,
Syracuse
HighWFBL
School
choir are
lakesplaced
over atonethe ofcommand
WFBL's
beautiful,a new
studios.
facilities
of Syracuse civic and educational groups for such purposes as
rehearsals, meetings and forums.
**OUR
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ALL

IS YOURS"

This is WFBL's pledge to the community which it serves.
It's always "open house" at WFBL ... a policy which
pays off in a loyal following throughout the community
as well as in Central New York. For WFBL has earned
many devoted
friends among
New York's
influential,
educational,
cultural,Central
civic, church
and
farm groups.
Loyal friends make good listeners
and good listeners build the responsive audiences that make advertising

INVESTIGATIONS
House I FCC Gets Authority
A RESOLUTION was adopted by
the House March 16 authorizing the
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee to make investigations into any matters within its
jurisdiction,
including communications.
The resolution (HRes 107), previously reported by the House Rules
Committee, permits the committee,
or any of its subcommittees, to
make investigations within or outside the United States, whether the
House is in session or not. Supoena
powers also are granted in the bill,
authored by Rep. Robert Grosser
(D-Ohio), chairman of the full
committee.

AND

pull results.
Ask Free and Peters for the WFBL Community
Service Booklet and torrent availabilities.

BASIC
CBS
WFBL
IN SYRACUSE!

THE

NO.

1 STATION

Anti-Trust
(Continued from page 25)
\nti-tiust issue.
WBKB (TV) Chicago and KTLA
I,TV) Los Angeles, both owned by
Paramount, have been put on tem301-ai-y license along with stations
)f several other companies pending
he outcome of FCC's study. The
Drobe originated wrhen the Supreme
Dourt handed down its anti-trust
uling against the major motionDicture producers, which has since
)rought consent decrees by Paranount and Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
FCC's investigation now extends
Deyond movie applicants and licen;ees, covering other anti-trust
;ases.
Paramount made clear that "the
ssues in U. S. vs. Paramount have
3een settled and disposed of to the
satisfaction of the government and
;he courts," and that the consent
iecree contains "no findings of
"act and no final adjudication or
idmissions of anti-trust violations."
When the case started in 1938 the
Tustice Dept. announced that the
najor companies had "voluntarily
:ooperated"
the government
n an effort with
to remove
causes for
•omplaint, Paramount noted. And
vhen it ended last February the
'Attorney General described it as a
■emedial, not punitive, proceeding.
FCC, the film company claimed,
'misconceives the nature of antitrust." The idea that an anti-trust
decree is a "blemish or taint" on

character is contrary to "the entire history and theory of antitrust," Paramount maintained.
"The Commission may not legally
refuse or revoke a license on the
grounds of anti-trust violations in
a field outside of radio communications, and may not even take
into account such violations unless
and except to the extent that they
bear a proximate and proved relationship tothe qualifications of the
applicant or licensee for station
management insisted.
and control," the
memorandum
Paramount held that the antitrust sections of the Communications Act clearly do not apply to
this case and assumed the Commis ion isapproaching the question
from the standpoint of the "character" of the companies. But this
is a "delusive standard which must
be applied sparingly and with great
care," the company said, adding:
We do not believe that Congress in
listing the general standards of "charto be granting
consideredof ainlicense
determining
whetheracter"the
would
serve the public interest, intended to
give the Commission a roving authority to inquire into the trade practices
of applicants outside of the communications field, and to exclude from
broadcasting persons who in such fields
had engaged in restrictive operations.
The
"character"
qualification,
at most,or
relates
to character,
demonstrated
demonstrably
to
be
forecast,
as a
station licensee.
The film firm insisted its record
as a licensee over many years is
a "direct, reliable guide" to its
radio qualifications.
If FCC assumes "free-wheeling,
roving authority" on the anti-trust
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LIST OF TV PLEAS

HELD

UP

Pending Decision on Applicants' Qualifications
RADIO and television interests
of major motion picture producers
and others whose applications are
being held up by FCC pending a
decision on their qualifications in
view of anti-trust rulings against
them:
Paramount — Owns KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, WBKB (TV) and WIBK (FM)
Chicago, 50% of WSMB New Orleans
and of Des Moines TV and Atlanta AM
applicants, 10% of AM applicant for
Hot Springs,
Ark.,Francisco,
controls TV
applicants for San
Detroit,
Boston, and Tampa, and has 29%
of Allen B. DuMont Labs, which owns
WABD (TV) New York, WTTG (TV)
Washington, and WDTV (TV) Pittsis TV applicant
natiburghandandCleveland
(FCC for
has Cincinissued
proposed
that Paramount
trolsruling
DuMont; Paramount
insistscon-It
doesn't) .
— Negotiations
buy20thABCCentury-Fox
broke down
late last yearto
but observers believe they will be
resumed; has television applications
for Boston, San Francisco, Seattle,
Kansas City, and St. Louis.
Warner Bros.— Owns KFWB Los Angeles and is applying for Chicago TV;

has bought (subject to FCC consent)
Mrs. Dorothy
Thackrey's
San
Francisco
and KLAC
and KYA
KLAC-TV
Los Angeles.
Loew's Inc. — Owns W M G M and
WMGM-FM New York.
H. J. Griffith (Southwest theatre
chain operator) — Owns KEPO El Paso,
part interest In KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex., and a number of Southwest apSchine Chain Theatres — Controls
plicants.
WPTR Albany (whose 50-kw application was not held up but was granted
without prejudice to whatever action FCC may take on anti-trust issue).
Westinghouse Radio
Stations
WBZ-AM-FM-TV
Boston,
WBZA— Owns
and
WBZA-FM Springfield, KDKA and
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh, KYW and
KYW-FM Philadelphia, WOWO and
WOWO-FM Ft. Wayne, KEX and
KEX-FM Portland, Ore., and WBOS
Boston (International ) .
(FCC's policy with
has been
to make
no
announcement
respect
to the
anti-trust investigation Involving a
particular licensee or applicant until
an application of that company comes
up for action. Not all of those listed
above havesumably,yet
been bereached.
others will
added to Prethe
list if anti-trust decisions Involving
them come to FCC's attention.)

issue, the company asserted, then
"it may equally be under the burden
of inquiring into the business practices of all applicants — whether or
not they are actually engaged in
anti-trust proceedings, determining
whether they are in fact violators
of the law, and imposing the penalty of denial where the Commission

gage inviduala is business
which the indiotherwiseforeligible.
Television in particular "cannot
be improvised or cut to a blueParamount contended.
"It
must be print,"
the creation
of many men
of talent over a period of years.
And this means the widest, as well
as the most diverse, opportunity
for
experimentation." The company
continued:

deems appropriate."
. . . Paramount and all of the motionTerms Backlog a 'Beginning'
picture producers have a moral and
The licenses and applications
legal right to keep up with the times,
which FCC has thus far held up to have access to the new technology,
and to stay in the business by followpending the outcome of its study
ing the curve of invention, and the
public has a right to their participation
represent a "sufficiently ambitious"
in the television business, to the beneundertaking, but are a "mere be- the fitssubstantial
of their unique
contribution,
'and to
element
of competition
ginning," Paramount said.
that they can and will inject in this
To bar those who have contradeveloping field.
vened the anti-trust laws, the comChairman Coy's views on the
pany said, would jeopardize the status of motion-picture exhibitors
were outlined in a letter replying
operations of the following licensees
"among others": RCA,CBS, West- to Mr. Sullivan's inquiry as to what
kind of reception they might get
inghouse Radio Stations, General
Tire & Rubber Co., and all newsas applicants.
paper licensees who are members
In non-competitive cases he
of Associated Press.
thought they should be judged on
"But the effect of the an- the usual basis of financial, technical and other qualifications. In
nounced, tentative policy is not
confined to this group," Paramount
competitive cases he felt the "paradded, listing 113 companies which
ticular facts" developed in the
"at one time or another" have been hearing would determine the out"anti-trust violators" and 29 which
come, with no "stigma" attaching
are involved in pending proceedto an exhibitor as such, "provided
the applicant is in all respects
ings. The memorandum added:
Make out, using whatever criteria qualified as a broadcast licensee."
you please,there
an honor
business;
will roll
be offewAmerican
names
FCC Preference
which are not in the catalogue of the
corporations which at one time or anFCC's preference for non-newsother have violated the anti-trust laws.
And we believe it to be apparent that
paper applicants in competitive
the Commission, if it pursued the policy
cases was cited as a possibly "helpadvanced in Paramount's case, would
ful" reference for one seeking to
be obliged to apply it to all who have
been similarly involved in anti-trust
determine what FCC's approach
proceedings. Both law and policy would
will be when faced with a choice
require such equality of treatment.
between movie and non-movie ap.
.
.
The
Commission's
inquiry
is
open to more serious challenge on a
higher legal plane. It seeks not only to
The purpose there, he explained,
add to the penalties prescribed by law plicants.
for anti-trust violation, but also- to
usurp the function of the court in re- is to promote greater diversity in
the ownership of media of mass
vising its decree. It strips unsuccessful defendants of civil rights, and communications. But he made clear
denies to them the ancient liberty to
and within their trades which here- that FCC hasn't yet had occasion
tofore has had the protection of the
consider whether a similar policy
Constitution itself. Anti-trust violations to
would be appropriate in the case
do not involve, justify or imply, however remotely, a disqualification to en- of motion-picture applicants.
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standard

\

off comparison
MEMBERS of Twenty-Ten Club for WBAL Baltimore employes who have been
with station 10 to 20 years or more gather around dinner table. Seated are
officers of the club and Harold C. Burke (second from r), WBAL's general manager. The officers: R. E. Brunner (I), vice president; Miss Eleanor Gambrill,
secretary, and Walter Linthicum, president. Standing, I to r: Freeman Cardall, E. W. Christhilf, Leslie Peard, assistant to the manager, W. C. Bareham,
Program Manager John J. Dickman, William E. B. Grant, Louis Wagner Jr.,
Marvin Blank and William Newberry.
without the expected animosity and
RMA Meet
reprimands.
(Continued from page 29)
Plans were outlined for RMA's
25th anniversary and its annual
tern cannot be built on the present
convention May 16-19 at the same
12 channels." Quoting a recent
speech of Chairman Wayne Coy, in time as the annual radio parts
show. Both are scheduled for the
which he said that 50 to 70 chanStevens Hotel. An estimated 9,000
nels "may be required," Mr. Bonfig
explained that between 38 and 58 persons will attend the business
UHP bands would therefore be meetings and the industry banquet
needed, along with the present 12 the evening of May 19. President
in VHF.
Harry Truman has been asked to
address the group via TV from
Although no official FCC stateWashington. Telecasts of the floor
ment indicated that old frequencies
show may be aired by networks.
will remain in large cities and new
Leslie F. Muter, RMA treasurer
ones will be assigned to small, Mr.
and president of the Muter Co., is
Bonfig added that "because it is not
banquet chairman.
possible for most cities to have
four TV stations on the VHF band
Members of the advertising comboth VHF and UHF stations will
mittee Tuesday morning voted to
be assigned in the same city in continue the "radio-in-every-home"
campaign. James Secrest, director
many instances."
of
publications, will supervise this
"In the public interest, every
activity after the contract with the
manufacturer should move rapidly
Fred Eldean Agency, New York,
to provide sets which will operate
expires Dec. 31. He also will head
on both bands . . . since changes
committees on National Radio
and additions in frequencies have
to be made, it is better for the Week and the Voice of Democracy
contest. The former will take place
public, the dealers and the industry
in November. W. B. McGill, adverthat they be made now."
tising manager of Westinghouse
'Sword of Uncertainty'
Radio Stations, was named NationIn concluding, Mr. Bonfig termed
al Radio Week chairman.
the FCC indecision "a sword of
The parts division, of which A. D.
uncertainty hanging over the heads
Plamondon Jr. of Indiana Steel
of the entire industry."
Products Co. is chairman, decided
Bond Geddes, executive vice presto continue "town meetings" for
ident of RMA, pointed out that Mr.
radio technicians. They are schedGalvin's proposal to establish a
uled for next year at Atlanta, Feb.
public relations program preceded
1
and
2; Los Angeles, March 1 and
the Zenith advertisements. Mr.
2, and Chicago, April 11 and 13.
Galvin's
suggestion
was 22presented
in
a letter
dated Feb.
to Mr.
Balcom. That same month RMA
recommended to the FCC that it Va. Broadcasters Meet
(1) lift the freeze as soon as possible, (2) use VHF as far and in as
MEETING of the Virginia Assn.
many areas as possible and (3) of Broadcasters has been tentaprovide for a minimum of overlap
tively scheduled May 26-27 at hisof the future UHF.
toric Williamsburg, Va., by John
Several set manufacturers arW. New, sales manager of WTAR
rived at the conference irate about
Norfolk. The program will include
a talk by A. D. Willard Jr., NAB
"the unfair competition" allegedly
executive vice president, along with
practiced by Zenith, but none complained vigorously at open meetrepresentatives of NAB's broadings, it was said. Tone of debate
cast advertising and employe-employer departments.
was "rational and cooperative,"
BROADCASTING
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300
DufERS

Local Radio Advertising in a Buyers' Market," Mr. Mitchell told the
advertisers that radio's biggest
customer in the past two years has
been the local retailers. "As a
buyers' market is more and more
evident, more retail advertising
money is going into radio," he said,
adding that the reasons for the
landslide of retail advertising
money into local radio broadcast
advertising include developments in
the radio industry itself, changes
that have taken place in retailing,
and changes in the way of American living.
"The fact that there are now
over 2,600 radio stations in the nation, with 77,000,000 radios in use
in 94.2% of the homes, makes radio advertising the one medium
that can reach most retail cus-

WBNS
CELEBRATES 25TH YEAR
It has been a festive occasion here in Central Ohio as
WBNS chalked up its twenty-fifth year of service to
the community. During this twenty-five years WBNS
has built the most loyal listening audience in Central
Ohio. An audience that depends upon this station for
news, entertainment and educational features.
RUSS
CANTER
HEADS WBNS
OLD
TIMERS — Chief Announcer
Russ Canter and eighteen other
staff members, each having service records of 15 years and
more, are as much a part of
WBNS as the transmitter it.
self. They have helped to build
the firm foundation of WBNS success in Central Ohio.

SIX ADVERTISERS USE WBNS
FOR
STRAIGHT 22 YEARS — Andrus - Scofield,
Budd & Co., Capital City Products Co., Carlile Furniture Co., Rogers Jewelers, United Woolen Mills . . .
six advertisers v/ho took their first step into the medium
of radio on WBNS . . . and have been here continuously ever .since. They will tell you how WBNS gets
sales resuJts in Central Ohio.
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Ad

Conference

MARKET

OVER 300 Midwest advertising
'agency executives, copy v^rriters,
'advertising managers, and radio
sales executives gathered March
17-18 in Columbus for the>^eventh
Ohio State U. advei-tising conference. Theme of the 1949 conference was "Advertising in a Buyers'
Market."
Maurice B. Mitchell, director of
the department of broadcast advertising of the NAB, spoke on
local sales in a buyers' market.
Others on the agenda included Norwood Weaver, vice president of the
A. C. Nielsen Co., Gerald H. Carson, vice president and copy director of Kenyon & Eckhardt, and
Alan Wells, advertising director of
Kaufmann's departm.ent store,
.Pittsburgh.
: Speaking on the "Effectiveness of
1^

COVERS

at OSU

irS

CBS

BLAIR

tomers," Mr. Mitchell said. Since
there are more radios in possession
of families than any other single
item of home furnishing except
cooking stoves, retailers are finding
it the profitable way to build sales
in Mr.
a buyers'
market
Mitchell
told how latest surveys show average daily time of
listening per set is now 5% hrs.
Now with more and more business
coming from the suburban and
semi-rural areas, radio is the one
medium to reach this diversified
audience through the beamed program technique.
Mr. Mitchell commented that the
influx of younger men into the advertising control of retail concerns
tends to influence the change of retail advertising dollars to radio.
The past generation of advertising men has been educated in a
newspaper world which had handicapped the chances of retail radio," Mr. Mitchell continued.
"Younger advertising men are
more eager to give radio a chance,
and when they do the results are
forthcoming."
In discussing the advantages of
radio advertising on the retail level,
Mr. Mitchell said that in a radio
program an advertiser can create
the proper mood for his. commercial, the proper program to reach
the people he wants to reach, and
can take advantage of the warmth
and inflection of the human voice
to be his "salesman in the home."
Mr. Mitchell concluded with a
report of a newspaper survey of
reading ability among Chicago
residents. It found that 40% of
Chicago residents have only a sixth
grade reading ability. For reasons
like these, plus the radio generation in which we are living, the
prestige that comes to radio advertisers, and the proven worth of
radio advertising to retailers, Mr.
Mitchell concluded, radio will continue to be dominant medium in the
much discussed and much apprehended buyers' market.
SCBA PROTEST
Hits Sports Broadcast Law
OPPOSITION has been voiced by
members of South Carolina Broadcasters Assn. to legislation passed
by the state House of Representatives permitting state - supported
schools and colleges to sell excluevents.sive broadcast rights to athletic
As the law now stands these institutions are required to invite at
least three broadcasters to participate, according to B. T. Whitmire,
WFBC Greenville, SCBA president.
Mr. Whitmire pointed out that stations outside the state could buy
up these rights and leave the South
Carolina outlets without access to
games. He said it is to the interest, financial and otherwise, of the
schools to obtain the publicity that
accrues from play-by-plays.

WIL IS FULLTIME
Moves to 1430 kc, 5,000 w
WIL St. Louis, local outlet since
1922, became a fulltima regional
March 16. The station is owned by
Missouri Broadcasting Corp., of
which L. A. Benson is president and
general manager.
An independent station, WIL
shifted from 1230 kc to 5,000 w 1430
kc assigned at noon. Listeners were
asked to remain tuned to the old
frequency until the switch was
made to the new channel and more
powerful signal.
New transmitter site is located
at North Dupo, 111., with studios in
the Melbourne Hotel, St. Louis.
The transmitter is latest type Gates
installation, with four Wincharger
towers set in a directionalized array
over St. Louis. WIL is represented
nationally by William G. Rambeau
Co.
Transcription

Directory

REVISED edition of the NAB
Open-End Transcription Directory
was issued last week by the NAB
Program Dept. headed by Harold
Fair. The directory brings up to
date a compilation extensively used
by station sales officials. Revised
list of public interest programs is
being prepared by the department.
It includes programs provided by
the Red Cross, U. S. agencies, military and other public service organizations.
NARND

BOARD

To Discuss Fall Conclave
MID-YEAR board meeting of the
National Assn. of Radio News
Directors
will be
held2-3,
at according
Chicago's
Palmer House
April
to NARND President Sig Mickelson.
Chief business will be selection
of a site
and convention
date for NARND's
fourth
annual
next fall.
Reports from the chairmen of seven
standing and three special committees will be made and groundwork will be laid for membership
campaign aimed at bringing in
some 300 new members.
The NARND board includes:
Jack Shelley, WHO Des Moines;
David Kessler, WHAM Rochester,
N. Y.; John Hogan, WCSH Portland,,
Me.; Soren Munkhof, WOW Omaha;
Robert Redeen, WOC Davenport, Iowa;
Fred Hinshaw, WLBC Muncie, Ind.;
Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga.; Sid
Fietzsch,
Bormann, WMTWFAA
Cedar Dallas;
Rapids, James
Iowa; Edgar
Kirk, WPTFrington,Raleigh,
N.
C;
Bruce
KXOK St. Louis, and HarMr.
Mickelson.

4,000,000 PEOPLE
K W K W
Pasadena - Los Angeles
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Sponsor Viewpoint
(Continued from page 28)
prepared movie showing examples.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, TV consultant and past president of Institute of Radio Engineers, will speak
on "How Much Market Coverage
Can You Expect From Television
Now and in the Future?" A question-answer period will follow.
The media discussion preceding
the TV session will have the theme,
"Is Our Media Investment Pulling
Its Full Weight?" Speakers will
be Dr. D. B. Lucas, technical director, Advertising Research Foundation, and BBDO consultant,
whose topic will be "Let's Change
Media From a Seller's to a Buyer's
Market," and Dr. L. 0. Brown, vice
president in charge of media and
research. Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, with the subject, "How You
Can Help Your Agency Fit Your
Media List to Your Own Market."
Thursday afternoon is open for
informal meetings, recreation and
showing of special films. In the
evening delegates will see a film
of General
D. Eisenhower's
ANA
talk Dwight
last autumn
and the
television films. Crusade in Europe,
edited and executed through the
March of Time and presented by
ABC network.
Friday Agenda
Friday morning's agenda deals
with consumer goods and industrial
goods sessions, to be held concurrently. Topic of the consumer goods
program is "Speeding Sales at the
Retail Level." John W. Hubbell,
vice president of Simmons Co., will
preside. Speakers and topics include: James Rotto, sales promotion director, The Hecht Co., pointof-sale helps; Thomas F. Joyce,
vice president, Raymond Rosen &
Co., retail bottlenecks; Frank
Fagan, vice president. Young &
Rubicam, merchandising methods
that click with retailers. Clinic
based on case histories will follow,
ending with a question period.
The industrial portion has the
theme, "Speeding Sales of Industrial Products," with L. Rohe
Walter, director of public relations,
Flintkote Co. and ANA Industrial
Advertising Committee chairman,
presiding. Speakers and topics:
Laughlin A. Campbell, manager of
advertising and sales promotion,
Mergenthaler Linotype Co., sales
power in industrial advertising;
S. H. Giellerup, partner, Marschalk
& Pratt, business paper opportunities; and others.
Question-answer session Friday
afternoon will be "speakerless"
with W. N. Connolly, ANA chairman and advertising manager, S. C.
Johnson & Son, in the chair. An

ANA panel will answer written
questions about advertising, merchandising and related topics.
NBC will stage an entertainment
program at the Get-Together Dinner Friday evening. Entertainment chairman is Russell Ziegler,
manager market research and public relations, Cluett, Peabody & Co.
An ANA golf tournament will be
held Saturday along with other
sports events.
Richards
(Continued from page 26)
ing should be consolidated with the
above-entitled proceeding. At that
time the Commission will also determine the further hearing date in the
above-entitled proceeding and also in
the consolidated proceeding if the
transfer application is consolidated
for hearing with the above-entitled
matter. FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION*
T. J. Slowie,
Secretary.
* Commissioner Sterling not participating; Commissioner Jones favors a
continuance of the hearing for 30 days
and concurs in the first five paragraphs
of the order.

The postponement came at a
time when a dozen witnesses reportedly were prepared to take the
stand against Mr. Richards and
an equal number were ready to
testify in his behalf. Comr. E.
M. Webster, designated to conduct
the hearing, had been slated to
leave Washington today (Monday) for Los Angeles. General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone and
two
the agency's
Law attorneys
Bureau infrom
Washington
had
been there almost two weeks.
Principal witnesses against Mr.
Richards in the opening sessions,
according to preliminary plans,
were to have been Clete Roberts,
KFWB Hollywood newscaster and
commentator who formerly was
public affairs director of KMPC,
and George Lewin, former KMPC
news room manager.
Robert 0. Reynolds, vice president of KMPC and for several
years general manager, and Leo
Tyson, former KMPC general manager and now head of a personal
management service, were among
those scheduled to testify for Mr.
Richards.
The news-slanting charges were
filed with FCC by the Radio News
Club of Hollywood in February
1948. Mr. Richards a few weeks
ago petitioned FCC for a personal
hearing, conceding that portions of
the chai-ges were true but expressing "sincere regret" and asking
for an opportunity to offer personally his assurance that past
shortcomings "will not recur"
[Broadcasting, March 7]. FCC
denied this request, however.
Mr. Wheeler, former Senator
from Montana and now in the
Washington law firm of Wheeler
& Wheeler, and Clair L. Stout of
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, also of
Washington, were slated to head
the legal battery for Mr. Richards.
On hand to assist Mr. Cottone for
the FCC were Joe Brenner of the
STAMFORD,' CONN.
Commission's San Francisco office
and Thomas Donahue and John
'The Gateway
New England"
ABC toAHIIiote
Edgerton of Washington headReprcientative: J P McKINNEY & SON
quarters.
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ONE

EQUALIZER

FOR

ALL

PICKUPS

VERTICAL, LATERAL, MICROGROOVE! The Fairchild 6-position
Preamp-Equalizer, Unit 622, can be used with any and all modern pickups. It mounts on your transcription table
in place of your present equahzer. The
Fairchild 622 makes it possible for you to
use various pickup cartridges . . . and be
sure you are getting the best possible performance from each. Both lateral and
vertical transcription arms can be connected, and selected without switching —
by simply using the proper setting of the
6-position control knob.
EXTRA ADVANTAGES . . . Will not
become obsolete. Frees one preamplifier.
Provides for cuing and monitoring. Eliminates low level hum problems. Is economical. Write for complete details.
SYMCHRONOUS
FAIRCHiLP

TRANSCRtPTiON

• HIGHEST SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
• LOWEST

RUMBLE AND FLUTTER

• INSTANT SPEED CHANGE
WHILE IN OPERATION

TABLE

Together with the
542
Transcription
Arm and
the 622 Pxeamp-Equalizer,
you get these benefits:
• Perfectly balanced channel
from pickup to high level in• Signal from turntable at line
level.
• Equalization for any piclcup.
• Use of two or more pickups
with single equalizer.
• No low level hum problems.
put.
• Synchronous direct drive operation,
• Ease of cuing.
• Provision for monitoring.
• New rugged trouble-free pickarity.
• Highup reproducer.
compliance^true line-

UNIT 524
Transcription Table
$485 less Pickup Equipment

RECORDING
154TH STREET AND

EQUIPMENT

• Economy— the elimination of
one preamplifier and extra
equalizers . . . the prevention
of equalizer obsolescence.
full details are available
on request.
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m
u FEBS SCRIPTS
But is Mum on Radio Budget
DISABLED American Veterans
Service Foundation Inc., New York
and Washington, has just completed
two 15-minute dramatic shows featuring Zachary Scott and Henry
Fonda with Gen. Wainright. Shows
were produced by Laurence Hammond Prod. Inc., New York. The
foundation is requesting that stations use the programs free of
charge.
A spokesman for the foundation
in New York would reveal no commercial plans for its fund-raising
campaign, nor would he state what,
if anything, had already been spent
in radio. It is known, however, although no figures are available,
that the group has spent considerable sums in newspaper and magazine advertising.

Sale for $1 Million
Gets FCC Nod

N£W
MBS CO-OP
Stars Chevalier from Paris

KLZ-FM
KLZ
A NEW weekly half-hour series
ACQUISITION of KLZ and KLZ-FM Denver and KVOR Colorado
Chevalier, recSprings by Aladdin Radio & Television Inc. at a gross price of about $1 starringorded atMaurice
the famed Cafe de la
million [Broadcasting, Nov. 1, 1948] was approved by FCC last week.
Paix in Paris and flown to New
The approval was announced Friday.
York, will begin as a Mutual
The KLZ properties are being ★
co-op March 31.
sold by E. K. Gaylord, president of
The series. This Is Paris, will
$350,000.
In addition, the new owners have
the Oklahoma Publishing Co. intersubscribed a $400,000 debenture in feature other French artists as well
ests; Edgar T. Bell, former secreas Mr. Chevalier, and will present
tary-treasurer of the publishing
proportion to their respective stock
holdings.
various fashion designers in disfirm and now general manager of
cussions of latest styles. Because
FCC authorities made clear that
KTSA San Antonio, and members
of this feature. Mutual stations
of their families. Messrs. Gaylord
the transfers do not involve any
are expected to aim their sales
and Bell and the publishing comfactors which would justify impositalks at department stores.
pany own KVOR in approximately
tion of the Commission's current
Stations and sponsors of the
equal shares.
policy of withholding action pendAladdin, new owner of the staing a decision on the radio qualifiprogram will receive advance information on the styles to be distions, is headed by Harry E. Huffcations of firms having anti-trust
cussed on forthcoming programs
man, Denver businessman and dis- records (see story page 25).
trict manager of Fox Denver
Though Aladdin seemingly has a so that they may tie in commercial
announcements. Bert J. Hauser,
Theatres, who with his wife, Chris- motion-picture connection, FCC
tine, holds 23% interest. Frank H. spokesmen pointed out that it is director of cooperative programs,
Ricketson Jr., president of Fox
said that these local tie-ins were
"extremely remote" and involves
Inter - Mountain Theatres, also no common ownership.
regarded as unique. Further, Mr.
Aladdin is an applicant for a Chevalier will record opening and
owns 23% and is treasurer. J.
MON WALLGREN
Denver
television station on ChanElroy
McCaw,
president
and
half
Rejected as NSRB Head
using inowner of KELA Centralia, Wash.,
nel 9, but will give up either this closing announcements
dividual store names for broadcast
half owner of KPOA Honolulu and
NOMINATION of Mon C. Wallapplication or KLZ's pending re- on individual stations. The proone-third owner of KYAK Yakima,
quest for Channel 7.
gren, KIRO Seattle stockholder,
KLZ is on 560 kc with 5 kw.
Wash.,
has
25%
interest.
Theodore
10-10:30gram will
p.m.be heard Thursdays
for chairmanship of the National
KVOR is on 1300 kc with 1 kw.
West Coast theatre opSecurity Resources Board, was re- R. Gamble,
erator and wartime head of the
jected by a vote of seven to six last
Savings
Bond campaigns, and his
Monday by the Senate Armed
wife hold 25% while Hugh B.
Services Committee.
U. S. Proposal Passed:
The committee said they had Terry, KLZ manager and secreRussia Scores
IHF TIFF
tary-treasurer, and Albert J. Gould,
failed to approve the President's
Denver
attorney,
have
2%
each.
candidate on grounds that the head
FIRM stand by the U. S. delegation to the International High-Frequency
Mr. Terry is executive vice presiof the national defense board
Broadcasting Conference (ITU) at Mexico City has raised hopes that
dent of Aladdin.
should have greater "economic and
will not let Russia or any other country hog the upper porSubsequent realignments in the this country
industrial experience and competions of the broadcast spectrum.
stock ownership are contemplated
The showing of backbone by the
tency" than that of Mr. Wallgren.
Attacking the Soviet monoply
to permit certain employes to acquire interests. The exact extent delegation appeared in an address
charges,
Mr. Sterling reminded
to the conference plenary session
of Mr. Terry's holdings also had not by FCC Commissioner George E. that the Soviet delegation had said
Special Cancer Show
been definitely decided.
it would not accept a plan which
Sterling, alternate
Under the contracts, Aladdin
AMERICAN Cancer Society has
chairman of the gave that country fewer than 800
transcribed a half-hour, all star acquires 74% of KLZ for $407,000
channel hours, compared to the
U. S. group.
revue for the exclusive use of in- plus 74% of the fair market value
197 hours voluntarily assigned itdependent stations, the organizaself by the United States.
Frequencyof net quick assets. The remainsharing
studies by
tion announced last week. Produced
ing 26%. is acquired by Mr. Ricket"Who is the monopolist?" Chaira subcommittee,
man Sterling asked. He suggested
son from Mr. Gaylord for $143,000
in cooperation with NAB's unaffiliated stations committee under
that the Soviets may be trying
known as Complus 26% of the net quick assets.
mittee 6-D, were
to obscure the fact that they do
chairmanship of Ted Cott, the pro- Two-thirds of the stock of KVOR
gram is said by Walter King, ACS
found to have proare sold for $66,875 plus two-thirds
not want
planownbutterms.
one arrived at onanytheir
radio director, to be the first top- of net quick assets, while the reduced such promtalent show of its scope to be promaining interest is sold by Mr.
ising results that
Mr. Sterling
the U. S. proposed
duced by a national health organiGaylord to Mr. Ricketson for
zation for non-network stations.
$33,125 and one-third of net quick
the group finish FLAMM SUIT
Featured on the show are Burns
its work and start on a draft
assets. For the two companies,
Retrial Against Noble Set
and Alien, .Jane Wyman, Jerry market value of net quick assets
aroused the Soviet
plan.
This
Colonna, Peggy Lee and others.
RETRIAL of the suit by Donald
was estimated at approximately
Union delegates, who aimed reckFlamm, former owner of WMCA
less charges at the United States.
Chairman Sterling replied, and the
New York, against Edward J.
U. S. proposal carried by a plen- Noble, ABC board chairman, will
ary session vote of 52-13.
open March 22 in New York SuMr. Sterling told the plenary
Court.
Mr. preme
Flamm
won a $490,500
work ofin-a award
committee's
It's No
meetingcluded the
Bull!
aconsiderable
portion
in the fi st trial, alleging
draft frequency assignment plan, conspiracy and coercion were used
. . . '.'.'Hen v/e say there's enough cows In Crawford County to make
and it had attained familiarity
it THE leading dairy producing county in Pennsylvania. And Mr.
in getting him to sell the station
with the problems involved. He
Advertiser, now's the time to get your share of the CREAM!
to Mr. Noble. The appellate divirefuted charges that the procedsion of the Supreme Court reversed
($22,000,000 in retail sales in Meadville alone.) And too, don't forget
ure would amount to a "fait ac- the decision and ordered retrial
for one minute: We not only broadcast your shows . . . we promote
[Broadcasting, Feb. 7].
compli" in the form of a finished
them.
plan and showed that the U. S.
proposal would provide full participation in the plan-making process by the conference delegations.
WMGW
Soviet delegates charged that the
American delegates are monopolStudios & Offices— First Nat'l Bank Bldg.
WINZ
Meadville, Pa.
ists and that the plan was "arbitary" and not based on "general principles."
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Inc., New
S. KELLER
ROBERT
York, has been appointed national sales promotion repre; sentative for WISE Asheville, N. C,
and WEAM Arlington, Va.
HARRY AVERILL, former sales manager of WSNY Schenectady, N. Y., has
joined sales staff of CKLW Detroit.
KEN HUTCHESON has been promoted to commercial manager of
CJAV Port Alberni, B. C. DICK
SMITH, formerly with CKCK Regina,
replaces Mr. Hutcheson on sales and
production staff.
j1 sales
GEORGE
HOOVERdepartment
has joinedof
and E.
promotion
jWBUD Morrisville, Penn.
'.WBBB
ROY
SPRINGER,
with
Burlington, N.formerly
C, has joined
sales staff of WDVA Danville, Va.
I FRANK
STILWELL,
formerly on
sales staff of KICD Spencer, Iowa,
1 has joined sales staff of WLOW Norjfolk, Va.
I ROBERT I. FOREMAN has joined
IWLDY Ladysmith, Wis., as salesman.
HAL DAVIS, formerly with WFBC
Greenville, S. C, and WBT Charlotte,
N. C, has joined WSOC Charlotte as
salesman.
LOU SIMON has been appointed commercial manager of KPIX (TV) San

(2,
ontmetcia

Francisco. He was formerly with
salesaffiliate.
department of KSFO, KPIX's
AM
ROBERT S. HIX has been appointed
national sa^.es manager of KFH and
KFH-FM Wichita,
Kan. Prior to his
promotion Mr. Hix
served on KFH
sales staff.
KENNETH L.
CARTER, active in
Baltimore radio
and television sales
activities, has acasMr. Hix
signraentceptedforspecial
three
months
in commercial department of WMAR-TV
Baltimore.
LEE ATWOOD has joined sales staff
of WBKB (TV) Chicago, after work-

ing as advertising and sales promotion manager for RCA Victor for past
three years.
HARRY PATTERSON, commercial
manager of KFVD Los Angeles, and
Carol Denise have announced their
marriage.
ARTHUR WEILL, comptroller of
WMGM New York, and Mrs. Weill,
have adopted a girl.
PHIL WOOD, formerly national sales
manager of WFMJ Youngstown,
Ohio, has joined WKOW Madison,
Wis., as sales manager.
BERNIE WILKINS, KFWB Los Angeles commercial manager, is the
father of a girl, Wendy Karen.
DON BALSAMO,hasformer
representative,
begun publishers'
work as a
member of WIND Chicago's sales
staff.

DONALD COOKE Inc., station representative, will open a Detroit office
April 1 with CHARLES J. SHEPPARD
as manager. Detroit headquarters
will be at 2472 Penobscot Bldg.
SAMUEL P. THROWER, formerly
manager of a national shoe concern,
has joined staff of WATO Oak Ridge,
Tenn., as sales representative in
Knoxville market.
THOMAS J. O'CONNOR has joined
sales department of KDKA Pittsburgh.
BILL CREIGHTON has joined KIOA
Des Moines as account executive.
WRFC in New Home
WRFC, 1 kw independent on 980
kc at Athens, Ga., moved into new
offices and studios at 279% N.
Lumpkin St., Athens, on March 18.
L. H. Christian, station's general
manager, announced the new quarters form a crescent around a semicircular reception hall.
PAT FITZGERALD, disc jockey for
WILM Wilmington, Del., acted as
m. c. at four playlets in Woodstown,
N. Ballet"
J., put onfromby Salem,
the Evans'
of
N. J.,"Children
for the
benefit of the United Nations Council
in the Philadelphia region.

THL NEW RCA TAPE RECORDER
SEE IT AT
THE NAB CONVENTION
(deliveries start June 1st)

J^toduction

, former anSANFORD SPILLMEN
nouncer-writer with KSFO San
isco,
has been appointed
Franc
n's
visor
tions
statio
the will
operaaffiliate, super
serve
KPIX. He ofalso
TV
as a TV producer and assistant to
KEITH KERBY, KSFO-KPIX program
director.
ANN GILMORE has joined WSOC
Charlotte, N. C, as woman's editor.
ARMOND BODIE, formerly with
WRHI Rock. Hill, S. C, and WIST
Charlotte, has joined station's announcing staff. PAT NABORS, formerly with WGTM Wilson, N. C, has
also joined WSOC's announcing staff.
JOSEPH DAHLVIG has been named
program manager of WLDY Ladysmith, Wis.
J. R. DUNCAN, formerly director of
engineering
operations for WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati,
Ohio, has joined
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., as director of p r o grams.
LOREN (Bud)
WATSON Jr. has
joined staff of
WBAP (AM-FMTV) Fort Worth,
Mr. Duncan
Tex.
WAYLAND FULLINGTON formerly president of Nelms & Fullington advertising firm of Springfield,
Mo., and previous
to that program
director of KWTO
and KGBX Springfield, has been appointed program
director of WIRE
Indianapolis.
FREDERICK P.
LAFFEY, chief announcer at WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.,
is the father of a
Mr. Fullington girl,
Julie.
EUGENE MICHALSKI, CHARLES
NOWAK, MARIAN BIELANSKL
ADAM NOWAK and CAROLINE ZABOROWSKA have joined announcing

SERVICE

staff of Polish Program Service, Passaic, N. J.
BOB DREPPERD, chief announcer at
WLOW Norfolk,
Va., has been appointed program
director. He was
formerly with
WBML Macon, Ga.
NORMAN WAIN
has joined
WLOW's announcing staff.
AL JOHANSEN
has rejoined writMr. Drepperd
ing staff of NBC
Duffy's Tavern.
HARRY KOPLAN, producer and didirector of Saturday broadcasts of
CBS Meet the Missus has started as
m.c. for that day's broadcasts of the
six weekly show.
BOB FISHER has joined writing staff
of NBC Alan Young Show.
DICK LOCKE, film director at WBKB
(TV) Chicago, is the father of a boy,
Donald William.
WARD FENTON, night supervisor at
WHEN Buffalo, N. Y., is the father of
a boy, Ward Fenton III.
ARTHUR BONNER, formerly news
writer for CBS, has joined WOR New
York as summer replacement news
writer, pinch-hitting for vacationers.
HELEN WENTZ, program builder at
NBC Chicago, and H. Richard Fprbecker have announced their marriage.
NICK NICHOLSON, KROW Oakland,
Calif., announcer, has started new
daily program on station, Nick's Notion Counter. Program features philosophic, household and fashion hints
plus music.
FRANK MORRIS, of KECA Hollywood writer-producer staff, and his
wife have adopted two-month old
boy, Craig Stephen.
LORAINE LARSON, director at WBKB
(TV) Chicago for six years, and PHIL
GROH, formerly of the station staff,
have announced their marriage.
O. H. (Buddy) WICKERS, disc m.c.
at KXOK St. Louis, is the father of
twins, boy and girl, Bonnie Jean and
Ronnie Dean.

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Varmont Av*., Wath. 5, D. C.
STarling 3626

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W.E. 9-A, 9-B & RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9.A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcast Service Co.
334 Arcade BIdg. St. Louis 1, Mo.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Baits— Ground lyttems — transmission
lints, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcreat Terrace,
Cteve Coeur, 111.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria. III.
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LANNY PIKE, in radio since 1935, has
joined WJBK - TV
Detroit, as supervisor of all televis i o n operations.
Mr. Pike will also
create and produce programs to
emanate from the
station's studios.
FRANK PANICO,
staff musician
WBBM
Chicago,at
Mr. Pike

and Claire Pallelo
are to be married

April formerly
23.
TERRY CARPENTER,
with
Blow Co. Inc., San Francisco, has
joined KYA, same city, as continuity
writer.
BILL LEYDEN, KFWB Los Angeles
disc m.c, and Lynne Snow have announced their marriage.
WOV'S CHECK
Aids Boys Town for Italy

Arnold Hartley (r), WOV program
director, presents check to Judge
Marchisio as Msgr. Carroll-Abbing
(center)
^ looks
^ on.

SMPE

MEETING

Slated April 4-8 in N. Y.
THE SOCIETY of Motion Picture
Engineers will hold its 65th semiannual convention April 4 to 8
inclusive
at New York's Hotel
Statler.
Latest developments in theatre
television and high-speed photography will be outlined by reports
and demonstrations at special sessions and symposia during the convention's first three days, announced Earl I. Sponable, president
of the society and technical director of 20th Century Fox.
A major concentration of scientific and engineering leaders in thej
film world is expected at the conclave to discuss the rapid approach
of commercial theatre television
and many technical aspects of the
film industry. Technical papers are
being assembled by chairman of the
society, Norwood L. Simmons Jr.,
vice chairman Joseph E. Aiken,
Lorin Grignon, Edward S. Seeley,
R. T. Van Niman and H. S. Walker
of the papers committee.
William H. Rivers, SMPE Atlantic Coast section chairman, is in
charge of local arrangements and
William C. Kunzmann, convention
vice president, will supervise registration and information for the
meetings. Oscar F. Neu, chairman
and Lester B. Isaac, vice chairman,
head a committee for the society's
get-together luncheon, to be held
in the hotel's Georgian Room, April
4, and the semi-annual banquet on
April 6.

WOV New York's listeners are
evincing tangible interest in the
"Boy's Town for Italy" project —
in terms of dollar contributions.
Italian listeners already have donated more than $1,000 to the
Italian version of the late Father
Flanagan's Boy's Town. Msgr. John
Patrick Carroll-Abbing, founder
and director who is currently in
New York, will use the money to
further his good work when he returns to Italy. Judge Juvenal
Marchisio, president of American
Relief for Italy, accepted the first
check from WOV.

IINDENWOOD
Radio Conference Planned
JUDITH WALLER, public affairs
director for NBC Central Division,
Chicago, and Ted Westcott, of KSD
and KSD-TV St. Louis, will headline the Third Annual Radio Conference at Lindenwood College, St.
Charles, Mo., on April 29.
The conference is attended by
students and faculty members of
colleges and high schools in the
St. Louis
areagroups.
and by representatives of civic

Mitchell A. Curtis
MITCHELL A. CURTIS, 34, who
aided Oliver S. Gramling in setting
up the Associated Press news service for radio stations, died March
10 in New York of acute leukemia.
Mr. Curtis was night radio news
editor of the AP in New York. For
two years he was news editor of
WCLS Joliet, 111. He joined the
AP 12 years ago. Surviving are
his wife Mrs. Olga Sylvia Curtis,
a former AP radio news writer;
two children by a former marriage,
and his parents.

Canadian

Ratings

TOP

CANADIAN evening programs, according to Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., Toronto, were Radio Theatre
with rating 35.5, Fibber McGee &
Molly
33.4, Amos
'n' Andy
28.6,
Fred Allen
25.8, Bob
Hope 24.4,
Twenty Questions 23.8, Ozzie &
Harriet 23.7, Wayne & Shuster
(Canadian program) 23.1, Ford
Theatre 21.3, and Treasure Trail
(Canadian program) 21.2.

FIVE trailers on safety are being
distributed again this year by National
Safety Council to video stations on
loan basis. The 16mm movies, produced without music, run less than one
minute each, according to Dan Thompson, council radio director.
BROADCASTING
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

a U

JL 1 ilN

r

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

AUii. ^

inivrr^irTVTiniRiDci

iO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
LiHfe Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
1469 CHURCH ST., N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sts., N. W.
NAtional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
Oliver 8200

HERBERT L. WILSON

RUSSELL
P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiangle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

A. D. RING

ROTHROCK
SUITE 604, 1757
National
WASHINGTON

& CO.

& BAIREY
K ST., N. W.
0196
6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611

PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• ARDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3733 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.
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C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.
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1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C. NA. 7161
Member AFCCE*

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

FRANK H. MclNTOSH

Member AFCCE*

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Ci. H.
3Uler
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866 4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
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Final Decisions
AM

America's
leading
engineers
of important
industrial
organizations

H
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/
NEWA
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TV, Radio, Sound and
Recording Equipment,
Replacement Parts and
Electronic Tubes
_ because...
NEWARK has the most complete on-thespot stock of oil standard equipment . . .
from (he tiniesf replocemenl port fo the
most complete inslal/olion ... on hand in 3
giant centrally located stores, and tremendous warehouses!
NEWARK equipment is tops in quality, dependability, and performance. Everything
is Newark-tested and Newark-backed, so
you know it's the best/
NEWARK delivers the goods... but fast!
24-Hour mail-order service ... faster on
phone or telegraph orders.
NEWARK offers the most complete essential reference book.. .148 illustrated pages
full of data on over 20,000 standard brand
items, including
Standard and L-P pickups and changers*
Wire, tape and disc recorders • Hi-Fi sound
and P.A. equipment
• Speakers • Mikes •
Accesjoriet
etc.

Send
TODAY
for PME
new 1949
NiWARK
CATALOG

A
cafuring a complete line of
Rf\b\G AND TELEVISION KITS, SETS,
PARTS ond ACCESSORIES for homes,
hams ond hobbyists 1
24.HOUR MAIL-ORDER SERVICE
3 GREAT STORES! Uptown otns W.45»h St.
Downtown at 212 Fulton St. in NEW YORK
323 W. Madison St. in the heart of CHICAGO
EWARK
K«B10 » TU£VlSfO«

MAIL NOWl

Dept. C
NEWARK ELEC. CO.. 242 W. 55lh St.. N. Y. C.
Please send FREE 1949 Nework Cotolog to:
Nome
Address
_Sfote_
City
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manaergerman-of
QUIN
and form
Chica,go first
WLS RYAN
ager of WON Chicago, has
Herald-American as
joined Chicago
radio-television columnist. Mr. Ryan
is former member of board of the
NAB and MBS.
GEORGE GOW, formerly with
KFH Wichita,
Kan., has been appointed
news director
of KANS
Wichita. Mr. Gow
is member of
Washington Radio
Correspondents
Assn. and National
Assn. of Radio
News Directors.
Mr. Gow
CONNIE ALEXANDER, staff announcer with KVER Albuquerque, N.
M., has been appointed director of
news, sports and special events.
BLAKE CHATFIELD, television editor of NBC Hollywood press department, and ROCCI MASCHETTI of
ABC Hollywood publicity staff, have
announced their marriage.
JOHN H. THOMPSON, manager of
news and special events for KNBC
San Francisco, has been appointed to
teach radio news writing at Stanford
U. Journalism School.
SAM HAYES, NBC newscaster, is the
father of a girl, Diane.

ABC FORUM TRIP
'Town Meeting' to Tour World
ABC's radio and television forum
program, America's Town Meeting of the Air, (Tuesdays, 8:309:30 p.m.), will make a roundthe-world trip by air to 14 national capitals during July, August and September.
Announcement of the tour was
made on last Tuesday's broadcast
by George V. Denny Jr., president
of Town Hall and originator of
the program. He asked the American people for "Dollars for Democracy" contributions to finance
the trip. Purpose of the project,
he said, is "to demonstrate free
speech and action."
Programs, under current cooperative sponsorship, will continue on ABC via transcriptions.

GRANTS

Given

To Four Stations

FOUR COMMUNITIES which have no local radio stations— two of which
receive no primary service day or night — ^were awarded fulltime local
outlets in final decisions handed down by FCC last Monday and Tuesday.
The Commission also made final its proposal to grant the application
of KOSA Odessa, Tex., to move *
from 1450 to 1230 kc, operating
WTCN and WLOL Minneapolis-St.
Paul, and
Kenneth C.who
Bechtel,
with its present 250 w power
dria businessman,
haveAlexan10.8%
each;
Wayne
L.
Moody
and
[Broadcasting, Jan. 24],
McNamee, of Alexandria, 8.6 Henry
and 5.3%T.
The new-station grants, all effec- respectively. Mr. McNamee will be
commercial manager; Mr. Moody, news
tuating proposed decisions issued editor;
Mr. Bechtel, program director,
earlier this year, went to:
and
Mr. Hildreth, music and continuity
Alexandria Broadcasting Corp. tor director.
RichlandtrollingBroadcasting
Corp. Arthur
— Con1490 kc with 250 w at Alexandria, Minn.
owner is President
[BROADCASTING,
24]. The Radio
comOvergaard, a road contractor of Elroy,
peting application ofJan.
Alexandria
Wis., who owns 51.2%. Rest of the
Corp. was denied.
is held by Thomas R. Kelley of
Richland Broadcasting Corp. for 1450 stock
Chicago, who has done engineering
kc with 250 w at Richland Center, Wis.
work for KFAB Lincoln, KVOA Tuc[BROADCASTING, Jan. 31].
and beWNMP
EvansBlue Valley Broadcasting Co. for 1450 ton, son,
111.,WCRW
andChicago
who will
manager
kc with 250 w at Beatrice, Neb. the
Center
station.
Donald Eof
[BROADCASTING, Jan. 24], when Gill Richland
of Madison, a certified public acKVAK Atchison, Kans., moves from
countant, issecretary and treasurer but
1450 to 1470 kc. The rival application owns no stock.
of Beatrice Broadcasting Co. was denied.
Blue Valley Broadcasting Co. — Chief
owner veteran
(60%) is broadcaster
President John
ThorHerald Broadcasting Co. for 1230 kc wald,
and F.former
with 250 w at Levelland, Tex.
of WRR Dallas, Tex., more
[BROADCASTING, Jan. 24]. It was in manager
general manager of KRIG
this case that KOSA won its grant for recently
Odessa. William V. Davis, real estate
1230 kc. Other 1230 kc applicants, mudealer and musician, is secretary and
tually exclusive with the Levelland and
owns 12.5%. Samuel W. Engle, chief
KOSA applications,
Pan- engineer
of KHBR Hillsboro, Tex., and
handle Broadcasting were
Corp. denied:
of Amarillo;
F.
W. Carstens, Beatrice attorney, own
Voice of Amarillo; KBST Big Spring,
Tex., and KWEW Hobbs, N. M.
2.5% each,
and the following
local 3.75%
busiand professional
men own
Of the four communities for each: nessMerle
G.
Jones,
Marion
I.
Morton, Thomas E. Adams, Marion E. Dole
which new stations were authorJoseph D. Goldberg, and Forrest E
Wilke. Mr. Thorwald will be general
ized, Alexandria and Richland re- manager
sales manager; Mr. Davis
ceive no primary service day or producer and
andMr. Engle,
announcer and
sales as-A
engineer.
night; the Levelland service area network sistant;
affiliation is chief
planned.
receives primary service only durHerald Weimhold,
Broadcasting
Co. — Owned
Forrest
weekly
newspaperby
ing the day, and Beatrice receives
of
Levelland.
His
day and night primary service publisher,
pers are the Hockley County newspaHerald
and the Levelland Sun-News, and the
only in its residential area.
Morton (Tex.) Tribune. He plans to
devote substantially all of his time
Local ownership, extent of ownto the radio station.
ership participation in station afOwnership of the denied:
fairs, and need for a local outlet
Alexandria (Minn.) Radio Corp.
were principal factors applied by owned
by eight stockholders headeB by
the Commission in reaching its de- Roger L. Dell (12.5%), an attorney at
Fergus
Fallsof and
cisions. In the Beatrice case a third owner
KGDEpresident
there. and onePanhandle
Broadcasting
Amnewspaper connection of the Bearil o, is headed by Grady Corp.,
Hazelwood,
atrice Broadcasting Co. was also Amarillo
attorney, who owns 25%.
Chief owner (44%) is Bill Southworth,
a factor against that applicant.
general panies,
manager
two motor
com-is
and the ofremaining
stock
Ownership of the grantees:
owned by W. H. Dwight (20%), AmAlexandria
Broadcasting
Corp.
—
Prinarillo time salesman, and John W.
cipal stockholders are President R. Hazelwood
(11%), an attorney and
brother of Grady.
Castle Brown,
owner
of
American
Institute of the Air, a radio school at
Voice of Amarillo is owned by Jim
Minneapolis; Kenneth A. Tessmer, U.
of Minnesota student, and Everette Q. Goldberg (60%) and Ben H. Guill
Walters, an employe of the North
(40%),
businessmen.
American Creameries at Alexandria.
Beatrice
(Neb.) Broadcasting Co. is
owned by President Herbert T. Weston
They own 21.5% each, and will be general manager, farm service director,
Jr.
and
Jefferson
B. Weston,
brothers
and businessmen, who
have 43%
each,
and assistant general manager, respectively. Other stockholders: Robert R. and Bernard R. Rothenberger (14%),
Hildreth Jr., who has been associated
editor of the Beatrice Times, which
with KDTH
Dubuque and WMIN,
is owned by the Westons' mother.

WAAB Stays on Air
WAAB was the only Worcester,
Mass., station to remain on the air
when a fire in one of the Worcester County Electric Co.'s sub-stations caused a temporary power
shutdown at 7:24 a.m., March 10
according to Richard A. Cobb,
manager. WAAB's transmitter
was outside the shutdown area.
The station, affiliated with MBS
and Yankee, used a network show
when power at its studios failed.
WGPA Bethlehem, Pa., again has been
given broadcast rights as a member of
Atlantic Refining baseball network to
carry all games this season of Philadelphia Athletics and the Phillies.
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I A FIRST for WCPS Tarboro, N. C.
I
— its first giveaway show — has
proved a thumping- success — a
1,500 mail count the first week. The
platter-chatter show requests listeners
to send in a post card with their name
and address, and during the last few
minutes of each day's broadcast one
card is drawn from the pile, the winner
receiving the jackpot of prizes. Its
that simple to win on Draw a Card,
Please — no questions to answer, no
sentences to finish — just draw a card.
Fleet Maneuvers Coverage
WAPA San Juan, P. R., provided technical facilities and program material
for
ABC's
of AtlanticStation
Fleet
maneuvers coverage
in the Caribbean.
Manager Harwood Hull Jr., ABC correspondent, made five remote pickups
for network's Headline Edition and
News of Tomorrow. WAPA also provided facilities for H. R. Baukhage,
ABC commentator, who was in Puerto
Rico for the maneuvers. Mr. Baukhage transcribed three programs from
the WAPA studios. Station also originated several 15-minute programs
from Roosevelt Roads and other Caribbean installations during maneuvers.
Election Time
TO ASSIST Los Angeles voters in
determing whom to choose for their
next mayor at April 5 primary election, KNX Los Angeles March 13
started series of half-hour programs
Your Next Mayor. Series runs for
four weeks during mayoralty campaign. Each week three candidates
appear and present their platforms.
Stuart Novins, KNX-Columbia Pacific
Network director of public affairs,
produces programs.
Flying High
WHEN Capt. Bill Odom crossed Iowa
on his record-breaking flight from
Hawaii to New Jersey, staffers of
KGLO Mason City and WTAD Quincy,
111., were right on hand. With special
authorizations from CAA and using
CAA equipment, the two stations
recorded Capt. Odom's voice as he
described weather conditions, his
personal accommodations while in
flight and other interesting notes and
comments. KGLO and WTAD played
the recordings on newscasts while
Capt. Odom was still completing his
flight.
DXer Time
AS a courtesy of DXers all over the
country, WWSW Pittsburgh is interrupting its standard 24-hour schedule
by observing a 15-minute period of
silence in order that a special DX program from CKEN Kentville, Nova
Scotia, may get through.

to
r Shows
ouplings i
Railroad Review
BEHIND the scenes in modern railroading is format of Boston & Maine
Railroad's new show on WBZ-TV Boston. Known as The Boston & Maine
Railroad Show, program gives the
televiewer an on-the-scene motion
picture tour of railroading. Each week
a different angle of the industry is
featured: including, a ride in the
Diesel, on a freight train, in the dining cars and a look into the repair
shops and from the signal towers.
Carl deSuze emcees the series, and railroad officials act as guest speakers,
narrating the programs which illustrate their departments.
Presenting
TOMORROW
(March'Hamlet'
22) KFJZ Fort
Worth, Tex., will broadcast an hourlong
of "Hamlet."
which condensation
states that this
is the firstKFJZ,
such
effort in the Southwest, will feed
program to the Texas State Network.
Radio adaptation of the play is by
John Sullivan, continuity head of
KFJZ. The cast includes students and
instructors at Texas Christian U. plus
radio and stage talent.
Baseball's Pre-Game Roundup
SEVERAL stations throughout the
country are now airing programs direct from the spring training camps
of the various ball clubs. WOL Washington is featuring Bill Brundige in
nightly tape-recorded telephone conversations with players and coaches
from Orlando, Fla. WJR Detroit is
using a weekly series emceed by Harry
Heilmann in which he also includes
his observations and predictions. And
WDRC Hartford, Conn., is also airing
telephone broadcasts. Bill Lee of the
Hartford Courant is featured from
the Florida training camps.
Safety Patrol
TRAFFIC safety for school children
is theme of WJBK-TV Detroit's newest studio program. Green Pennant
Patrol, inaugurated in cooperation
with the Detroit Times, telecasts that
paper's weekly award to one of Metropolitan Detroit's 10,000 patrol boys.
Special entertainment acts and cartoons beamed towards traffic safety
for children are included in each
week's telecast.

Doctors Viewpoint
IN COOPERATION with the Dept. of
Public Health, the Philadelphia County
Medical Society and the medical office of
the Fourth Naval District, WIP Philadelphia is airing a series of programs
each Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in a drive
against venereal disease. The Doctor
Looks at V. D. presents stars of screen
and radio in dramatizations of the
problem, documentaries and tape-recorded interviews with actual patients
in hospitals. Each program is planned
to use radio as a medium for case-finding. All material is aimed directly at
the person who has reason to suspect
infection, and urges immediate medical
or clinical examination.
'The Cradle Club'
PROGRAM for pre-school children and
their mothers. The Cradle Club, has
been revived by KRLD Dallas after
several years. The new show is heard
Mon.-Fri., 9-9:15 a.m., and every
broadcast includes a birthday party
for three youngsters, who cut their
cake, blow out candles and tell something of themselves.
'Angles on Art'
INSTITUTE of Contemporary Arts,
Washington, is scheduling a series of
programs on WTTG (TV) Washington each Tuesday at 8 p.m. Series is
designed to present the arts in an enlightening as well as interesting fashion. The program, Angles on Art, includes discussions and demonstrations
on
ing. acting techniques, modern dance,
pottery, sculpture, design and paint'Hy-Lights'
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., which took the
air March 15, is programming a weekly
series entitled Hy-Lights and devoted
to matters of interest to women. Hy
Yaple, society editor of the Erie Dispatch, is emcee. Special feature of the
telecasts will include the paper's guest
"Beauty of the Week."
The Mayor Speaks
MAYOR Joseph E. Smith of Oakland,
Calif., weekly
is featured
in KROW
new
public
service Oakland's
program
Joe Smith Talks It Over. Mayor Smith
uses a chatty, informal style in his
report on municipal affairs.

TWO more National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters members
have been named by president
Richard B. Hull, director of WOI
Ames, Iowa, to represent NAEB
at the second national conference
of the U. S. National Commission
for UNESCO in Cleveland, Ohio,
March 31 through April 2.
Completing
the group's
tion to the conference
are delegaMorris
S. Novik, NAEB executive secretary and New York radio consultant, and Harold Engel, director of
WHA Madison, U. of Wisconsin
station.
• Telecasting

TOMMY

She's A Home Girl
Enjoy Yourself
DJ-665
CLAUDE
TMHIU.
If I Forget You
Snowfall
Di»666
CHET
mH$
Money,
Marbles
and Chalk
Galloping on the Guitar
CECIL
WCDJ-1
(mm
TENNESSEE
RAMBLERS
Tennessee Border
Barndance Breakdown
WCDJ-2

NAEB DELEGATION
Two Named for UNESCO
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The Missouri
Wailcing Preacher
Similau
DJ-664

ERNIE
The Gods Were ,
IAngry
Never With
See Me
Maggie Alone
*"DJ" WCDJ-3
disks are special pressings
— for radio station use only!
RCA

Victor
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•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. SituaHon
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales or commercial manager to assume
complete charge of station and put on
paying basis. One willing to gamble
his ability against drawing account and
liberal commission. Station 1000 watt,
daytime, lulltime pending in upper
midwest. Box 446a, BROADCASTING.
General Sound
manager for
local 250
fulltime.
business
and w resort
community near Chicago on Lake
Michigan. Compensation depends
upon qualifications, experience and
results. Starting with construction
permit, must build plant as well as
business. Attractive incentive plan and
possible future ovroership interest for
the manager who builds with the station
community.
State experience,andgiving
dates and references,
and
send recent picture. Box 505a, BROADCASTING^
Manager for 250 watt station operating
18 hours daily in city of 17,000. Must
be qualified to direct all phases of opStraight given
salary, man
no commission.eration.
Preference
with at
least five years experience in one
location. Give complete details in
first letter, including salary wanted
and at least three references. No
phone calls. Write Station WMDN,
Midland, Michigan.
Salesmen
Salesman — Established NBC affiliate in
large southeastern market has opening
for aggressive man with successful
radio sales experience to handle important list local accounts. Send background and references to Box 441a,
BROADCASTING.
New England independent, going fulltime, wants experienced salesman.
Box 492a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, immediately, 5000 watt neutral station, guaranteed salary, commission over active accounts practically
cover salary. Excellent opportunity
for right man. Write full particulars,
pictures, reference, etc. Inquiries
confidential. Management, K M O N ,
Great Falls, Montana.
Announcers
Competent young man, interested in
sports to write up sports events for
daily paper and announce play-by-play
for newspaper owned station. Single
man preferred because of housing.
Write, sending transcription if possible.
Box 447a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engiil neer. No students. Emphasis on anR
nouncing.
Send disc. $60.00 to start.
" Box
491a.
BROADC
ASTING
.
250 watt Mutual affiliate
with heavy
commercial schedule wants announcer
. with some experience.
No news or
'i $40.00
sports. straight
Good future
a hard worker.
»;
for for
a 44-hour
week.
Ralph
Henry,
KVER,
New Mexico. Albuquerque,
Very good job available for experienced man with at least a years experience. Rush audition discs to KXIT,
Dalhart, Texas.
Wanted — Experienced announcer for
morning shift. Must be able to run
disc show. Apply, giving qualifications,
A salary requirements and references,
a Send disc to Ray Schreiner, Chief An" nouncer. WBTM, Danville, Virginia.
Experienced announcer with first class
ticket. Emphasis on announcing. Apt.
available. Splendid working conditions, good salary to right party.
WHAR. Clarksburg, W. Va.
Top hillbilly difc jockey — unusual opportunity for an unusual personality.
Our show well established with excellent rating, mail, sponsors. We want
experienced man who knows hillbilly
and western music. Must be original
and have ability to change voice,
impersonating several characters. Ability to announce regular sho\ys also
essential. Must have established selling
technique, mail, and rating record.
Unusual
base this
pay, ideal
talent and incentive
commission,plan,makes
job for ambitious man. Give complete
details first letter with picture and
transcription of show. Station WJMRWRCM (FM), New Orleans, Louisiana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced morning man, 1000 watt
Mutual station. Apply in person.
WNAE, Warren, Pennsylvania.
Technical .
Chief
engineer
with good
background, to— Experienced
maintain modern
250
watt northern Alabama station. Living
conditions
good,
near-by
large
city.
Send detailed resume of experience,
background and references. Good salary. Box 404a, BROADCASTING.
Have opening approximately April 15
for two tors.
firstExperience
phone preferable
transmitter butoperanot
necessary. Initiative and ability to follow instructions a primary requisite.
Startindependent
$175.00 per inmonth
— 40 Send
hour photo,
week.
250
W. Va.
race, religion and general qualifications
first letter. Box 499a, BROADCASTING^
Combination engineer-announcer. Salary to match ability. Rush disc,
letter, photo to K H I T , Lampasas,
Texas.
Immediately — Engineer-announcer for
progressive network station. Congenial
staff, pleasant working conditions.
Send disc, complete background, salary expectations to WDEC, Americus,
Ga.
Needed immediately. Two combination engineer-announcers.
full
information
to Lester Gould,Send
WJNC,
Jacksonville, N. C.
Production-Programming , others
Continuity writer wanted by 1000 watt
independent near Chicago. Box 453a,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Manxigerial
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments. Successful 16 year network affiliate record. University graduate. Dependable
man.on Good
references.
Can be career
available
short
notice.
Box 892, BROADCASTING.
Manager-engineer. Married, sober and
reliable. Will construct and organize
your station for efficient and profitable
operation, or if already in operation,
will manage your station in the interest
of
economy and profits. Box 295a,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, college graduate,
young, 6 years experience. Desires
permanency. Box 448a, BROADCASTING^^
Interested in position of responsibility
and earnings in five figure bracket.
Strong gional
in billing
sales.
Gross local
and 1948.
reof $200,000.00
during
Understanding of basic programming,
promotion and merchandising of outstanding 5000 watt network metropolitan operation presently adding television. Age 36. A-1 references. Only
bona fide inquiries requested. Box
465a, BROADCASTING.
Twenty-two years thorough experience
in radio as station, commercial, production
and program
manager.
Outstanding
record in sales,
promotion,
and production. Can produce profits,
programstion. and
prestige for Box
your 467a,
staTop references.
BROADC
ASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Highly
successful
and secondary marketrecord
station major
operation.
Actual
experience several years each department, sales, programming, production,
public and employee relations both new
and going stations. Presently employed.
Your interest held strict confidence.
Box 471a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, capable young man, excellent background. Presently employed, seeking change to progressive
station.
Replies confidential. Box
472a. BROADCASTING.
Alert promotion-publicity manager,
proven abihty. desires change. Sales
and community-minded with experience, ideas and versatility. Will consider progressive station or agency
offering
CASTING.future. Box 506a, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman
Sales promotion and sales — Eight years
experience with agency, network and
local station. College graduate, dependable, top references. Desire permanent connection in congenial surroundings. Presently employed. Box
502a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer — Some experience, all
phases,
single, willing to travel.
Box 390a,young,
BROADCASTING.
Florida stations only! Announcerwriter-producer 5 years top experience.
Box 399a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, operates board.
Graduate of radio school. Experienced
service man and continuity writer.
Clean cut and good habits, 27. WiU
travel. Disc, photo available. Box
424a, BROADCASTING.
Desire on-job-training (announcer).
Graduate School Radio Technique —
some experience. Have ambition, talent, eligibility certificate. Will go anywhere. Disc-photo on request. Box
426a, BROADCASTING.
Sports director now — second year announcing basketball; football, three-I
League baseball and all general announcing. Want permanent
job— full
shift announcing
and guarantee
top
sports coverage. Married, 26, family.
April 1st. Box 277a, BROADCASTING.
Excellent voice. Some experience,
know console. Reliable, sober. Single.
Box 443a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
thorough, reliable,young
marriedannouncer
veteran,— seeks
permanent position with future, in
midwestern or northwestern metropolitan area. Information, disc, photo.
Write Box 457a, BROADCASTING.
Are your news and serious music
programs
sustaining?
They shouldn't
be. I'm your
man! Single,
22, two
years staff experience. Mature personality,
delivery.
Worked
MBS
affiliate. Available now. Midwest only.
Box 461a, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Play-by-play major
sports. Presently employed 5 kw
regional. Box 462a. BROADCASTING.
Want the greatest announcer in the
world? Well, I'm not he. But I am
capable of handling a disc show, newscasting, writing copy, and doing playby-play, any sport. Will be available
on two weeks notice and prefer northeast. Box 463a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, thoroughly trained all
phases
console announcing.
turntables, no Skilled
floater, operator
veteran,
married, 25. Disc, photo, available.
Box 468a, BROADCASTING.
Salary not important. Expect to be
paid adequate wage for the community
— but climate, living conditions, etc.,
much more important. Ten years
experience
in good
— all events.
phases
of
announcing,
news stations
and special
Box 469a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, currently employed, two
years tion
radio
Desires
posiwhich experience.
offers training
in radio
production
and programming. Has
CASTING^
college degree. Box 483a, BROADAnnouncer — 28, married, 2 years experience network affiliate. Good comand all-round
staff— just
man.a living
Don't
expect tomercialmake
a million
wage. Disc upon request. Box 487a,
BROADCASTING.
Would like to find job as announcer.
Have completed two years of college
as language major. During these years,
worked on college station as announdisc jockey
news commentator. cer,Box
490a, and
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 23, vet. Experience on
mike and board. Excellent salesman.
Good deejay. Single, free to travel.
College graduate in advertising and
speech. Details and disc on request.
Box 494a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
young
announcer
ently employed.
Desires
position— preswith
CASTING^
progressive station. Box 496a, BROADExp. all
production,phases.
announcing Management,
(tops all types
incl.
sports 10 years). Engineering (have
dusty first class ticket). Now managing 10,000
Want good,
permanentwatter.
position where
capability
counts. Age 32, stable. References.
Box 497a, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Ten years play-byplay. Outstanding sportscast. Box
498a, BROADCASTING.
Ten years commercial experience on
good stations. Able to handle any
news orsider sports
cononly yearassignment.
round good Will
climate.
Want
adequate
salary
—
not
exorbitant.
Box 470a, BROADCASTING.

(Cont'd)
star Situations
combinationWanted
performer
accurate
exciting, professional play-by-play
baseball,
football,
basketball.
Chief
CASTING^
annoimcer,
1st class ticket. $100 weekly, plus talent. Box 500a, BROADAnnouncer
— Married,
desires permanent position
with opportunity
for
advancement.
29, college graduate.
Box 503a, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster — Thorough background,
seven years
sponsorhandle
references,play-by-play,
want sports station,
everything
including wire baseball, let
CASTING^
disc speak, any size market, will sell,
announce. Family. Box 508a, BROADSelf-respecting staff man desirous of locating in progressive community. Antraffic, production
experience. Wellnouncing,
educated.
Dramatic
and
other specialized training. Plan to
study for engineer ticket. Teetotaler.
Now employed. Splendid references.
SeekingWritecongenial,
connection.
Box 1217,profitable
Orlando, Florida.
Announcer — Versatile, understands
languages. Inexperienced. Acting
experience. Telephone Michigan 27077, Joseph Dumont, 440 Schiller,
Chicago.
Announcer, can operate board, graduate. School of Radio Technique. Young,
single. Wants position with small
progressive station. Prefer midwest,
but wiU travel. Clean, good habits.
Phone 7
Photo
and 7
disc 9
on request.
Jack
.
Fisher, 909 W. Main,
Hoopeston, 111.
Announcer-writer, experienced, will
travel. Sam Grimaldi, 332 Hubbard
Ave., San Fernando, California.
Available Immediately. Announcer, 2
years college. Year experience, d.j.,
news, commercials, board operation,
dance remotes, phone shows, some
copywriting,
color,
Married, steady,sports
easy to
get acting.
along with.
Deep, resonant, friendly voice. No
desire to float. Will travel. Write
Eagle Grove, Iowa, Box 184.
Announcer — Experienced, capable
newscaster, disc jockey, desires position with progressive station. Will
consider all answers. William Hunt,
2715 W. Division St., Chicago, 111.
Announcer, all phases. Play-by-play
sports, 1 year experience, disc, photo.
Ed Silver, 4342 Drexel Blvd., Chicago 15. Oakland 4-4278.
Capable staff announcer, can broadcast
sports
play-by-play
middlewest.
Address also.
repliesPrefer
to Steve
Smigla,
Colfax Ave., S. Minneapolis, 2215
Minnesota.
Announcer — One year commercial experience. Can operate board. Radio
school graduate. Prefer middlewest
or west. John Somers, 71 Gale Ave.,
Elgin, Illinois. Phone Elgin 6203 Y-3.
Veteran — ^Wants exeprience in announcing and writing. Radio school
graduate. Dependable. References.
J. J. Waskow. 930 Emerson St., N.W.,
Washington 11, D.C.
Experienced announcer —
years, single, will travel. Full knowledge of
controltails. Billboard,
remotes.
For
disc, deBrooklyn Webber,
21, N. Y. 1199 Hancock Street,
Technical
Engineer-announcer. Experienced 25
year old married veteran with ticket
desires combo position with emphasis
on announcing. Midwest preferred.
Box 412a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First phone, age 22, single.
One dio,
yearrecording,
experience
transmitter,
stuand remotes
250 watt
Mutual.
Will
travel.
Presently
emPrefer midwest.
Box. 442a,
BROAployed.
DCAS
TING
Engineer
— Age graduate,
32, single,
Recent school
firstveteran.
phone,
inexperienced. Sober, conscientious,
college and business background. DeING. sire job transmitter operator. Location
unimportant. Box 444a, BROADCASTEngineer, first phone, first telegram;
31, married.
8 years marine
to-point
transmitters
from and
100 pointwatts
to 50 kilowatts, available at once. Box
454a, BROADCASTING.
Competent engineer seeks permanent
position Florida station. Construction,
directional, studio experience 250 to
10 kw;
tops in production.
and
will
do combination;
conversantCansports,
music. Best Florida references. Employed, available short notice. Box
455a, BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer
engineerposition
— chief in
of
1000 watt
stationor desires
east or midwest,
preferably
new
installation. Seven years experience,
unmarried,
two Allyears
college,
excellent references.
inquiries
answered.
Box 458a, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
ransmitter technician, no studio or
remotes wanted, non drinker. First
phone. Two years AM, FM experience,
ham. Go anywhere. Prefer 111., Ind.,
Wise, Colo. Not screwdriver type.
Want permanent job, topflight stations
only. Box 475a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
first phone,
28, married, experience
1000 veteran,
watts AM,
FM,
transmitter and studio, 3 years electrical engineering, associate IRE, available immediately. Box 477a, BROADCASTING;
Engineer, first phone. Experience in all
phases, can announce. Minimum $70.
Prefer Florida- Arizona or CaUfornia.
Housing necessary. Sober, reliable
with children. Box 479a, BROADCASTING^
Engineer, degree, 8 years as chief,
1st phone.
Now an
employed
ing firm, m.ake
offer? byBoxconsult480a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer desires permanent employment in the south, preferably Tennessee or Kentucky. AM-FM
operation, installation and combination
Rfork. IV2 years college, 20 months radio
Ichool, including TV. Married, sober.
pox 481a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, college, 1st phone, 3 years
experience all phases, studio, recordremotes, AM-FM
xmitter.
Bus
transiting,radio.
Prefer studio
operation.
$70. Box 507a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer first class, married, two chilflren. Wish to apply principals studied
last 34 weeks in Electronic Radio TeleVision Institute, Omaha, Nebraska. Prefer position west of Mississippi. Will do
announcing.
John K. Ball, McFarland,
Kansas.
First phone man, 20, single, desires
engineer, possibly combination work.
Disc and references. Don Biskup,
Orleans, Nebr.
young man, 18, 1st phone, desires
engineer or combination work. Disc
iand references. Roger Hammond, 3867
Farnam, Omaha, Nebr.
Engineer — Experience in AM, FM, station, 2V2 years technical training in
AM, FM, UHF and all phases of television. Desire position with progressive
station with future television possibilities. Available inmnediately. Single,
Excellent references. Charles Hanley,
815 Simmons Ave., Kirkwood, Mo.
Phone Kirkwood 1724.
Experienced transmitter engineer with
first phone wishes work in station
With a future in midwest. References.
Save car and available immediately.
Howard, 341 N. Ash, Wichita,
iCarold
>ansas.
years
phone,No two
first ce.
man 20,
'oung service
operating
experien
adio
Experience. Single, Donald Steger,
(14 Univ. S. E., Minneapolis 14, Minn.
Production-Programming, others
Gag writer for disc jockeys available.
AVill send free material. Box 319a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced bookkeeper, stenographer
ivould like position as traffic manager,
jontinuity writer. Have had some
raining in traffic. Also handled own
ir show. Prefer southwest location.
!ox 445a, BROADCASTING.
op morning man, now production —
lusic director, 1 kw daytime. Will do
taff work, write some copy. Box
50a, BROADCASTING.
ixperienced copywriter with backround in sales, promotion and public
elations. Available April 1. Box
:66a, BROADCASTING.
^.vailable soon — A 14 year sales-minded
)rogram director wants midwest medum city. Seven years with one 50
:w. Four years with present 5 kw.
Cnow live AM production and stage
Shows, artist shows. Hooper and sales
'ecord
among
lational,best.
local Solid
clients,references,
and all employ;rs, including present.
Write Box
176a, BROADCASTING.
Wale continuity writer. Single, reliible, modest requirements. Quality
fopy in quantity. Upper midwest only.
Box 478a, BROADCASTING.
sing manager —
advertince
and experie
iromo
all phases.
radio
yearstion
University graduate. Public relations
irector. Successful promotion manger, net affiliate, three years. Proven
Availtop referen
'results
BROAD. CAST485a,Married
1. Box ces.
ible April
ING;
?rogram
director
— 8 years
experience
)rogram and
production
manager.
Anlouncing, continuity, traffic and pronotion experience. College education.
?igh
personnel
klarried.
excellentmanagement
references.rating,
Box
i86a, BROADCASTING,
'rogram director - announcer. Four
'ears experience,
background,
lesires
midwest. college
Box 488a,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
Announcer

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Morning man, program director broadcasting in NYC looking for better setup with large station. $85. Box 501a,
BROADCASTING.
Program director — Six years experience as announcer-program director.
College graduate desires permanent
position.
Finest references. Box 504a,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer. College
graduate, 28. Four years successful
metropolitan and small market experience. Top air voice. Know my
business. Box 983, Coral Gables,
Florida.
For Sale

WANTBD:
perience. Announcer with mail pulling exMust have
direct
selling.actual station experience In
Ability to do straight announcing also
desired.
Personality
be suchmailthatpullwould
into staff ofmust
a major
stationfit
operation.
State present
salary,itexperience
erences with photo
available. and refWrite Box 460a. BROADCASTINO

Station
For sale: Thriving wired music business in heavily populated Florida city.
Address Box 89a, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Will sell partial interest or lease 1000
watt, daytime station with fulltime
deal pending. Owners uninterested
in operation.
investment midwest
opportunity in richFineagricultural
community.
Box 439a, BROADCASTING.

SCRIPT WRITER
Network affiliate in major midwest city
needs an experienced, all-round script
writer for AM and TV shows of all types.
Permanent
job for person
wants onto
live in the midwest.
Send who
full details
experience,
salaryphotorequirements,
references and recent
to
BOX 291a, BROADCASTING

For sale— RCA 100-F Kluge Co. modified for 250 w transmitter, dual crystals,
1340 kc. Replaced by new equipmentsacrifice
CASTING. at $850. Box 370a, BROADFor sale: 2 9A Western Electric pickup
heads complete with arms and filter, including one extra 9 A head. Good condition. First $250.00 takes complete
outfit.
Box 449a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — ^RCA 250 D transmitter, serial
#BC1765. Complete with tubes, 2
crystals, 1230 KC. 1 RCA modulation
monitor type 66A. 1 RCA type 475B
frequency monitor complete with tubes,
spare parts for above. All in first class
condition. Write Box 482a, BROADCASTING^
For sale — Gates 250C1 250 watt transmitter. Perfect condition, used less
than two years. Excellent for an
auxiliary or replacement. Reasonable
offer will be accepted. Immediate
shipment. KEIO, Pocatello, Idaho.
Four Presto 6N portable recorders,
two Presto 85E recording amplifiers.
All in first class condition. Write
Station KOAT, Albuquerque, N. M.
3 RCA heads MI4856; 2 71B RCA turntables; General Radio type 731A modulation monitor; WE 23A studio console:
WE 353 E-1 1000 w transmitter: 2
Blaw-Knox type CK self-supporting
towers. 182 feet. This equipment now
in use becomes surplus in April. Will
be sold cheap. KSAL, Salina, Kansas.
RCA— 250 watt transmitter. Modified
from lOOE to 250E with RCA conversion
kit. Used as an auxiliary on 620 kc.
One crystal oven with provision for another. Excellent condition. $900.00.
Chief York.
Engineer, WAGE, Inc., Syracuse,
New
For sale— One kilowatt Western Electric
transmitter 353E1 at sacrifice price.
Make us an offer. Charles Winkler,
WDGY, Minneapolis.
For sale — RCA 5 kw AM transmitter
minus exciter. This is an excellent buy
for any 250 watt station expecting to
increase to 5 kw. WHIG, Dayton, Ohio.
For sale: Two BK 403 Brush tape recorders. Have been used one year. Can
be had for $200 apiece. Radio Station
WMAM, Marinette, Wise.
For sale — Andrew phase monitor, type
40-A, used. $300, immediate delivery.
WPDQ, Jacksonville, Fla.
130 feet unused RG 20 U, 52 ohm transmission line — $65.00. 1 RCA 3 inch
oscilloscope — $50.00. 1 Western Electric
llOAly used
hmiting
$50.00. magnetic
1 slightBrushamplifier—
Soundmirror
wire recorder, model BK 303 in factory
sealed carton with several extra spools
of wire— $600.00. Write Chief Engineer, WSGN, Birmingham, Alabama.
For sale — 1 RCA, type 1-C 1 kilowatt,
transmitter with tubes and motor generator eouipment, $1000. 1 RCA, type
96-A limiting amplifier $250. 1 General
Radio, class 730A transmission moniassembly, $250. WWNC, Asheville, N.toring
C.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to buy — 10 kw transmitter.
Preferably air-cooled. No composite
job. Box 394a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Current model Himmond organ with vibrato chorus control. Box
456a, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming

Situations Wanted
A man's Past programs his Future.
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
seasoned by rounded experience in AMTV, film change.
and stage, making wellconsidered
Available for strictly progressive programwork,or production
department
Top Station or
Agency. in NetBOX 473a, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment, Etc.
FOR SALE
RCA 250-L 250 watt AM transmitter.
Used 16 months available by reason of
power increase. Guaranteed performance
and appearance like new. A real buy
at $2500.00, including set spare tubes
and spare crystal. You save $950.00 on
a current production
ALSO transmitter.
IDECO
186' self-supporting
base insulators.
No lighting. tower,
$1500.00with
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Contact Chief Engineer
Newport News, Va.
WGH

FOR anteima
SALE—1 new GK BY2B 4 bay FM
1 new GE BTIA 250 watt FM transmitter
1 new GE BP2A FM freq./mod. monitor
1 new RCA BA4C monitor amplifier
4 new RCA BA2B booster amplifiers
1 new RCA 861A limiting amplifier
11 used
124D program'
amplifier
used WE
"Wirecorder",
battery
op.
1 used Jackson 652 audio oscillator
21 Presto
used RCA
microphones
"Y" "Varacoustic"
recorder, portable
1 Radiotone R16 recorder, portable
3 new RCA "on Air" lights.
WRRN, 2nd Natl. Bank,
Warren, Ohio
Miscellaneous

FOR SALE
New station with the finest equipment. Small southwest town.
Wonderful potential.
Box 452a, BROADCASTING

Regional Independent
Station
FOR SALE
Single Station Market
Middle Atlantic
State
in
This business has consistently increased
and expanded with a substantial profit
margin during the past several years.
Located in prosperous area with no outside competition.
BOX 474a, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
250-W TEXAS
MUTUAL AFFILIATE
^Fulltime monopoly in excellent
^growing 30,000 population market)
IJduction,
with stable
agriculture
and oil
pro-!
presently
grossing
$60,000^
Iannually, reasonable terms.
[Newspaper & Publishing|
Properties Co.
HarveyScarritt
Malott,
Bldg. Pres.
Kansas City, Mo.
,
Phone: Victor 43S9
V

STATION

MANAGERS!

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Residence and Correspondence School
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338-1 6th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C
Please send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name
Address
City

State.

(Continued on next page)

NfiFM
WNAM-FM
FM BROADCASTERS who have
pondered the uncertain future of
their ailing infant should be considerably heartened by a "success"
Classified (Cont'd)
Miscellaneous
RADIO

BROADCAST STATIONS
BUYERS! SELLERS!
List With Us
Prompt Confidential Service
NATIONAL RADIO STATION BROKERS
5051 Sunset Blvd., Normandy 7848
Los Angeles 27, California

REGIONAL
MANAGERS

(2)

Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
campaigns are familiar and
ENDORSED BY MORE
THAN 300 STATIONS
COAST TO COAST, can use
successful DISTRICT SALES
MANAGERS.
Thorough
sponsored
ability to
men,

knowledge of cosales methods, plus
hire and train salesESSENTIAL!

To qualified producers, after
brief training period (without
loss of revenue), can compare
earnings of our PRESENT
MANAGERS from $7500 to
$10,000 commission yearly!
All replies strictly confidential.
Box 905, Broadcasting

PROFITABLE
!N MAJOR
1000 WATTS
end FM

Uses Storecast Idea

story of how one FM station has
solved its sponsor problem.
The station is WNAM-FM, which
operates with a radiated power of
3,100 w in conjunction with its
sister station WNAM NeenahMenasha, Wis.
Last month, according to Don C.
Wirth, vice president and general
manager of the Neenah-Menasha
Broadcasting Corp., WNAM-FM
negotiated a contract with one
client who purchased all on-thehour and on-the-half-hour station
breaks and commercial announcements in return for a daily (9 a.m.5:30 p.m.) operation providing continuous music for 10 super-marts
in WNAM-FM's territory.
The contract was negotiated by
Fred W. Sample, WNAM sales
manager, with Krambo Food
Stores Inc. which operates supermarts in Green Bay, Appleton,
Neenah-Menasha, Oshkosh, Fond
du Lac, Manitowoc, Sheboygan and
other cities in Wisconsin.
Additional Service
The unique arrangement will
provide Krambo Foods outlets with
a storeeasting musical service in
addition to severing WNAM-FM
from WNAM which has duplicated
its programs on its FM station.
An interesting side-light on the
storeeasting service which WNAM
will provide is the manner in
which the music will be presented.
Until now, Krambo was able to
provide music in only its three
Green Bay stores by means of an
automatic record player which provides for 14 hours of continuous
music.
WNAM's engineers merely transferred the record player to
WNAM's transmitter, re-wired it
into their own amplifiers and the
music is being broadcast without
requiring additional personnel.

DAYTIME STATION
EASTERN MARKET

AM

PROPERTIES

DIVISION

THE
SMITH
DAVIS CORPORATION
Smith Davis, President Albert Zugsmith, Executive Vice President
317 South Sixteenth Street Phone KIngsley 6-1132
Philadelphia 2, Pa.
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SET SALES
Rise Reported by Census
RADIO and household appliance
store sales were $2,728,000,000 in
1948, up 11% from 1947, and a new
record high, according to the Dept.
of Commerce. In a report on the
electrical goods trade, the Bureau
of the Census shows that sales for
the final quarter 1948, in spite of
the high annual total, were slightly
under the corresponding period in
1947.
Sales in December 1947 and 1948
were $300 million. No breakdown
was shown between radio and TV
sales, and other household appliances.
In a review of the 1948 economic
situation, the Dept. of Commerce
said that personal consumption
expenditures had risen 8% above
1947 and the national income rose
from $202,500,000 to $224,400,000.
Personal savings increased from
$8,800,000 to $14,900,000.
Corporate profits, adjusted for
inventory valuation, were 20%
above 1947. In spite of the record
income year, the Dept. of Commerce
predicts that "supply and demand

were moving toward a balance, and mi
the end of a sellers' market for
most types of consumption goods
was becoming evident."
Ohio

News

Show

TWENTY stations of the Standard
Network in Ohio are carrying
Ohio-Go-Round, a roundup of Ohio
news, Mon.-Fri., 7:15-7:30 p.m.,
which started March 14. It originates at WVKO(FM) Columbus and
is presented by station's general
manager, Bob French, with the assistance of newsmen throughout
the state. Following stations carry
show: WLEC Sandusky, WLIO
East Liverpool, WJEL Springfield,
WBBW Youngstown, WTRF Bellaire, WTOL Toledo, WW ST
W W S T - F M Wooster, W C M W
WCMW-FM
Canton, WIMA
WIMA-FM Lima, WTNS Coshocton, WCLT WCLT-FM Newark,
WTFM (FM) Tiffin, WFOB (FM)
Fostoria, W F I N - F M Findlay,
WATG (FM) Ashland, WFAH
(FM) Alliance, WFRO (FM) Fremont, WMRN-FM Marion, WHIOFM Dayton and WJW-FM Cleve
land.
err

Broadcast

Management

Consultants
$125,000

A LEADER (CONIAN SURVEY) IN AMERICA'S 10th MARKET
This property has earnings which justify the sales price, but it also has
one of the best potentials in eastern radio. And it is in a relatively
recession-proof market.
SMALL

FIFTEENTH anniversary of the Newspaper of the Air, with the same sponsor
and talent, is celebrated by (I to r) Fred Shields, announcer; F. G. Clancy,
vice president of Miles California Co. (Alka Seltzer), and Glenn Hardy, news
commentator.
The program is aired on Don Lee Broadcasting System.

"not a luxury for the few
but an aid for the many"
Our methods are tested by time and proven by success. Many small and independently owned stations
can benefit by the "HYPO" our methods give. Results that you can SEE and FEEL on your P&L statement make this a must if you can see room for improvement in your operations.
(Contact our executive offices for details.)
BROADCAST MANAGEMENT
SUITE 442
20 N. WACKER DR.

CONSULTANTS
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

BROADCASTING
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'RADIO BAZAAR'
I Highlights News for Women
A SERIES of women's programs
stressing a feature format is being conducted on WTIC Hartford
by Jean Colbert, director of women's activities. Each day's program
stresses a particular theme, using
news-worthy information as the
backbone of the program. A liberal sprinking of celebrities also
j appear on the Radio Bazaar show.
Running Monday through Saturday from 8:30 to 9 a.m., the cooperatively sponsored program
stresses the following themes:
Monday, Children's Day; Tuesday,
Glamour and Fashion Day;
Wednesday, United Nations Day;
Thursday, Home Decoration Day;
, Friday, Household Round-Up Day;
! Saturday, His Day. The Saturday
show, for instance, features such
subjects as men's sports, fashions,
hobbies, likes and dislikes and
1 meals men appreciate.
' Miss Colbert is the daughter of
• a college professor and a graduate
of Hunter College, New York. For
six years before joining WTIC she
was director, writer and commentator on several highly rated women's
programs in New York, Philadel[iphia and Cleveland. For the nine
; years before that she was a radio
actress and wrote and starred in
some of her own plays.

Miss Colbert (r) and Announcer
Ross Miller discuss the Radio
Bazaar program with Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt.

Control

HOUSE

to his attention that anyone de-

Mountain
Station

Almost three years ago this radio station was established and from the
outset had a high monthly billing which it has increased. The profit factor
is relatively satisfactory, but could be improved by making some adjustments.
Local acceptance is very good . . . the network and national income can
be increased . . . which offers an excellent opportunity for the right type
of buyer. A little over 60% is available for $30,000 . . . small down payment . . . balance out over four or five years. Let us get some information
to you immediately as this value will soon be picked up.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
MEDIA BROKERS COMPANY, INC.
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Bldg.
Washington Bldg.
Central 1177
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
IROADCASTING

'TutntalfU

COUPLED with demands last week that the House Un-American Activities Committee reopen inquiries into a Communist atomic spy ring was
a strong indication that the committee's ban on radio, television, newsreel and photographic coverage of hearings might be modified once
committee
sessions get into full ★
swing.
tra conductor and arranger, hassired a hearing, Rep. Wood maintained.
LTER, orches
O WINTERHA
HUGbeen
Chairman John S. Wood (D-Ga.)
ted music
al direcappoin
ia
s Inc.
for
tor
Columb
Record
told Broadcasting it was his opin"If anyone wants to be heard,"
ion the majority of the committee
he added, "I will do my best to conARTHUR GROBART, formerly asvince the committee that they
members are not now sympathetic
sistant to the Western Division manto repeal or modification of the ban
ager
of Decca Records Inc. in Los
should
be
given
a
hearing."
There were indications that some
imposed Jan. 31 [Broadcasting,
Angeles, has been named sales promotion manager of the firm, with
of those who had filed protests
Feb. 7, 14, 21]. "However," he might seek a public hearing.
headquarters
in New York.
added, "when hearings start I
think the members will realize
J. R. Poppele, WOR New York
BART HAZLETT, formerly with
KCNA Tucson, Ariz., has joined Harry
vice president and TBA president,
their decision was too sweeping."
received notification that the TBA
S. Goodman Radio Productions, New
Circumstances which develop
request to drop the ban on tele- York, as West Coast representative,
later, during hearings, will make
vision cameras at open hearings of with headquarters in San Francisco.
it clear to members that their ac- the committee
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati,
would be considered
tion was "too severe" and "took in
has announced that Public Service
by
the
committee.
Co., of New Hampshire has signed
entirely
Chairman
In a letter to Mr. Poppele, ChairWood said.tooAt much,"
the time the
action
two-year contract for its Favorite
man Wood said he had "read the
was considered. Rep. Wood said, he
Story program on WMOU Berlin,
WLNH Laconia, WWNH Rochester,
personally had held that the ruling comments contained in your letter
with a great deal of interest and I WKNE Keene, WOTW Nashua and
was too stiff. Rep. Wood expressed
assure you that the entire text of WKBR Manchester, all New Hampthe view that certain media are
shire stations.
your letter will be presented to the
"valuable tools of communications"
full
committee
at
an
early
date
for
DANIEL
R. GOODMAN, vice presiwhich permit the committee to addent and television director of Harry
vise the public of its activities.
consideration."
Mr. Poppele also made public a S. Goodman Radio Production, New
The southern legislator declined
Yorli, and Carol Jane Adler plan to
letter from Rep. John McSweeney
to specify what media might benebe married April 7.
fit by relaxation of the ruling. It (D-Ohio), also a committee member,
assuring
him
of
consideration
had earlier been felt that remedial
the ban would be the topic of a
action might be taken to permit, at of his request at the next execucommittee session. Many of the
tive
meeting
of
the
committee.
The
least, broadcast and wire recordcommittee declined to lend confirmembers, he explained, are devoting coverage of hearings [Broadmation to this report.
ing considerable time to work on
casting, Feb. 14].
other committees.
Rep. Wood did not know when
Representatives of NAB, Television Broadcasters Assn., National
Assn. of Radio News Directors and
MBS Commentator Albert L. Warner, chairman of the Radio Correspondents Assn., had opposed the
measures. An audience with the
TAILORED
OWN
YOUR
committee was requested by NAB,
TBA, and Mr. Warner. ABC and
NBC made no individual protests,
but indicated their views were expressed by Mr. Warner.
The protests. Rep. Wood said,
mm
were read to the committee and
made a part of the committee records.
Rep. Wood replied in the negative when asked if any public hearings had been scheduled to hear
complaints of Mr. Warner and the
AT
NO
COST
TO YOU
trade associations. It had not come,

North

Network

BAN

Radio, TV Exclusion Order
To Be Modified

• Telecasting

Take advantage of the know-how gained by
our personnel in almost 10 years of preparing
and publishing radio picture alburns utilized profitably
by nearly 200 stations '. . . coast to coast!
New plan distributes albums throughout your
broadcast area ... at no cost to you ... at no
cost to your listeners. Will produce new
accounts . . . increase station revenue. i:

for exclusive
representation in
your city . . . ivritt
phone 4-3262
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RGE O'BRIEN
MDR,. hasGEO
COMUSNR
been appointed commanding officer of Volunteer
Naval Reserve Unit 11-1 attached to
Armed Forces Radio Service in Hollywood. He succeeds COMMDR. ROBERT MONTGOMERY, USNR, who
asked to be relieved because of contemplated prolonged trip to Europe.

Equipment
VmCENT dePAUL GOUBEAU, director of materials for RCA Victor Div.,
has been elected
vice president in
charge of materials department.
ARTHUR N.
GROSSBERG has
been promoted to
assistant sales
promotion manager, and GERALD
LIGHT to assistant to vice president in charge of
sales
at Emerson
Mr. Goubeau
Radio & Phonograph Corp., New
York.
ASTATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, has
announced production of new crystal
cartridge which uses two separate,
independent needles, one with onemil tip radius for long-playing records, and other with three-mil tip
radius for standard recordings.

ANDREW Corp., Chicago, has issued
price list and illustrated folder for
its Type 737 coaxial cable.
VEBIBEST TELEVISION PRODUCTS
Inc. has announced opening of its
new plant and offices at 233 Spring
St., New York. Telephone: Algonquin 5-4980-1-2.
Television
OTIS P. #ILLIAMS has joined Video
Varieties Corp., New York, producer
of television proas generalgramsalesfilms,manager.
Prior to joining
Video Varieties he
was
with York
WOR-as
MBS New
a sales executive;
WNJR Newark, N.
J., as general manager, and has also
served on "March
of Time" staff.
WILLIAM J.
Mr. Williams
THOMAS,
retired fromwho
Young
& Rubicam five years ago, and RICHARD DANA, of UN radio and televihave become assosion
ciateddepartment,
with HENDRIK BOORAEM in
Holland Productions, New York, newly formed organization for packaging
and radio programs. Firm's
television
first production, Experience Speaks,
is heard Fridays on MBS.
DAVID GILMORE, San Francisco
freelance radio writer-producer, has
joined Teletalent Agency, same ctiy,
to produce package TV shows. Teletalent is new agency designed to develop and produce TV talent, scripts,
ideas and shows.

An Excerpt
from a
letter to
Cleveland's
Chief
Stotion

ABC Network
REPRESENTED
Page 74
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tional and local sales rates for submission to annual meeting of CAB
at St. Andrews-by-the-Sea, N. B.,
next June.
Full CAB board attended meeting, which was followed by regional
meeting of Quebec independent stations, who discussed sales and rates
problems with CAB executives.

CAB POLICY
Early TV Licensing Favored
TELEVISION, Canadian music,
NAB and NARBA were discussed
at directors meeting of Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, held at Quebec March 7-9. T. J. Allard, CAB
general manager, was reappointed
WICA EXPANDS
for another two-year term and was
Starts FM, Goes Fulltime
named with Pat Freeman, newly
appointed director of advertising,
HERALDING an increase in power for WICA Ashtabula, Ohio, and
to attend the NAB convention in
the
launching of WICA-FM, the
Chicago in mid-April.
Ashtabula Star-Beacon published
Major subject discussed was
18-page radio supplement to its
CAB policy on television at which an
March 4 issue.
minimums were set for cooperation
WICA-FM, operating on Chanon TV with Canadian Broadcasting
nel 279 (103.7 mc) with 48 kw,
Corp. CAB directors felt that pri- took the air March 5, and on the
vate operators should be licensed same date WICA, previously a 1
at once for TV to follow directive
became a fulltime staof 1947 Parliamentary Radio Com- kw daytimer,
tion with 5 kw day and 1 kw night.
mittee, and should be free to obtain
Both WICA, which is on 910 kc,
TV network programs from United
and WICA-FM maintain an 18States. TV station licenses should hour schedule, 6 a.m. to midnight.
be granted for longer than present
The stations have a new transAM three year term to allow stamitter building, new transmitters
tions to make a return on their in- and a four-tower antenna array.
vestment, they stated. It was con- AM transmitter is an RCA BTAsidered essential that an independent regulatory body be set up 5F, and the FM transmitter a Radio Engineering Laboratories 520before TV stations be licensed;
DL. Robert B. Rowley, president
that there should be no subsidized
of the licensee, WICA Inc., and
competition on TV; that TV view- his brother, Donald C. Rowley, are
ers should not be taxed as proposed
co-owners of the stations. Walter
by CBS at $10 a year per receiver.
W. Walrath is manager.
CAE's board tentatively set
Hamilton, Ont., as location for the
1950 annual convention, with NiRIBLET CHANGES
agara Falls, Ont., as secondary
Takes Johns Hopkins Post
choice. It was decided to contribute
$250 to adult education radio HENRY B. RIBLET has withawards. CAB board agreed that
as a partner in Glenn D.
industry should be represented at Gillett drawn
& Assoc., Washington, D.
forthcoming NARBA meeting in
C, consulting radio engineers, to
Canada this autumn.
accept a position with The Johns
Bob Burton, BMI general manHopkins U. applied physics laboratory at Silver Spring, Md.
ager, reported on development of
Canadian musical talent by BMI
Mr. Riblet left KLZ Denver to
and BMI (Canada). Pat Freeman
reported on his operations as serv- join Mr. Gillett's staff in 1940.
the offirm's
ice and advertising director since From
offices 1942-1945,
were closedwhen
because
the
taking over his post recently at war, he worked with the airborne
Toronto. He will have special meet- instruments laboratories of the
Columbia U. Division of War Re
ings with NAB executives at Washington during week of March 21 on
search, Mineola; N. Y.
new method of program survey
which he developed. CAB Sales
Committee was directed to make a Operator Licenses
further study of redefinition of na- PROPOSED
rules changes have
been announced by FCC to pro
vide for a one-year period of
WSAV Aids Lisfener
grace during which applications
RESPONDING to a postal
for the renewal of expired comcard appeal from one of its
mercial radio operator, amateur
listeners, Pauline Harris,
operator
or amateur station li
Bristol, Ga., WSAV Savancenses may be filed. FCC has in
nah arranged to send a new
vited com.ments by April 25.
battery to replace one which
had gone dead in the listener's radio set. Calling WSAV
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
"one of the best stations on
A Service of Radio
the radio," the listener told
Corporation of America
of her plight. Her radio, she
Tlie olrtest and reciiEnlzcil as one of
said, had "just quit playing
tlie
Radio Srtiix.ls
America
last week and do I miss it
offersleailing
Its specially
trained InRadio
and
Television
leehni.-nms
to
the
Hroail''a<i
very much! We will not be
Industry.
graduates have 1st Class
Telephone (Our
License.)
able to get one [a battery] in
We solldl your Inquiry.
Address: IMacenierit Maitagcf
atooklong
time."
But
WSAV
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
care of that.
350 West "Ith St., New York 14. N. V.
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MINIATURE MIKE
Altec Introduces Innovation
INTRODUCTION of a new and
miniature microphone, of dimensions based on the size of the
human ear drum, has been made
by Altec Lansing Corp., New York
York and Hollywood, at a luncheon at New York's Essex House.
The Altec miniature (21 B) microphone, in a nutshell (into which
it fits with room to spare), weighs
less than a quarter of an ounce,
and can be adapted to all types of
stand mountings, overhead suspensions or worn as a breastplate or
lapel mike. Its only moving element is a tiny diaphragm the size
of the ear drum.
The tiny microphone is "omnidirectional," its makers said.
Blastproof, a revolver fired 12
feet from the microphone has no
effect on its efficiency.
FORT WORTH
WBAP-FM Starts Service
WBAP-FM Fort Worth went on
the air March 9 as the city's first
FM station. Owned by the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram, WBAP reversed familiar procedure by
launching its television service before FM. WBAP-TV was inaugurated last September.
As Harold Hough, radio director,
points out, WBAP-FM will "pull together" the programs broadcast
alternately by WBAP-570 and
WBAP - 820, frequencies shared
with WFAA Dallas as outlets for
ABC and NBC, respectively.
WBAP-FM broadcasts on Channel
263 (100.5 mc).
D. C. Sales Tax
0 A LEGISLATIVE proposal to cre.1 ate a District of Columbia sale;
1 tax, which would include sales of
i advertising space and radio and
television time, was defeated in
t the House March 14. The bill
(HR 3347), by Rep. Howard W.
Smith (D-Va.), had been approved
by the House District of Columbia
Committee March 10.
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NiCOLL-TALCOTT Corp., Hartford, Conn., Ford Tractor distributor for New
England, will sponsor thrice-weekly half-hour show, Maine Farm Topics, on
WAGM Presque Isle, Me., and the three Maine Broadcasting System stations,
WCSH Portland, WRDO Augusta and WLBZ Bangor. Completing arrangements are (I to r): Norman C. Fitzpatrick, John F. Kelley, LeRoy E. Talcott,
Earle D. Blevin, all Nicoll-Talcott, and Rudolph O. Marcoux, Maine Broadcasting System national advertising director.
SALESMANSHIP
Enterprise Needed — Shreve
ENTERPRISE in salesmanship
will set the business pace in the
growing buyers' market and emerging era of sharp competition. Earl
0. Shreve, president of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, told the
National Marketing Conference in
Columbus, Ohio, March 8.
Mr. Shreve was one of several
speakers who addressed the twoday sessions sponsored by domestic
distribution department, U. S.
Chamber of Commerce. Cooperating organizations included Columbus and Ohio state chambers, retail
trade organizations and Ohio State
U. [Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
Speaking at a dinner meeting on
the subject, "The Distributor's Role
in Our Economy," Mr. Shreve
called for ingenuity, initiative and
vigor to meet sales opportunities
in the present market. He cited
as an example of sales enterprise a
radio store which did a thriving
business in sets, phonographs and
records after the war, but whose
business began to slacken.
"Did this seller wail about the

"Pel mi

in South

Finest
Carolina's
Market

slack . . . and yell for government
to stabilize the boom in radios?"
Mr. Shreve asked. "On the contrary, this mei'chant moved with
the times. He took larger quarters
. . . put TV sets on display . . .
and blazoned on his shop the sign
'Television.' . . . The customers became conscious of the new and
the exciting in business appeal.
... I commend this kind of enterprise now."
SUMMER LISTENING
Canadian Survey Urged
A SURVEY of summer listening,
in a number of test areas in Canada, is being recommended to the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
by the Radio Executives Club of
Toronto, following its February
meeting. A number of broadcasters
at the meeting, including Frank
Ryan, CFRA Ottawa, Cliff Wingrove, CKTB St. Catherines, and
Andy McDermott, H. N. Stovin &
Co., pointed out the need of more
data on radio listsning habits, especially in rural areas and during
the summer months.
At the monthly meeting, Pat
Freeman, formerly of CFAC Calgary, newly appointed director of
sales promotion
for CAB, was introduced to members.

Tlie

WFBC
MARKET
Is
South Carolina's
Finest
Serving the rich Piedmont area,
where employment and incomes are
highest, and where retail and wholesalelina,salesWFBCareoffers
greatest
you inthe South
finest Caromar
ket in the state.
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THREE

Another BMI ''Pin Up'' Hit — Published by Mellin
FLYER
MISSISSIPPI
On Records: Blue Barron — MGM 10369;
Johnny Eager — Metrotone 3016; Jerry
Cooper — Algonquin 101; Tex Beneke —
Vic. 20-3340; Frankie Carle — Col. 38411;
Larry Fotine — Dec*
On Transcriptions: Lenny Herman — LangWorth; Vincent Lopez, NBC Thesaurus
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 22)
research, Jim, since joining JWT,
has taken some courses at Columbia and N.Y.U. in statistics and
radio. Outside the office he enjoys
the theatre, beach weekends during the summer, the 57th street
galleries, etc. He devotes considerable time to his work as chairman
of the young people's group at the
West End Collegiate Church.

5000 Watts 19 Hours Daily
WFBC-FM
93.7 and
Chonnel
• 60.000 Watts
GREENVILLE, S.C.
THE NEWS-PIEDMONT STATION
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
March 21, 1949
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That's what all buyers,
of K-NUZ time give the
fine results their clients
get from K-NUZ's Texas
style programming and
spot schedules.
CLIENTS'
SALES

INCREASE
in

Houston!

AS K-NUZ

HOOPERS

INCREASE
OCT-NOV. NOV-DEC.
Morning 11.9 13.4
Afternoon 8.4
9.5
Evening

10.8

NATIONAL REP.

12.3

FORJOE & CO.

D-va Morris, Gen. Mgr.

"Your Good TVetus Station"
9th Floor Scanlan Bldg.
HOUSTON
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FCC TO APPEAL
Seeks CSC Approval of Smith
AN APPEAL to the Civil Service
Commission for reconsideration of
its failure to include FCC Hearing
Examiner Elizabeth Smith on the
eligible list of examiners was being prepared by FCC last week
[Closed Circuit, March 14].
Miss Smith was the only one of
the Commission's nine examiners
not named. She has been serving
as an examiner since 1947, along
with the eight others. It was felt
CSC applied its qualification standards too strictly in failing to pass
her eligibility.
In addition to the eight examiners pronounced eligible — which
gave FCC one of the best records
of all the government agencies involved— four out of six members
of the law bureau who took the
examinations were found eligible.
The examiners: Jack P. Blume,
J. D. Bond, Basil P. Cooper, James
D. Cunningham, Hugh B. Hutchison, J. Fred Johnson Jr., Fanny
Neyman Litvin and Leo Resnick.
All but Messrs. Blume and Bond
are so-called "status employes,"
which means they are eligible for
permanent appointments to the
post they have been holding since
June 1947 subject to CSC approval.
As non-status employes, Messrs.
Blume and Bond must compete with
others in that category but will retain their positions if their grades
are sufficiently high.
Members of the FCC law bureau
(not examiners) who took the examinations and were found eligible
were listed as follows: Joseph N.
Nelson; Walter R. Powell, chief of
the Transfer Branch of the Broadcast Division; Hilda D. Shea, chief
of the FM Branch, Broadcast Division, and Marshall Orr, chief of the
Aviation & General Mobile Branch,
Safety & Special Services Division.
Their names will be entered on the
CSC register of examiners.
WFCI DECISION
Grant To Move Proposed
PROPOSED decision was adopted
by FCC last week to grant request of WFCI Pawtucket, R. I.,
to move its main studio to the
Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel in Providence. No change of transmitter
site or assignment (5 kw fulltime
on 1420 kc, directional) is involved.
FCC majority favored the move
despite recommendation of denial
entered by Hearing Examiner
Fanny N. Litvin. Comr. Paul A.
Walker concurred with the examiner, who found that Pawtucket
would be left without any nighttime local facility while Providence
would gain a sixth station. The
Commission majority pointed out
that the two cities are contiguous
and both are within the Providence
metropolitan area.
WFCI is an ABC affiliate and is
licensed to Pawtucket Broadcasting Co. with Howard W. Thornley, president.

ANNIVERSARY breakfast given in Chicago by ABC to mark beginning of
Swiff and Co.'s eighth year of Breakfast Club sponsorship was attended by
50 Swift and ABC executives, including Vernon Beatty (I), Swift's advertising
manager, and John H. Norton Jr. (center), ABC Central Division vice president.
Don McNeill, star of program, is at right.
New Business
(Continued from page 12)
DURO FURNITURE Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, planning quarter-hour weekly
schedule on four Los Angeles area stations in addition to present schedule.
Today (March 21) firm starts quarter-hour sponsorship of Joe Adams Mayor of
Melody on KOWL Santa Monica; March 29 on KFOX Long Beach Duro Contest
Hour; March 30 on KGIL San Fernando Sweet Swing; April 1 on KWKW Pasadena Western Hour; April 3 on KFWB Los Angeles Peter Potter Platter Parade.
Firm currently sponsoring quarter-hour weekly on KLAC Los Angeles. All
contracts for 13 weeks. Agency:
Raymond Keane Adv., Los Angeles.
DOLCIN Corp., New York (pharmaceuticals), starting sponsorship of three
programs on Don Lee network (45 stations) for 26 weeks. March 29 firm starts
two weekly newscasts, Tuesdays and Thursdays (4:45-5:00 p.m. PST) and three
weekly sponsorship of Rise and Shine Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays (7:157:30 a.m. PST); April 3 it starts weekly recorded Sunday Favorites Sundays,
(11:30-11:45 a.m. PST). Agency: Victor Van der Linde Inc., New York.
A/etur&ik ^ccounii • • •
A. S. BECK Shoes, New York, effective March 31 [Broadcasting, March 7]
will start sponsorship of video variety show presenting talent starring Roger
Dann, French vocalist, with Ben Ludlow and his orchestra and guest comics.
Show will be heard Thursday 10-10:20 p.m. on NBC-TV. Howard Barnes, television and radio director of Borland Inc., New York, agency for Beck, will
produce program, which is as yet untitled.
GENERAL MOTORS, for Buick cars, has purchased Wednesday, S-9 p.m. period
on CBS-TV. Hour-long show has not been signed yet. Agency: Kudner Adv.,
New York.
ADMIRAL Corp. extends its present option on television show Admiral Broadway Revue for 39 weeks through Jan. 20, 1950, with provision for 13 week summer hiatus to begin following June 10 show. Revue is aired 8-9 p.m. Fridays,
on combined east- west networks of DuMont and NBC. Agency: Kudner Agency,
New York.
LEVER Bros., Cambridge, Mass., through Young & Rubicam, New York,
has renewed Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts on CBS television and radio.
Renewal on the CBS network is for 52 weeks, effective April 4. Program is aired
and telecast Mondays, 8:30-9 p.m. (EST).
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SETTLEMENT

WBBQ Gives WGAC $11,500
WGAC Augusta, Ga., has obtained
a settlement totalling $11,500 from
another Augusta station, WBBQ,
in a suit brought following purchase of the Augusta Tigers baseball club [Broadcasting, March
7] from Troy Agnew by Savannah
Broadcasting Corp., WBBQ licensee.
Previously, according to testimony brought out in hearings held
in Superior Court at Augusta, Mr.
Agnew had sold broadcast rights
to the Tigers' out-of-town games
to WGAC. When WGAC called upon
the new Tigers owners to meet
terms of the broadcast contract
they failed to do so, it was charged.
WGAC then entered suit for
$59,500 and asked an interlocutory
injuction to prevent WBBQ from
broadcasting the games. The settlement, reached March 10, represented $3,000 in checks WGAC had
paid Mr. Agnew for the broadcast
rights, and which he had turned
over to WBBQ, and $8,500 in
damages.
Under terms of the settlement
WBBQ will have rights to air all
out-of-town games of the Tigers
and the defendants and plaintiffs
will divide the court costs.
ARTS CONTEST
Radio Scripts Included
EADIO script will be among five
categories of literary works to be
judged in a contest sponsored by
National Five Arts Award Inc.,
non-profit corporation in New
York. Cash awards, fellowships
and professional publication or
production are given annually to
winners, with first prize of $2,000.
Added benefits include standard
royalties for radio and television
when so adapted; publication in a
book devoted to radio scripts if
quality of their work merits; other
standard royalties, and sales of
motion picture rights. Judges of
radio scripts are Norman Corwin,
famous writer-producer-director;
Arch Oboler, script writer and producer-director, and Erick Barnouw,
president, Radio Writers Guild
and Columbia U. instructor. Other

Nielsen Radio Index Top Programs
(COAST-TO-COAST, INCL. SMALL-TOWN, FARAA, AND URBAN HOMES
-and including TELEPHONE
and 1949
NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
FEB. 6-12,
TOTAL AUDIENCE
Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points
Rank Rank Program Rating Change
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK, 15-60 MIN.
1 1 Lux Radio Theatre ...33.6 —3.2
23 23 McGee
Jack Benny
30.0 -|-0.9
& Molly
29.8
0.0
4 4 Godfrey's Scouts 29.2 +}.3
5 7 Amos 'n' Andy
28.4 4-2.6
6 5 Walter Winchell 27.1 -|-0.9
78 188 Bob
Hope
26.8
Sam Spade
24.8 -fO.5
+18
9 22 Crime Photographer ..24.6 -f3.6
'0 6 My Friend Irma ....24.4 — 2.3
11 10 Mystery Theater 23.1 — 0.7
12 34 Stop Music (4th qtr.)..22.9 -|-3.5
13 40
20 Ford
Suspense
22.9 -|-0.6
14
Theatre
22.7
+3.9
15 11 Mr. Keen
22.1 —1.0
16 14 Inner Sanctum
21.6 — 1.8
17 13 FBI in Peace, War ...21.5 —0.8
18 16 Mr. and Mrs. North . 21.2 —1.0
19 12 Mr. D A
21.1 —2.8
20 9 This Your FBI
21.0 —2.1

EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
EVENING, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 5-30 MIN.
1 1 Lone Ranger
16.3 +1.1
Lone Ranger
19.5 —+0.4
0.1
2 2 Beulah
15.0 +0.1
21 21 Beulah
17.7
3
3
Counter-Spy
13.5 4-2.4
3 3 Counter-Spy
16.7 4-1-9
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
DAY, 2 TO 5-A-WEEK, 15-30 MIN.
1 11 Godfrey (L & M)
11.5 +1.1
1 7 Godfrey (L & M)
13.6 +0.8
2 8 Ma Perkins (CBS) 10.6 +0.3
2 9 Ma Perkins (CBS) ...11.6 +0.4
3 1 When Girl Marries . . .11.6 —0.9
3 1 When Girl Marries ...10.6 —0.5
4 2 Young Widder Brown. 11.4 — 0.7
Young Widder
Brown. . .10.0
0.8
213 Godfrey
(Nabisco)
.10.0 —+0.7
5 20 Godfrey (Nabisco) .11.2 +0.6
6 6 Pepper Young
11.2 — 0.7
6 Pepper Young
10.0 — 0.6
7 11 Big Sister
.11.0 —0.4
2 Backstage Wife
9 9 —1.0
7 Portia Faces Life .... 9.7 ——1.5
0.4
89 184 Wendy
BackstageWarren
Wife
10.9
—1.0
10.8 0.0
4
Right
to
Happiness
...
9.6 ——0.8
1.5
10 24 Sky King
10.7 +1.1
5 Stella Dallas
9.6
11 8 Portia Faces Life 10.6 — 0.7
9 Our Gal Sunday
9.4 — 0.6
10 Guiding
Big Sister Light
9.3 —0.3
—0.4
12 3 Right to Happiness ...10.6 — 1.6
—1.0
17
9.3
0.0
13 5 Stella Dallas
10.5 —0.9
14 19 Guiding Light
10.5 +0.2
20 Wendy Warren
9.1 +0.1
16 Helen Trent
9.0 —0.4
15 25 Jack Armstrong 10.5 —0.8
-|-0.9
—1.0
DAY, 1SAT.
OR
SUN.,
5-60
MIN.
DAY,
SAT.
OR
SUN.,
5-60
MIN.
1 1 True Detective
12.7
True Detective
17.9
2 Quick as Flash
16.9
2 4 The Shadow
12.2
6 The Shadow
14.2
3 8 Quick as Flash
11.2
4 5 House of Mystery ....11.1
3 House of Mystery ... .14.0 +0.5
5 3 Grand Central Station. 10.7
4 Stars Over Hollywood. 13.7 +2.5
+ 1.3
1.0 A. C. Nielsen Co.
Copyright +1949,
+ 1.5
"arts" are full-length play, motion
TELEPULSE
picture synopsis, popular song and
short story.
N. Y. Sports Time Drops
Roffman To Run
RICHARD H. ROFFMAN, WEVD
and WGYN(FM) New York news
commentator, will run for political
office held by the late Rep. Sol
Bloom. Mr. Roffman, who lives in
the upper Manhattan District, will
seek conference within the next
week with political leaders of both
major parties requesting reaction.
If he fails to gain their support, he
will attempt to run independently,
forming his own organization in
the area.

■ ■ PORTLAND,WOREGOI>|
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD RETRY & CO. ,
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AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Cur. Prev.
Cur. Points
Rank Rank Program Rating Change
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK,
15-60
1 4 Jack Benny
25.4MIN.+3.4
2 2 McGee & Molly
25.1 +0.6
3 3 Walter Winchell 24.6 +1.4
4 1 Lux Radio Theatre 24.3 —4.1
5 7 Godfrey's Scouts 21.1 +0.1
'n' Andy
21.1 +0.7
+2.1
76 139 Amos
Bob Hope
20.9
8 19 Crime Photographer ..20.3 4-2.7
Irmaqtr.) . .19.6
19.7 —1.8
109 215 My
Stop Friend
Music (4th
+2.4
11 10 Mr. Keen
19.3 +0.3
12 18 Suspense
19.1 +0.4
13 29 Sam Spade
18.8 +2.8
14
Theatre
18.3
15 126 Mystery
This Is Your
FBI
18.2 —0.7
—1.3
16 27 Stop Music (3rd qtr.). .18.0 +2.0
17
15
People
Are
Funny
...17.8
—
0.2
18 8 Mr. D A
17.7 —2.3
19
11
FBI
in
Peace,
War
...17.6
—0.7
20 23 Mr. & Mrs. North 17.3 +0.5
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FOR first time in Telepulse history, according to New York teletrends for February, by The Pulse
Inc., New York, video sports programs failed to lead all other program types in percentage of total
TV time. Sports trailed behind
newscasts and music programs, and
tied with kiddie shows and feature
films. Variety programs continue
PR
to receive the highest average
rating for program types.
NEW YORK TELEVISION PROGRAMS
BY TYPES February
Average
Rating
#'/4
Hours
7.9
Visual Sports
147
4.2
Music
10897
Feature Films
13.9
Westerns,
Serials
News
12.1
98
Kid Shows
45
Film Shorts
3.4
21.1
72
84
45
Comedy-Variety
2.8
8.2
Washington &
3.2
20
Political News
Women's Interest
26
Interviews
18
19.5
28
10
Quiz Shows
Drama
5.1
59
Forums. Discussions
9.2
1.3
4.6
Sports News
Fashions
5.7
Religion
6
11.2
9
Comedy Episodes
3.5
4.0
3
Hobbies
Specialc& Mrs.
EventsShows
Beauty
3.3
3
Mrs.
8.2
2.5
7
2.1
Food & Cookery
1.9
2
5.3
Education, Science. etc. 9
Serial Stories
5
2
Mystery
Drama
Misc.
36
1037
Total 1/4 Hours
5.4

LAST

CHANCE
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J^iomotion

The Texas Rangers, America's
greatest western act, for many
years stars of radio, screen and
stage, now are starring in their
own television show on CBSLos Angeles Times station
KTTV each Monday evening.
They star, too, on the CBS
coast-to-coast network each
Saturday afternoon, 4-4:30 EST.
The Texas Rangers transcriptions, used on scores of stations
from coast to coast, have
achieved Hooperatings as high
as 27.4.
Advertisers and stations— we
have a new and even better
sales plan! Ask about it!
ARTHUR B. CHURCH Producrions
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

^

Only station
saturating rich

Western Washington

KIRO
SE ATTLf
CBS

TACOMA

THE PIONEER
50,000 WATT STATION
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
V
710 KC
NATIONALLY REPRESENTBD BY FREt & PETERS. INC.
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startling
WITH mentthe
that "CBS
Him
Got nceHasn't annou
Yet" on the outside of a folder
which opens up to "And Hooper Never
Heard of Him," a KOWL Santa Monica, Calif., promotion piece extolls the
merits of its disc jockey Joe Adams
and his Maxjor of Melody. Fully-opened folder, showing a picture of Mr.
Adams, contains reprints of various
letters commending his program and
telling results of recent contest on
program that resulted in so many
calls the phone company complained
circuits."
about
s of ping
am,
for progr
rates the
detail"swam
Furtherthem
with current list of its sponsors, as
as statio
well
ed. n's complete rate card
are includ
What's Your Favorite Program?
A LETTER to each of its advertisers
asking them to name their favorite
WKTG Thomasville, Ga., programs
and why they are favorites is part of
WKTG's
newest
promotion
The
best
letter
received
will bestunt.
awarded
$50 in cash prizes. Object of contest
is to prove program popularity, listener time preference, area coverage
and listenership.
'Vacation Contest'
SPORTS director Tait Cummins, WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is conducting his
annual "Vacation Contest." Winner
receives all-expense paid week at Lake
Birch Camp in Minnesota and Shell
Oil Co. (Cummins' sponsor) provides
transportation. Gimmick is to identify
the four finalists in state high school
basketball tournament — in correct order— plus total number of points
scored in the final night of action.
Feature Presentation
ANY resident whose picture appears
in one of the local newspapers as a
result of some worthy accomplishment
receives a complimentary notice from
WJPS Evansville, Ind. The station
pastes the person's picture on a
printed, envelope-size card congratulating the outstanding citizen and
wishing him continued success.
KOOS Column
INSTEAD of the usual radio station
ad plugging a program or programs,
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore., is using a threeweekly newspaper column. Titled
"Radio at Random," the ad carries
notes and comments about what's
coming and going in the radio world.
KOOS reports that this form of advertising has been so successful that it
is used exclusively with the exception
of unusual promotions when the column is augmented with larger ads.
Keep Up With the 'Queen'
TO KEEP the trade up-to-date on activities of MBS Queen For a Day,
Hollywood staff of the show has
started distributing a four-page tabloid chronicling show's current events
and past history. Queen for a Day-ly.
Giving equal space to both its sponsors, with "Alkalize with Alka-Seltzer" on one inside page and "Call
for Philip Morris" on the other, the
newspaper gives pictures and activities
of current queens and show's personalities, general information and advance promotion on the show and

various press reprints. Approximately
1,600 people receive the paper, including sponsors, agencies representing
them (Wade Adv. for Alka-Seltzer ;
Cecil & Presbrey for Philip Morris),
Mutual and associated networks.
Open House
PRIOR to taking the air on March 15,
WICU
(TV), station,
Erie (Pa.)
new television
held Dispatch's
a two-day
open house session for local citizens.
A bevy of lovely hostesses served as
guides and station prepared descriptive signs to identify and explain the
complex equipment. The hostesses were
dressed in Gay Nineties costumes for
easy identification. On March 12
WICU held a special open house for
local school children.
Rooster Crow
NEWEST contest on WLAM Lewiston — Auburn, Me., is being conducted
by John Gould, editor of the weekly
Lisbon (Me.) Enterprise, on his Mon.Fri., 7:30-7:45 a.m. WLAM show. Mr.
Gould's former side-kick on the program was a 12-year-old red rooster,
"Sunrise Si," who had been featured
on the program for over a year when
he died. Now Mr. Gould has acquired
another rooster and is asking listeners to name him. The winner in the
contest will receive such prizes as 100
one-day old chicks, a roll of chicken
wire, a Philco radio, a copy of Mr.
Gould's book. And One to Grow On,
and many other awards.
Personnel
JUANITA WILCOX, former director
of continuity and publicity for WHKC
and WCOL Columbus, Ohio, has been
appointed manager of promotional
activities for WLWC (TV) Columbus.
CORINNE KOPP has been appointed
promotion director of WLDY Ladysmith, Wis.
RUTH A. ASHTON has joined KNXColumbia Pacific Network, Los Angeles, department of public affairs, as
assistant to STUART NOVINS. Miss
Ashton was formerly with CBS and
CBS-TV New York.
KEN SMITH, assistant program director at WLW Cincinnati, has been appointed promotion manager.

WRUN litica, N. Y., for second sea-<
son will broadcast all games of Utica|
Blue Sox, farm club of Philadelphia;
Phillies. by Arrongsments
are com-'
pleted
Thomas E. Martin
(I),
WRUN station manager; Nick Stemmler (standing), sportscaster who will
handle play-by-play, and Fred Seymour, Blue Sox business manager.
NAB GOLFERS
'Broadcasting' To Give Trophy
FOURTEENTH annual NAB Golf
Tournament for the Broadcasting
trophy will be held Sunday, April
10, during NAB convention week in
Chicago. Site will be Acacia Country Club.
Silver trophy will be awarded the
low gross winner with another
prize going to the low net winner.
The course is located about 10
miles out of Chicago. Broadcasting
will supply a bus leaving the Stevens Hotel at 9 a.m. Sunday. A
19th hole party will be given.
Entries should be sent to Maury
Long, at Washington headquarters,
or Bill Thompson, at the Chicago
bureau.
In the 1948 tournament at Los
Angeles Don Fedderson, KYA San
Francisco, and Max Everett, J. P.
McKinney & Son, were tied for low
net with Pete Watts, KYOR San
Francisco, having low gross.

MEMPHIS

10,000 W DAY TIME
5,000 W NIGHT TIME
Represented by
RADIO

REPRESENTATIVES,
BROADCASTING

INC.
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Actions
of the
MARCH 11 to MARCH 17

FCC

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
March 1 1 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
Hearing Designated
WAPA San Juan, P. R. — Designated
for hearingsideratiopetition
requesting
recon-of
n of action of
Commission
Oct. 21, 1948, granting application of
WPTF Raleigh, N. C, for CP make
changes in its DA, and to designate
said application for hearing; made
WPTF party to proceeding.
Lake Bcstg. Co. Inc., Gary, Ind. —
Designated
for hearing
for
CP new station
1270 kcapplication
1 kw unl.;
made WHBF Rock Island. 111., and
WMRO
Aurora, 111., parties to proceeding.
WSBAnated for North
York, Pa.—
Desighearing ofapplication
to change
from 900 kc 1 kw D to 910 kc 1 kw unl.
and to install new trans, and DA.
Modification of CP
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted
mod. CP to specify increased field
strengths in nulls of DA to make CP
values more nearly agree with values
obtained
field me'asurements
on system;in engineering
cond. made
AM— 1540 kc
Terrell Broadcast Corp., Terrell, Tex.
— Granted CP for 100-w test trans, to
operate taining
on data1540
for purposeto ofsignal
obwithkc reference
intensity data in connection with its
application for new station to operate
on same frequency with 250 w, D, now
in hearing on issues which include
determination of interference to KHBR
Hillsboro, Tex. Authorization of test
station ispleted
cond.
to operation
being com-of
prior to
commencement
equipment tests by KCUL Ft. Worth,
and, further, that operation take place
D only
except forwith
voice unmodulated
identification signal,
each half
hour.
Hearing Designated
Alaska Bcstg. Co. and Baranof
Enterprises Inc., Sitka, Alaska — Designated for consolidated hearing applications weach requesting
new stations
1400 kc 250
unl.
Request Denied
WINZ Hollywood, Fla. — Denied request that its application to increase D
power from 1 kw to 50 kw on clear
channel be removed from pending file
and processed.
Motion Denied
WJZ New York — Adopted memorandum opinion and order denying motion of WJZ requesting dismissal of
applications
of Eugene
Inc.
(KFEL), Denver,
Col., P.andO'Fallon
KXA Inc.,
(KXA),
Seattle,
Wash.,
for
CPs
770
kc
50 kw unl.

OUR

CIRCLE

Hearing Designated
Lamar County Bcstg. Co., Paris,
Tex. — tionDesignated
for hearing
for new station
1250 kcapplica1 kw
D; made KSST Sulphur Springs, Tex.,
party to proceeding.
Modification of CP
KAGH
mod. CP to Pasadena,
change hours Calif.—
from DGranted
to unl.
with 1 kw DN and install DA-N.
Modification of License
KDEC
Granted and
mod. KWLC
licensesDecorah,
change Iowa
from—
specified hours to share time.
Hearing Designated
Abe Lapides, Pontiac, Mich., and
Bowling Green State U., Bowling
Green, Ohio
— Designated
for consolihearing
applications
Lapides
for newdatedstation
730 kc 1 kw ofD DA
and
Bowling Green for new station 730 kc
250 w, D; made WPIT Pittsburgh, party
to proceeding.
Modification of CP
WKRT
Cortland,
N. Y.— Upon
tion removed
from hearing
docket petiand
granted application for mod. CP to
change hours from D to unl, change
power from 1 kw D to 500 w-N 1 kwLS and install DA-N.
Petition Denied
WSPD Toledo, Ohio — Denied petition
requesting Commission to set aside
action granting anplication of Sarkes
Tarzian (WTTS), Bloomington, Ind., to
make changes in DA and change trans,
location, or, in alternative that grant
be made cond. upon permittee making
measurements of its skywave signals in
WSPD area so that operation of WTTS
be limited to extent that no interference be caused to primary service area
of WSPD.
Hearing Designated
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Designatedditional
for hearing
application for adof TV station.time to complete construction
Petition Denied
WUTV Indianapolis
memorandum opinion and— Adopted
order denying
petition requesting review by quorum
of Commission of action taken by Motions Commissioner Feb. 18 denying petition for continuance of hearing
scheduled March 21 in re application
for additional time in which to complete construction of TV station.
Assignment of License
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C— Granted
assignment of license from Jacksonville Bcstg. Co. Inc. to Lester L.
Gould. Assignor corporation will remain in existence and will lease property to Gould for period of 5 years,
renewing for like period at option of
lessee, for annual rental of $8,000.
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Transfer of Control
WMMT
voluntary McMinnville,
acquisition ofTenn.—
controlGranted
from
Oliver M. Albritton and Claude W.
Haston by Sam J. Albritton, for $16,000.
WSON-AM-FM Henderson, Ky.—
Granted transfer of control from Pierce
E. Lackey, Montana L. Lackey and
Paducah for
Broadcasting
Co. Inc. to H. S.
Lackey
$58,000.
WABZ Albemarle, N. C— Granted
transfer of control of from G. H. Hendrix, Ira Leigh, Carl C. Aley and R. H.
Whitlow, to W. E. Smith, T. R. Wolf
and M. M. Palmer for $35,000.
KTRE Lufkin, Tex.— Granted reL. Kurth Sr. linquishment of negative control by E.
Hearing Designated
WACA Camden, S. C. — Designated
for hearing application for license to
cover CP new station in consolidated
proceeding
for Bowden
assignment of CP with
fromapplication
Haygood S.
to Camden
Bcstg.
Corp.
Transfer of Control
WHOL Allentown, Pa.— Granted
transfer
of control
fromWindmuller
Lewis Wind-to
muller and
Cora G.
Allentown Bcstg. Corp for $15,000.
WLBG
Laurens,
transfer of control
fromS. C.J. — C.Granted
Todd to
his
brother, J. W. Todd, for $14,500.
Assignment of License
WBAY Coral Gables, Fla.— Granted
assignment of license from partnership
composed of J. A. Brown and 10 others
to Atlantic Shores Bcstg. Inc. for
$125,000. Hearing Designated
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Designated for hearing in consolidated proceeding application
application for for
renewallicense and
transferof
of control from Helen Ruth Allen, executrix
of C. P.J. M.Smalley
Allen, Jr.,
deceased, toestate
Fayette
(transferee) and J. G. Paltridge (competing applicant), and ordered that
petition of J. G. Paltridge to designate
time and place of hearing at this time,
be dismissed.
Transfer of Control
WJOC of
Jamestown,
N. Y.—
GrantedL.
transfer
control from
Robert
Blalock to Harry E. Layman. Action is
in no way to be considered as approval
of transfer of control to Blalock of
Chesapeake Bcstg. Corp. (WSAL Annapolis), since such approval can
onlyfor be
givenfiled
afterandapplication
has been
duly acted thereupon
by Commission.
Assignment of License
WFHGment of Bristol,
assign-to
license Va.
from— Granted
corporation
partnership
composed
of
W.
C.
Nininger, Morris B. Burnette, H. I. Goode,
C. Edward Wright and W. K. Vance Jr.
d/b as Bristol Bcstg. Co. for $15,000
Transfer of Control
plus.
WFYC
Alma,
Mich.—Cleon
Granted
fer of control from
Van transRiper
to Merle E. Rhoads.
WIBC
Indianapolis
—
Granted
transfer
control of Indiana Bcstg. Corp. from
Robertine B. Daniels, Michael B.
Fairbanks and Richard M. Fairbanks,
to
as Adelaide
trustee. F. Causey, individually and
Assignment of CP
KIWWment of CPSanfrom
Antonio
— Grantedcomposed
assignpartnership
of Olivares, Leal and Richards to new
partnership
of same
individuals— but composed
with different
interests
therein.
Transfer of Control
WTVL Waterville, Me. — Granted
acquisition of control of Kenebec
Bcstg. Co. by Carleton D. Brown.
Assignment of License
WJXN Jackson,
Miss. — from
Upon petition
Commission
removed
hearing
docket and granted appUcation for
assignment of license from Ewing
Bcstg. Co. to Andalusa Bcstg. Co.
Hearing Designated
James L. Killian, Fort Payne, Ala. —
Designated
for
new station for
1290hearing
kc 250 application
w D.
Custer County Bcstg. Co., Broken
Bow, Neb. — Designated for hearing application for new station 1400 kc
250 w unl. and made KCOW Alliance,
Neb., KOLN Lincoln, Neb., and KAYS
Hays, Kan., parties to proceeding.
AM— 1250 kc
Lake City Bcstg. Corp., Marion, N. C.
— Granted CP new station 1250 kc, 1 kw
D; engineering cond.; estimated cost
$20,635.(Continued on page 80)
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Actions

(Continued from page 79)
Decisions Cont.:
AM— 1220 kc
The News-Sun Bcstg. Co., Waukegan,
111.— Granted CP new station 1220 kc
1 kw D DA;
estimated
cost $26,915—
exclusive
of land
and buildings.
AM— 1300 kc
M. L. Few and E. G. Robinson d/b as
Palmetto Bcstg. Co., Klngstree, S. C.
— Granted CP new station 1300 kc 1
kw D; engineering cond.; estimated
cost $20,450.
AM— 1270 kc
H. E. Moore tr/as Guntersville Bcstg.
Co., Guntersville, Ala. — Granted CP
new station 1270 kc 1 kw D; engineering cond.; estimated cost $12,300.
Hearing Designated
WDIA
Memphis,
Tenn. —change
Designated
for hearing application
from
730 to 1240 kc and increase time of
operation from D to unl., using 250 w
and made KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.,
WENK, Union City, Tenn., and WGRM,
Greenwood,
Miss, parties to the proceeding.
Install Tower
CPWBRY
install Waterbury,
third tower Conn.
within— Granted
vicinity
of present two element DA array for
purpose of mounting FM ant. thereon;
engineering cond.
Modification of CP
WRUN Rome, N. Y. — Granted mod.
CP to make changes in DA engineering, cond.
Petition Denied
KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., and
KSUBtion ofCedar
Utah. — Denied
petiKFXM City,
to designate
for hearing
application of KSUB for mod. CP to
specify newplicationtrans,
and mod.
granted
of KSUB,sitefor
CP ap-to
specify new trans, site, subject to cond.
that permittee, prior to issuance of
will make such measuremod CP,
ments, by means of test transmitter, as
are necessary to establish suitability of
proposed transmitter site.
Extension Denied
.—Denied reStockton, ofCalif
KSTNquest for extension
time to complete
construction of new station.
Extension Granted
WLEE Richmond, Va. — Granted apfor extension
of time
pleteplication
construction
of FM
ant. toon comAM
tower.
Hearing Designated
WTNJ Trenton, N. J., and WBUD
Morrisville, Pa.— Designated for hearingtionin consolidated
proceeding
of WTNJ to change
from applica1300 kc
250 w Dcationtoof WBUD
1260 kcto500change
w D and
fromappli1490
to 1260 kc 5 kw DA-1
unl.
w
250
kc
and change trans, location, and made
Yankee Network Inc., licensee of
WNAC
ceeding. and WFBM Inc., party to proMarch 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1590 kc
The W. H. Greenhow Co., Hornell,
N. Y.— CP new AM station 1250 kc 1
kw D AMENDED to request 1590 kc.
AM— 910 kc
WAVL Apollo, Pa.— CP change from
1 kw D to 1 kw-D 100 w-N unl.
AM— 1320 kc
WSCR
Scranton, Pa.— CP change
from 1000 kc 1 kw D to 1320 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N DA-N unl. Amended re stockholders.
AM— 1340 kc
Twin State Bcstrs. Inc., Saint Johnsbury,
new AM restation
1340 kc
250 w Vt.
unl.— CP
AMENDED
stockholders.
License Renewal
KVMAnewal AMMagnolia,
station. Ark. — License reLicense for CP
KRKD Los Angeles — License to cover
CP change power etc.
WICA Ashtabula, Ohio — Same.
KSPACP Santa
Calif.—AMENDED
License to
cover
new Paula,
AM station.
to change name from Robert W. LeMond,
Clinton
Jones Talk
- and Bcstg.
Clarence
E. FisherF. d/b
as Town
Co.
to Ventura County Radio Center Inc.
WSAL
Logansport,
Ind.
—
License
to
cover CP new AM station.
KCFH Cuero, Tex. — Same.

Modification of CP
KWBB Wichita, Kan.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
Assignment of License
of WCRB
license Waltham,
from L. P.Mass.
Liles,— Assignment
Richard C.
O'Hare
and
Deuel
Richardson
d/b as
Charles
River
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Charles
River Bcstg. Co.
License for CP
KALB-FM Alexandria, La. — License
to cover CP for changes in FM station.
Modification of CP
WCOH-FM Newman, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. Buffalo, N. Y.— Mod. CP
WBEN-TV
new commercial TV station to increase
ERP from 15 kw vis., 8 kw aur. to 17.1
kw vis., 10.2 kw aur.
WGN-TV Chicago— Mod. CP new
commercial TV station to increase ERP
from 18.4 kw vis., 9.4 kw aur. to 29 kw
vis., 14.5 kw aur.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 570
WKYB800 kcPaducah,
from
to 570 kc Ky.—
DA. CP change
Modification of CP
WACR Starkville, Miss.— Mod. CP to
change trans, and studio site from
Starkville to Columbus, Miss.
Stock Transfer
WSAT Salisbury, N. C— Transfer of
1,800 sh from C. H. Wentz to L. L.
Boyce and W. D. Flinton.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
AM— 970 kc
Dr. N. B. Burch, Hot Springs, Ark.
—DISMISSED application for CP new
AM station 970 kc 1 kw D.
AM— 1240 kc
Vinita Bcstg. Co., Vinita, Okla. —
DISMISSED application for CP new AM
station 1240 kc 250 w unl.
March 14 Decisions . . .
DOCKETAM—CASE
1490 ACTIONS
kc
Announced decision granting application of Alexandria Bcstg. Corp. for
new station Alexandria, Minn. 1490
kc 250 w unl. cond. and denial of application of Alexandria Radio Corp. for
same facilities.
AM— 1450 kc
Announced decision granting application of Richland Bcstg. Corp. for new
station Richland Center, Wis., 1450 kc
250 w unl.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Jones)
WKAP AUentown, Pa. — Granted petition for leave to amend its application
to substitute WKAP Inc. as applicant
in lieu of AUentown Bcstg. Co.
The Orange Belt Station, Redlands,
Calif. — Granted petition for leave to
amend application to specify 1410 kc in
lieu of 1320 kc, and application as
amended
docket. was removed from hearing
Frequency Bcstg. System Inc.,
Shreveport, La. — Granted petition for
leave to amend its application to add
certain additional
programming
infor-to
mation and statement
with respect
legal qualifications of Joel E. Wharton.
KWKW Pasadena, Calif.— Granted
petition forsolidated
leave
in con-of
hearingtoonintervene
applications
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co. et al.
Corn Palace City Radio Corp., Mitchell, S. D. — Granted motion for extensiontionsof intime
within which
file excepproceeding
in re itsto application
and thattended toofMarch
KWAT28. and time was exKRGV Inc., Weslaco, Tex. — Granted
petitibncation tofor
leave to amend its applistatement. add supplemental engineering
KIDO Boise, Ida. — Granted petition
for leave to amend its application to
show change in trans, site.
Pellegrinto &dismiss
Smeby, without
Detroit —prejudice
Granted
petition
itsHamtramck
application.Radio Corp., Hamtramck,
Mich. — Granted petition for leave to
amend application to show directional
operation in petition
lieu of non-directional.
Also
in onegranted
stockholder. to show change
Greenwich Bcstg. Corp., Greenwich,
Conn. — Commission on own motion
continued hearing scheduled March 14
to March 31 at Greenwich.
William and Lee A. Odessky, Los Angeles— Granted ofpetition
for indefinite
continuance
hearing
presently
scheduled March 31 in Washington;
denied petition for removal of hearing

to Los Angeles, and denied request for
removal of KHJ and KIEV as intervenors.
Queen City Bcstg. Co. Inc., Cincinnati
— Granted petition for leave to amend
its application to show new trans, site.
In re Petition of John J. Dempsey —
Ordered that the hearing in re Docket
8044 presently scheduled for March 21
be continued to May 23 at AlbuWRIB Providence, R. I. — Granted requerque.
quest for continuance of consolidated
hearing presently scheduled for March
14 to April 18 at Washington, in re
applications
Docket Services,
7820 and 8298.
Northwest inPublic
Kelso,
Wash. — Granted petition for leave to
amend its application to specify 1490
kc in lieu of 1240 kc and to change applicant from partnership to corporation, and application was removed from
hearing docket.
March 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KFRE
Fresno,
Calif. —etc.License to cover CP increase power
WONW Defiance, Ohio — License to
cover CP new AM station.
WANS Anderson, S. C. — Same.
Assignment of CP
WWPA Williamsport, Pa. — Assignment of CP from Harry J. W. Kiesseling, Carl F. Stroehmann and William
F. Wilson d/b as Williamsport Radio
Bcstg. Assoc. to Williamsport Bcstg.
Assoc. Inc.
Modification of CP
WSFA-FM Montgomery, Ala.— Mod
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
KTBS-FM Shreveport, La.— Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Transfer of Stock
WENK Union City, Tenn.— Transfer
of stock owned lu? P. Cary Brummel to
H. G. Gilland, Aaron B. Robinson and
Union City Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee.
March 15 Decisions . . .
DOCKET AM—CASE
ACTIONS
1450 kc
Announced decision granting application of Blue Valley Bcstg. Co. for licf
new station Beatrice, Neb., 1450 kc 250
w unl., subject to cond. that applicant
within 60 days file application for mod.
CP specifying trans, site and ant. system
requirements
of standards, meeting
and subject
to further cond.
that
operation of proposed station shall not
begin
until
KVAK
Atchison,
Kan.,
shall
be licensed on 1470 kc and has ceased
to operate on 1450 kc. Application of
Beatrice Bcstg. Co. for same facilities
is denied.
AM— 1230 kc
Announced decision granting application of Herald Bcstg. Co. for new
station Levelland, Tex., 1230 kc 250 w
unl.,
cond.; granting
application
of I
Southwestern
Bcstg. Corp.
to switchj
KOSA Odessa, Tex., from 1450 kc to
1230 kc; denying application of Pan
handle Bcstg. Corp. and Voice ofi
Amarillo for new stations in Amarillo
Tex., 1230 kc 250 w unl.; denying appli
cation of The Big Spring Herald Bcstg
Co. to change KBST Big Spring, Tex
from 1490 kc to 1230 kc, and denyin
application of W. E. Whitmore ti
change KWEW Hobbs, N. M., from
1490 kc 100 w AM—
unl. to
14201230kc kc 250 w unl
Announced proposed decision lookingfteiK
LIBEL
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toward grant of application of Pawtucket Bcstg. Co. to change main studio
of WFCl from 450 Main St., Pawtucket,
R. I., to Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I. No change in operating
assignment 1420 kc 5 kw unl. DA.
Comr. Walker dissenting.
BY THE SECRETARY
Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Between Mutual & Mechanicsburg, Ohio — Granted
CP and license for new exp. TV relay
KQA-44.
^mod.
WTTSCP Bloomington,
Granted
to change typeInd.—
trans,
and
change studio location.
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.— Granted
, mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 10-12-49.
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.— Same.
WHVRcense newHanover,
Pa.— Granted
standard station
1280 kc li-1
kw D.
KSPA
Santa
Paula, Calif.— Same—
1400
kc 250
w unl.
WNAD Norman, Okla. — Granted license install new vertical ant. and
mount FM ant. on #1 tower, install,
new trans, and change trans, location.
KTXL San Angelo, Tex.— Granted
assignment of license from six equal
partners to corporation owned 1/6 by
each of assignor partners.
I WNER Live Oak, Fla.— Granted mod.
CP to make changes in vertical ant.
i KWOE Clinton, Okla.— Granted mod.
;CP to make changes in vertical ant.
1: KFTM Fort Morgan, Col.— Granted
' mod. CP change type trans.
ICPWTSB
install Lumberton,
new trans. N. C— Granted
WKNA Charleston, W. Va.— Granted
CP install FM ant. on No. 4 AM tower.
Iinstall
KVOP newPlainview,
trans. Tex.— Granted CP
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown:
WFLN Philadelphia, to 4-10-49 on
cond. that construction be completed
or interim operation provided by that
date; WKNY-FM Kingston, N. Y., to
' 6-29-49;
6-30-49. V/DUN-FM Gainesville, Ga., to
The Voice of the Orange Empire Inc.
Ltd., Area of Santa Ana, Calif. —
Granted license for new remote pickup
KA-2377 to request operation with FM
station KVOE-FM as well as standard
station
sions. KVOE, and Al, A2 and A3 omisKRBC -involuntary
AM - FM transfer
Abilene, of control
Tex. —
Granted
i of licensee corporation from M. Ber' hon,
nard Hanks,
J. McMa-C.
Bruce deceased,
B. Meador,to T.Conway
Craig, executors of estate.
Johnson Bcstg. Co., Bessemer, Ala. —
Granted CP new STL KlA-32.
' WWYO Pineville, W. Va.— Granted
' license new standard station. 970 kc
' 1 kw. D.
KSVCD. Richfield, Utah— Same— 690 kc
1 kw
WNAG
Grenada, Miss.— Same— 1490
kc 250 w unl.
KIMP Mt. Pleasant, Tex.-s-Same- 960
|kc 1 kw D.
WXGI Richmond, Va.— Granted license change frequency from 740 kc
to 950 kc

28,000 Petitioners
A PETITION advocating
elimination or reduction of
the 20% federal tax on such
every-day essentials as baby
oil has been presented to the
national Senators and Representatives from Maryland.
Over 28,000 Marylanders
signed the petition which was
presented during a luncheon
in Washington. Louise MacFarlane,
woman's Baltimore,
commentator at WCBM
during the luncheon spoke of
experiences she had gleaned
from those who circulated
the petition as well as from
letters she had received from
those who signed it. The legislators urged her to inform
her listeners of their desire
to fulfill the wishes of the
petitioners.

WMLTnewDublin,
license
install
verticalGa.—
ant. Granted
and mount
FM
ant. on AM tower.
KSLM Salem, Ore. — Granted Ucense
changes in vertical ant. and to change
trans, and studio locations.
WIDE censeBiddeford,
Granted
new standard Me.—
station
and lito
specify studio location; 1400 kc 250 w
unl.
WHAI Greenfield, Mass.— Granted license change vertical ant. and mount
FM ant. on AM tower.
WJPA Washington, Pa. — Granted license change vertical ant. and mount
FM ant. on AM tower.
WAGEcense to use
Syracuse,
Y.— Granted
liold mainN. trans,
at present
site of main trans, as alternate for
night use and as aux. for day.
KPLC Lake Charles, La. — Granted lier etc.cense change frequency, increase powWRRN Warren, Ohio— Granted mod.
license to change name of licensee
from Nied & Stevens Inc. to The Warren Tribune Radio Station Inc.
The Associated Bcstrs. Inc., Area San
Francisco
— Granted CP change equipment KBSF.
WSFA Montgomery, Ala. — Granted
CP mount FM ant. on South tower of
AM DA system.
WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa. — Granted
CP mount FM ant. on present AM
tower.
WHDH Boston— Granted CP install
old main trans, at present location of
main trans, to be used for aux. purposes with 5 kw DA-DN.
WIAC San Juan, P. R.— Granted CP
in vertical
and
;license
WCHV'changes
Charlottesville,
Va.—ant.
Granted
install
aux. trans, at present site of
I change trans, and studio locations.
main trans, to be operated on 580 kc
KAMDinstallCamden,
Ark. — Granted li- with 1 kw.
,Icense
new trans.
WLBHFM Mattoon,
Granted
WGCMcense install
Gulfport,
li- mount
ant. on side111.—
of AM
tower. CP
new Miss.—
verticalGranted
ant. and
WCKY
Cincinnati—
Granted
CP
install
mount FM ant. on AM tower.
aux. trans, at present location of main
KINE Kingsville, Tex.— Granted li- trans,
to
be
operated
on
1530
kc
with
I cense
kw DA-N.
specify new
studio standard
location; station
1330 kc 1and
kw D.to 10 WGBS
Miami, Fla. — Granted CP inKPOJ Portland. Ore. — Granted liold maintrans,
trans,to be
at used
present
install aux. trans, at present site
tionstallof main
for locaaux.
of maincense trans.
purposes with DA.
KSVC Richfield, Utah— Granted CP
change type trans.
WHKW Madison, Wis.— Granted mod.
CP to make commercial
changes
of nonAFFILIATE
educationalinFMant.station.
KJMS Springville, Utah— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
and studio locations.
WSHB
Stillwater,
mod.
CP change
type Minn.
trans. — Granted
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark. — Granted
mod CP to make changes in ground
system.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown:
WBLK-FM Clarksburg, W. Va., to
6-9-49; KGO-FM San Francisco, to
4-30-49; KMFM Monroe, La., to 7-1-49;
WHKC-FM Columbus, Ohio, to 6-28-49;
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa., to 9-13-49;
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y., to 10-1-49;
KGKB-FM Tyler, Tex., to 9-14-49;
KTOK-FM Oklahoma City, to 8-29-49;
WKBH-FM Lacrosse, Wis., to 7-1-49;
ORLANDO
WDOD-FM Chattanooga, Tenn., to
6-15-49; WOI-FM Ames, Iowa, to 7-28FLORIDA
49; KULE Ephrata, Wash., to 8-1-49;
KMBC Kansas City, to 5-31-49; WINS
1000 WAHS— 740 K.C.
New York, to 9-25-49; WIL St. Louis,
to 4-1-49; WNOR Norfolk, Va., to 5-1-49;
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
WMBD Peoria, 111., to 4-15-49.
WEAW Evanston, 111.— Granted liNat. Rep.. WEED & CO., New York
cense changes in FM station.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WHJB increase
Greensburg,
— Granted
license
power,Pa.change
hours
ksUN Bisbee, Ariz. — Granted licensenewchanges
in trans,
install
vertical
ant.equipment,
and change
trans, and studio locations.
KNAK Salt Lake City— Granted lier, etc.cense change frequency, increase powCrosley Bcstg. Corp., Area of CincinDayton,
Ohioexp.—
Grantednati,
CP Columbus,
and license
for new
TV station KA-2335 KA-2336 KQA-40.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown:
WBCA Schenectady, N. Y., to 5-20-49;
WQAN-FM Scranton, Pa., to 4-1-49;
KNX-FM Hollywood, to 9-28-49; WJPAFM Washington, Pa., to 6-30-49; WHKFM Cleveland, to 7-11-49; WTBO-FM
Cumberland, Md., to 9-1-49.
March 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1380 kc
KPAS
Banning,
from 1490 kc 250 w Calif.—
unl. toCP1380change
kc 1
kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 1380 kc
KREO
Calif.—
CP kc
change
1400
kc 250Indio,
w unl.
to 1380
1 kw from
unl.
DA-2.
AM— 570 kc
WKYB Paducah, Ky. — CP change
from 800 kc to 570 kc DA-D.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed
by following
Honolulu;
WMBS stations:
Uniontown,KPOA
Pa.;
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
Assignment of License
WCPA
Pa. — ^Assignment
of license Clearfield,
from Progressive
Pub. Co.
to Clearfield Bcstrs. Inc., subsidiary.
KPAS
Banning,
CaUf.
—
Assignment
license from Carl Phillips, Robert N.of
Phillips and John Phillips d/b as Pass
Bcstg. Co. to William A. Smith and
David Robbins d/b as Pass Bcstg. Co.
Modification of CP
KSDO San Diego, Calif.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WRGK La Grange, 111.— Same.
WWNI Wabash, Ind.— Same.
WBBC-FM Flint, Mich. — Same.
WMIT Winston-Salem, N. C— Same.
WEOL-FM Elyria, Ohio — Same.
WMAN-FM Mansfield, Ohio— Same.
KREL-FM Goose Creek, Tex. — Same.
WIBA-FM Madison, Wis. — Same.
FM — Changes
W
F
M
R
New
Mass.— CP
change ERP to 20Bedford,
kw.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1460
KRUZ1460Palmkc Beach,
change
from
1 kw CaUf.—
unl. toCP 1460
kc
5 kw unl. DA-DN.
Assignment of License
WENA Bayamon, P.R. — Assignment
of license
mon Bcstg.from
Corp,Ramon Agude to BayaCampo,
— Assignment
of KULP
license Elfrom
Louis Tex.
Thurmond,
Gulp
Krueger, Lafayetter Lionel Duckett,
Charles Coppage Ingram, J. Edward
Johnson and Ross Bohannon d/b as
Wharton
County
Co. to Wharton County
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
AM— 1340 kc
The Windham Bcstg Co., Williamantic. Conn.—
applicationDISMISSED
for CP new AM March
station8 1340
kc 100 w unl.
AM— 900 kc
Bastrop
Bcstg.
Co., Bastrop,
DISMISSED application
for CP La.
new—
AM station 900 kc 1 kw D.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License Renewal
WAVU Albertville, Ala.— RETURNED
March 9 application for license renewal.
KXXX Colby, Kan Same.
March 16 Decisions
DOCKETAM—CASE
1490 ACTIONS
kc
Announced proposed decision looking
towards
grant of toapplication
of Doug-of
las L. Craddock
increase power
WLOE Leaksville, N. C, from 100 w
to 250 w, operating
AM— 990 unl.
kc on 1490 kc.
Announced proposed decision looking toward grant of application of
Orange Empire Bcstg. Co. for new
(Continued on page 82)

Have you heard
about

WMGM's

ofbig
hourjweekl/-

shows from
M-G^WInHollyiVOOc/?
Only our affiliation with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer can bring such
features as these to radio, with
top Hollywood stars:
★ M-6-M THEATRE OF THE AIR
-A- HOLLYWOOD, U.S.A.
GRIME DOES NOT PAY
★ At Home With LIONEL BARRYMORE,
and other top shows!
Stations are invited to inquire
about our syndication plan for
these M-G-M shows.
WMGM
NEW YORK • 50,000 WATTS AM— pfut FM

BILLIOH
DOLLAR

MARKET

spread over two stafes
Take our BMB Audience Coverage Map, match it with the
latest Sales Management
"buying power" figures, and
you'll see that KWFT reaches
a billion and a half dollar
market that spreads over two
great states. A letter to us or
our "reps" will bring you all
the facts, as well as current
availabilities. Write today.

KWFT

THE
TEXAS-OKLAHOMA STATION
Wichita FallcS.OOO Wattt-620 KC-CBS
Represented by Paul H. Raymer
Co., and KWFT, 801 Tower
Petroleum Bidg., Dallas

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 81)
Decisions Cont.:
station at Redlands, Calif., 990 kc
with tion
1 kw
D; dismissed
as moot petifor immediate
consideration.
AM— 1450 kc
Announced proposed decision looking
towards grant of application of Agnes
Jane Reeves Greer for new station at
Dover, Ohio, 1450 kc 250 w unl. subject to (1) that applicant within 60
days from grant file application for
mod. CP specifying trans, site and
ant. system meeting requirements of
standards, and (2) that applicant will
not commence operation until WFMJ
Youngstown ceases operation on 1450
kc and is licensed to operate on 1390 kc.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
KERO Bakersfield, CaUf.— Granted
renewal of license for period ending
Feb. 1, 1952.
VVRR Dallas, Tex. — Granted renewal
of license for period ending Nov.
1, 1951.
WHA-FM Madison, Wis.— Waived Sec.
1.301 of rules and granted renewal of
license of WHA-FM on 88.7 mc.
Extension Denied
Fanny application
B. Wilson, Memphis,
Tenn. —of
Denied
for extension
completion date for construction of
new Class B FM station at Memphis.
Assignment of License
WEGO Concord, N. C. — Granted asof license
fromTribune
Wayne Inc.
M.
Nelson to signment
The
Concord
for $50,000.
Transfer of Control
W L T Cof Gastonia,
C. — Granted
transfer
control of N.
Gastonia
Bcstg.
Service Inc. from present stockholders
to several members of Petty family
for $65,000.
Petition Denied
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.— Denied
petition by Wilmington Tri-State Bcstg.
Co. Inc, requesting
that WDEL-TV
application for extension
of completion
date be designated for hearing for
non-diligence and misrepresentation;
IT'S
GREAT

A
DAY

LAiV

<w

Av-fm

GRANi> RANOS

V/LAV ieads ALL stations
in daytime share of audience
in Michigan's second market.
(1947-1 '748 winter-spring Hooper)
W L A V — 28.1 %
Station B — 22.6%
Station C — 22.2%
Contact the John E. Pearson Co.
$/ABC \oxSSSmmSSi^s
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SUMMARY

Scote

Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* 11 on air

Total
On Air Licensed CPs
1,954 1,913 235
720
287 617
58
7
115

Grants
Cond'l

TO MARCH

460
Pending
cations
110
Appli321

17

Hearing
In
258
29
181

CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KALO Victoria, Tex. (Victoria Broadcasting Co., 1410
kc, 500 w, day); KBKW Aberdeen, Wash. (Ben K. Weatherwax, 1450 kc, 250 w);
KORN Fremont, Neb., changed to KFGT (Walker Newspapers Inc.); KTED Laguna Beach, Calif. (Universal Radio Features Syndicate, 1520 kc directional, 1
kw day, 250 w night); KXCA Tucson, Ariz., changed to KTXT (Thomas J. Wallace);
(FM) Dallas,
to KYBS
(FM)changed
(Baptistto General
Con29*
ventionKBUK
of Texas);
KRJM Tex.,
(FM) changed
Santa Maria,
Calif.,
KSMB (FM)
(John H. Poole); WCPS-FM Tarboro, N. C. (Coastal Plains Broadcasting Co.
Inc.); WSBF (FM) South Bend, Ind., changed to WSBT-FM (South Bend Tribune).
TV Application
Houston, Tex. — W. W. Lechner d/b
as Lechner Television Co., Channel 4
(66-72 mc), ERP 15 kw vis., 7.5 kw
aur., antenna height above average
terrain 475struction
ft.;$337,775,
estimated
costoperating
of confirst year
cost $120,000, revenue $96,000. Applicant is independent oil producer and
rancher.
Filed March 17.
AM Application
Ukiah, Calif. — Mendocino Broadcasting Co., 1400 kc, 250 w, fuUtime; esti-

mated cost $20,897.75.. Co-partnership:
Lloyd Bittenbender, lumber dealer; F.
Walter Sandelin, hotel owner; Edgar
W. Dutton, farmer; Guido Benassini,
summer resort operator, and T. R.
Amarante,
one-third
owner Calif.
and manager of KDAC
Fort Bragg,
Filed
March 10.
FM Application
Decatur, Ala. — Tennessee Valley
Broadcasting
FM station, Channel Co.
223 Inc.,
(92.5 Class
mc), B ERP
3.12
kw; estimated cost $28,000. Applicant is
licensee WMSL there. Filed March 17.

granted pletion
extension
of WDEL-TV
comdate to Aug.
23, but advised
WDEL: "This extension was granted
upon yourstruction ofrepresentation
that would
conStation WDEL-TV
be complete and the station would
be in operation prior to the expiration of the
completion
as extended. In passing
upon date
any further
application
for
extension
of
completion date, your compliance or failure
to comply with this representation
will be taken into account and given
serious consideration by the Commission." (Comr. Jones dissented; favored grant of Wilmington Tri-State
petition.)
Petition Granted
WTCN-TV and KTRV Minneapolis —
In a memorandum opinion and order,
granted petition of WTCN-TV insofar
as it requests
vacating
Commission's
order
of July 29,
1948, in
modifying
CP for new TV station at Minneapolis
and imposing cond. that Minnesota
Tribune Co. dispose of all interest in
either Minneapolis Star and Tribune
Co. or Minnesota
Bcstg.of Corp.,
mittee; denied petition
KTRV perfor
oral argument and extended for 20
days time within which latter may
reject
Commission's
March
30,
1948, for
new TV grant
stationof or
accept
subject to same cond., and if accepted,
have until July 1, 1949, in which to
comply.

Petition Dismissed
Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Columbus,
Ohio — Dismissed as moot petition requesting Commission to reconsider and
set aside
of license
Northwestern Ohiogrant
Bcstg.
Corp.,to Lima,
Ohio
(Comr. Jones not participating).
Modification of CP
WEAM pliArlington,
Granted
apcation for mod. CP Va.
to —make
changes
in DA.
Petition Denied
WEAS Decatur, Ga. — Denied petition
requesting
that newBcstg.
call Co.,
letters
be assigned to DeKalb
holder
of
CP for new station (WGLS) in same
city on ground that call letters do not
appear similar in print or phonetically
and thatcient to40preclude
kc dial separation
sufficonfusion is(Comr.
Jones not participating).
Waiver Granted
WOSHquest for Oshkosh,
Granted
rewaiver of Wis.—
Sec. 1.321
of rules
insofar as they affect its application
request trolling
for interest
consent
transfer
confrom toMyles
H. Johns
to his brother, William F. Johns Jr.

March 17 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
AM— 1410 kc
WLOW Norfolk, Va.— Granted CP
change frequency from 1590 to 1410 kc,
using 1 kw D.
AM— 1310 kc
WDXI Jackson, Tenn. — Granted mod.
CP to change from 1 kw D to 1 kw unl.
and install DA-N, 1310 kc.
AM— 900 kc
WONG Oneonta Bcstg. Co., Oneonta,
N. Y.; and Saratoga Bcstg. Co., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. — Adopted order (1)
denying petition of WONG for extension of completion date of station
WONO and deleted call letters of station; (2) granted application of Sarakc 250 togaw Bcstg.
D. Co. for new station 900
Modification of CP
KMPC Los Angeles — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date to
Oct. 1, 1949.
Change Studio
WWOL Lackawanna, N. Y.— Granted
application to change main studio location from Lackawanna to Buffalo, N. Y.
(Comr. Walker for hearing).

March 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1300 kc
RusseU
G.
CP new AM Salter,
station La
1300Grange,
kc 500 lU.
w —D
AMENDED
to
change
name
from
sell G. Salter to Russell G. Salter Rusand
Charles
F. Sebastian
d/b as" The La
Grange Bcstg.
Co.
AM— 1490 kc
Northwest Public Services, Kelso,
Wash.— CP new AM station 1240 kc 250
w unl. AMENDED to request 1490 kc
and change name from Roscoe Arthur
Day Jr.,
Henry d/b
N. Alderman
and Public
Frederick C. Arpke
as Northwest
Services
to Northwest
Public Services
Inc.
License for CP
WSHB
Stillwater,
Minn.— License to
cover CP new AM station.
WTTS Bloomington, Ind.— Same.
KWRE Warrenton, Mo.— Same.
WBUT Butler, Pa. — Same, and also to
specify studio
location as 109 E.
Diamond
St.
KBIO
Burley,
Ida.
CP change frequency.— License to cover
License Renewal
KGFX
Pierre,
S. D.— License renewal
AM station.
WKTY La Crosse, Wis.— Same.
Modification of CP
KWOE Clinton, Okla.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion

KGDM Stockton, Calif.— Mod. CP increase power etc. for extension of completionTransfer
date.
of Control
WSAT Salisbury, N. C— Relinquishment of control of Mid-Carolina Bcstg.
Co., Ucensee, by C. H. Wentz to E. E.
Boyce and W. D. Flinton.
WENK
Union of
City,
Tenn.City
— Acquisition of control
Union
Bcstg.
Co. Inc., licensee, by H. G. Gilland,
Aaron B. Robinson and licensee from
B. Cary Brummel.
Modification of CP
KERN-FM Bakersfield, Calif.— Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion
date. — Same.
KOA-FM Denver
KVNJ-FM Fargo, N. D.— Same.
WCOV-FM Montgomery, Ala.— Same.
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.— Same.
WBIB
New Miami—
Haven, Same.
Conn. — Same.
WGBS-FM
WFMI Portsmouth, N. H.— Same.
WOAI-FM San Antonio— Same.
WCFC Beckley, W. Va.— Same.
WCOV-FM Montgomery, Ala.— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP to
5.23 kw,to ant.
terrain
229 ft.height above average
WELDcreaseColumbus,
Ohio— Mod. CP inERP to 52.8 kw.
License for CP
K P RCPA new
Portland,
Ore.— License to
cover
FM station.
WKAR-FM
East
Lansing,
Mich.— License to coverFM CPstation.
new non-commercial
educational
Modification of CP
KLEE-TV Houston, Tex.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station to decrease
ERP from 16 kw vis., 8.5 kw awe. to 15.1
kw vis., 7.54 kw aural.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
KBIO cense
Burley,
Ida.— Assignment
from Jessica
L. Longstonof lito
KBIO Inc. in which Mrs. Longston will
be 86% owner.
WPAM-AM-FM PottsviUe, Pa.— Assignment of licenses from Joseph L.
Maguire, Kenneth Maguire, John T.
Maguire, John Grenoble, Evan Evans,
Patrick J. McCall, James Koch and
James J. Curran d/b as Miners Bcstg.
Service to Miners Bcstg. Service Inc.,
new firm of same owners.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
AM— 1400 kc
Humboldt Bcstg. Co., Areata, Calif.—
DISMISSED March 14 application for
CP new AM station 1400 kc 250 w unl.
PETITION TO REINSTATE
AM— 770 kc
WEW St. Louis— PETinON to reinstate application filed in 1945 for CP
increase power from 1 kw to 50 kw,
change hours from D to unl., install
DA-N.
Coy to Speak
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy is
scheduled to address the Baltimore
Advertising Club on television at
a luncheon meeting March 23.
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NOVA SCOTIA

A CAPITAL Station
in A CAPITAL City gets
You CAPITAL Results!
Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
P.S. We now have our 5000 Watt
Transmitter in operation!

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

NAB
540

KC

ISSUE

On

Criticizes FCC
Its Proposal

WEW

PETITION
To Reinstate Application
WEW St. Louis petitioned FCC
last week to reinstate its application for 770 kc with 50 kw, which
was dismissed in February 1946
pending
outcome of the clear-channel proceeding.

' NAB WARNED FCC last week that its proposal with respect to the
use of 540 kc might lead to "immobilizing" the frequency as a broadcast
channel, if negotiations on it are conducted during the forthcoming
Fourth Inter-American Radio Conference.
The use of 540 ke is a subject for *
the North American Regional
engineered or regulated in any
Broadcasting Conference, slated
The St. Louis U. station's request
for next September in Canada, the manner."
NAB reiterated its plea that came on the heels of FCC's reiteraassociation emphasized.
tion, 10 days ago, that it will not
portable mobile frequencies be
The Commission had proposed
dismiss
applications for the 1-A
kept free from interference, "both
770 kc or 1-B 1030 kc channels,
that, "in general," U. S. use of the domestically and internationally."
new broadcast frequency be limited
These frequencies include 1606, but will put them in the pending
files until the clear-channel case
to not more than 1 kw and be for- 1622, 1646, 2058, 2074, 2090, 2102,
bidden altogether within 25 miles
2150, 2190, 2758, 2790 and 2830 kc. is decided [Broadcasting, March
14]. This policy was adopted in
of some 224 specified military in- "Much interference is encountered
on these frequencies by broadcastjstallations [Broadcasting, Feb.
August 1946 due to the "peculiar
-28].
ers, a fact which has discouraged
situation" in which KOB Albuquerque is assigned 1030 kc but
I "It is not the responsibility of the broadcasters' use of channels
actually uses 770 kc under special
allocated to them for remote pickup
[the Fourth Inter-American Radio
service authorization.
Conference] to allocate, assign or services," NAB asserted.
The
NAB
comments
were
filed
There are three pending appliclassify the 540 kc channel," NAB
cations for 770 kc fulltime and six
in response to FCC requests for
maintained in a brief. "It is, however, the duty of FIAR to clear this comments "for purposes of assistfor fulltime on 1030 kc. Those
channel of other services, leaving
ing the Commission in making recseeking 770 kc are KOB, KFEL
the appropriate disposition of 540
om endations tothe Dept. of State
Denver and KXA Seattle. For
for a position to be taken internakc to the forthcoming NARBA."
1030 kc: KARM Fresno, KWBU
The FIAR was slated to open in
tionally bythe U. S." FCC acknowledged that actual consideration of Corpus Christi, KTHT Houston,
Washington April 1, but will be
delayed until 14 days after the the use of 540 kc must await the KUTA Salt Lake City, KWSC PullNARBA conference. Other comman, Wash., and Rafael Ramos
close of the Mexico City Internaments may be filed until March 28. Cobian, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
tional High Frequency Broadcasting Conference, now expected about
mid-April.
The limitations suggested by
Increase Selling Efforts
FCC were designed to protect War
NARSR
Headley Tells Meet
and Navy mobile stations proposed
to be operated in the band just MEMBERS of the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives were
below 540 kc.
urged last week by the association president, Frank M. Headly, to inNAB said it could find nothing in
vigorate their selling in an effort to tap new advertising funds for radio.
the Atlantic City regulations, which
Mr. Headly, who is also president of Headley-Reed Co., pointed out that
made 540 kc a broadcast channel, total radio advertising — network, *
to justify singling out broadcasting national and regional spot and local
sources of consumers are "enor"as a service which must protect — amounts to only $500 million of
he said, manufacturers and
the other services in the neighbor- the total advertising expenditure of retailersmous," "have
every incentive to
more
than
$3
billion.
hood of 540 kc."
resume their most aggressive advertising and selling methods, with
The $500 million, which includes
The brief argued that "broadcasting, at least domestically, is an time and talent, fails to reflect the confidence that the business is
extremely well engineered and radio's "power and successful re- there at a profit, if they will go
closely regulated service, but here
cord in advertising," Mr. Headley after it.
no proof is evident that the serv- told the quarterly meeting of the
"They are fortunate in having
NARSR last Thursday in New at their disposal the most powerful
ices adjacent to the lower frequency edge of the band are either well- York.
unexploited medium that we have
"Expansion of total advertising ever known, in the form of radio
and radio advertising are vital to and television commercials. . . .
successful selling in a competitive
It is the duty of our members, on
IN LOS ANGELES
behalf of their stations, to bring
era," he said.
Mr. Headley predicted that spot into the fold of spot advertising
radio
would increase by $10 million
many more manufacturers with inGtl ON
^
this year over last. He pointed out
creasing appropriations."
that although spot volume was
growing, local advertising was outstripping both spot and network in
Direct to the 1,130,000 "SPECIALIZED
rate of expansion. He thought net- FCC PAY RAISE
GROUP" within the Lec Angeles Market.
Subcommittee Approves
work advertising, which has been
increasing least, would continue its
UNANIMOUS approval of legisla"slowing up."
tion to give FCC and FTC commisHe also advised NARSR members
sioners a $6,000 annual pay raise
that television was accumulating
was
given
last Monday by a House
advertisers in numbers "rapidly
Post Office and Civil Service subapproaching the number of radio
committee.
advertisers."
"Advertisers have at their hand
Pay boosts from $10,000 to $16,these two powerful media of radio 000 for the commissioners are con6 RESPONSIVE AUDIENCES
IN ADDITION TO 3 MILLION
and television," he said, "to enable
tained in a measure which also ofENGLISH SPEAKING LISTENERS
them to maintain the high volume
5000
fers pay raises for many other top
WATTS
of sales which they need to mainCLEAR
tain employment and earnings and government officials. The legislaCHANNEL
KOWL
tion will now be considered by the
Ownad and Operated by
the prosperity of the past decade."
full
House Post Office and Civil
In an increasingly competitive
ART CROGHAN & GENE AUTRY
era when the needs, desires and re- Service Commtitee.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

(huUo

The MOST
COMPLETE
%9
HIGH FIDELITY
PLAYBACK MACHINE
Plays 1578 pounds
and 33-1/3
up to —l?-'^"—
only
— Sturdyrpmwoodcase
6 inch
speaker — Featherweight pick-up — Rugged
motor — Wow-free
reproduction — Volume
low-priced at
and tone control — Permanent but replaceA C only
able needle — 6 Watts
AC-DC Model
output — No needle
noise— Air cooled — 90Microgroove
$77.50
add $10.00
day guarantee.
All prices FOB factory.$5750
lUe. Audio.- Made^ Ca.
425 Fifth Ave. • N.Y.C. 16
MU 4-6474

Inc.
Mr. Charles Wild
N.
Ayer City
and Son
New W.York
Dear Charley:
Hit's a plum sight
is a gittin' bigger an way Charleston
old WCHS is
t'other
middle ofdayit
all!
rightAn'
in jist
th'
some feller
New
Yoark
way
over eerinr
iVash'to'n
some such
trouble to figure out thet
Charleston
place
tuk th'is
one
o'
th' topin
tten
h ' cities
country
f e r sales
sir, Algy
and Yesole
growth
WCHS! with
her 5 0 0 0
watts has done
her share in
bringin'
Yrs. tins
hereton ! business
t e r Charles-

WCHS
Charleston,
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nation's economy. But in a normal buyer's market radio can be
relied upon to hold its own.
Though operating costs are up
in the majority of stations, overall revenues are about even with
preceding months. Tough newspaper and radio competition is felt
all along the line — but it is not the
factor most responsible for declines in revenues — old man "disinflation" gets the blame for that.
One Ohio broadcaster said : "The
main thing we need is a changed
attitude from one of complacency
and self satisfaction to one of aggressive, constructive, selling^ —
which means more contacts, moi'e
auditions, more study and careful
planning before making an ap-

Trends
(Continued from 'page 25)
tisers ai-e cutting, another half
say ad budgets are unchanged or
rising (Table III).
This is where the sales staff
can serve its most useful function
— to convince advertisers that cutting advertising is not always the
best way to save money. To the
inexperienced advertiser, it's often
the advertising appropriation that
gets cut down when economies are
put into effect. Long-time advertisers are more sales-conscious than
this, and are more inclined to up
their expenditures. One station
manager said, "the smart ones
are increasing their purchase of
radio time, and all other media
as well."
Toughest Competition
It will come as no surprise to
radio men that newspapers were
listed in the front rank of competition for the individual station manager. Newspapers received 46.4%
of the votes as "our toughest competition" (See Graph).
Newspapers were tougher competition than other AM stations,
although 35.6% of the broadcaster
votes went in that direction. Television was mentioned as a competitor by all AM operators who
are in the coverage areas of one
or more TV stations. But in only
one instance was it listed as the
toughest competition.
Nine percent listed miscellaneous media as a competitive in-

COMPETITION

Local Newspapers

Other

AM

Other

Media

Statians

TV

Stations*

FM

I
Stations 3.4

•

theA client's
five pointoffice."
program which has
resulted in a 22% increase for one
eastern station was outlined as
follows :

*ln every market with TV sfafions they were
mentioned among the top three competitors
fiuence on their own sales, and
3.4% rated FM as competition.
Average operating costs have
increased 4.5% in the past six
months on a nationwide average.
In the year 1948 costs were estimated to have increased 6.2%.
Fifty-six percent of the opera-
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"Business is still good," said
another manager. "Business is
still available if you earn it —
business is tremendous if you sell
asproach."
hard on the air as you do in

5.0

OFFER

EXPERIENCE HAS PROVEN that only actual examination can determine the true
value of our service. Hence this generous offer.
SEE FOR YOURSELF THE 1949 FACTuary-the only complete POCKET-SIZE reference
book offer
on alto
Radioincludes
and Television
up to dateBulletins.
by periodic loose-leaf inserts.
This
our News kept
and Television
EXECUTIVES'
SERVICEOffice
Research and RADIO
PubHcatton
FOR AS LONG AS
1889 Palmer Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.
Please send me the 1949 edition of the FACTuary.
3 MONTHS
1 understand that my purchase of the FACTuary for
$17.50
entitles me to the full augmented service InYOU MAY EXAMINE
inserts. cluding the bi-weekly News Bulletin and loose-leaf
OUR SERVICE
if after a fair examination I do not find the
FACTuary and service helpful, I wilt return the
FACTuary
FREE
be refunded.within three months, and my money will
•
□ Check or M.O. enclosed
□ Bill me later
Name . . ,
OFFER LIMITED
Company
Address
MAIL COUPON
. Zone .... State .
City
TODAY
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35.6

9.6

TABLE I
Has your business increased or decreased recently?
Increased
„
46.4%
By what0-percent?
5%
27 10-15%
7
5-10%
25 15-20%
3
More than 20%
6
Decreased
43.4%
By what 0 percent?
-5%
.23
10-15%
6
5-10%
.26
15-20%
11
More than 20%
.5
Remained the same
10.2%
If your business has declined recently which do you consider most responsible?
Disinflation
^..72.3%
Competition
27.7%
FREE

46.4

% Do not pressure a prospect, avoid over selling him.

tors reported an increase — some
ranging as high as 18%, while 29%
reported a level cost for the past
six months. About 15% reported a
decline in costs — though in each
case the drop was slight. Among
those who reported an increase,
the average increase was 7.6% ; of
those
who reported a drop in costs,
IV).
the decline was about 6.8% (Table
No Break in Sight
Results of balloting indicate
no need to fly storm signals for
broadcasters at this time. Certainly competition is here again,
and it will take real selling to
show the gains of 1946-7- and-8
in 1949. Certainly no amount of
selling could combat a major decline in the business level of the
TABLE

# ness
Know
your
and offer
himprospect's
a schedulebusiof
the type and proper times that
you conscientiously believe will
produce results for him. . . .
9 Don't ignore the small prospects. If your medium is effective
you can help him increase his
business and he becomes a larger
customer of the station.
% Work with your advertisers
and prospects in helping them solve
advertising and promotion problems.
# Make your station a part of
community life and an integral
tions.
part of your advertisers' opera% isfied
Remember
a half dozenadvertisers— cannot
offset satone
thoroughly dissatisfied or disap
pointed former advertiser.
II

What methods are best for increasing time sales?
Better sales staff
Better programming
Promotion
What kind of promotion?
radio
newspaper
other
trade paper
Rate changes

38.8%
32.7%
24.3%
40.3%
29.0%
16.1%
14.6%
4.2%

* * *
TABLE III
How have changing business conditions affected the thinking of your adverisers?
Inclined to cut advertising budgets to save costs
52.3%
Remain unchanged
25.6%
Inclined to increase budgets to boost sales
22.1%
* * *ly
TABLE
How do your operating costs compare with those of six months ago?
Higher
56.5% About the same. .29.0% Lower
14.
Average of all replies
4.5% increase
BROADCASTING
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Files Suit Against Four
Over Prell Jingles

BANKHEAD

TALLULAH BANKHEAD's nerves, which are not among the steadiest
in the American theatre, last week were jangled by a jingle.
Miss Bankhead erupted in a passion fitting her place as a great
dramatic actress. She sued CBS, NBC, Procter & Gamble and Benton
& Bowles for a million dollars, ★
charging she had been outraged by alleged. She was also distraught
a singing commercial.
at the "suggestive invitations to the
The commercial to which she public to . . . take me home and
found a million dollars worth of squeeze me" and "get a hold of me."
In her complaint, the actress asobjection was one which has been
broadcast for Prell, a shampoo
serted that the name "Tallulah"
product produced by P&G. Two
in the public mind "identifies the
verses of the jingle are:
plaintiff and the plaintiff alone."
Hence, she alleged, the "Tallulah"
"I'm Tallulah the tube of Prell,
And
used in the jingles "unmistakably
tell;I've got a little something to
identifies the plaintiff in the public
Your hair can be radiant oh so
mind as the individual whose name
easy.
is being used in said commercial
All you've got to do is take me
home and squeeze me."
"I'm Tallulah the tube of Prell,
advertising."
That, said Miss Bankhead, is a
And I'll make your hair look swell.
It'll
shine
it'll
glow
so
radiantly
rude
blow. She has never endorsed
For radiant hair get a hold of me,
Tallulah the tube of Prell shamany product. However, in the past
several years she has been repoo."
Miss Bankhead was "particularly
peatedly offered "large sums of
money to allow her name to be
aggravated" by the personification
of "a tube as the plantiff her suit used," she said, and she had contemplated acceding to some future
request of that kind "as a source
of substantial revenue to be realSKY WAY
Appeals Lima, Ohio, Grant
CHARGE that FCC "acted with
unprecedented haste" in rewriting
its decision in the Lima-Columbus,
Ohio, 1150 kc case was made by
Sky Way Broadcasting Corp. last
week in its appeal from the Commission decision favoring new station grant to Northwestern Ohio
Broadcasting Corp. at Lima.
Filing its brief with the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia, Sky Way contended it
was deprived of full benefits of oral
argument and hence denied a fair
hearing.
The decision appealed from was
made by FCC last October, the second final decision in the proceeding. It awarded 1150 kc with 1 kw
fulltime to Northwestern at Lima
and denied Sky Way's bid for 5 kw
day, 1 kw night on that channel at
Columbus. Decision was based on
equitable distribution provision of
the Communications Act. Sky Way
filed notice of its appeal in November [Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1948].
One of the original stockholders
in Northwestern was Comr. Robert
F. Jones, who dropped out of the
firm upon joining the Commission.
He did not participate in the FCC's
actions. Northwestern is headed by
George E. Hamilton, banker and
real estate man, who owns 45.5%.
Sky Way is headed by Gustav
Hirsch, Columbus businessman.
Sky Way also pointed out that
the new final decision, rewritten
and different from the three previous rulings, then was made within
two working days after the argument. The appellant said further
that only two of the five Commissioners who participated in the
initial final decision of March 1948
had participated in the revised
proposed decision, hence to a majority the case which was argued
was one of first impression.
BROADCASTING

by her."
Theized use
of her name in the Prell
jingle, she grieved, deprived her of
revenue which she could obtain
from other advertisements.
Because of Prell shampoo, she
indicated, she was washed up as a
prospect for endorsements.
At week's end all defendants
save Procter & Gamble, whose
headquarters are in Cincinnati, had
been served with the suit, and Miss
Bankhead's attorneys, Silver &
Bernstein, New York, expected to
serve the advertiser soon.
The offending commercials allegedly were broadcast and telecast
over both networks.
Defendants have 20 days in which
to file answers to the action, which
seeks $500,000 general damages
and another $500,000 for exemplary
damages. None would comment on
the suit.

TEA

ASSOC.

INTERVIEW with Capt. Bill Odom as he raced across the Youngstown, Ohio,
area at 9,000 feet on his record-smashing Honolulu-to-New Jersey trip was
conducted by R. B. Mackall (center), WFMJ Youngstown program manager.
With Mr. Mackall are Ken Granger (I), manager of Youngstown Muncipol
Airport, and John Lyden, chief pilot for Youngstown Airways. The WFMJ
plane escorted Capt. Odom for 100 miles as he passed over Ohio. Later
WFMJ broadcast Mr. Mackall's 5-minute tape-recorded interview with Capt.
Odom.
N. C. LIBEL BILL
Passes General Assembly
LEGISLATION relieving broadcasters of much of their responsibility for libel and defamation of
character has been passed by the
North Carolina General Assembly
(SB-91). Passage of the bill was
advocated by the North Carolina
Assn. of Broadcasters.
The bill was introduced by Senator Lee B. Weathers, of Shelby.
Robert M. Wallace, WOHS Shelby,
vice president of the state association and its legislative chairman,
appeared before the Senate Judiciary Committee along with Harold
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem.
The association opposed a bill
designed to outlaw advertising of
beer and wine in the state. The
$2.5 Million Promotion
Plan Announced

FIRST United States industry-wide promotion campaign on tea, in
which radio is expected to participate heavily, has been agreed upon by
the leading international tea growers, packers and distributors. Robert
B. Smallwood, president of the Tea Assoc. of the United States of
America, announced the plan last
week.
'Voice' Engineers
Returning from a month's trip
to England and the Continent last STATE DEPT.'s International
Wednesday, Mr. Smallwood, who
Broadcasting Division last week analso is president of Thomas J.
nounced the need for engineer
Lipton Inc., disclosed he had operators at several of its overseas
learned in London that more than
$1 million would be contributed to "Voice of America" relay bases.
are open domesthe U. S. campaign this year by Some positions
tically in the studio operations and
representatives of tea growing
general engineering sections in
countries.
New York City headquarters, IBD
The entire promot'on is expected
said. Majority of vacancies are for
to cost at least $2,500,000 yearly,
and senior engineers to serve
and will get under way some time junior
for at least two years. Queries
late this year.
Plans for radio participation are should be addressed to Dept. of
not yet available nor could it be State, International Broadcasting
Division, Washington 25, D. C, or
ascertained what agency would
to 251 W. 57th St., New York.
place the time.
• Telecasting

bill got through committee but
was withdrawn when heavy opposition developed on the floor of
the House.
TRANSIT RADIO
Had 210 Advertisers in Feb.
A TOTAL of 210 national, regional
and local sponsors were using
Transit Radio time during February, Frank E. Pellegrin, national
sales manager of TR, announced
March 10 in Chicago. One of the
most encouraging factors to salesmen of the new medium is that
many sponsors are new to radio,
Mr. Pellegrin said.
"Most of these newcomers are
now attracted because of the
counted, guaranteed audience delivered by Transit Radio and also
by its low cost per thousand impressions," he asserted. "These
are tangible values that many advertisers recognize. Another significant feature is the number of
leading department stores and
other large retail firms on this
early list, most of them with very
substantial schedules."
Gillin to CAB Meeting
JOHN J. GILLIN Jr., WOW
Omaha, was named last week by
NAB President Justin Miller to
attend the June convention of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters as
NAB representative.
Hubbeil

to Paris

RICHARD HUBBELL, head of the
television consulting firm of that
name, left March 17 for Paris to
confer with a group of French
financiers who have retained him
as adviser on the American video
market for French films.
March 21, 1949
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At
NEW

AM

Deadline

STATION

FOR PITTSBURG,

GRANT

CALIF.

...

HEIDT SHOW RATING DOWN,
RETURNS TO OLD SPOT

FINAL DECISIONS reported by FCC Friday
to grant Pittsburg Broadcasting Co. new AM
station at Pittsburg, Calif., 1 kw fulltime on
990 kc, and to deny Crawfordsville, Ind., Journal-Review bid for new outlet, 250 w fulltime
on 1340 kc. Latter denial based chiefly on excessive interference which would be suffered
from other stations (73.4% of population 0.5
m/vm day).
Principals in Pittsburg Broadcasting include: John C. McFarland, musician, president
26.87^; Tonno Lazio, hotel and real estate
business, vice president 11.6%; Melvin D. Marshall, in radio management and now with Mr.
McFarland in publishing weekly paper there,
secretary-treasurer 26.8'/i- .

HORACE HEIDT show, which moved into
NBC 7 p.m. Sunday time vacated by Jack
Benny's switch to CBS, will be moved back to
old stand, 10:30-11 p.m. Sundays on April 24.
Philip Morris Co. made decision after his ratings opposite Mr. Benny failed to reach expectations.
NBC said to have spent $100,000 in whirlwind advertising campaign announcing Mr.
Heidt's placement in "No. 1 Spot." Despite
promotion, Mr. Heidt's latest Hooperating was
9.8 compared with Mr. Benny's 23.8.
No replacement in 7-7:30 p.m. Sunday time
announced by NBC but it was learned network
was
shapingprogram
up "super
Fatenowof
sustaining
Whogiveaway."
Said That?,

DALLAS

heard 10:30-11 p.m. on NBC when Mr. Heidt
moves into that time, was undecided.

TV

APPLICATION

TV CHANNEL 11 (198-204 mc) sought at
Dallas, Tex., in bid filed Friday by W. W.
Lechner tr/as Lechner Television Co. Texas
oil producer and rancher, Mr. Lechner earlier
filed for TV in Houston (See FCC actions,
page 79). ERP 20.3 kw visual, 14.5 aural
asked at Dallas with antenna 483 ft. above
average terrain. Estimated cost $199,550, first
year operating cost $125,000, revenue $60,000.
NEW

KYOR

SALE

PLAN

SECOND application for sale of KYOR San
Diego to KUSN there— this time for $75,000—
filed with FCC Friday. Bid filed year ago for
sale at $87,000 expired and was dropped in
December after Commission had ordered hearing on allegations of hidden ownership against
KYOR [Broadcasting, Oct. 18, 1948]. Charges
were denied by station and hearing date was
never set.
San Diego Broadcasting Co. would drop
KUSN (5 kw day, 1 kw night on 1510 kc) and
construct 5 kw, 1130 kc facilities for which
KYOR holds permit. Station now 250 w.
Sellers: Albert E. Furlow, Frank G. Forward,
Roy M. Ledford, Fred R. Rohr and Mary W.
Hetzler.
HEARING
IN WSNY

STARTS MARCH 25
SCHENECTADY CASE

HEARING in case of WSNY Schenectady,
N. Y., vs its former vice president-general
manager, George R. Nelson, ordered by Appellate Division of New York State Supreme
Court. Hearing begins March 25 in Schenectady County Supreme Court.
Mr. Nelson and group of WSNY stockholders sought to throw station into temporary
receivership, charging Winslow Leighton, present WSNY manager, and others gained control of station illegally.
Latest Appellate Division action follows
order issued Feb. 24 by Division's presiding
justice, Sydney Foster [Broadcasting, March
7], staying an earlier order by State Supreme
Court Justice Christopher J. Heffernan directing that receiver be appointed.
McADAMS

NAMED

V. P.

JOHN V. McADAMS, associate copy director
of Albert Frank-Guenther Law, New York,
elected vice president of agency.
Page 86
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WONE
AS

DAYTON

5-KW

MBS

TAKES

AIR

OUTLET

WONE

Dayton, Ohio, was slated to begin operation yesterday (March 20) on 980 kc with
5 kw fulltime. Skyland Broadcasting Corp.,
Ronald B. Woodyard, president, is licensee of
WONE and its FM affiliate, WTWO. An MBS
outlet, WONE is using NBC Thesaurus service.
New station's manager is C. J. Thornquest.
Other executives: Frank E. Shaffer, program
director; Fred Holt, news department head;
Louis G. Froelich, commercial manager; Glen
Broughman, farm service director, and Marvin Homan, sports director.
RICHARDS
DISCLOSED

RETIREMENT
BY COUNSEL

PLAN

COMMENTING on FCC action canceling
scheduled March 23 hearing on G. A. Richards
radio stations (early story page 26) counsel
for Mr. Richards issued following statement
late Friday:
For atonumber
of years
it hasactivities
been Mr.on Richards'
desire
retire from
business
his 60th
birthday, which occurs tomorrow, March 19. Because of Mr. poor
Richards'
become10
increasingly
since health,
a severewhich
hearthasattack
years ago, he is now applying to the Commission
to set up trustees in order to carry out his idea of
retirement.
The Good Will stations, WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland, KMPC Los Angeles, which have been
owned and operated by G. A. Richards for 23, 19,
and 12 years, respectively, and whose familiar slogan
"Free established
Speech Mike"reputations
has becomefornationally
famous,
have
outstanding
and
pre-eminent public service in the three communities
they serve.
As pioneer members of the broadcasting industry
they have made major contributions to high industry standards; have observed not only the code
adopted by the broadcasting industry, but also
have initiated and maintained the highest local
standard to assure the unbiased and impartial
presentation of news and public discussions. The
stations have led in the promotion of religious and
national understanding and good will and have given
wholehearted support to all civic and philanthropic
organizations — national, state and local.
Top industry awards and citations have been
received from such organizations as the American
Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and many others.
Written letters of commendation, received from all
religious and racial groups, educational institutions,
charitable organizations and public officials, augmented by hundreds of thousands of letters from
radio listeners, all attest to the high esteem and fine
reputation enjoyed by Mr. Richards, the Good Will
stations
their managers and personnel in their
respectiveandcommunities.
Mr. Richards has always fought to preserve the
American way of life and freedom of speech over
the air. Every racial and religious group has had
free access to his stations, which has been generously accepted by the leaders of every important
group in America.

FM ASSN. CHARGES TO FCC
ARE DENIED BY AT&T
AT&T Friday denied FM Assn. charges that
refusal to furnish intercity FM channels for
nine-station Midwest network broadcast last
Dec. 10 violated Communications Act and
anti-trust laws [Broadcasting, Feb. 14].
In letter to FCC answering FMA allegations,
company said refusal was in line with AT&T
policy against interconnection of its facilities
with those of private companies where AT&T
can furnish through service. This policy —
whose lawfulness in connection with television is up for FCC decision — is legal and
serves public interest, AT&T maintained. Company disclosed, however, that it is considering
tariff clarifications expressly excluding this
policy in cases where sound program carried
by AT&T from originating point is rebroadcast beyond termination of AT&T facilities.
Company
pointed
out tothat
it refused was for
facilities
linkrequest
more distant
stations on network which otherwise would
be connected by direct pickup of broadcasts.
Program was to have originated by KFMX
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
BAR GROUP SEEKS DELAY
NINETY DAYS additional time to prepare and
file its comments on FCC's proposed new advertising and cutoff procedure on broadcast applications [Broadcasting, Feb. 28] will be sought
by Federal Communications Bar Assn. FCBA
Executive Committee authorized filing of this
request after lengthy exploratory discussion of
proposed new rules at special meeting Friday.
April 4 is now deadline for comments. Executive Committee also adopted resolution introduced by President Guilford Jameson favoring
increased salaries for FCC Commissioners plus
at least $2,500 differential for Chairman.
TOWNSEND
PROMOTED
CHARLES L. TOWNSEND, NBC Chicago television operations supervisor, promoted to television technical film director for network, with
headquarters in New York. Paul J. Moore,
member of staff 20 years, will fill Mr. Townsend's post.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page i)
premised upon fundamental disagreement
among stockholders on cooperative type of operation. It's known that MBS high command
is canvassing top-level executives to bolster
sales and programming.
FILING of new Western Union fees for baseball play-by-play to bring formal NAB protest
to FCC.
ANOTHER SERIES of transcribed half-hour
musical programs with Hollywood guest stars
and leading Canadian talent, in preparation
for free use by U. S. stations to boost travel
to Canada this summer. Rupert Lucas, producer last year for Canadian government, currently in Hollywood.
PROMINENT
advertising
executive's
observation re BMB and
future radio
measurements:
"If BMB or radio won't do this job, we'll have
to do it ourselves."
LATEST wisecrack heard in Capital corridors:
Interested radio observers are watching chimneys of New Post Office Bldg., where FCC is
located, for any signs of smoke which might
be tip on burning of memos, "confidential" files
and other data sought by Chairman Ed Johnson's latest blast involving TV allocations and
research [Broadcasting, March 14].
BROADCASTING
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and

then,

ADVERTISING

Although

"time on the

parts of all these varied sections, just as

air" is the main product

America is made up of the sections as a

sold by WLW,

whole. WLW-land

it is sel-

dom the first thing dis-

is neither industrial

nor agricultural. It is both. WLW-land

is

cussed when a manufac-

neither rich nor poor. It is a combination.

turer or his agency brings a selling prob-

The folks who live here typify the peo-

lem to The Nation's Station. Rather, the

ple of the entire land. It is an ideal proving ground. When

talk is apt to be about distribution, product, package, display, selling appeal . . .
and then, advertising.

work here, you can be pretty sure it will
work elsewhere in America.

it is accepted that adver-

So, if you have a selling problem, why

tising can be truly effective only when

not talk it over.** Simply contact any of
these WLW Sales Offices:

For at WLW

other factors are right. And with service
facilities found at no other radio station,
plus manpower and know-how
job, WLW

to do the

m

West 9th St.

Cincinnati 2, Ohio

630 Fifth Avenue
New

York 20, N.Y.

is often in a position to help

in many, many ways.
Many success stories have been written
at WLW

you know what will

360 N. Michigan

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Chicago 1, III.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

by manufacturers both large and

small. And these manufacturers have not
only sold goods in WLW-land; they have
learned lessons invaluable for use
throughout the country.
WLW-land

is not north nor south-

not east nor middle west. It is made up of

THE NATION S MOST MERCHANDtSE-ARlE STATION

New RCA 16-inch direct-view television
tube fills gap between popular 10-inch
tubes and the projection-type receivers.

The screen on which you usually see television isactually the face of an electron

a method of "welding" large areas of glass
and metal . . . while keeping a vacuum-

tube—
on which electrons "paint" pictures
in
motion.

tight seal!
Using this development— ideally suited to
mass production— RCA can now build television tubes of light, tough metal . . . using

And the size of the picture, unless projected, isdetermined by the size of the tube.
Working to give you bigger, brighter
pictures, RCA engineers and scientists
developed a new way to make large,
direct-view television tubes. They found

polished glass for the face, or "screen."
An Achievement of Research
Development of this new 16-inch, glass
and metal television tube is a continua-

tion of basic television research whicliif
began at RCA Laboratories. Such leaderj
ship in science and engineering adds valui
any product or service
beyondandprice
RCA
RCAto Victor.

Examples of the newest advances in radioi
television, and electronics— in action— may hi
seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49t\
Street, N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corpc
ration of America, Radio City, N. Y. 20.

of
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the

strangest

but WOR,

the

too, has some

bamboo

odd and

25

CENTS

things!

wonderful

stories

tree

It takes at least thirty years for the bamboo tree to blossom. At that time it produces
its full quota of seeds and then dies gradually. This peculiarity of nature was responsible for averting a famine in India in 1812, when 50,000 people lived on the
trees' seeds for several weeks.
Sales blossom every hour of every day on WOR for hundreds of sponsors. For
instance, a WOR participating show recently lifted one man's sales 25% above those
for the previous year. Another sponsor reached thousands of homes for as little as
l/12th of 1-cent per impact.

some

English

names

Talbot is pronounced Tolbut. Norwich is pronounced Norridge. Holburn is pronounced Hobun. Wemyss is pronounced Weems. St. Leger is pronounced Sillin^er.
Cirencester is pronounced Sissister. Beauchamp is pronounced Beecham. Marylebone is pronounced Marrabun. Majoribanks is pronounced Marchbanks.
WOR is pronounced "heard by the most people where the most people are." For
WOR is listened to regularly by the majority of 36,000,000 people in 430 counties
in 18 states ranging from the Dominion of Canada to Georgia.

how

"O.K."

began

About 150 years ago, the world's finest tobacco and choicest rum were the products
of Aux Cayes (pronounced O K). In time, any product of outstanding quality was
was called O K. Unlike most temporary descriptives, this pjirase has lasted down
through the years and grows constantly in popularity.
The term O K is used repeatedly by agencymen and advertisers throughout the
United States when they refer to WOR. Two reasons for that are — 1. WOR reaches
more families, during the day and during the night, than any other station in the
United States. 2. WOR reaches these families at the second lowest cost per thousand
of any station of equal power in the country.

COMING SOON!
WOR-TV... channel 9...

WOR— Aeard by the most people where the most people are

Key station in
Mutual's projected
television network
WATCH

LEANS

MARKET

STORY

(Pg. 62)

•

COMPARATIVE

NETWORK

FOR IT!

SCHEDULE

(Pg. 54)

OUR

25TH

ANNIVERSARY

YEAR

WLS is a chat with the Henry
aphgyoodof
ho fa
Bernards, lw
ogr87
birm
bubobg"ing
a
n
"corn-h
acres in La Salle
County, Illinois, near Ottawa.
g
Mrs. Bernard dates her WLS-listenin
,
od
on
ho
at
t
habi from her girl
near Sher
d
,
e
s
is
w
e
o
no
ll
d
er
e
li
r
ca
i
Il
wh
sh re
he w
mother always starting her day with a
t
little inspiration and entertainmen from
"that new Chicago radio station."
Carrying her fondness for WLS programs right into her own home, Mrs.
Bernard now has two young WLS fans
in 12-year-old Robert, and Eileen, who
is eight.
Mrs. Bernard likes to talk about Ford
arid Glenn — our all-night tornado-relief
broadcasts in 192 5 — the wedding of
Lulu Belle and Scotty— Grace Wilson
("still our favorite") — the corn-husking

contests — Mac

and Bob— Arkie's first

appearance on the Barn Dance ("you're
all one of our family"). When a hailstorm took half the corn crop from the
Bernards and their neighbors, "the inspiration ofDr. Holland and the friendly voices of Art Page and all of them
meant so much."
"We enjoy Bob Atcher, too," Mrs.
Bernard says, as she and the youngsters
mention some of the new personalities
now reaching them over WLS. It's plain
that three generations of this family find
the kind of entertainment and service
they want on WLS. They're the kind of
everyday folk who make up so much of
the huge WLS audience in country and
city — and whose quarter-century-long
confidence means so much to us — and
to our advertisers who benefit directly
from it.

890 KILOCYCLES - 50.000 WATTS- ABC AFFILIATE
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN
BLAIR AND
CO.

To determine the depth of
listening in the heart of its
29 county BMB area,
KGLO commissioned Edw.
G. Doody & Co., St. Louis,
to conduct a- COINCIDENTAL
survey. This survey is the
first of its kind, covering
the core of this prosperous,
balanced urban-farm market which has more wealth,
per capita, than any other
area of equal dimensions in
the U. S. Adequate sampling gives an accurate pic-

EDW. G. DOODY CO.
ture of KGLO dominance
in the important rural
market of Northern Iowa
and Southern Minnesota.
Get your copy of this
Doody COINCIDENTAL survey to verify your radio
coverage in this important
midwest market. Contact
Walter
J. Rothschild,
Nat'l.
Sales Mgr.,
Lee Stations,
Quincy, Illinois, or call
your WEED & CO. representative.

lOWA

STATIONS
KglO
IOWA CITY
1^ #« 1 ^ MASON
1300 K.C.. 5.000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
COVERAGE — 29 rich counties
in Iowa and Minnesota. Urban
communities include Mason City
and Charles City, Iowa; Austin
and Albert Lea, Minnesota.
Audience produces more corn,
hogs, grain-fed cattle, oats, eggs,
poultry, and cash farm income
than any other area of equal
dimensions in United States.
FM
101.1 MC KGLOERP— 16,000
Watts
WEED & COMPANY:

1)w

■

wmm
930 K.C.. 1,000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
COVERAGE — 34 Mississippi
Valley counties in Illinois, Missouri, and Iowa . . . almost equal
division between urban and farm
listeners. Cities include Quincy,
Illinois; Hannibal, Missouri; and
Keokuk, Iowa — core of productivericultural
lUinois-Missouri-Iowa
agregion. Continuing
Doody Surveys
prove WTAD's
consistent
dominance.
FM
99.5 MC WTAD ERP— 53.000
Watts
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Circuit

REPORT CURRENT that Leo Burnett Co. will
take over Pillsbury accounts for Pillsbury's
Best, Sno Sheen Cake Flour and Pillsbury Pancake Mix. Burnett is handling several Pillsbury products including piecrust, cake mixes
and hot roll mix. Move will be from McCannErickson. Account Executive John Willem, of
Burnett, currently in Minneapolis.
HERE'S TRUE story on Mutual presidency:
Edgar Kobak will leave not later than May 1.
Committee comprising Don Lee president and
Mutual chairman, Lewis Allen Weiss; WOR
New York president and Mutual vice chairman, T. C. Streibert; WIP Philadelphia president, Ben Gimbel, and Yankee Network vice
president, Tom O'Neil, will meet in Chicago
April 7 to nominate successor and report to
Mutual board April 8. Committee believed
settled on Kobak successor.
NBC HAS OPTIONED Wizard of Odds program packaged by Leo Guild for possible
placement opposite Jack Benny show. Audition record being cut this week with no large
money prizes but reportedly fabulous gift
giveaways.
TOP ECHELON Procter & Gamble executives
and Richard Holbrook, president Compton Adv.,
looked over Hollywood film producers last
week. Appointment to handle half-hour dramatic series for fall expected this week.
PERSONS close to Robert H. Hinckley, ABC
Washington vice president, who held high
federal office for dozen years, believe he'll be
content to remain in private industry, scotching report he might join incoming Secretary
of Defense Louis D. Johnson in top slot.
Among Mr. Hinckley's federal assignments,
which won him commendation of both Presidents Roosevelt and Truman, were: Assistant
Administrator of WPA; Chairman, Civil
Aeronautics Authority; Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Air, and Chairman of highly
effective but little publicized Contract Settlement Administration, following war.
GENERAL MILLS' agency, Dancer-Fitzgeralci-Sample, reported insisting on three year
;;ct price contract with ABC for proposed
.!-.: ;•:
'c^'[ec&:-t series. ABC said to be
' A-i ^or two years, but compromise
expectfiu rjocn. Criticism of long-term rate
transaction of ABC for Ranger telecasts heard
in top New York advertising circles. One
critic expected to bring complaint into open.
ALL earmarks of price war in home refrigeration field being talked up in trade circles.
Frigidaire, General Electric and Philco are
mentioned
likely to break ice in new buyers'
market.
ROBERT O. REYNOLDS, vice president and
general manager of KMPC Hollywood, is ex(Continued on vage 7U)
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Upcoming
March 28-29: Armed Forces Communications
Assn., Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
March 29-30: City College of New York RadioTelevision and Business conference, (awards
luncheon, March 30), Hotel Roosevelt, New
York.
April 1 : FMA Clinic on FM Time Sales, Commodore Hotel, New York.
April 1: U. S. National Commission for UNESCO,
second national conference, radio sessions,
Cleveland Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio.
April 1-2: Alabama Broadcasters Assn. spring
meeting. Admiral Semmes Hotel, Mobile, Ala.
April
2-.3: NARND board of directors meeting,
Chicago.
(Other Upcoming on page 73)
Bulletins
MULTIPLE petitions of KOB Albuquerque and
WJZ New York in fight over 770 kc denied by
FCC Friday [Broadcasting, Feb. 21]. KOB
granted extension of special service authorization to June 1 in lieu of requested Nov. 1.
SSA covers 50 kw day, 25 kw night on 770 kc.
FCC denied WJZ request for immediate decision in long-pending case and to remove KOB
from 770 kc, on which New York station is
assigned 50 kw. Commission memo opinion
said in view of long operation of KOB on 770
kc nothing to be gained by switch to another
frequency until after clear-channel decision.
MORE

LETTERS?

ANOTHER EXCHANGE of correspondence between Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee and FCC may
be in store. Committee Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) hinted Friday. Presumably itdepends on whether FCC satisfies committee with its answer to last
round of questions, which related primarily to television and monopoly
[Broadcasting, March 14]. Sen. Johnson also made clear he thinks it would
stimulate TV competition if VHF freeze
were lifted and UHF opened up simultaneously, and that he thinks existing
broadcasters are entitled to priority in
television. On subject of TV set obsolescence, he said he had no way of knowing
definitely, but that obsolescence always
develops as science progresses — and that
TV may progress "more rapidly than we
think."
LEVER REPLACEMENT
SUMMER replacement for CBS' Amos 'n'
Andy, Sun., 7:30-8 p. m. EST, to be Call the
Police. Sponsor is Lever Bros., Cambridge
(Rinso), through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York.

Business

Briefly

BUDGET FINANCE ADDS 4 # Budget
Finance Plan Inc., Los Angeles, April 3 extends sponsorship of James Roosevelt newscasts. Sun., 8:45-9 p.m. PST, to four additional
ABC stations for 26 weeks : KJR Seattle, KGA
Spokane, KUTA Salt Lake City, KPHO Phoenix. Program now on KECA Los Angeles,
KGO San Francisco, KPMC Bakersfield.
Agency, Irwin-McHugh Adv., Los Angeles.
KLEENEX SIGNS # International Cellucotton Products Co., Chicago (Kleenex), to sponsor weekly half-hour program on full ABC-TV
network, with WENR-TV Chicago to originate.
Time, day and format undetermined. Agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
COLGATE SPONSORS • Colgate-PalmolivePeet (toothpaste and soap products), Jersey
City, N. J., buys two quarter-hours of Howdy
Doody Show, 5:30-6 p.m. weekdays on NBC
Television, effective April 4. Colgate will sponsor 5:45-6 periods Tuesday and Thursday.
Agency, Ted Bates, New York.
STROMBERG-CARLSON NAMES
TAIT TO SUCCEED MANSON
ROBERT C. TAIT, Pittsburgh banker andformerly of Rochester, named president of
Stromberg- Carl son Co. succeeding Dr. Ray H.
Manson, who becomes board chairman. Wesley
M. Angle, retiring board chairman, was elected
honorary chairman.
New officers were chosen by directors who
convened following annual stockholders meeting. Dr. Manson told shareholders company
had exceeded its sales budget in 1948 and improved working capital position despite extraordinary expenditures in construction of milliondollar Rochester Radio City, and in installation of completely new transmitting equipment
for its 50 kw clear channel WHAM. WHTM
(TV) Rocheseter will open June 11, he reported.
HEIDT NBC SHOW REACHING
LARGE AUDIENCE— GORMAN
PHILIP MORRIS Co. has found Horace Heidt
program on NBC Sunday evening spot opposite
Jack Benny is being received better than national surveys indicate.
Patrick H. Gorman, advertising director of
cigarette firm, told Broadcasting Friday during Assn. of National Advertisers Convention
at Hot Springs, Va. (see story page 23), that
company salesmen had found program reaching
large audience not previously reached when
program was heard on NBC Sundays at 10:30
Huge crowds at daily Heidt performances
around country, running up to 18,000 persons,
indicate
knows about him and is interp.m. ested inpublic
network programs, according to Mr.
Gorman. He said company will move network
program back to its 10:30 p.m. spot for summer, with autumn plans not yet determined.
BROADCASTING
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at a Low, LOW Cost per 1000 Coverage!
You have to know your way around a barnyard to talk convincingly to
farmers! And that's just where our Mr. Mid-America Farmer, (KCMO's Director of Agriculture) Jack Jackson, excels. Jack is a farm lad from way
back. His background includes 4-H, FFA, teacher of vocational agriculture,
county agricultural agent and Radio Editor of Texas A & M College.
JACK JACKSON . . . Between his "Farm
Topics," "Party Line" and "Farm Editor"
broadcasts. Jack is likely to show up anywhere anytime.

Because Jack Jackson knows the language farmers listen to, he's your
best bet when you have a story you want farmers to hear. At his command are over 442,000 farm families inside KCMO's measured V2 mv.
area. These families produce on their forms on amazing 9.3 per cent of
the total farm income in America! They're a "buying crowd." To tell your
story to Mid-America farmers at a low, LOW cos/ per 7000 coveroge, tell
it on KCMO, Kansas City's most powerful station!
ONE Does If In Mid-America
ONE sfation
ONE rate card
ONE spot on fhe dial
ONE set of call letters

BRUCE DAVIES gives Mid-America farmers
their market reports daily direct from K. C.
Livestock Exchange.

BROADCASTING
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5 0,0 00
WATTS
.
. . . „
,
DAYT;M£-Non-D;recf/ona/ KCFM . . . 94.9 Megocycles
-810 kc. WATTS NIGHT KANSAS
10,000
CITY, MISSOURI
Basic ABC for Mid-America
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It's an

Repairing ill pipe organs or making new ones, sounding
B flat or the knell of a "gibble-gobble phony", this newscaster istalented, fluent . . . and critical. His inventive
versatility enabled him to construct a pipe organ for his
church, just as a hobby. His vigorous nightly scanning
of "the top of the news as it looks from here" has made
him one of Washington's most influential commentators.
Critical of any interference with free enterprise or economical government, Fulton Lewis, Jr., rarely inspires
indifference among his listeners. They describe him either
as a great patriot ... or a shocking reactionary. However described, he's heard — by 14,000,000 weekly, according to a recent estimate in Harper's Magazine.
The Fulton Lewis, Jr., program is currently sponsored
on more than 300 stations. It affords local advertisers
network prestige at local time cost, with pro-rated
talent cost.
Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there may
be an opening in your city. K you want a ready-made
audience for a client ( or yourself) , investigate now.
Check your local Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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rranscription Broadcasting System, Inc.
IVEcst 52nd Street
/ York 22, N: Y.

ELdorado 5-551 1:

TBS membership in this market for us.

4
STATION

the

only

transcription
network

service

oi its kind

works for you . .

in the

world

It delivers a balanced 8Va hour unit of 5 top
open-end transcribed shows immediately:
HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE
ROBBIN'S NEST
ANYTHING FOR LAUGHS
IT'S A GREAT SHOW
RADIO THEATRE OF FAMOUS CLASSICS

works for you

works for you

It furnishes gratis complete local press, merchandising and promotional material on each show.

.

It actually helps member stations sell shows
through enormous national trade advertising,
unprecedented national publicity on each show,
direct mail selling contact of sponsor and agency
time buyers from coast-to-coast.

works for you ... It produces 3 new shows each year to fill programming needs of member stations. Network
stations actually choose these shows and receive
them at practically no added cost.

works for you ... It delivers this complete network service to only
one station in each market for the unbelievably
low cost of the station's class "A" one-time '/j
hour national rate per week ($40 minimum
weekly).

use

this coupon

to reserve

TRANSCRIPTION
n

East 52nd Street

membership

in your

BROADCASTING
New York 22, New York

market

SYSTEM,

INC.

ELdorado 5-5511

ON

THE

WASHINGTON

—

SCREEN
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ALLACE SHEPPARD JORDAN named head of radio and television activities at William Morris Agency, New York, succeeding the late William
B. Murray. Mr. Jordan has been with agency ten years.

J. M. RANDOLPH appointed head of newly-created television and motion
picture department of White Adv. Agency, Tulsa, Okla. He was formerly
with KVOO Tulsa for almost 10 years.
YVONNE HAYDEN joins Lindeke Adv., Glendale Calif.,
as space buyer.

FRONTIER THEATER — stories in the best traditions of the old West! Full-length
Western feature films start out WMAL-TV's evening programming with a bang!
Televised every night, Monday through Friday, from six to seven. Frontier Theater
packs
'em between
in! And what's
available
the Acts!more — there are one-minute commercial announcements

. . . full of
Action-pac!<ed
^^^^ suspense
. . . thrilling for
^^^^
everyone — the children, the
grown-ups, the neighbors — everyone is
crazy about the movie serials being
shown on WMAL-TV, Monday through
Friday, from 7:00 to 7:15 (immediately
following the Western). There are oneminute Announcements available within the Serial, too!

ROBERT L. SMOCK, formerly with Ward Wheelock Co.
and Young & Rubicam, both New York, appointed radio
and television director for Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, New York and London.
FRED A. PARNELL, formerly manager of advertising and
sales promotion for Receiver Div., Electronics Dept., General Electric Co., joins Benton & Bowles, New York, to
handle merchandising for electronics divisions of Crosley account.

Mr. Randolph

DAVID M. BOTSFORD, president of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco, re-elected for 17th consecutive year as West Coast representative
on board of directors of National Outdoor Adv. Bureau.
■JOHN T. CHANDLER, formerly assistant advertising manager of The
Dayton Co., Minneapolis, joins creative staff of Shutran Mahlin Adv., Detroit.
DAVID YELLIN, former assistant to the producer of the Broadway hit "Inside
U. S. A.," appointed radio and television director of Elliott Nonas, New York
advertising firm.
R. L. PIERSON, formerly production manager of Davis & Co., Los Angeles,
joins Ted H. Factor, that city, in similar capacity.
MILTON HERTZ, account executive at Henry Bach Assoc., New York, appointed director of television and radio in addition to his present duties.
J. W. REAM and ROBERT D. HAWKINS promoted to account executives at
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago. Mr. Ream has been in service department,
and Mr. Hawkins was on copy staff.
PHIL VAN SLYCK, formerly advertising manager of Standard Optical Co.,
Salt Lake City, has opened his own agency in San Francisco with offices in
DeYoung Bldg. Staff includes MONROE WINSTON, production manager, and
MARGARET GRIDLEY, copywriter.
BROCK KING, formerly with J. Walter Thompson in Toronto, joins Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.

A

JIM GIBBONS welcomes Head
Coach George Sauer of the
9
Naval Academy to his "Sports
Cartoon-A-Quiz" show. In addition to
this popular 30-minute once-a-week
sponsored program, Jim conducts a
Tuesday through Friday nightly Television sportscast, featuring peisonalities, scores, and sports news.
^
There are one-minute an'^^^H
nouncements
availableSPORTS
with^
in the JIM GIBBONS
REEL, Tuesday through Friday, 7:157:30 p.m., on WMAL-TV. As Washington's best known sportscaster (and
most popular television sportscaster —
Teleguide poll), Jim has the personality
and the background to pull the audience his way. It's Tops in Television
from 6:00 to 7:30 on WMAL-TV!
W M A L
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JOHN READ BURR, formerly account executive with McCann-Erickson,
New York, joins Federal Adv. Agency, also New York, in same capacity,
handling grocery products.
BERNARD R. JENNINGS of Buenos Aires McCann-Erickson staff assumed
managership of company's Havana office, succeeding JAMES R. FOX, who
is returning to New York about April 1. BRUCE SWIGERT will assist
Mr. Jennings in his new post. Prior to war, Mr. Jennings spent five years
with BBDO, New York. Previous to managing Havana office of McCannErickson, Mr. Fox headed the firm's San Juan office.
FRANK P. BIBAS, former vice president in charge of sales of CasanaveArtlee Pictures Inc. and Sixteen MM Pictures Inc., joined McCann-Erickson,
New York, as film director.
CHARLES T. COINER, art director for the past 25 years of N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, received National Society of Art Directors annual award, a
miniature brass and ebony T Square, "for distinction in the practice of his
profession."
PAUL
TERRY, formerly with R. B. Atchison Adv., Los Angeles, as copy and
television director, joins H. C. Morris & Co., same city, as copy director.
SIDNEY KAHN, production manager for Bass-Luckoff of Hollywood, Los
Angeles, joins Hugo Scheibner Inc., that city, in same capacity.
(Continued on page 63 )
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singers**
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All Baltimore folks aren't opera
fans.
There's a heap of 'em
who think the singing and skylarking of Slim Stuart and "The
Plainsmen" about the best kind of
musical show there is.
You know the format — Happy Birthdays— Dedication Numbers — Instrumental Solos — and a lot of goodnatured fun.
They enjoy it, the
audience enjoys it and we think you'll
enjoy the lift they can give your sales.
A few availabilities are open Monday
through Friday between 5 and 5 :30 P.M.

BALTIMORE

LIKES

THESE

LOCAL

RAY MOFFETT
'Musical Clock," 6:00-9:00 A.M.

. . . and every program and
announcement on WCAO

SHOWS,

TOO!

HAL VICTOR SHOW
5:30-5:45 P.M.

WCAO

is duplicated on WCAOFM (20,000 watts) at no
additional cost to the advertiser '

CBS

JROADCA

STING

BASIC

• 5000

• Telecasting

WATTS

• 600

KC

• REPRESENTED

BY

RAYMER
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Albuquerque
Beaumont
Boise
Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Charleston, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Corpus Christi
Davenport
Des Moines
Denver
Duluth
Fargo
Ft. Wayne
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Honolulu-Hilo
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New York
Norfolk
Omaha
Peoria-Tuscola
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland,
Raleigh Ore.
Roanoke
San Diego
St. Louis
Seattle
Syracuse
Terre
Haute

Baltimore
Fort Worth-Dallas
Louisville
Minneapolis-St, Paul

KOB
KFDM
KDSH
WBZ-WBZA
WGR
WCSC
WIS
KRIS
woe
WHO
KVOD
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WRAP
KGMB-KHBC
KXYZ
WISH
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WMAW
WTCN
WMCA
WGH
KFAB
WMBD-WDZ
KYW
KDKA
KCBQ
KEX
WDBJ
WPTF
KSD
KIRO
WFBL
WTHI
Television
New York
WAAM
St. Louis
WBAP-TV
San Francisco
WAVE-TV
WTCN-TV

NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC-NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
IND
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC

WPLX
KSD-TV
KRON-TV

INESSLIKE

RADIO

Do

you have some markets that are sur-

can step it up to any degree you wish — can
make it work nights, Sundays and holidays, if

prisingly good and others that are falling 'way
below expectations? Of course you do — and

need be, to get the job done fast and at the
cost you wish.

we know, generally at least, what you'd like
to do about them.

We

businesslike spot radio since 1932.

But have you thought of how much national
spot radio could help you?

National spot

medium.

only as hard and costs only as much as your

P
Jr

If you're interested in any of the

markets listed at the left, we'd certainly like
to talk with you — soon!

sales picture demands. ... In bad areas, you

&

In that

time we've built up some pretty spectacular
case histories of what can be done with this

(BuU's-Eye) radio is the most businesslike
radio in the world. In good areas, it works

REE

of Free & Peters have specialized in

ETERS,

INC.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

of

NATE

me

(wsfiL

PUMPIAN

Media Direcfor,
HENRI, HURST & McDONALDJnc
Chicago

SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New York, through its agency, Hixson-O'Donnell
Adv., also New York, launched quarter-million dollar campaign to introduce a new Sinclair product, said to be world's finest anti-rust gasoline.
Approximately 1,500 spot announcements are being used on 15 stations in
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland and Indianapolis, during the four-month period
campaign
be
used. is to run. Three daily newscasts on WEMP Milwaukee will also

Nate, a pioneer in the
radio industry — responsible for the first Paul
Whiteman network broadcast— is welcomed into
the Honorary Order of
Patroons. The William G.

GENERAL FOODS Co., New York (Sure-Jell powdered pectin), May 17 starts
two weekly, 10 minute sponsorship of Surprise Package on ABC Pacific Coast
stations; Tuesday, Thursdays (2-2:10 p.m. PST). Contract is for 20 weeks.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York. GLOBE MILLS, Los Angeles, through
Leo Burnett Co., same city, today (March 28), starts Mon.-Fri. sponsorship of program on 13 ABC Pacific Coast stations [Broadcasting, March 14].
REGAL AMBER BREWING Co., one of most extensive radio users in Northern
California, appoints Abbot Kimball Co., San Francisco, to handle advertising
effective May 1. ALFRED DUCATO, vice president of Abbott Kimball, will
be account executive. DAVID R. FENWICK, vice president of the agency's
Los Angeles office, will handle account in Southern California.

Rambeau rep today presented Nate with the certificate of Patroon membership and with the deed
to G tract of land in the
heart of Patroon country.

ADAM HATS, New York, through Madison Adv., New York, has started
spot announcement campaign to promote new Adam Hats for Easter.
In two states schedule calls for two week period which started March 21.
Rest of the country, coast to coast, will carry spots for three weeks beginning
today (March 28). Approximately 175 stations will be used in cities where
Adam Hats have their own stores or arrangements with dealers and agents.
ALBERS MILLING Co., San Francisco, will sponsor Elmer Peterson and the
News on nine NBC Pacific stations starting in April, Wednesday-ThursdayFriday 5:45-6 p.m. (PST). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Erwin, Wasey
& Co., San Francisco.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, through Knox-Reeves Adv., same city,
June 1 starting sponsorship of Sam Hayes' Newscasts, Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
Sun. (10-10:15 p.m. PST), on nine NBC Pacific Coast stations. Contract is
for 52 weeks.

"PATROON
Arisfocratic
Landholder
of the
Valley
Hud
son

NATIONAL DIE CASTING Co., Chicago, for Juice King (whole orange
juicer), planning to broaden its present television schedule in Midwest to
include eastern markets. Series of one minute spots are being prepared
for WCAU-TV Philadelphia, and company plans similar schedule for New
York area. Agency:
O'Grady -Anderson, Chicago.
WOODEN SHOE BREWING Co., Minster, Ohio, sponsoring 70 home games
of Dayton Indians of WLWD (TV) Dayton. Agency: Don Kemper Co., Dayton.
S & C MOTORS, San Francisco (Ford dealer), appoints Garfield & Guild, San
Francisco, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.

^ke

fkci

CALIFORNIA COTTON MILLS appoints Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San
Francisco, to handle advertising. Agency will launch two-month campaign
starting in April and utilizing 24 stations throughout three West Coast states.

of -ft^iwee

EDGAR P. LEWIS
in and around top
Products featured
Rainbow Wafers.
Boston.

WPTR'S famed Sportsmen
asked their listening audience
to choose a regional
all-star football team
ond 1 1,501 votes were cast

& Sons, Maiden, Mass., sponsoring 20 second chain breaks
children's programs on WBZ-TV and WNAC-TV Boston.
will be Lewis Peppermint Patties, Rainbow Jellies and
Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency: Alley & Richards,

SPIR-IT Inc., Maiden, Mass., appoints John C. Dowd Inc., Boston, to handle
advertising.
Radio may be used.

in a three week period.
A/etw&tk Acc&unti
SOON
50,000

PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, replacing Fd Like to See with The Fireside Theatre on NBC-TV, effective April 5 at 9 p.m.

Watts

PETER PAN FOUNDATIONS Inc., through Ben Sackheim, Inc. New York,
launching extensive advertising campaign for its Low 'N' Behold bra. Twice
weekly participations on MBS Queen for a Day will be included.

Night and Day
Hepresenfed by RAMBEAU

• • •
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CO., ALBANY,

N. Y.

UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles, will telecast its second annual report with a special half -hour film on CBS eastern network and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, April
12 and 13. Program will be telecast on KTTV April 12, and on network stations April 13. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING
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nza
Vou

can't

without

cover

Beeline

California's

on-the-spot

radio

Your sales story will never take root in the Bonanza Beeline if
you plant it on outside radio stations. Because the Beeline —
California's rich central valleys plus western Nevada — is an
inland, independent market, remote from coastal influence. And
Beeline people naturally pay little heed to outside radio.
So the way to radio-sell this inland market — where gross
buying power is a billion above San Francisco's . . . and total
annual retail sales virtually match Detroit's t— is to use the five
BEELINE stations.
Together, these on-the-spot stations cover the whole Beeline.
Individually, each is a long-time local favorite. KWG, for instance,
has been selling the rich Stockton area since 1921. Check Raymer
for more facts on the BEELINE.
t Sales Management's 1948 Copyrighted Survey

M<^CUTCHY
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
wmmm
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
•
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representotiv^^^
KOH
KMJ
KFBK
KERN
KWG
mH W
Fresno (NBC)
Reno (NBC)
Bokersfield (CBS)
Stockton (ABC)
Sacramento (ABC)
5000 watts 580 kc.
1000 watts 630 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
250 watts 1230 kc.
50,000 watts 1530 kc.
BROADCASTING
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AN

COPPED

AND

ATLANTA

"-COPPERS''

ENDED

UP

CHUCK

Competing

with 175 other CBS

—emerged

stations, Fort

"A ^ ; wcdar Rapids, Iowa) in the race to see
which CBS station could raise the most money
March

of Dimes

The prize for the co-winners ? Jack Benny's Chuck
Wagon— which WAGA and WMT promptly de^ ded could most fittingly be used as a permanent
display at the Little White
Springs, Georgia.

House, in Warm

BENNY—

lACK

WAGON,

as the recent co-winner (with

in the "Pennies For Benny"
promotion.

FOR

WITH

-- 'sWAGA— Atlanta's Promotion-Minded
o

STATION

BENNY'S

TOO

We're proud, of course, but not surprised, at the
job WAGA did on the "Pennies For Benny"
promotion. Not surprised? No — because WAGA
has had, for years, the reputation of being one of
the hardest driving stations in the Southeast
when it comes to pushing promotions, to making
them successful. Staging a promotion for your
product? Let WAGA lend you a hand — and then
watch results in Atlanta.
You'll find
job on any
cause each
is a part of

your advertising dollars do a bigger
and all Fort Industry Stations, beFort Industry Station, like WAGA,
a winning team.

The "Little White House" designed and built by the late
President Roosevelt in 1933, now a national shrine, is a

The Benny Wagon as it appeared on a tour
of the nation's principal cities.

THE

symbol of the fight against infantile paralysis. Hundreds of
thousands of people visit it yearly.

WAGA's Bill McCain presenting the Benny
Wagon to Charles Smith, Atlanta Jaycee.

FORT

Lee Trimble, and Ivan Allen, with the wagon
which will be on permanent display.

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. •
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
National Sales Headquarters: 527 Lexington Ave., New York 17, Eldorado 5-2455

7eatute

the
oh
^

For Profitable
Selling

U/eek

NOW

AVAILABLE
WDEL
WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

on

^EST

WWDC

EASTON
.PENNSYLVANI A

in Washington

Recording a Capital Memo show are Gannett reporters (I to r) : Mr.
Croop, Miss Johnson, Messrs. Martin (standing), Kusaila and Torrey.
TELLING the folks back home
what it is like to be a Washington
correspondent is the newest project
of the Washington bureau of Gannett News Service.
With all members of the staff
participating, the bureau is producing a weekly recorded broad-

cast, Capital Memo, which is carried
sustaining by all Gannett radio
stations: WHEC Rochester, WABY
Albany, WENY Elmira, WHDL
Clean, N. Y.; WTHT Hartford,
Conn, and WDAN Danville, 111.
Capital Memo, now in its third
(Continued on page 63)

HARRISBURG
PENN SYLVAN I .

On

CONCERT

Here's a new kind of disc
show, featuring the worid's
greatest music plus the
sparkling comments of
America's most distinguished music critic, Deems
Taylor. Great guest stars
are heard on each of the
30-minute programs, five
times a week. It's a wonderful buy for participations
or complete sponsorship.
Ask your For joe man for
fuU details.
7:30 to 8 P. M.
Monday through Friday

WWDC
AM FM-The D. C. Independent
Represented Nalionallf by
FORJOE
& COMPANY
Page 18
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-flll ■flccount6
called the Ventura Boulevardier.
wrote
man
Wake
In December war came and the
WHEN
aboutFred
his high-powered
advertisers went, and with them
"Hucksters," he had apparthe promising-looking Boulevardently never met one mild-mannered
representative of the group — Billy ier.
His next six months were spent
Scott Hunter. Twenty-eight years
old, owner and operator of a suc- in the planning office of Northrop
Aircraft, Inglewood (Calif.). Decessful Los Angeles agency, Huntciding that the war would be a
er Adv., the modest and retiring
Bill has earned himself a fine more interesting place to spend his
reputation in the advertising field. time, Bill enlisted in the Coast
Bill entered the struggle July 16, Guard. He spent most of the next
1920, in Richmond, Calif, as the three years in the South Pacific
sixth member of a
with the
Quartermaster Corps.
family that had one
In 1945 Bill turned
more member to go.
in his uniform and
When he was six
months old the
joined Allied Adv.,
Hunters moved to
Los Angeles,
as account executive.
He
Huntington Park
handled
such
local
(Calif.). Later ataccounts as Gilmore
tending Huntington
Park High School,
Stadium, Hollywood
Bill became a bit of
Ball Park and Olympic Auditorium. Bill
a hero as quarterback on the football
recalls that the acquiring of his
first
squad.
account was
so easy
Graduating from
high school in 1938,
he thought the work
Bill, anxious to get
of an account executive was a snap.
out in the world and
earn the dollars that
(After four years in
were hard to come
the business, howby in those days, got
ever, he confesses
BILL
himself a job at the
having changed his
Los Angeles Examiner selling clas- mind somewhat.)
sified ads. After two years he
After 18 months with Allied, the
joined the staff of Burbank (Calif.)
desire
of every young man to have
News, selling display advertising,
a job he held for the next 12 his own business got the better of
months.
Bill. In 1947 he and J. W. Milliron,
In November, 1941 Bill and a vice president of Milliron's Department Stores, Los Angeles,
partner burst into the publication
(Continued on page 63)
business with a society magazine

WKBO

WORK
YORK
PENN SYLVAN I A.

WRAW
READING
.PENN S Y LVAN I A/

WGAL
LANCASTER
PENNSYLVAN I A

ROBERT J^EEKER
Represented by

ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles
New York
San Francisco Chicago
STEINMAN

BROADCASTING

STATIONS
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R&R

J EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . .You may be sure that I num) ber myself among your weekly
readers. You have always done a
consistently fine job in reporting
the ever-changing radio scene. The
accuracy of your reports is not the
least of the attributes of your publication. .. .
Willson M. Tuttle
Radio and TV director
Ruthrauff & Ryan
New York
^ ^ ^

I
[
I

'

censes and installed radio stations
in a move to preclude this competition. This condition still obtains
in many instances. However, in
many places new radio stations
have sprung up to compete with the
newspaper and its foster child. In
an astounding amount of cases
where this condition prevails, radio
broadcasting is being sold down the
river. . . .
Show me a newspaper owned station where, in the final analysis,
policy is dictated by station management and not by the newspaper

Satisfied

PI Reply
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Knowing how vitally interested
you have always been in putting a
stop to the ever growing parade
of schemers, dreamers and phonies
that invade radio, I'm attaching a
copy of a letter just dictated and
mailed.
Perhaps the fact that radio time
sales are now no longer acquired
without a little exertion on the
part of the local (or network) sales
staff accounts for the enormous
flood of "P I" offers we have received the past several weeks.
Frankly, to us, these "generous
offers" smell and frankly, in many,
many instances are not only in
bad taste but destroy Mr. and Mrs.
Average Citizen's opinion of radio
in general. . . .
Thomas S. Carr, Manager
WANN Annapolis, Md.
Part of Mr. Carr's letter to:
Olian Advertising Co.
Ambassador Building
St. Louis 1, Mo. :
We have your
of MarchNurseries
3, 1949,
outlining
Stark letter
Brothers
fruit tree offer on a per inquiry basis.
We commend your opinion "that in
creating immediate sales, this trial". . .
as
set forth Stark
in your
letter. into
. ."isa likely
to convert
Brothers
regular
user
of
radio
advertising."
In this connection it is interesting to
note that all of our advertisers were
"converted"
radiobought
in the our
usualtime
man-at
ner, that is, tothey
our regular rates.
It goes without saying, that we are in
no more of a position to barter the
only
"merchandise"
have Brothers
to sell,
our radio
time; than we
is Stark
Nurseries to offer free samples in the
hope that people will ultimately buy
their nursery items.
Since you state that you "have faith
in
this radiocaseeffort"
and since
radio hasin
countless
histories
of success
increasing
the
sale
of
many,
many
ucts on national, regional and prodlocal
levels, we invite your attention and
that
of
your
client
to
our
enclosed
rate
card. . . .

SNAFU
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Let's open the mike and have a
good objective gripe session . . .
Let me tell you ... of an exsailor, who entered radio back in
1943 . . . The war made it easy . . .
he took a flyer at a radio school, and
found it to be just what William
Stalnaker [Broadcasting, March
14] stated . . .
This ex-Navy man . . . was hired
in the Midwest at $25 per week
and . . . found that he was being
paid .$5 per week more than the
other staff members . . .This fellow
had something to offer radio and
still has, however he learned that
the average radio station is owned
and operated by men who have let
BROADCASTING

(Letters are welcomed. The editors reserve the
right to use only the most pertinent portions.)
their gray matter go stale by hiring
brains instead of using their own,
and too most of them have never
been radio men . . .
. . . Radio ads can be the best or
the worst advertising a man can
buy depending upon how he uses it
... It is very easy to turn a deaf
ear to a commercial which has no
element of entertainment in it . . .
... I know that stations are
taking advantage of the GI bill as
well as schools ... I would suggest
that a lot of small stations be investigated tosee why there is such
a tremendous turnover in the radio
business ...
N. J. King

WSIX

O

[Editor's byNote:
Name and address
withheld
request.]
Radio's Bane?
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The bane of radio is unequivocably newspaper ownership of many
broadcasting stations. The newspaper for many years ruled supreme and unchallenged in the
advertising field. With the advent
of radio, newspaper interests recognized the birth of a formidable
adversary. Albeit, when only one
frequency was thought to be available in most localities, newspaper
interests obtained broadcasting li-

GlVtS

YOU

publisher!
Let's do something to divorce
radio from newspaper interests.
Malcolm Greep
General Manager
Owensboro, Ky.
WVJS, WVJS-FM
[Editor'sfering Note:
Therequestion
are many
difviews on the
of newspaper ownership. We welcome further
expression of opinion by those whose
Greep.]
reasoning differs from that of Mr.

THE

ARtAl
lllt
IT
V
R
H
R
S
A
A
M
M
And WSIX doesn't give you too little or too much.. For Nashville's retail
trade area includes 51 counties. WSIX's daytime audience map includes 60 BMB counties with 25 per cent or more in 48 of these. Mail pull
and field strength maps add even more convincing proof that WSIX

gives you the Nashville market. Cash in on the $655,888,000*
NO WASTED
spent yearly here in retail stores alone — via WSIX!
*Projected from Sales Management May '48
COVERAGE
BMB STATION AUDIENCE MAP
—
DAYTIME
—
BASED ON STUDY NUMBER 1
—
DAYTIME
SUMMARY DATA
fiffuf~es in counh'es indicate the percenfoi^e
lobulation by the KATZ AGENCY, INC.
of radio fomHies t/70/ compf/se t/ie 'S/^^/'i
1946
County
BMB
Rodio BMB Station
Families Audience
Families
Units
Home City
Nafhvilla 83%
47,850 39,810
Home County
Davidfon 85%
67,540 57,610
16
Percentage levels
98,290
107,030
80% and over
83,520
128,750
90,130
201 1
104,010
43
159,060
129,760
180,260 120,030
70% "" ""
195,490
29
60% " "
135,120
4835 216,800 1 40,900
30% ' "
40%
142,470
49
224,490
60 252,610 146,690
30%% "" «"
25 ' "
20% BMB County
Complete
and City Data available on request.
10% " "

• Telecasting

—

MARCH 1946

National Representative: The Kctz Agency, Inc.
5000

WAHS*

and WSIX-FM

980 KC* ABC
71,000 W
• 97.5 MC
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e/ream

come

frm..

RCA Transmitter Control Console, type
BTC-I A — as versatile and handsome a eontrot console os ever graced a transmitter
room. With f his -BTC^ I A yoo add control
turrets and desk sections as
your station grows. The left
turret is the transmitter
control section. The right
turret is the oudio con
trol section. No equipment obsolescence
here when you add
on units.

8TC-1A Control Console — with transmitter-control
tone}, audio control turret, and blank turret for
additional facilities such as special meters, jack fields,
ringdown, etc. Front panels are bottom-hinged. Rear
covers are removable.

Typical console set-up for two transmitters, such as: two AM
transmitters, two FM transmitters, or one AM and one FM transmitter. The turrets bolt to the desks. Desk sections bolt to each
other. Knockouts for the wiring are provided in all desk and turret
sections. All meters are recessed behind turret panels.

Fits

every
or

plant-AM,

any

starts with the basic unit shown in the

picture at the left. It includes one r-f transmitter control
turret and one audio control turret— mounted on a
two-section desk having removable end-sections.
The r-f control turret contains all power control
switches and pilot lights for normal operation of the

BROADCAST

TV,

combination

THIS IS THE MOST FLEXIBLE and versatile control
console ever engineered for broadcast service. With
it you can handle audio mixing and transmitter switching operations in stations using RCA 3-, 5-, 10-, or
50-kw FM transmitters— or RCA 5-, 10-, or 50-kw AM
transmitters. And by simply adding units to this basic
console, you can also handle audio, video and transmitter switching for any combination of transmitter
set-ups— starting with a single AM, FM, or TV transmitter and going to two or more AM and/or FM
transmitters and a television transmitter.
The BTC-lA

FM,

transmitter; transmitter start; transmitter plate voltage;
overload reset; time delay by-pass; manual-automatic
control; day-night power switching; tower lights; and
a spare switch and pilot lamp. And there is mounting
space for three remote indicating meters.
The audio control turret includes: a standard VU meter
and range switch; an 8-position selector switch that
permits monitoring all important circuits, a monitor
gain control; and individual bridging pads that enable
you to equalize the level of the signal sources. Control
of six inputs . . . one microphone, a remote circuit or
oscillator, two lines, two turntables ... is handled by
three high quality mixers and associated transfer keys.
•
•
•
Call your RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer for all the
details. Or write Dept. 19 CD, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

CQUiRMeMT

RADtO
CORPORATiON
eMGIMBeRIMO PRODUCTS DEPARTMeMT,

of AMERICA
CAMDEM,K.J.,

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

possible

with

the BTC-1A

console

Typical console set-up for an RCA 5-kw television (ransmitfer, and one AM or FM transmitter. From left to riglif: (I) TV
transmitter control; (2) piefore monitor; (3) TV audio monitor;
(4) bJonk turret; (5) AM or FM tronsmitler control; (6) blank
turret; and (7) AM or FM transmitter control. ■

De luxe set-up for combined centralized control . . . AM-FM and TV. Extreme
left artd right sections are the AM (or FM) transmitter controls. Each includes
a transmitter-control, audio-control, and blank wing turret. Center turret
controls (for RCA 5-kw TV transmitter) are, left to right: TV power, picture
monitor, TV audio, preview monitor, TV program switching.

with

the

greatest

ease!

RADIO
SELLS
MACARONI..
To promote sales in all six New England states, V. La Rosa 85
Sons use 50,000-watt WBZ in Boston, as do so many other leaders
in the food field. WBZ, with its synchronized companion-station
WBZA, gives advertisers a single-medium coverage of New
England that cannot be matched through any other means. WBZ
programs are favorites throughout New England . . in cities,
towns, and countryside.

There's no limit to the list of products that radio sells successful y.at. every hour of the day! For example: a building material
supplier in Fort Wayne began to advertise "Masolite" bricks on
the 7 AM news period over WOWO. Before the end of the first
week, a contractor drove 40 miles from Van Wert, Ohio, to pick
up enough bricks for an entire house.

RADIO
REACHES
94%
of aii the
families in these United States. That's the average figure on setownership, including farm and rural areas as well as city and
suburban markets. Radio reaches all these people effectively and
quickly. With radio, you can keep your sales-story up-to-theminute. . reflecting day-to-day changes in market conditions and
selling strategy. You can broaden your advertising coverage
instantly, as you expand your distribution.

WESTINGHOUSE
STATIONS
reach areas in which one out of every eight American families
lives. This figure is conservative, too, for new audience-areas
have recently been added by a tenfold increase in power at KEX,
Portland (now 50,000 watts). . by new and more effective transmitter towers at KYW, Philadelphia . . and by a new and more
powerful FM transmitter at KDKA, Pittsburgh. You always get
an "extra" with your program on a Westinghouse station!

. . AND

WESTINGHOUSE
KDKA
National
Page 22
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•

KYW

Representatives,

•

KEX

•

BUILDING

RADIO
WBZ

Free & Peters, except

•

BRICKS!

STATIONS

WBZA

for WBZ-TV;

•

WOWO

for WBZ-TV,

BROADCASTING

•
NBC

Inc
WBZ-TV
Spot Sales
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21]. tion's board [Broadcasting, Feb. Research Foundation operate such morning session. For the only time
By J. FRANK BEATTY
a service. This foundation is joint- during the three-day meeting pracADVERTISERS who buy
One advertiser, speaking of
ly financed by ANA and the
tically every seat in the large audithree-fourths of all national
torium was filled.
American Assn. of Advertising
BMB's
study
No.
1,
termed
it
"the
advertising want to know what only significant station and network
Agencies, with media putting up
Billed as "A Solid Session on
the money for specific studies.
they are getting for their ra- measurement of audience coverage
Television," the meeting was led
by Walter Lantz, of Lambert Co.,
dio dollars — and television
we have had. With the improveFinancing
Responsibilities
New York. First to tackle the job
too.
ments which are contemplated for
ANA and AAAA pay general of explaining the TV problem to
No. 2 study, the data will be more
This insistence on a yardadvertisers was Walter Craig, vice
stick of radio and television
useful and more reliable than ever." ARF costs and finance experimental studies but when specific projects president in charge of radio and
Actually there are two approachvalues was stressed all
es to the idea of a coordinated re- are undertaken the affected media
television, Benton & Bowles, New
through the spring meeting of
York.
search service as discussed by ANA
put
up
the
money.
ARF's
specific
the Assn. of National Adver"We're entering a brand new
members. First is the plan advanced
studies are conducted on a tritisers held Wednesday through
at several NAB district meetings
partite
basis,
ANA,
AAAA
and
the
with new
troubles,"
warnFriday at the Homestead, Hot last summer — an industry-financed
medium in each case having one world,
ed. Reliable
audience
and he
coverage
Springs, Va. Within a few weeks and
data are not yet available in TV,
operated coverage and audience
third
control,
just
as
in
the
BMB
ANA will start an investigation of service in which advertisers and studies. Thus far ARF has not unMr. Craig said, nor can advertisers
the whole radio and television rate
agencies probably would serve in
dertaken any broad studies affect- find adequate information on basic
and audience problem.
an advisory capacity.
costs, rate practices and contracts,
ing radio.
Individual advertisers were alThe
ANA interest in television
extra (Continued
charges andon time
Second idea discussed by advermost unanimous in their desire for
page costs.
3i) An
tisers is to have the .Advertising
reached a peak at the Thursday
new, more complete and easier -touse research material showing how
many people listen to radio and
look at television programs. Most
of them spoke highly of the pioneering work of BMB. They showed
faith in the second BMB study,
though conceding it has weak spots.
But they also agreed that something new and better must be produced by the electronic media for
the benefit of those who buy time.
BMB Favorably Discussed
Radio-minded advertisers spoke
favorably of the BMB coverage
SPEAKERS from related fields, including television and representatives, took part in ANA proceedings last week.
studies and the trail-blazing efforts
Around table at Homestead are (I to r): Del Everett, market research director. Ford Motor Co.; W. W. Heusner,
of BMB's officers. While conceding
the existence of flaws in BMB, they
market research director, Pabst Sales Co.; Don Kearney, Katz Agency television department; Walter P. Lantz,
figure that whatever comes next in Lambert Co.; Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, radio and TV consultant; Al Lehman, managing director. Advertising
radio research will have its share
Research Foundation; Ben Donaldson, Ford advertising director; Gordon Eldridge, Ford advertising manager.
of soft spots.
Advertisers attending the meeting, and technical speakers who
addressed them, accepted the premise that market and research
Advertising Holds Own
studies leave much to be desired.
LIGHT
CUTBACKS
They are trying to improve their
use of these diversified and often
unrelated data, and at the same
ONLY a very small number of the nation's advertisers have cut their in 1949 to be higher than a year
advertising budgets this year, and half of all companies in both con- ago. In some cases, where a loss
time are demanding constant prosumer and industrial goods fields expect budgets to be higher than last in sales volume is anticipated, the
gress in the factual services and in
year,
according
to a survey of members conducted by the Assn. of Na- advertising budgets are increased.
advertising.
their application to
In the consumer goods field only
tional Advertisers.
coand
complete
a
The idea of
even better, the survey shows.
13% of smaller companies have
An
encouraging
outlook
for
the
service
ordinated radio research
year was given in the survey.
Only 10% of the consumer and in- thus far cut advertising volume and
Fewer than a third of the 128 ANA
operated and financed by broaddustrial goods advei'tisers see a 9% of large companies. Only 10%
casters aroused interest among
member companies studied in the poor profit outlook this year, and of small companies expect any 1949
ANA members, who have been
survey expect volume of sales to again the larger companies are advertising budget cuts and in the
more optimistic. All but one large case of large companies a mere
thinking about the matter for drop this year. This trend is more
estimated 1949 profits as 3% anticipate reductions.
some time. ANA's new Radio and apparent among smaller firms, with company
Over half of the small companies,
Television Committee is making
companies doing over $50 million fair or good.
53%,
expect to increase advertising
Half
of
the
companies
in
both
a year volume much more opti- the consumer and industrial field
preliminary plans to start a comm
i
s
t
c
.
this
year
and 47% of large comproas
plete study of the medium
classes expect advertising budgets
panies
anticipate increases.
The
profit
picture
for
the
year
is
posed last winter by the Associa•
March
28, 1949 • Page 23
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By ROBERT

ISu5ine56{
B. LUCE

CURRENTLY prevalent are disquieting economic ups and downs
which could be summed up in one
word, "competition", returning
after a long absence. Cill it buyer's market, disinflation or levelling
off, it points to a new direction in
business conditions for 1949.
At regular intervals, as conditions warrant, BROADCASTING, will
report on the economy — with special attention to things buyers and
sellers of time need to know about
business everywhere.
The jitters which gripped business shortly after the turn of the
year have not yet proved to be a
well-founded case. There are symtoms of a change in economic climate, but by March nothing in the
way of a recession has developed.
Employment is dropping off.
Latest figures showed 3.2 million
unemployed Feb. 12, but, at that
date, the number of people working
was equal to February of 1948. The
labor force had expanded in the
year. Ewan Clague, chief of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, said on
a CBS broadcast that the normal
business upturn in April , should
bring employment back above the
60 million level.
Purchasing power has suffered
no comparable drop. The national
paycheck for January was bigger
than the same month last year,
running at an annual rate of $136
ROBERT B. LUCE, Broadcasting
research editor, started his radio
career as a page boy at NBC, New
York. He graduated as an economics major from Antioch College. He has done economic research and writing for Robert R.
Nathan Associates, the Kilgore
Committee, and international statistical conferences.
billion, $8.6 billion above the annual
rate in January 1948. Although
employment has dropped, jobless
payments of more than $400 million have heljjed to cushion the
effect of unemployment.
Sellers are uneasy these days.
The six golden j'ears of the seller's
opportunitjr AviU not be prolonged
into a seventh, most economists
agree.
Department store sales (See
chart) are running about 9% below the comparable period last
year. With a later Easter this year,
these figures may not be an accurate guide to the first quarter's business. It is significant in the sense
that for the past three years, as
goods have become available, sales
have been increasing steadily up to
1949.
February retail sales were estimated at $8.9 billion, $600 million
Page 24
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of the

below January, but just a shade
under the February 1948 total.
Durable goods stores sales index
was above February 1948 at 376
(1935-39 = 100), and non-durable
DEPARTMENT
INDEX

and expect a 1949 sales total 5%
above 1948.
Price level shows flattening out.
No one knows how lower prices
will affect sales. Demand may be
49 fM
STORE
SALES
INDEX

1935 to 1939 = 100

Economic

Climate

bama and Montana showed an increase of 10% above 1947. Other
states through the corn & wheat
belt, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Kansas,
showed 1% to 4% declines.
April will show more clearly
where 1949's business is heading.
From broadcasters' standpoint no<
serious revenue decline is foreshadowed by anything that has yet
appeared
economy.
But year
it's
not
as easyin tothepredict
a good
as it was in March of 1947 and
1948.

300....

275....
DAYLIGHT

TIME

Networks Readying for It

250....

225..

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

goods store sales were slightly below the same month in 1948.
Independent stores as a whole
report a 3% decline in dollar sales
for February 1949 compared to
February 1948 and a 5% drop below January 1948 in January 1949.
Hardest hit were farm equipment dealers, lumber and building
materials dealers, feed stores, farm
and garden suppliers, photographic
suppliers and fuel and ice dealers.
Men's apparel was above the previous year — women's apparel was
off about 3%. The food group as a
whole was down 4% as housewives
turned more and more to supermarkets and chains where prices
average lower.
Relation of sales to inventories
was still safe in most lines. But
pile-up on shelves was reported in
durable goods stores, particularly
heavy household appliances, house
furnishings,
hardware, suppliers.
women's
clothing and automotive
Aggressive advertising in the local
markets could be utilized to clear
some of these overstocked stores,
and radiomen should be able to help
considerably in this task.
Drug Sales
Drug sales set a record for January with trading of $299 million.
Chain drug sales were exactly even
wriii the previous January, but independents showed a $4 million
rise over last January's total.
Question for broadcasters is —
How will advertisers react to new
and more competitive selling conditions? NRDGA survey reports this:
Most stores plan to increase promotion budgets about 5% in 1949,

MARCH

increased considerably as consumers find good quality bargains
been waiting for since war's
they've
end. Spring selling, at lower prices,
spring
last year's
may exceed
d at busihigh
conducte
ness which was
level. break in grain prices,
price
Despite
farm income has suffered only
slightly. January and February
cash receipts were above first two
months of 1948. For 1948 farm incomes showed a 2% decline, the
first such drop since 1939. Picture
is not nationwide, however, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, Ala-

THE FOUR major networks last
week podished their operational
plans to cope with the annual headache of daylight saving time.
All four reported they would
repeat the complex scheduling — in
force last summer — of delayed
broadcast by transcription to insure the arrival of programs at
accustomed hours.
With minor variations, ABC,
CBS, MBS and NBC will invoke
systems of feeding delayed broadcasts to those regions which remain
, on standard time, thus avoiding
the necessity for wholesale rescheduling ofprograms by stations.
Central transcribing points will
be established by all networks. At
these points broadcasts will be
transcribed for re-transmission to
standard time zones an hour after
the live program has been fed to
daylight time zones.
The system will require the networks to buy extra lines. Mutual
must take 1,000 miles of added
facilities and other networks only
slightly less.
Daylight time begins April 24
and ends Sept. 25.

N. J. MEET
Pryor Featured Speaker

THE NEW
Assn.
held JERSEY
its springBroadcast
meetingers'at
m
the Marlboro-Blenhei Hotel, Atlantic City, March 26. Representaof New Jersey's 21
from 18 present.
tives
stations were
Arthur Pryor, vice president in
charge of radio at BBDO, spoke on
the future of small stations in the
next decade.
James L. Ho\ye, general manager
WCBS New York's 7:45 a.m. news
WCTC New Brunswick and presof
series, featuring Harry Clark, will
ident of the association, led a dishave as thrice-weekly sponsor Bond
cussion of the group's plans for the
Stores. Arrangements are completed
coming year's program. Paul Alby (seated, I to r)— Barney Ruben,
Bridgeton, is vice presiger, dent,
WSNJ and
Bond president, and Mr. Clark and
Roland Trenchard,
(standing) G. Richard Swift, WCBS
City, is secretaryJersey
WAAT
general manager, and William Rogow,
Neff-Rogow agency.
treasurer of the state broadcasters'
group.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Transcription
DISTRICT

PROBLEMS besetting broadcasters
were given a thorough thrashing
out at an all day session of the
District 1 (New England) meeting
of NAB at the Hotel Somerset,
Boston, March 23. It attracted the
largest single gathering of radio
people in the area.
Highlights of the meet included:
% Charges by Milton Meyers,
WWCO Waterbury, Conn., that
the transcription library practice
of renting rather than selling their
services to stations should be
studied.
# Explanation by Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker of the financial structure
of BMB.
# Maurice Mitchell, NAB director of broadcast advertising,
pointed out reasons why the retailer is now radio's number one
customer.
# The All-Radio promotion
film will be ready for presentation
to stations by fall, Herbert L.
Kreuger, commercial manager of
WTAG Worcester, and member of
the All Radio Presentation Committee, announced.
Dr. Baker, in his first public appearance as newly appointed acting
president of BMB, explained to the
more than 150 broadcasters the
financial structure of BMB and
emphasized wider scope of the second study to be produced sometime
in October 1949.
Advance Payments
Dr. Baker intimated that at April
NAB convention stations will be
approached regarding possibility
of advancing their subscription payments for the latter half of 1949
since the greater part of this income is needed now to conduct and
publish the study. New study, he
said, will differ from 1946 version
in which chief complaint was that
measurement was too gross and
restricted entirely to once a week
listening. Dr. Baker said that the
present study will allow listener
to indicate a greater frequency of
listening than merely once a week.
He also explained to the group the
background of the telegram sent
to BMB subscribers asking them to
underwrite their share of the tax
liability which is now pending and
which, it is anticipated, will be
decided in favor of BMB.
Other speakers at sessions included Richard P. (Dick) Doherty,
director of employee-employer relations of NAB; Carl Haverlin,
president of BMI, and Mr. Mitchell,
director of broadcast advertising,
NAB. Harold E. Fellows, general
manager, WEEI Boston, and first
district director, presided.
Mr. Mitchell, speaking at the
luncheon meeting held in conjunction with Radio Executives
Club of Boston, emphasized that
the retailer, now radio's number
one customer, has realized that
radio today is the voice of the
advertiser and has jumped feet
first into spoken advertising.
Causes of this swing, he said, was
BROADCASTING

Practices

Criticized

at NAB

Meet

1
radio's growth and development,
changes in retailing, deterioration
of newspapers and changes in our
way of life. Demonstrating radio's
growth, he gave as figures 2,619
stations including FM and TV,
77 million AM radios plus 3 million
FM and 1 million TV sets in 1949,
over 37 million U. S. families having at least one radio. He pointed to
fact that 94.2% of all families in
the country now have radios in
their home and that average daily
listening in radio homes is 5%
hours.
Changes in retailing, too, have
been responsible for the swing to
broadcast advertising. Trading
areas have changed. People have
been moving away from the cities
and printed media fails in subui'ban areas. So, the retailer has
had to find a new medium. Also,
we now have a buyers market.
People, formerly in low income
groups, now have money to spend.
They're buying radios and buying
what they hear on the radio.
Another factor in the swing to

spoken advertising, Mr. Mitchell
said, was the deterioration of newspaper circulation while the number
of radios increased from 73 million
to 77 million between Jan. 1, 1948
and Jan. 1, 1949.
"In addition," Mr. Mitchell said,
"we now have a new generation
of advertising men who are not
afraid of radio and who believe in
it as the basic advertising medium.
A new generation of people who
listen to the radio has grown up,
and the retailer must think of this
Cites Advantages
generation."
Advertisers who use radio, he
pointed out, can select their editorial frame, can surround their
advertising message with that
frame, and so get credit for the
editorial content. "They get techniques peculiar to radio — a living
voice, warmth, sales .statements in
person and dramatization. Radio
creates pictures in the mind, its
selling pitch can come at the psychological moment, as for example.

by reaching the housewife at the
point of use and time." An NAB
study of successful techniques in
radio to get maximum results, he
said, has resulted in the following
five-point plan: (1) Have an objective. Before you set your budget,
know who you want to talk to and
what you want to say. (2) When
you decide, use the beamed program technique. If you're talking
to teen-agers, beam your program
to that particular group. Fire your
rifle at the target you want to hit.
(3) Advertise in-demand merchandise and strong lines. Seventy percent of a retailer's volume is on
30% of his stock, so those are the
goods to promote. (4) Have the
right kind of copy to do the job.
Copy should be specific; it should
be truthful and believable. It
should make a direct action bid.
(Continued on page ^2)
FLAMM SUIT
Re-Trial Postponed to May

RE-TRIAL of the suit brought by
Donald Flamm, former owner of
WMCA New York, against Edward
J. Noble, now chairman of the
board of ABC, was postponed from
last Tuesday to May 16 to give
counsel on both sides further opportunity to prepare their cases.
The original trial in New York
Supreme Court resulted in a $490,500 award to Mr. Flamm, who
charged that Mr. Noble coerced
him to sell the station. The appellate division reversed the decision
and ordered a new trial.
HOMER
GRIFFITH
Joins KDYL Salt Lake City
HOMER GRIFFITH, former head
of Homer Griffith Co., Hollywrood,
national representative firm; has
DR. KENNETH H. BAKER (I), newly appointed acting president of BMB,
receives congratulations from Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston general manager and NAB District 1 director.
ET Manufacturers
DISC

PROPOSAL

Wary of Idea
REACTION of transcription companies to the proposal that ET libraries be sold instead of leased was unif ormily unfavorable, although many
of the major companies withheld quotable comment until they could
study the text of the NAB District 1 resolution. (See story this page.)
Their first reaction, however, to ^
the resolution could be summed up that a station wouldn't have the
flexibility in its service it now
in Several
oiie word,executives
"unrealistic."
expressed the has since it can economically switch
from one service to another when
opinion that it was not economically feasible to sell the libraries,
it finds that the library leased is
would hurt the stations in the end
not as suitable as another.
He also added that from the
and finally bankrupt the libraries.
Daniel R. Goodman, vice presi- transcription company's standdent of Harry S. Goodman Radio
point, an outright sale policy of
Productions, New York, said that all library material would mean
many stations could not afford the the end of their business in a
large payments which would be very few years. This would occur,
required if a library had to be he explained, because the possible
market for libraries is so small
purchased, that a station would
lose the monthly servicing which
that it could be sold out relatively
is part of the lease agreements.
quickly.
• Telecasting

joined
sales
executivethestaff
of
KDYL Salt Lake
City. ment
Announcewas made
by S. S. Fox,
president and
general manager
of the International Broadcasting and Television
Mr. Griffith
Corp., KDYL
licensee.
Mr. Griffith has been in radio
more than 20 years. He was first
identified with the industry as the
originator of The Friendly Philosopher show and later in the station
representative field.
MacAndrew Named
JAMES F. MACANDREW,. for
the past several years teacher-incharge
of New
York's Board'
of
Education
broadcasting
station,
WNYE, was last week named director of broadcasting, at a yearly
salary of $7,500. ,
V March 28, 1949
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Campaign

REFLECTING on the awards for outstanding retail radio campaigns
point-of-sale reminder promotion
and generally for making every
of 1948, judges of the radio contest of the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. were somewhat surprised to discover that four awards — two firsts, sales person and customer of
Black's constantly aware of the
a second and an honorable mention- -had gone to the James Black Dry
Goods Co. of Waterloo, Iowa
store's radio activities. She is also
*
charged with keeping a continual
[Broadcasting, Jan. 17].
through - Saturday quarter - hour
check on the results of broadcasts.
Black's RFD 15^0 had been
programs Black's was sponsoring
In all of its programming.
judged best of all programs of genon KXEL, a noontime woman's
eral family appeal entered by program and a late evening newsBlack's follows the beamed prostores in the medium size class,
gram technique. Each program is
cast, the new plan called for the
annual sales ranging between $5 addition of a daily early morning
designed to aid a specific store advertising objective by aiming its
million and $15 million. The other
program. This was aimed at the
three Black programs won their
appeal at a specific group of listenentire family and a half -hour onceers who may be presumed to be
honors in competition with all other
a-week evening program for teenstores, regardless of size: Grant
good prospects for the merchandise
agers. Within weeks the midday
advertised on that program.
Price and the News ranked first program had been changed to RFD
Each program is given one job
ISJfO, a program of farm news,
among all men's programs; Neighat
a time and enough time to do
market reports and the like, writbors' News ranked second among
farm programs, and Music for
ten
and
broadcast
by
KXEL's
farm
Moderns won an honorable mention
director. Not long after another
in the teen-age program class.
farm news program. Neighbors'
News, was substituted for the orThe NRDGA judges were properly concerned only with the radio
gan music originally used in the Salesuccess
achievements of 1948. Their cri- early morning period. Like RFD
teria were the individual programs
(One of a Series)
15 iO, the Neighbors' News prosubmitted in each category and the
grams are prepared and broadcast
success of these programs in sell- by the station's farm director.
To implement its radio plan,
ing merchandise and building good
it well. Merchandise of a single
will for their sponsors among the Black's created the new post of
department is advertised on a proradio
director,
now
ably
filled
by
listeners at which the programs
gram for an entire week, or longer.
Miss Kathryn Fillos. Her primary
were directed. But had the 1948
The commercials on any broadcast
function is to serve as liaison bejudges looked back at the awards
are concentrated on a single article
tween the store and the station,
made by NRDGA contest commitor group of related items. Mermaintaining
close
contact
with
the
tees in previous years, they would
chandise advertised on the air is
have been even more surprised to personnel of the individual departgood
merchandise,
priced fairly.
ments whose merchandise is to be
find these same programs of Black's
Black's uses radio to sell salable
among the top winners each year.
advertised and the KXEL personmerchandise, not as a high pressure
nel involved in Black's programs
device for getting rid of merchanWins Awards
and commercials.
dise which never should have been
Miss
Fillos
also
has
the
responsistocked.
In 1946, when NRDGA started
bility for promoting the programs
its radio awards, Music for ModBlack's files are crowded with
among
the store's employes as well records of the sales successes of
erns wen a first award in the teenas
the
public,
for
giving
radioits programs. A shipment of tulip
age program category. RFD 15^.0 advertised merchandise the proper
was voted a special overall grand
prize as the best program of any
type entered by any store that
year. The 1946 contest was limited to two entries per store.
The following year Black's made
only one entry. Neighbors' News,
which the 1947 judges selected as
the best farm program submitted
by any store, regardless of size.
The consistency with which
Black's programs have outranked
those of other retailers is no happenstance. Itis based on a longterm radio plan adopted by the
store in 1945. A major part of this
plan is the complete cooperation
Black's has had from KXEL Watbroadcasting Black's
entire erloo,
radiostationschedule.
Before 1942, v/hen KXEL went
on the air as Waterloo's first station, Black's radio expenditxires
were negligible, a few hundred dollars a year for announcements on
a nearby regional station. Under
KXEL's the
energetic
Black's
learned
value oftutelage
the consistent
use of radio and, in the spring of
1945, the store embarked on a long
term program of radio advertising.
Walter L. Dennis, radio and televisiein director of Allied Stores, nationwide organization of 81 independently operated retail stores to
-which Black's belongs, helped de•velop the campaign.
NRDGA award for Black's radio activities is received by Miss Fillos,
flanked by Mr. Dennis (I) and Joe DuMond, KXEL Waterloo president.
Starting with the two MondayPage 26
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Success

bulbs from Holland reached the
store late one afternoon, too late
for a newspaper ad. A short
commercial was put on that night's
newscast and the following morning the bulbs were sold out.
Newspaper advertising sold two
white squares decorated with
school insignias in a week; the following week they were featured on
Music for Moderns and 26 were
sold.
Foster Appearance
Jane Foster, Black's personal
shopper, appeared for a week on
RFD 15^0, described materials, notions and patterns on sale. She
urged her listeners: "This week,
sew and sales
save of
at woolens
Black's." topped
That
week's
sales of the preceding week by
75%; rayon sales were up 44%
and cotton sales 116%.
Invitations on Music for Moderns
for kids to drop requests for records to be played on the program
in a box in Black's record department boosted record sales phenomenally.
More indicative of the overall,
day-in-and-day-out sales power of
Black's radio activities are the figures for the store's sales during
the first year of the present radio
plan. Records of all departmental
radio campaigns were carefully
kept from July 1945 through June
1946.Federal
They show
thataverage
Black's sales
beat
the
Reserve
figures for
that
district
by
a
substantial margin.
But direct sales results were not
all that Black's expected from its
radio endeavors. It wanted to extend its trading area further into
central and northeastern Iowa, to
increase its mail order business
and to identify Black's as the store
with "everything for all members
of the family." Radio has achieved
these objectives.
Testimonials
Paul Pahl, Black's sales promotion manager, said: "Radio advertising hasofmade
known the
to
thousands
peopleBlack's
throughout
State of Iowa who were not formerly acquainted with the store."
The store's managing director,
E. E. Baily, stated: "We have
found KXEL not only a satisfactory medium for motivating the
sale of merchandise, stimulating
inter-department sales interest,
but most valuable in pushing back
the trading boundary lines which
have naturally followed the influence of the other advertising media

used
by Black's."
Probably
the best testimonial to
the overall success of Black's radio
plan is the simple fact that the
day-to-day broadcast schedule instituted in the spring of 1945 is
still being followed today, nearly
four years later. James Graham,
store president, now retired,
summed it up when he said : "Radio
is here to stay at Black's."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Economic
STATION

Pressure,

TV

Biggest

Factors

MORTALITY

By LARRY

CHRISTOPHER

son at all for their actions. Eight
permits also have been forfeited by
the FCC for failure to prosecute.
Four permits were returned because companion AM service was
still to be granted.
The television stations granted
deletions so far this year, with
reasons therefore and effective
dates for cancellation, include:
WVTL (TV)
utica.
Utica
Observer
Dispatch,
CP N.
for Y.—
Channel
3 (66-72 mc), Jan. 27. Economic and
engineering
television. uncertainty in future of
WAGE-TV Syracuse, N. Y.— WAGE
Inc.,
Channel 10 and
(192-198
mc),
Feb. CP
16. for
Technological
economic
uncertainty in future of television.
The standard station deletions:
KVNC Carson City, Nev.— Ralph
Morgali
tr/asforThe
of Nevada's
Capital, CP
250 Voice
w fulltime
on 1450
kc, Jan. 27. Forfeited.
KYSC casting
Yuma,
BroadCo., CP Ariz.
for 1— Yumesa
kw fulltime
on
1190 kc directional, Feb. 2. Forfeited.
WLBW Lynchburg, Va.— Hill City
Broadcasting Co., CP for 250 w fulltime
on 1230 kc, Feb. 3. Forfeited.
WKOB NorthCo.,Adams,
— Citizens
Broadcasting
licenseMass.
for 250
w day
on 860 kc, Feb. 8. Economic. Suit
in equity begun March 21 by James
A. Whitney of North Adams against
co-partners George W. Fisher, John
T. Ward Jr., Joseph R. Trott Jr. and
Everard S. Cureton Jr.
KFRE for
Fresno,
— J. E. Rodman,
license
250 Calif.
w fulltime
on 1340
kc, March 6. Deletion in accordance
with condition attached to March 11,
1948, grant of power boost to KTKC
Visalia, Calif., and move to Fresno and
merger of Rodman and KTKC interests
[Broadcasting, March 15, 1948].
KRKN Fort
Smith, Ark.Corp.,
— ArkansasOklahoma
Broadcasting
license
for 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc, March
15. Economic;
market
of
50.000
lation unable to support fourpopuAM
outlets.
W
O
N
O
Oneonta.
N.
Y.
—
Oneonta
Broadcasting Co., CP for 250 w day
on 1110 kc,
16. toApplication
indicated noMarch
intention
build outlet
at Oneonta. In lieu same group under
name of Saratoga Broadcasting Co.
was granted CP for 250 w day on
900 kc at Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Logansport,
Inc.,
CP for Ind.
500 —wHome
day Broadcasters
on 1570 kc,
March 17. Economic; applicant said
city can't support two stations. Before
application
had been
processed,there.
another AM station
was granted
The FM station deletions:
WIFM (FM) New Rochelle, N. Y.—

Radio New Rochelle Inc., CP, Jan. 4.
Economic.
WCYB-FM Bristol, Va.— Appalachian
Broadcasting Corp., CP, Jan. 4. Economic.
KFBA
(FM) Cheyenne,
tier Broadcasting
Co., CP, Wyo.—
Jan. 5.FronNo
reason given.
KRCN (FM) Riverside, Calif .—Rivernomic.side Broadcasters, CG, Jan. 10. EcoWKLX-FM Lexington, Ky.— Fayette
Broadcasting Co., CP, Jan. 10. Economic.
WJIMCP,- FM
Mich.— WJIM
Inc.,
Jan. Lansing,
10. Television.
WREC-FM Memphis, Tenn.— Hoyt
B. Wooten d/b as WREC Broadcasting
Service, CP Jan. 12. Television freeze;
combined FM-TV planned.
WKAL-FM Rome, N. Y.— Copper City
Broadcasting Corp., CP Jan. 12. Survey showed little public interest in
FM, much in television.
KRNA
(FM) Okmulgee,
Okla.—
ald W. Reynolds,
CP, Jan.
13.DonNo
reason.
WIRE-FM Indianapolis — Indianapolis
Broadcasting Inc., CP, Jan. 18. No
reason.
WNYS (FM) Nashville, Tenn.— Nashreason.ville Radio Corp., CP, Jan. 18. No

ECONOMIC pressures and uncertainty about the future are indicated
as major factors underlying increased withdrawals in all three phases
of broadcasting— AM, FM, TV.
According to an informal survey of station deletions, withdrawals for
the first three months of 1949 include eight AM outlets, 46 comagainst
doing
business the
as station's
Citizens owners,
Broadcasting
mercial FM authorizations and two
Co.
TV permits. Deletions for the same
The withdrawals in the FM field
period last year totaled 16 AM, 22
FM and one TV while for all of have been stimulated by a number
of factors most of which are based
1948 the drop outs totaled 53 AM,
130 FM and two TV.
upon economic uncertainty and
The television permittees who al- television. Further, the FCC appears to be getting into full swing
ready have turned in their authorizations so far this year, WVTL
in itsofpolicy
"water"of
the to
FMsqueeze
field. the
Denials
(TV) Utica and WAGE-TV Syra- out
additional
time
to
build
FM
outlets
cuse, N. Y., did so because of the
are becoming more frequent.
shadowed economic and engineerPermittees who seek additional
ing future in that field.
time to build their facilities are
A third, WUTV (TV) Indianapnow being advised by the Commisolis, owned by William H. Block
Co., has filed petition with FCC
sion in many cases to "re-examine
WWDX
N. J.— Passaic, N. J.,(FM)
DailyPaterson,
News, license,
Jan.
seeking dismissal of its request for your position, and if you conclude
18.
Deleted
in
fulfillment
of
condition
that
you
are
unable
to
proceed
with
additional time to construct its
to grant of purchase by Daily News
facilities. The firm indicated in the immediate construction of your staof WPAT
and WNNJ
erson (AM)
[Broadcasting,
Dec. 20,(FM)
1948].Pattion
that
you
request
the
Commispetition it "does not desire to enter
KVMR Monitor
(FM) McAllen,
Tex.—Jan.
Valley
sion to vacate your construction
Evening
Inc., CP,
19.
into the broadcasting business."
Economic.
Earlier an application was filed permit." A deadline date for reply
K V R O (FM)
for consent to sell WUTV to WIRE
is given in each case and if notificaBrownsville
Herald Brownsville,
Pub. Co., CP,Tex.—
Jan.
19. Economic.
tion is not received "it will be conIndianapolis at cost [BroadcastWBIX-FM
Rome,
Ga.—
Rome
Radio
sidered that you do not desire to
ing, Feb. 21], to make television
Broadcasting
Co., CP, Jan. 27. Forfeited.
"available to Indianapolis ... at prosecute your application further
KSRO-FM
Santa
Rosa, Calif.— Ruth
an earlier date than will be possible
and the application will be disW. Finley, CP, Feb. 1. Economic.
missed for failure of prosecution
WITE (FM)Herald
Bridgeport,
The
otherwise," the petition said. But pursuant to Section 1.381 of the
Bridgeport
Corp., Conn.—
CP, Feb.
1. Economic; television.
"it appears that the Commission's
Commission's Rules."
KGKL-FM San Angelo, Tex.— KGKL
insistence upon a hearing" first on
Inc., CP, Feb. 1. Transmission facilithe bid for additional time to conThe majority of those who reties unavailable for about year at proceived these letters have turned in
struct WUTV "would nullify any
posed site.(FM) Oklahoma City— Board
possibility of early completion and their permits, one FCC spokesman
KOKH
of
Education,
noncommercial CP, Feb.
said.
1.
Economic.
operation of a television station"
To date this year 10 permits and
there.
KCRNdinal(FM)
Palo Co.,
Alto, CG,
Calif.—
Broadcasting
Feb.Car-7.
In the AM field economic pres- one conditional grant have been
No
reason.
sures also are taking their toll. turned in with specific citations
WHIZ-FM
Zanesville, Ohio
— Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting
System
Inc.,
KRKN Fort Smith, Ark., 250 w that economic factors were responCP,
Feb.
7.
Survey
showed
FM enfulltime outlet on 1230 kc, ceased
sible. Eight permits and one conthusiasm waning and being replaced
by tremendous desire for television.
ditional grant were returned beoperations March 15 and has been
cause of television. Similarly eight
(FM)CP,Indianapolis—
William
granted deletion of its license.
H.WMHC
Block Co.,
Feb. 10. Uncertain
permittees and one conditional
(Continued on page 49)
Owned by Arkansas-Oklahoma
Broadcasting Co., KRKN went off grantee withdrew and gave no reathe air "because it is economically
unsound to compete with three
other stations in a city of 50,000
Committee Appoints Baker Acting President
people with such a sparsely settled
trade area," C. B. Randall Sr., presBMB
ident, related. Equipment has been
sold to KSFA there.
staff members to the AAAA. At at NAB headquarters, he explained
IN AN unexpected move which
Home Broadcasters Inc., LogansAAAA details were not available.
that the outgoing BMB president
hastened
the
departure
of
Hugh
port, Ind., last week was granted
had requested early leave so that
A
press
release
subsequently
disresigned president of Broadcancellation of its permit for 500 Feltis, cast
tributed on BMB stationery but he might assume his duties at
Measurement Bureau, the
w day on 1570 kc. Granted early BMB executive committee last
prepared by the AAAA added that KING immediately at the request
in February, authorization was
Tuesday appointed Dr. Kenneth H. "further details of the BMB re- of Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, president
tui-ned back because a full-time
organization will be announced
Baker as acting president, effective
of KING, which went to 50 kw
outlet had been granted since the immediately.
last year. Judge Miller said he
request was filed and the city cantold Mr. Feltis that, accordingly,
Referred to AAAA
Mr. Feltis' resignation was orignot support two outlets, firm said.
inally announced as effective April
he would make necessary arrangeMr.
Feltis,
reached
as
he
was
Another operating station —
15. He is leaving to become gen- clearing his desk Wednesday, had
ments with BMB's executive comKABR Aberdeen, S. D.— also has
soon."
eral manager of KING Seattle.
mittee.
advised the Commission it is turnThe sudden elevation of Dr. no comment to make upon the
The NAB president said further
ing in its license April 1 for ecoBaker, who is NAB director of executive committee's action. He that he, Mr. Feltis and Mrs. Bullitt
nomic reasons [Broadcasting,
research .on loan to BMB, was an- too referred inquiries to the AAAA,
had lunched together in WashingMarch 14]. A regional MBS outnounced without amplification by a specifically to its president, Fredton, prior to the New York meetlet, KABR was established in 1935. representative of the American
eric R. Gamble, who is a member
ing, at the request of the outgoing
WKOB North Adams, Mass., was
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, one of the executive committee.
BMB president. Judge Miller proMeanwhile, in Washington, NAB
granted deletion of its license in of the participants in the triduced a letter from Mr. Feltis
President
Justin
Miller
attached
no
early February and has ceased
partite research organization.
thanking him for his consideration
operation. A suit in equity was
(Continued on page 36)
Inquiries as to details of the special significance to Mr. Feltis'
brought last week in Massachusetts
sudden departure. In a statement
appointment were directed by BMB
March 28, 1949 • Page 27
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To CBS
'S REPLY
NILES TRAMMELL, president of CBS rating losses on Monday, Friday and Saturday.
NBC, last week issued a slam-bang
And this spring and fall, the
answer to a letter circulated recently by Frank Stanton, CBS pres- CBS schedule will be still further
ident, who claimed leadership for strengthened by Ozzie and Harriet,
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy,
CBS in many aspects of broadcastBing Crosby and Red Skelton.
ing [Broadcasting, March 7].
That remains to be seen. For exMr. Trammell's letter was sent
ample, present Hooperatings for
to advertisers and agencies, as was
Jack Benny and Amos 'n' Andy are
Mr. Stanton's. Following is a por- considerably
below what they were
tion of Mr. Trammell's letter
a year ago on NBC, while program
[Italicized parts are the CBS
costs have risen. Currently Benny's
statements, as listed by Mr. Tramrating is down 24%, from 31.4 to
mell] :
23.8. Amos 'n' Andy are down 34%,
In the words of the late Al Smith,
from 24.9 to 16.4. What price capi"Let's look at the record."
tal gain?
You have undoubtedly received a
Nielsen vs. Hooper
widely circulated letter detailing
Columbia's current claim to fame.
CBS is delivering to its advertisSince so many references to NBC
ers the lowest cost-per-thousand
have been made in this letter, I families for the third consecutive
thought it would be well to set the
record straight. To do this most
Those long-armed promotion
year.
simply, I am quoting below the boys were really reaching for this
one. They went way back to the
CBS claims, together with our comments :
first quarter of 1948 for Nielsen
Today, nine of Hooper's "top 15"
most popular evening programs are
on CBS; the other six, divided
equally between two other networks.
These figures played a limited
one-week engagement. Hoopet's
latest (March 1-7) show NBC with
five, CBS seven. Beyond his shifting of top 15 shows, Hooper continues to tell the same old story —
NBC delivers more ratings over 10,
over 12, than any other network.
In the daytime, the first six most
popular network shows — and eight
of the "top 10" — are on CBS.
Life can be beautiful — until the
Nielsen subscribers ask questions.
The January NRI report showed
NBC with seven out of the top
seven daytime programs. Latest
NRI report shows NBC with seven
out of the top ten daytime. Nielsen
consistently places NBC's daytime
programs above all others. . . .
The current CBS average evening Hooperating (12.2) is an increase of nearly two rating jioints
over a year ago; the only such increase for any network.
The snowman is melting. . . .
Hooper's present CBS average is
11. .3, which is about one rating
point higher than the CBS average
a year ago. Most of the CBS gain
is accounted for by recent Sunday
night acquisitions, serving to offset
Csida to RCA Victor
JOSEPH G. CSIDA will join the
RCA Victor Division, Camden,
N. J., as assi.stant director of public
relations, John K. West, vice president in charge of public relations,
announced last Friday. Mr. Csida
will assume his duties with RCA
Victor, in the newly created post,
April 4. He is leaving Billboard
magazine where he has been vice
president and editor-in-chief since
1946.
Page 28
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data covering
nation's
radio
families.63%
On of
thatthebasis
the
CBS figure for net time and talent
was less than 10 cents per thousand
below NBC. U. S. Hooperatings for
the whole U. S. during the same
period sandshow
per below
thoubetter NBC's
than 30costcents
that of CBS.
CBS will undoubtedly find that
the adoption of Jack Benny, Amos
'n' Andy, Bing Crosby, et al., will
rule them out of any low cost
claims based on 1949 results.
CBS now has more minutes of
sjjonsored time than any other network, day and night.
Dissection: At night NBC has 27
hours per week of sponsored time;
CBS has 26 hours sold. Further,

Leadership

NBC time is sold more extensively
throughout the network . . . day
and night, our advertisers average
140 stations per program vs 130
stations per CBS program, despite
the fact that CBS has more stations
to offer.
In 19A8 the average number of
CBS stations used by advertisers
has shown a substantial increase:
The average nighttime network has
increased by 22%; the average daytime network by 27%.
For a comparative picture of the
use of network facilities, see above.
And CBS network billings for the
first quarter of 194-9 are running
8% ahead of a year ago.
This is more in the nature of a
recovery. . . . CBS first quarter
billings have now caught up to their
level of 1945.
CBS work
hastelevision
three programs,
of the "top in5" both
netthe January Hooper and Pulse ReAnd one out of the second 5 and
piorts.
one out of the third 5, which leaves
Godfrey with scant company. NBC
scored 5 out of 10, 9 out of 15 in
the Hooper report for January. It
was the same story in February.
CBS-TV billings for the first
quarter of 1949 will be UO times
what it was in the first quarter of
1948!
Cites TV Billings
A very creditable gain. With
understandable restraint CBS has
not sought to compare its TV billings with NBC. For the record:
NBC billed six times as much as
CBS in January 1949 and led in
number of network advertisers by
a similar 6 to 1 ratio.
These facts summarize the recent

>4M
CBS

Claims

Income

trend toward CBS in radio and
television. . . . They insure to CBS
advertisers the largest audiences,
at the lowest average cost-perthousand families, in broadcasting.
The jury is still out. U. S. listeners this year are being polled
by BMB, the U. S. Hooperatings
and Nielsen's expanded sample.
Until these results are in, the CBS
claim (largest audience, lowest
cost) is without national evidence.
NBC awaits the jury's verdict with
confidence.
IDEA AWARDS
WDLB's

Behling Places First

FIVE major awards and 20 honorable mentions were announced last
week by the National Research
Bureau, Chicago, for its third bimonthly contest for radio ideas.
First prize of $50 went to R. W.
Behling, WDLB Marshfield, Wis.
for Color the Teddy Bear; second,
$40, William Peters, WE SB Bradford, Pa., Call and Collect; third,
$30, Edward P. Tibbits, WGAC
Augusta, Ga., Holler for Holland
spots; Fourth, $20, Florence M.
Gardner, KTFI Twin Falls, Idaho,
KTFI 20th Anniversary, and fifth,
$10, Gloria L. Lamark, WEDO
McKeesport, Pa., Hat Box Hattie.
Honorable
mentions
— twoPass,
eachOre.,to
Jack
Sivert, KUIN
Grants
and WROV Roanoke, Va. One each
for
WILK WLW
Wllkes-Barre,
Pa.;
D. Hal
E. Berg,
Partridge,
Cincinnati;
Conrey
Bryson,
KTSM
El
Paso;
John
C. Hanner, WCPS Tarboro, N. C;
Carl Schindler, KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.;
Jim Brownell, WTAN Clearwater, Fla.;
George L. Dorland, WTIK Durham,
N. C; Joe Farris, WGKV Charleston,
W.Others—
Va. M. C. Coleman, WBGE Atlanta;Ark.;
Randall McCarrell,
Russellville.
Jack P. KXRJ
Dubberley,
KTAE Taylor, Tex.; Katherine Daniels,
KRRV Sherman, Tex.; Richard C.
Mosena, KBUR Burlington, Iowa; W.
G. Teetzel, CHWK Chilliwack, B. C;
John D. Seater Jr., KWJB Globe, Ariz.;
Paul Vargo, WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.
Current contest continues through
May 31.

Up;

Dividends

Down

REPORT

CBS claimed "undisputed leadership" in the broadcasting industry
Wednesday in its annual report to
stockholders for 1948, signed by
William S. Paley, chairman of the
board,
dent. and Frank Stanton, presiThe two executives said that steps
taken in 1948 in both programming
and facilities had resulted in the
network's supremacy. They said
the new high point was the culmination of three years of intensive
planning and operations.
At the same time, the report of
Samuel R. Dean, treasurer, revealed that net income from AM
broadcasting operations for the
year ending Jan. 1, was greater
than for 1947.
This improvement was more than
offset however, said Mr. Dean, by a
substantial increase in television
costs as a result of greatly expanded television activities and re-

duced earnings of Columbia Records Inc.
He did not break down the earnings of the various Columbia operations, but the consolidated net income for 1948 was given as $5,041,682 or $2.94 per share, as compared
to $5,920,104 or $3.45 per share for
1947. Dividends in 1948 were $2.00
per share as compared with $2.10
in 1947. Undistributed profits of
$1,606,978 for the current year
were added to surplus.
Gross Is Up
Gross billings were 4.6% ahead
of 1947. Billings picked up in the
latter part of the year and continued upward into early 1949 as
statistics on listening increased,
they said.
Product groups which billed more
than a million dollars for the
year include: automotive, cigars,
cigarettes, tobacco, confectionery
and soft drinks, drugs and toilet

goods, finance and insurance,
foods and food beverages, home
furnishings, lubricants, soaps and
household supplies. Also set forth
was a list of 62 national sponsors
of the network — their average
number of weeks on CBS being 393.
The list is set forth at the end of
this article.
Affairs of the subsidiary Columbia Records Inc. also were touched
on in the report. Messrs. Paley and
Stanton said the Columbia LP records have won enthusiastic response from the trade and public.
They said, however, that the confusion created by a rival unnamed
company (RCA) in bringing out a
45 rpm fected
record
the sale had
of "seriously"
all records, af-if
only temporarily.
The consolidated balance sheet
for CBS and its domestic subsidiaries revealed that assets increased
in 1949 to $43,456,624— $4,487,260
(Continued on page 37)
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Final

RECORDING
UNIFORM standards for disc,
magnetic and optical recording,
developed by NAB in cooperation
with broadcasting and related
groups, will be finally reviewed
during the NAB Engineering Conference in Chicago April 6-9.
Unless unexpected controversy
develops, the standards will be
finally approved and submitted to
the NAB board during convention
week. They mark the culmination
of years of effort involving 75
organizations and an equal number of engineers.
Over 100 meetings have been
held since the project was revived
at the 1947 NAB convention at
Atlantic City. Out of these sessions, plus countless informal
gatherings, have come nine separate sets of standards designed to

ERS'
'COLLI
TS Ruppel
Louis
in New
Post
EDI
LOUIS RUPPEL, former publicity
director of CBS who was appointed
director of the Clear Channel
Broadcas ting
Service in January [Broadcasting, Jan. 31], last
week was appointed editor of
Collier's Weekly,
according to an
announceme n t
Thursday by Edward Anthony,
Mr. Ruppel
Collier'
s publisher.
Mr. Ruppel was
slated to begin his CCBS directorship Feb. 1 but had been delayed
due to illness. Ward L. Quaal, producer-director for public service
programs of WGN Chicago, was
named early this month [Broadcasting, March 7] as acting CCBS
director until Mr. Ruppel's health
permitted him to assume his duties.
Mr. Ruppel, who is still recuperating from a spinal operation, requested release fi'om his CCBS appointment tojoin Collier's which he
had previously been associated
with in 1941. The release was
granted with complete understanding, Victor A. Sholis of WHAS
Louisville and chairman of the
CCBS committee to choose a director, told Broadcasting last Friday.
Mr. Quaal will continue at CCBS
Washington headquarters as acting
director, Mr. Sholis said, and the
matter of a permanent director
will be taken up at the CCBS meeting to be held in Chicago next
month during the NAB convention.
Directorship had been held by Mr.
Sholis, who resigned almost two
years ago to become director of
WHAS.
As editor of Collier's, Mr. Ruppel succeeds Walter Davenport, who
has resigned to resume his former
duties as the magazine's chief correspondent.
BROADCASTING

simplify use of the fast-growing
recording techniques.
Of special interest are the new
standards covering magnetic tape
recording, which has expanded
tremendously since adaptation of
the wartime Magnetaphone developed by the Germans.
The magn^etic technique has been
perfected to a point where speed
has been cut to one-fourth the level
of a few years ago with the same
fidelity characteristics. Three principal tape speeds are used — 30, 15
and 7% per second. The 7% -inch
speed now permits reproduction up
to 10,000 cycle fidelity.
A number of new types of recording equipment, including several tape devices, will be exhibited
at the annual NAB equipment
display opening April 7 at conHotel. vention headquarters, the Stevens
The subject of magnetic tape
recording occupies a prominent
place on the Engineering Conference agenda, according to Royal
V. Howard, director of the NAB
Engineering Dept. who is in charge
of the conference. Mr. Howard is
chairman of the NAB Recording
& Raproducing Standards Committee, which will consider proposed standards.
Thus far the standards have been
approved
the recordingof group's
executive bycommittee,
which
Robert M. Morris, ABC, is chairman, and the NAB EngineeringExecutive Committee. Nine project groups under the executive
committee have reviewed and studied previous standards adopted
in 1942 by the NAB board. Original chairman of the top committee,
formed in 1941, was Lynne C.
Smeby, at that time NAB engineering director.
The project groups have reaf irmed a majority of the old

INDUSTRY
ANSWERS
queries areon detailed
NAB's
Standards of to
Practices
by President Justin Miller in an 18page booklet currently being sent
to industry members. The questions originally were answered by
Judge Miller in an address before
the Chicago Radio Management
Club early this year [Broadcasting, Jan. 31].
Titled "What About NAB's
Standards of Practice?" the booklet is a first printing of the address, with additional questions
raised since the meeting, NAB
said. The answers trace the history of the standards through development and to their adoption
May 19, 1948.' They went into effect last July, with due regard
for contracts already in eff'ect and
a final effective date of May 19,
1949.

• Telecasting

Standards

Review

standards and have recommended
many new standards, principally
those covering magnetic recordings. Their work is not yet commany items remaining for
further pleted,
study.
Serving on the top standards
committee, besides Messrs. Howard
and Morris, is Neal McNaughten,
NAB assistant director of engineering, who is vice chairman.
The full committee will meet
April 9 at 3 p.m. in the West
Ballroom of the Stevens to consider standards already tentatively
adopted. Should they be approved,
the board probably will take up
standards at its meeting the following Thursday and Friday.
Serving as liaison between NAB
and other organizations in drafting
of new standards is the American
Standards Assn.
Throughout the various project
group discussions, and committee
meetings, all interested persons
and groups have been invited to
express their views.
Many of the committee's standards adopted in 1942 have become
worldwide in scope as other countries adopt "them. This worldwide
uniformity is said to have stimulated the whole recording industry
along with commercial use of recorded material. Other nations
have shown interest in the recent
work of the standards committee.
Members of the recording Executive Committe, besides the officers, are W. S. Bachman, Columbia Records; S. J. Begun, Brush
Development Co.; H. A. Chinn,
CBS; J. D. Colvin, ABC; G. M.
Nixon, NBC; H. I. Reiskind, RCA
Victor; C. R. Sawyer, Western
Electric Co.; K. R. Smith, Muzak
Corp.
Project group members follow:
Project Group A (recorded groove
shape; reproducer stylus contour) —

Expected

in Chicago

chairman,
C. R. Capps,
Sawyer. Frank
Western
Electric Co.; Isabel
L. Capps
& Co.; W. S. Bachman, Columbia
Records; C. J. LeBel, Audio Devices;
Roland Lynn, NBC; Norman PickerPickering & Studios.
Co.; R. A. Schlegel,
WOR ing,Recording
Project Group B (distortion; signalto-noise
level) — chairman, C. J.ratio;
LeBel,recorded
Audio Devices;
W. S.
Bachman, Columbia Records; E. A.
Dickinson. Western Electric; T. W.
Lindenberg,strumentFairchild
InCorp.; R. C. Camera
Moyer, &RCA;
N. C. Pickering, Pickering & Co.; H. E.
Roys, RCACorp.
Victor; J. K. Hilliard, Altec
Lansing
Project aGroup
C (recording
charcteristics)— chairman,
W. S. Bachman,
Columbia Records; C. Lauda, Decca
Records; R. A. Lynn, NBC; R. C.
Moyer, RCA; H. Roberts, Muzak; C. R.
Sawyer, Western Electric; R. A. Schlegel, WOR Recording Studios.
Project Group D (magnetic recording)— chairman, S. J. Begun, Brush
Development Co.; C. G. Barker, Magnecord; R. F. Bigwood, ABC; Price
Fish, CBS; D. G. C. Hare, Fairchild
Camera & Instrument; R. Marchant,
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.; R. H.
Ranger. Rangertone; H. E. Roys, RCA
Victor; W. E. Stewart, RCA Victor;
M. J. Stolaroff, Ampex Electric Corp.
Project
Group height,
E (reproducing
turntable diameter;
torque; speed;
"wow"; concentricity of record center
hole) — chairman, J. D. Colvin, ABC;
T. W. Lindenberg, Fairchild Camera
&tor. Instrument; J. F. Palmquist. RCA
Victor;
Thorne Perry, Gray Research
& Development; H. E. Roys, RCA VicProject Group F (frequency response
characteristics and output level of
disk reproducer
and equalizer
combination; tracking error
and vertical
force
of
disk
reproducer)
—
chairman,
Walter
Carruthers, Don Lee; Harry Bryant,
Radio Recorders; Les Culley, NBC Recording; Earl R. Grant, Don Lee; John
Hilliard, Altec-Lansing; Wayne Johnson, KFI Recording Dept.; L. W. Sepmeyer, USN Research Project.
Project Group G (lacquer recording
blanks) —lumbia
chairman,
J. Liebler,
Records; C. V.Lauda,
Decca; Co-E.
Frank,
Audio
Devices;
G.
E,
Stewart,
NBC Recording.
Project Group H (disk tone record;
translation loss) — chairman, R. A.
Lynn, NBC; E. A. Dickinson, Western
Electric; R. C. Moyer, RCA; N. C.
Pickering, Pickering & Co.; H. E. Roys,
RCA Victor; R. A. Schlegel, WOR Recording Studios.
Project Group I (glossary of terms
and definitions;
symbols)
— chairman.
Warren
Birkenhead,
Capitol
Records;
James Bayless, RCA Victor; Harry Bryant, Radio Recorders; Russell Hansen,
Samuel Goldwyn Studios; Robert
Miller, CBS; Monroe Wayne, Decca
Records.

CODE
Noting that Standards of Practice is the official designation, the
address compares the present document with "codes" of the past, and
points out there are no plans to
"enforce" its provisions. Judge
Miller views the problem as one
of finding "ways and means to go
as far as we can in securing implementation of the standards,
without inviting prosecution under
the anti-trust laws for operations
in restraint of trade."
With respect to FCC's use as a
yardstick for measuring station
performance, Judge Miller recalled
that the older document lost its
status through an FCC decision
which "practically coerced the
broadcaster into violating one section of the code." He expressed
hope the Commission would "keen
its hands strictly off the (stand-

ards) and make no reference whatever to them in any of its proceedThe NAB president points out
that ings"our
with AAAA in
. . ." work the
supplementing
standards is
just getting under way," and said
he had been informed by representatives ofstations and networks
that "there has been a sui-prising
— 'confonnity'
—degree
upon ofthecooperation
part of advertisers
and
agencies" on new contracts.
Commenting on radio advertising costs. Judge Miller states that,
to the extent they have risen, "the
reason is found in increasing talent
and production costs." He reasoned
that observance of the standards,
per se, will probably not increase
costs.
Judge(Continued
Miller on
feelspageit 37)
is "esMarch 28, 1949
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isSHeadMcA
of D.NDR
C. Stations
NBC'
EW
WILLIAM R. McANDREW has
been named general manager of
NBC's three Washington stations,
WRC, WRC-FM and WNBW (TV),
it was announced last week by
Frank M. Russell, vice president
of NBC's Washington office. Mr.
McAndrew retains his previous
title and duties as assistant to the
vice president.
George Y. Wheeler, formerly
NBC's Washington director of programs, has been named assistant
general manager of the three stations. He is succeeded by Eugene
Juster, former program manager of
WRC. New program manager of
WRC is Kenneth French. George
Sandefer, business manager of
WNBW (TV), has been appointed business manager for all
three stations, relieving James
Seller to devote full time to his
duties as research director. Other
appointments include: Charles de
Lozier, assistant sales director;
Stanley Bell, sales administrative
duties; and Charles Colledge, former WNBW television field supervisor, as WNBW operations supervisor. Mr. Colledge succeeds Howard Gronberg who has been promoted to administrative assistant
to F. A. Wankel, NBC New York:
FARNSWORTH
Tells Need tor Sale to IT&T
FARNSWORTH Television & Radio Corp.'s assets will be reduced
to virtually nothing unless the proposed sale to International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. is approved, company executives said
last week as stockholder opposition
to the sale mounted. E. A. Nicholas, president of the company, made
this point in a letter to 18,000
stockholders in advance of a stockholders meeting called to decide
the issue April 14 in Ft. Wayne.
The management position is that
vast sums are needed, not only
immediately but perhaps for years,
and that IT&T has the resources
it is looking for. Management also
claims efforts to seek elsewhere the
kind of money needed have failed.
Stockholders are claiming, on the
other hand, that terms of the sale
to IT&T will result in great loss
to themselves and that the liquidation value of their stock is
worth more than the IT&T offer
of 12 shares of Farnsworth for one
of IT&T. This is answered again
by management that the liquidation value of the company would
be very small.
Iowa

Set Sales

THE IOWA "Radio in Every
Room" campaign resulted in
a 50Vr increase in sets sales,
R. N. Ruecker, chairman of
the general planning committee, has announced. Broadcasters used spot announcements and special programs.
Page 30
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COMMUNICATIONS
AFCA Meet Opens Today

HOT ^.^

COMMUNICATIONS' place in
modern warfare will be the general
theme of the third annual meeting
of the Armed Forces Communications Assn. slated for March 28-29
in Washington,
ing March 21]. D. C. [Broadcast-

1^-

Drawn for Broadcasiing by Sid Hix
"We 'uns wanted to talk to the Lennen & Mitchell fellows about shifting
to Calvert!"
To Address RMA
CAPEHART

Luncheon

At 25th Conclave

Fred R. Lack of New York, vice
president of Western Electric Co.,
was elected president of the association at a council meeting today
(March 28) at the Hotel Shoreham,
it was announced.
Vice presidents elected are Theodore S. Gary, vice president, Automatic Electric Co.; Thomas J. Hargrave, president, Eastman Kodak
Co.; Rear Adm. Earl E. Stone,
Chief of Naval Communications; J.
R. Cunningham, United Air Lines,
Denver; C. O. Bickelhaupt, vice
president, American Telephone and
Telegraph Co.
Directors elected are Walter
Evans, vice president, Westinghouse Electric Corp.; Paul Goldsborough, Trans World Airlines,
Kansas City, and W. G. Eaton,
civilian scientist, Wright Field
Electronics Lab., Dayton.
Over 500 Attendance
More than 500 executives of the
communications and photographic
industries and members of the
armed forces are expecting to attend, according to an announcement from Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, association president and
chairman of the board of RCA.
Gen. Sarnoff expects the two-day
meeting to accomplish "a great
deal toward emphasizing the importance of communications in
present-day warfare." His own address, at the annual banquet March
28, will include a description of
conditions in communications in
England and Continental Europe,
especially as they pertain to the
North Atlantic Security Pact. Details he will furnish will be on the
basis of his observations during a
recent European trip. Gen. Sarnoff's address will be entitled "Civilian Communications and Na-

SEN. HOMER E. CAPEHART (R-Ind.), member of the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee and radio industry pioneer, will be a
key speaker during Radio Manufacturers Assn.'s 25th annual convention
in Chicago May 16-19. He will address a closing-day membership
luncheon.
.*
The event is one of the hightion will be a dinner for all past
lights of the four-day convention,
and present RMA directors May 18,
held coineidentally with the Radio
at which slide films will review the
Parts Trade Show. Five industry
industry's early years.
groups will join RMA that evening
in the silver anniversary banquet
which is expected to draw over
2,000 manufacturers, jobbers and
MEXICO MEET
guests.
Senator Capehart has been an
Adjournment
Set for April 9
RMA member since 1929 when he
APRIL 9 has been set as target
was associated with Capehart
Automatic Phonograph Corp., date for adjournment of the Mexipredecessor of Farnsworth Teleco City International High-Frevision & Radio Corp., Fort Wayne,
quency Broadcasting Conference,
with
a committee to be named to
Ind. He later became associated
work
out final details after that.
with Packard Mfgr. Corp., Indianapolis. Currently he is a minority
These plans were disclosed last
member of the Senate committee,
week, following the return of FCC
tional Defense."
dealing with radio legislation.
Comr. George E. Sterling, alternate
Admiral
Louis E. Denfeld, chief
Cooperating with RMA in the chairman of the U. S. delegation,
of naval operations, will be the
banquet celebration are these to Washington early Wednesday
principal speaker at a banquet in
for a round of conferences at the the Shoreham Hotel March 28.
groups: Radio Parts and Electronic
Equipment Shows Inc.; Assn. of State Dept.
Among other speakers will be FCC
Electronic Parts and Equipment
Mr. Sterling expected to return
Chairman Wayne Coy at associaMfrs.; Sales Managers Club, east- to Mexico City either over the
tion luncheon today (March 28).
ern group; National Electronic
weekend or around April 1, dependDistributors Assn. and West Coast
ing upon developments there. His
Electronic Mfrs. associations. Invi- visit to Washington came during was not considered too difficult a
task.
tations are being sent to pioneers
a "relatively quiescent period" in
in radio development, foreign radio
which committee activities occuThis "post-conference" work
industry representatives and others
tion. pied most of the delegates' attenwould be handled by a group conassociated with radio and television.
sisting of two representatives of
Prior to the luncheon, which
He appeared hopeful that by each of the three regions involved
Pre: dent Max F. Balcom will ad- April 9 the conference would have
in the conference.
(he-;;:, RMA's five divisions will reached agreement on one sunspot
riefi; to elect chairmen and di- cycle phase — the June median —
Opening of the Fourth InterAmerican Radio Conference, which
rectors whose terms expire. Officers
so that adjournment could follow,
convenes in Washington, has been
to serve for 1949-50 will be elected
leaving a group of» technical exthat afternoon. In addition, RMA's
perts to apply this plan to the tentatively scheduled for about
board of directors will hold two
eight other sunspot phases. With
April 25 but some feeling has demeetings, on May 18 and 19.
veloped favoring a May 1 opening
agreement reached on the basic
date instead.
Another feature of the convenplan, its application to the others
BROADCASTING
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Agitation

Over

FCCs

Study

Mounts

ANTI-TRUST
AGITATION over FCCs anti-trust study mounted 'last week, with the
Commission nieanwhile continuing to give no more than clearly qualified approval to applications of companies found by the courts to have
violated the anti-trust laws.
FCC also made clear Thursday,
Jones dissenting) also granted
in letters sent in connection with
applioations of Paramount Pic- Paramount applications for special
temporary authorizations for two
tures and 20th Century-Pox Film
experimental TV remote pickup
Corp., that its anti-trust investistations
in Los Angeles and unanigation is being conducted "in connection
with"
Sec.
319(b)
of
the
Communications Act.
I This, the letters explained, "auj thorizes the Commission, prior to
' the grant of an application for
license to cover a consti'uction permit, to take into consideration
facts or circumstances arising or
first coming to its knowledge since
the granting of the permit which
would, in the judgment of the
Commission, make the operation of
the authorized stations against the
public interest."
WCOP Boston, one of 20th Century's nine rivals for television in
Boston, told the Commission earlier
in the week that 20th Century's
request for a declaratory ruling
on the anti-trust question [Broadcasting, March 21] was out of
order. To grant it, WCOP contended, would disrupt orderly procedure and promote delay.
Cites Misunderstanding
The film company, one of those
whose applications are being held
up while FCC studies what effect
anti-trust decisions should have on
their radio qualifications, replied
promptly that WCOP misunderstands the law on declaratory
orders. Such a ruling is the only
means of clearing up existing uncertainity and it would speed rather
than slow FCCs processes, 20th
Century argued.
Four other TV applicants — none
affiliated with movie companies —
indicated plans to get into the dispute by asking FCC for 30 days
additional time to reply to 20th
Century's request. These were
Boston Metropolitan Television Co.
(Boston), Television California
(San Francisco), KCMO Kansas
City, and KING Seattle.
WCOP asked for the same 30day privilege to prepare its own
reply, in event FCC denies its
petition for dismissal of the 20th
Century request. The station also
asked that the issues in the Boston
TV hearing be expanded to include
the question of the film company's
character as it "is affected by and
revealed in" the motion-picture
anti-trust case.
FCC meanwhile granted Paramount Television Productions, a
subsidiary of Paramount Pictures,
its requested extension from March
1 to June 1 for completion of KTLA
(TV) and TV experimental W6XYZ
Los Angeles. Without prejudice to
whatever action it may take on the
anti-trust question, the Commission majority (Comr. Robert F.
BROADCASTING

mously
granted
extension
of STA's
for
one 20th
Century,
and five
Paramount experimental theatre TV relay stations in New York.
The Commission explained that
it was able to grant, outright, Paramount's requests for extensions for
KTLA and W6XYZ because such
grants can be made "upon finding
'that the failure to complete was

due to causes not under the control of the grantee, or upon a specific and detailed showing of other
FCC also made clear, in a letter
[justification]
to
Paramount, '."that if its anti-trust
study leads to a conclusion that the
KTLA and W6XYZ authorizations
should be revoked, then "all auxiliary stations used in conjunction
with [them] will likewise be termiIn its opposition to the 20th
Century request for a declaratory
ruling, WCOP maintained that under the Administrative Procedure
nated."
Act
such rulings may be made
only after hearing. Therefore, the
station claimed, what 20th Century is actually
"a
separate
hearing requesting
upon the is
legal
qualifications of the Fox applicant
as they may be affected by that
company's violations of the antiThe WCOP petitions, filed by
trust laws."
Paul M.
Segal of the Washington
law firm of Segal, Smith & Hennessey, argued that a separate
hearing on "one of the many asof one might
of the justify
several issues"
of thepectscase
similar
procedure
of the issuesa
as to eachforof"each
the applicants,
process which should occupy us all
forWCOP
at least
a generation."
conceded
that 20th Cen-

ARRANGEMENTS for airing of Phillips 66 portion of WLS Chicago's National
Barn Dance on ABC are completed by (I to r, seated): Ray Kremer, radio
director of Lambert-Feasley, New York, and Glenn Snyder, vice president and
general manager of WLS. Standing (I to r) are: George Biggar, director of show;
C. E. Freeman, WLS sales manager, and Ray Betsinger of the stotion sales staff.

Lum
CBS

GETS

LUM AND ABNER, the backwoods
philosophers, and Abe Burrows,
the sophisticated wit, were signed to
long-term contracts last week by
CBS, as the inter-network program
scramble continued.
Lum and Abner, who are Chet
Lauck and Norris Goff without
their makeup, are now under contract to the Frigidaire Div. of
General Motors Corp., their present
sponsor, until September 1953. The
CBS contract, described by the network as including "long-term employment arragements and a licensing agreement," becomes effective when the Frigidaii-e contract
ends.
Mr. Burrows, who formerly was
starred in his own program over
CBS and who has for years been
a comedy writer for leading radio
shows, signed a seven-year pact
with CBS. The agreements for both
Lum and Abner and Mr. Burrows
cover radio and television services.
Lum and Abner are now heard
Sundays, 8:30-9 p.m. on CBS. Mr.
• Telecasting

and

tury may be in "a flutter of uncertainty" but charged "it has no
right to seek a declaratory ruling
as to the meaning of a provision
of the statute merely because it
cannot understand that meaning."
Let 20th Century interpret the law
(Continued on page UU )

Abner,

Burrows

Sign

TWO
Burrows, who specialized in writing zany songs like "The Girl With
the Three Blue Eyes," will begin
developing a new 30-minute show
for simultaneous
radio and televis i o n broadcast.
Although the
starting date of
the new program
has not been set,
CBS said Mr.
Burrows would
begin work on the
programately immediMr. BurroWs
in Hollywood.
Meanwhile, NBC, which a fortnight ago signed Fred Allen to a
television and radio contract, reportedly was depending upon the
outcome of a doctor's examination
to determine the future for the acidtongued comedian. Mr. Allen was
scheduled to undergo a physical
examination next month, and he
was awaiting his doctor's advice as

to whether he ought to undertake
radio and television commitments
next fall.
Mr. Allen's present sponsor. Ford
Dealers of America, through J.
Walter Thompson Co., is relinquishing his program at the end of
this season.
Of more immediate concern to
NBC was a replacement for Horace
Heidt in the 7 p.m. Sunday time.
Mr. Heidt's program, sponsored by
Philip Morris Co., returns on April
24 to the 10:30-11 p.m. Sunday
period from which it moved to 7
when Jack Benny eloped with CBS.
NBC was understood to have definitely scheduled a "supei--giveaway" to replace Mr. Heidt, and
reportedly had narrowed its choice
of several such programs to two
at week's end. Although the exact
format of neither was known, it
was learned that listening to a
number of other NBC programs
(Continued on page 36)
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WESTERN tune, "Heavens Ranch,"
composed by Gustov Brandborg,
KVOO Tulsa com. mgr., gets audition during Tulsa Livestock Exposition by J. W. Jenkins of J. W. Jenkins Music Co. Accompanying him
are Harriett Patton (seated) and
Mrs. Fred L. Dunn Jr., of exposition.

JQ.ad.lo'tama

AFTER SV2 hours of continuous telecasts. Jack Gibney (I), executive producer for WENR-TV Chicago, and
Fred Kilian, director of TV programming, relax were
in stotion's
Seven live shows
producedstudio.
during a four-hour period. .

COOKING UP ideas for selling Globe Al flour on ABC Surprise Package,
these radio chefs dressed for the occasion. L to r: Frank Samuels, ABC
Western Div. mgr.; Howard Cheney, Leo Burnett Co.; Jay Stewart, program
m.c; William Galbraith (seated), adv. mgr.. Globe Mills Div. of Pillsbury,
sponsor; Harfield Weedin, producer; William Lawrence, ABC acct. exec.

OFFICIALS of WHDL Inc., Allegany,
N. Y., inspect new Westinghouse 10
kw FM transmitter after opening
WHDL-FM. L to r are John R. Henzel, station manager; E. B. Fitzpatrick, president, and O. L. Atherton,
chief engineer.

AWARD for "outstanding record" in
building better-informed public opin';■ion in support of UN is made to
'pNBC by American Assn. for United
^'Nations. Clark M. Eichelberger (I),
AAUN dir., makes presentation to
Niles Trammell, NBC pres.

THESE Illinois broadcasters served 21 of 27 stations carrying state high
school basketball tournament games from U. of Illinois this month. L to r
— top row — Larry Stewart, WDWS Champaign; Vince Cofey, WMRO Aurora;
Morey Owens, WROK Rockford; Mike Walden and Lou Mautz, both WKID
Urbana-Champaign and III. Sports Network; middle row — Marc Howard,
WDWS; Fred Corry and Harold Hill, WILL U. of ill.; Bob Meskill, WJBC
Bloomington; Bob Walker, WJPF Herrin; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur
and III. Bcstg. Co.; front row — Bob Goralski, WDWS; Speck Jontry, WJBC;
Bob Hutchison, WJPF.
FINAL O.K. is given to Wooden
;Shoe Brevi'ing Co. sponsorship of 70
iihome bcisebcil! games of Dayton Indians on WLWOaV) Dayton by
(I to r) Don H. Kemper, Don Kemper
agency; Harold B. Frierott, erec. v. p..
Wooden; H. P. Lasker, WLWD sole<!

INITIAL broadcast of KNBC San
Francfsco's Boysen's Open House
brings approving smiles from (I to r)
Emil Reinhardt, head of own agency;
Wolter N. Boysen, Boysen Paint Co.;
Stanley
Noonan,
John Elwood,
KNBCshow's
gsn. star;
irgr.

EXCHANGING stories during party
given for cast of "Command Decision" following its broadcast on NBC
Screen Guild Players ore (I to r)
Huntley Gordon, SAG; Don Bernard
and Andy Potter, Wm. Esty
^^^'Co.; Bill Lawrence, prog. dir.

DISCUSSING plans for Milwaukee
Brewer baseball game broadcasts, to
be backed again this year on WEMP
(AM-FM) Milwaukee by Miller
Brewing Co. and Gimble Bros., are
Mickey Heath (I), sportscaster, and
Hugh Boice, WEMP gen. mgr.

Success

story:

Here's the tale of one of the toughest tests any radio
station ever passed.
•
A Richmond

department

store advertised a special test

sale of 1200 pairs of nylon hose, using spots — exclusively on
WLEE. Another sale of hose went on in the first floor
hosiery department. The special sale was on the second floor.
To- get the test hosiery, customers had to by-pass the
sale on the first floor and ask speciflcally for the hose advertised on WLEE. Result — by noon of the first day, the store
was calling the mill for replacements. WLEE sold out the
test item on the morning of the second day!
This is the kind of quick, profitable action local merchants
get regularly from WLEE. More and more national advertisers are following their lead. Is WLEE on your list? If not,
get the whole story from your Forjoe man.

WLEE

TOM TINSLEY, Pres/denf

BROADCASTING
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•

Mutual

in Richmond

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Genera/ Manager

Telecasting

-

FORJOE & CO., Represenfaf/ves
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Budget Dollar
(Co'iofimied from page 23)
AAAA committee will soon have a
standard contract he predicted.
Mr. Craig said television has
"great impact," though it isn't
measurable, adding that it is not
yet a mass medium. Furthermore,
it still is an urban medium, he said,
and many cities have only one station.
"Television's troubles are growing pains," he said, "and we'll lose
them soon." He said kinescope films
now are generally acceptable. He
reviewed program problems such
as clearance difficulties, need for
reappraisals and other details.
"The gold rush is on," he said,
winding up with the observation
that "people still listen to radio
and we shouldn't overlook it."
Introducing Don L. Kearney, of
The Katz Agency television department, Mr. Lantz quoted figures
from Broadcasting showing $100
million spent for spot radio in 1948
and predicted TV spot will become
equally important.
Mr. Kearney cited basic TV station and advertising figures, and
explained that the advertiser "can
buy what he wants on television
from a two-hour symphony concert,
basketball game, or wrestling
match to 60-second and 20-second
announcements between or during
programs."
He reviewed TV program and
spot techniques and explained operation of photographic and animation programming.
High spot of the entire TV session, ANA members agreed, was a
collection of typical television film
commercials shown on a movie
screen by The Katz Agency. Advertisers were provided with a list of
the commercials, which range from
$50 one-minute silent film produced
by WSPD-TV for a milk sponsor
to a $2,900 20-second B.V.D. jingle.
Mr. Kearney reminded that once
a film is complete, it can be used extensively with each use cutting the
original cost, since film prints are
quite inexpensive. Most advertis-

DO

YOU

ers make at least four, sometimes
seven or 13 films at a time, he said.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, radio
and television consultant, gave
ANA members a 30-minute course
in the basic facts of television. He
produced circulation figures and
other station and advertising data.
Dr. Goldsmith pulled the plug on
the high-band TV "myth" by citing
FCC data and statements by Chairman Wayne Coy showing that service on the present band will continue to grow regardless of what
is done in the upper frequencies.
He stated at a news conference
Thursday noon that color television
is perhaps a decade or more away
and even then it likely will be available to present set owners in monochrome through use of converters.
He said TV may some day operate
in frequencies far above 900 mc
by adapting pulse techniques.
Dr. Lucas' Talk
The Thursday .session included
a talk by Dr. D. B. Lucas, department of marketing. School of Commerce, New York U., on changing
media
from
sellers'
to a ofbuyers'
market. He a was
critical
radio
audience claims unless for specific
advertisers and said media in general are not providing adequate research material. He took an inferential swing at radio by referring to "the shocking example of
a medium stepping in to control a
research project." His statement
was aimed at recent developments

KNOW

CINCINNATI
^»

ADVERTISERS turned actor for skit at ANA convention last week. These
four, portraying roles as officials of a company planning to cut its budget, are
(I to r): Wesley I. Nunn, Standard Oil Co. (Indiano); J. Ward Mauer, Wildroot
Co.; William A; Drisler Jr., Cannon Mills, ANA program chairman, and Don
Frost, Bristol-Myers Co.
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in BMB, which he inferred were the
result of broadcaster interference.
Dr. L. 0. Brown, media and research vice president of DancerFitzgerald-Sample, showed a chart
listing 24 types of service available
from Nielsen Radio Reports and
said, "This shows how we can wade
and wade through the brush and
get lost in a maze of data." He
called for development of a basic
radio measurement yardstick.
Radio's effectiveness, he said, can
be measured in terms of radio families times average audience times
listeners per broadcast times number of broadcasts, which equals the
number of messages and provides a
cost per thousand formula. He cited
instances and added that "radio
often
licks installments
the pants offof print."
Several
the ABC
"Crusade in Europe" documentary
television film made on the Eisenevening.hower book were shown Thursday
NBC provided entertainment for
the Friday evening banquet. The
program included Henry Morgan
as m.c, with Jane Pickens, Dunninger, Al Kelly, Stewart Morgan
Dancers, Viera Monkeys, and Norman Cloutier's orchestra.
Friday Morning Session
At the Friday morning session
James Rotto, sales and publicity
director, the Hecht Co., large Washington department store, told advertisers how to cooperate with retailers ina buyers' market. He told
how Presto cookers send male demonstrators around the country. The
Hecht store set up four booths and
gave
Presto spots,
publicity
on the
store's
television
radio
programs
and newspaper advertising, with
sales going up 600% during the
demonstration week and reviving
interest in pressure cookers. He
cited a number of similar incidents
in which sales of other products
were stimulated in this way.
W. B. Potter, Eastman Kodak
Co. advertising director and ANA
vice-chairman, introduced participants in a skit, "Let's Cut the Advertising Budget," The
with skit
ANA carried
members as actors.
out the financial theme that marked
Wednesday morning's opening
meeting, with five officials of a
mythical company deciding to cut
expenses via advertising economies.
Supplying the answers by dem-

onstrating what happens when ad
budgets are cut were Wesley I.
Nunn, Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
advertising manager, and Robert
B. Brown, Bristol-Myers Co. vice
president. Mr. Nunn showed a series of once-famous trade marks
which lost their markets when advertising was discontinued. The
list included Sunny Jim, for Force
cereal, once a leading brand; Sweet
Caporal cigarettes; Star automobiles, and others.
Mr. Brown supplied data showing
how sales dropped when advertising expenditures were cut, and
compared sales benefits of advertising among competing products.
In analyzing media costs in the
present decade he said radio homes
had increased 30% since 1941 as
one network program cost rose
55%'. He had similar figures for
other media.
Advertising must be shown to be
the cause of sales, not the result,
Mr. Potter said, criticizing ad budgets based on percentage of sales.
Offers Case Histories
A. J. Gallagher, consultant, offered a series of case histories
demonstrating that most companies
are far under-advertised in relationship tosales, wages or breakeven points. He showed how companies relying heavily on advertising as a large distributing tool
had
a
record. consistently better profit
Records of individual companies
were cited by Stanley Harold
Morgan, specialist in capital gains
advertising, to show a tendency of
better advertised enterprises to
command a higher market valuation for their common stock than
lesser advertised companies.
ANA members learned how to
get more- "sell" into their advertising at the Wednesday afternoon
meeting, with Howard M. Chapin,
General Foods Corp. advertising
director, presiding. A skit entitled, "Incidentally Dear," produced by Walter Craig, Benton &
Bowles vice president in charge of
television and radio, depicted the
ordeals of a company executive
whose beautiful but dumb wife
wanted him to beam his advertising at her arty friends.
The story of the development of
prestige and character for Maxwell
House coffee was related by R. H.
Bennett, sales and advertising
manager of the Maxwell House
Division of General Foods Corp.
The prestige and character theme
started in 1906 was traced through
the years, including the story of
the Showboat broadcasts of a past
decade when ear appeal was added
to the advertising's eye appeal.
Radio brought mass entertainment into advertising, he said, and
showed how Maxwell House radio
has
with thehastimes.
Maxvv'ell kept
Houseup volume
quadrupled
in the 20 years General Foods has
had the product, said Mr. Bennett.
Three Ford Motor Co. executives

explained the "New Ford Feel"
advertising featured by the comit enters a buyer's
market.
Ben R.pany as Donaldson,
advertising
director; Gordon Eldridge, Ford car
BROADCASTING
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Bayuk Cigars; W. R. Huber, Gulf
advertising manager, and Del Hirst,
Oil Corp.; J. L. Madden, Metropolitan
Everett, research director, graphLife Insurance Co.; G. Morrison, International Silver Co.; G. Oliva, National
ically analyzed Ford's advertisBiscuit Co.; G. F. Olson, W. A. Sheaffer
ing technique.
Pen Co.; W. H. Patton, Minnesota ValMr. Everett described a Ford
ley Canning Co.; M. F. Peckels, International Harvester Co.; G. M. Philpott,
survey in which people were asked
Ralston
Purina Co.; G. E. Potter, Pruif they were favorably impressed
dential Insurance Co. of America;
by advertising for any low-priced
T. Schwin, Household Finance
car. Ford came out first in the N.
Corp., A. C. Smith, Gillette Safety
Razor Co.; P. H. Willis, Carnation Co.
study, including newspapers, magazines, billboards and radio. The
radio percentage of the total who
were favorably impressed with
Mrs. W. N. Ethridge Sr.
Ford advertising was 7.6% comMRS. W. N. ETHRIDGE Sr.,
pared to 1.5% for the next competing car. The figure was low be- mother of Mark Ethridge, publisher of the Louisville Couriercause the company was using little
radio at the time the study was
Journal, which operates WHAS
conducted, Mr. Everett said.
Louisville, died last Wednesday
John Caples, BBDO vice presi- night at Meridian, Miss., following
a brief illness. Mr. Ethridge,
dent, discussed ways of testing and
selecting copy themes. Patrick H. former general manager of WHAS,
Gorman, Philip Morris & Co. ad- is chairman of the U.S. Advisory
vertising manager, said in a dis- Commission on Information, which
cussion of sales and advertising
advises the State Dept. on operathat the company recently had ention of its foreign information prolarged its budget by adding television.
gram.
Three-Way Plan
ANA's Radio & Television Group
plans a three-ply service. First, it
will receive current radio and TV
information from ANA headquarters. This will cover audiences,
rates, market coverage, FCC rulings, union developments and similar matters. Second, it will provide means of jointly developing
research projects supplying facts
on radio coverage and effectiveness.
Third, it will decide what other
projects are needed.
This group will pass on all
policies and recommendations of
the smaller steering committee.
A list of specific jobs to be done
this year by the group includes:
Discuss rates with broadcasters to
determine if they are in line with advertising values offered by radio.
Recqfnmend to BMB (or any organization selected to handle the advertisers' needs) which radio and TV
measurements are needed. This involves the matter of continuing BMB
area studies after Study No. 2 is complete, exploration of a streamlined aufor AM radio,
development ofdience
TV study
measurement
and whatever
other measurements of coverage and
audiences are needed by advertisers.
Produce rate and audience studies on
radio and television.
Provide means of proper representation at industry conferences on labor
matters affecting radio and television
as a whole.
Members of the steering committee are:
Albert N. Halverstadt, Procter &
Gamble Co., chairman; Howard M.
Chapin, General Foods Corp., vice
chairman; Joseph M. Allen, BristolMyers Co.; R. M. Budd, Campbell Soup
Co.; Stanley I. Clark. Sterling Drug;
A. S. Dempewolff, Celanese Corp.; A.
E. Foster, Lever Bros. Co.; Patrick H.
Gorman, Philip Morris Co.; Robert E.
Healy,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peat
Co.;
C. J. Hibbard,
Pet Milk Sales Corp.;
John K. Hough, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.; R.
T. Kesner,
Coca-Cola
J. Ward
Maurer,
Wildroot
Co.; A.Co.;J.
McGinness, Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.; Robert J. Piggott, Grove Labs;
Henry Schachte, Borden Co.; Edward
G. Smith. General Mills; W. M. Stedman, American Home Products Corp.
Serving on the Radio & Television Group, in addition to the
steering committee members, are:
C. W. Bishop, Chrysler Corp.; H. D.
Bissell, Electric Auto-Lite Co,; W. S.
Brown,
DryT. Ginger
S. J.
Case, SunCanada
Oil Co.;
T. Cook,Ale,"AT&T;
B. L. Emery, Chesebrough Mfg. Co.;
D. B. Hause, Armour & Co.; E. C.
Hawley, Armstrong Cork Co.; E. M.
BROADCASTING
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Registration

for ANA

Adams, Robert S., Towle Silversmiths; Alden, John,
Norwich
cal; Anderson,
Lorraine
G., PharmaGeneral
Mills; Applegate, R. A., duPont; Apsey,
J. F. Jr., Black & Decker Mfg.; Atha,
Joseph S., Folger Coffee; Atkinson, T.
M.,
Canadian Co.;
Industries; -Aue, Lester
K.,
Thos.Drackett
Leeming & Co.Austin, Edward B.,
Backus, Norman R., Coca-Cola Co.;
Bagley, Linton, Folger Coffee; Barker,
Stephen
M., J.,
Atlantis
Sales Plate
Corp.;Glass;
Batenburg, M.
Pittsburgh
Belknap, Paul E., Atlas Supply; Berghoff, con,
Guy,Dean Pittsburgh
BaW., CoopersPlate
Inc.;Glass;
Bennett,
R. H., General Foods; Berno, Paul I.,
Tappan
Stove;& Bertland,
Bernard
F.,
Wm. Skinner
Sons; Blggar,
Gordon,
Shell Oil; Birch, C. T., Andrew Jergens Co.;writer;Bishop,
Ellis U.,
G., Parker
Royal TypeBlack, James
Pen;
Bloomquist, Howard, Toni Co.; Boone,
W. D., Dow Chemical; Boucher, Ken,
Hawaiian Pineapple Co.; Bowes, Frederick Jr., Pitney-Bowes;
John, Cannon
Mills; Brice, A. Brennen,
Donald,
Dictaphone
Corp.;
Brock,Brown,
O. A., Allan,
Keystone Steel & Wire;
Bakelite Corp.; Brown, Robert B.,
Bristol-Myers; Buchanan, A. F., U. S.
Rubber; Byler, Bob, S.K.F. Industries.
Capelle, O. B., Miles Labs; Cable,
M. H., International Shoe; Campbell,

Spring

Meeting

L. A., Mergenthaler Linotype; Carey,
C. E., Goebel Brewing; Carroll, Albert,
Merck & Co.; Case, Storrs J., Sun Oil;
Chapin, Howard
Cheever,
Frederick M.,
L., General
Pepperell Foods;
Mfg.;
Clark, Douglas S., Seagram Distillers;
Connolly, W. N., S. C. Johnson & Son;
Conner, C. C, Aluminum Co. of America;
ing; Coolidge,
Coombes, Barnum,
J. E., J. Goebel
F. JelkeBrewCo.;
Coons, Harold L., Keystone Steel &
dustries.
Wire; Corrado, B. W., Publicker InDempewolff, A. S., Celanese Corp.;
Denton, Lillian, Underwood Corp.;
Donaldson, Ben, Ford Motor Co.;
Doney, Hugh A., Quaker Oats; Drake,
R. F., Felt & Tarrant Mfg.; Drew, WalJace
T., Bristol-Myers;
A. Jr.,
Cannon MiUs;Drisler,
Doty, William
A. L.,
James
Barclay
&
Co.;
Duvall,
J. A.,
A. O. Smith Corp.
Egan, John R., Hamilton Beach; Ebbesen.
Wm. Ford
Jameson
Eldredge, Ace,
Gordon,
Motor &Co.;Co.;Elgin,
J. D., Toastmaster; Ellis, Gordon, Pet
Milk
Co.; Ennis,
Frank
S., America
Fore Insurance
Group;
Ericsson,
Irema,
Shulton Inc.; Evans, Keith J., Joseph
T. Ryerson & Son; Everett, Del, Jr.,
Ford Motor.
Fauster, Carl, Libbey Glass; Ford,
(Continued on page 36)
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ANA Registration
(Ccntinued from page 35)
John K., General Motors; Frazier, Harris, Bauer & Black; Frost, Don, BristolMyers.
Geist, Ellsworth, S. D. Warren Co.;
Gerbic, E. G., Johnson & Johnson; Gerhart, Frank, American Type Founders;
Gibney,
Al, National
Book; &Goldner, Frank
C, S. H.Bank
Burbank
Co;
Gorman, Patrick H., Philip Morris;
Gorski, Henry, P. Ballantine & Sons;
Graham, A. C, Liebmann Breweries;
Gregory, F. F., A. O. Smith Corp.;
Guttenberg,
lers Corp. Edgar E., Calvert DistilHagaman, L. K., Mengel Co.; HamTappan Tire
Stove;& Harrington,mer,R. RoyH.,J.,General
Rubber;
Harrison, N. C. Jr., Coca-Cola Co.;
Harvey, Doris, Pet Milk; Hawkins,
Franklyn R., Libbey - Owens - Ford
Heusner, W. W., Pabst Sales; Hibbard,
Joe, lasPetB., Aluminum
Milk Sales Corp.;
DougCo. ofHall,
America;
Hooker, M. J., Dow Chemical; Horton,
Hal, Singer; Hough, J. K., Goodyear;
Houghton, Walter C, Calvert Distillers;
Housman, A. J., National Carbon;
Hubbard, Thomas B., Cannon Mills;
Hubbell,
Simmons Co.;
brink,
AnneJack,
M., Pennsylvania
Salt HurlMfg.
Jackson, Norton B., St. Regis Paper;
Jessen, Harold J., Falstaff Brewing;
Johnson, Earle L., Gerber Products;
Junod, Charles F., Pacquin Inc.
Kambach, M. B., Aluminum Co. of
America; Keith, Robert J., Pillsbury
Mills; Kelly, P. J., National Distillers;
Kesner, Robert, Coca-Cola Co.; Koff,
Murray, Seagram Distillers.
Landis, Dean, Maytag Co.; Lantz,
W. P., Lambert Co.; Leader, Ed, Bankers
Lear, Robert
Am. Leister
Radiator &Life;
Standard
SanitaryW.,Corp.;
M. H., Sun Oil; Lightner, Tom G.,
Fostoria Glass;
national Nickel. Lloyd, Robert L., InterMcCoUister, Frier, Simmons Co.; McConnell, J. W., Hiram Walker; McQuarrie, Athol, Assn. of Canadian Advertisers.
Marple, Howard A., Monsanto Chemical; Maurer, J. Ward, Wildroot Co.;
Marsteller, Wm. A., Rockwell Mfg.;
Maxcy, Ken, Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corp.; Metz, Henry, AddressographMultigraph; Meyer, Larry, Int. Cellucotton Products; Miller, Duke, Berkshire Knitting Mills; Miller, Gilbert M.,
duPont; Miller, Jule P., Pet Milk Co.;
Mines, Morris B., Celanese Corp.;
Mitchell,
Remington Oil;
Arms;Morris,
Morgan, W. Jack,
A., Continental
Frank G., Plough Inc.; Morse, Edward
S., Celanese Corp.; Morse, Julia,
. Distillers; Mossman, R. D. Jones &
Laughlin Steel; Moyer, L. P., General
Electric; Murphy, Chandler, Minneapolis-Honeywell.
Newcomb, G. L. Jr., Singer Sewing
Machine; Ninabuck, William L., International Harvester; Nunn, Wesley I.,
Standar Oil Products.
Co. O'Brien, Wm. E.,
Toastmaster
Stuart,
Borden's;
J. Peabody,
F., Dearborn
Motors;
Percy, Pedder,
George
A., Bauer & Black; Person, Charles W.,
American Gas Assn.; Pierce, Q. D.,
Jaques Mfg.; Piggott, Robert J., Grove
Labs; Potter, W. B., Eastman Kodak;
Poulton, H. L., Pittsburgh Plate Glass;
Pratt, Willis H. Jr., AT&T.
Raymond, Harriet, Celanese Corp.;
Reese, Ralph W., Frankfort Distillers;
Reeves, P. J., Timken Roller Bearing;
Reinholt, Charles A. Jr., Avco Mfg.;
Ritchey, Jack, Simmons Co.; Rose,
Stanley H., Celanese Corp.; Ruth,
Chester W., Republic Steel.
Sandberg, John, Kraft Foods; Schaeffer, W. L., National Tube; Schwaegerle,
Vernon, American Meat Institute;
Shallberg, G. A. Jr., Borg-Warner;
.Sharnon, W. S., Springs Mills; Sharp,
Jay M., Aluminum Co. of America;
Sin^Teton, James M., Sales Management; Skinner, B. E., J. I. Case Co.;
Smith, N. B., Sunshine Biscuit; Spindler, Howard L., Am. Radiator & Standard Sanitary; Stebbins, Fred C, Corning Glass Works; Stevens, A. R., National Dairy; Stinson, William S.,
■Cherry-Burrell;
Quaker
Oats; Swenehart, Stone,
John, M.
AtlasS., Powder.
Thompson, H. S., Miles Labs; Thomson, Chester L., Calvert DistUlers; Tibbott, David W., New England Mutual
Life Ins.; Torrence, F. J., John Morrell
& Co., Trupp, Bernard, Crown Central
Petroleum.
Waddington, L. E., Miles Labs; Ward,
Taylor D., Kimberly-Clark; Watrous,
David G., Parker Pen; White, Paul D.,
Celanese Corp.; Wilkins, Carl, Gerber
Products; Willis, Paul H., Carnation;
Willits, G. W., Johnson & Johnson;
Wruck, George T., Jaques Mfg.; Wilson, H. B., Hammermill Paper; Winslow, Ralph, Koppers Co.; Wyss, J. H.,
Coopers Inc. Young, John P., Gorham
Co.
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TRIO at ANA convention included (I to r): C. T. Birch, advertising v. p.,
Andrew Jergens Co.; I. W. Digges, ANA counsel; Robert B. Brown, BristolMyers v.p.
BMB
( Continued from page 27)
in expediting his departure, and for as qualified agreements; 10 subhis willingness in meeting Mrs.
scribers, representing $1,269, reBullitt.
sponded with questions without
commitment.
Amplifying on the situation,
The $85,783, of unqualified affirmJudge Miller explained it was deatives, plus $33,333 pledged by
cided after Tuesday's meeting that
NAB and $15,000 by the AAAA,
one of the tri-partite organizations
— AAAA — would handle public re- to underwrite a possible tax fund
more than covered the $100,000
lations as a matter of administraworth of pledges that was needed.
tive detail. The three organizations
are NAB, ANA and AAAA.
Members of the committee who
SOOT YIELD
were present at the Tuesday meeting in New York were Mr. Gamble,
WGBF Backs Experiment
Joseph Allen, Bristol-Myers Inc.;
Judge Miller; J. Harold Ryan of THINGS have been looking mighty
Fort Industries, chairman, and black in Evansville, Ind., lately, so
Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia.
Clarence Leich, WGBF Evansville
Other Executives
general manager, decided to find
As far as was known, the execout just how bad things were. It's
utive committee action did not con- not that business is bad, it's just
that
Evansville has the same
cern the other remaining executives of BMB, including Cortlandt trouble as many other industrial
Langley, assistant to the president. towns — soot.
After a series of experiments,
Mr. Langley will continue in his
post, it was said.
which were backed by WGBF, it
At the original announcement of was found that the soot yield of
Mr. Feltis' resignation, it was said one square mile area in seven hours
that Mr. Langley and Dr. Baker is approximately three tons. This
would jointly assume management
was on a Saturday, too, a time
responsibilities
after Mr. Feltis when
day. many plants are closed down.
left.
A future study will include a work
Meanwhile, a breakdown of reThis is how the experiments were
sponses to Mr. Feltis' solicitation
several weeks ago asking subscribconducted: Metal plates, 30 inches
ers to authorize a |100,000 dip into square and covered with absorbent
a reserve fund in order to finance paper, were placed in 12 different
the second study now under way locations throughout the city. An
was released at BMB offices.
attempt was made to make each
The $100,000 reserve fund had location the center of a square mile.
been set aside against a possible After seven hours of exposure, the
Internal Revenue Bureau decision
plates were picked up and taken
denying BMB's claim that it is a to the chemistry laboratory. There
non-taxable operation. Subscribers
the paper was dissolved and the
soot filtered out. After weighing
were asked to agree to underwrite
their pro rata share of the. tax re- the residue, it was possible to figserve in case BMB had to draw upure the soot fall on a square mile
on it, thus freeing the $100,000 for area.
payment of current bills in compilThe plate set up at WGBF reing the second study.
ceived the second heaviest fall in
338 Affirmatives
the city, representing approximateAccording to BMB, 338 subscrib- area.
ly 5,000 pounds for the square mile
ers responded with unqualified affirmatives, representing a total of
NBC Great Gildersleeve has received
$8.5,783: 34 subscribers, representbronze medal by 1948 Jury of Annual
ing $7,599 (including Mutual which
Advertising and Selling Awards for its
already had announced its withprogram
which with
"emdrawal from BMB) said, "no"; 28 April 7, 1948,
phasized a social
message
subscribers, representing $16,462,
smashing
impact."
Harold
Peary
is
sent answers which were described
star of show.

CBS Gets Two
(Continued from page 31)
was entailed in winning the giveaway. The jackpot presumably will
exceed most if not all others now
on the air.
Mr. Heidt's program is scheduled
to remain in the 10:30-11 p.m. Sunday spot throughout the summer.
CBS Package Shows
At the same time, it became
known that CBS is preparing nine
package shows in New York and
Hollywood, most of which are expected to take to the air by late
spring or early summer.
One of the shows is a full-hour
talent clinic with Clifton Padiman
as m.c. New York program chiefs
are working out this show. All
other programs in the making are
30-minute shows. Several have big
names.
Hoagy Carmichael will be a
piano player-song writer who is a
detective by chance in Melody Morgan. Rudy Vallee will star in Dear
Doctor, playing the part of a professor of anthropology. Joan Davis
will head the cast of Leave It to
Joan, a comedy series about a department store clerk who dreams
of the days her knight comes along.
CBS also will present Janet
Waldo and Jimmy Lydon in Young
Love, about a young college couple
who marry in their freshman year.
The lead role has yet to be decided
for a dramatic program about a
young man who operates a radio
and television shop.
Another show will be Eddie and
Anne, a view of the adult work
world through the eyes of a 12year-old boy. Also being planned is
Make Believe Town, dramatic series
with a Hollywood background. A
quiz show called Earned Your
Apples, is being readied^ with
school teachers the sole particiN. y. MANAGERS
pants.
To Discuss Labor, Charity
LABOR questions and the problem
of allocating time to charities will
be discussed by the newly formed
New York Radio Station Managers Committee at its next meeting
April
at the
Eldon18 A.
Park,Waldorf-Astoria.
WINS manager,
temporary chairman of the group
which has representatives from all
New York stations, said that wage
demands by various unions would
be among the labor items discussed.
On the question of allocation of
time to charities, it is expected
that a plan will be developed to
channel charitable drives so that
stations are not beset by demands
from many organizations for free
time simultaneously. Cooperation
of the charities will be sought.
The committee was formed Feb.
21 at a meeting of the general managers of all New York stations, except for one manager who was out
of town.

Mr. Parkcommittee,
is head of whose
the group's
executive
other
members are Norman Boggs,
WMCA, and Herman Bess, WLIB.
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Electric Auto-Lite Co
169
and
magazine editorializing influence
the standards?
Nash-Kelvinator
Corp
158
CBS Report
Hall Brothers Inc.
149
Will
the networks observe the standMiles Laboratories Inc
145
(Continued from page 28)
ards, including the provisions for "cowADVERTISING men of NorFerry-Morse
Seed
Co
136
catchers" and "hitch-hikes?"
more than the $38,969,364 the year
Gillette Safety Razor Co
132
Has the NAB
worked closely with the
' whom WOW
ton,nd
Kan.,
Toni Inc
131
w-La
wo
before.
AAAA to get them to conform?
Omaha staked among others
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co
118
Why
was
it
felt
necessary
to
make
Standard Oil Co. (N. J.)
104
Carried as an asset of $658,744
the standards more stringent than the
to a "silver dollar bank acCharles E. Hires Co
78
previous code, particularly in regard
was a Jack Benny motion picture National
count" last April, have been
Biscuit Co
58
to commercial time allowance?
advised to fish or cut bait.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co
52
What effect on radio advertising
production, "The Lucky Stiff," ac- International
Harvester Corp
39
quired as part of the Benny talent
costs, ancenational
or local,ofwill
the observPlacing the claim with the
Gold Seal Co
31
of the Standards
Practice
have?
deal. On the liability side were
Omaha National Bank, staWhat
is
the
effective
date
of the
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. ... 14
standards?
notes payable to an unnamed bank
William H. Wise & Co
4
tion originally sent letters to
What happens in May if radio staof $435,000 with the motion picagencies
and advertisers, totions are still waiting for their comture as collateral.
gether with bank books,
pbusiness
etitors to live upis toconcerned?
the code insofar
as
local
Another significant asset was
advising them of their .inCode
What do stations report are the major
obstacles to observance of the stand"talent contract, program rights,
vestment in "WOW-Land."
(Continued from page 29)
ards regarding commercials?
Promotion, designed to comscripts, etc." Swollen by the sevWhat has been the experience of stasential" that standards be develeral CBS talent buys, this asset
memorate WOW's 25th annitions which put the Standards of Pracoped for TV, FM, Storecasting and
was carried at $3,233,655, whereas
tice into effect immediately after they
versary, grew to 1,500 recipients and 200 banks
were approved
in Mayadvertisers?
1948? With With
authe year before it was a puny $328,- Transit Radio "in order that comdiences? With local
[Broadcasting, May 3, April
petition may not damage the repunational advertisers?
558.
tations of all the broadcasting
5, 1948]. When W. W. Rouse,
Do you think the development of
The consolidated statement of in- media." He cited in particular the other media — TV, FM, Storecasting,
president
Norton's
First
and Transit FM — will affect observance
come and earned surplus revealed
increased responsibility of operaState Bank,of found
several
of
of the Standards of Practice?
an increase in 1948, the figure bethe
accounts
on
the
books,
tors of Transit Radio "when listenDo
you
think
the
small
rural
staover
ing $24,434,870, or $1,906,978
tions will ever give up their "shopping
ers cannot control the radio dial."
however, he sent each adverprograms?
the $23,527,892 of the year before.
Answers to these questions are guide"
tising man a silver dollar,
According to the trade press, the
NAB intends to find and use means to
Gross income from sale of facili- contained in the booklet:
with
this
advice: "Keep it and
enforce
the
code.
What
progress
has
Is it true that there is a large and
spend it— thus closing out
ties, talent, lines, records was $98,- active
been made and how does the NAB plan
station
group
now
fighting
the
to
enforce
the
code?
with
377,258 for the year, compared
standards?
your account — or send me aninfluence did the Blue Book or
What opinions do the NAB have as
other to make your stake in
$101,045,647 the year before. Sell- theWhat
to
the
use
by
the
FCC
of
the
code
when
FCC
have
on
specific
items
in
the
ing, general and administrative ex- standards?
stations
are
applying
for
license
rethis rich WOW-Land grow!"
How much, if any, did newspaper
newals?
penses, however, increased by over
a million dollars, going from $15,530,120 to $16,673,431. Federal
taxes were $3,100,000 in 1948 as
against $3,600,000 the year before.
Other taxes amounted to about $1,000,000 for 1948, $100,000 more
SURE,
than the previous 12 months.
Total expenditures for fixed assets during 1948 were approximately $2,550,000 which included substantial amounts for new televisome Chicago stations
sion studio construction and equipment.
The 62 national advertisers of
can be heard in South Bend
CBS and the number of weeks they
have been on the network:
WEEKS
. . . but the audience
ON
CBS
ADVERTISER
863
Co
Jr.
Wrigley
William
830
Whitehall Pharmacal Co
805
Tobacco Co
R. J. Reynolds Co
"8
Pet Milk Sales
Gulf Oil Corp
3:^
744
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
LISTENS
741
Procter & Gamble Co
"33
.730
Co
Soup
ll
Campbe
Continental Baking Co
General Foods Corp
708
Lever Brothers Co
699
Bayer Co
.690
to WSBT!
677
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
645
Philip Morris & Co
r Corp., DeSoto-Plymouth 630
Chrysle
Dealers
605
P. Lorillard Co
575
American Tobacco Co
There's a whale of a big difference between
564
Co
Texas
54a
International Silver Co
"reaching" a market and covering it! Some
537
Inc
Pillsbury Mills
Chicago stations send a signal into South
Charles H. Phillips Co
,. 532
Bend — but the audience listens to WSBT. No
ConsoliCo.,
Mfg.
rough
Chesebo
530
dated
5^1
other station — Chicago, local, or elsewhere —
Ford Motor Co
Prudential
Insurance
Co. °*
even comes close in Share of Audience.
500
America
Bowey's Inc
486
Hooper proves it.
444
Corp
Cream of WheatCo
435
Curtiss Candy
426
Emerson Drug Co
403
Manhattan Soap Co
378
Armstrong Cork Co
377
Campana Sales Co
Johns-Manville
Corp
361
General Motors Corp
360
Coca-Cola Co
.348
General Electric Co
313
Ballard & Ballard Co
308
Lambert Co
275
Electric Companies Adv. Program 265
sou T H BEND
Thomas J. Lipton Co
256
Borden Co
234
Anchor Hocking Glass Corp
221
960 KC
5 000 WAT TS
Armour & Co
215
CBS
B. T. Babbitt Inc
196
Household Finance Corp
195
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
COMPANY
R
A
Y
M
E
R
PAUL
Luden's Inc
192
Wildroot Co
171
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CaU Collect C. H. "Top" TopmiUer,
in Cincinnati Cherry 6565 — TWX Cin 281
or
Tom

WCKY

Welstead, 53 E 51st St.

New York City Eldorado 5-1127— TWX

FIFTY

THOUSAND

NY 1-1688

WATTS

OF

CINCINNATI

SELLING

POWER

The

Movie

Picture

HANGING in the balance before the FCC—
and perhaps slated for the courts or Congress
— is the vexatious problem of motion picture
ownership of stations.
Motion picture people have been in station
ownership from the beginning of radio. The
spectre of competition provoked a number of
Hollywood producers to pioneer in TV.
Little or no FCC consideration was given to
licensing policy in the movie field until the
Supreme Court several months ago upheld
anti-trust violations by major Hollywood producers in the distribution of film to exhibition
houses which they owned or partially owned, or
through exclusive booking to other theatres.
How then, does a motion picture theatre
differ from a broadcast station — aural or TV?
That was the question sprung upon an unsuspecting movie industry and upon the FCC itself by its crusading lawyers, who seem to have
more of "What makes Sammy run" than any
of the other Government regulatory agencies.
And this legalistic conundrum has been extended to others in radio who have been placed
under FCC Law Bureau scrutiny because of
anti-trust aspects. The upshot is that all movie
producers, some exhibitors, and several companies in the equipment and appliance field —
all involved in anti-trust proceedings — are
placed under the stigma of temporary licensing.
This is reminiscent of the newspaper situation of a decade ago. President Roosevelt
didn't like the press because it opposed him.
Radio, on the other hand, had no editorial
opinion, and the FDR microphone technique
won four straight elections, breaking all precedent, against the overwhelming opposition of
80% of the nation's newspaper circulation.
We opposed the FDR position because it was
discriminatory. It would have made secondclass citizens of newspaper publishers. It
would have slammed the door of opportunity
in the face of printed journalism which might
want to engage in "audible journalism."
There were abuses by newspaper owners.
There are abuses today. Some newspapers do
not list competitive station logs. By and large,
however, radio is better off because, no class or
segment has been precluded from ownership.
And the public, we feel, is better served despite
these isolated cases of unfair practices.
For that same reason we oppose any policy
that would relegate motion picture producers
or exhibitors to second class status in radio or
TV.
Movie men will find some comfort in the personal comment of FCC Chairman Coy [Broadcasting, March 21] that he did not think that
movie exhibitors should be disqualified merely
because they are exhibitors. But he pointed to
the FCC policy of favoring non-newspaper applicants over newspapers when it has to choose
and when all other factors are equal.
No movie company has been adjudged monopolistic inradio or communications. Nor has
any manufacturing company. We string along
with the lucid ai'gument of Paul A. Porter,
former FCC chairman, who contends in beh alf
of Paramount, that for the FCC to disqualify
anti-trust violators in fields other than radio
would mean an upheaval in radio and TV vvnership today. Conceivably every station "ising
AP news as an associate member would be
culpable.
A ruling in favor of motion picture licensing
in radio would doubtless open the floodgates
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for applications in TV by motion picture interests. The FCC has ample power to checkmate monopolistic grabs; indeed it already has
done so by limiting ownership of TV stations
to five in the hands of a single entity. Such a
ruling, for example, also would clear the path
for acquisition by 20th Century-Fox of the
ABC network, with its five TV authorizations
— a transaction now said to be cold, but which
more likely is stymied, pending FCC judgment
on licensing policy.
While we stoutly defend the right of movie
or newspaper or any other group to participate
in the development of the radio media,, we
would just as vigorously oppose their domination of the field, making radio subservient to
other pursuits. The radio media are not showbusiness per se. They have achieved public
favor because they give the public what it
wants, not what a tight little group of impressarios in Hollywood thinks the public
should have. And radio is spontaneous.
There's no box-office or ticket chopper in
radio. The public listens or looks as it pleases.
Radio, consequently, has never played to an
empty house.
The road ahead is clear and well marked.
Hollywood hasn't controlled aural radio these
last 29 years. It won't control TV. It should
not, however, be barred from the opportunity of
joining the radio-TV parade, but it must be in
the radio tradition of the public, rather than
the box-office, interest.

This Week — '37 Version
WE ENJOYED a smug feeling a few weeks
ago when we published results of Fortune
magazine's survey which showed radio listening as America's favorite leisure activity.
So pronounced was the preference that 51%
of the men and 54% of the women placed radio
listening first. Men gave "watching sports"
a poor second (26%) and women, "doing
needlework" the same spot (36%). Fourteen
leisure time activities were listed, including
reading magazines and books, playing cards,
etc.
With that in mind, we were considerably
amazed when the March 13 This Week magazine (distributed as a Sunday supplement with
the Herald-Tribune and many other papers)
printed a series of charts on recreation habits
which gave magazines, newspapers and books
20.9% preference and radio 18.8%! This survey was credited to Graphics Institute, and,
like the other, to a Fortune magazine study.
We checked our Fortune story to make
doubly sure. No mistake there. The Fortune
survey we published gave reading books 18%,
magazines 15% for men; 26% and 19% in the
same classifications for women. So we called
This Week.
Here's the story: Through error the March
13 charts were based on a 1937 survey rather
than the 1949 study. The editors of This Week
are red-faced. They apologize. They have
already had inquiries from the editors of Fortune. At the time of our call it was a moot
question
rection. whether or not they would run a corBut no great harm was done. People generally know that they prefer radio listening
to other leisure pursuits. Advertisers know it,
agencies too.
A rather surprising thing is pointed up by
the error. That is the enormous growth in
popularity of radio listening. In 1938 it was
18.8%. Eleven years later, in a similar popularity poll, radio rated well over 50%. Not a
bad showing for Amei-ican broadcasters.
Perhaps we owe This Week a vote of thanks,
after all.

PAUL HOLMAN

FAUST

MAGIC
by
veiled— the
but accomplishment
natural means — ofis marvels
a favorite
avocation and perhaps a sparkplug to
his philosophy of life, confesses Holman Faust,
vice president and radio director of Chicago's
Mitchell-Faust agency. He doesn't consider
himself a magician, though. Rather, he terms
himself a speaker who uses magic to clarify
or emphasize points and thoughts.
Magic was woven into the life pattern of
Mr. Faust from the beginning. Dubbed Paul
Holman Faust at his birth June 11, 1905 in
Minneapolis, he has since seen the front name
do a disappearing act surpassing his best
sleight-of-hand.
The family moved to Chicago soon after "The
Event," when his father resigned as advertising
manager of a Minneapolis daily to join Lord &
Thomas agency. A few years later, the entourage moved to Evanston, North Shore suburb, where it has remained.
The occult art was introduced to Holman
Faust at close range when, at the age of 10,
he met a magician during a visit to Ottumwa,
Iowa. The interlude lingered in his mind,
although more active days at Loyola Academy
in Chicago and St. John's Military Academy
at Delafield,
Wis., were destined to overshadow it.
A loyal son of an ad man, Holman Faust
cherished agency work as his goal but playwriting as his pet sideline. At the U. of
Wisconsin, apart from academic work in liberal
arts, he allotted much of his mental and physical energy to dramatics and politics, "which
are really much the same thing."
beat out
routine's he
in
a After
musty learning
Chicagoto studio
on tap
Saturdays,
teamed with another fleet-footer. As a dance
act, they toured the Midwest (Peoria, Indianapolis, Racine, St. Louis) with the university's
Haresfoot Club, performing the then-popular
schottisch and clog.
An experimental university group, the Wisconsin Players, also claimed him as its own.
Motivated by his playwriting dreams, he labored for the troupe as a writer, producer,
designer, director, electrician and property
man. He was tapped for Pi Epsilon Delta (National Collegiate Players), honorary dramatic
fraternity, as a reward for his industry.
His social fraternity, Chi Psi, still is indebted to him for his having brought Houdini
to the "lodge" annually for four years. Once
the young Mr. Faust went backstage when
Houdini was appearing in Madison and invited
(Continued on page A8)
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iUistrict 1
(Conthwed from- page 25)
(5) Coordinate your advertising.
Display radio advertised merchandise, promote it in papers and
windows. Let your sales people
know what you're advertising. They
have ideas too.
Speaking at the morning session, Mr. Doherty announced that
the NAB employe-employer relations department is now preparing studies on operating costs of
stations, with particular emphasis
on labor costs, so that broadcasters
may have a yardstick by which to
evaluate their own cost factors.
Herbert L. Kreuger, commercial
manager of WTAG Worcester and
treasurer of the All Radio Presentation Committee, reported that the
all-radio film is expected to be released to stations by fall and urged
membei-s to subscribe. A separate
incorporated committee, which will
do a continuing promotional job
for the industry, he said, will be
definitely established before the
convention of the NAB in Chicago.
Meyers' Speech
Milton Meyers, owner of WWCO
Waterbury, Conn., speaking at a
closed session, decried the practice
of transcription library firms which
do not sell their libraries but offer
them solely on a basis of rent, lease
or loan. It is about the only piece
of equipment or item of supply
which we cannot buy, he said, and
is about the only piece of program
material that we must rent.
Mr. Meyers also charged that
transcription library rates not only
have increased but are similar in
form and almost identical in price.
I suggest to you, he said, that the
most vicious practice in our business is this situation and it is to be
regretted that serious consideration
thereto should have waited until
now. It is my opinion that broadcasters, as a group, might go into
the transcription production business, not on a sample basis. "If
necessary, we might buy one or
more of the existing companies
and go into the business of selling
— not leasing — transcription libraries to the stations."
He offered the following resolution: "That we, as a district meeting, take whatever steps are necessary, through our director, Harold
E. Fellows, to call to the attention
of the NAB in convention assembled that it is our opinion that
immediate thought and efi'ort
should be given to study the establishment of facilities for, or the
making arrangements with faciiities existent for the purpose of recording and distributing on an outright sales basis only, comr/late
transcription libraries and thi'itrc;
kindred, and, with relations to profit on said enterprise, that it be
done on a no profit basis"
Transcription library companies
were excluded from the closed session.
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A meeting of independent stations was called for the following
morning by William B. McGrath,
managing director, WHDH Boston,
and chairman of the unaffiliated
stations, District 1, NAB.
Session was primarily an exploratory one to determine what
problems might be brought up at
the Chicago convention in concert
with independent groups from other
NAB districts. Discussion centered
around problems of the non-affiliates as they relate to BMB, the
industry code, all-radio presentation, and TV.
Generally, the independents are
seeking more representation from
higher echelon of NAB.
Those attending included:
Addison Amor NBC, Larry Anderson,
WTAO Cambidge, Mass.; James D.
Asher, WJDA Quincy, Mass.; Angus

Baily, WSAR Fall River. Mass.; Dana
F. Baird, Weed & Co.; Albert S. Baker,
WKXL, Concord, N. H.; Dr. Kenneth
Baker, BMB; Ernest Batchelder. WKNE
Keene, N. H.; Harold Bates, WJPY
Burlington, Vt.; Paul Belaire, WBKA
Brockton, Mass.; Ford Billings, WEIM
Fitchberg, Mass.; A. J. Brissette
WTAG Worcester, Mass.; John J.
Boyle, WJAR Providence, R. I.; C. D.
Brown. WTVL Waterville, Me.; E. A.
Browning, WTAG Worcester, Mass.;
Arthur T. Brush, WHDH Boston;
Hervey Carter, WMUR Manchester,
N. H.; field,
Gerald
Harrison,Chandler,
WMAS SpringMass.; Vincent
WMXJR
Manchester, N. H.; Earle G. Clement,
WBET Brockton, Mass.; Tom Colton,
WARE, Ware. Mass.
J. Fred Curran, WBKA Brockton,
Mass.; Kenneth
M. Curto,
WPRO WKNE
Providence, R. I.; Joseph
K. Close,
Keene, N. H.; Robert Collins, WMUR
Manchester, N. H.; Irwin C. Cowper,
WTIC Hartford, Conn.; Charles F.
Curran,ard W.WBKA
Mass.; Haven,
RichDavis,Brockton,
WELI New
Conn.;
Arthur
A.
Deters,
WIDE
Biddeford. Me.; Richard Doherty, NAB;
W. Ward Dorrell, C. E. Hooper Inc.;
Charles N. Derose, WHYN Hyannis,
Mass.; Walter Dickson, WABI Bangor,
Me.; Robert
WMAS Springfield, Mass.; Donahue,
Harold Dorschug,
WEEI
Boston; Wilbur Edwards, WEEI Boston;

Rudy
WELI New
Conn.;
HaroldFrank,
E. Fellows,
WEEIHaven,
Boston;
W.
C. Franklin, WMMW Meriden, Conn.;
Creighton E. Gatchell, WGAN Portland;chester,
RalphN. H.;
Gottlieb,
ManAnsel WKBR
E. Gridley,
WARE, Ware, Mass.; John Guider,
WMOU Berlin, N. H.; Charles A.
Fuller, WBET Brockton, Mass.; Ray
Girardin,wood,WEEI
Boston; Warren
WHAV Haverhill,
Mass.;GreenSaul
Gross, WFEA Manchester, N. H.; Kolin
Hager, SESAC; Roy Harlow, BMI;
Carl Haverlin, BMI; Walter Haase.
WDRC Hartford, Conn.; John W.
Haigis Jr., WHAI Greenfield, Mass.;
W. H. Hauser, WBZ Boston; James
Higgins, WHDH Boston; George W.
Hinckley, WLAW Lawrence, Mass.;
Milton Honeyers, WWCO Waterbury,
Conn.; Paul Hurd, WHAV Haverhill,
Mass.; rence,
George
Mass. H. Jaspert, WCCM LawWilliam Kerwin, WHDH Boston;
David M. Kimel, WLAW Lawrence,
Mass.; Charles Kuhner, WMNB North
Adams, Mass.; William B. McGrath,
WHDH Boston; C. H. Masse, WBZ
Boston; Henry G. Molina Jr., WEIM
Fitchburg, Mass.; Harold B. Morrill,
WLAW Lawrence, Mass.; R. E. Nelson, Machlett Laboratories Inc.; Richard J. O'Brian,
Mass.;
James M.WMNB
Patt. North
WNBH,Adams,
New
Bedford, Mass.; Robert M. Peebles,

MAINE broadcasters discuss mutual problems at NAB engineer; Carleton D. Brown, WTVL Waterville president.
District 1 meeting. (L to r): Francis Simpson, assistant and Murray Carpenter, WPOR Portland president. Meetmanager, WABI Bangor; Walter Dickson, WABI chief
ing was held in Boston.

TABLE TALK featured Hoopers and sales in this corner Dorrell, vice president, C. E. Hooper Inc.; W. C. Swartley,
at joint luncheon-meeting of NAB District 1 and Radio station manager, WBZ Boston; C. H. Masse, sales mgr..
Executives Club of Boston last week. L to r: W. Ward
WBZ, and William Warner, sales mgr., WHDH Boston.

LEHT^iNG the lady an ear at NAB-REC luncheon in Bos- tation Committee, and Craig Lawrence, general manager,
fon !ast week were (I to r): Harold Dorschug, chief en- WCOP Boston, and vice president, REC, Boston. The
qlm-:iat, WEEI Boston, and chairman NAB District 1 engi- lady is Jan Gilbert, radio director, Harold Cabot & Co.
t',sf:iring conference; Herbert L. Krueger, commercial man- agency and secretary, REC. Mr. Krueger earlier had ren9er WTAG Worcester, and treasurer, Alt-Radio Presenported on the all-radio film.
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WKNE, Keene, N. H.; Lawrence A.
Reilly, WTXL, West Springfield, Mass;
E. E. Hill, WTAG Worcester; Jim Hennessey, WMOU Berlin, N. H.; Frank S.
Hoy, WLAM Lewiston, Me.; John J.
Hurley, WNEB Worcester, Mass.; Fred
Joslin. WARE Ware, Mass.; J. Gordon
Keyworth, WMNB North Adams, Mass.;
H. William Koster, WPJK, Providence,
R. I.; Melvin Lahr, WSAR Fall River,
Mass.;ice;Bert
Assoc. WALE,
Pgm. ServNellie Lown,
F. McCain,
Fall
River, Mass.; William Male, WDRC
Hartford, Conn.; Elliot P. Miller,
WKNB & WFHA New Britain, Conn.;
Richard Monahan, WEIM, Fitchburg,
Mass.; Jack Murray, WEEI, Boston;
Hal Newell, WBKA, Brockton; John T.
Parsons. WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; Lin
Pattee, BMI; Paul Perreault, WTAC
Concord. N. H.; David M. Richman,
WHOB Gardner, Mass.; J. Edgar Hills.
RCA Victor; Charles Holbrook, WMOU
Berlin, N. H.; Paul Huber, WTVL
Waterville, Me.; Bernard Jacobsen,
WSKI Barre, Vt.; Peter B. Jenney,
WKNB New Britain, Conn.; H. Scott
Kilgore, Collins Radio Co.; Herbert L.
Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.;
Gordon Lewis, WIDE Biddeford, Me.;
Frank Lyman, WTAO Cambridge, Mass.
Mark MacAdam. WBKA Brockton,
Mass.; Paul H. Martin, WSKI Barre,
Vt.; Maurice Mitchell, NAB; Gordon
Moore, WMUR Manchester, N. H.;
Kenneth B. Murray, WNEB Worcester,
Mass.; field.
H. Mass.;
W. Gus
Nichols,
WHAI GreenR. Parmet,
WALE
Fall River, Mass.; John Pavoa, WSAR
Fall River, Mass.; C. Otis Rawalt;
William H. Rines, WCSH Portland,
Me.; Ralph J. Robinson, WACE Chicopee, Mass.; J. Maxim Ryder, WBRY
Waterbury, Conn.; Arnold F. Schoen
Jr., WPRO
Providence;
wood, Standard
Radio; Alex
GeorgeSher-L.
Sisson. WALE Fall River, Mass.; A. E.
Spokes, WJOY Burlington, Vt.; W. C.
Swartley, WBZ Boston; Charles B. H.

Vaill, WEEI Boston; Wallace A. Walker,
WFCI Pawtucket, R. I.; Pierre Weis,
Lang-Worth,
Programs,
Charles
W. Woodward,Feature
Jr., WPJB,
Providence,
R. I.; Arthur I. Rothafel, WFEA
Manchester, N. H.; Dr. Ben Sachner,
WBIS Bristol, Conn.; C- A. Schultz,
WMMW Meriden, Conn.; Elden H.
Shute Jr., WLAM Lewiston, Me.; J.
Roger Sisson, WALE Fall River, Mass.;
Mildred Stanton, WORC Worcester,
Mass.; Al Tanger, WHDH, Boston;
Harold Vigue, WTVL Waterville, Me.
William W. Warner, WHDH Boston;
Carl S. Wheeler, WMAS Springfield,
Mass.; Joseph Weed, Weed & Co.;
W. F. Rust Jr., WKBR Manchester,
N. H.; Lew Sargent, WHAV Haverhill,
Mass.; Ed Schweitzer, WELI New
Haven, Conn.; Francis Simpson, WABI
Bangor.
Me.; Charles
Snow, WNBH
Western Electric;
Gerald E.Staten,
New Bedford; Joseph H. Tobin, WJDA
Quincy, Mass.; Parker Vincent, WHOB
Fall River, Mass.; J. Buz Way, WALE
Fall River, Mass.; Paul Wickham,
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.
New

Guild

Series

NEW TRANSCRIBED series,
What Difference Does It Make is
being added by Broadcasters Guild,
according to James Parks, Hollywood vice president. Five minute
narratives built around little
known facts feature Jim Hayward.
Program was used on KMPC Hollywood for more than five months,
according to Mr. Parks.

'ON

THE
WDVA

SPOr
Best on Local Fire

"ON THE SPOT" beat spotlighted
WDVA Danville, Va.'s coverage of
a $1 million fire and explosion
which blanked Danville's business
district March 16. Roy Springer,
WDVA sales representative, calling
on a client in the vicinity, heard
the explosion at 11:04 a.m. and
saw smoke belching forth from R. S.
Wooten Co.'s store. Immediately,
Mr. Springer relayed the story by
phone to the WDVA news room.
Within ten minutes Program Director Dick Campbell and Promotion Director Bill Ashworth arrived
on the scene. Mr. Ashworth began
taking pictures, being the first
cameraman on the scene, and Mr.
Campbell called the station for
remote equipment. Announcer Jim
Campbell broadcast live on the
noon news program while the fire
was still raging.
An hour after the fire started a
tape recorded broadcast was aired,
and ran for two and half hours.
A repeat was aired at 9:30 p.m.

During the live and recorded broadcasts WDVA reports it was deluged
with
phone calls commending its
coverage.
Recording of most exciting action was rushed by plane to Washington where WOL was to carry it
on its Mutual Newsreel. Difficulties prevented arrival on the 16th,
but material was carried on the
following night's program.
Anti-Censorship Meet
ARTISTS GUILD will sponsor a
meeting in New York today
(March 28) to discuss "problems
arising from the spread of censorship movements," according to an
announcement from the organization's New York headquarters.
Representatives of organizations
opposed to censorship in any form
have been invited. Meeting will be
held at the Society of Illustrators.
Pointing to efforts to create official
censorship over radio and other
public information media, Artists
Guild said it is thinking in terms
of a coordinating council designed
to bring together those who are
alarmed at "a trend toward suppression of thought."
Advertisement

RIGHTS
Case Nears SCOTUS

WGST

THE QUESTION of FCC's authority over a licensee's business contracts appeared headed toward the
U.. S. Supreme Court last week in
the long-drawn WGST Atlanta
case.
Representatives of the stateowned station said they would ask
the Supreme Court to review a
lower court's ruling that the Board
of Regents of the Georgia School
of Technology, WGST licensee,
must honor a 1943 contract whose
terms FCC disapproved.
Their notice of appeal was filed
after the Georgia Supreme Court
refused to consider the case, thus
leaving in effect the lower court's
ruling [Broadcasting, Oct. 13,
1947].
The case dates back to a management contract which FCC regarded
as putting Southern BroadcastingStations Inc. in control of the station. The Regents bought the stock
of Southern Broadcasting in 1943,
agreeing to pay Southern Broadcasting stockholders 15% of
WGST's gross income until Jan.
6, 1950. But FCC held that in 1942
this would have been 70% of the
station's net income before taxes
and that the arrangement would
jeopardize the station's financial
ability to operate in the public interest. FCC refused to renew

WGST's license until the station
cancelled the contract.
The Southern Broadcasting
stockholders — including Sam Pickard, former member of the Federal
Radio Commission and one-time
CBS vice president, and Clarence
Calhoun, Atlanta attorney — then
filed suit and won a Fulton (Ga.)
Superior Court decision ordering
the Board of Regents to pay them
$140,000 plus 7% interest. This
sum represented, 15% of monthly
billings from Aug. 1, 1945, when
the Board allegedly stopped payments, to Sept. 1, 1947.
Lower Court's Stand
In handing down the decision the
lower court held that FCC's denial
of renewal had no bearing on the
Board's obligation to fulfill its
contract.
Hamilton Lokey, attorney for
the state, filed notice of appeal to
the U. S. Supreme Court last week
immediately after the Georgia
Supreme Court refused to review
the case. "I don't think they will
like state courts meddling with
FCC decisions," he declared.
NBC's RFD America, aired from Chicago on AM and TV, has been awarded
the 4-H Clubs of America.
plaque by Bob
aAnnouncer
Murphy received it on
a recent show from Guy Noble, director of the National 4-H Club committee. Farm quiz program is owned by
the Louis G. Cowan Organization.

INTER.AMERICAN ADVERTISING
OF DEL RIO, TEXAS

AGENCY

Exclusive Sales Representative of
of
RADIO
STATION
X E R
(LICENSED TO OPERATE WITH 150,000 WATTS)
of
Announces the Appointment

JOHN
DWIGHT

E. HOPKINSON
ADVERTISING

AGENCY

as their
SALES

REPRESENTATIVE
IN CHICAGO

X E R F
"Amerira's SenEotionoi Night Time Station That Covers Every State
in the Nation" Receives An Average of 25,000 Pieces of Mail Weelcly
(Not fan mail but direct orders for merchandise.)
FOR

further information, rates and availabilities, advertisers in the Chicago area may contact John E. Hopkinson,
Dwight Advertising Agency, 1101 No. Paulina St., Chicago
22, ill. Telephone Humboldt 6-7522.
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TRANSFERS

Commission Gives Approval
To Six Changes

APPROVAL was granted by FCC last week to acquisition of control of
KSAL Salina, Kan., by the Harris brothers and to sales of WINX-FM
Washington for $160,000 to WTOP Inc., new Washington Post-CBS
owned firm operating WTOP there. Carolina
*
Broadcasting System Inc. for
Consent to transfers of interests
$60,000.
Carolina
Broadcasting
is perin KPIK San Luis Obispo, Calif.;
mittee
of WGNE,
there assigned
1270 new
kc, 1AMkw,station
day.
WGTC Greenville, N. C; KATE
WGNE must be surrendered before
Albert Lea, Minn., and WFAH
assignment is effective. WGTC is assigned 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime.
(FM) Alliance, Ohio, also was
KATE Albert ofLea,
Minn.—control
Grantedin
relinquishment
negative
given by the Commission.
In the KSAL transaction, Roy F. Albert Lea-Austin Broadcasting Co.
Inc., licensee, from Edgar L. and
Bailey retires his 115 shares in the Lillian H. Hayek to J. George and
R. Wolf and Bennett O. KnudSalina Journal Inc., part owner of William
son. Mr. Hayek has sold 40 of his 200
KSAL, for $207,000. The holdings
shares (50%) to Mr. Knudson at $354
of John P., Fred M. and Sidney
per share.
pact George
further Wolf,
provides that Mr.Option
Knudson,
owner 100 shares, and William B. Wolf,
Harris thereby are increased proowner 100 shares, may acquire rest of
portionately.
40-share
blocks.
Meanwhile, the Commission also Mr.
Jan. Hayek's
1, 1950, stock
price inwill
be $358
per
share; Jan. 1, 1951, $362 per share, and
granted Dietrich Dirks additional
Jan.
1, 1962,
time in which to dispose of his 50%
assigned
250 $366
w onper1450share.
kc. KATE is
interest in KTRI Sioux City, Iowa.
WFAH
(FM)
Alliance,
Ohio—
Granted
of control of Review Pub.
Co.,
Mr. Dirks was granted purchase of transfer
owner, to Stewart O. McHenry and
Arthur J. Holies as co-fiduciaries, from
KCOM there for $65,000 [BroadArthur H. Hoiles, deceased. No money
casting, Dec. 13, 1948, Feb. 14]. involved.
WFAH is assigned Channel
269 (101.7 mc), power 1 kw.
Application has been filed covering
sale by Mr. Dirks of his KTRI
Anti-Trust
holding
to the station's licensee for
retirement.
(Continued from page 31)
Details of the transfer grants
for itself "and take its own chances,
follow :
as do all other applicants," WCOP
KSALsition of control
Salina, ofKan.
—
Granted
acquiasserted.
KSAL Inc., licensee,
by John P., and Fred M. and Sidney
Replying in a brief filed by
Harris through retirement by Roy F.
Bailey of his 115 shares in Salina Harold E. Mott of the Washington
firm of Welch, Mott & Morgan,
Journal Inc., part owner of KSAL.
Consideration $207,000. Salina Journal
20th Century denied it was seeking
owns 194 of total 400 shares in KSAL
Inc. Hutchinson Pub. Co., owner 150
shares in KSAL, is controlled by effect
a ruling onon its
the anti-trust
decision's
own qualifications.
Harris family. Total 385 shares now
outstanding in Salina Journal are held
Rather, it asked for "a ruling that
as follows: Robert J. Laubengayer, 65; violations
of the anti-trust statutes,
John P. Harris, 124; Sidney Harris, 125;
Earl C. Woodward, 70, and Fred M. in a field other than radio comHarris, 1. KSAL is assigned 5 kw day,
munications, are not of peculiar
1 kw night on 1150 kc.
significance, as distinguished from
WINX-FM
Washington,
D.
C—
Granted assignement of FM license from
WINX Broadcasting Co. to WTOP Inc. other violations of law, and do not
for
$160,000.
WINX-FM
is owned
facto
disqualify
an applicant."
Eugene
and Agnes
E. Meyer.
Grant byis ipsoThis
question
is involved
in five
contingent on the relinquishment of
conditional grant for WTOP-FM by pending FCC proceedings and to
WTOP Inc. WINX-FM is assigned
eliminate it from all five by a
Channel 242 (96.3 mc), power 20 kw.
KPIK assignment
San Luis Obispo,
—
single oral argument "would not
Granted
of licenseCalif.
from
James L. Harris, S. H. Frowein, Aram
only
expedite
the,also
Commission's
but would
materially
S. Rejebian and Emma Widman d/b processes
as San Luis Obispo Bcstg. Co. to new
reduce
the
procedural
burden on
co-partnership composed of all but
James L. Harris who sells his 30% in- parties to these hearings," the film
terest to group for $6,600. KPIK is as- company declared.
signed 250 w on 1340 kc.
The petition charged that WCOP,
WGTC
N. C—
assignment Greenville,
of license from
J. J.Granted
White
in its eff'ort to show that a hearing
tr/as Greenville Broadcasting Co.
must precede a declaratory order,
"violated one of the basic rules of
statutory
construction by attemptto
ing, in the words of the Supreme
Court, context
"to takeanda few
their
v/ithwords
them from
thus
isolated to attempt to determine
their
in meaning."
the meantime FCC's staff
continued its study of the detailed
brief filed by Paramount a week
earlier claiming that anti-trust
violations outside of radio are no
concern of the Commission and
that exclusion of such anti-trust
violators would mean an "upheaval" in U. S. station ownership
[Broadcasting, March 21].
On another phase of the motionpicture question, FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy was reminded that he
had overlooked a 1946 decision of
the Commission when he said FCC
hadn't yet had occasion to consider
the desirability of holding a theatre tie-up against an applicant in
competitive cases.

JULES PEWOWAR, program director
of WMOR Chicago, new FM outlet,
finds it difficult to concentrate on
the "printed forms" as he accepts
applications for acting and singing
jobs from graduates of a Chicago
models school. Auditioners are (I to
r) Maryellen Voss, Margaret Hart and
Joan Rowe. — P. S. Mr. Pewowar's
job is not open. He's quite hqppy.
BROADCASTING
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TAFT-HARTLEY

REACTION
Fulton Lewis jr. Ups Congressional Mail

AN EXPERIMENT by Commentator Fulton Lewis jr. to determine public reaction to the TaftHartley labor law, is credited with
contributing to one of the largest
mail pulls in the history of the
U. S. Congress, it was learned last
week.
On his MBS broadcast Feb. 22,
FREE TANK of gas for his cigarette
Mr. Lewis promised listeners he
lighter is given Al Frances (r) in cele- would read on his Feb. 24 show 19
bration this month of his first year questions pertaining to each of the
as the Pure Oil news reporter on many issues involved in the labor
WHBC Canton, Ohio. Handling the bill controversy. Each member of
pump is Dennis St. Clair, Pure Oil the House and Senate was furdistrict manager. As an additional
nished a printed list of the questions which were asked over the
birthday present, Mr. Frances, WHBC
news editor, received a special cake, air. Listeners were requested to
appropriately decorated with the Pure write simply "Yes" or "No" beside
Oil emblem and a greeting in frost- each number as called and mail
ing. Displaying the cake is Jim Rob- the list to his Senators and Conerts, announcer on the news show,
gressman. This procedure was rewhich has been renewed for another
peated
on
Mr.
Lewis' Feb. 28 broadcast.
52 weeks.
A sampling of only 28 Senators
and four Representatives indicated
they had collectively received an
PEABODY
AWARDS
estimated 124,000 pieces of correspondence on the labor bill.
Presentation on April 27
John
C.
Williams,
assistant postENTRIES in the George Foster
master of the Senate, estimated an
Peabody radio award competition
800% increase in daily mail, durhave been screened and the awards
height. He judged it to be
will be presented at a meeting of one ingofitsthe
biggest mail pulls in the
the Radio Executives Club in New
history of the Senate Post Office.
York City April 21. Dean John E.
Finnis E. Scott, House PostmasDrewry of the U. of Georgia's
ter, had no statistics on the mail
Henry W. Grady School of Journalduring that period, but he said the
ism, who made the announcement,
Townsend Plan mail pull about 10
said there are 327 entries.
or 12 years ago and a more recent
M. Tyrus Butler, associate proone on an Interstate and Foreign
fessor of journalism, headed the Commerce Committee investigation
screening committee. The comof stocks may have been greater.
mittee's recommendations, subResponse Tally
mitted through the university's
Senators polled and the actual or
board of regents, already are in the
hands of the Peabody board in estimated responses received were
New York, which makes the final as follows: John W. Bricker (Rselections.
Ohio), 7,218; Owen Brewster (RThe awards will be presented in Me.), about 1,200; Raymond E.
Baldwin (R-Conn.), couple of thourecognition of outstanding achievesand; Styles Bridges (R-N.H.), up
ments in broadcasting during 1948.
in the thousands; Hugh Butler (RNeb.), close to 2,000; Harry Flood
Byrd (D-Va.), about 500; Tom
VISUAL ALARM
Connally (D-Tex), roughly several
hundred; Sheridan Downey (DSignals 5-Ring Wire News
Calif.), 32,000; James O. Eastland
(D-Miss.), several hundred; Allen
PROBLEM of watching the news
J. Ellender Sr. (D-La.), over 100;
teletype bulletins has long been a Harry Cain (R-Wash.), over 14,headache for many small stations
000; Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.),
with limited staffs. Now George
about 4,500; Bourke B. HickenIng, chief engineer at KONO, 250 w
looper (R-Iowa), between 2,500 and
3,000; Walter F. George (D-Ga.),
San Antonio independent on 1400
several hundred; Guy M. Gillette
kc, has come up with a solution.
(D-Iowa), several hundred; EdHe devised a visual alarm system.
win C. Johnson (D-Colo.), several
When the teletype bell at KONO
hundred a day at peak; William E.
rings five times in quick succession,
Jenner (R-Ind.), 1,606; Clyde R.
the signal for a bulletin, a red Hoey (D-N.C), 25-30 a day; William F. Knowland (R-Calif.), 12,light in station's control room goes
000 to 13,000; Henry Cabot Lodge
on. It stays on until the alarm
Jr., (R-Mass.), 8,500; Joseph R.
system is re-set.
McCarthy (R-Wis.), "thousands";
Ray Hunt, KONO news editor,
John L. McClellan (D-Ark.), about
who doubles as disc m.c, says the 500; Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
device enables him to spin his recover 2,000; Irving M. Ives (Rords without worrying about what
N.Y.), between 15,000 and 20,000;
is happening in the newsroom.
Wayne Morse (R-Ore.), between
BROADCASTING
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4,000 and 5,000; Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), between 400 and
500; John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.),
40 or 50 a day; Margaret Chase
Smith (R-Me.), over 2,000.
Representatives polled included
Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.), several
hundred; J. Harry McGregor (ROhio), 496; Errett P. Scrivner (RKans.), at least 125; Richard W.
Hoffman (R-Ill.), at least 58.
Some legislators indicated their
mail was heavy even though appearing light in contrast to others.
Some pointed out, too, that their
mail
camepeople.
from "substantial" or
"choice"
Sen. Downey, who received the
heaviest deluge of mail, said the
majority of the 32,000 responses
were pro-Taft-Hartley.
Spot Check
A
spot
check
of Sen. Cain's
14,000 pieces ofof 50correspondence
showed all favored prohibition of
jurisdictional strikes and secondary boycotts and felt the law
should guarantee to management
and labor alike the freedom to express their respective points of
view on labor-management problems, provided there were no promises of bribes, or threats of reprisals— direct or implied. All agreed

ELIAS ELECTED
Named President of WWNC
DON S. ELIAS, member of the
legislative committee of NAB, was
elected president of the Asheville
Citizens-Times
Co., licensee of
WWNC
Ashe-at
ville, N. C,
the board rectors'
of meeting
diMarch 17.
Charles A.
Webb, who has
served as president of the comMr. Elias
pany since 1930,
was
elected
chairman of the board. D. Hiden Ramsey
was elected vice president-secretary, and W. Randall Harris Jr.
was reelected treasurer. Mr. Elias,
who has been active in the NAB
for a number of years, has also
served the association for five
terms as a director.
also that "feather-bedding" should
be forbidden. Only 29 believed the
"closed shop" should be permitted.
All answered affirmatively to the
question "Do you believe that foremen and supervisors, who have a
divided responsibility to management which hires them and to the
workers under them, should be permitted to have unions of their

50,000
of Protected*

WATTS
Persuasive

Power that Completely Covers
theBIUION
DOLLAR

Spokane

S^cl^l^Er.? LOUIS

Ma'rket

WASMER

American Broadcasting Co. Affiliate
Radio Central Building
Spokane,Edward
Wash. Retry & Co., inc.
National Representatives:
March 28, 1949
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700 Million Listeners
Within

Reach— FMA

A POTENTIAL audience of over 100 million listeners— better than twothirds of the nation's total population — is currently being served by 720
existing FM stations, FM Assn. announced last Thursday.
Basis for these figures is a newly-prepared map, detailing present
nationwide FM markets and cover*
—
age, which will be fully discussed
buyer, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
Dr. Millard C. Paught, president of
at FMA's Sales Clinic in New York
Friday. The map was prepared by Faught Co. Inc., and Ted Leitzell,
Everett Dillard, founder and presi- public relations director, Zenith
Radio Corp.
dent of Continental FM Network
and general manager of WASH
(FM) Washington, D. C. and
KOZY Kansas City.
At least 90% of 27 states east KSFO SITE
FCC Reconsiders Action
of the Mississippi are virtually
blanketed by FM broadcasters with
FCC RECONSIDERED last week
one or more stations, according to and authorized KSFO San Franthe map. Mr. Dillard will unfold
cisco to use the transmitter site
the coverage map at a session in it originally proposed for its new
1^ which he will speak on "The FM
50 kw, 740 kc operation. This, the
Facts of Life." He is one of five Commission said, would permit
principal speakers slated to address
service "to a considerably larger
the conclave, to be held at Hotel
area and population" than would
Commodore.
operation from the transmitter
Meanwhile, Edward L. Sellers, site which FCC specified in issuing
executive director of FM Assn., has the 50 kw grant last August
[Broadcasting, Aug. 23, 1948].
announced that over 100 reservations have been received for the The proposed site is near Novato,
session. Between 150 and 200 top Calif. The grant for use of it
was made subject to several techFM industry executives — broadnical conditions relating to signal
casters, agency personnel, manufacturers and others — are expected
strength
delivered at FCC's prito attend.
mary monitoring station at nearby
1^^
Other speakers to address the Livermore, Calif. KSFO is currently on 560 kc with 5 kw day and
clinic are Edgar Kobak, MBS pres1 kw night.
ident; Linnea Nelson, chief time-

orange

^ 3-C/ry

MARKET

Jeaumont, Port Arthur, and Orange— ONE BIG MARKET
covered by KFDM! The only major network station which
really penetrates the rich Sabine Area of the Gulf Coast!
KFDM can get results for you from the circulating 700
million dollar efFective buying income this market offers.
Affiliated witfi ABC and LONE STAR CHAIN
K
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TEXAS

FREE and PETERS, Inc.

PYRAMID of beer bottles topped by a lone candle replaces customary biirth- i
day cake as first anniversary of Amber Room, tea dancing show sponsored
Wiedemann Brewing Co., Newport, Ky., on WKRC Cincinnati, is celebrated.
H. Tracy Balcom Jr., Wiedemann president, lights the candle. Others (I to r):
Oscar Beatty, Wiedemann sales manager; H. E. Fast, WKRC manager, and
Edmund Strauchen, of Strauchen & McKim, brewery's agency.
d by *

PULSE

RATINGS

Steady 7-Year Decline
In Top 10 AM Shows

PULSE ratings of the top ten evening radio programs in New York
have declined steadily in the past seven years, The Pulse Inc. reported
last week.
The following table shows the lowest rating received by March top
ten shows in New York since 1943:
Rating
.25.0
1943
1944
1945
.26.7
Daytime — 5 A Week
.20.7
1946
1947
Arthur Highest
Godfrey J^ Hour
.20.3
1948
19.3
17.0
9.9
9.3
1949
Rosemary
8.3
Grand Slam
.15.0
7.9
8.2
Our
Gal
Sunday
7.9
7.9
TOP TEN EVENING
AND DAYTIME
Helen Trent
7.8
Evening
8.1
SHOWS Rating
7.7
Ma Perkins
Big
Sister
Aunt
Jenny (1:15)
7.5
7.0
7.4
Highest % Hour Mar.
7.7
7.7
7.3
Wendy
Warren
7.3
22.3
Walter Winchell
Feb.
Young Dr. Malone
7.3
23.3
Lux
Radio
Theatre
22.0
7.4
Jack Benny
24.3
Saturday and Sunday Daytime
21.3
22.7
15.0
17.0
FibberHopeMcGee-MoUy
Bob
Highest J4 Hour Rating
6.4
18.3
17.0
15.7 The Shadow
9.3
8.0
Stop the Music
Suspense
8.0
Quick As Mysteries
A Flash
15.0
16.0
7.0
14.7 Detective
15.0
Theatre Guild
7.7
5.7
House of Mystery
15.0
Inner Sanctum
7.0
15.3
Fat Man
7.0
Children's
Hour
Metropolitan
Opera
6.7
Juvenile Jury
6.3
C. F. McCarthy News
Grand
Central
Station
6.3
Verbal Fireworks
Make Believe Ballroom
6.0
6.7
(Sat. a.m.)
Theatre
of Today
6.3
PRE-BROADCAST verbal
6.0
fireworks forced cancellation
of an established program
broadcast weekly on KXOK
St. Louis. During March 14
WANTED
warm-up discussion, members
of the panel who were to debate the pros and cons of
Stand-By Announcers
Immediately.
rent control on KXOK's
Wake Up, St. Louis series,
found themselves in such
heated argument that one
Recording department of major
member walked out. Who
New York network affiliate requires
said what and to whom will
immediately
4 stand-by announcers
never be revealed since no
for daylight time repeat program
one was near a microphone
origination. Twenty-three weeks.
during the flare-up, but
Bruce Harrington, KXOK
$78.75 per week. Possibility permanews director and moderator
nent employment. Applicants must
of the program, said another
appear
for personal audition.
attempt would be made to
schedule the broadcast — this
BOX 573a, BROADCASTING
time on the air.
BROADCASTING
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BE-BOP BONNET
Radio Hat Announced
KEEP this under your hat, but
you'll have be-bop in your bonnetthis summer if American Merri-Lei
Corp., Brooklyn, has its way.
Merri-Lei, a novelty manufacturing company, is about to introduce
tropical hemlets wired for sound.
Fitted with complete, under-the-lid
radios, and available in a select
range of colors, the helmet sports
two radio tubes emerging from the
crown and a tuning knob at the
forepeak. Perched aft, in relative
position of a rooster's tail, is a
hoop-like antenna. The remainder
of the radio set is hidden in the
hat's
lining, which is a quarterinch thick.
Victor T. Hoeflich, president of
Merri-Lei, assures Broadcasting
that the entire AM broadcasting

band is available on the sets. They
work on a pocket-type A battery,
guaranteed to last 20 hours, and a
221/2 volt B battery, sure to last a
year or more.
Signal pick-up within 50 miles of
a transmitter is possible with the
221/2 volt battery.
The foresighted president said
that, though not released yet, the
noisy helmets will be snapped up
by at least five million radio "bugs"
adduring the first year. Sizable New
vance orders from several
York stores lead him to that conclusion— they haven't tried to cover
other cities.
The hat will retail for $7.95. It
weighs 12 oz., with battery pack
carried in pockets.
Mr. Hoeflich pointed out that the
sets turn on automatically when
the helmet is perched on the noggin.
The price of silence is sunburn.
WNEW

Policy
WNEW New York has discontinued selling time to advertisers who
distribute merchandise only by
direct mail, Ira Herbert, vice president in charge of sales, announced.
Change in policy, according to Mr.
Herbert, is because little of mail
order business has merit, much
has not. Station found such
accounts to be troublesome and
short-lived.
BROADCASTING

MOVIE

BIDDERS

'Non-newspaper' Policy
May Apply

of America. He also noted that he
had called the Orangeburg decision
to the Commission's attention in a
brief filed for oilman Edwin W.
Pauley's Television California in
the San Francisco television case,
where two motion picture companies are among the rivals of Television California.
Charles R. Denny, then a member of the Commission and later its
Chairman, conducted the Orangeburg hearings. Mr. Haley said
the decision "was unanimously concurred in by all Commissioners."
He said Mr. Coy presumably "inadvertently overlooked" it when
he made his statement to TOA.

FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy was reminded last week that he apparently overlooked a 1946 FCC decision when he said the Commission
hasn't yet had an opportunity to consider whether its so-called "nonnewspaper
March 21]. policy" should apply also to movie applicants [Broadcasting,
Mr. Coy had explained to the applicants over those with newsaffiliation when it has to
Theatre Owners of America, in re- make apaper
choice and when all other
sponse to questions, that FCC has a
factors are equal. But he indicated
policy of preferring non-newspaper
that the question hasn't yet come
up in connection with theatres.
Andrew G. Haley of the WashNEWSCAST SPEEDS
ington law firm of Haley, McKenna
& Wilkinson, sent Chairman Coy
Cited in U. of Pa. Study
a letter Wednesday calling attenNEWSCASTERS will be sometion to a decision adopted by FCC
what deflated by the findings of a in July 1946 granting the applica- AFFILIATES
listenership study by Harold E.
tion for WRNO Orangeburg, S. C,
CBS, MBS Plan Chicago Meets
Nelson of the speech department,
and
denying
those of two competU. of Pennsylvania. His tests
ing applicants [Broadcasting, July CBS and MBS will hold meetings
show that "the least significant 8, 1946]. There, Mr. Haley noted, of their affiliates in connection with
factor"
the ability
recall ra- the policy was made to apply to the NAB convention in Chicago, it
dio newsinitems
was thetonewscaster
was announced last week.
both theatres and newspapers.
himself.
After mentioning that the prinABC and NBC have no meetings
"It would seem that almost any
cipal stockholder of one of the un- of affiliates scheduled, although the
newscaster, if he is at least a
successful applicants held a minori- ABC Stations Advisory Committee
'normal' speaker, will be underty interest in a local newspaper, the will convene at a closed luncheon
stood just about as well as any
1946 decision said:
session at the Ambassador East
other newscaster," Mr. Nelson
Noting this fact and also his controlHotel April 10.
says.
ling interest
(50%)
in, the
and three
active movie
manThe CBS affiliates will attend a
agement
of,
two
of
Principal factor in the ability houses in Orangeburg which are imto remember radio news items was
portant sources of entertainment and, dinner meeting April 10 at the
Ambassador East Hotel.
to a muchination oflesser
of the dissemnews degree,
and information,
we
found
be the "difficulty
MBS affiliates are scheduled for
of the tonewscast.
The fivelevel"
test believe that the public interest is better served, when considering the ap- a longer session, beginning at 4
newscasts used were rated accordplications on a comparative basis as
ing to the readability formulas of we are here obliged to do, by a grant p.m. April 10 in the Stevens Hotel.
dinner a television seminar
no connecRudolf Flesch, author of The Art to thetionapplicant
with these which
other has
media
for the After
for affiliates will be held at the
of Plain Talk, and those which
dissemination of news and information.
were easiest to read were also the
Mr. Haley told the Chairman he studios of WGN-TV Chicago.
best remembered when broadcast.
Leading executives of CBS and
was not able to reconcile this stateMBS will address their respective
The rate of reading the newscast
meetings.
ment
in
the
decision
with
Mr.
Coy's
was a factor in the listenability of statement to the Theatre Owners
the broadcast. Recall of the newscast was best at a speed of 125
words per minute. However, the
listeners in the test indicated that
they would prefer to hear their
newscast at about 175 words per
FIRST
IN THE
minute. Eighty-one per cent of
the listeners indicated that this
rate was about right, and the
author concludes that "the most
'eflScient' rate for newscasts . . .
might be somewhere between 175
and 200 words per minute."
Quoting Paul Lazarafeld, of Columbia U., that 61% of the people
get their news from the radio, Mr.
DAVENPORT.
ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE
5.000 w
rM^7Kw. jy
Nelson says that not enough reCP. 22.9 Kw. visual
search has been done on listener
nITI 1420 Kc.
rill 103.7 Mc
I I and aural, Channel 5
response to various types of oral
material. The survey was done
Basic Affiliate of NBC,
with the cooperation of newscastthe
No. 1 Network
ers from WHO Des Moines, WMT
The
November
1948 Conlan SurCedar Rapids and WSUI Iowa
City.
vey shows woe First in the
Quad-Cities in 60 per cent of
Monday through Friday quarterThe study, entitled, "The Effect
hour periods. WOC's dominance
of Variations of Rate on the Recall
among Quad - Cities stations
brings sales results in the richest
by Radio Listeners of 'Straight'
industrial market between ChiNewscasts," appeared in Speech
cago and Omaha . . . MinneapoMonographs, Vol. XV, No. 2, 1948..
lis and St. Louis, Complete
program duplication on WOC-FM
gives advertisers bonus service.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
BRONZE medal for "outstanding contribution to radio as a social force"
Ernest Sanders, Manager
was received by Ben Park, producer
of It's Your Life (WMAQ Chicago,
Johnson & Johnson), at 1948 Annual
Advertising Awards meeting in New
York. Documentary is aired daily at
11:15 a.m. CST.
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Respects
(Continued from page AO)
!um to dinner at the fraternity
house. That started the yearly
visitation.
Leaving the university in 1926,
Mr. Faust donned grease paint for
repertory theatre work in Ann Arbor, Mich., at a weekly salary of
$40 (like the other actors, he
bought his own costumes and paid
room and board). As stage manager and juvenile lead, he learned
roles and carted props (again) for
14 plays.
Suddenly one chilly a.m. in 1928,
however, "I woke up and realized
I felt like an actor." That was the
last thing he sought on a career
basis, so he turned in his notice
between matinee and evening performances the same day. One day
after returning home, he marched
into the Chicago Tribune and asked
the head of the classified ad department for a job. He got it six weeks
later after calling on the same man
every day at 9 a.m. Working on
Michigan resorts, he was upped to
the "silk stocking list" and display
advertising after selling Illinoisans
en masse on the therapeutic value
of a Michigan vacation.
While running the "silk stocking
list" (exclusive women's shops on
Michigan Ave.), Mr. Faust and a
New York cohort made history by
wearing white ties and tails (remnants of his theatrical days) to the

MUTUAL NETWORK • 710 KILOCYCLCS . 5,000 WATTS NIGHT
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formal opening of Saks Fifth Avenue and other fashion houses.
Grounded in printed media advertising, Mr. Faust joined his father
at Mitchell-Faust agency in the fall
of 1930. Originally Mallory &
Mitchell, the firm operated also as
Mallory, Mitchell & Faust before
becoming Mitchell-Faust, of which
the elder Faust is president. In
February 1931, the new agency executive married the former Mary
Carnall of Wilmette (another North
Shore suburb) after meeting her
six months previously at a country
club dance.
His duties at M-F started with
research and merchandising, which
shifted gradually into account handling and contact work. This was
halted abruptly in May 1941, when
Mr. Faust was called to active duty
in the Navy as a lieutenant (jg)
in intelligence at Great Lakes.
Intelligence work for him decreased as the need for public relations increased, and Lt. Faust
soon found himself with the job
of radio broadcasting officer for the
Ninth Naval District. Directing
all informative work and special
events, he and his section supervised the airing of 4,000 shows in
a month. The best known network
programs under his supervision
were Meet Your Navy, the Bluejacket Choir, Know Your Navy and
the broadcasts of Orrin Tucker and
his
Pier.orchestra from Chicago's Navy
Mr. Faust frequently quieted the
restless sailor audience in the short
intervals before air time by borrowing equipment from Clem, the Magic Man (who was also a Navy officer), and performing his favorite
"now
you
see it, now you don't"
tricks.
South Pacific Service
In November 1943, he was sent
to the South Pacific as welfare officer for the South Pacific command,
attached to Admiral "Bull" Halsey's Third Fleet. His department
had jurisdicition over welfare personnel spotted throughout a 3-million square-mile area. After 13
months, during which he had additional duty as Navy USO coordinator in the area, he went to
Washington, where he was released
in April 1945. Rejoining MitchellFaust, he resumed duties as vice
president and radio director.
Mr. Faust works with some part
of each M-F account, including
major ones like Oscar Mayer & Co.,
Sanford Ink Co., Rapinwax Paper
Co., Moorman Co. and Rothmoor.
He is now correlating his radio
work with television experimentation, and will branch into TV
shortly. His initial video adventure
took place in a mausoleum-like
movie studio on Long Island in
1931. While producing training
films there for an account, he
worked with the sound engineers
and cameramen in using scanning
disc equipment to relay a telecast
from one end of the room to the
other.
After years of studying the me-

dium's possibilities, he has devised
and is ready to use in a live show
a production gimmick which is expected to cut costs of a studio
dramatic show as much as 50%.
His combined experience in writing,
acting, production and advertising
has enabled him to develop a systematized approach to the complex
video pattern.
Movies, he believes, are designed
for epics, "whereas television must
trend toward providing the type of
entertainment which could logically
be found in living room."
This, according to his interpretation, means there should be (1)
fewer characters in dramatic presentations; (2) simplification of
backgrounds to the bold-stroke setting rather than the detailed picture, which often distracts viewers
and clutters the scene, and (3) accentuation ofthe imagination with
tion.
encouragement of mental participaThe more imagination left the
viewer, he feels, the more emotional
response.
His Beliefs
Mr. Faust also admits to carrying these torches (one or all of
which show up in his public
speeches)
: (1) "Wenotneed
morein
commercialization,
less,
American radio and television if we
are to do the best job for the U. S.
and the world; (2) radio broadcasting is doing a wonderful job for
the listener interests, vocal minorities to the contrary notwithstanding; (3) techniques already known
and proved can provide us with
top-grade television programming
without raiding or killing the
Because of his conviction that
television
movies." will help integrate family life, Mr. Faust has installed a
set in his home. The children, however, are held to a no-visitor policy
except for special occasions. The
youngsters are Marianne 14, Judith
11, Punch (red-head) 9, Kitty 7,
and Caroline 5. Punch, retaliating
when his father jokes with him
about following Judy, has dubbed
him Dr. Faustus, the pseudo magician.

COMPLETE

Houston

PROBLEM of protecting the title
of a local radio show from infringement or unauthorized use has been
successfully solved by KNUZ Houston, Tex. On application of the
station, the Texas Secretary of
State has registered a trade-mark
for Houston Hoedovm, title of
KNUZ's
nightly
ern variety
show.hillbilly and westThe action resulted from efforts
of another station to broadcast a
program under the same title, according to Max H. Jacobs, KNUZ
president. Application for registering the trade-mark has been filed
in
under the new LanhamWashington
Act.
Houston Hoedown has been
heard on KNUZ continuously for
more than a year and is a combination of live and recorded entertainment origiiiating in ■. night spots
and the station's studios. Webb
Hunt, disc jockey, and Biff Collie,
announcer, are featured on the
show.

PEARSON HONORED
Friendship Train Praised
NEW YORK'S Radio Executives'
Club last Thursday honored Drew
Pearson, ABC commentator (Lee
Hat Co., Danbury, Conn., Sundays,
6-6:30 p.m.), for conceiving and
administering the idea of the
Friendship Train, America's gift to
France. An award, a miniature
replica of France's "Merci Train,"
sent by that country in acknowledgement of U. S. contributions of
food and clothing, was accepted on
Mr. Pearson's behalf by Mark
Woods, ABC president.
Mr. Pearson, who was to address the club's luncheon meeting,
was ill at his Washington home.
He spoke via closed circuit broadcast to the group assembled at
the Roosevelt Hotel in New York.
He praised radio's contribution
to the Friendship Train. Edward
Arnold, radio, stage and screen
star, presided.

SCHEDULE

SIMULTANEOUS
.

'HOEDOWN'*
* Registered — KNUZ

SERVICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
.BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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7
HUTH RESOLUTION
UNESCO Paper Adopted

Station Mortality
(Continued from page 27)
' FM
tion. future; no companion AM operaKMED-FM Medford, Ore.— Mrs. W.
J. Virgin. CP, Feb. 15. No reason.
WFET (FM) Binghamton, N. Y.— The
Binghamton Press Co. Inc., CP, Feb.
15. No reason.
KSEL-FM Lubbock, Tex, — Lubbock
- reason.
Broadcasting Co., CP, Feb. 18. No
W B C O ( F M ) Detroit— Woodward
Broadcasting
March 2. Unable to secureCo.,AMCP,outlet.
KIOA-FM Des Moines — Independent
Broadcasting
Co., CP, March 2. Economic.
KECK-FM Odessa, Tex.— Ector CounBroadcasting Co., CP, March 2.
No ty
reason.
WFIU of(FM)
Ind.—
Trustees
IndianaBloomington,
U., noncommercial
CP, March 2. Forfeited.
WWCH West Chester, Pa.— State
Teachers College, noncommercial CP,
March 2. Forfeited.
KPYR CP,Raymondville,
Tex. — Pryor
Dillard,
Feb. 28. Forfeited.
KLCY (FM) Painesville, Ohio— Wilfeited. liam H. Miller, CP, March 2. ForKVKO (FM) Harlingen, Tex.— Valley
Publishing Co., CP, March 2. Forfeited.
KIMO-FM Independence, Mo.— The
Blue Valley Co., CP, Feb. 28. Forfeited.
WWCO-FM Waterbury, Conn.— The
Mattatuck Broadcasting Co., CP, March
14. Television.
WLAQ-FM Rome. Ga.— News Pub.
Co., CP, March 14. Economic; lack
of receivers in area.
WGR-FM Buffalo, N. Y. — WGR
Broadcasting Corp., CP, March 14.
Television.
tion planned. Combined TV-FM operaKSWO-FM Lawton, Okla.— Oklahoma Quality Broadcasting Co., CP,
March 14. Hotel proposed for site
not yet constructed.
WNAR-FM
Norristown,
town
Broadcasting
Co., Pa.—
CP, NorrisMarch
14. Television. «
WSJN (FM) San Juan, P.R.— Radio
Americus Corp., CP, March 14. No
companion AM station.
KSKY-FM Dallas, Tex.— Sky Broadcasting Co., CP, March 14. No reason.
KRGV-FM Weslaco, Tex. — K R G V
Inc., CP, March 14. No action on bid
Planned comAM power.
for higher
bined AM-FM
new installation.
KTVI-FM Tacoma, Wash. — Tacoma
CG, March 15. TeleBroadcasters Inc..combined
AM-FM-TV.
vision. Planned
— Inland
KWEI-FM Weiser. Ida. 16.
EcoBroadcast Co., CP, March
nomic.
Robert
WIOC (FM) Croydon. Ind.—
P. O'Bannon. CP, March 16. Economic.
WMRE (FM) Oak Park, 111.— ComForfeited. mander Industries, CP, March 2.
chiOhio-Mi
Ohio—
WEAL Toledo, Co., CP. March 10.
gand.Broadcasting
Forfeite
N. C—d. Beatrice
WMGNCP, Morgant
10. Forfeite
March own,
Cobb,
WMFI Memphis. Tenn.— Fanny B.
Wilson, CP, March 16. Forfeited.
In
Altoona, Pa.,
It's
ROY F. THOMPSON
and

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
BROADCASTING

HARRY WISMER (second from I), ABC sports director, in Kansas City to
address participants in National Assn. of Intercollegiate Basketball tournament, was ipterviewed on special 15-minute program over KCMO Kansas
City. L to r: Bill Gunther, KCMO announcer; Mr. Wismer; Tony Williams,
KCMO sports editor, and E. K. Hartenbower, station's general manager.

'SPRING

ON THE AIR'
KOIL, 'Better Homes & Gardens' Open Drive

SPRING officially began March 14
in Omaha, Neb. This one-week
jump ahead of nature's March 21
opening' was caused by KOIL Omaha which is bursting out all over
with an intensive promotional campaign.
Heralded as "Spring Is on the
Air," the novel campaign has the
backing of Better Homes and Gardens, which is making available
its entire facilities to the station.
The magazine's editors and feature
writers are presented in special
tape-recorded programs, aired daily
over KOIL, about every subject
covered by the publication.
Mails Brochure
Local advertisers, agencies and
Petry Co., representative, have received a special 12-page brochure
outlining the campaign in detail.
With each brochure is a letter announcing "a spring idea that's a
daisy," and attached to each letter
is a paper daisy.
To further alert prospective
sponsors and agency men, KOIL
is delivering by Western Union a

beautiful spring tie, attractively
wrapped and enclosed with a paper
band
reading: promotion
'Tie-in and cash
in.''
On-the-air
includes
some mention of the spring theme
during every hour of the broadcast
day. Augmenting this, the station
is using streetcar cards, window
cards and streamers, newspaper
advertising, shopping guide advertising, weekly bulletins and letters
to advertisers, and distribution of
boutonnieres — paper daisies with
colorful banners reading: "Spring
Is on the Air at KOIL."

RESOLUTION urging that frequencies to be assigned by the
International High Frequency
Broadcasting Conference "should
not be used for purposes contrary to mutual understanding
and tolerance" has been submitted to the Mexico City conference by Arno G. Huth, on behalf of the United Nations Educational, Scien^;ific and Cultural
Organization. The conference
adopted the resolution by 51 votes
for, one against (Rumania) and
nine abstentions (Soviet bloc).
Text of the resolution:
The Plenary
Assembly ofBroadcasting
the International High Frequency
Conference . . . RECOMMENDS
That the frequencies to be assigned
by the Conference should not be used
for purposes
mutual understanding andcontrary
tolerance,to and
That all appropriate steps should be
taken to the end that this resolution
be followed by practical- measures on
the partcerned,ofand that
the such
Governments
measures conare
brought to national
the attention
of the Union,
InterTelecommunication
UNO and UNESCO by the countries
members of these organizations.
SCRIPTS for certain documentaries
and other dramatic programs, to be
produced and transcribed by private
agencies on contractual basis, have
been prepared
by StateDivision.
Dept.'s International Broadcasting
Programs will be in English, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, French and German,
with other languages to be added later.
Transcribed shows will be used primarily for IBD's overseas distribution.

RADIO CAREERS
Student Interest High
RADIO is near the top of the list
of careers being considered by
Portsmouth (Ohio) High School
students, according to WPAY
WPAY-FM Portsmouth.
At the high school's recent second annual Career Day, interest in
the clinic on radio was second only
to that on retailing, station executives said. Two WPAY representatives. Chief Engineer Maurice
Myers and Office . Manager 0. T.
Dresbach, talked with 108 seniors,
juniors and sophomores who attended the radio meeting.
Mr. Myers answered questions
about technical schools offering
radio training and on the future of
television in Portsmouth. Mr.
Dresbach outlined the general aspects of radio and the types of jobs
open to those entering it.
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Sales Mgr.
Paul W. Morency,.Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr. • Waller Johnson, Asst. Gen. M D &
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mm
IAN ON
THE GOVERNMENT and WEWS
(TV) Cleveland locked horns last
week over the State Dept.'s ban
on telecasting sessions of UNESCO,
the international organization
which champions freedom of the
press.
But, as Broadcasting went to
press, State Dept.
officials were rapidly clearing the
way for reversal
of the decision,
which had been
editorially challenged as hypocritical.
James HanraMr. Hanrahan
han, general manager of WEWS, told Broadcasting
the clash was precipitated by State
Dept. notification that WEWS could
not televise proceedings of
UNESCO's All-American convention in Cleveland April 1.
No reason was given for an eleventh hour imposition of the ban,
Mr. Hanrahan said, adding that
the station had cancelled its commercials, and received union clearance for the "Freedom Symphony"
that evening in order to perform a
public service.
Refusal was relayed to him, Mr.
Hanrahan said, by Miss Helen
Semmerling, liaison agent between
>

In

Amarillo

and

the great

Panhandle
LET

area

KFDA

place that ^'selling^^
message in thousands
of homes in this fast
buying section.
/VOW 5000
and

1000

W.

(D)

W.(N)

plus an F.M. ''bonus"
ASK A PEARSON
REPRESENTATIVE
FOR THE FACTS!

Howard Roberson, Manager
ABC
Page 50
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UNESCO?
the State Dept. and the UNESCO
meeting. The session, expected to
attract 3,000 delegates, was called
to study means of promoting world
understanding of educational, scientific and cultural achievements.
Later, both Miss Semmerling and
Shepherd L. Whitman, Cleveland
World Affairs Council director, indicated they would seek a reversal
of the decision.
In Washington, Howard Vickery,
assistant director of UNESCO relations for the State Dept., identified the controversy as a "new
problem to us."
' Mr. Vickery maintained the crux
of the problem was union clearance of talent and the acceptability of telecasting the proceedings
to Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, one of
the main speakers, and Dr. Torres
Bodet, director general of UNESCO
in Paris.
"Up to last night," Mr. Vickery
said last Wednesday, "it was believed that the event could not be
televised because certain talented
Hollywood actors were said to be
barred from television by their
contracts."
"Mrs. Roosevelt," he added, "had
not then indicated whether she
wished to be televised."
When it was later learned that
the Hollywood actors would not
be available and that New York
actors, with television performance rights, would substitute, the
only matter to be resolved was
whether Mrs. Roosevelt would consent to be televised. It would be
possible, he later said, to authorize
the telecast without the consent of
Dr. Bodet.
Authority Lacking
Mr. Vickery acknowledged that
the State Dept. actually lacked
authority to impose the ban and
that program arrangements were
entirely in the hands of the U. S.
Commission for UNESCO, an advisory committee not affiliated with
the government department.
Mr. Hanrahan pointed out that
his station had gone to considerable expense in cancelling all its
commercial and sustaining shows
during the 8 to 10 p.m. period April
1 to telecast the entire UNESCO
show.

Challenges

on the program, Lee Repp (Cleveland business agent) was both generous and enthusiastic.
"The stated UNESCO function
is to awake and alert the American people, among others, to their
freedoms in communications, education and cultural interchange. I
can't see how it lives up to this
stated function in this strange
Miss Semmerling faiied to specify just what the State Dept. obcourse."
Hanrahan. jections were, according to Mr.
The Cleveland Press, with which
WEWS is associated, took up the
cudgel forcolumns
its station
in the24.paper's
editorial
March
It was pointed out in the editorial that whatever might be back
of the ban was not clear.
"Whatever the motive," it said,
"it is a dangerous censorship that
must not be tolerated. If allowed
to stand, it would defeat, in part,
the very purposes for which the
meeting
was called."
The station
had not been told
the nature of the State Dept.'s objections, the editorial said.
'Can't Justify Action'
"No matter what they are," it
continued, "they can't justify the
action taken. The department has
no more right to stop televising
the proceedings than it has to try
to say what shall or shall not be
published about the meeting. This
censorship must be fought to a
Stanley Anderson, television editor of the Press, in his column the
finish."day doubted that Mrs. Roosesame
velt "may be one of those who may
not want WEWS to telecast the
UNESCO session."
"If anybody should want the program to reach the greatest number
of people,"
added,
"Mrs.as Roosevelt should.he Her
record
a UN
worker should work against a refusal. As a matter of fact, she
should ask for television coverage."
.Mr. Vickery made several
futile attempts last Thursday to
reach Mrs. Roosevelt, who was

traveling between New York and
Washington.
At first, one
of Mrs.
Roosevelt's
secretaries
in New
York,
declined
to sanction the telecast in Mrs.
Roosevelt's name.
Later, another secretary, gave
Mr. Vickery assurance, he said,
that Mrs. Roosevelt would have no
objection to the telecast.
On the basis of this authorization
Mr. Vickery felt that the matter
could be considered resolved and the
State Dept. decision reversed.
The only authority lacking, unless Mrs. Roosevelt personally
voices an objection, Mr. Vickery
said, is permission for the television staff to use the auditorium.
He clearly had enough of the whole
mess, and permission for the use
of the auditorium would have to
said.secured by Mr. Hanrahan, he
be
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exclusively to television news.
VIDEO TALENT
Profecfive Clause Adopted
PENDING formation of a television talent union, the Associated
Actors
Artists has
of America's
televisionandcommittee
drafted a
clause which actors will incorporate
in new contracts with agents, managers or personal representatives.
It is designed to protect interest
which may later accrue by action of
the committee or a union formed
through it.
Council of Actors' Equity adopted the committee clause, thus making any actor who fails to abide by
the action subject to "appropriate
disciplinary
action." The clause
states
:
"The obligations of the artist under
this contract,
withandrespect
to televi-to
sion, are subject
subordinate
the
artist's
primary
obligations
to the
television committee of the Associated
Actors and Artists of America. . . ."
An effort to form a new 4-A
union for video, to be called The
Four A's Television Authority, is
currently in a preliminary stage
[Broadcasting, March 21].

"We can provide a visual audience that will be 10 or 15 times as
large as you can get into Public
Hall," he declared. This audience, he said, would come "from
all over populous northeastern
Mr. Hanrahan said dealers were
known
Ohio." who "are ready to put the
show on public display in their
communities where school children
and all others can feel they are
taking some audience part through
the telecast.
"When we cleared with the American Federation of Musicians about
including the symphony concert
BROADCASTING
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Dr.

DuMont

Heads

Speakers

SMPE
PRINCIPAL speaker at the luncheon opening the 65th semi-annual
convention of Society of Motion
Picture Engineers will be Dr. Allen
B. DuMont, head of the Allen B.
DuMont Labs Inc., New York.
The five-day session, opening April
4, is to
be held at New York's
Hotel
Statler.
Highlights of the opening day
will include a forum on television
and motion pictures, led by authorities in these related media, to be
held in the afternoon. An evening
demonstration will be held showing
latest equipment for direct projection of theatre-size television
images. Tuesday morning and
afternoon sessions also will be devoted to television, with the evening open. A total of 37 technical
papers, in addition to two forums,
a popular lecture on atomic energy,
and social events, are scheduled
for the 10-session conclave.
Problems in the technical phases
of motion picture production for
television will be dissected at the
television forum.
Forum leaders, their topics and
VIDEO TECHNIQUE
Decorators Hear Talk
TELEVISION'S growing importance as the focal point of the home
presents a challenge to today's interior decorators, Bernhardt Denmark, national television sales
manager of Telecoin Corp., New
York, told members of the American Institute of Decorators last
Wednesday at their Hotel Pierre
convention. Video brings with it a
new concept of decor involving
lighting and individuality in styling, he pointed out.
Mr. Denmark introduced to the
decorators Telecoin's Tele-Video.
The Tele-Video screen, which can
be had as large as 63 feet square,
can be adapted to any room, with
remote control hundreds of feet
from the picture which is projected
from the rear with all equipment
hidden. The screen can be placed
flush with the wall.

PROFITABLE
SALES

LEVY

profit. WAIR is famous for its
ability to sell in volume ... at a
profit far above the average.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Representatives^ Avery-Knodel, Inc.

COVERS

TV

Writes for 'The Shingle'
IN AN ARTICLE entitled, "Greener Grass?," appearing in the
March issue of The Shingle, publication of The Philadelphia Bar
Assn., Isaac D. Levy, retiring vice
president and general counsel of
WCAU
states: "Sois
much of Philadelphia,
the value of television
lost because it is in black and white
and not in color. Color television
is here and when the FCC gives the
'go' sign, it will improve pictures
beyond description
Food
demonstrations would make your
mouth water. We recently had a
film from the Washington State
Apple Commission which became
valueless when shown on black
and white television because the
type of apples and colors, the reds,
greens and yellows, were all lost.
"One often wonders how television will affect radio and the
movies. There are certain sporting
events . . . that are good only on
television. Then there are programs
like symphony concerts that may
become very tiresome if one likes
to listen to music without distraction. Lectures, news programs and
forums are better on radio. Then
again, television tires the eyes. The
test for television should be, does
this program have anything which
appeals to the eye as well as to
the ear? None can foretell the
effect of television on the movie
industry, but we realize that there
is an impact. Let's hope it's for the
good of all."
WTVR

You stay in business by selling at a
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the propositions keynoting their
discussions are:
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting
engineer, New York "Engineering
Techniques
in Motion
— Video
films,
produced
today Pictures"
several different
ways, all of which can be improved in
quality and veeconomy.
Continuedbetter
instigation is urged toward
ing.
methods of picture and sound recordRichard Blount, engineering division,
lamp department. General Electric
Co., Cleveland "Studio Lighting for
Television" — Distortion introduced by
improper stration
lighting
techniques (demonwith slides).
Edmund intendent,
A. De Luxe
Bertram,
Labs,plant
Inc.,superNew
York. "Motion Picture Laboratory
Practice for Television" Video receiver

WTVR

Power

Increase

(TV) Richmond, Va., observed an increase in power March
13 with a special half-hour program which was carried by its AM
affiliate, WMBG, and WCOD (FM).
Power increase was to 12.16 kw.
The special program featured a
documentary on radio and television and telegraphed greetings
from the mayors of 21 Virginia
cities which will now be served by
WTVR. Station operates on Channel 6 (82-88 mc).
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tube quality affects kinescope photography quality,
(demonstration with 16
mm picture
film).
Arthur J. Miller, general manager.
Consolidated Film Industries Div., RePictureslaboratory
Corp., New practice
York "MotionpublicPicture
for
television" Composite 16 mm prints of
high quality can give better receiver
tube
image quality
(demonstration
with 16when
mm televised"
film).
Clyde R. Keith, engineering manager,vision.
electrical
diWesternresearch
Electricproducts
Co., New
York. "Sound on Film Recording for
Television
Broadcasting"
Threeof bottlenecks degrade
sound quality
16 mm
films in telecasting
(1)
16
mm film
development is generally inferior
to that
of 35 mm film, (2) 16 mm printers
frequently produce distortion and flutter in prints,
and accuracy
(3) most required
16 mm pro-to
jectors lack the
give best
electrical,
mechanical
and optical results.
Dave Gudebrod, N. W. Ayer & Sons
Inc. New York "Motion Picture Production Requirements for agencies
Television"
Sponsors
expect filmsandto advertising
entertain and interest
audience and to carry potent messages
(Demonstration
with film
that has been
telecast
for a major
sponsor).
Engineers Wanted
CIVIL SERVICE positions now
are open for radio engineers with
the FCC at Washing-ton, D. C, and
various other places. Salaries
range from $2,974 to $3,727 a year,
with age limits from 18 to 35 years.
Applicants will take a written test
and must produce proof of appropriate college study or technical experience, or a combination of both.
Applications must be filed with the
U. S. Civil Service Commission at
Washington not later than April
12.
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TV PRODUCTIONS
Smith Plans Video Filming
TV PRODUCTIONS has been
formed in Hollywood by Jack
Smith, star of his own CBS show,
for the production of quarter and
half-hour open-end television films.
Offices are at 1469 N. Vine St. Associated with Mr. Smith are Jerome B. Rosenthal, attorney, and
Century Artists Ltd.,
First series of original scripts —
to feature old-time performers — is
being written by Jimmy Henaghan.
Bill Brennan, producer of CBS Jack
Smith Show, will direct firm's productions. Frank De Vol, musical director of the CBS show, is serving
group in same capacity.
See Joins KRON-TV
HAROLD P. SEE has been appointed director of television for
San Francisco
Chronicle Pub.
Co.'s KRON-TV
San Francisco.
Station is expected to begin telethis summer.casts
Mr. See,
who
ties immediately,
assumes
his duMr. See

was formerly director of television at WBALTV Baltimore.

PROMOTION of daytime TV on
WABD New York has earned award
"Television Ad of the Month" for advertisement in New York World Telegram from National Research Bureau.

UP

FOR

JANE!

Recently, the manufacturer of a new aluminum siding product
bought three KQV spots on Jane Gibson's Women's Exchange
Show. Having failed completely with other media, he was mighty
surprised (but not us!) when orders and inquiries began pouring
in. Three more spots on Jane's show pulled in so many new orders
that after six weeks — and six spots — he'd done $8,000 worth of
business — 44 times the cost of the time! A terrific job for a new
product using no other media, thanks to the tremendous audience
response to Jane and KQV.
PITTSBURGH'S
AGGRESSIVE
RADIO
STATION
Basic iyiutual Network • Natl, Reps. WEED & pO.
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VIDEO AWARD
Adopted by Seattle Club
THIS YEAR, for the first time,
television will be included in the
Seattle Advertising and Sales
Club's annual advertising competition. The awards were inaugurated
last
year
[Broadcasting, June 7,
1948].
Awards will be presented in
eight media categories, including
both radio and television. Chairman of the joint radio-TV committee is Ralph Hansen, KING Seattle.
Other members are Arthur Gerbel
Jr., KJR; Paul Swimelar, KOMO,
and Robert E. Priebe, KRSC KRSCTV, all Seattle stations. Roger
Rice, KING, is a member of the
small steering committee which is
directing the second annual advertising awards competition.
Presentations have been invited
in four classifications in the television contest:
Best TV film -slide or opaque comor service.mercial designed to sell merchandise
Best TV film commercial designed to
sell merchandise or service.
Best TV program promoting public
relations or community service.
Best commercial program designed
to sell merchandise or service.
Competition is restricted to the
Seattle-Puget Sound area. All
contest entries must be locally created and produced commercials or
programs telecast on KRSC-TV
between November 25, 1948, and
April 27, 1949. Winners will be
announced at the Ad Club luncheon
May 17.
Requirements in the radio advertising contest are similar and winners will be announced at the same
time.

RADIO REPORTS
TV Service Is Expanded

LINGO
Vertka/ Tubular Steel

RADIO REPORTS Inc. is now supplying television reports in three
of its six cities, President Edward
F. Loomis announced last Monday
at the firm's New York home office.
The company, which has been listing video shows for some time in
New York, has added coverage in
Detroit and Los Angeles. Similar
service soon will be available in
Washington, Chicago, New England and Philadelphia.
Mr. Loomis also announced that
Si Nathenson, former Detroit manager, has transferred to Los Angeles to handle sales and administrative duties. Mrs. Emily Timmons remains as Los Angeles
office manager. Rita Halperin,
Mr. Nathenson's Detroit assistant,
moves up to the managerial post
in that city.

TAKE CBS POSTS
Rothafel and Stumer Named
ARTHUR I. ROTHAFEL, general
manager of WPEA Manchester,
N. H., has been appointed assistant
to the director of CBS television
programs, and Louis Stumer, assistant manager of operations of
DuMont Television, has been named
CBS-TV program sales coordinator,
CBS announced last Thursday.
Mr. Rothafel, son of Samuel L.
(Roxy) trical
Rothafel,
famed
impressario,thewill
worktheaon

With
No Trouble
TELEVISION has become so
successful at selling that it
even sells when it's not trying. During intermission of
the amateur boxing matches
telecast on KTLA Los Angeles from South Gate Arena,
South Gate, Calif., Bill
Welsh, telecaster, was interviewing the executive secretary of local Chamber of
Commerce. In the course of
the interview the C of C representative expressed the
hope that more industry
would find its way into South
Gate. The next day a viewer
of the telecast purchased two
acres in South Gate for erection of a factory.

program building and administration under Charles Underbill, program director of the CBS television
network.
Mr. Stumer's new job is to inform the CBS television sales staff
of program planning and development and to assist salesmen in
making presentations.
Mr. Rothafel has been general
manager
WFEA
Before thatof he
had for
helda year.
program

ASCAP EXTENDS
Video Music Fee Deadline
EXTENSION through April 30 of
ASCAP's grant to telecaster s to
use its members' music without fee
was
last voted
week. by the society's directors
Telecasters have been given free
use of copyrighted music pending
negotiations of a contract with
ASCAP which would establish payment scales. The negotiations between ASCAP and broadcasters
have been under way since the first
of the year.
Broadcasters have agreed that
such payment rates as are finally
agreed upon will be retroactive to
Jan. 1, 1949. The old ASCAP contract with broadcasters expired
Dec. 31. Negotiations pertain to
both radio and television.
Last week the following members were reelected to the ASCAP
board: Writer directors— Fred E.
Ahlert, Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
Paul Cunningham, A. Walter
Kramer; publisher directors — Herman Starr, Louis Bernstein, Samuel H. Bourne, Gustave Schirmer.
WMAL-TV Washington, will begin
telecasting forty-five minutes earlier
beginning today (March 28). Station's
new sign on time is 6 p.m. ■

manager posts at WCCM Lawrence, Mass., and WKBR Manchester, N. H. He was radio director of
Fletcher and Ellis agency in 1933
and previously headed the radio
department of Maxon agency.
Mr. Stumer has been assistant
manager of operations and studio
liaison director at DuMont for the
past year. Before that he was president of Television-Radio Enterprises Inc., a producing firm.
HOLE PROMOTED
Named DuMont Executive
LEONARD HOLE, general manager of WABD (TV) New York, has
been appointed director of network operations
for the DuMont

Mr. Hole

Television Network, Mortimer
W. Loewi,
director, announced
last Tuesday.
Mr. Hole joined
DuMont's flagmostship
a year
stationago.
alHis
promotion
said to be partis

of an over-all expansion and reorganization plan now being effected by the network.

RADIATORS
Write for factual Data
JOHN E. LINGO & SON,
CAMDEN 5, N. J.
'^age 52
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PROGRAM Riddle Me This is moving
from CBS-TV (Sun., 8:30-9 p.m.) to
same time on ABC-TV effective April
3. Show to change title and sponsor.
Current sponsorship General Electric
Co., Schenectady, changing to B. F.
Goodrich Co., Akron, through BBDO.
New title tentatively Celebrity Time.
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1000 WATTS— 740 K.C.
FULL TIME— CLEAR CHANNEL
Nat. Rep., WEED & CO., New York
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Ice Disrupts WLWT
ICING conditions atop the 571-ft.
tower of WLWT (TV) Cincinnati
disrupted operation of the Crosley
station for two hours March 18 and
delayed relay of programs to
WLWD, Crosley's new Dayton
video outlet. R. J. Rockwell, Crosley vice president in charge of enIgineering, said melting ice at the
top of the antenna caused a short
circuit and burned out part of the
coaxial cable which carries programs up the tower.
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Over
Million
Net$26
Profit
Also inUp'48;
DuMONT
SALES
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs achieved record sales and earnings in 1948,
according to an annual report to stockholders made public Wednesday
by Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president.
Sales in 1948 amounted to $26,859,000, compared with $11,109,172
in 1947. Net profit advanced to *
—
mitter division showed a "very
$2,701,000 or $1.29 a share, compared with $563,677 or 27 cents a substantial" increase over 1947.
share in 1947.
The company also is doing intensive development work in UHF and
Percentage of net profit to sales
anticipates a steady volume of busiin 1948 was more than 10% comness in production and sale of
pared to 5% the preceding year,
said Dr. DuMont.
equipment and accessories to new
Position of the company in the telecasters in both VHF and in the
possible new UHF band, it was
early part of 1949 has continued
said.
strong. Dr. DuMont indicated. He
said sales for the first ten weeks
Total assets were listed at $16,- .
882,112, of which the broadcasting
of 1949 were $9,023,000 as comfacilities constituted $876,187.
pared with $3,595,000 for the same
Property, plant and equipment of
period in 1948.
Only division of the company
manufacturing facilities, less depreciation reserve, was $3,636,555.
not in the black, he said, was the
DuMont television network. But he Current assets, including largely
told stockholders:
bank deposits and accounts receivable and inventories, were $12,169,". . . your company feels that our
275. Inventory itself was $5,397,television broadcasting stations are
valuable franchises which will 074.
eventually
be verytheprofitable."
He also advised
shareholders
DAYTIME classfes in motion picture
that despite the rapid growth of and television production will be ofNABET VS. lATSE
fered next fall by The New Institute
the company, it was moving careof Film & Television, 29 Flatbush Ave.,
fully to avoid over-expansion which
NBC Case Hearing Resumed
Brooklyn. The school is now offering
wouldcialendanger
"either
our offinanevening and Saturday classes for a
position or the
quality
our
NLRB hearing in the NABET-vs.total of 14 hours per week. Fall daylATSE dispute over NBC lighting
time classes will total 25 hours weekly,
manufactured products." Similar
engineers was resumed again
SETS INSTALLEC
caution was being exercised in the with the evening program continuing
Thursday for the second week.
firm's dividend policy, he said.
TV
as at present. Faculty will be enWithout giving the figures, the
Neutral NBC was still the only orlarged and registration for daytime
ganization called on to produce
courses will commence September 12.
report sales in DuMont's transwitnesses.
Ernest de la Ossa, director of
YOUR
NEW
CHEVROLET
OR BUICK
NBC personnel department, testified as to the history of NBC collective bargaining relationships
with NABET, running back to 1933,
and with lATSE, beginning in
1940. F. A. Wankel, assistant television operations supervisor of
NBC, was the previous company
witness [Broadcasting, Feb. 21].
A similar NLRB hearing involving
ABC lighting engineers, scheduled
for March 23, was postponed indefinitely until conclusion of the
NBC matter. ,
FLINT , , ,
city.
world's
2nd
automobile
PREMIUM BUSINESS
(SERVICE

6
500,000
New York
3 3,597,000
732,000
44,700
Baltimore
2
53,600
Boston
1,175,000
1
557,000
New Haven
20,700
3 1,184,000
130,000
Philadelphia
1
Richniond
130,000
7,700
17,900
1
258,000
Schenectady
691,000
4
Washington
37,400
1
Buffalo
15,500
323,000
4 1,438,000
100,000
Chicago
2
Cleveland
695,000
30,400
3
839,000
Detroit
43,500
1
Milwaukee
19,000
327,000
1
742,000
Pittsburgh
9,500
1
St. Louis
474,000
22,500
1
Toledo
241,000
600
8,500
1
Albuquerque
22,000
233,000
1
Atlanta
5,900
1
Cincinnati
384,000
17,100
1
Fort Worth
269,000
3,100
Dallas (Included in
coverage area of Ft.
277,000
Worth TV station)
4,100
6
102,000
Los Angeles
1,372,000
1
Louisville
188,000
5,700
1
177,000
Memphis
3,400
1
12,300
Minn.-St. Paul
333,000
1
225,000
New Orleans
4,000
1
Salt Lake City
93,000
3,300
1
San Francisco
825,000
4,600
1
Seattle
307,000
5,000
1
291,000
Dayton
4,600
1
Houston
217,000
3,000
1
199,000
Syracuse
2,300
Total All Operat- 55
ing Stations
1,241,900
TV Ownership in Cities Without Operating
Station
<
Z
z o=
<Ul
CITY
March 1949
Erie
IndianJune 1949
apolis March
1949
Miami
Providence March 1949
Wilmington
May 1949
Others
Total

CHERTOK TV INC.
New Sacramento Firm Opens
FORMAL incorporation of Jack
Chertok Television Inc., Sacramento, as a California corporation
capitalized for $100,000 has been
completed.
Jack Chertok, also head of Apex
Pictures, commercial film firm, is
president of new firm and Tom
Rockwell, head of General Artists
Corp., is vice president. Mr. Chertok, a former feature picture producer at MGM and Warner Bros.,
formed Apex three years ago and
has serviced such national clients
as Toni, duPont, Carnation Co.,
Gillette, Standard Oil of California
and National Assn. of Manufacturers.
The television firm will have
access to the talent roster of GAC,
according to Mr. Chertok, but will
not restrict itself exclusively. Apex
will continue to do commercial
films, while all future television
activity will be handled by the new
corporation, he said.

STA
TIO

Video Set Dist-ribution
Compiied by NBC on
Regular Monthly Basis
t/> UJ
alU
i/i Ik till 1
a, t/l — '
U.Z

TV Will Swell It— Degan
TELEVISION will be a leading
factor in swelling the premium
business beyond the billion-dollar
mark this year, it was predicted
last week at the 16th annual Premium Buyers Assn. meeting in
Chicago.
Robert R. Degan, merchandising
executive of Ted Bates, New York
agency, told the premium buyers,
meeting at Hotel Stevens, that
American consumers spent a billion dollars for thousands of kinds
of advertising premiums in 1948
and would spend even more this
Television, he said, would conyear.
tribute heavily to the increase.
"Results to date by manufacturers
who have made premium offers on
television have been nothing short
of sensational," Mr. Degan added.

CUNT,
Bay City
and ,
' Saginaw
do most
of tlie business for E.
Central Michigan. Until WTAC, Flint and
six surrounding counties had no adequate
NBC coverage. Now,
WTAC-NBC covers
Michigan's
2nd million
market . . . the
listeners with the billion dollar income.

TRENDLE-CAMPBELL BROADCASTING CORP,
1000 Watts Day —

600 KC

500 Night

Paul H. Raymer, Repiesentative
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ZENITH

•

Hit

Obsolescence

Ads

SUED

MILLION DOLLAR damage suit
and injunction proceedings to stop
Zenith television obsolscence ads
was started last Monday in New
York Supreme Court by Sightmaster Corp. and Empire Coil Co.
Inc.
The action thus represented the
joining against Zenith of a television manufacturer (Sightmaster),
a television parts manufacturer
(Empire) and a television broadcaster (Empire has under construction WXEL (TV) Cleveland).
The plaintiffs called the Zenith
ads false and misleading, and
charged they were run maliciously
with knowledge of their falsity "for
the deliberate and preconceived
purpose and with the design of
inducing the public" to buy television sets only from Zenith.
It was alleged that plaintiffs
had demanded that Zenith stop
running the ads but instead Zenith
continued to publish them and "are
threatening to continue the same."
Already, the plaintiffs alleged,
they have suffered damages because customers have failed to
buy sets from Sightmaster and
parts from Empire. As for damage
to the Cleveland television station,
it was alleged that because of
the Zenith ads:
"... visionThe
of telesets in volume
the area ofof sales
the television
broadcasting station now In the process
of construction by the plaintiff, Empire
Coil Co.tinueInc.,
been and will
conto be has
substantially
reduced,
thereby seriously impairing the value
of the said television broadcasting station and the anticipated revenue therefrom."
McDonald Answers
Commdr. E. F. McDonald, Zenith
president, was quick to answer the
charges, saying that Zenith welcomed the opportunity to prove its
advertising allegations.
"I have never welcomed a lawsuit as much as I welcome this
one. This will give Zenith the
opportunity in the courts to prove
to the public that the statements
in its advertisements, of which
complaint is made in the suit, are
true. Our only purpose in publishing these advertisements was to
acquaint the public with the facts
they are entitled to know."
Commdr. McDonald disclosed
that Dunn & Eradstreet lists the
tangible net worth of the Sightmaster Corp as $71,509 as of July
.31, 1948. He stated the company
has no engineering staff. Dunn &
Bradstreet lists the net worth of
Empire Coil Co. as $141,1.59 as of
Sept. a .30,
this company
has
CP 1948—
for a"Yet
television
station
in Cleveland which it received in
December 1947 and they hf ven't
put up a station yet," he added.
The commander pointed out that
the net worth of Empire Coil in
1947 was $75,847.
The suit was brought against
Zenith Radio Corp. of New York
and Zenith Radio Corp., an Illinois
Page 54
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corporation. The latter was alleged to own the New York company, which was described as a
distributor of sets and parts manufactured bythe parent firm.
Affidavits to the complaint were
signed by Michael L. Kaplan, president of Sightmaster, and by Herbert Mayer, president of Empire.
Both Sightmaster and Empire are
located in New Rochelle, N. Y.
Principal allegations follow:
"That
and the
beginning
on
or about heretofore
March 6, 1949,
defendants
to procure for themselves and to divert
to themselves the business of plaintiffs
and others so situated, caused to be
issued and disseminated, orally and in
writing, to the public, throughout the
United States and elsewhere, the false
and fraudulant disparaging statements
against the
plaintiff's goods,
that the
Federal
Communications
Commission
was about to change television wave
lengths, which change would render
all present television receivers and
component parts thereof obsolete and
junk,
but andthatcomponent
defendants'
receivers
partstelevision
thereof
were so constructed as to receive and
handle all possible changes and that
plaintiffs were concealing all this from
their purchasers and, as part and
parcel of the above, the defendants
caused to be advertised in many newspapers throughout
advertisements
. . . the United States
"That
were
falsesuch
and disparaging
misleading instatements
that the
Federal Communications Commission
was not about to change present television wave lengths; and was not about
to change such wave lengths so as to
render obsolete and junk all television
receivers and component parts thereof;
and defendants' television receivers
were not equipped so as to handle and
receive all other possible changes, and

The

Pulse Report

plaintiffs were thus not concealing any
such things from their purchasers.
"That the
purpose both
and effect
of the
aforesaid
statements
as originally
issued and disseminated and as repeated by the defendants, was to cause
the public,
particularlyof customers and including
potential customers
the
plaintiffs, to believe that the television
sets and component parts thereof
manufactured, sold and distributed by
the plaintiffs were about to become
obsolete and junk and that to avoid
this the public could safely and only
should purchase the television sets and
component parts manufactured and
sold by the defendants and not those
of plaintiffs.
"That each
the defendants,
liberately of
and maliciously
makingin dethe
misrepresentations hereinabove set
forth and in deliberately and malithe saidrepublished
misrepresentations tociously
be causing
published,
and
repeated, knew and either deliberately
intended or was recklessly indifferent
to the fact that, in the event that prospective purchasers of television sets
were to believe the said representations
to be truthful, the entire business of
manufacturers of television sets other
than that of defendants themselves, as
well as the entire business of those who
suppliedturers, material
to such
as well as the
entire manufacbusiness
of television broadcasters, would be
seriously affected and impaired."
After alleging that the ads
caused Sightmaster and Empire
Coil damage and loss of business,
judgment was asked as follows:
"Enjoining
the defendants
fromor issuing and disseminating,
orally
in
writing, to the public throughout the
United States and elsewhere, the false
and fraudulent disparaging statements
against the
plaintiffs' goodsCommission
that the
Federal
Communications
was about to change television wave
lengths, which change would render
all present television receivers and
component parts thereof obsolete and

of Television

NEW YORK
Top Ten Television Shows
Once A Week
Highest % Hour Rating
Mar. Feb.
Texaco Star Theatre
75.3 67.3
Godfrey's Talent Scouts 56.0 57.3
The Goldbergs
54.0 38.7
Broadway Revue
52.7 41.3
Godfrey & His Friends
48.7 44.7
Toast of The Town
45.3 46.0
Kraft TV Theatre
42.0 38.0
Phil Silvers Show
37.3 34.0
Original Amateur Hour
36.7 33.3
Lambs Gambol
32.0 —
Multi Weekly Shows
Howdy Doody
24.5 27.0
Small Fry Club
22.1 25.0
Lucky Pup
17.5 19.1
Bob Howard Show
17.5 18.0
Kukla,
Fran
&
Ollie
14.0
Western Features
10.1 10.9
11.0
Six
Gun
Playhouse
9.8
9.8
Junior Frolics
9.3 10.0
Western Features
8.9 ■—
Pixie Movie Matinee
8.3 —
Average Quarter
Sets-In Use For
Week Hour
Studied
Entire Week,
12 Noon-12
Television
Homes Midnight
Combined
Radio
& TV
TV Radio
March 1949
J4.9
26.1 9.7
February 1949 33.2
26.9 8.1
January 1949 32.3 23.9 10.8
PHILADELPHIA
Top Ten Television Shows
Once A Week
Highest ^ Hour Rating
Mar.
TexE o Star Theatre
71.0 Feb.
69.0
GodJ ay & His Friends
61.0 67.0
Godfrey's Talent
61.0 54.0
65.0
Broadway
Revue Scouts 59.0
Kill Silvers Show
48.0 50.0
Toast of The Town
47.0 44.0
We, tha People
45.0 44.0
l.anny ]loss Show
45.0 50.0
Break zY.e Bank
42.0 —
Kraft TV Theatre
41.0 —
Multi Weekly Shows
Ilowdy Doody
33.4 31.4
Small Fry Club
26.4 27.0

Audiences

Lucky Pup
17.3 14.4
Blues by Bargy
17.0 —
CBS-TV News
16.0 15.6
Homemakers Matinee
15.6 14.5
Manhattan Showcase
15.0 —
Western Balladier
14.3 —
Make Mine Music
13.5 17.3
Camel News Caravan
13.0 12.2
Average ForQuarter
Hour
Sets-in-Use
Week Studied
Entire Week,
12 Noon-12
Television
Homes Midnight
Combined
Radio
& TV
TV Radio
March 1949
38.6
28.1 12.3
February 1949
38.1
29.5 10.6
January 1949
38.6
26.8 14.5
CHICAGO
Top Ten Television Shows
Highest
Hour Rating
Once A Week Shows
Mar. Feb.
Godfrey & His Friends
65.0 60.0
Texaco Star Theatre
55.0 55.0
Golden Gloves
45.0 —
Super Circus
44.0 46.0
Kraft TV Theatre
40.0 —
Wrestling
40.0 —
The Goldbergs
40.0 —
Original Amateur Hour
37.0 —
Morey Amsterdam Show 36.0 —
Indoor PoloMulti-Weekly Shows
35.0 —
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
43.0 38.8
Small Fry Club
25.2 24.6
Howdy Doody
24.8 21.0
Lucky
Pup
24.3
Uncle Mistletoe
23.2 23.4
18.8
Film Serials
20.0 17.2
Curbstone
Cut-Up
17.0
Feature Films
16.0 19.2
13.3
Film Shorts
10.4 8.2
Craft Shop News
8.0 —
Average For
Quarter
Sets-in-Use
Week Hour
Studied
Entire Week,
12
Noon-1
Television HomesMidnight
Combined
Radio
& TV
TV Radio
March 1949
40.4
29.6 12.9
February 1949
37.8
29.3 10.5
January 1949
32.8
20.2 14.6

junk, but andthatcomponent
defendants'
receivers
partstelevision
thereof
were so constructed as to receive and
handle all possible changes; and any
and all statements of a similar nature;
"For an injunction of like and similar
nature
the during
aforesaid
permanent
inaction; as junction,
the pendency
of this
and"Foreachdamages
of themagainst
in thethesumdefendants
of Five
Hundred Thousand ($500,000) Dollars
in favor of the plaintiff Empire Coil
Co. Inc.,
in the
sum of Dollars
Five Hun-in
dred and
Thousand
($500,000)
favor of the plaintiff Sightmaster
Corp.; together
other may
and
further
relief as with
in thesuch
premises
be InjustDetroit,
and proper."
Harry Bannister, general manager, WWJ WWJ-TV
WWJ-FM, stated that television
wavelengths will not be changed
and that present TV receivers will
not be obsolete tomorrow, next
year or in five years. In a signed
advertisement appearing in the
Detroit News, Mr. Bannister declared :
"If the day ever comes when UHF
improves
enough to present
provide standards,
television
service approaching
it will bepensive
possible
by receive
adding UHF.
an inexconverter to
on
any standard television receiver. But,
in all probability, anyone buying a
standard make . . . today will wear
it out, and repeat the process with its
successor, before UHF becomes a factor
worth
considering."added that Detroit
Mr. Bannister
is one of the few communities with
"sufficient authorizations" in the
VHF band, and may never have
any UHF stations — "certainly not
for a number of years. Even at
that time, the VHF band will always be the preferred source of
television, while UHF will be used
merely to supplement VHF . . ."
TEL-AIR AGENCY
Radio-TV Package Firm Opens
TEL- AIR Productions, new radiotelevision package agency, has been
formed in Detroit and Chicago by
boreen Koebel, president, and
vice president. HeadNancy Pierce,
quarters of the new firm are at
3160 Second Ave., Detroit. The
Chicago branch, at 12181 Otsego
Rd., is under the direction of
Patricia Harmon.
Both Miss Koebel and Miss Pierce
were formerly with Chicago television stations and Miss Harmon
was associated with stations in
Michigan and Illinois. The agency
is offering live packaged shows and
currently has eight shows completed— five for television, two for
radio and one for either medium or
simultaneous production.
Drastic Mastic
AS FIRST STEP in its 1949
to utilize television
campaign
in
the promotion of realty
sales. Mastic Acres Inc., New
York, owner of an 8,000 acre
land development at Mastic,
a 13-week
signed
L. I., haswith
contract
WPIX
(TV)
New York. Walter T. Shiranpresident,
ley, nounced
Masticthat the
firm would
participate in sponsorship of
the weekly Your New York,
Saturdays, 7:45-9 p.m.
Agency is Jasper, Lynch &
Field, New York.
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s weekly

Servi

f

it takes

all

kinds

. . . and NBC is first in nearly every category of television
programming. Each in its class, these are the regularly
scheduled shows according to latest available Hooperatings:
Variety, Texaco Star Theatre
Drama, Kraft Television Theatre

NBC
NBC

Sports, Gillette Fights
News, Camel News

NBC
NBC

Forum, Author Meets The Critics — General Foods . NBC
Art, You Are An Artist
,
NBC
Feature Film, Lucky Strike's Your Show Time . . . NBC
Juvenile, Howdy Doody — Mason — Unique . ,. . . . NBC
No. 1 in programs . . •
No. 1 in advertisers . . .
No. 1 in sponsored hours . • •
America's No. 1 Network
NBC

Television

A Service of Radio Corporation of America

WHAT'S

NEW

IN TELEVISION?

TAKE

A LOOK

AT WPTZ!

Television
finds
to

the

men

build

a

pipe
Saudi

line

in

Arabia

EACH Wednesday evening at 7:00 PM, the
Corn Exchange National Bank and Trust Co.
of Philadelphia sponsors a television program called
"Open House" over WPTZ. It's a who's-who and
what's-new sort of program bringing interesting
people and ideas before the cameras.
A few weeks ago one of the guests on the program
was a representative of the Bechtel International
Corporation. It seems that his firm was building a
pipe line in Saudi Arabia and were experiencing
considerable difficulty in finding skilled craftsmen
for the job. And no wonder — artisans were required
to sign up for a year and a half and the locale was
smacked-dab in the middle of the desert where the
temperature goes to 130° in the shade.
Within 48 hours after the show, 248 skilled
craftsmen applied for the job! Moreover, the
Peimsylvania State Employment Service told us

FIRST
WPTZ

IN

that the Philadelphia office of USES was the only
employment office in the country to fill its quota
on this job and it was not only filled, but filled
three times over!
You may not need men for Saudi Arabia but if
you have a product or service to sell in Philadelphia, the country's second largest television
market (130,000 receivers), we think this incident
indicates not only the selling power of television
but the pulling power of a program on WPTZ.
If you would like further details on the Philadelphia audience and WPTZ's facilities and experience, drop us a line or caU your NBC Spot
Sales representative.
PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architecfs Building
•
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Telephone: LOcust 4-2244

TELEVISION
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PHILADELPHIA
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Film

KINESCOPING
By HERMAN

BRANDSCHAIN

KINESCOPE recording of television shows at NBC has mushroomed in one year from an experimental film operation to a production now outstripping Hollywood's
output by 50%.
That fact was revealed Tuesday
, evening by Carleton D. Smith,
NBC director of television operations, at a news
demonstration of
the network's
kinescope recording equipment at
Radio City.
According to
Mr. Smith, the total output of film
by the major motion picture companies in 19 4 8
Mr. Smith
was 3 6 9 feature
length films — or about 550 hours of
product. At the average rate of
nearly 14 hours a week of kinescope film, NBC television is producing an average of almost 700
hours of entertainment per year,
or approximately 50% more than
the Hollywood studios' output.
Expansion of kinescopic production first proceeded in geometric
progression and is now down to
an arithmetic progression, which
still furnishes considerable delight
to NBC statisticians.
Operations have increased over
100% since January. January
figures showed a 100% jump over
November. Envisioned is a 400
or 500% expansion in the coming
year.
The operation has caused NBC to
develop a department currently
shipping 223 prints a week of 28
programs to video outlets from
coast to coast, making the network in eff'ect one
of the country's
major motion picture exchanges.
Thus, kinescope
recording has become a major television program
medium. It has
been a rather unexpected development, and has yet
Mr. Hanson
to make a profit.
It was explained that kinescopic
recording entered its experimental
stage about ten years ago. NBC
engineers, under leadership of O.
B. Hanson, vice president and chief
TELECASTING

engineer, were seeking a device to
record programs for historic and
legal reasons and also as a means
of improving production techniques
by furnishing program executives
with a replay which could be studied
ciitically. The technique of kinescopy improved so greatly, it was
said, that it made possible its new
use which has far overshadowed
in importance the aims originally
intended for it.
Now, such shows as the RCA
Victor Kiikla, Fran & Ollie
are made available to 15 stations
off coaxial lines via the kinescopic
films; Motorola's Believe It or
Not also goes to 15 outlets; Liggett & Myer's Chesterfield Supper
Club is shipped to 12. Philco Television Playhouse currently enjoys
the honor of "most kinescoped,"
going to 16 stations weekly and
four additional ones on alternate
weeks.
Further impetus to the NBC
operation is foreseen this month,
when its kinescopic recording studio in Hollywood will be completed.
It will be the first such studio
on the West Coast, and only
slightly smaller than the $250,000
facilities in New York.
Up to now, all such recording
facilities have been in New York,

Output

Now

Exceeds

where foui- cameras, capable of
recording two different programs
simultaneously are in operation.
High speed developing equipment
can process film at a rate said to
be three times the shooting time.
Thus an hour show can be processed in three hours.
At the Tuesday news demonstration, the first ten minutes of the
Milton Berle Texaco Star Theatre
show was played back for reporters
50 minutes later, when they saw
the curtain come down on the
Berle show. Quality of the screened
film was very much higher than
the picture on the television screen
previously seen on the live show.
Mr. Hanson explained some of
the technical problems which had
to be overcome before it was possible for the operation to record
over 200 shows in February. These
shows required 110 hours of equipment use and ate up 600,000 feet
of 16mm film, which NBC rssearch
said was 113 miles of celluloid.
Mr. Hanson said the camera developed in cooperation with Eastman Kodak engineers is the "key
to Athecamera
situation."
which could translate
the 30 frames per second of the
television image into the 24 frames
per second of the standard motion

TWO EXECUTIVES of Twin City Television Lab, Minneapolis, converse with
Dr. Allen B. DuMont (center), head of Allen B. DuMont Labs, at a reception
following Twin City's first graduation exercises. The exercises, held March
19 in the Lyceum Theatre, Minneapolis [Broadcasting, March 21], featured
Dr. DuMont as principal speaker. At left is Joseph H. Beck, Twin City's
founder and executive director, who also was a speaker, and at right is
William E. Gage, Twin City vice president. Twin City reports that in connection with the graduation exercises a large audience, including several
radio and television executives, attended a 20-minute TV closed circuit
presentation demonstrating various production techniques.

Hollywood

by 50%

picture had to be designed. This
camera is focused on a kinescope
tube with a power of 30,000 volts.
Four times brighter than the average home viewing tube, it receives
pictures piped by direct line from
the NBC studios.
The speed of the camera, however, was not the only adaptation
required. Film capacity of 1,200
feet, instead of the usual 400 feet,
to allow for half-hour's continuous
run, had to be built into the camera.
This required a separate motor.
Still a further engineering problem was that of overcoming emulsion dust. Cameras in Hollywood,
said Mr. Hanson, are used only a
few minutes at a time, allowing
a chance to clean out the emulsion
dust between takes. NBC had to
find some means of handling 1,200
feet of film without stopping and
to eliminate emulsion dust collecting in the frame. This trouble
was cured by the use of nylon
pressure plates instead of the usual
metal ones.
Problems Licked
"Needless to say," said Mr. Hanson, "all these problems were licked,
and we have an installation at
Radio City which has four cameras,
three sound recording systems recording the sound on a separate
negative, and two cameras equipped
with a single system recording
where the sound can be photographed on the same film as the
picture. This latter method we
use in photographing direct positives for rapid development and
projection within the hour after
the show has been performed.
For release prints we make a
negative picture and record the
sound track on a separate film.
These two negatives are then
printed together on a release print.
It was not until last March,
however, that the first perfected
camera was delivered to NBC.
Regular commercial use, except
for the special job done on
Life — NBC coverage of the
national political conventions last
June, did not begin until September. At that time, seven programs were recorded each week.
As new equipment arrived, production doubled in a few weeks. Mass
production quickly followed.
NBC set up a separate division
to handle the operation. It is
under the direct supervision of N.
(Continued on page 5Jf-K)
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THE success of KLEE-TV in its
initial three months of operations,
as outlined here, is indeed a healthy
sign in television's progress. While
many
joint AM-FMTV haveoperators
overlap of
in personnel,
it is
pointed out that KLEE and KLEETV are completely divorced.

including high school and collegiate
basketball, Golden Gloves, wrestling and eight rodeo performances.
From Jan. 1 to March 1 there were
42 remotes, all sold. His station
expects to telecast 45 high school
and collegiate football games next
season. Station is on the air an
average of 28 hours weekly.

KLEE-TV

IN THE high-cost field of television
station operation, where red ink is
still taken as a matter of course,
KLEE-TV Houston has achieved
a reversal of form which should be
gratifying to the management and
encouraging to all telecasters.
KLEE-TV will have been on the
air three months next Friday
(April 1) — and will have spent
more than two of them in profitable operations.
The station broke even in the
third week it was on the air, and at
the end of its second month its
profits totaled $5,000. Operating
budget for a four-week period is
$13,609— monthly, $14,742.
KLEE-TV is operated in conjuction with KLEE, but the two
operations are completely divorced
and there is no overlapping of
personnel. Sidney Balkin is general
manager of the TV station.
Mr. Balkin, 26-year-old Houstonian who had five months AM
experience at KLEE before assuming his present job eight months
ago, combines managerial duties
with selling. As the station's only
salesman, he has netted more than
$300,000 in national and local business since KLEE-TV took the air
Jan. 1. Of this $150,000 was signed
before then.
KLEE-TV is Houston's only
video station, operating for 3,000
sets. It bills more national spot
business than any station in a
comparable market with that number of sets, according to Adam
Young Jr., national representative.
He reports there will be only eight
one-minute availabilities for five
months after April 1 unless KLEETV time periods are extended.
Mr. Balkin's formula operates
smoothly and simply. Bulk of programming (approximately 50%) is
sports remotes, and station has secured free rights for a year in everything except baseball (Houston
Buffaloes sold rights for $20,000).
Remotes will not be supplanted by
Page 54-D
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IN

THE

BLACK

GROUNDWORK for KLEE-TV's debut was the signing last fall of an affiliation contract with CBS. Present then were (I to r): William Schudt, CBS
director of station relations; Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS vice president in
charge of station relations; W. Albert Lee, KLEE-TV owner; and Sidney
Balkin, KLEE-TV general manager.
network shows, as KLEE-TV handpicks sustainers from all the TV
networks and spots them as it
chooses. The station will remain
independent, as revenue is lost on
local shows when network programs are piped in by cable, Mr.
Balkin believes.
Studio shows are minimized because of high rehearsal and talent
costs. Dramatic shows calling for

UHF

BAND

FCC'S DECISION on opening the
UHF television band "may be some
time off" but when those frequencies are activated there'll probably
be some inter-mixing of UHF and
present VHF channels within some
cities, FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
said last Wednesday.
"The industry now knows that
we can utilize the UHF band," he
declared. "What is not known is
how effectively we may be able to
utilize it. The development of
power for these frequencies is a
key to that problem — and the development of real power for these frequencies is still in the laboraSubstantially reiterating an eartories."
lier prediction, he said he "expected" the Commission will reach
a decision on VHF television allocations "during May or June"
[Broadcasting, March 7]. Observers took this to mean the current
TV freeze might be lifted in July
or August, in view of the time
lapses necessary between a decision
and its effective date.
It may also mean, authorities

expensive sets and production have
not been telecast, and will take only
a small part in future overall programming. Day and evening rates
are the same, with no preferred
times. Base is $200 an hour and
$30 for a one-minute film commercial; both subject to additional 20%
for live action.
In February, Mr. Balkin sold 16
live remotes (telecast in 14 days),

Power

Top Sponsors
Ace sponsor is Galveston-Houston Breweries (Southern Select
beer) which has bought wrestling
and baseball games for $100,000.
Joskey's, department store, sponsors INS Telenews Mondays
through Fridays for 10 minutes
and Sundays for 20 minutes for
Reception has been reported as
$39,000.
far as Long Beach, Calif., Lansing,
Mich., and Longwell, 111. KLEETV is located ten miles out of
Houston. It is owned by W. Albert
Lee, Texas multi-millionaire and
rancher.
Staff personnel is kept at a minimum, with, for example, two producers and two announcers who
alternate. Bonuses were given
each of the 26 TV employes the day
KLEE-TV took the air as a reward
for their pre-debut work.

Development

observed, that the decision might
come during the absence of Chairman Coy and Vice Chairman Paul
A. Walker, who are tentatively
slated to leave in early May for the
International Telephone and Telegraph Conference in Paris [Broadcasting, March 21].
Sees Improvement
The FCC chief said "it is now
certain" that a "substantial improvement over our present television allocation plan" will arise out
of work being done during the
freeze. He specifically cited two
possible methods of reducing interference: Greater distance between stations ("200 to 220 miles
apart instead of 100 to 150 miles")
and synchronization of carrier frequencies of co-channel stations.
But he noted that synochronized
stations are still subject to interference from adjacent - channel
stations located too near.
He regarded Stratovision's future as "linked with the development of the UHF for television,"
declaring that "unfortunately the

Is Key — Coy

present 12 television channels are
insufficient to provide an opportunity now for the development of
Stratovision on a commercial
basis." He reiterated that the wide
coverage potentialities of air-borne
transmission raise "a most difficult
problem" of free-speech and monopoly which FCC must carefully
consider.
Chairman Coy's observations —
including flat assurance that use of
TV's 12 present channels will continue— came in a luncheon address
before the Advertising Club of
Baltimore, whom he told to be prepared for changes in the advertising field as a result of television's
"By the time there is a 50%
growth.
[TV] saturation of homes," he said,
"advertisers will be concentrating
told the advertising industry
on Hetelevision,"
that "much if not most of the dissatisfaction with radio" in recent
years is due to types of programming and commercial excesses
(Continued on page 5A-F)
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WE
No more than a margarine
newspaper

THINK

NOT!

salesman should sell butter. Or a

representative should sell radio time.
Radio and television are strongly competitive media.
Each needs aggressive selling. Each should be represented by

a specialized sales organization. Mere Time brokers cannot provide effective sales power for either.
Blair-TV, Inc., is television's first exclusive national representative firm. Blair-TV salesmen devote all of their time, energy and
talents to the sale of television time and programs.
Like all TV

station owners,

we

are investing today in tele-

vision's tomorrow. We, too, are solely interested in making your TV
operation profitable . . . fast. We will be happy to discuss it with you.
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Band

(Continued from page 5i-D)
which stations have permitted advertisers and agencies to prepare.
He called upon industry to recognize and respect licensees' responsibility to serve the public interest,
declaring:
It is far better for an industry to
police its members and to exercise
self -regulation and self-restraint than
to let matters drift until the public
demands regulation by other measures.
Now, while television is still in its
infancy, is the time for leaders in the
advertising business to act to bring the
backward elements into line for a truly
progressive and affirmative program of
television advertising in the public
interest.
On Obsolescence

A

new television mystery series on film.
Although each film is
complete in itself
"THE

MAN

FROM

SCOTLAND
YARD" is
designed to hold and
build an audience
week after week.
Available on a national or local basis. Wire
for screening

prints.

Our experience in working with
advertisers and agencies and in
serving 95% of all television stations daily is now available to you.
Our library of over 100 subjects
ranging from cartoons to full
length features can be applied to
your specific program needs.
Write for catalog.
Now in production "Adventure
Album," a new television series,
based on adventure stories from
the Black Emperor of Haiti, to
the mysteries of the tombs of
Rameses II and Tutkenhamen,
featuring the well-known explorer
Tom Terriss. Screening prints
available.

£QU/r/£SfCOftP
SfSVING TflEVISIOI
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Circle 7-5850 - 1-2-3-4
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Chaii-man Coy described the current controversy over TV set obsolescence [Broadcasting, March 14,
21] as "something of a tempest in
a teapot" which nevertheless has
created "definite pressure" for
adoption of the present VHF television system as standard for
UHF.
He promised flatly that the 12
present VHF channels "will not be
eliminated" and said that TV sets
now on the market "obviously" will
be able to "get service from these
channels continuously."
They "probably" will not be able
to tune the UHF range if color,
high-definition black-and-white or
other standards incompatible with
the VHF system are adopted, he
said. If UHF-VHF systems are
compatible, he added, "the problem of obsolescence will be a relatively minor one and, in my opinion,
a small price to pay for the development of a nation-wide competitive system of television."
"I do not think that anybody buying a television set today had had a
fraud
clared. perpetrated on them," he deThe FCC chief said the Commission "hopes to be able to provide
additional channels for television
as soon as adequate information is
available to enable the drafting of
standards for such service." The
sufficiency of information provided
the only real argument of the UHF
hearings last September, he explained. "Most" witnesses thought
present data was enough; "some
few" thought another hearing
should be held this year.
Chairman Coy summarized his
views on both bands and on obsolescence in a discussion of the
Baltimore situation, where three
VHF channels are allocated and
in use:
If the ultra-high-frequencies are
authorized by the Commission, there
is no doubt in my mind but that some
of those frequencies will be utilized
for television in this city. When such
UHF stations are authorized, there will
be a degree of obsolescence in Baltimore for all of those receivers not
equipped to receive television from the
UHF.
The degree of obsolescence will be
determined by each individual owner
by his desire to get television service
from such UHF station or stations as
may be established here. If he wants
service from the new stations badly
enough, he can make his present receiver render him service by the addition of a piece of equipment known

as a converter. Or he can buy a set
that has been engineered to receive a
television signal from either the VHF
or the UHF frequencies.
If I lived in Baltimore I would have
no hesitancy
today
in buying
television receiver.
I would
not waita until
the FCC had decided what they were
going to do about the UHF because
that may be some time off, and more
than that,
to develop
mitters the
and newtimereceivers
after transsuch
a decision is made means that a considerable length of time will have
elapsed before I could get any service
from a UHF station. I would buy a
television receiver today because of
the
many onworthwhile
available
television. programs now
... I would want to enjoy them
now. I would not want to wait until
some bureaucratic agency decided
whether there was sufiBcient propagation ards.
data available
write to
newwait
standNor would toI want
on
some equally bureaucratic industrial
establishments to produce television
sets at some indefinite . date in the
future.
Until such time as the Commission
makes a decision the radio manufacturing industry cannot know, with any
degree ofceivers tocertainty,
kind of But
remake for what
the future.
we at the Commission cannot rush
scientific development nor can we
make it conform to a time schedule. . .
Mr. Coy said the progress made
by advertising in the last two
centuries "is nothing, in my opinion, compared to the progress that
must be made by the advertising
profession in utilizing this newest
medium — television."
He said that "television will

equip advertising to magnify
greatly its role in merchandising,
in sustaining our mass productionmass consumption system, in raising our living standards, in bolstering our whole economy"; that
"this effectiveness means that tele-,
vision, costly as it is, will in due!
time become an economical medium
for the advertising, demonstration
and selling of goods and services";
and that "based on sales, -it can
bring results that will justify
larger expenditures than other
He repeated his prediction of
800 to 1,000 TV stations in six or
seven years,
and coast-to-coast
network
media." television in two or three.
He told the advertising club that
"television cannot grow into a nation-wide system serving all the
people, cannot become economically
strong and independent, cannot
perform the functions of a free
mass communications medium in
a free society without an alert,
enterprising and flourishing ad-|
vertising system." And, he added,|
"television in turn holds the prom
ise of carrying American advertis
ing to new heights of achieve-

Form
TV

SET

MAeS

Own

Association;

ment." Outline Aims

SEVENTEEN television set manufacturers met in the Advertising
Club, New York, last Monday and unanimously decided to form a television manufacturers association. The meeting had its hectic moments
as the producers proceeded "to let their hair down" about unfair practices
price cutting to ad- ★
facturers voted down was a motion
ranging from
vertising
practices.
to send a telegram to President
Speakers said such an organiza- Harry
S. Truman asking him to
tion was necessary because of "in- act "immediately in the public ina
d
e
q
u
a
c
i
e
s
"
o
f
the
Radio
Manufacturers Assn.
terest" by telling the public the
They said the purpose of the new facts in the UHF controversy
which
became
intensified by the
organization would be, in part, to Zenith advertising
campaign
take action against unfair price
[Broadcasting,
March
21].
cutting; to set up a code of ethics
Mr. Kaplan spoke for the telefor the industry; to foster cooperation between manufacturers and
gram project as did Herbert Mayer,
telecasters ; to speak for the indus- president of Empire Coil Co., a
try in problems common to all set parts manufacturer which also is
WXEL (TV) Cleveland.
producers,
and to exchange techni- building
cal information.
Both Mr. Kaplan and Mr. Mayer
No representatives of large announced that their companies
manufacturers attended and tasks had started a million-dollar damage
54). against Zenith because of its
set by provisional
and E.CA,
com- suit
advertising campaign (See page
mittees includedofficers
getting
Philco, DuMont and Emerson to
The Zenith campaign itself cropWhen criticism was voiced that
ped up repeatedly in discussions of
no big set producers attended the various subjects. The RMA was
first meeting, Michael Kaplan, criticized for "straddling the Zenith
president of Sightmaster Corp., issue." RMA also was criticized as
join.
who called the meeting and was not adequate to protect television
elected temporary president, ex- manufacturers because of its domplained that he had sent letters to
inance by "radio byinterests."
66 manufacturers, including the was denominated
Irving Kane,It
president
of
Royal
Television
Corp.,
bigHeones.
and others argued, however, as "a collection agency for parts
manufacturers" which did not repthat absence of the "big fellows"
resent television manufacturers.
shouldn't dissuade those present
because it was the history of most
Other temporary officers elected
trade associations that smaller were: Robert G. Kramer, Remingbusinesses ordinarily pioneered
ton Radio Corp., vice president,
such organizations and that if a and Mr. Mayer, secretary-treasurbig company were to take the lead
er. An organization committee was
the association might become sus- named to draw up a constitution,
pected as a mouthpiece or tool for by-laws, statement of purposes and
big business.
plans for a permanent organizaOnly proposal which the manution.
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ONE TEN FULTON STREET
NEW YORK SEVEN

Advertisers

who

keep their eye on
the ball turn to

CBS-TV, which

today

has the largest
average audience,
noon to midnight,
seven

days a week.

That's why CBSJV's
billings for the
first quarter of
1949 are 40 times

greater than for
the first quarter
of last year.

BS-TV

OPERATING

IN 31 MAJOR

MARKETS

Kinescoping
(Continued from page 5i-C)
Ray Kelly, assistant director of
the film division. Frank C. Lepore,
manager of film operations, and
Victor Borsodi, assistant manager
of film operations, work under his
direction. On the engineering staff,
Herbert de Groot is technical supervisor of film recordings.
Now Messrs. Kelly and Lepore
have to supervise the shipping of
35 prints nightly from NBC. The
traffic problem alone is complex,
often involving train, bus and
motorcycle schedules in the transport of a single can of celluloid.
Often, en route, a shipment may
have to be re-routed because of
grounded plane.
Also currently employed in the
project are five men at the network Radio City film exchange;
two cutters and editors; seven
library men; three men at NBC's
tl06 St. studio film exchange and
15 engineers and technicians.
What the future of the operation will be when cable lines may
form a network across the country to all major outlets, remains
to be seen. NBC is convinced of
its importance in the next several
years and hopes eventually to make
a profit from it. Cost to the network currently was not disclosed.
NBC programs being kinescoped,
as of March 22:
Americana (Firestone), Mondays,
9:30-10 p.m., 4 stations.
Kukla, Fran & OlUe (RCA Victor),
Monday-Friday, 7-7:30 p.m., 15 stations.

Chevrolet on Broadway (Chevrolet),
Monday, 8:30-9 p.m., 2 stations.
Colgate Theatre (Colgate-PalmolivePeet), Monday 9-9:30 p.m., 5 stations.
Believe It or Not (Motorola), Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m., 15 stations.
American Songs, Tuesday, 7:30-7:45
p.m., 4 stations.
Texaco Star Theatre (Texaco), Tuesday, 8-9 p.m., 9 stations.
Howdy Doody, Tuesday, 5:30-6 p.m.,
5stations.
stations. Wednesday, 5:30-6 p.m., 3
Young
7:45
p.m., Broadway,
6 stations. Wednesday 7:30You Are an Artist, Thursday, 9-9:30
p.m.,
stations.Show (Gulf Oil Co.),
Gulf11 Road
Thursdays, 9-9:30 p.m., 11 stations.
The Bigelow Show (Bigelow-Sanford
Carpet Co.), Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m., 9
stations.
The Arrow Show (Cluett Peabody),
Thursday,
8-8:30(Swift
p.m., Co.),
2 stations.
Swift Show
Thursday,
8:30-9 p.m., 1 station.
The Admiral Broadway Revue (Adtions. miral Corp.), Friday, 8-9 p.m., 10 staChesterfield Supper Club (Liggett &
Myers),
Friday, 11-11:15 p.m., 12 stations.
Stop Me If You've Heard This One
(Bonafide
11
stations. Mills), Friday, 9-9:30 p.m.,
Television Screen Magazine, Saturday, 7:30-8 the
p.m.,Town
5 stations.
Around
(Bates Fabrics),
Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m., 1 station.
The Hartmans (Textron Inc.), Sunday, 7:30-8Meets
p.m., 2the
stations.
Author
Critics (General
Foods),
Sunday,
8:30-9
p.m., 1 station.
Lambs Gambol (General
Foods),
Sunday,
8-8:30
p.m.,
1
station.
Philco Television Playhouse (Phiico
Corp.), Sunday, 9-10 p.m., 16 stations
weeklynate weeks.
and 4 additional stations alterREDMOND
NAMED
Gets New CBS Video Post
RICHARD J. REDMOND, for the
past year assistant to J. L. Van
Volkenburg, CBS vice president in
charge of television, last Tuesday
was appointed director of CBS
general television operations in
New York.
Mr. Redmond's assignment is
newly created.
From 1934 to 1938 Mr. Redmond
was in sales proniotion and research departments of CBS. From
1938 to 1942 he was with Mutual
in promotion, advertising and research capacities. He served in
the Air Transport Command for
three years. After his discharge
he operated a Muzak franchise in
Columbus, Ohio, until February
1948, when he rejoined CBS as
Mr. Van Volkenburg's assistant.
John Guedel Named
JOHN GUEDEL of John Guedel
Radio Productions was elected president of Radio and Television Directors Guild for the coming year
at meeting held March 18. Other
officers elected include Murray Bolen, vice president; Sterling Tracy,
treasurer, Helen Mack, secretary.
Canada Dry on TV
CANADA DRY Ginger Ale Inc.,
New York, will sponsor the first
half-hour of the ABC-TV Sujier
Circus, starting April 3. The program is telecast over an eightstation ABC television network
Sunday afternoons, 5-6 p.m. Sponsorship will cover the 5-5:30 segment. Initial 13-week contract was
signed through J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York.

i| TELECASTING

WLWD
(TV)
Operates 30 Hours Weekly
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp.'s
WLWD (TV) Dayton began its
first complete week of 30-hour
operation March 21, John T. Murphy, general manager, announced.
Station started operations on an
experimental basis Mai-ch 15 and
initiated a full day's schedule
March 18. WLWD operates on
Channel 5 (76-88 mc).
Station goes on the air at 3:30
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday; and at 3:45 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, with a test pattern
interval between afternoon and
evening programs. Saturday programming begins at 7:20 p.m. and
Sunday telecasting begins at 3:30
p.m. Sign-off time is 8:00 p.m.
weekdays, 10:00 p.m. on Saturday
and 10:15 p.m. on Sunday.
Most WLWD programming consists of originations from WLWT,
sister station in Cincinnati; plus
NBC kinescope features, including
Broadway Revue, TV Playhouse,
Kukla, Fran and Ollie, and Dayton
events including 70 home baseball
games, most Dayton speedway
auto races and other local events.
AMUSEMENT
TAX
Phila. Acts to Exempt TV
PHILADELPHIA City Council's
finance committee has voted unanimously to exempt
from thesets
city's
amusement
tax television
in
taprooms, night clubs, hotels, cocktail lounges and similar places. No
one appeared before the committee
to support the proposed tax, which
would have imposed a $10 annual
levy plus 59f of the gross receipts
on 2,000 taprooms. City Council is
expected to uphold the finance committee's action.
The Pennsylvania State Supreme Court ruled recently that
television off'ered by such establishments constituted amusement, and
that TV sets therefore were subject
to the state amusement tax.
The Costa Bill, which would eliminate amusement licenses for taprooms with television sets, was
reported out of committee in the
House of Representatives of the
Pennsylvania State Legislature
early this month. Representative
Frank A. Costa, co-chairman of the
Philadelphia Republican House
delegation, is sponsor of the bill.
Philadelphia licensees having
television units are required to pay
a $120 annual amusement permit
fee to the State Liquor Control
Board. The state, however, has suspended imposition of the tax for the
time being, pending an appeal by
tavern owners to the Dauphin
County Court in connection with
other aspects of the state amusement tax law.
Passage of the bill approved by
the
Philadelphia
Council's
finance
committee
would have
no effect
on
the imposition of the state tax.
March 28, 1949
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END OF 1949
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Begin Channels Talks
AT&T,
NETWORKS
NEGOTIATIONS among the four expanded AT&T facilities was al- the single East-Midwest channel
television networks for allocations
most as intense as that which pre- has more than overcome the adof time on AT&T television netceded the opening last January
vantages of the promised expanwork facilities after May 1, the of the single East-Midwest channel
sion of AT&T circuits, it was redate that additional channels will which now exists.
become available between East and
ABC, CBS, DuMont and NBC
After May 1, AT&T has promported.
were said to all be pressing for
Midwest, were begun last week in
ised to make available one fullNew York.
time west-bound circuit, two other added time on the AT&T system,
and after three days of conference
Although all parties were offi- evening west-bound circuits and
last week the four networks were
cially mum as to the progress of one evening east-bound channel.
understood to have reached no
the discussions, it was learned that
The rapid increase in television
the scramble for allocations of the programming since inauguration of
agreement.
The period for which AT&T
hopes to establish allocations is
May 1-August 1. The network use
of all AT&T television facilities
is involved.
NEW TV REVENUE from Pattern Time!
It is the policy of AT&T to establish allocations by means of
negotiations among the users,
with the GRAY
rather
trarily. than to assign time arbi-

TELOP
(TV Optical Slide Projector)
Dual projection capable of any desired
optical dissolve with exact density control
For advertising, photos, titles, programs, glass slides, transparencies or
small physical objects.
The TELOP is a TELevision Optical Projector for use with
TV Film Cameras. Great flexibility permits instant fading
of one object to another, change by lap resolve or by superimposing with exact density control of each object for unique
effects. The widest latitude is given the program director for
maximum interest and added station income.
Please write for descriptive bulletin T-101
GRAY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
16 Arbor Street, Hartford 1, Connecticut
W. E. Ditmars, President
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To date, the networks have managed to compromise among themselves, although none has professed
complete satisfaction.
With all four networks hopeful
of maintaining reasonably full
program schedules, and with fewer
circuits than networks, the negotiations under way last week promised to continue for weeks before
full compromise could be achieved.
Early in the allocations conferences which preceded the opening
of the first East-Midwest channel
last January, WGN-TV Chicago
and WPIX (TV) New York sought
some use of the circuit on the
grounds that they intended to start
a two-station program exchange
system. Both dropped out, however, before the final plan was
evolved.
In negotiations last week the
WGN-TV and WPIX two-station
"network" did not participate, although itwas said that an observer
from WGN-TV was present.
U. S. DEPT. of Agriculture has begun
weekly series of IB-minute television
programs titled Family Time on WTTG
Washington.

PHILADELPHIA
TV Group Strengthened
TELEVISION ASSN. of Philadelphia took its first step toward a
more formally organized structure
with the adoption of a report by
the planning committee on Mar. 16
proposing the purposes, dues and
structural pattern for the non-profit organization.
It was decided the purposes of
the association should be to bring
together representatives of selected phases of television; to facilitate the study of television and
increase the appreciation and understanding ofit; to aid in development of Philadelphia as a
television center; to educate members and the public at large in
requirements, techniques and utilization of television as an art, and
as an educational, entertainment
and advertising medium.
Organizational Plans
Officers of the association will
comprise a president, vice president and secretary. They will serve
on the board of governors with
seven others elected for one-year
terms. Dues were fixed at $10
per year. Nominations for office
will be made at the April meeting,
with elections following in June.
Ten full-membership meetings will
be held a year, on the first Wednesday of each month.
AM,

TV AD COSTS
Same by 7957, Says Grieg

COST per thousand for AM and
TV advertising in New York will
be the same by January 1951, and
by 1953 video will be a "far better
buy," Humboldt Grieg, assistant to
the director of DuMont, asserted
Wednesday at the Chicago Radio
Management Club.
Mr. Grieg displayed a chart
showing the projected decline of
radio listening and increase in televiewing from 1948 to 1953 for the
New York area, which has a 50mile TV radius. "We know already
that when a video receiver is installed, the AM home becomes a
TV home," he said. Referring to
his projection for 1951, Mr. Grieg
pointed out that the facts alone do
not take into account the added impact of television.
Urging his listeners to start
using TV in the daytime, the DuMont executive outlined why his
firm programs full-day schedules
on WABD New York— (1) Facilities are wasted if used nights only;
(2) "It is in the public interest";
(3) Now daytime
is a "good
time to startis
because
programming
inevitable" and (4) The costs of
operating only three or four hours
each evening are much higher in
consideration of the rapid obsolescense of TV equipment.
Informal approach is utilized by
WABD because of the day hours
and predominantly female audience, he explained.
TELECASTING

WTVJ

STARTS

Miami Video Station
CBS Affiliate

WTVJ

(TV) Miami, licensed to Southern Radio and Television Equipment Co., got under way last Monday (March 21) on Channel 4 (66-72
mc). Ultra-modern studios and offices are at 17 N. W. Third St., Miami,
and the transmitter is atop Miami's Everglades Hotel.
Controlling interest in the sta- ^
tion is held by Sidney Meyer and
Mitchell Wolfson, co-owners of the
Wometco theatre interests. Robert
COLONELS' VIDEO
G. Venn, WTVJ general manager,
Oertel to Sponsor Games
who formerly held same post at
OERTEL BREWING Co., LouisWGBS Miami, is the only other
ville, will sponsor home games of
stockholder.
the Louisville Colonels during the
Clyde Lucas, former "name"
1949 baseball season over WAVEband leader and ex-Hollywood muTV Louisville, Ed Doherty, presisical director, is program director.
dent of the Louisville Baseball
Other staffers include: Earl W.
Club, has announced. Sixty-one
Lewis, chief engineer; Jack Shay,
home games have been scheduled
technical director; Max J. Weisfor telecasting.
feldt, sales manager; Matty MatA new press box with 21 frontthews, sports director; Miss Lee
row seats is being constructed at
Waller, office manager, and Dave
Johnson, Labe Mell, Dave Gordon
Louisville's Parkway Field, Mr.
Doherty said. Radio and television
and Carl Delay, engineers.
facilities will be housed in the forCBS headquarters in New York
mer press box section, with video
announced that WTVJ has become
the 32d affiliate of Columbia's tele- cameras located behind first base
vision network. Station has purand the catcher's box to provide
chased a specially-built truck for coverage of each play.
filming news and special events.
WTVJ has been on the air since
„id.Feb.uary with test
patterns.
BON MARCHE
Buys KRSC-TY Sportscasts
SIGNING of contract to telecast
all home games of the Seattle
Rainiers, professional baseball
team, was announced March 20 by
KRSC-TV Seattle. The series will
be sponsored by The Bon Marche
department store, Seattle affiliate
of Allied Stores Inc.
While station officials declined to
release cost of the package, unofficial reports indicate the venture is
the largest single radio or television budget in Seattle's history.
Fifty-seven games will be telecast,
starting April 13.
Commercials, with a direct itemselling pitch, will be telecast live
from booth at the ball park. Emphasis in the copy will be on Westinghouse products.
PHONEVISION
Commercial Tests Planned
ZENITH is organizing the first
public commercial tests of Phonevision for presentation this year,
Commdr. E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of the firm, said Tuesday at a
distributors' meeting at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago.
Outlining plans to install additional systems throughout the
country, Commdr. McDonald introduced a new motion picture,
"Zenith Presents Phonevision,"
which explained the firm's method
of getting viewers to pay for firstrun motion pictures too costly for
regular TV sponsorship. The fourday session, called for distributors
from 76 areas, featured discussion
of new technical developments and
future merchandising plans.
TELECASTING

f^^f^f.^^^^, J^mfJ
TV Rights Go to WSB-TV
TELEVISION rights for the entire
home schedule of the Atlanta
Crackers, Southern Assn. baseball
club, have been purchased by WSBTV Atlanta, J. Leonard Reinsch,
managing director of the Cox radio
and television enterprises, announced last week.
Prediction that television will do
for the games "what radio did —
create more fans," was made by
Earl Mann, president of the Crackers. Thad Horton, WSB-TV sports
director, will handle the play-byplay announcing.
A. SCHOFIELD
Appointed to DuMont Post
ARTHUR C. SCHOFIELD, formerly in charge of radio and television
at the Joseph
Lowenthal Advertising Agency,
Philadelphia, has
been appointed
manager of t h e
DuMont Television Network advertising and
sales promotion
department. ApMr. Schofield
pointment, effective immediately,
was announced last Monday by
Mortimer W. L o e w i , network
director. Mr. Schofield replaces
Wade Thompson, who is resigning
April 15 to devote his time to rewriting Once by the Pacific, shortly to be published by Scribner's Inc.
Previously, Mr. Schofield was advertising and sales manager of
KYW Philadelphia and WFIL
Philadelphia.

Is a hundred dollars
a lot of money ?
Not when it is used on WGN-TV
to deliver nearly 7,000 active,
responsive viewers.
And here is what happened during
WGN-TV's first week's search for a
beauty contest winner. At intermission
time on WGN-TV's Thursday night
telecast of Wrestling matches from the
Madison Arena, all viewers were
asked to vote one of the contestants
"Miss Tavern Pale of the Week."
Prior to the time of the second weekly
contest, more than 14,500 ballots
had been returned and less than a
quarter of these were picked up from
tavern ballot boxes — the remaining
10,000 came from viewers
where no ballot box was
available.
Cost per inquiry ?
One and a half cents per
ballot based on time
and studio charges.

DUMONT
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By KENNETH M. GAPEN
ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF
INFORMATION FOR RADIO AND
TELEVISION, U. S. DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
THE IDEA of using television has
been around the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture for a long time. Some
of our people prepared and appeared on programs before and
during the war, back in the days
when most folks thought television
was a gadget or fad. Then, when
the "big push" began a year or so
ago, our people really began to get
excited.
This accelerated interest in television developed in two directions.
First, but not foremost, for use of
"live" programs, both network and
local, and second, use of "packaged" material
which can
right
now render
a national
television
service.
To accomplish this end, almost a
year ago, the USDA began a formal study of television and its effective use with a project authorized under the Research and
Marketing Act.
Effective Programs Aim
We are concerned with finding
ways of presenting effective and
attractive live programs within
cost limitations; with producing
more and cheaper motion pictures;
with obtaining all the necessary
"clearances" for our movie library;
with learning how to adapt our
vast amount of visual material, to
make it fit television's peculiar requirements.
Finally we are concerned with
measuring the impact of the new
medium's message, so that we may
know how best to utilize the wallpp
we are sure it carries.
One of USDA's standards information tools is the "slidefilm," or,
some people call them "filmstrips."
These little strips of 35mm film
have served a wonderful purpose
through the years. We think they
have a wonderful future in televiUNDER the capable direction of
Mr. Gapen, the Dept. of Agriculture last year quietly began an
objective analysis of video. Mr.
Gapen herewith combines findings
and some pertinent observations
with respect to the relation between telecasters, county agents
and land grant colleges, and to some
extent, radio farm directors. Mr.
Gapen has been in charge of the
Department's Radio Service since
1946, and last November was appointed to the radio committee of
the American Assn. of Agricultural
College Editors.
Page 54-N
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sion — not in their present form,
but with only minor changes.
We have tested the idea in several locations, and have yet to find
a major objection to televising
slidefilms. And yet, to my knowledge, few of the television stations
have reported using them. Let's
consider the apparent advantages
they offer over other methods of
"packaging" and distributing program materials other than motion
pictures, from a central source.
First, the initial cost of making
up a slidefilm is lower, on the
average, than is the cost of making
up an equal number of slides, or
even still photographs. No binders
are required. Shipping and handling are cheaper and easier.
Further, it guarantees proper
order and placement of the pictures
to the television director at the
station. Even the movement from
picture to picture is smoother, with
less effort required, and less likelihood of "jamming." The accompanying script, keyed to movement
of the film, requires no tie-up of
studio equipment, and only one
person as "talent."
For short presentations, no longer than five minutes, it seems to us
that the slidefilm offers great opportunity for our agencies to use
television nationally right now. We

are developing a "television version" of the slidefilm, which we will
be ready to talk about before long.
We hope centering attention on
this device will alert other potential users to the possibilities it offers, and that they will join us in
overcoming any delays in allowing
television the full benefits of its
advantages. It's only one example
of theat type
of work
doingto
here
USDA,
but itwe're
serves
illustrate the type of activity.
While I've reported in terms of
"the working stages," so to speak,
telecasters will find the Dept. of
Agriculture and its many offices
a fertile source of aid in solving
knotty day-to-day program problems. This aid will come in the
form of tips on good local stories
and usable subject matter, for the
work of the Department is in terms
of people's needs. It will come in
the will.
form Some
of people,
you
of the "talent,"
most expertif
demonstrators in the nation today
will be found in the offices of county and home demonstration agents
and at the land grant colleges.
And, finally, aid will come in the
form of pictures and other visual
materials, which you may find useful in programs entirely aside from
agricultural subjects. Literally,
thousands of photographs, slides
Great

VIDEO

VOLUME

Economy

West

Force,

Tells AMA

MORE THAN a billion dollars worth of business activity should result
this year from the impact of television, John K. West, vice president in
charge of RCA Victor public relations, March 17 told the American
Management Assn. television session in New York.
Outlining industry's potential in should harness television to its
actual production expenditures, Mr.
marketing programs :
West emphasized it was video's
ability as a selling force that would
(1) Explore television as an admake the greatest contribution to
vertising medium and search products or services for effective ways
our economy. Mr. West pointed out
that advertisers using video had in- of presenting them on television.
creased 2,500 'Ti-' in less than two
(2) tical
Employ
televisionadvertising,
for pracinstitutional
years. He estimated $25 million
would be spent on the medium this showing the birth of a product
from raw material to final incoryear. "It is by no means fantastic
poration of quality features.
to assume," he declared, "that
(3) Be alert to applications of
within the next few years television will rival the mail order television's new directions to business. Examples of new directions
catalog in selling products by
are wired television for plants
phone or mail."
(safety, visual intercommunication,
Outlining the percentages of teleetc.) Ultrafax and hospital television homes in major cities, Mr. vision.
West predicted that more than 12%
of the homes in video service areas
(4) Plan to cooperate with destores using intra-store
all over the country would be so television partment
when this becomes an
equipped. New York now has 14%
established service.
of its homes equipped with televi(5) Weigh the promotional possion, with more than 21%% exsibilities of television as an induspected
to
have
video
by
next
Janutrial attraction at state fairs, in
ary.
trade shows and conventions, and
Mr. West outlined the following also the prestige from promoting
commercial broadcasts to dealers.
five ways in which management

and negatives are filed in hundreds
of offices all over the country.
I urge you to use them, and the
many other aids as well. Have
some one from your staff get acquainted with what is available to
you, and I venture to say you'll be
amazed at the opportunities you've
probably been overlooking. If you
have an AM adjunct and a radio
farm director, he can probably tell
you all about it right now.
Employes of the USDA live and
work in almost every county of the
U. S., and in all its territories.
These people are experts in their
fields. Utilizing each new information tool, they were among the
earliest users of radio, and it has
served them well. But radio couldn't
do a complete job, because it
couldn't demonstrate. And demonity.
stration isthe backbone of our informational and educational activThey tential
recognized
popower as a television's
demonstration
medium, and they have called upon
us to show them how to use it.
Their first use of the new medium will be for reaching consumers, as such although they
eagerly await the time for utilizing television in their rural work
too.
Much of our work is with or of
concern to consumers. That means
we can't wait for some one to show
us how to make use of television.
We mean to learn to use it well —
to present programs which will be
assets on the schedule of any television station or network.
Relationships built up during a
quarter-century of successful cooperation with management of networks and stations, with farm and
home specialists on their staffs and
at land grant c^olleges, are proving
to be a fertile ground for solving
some of our television problems.
Visual Power
POWER of television, to
demonstrate its own wares
was shown on WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., in a sellout performance. Shea's Appliance
Store ordered a daily 75word spot announcement,
with the camera focused on
one of 18 receivers available
at Shea's. After the second
spot, aired the following
night, Mr. Shea walked out
of the studio with the TV
set under his arm, apologizing: "I sold every one today
and a customer is waiting for
this one." TELECASTING

see

Thousands

did . , . on WSB-TV

Lions were in your
lap as WSB-TV's remote equipment went under the big top to handle this difficult circus assignment. Strong on
stuff with k id
appeal, WSB-TV has the big Atlanta juvenile audience tied-up tight, 6 to 10 deep around every set.

Round-up
Dixie's
sportswriters
staff.
Ed
Danforth with
and his
Atlantatopjournal
report in from the ball camps.

The

area

doesn't

"TlOLKS SAY that we're to blame. Maybe so. The
fact is, Georgia audiences do have a tremendous

buy

much

corn

parison. Response to advertisers' offers speaks much
the same for the Atlanta television market. It's growing— fast! Ask any Petry man to tell you more about it.

appetite for good programming. They've been accustomed to it since 27 years ago when WSB pioneered
radio down

Three times daily, most complete and showman-like news telecast in the
South. Uses film services, local and Wirephoto pix. Is backed by entire news
resources of WSB and Atlanta Journal. Incidentally, there's news for sale!

Atlanta's Promenade Club, authentic exponents of Southern folk dancing, visit
"At Home With Elsbeth."

Atlanta

"People on Peachtree" — with Lee
Jordan, Bill Packham, participant.

South; now enjoy the same brand bill

o'fare on WSB-TV,
in Dixie.

which was first with television

Those privileged to view video in other cities tell
us the WSB-TV

WSB,

AM

AND

ON

operation is outstanding by com-

FM,

AND

WSB-TVARE

AFFILIATES

OF

THE

PEACHTREE

ATLANTA

JOURNAL,

STREET

ATLANTA,

GEORGIA

RESPONSIBILITY

IS

IN

HERE

TV

FILMS

mm.

at

Video

from

THE most needed element in television film
production is the responsibility of the producer.
That's why Video Varieties puts such emphasis on responsibility. We have made sure
that there is adequate experience, enough
trained manpower, sufficient capital, and
the modern facilities necessary to provide
undivided responsibility for every detail of
any film you may require, from script to
finished print.
That's why we have directors, script writers,
set-designers and constructors, cameramen.

Varieties

script

to

it's

Undivided

finished

print

sound and studio technicians, and editors on
our own payroll.
That's why we own and operate 17-year-old
West Coast Sound Studios with its experienced manpower and complete facilities.
From this background, we solicit your
inquiry regarding any film production you
may have in mind. Our executive and sales
offices are at 41 East 50th St., and our
studios at 510 West 57th St., New York.
Please phone MUrray Hill 8-1162, write,
wire or call in person.

RESPONSIBILITY
BETTER

MEANS

FILMS

On Estimates and Schedules .... W
On Script and Casting

W

On Set Design and Construction . . W
On Direction and Supervision . . . vV
On Editing and Print Delivery . . . W
Vv

DOUBLE

CHECKS

RESPONSIBILITY
Video

Varieties

Corporation
41 EAST
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50th STREET, NEW

YORK

22, N. Y.
TELECASTING

SAFETY
A PUBLIC-SERVICE spot campaign, with a minimum of sponsor
identification, will be launched on
28 stations throughout the State
of Washington April 4 by the
Olympia Brewing Co. of Olympia,
Wash. The project, representing a
i, marked departure from past radio
I efforts of the sponsor, involves a
i total budget of $80,000. Seattle
I office of Botsford, Constantine &
I Gardner is the agency, with John
t P. Heverly, account executive.
Theme of the 20-second, transcribed spot announcements, prepared with the cooperation of the
Accident Prevention Div. of the
Washington State Patrol, is traffic
safety.
Each of the 200 spots
touches one of the basic points
made by the National Safety Council regarding safe driving.
Each spot opens with sound
effect of an auto horn honking
• twice. Then the announcer comes
on with "Thank you" and the
specific safety angle. Horn effect
and "Thank you" also closes the
spot.
Believed to be one of the heaviest
i spot campaigns in the history of
! Washington radio, the effort has
been more than a year in the
making.
Olympia's earlier radio
advertising has consisted of sponsorship of Cecil Solly, garden ex, pert, as a seven-year public re! lations effort throughout the state.
This program was dropped early
in the year.
Decision to switch to traffic safety spots was taken in line with the
long-time personal interest in the
subject by Peter Schmidt, president of the Olympia Brewing Co.
The first effort at developing the
RADIO

SCOUTS
KOMA Backs Troops

Olympia

Brewing

Opens

safety spot campaign was discarded, according to the agency, because the announcements "sounded
too much like preaching." The
approach was then changed to
the more positive one of awarding
"State Patrol Thank You's."
A test campaign was run Jan.
17 to Feb. 21 on KYAK Yakima
and KGY Olympia, during which
time comments were solicited from
civic leaders and community organizations. With the favorable
response, it was decided to go
ahead with a full-year contract.
A total of 11,232 spots is scheduled through April 1, 1950, averaging 18 a week in each area
(advertising of alcoholic beverages
on Sunday is forbidden by Washington State law).
To find the right voices, Mr.
Heverly disclosed, 33 Seattle announcers were invited to record a
sample announcement, and a committee of client and agency officials
selected the best two. Winners
were Don Courtney, staff an-

Spot

Campaign

nouncer at KIRO, and David Ballard, KING staffer.
In addition to the spots already
recorded, a system of coordination with the Washington State
Patrol is being set up whereby
patrol officers can communicate
through the State Patrol radio
office in each area with the radio
stations, in event of emergencies
of any kind. In such cases, the
patrol officer will contact the radio
station by telephone, giving information on the emergency, and
the station will prepare special announcements for immediate broadca,st.
In a three-page letter to all stations carrying the schedule, Mr.
Heverly gave a detailed description
of the project, explaining its purpose. "The selling of Olympia
Beer is secondary to building good
will and to their sincere attempt to
reduce
the toll of traffic accidents,"
he
wrote.
The same letter authorized station officials to substitute special
Research

Needed,

Says Weaver
BUYERS'
MARKET
BUYERS' MARKET need not be hazardous if proper investigation of
buyers' wants and needs is made through research, Norwood Weaver, vice
president of A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, told the Ohio State U. advertising
conference at Columbus March 17-18 [Broadcasting, March 21].
The job of research for the ad- ★
vertiser and manufacturer, said Mr.
Flanigan, manager of WSPD-TV
Weaver, is to measure changes in Toledo.
desires and ideas. From facts
Mr. Robinson told of GE enthus obtained the advertiser must
trance into TV in carrying the
reason back in order to determine
Cleveland Indians ball games and
his advertising appeal and methods
of surveys made in connection with
of promotion, he added.
the telecasts. Near the end of the
Gerald H. Carson, vice president
season a survey showed that nearly
and copy director of Kenyon & 52% of those interviewed had seen
Eckhardt, told the conference that the games on television, despite the
advertising copy in 1949 must be fact that fewer than 10,000 homes
selling copy. Buyers want specific in the Cleveland area had TV sets.
Of those interviewed, 33% could
facts on products, he said.
Speaking on the retail picture in identify the sponsor.
Mr. Gettelman told the adverthe buyers' market, Alan Wells,
tisers that TV advertising for Getadvertising director of Kaufmann's,
telman's Beer in Milwaukee had
Pittsburgh department store, emgiven 50% better coverage and a
phasized that retailer and manufacturer must work together in more cordial welcome for their
salesmen, and had made possible
promotion and exchange of ideas
distribution outlets.
to make selling less expensive and
more successful. Mr. Wells said
Mr. Moskovics commented that
he feels stores will need as much
much of the money for TV adverpromotion money in 1949 as last
tising is coming from budgets
year, but that proper analysis of other than advertising in many
the market and media must be companies. He said that 63 milmade so the money will be spent
lion people can be served by TV
effectively.
by the end of this year, making
Television Seminar
every advertiser consider TV in
The conference included the secpreparing his budget.
ond University Television Seminar.
Marion Harper Jr., president of
Richard A. Borel, manager of McCann-Erickson, told the ColumWBNS WBNS-TV Columbus, was
bus Advertising Club and conferchairman. Speakers included
ence guests that the chief adverGeorge L. Moskovics, manager of
tising problem in the buyers'
sales development of CBS Televimarket is a "knowledge" problem.
sion; W. H. Robinson, General
Electric Lamp Dept.; Thomas R. Job of advertising men, he said,
is to get the most for the advertisGettelman, vice president of Geting dollars. He suggested that all
telman Brewing Co., and E. Y.

PROBABLY one of the most unusual troops in the Boy Scouts of
America is Troop 1520 in Oklahoma
City. It is headed by Jerry Marx,
night news editor of KOMA Oklahoma City, and is exclusively for
bedridden boys or those confined to
their homes.
Mr. Marx, who is confined to a
wheel chair with arthritis, conceived the idea and has had it approved by the Boy Scouts of
America. He conducts a special
program on Saturday afternoon,
featuring prominent guest speakers
who can offer inspiration to the
boys. Roy Rogers prepared a special recorded message for the initial broadcast last month and Oklahoma's Governor Roy Turner appeared.
The program enables the boys
to earn promotions and merit
badges and otherwise participate
in the Scouting program. Each
boy has a "buddy" Scout
confined
from a neighboring troop who
jhelps him with the Scouting work.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

announcements in the event of
unusual weather or other emergencies. In case of requests from
the State Patrol for special broadcast announcements, the stations
are authorized to write and air the
announcements "as soon as possible," without prior clearance
with the sponsor or agency.
Closing identification on such
emergency spots is to be: "This
State Patrol emergency announcement was broadcast by the Olympia Brewing
Co."be Announcements
of this
type will
run in addition
to the spot schedule specified in the
station contract, and will be billed
separately at regular rates.
"The Washington State Patrol
is naturally very enthusiastic
about the tremendous educational
possibilities of this traffic safety
education," Roy F. Carlson, State
Patrol
chief,that
saidthelastbroadcasting
week. "I
am
certain
of these safety announcements will
actually save many lives."
The budget for the year-long
experiment includes $73,500 for
station time and $6,500 for production costs, Mr. Heverly told
Broadcasting last week.
Travel Spots
RADIO advertising will be
used in the seacoast region of
southern Maine this summer
to promote tourist travel.
The Southern Maine Route 1
Assn. has approved plans for
a campaign on WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.,
FM af-is
filiate
WFMI. and
The itsstation
located on U.S. Route 1 just
south of the entrance to the
southern Maine seacoast region. Spot announcements
every half hour during the
day will emphasize the advantages of traveling in the
region on Route 1. Campaign is scheduled to start in
May and will continue into
late September.
advertisers set aside 5% of their
advertising budget for ad research
— to test the effectiveness of appeals, media and merchandising.
In addition, he said, every advertiser should take a critical look at
his product, the potential market
and his dollar volume.
An advertising clinic might be
set up by advertisers to help test
advertising methods, Mr. Harper
believes. It could take much of
the waste out of promotion expenditures, he said.
Other speakers were: Floyd E.
Brown, advertising department,
Cleveland Plain Dealer; William C.
Gordon Jr., assistant to the director and market analyst, research
dept., Curtis Pub. Co., Philadelphia;
James W. Egan Jr., vice president
and advertising director, Toledo
Blade, John W. Craig, vice president of Avco in charge of Crosley
Div., Cincinnati, and Dr. Paul
Austin Wolfe, pastor. Brick Presbyterian Church, New York.
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INDIANA ASSN.
Officers, Board Re-elected
ASSN. of Indiana Broadcasters reelected its officers and board members at an all-day meeting held
March 18 at the Columbia Club,
Indianapolis.
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LT. COL. LESTER W. LINDOW, genmanagerhasofbeen
WFDF
" WFDF-FM
Flint, eral
Mich.,
elected
executive
vice president of Lt. Harry Hart Chapter of the Reserve Officers' Assn.
P. A. SUGG, with WKY Oklahoma City
for past three years,
has been elected
vice president and
director of station.
H. P. (Phil)
NESBITT,
formerly
with WITH Baltimore, has been appointed general and
commercial manMr. Sugg
AM
& FMager of WNAV
Annapolis,
Md.
FORNEY A. RANKIN, executive assistant to JUSTIN
MILLER, president of NAB, is the
father of a girl.
RALPH R. BRUNTON, former president and general manager of KQW
San Francisco, recently sold to CBS,
has returned to the automotive business, after a 28-year lapse. He has
established offices at 1460 Pine St.,
San Francisco.
FRED WOOD, general manager of
WWBZ
of
a boy.Vineland, N. J., is the father

Moderators

Forty-six Indiana stations carI'ied
the finals of the state high
public.
school basketball tournament, the
association announced. Thirty-one
stations originated broadcasts from
the Butler U. fieldhouse, scene of
the tourney, and fed the finals to
15 additional outlets.

Annour)ced

STANLEY BEAUBAIRE
For Panel Sessions
SESSION
Dies as His Plane Crashes
SELECTION of four moderators to lead morning panel sessions of the
fifth annual City College of New York Radio-Television and Business
FUNERAL SERVICES for StanConference, was announced last Monday by Dr. Robert A. Love.
ley Beaubaire, 34, president of
KNGS Hanford, Calif., who lost
discussions, to open the March 30 conference at New York's Hotel his
The
life when his private plane
Roosevelt, will be moderated by
crashed 20 miles northeast of BakBowles; Morgan Ryan, ABC, and Tony
E. P. H. James, MBS vice presiKraber, WABD (TV) New York.
ersfield, Calif., March 19, were
dent; M. B. Grabhorn, ABC vice
PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY:
held in San Francisco March 22.
diSiegal,
N.
Seymour
William
P.
Pettit,
director
of
public
inpresident;
Mr. Beaubaire, who also was edirector of communications, New
formation, Evening and Extension Div.,
City College School of Business, chairtor of the Hanford Journal-SentiYork City; and James Nelson, NBC
man; James Nelson, director of advernel, is survived by his parents, Mr.
director of advertising and promotising and promotion, NBC, moderator;
Miss Wauhillau LeHay, N. W. Ayer & and Mrs. Samuel Beaubaire. He
tion. Overall theme of the conferSon; Earl E. Ferris; Louis Hausman,
was a graduate of Stanford U.
ence is "Expanded Opportunities in CBS; Jo Ranson, WMGM New York,
The plane crash occurred in bad
and
Frank
Young,
WPIX
(TV)
New
York.
weather, KNGS reports.
Radio and Television."
The complete panels in each
category:
AN
assistDavid E. Moser,
RESEARCH: Evening
VILCER
A
DAY
and Extension
ant director.
Business,
of
School
Div., City College
chairman; E. P. H. James, vice president, MBS, moderator; Oscar Katz,
WON'T
LET
ANY
CBS; Ed Evans, ABC; Kenneth Baker,
Rubi&
NAB; Peter Langhoff, Young
cam, and Samuel Northcross, Audience
Research Inc.
ADVERTISING
MAN
PLAY
SALES: Earl Ryan, supervisor of
radio and television courses. City College School of Business, chairman;
Ease up on Aggravation, Make Life Simple
M. B. Grabhorn, vice president, ABC,
moderator; Lewis H. Avery, station
and Results Certain . . . In Memphis, It's
representative; George Frey, NBC;
Ralph Weil, WOV New York; Eugene
S. Thomas, WOIC (TV) Washington,
10,000 WATTS DAY
and David N. Sutton, CBS.
PROGRAMMING; Seymour N.
5,000 WATTS NIGHT
Siegel, director of communications,
68 ON YOUR RADIO
New York City, chairman and moderator; Ted Cott, WNEW New York;
Represented by
Richard W. Hubbell, television consultant; John L. Sinn, Frederick W.
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC
Ziv Co.; Leslie T. Harris, Benton &
BROADCASTING
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CCNY

EXPIRES

MARCH Bl
1949 YEARBOOK FEATURES
Complete analysis of 1948 radio advertising; AM, FM, TV directories, protrends; ratings
of year's measmost
populargramshows;
new audience
references. urement methods, plus 1000 radio
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

o
<
X

r
progra
GUYand SAVAGE
r mformanage
sports , directo
KLEE
Houston, has been appointed assistant manager and sports director
of KLEE-TV.
MONTE KLEBAN, well known southwestern radio and television executive,
has joined KTRH
Houston, Tex. B.
F. ORR, KTRH
president, said his
position
"planning andisadvisory
consultant on all
operating phases of
the station's activities." Mr. Kleban
formerly was program
produc-of
tionanddirector
WOAI San Antonio.
Mr. Kleban
NORMAN CHANDLER, president of Los Angeles Times,
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, Publishers
Paper Co. and other corporations, has
been elected to board of directors of
Safeway Stores Inc., San Francisco.
PAT GOOLSBY has resigned as manager of KNOG Nogales, Ariz. Mr.
Goolsby plans to devote his full time
to writing and in addition will serve
as advertising consultant for a special
group of Arizona radio accounts.

Serving again during 1949-1950
will be Bruce McConnell, WHOT
South Bend and WHBU Anderson,
president; Robert G. Duffield,
WOWO Fort Wayne, vice president; E. G. Ogborne, WCTW (FM)
New Castle, second vice president,
and Daniel Park, WIRE Indianapolis, secretary.
Re-elected to the board of directors were Warren G. Davis, WSUA
Bloomington; W. F. Rippetoe,
WBOW Terre Haute; Richard M.
Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis;
Geoi'ge J. Higgins, WISH Indianapolis; Harry M. Bitner, WFBM
Indianapolis; John C. Jeffrey,
WIOU Kokomo, and G. F. Albright,
WKBV Richmond.
The association discussed recent
legislation affecting broadcasters
and the controversial standard vs.
daylight time issue. Plans were
made to publish a booklet on Indiana stations for distribution to the

to
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Replica of the troph

GOLF

TOURNEY

* Seek Entries for NAB Meet
ENTRIES for the 14th annual
NAB Golf Tournament, sponsored
hy Broadcasting and to be held
April 10, should be submitted as
soon as possible. Applications
should be sent to Maury Long, at
Broadcasting's Washington headquarters, 870 National Press Bldg.,
or to Bill Thompson at the Chicago
bureau, 360 N. Michigan Ave.
i
Tournament will be held at
Acacia Country Club, about 10
miles out of Chicago. Broadcasting
iwill supply a bus leaving the Stevjens Hotel at 9 a.m. Sunday. A silver
d the prize
low
awarde
will bewith
p-ophy
another
gross winner
going to the low net winner.
Watson-Watt To Speak
SIR ROBERT WATSON-WATT,
the
"father
of radar,"
will lecture
speak
at fourth
Frank
A. Howard
on industrial research at George
Washington U.'s Lisner Auditorium in Washington, today (March
28), at 8:15 p.m. Sir Robert will
discuss "Industrial Research in
Great Britain."

PROGRAM for children three years
old and up is answer WJPS Evansville, Ind., has found for what
it calls the "lost orphans of radio."
Every Monday through Friday at 4:30
p.m. two mothers of pre-school children conduct a program of stories,
poems and original songs. On each
broadcast of LeVs Grow Up the mothers treat a single theme, acquainting
young folk with such every-day things
in life as animals, people like the milkman and policemen, personal and social etiquette, moral teaching and principles. Program encourages children
to participate by asking them to send
in original stories which are aired, and
to sing songs along with the "Song
Lady" on each broadcast.
'Learn to Type Right'
TOUCH TYPING is being taught by
radio on KJR Seattle's new program,
Learn to Type Right. Weekly program is sponsored by Pantorium, Seattle launderer and cleaner. Emphasis
of teaching is on "visualization."
WDRC's Talent Times
NEW talent discovery program starts
today (March 28) on WDRC Hartford,
Conn. The discovery is not to be
placed on a single program, but will
be heard transcribed at various times
each day on local shows. WDRC will
give each new "star" a week's play
and
buildup. isBarbara
WDRC's
receptionist,
first newNelson,
discovery
and
will be featured in five piano and singing selections.
The Washington Scene
LATEST Washington news is basis for
KSL Salt Lake City's newest program,
KSL Reports the Washington Scene,
Wednesdays, 10-10:30 p.m. Program
will be aired during present session of
congress. Congressmen from western
states report on economic, social and
political trends.
'Operation Pretend'
THE OHIO National Guard, Army Organized Reserve Corps, and WEWS
I TV) Cleveland will participate in
Operation Pretend, a program which
will illustrate what could happen to
northern Ohio were it subject to an
air attack. The telecast, to be aired
on April 3, will use film, remote pickups, and studio settings to dramatize

the attack. Viewers will see Cleveland's Terminal Tower collapse in a
bombing attack and the wrecking by
aggressor bombers of the Bay Bridge
at
Sandusky,
plus could
many happen.
other "real"
episodes
of what
Also
included will be illustrations of defense
and preparation.
Bull's-Eye for Prizes
YOUNGSTERS are singing for their
prizes on WING Dayton's Sing for
Your Darts audience participation
show. Several participants are selected to sing. If the audience approves the rendition, contestant is
given three darts. For each point
scored on the basketball-court-like
board, the youngster receives a dollar.
At end of show, all participants' line
up and throw one dart at a bull's-eye
for jackpot prize. Program is sponsored by Airways Inc., a junior achievement group, and is held in the auditorium of a Dayton department store.
'Life in Israel'
SERIES of weekly half-hour programs
relating to cultural and political life
in Israel is being aired by WVOM
Brookline, Mass. Series, Life in Israel, features Dr. Alexander Brin, a
member of National Advisory Board
of Educators and publisher of the
Jewish Advocate. The program will
relate in song and story the cultural
and
life of Israel,
"and will
tell political
of the Israeli
institutions
and
activities, new literature and new
composition."
Tokyo Raid Featured
PLANS for beginning Congressional
Medal of Honor television series
[Broadcasting, Feb. 28] on April 18,
fifth anniversary of Tokyo raid, with
story of Jimmy Doolittle and the raid,
have been announced by A. S. Curtis
Features Syndicate, producer of series.
First show is based on story distributed by Air Force as official release to
1,200 newspapers. Narrative is written by A. S. Curtis, president of firm
and former instructor at U. S. Naval
Academy. Series is drawn by Michael
Arnes, former Walt Disney artist.
Doolittle story, like others in series,
is offered to stations in package consisting of narrative script and 35mm
film or slides. Each show has 36
frames in film or slides; 35mm film in
double
size or 1 address
x IV2" isperBoxframe.
Curtis Features
223
BenC. Franklin Station, Washington,
D.

The Little Old Church
In Leicester Square
1400 Dream Street
DJ-668

You're
WhenA"Is— Sometime?

MOWARD
J. McCOlLISTER
Regjonal Representati
ves
0660 BELLAGIO, LOS ANGELES
. BR 04705
Show's with a Hollywood WpVitage -k Member N'A-BROADCASTING
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Bristol-Myers Case
A DECISION on the case involving
Bristol-Myers Co., charged with
misrepresentation in the sale of
Ipana toothpaste, is expected by
April 15, Federal Trade Commission indicated last week. Final arguments on the merits of the case
were heard in Washington March
16. Radio
and otherW. advertisingmedia
are involved.
L. Pencke

Adorable
DJ-669
"DJ" records are special pressings —
for racJio station use only!

is the government attorney. Company's counsel includes Isaac W.
Diggs and Gilbert Weil, both New
York attorneys.
March 28, 1949
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Actions
of the
MARCH 18 to MARCH 24

FCC

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
SSA-special service authorization
CG-conditional grant
March 18 Decisions . . .
DOCKET CASE ACTIONS
AM— 990 kc
Announced
decision
granting
cation of Pittsburg
Bcstg.
Co. forapplinew
station in Pittsburg, Calif., on 990 kc
1 kw unl., subject to (1) that suitable
phase monitor be installed; (2) that
directional-non-directional survey be
made and accepted by Commission
prior to issuance of license; and (3)
that trans, site and ant. system shall
receive approval of CAA.
AM— 1340 kc
Announced
decision denying
cation of Journal-Review
for newapplistation in Crawfordsville, Ind., 1340 kc
250 w unl.
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
Transfer of Control
KVOR transfer
Colorado of control
Springs,
Granted
fromCol.—
The
Oklahoma Pub. Co. to Aladdin Radio
and Television Inc. for $66,875 cash
plus 66^8% of fair market price of net
assets as of appraisal date.
KLZ-AM-FM Denver — Granted transfer of control from Edgar T. Bell,
Herbert M. Peck, Inez A. Gaylord et
al to Aladdin Radio and Television
Inc. for $407,000 plus 74% of fair
market praisal
value
date. of net assets as of apACTIONS ON MOTIONS
(By Commissioner Jones)
WJBK Detroit^Granted petition to

When

amend application to substitute as
name of applicant Fort Industry Co.
in lieu of Detroit Bcstg. Co.
Terrell Bcstg. Corp., Terrell, Tex. —
Granted petition for continuance of
hearing scheduled March 21, to June
29 at Washington.
KGEMtition to amend.
Boise, Ida. — Passed over peBethesda Camp Meeting Grounds
Inc., Anaheim, Calif. — Granted petition
to dismiss without prejudice its application.
Fairfield County Bcstg. Co., Norwalk,
Conn. — Granted petition to dismiss peFeb. 3 requesting reinstatementtitionofofapplication.
KIDO
Boise,
for extension of Ida.
time— Granted
in which petition
to file
proposed findings in consolidated hearing and time was extended to April 1.
WLAQ Rome, Ga. — Commission on
own motion continued hearing scheduled for March 24 to April 27 at Rome.
York Bcstg. Co., York, Pa. — Granted
petition for continuance of hearing
presently scheduled March 31 to June
20 at Washington.
WJBK Detroit — Commission on own
motion continued indefinitely consolidated hearing scheduled April 25 at
Washington.
The Master Bcstg. Corp., Rio Pledras, P.R. — Commission on own motion continued indefinitely, pending
action on petition for reconsideration,
hearing presently scheduled April 7 in
Washington.
WKAPtition forAUentown,
pecontinuancePa.of— Granted
consolidated
hearing scheduled April 4 to May 9
in Washington.

you

think

of

REPLACEMENTS

it

TUBE

wiA...

AMPEREX
All TYPES — TRANSMITTING
AND RECTIFYING TUBES
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.
25 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
In Conoda and Newfound'ond Rogers Majestic Llmiled
11-19 BfcnKMBe Road, Lcoiide. Toronto, Onlorio, Conodo
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Scenic City Bcstg. Co. Inc., Middletown, R.I. — Granted petition to dismiss without prejudice its application.
Frank M. Helm, Modesto, CaUf. —
Granted petition for extension of time
to file exceptions and request oral
argument
March 31. and time was extended to

STATION
DELETED
AM— 1340
kc
KFRE J. E. Rodman, Fresno, CaUf.
—DELETED March 6 station KFRE,
1340 kc 250 w unl., in accordance with
cond. of grant of CP to KTKC March
11, 1948. CaU deleted.

March 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1410 kc
The Orange Belt Station, Redlands,
CaUf. — CP new AM station 1320 kc
kc.
500 w D. AMENDED to request 1410
AM— 1460 kc
KRUZ crease 1 kw
Palmto Beach,
5 kw. CaUf.— CP inAM— 1320 kc
WKAP AUentown, Pa.— CP change
from 1580 to 1320 kc etc. AMENDED
to change name from N. Joe Rahall,
Sam G. Rahall, Farris E. RahaU and
Deem F. Rahall d/b as AUentown
Bcstg. Co. to WKAP Inc.
AM— 1280 kc
Blake-Formby Bcstg. Co., Brownfleld, Tex.— CP new AM station 900
kc
to request
1280 250
kc w500 D.w AIMENDED
D.
License Renewal
WAVUnewalAlbertviUe,
AM station. Ala. — ^License reAssignment of License
KULP El Campo, Tex. — Assignment
of license from Louis Thurmond Culp
Krueger, Lafayette Lionel Duckett,
Charles Coppage Ingram, J. Edward
Johnson and Ross Bohannon d/b as
Wharton County Bcstg. Co. to Wharton
County Bcstg. Co. Inc.
WPAM-AM-FM
Pottsville,
Pa.— As-L.
signment of license
from Joseph
Maguire, Kenneth Maguire, John T.
Maguire, John Grenoble, Evan Evans,
Patrick J. McCall, James Koch and
James J. Curran d/b as Miners' Bcstg.
Service to Miners' Bcstg. Service Inc.
License for CP
WGIG
Brunswick,
Ga. — ^License to
cover CP new AM station.
Modification of License
KQW-AM-FM San Francisco— Mod.
license change name of licensee corfrom Agricultural
tion Ltd. poration
to Columbia
Bcstg. FoundaSystem
Inc. of Calif.
License for CP
WBCM-FM
Bay FM
City,station.
Mich.— License
to cover CP new
CP to Reinstate
WAND-FM
Ohio — CP to reinstate CP newCanton,
FM station.
Modification of CP
KGDM-TV
Stockton.
CaUf.— Mod.
CP new commercial TV station for
extension
WBAL-TVof completion
Baltimore — date
Same.to 9-21-49.
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City— Same to
10-1-49.
6-15-49.
KRSC-TV Seattle, Wash.— Same to
WCBS-TV New York— Mod. CP
change power for extension of comdate to 10-13-49.
WTJTV pletion
Indianajwlis
— Mod. CP changes
in TV station. AMENDED to change
ERP from 14.44 kw vis., 7.6 kw aur. to
16.3 kw vis., 8.15 kw aur.
License for CP
WRGB Schenectady, N. Y.— License
to cover CP changes in TV station.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
KYOR
San from
Diego, Albert
CaUf. — E.
Assignment
of license
Furlow,
Frank G. Forward, Roy M. Ledford,
Fred H. Rohr and Mary W. Hetzler
d/b as Silver Gate Bcstg. Co. to San
Diego Bcstg. AM—
Co. 550 kc

March 21 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Radio Corp. of America, Princeton,
N. J. — Granted license for new exp.
TVKLEE-TV
station KE-2XAY.
Houston, Tex.— Granted
mod. CP to change power to: viSi
15.1 kw, aur. 7.54 kw, change ant.
system and trans.
W D U N Gainesville, Ga.— Granted
mod. CPlocation.
change type trans, and change
studio
WCPA Clearfield, Pa.— Granted assignment of license from Progressive
Pub. Co. to Clearfield Bcstrs. Inc.
WBAL-TV Baltimore— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
toWFYC
9-21-49.Alma, Mich.— Granted license
new station
1280 kc 1 kw D.
WHLD-FM
FaUs,
Y.—
Granted mod. Niagara
CP change
typeN. trans,
and make changes in ant. system.
WLIM Detroit — Granted waiver of
Sec. 3.205(a)
of rulesitself
to permit
station to announce
as Detroit
station, since station is designed to
serve Detroit and its main studios
are in trans, bldg.
WPTR Albany, N. Y.— Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.
Home Bcstrs.
Inc., Logansport, Ind. —
Granted
station
1570cancellation
kc 500 w D. of CP for new

WPAQ740 Mount
Airy.D N.to C—
from
kc 1 kw
550CPkcchange
1 kw
unl. DA-DN.
Assignment of License
KADA from
Ada, C. Okla.
— ^Assignment
license
C. Morris
to KADAof
Bcstg.
Co.,
chiefly
owned
by Mr.
Morris.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License for CP
WSTS Southern Pines, N. C— RETURNED MarchCP 16increase
application
license to cover
powerfor etc.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Modification of CP
WMAC Pottstown, Pa. — DISMISSED
March 16 application for mod. CP new
AM station to change from 1370 kc
1 kw D to 1420 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.

KSKY lationDallas,
Granted
cancelof CP forTex.—
changes
in vertical
ant. and mount FM ant. on AM tower.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates for periods shown:
WHAY New Britain, Conn., to 6-1549; WHK Cleveland,
to 6-30-49;
WHK
Cleveland,
to 6-27-49; WPRA
Mayaguez,
P.R., to 5-19-49; KWBB Wichita, Kan.,
to 10-10-49; KXOC Chico, Calif., to
8-31-49; WBBC Flint, Mich., to 927-49; WONE Dayton, Ohio, to 6-1549; KSDO-FM San Diego, to 7-13-49;
KREL Baytown, Tex., to 4-21-49;
WBBC-FM Flint, Mich., to 7-12-49;
WWNI Wabash, Ind., to 6-28-49;
WIBA-FM Madison, Wis., to 10-1149;
Winston-Salem,
10-14-to
49; WMIT
KTBS-FM
Shreveport, toLa.,
10-13-49, on cond. that construction be
completed or interim operation provided by that date.
W S A M Saginaw, Mich. — Granted
mod. CP
extension dates
of commencement andforcompletion
from 60
days after decision in Docket 8069
and 180 days thereafter, to: 60 days
from date
of grant and 180 days thereafter, respectively.
WIOC Robert P. O'Bannon, Croydon,
Ind. — Granted request to cancel CP
new FM station.
KWEI-FM Inland Broadcast Co.,
Weiser,
Ida. — Same.
WBCC-FM
Bethesda, Md.— Granted
extension of completion date to 96-49, on cond! that construction be
completed
or interim
vided by that
time. operation proW S F A - F M Montgomery, Ala. —
Granted extension of completion date
to 9-30-49.
(Continued on page 6Jf)

HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director N.Y.19
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STUDY
Results Projected to Number of Listeners

RESULTS of WRC Washington's
1949 diary study of individual listening habits in metropolitan
Washington, covering six weeks in
January and February, have been
announced by the NBC owned-andoperated outlet. The technique
projects results to the actual
number of listeners, giving program audiences in total number,
rather than in the number of
radio homes or sets. System was
INSPECTING the new WFLN (FM)
devised by James Seller, NBC
Philadelphia control room are Ray- Washington research director, with
mond Green (I), manager, and Law- similar surveys made in 1947 and
rence M. C. Smith, president of last year [Broadcasting, Feb. 17,
Franklin Broadcasting Co., licensee 1947; April 12, 1948].
[Broadcasting, March 14].
Simultaneously WNBW, the network's District TV outlet, released
data on televiewing habits for the
week Feb. 20-27, based on diaries
ADVENTIST MEET
placed in a cross-section sample of
video homes in metropolitan Washi|| Religious Radio Discussed
ington. Again, the television surRELIGIOUS broadcasters, minisvey purports to indicate total audi' ters and educators from all states
ence for any given TV program
east of the Mississippi attended a that week.
J broadcasters workshop sponsored
WRC altered the familiar con1 by the Radio Dept. of Seventh-day
cept of measuring radio homes due
Adventists in Washington.
to the widespread increase in reThe conference, aimed toward
ceivers per home, auto and office
improvement of existing religious
radios, and portable sets. Using a
radio, was directed by Paul Wicksample of 1,000 individuals of metman, head of the Adventists Radio
Washington's 1,300,000
Dept. Mr. Wickman stated that people, basedropolitan
on census reports and
the workshop's purpose "is to raise city directory, the station let laws
the standard of programming to a
of probability govern selection.
point where religious programs
Persons of all ages, including chilwill be sought after rather than
dren, with or without telephones,
tolerated." The Church regularly
and even without radios, were
uses facilities of 750 stations and
sponsors Voice of Prophecy on taken in the sample, and kept
diaries (except 2%). In the case
MBS.
of children, parents kept the youthSpeakers at the event included:
ful listeners' records. Data was
Robert Richards, director of public
compiled on age, sex, race, income
relations, NAB; Frederick Jacky,
and education, occupation and teledirector of Hymns of All Churches;
phone, radio and TV ownership.
Joseph L. Brechner, general manReturned and usable diaries were
ager of WGAY Silver Spring, Md. ;
obtained from 88% of the diary
Van Buren DeVries, producerwriter, WMAL Washington; and sample and 83% of the total sample, from which final figures w«re
Lawrence Beckerman, producergleaned. At conclusion of the study,
director, WTOP Washington.
WRC compared its figures with
available known facts on BMB area
radio homes, telephone homes and
census estimates on population, and
found a high correlation, it rem
ported.
viewer characterSome
istics : listenerRadio(s)
SI'^w
C H N S
Telephonesin inhome
home
okot
Televiewers in home
Is
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
FM radio in home
-,Tr.— ii SZ"
THE
Auto radio in working condition 30.0%
Listening to auto radio on typiSIGNBOARD
cal day
12.0%
day ; television on typical
Viewing
OF
a. Viewers with sets in home_ 70.0%
b. Viewers without sets in
SELLING POWER
home
7.0%
IN THE
c. Total population viewing on
typicalto day
Listeners
FM on typical day_ 12.0%
5.0%
MARITIME PROVINCES
Listeners to AM on typical day:
a.
With
TV
in home
49.0%
ASK
b. No TV
72.0%
JOS. WEED & CO.
c. Entire population
70.0%
Attending
motion
picture
during
350 Madison Ave., New York
typical
week:
a. TV in home
32.0%
b. No TV
36.0%
He Has the Reasons Why!
c. All
35.0%
5000 WATTS-NOW!
In the WNBW-NBC television
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survey, diaries from a sample of
TV homes located through 5,000
random telephone calls were placed
in 450 homes, with 365 returned as
usable for compilation. From the
cross-section sample, figures may
be projected to give total number
of sets tuned to each program,
using Washington's TV set figure
(37,400) and average 3.3 viewers
per set, according to WNBW.
Network top ten for week Feb.
20-27:
Percentage
of TV homes
Program — Station viewing
Texaco Star Theatre, WNBW 72.0
Toast of the Town, WOIC
62.9
Boxing (N. Y.) Fri., WNBW_ 52.5
Break the Bank, WMAL
51.0
Howdy
46.5 .
Amateur Doody,
Hour, WNBW
WTTG
43.5
Army Boxing (Sat.), WNBW 42.5
Godfrey
& Friends,
WOIC__. 42.0
Actors Studio,
WMAL
40.5
Screen Test, WMAL
40.0
Henceforth WNBW television
diaries will be placed for one-week
periods at intervals of three
months, and continue to utilize random phone calls. Accuracy of the
surveys is not affected by placement of diaries in telephone homes
since nearly all Washington homes
are so equipped, the station points
out. Study is the fourth made by
NBC Washington Research since
February 1948, but the first to be
publicly announced.
In the case

SOUTHWEST

of both studies the name of a nonexistent research agency was used
to avoid bias.
Some interesting facts on radio
and newspaper habits of children
under 18 years of age also were revealed in the WRC study. Average
newspaper reading is 7 minutes per
day as compared to 73 minutes per
day radio listening for all children.
In 12-18 group, 72% read a newspaper while over 88% listen to a
radio on an average day. In still
lower age bracket — 5 through 11 —
44% of all children read at least
a part of a newspaper while 76%
do at least some listening to a
radio.
NEWS SOURCE
Ohio Seeks 'Protection
EXTENSION of protective news
privileges to radio newsmen has
been carried to the floor of the Ohio
General Assembly. As in other
states where similar legislation is
being introduced, the bill brings
radio newsmen within the law permitting protection of news sources
in official proceedings. Carl M.
Everson, WHKC Columbus, is
handling the campaign on behalf of
the NAB Radio News Committee.
Similar protection has been enacted into law by Indiana, the bill
having been signed by Gov. Henry
Schricker. It was incorrectly stated
in the March 17 BROADCASTING that
Illinois had completed legislative
action on the bill.

VIRGINIA'S

old-timer

with

RADIO STATION

young

ideas

We're not resting on our service record of twenty-five years. We ably
complement our CBS schedule
with shows built to the needs of
our region; that includes one of
the top news departments in Virginia.
We're strong on promotion, too. So, for
your share of the
near billion our listeners spend each
year — contact Free
& Peters!

WDRJ
WW If

CBS . SOOO WATTS • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES- WORLD CORPORA TION
ROANOKE,
VA

FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives
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CARL OWEN, member of staff for
past eig-ht years, has been appointed assistant commercial
manager of the WCAU Philadelphia
stations. ALEX ROSENMAN, WCAU
and WCAU-TV commercial manager,
said that Mr. Owen will assist in administrative matters of AM and TV,
while JAMES F. COYLE, assistant
commercial manager since 1943, will
concentrate his activities in sales of
both media. Mr. Owen, in the radio
field for over 26 years, was formerly
program director of KGA Spokane and
KUJ Walla Walla, Wash., and served
in an executive capacity with WXYZ
Detroit and the Michigan State Network.
JOHN BLAIR & Co. has been appointed exclusive national representative for KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.,
and KEPO El Paso, effective April 1.
JANET A. MURPHY has joined Robert
Meeker Assoc., station representative,
as New York office manager. Miss
Murphy was formerly administrative
assistant to national sales manager of
Fort Industry Co.
EDWARD L. TERRY, formerly general manager of KSGN Sanger, Calif.,
has joined KSBW Salinas, Calif., as
business manager.
CKTS Sherbrooke, Que., has appointed
J. A. Hardy & Co., Montreal and Toronto, as its Canadian representative.
JOHN B. SOELL, former WJZ New
York and KXOK St. Louis account executive, has joined WMCA New York,
in same capacity.
KEITH TYE, formerly with sales department ofKTEM Temple, Tex., has
been named assistant sales manager
of KVER Albuquerque, N. M.
JAMES H. Mcknight, formerly manager of WKOB North Adams, Mass.,
has been appointed commercial manager of WMAW Milwaukee, Wis.
WILLIAM T. O'CONNOR has joined
WNAV AM & FM Annapolis, Md.,
as sales manager.
BILL GRANFIELD, formerly of KYA
San Francisco, and JERRY DeSAXE,
formerly of Century Display, Chicago, are new salesmen with KLX
Oakland, Calif.
BILL HUNEFELD, of KLX Oakland
sales staff has been named head of
station's newly established San Francisco sales office. New office is located in Monadnock Bldg.
VINCENT FRANCIS, sales manager
of KGO and ABC San Francisco, is
the father of a boy.
OLLIE CARPENTER, sales manager
at WPTF Raleigh, is in Rex Hospital
following a heart seizure.
GEORGE CRUMBLY, traffic manager
of WSB Atlanta, and LEE MORRIS,
music librarian, have received their
A. B. degrees from Emory U.
Dorothy Byrne Akers
MRS. DOROTHY BYRNE AKERS,
31, secretary to H. Leslie Atlass,
general manager of WBBM Chicago and vice president in charge
of the CBS Central Division, died
last Monday from a heart attack.
She had worked at WBBM-CBS 12
years. Survivors include her husband, Arthur; mother, Mrs. Muriel
Byrne, and sister, Rosemary.

SHELDON PETERSON (r), news and
special events director for KLZ Denaccepts E.
an Sweet
"award
of Denver
merit"
from ver,
Walden
of the
Press Club. Mr. Peterson won press
club recognition for "outstanding
radio newscast" of year, a telephonic
recording relative to a murder case.

NABET LOSES
Petition Denied at WPTF
EFFORTS of the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians to have turntable operators
included as a bargaining unit with
engineers and technicians at WPTF
Raleigh, N. C, have failed.
The National Labor Relations
Board last Thursday vacated an
order it issued Dec. 24, 1948, staying an election to determine whether the engineers and technicians
wished to be represented by
NABET. The stay order had been
issued, on request of NABET, after
NLRB on Dec. 15, 1948, directed
that such an election be held and
excluded turntable operators from
the bargaining unit.
NLRB's latest order, besides reversing the Dec. 24 action, denies
NABET's
for reconsideration of the petition
Dec. 15 order
and directs
that the election be held within 30
days.
NLRB ruled that the turntable
operators
at WPTFin "do
not have
sufficient interests
common
with
the radio engineers and technicians to be included with them in
a single
bargaining
The NLRB
orderunit."
pointed out
that the turntable operators do not
perform any technical or engineering duties, that they are included
in WPTF's program department

FOR

writer andJ. editor
at OR,
WOR news
New
O'CONN
ROBERT
York, has been appointed director of sports for WOR-TV, scheduled
to go on the air this summer on Channel 9.
JACK VAN COEVERING, editor and
commentator on Woods and Waters on
WXYZ-TV Detroit, has been awarded
an honorary life membership in the
Izaak Walton League for his work in
calling attention to pollution of Michlakes and
turesigan's
of wild
life streams.
are telecastHison picthe
Wednesday evening program. Mr.
Van Coevering is wild life editor of
the Detroit Free Press.
EDWIN H. ADAMS, director of radio
for U. of Washington, has been appointed chairman of radio and press
committee for newly-formed Seattle
chapter of Keep Washington Green,
statewide organization for prevention
of forest fires.
and that, in addition to operating
turntables, they do other work in
the department.
NABET had contended that there
is "functional coherence" between
the turntable operators and the
engineers and technicians.
NABET also had argued that it
has been the practice in the industry to group turntable operators
with engineers for purposes of collective bargaining. But, said NLRB,
"there is no evidence in the record
developed at the hearing nor has
the petitioner [NABET] in support
of its motion for reconsideration
submitted any evidence to buttress
its contention that such historical
practice exists in the industry . . .
the record reveals that the turntable operators have been specifically excluded from the bargaining
unit represented by the petitioner
in the previous contracts negotiated by the petitioner with the
employer [WPTF]."
TWO MORE FM stations have gone
on the air in eastern Canada, according to a report from Radio Branch,
of Transport,
Dept.
FM Halifax
is now Ottowa.
operatingCHNSwith
250 w on 96.1 mc, and CJCB-FM
Sydney with 250 w on 94.9 mc.

COVERAGE

—Over a million people in 79 counties of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
more people than any other station
times
— 3V2
in this market.
—A $557,206,000 retail sales area.
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BILL BRENNAN
Named to New CBS Post
BILL BRENNAN, sales service
manager of CBS Hollywood, has
■
been named head
of transcontinental sales on Pacific Coast. He
replaces Frank
Oxarart, resigned
[Broadcasting,
March 7] . In
making this announcement, D.W.
Thornburgh,
Mr. Brennan
western vice
president, said
j
I that no appointment to sales service post will be made at present.
Mr. Brennan has served as sales
'j,service manager since November
I 1948 and previously had been an
•: assistant producer with the net. work. He first joined CBS in 1946
' as continuity
He iswith
a graduate of use editor.
and served
the
Coast Guard for three years during
the war.
PROETZ AWARD
Five Judges Are Announced
JUDGES for the fifth annual Erma
Proetz Award, sponsored by the
Women's Advertising Club of St.
Louis, have been announced by Mrs.
Elmer C. McCaddon, chairman.
Awards will be made May 13 at a
dinner in conjunction with the St.
Louis Exhibit of Advertising at
Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis.
The five judges are:
Frederick W. Boulton, vice president,
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Leo Burnett,
president, Leo Burnett Co; Wilbur
Smart, vice president and art director,
D'ArcyviceAdvertising
E. F.Hurst
Hascall&
Jr.,
president, Co.;
Henri,
McDonald, and Budd Gore, advertising
manager, Marshall Field & Co.
Awards, consisting of |100 each
for the first three winners, are to
be given for the most outstanding
creative advertising work in art,
research, radio, copy, television, or
other fields, produced by women
fi'om March 31, 1948, to April 1,
1949. Competition is open to any
woman in the U. S., Canada, Mexico
or Cuba. Deadline for the contest
is April 10. Inquires should be
addressed to Mrs. McCaddon, 3510
Olive St., St. Louis.

CAPT. BOB KEIM, member of Air
Force radio staff since August
1945, has been appointed acting
chief of radio-TV branch of Air Force
Directorate of Public Relations. He
has been assigned this position during convalscence of COL. HOWARD
L. NUSSBAUM, who was seriously
injured in a plane crash in January
[Broadcasting, Jan. 31, Feb. 28],
Capt.
Keimforhadpastbeensix Col.
Nussbaum's
assistant
months.
GEORGE W. SLADE has resigned as
assistant director of the Lowell Institute cooperative broadcasting council, Boston. Mr. Slade plans to fulfill
the requirements for a graduate degree at Boston U. in June on television and education.
Equipment
TELEVISION
ASSOCIATES INC.,
Chicago, has announced its new T.
A. Continuous Film Reel. Reel is metal
case 6 by 7 inches housing a device
which permits continuous projection
of any 16mm film from 3 feet to 125
feet when spliced into a continuous
loop. There is no rewinding.
EMERSON RADIO & Phonograph
Corp., New York, and its subsidiaries,
have reported consolidated net profit,
after taxes, of $808,846.06 for the
13-week period ended Jan. 29, 1949,
equal to $1.01 per share on 800,000
shares outstanding.

■filled -dtti

BILL BACK, chief of test division of
Schwerin Research Corp., New York, is
the father of a girl, Patricia Ann.
RCA Tube Dept., Harrison, N. J., announces new Regulated Power Supply,
WP-23A. Of particular importance
to designers and manufacturers of
electronic circuits and devices, it supplies a DC voltage continuously adjustable from 0 to 300 volts and remains constant regardless of line-voltage fluctuations and varying load currents encountered in development
work.
Television
FLAMINGO FILMS, which will produce and distribute films for television and produce live TV shows,
has been formed with offices at 538
AGENCIES*

Fifth Ave., New York. Officers of
new firm include; JOSEPH HARRIS,
former chairman of Realart Pictures,
New York, chairman; JAMES HARRIS, president; SY WEINTRAUB,
vice president in charge of television,
and
DAVID WOLPER, secretarytreasurer.
SANDY HOWARD PRODUCTIONS,
firm for production of films for television, has been organized by SANDY
HOWARD, former writer, associate
and producer-director at United Productions Inc. RONALD L. BISCOW,
former vice president in charge of
sales for World Enterprise Film Studios, Hollywood, is sales manager of
firm. Offices are at 234 W. 44th St.,
New York.
HENRY MORLEY, Dynamic Films,
New York, executive, has been appointed co-chairman of National Television Film Council production committee. Mr. Morley will handle activities of the committee during illness of
JACK GLENN, committee chairman
and president of the Screen Directors
Guild.

ADVERTISERS

« STATIONS

PATT TO WCBS
Leaves WMGM After 1 0 Years
ROBERT PATT, for the past 10
years director of advertising and
sales promotion at WMGM New
York, has been appointed director
of advertising and sales promotion
for WCBS New York, G. Richard
Swift announced last Wednesday.
Mr. Patt replaces Jules Dundes
who has resigned to become director of sales and sales promotion at K Q W San Francisco
[Broadcasting, March 14].
Before joining WMGM, Mr. Patt
was sales promotion manager for
Free & Peters Inc., New York, and
assistant radio director for Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
CURRENT TRENDS and highlights of
agriculture are being discussed the last
Monday of each month by members of
the Prairie Farmer-WLS Chicago staff
as part of a comprehensive study.

DESIGNED FOR PLANNING
• This attractive three color quality map shows
AM-TV stations in United States, its possessions, and
Canada— by city, county, state, territory, province . . .
time zones.
O You'll use these maps all year round to demonstrate coverage . . . plot netv/ork and national spot
campaigns . . . for translating complex problems into
simplified sales pictures.
YOUf? 7949 RADIO -TV -PICTURE

- 25" x 35"

Excellent for presentations - - visualizing markets - - charting sales territories, costs and
ready reference at a glance.
volume PER MAP

50^ each 10 or more
AO0 each 50 or more

25"x35"
ORDER

YOUR

MAPS

TODAY!

BROADCASTING . Telecasting
National Press Building
Washington *, D. C.
Please send
1949 Radio-TV Maps. $
enclosed.
(Check or money order, please. At these reduced prices we cannot bill
for less than 10 maps — S5.00)
NAME_
FIRM_
AM - FM - TV

THt SMli Tf LECBAM STaTIOV
raCE

A PETBn.S, Inc..

ADDRESS_
CITY

ZONE_

STATE.
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PHILCO STOCK
Short Sales Off on March 15

FIRE AWARDS
28 Stations Nominated
TWENTY-EIGHT stations have
been nominated for the three Gold
Medals awarded annually by the
Natl. Board of Fire Underwriters
for outstanding public service in
fire prevention.
The stations nominated, along
with 46 daily and weekly newspapers, are:
KONG Alameda, Calif.; KNBC San
Francisco; KWG Stockton, Calif.;
WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.;
WJAX Jacksonville, Fla.; WTYS
Marianna,
Fla.;
WQXI Atlanta; KLIX Twin Falls,
Idaho; WEOA Evansville, Ind.; WOWO
Fort Wayne; KFH Wichita, Kan.;
WAVE Louisville; WWL New Orleans;
WLAM Lewiston, Me.; WJEF Grand
Rapids, Mich.; WEBR Buffalo. N. Y.;
WNEW
WFNC N.Fayetteville, New
N. C;York
KDIX City;
Dickinson,
D.;
WING Dayton; KWON Bartlesville,
Okla.; KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.; WIP
PhUadelphia; WISL Shamokin, Pa.;
KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.; WATO Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; WTAR Norfolk; WAUX
Waukesha, Wis.

'LAFFING
NLF toARTS'
Honor Aces, Berle
1949 "Comedy World" awards for
each of the seven "laffing arts"
will be presented Thursday by
the National Laugh Foundation.
Awards will be made at the fourth
annual Gagwriters Convention, to
be held at New York's Park Sheraton Hotel March 31. Convention
is sponsored by the NLF to launch
National Laugh Week.
An award will go to Goodman
and Jane Ace for their mr. ace
and JANE radio show. Milton
Berle, "comedian-of-the-year," will
receive a special citation for his
Texaco television program. Another will be presented to Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis, new comedy discoveries. Other fields cited
for awards are stage, film, literature, music, art and dancing. Jimmy Durante, radio comedian, is
honorary chairman.

U. OF WICHITA
Turns Down UAPRE Bid
U. OF WICHITA has turned down
invitation of the University Assn.
for Professional Radio Education
to become a charter member of
the organization, according to an
open letter to Prof. Tom D. Rishworth, U. of Texas, association
secretary. The letter was sent by
Dr. F. L. Whan, chairman of the
university's radio committee. U. of
Wichita has long opposed the idea
of "accrediting organizations" for
individual departments or activities of a university, Dr. Whan
wrote, believing accrediting should
be on an institutional basis.
He explained that the university
agrees with UAPRE's basic purpose as well as the intent to improve standards. U. of Wichita
also joins NAB in its fight for better training of students seeking
radio careers but opposes the accrediting agency idea.
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formerly proCREAM
GEORGE gram
managerER,
of WINX Washington, has joined WBZ Boston as
supervisor of AM and FM programs.
Mr. Creamer will
have charge of development of new
program ideas and
supervimgenersionalof progra
personnel. Prior to
joining WINX he
did freelance directing in New
York, and previous
to that he was
r - direca produce
Mr. Creamer
tor at NBC.
JOE BOLLES has been appointed
program director of WKRC-TV Cincinnati, which is scheduled to start
commercial telecasts on April 4.
KEN TREDWELL, assistant program
director at WBT Charolette, N. C,
is the father of a boy, Steven.
RICHARD J. GOGGIN, ABC-TV's
Western Division program manager,
will conduct a course at U. of California at Los Angeles on "Introducto Television," starting with the
fall tion
term.
RAY SINCLAIR, formerly with WNJC
Jacksonville, N. C, has joined announcing staff of WNAV Annapolis,
Md.
GLEN KING, disc jockey at KLX
Oakland, is the father of a boy.
BEVERLY SCOBLE has been promoted to traffic supervisor of KROW
Oakland, Calif. PAULINE LANDON,
sales promotion secretary, has been
named assistant to accounting deDERSON. partment head, MARGARET HENGLORIA MARKOFF, formerly radio
copywriter with Joseph Magnin department store, San Francisco, joins
KLX Oakland as traffic manager.
PAUL MASTERSON joins KNX Los
Angeles as replacement for station announcers on vacation.

Atlanta's 'Best Beau'
DON BARBER, m.c. of
WAGA Atlanta evening record show. Sleepy Time Pal,
has been elected "Best Beau"
by more than 300 young
women in the Atlanta council of Beta Sigma Phi, international business sorority.
His first official duty was to
present Celestine Smith of
Atlanta, who was chosen
sorority's international Valentine queen by Movie Actor
Larry Parks, to Atlanta
members at a Valentine ball.
He also will officiate at a ball
climaxing the sorority's state
convention to be held in Atlanta in early April.

EDGAR C. PIERCE and FRANK J.
La RUE join KFI-TV Los Angeles as
stage manager and make-up artist, respectively. Mr. Pierce was formerly
with WDGY and KSTP both Minneapolis; Mr. La Rue was a make-up
artist with Universal-International
Studios.
BILL STULLA, m.c. of KFI and KFITV Los Angeles Ladies' Day, is the
father of a girl, Kathryn Louise.
LEE ARMENTROUT, formerly of the
WBBM Chicago continuity department,
has joined WBKB (TV) Chicago, as
continuity editor.
MARY BARBER, food authority and
formerly with Kellogg Co., has signed
to do series of weekly talks for A.
B. Stoves, Battle Creek, Mich., on
WBCK Battle Creek.
MACKIE QUAVE, chief announcer at
WIS Columbia, S. C, is the father of
a girl, Donna Kathleen.
HAL O'HALLORAN, formerly with
WLS Chicago where he was featured
announcer handling, in particular, the
m. c. job on WLS National Barn Dance
program, has joined CKLW Detroit,
where he will emcee its Dawn Patrol
program.
JIMMY BLAIR, producer at WOIC
boy.
(TV) Washington, is the father of a
BILL BENNETT, formerly with WDOS
Oneonta, N. Y., has joined announcing
staff of WPTR Albany, N. Y.
LYLE MORSE, KFAB Omaha staff
writer and Omaha U. senior, has been
appointed to the college board of
Mademoiselle magazine for her third
TONY RIZZO has been promoted to
year.
director at WENR-TV Chicago. Other
promotions
include:
JOHN FITZPATRICK, assistant
production
manager;
RICHARD ORTNER and RICHARD
WYATT, program assistants.
LANSING B. LINDQUIST, program director of WOL Washington, has been
appointed U.
to faculty
of Washington's
American
Mr. Lindquist
conducts
a weekly seminar and lecture on station management and administration.
GEORGE STONE, NBC Chicago announcer, injured in an automobile accident afortnight ago [Broadcasting,
March 14], has returned to his home
after 10 days hospitalization.
BUD O'CONNOR has joined WGKV
Charleston, W. Va., announcing staff.
Mr. O'Connor was formerly with
WBLK and WEAR Clarksburg, W. Va.,
•and WVTM Manila, while serving
with the Air Corps.

WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., played host
to Charleston, 111., neighbors by broadcasting the Eastern State TeachersBeloit College of Wisconsin game in
the NIAB tournament on March 13.
WTHI carried on-the-scene broadcasts of Indiana State's games during the contest.

SHORT interest? in Philco Corp.
stock were cut almost in half
March 15 over Feb. 15, according
to the monthly compilation of the
New York Stock Exchange. On
March 15, the Philco short interest
held by exchange member firms
was 5,668 shares. On Feb. 15, it
was 10,669.
Short interests are reported to
the exchange monthly, indicating
the number of loaned shares outstanding to cover short sales.
Total short interest as of March 15
was 1,343,759 shares, compared
with 1,220,286 on Feb. 15. The Exchange listed 79 issues in which a
short interest of 5,000 or more
shares existed or in which a change
in the short position of 2,000 or
more shares occurred during the
month.
Among the stocks so listed:
Short
Interest
Interest
Short
Shares
2/15/49
23,610 3/15/49
Admiral 3/15/49
7,778
1,000,000
AT&T
4,367
23,573,330
Avco
Mfg Corp. 20,100
9,996
Farnsworfh
6,230
IT&T Corp.
31,468
1,680,568
33,873 6,618,319
11,115 5,475,391
10,615
12,996
Philco
Magnavox
4,033 1,709,980
659,899
10,669
RCADom. Sh's
20,660
13,857,111
24,155
5,668
WSTS

TO 1 KW
Remains on 990 kc

WSTS

Southern Pines, N, C, increased its power to 1 kw March 13.
Station had been a 250 w outlet
since
1947. it first took the air in August

Owned and operated by the Sandhills Broadcasting Co., WSTS operates on 990 kc. Frank L. Baber
is president
tion manager.and J. C. Cole is staIn addition to the power increase,
the station has recently remodeled
its studios and has inaugurated a
new daily program aimed at the
wider coverage area. Titled Going
Forward With the Sandhills, the
10-week series salutes one community in the area each day.

KULA HONOLULU
Announces Staff Changes
KULA, 10 w Honolulu ABC outlet, has announced enlargement and
realignment of its staff. Among
executive appointments are these:
Ernest Beattie, chief of traffic
and tape recording, formerly of
KOPR Butte, Mont.; Jim Walker,
chief of continuity, previously in
same post at KUTA Salt Lake City,
and Dick Smith, transmitter chief
engineer, formerly of KYUM
Yuma, Ariz. Marion Sexton takes
over as sales manager, transferring from KPOA Honolulu.
Other appointments: Jessie Babin, secretary to Jack Burnett,
general manager; Bill Daniels,
announcer; Irving Phillips and
Jack Fearnhead, salesmen, and
Mrs. Don Creed,
editor of KULA's
Housewives'
Hit Parade.
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WDSU — First with the most in New
Orleans — this mobile television unit
picks up "on the spot" telecasts.

WDSU — The station with the most
facilities to present New Orleans,
the birthplace of showmanship.
TV transmitter and studios atop the tallest building
in the Deep South — the Hibernia Bank Building.
WDSU

AM — 1280 KC — 5000 watts Studios atop the Monteleone Hotel
TV — Channel 6 — First and only station in New Orleans
FM— 287 KC— 15,000 watts (licensed 155,000 watts)

American Broadcasting Co. Affiliate
National Broadcasting Co. — Du Mont — WPIX Television Affiliate
Affiliated with the New Orleans Item

By J. FRANK BEATTY
NEW ORLEANS boasts smugly of
; its romantic past, speaks proudly
jof its prosperous present but goes
(into sheer ecstasy when it projects
Icurrent growth and physical plant
jinto the future.
i Few bother to question the his' and
toric troubles.
tales of Hundreds
New Orleans'
loves
of books
have been written about the amours
of its swashbuckling forebears and
the antics of its political regimes.
Curiously, and unfairly, the penners of these animated phrases
forget or neglect to mention that
up to the Civil War New Orleans
was the nation's first port; that
! it now is the second largest port,
j and that it is in hot pursuit of the
No. 1 rank enjoyed by New York.
New Orleans, to the literary and
art cults, is a city of spicy Creole
cooking, wrought-iron balconies and
quaint old buildings all concealed
behind a laughing mask.
Remove the mask and you'll find
a mercenary glint. For the Mardi
Gras, besides ranking as "the
world's greatest free show," is an
important part of the city's economy, just as its Sugar Bowl football game, an ABC network exclusive, ismore than a mere matching of the running and passing
prowess of schoolboy athletes.
When the eloquence of the fiction
an i article writers is wrung out
th . icmains commercial New Or]( an incredibly fast-growing
c
hose surging lifeblood is
B
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nurtured by the heart of the nation
— the Mississippi Valley. There remains, too, a radio market influencing the spending habits of 660,000
people who earn $850 million a
year.
Modern Port' Facilities
Enhance City's Economy
Any faithful recounting of the
modern New Orleans must be based
on the premise that the city's economy— some 70% of it — is centered
around the 17 miles of completely
modern port facilities. For New
Orleans worships the Father of
Waters as the provider of its blessings. Thus blessed, it is utilizing
its talents in the biblical tradition,
multiplying them tenfold and even
a hundredfold.
The visitor to New Orleans
might as well leave his compass at
home. This riverside metropolis
is a geographical flipflop. The map
shows it to be situated east of the
river, but the early riser who gazes
eastward at the morning sun's
reflection on the winding stream
is likely to wonder if he has partaken too bountifully of the city's
enchanting and readily available
night life.
For East is West and North is
South in New Orleans. Standing
not far from the foot of Canal St. —
it's 171 feet wide — the startled
visitor is told that the Mississippi
is flowing northward.
The explanation lies in the pretzel
pattern of Old Man River, giving
a stin g

rise to the "Crescent City" label.
The general direction, of course, is
southward. Due to a complete reversal of course in the New Orleans
area, the city lies generally westward of the temporarily northbound
river.
New Orleans is a good radio city.
Its stations, doing over $2 million
annual business, are expertly managed. Competition is intense, especially with the arrival of several
independents since the war, and
this has served to unearth new
clients.
The eight AM stations augment
their service with five FM signals
but the FM outlets are far from
self-supporting since most of the
time they duplicate AM programs.
The Advent of Video
To New Orleans
Television came to New Orleans
last December, and it received a
warm reception. Young Edgar B.
Stern Jr., president of WDSU,
directs operation of WDSU-TV,
located atop the Hibernia Bank
Bldg. Two studios are available
there, and transmitter facilities
were ingeniously installed in a
roof-top edifice adjoining the antenna. Mr. Stern is an electronics
engineer.
As of mid-February there were
some 3,000 TV sets operating in
New Orleans and of course the
figure is rising every day. The city
lacks coaxial cable networking but
the kinescope film service is de-

scribed as highly satisfactory.
Maison-Blanche store (WSMB)
and WTPS hold television grants
but have not yet announced plans
to go on the air.
The AM programming, with its
appeal to special audiences, includes
many examples of noteworthy
public service. Commercially, the
stations are cordially received in
the 155,170 radio homes (88.3% of
all homes), and broadcasting shares
with newspapers the first and second spots in the local advertising
sphere. Retailers have been using
the air medium more actively in
recent years as station competition
has been accompanied by intensified radio sales activity.
Five of the stations have their
studios in the five leading hotels.
WSMB is housed in the MaisonBlanche building, the store being
half-owner. WTPS has a unique
and elaborate studio setup in a
modernized library building.
A score of efficient advertising
agencies handle a substantial
share of the $2 million in radio
time placed on New Orleans stations. Their media buying is concentrated for the most part on radio and newspapers, with white
space getting a rather heavy share
of the advertising placed for retail
stores.
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, handling a list of important local and
national accounts, is working on
extensive radio plans for Jax beer
(Continued on New Orleans U )
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POPULATION

581,000

has 12 radios and one TV set in
his home.
Tulane, LSU Football
Sponsored by Coca Cola
One of the active local sponsors,
Louisiana Coca Cola Bottling Co.,
sponsors Tulane and Louisiana
State U. football games exclusively,
and sometimes simultaneously,
along with college basketball and
the Pelicans baseball team. Other
bottlers form a statewide football
hookup.

UP

90,000

SINCE

New

1939

Orleans

(Continued from New Orleans S )
(Jackson Brewing Co.), an account
it has just acquired. Jax has always been radio-minded. Blue
Plate Foods Inc., New Orleans,
markets two score products and
has used serials and spots. The
firm likely will use more radio soon.
H. J. Hills Stores buys announcements and Sunday television.
Maison Blanche, big department
store, places TV through Fitzgerald
but handles other radio direct. Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Sales Co. is on
NBC in the Pacific states with
Noah Webster Says and has a
local program on WWL, A Day in
the Life of Mrs. Pierre Broussard
of New Orleans. The agency has
bought time for Greater New Orleans Inc., local promotion group.
Howcott Sees AM and Video
Each Appealing to Audience
President of the Fitzgerald agency is Leonard Gessner. Roy
Schwarz is partner in charge of
copy, Harley B. Howcott is media
director and Tom Newman heads
radio production. Mr. Howcott sees
TV and AM each appealing to the
audience. People like to read and
do other things around the house,
he says, adding that they can't
read and concentrate on television.
The local utility company, New
Orleans Public Service Inc., uses
institutional radio via the New
Orleans Symphony Society, placing
through Bauerlein Inc. Clark Salmon, with an interest in a New
Orleans station applicant, is president of Bauerlein, v/ith H. 3. McGehee vice president.
The public service company buys
spots for its lighting and transit
services on at least three stations.
Mr. McGehee said radio performed
an important service during the
February storm, warning of falling wires and handling other emergency announcements.
Night Club Uses Minute
Recordings of Its Talent
Beverly Country Club, worldfamed night club and dining place,
uses minute recordings of club talent through Bauerlein. The famed
Page 4 New Orleans
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Higgins Industries had a coast-tocoast hookup during the war. Yellow Cab buys time for special purposes.
American Brewing Co. (Regal)
is another of the radio-minded
breweries buying New Orleans
time. Its agency is Walker Saussy,
with Mr. Saussy president of the
firm. Regal has a half -hour Frank
Parker disc in Louisiana and Miami
and places news, sports and music
in Louisiana and along the Gulf
Coast.
William B. Reily Co. sponsors
Old Corral for Luzianne tea and
coffee in the South and for another
brand as far north as Frederick,
Md., some 65 stations in all. Walker Saussy handles Gibbons Feeds,
sponsoring music and farm talks
from the state agricultural school
on several Louisiana stations. Mr.
Saussy started the agency in 1932.
Alvin Camus is office manager.
Spot Series Boosts
Sales of Dog Food
Robert Kottwitz agency places a
successful spot series for Kam, dog
food sold by National Packing Co.,
Greenville, Miss. Using spots as
its principal means of advertising,
the dog food rose to first place in
New Orleans. The plant was forced
to expand facilities but kept Kam
on the air even during the period
it was sold out. Kam has used
television as well as sound radio.
American Coffee Co., a Kottwitz account, buys spots in New
Orleans and Florence, S. C. Delta
Life Insurance Co. is a local program and spot account. Burglass,
large furniture retailer, is radio
minded; Collord Motors (Dodge,
Plymouth, Seiberling tires) is on
four stations; Southern Heater Co.
likes spots and television, and Gulf
Bottlers plans a six-month campaign starting this month, all placing through Kottwitz.
William B. Wisdom Inc., head of
the agency bearing his name, believes many TV set owners give
video the first break when they
turn the dial but can't see it ever
replacing radio. He adds that he
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Mr. Wisdom says coke consumption in the area is highest in the
nation. Some years ago he built
up Coca Cola business in the Chicago and Toledo areas by use of
radio, having as many as 65 spots
a day in Chicago alone.
Southern Music store, DuMont
distributor, buys radio and television locally through the Wisdom
agency.
Video to Get Va of Night
Audience in Decade — Winius
Walter Winius, branch manager
of Winius-Drescher-Brandon, with
main office in St. Louis, figures that
within a decade video will get perhaps three-fourths of the audience
at night, where service is available,
and perhaps half in the daytime.
The agency went into radio extensively for Jackson Brewing Co.,
having some 40 programs on as
many stations, with TV included.
An average of 10 programs a day
was placed in New Orleans alone,
including music, variety, sports and
outdoor activities (salt water sports
are open the year round).
Dixie Brewing Co. sponsors spots
on five New Orleans stations and
TV announcements on WDSU-TV,
through Sewell Adv. Agency. The
Sewell radio accounts include Foltz
Tea & Coffee Co. (Zodiac, JB), placing in Gulf Coast states; Pailet &
Penedo, jewelry manufacturer, and
Union Savings & Loan Assn. Granville Sewell is owner, with Robert
J. Caire and K. B. Thompson account executives, and Kenneth
Franz media buyer. The agency
has a number of industrial accounts.
Stone-Stephens has a list of radio accounts, including spots for
Merchants Coffee Co. of New OrNEW

leans (Union coffee) ; transcribed
and life announcements in New Orleans for LaNasa Baking Co.; participations for Dickey's potato
chips; Commonwealth Homestead
(building and loan) ; Baumer Food
Products (Crystal preserves);
Dixie Lumber Co.; Servi-Cycle distributors. Zetz Seven-Up Bottling
Co. in association with Maison
Blanche store sponsors fights and
wrestling matches. Lawrence H.
Stevens is executive vice president
of
the buyer.
agency. Margot Burvant is
media
City's Life Centers
About the Mississippi
The radio activities of these firms
are typical of the principal advertising agencies in the city.
Every appraisal of the New Orleans scene, be it economic, electronic or romantic, must get around
eventually to the curling Mississippi. Don't make the mistake of calling it the Lazy Mississippi — not if
an Orleanian or a maritime man is
within range. The river at this
point is a swift, turbulent stream
a half-mile wide and well over 100
feet deep but its flood hazards have
been eliminated.
In fact, there's nothing lazy
about New Orleans that the business-bent visitor is likely to detect
in daylight hours. Contrary to popular conception, the New Orleans
pace in store, agency, radio station
or any other commercial place
matches that of New York, Chicago and other American cities.
Though it boasts that it is the
hub of the Deep South, the city
lacks many Southern traits. Even
the usual Southern drawl is relatively scarce, the average dialect
more nearly resembling a mixture
of Bostonian and Brooklynese.
With an international heritage —
five flags have flown here since its
founding in 1718 — New Orleans
likes to be known as the International City rather than as part of
the South. Most of its early inhabitants were Latin Catholics, especially French, Spanish and
Italian. Their imprint remains in
many phases of New Orleans life.
Radio programming naturally is
influenced by the history and habits
(Continued on New Orleans 6)
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591,030 BMB STATION AUDIENCE FAMILIES
2. J. AftON SUGAR REFINERY, White Castle, La.
In 1948, nearly 5'2 million tons of sugar cane
were produced in Louisiana, which also leads the
nation in cane sugar refining. Another reason why
WWL-land exceeds national average in increased
income, buying power, general prosperity.

The

greatest

3. WWL'S COVERAGE OF THE DEEP SOUTH
50,000 watts — high-power, affording advertisers lowcost dominance of this new-rich market.
Note: Coverage mapped by Broadcast Measurement Bureau.
Some scattered counties, covered by WWL, are not shown.

selling power

in the South's greatest city
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS AFFILIATE
A DEPARTMENT

OF LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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of the diversified audience.
Many of the programs have
French characters and cater to the
nearby Cajuns who engage in fishing, farming and trapping. The
Cajuns have a patois all their own
that defies recording on paper.
The city is an educational and
cultural center. Tulane, Loyola
and H. Sophie Newcomb College
for Women rank high and along
with Louisiana State U. provide
famed medical centers. There are
1,092 churches, including St. Louis
Cathedral, oldest in America.
Just to show its diversification.
New Orleans is a center of classical music and the birthplace of
jazz. Two symphonies and an
opera association are supported by
the populace. The jazz supply is
supported partly by Orleanians but
mostly by tourists. Perhaps two
dozen havens of rhythm prosuer
in a few blocks along famed Bourbon St., though their musical appeal is supplemented by floor shows
featuring dancers skilled in the
nuances of primitive terpsichory.
The story of Dixieland jazz with
its Louis Armstrong and other
Basin St. impresarios traces back
to African tribal dances, European
classics and American folklore.
Proud of its musical heritage. New
Orleans is broad-minded and has
adopted the more violent fulminations of the bebop cult without conceding it superiority in sound or
rhythm to its own Dixie jazz.
Economic Gains Made
During War Maintained
Fortunately for New Orleans,
the war's need for transportation
facilities brought just the recognition it long had desired and the
war-wrought economic gains have
been more than maintained. Similar stories can be told of the city's
factories and other enterprises.
Living standards have reached a
new high, and purchasing power is
up 48% in the last decade despite
inflation. Business activity was at
an alltime high last year, dipping
slightly at yearend with the national trend.
New Orleans' economic growth
has been faster than that of most
American cities. Here are some of
the indicators that show the way
the economic winds are drifting
down by the Mississippi delta:
BANK DEBITS— Almost $8 billion in
1948, 12.7% over 1947 while the national
average droTiped 1.5%. This was nearly
triple the 1539 total.
BANK CLEARINGS— Almost $6%
billion,
8.5% over 1947 and triple
the
1939 up
figure.
CONSTRUCTION— Building permits
136.3% over 1937 and nearly five times
1939 figure.
RETAIL SALES— $552 million, 6.3%
over 1947 and triple prewar figure.
WHOLESALE SALES— %V/i billion,
9.4% over 1947 and triple prewar total.
POSTAL RECEIPTS— ?5,812,568 in
1948,
or 9.4% above 1947 and double
1939 level.
UTILITIES — New records for water
elestricity and gas consumed; 100,000
new telephones installed in last decade
for total of 189,723.
Page 6 New Orleans
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POPULATION— City total of 581,000,
up 90,000politanortotal increased
18.3% sincefrom1939;552,244
metro-in
1940 to
666,000;
growth
in
city
population in 1948 was 2.1%.
LABOR FORCE — Numbered over
320,000 at end of 1948 compared to
240,000 in 1939, with two of every five
persons working and only 16,000 unemployed as 1949 opened.
TOTAL INCOME— Increased from
$287 million ($513 per person) in 1939
to $858 million ($1,335 per person) in
1948, come
6.5%
abovefrom1947.
capita
inthus rose
wellPerbelow
to 10%
above national average.
City a Natural Gateway
For Midcontinent Area
New Orleans considers itself
most fortunate in its geographical
location about 100 miles from the
mouth of the Mississippi. In this
spot it is the natural gateway for
the vast midcontinental area embracing 51% of the nation's people; producing 40% of U.S. factory
products; mining 63% of its minerals; growing 56% of its crops
and timber, and handling 42% of
its retail sales. Moreover, it is the
natural artery for Latin American
trade.
Quite aware of this strategic situation, the area has deliberately set
out to attain dominance in^ international trade. First, it has adopted, among others, the label "International City." Second, it has
constructed vast wharf, loading
and warehouse facilities. Third, it
has coordinated all forms of transport. Fourth, and highly important
to the whole picture, it operates a
three-ply trade-getting setup that
includes International House, In-

IN

NEW

Foreign Trade Grows;
Ships Dock Year Around
Having jumped in three years
from fifth to second place in dollar
value of its foreign trade. New Orleans boasts that it is "The First
Port in Efficiency," and jumps at
the chance to argue it out with anyone. Ships dock in all seasons, attracted by the 12 miles of covered
wharves and other facilities.
The Army, New Orleans notes
proudly, because of this efficiency
ships 40% of its overseas cargo
through the port, which has 51.4
miles of total harbor frontage on
the Mississippi and 11 on the Industrial Canal and a 117-mile belt
railroad.
Scores of shipping companies
provide scheduled cargo and passenger sailings to all the world.
Nine converging railroads provide
comparatively low-rate service to
the Midcontinent as well as the rest
of the nation. Seven domestic and
overseas airlines use the tremendous Moisant International Airport,
described as the largest commercial field in the nation. An extensive highway system feeds into
New Orleans.
Of special interest commercially
is the fact that some 14,000 miles
of inland waterways provide efficient and low-cost barge and other
water-carrier service in all directions.
Canal Links Mississippi,
Intra-Coastal Waterway
Heart of this extensive inland
waterway system, New Orleans has
constructed the Inner-Harbor Navi-

ORLEANS
Do Annual Billings of
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gation Canal, or Industrial Canal
as it is commonly known. Connecting the Mississippi and nearby Lake
Pontchartrain — a saltwater annex
of the Gulf of Mexico, the canal
is the link between the Mississippi
and its tributaries and the IntraCoastal Canal from Trenton, N. J.,
to Brownsville, Tex.
Coordinating rail and water services, the inner-city belt railroad
connects with river and intracoastal barge terminals on the
canal; with rail terminals, and with
steamship lines. Through, all-water
routes, barge-rail and rail-bargerail service are available with 40
states and in each case the rates
are lower than the favorable allrail rates.
The port facilities must be seen
to be appreciated, and New Orleans
sees to it that they are seen. A
palatial 153-foot yacht, originally
built in 1931 for William Fisher of
the General Motors Fisher family,
is used to give visitors a quick and
thorough view of the harbor. Quite
modestly, themissioners
port's
Comreminds Board
guests ofaboard
the Good Neighbor, between demitasses, that it is the finest harbor
inspection boat in the world.
City Awaits Building
Of Channel to Gulf
The highly mechanized port has
gadgets to handle everything from
a bunch of bananas to a steam
engine. The public grain elevator
holds over 2% million bushels and
easily handles an annual 10-time
turnover.
Unconcerned by seasons, the
port's diversity in cargoes blends
with its modern facilities to give
the city a 1-to-l import-export
ratio that is the envy of other U.S.
ports. And peeking contentedly into
the future, the city awaits construction of a 70-mile deepwater
channel to the Gulf that will eliminate hazards of navigating the
delta's hairpin bends and spur its
economic and commercial progress.
The port is thoroughly equipped
with repair facilities capable of
handling ships up to 18,000 tons.
Several big refineries and terminals
provide oil and coal while ships
are loading and unloading.
Through Seatrain or freight-car
carrying vessels provide service
between New Orleans and Havana.
Major banks in New Orleans
provide foreign trade departments
and necessary financial services for
the international business and 34
countries maintain consular representation. Busy commodity markets
for grain, coff3e, cotton, sugar,
rice and other products influence
the flow of tonnage.

International House
Businessmen's Rendezvous
The three-ply International
House-Trade Mart-Free Port service provides combined facilities
draw important business to
thatcity.
the
International House offers a
place where businessmen from all
(Continued on New Orleans 8) r
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(Continued from New Orleans 6)
countries can meet. It was formed
by valley business, civic and educational leaders to stimulate growth
of trade, travel and cultural interchange. Operated on a non-profit,
non-trading basis, it is housed in
a 10-story building providing secretarial, library and other services
along with complete club facilities
— all helping the businessman from
abroad transact business in this
country.
Supporting this good-neighbor
project is the ultra-modern International Trade Mart, a few steps
away and also in the heart of New
Orleans. The mart, too, is nonprofit. Itis a wholesale trading center where raw materials and manufactured products are attractively displayed along indoor streets.
Here buyers and sellers meet,
buyers to see what people of the
U. S. and other nations have to
sell, and sellers to display their
wares without expense of warehouse stocks.
The International Free Trade
Zone is a segregated port area with
a half -million feet of storage space,
cargo-handling machinery as well
as a long parallel v.'harf where
ocean-going ships m.ay berth right
beside railroad tracks.
It is a customs-free fenced-off
spot where products from abroad

may be stored, examined, processed and otherwise manipulated
without paying any import duties.
These goods can be held, or processed under customs immunity, and
then transshipped at the convenience of the importer. The free zone
has low fire insurance rates and
provides another stimulus to foreign trade.
City Feels Well Protected
Against Business Letdown
New Orleans contemplates its
geographical advantages, industrial plant, port facilities and nearby agriculture with satisfaction as
first fears of a business letdown
are voiced in other major cities.
The economical balance — 1-to1 export-import ratio, extensive oil
and gas resources, growing industry, expanding agriculture and
heavy reliance on distribution enterprises— is considered quite depression proof, relatively speaking.
Distribution declines, for example,
are expected to lag possibly 18
months behind industry. Farmer
suffering would be minimized by
parity support.
Mortgage money people, Orleanians remind, are generally bullish
on the whole region in their land
valuations.
The area sits on one of the

1000 WATTS
DAYTIME

940 KC

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE STATES STATION
Serving Over a Million and a Half Listeners
in the South's Greatest Market

world's great fuel bins — a 200-year
supply of gas plus off-shore oil resources surpassing the fondest
dreams. Even today, local oil men
say, Louisiana is the nation's No. 1
petroleum state.
Agriculture is thriving in many
parts of Louisiana, especially the
Delta area to the south where for
centuries the persistent Mississippi has been depositing the
finest topsoils of the Midcontinent.
With a semi-tropical climate four
vegetable crops are harvested
every year. The sugar, rice, corn,
cotton, strawberry and sweet potato crops are heavy. Citrus fruit
growing is just starting to assume
importance. Livestock raising is expanding. The fur business is noteworthy, Louisiana supplying three
times as many pelts as Canada and
Alaska, and the lumber industry is
developing speedily.
The cane crop is processed in
nearby refineries, including the
world's largest — American Sugar
Refining Co. Half the industrial
alcohol in the nation is distilled
around New Orleans. Four out of
every
five washable
men's
suits
come from
the city and
Wembly
Inc.
is the world's largest necktie
manufacturer.
Other big industries in New Orleans, all making essential products, include American Radiator
& Sanitary Mfg. Co., which is eonverting the wartime Consolidated
Vultee airplane plant to manufacture vitreous china and will
have a $5 million annual payroll;
Celotex, Johns-Manville and Lone
Star Cemant Corp., among others,
in the building supply field; Chase
Bag Co., Higgins Industries and
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.,
International Harvester (twine)
and Penick & Ford to name a few
more.

understo d in the North. Negroes
comprise less than a third of the
populace — perhaps even smaller
than that of Washington, D. C. —
but this group of 165,000 has developed impressive earning power.
The 165,000 Negroes have 75,000
earning units. Even maids get $16
to $20 a week and in the building
trades the wages run around $1.25
an hour. If they can't find a job,
they receive unemployment insurance but the high rate of compensation hasn't resulted in an army of
unemployed siphoners of the public
Eight percent of Negroes own
their homes. They spend 27% of
their
purse. income for food and have a
total buying power estimated as
high as $2% million a week. Moreover, they buy for cash. Sixteen
insurance companies do a business
of $6 million a year. Two colleges,
Dillard and Xavier, serve the Negro population along vrith 45 public
schools and 552 teachers, and 475
churches.
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CO.

In all, over 1,000 industrial firms
Are
employ over 60,000 persons and
have a payroll of $147,600,000—
212%% increase in employes and
637% in payrolls since 1939.
Like other cities New Orleans
has weather and politics — and both
in abundance. The weather is its
Watch
pride and joy. The politics — ^well,
the time has passed when Orleanians let their heads drop silently
when the subject is mentioned.
•
Year round the weather is delightful, the Association of Commerce boasts. This claim is sup•
ported byWeather Bureau statistics
and by the confirmation of transplanted northerners
live anywhere
else. who wouldn't
The political situation has
•
changed violently since Mayor de
Lesseps Story (Chep) Morrison
took office in 1946. America's
youngest mayor, he has partly
•
bleached the nation's oldest Red
Light district in the French quarter and has launched a tremendous
program of public works. This
program includes a union station,
•
traffic facilities, recreation centsrs
and similar projects.
The Negro audience, important
in New Orleans, is widely misBROADCASTING
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WDSU; WDSU-FM;
WDSU-TV
Hotel Monteleone — Raymond 7135
AM— 5,000 w 1280 kc
FM— 55,000 w 105.3 mc
TV— 30,800 w Channel 6
: WDSU was born in 1924 in the
' backyard chicken coop of J. H.
Uhalt, radio dealer, as WCBE, 100
w. In the mid-20s he bought out
'I his brother's interest and the sta1,000(for
w.
J~, tion
Call was
was licensed
changed toto use
WDSU
De Soto and Uhalt) when the station moved to the De Soto hotel.
; CBS affiliation was lost in the
[ early '30s and the station was an
' independent until it joined NBC.

Mr. Swezey
When NBC was split, WDSU acquired its ABC aflrtliation. Later in
the '30's the station moved to the
Monteleone Hotel in the Vieux
Carre area. It was sold in 1943 to
Fred Weber, former MBS vice pres" ident and general manager; E. A.
Stephens, auto dealer, and H. G.
Wall, president of WIBC Indianapolis. A year later WDSU
acquired 5,000 w power directional.
Last autumn the Stern family
bought the station, with Edgar B.
Stern Jr., becoming president.
The new WDSU-TV went on the
air commercially Dec. 18, 1948, less
than a year after the CP was
granted. Mr. Weber resigned and
was succeeded Feb. 1 by Robert D.
Swezey, also an ex-MBS vice president and general manager. Mr.
Swezey is executive vice president
i and a member of the board.

all by means of kinescope film.
The test pattern is decorated with
touches of typical New Orleans
iron grill designs.
WJBW
924 Canal St.
Magnolia 3488
250 w 1230 kc
FOUNDED in 1926 by Charles C.
Carlson, in the electrical business,
WJBW for about two decades was
the only independent station in
New Orleans. The station's modest
studios are located in the heart of
the city with transmitter in Gentilly, five miles out.
The station features baseball,
basketball and prep football, augmented by news and music, according to Harry Nigocia, program director. Mr. Carlson is president
and general manager. Midday
Serenade from noon to 2 p.m. has
been on the air 17 years.
Sicjtion on Temporary
License Until April 1
WJBW is operating on temporary license to April 1, having been
granted in part a request for 90day extension pending appeal to
the U. S. Supreme Court for review
of a decision by the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia. The appellate court had upheld an earlier FCC ruling denying
renewal of WJBW's license
[Broadcasting, Feb. 21, 28].
Louise A. Carlson, his former
wife, holds a CP for the WJBW
facility.
WJBW is represented by William
G. Rambeau Co. Its basic hourly
rate is $90.

WRCM (FM)
Jung
Canal Hotel
0356
250 w D 990 kc
61,200 w 97.1 mc
FIRST new standard station to
take the air in 21 years, WJMR
made its bow Jan. 20, 1947. Its
' WDSU-TV Atop Highest
Building in Deep South
FM outlet had opened May 1, 1946
Only TV station in the area, as pioneer southern station in the
WDSU-TV is located atop what is present band, according to Stanley
claimed to be the highest building W. Ray Jr. and Dr. George A.
Mayoral, co-managers.
in the Deep South, the Hibernia
Supreme Broadcasting Co. was
Bank Bldg. Reception is described founded
by Dr. Mayoral, with
as "fairly good and regular over
Messrs.
William
and Ramon Cor150 miles away in Alexandria, La."
TV goes on at 6:15 p.m., closing tado, export-import businessmen as
WRCM (FM) was given
at 10 (6-10 p.m. on Sunday), with partners.
a
permit
in
January, 1946. Mr.
the
in
planned
opening
5:30 p.m.
Ray,
college
friend
of Dr. Mayoral
covers
unit
mobile
A
future.
near
at Tulane and a New Orleans lawevents outside the TV studio.
yer, joined the partnership and beThe WDSU Class A rate for AM
co-manager. When the FM
is $180 an hour, with TV $100 an battle came
appeared too difficult, the
hour. John Blair & Co. is repreAM grant was obtained. WJMR
■ r.,fH:ative. FM station duplicates
was a paying project from the
says
WDSU
M programming.
total hours of moment it took the air, the foundit broadcast 628
ers declare. Jules J. Paglin, New
pnblic interest programming in
Orleans sales consultant, joined the
' 8 The TV programs include
. :C, NBC, DuMont and Telepix, firm as executive vice president.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

A former NBC TV development
engineer. Dr. Mayoral supervises
technical aspects of the business.
The station claims the highest
tower
ing. in the city, a 241-foot structure atop the 200-foot hotel buildBlock Programs Dominate;
New Studios Are Planned
Block programming dominates.
Three popular race programs are
Poppa Stoppa, Jam, Jive & Gumbo
and Boots & Saddles. Hi Neighbor
is broadcast from nearby suburbs.
New studios are planned on the
hotel's 11th floor and construction
will include provision for TV.
WRCM feeds a group of FM outlets with programs from Continental FMremains
Network's
tape.
The
FM station
on the
air until
midnight. AM and FM use the
same tower. WJMR representative is Forjoe & Co. Basic hourly
AM rate is $55. FM rate is $60.
V/MRY
CP 500 W D 600 kc
SOUTHLAND BCSTG. Co., holding a CP for a New Orleans local,
had not started construction as this
was written. President of South-
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Mr. Ray
Dr. Mayoral
land is Joe Darsky with Billy B.
Goldberg vice president. Southland has a mailing address, 1106
Scanlan Bldg., Houston. It is understood the applicant has examined possible transmitter sites.
WNOE
St. Charles Hotel
Raymond
250 w 1450 0423
kc
CP— 50,000 w (D) 5000 w (N) 1060 kc
ORIGINALLY founded in 1924 by
Coliseum Place Baptist Church,
WNOE was bought by Lt. Gov.
(later Gov.) James A. Noe, also
owner of KNOE Monroe, La., and
part^ owner of KOTN Pine Bluff,
Ark. Gov. Noe changed the call
from WBNO to WNOE and in(Continncd on Nevj Orleans 10)
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creased from timesharing to fulltime.
Up to World War II WNOE was
the first 24-hour station in Louisiana, according to James E. Gordon,
general manager, who joined station in 1939 after a decade in New
Orleans radio. Mr. Gordon hopes
to have the new
50,000 w plant on
the air by autumn, when FM
will be added.
WNOE plans include eventual entry into TV.
The station
claims to have
pioneered Negro
programming.
Mr. Gordon
Prof. 0. C. W.
Taylor, Negro, is in full charge
of programs for this 165,000
of New Orleans populasegment
tion and is described as the only
fulltime Negro reporter. Negroes
produce and direct their own programs from their YMCA.
Originates Statewide
Political Programs
WNOE emphasizes public service, says Mr. Gordon. It originates
many statewide political programs
and has weekly periods for Senators and Congressmen. Big Joe's
Happiness Exchange, 6-8 every
morning, does everything from recruit volunteers to build a house
for a vTidow to instigating a "Ship
of Friendship" for Orleans, France.
In charge of the program, whose
aim is to help the underprivileged,
is Joe Rosenfield. Bill Monroe,
newsman, always takes a wire recorder with him when he leaves the
office. Weather reports are carried five times daily direct from the
Weather Bureau.
National representative is Burke,
Kuipers & Mahoney. Class A
hourly rate is $150. The station is
the New Orleans affiliate of MBS.

lie reaction to the commercials on
NBC programs was favorable so
the station decided it could improve local programs by selling
them to sponsors. Set sales jumped
around the city, programs were accepted favorably and for the first
time WSMB was a profit-making
institution, a situation that has
continued for two decades though
profits are down from the war peak
due to higher labor costs and a
$150,000 FM plant.
The 56,000 w FM service is given
AM advertisers as a bonus, programs being duplicated, but the
station feels it is gaining public
goodwill from the FM investment
in what is described as a vast service area.
Richards Is President,
Wheelahan General Manager
E. V. Richards, head of the theatre group, who first conceived
the WSMB project, remains president of WSMB Inc. General manager is Harold M. Wheelahan, who
has served in many community and
industry activities. The station has
remained an NBC affiliate. The
original 940 kc frequency was
changed years ago to 1350 kc.
WSMB is represented nationally
by Edward Petry & Co. Basic
hourly rate is $200. The station
holds a television grant which now
is inactive, but a hearing was
scheduled before the FCC.
WTPS; WTPS-FM
601 Howard
— Canal
1000 w Ave.
D 940
kc 5561
55,000 w 95.7 mc
FIRST radio enterprise of the
Times-Picayune Publishing Co.
{Times-Picayune and States) was
WJBO, started at Tulane U. in
1923 but soon abandoned. Now the
publishing company, a dominant
New Orleans institution, is in radio
for keeps with a $600,000 plant.
Studios are described as the
most elaborate in
the city, comprising a three-story
layout in the old
brownstone Howard Memorial Library building.
H. F. (Bob)
Wehrmann, gene r a 1 manager,
drew on his archiMr. Wehrmann
tectural ba c k ground in rebuilding the library interior into a
paneled auditorium, three other
studios, two booths, vast office space
and a basement Circle Room available to civic organizations.
The station is an applicant for
fulltime on 940 kc. WTPS-FM
duplicates during the day. Evening
programs stress good music. The
schedule features local programming, says Mr. Wehrmann, with
most of the business coming from
retail stores. L. K. Nicholson, head
of the publishing interests, is head
of the radio operations. John R.

WSMB; WSMB-FM
901 Canal St.
MagnoUa
5000 w 13505921kc
56,000 w 102.7 mc
FOR four years, starting April 21,
1925, WSMB was a goodwill station operated by
Saenger Theatres
(now ParamountRichards T h e atres) and the
famed M a i s o n
Blanche department store as a
goodwill project.
Talent abounded
through the theMr. Wheelahan
atrical tieup and
a 500 w signal
was radiated on 940 kc from an
antenna atop the store.
Along in 1928 popularity of the
programming leveled off. When its
NBC affiliation was acquired in
1929, popularity skyrocketed. PubPage 10 New Orleans • March 28, 1949

O'Meallie is commercial manager
and Mike Clarke program director.
Transmitter is located at Gretna,
La., where a 607-foot tower carries
the AM and FM antennas.
The daytime programming is
aimed largely at the women's audience in New Orleans homes. It includes a musical trio along with
breakfast series and a Saturday
morning Quizdown for youngsters.
Firm Has Television CP,
But Video Plans Incomplete
Class A hourly rate of WTPS is
$60. Walker Co. is national representative. When the Times-Picayune company went into radio
again after World War II it obtained an FM permit and was on
the air Jan. 3, 1947. The AM daytime operation started Feb. 16,
1948. Mr. Wehrmann, a former
"sparks" in the 20s, was purchasing
agent for the Times-Picayune properties at the time of his selection
to manage the radio interests. The
company has a television CP but
has not indicated when it expects
to be on the air.
WWEZ
HotelCanal
New 3521
Orleans
1000 w D (CP 5000 w unl.) 690 kc
FOUNDED in 1947, WWEZ has
spent much of its life in the throes
of construction. Work on the station was started in September, 1947,
and it took the air the following
Dec. 8. A month later FCC granted a 5,000 w fulltime permit. Clearing of a site was started in June
but the swampland of Saint
Bernard Parish
below New Orhold bulldozers.
leans wouldn't
Swamp Skipchineshugeused mafor
pers,
oil prospecting in
swamp land, did
the trick eventually though
Mr. Oswald
eral
ManagerGenJoe
Oswald served as
skipper of a Swamp Skipper before the job was done. Because
water came within two inches of
the surface, special techniques
were devised to carry towers.
The 5000 w signal was being
tested last month, with plans for
early spring dedication of fulltime operation. Hours will be 5
a.m. to the following 1 a.m., seven
days weekly.
President of WWEZ is A. L.
Chilton, in radio since 1927 and
also president of KSKY Dallas and
KGHI Little Rock. Mr. Oswald has
been in radio nearly two decades,
including posts at KWKH and
KTBS Shreveport. He assumed
WWEZ managership at the time
ground was broken in 1947 at the
Jefferson Parish site of the daytime
transmitter. Assistant manager is
William D. Matthews.
Programming stresses good music
and news every hour on the halfhour. Music ranges from western
to semi-classical tunes. An early

afternoon hour (1:30-2:30) is entirely free of commercials and carries little talk. First half-hour of
this segment is devoted to semiclassical music, the second portion
to Broadway show tunes. Two
hours of race programming are
carried in the late afternoon.
WWEZ has no immediate FM or
television plans. Basic half-hour
rate of the outlet has been $57.50.
Representative
is George P. Hollingbery Co.
WWL; WWLH (FM)
Roosevelt Hotel
Raymond 2194
50,000 w 870 kc
3,000 w 100.3 mc
LOYOLA U. first became interested in radio in 1907 when Rev.
Anthony Kunkel, S. J., physics professor, set up a spark transmitter.
In World War I he trained radio
operators for the government.
KDKA's tests in Pittsburgh fired
the school's imagination and a
broadcast station went on the air
March 30, 1922, with 10 w on 833.3
kc. Soon power was increased to
50 w on 1090 kc, upped to 500 w on
1220 kc in 1928 ..and to 5 kw on
850 kc in 1929. Studios were opened
in the Roosevelt Hotel in 1932 when
power was raised to 10 kw.
Loyola U. President
Also Is Head of WWL
WWL became a CBS affiliate ini|
1935, an affiliation it still holds.
Katz Agency was named as representative in 1937 and that year the
power was increased to 50 kw. Rev.
Thomas J. Shields, S. J., Loyola
president, also is president of WWL
with W. Howard Summerville Sr.,
at one time with WGST Atlanta,
general manager of the operation.
WWLH (FM) duplicates most of
the AM programs. The station is
an applicant for a Channel 10 TV
station. Basic hourly AM rate is
t$450.
i o n Thecarries
FM sta-a
number of serious
music programs
including complete operas
staged by the
New era
Orleans
OpHouse Assn.
and concerts by
the New Orleans
Symphony Assn. Mr. Summerville
andic Society.
PhilharmonMaison-Blanche department store
sponsors a five-weekly 5:15-5:30
p.m. school series in which athletes
and other students participate. A
Friday Music Land program is
heard by all public schools in cooperation with the Junior League.
Other retailers on the station include D. H. Holmes, with a nineyear series of weekly half-hours,
and A. Burgess Furniture Co., on
WWL since 1932. Jax Beer has
been sponsoring six 10-minute
sports series and weekly musicale.
Falstaff Brewing Co. has six musical half-hours weekly. American
Brewing Co., for Regal beer, sponsors Road to Yesterday, WWL-produced historical series, and CBS
10 p.m. news which is transcribed
and broadcast 10:05-20 p.m.

BROADCASTING
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If not, then you're a fringe reader of this
journal — the business paper of the Business of
Broadcasting.
Because everybody whose business is connected directly or indirectly with the Business
of Broadcasting subscribes to BROADCASTING.
In fact BROADCASTING delivers more paid
radio circulation than the rest of the trade
journals combined.
So ... if you happen to be (for example)
• An AM, FM or TV station with a message
for advertisers and time-buyers. . . .
• A national representative in search of
' more business.

• A transcription or program service seeking more accounts.
In fact ... if you're anybody of importance
who wants to reach anybody else of importance in the whole vast picture of American
broadcasting.
BROADCASTING is the surest, best advertising medium you can possibly put to work.
Send for our new brochure:
"Are You In This Picture?''
Address:
Publisher, BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

A "CAPITOL"

IDEA

IN CHICAGO

"Capitol Cabana".

- During the N. A. B. Convention, drop in at the
Relax and talk of trivia. . .join in the convivialities.
And

make a mental note or two on Capitol's new

transcription line-up -the kind of shows that convert sustaining
time to "sponsored". See you in "Cabana
A
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 18)
formed the Hunter Advertising
rigency.
A few months later Bill bought
his partner's share; becoming sole
owner of a sturdy little agency.
The Pershing Square Bldg. at 448
S. Hill St. in downtown Los Angeles, houses Bill, serving as sole
account executive, and his staff of
four, including a three-man production department and a secretary. Most of agency's billing is
in radio, with one or more of his
clients using every station in the
Los Angeles area at this time.
His accounts include Milliron's
Department Stores, expending
approximately $75,000 a year
on radio and television and
currently sponsoring two weekly participations on KTEA (TV)
Shopping at Home and one weekly
on KFI-TV Shop, Look and Listen;
Central Chevrolet (dealers) spending approximately $100,000 per
year on radio and television; AIpert's Yardstick Stores spending
approximately $1,500 per month on
both media and currently sponsoring one weekly participation on
Shop, Look & Listen, and two weekly particaptions on Shopping at
Home; Benson Shops (women's
wear) now sponsoring two weekly
participations on latter TV show.
Bill is at home in Huntington
Park with his wife, the former
Joyce Lee Enns, whom he married
in 1941 when she was a senior in
Huntington Park High School, and
his seven-year-old namesake, Billy
Scott Hunter II.
He belongs to no clubs and has
no time for hobbies outside of a
bit of golf. Most of his time, he
says, is spent thinking about getting new accounts and holding on
to the old ones.

WCCO WORK KIT
Tells Summer Drive Plans
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, whose
1948 summer campaign won City
College of New York's award of
merit in the 50 kw category for
the "most effective all-over radio
station promotion," has published
an elaborate work kit reviewing
that campaign and outlining 1949
summer plans. The kit, arranged
in loose-leaf style with attractive
cover, stresses the theme, "Get
the ones that get away! Take 13
weeks with pay — on WCCO."
Besides reviewing WCCO's 1948
activities and previewing its 1949
campaign, the kit lists national
spot advertisers not using the station but using other CBS-owned
outlets, Minneapolis-St. Paul newspaper advertisers not on WCCO,
magazine advertisers not using the
jtation, and Twin Cities adver;iRers using radio but not WCCO.
Included also are program availabilities and BMB comparative
:ovf rage maps.
il'OADCASTING
• Tclcc

FIRST network venture by From Corp. (automotive filters), over Mutual,
9:55-10 p.m., Saturday, is discussed by (I to r) Dan Loden, account executive
for VanSant & Dugdale Co., Baltimore agency handling From; Ed Thorgerson,
featured on the show, end Paul Jonas, MBS director of sports.

SHAMROCK

OPENING
NBC Show Cut Off by Enthusiastic Crowd

TRUE to the spirit of Texas—
which does everything in a big way
— the St. Patrick's Day opening of
millionaire
Glen Hotel
McCarthy's
$20
million
Shamrock
in Houston
was a record-breaking event. So
record-breaking, in fact, that it
broke an NBC circuit carrying the
Dorothy Lamour Sealtest program
on a coast-to-coast hookup.
Miss Lamour's show from the
Shamrock, only one of the many
attractions of the dazzling opening,
was faded several times and was
cut off the air at others. NBC
Hollywood issued a statement the
following day saying that technical
difficulties on lines between Houston
and Chicago, where the show was
fed to the network, was one cause
of the trouble. The other was "an
over-enthusiastic opening crowd at
the Shamrock."
Precautions Cited

Feature of the Week
(Continued from pcge 18)
month, is an informal discussion of
the experiences of Gannett reporters, the personalities they meet who
dominate today's news, and human
interest anecdotes about the Washington scene.
There is no set pattern for the
show. The staff tries to talk to the
audience much as they would talk
^'1 an interested friend. Sometimes
ley introduce a national personity as guest for the day. The only
lie of the show is to keep it as
—teresting as possible, with lighter
anecdotes chosen in preference to
weighty, but dull, topics.
One broadcast dealt with the rebuilding of the White House. Another had as guest the Secretary of
Agriculture as he gave out an important news story. Topics discussed by the staff have included
the Senate filibuster, federal health
insurance and President Truman's
wise-cracks at White House news
conferences.
Taking part in the programs are
Vern Croop, chief of the bureau,
and staff members Paul Martin,
Reginald Torrey, Joe Kusaila and
Robbie Johnson.
With the program receiving
favorable response from the six
stations now carrying it, the Gannett staff hopes eventually to distribute Capital Memo to stations
throughout the country.

headed by Pat O'Brien and Edgar
Bergen to Houston for the occasion.
And, Mr. Carroll added, Mr.
McCarthy "has orchids flown from
the South, roses fresh from northern hothouses, and champagne flowing out of a fountain. His 'personal'
guest list carries 200 gilt-edged
FCC Asks Dismissal
names. His staff of hoteleers,
headed by George Lindholm, who
MOTION has been filed by FCC
left New York's Waldorf for the with U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Shamrock, is getting $42 a plate District of Columbia to dismiss
for the opening shindig from 1,000 appeal entered by A. J. Felman
lusty-spending Texans in the 'Emagainst the Commission's revised
erald Room' and $33 from another
proposed decision to renew the
crestfallen 1,000 who have to stay license of WJOL Joliet, 111. [Broadcasting, Feb, 7]. FCC held that
in the 'Pin Grill' (coffee shop)."
In short, the Shamrock's debut appeal was premature since final
action has not been taken by the
was quite an affair.
The Shamrock sits on a 10-acre
agency. Commission further held
V-shaped plot. In time, this V will that Mr. Felman's request to stay,
be covered with business buildings,
suspend or annul Sec 3.109 of FCC's
according to Mr. McCarthy's plans. rules, which restricts time reservation pacts in station sales, can
Even in Houston "where postwar
magic plus pent-up oil and gas only be heard in a statutory threeNBC said it had been assured ' wealth has put on a miracle boom," judge District Court. The FCC pro"that doors [to the dining room]
posed decision was conditional upon
says Mr. Carroll, "the Shamrock
would be closed and that all service
stands out like a shillelah bump on WJOL's terminating a time reserto tables would cease prior to air
vation contract with Mr. Felman.
time. Preliminary checks . . . inthe
head."
dicate . . . that service continued
and doors were left open, with the
result that noise of the crowd
Agencies
(Continued
from page 10)
drowned out voices of perforDAVID FLETCHER, formerly art director of BBDO San Francisco, joins
mers . . ."
Rhoades & Davis, same city, in same capacity.
Tall palms imported from
Florida and azaleas brought from
GEORGE LABADIE, art director of Devoe & Eaynolds Co. (paint manufacturer)
Louisiana blaze at peak glory along
for past six years, joins Mayers Co., Los Angeles, in same capacity.
the walks outside the new Shamrock Hotel, latest project of Mr.
KNOLLIN Adv. will close its Los Angeles service office this week (March 31).
McCarthy, KXYZ Houston owner,
according to a feature story by Business formerly handled out of that office will be centered in San Francisco.
Jim Carroll, Scripps-Howard staff
MARVIN YOUNG, vice president and radio and television director of Euthrauff
writer.
& Ryan, Hollywood, is the father of a girl, Shari Maruska.
It was Mr. Carroll's way of saying that the opening of the 18- AGENCIES moving office to new locations include: Los Angeles — Mayers
story Shamrock — with a television
Co. to 2301 Third St., about April 2; John Freiburg & Co. to 1436 N. Kenmore,
set in every room — was a splurge
telephone,
Normandie 32111; Leo Burnett Co. to 3632 Wilshire Blvd., teleof the first order. In true McCarthy
phone, Dunkirk 8-8131. Oakland, Calif.— Eric Cullenward & Assoc. opens
branch in Financial Center Bldg. Glendale, Calif. — Lindeke Adv. to Helper
style,
a special
Santa
Fe "Chief"
style train
brought
50 movie
stars
Bldg., Brand at Colorado Sts.
a s tin g
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FCC Actions
(Co)iiinHed froyn page 58)
Decisions Con't. :
VVRGK LaGrange, 111. — Granted extension of completion date to 9-27-49.
WHKC-FM Columbus, Ohio — Granted
mod. CP to make changes on ant.
system.
WCBT mod,
Roanoke
N. C. in
—
Granted
CP to Rapids,
make changes
vertical ant.
KTBI-FM Tacoma Bcstrs. Inc., Tacoma,cateWash.
— Granted
to vacond. grant
for newrequest
FM station.
Following were granted extension
of completion dates as shown: KVME
Merced, Calif., to 6-17-49; KGFM Great
Falls, Mont., to 9-1-49; KTOK Oklahoma City, to 8-1-49; WNEW New
York to 4-15-49: WHLW Rutland, Vt.,
to 6-27-49.
WPJBcenseProvidence,
R. I. — Granted linew FM station.
Westex Bestg. Co., Area San Angelo, Tex. — Granted license new remote pickupMiller,
KA-2409.San Bernardino,
Woodrow
Calif.— Same KA-2413.
Maine Bcstg. Co., Portable-Mobile,
Bangor, Me.— Same KA-2412.
Review Pub. Co., Portable-Mobile,
Area Alliance, Ohio — Granted CP new
remote
license pickup
to cover.KA-2408. Also granted
The Valley Bcstg. Co., Area Pomona,
Calif. — Granted CP new remote pickups KA-2410 KA-2411.
WLWB Dayton, Ohio — Granted mod.
CP
specify
studio location and change
trans.
W I L K - F M Wilkes-Barre, Pa. —
Granted mod. CP to change type trans.
KRGV-FM KRGV Inc., Weslaco, Tex.
—FMGranted
station. request to cancel CP new
WLAQ-FM News Pub. Co., Rome,
Ga. — Same.
WSJN Radio Americas Corp., San
Juan, P.R. — Same.
KSWO-FM Oklahoma Quality Bcstg.
Co., Lawton, Okla. — Same.
N.WGR-FM
Y.— Same.WGR Bcstg. Corp., Buffalo,
WNAR-FM Norristown Bcstg. Co.,
Norristown, Pa. — Same.
KSKY-FM
Tex.
— Same. Sky Bcstg. Co., Dallas,
WWCO The Mattatuck Bcstg. Co.,
Waterbury, Conn. — Granted request to
vacate
forfeitingSecretary's
CP, and toaction
cancelof CPMarch
at ap-2
plicant's request.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as shown: KRBC
Abilene, Tex., to 4-15-49; WMIN-FM
St. Paul, to 6-30-49; KSFH San Francisco, to 10-5-49; WOAK Oak Park,
111., to 5-30-49; WFDR New York, to
4-30-49; WTJS-FM Jackson, Tenn., to
6-1-49; WMGY-FM Montgomery, Ala.,
to 7-4-49; WCOH-FM Newnan, Ga.,
to 6-21-49; KOMB Los Angeles, to
8-31-49; WDLB-FM
Marshfield, Wis.,

SERVICE

to 7-1-49; ■WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.,
to
9-17-49;WKAX-FM
'WJPF-FM Birmingham,
Herrin, 111., to
6-30-49;
to
5- 15-49; KRNT-FM Des Moines, to
9-9-49; KARM-FM Fresno, Calif., to
6- 7-49; WEHS Chicago, to 6-1-49; WKYFM
Oklahoma
to 6-22-49;
Arecibo,
P.R.. City,
to 5-15-49;
WILN'WKBM
Area
of Arecibo, P.R.. to 5-15-49.
March 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1490 kc
Cleveland Bcstg. Co., Cleveland,
Miss.— CP new AM station 1400 kc 250
w unl. AMENDED to request 1490 kc.
Assignment of License
KBIO from
Burley,Jessica
Ida. —L.Assignment
of
license
Longston to
KBIO Inc.
Miss. Mack
— Assignment
ofWAPF
license McComb,
from Albert
Smith,
Phillip Dean Brady, Kenneth Hinton
Quin and J. P. Melvin d/b as The
Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi
to Albert Mack Smith, Phillip Dean
Brady, Louis Alford and J. P. Melvin
d/b
as the Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of
Mississippi.
License for CP
WHBQ
Memphis,
Tenn. — License
cover CP change frequency,
increaseto
power
etc.
WIL St. Louis — Same.
KCOGCP Centerville,
Iowa — License to
cover
new AM station.
KJAY Topeka, Kan. — Same.
Modification of CP
WMRC Greenville, S. C— Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
Program Authority
Canadianto Bcstg.
Authority
transmit Corp.,
NationalToronto.
Hockey—
League
games
from
Boston
and
Olympia, Detroit, to CBL Toronto between
March 22 and April 26 inclusive.
CP to Reinstate
WMBO-FM
N. Y.— CP to reinstate CP newAuburn,
FM station.
Modification of CP
Va.— of
Mod.completion
CP new
FM■WSVS-FM
station forCrewe,
extension
date.
WISE-FM Asheville, N. C— Same.
WTCN-FM Minneapolis — Same.
License for CP
KWOC-FM
Bluff,
License to coverPoplar
CP new
FM Mo.—
station.
WFLN Philadelphia— Same.
FM— 92.1 mc
WNAE-FM
ERF
to 355 w. Warren, Pa. — CP change
Modification of CP
WJHP-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Mod.
CP new commercial TV station for exdate to 10-13-49.
49.KOB-TVtension of completion
Albuquerque — Same to 7-1-

DIRECTORY

Custom°Bui[t Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
nai Vannoi>f A»*„ Wa»h. 5, D. C,

TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
Radio Towers
Erection, lighting, painting &
Ground Systems
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
C. H. Fisher, Agent Phone TR 7303

REPRODUCERS REPAIRED
SPECIALISTS W.E. 9-A, 9-B & RCA
INSTALL NEW STYLUS & OVERHAUL
9-A $25.00
9-B $22.50
Broadcast Service Cc.
334 Arcade BIdg. Sf. Louis 1, Mo.

Electrical Tower Service Corp
AM-FM-TV
Bases — Ground systems — transmission
lines, painting, erection, dismantling
524 Hillcreit Terrace,
Cteve Coeur, 111.
Phone 3-9846 — Peoria, III.
THE (^5^ STATION
THAT COVERS BOTH
HALVES OF THE

'VflNCOlSffiRflRefl"
CALL FORJOE • In Canada, RADIO REPS
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Radio Aids Police
JUSTICE, via the medium of
radio, was swift when WLIO
East Liverpool, Ohio, received credit for speeding the
solution of a major crime.
Local authorities had spent
a night searching for the
attacker of a 21 -year-old girl.
The next day Paul Harris,
WLIO news editor, broadcast information about several police clues. A short
time later police reportedly
announced that the criminal,
having heard the broadcast and feeling the evidence
eventually would point to
him, had killed himself.
Thencase
the when
man's shewife
"closed"a
the
identified
hat found at the crime scene
as that of her husband.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Assignment of License
KVIC Victoria, Tex. — Assignment of
license from Radio Enterprises Inc. to
KVIC Bcstg. Co. Inc.
of KHBR
license Hillsboro,
from R. W.Tex.-^Assignment
Calvert, W. N.
Furey and Ross Bohannon d/b as Hill
County Bcstg. Co. to William Solon
Snowden and Ross G. Bohannon d/b
as Hill County Bcstg. Co.
Application to Purchase
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif. — Application
filed
H. Neil Black to purchase
facilities ofby KGFN.
Modification of CP
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.— Mod. CP
increase power from 1 kw unl. to 1
kw-N 5 kw D, 1150 kc.
SSA— 730 kc
WPIT Pittsburgh— SSA 730 kc 1 kw-D
250
thanw-N
Nov.unl.1. for period ending not later
March 23 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION
EN BANC
License Renewal
KBLFnewal ofRed
Bluff,
Granted Aug.
relicense
for Calif.—
period ending

'FREEDOM' BILL
Killed by Maryland Senate
THE MARYLAND Senate last
Tuesday killed a bill to prevent
courts from adopting or keeping
rules tending to restrict radio and
press freedom. By a 17-11 vote
the Senate decided against accepting a recommendation of its juably. diciary committee favoring the legislation. The committee, on a 6-2
vote, had reported the bill favorPreviously the Maryland Press
Assn. had gone on record in opposition to a proposal to extend Rule
904 of the Baltimore Supreme
Bench to include all of Maryland.
It was for alleged violations of
this rule that four Baltimore stations, WITH WCBM WFBR
WBAL, have been fined within the
last two months [Broadcasting,
Jan. 31, March 7, 14]. The bill
restricts broadcast or publication
of certain information about crime,
including any statement made by
an accused person, any mention of
his actions after arrest, or any
mention of a previous criminal record.
COL. WILLIAM P. NUCKOLS, chief
of Air Information Division, has been
appointed special assistant to director
of public relations, U. S. Air Force
announced.
WHLI-FM Hempstead, N. Y.—
Granted renewal of license for period
ending June 1, 1950.
License Extension
W8XUM RadiOhio Inc., Columbus.
Ohio, and W9XWT WHAS Inc., Louisville, Ky. — for
Granted
of licenses
exp. temp,
facsimileextensions
stations
W8XUM and W9XWT for period ending July 1, subject to cond. that all
operation on 25.02-25.32 mc is terminated by July 1, and .subject to
further cond. that no harmful interference is caused to any other station
operating on this or adjacent freRemote Pickups
quency.
Commission made final, effective immediately, its proposed amendment of
Part 4 of rules and regulations governing exp. and aux. services to add to
Sec. 4.431
paragraph
mits use ofnew
remote
pickup which
stationsper-in
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico for
aux. purposes, including intercity relaying
whereby wire
studioslinesmayat belocations
maintained without
other than main studio, but prohibits
direct broadcasting by remote pickup
stations.
Interference
prevent extension
of suchproblems
liberalization
to
stations within continental United
States.

1, WHKP
1951.
Hendersonville, N. C—
Granted renewal of license for period
ending Feb. 1, 1951.
WKLVnewal of license
Blackstone,
Va.— ending
Granted Aug.
refor period
1, 1951.
Petition Denied
F.W. New, Pine Mountain Valley, Va.
— Denied
petition
requesting
tion of station
licenses
of WGBArevocaand
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga.
License Renewal
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga. — Granted
renewal of license for period ending
.March 1, 1950.
WTRI Troy, N. Y. — Granted renewal
of FM license for period ending - Dec.
1, WLVA-FM
1951.
Lynchburg, Va.— Granted
renewal of FM license for period ending March 1, 1951.
KUSC Los Angeles — Granted renewal
of noncommercial
educational FM sta- March 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
1949. tion license for period ending Sept. 1,
AM-550FORkc FILING
WDTR Detroit — Same.
WPAQ740 Mount
— CP1 kwchange
License Extension
from
kc 1 kwAiry,
D to N.550C. kc
unl.
KSJO-FM San Jose, Calif.— Granted
DA.
temp, extension of license to July 1,
License for CP
1949.
WONECP new
Dayton,
Ohio— License to
WFMD-FM Frederick, Md. — Same.
cover
AM station.
License Renewal
KRBC Abilene, Tex. — License to
WJLK Asbury Park, N. J.— Granted
cover CP change frequency, increase
renewal of FM license for period ending June 1, 1949;
(Continued
on page 72)
power
etc.
WGAN-FM Portland, Me.— Granted
renewal of license for period ending
Dec. 1, 1951.
WKIL
Kankakee,
111.— Same.
WWNY-FM
Watertown,
N. Y.— Same.
Member AFCCE *
WMFR-FM
High
Point, forN.period
C—
Granted renewal of license
ending March 1, 1951.
WPAG-FM Ann Arbor, Mich. — Same.
WMRC-FM Greenville, S. C—
Granted renewal of license for period
ending March 1, 1950.
WSJS-FM
Winston-Salem,
C—
Granted
renewal
of license forN.period
ending Dec. 1, 1949.
KFOR-FM Lincoln, Neb.— Same.
WWST-FM Wooster, Ohio.— Same.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

RAl DIO

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.
RAYMOND
M. WILMOTTE
PAUL A. deMARS
ASOCIATE
\ 1469 CHURCH ST.. N.W.
DE. 1234
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

1

P. MAY
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

ANDREW CORPORATION
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
363 E. 75th St. TRiongle 4400
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

iO years of professional
background
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. 3-3000
J.
MOntclair
Little Falls
4-1000
Labs:
Great Notch, N. J.

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
J. KEEL
WARNER BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.
13th & E Sis., N. W.
NArional 6513

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.-Metrepeliton 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Worthington C. Lent
Consulting Engineers
OFFICE & LABORATORIES
4813 Bethesda Ave., Bethesda 14, Md.
OUver 8200
Member AFCCE*

HERBERT L. WILSON
1025 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON 6. D. C. NA. 7161

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Ml 4151
DALLAS. TEXAS
1728 Wood St.
Riverdale 3611

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

A. D. RING

& CO.

ROTHROCK & BAIREY
SUITE 604, 1757 K ST., N. W.
National 0196
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

Member AFCCE*
CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

GAUTNEY, RAY & PRICE
(successors to John Barron)
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Notional 7757

FRANK H. MclNTOSH

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 8-6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

William E. Benns, Jr.
& ASSOCIATES
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.
ORdway 8071
Washington, D. C.

H. V. ANDERSON
AND ASSOCIATES
- Consulting Radio Engineers
134 Clarence St., Phone 7-277
Lake Charles, La.

Philip Merryman & Associates
• Heatherdell Road
• AEDSLEY,
N. Y.
• Dobbs Ferry 3-2373
RADIO CONSULTANTS

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST.
PHONE 1218
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

NATHAN WILLIAMS
Allocation & Field Engineering
20 Algoma Blvd.
Ph. Blackhawk 22
Oshkosh, Wise.

Of. H.
3ilUr
CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEERS
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 6, OHIO
Telephones— Kingswood 7631, 9541

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
SPECIALIZING IN ANTENNA PROBLEMS
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
HRO A DC A STING

KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W.
STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

SAXTON & WINSTON
Dallas
2222 N. Fitzhugh Tre 7-2756
Longview
P. O. Box 1866

4331

LEE E. BAKER
Consulting Radio Engineer
826-28 Landers BIdg.— Ph. 3621
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI
March 28, 1949

•
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Situations Wanted
•Classified Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 2Sc per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broodcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not tBsponsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.

Help Wanted
Mcunagerial
Manager for 250 watt station operating
18 hours daily in city of 17,000. Must
be qualified to direct all phases of opStraight given
salary, man
no commission.eration.
Preference
with at
least five years experience in one
location. Give complete details in
first letter, including salary wanted
and at least three references. No
phone calls. Write Station WMDN,
Midland, Michigan.
Manager-salesman able make small independent pay for owners and himself.
Moderate salary, large percentage net
profit. Evening News, Port Angeles,
Washington.
Salesmen
Salesman — Established NBC affiliate in
large southeastern market has opening
for aggressive man with successful
radio sales experience to handle important list local accounts. Send background and references to Box 441a,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman with idea presentations for
Texas ABC station. Salary, commission.
Box 509a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — ^Long established, progresin majormanmarket
has open-in
ingsiveforstation
aggressive
experienced
contacting local and national accounts.
Real opportunity for right man. Give
full particulars, picture, references, etc.
Our staff knows of this advertisement.
Box 569a, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, immediately, 5000 watt neutral station, guaranteed salary, commission over active accoimts practically
cover salary. Excellent opportunity
for right man. Write full particulars,
pictures, reference, etc. Inquiries
confidential. Management, K M O N ,
Great Falls, Montana.
Percentage salesman in rich productive
market. Base servicing given. Excellent opportunity. L. B. Butler, KXIC,
Iowa City, Iowa.
Experienced phone man wanted immediately. Radio-newspaper deal. Wire
Admen, 63 W 1 North, Salt Lake City.
Announcers
Competent young man, interested in
sports to write up sports events for
daily paper and announce play-by-play
for newspaper owned station. Single
man preferred because of housing.
Write, sending transcription if possible.
Box 447a, BROADCASTING.
General announcer for Texas station,
tell all. Box 527a, BROADCASTING.
Want combination man cover and write
sports for newspaper, do sports shows
and play-by-play on air. North Carolina. Box 528a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted for east coast independent station, with emphasis on
news, adlib and commercials. Give experience, salary, photograph and references. Box 533a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Must have good voice and
be able to do a job on disc jockey,
adlib shows and commercials that sell.
High rated, midwest regional. Give
complete personal resume, including
experience, salary expected, availability. Confidential. Box 555a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcer
by-play
and disc.
Pennsylvania
FM
details
and
disc.
BROADCASTING.

experienced playShow bySend
eastern
station.
full
Reply Box 572a,

Announcer —250Veteran
for on Box
job
training.
watter,eligible
network.
562a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, accent on announcing. With CBS affiliate under imion contract. Send disc and particulars
to KBOW, Butte, Montana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer with first phqne license,
emphasis announcing, news and disc
shows. shot.SendKSUE, complete
and snapSusanville,letter
California.
Very good job available for experienced manperience.with
at leastdiscs
a years
exRush audition
to KXIT,
Dalhart, Texas.
Wanted — Experienced announcer for
local Virginia network station. Splendid
working conditions and congenial organization. Send full information and
disc if interested to WLPM, Suffolk,
Virginia.
Experienced morning man, 1000 watt
Mutual station. Apply in person.
WNAE,- Warren, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Experienced engineer for 5 kw midwest station. Give qualifications and
reference
CASTING. in letter. Box 521a, BROADWanted by broadcast and recording
studio in New York City, engineer or
audio encetechnician,
age and
21 tomaintenance
30, experiin construction
desirable. Box 523a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, qualified combination man
with first class ticket wanted. Send
audition disc of voice and full record
of abilities. Single man preferred.
Salary $200.00 per month for forty hour
week. Write or wire Chief Engineer,
KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Chief engineer needed for 250 watt daySalary $300.00. WCRA, Effingham,time.
Illinois.
Immediately — Engineer-announcer for
progressive network station. Congenial
staff, pleasant working conditions.
Send disc, complete background, salary expectations to WDEC, Americus,
Ga.
Needed immediately. Two combination engineer-announcers.
full
information
to Lester Gould,Send
WJNC,
Jacksonville, N. C.
Combination licensed engineer and announcer wanted immediately. Call J.
L. Manson, Phone 80, Blackstone, Va.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted — nouncer
Experienced
copywriter-anby western 5000
watt CBS
affiliate. Box 440, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer wanted by 1000 watt
independent
near Chicago. Box 453a,
BROADCASTING.
Program
midwest director-announcer
network affiliate. wanted
Must by
be
experienced. Permanent. Tell all first
letter. Write Box 522a, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, free lance, for spot
commercials on assignments handled
by mail. Write, giving full information
and samples. Box 539a, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
man —established
Here's where
pays
off. Long
1000 punch
watt
network station has immediate opening
for experienced boraz commercial writer. Salary commensurate with abiUty.
Send qualifications, sample copy and
photo to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Radio commercial copywriter. 10 kw
station (50 kw by May 1) offers fine
opportunity for increased earnings to
young woman copywriter who can
write commercial copy that really sells.
Exceptionally pleasant working conditions with congenial skilled staff.
Write giving complete background,
salary requirements, etc. Please include samples. Joseph R. Fife, Commercial Manager, WPTR, Hotel Ten
Eyck, Albany, N. Y.

Managerial
Manager — Thoroughly experienced all
departments. Successful 16 year network affiliate record. University graduate. Dependable career man. Good
references. Can be available on short
notice.
Box 892, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience in rural, urban and
mixed markets. Veteran, three college
degrees, 30 years old, aggressive. Will
serve as combination manager-program
director-commercial manager of your
independent operation. Have succesfuUy fertested
directisairin sale
station that
red plan.
or onePre-in
tough
ING. market. Box 267a, BROADCASTExperienced, capable young man, excellent background. Presently employed, seeking change to progressive
station. Replies confidential. Box
472a, BROADCASTING.
Eleven years background guarantees
effective managership of your local independent or affiliate. Family man,
dependable, civic-minded. Know continuity, promotion, production, programming, sales, managerial. Good
reasons for desiring change. If your
station sound, market progressive,
community alert and can offer $6,000
yearly plus commission or bonus for
permanent manager with ideas, will
gladly
submit qualifications. Box 517a,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Now working, desires
change. Completely qualified manager,
sales manager or assistant manager.
Have had spectacular sales success in
small and large stations. Also wide,
successful experience in promotion,
programming, writing, news, sports.
Top man. Top references. Box 519a,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager available in April. Wants
to arrange personal interviews April 8,
9, 10, 11 & 12 at Chicago Convention.
If you need producer with 20 years network & independent stations experience, well known and highly recommended for results in sales, merchandising,agement,
advertising,
promotion and
man-&
advise immediately
where
when you can be reached in Chicago.
Box 561a, BROADCASTING.
Man, 47, exceptionally qualified to manradio station
seeks hot
thatless
position
with agestation
in town
than
30,000. Need $150 weekly plus opportunity earn considerable more through
bonus plan
or profitplease
sharing
arrangement. If interested
address
Box
563a, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Young family man with eighteen
months experience, selling, programming and announcing, now employed
selling in highly competitive market
desires
change. Write Box 542a,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman nation.
withCollegereal
and imagiman ability
with family
and
own car.
8V2
years
experience
in program, production, writing, engineering,
announcing — last 3V2 years in sales. Own
2 copyrighted shows and 3 jingles — all
sponsored portunity
almost
Seeking Eye
opwith long3 years.
range security.
on television. Reliable, conscientious,
aggressive with ability to make sales
that last. Best references. No roamer.
Unbeatablecation.
salesComplete
record
at present
locareer
brochure
available. fidential.
AllBox 547a,
repliesBROADCASTING.
answered, conTime salesman presently employed
easternwest or500
watt station.
Prefer midwestern
Penna. Consider
all
offers. Box 549a, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports director now — second year announcing basketball; football, three-I
League baseball and aU general announcing. Want permanent
job — ^fuU
shift announcing
and guarantee
top
sports coverage. Married, 26, family.
April 1st. Box 277a. BROADCASTING.
Florida stations only! Announcerwriter-producer 5 years top experience.
Box 399a, BROADCASTING.
Star combination performer accurate
exciting,
professional
play-by-play
baseball,
football,
basketball.
Chief
CASTING^
announcer,
1st class ticket. $100 weekly, plus talent. Box 500a, BROADAnnouncer, 22, single. Experience with
network, double on continuity. Know
board. Prefer Texas station. Box 510a,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — Wants job with network
affiliate. 12 years experience. Box 511a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced sports director now at
Pennsylvania 1000 watt will travel in
250 mile radius for audition and interview. Box 512a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sports director presently
university graduate. 9 years play-byplay'"exfierien
ce, all
sports. football,
Professional baseball.
University
basketball, baseball, boxing. Married,
27. Desire change. Box 518a, BROAD-

Looking for good combinati
on man'
CASTING.'
Two years experience announcin
and
first ticket no disc available.g Like
$65.00
weekly.
Box
524a,
BROADCASTING.
Good junior man for your announcing
staff available now. Good radio background, experience, education. Disc
^ent^immediately. Box 532a, BROADExperienced announcer, 25. Deep well
trained friendly voice. College
, journalism major, can write continu
ity
Box 534a, BROADCASTING.
Versatile annotmcer desires position
with progressive kw or 5 kw station in
Connecticut area. Age 21, single college, pleasing personality, resonant
voice, 3 years experience.
le
two weeks. Personal interviewAvailab
or disc
Box 535a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer— Handle all types of
console work, network and indepenshows
operation. Know programming.dent16
months experi
ence. Specialize disc
Box 540a,
Prefer
news.CASTI
i?^^®^.
^^'^'^ BROAD
NG. northwest.
Announcer. Married and dependable
with ability to do newscasts, commercials disc shows. Desires opportimity
with new or progressive station. Disc,
photo
available. Box 543a, BROADCASTING.
4 years well-rounded
announcing
experience. Seeking permanent
location.
Proven success
as morning man,
news
man
and commercial man. Box 548a
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer — Two years experience. Available for baseball season.
Majoreral sports.
experienced
genstaff work.Also
Lives
sports. Boxat 550a,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man— Attention major markets. Top personality man, best references. 8 years experience, can build
your audiences in strongest competition. Want $8000 or percentage deal.
Box 552a, BROADCASTING
Experienced announcer — One year,
single. Operates
board, experienced
continuity
writer. Presently
employed.
BROADCASTING.
Middlewest nreferred. Box 5'53a,
Experienced — News, staff, specialized
collegelegesports,
B baseball,
education,Class
family,
consider colall,
Texas
or
coastal
preferred.
Box 558a,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, married, desires position, preferably midwest.
BROADCASTING.
Modest
reauirements. Box 560a,
Announcer — Experienced. Desires opportunity to advance. Disc and photo
available. Box 564a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. First class ticket.
Experienced,
capable, Sober,
industrious,
reliable, conscientious.
married.
Will travel. Further details write Box
567a, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced all phases.
CASTING.
Married,
vet, 25. Available immediately.
Midwest preferred. Box 570a, BROADSports-news director, 24, single. Three
years experience. Play-by-play in 5
sports. Gathered, edited and broadcast
major liable,
newscasts
last station.backRehard worker.at Newspaper
ING^
ground. New England preferred. Best
references. Box 571a, BROADCASTAnnouncer — Versatile, understands
languages. Inexperienced. Acting
experience.
Michigan
7077, Joseph Telephone
Dumont, 440
Schiller,2Chicago.
Staff announcer — Limited experience
in heavily
area.Married
Pleasant voice.commercialized
Good references.
and
reliable.
Disc,
photo
available.
Want
permanent position. Box 544a,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,
capable, hard-working,
one
year
experience.
Desires position
broadcasting baseball. Intimate knowledge, play-by-play experience, all
major able
sports.
TravelWill
anywhere,
availimmediately.
also consider
staff job with established, progressive
station. Bill Gardner, 5506 Kenwood
Ave., Chicago.
Thoroughly experienced announcer.
Intelligent delivery. Knows news,
music, scripting, production. Herb
Gottschalk, 5034 S. Woodlawn, Chicago
15. Atlantic 5-0518.
Announcer — 23, single, 2 years college
speech, graduate leading announcing
school. Also, sportscaster. Desires experience. Disc and photo on request.
Larry Kindem, 1255 Oliver Ave., N.,
Minneapolis.
Technical
Engineer — Age 32, single veteran.
Recent school graduate, first phone,
inexperienced. Sober, conscientious,
college and business background. Desire job transmitter operator. Location
unimportant.
Box 444a, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, college, 1st phone, 3 years
experience all phasps, studio, recordremotes, Prefer
AM-FM studio
xmitter.
Bus
transiting,radio.
oneration.
$70. Box 507a, BROADCASTING.
Holder 1st class phone, single, seeking
opportunity, any offer considered. Box
514a, BROADCASTING.
Holder, 1st phone, single, knowledge
all phases, seeking a good opportunity
in broadcasting. Consider all offers.
Box 515a, BROADCASTING.
Construction
engineer
Construct
radio
station chief
or chief
of —established
station. Seven years radio, five in
broadcpst. Chief two years. Minimum
salary
ING. $85.00. Box 516a, BROADCASTEngineer, first phone, single veteran,
have car. Experienced in broadcast
work. Southern states. Box 529a.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
1stabove
phone,Maryland.
employed,Reauire
married. Desire
notice. Box 530a, BROADCASTING.
Do you need an experienced, hard
working chief engineer who can do
news, sports and play-by-play? Can
you offer a permanent iob at a minimiun salary of $80.00 with a progressive
a clean, progressive, organization
little town? inAvailable
on two
weeks
notice.
Box
551a,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting, east or midwest. First
phone. Four years RF generators to
50 kw, two years radar. 26, married,
settled, references. Available immediately. Box 554a, BROADCASTING.
Engineering student seeks permanent
position progressive station. Control
board,ence.recording
experi-or
Can double inand
sales,remote
continuitv
programming. References. Box 556a,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer desires nosition
with midwest station. Steady, dependable with directional and FM experience.
Referencesimmediately.
from present Have
employer.
Available
car. Address Engineer, Box 1572, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Engineer-announcer. Business, sales
background. College, first phone. Write
or wire Ji^hn Gronert, 5316 York Avenue S., Minneapolis, Minn, for disc,
further qualifications.
Engineer — 23, veteran, married. No
broadcast versified
experience.
First phone.Built,
Dielectronic background.
tested, serviced 20 kilowatt hi-frequency generators. Two years college.
Available immediately. References.
Locale secondary. Stanley Levin, 1835
Crotona Ave., Bronx, New York.
Engineer 1st phone license, 24 years
old, single, vet with car, would like to
apply
studied
for Television
past nine
months principles
at Electronic
Radio
[nstitute in Omaha. Will do some announcing, prefer warm climate. Donald
korris, Benson Sta. Rf7, Phone WA
J501. Omaha, Nebr.
Engineer, first phone license, have relently completed 34 weeks study in
Slectronic Radio Television Inst., Omjhrf. Nebr. Single, will do announcns Verlin Torgerson, 3531 Dupont
3t ' .Sioux City, Iowa. Phone 5-6682.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Program director - announcer. Four
years experience, college background,
desires midwest. Box 488a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, news, special events, program director. 3 years. Excellent references. Available immediately Cliicago
ING. area. Box 525a, BROADCASTExperienced program director available
immediately. Will go anywhere where
there is a chance for advancement.
Box 526a, BROADCASTING.
Employed network newsman, writer &
broadcaster, considering change outside New York. Desires steady employment, good living conditions, guaranteed
annually. minimum
Excellent income
network $10,000
references,
top professional reputation, congenial,
young, sober family man. Will consider straightcaster-edinewscasting
or newstor for 50 kw eastern
independent or affiliate. Full information,
background
exchanged.
Box
531a,
BROADCASTING.
Program director — It takes, time to
gather experience. My twenty years in
some of the best stations say I know
the business. Presently employed as
program director by regional station,
but seek better opportunity and reward.
Each offer considered and cheerful
reply
guaranteed. Box 541a, BROADCASTING.
Man and wife, ten years radio experience, desire permanent connections.
Both write good copy that sells.
Pleasing voices. Background, books,
music, dept. store, homemaking shows,
staff andE. freelance
jock
shows.
T, availableann'c'g,
or candisc
arrange
personal
Excellent references. Boxinterview.
546a, BROADCASTING.
Experienced news editor and scriptHave directed
women'sMay programswriter.
with air
time. Available
15.
Box 557a, BROADCASTING.
Woman commentator, 4 years experience New York City market, available
both for radio and television, seeks
aggressive
station
competitiveyoung.
market. College
grad. invideogenic,
Knowledge production, promotion,
music. Box 565a, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer. College
graduate, 28. Four years successful
metropolitan and small market experience. Top air voice. Know my
business. Box 983, Coral Gables,
Florida.
Television
Technical
Experienced in television studio and
remote operations, double in brass,
single, will travel. Abbott Lewis, 4503
15th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Production-Programming, others
Production assistant thoroughly familiar
with 2 camera chain and film channel
operation,ondaryTV
stage work. Will
Salarytravel.
secto opportunity.
Box 545a, BROADCASTING.
For Saje
Stations
For sale— 250 AM, 3000 FM dual operation each showing good profit exclusive
$13,000.00 salary. One station city. Box
559a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Majority control 1000 watt
daytime derful
AM-FM
western
station.assured.
Wonopportunity.
Future
Immediate action necessary. Box 538a,
BROADCASTING.
For sale — 250 watt radio station, eastern
seaboard, network affiliate, thirty five
thousand dollars. Good opportunity.
Box 537a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — One -third interest in local
station in southern town. Station doing
profitable
CASTING. biisiness. Box 568a, BROAD1000 watt daytime station for sale.
Large
city.NewContact
M. N.Berman, 40southern
E. 41st St.,
York 17,
Y.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
Lehighcon,170'
tower
— 4 tower new.
lights, beafiasher,
everything
Box
520a, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Gates 250C1 250 watt transmitter. Perfect condition, used less
than two years. Excellent for an
auxiliary or replacement. Reasonable
offer will be accepted. Immediate
shipment. KEIO, Pocatello, Idaho.
Four Presto 6N portable recorders,
two Presto 85E recording amplifiers.
All in first class condition. Write
Station KOAT, Albuquerque, N. M.
For sale — Fifteen cartons brand new
Truscon copoer mesh ground screen,
8'City.
X 24', six sheets per carton, at $118.00
per
carton. Total $1,770 for the fifteen
cartons. Wire or write KTOK, Oklahoma
For sale — General Radio type 475-B
frequency monitor complete with tubes
and crystal 1490 kc. Also, one Generalitor.Radio
type either
731 -B one
modulation
Will sell
or both monunits
at low price. Bob McRaney, WCBI,
Columbus, Mississippi.
For sale — One kilowatt Western Electric
transmitter 353E1 at sacrifice price.
Make us an offer. Charles Winkler,
WDGY, Minneapolis.
130 feet unused RG 20 U, 52 ohm transmission line— $65.00. 1 RCA 3 inch
oscilloscope — $50.00. 1 Western Electric
llOAly used
limiting
$50.00. magnetic
1 slightBrushamplifier—
Soundmirror
wire recorder, model BK 303 in factory
sealed carton with several extra spools
of wire— $600.00. Write Chief Engineer, WSGN, Birmingham, Alabama.
For sale— New 100 foot, type 101 Wincharger tower. Never erected, but less
anchors. New cost $465, will sell for
$310. WTAD, Quincy, Illinois.
For sale — 1 RCA, type 1-C 1 kilowatt,
transmitter
with tubes
erator equipment,
$1000.and 1 motor
RCA, gentype
96-A limiting amplifier $250. 1 General
Radio, class 730A transmission moniville, N.toring
C. assembly, $250. WWNC, AsheFor
sale—
3000#
bonding
copper—
X 2V4"
wide
x coils
@ 30(t
lb. H..025"
P.
Mandel & Sons. 2840 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 23, 111., Bishop 7-7890.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted to buy— 10 kw transmitter.
Preferably air-cooled. No composite
job. Box 394a, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Current model Hammond organ with vibrato chorus control. Box
456a, BROADCASTING.

WANTED
THLEPHONB CARREER EQUIPMENT
(WesternCP-5.
Electric)
types, C. OT-l CF-3
CF-4,
H, H-1.
TELEGRAPH CARRIER EQUIPMENT
(Western Electric) X-61822A, CF-2 CF-6
40AC1.
•TBLETYPEWRITEES— All Models.
TELEPHONE
and automatic. SWITCHBOARDS— Manual
RADIO TELEPHONE LINKS— AN/TRC1,
AN/TRC-3,R-19/TRC-1
AN/TRC-4,Receiyers,
T-14/TRC-1
tennas.
Transmitters,
AnBOX

536a, BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous

REGIONAL
MANAGERS

(2)

Fastest growing National Organization, whose promotional
campaigns are familiar and
ENDORSED BY MORE
THAN 300 STATIONS
COAST TO COAST, can use
successful DISTRICT SALES
MANAGERS.
Thorough knowledge of cosponsored sales methods, plus
ability to hire and train salesmen, ESSENTIAL!
To qualified producers, after
brief training period (without
loss of revenue), can compare
earnings of our PRESENT
MANAGERS from $7500 to
$10,000 commission yearly!
All rephes strictly confidential.

Wanted to buy — Tower 225' to support
TV transmitting antenna. State manufacturer's type, Michigan.
price, condition. WLAV,
Grand Rapids,
5000 watt directional needs field
strength meter will swap for Andrew
Phase Monitor or Presto amplifier.
WVOM, Brookline, Massachusetts.

Box 905, Bkoadcasting

Help Wanted

School

Managerial
GEaSTERAIi OR COMMEBCIAL
MANAGER
Profitable southwestern independent has
opening for experienced man ; partnership
Interest quired.
available.
$5000 investment
reSend full details
on experience,
salary requirement, financial ability.
BOX 513a, BROADCASTING
Salesman
SALESMAN WANTED
Major Network station, N. Y. — Philaarea has opening
ting delphia
self-starter.
Liberal for
drawhard-hitagainst
commissions. This is the first opening in
several years on the sales staff of this
dominant station in the market. Only
topflight, experienced salesmen need apply.
BOX 566a, BROADCASTING

7^ SCHOOL
RADIO

V

TECHNIQUE

• NEW YORK •
HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio & Television
Comprehensive Professional
Day and Evening Courses in all
phases of Radio and Television
Broadcasting taught by Network
and TV Professionals. Moderate rates. Inquire!
Send for free Booklet B.
Approved for G.I. Training
NEW YORK 20, N.Y.: RADIO CITY, R. K. 0. Bidg.
CHICAGO 4, ILL: 228 S. Wabash Avenue
HOllYWOOD 38, CAIIF.: 6926 Melrose Avenue

Communications

Investigation

Gets Senate Group's Okay
CONTINUATION of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee's communications probe during the 81st Congress appeared almost
a certainty last week after the Senate Rules Committee ordered favorably reported a measure containing both authority and funds for such an
investigation.
channel foe, and was presented to
The proposal (S.RES. 63), 49.
the Senate Feb. 10 as Report No.
authored by Sens. Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and Charles W.
The resolution, which contains
Tobey (R-N.H.), was given clearance of the Senate Rules Commitsubpoena
powers,
callsof for
full
tee March 21. Approval of the full and
complete
study
all "aradio,
Senate, the final action required,
telegraph and telephone communiwas considered by seasoned obcations, both domestic and internaservers to be a mere formality. It
tional." Probers would be authorized to examine the relation of the
was expected that the resolution
will be presented to and approved
media to national security and international treaties and to make
by the Senate some time this week.
Meanwhile, a subcommittee of legislative recommendations on the
basis of their findings.
the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, elected to
Under the proposal, licensing
direct its attention to matters
practices and allocations of the
other than communications, for the FCC would be examined. The
study, it was pointed out, would
present at least. The subcommittee, dealing with matters concernhelp Congress determine what policies the law-making body should
ing FCC, Federal Trade Commission and Security and Exchange
develop on allocations, due to
Commission, at an executive ses"problems arising from unprecesion last Wednesday reportedly
dented demands for frequencies."
made no plans for immediate consideration of major communications proposals.
A total of $15,000 would be available to the Senate committee for WASH. STATE 4A
Madden Named President
investigation of radio, telegraph
and telephone communications unOFFICERS and new members of
der the McFarland-Tobey resolu- the board of governors have been
tion, which, in effect, extends the
elected by the Washington ChapSenate communications probe
ter, American Assn. of Advertislaunched during the 80th Congress.
ing Agencies, it was announced
1948 Study
last week.
The 1948 communications study
Dan Madden, of Honig-Cooper
by a subcommittee of the Senate
Commerce committee composed of Co., Seattle, was elected president.
Vice chairman is Harry Pearson,
Sens. McFarland and Tobey served
as a basis of a recent report en- partner in Pearson & Morgan,
Seattle, and secretary-treasurer is
dorsing the FCC's "Blue Book" on
programming, and urging a breakSidney Copeland, of MacWilkins,
down of the clears and power ceil- Cole & Weber, Seattle.
ing of 50 kw [Broadcasting,
Elected to the board of governors
Jan. 31].
were H. 0. Stone, Pacific National
In its initial form the McFarAdvertising Agency; Nick Woodland-Tobey report represented
bridge, Botsford, Constantine &
merely the thinking of the communications subcommittee. Later it Gardner; Bud Grady, J. Walter
received the official sanction of the Thompson, all of Seattle, and
Roscoe Smith, The Condon Co.,
full committee, headed by Sen.
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), clear- Tacoma.

Eastern

Network
Opportunity
$140,000.00
Ideal one station market
Long record good earnings
Favorable technical postion

Fairly priced — good financing
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
MEDIA BROKERS COMPANY, INC.
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
DALLAS
Ray Russ
V. Hamilton
.Tames W. Blackburn
Philip D. Jackson
Bldg.
W';;hington Bldg. Tower Petroleum Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Central 1177
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COMMUNITY
FUND
Service Series on WEEI

Announcer King and Mrs. Guild
read listener's letter seeking ^
help of Community Fund.

TRANSIT RADIO
Makes Test in Des Moines
TRANSIT RADIO made its first
installation in Des Moines last
month in connection with a meeting of the local Advertising Club.
Carlin French, sales representative from the Chicago office of
Transit Radio, explained the operation to club members and took
them for a test ride.
KCBC-FM Des Moines will
broadcast the music to the 150
buses which are to be equipped.
No commercials were used on the
test run. Rollo H. Bergeson, general manager of KCBC and KCBCFM, explained nouncements
that
anwill notcommercial
be used until
the bus installations are fully acceptable. Following the bus ride,
Mr. French conducted a Transit
Radio clinic, distributing brochures
composed of pertinent information
regarding the system.

KRIEGER HEADS
Northern Calif. AAAA
HENRY KRIEGER of HonigCooper Co.,. San Francisco, was
elected chairman of the Northern
California Chapter of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies last
week.
Other new officers are Ford Sibley, Foote, Cone & Belding, San
Francisco, vice-chairman; and Ross
Ryder, of Ryder & Ingram, Oakland, secretary-treasurer.

Broadcast

DISCARDING usual format of
interviews to show how other
people are helped, new 15-minute
weekly series has been started on
WEEI Boston by the Greater
Boston Community Fund to answer
directly the personal problems of
listeners.
Titled Ask Me Another, the
sustainer features Frances Guild,
director
of theInformation
Community Service,
Fund's
Red
Feather
and WEEI announcer Art King.
Letters from listeners are read and
answered on the air by Mrs. Guild,
who advises the writers about the
social agency or other resource
best equipped to help them. Listeners' names are kept confidential.
Family and social problems of
all kinds are covered by the program. Each letter is answered
personally, also, and when the
writer contacts the social agency
recommended, the agency provides
a professional worker to assist the
person in working out the problem.
Scripts are written by Mitzi Kornetz, radio director of the Greater
Boston Community Fund.

AFM FUND
Appropriates $1,400,212
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians appropriated $1,400,212.42
for its free public music program
in 1949, bringing the three-year
total of such expenditures to nearly
$4,500,000, President James C.
Petrillo announced.
Money comes
from the AFM's
Recording
and Transcription
Fund,
which was created by royalties on
recordings and transcriptions. Collections for the fund were forbidden by the Tart-Hartley Act and
when the 1949 appropriation is
spent that will wind up the AFMoperated program. In its place,
however, will be a new free public
music program financed by a similar fund presided over by an impartial trustee appointed by the recording and transcription industry.
Management

Consultants
"not a luxury for the few
but an aid for the many"
Only The Strong Survive — The small station that
is Wise now becomes Strong and survives. Be wise
now and let Broadcast Management Consultants
set up a tight knit, well coordinated, profit making
operation for you that can weather the economic
rough spots that are ahead. Less operating expense— more profit.
(Contact our executive offices for details without obligation.)
BROADCAST MANAGEMENT
SUITE 442
• 20 N. WACKER DR.
•

CONSULTANTS
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

BROADCASTING

• Telecastinr

NEW balanced TV tripod head which
i has been announced by Camera
' Equipment Co., New York. Friction
'and gyro principles have been dis'<carded, and an important safety
lifeature is incorporated which elimi inates possiblity of accidents if
t head is left unlocked with the
I
camera mounted
SEC PROPOSES
Changes on Registration
PROPOSALS to simplify registration and modify reporting require' ments under the Securities Ex' change Act of 1934 have been announced by the Securities and Exchange Commission. Interested
persons were invited to submit comments by April 15.
Under the proposals, Form 10
for registration of securities of
commercial and industrial corporations on a national exchange would
i also call for more complete description of business and property, and
revise remuneration items to accord with recent amendments to
proxy rules.
WIBW
Scholarships
FOR THE third year WIBW Topeka, Kan., has awarded its $250
scholarships to the outstanding
4-H Club boy and girl in Kansas in
recognition of superior leadership
and service. In addition to the
$250 scholarship, each winner ■ receives an educational trip and
speaking tour over the state. This
year, during 4-H Club Week this
month, five of the six winners made
the tour with WIBW Farm Service
Director Gene Shipley.

NETWORK

COLOR SYSTEM
Program Coding Shown NAB
NEW color system of depicting
program schedules was demonstrated at NAB headquarters in
Washington last week by Pat Freeman, director of sales and station
service of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters. Mr. Freeman met
with Maurice B. Mitchell, NAB
broadcast advertising director, and
Harold Fair, program director.
Later he conferred with NAB
President Justin Miller.
Mr. Freeman's coding method
shows program schedules in colors,
permitting comparison of program
moods in terms of hours of the
day. Hooper ratings are tied into
the charts, which cover the four
American networks as well as a
typical Canadian station which
emphasizes sequence and block programming.

NEWFOUNDLAND
CBC to Take Over Radio
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp. takes over the Broadcasting
Corp. of Newfoundland on March
31, when Newfoundland joins Canada as a tenth province. CBC
plans to make few changes in
prese'nt set-up of Newfoundland
broadcasting, where there are three
BCN stations on the air. A new 1
kw station is going up at Grand
Falls. In addition there are several
independently-owned stations at St.
John's, capital city.
With sparse settlements and no
physical link with Canada, the CBC
plans to feed its national programs
to Newfoundland stations by FM
link across the Cabot Straits, then
by land line to various stations in
Newfoundland. The FM service
will be operated by Canada's Dept.
of Transport. In addition to the
FM link, CBC will be faced with
the problem of a sixth time zone,
Newfoundland time is one-half
hour ahead of Atlantic Standard
Time. Programs will be fed from
St. John's and Ottawa on March 31
to commemorate the union of the
two countries.

STATION

IN FLORIDA

A consistent income producer under absentee ownership, this 250 watter
is exclusive in a good-sized isolated trading area. It is located in own
building with practically all new equipment installed last year. With no
competitive worries, aggressive, on-the-spot management could increase
volume and net.
FOR

QUICK

SALE

$100,000

SMALL PROPERTIES DIVISION
THE

SMITH

DAVIS

OA DC A STING

AMPLIFIER Corp. of America, New
York, has introduced new device,
layed."
"Magnerasor,"
which permits instantaneous erasure of recorded reels of
magnetic tape without running the
tape past the erase head.
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, has announced introduction of single-arm
phonograph which plays records at
33 1/3, 45 and 78 rpm. Twenty-four
models are being manufactured by the
firm, and dealer deliveries are scheduled to begin in April. Models include two table radio-phonographs,
five console combinations and 17 TV
combinations, all of which carry the
three speed changer.

station

cost

See your station
representative or write
IMfiWORTH
feature propms, inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

1<

Here's

a

Where
Pyramid
Everyone

Club"
Wins!

For 26 years, KDYL

has

operated the kind of "pyramid club" that 4>ays off in
sales for advertisers.
We present the kind of
shows — with the kind of
showmanship — that builds
an ever-pyramiding audience throughout Utah.
And now it's happening,
too, in television over
KDYL-W6XIS.

CORPORATION

Smith Davis, President
Albert Zugsmith, Executive Vice-President
■17 South Sixteenth Street
Phone KIngsley 6-1132
Philadelphia 2, Pennsylvania
ir

assistant chief of CE
the internati
STARK, onal
ROBERT LAWREN
branch, FCC Bureau of Engineering Aviation Division, has been
named alternate to first International
Civil Aviation Organization regional
air navigation meeting for AfricanIndian Ocean region, scheduled to
convene in London last week.
PAUL C. JONES has been appointed
chief engineer of WNAV AM & FM
Annapolis, Md. JESSIE L. MYERS
has joined transmitter staff.
R. A. HACKBUSH, Stromberg-Carlson
Co., Toronto, has been elected president of the Canadian Radio Technical
Planning Board, succeeding R. M.
BROPHY, president of Rogers-Majestic Corp., Toronto.
RONNIE GANTT has joined technical
staff of WIS Columbia, S. C.
GEORGE L. SUTTON, formerly with
WMAP Monroe, N. C, has joined
WSB Atlanta, as control room operator. Mr. Sutton is at present attending Georgia Tech in addition to his
duties at WSB.
BERT COBB has been appointed chief
engineer of CKWS Kingston, Ont. He
was formerly with CJOY Guelph and
CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont.
AUDIO-MASTER Co., New York, has
announced production of a portable
phonograph which plays standard 78
rpm records, 33 1/3 rpm transcriptions
up to I7V2 inches, and Long Playing
Microgroove discs interchangeably.
Player measures 8 x 13 x 16^/^ inches
overall and weighs 15 pounds complete. Speaker can be positioned anywhere desired away from turntable.
Prices for new unit start at $57.50.
MARK McGOWAN, BOB RUDD, and
ROY GLANTON, engineers at WOW
Omaha, have been awarded Certificates
of Public Service by W. P. MARSHALL, president of Western Union
Telegraph Co. Awards were given
for "valuable services rendered during
the blizzard conditions in south central
Nebraska from November 18 to 23rd."
Citations say that the engineers — each
of whom operates an amateur radio
station — "assisted in handling Western
Union emergency traffic which might
otherwise have been seriously de-

Telecasting

zenith's net consolidated operating
profits for nine months ending Jan.
31 are $2,025,781, firm has reported,
after income taxes of $1,227,450, depreciation and reserves.

National Representative:
John Blair & Co.
March 28, 1949 • Page 69

Cooperative Campaign
A NOTICE to its listeners, printed on
the back of an advertisement for one
of its advertisers, has been distributed
by WCFM (PM) Washington. Circular lists station's advertisers and
requests its listeners to patronize their
shops. It also requests listeners to
"boost WCFM" by signing a pledge
at the bottom of the sheet which states,
"I will be glad to give prior consideration to WCFM advertisers when I am
in the market for the goods or services
they advertise." The pledge is to be
returned to the station. In this way
WCFM hopes to have an indication of
the effect of its advertising.
Musical Promotion
WISN Milwaukee, Wis., has put its
new slogan, "Lis'n to WISN" to music.
Musical station breaks are sung by a
male quartet or girl trio to well known
tunes, such as this St. Patrick's Day
ditty, to the tune of the "Irish Washerwoman"— "Sure, Now, 'Lis'n to
WISN' for CBS stars— Like Godfrey
and Benny and locally yours — There's
Raymond and Brandl and Ann Leslie
too — Sure, now 'Lis'n to WISN,' your
day dreams come
true!"
PERSONNEL

J^tomotion

"I7IAIR
pror motionPLAY,"
display,point-of-sale
is being distributed by KMOX St. Louis to 700
grocery stores and meat markets in
the area. Designed by the station and
advertising manager of a local food
chain, the merchandising aid is an
easel, 18-by-12 inches, containing
numbered tags for customer service
below the legend "take a number
please" — and a station promotion
poster. Consecutively numbered tags,
vyhich carry advertising copy, and the
station poster are changed monthly.
Easel is white with red trim, and
cards and posters are printed in color.
Number system of customer service
was adapted by KMOX as a project
for clients.
'Wave News'
A HOUSE organ, aimed at keeping its
personnel informed of station and network activities, is being published by
WAVE Louisville, Ky. Wave News
aims at keeping listeners informed by
having its personnel know the up to
the minute
facts about station's programs and activities.
Eye Opener
BRIGHT, blue and while booklet, illustrated with pretty girls and rabbits
features WJLS Beckley, W. Va., newest
promotion piece. The story told is of
the advantages of advertising on WJLS

and WJLS-FM, giving all the whys and
wherefores, coverage maps, programming and costs. Booklet has been
mailed to local, regional and national
advertisers and to all CBS affiliates.

MORE THAN 200 scrapbooks, submitted during first semester of WLS
Chicago's "Schooltime" contest, are
studied by Mrs. Josephine Wetzler,
station's director of education. Students' writing and illustrations were
based on content of daily Schooltime
show, aired at 1:15 p.m. CST.

TIDEWATER
Tele-Tips

tiii

SPORTSMAN'S
SHOW

Hitting the mark with sports enthusiasts of all kinds in greater
Cincinnati is this fascinating fifteen
minute Thursday evening show. As
host, affable outdoorsman Wally
Forste, adroitly draws out visiting
guest experts to relate interesting sports experiences and to
demonstrate their various skills for
the edification of WLW-T's enlarging ond enthusiastic audience.
CINCINNATI
wlw-t;
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SHERRIL W. TAYLOR, formerly publicity director of KSL Salt Lake City,
has been
appointed station's promotion manager.
EDWIN PENTECOST has been appointed promotion director of WCON
Atlanta, Ga.
DON E. KELLEY, WBBM Chicago
public relations director, has been
named to board of directors of Chi-

cago chapter, Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism fraternity.
WILLIAM GOLDEN, CBS art director
and associate director of sales promotion and advertising, received the Art
Directors Club Medal and Award for
Design of Complete Unit in Trade
Periodicals.
DON KRAUSE, staff writer in the
press department
at NBC's
Central
Division, and EDITH
ALLEN,
former
NBC Chicago
receptionist,
have
announced their engagement.
WALLY HUTCHINSON, assistant
promotion manager of KGO San Francisco, has announced his engagement.

RMA FIGURES
February Output Off
PRODUCTION of TV receivers in
February fell off slightly, influenced by a shortage of cathode ray
tubes, according to Radio Manufacturers Assn. The February total
was 118,938 sets compared to 121,238 in January. Weekly average CI
output was 29,735 TV sets in February, 78% above the average
weekly rate for the year 1948.
Production of AM receivers in
February was 498,631 compared to
561,900 sets in January, according
to RMA, which represents about
90% of total production. AM-FM
production was 98,969 sets in February compared to 147,733 in January. Total output of all types of
receivers was 716,538 in February
as against 830,871 the previous
month.

BASKETBALL
NLRB

Firm Report Describes Coverage Techniques
ONE of the most vexing problems
to radio men covering basketball
games is halves.
how^ to fill the blank spot
between
Hal Deal, advertising and sales
promotion manager of TidewaterAssociated Oil Co., told a convention of college publicists in San
Francisco that the schools should
promote some sort of between-half
activity to provide material for
radio commentators covering the
games [Broadcasting, Jan. 17].
Mr. Deal has now issued a report on what Tidewater-Associated
itself has done to lick the problem.
It said in part: "We have made a
special effort to provide our programs with material and personalities that will bring the greatest
listening enjoyment. We are cognizant of the fact that a great
many listeners enjoy the music of
college bands, that many keep a
iTinning score and hence enjoy a
statistical recapitulation of team
and individual performances, and
that a high percentage enjoy hearing the views and opinions of top
flight officials, coaches and former
In handling intei-views with
players."
coaching
personalities, Mr. Deal
said. Associated sportscasters ask
for explanations of rule interpretations, descriptions of individual

THE NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board has moved its Washington,
D. C, office and now is operating
from new quarters in the Federal
Security Bldg., South, on C St.,
S. W., between Third and Fourth
Sts. insion ofthe
Capital. NLRB's
DiviInformation
is in Room
2212 on the second floor of the
building. Phone number is Republic
7500, extensions 6523 and 6524.
NLRB's national headquarters formerly were at 815 Connecticut
Ave., Washington.

and team techniques and analytical
remarks concerning offensive and
defensive tactics employed by various schools.
He pointed out that the half-time
blank spot at basketball games is
more difficult to cover up than similar periods in any other sport.
The oil company had contracts to
broadcast the basketball games of
17 major western colleges. More
than 250 games were aired during
the season in Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, Utah, Nevada and California.

Promotion

—

Moves

Publicity

—

Service

T
WEOA
250 W • CBS
Evansville, Ind.

H
R

WMFT
250 W • Ala.
Florence, Ala.

u

RADIO TELEVISION PUBLICITY CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 159 EAST CHICAGO AVENUE • CHICAGO II. ILLINOIS
Member National Atsoctation of Broadcasters
BROADCASTING
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\RTHUR
GAETH
Addresses Peace Meet

540

>RTHUR GAETH, commentator
31- the United Electrical Radio and
lachine Workers of America
CIO) over ABC, was scheduled to
peak in New York Saturday
March 26) at the Cultural and
icientific Conference for World
'eace, being held at the Waldorfi.storia Hotel. Mr. Gaeth's adress on "The Role of American
ladio in World Peace" was part of
. panel on mass communications.
Clifford Durr, ex-FCC commisioner, was to be moderator of the
ommunications panel. Other panel
jdembers
dealt communications
with newspapers,in
ilms and mass

KC

CASE

/Midland Prepares to File
For Its KFRM

MIDLAND Broadcasting Co., licensee of KMBC Kansas City and KFRM
Concordia, Kan., told FCC last week it was preparing to file for 540 kc
for KFRM fulltime with the maximum power consistent with adequate
protection for stations below 535 kc.
The application. Midland said,
proposed by FCC for protection
will be filed "at the appropriate
non-use of 540 kc within 25
time." Its plans were disclosed in by
a statement in connection with miles. Midland said only two could
have any bearing on KFRM's use of
FCC's proposals that 540 kc, new
broadcast channel, be limited to 1 that frequency. One is 41 miles
kw and not used at all within 25 distant and the other 53, while the
miles of some 224 military installa- nearest point along the seacoast
(Gulf of Mexico) is 700 miles away.
tions which would operate on sub- Midland
said.
adjacent channels [Broadcasting,
The Midland statement, filed by
Feb. 28].
KFRM, now a daytimer on 550 President Arthur B. Church, conkc with 5 kw, was described as
sidered it "pertinent" that Canada
oreign countries. The discussion
has been using 540 kc with a high"an
interim
measure"
to
permit
yas one of several panels held
Midland to sei-ve as much of the
luring the peace conference, conCity primary trade area
iucted under the auspices of the Kansas
as possible. Midland originally
National Council of Arts, Sciences
sought 540 kc for this purpose but
.nd Professions.
VIRGIN ISLANDS
turned to 550 kc as an alternative
Mr. Gaeth warned of the until 540 kc officially became availFCC Proposes Rule Changes
■dangers" involved in sponsored
able. KMBC operates on 980 kc
lewscasts and commentators stat- with 5 kw fulltime.
OBVIOUSLY looking toward a
ng: "There is always an unconOf the 224 military installations
grant
of a pending application for
eious pressure to stress 'businessthe Virgin Islands' first AM staavorable' news; not nearly so
tion, FCC last Wednesday pro)revalent is the pressure to stress
CHURCH OUTLETS
posed new rules waiving many of
worker-farmer-consumer' favorthe basic technical requirements
ible news."
Prompt FCC Action Urged
insofar as the Islands are conPROMPT ACTION on the request cerned.
Minimum power would be 50
for FCC rules changes to permit
w, the usual minimum antenna
Women's Listening
religious organizations to operate
requirements would be reduced,
low-power non-commercial stations
AUSTIN, TEX., women listen to the radio more than
approved frequency and modulawas urged last week by Leonard
tion monitors would not be re. H. Marks as counsel for the Southhalf the time, and plays and
quired if other protective steps
ern Baptist Convention and the
serials represent their favorBaptist General Convention of were taken, and all classes of comite fare, says the Austin
mercial radio operators except
Texas.
American-Statesman. Comaircraft radiotelephone operator
He told members of the Comments on "Mrs. Austin's" liswould be valid for operation of
tening habits were made by
mission in a letter that "several
such stations if one or more radiohundred" churches had shown
Al Melinger in a recent
telephone first-class operators were
"active interest" in such operation,
issue of the newspaper. Second choice of radio fare
aside from the approximately 200 employed fulltime and assumed
responsibility.
cited by the Baptist groups when
among Austin women is muThe waivers would apply only to
they
petitioned
for
authority
to
sic, according to Mr. MelinVirgin
Islands stations operating
operate 10-w .stations in the 88-92
ger. News ranks third. "Two
on local channels (1230, 1240,
mc educational band last month
out of three [women]," Mr.
1340, 1400, 1450 and 1490 kc).
[Broadcasting, Feb. 28].
Melinger states, "will tell
Comr.
Jones dissented and ChairMr.
Marks
said
religious
organyou definitely that their
man Coy and Comr. Sterling did
izations "throughout the 20 states
minds are made up — they're
not participate.
covered by the Southern Baptist
going to have a television set
announcement
Convention" have evidenced inter- didThenotCommission's
as soon as this newest escape
refer to the pending apest
in
this
type
of
operation,
now
gadget is available in these
plication of William N. Greer, conparts. The other third hope
permitted only to educational instisulting radio engineer at San Juan,
tutions.
He
submitted
a
resoluto have one soon."
P.R. But observers felt the
tion of endorsement from FM Assn.
proposal clearly was made with
that application in mind. Mr. Greer
is seeking 50 w fulltime on 1340
'VIC" DIEHM SAYS:
kc at Charlotte Amalie and has
asked for waiver of the rules to
germit the below-minimum power
and to allow use of a special an1948]. tenna [Broadcasting, June 7,
Get in the Know- Now!
Yes, get in on your shore of this
In announcing its proposal, FCC
$103,000,000 market now! Our 90%
said
the waivers were "deemed
listening audience is a buying audinecessary because there is at presence. Direct soles goins are the results ot you WAZL
ent no broadcast service originspent advertising dollar. For further information contact
ating in the Virgin Islands and
Vic Diehm c/o WAZL
the economic status of the Islands
AFFILIATED
is such that it appears to be unWITH NBC -MBS
feasible [financially] to construct
and operate a standard broadcast
station with the power and equipment required by the present
rules." Further, FCC said, 50
THE VOICE OF
w should cover the Islands satisWAZL
PENNSYLVANIA'S HIGHEST CITY
factorily. Comments on the proEf>3bli<ht.-<J 1932 . Hazlcton, Pa.
posal will be accepted to April 15.
5JOADCASTING
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power station "for a number of
years" and that Mexico has started
a proposed 150-kw station on that
channel, but that "the U. S. is just
now formulating the basis for the
useWhen
of 540Mexico
kc . . first
. in this
country."
announced
its
proposal for 150-kw operation on
the new frequency, it was pointed
out, "Midland urged the Commission to expedite its allocation work
with the view to insuring U. S.
priority rights," and offered to
shift KFRM to 540 kc "in a manner that the coverage in Canada
of C a n a d ia n Station C B K
[Watrous, Sask.] would be proMutual protection between 540
kc and sub-adjacent non-broadcasting channels may be discussed durtected." the Fourth Inter-American
Radio ingConference
which opens in
Vv'^ ashington late this month. Actual
use of the channel by broadcasters
is slated for decision at the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Conference to be held in Canada
in September.
WTTS

Opening

FORMAL opening of WTTS
Bloomington, Ind., was celebrated
Friday night with special open
house party. Owned by Sarkes and
Mary Tarzian, WTTS is assigned
1 kw day, 500 w night on 1370
kc. Honor guests included Indiana
Governor Henry Schricker and Sen.
Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.). Station manager is Glenn Van Horn.

NEW

ORLEANS

WDSU
TV Channel 6 —
31,000 watts
New Orleans' first
and only.
ting fromTransmitatop the
Hibernia
Bank Building— the Empire
State
of the Deep South.
ABC — NBC
DUMONT —Affiliate
WPIX
Television
Affiliated with
New Orleans Item
AM 1280 ke — 5000 watts
(eflfective 20,000 watts in
greater New Orleans)
Covering New Orleans, South
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast.
FM Channel 287 — 15,000 walls
(C. P. 15 5,000 watts)
WDSU's dominant Hooperating, pioneering service and high listener loyalty is
THE buy in New Orleans!
NEW ORLEANS ABC AFFILIATE
WDSU
Represented
by the
John
Blair Company
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page . 64)
Applications Cont.:
SSA-730 kc
WPIT Pittsburgh— SSA 730 kc 1 kwD 280 w-N unl. until Nov. 1.
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following AM stations: KENI
Ancliorage, Alaska; KFAR Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Modification of CP
WTJS-FM Jackson, Tenn.— Mod. CP
new FM station change ERP to 50.4 kw.
WXYZ-TV
Detroit^Mod. CP new
commercial TV station change ERP
from 32.1 kw vis., 16.7 kw aur. to 27.9
kw^is., 13.9 kw aur.
TENDERED
FOR FILING
AM-1410 kc
WLBJ
Bowling
Green,
Ky.— CP
change from 1340 kc 250 unl. to 1410
kc t kw unl. DA-N.
Modification of License
WADC Tallmadge, Ohio. — Mod. license change main studio to Akron.
Transfer of Control
WKTY
LaCrosse, Bcstg.
Wis.— Transfer
control of LaCrosse
Co., licensee,
to LaCrosse Tribune Co.
Application Dismissed
C. Merwin Dobyns, San Bernardino,
Calif.— DISMISSED Aug. 25, 1948, application for CP new AM station 730
kc 1 kw D (Not previously reported
by FCC).
March 24 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Mosley Bros., Picayune, Miss., and
W A B B Mobile, Ala. — Designated for
hearing in consolidated proceeding application of Mosley Bros, for new station 1320 kc 1 kw D with application
of The Mobile Press Register Inc. to
change operating assignment of WABB
from 1480 kc 5 kw DA-2 unl. to 1320
kc 5 kw unl. DA-DN.
Petition Denied
Chanute Bcstg. Co., Chanute, and
KIND Independence, Kan. — Denied petition of Chanute Bcstg. Co. to remove
from hearing and grant application
for new station 1460 kc 250 w D; and
designated for hearing in consolidated
proceeding
Chanute'sBcstg.
application,
application with
of Central
Inc. to
change operating assignment of KIND
from 1010 kc 250 w D to 1450 kc 250
w unl., contingent upon granting of
application of WMBH Joplin, Mo. to
change operating assignment. Further
ordered that if contingent application
of KIND prevails in this proceeding,
it shall be removed from hearing status
and
returned
Commission's
pending
file until
final todisposition
of aforesaid
parent
application
is
made
by
Commission.
Petition Granted
KSFO San Francisco — ^Adopted order
granting, with cond., petition to specify relief requested in its original
form and before amendment; and
Commission's
order ofcond.
Aug.upon19, grant
1948,
insofar as it imposed
of
KSFO's
application,
is
amended
to delete cond. and permit operation

^ox

SUMMARY

Scots

Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* 11 on air

OnTotal
Air Licensed CPs
1,956 1,913 233
721
294 605
59
7
115

TV APPLICATION
Dallas, Tex.
— W. W.Co.,
Lechner
d/b as11
Lechner
Television
Channel
(198-204 mc), ERP 20.3 kw vis., 14.5
kw aur., antenna height above average
terrain 483 ft., estimated cost $199,550,
first year operating cost $125,000, revenue
Applicant,
oil producer$60,000.
and rancher,
earlierTexas
filed for
new
TV station at Houston BROADCASTING, March 21). Filed March 18.
AM APPLICATIONS
Brattleboro, Vt. — Granite State
Broadcasting Co. Inc., 1450 kc, 250 w,
unlimited; estimated cost $11,300. Principals: William J. Barkley, executive
vice president Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, la., president 35%; H. Scott
Killgore, sales representative, Collins
Radio Co., vice president 20%; William
F. Rust Jr., general manager RadioIndustrial Engineering Co. Inc., Goflstown, N. H., treasurer 41.7%; John J.
Rogan, patent attorney, New York,
3.3%. Filed March 22.
Clifton, Ariz. — D wight Harkins
Amusement Enterprises Inc. d/b as The
Saguaro Broadcasting Co., 1400 kc, 250
w, fulltime; estimated cost $23,000.

Firm is 25% owner KTYL Mesa, Ariz.,
of which Dwight E. Harkins is general
manager. Mr. Harkins is secretarytreasurer and 40% owner of applicant.
Others are Harry L. Nace Sr., president
and 59%, and Harry L. Nace Jr., vice
president
and 1%.
They18. have theatre
interests. Filed
March
Houston, Tex. — John F. Cooke, 1480
kc,
daytime; estimated cost
22. 1 kw,
$22,625.
Applicant is general manager
of KIOK Bay City, Tex. Filed March
Snyder, Tex. — Scurry County Broadcasters, 1220 kc, 250 w, daytime; estimated cost $10,500. Co-partnership:
W. J. Harpole, owner KVOP Plainview,
Tex.,
owner
KVOU
Uvalde, Tex., and
and 50%
Kermit
S. Ashby,
24% owner KPET Lamesa, Tex. Each
also is one-third owner Economy
Printing Co., Lamesa. Filed March 24.
TRANSFER REQUEST
KVIC
Victoria,
Tex. Enterprises
— AssignmentInc.,of
license from
Radio
licensee, wholly owned by J. G. Long,
to KVIC Broadcasting Co. Inc., new
firm in which Mr. Long is president
and 50%
owner.
Consideration
$190,000
Others
in KVIC
Broadcasting:
Paul H. Kimberlln, 20%; William Bryan

from trans, site and with ant. system
specified by KSFO in its application
for CP and at Nov. 1946 hearing;
dismissed application. Aug. 19 action
granted KSFO change from 560 kc
5 kw-D 1 kw-N to 740 kc 50 kw unl.
at new trans, site; cond.
William M. Drace, Greer, and Easley
Broadcast Co., Easley, S. C. — Adopted
memorandum opinion and order granting petition of William M. Drace
requesting waiver of Sec. 1.363 of
rules to permit
of his
plication for newacceptance
station 1490
kc ap250
w unl., and consolidate it for hearing
with applications of Piedmont Bcstg.
Co., Bruce Johnson Co., and Easley
Broadcast Co. for new station 1490 kc,
250
Commission's
orderandof
Oct. w27,unl.;
1948, and
designating
Piedmont
Bruce Johnson Co., was amended to
include Drace and Easley applications.

Hearing Designated
KTBS Shreveport, La. — Designated
for hearing application for mod. CP to
make changes
in DA,
to increase
maxi-of
mum expected
operating
values
horizontal pattern toward service area
of WOR New York, and made WOR
party to proceeding.
Atlas Bcstg. Co., Hamtramck, Mich. —
Designated for hearing application for
new station 1440 kc 500 w D, in consolidated proceeding with application
of Hamtramck Radio Corp.; and ordered Commission's order of Nov.
5, 1948, granting petition of WBCM
Bay City to Radio
intervene
hearing on
Hamtramck
Corp.in application,
amended to make WBCM party intervener with reference to all applications in this proceeding.
WSAZ-TV
W. Va.— Designated forHuntington,
hearing application
for
additional
to complete construction of TVtimestation.
Petition Denied
WHEN
Syracuse, N. Y.—
petition for reconsideration
of Denied
action taken
Jan. mod.
26 wherein
petitioner's
application
for
of television
CP was
granted
in part; and
extended
to
period
terminating 20 days from date, in which
time applicant
must
indicate
its
rejection of partial grant.
Modification of CP
K I M V Hutchinson, Kan. — Granted
mod. CP for Class B station to change
channel from No. 289 to 233; adopted
order amending
allocation plan for revised
Class B tentative
FM stations
to change channel allocations: Delete
Channel 289 Hutchinson, and add No.
233; delete No. 233 at Salina, Kan., and
add No. 253, delete No. 234 from Dodge
City, Kan., and add No. 289.
Assignment of License
KPIK
Luis Obispo,
Calif.from—
Granted San
assignment
of license
James L. Harris, S. H. Frowein, Aram
S. Rejebian and Emma Widman to
S. H. Frowein, Aram S. Rejebian and
Emma Widman, d/b as San Luis Obispo Bcstg. Co.
WGTC Greenville,
C— J.
Granted
assignment of license N.from
J. White

UP

On Records: Tex Beneke — Vic. 20-3340;
Golden Gate Quartet — Mer. 5242; Jack
Smith — Cap.*
l;
On Transcriptions: Jan Garber — Capito
Frankie Carle— Lang-Worth; Buddy Weed
Associated; Manhattan ISighthawks —
ISBC Thesaurus.

•
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Cond'l cations In
Grants Pending Hearing
460 263
28* Appli110
29
322 181

CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KOAG Stillwater, Okla., changed to KAMC (Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College); KALO Victoria, Tex., changed to KNAL
(Victoria Broadcasting Co.); KOFO Ottawa, Kan. (Ottawa Broadcasting Co.,
1220 kc, 250 w, day); KWBE Beatrice, Neb. (Blue Valley Broadcasting Co., 1450
kc, 250 w, fuUtime); KXRA Alexandria, Minn. (Alexandria Broadcasting Corp.,
1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime); WJWL Georgetown, Del. (Rollins Broadcasting Inc.,
900 kc, 1 kw, day); WKAM Warsaw, Ind. (Kosciusko Broadcasting Corp., 1220 kc,
250 w, day); WJWL-FM Georgetown, Del. (Rollins Broadcasting Inc.).

Another BMI "Pin l/p" Hit— Published by Patmar
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Summary of Authorizations, Applications,
New Station Requests, Ownership

BMI

LOOK

TO MARCH

Powell,lace,vice
president,
10%; L. O. Wal5%; Doris
P. Shillingburg,
5%;
John G. Morgan, 5%; Harry J. Ellis,
5%. All ations.
areMr. associated
in theatre
operLong
is licensee
of KSAM
Huntsville and
KTLW
Texas City,
Tex.,
and 50% owner KIOX Bay City, Tex.
KVIC is assigned 250 w on 1340 kc.
KGFN
Valley,station
Calif.—filed
Competitive bid toGrass
purchase
under
Avco rule by H. Neil Black, chief
engineer of KSMO San Mateo, Calif.
Original purchase bid filed by Joe D.
Carroll, manager of KMYC Marysville,
Calif. [Broadcasting, Feb. 21]. Consideration $15,000. KGFN is assigned
250 w fulltime on 1400 kc.
KHBR Hillsboro, Tex. — Assignment
of license from Hill County Broadcasting Co. to new partnership of same
name in which Ross G. Bohannon retains 20% interest. R. W. Calvert
and W. N. Furey retire from station
and each sell 30% interest for $6,100
apiece to William S. Snowden who also
assumes existing liabilities. Remaining
20% interest is reserved for "other interests", applicationofsaid.
Snowden is permittee
KCUIMr.Midland,
Tex., KSWM Winfield, Kan., and
KDXJ Jennings, La. KHBR is assigned 250 w day on 1560 kc.
WSATment ofSaUsbury,
C. —Relinquishnegative N.
control
by C. H.
Wentz who sells 1,800 of his 2,700
shares (50%) for $18,000 in equal portions (16.7% each) to L. L. Bavce and
W.
D. Flinton,Co.,
partsouthern
owners' ofwholesale
Thomas
& Howard
grocery
firm.
WSAT
is
assigned
1
kw day on 1280 kc.
WENA Bayamon, P.R.— Assignment
of license from Ramon Agudo, sole
owner, to Bayamon Broadcasting Corp.,
new firm in which Mr. Agudo presently
holds 25% interest and after transfer will hold 54% Interest. Bayamon
Broadcasting had been formed to build
new FM station which was to be
merged with WENA hut plan was
dropped. However firm was contracted
to build WENA. Consideration includes giving Mr. Agudo additional
stock in amount of $10,200 and cancel ation of $8,298.76 balance on obligation due firm for building outlet.
Others in firm, who will have 15%
each are Alberto Diaz Atiles, physipresident.general
Domingomanager,
Diaz Alexandro, cian,
WENA
secretary,
and
Gustavo
Diaz
assistant WENA manager, Atiles,
treasurer.
WENA is assigned 250 w on 1560 kc.
to Carolina Bcstg. System Inc. for
$60,000 on cond.
assignee
surrenderon for
cancellation
its CP
for WGNE
or
before date upon which instant ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
i
s
effected.
■ Transfer of Control
KATE
Albert ofLea,control
Minn. by
— Granted
relinquishment
Edgar
Hayek and wife and acquisition of
control by J. George and William R.
Wolf and Bennett O. Knudson.
Salina,
— Granted
transferto
ofKSAL
control
fromKan.Roy
E. Bailey
Hutchinson
nal Inc. Pub. Co. and Salina JourHearing Designated
WMAW Milwaukee — Designated for
hearing application for license to covei
CP and application for consent to
involuntary transfer of control from
Myrtleford A. D.
Uihlein
to ClifRandall
and (deceased)
Wilke M. Zimmers,
as co-executors of estate.
Assignment of License
W I N X- F M Washington, D. C—
Granted assignment of FM license
from WINX Bcstg. Co. to WTOP Inc
for $160,000, on cond. that assignment
be not effective until WTOP has surrendered CG for WTOP-FM.
Waiver Granted
KRUZ Santa Cruz and KDON Mon
terey, Calif.- — Granted request fo
waiver of Sec. 1.321 in connection, witli
applications
of licenses. for consent to assignmen
Transfer of Control
WFAH
OhioReview
— Grante;;
transfer ofAlliance,
control of
Put
Co. to Stewart O. McHenry and Ar
thur J. Holies as co-fiduciaries.

STAMFORD/

CONN.

"The Gateway
New England '
ABC toAffiliate
Reprei«ntativc; J. P AAcKINNEY & SON
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Extension Granted
KCOM Sioux City, Iowa — Granted exffil- jtension of time within which Dietrick
Oirks, transferee-grantee, must disl:\ pose of his 50% interest in KTRI be,. I consent
fore effecting
Commission's grant of
of KCOM.to his acquisition of control
Hearing Designated
KOA Denver, Col.— Designated for
hearing application to replace vertical
ant. of KOA and mount FM ant. on
AM tower, and made WHDH Boston,
WJW Cleveland, WXKW Albany,
WTNB Birmingham, WRUF Gainesville, Fla., WKBZ Muskegon and
WEEU Reading parties to proceeding.
Roanoke Bcstg. Co., Roanoke, Ala. —
Designated for hearing application for
hew station 930 kc 250 w D.
;
AM— 1460 kc
Union-Carolina Bcstg. Co., Union,
S. C— Granted CP new station 1460
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N; engineering cond.;
estimated cost: $38,178.
AM— 1300 kc
I Aiken-Augusta Bcstg. Co. Inc., Aiken,
S. C— Granted CP new station 1300 kc
1 kw D; engineering cond.; estimated
cost $13,575 exclusive of land and
buildings.
Hearing Designated
Robstown Bcstg. Co., Robstown, Tex.
—Designated
for 1480
hearing
for
new station
kc 1 application
kw D and
made Bee Bcstg. Co., Beeville, Tex.,
party to proceeding.
AM— 1260 kc
■—Granted
Bob JonesCP U.newInc.,
Greenville,
station
1260 kc S.1 kwC.
D; engineering cond.; estimated cost
$21,500.
Modification of CP
WNAG Grenada, Miss.— Granted mod.
CP to change from 1490 to 1400 kc, 250
w unl.; engineering cond.
WDAV Auburn, Me.— Granted mod.
CP make changes in vertical ant.,
change trans, location and specify
studio location at Lewiston, Me.; engineering cond.; granted extension of
completion date.
March 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— iwe kc
WJBK Detroit— CP change from 1490
kc 250 w unl. to 1500 kc 10 kw-N 25
kw-D unl. DA-DN AMENDED to
change name from Detroit Bcstg. Co. to
The Fort Industry Co.
Ave* Bid
KGFN Grass Valley, Calif.— Application to purchase
filed by H.
Neil Black
under KGFN
Avco rule.
Assignment of License
KYOR San Diego, Calif .—Assignment
of license from Albert E. Furlow,
Frank G. Forward, Roy A. Ledford
Fred H. Rohr and Mary W. Hetzler
d/b as Silver Gate Bcstg. Co. to San
Diego Bcstg. Co.
KVIC Victoria, Tex.— Assignment of
license from Radio Enterprises Inc.
to KVIC Bcstg. Co. Inc.
KADA from
Ada,C. Okla.—
Assignment
license
C. Morris
to KADAof
iBcstg. Inc.
J
License Renewal
WNAXnewal Yankton,
AM station. S. D.— License reLicense for CP
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C— License to cover CP new AM station.
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis. — License to
I cover CP increase power etc.
|;
Modification of CP
[,AMWCON
Atlanta,
Ga.— Mod. CP new
Idate. station for extension of completion
KBKX San Antonio, Tex. — Same.
' KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.— Mod. CP
ch'inge
frequency,
etc.
to increase
1 kw increase
unl. to power
1 kw-N
ijS kw-D unl.License
(1150). for CP
WTIC-FM Hartford, Conn.— License
to cover CP changes in FM station.
%VFRS Grand Rapids, Mich. — License
to cover CP for reinstatement of new
FM station.
Modification of CP
KNOB Long Beach, Calif.— Mod. CP
nc / FM station for extension of completion date.
VSFL-FM Springfield, Mass.— Same.
iVSNJ-FM Bridgeton, -N. J.— Same.
WCOL-FM Columbus, Ohio— Same
WSVS-FM Crewe, Va.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP to 14 kw.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 980 kc
KFRD Rosenberg, Tex. — CP change
Ifrom 980 kc 500 w D to 980 kc 1 kw-D
10(1 w-N unl.

'broadcasting

AWARDS to six Midwest stations, winners in Kroger Co. fall promotion
contest, were presented at cocktail party given in Cincinnati early this
month by the Ralph H. Jones Co., Kroger agency. Representing winning stations, Kroger and agency were: Seated (I to r)— Madeline Barry, WBOW
Terre Haute, Ind.; R. Sanford Guyer, WBTM Danville, Va.; Lenore Little,
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.; Joseph B. Hall, president of Kroger; Kathryn M.
Hardig, assistant radio-TV director for agency, and John Sinclair, WCHS
Charleston, W. Va. Standing — C. M. Robertson Jr., agency president; E. G.
Feinthel, WLW Cincinnati; Jack Gelder, WCHS, and Marvin H. Hult, WMBD
Peoria, III.
NEW

STATIONS
Three Issued CPs
CONSTRUCTION permits for
three new AM stations, one fulltime and two daytime only outlets, were granted last week by
FCC. All were for South Carolina.
One existing AM station was
granted change in facilities.
New AM outlets were authorized
at Union, S. C, to Union-Carolina
Broadcasting Co.; Aiken, S. C, to
Aiken-Augusta Broadcasting Co.,
and Greenville to Bob Jones U.
WNAG Grenada, Miss., licensed
to Birney Imes Jr., received switch
in frequency from 1490 kc to 1400
kc. Outlet operates fulltime with
250 w.
Details of new station grants :
Union, casting
S. Co.,C.1460
— Union-Carolina
Broadkc, 1 kw, fuUtlme,
directional night; estimated cost $38,178. Principals: E. H. Hughes, president-treasurer 26%; F. W. Symes, part
owner of Union Buffalo Mills, Greenville,
56%;
Katherine
vice president 10%. McK. Wilkinson,
Aiken, casting
S. Co.,C.1300
— AikenBroadkc, 1Augusta
kw, daytime;
estimated cost $13,575. Principals:
William
secretary-treasurer
of WVOKE. Benns,
Birmingham
and WFEC
Miami, 3%; Rutledge Anderson, secretaryneering,
40%; J. Columbia,
H. Wills,
Dixie
28%; GeraldEngi-C.
Merchant, secretary-treasurer WFGN
Gaffney, 21%; Maria W. Skinner, vice
president WFEC Miami, 5%; Aiken
Chamber of Commerce 3%.
Greenville, S. C. — Bob Jones U. Inc.,
1260 kc, 1 kw, daytime; Tennessee nonprofit corporation for educational purporses.man board
Dr. ofR. trustees.
R. (Bob) Jones, chairWOW

FARMERS
Tour Members Give Talks
SINCE returning Dec. 20 from a
30-day visit to nine European countries, the 30 members (including 26
farmers) of the WOW Omaha
Farmers' Trip to Europe [Broadcasting, Nov 1, Nov. 29, 1948] have
given 600 speeches and addressed
more than 60,000 persons.
Appearances before audiences in
Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Minnesota, Kansas and Missouri
have convinced members of the
group that midwesterners have an
intense interest in farm, economic,
political and social problems in
western Europe, according to Mai
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PUBLISHER PETITION
To Revoke WGBA Denied
A PETITION requesting revocation of licenses of WGBA and
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga., as an
aftermath of a Ku Klux Klan
meeting [Broadcasting, March 29,
1948] was denied last Thursday
by FCC.
The petition was filed by F. W.
New, editor-publisher of the weekly Georgia Tribune at Columbus,
who told FCC that the stations,
owned by the local Ledger-Enquirer, had carried defamatory material about him, editorialized "in
the guise of newscasts," and operated as "the editorial mediums"
of the Ledger-Enquirer.
The charges, which grew out of
an episode involving a Ku Klux
Klan meeting near Columbus, were
denied by A. E. Mickel, general
manager of the stations. He said
WGBA and WGBA-FM treated
the episode just as "any hot story
v/ould have been," and also went
to considerable trouble to get a
statement from the Grand Dragon
of the KKK and to broadcast, one
from Mr. New himself [Broadcasting, April 5, 1948].
NBC Athletic Assn.
ALBERT WALKER, NBC executive assistant, has been elected
president of the NBC Athletic
Assn. Jo Dine, director of the
press department, has been chosen
first vice president. Other officers:
Joan de Mott, conti-oUers department, second vice president; Cal
Wheeler, controllers department,
treasurer; Kay Henderson, continutary.ity acceptance department, secreHaTisen, WOW farm service director, who was tour leader. The
tour group, which included besides
Mr. Hansen and the 26 farmers.
Bill Wiseman, WOW promotion
manager, Robert McMillen of The
Farm Journal, Philadelphia, and
Lawrence Youngman, of Travel and
Transport,
Omaha,
heldMarch
a "re-9.
union" dinner
in Omaha

l/jacamint
March 29: Wander Co. hearing before
FTC continues, Cleveland, Ohio.
March 31: Radio Pioneers annual banquet. Toots Shors, New York.
March 31: Gagwriters Convention, Park
Sheraton Hotel, New York.
April 4: WHAS Louisville transfer hearing resumes, FCC Hdqtrs., Washington.
April
4-8:
Motion Picture
Engineers Society
annual ofconvention.
Hotel
Statler, New York.
April
6-8:
AAAA
convention,
The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
April 6-13: NAB Convention, Stevens
Hotel, Chicago (April 6-9, Engineering sessions; 10, NAB unaffiliated
stationsment sessions).
conference; 11-13 ManageApril 7-9: CBC board of governors
meeting, Ottawa.
April
12: Brand
Names Day, WaldorfAstoria,
New York.
April 23: IRE Cincinnati Section technical
conference,
Engineering Societies Bldg.,
Cincinnati.
April 25-27:
All-Canada
Radio Facilities annual meeting production
and
sales managers of mutually operated
stations, Hotel Saskatchewan, Reglna.
April 27: Second Annual TV Symposium of Screen Publicists Guild begins, Hollywood.
May
Radio
sesRaleigh Farm
Hotel,Directors
Washington,
D. C.2-4: sions,
May B-8: Institute for Education by
Radio, Ohio State U., Coliunbus,
Ohio.
May 16-19:
RMA Industry
25th annual Convention and Hotel,
Parts
Stevens
Chicago. Trade show,
May 26-27:casters,
Virginia
Williamsburg,Assn.
Va. of BroadMay 2S-June 1: Advertising Federation of America
vention, Houston. 4Sth
Tex. Annual ConAug. 25-28: AFRA annual convention,
Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Sept. 30-Oct. 9: Second Annual National Television and Electrical Living Show, Chicago Coliseum, Chicago.
MERCY APPEAL
WIRA, Baukhage Aid Child
LIFE of a two-year old boy, Donald
Hill Jr. of Fort Pierce, Fla., was
prolonged last week through the
combined efforts of WIRA Fort
Pierce and H. R. Baukhage, ABC
correspondent in Washington. At
the urgent request last Monday of
the lad's father, WIRA manager
Douglas
Silver,
after broadcastinglocal
appeals,
telephoned
Baughage,
who aired an appeal for "golden
blood" (from persons cured of Leukemia) on his Tuesday 1 p.m. wetwork news program. Prospective
donors were flown to Fort Pierce
via chartered plane.
Response was immediate land
from far-scattered points. Donors
wired and phoned from Flint, Mich.;
Superior, Wis.; Portland, Ore., and
Birmingham, Ala. Various specialists in the dread disease, that
doctors feared would take Donny's
life within four days, were recommended, along with the miracle
drug, Aminopterin. Baukhage forwarded all information to WIRA
and a Leukemia specialist was located in Birmingham. The boy and
his mother were flown there immediately. He was treated with the
drug and sent home, his blood
count up considerably.
NATIONAL citation from American
Legion has been awarded WHFC
Cicero, 111., for "distinguished and
meritorious public service" and cooperation "in the presentation of programs for the betterment of community, state and nation."
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SALE OF WMOB
TO WEBER
IN NEGOTIATION STAGE
At

Deadline

...

OWNERSHIP HEARINGS
ORDERED IN TWO CASES

QUESTIONS
ON TOWER

HEARINGS on ownership issues ordered by
FCC in two cases: L. W. Andrews Inc., seeking
new AM outlet at Davenport, Iowa (250 w
day on 1580 kc), and WMAW Milwaukee, seeking license for its permit (1250 kc, 5 kw) and
consent to involuntary transfer of control.
Commission indicated it wished to determine extent to which principals of L. W.
Andrews Inc. participated in past operation
of KICD Spencer, Iowa, which awaits proposed decision following revocation hearing
last December. L. W. Andrews sold majority
interest in KICD to Ben B. Sanders in 1945.
Mr. Sanders has been charged by FCC with
concealing and misrepresenting his financial
qualifications [Broadcasting, April 19, 1948].
Comrs. E. M. Webster and Robert F. Jones
voted for grant of new station.
In WMAW case. Commission said it wished
full information on interests of Herbert and
Myrtie Uihlein, both deceased, and certain
other stockholders including Clifford A. Randall. Financial arragements also to be studied,
FCC said, WMAW seeks involuntary transfer
of control through switch of 10% interest from
estate of Myrtie Uihlein to Mr. Randall and
Wilke M. Zimmers as co-executors of estate.
Messrs. Randall and Zimmers now hold combined 45% interest in station.

QUESTION of possible change in procedure
for handling antenna-site approvals by Civil
Aeronautics Administration raised Friday in
oral argument before FCC. Question in effect
is whether applications should be referred to
CAA for clearance of specified sites before
hearings, as FCC once did, or after hearing, as
now.
In argument on proposed decision to grant
Belleville (111.) News-Democrat application for
1260 kc with 1 kw and deny that of WTMV
East St. Louis for same frequency, Arthur W.
Scharfeld, attorney for WTMV, asked for reopening of record on ground that CAA has refused to approve News-Democrat's proposed
site. Change in site could change coverage, he
claimed. In past, he said, FCC has denied
apnMcations which proposed sites objectionable
to CAA.
Marcus Cohn, attorney for News-Democrat,
denied site-approval was one of issues of hearing. He said reopening this case would mean
any case could be reopened any time CAA disap roves or changes mind, and that CA.A testimony henceforth might have to be presented
during hearings. Slight modifications often
can change CAA disapproval into approval,
and in Belleville case, he said, CAA is now
ready to approve.
CAA approval question also expected to be raised
in forthcoming hearing, called by FCC Friday, on
WOR New York application for new directional antenna and application of WDSM Superior, Wis. for
5 kw fulltime on 710 kc channel used by WOR. In
WOR case, it was reported, CAA reversed usual
procedure by refusing approval in Washington after
field experts had approved. Observers meanwhile
noted that FCC In past few weeks had stopped making proposed grants subject to CAA approval of
transmitter site and antenna system but now specify,
instead,
standards.that site and system must comply with FCC

FCC AFFIRMS
OF KARO(TV)

DELETION
CHANNEL

1 CP

INDICATING KARO(TV) Riverside, Calif.,
waited too long to seek retention of its television permit, FCC Friday affirmed cancellation of station's authorization for Channel 1
(44-50 mc), now reallocated to other services.
Commission also denied request for additional
time to build station; dismissed bid for special
temporary authority to use Channel 6 (82-88
mc) at nearby San Bernardino, Calif., and requested KARO to decide in 30 days if it wished
hearing on request for Channel 13 (210-216
mc) at Los Angeles, now assigned to KL ACTV there.
Commission said it advised KARO in May 1947
that reallocation of Channels 1 and 2 were under
consideration and that station failed to participate
in public hearing on proposal being considered to
reallocate Channel 1 and delete it at Riverside.
Channel 6 is involved in San Diego hearing where
five applicants seek three facilities, FCC said, and
KARO is not party to proceeding. Regarding
Channel 13 at Los Angeles, Commission said comparative hearing not in order as facility already
granted KLAC-TV, but hearing on "objectionable
interference"
issuebywill
be grantedCorp.
if desired.
KARO is owned
Broadcasting
of America,
licensee of KPRO (AM) Riverside and operator of
several other AM and FM outlets in West.
ADMIRAL EARNINGS UP
EARNINGS and sales of Admiral Corp., Chicago, reached all-time high in 1948, firm's annual report shows. Net earnings were $8,782,825 compared with .$2,248,186 for previous
year. Earnings per share on million shares outstanding were $3.78, increase of 68% over
$2.25 in 1947. Net sales of $66,764,266 increased 39% over previous year, and 85% over
1946. Net worth jumped 39%, from $7,795,460
to $10,814,886.
CURRAN NAMES SH&G
FRANK J. CURRAN Co., Aurora, 111. (insecticides), has named Schoenfeld, Huber and
Green, Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio
will be used.
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RAISED FOR FCC
SITE APPROVALS

NAB RESOLUTIONS GROUP
RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE for NAB Convention, to be held in Chicago April 6-13,
named and meeting date set for 10 a.m., April
11, NAB President Justin Miller's office announced Friday. Seven-man comm-ttee, under
chairmanship of Wiley P. Harris, WJDX Jackson, Miss.: Clyde Coombs, KARM Fresno,
Calif.; Richard Borel, WBNS Columbus, Ohio;
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; William McGrath, WHDH Boston; Phil Hoffman,
WOL Washington; Edward Wheeler, WE AW
(FM) Evanston, 111.
NBC

PLANS

MAPPED

GROUNDWORK for fall advertising promotion, exploitation and publicity campaign of
NBC and affiliates established in New York by
Stations' Advertising and Promotion Committee and network officials in meeting completed
Friday. Committee representing affiliates was
named at recent NBC meeting in Chicago to
implement resolution adopted there promising
industry's
greatest promotion campaign to date
for
fall season.
NEW

ABC-TV

AFFILIATES

ABC-TV announced Friday affiliation of three
more stations— KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KMATV Omaha and WLAV-TV Grand Rapids. Stations expected to start operations in May,
August
and September, respectively. ABC-TV
ing.
now totals 31 stations, 21 of which are operat-

NEGOTIATIONS for purchase of substantial
interest in or all of WMOB Mobile, Ala. from
Nunn Broadcasting Co. by Fred Weber, former
stockholder and general manager of WDSU
New Orleans, reportedly under way and may
be completed this week. Total sales price
understood to be about $200,000. Mr. Weber
has been supervising installation of new 5-kw
facilities of WHBQ Memphis, but reportedly
plans
to move onto 1230
Mobilekc inwith
near250future.
ABC outlet
w, is"WMOB,
one of
five Nunn stations and is headed by Gilmore N.
Nunn. Others: WLAP Lexington and WCMI
Ashland, Ky., KFDA Amarillo, Tex., and WEIR
Knoxville, Tenn.
WOR-TV

GETS

ABC

SPACE

ABC has leased 10,000 square feet of studio
and office space in ABC Television Center,
New York, to WOR-TV New York which begins
operation this summer. Mutual TV station
will start work immediately on two large studios, control and viewing rooms, and subsidiary facilities and offices. ABC and WOR-TV
will share some audition and rehearsal studios.
Address of WOR-TV will be 18 West 67 Street.
JOHN T. GEERY JR., formerly with Foote,
Cone & B elding. New York, joins creative staff
of Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York.
Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page i)
pected to resign within 60 days to become general manager of KLAC-AM Hollywood. Move
is in anticipation of FCC approval of station
purchase
March 21] .by Ralph Atlass [Broadcasting,
NBC HAS MADE rebate to N. W. Ayer,
agency for- Sealtest, sponsor of Dorothy
Lamour show which was cut off air during
broadcast fortnight ago from opening of Hotel
Shamrock, Houston. Interference from reveling guests caused cut-off. Restitution for
talent costs on program reportedly offered to
Sealtest by Glenn McCarthy, Shamrock owner,
FAME of Dr. F. L. Whan, head of department
of speech and radio at U. of Wichita, in
diary research field, has spread coast-to-coast.
Understood he has been retained for new surveys in both California and Florida. For
14 years he has conducted Kansas studies
under commission from WIBW Topeka and
for 13 has made Iowa studies for WHO Des
Moines. He has also made studies in Oklahoma and Illinois.
JACK BENNY and William S. Paley, CBS
board chairman, meet in New York this week
for television discussions. April 10 Benny,
broadcast is being transcribed in advance.
FCC-FTC-SEC subcommittee of House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee reserving pigeon-hole for pro-FM legislative pre posals of Rep. William Lemke (R-N.D.). On ■
Lemke measure (HR 65) demands allocatio i
of section of 50 mc band to FM. Another (H^^t
856), upholding arguments of FM faction;,
would make FCC decisions containing techn cal or scientific errors appealable to courts.
METHODS of using extremely high power i i
frequencies above 1,000 mc being developed tt
West Coast university laboratory. New tuto
developments may solve some of TV's uppeifrequency transmitter problems by adapta-_
tion of pulse technique.
BROADCASTING
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Kansas City, Missouri

Area

Listeners

Rate

""The Team" Ranks First In Recall Survey
The KMBC-KFRM Team leads all broadcasters in
the Kansas City Primary Trade area, according to
the results of a personal
categories on an "unweighted"
interview aided recall
basis, and ranked first in
radio survey released in five out of six categories on
February by Conlan & a "weighted" basis:
Associates.
The results of this personal interview compare reConducted last fall at the
markably with those of the
Kansas State Fair, and the
American Royal Livestock & Conlan coincidental survey
conducted last fall, involving
Horse Show, the survey commore than 100,000 telephone
prehended interview with
calls in the Kansas City Pri1,223 persons from 152 counmary Trade area. Complete
ties in the Kansas City Priinformation on these surveys
mary Trade ai'ea, within the is available to advertisers and
half - millivolt contours of
KMBC and KFRM, living in their agencies on request.
The KMBC-KFRM Team
rural areas or in towns of
is first in listener preference
less than 2,500 population.
throughout the great Kansas
Sixteen of these counties are
City Primary Trade area bewithin the half-millivolt concause listeners get the kind
tours of both KMBC and
of program service they like
KFRM.
and need from "The Team".
Basic questions covered
The KMBC-KFRM Team prothese six subjects: Stations
vides advertisers with the
Listened to Regularly; Famost
complete,
effective and
vorite Radio Farm Editors
economical coverage of the
and Market Reporters; Stahuge Kansas City Primary
tions Listened to for News;
Stations Listened to for Trade area, extending from
central Missouri west to ColMarket Reports; Stations
orado, and including counListened to for Other Farm
ties in Nebraska and Oklahoma.
Programs, and Stations Listened to for Women's HomeMaking programs.
KMBC
In the KFRM Area study
812 persons residing in 96
counties within KFRM's halfKFRM Area Survey
millivolt contour were interviewed. The KMBC-KFRM
Team ranked first in three
out of the six categories. It
is significant to note that
KFRM had been on the air
less than a year.
In the KMBC Area study
551 persons residing in 71
B C D E
counties within KMBC's halfmillivolt contour were interviewed. The KMBC-KFRM
Team ranked first in all six

KMBC-KFRM
First
''The Team" Ranks First
KMBC 6th Oldest
in Coincidental Survey
CBS AFFILIATE PASSES
A Conlan radio survey of
21 -YEARMARK
more than 100,000 calls, made
In February, 1928, KMBC
last fall, gave The KMBCKFRM Team first ranking
became the 17th member of
daytime in the huge Kansas
the Columbia Broadcasting
City Primary Trade area. Be- System, and geographicallieved to be the largest coly the south-westernmost
incidental survey of its kind, affiliate.
it reported radio listening for
Later, when CBS was exa one-week period from 8
tended to the West coast,
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the area
KMBC originated as many
extending from Central Mis- as 39 weekly programs to
souri west through Kansas
the western and southern
to Colorado, and including a
supplementary stasmall number of counties in CBS tions.
Among the programs
Nebraska and Oklahoma.
KMBC originated daily to
Essentially rural in char- the full CBS network were
acter, the survey revealed
"The Texas Ranger s,"
that KMBC is the most listened to station, daytime,
"Happy Hollow," and "Bewithin a radius of slightly
tween the Book Ends" with
Ted
Malone. The latter was
over 100 miles from Kansas
City, and that KFRM is the the first daily program fed
most listened to station, day- to a coast-to-coast network
and also televised. W-9XAL
time, in Kansas within
KFRM's half-millivolt .con- experimental TV station
was then programmed by
tour. The KMBC-KFRM
KMBC.
Team ranks first by a wide
It was therefore fitting
margin among all broad- for The Texas Rangers to
casters in the Kansas City
dedicate one of their new
Primary Trade area.
1949 CBS Saturday afterThe graph below pictures
these rankings!
noon coast-to-coast programs to their home station,
versary.
celebrating its 21st anniArea Survey
This dedicatory program,
on
February 26th, origiKMBC-KFRM
Area SurveyTeam
nated in Hollywood where
The Texas Rangers star on
a half-hour television show
on the CBS Los Angeles
Times station, KTTV, each
Monday night. The male
quartet of the group first
telecast on W-9XAL 16
years ago, when they were
K A B C K
billed by KMBC as The
M
F
Midwesterners, originating
B
R
C
M
programs for CBS south
and west.

Yes, proper coverage is essential when you spend your radio
advertising dollar. Station WJR

v/ith its 50-thousand watt signal

covers the densely populated areas, the little towns and remote
places. 97.4% of the population of WJR's listening area own radio
sets. That is proper coverage. That is why WJR

is Michigan's

greafesf advertising medium.
CBS
Call or write
your nearest
RETRY office

50,000

WATTS
FREE SPEECH MIKE

WJR

THE

GOODWILL
G. A. RICHARDS
Chairman of the Board

STATION,

jNC.--Fisher

FRANK E. MULLEN
President

Bidg.,

Detroit

HARRY WISMER
Asst. to the Pres.
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